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A Race in Devilshoof County.

There was fire in the eyes of the Vigilance Gang
Of the Gray Buzzard Gulch that night.

As up with a bound to their saddles they sprang,

And wheeled down the Gulch, to the right.

'This hoss-steaHn' biz got to stop aroun' yer,"

With an oath muttered Rattlesnake Jim

:

" An' ef Lariat Tim stole my little gray mare,

Wy—we'll hev' the settlin' uv bim.

Down in Devilshoof County.

"

"Who else mout it be? quoth Catamount Joe

;

•I seed him a-splittin' the air,

Comin' gallopin' down not a half hour ago

Through the Gulch on yer little gray mare.

Then loosen yer reins, fellers, dig in yer spurs,

Jes" see how ver bronchos kin git

;

Hoss thieves an' hoss stealin' may go some-a-wheies,

But with we'uns they never went yit,

Down in DevilshoofCounty."

On down through the Gulch sped the galloping steeds.

Beating down the dry blades of the grass,

While the prowling coyote slunk out in the weeds,

To let the grim cavalry pass.

Like the wind did they ride; not a note—not a sound

Was heard as thev flew o'er the heath,

Save the beating of hoofs on the drought-blistered ground

And the dry grass a-cracking beneath,

Down in Devilshoof County.

Then a grayish dark speck loomed up in their s'ght—

Like a bullet it shot on ahead,

Speeding on down the Gulch, flying swift thro' the night.

On, on through thedarkness it sped.

" It is him !" with a curse, nattered Rattlesnake Jim,
" Kain't ye see how they's a-splitting the air ?"

He was right, for there never was rider like Tim,

Nor steed like that little gray mare
Down in Devilshoof County.

"Jtishim !" was the whisper on each horseman's lip

As forward they bent for the race;

Deep, deep sank the spurs, and the merciless whip

Urged the foam-covered steeds to the chase.

Like a dark moving cloud speed they swift thro' the night,

While the hoofs thundered fast on the ground;

Ah, the fugitive knew, m his hurrying flight

What was meant by that ominous sound
Down in Devilshoof County.

Deep, deep in the flanks of the little gray mare
Sank the spurs ot the rider ahead—

O'er the dry, crackling grass flew the fugitive pair

While behind them the Vigilantssped.

"On, on !*' cried the flying one. "On!" came the sound.

In the rear, from a dozen of lips ;

On, on sped they all, with a leap and a bound,

At the touch of the spurs and the whips,

Down in Devilshoof County.

How ended the race V When the gray sullen morn
Looked down on the Gulch with a frown.

A naked old cottonwood, standing forlorn

With the neighboring grass trampled down,
Told the tale—told it well—how the Vigilante' steeds

Down the Gulch chased the fugitive speck,

Rising up in the dark, through the grass and the weeds,

And then won the race bv a neck,

Down in Devilshoof County.
—George Harbison Conrad.

Laws Governing Betting.

Legislation unfavorable to the race-tracks has gained such

great prominence during the past few months that it will be

of widespread general interest to review briefly the laws re-

lating to betting on horse-racing now in force in the different

states. Id some states these laws undoubtedly represent the

sentiment of the citizens as a whole, while in others they

merely show that the elements inimical to racing have suc-

ceeded in having passed laws that were suited to their pur-

poses. In Louisiana there are no restrictions agaiqst betting

on horse racing, or against pool-selling or bookmaking. Sev-

eral times the Supreme Court has been called upon to decide

and as often has declared betting legitimate—that a reason-

able wager can be collected if made on a game of skill or

chance, or on a trial of stiso^tu or endurance or speed. Ef-

forts have been made to have the legislature pass bills limit-

ing or suppressing pool saiing, but so far they have not been

successful. The compatability of this lack of restriction, with

surrounding conditions, is shown in the fact that betting is

nowhere in Louisiana either abnormal or insignificant.

In New Jersey, on the other hand, the Storrs bill, approved

April 26, 1834, absolutely prohibits bookmaking or pool-

selling of any kind and provides heavy penalties for infrac-

tions of its terms. Previous to its passage the celebrated

race-track law provided for the licensing of tracks, legalized

betting when carried on within a racing inclosure and in-

I llicted only a nominal penalty on those who contravened its

provisions ;

'in an indictable manner." The fine named was

but twenty dollars. The result of the " wide-open " policy

pursued when the JtJig Fou*- controlled New Jersey politics is

now so well known that i. «^eds no reiterati- a here. Under

cover of the law referred to all sorts of betting v --re .rried

on at the tracks until the peopie considered the ra^ug enter-

terprises as then carried on a public nuisance, and, rising in

their might, wiped the whole out of existence. Good, bad

and indifferent went down together; glorious Monmouth was

washed away in the flood that overwhelmed Gloucester and

Guttenberg. R°cing is only carried on now in New Jersey

at a few of the fair meetings each autumn, at which no public

betting is done ; nevertheless some private speculation

is ^indulged in, which the Storrs law was not de-

signed to prohibit, as was expressly stated at

the time of its final passage and approval. In Massachusetts

the laws relating to horse racing and betting thereon are so

stringent that if inforced they would quickly put a stop to

both. One of the old blue laws still in force prohibits the

running of horses for any stake, wager, purse or prize, ex-

cept in trials of speed at the meetings of legally incorporated

fairs or agricultural associations. Advantage being taken of

the existence of these laws, the grand circuit meeting at

Springfield soon became a memory and at other points in the

bay state the reformers have put a stop to racing. Of late

years local option has practically ruled ; the laws permit the

people of any district to do away with rac ng if they desire

to do so, but in most cities and localities racing and betting

flourish. The laws against pool-room keeping are severe

enough to grant immunity from these pestilential nuisances,

and the penalties provided in all cases are especially severe.

This winter an effort was made to secure the adoption ot an

amendment making liable every one in attendance at a meet-

ing where pools were sold, but it was fought bitterly

from the start and the probabilities are that it

will never secure favorable consideration. Of

all the States, Massachusetts is the most plentifully supplied

with laws relating to raciog and betting. Connecticut, as is

well known, has likewise a law on her statute book that pro-

hibits betting on horse racing, and so eagerly has it been en-

forced that little racing is now done in the nutmeg State.

The discussion elicited this winter by the effort that was

made to secure the adoption of an amendment allowing pool-

selling for twenty days on each track, and then only during

the pendency of a meeting, has kept the Connecticut law

well before The Horseman's readers. In Maryland pool-

rooms flourished, and their owners grew rich for many years.

In 1390, the first law regulating or limiting betting was

passed, but a proviso protecting the agricultural fairs

opened a door through which the entire law might be

evaded. The Arlington enterprise was the direct outcome of

the passage of the 1890 law in Maryland; in 18y4 it was so

amended that pool-rooms were driven from Baltimore, and
betting permitted only for thirty days on each track. It is

said there is only one pool-room in the whole State of Mary-
land, and that is in Anne Arundel County, where the old

Arlington proprietors are enabled to continue in business

through the courtety or the local authorities. In

Virginia the first attempt at regulating belting

by legislation was effected with the object of suppressing the

Jackson City Monte Carlo, but again the fair associations

had to be protected and the outlawed tracks that are sup-

ported mainly by the people of Washington, D. C, are the

outcome. L%der certain old charters these outlaws do

business. The law is itself to blame, because under its pro-

visions such associations as were chartered previous to its

passage can conduct meetings. Nevertheless under it Jack-

son City was dismembered and so much at least was gained.

Delaware is one of the states in which wagering on horse-

racing is absolutely prohibited. The last legislature passed

a bill very stringent in its terms and after it had been sent to

the governor for signature the news was flashed abroad that

it had been stolen. Immediately the pool room keepers made
their arrangements to begin operations, but at the eleventh

hour the missing bill was found mislaid among some other

papers of state and signed in lime to insure it- going into

effect. In Kentucky a peculiar state of affairs prevails. A
law was passed prohibiting the keeping of pool-rooms and

under it many precautions were brought and convictions

secured. The law likewise permits betting on races

when done within racing enclosures. Some time

ago Judge Perkins, of the Circuit Court, declared

the anti-pool room law unconstitutional and since then ihe

rooms in Louisville and elsewhere have been operated. The
charter of the two Kentucky societies, one composed of breed-

ers of thoroughbred and the other of breeders of trotters per-

mits them to name one place in Lexington where pools may
be sold during the continuance of their meetings. At
Covington it seems that arrangements could be made with

the civic officials, for the pool-rooms have long flourished

there. Probably the heaviest betting done in America is

that carried on through the Kentucky pool-rooms. While

the people of that state are so generously treated in the way

of betting on racing the laws relating to gambling are very

strict, and what is more, they are admirably enforced in most

municipalities. The law recently passed by the Minnesota

legislature prohibits entirely betting oh horse racing, no mat-

ter where carried on, and the situation in Illinois has of late

been so frequently canvassed that it is well understood by all

who take any interest in the thoroughbred or harness horse.

The probable outcome of the agitation in the great prairie

stale ib now discussed every where. This brief sum-

mary of the laws governing racing and betting in the differ-

ent states that have statutes bearing on these subjects will

enable the reader to properly judge of the various situations.

It is to be observed that where the laws are equitable, as in

Kentucky, more especially as it was before Judge Perkins'

decision was rendered, the spcrt is of a high order, well con-

ducted, for Ihe most part prosperous, and the breeders who
order their aflairs wisely share in the prosperity. On the

other band, where the laws are antagonistic the breeders are

robbed of their profits,and when they desire to put their colts

or horses to the racing test mu6t take them bevond ihe con-

fines of their State and disburse the money necessary to meet

expenses, so that it finds its way wholly into the coders of

outsiders. No better example of the effects of unwise legisla-

tion, as affecting the breeding interests, need be cited tban

that of Connecticut. It is not material to our purpose to go

over the law now In force in New York ; much of th--
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redure under it is tentative in iu nature, anr'. may be radi-

cally changed before another season rclis aroi'rd. The prin-

cipal lesson to be read is, that the people will not tolerate,

sare in very e»ceplional instances thi city pool-rooms and

their near relative, the foreifi. book. Theae two are doomed,

and as soon as this fact is f^irir understood, it is distinctly

probable that those StAtes which have the most stringent

laws will modify them sd that racing may be carried on to

the best advantage.— Horseman.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
BOITU) AND CONDCCTXD BOLXLY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

m

Hakmosv Mi sr Pkevail.C. J. C—P. C. J. C—From

what has appeared in the daily papers regarding the two

Jockey Clubs, which will soon be in active operation id San

Francisco, there seems to be a danger of decided antagonism.

It cannot well be otherwise should the meetings be held at

the same time, and war of any kind means, in the end, a

conflict that must be exceedingly detrimental to the belliger-

ents and a serious drawback to all the interests involved.

Everj one who is in any manner connected with racing has

a slake at issue, and outside of the people who are direclly

concerned in racing affairs, there are a large body of Cali-

fornia people who io some way are gainers by the sports of

the lurf and track being sustained. It is not necessary to

specify minutely the various occupations which are affected

as there is scarcely a line of business which does not receive

a share of the profits.

Racing men and those who attend the races might be tem-

porarily benefited by two rival clubs working and warring

to obtain advantages, but it will only be transient prosperity.

There may be larger purses, smaller entrance, admissions to

the races lowered, for a time better racing.

For some length of time, perhaps, as both of these clubs

are backed by men of wealth and with a firm determination

to tight to the finish. But one must collapse, with the other

so b idly shattered as to be in almost as bad a plight, and that

which has been forced to succumb bitterly antagonistic, with

foes as implacable as men will be who have fought over

every piece of ground, driven from tneir position by supe-

rior force, the war will not come to an end, with the close

ot one of the race courses.

That cimpiiga, when ended io defeat, will lead to others.

A dirterent line of attack and that line one that is very likely

to overthrow the victor, and with disastrous eflects to the

horse interests of the State. This army may be organized be-

fore the duel has come to an end. The strife stimulate oppo-

nents of racing to extreme effort", give them new texts to

frame charges upon, indicate weak places, against which as-

saults will be directed, illustrating the old maxim, "A house

divided against itself cannot stand."

And what is to be gained by this prospective battle ? Prin-

ciple is not at stake, honor not in jeopardy. There may be

feeling on both sides. Old sores breaking out anew, rankling

and tormenting very likely, but altogether of small import-

ance io comparison with the results which can easily be

foretold.

A certain loss to both parties. If not a rehearsal of the

famous tight in which the Kilkenny cats figured, something
akin, and when so little necessity exists for the declaration of

hostilities it does seem that reconcilement should not be

difficult.

All that U required is for both clubs to take a common
sense view of what the situation will be with war and with-

out war and strike a balance.

From a monetary view point it will not require a super-

financial ability to foresee that reciprocity will bring remun-
eration, antagonism loss. "Week about" was the example
set by Hawthorne and Harlem, and under that rule there

will be emulation to excel, in place of enmity and discord

and the train of evils, unavoidable appendages, to follow the

gratification of the passion. Passion will not he confined to

the active members of the two associations. It will spread

like a prairie fire when a gale is forcing the Barnes over all

obstacles, aod however desirous a person may be to take a

neutral position the motto will be *' if not for us you are

again* t us," and few who will be firm e lough to escape parti-

sanship.
" No telling" what a few months will evolve. There may

not be a like ending to a like war, when life was sacrificed,

not very long ago, though should that be the culmination it

does not require an oracle to predict the consequence. But
it is far within hounds to assert that disaster will be (be se-

quel, and if not to the extent that has followed antagonisms
in other localities, sufficiently overous to be a heavy blow to

the horse interests of California.

1 have the most friendly feelings to the managers of both
clubs. Exceedingly gratifying to me to have both prosper

;

to meet with "unqualified success," a source of orofit beyond
expectations, if my wishes could govern would be assured.

This feeling prompts me to urge, with all the fervor I can
employ, that arrangements be made whereby there will be

do " clashing," but there is a still stronger motive, a greater

desire than individurl interests can awaken, the press upon
those who have the power to avoid the danger the necessity

for reciprocal action. That is the future welfare of the horse
lotflMaMl Of tlii" ( '<»aM.

It has been demonstrated, beyond all reasonable contra-
• hai California has superior advantages over any

OthsV portion of the 1'nited Stale* for the production of the
highest typ** of horses. It has also been established that

racing of all kinds can be conducted here under more favor-

able auspices than elsewhere, and with facilities for training
it to any other region. It isalso safe to say that horses

have done very much to attract attention to California, that

the nerforminces of our horse*, abroad and at home, have
1 so much admiration thnt the land of their nativity

came in for a full share of the favorable comments. In order
to retain lUa •u|*>riority ; in order that the large amounts
invested in hor»e. breeding eslabliiihinents, and other proper-
ties connected with horses should not be depreciated to an
alarming extent, it is absolutely necessary that every care be
tik»a i i cat ions which have proved disastrous
in olhrr -

I may o»rr dinger of adverse legislstion in

Oftf -anxiom in regird to keeping so

1 within the i whi' h r finder vatism marks that there

will be no risk, as to appear finical; over-fearful of what may
happen, so that trivial things are magnified, and yet, with the

turf history of the last few years for a guide, it would appear

as though there were good grounds for apprehension.

In this case, however, there is not a chance for argument

on the other side of the question. There are no grounds for

a strife that must be inimical to the interests of the main
parties, and which cannot be separated from the racing in-

; terests of the whole country. The State whi^h adopts laws

in opposition to racing injures those which are more liberal.

I

The action of the Illinois Legislature depreciated the value

;
of every thoroughbred in the United States, and though

I
harness horses were not so seriously involved they also suf-

' fered from the failure to grant such protection as would have

met the approval of a larger majority of the people of the

State.

Illinois presents an object lesson which if given any study

should convince the most obstinate pupil that there is great

danger in following a course, which has something of the

same direction, as that which brought about the result. Not
exactly parallel, it is true, but with'similarity of features

which cannot escape observation when even carelessly

studied.

*

Bright Prospects for the 0. T. P.—Last Tuesday, on

the Berkeley train, I met Mr. H. Williams Jr., Louis Lissak

and Charles I. Havens. They were returning from a visit to

the Oakland Trotting Park, the object of which was a pre-

liminary examination in order to plan the improvements

which will soon be commenced. The few minutes on the car

and the much longer lime of the trip across the bay gave the

opportunity to become acquainted with the general plans of

Mr. William6 and his associates regarding the improvements

to be made, some of theio in time for the trotting meeting

which will be held early in the month of November, and

others following not very long thereafter. Mr. Williams has

the faculty of conveying clear impressions in a short time,

and I was greatly pleased to learn that when these intentions

are carried out, and that is assured beyond all doubts, that

place will be as attractive in points of utility and adornment
as any in the country, as to its natural advantages, they can-

not be surpassed.

Among the first things done will he a new grand stand,

the old torn down, the one to be placed on the site built after

the latest and best types of such structures. This will con-

tain all the modern accessories for the comfort of those who
attend, restaurants, bars, everything, in fact, which will ad-

vance the pleasure and comforts of visitors. The ground be

tween that and the track will be raised so as to form a sloping

esplanade, that covered with asphalt 60 that there will be a

pleasant promenade, however heavy the rainfall, and also

give a good view of the races from that point. Mr. Havens
is the architect and to show that no time is to be lost he will

have plans, which will give a general idea, ready for Mr.
Williams' inspection Friday evening, and it will not be long
until the contracts are let and work commenced.

It was exceedingly gratifying to me to learn that beside

making provisions for the comfort of those who visit the

course by the erection of such buildings as are now deemed
indispensible on a well-equipped racecourse, the grounds
will be beautified, the skill of the landscape artist being

brought into requisition to "adorn Nature by the perfection

of art."

The high board fence,which is so ugly a feature en Ameri-
can race courses, will be moved on to the boundary lines of

the property, and then not apparent.as it will be made a part

of the stalls, which in course of time will be removed from
the neighborhood of the stands and hotels.

Then the part of the grounds contiguous to the " winning
6core," not occupied by buildings, can be beautified with

shrubbery, flowers and the ever attractive "grassy lawns,"

fountains and grottoes, walks and drives, as it is nearly a

foregone conclusion that all the land lying between the

track and railway will be incorporated in the park. But that

is a portiou of the scheme which can more properly be re-

served for future consideration, the most interesting phase at

present being the immediate effect on the interests of the

owners of horses.

Whatever the future will disclose in relation to the two
courses on the San Francisco side of the bay, the resolution

of the C. J. C. to improve the Oakland track cannot fail of

exerting a beneficial influence, especially the harness-horse

division. The Fall trotting meeting of the club will be held
there, and Mr. Williams informed me that there would be
another io the spring with a probability of an intermediate

meeting, a certainty of one should there be horses enough to

warrant the addition.

There is little necessity for saying that the C. J. C. offered

the most liberal terms in the conditions attached to the pro-

gramme which was presented, and that owners recognized and
appreciated that liberality by their resptDBe in the wav of

entries.

One of the greatest drawbacks to harness racing in Cali-

fornia has been the absence of spring and early summer
meetings. While many have come off in the Eastern States,

the only one on this Bide of the range is that of Portland,

Oregon, and that has been so successful as to insure its being

a prominent feature hereafter. Denver had the most success-

ful meeting ever held in that place, and with the California

Jockey Club setting the ball in motion it is quite reasonable

to expect that other places will fall into line. That will take

place before
(tour horses," which are billed for an Eastern

campaign, will start for the Orient, and not altogether im-
probable that some of them, which would have gone East,

under the circumstances will remain for the circuit, which
is nearer their homes.

Mr. Williams also stated that the intentions were to give

"mixed meetings" at the Oakland Park, racing, trotting and
pacing in combination, and this kind of sport, which will

draw from every class of racing enthusiasts, can be carried

on without detriment to either wing.
The inside course is very nearly as favorable for " speed

as the outer, and a little widening of the first turn
and homestretch would place it so nearly on a par with the

longer as to be practically the same. But while the gallopers

are racing the harness horses can be exercised on the inner,

and when their turn comes, a change. Thus in a meeting cov-

ering two weeks, three days of each week to saddle and har-
ness, if both tracks are used fcr races on the same day, they
could be alternated, presenting daily variety.

The bsckstretch and second turn of the Oakland track are

(

rather too narrow for Isrge fields of horses, though there is

plenty of land embraced in the lease to widen it to fall pro-
portion, and that it has been resolved to do.

The clouds which, for the past two years, have hung over
the Oakland Trotting Park, are broken, and the rift in the
dark mass conspicuously bright from the contrast. While I
have never lost faith in the future of the track—the first vis-

ited in California twenty-one years ago—it required a good
deal of hopefulness to retain belief in coming prosperity.

When people here abandoned it and sought other fields to be-

stow their patronage upon, and when others, closely identified

with the interests of harness racing, ignored the course on
which depended the sustentation of that kind of,'sport in the
neighborhood of the metropolis, the clouds dropped lower and
took a darker hue. The action of the C. J. C, and the
promises which are certain to be fulfilled have dispelled all

forebodings, bridged the slough of despond, and given greater
confidence than ever in the hereafter of the Park.

***
The Jockey.—Very important at the present time is this

class of diminutive humanity which bears the above title.

Quite prominent over a hundred years ago, but the last half

of this century has brought about a wonderful appreciation

in the value of the services of these "knightsof the pigskin,"

and in this country twenty-five years have wrought such a

change that old turfmen, who reached the end of their ter-

restialrace before Jerome Park was opened, ifallowed to visit

the race courses of to-day, would be heartily surprised by the
new features displayed, not the least startling of which the
difference between the jocks they had known and those which
are at the top of the profession now. Men, and some of them
well advanced in years, the great "artists" when Boston
and Fashion ran and even as late as the days of Lexington,
Lecomte and other celebrities antedating the war; boys in
their teens or just beyond their majority, are the heroes of the
turf, with few exceptions, in this, the last decade of the nine-
teenth century. Not petted and made so much of in the
olden time as to turn their heads wrong side up, and cause
them to put on airs, and join in dissipations which would
never have been sanctioned by employers of the old era. A
smarter set, too, these boys than the men of yore, peculiarly
cute in appearance and language, and if they are somewhat
impudent, and conceited as well as forward, there are in-
fluences which it would be difficult to be brought under and
escape contamination. These old turfmen would be aston-
ished at the evidence of forwardness, or rather expertness, in
their vocation among such a lot of juveniles. Quick l&get
off and great rustlers to keep their mounts in motion, as a
rule good " seats," "hands" not so necessary as when horses
had to be daintilv handled in order to compass the distance
and have something left at the finish. Their main schooling
has been for short spurts, and with plenty of opportunity to

perfect their studies by practical work. Plenty of jockeys
now-a-days who ride more races in a year than the old-timers
compassed in a lifetime, and it would not be far from the
truth to assert, 'hat there are jockeys now at the Bay Dis-
trict course who have won more races in the last six months,
than Gil Patrick, John Ford and " Old Abe" gained dur-
ing their whole career.

But it is not my intention to go into a description of a
modern j ock, which all visitors to the racecourse are familar
with, at this time, but to copy what an English racerider
was a half century ago as described by "Nimrod" a noted
authority of that period, though only a small part of his

essay can be transferred. He commences as nearly at the
beginning as Lawrence Stern did in his history of Tristram
Shandy thus:

"The Jockey is generally the son of a Jockey or of a trainer
of racehorses, who puts him in the saddle as soon as he can
stride across one. Should he be a fine child for his age, the
hopes of his parents are at once blasted, inasmuch as he can
never expect to get beyond riding exercises, and then only
till about the fifch year of his teens. But he must not be a
fine child for his age. His growth must be stopped if he is

to ride the winner of the Derby—the pinnacle of ambition
in a Jockey's eye—by potations of gin mixed with his

mother's milk, and the muzzle must be put on him as re-

gards thai i. e. the milk."

Now Nimrod never thought of a boy like R Isom—who
won the Detroit Derby on Lissak—having the mount in the
" I hie ribboci " race of the English year, and hence when
fully matured must be equal to the task of scaling with his
saddle and equipments 122 lbs.

After describing the education of the jeekey in which he
states: "The intellectual of a Jockey is a matter little

thought of, even in these enlightened days," and further
" that it is discipline, not education, that leads the voting

Jockey to eminence; and to rigid discipline, exterior, if not
moral, much he be contented to submit ere he can be ex-
pected to obtain it"—he gives the "form," form in this sense
being both physical and mental qualities, which can be
summarized " Great strength in small compass, expansive
chest to allow for the action of the lungs, severely called

upon as they are in his rapid progress through the air.

Personal intripidity, habitual insensibility to provocation,
bordering on apathy, and capacity to endure sensual morti-
ficationary."

The proper shape for a jockey is pen-pictured as follows:
" There is, for the most part, a great share of symmetry, if

not elegance, in the frame of a majority of jockeys. Indeed,
an ill-shapen person would never make a 2ood one. He
should have a small head ; his shoulders should he low and
well formed, and wide in proportion to the Bize of his frame;
his thighs should be hollowed out, as it were, to give him a

firm clip to In-- saddle ; his arms should be rather long than
otherwise; and he must have no calves to his legs, or he
will not wear the neat jockey boot, which ought to fit light

to the limb all the way up."
That description will answer very well for a majority of

the victorious race riders of the present day. Hollowed out
thighs, absence of calves, long arms, etc., may be the ex-
planation of so many of the crack riders being negroes or
mulatloes.

Jos. Caibn Simpson.

Lady Grace, the thoroughbred-looking mare which
last year showed such flights of speed while in Dr. Wise's
string at Los Angeles, and which was shortly after purchased
by Messrs. Winship <& Keating, won a race at Irvington
Park, Portland, last week, and got a record of 2:23*. Lady
(.race is by a horse called Raymond, out of a mare bv Hock
Horkiog, a famous thoroughbred that Job. Cairn Simpson
brought to California many years ago.
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HOOF-BEATS.

Antidote, by Anteros, got

Mass., Jane 25th.

a record of 2:17 at Saagas,

Bcrlingajie, the four-year-old brother to Sable Wilkes,

trotted a mile in 2:20J at Terre Haute recently.

Tom Settle has a horse worth watching in Kelly, bay

stallion, by Electioneer, being a full brother to Expressive.

Strong Boy, by Allandorf, lowered his record from 2:12

and the half-mile track record of Indiana from 2:14 to 2:111

last week.

Tub Indiana colt George Morrison, by Anteros, that

took a record of 2:31} as a two-yeai-old, is looked upon as a

candidate for 2:20 honors this year.

President Cleveland has added another fine carriage

team to his stable. They are trotting-bred, are bays with

black points, and haye beautiful long tails.

Quality, by Electioneer, out ot McCa, by Almont, won a

very game race at Saugus, Mass., June 25th. Time, 2:18,

2:18}, 2:21£, 2:21, 2:20| and 2:21}-. Her mark is 2:21 now.

R. Sweasey, of Eureka, Humboldt County, has entered

his fine young two-year-old Eureka, by Iris—Siivershields,

by Poecora Hayward in a number of leading race meetings

this year.

Big Bones, who has captured a record of 2:23}, is by the

imported Percheron Gambetta. Big Bones' weight is 1300

pounds. Last year the sensation was a scion of the Clydes-

dale clan.

At Lima, O., June 22, in the second heat of the free-for-

all pace, Angie D. made the mile in 2:11 J, breaking the

track-record; also the mare record for a mile in harness on

a half-mile track.

A dispatch received June 28 by secretary Giles, of the

Glenville driving park, from Gil Curry, Nashville, Tenn.-,

said that Red Bud, 2:14$, was sick and would not be in a

condition to race this year.

Henry Forsland's most promising gelding, Grotto, died

of inflammation of the bowels last Saturday morning at Bay

District Track, we are sorry to state. Grotto was a bay, three

years old, by imp. Cyrus, from Griselda, by Bishop (sire of

Racine.)

Monterey is quite disappointing to his owner, no doubt.

The colt had a bad attack of lung fever la3t winter, and may
never get back his two-year-old form, when he was good

enough to beat Diggs, Pelleas and other crack youngsters at

Chicago.

The entry of Florence C. will be refused until the track

officials are satisfied that she is no longer possessed of the

spirit of a broncho. Monday she threw Ames off several

times at the post, being a worse ''bueker" than a buck mule

at a circus.

The construction of so many first-class highways in New
Jersey has begun to have a perceptible effect upon the value

of rural real estate, the price of such property having risen

to a degree which more than compensates the community for

the money expended.

Joseph B. Ferguson, trainer of the Westchester Stable,

is well known to horsemen that have raced on the other side

of the Rockies. He says he brought no "skates" along, and

believes everything in the string can win some Bort of a race

after being rested up a bit.

JocEsrr A. Babrett, who was bitten by Civil Service

while riding Shining Belle at the St. Louis fair association

park, June loth, suflered a complete fracture of the leg. The
vicious horse crushed the jockey's limb between his teeth.

Barrett is in the hospitaL

Hal Potnter, 2:04}, owned by the Village Farm, and

Mascot, 2:05, owned by W. P. Taylor, will pace two races

best three in five, at the Grand Circuit meeting at Buffalo in

Augtist for $2,000 a side each race. One race will take place

the first week of the meeting and one the second.

Last week L. E. Clawson sold to a friend a very handsome

filly by the great Diablo, 2:09}, out of Benton Waxy, by

Gen. Benton ; second dam Mohawk Waxy, by Mohawk
;

third dam Waxy (grandam of SunoI),by Lexington. This

filly is a trotter, and, bred as she ia, ought to be a very fast

one.

Lute Ltndsey is doing very well with the stallions at A.

B. Spreckels' Aptos farm. He picked up a discarded pacer

there a few weeks ago and has him moving like a Flying Jib.

Lute is one of the most experienced trainers and care-takers

on this coast and always has had his horses in fine fix when
the bell tapped.

Phoebe Wilkes, 2:08A, is in fine condition this spring.

She seems to]have thickened up and^is larger around the waist

than in former years. Her fastest mile before leaving home
was in 2:14 J, and it looked like a jog. No one not holding

the watch would believe she was going so fast, it being done

with so little effort.

The track at Red Oak, Iowa, was fast as lightning before

the rainstorm which broke up the meeting. Azote, June 22,

covered the distance in 2:11}—the last half being gone in

1:01 j. Directly went it in 2:10, the last half in the same
time as Azote's last half. Directum went the mile in 2:12

—

the last quarter in 30$ seconds.

Our Palo Alto friend, Matt Dwyer, sailed Tuesday, June
17, for Liverpool with St. Valentine, 2:16f; Glendine, 2:20;

Wilkesdale, 2:29; Charles F. Dunbar (Yantar), by Lord
Russell—Yolande (dam of Russellmont, 2:14}, etc.); Orphan
Boy, 2:22?.; Fareda, a filly by Gossiper, 2:143—Annie Nut-

wood, 2:18J, and Miss Beatrice, by Palo Alto.

The blood of Green's Bashaw is being more highly appre-

ciated every year. In California, we had only a few of his

descendants, Buccaneer being a grandson whose reputation

rests upon the wonderful speed shown by the produce of his

daughters. It is a noticeable fact that nearly every filly

sired by Buccaneer is the dam of a 2:30 performer.

C. J. Hamlin says the weanlingJby|Chimes, out of the dam
of Robert J., 2:01*, can show more speed than any foal of

its age ever raised at Village Farm.

Robert Lebattdy, whose horse 8tyrax won the Grand
steeplechase de Paris at Auteuil, has, in order to celebrate

his first great victory on the turf, given directions that $20,-

000 should be distributed among the poor. Of this sum
$5,000 will be given to the French hospital in London. One
seldom hears of a man who has a successful commercial spec-

ulation doing this, though it is not uncommon among turf-

men.

The trotting mare Romola, 2:20}, of the Newark Stock

Farm, Wilmington, Del., has been sold to an Australian

syndicate and the animal will be shipped in a few weeks. At
a trial speed at Point Breeze, she showed a mile in 2:15. Her-
man R. Tyson, superintendent of the farm, has been success-

ful with the animal, having won every race in which she

started. The price paid for Romola is said to be $2,500.

Mr. Hamilton's three-year-old colt by Simmicolon, out

of Sidate, by Sidney, that has been at the Petaluma track for

the past two months trotting exceediugly well, has taken a

notion to pace and has shown his ability to get a low record

at that gait. He is one of the handsomest colts ever seen in

Sonoma County. His dam, Sidane, is said by Ira Pierce, of

the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, to be the fastest pacer he ever

drove, and he has handled some fast ones.

M. O'Reilly, one of Petaluma's leading citizens, had a

bay mare by Alexander, second dam by Gen. Taylor, which
he bred to Dan Frazier's Director stallion, Secretary,and the

produce was a strongly-built black colt which his owaer
named Senator. Dan Misner bad him a Uttle while in his

charge at the Petaluma track and at the races in Portland

last week drove him second in the 2:17 pacing race won by

Brino Tricks. Senator will be another Petaluma side-

wheeler that will add fame to the place of his birth.

Trotting races are to be held this year in or near almost

every city and town from Maine to California. Not only are

they held in all parts of the United States, but there will be

also a large number in Canada and some in Mexico. For sev-

eral years there has been more or less trottiDg in South
America, and trotting in Europe has been steadily on the in-

crease. Trotting races are also held in Austria, and there are

now a few announcements for Africa, though we do not know
of any to take place in Asia.

Of distinguished equine guests there will be many at the

Minneapolis meeting. Robert J. will be Been in the free-

for-all pace, and it is not hard to predict that his perform-

ance will be closely watched by the governor of Minnesota,

for Governor Clough, besides being an enthusiaatic horseman
(if he did sign the antipool bill), is the present owner of

Hartford, Robert J.'s sire. In the free-for-all trot there will

be Directum, 2:05}; Fantasy, 2:06; Klamath, 2:13}; David B.,

2:10}; Kentucky Union, 2:llf, and Mark Sirius, 2:13.

There was a large attendance at the Agricultural Park
racetrack, Sacramento, last Thursday afternoon to witness

the special race3 advertised for that day. The first race, for

$50, in three straight heats, was won by Lady Charlotte.

Time—First heat, 2:28 ; second heat, 2:28£; third heat, 2:22*.

Forrester came in second. The second race was won by Dr.

Weldon's Ajax. Time, 3:23J. The races were held under
authority of the Secretary of the Jockey Club. The judges

were Ed Carragher, Wm. Irvine and " Rio Visto George."
The timers were Frank Dapoister, Dr. Genery and Thomas
Snider.

The big Jay Bird stallion at Rancho del Paso called Bay
Bird, which Superintendent John Mackey purchased in

Montana, is destined to be a great sire of early and extreme
speed. His colt, Geo. Ayers, got a pacing record of 2:17 at

Irvineton Park, Portland, last week, and some of the horse-

men claim he was never extended. Mr. Mackey will aston-

ish the trotting horsemen, just as he has the owners of thor-

oughbreds, by the excellent class of extremely fast trotters

and pacers he will breed and develop at Rancho del Paso
hereafter. He is one of the best iudges of a good horse in

the United States.

Some horsemen say the Electioneers are soft-hearted, in

spite of the fact that Palo Alto, Expressive and many others,

have proved themselves the gamest of the game. Here is a
description of another who does not show the white feather :

'* Thomas Weiss, a leading citizen of Bethlehem, Pa., owns
Silver Bells, a little roan horse, by St. Bel, brother to Chimes.

He, too, was called a one-heat horse until recently, simply
because he was never properly driven. His previous record

was 2:29}, pacing, and when he was entered in the 2:26 class

at Alleotown.over a half mile track, against such Eastern

flyers as Waverly King, Nina Noble, Black Crook, Willelah,

Alchemist and Nancy, nobody thought he had a ghost of a

ehance of winning. If pools had been sold he would have
brought about $5 in a $100. It was one of the greatest fights

of the vear over a half-mile track, requiring seven heats for

a decision. Silver Bells paced every heat for his life, too,

winning the last one in 2:281. Such cheering was never heard

in Allentown. Electioneer quitters? That's the kind we
want ! Keep your ears open and you'll hear more from Silver

Bells this year. He has only been in training since May 1."

—Spirit of the Times.

I have been breeding trotters on a small scale," writes my
friend, Theodore Schweitzer, of Milwaukee, Wis., " and as

pacers are coming in fashion I thought I would act on Ed.

Geers' theory—to breed a thoroughbred mare to a pacing

horse r nd get a pacer. I own Carrie B., by Mambrino Swi-

gert, trotting record 2:20 J, and pure gaited at that, but her

dam being by Ivanhoe (CalliB'), a horse brought from Knox-
ville, Tenn., to Wisconsin, in 1866, by Gen. John B. Callis,

and said to be thoroughbred, I bred her to Faustino, 2:14$,

trottine, by the pacing horse Sidney, 2:1 91, and the produce

is a fine black filly, foaled April 7th, that can do nothing

but pace. Neither Carrie B., nor Faustino show any incli-

nation to pace, but the dam of my filly being largely running

bred, and the sire from a trotting bred pacer, Geers' theory

must be given the credit for my success. Out of eight foals

dropped at the Pabst Farm, sired by Faustino, all but this

filly are trotters. A yearling by Faustino, out of Cad Wade,
2:20, has had four colts, the oldest a three-year-old: by Al-

cazar, 2:20A, a two-year-old by Egbert, a yearling by Faus-

tino, and a suckling colt by Faustino. All but the yearling

are square trotters.—Horse Review.

The Bay District Track.

Notwithstanding all reports to the contrary, Mr. Williams
says that the Bay District track will be a race track for

many a day to come, for he has in his possession at the pres-

ent time a receipt for $10,000, which entitles him to an op-

tion on tne track for sixty days. Before the termination of

that time he will be required to conclude negotiations for

the purchase of the property for the sum of $650,000 or

forfeit the $10,000 already paid.

That Williams will conclude the bargain no one who
knows him seems to doabt. His heart is set upon having a

race track, and there is no place that he hungers for more
than this same Bay District. Further than that he has good
people with him and behind him, for the Directors of the
California Jockey Club have told him to go right ahead with
the arrangements, and these Directors are composed of such
men as James L. Flood, Colonel D. M. Burns, J. Naglee
Burke, Louis LiBsak,Pete Quinlan and R. B. Milroy.
The Directors, together with President Williams, held a

meeting recently, and the latest rumor in connection with
the cutting up of Bay District wa3 discussed. It was then
that Mr. Williams proposed his scheme for purchasing the
property outright and he received the necessary sanction to
open negogiations with the present owners.

Mr. Williams will leave for the East in about two weeks
and he will be a busy man while away. He will set himself
to work to identify the prominent racing men of the East
with his big meeting here next winter, and he will have im-
portant business with Col. Burns, who will be one of the
largest stockholders in the Bay District track under its new
control.

As matters stand, therefore, the prospects of a race track
war in San Francisco next Winter are livelier than ever,

and whatever the ultimate result may be there will be high-
class inducements held out to horse owners and turfmen gen-
erally at both tracks.

President Williams says that the California Jockey Club
is a big concern ; that several wealthy and influential Cali-

fornians are to be added to the directorate and that trotting

is to receive attention as well as running.
He was at Oakland track Tuesday with Architect Charles

Havens and Mr. Lusak. In about three weeks they will he-

gin work on a handsome grand stand, beneath which there
will be bars, restaurants and other necessary adjuncts to a
well-equipped track. They will give a big trotting metting
at Oakland in November, and after this year they will give
two trotting meetings every year. They are at present in

communication with the people of Los Angeles relative to

giving early spring meetings for trotters and pacers down
that way, and it is their earnest intention to work in every
way to encourage and develop the breeding interests cf this

State, both in regard to trotters and thoroughbreds."

Boom the Northern Fairs.

Red Bluff horsemen are beginning to consider the advisa-

bility of having a fair this fall. At a meeting of the Tehama

County Agricultural Society it was concluded that if the peo-

ple of that county are willing to contribute $900 or $1,000,

a satisfactory fair will result. A subscription committee is

now soliciting funds.

There is no doubt that Northern California can have a fair

circuit this fall which will be creditable. Willows is talking

fair, Red Bluff wants one, and Chico should be red bot for

one. It would be an excellent plan for the presidents of the

various agricultural societies in the Sacramento Valley to

have a conference and thereby agree as to dates so that there

will be no conflict. The success of esch of the fairs would
thereby be enhanced. Nothing, however, should be done to

injure the State Fair.—Chico Chronicle.

The great filly Impetuous is now demonstrating that she

is able to make good as a three-year-old the promise of ex-

cellepce which she gave as a two-year-old. She did at that

age what no two-year-old had ever done before, made a rec-

ord of 2.15| and repeated it in the same race. This justly

entitles her to be coLsidered the best stayer for a mare of that

age that has yet appeared. She is now entered against aged

horses and has made her debut as a three-year-old at Du-
buque in the 2:16 class. Keno F., King Herod, Lurline,

Thornless. Lady Wilkes, Hettiemonr, Maud Wright, Lycur-

gus and Ben B. were her competitors. Lurline won the first

heat in 2:183, Keno F. the second in 2:15$, and the third in

2:17i, King Herod the fourth in 2:18, while Impetuous won
the fast three heats in 2:19A, 2:23i,2:22|. It is not only re-

markable for a three-year-old mare to win against such horses

this early in the season, but it will be more remarkable that

her victory should be gained in the last three heats of a seven -

heat race. It shows that her splendid breeding is not with-

out its legitimate results. As will be remembered she is a

daughter of Director, dam by Harold and second dam by

Pilot Jr., which constitutes as good a racing pedigree as can

be found anywhere, her second and third cross being the

same combination that produced Maud; S., while her first and

third are the strains that gave the track such a great per-

former and racehorse as jay-Eye-See. Impetuous is io the

Lexington Futurity for three-year-olds this year and unless

too much is required of her in the meantime should be a very

dangerous competitor for the best in the race.

The phenomenal colt of the year is Athanio. He is but

three years old, aod his race record of 2:11:1, made at Des

Moines, June 20, is the greatest to the credit of a colt or filly

of that age in June, and is, as well, second only to the 2:11}

of Directum for a stallion in a race. Athanio is a dark brown
colt by Junio, 2:22, a son of Electioneer, out of a mare by

Granger, a son of imp. Hercules, and his dam is Athalie (dam

of the former champion yearling stallion Athadon, 2:27), by
Harkaway, 2:48}, son of the mighty Strathmore. As a two-

year-old Athanio was one of the king bees of the California

colony, his battles with the great filly La Belle, 2:1H, proving

to be the seosational performances of the year on the Pacific

Coast. He started in eight races, of which be won four, was

second in three, and divided second and third money in the

other, retiring at the end of the season with a record of 2:19$.

He was bred at Fresno, Cal., by Geo. L. Warlow, is now
owned by C J. & Harry Hamlin, and is in Ed Geers' section

of the Village Farm String. His first start of the year was at

Denver, where he won the 2:17 class in 2:18, 2:16 and

—Horse Review.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SADDLE.

There will be do foreign book at the Louisville Jockey

Club meeting this fall.

Ed Corrioan's Leo Lake won a mile and a sixteenth

race at Detroit Tuesday.

May .* Hall now own the good brown colt Dick Behin,

formerly in Tom Kiley's stable.

At toner Inland June 26th there were six races. Reifl'

and Griffin rode three winners apiece that day.

JocKBt Shaw returned from Salinas and was seen in the

aaddle again Tuesday. He was a bit out of practice.

Vall> poke, the gray sprinter in Hollister, Cal., won a

three-furlong race at Portland, Or., Tuesday in 0:35$.

Chevalier rode in ;f ve races Tuesday, and each time

his horae finished third.
* This is something seldom seen.

Latonia, the dam of Lew Weir, is dead at Elmendorf

She was by Billet and Left a suckling colt by Candlemas.

Eppie Josrs rode three winners and Piggctt two Tues-

day, having practically a monopoly on the riding honors.

Tkainki: Ab Stemler is said to have had a swell bet

down on /eta, who was backed down from 4 to 1 to 8 to 5.

Coadv had but three mounts .Tuesday, and was second

every time. His mounts were Nellie G., May Day and Reno.

Peter Weber, now of Los Angeles, has just purchased a

colt by Sid out of Mary Bell, therefore a brother to Montalvo.

Pat Dcnne has purchased Saot Ilario from T. W. Moore,

and t ialen Brown has sold Wm. Duke Jr. to John Huffman.

Scotlander, recently burned to death, was the only stal-

lion by imp. Bonnie Scotland that closely resembled his sire

Two gray horses are racing at Latonia—Faraday, by Him-
yar—Miss Austin, and Fairchilds, by Eberlee—Blue Bon-

net.

Am Baba will soon make his debut as a jumper, it is

understood. He did fairly well at his first trial over the

sticks.

Joe Widger, who rode Wild Man from Borneo to victory

intbeHrand National is known as "the plucky boy fro:*}

Walerford."

Dosuro the past sir years Baron de Schicker has won the

Grand Prix de Paris three times and M. Edmond Blanc

three times.
,

The amount of gambling this year on wheat, if dis-

tributed, would cover all the betting on the trotting tracks

for a season

.

Jo< key Hamilton has signed to ride for Col. Ruppert for

the balance of the season. Lamley will continue to do the

light weights.

Hkskyof Navakkewod the Country Club Stakes, $2,000

to the winner, at Oakley on Saturday in 1:55J, Lehman sec-

ond, Chant third.

Axiom, by imp. Maxim and bred at Rancbo del Paso, won
the rich Vernal Slakes, at Sheepshead Bay Tuesday—five

furlongs in 1:02 1-5.

Pierre Lorm.lyrd intends entering in the English Derby
until he gets a smasher, and will then pin rn the back of his

jacket " Follow Me."

Mikk Kflly was so disgusted with Barcaldine's showing

in the second race Saturday that he gave the skate away to a

friend looking for trouble.

Lacra P., by Tremont.out of the good mare Sdllie Hagan,
won a four and one-half furlong race at St. Louis, June 25.

She belongs to Scbreiber & Robbins.

Don Carii.lo, ikhreiber «fe Robbins' good two-year-old

colt, ran second to William Duke Jr. in a five-furlong race

at St Louis June 28th, run in 1:03.

The sporting parson still hails in English villages. The
belli of three churches rang out their chimes when Lord
Koaeberr's Sir Viato won the Derby.

.Jackson says that he has given Luke Blackburn the
beat chance of his life in the stud this rear and is counting
upon something great from the produce.

LHD KEARBET, president of the Saratoga Racing As-
sociation, contradicts the statement that Messrs. Belmont
and Keeoe have purchased the Saratoga track.

Merry Prince, by Starter Ferguson's great home, Prince
Royal, look* now to be the best two-year-old in the East, as
hi- dcffJEl Of Apph'gale and other cracks go to hIiow.

Johei'H Dun'.iN, owner of Foam, and Trainer Giles Ray
were ruled ofl it Detroit Monday for the queer running of
the filly. The same parlies were barred at Santiago in 1893.

Weunkku '. beat Lucky Dug and Lady Diamond Monday
in 1 10 over the Fatality course nt Sheepshead Bay, and his
sudden reversal of form in being investigated by the offi-

cial*.

EUSTIAOO won a cracking good mile and three-eighths
(he turf track at Sheeiwhead Bay yesterday. Song

and Dance was second and Long Beach third, the lime
2 22 1-/.

F.i. Rl are likely to prove very good at the
racing game. Clara Johnson, by the unbeaten son of Nor-
folk, wii beaten a scant dom Tuesday io a good race at four
anda half farlono. Mr. Winter* will doubtleas be much
pleated at the filly's good bowLof.

It looks as if the anti-raring fevpr has reached Canada.
James (in.-v.-, M P , hn« drafted a bill to be Introduced In-

to of Parliament, the purpt
loblocEth* leof holding the propotw running meet-
ing at Windsor ' 'nt., beginning July 16.

Lovdal ran second to Sandowne in a mile race at Sheep-

head Bay Monday. As it was run in 1:43, it is presumed

that the Wildidle colt is not within a dozen pounds of

himself.

The Prince of Wales' two winners at Ascot, June 17, Per-

simmon and Florizal II., are full brothers, by St. Simon,

out of Perdita II. , a mare by Hampton—Hermione, by loung

Melbourne.

Before he died John A. Morris told Mr. Walden that

he hoped to raise on his Texas ranch thoroughbreds seven-

teen hands high that would jump thirty-two feet and run a

mile in 1:35.

Ramapo beat Sir Walter a scant nose for the Long Island

Handicap Tuesday at Sheepshead Bay. The mile and an

eighth was run in 1:55 flat. Pacemaker beat Lazzarone a

nose for the show.

Dr. Hasbrouck, who has been sent to the Goodwood Stud

near St. Louis, will be bred to the following mares : Queen

Bess, a full sister to Spokane; AmorittelL, Song Bird, Lu-

cille and Minuette.

Mandolina, a three-year-old chestnut filly by El Rio Rey

out of Telu, won a six-furlong race at Roby on June 25th,

after getting away eighth. She was at 15 to 1 in the betting.

W. Gum owns her.

Rebellions' defeat Saturday cost his admirers a large

sum. It may be that a fast six furlong work-out on Friday

(said to be in 1:14$) had something to do with the beating

he got the next day.

Famous old Kingston is doing well at La Belle Farm. He
has covered sixty or seventy mares this season, and the first

mare he served—a common work mare, who was bred to test

the old horse—is in foal.

Billy Stewart, the well-known steeplechase jockey,

will be seen in the saddle again this week, in all probability,

the judges having found him blameless for the defeat of

Guadaloupe uot long since.

Domino can go a merry mile. Last Saturday he took up

127 pounds and won the Sheepshead Handicap, one mile, in

1:41 1-5, easily beating Dorian (118 pounds) and Sir Walter

(123 pounds) a Long others.

J. H. McCormick, trainer for Mr. Walbaum, said Mon-
day that he had not up to the present made a contract with

Burns & Waterhouse, the California firm, but the chances

were in favor of him doing so.

Au Revoir, Byron McClellaod's filly that won a good La-

tonia race, is a sister to Montrose. She was sold as a year-

ling last spring for $1,800. She was resold at Lexington in

the fall to McClelland for $1,000.

Captain Brown got revenge Monday at Detroit by beat-

ing the great Diggs in a five and a half furlong dash, run in

1:05. Rover, a Palo Alto-bred horse won the mile and

three-eighths hurdle race in the good time of 2:33.

L. C. White, owner of Wawona, Miss Fletcher and other

flyers, returned from a trip to the far East last Saturday. He
went along with Lucky Dog, Fannie Louise and others of the

S. G. Keed horBes in Walter & Hayden's string.

The California Jockey Club has adopted the Western Turf
Congress rule (and will strictly enforce it) regarding the U6e

of electric appliances and " dope " of any description on

horses. Those using them will be promptly ruled off.

The five Hackneys purchased, at Ashmead, Burdette

Coutts' annual sale at Brookfield stud, London, May 24th,

for Ogden Goelet, arrived in New York city June 17th.

They will be used at Newport. One pair cost $10,000.

E. J. Baldwin has sold his gray gelding El Dorado, 5, by
Rutherford—Ophir, to S. S. Howland. The deal was made
Saturday, but not consummated until the horse underwent an

examination by Dr. Sheppard yesterday.—N. Y. Advertiser.

The highest prices paid at the sale of the Morris yearlings

bred on and imported from the Texas ranch, which occurred

at Sheepshead Bay, June 18th, were $125 each for a Cayuga
and a St. Florian colt. Several sold for as low as $10, and
the average for twenty-one head was under $40.

Gen. Jackson has decided not to offer any of the Belle

Meade yearlings for sale in Chicago this year. About half

the crop will be sold at Sheepshead Bay in the early part of

July, and the others together with a consignment from the

East Meade stud will be Bold either at St. Louis or Oakley.

As far as the Chicago tracks are concerned it has been, all

summer, a caBe with each of " If I should die to night, what
would I do with "—these stakes that were guaranteed ? A
resolution has at length been arrived at. "They're off"

without the contestants being given a chance to get to the
post.

Jockey Hinrichs is supposed to have cleaned up $950
outside of any bets on McFarlane's victory. He is said to

have arranged with other owners so that in case of a run up
half of the surplus would be returned. This amounted to $150,
the winner's share of the purse $200, while he got $600 for

the horse.

Harry Elrod, who came here with the Westchester
string from Latonia, made his California debut on Charlie
Boots in the two-year-old race Monday, and finished a good
third with Legg's gelding. Elrod hails from Mt. Vernon, N.
Y., and rode at 109 pounds. However, he will soon be able
to do 100 pounds.

In the mile race Tuesday four of the five contestants had
the blood of imp. Australian in their veins. Raindrop is by
Wildidle, a son of imp. Australian; Road Runner and Je-
rome S. are by Joe Daniels, son of imp. Australian, while,
the dam of May Day is by Joe Daniels, son of Australian
McFarlane, the winner, has none of this blood in his niake-
"!'

Cai.ii ornia-hrep horses did great work at Detroit last

Saturday. Mobalosky (by Apache) won a five-furlong race
in 1:004, Diggs (by Red Iron) beat Captain Brown and May
Thompson six furlongs in 1:13J, while Rover (by Flood) won
the steeplechase, about two and a half miles, in 5:09. Booze,
by imp. Cheviot, ran second to Babe Murphy in another
race.

The pedigree of August Belmont's good filly, Fioretta, is

given by Civil Service or Flavia and students of individuals

credit her to Bill Daly's ancient sprinter. But Jack Joyner,
the Blemton trainer, says that she is by Fiddlesticks, beyond
a doubt, the dam Flavia having been bred to Civil Service in

February, and not holding the speedy son ofReform, she was
sent to Fiddlesticks.

Sir Yisto is the sixth Derby winner prepared by Matthew
Dawson, the others being Ladas in 1894, Melton in 1885, Sil-

vio in 1877, Kingcraft in 1870, and Thormanby as far back
as 1S60. He thus ties with another celebrated trainer in

John Porter, who has also sent out half a dozen winners of

the Derby in Common, 1*91; Sainfoin, 1890; Ormonde, 1886;
St. Blaise, 1883; Shotover, 1882, and Blue Gown, 1868.

Extraordinary prices were realized at a late Bale of polo
ponies in London. A lot of eleven Bent up by the Peat
Brothers, noted players who are retiring from the game,
brought $12,875 at auction. The top price was $2,300, and
another little fellow made $2,000. At the same Bale half a

dozen Hackneys sold for $10,800, a six-year-old gelding by
Sir Monarch bringing $5,150 .

While the horses were exercising at Latonia Sunday
morning Helen Mar ran into the fence and was in turn ran
into by Glen Lily. Both fillies were knocked down and Glen
Lily broke her neck, the other filly escaping with little in-

jury. Glen Lily was a three-year-old by Himyar—Bravour-
ina and was owned by G. W. Junes. She was a good winner
as a two-year-old when Cy Jaynes of thin city owned an in-

terest in her racing qualities.

A detachment of twelve of Baldwin's horses has been sen*

to Providence, where it will run at .the Narragaosett

meeting, and if satisfactory prices can be obtained will proba-
bly be disposed of, as the string is now a little too heavy in

numbers to suit the owner. The horses that left are Happy
Day, Caraccas, Santa Cruz. La Fiesta, Chiquita. EI Capitan,

Queen Alba, Argentina, Honolulu, El Dorad", Philomeno
and Auriola. Charles Pleasant will have charge of this di-

vision.—New York Exchange.

Henry McDaniel, one of the best young trainers in

America, has about decided to bring a string of race horses to

California. It will be remembered that McDaniel trained

the Santa Anita horses in 1894 and had the distinction of

capturing the American Derby with Rey el Santa Anita. Mc-
Daniel expects to bring to the Coast a string of twelve, which
will be especially strong in the two-year-old division. Aman-
da and Myrtle Harkness are both stake fillies. Shield Bearer
and Glad are serviceable three-year-olds and should both
prove bread winners in California. Graham will probably
come out to ride for the stable.

John O'Neill began redeeming his future book tickets on
the local derbies Monday morniDg. With the appearance
of the first applicant for bis money, came Officer McCarthy
of the Central detail, who at once placed O'Neill under ar-

rest, and, not only took him to the station, but locked him in

a cell and refused him permission to notify friends. Besides
he was roundly scored by Inspector FUzpatrick, who, know-
ing nothing about it, wrongfully charged the prisoner with
making handbooks about town. Later O'Neill was released

through John Roche. The arrest appeared to be a high-
handed proceeding with malice behind it, for the redeeming
of tickets upon which there had been no action could not
well be classed as gaming or lottery. A suit for false im-
prisonment and damages is likely to follow the hasty and ill*

advised action of the police.—Chicago Racing Form, June
28.

It took an exceptionally cute 'un to get the better side of

old John Day, indeed "it never happened," save by chance
or real besting. The veteran, however, once fell a victim to

the gentlemen jockeys at Bath. In a field of a dozen horses

he had one which be knew to be so wretchedly bad that he
took the liberty of laying the odds to a £50 note against him
at 15 to 1. But the "amateurs" had breakfasted together, and,
comparing books, had come to the conclusion that the best

way to make money out of the race was by letting "honest
'

John's" horse come in first. The result the gentlemen riders

had no diffi^lty in bringing about—one bolting at the first

opportunity, with three or four others after him, some falling

off. while the remainder of the horses were deliberately
pulled, until the Danebury nag came in almost by himself.

Every one congratulated the owner, who, besides his bets,

had the felicity of paying the police charges for the meeting,
and standing ten dozen of champagne for the privilege of
winning. They say that on that day "old John's" face was a
caution to see.

Now that American owners and breeders are entering, or
propose to enter, largely in English stakes, it is not amiss to

draw their attention to the French rules of racing as regards
the entry of geldings in the Grand Prize of Paris. An Eng-
lish contemporary in writing about Curzon, who ran in the
Derby, says :

" It is quite as well that Curzon was not in the
French race, as a very awkward, and perhaps a fatal question
would ha ye arisen. There is a doubt in the minds of some
as to whether he was entitled to run for the Derby. The
conditions of that race stipulate "for three-year-olds," and
then go on to state that colts shall carry 126 pounds, and fil-

lies 123 pounds. In Paris, however, this is different, and
the hard and fast terms " for entire colts and fillies " are
used. This clearly shows that a pelding would not be en-
titled to run for the race. A line, it will be seen, is drawn
as between colts and entire colts, and there is good reason

for this. The great races in France are now under the au-
thority of the Society for the Encouragement of the Breed of

Horses, and the idea of a gelding improving the breed is, of

course, simply nonsense. Although Curzon was qualified for

the Derby at the time of entry, and, despite bis castration,

remained qualified, no other terms than colts and fillies are
used in connection with the race. The meaning of colt, as

we understand it, is a young, entire horse, and he remains a
colt until his fourth year. At five years of age he becomes
a horse. It might, therefore, be advisable to make this clearer

in future in making entries for the Derby and St. Leger. The
literal meaning of coll, however, is a young horse, and Cur-
zon is, castrated or uncastrated, and for that reason he could
not have been disqualified even if he had won. It would be
a different matter if it had been stipulated, as in France, that

he should be entire. This is the rock on which Baron Hirach
may split should he enter Curzon in France for races that

are run under the Bame conditions as the Grand Prize of

Paris. It would be interestin g to know whether any horse
that was disqualified for stud purposes was ever allowed to

start for the Grand Prize of Paris.
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THE SULKY.

The Portland meeting was a grand success.

Make entries in the State Fair races, Sacramento.

One hundred mares were booked to Direct, 2:05A, this

season.

W. B. Fasig predicts that Hulda, 2:08J, will race sound

this season.

In two weeks from to day the bell in the judges' stand at

Sacramento will ring.

Maby Wells, a bay mare by Director, has a pacing record

of 2:20i, made last month.

Entbies to the "Willows races close to-day, July 6th. Do
not overlook this meeting.

Col. Alyiso, of Pleasanton, has Prince Ira and the paciDg

mare, Rosita A., looking well.

We commence the twenty-seventh volume of the Breeder
ane Sportsman with this issue.

A large number of visitors may be seen any Sunday morn-

ing at the Oakland Trotting Track.

Do not forget the auction sale of fine trotters next

Thursday at Killip & Co.'s saleyard.

May Ross, a bay mare by Anteros, won a race at Odhkosh,

Wis., June 25th. Time, 2:24, 2:25 and 2:224.

Pkof. -O. R. Gleason met with great success handling

wild and vicious horses at Sacramento last week.

Sam'l. Gamble has sold out his interest in the bicyclery

but it would not surprise us if he would start a new place.

Wm. MtraRAY thinks very favorably of Diablo's chances

this year. He intends to lake him to Sacramento next week.

John Mack is working the :t Santa Paula whirlwind,"

Waldo J., at Sacramento, and is satisfied he has lost none of

his speed.

A two year old brown colt by Liberty Bell out of

Keepsake won a race at Bloomington, 111., June 25th.

Time, 2:31J and 2:32.

An inquirer would like to know if there is a Shetland pony
standing for service anywhere in San Mateo, Alameda or

Santa Clara counties.

Azmont, a bay horse by Azmoor, 2:20J, out of Myrtha,

(owned by the late|D. J. Murphy) by Contractor, got a record

pacing of 2:251 last month.

In a race for 3:00 class trotters at Vicksbnrg, Michigan,

June 5th, Nerd Plane, by Hambletonian Wilkes, won in

three heats, best time, 2:39J. .

Premium lists for the State Fair mavbehad at the office

ofCM. Chase, President State Agriculture Society (Killip

& Co.), 30 Montgomery Street.

Hal Corbett, a three-year-old son of Bay Bird (now at

Rancho del Paso) won a hard fought pacing race at Irving-

ton Park last Friday, best time 2:19£.

The stallion Chancellor, 2:16, will not appear on the cir-

cuit this year. He is used as a roadster and a better one

would be difficult to find in any country.

The trotting marp, Stockton Belle, now at the Oakland
Track, is by Richard's Elector, and was bred by a man named
Boyce. She is the making of a good one.

John A. Goldsmith, much improved in appearance, and

on the rapid road to recovery, was among the spectators at

Fleetwood during the sale of the Round Top Farm Stock.

Sam Hoy, of Winters, has a very fine Sable Wilkes colt

out of Lady Bayswater, by Bayswater. ThiB is a very fast

youngster and can just "burn" the racetrack when he is

called upon.

W. S. Hobart has telegraphed for forty stalls at Hotel

del Monte and also twenty-one at his farm at San Mateo.

This young gentleman will create a stir in both places when
his horses arrive.

Ben Chaboya, of the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, will

only have five in his string this season, W. Wood, 2:07 ; Ci-

bolo, 2:13£ ; Javelin, Babe Marian and King Cadenza. The
last three are all green ones.

Entries for the twenty-eight purses at the Terre Haute
fair and trotting association for the August meeting number
279 ; for the fall meeting, in October, 359. Never before has

Terre Haute had such an entry list.

President Thos. H. Williams, of the California Jockey
Club, has authorized our well-known architect, Chas. I.

Havens, to draw up plans and specifications for a model
grandstand for the Oakland Trotting Park.

Jas. Nolan bases great hope upon a young Dexter

Prince he has belonging to Mr. A. B. Spreckels at the Oak-

land track. This trotter is out of Lady Hercules {claimed

to be the dam of Arab, 2:15), by imp. Hercules.

Whoever wants a splendid road team, a fine single driver,

s superb saddler or a first-class trotter or pacer should at-

tend the combination sale to be held by Messrs Killip a Co.

next Thursday, July 11th. There are some good ones to be

sold and they will not bring exorbitant prices, either.

C. F. Dunbar, Buffalo, has bred Villette, 2:22£, to Golden
Gateway. This horse is one of the most popular stallions

owned near there. While gifted with a sensational flight of

speed he was somewhat inclined to be rattle -headed. This
season, however, he is going good and will be started later on.

He is in the stable of H. 8. Croy.

Robinson & Felton's little pacer, Ketchum, was sold a

public auction last Saturday at the Santa Ana race track to

Walter Robinson, one of the horse's former part owners, for

$1230.

Three Santa Paula horses were shipped on Tuesday for

Sacramento to go into the races, viz.: Waldo J. owned by
Jas. Mack and Ed. Hardison, Coal Dust, owned by J. K.
Gries, and Guide owned bv Newhall Bros.

If nothing further is done with the Leland Stanford suit

and Mrs. Stanford is not worried any more, a decided "boom"
will be noticed at Palo Alto, not only in the great university

but also in the many industries which help sustain it.

John A. McKekbon shipped ten large cases of his famous
horse boots to his agent in New York city on Wednesday,
and is busy filling a number of orders for the best stables on
the grand circuit in the East as well as for the leading ones
here.

W. L. Simmons, Lexington, Ky., sold, June 20, to W. R.
Bras6eld, for a price not stated, twenty-four head of trotting

youngsters, the get of William L., Jay Bird and Young Jim,
out of producing dams. This is the largest sale in Kentucky
for years.

The track record at Hillsboro, III., is now 2:15J, made by
Strathberry, driven by honest John Atkinson. 1 he track was
from 3 to 5 second? slow. The meeting, June 11 to 13, was a

complete success. " There were no kickers present, but only
gentlemen "

Governor Budd has appointed the following directors of

Agricultural District, No. 11, Plumas County : M. C. Bing-
ham, Beckwith; James H. Larison, American Valley; J. C.

Krickiem, Mohawk; Duncan Mclntyre, Greenville, and J. S.

Carter, Quincy.

There is a two-year-old colt by Contention (son of Di-

rector) out of Kittie Almont, 2:22-J, at the Lakeville Stock
Farm, Lakeville, Sonoma County, that is a very promising
trotter. Thos. Roach, his trainer, is very proud of the way
he is moving.

F. Wickersham, of Fresno, has two fillies by his horse

Junio, 2:22, out of mares by Dawn, 2:18|, that are surprising

the natives by their speed and easy way of going This is a

splendid cross and should result in the ideal stock that horse-

men are now seeking.

Lucy, bv George M. Patcben Jr. 31, aged twenty-three

years, died while foaling a filly to Mount Hope, son of Sa-

ble Wilkes. Lucy was the dam of Chancellor, 2:16, one of the

gamest horses seen on the California Circuit. She belonged to

Mrs. R. D. Fox of San Jose.

Maud R. (dam of Sibyl, 2:27), by Whipple's Hambletonian
dropped a beautiful filly last month by Director Jr. (son of

Director and Brainey, by Echo). She was bred back again.

Prominent horsemen say this youngster is the best one owned
by Peter J. Shields, of Sacramento.

Red Oak's great trotting meeting proved a disappoint-

ment to the horsemen there, as it rained from Thursday
morning until Saturday. Jas. Dustin, with Directum, was,

no doubt, disappointed more than any one for he intended to

give the little black rascal a good race there.

Horsemen will want to ride in the very best sulkies this

year and they are the ones manufactured by Frazier and are

sold by Studebaker Bros., corner Market and Tenth Streets.

All kinds of first-class vehicles, besides these splendid sulkies

are also for sale by them. Call and see what they have.

We are informed by the officers of the Vaca Valley Driv-
ing Association that race No. 5 has bten filled. There was
some doubt as to its filling, but just before going to press we
learn that it has been arranged satisfactorily. The race will

be for named horses, and will ,be between Bikal, owned by
Duff Hawkins ; Norah S., W. H. Masten ; Emerald, J. M.
Bassford.

Three Oregon records were broken last Friday at Port-

land, Oregon. Pat McAvoy's gray stallion Glen Arthur, by
Glenwood, lowered the pacing record for three-year-olds to

2:18. W. H. Stimson's three-year-old filly, Miss Jessie, bj
Gossiper, the trotting record for three-year-olds to 2:19},

and Gussie, a mare belonging to Peter Williams, the mile
running record, 1:42.

The Muster Hill Farm trainer, James Brady, is located at

Hampden Park, Springfield, Mass., with nine head of trotters

and pacers, among which are some promising ones by Auto-
graph, the handsome Sidney colt Latham, and the three-

year-old pacing filly Prima Donna, by Parker Gun ; dam by
Alcander (2:20$). Prima Donna has shown miles in 2:32

and quarters in thirty-five seconds.

The Palo Alto bred four-year-old EI Rami, who just crept

into the list last season at Amherst, Mass., with a record of

2.29}, not being required to go faster, chipped no less than
thirteen seconds from his record in the first heat of the 2:28

class, trotting, at Mystic, and coming back in 2:19$ and
2:17$, stamped himself as one of the best colts the California

nursery ever sent East. He is by Wildnut (son of Woodnut
and Wildflower, 2:21, by Electioneer), out of Nelly Benton,
(dam of El Benton, 2:28£), by Gen. Benton; grandum Nor-
ma (dam of Norval, 2:14J), by Norman, and a better-bred

trotter would be hard to find.

Sam Hoy, of Winters, expects to start out on the racing
circuit in a few days. He has fully decided on taking a
string of six horses with him and may have three others.
The horses he has decided upon taking are Bradtmoor,
2:26J ; Monroe S., 2:20$; Brilliantine, 2:17.1; Purdy Wilkes,
green horse, no record, but a promising trotter ; Lucky B.

,

2:20$, and Lady Arlington, 2:31.

Catherine, 2.28$, byMcDonald Chief, son of Clark Chief,
that Thos. Smith had at Vallejo, dam Heel and Toe Fannie
(dam, also, of Jewett, 2:14, the greatest pacer of his day), is

owned at Milwaukee, and though nineteen years old is as
lusty as a colt and a regular breeder. Her produce, though
from indiflerently-bred sires, are all fast at the trot, and those
to be trained this season will surely get fast records.

One of our moBt highly esteemed horseman made the fol-

lowing remark regarding what he considered the handsomest
horse in California. " I have seen them all, and I am free

to confess that Sidney Dillon, a golden chestnut stallion by
Sidney, out of old Venus (dam of Adonis, 2:11J), owned by
Henry Pierce, of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, comes nearer
my ideal of a perfect horse than any I have ever seen either
in California or elsewhere. He was bred to four mares last

season and the result is four foals that are, like himself, with-
out fault. One out of Ceta, by Piedmont, has the muscular
finish of a thoroughbred. I look for Mr. Pierce to be one of
California's most prominent horsemen."

A letter from Del Monte, dated July 1st, says the race-
track, which cost $75,000, will be the finest on the Coast.
The grand stand, with a capacity of about 600, was com-
pleted yesterday. The interior arrangements are very
complete. The clubhouse, which is well under progress, is

being built somewhat on the same plan as the one already
on the Del Monte grounds. The track is within a short and
pleasant walk from the hotel. A detachment of men have
been engaged the last three weeks putting the roads between
tbe track and the hotel in trim. The racing will commence
early in August. Walter Hobart who is expected here this

week, will briDg a string of forty horses, and the track will

be kept lively after that time. Arrangements are now being
made for a grand opening field day, the date of which has
not yet been determined. There will be pony and hurdle
racing, polo playing, etc., and in the evening there will be a
cotillion. Arrangements will be completed soon and the
program published.

William Penn, 2:11£, winner of the 2:13 trot at Mystic
Park, Boston, is a small, five-year-old bay horse, not over
fifteen hands high, with good length of barrel, and weighs in
trotting condition 775 pounds. His sire is Santa Claus,

(2:17$), by Strathmore, son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian. His
dam is Lulu M., by Dauntless, he by Rysdyk's Hambletonian,
out of a daughter of Smith's Clay, by Neaves's Cassius M.
Clay Jr. His second dam is Enchantress, by Envoy. The
latter was by Gen. Hatch, son of Strader'B Cassius M. Clay,
and out of a daughter of imported Envoy, Gen. Hatch's dam
being by Iowa, a thoroughbred son of imported Glencoe
William Penn's third dam is Aconite, by Alhambra, whose
sire was Mambrino Chief, and whose dam was Susan, a thor-

oughbred daughter of American Eclipse. The fourth dam of
William Penn was Consolation, by imported Consternation,
and his fifth dam was the Rhodes mare (dam of Lady Thorn,
2:18, and Mambrino Patchen), by Gano, thoroughbred son of

American Eclipse. William Penn took a record of 2:12^
as a three-year-old.

There were quite a number of fast moves at the Fleet-

wood track last Monday. Fred Noble sent the chestnut
stallion Sterling, 2.11], by Haroldson, a quarter in 0:314,

and the bay mare Sabina, 2:15.1, by Sable Wilkes, to the
half in 1:07$. He has now in his stable the invincible

chestnut stallion Brooks, 2:15£, by Nettie Keenao, dam
Minnie M., by Planeroid, son of Planet. This trainer will

start in at Buffalo, and will have in his stable Chester, 2:17 '.

;

Sabina, 2:151; Brooks, 2:16}; Hilda 8., 2:19^, and the green
bay pacing stallion Gem D., by Kaiser, who is credited with
lots of speed. Jerome Whelpley, though still using crutches,

manages to get into the sulky, and drove the gray gelding
Tan and the bay mare Lady H. a mile in 2:26. John Kelly
drove Dudley Oicott a mile in 2:13$, and East View in 2:15A.

E. Phelps, trainer for J. W. Daly, of Mount Kisco, sent

Baron Rose a neat mile in 2:20, the last half in 1:08', and
the chestnut mare Abbie Nelson, by Nelson, 2:09, a mile in

2:22, and a half in 1:08. He also gave the three-year-old

filly, Nelly Hammond, a half in 1:10}, and a quarter in

0:34. George Martin drove the gray gelding Halvan, by
Haldane, a mile in 2:22 and an eighth in 15 seconds, and the
black mare Malette, by Blackwood Jr., a mile in 2:24$.

—N. Y. Advertiser.

A GRAVE complication for trotting-horse men arises

through the decision of the Supreme Court of Indiana in re-

gard to the Roby fair association. It is a blow at Terre Haute
and Indianapolis, where two trotting-horse meetings have
been given in the summer within thirty days and sometimes
two weeks of each other. It is even said that the supposed
loophole in the law originally was intentional, so that Terre
Haute and Indianapolis and any other trotting-horse center

in the State might give two meetings in ihe two summer
months. Under the decision these places will have to cancel

one of their meetings or give them with forty-five days be-

twppn.

From now on, horsemen will be inclined to give more heed
to the stories of Fantasy's speed. Her mile at Des Moines,
Iowa, in 2:07, was fast, faster than any other trotter has
stepped this year, but the fact that the last half was covered
in 1:001, shows what a sensational flight of speed the daugh-
ter of Chimes really has. Fantasy is certainlv a much-im-
proved mare, for last season in June a mile in 2:12would
have been sufficient to have made her step her best. In cal-

culations as to what trotter will hold the championship next
fall it will not be wise to overlook the big Village Farm
mare, for if she stays right she will certainly be one of those

after it. Whether or not Bbe will be able to beat Directum
or Alix in a race, provided both are right, is another ques-
tion, for white those two trotters have shown their racing
capacity in company where they were obliged to fight every
inch of the way, the Chimes mare has yet to demonstrate her
powers under such circumstances. Directum, according to

all reports, is in good form, and should he remain so a race
between he and Fantasy may possibly occur at Minneapolis,
the first week in July, as both are entered in the free-for-all

purse offered there. If Fantasy can beat the black stallion

when it is apparent that he is right and good, no one will he

inclined to dispute her greatness as a race horse, and the
championship will without doubt come into her possession.

—

Rorse World.
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Division Bring Weakness.

A greater misfortune could not come to the American turf

than an active, or even passive, hostility between running

turf interests and trotting turf interests—" interests " in this

connection having reference to the breeding, developing and

racing of the two classes of horses. In the heal of discussion

of turf matters things are likely to be said or written that

may be construed into hostile reflections on one or the other,

when, in fact, no such thing was for a moment contemplated,

and with the exception of some possible friction between the

two interests in and about Cbicago.we do not believe that the

least animosity exists between the real promoters of the legi-

timate running and trotting turf.JIn speaking of the evil en-

vironments of the running turf reference is always had to the

methods and management of the " wildcat" tracks, and not

to the tracks under honest managements. There are, of

course, some would-be trotting horse admirers that think the

thoroughbreds are an abomination, and the same is true as

regards the estimation placed on trotters by some admirers

uf the thoroughbred. But the few exceptions no more
make up the masses than does one swallow make spring. We
therefore say that there is no hostility between the legitimate

running turf and the legitimate trotting turf, and neither

should there be. Indeed, it is only by a close pooling of is-

sues and interests by the two that prosperity can be brought

to either, and when to one it will be likewise guaranteed to

the other. A more fatal mistake could not be made than to

suppose for a moment that the annihilation or even crippling

01 the one would not bring to the other an exactly similar

condition. Hence, what is good for the one is good for the

other, and vice versa, says the Western Horseman. It is a

condition and not a theory that now threatens the prosperity

of both the running and the trotting turf, and nothing save

united action, conservative demands and the conscientious

compliance with agreed-on legislation will serve to place

both on prosperous and popular footings. During the past

few years the running turf has not only cast through the dis-

regard of law and public policy of many running tracks

throughout the country, but the trotting turf,

through the same agencies, has met dis-

aster in the wav of prohibitive legislation in many State*, and
a certain stigma has been placed on turf sports in general.

While the legitimate turf interests of the country are not re-

sponsible for this condition, the burden of throwing off the

yoke of subjection surely rests with them. Those who have

contributed to the disgrace of the turf will assuredly not con-

tribute to its reformation and elevation. Running turf in-

terests and trotting turf interests must meet on common
grounds, make a common tight for their legitimate rights,

and, when they get them, not abuse them. The elements that

have combined to bring about this turf agitation, and, indeed

humiliation, are not numerous, and with united action and
a conservative regard for public opinion may be gotten rid

of. Gamblers as race track managers, the " foreign book ''

and city pool rooms are the u millstones " around the neck
of the legitimate turf, and with united and harmonious action

on the part of all legitimate turfmen, both running and trot-

ting, these elements can be thrown overboard, along with
the few puritanical fanatics, and the public popularity of the

turf restored.

A Creditable Avocation.

Out on the green of the infield, where you escape from

"the madding crowd," can see the finishes without being

elbowed to death, and can see the numbers go up as well, the

other day a man who both breeds and races with fair success

said : "Some of my friends and some of my folks fault me
for my fondness for horses. I have heard the remark that it

is a low taste, and means necessarily low associations. But it

has never been clear to me why a man can not be his better

self at the race track or on the farm, as well as in the shop."

There is a suggestion in the remark. We all know what the

day was when horsemanship was thought none too creditable.

The "sporty" idea clung around it, and a man of affairs in-

vited suspicion as soon as he became involved in breeding or
turf matters. This was most assuredly the condition of public
opinion in this country not so long ago, and the idea of rac-

ing and gambling went so closely hand in hand that less than
a generation ago to be "a race horse man" was commonly
held to be equivalent to being a gambler.

But all this has changed most assuredly, and now the
general current of public opinion recognises that there is no
incompatibility between horsemanship and gentlemanly
character.

Certainly nowadays the leading breeders of trotting and
running horses average very well with the ordinary run of

buiineas folk. They are for the greater part substantial and
extremely practical citizens, and regard and pursue their

butioeflfl as one requiring both commercial tact and the most
discriminating care to insure a fair measure of success.

The successful breeder mui 1 be a student of animal life in
its deepest, most intricate phases, and that is certainly a
study worthy of the most capable mind. He must understand
individuality, not only in itscommon, or structural sense, but
temperamentally; and mating, as we might say, two mentali-
ties as well as two physical entities so as to produce a well-

balanced result, both physical and psychical, is not the task
that may occupy the idle moment of a frivolous or super-
licitl intfllrct.

An old-time writer said in substance, if not in actual phrase,
that the noblest study of mankind was man. The master
braadar BOM have the "noble study" at his lingers end, and
roust seek to pry into the mysteries of existence, and the why
ami tin- whf rafore .»f instincts, habits and " personal " char-

i of heredity, in all its com-
plexities, its neemiog contradictions, its multitudinous puzzles
llinl nt-ithrr [»«rwin, Spencer, nor a (ialton could nbso-
'ulely muter, it certainly not loo simple or " low " a study for

any ol us, The business of which the science uf heredity is

.»., as a matter of fact, engaged many of
the graatMl miodl in the old world and the new, and none

Mush to own it as an avocation and a study.

Then. '^in ilo- praMnt and the past, it will

lb« observant that whereas in lb* i'it-1 fast, good
horses | . they are now considered a
necaaslty to tli -e, the fancy of theindivid-

ther he chooses it nigh step-

per"—the fashionable park horses—they "come high," and

the necessary purchases, of course, go to sustain and main-

tain the industry.

Did you ever read Henry Ward Beecher's story of a ride

behind a fast trotter ? Did you ever feel the exhilaration of

going at a 2:20 gait, of guiding the living equine before you,

and appreciating the glory of motion such as only the har-

ness "rig" canfurni8h ? ThoBe alone who have experienced

these joys can understand the true nobility of the breeder's

avocation—Horseman.
m

Interesting Statistics.

A correspondent of the Chicago Horseman has completed

and forwarded to that journal the following interesting stat-

istics about the famous George Wilkes family of trotters; and

if many of them are not new, we have never seen them em-

bodied in better form, and believe the whole Bummary will

prove valuable for preservation and reference:

Twenty-two of the sixty pacers in the 2:10 list are descen-

dants of George Wilkes.
Ten of the thirty-three trotters in the 2:10 list are descen-

dants of George Wilkes.
Twenty-seven of the sixty-five two-year-olds to beat 2:30 in

1894 are descendants of George Wilkes.

Ten of the thirty three year-olds that went in the 2:20 list

in 1894 are descendants of George Wilkes.

Ten of the seventeen four-year-olds that went in the 2:15

list in 1894 are descendants of George Wilkes.
Twenty-nine of the seventy-seven trotters that have records

of 2:12 or better are descendants of George Wilkes.
Three of the six pacers that have records of 2:04 and bet-

ter are descendants of George Wilkes.
Twenty-one of the fifty-six sires that have five or more

new comers in the 2:30 list in 1894 are descendants of George
Wilkes.
Twelve of the twenty sires whose get have won over $30,-

000 in three years are descendants of George Wilkes.
Two thousand two hundred and sixty of the 2:30 list are

descendants of George Wilkes.

Plunging Bookmakers.

There are different ways of making a book, and there are

no two men who follow the same lines. One man will hold

out a favorite or the horse he likes and lay any kind of a

price on the others. Riley Grannan and Joe Ullman are

bookmakers of this type. On the next block will perhaps be

found the bookie of the conservative price, so well exempli-

fied by P. A. Brady, who believes in letting the public play

what they want, but giving it to them at the shortest price.
" I think the Brady system is the one that pays in the

end," said a member of the fraternity yesterday. "He never
wanted to win a fortune on a race, being satisfied to round
up his book the best he could on every race, and wait for

breaks. To win $100 on a race was all he wanted. The result

is that he is a rich man to-day, while the plungers are all

broke. Half the books won't let a man play the horse if the
bookmaker likes it himself. That's not real bookmaking. The
success of pool-room men show that. A pool-room man is

forced to put up the price sent to him, and he has to take all

the money offered. And yet all the men in it have grown rich.

That shows that the man who takes the money, even if he
likesthe horse it is bet on, is the winner in the end."

Corrigan and Hankins.

The reported split between Ed. Corrigan and George V.
Hankins, the well-known turfmen, contained in a dispatch

from Chicago yesterday, created some interest in local turf

circles for several hours. It made the prettiest kind of a

story, but that was all. It was not true in any detail, and
now local turfites interested in the coming battle between the
Bay District and she now track are wondering who " doped "

the dispatch.

The
:
omity, the special had it, heretofore existing beween

Hankins and Corrigan had been ruptured, the former de-
claring as a reason that Corrigan had retained $50,000 of the
fund pooled for racing purposes.
A. M. Allen, who is building the new track, doubted the

report in the dispatch. To satisfy himself in the matter, he
at once telegraphed Hankins, asking him if the repoit was
true. Last evening he received a telegram which settled the
whole matter. It was signed George V. Hankins, and sim-
ply stated :

" It is not so."

Now the racing world can breathe easier for a while at
least.—Call.

"North Yorkshireman" writes The Spirit of the Times
as follows concerning the Derby and other English thorough-
bred matters : "8ir Visto has won the Derby, and this is

the first time a descendant of the Godolphir. Arabian has
done so since Blink Bonny's year. He is not a good horse,
however, and Matthew Dawson considers him fully 141b. be-
low the class of Ladas. Most good judges think that Kirk-
connel should have won, but Bradford was not sufficiently
patient with him, and made his effort too early. A writer in
The Spirit some little time ago took exception to my re-
mark, published in the London Sportsman, that I can under-
stand a good horse making bad time but 1 cannot understand
a bad one making good lime. But surely 1 did not need to
explain thai 1 use the expression 'good time' relatively to
any particular course and the surrounding circumstances. A
common plater can do the five furlongs at Epsom under sixty
seconds with ease, whereas 1:04 is good time for a similar
distance at Newmarket. What I meant was just this and no
more : that whatever is good lime on a given course and on
a given day, cannot possibly be made by a bad horse any
more than an inferior runner can cut W. G. George's mile
record. From this I argue thai Kirkconnel having won the
Two Thousand Guineas in record time for th8t race, which
is always over the Rowley Mile, cannot be a bad horse, as
many people maintain. So far as mere lime goes, without
regard to anything else, Doruroschen holds our mile record,
but it would be absurd to argue from that that she is our best
miller. The remarks in The Spirit referred to above were
not intended so much as a criticism of Mi. Allison's state-
ment as a refutation of a fallacy quite common even here,
where the lime test has long been in vogue, that time is a
good criterion of merit. The writer does not think that time
alone is a safe or reliable test, however useful it may be in es-
timating form.

The Haggin Sale.

New York, June 26.—J. B. Haggins' sale of Rancho de-

Paso yearlings was concluded at Easton'a sale paddock to-

day, when thirty-three head were disposed of for a total of

$20,525, an average per head of $621.36. The entire sale

numbered ninety-five head, which brought a grand total of

$70,250, making an average of $739-47 per head.

The sale was well attended throughout and the prices real-

ized were considered good for the unsteady state of the thor-

oughbred market. The closing sales follow :

Chestnut filly, foaled 1894, by Fitzjames—Mottle; G. W.
Miner, $150.
Brown filly, foaled lS94,by Ben Ali—Naiad; Oneck Stables.

$175.

Bay colt, foaled 1894, by Darebin—Nehushta ; C. Little-
field, $U0.
Bay colt, foalsd 1894, by Maxim—Nodaway; Matt Byrnes,

$150.

Bay colt, foaled 1894, by Maxim—Napa ; Oneck Stables,

$650.
Bay colt, foaled 1894, by Fitzjames—Nonage; MattByrrres,

$300.
Chestnut colt, foaled 1894, by SMvator—Oran ; C. ,

$700.
Brown colt, foaled 1S94, by Sir Modred—Pandora ; J. P.

Dawes, $300.

Bay colt, foaled 1S94, by Maxim—Parthena ; Burns &
Waterhouie, $2,000.

Bay filly, foaled 1894, by Salvator—Plaything ; T. Hitch-
cock, $600.
Bay tilly, foaled 1894, by Maxim—Precosia; Matt Byrnes,

$1,300.

Bay colt, foaled 18.4, by Sir Modred—Repartee ; W. S.
Hobart, $1,000.

Bay colt, foaled 1894, by Maxim—Rosa B.; Oneck Stable,

$500.

Bay colt, foaled 1894, by Sir Modred—Rosalind; C. Little-

field, $425.

Chestnut colt, foaled 1894, by Sir Modred—Rosemary ; W.
S. Hobart, $2,400.

Bay colt, foaled 1S94, by Fresno—Rosette ; Oneck Stable,

$400.

Bay colt, foaled 1S94, by Maxim—School Girl ; Sensation
Stable, $525.

Chestnut filly, foaled 1894, by Salvator—Sentiment ; B.
Smith, $450.
Bay colt, foaled 1894, by Ben Ali—Shasta ; Burns & Water-

house, $500.

Bay filly, foaled 1894, by Salvator—Sleepy : J. P. Dawes,
$250.

Chestnut filly, foaled 1894, by Midlothian—Snowdrop;
Matt Byrnes, $275.

Chestnut filly, foaled 1894, by Salvator—Sozodont; Sensa-
tion Stable, $225.
Brown filly, foaled 1894, "by Sir Modred—Stella ; J. P.

Dawes, $150.

Bav colt, foaled 1894, by Maxim—Touche Pas ; J. W.
Mackey, $500.

Bay filly, fouled 1894, by Maxim—Trade Dollar; W. S.

Hobart, $1,200.

Chestnut colt, foaled in 1894, by Sir Modred—Trellis; J.
McCarren, $650.

Bay colt, foaled 1884, by Fresno—Trophy ; C. Littlefield,

$175.
Bay filly, foaled in 1894, by Sir Modred—Tulare; C. T.

Reeves, $550.

Bay filly, foaled in 1894, by Tyrant—Turquoise; Matt
ByrneB, $150.

Bay filly, foaled 1894, by Maxim—Tyranny ; Burns &
Waterhouse, $1,600.

Brown colt, foaled 1894, by Maxim—Ventura ; Malt
Byrnes, $1,000.

Bay colt, foaled 1894, by Darebin—Vital; R. K. Pittman,
$250.

Brown colt, foaled 1894, by Martenhurst— Wanda III.; W.
Waters, $500.

- ^
Horse vs. Bicycle.

We are not going to deliver a sermon against the use of the

bicyle by either boys or girls—men or women—even if the

men do hump their backs and the women wear bloomers.

We do not even agree with a clerical friend of this city who
believes that the bicycle rider is on the straight road to hell.

Nor do we object to bloomers, on the wheel or on horseback.

Our clerical friend pronounces the bloomer costume to be
immodest—showing too much of the form—yet he wore tight-

fitting pants while criticizing the more modest* bloomer !

But we started in to say that in this contest between the

horse and the bicycle you can put us down in favor of the

horse. Start in two young men with an equal amount of

capital, one on a horse and the other on a bicycle, and at the

end of five years the one on horseback Jwill have the most
money and the best health. Yet it looks as though the horse
was doomed. Experts declare that it costs as much to keep
a bicycle in repair as to feed a horse.

The life of the bicycle iB two years—that of the horse ten

years of usefulness to man. Today the cost for one is about
the same as the other. You cannot get the bicvele to enjoy
a lump of sugar—it ie deaf to all your acts of kindness ! Not
so with the horse 1 He is enjoyable company, in the stable,

under the saddle or in the harness ! The moat enlightened

and progressive nations use the most and the best-blooded

horses. The claims of this noole creature strike a respon-

sive cord in the heart of almost every soleful human being.

It was a horse Grant rode in the "Wildorness"—that carried

Sheridan to the front at Winchester, and Sherman from At-
lanta to the sea ! Do you suppose that Alexander would have
given Bucephalus for all the bicycles in Egypt ! Not much!
What was the only thing that Richard III. offered his king-

dom fcr? We are with Richard! "A horse, a horse, my king-

dom for a horse! " and if no horse can he had we'll take a

jackass in preference to a bicycle !—Exchange.
«» —

Elsie Gaylord died last Saturday at La Belle Farm,
leaving a snckling colt by Bramble. The youngster will be

raised by hand, and is doing well. Elsie Gaylord was a bay
mare, foaled in 1888, bred hy Chinn & Morgan, and at the

time of her death was owned by Eugene Leigh. She was by
Leonatus, dam Mollie Pitcher, by Attila ; second dam Bet-

tina, bv imp. Stonehenge.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Interest in the Races Continues Good—Some

Very Close Finishes and Track Reoords

Equaled—How the Races were Run.

in all the events.

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTH DAY—FRIDAY, JUNE 28.

iOUR favorites and a heavily backed,

second choice won this afternoon,

and in consequence the bank-rolls

of the bookies were not as heavy by

a good deal as they were at the be-

ginning of the day's operations. A
-.Ti pretty heavy wind prevailed during

2^ the afternoon, but the track was in

^-"•^ fine order and good time was made

The attendance was excellent and thepen-

cilers drove a thriving business, only eight firms drawing on.

Chevalier was in great form, and put three winners over the

plate out of the four mounts he had. E. Jones and Piggott

rode one winner apiece. It was a great day for the Elmwood

Stock Farm horses, which won two races and were third

twice.

Remus, a well-backed favorite won the first race quite

handily by a scant length, after being last of all at the half-

pole. Faro made a fast finish, and was gaining at the end,

but his rush was made too late. Ike L., played down from 5

to 3 to 1, was a poor third.

City Girl, a Blight favorite in the two-year -old race, won

by a neck from Joe K., with Veva a fair third. The latter

carrying top weight, 111 pounds, was rushed to tbe front and

ran head and head with Spry Lark, in at 99 pounds, to the

homestretch. She was pumped out and had nothing to finish,

on, and though far outclassing her field, she had to be con-

tent with third place.

Installator, simply galloping, equalled the Pacific Coast

record for fifteen-sixteenths of a mile—1:34$. He led all the

way with easej winning by two lengths while in a hot fight

for place Flirtilla secured the coveted honor from Charmion

by three parts of a length. The last-named seems to be go-

ing back in every race she runs. In to-day's event she was

heavily backed for tbe place.

Sir Richard, favorite at 3 to 5, won the six-furlong handi-

cap by about three parts of a length, Road Runner second

Nervoso, who set tha pace, a fair third.

Raindrop, backed from 3's down to 2 to 1, sailed to the

front in the first few strides, and the further she went the

worBe Bhe beat her field. At the finish she was seven lengths

in front, Tom Clarke, the favorite, second, a nose before the

well-played long shot, Sir Waller, who was cut off at the first

turn and fell back last.

Sovi the Races Were Run.

The first race, about six furlongs, selling, had seven start-

ers. Ike L. was a strong eecond choice, played down from 5

to 3 to 1. Faro was at 6, Josie G. 7, Barcaldine 9, O'Bee 10

and Clsire 30 to 1. They were promptly sent away to a good
start, Josie G., Ike L. the order. O'Bee soon eailed to the

fore, and led passing the half by half a length, Barcaldine

and Josie G. heads apart, one and a half lengths before Ike

L. Remus was last. He began running through his field

three furlongs from home at a great rate. Into the home-
slretch it was Josie G., O'Bee and Remus heads apart. Re-
mus steadily gained, and soon had a decided lead. Faro came
ike a shot close to the inner rails, but Remus was not to be
caught, and won handily by a Ecant length, Faro second,

three lengths before Ike L. Time, 1:13J.
The second race was at five furlongs, selling, for two-year-

olds. City Girl waB at 17 to 10, Veva 9 to 5, Spry Lark 4*

to 1, Joe K. 6, Rhaetia 20 to 1. To a fine start Veva was
first to 6how, Spry Lark second, City Girl third. They were
going at a great pace. Spry Lark was a head in front at the

half, Veva next, four lengths before City Girl. Into the

homestretch Veva showed a head to the good, Spry Lark
second, three lengths from City Girl, Joe K. another length.

Spry Lark was done for a furlong from home, and a sixteenth

from tbe finish Veva was catching the whip. City Girl

headed her seventy yards of the finish and won driving by a
neck, Joe K. coming like a rocket against tbe rails and get-

the place, one and a half lengths before Neva. Time, 1:02$-.

Had Veva, the heaviest-weighted animal in the race, not
been sent along as fast as she was at^the start she would have
won, in all likelihood.

Installator was a 2 to 5 favorite in the third race, fifteen-

sixteenths of a mile. Charmion was at 5 to 1, Flirtilla and
Ali Baba 10 to 1. They were sent away to a perfect start.

Installator at once went to the front, leading by half a length

past the quarter, Flirtilla second, two lengths before Ali Baba.
At the half Installator, under a pull, was half a length to

the good, Flirtilla next, two lengths before Charmion. Into

the homestretch Installator was leading by a length, Flir-

tilla second, as far before Charmion. The latter ran up fast

in the homestretch, and it looked for a time as if she would
get the place. Installator went on and won with a lot of

links left by two lengths. Flirtilla in a drive beating Char-
mion three parts of a length for place. Time, 1:34£—equal-

ling the Pacific Coast record at the distance.

In the six furlong handicap, fourth on the programme, Sir

Richard was a 3 to 5 favorite. Nervoso was at 4 to 1, Road
Runner 7, Melanie 10 to 1, Sir Richard, Nervosa, Melanie
was tbe order to a fair start. Nervoso passed Sir Richard
when they had gone a furlong and led by two lengths at the

half, Sir Richard second, lapped by Road Runner. Nervoso
increased his lead to three lengths in tbe run to the home-
stretch, Sir Richard second, with Road Runner at his heels.

Sir Richard gained fast on Nervoso when they got straight-

ened out, and catching him a little less than a sixteenth

from home, came on and won handily by half a length from
the fast-coming Road Runner, who beat the tiring Nervoso
one and one-half lengths for place. Time, 1:17$. Melanie
was badly beaten.

The last race was at a mile, selling. Tom Clarke was a
stout favorite, backed from 2 to 1 to 3 to 2. Raindrop was

played down from 3 to 2 to 1. San Luis Key was &tZh to 1,

Sir Walter 7 (10 at one time), Outright 12 and Sheridan 40
to 1. They were sent on their journey to a good start, the

order being Outright, Raindrop, San Luis Rey. Raindrop
shot away from her field at a great pace, leading by four

lengths at the quarter, Outright second, one and a half

lengths before San LuiB Rey. Sir Walter was cut off at the

first turn and fell back last. At tbe half the old Wildidle

mare was five lengths to the good, Outright a length before

San Luis. The order was the same into the homestretch, ex-

cept that Outright was but a head before San Luis Rey.
Raindrop even increased her lead, winning with ease by
seven lengths, Tom Clarke beating Sir Walter a nose for

place after a lot of bumping had been indulged in between the

latter pair. The rest were beaten off. Time, 1:42 J,

TWO HONORED AND NINTH DAY—SATURDAY, JUNE 29.

An attractive programme and pleasant day had the eflect

of drawing a goodly crowd to the old track this afternoon,

and some excellent racing resulted. Tbe betting was ex-

ceedingly lively, the course at about its fastest stage. But

one decided favorite got home in front of its field,

but every winner was strongly supported, bo that it is

doubtful if the knights of the slate and chamois skin had tbe

balance on the right side of the sheet at the conclusion of tbe

last race. Malo Diablo was the loogest shot to win, being at

10 to 1 for a few moments, 5 to 1 at the close. Chevalier was

the only boy to win two races. The other successful pilots

were Coady, Piggott, E. Jones and Maynard.

Josie G. led in the first race until well in the homestretch,

when Reno, a heavily-played second choice, came through

with a wet sail and won with ease by one and a half lengths

from Dolly M., the favorite, who beat Amigo two and a half

lengths for the place. Josie G. quit badly.

Lodi, off well to a poor start, went to the front, and the

further he went the longer became the daylight space sepa-

rating him from his companions, he fioally winning by four

lengths from Little Tough, who in a fierce drive beat Out-

right a nose for the place.

Heartsease, equal favorite with Rebellion in the handicap

for two-year-olds, won hands down by three lengths from Re-

bellion, who beat her Maje3ty, the pacemaker, as far for

place. If the latter, irith next to top weight up, had been

rated along and saved for the finish she would, in our opin-

ion, have been much closer to the big end of the purse.

Malo Diablo, backed heavily at 5 and 6 and even 10 to 1,

won the mile and a sixteenth handicap driving by a nose from

Commission, who should have won off by lengths with a

careful ride. Tar and Tartar, who set the pace, was a fair

third, a nose before Little Cripple.

Esperance won the steeplechase easily by a neck in ridicu-

lously slow time, Mestor second and Mero, the pace-maker,

a poor third. The Lark was a bad laBt.

Bobolink, a strong second choice, won the concluding race

with ease by over two lengths, Silver State a driving second,

four lengths before Monterey, tbe once great colt and a fa

vorite in this race.

Sow the Races Were Run.

In the first race, five furlongs, selling, Dolly M. was a fa-

vorite, closing at 8 to 5. Reno was a red-hot "good thing,"

backed from 44 to 3 to 1. Amigo and Josie G. were at 7 to

1, Red Dick and Keene Foxhall 10, Mt. Carlos 25 and Lada-
meo 30 to 1. They were off to a good start, Amigo, Josie G.,

Keene Foxhall being the order. Josie G. was in front in the

first thirty yards and led by two lengths passing tbe half,

Keene Foxhall, Amigo and Mt. Carlos lengths apart as

named. Reno moved up fast nearing the three-quarter pole,

where Josie G. still led by two lengths, with Keene Foxhall
second, one and a half lengths before Reno. The latter

passed those in front of him a little over a sixteenth from
home and won with ease by one and a half lengths, Dolly M.
coming fast and getting the place, one and a half lengths be-

fore Amigo, who beat Josie G. a head. Time, 1:02.

Lodi was a well-played favorite in the second race, about
six farlongs, selling, closing at 11 to 5. Outright was backed
down from 4 to 3 to 1. Barcaldine was at 4, Little Tough 6,

Niagara 10, Laurel 12, St. Elmo 15, Rogation 20 and Con-
nought 30tol. They were sent away to a straggling start,

Barcaldine, Lodi, Outright, Little Tough being the order.

Lodi led passing the half by half a length, Barcaldine second,

four lengths before Outright. Lodi steadily drew away in

the run to the homestretch, entering which he was three

lengths to the good, Barcaldine next, two from Outright.

Lodi simply galloped in a winner by four lengths. Barcaldine
dropped out of it, Little Tough and Outright having a hot
fight for the place, tbe former gaining it in the last jump by a

noBe. Time, 1:13£.

Heartsease and Rebellion closed equal favorites at 8 to 5
in the Bix-furiong handicap for two-year-olds. Her Majesty
was at 4 to 1, Zeta 7, Tiberius 12 to 1. They were away to a
good start, Her Majesty, Rebellion, Zeta the order. At the

half it was Hei Majesty first by a neck, Tiberius eecond, a

little over a length from Heartsease. The order was the same
turning for home. Her Majesty was in difficulties a sixteenth

from home. Heartsease coming through and winning with
ease by three lengths, Rebellion (who came very fast at tbe
finish) second, as far before Her Mpjeaty, under the whip.
Time, 1:14*.

The mile and a sixteenth handicap bad six starters. At
tbe close Commission and Tar and Tartar divided favoritism

at 2\ to 1, Del Norte was at 3A to 1, Malo Diablo 5 (6 at one
time), Thornhill 9 (backed from 12), Little Cripple 10 (20

at one time). They were kept a long time at the post through
the refusal of Tar and Tartar to break. Finally the flag fell to

a fair start, Tar and Tartar first, Commission second, Malo
Diablo next. Tar and Tartar led by two lengths at the quar-
ter, Commission second, two and a half lengths before Lit-

tle Cripple. Commission ran up fast on Tar and Tartar, and
at the half Commission's head showed in front, Tar and Tar-
tar three lengths before Malo Diablo, who was now moving
like a shot. The lightly-weighted son of Joe Hooker was
nearly a length to tbe front as they turned for the last time,

Commission second, as far from Tar and Tartar. There was,

a great race down the homestretch between the leading pair.

Eddie JoneB riding Malo Diablo with bis hands and heels

and landing him a winner by a nose in a drive, Commission
second, two lengths before Tar and Tartar, who beat Little
Cripple a nose for show. Time, 1:48$ The Baddle of Commis-
sion slipped, aod may have set him back some ; besides,
Lloyd did a lot of looking backwards. As there was no money
hung up anywhere but at the finish, the boy can blame him-
self for Commission's defeat.

The steeplechase, with but four starters, was a great bet-
ting affair. At the close The Lark was at 8 to 5, Mestor 11
to 5, Esperance 3 to 1 and Mero 16 to 5. They went away
at the pace of a lot of cows. The Lark led over the first fence
by two lengthB, but was immediately taken back last by Clan-
cy, Mero running up from last place and assuming command,
which command he held over the old water jump and tbe
fifth obstacle by a Bmall margin, Esperance, who had been
second, falling back third and The Lark moving up second.
At the jump just before reaching the homestretch The Lark
was half a length in front of Mero, who led Mestor two lengths.
The latter ran up very rapidly and led by about a length over
the last jump, Mero, The Lark and Esperance close together.
The latter joined Mestor about thirty yards of the finish and
beat him home a neck with ease, Mero third, eight lengths
away, Tbe Lark a poor last. Time, 3:28A—an awful slow
run, considering that the record is 3:19.

Betting was lively on the last race, selling, about six fur-
longs. Monterey was backed from 4 to 1 down to 2 to 1, and
was the favorite at post time. Bobolink's odds, under a heavy
play, were forced from 3 to 1 to 11 to 5. Silver State was at

3* to 1, Arno 5, Greenback Jr. 6, Regal 30, Prince 40, Tam-
alpais 50 to 1. Monterey showed slightly in front to a good
start, Arno second, Silver State third. Bobolink was in front
a length when tbe half was reached, Monterey and Silver
State heads apart. Bobolink drew further and further away,
leading by three lengths turning for home, Silver State sec-

ond, half a length from Monterey. Silver Stale was driven
hard in the homestretch, but Bobolink won easily by two and
a half lengths. Silver State second, four from Monterey, who
beat Arno a small margin only. Time, 1:13$.

TWO HUNDRED AND TENTH DAY—MONDAY, JULY I.

The attraction to-day was tbe meeting of Capt. Rees and

Installator in a dash of a mile at a difierence of twelve

pounds in weight. A big crowd for a Monday in conse-

quence turned out. The result, however, was a great dis-

appointment, Capt. Rees' chances going glimmering at

the fall of tbe flag, while dur:ng tbe progress

of the race he was twice cut ofi. leaving Installator to

win by several lengths, eased up at the finish. It was a great

day for horses whose names began with the letter " F.,"

three winning in good style, two at pleasant odds. The day

was chill and disagreeable, a strong wind blowing all the af-

ternoon and the sun being hidden by the clouds most of the

time. Eddie Jones rode two winners, other successful jockeys

being Piggott, Hennessy and Coady.

Amigo, at 10 to 1, won the first race with ease by two

lengths, with Mt. Carlos, a 50 to 1 shot, in the place, a head

before O'Bee. Ike L., favorite at 9 to 10, ran well to the

homestretch, where he quit badly.

-Fireman, favorite in the second event, for two-year-olds,

won by his nose in tbe last stride, Clara Johnson (who had

set a lively pace) second, one and a half lengths before

Charlie Boots. Florence C. threw her jockey (Ames) off

Beveral times at the post and her entry will be denied until

she has lost some of her broncho traits.

Miss Garvin, made too much use of in the first part of the

mile selling race, led up to the last eighty yards, where she

seemed to go to pieces, Faro, 6 to 1 in the betting, coming

up under the bat and winning by a length from Remus, on

whom Miss Garvin was lapped. Eddie Jones qnit riding the

latter about thirty yards of the finish, or he might have se-

cured the place.

Fly, favorite in the five-furlong race, led all the way and

won in a drive and quitting badly by a scant length, Major

Cook second, over* a length from Boreas, the second choice.

Royal Flush made up considerable ground and was coming

fast at the finish.

Installator, favorite at the close in the event of the day,

led all the way and won eased up by three good lengths in

1:41^, Mr. Jingle second, a little over a length before Ali

Baba. Capt. Rees was Bent away perhaps four lengths be-

hind the leader, cut off twice and pocketed badly, bo that In-

etallator's easy win does not tell whether he can beat Rees at

he weights or not.

Sow the Races Were Run.

Ike L. went to the post a 9 to 10 favorite in the first race,

five furlongs, selling, atter opening at even money. O'Bee
was at 13 to 5, Josie G. 5 to 1. Amigo 10, others 50 and 75 to

1. There were half a dozen breakaways and finally the flag

fell to a fair start, Ike L., Amigo, Red Rose the order. Mt.
Carlos ran up very fast and led passing the half pole by half

a length, Ike L. second, as far from Amigo. The last-named
passed the two in front of him nearing the final turn and
showed a head in front inlo the homestretch, Mt. Carlos sec-

ond, a head before Ike L. Amigo increased his lead to two
lengths soon after entering the straight and won easily by
that distance, Mt. Carlos in a drive beating O'Bee a head for

tbe place. Time, 1:02A. Eke L.'s run was a most disap-

pointing one. He quit badly.

The second race was for two-year olds, four and a half fur-

longs. Fireman was a 6" to 5 favorite, Don Pedro at 5 to 1,

Charlie Boots 7, Clara Johnson S-, Florence C. 10, Pansy 15,

Billy McCloskey ond Britaonia 20 to 1. They were away to

a Btraggling start, Britannia and Clara Johnson having quite

an advantage. Past tbe half Britannia led by a length, Clara

Johnson second, over a length from Fireman. Clara Johnson
soon passed to the front and led by two leogths turning for

home, Britannia second lapped by Fireman. Fireman stead-

ily gained on the white-faced filly from the eighth pole, get-

ting up in the last stride in the gamest fashion and winning
by a nose, Clara Johnson one and a half lengths before

Charlie Boots. Time, 0:56L
A mile selling race with seven starters came third ou the

programme. Remus was the favorite at 2 to 1, Miss Garvin
at 14 to 5, Faro and San Luis Rey 6 to 1, Hanford 8, Hy Py
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15 and Niagara 76 to 1. Thej were away to a fair eUrt for

all but Hy Dy and Niagara. Hanford was ofl first.Miss

Garvin next, An third. Miss Garvin was sent along lively

and led by a length at the quarter, Remus second, lapped by

Hanford. Remus soon thereafter went up to Miss Garvin,

the pair running as one horse for over a sixteenth. Then

the filly drew away and led by a length at the half-mile

grouod, Remus second, one and one-half lengths before

Faro. Into tbe homestretch it was Miss Garvin first by two

lengths. Faro second, lapped by Remus, who was coming

again after being apparently beaten. Miss Garvin's rider

was at the bat a sixteenth from home and Faro was closing

fast. He passed her forty yards of the finish and won driv-

ing by a length, Remus second, three parts of a length from

Miss Garvin, who was rather at a disadvantage against tbe

inner rails, though Eddie Jones quit riding her in the last

few strides. The time was 1:4'_\.

A five-furlong selling race brought out a field of six. Fly,

at 2 to 1, was a favorite. Boreas was at 3J to 1. Royal Flush

and Seraphim 4, Msjor Cook and Blue Bell 15 to 1. They

were promptly sent away to a good start, Fly, Major Cook,

Boreas being the order. Fly drew away when they had gone

about a sixteenth and led by three lengths passing the half,

Major Cook second, over a length before Boreas. Going to

the homestretch Fly increased his lead to four lengths;

MajorCook, Blue Bell and Boreas being close together. Fly

began dying away sixty yards of the finish, but lasted long

enough to win by a scant length, Major Cook getting the

place, one and a half lengths before Boreas. Time, 1:01.}.

Royal Flush, who broke last, was gaioing fast at the wind-

up.
The last race, one mile, was the event of the day. In-

stallator, backed down from 7 to 5 to even money, was the

favorite. Capt. Bees opened at even money and closed at 6

Mr. Jingle was at 7 {opened at 8), AH Baba and Duke
Stevens 50 to 1. They were sent away to a start so poor that

it evoked groans from the audience, Iostallator being off first,

evens second, Ali Baba next, Capt. Rees, on the in-

ner rail, fully four lengths behind the leader. Installator

led passing the quarter by one and one one half lengths, Duke
Stevens second, a length before Ali Baba. In the next fur-

long, when Rees rushed up, he found himself in a pocket

and was forced to beat behind the procession again. At the

half Installator was leading by three lengths, Mr. Jingle sec-

ond, a length before Duke Stevens. Capt. Rees tried to get

through again just before reaching the three-eighths pole,

but wasagiin cut off, and Installator led by six lengths turn-

ing for home, Mr. Jingle next, two lengths before Ali Baba.

It was now useless for Rees to try to get up, and Installator

went on and won by three lengths eased up, Mr. Jingle,

driving, second, a trifle over a leogth before Ali Baba, who
ran an improved race. Time, 1:41 V- While Installator won
with great ease, the showing cannot be considered a true con-

test between him and Capt. Rees, as the tatter's chance6 were

destroyed at the fall of the flag and by the interference of

several of the rivals.

TWo BUHDRED AND ELEVENTH DAY—TUESDAY, JULY 2.

The favorites were successful in the first and last races to-

day, the other events being taken by three long shots

—

City Girl at 7 to 1, Centurion at 10 and McFarlane at 5. A
fair crowd was on hand, the belting was lively and the

racing was exciting enough to suit the cranki-

est growler in the land. A heavy .\ind precluded

the possibility of making fast time, but the track was

in grand order. Eddie Jones rode three winners and carried

off the riding honors, jvhile Piggott was close behind with

two wins to his credit. Coady was thrice third. The bidding

up of McFarlane caused considerable excitement and merri-

ment. So bitter was known to be the feeling between Turf-

man Hall and Owner-Jockey Hinricbs that a run-up was

thoroughly expected. When the boots and even the bridle

were stripped from the animal in front of the stand, before

the new owner, Hall, had a chance to get the horse to his

barn, it looked so ludicrous to see McFarlane with a bale-

rope around his neck that the crowd near tbe judges' stand

fairly roared with laughter, forgetting what a vindictive

piece of work it was on the part of the youth.

Dolly M., the 8 to 5 favorite in the first race, won all the

way, and though tiring at tbe finish, managed to win ridden

out bv one and a half lengths, Tuxedo second under the

whip, two lengths in front of Halifax. There were several

"good things'' in this race, Wild Rose being one in partic-

ular.

City Girl, at the juicy odds of 7 to 1, got to the front by

the lime the half pole was reached, led into the homestretch

by two lengths, and won all out by a neck from Crawford,

who was gaining fast. Monilor pushed a good third after

running second until near the wind-up.

I.adr Jane was made a 3 to 10 favorite, but why she was

al such odds with such a good field opposed to her is not

yet apparent. She led at the half by two lengths, into the

homestretch by one and one-half and then when Centurion

mod Nellie G. crawled up close she said "Take it," and
Centurion won clever'y by a head from Nellie G., with Lady
Jane over two lengths away,

HeParleoe, IS to 1 it the close, made all the running in

tbe mile rsc; and won ridden out by one and one-half

length*, May Day MooDd in a drive, three parts of a length

before Raindrop. Road Runner ran a most disappointing

no*.

The Drummer, backed down from 3 to 2 to 1, and a slight

favorite at tbe close, kept at Reno's saddle until well in the

homestretch, then romped pwl the bald-faced chestnut and
won by three lengths, Reno just lasting long enough to beat

Arno a heed for the
i

Win Run:

A fit* Mid Me-bllf furlong selling rare opened the day's
sort. Dolly M. wu t favorite el 8 to 6 Tuxedo iu at 4

mil Balife! 7, Leonatus and Wild Rose 8
uleuil BO

I o» ntsrt was fiir for all but a 000-
"•donexi, R«d Wing (bird.

Dolly showed half a length in front at the half-mile ground,

Tuxedo second, three lengths from Red Wing. Dolly M.
now began drawing away, and turning for home was four

lengths to the good, Red Wing second, a head before Tuxedo.

Dolly M. was ridden oat to win by one and a half lengths,

Tuxedo, driving, second, two lengths before Halifax, the rest

not in the hunt. Time, 1:10}.

The second race was at five and a half furlongs, selling,

light welter weights. Zeta was a sizzling favorite, backed

down from 4 to 1 to 8 to 5. Monitor was at 13 to 5, Crawford

and Rose Clark 6 to 1, City Girl 7 and Veva 8 to 1. They
were ofl' to a good start, Crawford, Zeta, Monitor the order.

City GirlIran up like a ghost and led passing the half by a

head, Monilor second, a head before Crawford, Veva a bang-

up fourth. Rose Clark was last. City Girl soon drew clear

and led by two and a half lengths turning for home, Monitor

second, over a length before Crawford. City Girl tired to-

ward the close, but by dint of bard drivinglasted loDg enough

to win by a neck from Crawford, who was gaining at a ereat

rate. Three parts of a length further away was Monitor.

The rest were not in it. Time, 1:09—a slow-run race.

A six and one-half-furlong race came next. Lady Jane
was considered a certainty, closing at 3 to 10. Centurion

was at 8 to 1 (opened at 10), Xellie G. and Ricardo 10,

J. O. C. 50 to 1. Thfly were sent away to a good start,

Ricardo first, Xellie G. second, Lady Jane third. At the

quarter they were still in this order, heads apart. Soon
thereafter Lady Jane took command, and passing the half

showed two lengths in front, Ricardo and Xellie G. heads

apart as named. The field crept up a little closer to the

favorite going to the three-quarter-pole. Ricardo dropped
out in the last furlong, Centurion ind Nellie G, moving up
at a great rate, driving Lady Jane to the bat in the final

sixteenth. Centurion cleverly kept his head in front to

the finish, Xellie G. beating Lady Jane two and one-half

lengths for the place, Ricardo and J. O. C. beaten badly.

Time, 1:22-

In the mile selling race Road Runner was a 7 to 5 favorite,

Jerome S. 3 to 1, McFarlane and Raindrop 5, May Day 8 to

1. To an excellent start Jerome S. was first, McFarlane
Becond, Raindrop third. McFarlane led by a length at the

quarter-pole, May Dav, Raindrop, Jerome S. half lengths

apart as named. McFarlane had increased his lead to one
and one-half lengths going to the half, May Day and Rain-
drop, heads apart, a length before Jerome S. The order was
unchanged in the run to the homestretch, though May Day
wa6 now leading Raindrop a length. McFarlane went to a

drive over a sixteenth from home, but the others were in the
6ame fix, and McFarlane, ridden out, won by one and one-
half lengths, May Day second, three parts of a length in

front of Raindrop. Time, 1:42|. A crowd of over 200,

knowing the feeling between Owner Hinrichs and Nick S.

Hall, gathered around the judges' stand, and were not disap-

pointed, Hall bidding the horse up from $300 to $600, at

which figure the Marylander got the son of Mariner and
Moonlight. When Hinrichs had the bridle taken off and a

rope put around McFarlane's neck there was much merri-

ment, Hall objecting strenuously to this procedure.

The last race was at the short six furlongs, selling. The
Drummer went to the post a slight favorite, opening at 3 and
closing at 2 to 1. Reno was at 11 to 5 in several boxes. Arno
16 to 5, Prince Devine 10 to 1, Red Idle 20, Regal 30 (50 at

one time), Prince and Laurel 50 to 1. To a good start Reno,
under a pull, assumed the lead, being half a length in front

of The Drummer at the half-pole, Arno at the Iatter's heels.

Reno showed first bv half a length into the homestretch, The
Drummer next, a leogth from Red Idle. The Drummer
forged ahead in the last quarter and won wilh ease by three
lengths, Reno just lasting long enough to beat Arno a head
for place honors. Time, 1:13}—a good run for horses of thiB

class.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWELFTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, JULY 3.

There was no cause for complaint among the form players

to day, as three decided favorites, a well-played third

choice and only one outsider captured the five events. The
betting was very lively on four of the races, a very fair

crowd was on hand to see them run, the track

was in elegant shape, and throughout good time

was made. Myron was the only surprise of the after-

noon, he being as good as 5} to 1 in the betting at one time.

Chevalier made up for lost time to-day by piloting three

winners, a second and a third—a grand shoiving, truly. Pig

gott and E Jones put one win apiece to their credit.

Bobolink, an odds-on favorite, laid third in the first race

until well in the homestretch then came on and won handily

by a length from Hanford, who beat Amigo but half a length

for the place money. Silver and Comrade were "good

things" in this race, played for many hundreds of dollars

The former finished fourth, the latter, cut off a couple of

times and thrown against the fence, even further away from
the money.

Melaoie, even money at the close 'and not played very

heavily, experienced little or no trouble in winning the sec-

ond race, also five and a half furlongs. Nervoso and Venus
alternated in the lead to the homestretch, closely attended by

Melanie, who came through when given her head and won
with several links to spare by three parts of a length from
Rico, whose fine rush came too late. Venus beat Nervoso
out for the show.

Carmel, thirl choice at 3* to 1, made all tbe running in

the race over the hills and won running away like a wild

horse by four lengths, the Apache-Julia Martin filly second,

driving, two lengths before Nellie G., who made a good ruu
after getting away slowly Iron) the post. Inkerman ran well

for about half the distance, three furlongs. Carmel and In-

kerman acted like a couple of demons at the post,

Myron, a 5 to 1 shot, got away second in the fourth rnce,

did not lose any time in getting to the front, and was not
thereafter headed, winning with a tritle to spare by two
lengths, Seraphin (who came from the rear) second, over a
length in front of Rinfax. The latter was running under re-

straint al the half-mile ground, and as it was but a five fur-
long Ha«h might have been closer up had he been sent along
in 'he esrlierstsges for all he was worth.
Remus proved an easy winner of the 1m| race on the card,

a mile dash. Greenback Jr. acted as pace-maker clear into
the homestretch. There Remus second, came on, winning by
one and a half lengths from Miss Garvin, who beat Green-
back Jr. as far.

Bow the Races Were Run.
Bobolink was a 4 to 5 favorite in the first race, five and

one-half furlongs, selling. Silver was backed from 6 to 3 to
1. Comrade was at 6 (10 at one time), Hanford 9. Amigo
20, Little Tough 40, Connaught 60 and Red Wing 300 to 1.
They went away to a fair start, Amigo first, Hanford next.
Hanford led past the half-pole by a head, Amigo second
lapped by Bobolink. Bobolink passed the pair in front of
him nearing the three-quarter pole and led turning for home
by three lengths, Hanford second, a length before Silver.
Bobolink and Hanford raced close together until the last few
yards, when Bobolink came away and won handily by a
length, Hanford second, half a length before Amigo. Time
1:08}.

The second race, five and a half furlongs, selling, had four
starters. Melanie opened at 4 to 5 and closed at even money.
Rico was at 2 to 1, Nervo o 5 and Venus 12 (opened at 4).
They went away to an excellent start. Venus showed first,

Melanie second, Nervoso third. At the half Nervoso showed
a head in front, Venus next, a length before Melanie. Into
the homestretch after running as one horse, Venus Jed by a
hesd, XTervoso half a length from Melanie. The latter waa
in front more than a sixteenth from home, Venus and Ner-
voso at the bat, Rico moving up fast. Melanie was not
thoroughly extended to win by three parts of a length from
old Rico, who was gaining fast. Three lengths further away
came Venus, third, Time, 1:08}. Melanie's run today was
in strange contrast to her last performance when Sir Rich-
ard beat her a block.

The third race was over the inside track, six furlongs. The
Julia Martin filly was a 3 to 5 favorite, Nellie G. 14 to 5,
Carmel 3J to 1, Inkerman 7 and Ike L. 30 to 1. There was a
long dela) at the post, occasioned by the bad acting of Car-
mel and Inkerman. Finally the flag fell to a fair start, Car-
mel showing first, Inkerman second, Julia Martin filly next.
Carmel led by nearly two lengths at the half- pole, Inkerman
and the Julia Mrrtin filly a neck apart. Carmel increased
his lead a trifle going down the hill into the hollow, and
tbe Julia Martin filly had passed Inkerman, leading him
one and a half lengths. Carmel reached the top of the last
hill two lengths to the good, and drawing away at every
stride, won easily by four lengths, Julia Martin, driving,
second, two lengths before Nellie G. Time, 1:17}.
The fourth race was a five furlong handicap with five

starters. Rinfax and Hueneme divided favoritism, each be-
ing at 13 to 5 in the betting. Seraphin was at 3 to 1, Myron
5 and Centurion 10 to 1. They went away to a fair start,
Centurion, Myron, Rinfax the order. Myron at once dashed
to the fore leading by two lengths at the half, Rinfax, under
restraint, second, one and one-half lengths from Hueneme.
Myron held his own in the run to the homestretch, Rinfax
being second, half a length before Hueneme, who was as far
from Seraphin. Seraphin loomed up dangerous in the last
sixteenth, but Myron was not to be headed, and won handily
by two lengths, Seraphin, driving, second, one and one half
lengths before Rinfax. Hueneme was a poor fourth. Time,
1:01.

The last race was at a mile, selling. Remus was a luke-
warm favorite, opening at 8 to 5, closing at 11 to 5. Miss
Garvin waa backed down from 3J to 2} to 1. Raindrop
was at 16 to 5, Greenback Jr. 5 to 1, The Drummer 10
(played down from 15). They were sent off to a beautiful
start, Greenback Jr. showing flr^t, Miss Garvin second,
Hemus third. Greenback Jr. opened up a gap of a couple
of lengths when they had gone a little over a furlong, but
The Drummer and Remus set sail after him, and at the
quarter Greenback Jr. was but three parts of a length in
front, The Drummer second, a length before Remus. The
Drummer and Remus closed up on Greenback Jr. nearing
the half, and the trio passed that pole heads apart, one and
one-half lengths before Miss Garvin. Greenback Jr. hugged
the rails and swinging around for the last time showed a
length to the good, Remus second, lapped by The Drummer.
Miss_ Garvin came fast down the homestretch and began
fighting with Greenback Jr., Remus romping along on the
outside until Chevalier called on him, when he romped
past and won by about one and one-half lengths, Miss Gar-
vin in the place, driving, a like distance before Greenback
Jr. Time, 1:43}.

TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTEENTH DAY, THURSDAY,JULY 4.

The weather made one imagine it was in the middle of

February instead of its being the glorious Fourth of July.

Heavy clouds obscured the sun, a chill wind whistled around
the buildings of the time-honored race course, while for a

few moments a light rain camedown. A splendid

crowd attended the races, the programme
presented being of fair quality and the con-

testants in most cases being closely watched. The attendance

was estimated at 4,000, and this was not tar from the mark.
Three of the races were won by less than a good neck, and
that furnished excitement enough to suit even a Fourth of

July assemblage. The track was lightning fast, and through-

out good time was made. Favorites were successful but twice

out of six times, the remaining events being captured by

horses at odds of 5 to 1, 16 to 5, 6 to 1 and 8 to 1. Eddie

Jones was in great form this afternoon, carrying ofl the rid-

ing honors with three wins and a second to his credit. Cheva-

lier piloted two winners and a third.

The Elmwood Stock Farm horses, all by Brutus, won no

less than three races.

Durango, a 5 to 1 shot, took the lead in the first race early

in the action, and won in the hardest sort of drive by a nose

from Reno, with Silver State, the favorite, two lengths away.

The latter got away absolutely last and Chevalier pulled her
up, thinking it no go. Taking everything into consideration,
therefore, she ran a much better race than the winner, and
the time, 1:01}, was fast, too.

Tiberius, favorite at 2 to 1 in tbe two-year-old race, won
a gallant victory, winning easily at the end by two lengths.

Charley Boots, the " good thing," led into the homestretch
by nearly two lengths, but shut up pretty badly in the last

furlong. Tbe Linda Vista filly was a poor third. There
were several hot tips in this rare that amounted to nothing,
notably Wm Cunningham and Encino,
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Installator is undoubtedly the best borse at Bay District

track just now. He simply smothered his field in a dash of

five and one-half farlongs, winning in a great by gallop by
fally three lengths in the splendid time of 1:07J, Nelson,

last away, second, three parts of a length before the 60 to 1

shot, Road Banner.
Koma, who led nearly every jump of the way in the mile

and a sixteenth handicap, managed to last long enough to

win by a scant head from Flirtilla, who beat the long shot,

Del Norte, one and one-half lengths for place. Commis-
sioner, the favorite, ran a most disappointing race.

Nestor, at 6 to 1 in the belting, took the mile and a half

hurdle race into camp by four lengths easily, with The
Lark second, a neck before Esperance. Had Clancy made
his move with The Lark a furlong further back the Wildidle
gelding might have won or been much closer than he was

to the coin.

Rico, 6 to 1 at the post, won driving in the last race by a

scant neck, Blue Bell second, one and one-half lengths be-

fore Gracie S., the favorite, who got away last and ran into

the lead in the first eighth, acting as pace-maker up to the

last few yards.

Mow (he Races Were Bun.

In the first race, five fnrldngs, selling, Silver State was a

6 to 5 favorite, Reno at 3 to 1 (opened at 4), Dorango 5,

Soledad 10, Regal, Outright and Mt. Carlos 40 to 1. They
went away to a good start, though Chevalier,last away on the

favorite, pulled up, evidently thinking it no go. Alt. Carlos

was first, Regal next, Reno third. Durango,off about fourth,

soon rushed to the front, leading Regal half a length at the

half-pole, Reno close up. Durango steadily increased his

advantage going to the homestretch,where he was two lengths

to the good, Regal and Reno heads apart. Reno, seemingly
just galloping, got up to within half a length of Durango
when over a sixteenth from home, but under the whip Du-
rango gamely stuck to his work,winning in a drive that lasted

to the finish by a nose, Reno second, two lengths from the

unfortunate favorite, Silver State,who made up a vast amount
of ground in the last quarter. The time, 1 :01 J, marked a fast

race.

The second race was for two year-olds, half a mile. Tib-

erius went to the post an S to 5 favorite, opening at even
money, going back to 2 to 1, then being backed down.
Charlie Boots was well played at 16 to 5 and 3 to 1, Miss
Cunningham was played down from 10 to 4 to 1. Linda
Vieta filly was at 8 to 1, Encino 9, Pansy 10, Britannia and
Bell Oak 30. Jack Atkins 75 to 1. They were sent on their

jonrney to a grand start, Tiberius being first to show,

Charley Boots second, Jack Atkins next. Charley Boots
soon passed Tiberius and opened up a gap of three lengths,

but as they neared the homestretch he came back to his

field, leading turning for home by but one and one-half

lengths, Linda Vista filly second, half a length before

Tiberius. Tiberius got up to Charlie Boots about eighty

yards of the finish and simply galloped by him and won by
two lengths, Charlie Boots, under the whip, stcond, three

lengths from the Linda Vista filly. Time, 0:49£.

A five-furlong race brought out a field of five. Installator

was a 7 to 10 favorite, Royal Flush at 3 to 1, Nelson 10 to 1,

Howard 12 and Road Runner 60 to 1. There was a lot of

cutting up at the post, the start being delayed for about

twenty minutes. Finally the flag fell to a rather straggling

send-off, Howard in front, Installator Becond, Road Runner
third. Howard was passed when he had gone about a six-

teenth of a mile, Installator leading past the half by half a

length, Road Ruoner second, a neck from Howard. Nelson
ran up very fast from the rear in the next quarter, Installator

leading as they turned for home by one and a half lengths,

Nelson second, a length before Howard. Installator steadily

drew away from his field and won in a great big gallop by
three lengths, Nelson after a little drive getting the place,

nearly a length in front of Road Runner, the other two close

np on the long shot. Time, 1:07}—a grand run.

A mile and a sixteenth handicap followed with six start-

ers. Commission was a favorite at 2 to 1, Flirtilla and Roma
at 16 to 5, Little Cripple 6 to 1, Thornhill 8 and Del Norte
15 to 1. Off to a good start Flirtilla showed in front for a

moment. Roma soon sailed by her and led by a length at

the quarter pole, Thornhill second, three lengths before Flir-

tilla, then Little Cripple. There was a bunching up Hearing

the half, where Roma led by three parts of a length, Thorn-
hill second, a neck before Del Norte. Little Cripple was cut

off and fell back last. They were nicely bunched coming
into the homestretch, Roma being first by a head, Thornhill
second, a head before Del Norte, he a length before Flirtilla.

Roma drew ahead when tbey were straightened away, and
was leading by over a length a sixteenth from home. Flir-

tilla now crawled up inch by inch and in a hard drive Roma,
well-ridden by Chevalier, lasted long enough to win by a
scant bead, Flirtilla one and one-half lengths before Del
Norte, tbirJ. Time, 1:48k

The mile and a half hurdle "race had six starters. Esper-

ance was made an 8 to 5 favorite, played down from 3 to 1.

Hanford was at 3 to 1 (opened at 10), The Lark Bh, Mes-
tor 6, Gold Dust and Morgan G. 8 to 1. The Lark, Mestor,
Hanford was the order to a good start. Morgan G. and Gold
Dost ran out in the lead. Hanford fell at the second obsta-

cle. Going over the third jump it was Gold Dost first by a

length, Morgan G. second, half a dozen lengths before The
Lark. Morgan G. led Gold Dust half a length over the

fourth fence, Mestor third, four lengths off, lapped by The
Lark. At the fifth obstacle Gold Dust fell, when Morgan
G. was leading by half a length only. Mestor then made his

run, and passing Morgan G. in the homestretch, led at tbe

last jump by a length, Morgan G. second, over a length be-

The Lark and Esperance close together. Mestor now drew
away and won easily at the end by four lengths, The Lark
in a drive beating Esperance a neck for the place. Time,
2:49*.

The concluding race was at five furlongs, selling. Gracie
S. closed a 4 to 5 favorite, Blue Bell at 34 tol, Rico 6 and
and Venus 8 (opened at 3). They were sent away to a poor
start, Blue Bell being first away, Venus second, Rico third,

the favorite last. Gracie S. ran up very fast, however, and
her gray head showed in front at the half, Blue Bell second,

two lengths before Venus. Gracie S. drew ahead until, turn-

ing for home, she was two lengths to the good, Blue Bell and
Venus lapped, Rico at their heels. Gracie S. saw the sign

on the fence about seventy yards of the finish reading : "It's

time to quit," and acted on the matter at once, Blue Bell as-

suming the lead, Rico coming up like a bulldog. In a terri-

fic drive the old geldiag, Rico, won by a scant neck from
Bine Bell, Gracie S. one and one-half lengths away, third.

Time, 1:01*.

"Snapper" Garrison got his jockey's license Wednesday. |

A Son of Musket At rives. At "Ventura Track.

Messrs. De B. Lopez of the Merriwa Stock Farm, Pleas-

anton, have imported from New Zealand another of the

famous Musket stallions. This most recent arrival is named
Foul Shot and he was a passenger by the steamer Alameda,
which arrived Wednesdav.

Foul Shot is a handsome horse, risiDg twelve years, and
was bred by Mr. W. Walters, of Auckland, New Zealand.

He is out of Slander (New Zealand's greatest race mare, win-

ner of 72 races at all distances and carrying top weight) by
Camden ; second dam Annie Laurie, a great race mare, by
Cap-a-pie, sire of the great Sir Hercules; third dam Belle

Brand, by imp. Dover ; fourth dam Sophie, by Skilhindah^

fifth dam Sally Brass, by imp. Langtonian, etc. All of Foul
Shot's dams were the greatest race winners of their day in

Australia and New Zealand.
Of Foul Shot's performances the Sydney Referee says:
" As a two-year-old he started four times, winning the

Auckland Racing Club Welcome Stakes, then unnamed.
He carried 8 stone 5 pounds and won easily (five furlongs)
in 1 minute 5 seconds. Musket's stock was also second and
third. This was in the spring, and at the summer meeting.
Thunderbolt beat him four lengths in the Midsummer
Stakes, 6 furlongs, run in 1 minute 21 seconds, both carry-
ing 8 stone 10 pounds. Seven started. This was on Decem-
ber 26th, and on January 1st the two colls fought out a
great race in the New Year's Gift, over the same distance.

Foul Shot (who had two pounds the best of the weights)
being beaten a neck in 1 minute 19 seconds. The next
day Foul. Shot, 8 stone 7 pounds, ran a good third to
Derringer, 7 stone 12 pounds, and Rosebud 7 stone 4 pounds,
both Muskets, in the Nursery Handicap, six furlongs, run in
1:18. As a three-year-old Foul Shot won the Great Northern
Derby, beating Stoneyhurst, Derringer and others ; ran sec-

ond to Derringer in the Sires' Produce Stakes; and won the
Grandstand Handicap. Slander is dam of Billingsgate, Hip-
podamia (both good performers) and Satanella (dam of St.

Clements), the champion sprinter of the colony. Foul Shot
has sired Aldershot, Pyroxylin, Docility, Stray Shot, Secrecy,
Snapcap and Flying Shot—all winners this season."

Other winners in Maoriland that were sired by this par-
ticular son of Musket are Mafia, Cloud Shot, Fish oh, Nina
Pu, Miss Shot, Waylay, Bomb Shell, Grape Shot and Re-
trenchment. All of these winners, with the exception of Aider-
shot, being out of half-bred mares.
The sons of old Musket are in great demand just now, so

that the bringing to San Francisco of Foul Shot will cause

more than passing comment amongst horsemen.
He is the only Musket here in this country, and as a sire

is the best that ever came here; Maxim, who was also by
Musket, being dead.

The sale of Maxim's stock in the East gives an inkling of
how highly this particular strain is prized in this country
and the commissions for the purchase of Musket sires that

are being sent to the colonies from England go to prove that

the British breeders appreciate this division of the Black-
lock family.

The Duke of Portland recently paid $68,000 for Carbine,

the champion weight-carrying descendant of Musket, that tbe

colonies produced, and now the Duke of Westminster has a

commission out for the purchase of a Musket sire and got an
option on Foul Shot as he was being placed on board the ves-

sel

It is gathered from the Australian papers that those who
possess Muskets sons a<-e holding them at a high figure.

Take, for instance, Cuirassier, who could have been landed in

San Francisco a couple of years ago for $2,000, and now
twenty-five limes that amount cannot purchase him.

Death of Nordenfeldt.

By the Australian steamer Alameda we learn from tbe ex-

changes that the great son o fMusket and Onyx, Nordenfeldt

died at New Zealand, on June 7th. "He was turned out to

play in a large paddock and slipping down injured his back

so seriously that he had to ba destroyed. Nordenfeldt was
one of the leading sires of Australia and his progeny like

those from most of the sons of Mnsket were great race win-

ners in the season of 1893-94; tbey won $30,160. His death is

a national loss. Since Carbine and Foul Shot have left the

antipodes there are onlv the following sons of Musket left

there: Trenton, Martini-Henry, Musk Rose, Catesby, Artil-

lery, Tartar, Brigadier, Hotch Kiss, Curiassier (for which
$60,000 has just been refused), Escutcheon, Manton and Tek-

sum. Foul Shot's progeny are looming up as winners every-

where, and his leaving the Colonies at the same time as the

death of this great sire is deeply deplored."

Directum Beaten By Fantasy.

Minnehaha, July 3.—Fantasy to-day defeated the great

Directum in the free-for-all trot on the Minnehaha track for

a $2,000 purse. When the horses were sent away Directum
and Fantasy were neck and neck. Into the turn they went,

never varying their positions, when the mare lost her feet.

She lost six lengths and was third, David B. taking second

place. Down the backstretch there was a pretty contest, and

the mare continued to gain.

At the three-quarter pole she was well up with Directum

and was practically setting the pace for the rest of the field.

When near the stand their noses were on a line. Then the

mare made|a great burst of speed and crossed the wire a neck

ahead of Directum. The mile was made in 2:09 and the

last quarter in 0:30 flat. Tbe lime by quarters : 0:32|, 1:05 A

1:39, 2:09.
^

There's an awful lot of tommyrot being printed about

Biley Grannan "the boy plunger." Grannan's a gambler, of

age—he's 28—bets his own money and doesn't win a world

every year. Grannan's " in " well, isn't nnwise himself and

has a "shade" in information. If he didn't bet as much he'd

be more winner. Grannan may be angular and sensational,

but he isn't a lamb and uses more judgment and information

and gets less luck than is fabled. He's an old hand too at the

game. If he won $70,000 on Lazzarone he knew wbat he

was doing. He says he didn't win $5,000. The New York
newspapers—none too close on facts—quotes bookmakers as

paying him $20,000 or more. The burden of proof ib not on

Grannan.—Chicago Racing Form.

The Ventura Agricultural Association (an incorporation)
is preparing for a good lime this fall, and is rapidly getting
the race track into condition for racing events on a scale that
has hitherto not been known in this part of the State. The
Association has purchased the grounds of the race track,
about seventy acres of land, for $15,000, and certainly seems
to mean business.

The track, which is now a mile long, is in most excellent
condition; in fact, it is as good a track as can be found any-
where in the State. Among the other improvements which
the Association is now making and has in contemplation
are twenty-eight new stalls, each 15x12 feet, the contract for
building, which has been awarded to Judge Boling, and the
work is already under good way; that when completed it will
make forty stalls in all. It is expected that before the races
this^ fall the grand stand will be greatly improved, and
the judges' stand may also receive attention at the same time.
A bicycle racetrack is to be constructed just inside of the
present track. The baseball ground, also inside the mile
track, is already graded and is in good shape for games. A
cottage is to be built for the track and ground tender, so that
the person that may be employed in that capacity will be on
the place at all times.

The Association met at the Town hall on Tuesdav even-
ing. Messrs. Joe Kaiser, C. D. Bonestel and J. K. Gries
were appointed as a committee to revise the fair programme.
Among the aitractions of this fall's meeting will be a free-
for-all trotting race with a $1,000 prize hong up, and
another $1,000 prize will be offered in a free-for-all pacing
match. The other events will be graded down from this
liberal offer. This will call out the best horses id the state,
and it is expected that a large crowd will be here during
the time of the fair. The committee appointed to take
charge of the fair department will make their report later.
The event is set for October 1st to the 5th inclusive.

This statement of the intentions of the Association shows
that they intend to make the Ventura track events some-
thing to be looked forward to by all ihe horsemen of Cali-
fornia.

»

Foals of 1895.

Palo Alto, July 3, 1895.

Editor Breeder and Sportsmvn :—Following is a list

of foals dropped at Palo Alto during the month of June 1895,

which closes the season of 1895

:

June 1—B f by Dexter Prince—Sweet Water, by Stam-
boul.

June 2—Ch f bv Advertiser—Amrah, by Nutwood.
June 8—Ch f by Dexter Prince—Mano, by Piedmont.
June 15—B f by Dexter Prince—Violet, by Electioneer.
Very respectfully, C. H. Dobbel, Clerk.

— •> —

Coleman, of the Stuyvesant Club, put up odds of 500 to 1
against Red Wing.

Joe Naryaez weighed lVh poundsJThursday. He is

slowly reducing his surplus tissue.

There is a strong likelihood of Pansy and Clara Johnson
being matched for a run through the homestretch.

Chevalier did some good riding yesterday, out of five

mounts piloting three winners, a second and a third.

Ret del Bandidos was out after a long let-up, looking
fairly well. He was given six furlongs at a fair pace.

Flashlight, T. W. Moore's fast Surinam-Laura Winston
colt, went lame in his work at Hawthorne a few days ago.

Eddie Jones rode three winners and a second Thursday,
carrying riding honors for the day. Chevalier rode two win-
ners and a third.

Malcolm, the aged chestnut horse by Regent out of Lilly
Langtry, by Hunter's Lexington, was sold Thursday to Capt.
Quinn. Terms private.

The race meeting at Monterey next month is being talked
of considerably, and several horsemen talk of sending flyers

down to the seaside resort.

Carmel has more than once proved a warm article over
the hill and dale course. Wednesday he won by four lengths
running like a wild horse.

B. C. Holly, the Flosden philosopher, played Durango
and Rico straight and Nelson both ways, quting a goodly
sum ahead on the day Thursday.

Jockey Frank Coady was suspended Wednesday for the
listless ride he put up on Centurion after the latter was cut

off, a moment after the start was effected.

Huenemeis not of much force unless he gets off in the
lead. Though he was made an equal favorite with Rinfax
Wednesday, he was badly beaten and not one-two-three.

A dispatch from Anaconda, Mont., of Wednesday said :

" A racing meeting will be held in Anaconoda, beginning
Monday, Lngust 12th. and bontinuing ten days. Purses

amounting to $15,000 will be hung op.

Cardboard signs have been tacked up in several conspicu-

ous points around the local track stating that anyone using

any injection or any electrical or mechanical appliance to

stimulate a horse will be ruled of at once.

The Elmwood Stock Farm horses did wonderfully well

Thursday, winning the only three races in which they were
entered. The farm's premier stallion, imp. Brutus, now heads
the list of winning stallions by a considerable margin.

Imp. Bathampton (known in Montana as Batsman), the

horse that caused all the trouble between Millionaire Marcus
Daly and The Jockey Club, won at Sheepshead Bay Wed-
nesday, beating Helen Nichols, Emma C. and others a mile
in 1:42 1-5.

Comrade was played down from 10 to G to 1, hundreds
of dollars going in on bis chances toward post time. B.C.
Holly was among his backers. The horse got away none too

well, was cut off a couple of times and banged against the

fence pretty hard.
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PORTLAND'S GREATEST RACE MEETING,

The Attendance Continues Good, Betting Ex-

cellent, Races Well Contested and Many

Surprises Uncorked Every Day—"Won-
derful Speed Shown by Many of the

Contestants—The Races in Detail.

FOURTH DAY—MONDAY, JUNE 21.

Yesterday's programme at lrvington Park was quite in-

teresting. Monday usually is a dull racing day ; but, with

four splendid races, a good attendance and tine weather, the

second week of the big race meet was ushered in with ex-

ceptional success. A great deal of money went into the pool-

box, too. The talent backed the favorites good aod stiff, and

won in three out of four events. St. Croix, a crackajack

Montana flyer, was a ghost to the knowing ones. He slipped

in out of & field and earned off the smart men's monev be-

fore he was discovered. He was a nickel-plated surprise.

Higgins Bros., the Montana horsemen, won two out of the

four races yesterday. Winship & Keating, of California,

captured one, aod Thos. Keating, partner in the firm of

Winship A Keating the other. Other horsemen had to be

satisfied with second, third and fourth money, or nothing.

Although there were four events on the programme, the races

were over before fi:30 o'clock. The management deserves

credit for expediting matters. President Aldrich says there

will be do more delays. The track was in fine condition

—

better than at any time during the meeting. It was quite

windy later in the afternoon, but the average time was fast.

In the first race of the day—the 2:40 class trot—in a field of

eight starters. Lady Grace, the dainty little mare, belonging

to Winship A Keating's stables, woo. in straight heats. Lady
Grace won favoritism by her superb performance of Friday,

in which she carried off the 3:3<> class purse in three straights

with ease She is as neat a stepper as one could wish to see,

and as honest as a gold dollar. Lady Grace sold in the auc-

tion pools at $20, with $6* for the field. The purse was $500.

The fight was for second money, which Brier Hill took.

Third mooey went to Chris. Peterson and fourth to Patreo.

The horses scored eight to ten times for the start in the

fir»t heat. Finally they were sent off, with Lady Grace
slighty in the lead, which she increased materially to the

quarter. Patreo and Briar Hill followed closely. Her lady-

ship tripped it off beautifully on the backstretch, and came
around the turn aod down the stretch to the wire a very easy
winner. Chris Peterson passed Brier Hill and Patreo be-

tween the half and three-quarter mark, and came in second.

Brier Hill was third, Patreo fourth, Almax fifth, Realinous

sixth and Happy West seventh. Ransom Wilkes was dis-

tanced. Time, 2:23A. Mutuals paid $6.95. Ladv Grace
barred, $16.60.

Lady Grace lifted her feet fast enough in the second heat
to take it without any trouble. Chris Peterson, Briar Hill

aod Patreo made a gallant struggle for second place. The
former broke badlr at the quarter. Briar Hill was second
under the wire, with Patreo third, a neck only behind. Pet-

erson waa fourth. Almax and Reatinous were a few lengths

to the rear of Peterson, and Happy West was in the last

place. Time, 2:24A. Mutuals paid $6.35 ; Lady Grace bar-

red. $14.55.

Lady Grace took the third heat, which gave her the race,

coming under the wire several lengths in the lead, without
apparent effort. She set an easy pace around the track. Briar
Hill took second place easily, and Almax came in third.

Peterson was fourth and Patreo fifth. Reatinous guarded
the rear. Time, 2:26*. Mutuals, with Lady Grace barred,

paid $17.80.
SUMMARY.

Trotting, 2:40 class.

Winship A: Keating's blk m Lady Grace, by Raymond—Hock-
Hocking Keating 111

Sherman Brother*' b s Brier Hill. by Tliornbiil—Bell Granger
Holbroofc 3 2 2

II. EL JUnHon'sbg Chris reterson. by Deputy—Nepma W 2 i 4

r. a Lmrfee'i b 9 Patreo. by Redondo—Janis Durfee 4 3 5
Koifong'B blk g Almax. by Almoin Medium—Ingraham 5 5 3
Wu'iorae Stock Farm's bs Reatinous, by Antinous—Mattie

Etans Bunch 6 G 6
C.W. Brega's br s Happy West, by Colonel West—Lucy

Brenhiser 7 dis
O. J Ralph's b s Ransom Wilkes, by Marshall Wilkes-Birdie

'i- Kalph dis

Time. - J :20&

George Avers, Higgins Brothers' stallion, won the three-

minute class pacing race in three straight heals, and in the
second heat made the fastest mile in harness made at the
track so far during this meeting. By bis performance, he
demonstrated that he has great speed. Some of the fastest

ones will have to look out for him,for he was not urged when
he made 2:17 flat yesterday. The race was for a purse of
$400. George Ayers won tbe 2:29 class pace on opening day,
aod was favorite at $20 in the auction pools yesterday,against
the field at $6. The real contest was among the seven other
entries for aecood, third and fourth monev. Senator, Path-
moot and Carrie S. respectively, carried off these purses.

Tbe horses had very little difficulty in lining up for the
tart. ( >n the fourth attempt they were sent oil. The favor-
ite, George Ayers. quickly went to the front and did some
fast stepping to tbe quarter, the other horses being several
lengtbe in the rear. He continued the lead around the track
aod came in strong, a winner by several length*. It was a
regular parade. Senator and Pathmont finished, respectively,
second and third, close together, the others strung out in the
tinioh. Tirne,2:19A. Mutuals paid $6; lieorge Ayers barred,

|

George Aycn, in the second heat, mad" the fastest time of
the meeting, pacing the mile in 2:17 rial, without being
pushed. He was three length* in the lead of Senator, the
second horse, when he went under the wire, without trying to
make time- Senator was a good second. Carrie S. took third
placr by a neck from Pathmont. < trace P. stepped rapidly
on the back track, but lost in the last half-mile and took fifth

ptaot. DonShaner actwl badly and was distanced. Time,
217. Muiiu-U ii*i.l |5 30. <ieorge Ayers barred, $11.76.
Th« horaea got a speedy "tart in the third heat, and George

Ayers quickly went to the front aod around tbe du*tv circle,
winoer by four length*. Thin gave him the race. Pathmont
took a*t pin (nrrir S , and Senator, who showed

pad to fourth place. Urace P. was fifth

tnd Tout aiitl. ney had been withdrawn. Time,
:1V. Mutuels,*, th » Jeorge Ayers barred, paid $G70.

SUMMARY.
Pacing, three-miuute class.

Higgins Brother's b s George Ayers, by Bay Bird-Kate
~" Have- Jeffries 111

R. S. Brown's blk s Senator, by Secretary—Alexander
D. R. Misner 2 2 4

H.B. Miller's br s Pathmont, by Altamont—Sallie M 3 4 2

E. W. Spencer's b m Carrie S., by Altamont—Nell Gwynne...
.

Sawyer 4 3 3

K. C. Payne's b m Grace P.. by Altamont—Nell Gwynne...
'. Hawk 8 5 5

C. H. Corey's b g Tout, by Billy Tbornhill— Flora G
Corey 7 7 6

Durfee'scb g Pat Cooney, by McKinney—Flora Wiley
Durfee 6 dr

Wlniib'i'pVk'eating's br g Don Sbauer, by Dexter Prince—by
Le Rock Keating 5 diBt

Time, 2:19%, 2:17, 2:19.

The five and a half furlongs dash, postponed from Satur-

day evening, was the first running race, and the third event

on the programme. Emma D., I\ Keating^ California mare,

a hot favorite, captured the $250 purse without much trouble.

It was a selling race with eight starters. In the auction

pools Emma l>. brought $20; Theresa K.. $20; French Lady,

$5 ; Token, $3 ; Kaindrop, $3, and the field, $5. Dara, a

fielder, finished second, Kaindrop third and French Lady
fourth.

It did not take Starter Babb long to bring the horses over

the scratch for a very fair start. In fact, it was tbe quickest

start in the meeting:- As soon as the dag dropped Emma D.

took the lead, followed closely by Dara and Raindrop. The
favorite set a clipping gait up the backstretch, and the flyers

followed in procession. It was soon a settled fact that Emma
D. could not be headed unless she dropped diad. The fea-

ture of the run was the scrap between Kaindrop and Dara for

second place. Emma D. passed over the coveted line hands
down three lengths in the lead. Dara pushed to the lead

and stole second place by a head from Kaindrop, who was
coming good and fast. French Lady took fourth place, two
lengths behind Raindrop. The other horses were bunched
two or three lengths in the rear ; time, 1:09. Mutuals paid

$8.40.
SUMMARY.

Running. Five and a half furlongs.

T. Keating's r m Emma D., 5, by French—Brady, 113 pounds
-Hanan 1

Lee Sbaners b m Dara, 3, pedigree unknown, 94 pounds
Sheppard 2

J. W. Payne's b m Raindrop, a, by Ophir— Neyatta, 110 rounds
„ Rowell 3

Higgins Bros.' ch m French Lady, a, pedigree unknown. 113

pounds Dingley 4

S. P. Smith's ch s Pickpocket, a, by Joe Daniels—Mattie C 109
pounds Reece

Maley & Bowlev's b 1 Theresa K., 2, by Evesmo—Ella, 81 pounds
_ I Powell

William Gilmore's b m Volta, 5, by Dick O'Xeil—imp. Kelpif . 110
pounds - Bagley

R. S. Smith's b f Token. 3; by Broadchurch—Keepsake, 97 pounds
Russell

Time, 1:09.

In the last race of the day. the seven-eighths of a mile
dash, St. Croix, a rank fielder, downel the talent by beating

Quirt, a very swift favorite. St, Croix belongs to Higgins
Brothers, the Montana horsemen, and is a very handsome
black stallion. The race waB for a purse of $300—selling.

Quirt was favorite at $25, with Gussie at $8, and the field at

$7. In the one-mile dash of opening day, Gussie beat Quirt,

but the talent thought the latter was an easy winner. St.

Croix was not considered. The three other starters—Mo-
witza, Marietta and Miss Elm, gave a very good account of

themselves—Mowitza heading Gussie.

The horses got a good start, with the favorite, Quirt, in the

lead. Miss Elm soon overhauled the leader, and at the half-

mile mark passed him. At the three-quarter pole Miss Elm,
began to drop to the rear, and St. Croix slowly crawled up on
Quirt, with Gussie in third place. It was a red-hot finish.

Quirt was in the lead. Within one hundred feet of the wire
however, St. Croix pushed to the front, and won by a length.

Quirt was second and Marietta third. Time, 1:29. Mutuels
paid $30.05.

BCUUST.
Runoing, seven-eighths of a mile.

Higgins Bros.' blk s St, Croix, 5, by King Daniels—Bayswater, 124
Dingley 1

William Dixon's ch m Quirt, 4. by Joe Hooker—Trifle, 122 lbs....

m Paget 2
Lee Shaner's blk f Marietta, 3, by Eolian—Miss Sadie, 93 lbs

Sheppard 3
P. Williams' ch m Gussie. 4. by •, 122 lbs Mavnard 4
William Frazier's br m Mowilza, by Poloma—Lucy S., 100 lbs

Russell
C. D. Jeffries' blk m Miss Elm, a, by Glen Elm—Red Girl. 109 lbs..

Williams
Time, 1:29.

FIFTH DAY—TUESDAY, JUNE 25.

Bishop Hero, who has surprised the talent on numerous

occesions during former seasons, yesterday won the principal

event of the day at lrviogton Park, when he was counted for

very little in a slow field. He won the 2:24 [trot with ease,

and went to his barn with more honors than ever for his

stayingqualities and pluck. Bishop Hero holds the^five-mile

record, and the knowing ones will not soon overlook him
again when he is seemingly buried io the field. In the other

events the favorites won. A very good day's programme was

offered, the crowd was fairly large, and the betting the live-

liest of the meeting. Crowds swarmed around the poolboxes

all afternoon, and good prices went up for both choice and

field. The weather was perfect and the track in prime con.

dition.

Six horses started in the first event of the day—tbe 2:24-

class trot, three best in five heals, for a purse of $500. An-
trima, who sold a strong favorite in the pools Monday night,

was scratched, owing to an injury. This left a good betting

on leal between Eva T., Bishop Hero and Yinmont. The
latter look the first heat by a half length, and Bishop Hero
the second, third and race. It was a good fight for first

money, and Hero maintained bis reputation as a stayer. A
feature of the race was the shutting out of three contestants

—Eva T., Carlisle Came and Democrat—in the third heat.

A great deal of money went into the pool boxes. In the

auclioo pools Eva T. waa favorite at $20, before the first and
second beats, with Yinmont second choice. Hero was a
fielder. In the third heat, however, Hero was a strong fav-
orite.

The first heat was started after several ineffectual attempts
to get the horse off without favor. Democrat had tbe pole, but
could not keep it. Vinmont led at the quarter, and held it to

the finish, winning the heat by a neck. Eva T. and Bishop
Hero finished second and third, and Montana fourth.
The second heat was won by Bishop Hero, by good, earn-

est work. Yinmont and Eva T. went to the front, and be-
tween the first and third quarter poles one blanket would
have covered them. Side by side they stepped it off, with
Hero a length behind. Eva T. broke at the three-quarters,
and Hero took her place at the side of Yinmont, who broke,'
and gave the heat to him. Yinmont was second and Eva T

'

third. Time, 2:21. Mataels paid $20.90.
Bishop Hero won the third heat by four lengths. Vin-

mont's owner, J. B. Smith, took Shaner's place in the sulky,
bat did not profit much by the change. The horses got a
good start. After the quarter, Bishop Hero passed Vinmont
and Eva T. came under the wire first on a walk, Yinmont
was second and Montana third. Eva T., Carlisle Carne and
and Democrat were distanced. Time, 2:23. Mutuels paid
$19.

r

Bishop Hero took the fourth heat handily by several
lengths. Montana stepped up the backstretch, and at one time
was a half neck in advance of Hero. He lagged behind at the
three quarter post, and broke badly. Hero came in winner
without effort. Montana was second, and Vinmont brought
up the rear. Time, 2:24. Mutuels paid $6.95.

SUMMARY.
Trotting' 2:24 class.

A. Morse's r g Bishop Hero, by Bishop—Hero of Thornedale
Green 3 111

J. B. Smith's b s Vinmont, by Altamont—Venieia
- Shaner-Smith 12 2 3

Mrs. M. B. Long's blk s Montana, bv Montana Wilkes—Al-
berta _ Tavlor 4 5 3 2

C. E. Taft's b m Eva T., by Almont Medium—by Alwood
„ " Stone 2 2 dis
Witch Hazel Stock Farm's gr g Carlisle Carne by Ham-

mam—Con Chief. Cbilds 5 4 dis
Mrs.. J. Hawk's b g Democrat, by Kisbar—Old Kate

Hawk 6 5 dis

Time. 2:21}^, 2:21, 2:23, 2:24.

The second event of the day was the district trottiog race
for two-year-olds, and Mr. A. G. Ryan's handsome colt Port-
land Jr., carried off the prize in two straight heats without
''skip or jump." A purse of $400 was hung np for the
youngster taking two out of three heats. There were only
four contestants, and two of them were not fast enough to
give Portland Jr. any worry. Lady Careful, however, got
along fairly well. After the announcement of Portland Jr.
taking first money, Lady Careful second, and Alta Baron
third, Mr. Buchtel, one of the judges, addressed the specta
tors, and paid a high compliment to Mr. Kyan as a horse-
man. The speech was received with applause. Portland Jr.
was a hot favorite in the pools at $25, with Lady Careful at
$7, and the field at $2.

The youngsters were sent on side by side, but Portland Jr.
immediately went to the froDt and around the track in a
prounced lead, coming under the wire five lengths in advance
of Lady Careful. He never made a skip. Lady Careful was
second, Alta Baron third, and Pbalmont Maid fourth. Dis-
tance was waived, which is all that saved the later from a
shut-out. Time, 2:50. Mutuels paid $6.5i>.

In the Fecond heat, Portland Jr. went to the front, and
clipped off the mile in good shape, coming out in front by
five or six lengths. Lady Careful was second, and trotted
very evenly and smoothly. Alta Baron was third, and Phal-
mont Maid fourth. Time, 2:42.

aUHHABY.
Trotting, two-year-olds.

A. G.Ryan's be Portland Jr., by Portland—Nell Gwynne
Shaner 1 1

H. P. Isaac's b f Lady Careful, by Caution—Fran el Lemond 2 2
B. Wentworth's b c Alta Baron, by Golddust Wilkes—Fanny

•' Henry 3 3
John Parker's b f Phalmont Maid, by Phalmont Boy—MeMinn-

villeMaid Woods 4 4
Time, 2:50, 2:42.

Twelve spirited runners contested for honors in the half-
mile dash. It was a selling race for a purse of $250, and waa
won by the favorite, Tammany, in the good time of 0:49$. A
fielder, Yerdi Paul, took second place. Carrie Crooks was
third and Misty Morn fourth. The others strung out in the
rear. The auction pools sold Tammany at $20, Carrie Crooks
at $10, Misty Morn at $8 and tbe field at $6. Money went
over tbe rail rapidly. The most annoying delay of the races
was confronted in getting the horses off. It is not an easy
matter to start a dozen racers, and Mr. Babb certainly gave
each horse a fair shake. The patrons of the track deserve
some consideration, too, and Mr. B*bb would have won great
praise if "he had sent the horses off during the first five min-
utes. As it was, Dingely, who was riding Northern Eclipse,
got a bad fall by his stirrup breaking. He was brought to
the stables and had an injured hand dressed. This took twen-
ty minutes. Then Rosebud got excited, and ran around the
track at an exhausting gait. The horses were finally sent off,

however, and everybody drew a big sigh of relief.

The favorite, Tammany, got a very good start and at once
took the lead, with the other horses bunched close up. The
race to the three-quarter pole was very pretty, every jockey
forcing his horse. TurniDg into the stretch Tammany was
leading by a length, with Verdi Paul a close second. Carrie
Crooks and Misty Morn were coming fast close behind.
Tammany, however, forced his way forward, and kept his
place, winning by two lengths. Verdi Paul was second and
Carrie Crooks third, a neck ahead of Misty Morn. Time,
0:49}. Mutuels paid $15.05.

SUMMARY,
Running, half-mile.

D. S. Fountain's 3-year-old ch s Tammany, by Vici—Yellow Rose,
111 pounds _ Robinson 1

H. D. Demmiog's -1-year-old b m Verdi Paul, by St, Paul—Wood-
bury, 111 pounds McDonald 2

J. L. Crook's a. ch m Carrie Crooks, by Vanderbilt—J. Moore. Ill
pounds Reece 3

S. J. Jones' a.br m Misty Morn, by St. Paul—Why Not, 119 pounds
Harman 4

C. W. Rice's 4-year-old.br g Bill Rice, by Frank Hastings, Jr.
,

1CW pounds Bagley
R. B. Hayes' a. b g Black Alder, by Three Cheers—Rosie, 119

pounds Demin4
J. \\ . Payne's a. b m Rosebud, by St. Paul—Neyella, 102 pounds...

Russell
Phil Brogan's 4-year-old ch g Deschutes, by Tilden—Ruby. 105

pounds _ Sheppard
B. M. Turner's a. ch g Northern Eclipse, by Homeless Boy—Rhoda

113 pounds Dingley
Gus La Fountalne's 3-vear-old chgGus L.. by Dudley Howard—

Unknown, 104 pounds Evans
B. Hutchlns' a. b m Cora C, by Rivelle—Oregon Maid, 111 pounds

- Lee
H. CurrinB' a. br s JohnnieCurrina, by Woodbury—Glenwood

Hanan
Time, 49%.

The fourth and last event of the day was a four and three-
?uarter furlong dash for two-year-olds for a purse of $250.
twas a special selling run- From start to finish it was very

pretty, and La France, one of the favorites, won easily. Tiny,
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an ontsider, took second place, and Theresa K., third, Sweet-

briar fourth. Pools sold with Sullivan's stable, composed of

Sweetbriar and La France, favorite it $20. Theresa K.

brought $4 and the field $4. The start was not very long de-

layed, (Starter Babb Boon sending them off with even pros-

pects.

La France quickly shot to the front and had no trouble in

keeping the lead into the stretch. Thera her rider pushed

her a little, and she came down under the wire an easy win-

ner. Tiny was second, Theresa K. third and Sweetbriar

fourth. Time, 0:37 1. Mutuals paid $5.40.

SUMMARY.

Running, two-year-olds. Four and one-half rurlongs.

W. L. Sullivan's b f La France, by Ben Ali—Fedalma, 115 pounds
Paget 1

H Dyer's br f Tiny, bv Fresno—Verona, 115 pounds McDonald 2

Maley & Bowler's b f Theresa K., by Torso—Lizzie P., 115 pounds
King 3

W. L. Sullivan's b f Sweetbriar, by Ben Ali—Lady Mi<3dleton, 115

pounds — Dingley 4

Bob Sberwin's r gSargatell, by Jack Brady, IIS pounds Hanan
Lee Sbanar's b c Bravo, by Regent—Lizzie Langtry, 118 ponnds

Russell

D. S.Fountaio's ch c Latonia, pedigree unknown, 118 pounds..
..Robinson

Time, 0:57^.

SIXTH DAY, JUNE 26TH.

The talent split even with the endmen at Trvington Park

yesterday. Two favorites won and two lost. Previously the

smart men captured at least three out of four events. Yes-

terday they fell down. Everybody seemed to be at sea in the

betting, nevertheless. Higgins Bros., bay stallion, Brino

Tricks, by winning the big 2:15 class trot, paralyzed the

knowing ones, and the outsiders, too. It was a big day for

Montana. The biggest race of the meeting up to date was car-

ried off in three straights. Probably more money passed

through the pool bexes on the nine-sixteenths of a mile dash,

and Jim Crow again startled the long-enders by taking the

race from the favorite, Mamie S.

The weather was hot—the hottest day of the year—but

the track was in fairly good condition, and free from dost.

The grand stand was kept cool by a refreshing breeze, and

the crowd was fairly comfortable. In the betting annex it

was hot, melting hot, but the crowd swarmed in and out

with apparent indifference to its sweltering rays. Too much

interest was centered in the betting to pay any attention to

the thermometer.

Chris Peterson distinguished himself by easily walking

away with the 2:15 class trot in three straight heats. The

purse was $400, and Almax took second money. Kitlie Cau-

tion lost third money by being shut out in the last heat. The

. two other starters, Sadie B. and Happy West, were shut out

in the first heat. A good deal was expected of 8adie B., too,

but she got oft wrong and did not get back into form in time

to save herself. Chris Petersen made a very good impression.

Although he took third place only in the 2:40 trot of last

Monday, and let Lady Grace and Brier Hill take first and
second money, he will be backed more liberally when he

starts again. He was favorite in the auction pools at $20.

with Kitty Caution second choice at $15, and the field at $12.

The horses scored for the start several times, and were

finally sent off with Almax, who had the pole slightly in the

lead. Sadie B. broke at the wire and got a bad start. Almax
took the lead and from . the eighth to the half-mile pole in-

creased the lead to three lengths over Chris Peterson. The
latter began to draw up, however, and between the five-

eighths and seven-eighths post one blanket would have cov-

ered both horses. Almax was leading a hundred feet from
the wire, but broke and lost the heat to Chris Peterson. Kit-

tie Caution was third all around the track and took third

place. Sadie B. broke several times and Barrows could not

save her from being distanced. Happy Wast was also shut

out. Time, 2:26J. Mutuels paid $10.45.

Chris Peterson took the third heat in a walk. He led from
wire to wire, with Almax second and Kittie Caution third.

The time was very slow at 2:30. Mutuels paid $7.10.

Chris Peterson took the third heat and race in a jog. Al-

max broke soon after leaving the wire, and, although he
worked hard to regain lost ground, could not do so. Kittie

Caution made a good half, but was distanced. Time, 2:29i.

Mutuels paid $5.95. Following is the

SUMMARY.

Trotting. 2:50 class.

H, Hansen's b g Chris Peterson, bv Deputy—Nepma WOkes...
McAvoy 111

J. Rinfong's blk g Almax, by Altamont —Ingraham
Stone 2 2 2

H. P. Isaac's b f Kittie Caution, by Caution—Dranab
- „ Lemond 3 3d

C. E. Barrows' blk m Sadie B., by Rockwood—Winsbip Knox
Barrows dist

C. W. Brega's brs Happy West, by Cal West—Lucy
„ .... Brenbiser dist

Time, 2:2654, 2:30. 2:2d%.

There was an unusual stir in the grand stand and around
the pool annex when the five contestants for the big 2:15

class pace came out on the track to warm up. Each horse

had his admirers. Many believed Del Norte was destined to

carry off the prize. Other believers in Altamont stock thought
Touchet would wear the others out. Ottinger, the California

crack, was not without supporters, but Brino Tricks and Our
Boy Beemed to be generally overlooked. And right there is

whftre the talent fell down, for the Montana stallion won the

race in three straight heats, and Higgins Bros, were able to

add another victory to their well-earned list. Del Norte was
favorite in the auction pools before the first heat, at $20, with
Ottineer at $10, Touchet and Brino Tricks at $6 and Our
Boy at $3. Although Ottinger had a mark of 2:11} as a trot-

ter, not a great deal of confidence was put into his converted
pacing. Del Norte's fast stepping on previous occasions

made him favorite. Nothing much was known of Brino
Tricks, and even his owner did not have confidence enough
in him to play him in the poolboxes. If they had they would
have won a barrel of money. Fifteen tickets were sold on
him in the mutuels for the first heat. Some "lagtails"

dropped it in the box. But when $112.70 was drawn out on
each one, those who thought they knew all about it nearly

dropped dead. It was the biggest mutuel so far during the

meeting. Brino Tricks jumped into theauction pools as fav-

orite before the second heat at $20 with Ottinger and Del
Norte at $15 each, Tonchet $6 and Our Boy $4. For the last

heat Brino Tricks brought $25 to $10 for the field.

The race was for a parse of $600. Brino Tricks took first

money, Ottinger second, Our Boy third, and Del Norte
fourth. Brino Tricks won in three straights without being
crowed very much.

In the first heat the pacers scored quite a long time for the
start. After several ineffectual attempts to get off Touchet
dropped a boot, and further delayed matters. The next time
they came under the wire, however, Mr. Wilson sent then
off. The start waa comparatively even. Del Norte at once
went to the front, with Our Boy and Touchet close up. At
the quarter Ottinger began to do some stepping, and at the
three-eighths post was leading Del Norte by a head. Brino
Tricks then came up fast and strong, and created excitement
by going to the front at the three-quarter post. Ottinger was
a close second, and Del Norte dropping back, gave third

place to Touchet. The turn into the stretch saw Brino Tricks
in the lead. He was coming rapid lv, without a whip. Down
the stretch the dyers came. The excitement in tbe grand
stand was intense. Ottinger was pushing bard, but could not
head,the Montana stallion,who won the heat by three lengths.

Ottinger was second, a length ahead of Touchet. Del Norte
and Our Boy had a race for fourth place, the former taking
it. The time was fast at 2:14$. Mutuals paid $112.70.
On the third turn of the second heat the horses came

swiftly under the wire for the Btart, which was given by
Judge Wilson. Del Norte instantly shot to the front, and it

could be seen that Barrows was going to win if it was in his

horse. Brino Tricks was hard after the son of Altamont,
however, and pursued him close. At the quarter Del Norte
was leading Brino Tricks by a head. This he increased to a

half length at the half. Ottinger was in third place, with a

steady gait, four lengths behind Tricks. Touchet and Our
Boy were bringing up the rear. Slowly but sarely Tricks
crept up on the leader, and at the three-quarter pole Del
Norte was half a length behind him. Tricks came into the
stretch very fast, and Barrows urged Del Norte forward. Ot-
tinger meantime came up swiftly, and by good stepping was
at the side of Del Norte. Brino Tricks took the heat by
three lengths, and Ottinger within two lengths of tbe wire,

pushed ahead of Del Norte, and took second place by a neck.

Our Boy was in fourth place, several lengths behind Del
Norte, and half a length in advance of Touchet. The time
was still faster than the first heat, at 2:14. Mutuals paid
$18.30.

Brino Tricks went to the front early in the third heat and
was never headed. Del Norte crowded him to the half-mile

post, where Oar Boy, who had been pacing indifferently dur-

ing the two former heats, crept up into second place. Ottin-

ger broke two or three times between the wire and the half-

mile post, and was in last place. He soon began to creep up,

however, and passed Touchet. Meantime Brino Tricks kept
up a hot pace, and came into the stretch four or five lengths

in advance of Our Boy and Del Norte. The race down the
stretch was for second place, and Our Boy took it. Tricks
came under the wire strong winner of the heat and race by
seven lengths. Our Boy was next and Del Norte in third

nlace. Ottinger was fourth. Touchet was out of it, in last

place. Time, 2:16. Mutuals paid $7.90.

Following is the summary :

Higgins Bros.' b s Brino Tricks, by Mambrino Wilkes—Sally
Tricks. Jeffries 1

Winship & Keatings' br g Ottinger, by Dorsey's Nephew
Keating 2

Vendome Stock Farm's chg Our Boy, by Vernon Boy—Mat-
tie _ Bunch 5

Barrows Bros.' blk s Del Norte, by Altamont—Tecora
Barrows 4

Sam Castro's br s Touchet, by Altamont—Tecora -Casto 3

Time, 20.4& 2:14, 2:16.

1 1

The third event on the programme was the nine-sixteenths

of a mile dash, selling, for a purse of $250. There were ten

starters, and Jim Crow, the hero of Friday's half-mile dash,

won the race by several lengths. It took Starter Babb at least

one hour to get the horses away,and everybody was disgusted.

When they did go, Jim Crow got the best of the start, and
this led to a great deal of complaint. Mamie S. was favorite

in the pools at $20, with Jim Crow second choice at $10. Hal
Fisher brought $5, La Belle $6 and the field $10. But Jim
Crow, just the same, fooled tht talent as he did in the race he
won Friday by beating Tammany, and the outsiders were
happy. It led, however, to a match race for $200 a side, be-

ing made between Jim Crow and Mamie S., to be run Satur-

day. Mamie S.'s owner believes she got the worst of the

start yesterday. A good deal of money will be played on
the result of Saturday's contest.

Jim Crow shot to the front at the start and was several

lengths in the lead at the half-mile mark. Mamie 8. was in

second and Hal Fisber in third place, with the others strong

out. McDonald did not urge Jim Crow very much, but

Paget, on Mamie S., and King on Hal Fisher, pushed their

racers hard. Jim Crow was as true as steel, however, and
came down the stretch an easy winner by four or five lengths.

Mamie S. took second place a neck in advance of Hal Fisher.

Gus L. took fourth place. The other horses were pretty well

bunched. Time, 55$ seconds. Mutuals paid $19 70.

SOMMABY.
Running, nine-sixteenths ai a mile dash.

William Gilmore's b g Jim Crow, a, by Frank HastinES—Rock-
wood Maid. 115 pounds McDonald 1

A. M. Allen's ch m Mamie S., a. by Sam Stephens—Nellie Ward,
111 pounds ™ Paget 2

Maley & Bowley's br s Hal Fisher, a, by Buck Walton—Alice 116

Bounds King 3
La Fountain' chg Gus L., 3, by Dudley Howard, 108 pounds

Jones 3

F. M. Pugh's br m Carrie Shaw, 5, by Bank Roll—Vini Vanderbilt,
115 pounds Maynafd

F. B. Seipon's blk g Black Cloud, a, by Bank Roll, 115 ponnds
_ ...Tye

J. W. Payne's b m Rosy Morn, 4, by St. Panl—Why Not. Ill

pounds Powell
D. 9. Foontaine's blk s Dr. Norrls, 5, by Vici—Red Bird. Ill

pounds Robinson
P. J. Williams' b f Addie M., 3, by Eolium—Little Midget, 113

pounds Shepnard
R. Leon's br f La Belle, 4, bv Calizula—Little Midget, 113 noonds

Evans
Time, 0:55K-

The fourth event of the programme was the quarter of a

mile dash for runners of all ages for a purse of $200. Child's

Vallidore won the race handily. He sold in the pools, favor-

ite, at $20. Lark was second choice at $12, Black Prince at

$8 and the field at $2. It did not take Starter Babb more
than ten minutes to get the horses away, and a few seconds

later it was all over.

Vallidore and Lark quickly went to the front, and came
down the stretch like the wind, with the former pushing to

the front. He went under the wire a winner by two lengths.

Lark was second, two lengths ahead of Black Prince, who
took third place by a neck from Jubilem. Pickpocket got a

bad start and came in at the end. Time, 0:23}. Mutuels
paid $7.10. Following is the

SOMMABY.
Running, one-qaarter mile dasb.

Lew Child's gr g Vallidore, a, by ,121 pounds Dingley 1
Reavis Brothers' b g Lark, a, by unknown. 121 pounds Reece 2
Snmmerville's blk a Black Prince, a, by Captain Jinks, 124 pounds

Deming 3
S. Long's ch g Jubilem, 3, by , 110 pounds Jones
S. F.Smith's ch s Pickpocket, a, by Joe Daniels—Mattie C. 121

pounds Hanan
Time. 0:23V.

SEV£NTH DAT—JUNE 27.

Kichard Everding'e stallion, Hamrock, an Oregon pro-

duction, carried off the honors at Irvington Park yesterday

afternoon by winning the best race of the meeting up to this

time. Hillsdale, i crack California racer, had taken two heats

and was considered a sure winner, when Hamrock came in

out of the field and took the next three heats. It was the

hardest fought contest for supremacy ever seen at Irvington,

when the conditions are considered. The hot sun took the

strength out of the most plucky racer, and the horses were

all restless for the go. This made scoring more excitin.', and

only those with strong hearts had any show to win. But
Hamrock was there to stay, and he wore the others oat. The
plucky horse and his skillful driver, Mr. Misner, were ac-

corded an ovation in applause for their part in the fight.

* The talent fell hard yesterday three times in four races,

Hillsdale was a strong favorite in the pools, as was also Del-

phi for second place in the 2:22 class pace, with Chehalis

barred. Little Maid, playing in the field at a very short

Bhot, choked Delphi nearly to death. Sweet Briar was third

choice in the first running event, and made the "smart men'

very tired by winning in a gallop. Emma D. was the only

loDg ender that won, and she came so near getting turned

down that the talent narrowly escaped being shut out for the

day.

A good deal of excitement was caused after the first run-
ning race had been finished by 8tarter Babb beioe struck in

the face by some ooe belongiog to Theresa K.'s stable. Rider
King, Mr. Maley and Mr. Bowley, the former being Theresa
K.'s rider and the latter her owners, were very much dissat-

isfied with the way Starter Babb sent the horses, and one of
them struck him. Reports differ as to who it was. Rider
King claims that Mr. Bibb told him to get back until he got
out of his box, and that the flag was dropped purposely to

give him a bad start. Mr. Babb has many warm supporters,
and many who wish to turn him down. His friends will

bank on his honesty. One thing sure—he got the horses off

speedily yesterday, and in consequence pleased the average
spectator.

It was beastly hot every place at Irvington yesterday px-
cept on the grand dtand. There it was comparatively cool.

A refreshing breeze made the afternoon comfortable, al-

though cold drinks and huge palm-leaf fans were at a de-

cided premium.
Chehalis, the handsome son of Altamont, took the first race

of the day—tbe 2:22 class pace for a purse of $400, in three
straight heats. His owner and driver, Mr. F. Frazier, sim-
ply held the ribbons while Chehalis took each heat in a walk.
Chehalis was barred in the auction pools and tbe betting be-

fore the final heat w?s between Delphi, at $20, and the field

at $8 fur second place. Little Maid, a fielder, took second
place in each heat by good, smooth work, and the talent took
a tumble. Even the second heat saw no change in the bet-

ting. Delphi was played equally strong for second place.

Chehalis was not pushed to make any time. Chehalis took
first money, Little Maid second, Delphi third, and Ferna
fourth.

Chehalis at once took the lead in the first heat, and kept
the place without effort from wire to wire. The contest was
for second place, and Little Maid took it by a half length

from Stanwix, who got third place. Delphi was fourth and
Ferna fifth. Altawood was distanced. Time, 2:24^. Mutuals
paid $5.70; with Chehalis barred, $19.75.

Chehalis took the second heat with the same apparent ease

as the first, although he had to go a little faster. He led

from wire to wire and came in first by a length. Little Maid
again took second place, and Delphi stole third place from
Stanwix. Time, 2:20. Mutuals naid, with Chebalis barred,

$2215.
Chehalis took the third heat and race with ease. At the

three quarter mark, Frazier, who was leading by eight or ten

lengths, slowed down to give the other horses a show to come
op. Little Maid took second place by a half-neck from Del-

phi. Ferna was in fourth place and Stanwix was distanced

for running. Time, 2:20-'. Mutuals paid, with Chehalis
barred, $16.80.

SUMMARY.
Pacing, 2:22 class.

F. Frazier's blk s Chehalis, by Altamont—Tecora „.Frazier 111
J. E. Kirkland's b m Little Maid, by Rockwood—Pocahontas

Kirkland 2 2 2

Winship & Keating's blk s Delphi, by Director—Eua..
Keating 4 3 3

S. O. Reeves' blk m Ferna. by Mont Wilkes—by Dictator..
_ Henry 5 5 4

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b g Stanwix. by Hammam—by
Altamont Xbilds 3 4dis

J. L. Sperry's blk m Altawood, by Altamont— Holywood
Woods dis

Time, 2:24%, 2:20, 2:20}£.

The greatest race of the day, and so far of the meeting,

was the second event on the programme, the 2:19-class trot,

and it was won,after a hard-fought contest, by Richard Everd-

ing'sgeldiDg Hamrock, a Portland horse, well known in this

city. The race was for a purse of $700, the largest, so far, of

the season. Hillsdale, a California stallion, owned by C. A .

Durfee, of Los Angeles, was a hot favorite at $20, against $5

for John Bury, who won a fioe race Fridav, $5 for Montana,

$8 for Phallmont Boy, $7 for Pearl Fisher and $3 for the

field, consisting of Hamrock, Delbert and Pilot Medium.
There were eight starters in the race—all experienced

racers—Four were Oregon horses, and the others frum other

States. Hillsdale, the favorite, took the first and second heats

from John Bury, Phallamont Boy and Pearl Fisber respect-

ively finished in third place in these beats. Hamrock fin-

ished fourth in the first heat and seventh in the second. He
was not considered in the race. But he took the next three

heats and the race, just the same, and finished stronger than

any horse in the contest. Taking the heat, continued scoring

and other things into consideration, it was the greatest vic-

tory ever won by a horse in this country. Those who bought

field ticBetsin the auction pools went home with their pocK-

pConilDued eii Page is. J
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Dates Claimed.

P C. T. U. B. A. SIMMER MEETING Commencing July 20

VALLEJo Aug. 6 to Aug. 10

NAPA ASSOCIATION Aug. 12 to Aug. 17

PETALIMA AS* KUATION _ -Aug. IS to Aug. 24

WOODLAND ASSOCIATION Aug. 26 to Aug. 31

STATE FAIR. SACRAMENTO — Sept. 2 to Sept. 14

STOCKTON ASSOCIATII IN Sept. 16 to Sept. 21

- ICIATK IN Sept. 24 to Sept. 29

iAUNASCITV - - -Oct 1 to October 5

VKNTCRA Oct. 1 to Oct. 5

•I ER _ Oct. 7 to Oct. 12

SANTA ASA „ October 15 to October 19

LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21

11. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28

WILLOWS July 16 to July 20

LA CROSSE TROTTING PARK July 8 to July 13

DETROIT DRIVING c'l.L'B—Trotting and Pacing.. .July 22 to July 27

HI'FFALO August 6 to August 16

HORSE BHl IW ASS N OF TBE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

WILLOW- July6
SALINAS CITY _ July 15

VALLFJO July 15

.August 1

I ER - -August 15

Nomination Purees Julv 10) September 14th

USER the Salinas Fair, and see to it that your

ire entered there if you want to be present to en-

joy one of the best race meetings you ever attended.

Tin: total list of entries to the additional purses adver-

tised to close July 1st for the Paci6c Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders Association meetings has not reached the

Secretary's office in time for publication in this issue

N'oiwi i ii-iAShtso all reports to the contrary there

will be a twelve days' meeting at Anaconda commencing

August 12. Secretary 1). 1'. O'Connor telegraphed us to

that effect yesterday. Such a meeting will draw a large

crowd and be the best given in that State this year.

Further particulars regarding it will be published here-

after.

Tin- number is the first in our new volume 27, and it

is our intention to make this volume better in every way

than it* predecessors. It gives us pleasure to report that

Mine nf mir "iiIi-m ribem. who allowed their subscriptions

to run behind have lately forwarded the amounts to us;

there are large numbers of our patrons, however, that are

still :i -little llow about lifting their indebtedness.

\\V hope liny will take this for a bint an I tea d in the

amounts without further delay.

Tin combination aaleof trotters, pacers, roadsters and

1 mil horses to be held in this cily next Thursday should

the attention of all admirers of pood burses. There

! viry choice <»nes to be sold and -'-ekers after

.11 pur] e, should attend the sale.

O'Orady, Clawson, Oishh, Sprague and

on have carefully selected these, and hope

they will meet the approval of the public There are

» me buggies, nad carts ami harnesses to lie sold also.

Wo not forget the dale n lay, July 1 1th, and

K lip ard, corner of Van Ness

tod Marl In

The Outlook Brighter.

At the beginning of the year 1S95 the prospects for a

series of trotting meetings in California looked very

dark. The legislature was about to convene, and,

nearly every one believed that should the appro-

priation bills for the fairs run the gauntlet of both

houses, they would receive the signature of Governor

Budd. There were a few, however, who doubted if he

was as friendly to the farming and stock raising interests

as he pretended. The session of the legislature closed,

the bills passed both houses and Governor Budd vetoed

them. The clouds looked darker then than ever, but

while they left an everlasting shadow on the halo of our

highest executive officer, breeders at once realized

that there must be a silver lining to those clouds, and

when they saw what the California Jockey Club and the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association in-

tended to do, they took courage and determined, with a

little financial aid from the outraged and indignant citi-

zens of the towns in which race meetings were heretofore

held, to give meetings this year that would be as good as

those given before. The result of their hard labors is

shown in the splendid list of dates claimed for meetings-

The trotting-horsc industry is one in which every true

Calitornian takes pride, and in their endeavors to lift it

out of the mire in which Governor Budd would consign

it, if he could, we congratulate every breeder, farmer

and business man in this gloiious State.

The marvellous success of our California-bred horses

this year in the East and in Oregon proves that where

so many good ones are shown there must be plenty more

in the land from whence they came, and before the rains

fall on the foothills and valleys we shall see at our meet-

ings a larger number of the most phenomenal trotters

and pacers that ever lived in this or any other State, and

the intelligence of our breeders and their devotion to

the cause of upbuilding this industry by breeding better,

faster and gamer horses, will be recognized everywhere.

In every little town where a track is situated the

citizens are anxious for a race meeting; they realize the

value of such a yearly assemblage of people and choice

horses, and appreciate the benefits to be derived from

their coming.

In Portland, Oregon, the meeting has been a great

success in even.' way. One week from Tuesday a meeting

takes place in Willows, then at Sacramento, and so on

through the circuit until the latter part of October or

first of November is reached. Good races, large purses

and low entrance fees are the inducements set forth for

horse owners, but the hospitality of the people in these

interior cities to visitors is never mentioned. That is

something which is proverbially Californian.

The placing of the Oakland track in perfect order for

trotting horsemen, the building of the winter track at

Del Monte, and the addition of several other tracks in

different parts of California will keep alive the interest,

while the Eastern horsemen who now have an oppor-

tunity of seeing what wintering in California has done

(or the horses in Hamlin's, Salisbury's, Hickok's, Cor-

bitt's and Curry's strings, will be completing arrange-

ments next fail to come to this Mecca for all horse-

also men, and become convinced that this place is nearer

Paradise than any other. And, after one winter's so-

journ, we can look for them to make an annual pilgrim-

age, each year bringing more of their friends and larger

strings of horses. While here they may, perchance, secure

some of our best colts at good prices. We can always

spare them, for we know how to breed and raise them.

The outlook for light-harness horses of the right

class on this coast never looked brighter ; the clouds

have passed away and the bright sunshine of good cheer

and prosperity have stimulated new life into an industry

that at one *.ime looked as if it would sink into the

slough ofdespondency there to be forever lost.

Time to Chancre the Tune.

Tin: arrival of the great Australian race horse and

sire, Foulshot, by Musket, is an event which all of

breeders of thoroughbreds will regard with pleasure.

The blood of Musket is proving to be rich in all the

elements which make great racehorses. Foulshot will

be an invaluable horse to cross on our American-bred

mares.

THE great I.issak was defeated at Oakley racetrack,

Cincinnati, July 4th, by St. Maxim (a 6 to 1 shot), dis-

tance one mile and a quarter, time 2:08, purse $6,000.

Llsaak was not one-two-three. The talent fell heavy.

A i.ix trotted a mile over a heavy track in the midst

of a rainstorm at St Joseph, Missouri, July -1th, in 2:07.

A wonderful performance,

In the "craze for sensationalism" and the eager hunt

for a "scoop," the dai ly newspapers have for the past

two months been engaged in an animated battle, and it

was all about the two race tracks. One of these journals

never omitted to have an article about the cutting up of

the Bay District track into building lots, and published

interviews (which never occurred except in the mind of

the writer) with leading property owners interested in

and around the old course. In another paper the new
track at Ingleside received a daily blast, and hints were

thrown out broadcast as to the ultimate result of build-

ing such a course and having it managed by Mr. Corri.

gan. "Whom the gods wish to destroy they first make
mad" is applicable to these scribes, and now that Mr.

Williams has, by a substantial bit of stake money, se-

cured an option to buy the old Bay District track, it

will be in order for these knights of the quill to dis-

mount and get weighed in. They have run their race

on their charges, and are now to be classed among the

"also rans." A few new thoroughbreds will take the

place of their well-worn and jaded skates, and in the

effort to induce, rather than drive away horse breeders,

owners and lovers of fine horses to this coast, a few

bright and able minds are necessary to guide the way
and show the public wherein the fame of this great

State as a horse breeding, as well as racing, country, ex-

cels every other. There is not, and there should not

be any of this wort of "placing a chip on the shoulder"

at this time. The managers of the old track as well as

those who will control the destinies of the new, are not

seeking the advice ofscheming scribes. They are business

men who thoroughly understand the situation, and it

would not surprise us if there would be no "fierce

and bloody rivalry" between these owners. No one

knows what the result of such a conflict would be bet-

than these men of wealth and their friends. There is room
for 2,000 thoroughbreds here, and if meetings cannot

be held continuously at these tracks with pecuniary ad-

vantage to the management of both, there will not be

such a tremendous profit in controlling the whole of the

racing at one track that would warrant a warfare simi-

lar to that which killed racing in Chicago.

The closing of the tracks in the East, brought about

by the cruel winter racing at Guttenberg, the prevalence

of pool rooms in all the principal cities of the East, the

total disregard of the laws and their enforcement by the

great political power wielded by the big four in New
Jersey has taught all track managers a lesson which they

will heed and the time must come when the love of pure

racing will once more be fanned into a strong flame and
the warmth engendered will thaw the coldness now
apparent in the public mind. After two years these

lovers of fair play will seek to build up the industries

which they were,from the very nature of things.forced to

overthrow. Laws will be passed governing racing, and
if we, on the Pacific Coast, can show that racing can be

conducted legitimately, our work will be held up as an
example to be followed. Then stock farm owners in the

East who have expended the better part of their lives

and fortunes in improving the breeds of fine horses, will

take courage and go on with the good work which they

have been forced to set aside. Here.on this coast,where

there are only a few farms devoted to this industry, a

large number of breeders will come, purchase lands, im-

prove them and bring out their great thoroughbreds.

They will do this when they see there is some hope for

the preservation of their industries. United both asso-

ciations must stand ; divided they must fall. There is no
fight on hand between them at present, although some
of these scribes would like to see one for the sake of

filling the columns of their papers with sensational fake

reports. Nothing has been done to cause Messrs. Wil-

liams and Corrigan to "don the mittens." Knights

of the quill cannot hide behind their articles and throw

antequated eggs at either of these gentlemen in the hope
of seeing the " gore " flying. It is about time (hey

should cease sending tkeir foolish little inflammatory

squibs to the papers. Both of the associations are will-

ing to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to encour-

age racing. They have already expended vast sums of

money purchasing property, erecting fine buildings and
beautifying trackless wastes. Their work has only

commenced, and although it is very unfortunate for the

writers that a graveyard has not been purchased and
filled, we earnestly hope that hereafter the columns of
our daily papers, as well as those in the East, which
are filled by their correspondents sent to this coast, will
hereafter be replete with articles that will be irore read-
able and present a more pleasing aspect of tbe racing
situation on this coast than they have during the past
two months.
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Jockey's Fees.

The above subject is one that is worrying our local

horse-owners immensely. A printed notice hangs out-

side the Secretary's office, in plain view of all who enter

the building, stating that in purses of $400 or less the

fee of a jockey shall be $15 for a winning mount, $5 for

a losing one. But let an owner offer a rider of any ex-

perience that amount, and he at once waxes wroth. It

is not a 2 to 1 bet that he will throw the money at the

©De offering it ; and yet, in view of the fact that the

winner's share in purses these days is $200, $5 and $15

is a reasonable fee for a jockey. The sums to

be paid a jockey should be regulated by

the size of the purse. If a horse were run-

ning for $400 now, as they were at the beginning of the

metting, instead of $200, $10 and $25 would be about

the right fee for a jockey. There are dangers surround-

the matter also. A vicious or vindictive boy might

accept the fee set by the association of $5 and $15, and

then resolve, at the very first opportunity, to " even

up" with an owner offering it by interfering nith his

horses in races when he gets a chance. Perhaps the

best way would be for all owners to pay $5 and $15, and

no more, unless they made a winning on their flyer and

tendered an additional sum to the rider—in the shape of a

present. It would not be a bad rule to allow jockeys

a certain percentage of the amount hung up by the as-

sociation in the shape of purses—3ay about 6£ per cent.

for a winning and half that for a losing mount. There

is little left to an owner when, out of a $200 share of a

purse, he has to pay a jockey $25, $5 to a stable hand to

cool out" the animal after a race and a $10 entrance

fee. The best proof that racing has not been an enrich-

ing proposition for owners of thoroughbreds lies in the

fact that nine-tenths of the horsemen at the local track

are either deeply in debt or have an exceedingly rocky

time of it trying to make ends meet. We should like to

see jockeys make a fortune in a day, but they should be

reasonable these hard times.

Court the Public.

mento, the people moat hospitable and the directors of
I

the Willows Agricultural Association enthusiastic lovers

of good horse racing and good horsemen. AVe want to

hear of a large entry list being sent in to show that

horsemen appreciate the enterprise of the management

and are eager to make money when they have the op-

portunity to do so.

The Fourth of July was a great day for California-

bred horses at Sheep3head Bay. Rey del Carrera won
over the Futurity Course, with Aurehan third, W. S.

Hobart's Bright Phcebus won the Kealization Stakes

($30,500 to the owner of the winner), Eimico of the

Santa Anita string wou the two-year-old race at five fur-

longs, while Lucky Dog wound up the day by winning

at one and an eighth mile? on the turf.

W. S. Hobart's latest purchase Bright Phcebus won
the Eealization stakes, one mile and five furlong3, at

Sheepshead Bay, July 4th,defeatiog Keenan,the favorite

Counter Tenor and King Arthur II. Keiff, the rider of

Bright Phcebus, lifted his colt in a winner by three parts

of a length. Time, 2:54 2-5.

One of our most highly esteemed contemporaries, the

Western Horseman, in its last issue, has the following

article about courting the public and should be read by

every director of every association on this coast

:

'* Reports from Red Oak, la., say that 10,000 people were

in attendance at the opening of the spring meeting at Pacto-

lus Park on Tuesday, and yet the population of Red Oafc is

given as about 3,000. In many of the large cities where
trotting meetings are held the usual attendance runs from

1,500 to 3,000, and yet it is often said that if you want a

crowd yon must go where the crowds are. There are cer-

tainly existing canses for the small attendance at many trot-

ting meetings outside of the lack of interest in trotting speed

contests. Indeed, the interest of the average citizen in har-

ness speed contests is proverbial and most universal. People
of all classes of society and grades of intelligence naturally
" yearn for a horse race," and hence small crowds at repre-

sentative trotting meetings cannot be laid against a lack of

personal interest in racing. On the other hand, when "small

attendance" is a leading feature of a trotting meeting it can
safely be said that there is a misunderstanding of some kind
between the local management and those who, by the nature

of things, should be their patrons, and a search for the cause

should be instituted. Often the cause will be found in a dis-

regard for the public's likes and dislikes as to ordinary pro-

prieties, but most generally, as we are led to believe through
observation, to a lack of " hustle" in working op the local

fnterest and apprising people of the treat in store for them
in the way of interesting, exciting and decorous sport and
pastime. The large crowd at Pactolus Park vouches safe

the proposition that the people of Red Oak and vicinity

have been fully informed by the local management as to the

great treats in store for them, and they came out to see what
they had been led to believe would be worth seeing. They
were not disappointed. Yet it is no injustice to the Pactolus

Park management to say that equally great and interesting

speed contests are to be seen at nearly every prominent
meeting in the land. Indeed, sensational speed contests are

the general rule these days, and with a thorough under-
standing between local managers and their natural allies,

the inhabitants of their community, large and enthusiastic

crowds would be the general rule instead of the exception at

trotting meetings. No trotting association can afford to

neglect local advertising, and neither is there an association

in existence that can afford to play a " public-be-hanged "

policy. The general public is the " backbone " of every
public enterprise in this country, and the public must be
"toadied" to. Every local trotting association should be so

managed as to win local public favor, and so long as this is

the case large crowd3 and financial prosperity will attend
such association."

Entries for "Willows Close To-day.

This is the day set for the closing of entries to the

Willows Fair, which will commence one week from

Tuesnay, July 16th, and end the following Saturday, the

programme of which appears in this issue. Great prep-

arations are being made at this prosperous city for this

race meeting. The people for miles around are all talk-

ing about it, and if all things come to pass as predicted

the Willows Fair of 1895 will be remembered as the best

ever held in Colusa Ccunty. The track is one of the

best in California, the climate similar to that of Sacra-

Auction Sale Next Thursday.

At the salesyard, corner Van Ness Avenue and Market

street, next Thursday, Messrs. Killip & Co. will sell at auc-

tion a number of choice roadsters, well bred stallions and

several that are eligible to win money on the circuit. Mr.

K. O'Grady, of the Hobart Stock Farm, is famous for his ex-

cellence in handling horses and perfecting them for road use.

He has determined to sell all that are so prepared and will

have them in readiness next Thursday. Among those to be

sent are several very fast and promising pacers. One by Sid-
ney is a wonder

; he is young, sound, gentle, dead game and
the sweetest gaited pacer a man ever looked at. He also

sends a Director filly that is a " hummer." She has all the
quality, speed and disposition to make a money-winner, and
whoever gets her will never regret the purchase. There are
several well-matched roadsters which we can recommend as

being perfect drivers as we have ridden behind them. No
road is too long nor too steep for them ; they are kind and
gentle and will, no doubt, make their buyers happy. There
are some single drivers among them suitable for any and
every purpose. These have been selected especially for this

sale.

L. E. Clawson of this city intends to go east to attend to

some of his valuable inventions and, much against his will,

at the last moment he decided to sell the remainder of his

horses. He will not have time hereafter to attend to them
and that is the reason he is selling out completely. The
horses will all be shown in harness and we venture to assert

lhat a faster pacer was never driven on Van Ness avenue
than the chestnut colt Comet Wilkes on the day of the sale.

Being by the great Guy Wilkes out of Mamie Comet 2:23i
(dam of Macleay 2:22*) by Nutwood 2:IS| etc., his breeding
cannot be excelled. He has paced eighths in fifteen seconds
polling a heavy cart and if taken in hand would before the
season closes get a mark close to 2:10.

Besides this grand young stallion there are two geldings
by that " king of all young sires," Chas. Derby 2:20, that

will also create a furore among the spectators when the

opportunity arrives. They are b'nely formed, level headed
and very fast, this description will be verified next Thurs-
day. There will also be sold one of the best pole mares in
California, in fact she is one of the very best for family use
ever offered for sale and just the kind many would like to

own. Besides these animals Mr. Clawson will sell a prize

winning top buggy with pole and shafts, two Frazier carts

and a set of double harness (lightj manufactured by John A.
McKerren.

H. W. Crabb, of Oakville, consigns a splendidly matched
team of roadsters that will not fail to elicit words of praise
from all who see them at the sale. They move well together
and are bred to

:t stay the ronte."

R. H. Sprague sends seven head of really excellent young-
sters, colts and fillies by Dawn, Alcona and Alcona Jr.

There will also be sold several others belonging to differ-

ent owners, besides about ten first-class draft animals and
some buggies and harnesses.

This is a sale at which bargains will be secured. Send for

catalogue to Messrs. Kiilip & Co. and attend this sale next
Thursday at the yard, commencing at eleven o'olock.

"Walter Hobart Arrives,

The victory of young W. S. Hobart's Bright Phoebus in

the rich Eealization Stakes at Sheepshead Bay Thursday was
most gratifying to his host of friends here. The winner was
a recent purchase of Mr. Hobart, who is a member of the
sophomore class at Harvard and a clever rider and judge of

a good horse. Last summer the youthful millionaire

rode all five winners at Monterey, and this season at Brook-
lyn, Mass., further distinguished himself in the riding line.

The Realization Stakes this year were worth $30,500 to the
winner, but accordiog to the terms of his purchase he turned
over one-third of this sum to the former owner of the horse.

Young Hobart has a grand string of horses and is adding to

his stable from time to time. H. H. Hnnn trainB the flyers.

Sir Walter, notes a careful turf writer, has been one of

the unfortunate cracks of the turf in the big handicaps this

year, being second in the Suburban and thiid in the Brook-
lyn, while last season he was also third in the latter race.

His career so far has been something similar to that of

Banquet. The latter won neither of these big events, but as

a general thing his earnings footed up more each season

than did the winners of either. Last year Ramapo won the

Suburban and captured on the season seven races; while
Dr. Rice, who won the Brooklyn, landed five races on the

year. Sir Walter won in the same period just thirteen

races—more than both of his distinguished rivals combined.

Walter Hobart, the young millionaire horse owner and ad-
mirer of blooded stock, returned to the city yesterday from
Harvard, where he has been pursuing a collegiate course.

" This cool breezs," said he,as he stood on the deck of
the steamer Piedmont, " is most refreshing and welcome
after experiencing the extremely hot weather of the East,
and the heat, dust and disagreeable features in general of a
trip across the continent."

" No," he resumed, "I did not bring any of my runners out
with me; that is an error, and I have purchased but one re-
cently. That is Bright Phoebus, a three-year old, who is
now well-known on the turf, having won three races so far in
excellent time. All of my string of runners are in summer
quarters at Providence, R. I., and they will be shipped from
there in time to reach here about July 15th.

"I shall send them to Del Monte to participate in the
races that are to take place in the middle of August; that is,

of course, if they are in good condition after the overland
trip."

" Yes, I bought a number of yearlings at the Haggin sale
at Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., and they will be out here soon,
and I also purchased some harness horses, which are high-
steppers, and will use them with my coach. I shall take mv
coach to Del Monte soon and enjoy the fine drives there."

Is "Butch" Fisher's hands is as likely- looking a yearling
filly as anyone ever set eyes upon, a bay, with a clean, bony,
gamey-looking head, wonderfully deep through the heart,
ribbed up like Bramble, with a short, broad back, a great
sweep from hip to hock, and such legs—great, wide bones
that should carry her safely in four-mile heat races and
never go wrong. Her legs set well under her too. The
filly by St. Saviour—Glen Queen, by imp. King Ban, is as
gently as a lamb and the especial pride of her trainer,
Fisher, and the talk of every one that has looked her over.
Joe Harvey owns the coming turf queen and also possesses
a full sister (suckling) and the dam of the youngsters.

o
Here is another "etching" from Suburban literature : Then

came a comedy drama in colors. While one little negro jockey
was being carried aloft in a tremendous floral horseshoe,
emblematic of a great victory, another little negro jockey
was sitting over in the paddock weeping. The first jockey
was Hamilton. The second was Murphy. The latter had rid-

den Lazzarone in several previous races, and the horse had
died under him. There is no better jud«e of pace in the
country than Murphy, and some credit should be given to

what he says. "Lazzarone I Lazzarone, of all horses," he
wailed; "why, if he had run as he ran under me in his last

race, he would not have been sixth." Poor Murphy, we say.

Russell, in his work on horseshoeing gives the following
summary of sizes of commercial nails, with recommendations
for their various uses : No. 2, for plating running horses and
colts; No. 3, for " training shoes " on running-horses ; No. 4,

for the track horse ; No. 44, for the roadster ; No. 5, for the
roadster; No. 6, for general business and hack horses; No. 7,

for omnibus and stage horses; No. 8, for light draft horses ;

No. 9, for heavy draft horses; No. 10, 11 and 12, for the
heavier breeds of draft horses, wearing extra-heavy shoes
(from six to eight pounds), for which extra-long nails are
required.

H. H. LowDEJf, by Ms attorney, Kennedy & Gray, filed a

complaint on claim and d-divery Tuesday against J. D. Mar-
tin. The property claimed consists of one bay gelding named
Gerouimo, one chestnut gelding named Pat Reddy and one
bay filly named Cutlass. The complaint alleges that these

were taken by the defendant at Mountain View without the
knowledge or consent of the plaintifi, who is the lawful owner.
The three horses are worth about $500.—San Jose Mercury.

The intended purchase of Bay District track by Thomas
H. Williams Jr. and his associates was the principal topic

among race-goers Wednesday. All agreed that it would be a

shrewd move, on Mr. Williams' part, the property being well

worth the sum agreed upon ($650,000), simply as an invest-

ment. The natural advantages of the track are undeniable. It

is easy of access and a good race course in every respect, ex-

cept perhaps that it should be much wider at some points.

Bokns & Waterhouse, the Californians who were exten-

sive buyers at the Rancho del Paso, have secured the services

of J. H. McCormick to train for them next]season. They mean
to get together a powerful stable, and under Mccormick's
care a full share of honors is sure to come their way, as he
is considered one of the most expert men in the business. He
is at present handling the string of G. Walbaum.—Torf,

Field and Farm.

New York, Sept- 1S93.

Mr. Georoe E. Gcebne, Dear Sir :— 1 enclose a check to

pay for your Track Harrow. It came last Wednesday. We
have used it|three times, and I am very much pleased with

it. I have never seen anything in !he shape of a harrow to

be compared to it for an instant. Yours truly,

Robert Bonnes.

Wii/lard H. Stimson of Los Angeles is a young man of

wealth who takes delight in driviog in races. His ability in

the sulky is unquestioned, and the way be piloted his filly,

Miss Jessie, to victory at Portland would be creditable to

Ed. Geers, Budd Doble, Orrio Hickok or any of the crack

drivers of America. He is a modest, unassuming gentleman,

and takes great pride in the development of his horses.
•»

Fbom John Wood, trainer, Joliet, HI.: I have used '\Ab

sorbine" with great results. It is doing all you claim for it;

can highly recommend it.

G. K. Barton & Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, writes: En-
closed please find draft for $2.00 for another bottle "Ab-
sorbine," it is doing the business.

Read the advertisement of the San Mateo and Santa
Clara agricultural society's fair. The program is a most
excellent one.

St. Patrick, who in his day won many creditable races,

died Thursday at Bay District track. He was a bay gelding,

six years old, by Judge McKinstry from Viola Rea, by Lodi,

and ran the last time b*> appeared in public in the colors of

W. D. Heudrickson. Orville Appleby formerly trained him
and had a soft spot in his heart for the game old fellow.

The attention of our readers is called to the new adver-

tisements of Vallejo Fair Association. There is something

in them which may be important for them to know.
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Two of Our Greatest Young Sires.

The great sires of ihe country are beginning already their

new liBts for 1895. Alcantara, Red Wilkes and Steinway were

each represented by a new performer last week. Younger and

belter sire* are coming to the front continually. The two

greatest sire* living, age considered, are the two nine-year-

old slallions Charles Derby and Direct, in the order named.

Direct ii the result of breeding a daughter of a boo of Ham-

bletonian to a grandson of Hambletonian, that is probably

out of the beM daughters of Mambrino Chief. Charles Derby

is a resuil of the union of the blood of two of the best sons of

HambUtonian, the sire Steinway being by Strathmore and

his dam a producing daughter of Electioneer. Both have

trotting records of 2:20 or better, and both are siring extreme

speed at both the trot and the pace. These two horses are

bred as J. H. Wallace would say fora successful sire. Each

is the sire of champion honors, Charles Derby is the sire of

Diabolo. &09J (the world's four-year-old record when made).

He is bv the Wallace Standard, the best bred horse in the

2:10 list, his dam Bertha being a sisier to Bayard Wilkes, a

performer and a sire, by Alcantara out of Barcena, the best

daughter of Bayard, who was in turn the best son of Pilot,

Jr and she was out of Blandina, who has six sons that are

sires of standard speed, and she also out of the Burch mare,

dam of two standard performers by difierent sons of Hamble-

tonian, savs L. E. Clement in Rural World.

Charles Derby has a yearling pacer with a record better

than 2:30, and a two-vearold trotter in the list. Direct is

the sire of Directly,' 2:071, that holds three champion rec-

ords, the fastest heat by a horse in 'his first season, 2:07J.

The'fastest two-year-old record, 2.07£, and the fastest three-

year-old record, 2:07}, made on the first day of February,

18°5. This is the kiod of breeding advised by J. H. Wal-

lace, and this is the kind of breeding that gives results, and

the only kind of breeding a poor man can afford to follow.

Dictator was out of the dam of Dexter, and was greater

than his sire. Director was out of Dolly and was greater

than Dictator, and Direct is greater than Director, because

he is deeper bred in trotting lines. Mabel was by Naubuc, son

of Toronto Chief, bv Royal George. This is Wallace's kind

of breeding. Directly is likely to be greater than anything

jet descended from the Dictator branch of the Hambleto-

nian family.
.

Probably Diablo will make the greatest sire descended

from Strathmore. This is the logical result of intelligent

breeding. Beautiful Bells is the best bred mare from an in-

telligent breeder's standpoint. Coupled with Electioneer dur-

ing his life, and Chimes as a sire, and the sons of Sprite are

as much ahead of other sons of Electioneer as their dams

are stronger and better bred than the favorites of their

breeder and his disciples.

Gen. Withers and perhaps more eminent teachers of the

breeding problem, contended that it was much easier to breed

a great performer than a great sire.

There are men and teachers that would use too much run-

ning blood in the trotter. There are other men who would

combine too moch of the draft horse quality in the trotter.

Such a horse as St. Julian, Ryland T., Ansel or Palo Alto,

would be valueless to a poor man. Possessed of extreme

speed it costs a fortune to "get it where vou can use it.

There is but one safe way to breed and that is to use a com-

pact pony buih sire, from 1,050 to 1,150 in weight, bred from

both sides in producing lines, of the best obtainable trotting

blood, and breed him to mares as nearly of the Bame type as

can be obtained. The results of such breeding are now and

always will be in demand.
We have in our Drennons, Denmarks and other Missouri

saddlers a class of horses built up from crossing running and

pacing blood together. From them we get a class of brood

mares that are hard to surpass, and sometimes from this class

we get trotters with no other known blood, like Edgar A.,

2:23; McDoel, 2:15, and others. In Directly we have a highly

Irotting-bred pacer whose bones are as dense and whose
stamina is greater than any thoroughbred in America to-day.

These things are important to us as breeders, who are breed-

ing for the few dollars to be made by the small breeder.

Happily Chosen Horse Names.

Examples of happily chosen horse names suggested by the

aire or dam are numerous, and sometimes most ingenious.

Two Lips, for instance, is out of Kies-Me-t^uick. The

famous Firenzi, whoee name is the Italian from Florence, is

a daughter of Florida. Text is out of Maxim. Even Weight

and Equity are well named from their dam, Equipoise. Tulla

Blackburn is by Luke Blackburn—Tullahomo. Hands Oil

is out of Touch-Me-Not, and Guilty is out of Verdict, as is

also Tipstaff, which is the title of a court officer. Dalsyrian

is by Dalnacardoch—Syria. L'Intriguante is well named for

her dam Conspiracy. Castaway, Castaway II and Cast Out
are by Outcast, naturally, and other good names from this

source readily suggest themselves. Civil Service is by Re-

form, and Ambulance is a daughter of Black Maria. Mille-

dan U by Joe Daniels— Millie. Vocalic, by Virgil—Acous-

tic, preserves tbe initial of the sire's name, and the name
otherwise io suggested by that of the dam. Airtight and Air-
abaft are by Ventilator. Boar is by Fellowcraft, and possi-
blv the names contain some significance known to the
Masonic fraternity. Filzroj (which means "son of the
King"), is by King Ernest. Kingmaker, by Warwick, is

very well named, as is Ecstacy, out of Mattie Rapture.
Hauntereri* out of Peggy Dawdle, bat the horse shows noth-
ing of the laziness implied by bin name. Firefly is aptlv
named from bis dam. Feu Follett, which is the name of the
same insect in French. Reckon is out of Perhaps and of
course suggests the familiar "reckon," an American synonym
for per Imp-. The peculiar name of Running Bird i» ex-
plained by Ult breeding, by Kunnymede— Lady Bird.

India Rubber, a very busy and erratic colt, obtains his
name from Kla-iir, his dam. Come-to Taw is by Long Taw,
of coarse, and Reporter is well i.amed from hia aire Eoquirer.
Leonawrll is by Leonatux— Nellie Howell, and the name is

compouii: ' from those of her etre and dam.
A beau!* . iv named home is Astropin, though the name

ahould hav. linal "p." His dam is Belladonna, the name
uf the deadly nightshade, from which aatropinc ii obtained.

It is from the Greek Atropos, which signifies inflexible, and

was the name of one of the Parcte, or Fates—those disagree-

able old women whose business it is to cut out the threads of

human life with their deadly shears.

Another cleverly named horse was Comether, by Blarney,

out of Comet. The name of the dam is ingeniously connected

with the idea conveyed by that of the sire, as " to put the

comether" on one is the same as to "blarney" or to flatter.

Almost everyone believes that Longfellow was named after

the illustrious poet, and that bis stable companion, Lyttle-

ton, was so called in honor of the great English jurist. To a

certain extent this is true, but his owner, old John Harper,

was as ignorant of literature and law as he was knowing

about horses. The late Dr. Weldon, a famous horseman of

the last generation, christened the colts, but afterward, when

the question was asked John Harper how he came to choose

those names, he replied : "I call that one Longfellow because

he's long and big, and the other Little'un because he's lit-

tle."

The public, however, has always connected the racehor e

and sire Longfellow with the poet, and from this many of his

sons and daughters have been aptly named, none more so than

A. J. Bassatt's crack The Bard.

Some well known horses have been named by antithesis

very ingeniously. Now or Never, for example, is out of Bye

and Bye; Economy is by Spendthrift, and Clamor is by Whis-

per, as isalBO Clarion.

Wah Jim gets his Mongolian name frem a favorite Chi-

nese house servant of his owner. Mr. T. D. Pulsifer. Tenny
bears Mr. Pulsifer's middle name and has made it famous in

the racing world. Inspector B. was christened in honor of the

former Inspector Byrnes, and Ella B. was named for one of

the ladies of the Inspector's family, as at that time there was

quite a close friendship between Mr. Dwyer and the chief of

the detectives—a friendship which, it is said, has not with-

stood the effects of time.

The name of Pearl Set is formed from Falsetto, the sire,

and Pearl Thorn, the dam. Raleigh, a good horse this year,

is out of Elizabeth, and the association of the name is as old

as the days of good Queen Bess and the chivalrous Sir Wal-

ter. Actor is out of Mary Anderson. Woodcutter is a son of

Forester, and Vagabond is by Wanderer. Poet Scout is by

Longfellow, which accounts foi the first part of his name,

but the latter portion is unexplained.

Mr. Robert Bonner and Fleetwood.

We regret sincerely to learn that the Driving Club of New
York has wiped out one of its landmarks, the private stall

devoted to the use of Mr. Robert Bonner. While Mr. Bon-

ner has never been a member of the Fleetwood organization,

owing to his rule of holding aloof from associations of every

kind, no man has been more liberal than he in supporting

light-harness events that have taken place in New York and

elsewhere during his lifetime. Fleetwood, especially, has

been the recipient of many favors from this distinguished,

genial horseman, and the mere fact alone that the celebrated

horses he has owned, the fastest in the world during their day,

have been driven by him to this track has always been a mat-

ter of pleasurable interest and attractiveness to the public.

From private sources we learn that this move has not been

unanimous on the part of the officials at Fleetwood. And we
think it will not be long before some action is taken to repair

the mistake. Since the recent reorganization of Fleetwood

much improvement has been noted in the tone of its mem-
bership and official personnel, bringing back many of the

older members who had been driven away by deteriorating

influences, hut such blunders as that of painting out the name
of "Robert Bonner" from the shed which has become hal-

lowed by his presence and that of the royal steppers he has

owned will be a decided setback.

It stands to reason that Robert Bonner will not be seen at

Fleetwood so long as this slight remains, although we doubt

whether he feels at all aggrieved, so far as the material priva-

tion of his stall is concerned. And, naturally, Mr. David Bon-

ner, his brother, Mr. A. A. Bonner, Mr. Fred Bonner and
Mr. Robert Edward Bonner, and the many friends of all

these gentlemen, will be equally averse to showing themselves

at a place where the most distinguished light-harness horse-

man of the United States has been treated so shabbily.

—

Rider and Driver.
•>

Russian and American Horses.

Whether the American trotter is faster than the Russian

is an unsettled question with the Russians. Certain it is

that the Russian trotters which have come to this country

have failed to hold their own when placed against those of

America. Then in Russia it is acknowledged that the Ameri-

cans cannot only train better but can outdrive the Russian.

At present there are training in Russia Thos. Murphy and

Joseph Howell.

Nor is trotting much less ancient in Russia than in Amer-

ica. The trotting association of Moscow celebrated its 60th

anniversary June 4th last. When it is considered that the

oldest association is the Grand Circuit in Buffalo, and that

this track held its first meeting in 1866, it can be seen that

trotting is the national sport of the Cossack.

The style of going is much difierent in Russia, however.
For the imperial purses only perfectly formed horses are al-

lowed to compete, and the conditions are f^ur versts, in sum-
mer four and a half, and the horse to carry 230 pounds.
Then in Russia no horse can start that is not three years

old. Yearling and two-year-old racers are unknown. Take
the derby for last season, for example. Each colt had two
trials against the watch, and the colt making the fastest time
won. The winner turned up in Getman, who made his first

heat in 2:34, his first trial. Ougrumoy made two trials, first

heat in 2:33 and second in 2:34$. Getman is trotting bred,

acccordiug to Russian breeding. His sire was Podoga, a

great race horse of his time, and his dam, Naseka, sprang
from a family of racers. His half-sister, Ladachta, trotted

two versts in 2:31 1-3. Getman's time for tbe same distance
was 3:33. Getman is now in St. Petersburg, is owned by
Dash Kotf, and is trained and driven by Joseph Howell, who
is the crack reinsman of the land of the Czar.

Up to date Domino has earned $173,870 for the Eeenes.
It is such $3,000 investments for yearlings that make turf-

men rich, even when such liberal buyers ns the Keenes. Yet
as a gambling tool Domino is hardly reliable, except as a
sprinter at a short price.

Something About Happy Medium.

It is well known this horse was by Hambletonian, out of

the mare Princess, and foaled at Suffern, Rockland county,

N. Y., property of R. F. Gallaway, who kept a hotel there at

that time. Mr. Gallaway had a crude half-mile track where

he worked the youngster, who always manifested a pleasing

desire to trot—a desire his owner was only too glad to in-

dulge him in. When Happy Medium was rive years old he

was considered quite speedy, in fact, speedy enough to beat

any stallion in that part cf the country for miles around.

There was another stallion owned by John I. Dater, Ramsey's

New Jersey, on the line of the Erie railroad, named Bergin

(not Guy Miller, as we see it stated) that Mr. Dater and his

friends thought quite a good deal of, who never lost an op-

portunity—when they got one—of reminding the owner and

friends of the Suffern colt about their convictions, and many
were their suggestions for a race. Now, while those parties

who owned Happy Medium and Bergin lived only a short

distance apart, there was another party who owned another

stallion of the same age, who lived in Paterson, about four-

teen miles below. He, too, had quite an opinion of his

trotter, and was willing to pit him in a race, if it could be
made, against tbe other two. This horse was known as Hon-
esty, by Billy Denton, a son of Hambletonian, who never
proved a success in the stud. Finally the stallion strife be-

came so turbulent that in Paterson a syndicate was formed
which offered a purse for stallions, mile heats, mile heats,

best 3 in 5, to harness, and those three entered. Happy
Medium, by Hambletonian, entered by R. F. Gallaway; Ber-
gin, by Hambletonian, entered by J. X. Dater, and Honesty,
entered by Post, his owner. Happy Medium was driven by
that well-known driver, Jimmie McKee; Honesty, by Joe
McKee, "Jim's" father, and Bergin, bv Bill Strong. The
backers of Happy Medium were numerous and reaped a
very rich, harvest, backing their favorite at 2 and 3 to 1

to quite a large amount. At the word on the first heat,

Jim set Happy Medium agoing, shutting Hon-
esty out in 2:34&. The second heat proved
to be more sensational, McKee driving the favorite in 2:33,

which left Bergin. to the consternation of his friends, quite a
distance behind the flag. After this heat, which terminated
the race, it seemed a? though bedlam had broken loose : the
crowd went almost crazy, and nothing but Happy Medium
was then thought of. Now at this early date it is evident
that Happy Medium was gifted with a little more knowledge
than his owner. He, Happy Medium, knew when he had
enough, but Gallaway did not. This knowledge is not con-
ferred on every horse, but he very forcibly displayed it in

the presence of at least 30,000 spectators a short time after-

wards. At the New Jersey State Fair held at Waverly that

fall, Gallaway took Happy Medium there, and he expected
to make quite a sensation before such a crowd, which, in-

deed, he did, a sensation entirely unexpected. When the
horse was taken out in the morning of the day he was going
to be exhibited, he did show quite a satisfactory amount of

speed ; in fact an amount that he (Happy Medium) did not
quite relish. When he retired to his stable—though his

ownei did not know it—he was not in a very happy mood,
but it was a mood he never afterwards forgot. "When the
show was in full blast, in the presence of at least 30,000
spectators. Happy Medium appeared with the general cal-

culation of Bhow>ng what they were pleased to call a sensa-

tional mile. But, lo, and behold, in place of what was ex-
pected, he (Happy Medium) could not or would not show
anything save a concealed inheritance of bad temper—the
oft contrary and indomitable will of his dam—a will she al-

ways retained, and, to quite a degree, transmitted to her son,

Happy Medium.
On the morning of the day he was to be shown he seemed

to be at ease with himself; but that afternoon, to the con-
sternation of 30,000 spectators, he would not even trot a 3:00
gait. There are many horses that will show temper in a
race, but Happy Medium not only showed it but even trans-

mitted it to many of his offspring. There is no doubt but
that was the primary cause why Happy Medium was never
trained. Although he was the sire of many fast colts, it waa
frequently remarked when thev got pinched in a race they
often developed the disposition of their sire.

"We will cite one of the most vivid instances of the kind
on record—that well-known theatrical manager James H.
Wallack, proprietor of Hollyrood Stock Farm in Orange
county, owned a stallion by Happy Medium named Million-
aire that surprised Orange conuty on the Fourth of July at

Goshen, 1S93, in his maiden race for 3:00 horses, where he
distanced the field the second heat in 2:26, which entirely

took the breath from the great crowd which was fortunate to

be there that day to witness it. In the fall of that year at

Middleton, N. Y., he won two heats in 2:24i and then col-

lapsed, barely saving his distance. But the week after at

Goshen simply told the tale. On the day of the race that
Millionaire was entered there was a very large crowd, and
many expected to see the beautiful bay repeat his victory.

But alas, to the griveous surprise of all he wouldn't square
away and trot a step. There were many who laid blame on
his driver, who, they thought, did something wrong, while
others looked over the harness, etc,, etc. And although his

trainer and driver did all they could Millionaire was still

foaming, lugging, pulling, etc., which had theunhappy effect

of removing his pristine glory. Of course there was no one
there that day could surmise the cause but your correspond-
ent, who never for a moment had reason to doubt it.

After Mr. Gallaway disposed of H. M. to Robert Steel for

a very large figure we inquired of him why henevershowed
any more speed with Happy Medium. His answer alwavs
was that it was a good thing to let well enough alone—an an-
swer we would like very often to hear others repeat. Many
horses contract bad habits, but this habit was of no contrac-
tion, it was transmitted—a transmission in a stallion that can
never be eradicated, and will develop in his posterity for gen-
erations.—Horseman.

Albert Dobson, the well-known form-book and news- I

paper man, was married by the Rev. M. M. Gibson in this

city on Saturday last to Mrs. Edith Horn (nee Miss Edith
|

Woodthorpe). The happy couple went on a wedding trip

to Santa Cruz, where they will remain for a few days. The
bride is a sister to Georgie Woodthorpe, the well-known
actress, and is herself possessed of considerable talent. Mr.j
Dobson is an accomplished journalist and known especially

well in racing circles.
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The Science of Horse-Shoeing.

Good shoes on perfect feet are the conditions which are re-

quisite to the proper development of the beat efforts of which

a horse is capable whether he be a thoroughbred racer, a

trotting or pacing campaigner or a roadater. No matter how

perfect the horee may be in all other respects, without a

normallv healthy foot, supported and protected by shoes such

as modern scientific farriery alone canaupply,the result most

be disastrous.

Modern farriery has largely grown out of the wonderfu

increase in the value of fast trotters, and there ia decided in-

struction in the further fact that little or no advance has been

made in shoeing the running horae. The former has come

about because of the restless ingenuity of all who are con-

nected with any subject which is purely American, and be-

cause the trotting horse is at once a race horse and a utility

and pleasure animal. On the other hand, the running horse

is used largely for the purpose of gambling, and is, to a very

great extent, only a medium for sport.

A feeling of surprise may probably accompany this con.

sideration, that the trotting horseman is decidedly mechani-

cal, while the race-horseman is usually the opposite. In

nearly every case the trottlng-horseman can harness a horse

and drive him, but very few of the running-horse men are

similarly practical.

The foregoing is not the result of careless or idle thought,

but reflects the consideration of a serious fact. When horse

owners are made to realize that soue of our most valuable

race horses are sacrificed upon the altar of a stupid tradition

a new era will dawn upon them, as it is now being forced

upon the consideration of many ownera.

The firing iron has sealed the fale of many a good one,

when a little discretion in the art of levelling and shoeing

ils feet could not only have saved its usefulness but have

increased its presumptive worth. When the managers of

running horses learn the true plan of the foot its greater

importance will be inevitable. It is well known to all race-

horse men that, barring liability to Boreness, all horses can run

faster on a tolerably hard track than is the loose dirt. All

that lies in the way of utilizing this fact in the traditional

and false notion concerning concussion. But when the hoof

ia normal and properly poised a horse can run with greater

ease on quite a hard track than on the loose dirt, and without

injury to the foot.

The old school of trotting racehorse men are nearly as er-

roneous as the average man who manages the runner.

It is also well established that with a horse lhat is sound

and clean limbed, if the feet are kept only approximately

within the proper poise, the diffusive strain on the legs will

give each part its proportionate tax, and therefore he cannot

give out in hiscxlremities.||This is true only so far as it is a

question of poise, but if the shoe is made to press unduly on

the Bole and prevent the sagging of the arch of the sole, a

section of which is corrugated to allow elasticity, a soreness

will set up which will make the horse, for a time at least,

seek a different mode of landing his feet on the ground to

avoid sufleriog.

This i8 aeen when a horse goes short—is unwilling to

strike out. It costs in stride and consequent loss of speed;

besides, it breaks up the ability of the animal to employ a

diffusive atrain on his legs which nature planned for them.

Here is where the palliator treats the Creator's plan with in-

difference, for he begina to use heavy shoes, toe weights, hop-

ples and spreaders fastened to shafts, to make the horse go

wide behind, and any new device which ia said aome
prominent driver has used.

Modern farriery teaches many advantages in shoeing trot-

ters and pacers that were little su pected as possible only a

few years ago. Experiment is her school and demonslration

her degree.

The misfortune of Nancy Hanks gave modem farriers an
object lesson that, when complete coaptation exists between

the sole and the unyielding shoe, the parts of the foot with-

in the hoof, and which come into immediate contact with

the sole at its upper and inner surface, are liable to become
calloused. And since callosities of this order, however, min-

ute, invariably develop to an apex, internally, under the law

that everything gravitates toward the least resistance, it ia

only a question of time when the little rude points of the

callosities must reach the minute and sensitive filaments of the

nerves.

The callosities are of the nature of a corn on the human
fool, the name for which originated from its close resemblance

to the chit of a kernel of corn. (To avoid being misunder-

stood, what ia called a corn in a horse's hoof ia a miBnomer,

and is quite another thing. It is a rupture of minute blood

vessels in the coronet. The blood leaks down to the bottom

of the heel. Thia is caused by the sagging of the heel when
levelling is inaccurate.) The filaments of the nerve, if such

a thing be possible, are supersensitive, and are Nature's first

little guards which the growing callosity encounters in ap-

proaching sensibility, and suggest that the first distressing

sensa'ion is one of stinging. As the callosities increase in

depth there mnst be a corresponding increase in damage
and its attendant Buffering, to the degree of making unnatu-

ral use of the legs a necessity.

From an evoluLtary standpoint the veterinary practition-

ers of New York city are markedly divided. One class

represents progress, while the other stands for what is

counted more decidedly "regular." The latter class is

satisfied with being thoroughly orthodox, while the former

seem determined to get a knowledge of whatever new dis-

coveries give evidence of advancement.
They have formed an association on the lyceum order.

and once a month during the past winter have had papers

read before the association which become subjects for un-

bridled discussion. The liberality of the members invites

the presentation of papers from any source which may
furnish instructive facts.

Last month the society arranged to liBten to papers on
horseshoeing. George 0. Chapman, one of the most experi-

enced farriers in the locality, was invited to be present and

take part in the discussion. His paper, the only one read

on the occasion, is repeated here because it elicited the only

controversy of a very profitable and pleasing evening

:

" What is called levelling up of a horse's foot is a remark
which is frequently employed by those who deal with this

question. While there is a general understanding regarding

the meaning of this saying, it has quite too little of real

definition about it. To many minds it is enough if all parts

of the bottom of the hoof can rest with equal pressure on a

flat surface. To others this would at times seem to defeat

the best obtainable object, eo it aeema necesaary to have a
univeral agreement upon terma which should be employed
in describing each stage of the process of preparing the

hoof, so that it can properly and nicely receive a level shoe
of even thickness.

"If the hoof is in derangement, when properly balanced
and correctly poised, and there is inability to use it nor-

mally, my plan is not to change the pitch in order to relieve

the point of distress, but I so level the hoof that when it is

softened, by being continually moistened, the weight of the
animal can soon force it into normal shape, thereby avoid*

ing any form of palliation or the consequent danger of setting

up a new difficulty by unduly taxing any part of the leg.

The animal himself is, at times, obliged to palliate his diffi-

culty, since he has not the means of adjustment, even if he
were possessed of sufficient intelligence.
" With certain minds, among horaeshoers, importance ob-

tains when they seek complete coaptation between the hoof
and shoe. So it becomes a question as to whether the close

and even proximity of hoof and shoe be better established

by placing a hot shoe against the bottom until it rests solidly

on the hoof, or if the fitting shall be more judiciously ac-

complished by skilled and comprehensive use of the rasp and
knife. Then, again, if the extreme of the wall, at the quar-
ter, stands at an incline of about twelve degrees, and the other

extreme, at the quarter, is twenty-five, at least a full minor-

ity of shoers mistake the latter as the higher side of the hoof.

They are, for the most part, deceived by perspective view.
" When direction is given by whoever is in authority lo

shorten the toe, it ia frequently understood to mean that the

wall in front near the ground surface needs thinning. But
to other minds this same remark may mean to rasp away the

bottom of the hoof at the toe.

"These differences in definition are important, yet to know
the full compass of possible advantage to be gained by proper
levelling is also necessary. Now, if the bottom of a sound
hoof be so levelled that when the foot is in hand, and bottom
side up, an even straightedge, when resting across it, with

equal bearing, would be parallel with the level floor, which
the horse stands upon, then, if the leg is normal, the plane

of the foot must be at right angles with the perpendicular

section of the leg.
" To change the pitch of the foot by lowering the heel or

by raising it is nearly another matter. It may accompany
the levelling we have just described, but it 1b hardly an
auxiliary. Yet tbeae two operations when completed make
up the poise of the foot. After this comes to clearer view

the question of th-; height of the heel, which is also a subject

of much importance, for it has nearly all to do with permit-

ting a diffusive lateral strain on the parts above. Please

bear in mind that I am principally considering the normal
foot. The more intricate subject of the different contractions

and the different departures of the wall from its normal line

or elevation would require a separate and more extensive

consideration than this occasion will allow.
** After these there would come, or, rather, there would

grow out of these, the subject of laminitis, or different de-

grees of founder, and many other difficulties which are the

direct results of incompetency in levelling and, also, of the

poising of the hoof. I contend that a horse with a normal
hoof, if it be free from abnormal pressure, cannot be foun-

dered); for the simple reason that if the circulation of blood

and other fluids have as much freedom through the foot as in

any other part of the body, congestion, which invariably pre

cedes inflammation, cannot occur. As the influence of

pathogeny in managing the hoof becomes the ruling mode,
then the firing iron will be laid aside and only preserved as

a relic of the presumptious undertaking of what is called

veterinary practice.

" An entire evening might be profitably occupied in con-

sidering the one question of concussion. It seems more in-

differently understood than any other result of leg motion. I

would here remark that the extremes to which shoers have

been driven by those who control the horse, and who believe

in palliative methods of shoeing when trying to direct the

motion of the trotting horse's legs, has nearlv obscured the

horse's better action, and, in the presence of his normal plan,

which nature insists upon and is continually urging. Mr, Z.

E. Simmona, of Lexington, Ky., one of the ablest minda of

the century, after liatening to a pretentiouB individual on

this subject, who was telling of his large experience, said :

* Nature has had quite an extensive experience herself,' He
further said :

' No horse is a genuine trotter who requires

palliative assistance.'

" There is one point which really belongs to modern
methods of shoeing.and which has been counted as a feature

of hoof culture, and therefore it has been supposed to belong

to veterinary medicine. I refer to the means of enlarging

the upper diameter of a hoof. Modern farriery employs the

weight of the horse to do this, while the school of veterinary

medicine thus far relies principally upon blistering or firing.

In fact, all who adhere to methods that are universal with

veterinary practice in relation to managing the form of the

hoof, and which methods are not strictly mechanical, should

not, therefore, be couoted as practicing any part of farriery,

particularly when using the term strictly in relation to the

mechanical operation of properly levelling, ironing and pro-

tecting the hoof. Nor can the term veterinary be properly

applied to horse shoeing in any way.

" While modern farriery and veterinary medicine may, at

times, form an advantageous alliance, they are as distinct as

the driver of racers and the shoer. The close student and

practitioner of veterinary medicine may accurately trace a

bad result of indifferent leveling, but this does not prove

him capable of correcting the difficulty. The proper one to

do thiB is a competent and painstaking shoer. If the case is

difficult, and the ordinary shoer is in doubt, he had best con-

ault an expert farrier in bis line; certainly be would be un-

wise to call in the man of medicine. It would be aa unfitting

as for a shoemaker to call in a tailor to adjust a case of dis-

tress from a misfit. Atone time teeth were extracted by the

barber. But it has dawned upon the world that no one man
should undertake to learn every trade which may be con-

nected with a given interest. Nor does it seem wise to ask leg-

islation to assist one class to control the occupation of

another class.

"A college of demonstrative farriery, where proved facts

alone obtain control would accomplish a great good. Certainly

there would, at first, seem to be little objection to receiving

students from the school of veterinary medicine after first

learning the more fundamental methods of treating lameness

by removing the demonstrated cause. The importance of this

appears in the fact that by first gaining a thorough knowl-
edge of the mechanical and architectural laws of the horse's
foot, as first demonstrated by modern farriery, there would
be much less for the student to unlearn.

" If the result should prove that true farriery must inevit-
ably supplant much of what ia now counted aa veterinary
medicine, in regard to treatment of lameness, no injustice
need result, but on the contrary a great advantage would not
only accrue to the animal we all claim to be striving to ben-
efit, but there must grow out of this a lasting advantage to
mankind."—N. Y. Herald.

St. George says that Sir Viato ia the fifth horse of the
Matchem family to win the Derby. The first was the bay
colt, Didelot, by Trumpeter, by Conductor, by Matchem,who
won the Derby in 1796". He belonged to Sir F. Standisb,
who was the first person to win two Derbies in succession, he
having won the only race the previous year with Spread
Eagle. The next Matchem to win the Derby was the black
colt Smolensko, by Sorcerer, by Trumpeter, by Conductor.
Matchem, who won the Derby for his owner.Sir Charles Bun-
bury in 1813, making the second Derby for Sir Charles, Dio-
med being his first, and also the first Derby winner. The
Duke of Portland's brown colt TiresiaB, by Soothsayer, by
Sorcerer—Trumpeter won in 1819. Then there was a gap of
thirty-four years before the next Matchem won. In 1853 Mr.
Bowers' bay colt, West Australia, by Melbourne—Humph-
rey's Clinker-Comus-Sorcerer-Trumpeter-Condnctor-Match-
em won the Derby. He was also the first horse to win the
triple crown—2,000 guineas, Derby and St. Leger. And
now comes 8ir Visto by Barcaldine-Solon-West Australian
and wins the second Derby for Lord Rosebery. West Aus-
tralian was Mr. Rowes' fourth Derby winner, but two in suc-
cession, winning with Daniel O'Rourke in 1852. There have
been only six sportsmen fortunate enough to win the Derby
twice in succession, namely Sir F. Standish 1795-6 with
iipread Eagle and Didelot, Lord Egmont in 1804-5 with
Hannibal and Cardinal Beaufort, the Dufee of Grafton in
1809-10 with Pope and Whalebone, Mr. Bowers in 1852-3
with Daniel O'Rourke and West Australian, Sir Joseph
Hawley in 1858-9 with Beadsman and Musjid, the Duke of
Portland in 1888-9 with Ayrshire and Donovan, and last

Lord Rosebery in 1894-5 with Ladas and Sir Visto.

The Spirit's Milwaukee correspondent writes as followB,
concerning the coming meeting at that point: "The State
Fair Jockey Club will hold its initial meet, commencing
July 4. The meeting will continue thirty days, and may be
strung out to sixty days. On the opening day the Milwaukee
Derby will be run. It will be worth about $3,000. Secretary
Clarke is trying to interest the brewers and merchants, so as
to have a brewers and merchants' stakes at one of the later

meetings, and which will be fixed events each year. It is ex-
pected that there will be 400 horses here at the opening of
the meeting, which will no doubt be increased to 600 later

on. The following officials will officiate: Presiding Judge,
R. W. Simmons ; Associate Judge, Clarence McDowell;
Chairman Board of Racing Stewards, R. Rankin ; Starter, J.
B. Ferguson, unless he returns to California. These officials

are all well known and capable men. On the first day, in
addition to the Derby, there will be four selling events.

There will be five races each day, one of which will be an
overnight handicap. The overnight handicap will be for a
purse of $600, and the other four will aggregate $1,400, mak-
ing $2,000 in added money tor each day, with special races on
every Saturday. All races will be run rain or shine."| |At
Gravesend on Tuesday Judge Simmons confirmed the above
statement that he and Judge McDowell would very probably
officiate at the meeting. Judge Simmons said the only diffi-

culty was that the meeting would conflict with one day, the
Fourth of July, at Sheepshead Bay. But he thought that

might be obviated in some way and that he and Mr. Mc-
Dowell would be able to accept the proffered positions at

Milwaukee.

The Westchester stab e of thoroughbred fivers arrived at

Bay District Jtrack Sunday, direct from Latonia, well and
isearty. Not one of the eleven horses composing the string

h ailing. Johnny Coleman and Hugh Jones, the well-known
Louisville bookmakers, now at the local course, own the

horses. This string is the advance guard of the greatest race

horse exodus to the Pacific 81ope ever known. J. B. Fer-
guson is the trainer of the Westchester stable horses. He
has had an experience of a score of years in handling Ken-
tucky thoroughbreds and has sent many a noted horse to

the post. Harry Elrod f lso arrived with the stable, and will

doubtless be seen in the saddle in the course of a few days.

He scales 100 pounds when in condition, and enjoys a good
reputation as a jockey. He is especially good over a distance

of ground. The Westchester stable has the following horses :

Fred Gardner, ch c, 4, by Luke Blackburn—Enfilade; Adam,
ch g, 3, by Powhattan—Waitindoo ; Vernon, ch g, 3, by
Powhattan—Verna ; Bob Tucker, br g, 3, by Bob Miles—So-
nora; Detective, b g, 3, by Deceiver—Exile ; Gratify, ch g,

2, by Farandale—Satisfaction ; Vicksburg, ch g, 2, by Spring-

bok—Jennie ; Margaret M., b f, 2, by Bradford—Woodlodge;
Charley Quinn, b g, 2, bv Himyar—Misfortune; Coleman, b

g, 3, by Sir Modred—Blithesome. Trainer Ferguson will

give the horses a good chance to rest after the long journey

before starting any of them, ao it will be a week or two be-

fore any of them make their California debut.

John Hunter, ex-president of the Jockey Club, tells a

good story in connection with the purchase of Handspring.

It appears that the owner of Kentucky, in looking over the

colts and fillies booked for sale last June, was particularly

taken with the chestnut colt by Hanover, out of My Favor-

ite, and recommended him strongly to P. J. Dwyer. Mr.
Dwyer had owned Hanover, and ne looked the colt over. He
did not place him at the time and told Mr. Hunter that he

did not want bim. At the sale Mr. Hunter instructed one of

Masons to bid on the youngster. When the price had

mounted to something like $1,000 it was discovered tbat Mr.

Dwyer was the opposing bidder and Mr. Hunter
stopped instanter. Thus Mr. Dwyer secured a colt

that has already won in the neighborhood of $20,000 and

looks like going on and winning trible that sum. Hand-

spring's forepart is perfection, but he i« cut off rather ahort

behind, and his hind legs are just a trifle crooked. He is a

big, bold fellow, however, and has a world of speed.

The Realization Stake, worth about $30,000 this year,

will be run at Sheepsbead Bav track on July 4th. The likely

starters are Keenan, Connoisseur, King Arthur (brother to

Freeland), Brandywine, Magian, Bright Phoebus, Counter

Tenor and Gotham. The distance is a mile and five fni
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THE GUN.
Gun Olub Dlreotory.

California Slate Sportsmen's Aaaociatlon-CrittonOen Robinson,

^"C
Uun

O
cmb.

b
sfn

F
Fr.ncl800.. F. 8. Bolter. Secretary, San Fran-

^o Olympic Gnn Club, San Francisco. President L. D.Owens,

"^•fflSSS bPSS, San France, Crittenden

SraSffSS 3ffiS£ffi&&* **« *>rster, Secretary.

"BeSSuoK: Clab-T.R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne.

o..,, ri , Llltt I'tiiiturnlti and Davis streets, S. F. «_». .»

thJ rmpne, uSn "uB. Oakland, J. 0. Baker. Secretary, Oakland,

"•Jin Francisco Rod and Gnn Club-John Butler, President; John

U
AlaSS'.?oonl\--7,"l'J^

i

rolab, Oakland. Harry Houghton,

*?KMfffi£ci«b. Bay View. S. S. F., P. F. K. Steiner. Pres!-

^l£S^'&Sfi***0. .Bdg« Forster, Secretary

^£r^on* Association oi Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

Vniinn ^i»crt;i*rv lVralia Ueiw'his, East aklaua.Cai. mL„ .

M."«nUa Guunut™Willlt 3>al.. M.Maut*. president ;C. Whlted,

"rSsB&ng San Gun Club. Dixon. CallC-Chas. Clausen, President;

J'vS^W^S3i and Gnn Club. Tacoma, Wash.-A. W. Mc-

NaUKhtou. Pres.; A. Bi'rwell. Sec „ - ™_ , „ o.M . tp

Aland Rod and Gm Club, Ashland, Or.-E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

iillodand Gnn Club, Modlord, Or—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H
Ma'r«h'rleldRoa and Gun Club, Marshaeld, Or.-C. W. Power, Pres.;

Halaev Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.-L. T. Davis, Pres.; V. M.

J<
wmamette Rod and G-in Club, Portland, Or.^I. S. Seed, Pres.

;
Q.

C
';So'mah

;

Rod
Ul
S'd Gnn anb, Portland Or.-Dr. F. Canthorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams. Secretary.
.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.-A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

Comincr Events.

The Oakland Tournament.

July 7—Oakland Track. Electric Gnn Club.

July 7—Oakland Track. California Wing shooting Club.

July 10—Oakland Track, Country Club.

July 13—Oakland Track, Alameda County.

Julv l.->—Burllngame. Burlingame Country Clnb.

Jnly H—Alameda Mole. Empire Gun Club.

July 14—Nimrod Gun Club.

July It—Oaklaud Track, Olympic Gun Club.

July 20—Oakland Track, San Francisco Gun Club.

July 21—Alameda Mole, Lincoln Gun Club.

Julv 21—Oakland Track, Recreation Gun Club.

July 27—Oakland Track, Country Club.

July 2S—Alameda Mole, Empire Gun Club.

Oct. 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Associa-

tion. •
OAKTRIDGE AND SHELL.

DuPont Smokeless is rapidly increasing in popularity both

East and West.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. have received a fine lot new
sweaters of all kinds and qualities. Call and examine them.

The Ventura Rod and Gun Club talk of joining the State

Association. Every club in the State should join at once

The regular meeting of the Olympic Gun Club will be

held on Thursday evening, Jnly 11th, in place of July 4th,

the regular night.

The California Wing Shooting Club will shoot on Sunday
next at Oakland Race Track. Take 9 o'clock boat. Special

prises will be shot for.

Harold Johnson killed a tine mountain lion on Saturday

last in a canyon near Dos Pueblos, near Santa Barbara. It

measured 6ft. 4in. in length.

The Wheatland Four Corners states that four more Japa-

nese pheasants were seen on Bear river last week, and warns

gunners to be careful not to kill them by mistake.

The Ventura County Rod and Gun Club was permanently

organized on Tuesday last. The new club will shoot blue

rocks twice a month. Traps have already been ordered.

Dr. X. Rowe, proprietor of the American Field, is still at

Ban Rafael. He finds that the climate agrees with him and
we are pleased to say thai his health continues to improve.

The new live bird traps at Burlingame are in working
order and on Saturday, July 13, the club will hold its first

regular shoot. Arrangements will be made for blue rock
shooting shortly.

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Clnb have given up live

bird shooting. They will shoot only blue rocks during the

close season hereafter. They will join the California Inani-

mate Target Association at once.

We were pleased to see M. C. Allen elected as first presi-

dent of the California Inanimate Target Association. He is

not only an excellent presiding officer, hut is the parent of

tha whole scheme and deserves the thanks of all trap shoot-

ers.

K. T. Allen \ Co. have some fine ladies hunting and fish-

ing boots of a special Russian style, that are giving great
satisfaction on account of their perfect fit. They have just

received a number of Buzzacult cooking outfits for camp use
and a lot of sleeping bags that are well worth an examina-
tion.

At the fourth of July tournament at Visalia, the shooters
were divided into two classes, " Experts" and "Amateur."
The Expert* shot at unknown traps, known angles; amateurs
at known traps, known angles. Any amateur winning or

dividing any OB006J was immediately transferred to the ex-
pert class, failing to win in the amateur class he continued in

that class.

The deer continue to sillier in San Mateo county regardless
of all law. This is one of the counties that has refused to
appoint a game warden, and the Fish and Game Com-
missioners do not even pretend to take any interest in game
soil the Iporl -.nil of that couoly do not take enough inter-

i I in the i|<. ii to insist on the appointment of a game
warden.

The attendance at Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s tournament

on Saturday was light but on Sunday 56 shooters faced the

traps in the prize match. The wind was very strong and

the scores were consequently poor. Woods, of Merced, car-

ried oS the gun with twenty straight, a remarkable score

considering the wind and weather. The score of the prize

shoot was as follows :

Woods millliiilllllllll 1—20
Webb " 1111111111 1110111111—19
Melville" 0111011111111111111 1-18
H Golcher 1111011011111111111 1-18
glade 1111111101111101111 1—18
Nauman 1011111111111101110 1—17

Eue Forster 0111111111101111110 1-17
Fanning 1010111111111111110 1—17
Sham 1110110101111111111 1—17
FlickeuKer 1111110111101110111 1-17
White 0111101111111010111 1—16
Baker"

" 1101111011111100111 1—16
Debcii'ban ....1111110011111101011 1—16
Kerrison 110111110 110 11111011—16
Haiclit 1110111111111010110 1—16
Burr-an's 1111001011011111111 1—16
Forster 1101011111010111111 1-16
Fisher 1111110011111011110 1—16
B I Hoxie 1110110101111110111 1—16
Young 100 1111011011111111—15
Robertson llOHOlOllllOllllol 1—15
Olsen 0101111001111011111 1—14
Newton 1011111011011101101 0—14
McDougal 1101101101111110010 1-14
Andrus 1011110111001110111 0-14
Billincton 10 11011110111110101 0—14
Cull 10100111101101011111—14
Roos 11100100 1110 11101011—13
Varney 1010100011011110111 1-13
Stewart 0111000111100111111 0-13
Daniels 0110110110011111110 0-13
Burns 1101101111101010010 1—13
Murdock 1110010100101111011 1—13
Cohn 0111111010111100001 1—13
Glenmore 1110111010110111000 0—12
Scovern 1101111101010110100 0—12
G B Hoxie 0011111101011001110 0—12
Allen 1111010110110010101 0-12
W. Golcher 111010 010111010 011 1—12
Bekeart 011101100111111001 00—12
William 0111 110011010011101 0—12
Mike 1011101111000100 1110—12
Potter 011010 1011011001101 1—12
LIddle 1000011011111 100 1011—12
zelns oiooiiomooiioioii o—u
Lipson 1110010000101110111 0—11
Dixon 1110000110101 0100101—10
Ingalls 111100111000010001 10—10
Rickleson 1101110100100110010 0—10
Little 1011000110 100100 1010—9
Nat 00110000011011010010—8
LeLong L0 010001111011000000— 9
Smith 11101101000000000000—6
Schafer 10000101000011000010—6
Barree „ OOIOOIOOOOOOOIOIIOIO— 6

Wagnel 00100000000010000110— 4

Woods took first prize, a Clabrough hammerless, with 20

straight, Webb second with 19. Slade, Melville and H. Gol-

cher tied for third with 18, Slade winning the tie with 9 out

of 10.

Nauman, Eug Foster, Fanning, Sharp and Flickinger tied

for fourth with 17 each, Foster and Fanning dividing with

straight each.

Edgar Foster, Haight
;
Burgans, Fisher, Hoxie, White,

Baker, Debenham and Kerrison tied for fifth place with 16

each, Foster winning the tie with 14 out of 15.

Young and Robertson tied for sixth place with 15 each,

Robertson winning with three straight.

Cull, Olsen, Newton, McDougal, Andrus and Billington

tied for seventh prize with 14 each, Cull winning with 5

straight.

Daniels, Bruns, Murdock, Varney, Roos, Cohn and Stew-

art tied for eighth prize with 13, Stewart winning with 5

straight.

Several pools followed the prize match, Zeiner and Fan-
ning won the first, a ten bird event, $1 entrance, with ten

each. Slade, Nauman, Hoxie. Ed. Forster and Woods scored

with nine. The score:

Zeiner 111111111 1-10
Fanning 111111111 1—10
Slade Ill 1011111—9
Nauman 1001111111- 9
Hoxie.... 0111111111— 9

Ed. Forster 1111111011— 9

Woods 1111111110-9
Olseu 1111110101— S

Helvill 1111110011—8
Height 1111100111—8
Young 1110111101— 8

Rickleson 1011001111—7
Gass „ 0011110111—7
Roos 1101001111—7
Young 001110110 1—6
Eug. Forster 101010 1 101-6
Fisher 1001111010— 6

Fischer 1110011010— 6

Gold Dust 1100101100—5
Kerrison 110000 100 1— 4

Depne 110011000 0—4
Nickson 010110010 0-4
Cohn 1000110001—4
Ross 001100110 0—1

Another 10-bird match followed, same conditions. Zeiner,

Varney and Webb first with 10 straight; Haight, Burgans,
Hoxie, Fisher, Woods and Daniels second with 9. The

Fanning 1110011111—8
Daniels 1011111011— 8
Lipson 1101011101—7
Potter ._ 1100011111—7
Andrus 1110111010—7
Eug. Foster 1101011111—7
Werner 0111110110—7
Scovern 1101001101—6
Newton 1011111000—6
Goss 1010110111—6
Welch 1100101011—6
White 0010101101- 5
Chesley 0000111011—4
Nat 0011000110— 4
Liddle 0110001010-4
Allen 010100100 0—3
Barree loooonooo— 3
Shafer 001001010 0-3
Wagner 000000110 0— 2

A 25 bird match $2 00 entrance followed; Web winning
with 24, Kidd second with 23, Daniels third with 22. The
score:

Webb 111111111111111111111101 1—24
Kidd 1111111111011111 111111101—23
Daniels 111011011101111111111111 1—22
Flukinger 011110111101111111111110 1—21
Tolchett 4 C 111111011101101011111111 1-21
Burgaus 101111110011111111101111 1—21
Forster 011110111111110110111111 1—21
Andrus 111111011000111111111 111 1—21
Woods 101011111111111011010111 1—20
Fanning 11100 1110 1 1111111110 01111—20
Ingalls 100111000111011111101101 1—17
Forster 110101111110101001101111 0—17
Potter 111101110010001110111111 6-17
Allen 101101110110001111111011 0—17
Bruns 110111100011011010001111 1—16
Haigbt 010010111001110110100111 1—15
White 101100011010111101110100 1—15
Bekeart ullllOOOllolllOHOOlOOll 0—14
Baker 111000111100111011000011 0—14
Golcher 110000101101000101010011 1—12
Grubb 011001001000001110010101 1—11
Little 110101010110010000010000 1—10
Barre 0-0 01001010110001001010001— 9
Wagner 0010100101010000000011010—8
Le Long 101010000010000
Schafer 110010101010010

Bcore

:

Zeiner 1 1 1 1111111—10
Varney 11111111 11—10
Webb 1111111 11 1-10
Haight 1111101111—9
Burgans 1111111111—9
Hoxie 111110 1111—9
Fisher 1110111111— »

Woods 11111110 11—9
Daniels 1111101111—9
Young 1110101111—8
Melvfll 1111100111—8
Forster 1111011110—7
Gross 1001111111—8
While 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- 8

Slado „ 10 10 10 111—7
Nauman 0011111101— 7

Fanning 0110111101-7
Andrus 1011110101—7
Kerrison 1001011110—6
Stewart 0101201011-6
i ilscn 110 11110 1-6
Scovern 110 10 0110 1—6

1 1. i. In 1011101001—6
James.. 0001110111-5

Another 10 bird match, same conditions, was won by Ba-
Baker with 10 straight, Woods, Stewart and Webb second
with 9. The score :

Burgans 111111111 1—10
ItakiT lllllllll 1—10
Woody 1111110 111—9
Stewart 1111101111—9
Wobb 1101101111-9
Bekeart 11111111 00- 8
Golcher ooi 1 1 1 10 1 1— 8

The California Inanimate Target Association.

Delegates from twelve blue rock clubs and quite a number

of other sportsmen met at the club rooms of the Olympic

Gun Club in this city on Saturday evening last and com-

pleted the organization of the California Inanimate Target

Association.

The objects of the Association are to promote acquaint-

ance and good fellowship among sportsmen, create better

skill in trap shooting and increase the interest in local clubs

throughout the State.

The Association will be controlled by aboard of govern-
ors, consisting of three delegates from each affiliated club.

Meetings will be held bi-monthly from March 1st to Octo-
ber 1st, and quarterly during the balance of the interven-

ing time.

The officers elected are aB follows: President, M. C. Allen,

Olympic Gun Club; Vice-Presidents, A. A. Martin, Mill
Valley Country Club; E. Werner, Watsonville Gun Club

;

Geo. Deity, Stockton Gun Club; Harry Qjinton, Lincoln
Gun Club;" Col. S. I. Kellogg, Empire Gun Club; Secretary

and Treasurer, Geo. P. Schaefer, Stockton Gun Club.
The various committees will be announced shortly.

Clubs may join the organization at any ttme up to Septem-
ber 15th by paying the annual dues of $10 per year.

The first tournament will be held on October 6th and 7th
next at a place to be hereafter decided upon.

Patents Relating to the Sporting Interests.

The following list of United States Patents, relating to

the Sporting Interests, granted June 11th, 1895, is reported

for Breeder and Sportsman by James Sangster, Patent

Attorney, Buffalo, N. Y.

:

Animal-Trap, Joseph Klar and Frank H. Hall, Anna, 111.

Combined Cpne and Camp-Stool, John P. fl. Lane, Harri-
man, Tenn.

Fish-Trap, John R. Crawford, Norman, Ala.
Preventing Rust in Gun-Barrels, Harry R. Layton, Leon,

Iowa.
Granted June 18th, 1895:

Fishing Device and Signal, Oscar Hartmann, Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor of one-half to Rudolph Becker, same
place.

Automatic Fishing-Reel, Henry S. Stebbins, Harnmond-
spert, N. Y.

Air-Gun, George P. Gunn, Ilion, N. Y., assignor to Gil-
bert W. Warren, same place.

Projectile with Detachable Soft Cap, Elias M. Johnson,
New York, N. Y.

It quite frequently happens that a shooter's gun is faulty

in construction and both barrels are discharged at once.
This is certainly not the fault of the shooter. In such case we
have always called "no bird" whether the shooter missed or
killed. Our argument has been that if missed it was not nec-
essarily the fault of the shooter, and if killed it was unfair to

call it a dead bird, as all rules agree tha'. a man shall not use
over 1} oz. of shot in a load. If both barrels are discharged at

once 2h oz. are shot in one load. The American field does
not agree with this decision. In answer to a correspondent,
the editor says : "The American Shooting Association rules

for live bird shooting do not provide for a contingency of

the kind mentioned. Other rules iHrler on this question, some
declaring it no bird, others a dead bird if killed and no bird

if missed. It appears to us that the latter decision is the
fairer one to adopt, for it would be unjust to require a man
to shoot at another bird if he kills, because the second barrel

jarred off, and equally unfair to score a man a lost bird

when he has not had the proper use of both barrels.

Dove shooting began on Monday last throughout the State.

Inland the birds are well matured, but in the coast counties
the complaint is general that the birds are not matured yet.

Edgar Forster was up in Sonoma county on Monday and se-

cured a dozen or to. They are very numerous up there, but
many of them are small. Around about the headquarters of

the San Pablo on the line of the California and Nevada R.
R. they are quite plentiful. There are thousands in the
neighborhood of Stockton, and great sport was enjoyed by the
Stockton sportsmen on Monday and Tuesday last.

At the recent tournament at Oakland Track, Woods won
the gun with 20 straight. He used Dupont powder.
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ROD-
The Angler's Prize.

It was by a mountain stream,

In a cool, sequestered glen,

Where toe beauty of tbe scene
Defied all efforts of brush or peg.

The tree tops cleft by sunlight,

The waters, as they sped awar.
Where a poem no poet can indite,

A picture no painter can portray.

On a lichen-covered bank there sat

A girlish figure clad in gray.

With a tourist cap in place of hat,

And an alpenstock that near by lay.

She wore some braids of auburn hair.

And russet shoes with corduroy;
And withal she bad an air

Well calculated to decoy.

I stood upon the brink and fished.

And cast with dexter throw the fly,

And notwithstanding trout I wished,

I watched that maiden's eye.

My outfit—no better could be bought,
Split bamboo rod, and multiplying reel,

And silken line.and hooks—no finer wrought,
While none could surer fill a creel.

In waning day we started back, v

I, and the witching came in gray

;

I, with a brimming creel to pack,
She, with her winning way.
So lucky was our recreation,

So mammoth was one speckled glory,

We received that evening an ovation,

And each one told a fishing story.

The story that was best was not related,

About the biggest catch of all the year ;

Ot how a maiden clad in gray, unaided,
Caught the prize catch, and used no fishing gear.

She did not know the angler's plan,

She could not cast a Ely—
The fish she landed was the man,
She caught him with her eye.

W. G. Scott.

White Rock Lake is still a mass of ice.

The Trackee is still too high for good fishing.

Crystal Springs Lake will not be opened to anglers thiB

The Truckee is still running too high for successful fly

fishing.

There is talk again of reviving the San Francisco Fly Cast-

ing Club.

John Butler caught 387 trout while on his week's outing

at Lakes Iudependence and Webber.

Al. Cummings and a party of friends left for Lakes Weber
and Independence on Wednesday last.

Rockcod and smelt fishing is still good in the bay. The
former particularly so at California City.

Alexander Hamilton left this week for an outing near

Summit. Trout will suffer in consequence.

Messrs. Gmeric and Murdock of the Fish Commission are

enjoying the excellent fly fishing at Lake Weber.
«.

The Country Club members are having fine sport with the

Eastern Brook trout on their preserve in Marin county.

J. W. Orear and Judge Hunt have been having excellent

sport at Lake Webber. The trout are taking the fly splen-

didly. __^^__
Fly fishing at Lake Indepedence is rapidly improving.

One has to go thiough snow backs to get there, but this will

soon disappear.

J. W. Orear sent H. E. Skinner of E. T. Allen & C. a fine

three-pound Eastern Brook tront that he caught in a small

lake near Lake Webber.last week.

A 30J inch brown trout was netted recently for the State

hatchery in the Beaverkill, Sullivan County. N. Y. This
species of trout sometimes attain a weight of 20 pounds.

Salmon fishing at Santa Cruz and Monterev continues

good. J. F. Sullivan sent to Clabrough. Golcher & Co, a fine

fish weighing 50 pounds when it arrived in San Francisco.

The spoon that J. H. Sammi used with so much success

at Lake Independence was one invented by (,JDoc " Watt.the
well known local angler. It is a silver and gold spoon, simi-

lar in shape to the Wilson, only a little more pear-shaped.

E. T. Allen Co. have as fine a lot of Jungle-cock and cork
body floating flies as a man could wish for. We also saw
some extra quality salmon hooks on best quality single gut
for grilse and land locked salmon fi:hing. Call and examine
their tackle,

American Fishes is the name of a new work on the Game
and Food Fishes of North Amertca. It contains 500 pages of
carefully compiled descriptions of fishes, profusely illustra-

ted. It can be purchased of Clabrough, Golcher & Co., and
should adorn the library of every angler. While there, look
at their new salmon reels.

There was quite a party at Lake San Andreas on Sunday
and Monday last. Among the best-known anglers were Fred
Venker, E. Lewenberg, M. J. Geary, Chas. Precht, Thos. Ir-

viDe, Thos. Anderson, H. B. Gosling, E. J. Betts, F. H.
Morton, L. M. Henry, Ebbetts, W. N. Wetmore, A. Russell
Crowell, Euston and others. Nearly every man on the lake
brought home a creel of good-sized fish, from 20 to 60 to the
creel. They did not rise to the fiy at all on Monday. Nearly
all were caught on Abalone, Wilson and Bndd spinners.
While trolling Wetmore caught two on a Royal Coachman
and one on a red ant. Anglers who wish to fish in the after-

noon should hear in mind that the 7 p. m. train for San Fran-
cisco will stop at San Bruno if flagged. The owl train from
San Francisco at 11:30 p. m. runs daily now. After the 15th
of this month guests will not be accommodated over night at

the lake. Those who desire to fish must stop at The Cabin
over night, or drive dowp if they wish to get to the Jake early

in the morniDg.

THE KENNEL.
Kennel Fixtures.

jolyij—pacific Fox Terrier Club's regular monthly meeting at 313
Bush St., S. F.

July 10—St. Bernard Club of California regular monthly meeting a
13 Bush St.,S. F. -

DOING-S IN DOGTOOM.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific 'Kennel Club
ehould have been held on Wednesday evening, but only seven
members were on hand.

W. C. Peyton has had the misfortune to lose the greyhound
Royal Buck, that he recently purchased for $150. Strayed
or stolen, probably the latter.

Mr. Barry's litter of 15 St. Bernard pups by Reglov makes
this dog's second litter of 15. Lord Hualpa has always got

large litters, but his last litter of 16 takes the prize.

Jack Bassett, of Haywards, is breaking H. McCracken's
pointer bitch Nellie Blithe (Upton of Blithe—Juno H.) He
has also purchased one of the Upton of Blithe—Juno H.
litter.

S. F. Hughes has a fine litter of English Betters that are

attracting a good deal of attention at Post and Powell streets.

They are by Watson'B Starlight, the field trial winner, by
Dan {Gladstone—Miss Alice out of Hughes' Silverplate

Fredlo—Countess Noble.

Harry Miller's new English Better dog Hope's Hill (Gath's

Hope—Lulu Hill) is a bit under the weather and is at Dr.
Skaife's dog hospital recruiting. This dog is a large, well-

marked, stylish-going chap of splendid breeding, his dam
being by Ben Hill—Nora ; Ben Hill by Druid—Ruby ; Nora
bv Count Noble—Lit. He should be used in the stud. He
will be run in the next All-Age.

The Pastime Kennels' cocker spaniel bitch Peg Woffington
(Red Roland—Jessie M.) whelped five black puppies on
Thursday morning to their Woodland Duke. The full ac-

count of tbe litter may be found in our Kennel Registry col-

umn next week. There is no better companion in house,

camp or field nor better retriever than the cocker spaniel.

See the advertisement of this kennel in our business columns.

Franz Frey, whose advertisement will be found in our
regular advertising columns, has three nice rough coat St.

Bernard puppies that intending purchasers should look at

before going elsewhere. They are by Hector of HauenBtein,
out of Lady Bute III., perfectly marked, with dense black
shadings and nice limbs, two of them are orange and white
and one brindle and white. Their heads are models for their

age, and they should develop properly reared into most ex-

cellent specimens of the breed. Call snd examine them
whether you intend to purchase or not.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
ree of charge. Please use the following form:

Martin Kerrigan's (San Francisco) greyhound bitch White
Cloud (Killarney—Peasant Girl) to same owner's Lord Clif-

ton, June 25.

G. A. Wattson's {San Francisco) greyhound bitch Lady
Clare (Dan O'Connell—Ollie McKay) to Martin Kerrigan's

Lord Clifton, June 27.

A. G. Doherty's St. Bernard bitch Lady Comstock (Prince

—Queen M.) to Regeusberger & McCracken's Lord Hual-
pa (Alton—Keepsake), June 24th and 26th.

SALES.

Hugh McCracken (San Francisco) has sold a St. Bernard
dog puppy by Reglov (Safford—Mountain Queen)—Queen
Bess W., whelped March 24th, to Col. J. D. Fry.

Presidio Kennels (San Francisco) have sold the pointer

dog Blithedale (Upton of Blithe—Juno H.), whelped July
8, 1894, to A. G. P. McNalty, Langtry Ranch, Lake Co.,

Cal.
WHELPS.

Henry Bamber's (Hollister) fox terrier bitch Fussy (Gold-

en Tip—Flirt) whelped June 27th 8—4 dogs, to same own-
er's Golden Tip (Blemton Shiner—Beatrice).

R. M. Barry's (San Francisco) St. Bernard bitch Cloister

III (Leo I—Cloister II) whelped June 2d 15 puppies to Dr.

Regensberger'a Reglov (Saflord—-Mountain Queen).

H. A. Barteellow's (San Francisco) R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Lola (California Alton—Tomah) whelped June 29th 16 pup-
pies (6 since dead) 6 dogs and 4 bitches living, to Regens-
burger and McCracken's Lord Hualpa (Alton—Keepsake).

Pastime Cocker Spaniels Kennels', Oakland, Cal', cocker
spaniel bitch, Mollie Mc (Toby Mc—Black Nellie) whelped
June 28 7—4 dogs (all black) to same owner's Woodland
Robbie 36,677.

_

Queei Dogs.

DogB have strange differences of character. A friend had

one which was an idiot. It had perfect health, but could not

be taught to know its own master nor its own home ; and if

it got anywhere out of sight it could never find its way back-

Idiot dogs are rare, but the writer has had personal friends

among dogs who were obviously insane. Some of them have

a strange sixth sense, and are conscious of things—generally

of a territying nature, apparently—which men and other

dogs do not see ; canine ghosts, probably, perhaps a ghostly

whip.
Some dogs are morbidly introspective and very secretive

(very likely they suffer from enlarged liver), and must have
a strong sense of humor. Another friend had one which she

firmly believed to have the evil eye. Tbe eye had no effect

upon human beings, but on canine natures it never failed.

It belonged to a little black, unhealthy looking dog, not at

all dignified, but when this creature saw a dog coming it

fixed it with this eye, and the other dog wonld lie down in

the road in a state of partial paralysis. The effect W?f only

temporary.^kongman's
"

The Language of Does.

Can dogs intelligently communicate with each other?
Have they certain sounds which have certain meanings when
uttered, and signs which are understood ? But if the ability
to communicate their thoughts or wants is conceded, however
limited or crude the same may be, it concedes also the pos-
session of ideas by the dog ; for to concede the one presup-
poses the other.

Dogs have means of communication which are ample for
their limited needs and simple life.

Language is a growth coming from necessity, Man did
not first make a word and then hunt for some object or action
to fit it. He first observed the action or object or quality,
and then uttered some sound which he and his fellows agreed
would represent the object or action. These sounds are
largely artificial, as one soon discovers to his chagrin if he
attempts to learn a foreign tongue, for he then comes across
sounds which he cannot utter and which affect his ear
strangely. Yet there are certain tones common to all races,
naturally understood by all, as the scream of fright, the harsh
tones of anger, etc.

As language is the growth of necessity, and is merely a
means of communicating ideas, it is not necessary that
among dogs the language should be very copious or abstract.
It may be supplemented by a Bign language, or sounds and
signsmay both be combined to convey the meaning desired,
the signs conveying information to the mind through the
sense of sight as the sense of hearing conveys it to the mind
through the ear.

The humble and narrow life of the dog calls for a lan-
guage of but moderate compass. It would, we may suppose,
more immediately be related to his animal wants, and have
little or no reference to the ornamental. Researches into the
history of savages who are without a knowledge of the arts or
sciences shows that this is also true of them. The language is
a growth from the savage state, in which a few sonnds are
uttered, up to the immense vocabulary of the civilized and
intelligent man. The same, in my opinion, holds equally
true when applied to the dog. In his wild state he has but
one note, the howl. Wolves understand the meaning of cer-
tain howls, if the description of them given by belated trav-
elers, who have been pursued by wolves or driven to bay by
them, is true. A wolf gives a howl, which is answered by
wolf after wolf, all of them drawing toward the leading howl-
er, they understanding that there is prey to battle for and
capture.

The common dog, tamed as he is, and long redeemed from
his wild state, has acquired a control of his voice which the
wild dog has not, or which he does not need in a wild state
—i. e., the tame dog has learned to utter barks differing in
tone and pitch and length and combination from the tones of
the wild dog; barks which have delicate shadings of mean-
ing, expressing joy,defiance,notes of warning of the approach
of strangers, or expressing communication of ideas. To the
master but few of his dog's bark have a definite meaning.
He may comprehend the barks which the dogs gives when
strangers approach, or when there are strange noises heard

;

but between dogs themselves there is quite a full language of
sounds and signs.if we consider the simple needs of their life.

A warning note of defiance uttered by one dog is readily
understood by another dog. One dog, fearful of the stronger
powers of a larger and more formidable dog, crouches and
by every sign and expression shows that he surrenders and
acknowledges the superiority of the stronger dog, and then is
safe from attack, the latter dog understanding the submission
and showing a magnanimity akin to a sense of honor. Two
dogs, well acquainted with each other, understand each
other's notes of attack. If they are in the habit of taking
vagrant trips, one makes a sign readily understood by the
other, and they steal silently away; for no animal understands
better than the dog when not to make a noise. In this he is

equal_ to his two-legged idol. In approaching prey which
they intend to kill, dogs draw near very silently, particularly
if the animal is in sight and is forbidden prey, as in killing
sheep.

Animals, too. which have peculiar means of escape, as
woodchucks. which run into holes, are stalked very silently.

An exception to this is the free tongue of the hound, though,
as these dogs run in packs, the voice of the hound indisputa-
bly is used to warn his companions of the true course of the
trail, the cry serving as a rallying point and keeping the pack
together. If the hound runs alone, he may still use the same
cry from habit or from inheriting the trait from ancestors
which hunted in packs. Nevertheless, after certain kinds of
game, as foxes, deer, etc., dogs may run nosily, while after
other kinds they may run mutely. Again, some breeds of
dogs prefer a certain kind of game, to the exclusion of all

other kinds. But whatever kind a dog prefers, he has cer-
tain notes and signs which serve as a means of communicat-
ing with his companions. In his efforts to communicate with
man the dog finds more difficulty, not from lack of effort, but
from the inattention of dulness of thobe about him. Tbe dog
may wish to get out or in doors. He whines, looks appeal-
ingly at his master, scratches at the door, if he wishes to go
out; if his pleadings to get inside are ignored, he may bark
furiously at an imaginary enemy, which brings his master
outdoors, and during this deceptive diversion he sneaks in-

side, having accomplished his purpose. Dogs bark at each
other without any show of anger, holding a chat together ap-
parently.

I have a friend who firmly believes that dogs and all the
lower animals have the power of understanding each other
by the subtle transmission of thought, one mind having a
knowledge of the workings of the other, the manner of the
communication not being clear to our senses. The mind-
reading power which a few men possess, he maintains, is but
the fragment of a lost sense, which is becoming extinct, but
which was common to all men in a savage state before there
was a language. He holds that the acts of dogs show beyond
cavil that the dogs understand each other's motives and de-

sires, without any means of communication whibh are per-
ceptible to the senses of man, and therefore there must be
some animal magnetism which conveys their thoughts one to

another.—Gazehound in Forest and Stream.

Mrs. G. Wauthman, of Haywards, has lost the Great Dane
bitch Meta. She whelped eight puppieB to Dr. Muffe's Hec-
tor and died soon after. Mrs. Wauthman feels her Joss verv

keeply but i§ trying to raise the litter on a bottle,
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PORTLANDS GREATEST RACE MEETING.

ued n-om p***1 n -l

et* full of money, thanks to br»ve little Hamrock, and an

Oregon horse bad won the beat race of the meeting. Hills-

dale was uushed hard in each heat. He had a hard job on

hand, and by toeing the third heal, lost the race. John Bury

disappointed his admirers, and .any say that Driver Bunch

could have taken the tiret heat had he wanted it. Phallamont

Boy was oil. Pearl Fisher was good and true all through the

race, and Kave Hamrock a Bgbt for the last heat. The Ore-

gon horses were in it all along in the line. Hillsdale took

second mooev, John Bur? third and Pearl Fisher fourth.

The eight trotters had a great deal of trouble in getting off

for the brat heat. The Bun eizzled down in red hot streaks,

and made the horses irritable. All the drivers were evidently

anxious to go, and afier a dozen ineffectual attempts to get

aneveu start, Jud*e Wilson sent them offin a jagged string.

Pilot Lemontatonce went to the front. John Bury and

Hillfdale were close up, however, and went to the three-

quarter poet in a bunch, with the others stringing out to the

rear. Montana got a very bad start and then broke. He was

coming up slow, but sure. Turning into the stretch John

Bury was almost even with Hillsdale, who had taken the

lead. Within one hundred yards of the wire Bun^h applied

the whip, and Bury responded gallantly, and it looked like

his heat for a cerlairty. When everybody thought he would

take it, Bury seemed to quit. Hillsdale took the beat, and

Bury look second place by a neck. Phallamont Boy was

third, Hamrock was fourth, and the others were bunched.

Time, 2:18*. Muluels paid $12.45.

Hillsdale took the second heat by a length from John Bury.

Hillsdale, Burv and Phallmont Boy went to thefront early,

and at the quarter were clear in the lead. Hillsdale kept

front place, but Bury was coming strong a half a length be-

hind. Turning into' the stretch Hillsdale increased his lend

and look the heat with evident ease. Montana came in

third, a nose behind Bury. Phallmont Roy was fourth.

Time, 2:20$. Mutuels paid $7.80.

The third heat was the surprise of the day, when Hamrock,

a rank fielder, got in and fook first place away from Hillsdale.

Hillsdale was in the lead from the wire to the half-mile-

poet, with Phallmont Boy in second place. Bury had broken

gait, and gone to the rear. At the half-mile post Hamrock
astonished everybody by going out of the rear bunch and

working to the'fronL in a beautiful spurt. He passed Hills-

dale at the five-eighths post, and got a fine lead by the latter

breaking. From that time to the finish he had it his own way.

Hillsdale worked hard, but could not catch the Oregonian.

Hamrock won by three lengths. Hillsdale was second and

Pearl Fisher third. Delbert took fourth place. Bury had

worked badly all around the track, and came in in sixth

place. Time, 2:19*. Mutuels paid $21.85 ;
with Hillsdale

barred, $17.60.

Hamrock also took the fourth heat by a neck from Hills-

dale, amidst thundering applause from the spectators. He
worked bard for the heat, and it was well earned. He had

the pole and led from the start. Around the track he went,

with Hillsdale a half length behind. - The supporters of the

last horse thought he would pull up in the stretch, and he

did bo, but not far enough to win. Pearl Fisher again took

third place and Delbert fourth. John Bury could not get

any better than fifth place. Time, 2:21$. Mutuels paid

$8.26; with Hillsdale barred, $10.75.

Hamrock won the fifth heat and race after a hard struggle,

although he was not headed from wire to wire. Pearl Fisher

crowded him hard, and Hillsdale was coming fast, but the

strain had been too bard on the latter, and the best he could

do was to drop into third place. When the horses turned

into the stretch Hamrock was a good, strong leader, and he
maintained it to the end. As he went under the wire the

crowd yelled itself hoaree. Pearl Fisher was second, Hills-

dale third and John Bury fourth. Time, 2:23. Mutuels paid

$13.90.
SUMMARY.

Trotting. 2:10 clan.

R. Evirding'abrg Hamrock, by Hamman—Rockwood
Misocr -17 111

C. A. Durfee's b s Hillsdale, by Antinous .Leonore
Durfee 1 12 2 3

Wifiomc Stock Farm's b s John Bnry, by Antinous
—MoJdoOD. Bunch 2 2 6 5 4

John Green's b m Pearl Fisher, by Altamonl—bv Kis-
bar Greene 8 3 3 2

L. P. W. Qtiimhy's bi Phallmont Boy. by Phallmont—
Pocahontas Girl Sawyer 3 4 8 6 6

Wlllinm* & Moorehouse's b s Montana, by Sidney—Hat-
Williams 8 3 7 7 8

H. 8. Mc'iowan's br s Delbert, by Gamaleon—Attorney
McGowan 7 c i 4 5

Hn. Crowell's cii s Ptloi Lemont, by Lemont—Nellie
Mack _ Crowell 6 5 5 8 7

Time, 2:18^, 2;20 1
/;. '.M*.''... 2:21\, 2:23.

The favorite was thrown down again in the five-eighths of
a mile dash for two-year olds. It was for a purse of $250,and
Sullivan's Kweeibriar took the race. rva France, also of
Sullivan's stable, who won a nice race Tuesday.was scratched.
Tiny wbs favorite at $20, with Theresa K. second choice at

|16. Sweeibriar sold for $11 and the field at $3. Starter
Babb distinguished himself by getting the youngsters off in

good shape within five minutes,and the tiresome performance
of the first running race of the day previous was not repeated.
Hweetbriar, Tiny and Mamie K, went to the front, but the
horses were pretty well buoched. Theresa K. got a bad start

and brought up the rear. At the three quarter pole Hweet-
briar drew away from the others and came down the stretch
and under the wire winner by two lengths. Tiny was second
tod There** K. made a great run and came in third. Time,
101. IfottuJl paid $21 Iff,

NUMMARY.
Running, two-year oMn. Five elk'hthR of a mile.

liTan'ibrfBweetbrlar, byBen AH—Lady Middleton 110
DOUDM Paget i

H. Dwyei > b Hoy, by Fresno, lis pound* Mi Donald 2
Mala) .'. Bowlaj i h i

|

r Bravo, by- .*."«."".V.'."!.V"Bheppard i

Leo lahaner'n b f Ifamle K, by ivn ;. -.minis-

Kumoll
I oi

Emma D , the favorite, won the last race, the live and a
half furlong*, sellinjt dull for a purse of $260, afler a most
gallant run. Sh« wai in la«t place at (he Mart, hut crawled
op on tho leaden loch by inch ind within a length of (be
wir« Muck her note in front of Padd y Kyan and won
lalirr ' mum Mar third. Emmi l>

"old at $2* l' Kin.. |6 foi o, $1 (or

French I
I for the field.

1 ha boi hi <>H ipeedtly, with Bmraa D., the fa-

vorite, in the background. Miss Elm took the lead, but soon

gave way to Paddy Ryan and Emma Mac. Emma D. was

coming up fast, and the turn into the stretch was made

with Paddy Ryan far enough in the lead to make him look

like a sure winner. Near the wire, however, Emma D. made a

great spurt and took the race by a head. Time, 1:09 J. Mu-
tuals paid $12.35,

SUMMARY.

Ruunimt. Five and a half furlongs.

T Keaiing's r m Emma D„ 5, by French—Brady, 117 pounds 1

H, <;. licnilng'sbs Paddy Ryama. by Glen Dudley—Woodbury,124

Lea wuwrt*eh.'T''§m^"v^%'^"'lSSMll^^^B^S, 107

pouuds ^
Higgins Bros.* ch m French Lady, a, pedigree unknown, 113

pounds • *

C. D. Jeffrey's blk m Miss Elm, a, by Glen Elm—Red Girl, 111

pouuds
R. C. Smith's b 1 Token, 3, by Broadchurch—Keepsake, 98

pounds
JJ

D. S. Fountain's blk glr.Norris, 5, by Vict—Red Girl

Time, 1:09%.

JIIQHTH DAY—J DNE 28.

A genuine surprise was given patrons of the big race meet

at Irvineton yesterday, when Winship & Keating's pretty

mare, Lady Grace, was beaten in three straight heats by W.

H. Stimson's three-year-old filly, Miss Jessie. Lad} Grace

was such a strong favorite among eight starters that she was

barred in the mutuels. This did not seem to disturb Mr.

Stimson's confidence in hie youngster. He held the ribbons

over her sleek back and drove her to win, and she did so

without much effort. Both belong to California atables, and

Winship and Keating would not have had their pretty mare

beaten for three times the amount of the purse. On the other

hand, Miss Jessie's owner is highly elated. He has Btarted

her but three times, and she won each race in three straight

heats. Two of these victories were won last year as a two-

year-old. The third race and victory was won yesterday.

Miss Jessie is certainly a very fast stepper, and by going one

heat in 2:19} broke the Oregon trotting record for three-

year-olds.

Three*records were broken during the afternoon at Irving-

ton, according to local turfmen. Pat McAvoy's gr*y stallion,

Glen Arthur lowered the three year-old Oregon pacing

record to 2:18; Miss Jessie brought the three-year-old Oregon
trotting record down to 2.19J, and Gussie sent the Oregon
mark for a mile run down to 1:42.

Another Friday is considered an ofi day by patrons of the

turf, a very liberal attendance made yesterday quite lively.

The ladies were out in goodly numbers, and grow more en-

thusiastic over the races each day. The weather was much
cooler.

Starter Babb yesterday won great favor by starting the

runners without delay. He seems to understand his business

beyond reasonable dispute, and will not allow any "monkey
business" from riders. By leaving two horses at the post in

the three-eighths dash yesterday he will establish a precedent
dangerous to play with. Mr. Babb has nerve and good judg-

ment. He is doing better every day.

The first event on the programme was the district pacing
race for three-year-olds for a purse of $300, which Hal Cor-

bett won by taking three out of four heats. The Montana
horse was blinded in such a manner that he would not fly the

track, and sold favorite in the pools at $20 against $10 for

Glen Arthur and $5 for the field, composed of Sophia R. and
Jennie Surprise. Corbett took the first two heats with ease

by fast stepping. Glen Arthur took the third, and the sports

began to hedge. But Corbett took the fourth and won the

race. Second money went to Glen Arthur and third to Sophia
R.

In the first heat Hal Corbett did some fast stepping and
came in first by four lengths. Glen Arthur broke badly
soon after leaving the wire and took third place. Sophia R.
was next to the leader. Jennie Surprise was distanced.
Time, 2:22^. Mutuals paid $11 20.

The pacers got an even start for the second heat, and
created amusement by all breaking a hundred yards
after leaving the wire. Hal Corbett recovered himself first

and went to the front and around the track an easy winner
in a jog. Sophia R. was a close second. Time, 2:23}.
Mutuals paid $7 15. .

Glen Arthur surprised everybody by taking the third heat
in fast time. He got an even start with Hal Corbett, and
headed him around the track by a length. The latter

pushed hard for first place on the stretch, but could not
take it. Sophia R. was a bad third. Time, 2:18. Mutuals,
$14.25.

Ha) Corbett pulled himself together and took the fourth
heat and the race when a majority of the sport3 were
counting on him being pumped out. Glen Arthur put up a
good race and was at Hal Corbett's wheel all around the track.

The latter went under the wire winner, however, by a
length. Time, 2:19}. Mutuals paid $10 80.

SHMMABY.
District pacing, three-year-oldB.

Thompson A Mentrum's bg Hal Corbett, by Bay Bird—
1'cicr Clay Cross CorrlgSn 112 1

l'at McAvoy'sgrs Glen Arthur, by Glcnwood, by Robert
McGregor Shaner 3 3 12

Plckard A Bomervllle'S blk i'Sophia R., bv Ray Wilkes—
Ferny Gill 2 2 3 :i

('. W. Brega'8 b m Jennie Surprise, by Muscadine— Iouo-
ceuce Brenhiecr dist,

Time, 2:22X, 2:28%, 2:18, 2:10 ,

4..

Miss Grace, a three-year-old bay filly, belonging to W. H.
StimBon, of Loa Angles, surprised Winship & Keating, also
of California, by taking the 2:33 class trot away from their
pretty mare, Lady Grace, in three straight heats. The talent
never took a fforse tumble. Lady Grace had won two races
already during the meeting in three straight heats each time.
It whs thought she would have another walkaway yesterday,
hut Mr. Stimson's filly proved herself a crackajack for speed,
and won the race without apparent effort. In the auction
pools Lady Grace sold at $25 to $7 for the field. With Ladv
Grace barred, Miss JeHsie brought $20 to $6 for the field.

Lady Grace was barred in the mutuals entirely. There were
seven starters, and the race was supposed to be a contest for

second place between Chris Peterson, Briar Hill, Mies JesBie
and the others. Zephyr, Reatinous and Springstein were shut
out the find heal.

III. horses scored time after time /or the start, and further
delay wai occasioned by wheel being Knocked from Lndv
trace's sulky. Her ladyship received a round of applause
for not attempting to run away when the sulky came down

on her feet. "When the trotters finally get off, Miss Jessie
and Lady Grace quickly went to the front. At the quarter
they were side by side, with ChriB Peterson in third place.
Lady Grace stepped faster toward the half-mile mark, and
was leading by a length when she reached there. Miss Jessie
came up strong, however, and went to the front by the time
the three quarter pole was reached. Jessie led into the stretch,

and, although her ladyship made an effort to catch up, she
could not do so. Jessie won by a length. Lady Grace was
second, Chris Peterson third. Springstein, Reatinous and
Zephyr were shut out. Time, 2:19^. Mutuels, with Lady
Grace barred, paid $13.90.

Miss Jessie took the second heat with more ease than the
first. Lady Grace broke at the first turn in the track, and
lost four or five lengths. This she did not regain and Miss
Jessie went around the track and under the wire winner by
as many lengths. Lady Grace took second place and Brier
Hill third. Chris Petersen brought up the rear. Time, 2:20<V.

Mutuels pbid$7.80.
Miss Jessie took the third heat and race with ease. Lady

Grace made a fine effort to get to the front, but the heat was
a parade. Jessie came in first by four lengths. Grace took
second place and Brier Hill third. Peterson brought up the
rear. Time, 2:21. No mutuels.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, 2:38 class.

W. T, Stimson's b f Miss Jessie, by Gossiper—by Dashwood
Stimson 111

Winship & Keating's blk m Lady Grace, by Raymond—by
Hock Hocking Keating 2 2 2

Sherman Bros.' b s Briar Hill, by Billy Thornhill—Belle
Granger Holbrook 4 3 3

H. H. Hansen's b g Chris Peterson, by Deputy—Nephma
Wilkes McAvoy 3 4 4

E. L. Swan's b m Zephyr, by Antevolo—by Echo Fitted dis
Vendome Stock Farm's b s Reatinous, by Antinous—Mattie

Evans Bunch dis
R. Everding's brg Springstein, by Baronstein Green dis

Time. 2:19% 2:20' .j, 2:21.

There were eight starters in the three-eighths mile dash,
for a purse of $200,Jand Lark won by a neck from Validore,
with Joe D. in thirH place, a length behind Validore. Lark
was favorite in the auction pools at $25 to $10 for Validore,

$9 for Richmond, $3 for Cora C. and $5 for a field composed
of Carrie Crooks, Bill Rice, Jubilem and Joe D.

Starter Babb did not allow the riders any time to jockey,
and sent the horses off with Carrie Crooks and Jubilem left at

the post. Validore and Lark made therace.and came around
into the stretch like the wind. Lark was leading by a half
length, and, although the gray horse was coming very fast,

was not headed. Lark snatched a victory by a neck, Vali-
dore was second and Joe D. third. The other horses, except-
ing Carrie Crooks and Jubilem, who were left at the post,

were bunched. Time, 0:35}.

SCMMJRY.
Running, three-eighths mile dash.

Reeves Bros.' b gLark, a. 121 pounds Dingley 1

George Childs* gr g Validore, a 121 pounds Jones 2
W. Henuricks' b g Joe D„ a, 121 pounds McDonald 3
J. B. Jacobs' br gRichmond, a, by Dudiev—Howard, 121 pouuds...

Taylor
C. A. Rice's Bill Rice, 4, 119 pounds Bagley
B. Hutchins' b m Cora C, 9,by Reveler—Oregon Maid. 119 pounds

Lee
Jack Crooks' sor m Carrie Crooks, a, 119 pounds..... Tve
T. B. Patton's ch g Jubilem, 5, by Captaiu Jinks—Sbitepoke. 121

pounds Reece
Time, 0:35>£.

Gussie, a four-year-old chestnut mare, belonging to P.
Williams, won the one mile dash in the fast time of 1:42 fiat,

and laid St. Croix, the lavonte, and Marietta, second choice,

away to sleep in most beautiful shape. There were only
three starters, and St. Croix, who won tbe seven-eighths of a
mile dash Monday, by beating t^uirt, was a favorite at $45,
with Marietta at $12 and Gussie at $11. Money went into

Mr. Ayres' poolboxes plentifully. It was a handicap run,

for a purse of $300, and Gussie led from start to finish and
took the race by a neck. St. Croix was second and Marietta
third.

The horses were gotten off by Starter Babb in quick order,

and Gussie at once took the lead. St. Croix was close after

her, however, with Marietta at his flank. Up the back stretch

the horses flew, and it looked like St. Croix was holding back
for a spurt in the stretch. Marietta was playing strong, too.

The race down the stretch was very exciting. St. Croix tried

to head Gussie, and Dingely whipped her hard. Gussie
kept the lead without a whip, and went unJer the string a
winner by a neck, in the fastest time ever made in the North-
west. Time, 1:42. Mutuels paid $15.65.

SUMMARY.
Running, one-mile handicap.

P. Williams' ch m Gussie, 4, by , 116 pounds Maynard 1
Higgins Bros.' gr g St. Croix, by King Daniels—Bayswater. 118 lbs

Dingley 2
Lee Shauer's blk f Marietta, 3, by Eoliou—Miss Sadie, 95 pounds

Sheppard 3
Time, 1:42.

Mr. W. H. Stimson, the owner and driver of Miss Jessie,

tbe crack three-year-old filly that broke the Oregon record

and won a victory from Lady Grace in the 2:33 class trot,

lived for many years at Seattle, where, with his brothers, he
established the big StimBon Milling Company. Mr. Stimson
is one of the best-known and wealthiest of the Pacific Coast
lumbermen, and takes an interest iu horses simply for the
pleasure he derives from them. Mr. Stimson lives on a beauti-

ful farm near Los Angeles, and is now largely interested in

breeding. His farm is a model, and the envy of horsemen all

over the coast.

Miss Jessie is by Gossiper (2:14'.), he by Simmons, now
belonging to the estate of Ihe late Senator Fair. Mr. Stim-
son raised and developed Mips Jessie, and is very proud of

her. He has several other fine horses, but did not bring
them north. Miss Jessie and Dr. Put) will meet in a race

next week, which includes several other starters. They are

both 3-year-olds, and it will be a race between California

and Montana. Miss Jessiehas raced but three times, and has
won each race in three straight heats. Mr. Stimson drives

her to win, and a very fast mark will be hung up if any
3-year-old beats her.

P. Williams' mare tJussie.by winning the one-mile dash
in the faBt time of 1:42 yesterday at Irvington Park, and
breaking the Xorthwest record, may also lay claim to the
fastest mile, with one exception, made on any track in the

United States the same day. By the Associated Pres3 dis-

patches to The Oregonian from the different racetracks of
the country yesterday, it will be seen that at five meetings a
one-mile dash was run. These races, with the winners and
their time, are as follows:

Bay District track, San Francisco—Raindrop, 1:42$.

Oakley track, Cincinnati—Sandoval, 1:43J.
Fair Association track, St. Louis—Simmons, 1:44$.
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Kansas City—Valedictory, 1:47.

Coney Island, Sheepshead Bay—Matt Byrnes, 1:44 4-5.

Gussie's time was beaten by SimmonB by three-quarters of

a second. Simmons is the famous horse that Dr. Rice, the

winner of last year's Brooklyn handicap, at St. Louis, this

spring in a match race. The time made by Gussie is con-

vincing evidence that the Irvington races are of the very first

class, and especially can this be said when three records are

lowered in one day.

NINTH DAY—JUNE 29TH.

To:day was a gala day at Irvington track. An immense

crowd, cool weather, and six splendid races was a combination

hard to excel at any track in the land. It may safely be said

that there were a great many more than 5,000 people present.

It is impossible to keep a correct registration at the gates, as

ladies and children are admitted sree. And, as is always the

case at a first-class race track, the ladies were very largely in

evidence. The huge grandstand was filled to its utmost

capacity, and people swarmed over the ground in the imme-

diate neighborhood. During the early afternoon it was windy

This made it pleasant for spectators, but was bad for fast time'

Later, however, the wind subsided, and the day was perfect

No race track in the Northwest ever had the big card that

the Irvington management hung up yesterday, and it is cer-

tain that no big crowd ever dispersed in a better humor. The
programme had been disposed of speedily ;

all was over by 7

o'clock, and the races had come thick and fast. There was

no delay, even the running horses were sent off in a hurry by

Starter Babb. The band in attendance hardly had time to

play a tune between events. Altogether it was a magnificent

day of horse racing.
.

Brino Tricks, the handsome stallion owned by Higgins

Brothers of Montana, who threw the talent so hard on Wed-
nesday by taking the 2:15 class pace in three straights, re-

peated the performance yesterday in the 2:13 class pace,

among six swift starters, with the exception that the tables

were reversed in the pools, and the favorite sold. With

Plunkett, Laura M., Del Norte, Touchet and Prince Almont

against him, however, there were plenty of the wiser ones

who thought he could be downed. Perhaps his performance

Wednesday was an accident. That was the idea. But he took

the race with more ease than the other. The horse is a won-

der, and his driver, C. D. Jeffries, is an artist. Del Norte took

second place, after a plucky contest, and surprised patrons of

the mutuels. who were playing everything but him. Brino

Tricks broke the Northwest reord for three heats by going

in 2:14£, 2:14iand2:15£. He made a mile Wednesday in

2:14. He was "not pushed yesterday, and could have gone sev-

eral seconds faster if he had been. Tricks is a great horse,

and his owners know it.

There was lots of entertainment in the 2:15 class trot, and

the four running races, too. The on'.y incident to mar the

day'B pleasure was the tumble Fleetwood and his plucky

driver, John Epperson got in the hurdle race. Neither horse

nor rider, however, were badly hurt, and all was serene

again for the next race. Silver dimes, quarters, halves and

dollars were thrown into a hat at the gate for the benefit of

the injured rider as the crowd passed out, and in the neigh-

borhood of $100 was raised in that manner to help him out.

La France won the first heat of the day, the three-quarters

of a mile dash, by a noBe from Sweet Briar, her stable-mate.

Both horses were entered by W. L. Sullivan, and sold favor-

ite in the auction pools at $20, to $18 for Tiny and $5 for

the field. Tiny was picked for a winner early and often, but

La France and Sweet Briar divided honors,and Miss Pollard

took first place. Tiny wasn't in it. It was a selling race for

a purse of $250.

The flyers got a fair start after a very few ineffectual at-

semuts to get off. Sweet Briar took the lead, with Miss Pol-

lard close after. La France held back in third place. Tiny

was fourth. The race to the stretch was very pretty. Down
the stretch it looked like Sweet Briar would win, but within

100 feet of the wire La France came up fast and passed Miss

Pollard to push her head in front of Sweet Briar and win by

a nose. It was an elegant finish and aroused great cheers for

the Sullivan stable. Time, 1:17. Mutuals paid $11.10.

SUMMARY.
Running, three-quarter mile dash.

W L Sullivan's bf La France, by Ben Ali—Fedalina, 115 pounds
_ Paget 1

W. L.Sullivan's br f Sweet Briar, by Ben Ali—Lady Middleton,ll2

pounds „0'Counell 2

Lee Shaner's b f Miss Pollard, by imp. Idalium—Kyrle Daly, 99

pounds Russell 3

H. Dwyer'sb f Tiny, by Fresno—Varona, 90 pounds Powell

Lee Shaner'sbf Mamie R., bv , 93 pounds. Sheppard

Time, 1:17.

Eaindrop, a plain fielder, took the five-eighths of a mile

dash from the favorite, Tammany, by good, honest racing. It

was the second race on the programme, for a
;
purse of $250.

Tammany was first choice in the pools at $25 for $7 for Pad-

dy Ryan, $6 for Misty Morn, $4 for Hal Fisher, and $7 for

the field. Raindrop was clearly overlooked until she came
under the wire a winner and filled the pockets of the " fool-

ish " short-enders. Misty Morn and Paddy Ryan also beat

the favorite, and took second and third money, respectively.

The horses got off speedily, with Raindrop slightly in the

lead. Richmond then forged to the front, and was soon

joined by Tammany. They turned into the stretch together,

and Tammany's rider began to use the whip freely, and he

responded nobly. Within one hundred feet of the wire Rain-

drop, who had been waiting for the finish, Bpurted to the

front and took the race. Misty Morn got second place, and

Paddy Ryan third. Tammany was fourth. Time, 1:02.

Mutuels paid $35.90.

6UMMABV.

Running, five-eighths mile dash.

J. W. Payne's b m Raindrop, a, by Ophir—Neyetta, 103 pounds...
McDonald 1

8. J. Jones' br m Misty Morn, a. by St. Paul—Why Not, 109 pounds
Paget 2

H. (i. Dealing's b s Paddy Ryan, a, by Glen Dudley—Woodbury,
122 pounds Deming 3

D. S. Fouotaine's erm s Tammany, 3, by Vici—Yellow Rose, 111

pounds Robinson
F. Maley's br g Hal Fisher, 7, by Buck Walton—Alice, 112 pounds

Quigley
J. B. Jacobi' b g Richmond, a, bv Dudley Howard, 121 pounds

Taylor o

Time, 1:02.

Brino Tricks, Higgins Bros.' handsome stallion, won the

principal race of the day—the 2:13 class pace, in three

straight heats. He was not pushed at anytime. Del Norte
the speedv Altamont stallion, belonging to Charley Barrows,

of Albany, made a gallant fight for second place, and won it

from Plunkett, the flyer from California. C. H. Corey's

Laura M. had many warm supporters who believed in her
ability to head Tricks, but she was unsteady, and was shut
out in the second heat. Touchet was also shut out in this

heat. His feet have been bad for several days. Prince Al-
mont showed speed and pluck, and took fourth money. The
race was for a purse of $600, three-best-in-five heats. Both
the auction pools and mutuels were played heavily until the
second heat was finished. Brino Tricks was a prime favorite

in the auction pools sold during these heats, at about the same
figure. He brought $25 to $7 each for the Plunkett, Laura
M. and the field.

In the first heat, the horses scored at least a half-hour for

the start. The judge repeatedly instructed the drivers to

come up together, but they would not, or could not. Finally,

when they got a comparatively even start, Brino Tricks went
to the front, closely follower by Del Norte. The race to the
half was very fast, with Brino going easy and strong. At
that post, Del Norte was still in second place at Jeffries'

wheel, with Laura M. third. Jeffries slowed up a little in

the last half, but came into the stretch in the advance. Del
Norte was booked for second place, when Laura M. got in

and took it from him. Tricks was in the lead by two lengths,

Plunkett was fourth, Almont fifth, and Touchet Bixth, in a
procession. Time, 2:14$. Mutuels paid $14.

Brino Thicks had it all his own way in the second heat.

Prince Almont was at his side to the half, but began to drop
to the rear from that mark. Then Del Norte came up
strong and took second place. Tricks came down the stretch

well in the lead, with Jeffries turning back toward the

others. Piunkett came up and tried to take second place

from Del Norte, but the latter was going too fast. Tricks

was first under the wire by three lengths, having slowed up
near the outcome, with Del Norte second, in front of Plun-
kett two lengths. Prince Almont was fourth, and Touchet
fifth. Laura M. broke badly several times, and was shut
out. Time, 2:14£. Mutuals paid $8 55.

Brino Tricks took the third heat and race in a walk. It

was a parade all around the track, as far as he was con-

cerned. The fight was for second place, and Plunkett took

it. Del Norte responded to Barrow's whip and stole third

place from Prince Almont by a neck. This gave the speedy
Del Norte second money. The time was slower than the

first two heats, at 2:15}. Mutuals paid $6 35; with Brino
Tricks barred, $7 30.

Summary:
Pacing, 2:13 class:

Higgins Bros.' b s. Brino Tricks, by Mambrino Wilkes—Sally
Tricks - Jeffries 111

C. E. Barrows' blk. s. Del Norte, by Altamont—C. M. Clay, jr

Barrows 3 2 3

R. S. Brown's b. g. Plunkett, by Strathern—Bulger...„Misner 4 3 2

Savage's b. s Prince Almont, Almont Medium—Queen of the
West Savage 5 4 4

0. H. Corey's br. m. Laura M., by Altmont Patchen — Lady
Fay „ Corey

Sam Castro'B br. s. Touchet, by Altamont—Tecora Castro
Time, 2:143^, 2:14%, 2:15^.

The dash over hurdles for 1£ miies for a purse of $'

the most exciting event of the day, and \i( it had not been
that one of the horses fell and hurt his rider, it would have
been the most thoroughly enjoyed. There were three start-

erf—Dottie Reed, Fleetwood and Lonnie B. They are all

noted hurdle jumpers, and a great race was promised. Money
went into the pool-boxes, especially in the mutualB, heavier

than for any other race. Dottie Reed was favorite in the

lead. This she maintained until she was within a hundred
yards of the wire, when she drew away and won by two
lengths.

_
Neither rider laid a whip on his mount. The race

w S/an in 56^ 8econt^ s - Jim Crow ran the same distance
Wednesday last in 55 second. A good deal of money was
wagered on the result in the mutuals, which paid $8.55.

SOMMABY.
Running, nine-sixteenths of a mile dash.

A. M. Allen's ch m Mamie S., by Sam Stevens—Nellie Ward..

William Gilmore's br g Jim Crow. a. by Frank Hastings—Rock-
land Maid McDonald 2

Time, 0:56?£.

The fourth event of the day was the 2:15 class trot, for a
purse of $700, and Iago, Williams & Moorehouse's horse,
took it in three straight heats. M. D. Wisdom's handsome
stallion, Challenger Chief, took second place from Pearl
Fisher in each heat. The latter made a game fight but was
unsteady. The contest was clean-cut and interesting. Each
starter has an elegant gait, and was greatly admired: The
time was not very fast, considering the class. Iago sold at
$25 in the auction pools before the first heat, to $7 for the
field.

Iago took tbe lead immediately in the first heat, and kept
itwithout being very hard pushed from wire to wire. Pearl
Fisher was next to the leader, until the five-eighths post was
reached, when she broke and gave second place to Challenger
Chief, who made a pretty race down the stretch. Time, 2:18!.
Mutuels paid $5 25.

Iago took the second heat easily. He was not headed from
wire to wire. Pearl Fisher was in second place until she en-
tered the stretch, when she broke and gave way to Challenger
Chief. Time, 2:18|. Mutuels, with Iago barred, $8.55.

Iago swung around the track and took the third heat and
race. Challenger Chief did some fast stepping and took sec
ond place. Time, 2:19*. Mutuels, with Iago barred, $11.40.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, 2:15 class.

Williams & Morehouse's b g Iago, by Tempest—Commodore
„ v?*

1™ ? 6 Williams 1 1 1
M. D. Wisdom's b s Challenger Chief.by Challenger—by Mon-
„ «*•»: -Sawyer 2 2 2
R. Everding's b m Pearl Fisher, by Altamont—by J. Nelson...

Green 3 3 2
Time, 2:18^, 2:18%. 2:19>£.

Brino Tricks, the surprise of the present race meeting, is

a very handsome seven-year-old bay stallion. His sire is

Mambrino Wilkes, and his dam Kitty Tricks, by Patchen

j

Vernon. Brino Tricks inherits the blood of George Wilkes
through his sire, and the blood of George M. Patchen
through his dam. Higgins Bros., his owners, purchased him

' last fall from J. L. Carrison, of Ogden, Utah. He had a

j

mark only at that time of 2:18i, which he made at Butte,
Mont., last season.

I Higgins Bros., who are always on the lookous for good
was horses, believed Bruno Tricks had the right stuff in him.

They took him to their ranch at Missoula and wintered and
trained him there under the tutelage of their driver, C. D.
Jeffries. His two splendid performances here are the result

and Bhow what a good horse will do when properly handled.
Higgins Bros, have won more money in purses and more

races than any other hosremen at Irvington. They have los

but two events they were entered in. They*have eight horses

dis
dis.

auction pools to $20, against $10 for Fleetwood and $6 for in their stable—Brino Tricks. George Ayers, Antrima, Vio-
Lonnie B. Immediately before the horses started, however,

Fleetwood was the favorite in the mutuals. A nasty fall by
Fleetwood, which threw his rider, Epperson, and broke his

shoulder blade, gave the race to Dottie Reed by several

lengths over Lonnie B.

The jumpers got an even start and went oS like a shot

toward the first hurdle. All cleared it beautifully, and then

came down the stretch and by the grandstand with Dottie

Reed in the lead and the others close up. The hurdles were

cleared toward the backstretch and Dottie Reed kept the

lead. Around the last turn the horses came very fast, with

Dottie Reed and Fleetwood in the rear. There was but one
more hurdle to jump. It was about 200 yards up the stretch

from the wire, and within a stone's throw of the grandstand.

letta, Bill Howard, St. Croix, Miss Elm and French Lady.
The last four are runners. They will go to California from
Irvington, and expect to surprise some of the fast ones. Hig-
gins Bros, are engaged in the banking business at home, and
follow the turf because they enjoy it.

The Game Racehorse—Seylax, 2:18 1-4.

At Mystic Park, Boston, June 17th and 18th, this five-

year -old gelding by Alban, 2:24, out of Woodflower, by An-

sel, 2:20. grand dam Mayflower, 2:30£, by St. Clair, wot one

of the best contested races of eight heat? ever trotted. The

average time of the heats was but two seconds slower than

Dottie Reed and Fleetwood came toward it like a flash, side the fastest heat, a remarkable showing of speed and gameness

by side, amidst a thundering shout from the grandstand, seldom seen.

Both horses started to take the final leap at the same time,

with Lonnie B. three lengths in the rear. Dottie got over

safely, but Fleetwood did not jump high enough and went

tumbling over on hiB head. His rider was thrown and struck

on his head and right shoulder, breaking his shoulder blade.

Meantime Dottie Reed was tearing on toward the wire with

Lonnie B. close after her. The former took first place, how-
ever, and the latter second.

This race was for trotters eligible to the 2:23 class. There
were ten starters and eight heats trotted. The fastest heat

was the second, 2:ly, the average of all heats was 2:19, a fall-

ling off of but two seconds from the best heat trotted.

The fastest eight-heat race trotted was won by McKinney,
the fastest heat 2:11}, the average was 2.-15, a falling off of

four and three quarter seconds.

In the great Columbian free-for-all of nine heats, won by

Fleetwood got on his feet instantly, and went flying down Alix, tbe fastest heat was 2:07$, the average 2:11, a falling off

the track, but was Boon caught by spectators who had crowded of three and one-quarter seconds.

on the track. Rider Epperson tried to get to his feet, but The position of Seylax at the finish of each heat showB

fell again before any one could reach him. He was soon that he is a dead game racehorse, and as this was his first

picked up and carried to his stable, where physicians quickly race this season it may be looked for him to reduce his record

arrived and found that he was not seriously hurt, beyond a several seconds before snow flies.

few bruises about the head and a broken shoulder blade.

Rider Epperson is a very plucky horseman. He said he was

a certain winner when he started to take the last hurdle.
" Fleetwood has never had a fall before," he said, " and the

cheers from the grandstand attracted his attention. A horse

Seylax was bred at Palo Alto and sold as a two-year-old at

one of Peter C. Kellogg & Co.'s sales in 1890 for $280. Al-

ban, the sire of Seylax, was by General Benton, dam Lady
Morgan, by Hambletonian 10, grpnd dam Fanny, by Exton
Eclipse, son of American Eclipse. Woodflower, the dam of

can think of but one thing at a time, and he did not watch Seylax, is by Ansel, 2:20, son of Electioneer, and the thor

the fence as he should. When a horse has once had a fall, oughbred mare Annette, by Lexington, grand dam May
however, he will not take another one very soon. This is flower, by St, Clair.

the case with Fleetwood. If he'd had a fall before, the race The thoroughbred mixture of Lexington and Eclipse can

would have been ours. He had a big spurt left in him for the certainly claim some recognition in the make-up of this good

finish. But what's tbe use of kicking? I'll be all right in a five-year-old, who was timed the second heat in 2:16A, get-

few days." According to this statement of Epperson, he was ting the word well back, and who trotted the last quarters in

more disappointed over losing the race than anything else, tbe second, fourth and seventh heats in 32 seconds flat.

Spectators were terribly excited whan Fleetwood fell, but ; summary.

soon were quieted when it was learned that the rider was
| mystic Pabk, Boston, June 17th and 18th—2:23 class, trotting.

not seriously hurt.
SUMMARY.

Running, over hurdles. V/+ miles.

J. Bottger'sbm Dottie Reed, by Leon, 135 pounds Galbraitb

F. Maley's six-year-old Lonnie B.. by London—Luella, 127 pounds
Lindsey

Lee Sbaner's tbree-vear old ch s Fleetwood, by JYellow Cbarm—
Alameda, 127 pounds Epperson

Time. 2:21J<.

. purse S600.

I Seylex, b g. by Alban Kervick 4

Taylorson.EK. by Sweepstakes- Syerson 1

Lakewood. brs. bv Norwood _ McCoy 5
Angelus, ch g, by Whitby Ryan 10

BLC.bg Rauk 2

DS. grg Kedferd and Payne "

Walter Mac, chs Howard 7

Precieuse, bm O'Neil 6

Dot, blm Isabel 9

Thesixthand last event of tbe day was the match race HenryO.bg McGongh

between William Gilmore's brown gelding Jim Crow and A.

M. Allen's chestnut mare Mamie S. The march was for $300

a side, for nine,sixteentb8 of a mile, and grew out of Jim
Crow's defeat of Mamie S. and several other Btarters last

Wednesday in a race for the same distance. Great interest

was taken in tbe result, and Mamie S. won by a length in the

midst of enthusiastic applause from her admirers. It did not

take Starter Babb long to get the racers off. They g \ an

evenst^rt, and Mamie 8. immediately took a half length

TIME
Quarter

First heat 33

Second heat 34

Thsrd heat 34K
Fourth beat 36

Fifth heat 31

Sixth heat 34^
Seventh heat 35«
Eighth heat **H

Rio Alto.
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W» • good four-year-old colt

Slatelr, br Hummer, bod cf Electioneer, bids

fur to be • (treat performer this *eason if he

ooniinues lo improve He won the 2:18 pace

at Boston, Juue Jl">, in straight heals, goine

the second mile in 'J:13|. Mascot Jr., the

much-touted trilling bjr Wilkes Hurrah, 6n-

iahed 8, 9, 10

AirrLDOTI the brown stallion by Anteroe

that won thr 2:27 class pace at Boston, June

•Jfi. and took a raeord uf '.MT, is out of Miss

Wilfun, by old Blue Bull 75, grandam Sally

Bearer id'ani of Spurrier Bo», £30), by Coul-

ter's Davr Crockett. He was bred by Conradt

Bros., Peru, lud.

Barn Owner. Should Tjry

COMBAULTS

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by -T.E.

Gombsult
ex-Yeterl*

nary Sur*

geon to

the French

BmnMat
Stnd.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impnmxihle to prod wc** any actr or blemish. Th© Safe**

k»-tBLISTER ' " i'la« wf all llnl-
rt.vi» for miidor n«i ere it.-: ion litmoiei allBuncbea
or lUiml-.K- from Ilor.ct or Cattle.

.»* » HUMAN REMEDY, f^r Tlhoumatl-m,
sprains, Ocrc 1 lirost, k.'*.-, it Is invaluable.

MIC niADAMTCC 'hit on« tablespoonfnl of
fft LUAnAl. Itt CAUSTIC BALSAM wlH
prr>lne^ in"re Bikini r«*».-. - llian a whole Dottle of
any liitimcator »p,*tin eurv in.v ore ever made.
ETrry bruit* of Caustic Balsam w'd Is Warru*

««>d lo sin Miiftfae r <<-<'$
| .50 r*--r bottle, Sold

by Druccli-t*. or went by i
• i paid, with full

dir*--n,.ri* for Its os*. Striitl for descriptive circulars,

THE Lawuencf.-wm.LiAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

VALLEJO
DRIVING PARK ASSOCIATION

Will Give a purse of $700 for a

2:15 PACING RACE.

Entries to Close July 15.

diUotn f*im* as nlber mew
; for entry blanks.

J. B. U HIT \KKR, Sectary.

Bids For Privileges

Bfcfj for lb*- following privileges at the race track at

Vaiifo for week win bi- received by the: Secretary, 10

be opeoed a( a met-tmg ol Directors on Tuesday even
Ulh, IMMV. at fl o'clock, at the office of J. A
in the plUUifil of bidders, for

BAH PBIVILBGB,
UAMINU l'lii\ ii.Ki.B,

BBH1 \l R%N I I'll I \ IIK;K and
l \Mi. . Fill IT and ICB CREAM

PBI1 ILKUB.

lb if pi r .'.
1

1 rlgbl to

J. It. U BITABBB
'riving Park Association.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

•

PRICE $18.

«u*rt and atop promptly, and are aa
reliable >. i .itchea made.

A. HIRSCHMAN, 1 13 Sutter St.

Bad Strains
kind ol

ABSORBINE

1
ft-%nlar flfali-m, oi
\ ill Mi. c H i

l. Han Pfftl

It
Won't
Go Off
Thesnihhi Wesson BamTnerless Safety Revolver

cannot In* Bred unintentionally.

Purpos ly directed pressure, simultaneously exerted

on mock and trigger, Is necessary to discbarge It

Aoddeou, are impossible. The only absolutely safe

arm for pocket or home protection.

Illustrated catalog bee.

SMITH & WESSON, i^$2%ik

Bids tor Bettina Privileps

State Fair 1895.
3BALED PROPOSALS will be received at the

t the siate Board of Agriculture to beheld

lOgnst 101b, 1SB6, lor the privilege of Book Making
mnl Pool Selllug upon races at the comlDg State Fair.

Ml bids must he accompanied by a certified check
fur 9 ' per cent ol amount of bid, payable to the Presi-

dent of tne state Agricultural Society. Remainder
payable August Zith.

The Board reserves the riebt to require a security de-
' tie faithful carrying out oi contract.

The Board reserves the right to reject any and all

bids.

1 DU IN F. SMITH.
Secretary.

C. N. CHASK,
President.

FORJ3ALE.
Road Horses, Race Horses and

Busimss Horses.
BL.OODHOU.XD, <-b gelding (5 years), by Dex-

ter prince, dam MolHe Patten, 2:28,4. is an Ideal road
horse, stylish, fast and safe.

n|L\ KRinO, bav gelding (4 jears), by Sidney,
dam AHda (dam oi Directa, 2:28). Very promising
for road or track work.
SIDNONA, bay gelding (3 years), by Sidney, dam

Nona Y.. 2:25. A" J;*st pacer, ready for training.

i.RAXOOH V bay mare 14 years). by Grandlssimo,
dam, sister to Burton, 2:30}^. by Naubuc. Fit lor road
or track—fast andgentle.
WHino.XXA. bay mare (6). By Whlppleton, dam

by Naubuc. A fine road mare, safe for lady; has both
fjnalitv and speed.
PILOT XB.LSO.Vch g f3). By Pilot Priuce, dam

by Jno. Nelson. This colt won yearling stakes at

Napa in 1S93. Is very promising and fit lo put in train-

ing any day.
PILOT HB\0,chg(3i. By Pilot Priuce, dam by

(Jen. Reno This coll is now in training and entered
for fall races. Will be sold with engagements.
HOCVTAIN RI.X"«, bay stallion '7>. By Whipple-

ton, dam Nona Y, 2:25. Fine carriage stallion, band-
some and ofgood size. Works single or double. Per-
fectly sale lor lady to drive.
•IS IK W., bay mare, 7 years, by Wbippleton, dam

by Rattler. A large, handsome, bay mare, fititora sur-

vey cr lor business purposes.
In addition to above a large number of colts and

fillies bred at the XAPA STOCK FARM are offered

for sale. Thee are by such horses as Dexte»- Prince,
f-idney, Victor, Geo. Washington, McDonald Cbiel,

Orandlssimo, El Benton, Mambrino Chief Jr.. Dexter
Priuce Jr., Pilot Prince, etc., etc. They range in ages
from 2 to -i years.
Also for sale, hroodmares by Arthurton, Admiral,

Dawn, Dexter Prince, Hawthorne, Dexterwood, Gr^n-
dissimo. Wood nut, etc., etc
Good business horses are likewise offered for sale.

Used to city and stand without hitching.
Bargains are offered in any of above lines. All

stock raised on upland pastures of Napa Stock Farm
and therefore have the finest legs and feet.

For further information regarding above stock ad-
dress

E. P. HEALD.
24 Post Street, San Franclaco.

FOR SALE.
Speed and Breeding

Owing to positive retirement from horse business will

sacrifice the following three great animals which
we had reserved from our catalogue:

The ov-t. game pacer CYRUS. Record 2:1 I 1-4.
Il 1b needless to call horsemen's attention to the poor
handling of Cyrus and balance of our horses the past
LWO BefM0D9< In ordinary hands t'yiiiM tan beat 2:10.

He can heat any horse 'ti this i'oast races of two to
four mile beats. He can win himself out in first race.
Bfl Is also n great roadhorse.

FBANGISCA, one of the greatest (laughters of Al-
moutat that the late General Withers, ol 1,-xlngton,
Ken., ever bred. With colt by Direct, 2:05, at her side.

Price - .mhi

Pot full particulars address F. C. MYKRg.
P.O. Box 3Jft, Oakland.

Racing! Racing! Racing

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
8PBINO MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
I IIMMI.M IM. MARCH 6, lh!l

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Plva u. Han it.rr. h.rh Day. Ilarr. Hi*.

al 7 :30 p. at. .h.rp.

mm- MnlllW .n't "'•rj^irw car. pan tbo ntr.

SAN JOSE FAIR
Under the management of tbe Santa Clara Vailey Agricultural Society

SEPTEMBER 24th to 28th, 1895, Inclusive.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 1st.
SPEED programme:

Trotting Purse, FreB For All „S500

" 2:15 Class. 500

" 2:17 Glass 500

11
2:20 Class 500

" 2:23 Class 500

" 2:27 Class 500

11
2:30 Class 500

Trotting Purse, 2:40 Class S500

Pacing Purse, Free For ill 500

" " 2:13 Class 500

" " 2:15 Class... 500

" " 2:l8Class„ 50Q

" " 2:25 Class 500

Trotting Purse for 3-Year-Oltis, 2:27 Class

CONDIT/ONS.
Entries to close August 1st, 1895, when horses are to be named aod to be eligible to tbe class in which

they are enlered.
Rlgbl reserved to declare "off purses not. filling natisfactorily lo tbe ass "elation, but nominators

lo purses bo declared off may transfer at any time prior to August IS, 1S95, such entries lo other
elates lo which they are eligible.

Purses will be divided into four moneys, 50, 25. 15 and 10 per cent.

Five per cent, of the amount of the purse will be deducted from each money won.
'I be Board of Directors reserve the right to declare two starters a walk-over. When only two start they

mav contest for tbe entrance money paid in, to be divided, 66 2-3 per cent, to tbe first and 33 1-3 per cent, to tbe
second. A horse distancing the field shall only be entitled to first and fourth moneys, but in nootaercase
will a horse be entitled to more than one money.

All races lobe three in five, except for two-year-olds, which shall be two in three.

Horses whose Eaits have been changed from trotting to pacing or pacing to trotting shallnot beieligible to
classes more than five seconds slower than iheir records at eithergait.

Tbe Board of Directors reserves the right to change the hour or date of any race except when it becomes
necessary to ante-date a race. In which instance the nominator will receive three days' notice of change by mail
lo address of entry. Right reserved to declare off or postpone any or all races on account of the weather, or
other sufficient cause.

Entries not dec- red out at 5 o'clock p.m. on tbe day preceding the race shall be required to start, and de-
clarations must be in writing and made at the office of the Secretary at the track.

When there is more then one entry to any purse by one t erson or in one interest, the horse to be started
must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race.

Trotting and racing colors must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must be
worn upon th' track.

Conditional entries will be treated tbe same as regular entries, and nominators held under the rules.
The Board reserves the right to declare off or to re-open any of these purses not filled satisfactorily.
Any rac-* that may be started and unfinished on last day of t e meeting may be declared ended and money

divided according to rank of horses in thesummary.
Where more than nine declare to start in any race, the Board of Directors reserve the right to divide the

starters into two fields by lot, and to s'art them in a trial heat, 1 mile dash. 'I he four first horses in each trial

to compete for tbe purse, which shall be dtcided by mile heats, best 2 in 3.

Otherwise than is specified in these conditions, National Trotting Association rules to govern.
All nominators subject to^suspenslon in both the American and National Trotting Associations for all entry

fees not paid when due.
Declarations (to declare out) will not be accepted unless they be made In writing at the lime re-

quired and accompanied with the forfeit money. Declarations by mall should be sent by Recintf red
letler; ifby Telegraph, money is to follow by ilrst mail. Horses not declared out will be held for
full entrance fee with forfeits, and both horse and owner suspended until paid.

Any horseentered in the 2:40, 2:TO. 2:27, 2:21 and 2:17 clashes Trottin? and 2:25, 2:18 and 2:15 classes Pacing,
obtaining a record on or before September 14tb, 1S9). faster than tbe class in which he was originally entere>',
wilt be barred from starting in that class, but will be allowed to start in the class next slower than the one he
has not equalled

For programme and entry blanks, address

F. J. BK\XDOX. Secretary, 15 \. 1st St. . San Jose, Cal. WM. BUCKLEY, President.

COMBINATION AUCTION SALE

Standard-Bred Trotters, Roadsters,

-: :- Draft and Business Horses
CONSIGNED BT

K, O'GRADY, of Hobart Stock Farm,

L. E. CLAWSON, San Francisco,

H. W. GRABB, Oakville Stock Farm
And other Owners.

On THURSDAY, JULF 11, 1895
AT 11 A. M. AT

Salesyard, Cor. Van Ness Ave. and Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
d^- Catalogues now ready. Horses at salesyard July 10th.

KILLIP & CO., - - - Live Stock Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street.

or Sale.
A BREAD WINNER.

HARRY WILSON 16,385.
Four-year-old stallion. Sired by KROS. dam

I.KXA MONROE, by MOXnOB CHIEF. He is

entered In 2:10 Class and 2:25 Class for four-year-olds,

each for flCOO. Now at Oakland track. Particulars

at Polyclinic. ££0 Montgomery Avenue, from 10

to 1 o'clock.

FOR SALE.
Carriage iaam (

16:3 bands, brown In color, well bred,tm, dlspoalilon and bIm b all

irokeo. i bey »re tun brother un>i abler and
ninl 7 A finer matched team was Dt

-jih- at the price. Apply [fl .lOHX PBRHIN8, pa*.
land mc? track, Cal.

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
MANlFACTLRERS OK

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
find Carts, of Every Description.

46-48 EIGHTH ST., S. F.

Henry Hellman
Has leased the splendid rac* track at tbe Moorland
Stock Farm, near Mllpttas. Santa Clara county, and Is

prepared to haudle horses and fit them for the races

For terms, etc., address 1:1m as above.

T F» PTifiP A "XT stock and sale
t) . \J. nV^TXHlX, yard.cornerTenthand
Bryant streets. San Francisco. Stock of all kinds
bought and sold Commission agent for the sale otmi cattle. Particular attention paid to their
care and shipment. Largest stock yards inihecitv
and the most competent men employed. All orders,
promptly attended "y Telephone No. 661 Soiyb,
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SALINAS CITY Clow EMries id Nomination Parses Poslponefl to Jnly 10

SEPTEMBER 30th TO OCTOBER 5th, Inclusive.

ENTRIES CLOSE JULY 15, 1895.

Speed Programme of Monterey Agricultural Association, District No. 7.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th.
Parse

1. TROTTING—2-Year-OId Colt Stake..
Closed February 1, 1S95.

3. TROTTING-For 2 :20 Class 3600
». RACING —Paeios Stake -

Closed February 1, 1895.

TIE-DAY. OCTOBER 1st.

4. RL VMM;- One-half Mile and repeat 200
5. TROTTING—Yearling Stake. -

Closed February 1, 1S95.

6. TROT . ING—For2:24Claas- 600

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2d.

7. TROTTING- 3-Year-Old Stake
Llosed February l, 1895.

8. PACING —For2:20 Class- 60O
». TROTTING—For2:17 Clas* 800

1©. TROT ri.YG-For 2 :40 Class. 500

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3d.

Parse
11. RUNNING—Three - quarter mile and

repeat 6300
12. TROTTING-For 2 :30 Class 500
13. TROTTING—For all 2-year-olds in the

counties of Monterey, San Benito, San
Luis Obispo and Santa Cruz. Winner of
Race No. l barred. Best 2 in 3_ 250

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4th.

14. RCNNING—Five-eighths mile dash 20O
15. PACING-Preeforall 800
16. PACING—For all 2-vear-olds 300

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5lh.

17. RCNNING—One mile and repeat 400
18. TROTTING—Free for all- ^ lOOO
19. TROTTING—Two miles and repeat

For all horses eligible to the 2:30 class 60O

CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association ra'es to govera trotdcg races, except as otherwise specified herein. State

Agricultural Association running rules to govern running races.
Horses whose gaits have been changed from trotting to pacing or pacing to trotting shall not be eligible to

classes more than tive seconds slower than their records at either gait.

Trotting and pacing purses will be divided into fonr moneys—M. 2i, 15 and 10 per cent. Running parses
will be divided into three monej s—60, 30 and 10 per cent. In no case will a horse be entitled to more than one
of above divisions of a parse.

The right id reserved to declare off purses not filling satisfactorily to the Association, bat nominators in
purses so declared off may transfer at any time prior to August 1st, 1895, snch entries to other classes to which
they are eligible.

The right is reserved to trot, pace or run heat* of aay two races alternately, or to call a special race between
beats ; also to change the day and hoar of any race.

For a "wait-over" a horse shall be entitled only to its own entrance and one-half of the additional entrance
money paid in in such race.

The Board of Directors reserves the right to declare two starters a "walk-over." When only two start with
the consent of the Board, they may contest for the entrance money paid in, to be divided 66 2-3 per cent, to the
tirst and £i 1-3 per cent, to the second.

Entries not declared out at 5 o'clock p. m on the day preceding the race shall be required to start, and
declarations must be in writing and made at the office of the Secretary at the track.

When there is more than one entrs* to auy purse by one person or in one interest, the horse to be started
most oe named by 6 o'clock p.m. on the preceding day.

Trotting and racing colors most be named by 5 o'clock p.m. on the day preceding the race, and must he
worn upon the track. Colors will be registered in the order In which they are received. Where colors are not
named, or cjufiict. drivers will oe required to wear the colors furnished by the Association.

Conditional entries will be treated the same as regular entries, and nominators held under the rules.
Entrance lee 10 per cent. All money received tor entrance over ten entries added to the pnrse.
All harness races 3 in 5, unless otherwise specified.
Any race that may be startel ant unfinished on the last day of the meeting moy be declared ended and

money divided according to rank of horses iu summary.
Entries will close with the secretary July 15, 1S95.

JOHN J. KELLY, SECRETARY,
Salinas Lity, Cal.

J. D. CARR, PRESIDENT.

JULY 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20, 1895
ENTRANCE 10 PER CENT. ENTRIES CLOSE JULY 6TH.

Three moneys, 60, 25 and 15 per cent.

TKOTTING. I PACING.
3:0U Class 8250 2:»1 Class 8350

j

2:40 Class 8250
2:M>Class 250 2:19Claas 250 ! 2:25 Class 250
2:30Class 2AO 2:17CJass 250 i

2:17 Class - 250
2:25 Class 250 .

Entry blanks at office of Breeder and Sportsman, or address the Secretary,

W. V. FREEMAN, P. O. Box 96, Willows.

The programme will be arranged so as not to conflict with entiies m Breeders meeting and enable these

that have entered at the Breeders meeting to start Id both places.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the San Benito Agricultural Association at

H0LLI8TER
OCTOBER 7th to 12th, INCLUSIVE.

Eatries Close Aug. 15.

MONDAY, OCTOBER ?th.

Colt states

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8th.

Running—,4-mi'e and repeat, free for a'l Purse $200
Running—*(-mtle dash, free for all.. " 200
Running-5-3 mile and repeat, free for all " 200
Running— Jtj-mile and repeat, free for all " 260

\\ EDM- gDAY. OCTOBER 9th.

TrotliDg—2:20 class, tree for all- Pnrse ¥100
Trotting—2:10 class, free for all- '* 400

Pacing —2:2t> class, free for all- " 400

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 10th.

Running—Mile dash, tree for all. Merchants
Purse " 1000

Banning—%-mlle and repeat, free for all " 300
Running—5-8 mile and repeat.free for all " 300

[FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11th.
Trotting—254 class, free for all.

" 500

Trotting—2:30 class, free for all- " 500

Pacing —2:25 class, free for all, " 500

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 12tb.

Trottiog-Free for all. " 600

Pacing —Free for all " 600

Running— 5tf-mile dash _
" 250

Usual Conditions.

Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.
For further particulars address

G. W. McCONNBLL, Secretary,
HoULtter, Cal.

J. A. SCHOLEFIELD. President.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman

THE YEAR BOOK
#1004, Vol. X.

THE ONLY CORRECT AND OFFICIAL AN-
NUAL RECORD OF TROTTINQ AND

PACING PERFORMANCES.
TUTiTCDVUCnDTI? t0 ali Breeders and

lHUIoriSfloADLL. Owners of the Lighl

_——_____ Harness Horse

Price* single copies* postpaid, -_ S3.G..

This great work will be in every respect equal
to any of the preceding volumes, and contain
several new and special tables and features.
Following is a brief epitome of contents: Sum-
maries of Trotting and Pacing Races, 1894;
Tables of New 2.30 Trotters and 2.25 Pacers;
I*lst of 2^0 Trotters and 2.1a Pacers: Complete
Listsof 2.30 Trotters and 2.25 Pacers to January
1,1895; Uatsof Sires. Sires of Dams, Great Brood
Mares, and of all Sires none of whose get woo,
beats in 1894; Tables of Champion Trotters,
Seat Records and Rejected Performances,

FOR SALB BY

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 BCSH STREET, SAX FRAJVCISCO, CAL.

LOS ANGELES •".sop,*.,..

OCTOBER 21st to 26th, INCLUSIVE.
No money required at the time entries are made.

SAFEST AND FASTEST
DECLARATION PURSES.

Entries Close September 14.
TROTTING PCRBE8.

Horses to be named with entry.

2 40 Class, all ages 8600
2:30 Class, " 700
2:25 Class, " 800
2:20 Class. • SOO
2:17 Class, *' 900
2:13 Class. " 1O0O
Free for all 1SOO

PACING PURSES.
Horses to be named with entry.

2:25 Class, all oges 8700
2: 17 Class, " 800
Free for nil 1500

In tbe above purses, Nos. 1 to 10 Inclusive, horses to
be named with entry. Nominators will be held lor 5
per cent, when en ry is made, September 14, 1895,
when horses will be elieiole to start. Five per cent,
additional will be deducted from each money won.

No.

TRACK IN CALIFORNIA.
NOMINATION PURSES.

Entries Close July 10th.
Horses to be named Jaly 20th.

TROTI1NG PCRSBS.l
?io. 11. 2-Yesr-Olds, 2:JO Clans - 8500
No. 12. 3 Year-Olds. 2:27 Class tiOO
No. 13. 2:13 Class, all ages lOOO

PACING PURSES.
Horses to be named Jaly 20th.

No. 14. 2-Year-Olds. 2:40 Class. gSCO
No. 15. 3-Year-Oldi*. 2:25 Class 600
No. 16. 2:13 Class, all ages lOOO
No. 17. 2:0? Class, " _ 1200
Nomination Purses—In above purses, Nos. 11 tn 17

Inclusive, horses must be named by July 20th, 1895.
Nominations will be held for 3 percent. Jaly 10th, 1895,
when entries are made, and 2 per cent, additional if
not declared oct on or before July 20th, 1^95, when
horses must be named and are eligible to start. Five
per cent, additional of the amonnt of the parse will be
deducted from each money woo.

S.B.WHITEHEAD & CO.

Official pool-Sellers
— FOB THX —

California Circuit. Including tbe State Fair

Other Agricultural Associations, tbe Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and moat approved appliances for

Paris Motuels and for conducting the business In the

best and most expeditions manner In any part of the

country west of the Missouri river.

Business solicited from all Responsible associations.

Correspond with us bsfore mating other arrange-
ments.

S.B. WHITEHEAD A CO., 20 LeideadorQ St. 8. F.

Otherwise than as above, conditions same as heretofore published.

M. F. BROWN, Secretary, Los Angeles. Cal.

IMP. STROMBOLI.
This Well-Known Thoroughbred Race Horse

Will Serve a Limited Number of Approved Mares
It Cavanaugh's Ranch, 2 Miles from Sacramento, on Riverside Road.

FOB PABTICCXAKS APPLY TO

J. J. MOORE & CO., 302 California Street, S. F.
Or DAA HALLIDAV. Manager Cavanaugh's Ranch, Sacramento. See circulars.

SEND FOR
C'ATALOIJUK
MAILED FREE

GEM STEEL WIND MILL

With Graphite Boxes.

Guaranteed more durable without oil than
other mills that are oiled. Practically these
mills require no attention. Truly a Gem,
and won h its weight in gold. It combines
beauty, strength, durability and simplicity.
Governs itself perfectly, is easily erected, and
is sold on its merits ; in fact, it is the best on
earth. They are geared back three to one

—

the wheel making them run in the lightest
wind or breeze The mill is made entirely
of Steel and Cast Iron. Each one of our
Gem Wind Mills is warranted. Ifnot satis-
factory, freight will be paid both ways, and
money retunded.

We carry a full line of all kinds of pumps—for hand wind mill and power use. Adopted for all depths of
Wells. Pipe, Pipe FittLLgs, Brass Goods, Hose. Tanks, etc. Send for oar Catalogue. Mailed tree.

WOODIN & LITTLE, 312-314 Market Street. San Francisco, Gal.

NEVER
REQUIRES
OILING OR
CLIMBING

OF TOWERS

Iwarded Gold
At California
Fair 1S93.
Every horse

who values his
sh uld constantlj
a supply of it on
It improves an*l
itock in the pink
iilicn.

Medal
. State

owner
stock

" bave
hand.
keeps
of con-

RED
Manhattan Food Co.,

DAI DDAMH s,n »•»"»• «-'•<•

LVr^l_L_ DnMllL/i Aak yoor grocer or hay dealer for IL

DEAL
CARTS.

None belter built than the popular

ZDeetl Carts
Built in Suitable Styles lor

SPEEDING,
JOGGING

AND BREAKINGS.
Very Easy Riding. Perfect Balance.

Clone Bllch.

CALIFORNIA AGENTS

BAKER & HAMILTON
Sao Francisco. Sacramento and I,o- Angeles.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts and Sulkies.

Ball-Bearinc and Cushion-Tiro Vehicle*.

If yoo WBOt to succeed with yoor horses hay

Bill' Training.Speedingand Combination Carts

Thev are the lightest and strongest and are made
from "the best selected material. Nothing but the

Dalzell Centennial Axle used, which Is the best axle

madp. They are the lightest running, hold the oil the

longest, and no dust can enter the arm.
All of the noted trainers pronounce my speeding and

combloai ion carls superl r to any otber.

Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest lime in

this speeding cart. .*«.._«.«
In ordering carta please stale size of axle and height

of wheels. No one owning trottersor pacers ^an afford

to be wltboutone. Send for price list.

SULKIES MADE TO ORDER.
J. A. B1LZ. Plfananton, Alameda County. Cal.
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WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Features rnat Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing
EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Frice, S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the ;Bay District Race Track.

THE STANDARD STALLION

Trial, 2:20 1.4..

-lli\I-. . JT70

Hire ol Fiou-
Froa, 22&K,
Champion year
time tro'ter,
Kausta, 2*22*,
v.-arHriif pacer;
Vaustluo, I.MV;

Ail o nla,
fc]lW;Oold Uaf,

tfatar V.,
I:I»S. Thistle,

1:14, and ifl

oihcra 1u 2JO lint

VllHl
'trial IMi

tmm of Proo-

i champion year-
1Iiik<: Memo <v
{r»r-«il(l trtaii,

Hao, v.
<»)-*r-<>.d),2:U

fHaota ritin. »(IOO
2:17S

Hire of Kris Kringle,
2:28W; Han Joae, 2:30;
Han Mateo, 2:28*; Sid-
ney, 2:19V, »n (1 6
otherc In 2:50 ll»t

-"Ttnr.,. 2-2 1 1-4..

STRATHMORE 408
Sire or 39 In 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:30

LADY THORNE JK-....
DamofMollieMack,

2:33 ; Navldad, 2:22:4 ;

Santa Clans, 2:17,^

f VOLUNTEER 55.

Sire of 29 In 2:30 list,

J
21 sires of 48, and 16

|
dams of 16 In 2:30 list

I LADY MERRITT..

iarraDf*r lfto6
HI re of Mhani rock

,

23&; Flight, 2:29; Itul-

IOWA CHIEF 628
Sire of Cortsande,

2:24*1, land Buccaneer
2688

TIN8LBY MAID

M»I,*.W* llrl'A
Iferuol Ft <n,2:30H,

trial, 222' (Idcaim,
246; Win* Wlnf, 2S2

( FLAXTAIL 8182
sire ol Prairie Bird,

2.-2814*. Empress, 2:29>A:

:
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11 '4, and
Hlmiii rock. 2:28

I LADY HAKE..
Sister to Fashion,

dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28*

fHambletonlan 10
I Sire of 40 in 2:30 list and
1 of 107 sires of 567 In 2:30
CLady Waltermlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

f
Williams' Mambrino

(Kate

j
Hambletonlan 10

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:29*

{Edward Everett 81
Sire or 18 In 2:30 and

s I res and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 46

(Bashaw 60*

I Sire ol 17 In 240 list and
. s 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams

I of 18 In 2:80
(Topaey

{

Flax tall 8132
Sire of the grandams of

Faust. 2:24, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern,

Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:1SW, Kismet, 2:24W,
Twister, 239V

Uutraced

j John Baptist*

I Fanny Fern

i'l -• itll- l iu\ AAD TKIIMH.

Hot only la Memo full brother to Krou Fmu,the champion yearling trotter In the world in 1W2, but be Is also one
of it* very ,"* t bred young nUklUiirin In m-rvlre. having Ihrw crimen of Kyndyk'n ITanableUuilan, one ol Hurry
<_1ay,a1r- nlaln Mn!>l«1itmol Electioneer, etc. > and Louie Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxla.il
hvirmr*. i/. Oaoadtan Pilot -in- ,,t pilot ir IS), through itnii pod, lire ..1 Rowdy Boy. 2J««, anatwo others

-.r«. H unK.nw.lly known ami recoinilMtl an Uu l**u young sin- In tin- world, as a producer o!
. The average, speed ol his progeny In i.iw.t than that of any of the get of the

umed for accidents or escapes.

-istalllouhol America.
> trorted In public In his two year-old form, obtaining a record ol 2HB, though he was clone to Grande*on the Hay Iltatrlct track, the M-ounl heat of which was made It. Ml',, tin- llrwt In 2*2. H,. exhlhli.vl

! arbaa Ui re* years old, fur on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 2r20U, and fnanantJ*

Mgh.ar.d of powerful build throughout His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet
Is all that could be deal red, and hh a. lion sii|«<rh. He Is a sure foal-getter.rBRMM •>:».' Good i«stu rage at n«Muual>l«ratr«. No responsibility!

V--i further |«iiiu,. , addn«a

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

Hi HH( 11I11K TO IT FOB THIS VK.VIl.

It Is published semi-monthly during the racing season
and Is but 013 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

SIS Boah Street, - - Sao F-anclaco, Cal.

Agent* for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book 1b a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.BeI,Bayso'

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one in the handsot every rubber on our farm.
Mailed postpaid for |3.60. Address

THEBREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
SIS Bush St, San Francisco. Oa

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
or THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND TER

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
WITH BKTT1NU 111 IKS.

National Tbotting Ass'n Rules 30 eta

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 eta

For tele at the office ol the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Rush Street, San Francisco.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

St. Bernards.

HECTOR OF HMHSTElilv^-^WaS
w H I*. 388.) 1st prize S. C.St. Bernard and 1st

prize special class, com petinff apainst S C. and R. C.

St, Bernards in opea classes, San Francisco 1895, and

Ix other special prizes.

FOR SALE.
Artistically marked puppies by Hector of JTauenstein

M tor Lady Bute III. Tbis Is Lady Bute Ill's second

-er. Tbe only surviving puppies of her first litter

won lBt and 2d prize puppy class, Sen Francisco, lSJto.

ALso tbe matured S C dog SALVO OF THU«8,
imported from the Swiss Alps. The imported rough-

coated bitch BERNA OF HAUENSTELN, Schu-

macher strain, LADY BUTE III, and a 5-montbs old

R. C. bitch i up by Hector of Hanenstein—Eerna of
Hauenstein. . _

Address FRANZ FREY, 2327 Howard St., S. F.

ST.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

Chal California Bernardo
A. K. C. 8. B., 26,803.

Sire DUKE OF WELLINGTON, byBENLOMOND,
he by

CHAMPION PL1NLIMMON.
Dam J'O.M.VH, by MASCOT BERNARD, a lull

brother to

Champion SIR BKDJ VKRE.
"Will stand ior the season for a few choice bitches only.

BERXARPO has been shown in every show on the

Pacific Coast for the last three years, competing in his

class and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat.

He has Won First Prize Every Time Shown.
His last victory was in a class of fifty for.special of

tbe sbow.
Stud cards on application.

J. G. BARKER, 11 Monticomerv Street, S. F.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stud—The best bredilrish Setters in America.

FINGLAB JR.. 31,189.
G.V" RYMORK, 31.802.

II von want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
6LENMORB KENNELS,

West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At Htud Irish Setters Champfon B1CK 8W1V-
ELER, feef-J-5; ChaLlentte NEMO II, fee$ZO,

IrlPh Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A. B. TRUMAN,

1425 Sterner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

Pastime docker Kennels.

Woodland Duke, 29,323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley. C. 8. B.237. Mollfe,

A. 27,880. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg "Wofflngton 29,758

and Black Nellie.
Pups tor sale. Address

MILLER <fc PRATHER, Proprietors.
W. L. Pbathkr Jr., F. E. Milleb,

809 Myrtle St., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland,

A JL. HL. IE INT OO.
INVITE YOU TO INSPECT THEIR

FINE -:- FISHING -:- TACKLE.

FISHERMEN'S SUPPLIES AND OUTING GOODS.

SAMUEL ALLCOCK & CO.'S AGENCY.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

Breeders' Directory.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

The Moil Exhaustive Treatlie on tbe Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage.
BBKEDand Exhibit Doss as scientLflcally>s the most
experienced. Moreover, It coo tains

ISO EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless aa a standard for dogs

Price. £3.00. and 25 cents Expreuage.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

FISHING JL FISHING

TACKLE C/|V TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
*"&£"

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
*KI.'0.\D It will not cause headache.
THIRD It Is under all conditions the HaFent powder in use, as it contains no nitro-elycerine or gun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
It has a light recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest and has the urea test killing power at any distance.
It gives tbe best pattern at any and all distances.

SEVENTH Its action is the moat uniform In all respects.
KIUH'I'H It can be used in cheap paper, or braes shells with any primer.

It is tbe cleanest powder in use, and if the eun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on tbe contrary, tbe residue has preserved tbe metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.)

and each pound contains more than doable the number of loads to tbe same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception of one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,

considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.

FOURTH
FIFTH
SIXTH

NINTH

TENTH

HORSES AND CATTLE).

RUM S...Devons and SborthorDB. All pure bred anduuki.u registered. Fine individuals. At ptices
to suit the times, either singly or in carload lots. Oak-wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds.
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BHRKSH1RES and PDLAM).CHINA HOGS
Also best varieties ol Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM NILES dt CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876,

SOUTHER FARM Zoaa& well-bred stock for 8»leouuinLn rnnm. First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San leandro.

fllELHD BREEDING FARM. „-„S&o,
2:27* (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addresn
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE I

605 Golden Gate Avenue >

San Francisco.

office hoobs:

7 to 8 a. m, and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO.
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE)
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No, 457

No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco,
For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

Oal.

DUPONTlK?RKTE|

L
N
E
G
S
PoWDER

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
Tbe Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly ae Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It wives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time beiore the public
Third—It Is cleaner In the gun than any nltro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Firth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that Incident to the use ol any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best; hard, quick, well-suited It trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not aflected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nltro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

II your dog is sick, you must have

Aslimont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he 1b suffering
and bow to cure the same.

Price. 82, Postpaid.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PABKEK BROS., Makers, Merlden, Conn.

New Yoke Saiesboom, 97 Chambers Street

4£L
F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.

OFFICE H0TJB8

10 to 12 a. M. 1.30 to 3.30 1

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAB AVENUE,

(Between Larklo and Polk and Gearyand Post Stfl)

BA\ FRANCISCO.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATEBS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and la universally conceded to be, far and
away, tbe best wore ofthe kind ever published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
813.Bnah Street, Ban Francisco

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty ol

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

Bating Associations
ENTRY ROOKS, GASH ROOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
at FIRST STREET. SAN FRAJVCI8CO.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond of fresh
air and restful, rural re-

treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals

virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.

No free copies. Game-
land Pub. Co., 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

C. D. TAYLOR,
The Only Graduate VETERIXARV DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA 8TABLK8,
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

X>r- wm. IF*. Ssan,
M. R.C. V. S-, F. E. V. M.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member ol the Royal College of Veterinary Bur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; es-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office , removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St.. Telephone 66; 529
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Homing Id California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
Tbe Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BOOTS TO

San Rafael Petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beaotlrol towns.

TgE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON

NEVADA STABLES.
B. B. MILBOY & OO.

1350 and 1351 Market Street, SS ana IT
Park Arenue. San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A tall line ol Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

lor visiting purposes. Best faculties afforded for board.

tng horses.

Telnbona Mo. Sl»».

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, ^*^v
1 Cubebs and Injections. UfffifJ
I They cure in48 hours theV J
I same diseases -without anyincon-

I venience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
.i- Tablets, Kikla-l's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition PowdeiS, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Rohrcr's Hoot Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment.

Outline, Gombauli Balaam, Kitchel'a Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Putt Cure,

Bparkhali'l Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure. (Joint's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel'a, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

npresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.

TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

McKINNEY'S

PATENT

Check Hooks
It la an absolute security

against a detached rein.

No mure races lost or good
tempers spoiled by the horse
unchecking himself.

CHARLKH MaUVJNi driver
"i Buooi and ArloD, will ose
Do other.;

It is the moet perfect device for securelv carrying
a check that has ever been offered to (lie public ero-
b7:5uSDII

!
ES?H '

BEAUTY, MKABIL1TV
and S1MPUCITY. Al the *nme time it can be
inatantly unchecked, making it most desirable when
used on a nervous or uneasy hoiae.

Vor sale by Saddlery and Harness houses, or by
the manufacturer.

P. HAYI.KN, Newark, N.J.
8bni» i OB ClRCDLAB.

CALIFORNIA and PERFECTION Track Harrows
tUrn.

lUKtifUCM A
D injr r.!

C4 IFORNIJ TRaCK NARROW CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.
ijko. K n BUM, Manner.

< "• ' In I.t,, Iri.i,,,,,,.

TRACK HARNESS
Everyone waa satisfied with last year's. This year's harness is much better.

SINGLE STRAP, RUBBER MOUNTED, FLEXIBLE SADDLE, FOLDED GIRTH, Etc

Moffat Loatlier.
AGENT FOR.

TOOMEY SULKY
FABER
FRAZIER " "HORSE BOOTS.

I have also for sale one second-hand combination sulky, includ-

ing two sets of wheels, for $ 1 1 0. 1 his is a bargain

WEIGHT

30 to 40 LBS.

767 MARKET STREET, SAN PRANOISOO, CAL

"*% After a Hard
Day's Sport.

For an afternoon nap or an evening

lounge a Couch is such a comfort.

Wo have them in all patterns and at

the lowest kind of prices.

Leather Covered Furniture for the Club House oi

the Country Seat, in special selection.

CALIFOEMA FUEMTUEE COMPANY,
(\. P. Cole A Co.)

117-123 Geary Street.

Pal. August 14, 1894.

Hand Forged, in Nickel,

Price $7.50, C. O. D.

THE RAYMOND

LeverajevClvCleci

There is no opposing force in the

mouth. It works independent of the

driving bit and keeps the mouth closed

thus dispensing with a nose band.

has a powerful impact leverage that're

sists the most stubborn effort to put th

head down and choke. It is the onlj

Chin Check that a W overdraw can be

used on to advantage.

THE LEVERAGE CHIN CHECK CO.,

BOY 4.14. SAM \ ANA. t' Al..

All Prominent Drivers Use

The NttTW
JL

It excels in rigidity, lightness

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore it is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

Hickok and Salisbury use the

Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

fDEBAKER BROS.' MANUFACTURING
HOI.B WKMV M4III.H AINU I KM II HTRHBT<l,.gAJV H4MI-I1I. CAU
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HOW STOCKTON McCLELLAND WON
An Interesting Sketch of a Race Which Oc-

curred in Maine Over Thirty Years Ago.

On a sunny hillside juBt inland from Penobscot Bay. one

bright forenoon in September 1864, a bare-footed boy stood

looking dejectedly upon a half-dozen rows of newly dug
potatoes, wbich he had been " slented " to pick op and sort

for the cellar before dinner. As the bare-footed boy wofully

surveyed the task before him, he was obi vious of the ap-

proach of a kindly visaged old man from the lower end of

the potato field until the new comer addressed him. Then,

as he turned, his woebegone face took on a sbade of inter-

est—then it brightened, then it became positively electrified.

The bare-footed boy was transformed.

As the old man turned away the boy sprang to work with

a will. His movements, which a moment before, had been

suggestive of a funeral precession, were as agile as those of a

variety skirt dancer. His face, before covered with a sombre

gloom (to say nothing of sundry streaks of dirt), became as

radiant as that of the sweet summer girl who bad just made
a mash. The world had taken on a new guise to the hare-

footed boy. The potato field, a moment before as desolate as

Sahara, became a Garden of Eden. The big "Jackson"
potatoes wbich he had dashed into the basket with the in-

wardly expressed wish that he could " pitch every darned

one of them into the bay," became as pleasing to the eye,

and as reverently handled as though they were the crown

jewels of a queen. The balsamic odors wafted by the breeze

from the woods on "The Point" were as fragrant to his nos-

trils as the perfumes of Araby the Blest. Every note of the

birds, even the hoarse croak of the old-squaw on the adja-

cent island became music in his ears. His cup of happiness

was tull. I know all about it, for I was the bare-footed boy,

the good old man was my father, and that bright September

day in 1864, the date of my first horse trot.

And these were the words my father had spoken :

" If you will work sharp, my son, so that we get these po-

tatoes in before noon, I guess we'll go to Belfast this after-

noon and see that race between them two McClellans."

Hence the transformation.

When my father said ,lI guess" with that peculiar empha-
sis, I always knew that his mind was made up. The only

thing that troubled me now was the fear that it might rain,

and my cup of happiness be dashed from my lips after all.

However, my fears were groundless, for the sun was as

bright and the sky as full of promise as in the morning,

when, after dinner, we led out "Bill," put on the new har-

ness, hitched him to the "Concord wagon" and started for

Belfast. My father was a Bea captain, who, after battling

old Ocean for over forty years, had retired to the farm which
he had purchased years before, and held in reserve as a snug
harbor for his old age. Like many of those old-time sea-

sport skippers, he had a warm spot in his heart for a good
horse, and I think that "Bill" was the best all around horse

that he ever owned. Hitched to the plow in the morning,

he was steady as a veteran. Harnessed to a driving wagon
in the afternoon, he rose to the occasion at once, and became
the ideal driving horse. A horse of fine style and finish;

standing nearly sixteen hands, weighing 1125 pounds, and
able to pull two men in a buggy at a three minute gait, and
keep up the clip with almost any horse of like speed, he was
an animal that attracted many a would-be purchaser. In

those dayfl, before the era of fancy prices, my father had re-

fused $300 for him; and now that the tide of fictitious values

has receded, I think "Bill" or his counterpart would com-
mand that price to-day.

A leisurely drive of an hour brought us to the track, where
there had already gathered a larger attendance than the Bel-

fast track ever saw, before or since, and greater I fear than it

will ever Bee again. The attraction was the greatest that had
ever been offered in that section. The reputation in Mainei
of the Robinson horse, Gen. McClellan, was second only to

that of Gen. Knox, and indeed it is very doubtful whether
Knox could have bealen him that day. The McKenney
horse, <~eo. B. McClellan, was also extremely fast for Mb day,

and being a local horse, was a favorite in the hearts of the
people if not in the betting. There were two other races on
the programme ; one between a horse driven by the late P. M.
Moody, and a gray pelter called Bangor Boy, which was won
by the latter, and the other a race for six-year-olds—a claBs

which seems odd enough in these days of baby trotters.

These events, however, were of minor interest as compared
with the battle of the giants.

The big race was called about four o'clock, and though
similar spectacles of later years have faded from my mind
and are lost in the dead past, the appearance of those two
equine gladiators as they came on the track stripped for the
fray, is still fixed upon my memory as indelliby as if thrown
there by the focus of a camera.

Gen. McClellan was a son of old Drew. He was a bright

bay with black points, and I should say a little over 15 hands;
a level headed, pure gaited trotter, and he came to the wire

in the pink of condition. The McKenney horse, George B-

McClellan (afterward called Dirigo), also Bired by Old Drew,
was a brown horse, somewhat larger I should say than his

antagonist, and in my judgment also the handsomer animal
of the two. He was, as I noticed, a tremendously fast walker-

He was a year older than the Robinson horse, being then
eleven years old. To my unpracticed eye he looked "fine as

a fiddle," but as I now recall his appearance, I realize that

he was not fit as the other horse, for though he looked sleek

as an otter, his veins did not remind one of a network of whip-
cord, nor bis muscles suggest the consistency of flexible steel

as did those of the Robinson horse. This, together with the
fact that he had little or no track work, his practice spins

baying been confined almost wholly to a straight stretch of

country road near Monroe village, where he was owned, is

most convincing proof that he was a remarkable horse, to go
the race that he went that afternoon.

The McKenney hor6e drew the pole and after three or four

scores, got away with a slight advantage, which he held to

the quarter though they went there very fast. Fast? Well, I

have seen a number of the crack flyers of to-day and none
of them seem to "unwind" as those fellows did; and were it

not for the time test. I would believe it. But the watch
settles it. At the quarter Gen. McClellan began to diaw by,

but Geo. B. made a running break and regained his lead, and
and to make a long story short, was so opportune with breaks

of the same sort, that he held his lead throughout the mile

and beat Gen. McClellan out by half a length in 2:29. Rob-
inson complained of Geo. B.'s running and the judges

lectured McKenney, but gave him the heat just the same—

a

sort of "Not-guilty-but-don't-do-it-again" decision that would
hardly emanate from the stand under present rulee.

In the second heat Geo. B. broke at the turn and not beiDg

as handy in getting back as usual, Gen. McClellan got the

pole and won the heat in 2:31.

Tbe third heat was faster. Geo. B. still iodulged in grass-

hopper tactics, but the Robinson horse kept at his work with

a stubborn resolution that Baid as plainly as words: "You
may skip and skive aB much as you please but you can't have
lhiB pole!"—and he made it good by winning the heat in

2:28.

The fourth heat showed the real superiority of the Robin-

son horse, as being sent along for all there waB in him he won
with a strong lead in 2:26.

I will say in regard to the time, that it does not justly
measure the merits of the performance, as the track was
short. I have never been able to satisfactorily ascertain tie
exact deficiency in length, but know that when the track was
afterward rebuilt the turns had to be carried out to get the
full mile. The deficiency has been stated variously from
three to five rods. Presuming the latter statement to be cor-
rect it will be seen that Gen. McClellan's fourth heat was
better than 2:29 on a full length track, and as this was a poor
half-mile ring it plainly demonstrates that he was a great
horse for his day. Geo. B. McClellan, too, deserves his full

meed of praise. That a horse with little track work, and
evidently not very fit, should go such a race as he went was
glory enough, and he more than made up for his defeat by
the prestige which he afterward gained as a sire j in which
respect he entirely overshadowed his victorious antagonist.

Well, tbe race being over.together with the shouting.there
came the usual rush for the gate, once through which it be-

came evident that father had become imbued with the spirit

of the occasion (he certainly had imbibed nothing stronger)
for he proceeded at once to let go of Bill's head. He also

gave me reason to fear that he had let go of his own for he
pulled through the maze of vehicles that lined the road,
with an apparent recklessness of collisions that fairly made
my back open and shut with terror. We eot out of tbe ruck
without mishap, however, and Boon were leading the van.
As we came into the city and passed the Pbccnix House, just

six miles from the post-office as Searsport, father looked at

his watch and I read in his face that the ride home wa3 to be
made a lively one. Ab we Blackened our pace on the sharp
hill at the end of the long bridge which spans the head of
Belfast harbor, I looked behind. The bridge was covered
with teams bound our way.all driving at a pace utterly in de-
fiance of the bridge restrictions against fast driving. Looking
down the cavalcade I saw darting through the crowd and
rapidly coming to the front a well-known blaze and star, that
caused me to turn and excitedly exclaim " They're comin'
like thunder and here comes the Carver mare I"

"Sure enough," exclaims father, looking around, and then
as he draws up the rein " Norn, Bill, I guess we've got to

Bhake out a reef."

The Carver mare was generally considered the local queen
of the road. She was a rather small mare, weighing prob-
ably less than 900, rapid-gaited, levelheaded and game to

the core. As for myself, in witnessing some of the brushes
on the road, her short, rapid stride, so deceptive to the ordi.

nary observer, had impressed me with the idea that she
could fairly tear up the ground, and I should as soon have
thought of challenging a railroad train as of trying to beat
her home, but father thought differently. Still he made no
move to increase the pace until the mare had come within a
length or so, and in keeping the north side of the road he
made a mistake. From here the road descended gradually
fcr about a third of a mile, to the Goose River bridge, bo
called. Tbe bridge was a rather primitive structure about
two hundred feet long aod hardly wide enough for two teams
to travel abreast. The roadway waB formed of poles or small
logs, rather Bcantily covered with earth, and upon the north
side the dirt bad sifted through or been gradually worked
toward the middle of the roadway, until the ends ofthepoles
next the railing had become in places entirely bare. To ride

over this side of the bridge, at anything like a fast gait waB
enough to convince one that the "rocky road
to Dublin" waB nowhere. My father had
allowed this to slip his mind, when he permitted the mare
to close up on us. He remembered it now, and made a big
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drive to get the south side of the bridge; but it was too late;

the trappy gait of the mare was belter adapted to the de-

M-eudiog ground than the long stride of the big horse. She

was now so near that I could feel her warm breath on my
Deck; then, as I partial!? turoed, her blazed face came in

sight at my shoulder; then as 1 held my breath in excite-

ment, and drew my legs under me, as if by that means I

could keep her back, she drew by inch by inch, until the

thin smoothly-shaven face and gray head of Master Carver

(so called from his being a master ship builder), came
abreast me, as with set face and steady hand, he kepi the

mare at her work and gradually sent her to the front

Another moment and she showed ahead. The mare had the

choice of positions over the bridge. Father, however,

would not give up an inch, and we eotered upon the narrow

bridge on nearly even terms, the horse on the north side.

A few days before while washing the wagon 1 had called

father's attention to what appeared to be a flaw in the

rocker-boll. As we bumptd over the first of the bare

poles, an ominous grating sound from tbe forward axle re-

called this to my mind, and 1 exclaimed in some trepida-

tion: "That darned rocker bolt'll break, father I "—but the

old man's ears had been greeted too often by the sound of

snapping cordage and cracking spars, to heed such trifles,

and he quickly responded: "Never mind the rocker-bolt my
son,—as long as she cracks, she holds !

"

The words, however, were hardly out of his mouth, when
the thumping of the wagon became too much for Bill's equil-

ibrium. He went into the air, and with something like an

imprecation father took him back and pulled him into the

smooth fooling behind the mare. The break was well timed,

for I am satisfied that we never could have traversed the

length of the bridge over those poles without a collapse of

some sort.

As we came to the hill at the bridge's end we made a rush

for (he lead. Here the superior weight-pulling capacity of

the big horse told and we came on even terms. Ooce over

tbe rise, however, she drew away again. Just ahead, a buggy
containing an elderly woman and her daughter—neighbors of

ours- -had drawn up on the roadside to avoid the coming
drive. Whether they had attended the race 1 do not know,
but the elderly female had evidently become infected with

the epidemic of speed that was in the air, for as we swept by.

the mare in the lead, she rose up, waved her parasol and
piped out in a shrill voice, "Hooray for tbe little mare !"

Father's features relaxed a little as he took in the humor
of the situation, and though he never took his eyes from his

horse, he found time to shout back good-naturedly, " The
mare ain't got home yet, Auot Hannah !"

Now, though the average sea fating man knows as little

about a horse as a horse knows about him, I have seen a

"web foot" now and then that had an intuitive faculty of

getting a horse to do his best. My father was one of these.

His touch on the reins was as delicate, and as susceptible to

the subtle telegraph that flashes from the bit to the hand of

the driver, as that of many a trained reinsman. Moreover,
he had now recovered from the first flurry of the encounter,

and was ready to exercise calm judgment. He had seen that

the mare had a little the most speed, and if we beat her
home, it must be through the superior weight pulling capaci-

ty and bottom of the horse. Of the former he had evidence.
In the latter he had full confidence, as in most cases strength
and bottom amount to about the same thing. Again, he bad
hit upon the correct conclusion that if strength and bottom
would win against speed, it must force the pace, and give
speed no chance to rest itself for another brush. When we
had left the "Garrison Hill" behind, and now bad three
miles more of good road, without a hill worth mentioning, to

cover, I saw that he had determined on his course, and that

from there home it was to be war to the knife. Every time
the mare relaxed her pace for a second he sent tbe horse
alongside and each successive time that he challenged her
we saw that it cost her a more prolonged effort to shake him
off". Two more miles had slipped under us when father called

on Bill for what proved to be the final struggle. He got to

the mare's saddle—inch by inch he gained until he had
reached her head—jost then I fancied he faltered a little, and
I couldn't help exclaiming almost prayerfully :

" Don't
break Bill ! for the Lord'** sake don't break!" Whether he
heeded my entreaty I know not. I know he didn't break,
but the mare with one more struggle to regain her lost

ground, threw up her head in a tired break, and the horse
went into the lead.

Father did not slacken the pace however, for we were soon
to itrike a stretch of descending ground leading to the "Mill
bridge" where the contest would be at an end, and he knew
that if he allowed the mare to close up or gel her ''second
wind" the absence of weight behind her, together with the
adaptability of her gait to the descending ground might
snatch the victory from us after all. Carver evidently had
thii in mind also, for he kept the mare going, and as we
entered upon the down grade, he made a last rally. But it

was of uo use. The road had been too long for the mare.
She could no longer foot with the horse even with the weight
off, and as we crossed the bride, we had the satisfaction of
seeing Carver pull up and give up the chase. As we eased
up, before the post office, father looked at his watch, re-

turned it to his vest pocket and said smilingly, "'Six miles in
twentv-one minutes aint so bad my son, for a plow-horse and
an old web-foot to steer."

The short distance home we jogged leisurely and in silence,
and drove into the barn jnnl a* the sun went down on the day
of -My PlrH 1 1 or*** I

Though a great performance for the lime, "The great race
cf the two UoGlellaOH," as it has often been called, wan not a

I from the standpoint of lo-day, when
nothing bat big field*, split heats, and hair-raising finishes
wem to tickle ihe palate of (he average race-goer. The race
was never in doubt after the tir*t heat, and under the present
rules, the repealed breaks of George B. Mcdallu would
have di'onalified him. even had he led to the wire in every
hral. Still, it wiw sufficient unto ihe day, and as my memory
wander* over (In* vihta of vems that stretches back U) thai
delightful September day in IDC rixliea, I sadly realize that
lo-day, not all the wealth of the Utonoonld buy me one hour

ecstatic excitement and unalloyed pleasure as thrilled
my veins, when I, a boy of twelve, perched upon the fence of
the old Belfast Trolling Perk and watched, with breathless
interest, the battle between the two McClellans — F. <i. V in
Turf, Farm ar.d Home.

iral heat nf a pacing race at Honolulu,
June 11th, in 2:22, the fastest mile ever trotted or piced on
Ihe island, b il in tKe next heal he got lame, and Hllkey, by

" race, fastest time

f Written for the Breeder and BpobTOMAM.]

A "WHEAT AND COTTON TRUST.

r>awo, won

Further Explanation of a Plan to Fix the Price

of Cotton, Wheat and Breadstuffs by Com-

bination, Rather Than Accept the

Price of the World's Manip-

ulated Market.

I Continued from issue of the Breeder and Sportsman, June 22,

Page 091.

1

In this, as well as in 'he preceding article (published in the

Breeder and^Sportsman on June 22, 1895), I have assumed

all along that the breadstuff's and the cotton supply of the

world, outside of that produced in the United Stales, is insuf-

ficient to supply its wants. If I am mistaken in these

premises, I would like tu know where that supply is. Since

the world once paid is $1.50 a bushel for wheat and an equally

advanced price for cotton, and as the world's area has not

increased auy since then—although the demand for these

things through an increased population has—I would like to

know why the world did not avail itself of these latent re-

sources, if it possessed them, when the prices were high?

As steps are about to be taken to put these suggestions into

practice, I would very much like to hear from those interested

in the production of i rain, as an attempt will be made to lay

the whole matter before the Cotton Growers' Association in

Atlanta in August of this year, and any suggestions or opin-

ions from my fellow grain producers would be gladly re-

ceived.

In preparation of the foregoing article upon a plan for

combination of the producers of wheat and cotton into an
association and the establishment of an auxiliary bank men-
tioned in connection therewith, I have kept in mind con-
stantly the fact that all forms of money, metallic or otherwise,

must come from government of some kind, it being admitted
that there is no such thing as private money, even though
that function is now being exercised by national banks.
While the plan of banking set forth in the Omaha Populist

Platform may be as good a6 any, if not the best, yet national

legislation would be necessary to secure that end, and that

would mean a delav of most probably eight year?, even under
favorable political changes and conditions. That it will ulti-

mately prevail is very probable, but here the question arises,

can the American wheat and cotton raisers live without com-
bination to secure better prices and until that object is at-

tained? As one engaged in the production of one of these

items—and sharing in common with my fellow producers the

penalty of forty cent wheat and eight or ten per cent,

money—I am of the opinion that they cannot. The extreme
point of tension between the creditor and the average debtor
producer has already been reached. The present temporary
lull in the matter of foreclosures—which is very generally
mistaken for an improved condition of the money market

—

is ordinarily due more to the fear of loss by the creditor than
it is for any consideration for the debtor. The creditor class

know that wholesale foreclosures at this time, when low
priced products and high priced money prevail, would result

in their loss; so they make the best of the situation by an-

nouncing that they have " more money than they know what
to do with." But this is not true. They still want their

money, and they want it immediately, and they will star* in

foreclosing whenever the condition of the land market in-

sures sales for the face value of the mortgages. It was a
knowledge of this fact that prompts the suggestion of a wheat
and cotton trust with its auxiliary banking department. Tbe
idea is to furnish an immediate means of relief, not onlv in

the matter of better prices but in tbe less burdensome loans
as well, and it is not my desire to divert attention from the

plan of government loans embodied in tbe Omaha platform.
The banking system herein suggested, based upon mortgage
bonds, while far superior to the present system for both the
depositor and the borrower—giving to the one, as it does, a

mortgage bond instead of an unsecured certificate and to tbe
other an easier method of repayment—is still inferior to the
government back, because it necessitates under the present
national banking laws the use of private money, asin the case

of all other banks. The wheat and cotton raisers' associa-

tion, however, would be entirely independent of the banking
plan suggested, except as regards co-operation or mutual aid,

and the relations existing could be severed at any time that

the government would come to the rescue in the matter of
making loans, but the necessity for a producers' association

will always exist. While it is true that increase in the money
volume would have an immediate effect in raising prices of
products, yet it is equally true that these prices can be main-
tained only by combination.
That the price of anything or everything can be regula-

ted only by combination, is a fact admitted upou all sides.

Even gold is no exception to this rule. It is a matter of his-

tory that the yellow metal—now worshipped by tbe money-
changers as a thing possessing some Divine power—was once
so seriously threatened by what they are pleased to term
"overproduction" that these same money mongers took steps
to prevent its further use aB money. They were afraid that

the obligations payable to them in the coin of the United
Stales, gold and silver, would be paid entirely in gold, and it

is more than probable that their fears would have assumed
the form of legislative enactment, if it had not been for the
fabulous silver mines of Nevada. The discovery of those
and other great silver mines about that time gave rise to

another fear, and that was that silver would become too plen-

tiful, no they hastened back to the fold of the golden calf and
commenced a systematic tight upon the white metal, wbich
resulted, as every producer knows, in its demonitization.
Since the money changers, then, have demonstrated very
clearly, if not to our entire satisfaction, that the price of
anything can be established only by curtailment and combi-
nation, llii* suggests nod makes it even necessary that we
adopt their tactics and fix the price of wheat and cotton

—

curtailing the output, if necessary, to a single bale of one and
a fdngle bushel of the other. But it will not be necessary to

'he output to any great extent in order to realize fair

prices, when the organization is once under way.
The question, then, is organization: How can this be ac-

complished '.'

Incorporate a company under the name of "The American

Wheat and Cotton Raisers' Association," with a capital stock
of say $1,000,000, divided into 1,000,000 shares of the par
**alue of one dollar each, the objects of which shall be to buy
and sell wheat, cotton, corn and other breadstufls, both raw
and refined, to establish and operate flour mills in the sev-
eral States, to establish and operate cotton gins and other
refining and manufacturing establishments when adyisable,
to consiroct.Iease or otherwise operate 8teamboats,steamships,
orotber water craft upon the navigable streams of the Uni-
ted States or upon the high seas of the world, to establish and
operate general merchandise ?nd other supply stores in the
several States of the United States, and to do snch other
things as may properly come within the province of a gen-
eral mercantile company. The head office of this Associa-
tion might be located say at Chicago, or at some other great
central trade mart, with branch offices under the supervision
of local lodges in every wheat or cotton producing section of
the Union.
Such an organization as this would keep the producers in

touch with one another in such a manner as to make adverse
manipulation of either their products or their purchases
utterly impossible. If the middlemen should attempt to
hamper the organization in any way by either refusing to
take the products of its members at prices fixed by the asso-
ciation or by refusing to supply its members at fair prices
with such articles of trade as they require, the association
could avail itself of its corporate privileges by chartering
vessels and shipping their products direct to the European
consumer? and either bring back such goods as they might re-
quire, or el6e open general supply stores and buy direct from
the manufacturers on the same terms and the same conditions
as the middlemen—on credit. It is a fact that cash is rarely
ever used in the transaction of international business, only
balances of trade being settled with coin, and as the exports
of cotton and breadstuff?, even at the present low prices, ex-
ceeds by more than $50,000,000 a year the imports necessary
for the home wants of these producers, the question then is

not how are we going to live, but how are the middle-
men going to live. If the American manufactur-
ers, who through increased consumption of their products
would receive as much benefit from high prices of wheat and
cotton as the producers of these articles would, refused to sell

them goods,the association could contract with foreign agents
to supply these things, and thus close every factory in the
United States, in spite of any protective measures they might
enjoy.

The object in placing the par value of-sbares in the asso-

ciation at one dollar is not so much for the purpose of acquir-
ing a capital to work with as it is for the purpose of securing
an organization, the sole object of which shall be to establish

a price. If the present jobbers and exporters express a will-

ingness to take up the products of the association at the min-
imum price fixed for wheat, say of seventy-five cents per
bushel at the point of production or one dollar at the sea-
board and twenty and twenty-five cents for cotton under the
same rule, the purpose of the association will have been
accomplished and there will be no need of engaging in the
several pursuits outlined, but if they would refuse to do this,

the producers with their unlimited resources can carry out
every purpose ot the association, including the formation of
a banking company upon the plan outlined in the preceding
pages. The banking department, operated as it would be
under the laws of the several States.would have to be a separ-
ate institution, even though composed of the same stockhold-
ers ; but it could be tacitly understood that all funds derived
either from deposits or earnings should be used first to take
up maturing farm mortgages and secondly to move crops. If
opposition should develop itself at this stage, either in the
matter of buying up the crops or lending money upon farm
mortgages, it could be manifested in only oLe way, and that

would be by offering higher prices to the producers than the
association offered and lower rates of interest to the borrower
than the bank had fixed—and this is just what we want.
This combination, unlike all others,would thrive under com-
petition. If the opposition should offer one dollar a bushel for

wheat at an interior point where the company had a standing
offer of seventy-five cents, the company would very naturally

rejoice in the success of its efforts in establishing priceB ; but
if the opposition offered only sixty cents, it would get no
wheat. The purposes of the producers' association would at

all times be governed by the trade conditions of the country.
If the association's minimum prices were paid by tbe present
dealers, it would be simply a "social and fraternal organiza-

tion;" if not, it would become an active, commercial body and
carry out all of its corporate objects.

The membership of the association should, for the pur-
poses of harmony, be limited to those actively engaged in the

production of wheat, cotton and corn, either as owners, ten-

ants or employees, and the stock should be limited to one
share each. This would prevent any corrupt control or per-

version of its purposes. A board of directors composed of

one member from each State represented in the association

could be elected each year, as provided by all general incor-

poration laws, and this board could in turn elect the officers

for the ensuing year.

But some one will say, " the promise of a profit, such as

is contemplated here, will result in stimulated wheat and
cotton raising, wild lands will be called into use, and the or-

chard will go back [to its original condition." Suppose it

does have this effect, where is the injury ? It is not probable

that any one will in this country engage in the business for

the purpose of selling for less than the associations minimum
price, nor even in foreign countries, unless human nature

has undergone a very radical change, since they can do that

now. If they come into th*° association for the purpose of

sharing its benefits, they cannot in any way affect its pur-

poses. If theaddition of new land should increase the out-

put to a point bevond the consuming capacity of the world,

the old lands of Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Kansas, California, Oregon and Washington could in turn

be given a much needed rest, until such lime as an increase

in population demanded their recultivation. If the cur-

tailed supply would give to the producer upon the new lands

of Texas or the Mojave Desert a dollar a bushel for his

wheat and twenty-five cents a pound for his cotton, instead

of forty cents for the one and seven cents for the other, as is

the case at tbe present time, there can be but little doubt that

he would readily give up a portion of bis increased earnings

to Ihe men who in other sections produced that result. But
if he should refuse to do this, they can punish him at any
time they desire by simply engaging in the same business in

competition against him. The fact that a promise of reward
in the form of fair prices would result in the reclamation of

arid or other wild lands, ought not to be urged as an objec-

tion to this plan, as that condition itself is one sought by all
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Will they get any money from Europe through the sale of
these products at advanced prices ? No. Did the Carnegies,
the Rockefellers and the other millionaire manufacturers
get any part of their millions through the sale of their goods
to Europe ? No. Whom did they sell to? To the people
of the United States. Where did "the people of the United
States get the money to buy these things ? They obtained it

from Europe through the sale of wheat, cotton, corn, lum-
ber, beef and tobacco almost exclusively. There has been
no time io the history of the United States when the manu-
factured products sold abroad ever amounted to more than
one-sixth of the value of the cotton and breadstuff exports.
The producers of cotton and breadstuff's have not only con-
sumed a very large part of the output of the protected fac-

tory, but thev have enabled the nation to maintain a favor-

able balance of trade with the world, and furnished the
means of consuming the remainder of that factory output,
but they cannot do so much longer, unless they receive better

prices for their products.

Now comes the question of meeting this Oriental invasion.
Who is going to do it ? Will it be met bv the Carnegies and
the others who have become multi-millionaires through legis-

lative favor? No ! Their wage scale has already been reduced
to the lowest possible point, so they will most likely turn the
"sucked orange" of protected industry—wild-cat town lots

and all—over to a generous American public and go to

Europe to purchase a title. Can the heavily-bonded rail-

roads of the nation, which have enjoyed no end of favors

both legislative and judicial, do anything to stem this threat-

ened tide? No ! Their power, while great enough to prevent
trade and crush it entirely whenever they see fit, is unfortu-

nately confined to the American product. They are non-
entities in international matters. They are the house-dogs
of trade, dangerous only at home. Can the national bankers
of the country, who have grown rich through the wrongful
exercise of government prerogatives, do anything towards
checking this threatened ruin? No ! They, too, are power-
less for good. They are the commercial crows of the nation.

They always take flight in the hour of natiooal peril.

What interest then must the nation turn to for help in the
hour of need? To the one that founded, fostered and has
even maintained it during the reign of its false gods—that of

agriculture. The United States is still the granaiyof the

world, and its only hope of future existence lies in that in-

dustry. When that industry dies the nation dies with it.

We can no more hope to compete with the new element of

manufacturing—possessing as it does an average wage rate

of less than ten cents per day—than we can hope to dis-

charge our foreign indebtedness while the world is putting

the price upon our exports, and the sooner we realize that

fact and set our guns to meet it the better will it be for the

nation. And right at this time I want call the wage earner's

attention to the fact that the sudden raise in wages in the
iron trade is not due to any great home demand for these

goods, but to the fact that Japan and China are getting ready

to engage in the manufacturing business themselves. What
then will becDme of the American workman ? There will be

but one place for him and that is upon the farm. China and
Japan can produce manufactured articles cheaper than we
can, but they cannot produce cotton and grain. If we can
fix the price of these articles, and I claim that we can by
combination, we can say to the world "Bring on your goods,

but keep out your people,'' and in twenty years we can
make this the creditor instead of the debtor nation of the

world. C. E. Farnum, M. D.,

July 1st, 1895. Corner 3d and Market Streets,

San Francisco, Cal.

progressive communities and is in perfect accord with the
|
creased prices ? The people of the United States, of course,

trend of civilization. If the orchard would give way to the ^ '
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grain or cotton field, it would do so simply because the latter

would give greater promise than the former, and while it may

be acknowledged that the tiller of the soil has but few privi-

leges left, perhaps the right to change from one product to

another is still one of these privileges—unless it has been ab-

rogated by the modern deed of trust mortgage. If ten or

twenty or a hundred thousand acres of orchard give way to

as many acres of grain, it will at least relieve the fruit market

to that extent and thereby enable those who remain under

the shadow of the fig and the vine to secare temporarily

better prices than they du now. That it will have this ef-

fect is just as certaia as that the depressed condition of agri-

culture io general drove thousands iato fruit raising.

But this is not all. The beneficial effects of an improved

agricultural condition will not be confined to those bred and

born upon the f*rm. It will manifest itself in the over-

crowded cities of the nation where a bare existence is the

present reward for a life of toil. It will take whole families

from the shadow of a sweat-house existence, where the con-

ditions of life are anything but American, and place them

back upon the farm where they can at least enjoy the sun-

light of Heaven, and thus pave the way for a higher and

a better standard of citizenship. That there has been a con-

gestion of labor in the cities as a result of the unprofitable

farm is a fact that is borne oat by the thousands of aban-

doned farms ard homesteads along the Atlantic Coast; and

that this scramble for bread in the crowded centers of popu-

lation has had a demoralizing effect upon the citizenship of

the nation, is a fact that is evidenced by the presence of

"boodlers" in nearly all places of public trust. If the citizen-

ship of this country was of a higher standard and its

economic policy broader and better forty years ago than it is

to-day, it was due to the fact that agriculture was then the

chief resource of the country and that its followers were the

lawmakers of the nation. The "boodler" and the "lobbyist,"

so conspicuous to-day in the halls of legislation, were then

unknown agents in government. Such a thing as two thous-

and indigaant citizens marching into a legislative hall bent

upon lynching their representatives, as was experienced in

Denver a few days ago, was a thing that was never even

dreamed of.

But a change was demanded. The men who had wrested

this country from the tryant nation of the world and de-

fended it, both in war and in trade, without pledging its

credit to the enemy, were considered too slow and too con-

servative for the needs of the nation that they themselves

had founded. The bucolic simplicity of Jefferson and Jack-

son was more than the kid gloved cormorants of commerce

could stand. The buzzirds of trade, who had either experi-

enced or enjoyed the advantages of class legislation in other

countries, saw at a glance that the peaceful pursuit of agri-

culture, while great enough to maintain this country with-

out the sale of bonds to foreign pawn-brokers, afforded them

no opportunity to prey upon its people, so they set about

to effect a change in its economic policy. To do this through

the ordinary channels of legislation would have been too

glow to gratify their greed, so they invoked the aid of their

favorite god, Mars, to bring about that end. Cotton, wheat

and corn were dethroned in the costly st-uggle and steel and

iron were installed in their places, and what is the result?

Five thousand millionaires and five hundred thousand

tramps, farms mortgaged from Maine to Oregon, a public

and private indebtedness held by their friends in Europe_ to

the amount of six billion dollars, the interest upon which

exceeds the gross value of all exported bread-stuffs, and a

public and private indebtedness at home of over $30,000,-

000,000. And now comes the startling and pretty well au-

thenticated intelligence that the grand industrial fabric, built

np in this country at such a fearful cost, is about to be over-

thrown by the cheap labor products of the New Orient.

And right in this connection it might not be out of place to

say that the New Orient has been made new by the same

agents who prompted the Rebellion—the purveyors of gold.

The nations which have been buying up our resources at cost

and nurturing their own are now going to invade out mar-

kets with their manufactured products, both at home and

abroad, and teach us a lesson in political economy. They

propose to show us that a nation cannot enrich itself bv taxing

its own people and selling its credit abroad to replenish the

depleted treasuries of the country. Simple as the

proposition may seem, they understand better than

we do that a saloon-keeper cannot afford to pay a

high license fee for the privilege of drinking his own
whisky, and that is just what the United States has been doing

during 'the last thirty years. We are just recovering from a

national debauch made up of beautiful industrial rainbows

and protective pyrotechnics, enchanting while it lasted, but

most disappointing in its results. During all these years the

halls of Congress fairly rang with the claims of " honest in-

dustry " and "American manhood" as exemplified by the

towering furnaces and the rapidly expanding cities ;
but no

mention was made of the fact that ninety-five per cent, of the

output of these factories was beiog consumed at increased

prices by the tillers of the soil, who enjoyed no legislative

benefits whatever. During the same period the great metro-

politan newspapers, always upon the side of the advertiser

rather than the reader, fairly teemed with the bean lies and

the grand benefits of that protective system, their columns

frequently filled with town-lot advertisements furnished by

the protected manufacturer, but they saw no danger whatever t the track, started first favorite for the A. J. C. Derby, at

Nordenfeldt, by Musket—Onyx,
Died 1895.

Foaled 1882.

The death of Nordenfeldt, undoubtedly the most success-

ful sire of his time bred in the colonies, has this week to be

chronicled. At the death of 'Musket nearly ten years ago,

Nordenfeldt, who was sold as a yearling to Hon. James

White for 1200gs, was re-purchased to take his sire's place

by the Auckland Stud and Pedigree Stock Company for the

sum of 2000gs. This was at the close of his racing career,

which, though short, was a brilliant one for a three-year-old,

and such as to place him high up in the estimation of the

sporting world of Australia. Well do I remember seeing

him run his first tace at Hawkesbury. He was as green as

a leek then, and his trainer remarked to me that he had a

good miler to beat in First Chester, but if he got away with

the son of Chester he would win. Strange, I thought it,

to see Nordenfeldt practically left at the post, and I had

previously made a small investment on First Chester who

won. But all along the back of .the course Nordenfeldt

put in some long strides, and satisfied me that he was

a good one. He had no trouble to win the Hawkes-

bury Produce Stakes next day. but he had no

First Chester to meet, Eagle Grange being the runner-up on

each occasion. A week later, in the A. J. C. Derby, Uralla,

his stable companion, who had been showing great trials on

race, and Honeydew's name rent the air as they came down
the running track, and it certainly looked as though Honev-
dew, who had a most commanding appearance and who was
a good horse, would win. But, as in the Derby, Ellis ap-
plied the whalebone, and from a length or two in the rear
Nordenfeldt steadily got up to Honeydew's quarters, then to
his girth and to his breastplate, and then Hales sat down and
rode all he knew, but " the bulldog " was on the premises
and won by a neck. I can see the race now. Great ex-
citement prevailed, as most people for a time did not know
which had won. Next day in the Randwicfe Plate, three
miles, there were but three starters, and it was one of the
slowest run races I ever saw. They merely cantered for the
first two miles, when Eagle Grange suddenly shot away
from Percussion and Nordenfeldt, and before Ellis
could get the latter to work, Eagle Grange
was fully a hundred yards ahead. " They'll
never catch him,"_ was the cry. "Nicholson had slipped
them," and such like remarks were heard; and it certainly
looked "a guinea to a hayseed" on Eagle Grange, but when
Nordenfeldt was called upon in earnest, he came very fast

and had the runaway caught below the distance, and won
his fifth successive race. It wa9 after he had won the A. J.
C. Derby, and when about to receive a few sove, I had won
by backing the Maorilander against the advice of Mr. G.
Hill, who declared that the \ew Zealanders were pig-headed
in their loyalty to horses bred io their own country that I
witnessed some wagering on the Victoria Darby that opened
my eyes to the magnitude of betting in Australian events.
Joe Thompson, the Leviathan, remarked in his noted style
to a brother bookmaker, "Didn't I tell you your Uralla was
not the flyer you thought her ?" "What will you lay her for
the V. R. C. Derby ?" "A thousand to two hundred," was
the prompt reply. "Pat it down," was the equally prompt
rejoinder, "and I'll take another thousand at the same
price." "Done," Baid Thompson, "put him down 2,000 to

400, Jack, and he can have another thousand at the same
price if he wants it."

"Now, what will you lay this Maori bloke?" queried
Thompson. "Five hundred to a hundred" was the reply, at
which figure Thompson wanted to go on, but no further busi-
ness resulted. How Nordenfeldt started favorite and, after a
good race, defeated Mb New South Wales opponent, First
Chester—now a 20 to 1 chance—the Hon. W. Robinson's
Winchester, Dunlop, Isonomy, Remus, Thunderbolt and
Uralla is a matter of history. How two days later, in the big
field of thirty-five, he went out first favorite and finished
within a length and a half of Sheet Anchor, Grace Darling
and Trenton in the Melbourne Cup, is just as well known.
In his last race the Canterbury Plate, he was beaten a neck
by Trenton at weight for age, and good as he was, I should
not like to say he was a better horse than Trenton. Norden-
feldt then retired to the stud. There thetriumps of the turf
were followed up by stud successes, and it is a question
whether Musket in the same number of years got as many
good all-round horses. This is, however, opening up too wide
a subject to deal with here, but whatever opinions may be
held upon this point, I think that there can be little doubt
that no sire has excelled in the production of winners in the
same time. The winning lists of Nordenfeldt's stock read as

follows:
NEW ZEALAND.

£ b d
1889-90 (first year, two-year-olds) 873 7
1890-91 (second year) 60S*
1891-92 (third year) 29lu 10
1892-93 (fourth year) -J856 S
1893-94 (fifth year) 3233 5
1894-95 (sixth year) 4167 17

Total „ 22,126 7

•Calculated up to date.

AUSTRALIA.
£

1891-92 12,019
1892-93 , 8,085
1893-94- 6,032

•1894-95- 5,000

Total 28,136

*The complete returns are not to hand, but it ia almost certain that
the amount this year will be more than stated.

It will thus be spen that Nordenfeldt's progeny have won
upwards of £500,000 in six years. In securing this amount
Nordenfeldt's progeny have won most of the classic races and
big handicaps throughout the colonies, but to recount their

deeds would take up too much space in one article. I will

simply conclude this reference to a great race horse and sire

by placing at the foot hereof the names of most of the win-

ners got by him: Carnage, Merganser, The Possible, She,
Strathmore, Brown Alice. North Atlantic, Pulwerewere,
Mary, Norsemaid, Gun Cotton, Iphimede, Norina, Forme,
The Shrew, Bulldog, Hazel, Stepfeldt, Havoc, Medallion,

Kosefeldt. Sternchaser, Culloden, Carronade, Rebel, Yatu-
ghan, Cambria, Spinaway, Melinite, Spindrift, Marfeioch,

Rayfeldt, Tartan, Crimson Streak, Elswick, Crackshot, Step-

niak, Tisaillerie, Steadfast, Adelaide, Palliser, Yatlenfeldt,

Repeater, Focus, Namoa, Brown Mantle, Anniversary, Goos-
ander, Zingara.—Spectator in Australian Referee.

to the country in the rapidly decliniog price of its agricul-

tural products. If they condescended to 3peak of the matter

at all, either editorially or by the very infrequent privilege of

communication, they invariably answered it by saying that

" wheat and cotton are commodities, and are worth no more

nor less than they will bring in the world's markets." They

would devote column after column, about election time, to the

"dignity of labor" and the necessity of protection "American

manhood and American womanhood" against the servile in-

vasions of Europe, but they saw nothing wrong in compell-

ing the American farmer, both by the law of the land and

the law of trade combinations, to sell his product in competi-

tion with tha 1
. servile labor. No, they were all silent upon

that subject. And it is more or less so to-day. A ten-

dollar bank advertisement to-day can do more towards

moulding the policy of the average city journal than

ten thousand agricultural subscriptions can, and yet

the former only advertises by reason of the latter.

If a new combine is formed to raise the price of

iron, coal, petroleum, wire, bagging, cordage or any other

agent of commerce dependent wholly upon home consump-

tion, they go into ao ecstasy over it and declare it to be an

unmistakable "revival of business." Who will pay these in-

nearly level money, carrying Hales, the first jockey, First

Chester being next in demand at 5 to 4, Nordenfeldt going

out at 5 and 6 to 1. He was ridden by Ellis, who was kick-

ing him along the whole way, some lengths behind First

Chester and Uralla, who were fighting out a battle all down
the straight. Nordeiifeldt, however, came very determinedly

when shaken up and won by about a length from CJralla.who

carried the confidence and the money of the stable, but who
only just beat First Chester. Nordenfeldt, to my eye, did not

look nearly fit, but the two races he had had at Hawkesbury
and his Derby gallop—for it was after all only a gallop for

him—only served to sharpen him up.and next day,with odds

of 5 to 1 on him, he landed the Maiden Plate from three

moderates. This gallop did him more good, and

on the third day he met Honeydew, Reginald, Moon-
shee and Astorea in the Craven Stakes, weight-for-age,

a mile and a quarter. Honeydew was purchased

only a few days previously by the Hon. W. A.

Long for 1500sovs., and, if I remember aright, a bet was reg-

istered at the time that he would win the Craven Stakes,

£2500 to £500 being the wager. It was unfortunate for the

taker that Nordenfeldt appeared on the scene. It was a great

The London Sportsman publishes the following interest-

ing compilation : One mile, Dornroschen, 1:36 2-3, at Not-
tingham, October 2, 1893. Rowley mile (lm. 11 yards),

Marco, Map 16, 1S95
;
previous fastest, 1:42 2 5, by Kirkcon-

nel and Isinglass, and 1:42 2 5 by Amphion, who carried 10st.

lib. in the March stakes in 1891. Ooe mile and a quarter,

Florizel II. 2:08 1-8, at Gatwick, May 18, 1895. One mile

and a half, Blair Atbol, 2:43, the Derby. One mile and a

half, Kettledrum, 2:43, the Derby. One mile and a half,

Merry Hampton, 2:42, Ayrshire, the Derby. One mile and

a half, Isinglass, 2:43, the Derby. One mile and a half.

Memoir, 2:40 4 5, at Ep3om in the Oaks, 1890. One mile

and a half, Bend Or, 2:40, at Epsom, in the Gold Cup, 1881

.

One mile and three-quarters, Florizell II., 2:59 1-5, at Man-
chester, in the cup, June 7, 1895. Six furlongs, Serpentine,

1:12 2-5, at Epsom, May 23, 1895.

There was a meeting of the Directors of the Vallejo

Driyiog Park Association Tuesday night. Matters in con-

nection with the races to be held in August next were dis-

cussed at length. It was the unanimous verdict of the

Directors present to ofier a $700 purse for a 2:16 pacing

event. The entries will close July 15th. The track will be

placed in good condition immediately and given constant

attention from now on until the opening day. New stalls

will also be erected and other improvements of a general

character made. Everything denotes a most successful

meeting.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
KDITKO AUD COKDrCTKD SOLBLY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Recifkocity—Every person I have heard commeDling

on the article Jwhich appeared in this paper last week, re-

garding the importance of harmonious action on the part of

the two jockey clubs, have fully endorsed the position taken.

Even those who claimed that owners might be benetited by

an intense rivalry admitted that it could only be temporary

when it was taken into consideration that owners, and all de-

pending upon the earnings of racehorses, could not have more

than transient prosperity unless the clubs were also prosper-

ous. This is so evidently sound that arguments are unneces-

sary, a mere statement being sufficient.

Then from another point of view. Let us suppose that one

succeeds in driving its opponent from the field. That could

only be after a long ana desperate fight, the victor crippled

as well as the vanquished subjugated. Countries have been

well nigh ruined after victorious campaigns, and crushing

taxes imposed to make good the deficit.

There mav be a great lowering of expenses to owners while

the controversy is active. Free entrance to purses is one of

the changes which is almost sure to follow, and, in all proba-

bility, tuore money " hung up." If over-entries can be

guarded against, lowering the club charges to participants

in races, and (hose who " scratch," might be adopted to ad-

vantage without compulsion ; if done in order to head-oil

rivalry when that ceases there will be restoration to old prac-

tices. I have always advocated the curtailment of expenses,

reducing the cost of keeping a stable to the lowest possible

figure consistent with a proper management of racing as be-

ing the foundation of prosperity to all concerned.

The sightseeing and speculative public should be the

source of revenue, not forced contributions from those who
present the spectacle, and this can surely be rendered more
productive when harmony prevails,than with two racecourses

in antagonism, both depending on the same population for

support. With active hostilities there can be no cessation,

no intermission to recuperate, however sparse the attendance

the play must be kept on the boards.

There may be a "beggarly array of empty boxes," a pauc-
ity of spectators at both theatres, so few to cheer the winners

that enthusiasts are depressed, their usually volatile spirits

overcome by the incubus which hangs over the scene as to

lose all interest, every succeeding week diminishing the at-

ten ance and yet the absolute necessity for continuing the

warfare will compel continuation.

It i? very well known that I am heartily opposed to long-

continued race meetings, and even in this country where
winter-racing can be pursued to the smallest detriment of

the cause, and it may be with so many advantages pertaining

as to otlVet the drawbacks, that does not figure in this ques-

tion further than that the dangers from two is far greater

than one can present. The arguments which will be offered

in this article will be to prove that the interests, the pecuni-
ary well being, of everyone connected with racecourses and
racehorses will be promoted by one course,greatly injured by
another. Were any good principle at stake not a sentence
would be written to endanger that. Were it a question be-
tween rooneymaking, in which honor had to be sacrificed,

were all the dollars that could be coined in the mint in the
scale, it should not weigh as much as the feather of a hum-
mingbird in opposition. It is not that a plain business prop-
osition, not restricted to the firms engaged, a controversy
with thousands interested. So far as I can determine the
forces are very equally balanced.

Big capital behind each contestant, skilful generals, their
forces equipped with all the modern "engines of war."
They also have at command the "arts of peace." In com-

bination racing can be presented which will be on a par with
the very beat of the East, and it is not far out of the way to
assert that the junction of forces will secure such additional
pitronage. that each course will be more the gainer than if

the wbole field were under its sole dominion. With alterna-
ting periods of racing the charm of variety will be added.
While the two courses are only a few miles apart there will
be differences which will enhance the interest. It will not
be the same journey over and over again, a change of route
and a change of scene when the journey is ended. With
horses in training on separate grounds the attraction of see-
ing them come together in races will be heightened. Even
the victories on one course will not ensure a repetition on the
bther.

The "gloriom uncertainty" will be still more glorioti-|un-
der new conditions, and the champion of one weeK have to
surrender the honors when it comes to a home-and-home
struggle. Home horses run better on the home track, others
appear to do better when removed. There are traits and
peculiarities among tbem as pronounced as those that are an
inheritance of the human family, and diligences juut as
marked. One so firmly attached to home that when removed
it will pioc and mourn f.r a long period, as clear a caseof
notialgW as ever exhibited by the youth who makes his first

journey away from home. Thus there are new elements to
consider when new experiences are met, and the pleasure of

log the race* increased to quite s degree by the con-
testa of bones which are trained apart.
There are few places where reciprocity can be carried out

as advantageously as will he the case on the two San Fran-
cisco race courses. Onlv a few miles intervening, and when
road* in the early morning, if there is a rule which PS hide*
horses in sheets and cover* being ridden through Golden
Gate Park, a permit ooQtd undoubtedly be obtained to cover
this point. Among the peculiarities, which horses possess,
or, at least, a decided tendency of the aristocracy of the

r*ce in an appreciation of the delights which charm
hetic portion of humankind, and a walk tbrongh the

park on lhe*e hslmy and bright winter morning*, whion gen-
erally prevail in that season of the year, will be abetter
preparation for iheracaaof the afternoon than the dreary
walks around the ring, which \* ai di«ta*telul as a treadmill,
after month* of unage, and horn** which have " Milked " and
balked,.booked and refueed to j >in their competitor* at the
po«t will dltplaj moh s beneficial change as to delight
owner, trainer and j >rkey.

Toll U no fanciful claim, lingular as it may appear
"h" DJ n as brutes of llttli mi. 11,

•"" ""d
' 10 all -oris of objectionable conduct, but

abundantly ju tied by their actions to one who has given

close attention to their traits and studied closely their true

character. Better racing, the union of interests will ensure,

from every point of view. Better contests, and it is super-

fluous to say with better pleased spectators. And now if any

person will show one valid reason against reciprocity he will

confer an obligation that will be duly appreciated. In that

case there will be a better opportunity to defend my side of

the contest, as arguments on the other will be easily answered.

It may be that the "prospective ruction" is an emanation

from the brains of reporters, anxious to send in matter which

will be "spicy reading," and not sanctioned by the parties

which are mainly interested, and all my worriment over it

without cause. Still there are grounds for apprehension, not

the least of which is the disposition to foment quarrels.

Taking it for granted that two racecourses cannot exist in

the same locality without deadly strife, and anxious to have

the fight go on, there are people of such a perverse nature

that they do all in their power to hasten the conflict and en-

courage the contestants to keep it up, so long as they are out

of the way of hard knocks. True friends of the parties who
are mainly interested cannot pursue that course, and those

who do, and still claim to be influenced by friendly feelings,

are either woefully obtuse or arrant liars.

Taking everything into consideration I am forced to the

conclusion that the daily papers which have sounded " notes

of war " have done so without authority, and that in

place of a conflict between the two clubs there will be such

reciprocity as will materially advance the interests of all

connected with racehorses.

*

"Cotton Batting is now very freely used by all of the

up-to-date trainers. With it the pressure of the bandage is

equalized on all parts of the leg, while it also assists mate-

rially in removing fever."—American Sportsman, June 27,

1895.

It may interest Mr. Golcher and others to learn that the

use of cotton batting under bandages on horses came from

the advice of a California surgeon, Or. Woolsey, and in this

way :

In 1888 Dr. Woolsey drove to the entrance gate at my
place, and I delegated a boy to look after hiB horses, as I

wanted his advice. The horse, Antevolo, stood on the floor

and I called the Doctor's attention to a "leg," and requested

his advice.

"Why," he responded, "you know a hundred times more
about horses than I do." "But you know a thousand times

more about surgery, aud if you do not object to giving ad-

advice when a Houyhnhnmys in place of a Yahoo is the sub-

ject, I will be greatly obliged," was the reply. "Far from
it," he answered. "You gave me information that was of

service in relation to the feet of my horse, and I will be

glad to reciprocate."

I explained that the horse had been laid up for-nearly

two years with a sprain of the suspensory ligament of one
hind leg, he had apparently recovered so that he was named
in a stake of $1,000 each, in which $500 was up and $500
more to be posted in a short time, but there were indications

of the ailment returning. I desired his advice more partic-

ularly regarding bandages. That I had given up their use

on well limbs, which bad been my practice for years, after

fast work and races, and though still adhering to them when
legs were not "all right," had misgivings as to the propriety
of usiog them in very many cases.

Bandages saturated in hot and cold water, in medicated
water or liniments, their use in work, etc, were discussed,

and the Doctor informed me that as nearly a parallel case

as he could use for an illustration was that of brakesmen.
He was the surgeon, and had been for many years, of the

Central Pacific, that gave him opportunities for observation

such as (ew enjoyed. Brakesmen with severe sprains of the

wrist could perform their work with the part bandaged, when
without its aid they were completely incapacitated.

He was shown the bandages, Derby pattern, and approved
them, though he said use plenty of cotton between bandage and
leg, both when wetted and when at exercise. The water
had been softened with soda,but after this conversation borax
and alum were substituted.

I made the $300 second payment on the first of September,
when nearly everyone thought I was showing poor judgment,
as there were nine nominations in the 6take with such horses

as Stamboul, Palo Alto, Rexford, Jim Mulvenna, Woodford,
Guy Wilkes, Director and Dawn engaged, and to put up
$300 on a lame horse, the race not very far off", was certainly

something of a hazard. Second payments were made on the
part of I -uy Wilkes, Stamboul, Director, Woodnut and An-
tevolo.

A clearer idea will be obtained by copying from daily
journal that much of Antevolo's work as will have a bearing
on the subject:

"Saturday, Sept. 22, 1888. At 10 a. m. took Antevelo
out, adopting Dr. Woolsey's plan,viz., putting cotton batting
between large rolls (padded buckskin made long enough to

reach from ankle to hock) and the leg, covering injured ten-

don to quite a thickness." The entry in the journal is very
full, describing the work minutely. Enough for this purpose
to stale that he trotted the first heat in 2:28, the second in

2:26; the first two heats inside of 2:30 since 1S89. After the
work the leg was bandaged, cotton and bandage saturated in

hot water softened with soda ; after the afternoon walk cold
water, borax and alum replacing soda. The entry Sept. 23d.
"Jogged Antevolo seven miles; did not show the least ill

effects of yesterday's work." Sept, 23d. " Dick put new
hind tips on Antevolo, scant four ounces each, after which I

drove him, jogging G\ miles and winding up with a brush
through the backstretch in 36A. He did not show any lame-
ness and the swelling is now nearly gone." Sept. 25th.
"Drove him two heats in 2:20, 2:19." On the'29th of Septem-
ber two heats in 2:24, 2:19. I thought the hind tips too heavy
so on October 1st the entry reads: "Dick put new set of tips

OO Auievolo, four ounces each, hind 2^ ounces each." Octo-
ber 2d he trotted two heats in 2:224, 2:20A, and October 6th
three heata in 2:28,2:19, 2:17,the last half "of the third beat in

1:07 i, and the account states "drove wide to get on better
ground."

ThiB was •surely a favorable endorsement of Dr. Woolsey's
practice, and had there been time enough to " take it easier,"

the result would have been far better. But the $500 was to
go up * October 17th, the big stake to be trotted on the 20th,
and work had to be hurried. I am confident, however, that
the cotton was a potent factor in keeping the leg in such
shape as to endure the work, and the Oakland track was deep
and rough

; in fact, the wort I have ever known it to train
iroiu-rs upon. So bad, in my opinion, that on the 18th of
September 1 went to the Bay District and engaged stalls for
Antevolo and the galloper who accompanied him in his fast

work. But one of my two men gave up his job, and before
he could be replaced by one who could be depended upon to
look after the stock at home, cotton batting was introduced,
and it bid fair to lessen the risks of a bad track so much as to
warrant keeping up the training upon it. This was a mis-
take, as I learned when the race came off

1

, though Dr. Wool-
sey's treatment may be credited with securing something
more than my stake, in place of losing five hundred dollars
forfeit.

* *
Summer Meeting P. C. T. H. B. A. will open a week

from to-day on the California State Agricultural Fai r
Grounds at Sacramento. That it will be a successful meeting
is now so nearly assured that the desirable result may be said

to be settled beforehand. That the weather will be favorable

is beyond peradventure, and in this respect California has the
biggest kind of an advaatage over the States which lie on the
other side of the mountains. The late meeting at Red Oau,
Iowa, had one half of the week, in which it was to take place,
rendered useless by heavy rains, and on these days when the
track was a "sea of black mud," the best part of the pro-
gramme was to be decided. There was an average daily at-
tendance of ten thousand, and it was estimated that the free-
for-all day, when Directum, Fantasy, Azote and other celeb-
rities would come together twenty-five thousand would be
below the mark. Other Eastern meetings were similarly
obstructed, and the immunity here from such drawbacks has
led to a lack of appreciation. With good weather a certainty,
a programme which is very good token of capital races, and
management which will be satisfactory to public, owners and
drivers, and the first trotting meeting in California of the
season should be "eminently successful." There is a feature
of the programme which from present appearance will add to
the interest though it requires explanation. On the regular bill

are eleven races the entries to which closed the first of May.
To strengthen that additional purses were advertised which
closed on the first of this month. These failed to secure en-
tries to satisfy the Board of Directors, and in place of them
it was resolved to appropriate a sum for special races, adopt-
ing the racing method of "over-night entries." That there
will be a large number of disengaged horses at Sacramento is

more than probable; that as the races progress there will be
numerous additions to this available corps is beyond question,
and as a rule these specials are the most stubborn contests of
a meeting. There is an opportunity for closer classification
than time eligibility confers. Two horses have competed in

classes fifteen seconds apart may have shown an equality of
speed that will puzzle the sharpest observor to award a de-
cided preference. The second, third, or even worse than third,
in one class may demonstrate that when pitted against win-
ners of other divisions they will have 3 good chance to win,
and as close races are those which have the greatest fascina-
tion for the spectators, specials are almost sure to be potent
factors in "pleasing the public." With two regular races and
one or more specials on each day of the meeting it doe.-> seem
that "plenty of sport" will be the result of this arrangement.

But owners of horses must do their part towards furnish-
ing material for this part of the programme. That there
will be a chance for quite a number of horses, outside of
those having eugagemeuts at the meeting, is fully assured,
and there will be small risk in preparing to meet the oppor-
tunity.

That people may understand what a grand prospect there
is for the regulars (those which closed May 1st) to prove
good races it is only necessary to give the number of entries.

Trotting, tbree-year old, 2:27 class Purse SI. 000, 23 entries
Trotting, foor-year-oid, 2:25 class Purse 1.000, 17 entries
Trottiog, all ages, 2:40 class Purse 1,000. 28 entries
Trotting, all ages, 2:27 class Purse 1,00c, Gentries
Pacing, three-year olds, 2:25 class Purse 1.000, 16 entries
Pacing, all ages, 2:30 class Purse 1,000, 17 entries
Pacing, all ages, 2:25 class Purse 1,000, IS entries

The above list are the purses in which horses were named
at the time of entry, and in addition there are the " nomina-
tion " purses for the faster classes which elicited a full quota
of subscribers as follows :

Trotting, 2:20 class Purse $1,000, 11 subscribers
Trotting. 2:17 class Purse 1,000, 9 subscribers
PaciDg, 2:16 class Purse 1,000. 11 subscribers
Pdcing, 2:13 class Purse 1,000, 10 subscribers

After making due allowance for withdrawals it is evident
there will be large fields to handle, and with the completion
of each race an addition to the candidates for the "Special
Department." It will be noticed that the pacing brigade is

composed of several complete regiments, and as that division
of the light-harness army is sure to provide good sport, there
will be no lack of excitement.

The pacers will also prove valuable auxiliaries to draw
upon for the " made up " races, and I shall not be at all sur-

prised if the over-night entries prove to be a welcome char-
acteristic of the summer meeting.

*
* *

Wednesday lastThos. H. Williams Jr., Louis Lissak and
Joseph Mee were at the Oakland Trotting Park to make
further examination of the grounds previous to commencing
work on the improvements.

An arrangement was made with the lessee of the part

which is occupied as a nursery and Mower garden, for the

right of way from the nearest point on the railway to where
the San Francisco entrance gate will be located. This is

only a short distance and the approach will be beautified on
both sides with flowers and shrubbery.
The plans for the grand stand are completed, and it will

not be long before the foundation is laid.

There were only a few minutes to spare before the train

was due at Shell Mound station, so that in place of
climbing to the observatory on the roof of the building which
surmounts the mound, and from which there is a grand
view, the party had to be contented with a sight from the
bridge which crosses the overland railway tracks in order to
give a Bafe passage from the local line to visitors to the pic-
nic grounds. Restricted as the view was, when compared to
the much higher elevation, it raised the enthusiasm of Mr.
Williams to a point which was a great gratification to me.
"You are right," he said, "the fioist natural section for a

racecourse and adjuncts anywhere in this section, and the
artificial shall be in keening."

*
* *

Defeat of Directum.—At the time of writing the only

intelligence I have of the victory of Fantasy over Directum

at Minneapolis is the meagre telegraphic account. That
merely gave the time of one heat, 2:09, and the fractional
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time, and that Fantasy broke on the first turn, lost six

lengths, winning by a neck and trotting the last quarter in

30 seconds.

Until fuller accounts are received little can be written,

as conjecture would largely prevail, and that based on in-

adequate proof. From that data it would seem that Dustin

had relied too much on Directam's speed coming home, and

that if he had gone to the three-quarter pole faster than he

did the result would have been changed. But h horse which

can close a gap of six lengths on Directum and make the last

quarter in 30 seconds after trottiag three-quarters in 1:39 is

a sure en«ugh phenom, and will be a tough customer to han-

dle by the very best.

There is some satisfaction, however, in Fantasy having

a California-bred sire, and to those who have faith in "near

iDfusionB" that the sire of her dam is half thoroughbred, and

through as prominent a source as the great son of Lexington,

Asteroid.

The California-bred three-ve»r-old which is now credited

with ability to reduce the champion mark for hiB age and sex,

has also a near cross, the sire of Junio'B dam beiDg by a son of

imported Hercules. From present appearances, 1895 will

show the value of these near infusions in as marked a way as

was the case in 1894.
*

# *

A Conundrum :

—

:'My mare goes all right on level ground

or down grade ; when moved up hill she is struck with sud-

den lameness, at times quite severe. What is the cause of

difficulties ?" Thos spoke a visitor to the office a few

days ago, and a bystander answered that he could answer

the question, viz., that it was due to upright pasterns. Quite

frequently that set of the pastern is the cause for stumbling,

but in this particular caBe the length of toe and lowness of

heel had, in all probability, more to do with the lameness.

The pedal bones thrown out of position in this way, would

be in worse shape when the toe was still more elevated by the

angle of the ground, and the articulation wrongthe strain on

ligaments and tendons increased to a degree that caused

pain.

There is very little doubt that Mr. Roberge's claim that

very many of the ailments of the feet and legs of horses can

be remedied by mechanical treatment, and if lowering the

toeeof the mare enables her to speed up hill without lame-

ness following, it will be corroborative of that opinion.

# *

Near Infusions Again.—But now it is "fresh infusions"

and I suppose those that railed against near infusions are

now willing to admit that those are trotters which carry the

''pernicious " strain that are of some account.

Should this be denied so many of the very fastest will have

to be discarded that the gloriouB galaxy of trotting stars

would be sadly narrowed, the very brightest of the shining

luminaries extinguished.

Well, " fresh infusions " gives them more plausible argu-

ments, though it will be difficult to convince unprejudiced

minds that what has been proved to be so very good Bhould

be worthless in the future. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Only One Filled.

Of the additional purses that closed on July 1st for the

summer and fall meetings of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders Association there was only one that received suffi-

cient number of entries to warrant the Board of Directors in

giving, and that was for the Two-Year-OId, 2:45 Class, Trot-

ting, Purse ?500 for the fall meeting, the entries to which are

as follows

:

Biver View Stock Farm's blk f Louise B.,by Don Mar-
vin—Fire Fly, by James Monroe.

Palo Alto Stock Fprm's ch f Palita, by Palo Alto—Elsie,

by Gen. Benton.
Milo Knox's blk f Jummye, by Directum—Fannie K., by

Redwood.
R. Sweasey's ch s Eureka, by Ira—Silver Shield, by Pos-

cora Hayward.
A. C. Severance's blk c Don Roberto, by Sidney—Anna

Belle, by Dawn.
A. G. Ryan's b s Portland Jr.

Vendome Stock Farm's b g Claudius, by Nutwood Wilkes
—Fannie, by Muldoon.
Belmont Stock Farm's Dictesse, by Dictatus—Orphan Girl,

by Del Sur.

The 2:1h Class, Pacing Purse, and the Two-Year-OId Trot

for the summer meeting will be allowed to go in case the

nominators will re-enter for a reduced purse in each event.

State Fair Colt Stakes.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—The following pay

mentB were made July 1st in the Trotting and Pacing Colt

Stakes at the State Fair

:

Two-Yeab-Old Trotting Stake—Palo Alto's Palita,

A. C. Severance's Don Roberto, C. F. Taylor's J. V. Ben-

netts, J. D. Carr's Uproar, C. F. Taylor's Morengo, Milo
Knox'B Jummye.
Three-Year-Old Trotting Stake.—Willard H. 8tim-

eon's Miss Jessie.A. Hirschman's Sidney Howard,Palo Alto's

Cressida and Nordica, Los Cerritos' Corrine Neilson, C. I.

Harking' Harrv Marvin, C. A. Owen's Carrie C , H. P. Per-

kins
1 Jasper Ayers.

Two-Year-Old Pacing Stake.—C. A. Durfee's Jennie

Mc, J. E. Terry's Vortex, Oakwood Park's King Cadenza,

M. F. Sander's Agitato, Milo Knox's Prince Bismark.

Three-Year-Old Pacing Stake.—A. C. Jones' Roan
Wilkes, Ed Armstrong's Capt. Hackett, T. J. Crowley's Ed
Lafferty, Oakwood Park's Javelin. VeTy truly,

June 10, 1895. Edwin F. Smith, Sec'y.

From a private letter just received, we learn that C. F.

Taylor, the expert trainer and driver, and his assistant, D.

C. Romero, of Santa Rita, left Grass Valley Tuesday morn-
ing, July 2d, for the Sacramento track, with the following

Btable of trotters : Morengo, by Sable Wilkes, 2:18—Libbie

B. {sister to Molly Drew, 2:27), by WinthroD 505; Roncador,
by Sable Wilkes: 2:ly—Fancy, by Fallis, 2:23, son of Elec-

tioneer
; J. V. Bennett's colt by Regal Wilkes, 2:11|—Het-

tie, by Tilton Altnont, 2:26 ; second dam Hattie, by Elec-

tioneer ; black colt by Rupee (p), 2:11—May Sproul, by The
Moor.

TROTTING- MEETING AT SACRAMENTO.

Great Preparations Being Made for the Races

of the P. O. T. H. B. A.

Trotters and pacers, sulkies and light-exercising carts are

daily forming processions from the cars and boats at Sacra-

mento on the road to the Agricultural Park, where trainers

and their assistants are busily engaged in preparing stalls for

their flyers, which are to meet at the summer meeting of the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association during

the seven days' meeting there, commencing July 20th. The
track is undergoing a careful preparation, for upon its smooth
surface it is hoped many records will be lowered by
the great horses young and old that are to start away at the
tap of the bell during that eventful week. The record
breakers for the great meeting at Portland, Oregon, will all

be there, and when the stalls are filled with such celebrities

as the following and numerous others that are as yet un-
known to fame, a great meeting may be anticipated. W.
Wood, 2:07; Diablo, 2:091; Waldo J., 2:13$, Touchet, 2:15;

Orlinda Richmond, '2:15; Our Dick, 2:10J; Plunkett, 2:13J;
Cibolo, 2:18$; Fred Mason, 2:13}; Hanford Medium, 2:14};

Del Norte, 2:14$; Rosita A., 2:14|, these are all pacers and
besides them there are some "green" ones that will join them
in the 2:15 list at this meeting. Among the trotters

The Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Paio Alto Stock Farm, San
Mateo Stock Farm, Witch Hazel Stock Farm, and in fact

every leading farm in California and Oregon will be repre-

sented by phenomenally fast ones, while all the leading
drivers, from Los Angeles to Washington, will be seen in the
sulky behind their choicest flyers. To enumerate the trot-

ters would take up too much space ; suffice it to say that the
grandest aggregation of light harness horses ever seen on this

coast will participate. The officers and directors of this as-

sociation—the largest in the world—are determined to make
this meeting the most successful ever held, and the citizens

of Sacramento are anxiously waiting for the gates to be
opened to show their appreciation of this association's labors.

Vacaville Races.

Following is a summary of the races contested at the

Vacaville race track on the Fourth, of July, under the aus-

pices of the Vaca Valley Driving Association

:

" FIRST BACE—SPECIAL TEOT, PURSE $75.

BLkal, bs, by Mambrino Wilkes—Fanny Fern (dam of Bal-
kan, 2:15) „ Sparks 111

Nora, brm, by Sable Wilkes—Grace Masten 2 2 2
Emerald, b g, by Anteros—Black Bess Reams dis

Time, 2:43,2:50, 2:46.

SECOND RACE—TROTTING, 2:40 CLASS.

Purdy Wilkes, blk a, by Sable Wilkes—Gold Elsie, by Sam
Purdy Hoy 111

Black Tartarian, blk g. by Coligny—Blossom Beams 2 3 2
LeDa Hawley, blk m, by Mountain Boy—Flo Sparks 3 2 3
Brushwood., s s, by Redwood—Frances Sherman, by Sherman
:

' Masten 4 dis

Time, 2:36, 2:30^, 2:37.

•7P THT3D RACE—PACING, NAMED HORSES.

Jay, g g, by Gen. Sprague—Unknown Masten 3 10 2 11
Solano, br g, unknown Hoy 12 12 2
Hector, b a, by Nelson—Peggy Nason 2 3 3 3 4
Nevada Maid, gm, by Nevada—Nellie Reams 4 4 4 4 S
Nick of Time, b g, by Good Luck—Nabby Ladd 5 dis

Time, 2:28, 2:25, 2:27, 2:25, 2:26, 2:34.

BUGGY BACE.

Baby.bg 2 2 111
Mountain Girl, br m 1 13 2 2
SamMcGill, sg 4 3 2 3 1
Grey Nellie, grm 3 4 4 4 4
Queen, b m 5 5 dis

Time, 2:47, 2:43, 2:51, 2:49, 2:46.

_
Wm. N. Hill.

Bad News from Portland.

In an interview with a reporter C. S. Corey of San Jose,

who returned from Portland, Or., on Wednesday last, where

he has been attending the big race meeting, said :
" My

horses and those of the Vendome Stock Farm and Winship

& Keating were shipped to Sacramento, being entered in

the races which begin there a week from Saturday."

Mr. Corey is very bitter in his denunciation of the Irving-

ton Driving Association of Portland, under whose auspices

the recent meet was held. "They are a set of bilks," said he,

"and they have paid no purses at all except a few small ones

,

on the first day of the meet. They claimed they could not

pay because of the bad weather, which prevented the suceess

of the meeting from a financial standpoint. The fact is they

owed $12,000 before the meeting. They took every cent of

the entrance fees and gate receipts and paid off their debts,

and then told us they had no money.
"A proposition was made to the horsemen who had claims

against the association to settle for 50 cents on the $1, and a

few agreed to accept the compromise, when it was learned

that the 50 per cent would be paid when the association was
in possession of enough funds to liquidate. Finally the as-

sociation agreed to lease the grounds to the horsemen for the

remainder of this week for the nominal sum of $1, in order

to give them a chance to get even, and the proposition was
accepted by a few."

Thos. H. Williams Jr. will expend $75,000 in im-

provements at the Oakland Track, making it second to

no trotting track in America. The work will commence
at once.

The auction sale of trotters and pacers at Killip &
Co.'s salesyard Thursday was well attended, but buyers

were very scarce. Several very good bargains were

secured.

A four days' special race meeting commenced at Irv-

ington Park, Portland, on Wednesday. Full particulars

of which will appear in our next issue.

Lillian, by Sidney, 2:19$, won her first race at Toledo,

Ohio, Julv 4th. It was for the three-minule trotting class.

Time, 2:32*, 2:27} and 2:28*.

Sanders has sold his Sidney mare, Lady H., 2:15, to

Frank Bailey, Pitteburg, for $1,500.

The Spreckels Horses.

Cy Mulkey, trainer for the Spreckels stable, was down on

a flying visit from Sacramento yesterday. When spoken to

in connection with the return of the Spreckels string from

the EaBt on Sunday IaBt, Mr. Mulkey said that the horses

suffered a great deal from the intense heat prevailing at St.

Louis. They were in good shape while at Hawthorne, bu
on being shipped to St. Louis they soon began to feel the
effects of the weather.

Gallant won one race at St. Louis, but after that he took
bad and his life, as well as that of Rummel, were despaired
of for a time. Even now, while out of danger, the two nags
named are far from being thoroughly recovered.
Mulkey said that the Spreckels horses started eight times

while away, and were "inside the money" on three occasions
only.

Mulkey had talks with many prominent horsemen rela-

tive to next winter's racing, and he says that quite a number
of turf celebrities will be seen here. John Rogers,the owner
of Dorian, Sir Excess and Glenmoyne.and who handled Clif-

ford, and " Bob" Rose, the partner of Eugene Leigh, will be
among the arrivals.

Galen Brown and his partner are also coming. They are
owners of Libertine, a very fair sprinter.

J. E. Cushing, owner of the World's Fair Derby winner,
Boundless, will also be along with a good string of horses,
and Green B. Morris will briog a string which will include
some promising two-vear-oldB.

Dan Hoenig and Galen Brown will leave for this city

with their strings immediately alter the St. Louis meeting,
which closes about August 1st. Hoenig will bring with him
the light-weight jockeys, Gamier and Ross.—Examiner.

New Polo Grounds.

Last Wednesday, W. S. Hobart, of San Mateo, was

busily engaged in superintending the construction of a

polo grounds inside the race track on his farm. He has

recently brought from the East a number of the choicest

polo ponies, as well as thoroughbreds, trotters and high-

stepping carriage horses ever seen on this Uoast, and in

this practice field, where he will have a track to work
his light harness horses as well as saddle and running
horses, he will also have a place where he can school his

ponies and prepare them for the 3emi-annual polo tour-

naments which will be held at Del Monte and Burlin-

game. His devotion to the equine industry is most
commendable, in all his work he shows the same thor-

oughness that stamped his lamented father as one among
ten thousand. It gives us pleasure to welcome him home
and are proud of his efforts to place California among
the brightest stars in the galaxy of States where Buch
out-door sports as he prefers are made paramount to all

others.

The sale of Carbine has without doubt brought the Musket
blood once more prominently before breeders in all parts of

the world, but I have no doubt, too, that Maxim's success as

a sire (I Bee by the American mail just to hand his stock has

commenced to win in the land of the stars and stripes also)

has brought about the purchase for America of Foul Shot.

This stallion, who has been standing in the North Island, is

by Musket from Slander, and though he has not had any
great chances his stock last season won nearly £1,000 ; this

being the earnings of 6even winners, the principal of which
were Aldershot (third in the last New Zealand Cup), Stray-

shot, Docility, Mafia and Snapcap. In 18S6 Foul Shot won
the Great Northern Derby in 2:40£, time that has never been
improved upon, but has been equalled by Cuirassier in 1888,

Morion in 1892 and Loyalty in 1894.—Sydney Bulletin.

Robebt C. Pate, whose Penon venture turned out so dis-

astrously two winters ago, states positively that his new track

will be opened in the same Mexican town November 1st.

The grounds are to be fitted with electricity and racing will

be carried on either by day or night, whichever pleases the

people best. The new track lies just at the city limits and is

reached by several lines of street railways which is quite an
improvement on the old Penon situation, with its one-mile
single-track car-line, contiguous cesspools and rubbish

piles. A five-year lease has been obtained of the forty acre

tract with the option of an extension. Everything will be

done to beautify the grounds, the track will be sixty feet in

width all round, and sundry Mexican capitalists are inter-

ested in the enterprise.

The McMeen'B Traveler blood cuts a great figure in the

Hal familv. Hal Pointer, 2:04A ; Hal Dillard, 2:04$ ; Hal
Braden, 2:07|; Storm, 2:08$ ; Hal Buford and Hal Traveler,

all carry the blood of " Old Traveler," at least up to the sec-

ond dam. McMeen's Traveler wfs a large horse, deep chest-

nut in color, with a fine coat and flowing mane and tail. He
was by Sugg's Stump, son of Stump the Dealer, son of Timo-
leon, Bon of Sir Archy, son of imp. Diomed, thoroughbred.

This line of blood lends wonderful speed and staying powers

to the blood of Old Tom Hal.

There has been considerable talk in New York of late

about the comparative merits of Cephas, 2:14}, and Cobwebs,
2:12, and a match race between these two crack trotters is

among the possibilities for next fall. A. J. Welch, who
owned Cobwebs for a time before Nathan Straus bought the

horse to drive on the road, believes the chestnut son of

Whips can beat any horse in New York in a race,and he has

offered to back him for $5,000 a side against Cephas, provided

the owner of Cobwebs will consent to lend his horse for the

contest.

Eugene Breen has purchased of W. M. Hoilenbeck of

Pacific Grove the standard bred trotting mare Dorma, by

Billy Thornhill, dam by Anteros, second dam M'Liss, by
Nephew. Dorma is without a mark, but. has plenty of speed

and to spare and can get in the 2:30 list at aoy time.

W. F. Young, Meriden, Conn.—"Absorbine" should be

introduced among horsemen and stock farms in general. I

am a race horse man myself, keeping 20 to 25 in training,

and have used your remedy to good effect. Yours faithfully,

Percy Taylor, 170 Madison street, Chicago, 111.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Do not forget the Salinas Fair.

The track at Napa is in excellent condition.

Ella T. paced third Tuesday at St. Joseph, Mo ;
best

time, 2:10).

Chehai.is paced a mile over the Irvington track Tues-

day mornine in 2:11.

Thji, a bay mare bv Fallis, got a record of 2:30 at Lexing-

ton, Kentucky, July 4th.

A large number of horsemen are going to Willows Mon-

day to begin the circuit there.

Have you noticed the change of date of entries to the San

Jose meeting ? See the advertisement.

Roy, a bav gelding by Liberty Sontag, bred at Palo Altc,

got a record of 2:281 at New Haven, Conn., June 26th.

Do not forget to send in your entries for the races at the

Salinas Fair. They close to-day. July 15th.

F. W. Lokbeb is to have only two horses out this year,

Myrtle, 2:20}, and Lottie, 2:261, as a two-year-old.

HiGwiss Bbos. have changed their plans and will not

come to California, but will take their stable East.

Peru, a gray horse by Sphinx, out of a mare by Pilot

Medium, got a trotliog record of 2:29] at Caro, Mich., June

LStfa.

Dallas, 2:1
1
', broke down while working out at McKee's

Kocts, Pa., and it is doubtful if he will ever stand training

again.

Entries close for the Salinas fair July 15th. Horsemen
should remember this and try for a slice of the rich purses

offered.

Baywood, 2:14,', driven by Hiram Ward at the Napa
track, will make all the horses in his class move a little

faster this year.

Hal Cobbett is a good, game pacer. He is by Bay Bird.

and at Irvington Park, Ore., July 2d, in the fourth heat got

a record of 2:22.

The drivers at Terre Haute, Ind., say Fred S. Moodyby
Guy Wilkes is the best two-year-old trotter ever brought

across the mountains.

Altamont put two good ones in the list in Monday's
racing. Carrie S.. pacing. 2:2U,and Pathmont, pacing, 2:22.

Both in the same race.

Rocker, by Hamb'.etonian Wilkes, cut the track record at

Woodstock, 111., last week, from 2:23* to 2:13^, and the track

record at Dixon to 2:101-

Ukaceftl George, by Alcona Jr., is pacing in the East,

He was second in a race won by Bright Regent at Minneap-
olis July 4th. Best time, 2:1S|.

The popularity of good racing and road driving is on the

increase the enormous operations of the bicycle manufacturers

to the contrary notwithstanding.

The owner of a good horse can ill afford to let him re-

main in the dark half the year. The horse that is well ad-

vertised is the one that is advertised all the time.

Geo. Ayers, by Bay Bird, has a pacing record of 2:20,

made in a race he won at Portland last Tuesday. Bay Bird
is declined to be the best sire ever owned at Raocho del Paso.

Baron Rose, 2:29 $, the son of Stambnul and Minnehaha
owned by Ml. Kisco Farm, Mt. Kisco, N. Y., trotted a mile

ihe last half in 1:0SA at Fleetwood Park a few days
ago.

Or r Seth, one of the best bred colts in California, is doing
exceedingly well at the Napa Track. Our Seth was bred at

the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, and was sold at one of their

sales last fall.

Tom Dk KEK.SON gave the Edgewood Farm filly Sidnia, by
Sidney, a half in 1:07A at Terre Haute last week. The four*

year-old Goy »Vilkes—Eva filly, owned also at Edgewood,
has equal speed.

Zombro, by McKinney, 2:1 lj, one of the eighteen trotters

in Cbas. Durfee's string at Portland, is a good one ; be de-
feated a field of eight and got a record of 2:20], and won the
other heatbin 2:21 and 2:21.

Homoka, the great broodmare, bv Almonarch, 2:241, and
dam of Fantasy, 2:06, has foaled at Village Farm, Buffalo, a
full sister to the famous champion four-year-old filly. She
has been bred back to Chimes

I.aiv Wii.ron, the filly that made a record of 2:15 at Red
Oak, Iowa, last week, in out of Lemonade, 2:27J. by Ken-
lucky Prince, Jr., and is a Bister to Lemonee, 2:18J. She is

owned by Marcus Daly, Hamilton, Mont.

Waiters. IIukart has tthipped Haz*>l Wilkes, Tuna and
Avres P. to California. He has left Pattie I). 2:12} and
Millie Merrill 'Z:Tt\ with James Galvin, of Boston, Mass.,
who will campaign them.—Horse Review.

CBBI n chectnut gelding by Deputy, 2:211
(•on of Echo ami Murif Rom, by Inc«), won a good race at
PnrllsmI, July 2-1. Time. 2:261,2:251 and 2:27. His mark-
will be belter than 2:20 before the season closes.

norm i
,
the Iwo-year-old pacer by Kleclrite, son of

neer, i* one of the fa*t«*t pacer? of hit age out this
year. He g>l a record of 2:27 i at Minneapolis Jul v 2. He
was bred and it owned by Henry Exall, Dallas, Tex.

has hi« horse* nearl.- ready for the word.
'.Inwmg account* are given of the two year old Fred S
Moody, tome going so far as to say that the youngater is the

in ever brought Ea*t of the Rnckies, Arion.
S'inol and i >irect'im not expected. "Johnnie" will begin
the campaign 1 t Saginaw next week.

The fast pacing fillies Thistlebud and Thora and the trot-

ting filly Emir, by Advertiser, out of Emma Robson, dam of

Rowena, 2:17, owned by J. H. Shults,of Parkville Farm,will

soon join Monroe Salisbury's stable. Emir is very promising.

TuEsix-vear-old stallion Ding Dong, by Bell Boy, dam
Myrtle, by Sir Walkill, which A. Kaul *i Son, of St. Marvs,

Pa , bought at the Woodard & Shanklio March sale for $870,

won a good race at Bradford, Pa., last week, earning a record

of 2:2(1 1.

W. W. P. won the 2:10 pace at St. Soseph, Mo., Tuesday

in 2:10}, 2:20A, 2:14$. Kansas won the second heat in 2:12J.

The other starters were Ella T., Otto W., Laura T., Free

Coinage and Weber Wilkes. Red Nutling won the 2:35 trot

in 2:23*, 2:23i, 2:24J.

< )ne of the fastest trotting fillies owned at the Verba Buena

Stock Farm, is a three -year-old called Winneola. She is by

Creole, 2:15, out of Winnie, by Privateer; second dam Lady
Lightfoot, by Flaxtail. She is of good size, and in conforma-

tion resembles her sire.

Eye " since hobbles have been used to teach a horse to pace

they have, from time to times been the cause of accidents.

The latest occurred at Red Oak, la., when the black stallion,

Almont Bashaw, 2:12, by Almont Raven, got tangled up his

hobbles, fell, and broke his neck,

Robert Bonner, owner of Maud S., 2:03!, has bred her

to Worthier (son of Advertiser, 2:15}, and Waxana, dam of

Sunol, 2:08}), and if the resultant foal comes it will combine
through its dam, Maud S , 2:08J, and through the dam of

Worthier, 2:08k This is hard combination to beat.

Solthide, the fast two-year-old pacer that won his race

and secured a record of 2:16 at Red Oak, Ia„ Jiine 26, isbv

Superior, 2:17, by Egbert, dam Maegie H. (dam of Car-

bonate, 2, 2:09; Beulah, 2:1-4^ and Sulphide, 2, 2:16), by

Iron Duke. Carbonate, full brother to Sulphide, is ex-

pected to take a mark of 2:05 or better this season. Superior

and all the animals mentioned are owned by the well-known
and popular horsemen Messrs. Du Bois Brothers, of Denver,

Col. •

At a recent meeting cf the Board of Directors of the Phila-

delphia Driving Park Association, it was finally decided to

go ahead with the stake races in connection with the Grand
Circuit meeting, September 10th to 13th. This action se's

at rest all the stories regarding the abandonment of the Point

Breeze Grand Circuit meeting. It was feared the meeting
would have to be given up this year on account of the anti-

pool-selling law.

A movement is Bpoken of as being underway here where-
by wheelmen and horsemen are to form an association for

the government of professional cycling, and use the grounds
of trotting associations where available, but the majority of

local horsemen seem not inclined to re. ard the idea seriously.

Bicycling is bicycling and trotting is trotting, and the general

view seems to be that the devotees of each sport can manage
their business without assistance from the others.

Hickok has found a pacer that he considers good enough
to keep over for 1896. It is the chestnut with a white face

by a son of Nutwood, dam by Don Victor, that he purchased
at Oakland before leaving California. This mare was not

broken until last February, but showed so fast with two
months' work that a trip to the Eastern tracks was con
sidered the proper thing. Saturday morning Hickok stepped

this embryo phenom a mile in 2:1SA and a quarter in 32 sec-

onds.—Western Horseman.

W. C. Habeington, of Troy, N. Y., thinks very highly of

6ome of his recent purchases. Last fall, in New York, he
secured Garnet, 2:13* ; Golconda, by Palo Alto—Glencora
(dam of Lot Slocum, 2:171} ; Fd. Worley, by McGregor
Wilkes—May Day Medium, by Pilot Medium. At the Cleve-

land, Ohio, sale he secured W. W. Foote, with a two-year-
old record of 2:15J\ All are in training and Mr. Harrington
expects W. W. Foote and Garnet (o be heard from this fall.

The latter is going very fast.

The Louisvslle Post remarks as follows about a well

known Blue Grass breeder: "A very remarkable instance of

successful breeding is that of Mr. B. W. Ford, the well

known breeder and owner of Trevillian, 2:08}, the racing
king of the George Wilkes family. Out of a total of twelve
foals bred bv him that were four years old and over in 1894,
five had race records between 2:08} «nd 2:24, three had pub-
lic trials from 2:24 to 2:30, and the other four were bred
without ever being worked. This certainly is a very re-

markable result."

That the American trotter fills all the needs of a perfect

general purpose horse is a fact gaining acceptance. Her-
man Hulman has purchased of Chicago parties a six-year-

old gelding by Lyle Wilkes. The gelding is chestnut in

color with blazed face, with docked tail, plucked mane and
very showy action. He is a most admirable individual of

the hackney type. For a heavy trap he is the best horse
that has ever came into this part of the country, and Mr.
Hulman has in him and trap a turn-out that would get

the ribbon of merit at the New York horse show.—Buffalo

Enquirer.

J. W. Wisdom, of Baker City, who is in the city attending

the races, is one of those who does not believe the horse busi-

ness is dead, but thinks the prospect for those who continue
to raise the right kind of horses will get good money fnr them.
He reports that there are not one fourth the number of horses

on the ranges that there was four years ago. Old Challenger,
the sire of Challenger Chief, 2:16. is like a colt. He is breed-
ing a few mnresand has some gocd colts on hand. He thinks
Point Breeze, full brother to Chief, is the making of a great

horse. He also has a full sister to Chief entered in the Witch
Hazel stakes.—Rural Spirit.

C. K. Taylor, the well-known and experienced horseman,
and assistant, D. C. Romero, will leave to-morrow morning
for Sacramento with their stable of trotters, consisting of
Morengo, by Sable Wilkes, 2:18 (sod of Goy Wilkes, 2:15}-),

dam LibbieB , by WinthropfOS; Roncador, by Sable Wilkes,
2:18 (son of Guy Wilkes. 2:161). dam Fancy, bv Fallis 4781,
2:23, son of Electioneer 125; J V. Bennetts, by Reeal Wilkes,
ftlj| (non of Guy Wilkes, 2:151), dam Hettie, by Tilton Al-
mont 1583, 2:26, second dam Hattie, by Electioneer 125 ;

black colt by Rupee, nicer, 2:11, dam May Sproul, by The
Moor.—Grass Valley Union.

Bbiar Hill, the handsome young stallion owned by
Sherman Bros., of Petaluma, got a record of 2:22* at Port-
land, July 3d. Briar Hill was sired by Billy Thornhill (Jas.

Boyd's fine Wilkes stallion) out of Belle Granger by Granger,
he by imp. Hercules. Granger was the sire of the dam of

Junio, 2:22.

Miss Jessie, by Gossiper, out of Leonor, by Dashwood, is

a great three-year-old. She won her last race in Portland
easily, getting a mark of 2:19|. "Every youngster by Gos-
siper is a race horse," was the remark of a Los Angeles man
last year ; and from the way they are moving his words are
coming true.

At Terre Haute, Indiana, on the Fourth of July, John
Dickerson drove two Guy Wilkes youngsters into the 2:25
list. One of them is the handsome black colt, Fred Kohl,
out of Mystic, by Nutwood; second dam Emma Arteburn, by
Mambrino Patchen. He won this, the first race he ever
started in, and got a record in the good time of 2:19£. This
colt was only partially broken last September and was not
taken up until last February. Lucinda, a very handsome
daughter of the mighty Guy Wilkes, out of Hattie, by Elec-
tioneer ; second dam by Legal Tender, won two heats of her
race and got a record of 2:24^.

Boston Fear, Jr., is the youngest reinsman on the Amer-
ican turf who can boast of being an heir to a cool $1 000,-

000. His father, Boston Fear, is a representative capitalist

of Baltimore, and the ycung gentleman of IS years cam-
paigns a stable of horses just for sport, and knows how to
win first money, too. Among his crackerjack performers are
Billy West, Rockburn, Mary Garrett and other good ones.

Mr. Fear only weighs 118 pounds, and, instead of being a
spendthrift, is unpretentious, and knows how to lay low and
rake in the money as well as his famous dad. He will tac-

kle the Grand Circuit about Buffalo time.

SrARTEB H. D. Brown writes us from Kansas City, Mo.,
that in all likelihood the association there will give a sixty

or a ninety-day meeting in the fall, and that he will do the
flag-wielding. The average attendance is 3,000, hesavs, not-
withstanding that the racing is done over a half-mile track.

There is a mile race course across the river, but the facilities

for reaching it are bad. There will be a bridge built across
the Missouri river and then the mile track will of course be
used. Without exception the papers of Kansas City and vi-

cinity speak in the highest terms of Brown's starting, which
has been uniformly good there, as it was in San Francisco.
His friends will be glad to hear of his great success.

The Palo Alto horses that are to trot at the Breeders'
meeting will be shipped to Agricultural Park, Sacramento,
on Mondav next. Following are their names and ages : Four-
year-olds—Aria 2:16$, Rio Alto 2:16* and Palatine 2:18.

Three-year-old—Nordica, by Advertiser, 2:15J, out of SalHe
Benton ; Cressida, by Palo Alto, 2:08$, out of Clarabel ; Mary
Osborne (yearling record 2:37) by Azmoor, 2:20o, out of
Elsie. Two-year-old-—Adbell (yearling champion 2:23), by
Advertiser, out of Beautiful Bells; Palita, by Palo Alto out
of Elsie, by Gen. Benton, and Pasonte by Palo Alto out of
Sontag Dixie Yearling—Flowerbox by Boxwocd out of

Wlldflower. J. Phippen will diive them in their races.

A horse that carries a small head well up in a showy
manner is always admired—subject, of course, to a tolerably

correct form at other points of his frame, says a foreign ex-
change. Such a style of carriage is not only beautiful, but is

otherwise of importance. A horse with a large and drooping
head should be avoided. If a horse is carefully weighed,
says Prof. Fred Smith, it is found that the fore-legs take more
than half the body weight, and the position of the head con-
siderably afiects the weight on the legs. If the head be raised

up when the fore part of the horse's body is weighed, the
weight on the fore-legs will be found to be carrying over
twenty pounds le&s weight than if the head were dependent.
The practical application of this fact is obvious—buy horses
that carry their heads properly, and keep a stumbler well in

hand. It may be added that, as a horse's head weighs between
forty and fifty pounds, the position in which he maintains it

is of importance. The fore limbs, which are generally the

the first to give way, and the most severely taxed, should be
relieved of their burden as much as possible.

When 10,000 people sat in the new grand stand at the

Buffalo driving park Fourth of July, a section of the stand

fell. The cause was a weak stairway, which htld over forty

people at the time. Underneath the stairway was a wine-

room, which had been crowded a moment before. They
were climbing back to their seats in the stand to witness the

start of a race when the accident occurred. Caving in so

suddenly the stairway took with it a section of the grand
stand and forty people, men, women and children, in a mass.
Then the immense crowd stood up in their seats and rushed
toward the stairway and then back from it again. In the

stampede women fainted and were trampled upon, jumped
from the stand to the ground, and in other ways contributed

to the excitement. After the stand had been cleared ihe

people were held back with difficulty, while those who had
fallen were extricated. Carriages were soon at band and took
to their homes about forty men and women, who were but
slightly injured or who suffered from the shock. Ambu-
lances took the most severely injured to the hospitals.

One of the most remarkable broodmares in equine history

was the little bay fourteen-hand mare Mayflower, 2:30*, by
St. Clair, that is buried alongside the other great matrons
beneath the big oaks in one of the paddocks at Palo Alto.

No mare in America whose sire and dam will, like her's, be
forever untraced, impressed her peculiar individuality so

strongly on her produce. Going among the hundreds of others

at the great farm by the lone pine, in an instant the marked
similarity of her daughters and their descendants to her stand

out in bold relief. You can pick this family out anywhere
from among all others. She founded a distinct family of

race horses. She was a bay in color, and her eleven daugh-
ters were all bays. She never b- d a foal of the other sex.

( >f these eleven trotters, eight have produced 2:30 performers,

all trotters, among her descendants being Wildflower, 2:21,

the two-year-old champion ; Maozanita, 2:16, bolder of the
champion record as a four-year-old; Ab There, 2:18}; Liska,

(3), 2:281; Lent, 2:26; Lilac. 2:29$ ; Seylax, 2:18$; El
Rami. 2:16A; Sweetwater (2), 2:26; Wildnut. 2:27}; Wild
Bee, 2:29; Newflower, 2:23); Fresa (2), 2:30$ ; Wild Boy,
aire of Donchka, 2:24 ; Wildnut, sire of A rial, 2:27$, and
Bedwortb, 2:27. Surely Mayflower is a name that will

never be effaced from the pages of trotting horse literature.
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THE SADDLE.

Green B. Morris and Galen Brown have taken all their

horses to St. Louis.

Joceey Tcberyille has been engaged to ride for the

Charter Oak Stable.

Rico was ran into by a street-car Tuesday afternoon when
about to be brought over the track for his warming-up, and
was so badly skinned up that Taylor was allowed to withdraw
the old fellow from the third race.

Prig has been purchased by Jimmy Shields from the

Messrs. Morris for $1,200.

Chevalier and Piggott rode two winners apieceSaturday.

The former was also second twice.

James L. Flood is credited with making a nice winning

on Tiberius in the two-year-old race Wednesday.

Young W. S. Hobart paid but $2,000 for the good per-

forfornier, Sir Galahad, instead of $20,000, as reported,

Piggott rode two winners and two seconds Monday. E.

Jones, Hiorichs and Ames were the other successful boys.

Yangedene worked over the timber Monday morning.

She showed her disapproval in the most marked manner.

Pat Dcnne has bought of Tom Moore the brown colt

Sant Ilario, by Powhattan, dam Sea Shell. Price private.

John Cahill, J. Crowley, J. Strauss and A. M. Wilcox,

"welshing" bookmakers, were ruled off at Latonia late last

week.

Chevalier rode two of the winners Wednesday and was

third once, Piggott, Riedy and Shaw piloted one winner

apiece.

Chevalier did the best work in the saddle here Tuesday

geen in many a day, piloting no less than four of the five

winners.

Dare Dollar, by Darebin—Trade Dollar, won a five

and a half furloog race at St. Louis Tuesday. He belongs to

Green B. Morris.

The jockeys, stable hands and other habitues of the track

were mighty sweet on Del Norte's chances Saturday, and to a

man, too, favored the brown colt.

Bellicoso, J. Xaglee Burke's fast Peel colt, won a six

and one-half furlong race in 1:22 at Milwaukee Tuesday,

The Rook second and Rouble third.

O'Connell, the short-bred Kansas horse, beat Simmons

and Tartarian six and one-half furlongs Monday at St. Louis

in 1:24*. The track must have been slow.

Phil Duffy, formerly commissioner for Capt. S. S. Brown

and well known on Eastern race tracks, died at St. Vincent's

Hospital, New York, on Tuesday, June 25.

Eddie Jones and Chevalier rode two winners apiece Fri-

day, and the latter also piloted a second horse. Burns was

up on the long-shot winner, Regal, at 25 to 1.

George Rose's book, in charge of Henry Wendt, has been

on at Milwaukee, Wis., since July 4th. Racing seems to be

going in great shape in the Wisconsin metropolis.

Poos Diggs! Last year he was a wonder; last fall a

marvel ; last spring a dog ; this spring a wreck, now a sell-

ing plater. Truly racing as it is reported is a chameleon.

Joe Ullman's yearling by George Kinney, dam Flyaway,

is quartered at Barney Scbreiber's farm. This is the first

horse Joe has owned since he sold Raceland to August Bel-

mont.

James Hunter, owner of Gold Ba^,Wednesday purchased

of Jockey HinrichB the chestnut four-year-old gelding Harry

Lewis, by Versailles—Cousin Kate. The price was not made

public.

Rogation is now owned by the firm of Darling & Stewart,

the latter Billy Stewart, the well-known jockey. Tne sou of

Surinam and Mistletoe showed marked improvement the last

time oat.

W. O.'B. Macdosough attended the races Friday for

the first time in nearly three weeks. He played Rogation

heavily for place at long odds, but lost on Solitario in the

last race.

Frank Van Ness' horses won the first two races Friday

in fine style. Monterey got away second to Johnny Capron,

who beat the flag considerably. Her Majesty had an easy

time of it.

Nellie G., the gray daughter of Sampson and an un-

traced mare, led all the way and broke the seven-furlong rec-

ord over the hills, which was formerly 1:32. She ran the

route in 1:3K.

Riedy the boy that rode Nellie G. to victory last Satur-

day, we understand, came out here with the Westchester sta-

ble of Johnny Coleman. He started oat most auspiciously,

that is certain.

Trainer Jim Brown says that Charles A. has not been

sold to B. C. Holly or to any one, as reported. Oar inform-

ant was one of those fonny fellows whose wit will never be

appreciated on this earth.

Peter Weber reports that people in and around Los

Angeles are very enthusiastic these times over horses—thor-

oughbreds in particular. Nearly every farmer around the

City of Angels raises a few flyers.

Splendid time was made in every race Wednesday. Silver

State ran five and a half furlongs in 1:07 £ with 103 pounds

up, Tiberius five furlongs in 1:0U with 92 poands on, Nellie

G. equalled the hill record for five ifarlongs (1:11), Howard
did five and a half furlongs in 1:07| with 106 poands up,

while with 102 poands in the saddle Mr. Jingle ran a mile

in 1:41$.

Sir Walter, by imp. Midlothian—La Scala, by Joe
Hooker, has won more money in stakes and purses than any
horse ever bred in California, recently topping the $120,000
mark. Tournament won over $100,000.

Only one of Friday's races was won by aa animal
sired by an imported horse. The single exception was Her
Majesty, by imp. True Briton. Two of the winners were by
sons of imp. Bonnie Scotland—Thelma and Regal.

The Spreckles string of flyers is expected back from St.

Louis soon, in charge of the veteran, Cy. Mulkey. Gallant
was the only one to win at the Missouri metropolis, though
Cadmus was a close second to Figaro in a handicap.

Ret del Cabrera beat Wernberg and Sir Excess six

furlongs Monday over a slow track in 1:13. This was at

Brighton Beach, where a mile was won by Aureliau, by Sir

Modred. in 1:44, ann five furlongs were ran in 1:04.

Harry Lowden claims the name Pat Reddy for the
chestnut gelding, foaled in 1894, by Apache, dam Maid of

Stockdale, by Shannon; second dam Nannie Hubbard, by
Hubbard; third dam Demirep, by Melbourne Jr.

W. S. Hobart, the young owner of Bright Phoebus, win-
ner of the Realization Stakes, attended the races at Bay Dis-

trict Friday, coming in for many congratulations over the

success of his flyer. The young millionaire has a grand
stable.

Queen, the good-looking two-year-old sister to Mainstay,
fell and broke her nose in the most terrible manner Tuesday
morning, and *as destroyed. She was a chestnut in color,

owned by Frank Van Ness and considered a most promising
youngster.

Jockey Henrichs was fined $50 for Ms very careless ride

on Rey del Bandidos Wednesday. The boy thought when he
had Her Majesty beaten that he had the race won, and easing

up a bit, was beaten out a neck by Tiberius, who came with
a wet sail at the finish.

Tom Botle has selected the name Tioga (the Indian for

swift current) for the Apache-Julia Martin filly. It is ap-

propriate, and if all the Apaches were given Indian names
after awhile there would be little trouble in picking them
out by their cognomens.

J. Taleot Clifton, owner of The Lark, Jessie Sturgill,

several trotters of note and a mammoth bank account, left

for the land of the Esquimaux Friday on the steamer
Umatilla, accompanied by his friend,

('Duke" Harry Simp-
kins, of Barlingame Club fame.

D£scent>ants of Musket were in evidence at the South
Australian Autumn meeting. On the first day, leaving out of
the count the Hurdle Race, four oat of the five events were
taken by the family. These were First Belt, by Thunderbolt;
Freda, by Maxim, and Haughtiness and Auraria, by Trenton.
The first named returned the handsome dividend of £36 2s.

On the second day Elswick, as we know, won the Cup. Nor-
denfeldt's other representative, The Possible, ran a second
on the opening day.—Australasian.

Providence, July 5.—There is much dissatisfaction be-
tween E. J. Baldwin and his stable manager, W. B. Sink, who
is handling the string here, over the running of Philomena
on the 8d inst,, and i; would not be surprising if a new train-
er was secured. It appears that Baldwin on the above date
played Philomena in one of the local pool-rooms and she
was beaten. Baldwin satisfied himself that everything was
not as it should be, and in future Dick Loud will have charge
of Baldwin's horses.

The sales of thoroughbreds this year at New York were,
in some cases, disappointing, in others good prices were
realized. For instance, eleven head by the untried (in Amer-
ica) Candlemas (brother to St. Blaise) brought an average of
$540.^ They belonged to C. J. Enright, who bought Elmen-
dorfStud of the Swigerts. Youngsters by the great sulker,
Tea Tray, brought fair prices, such as $750, 600 and $500,
while a Powhattan colt oat of Pearl Thorn fetched $1,000.

Mr. E. S. Gardner in talking about that magnificent race
mare, Ida Pickwick, at Latonia last week, said that she was
turned out at the farm in Tennessee, but bad not been bred
because he was confident the old mare would be in racing
trim again after the rest. " She has not retired from the turf
yet by a good deal," he concluded. Mr. Gardner has broken
up his stable at Latonia. He left Fraalein and a couple of
two-year-olds with trainer Charlie Hughes, and sent the
others back to the farm for a rest.- -Thoroughbred Record.

Gertie D.. bay mare, by imp. Dalnacardoch—Preciosa,

by imp. Leamington, died recently at La Belle Farm, leaving

a suckling colt by Burlington. The colt is being raised by
hand and is doing well. Gertie D. was eight years old and
a good race mare before being retired.—Thoroughbred
Record.

A notice has been posted at the race course that hereafter

no information will be given regarding jockeys' mounts until

12:30 P. M.. except to track officials. For some time past

some one has been Sending the riders of the various horses to

downtown resorts, and the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany, supposed to have this information exclusively, com-
plained.

B. C. Holly, of Flosden, on Monday purchased of Charles
Brown the black four-year-old colt Charles A., son of John
A. and Early Rose, by Duke of Montrose. The price was
not made public, bat $2,000 was not far from the mark. In
Mr. Holly's hands Charles A. will doubtless win his share of

the purses.

Director Louis Lissak assures as that there was
absolutely nothing in the rumor circulated to the eflect

that racing at Bay District might come to an end soon. He
says that tbe idea of shotting down has not been entertained,

and he much regretted that sach a story should have gained
currency, as it might injure the jockey club.

Me. Perhy Belmont has purchased from Mr. H. Theo-
bald at private sale the chestnut yearling filly by Falsetto,

out of AddieC, a full sister to the Messrs. Keene's Chorister.

Addie C, her dam, was out of Aerolite, dam also of Fellow-

craft, Rutherford, Spendthrift and Miser, so that she is bred
in tne purple, and is besides a good individual. Mr. Bel-

mont, wno also owns Magain. intends to get together a small

but select racing establishment.

Isinglass, by his victory in the Ascot Gold Cup, now
leads any racehorse ever known as a winner. His total win-

nings are $587,275, against $275,770 for Donovan,the former
holder of tue record at winning money on the turf. Domino,
with something over $200,000 to his credit, is the largest

winner in America. He bids fair to equal Isinglass, being

one year younger than ihe famous English horse.

W. S. Hoeart's string, which will be on the way from
the East soon, consists of Bright Phoebus (by Falsetto-Buff

and Blue), Sir Galahad (purcnased a day or two ago of the

Messrs. Keene, and by air Modred), Joe Ripley, Ferrier,

Floodmore, Little Mid, Gold Coin and eight Rancho del

Paso-bred yearlings. Of the fifteen animals in Trainer

Hairis' charge, thirteen were bred in California—eleven at

Rancbo del Paso.

Mr. McSweeney, the agent for W. 0"B. Macdonough,
appeared before the Board of Equalization of San Mateo
County July Sth, and asked that the assessment on Ormonde
be reduced from $25,000 to $5,000. He gave as a reason that

Ormonde had turned out to be a very poor foal-getter. Or-

monde ij the famous English thoroughbred for which Mr.
Macdonough paid $i50,000. The matter will he considered

at the next meeting.

Following are the probabte starters as in the Gentleman
Race, one mile on the fiat, to be run Sstnrdav July 20th, at

Bay District track : Crawford (143 lbs.) Mr.'Merry or Sac-
ramento; The Lark (147 lbs.) J. McCarthy; Lonnie B. 147
lbs.) Mark Schuarlz ; Joe Cotton (149 lbs.) Eddie Graney

;

Hanford (134 lbs.) St. Campbell; Tom Clark (134 lbs.) Frank
Skinner; Prince Devine (134 lbs.) Mr. Joe Sterns; Morgan G.
(134 lbs.) H. Foreland. That this will make a most excit-

ing affiir and draw immensely is a foregone conclusion. In
the past they have proven most attractive, and the associa-
tion does well to get up another event of this description.

St. Loris, Mo., July 4.—Barney Schreiber and the "Bone
Doctor," John Bobbins, who ha3 trained Schreiber's horses
for five years, have parted. H. R. Baker, one of the clean-

cat figures among race track mechanics, has succeeded Rob-
bins. Schreiber and Robbins part on good terms and through
a clash of interests. Robbins owns three or four horses and
trains them. They usually turned up in races with Schreiber
horses and beat them when their owner had big bets down on
his own. Xastv public talk followed such results, and as

Schreiber is one of the most sensitive of men about the run-
ning of his horses, and bis reputation as an owrer, and Rob-
bins obstinate about the place: *". run those he owned, they
agreed to separate. Wednesday Mollie R , Mermaid and the
others that Robbins owns were moved from ihe Schrieher
stable at the fair grounds.

Who could have asked the name of the winner of the
Grand Prir

;
who could have condescended to pry into stable

secrets, when the whole thing was as plain as an open book?
The Grand Prix was instituted in 1863. In the eighth year
it was won by a mare, Major Fridolin's Sornette, eight vears
afterwards came Nubienne, and then another period of eight
years brought oat Tenebrense in 18S7, bo that in 1895 a filly

was again bound to win. Tbe Prince of Grange, one of our
most excellent sportsmen, during his lifetime had an uncon-
querable prejudice against the number :'13," accounted in

France to be most uncanny, but some of the gentlemen whose
names are mentioned as having won a royal stake over An*
dree, who was numbered thirteen on the card, will have
cause to remember gratefully the mystic figures as anything
but unlucky ones.—London Sportsman.

The sale to Mr. Da Lopez, of California, of the stud
horse Foal Shot is announced. This horse is one of a very
useful type, and, though he was not raced long, he proved
himself a splendid racehorse as a three-year-old by winning
the Great Northern Derbv, the City Stakes and other events.

Well mated he is likely to prove a success at the stud, for he
has already left a number of winners, from mares that are
not by any means in the rank of first-class ones. His best

representative, Aldershot, was from the best-bred mare he
had (Antenna), and she was herself a non-performe". Secrecy,
Fisb-Ho, Nipa Pu, Cloudshot, Strayshot, Flying Shot (for

whom 350gs. were refused recently), Miss Shot, Pyroxlin,
Docility, Waylay and Snapcap are winners he has left this

season. Foul Shot's gets have won upwards of £1,000 this

season in small stakes. He has had no less than twelve win-
ning representatives.—N. Y. Weekly Press.

Jockey Griffin gives the. following practical view? as to

mud horses, and the ideas are well worth the attention of

students of form and followers of mud horses: "These so-

called uud horses are the hardest in ths world to get a line

on. The trouble lies in the fact that there are different kinds
of mud. Form students make no allowance for this fact.

They see a horse win a race on sloppy going.'and they at once
jump to the conclusion that he is a rattling good mud horse.

The next time they see the horse on a muddy track they
string their checks with him and are liable to be disap-

pointed. Horses that can romp around the track in soft and
slippery going may not be able to untrack themselves in mud
that is sticky and holding, and vice versa. You must take
all these things into consideration when you start to play
mud horses. There was that old mare Carmen that I used to

own. She could run like a Hindoo on the Latonia or New
Orleans track in tbe mud and could not run at all in tbe

mud at Chicago or Saratoga. It all depends on the going.''

It's Pure !

That's Sure!!
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Sold Everywhere
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Dates Claimed.

P.C.T. II. B. A. SIMMER MEETING Commencing July 20

VA LLEJO Aug. 6 to Aug. 10

NAPA ASSOCIATION Aug. 12 to Aug. 17

FETALl'MA ASSOCIATION Aug. 13 to Aug. 24

AND ASSOCIATION Aug. 26 to Aug. 31

STATE FAIR. SACRAMENTO Sept. 2 to Sept. 14

8TOCKTON ASSOCIATION Sept. 16 to Sept. 21

SAN J' iSE ASSOCIATION Sept. 21 to Sept. 29
HI EN EM E I

Sept. 24 to Sept. 28
FRESNO Oct. 1 to Oct. S

BAUNA8CITY .Oct 1 10 October 5

VENTl KA Oct. 8 to Oct. 12
IIOLL1STER Oct. 7 to Oct. 12

SANTA ANA October 15 to October 19

LOS ANOELES Commencing Oct. 21
!• C. I H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28
LA CROSSE TROTTING PARK July 8 to July 13
PF.rR< HT DRIVING CLUB-Trotling and Paclng...July 22 to July 27

Bl'EFALO August 6 to August 16

HORSE SHOW ASS'N OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

SALINAS CITY _ July 15

VALLFJM July 15

-K August 1

FRE3NO August 1

VENTCKA August 1

HI EN EM E _ Augusts
I Elt August 15

l.os ANGELES ....September 14th

No Race Meeting at 'Willows.

A telegram from Secretary Freeman of the Willows

Fair Association reads as follows : "The meeting adver-

tised to take place here next week was declared otT on

account of insufficiency of entries." Had the associa-

tion offered larger purses they would probably ha?e

received entries enough to have filled, as a large number

of horsemen would be pleased to take their horses there

lint on figuring up the cost and the smallness of the

purses, they could not see wherein they would make any

money even if they won.

Tin: first annual meeting of the Ventura County Ag-

ricultural Association will be held at Ventura, October

sth to I -!h inclusive. Their progranme of trotting, pac-

ing and running races appears in our business columns,

and we take pleasure in calling the attention of horse-

men to it. Knlrance is only five per cent, and entries

will dose August 1st. The track is new and made on

the finest soil to be found there. A large number of

box stalls have been erected for the horses, and the hotel

facilities of Ventura cannot be surpassed anywhere.

Itead the advertise ni carefully, mid send in your en-

tries to - : L tfewby on or before August l»i.

Tin advertisement of the Stockton Pali did not ar-

rive in time for toil issue President I.. I. Shippee

say» this will be the best meeting ever held in San Joa-

quin r.unlv, nearly |20,000 will be distributed among
the horsemen. The sum of $l, i for the free-

fur-all trotting race, and the balance of the purses, with

eption oi'n few coll stakes, will be of the value of

$1,0 men. There will be three light harness events

and two i the thoroughbred! every day. a splendid

progrumi. being arranged.

Beginning of the Circuit.

Next Saturday morning all will be bustle and activity

at the State Agricultural Society's fair grounds, Sacra-

mento, for at two o'clock the bell in the judge's stand

will ring out the glad tidings that the Circuit of 1895 in

California has commenced. The band will play its

sweetest music, the audience will (we hope) fill the

grand stand, the trainers will be all ready to have their

well prepared trotters and pacers ready for the battle.

The track is as smooth as a billiard table covered with

velvet, and by the large number of stalls engaged we

have reason to believe that the Summer Meeting of the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association will

be successful,in every way. The climate which is so

different from that around the Bay of San Francisco,

being warm and genial at this season of the year (no

winds nor fogs to knock the best trotters out), will be a

beneficial change not only to the horses but their owners

who are anxious to enjoy a week's recreation in the

Capital City.

The horses that have been racing at Irvington

Park, Portland, are on their way to Sacramento while

trains from all parts of the State are coming in daily,

unloading their loads of precious freight. Although

many believe the prolonged meeting now in progress at

the Bay District may deter people from going, neverthe-

less they will find that the people who patronize run-

ning races are already tiring of it and are seeking a

change. We do not know of a more welcome one than

the meeting to be given at Sacramento next week, the

programme of which appears in another column of this

issue. While it is a fact that a number of races did not

fill, the directors have taken steps to give specials which

may prove even more attractive and exciting than the

regularly advertised events.

Lay aside all cares next Saturday and take a weeks'

vacation. Go to Sacramento and witness some of the

best racing you have ever seen. Cheer the winners and

forget the troubles aid anxieties of business and give

vent to your enthusiastic enjoyment. There are clouds

enough to make our pathway dark, let us look for sun-

shine, fresh air, new scenes, new faces and welcome the

old friends who annually assemble at the Breeders

meetings to enjoy the excitement and "talk horse."

The Salinas Fair.

This is the last day for the closing of entries to the

great Salinas Fair which commences September 30th.

Great preparations are being made for this meeting and

the people are quite enthusiastic over the prospects.

The track with its appointments is not excelled by any

south of San Francisco. It is situated only a short dis-

tance from the railroad station in one of the prettiest

and richest agricultural valleys in California.

The crops of cereah in Monterey County are excellent

and prosperous times are assured. The interest in light

harness horses never seems to die out in this section of

the state, and the many valuable importations or fine

trotting stallions and hoodmares from our leading stock

farms has contributed to improve the quality of the

descendants of the horses which crossed the plains and
made this valley their home.

The directors of this association have advertised their

coming meeting extensively, and it is our earnest desire

to see the horsemen who have never visited Salinas

fill out their entry blanks at once and send them to

the secretary to-day. This meeting follows the one to be

held at San Jose, and a large number of horsemen who
visited Salinas last season have already signified their

intention of bringing their horses there this year, for

they were royally entertained and everything was done
to make their visit pleasant. Read the advertisement

and act at once.

Fresno to the Front Again.

The people of Fresno seem to have had a " revival I

since Ed Geers, Andy McDowell, J. Curry and otherJ

famous drivers with their splendid strings of champions<
spent a few weeks at their beautiful race track. Ben-J
jamin Wright, formerly lessee of the Oakland RaceJ
Track, is president of the association, and with Geo. L,

Warlow as secretary, backed up by a splendid Board ofiJ

Directors, they have outlined a programme for a raceJ

meeting to be held there October 1st to 5th inclusive

which must meet the approval of every horseman who J

intends to visit the southern portion of this State this

year. The purses being very large and so arranged that

all classes will have an opportunity of winning some
\

money. There will be running races,also, which should 1

attract the attention of horseowners who are anxious to

woo the fickle goddess over tracks that are not thronged
|

with hundreds of horses of equal speed and powers ol

endurance.

The track at Fresno is conceded by all horsemen to

be as fast, if not the fastest, in California. The climate

is lovely, if not, the beautiful tropical and semi-tropica

plants which adorn the grounds surrounding this grea

track would not grow so luxuriantly. There are plenty

of stalls, and special rates will be arrange^ with the rail

road whereby horsemen will get their horses there

low rates. Read the advertisement and do not forget to

send your entries to Secretary Warlow on or before Au-
gust 1st.

The Hueneme Fair.

The San Jose Fair.

The attention of all horse owners is called to the ad-

vertisement of the race meeting to be held at San Jose

September 24th to 28th inclusive, under the auspices of

the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Society, entries for

which will close August 1st. Great preparations are be-

ing made for this meeting; as it follows the big race

meeting at Stockton it is hoped that entries will be lib-

erally made. The track will be in excellent condition

and as there is an unlimited number of box stalls sur-

rounding it horsemen can have no reason to complain.

The people of San Jose and vicinity have subscribed

liberally to make this meeting a success, and no doubt
the grandstands will be filled every day with enthusias-

tic spectators. Do not forget the date set for the closing

of entries, August 1st, and make arrangements to bring
your horses to the Garden City race meeting.

In our advertising columns appears the notice of the

great race meeting to be held at Hueneme, Ventura
county, September 24, 25, 26, 27, 28. There will h
races for running horses, which should attract the at-

tention of owners at the Bay District track. The trot-

ting and pacing races are of a superior class and libera

purses are offered. The track is one of the finest in

Southern California and the climate is unsurpassed

As Hueneme is included in the Southern California Cir-

cuit horsemen can rely upon securing considerable money
at the meetings to be given there. The prospects for

good year in this portion of the State were never better

Money is plenty, the people are great lovers of good rac-

ing and turn out at all the meetings in a way which

makes one think that Governor Budd made the greatest

mistake of his life when he antagonized such an assem-

blage by his vetoing the agricultural fair bill. Entries

for this race meeting will close August 3d. Send for

entry blanks at once to Secretary Thos. H. Merry,

Hueneme, Cal.

f
It has been decided by the executors of the James

Fair estate to sell at auction a number of thi

choice trotters, broodmares, colts and fillies now on the;

Sonoma farm. By referring to the advertisement it will

be noticed that some of the representatives of the best

and most fashionable sires in America are offered. Most
of the mares are stinted to that king of sires of early an

extreme speed, Gossiper, 2:14J, a horse whose progen;

are more highly esteemed than any that ever stood in Los
Angeles, and others are stinted tothe game Vasto, 2:16J t

There are choice roadsters and double teams that have

individuality as well as speed, and in this collection the

most exacting road drivers, as well as the most experi

enced breeders of fine trotters will find just what they

have long been looking for. The sale will take place i:

this city August 1st.

d

y

Klamath, 2:11], earned a record of 2:10] and won
race at La Crosse, Wis.,on Wednesday, in three straigh

heats, which set the talent to wondering how fast he ca:

go. He beat NightiDgale and Kentucky Union; they

never could head him on the homestretch. At the same
meeting the wonderful pacer, Robert J., paced the first

quarter of an exhibition mile in 0:32, the half in 1:03,

the three-quarters in 1:34 and the last quarter in 0:30.1

Time for the mile, 2:04. He never made a skip during

the journey.

At La Crosse, Wisconsin, Thursday, Monroe Salis-

bury's black champion, Directly, broke the world's rec-

ord for three-year-old stallions easily by pacing the

mile in 2:101. He won the event in straight heats, his

time being 2:141, 2:13] and 2:10.;. Alix could do not

better thau 2:09£ in her exhibition mile the same day.

This 2:10} equals the trotting record made November 12,

1S92, at Nashville, Tennessee, by Arion against time.

There is not a word of truth in the rumor that the
race meeting at the Bay District track will discontinue,
soon. On the Fourth of July over 4,000 people paidi
for admission to the track.
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The Oalifornians in the East.

The horses that left the Pacific Slope to meet the fast-

est cracks in the East have not been creating as great a

furore as many people expected. There are some admir-

ers of these horses who never stop to consider that the

climatic changes in the East are very tryiag on the con-

stitution of our California-bred horses, and especially

those that have been trotting on tracks around the bay

ofSan Francisco. The change of feed and water, has also,

much to do with taking away the strength of our horses.

The meeting at Denver served to substantiate the state-

ment so often made about the wonderful speed and game-

ness of Directly, 2:07£, and the race horse qualities of

the bay filly, Red Nutling. The Red Oak meeting was

not productive of anything phenomenal in the way of

great races being won in wonderful time by our Califor-

nia horses. The meeting was ended before the date set

for closing on account of heavy rains. The horses were

then taken to St. Joseph, Missouri, where Alix, over a

heavy track, trotted in 2:07. Tbey are now at La Crosse,

Wisconsin, and Andy McDowell lets his presence be

known by issuing the following challenge. If Direc-

tum's backers, or Pa Hamlin thinks Fantasy can take

her measure, this is their opportunity :

"As certain parlies owning last trotters have circulated reports that

Alix is hadly out of condition and will not be able to equal or beat

her record this season, I hereby offer to match her against any trot-

ter in the world for 85,000 a side, the race to be trotted on any first-

class track after her present engagements have been fulfilled. Fur-

thermore, I will enter her in a race with any other three trotters at

$5,000 a corner, the winner to take all, and the distance flag to be

twenty yards from the wire. A. McDowell."

Directum met Fantasy, David B. and Kentucky Union

at Minneapolis, July "3d, and was defeated by Fantasy,

much to the surprise of the talent. But Directum will

be ready a little later on.

At Terre Haute, Indiana, John Dickerson has the San

Mateo Stock Farm horses, and on the Fourth of July he

gave two of the Guy Wilkes youngsters records. One

was Fred Kohl, out of Mystic, by Nutwood. This hand-

some colt got a record of 2:19^-, and won his race. Lu-

cina, a daughter of Guy Wilkes, out of Hattie, by Elec-

tioneer, won two heats and got a mark of 2:24£, and

from all we can learn the San Mateo Stock Farm young-

sters will give a good account of themselves at Saginaw,

Michigan, next week.

Orrin A. Hickok has Hulda, the great mare trotting

halves in 1:07 and miles in 2:20, and hopes to have his

good Oalifornians lead the pick of the Eastern stock

farms. The native equine sons and daughters of the

Golden West that have been sold at recent auctions are

showing up well, and at every meeting we find that they

9 re winning some money and lowering their records.

The progeny of sires that were bred here are taking the

front rank, and the names of the leading sires here are

as familiar to Eastern readers as Hambletonian, Elec-

tioneer or Geo. Wilkes.

When such horsemen as Goldsmith, Geers, Curry,

McDowell, Hickok, Dustin, Starr, Kelly, and, in fact,

all the leading knights of the sulky in the East, have

campaigners in their charge thi3 year that trace directly

to these California sires, surely we have reason to con-

gratulate ourselves on the boom our Californian horses

will receive in 1895. The horses that started from here

to engage in the grand circuit may not appear as often

as some of our impatient stay-at-homes would pre-

fer, but the horses are in good hands and will appear

when the races for which they are entered are called.

That they will render a good account of themselves we

are confident, and that before the snow flies some one of

these will return with the 2:00 mark on his banner we

firmly believe.

"What Isinglass Accomplished.

At Ascot, on Jane 20th, the feature was the race for the

Gold Cup, a trophy valued at 1,000 sovereigns each, for all

ages, at about two miles and a half. It was woo easily by

three lengths by Mr. H. McCalmont's bay horse Isinglass, by

Isonomy, out of Deadlock, five years old. Mr. T. Cannon's

bay colt Reminder, four years, was second, half a length

before Captain Machell's brown horse KilBallaghan, five

years, third.

The betting was 11 to 2 on Isinglass, 6 to 1 against Re-

minder and 33 to 1 against Kilsallaghan.

Isinglass was wildly cheered as Mr. McCalmont led him

from the course to the saddling enclosure. This is his last

race, as he goes immediately to the stud.

After a career on the turf which has been most successful,

and in some respects phenomenal, Isinglass has been retired

to the stud. An almost unbroken series of victories is his

record from his start as a two-year-old in the maiden plate at

Newmarket in 1892 to his last appearance at Ascot on June
20, when he won the Gold Cup. He was only defeated once
during his whole career, and that was in the race for the Lin-
colnshire Plate at Manchester in 1893, in which, carrying
137 pounds, he finished second to Raeburn, 127 pounds; La
Fleche, 143 pounds, third, and Caroline fourth. Out of a to-

tal of twelve starts he has to bis credit eleven wins and one
second. This is a record which is seldom, if ever surpassed,

either from the racing standpoint or from the standpoint of a

money winner, for he has heen a veritable gold mine to his

owner, having woo the princely sum of $2b0,000. This is the

largest sum ever won by an English race horse during his

turf career, being considerably more thao Donovan's total,

Isinglass' nearest rival.

In his four-year-old form he won the following races : The
Prince of Wales Stakes, in which he carried 143 pounds, de-

feating Bulliogdon, Ladas, St. FloriaD, Ravensbury, Priest-

holme and Raeburn, over the Bunbury mile; the Eclipse

Stakes, about one mile and a quarter, carrying 142 pounds,

the field behind him including Ladas, Ravensbury, Raeburn,
Iris Wake, Throstle and Priestholme, and the Jockey Clubs
Stakes, distance one mile and two furlongs, 142 pounds. In
this event Gouvernail was second,and the other starters were
Son o' Mine, St. Florian, Raeburn,PrieBtholme and Throstle.

His winnings in these stakes amounted to $157,490. He has
only started once this year, and that was in the race for the

Gold Cup at Ascot. After the race he was loudly cheered by

all present. English sportsmen were loathe to see this cham-
pion retire, for the general opinion among sportsmen is that

Isinglass is the horse of the decade. His ability as a weight-

carrier was remarkable, hardly any impost seeming too great

for him. His performances as a two-year-old were the cause

of much comment, and attracted the attention of sportsmen
everywhere. An effort was made to bring him to America.
Colonel W. P. Thompson offered $100,000 for him as a two-

year-old, but this offer was refused. His career in the stud

will be watched with even more interest than was his career

on the turf, and great things are expected of him.

came to America and his been engaged in the stables of E. J.
Baldwin and Leland Stanford. He spends half his time in
Chicago and tbe other half in California. He is himself the
owner of some valuable horseflesh.

Of his bride, our people know her well. Several years ago
she was engaged in teaching one of the departments of our
city schools, and endeared herself alike to parents and pupils.
Since 1892 she has been a resident of Chicago. Mr. and Mrs.
Stanford arrived in Oentralia last Tuesday morning, and have
been the guests of the bride's mother. They will soon take
their departure for California.

The Enterprise extends to Mr. and Mrs. Stanford its most
hearty congratulations.—Centralis (111.) Enterprise.

Pearl FiBher Sold.

Wm. Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, de-

parted for a trip to Saginaw, Michigan, last Tuesday

morning. He will accompany his splendid string of

horses all through the Eastern circuit. He will be back

in time for the California Jockey Club meeting. We
wish him a pleasant and profitable trip and a safe return.

Dr. Thomas Maclay, Secretary Sonoma and Marin

Agricultural Society, says he will send in a report of the

meeting of the directors of the Society in time for our

next issue.

The rumor was ^current at the track this week that

racing would shut down for a time unless there was a marked
change for,the)better at an;early date. Whether there was any-
thing in the rumor could not be learned, but the fact remains
that the fields have been sc small of late that the bookmak-
ers are averse to paying $100 per day for their privilege. The
conditions governing the races are being complained of also.

The jockey club folks can make things go in good shape if

they will just do away with that $10 entrance fee that is

making owners poor, and if it is taken off races will fill well,

more bookmakers will go on and the association will gain in

more ways than one in tbe long run.

Mr. Logan's Colossal Task.

An experiment that will be watched with great interest

by trotting-horse breeders is the contemplated exportation

in the near future of whole shiploads of horses. Mr. John A.

Logan has avowed his intention to gather together and ex-

port to London no less than fifty-five roadsters, thirty of

which are to be matched in pairs, and several of these pairs

to be able to trot to pole in 2:25 or better. Mr. Logan recog-

nizes that he has set himself a colossal task to collect such a

large band of roadsters that will conform to the Btandard he

has set. Each animal, he says, must be of some solid color,

bay, brown or dark chestnut, fifteen hands and three-quarters

or over, and not one to have a record slower than 2:30. To

find fifty horses meeting these requirements, the trotters' rank
will have to be ransacked to the uttermost, for while allow-

ing that they might easily be found, it is certain that com-
paratively few will be offered at a dealing price. Great at-

tention will be paid to purchasing only those possessing the

sort of action favored in Great Britain, and it is conceded
that this action is not generally associated with 2:25 speed.

However, be the difficulties what they may, the fact

remains that the effort is to be make to buy
snch a lot of horses and place them on the London
market. If Mr. Logan succeeds he will create something of

a sensation in horse dealing circles in that ancient city, but

whether the men who buy high-priced horses in England
will purchase them is another story altogether. In all prob-

ability the horses, if really fine individuals and good actors

in their slower paces, will find a ready sale at remunerative

prices, for the majority of fast trotters that have been taken

to England have not been good to look at and those that were

have commanded large prices. The British dealers are tbe

most enterprising in the world and should they find that this

lot of American horses quickly finds buyera there is no doubt

that they will speedily sail for our shores to procure another

supply. The British dealer cares not where he buys his

horses so long as he can find those which the buyers want,';

and, moreover, if this stylish lot of trotters should be favor-

ably recognized the American national horse will have found

a new field. Hitherto trotters have found no great favor in

England, but their merits have never yet been exploited as

they will when the consignment spoken of reaches London
under the care, ownership and management of a reputable

gentleman well known in breeding circles on both sides of the

ocean. Should these horses be favorably received they will

open up a trade that will put hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars in our breeders' pockets during the years to come.

—

Coaching. ^

The Stanford-Tyler Nuptials.

It has been heard that the well-known trotting mare,

Pearl Fisher, has been sold to Mr. E. L. Larrabee of Mon-
tana, and will soon be sent to her new home. It is to be re-

gretted that Oregon is to lose bo good an animal as tbis

mare is, always a consistent performer, game to the core, well-

bred and a beauty. She was bred by Adam Fisher, one of the
pioneer horsemen of Oregon, and named her after his daugh-
ter Pearl. Mr. Fisher campaigned her for a number of years,

always winning money with her. Last season she went to

California in Sam Casto's stable, and when there took a re-

ord of 2:18.'
. As Mr. Fisher is getting along in years and not

able to look after her, she was sold last winter to some gen-

tleman in this city, and we hoped she would remain in Ore-
gon. She has been since sold in John Green's stable. The
Montana people know when they see a good thing, and are
not slow to get it.—Rural Press.

Two Good Ones.

The marriage of Mr. Albert Edward Stanford and Miss

Gertrude Tyler took place in Chicago on Wednesday, the

J 9th of June.

Mr. Stanford has had a varied and interesting experience.

He has been brought up from childhood as a steeplechase

rider and trainer of blooded bor6es. He was born in Bal-

arat, Victoria, Australia, and was for several years employed
by tbe Sultan of Jehore in his favorite pursuits. Later he

Messrs. Winship & Keating have secured two good horses

for their California circuit. One of them is Hamrock, 2:1 Oo

owned by Hon. Richard Everding, of this city. He was bred

and raised by H. McGuire, who campaigned him for two
years and then sold him to Mr. Everding. He was sired by
Hambletonian Mambrino, dam by Rockwood. Messrs. Win-
ship & Keating were attracted to him in the 2:19 class, which
be won, and liked him so well that they at once made ar-

rangements with Mr. Everding to race him this season. The
other is Pathmont, full brother to Altao, 2:16. Pathmont is

a natural pacer, and evidently is the making of a great horse.

He was bred by P. J. Mann, who sold his dam while carry-

ing him to Hon. Van B. DeLashmutt, and by him sold to

Harry Miller, of Grant's Pass. We congratulate Messrs.

Winship & Keating on being able to secure two such pood
horses.—Rural Spirit.

. ^
Woodfobd Stbingfield, a turfman with an interesting

history, died at Lexington, Ky., June 25. This veteran turf-

man was known in racing : nd sporting circles from ocean to

ocean. He was born in Barron county, Kentucky, sixty-four

years ago. "Early in his life he adopted the profession of a

jockey
;
and rode with distinction on all the great southern

race tracks for the wealthy planters and breeders racing their

horses for real sport in those days. He rode in races with

such jockeys as Joe Laird, Jack Minor, Gill Patrick, be-

sides others of lesser note. He became dissati-fied with rac-

ing and entered a law school. He was successful at the bar,

practicing with Buch famous legal lights ho Dan Voorhees,

ex President Harrison, the late Governor Morton, ex-Vice
President Hendricks, ex-senators McDonald, Thompson, La-

mont and others. He was building up a lucrative practice

when the war broke out, and, while a union man in belief, he

was southern born and raised, and he determined not to take

part in the struggle. He went to New York, and, after prac-

ticing law in the metropolis for awhile, went to Washington,
where for years he associated with some of the most brilliant

statesmen then in the arena ot public life. After the war he

concluded to return to Kentucky and pursue the career of a

tuifman, which he had cherished from the time he became a

jockey. Accordingly he got together a good stable of thor-

oughbreds, and was for a number of years a prominent figure

as an owner and turfman in tbe west. Among the famous

horses he raced successfully might be named Frogtown,Catina,

Nema, Master John, Merodac, Enlister, Ravenna, Athos and
Quintard. He has always borne the distinction of having

brought out the famous turfman Byron McClelland, who did

bis first riding on tbe horses of Mr. Stringfield. Eight years

ago he was injured in a runaway, and from the time of the

accident he had been out of the city but once—this accident

being ultimately the cause of his death.

A good many people imagine that the American runner is

the fastest horse in the world, but such ideas are not correct.

Salvatorwith 110 pouods up ran a mile in a trial in 1:35 \

when he was four years old. Domroscheo, a three-year-old

filly with 122 pounds up, ran the Rowley mile—one mile and

eleven yards—in 1:36 2-3, which is a great deal better per-

formance than Salvator'p. Drake Carter with 115 pounds

up ran three miles in 5:24 on a scraped track, while Potsea

with 131 pounds up on the turf covered the same distance in

Australia in 5:23A. Memoir with 122 pounds up ran the

Oaks distance, one mile and a half in 1:50 4-5, over turf,

which on our track would be equal to 1:55 4-5. Amphion
with 141 pounda up ran tbe Rowley mile in 1:42 2-5, which

is as good as 1:38 2-5 on our scraped track. No, our horses

are not the fastest by any means—our tracks are the fastest.

All of our horses get their speed from the English Bprinter.

Salvator never Baw the day that be could out-^print his sire

Prince Charlie. The first horse that imparted speed to the

American horses was Australian, who was by West Austra-

lian, the speediest of horses, and it is from this horse that

Harry O'Fallon inherits bis speed producing powers. Our
old breeds of horses, like Wagner and Boston, had no speed

—

1:47 for the mile was all they could do, while the English

horse of tbe same period like Touchstone, Elisand Don John

were running as fast as Longfellow, Iroquois and Ten Broeck.

Don John covered the St. Leger course in 1858 in 3:17, while

it took Iroquois 3:20 3-5 to cover tbe same ground and Rayon

d Or 3:21 and the great Ormonde 4:21 2-5.

It is too bad that tbe laBt quarter in tbe record race of

Mulberry's last Saturday could not have been run a shade

faster than 0:264, for then Al Farrow's record, made Bix

years ago at San Jose, would have been shattered. The frac-

tional time in last Saturday's great race was 0:25, 0.49J,

1:13J, 1:26 (for seven furlongs). The middle half was, there-

fare, run in 0:48$. Mulberry carried seven pounds more

than Al Farrow, so that bis name should go at the top of

the list.
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CALIFORNIA JOOKEY OLUB RAOE3.

Small Fields the Rule, but the Attendance Does

Not Lessen—Betting Brisk, but Only a Few
Bookmakers to Handle the Coin—Track

Fast and Coast Records Equalled.

The Races in Detail.

WO HPNPBED AND FOURTEENTH PAY— FRIDAY, JULY 5.

H 18 was one of those days where

the talent smile and smile ami keep

oo gelling the money out of the

boxes of the bookies. Four straight

favotites finished home in front of

their Gelds, while a fifth was second

at the wind-up. The weather was

all that could be desired, the at-

tendance excellent, considering that

the card was not one to enthuse

over. Frank Van Ness started but

two of his flyers, but pulled down the big end of the purses

io both races. Monterey had to work hard nearly all the

way to gain his victory, but Her Majesty galloped away from

her field at the finish. Kegal was the only long shot to win,

he being as good as 25 to 1 in the betting in the last race,

live furlongs, selling. E. Jones aod Chevalier rode two win-

ners apiece, Burns being on Regal.

Johnny Capron, with Piggott up, beat the flag by about

three lengths in the first race, b'U Rogation and Monterey

gradually closed on him until, reaching the homestretch, he

was but two lengths in front of the fa vorite,Monterey, who was

driven hard uulil about seventy yards of the finish, where

little Jones wisely ceased beating his tattoo with the whip

and urged the colt along with his bauds, winning handily by

one and a half leoglhs at the close, Rogation in a fierce drive

beating Johnny Capron out a nose for place honors.

Her Majesty, the 1 to 3 favorite off second, led Don Pedro

past the half by a neck, into the homestretch by one and a

half lengths and won easily by a length, Don Pedro getting

the place driving by half a length.

Thelma, a 3 to 5 favorite in the seven-furlong race, dashed

to the front in the first half-dozen strides, and not headed,

won easily by a length from Arnette, who beat Little Cripple

three parts of a length for the place.

Boreas won the six furlong handicap in grand style, com-

ing from the rear, running around his field and winning off

by two lengths. Bernardo a handy second, a length from Cen-

turion. Ali B&ba led up to the last sixteenth.

Old Regal, 25 to 1 for some time in the betting, led all the

way in the last race, winning easily by one and a half lengths,

Reno, the favorite, second, half a length before Amigo.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race, about six furlonge, selling, brought out a

field of six. Monterey was a 3 to 5 favorite, 1 to 2 in mos
bo ks after apening at even money. Tom Clarke was at 4

to 1, Johnny Capron 8, Halifax 9, Rogation 25 (40 at one

time), Gold Dust 40 to 1. Johnny Capron beat the flag to

the extent of about three lengths, Monterey second. Roga-
tion next. Capron opened up a gap of about six lengths,

but at the half-pule his lead was but two, Rogation second,

two and one-half lengths before Monterey. Rogation and
Monterey steadily crept up on the Southern California rep-

resentative until, turning for home, he was but a length to

the good, Rogation second, three parts of a length from
Monterey. The latter got up on even terms with Johnny
Capron about a sixteenth from home, under the whip, then

Eddie Jones sensibly stopped whipping, and, hard-ridden,

Monterey won cleverly by one and one-half lengths, Roga-
tion io a great drive beating Johnny Capron a nose for

place. Time, 1:13?.

The second race, five furlongs, selling, for two-year-olds,

brought four to the post. Her Majesty was a 1 to 3 favorite,

Dancing Girl 7 lo 1, Spry Lark 10. Don Pedro 10 to 1. Don
Pedro, Her Majesty, Dancing Girl was the order to a poor
start. Her Majesty got her neck in front as they passed the

half, Don 1'edro second, two lengths before Dancing Girl

Her Majesty drew away gradually and led into the home-
it retch by one and a half lengths. Don Pedro second, half a

length before Spry Lark. Her Majesty galloped along and
won easily by a length, Don Pedro, driving, half a length be-

fore Spry Lark. Time, 1:02*.

A seven-furlong race had six starters. Thelma opened at

1 to 6 and closed at 3 lo 6. Arnelte opened at 2 to 1 and
closed at 3. Little < ripple was at 7, Howard 10, Nabopol-
laaer 30 and I Mike Stevens 50 to I. Thev were oil' to an ex-
cellent start, Aruelle, Thelma, Howard the order. Thelma
was io fronl in the first half-dozen strides and led past the
quarter by a length and a half, Arnetle second, a length from
Howard. Duke Stevens ran up very fast, aud at the half it

waa Thelma by one logins, Duke Stevens second,
lapped by Howard. Thelma held her own going to the home-
trelch, Howard having roihtd up second, in a most business*
Hire way, nearly iwo length* before Arnelle, Litlle ('ripple

coming close againni the nils, Thelma was not harried or
worried coming down the straight, winning handily by a
length from Lhs Kami Huh- Amelia, who heat the fast-com-
ing Liula Crij ;

>> of length for place, Howard
tiring away badly in the final sixteenth. Time, 1:27$.
The fourth race, a "ii furlong handicap, had Boreas for a

red-hot favorite, be opening al "• i<> 5 and clotting at even
Bobolink, * Senturioo ami Bernardo were at 5 to 1,

Ali Baba Intnl. Ali Babe* Bobolink, Centurion waa the
older lo a tint-rate start, ihl wog away last, how*
ever. Ali Baba led at the half hr a length. Bobolink,
Bernardo third l>r a Like dlstaooa, n bead behind (Vniurinn.

I Babt ' in lln- run to I L

ond now, i hi id before B 'imlink,

'through like a shot The favorite did nol
I '.aba until *i parol of the Onisb, when

uing like a 8a he woo eauily hr two length-, Bernardo
ting the place ^ndily, a length froi" third.

Time, 1:14}—a great run for a three-year-old that had to

come around his field from last place.

The last race was at five furlongs, selling. Reno was an

even money favorite in most books, 6 to 5 in a few. Red Idle

was at 3 to 1 (opened at 4), 8oledad 7 (played down from

10), Amigo8,Solitarioand Claire 10, Regal 20 to 1 (25 at

one time). They got away to a fine start, Regal, Soledad,

Sol itario, being the order. Regal drew clean of his field in

a few strides and led by one and one-half lengths at the half-

mile ground, Reno second, lapped by Red Idle, who a mo-

ment later was cut on". Into the homestretch it was Regal

first bv two lengths, Soledad, Solitario and Reno heads apart

as namtd. Regal easilv held on to the end, winning by one

and one-half lengths, Reno second, half a length
_
before

Amigo, who was coming like a shot at the end. Claire, last

away, was cloBe up, running a good race. Time, 1:02s.

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTEENTH DAY—SATURDAY, JULY 6.

While the fields in four out of the five raceswere meager,

it was a notable day's racing, for the events were in most

instances closely contested and in the last race the record of the

Pacific Coast at a mile was equalled by the tall, leggy bay son

of imp. Deceiver, Mulberry, who just beat the splendid cripple

Royal Flush, a head in the last stride in 1:40 flat. Thelma

led by a very small margin for about three furlongs, then

Royal Flush took up the running, leading Thelma a length

at the half and two lengths into the homestretch. The hot

pace told on Royal Flush's dickey legs in the last part of it,

Mulberry crawling up inch by inch on Flush, who was under

the whip, and winning in the last jump by a very small mar-

gin. The winner carried ninety-two pounds, or seven more

than did the original maker of the record, Al Farrow, in

San Jose, when he beat Geraldine but a trifle. The

track waa in excellent order this afternoon, the attendance

moderate and the betting fairly lively. Favorites won ou two

occasions, the remaining events being taken by a 25 to 1 shot

and two second choices. Piggott and Chevalier rode two

winners apiece and Riedy, a new-comer from the East one

—

Nellie G., at 25 and even 30 to 1. The little fellow got the

gray mare away in front, sailed away and was never headed.

Silver State, favorite at post-time over Greenback Jr.)

waited on the last-named and Little Tough until nearing

the homestretch, then shot to the fore easily and won by two

lengths, Little Tough, at 50 to 1 (10 to 1 place), nosing out

Arno for the place.

Nellie G., the 25 to 1 shot, led all the way in the seven

furlong race over the hills, and won by a length from Car-

mel, who sulked fully half the journey and came like a shot

in the last quarter. May Day, equal favorite with Carmel,

ran a disappointing race.

Joe K., favorite, got away second, was taken back last,

then came on in the homestretch and won by a neck from

Rey del Bandidos, who beat Ledette fully a head. Monitor,

who had led by a couple of lengths, tired badlv in the last

furlong and was interfered with, Rey del Bandidos being

put down as the offender and set back last, Ledette filly

being awarded the place and Monitor the show.

Del Norte won the mile and a quarter handicap handily

by a good length, Flirtilla, the favorite, second, three parts

of a length from Commission, who had led most of the way.

The move on Flirtilla was made too late. At the finish she

was gaining fast, and it looked as if the fiily should have

won the race.

How the Race& Were Run.

The first race was at six fu-longs, selling, with seven start-

ers. Silver State, backed down from 9 to 5 to 7 to 5, went
to the post a slight favorite. Greenback Jr. opened at 6 to

5, closed at 8 to 5. Arno was at 4 (5 at one time), imp. Lady
8plendor 40, Little Tough 50, Druecilla 100 and Prince 150

to 1. Thev were ott to an excellent start, Little Tough first

and going like a shot, Silver State next. Greenback Jr. ran

up like a streak and was a head in front at the hall, Little

Tough second, one and a half lengths before Silver State.

The latter was sent along nearing the three quarter pole, and
as they swung around for home Silver State vas leading by
daylight, Little Tough and Greenback Jr. being head and
head. Silver State kept on and won easily by two lengths,

Little Tough out-gaining Arno who looked very dangerous
in the homestretch and beating him out a nose for the place.

Time, 1:16.

The second race was over the hills, seven furlongs, selling.

Carmel and May Day closed equal favorites at 9 to 5, the

former receding in the betting from 7 to 5. Crawford was
at 2 (backed from 2'.), Nellie G. 25 to 1. There was con-

siderable cutting up at the post. Carmel acting the worst
of the lot. Finally the flag to a fair start, Nellie G., Car-
mel, May Day (he Order. Carmel went wide on the first

turn and fell back third, Nellie G. assuming a lead of a
length, by which distance she was in front at the quarter.

Carmel second again, a neck before Crawford. At the half-

mile mark Nellie G. had increased her lead to two lengths,

May Day second, one and one half miles from Carmel, who
wa sulking. They ran in about this order up the first hill

and down Into the hollow. A quarter of a mile from home
Nellie Gh was two lengths to the good, May Day second,

three before ''armel. Nellie G. was Ktill as far in the front

at the summit! of the last hill, May Day second, Carmel
closing up. He came like a shot after Nellie G., but it was
too late, the gray mare winning, hard driven, by a length,

Carmel second, two lengths from May Day. Time, 1:31 \—
the record at the distance over the hills.

A Mx-furlong handicap for two-yenr-olds came next. Joe
K. wan a favorite at the close, backed down from 2 to 1 to

to Monitor was at 11 to 5, Ledette filly and Key del

Bandidos 4$ each. They were away to a fair start, Monitor,
Joe K ., Rey del Bandidos the order. Monitor drew away at

once and led by two lengths passing the half, apparently
running easily, Ledette hlly second, one and a half lengths
before the other two, head and head. Monitor led by thai

lame two lengths turning for home, Ledette filly next, but

i head before Key del Bandidoc Monitor began lo lire badly
sod i-verylbing had caught him, a lot of jostling resulting in

Monitor fallios bai k lest, Joe K. came on and won hsndily
by a good neck, Rey del Bandidos beating ledette filly a

head for place. The judges disqualified Rey del Bandidos for

fouling, and gave Ledette filly the place and Monitor third

place. Time, 1:15].

Amile and a quarter handicap had four starters. Flirtilla

was a favorite at 7 to 5, Del Norte at 2 to 1 and heavily

played, Malo Diablo 3A and Commission 6 (played down from
down from 9 to 2). They went away to a good start, Flirtilla

at once rushing into the lead, with Commission after her.

Flirtilla led passing the stand by a neck, Commission second,
a length before Malo Diablo. Chevalier took Flirtilla back
nearing the three-quarter pole, where Commission led by
three parts of a length, Malo Diablo second, lapped by Flir-

tilla. At the half Commission was first by only a neck, Malo
Diablo next, oae and a half lengths before Del Norte, Flir-

tilla last by a very small margin. Commission led into the
homestretch by three parts of a length. Del Norte, who had
been running under a pull, second, a length from Flirtilla.

Del Norte had Commission beaten a furlong from home,
fully, and Flirtilla had been allowed to fall back until she
was apparently done for. Between the eighth and sixteenth
poles Chevalier began sending the filly along, and though she
made up a couple of lengths and was gaining fast at the fin-

iab, Del Norte passed the mark a trifle over a length in front,

rather handily, Flirtilla second, three parts of a length from
Commission. Time, 2:08$. Had Chevalier begun to ride

Flirtilla hard a sixteenth further back the filly would in all

likelihood have been very close to that first money, if indeed
she had not won.
A mile owner's handicap wound up the day's sport, and

probably more interest was centered in it than in any event
of the day, for there waa a chance that the Pacific Coast
record for a mile, 1:40, made by Al Farrow with eighty-five

pounds up, would be shattered. Thelma opened at 1 to 2,

closed at 7 to 10. Mulberry waa backed from 2 to 1 to 9 to

5. Royal Flush was at 4A to 1. They were away to a splen-

did "go" head and head and in motion. Ihelma hugged
the inner rail and tried to open up a gap, but Royal Flush
was like a ghost at her shoulder, Mulberry trailing a couple
of lengths away. Past the halfThelma and Flush were heads
apart, Mulberry three lengths away. As they neared the
half Royal Flush assumed command, leading a length at the
half-mile ground, Mulberry a trifle over a length further

away, the half having been negotiateuVin 0:49}. At the three-

quarters Royal Flush was two lengths to the good. Mulberry
second, half a length before Thelma. Mulberry now began to

Bteadily creep up on Flush, until, a furlong from home, the
little red horse was but half a length to the good. A sixteenth

from home Jones was at the bat on Royal Flush and Mul-
berry was still creeping forward. In the last jump, amid
great excitement. Mulberry got up and won by a short bead,

Royal Flush six lengths before Thelma. When the time,

1:40, equalling the Pacific Coast record for the distance, was
hung up, the applause was vociferous. The race was a better

one than Al Farrow's, because Mulberry carried seven pounds
more weight. The weights were: Mulberry (4 years), 92;
Thelma (4 years), 88; Royal Flush (6 years), 84 pounds.
The fractional time was : Quarter, 0:25; half, 0:49}; three-

quarters, 1:13}; seven-eighths, 1:26; mile, 1:40. Eddie
Jones, rider of Royal Flush, declares that one of tho "dickey"
legs of the little red horse gave out a sixteenth from home,
otherwise he would have won the money and reduced the

Pacific Coast Record. It will be noticed that the last quar-
ter was run in the slow time of 0:26A, the time by quarters
being 0:25, 0:24}, 0:24}, 0:26}. This made them run the
" middle half " in 0:48J.

TWO HUNDBED AND SIXTEENTH DAY—MONDAY. JULY 8.

Some superb racing was had at old Bay District track this

chilly afternoon, there being three close finishesin the five

events run off. The races were captured by one favorite,

two second and two third choices. One real "good thing"

went through, Red Dick in the last race, who was backed

down from 12 to 3 to 1.

The attendance was fair and the speculation fairly lively.

Good time was made in all the races. Piggott carried off

the pigskin honors, with two wins and two seconds to hi g

credit. E. Jones, Hinrichs and Ames rode the remaining

winners.

O'Bee, an even-money favorite at the close, got away

third, shot to the front and won easily by one and one-half

lengths from Ike L., who was poorly ridden. My Charm
was a far-away third.

Clara Johnson was favorite in the second race and was

first away, but the Apache-Linda Vista filly captured the

coin by a scant length, with Walter J. in the place and Don
Pedro a good third. Walter J. would have won easily but

for being cut otl and having to run around his field.

Miss Garvin, second choice at 2A to 1, ran second to Green-

back Jr. for about five furlongs, then passed to the front and

won with ease by two lengths, Normandie, the favorite, sec-

ond, a length before Claudius. Hy Dy
t
who was plunged on

toward post time, ran a poor race.

Gold Bug took the fourth race by a head from Sir Richard,

who was disqualified for fouling and the place given to My-
ron, the pace-maker, the show to Lady Jane, who was inter-

fered with badly in the homestretch, though she was appar-

ently beaten at the time.

Red Dick, backed from 12 to 1 to 3 to 1, opened up a gap

of six lengths going to the homestretch, and dying away fast

in the final sixteenth, lasted just long enough to beat the

favorite, Tuxedo, a nose, Dr. Gardner third, three lengths

away.
How the Races Were Run.

The first race was at five and a half furlongs, selling. O'Bee
opened at 7 to 5 and closed at even money in most books, 11

to 10 in a couple. Ike L. was at 2 to 1, My Charm 3, Solitario

25 lo 1. They were off to an excellent start, Ike L., Solitario,

O'Bee the order. O'Bee soon got to the fore, and led by one
aud a half lengths at the half, Ike L. second, two leogths

before My Charm. O'Bee iucreased his lead to three lengths

by the time the three-quarter pole was reached, Ike L. sec-

ond, three lengths before My Charm. O'Bee simply galloped
in :i winner by one and a half lengths, Steele letting Ike L.
swerve at a great rate in the homestretch and riding a very
poor race. Three leogths further away, third, came My
Charm. Time, 1:08}—a good race.

The second race was at four furlongs, for two-year-olds,
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Clara Johnson was a hot favorite, played down"from 2 to 1 to

8 to 5. The Apache—Linda Vista was at 5 to 1, Don Pedro
and Walter J. 6 (latter receded from 2A), Gladette gelding

10, Torso—Lady Leinster filly and Brinannia 20, Belle Oak
40 to 1. There was a delay of twenty-6ve minutes at the

post, caused by the refusal of the Lady Leinster filly to break

and the anxiety of "Walter J. and others to get off in front.

Finally the flag fell tu a fair start, the order being Clara

Johnson, Gladette gelding, Britannia. The first-named fell

back in a jiffy, and Walter J., off about fourth, was cut off,

falling back last. He ran around the bunch like a Hindoo,

and was fourth turning for home. The order as they made
the final turn was Lady Leinater filly first by a head, Don
Pedro second, half a length before Linda Viata filly. Don
Pedro assumed command and led up to within seventy-five

yards of the finish, when Linda Vista filly passed him,_ and

coming on strong, won by a scant length, Walter J .
making a

fast run and beating Don Pedro out a neck for the place.

Time, 0:501, But for being cut ofl Walter J. would have won
by several lengths.

A mile selling race followed. Normandie was a red-hot

favorite, closing at 6 to 5. Miss Garvin was at 2£ to 1, Hy
Dy 4 (backed down from 5h), Claudius 7 and Greenback Jr.

20 to 1. They were off to a good start, the order being Nor-

mandie, Hy Dy, Miss Garvin. Hy Dy was bumped on the

first turn and fell to the rear. Past the quarter Greenback Jr.

led by a nose, Miss Garvin second, a length before Norman-
die. At the half-mile ground it was Greenback Jr. first by a

length, Miss Garvin second, lapped by Normandie. Nearing

the homestretch Greenback Jr. fell back beaten and Mis3

Garvin took command, leading by about one and a half

lengths turning for home, Normandie second, a head before

Greenback Jr. Miss Garvin was not headed, winning hand-

ily by two lengths, Normandie second, a length before Claud-

ius, who made a good run the last part of it. Time, 1:42|.

A five-furlong selling race had six Btarters. Lady Jane
was a favorite at 13 to 5, Myron at 3£ to 1, Gold Bug 4,

Banjo and Sir Richard 6, Tillie S. 25 to 1. They were sent

away to a good start, Sir Richard, Tillie 8., Myron the

order. Myron got to the front in the first sixteenth and led

fiast the half by one and one-half lengths, Tillie S. second,

apped by Lady Jane. Myron led by two lengths into the

homestretch. Lady Jane second, one and one-half lengths

before Tillie S., Gold Bug fourth. Lady Jane gained on

Myron until she was less than a length behind him a six-

teenth from home, but here Gold Bug and Sir Richard came
up, Lady Jane was bumped by Gold Bug, whom Sir Richard

was bearing in on, and in a fierce drive Gold Bug won by a

head, Sir Richard second, half a length before Myron, Lady
Jane fourth. Time, 1.0H. The judges disqualified Sir

Richard, placing Myrin second and Lady Jane third.

The last race was at 5 furlongs, selling. Tuxedo, who re-

ceded from even money to 2 to 1, was favorite, Red Rose at

2*- to 1. Red Dick 3 (backed down from 12), St. Elmo 4,

Wild Rose and Dr. Gardner 15, Red Wiug 20 to 1. They
were sent off to a ragged start, Red Rose first, Tuxedo second,

Red Dick third. The last-named showed a length in front

as the half was reached, Tuxedo second, as far from Red
Rose. Red Dick went like a ghost in the next quarter,

leading by six lengths turning into the homestretch, Tuxedo
next, two from Red Rose. A sixteenth from home Ames
was doing the "looking backward or how it happened" act,

on Red Dick, who, shutting up like all short-bred ones at

the finish, just lasted long enough to win by a nose from

Tuxedo, who beat Dr. Gardner three lengths for the place.

Time, 1:02}. The "good thing" went through all right.

Coming Sires.

Great as have been some of the trotting sires of the im-

mediate past, greater still must prove some of the sires of

the immediate future. There can be no decay until maturity

has been reached and passed, and most assuredly that point

has not been reached in trotting speed production. The

older sires do not 'tpproach, in breeding, the younger sires

and those yet to be foaled, and to suppose that the greatness

of George Wilkes, Electioneer, Nutwood, etc., will not be

eclipsed by voung sires now living is not only an acknowl-

edgment that we are not progressing in trotting horse breed-

ing, but that we are actually retrogressing. Hambletonian
10 was immensely superior to his sire, Abdallah 1, as a sire

of trotting speed, and, in turn, George Wilkes, Electioneer,

etc., were very much greater sires than Hambletonian, and

great as was Alexander's Abdallah, by far greater is his

grandson, Nutwood. George Wilkes has eighty-two standard

performers, while his sons, Red Wilkes and Onward, have

already cleared that limit by a liberal margin, and several

other sons will likewise clear it. Onward and Red Wilkes

both have sons that promise to lead them as sires, and some
of their grandsons, being yet better bred than any of their

ancestors, should eclipse everything up to their day at.d

generation, and douo'Jess will. Whatever may have been

the breeding of Djlly Spanker, the dam of George Wilkes,

the career of her son as a trotter and progenitor of trotting

speed clearly proves that through his dam George Wilkes in-

herited that which gave him a richer trotting inheritance than

was possessed by his sire alone, and through this inheritance

he became a greater sire. Red Wilkes and Onward inherited

from George Wilkes the fullness of his transmissibility. To
this was added the rich trotting leaven from tbe blood of

Mambrino Chief, sire of their dams, and fhus these two sires

were better bred than their own ancestry on either side, and

were entitled to become greater as speed progenitors, which
they have done. Ashland Wilkes, son of Red Wilkes, in-

herited still anotherstrong infusion of trotting speed produc-

tion through his dam, a daughter of Administrator, and he,

by the assistance of the blood of Wedgewood from the other

side, was enabled to produce John R. Gentry, 2:03$, by the

records the fastest harness stallion that has yet appeared.

Electioneer has a long lead over any other stallion as a direct

sire of standard performers—having 155 to his credit—yet

that young sires now living will do as well there is not the

slightest doubt. At the present day a stallion no better bred

on his dam's side than was Electioneer (before his dam be-

came so great as an individual speed producer) would stand

no show at all for public recognition. Yet with an infinite-

simally short pedigree he became the most famous of his

day. Many of the sons of Electioneer are eminently better

bred than was he, and why should they not sorpass him as

sires? Some of them will. St. Bel, 2:241, would most assur-

edly eventually have had a longer list of honor than his

illustrious sire had he been spared for an equal number of

years of usefulness. St. Bel was foaled in 1882, diedin 1891,

was in the stud but four seasons, his oldest colts having been

foaled in 1888, and yet. at the close of 1894, he had
thirty six sons and daughters with records from
2:30 to 2:11A, their average records being a trifle

less than 2:241, and their average ages a trifle more
than three and a half years. Who would care to venture
tbe assertion that with upwards of twenty years' service in

the stud St. Bel would not have sired more than one hundred
and forty-seven standard performers ? But why should he
not? Besides having all of the speed begetting powers that
Electioneer could impart, he received through his dam.
Beautiful Bells, probably the greatest broodmare that ever
lived, additional trotting leaven from C. M. Clay Jr. and
Clay Pilot,' and through his second dam, Minnehaha, an-
other one of the world's most distinguished matrons, still

of that night's escapade was that he got four mares in foal,
and all oi the colts had his peculiar color—a very light chest-
nut with the mane and tail nearly white. Tbey wer^ really
extra horses. Dr. Cleveland Buck of Woolwich traded for
one when it was five years old, and used it in his practice for
twenty years, or until his death. After that his son, Dr.
Samuel Buck used him, and he lived to be over thirty years
of age. Mr. C. E. Mosher always made a practice of serv-
ing Onawa to mares even while he was being campaigned,
providing a good mare was offered, and the most of his colts
with records were begotten while he was in training. We
wouldnot advocate a very heavy service for stallions which
are being used on the turf, in fact, some should not be used
at all ; while on the other hand, a horse of placid disposition

other trotting strains from Abdallah Chief, C. M. Clav, Ab-
{

could occasionally have a service, and other things being
ballah 1, etc. Other young sires possess similar advantages equal, the foal would be the better because its sire was in
over the great sires of former days, and for a man to hesitate

to breed his best mares to some one of the many fast.elegantly

bred and individually superb young sires of the present day
on the ground that they are comparatively untried is to ac-

knowledge his unbelief in the theory that we are progressing
and not retrogressing in harness speed production. Tbe
grand old sires that yet Burvive should, of course, receive

consideration, but give the young sires the chance that a

logical estimate of their worth would seem to indicate that

they are entitled to. The young and untried sires of to-day
will be the great sires of the future.

Prevention Better Than Cure.

At almost every meeting of the Boards of Review and Ap
peals one or more cases are decided in which an owner seekj

to recover money paid under protest for fees due on entrie3

high state of vigorous health.—Spirit of the Hub.

The Starter.

made by some other person without his consent. In a cbse ' would not instruct the jockeys to take liberties with him

We have received a marked copy of the Cincinnati Trib-

une, in which the starter is severely arraigned. Some of the

charges will bear sifting; others will find a responsive echo

in the hearts of race goers. The starter must enforce disci-

pline; otherwise, he will command no more respect than a

wax figure, but in doing this he should have no petty likes

and dislikes ; all jockeys should be the same to him ; there

Bhould be no pets or favorites. The suggestion was made a

few days ago to the official head of the Coney Island Jockey

Club that the starter should be chosen from the ranks of

gentlemen of character and social position. Then owners

of this sort lately tried before the Board of Appeals an ownen
who had been suspended for the non-payment of a very small

entry fee which he subsequently paid under protest, alleged

that he had, when he placed his mare in tbe trainer's hands,

expressly stipulated that she should not be entered in any

race without his knowledge and consent. The entry was in

the hand writing of the trainer, and the owner stated further

that he had not been consulted prior to its being made. The
Board, however, held that when a horse is placed in the

hands of a trainer for training the trainer may reasonably be

regarded as the agent of the owner, and the protest was there-

fore overruled, the money, something less than twelve dol-

lars, being ordered paid to the association which ordered the

suspension. To decide otherwise was to open a door through
which any owner might escape the payment of his entry-fees

if he chose to allege that his trainer made the engagements
without his knowledge. A similar case came before the

Eoglish Jockey Club some time ago. A horse having been
placed in the care of a trainer was by him entered and raced

successfully in one or two races. He went wrong aod then,

an obligation incurred on his behalf not having been met, his

owner's name promptly appeared in the forfeit list. He
immediately entered his protest, saying that the trainer had
made the entries without authorization, and that he, as the

owner, was consequently not liable for the forfeits. The
Jockey Club, considering that if the owner was not liable for

the forfeits, he was not entitled to the winnings, ordered the

amount won to be returned for redistribution and levied a

fine of fifty pounds on the traiuer for making entries when he
was not authorized to do so. This decision seemB to be the

the more just of the two, as well as the most likely to be

productive of good. Undoubtedly trainers do sometimes ex-

ceed their powers in entering horses placed in their charge

for develepment or training. If enough money is won to

leave a profit on the transaction, or even to counterbalance

the expenditures, the owner most likely will say nothing

about it: but as soon as he is called on to make good a de-

ficiency he seeks to shelter himself behind the statement

that the trainer had no authority to make engagements for

his horse. This may be true enough in every paticular, and
hence it is far better to prevent trainers exceeding their au-

thority than to punish owners not actually guilty. In other

words, in the case first cited the Board would have acted

more wisely if it had ordered the moneys won by the mare
paid back to be redistributed under the rules, fined the

trainer a reasonable amount and suspended him until it was
paid. If the owner is not liable for the outgo he should not

profit by the income. An ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure, so runs the old adage. With a ruling similar

to that of the Jockey Club as an established precedent

trainers would he very careful not to make entries without

proper authorization, and in the event of a dishonest owner
seeking to shift responsibility it would be simple enough
matter to guage the merits of the cade by the documentary
and oral evidence introduced.—Horseman.

Potency of Stallions.

There are numerous instances on record where stallions

have failed in a majority of cases to impregnate the mares

served to them, and some were non-productive in every in-

stance. Mr. John Mills of this city, who has had great ex-

perience in breeding, relates that he had a two-year-old colt

which served ten mares, and none of them got with foal.

The reason he ascribed was this, the colt was a choice one,

and had been raised tenderly. It was quite fleshy, and stood

in its stall with no exercise whatever. On the other hand a

neighbor had a two-year-old stallion which was used quite

hard. He served ten mares and nine of them had foals by

him. Mr. Mills says he believes quite bard work is neces-

sary for a horse to get healthy offspring, and that it is neces-

sary to make them potent. We have heard of a three-year-

old stallion which was kept in a box stall with no work at

all for a year, but was used to serve mares with. The result

was weak f^als that could not stand and the most of

them died when a few hours old. Had the colt been jogged

all winter and through the season the result would have been

no doubt, very different. One of the reasons why the Morgan
horse was so valuable in all respects, either for the plow,

team or carriage, was that his sireB were used to hard labor

and their systems were in the most healthy, vigorous con-

dition. Some years ago a chestnut stallion with silver mane
and tail was used in a brick yard in Edgecomb, Me. One
day he got loose and broke away across country. He was

found the next morning and his path established. The result

and the jockeys themselves would look up to him and im-

plicitly obey him. In England the starter is a gentleman,

and it is contended that he should be a gentleman of unbend-

ing integrity in this coantry. The suggestion is worth con-

sidering. The Tribune article is appended.
One of the reforms sure to come in the near future on the

big race tracks is tbe curtailing of the authority of the starter,;

that is, there should be, and it will come to that, a higher
power where the friendless jockey cai appeal for justice

when tbe band of the starter is turned against him. Even
the wickedest criminal has recourse to far more than one
tribunal before he finally loBes his liberty, but there is no
such a thing as an appeal for a jockey after once he has in-

curred a starter's wrath. The black man was no more a

slave before the war than a jockey is now in the hands of the

starter. Because of some little offense, or perhaps the starter

is a little bilious from a late supper the night before, he takes

away the bread and meat out of a boy's mouth by a fine that

frequently would be felt were it taken from his own fat pocket-

book, let alone out of the earnings of a rider that perhaps for

a month had not landed a winner. When this same starter

burns up a lot of public money with a straggling send off, he
has his men always around detailing bow this and that boy
caused a bad start, w^en the truth is, as half the time any-
body can see with a pair of glasses, it is all the

fault of that high salaried official. The truth

is, a man getting a hundred dollars a day
should never get nervous or worried. There are plenty of

people in the world re-dy to take the places filled by Pet-

tingill, Rowe and Ferguson, and give a bond to not make a

bad start If starters have patience, a good start in any race

can be effected, no matter how unruly the horses or the boys

are. Let jockeys once have confidence in a starter, some-
thing no man with the flag in this country has yet won, and
the task of handling unruly horses would be a comparatively

easy one. The fault with racing in this respect in America
has been a tendency to hold on to a few men who have gained

a reputation as starters, even when their work at certain

times is as bad as an ordinary novice. In England such a

thing aB a bad start is unknown. It is true tbey run there on
straight courses, but instead of fields of from three to a doren

strong as many as twenty-five or thirty horses frequently go
to the post in a race there. If a starter makes a bad send-

off or leaves a horse at the post on Albion's shores he is called

before the stewards of the Jockev Club and warned, and if

the offense is repeated a new man takes the flag, and with

bis advent the old official retires from the business. To show
it is even possible to make all good starts, it is on y necessary

to site that in spite of these fearfully Btrict rules England
had one official who acted in this capacity successfully for

upward of twenty years. Had such rules been in force in

this country it is safe to say no starter we have seen yet

would have ever got rich in the business. With the free-

going, noncomplaining American racing public they have
been compelled to be satisfied with anything they could get,

and bad starts have predominated over good send-offs at cer-

tain meetings on every track in the country. Every hour in

our betting rings one can hear a man say as he places his

money, " I think the horse I have just bet on has a good

chance if he gets off." The Englishman who makes his

wager on Epsom Downs or at Aacot has no such a

nightmare to face. He knows his horse will get a

respectable send-off, and if he is beat it is not because

he is left at the post. If the starters in this country had
played fair with the jockeys the solution of making perfect

starts as in England would long since have been solved. The
trouble is our officials have all been guilty of fooling the

boys. They tell them to go back, they will not leave them,

and once they have got back in many instances down has

gone the flag. The spirit in the late Andv McCarthy as a

result is always showing up in these boys. Said Starter Cald-

well orce to that jockey, "Now, Andy, go back, I won't leave

you," but McCarthy had been up agaioBt it before, and he

retorted, "No, I know you won't, for I ain't going to give you

a chance.,' Boys like Martin, R. Williams, Bergen and Ray
have all had a taste of being left game, and that is the reason

when the starter says go baok, they don't obey, for though

not openly expressing what they think, they are inwardly

running over the sentiments long ago so blutlly outspoken by

Andy McCarthy.

Lovdal's victory in the Brighton Handicap Saturday at

Brighton Beach was posted on the bulletin-board at the

track, and caused considerable enthusiasm, especially as it

was noted that Lucky Dog was second. It transpired that

there were but three in the race, on account of its being

muddy, and Lucky Dog was taken back to let Lovdt.1 win,

according to the dispatches. Lucky Dog is simply unbeat-

able in the mud, and so palpable was his taking back to let

Lovdal win that very many people hissed the finish.
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RACING AT PORTLAND.

Attendance Excellent and Races Better Than

Ever Seen In Oregon until the Rainstorm

Stopped the Meeting—Some Fast Rec-

ords Made and a Number of New-

Ones Enter the 3:30 List.

TENTH DAY—M11NDAT, JTLY 1ST.

Tl-e races al Irvington Park yesterday were drawn ou t

until lale in the evening by reason of a crossfire of heats in

the 'J:-»0 class pace, tbe principal event of the day. The

favorite in the betting for the race, Hal Corbett, did not take

either of the Sret three heals, as was expected, and it wa„

natural for a howl to go np that he was being pulled. His

driver was changed, and that of another horse, too, before

everybody was satisfied, but the race was postponed until

to-day without any result being reached, ft is probable that

all the horses in the race were not driven to win, but where

the responsibility for the '.rouble lies no one seems to know.

The three other events in the programme were first-class and

greatly erjoyed.

The first race on the programme was the district pace, for

two-year-olds, best two in three heals, for a purse of $300,

and was won by F. Frazier's filly Umahalis, the pretty

daughter of Chehalis. She was a hot favorite in the pools,

against the two other starters—High Price and Frances

Cleveland—all during the race, although she lost the first

heat. For tbe first and second heats Umahalis brought $20,

to f6 for the field. High Price got second money and Frances

Cleveland third.

l'mahalis was unsteady for the first heat, and Frazier

nodded for the start when he was a half-dozen lengths behind

the others. The daughter of Chehalia did not steady down,

and broke several times before reaching the half. Then she

came fast, but took third place only. High Price won,

Frances Cleveland second. Time, 2:39}. Mutuals paid

$9 90.

Umahalis pulled herself together in the second heat and

won it with ease. Frances Cleveland took second place and

High Price third. Time, 2:44*. Mutuals paid $7.45.

L'mahalis took the third beat and race in a jog. The fight

was between Frances Cleveland and High Price for second

money, and the latter took it. Time, 2:42i. Mutuals paid

$5 25.
SUMMARY.

Pacing. 2 year-olds.

F FrajierVb t l'mahalis. by Chehalis-Nelty (Frazier) 3 11
(.' Bryan's b g High Price, by Fricemont—by Dick Flaherty

(Woods) 13 2

J B Smith's b f Frances Cleveland, by Malheur—by Ham.
Mam (Smith) 2 2 S

Time, 2:3% 2:41!,, 2:12! a .

Daylight, a handsome chestnut colt, won the district 2-

year-old half-mile dash for a purse of $200. He was a strong

favorite in the auction pools at $20, against $8 for Brood

Kain, $6 for Latonia and $2 each for Bravo and Miss

Ebell, which included the list of starters. It was the second

race of tbe day.

There was no slumbering at the start, and the horses got

off Bpeedily even np. Latonia and Bravo led to the three-

quarter post, when Daylight came up fast and went under

the wire winner by two lengths. Bravo was second and

Latonia third. The others were close up. Time, 0:51.

Mutuals paid, $8.10.
BUVMABT.

Running, half-mile dash.
Lewis' ch c Daylight, by Colma—Lucy S., 110 pounds (Paget) 1

L. ahaner's b g Bravo, by Regent-Lizzie Langlry. 106 pounds
(Russell) 2

iiintain'a srl. g Latonia, by Vicl-Greyfoot, 110 pounds
_ (Robinson) 3

Brood RhIii. 107 pound*. Miss Ebell, 107 pounc's. also ran.
Time, 0:51.

The best running race of the meeting was the third event

on tbe programme, with four rattling good racers—Emma
L>., tiuiri, Bill Howard and Quasie. It was for three-fourths

of a mile, all ages, for a purse of $300, and was won by Emma
D, by a nose from tjuirt, with Bill Howard a close third, in

the fast lime of 1:154. (Jnirt and Emma D. were each backed

by tbe talent to win al $25, to $14 for Bill Howard aod $9

for liuwie. It was a good betting contest, and everybody

got a race for his money.
After numerous attempts to get away, Starter Babb sent the

horses off with Quirt decidedly in the lead. Bill Howard
and Kmma D. came up to Quirt, however, before a quarter

had been gone The race to the wire was very exciting.

Turning into the stre'ch Bill Howard, Emma D. and Quirt

were aid? by side. Quirt then went to the front and looked

like a winner until a length from the wire, when Emma D.

pushed to the front and won by a nose. Quirt was Becond
and Hill Howard third. Ouasie was fourth, several lengths

behind Howard. Time, 1:16}. Mutuals paid $16.20. Follow-

ing is the
SUMMABY.

Running. Three ,|iiartersof a mile dash.
T. KealtiiK'« r in Kinnm D., >. by Frouch—Brady, 112 pounds

...Hannah 1

William Dixun'HCh in 'lutrt. 1, by Joe Hooker—Trifell, 97 pouuds
I'uget 2

Hlgglim Bfw ' CO g Bill Howard. I>, by Jack Hardy—Bessie Davis,
lus pound! Diiigky 3

Time. II'- 1

,.

fiuwlc alio ran,

Tbe fourth event on the programme—the 2:40 class pace
—was strung out into six heats, with no horse getting more
than two, and, owing to galhering darkness, was continued
until to-day. Tbe race was for a purse of $300, with the usu-

al beat Ihree-in-five heals for the winner. There were six

.Urter* when the contest began, as follows : Hal Corbett,

tilen Arthur, I'alhinonl, Carrie S., Sophia R. and Oregon
Mi"t. • inly lb* ti ml four named remained when the race was
called. rmlhmODl r.iul'ilt-n Arthur had two heats each to

their credit, and Mai OorbtU and Carrie 8. one each. Jl

mm h likf i'athmont's race when it was post-
M,k tbe last two heals and appeared the strong-

est.

Hal Corbet! w.h n strong favorite wh.n the race began, at

$20 agjiin-i the held at $S. He behaved badly in the first

at, anil loM it. l-'ur the next heat he was sold at $20
again-l ihf Sftld at $'J0, ba| lost thai heal. Then the betting

i to$20fol tilen Arthur, who had taken the Mi I

heat, to $10 for the field, which included Hal Corbett. Ulen
H

\rthur then took the third heat The judges then took Hal

Corbetl's driver, Corrigan, out of the sulky, and put C. A.

Dorfee in instead. They also removed Pathmont s driver,

Force, and put T. Keating in his place in the sulky. This

was done at the solicitation of several patrons of the track,

who had money np on the horses, and believed they were be-

ing pulled. Hal Corbett, with Durfee behind him, won the

fourth heat, with Pathmont in second place. ThiB seemed to

satisfy those who had money on the two horses that the

change in drivers had not been made any too soon. Keating

was then taken out of Pathmont's sulky, and Charlie Baker

put in. Pathmont followed by taking the fifth heat. Hal

Corbett looked pumped out. Pathmont also took the sixth

heat, Glen Arthur finishing in Becond place, and Hal Cor-

bett in third. There was much excitement over the contest

when the judges postponed the final heats until tomorrow.

In the first heat, Hal Corbett broke gait shortly after the

start, and Carrie S. went to the front and around the track

under the wire a winner. Pathmont took second place and

Hal Corbett third. Time, 2:22 J. Mutuels paid $18.55.

In the second heat, Hal Corbett again broke badly, and

Glen Arthur went to the front and took the heat, with Carrie

S. io second place. Hal Corbett finished in last place. Time,

2:22J. Mutuels paid $12.85.

Glen Arthur went to the front in the third heat, and took

it from Carrie S. in a walk. Hal Corbett was not in it. Car-

rie S. took second place and Pathmont third. Time, 2:20.

Mutuels paid $7.80.

The fourth heat was won by Hal Corbett by a length from

Pathmont. C. A. Durfee was driving the former, and T.

Keating the latter, having snpplanted Corrigan and Force.

Glen Arthur finished third, and Carrie S. fourth and 8ophia

R. last. It was a great drive around the track, and Durfee

received a round of applause for his fine driving. Time, 2:22.

Mutuels paid $12 40.
.

The fifth heat was taKen by Pathmont, Keating had been

taken out of the sulky, and Charlie Baker placed behind

Pathmont. Some one thought Keating was pulling the horse.

Carrie S. was second. Hal Corbett looked tired as he came

in third. Glen Arthur took fourth place and Sophia R. was

fifth. Time, 2:22. Mutuels paid $10 35.

Pathmont took the sixth heat from Glen Arthur, who fin-

ished in second plaee. Hal Corbett was third, and Carrie 8.

fourth. Sophia R. was not eligible to race for the heat.

Time, 2:245.

ELEVENTH DAY—TUESDAY, JULY 2ND.

Those who play the short end at the races had more than a

run for their money at Irvington Park yesterday afternoon.

In the principal running race, Tammany, a short ender,came

out of the clouds and took first place. Owing to a blunder-

ing flagman, the race was run again, and Carrie Crooks, a

rank fielder—a 10 to 1 shot—won the race. It was two times

and oat, and the favorites were dumped good and hard.

Tammany put np a great race twice, and will not be over-

looked in the betting soon again because he had an oft day

last Saturday. Tbe other races were fairly good, and the

principal event—the 2:30 class pace—by reason of darkness,

was postponed until to-day.

The race begins at 1 o'clock sharp to-day bo that a long

programme can be disposed of early.

The unfinished 2:40 class pacing race postponed from Mon-

day evening by reason of darkness was called a few minutes

after 1 o'clock and soon decided by Pathmont taking the first

heat—the seventh of the contest—and winning the purse.

When the race was postponed, the evening before, Pathmont

and Glen Arthur each had two heats and Carrie S. and Hal

Corbett one heat each. In the auction poohj before the race

was called yesterday, Pathmont sold favorite at $25, against

the field at $7, and the result shows that the talent's pre-

diction justified the odds. By taking the heal Pathmont
took first money, Glen Arthur second, Csrrie S. third and

Hal Corbett fourth.

The story of the heat is easily told. Pathmont immed-
iately went to the front and circled the track without being

headed, winning the heat by two lengths from Hal Corbett.

Durfee used the whip freely in the stretch, but Corbett would

not respond. Carrie S. took third place with ease and Glen

Arthur finished four'h. The time, faster than any heat of the

day previous, was 2:19A-. Mutuals paid $7.75.

SL'MMARV.
Pacing, 2:40 class.

H. B Miller's br s Pathmont, by Altamont—Sally M.
Force 2 3 3 2 111

Pat McAvoy's gr s Glen Arthur, by Glenwood—Robert
McGregor McAvoy 4 113 4 4 4

F. W. Spencer's b m Carrie S., by Altamont—Nell
Gwvnne ~ Sawyer 12 2 4 2 2 3

Thompson & Mendrum's b g Hal Corbett, by Bay Bird—
Pettle Ulay Cross. Corrigan 3 5 4 13 2 2

Pickard .1 Sommeryille's blk f Sophia R„ by Roy Wilkes
—Ferney Gill 5 4 5 5 5

C. N. Johnson's b m Oregon Mist, by W. B. K.—Snow-
(lake Hawk dis

Time, 2:22>i, 2:22K. 2:20, 2:22, 2:22, 2:24^, 2:19%.

Higgins Bros.' handsome young stallion George Ayres was

an easy winner of the 2:25 class pace and purse of $400.

He lost the first heat by slipping at the first turn in the

track, although he made a game fight to take it, when it

almost seemed hopeless, and lost only by a nose. There

were eight startere in the race, and the contest was for

second money between Davis Boy, Encounter and Little

Maid. It was taken by the former. Encounter won third

money and Little Maid fourth. In the auction poolB, with

George Avers bared, Davis boy sold at $20, Little Maid at

$11, Delphi at $8 and the field at $7. Delphi was in bad

shape and was withdrawn after the second heat.

All the horses, with the exception of Altawood, got a good

alart for the first heat. George Ayers broke at the one-

eighth post and lost considerable ground. He broke again

at the quarter. Jeflries finally steadied him down and sent

him for the heat. Davis Boy, Encounter and Stanwix were

far in the lead. Davis Boy was clearly in front at the head

of the stretch, but George Ayers came up fast and went
under the wire, as almost every one thought, even with him.
The judges decided, however, that Davis Boy took the heat.

Encounter was a close third and Stanwix fourth. Time,
2:1 \. Mutuals paid $31.35; with George Ayers barred,

$17.70.

George Ayers took the second heat in a jog. Davis Boy,

Little Maid and Stanwix had a hot contest for second place,

and the latter took it, with Davis Boy close up in third

place and Little Maid fourth. The other horses straggled in

with Delphi in last place. Time, 2:20. Mutuals paid $6 40:

with George Ayers barred, $9.50.

George Ayers took the last heat without urging. Encounter
passed Davis Boy at the half and took second place. Davis
Boy was third and Little Maid fourth. Ferna and Alta-
wood were distanced. Time, 2:21. Mntuals paid, with
Ayers barred, $9.

George Ayers took the fourth heat and race. Little Maid
was speedy, and got second place, with Stanwix third. En-
counter broke and finished in fourth place. Davis Boy
brought up the rear, Time, 2:23. Mutuals paid, with
Ayers and Davis Boy barred, $15.80.

SUMMARY.
Pacing, 2:25 class.

HigginB Bros.' b s George Ayers, by Bay Bird—Kate Haves
Jeflries 2 111

W. G. Bird's blk g Davis Boy, pedigree unknown
....«..••... ..... Breeze 13 4 5

John Dock'B brs Encounter, bv Onward—by Pretender...
- Stone S 2 2 4

J. E. Kirkland's br m Little Maid, by Rockwood—Poca-
hontas Kirkland 5 4 3 2

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b e Stanwix, by Ham Mam—
by Altamont Childs 4 5 5 3

Winahip & Keating's br s Delphi, by Director—Etta
Keating 7 8 dr

J. L. Sperxy's blk m Aitawood, by Altamont—Hollywood
Sperry 6 6 dis

S. H. Reeves' blk m Ferna, by Montana Wilkes—Dictator
Henry 8 7 dis

Time. 2:19^, 2:20, 2:21, 2:23.

Valador won the three-eighths mile dash, the third event
on the programme, with apparent ease, and took first money
in the $200 purse. He was a hot favoiite in the pools at $20
against $10 for Black Prince and $3 for a field composed of

Dr. Morris, Juhilem, Cascade and Wag. An unsubstantiated
report that Valador was to be pulled for Black Prince to win
led to objection being made against Jones riding the former.
The little jeekey was 'jacked np" into the judges' stand and
told that he could not ride. He begged to be given a chance.
" If I don't win the race with Valador,'* he exclaimed, " you
can rule me off the trsck for life. 1 know Valador can win,
and I'll ride him to win."
The judges concluded he was in earnest and Jones was soon

up on the favorite. The result proved that the little fellow
knew his business

Valador quickly got to the front with Black Prince at his
heels. The other sprinters were bunched behind. Valador
was too speedy for his black rival, and won by two lengths.

Black Prince lost second place to Dr. Morris in the last jump,
and had to content himself with third money. Cascade was
fourth, Jubilem fifth and Wag sixth. Time, 35|. Mutuals
paid $7.45.

SUMMAEY.
Running, three-eighths mile.

George Childs' a gr g Valador, by Billy Walker, 103 pounds
Jones 1

D. S. Fountaine's a br g Dr. Morris, by Vici—Red Bird, 111 pounds
Robinson 2

H. Somerville's s blk s Black Prince, by Captain Jinks, 103 poauds— Paget 3

Cascade, 94 pounds, Jubilem, 103 pounds, Wag, 103 pounds, also
ran.

Time, 0:35%.

D. S. Fountaine's handsome three-year-old cream stallion,

Tammany, earned a great victory in the five eighths mile
dash for a purse of $250, only to lose it by a technicality in

racing rules. There were ten fast starters in the race, and
Tammany was apparently overlooked in the betting by rea-

son of his defeat by Raindrop last Saturday. Verdi Paul was
favorite in the auction pools at $25, and Mamie S. at $21,
French Lady at $9, Tammany at $5 and the field at $10.
The horses scored for a start for some time, and were finally

sent off with Tammany at the rear. Carrie Crooks was left at

the post. The nine horses came around fast and furious.

Tammany slowly crept to the front, plowing his way
through the mass of flyers. Verdi Paul, French Lady and
Volta were in the lead, when Robinson brought Tammany
out of the clouds and pulled him to the front a hundred
yards from the wire. Tammany had crept up foot by foot,

and, passing all the runners, won by two lengths. Volta,
Verdi Paul, French Lady and Mamie S. were in a tunch
for Becond place. The time hung out was 1:02|.

SUMMARY.
Running, five-eighths mile.

J. L. Crooks' ch mCarrie Crooks, 101 pounds Williams 1
D. S. Fountaine's crm s Tammany, 3, by Vici—Yellow Rose, 113

pounds Robinson 2
H. C. Deming's b m Verdi Paul, 4, by St. Paul—by Woodbury, 103

pounds McDonald 3

Time, 1:03%.

French Lady, 109 pounds: Rosebud, 105 pounds; Picnic, 101 pounds;
Mamie S., 101 pounds ; La Belle, 105 pounds ; Free Coinage, 99
pounds, and Volta, 97 pounds, also ran.

TWELFTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, JULY 3.

The favorites won in four out of five races at Irvington

yesterday, and the talent, in consequence, fell all over them-

selves in a paroxysm of joy. A splendid programme, con-

sisting of three trotting races and two running events, was

speedily gone through with. There were no long delays.

Starter Bhbb's place was taken by Mr. W. H. Cox, who got

the horses off in the two running races in such handy shape

that no word of complaint was heard, not even from the

losers. It was a great day's sport.

To-day a splendid programme has been arranged for a

special Fourth of July card, and with good weather the at-

tendance will be immense.

The postponed race from Tuesday—the 2:30 class trot for

a purse of $500—was won by C. A. Durfee's fine young stal-

lion Zombro, who took the second, third and fourth heats.

Briar Hill got the first heat. It was a big "guessing" race,

and the sports expected a battle-royal between Winship &
Keating's Mariposa, C. H. Corey's Lady Thornhill, Durfee's

Zombro and Higgins Bros.' Antrima. Before the first heat

Lady Thornhill sold at $20 in the pools, to $12 for Antrima,

$10 for Zombro and $7 for the field. The favorites "laid up"

the first heat, but the pools changed to $20 for the field

against $12 for Lady Thornhill. After Zombro won the sec-

ond heat, he went to favoritism at $20 to $7 for Antrima, and
$5 for the field. Then, after he took the third heat, he brought
$20 to $5 for the field. It was a mighty good betting race, and
the talent hit the box hard and often. The result o<" the con-
tent was a surprise all along the line, and Mr. Durfee was
showered with congratulations. Zombro took first money,
Briar Hill second. Antrima third and Zephyr fourth.

In the first heat Briar Hill went to the front and set the
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pace, with Zephyr in second place. The other horaes were
evidently being held back. Briar Hill took the heat, with

Zephyr in second place. Flora G. was third and Antrima
fourth. The others were Strang oat. Time, 2:22*. Mutuals
paid $29 65.

Zombro took the second heat. He trailed in fourth place

to the half-pole and then gradually walked to front place,

taking it from Briar Hill. Antrima was third and Flora G.
fourth. Time, 2:20J. Mutuals paid $17.95.

Zambro took the third heat. He had the pole at the start

and was soon in the lead, and Lady Thornhill at his wheel.

At the half Antrima came up and took second place. They
finished in this order, with Briar Hill third and Lady Thorn-
hill fourth. Time, 2:21. Mutuals paid $6.60.

Zombro took the fourth heat and race, with Antrima in

second place. Flora G. finished strong in third place. Lady
Thornhill was not in it. Time, 2:21. Mutuals paid $7.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, 2:30 class.

C. A. Dorfee's br s Zombro, by McKinney—Whisker..
„ Dnrfee 7 111

Sherman Bros.' b s Briar Hill, by Billy Thornhill—Bell
Granger _ Holbrook 1 2 3 7

Hieeios Bros.' blk m Antrima, by Antrima—Meredith
Jeffries 4 3 2 2

E. L. Swan's b m Zephyr, by Antevola—Echo Fitten 2 5 7 4

Dr. Geary's br m Flora G-, by Altago—unknown
McKolgbt 3 4 S 3

Winsbip & Keating's b m Mariposa, by Guide—Madonna
_ Keating 5 6 5 5

C. H. Corey's b m Lady Thornhill, by Billy Thornhill—
Flora _ : Corey 6 7 4 6

R. Everding's br gSpringsteip, by Baronstein Green 8 8 8 8

Time. 2.-22K, 2:2Q?£, 2:21, 2:21.

Miss Jessie, the beautiful little mare belonging to W. H.
Stimson, of Los Angeles, beat Dr. Puff and three other start-

ers in the free-for-all trot for three-year-olds for a purse of

$500. Miss Jessie won with the same apparent ease in three

straight heits as the day she put Lady Grace, Briar Hill and
Chris Peterson to sleep in three straight beats in the 2:23

class trot. Miss Jessie is certainly a wonderful three-year-

old, and she can trot as true as an arrow. Then, too, Mr.
Stimson knows how to drive her. Dr. Puff is a mighty good
horse, and is quite speedy, but does not step fast enough to

head such rapid company. Miss Jessie sold favorite in the

pools at $25 against the field at $7, and there was very little

betting at those odds. Miss Jessie won first money, Dr.
Puff second, Iran Alto third and Silver Ring fourth.

Miss Jessie took the first heat without a skip. Dr. Puff
led to the one-half mark, when Miss Jessie pushed to the

front. Mr. Stimson drove with the ease of one in a parade.

Puff took second place, several lengths in advance of Iran
Alt*. Kitty Caution was fourth. Time, 2:194. Motuels
paid $6 30.

Miss Jessie took the second heat with the same ease as the

first, with Dr. Puff content with second place. Ivan Alto was
third. Time, 2:21}. Mutuels paid $5.30.

Mis3 Jessie walked away with the third heat in a jog. Dr.
Poff was second and Silver Ring third. Time, 2:22i. No
motuels.

SCH31ABY.

Trotting, three-year-olds, free-lor-all.

W. H. Stimson's b f Miss Jessie, by Gossiper—by Dashwood
Stimson 111

Thompson & Mentrum's b g Dr. Pnff,byiBay Bird—Dolly Puff
- Carrigan 2 2 2

Vendome Stock Farm's b g Iran Alto, by Palo Alto—Elaine
Bunch 3 3 4

Williams & Moorehouse's b f Silver Ring, by Silver Bow-
Maud Singleton Williams 5 4 3

H. P. Isaac's b f Kitty Caution, by Caution—Dranah
Lemond 4 5 5

Time, 2:19?i, 2SL%, 2:22K.

The third event on the programme—the six and one-half

furlong dash for a purse of $300—was won by St. Croii.Hig-
gins Bros.' stallion. It was a selling race, and St. Croix was
weighted heavily. He was favorite in the pools, at $20 to

$10 for Marietta, with light weights, $11 for Raindrop and
$7 for the field. A great deal of money was played on the
race. The sports were divided in picking the winner. St.

Croix, however, won easily. He could have gone faster.

Marietta snatched second place from Misty Morn in the last

leap. Raindrop, who had many backers, was disabled by
having a tendon cut and was out of the race at the five-

eighths post. She gamely came through, however, on three
feet. Had she not been injured St. Croix might not have
iron.

Misty Morn took the lead and St. Croix was soon up at

her side, and ran stride for stride down the backstretch.with
Raindrop in third place. Marietta was in the race. It was
a " horse race" from the start. Turning into the stretch,

Marietta came up fast and made a great effort to land herself

under the wire first. St. Croix was coming fast and easy,

and took the race by two lengths. Marietta stole second
place from Misty Morn. The others were bunched. Time,
1:21k Mutuals paid $14.05.

SUMMARY.
Running, six and one-half furlongs.

Higgins Bros.' b s St. Croix, 6, by King Daniels—by Bayswater, 124
pounds _DingIey 1

L. Shaner's blk f, 3 Marietta, by Eoline—Miss Addie, 92 pcunds
Sheppard 2

S. J. Jones* br m, a Misty Morn, by St. Paul—Why Not, 111 pounds
Paget 3

Time, 1:21%.

Mowilza 97, Carrie Shaw 97, Raindrop 103 also ran.

Quirt, the California flyer, took her first race at Irving-
ton bv beating Lark and four other sprinters in the one-half
mile dash—a handicap for a purse of $250. The race was be-

tween Lark and Quirt. The field was hardlv expected to
win. Quirt brought $20 in the pools to $6 for* Lark and $5
for the field. Quirt got first money, Lark second and St.

Croix third.

Quirt won the race in the last hundred yards. Lark went
to the front immediately and kept the place until Quirt
forged ahead near the wire, and won by half a length. St.

Apollo was in third place. The others were bunched. Time,
0:48$. Mutuels paid $6:85. Following is the

STJMMABY.

Running, one-half mile dash.

William Feno's ch m Quirt, 4, by Joe ;Hooker—Trifle, 115 pounds
IJingley 1

Reavis Bros.' b g Lark, 7, pedigree unknown, 117 pounds
Reece 2

T. J. Jones' b c St. Apollo, 4, by St. Paul—N'eyella, 95 pounds
Russell 3

Time, 0:485^.

Gus L., 95- Joe D., 100. and Richmond, 100, also ran.

The programme concluded with a 2:34 class trot for a
purse of $400, which was won by Chris Peterson in three
straights. The fight was for second place, which Hugo,
McKnight Bros.' handsome horse, won, by taking second

place in each heat. "Auction pools were sold only before
the first heat, and Chris Peterson brought $20 to $10 for the
field. The race ended with first money for Peterson, second
for Hugo, third for AJmax and fourth for Xettie Ham.
Judge Wilson had to call the horses back several times

before he sent them off for the first heat. Peterson then
took the lead, with Tyee a close second to the back stretch,
where he broke, and gave place to Almax. Hugo was in
third place, and a short distance from the wire took second
place from Almax. Peterson was never headed, and took
the heat with ease. Xettie Ham was fourth and Tvee last.

Time, 2:26}. Mutuals paid $7.30.

Chris Peterson took the second heat. Hugo crowded him
around the track into the stretch, and was in second place
by a length when they went under the wire. Almax was
third. Time, 2:25}. Mutuals paid, with Peterson barred,
$7.10.

Peterson walked around the track and took the third heat
without an effort. Hugo was second again. Time, 2:27.

No mutuals.
8TJMMABV.

Trotting, 2:31 class.

H. H. Hansen's b g Chris Peterson, by Deputy, 2:24'^,—Nephnia Wilkes (ilcAvby) 111
Dr. Geary's blk h Hugo, by Altago—unknown— fMcKoight) 2 2 2
J. Kinfong's blk g Almax. by Almont Med.—by Ingraham

Witch Hazel StockFarm's b 'f Nettie"Ham,'*by Ham."Mam—
Almonette „.._ _ (Childs) 4 4 4

R. Brazee's gr g Tyee, by Connanght—by iBellfonoder
- (Brazee) 5 5 5

Time, 2:26^, 235*4, 2:27.

THIRTEENTH DAT—THURSDAY, JCLT 4.

Yesterday's rain spoiled the greatest day's racing card ever

hung up in the Northwest, and the immense crowd booked

for Irvington Park was not there. The attendance did no 1

exceed 3,000, and the management was surprised to see so

many. The rain that fell continually during the morning

hours not only soaked the track, but dampened the ambitions

of the most enthusiastic admirer of horse-rtcing. The great

crowd that thronged the streets to witness the parade soon

came to the conclusion that the horses could not go if the

rain continued. The weather began to brighten up a little

about one o'clock, and not long after the streetcars to the

race track were crowded with people who continued to go and

take chances on the races being started.

The track was Bloppy and soft, but it was soon determined

by the directors of the association to bring off the running

events, and to postpone the harness events until the weather

permitted. By 2 o'clcck the rain stopped coming down, and

a breeze began to dry the track. It was not so wet in an

hour or so, but it was mighty sticky. The riders were

splashed with mud, but they gamely sent their horses around

the track, and the races were as interesting as they possibly

could have been on the most sunshiny day. The time was

a little slow, but this made no difference to the spectator.

There were three races and the betting was exceedingly

lively. The slippery track made racing uncertain. The fa-

vorites lost two out of three, and won once by a nose only.

The "shortends" made a great hit, and their pockets bulged

most perceptibly en route to the city.

It was cold in the grand stand and overcoats were at a

premium. All in all, however, the racing was excellent.

Seven youngsters faced the starter's flag for the special

five-eighths-mile dash for twovear-olds for a purse of $200,
and W. L. 8ullivan's pretty bay filly LaFrance again dis-

tinguished herself by capturing the prize, although only by
a head, from Tiny, a fielder. LaFrance made a beautiful

run, and well-earned first place, considering her extra weight
of 120 pounds, and the "sticky" condition of the track. La
France and Sweetbriar, both of Sullivan's stable, sold for $40
in the auction pools against $12 for Daylight, $5 for Miss
Pollard, $4 for Theresa K-, and $5 for the field, composed of
Tiny and Latonia. The money went in the box fast and
strong on the event. The short-enders thought that neither

of Sullivan's fillies could do much in the mud. Theresa K.,
whose defeat by Sweetbriar a week ago led to the special race
being arranged, was not a dangerous competitor at any mark
in the road. Her stable mate. Tiny, was much faster, and
there are many who closely observed the finish who declare

she could have taken the race had her rider kept sending her
to the wire. As it was, it took a sharp eye to see LaFrance's
nose in front- Daylight put up a great race, and was not a
half-length in the rear when LaFrance passed through first.

The youngsters scored repeatedly for the start. It seemed
at one time like they would not line up for the go. Finally,

they were sent off, and LaFrance, Daylight and Sweetbriar
were in the lead. Turning into the stretch LaFrance was in

front. Daylight was second. Then Tiny came up fast and
within 100 feet of the wire took the lead.

Eut LaFrance made a beautiful spurt when everyone
thought she was beaten, and stuck her nose under the wire
and won by a head. Tiny was second and Daylight third.

The others were bunched. The time, considering the condi-

tion of the track, was fast, at 1:06. Mutuals paid $7.40.

SUMMARY.
Banning, special, five-eighths mile dash.

W. L. Sullivan's b f La France, by Ben All—Fedelma, 120 pounds
- Paget 1

H. Dwyer's b t Tiny, by Fresno—unknown, 105 pounds
„. Moran 2

Lewis' ch s Daylight, by Colima—Lucy S., 115 pounds
.. McDonald 3

Time, 1*6.

Sweetbriar 115, Theresa K. 110, Latonia 100 and Miss Pollard 100
also ran.

Lee Snaner's filly Dara, with 120 pounds up, won the one-

mile dash for three-year-olds, for a purse of $500, with a great

deal of trouble. R. C. Smith's filly Token was first choice in

the pools at $25 to $10 for Dara, and $5 for the field, com-
posed of Little Ella, Addie M. and Cascade. It was a long

course through the mud. and Dara made a very game run for

first money, and won it.

Starter Cox got the runners off in beautiful shape, after a

very short delay. Dara auickly took the lead, and was fol-

lowed closely by Addie M. and Cascade. Up the back stretch

these positions were maintained. Turning into the main
stretch, Dara was still in the lead, but was closely pressed by
Addie M. and Token. The others were not near enough to

be dan. erous competitors. Dara kept the lead, however, and

won by two lengths. Addie M. was second and Token third.

Time, 1:48}. Mutuels paid $19.55.

„ ,
SUMMARY.

Running, one mile.

Lee Shaner's b f Dara, 120 pounds .. . Russell 1
P. J. Williams' b f Addie M., by IdRlian—PauVy'DuffTioT'poQoda

R. C. Smith's b f Token, by BVoadcburch—Keepsake]f'lio noands
- Paget 3
Time, 1:48&

Cascade 112 and Little Etla 110 also ran.

F. Maley's chestnut mare, Lonuie B., the winner of manv
hotly-contested hurdle races, but forced to be content with
second or third place in two races run at Irvington Park,yes-
terday won praise and applause, and filled the pockets of the
" short-enders," by defeating Dottie Reed and Fleetwood. It
was a one and one-half mile dash, over six hurdles, for a
purse of $400, with five starters. Pickpocket and Wyana-
shot were new ones, but did not cut any figure, particularlv
in the betting. It was a long, bard race, with a Bloppy,
sticky track, one and a half times around the circle and six
high hurdles to get over. Dottie Reed, by reason of two
former victories during the meeting, was a " sizzling " favor-
ite at $20. Fleetwood, who had fallen last Saturday, had
many admirers, who thought he would have won then had he
not fallen over the last hurdle. He sold at $10. Lonnie B.
brought $14 and Pickpocket $4.
When the Jumpers were tent off at the half-mile mark,

Pickpocket went to the front immediately and set the pace,
after clearing the first hurdle. Dottie Keed was close up,
with Wyanashot in tbird place- Coming into the stretch tbe
horses cleared the second hurdle and passed the grand stand,
with Pickpocket still leading and Dottie Reed and Lonnie B.
immediately in his wake. Fleetwood and Wyanashot were
some distance behind. Lonnie B. then began to forge ahead,
and on the backstretch was setting a hot pace in front, with
Dottie close up. Lonnie went over the next to the last hurdle
beautifully, and began to cut it hard for the stretch and race
home. Dottie could not give stride for stride through the
mud, and was losing ground. Meantime Fleetwood, who had
been doing badly, was coming op, and took tbird place.
Around the last turn the flyers came. There was but one
more hurdle to go over. Lonnie B. cleared it beautifully,and,
recovering herself, took a gait for the wire. Dottie got over
the hurdle three lengths behind Lonnie, and then came
Fleetwood and Wyanashot. Lonnie got home four lengths
in advance of Dottie, who was as far ahead of Fleetwood.
Wyanashot was fourth.

Pickpocket took a bad tumble at the last hurdle in exactly
the same place that Fleetwood went down with his rider last

Saturday. Rider Jones was on Pickpocket, but escaped un-
hurt. The horse soon picked himself op, and was led to the
barn. The time, 2:49|, was fair, considering the muddy
track. Mutuals paid $13.40.

SUMMARY.
Bonning, one and a half mile hurdle.

F. Maley's ch m Lonnie B., 6, by London—Luella, 124 King 1
J. Bottger's br m Dottie Reed, by Leon, 127 Galbraith 2
Lee Shaner's Fleetwood, 3, by Yellow Charm—Fleetwood, 110

- Lindsey 3

Time, 2:49%.

Wyanashot, 126, and Pickpocket, 126, also ran.

FODBTEENTH DAY—FRIDAY, JCLV 5.

Rain again destroyed a fine racing programme at Irvington

Park, and yesterday afternoon was devoid of the sport that

otherwise would have been given there. A drizzline mist

during the morning hours made the probability of the har-

ness events being brought ofl rather uncertain, but a soaking

rain at noon Bettled this beyond dispute. Only several thous-

and persons who unquestionably were anxious to attend a full

afternoon's racing went to the track.

The board of directors held a meeting and decided that

the harness events could not go, but the half mile dash for

runners would be brought off. This course was pursued, and

an additional run, a half-mile dash was given. There were

no pools sold. Mr. Ayers, who holds this concession, under-

stood there would be no racing and did not go to the track.

Some private betting was indulged in, however, but to no

large extent. Without the pool-boxes the races were not at-

tended with the usual excitement, but they were unusually

interesting just the same, and everybody got the worth of his

money.
The association has suffered more from the "celebration

rain" than any enterprise attending the Fourth. Splendid
races were given for eleven days at great expense, and Thurs-
day and Saturday of this week were depended upon for a very
large attendance and big receipts.

Weather Prophet Pague says tbe weather will be bright

and pleasant this afternoon. He is supported in this predic-

tion by several pioneers, among them being Mr. DeLaBhmutt,
who claimed last evening that the " clouds were high and the

storm over." A great programme has been arranged for this

afternoon. There will be six events, all of the very best class.

A big crowd will be sure to attend, and the management an-
nounced that they would all be "sent off," rain or shine. 80
the horses are certain to start, and no one need be disap-

pointed if he goes to the track. The races are a certainty.

Paddy Ryan, H. G. Dealing's bay stallion, pulled himself
together yesterday and won his first race during the meeting
by defeating a field of fast starters. The race was a half-mile

dash for a purse of $250. Paddy Ryan, Lark, Valador, Bill

Howard, Carrie Crooks, Dr. Morris and Johnnie Currins were
the contestants. Only a few side bets were wagered on the

result, and Bill Howard and Valador were the favorites.

Starter Cox got the flyers ofl early and even. Bill Howard
and Valador at once took the lead and set a pace around the

three-quarter turn that made the ''jocks" dizzy. Down the

stretch thev all came, leaving tbe air filled with firing pieces

of "chipped mud." It looked like Bill Howard's race. Paddy
Ryan, however, hurled himself to the front and snatched

victory by a nose. It was one of tbe most clipping finishes

ever seen on a race course. Valador did not keep up his

speed, and gave third place to Carrie Crooks. The other

runners were bunched at the rear—close up. The time, con-

sidering the heavy track, is good at 50 seconds.

SUMMARY.
Running, half-mile.

H. G. Deming's aba Paddy Ryan, by Glen Dudley—Woodbury.
116 pounds _..Paget 1

Higglns Bros.' 5-year-old ch g Bill Howard, by Jack Hardy—Bessie
Davis, 119 pounds Dingley 2

J. L. Crooks' a ch m Carrie Crooks, by Vanderbilt—J. Moore. 91

pounds Sheppard 3

Lark 119, Valador 119, Dr. Morris 101, Johnnie Currins 98, also ran

Time. 50.
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A special free-for-all sweepstakes at three quarters of a

mile for a purse of $50, intended for runners that had not

taken either first or second place in any event during the

meetmg.was arranged to add entertainment to a " hampered

programme. The race was arranged after the first event,

and it did not take more than an hour from the lime it was

announced until seven horses were at the post for the go.

The starters were Picnic, Einma Mc, Pickpocket, Free Coin-

age, Volta. \Vai< and Little Ella. The race was for " blood

from start to finish, aud Picnic won by two lengths.

The horses were given a fine start by Starter Cox, with no

delay. Picnic went to the frjut, closely followed by Wag
and Little Ella. Picnic maintained her lead to the wire.aml

the race for second place between Emma Mc. and Little Ella

was quite exciting. When they passed under the wire.about

two lenglhs behind the winner, one blanket would have

covered them all. Emma Mc, however, was a few inches

ahead of Little Ella, and they took second aud third place.re-

spectively. Wag was fourth, and the other starters were

well up at the finish. The time was very good, at 1:20}.

Some betting on the Bide was indulged in, with Little Ella a

favorite.
SUMMARY.

Running, tlmv quarters of a mile.

W. W. Proebatel's b m Picnic, 6, by Maynard 1

Lee Shanert eh m Emma Mc. i. by Uydaige-Butterlly. 11 1
pou'ids

5 J JouV- bfll-.ii fc'ji 1
• -..'.ifgca-Luna, 115 pounda ...

Powell 3

Time, lAV
Wag. 121. Volia, 119. Free Coinage. 121 and Pickpocket. .121, also

rau.

LA8I DAT—SaTTJBDAT, JULY 6th.

The big 15 day race meeting at Irvington Park closed

last evening, after an afternoon of racing seldom seen on

any track. A splendid program ol six events had been run

off without jar or delay. Everything was finished up long

before dark, and everybody went home in a good humor

—

excepting perhaps those who lost more than they won in

picking the winners. The favorites split even with the

short-enders for the day. This in itself was enough to please

everybody.

The weather was delightful, and the track as smooth and

"springy" as velvet. It could net have been faster. The

heavy rains, followed by sunshine and a thorough rolling,

made it perfect for racing. Fully 5000 people were present.

There would have been more bul for the two days' rain, that

made many persons believe the races were an uncertainty.

The Board of Directors of the Portland Speed & Driving

Association are considering the advisability of giving a four

days' programme next week, to begin on Wednesday. It

was impossible, owing to the rain, to carry out the pro-

gramme as arranged. Several races with fine horses entered

could not go. The horsemen are anxious to remain, and
offer to tender their horses and services for a benefit day to

the association.

There never were so many fine horses assembled on a

Northwest track as are at Irvington Park at this time.

Most of them are from abroad, and tbey have no engage-
ments to fill for weeks. It is probable that a four days'

programme will be arranged. ..„ ^
C. A. Durfee's brown mare Zombro, who threw the talent

last Wednesday by winning tbe 2:30 class trot, gained an-

other victory yesterday by taking the 2:27 class trot for a

purse of $500 in three straight heats. Zombro wss a hot fa-

vorite in the auction pools before the race began, at $20, to

$3 for Vinmont, $2 for Eva T., $2 for Lady Thornhill and
$3 for the field, consisting of Briarhill, Mariposa and Mon-
tana. Lady Thornhill again proved unsteady, and could not
get better than third place in the purse. Briarhill was fast

and stout-hearted, and gave Zombro more of a race than all

the others together. He got second money. Eva T. took
ourtb. Vinmont was withdrawn after the first heat, and
Mariposa after the second. They were not in good shape.
Zombro is a daughter of the great McKinney, and proved
her good blood by never being headed and trotting the
three heats without a skip. She evidently does not know how
to do anything but trot.

When the horses were sent off Briarhill went plunging
through the sulkies and took the lead, giving Zombro the
worst of it. The latter, however, quickly got down to work,
and was crowding Briarhill hard at the quarter. Lady
Thornhill and Mariposa broke gait and lost ground. Up the
backstrelch Briarhill and Zinibro were even, fir&t one forg-

ing ahead, then the other. In tbe last turn Zjiubro went to
the front and maintained it to the wire, winning by a length
from Briarhill. Thornhill was third, four lengths behind
Briarhill, and Mariposa was in fourth place. The others
were strung out. Time, 2:22. Mutuels paid $11.20, with
Zombro barred, $18.66.
Zombro took the second heat by three lengths, with Briar-

hill in second place. Lady Thornhill came in third and Eva
T. fourth. Briarhill gave Zombro a race to the three-quarter
pole, then fell back. Time, 2:22J. Mutuels paid $6 15; with
7. imbro barred, $10.50.

Zombro look the third heat and race in a jog. Briarhill
was at his wheel to the stretch, and then fell back and took
second place, two lengths to the rear. Eva T. got up and
took third place, and Montana fourth. Thornhill was un-
steady, and finished in last place. Time, 2:23. Mutuels paid
16.70; Z irubro barred, $13 85.

SUMMABY.
6 A. Dnrfee'l or a Zombro. by HoKlnnev—Whisper...Durfeo i i 1

in lirrm.'ks Briarhill, by Thornhill—by Granger
DOk 2 2 2

II Coroy't I. in Udy Tliunililll. by Hilly Tlmnililll-by
iilm-k Boy Corey 8 8 6

lull's bin KvaT.. by Almoin Medium bj AlWOOd

Mis V B. Ung » bik « M uiKiia tjr lijBtaca •', :ik;n- by
'

'laltC"' Taylor G 6 4
WlDiblp * Keating'! b m II by Madonna

....Smith .1 di

r

Time. 2:22. 2:22^, 2:23.

Tot Santa Kosa Stock Farm bred stallion, Brino Tricks
was victorious again yesterday by winning the blggesl evenl
of the .lay the 2 18 class pace, for a purse of |600, Trioki

I bis two formal | ii'if' finances of the present meeting,

I

11" 1 look Ibi i .1
, dearly demonstrat-

ing that ha Is tbe wondar of tha Irvington iraik. OtUnger
and i inr Kr.r om.l.- i If |„ ||„. |jn,| beat to
win it, and when Iho time of 2.13J was hung oul, il was
known thai ' ha.

I had togojutt a quarter of a second faster

than in any heat during the meeting. Tricks only won the

heat by a neck, aud there were many knowing ones who
thought he would quit and allow the following heats to be

split up. Tricks, howeyer, kept coming. He knows nothing

but win. This is the way, also, that Driver Jeffries and the

Higgins Brothers start in a race. Ottinger was unsteady

after the first heat, and Our Boy was much slower. This left

Harvey Mc to push Tricks. He was game and fast, and took

second money. Before the first heat, TrickB sold at $20 in

the pools against $4 for Ottinger, $3 for Harvey Mc and $2

for the field. After Ottinger and Our Boy gave Tricks such

a race in the first heat, the betting changed a little. Tricks

said at $20, to $4 for Ottinger, with the others tbe same. No
auction pools were sold for the third heat. The purse was

divided with Tricks taking first money, Harvey Mc second,

Ottinger third and Kosemon fourth.

In the first heat Brino Tricks went to the front with Our
Eoy at his wheel to the first quarter. Ottinger took second

place on the backstretch, and to the five-eighths post Brino,

Ottinger, Our Boy and Harvey Mc were close together, in

the order named. Turning into the stretch, Ottinger and Our
Boy were on each side of Tricks, and only a half length be-

hind. Irvington track never saw a prettier race to the wire.

Each driver was urging his horse, and the crowd on the

grandstand was yelling itself hoarse at the prospect of seeing

the wonderful Tricks beaten. But Jeffries kept cool, and

Tricks kept his feet and came under the wire a neck in the

lead of Ottinger, who was about the same distance ahead of

Our Boy. Harvey Mc waB fourth, about three lengths behind
Our Boy, and Kosemon brought up the rear. It was a mighty
close finish, with fast time, at 2.135 for the mile. Mutuals
paid $6 50 ; with Tricks barred, $10.60.

Brino Tricks took the second heat without great effort.

He led from the wire, with Ottinger a close second. At the

quarter the latter broke badly and tumbled clear to the rear.

Harvey Mc moved up and took second place and kept it to

end, finishing two lengths behind Tricks. Kosemon got third

place and Our Boy fourth. Ottinger came fast after he once
settled down, but had to be content with last place. The time
was slower at 2:16 flat. Mutuals paid $7 ; with Tricks barred

$33.25.

Brino Tricks had things his own way again in the third

heat, when he took the race. Ottinger broke badly again,

and came in last. Harvey Mc was second all around the

circle, and finished in that position. Kosemon was third and
Our Boy fourth. The time was slower than either of the

first two heats, at 2:161. Mutuals paid $5 95 ; with Tricks
barred, $12.30.

SUMMARY.
Higgins Bros.' b s Brino Tricks, by Mambrino Wilkes—by

Sally Tricks Jeffries 111
C. A. Durfee's blk g Harvey Mc, by McKinney— Flora Wiley

Durfee 2 2 2
Winship & Keatings' br g Ottinger. by Dorcey's Nephew

Keating 2 5 5
T. H. Hubbard's b s Rosemon, by Belmont—Sea Gull

Bright 5 3 3
Vendome Stock Farm's cb g Our Boy, by Vendome—Maltie

Bunch 3 4 4

Time, 2:13?i 2:16, 2:W'A-

Bill Howard won the greatest running race of the meet-
ing when he won the five-eighths-mile dash and purse of

$250 by defeating three cracks like Emma D., Quirt and
Tammany. Emma D. had won three fine races at Irvington
—all Bhe had started in—and the talent fell bard when Bill

Howard came out of the dust and crossed the line first. Quirt
took second place and money. Tammany was last. Higgins
Bros.; the victor's owners, played him for all they could get,

and won a lot of money. The Bports thought he would lose

because Paddy Kyan knocked him by a head in the mud for

the same distance the day before. This, it is since learned,
was due to his rider's carelessness in thinking he had
the race won. Very few knew this, however, and Bill was
overlooked in the betting. Emma D. was a blistering favor-

ite at $30 to $10 for Quirt, $5 for Tammanv and $5 for How-
ard. More money, too, went into the box than on any other
race of the day. The betting was fast and furious.

Starter Cox got the horses off' even after considerable
delay. Quirt and Emma D. took the lead, side by side, and
set a very rapid pace down the back stretch, with Bill

Howard close up. Around the turn the four horses formed
two pairs, Quirt and Emma D. in front, and Bill Howard
and Tammany side by side, a length behind. As they turned
into the stretch every jockey strained himself to send his
horse to the head. Emma D. and Quirt could not get away
from each other, and their riders were whipping hard when
Bill Howard left Tammany at the rear and stole to the front,

and took the race by a length. Quirt got second place, after

a hard struggle, a head in front of Emma D. Tammany
came in at the rear. He occupied that position from start

to finish. Time, 1:02. A very handsome mutual was paid
at $38.30.

SUMMARY.
Running, five-eighths of a mile.

HiggiuB Bros.' a en g Bill Howard, bv Jack Hardy—Bessie Davis.
119 pounds (Dinglev) 1

W. M. Teno's 4-year-old ch m Quirt, by Joe Hooker—Trifell, 119
pounds (Paget) 2

T. Ki-aling's 5-year-old r m Emma D., by French—Brady. 117
pounds (Hanna) s

D. S. Fountalue's 3-year-old crm s Taramanv. by Vici—Yellow
Rose, 113 pounds (Robinson) 4

Time, 1:02.

Miss Pollard captured the three quanere mile dash for a
purse of $250, without any effort. She passed under the wire,
winner by several lengths, with her contestants coming hard
for second place. Miss Pollard is a two vear old filly be-
longing to Lee Shaner, and she is a daisy with 81 pounds up,
the weight she carried yesterday. French Lady wss favorite
in the pools, at $20, with $12 for Wyana, $13 for Miss Pol-
lard, $6 for Carrie Shaw, $5 for MowiUa. and $5 for the
field. There were eight starters.

Miss Pollard took the lead from the start, and in the first

quarter had gained two lengths. Around the turn she came
at a clipping gait and went under the wire a winner by four
lengths, hands down. Wyana took second place by a head
from French Lady, who got third place.

SUMMARY.
Running, Ihree-quartors of a mile.

naner'sbl Mi Pollard, 2, by Bap. Idallum-Kyrlennly.si
u

,POnn*«.
v • Sheppiud 1

S. J. Jones oh m Wyana, a, by Oregon—Superba, 117 pounds
Williams 2

Biggie Bros. 'chin French I .adv. a, lit) pounds Dlnglcy 3
Time, 1:10.

Utonfa, H, Free Coinage, 118, Carrie Shaw, 119. Gus I., and Mown
Eft, 98 pounds, also ran.

Richmond surprised everybody by breaking out of a bunch
of fielders ami poshing to the front by several lengths at the
finish in the consolation, five-eighths mile dash, for a purse
of $200. He was started at the last moment, however, and,

in consequence, was barred in the betting. Otherwise the
field would have been a big winner, as Richmond was not
considered in the race. Mi6tv Morn was a hot favorite in the
pools at $30, to $10 for Hal Fisher, $5 for Verdi Paul, $4 for
Marietta and $10 for the field. Misty Morn took second place
in the race and Miss Elm third.

The horses were given a good start. Hal Fisher toot the
lead, with Misty Morn close up aud the others grouped. At
the turn Richmond come out of the clouds and forged to the
front. Verdi Paul had got a bad start and came from the
rear up to fourth place. At the head of the stretch Rich-
mond wsb clear in the lead, and kept it without straining to
the end, winning by two lengths. Misty Morn took second
place and Miss Elm came up fast near the wire and took
third. The others were bunched. Time, 1:03. Mutuals
paid $8.70.

SUMMARY.
Running. Consolation. Five furlongs.

J. B. Jacob's b g Richmond, a, by Dudley Howard O'Conner 1
S. J. JonesI br m Misty Morn, a, by St. Paul—Wbynot, 107 pounds

Paget 2
C. D. Jeffries' blk m Miss Elm. a. by Gleu Elm—RedGirl 107

pounds Williams 3

Time, 1:03.

Hal Fisher. 112; La Belle, 1C7; Dr. Morris, 111; Verdi, 112 : Eolian.
98; Addie M., 98, also ran.

The programme concluded with a match hurdle race for
one and a quarter miles, over five fences, between Galbraith's
Matt White and Charles Fortune's Wyanashott. A good deal
of money was wagered on the result, both in the pools and
mutuels. In the former Wyanashott sold at $20, to $18 for
Matt White. The latter was a hot favorite in tbe mutuels
before the horses started. The race was tame. Matt White
took the lead immediately and was never headed. He beat
Wyanashott out by ten lengths. Time, 2:06J. Mutuels paid
$6.50. Following is the

SUMMARY.
Running, hurdle, one and a quarter miles.

L. Galbraith's br g Matt White, by Nipper—Novice, 135 pounds
_ - Galbraith 1
Charles Fortune's ch g Wyanashott, by Oregon—Siporia . 145

pounds Freeman 2

Time, 2:06%.
»

The Romance of Musket.

But for the intervention of the late J. B. Pryor, there

would have been no such horse as Carbine, or his celebrated

brothers, Maxim, Martini-Henry or Nordenfeldt. All were
sons of Musket, himself a fair racer. Musket was bred by the

erratic Lord Glasgow, who was in his day one of the most
famous breeders of Great Britain. If Lord Glasgow did not

like the appearance of ahorse he would order him to be shot:

his explanation for the wholesale slaughter of the horses that

fell under his displeasure being that they ought not to be
allowed to live and transmit to future generations the bad
traits of which they were possessed. Just after Mr. Pryor
had severed his connection with the stable of Richard Ten
Broeck, whose horses he had taken to England, he received
an invitation to visit the stud of Lord Glasgow.
The latter had taken quite a fancy to Pryor and placed

deal of confidenbe in his judgment as to horses, because of
some incident that had occurred in their dealings. While
Pryor was being shown about the farm he saw a handsome
colt by Toxophilite, to which he at once took a great fancy.
The superintendent of the farm informed the American that
Lord Glasgow had singled him out among the colts that were
to be destroyed. Pryorjwas so much astonished that a horse
that looked so well should have such a fate set for him. and
he went to the owner and protested in the most vigorous
fashion, something that no one about the farm had dared do.
He told Lord Glasgow that he was making a mistake in

having the colt killed, arguing that his conformation was
such as to make him one of the most promising youngsters on
the farm. Glasgow went out with Pryor for another look at
the colt, and finally, much to the gratification of Pryor,
ordered that the colt be allowed to live. But Glasgow never
overcame his dislike to the colt, never gave him the care and
attention that was accorded to the horses less worthy, and so
when a visitor from New Zealand made him ao offer for the
colt, he parted with him willingly. That colt was Musket,
the founder of the most famous family of racers in the An-
tipodes, and the sire of the horse for which Mr. Haggin paid
4,200 guineas. Whether Pryor did a good thing for the turf
of America, the career of Maxim in the stud will tell later
on.

Musket did not go to New Zealand until he was eleven
years old, he sired in England Petronel, winner of the 2,000
guineas, Great Yorkshire Handicap, Djncaster Cup and
other races, Dan Godfrey, a promising sire, aod Gisella, thi

dam of Hambledon, son of Standard.

England's Stiffest Event.

The distance of the Giand National is four miles, 856
yards, and in the journey thirty-eight jumps have to bs
dealt with, including the two natural brooks, or creeks,

Valentine's and Beecher's, and an artificial water jump of
eighteen feet in width, all three ot which must be twice
negotiated. The finish of the race is a straight run in of
1,000 yards, in which two hurdles have to be jumped, the
last one a quarter of a mile from the finish.

This race has been instituted for fifty-six years, since 1829,
when it was won by Lottery. The greatest number of
starters was thirty-two, in 1850, when Salamander beat
twenty-nine others in 1SGG, but the average is about twenty
runners, of whom seldom more than one-third are standing
up at the finish. No jockey has ever been killed in this
race, though many have been severely injured. Ireland,
France and Germany have generally one or'uiore representa-
tives in the field, and sometimes Austria aud Australia.
Ireland has won it five times, or seven if The Lamb's dual!
victory is credited to the land of his birth, but it has never
fallen loan American bred horse, though one, Jolly Sir
John, cot over the country without mishap and finished 1

close up.

The following are the latest winners: 1890, Ilex, 145 lbs.,
time 10:41 4 5; 1891, Come Away, ICG lbs., time 9:58; 1892,]
Father O'Flynn, 145 lbs;, time 9:48 1 5; 1893, Cloister, 172J
lbs., time 9:41 1-5; 1894, Why Not, 1G8 lbs, time 9:43; 1895,
Wild Man from Borneo, 155 lbs., time 9:51 1-5.

On top of his recent suspension, Jockey Frank Leigh was
arrested for cashing a ticket calling for $108 belonging to an-
other.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

California State 9portsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,

raeaidcnt ; Dr. S. E. Knowles, secretary. 13>J Post St., 8. F.

Xne Connor Club. San Francisco, Frederick W. Tallant. Secretary,

Pacific Onion Club. S. F.
, _,

Tie Gun Clnb, San Francisco,, F. S. Butler, Secretary, San Fran-

^The Olympic Gun Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,
Secretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Scoyern.

.

The California Wine Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Foreter, Secretary,

605 Market Street, S. F.

Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,

Secretary. Calilornia and Davis streets, S. F. -

The Finpiie Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

Cal
San Francisco Rod and Gun Club-John Butler, President ;

John

H. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.

Alameda County Sportsmen's Clnb, Oakland, Harry Houghton,

Secretary, Oakland, Cal. „ Tw .

The Nimrod Gun Club. Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Sterner, Presi-

dent, R. Liddle. 110 Montgomery.
The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, .Edgar Forster, Secretary

605 Market St S. F. „ „
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., a.

Newton, Secretary. Peralta Heights, East i mkland, Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, Willits.CaL.M.Mautz. president ;C. Whited,

""he Rising Snu Gun Club, Dixon, Calif—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, Secretary. - M
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-

Naughton, Pres.; A. Bnrwell, Sec. _ , „_ „
Ashland Rod and Gui Club, Ashland, Or—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

Meoford Rod and Gnu Club, Mediord, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H.G. Nicholson, Sec. „ __
Marshfleld Rod and Gun Club, Marshfleld, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

Halsej Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or—L. T. Davis. Pres.: V. M.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or—J. S. Seed, Pres.
;
G.

O Oavelioe Secretary
'Multnomah Rod and Gun Clnb, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary. _ ,_„. __
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churclnll, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.
••

Coming Events.

July 13—Burliugame, Burlingame Country Club.

July 14—Alameda Mole. Empire Gun Club.

July 14—Nimrod Gun Club.

July 14—Oakland Track, Olympic Gun Club.

July 20—Oakland Track, San Francisco Gun Club.

July 21—Alameda Mole, Lincoln Gun Club.

Julv 21—Oakland Track, Recreation Gun Club.

July 27—Oakland Track, Country Club.

July 28—Alameda Mole, Empire Gun Club.

Oct. 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Associa-

tion.
*»

OABTELDGE AND SHELL.

The Empire Gun Club will shoot to-morrow at Alameda

mole.

Inanimate target shooting has been introduced in New
Zealand.

The Olympic Gun Club will shoot to-morrow at Oakland

Race Track.

E. Liddle Jr. bagged a couple of dozen doves near Stock-

ton on Monday.

The open season for deer begins on Monday next through-

out the State. Many parties have already left for distant

points, and many more will start out on Sunday.

Dr. Young and Steward Chestnutwood bagged about eight

and a half dozen and Chas. Eich and Jas. Dunham nine

dozen doves near Stockton one day last week.

Dove shooting commenced just a month too early this

year. Many of the birds are still nesting. Even in San

Joaquin county the complaint is the same. The young are

not able to fly well.

The Levengstone system of purse division used at Port-

land is as follows: Three moneys in 10 target events, viz:

45, 35 and 20 per cent. Four moneys in 15 target events,

40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Five moneys in 20 target events,

24, 22, 20, 13 and 16 per cent. Six moneys in 25 targets and

over, 22, 20, 18, 16, 14 and 10 per cent.

The Eecreation Gun Club has ]ust issued the neatest rules

and regulations printed by any club on this coast. It con-

tains excellent half tones of the gone used bv several of the

members, and the following well-known dogs : Professor's

Lad (Professor—Drab), Kittle's Luke (Carl E.—Bessie),

Howard Vernon's Glenbeigh (Grouse V.—Rita), H. A. Bar-

ber's Pilot (Regent—Topsy), H. Spencer's Buck S. (Duke of

Vernon—Gypsey Queen) and T. J. Wattson's Starlight W.
(Dan Gladstone—Mi6S Alice). The rules governing the

shooting are the regular American Association rules, with

slight alterations.

The Electric Gun Club.

The regular monthly shoot of the Electric Gun Club was

Bhot at Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s grounds at Oakland Race

!

Track on Sunday last. Melville was top score with 23. In

shooting up his back score he also broke 23. The scores were

as follows :

Melville 1111111111 1111011111 11110—23
Murdock 1110011111 1111011111 11111—22

*B Edg. Forster 1101111111 1111110110 11111—22
If Blade 1111011011 1010111111 11111—21
?

; Fanning 1011111011 1101110111 11111—21
, Eug. Forster 1111011110 1111101110 11011—20
1 Barere 1011000111 1100110111 01011—16
.'

. Patchell 1111010100 1010010110 00110-13
1 Haytema 0011010011 1110010000 10001—11
|l Wagner 0000000000 0101011010 01110— 8

I Chapman 0010001000 0101000001 10000— 6

BiCK SCORES.

Melville 0111011111 1111111111 11111—23
Barrere 1111001001 1110101101 01101—16
Barrere 0101011011 0100100110 11100—13
Barrere 1001010010 1101111.000 01110—13

The Portland Tournament.

Portland, Oregon, June 30, 1895.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—The Eleventh An-

nual Trap Shooting Toomament of the Sportsmen's Associa-

tion of the Northwest is over, and as at the Knoxville Tour-

nament the boys are wondering where their ninety per cent,

records are, that point not having been reached by anyone of

the shooters in the general average.

The Multnomah Rod and Gun Club of Portland, Oregon,

under whose auspices the tournament was held, feel highly

gratified at the fact that they have succeeded in almost totally

eliminating all known traps and kdown angle events from

any future tournaments in the Northwest. They also suc-

ceeded in having the S. A. N. W. adopt the Lexington sys-

tem of purse divisions for all fnture tournaments, as also the

trap shooting rules of the Interstate Association in preference

to the old American Shooting Association rules. The tourna-

ment was held inside of the city limits on the Athletic Field

of the Portland Amateur Athletic Club. The traps were

properly screened, a good walk with foot screens provided,
and good comfortable trap puller and scorer stands erected.
Scoring was done both on the blackboard and in the official

score book belonging to the Association. Proper tents, gun
racks, coat racks, chairs, desks, etc., were provided for the
contestants and every attention paid to their requirements.
The back ground was excellent, being a board fence with

a clear sky above. The traps did not work as well as they
should, and by reason of their bad working caused a breakage
in connection with that in the barrels of over twenty-five per
cent of the targets. The springs on the traps were a poor lot

and required extra urging to make them throw targets over
forty yards. The field was all staked off foi the different an-
gles and distance with six circular galvanized iron markers
and flags, and the line of flight marked off on the grounds
with land plaster by means of a lawn tennis marker. This
prevented any argument as to whether the traps were throw-
ing the targets right or not.

It was the intention of the management to introduce some
8 trap events into the programme, but owing to the peculiar
dispositions of the two leading gun store men in the city, it

was impossible for them to rent more than 5 traps. One
must reside in this city for a short time, to appreciate the
difficulties that beset the successful management of a tourna-
ment here.

The programme of the tournament is probably the neatest

one issued so far this year in the United States. It contains

among other information, descriptions of eleven (11) differ-

ent varities of purse division, and of thirty-seven (37) dif-

ferent kind of snooting events in inanimate target shooting.

The programme of events is more varied, novel and inter-

esting than any ever presented before in the United States,

and all were demonstrated to be practical, in the tourna-
ment.
The purse divisions were changed on the second day of the

thoot to the Levengston although strenuous efforts were made
to introduce a combination of the Minnesota and Levengston.
The Globe Trophy will be shot next year similar to the
Championship Team Contest event this year.

Next year's tournament will probably introduce two new
features, a new automatic trap pull that can be used on any
of the thirty-seven events mentioned in the programme, and
indicators for the use of the trap Betters, in setting traps for

unknown angles.

It is also possible that the Interstate Association will be
asked to recognize the Pacific Coast in their distribution of

patronage. The first and second days of the shoot were hot
and exceedingly windy and dusty and the third day of the
shoot the thernometer reached 96 degrees in the shade.

This together with the exceedingly hard events accounts for

the 90 per cent mark not being reached on General Average.
The tables which follow will give the reader a more com-

plete idea of the shoot and for comparison the per centages

of each contestant in the different style of events is given.

Events. Nos 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 21 22

No. of Targets 10 15 20 25 15 20 10 10 15 20 20 20 15 20 10 20 20 50 50 20

Winters 612191910... 8 8151917 151318 8 19 IS 4S 40 IS
Van Zan 9 10 18 23 9 ... 5 10 14 17 16 15 12 IS 10 19 18 44 ... 17

Cooper 9 11 17 19 10 ... 8 10 11 17 16 12 10 20 10 18 19 45 ... IS

Ware 9 12 16 22 10 13 7 10 12 15 12 14 10 ... 10 19 17 4S 36 19

Enyart 8 12 17 21 8 16 10 9 12 14 15 12 8 17 9 17 14 47 42 20
Ellis 91116 181211 710 9 1516 17 1119 9 1916 45 3817
Caesar 101114181213 6 7 1117 1118 515 91516 40 4017
Sisson 8 1114 1811... 8 9 12 14 11 15 11 ... 10 17 13 14 ... 17

Garratt 1010 16 20 8 15 7 7 91618131111 S 16 17 41 ... 17

McBroom 9 10 12 23 12 16 7 7 10 16 15 12 9 ... 10 18 15 38 40 16

Maclure. F. S 9 7 14 19 5 14 8 6 9 15 15 13 8 ... 9 17 16 17 ... 14

Monteith 9 811161015 8 812 16 17 1310... 81816 38... 17
Maclure. J. C 7 91313 7 13 9 511151414 10... 6 15 14 40 ... 13

Beal 9 9 141613 16 9 912 1314 13 8 ... 6 14 ... 11

Williams 6 911181012 3 8 13 13 II 14 914 917 14 20
Mason 9101619 9... 2 7 13 ... 16 15 4136...
Denham 8 7 14 181216 9 9 11 ... 15 12 46 35...

Gilliam „ 9 7 19 20 7 12 12 16 46
Macartney 7 10 18 19 10 17

Moore 21 13 15 5 10 17 15 ... 36 ...

McNaughton 9 10 15 13 ... 11 16

Hudson 11 14 1217 ... 1316 16

Bnrekhardt 18 9 13 ... 7 11

Mead 13 8 IS 9 13

The following averages were made during the three days.

At all events including field, doubles, known and unknown
angles, novelty rules, etc.: Winters 85.7, Van Ziodt S3. 9,

Cooper 82.9, Ware 82.5, Enyart 81.4, Ellis 81.1, Ca-sar

77.5, Sisson 76.7, Garrat 76, McBroom 75.7, F. 8. Maclure

73.9, Monteith 71 8, J. C. Maclure 69.6, Beal 73.7, Williams

70 4, Mason 713, Deobam 76.7. At known traps, known
angles, Winters 94 4, Van Zindt 90 6, Cooper 92.6. Waie
91.8, Enyart 90.4, Ellis 90.3, Ca'sar 80.6, Sisson 86.1, Gar-

ratt 80.6, McBroom 83.7, F. S. Maclure 83. Monteith 80 7,

J. C. Maclure 72 3, Beal 77.2, WilliamB 82, Mason 83 5,

Denham 90 6, Getham 91.4.

The Multnomah Rod and Gun Club's championship con-

test at 25 singles, 10 at known angleB, known traps; 10 at

known angles, known traps, reversed, and 5 at known traps,

uoknown angles, was won by McBrown. The score :

Van Zint 1111011111 1111111111 11110—23
McBroom 111111111 1111111110 10111—23
Ware 1111111111 1110110110 11111—22
Enyart 1111111101 0111101011 11111—21
Evans 1111111111 0111100111 11101—21
Moore 1111001111 0111111110 11111—21
Garratt 1100111111 1110111010 11111—20
Gilham 1111110111 1111010011 11101—20

Winters lllllOiOOl 1011101011 11111—19

Mason Ulljmil U01001001 10111-19

S">per 1111111110 1110011000 11111—19
Macartney ; 0111101110 1111011011 10111—19
^-f

sar 1111010111 0110000111 11111—18
£}"* 1110101111 1110111000 10111—18
° 18BI

?
n 1011011101 1100110111 11101—18

Denham... 10111010111:01110110 10111—18
5?.^. "" 1111100111 1010110100 11111—18
*V ."V nmioiM noiooiooi inn—isM°nteith 1101101110 1110011110 00011-16
f„
ea ' • 1010100111 1011001100 01111—16

McNaughton 0111001110 1001101100 00011—13
Simpson 0111000010 0011100010 10101—11

Event No. 12—The Multnoman Eod and Gun Club Indi-
vidual championship at 20 singles, known traps, known an-
gles, reversed, was won by Cwsar with 18, the score:

£«ar 1011111111 1111111110-18

f'
lls 1011011111 1101111111—17

»i™
oa 011110 110 0110111111—15

" lnt"8 1110101011 1100111111—15

Z."
a Zant 1011110111 1101100111—15

?;
S60D limooioi miioiioi—15

M°ore 1111111011 1100110011—15
"?" 1110111000 1101111101—14
Williams 01111111101001110011—14
Garratt. 0101110110 0111111010—13
Monteith 1110010001 0110111111—13
McBroom 0100001010 1111111110—12
Cooper 0011110011 101100111—12
Enyart 1110001010 0111111100—12
Denham 1001010101 1011110011—12
Beal OllOOlOll'i 1101101110—12
Event No. 18. The Globe Trophy Contest at 50 singles,

known traps, known angles. Was won by Winters wiih 48.
The score was as follows :

Winters 48, Envart 47, Gilham 46, Denham 46, Ellis 45,
Cooper 45, Van Z3nt 44, Sisson 44, Ware 43, Garratt 41,
Mason 41, Beal 41, C»3ar 40.

Event No. 21. The Championship Team Contest was won
by the Portland Team. The match was at thirty singles
and ten pair. The score :

PORTLAND.
Enyart 25 Oregon 24 Winters 27

17 12 13

42 36 40 Total 118
SPOKANE.

McBroom 26 Mason 21 Ware 23
14 15 13

40 36 36 Total 112

TACOMA.
Caaar 21 Denham 23 Ellis 23

9 15 15

30 35 38 Total 103
As will be seen a local man, Mr. A.J. Winters, carried off

the high average and most of the honors. He bids fair to be
a second Rolla Heike, using as he does a Winchester Repeat-
ing Shot Gun, Leacher Shells and E. C. Powder.
The team contest was also won by local men on a hand-

some score.

The name, residence, gun, shell and powder used, of the
twenty high guns, are given in the following table :
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The aonual meeting of the Aesociation was held Monday
evening, June 24, and the most important business trans-

action was the election of officers, adoption of the Interstate

Association rules and the Levingslon Purse division and a

resolution that known trap-known angle (.vents be elimina-

ted as far as possible from the programme of all future tour*

naments of the Aasociatioo.

NOTES.

The gun store men were conspicuous bv their absence.

Amberile powder made its initial appearance on the coast

at this shoot.

Mr. Field's sport took the starch out of most of the boys

:

so easy to miss.

There is a good opening for an inanimate target factory

on the coast Who will start it ?

We are still waiting to hear from any one having any

knowledge of 'indicators" for unknown trap eyepts.
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The Multnomah's will offer a premium for eight iraps that

are guaranteed to throw over sixty yards at tbeir next tour-

nameot.

Lack of enterprise on the part of the parties most in in-

terest, prevented a good live bird shot the day following the

tournament.

The Multnomah Rod and Gun Club entertained the visit-

ing sportsmen with a Grand Craw Fish Feast the second

evening of the tournament.

Who will be the first to follow in line with the Multno-

mahsin eliminating known trap and known angle events in

future tournaments ? Mtlt.
-»

The Empire Tournament.

The Fourth of July tournament of the Empire Gun Club

at Alameda mole did not bring out as large an attendance as

was expected, doubtless owing to the many other attractions

of Independence Day.

t The morniDg was cloudy and windy, making the shooting

very difficult. The traps worked beautifully, not a single

balk occurring throughout the entire day.

The fiist event of the day was at twenty single blue rocks,

$1 50 entrance, $10 added to the purse by the club. Robert-

son and Billington divided first money, with nineteen each
;

Stewart captured second, with eighteen ; Daniels and Fanning

divided third money, with seventeen breaks each
;
Qointon,

Varney, Forster and Baker divided fourth. Tbe seores

:

Robertson 1101111111 1111111111-19

Billington 1111111011 1111111111—19
Stewart 11111111111100111111—18
Daniels 1111111111 1010111111—17

Fanniog 1101111011 0111111111—17

Johns 1110110111 1111101111—17
Ouintoo 1110101110 1111101111—17

Varney 11101101111100111111—16
Forster 1111001110 1111101111—16
Baker 0111011110 1111111101—16

Sl.de 0111011110 1111010111— 15

Schreiber 0110111011 1111010111—15
Zeiner 0110111111 1110111100—15
Ingalls 1100110111 1111110010—14
Webb 10010111 U 1101110110—14
Fowler 0100111011 1111101100—13
Kerrison 1101011100 11H 011101—13
Williams 1101001001 0101111111—13
Andrus 1101101101 0111110000 13

Anderson 1111110101 0010100011-12
Worth 0101001011 1100110011—11
Fischer 1001101010 1010110110-11
Grabb 1111100110 0010100101—11
Little 1000100100 1010100111— 9

Knox 0101000110 0011011010— 9

Mike 0111001000 0011001100— 8

The second event was another match at 20 singles, $15
added by the club. Webb won first money with 19, Fanning
second with 18, Daniels, Slade, Forster, Billington and Stew
art third with 17, Williams and Varney fourth with 16 The
score:

Webb 1111111111 1011111111—19
Fanning 1101111111 1101111111—18
Daniels llllllllll 0111011011—17
Slade 1111011111 1101111110—17
Forster 1101101111 1110111111—17
Billiogtou 10111111110101111111—17
Stewart 1111111011 1110111011—17
Williams 1111110100 111111 llnl—16
Varney 1110110111 1011110111—16
Quinton 1010111011 1001111111—15
Ingalls 1101100110 1101111111—15
Zeiner 1011110100 1110111111—15
Johns 1101111101 1110011110-15
Robinson 1111011110 0110111101—15
Baker 01011111010111101110—14
Anderson 1011101110 1110110110—14
Worth 1100100111 0011111011—13
Andrus 11 11O11110 0010011110—13
Fischer 1101011110 1101110010-18
Kerriton 0010001101 1111011101—12
Fowler 1100101100 0100111110—11
Little 1111000010 0011010000— 8
Denni« 110101 1000 0000000110— 7

Tbe third event waa another 20 single bird match, $1.50
entrance, $15 added by tbe club. Daniels and Varney
divided first money with 19. Forster, FisEer, Stewart, Spring
and Andrus second with 18, Robertson third with 17. Fan-
ning and Billington fourth with 16. The score:

Daniels 1111110111 1111111111—19
Varney llllllllll 1111011111-19
Fonier 11101 1111 1 1 1101 1 1 1 1 1— IS
Fischer 11 101111 II 1111111011—18
hlewart llllllllll 1110111110—18
Spring 1111101111 1111110111— 18
Andrm 1111110110 1111111111 — 18
Schreiber llllllllll 0110111110—17

II 111101 11 1110111110—17
Robertson llllllllll 0101110101— 16
Johns Olllloiill OlloiollH— 15
Fanning 1111010111 1011101101—15
Billington 1 11111111 1100001110—15
Anderson 0111110111 0011101011— 15
Ingall. II 10101011 1101101011—14
Williams llllllioxi 1100010100—12
Zeiner 1'inniNiin loilmiloil-12
Blade lol 1 ntliMMt ill mi KiKU— 12
Kerii«on.. 0010001] 1 1 0011010] II II

Baker oiiiiiiiiim i uiimioimi-] l

worth HMii looiimoi iihkuooo— 7
Daniels !', Varney 19, Forsler 18. Fischer 18, Stewart 18

Spring is, Andrus 18. Schreiber 17. Webb 17, Robertson \6,
Johns 16, Kanninu 15, Billington 16, Anderson 14, Ingsllii
II. Williams 12, Zeiner l2.KI.de 13, Kerrison II, Baker 11,

a 10 bird match, $2 .50 entrance.

Warth 7.

Tbe fourth event
The Kcrea:

Andrut 10. Webb 10, Varney 9, Stewart 9, Daniels 8, In-
«mlU 8, Schreiber 7, Fitcher 7, Bakfr 7, Forster 7. Qainlon
7, Fannin:: •". Crowell 6, Worth 4, Fav S.

Thefifii • enl was at 25 single", $1 entrance. The scores
ware :

Webb 22, Andrus 21, Daniels 20, Stewart 20, Schreiber 18

Billington 18, Robertson 18, Baker 18. Anderson 17, \ yney

17, Quinton 17, Williams 16, Fischer 15, Levi 14, Ingalls IS,

Fanning 12.

The sixth event and last of the regular programme was

another 10 bird match won by Daniels with 10 straight,

Webb, Baker, Ingalls, Varney and Quinton second with 9

each.

The California 'Wing Olub.

The regular monthly shoot of the California Wing Shoot-

ing Club was held at Oakland Race Track on Sunday last.

It was very warm with but little wind and in consequence

the birds flew indifferently. In the main match Robinson,

"Sides' and "Melville" tied for the medals and money $30,

with 12 straight, Slade killed all but one of his with the first

barrell and Robinson used his barrell but three limes. The

special prize money $10 and $5, and the side purse $15, was

divided between the three gentlemen named. In the shoot-

off for the medals Robinson took first and "Melville" second,

A. Russell Crowell referee. The score:

Robinson C 12112111112 1—12
"Slade" I2II1IIHII 1—12
"Melville" 22112111111 2—12
Wagner H. T 10 12 1111112 1—11
Webb A 121021111*2 1-10
"James" 12012202022 2—9
Fanning, J. S 10101211*112—9
Roos, A 211220001221—9
Liddle R 201121101110—9
Chapman R. J 00212201112 0—8
"Dead out of bounds.

Four six bird sweepstakes followed the main match. Rob-
inson, James, Webb and Fanning tied for the money with

straight scores. The tie was decided in the second sweep,

Robinson taking first money in the first event, James and
Fanningsecond, Robinson and Slade dividing first and sec-

ond in the second. The score :

Rcbinson 111111—6 111112—6
James 122212—6 220111—5
Webb 112212—6 011011—4
Fanning 121221—6 11*111—5
Slade 110121—5 122122—6
Melville 12100w 11012w
Ladd *11102—

4

111200—4
Roos 122101—5 000101—2
Wagner 000101—2

The next match was won by Robinson with 6 straight,

Slade and Webb dividing second, Roos not being in the

pool. The fourth event was also won by Robinson with 6

straight, Fanning and James second with 5 each. The
score :

Robinson 121121-6 111121—6
Slade..... 12il*l—

5

James *22110—

4

210211—5
Webb 111101—5 OOw
Fonning 11110*—

4

211220—5
Roos 102121—5 222201—5
Wagner 202010-3 001100—2
Ladd 111020—4

James and Webb shot a six bird match for $5, Webb win-
ning with a sec re of 6 to 5.

During the day Robinson killed 36 birds straignt. At
the last shoot he killed 43 birds without a miss, making 79
straight in the two shots. Slade was also shooting in splen-

did form, killing 28 out of 30 Robinson used Dnpont pow-
der, Fanning and Melville, "Gold Dust."

Another Opinion.

District Attorney Herrington has prepared an opinion at

the request of County Auditor Parker on the constitutional-

ity of the recent Act of the Legislature creating the office of

Game Warden for such counties as felt the necessity of such

an official. There was some disinclination at first on the part

of the Board of Supervisors to appoint a Game Warden for

Santa Clara County, and in view of the recent decisions of

two Superior Judges in the State holding the law to be un-

unconstitutional, Auditor Parker was at a loss whether to

issue a salary warrant to Game Warden McKenzie.

District Attorney Herrington says it is bis opinion that the

law is valid in every respect, and notes the fact that Assem-

blyman Bowers has confused two laws. One of the argu-

ments advanced by Mr. Bowers against tbe constitutionality

of the Game Warden Act was that the title did not suffi-

ciently indicate the purpose of the Act. Bowers referred to
the tact that the game law, which he evidently thought was
a section of the same Act, provided against the killing of
game on all private lands except salt or marsh lands, and,
therefore,was unconstitutional, because it proposed to protect
one class of citizens and refuse protection to others.

But this argument, whatever merit it may have of itself.has

no bearing on the ease in question, as the District Attorney
shows that the Act creating the oftice of Game Warden and
the recent amendments to the game laws are two separate
statutes, and the validity of one in no wav aflecls the other.
This is also true with reference to the claim that the Act pro-
vides no penalty for the punishment of violators of the law.
Here again the two laws have been confused and treated as
il

1
Meruit seclions of one statutory enac'ment. The argument

that the law is unconstitutional because it leaves the appoint-
n ent of a Game Warden to the option of the Boards of
Supervisors of the various counties cannot, in Mr. Herring-
ton's opinion, be sustained.

Live Birds at Portland.

Sport in South Africa.

Wagon life in the South African interior has, of course

its drawbacks, yet in a climate where for about seven month?

absolutely settled weather may be relied upon, its pleasures

outnumber them fifty to one. To mount one's pony on a

clear, bright morning ; to ride forth into the veldt with a

friend and a brace of pointers, with the blessed feeling that

you have not a care in the world beyond the march of your

wagon to tbe next water; to be absolutely certain of some

pretty shooting in a wild country innocent of farms and

fences; to return to camp towards evening with perhaps ten

or twelve brace of birds, and a small buck—these thing to the

average healthy male, 6eem as near perfection as may be

found in this vale of tears.

It is eight o'clock on a bright April morning in South

Becbuanaiand. The air is full of light, brisk and wonder-

fully exhilarating. Four gunners have just breakfasted under

the lee of their wagon. Now, having mounted their ponies

—the average South African horse is seldom more than four'

teen hands—they ride quietly down the hither side of the

shallow valley, " laagte " it is called io these parts, wherein

they were outspanned. and climbed the farther rise.

It is a picturesque scene. The slopes are clothed with 1

long growth of waving grass, now greenish yellow after to

rains, amid which great boulders of dark red rock crop up.

Here and there small patches of blue-green bush start out
from the grassy veldt. Beyond, crowning the valley, begins

a thickish woodland of short trees—bastard yellow wood the

Boers call them—which extends for some miles in front, till

the great open plains are again reached. As the gunneTs ride

up the further slope their wagon is already in motion be-

hind them, starting upon its day's trek—seventeen miles to

the next water. Through the clear, nimble air come the

crack of the driver's great whip and his shrill cries hurled at

the oxen, and the unwieldy home on wheels crushes slowly

through the yielding sand. But now the gunners have spread
out in line and the pointers are already busy. Near some
boulders one of tbe dogs feathers a little, then stands rigid as

a figure of bronze. The two nearest gunners dismount. They
already carry their guns and bandoliers, and ride, as men do
in the veldt, in their flannel shirts with their sleeves well
rolled up their arms. There is little to incumber their

movements. Breeches, gaiters and stout boots, a shirt and a

shady hat are all that a man needs in Africa.

The reins are thrown over the ponies' necks and hang in

front of them and the stags will stand quietly for hours. Now
the gunners are close upon the pointer still standing with
rigid tail and outstretched neck. These francolm lie close

in the long grass. "Where the deuce— !" on a sudden up
spring three brown birds within five feet of the sportsmen.
Twenty yards of law, the guns are up, two light reports from
smokeless cartridges, and a brace of the birds hit the earth.

Almost instantly a third report followed and the rear gunner
has secured his right and left—not a difficult matter with
these francoiin. But the pointer is not yet content. Another
brace of birds is found and brought to bag within thirty

yards.

The partridges are now gathered. They prove to be the
small Coquil francoiin—" N'twimbi " the natives call the;

—perhaps the most beautiful game birds in the world. As
one of them lies in the gunner's palm for a few moments the
bright Nankin yellow and orange of the head, the clear,

hawk-like markings of the breast, and the beautiful shape
and feathers mark this partridge of Africa as a gem among
its fellows. The birds are bestowed in a saddle-bag and lb
gunners mount and ride into the forest on the righi-hand
side of the wagon road. Meanwhile their comrades have en-

tered the woodland more to their left hand and their guns
can be heard already going.

For two hours the sportsmen quietly walk their horses

through the forest, moving due west. Once their pointer gets

into a Bmall troop of guinea fowls delving for bulbs, and after

a smart chase drives three of them into a tree, whence, as

they drive off, the gunners secure them easily enough.
At length, after picking up a few butterflies in the forest

clearings, for they carry a net, our gunners emerge upon
broad, rolling, sun-drenched plains, covered with long, pale,

yellow grass. Through these they ride steadily hour after

hour, picking up every now and again a head or two of game.
Now it ib a brace of big red-wing partridge (Orange river

francoiin); now one of those annoying, yet handsome, game
birds, the black and white bustard—awart koorhaan,tbe Boers
call him—whose noisy and chiding ways are familiar every-

where in cpen veldt in South Africa. Now, after keenest

search, a leash of tiny bush quail are flushed and secured one
after the other, having literally to be kicked up. A bare
and a solitary "dikkop"—thick-knee plover—are added
the growing bag.—London Review.

Several live bird sweepstakes were held at Portland on the

29th. Our correspondent, "Mult" sends in the full scores

but our columns are too crowded this week to publish same.
H. F. Burrell and D. F,. Williams killed 21 out of 24 each
I' B Montellh killed 18 out of 20. W. T. Monteith 14 out
of 20. W. F. Burrell 13 out of 20. F. H Thorn 9 out of 10
F. Miller 4 out of 5.

Rabbits In Australia.

-

Less than half a century ago there was not one rabbit in

the whole of Australasia. A few were introduced into New
Zealand in 1850, and into New South Wales and Victoria

some eight or ten years previously, and now tbe multitude of

them is so great that no one would attempt even to approxi-

mate their number. The bostilitv of man they practically

defy. Xbey march westward or northward, multiplying as
;

they go and devouring as they go; and sheep and cattle and I

men leave plains and ridges to them. The central Govern-
ments have contended against them with every weapon i

which promised success; and provincial bodies and energetic

private individuals either supplemented these central Gov-
ernments, or carried on the war on lines of tbeir own; but
the rabbits are victorious today in a more effective manner
than they were ten years ago.

The soil and climate of Australia are largely responsible

for this. Uoder general conditions, rabbits wilt breed tive or

six times a year; on the plains of the great interior of

Australia, they will breed eight times a year regularly, and:
instances where tbis record was exceeded are chronicled,

j

Bearing in mind that the litter seldom numbers fewer than i

eight, one can 6ee what multitudes oaust arise if checks be

not applied. The common estimate of offsprings from one-
mother in four years is given at over 1,250,000, but if thai

estimate had been formed on the exceptionally favorable

conditions which Australia affords, the figures would be
pinch more startling.
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ROD-
The fishing at Lake Independence continues good. Some

splendid catches are reported from there duting Lhe past

week.

The trout at Lake San Andreas do not take to the fly very

well yet. Spoon fishing kills the majority of the fish brought

to creel.

Wm. Ifurdock and Harry Kmeric returned from Lake

Webber on Monday well pleased with their trip. They killed

over 200 trout while at the lake. Any kind of a fly seems to

attract them now.

Salmon fishing at Santa Cruz, Monterey and Capitola

continue? fine. Captains T. C. Walker and fl. F. Plommer
caught the largest fish of the season at Capitola the first of

the week, a 53 pounder.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. report the largest sale of fishing

tackle that they have ever had. They have just received a

second invoice of Scotch flies and English novelties in fish-

ing tackle. Have entirely sold out their first supply. Call

and examine their stock.

Fishing in Hawaii.

A traveler who has recently returned from Hawaii tells in

the Los Angeles Times of some curious things in the fish

line.

Hawaiians are among the most expert fishermen of the

world. Their women are experts in the art of fish capture,

as well as the men. In fact, all of the people seem to be im-

bued with an angler's instinct. This instinct may come of

necessity, as these island natives have, from infancy and for

centuries, depended upon fish for a large pirt of their food-

Men, women and children are at home in the water. They
are splendid divers, and can catch fish below the surface as

well as when fishing from the surface. They capture fish by
spearing, hand-catching baskets, hook and line, and with

nets. Most remarkable to an American is the habit of these

Hawaiians of spearing fish at the bottom of the ocean. It

seems almost incomprehensible to a civilized being that a

man can dive to the bottom of the sea with a spear in his

hand, watch for. a fish to swim by and thrust the spear

through the heart of the unsuspecting creature. Yet such is

one of the customs of Sandwich Islanders. It is a custom

which yields them large profits. The difficulties of the meth-

od are deserving of large returns. It requires much practice

in diving and staying under water for a considerable time be-

fore the submarine angler is fully proficient in the art.

The diver carries down with him a spear six to seven feet

long. This weapon is pointed at one end and tapering at

the other.

Before iron was readibly obtainable this spear was made
solely of wood, and so hard was this material that it readily

penetrated the vitals of the toughest fish. Upon tbe intro-

duction of iron among the natives, sharp iron points were

added to the wooden spear shaft. These points are without a

hook or barb of any kind. Diving to a well-known station

beside a large coral rock, or against the steep face of the reefs

the fisherman places himself in a half-crouching position on

his left foot, with his right foot free and extended behind.

With his left hand he holds on to the rock and steadies him-
self. Thus he watches and waits for his victims. He notices

only such fish as pass before and parallel to him, and those

that swim straight toward his face. When they come within

reach tin cruel spear is cast with unerring aim and with such

force that the unhappy fish is impaled upon the slender shait

and ahoved along it nearly to the hand of the angler. With-
out disengaging the speared fish, the angler awaits the com-
of a second and third fish, and in like manner impales them
upon his death-dealing spear. Within a very few minutes tbe

native usually has a goodly string of luscious fish impaled
upon his rod. He thereupon ascends to thesurfaceof the

ocean for air, and to unload his catch. These islanders, like

the pearl drivers at Tahiti and elsewhere soon develop won-
derful power' of endurance, and the ability to remain under
water for many minutes. The development of these powers
enables them to carry on fishing operations, which, for other

men would be possible only with the aid of a diver's hemlet.

Hawaiians spear few fish from the surface of tbe sea. A
fish known as tbe " oopuhue" is about the only one thus

captured. It is the well-known poison fish of the Pacific

Ocean, but has such a delicious flavor as to be i a high favor

among epicures. The poison of the fish is contained in three

small sacs. In order to preserve the fish free from poison

these sacs must be removed intact. If they are ruptured in

the slightest way while the fish is being dressed, the body of

the fish becomes impregnated with the deadly poison and the

hungriest native would then, under no conditions, eat a

single morsel of it. A person poisoned by eating an impreg-

nated fish dies in horrible agony compared with which death

frjm rattlesnake bite is easy. The blood of a human victim

of " oopuhue " poison becomes thickened, as is the case when
a persoD dies on the desert of thirst. After hours of terrible

physical torture the hopeless mortal becomes insane and
death soon brings a blessed relief. When properly dressed

the fish is first skinned, as even the rough skin is slightly

poisonous. At certain seasons of the year, when the teeth of

the fish are yellow, the whole fish is highly charged with

poison, and it is not then safe to eat any part of tbe creature.

Hawaiians are adepts in capturing devil fish, or the octo-

pus. Women and children will, at low tide, seek out these

hideous creatures, as the fish lie cosily in holes and rock

crevices, watchiog and waiting for something to eat. The
octopus is a quiet, shy animal. He never makes much noise

nor creates a disturbance of any kind unless disturbed by in-

truders.

Only small sized devil fish frequent shallow water. The
native women and children wade about among the scantily-

covered rocks looking eagerly for tbe evil eye of the Satanic

game- The instant they spv a fish they grab its small head

and draw the body and its cruel suckers from the rocky hole,

and land it on the rocks all squirming and full of fight. Of
course the creature is so small that its sucker-like arms,

which are so terrible in the fully-grown devil fish, do not

iojare the hands or arms of its captors. The large-sized

octopus live in deep water, and are known as blue-water

octopus. They are caught with cowries as a bait. One of

these shell fish is attached to a string with an oblong pebble

on the face of the ahell. A hole is pierced in one end of the

back of the shell through which the line is passed, which,
having been fastened, is allowed to project a few inches, and
a hook whose point stands almost perpendicular to the shaft

or shank, is then fastened to the end of the line. The
fisherman chews up and spits out upon tbe water a mouthful
of candle-nut meat, which renders the surface of the sea

glassy and clear. He then drops the shell, with hook and
line attached, into the ocean, and lowers the bait until it is

over a place likely to be inhabited by an octopus. He then
swings it gently to and fro. The octopus is a very voracious
animal. When it is in its hole it is constantly on the look-

out for something to eat. The moment it spies the shell

bait, so deftly manipulated by the fisherman, it thrusts out
one of its long arms and quickly grasps the shell. One
after another the arms come out, and finally the whole body
emerges from the den. The shell bait is hugged closely as

the octopus curls itself around it. The huge fish thus re-

mains quiet while the fisherman draws it quickly tc the sur-

face. When its head is drawn above the surface, it raises it

to take a look at things and see "where it is at." At this mo-
ment the fisherman pulls tbe line so as to bring the cruel head
close to the edge of the canoe. When within reach the blow
from a club, struck between the eyes of the fish, ends its

earthly cares. The moment between the time the animal's

beak appears and the deathblow is struck is a critical inter-

val for the fisherman. There must not be any error in the

angler's judgment then, else he may pay the penalty with his

life, for if the fish becomes alarmed the arms of the octopus,

which are often six to eight feet long, will grasp the boat and
the fisherman and squeeze them into kindling wood and
eternity. In such an emergency the unlucky angler may cut

away one or more of the eighs awful tentacles, but this will

not in tbe least impair the strength of the other arms There
are instances where, just as the fisherman was about to strike

the fatal blow on the head of an octopus he has been seized

from behind by one of the long arms of the fish and drawn
bodily from tbe boat into the depths below, where his corpse

furnished the fish with an excellent dinner.

Plants that catch and eat fish are a novelty to the average

layman, and have attracted the attention of naturalists in the

waters of the Pacific Ocean and elsewhere. It is known that

the ordinary plants draw from the soil by means of their

roots the nutritive inorganic elements which they need, and
absorb, by means of their leaves and stems the carbonic acid

of the atmosphere. Some naturalists hold that plants play

tbe part of intermediary working agents, transforming inor-

ganic matter into organic elements such as alone can serve as

food for beings belonging to the animal kingdom. Botanists

have long known that fertilizers of an organic nature are

necessary for the formation of plants, yet they are surprised

that in certain plants the absorption of organic elements was
no longer going on as usual by means of their roots alone, but

also by means of their leaves, which are more or less adapted

to these new functions, secreting a genuine gastric juice, and
transforming organic matter by a chemical process identical

with the digestion of animals. The food of the so-called car

nivorous plants has been insects and small crustaceans. The
fish-catching plant, known to scientists as the utricularia,

cannot digest nitrogenous matter as do other plants. They
simply absorb the products of the decomposition of the ani-

mals which they capture by means of their bladders, which
bladders constitute genuine fish traps in the water. These
plants have many stems, along which are small, bladder-like

attachments like the small bladders seen in sea weed. One
of these plants, while seen under the close observaiion of a

naturalist, for a period of six hours, seized a dozen liitle fish.

In most caBes the fish were seized by the mouths of the plant

bladders, by the head. One fish was seized by the belly, and

in another case two of the bladder arms of the plant seized

the same fish, one getting hold of the head and the other

grasping the tail. This indicates that the plant seized the

fish of their own accord. Once seized the victim cannot es-

cape from the plant's jaws. The numerous glandular thorns

which are found inside of the bladder, and protrude obliquely

and in the back, resembling the barbs of hooks, prevent the

prey from escaping, and every movement entangles the fish

still more firmly in this trap. Once inside tbe bladder the

fish dies, decomposes and is absorbed into the tissues of its

captor. M. B. Beach.

Senator Fryer's Biff Trout.

Senator Frye, of Maine, still holds the record of having

hooked the largost brook trout ever caught on a fly in the

United States.

The writer of this article viBited the Rangeley Lakes this

season, and a personal friend of the Maine statesman, J. Y.

Hodeden, of Yarmouthville, gave out the story. Mr. Hods-

don heard it from the Senator's own lips. The facts, that a

10J pound trout was landed, a six-ounce rod was used, and a

new line was tested, have long been in history, but just how

the trick was done has never been folly related.

Several years ago, one afternoon in May, while Senator

Frye was sitting on his piazza at his camp on Mooeelookme-

gunlic, at Cupsuptic, he observed not more than a hundred

yards off from shore, a big splash in the calm waters of the

lake, and a large trout made itself partly visible. The fish

was evidently in quest of feed, and the senator saw enough of

it to realize its size, He immediately examined his stock of

flies, and soon came to the conclusion that he had not one in

his possession strong enough to hold the fish which made the

disturbance iu the lake. Accordingly he sent his guide up

to Rangeley, seven miles away, to get a certain woman,
skilled in such things, to tie a particular fly for him. The
guide started at 4 p. M-, and returned to camp at 6:45 o'clock

with thcr desired 6v. The day was still bright, and Mr. Frye
directed the guide to get out the boat. After being rowed

out a few rods from the shore, he begac to cast on all sides of

the boat. It was cot long before the fly was struck by some-

thing heavy. The Maine statesman, who is a skillful angler,

lost no time in hooking the fish, and as he began to reel slow-

ly in, he believed that he had fonnd the trout he was in

search of.

The fish was skillfully played, and in one hour and fifteen

minutes the senator had him within a few feet of the boat

all ready to be netted. Its outline was plainly visible as it

lay almost flat on the surface of the lake, and from its size the

parties in the boat realized the importance of saving it. Hav-
ing tired out the fish, Senator Frye directed the guide to

prepare to dip the net, and in his own words, "My heart went

up into my mouth," when the guide answered ' :

I left the net

on shore."

Mr. Frye, after a few moments anxious consideration, how-
ever, said, " I have landed more than one trout without a
net."

Lifting his rod, and keeping his line perfectly taut, he pro-
pelled the big fish within reaching distance. Then putting
his forefinger into the open mouth, and his thumb into the
gill of the trout, he pulled it safely into the boat. With a
sigh of relief, he went ashore and proudly carried his catch
up to the camp in both arms. The fish was presented to Mr.
Hyde, president of the Bath Iron Works, who was visiting at
8enator Frye's cottage.—Shootine and Fishing.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The Ladies Kennel Association show held near London
recently contained over 1,500 entries.

Hugh McCeacken has presensed to J. E. Dickson the grey-
hound Midnight II by Midnight—Lady H. Glendynne.

There is always a lull after the storm, and this seems to
have occurred about now. Just after the show dogdom was
booming, now it is as quiet as death.

J. H. Sammi's Irish water spaniel bitch Nellie is not ex-
pected to live. She is paralyzed in her hind legs from some
unknown cause, supposedly rheumatism.

The St. Bernard fancy will watch with great interest the
developement of F. H. Bushnell's recent purchase, a well
marted puppy by Le Prince, the Eastern crack.

H. A. Barkelew has eight puppies left of the Lola—Lord
Hualpa litter and they are doing finely. They are a well
marked lot and are better in bone than Lola's first litter.

Jos. McLatchie will kindly accept our thanks for an excel-
lent photo of his fox-terrier bitch Dauntless Suzette and lit-

ter of five beautifullv-marked puppies by his Blemton Reefer.
The puppies are feeding from a pan and were caught in very
characteristic attitudes.

Chas. Dresser's many friends will learn with regret of the
death of his well known Great Dane bitch Flontis. She
died from dropsy on the 3rd, brought on by a kick from a
horse. Flontis won 1st special puppy class, Oakland la94
and 1st specicl open class, San Francisco 1895.

The new departure of the Fox Terrier Club, in setting
apart certain nights in the month for discussing certain parts
of the fox terrier, is a most excellent idea. Last Wednesday
night the members brought three dogs to the meeting and,
standard in hand, they compared their (the dogs) heads
and ears.

The American Kennel Club don't seem to know just where
they are at, in regard to the registration of the pnppies of
disqualified dogs. Some of Schell's pups have been registered

and others have been refused registration. A party in this

city has tried to register pups bred by Bell and the secretary

refers the matter to the Stud Book Committee, the committee
in turn refer the matter to the club. So about next Septem-
ber we will hear more about it.

The Derby Entries.

The entries to the thirteenth annual Derby of the Pacific

Coast Field Trial Club closed on July 1st, but were not given

out for publication until Thursday of this week. They num-
ber 16, quite a falling off from the entry of 1892, when they
numbered 43. But they will be still less in number next
year if the club do not elect a business man as secretary in

place of the present incumbent. This starcbamber business

IB all right in a trial open to members only, but in an open
trial, rules should be rigidly enforced. A little business

principle would make this field trial club a huge success.

There are dogs enough in the country and money enough,
good management and a live secretary is all that is needed.

The entries are as follows :

ENGLISH SETTEES.

Geo. Crocker's b w and t dog Coin, by Soapy Sponge

—

Lady Fane, wh. July 28, 1894.

Gen. Crocker's b, w and t bitch First Flight, by Soapy
Sponge—Lady Fane, wh. July 28, 1894.

W. 8. Kittles b, w and t dog Sullivan, by 8oapy Sponge

—

Fantail, wh. June 23, 1894.

California Kennels' b and w bitch Sweetheart's Last, by
Harold—Sweetheart, wh. May, 1894.

California Kennels' b, w and t dog Robin Hood, by Harold
—Enid, wh. Sept. 25, 1894.

J. W. Keene's b and w dog 3an Carlos, by Sable Blade

—

Loda, wh. June 28, 189 1.

H. T. Payne's b, w and t dog Comrade, by Stamboul

—

Gladys Gladstone, wh. March 2, 1895.

Wm. Larsen's b, w and t dog Count Del Sur, by Del Sur

—

Countess Noble, wh. June 23, 1894.

R. K. Gardiner's 1 and w bitch Peach Mark, by Mercury

—

Betsy Mark, wh July 10, 1894.

C. A. Loud's w and blk ticked bitcn Lady Stamboul, by

Stamboul—Lady Clare.

J. H. Schumacher's 1 and w bitch Rowena, by Harold

—

Enid, wh September 25, 1894.

W. G. Kerckhofl's b w and t bitch Trilby, by Mercury-
Betsy Mark, wh July 13, 1894.

POINTERS.

Wm. Schreiber's pointer not named.
Geo. Crocker's 1 and w licked bitch Gilt, by Strideaway

—

Ightfield Blithe, wh April 26, 1894.

E. F Northam's blk b Black Beauty, by Old Black Joe II.

—Black Bess, wh July 30. 1894.

IRISH SETTBBS.

Fred Dexter's r b Vick, by Champion Dick Swiveler—
Lightning, wh March 3, 1894.

The St. Bernard Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the St. Bernard Club o(

California was held at this office on Wednesday eveniog laat
(

President Barker in the chair. Messrs. Collins, McGinley
Dickson, Travers and Crowell were present. No business o-

importance was transacted. The evening was passed in'

pleasant discussion of the merits of in-breeding, etc

.
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The Pacific Fox Terrier Club.

the regular monthly reeling of the Pacific Fox Terrier

Club was held on Tuesday evening last at this olhce. H. V> .

Fores presided. Treasurer H. H. Carlton, A. S. Gowda,

Geo. W. Debewham, Harry Lowden, Dr. D'Evelyn and A.

Russell Crowell were present.

After the regular routine business had been transacted the

reaigoalion of Sectary J. B. Martin was read.

\, Mr. Martin was the most active member of the club,

Um nritoation was received with many regrels. Consider-

»bl d,' cu-mou as to the probable cause followed, taking up

'eD
n

D
HeBerson matter was discussed pro.aod con

The l>aviil-t'ii-nei

and a letter was read from Mr. Davidson denying
.

in detail

the charges brought against Mr. Martin and himself.

Mr. Lebenham presented a letter to the club retracting

his statement to Mr. Martin. r„u.„
On motion the chair appointed itself and Messrs. Carlton

and I.owden a committee of three to wa.t upon Mr. Martin

and request bim tc reconrider his resignation.

Acting Secretary Carlton was requested to write-Mr. Mar-

tin informing him of the action taken by the cab.

As this was the night for discussing fox terrier heads, the

club members compared the heads ot Pytcbley Pearl Lang-

try K. and Frisco Diablo. Notes were taken and then the

members gave their reasons for their discussions

way full an hour was passed in pleasant discussion.

Kennel Registry.

In this

Vtalta Sales Whelps and Names Claimed published In this column

reeof charge. Please use the following form:

WHELPS.

Edward J. Benjamin's (San Francisco) R. C. St. Bernard

bitch Empress Juno (California Alton-Tomah) whelped

June TJtn 12-6 dogs, to Regensburger & McCracken s Lord

Hualpa (Alton—Keepsake).

S. F. Hughes' (San Francisco) English setter bitch Silyer-

plale (Fred W.—Countess Noble) whelped June 28th a-b

dogs to T. J. Wattson's Starlight W. (Dan Gladstone-Miss

Alice).

"Chas. Dresser's San Francisco, bull terrior bitch Mazy,

whelped June 13 7—3 dogs to Adolph Spreckles Victor.

VISITS.

E R. Smith's (San Francisco) R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Hundred 18,881 (Baron Cardifl-Cameo) to Dr. A. T. Reg-

ensburger's Reglov (Safi'ord—Mountain Queen) July 11)

and 12th.

Rr. A. T. Regensburger's (San Francisco) R. 0. St. Bern-

ard bitch Cleopitra (Judge—Gertie) to same owner's Reglov

(Saflord—Mountain Queen) July 11th.

L. G. Rowell's (San Francisco) rough-coated 8t. Bernard

Laura Alton (California Alton—Tomah) to Franz Frey s

Hector of Hauensteio (Barry—Gemma I.) July 6th.

NAMES CLAIMED.

Henry Huber claims the name of Upsonio for a pointer

dog puppy by Uptou of Blythe—Juno II., whelped March

17th.

CALIFORNIA JOOKET OLTJB RACES.

[Continued from Page 35.
|

TWO HUNDRED AND SEVENTEENTH DAY—TUESDAY, JULY 9.

Favorites did a trifle better than yesterday, two managing

to win in good style this afternoon. A fair crowd was on

hand, there being a marked improvement in the quality

of the contestants and the fields being much larger. It

wag quite a pleasant day, the sun shining brightly and the

air juBt suitable for good racing. The track was never in

belter order, and throughout good time was made. The sur-

prise of the day was in the first race, when Solilario, at 9 to 1,

won at a good clip. Yesterday, in a four-horse race, Soli-

lario was completely last, beaten more than a dozen lengths

by the winner, according to the form book, in 1:08* for five

and a half furlongs. To day the Brutus gelding wins at five

furlongs in 1:02? with six pounds more in the saddle. Ver-

ily auch running wearieth all thinking people. "Form" is

apparently at a discount when horses can improve twenty-five

or more pounds in twenty-four hours or less.

Chevalier did truly great work in the saddle, riding no less

than four of the five winners. Henrichs rode the remain-

ing one.

Solitario, a 9 to 1 shot, won the first race by a neck n a

drive, with Anteuil, Steadfast, Lee Stanley and Tyrena close

together as named. Lee Stanley acted as pace-maker until

well in ihe homestretch. He turned rather wide and quit

badly at the finish. Solitario and Anteuii coming closer to

the inner rails and beating him out, as did Steadfast in the

last stride.

Bernardo, 5 to 1 in the betting, won by a nose from Major

Cook, who beat the favorite, Seraphin, two and one-half

lengths. The last-named set the pace, but quit badly in

llit- Imal sixteenth.

Boreas, the 3 to 5 favorite for the six furlong race, led

nearly all the way ami won easily by a length in the fast

time of 1:13;, Ko«« Clark cleverly beating lload Runner
i lln- place.

Johnny ('apron, favorite, came from behind in the home-

. and won the fourth event with great ease by one

and one-half lengths, .losie G. just nosing Ml Carlos out of

the place. There were several "good things" in this race

thai went wrong.

< ireenback Jr. took the last race easily al the end by four

lengths, Sport McAllister who looked an easy winner turn-

ing for home .milting like the proverbial steer in the last

part of it, hut -'ting the place. Prince Devine was third.

How the Races Were Run:

Lee Stanley was made a red-hot favorite, opening at 3 to 1

and being speedily backed down to 2 lo 1, closing at 11 to 6.

Steadfast was at 13 to 5, Tyrena 5 to 1, Auteuil 6, Solitario 9,

Wilda 12 and Wallace 15 to 1. After a considerable number

of false breaks a good start was effected, Lee Stanley, Stead-

fast, Solitario being the order. Lee Stanley led by a length

past the half, Steadfast second, a head before Soltario. Lee

Stanley held his length lead clear into the homestretch, Soli-

tario second, half a length before Steadfast. Stanley and

Steadfast ran on the outside, losing ground, and in a drive

Solitario won by a neck, Auteuil second, a head before Stead-

fast, he as far from Lee Stanley. Time, 1:02}—a fair run for

"dogs." Yesterday Soltario was beaten sixteen lengths, ac-

cording to the form book, in a five and a half furlong dash,

run in 1:081.
. .

Seraphin was a not very warm favorite at 16 lo 5. Major

Cook was at 4 J to 1. Bernardo and City Girl 5, Crawford 7,

Elsie 8 and Monitor 12 to 1. They were sent away to a fair

start, Seraphin, Bernardo, Major Cook being the order. Sera-

phin had opened a lead of a fength passing the half, Major

Cook second, three parts of a length before Bernardo. The

order was the same clear around into the homestretch, Moni-

tor heading a bunch behinl. Seraphin was beaten about a

sixteenth from home, Major Cook assuming a slight lead.

Hinrichs rode Bernardo for all that was in him, in the last

stride winning by a nose, Major Cook two and a half lengths

before Seraphin. Time, 1:08—a splendid run with 119

pounds up. . .

The third was at six furlongs, selling. Rico was injured

by a street-car and allowed to be withdrawn by the judgeB.

Boreas was a favorite at 3 to 5, Road Runner V, (5 at one

time), Ricardo and Rose Clark 8 to 1. They went away to

an excellent start, Boreas, Road Runner, Robb Clark. Road
Runner led for a few strides, then Boreas took up the run-

ning, leading by a head past the half, Ricardo second, a

neck before Road Runner. Boreas was first as they turned

for home by a neck, Road Runner next, as far from Ricardo.

Boreas hugged the inner rail, and, not headed, won easily

by a length from the fast-coming Rose Clark, who beat Road
Runner one and one-half lengths for the place. Time,

1:13}—a splendid run for a three-year-old at the distance

with 103 pounds up.

The fourth race was at five furlongs, selling, and had six

starters. Johnny Capron was a favorite, closing at 1 1 to 10.

Josie G. was at 3 to 1, Mt. Carlos 8, Gonzales Maid 8

(played down from 20), Swiftsure 12 (after being as low as

3 to 1 at one time), Sheridan 60 to 1. The) got away fairly

well, Sheridan first, Gonzales Maid next, Mt. Carlos third.

Gonzales Maid at once shot to the fore, and was leading by a

length when the half-mile ground was reached, Mt. Carlos

second, one and a half lengths from Josie G. Nearing the

three quarter pole Mt. Carlos took a decided lead, being a

length to the good turning for home, Gonzales Maid second,

a length before Josie G., at whose heels, close to the inner

rail, came Johnny Capron. The latter was in front a six-

teenth from home, and took it easy from that point, win-

ning by one and a half lengthB, Josie G. in a terrific drive

beating Mt. Carlos a nose for the place. Time, 1:03}.

The last race was at five and one half furlongs, selling.

Sport McAllister was a slight favorite, being at 13 to 5 in

most books, 3 to 1 in a few. Amigo was at 16 to 5, Dolly

M. 3} to 1, Greenback Jr. 4, Claire 12, Prince Devine 15,

Vulcan 25 and Prince 60 to 1. They went away to a rather

ragged Bend-off. Amigo first, Sport McAllister second, Claire

third. At the half it was Sport McAlliBter by a length,

Greenback Jr. second, as far from Claire. Sport McAllister

booo increased his lead to one and one half lengths, and by

this margin was first turning for home, Greenback Jr. next,

as far from Amigo. Greenback Jr. drew up to Sport Mc-
Allister about ninety yards of the finish, and Ames went to

the bat. Greenback Jr. passing the quitting colt and beating

him four lengths at the finish, Prince Devine, third, but a

length behind Sport McAllister. Time, 1:081—a fair run.

TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTEENTH DAY—WEDNESDAY,
JULY 10TH.

One favorite did manage to win today at the old track.

That was Howard in the fourth race. The remaining races

were taken by horses at the following odds: 7 tol, 3 to 1,

6 to 1 and 3* to 1. Silver State, at 7 to 1, waB the longest

shot to win, and she did it handily in the fast time of 1:07J

for the five and one-half furlongs. And speaking of time,

it was fast all day. Nellie G. equalled the route,

Tiberius (a two-year-old) did five-eighths in 1:01 J, while Mr.

Jingle ran a mile in 1:414. Chevalier did the best riding

this afternoon, putting two winners over the plate. Piggott,

Riedy and Shaw were also successful.

O'Bee, a 10 to 1 shot, led in the opening race by over two

lengths into the homestretch, bnt Silver State got up in the

last forty yards and beat him out three parts of a length

quite handily, Blue Bell, the favorite, a poor third. Gracie

8. ran prominently to the homestretch where she quit, as

usual.

Rey del Bandidos ought to have won the two year-old race

at five furlongs by a comfortable margin, and would have

done so had Hinrichs not been afflicted with a bad fit of over-

confidence and eased the colt near the finish, losing by a

neck to Tiberius, who came with a wet siil on the outside,

when Hinrichs was paying attention to the inner rail only.

Her Majesty had been disposed of by the big True Briton

colt, and Tiberius being several lengths behind at this time,

the boy gave no thought to the son of Brutus.

Nellie G., at the false price of 6 to 1, led nearly every step
|

of the way in the five and a furlong race on the hill, and won

easily by four lengths from the driven-out favorite, Tioga,

Joe Cotton half a length further away and coming fast al

the finish.

Howard won the handicap at five and a half furlongs with

ease by a length, after Ivy had led until well in the home-

stretch and looked like winning. Howard came through

against the inner rails and Monterey on the outside came

from behind, the latter running a fine race and beating ivy

three parts of a length for place.

Mr. Jingle, second choice at 3 to 1, won the mile handicap

by a nose from Flirtilla in the last Btride, Arnette, who was

favorite and acted as pace-maker, third, two and a half

lengths away.
How the Races Were Run.

The first race was at five and a half furlongs, selling, with
five starters. Blue Bell was a favorite at 7 to 5, Venus at

4 to 5, Silver State 6 to 1, Francis S. 8 (played down from

15), O'Bee 10 to 1. They went away to a fair start. Silver

State, O'Bee, Blue Bell being the order. Gracie S. went up
very fast when she got going, O'Bee leading past the half by
three parts of a length, the gray mare second, a length be-

fore Silver State. Gracie S. could never get up to O'Bee,
who led turning for home by over two lengths, Gracie S.

half a length from Silver State, The pace began to tell on
O'Bee in the final sivteenth, Silver State overhauling him
in the final 'forty yards, and winning handily by three

parts of a length, O'Bee three lengths before Blue Bell,

who ran a disaapointing race. Time, 1:07^—a very fast run
at the distance.

The second race was a handicap for two-year olds. Rey
del Bandidos went to the post a favorite, closiug at 2 to 1.

Her majesty was at 2.', to 1, Tiberius 13 to 5, Joe K. 12 to 1.

They went away well bunched, Her Majesty Bhowing first,

Joe K. second, Don Gara third. Past the half Don Gara
and Her Majesty ran heads apart as named two lengths be-

fore Rey del Bandidos. Her Majesty had Don Gara beaten

at the turn for the run home, leading him a leugth, while

Rey del Bondidos coming fast, was but half a length further

away. The last-named took things easy, then in the last fur-

long came up, having Her Majesty beaten sixty yards of the

finish. Having disposed of Van Ness' filly, Hinrichs be-

came over-confident, easing Rey del Bandidos in a measure,
Tiberius coming with a wet Bail on the outside and stealing

the race by a neck amid cries of astonishment, with Her
Majesty two lengths away. Time, 1:01£. Had Hinrichs

gone on about his business and kept Rey del Bandidos going
all the way down the homestretch he would have won by a
comfortable margin.

In the third race Tioga went to the post a favorite, closing

at 2 to 1 in most boxes, 11 to 5 in a few. Joe Cotton was at

2i to 1, Carmel 4, Nellie G. 5, Silver 10 to 1. They got away
well after several false breaks, Nellie G. first, Joe Cotton
second, Tiago third. Carmel stumbled badly as the flag fell.

Silver ran up very fast and was a head in front at the half,

Nellie G. second, with Tioga at her heels, Nellie G. gained

on the hill and held her own going into the hollow, where
she led by two lengths, Tioga second, a length before Silver.

Nellie G. reached the top of the last hill over a length in ad-

vance, and drawing away at every stride, won by four lengths,

Tioga, driving, lasting long enongh to beat the fast-coming

Joe Cotton half a length for the place. Time, 1:11.

Howard went to the post a favorite at 2 to 1 in the fourth

race, five and one-half furlongs, handicap. Banjo was at 3J,
Goln Bug 4, Monterey 5, imp. Ivy 8 (receded from 3 to 10

and then backed to 8). They went away nicely bunched,
Banjo, Ivy, Monterey the order. Ivy at once shot to the

front and led by a length past the half, Banjo second, a head
before Howard. Ivy drew away soon after' this, but her field

closed up nearing the homestretch. Turning for home she

was three parts of a length before Banjo, Gold Bug another

half a length away, lapped by Howard. The latter now made
his run, and was in front a sixteenth from home by a small

margin, Ivy second, Monterey third and looking dangerous.

Howard held on and won easily t v a length, Monterey beat-

ing Ivy cleverly by three parts of a length for the place.

Time, 1:07}.

In the mile handicap Arnette was a favorite at 2 to 1,

after opening at 8 to 5, Flirtilla elosed at 3 (backed down
from 7), Mr. Jingle 3, Royal Flush 3} to 1. They went
away neatly bunched, Flirtilla showing first, Arnetts second,

Royal Flush next. At the quarter it was Arnette first by

one and a half lengths, Royal Flush second, a scant length

from Flirtilla. As they neared the half they bunched up,

Arnette leading by half a length, Royal Flnsh second, with

Mr. Jingle at his saddle. Arnette held her own to the home-
stretch, Mr. Jingle, who had come on the outside, second,

a head before Royal Flush, Flirtilla well up. The latter

came to the front under the bat a little less than a furlong

from home, and looked all over a winner for a moment. Mr.
Jingle was running the easiest, though, and when Chevalier

called on him he ate up space at a great rate, and won in

in the very last stride by a nose, Flirtilla two and a half

lengths before Arnette, third. Time, 1:41}.

The New York Mercury pays the following deserved trib-

ute to old Maonie Gray and her descendants: "If anyone
had annually given Maj.Tb-unas$10,000 foreach of Mannie
Gray's produce he could still have won a fortune upon the

turf. She is the dam of the great Domino, winner of more
than $200,000. Her daughter, Correction, also by Himyar,
has won thirty-nine races, of the value of nearly $50,000. By
Ten Broeck she produced Ten Strike, winner of the Tennes-
see Derby and twenty-six other races of the value of ¥11,975.

Her daughter Bandala, by King Ban, was a stake winner,

her earnings aggregating $8,370. Another daughter, Lady
Reel, by Fellowcraft, won $5,050, and Lady Reel's daughter,

Amanda, is this season's crack two-year-old filly of the West.
Freemason, a son of Mannie Gray, also by Fellowcraft, won
the Barstow Stakes, etc., and $4,945. Mannie Gray's direct

produce have thus won $279,355 to date, which places her
far and above any other broodmare in the country, and the

end is not yet."

W. B., who was stolen at Jerome Park last fall, and taken

to Roby and palmed off as Echo, was the cynosure of many
eyes recently in the paddock at Gravesend. Patches of the

light bay color he was painted are still in evidence. It was
seen that, besides being gelded, half of the bone of his tail

had been cut off, and an extra white mark was made on
his nose by using chemicals. There was enough left of the

painting process to show that it had been done in the most
artistic manner. His mane had been allowed to grow, and in

many ways he had been disfigured to make him look differ-

ent from what he was. It was impossible to remedy the Bway
in his back, however, and this, with his ugly temper, proved
to be the key to the showing up of the job. The circumstances
surrounding W. B. are suspicious, and it would seem there

should be an investigation. He ran at Roby as Echo, and
was entered at Gravesend as owned by the Echo stable.

J. E. Kino, of Woodland,Cal„ Wednesday purchased of D.
Rieves the chestnut stallion Malcolm, seven years old, by
Regent (sire of Montana Regent, Realization, Nevada, etc.),

dam Lilly Langtry, by Hunter's Lexington (sire of dams of

Tenny and Ban Fox). Consideration private. Malcolm
should make a good sire.
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PROGRAMME P. O. T. H. B. A. RACES.

Events to Take Place at the Breeders Meeting at Sacramento—Many

Good Horses Entered and Close Contests May be Expected.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders As-

ociation held Tuesday the programme for the Summer meeting was arranged. As will be

observed the additional purses which closed on July 1st did not fill, but, as nearly all of the

horses in training on the Pacific Coast will be present, the Association will have no difficulty

in getting up first-class specials that will make each day's programme interesting enough for

the most exacting. Material will be on hand for rattling good races for the fastest classes

including free-for-alls, both trotting and pacing. Directors Fred W. Loeber, Frank Covey

and BobertS. Brown were appointed a speed committee and will have charge of getting up

the specials. As they are all of them excellent men for the position and thoroughly posted

on the qualitie3 of tha horses that will be there, exciting contests and close finishes will be

the order of the diy. Toe 2:19 clas3 pacing and the two-year-olds trotting purses, which

closed on the Istinst., were re-opened at $400 and $300 respectively, there not being sufficient

entries received to justify the Association giving them for the amounts first offered and nomi-

nators hive baen writtea to re-eater. In case they all do so, the purses will be allowed to go

and as soon as they are heard from these races will be added to the programme.

FIRST DAY—SATURDAY, JULY 20th.

RACE No. 1-2:10 CI-AS6, ALL. A«E8, TROTTING, PURSE 81.000.

Juliet, b m by Saladin— bv Anteeo C. C. Bern is

Billy Scott, b g by Richard Scott—Dinah : R. II. Copp
Lady Thomhill, b m by Billy Tbornhill—Flora, by Black: Boy C. H. Corey
Odeoncratns, b s by Dexter Prince—bv Priam J. Talbot Clifton
Purdv Wilkes, blk s by Sable Wilkes—Gold Elsie, by Sam Purdy S. H. Hoy
Charivari, br m by Sterling—Madam Buckner, by Prompter C. A. Hug
Maxie Hammil, br g by Alfred D.—Night Hawk, by Brigadier D. E. Knight
Gold Dust, br m by Algona—by Norwood J. M. Nelson
Bay Ram, b m by Steinwav—May, by Anteeo Oakwood Park Stk F'm
Hazel Ayres, b m bv Rysdvk Chief—Babe, by Altamont H. P. Perkins
Maria P., b m by Dexter Prince G. Peirano
Stamboul Belle, b m by Stamboul—Belle H., by Belmont S. G. Reed
Prince Ira, bs by Dexter Prince—Luella, by Sultan Ira L. Ramsdell
Ion, blk h by Sable Wilkes E. M. Sanders
Ravenscroft, b h by Guy Wilkes—Eva, by Le Grand San Mateo Stock Farm
Bonnie Beo, ch g by Ben Lomond—by Kentucky Volunteer S. C. Tryon
Ladv Grace, blk m by Ravmond—bv Hock Hocking Winship & Keating
Gladys B., b m bv Monroe Chief—Bessie, by Black Bird Park Henshaw
Briarhill, b S by Billy Thomhill—Belle Granger, by Granger Sherman Bros.

Lady Elector, b m by Richard's Elector—Drew Mare J. A. Richardson
Orita, b m by St. John Vendome Stock Farm
Sadie B., blk m by Rockwood G. W. Nesmith
Max O'Rell, br s by Altamont—Kitty Kisbar, by Young Kisbar J. B. Smith
Zombro, br s by McKinney—Whisper, by Almont Lightning C. A. Durfee

RACE No. 2-2:13 CLASS, NOMINATION. PACING, PURSE 81,000.

Plunkett, b g by Strathern—Fly, by Bulger Root. S. Brown.
I,aura M,, br m by Almont Patchen—Lady Fay, by Tilton Almont. ..C. H. Corey
T-^uehet, br s .....'. by Altamont—Tecora, by C. M. Clay Jr M. L, Covert
Trad Mason, b g by Bob Mason La Siesta Ranch
Waldo J., g g by Bob Mason—Miss Tavlor, by A. W. Richmond......James Mack
Cibolo. b b by Chas. Derby—Addie Ash, by Indianapolis Oakwood Park Stk F'm
Hanford Medium, b h by Milton R.—Tare, by Signal S. C. Tryon
Ottinger, br g bv Doraey's Nephew Winship & Keating
Baywood, b b by Woodnut—Graves Mare, by Echo H. R. Ward
Del >*orte, blk s by Altamont—Tecora, by C. M. Clay Jr C. E. Barrows

RACE No. 3-SPEC1AL PURSE.

SECOND DAY—TUESDAY. JULY 23.

RACG No. 1-2:25 CLASS. ALL AGES, PACING. PCRSE $1 ,000.

Senator, blk h by Secretary—Emma Taylor, by Alexander Rob_t. S. Brown
Birdroe, b m by Mark Monroe— Birdie, by Whirlwind Chief. Jno. Baker
Topsail, b g by Steinway—Derby Mot E. C. Chase
Dictatus, ch s by Red Wilkes—Miss Lollie, by Dictator Clarence Day
Chehalis, blk s by Altamont—Tecora. by C. M. Clay Jr Frank Frarier
Ethel C , sr m by Sidney—by John Nelson Milo Knox
Mosquito, b g by Matchless Wm. Manske
Royal Jib, be by Algona—by Echo C. L. Waugaman
Phenol, grm by Judge Waller—Dolly E. J. Weldon
Susie K , b m by Brown Jug—Lncy Benton, by General Benton S. E. Kent
Agnes Z., b f by Rory O'Moore—by Dashwood Ed. B. Connelly
Malheur, brs by Altamont—Belle Price, by Noble J. B. Smith
Tout, b h C.H.Corey
Chief Moor.br s by Caliph Yettel—Monroe Chief W. H. Cooledge

RACE No. 2-2:27 CLASS, ALL AGES. TROTTING, PURSE $1,000.
Silver Bee, ch s by Silver Bow—Belle Mc, by Ensign Gold Dust Jr W. O. Bowers
Topsy, br m by Grandissimo—Flora B., bv Whippleton H. W. Crabb
Bradtmoor. brs by Fallis—Ethel H., by Sultan J. W. Haile
Almonita, br f by Director—Almonta. by Tilton Almont A. L. Hart
Montana, blk s by Montana Wilkes—Alberta, by Dalgamo Long & Taylor
Native State, b g by Star Sultan—by Wellington W. S. Maben
El Benton, bs by Electioneer—Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton Oakwood Parks. F.
Prince Ira, b s by Dexter Prince—Luella, by Sultan Ira L. Ramsdell
Director Prince, br h by Director—Lodi Princess, by Dexter Prince E. M. Sanders
Kent, b h by Sable Wilkes—Macola, by Le Grand San Mateo Stock Farm
Knight, brB - by Woodford Wilkes—by Adrian Wilkes S. B. Tryon
Mariposa, b m _ by Guide—Madonna, by Monroe Chief Winship& Keating
Rossie Moor, b m by Ross S.-Jole, by Pedro Peter Fryatt
Briarhill, ba.. by Billy Thomhill—Belle Granger, by Granger Sherman Bros.
Vinmont, bs by Altamont—by Almont 33 J. B. Smith
John W., bg by Challenger—Trustee, by Tom 1 Atkinson J...N. S. Wilson
Charivari, br m by Sterling—Madam Buckner. by Prompter C. A. Hug
Columbus S., bs by McDonald Chiet—Fannie Rose, by Ethan Allen „...Thos. Smith

RACE No. 3—SPECIAL PURSE.

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, JULY 24.

RACE No. l-THREE-YBAR-OLO 2:25 CLASS, PACING, PURSE $1,000.
Alco, b s by Alconeer—Jessie Elliott, by Whippleton H. W. Crabb
Promise Me, ch g by Steinway—Lady Flaxtail, by Flaxtail A. H. Cohen
Ed Lafferty, br c by Chas. Derby—Bertha, by Alcantara T. J. Crowley
May Nutford, sr f by Nutford—May, by Shamrock F. B. Clark
Aleka, ch h by Chas. Derby— Lilly, by Ripton Geo. Gray
Roan Wilkes, rn s by Raymond—Berlina, by Berlin A. C. Jones
Babe Marion, bm by Steinway—Ida Woods, by Simmons Oakwood Park Stock F.
Sophia R., blk f by Roy Wilkes—Ferny, by Montana Wilkes Pickard & Sommerville
HalCorbitt, b g by Bay Bird—Petie Clay Cross, by Red Cross Thompson & Mentrnm
Capt. Hackett, b g by Steinway—Idol Belle, by Idol Wilkes Ed F. Armstrong
Dnrkey. br g by Malheur—Molly Sperry, by Altamont J. B. Smith

RICBNo. 2—THREE-VEiR-OLO 2:27 CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE 81.000.
Auditor, brg by Secretary—Queen, by Whippleton Jos. Edge
Sidney Howard, ch c by Sidney—Bessie Howard, by Hambletonian 725 A. Hirschmau
Patti Rosa, b f by Silver Kiug-Molly. by Yuba Boy D. E. Knight
corirme Neilson, br f by Clarence Wilkes—Flossie, by Prompter Los Cerritos Stock Farm
Nordica, gr f, by Advertiser—Sallie Benton, by Gen. Benton _Palo Alto Stock Earm
Cressida, blk f. by Palo Alto ^Claribelle, by Abdallah Star Palo Alto Stock Farm
Jasper Ayres. bg by Iris—Babe, bv Altamont H P. Perkins
Carrie C, b f. by Starbout—Zadie McGregor, by Robt. McGreeor ....C. A. Owen
Stella, b f by Geo. Washington—Maid, by McDonald Chief Thos. Smith
Mis. Jessie, b f by Gossiper—Leonor, by Dashwood W. H. Stimson
Lottie, br m by San Diego—Flora B.. by Whippleton Vineland Stock Farm
Silver Ring, b f ...by Silver Bow—Maud Singleton Williams & Morehouse
Dr. Puff, bg by Bay Bird—Patti Puff, by Sailor Boy Thompson & Meutrum
Arrow, ch c bv Silver Bow—Maud W. W. W , byGen. Reno W. B. Bourn
Stam B.. be by Starboul—Belle Medium, by Happy Medium Tuttle Bros.
Ir m Alto, bs by Palo Alto—Elaine, by Messenger Duroc Vendome Stock Farm
Abigail, b m by Jim L D. W. Prince
Max O'Rell, br s by Altamonc—Kitty Kisbar, by Young Kisbar J. B. Smith
Zombro, brs by McKiuney—Whisper, by Almont Lightning C. A. Durfee

RACE No. 3.-SPECIAL PURSE.

FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, JULY 25.

RACE No. 1-SPECIAL PURSE.
II U'K No. 2.-2:17 CUSS, NOMINATION, TROTTING. PURSE Sl.OOO.

Manning, b g by Messenger Chief—Jewell, by Vermont J. H. Butler
Nellie W.. ch m by Woolsey—Nellie Reynolds, by Inca R. Gird
Paloma Prince, b h. by Dexter Prince—Bessie Young, by Gen. McClellan..P. W. Murphy
Rio Alto, be by Palo Alto-EUie. bv Gen. Benton Palo Alto Stock Farm
Melvar. ch by Fordstan—Frank ie Eaton, by Hambletonian 725...Thos. Smith.
Margaret Worih, br m by Alex Button- Adelina Patti, by Effingham Dr. G. B. Somers
Hamrock, br g by Ham—by Rockwood Winship & Keating
Montana, b s by Sidney—by Commodore Belmont Williams & MorehouBe

RACE No. 3—SPECIAL PURSE.

FIFTH DAY-FRIDAY, JULY 26.
RACE No. 1-2:30 CLASS, ALL AGES, PACING, PUR^OLOOO.

Topsail, bg by Steinway-Derby Mot pEthel C , sr m by Sidney-John Nelson
Victors.. bg, . ,/by Oakland' Boy-Be^k" bf Hero

'" w-° £°°^
C. Chase

Koox
Manske

Pathmont.br h by Altamont-Sallie M.V'by PatbtTnder
""

Javelin, b m by Creole-Flash, by Egmont

RubyM., b m by Almoot Patchen.....
.

?' Mai-l
1

??
11

Primrose, b m by Altamont-by son of Nutwood !,'„,.- ,

Jim Bndd b g by Dexter PrincXTady Elector ? V lu-'Z']""
Dnrkey brg by Malheur -Molly Sperry. by Alament I B ?mi?hTopsy P- blk m by Dexter Prince-by Wimhrop..... . F , "Si

"
Pat Cooncy, ch g. by McKinuey-Flora Wilkes ..

F
./ OAEurte

RACK Ho. 2_F0UR.YE*R.0LD, 2:25CLA88, TROTTING. PUR8K 8 I .OOO

Almonita, b 1 by Director-Almouta. by Tilton A moni' A L HartPrince Incabr g by Happy Prince-by Inca „. . . w S Man™Stamboul Belle... by Stamboul-Belle H.. by Belmont . s G Re?dDirector Pnnce. br h by Director-Lodi Princess, by Dexter Pr nee e' M Sander*

KexGin-o'rd %"i
*T Etei°"-^ 8„ by McDonal" ffl^rr.T&ln^h'

McZeuB.br s ^"byiicKiuiey^iEceKiiiierl'byKiixi Clark Onnam
K£=::::::::byo^^
Lady Wentworth, b f by Altamout-Kitty Kisbar, by Young KitottZZZZjV:B. Bmitix

HACK No. 3-SPECIAL PURSE.

RACE No.
Irene Crocker, gr m
Lucky B., brs
Cora S., b m

,

Visalia, Dm
Knight, brs
Boodle, brs...

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, JULY 27.
-2:20 CLASS NOMINATION TROTTINli. PURSE SI,000
..by Wm Crocker—Irene
..by Prompter—Josie W
..by Elector—Telegraph Mare
. by Iris—Scratch, by Loppy

by Stranger-Bnde, by Jay Gould
Myrtle Thome, blk m by Grandissimo-Belle Thome, by Whippleton
Steve, bg by Steve Whipple, by Nephew

^ '

Ctnco, bh by Monroe Chief.....
Miss Jessie, b m by Gossiper—Leonora

v?o£ ,

th
K
Ring

'
S g £y Si

,

lver King-Knight Hawk; by Brigadier 'Z
V 1
? 2 •

by A1tamont—by Almont
John Bury Dy Antinous—Mulcoon, by G. M. Patchen' Jr....

....R. Gird
. ..F. N. Hinricbs
....Dr. L. Lee
....H. P. Perkins
....S.C. Tryon
.. G. K. Hostetter
...Vineland Stock Farm
...WiDsbip & Keating
...Park Hensbaw
...C. H. Durfee
...D, E. Knight
....J. B. Smith
Vendome Stock FarmRACE No. 2-2:16 CLASS, NOMINATION .PACINI. iPLRPE 81.000.

L9u
H? i bl £_";. by John Sevenoaks—Lalla Rookb Agnew Stock Farmketchum.bh by Gossiper-Lulu Zone, by Echo £g

? FeltoSOur Bo£ chg by Vernon Boy-Black Bess, by Wapaie A. HablesFresno Prince, blks by Bayonne Prince-Lizzie, by Blackwood ZZ.Zts. SmithEdna R., b m by Sidney-FXella C, by Director E W SleeleO^er-brg by Dorsey's Nephew Within & KeatimrVidetta, bm bv Ales Button-Viola, by Flaxtail. Estate G W \V odanlSeymour Wilkes, br s by Guy Wilkes-Early Bird Geo"b PolhemusHarvey Mc. brg by McKinney ~
C A Durfee

Mflbeur, br s by Altamont-Belle Price, by Doble J B
'

SmithChehahs, blks by Altamont-Tecora, by CM. Clay Jr... .... Frank FrSierBrilUantine, dun m by Brilliant-Smut, by Prompter....:. "ZZZZZ^O&k^Sl
RACE NO. 3. -SPECIAL PURSE.

Duplicates iu Horse Names.

No. 2 of Goodwin's Turf Guide is at hand,

with a new method of indexing. By it is

shown at a glance whether a horse has been

doing well or otherwise, on a good or slow

track or over the jumps. An interesting com-
pilation is that of horses running under the
same names. The list is as follows :

Ashland, 4, by Springbok.
Ashland, 3, by Strathmore.
Black Beauty, 6, by Virginius.
Black Beauty, 3, by George Kinney.
Blake, 5, by Silent* Friend.
Blake, 4, by Scotlander.

Blue Belle, 4, by Prince of Xorfolk.
Blue Bell, 3, by Blue Eyes.
Douglas, a, by Joe Daniels.
Douglas, 7, by Farandole.
Eldorado, 5, bv Fleet.

Eldorado, 5, by Rutherford
EU, 9,byHyderAIi.
Eli, 5, by Esther.

Ensign, 2, by Glenelg.
Ensign, 2, by Himyar.
Farewell, a, by Nimbus.
Farewell, 8, by Glenelg.

F eetwood, 7, by Fonso.
Fleetwood, 3, by Fellowcharm.
Flush, 4, by Jim Brown.
Flush, 3, by Emperor.
George L., a, by Conner.
George L., 6, by Barnton.
Gloriana, 7, by Bend Or.
Gloriana, 4, by Buckra.
Gold Dust, 5, by Oro.
Gold Du8t, 4, by Isaac Murphy.
Gracie C, 4, by Voltigeur.
Gracie C., 2, by Fonso.
Jewel, 3, by Stratford.

Jewel, 3, by Ben Ali.

Joe Cotton, a, by Winters.
Joe Cotton, a, by B_rney Owens.
Josephine, 4, by Joquita.

Josephine, 2, by St. George.
Kathleen, a, by Little Alp.
Kathleen, 3, by Pirate of Penzance.
Lochinvar, 4, by The Bard.
Lochinvar, 4, by Cheviot.

Longfellow, a, by Red Dollar.

Longfellow, a, by John Red.
Lotus, 4, by Leonatus.

Lotus, 4, by St. Cyr.

Nell Flaherty, a, by Little Alp.

Nell Flaherty, 4, by Housatonic.
Nellie H , 4, by Heretog.
Nellie H., 3, by Vanguard.
Pardon, 7, by Emperor.
Pardon, 2, by Paramatta.
Prince, a, by Sage Brush.
Prince, 3, by Iroquois.

Queen Bess, 6, by Jocko.

Queen Bees, 4, by Kinglike.
Koyal Flush, 7, by Three Cheers.
Royal Flush, 6, by Lucifer.

Ruthven, 3, by Childeric.

Ruthven, 2, by St. Carlo.

Satellite, 5, by Saraband.
Satellite, 4, by Luke Blackburn.
Sir James, 4, by King Alfonso.

Sir James, 3, by Sir Modred.
Tancred, 3, by Morglay.
Tancred, 3, by Pardee.
Venus, 3, by Verano.
Venus, 2, by Rossingtoi.
Welcome, 4, by Lourdes.
Welcome, 3, by Enquirer.
Yamagatta, 3, by Hayden Edwards.
Yamagatta, 2, by Bucfemaster.

"E3:or-«e Owncro SiiOixld Try

GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIR1NO
Impossible tn procure any scr or blemish. The Safest

bc-t BLISTER everted. Takes tht- place of all lint-
munis iui' mild ur f».-vcru noiion, Itcmovcs allliuucbe*
or Ulcmlnben Train ]Ior«en or Cattle.

AS a HUMAN REMEDY for Rheumatism,
Pproins bcre 1 iiroui, Et&, it Is invaluable.

pro. al r. i,..:,..

any liuiment or opavin cure mixture ever mode.
Everj- bottle of Caustic Balsam pold Ib Wnrran.

ted to irive saiiafncu-'ii. Piiee £ | .50 P"-'r bottle. Sold
by Di-uffylstB, orsentby oxTires-H. c/n-')Yj t'.* paid, with full
directions for its uxe. Send for descriptive circular*.
testimoiiinK etc, Addrens i

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO.. Cleveland, O.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

ANT) THE STALLIONS

Monday-Final and
-:- -:- Vanquish.

Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 223, ^auta Clara.

The Turf and Sporting Authority of the Coast

18 THE

Breeder and Sportsman,
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$11,800
IN PURSES.

$11,800
IN PURSES.

FRESNO TROTTING ASSOCIATION.

1st to SttL, 189S,
ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 1st, 1895.

finest Grounds and Fastest Tracls. in. Califomia,-

TROTTING PUSSES. PACING PURSES.

IS 1 Uf

Free For All $1000 Free For 111 $1000

2:13 Class, Expositor Company Purse 1000 2:13 Class 1000

2:17 " 1000

800

2:17 " 800

2:20 " 2:20 " 700

2:24 " 600 2: 600

2:27 " 600

IM "
600

DISTRICT TROTTING PURSES.

District comprises counties of Fresno, Inyo, Kern

Kings, Merced, Mariposa, Mono, Madera and Tulare.

2:27 Class $350

2:40 " 350

DISTRICT PACING PURSE.

2:25 Class $350

CONDITIONS.

RUNNING PURSES.
5-8 Mile Dash $150 Added

1-4 Mile Dash 150 Added

3-4 Mile Dash 150 Added

I Mile Dash 150 Added

1-2 Mile Dash 150 Added

1-2 Mile and repeat (50 Added

7-8 Mile Dash 150 Added

hairtra to rlo«« Auiuii 1 . 1895. when horses are to be Darned and to be eligible to Ibe class in which
tbeyarv

Kiirbt nwann fl pones not lilliuEsatfsfactorlly to the Association.
.< an-> i>m*in« pun** will be divided Into lour moneys, 5". 25, IS and 10 per cem. Entrance lees 5 per

cent ..r Um pone, five per out. of the amount of trotting and pacing purses will be deducted from each
toODfv won

Tlir Board of Directors reserve the right to declare two starters a walk-over. When orjlv two start they
mav eonie-t for tin- entrance num-v paid In, to be divided GG 2-3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the
second. A horse distancing inefleld shall only be entitled to first and fourth moneys, but in no other case will

ire thin one money.
All (rotting and pacii s races in be 3 In 5.

In all running races enlrnii.-e ft* $I.i Ten dollars forfeit.
The Board of directors reserves the ngbt lo change the hour or date of any race, except when it becomes

oecea-ary to ante-daie a race, iu which instance the nominator wlU receive three davs" notice of change by mail
toaddresBof entry. Ri^ht reserved todeciare off or postpone any or all races on account of the weather, or
other nufodeut cause.

SeDdaJIcommuoirationv luUKORCE L. HARLOW. Secretary. Fresno. Cat.

Entriesnot declared out at 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race shall be required to start
t and de-

clarations must be in writtog and made at the office ol the Secretary at the track.
When there is more than one entry to any purse by one person or in ore interest, the horse to be start*

d

must be named by 5 o'clock p. it. on the day preceding the race.
Trotting and racing colors mu>t be named by 5 o'clock p. h. "n the day preceding the race, and must be

worn upon the track. Colors will be registered in the order in which they are received. Where colors are not
named or conflict, drivers will be required to wear tne colors furoisheo by the Association.

The Board reserves the right to declare ofl or to re-open any of the above purses not filling satisfactorily.
Any race that may be started and uufinished on last day oi the meeting may be declared ended and money

divided according to rank of hordes in summary.
Otherwise than is specified in these cODdii ions. American Protlirg Association rules to govern.
All entries subject to suspension in both American and National Trotting Associations lor entrance fees not

paid. All entrance fees most be paid by first day of meeting,

ALL PURSES GUARANTEED.
BEVI'MIY WRIUHT, President.

ia Circuit. GRAND AUCTION SALE
3i.i ni» inn r fair

HUENEME
Ventura County,

Sept. 24, 25, S6, 27, 28, 1895.

Bam Ho 1.

Kace No. -

ltacc No. i.

Rare No. 4.

Base No. -..

Race No. 6.

Raoa No. 7.

Kace No. B.

Baoe No. '•.

Race Ni.. 10,

Running—H-mlle dash for 2-year-

olds 8150
Browing—S-nille and repeat, all

ges aoo
Running -*i - mile dash, selling

race 200
Banning—! mile dash, Owners'

handicap 200
Running—5-8 mile for 2-year olds

Winner of Race 1 to carry 5 lbs.

extra 200
Hunofng-5-S and repeat, all ages 250
Running—7-8 mile dasb, all ages 2O0
Running—l^-mlle dash, for non-

winners of IKM 200
RuddIok— li-mlle dash, for 3-year*

• •Ids. Winner ol Races 1 and 5

lo carry 10 lbs. extra 200
Running—58 mile dasb, all ages,

selling race 200

Choicely-Bred Trotting Stock,

Colts, Fillies and Broodmares
Well Trained Stylish Roadsters and Double Teams

SIRED BY

Robert McGregor, 2:17^; James Madison, 2:17f

;

Vasto, 2:16£; Elector. 2:20i;
2:194,

Abbottsford,

Ashland Almont, Gray McOlellan, Illus-

trator, Fairmount, Privateer and Prompter
The broodmares are stinted to the great sire Gossiper, 2:14|, and the grandly-bred

horses Vasto, 2:16}, and Nasser, son of Stamboul, 2:07}, and Oakland Maid, 2:22.

THE PKOPEBTY OF TBE

ESTATE OF JAMES G. FAIR.
Sale Will take Place Thursday, August 1, 1895

Salesyard, corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street-
send for Catalogues.

KILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 30 Montgomery Street.

Race No. II. Trotting—Free for all 8400
Race No. 12. Trotting—2:19 Class 350
Race No. 18 Trotting—2::« Clam 300
Race No. M. Tr.ttlng—2:30 Clam 3O0
Race No- lb. TroUliiK—2:85 Claw 300
Baca V II Trotting -2:40 Class 250

17. TmiUiiK-l»ouble Teams (District

lOO

1895. 1895.

Race Ha lft. Pacing 2:t5Clam 350
Ran- No. I». F*dnff—S3S Claw 300
RaoeNo.2". Pacing-. 250

Entrance, 10 Per Cent, of Purse.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 3.

iry blank*, wllh ooodlttOM, addraui

TH<>> H. MKRKV, Secretary.

Hueneme, C»l.

VALLEJO
DRIVING P4RK ASSOCIATION

Will Give a Purse of $700 for a

2115 PACING RACE.
Entries to Close July 15.

blanks,

1 R \%Hir IBM, Xrrrrl.rt.

First Annual Meeting Ventura County
Agricultural Association

VENTURA
OCTOBER 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.

ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG 1.

TBOTTIRU.
No. 1— Free-for-all Purse |l,OD0

No. 2—2:1ft .-lass rurse eon

No. t—S:S6cUsa_ Purse ->on

three yean* and under Purse
No. '.--: I" . ins-. Purse
No. S—2:4S class, for Ventura Co. horses . . .Purse

PACiv;
No. 7— Pree-fbrall Purse fl

No. s—2:20 clam. Purse

Hl\\l\(;,
No. »—l^-mlle. handicap Puree J
No. 10—I l-l'-nille, handicap l*urse

No. u— i-iutie, handicap Pone
No. 12- Ymile dash Pane
No. 13—&* mile and repeat. Puree
No 14—6- ft mlledanti ..Parse
No i vmiie dash, Aw two-year-olds _ Pane

Dalle ami repeal Puree

J. F. MUYBY.
Nrtvrtary.

P. « HthHI
I'ri .|,|,ti

-i ii -i linn- FOR lllh

Breeder and Sportsman

or Sale,

FOR SALE.
Road Horses, Race Horses acd

Business Horses.
BI.OODHOUAD. cb geldirg (5 'years), bv Dex-

ter Prince, darn Motile Patten, 2:28,-$. is an ideal road
horse, stylish, fast and safe.ML V KR4.II0. bay gelding (4 xears>, by Sidneydam Alida (dara ol Directs, 2:28). Yerv promising
lor road or trac* work. B

SIDNORTA, bay gelding (3 years), by Sidney, damIsona \ ., 2:25. A last pacer, readv for training
--RAXUOI^V baymare Myears^. by Grandissimo,

dam. sister to Burton, 2:30s, by Xaubuc. Fit tor road
or track— last and gentle.
\VHIIH1\.V4, baymare (6). By Wbippleton, dam

by >aubuc. A fine road mare, safe for lady; has both
qualitv and speed.
PILOT \faLSO.V ch g (3). By Pilot Prince, dam

by Jno. Nelson. This colt won vearliog stakes atNapa in 1893. Is very promising and tit to put io train-
ing any day.
PILOT RB\0.chg(3). By Pilot Prince, dam bv

Gen. Reno. This colt is now in training aud entered
for fall races. Will be sold with engagementsMOUNTAIN K!\(i. bar stallion Trt, rv Whipple-
ton, dam Nona Y.. 2:25 Fine carriage stallion, hand-some and ofgood size. Works single or double Fer-
lectly sate for lady to drive.
"I'SIE \V., baymare, 7 years, by Whtppleton. dam

by Rattler. A large, handsome, bay mare, fitilora sur-
vey crlorbusiness purposes.
In addition to above a large number of colts and

fillies bred at the IYAPA SIOrK FARM are ottered
for sale. The^e are by such ho-ses as Tester PrinceMdney, Victor, Geo. Washington, McDonald Chief!
Grsndissimo, El Benton, ilambrino Chief Jr., DexterPnnc» Jr , Pilot Prince, etc., etc. Thev range in ages
from 2 to i years.

~ ^
Also for sale, hroodmares by Arthorton. Admiral,

pawn. Dexter Prince, Hawthorne, Dexterwood, Gran-
dissimo. Woodntit, etc., etc.
Good business t.orses are likewise offered for sale.

Lsed io city and stand without bitching.
Bargains are offered in any of above lines. All

stock raised on upland pastures of Napa Stock Farmand therefore have the finest legs and feel.
For further information regarding above stock ad-

dress

B. P. HBALD.
24 Pofll Street. San Franciaco.

A BREAD WINNER.
HARRY WILSON 16,385.
Four-year-old stallion. Sired by BROS, dam

I K\ V MONROB, by MOMIOB CH1BP. He is

entered in 2:40 Class and 2:25 Class for four-year olds,

each for |1000. Now at Oakland tracV-. Particulars

at Polyclinic, 220 Montgomery Avenue, from 10

to 1 o'clock.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel c

PRICE $18.

Tnese Timers start and stop promptly, and are a*
reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A.HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter St.

[Going Around
TRB TURN he lost a boot ; battered his
knee; swollen And l.unc next morning.

ABSORRINF wiM take out «-e.--H-»«J>V/IVL>11^C inflammation and
absorb the bunch; ready for nest race.
Should li;i reused ft soon as done; would
ha\e prevented bunch and soreness.
92.00a bottle, of regular dealers, or
W. P. YOUNU, P. D. P.,

No. 34 A iniirr-i St., Springfield, Mass.
: ALAO POBBALK BY :

i-.2!i^AyK *
Tf,; Market fttreei, San Francisco.WOOriARD. CT.ARK A CO., Portland, Oregon.

FOR SALE.
Speed and Breeding.

Owing to positive retirement from horse business will
sacrifice the following three great animals which

we had reserved from our catalogue:
The fast, game pacer CYRtS. Record 2-111-4

Jt is needless to call horsemen's attention to the no., rhandling of Cyrus and balance of our horses the pasttwo seasons. In ordinary hands Cvrus can beat "inHe can heat any horse «n this Coast races of two to
four mile heats. lie can win himself out in first raceHe Is also a great roadhorse.

FRAXt-lSCA. one of the greatest daughters of Al-moin 33 that the late General Withers, ot Lexington
£e

,
n " ^"JlT*1

'
w itn cotl b? Direct, 2:05, at her side!

Price s.itOO

For full particulars address F, C. MYKRS
P. O. Box 3«, Oakland.

Bids For Privileges.

Bids for the following privileges at the race track at
Vallejo for week will be received by tue Secretary, to
be opened at a meeting of Directors on Tuesday even-
ing, July ltitb, 1895, at 8 o'clock, at the office of J. A
Harvey, in (he presence of bidders, for

mrt run mi t.K.

UAMIIYt; I'HIMI.KIiB.
RESTAlRwr PRIVILKUR and
VAXDY. FRl'IT and ICB CREAM

PRIVILBUB.

Bids to be accompanied with 10 per cent, ol the
amount of bid. The Directors reserve tbe right to
reiect any or all bids.

J. R. MHITAKEK
Secretary Vallejo Driving Park Association
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SALINAS CITY
SEPTEMBER 30th TO OCTOBER 5th, Inclusive,

ENTRIES CLOSE JULY 15, 1895.

Speed Programme of Monterey Agricultural Association, District No. 7.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30ih.
Purse

1. TROTTI\G—2-Year-Old Coll Stake-
Closed February 1, 1895.

3. TROTTlXli-For 2:20 Class- 860O
3. PACING —Pacing Slake-

Closed February 1, 1635.

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 1st.

4. RUNNING—Oue-half Mile and repeat 200
5. TROTTING—Yearling Stake.

Closed February 1, IS95.

6. TROT ING—For 2:24 Class- 600

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2d.

7. TROTTING- 3-Year- Old Stake
Closed February 1, 1895.

8. PACING —For2:20 « lass- 60O
9. TROTTING—For2:17 Clas«- 800

lO. TROTTING—For2:40Class 500

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3d.

Parse
11. RUNNING—Three - quarter mile and

repeat 3300
12. TROTTLNG-For2:30Class 500
13. TROTTING—For all 2-year-olds In the

comities of Monterey, San Benito, San
Luis Obispo and Santa Cruz. Winner of
Bace No. l barred. Best 2 in 3 230

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4lh.

14. RUNNTNG-Five-eigbtlis mile dash 200
15. PACING-Freefbr all SOO
16. PACING—For all 2-year-olds 300

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5th.

17. RUNNING—One mile and repeat- 400
18. TROTTING—Free for all- _ 1000
19. TROTTING—Two miles and repeat

For all horses eligible to the 2:30 class 600

SAN JOSE FAIR
Under the management of the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Society

SEPTEMBER 24th to 28th, 1895, Inclusive.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 1st.
SPEED programme:

CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association m'es to govern trotticg rices, except as otherwise specified herein. State

Agricultural Association running rules to govern running races.
Horses whose gaits have been changed from trotting to pacing or pacing to trotting shall not be eligible to

classes more than five seconds slower than tbeir records at either gait.
Trotting and pacing purses will be divided into four moneys—5^. 2>, 15 and 10 per cent. Running purses

will be divided into three mone> s—60, 30 and 10 per cent. In no case will a horse be entitled to more than one
of above divisions of a parse.

The right is reserved to declare off purses not filling satisfactorily to the Association, but nomioators In
purses so declared off may transfer at any time prior to August 1st, 1895, such entries to other clashes to which
they art eligible.

The right is reserved to trot, pace or run beats of any two races alternately, or to call a special race between
heats: also to change the day and hour of any race.

For a "walk-over" a horse shall be entitled only to its own entrance and one-half of the additional entrance
mouey paid in in such race

The Board of Director-- reserves the right to declare two starters a "walk-over." When only two start with
the consent of the Board, they may contest for the entrance money paid in, to be divided 66 2-3 per cent, to the
first aod 3t 1-3 per cent, to the second.

Entries n >t declared out at 5 o'c'ock. p m on the day preceding the race shall be required to start, aod
declarations must be In writiug and made at tbe office of the Secretary at the track

When there is more than one entrv to auy purse by one person or in one interest, the horse to be started
mast oe named by b o'clock p.m. on tbe preceding day.

Trotting and racing colors must be named by oo'cl'KJk p.m. on the day preceding the race, and must be
worn upon the track. Colors will be registered in the order in which tbey are received. Where colors are not
named, or c indict, drivers will he required to wear tbe colors furnished by the Association

Conditional entries will be treated tbe same as regular entries, and nominators held under the rules.
Entrance fee 10 perceit. All mmey received tor entrance over ten entries added to the poise.
All harness races 3 in 5, unless otherwise specified
Any rue? that may bestarte I an-t unfinished on the last dayof the meeting moy be declared ended and

money divided according tn rank of horses in summary.
Entries will close wi.h tbe -ecretary July 15, 1895.

JOHN J. KELLY, SECRETARY,
Salinas iity, Cat.

J. D. CARR. President.

Crazier s-u.lls_y
Is drawn by tbe following good ones and .many others

:

TROTTERS.
All* -2:033»
Directum 2:05M
Fantaay- *2:06
Ralph Wilkes 2:063*
Stamnonl _2:OTj£
Arion _2 :073i
Kremlin 2:07^
Ryland T._ 2 :07^
Azote 2:08M
Pixley 2:0SM

PACERS.
Robert J -2 :01 ?*.

John R. Gentry ..2 :03\i
Flying J lb 2:04
Joe Patchen -2 :04
Mascot 2:04
Online 2:04
Saladln _2 :05*
Roy Wilkes — 2:0G -

Slratbberry 2:06^
Guy 2:06^
Directly 2:07 '4

Purine 1891 there were forty-seven 2:10 pacers In train*
iog, and ol this number thirty-nine drew FRA/.lErt SULK1E-.

There were also twenty-four 2 :10 trotters out, and twenty-
cue of them drew the FRAZIER.

Come to ua If you need a sulky. Any desired tire furnished.

STUDBBAKBR BROS ' MP'G CO.
San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS
Market and Tenth Streets

THE YEAR BOOK
1094, Vol. X.«5

TUB ONLY CORRECT AND OFFICIAL AN-
NUAL RECORD OF TROTTING AND

PACING PERFORMANCES.
IIITHCDUIIGADTP t0 a" Breeders and

InUlOrLflOrlDLlj Owners of the Light
•—»--—.^_n_ Harness Horse

Price, single copies* postpaid, S3.C.

This gTeat work will be in every respect equal
to any ot the preceding volumes, and contain
several new and special tables and features.
Following is a brief epitome of contents: Sum-
maries of Trotting and Pacing Races. 1894;
Tables of New 2.30 Trotters and 2.25 Pacers;
List of 2.20 Trotters and 2.15 Pacers: Complete
Listsof 2.30 Trotters and 2.25 Pacers to January
1,1895; Lists of Sires. Sires of Dams, Great Brood
Mares, and of all Sires none of whose get won
heats in 1894; Tables of Champion Trotter*.
Seat Records and Rejected Performances. .

FOR SALE BY

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 BUSH STREET, BAX FRANCISCO, CAL.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman

Racing! Racing! Racing'

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB

SPfilKG MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACE
('O)HItMIM MARCH 6, ISU.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednee

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Five or More Bare* Bach Day. Rare* Slai

at 3:30 D. m. .harp.

aw* McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

T T» TTi"YR A "NT stock and sale
J. L). IHJtV'aJM, yara.comerTcDthaDd
Bryant streets, San Francisco. Stock of all kinds
bought aod sold. Commission agent for the sale ot

horses and cattle. Particular attention paid to their
care and shipment. Largest slock yards In tbe city
and tbe most competent men employed. All orders
promptly attended to. Telephone No. Ml South.

Trotting Purse, Free For All „„ _S500
"

2:15 Glass. 500
"

2:17 Class. 500
"

2:20 Class. 500
"

2:23 Glass. 500
"

2:27 Glass 500
"

2:30 Class
.
500

Trotting Purse, 2:40 Glass $500

Pacing Purse, Free For All
. 500

" " 2:13 Class 500

" " 2:15 Glass 500

" " 2:18 Class . 500

" 2:25 Glass 500

Trotting Purse for 3-Year-Olds, 2:27 Class

CONDITIONS.

tbe
K
are

rl

m
t0

d'
0Se Aneusl l8t - 1*9 *- wheD Horses are to be named aad to be eligible to the class in which

Right reserved to declare off purses not'Ulllne satisfactorily to the ass-.ciatlon. bat nominator-,
lii purses so'declared off may transfer at any time prior to August 15. 1S95. such entrie- to oilierclasses to which they are eligible. •«= « mucr

Parses will be divided iuto four moneys, -50, 25, 15 and II percent.
Five per cent, of the amount of the purse will be deducted from each money won
The Board ot Directors reserve the rieht to declare two starters a walk-over." When only two start thevmav contest for the entrance money paid In, to be divided, 66 2-3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to thesecond. A horse distancing the held shall only be entitled to first and fourth moneys, but in no otber case

will a horse be entitled to more than one money, e UKMS

All races to be three in rive, except for two-year-olds, which shall be two in three.
Horses wbr.se gaits have beeu changed from trotting to pacing or pacing to trotting shall not teielieible to

classes more than five seconds slower than their records at either gait.
8 w

Toe Board of l-irecturs reserves the right to change tne hour or date of any race except when it becomesnecessary to ante-date a race, in which instance the nominator will receive three davs' notice of change bv mail
to address of eniry. Right reserved to declare off or postpone any or all races on account of the weather orother sufficient cause. '

v

Entries not dec red out at 5 o'clock p.m. on the dav preceding the race shall be required to start and de-
clarations must be in writing and madeat the office of the Secretary at the track

When there is more then one entry io any purse by one i erson or in ooe interest, the horse to be startedmust be named by o o'clock p. m. on the day preceding tbe race.
Trotting and racing colors must be named by i o'clock p.m. on the day preceding the xace and must beworn upon th 1 track.
Conditional entries will be treated the same as regular entries, and nominators held under the rules.TheB «rd reserves the right to declare off or to re open aoy of these purses not filled satisfactorily
Anyrac-that may bestarted and unfinished oolast day oftLemeeting may be declared ended and monevdivided according to rank of horses in thesunimary. e'

Where more than ninedeclare to start in any race, the Board of Directors reserve the right to divide the
starters into two fields oy lot, and to s'art them in a trial beat, 1 mile dash. J he four first hordes In each trial
to compete for the purse, which shall be d- cided by mile heats, best 2 in 3.

^^
Otherwise than is specified in these conditions," National Trotting Association rules to Eovern
All nominators subject tojsuspension in the National Trotting Associationsilor all entry fees not paid when
For programme and entry blanks, address

F. J. BRAXDOX, Secretary, 15 X. 1st St. . Sao Jose. Cal. WM. BL'CKLEV. President.

RED BALL BRAND.

Awarded «old Medal
At California State
Fair 1893.
Every horse owner

who values his stock
sh- uld constantly have
* supply of it on hand.
It improves and keeps
-•lock io the pink of con-

Manhattan Food Co.,
c an Mateo, Cal.

Ask your grocer or hay dealer for it.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the San Benito Agricultural Association at

HOLLISTER
OCTOBER 7th to 12th, INCLUSIVE.

E utiles Close Aug. 15.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7 th.

Colt stakes

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8th.
Ruoning—J^-mile and repeat, free for all Purse 1200
Running—a,-mile dash, free for all- " 200
Running—3-3 mile and repeat, free for all " 200
Running—M-mile and repeat, free for all " 2C0

WEDX SDAY, OCTOBER 9th.
Trottiog—2:20 class, free for all Purse $400
Trotting—2:40 class, free for all- " 400
Pacing —250 class, tree for all « 400

THURSDAY, OCTOBER tOtb.

Running—Mile dash, tree for all. Merchants
Purse " 1000

Running—>5-mile and repeat, free for all " 300
Running—5-8 mile and repeat, free for all " 300

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11th.
Trotting—2-24 class, free for all " 500
Trotting—2,-30 class, free for all. " 5O0
Pacing —2:25 class, free for all. " 500

Prices T=L©c3-TJi.o©ca.

BILZ'S

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 12th.

Trotting -Free for alL.

Pacing —Free for all-

Runoiug—if-mile dash ~

Usual Conditions.

Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.
For further particulars address

6. W. McfOWELL, Secretary.
Hollhuer, Cal.

J. A. 6CHOLEFIELD, President.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

OFFICIAL POOL-SELLERS
— FOB THE —

California Circuit. Including the State Fair

Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest aod most approved appliances for

Paris Mutoels and for conducting the business iu the

best and most expeditious manner in aDy part ol the

country west or the Missouri river.

Business solicited from all Responsible associations.

Correspond with us before making other arrange-
ments.

8. B. WHITEHEAD dk CO. .20 Leldesdorfi St. S. F.

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts and Sulkies.

Ball- Bearing and Cushion -Tire Vehicles.

If you want to succeed with your horses buy

Bilz' Training.Speedingand Combination Carts

Thev are the lightest aud strongest and are made
from the best selected material. Nothing but the
Dalzell Centennial Axle used, which Is tbe best axle
made. Tbey are tbe lightest running, hold the oil tbe
longest, and no dust can enter the arm.
All of tbe noted trainers pronounce my speeding and

combina<ion carts superi r to any other.
Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest time In

this speeding cart.
In ordering carts please slate size of axle and height

of wheels. No one owning trotters or pacers can afford
to be without ime. Send for price list.

SULKIES MADE TO ORDER.
J. A. BII.Z. Pleasauton, Alameda County, CaJ.

Carvlll Manufacturing Comp'y
t'PACTL'KEKS Oy

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
And Carts, of Every inscription.

46-48 EIGHTH ST., S. F.

Henry Hellman
Has leased the splendid rac* track at the Moorlan

Slock Farm. n*ar Mil pitas, Santa Clara county, and

prepared to handle horses aud tit them f'ir the raoe

For terms, etc., address Uni asa'»>ve.
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WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeung,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuioa mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing
EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Price, S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Track.

THE STANDARD STALLION

Trial, 2:20 X.4..

BIDMtY 4770

t Proo-

champion year
ling iro'ter,
Fault*, 2'224tf,
yearling pacer;
Faustina, liMV,
Flvt, IK: Cupid,
2:18. Adonis,
2:11 V. Wold Leaf,

1-ady Ji.,

2:14, and 18
vtlifia LO MI1M

< trial fcXS,

I sun of Froa-
Froa. ltlb%
(champion 7«ar-
lino; H«mo (V
year -old Irtai ,

t»H: (too. V.
ayrArH.ldj.2AS

Santa nam 3UOO
B:17M

Blreof Kris Kringle,
2:2»u; Han Jose, 2A0;
Kan Mateo. 2:28* : Sid-
ney, 2:19V. *od 5
others In 2:30 list

*«rrlur... 2:21 1-1..

STRATHMORB 408
Sire of 3y In 2:30 list

and 8 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:30

LADY THORNE JR.....
Dam of Mollle Mack,

2:33; Navtdad, 2:22,>4;

Santa Claus,2:17K
(VOLUNTEER 55.

Sire of 29 In 2:30 list,

] 21 Blres of 48, and 16
\ dams of 16 Id 2:30 list

I LADY MERRITT

fiiorrtdeer i«56
Hire of Khamrock,

228; Plight, 2i»; Bui-
wer, Z3t%

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Ooiisande,

2:24S.*"d Buccaneer

TINHLKY MAID...

MahuU Bel' A..-
fJaaiot Fs*n,2J0S.

trial. 232- Chicago,
215; Win* Wluf , 2i2

[ FLAXTAIL8132_
Sire of Prairie Bird,

2:28*; Kmpms,!^:
and of Uie dams of

I Gold Leaf, 2:11*, and
Hhamrock, 225

lLADY HAKE.,
Sister to Fashion,

dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28*

Sbletonlan 10
Ire of 40 In 2:30 list and
07 slree of 567 In 2:80
Waltennlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

rWilliams' Mamhrlno

(.Kate

rHambletonlan 10

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:29V

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 13 In 2:30 and

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

{Bashaw 50"

Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and
10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
or 18 In 2:80

Topsey

(Flax tall 8182
Sire of the grandams of

Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Kern

,

{Bull Pop
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:13V. Kismet, 2:24V,
Twister, 223V

Cu traced

I

J n!i ii BapUste

(Fanny Fern

IIKH4 Itll'TIO.V A*D IhllMK

plot ooijr Is Mffii-i full br

TKIOIx
r»r furih*. j<

,tba Champion yearling trotter In the world In lw>, but he Is also one
ui -••», hat ng tlir.- rnwwn or Rysdyk's Harablptonlan, one ol Harry

..I lyjnif 1-liLii.l Hl»ck Huwk. Through FlaxtailRadian I' l.I. Hull I'np, »ln- nl Kowdy Boy, 2:13V, and two olhera
"*"ZJ

IDOWn *od ^•00ftll«*" , ** U"" "**! young wire In the world, as a producer of*l .*/* **r,,r *** average speed ol his procviiy Is lower than that ul any of the get of the
| stallion* «.f Au.erlc*.
uad to pobllc In tiii two-yrsvroid fnnn. obtaining a record ol 2:49, though he was cloae to Grande*

i -»lof which wis mad<- In 2:31'*. the llrst In 2A2. He exhibited
*

i fSS^tt*"*
'"*"

"''V
f" Ti" , u>" t>»kl*ud lr*<* he wasUmedamlleln220*,andfrequenUy

>mi hand* blgii. and of i-.wi-rfni build throofhoat HI* color Is a glossy black, with both forefeetBoalion la all u . red, and liU action superb. He |» k min- foal-getter.
--Ipasturageat reawiuablsratnk No rmporialblllty assumed for accidents or escapes.

DR. T. W. H AKKIH, Eujenc, Oregon.

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

NEW STYLE.

NEW METHOD.

^ NEW IDEAS

| A VKRITABLK

hi 11M IIIHK TO IT FOR THIS YKAK.

It Is published semimonthly during the racing season
and Id but 012 per year, single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
SI 3 Bash Street, - - San F-anclsco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THS

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
WITH BEITIXIi RCLB8.

Nationax Trotting Ass'n Rules 30 eta

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Hobse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 ct*

For nale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bnsh Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

Thla great practical horse book Is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gatting, driving, keeping
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of SLBel, says o'

this book :
" In this work Marvin has let out all the

mysteries of the craft, and It is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has auy
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work' Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one In the hands of every rubber on our farm.
Malted postpaid for 13. 50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
SIS Bush 8L, Ban Francisco, C*
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

St. Bernards.

HECTOR OF HAUENSTEIN, |flf?5S£SESS
H K. *;. 388.1 1st prize S. C.St. Bernard and 1st

prize' special class, competln? against S C. and K. C.

St. Bernards in open classes, San Francisco lS9o, and
ix other special prizes.

FOR SALE.
Artistically marked poppies by Hector of Hauenstein

oi* of Lady Bute in. This is Lady Bute Ill's second

er. The only surviving poppies of her first litter

won 1st and 2d prize j. nppy class, San Francisco. 1895.

Also the matured S C. dog SALVO OF TH.TJSIS,

imrorted from the Swiss Alps. The imported rough-

coated bitch BERXA OF HAUENSTEIN, Schu-

macher sirain. LADY BUT E III. and a 5-moiHha old

S. C. bitch i up by Hector ot Hauenstein—Berna of

Hauenstein. „ »,,..,,,
Address FRAKZ PRE* , 2327 Howard tot.,S.F.

ST.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

Chal California Bernardo
A. K. C. S. B. , 26,803.

Sire DCKB OF WELLINGTON, byBENLOMOND,

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Tam TOMAH, by MASCOT BERNARD, a lull

brother to

Champion SIR BKDIVERE.
Will stand for the season for a few choice bitches only.

BKRYVRDO bas been shown in every show on the

Pacific Coast for the last three years, competing in his

class and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat.

Re has Won First Prize Every Time Shown.
His last victnrj' was in a class of fifty for special of

the show.
Stud cards on application.

J. ii. BARREB, 11 Monieomerv flreet. S. F.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stcd—The best bred Irish Setters in America,

FIMil.As JR., 31,189.
BV'HYMOKE. 34.803.

II yon want an Irish Setter that win hunt, call

or address
GLBNMORB &ENNBL9,

West Berkeley, CaL

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

ami Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK gttlV.
Kl.KK. fee $25; Challenge XBMO II, fee §20.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A. B. 1 HUMAN.

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, Sao Francisco.

Pastime Cocker Kennels.

Woodland Duke, 29,323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley. C. S. B. 257. Mollie,

A. 27,880. Jessie M-, A. 30,184. Peg Wofflngttm 29.758

and Black Nellie.
Pups lor sale. Address

MIiXER «fc PRATHER, Proprietors.
W. L. Pbathkr Jh., F. E. Miller,

909 Myrtle St., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

KENNEL SECRETS
BY " ASHMONT.'

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog erer

Written.

With this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Dogs as BCientincallyJas the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TOME PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.00, and 25 cents Expressage.

Ii your dog la sick, yon must have

Ashmonfs
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Price. 82, Po.tpaia.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and Is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best wore ofthe kind eves pttblished.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
US.Bush Street, San Francisco

E3TXT OO.
INVITE YOU TO INSPECT THEIR

Breeders' Directory.

FINE -:- FISHING -:- TACKLE. HOBSE8AND0ACTLB -

FISHERMEN'S SUPPLIES AND OUTING GOODS.

SAMUEL ALLCOCK 4 CO.'S AGENCY.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

FISHING JL FISHING

TACKLE u\ TACKLE

BU I S.„Devonsand Shorthorns. All pure bred anduullu registered. Fine Individuals. At orices
to suit the times, either singly or in carload lots. Oak-wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BKRKSHlRKg and P»A.AI«I».CHMA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM SILKS dk CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1676.

SOUTHER FARM Xoane weU-bred stock for saleuyuillLll rnnm. f^.^]^ breeding tarm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastor-
age. Address SOUTHER FARit, GILBERT TOMP-KXNS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

ypHD BREEDING FARM. zSSSi&So
££?! '- b

,

rotil*"' w Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23*$). Stallions, broodmares. Allies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Adores-
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal.

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:

—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
BBCOND It will Dot cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as it contains no nltro-glvcertne or cud cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
It has a light recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives the beat pattern at any and all distances.

SE\ KXTHIts action is the most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used In cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.

It is the cleanest i*>wderin use, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
bnt, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not areama late
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains foil weight (16 oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than doable the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED RY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

1&~ For sale by aU dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

FOURTH
FIFTH
SIXTH

JUTH

TENTH

DUPON "SPORTING POWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follow*:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure

.

Second—It tives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public-
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what Its name would indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited n trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and Instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

C. A. TTATGHT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WI.WBR OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1S9S.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading ShotguDS in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

iHL
F. W.Skaife, D.V. S.

OFFICE H0OR8
10 to 12 A. 1£. 1.30 to 3.30 P. A.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Lartrlo and Folk and Geary and FoetSta)

8AA FRAKCI8C0.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms fdrnlsbed on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
3S FIRST HTRRET. SAN FRANCISCO.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond oi fresh
air and restful, ruralre-
treats, read Gamelasd,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddrcss.?l
Three trial numbers, 25c.
No free copies. Game-
land Plb. Co.. 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

VETERINARY.

M. B.C. V. 8., F. E. V. M.S.
VETERINARY BUB6KOJI,

Member ot the Royal CoUege ol Veterinary Sur-
geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ei-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ot Health, for the City and County ot San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to ill" Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 628

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, SB and 9T
Park Avenue. San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A fall line ot Ele*>nt Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Beet faculties afforded for board-

mcbonee,
Talepkon* Me. SIS*.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABILE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenne
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUBS

:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO.
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ot Royal Veterinary CoUege, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLhS.
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 31S9.

No charge for examination.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hontlng In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
Tha Section tar Fruit Farms and Stock

Breading.

- TUB BOtTTE to -

SAN RAFAEL petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
Genseal Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. Hi AN. Gen. Pan. Agtmxm
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, /^"^v
1 Cubebs and Injections, fajfjlf

]

J
They cure in48 hours the \^/

I same diseases "without any incon-

venience. SOLO BY ALL DRUGGISTS
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Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc , Etc.

ivr o k: E3 ti^r. o nxr > is

.

OK AN EXCELLENCE IIF III ALITV. BLBGANCE OF PATTBBX AND \ ABIKTV
OF 81 VLB AND liHAIIES NOT TO BK HAD ELSEWHBBE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
u nil K THK BEST IS PB0P0RT1O.VATELY LOW.

Ho:se Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness.

TRACK HARNESS
Kveryone was satisfied with last year's. This year's harness is much belter.

SINGLE STRAP, RUBBER MOUNTED, FLEXIBLE SADOLE, FOLDED GIRTH, Etc.

HYIofTat Leatlier.
AGENT FOR

TOOMEY SULKY
FABER
FRAZIERTIORSE BOOTS.

I have also for sale one second-hand combination sulky, includ-

ing two sets of wheels, for $110. This is a bargain

WEIGHT

30 to 40 LBS.

203-205 .MASON ST.. 6. F.
Telephone No. South 1. 10.

NOTICE.
Attention is called to oar Genuine English Crown

Soap, made expressly for the market by the "ChU-
wlck Ponp Company," of L< ndoD, England.

It is a bright golden color, almost transparent; free

from injurious ingredients, possessed of great strength

andcleansing'jroperties; entirely devoid of all un-

pleasant odors, and peculiarly desirable in the care of

harness and leather.

ALSO NOTICE THIS DEVICE,

THE CHISWICK,"
Is stamped on each Jar.

An excellent article for general use in the stable and

KEWKL.
It is put up -in jars containing "pints" and "quarts"

so prepared that they can be shipped at any season

without injury to the quality ol the Soap. Observe the

registered trade mark on each label, aud be sure you

get the genuine "CHISWICK."

For sale by all Saddlery and Harness stores, or deal-

ers in sportsmen's materials, or by

P. HAYDEX, Newark, N. J.

Sole ageDts for the United States.

THE "OLD RELIABLE" SGHUTTLER WAGON!

FARM
AND

HEADLR.

FARM
AND

HEADER.

THE SCHUTTLER IMPROVED TUBULAR AXLE WAGON.

i i;'. i Umrr, and, In many reepe
'i>l »xlo wagon i, lolld Iron alias,

-

liar •' National I

ock.and in Itantead Insure* an even
wHl»»anrrn..llre,t and POSITIVE COBNBCTIUN between bolster and axle.

THK BCHTJTTLER IMl'ltOVEMKNT OODMstS Of » patent reinforcing sleeve driven out

each end of the axle, leaving llat bearings, to ffhtcb the bolder on hind gear, and the sand boa

on front gear, are firmly clipped, thus doing away with the wooden axle stock, nnd making

perfect lrus.<t, thereby insuring nearly double the strength of the old-style Tubular Axles.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

DEERE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
305 AND 307 MARKET STREET, .... SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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THE BROODMARES AT PALO ALTO.

What They Have Done in the Past and Their

Standing at Present on This Farm.

The broodmares at Palo Alto used in the trotting depart-

ment now number one hundred aod forty-six. Of this nom-

ber, twenty-eight have not as yet produced a 2:30 performer,

their produce being three years old and over.

Fifty-two mares have yearlings and two-year-olds. But

one yearling and two two-year-olds are in training at Palo

Alto ihis year, and it will be readily understood why these

fifty-two mares have no performers, the oldest of their get

being now but two years old. The remaining sixty-six brood-

mares have produced one or more performers in the 2:30 list
t

or dooe something to warrant their being classed as pro-

ducers of speed. I will show under the headings first those

that have not produced a 2:30 performer, then those having

foals but two years old and under, then the producers of 2:30

performers. Thia will comprise the present of Palo Alto,

then will come the past.

Of the twenty-eight that have not produced a 2:30 per-

former :

Edith, by Geo. Wilkes is the dam of Hummer, sire of

Bouncer, 2:18}, Hustler, 2:20J, and Stately, p (4), 2:13}.

Minnie, by Sparkle, is the dam of three producing daugh-

ters with four in the list.

Marion, by Piedmont, has had four foals, her oldest four

years, this, the filly Electric May, showed a quarter as a two-

year old in 0:35$.

Theressa, thoroughbred, by Don Victor, has had seven

foals, her oldest being seven years old. Her colt Theory (2)

by Wild Boy, showed a mile as a two-year-old in 2:38.

Frou Frou, thoroughbred, by Asteroid, has had twelve foals

the oldest fifteen, four have been by thoroughbreds. Miles, by

Nephew, showed a mile in 2:34.

Idlemay, by Electioneer, has had two foals, her oldest three

years. This, the filly Thelma, by Truman, showed a quar-

ter as a two-year-old in 37 seconds.

Gazella, by Governor Sprague, has had four foals, her old-

est six years. Her two-year-old by Palo Alto has shown a

quarter in 40 seconds.

Violet, by Electioneer, has had nine foals, her oldest eleven.

She has produced Viola, dam of Alviola (3), by Palo Alto,

>wnedby Robt. Bonner; Bbe has fhown a quarter in So]

econdslu skeleton wagon. Virna, dam of Tudor, 2:31.

Emaline, by Electioneer, has had three foals, her oldest

our ; this filly Ettrela, by Wild Boy, can beat 2:30. Her
bur-year-old Sportly, by Sport, showed speed, as also her two-

'ear-old Queen Louise, by Langton.

Effie, by Piedmont, has bad four foals, her oldest four, all

>y different stallions, all showed speed and were sold.

AddieW.jby Whips, has had four foals, her oldest five,

lone were developed.

Arodi, by Piedmont, has bad three foals, her oldest four,

lone were developed.

Belle Campbell, by Gen. Benton, has had four foals, her

tldest seven, none were developed.

Constance, by Gen. Benton, has had one foal, four years

Id, not developed.

Eila, by Sultan or Del Sur, has had five foals, her oldest

Iight,
none were developed.

Kitty, by Exchequer, has had three foals, her oldest five,

one developed.

Lady Agnes, by Piedmont, has had four foals, her oldest

>ur, none were developed.

Madeline, by Electioneer, has had five foals, her oldest

wen, none developed.

Mattie B , by General Benton, has had four foals, her old-

est four, none developed.

Miss Campball, thoroughbred, by Endorser, has had

eleven foals; none were developed. She produced a fine,

stylish family of roadsters.

Sonnet, by Bentonian, has had three foals, oldest four,

Siva, showed one-quarter in 40 seconds. Two-year-old, one-

quarter, 40 seconds.

Lou Whipple, by Whipple's Hambletonian, produced one

foal, now three years old, by Good Gift ; can show a 2:40

gait.

Wavelet, by Piedmont, has had two foals, her oldest four

not developed.

Perita, by Piedmont, one foal, three years old, not de-

veloped.

Wildmay, by Electioneer, has had two foals, her oldest

three, not developed.

Valdosta, by Nutwood, has had two foals, her oldest three

not developed.

Victress, by Hambletonian Prince, has had nine foals, her
oldest twelve, none were developed.

Lilly, by Electioneer, has had eight foals; Balston, by

General Benton, got a record of 2:32i.

Fully ninety-five per cent, of the produce of these twenty-

eight mares were sold from Palo Alto Stock Farm simply

broken double and single, their only development being to

learn them to lead well.

The brood mares numbering fifty-two, some to have their

first foal in 1S96, the others their oldest, being yearlings and

two-year-olds, are a representative lut of mares, in breeding,

speed and individuality. Aerolite (4) by Palo Alto—Man-

ette—dam of Arion. Stinted in 1895 to Dexter Prince.

This filly showed a quarter as a two-year old in 37 seconds,

iDJured her knee while running out and was bred to Dexter

Prince in 1894, was barren in 1895.

Aileen Aroon.by Liberty Sontag—Eileen Oge, by Norfolk,

has a two-year-old by Nephew.

Aldeana, 2:25, by Electioneer—Eliza Dolph, by Wildidle,

has a two-year-old (sold) by Truman, and a Dexter Prince

by her side.

Amanda, by Electioneer—Lady Amanda (dam of Advance

2:22.1), by Imp. Hurrah, has a two-year-old colt, sold, by

Wildnut, foal by her side by Dexter Prince.

Athena (2) 2:25}, by Electioneer—Ashby, by Benton, has

a suckling by Dexter Prinee.

Avena (2) 2:19A, by Palo Alto—Astoria, by Benton, has a

suckling by Dexter Prince, mare, will be trained.

Baily Nutwood by Nutwood—Bailey Mare, by Chieftain,

has a yearling filly by Electricit/ and a suckling by Adver-

tiser.

Bell Bird (2) 2:22, by Electioneer—Beautiful Bells, has a

suckling by Dexter Prince, not stinted in 1895; will be

trained.

Bellina, by General Beverly—Nadine, by Wildidle, lost

foal of 1894, by Whips.

Biiiliante, by Azmoor—Belle, by Kentucky Prince ; stinted

to Wildnut.

Clarion, 2:25J, by Ansel—Consolation, by Dictator, has a

two-year-old gelding by Sport. Suckling by her side by Ad-

vertiser.

Colma, 2:25|, by Electioneer- -Soatag Mobawk, has a two-

year-old filly by Azmoor, a yearling by Langton, suckling by

Dexter Prince.

Coral, 2:18J, by Electioneer—Columbine, has a two-year-

old gelding by Langton, a yearling colt by Norris, suckling

by Deiter Prince.

Dolly Nutwood, by Nutwood—Patchen Molly by George

M. Patchen Jr. Two-year-old filly by Billy Thorn hill, sold,

yearling colt by Advertiser, suckling by Advertiser.

Donchka (2) 2:24, by Wild Boy—Monique, by Fallis,

suckling filly by Advertiser.

Ebonwood. by Nutwood—Nell Crockett, by Crockett, year-

ling colt by Azmoor.

Elden (3) 2:19£, by Nephew—Eleanor, by Electioneer

suckling by Azmoor.

Ella (4) 2:29, bv Electioneer—Lady Ellen, by Carres Mam-
brino, yearling colt by Norris, suckling by Dexter Prince.

Emma R. (4) 2:28^, by Electioneer—Emma Robson, by

Woodburn, two-year-old filly (sold) by Alban, suckling by

Dexter Prince.

Felippe, by Nutwood—Fanny Cuver, by Geo. M. Patchen

Jr. yearling black filly by Lottery sold, suckling by Adver-

tiser.

Gertrude Russell, 2:23}, by Electioneer—Dame Winnie,

two-year-old filly by Langton, yearling colt by Langton,

suckling, Prince Russell, by Dexter Prince.

Helena, (3) 2:21, by Electioneer—Lady Ellen, by Carres

Mambrino Chief, two-year-old colt Waltham by Wildnut,

sold, suckling by Dexter Prince.

Hinda Rose (3), 2:19£, by Electioneer—Beautiful Bells,

two-year-old colt Lee Rose, by Langton.

Jessie M., by Electioneer—May by Wildidle, two-year-old

filly sold, by Langton, suckling by Dexter Prince.

Jollyette by Nutwood—Maud by Mambrino Rattler, year-

ling filly by Azmoor, suckling by Advertiser.

Knoxwood by Nutwood—East End by Scott's Hiatoga,

two year-old bay gelding by Moses S., yearling filly by Tru-

man.

Lady Nutwood, 2:34£, by Nutwood—Lady Mac by Ameri-

can Boy Jr., suckling by Advertiser.

Ladywell, 2:16 J, by Electioneer—Lady Lowell, by St,

Clair, two-year-old colt suckling by Local by Wildnut, Dex-

ter Prince.

Linnet (3), 2:29*. by Electioneer—Lizzie Whips by En.

quirer, yearling colt by Laogton.

Liska (3), 2:28}, by Electioneer—Lizzie by Wildidle,

yearling filly, sold, by Norris, suckling by Dexter Prince.

Loraneer (2), 2:26A, by Electioneer—Lora by Piedmont

yearling colt by Alfred, suckling by Dexter Prince.

Lucyneer (3), 2:27, by Electioneer—Lucy (p) 2:14, year-

ling filly by Boxwood, suckling by Dexter Prince.

Luta by Electioneer—Lula Wilkes by Geo. Wilkes, suck-

ling by Dexter Prince.

Mary Lodge by Electioneer—Elite by Mohawk Chief.year-

ling filly by Langton, sold.

Medora by St. Clair—Prussian Maid by Signal, yearling

colt by Flood, not bred again.

Memento,2:25;}, by Electioneer—Mamie by Hambletonian

Jr., yearling filly, sold, by Truman.

Miss Maud, 2:29$, by Electioneer—Nadine by Wildidle

yearling filly by Norris, suckling by Dexter Prince.

Nettie Nutwood by Nutwood—Zephyr by Williamson's Bel.

mont, two-year-old filly, sold, by Campaign, yearling filly by

Advertiser, suckling by Advertiser.

Novelist (2), 2:27, by Norval—Elsie by Benton, yearling

colt by Azmoor.

Orphtna(4j 2:17}, by Norval—Orphan Girl, by Piedmont

suckling by Dexter Prince.

Peko (3) 2:24,by Electioneer—Penelope, by Mobawk Chief

yearling colt by Langton, suckling bv Dexter Prince.

Platina, by Dexter Prince—Princess, by Nutwood
(
yearIing

filly by Advance, suckling by Pacheco.

Quaker Maid, by Nutwood—Quaker Girl,by Henry Clay,

yearling colt by Adverser, suckling by Adyertiser
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Ringlet, by Will Crocker—Melinche.by St Clair, yearling

colt b/ Piedmont. ,

Rowena (2) 2:17, by A/moor—Emma Kobson, by Wood-

burn, suckling coll by Altivo.

Sonoma 2:28, by Electioneer—Sontag Mohawk by Mo-
hawk Chief, two-year-old filly, sold, by Hugo; Buckling by

I>exter Prince.
.

Sweet Water. 2 236, by Stamboul—Manzamla by Elec-

tioneer; yearling colt by Lottery, sold, suckling by Dexter

I'rince. _

Sweet Rose (1) &25|, by Electioneer—Rosemont, by Pied-

mont, suckling by Dexter I'rince.

Texture, by Klectioneer—Texana, by Foreigner, yearling

filly dead.

Tiny ^ 2 .'J-
1

., by Klectioneer—Telie by Benton, two-

year-old till v » Le Rosa *o!d, by Wildnut.

h, by Dexter I'rince -Princess, by Nutwood, two-

year-old tifly by Bernal.

Wildmont (3) 2:27$, by Piedmont, Wildflower, by Klec-

tioneer; two year-old tilly. sold, by Advertiser, yearling filly

*old, bv Advertiser.

Zima, Russian Mare, no foal yet.

The present showing of the Electioneer. Nutwood and

Piedmont mares as producers of speed is sufficient evidence

to safely say that many of the above mares will be repre-

sented by performers as soon as their progeney are old

enough to face the starter.

The following list will show the mares now at Palo Alto

that have produced one or more 2:30 performers, end those

that haye foals that have beaten 2:30, though they have

not a record :

Ahwaga, by General Benton, dam of Azmon, 2:23].

America, by Hambletonian 10. dam of Bonnie (4), 2:25,

Benton, 220}, Ameer (2), 2:27, Almoneer (2), 2:31) ;
grand-

dam of Bonnibel (»), 2:171, and Daylight, 2:26$.

American Girl, by Toronto Sontag, dam of Antinons, 2:28J,

Bertha, trial 2:23, Liberty Sontag, sire of three, Mollie Cobb
(dam of Cobwebs, 2:12), Algira, 2:31, Argo (dam of Crafty (p),

Amrah. by Nutwood, dam of Electwood, 2:30.

Anselma. by Ansel, dam of Angle Boy, trial 2:17.

Ashby, by Benton, dam of Athena (2), 2:25}, Aria (3),

2:161.
Barnes, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam of Gov. Stan-

ford, 2:21 ; Caution, 2:25].

Beatrice, by Wildidle, "dam of Young Wildidle, 2:25.

Beautiful Bells, by The Moor, dam of Hinda Rose (3).

2:lyJ; Alia Belle (dam of Daghestan (2), 2:25}); St. Bel (4),

2:241 : Rosemont (dam of Mont Rose (3), 2:18, Sweet Rose

ti), 2:26|) J
Chimes, 2:30$ ; Bell Boy (3), 2:19} ; Palo Alto

Belle (3), 2:221; Bow Bells, 2:19}; Electric Bell ; Bellflower

(4), 2:12i; Bell Bird (2), 2:22; Belsire; Day Bell; Adbell (1),

2:23; Bells Beauty and Adabelle.

Bonney,bv Benton, dam of Bonnibel (4), 2:171.

Carrie C.,'by Electioneer, dam of Carmelita C. (2), 2:32.

Cecil, by Benton, dam of Electric Coin, 2:18}; CeciUan (2),

2:22.

Ciarabel, by Abdallah Star, dam of Clifton Bell, 2:24}

:

Idealia, 2:30; Clarion (2), 2:34* ; Rebecca, dam of five, Cora,

dam of Don Marvin, 2:22}.

Columbine, by A. W. Richmond, dam of Anteeo, 2:16};

Antevolo, 2:19$ ; Coral, 2:18A.

Consolation, by Dictator, dam of Utility, 2:202 ; Clarion

(4), 2:25i.
Cuba, by imp. Australian, dam of Cubic, 2:284.

Elaine, by Messenger Dnroc, dam of Anselma, 2:294;

Norlaine (1), 2:31 A; Palatine (3), 2:18.

Eleanor, by Electioneer, dam ot Elden (3), 2:19*.

Elsie, by Benton, dam of Novelist (2), 2:27; Rio Alto (3),

Mary Osborne (1), 2:37.

Emma Robson, by Woodburn. dam of Emaline, 2:274;

Emma R , 2:28$; Rowena (2), 2:17; Attractive (2), 2:32.

Esther, by Express, dam of Express, 2:21; Elwina (2),

2:27: Expressive (3),2:12A; Extra, dam of Esparta Rex (3),

2:291-

Floweret, by Electioneer, dam of Fresa (2), 2:30A.

Flower Girl, by Electioneer, dam of Newflower, 2:23}.

Gilbeita, by 8t. Clair, dam of Richards' Elector, 2:31.

Jennie Benton, by Benton, dam of Jesse, 2:283 ;
Glubar

,2 S, trial. 2:28, two-year-old.

Josie, by Whipple's Hambletonian, dam of Azote, 2:07}.

Lady Ellen, by Carr's Mambrino. dam of Ellen (4), 2:29;

Nellie May, beat 2:30 in a race; Elleneer, 2:21 A ; Helena,
2:21.

Lady Nutwood, by Nutwood, dam of Nutgrove, 2:32; Lady
Grosveoor, 2:27.

Laura C, by Electioneer, dam of Langton, 2:21:]; Law-
rence, 2:28 ; Laureola, trial 2:23 ; Laurel (3). 2:34$.

Lizzie, by Wildidle, dam of Ah There, 2:18} ; Liska (3),

Lent, 2:26.

Lizzie Miller, by St. Clair, dam of Lilac (3), 2:29, and of
Lizzie (dam of three.)

Lula Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes, dam of Advertiser, 2:15} ;

Welbeck (8),

Maiden, by Electioneer, dam of Marston C, 2:19}.
Mamie, by Hambletonian, dam of Memento, 2:25} ; Hy-

perion, 2:21 1 ; Mano, dam of Monaco (3), 2:19} ; Electant

Mamie <"., bv imp. Hercolefl, dam of Azmoor, 2:20A, Don
Mooleilh, 2:20$. Electric King, 2:24.

Huette, b? Nutwood, dam of Arion, 2:07|,Oro Fino, 2:18.

Mano, by Piedmont, dam of Monaco, (8), 2:194, Ktectant
27.

Msn/iniin, by Klectioneer, dam of Sweet Water (2), 2:26.

M»ui»*, bv Mrtiiililt-loniin 10, dam of Lakeside Norval, 2:15,
Marie bVomI (2). 2:26.

May Day, by vYlaeahfokoo, dam of Lord Byron, 2:17.

Hi ' », by Almoin, dam of Quality, 2;2<H, Manille, 2:29J.
Mih Knni, bv Knox, dam of Qolden BUppera, 2:80, Nenox,

Mollie Cobb, by Benton, dam of Cobwebs, 2:12.

Munifiue, by Fallll, dam of Donchkl (2), 2:21
Mr.ruing Glory, bv Elei tloneer, duo <>f Meringo P., 2:30},

Gloria, trial ihree-rear-old, 2:28.

Nellie Benton, by Henton, dam of El Rami, 2:1GJ, El Ben-
ton. 2281.

Nina, by Piedmont, dam of Arial, 'J

North, by Meaaenger Duroc, dam of Candidate, 236};
Radio*, dam of tmtgo, 2:16|; UiMNaode, 2

tm ol The Boer, 2:161.

Orphan CJirl, bv Piedmont, lUm "i Orphioi 1 1 |
. 2:17}.

Prinoaw, Nutwood, dam of Alejandre, 21
Pruaaian .'.. I, bv Signal, dtro of Prumtian P.oy, p., 2:26} ;

Bright Eyea, dam of Caution, 2:25$; Marvin. 2:28}.

Rebecca, by Benton, dam of Rexford 2:24; Electrician,

2:24}; Ariana, 2:26; Bernal, 2:17; Rusenole, 2:30.

Rosemont, by Piedmont, dam of Mont Robo (3j, 2:18;

Sweet Rose (1), 2:25}.

Sallie Benton, by Benton, dam of Starlight, 2:15^; Edison,

trial 2:29.

Sontag Dixie, by Toronto Sontag, dam of Miss Sontag,

2:28; Commotion, 2:30; Sonnet, 2:24A; Boydell, 2:29; Del Mar,

2:161; Elma Sontag, 2:2S; Pasonte (2), trial 2:30.

Sontag Mohawk, by Mohawk Chief, dam of Eros, 2:29J;

Sallie Benton, 2:17}; Sport, 2:22i[;Sonora, 2:28; Colma,2:25},

Conductor, 2:18}; Norhawk, 2:15}.

Sprite, by Belmont 64, dam of Spry, 2:28:1; Sphinx, 2:20A;

Egotist, 2:22.] ; Slight, 2:28A, and Electrite, a great young

sire.

Susette, by Electioneer, dam of Lord Stanley, 2:28i.

Telie, bv Benton, dam of Truman (4), 2:12; Tiny (2),2:28},

Teazle (2)', trial 2:30.

Waxana, by Benton, dam of Sunol, 2:08}; Gen. Welling-

ton, 2:30 ; Woolsey and Warrener, both sires of speed. Wor-
thier (2), has worked one-half in 1:12}, one-quarter in 35}
seconds.

Wildflower, by St. Clair, dam of Wildmont (3), 2:27; Wild
Bee (4), 2:29; Flower Boy (2), 2:33J ; Flower Box (1), one-

quarter in 38 seconds. Wild Boy and Wildnut both good

sires.

This shdws a total of Bixty-six mares that have produced
2:30 speed; of this number forty-two were bred by Palo Alto

Stock Farm, twenty-four were purchased.

This is a great showing for a stock farm that began its ex-

istence in 1877. The number of broodmares that have been

producers,that have been sold from Palo Alto and have died,

adds more glory to this famous breeding establishment as

many of the illustrious names of great broodmares in turf

history, at one time, were enrolled in the catalogues of Palo

Alto.

Dame Winnie, by Planet, dam of Palo Alto, 2:08:}.

Penelope, by Mohawk Chief, dam of Peko, 2:24.

Maid of Clay, by Henry Clay, dam of Clay, 2:25.

Mater Occidenlis, unknowD, dam of Occident, 2:16|.

Norma, by Norman, dam of Norval, 2:14$.

Lady Thorn, by Williams Mambrino, dam of Santa CJaus,

2:17*.

Midnight, by Pilot Jr., dam of Jay Eye See, 2:10; Elec-

tricity, 2:17|.

Mayflower, by St. Clair, dam of Wildflower (3), 2:21, and
Manzanita (4), 2:16.

Lulaneer, by Electioneer, dam of Limonero (3), 2:15|.

Lora, by Piedmont, dam of Electress. 2:30 and Loraneer

(2), 2:26}.

Abbess, dam of Abeto (p), 2:21; A. A. A. (3), 2:25.

Annette, by Lexington, dam of Ansel, 2:20.

Mayfly, by St. Clair, dam of Bonita, 2.18*.

Melinche, by St. Clair, dam of Fred Crocker (2), 2:25}.

Lady Lowell, bySchultzSt. Clair, dam of Lady well, 2:16i

and Lorita, 2:18£.

Glencora, by Mohawk Chief, dam of LotSlocum, 2:17}.

Mav Queen, by Norman, dam of May King, 2:20, and
Maiden (3), 2:23.

Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr., dam of SuisuD, 2:l8i; Su-
sette, 2:23*; Surprise (p), 2:16*.

Monte Belle, by Mohawk Chief, dam of Belle Monte,
2:22}.

Felicia, by Messenger Duroc, dam of Fallis, 2:23.

Mary, by Fred Low, dam of Fay, 2:25.

Lizzie Whips, by Enquirer, dam of Whips, 2:27*, and Lin-

net (3), 2:29*.

Lucy, pacer, dam of ChriB Smith (p), 2:14} and Lucyneer

(3), 2:27.

Dolly, by Electioneer, dam of Daly, 2:15.

Unis, by Electioneer, dam of Wanda, 2:22*, by Piedmont.
Maybell, by Electioneer, dam of Maralia, 2:24}.

Ameriquita, by Electioneer, dam of Daylight, 2:26^.

Argo, by Electioneer, dam of Crafty P., 2:13*.

Flora, by Hambletonian, dam of Answer, 2:14*.

Nettie Benton, by Benton, dam of Electro Benton, 2:25,

Nemo, 2:26 J, and Nettie B., 2:20*.

Woodflower, by Ansel, dam of Seylax, 2:18}.

Uinta, by Electioneer, dam of Parkside, 2:22|.

Aurora, by John Nelson, dam of Arol, 2:24, and Hazel,
2:28.

Astoria, by Benton, dam of Avena (2), 2:19f.
Alice, by Almoot, dam of Alfred, 2:25, Mt. Hood, 2:22$.

Lady Morgan, by Hambletonian 10, dam of Alban, 2:24,

Marion, 2:263, Merriment, 2:26.

Irene, by Mohawk Chief, dam of Ira, 2:24*. and Stanford,
2:261.

"

Flushing Belle, by Dictator, dam of Vina Belle, 2:15}.

Daisy D., by Electioneer, dam of Del Paso, 2:24*.

Edith Carr, by Clark Chief, dam of Campbell's Electioneer,

2:173, and Rockefeller, 2:29}.

Addie, by Hambletonian Chief, dam of Manon 221. Wood-
nut 2:16*, grand dam of Eclipse 2:26£, A. L. Kemplaud,
2:26A,Arion 2:07$, Oro Fino, 2:18 and Hattie D. (3)2:26}.
There are many other broodmares tbat have either been

sold or have died, that haye contributed more or less to

the fame of Palo Alto, but enough has been shown to make
the great broodmares of the past entitled to a front page
in the history of the trotter of America.
The broodmares of the present are the result of seven-

teen years of experience, the successful mares of the past

haying left daughters tbat are bred right to outclass their

dams as producers of speed.

The future of Palo Alto with its grand lot of broodmares,
the Electioneers for Dexter Prince, the Nutwoods and Pied-
monts for Advertisers, and the Bentonsfor Altivo and Wild-
nut, wilt be greater than its past, for progressive breeding
in combining great families, produces more speed.

Ku Alto.

The Napa Fair.

The Fair Directors held a meeting Saturday afternoon and
tranaacted a lot of important routine business.

Without exception, the coming fair will be the biggeat
event of the kind that has ever been held here, and one of
tbf best of the kind that the State has ever known.
There are over three hundred entries of horses, and the

porta will amount to $14,000.
Every event advertised for entries has been filled, so that

no alteration of the programme will be necessary in order to
have the full six days' racing. Few fairs can boast of such
a showing as this.—Napa Journal.

The Late O. Bruce Lowe's Book.

When the late C. Bruce Lowe, the well known Australian

authority on the breeding of the thoroughbred horse, died in

London last year, he had in preparation a work on breeding)

race horses by the " Figure System." The completion of the *

work was entrusted to Mr. W. L. Allison, of the International

Horse Exchange and Agency, and Mr. Allison has now ibv

sued a prospectus of the book. In Mr. Lowe's "Figure Sye- *

tern," winning families, compiled from winners of the Derby,

Oaks and St. Leger, non-winning families, sire families, etc.,

are indicated by numbers. The feature of the work is that it

presents a tremendous amount of research and labor concisely

and in a form to be easily understood. In the prospectus
written before his death, Mr. Lowe states that it is claimed
for the system "That it is based on the sound principles of

'judging by results;' that it is being successfully worked by J

two of the cleverest horse breeders in Australia, Messrs. I

Frank Reynolds, of Tocal, N. S. Wales, and H. C. White, of
Havilah, N. S. W. I gave the figures to Mr. Reynolds J

nearly twenty years ago, and with his assistance carefully
|

worked out most of the details, nor would he (Mr. White)
attempt to give an opinion about the breeding of any horse,

or the mating ofsame, without referring to the figures.

"That by its aid the stud master can identify successful

running families from the nou-successful at a glance; tbat it

also identifies, unmistakably, those families which have from
the beginning proved themselves the best sire families; and
explains in a way that no other theory has ever done why
the Eclipse male line is the dominant one over those of
Herod and Matchem. It shows bo clearly why Gladiateur

J

was a notorious stud failure, that a novice in the figure sys-

tem could not fall into the error of selecting him as a sire of 1

great race-horses.

"I have also eudeavored to show why a small minority of I

stallions possess this power of siring high-class stock, while it

is denied to a vast majority, at the same time proving by
examples that the fault to a great extent is in not mating
them properly—in other words, that the figures are the
only safe key to choosing a sire, or mating him when I

chosen. The figures also show clearly that all the pedigrees,

of phenomenal horses of the past are built upon almost pre-

cisely similar lines, and this I have illustrated by numerous
pedigrees. I have endeavored to explain why there is such
a wide difference in the racing merits of full brothers, and I

uggested a remedy for same.
"Other matters touched upon are : The reason why inbred

j

mares are more successful as dams than outbred ones, while
the reverse (as a rule) holds good in sires. Also with regard
to the location and management of stud farms, and other

j

gossip on horses and racing."

This book is certain to be a most valuable addition to the
literature of race-horse breeding. It is not yet quite ready
for delivery, but will be sold on subscription, and intending !

purchasers would therefore do well to order it immediately
through Mr. Allison, whose address is 46a Pall Mall, London,
S. W. The following American gentlemen have already sub-

scribed for the work : Pierre Lorillard, Foxhall Keene, J.

B. Haggin, Msjor J. L. Rathbone, W. O'B. Macdonough,
Charles Reed and Simeon J. Reed.

Not Agreeable to Horsemen.

The failure of the Illinois Legislature to pass a satisfactory

racing bill will not help trotting sport. The Board of Direc-

tors of the Northwestern Breeders' Association do not feel at

all confident on the subject. They will not permit nor wink
at betting, but they do not see bow they can make a meeting
pay without it. Secretary Robert T. Allen, who knows what
he is talking about, in a recent interview said : "We cannot
come out even, much less make money by hanging up the

customary $45, ('00 in purses and added money without pool-

selling. In the last three or four years our meetings have
been financially successful, but then our share of the pooling

privileges helped materially to swell the receipts. The rev-

enue from other sources fell short of covering the expendi-

ture. I am sorry the Legislature did not see fit to pass a

moderate pooling bill, but as it did not it cannot be helped,

and we must go on with our meeting. However, I don't

think it wise business policy to throw away what we have
earned in the past seasons just for the pleasure of giving a
trotting meeting, and I think the majority of the trotting

horse men of the State have always been in favor of a legisla-

tive measure restricting to some extent the running horse

people, but giving all a chance to race. The shutting off of

everything does not find favor with us."

)ry

Jack Ohinn's Luck.

What a good investment Lissak has been, remarks the Chi-

cago Dispatch. Jack Chinn paid $700 for him as a yearling. 1

He has won $33,094 go far. His dam, Capability, was a rac-
J

ing failure. She was fast bui flighty. Loyalist never raced.

But Lissak's brother, Paradox, was a high-class performer.

Asa two-year-old in England he ran a dead heat with Royal
Hampton for third place, behind Melton (the Derby winner)

and Xantrailler, nine others finishing in the rear. His only
'

other race that year was the Dewhurst Plate, which he won
by three lengths, turning the tables on Xantrailler and also

beating Lonely, the winner of the Oakf, Farewell, winner i

the 1,000 guineas, and six others.

As a three-year-old Paradox began by winning the 2,00

guineas, but iu the Derby, Melton beat him a head. Afte
that he never knew defeat. He was shipped to France, when
he captured the Grand Prix du Paris with ease. Returning
to England he won the Sussex stakes at Gatewood and the

Champion stakes at Newmarket. Both Paradox and Loyalist

were sons of Sterling, who sired, in addition to them, Ison-.

omy, who got Common, Enterprise, winner of the 2,000.']

guineas ; Enthusiast, winner of the same race, and Harvester,

who ran a dead heat with St. Gatien in the Derby.

Tuehe will be a number of " specials " for trotters and
I pacers at Sacramento next week.

The Detroit meeting was a success and is likely to be a

permanency. Betting there was good. The Chicagoans and
Canadians carried it and fought many a draw battle. Good
judges say that Tom Carey's jumper, Miles Standish, is the

best that has ever been in the game and that Joseph Sea'
gram's Morpheus is one of the fastest horses tbat has ever

been seen. He won a three-quarter mile race in England
before importation, with 160 pounds up, id 1:14. Morpheus
is superbly bred, has bad legs and is a giant, 17 hands high,

golden chestnut in color, and one of your blocky, massive'

horses.

"
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Imported Margrave.

This distinguished horse did much to improve the stock of

e country, and while we do not expect to throw any light

>on his breeding, performances and his get, we may instruct

me whose connection with the turf bears date since he and

is get figured upon the turf.

Margrave, bred by Mr. J. Dilly, in 1820, was by Muley,

im by Election; second dam Fair Helen, by Hambletonian;

iird dam Helen, by Delphini ; fourth dam,Rosalind, by

henomenon ; fifth dam Atalanta, by Matchem ;
sixth dam

ass of the Mill, by Oroonoko; seventh dam by old Traveler,

ghth dam Miss Makeless, by Young Greyhound; ninth dam

f Old Partner; tenth dam Lambton's Mies Doe, dam by

Woodcock; eleventh dam by Croft's Bay Barb; twelfth dam

tefldemona, dam by Makeless; thirteenth dam by Brimmer-

mrteenth dam by Dickey Pierson; fifteenth dam by Bur-

)n's Barb mare.

Muley, the sire of Margrave, was a bay, foaled 1810, bred

ySirT. B. Bunbury, by Orville, out of Eleanor, by Whis-

ev her dam Young Giantess (Sorcerer's dam), by Diomed,

nt of Giantess, by Matchem.

Muley did not run at two, three or four years old. He

tarted four times at five years old, and won twice. Newmar-

:et Second Spring Meeting, for a Handicap Plate, £50, for

aree-year-olds and upwards, across the Flat, Muley, five

ears, 122 pounds, beat Castrella, three years, 88 pounds, and

an others. Same place, Second October Meeting, for a

weepstakes of 25 guineas each, for five-year-olds and up-

wards, Beacon Course, Idle Boy, five years, 120 pounds, beat

Jrow six years, 126 pounds, second, and Muley, five years,

20 pounds, third. Same meeting, for a Subscription Plate,

i0 guineas, across the Flat, Anticipation, three year&, 100

.ounds, beat Muley, five years, 123 pounds; Streamlet, three

rears, 100 pounds, third, and eight others. Same place, for

t Handicap Plate, £50, for all ages, ditch in, over two miles,

tfuley, five years, 124 pounds, beat Emily, five years, 114

Dounds, second; Caper, three years, 103 pounds, third, and

'our others. This ended his racing career, and he was re-

ired to the stud.

The following are among the best of his get : Little Won-
ler. winner of the Derby in 1840; Vespa, winner of the Oaks,

[838; Margrave, winner of the St. Leger, 1832; Hassan, Amy
Huntress, Milto, Minimia, Morisco, Neil Gow, Leviathan,

Muleteer, Porcelle, Lucy, Vicar, Dandina, Tommy Tickle,

iolumbus, Gazelle, Winton, Atlas, Marpessa, Muley Mol-

jch, imp. Brittania, Salute, Musselman, Lansdowne, Mali-

bran, Maid of Underley, Cantata, Dick Gilbert, Gurney,

King of Cluba, Manfred, Ratsbane, Gibraltar, The Plover,

Hautboy, etc. Muley died in 1837, after covering a few

mares, aged twenty-seven years.

The dam of imp. Margrave never appeared in public, and

was put to the stud in her fourth year, and the following is a

list of her produce

:

1820—Brown colt Chatham, by Waterloo or Blucher.

1821—Principessa, by Blucher.

1822—Chestnut colt, by Soothsayer.

1823—Foal, by Rainbow. Died.

1824—Chestnut filly, by Corrino.

1825—Bay colt, by Walton.

1826—Bay colt, by Orville.

,
1827—Bay colt, by Orville.

1828—Chestnut colt, by Muley.

!

1829—Chestnut colt, Margrave, by Muley.

I

1830—Chestnut colt, by Muley.

|
1833—Bay colt, by Muley.

1834—Bay colt, Marquis, by Muley.

1835—Chestnut filly, by Muley.

1836—Bay filly, Marchioness, by Muley.

1837—Brown colt, Meerut, by Muley.

1838—Chestnut colt, by Peter Lely.

1840—Chestnut colt,' by Physician.

Barren in 1831, 1832, 1839, 1841 and 1S42, and died in

he spring of 1843.

Election, the sire of Margrave'a dam, was a chestnut, foaled

1804, bred by Lord Egremont, by Gohanna, out of Chestnut

Skin, by Woodpecker, her dam Silver's dam by Herod, out

>f Young Hag, by Skim, etc.

Election started once at three years old, and won the

Derby, one and a half miles, colts 119 pounds, fillies 114

>onnds; bay colt by Sir Solomon second, Coriolanus third,

ind eleven others.

fAt four years old started eight times and won six. Good-

food, for the Ladies' Plate, 60 guineas, for all ages, two-

nile heats, Election, 4 years, 144 pounds, 1, 1; Epsom, 4

ears, 144 pounds, 2, 2; Tom Piper, aged, 167 pounds, dis-

anced. Ascot for Swinley Stakes, 25 guineas each, 15 f., for

,11 ages, H miles. Election, 4 years, 122 pounds, firBt ; Strip-

ing, 4 years, 122 oounds, second. Lewes for His Majesty's

Mate, 100 guineaB, four-mile heats, Election, 4 years, 144

ounds, 1, 1 ; Bob Booty, 4 years, 144 pounds. 2, drawn. Same
lace, for Ladies' Plate, 60 guineas, for all ages, 4 miles,

Section, 4 years, first ; Bob Bootv, four years, second. New-
larket for His Majesty's Plate, 100 guineas, Beacon Course,

Section, 4 years, 144 pounds, first; Rambler, 4 years, 144

ounds. second : Snug, 5 years, 160 pounds, third. Same
lace Eaton beat Election, 115 pounds each, across the Flat,

>r 200 guineas. Same place for Oaklands Stakes, of 30

oineas each, Bunbury mile, 7 furlongs 203 yards, Election,

years, 119 pounds, first ; Weaver, 3 years, 100 pounds, sec-

nd; colt by Hambletonian, 3 years, 91 pounds, third, and

dree others. Same place, Deceiver, 116^ pounds, beatElec-

on, 4 years, 121 pounds, Abingdon mile, for 200 guineas.

At five years old started five times and won three. He was

Dplaced for Oaklands Stakes, ditch in. over two miles, won

7 Baccbanal,',4 years,^115 pounds; Electioo, 5 years, 125

I

I

trnnds ; nine started. Same place, Newmarket, was unplaced

» Subscription Plate, T. Y. C, won by Agnes, 3 years, 126

rands ; Hyman, 3 years, 119 poundB, second; Election, 5

ears, 126 pounds, and four others unplaced. Brighton for

itworth Stakes, 10 guineas each, 4 miles. Election, 5 years,

19 pounds, first ; Nymphania, 5 years, 116 .pounds, second.

ewes for His Majesty's Plate, 10*0 guineas, four-mile heats,

lection, 5 years, 160 pounds, 1, 1 ; Sunbeam, 4 years, 144

mods, 2, 2; Hippomones, aged, 170 pounds, 3, 3; same
ace, walked over for the Ladies' Plate, 60 guineas, four

iles.

At six years old started seven times and won seven. At
oodwood walked over for the Ladies' Plate, 10 guineas each,

20 guineas added, two-mile heats ; 3 subs. Guilford for His
Majesty's Plate, 100 guineas, four-mile heats, Election, 6

years, 168 pounds, 1, 1; Goethe, aged, 170 pounds, 2, 2;
Brighton for a plate, £100, 4 miles, Election, 6 years, 124
pounds, beat Gaudy, 5 years, 118 pounds. Lewes for His
Majesty's Plate, 100 guineas, four-mile heats, Election, 6

years, 160 pounds, 1, 1 ; Discount, 5 years, 160 pounds, 2,

drawn. Same place, for a sweepstake of 10 guineas each,

20 guineas added, 4 miles, 7 subs., Election, 6 years, 124
pounds, first ; Gaudy, 5 years, 114 pounds, second. Same
place, walked over for the Ladies' Plate, 60 guineas, 4 miles.

Egham for Gold Cup, 100 guineas, by subscription of 10
guineas each, 4 miles, 13 subs., Election, 6 year, walked
over.

At seven years old started three times and won once.

Guilford walked over for His Majesty's Plate, 100 guineas,

four-mile heats. Lewes for His Majesty's Plate, 100 guineas,

four-mile heats, Wild Boy, 4 years, 144 pounds, 2, 1, 1 ; Elec-

tion, aged, 100 pounds (rider fell), 1, 2, dis. Same place, for

Ladies' Plate, 60 guineas, 4 miles, Scorpion, 6 years, 121
pounds, first; Election, aged, 123 pounds, second.

This ended his racing career, and he died in June, 1821,

aged 17 years. The following are among the beet of his get

:

Elector, Leah, Manfred, winner of the Two Thousand
Guineas in 1817, Motley, Annabel, Barleycorn, M. P., Admi-
ral, Hospitality, Lovemore, Gustavus, winner of the Derby in

1821, Electress, Blood Royal, Plumper, TipBy, Regent, Aaron,
Don Carlos, Haja Baba, Minima, Cramer. Gavotte, Rufus,

Tontine, Waltz, Nigel, Pigmy, Freeholder, the dam of Mar-
grave, etc.

Description of imp. Margrave. Margrave was a rich dark

chestnut, without wbite, and stood full 16 hands high. He
was a horse of immense substance and power, with large

bone, good action, excellent constitution, which he imparted

to his stock, excellent temper, and a sure foal getter. He was

not what would be called a handsome horse in his general

contour, still highly and powerfully formed, and would

strike one as a horse capatle and suitable to get horses for all

purposes.

Performances of imp. Margrave. At two years old started

four times, won three and second once, Stockbridge for

sweepstakes, 50 bovs. each, h. f., for two-year-olds, colts 119

pounds, fillies 116 pounds; three quarters of a mile, Mar-
grave firBt, Eleanor second, Revealer third, Nannette fourth.

Winchester for sweepstakes, 50 sovs. each, h. f., colts 117

pounds, fillies 115 pounds ; T. Y. C. Margrave walked over.

Newmarket, for Clearwell Stakes, 30 sovs. each, 20 f., colts

117 pounds, fillies 115 pounds; T. R. C. Emiliana first, Mar-
grave second, and eleven others unplaced. Same place for

the Criterion SfakeB, 30 sov6. each, 20 f., over five furlongs,

(36 subs.), Margrave first, Archibald second, and seven others

unplaced.

At three years old started five times and won three. Ep-
som, for the Derbv Stakes, 50 sovs. each, h. f., colts 119

pounds, fillies 114 pounds, mile and a half (101 subs.), St.

Giles first, Perion second, Trustee third, Margrave and

eighteen others unplaced. Doncaster. for the Great St.

Leger Stakes, of 50 sovs. each, h. f., colts 118 pounds, fillies

115 pounds, about one mile and three-quarters. 73 subs.,

Margrave first, Birdcatcher second, and fifteen others un-

placed. Same place, for Gascoigne States, of 100 sovs. each,

20 f., for three-year-olds, St. Leger course, 11 subs.; Mar-

grave, 122 pounds, first; Julius, 118 pounds, second. New-
market, for the Grand Duke Michael Stakes, 50 sovb. each,

colts 119 pounds, fillies 115 pounds; across the Flat; 15

subs.; Margrave first, Salute second, Oalata third, and two

others.

At four years old started twice and won once. Newuarket,

tor Claret Stakes, 200 sovs. each, h. f., colts 119 pounds, fillies

114 pounds, ditch in, 2 miles and 97 yards; S subs., Trustee

first, Minster second, Beiram third, Margrave fourth. Same
place, Margrave, 4 years, 121 pounds, received 100 guineas

forfeit from Bassetlan (dead), 114 pounds, Abingdon mile.

Margrave went to the stud in 1834, and made the season of

1835 in Eugland. In the fall of 1835 he was purchased by

Messrs. Merritt & Co., and imported into "Virginia. The
following are some of his get in England : Margravine, Mul-

berry Wine, Percy, Fame, Mazurka and Margaret, the latter

the best. Margrave made his first season in Virginia in 1836 :

He also stood at Nashville, Tenn., at Lexington, Ky., two or

three years, and the last place we find him published as a

stallion was Selma, Ala., at T. B. Goldsby's, and he died in

1852, aged 23 years, at Selma, Ala., the property of Major

Gee of Alabama.

Dublin, Nannie McDooald, etc.), Lilla (dam of Gen. Duke,
Chillicothe, Lilly Duke, etc.), Vandalia (dam of Ceylon, Vo-
lusia, etc.), Estella by Star Ba"lfl."(dam of Henry Owens,
etc.). < ...

It will be seen from the above though Margrave, like Levi-
athan and many other imported sire3, left no sona to pyioetu-
ate their line, his mares have been of the greatest benefit. Ao-
the stock of the country. The great mistake made witi>,-

Margrave was the same as that made with Leviathan ; they '

were not, as a rule, crossed with the proper blood. Marpessa
by Muley was bred to Glencoe, and produced the great Poca-
hontas, who, in turn, crossed with The Baron and Harkaway,
gave England some great Btallions in Stockwell, King Tom
and Rataplan. The Muley blood crossed upon Sultan, and
that again topped with Whalebone blood, as found in The
Baron, Harkaway, Touchstone, etc., has been one of the
most successful ever made in Great Britain. We have al-

ways believed that the successes of both Margrave and Levi-
athan would have been greatly increased by crossing them
on Sultan blood, as found in Glencoe, his soosand daughters;
and if \ A. Keene Richards had selected Margrave and
Leviathan mares for Knight of St. George, who was a
compact, short-muscled horse, his success at the stud would
have been greater, they would have lengthened the muBcles
and reach of his get, which they so much required It will

not do to breed race horses either from prejudice, economy
or convenience. If you wish to be successful examine the
breeding of the winning horses, ask yourselves how these
strains are to be had, and when the answer is obtained breed
your mares as near as you can to their standard.

"Wonderful Horse Knowledge.

The following are among the best of his get in this country:

Alamode, Blue Dick, Brown Dick, Doubloon, Crisis, Emma
Wright, Eleanor Margrave, Florin, Fanny G., Henry Perritt,

Highland Mary, Landscape, Mark Young, Patsey Hatcher,

Tom Payne, Lady Margrave, Utilla, Yellow Rose, Gosport,

and Earl of Margrave. Of his sons none were very success-

ful as sires, Brown Dick and Doubloon being the best, but his

mhres have left a number of first-claas descendants. Countess

was the dam of Katona by Voucher, from whom Tom Ochil-

tree, Metairie, Item, Bob Wooley, Idalia, etc., have spruog.

CriBis was the dam of Donerail, an excellent race horse by

Lexington. Ellen Hoe produced Grace Darling and Katy

Darling, from the latter came Derby, a good hurdler and

steeplechaser. Emma Wright is the dam of Laura Farris,

Mollie Jackson, Miss Doyle, Earring, Woodsteck, Jerseyman,

George Wilkes and Emeti. Mollie Jackson is the dam of

Monday, sire of Mollie McCarthy, Sue Morrissey, the gran-

dam of thegreatFoxhall, etc. Fanny, by Margrave, wasthe

dam of Edward Everett, the sire of Judge Fullerton, record

2:18. Fanny G. produced Liz Mardis, Endorser, Lady Dan
Bryant, Emma Maratla, Estella (grandam of Alcantara, four-

year-old record 2:23, Alcyooe 2:27, etc.) and Vidette (dam of

Camargo). Lady Margrave wasthe dam of Undine, Levine,

etc., the former the dam of Uncle Vic, who raced well and

proved a good sire. Margaret Hunter was the dam of Kate

Bateman by Glencoe, Sallie by Sovereign, Greek Slave by

Glencoe, Stumps by Lexington, Roxana by West Roxbruy,

etc. From her have descended Sarong, the dam of Aristides,

Eagle, Maggie Storm, Long Nine, O'MaUey, La Reive,

Lampi, Strychnine, Arsenic, Punch, Tipperary Girl, Gus

Matthews, etc., an excellent lacing family. The dam of Ice-

berg, Fatima, Rebecca T. Price (dam of Mahlstick and

Apollo), Capitola (dam of Kiog Alfonso), Mary Churchill

(dam Nettie Viley, Florence Wallace, Hamburg, Wade
Hampton, etc.), Versailles, The Grand DuchesB by Vandal,

Oakland, Leisure, etc. were by imp. Margrave. Margravine

was the dam of James A. Connelly, a great race horse, Blind

Tom, etc. Utilla was the dam of Young Utilla, Ulverston

and Ultima ; the latter dam of Aurora Raby (dam of Bill

Bruce, Charley Gorham, Respond, etc.), Nuisance, Sunrise,

Atilla, etc., Victoire was the dam of Omer, Zaidee (dam of

J. C. Dinue, Adolph Spreckels' trainer, arrived at Spreck*

els' Aptos ranch yesterday with a band of broodmares and

nine colts. The horses are a valuable lot, and were insured

for $150,000 while in transit. The mares have been bred to

Dexter Prince. In the band were three full sisters to Hulda
with a record of 2:03. Gracie S., 2:13}, Emma S., 2:17 flat,

and Lillie S., 2:20J. The other notable trotters in charge of
Trainer Dinue were Point Lace, a pacer by Director, out of

Directum, with a record of 2:12J over the Terre Haute track;

Miss Valensin, by Sidney, out of Hummer, the pacer with a

record of 2:22, and Teals Duck, by Electioneer, no record,
although showing up well in practice work. Christine, Mr.
Spreckels' private road mare, was also among the band.

—

Santa Cruz Sentinel.

Whoever gave the reporter the above records and pedigrees
has much to answer for. He must, as Artemas Ward used to

say, be an " amoozin little cuss.
1 '

Mb, C. H. T. Hart (who negotiated in England the pur-

chase of Carbine, with the Duke of Portland), tells the Mel-
bourne Leader that the 13,000 guineas paid for the son of

Musfeet, was the price quoted for the horse by the trustees of

Mr. Wallace's estate—and was not an offer made by him, and
at this figure he was put under offer for ten days. Owing to

the interruptions of the cable the sale was only completed less

than an hour before tbe time expired, and Mr. Hart was al-

ready at Brindisi on his way back to England when the

negotiations were brought to a conclusion. The Duke of

Portland promptly agreed to the price,and further instructed

that if these negotiations fell through, and the horse came
under the hammer, Mr. Hart was to buy him. It is stated

that Carbine will serve thirty mares outside those of hie

owner, the Duke of Portland. The list having been filled for

three years at 200 guineas each, the Musket horse if he lives

will have earned in the period named in stud fees alone, the

nice little sum of 18,000 guineas.

The Detroit track was built with the special intention of

making it the fastest in the world. It is constructed of sods,

three inches thick and eighteen inches wide, set on edge, each
successive tier of sods being cohered with six inches of yel-

low clay, to give solidity and take off surplus springinegs.

The top dressing is the finest black loam that could be pro-

cured in the State. The drainage facilities are perfect, as

those who attended the inaugural trotting meeting last year

know very well. During that gathering the weather was
splendid up to the Friday evening, about 5 the rain fell in

torrents. The small pine hedge on the inside of the home-
stretch held back the water, and at 7 o'clock it was a foot

deep almost at the inside rail, a few yards from the timers'

stand. As soon as the big ditch was full the pumping engine

was put to work, the lateral drains, laid thirty feet apart and
four feet below the surface of the track, got in their work,

and by 6 A. M. Saturday the harrows were put on. By 8 the

bikeB were going again, and by noon the track was as dry as

ever.

There are still some echoes of the Lovdal-Lucky Dog race

of Saturday, The consensus of opinion seems to be that J.

Walker's incompetence, coupled with tbe fact that Lovdal

outclasses Lucky Dog, were the causes that the latter's defeat

were directly attributed to. Starter Rowe, who saw both

horses race several times at San Francisco during the winter

months, said that Lovdal, when fit and well, could beat Lucky
Dog at any distance or in any kind of going.

The latest edition of " Goodwin's Official Turf Guide, No.

5, VofT 1," which has just been issued, contains some new
and interesting features, namely, the performances of Ameri-
can horses in England this year, and the summaries of the

racing at the County Club, Brooklyn, Mass. This volume
contains all the races run in the United States and Cauada
from June 1st to July 4th. This is a most popular book

among students of form and most useful for reference.

When out on the circuit it is absolutely necessary for

horsemen who ride bikes to have them in first-class order,

and to place them in that condition we can with confidence

recommend J. W. Kenney, who will attend the Breeders'

meeting and supply those requiring his assistance. He not

only repairs bike wheels, but he makes them. His charges

are very reasonable.

When you go to Sacramento you will not forget that the

famous Western Hotel is there and for tbe price is the best

hostelry in California. It is first-class in all its appointments

with second-class prices. It is the horsemen's headquarters.

At last a remedy " that is a remedy" has been discovered

for cracked heels and grease heel has been discovered. Dr.

Bovett's Dermatol is a sure cure. It is recommended highly

by all who use it. See advertisement.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKT.

. Tlip«^wiii be no Petaluma race meeting this year.

fvber the bigsaleof choice trotters August let

The horses at Palo Alto look better than they have for

years.

Remember entries to the great meeting at Fresno will

close August 1st.

Brino TRICKS did not lost a heat during the whole meet-

ing at Portland.

Kittitas Ranger has been turned out and will not race

any more this season.

R. D. Misner will takePlunket, Senator and Bishop Hero
through the Montana circuit.

Dnsra Dong, a brown horse by Bell Boy, got a record of

it St. Mary's, Penn., July 7th.

Have you forgotten San Jose? Entries for the excellent

meeting to take place there will close August let.

Hawley, 2:23$, is another new performer to the credit of

Chimes. His dam was sired by Mambrino King.

In one day's racing at Old Orchard, Maine, July 12th,

seventeen heals were trotted or paced in 2:16 or better.

Antidote, by Anteros, lowered his record to 2:10} at Old
Orchard, Maine, July 12th. He is a rattling good pacer.

Sep. a, a black mare by 8able Wilkes, won her first race at

DanielsoQville, Conn., July 3d, getting a record of 2:28}.

Lynn Belle, by St. Bel, now has a mark of 2:144, made
in the third heat of a race at Old Orchard, Maine, July

12th.

Jesse, by Electricity, out of Jennie Benton, got a record

of 2:28 in the fourth heat of a race at Fostoria, Ohio, July
12th,

The Breeders Meeting commences at Sacramento to-day.

It promises to be the best ever held by this thriving organi-

zation.

Ottinger does not take kindly to the pacing gait and will

need a good deal of schooling before he makes a reliable race

horse.

|* Marin Jr., 2:13, promises to fulfill all expectations. He
stepped a mile in 2:103, the last half in 1:02£ at St. Joseph,
Mo., last week.

Miss Kate, 2:24, won a bard-fought, five-heat race at La
Crosse, Wisconsin, July 12th, and lowered her record to

2:22 in the last heat.

At Watertown, New York, June 25, a two-year-old geld-

ing by Palo Alto, called Wilde Ida, won a seven heat race in

2.32, 2:35 and 2:35*.

By the latest accounts, Monroe Salisbury's horses are

getting into form nicely. From this time on we shall hear
good reports of them.

On Tuesday at East Saginaw, Mich., Dan Lawrence drove
Red Nulling, by Red Wilkes, in 2:162, 2:20 and 2:19|, win-
ning her race with ease.

Conorazia, a four-year-old mare by Antevolo, out of

Blackwood Belle, by Trouble, got a time record of 2:26 at

Lexington, Ky., July 3.

PdOF. E. P. Heald has a splendid lot of choice road-
sters, trotters, pacers, fine broodmares and promising colts

and fillies for sale at low prices.

If you need a first-class "Frazier" sulky, call at Studebak-
er's, comer of Tenth and Market streets and select one that
will suit you. Every trainer does.

Catherine, 2:231, by Candidate, son of Electioneer, is

holding out a lot ol promise, having recently trotted the
West Side Park track (a slow one) in 2:13.

DusTiN says Directum is lame. He has not shipped from
Minneapolis to Lansing on account of this trouble. It is

hoped the injury is not a permanent one.

Everybody is renewing old friendships at Agricultural
Park, Sacramento. Numbers of horses and bikes have also
been sent there during the past two weeks.

Rl'tiiirkord, 2:264, the youngster in Gil Curry's stable
takes the place of Electrophel as the fastest two-year-old trot-
ter of the year. He is by Forerunner, a son of Onward.

Hr?i,i>A.2:08J, recently stepped the last half of a mile in
1:05 j, and those who count the daughter of tiny Wilkes as a
"has been" may change their estimate of her before long.

For racing outfits, sulkies (Toomey, Faber and Frazier's)
harnesses and horse boots, do not forget J. O'Kane's place,
767 Market street. All the latest veterinary medicines on
hand.

Bert Harmob has arranged with Monroe SaliHbury by
which the latter will campaign Grayson (2),2:30J,by (ireen-
way. Grayson has been entered extensively in the 2:80 pac-
ing Ntakes.

Bnxoi after a very fast pacer should write to F. C.
Ifytft, Lock Box 895, Oakland, and see what thev can get
that Hying whirlwind Cyrus &,, 2:14}, for. He'isa king
among roadsters.

The Willows Association are going to give a bve dayB*
meeting commencing July 3Uth and Biding August 3d; these
dates All in the week between the Breeders1 Sacramento
meeting and the Vallejo meeting. See advertisement.

A. B. • COKCX*1

little band of choice trotting mares that
have been si the Palo Aim Slock Karoo "ioce lanl February
were recenii/ sent to the Aptos Farm in charge of Col. J. C.
I'inue. The mares-have been stinted (o Dexter Prince.

The horse Venus that was defeated by Covey, 2:24$, is the

bay gelding Ashton, 2:174, by El Capitao, that Andy Mc-

Dowell owned at onetime. The summary of this race in

Eureka ought to have shown that this was tbe geiding.

Seylex, 2:18}, by Alban, oat of Woodflower, by Ansel,

2:20, grsndam Mayflower, 2:304, is said to be capable of trot-

ting a mile iu 2:12. Before the campaign closes he will be

driven to a fast record after which he will go on the road.

The trotting stock from Jas. G. Fair's farm to be sold

Auguit 1st in this city includes some very finely-bred and

promising trotters. It should attract the attention of horse-

men. Catalogues will be ready for distribution next Monday.

If the horsemen do not get their money from the Portland,

Oregon, meeting the people of that city will not have the

pleasure of seeing them visit that place aeain. These owners

and trainers earned their money and should by all means

receive it.

FredS. Moodv a chestnut gelding (brother to Mary Best,

2:12}), by Guy Wilkes out of Montrose, by Sultan, 2:24, won
the first race he ever started in. Last Monday at Saginaw,

Michigan, over a track at least three to four seconds slow he

won it. Best time, 2:30}.

Another late shipment has been made by Gusatve Nelson,

of New York, to his brother in Copenhagen, Denmark, of a

five-year old bay mare, by Director, 2:17, dam Brainey, by

Echo. This mare is the one formerly owned by Thos. Bonner;

she is a full sister to Director Jr.

Bids for privileges at the race track at Napa for the race

meeting there, August 12th to 17th inclusive, are advertised

for in this issue. It is only necessary to call attention of those

interested to have a quick response. The meeting promises

to be the best attended on the circuit.

Col. Thomas S. Lang, who died recently at Dallas City,

Ore., where he resided for the past twenty years,was a native

of Maine and one of its pioneer breeders ,of trotters. He
owned the noted stallions Gideon and General Knox, selling

the latter for $10,000 to H. N. Smith, of Fashion Stud Farm.

Jos. Cairn Simpson sold Columbine and her foal now
known as Anteros, when it was two days old, to Senator

Stanford. Hence, he bred Anteeo, 2:16} (not 2:164),

Antevolo, 2:194, and Anteros. The latter showed better as a

yearling than either of them. All are great sires of early

speed.

At Saugus, July 2, El Rami by VVildcut, a Palo Alto bred

horse, got a record of 2:17£; Seylex by Alban, another Palo

Alto bred one, also captured his race, while Antidote the

other winner of the day got a record of 2:16|, is by Anteros,

and his sire aDd dam were owned at Palo Alto. Pretty good

Palo Alto day.

It is estimated that in Oregon, Washington, Montana, Ne-
vada and Idaho there are at present 2,000,000 of half-breed

wild horses, for which no market can now be found. The
cannery at the Dalles will run on full time when these cay-

uses are sent on their journey to them, and the quicker it

getB to work the better.

J. B. Embry, of Nicholasville, has placed Warlock, 2:24,by

Whips, in the bands of W. S. Patterson to be trained. He
thinks the stallion is capable of a record of 2:15 or better. It

is said that a yearling filly by Warlock, out of Lucille by
Meredith , has trotted an eighth of a mile in 27 seconds hitched

to a heavy road cart, after she had been worked but one

mile.

At La Crosse, Wis., last Saturday the thousands who as-

sembled witnessed some wonderful racing. A dispatch says:

The star attraction to-day was Directum's exhibition mile.

The first quarter was trotted in 0:32, half in l:Clf, three-

quarters in 1:32}, and the mile in 2:^6. Trotting, 2:40 class;

purse $1000—Fannie Holman won, Dufor second, Marve
third. Time, 2:16}. Pacing 3:00 class, for three-year-olds—
Arthur L. by Direct,won, Adriton second, Jack Allerton

third. Time, 2:13}. Trotting, 2:13 class; purse $1000—Kla-
math won, Miss Nelson second, B. B. P. third. Time, 2:094.

The Californians were not behind the money much to-day.

There were probably more races among harness horses

last week than ever before in the history of racing. Those
who think that the breeding and racing trotters is in a bad
way have but to turn to tbe turf papers and note the enor-

mous list of meetings reported each day to find i conclusive

argument against the theory that there|is no longer a good
demand for fast harness horses. The principle difference is,

however, that there has been a radical change in the estimate

of what constitutes a fast horse, and the breeders who are be-

wailing the condition of the horse business are those who are

disappointed because the 3:30 horses are no longer fit to take

away from home.

Who does not like to see a battle for supremacy between
man and horse? Prof. Gleason, justly termed the king of

horse tamers, is going to give the supreme test of his skill at

Central Park on Sunday afternoon, July 21st, at 2:30. Prof.

Gleason will attempt to train the vicious and dangerousman-
eating stallion Jim Wicks, the most vicious horse ever

handled in the State, seven years old, and has never been har-

nessed. The owner says : "No man can subdue him.'' This
horse strikes, biles, kicks and is an all-round fighter. If Prof.

O. K. Gleason is successful in driving this vicious horse, a

number of others will meet the great horseman. To see the

vicious stallion tamed and educated will be worth going many
miles to witness. This will be the greatest battle with a horse
Gleason has ever had on the PaciGc Coast.

Jos. Nkal. Superintendent of Pleasnnton Stock Farm,
writes as follows: "Schafler's Direct coif, Arthur L., won his

race at La Crosse, Wis., last Saturday, one heat in 2:13}.

Miss Kate also won at La Crosse, 2:22. How does this look ?

Direct's oldest colts are but three years of age ; there is only
six of them ; but five of tbe six are in training, three of them
have records as follows as three-year-olds: Directlv (p), 2:07},

Arthur L. (p), 2:13}; Miss Kate, 2:22; Too 8oon, while
nominally a three-year-old, but really only two years and
twelve days, trotted second to a colt in 2:244 at i.a Crosse
last week, and Lou Mitchell is faster than Miss Kate. How
is it Red Nulling wins every time she starts? Just received
a telegram from Monroe Salisbury to ship him a car load of

the finest California hay in market (by freight, $200). Ten
tons cost $10 per ton, making it cost him $30 a ton over there.
He cannot do without it.

John A. McKerron has been quite busy lately making
track harnesses for the leading drivers in New York. He
there has sent on an average three sets a week for the past three
months. " The McKerron track harness is the best ever
made," is the opinion of Orrin A. Hickok, Andy McDowell,
Budd Doble, Geo. Starr, Jim Dustin, John A. Goldsmith and
all the other kingpin drivers.

On July 5, at Peoria, III., the bay stallion Strathberry
smashed the half-mile record and the half-mile race record.
He won the free-for-all pace in straight heats in 2:124, 2:09

and 2:114. In his last heat he went to the quarter in 0:324,

to the half in 1:04}, to the three-quarters in 1:364 and home
in 2:09. Strathberry, 2:064, is six years old, by Roseberry,
dam Belle Hambletonian, by Chevalier; second dam Fanny
Hiatogo, by Honesty.

The two-year-old filly Arguros that took a record of 2:274;

at La Crosse, Wis.,this week, is by Milrov.son of Guy Wilkes
and ManoD, 2:21, by Nutwood, and who was bred by John A.
Goldsmith. The dam of Arguros is Annie Wilton, by Wil-
ton, out of Anna B., by Hambletonian Mambrino,second dam
Gilbert mare, dam of two in 2:30 by Clifton Pilot. Annie
Wilton is the first daughter of Wilton to produce a 2:30 per-
former. It is a singular fact that the sire and dam of Argu-
ros are both six years old.

The well-known trainer of trotters, Frank Camden, who
has been handling the horses at Captain T. E. Moore's farm,
The Cedars, at Shawhan, Ky., died last Friday at Cynthiana.
About a month ago, in a runaway accident, Mr. Camden had
one leg fractured, and as it did not get well, it was concluded
that it should be amputated, which was done. He survived
the operation but a short time. Mr. Camden had many
friends among the horsemen, and all will regret to hear of
his sad and untimely death. He was about fifty years of
age.

Another Guy Wilkes entered the 2:30 list last week. At
Davenport, Iowa, July 9th, the three-ye ir-old bay colt Wise-
burn, bred by Dr. K. D. Wise, of Los Angeles, was entered in
the 2:40 trotting race. He lost the third heat in 2:304, bnt
won the other three in 2:264, 2:234 and 2:25. Wiseburn is

by Guy Wilkes, 2:35}, out of Semi Tropic, 2:24, by Sultan,
2:24

;
second dam Lady Mackey, by Silverthreads ; third dam

Fleetwing (dam of Stamboul, 2:074), by Hambletonian 10,etc.

Wiseburn is a good one. He is by right of inheritance
worthy of being a star.

In the 2:35 pace at Saginaw, Mich., the Direct colt, Ar-
thur L., got a record in the third heat in 2:154. He was only
beaten a neck in the second heat in 2:13. Arthur L. is the
property of Chief of Police Shafer of Oakland. He is out of
a mare by Thistle, 2:13$, and was first handled by Jas. Suth-
erland, of Pleasanton, from whose hands Monroe Salisbury
received him a few weeks before his departure East. Arthur
L. will make as low a record as Directly before he returns

to this Coast. The five beats of this race were under 2:20,

and he was close up in all of them. Over 7,000 people w<

in attendance.

Capt. B. J. Tp.eacy, of Lexington, lost by death on the
second of July his great young stallion Happy West. His
death was caused by hernia. Happy West was a bay stallion

by Happy Medium, dam Mamie West by Allie West, 2:25;

second dam Madam Headley by Edwin Forrest 351. Madam
Headley was the dam of Expert Prince (p), 2:13}, and the

grandam of Capt. Mack, 2:29, and Lockheart, 2:13. Her dam
and Happy Wes'.'s third dam was Madam Stanhope by Mam-
brino Chief. Happy West was a splendid individual, and
Capt. Treacy valued him very highly. He says that he bap

not lost another as good a horse since the death of Allie

West, 2:25.

Andy McDowell says he is not certain about which is

the fastest trotter—Alix or Marin Jr. The latter is a seven-

year-old grey gelding by Marin 19440, out of Silver (dam ol

Hattie F., 2:18), by Silverthread; second dam Gertrude (dam
of Native Son, 2:294), by The Moor. He took a record ol

2:13 at San Jose, Cal , on the 23th of last September, and was
purchased by Mr. Salisbury last winter. He worked a half-

mile at St. Joseph a few days ago in 1:024, and finished like

he had speed to spare. Every one who has seen him is en-
thusiastic about him. Barring accidents McDowell believes he

will beat every horse he starts against this summer. He can
beat Azote any part of a mile, and it takes a great horse tc

do that.—Spirit of the Times.

The chief feature of the opening day of the JanesvilU
meeting, July 15, was Joe Patcben's mile in 2:04$, A specia

race between tbe handsome son of Patchen Wilkes and Strath

bery, the speedy one of the Rosebery family, was on the card

but Strathbery pulled up lame at Davenport and could not

start. Joe Patchen was therefore sent for a fast mile. Thi
conditions were not the most favorable, as a strong wind swep'

the backstretch, while the track was not in the best condi
tion. The black horse covered the distance to the quarter h
0:30£,the half in 1:02}, the three-quarters in 1:33} and thi

mile in 2:04
J

. Several grand stand watches and some other
caught the time at 2:05, but 2:04$ was announced. Compe
tent judges said this mile was the best one that the Patchei
Wilkes horse has yet made, as the track was easily two sec

onds slower than the Davenport course, where he reeled of

his last fast mile.

1.1

c

Mi,

3,The famous Mambrino Wilkes stallion,Brino Tricks, 2:1

that is destioed to be among the 2:10 performers this yeai

was bred by H. and I. Pierce, of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm]

and sold by them at auction a few years ago for a song. H
was taken to Salt Lake aud finally fell into the hands of Hig
gins Bros, of Montana, who now own him. He is one of thi

gamest pacers ever seen on the turf. He is by Mambrin
Wilkes (Irvin Ayres' fine stallion), out of Sally Tricks, b
Patchen Vernon ; second dam Katv Tricks (dam of Condf

2:20. etc.), by Colonel. Sally Trick's daughter, Ann Tricki

by Anteeo, 2:104, showed better than 2:30 as a three-year-ol

and trotted quarters in 0:35 before being put to breedinf

Messrs. Pierce Bros, sold her three-year-old filly by Bay Rosi

2:2#i, at the March sale in New York. They have a two
year-old called Sally Rose, a full sister to this one, that is ver

promising, and a brother (now a yearling) so promising thi

they decided to breed the dam back to Bay Rose this seasor.

Ann Tricks was bred to Sidney, 2:1 9 J, one season, and pn I

duced a filly that as a two-year-old trotted quarters in 0:3(

'

Ann Tricks is as fine a looking mare as Brino Tricks is

stallion, and we do not know of higher praise to bestow

her.

-

b

.
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THE SADDLE.

Pierre Lorillakd will race his horses in England after

this year.

J. M. Murphy has bought of John Rodegap the brown

colt Buck Massie, by Hanover.

Crawford was ran up $300 by one of the Quinn boys last

Saturday, the owner retaining the gelding at $405.

"W. O'B. Macdonough bet $40 each way on Crawford Sat-

urday at odds of 25 an j 10, putting him $1,400 winner on the

race.

Jockey Hinrichs rode two winners that were at juicy

odds on Saturday—Crawford at 25 to 1 and Thornhill at 5

to 1.

Lovdal won a mile and a quarter handicap at Brighton

Beach last Saturday in 2:08J—a good run over such a slow

track.

Ed Purser is in the bookmaking business in New York,

and according to a correspondent at last accounts he was on

the losing side.

Starter Ferguson came in for a splendid round of ap-

plause over his start in the last race Friday, which was

certainly a beauty.

Interest in the Futurity is beginning to show itself.

Handspring and Applegate are the best liked of those who
are supposed to be amODg probable starters.

W. S. Hobart's Ferrier has won seventeen consecutive

races this season. His last victory was at a mile and a six-

teenth in 1:49 A at Narragansetl Park, July 7tb.

Judging by the ease with which Installator won Friday,

be can run seven furlongs with 104 pounds up in 1:26 or

better. He did the first half-mile in 0:48$ yesterday after

getting cut off.

Jockey Marty Bergen will be on this coast again next

winter with Pecksniff (by imp. Pickwick,son of Hermit) and

three others. His brother Mike, also a knight of the pigskin,

will come on also.

Johnny Qtjinlan, for several seasons past an employe of

the Blood Horse Association and California Jockey Club,

took first prize at 2sapa on the Fourth of July for the hand-

somest decorated bicycle.

There were two very close decisions Friday—between

Don Gara and City Girl and Remus and Road Runner. The
time made in both races was very good— 1:01| for five fur-

longs and 1:41 for a m\\e.

Chakley Kidd last week sold to J. Curley, a saloonist

whose place is near the Olympic Club grounds, the bay horse

Steadfast, five years old, by Sobrante, dam Narcola, by Nor-

folk. Consideration private.

All of last Saturday's winners were bred in California

—

Nellie G. in the northern part, Reno in the eastern. Thorn-

hill and Mero at Palo Alto, a little north of the centre, and

Crawford in the southern part.

Phil Dwyer July 10th bought of Barney Treacy a year-

ling colt, bred very much like the great Halma. He is a fine

chestnut, by Hanover, dam Miss Hight (dam of Ottyanna),

by Longfellow. Price private.

Floodmore, young W. S. Hobart's crack jumper, is re-

ported broken down for good by The Horseman. We trust

this is -an error. The big gelding used to go lame after his

races, and it may be only temporary.

Henry Wendt, the young bookmaker that made so many
friends here last winter and spring, is at Milwaukee booking

at present. He did well at Roby and at last accounts was do-

ing likewise at the Wisconsin metropolis.

President Tom Williams left for the far East last Satur-

day night, whither he goes to solicit wealthy Eastern turfmen

to invest in Bay District track, which he has bonded at $650,-

000. Mr. Williams will be absent about three weeks.

The Russian war office has decided to use henceforth ex-
clusively gray horses tor artillery purposes, the reason given
for the innovation being that animals of this color have been
found by experience to be stronger and more enduring than
brown ones.

Owner-Trainer Charley Boots waxed quite wroth last

Saturday over Chevalier going to D. J. Lynch to ride Mr.
Jingle in the handicap. The judges fined Mr. Boots $250,
and for a time it looked as if the Milpitas turfman would take
his splendid string away from the track. A peace was finally

patched up and Wildemuth, a stable boy, rode Claudius.

_
New York, July 15—Jockey Patsy Rogers, who used to

ride for J. E. McDonald and others, and who in his best

days rode such cracks as Diablo and Chesapeake, died at his
n other's home here last Friday in extreme poverty. August
Belmont heard of the boy's illness and sent him a check for

$100, but it did not reach his mother until after the jockey
was dead.

Providence (R. I.), July 12.—William Loud, an inti-

mate friend of E. J. Baldwin, the San Francisco millionaire,
has brought suit for $1,000 damages against the Narra-
gansett Racing Association, and another for $5,000 against
the track detective, Connors. Loud was recently put off the
track on a charge of being a "tout." Connors is the detect-
ive who put Mr. Loud out, and he is sued for assault and bat-
tery.

The Saratoga meeting promises well. Pierre Lorillard
has engaged stalls for fifteen horses. James R. and Foxhall
Keene will have eighteen, Gideon & Daly twenty, and
August Belmont twenty-two. Byron McClelland, owner of

j

Henry of Navarre, will soon have his string there. In fact,

all the big stables, Lucky Baldwin, McCafierty and others,

J

will get to the 8prings. Many of the leading western stables

I will also participate.

I J. F. Davis arrived from Stockton Monday with a num-
ber of race horses, which have been quartered at Bav District.

The string comprises : Tam 0'Shanter,4 years : De Groat, 4;

May Jones, 2; Corinto, 2; Winchester, 3 ; Peixoto, 2. The
latter two are by imp. Brutus, out of Kelpie mares. James
Maddox, who accompanied Davis from Stockton, has in his

care the two-year-old filly Colleen Bawn and an aged gelding
by Kyrle Daly named R. H.

Matt Allen's Basettlaw will probably end his racing

j

career this year. Mr. J. B. Haeein and John Mackay paid
a visit to Bassetlaw a few days ago and very likely the sale

! of the son of St. Simon will be ratified. Messrs. Hasgin
:
and Mackay were favorably impressed with the looks of Bas-

{
setlaw, and think he would be a grand sire to croES with the

j
celebrated matrons at Raccho del Paso.

J. H. Shields left last Sunday for the East. It is his in-

tention to return in a month's time with several race horses

and some yearlings. Captain Rees, McLight and others of

the string at Bay District track will be given a rest mean-
time.

Eddie Sachs bet heavily on his mare Tillie S. yesterday,

and was not highly delighted over the ride Piggott put up on
her. So fast did the boy take ber back near the quarter that

Tillie S. was thrown off her stride and fell back absolutely

third.

Bookmaker Dave Johnson, who is missing, is something
like $50,000 behind. Pete Delacey is a loser to the extent

of $25,000, and all the big ones are on the wrong side of the

sheet except Ike Thompson, who is $300,000 ahead of the

"I've "often heard," said Mrs. Torkington, "that there

isn't any money in literature, and now I am convinced of it."

"How ?" inquired the caller. "Charlie hasn't a cent since he
got acquainted with some of these gentlemen who make
books."—Washington Star.

A. Isom, the injured jockey, has been taken to the Chinn
home 'al Harrcdsburg, Ky,, where he will remain until able

to don colors again, which, however, will not be for some
time to come, as the boy's injuries have proved to be of a
much more serious character than was at first supposed.

Barnhy Schreirer's black colt Schiller, by imp. St.

George—Fraulein, has not lo3t yet, haying been victorious in

three races at St. Loais. He is a half-brother to Zoolein and
formerly owned by Garnet Ferguson, who sold him as a year-
ling for $300 to Schreiber in the Palace Hotel, this city, a
year ago last winter.

Hastings, an unbeaten two-year old by Spendthrift, dam
Cinderella, br ught $37,000 at the Gideon & Daly sale yes-
terday, Sheepshead Bay track. August Belmont was the
buyer. This is the next to [the largest price ever paid in

America for a two-year-old, King Thomas, the disappointing
brother to Ban Fox, bringing $38,000 Ramapo was clearly

the bargain of the sale, going to J. J. McCafferty's nod at

$6,600. The Bntterflles was cheap at $7,000, with her;great
record behind her. Hazlet was not a great bargain at $14,-
500. Keenan, the best two-year-old in the far East this sea-

son, brought $18,500.

Ramapo burst his foot again in the race for the Long Is-

land handicap July 4th. This time it is more serious than it

was before the Suburban, and it may be some time before this

grand horse will be seen in public. Before it happened his

owners offered to run Domin<» at weight tor age, over the
Suburban course, and the Coney Island officials tried to bring
tbe matter to an issue for July 4, but Mr. Keene would not
start the black horse. Ramapo ran a great race for the Long
Island, considering his foot, but had the jockeys been re-

versed Sir Walter would have beaten him. As it was, he won
by about three inches, Griffin clearly outriding Doggett.

Major Thomas has always been confident that Domino
could go a distance, and all who consider the horse's breeding
will agree with him that all Domino requires is proper
handling. The Commercial Advertiser says :

lt There were
hundreds at Sheepshead Bay on Saturday who were delighted
beyond bounds when Domino galloped home an easy winner
of the Sheepshead Bay Handicap. But their satisfaction was
meager compared to that felt bv Major B. G. Thomas, who
bred the black wonder. The Major, as one of the many who
crowded around the jodges' stand as the houses returned to

the scales, and was the recipient of as much congratulation
almost as Mr. Keene. 'They say he can't go a distance.' said

the Major. 'He isn't bred to stay ! That is not so. and be-

fore the season closes he will prove that all this talk about
lack of stamina is wrong. He can stay with any of them it

he is fitted for it.' It was at the Major's suggestion that

Taral was given orders to make the running with him on
Saturday. If the Major's further suggestion as to training

him for a distance is adopted there can be but one result."

The races at the Santa Babara fair grounds on tbe after-

noon of the Fourth of July drew quite a number of lovers of

the sport who expected to witness some good races, and in

this they were not disappointed. The programme wag a

good one and was made up of interesting events. The five-

eighths dash was the first event in which Rutherford's Bril-

liant won with 1:05, wi'.h Dr. Boseke's Parameta secood and
Sir Alfred third. The outcome of the race was a surprise to

those who had been backing the favorite Parameta. Tbe
Fecond race, a three-eighths dash, was a hotly contested one,

the horses keeping close together all the way around. The
starters in this race were Lcgan, Pat Patterson, Bird and Al-

bert. The race was won by Albert in 37 4-5, followed in

order by Logan, Bird and Pat Patterson. A race that was
fully as exciting was the dash by Logan, Bird and Dina. The
finish was an especially pretty one, Bird winnirjg by the
slightest margin with Dina and Logan close after. The races

were well conducted and the afternoon's programme reflects

much credit upoo the manager, J. A. Cody for the successful

carrying out of all the events.

Jockey (^Doc" Tcbekville is highlv regarded in St.
Louis and Cincinnati. A paper of the latter place advises
the FleiBchmans to secure the California boy to take Thorpe'B
place.as they consider he has no superior at the Oakley
track in any particular.

Garcia has been a very sick horse, the seat of the trouble
lying in his stomach. Now that the old fellow is convalesc-
ing, he wants to eat all the oats and hay around the track.
Mr. N. S. Hall, Garcia's owner, has blistered the gelding's
belly. Tar and Tartar has had a very sore throat, but he,
too, is getting around. Nick is much pleased with his re-
cent purchase, McFarlane, who has got to be " a good doer"
and promises to beat somebody's good horse some fine day.

The Detroit meeting was a success and is lifiely 'o be
a permanency. Betting there was good. The Chicagoans
and Canadians carried it and fought many a drawn battle.
Good judges say that Tom Carey's jumper, Miles Standish,
is the best that has ever been in the game and that Joseph
Seagram's Morpheus is one of the fastest horses tbat has ever
been seen. He won a three quarter mile race in England be-
fore importation, with 150 pounds up, in 1:14. Morpheus is

superbly bred, has bad legs and is a giant, 17 hands high,
golden chestnut in color, and one of your blocky, massive
horses.

J. Naglee BtJBKE of San Jose, owner of Crescendo, Belli-
coso, Con Moto, etc., arrived at Milwaukee, Wis., last Sat-
urday, accompanied by her wife, and is registered at the Ho-
tel Pfister. Crescendo has entirely recovered from his attack
of influenza, and did not have lung fever, as reported. Our
oU friend, "Rataplan," D. W. HigginB, writeB rs that he
visited the great colt in company with a comrade named
Quinn, and that the latter, after viewing the celebrity, re-

marked : "Well, Higgins, you have a right to boast about
that fellow. If some poor man owned him thejudges would
be looking at hia teeth to see whether he wasn't a four-year-
old, like they did with McCafferty's Applegate at 8heepshead

The Eastern critics are laughing aL V»u .Cymes' new
rider, R. Smith, who landed Bathampton and scorched the
talent a few days ago. The East usually dotK. laugh at Weal-
em racing people—and pay for their laughter.

i

£mith is by
no means a novice He and Sam Doggett were for some
years connected with the same stable, that of John Mason ft.

Son of Illinois. Smith rodeKeene,and R.J. Lucas fifteen 'ears
ago, and afterward rode Pink Cottage, Dousman, Rjdy
Pringle and Eva K. for Mason at Chicago and St. Pa1*!.

He brought out Bathampton for Marcus Daly, training the
horse and riding him all of his races in the West, where he
ran as Batsman. Smith once sprung a 60 to 1 shot on the
talent at Garfield Park.—Chicago Racing Form. Bob Smith
is well known here as a rider and trainer, and besides riding
Joe Cotton and other flyers to victory, had considerable suc-
cess with the old horse. Cyclone.

One of the events of the year in thorooghbred history

will be the retirement of Mr. R. A. Swigert not only from
active racing but from the ranks of thoroughbred breeders.

He has decided to sell out not only bis stable in training,

but the yearlings, broodmares and -ucklings which he owns.
The horses in his racing stable have been ordered home from
Oaklev and will be given a rest before they are again raced
and offered for sale. Among those in the string are Michael,
Potsdam, Ellsworth, imp. Sugar and Otho. The date for the
sale has not been definitely fixed, but it will be some time in

September. Mr. Swigert will try a novelty in the method
of selling his yearlings. They will be sold at the track and
will be given trials for speed in the presence of tbe buyers.

Mr. Swigert has had very flattering success, in his career

both on the turf and with his stock farm, and his retirement
is not due to disappointment, but is purely for the purpose of

engaging in another line of business.—Thoroughbred Record.

The announcement that the famous old club house at Sara-

toga is to be permanently closed, and that all other sporting

resorts will not be permitted to open, will have tbe effect of

still further depreciating the chances of a successful race

meeting at the Springs this summer. The stakes did not fill

any too well, and the main hope of their success now depends
on whether Western owners will patronize them as well as

they did originally, before the events as first advertised were
declared off. The rank and file of regular race-goers will

hardly care to risk the expense and trouble of a journey to

the Springs when no amusement of a speculative nature is to

be bad outside cf the races, and the chances for speculation

over them are now so limited that only a man with a sub-

stantial bank account can present himself to a layer of odds
prepared to nod. Brighton and Aqueduct, of course, will re-

ceive the benefit of this new state of affairs, and the racing

there will be of a higher class than ever before. But it seems
too bad that Saratoga wiil not be able to maintain its prestige

of former vears —K. Y. Advertiser.

Ed. Corbjgak came back from Detroit yesterday and was
a busy man all day. The stable has gone to Oakley. Good
judges who saw Mobalaska race say she is a grand filly and
beat Jilsey at her own game—speed. The daughter of Apache
is big and one of your good dcers who likes to race and isn't

bothered by the snail things of horse life. She is likely to

improve as she goes on, and if she does will be more than
valuable. A man with such a filly as Yo Tambien was in

her three-year-old form could win (50,000 with her this sea-

son. During the day the Master of Hawthorne held a long
conference with J. Xaglee Burk, of San Jose, Mose Const,
police commissioner of San Francisco, and Joe Ullmao. The
subject debated was the new Suooyside track at San Francis-

co. It is stocked for $600,000, and $300,000 is already paid

in. "Dolph" Spreckels is managing the California venture

in California. Mr. Burk's horse?, including Crescendo, go
from hereto Milwaukee and then to Saratoga. Mr. Gunst
goes East aod then home. He is interested in t he Corrigan-

Spreckels turf venture in California. At Detroit Mr. Corri-

gan woo $4,000 or so outside his purse takings. He also won
a purse with Empera for J Brenock and sold the filly for

$1,300.—ChicagT Racing Form.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITXD AND OOMDDCTH) 80LXLY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

IMMTTOUB.—I am very much pleased to receive the fol-

lowing explanation, copied from " CurreDt Topics " in the

Kentucky Stock Farm, of the races which Impetuous won in

Dubuque, and still belter satisfied to present it to the reader8

of the Breeder and Sportsman.

If wrong has been done to the owner of the great filly in

my article, I am heartily gratified to correct it, and that

without regretting the publication, inasmuch as it has

attracted attention to a practice which is far too common,

and one which is likely to injure the trotting cause in an

eminent degree. The prominence of the parties adds to the

interest, and ensures attention which would not have been

given to charges against those of lower position in the "Horse

World."

That I was justified in making the charge against Mr. Mc
Henry, at least, I think '* Iconoclast " will admit when he

reads the account in the Horseman, that being the first paper

which brought intelligence of the race, and on which my
criticism was based. There is no uncertain sound in that

report. " The champion did nothing in the first four heats, Mr.

V Hi >i holding her back and idiouring the others to make the

fight, J fired she u-ent in and took the

heats hands ,:

Then it was also learned from that report that there was

betting on heals, and the manipulators of the county race

taken to task for indulging in " waiting tactics," as follows :

"The performances of Wormwood in tbe first heat, and

Mtggie D. in ihe second heat are not favorably commented
on. McGregor was heavily backed to wiD, and should have

done so in straign* ^ais. Local sporis who bet on the race

were all right, but those who bet at the track on heats lost

considerable, an^ there was much grumbling and many cries

of collusion
''

Aorated before The Horseman furnished data for criti-

cisms, and if an edict were promulgated that a person must
witness a race that be comments upon, in this big country

he would ba curtailed to a limited field. But The Horse-
man is not the only paper which gave tbe impression that

Impetuous was laid up with "intent" The Review states:

"The 2:16 irot was a contest to the end, Impetuous making a

waiting race of it."

The Spirit :
** Ten starters came to the front in the 2.16

class, including last year's two-year-old champion, the black

filly impetuous, who came to the front in the fifth heat and
won the next two and the race." When the summary showed
Impetuous 9 10 5 6 1-1-1, and with no reference to breaks,

or cause for being next to last, and last in the first and sec-

ond, that tbe judges were derelict in performing their duties

is the only conclusion that a person '' a thousand or more
miles away" could reach.

The Kentucky Stock Farm tells the story in the following

words:
"A field of horses that would be a credit to any track re-

sponded to the call for the 2:16 trot The Missouri mare
Lurline showed the way in the first heat and won from Het-
tiemont in 2:18}. Then Keno F. landed a heat in 2:155-

He won tbe third also in 2:174, but by this time his racing

for the day was over and King Hercd, who was up second to

Keno P., became a heat winner.
- 9 .i hyina up with Impetuous, but in

the sixth heat (a misprint as it was tbe fifth), he set sail with
the daughter of Dictator, and she trotted her field to a
standstill, winning tbe heat in 2:19}.

Two more heats in 2:23] and 2:221 gain a victory to this

three-jear-oid over tbe strongest field of horses which ever
started for the word in June."
Three of these papers agree in the statement that Impet-

laid up for four heats, and, as none of them recorded
any cause for such methods being followed, it was reason-

able to suppose that the tactics which her driver seems to

be exceedingly partial to pursue was at the bottom of the
affair.

I only intend in this number to present Iconoclast's and
Major McDowell's replies, which, as I have heretofore

stated, gives me sincere pleasure to copy. There are por-
tions of the arguments, however, which I cannot endorse,
and which will be the subject for future articles. That it

is a momentous question will be generally admitted, and
something must be done to place "laying-up" in a position

that will lead to uniformity of practice. Far better, in my
opinion, that the rule should grant the right to lay up in

1 terms than have the opinion prevail that it will

not be permitted, and then take no notice of infractions.

1 do not wish *o be misunderstood in this connection, and
therefore give the rule of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association, as it embodies my views in lew words.
"Kvery heat must be contested by every horse in the race,

and in no case will laying up a heat be countenanced."
This shall not be construed to be an order that the jockey

most ride in an attempt to win the heat when his horse is

hopelessly beaten, or when so far behind at tbe s>art, or at
any other period of the race, that there is no chance to win,
but the intention of this is to do away with the pernicious
practice of premeditated intention to lose the heat and take
no part in the contest.

The ju Jges shall decide whether this mandate has been
complied with or not, and in case the parties are found
guilty, punish by fine, suspension or expulsion the parties
implicated."

Now.it would seem from Mr. Mcllenry's letter to the
owner ol I mpeltiou* that she broke in every one of the heat*
in which she made »o poor a display, and this shows that he
was anxious that Major McDowell should know that there
were reasons which published accounts did not furnish. As
there is a clause in the contract which renders it compul-
sory on the part of the driver for the horaeeto be driven to
win it was jo liciou-t to explain the reasons why victory was
not achieved sooner.

iptlog toat version m the true account, and Major Mc-
Dowell is completely exonerated from the slightest partici-

pation, although apparently sanctioning laving up heats,

ightesl doubt thai should McUenry fail

most vital part of the contract the pen-
alty will be strictly enforced.

The following are the remarks of Iconoclast in relation to

" I am usually very glad to be in accord with Mr. Joseph

Cairn Simpson—for he is generally right and always honest.

He is very much in error, however, in regard to Major H.

C. McDowell. In portions vf the country where the Major

is known he needs no vindication from any one. His repu

Ution is enough. I am sure that Mr. Simpson would not

onlv like but admire him if he knew him. No more abso-

lutely honest and honorable horseman exists, and no man is

more highly regarded among horsemen. I have not been es-

pecially a student of the race which Impetuous won this year.

Mr. McHenry says that in the first four heats the mare broke,

and before she could fully recover herself there was no chance

of winning. Whether this statement is the same that has

been made by turf correspondents or not I do not know. I

am as much of a stickler for making every heat a race as Mr.

Simpson. The rule, however, in regard to "laying up"
heats should be applied with discretion. Every horeeman

knows that there are times when it is impossible, or at

least extremely impracticable, to drive for a heat. I wit-

nessed a race once at Nicholasville that afforced the best il-

lustration of this principle of any I ever saw. That wonder-

deiful little piece of horseflesh, Nellie W., one of the fastest

and gamest mares I ever 6aw, was trotting against Bonnie

Wilmore. It was before the days of the bike. Nellie W.
was much faster than anything in the race, but Crit Davis

was driviDg Bonnie Wilmore. I think Nellie W. won the

first heat in 2:14i. In t*>e second heat Nellie W. made a

break, probably about the second turn. It took her a good

while to recover from it. In the meantime Bonnie Wilmore
was several hundred yards ahead. Nellie W.'s driver, re-

lying on the great powers of his mare, undertook, by a fast

drive, to overtake him. The day was extremely hot, and she

was driven probably a third of a mile at close to a two-minute

gait. It was a perfectly marvelous exhibition of speed. She
came under the wire a very close second. But in the next

heat she had no chance whatever of winning. That night

she came very nearly dying, and I do not think she was ever

the same mare afterwards, although I saw her trot a great

race at Nashville—it may have been the succeeding year.

This mare was sacrificed to the impradence of her driver in

attempting to win a heat that was hopeless. In such a case

I think a driver is justifiable in merely trying to save being

distanced. Indeed, I do not thiak he iB justifiable in attempt-

ing to do anything more. Necessarily much must be left to

the discretion of the driver in cases of this sort. He is not

excusable in ruining a great horse, or in fact anv horse, in

attempting to comply with the rule, and no set ofjudges that

know anything about trotting races will require it of him.

Impetuous is liable to be very rank in the beginning of a

race. It needs several heats to " tone her down." In her

two-year-old form she was driven two heats at speed before

the races in which she started. I can very easily conceive

that she might have broken badly in the first four heats, as

McHenry says she did, and that she may not nave been in a

position to win. If this be true, he was right in not pushing

her to her limit. A good driver would be more than ordi-

nary careful with such a mare as Impetuous and not take any
chance of ruining her. She is entered in the Lexington Fu-
turity, which paid the winner something over $23,000 last

year, and is now taking a campaign of education.

"In the race of which Mr. Simpson complains she was a

three year-old trotting again6t aged horses. I do not know
now how the betting stood, not having a report of the race

by me, but it would have been a little singular if the state of

the betting would have made it to the interest of McHenry
to have thrown off the first four heats in order to improve
the betting. I do not know whether he had a dollar bet or

noL These facts would be important, though not necessarily

conclusive. However, she won the race. The contract be-

tween Messrs. McDowell and McHenry required the latter to

win every race he could. Major McDowell was not present at

the race, but left the whole management of tbe mare to Mc-
Henry. Mr. Simpson says that Major McDowell should take

Impetuous from McHenry. If he drove the mare according

to the contract, and he appears to have done this so far, this

might be a difficult matter. So for as now appears, McHenry
seems to have done what was required of him. He has won
the only race that Impetuous has started in this year,

"Major McDowell will make his own statement in regard

to this matter, and I believe when Mr. Simpson reads it he
will conclude that he has done this gentleman great injus-

tice, which I also believe to be very far from his intentions,

as he is usually a very fair and judicious writer. He will ad-

mit, I am satisfied that it is much more difficult thing to

judge of a race a thousand miles away than when actually

present and witnessingit.

"During tbe twenty-five years that Major McDowell has

been trotting horses on the track he has never been accused

of a questionable transaction—not a whisper has been heard

against his perfect integrity and honor. A reputation that

has stood so long unsullied can not be tarnished by the fact

that one of his horses won a race after losing four heats in

his absence, and especially when he had bound his driver by
a written contract to win every race that could be won. The
fact that such a charge is brought against him now by a very
prominent writer, usually very careful iu his charges against

individuals, should be a warning to turf writers to be very

sure of their facts before denouncing as tainted with fraud an

event of which their Bole knowledge is derived from the

statements of persons who may or may not truthfully narrate

it. If there is a man who is connected with the trotting-

horse businesr whose name is a synonym of scrupulous in-

tegrity that man is Major McDowell.
" I by no means impugn the motives of Mr. Simpson. I

know and admire his fearlessness when he thinks he is in the

right, but in this case he will permit me to say that I believe

his charges have been rashly made, and that he will on con-
sideration retract them. 1 think I know him well enough to

be assured of his entire willingness to correct an error of this

importance when once convinced that one has been com-
mitted.

"Major McDowell sent Tbe Stock Farm the following

communication on the subject of the Impetuous race and Mr.
Simpson's strictures

:

A CARD FROM MAJOR MC'HOWELL.

[To the Editor of the Kentucky Stock Farm.]
" Iconoclast was kind enough to show me a criticism of the

Impetuous race at Dubuque, la., from the California turf

paper, the Breeder and Sportsman, the injustice of which
calls for some reply. The edito* of this paper, who was more
than a thousand miles from the race, is indignant that a

three year-old (which had started but five times in her whole
career) did not win in straight heats.

" It must be borne in mind that this was her first race of
the season; that she was trotting against a large field of aged
horses with low records (the 2:16 class), and that her best

records was 2:15|. His assertion is that this filly was de-

liberately pulled in the first four heats for the sake of the
betting. I was in Lexington, Ky., when the race was trot-

ted, but Mr. McHenry, who drove the filly, wrote me a
description of the race, and knowing her as well as I did, his

explanation was entirely satisfactory. Impetuous has always
required an unusual amount of work before she became
steady, and as a two-year-old my instructions to my driver
were to give her two miles just before starting her in a race,

the last mile at nearly full speed. Without such work, her
desire to take the lead would canse her to break, and she was
poor at catching. The want of such preliminary work
caused her to be distanced last August at Lexington the first

heat, which was trotted in 2:20], when immediately after the
heat she was brought out and given a mile in 2:1SJ. If she
had been driven as McHenry drove her at Dubuque, after

making her first break, the only object would have been to

have saved her distance, and she would not have been driven
to a second break, as was done, and thereby distanced. And
if she had been so driven it is more than probable that she
would have won the race. This was not only my opinion,
but the opinion of every driver in the race and the public
opinion.

" After the Dubuque race McHenry wrote me as follows

:

"Impetuous was very anxious, and made a break going
away in every one of the first four heats. The fifth heat and
afterwards she went away steady and won very easy."

" To suppose that a man of McHenry's capacity would
deliberately pull a three-year-old for four successive heats in
so large a field of aged horses of the 2:16 class is absurd, and
I am surprised that an editor of Mr. Simpson's sagacity should
jump at such a conclusion. His excuse may be that he was
misled by the account of the race contained in the Chicago
Horseman. I am informed that the editor of the Horseman
is the personal enemy of McHenry, and his article confirms
this information. His want of fairness under such circum-
stances has been conspicuously shown in his treatment of Mr.
Steiner, the Registrar.

" Impetuous is entered in the Kentucky Futurity, a stake
that will exceed $25,000, and which is to be trotted in Octo-
ber. Without educating her in actual races she would Btand
no chance to win this stake. The three-year-old class has
been so hedged in by conditions that she is effectually barred
from it, and to race at all she must contend against aged
horses. To say that Bhe should trot for every heat, regard-
less of the dtart she got or the breaks she might make, would
be silly. McHenry drove this race in the best possible way
to win it, and he did win it. He might possibly have won it

sooner, but that is a doubtful proposition, and one not sus-

ceptible of proof. Because this filly as a two-year old trotted

a second heat in 2:15:1, these wise editors seem to think that

she should now trot three heats faster than any number of

aged horses with equal records. tVhy she should is difficult

to explain, for the fact is that up to the time of this Dubuque
race she had never trotted a trial better than her record, and
it would be doing unusually well if so early in the season she
could equal that record. That a mare of her disposition

could be so driven as to win her first race shows that she was
handled by an expert driver and not by a theorist.

"These gentlemen are kind enough to advise me to take

my horses from McHenry. In answer to this I would say

that I have a written contract with McHenry, which, If he
violates, I can regain possession of these horses. No condi-

tion of this contract is more clearly and emphatically ex-
pressed than that my horses shall always be driven to win,

and whenever it can be established that this condition has
been violated McHenry will cease to drive them. It cer-

tainly has not been violated as yet.

"The insinuations as to me are puerile. I was not present
when the race was trotted, did not know that it wa6 to be

trotted, made no bet on it, and never made a bet on a heat in

my life. H. C. M'Dowell.
***

Fantasy and Directum.—"Dame Rumor Bays that the

free-for-all at Minneapolis, when Fantasy won three heats

from Directum, was a peculiar one. Dustin sent Directum

for all of the five heats, winning two of them, while Geers

won the first, third and fifth, and simply jogged over the

course in the other two, as the flag was down. Such cut and

come again tactics may not be on the cards when the pair

meet again.''—American Sportsman, July 11th.

This rumor is apparently built on solid foundation though
the accounts in the turf papers are not definite enough to

warrant a conclusion.

The Horseman states : "From the way the race was
driven it appeared as though the reinsman from Tennessee
had the Californian on the hip. The other two contestants,

David B. and Kentucky Union, are undoubtedly fast, but

not fast enouoh to cope with Directum and Fantasy. Hence,
if Dustin took a pull at Directum, FantaBy would win in

slow time, and he would only lose the race foolishly. On the

other hand, Geers having a heat in the bay, could afiord to

give his mare an easy heat, while Directum had to go on and
trot pretty fast to win. Then when the mare came back hard
at him she outfooted him home again, and Duslin was just

in the same box as he was after the first heat. The result

was that Directum got five hard heats, while Fantasy got

three hard and two easy ones—at least that is the way it

looked from the manner in which the race was driven."

The summaries are at fault. Tbe Horseman places Fantasy

1 , 4, 1, 3, 1. The Review, 1, 4, 1, 2, 1 , but inasmuch as No.
4 appears in the third heat, in all probability that was Fan-
tasy's rating.

Now, if that can be called a fair race, my idea of what con-

stitutes "a fair field and no favors" is radically wrong.

Just as well to have absolved Fantasy from going around the

track in tbe second and fourth heats in place of "jogging"

with the distance iag"down" to give her tbe supremely
ridiculous easy heats she is credited with.

* **

What of this? Since writing the short article in rela-

tion to the Fantasy—Directum race at Minneapolis further in-

telligence has been received, and if it does not show that the

"pernicious practice" of laying up heats is, beyond all rea-

sonable question, one of the foulest blots on the racing of har-

ness horses, I am incapable of coming to a correct conclusion.

From the Spirit of the Times the following is quoted:

"There is much talk about the free-for-all trot at Minne-

apolis last week, which was won by Fantasy.
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It was feared that the other entries would not be able to

keep up with Directum and Fantasy, so the flag was taken

down. Geers took advantage of this, and drove the two

heats in which she was laid up iD 2:31 and 2:36. Dustin did

not see through the game until too late, and drove Directum

for every heat. Fantasy has the speed of a ghost, but it is

doubtless advisable lo rest her, whenever it is possible, in a

hard race."

It thi6 is not a travesty on honest racing what shall it be

called? Suppose DuBtin had followed the same tectics, and

laid alongside of Fantasy, while David B. and Kentucky

Union were finishing the heats nearly a furlong in advance

of the cracks, and the judges had allowed it without taking

!
Buch action as the rules imply ? I believe the Minneapolis

track is a member of the A, T. A. and rule 63 is emphatic.

I
" If the judges believe that a horse has been ' pulled ' or

< has been ridden or driven in other respects improperly, with

the design to prevent his winning a heat or place which he was

evidently able to win. and that such act was done on the part of

I the rider or driver for the purpose of throwing a race, or to

I perpetuate or aid a fraud, etc In that case a substitute must

j take the place of ihe offending driver, and punishments in-

,
dieted." If in a case like that underjeonsideration the claim

1 was made that it was not done to throw the race, it was cer-

tainly in the line of perpetrating a fraud and comes clearly

within the rules.
' Directum was beaten by ''fraud, trick and device." It

may be that the mare could have beaten him on that day

,honestly,but that she did not is loo palpable to require argu-

ment. The judges should have protected him, especiallv

when his driver was playing an honest game, and that they

tailed to do so should draw upon them the criticism of every
" horse paper " in the country.

Not so much for the purpose of punishing them, but to

,
awaken a feeling against the perpetration of frauds of the

\ same character.

That sort of *'expertness" which Geer displayed is not of a

j kind to deserve commendation, and I am better pleased to

know that my good friend Dustin took the straightforward

t course than if he had followed the laying- up tactics.

More honor in a defeat of that kind than victory obtained

I by such reprehensible methods, though, of course, when
{.those who should be the conservators of honest sport fail in

1
their duties, others as well as "experts" will profit by the

1 opportunity.

When the day comes that every heat will be an honest

contest, when "every heat will be a race," as IconoclaBt so

I
forcibly expresses it, then the racing of harness horses will

not need apologists. The recreation above all others to at-

tract American people.
*

* *

| Opens To-day.—The summer meeting of the P. C. T. H.

B. A., and there are good reasons for the belief that it will

i prove a very enjoyable episode for the patrons of harness

I
racing. There are so many entries in the regular purses that

the prospects for large fields are very good, with further an-

! ticipation8 of capital racing. Quite a number of the horses

• which participated in the meeting at Portland will be in

Utendance, and to heighten the interest, new candidates for

1 aonors of the track, to try titles with public champions.

I Rumor has it that the stars of 1895 will exceed in bril-

liancy those of former years, and these flaunting predictions

ippear to be based on tangible grounds.

I While the horses are the main features of the play, the

I ictors which " draw " the attendance, there are other consid-

•rations which are very important adjuncts to the enjoyment

I

tf spectators, and there is no risk in asserting that all the

fttccessories will be satisfactory.

I The track at Sacramento is one of the very beat of the eele-

jrated courses of California. Admirably adapted for the

1 msiness in every respect. Safe for the horses engaged and
' ;very inch of it in plain view of the assemblage. Stands

| :omfortable and roomy, with all other equipments of the best

Character. Then so convenient as to make the journey from

| .11 parts of the city only of a.few minutes duration, with lines

I'f cars running to the entrance gate, and those who are

liartial to pedestrian exercise can cover the short distance

Irithout other muscular exertion than will be a promoter of

I ppetite for the good dinner which will await them after the

[lay's sport comes to an end. One of the pleasantest saunters

Id the glorious evening climate of the capitolian city, the

Whole of the route presenting attractions which relieve the

tedium, were it possible to require such a fillip to the spirits

j 'hen the air is as inspiring as a " beaker" of champagne.
I This is not all. The people of Sacramento are of the

friendly type. It always struck me that the old, old feelings,

he companionship and warm-heartedness of the early days
I f California, were still the motives which governed, and
pis in a higher degree than rules elsewhere. Traditions may
1 ave something to do with excess of the cream of human
lindness which prevails, but whatever the cause it has a po-

Imt effect in adding to the enjoyment of visitors.

I Now that there is a surplus of electricity ready for use in

lie lively town, it may be that all the enjoyments will be

leightened, and while 1 congratulate 1 nearly envy the happy
Iiortals who can put in the coming week at the Summer
I [eeting.

I Owing to pressure—it can hardly be called an excess of

I trainees—I can only hope for one day or two, and even that

iay be denied. Jos Cairn Simpson.

Entries to "Woodland Races.

! D. M. Hogak, the first bookmaker arrested at the State

air Park, Milwaukee, has been held for trial under a $2,000
>nd. He declined to give the bond, and went to jail. It is

<ported that the bookmaker will retaliate by arresting the

embers of the Civic Federation who bought tickets on the
cea to secure evidence.

Yo Tambien, the star of Chris Smith's stable, will not race

Oakley. She is still in St. Louis, and will not be fit to face

e flag for cwo months. Mr. Smith will send h*>r to Sara-
ga, witb the hope of getting her to a race by the time the

i eeting opens at Oakley in the fall.

I Joe Nakvaez was warmly applauded when he appeared
I the track Wednesday on the back of Key del Bandidos.
( >e was at one time the kingpin jockey here, and we trust

ill get back into his old-time form, but he was clearly out
practice yesterday.

The California Furniture Company offer a rare bargain in

is issue. See the advertisement, and you will be con-
need that this it the best thing of its kind ever introduced.
ow they can make them for the money is marvelous.

TWO-YEAR-OLD, 2:40 CLASS—E. Swasey's ch s

Eureka, by.Ira—Silvershield; River View Stock Farm's blk

f Louise B., by Don Marvin—Fire Fly; Milo Knox's blk f

Jummye, by Directum—Fannie K.; M.S. Severance's bike

Don Roberto, by Sidney—Fan; Vendome Stock Farm's b g
ClaudiuB, by Nutwood Wilkes—Fannie; Williams & More-
house's b f Desdemona, by Silver Bow—Topsy; J. James' b
s J J, by Hero—Ada; Palo Alto Slock Farm's ch f Palita, by
Palo Alto—Elsie.

2:40 CLASS, TROTTING—H C Boice's ch s Lucerne,
byHarry Starr—Belle Packer; W S Maben's b s Our Lucky,
by Rajah—Dora ; C R Stevens' br m Delia H, by Sheppard
Horse—by Casserly; James Mack's blk b Gold Dust, by Black
Pilot—by A W Richmond; W B Prentice's b s Potrero, by
Redondo—by Juoio ; Wioship & Heating's blk g Jasper
Paulsen, by Wildnut—Camma; F Garrow'sblkm Lottie G,
by Dexter Prince ; Nat Smith's b s Ransom Wilkes, by
Marshall Wilkes—Birdie G; S H Hoy'B blk s Purdy Wilkes
by Sable Wilkes—Gold Elsie; H P Perkins' b m Hazel
Ayers, by Rysdyk Chief—Babe; Geo Gray's b m Fannie
C, by Fallis—by Reno; San Mateo Stock Farm's b m Lenora,
by Sable Wilkes—Minnie Princess ; Ira Ramsdall's b 8

Prince Ira, by Dexter Prince—Luella; S J Sherman's b g
Briar Hill, by Thomhill—Bell Granger; RC Williamson's
Oro.by Berlin.

2:30 CLASS, TROTTING—H C Boice's ch m Belle
Packer, by Packer—untraced; W S Maben's b s Native State,

by Star Sultan—by Wellington; S C .Tryon's ch g Bonnie
Ben, by Ben Lohman—by Kentucky Volunteer; Albert
Maslin's ch g Brushwood, by Redwood—Frances Sher-
man; N S Wilson's b g John W. by Challenger—Lou
Atkinson; Peter Fryati's b m Rossie Moor, by Ross S—Jule;
Vendome Stock Farm's b s Iran Alto, by Palo Alto—Elaine;

C H Cory's b m Lady Thomhill, by Billy Thornhill—
Flora; Winship & Keating's b m Mariposa, by Guide—Ma-
donna; Natt Smith's b s Ransom Wilkes, by Marshal] Wilkes
—Birdie G; Frank Wright's b g Kidd, by Adonis—Babe.

San Mateo Stock Farm's br m Olga, by Sable Wilkes—Han^
nab; Ira Ramsdell's b s Prince Ira, by Dexter Prince—Luella;

M F Sander's g s Rex Giffbrd; S J Sherman's Briar Hill, by
Thornhill—Bell Granger.

2:27 CLASS, TROTTING—W O Bowers' ch s Silver Bee,

by Silver Bow—Belle Mc; W S Maben's b s Our Lucky, by
Rajah—Dora; Thomas Casey's b g Ellert, by Stamboul

—

Lady Escott; Thomas Smith's b s Columbus S, by McDonald
Chief—Fannie Rose; S C Tryon's br s Knight, by Woodford
Wilkes—by Adrian Wilkes; Long & Taylor's blk s Montana,
by Montana Wilkes—Alberta; C A Durfee's br s Zombro, by
McKinney—Whisper; G W Nesmith's blk m Sadie B, by
Rockwood—by son of Winthrop Knox; Clark Conant's br s

McZeus, by McKinney—Grace Kaiser; S G Reed's br m
Stamboul Belle, by Stamboul; C D Taft's b m Eva T, by Al-

mont Medium—Dashe; 3an Mateo Stock Farm's b s Kent, by
Sable Wilkes—Macola; H G Carrillo's b m Lady Vestal, by
Richard's Elector—Mandy; Weachus & Lory's b m Letter B,

by Ward B—Brown Irish.

2:24 CLASS, TROTTING—P. W. Murphy's br m Bijou,

by Fred Arnold—Nellie ; Matina & Coon's b e Palermo, by
Berlin ; O. Marchand's b m Lady O., by T. O.—Boby ; W.
S. Maben's b g Peter W., by Roscoe; (J. H. Corey's b m Lady
Thornhill, by Billy Thornhill—Flora ; Winship & Keating's

blk m Lady Grace, by Raymond—by Hock-Hocking ; G.
Peirano's b m Maria P., by Dexter Prince—Pollv; C. E.

Taft's bm Eva T., by Almont Medium—Dash; C. H. Whaler's
b g Tilton B., by Tilton Almont—Kitty Nelson ; San Mateo
Stock Farm's b s Ravenscroft, by Guy Wilkes—Eva; F S
Jones' br m Jennie Wren, by Colieny—Tot; Wm Bihler's

b m Julia G., by Daly—by Grey McClellan ; Agnew Stock
Farm's br m Flora G-, by Altoona—Susie ; Weachus &
Lory's b m Letter B, by Ward W—Brown Irish.

2:20 CLASS, TROTTING—Dr L Lee's b m Cora S, by
Richard's Elector—Telegraph mare ; Richard Gird's g m
Irene Crocker, by Will Crocker—Irene ; W. S. Maben'B b s

Atto Rex, by Attorney ; G K Hosteller's br s Boodle, by
Stranger—Bride; E M Sander's b s Director Prince, by Direc-

tor—by Dexter Prince ; S C Tryon's b m Maud Patchen, by
Idaho Patchen—Maud W; Park Henshaw's b g Chico, by
Monroe Chief—by Blackbird; F N Heinrich's br s Lucky B,

by Prompter—Josie N; Chas Nelson's b m Hattie B, by Alex
Button ; C F Marcy's Jennie June, by Motor ; Vineland
Stock Farm's blk m MyitleJThorn, by Grandissimo—Belle

Thorn ; W N Stimpson's bm Miss Jessie, by Gossiper—Leo-
nor; Vendome Stock Farm's b s John Bury, by Antinous

—by Geo M Patchen Jr; Winship & Keating's b g Steve, by
Steve Whipple—by Nephew; Wielfelt & Mount's br s Escort,

by Guide—May Girl; Peter Brandow's b g Free Coinage, by
Abbotsford—Agnes ; H P Perkins' b m Visalia, by Iris

—

Scratch ; C P Harris' ch s Melvar, by Fordstan—Frankie
Eaton.

2:17 TROTTING—P W Murphy's b s Paloma Prince,

by Dexter Prince—Bessie ; Richard Gird's ch m Nellie W,
by Woolsey—Nellie Reynolds ; B O Van Bokklen's ch b

Thompson, by Boodle—Flora ; River View Stock Farm's
br s George Dexter, by Dexter Prince—Nellie; W W Mar-
shall's b s Stranger, by Tilton Almont—Jessie ; Santa Rosa
Stock Farm's b m Electra, by Richards' Elector—Moor Maid;

James Mack's br g Guide, by Director—Imogene ; J H But-

ler's b g Manning, by Messenger Chief—Jewel ; C B Bige-

low'sbr m Margaret Worth, by Alex Button—Adaline Patti;

C A Durfee'sb s Hillsdale, by Antinous—Nellie Nutwood;
Winship & Keating'B br g Hamrock, by Ham—by Rock-
wood; Palo Alto Stock Farm's b s Rio Alto, by Palo Alto

—

Elsie.

TWO-YEAR OLD, 2:40 PACING—Milo Knox's b g
Prince Bismarck, by Almont Patchen—Minnie R ; Oak-
wood Park Stock Farm's b g King Cadenza, by Steinway—
Empress; C A Durfee's b f Jennie Mc, by McKinney—Leo-

nor ; Frank Frazier's b f Umahallis, by Chehalis ; M F
Sanders' be Agitato.

2:35 CLASS, PACING—Martin & Coohb' ch s Dynamo,
by Falrose—Hazel Dell ; T. P. Marr, Jr.'s b m Ruby M., by

Almont Patchen—by Almont; Milo Knox's ch m Ethel C,
by Sidney—by John Nelson; J. A. Vanderpool's brg Resort,

by Hawthorne—Brown Tempest ; Oakwood Park Stock

Farm's b m Babe Marion, by Steinway—Ida Wood ; Win-
ship & Keatineer's blk s Dalpbi, by Director—Etta; F Ross'

blk m Topsy P., by Dexter Prince—by Winthrop; C Car-

berry'B g g Rigo, by Attorney—by Richmond; E J Weldon's

g m Pnenol,by Judge Waller—Dolly; Geo Gray's bm Trix-

eda, by Don Pedro—by Venture; Frank Tranrrs br s San
Luiseto.by Monroe Chief—by Altoona; Geo. HolliogBworth's

br g Tarky Okey, by Darkness—by Black Eagle; Chas.
Mahon's b m Thera, by Albao—Thabey ; Wm. Biehler's
ch s Switzer. by Secretary—by Grey McClellan; C Ed Carry's
blk m Esteli Wilkes, by Mambrino Wilkes—Nellie.

2:25 CLASS, PACING—W S Maben's br g Dan N, by
Dan B; John Baker's b m Birdroe.by Mark Monroe—Birdie;
T P Marr's b m Ruby M, by Almont Patchen—by Almont

;

L H Mcintosh's b s Welcome, by Arthur Wilkes—Lottie;
W H Cooledge's br s Chief Moor, by Caliph—Zettel ; C B
Bigelow's ch s DictatuR, by Red Wilkes—Miss Lollie; Oak-
wood Park Stock Farm's b m Javelin, by Creole—Flash ; F
B Clark's ch m May Nutford.by Nutford—Mav; John Dock's
br s Encounter, by Onward—Bonnie Bee ; Frank Tranor's
br s San Luiseto. by Monroe Chief—by Altoona; F K Bur-
gess' br s Don Fallice, by Fallis—by Bayswater ; Chas.
Mahon's ch m Pansy, by Prompter—Black Hawk ; Agnew
Stock Farm's b m Lynette, by Lynwood—Lady Belle.

2:19 CLASS PACING—W S Maben's br g Dan N, by Dan
B ; C L Waugaman's b g Royal Jib, by Algona—by Echo;
Mrs S G Mastin's b s Falrose, by Fallis—Roseleaf ; Milo
Knox's ch m Gertrude G, by Redwood—Dolly; Frank
Frazier's blk s Chehalis. by Altamont—Tecora; Wioship
& Keating's br s Pathmont, by Altamont—Sallie M; P
McAvoy's g s Glen Arthur, by Glenwood—by Robt Mc-
Gregor; Delano Bros' b m Klifcitat Maid, by Altamont—by
Capt Sligert Jr; J N Nelson's b g Golden West, by Royal
George Jr—by Old Toage; Agnew's S F blk g Loupe, by
John Sevenoaks—Lalla Rookh; C A Owens' br g Eagle, by
War Eagle—Grace.

2:16 CLASS PACING—E Dinkelspiel'B d m Brilliantine,
by Brilliant—Smut; C B Bigelow's b m Vidette, by Alex
Button—Viola;W K Robinson's bs Ketchum.bj Gossiper

—

by Echo; C A Durfee's blk g Harvey Me, by McKinney

—

untraced; Vendome's S F b g Oar Boy, by Vernon Boy—by
Wapsie; Frank Frazier's blk s Chphalis, by Altamont

—

Tecora; Winship <i Keating's br s Pathmont, by Altamont
—SilHe M; P McAvoy's g s Glen Arthur, by Glenwood—by
Robt McGregor: Frank Tranor's Edna R.

2:13 PACING—S C Tryon's b s Haoford Medium, by Mil-
ton R—by Sienal ; T J Alexander's br g Tom Ryder, by
Alex Button—by Black Ralph ; South Park Stable's ch m
Belle, by Melbourne King—Mattie; James Mack's g g Wal-
do J, b> Bob Mason— Miss Taylor ; Oakwood Park Stock
Farm's b s Cibolo, by Chas Derby—Addie Asb; C H Corey's
br m Laura M, by Almont Patchen—Lady Fay ; C E Bar-
rows' blk s Del Norte, by Altamont—Tecora ; Winship &
Keating's brg Ottinger. by Darcey's Nephew—untraced; La
Siesta Ranch's b g Fred Mason, by Bob Mason—a thorough-
bred; Sam Casto's br sTouchet, by Altamont—Tecora: J M
Alviso's ch m Rosita A, by Adrian—by Whipple's Ham-
bletonian; HR Ward's b g Baywood, by Woodnut—Graves
mare.

THREE-YEAR-OLD, 2:27 CLASS TROTTING—

A

Hirschman's ch s Sidney Howard, by Sidney—Bessie How-
ard ; Joseph Edge's br g Auditor, by Secretary—Queen;
Thomas Casey's b s Stamboulett, by Stamboul—Lady Escott;
Thos Smith's b m Stella, by Geo Washington—Maid; M H
Tutlle's b s Stam B, by Stamboul—Belle Medium; Vineland
Stock Farm's br m Lottie, by San Diego—Flora B; C A
Durfee's br s Zombro, by McKinney—Whisper; H P Par-
kins' bg Jasper Ayers, by Iris—Babe; C I Harkins' Harry
Marvin, by Don Marvin—Mollie Maguire ; Palo Alto Stock
Farm's gr f Nordica, by Adveriiser—Sallie Benton ; Palo
Alto Stock Farm's blk f Cressida, by Palo Alto—Clarabel; H
R Ward's Oar Seth, by Prince Red—Ida F; C A Owens' b f

Cassie C, by Starboul—Zada McGregor.
The free-for-all trotting, yearling pacing, free-for-all pac-

ing, 3-year-old 2:40 class, district trotting and 4-year old dis-

trict trotting purses did not fill and were declared off.

Auction Sale, August 1st.

There will be an auction sale of choicely bred trotters in

this city on Thursday, August 1st, which should attract not

only owners and drivers of fast ones, but owners of stock

farms also. The stock was selected and bred by the late

Senator James G. Fair, and as the executors have decided to

sell off all the choicest ones on the Sonoma Stock Farm, here

is an opportunity to get grand individuals, grand in breed-

ing and very promising "as trotters. There are fine single

drivers and well matched double teams and broodmares that

have for sires the most fashionably bred and approved stal-

lions in the equine world. These mares are splendid indi-

viduals and have been stinted to that king of young sires, Gos-
siper, 2:14;}, whose only representatives ever trained are all

in the 2:20 list, a record few stallions of his age can approach.
Some of the mares are stinted to that royally-bred, stylish

and game horse, Vasto, 2:16^, he by Vasco, out of a produc-
ing dam. There are a few bred to the "handsomest Stam-
boul living," Nassar, ihe son of Oakland Maid, 2:22, who if

worked would be as fast if not faster, than his illustrious sire.

Bargains will be secured and a reference to the catalogue
will convince anyone that to get first-class light harness horses

this sale offers superior inducements.
The great horse Cyrus R., 2:17i£, the fastest stallion by

Nutwood in California, has been consigned to this sale by T.

W. Barstow of San Jose. He will be a great stock horse, at

present there is no better nor faster roadster in California.

J. N. Killip will sell that " queen of the road " Wing
Wing, together with his buggies and harnesses.

Further particulars of this great sale in our Dext issue.

Send for catalogne at once.

Lee Shaner and his jockey, Long Shot Shepard, arrived

Wednesday from Portland, Or., where the horses have been
racing. The flyers were left in the Webfoot metropolis and
will soon be eent on to Montana, which State is to have con-

siderable racing this year after all.

The excellent jockey, Johnny Sullivan, leaves to-night for

Ogden, Utah, where he joins the stable of Thomas Keougb,
the big cattle man that bred <»old Bug and other flyers. He
will without doubt makean excellent reputatiou in his new
field.

Charley Qdinn, the vouog Kentucky plunger, is credited

with winning fully $7,000 on Wednesday's races. Hestarted
with Tuxedo, then was down heavily on Don Gara at S to 1.

The wins of Nervoso and Bernardo also nettled him a neat

Anyone shipping horses East will hear of a person who
wishes to send one to New York by writing to this office.
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Development and Production.

J ii be Lroe, as urgtd by a certain of school of think-

ers, that the foal is merely the prolongation of the sire, the

sire transmitting to it only the qualities with which he was

born, why is it that the character of tne foal is so largely in-

anenced by the dam ? Why is it that so large a proportion

of the animals that come into the world resemble their dams

more than their aire* 7 Why is it that so frequently the sire

has apparently little or no influence, and the dam so much ?

That this is true is within the observation of everyone who

has paid any attention to the subject at all. According to

the theory referred to, the practice of trotting horse breeders

forty or fifty years ago, when only the sire was considered
t

was correct, and the more modern idea, that it is about as

important to have a good dam as a good sire, is a colossal

error. The present generation of breeders are all wrong.

They have committed a great mistake in breeding and buying

choicely-bred broodmares. They are equally in error in

selecting good individual mares for breeding stock. The

cheapest and most worthless mares would answer the purpose

just as well. Trotting horse breeding has been made a very

expensive thing, when it might have been carried on very

cheaply. Millions of money have been unnecessarily spent.

This theory may be extremely scientific. Prof. Weismann

and some of his erudite followers may be able by the use of

learned phrases to demonstrate its correctness, even its utter

invulnerability, but men of plain common sense, who do not

pretend to understand the mysteries of Weismann and hie

disciples, will always be incredulous. They have noticed the

fact that both the physical and mental characteristics of ani-

mals, as well as of men, are evidently derived as largely from

the dame as from the sires. They have observed that " great

men have great mothers" and that great boises have great

dams. They see the evidences all around them that excel-

lence descends as much in female as in male lines. They
inquire why it is, for example, that about all the foals of

Beautiful Bells are trotters or sires and dams of trotters, al-

most without regard to the horse to which she may have

been bred. They call attention to the same characteristic in

the case of Green Mountain Maid, of Waterwitch, of Mamie,
of Lark, of Old Ned, and many others of the great brood-

mares where foals derive their qualities evidently as much
from their dams aB their sires. They point to the fact6 that

but one mare has yet produced a two-year-old pacer in the

list by Superior and that mare has produced two; that the

dam of Atbanio, 2:11$, with the fastest three-year-old record

ever made in June, is the same mare that a few years ago

produced in Albadon, 2:27, one of the fastest yearlings ever

foaled up to that time. They show that some families greatly

BorpUB others in producing in the female line. They argue

from these and thousands of other similar facts, that it cannot

possibly be true that the mare is the mere vehicle *"or carry-

ing and nurse for feeding the foal. Armed with such potent

evidence they care little for the theories by which these

gentlemen convince thenistlves that the foal is the mere pro-

longation of the sire.

Il is said that Napoleon was once in company with a num-
ber of French savans who demonstrated the non-existence of

a < iod. It was a beautiful starlight night and they were sit-

ting in front of his tent. After they had all expressed them-

selves, Napoleon, pointing to a star, said : "All very fine,

gentlemen, but who made that ?" One little fact out of many
thousands was sufficient, in the judgment of this very practi-

cal intellect, to overturn all their theories, no matter how
learned or how eloquently expressed.

No theories in the world will ever convince practical breed-

ers that the foal is simply the son of his sire and that the

dam has not an exceedingly important influence in deter-

mining the qualities of the produce.

The proposition that a horse is born with all the capacity

he ever has for producing trotting foals, and that no amount
of education or training ever increases this capacity, is a

corollary to the fundamental idea of Weismann just referred

to. According to bis theory old Mambrino should have been

as great a sire of trotters as Electioneer. George Wilkes or

Nutwood. None of these horses could have derived any-

thing from their own training or that of their sires because

they were simply the prolongation of their sires. None of

them derived anything from their own training or that of

their hires because a horse is foaled with all the capacity for

producing certain qualities that he ever possesses. There
can, therefore, be no such thing as progressive breedirg. Im-
provement ir impossible. A thousand years of attempted
progress will leave us in precisely the same condition in

which we started. The superior Bpeed of the horseB that are

today making such nplendid contests upon the track and
turf in all & mvth. 1 hey cannot be greater than their an-

cestors. People may imagine that they are, and may even
attempt to prove it by their records. But their imaginings
are all a mistake and the records are deceptive. Weismann
can demonstrate it. His theory proves it beyond a perad ven-

ture, and of what force are facts as against demonstrated the-

Ah some one said : "Hang your facts ; I don't be-

lieve them. Give me theories; I can understand them."
An ardent advocate of Prof. Weismann's views recently

attempted to prove from the performances of last year that

development of dams did not add to their value as produ-
cers. He succeeded in proving that a certain number of

mares produced more trotters in twelve yearn than a similar

number produced in two years, and that certain horses about
mi years old had faster records than certain others about
four years old. ThU was the result of an article which cov-
ered about a page of the paper in which it wbh published, end

which was to show that developed damB did
nol produce better than those which are undeveloped. And
this wa§ about as good an argument as I have seen made on
that fide of the conlroverny.

Whatever ncientific gentlemen nay can or cannot be done,

a practical man without any scientific knowledge tuny tell

what he knows to have been done, and it is certainly true

that many of the best producing sires and dams are now
!among tfa >m* thai hare DMO developed. This is a fact that

cannol be argued awar. Il does OOl prove that development
is an aid to production, hut it lendi in that direction. It is

probably • i,n to he able to de(e r n. ine the question by the
records meantime the breed rely trust

io whir the development of animals in special

directiop*. Tutt it has begun with ancestors id whom the

particular instinct was slight, and by mating them with

others possessed of the same tendency and cultivated in that

direction through a number of generations, until a very high

degree of excellence has been attained, and that the rule has

been a higher and still higher development in each succeed-

ing generation. This has been the law and in the absence

of any means of demonstration may be safely followed. Thus

far it has been pursued with very happy results. There is

no reason to believe that there would be any advantage in

deviating from it. We know that trottirg horses have very

greatly improved coincidently with the cultivation of speed

in sires and dams, and while we may not yet be justified in

asserting positively that the relation of cause and effect be-

tween this cultivation and the increased rate of speed, the

fact that such relation exists is so extremely probable that it

has become an excellent " working theory." The most proli-

fic 6ires of trotters we have hsd are developed horses. Hark
Comstock asserts that Electioneer was a developed horse,

even though he was not credited with a fast record and is

not publicly known to have trotted miles at speed. No horse

can trot a quarter in 35 seconds without development. We
know that George Wilkes, Nutwood and Alexander's Abdal-

lah were developed by their records even though that of the

latter was only 2:42. In bis day that was tolerably fast.

Not to mention the almost innumerable horses with records

of later times that have proven great in the stud, it is a fact

that these two foundation horses, Pilot Jr. and Mambrino
Chief, both trotted in races. AlmoDt's record was 2:394,

which at that time required considerable trotting education.

It is the fact that a horse is educated to trot, not the rec-

ords which he makes, that is important in this con-

nection. A stallion may be trained for years and yet

never start either in a race or against time.

Dictator was an educated trotter and could speed a 2:20 gait,

though he never trotted in public. In comparing the two
classes, the developed and the undeveloped ones, the practice

haB been to establish the record as the criterion. This is

manifestly unphilosophical. There are hundreds of educat'd

trotters, horses in whom the trotting propensity and trotting

gait are thoroughly established, that have never attempted to

make any kind of a record. It is probably, indeed I may say

almost certainly true, that by far the larger proportion of

horses that become the sires of trotters are educated (that is

developed) trotters. They may not have been developed to

anything near their capacity. Nor is it necessary that they

should have been in order to transmit trotting propensity to

their offspring, provided, as I believe to be true, it is thus

transmitted. The ordinary method of distinguishing the de-

veloped from the undeveloped sire by the record is therefore

extremely fallacious. It is no test at all. As with sires ao

with dams. The habit has been, if a mare had no record as

good as 2:30, to place her in the list of undeveloped dams.

Of course, this, too, was fallacious. MisB Russell had a three-

year-old trial of 2:42 twenty-seven years ago. She would
have been classed with undeveloped dams. Beautiful Bells

bad a record of 2:29 J and she was a developed dam. but Stem-
winder, 2:31, was not. No horse or mare trots in 2:31 unless

developed, and the second and a fraction between Beautiful

Bells and Stemwinder does not constitute the difference be-

tween a developed and an undeveloped dam. The question

is simply has there been a cultivation of the trotting pro-

pensity, not how fast has the horse or mare trotted. The
cultivation may have been very partial or it may have been

very thorough. It will be found, I think, that most brood
mares are now mora or less developed. If they have been
trained long enough to teach them to trot and to materially

increase their trotting speed they cannot be called undevel-

oped, and if developed at all, it is extremely probable that the

foal will derive some benefit from that development.
The confidence of breeders is very strong in the principle

that speed produces speed, and one of the most successful

horsemen in the country is reported to have said that he
would not breed to a horse or from a mare that could not

show a two minute rate of speed. It is very sure, therefore,

that he would not breed an undeveloped animal, for there

never yet was a horse or mare foaled that could trot a two-

minute gait without development. Mares with great speed,

after their usefulness on the track is past, have long been
selected by astute breeders for broodmares, and have been
quite successful in transmitting their own qualities. Gold-
smith Maid and Lady Thorn still live in their fast descen-

dants. Old Princess reappears in Nancy Hanks and the

numerous speedy descendants of Happy Medium. MrB.
Caudle is reproduced in the descendants of Clark Chief and
Ericsson. Lady Franklin'B "soul goes marching on '' in the

progeny of Jay Bird. Lucille Golddusthas a numerous irot-

ting family that are treading in her footsteps. Pocahontas
survives in Nelson and Mary A. Whitney. Tackey and
Dixie still have their representatives on the track. The
present tendency is toward developed speed both in sires and
dams. That tendency is too strong to be checked, even if it

were desirable to check it. The fact that a youngster whose
sire and dam each has a fast record will sell more readily and
for a larger price than one that lacks these credentials would
of itself make such breeding fashionable. The value of the

foals of such mares as Maud S., Nancy Hanks and Alix, when
they are good enough to produce any, by horses that are any-
thing like their equals in speed, will be inestimable.

There is not the slightpst danger that scientific essays of

the followers of Prof. Weismann will turn the tide in the
opposite direction or prevent horsemen from desiring the

produce of mares that have proven themselves great on the

track. The son or daughter of such a mare is distinguished

even before it does anything to attract attention. As long
as there are men who love the trotting horse such animals
will be in demand.—Ioonoclast in Horse Review.

One reason why horses gall their shoulders when at work
is the neglect of the attendant in keeping the portion of the
collar that presses against the skin free from dirt or dandruff,
which is constantly gathering upon the leather; this is rolled

into lamps by the friction of the collar against the shoulder
in walking. At the beginning of the season's work the
shoulder is tender, the hair long and full of dandrufl, and
when the work is heavy the collar should be cleaned every
morning and noon before commencing work. For the first

few days one or two cleanings during the half day will often
prevent galling. This can be done by rubbing the hand
briskly several times over the surface. It takes but a moment
and can be done while the team is restiug. The shoulder
sin »iil,) hIbo be washed in warm water at night, rub-
r-ed dry, and if then washed in water in which white oak
hark has been boiled for fifteen minutes, the skin is tough-
ened and the galling prevented. Colts particularly should
have their collar* well fitted.—Harness Gazette,

Kissel's Dallas Dead.

Kissel's Dallas, 2:10$, a famous Indianapolis pacer, owned
by C. Fred Kissel, died this morning at the stable of his

owner, at Illinois and Eighteenth streets, 6ays the Indianap-

olis News.

The horse had been ill for about ten days. Dallas was a

brown gelding, by Indiana Chief, a son of Bourbon Chief

Jr., and was foaled in the summer of 1886, at the farm of J.

D. F. Carlin, near Brightwood. His dam was a Kentucky
mare, well bred, but of untraced origin. His sire was an ob-

scure stallton, that is still living in the southern part of thie

county. As a colt Dallas showed signs of speed, but he was
in rather unsympathetic hands, and was hitched to a milk
wagon, instead of a sulky. It was while he was hauling milk
to the side doors of Indianapolis homes that Kissel saw him
The horse afterward passed to the possession of a man named
Caudell, who discovered that he had natural speed iu abun-

dance. It was from Caudell that Kissell bought him igt

$400. He was purchased solely for the pleasure of owning a

speedy horse, and Mr. Kissel did not dream that in him he
would have one of the gamest race horses that Indiana ever
claimed as its own. Dallas was trained by his owner
at the fair grounds track here as a four-year-old, and ended
his first (brief) campaign with a record of 2:27£. The next
year his campaign was one of pleasure and profit for his
owner, and the horse ended it with a record of 2:17J, which
he made in a winning race at Terre Haute. When he came
back to this city, the friends of Mr. Kissel gave him a recep-
tion^ feature of which was was a parade of the horse through
the streets. The next year Dallas had a great campaign,
starting in a number of races in the Grand Circuit. He met
a fast lot of horses, however, whom he could not defeat. He
ended the campaign at Terre Haute, where he won the first

heat of the 2:15 class in 2:12^, but was distanced the next on
account of throwing a shoe. In 1893 he began the Beason
by defeating a fast field at Connersville in a seven-heat race.
Two weeks later he met the great four-year-old of that year,
Albert E., 2:10 7-S, at Columbus, where he reduced his rec-
ord to 2.10$, but did not win the race. In the fall, he had a
memorable race with Johnson, 2:06|,at Tiffin, O., and forced
the black gelding to finish a heat in 2:09^. Last year Dallas
received a slight injury to one of his legs, but acquitted him-
self creditably in the fall races. He w*s beaten by John R.
Gentry, at Terre Haute, in August, but won in fast time over
a large field in September at the same place.

Dallas was a petted horse, and for this reason none could
drive him like his owner. He was slightly undersized, but
powerfully built, and was noted for the endurance he dis-

played in many of bis races. He was well known to all fol-

lowers of the race track, who never saw him beaten down the
stretch if he headed into it in the lead. In his four years'

racing he won about $20,000 in purses. Owing to business
affairs this year, Kissel did not train Dallas. He intended to

use him as a road horse. Several times he was offered $1,000
for him for road driving. It was Mr. Kissel's intention t

give the "pony " a rest this season and then race him next
year.

Dallas was the last of Kissel's race horses. He did not
have the speed (nor was he any gamer on the track) of Kis-
Bel's Pointer, 2:16$-, who burst a blood-vessel at Pittsburg in
1893, and died on the track. Dallas is the only representative
of his sire, Indiana Chief, in the standard pacing list. He
was insured in the Indiana Breeders' Insurance Company for

$1,000. ^

Horse-Racing and Sport in Japan.

Three days' horse racing, or rather pony racing, are prom-

ised us in Yokohama, beginning next month. The animals

used are a cross between the Japanese and Chinese pony, and

they are to be ridden by gentlemen jockeys. The racing is

under English auspices, and no bookmaking or poolselling is

permitted on the grounds. This show and the racing in

the autumn are great events in what is called "sassietv" here.

All the foreign banks close for the racing days at 11 a. m.,

and business is practically suspended throughout the "Settle-

ment." Last year, the Emperor of Japan did himself the

honor of attending the spring meeting, it being stipulated

that in his passage through the city the populace should re-

main on the ground and not look down upon His Majesty

from a second story porch or window. This is one of the

ancient fads of his family. To gaze upon the Emperor from

above is to set up a claim of superiority, which the divine

ruler will not permit at present.

Owing to profounder distractions, the Emperor will not

favor the pony scamper with his presence this year. After
the alleged races, we are to have the usual boat-pulling re-

gatta in front of the Bund, and then the sports of the season
end. The heat is too fierce in the summer for baseball, and
it is only in a languid way that the English "toffs" can keep
alive their shapeless game of cricket.

While I note that a shipload of horses from Australia has
reached Japan, and that an effort is being made to supply a
long-felt want from that direction, I may add, with a6ense of

pride, that Yomiuri, a local newspaper, mentions that Japan-
ese game cockB are being sent to tbe United States in large

numbers. I am proud, because it bespeaks a return of pros-

perity in our country. It means that the ancient "sports"

who once regaled themselves with the disputes of gallinace-

ous birds are ouce more upon their feet. One sees handsome
game chickens all over this country. Thev may be seen at

large in the roads of villages. They are known as Shamo,
supposed to be a corruption of Shamuro, the Japanese name
of Sifim, whence their peculiar fowl comes. Domeslicitv has

tamed the game cocks of Japan, and they are a big-boned and
muscular bird, and for cross-breeding in our country they
will prove valuable. In the bands of Buch an expert as Maj.
Hampton, of Alabama, I am sure that a most belligerent

active and long enduring bird can be developed, and much
gayety added to the atmosphere of our nation.

Hogh E. Keouoh, who was sporting editor of the San I

Francisco Chronicle last winter and spring, and made a host

of friends here, is now in Milwaukee. He will return to the

coast in about six weeks' time and will be identified with the

pew Pacific Coast Jockey Club.

,
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How to Plant and Harvest Alfalfa.

Henry Miller (of Miller & Lux), San Francisco :—Since

1871, we have gradually increased our acreage of alfalfa, un-

til we now have about 20,000 acres. This is on a swamp

and upland, under a complete system of irrigation, with the

exception of a little light, loamy soil, with water hear the

surface and on irrigation. On the latter ground the plant is

short-lived, on account of the gophers. The depth at which

well water is found varies from ten to forty feet, and, with

irrigation, it is immaterial whether the soil is naturally

moist or dry. The preparation for seeding consists of deep

plowing and cross plowing, and the depth of planting is not

over two or three inches. For light, loamy soil twelve pounds

to the acre is ample, while for bard, rough, new land, from

sixteen to twenty pounds is required to insure a good stand.

Seeding may be done here after the cold season, and when

danger of heavy frost is past, but in time for tbe spring rains,

which are very essential. During tbe first season the weeds

should be mowed as they require it, without

regard to returns of alfalfa, and after they

are subdued it is well to let the first year'B

growth go to seed and allow it to be tramped into the soil

by young stock, but if there is a full stand this is not neces-

sary. We irrigate from streams, applying water as soon as

spring opens and every time a crop is cut, the quantity of

water needed depending on the quantity of the soil. Drain-

age is very necessary, especially when irrigation is done in

warm weather. After the first irrigation, less water is needed

at an application than at first. Winterkilling seems to be

effectually prevented by watering in the fall.
_
Alfalfawill

attain its best state in three or four years, and its condition

after that will depend upon its treatment. We put stock on

our land generally after the first and second growth is cut,

and the only rest the land receives is when it iB being irri

gated. After hay has been cut several years, we harrow in

the spring with a heavy harrow or disc cutter, and take op-

portunity to reseed that which shows lack of vigor. The
more sun and less shade there is, the better the growth and

more satisfactory the yield. We find it more difficult to get

a stand than to get rid of it ; in some instances, where we
have wanted the land for orchard, vegetables or root crops,

we fcund several plowings would destroy it. Without irri-

gation, we have not found the crop ^ery profitable, but there

are a few favored spots in the State where it can be grown

without irrigation.

Longevity of the plant depends on treatment snd on the

natnre of the soil. On heavy " adobe" soil it will not live

and thrive as long as on loamy soil, and on sandy, light soil

it will be of short duration without constant irrigation. After

the first season, we make two cuttings a year, and consider

two tons to the acre each time a good yield. For hay we cut

when the first crop is moderately ripe—say nearly in full

bloom ; the second and any later ones are cut when the bloom

first shows ; otherwise the lower leaves will drop off. The
first crop is generally preferable for seed, provided butterflies

and other insects have not injured the bloom, as they often

do. If the second crop is used for seed, it should ripen

longer than the first. The crop for seed is mowed, windrowed

as soon as possible, allowed to dry in that state, gathered with

a hand-fork, loaded on hay wagons, and put in a stack as

gently as possible. We find a good crop of seed a rare thing,

but use the ordinary threshing outfit, aDd turn out 800 to

1,000 pounds a day, in rare instances double that quantity,

with a cost for threshiog and cleaning of about five cents a

pound. The hay we never put in barns, but stack in small,

narrow ricks, to avoid danger of heating, endeavoring

to get it in the rick as soon as possible, gathering in the af-

ternoons to avoid shelling. When we use our own press and

mevt the cost of baling does not exceed one dollar per ton.

weight of the bale depends on the kind of press used. An
average handy bale weighs about 150 to 175 pounds, and we
never have any trouble about the hay keeping perfectly in

bales about that size. The average price per ton in our San
Francisco market is about eight to ten dollars

;
of seed by the

ton, eight to twelve and a half cents a pound, ten cents a

pound being about the usual average price. For feeding

farm animals, good, well- cared alfalfa hay is better than

clover, but not quite so good as timothy. For milch cows,

especially, we consider it fully as good as any other hay. We
find but little difference between the straw and the hay, and

while all stock like the straw better, there is no doubt that

the hay contains the more nutriment. Like all rank growths

alfalfa will produce double under irrigation, and the quantity

will greatly overbalance any possible improvement in quality

without irrigation, for I have found little difference

between that grown by irrig ition and under natural

moisture. For horses, there is no pasture better than alfalfa
;

for sheep and cattle, it sometimes works irjjury byway of

bloat, caused by too rapid feeding, especially when there is

dew, thin cattle and young stock being most liable. Cattle

in high condition and cows Buckling or well forward in calf

do not bloat. As preventive of the bloat.hay should be kept

in the pasture where the stock can run to it, and a good

supply of salt in troughs to which they have constant access.

The plant will not stand trampling by stock unless the sur-

face be entirely dry and we do not allow sheep or cattle on

the fields during certain stages of growth nor during certain

states of weather. We consider this pasture better than clover

for swine, especially when the ground has a smooth surface,

but if the soil is of a sandy nature, and too dry, it is not so

good. The capacity per acre depends on the nature of the

soil, and the gain of weight made by the hogs depends on the

breeds and on tbe comfort they have. We can raise hogs on

alfalfa, and by feeding them two months on grain (say bar-

ley, wheat, or Egyptian corn) they will average, when ten

months old, 250 pounds gross.

drive whether they are needed or not. If needed, a horse
should not be speeded without them.

If some local weakness is the cause a gait within the hitch-

ing point must content the driver until time has worked its

remedy. If muscular weariness at a rapid gait is the cause

apply the same remedy. Do not go fast enough to provoke
the hitch, and some day when your mare feels good she will

step along of her own accord without the hitch. Keep a little

in reserve and the hitch will be less likely to return. String-

ing a trotter clear out is poor policy anyway. Keep a little

in reserve. That reserve wins many a race, and tbe excite-

ment of the race gives strength to answer your call for the

last bit of speed without hitching.

The hitching that is caused by lack of balance opens up a

vast field for guessing, for, in my opinion, balancing has not

yet emerged from empiricism. About the worst cases I saw
in 1893 and 1894 were fresh from the self-styled champion
expert in that line of this country. His guessing had greatly

aggravated the complaint,and any other man's guess is liable

to. Every trotter is a law unto itself and must be made a

separate study. The correct thing is often the reEult of acci-

dent, and hitching is sometimes stopped by a little extra

weight upon the foot which you are sure is not the one at

fault. A pair of hind shoes of about the weight of the front

ones, or within three ounces of it, with heels caulks, will

stop hitching at times. In fact, paradoxical as it may seem,

I have had heavy shoes behind stop overreaching and hitch-

ing in the same animal. The check is a potent factor in tbe

problem of balance at speed and legitimately, but poles, hop-

ples and spreaders are indicated in cases where racing only is

in view. They are fatal to the reputation of a fine harness

horse.

Incomplete Summarias.

Again the annual protest is in order against the ail-too

common incomplete summary. That there has been im-

provement in this respect yearly, in the general publication

of trotting statistics, is quite undeniable
;
yet the fact is that

to-day, of all the trotting and pacing summaries pnblished,

even in the turf papers, but a small percentage are even ap-

proximately complete. This is, of course, annoying to the

intelligent reader, and he proceeds to " cuss " the whole

turf press. But a moment's reflection will be sufficient to

show the injustice of this indiscriminate condemnation.

Of course it goes without saying that no turf paper gets all

its summaries from original sources—that is to say, from its

own representatives—and any paper that claims that it does

simply imposes on its readers. The turf papers, as well as

the leading dailies of the principal cities, have their repre-
sentatives on the main circuits and tracks, but for reports of

hundreds of meetiogs every year they are dependent upon
the daily and weekly press, and npon each other. This much
it is necessary to remember to fully appreciate the impossi-

bility of any paper having all complete summaries, and also

to trace the responsibility for the omissions.

The average trotting programme gives no pedigree at all,

some not even anv description of the horses starting, and in

ninety per cent, of cases the reporter can report only what
the score card exhibits. This is the rule, not only at minor
meetings, but as many meetings of importance, and the sum-
maries thus incompletely printed in the home paper, and i n

similar form sent out by the press association to neighboring

city journals, are the material upon which the turf press

must build. But where is the responsibility ? We say un-

hesitatingly it is almost wholly with the secretaries. The
rules of the two associations amply provide for propriety in

the making and publishing of entries ; and if secretaries

would stand by the rules in this regard four-fifths of the pres-

ent imperfections in published summaries would disappear.

As a rule, even the amateur reporters avail themselves of all

the information the score card gives, and therefore it is fair

to say thatlaxne6S in the work of the secretary's office is the

primary cause of the great bulk of imperfect summaries that

are published
In this respect the improvement made in the trotting de-

partment of many of the leading papers of the principal cities

—notably of New York and Chicago—is most gratifying. A
few years ago these papers published little more than the

local races, and then gave perhaps the name, color and sex

of the horses, and nothing further by way of description.

Now these leading dailies give name, color, sex,sire and dam
of the winner, and sire of each heat-winner, besides names of

drivers and other essential details, and have vastly increased

the scope of their reports. The turf papers, of course, have
made even greater progress, and if our good friends, the

secretaries, would only scrupulously help the good work
along by seeing to it that their lists of entries are complete,

that they contain descriptions and pedigrees in every case,

t^ere would soon be little cause to complain of the made
quacy of current trotting statistics.

As a matter of fact to a student of breeding or a breeder, an
incomplete summary is little better than none at all. In
this day of progressive breeding, the bloodlines mean more
than the mere name of the winner

; and indeed, unless the

name be a famous one, it means only a little more than

nothing without the identifying lineage to which it belongs.

Without this information, as to heat-winners, the summary
is absolutely worthless to the compilers of statistics whose
work keeps the whole horse-reading world informed weekly
as to the showing the different families and different sires

are making in addiog to their rolls of honor as the racing

season progresses. Thus it should be seen that every one
who insists in making more complete the published reports

of races is performing a public service, and is conferring a

favor not upon a single paper but upon the whole breeding

interest, and all who study it.—Horseman.

What Hamlin Expects to See.

Buffalo, N. Y., July 1.—The plan adopted by the book,

makers at the Bradford meeting laBt *eek by Belling pic-

tures upon which oddB were posted, for the purpose of
evading the betting law, did not meet with much approval
among horsemen. C. J. Hamlin, president of the Buffalo
Driving Park Association, was one of the number that was
opposed to any such scheme to evade the provisions of the
law. He said to-day: " I am opposed to violating the law.
If the people declare against betting, let it be so, but I don't
think that the public will be foolish enough to stop specula-
ing on horse races. The public will bet no matter how the
law reads, and you can't prevent it. One member of the
state legislature told me the other day that he was eorry he
voted for the adoption of the anti-betting bill and saidthat
if any persons had come to Albany to explain its provisions
it would never have passed. The law, however, does not
prevent any person speculating on a horserace.
Mr. Hamlin further declared that the Buffalo Association

had not made any arrangements for tbe speculative public.
Digressing from this sulject the veteran horseman said: "I
am elated over the success of a test made by me with Hal
Pointer. Years ago Gov. Stanford, the great California
breeder, and other stock farm proprietors were of tbe opinion
that if a horse was campaigned for three or four successive
seasons and then let up for a year his muscles would soften

and he would lose his speed. They cited the cases of Flora
Temple, 2:19$, and Goldsmith Maid, 2:14. Flora Temple,
the daughter of Bogus Hunter, was let up for one year, but
when started again her trainer forced her work too fast and
she broke down. In placing Hal Pointer on the farm for

eighteen months I decided to test this theory. After his long
rest Pointer was taken to California and worked very slow.
The climate was agreeable and his gradual preparation
brought the old fellow around perfectly. The test so far as

it has gone has been satisfactory, and it seems to have been
beneficial instead of injurious. I think Pointer will be as

fast if not faster than he ever was.

"Do you thinK that Robert J. will be able to cope success-

fully against the fast side-wheelers this season ?
"

" That remains to be seen. He holds the record at 2:01 1,

and I don't think that it will be beaten this year. If it is, we
will certainly start Robert to regain the honor. I am willing

to match the champion against any pacer in the world for

any amount. Monroe Salisbury says that Directly will be
good enough to race against the fast pacers, but he will find

some pretty fast steppers out this year. Joe Patchen is a
great race horse, and nobody knows bow fast he can pace. 1

think that he will improve this season. John R. Gentry
should not be overlooked in selscting a winner in the free-

for-all class. We will offer a suitable purse to bring these

famous pacers together in Buffalo, and I expect it to be the
greatest race of the year."

"Your colt Athanio has attracted considerable attention

iecently. Do you pick him out as the coming three-year-

old ?
»

" To be candid, I do," replied Mr. Hamlin unhesitatingly.
" While I was in California last winter I heard of Athanio,
who was at Fresno, Cal., at that time. I sent Ed Geers to

Fresno to look over the colt, and, if he was as good as repre-

sented, to buy bim. Geers examined Athanio and did not
hesitate in closing the bargin. Athanio was then considered

the best colt on the Coast. He drove out a winner in a race

in 2:18 and I knew he could lower his record. At Des
Moines he won the third heat of a race in 2;11|. I expect
Athanio to win the race championship this year. His exhi-

bition of early speed will make him extraordinarily valuable

for breeding purposes."

"In what light do you regard Fantasy's performance of

2:07 at Des Moines, la ?"

"It was a remarkable feat. I have learned that Fantasy
stepped tbe first half in 1:06 fiat and tbe second half in 1:011,

a 2:02-> Ka it for the mile. Her burst of speed in that half

mile was phenomenal and stamps her, I think, as the coming
champion. It looks to me now that Azote, 2:08}, is tbe com-
ing horse, barring Fantasy. He is large and strong, good
gaited and sound. He won't beat Fantasy if I can help it ;

that is to say I will make Fantasy step faster than she ever

did to win from Azote. He is far more dangerous than Alix

or Directum. Alix may improve, but I don't think she will.

A mare that goes in 2:10, then in 2:08, 2:06, 2:05, 2:04, will

readily be worn out. The strain is simply tremendous. It

is like a trip-hammer which, when driven too fast and too

often, will break down. Directum, 2:05}, is always a dan-

gerous horse. He has wintered nicely and ought to go fast

this season. I don't expect much of Hulda, 2:08A, because

she having been disabled will not be as sound as the others.'

Hitching by Trotters.

Hitching is caused by striking, local weakness, fatigue, lack

of balance and injudicious driving, says M. T. G. in Breed-

era' Gazette. Almost any horse can be made to hitch, and 1

have known men who always succeeded in haviog a hitcher

after driving a horse a few times. Such men are in too big a

hurry ; they lack patience. Hitching caused by striking

generally proceeds from scalping, speedy cutting or kicking

the shins, three varieties of ic-jury to which the hind feet and

legs are liable. The application of scalping, speed-cut and

shin boots will show by their being marked or clean after a

Training Pays.

There's no doubt that Carbine is proving a big advertise-

ment abroad for the colonies, more so probably for Australia

than this little world we live in. The Australians have never
lost a chance of stating that " our champion Carbine," or the

"Australian champion," etc., etc. Poor little New Zealand
does not come in at all. Mere dot on the map that is never
noticed. But for all this, while Carbine baa no doubt been

the means of bringiog the Musket blood prominently before

breeders, I fancy the success of the Maxims has had a good
deal to do with the purchase of the splendid Musket horse

Foul Shot for America, where Maxim's first get have, at the

first time of asking, proved victorious, so the latest mail to

hand tells us. The early death of the son of Musket and
Realization was indeed a great loss.—N. Z. Referee, May
30th.

An incident of the Olcott sale at Fleetwood Park last

month is full of instruction for, and suggestions to, breeders.

There were seven youngsters in the consignment by Mr. 01-

cott's promising young sire, Lord Eldon, son of Mansfield,

2:26. Three of the seven were developed and showed speed

in harness on the track. The other four had not been

trained to any extent, and were shown to halter. And this

was the result of the bidding :

Three developed youngsters S4.G28.00

Four undeveloped youngsters 500.00

Average for trained ones 1,54'2.G6

Average for untrained ones 135.00

Here is an object lesson in facts and figures that we re-

spectfully commend to the attention of the gentlemen who
are wont to dilate, orate and elaborate upon the fatuousness,

the folly, the uselessness and costliness of training colts and
fillies. There was little to choose between tbe seven sb to

breeding, indeed, on that score the two divisions average up
about the same. Nor was there diflerence in individuality

to account fcr the discrepancy in price. The simple fact is

that the market calls for speed joined to individuality—not

probable speed, not the mere blood guarantee of speed, but

speed demonstrated in harness on the track. That cannot be

produced and shown without training, and the breeder who
would get the full benefit of the market must take to the sales

horses not only in good condition, but horses trained to show
what they can do. It is all very well to say, "Gentlemen,

this horse is splendidly gaited but has never been trained, if

he was trained he could easily beat 2:20." That used to

"go," but the man who commands the markets nowadays is

the one who hitches his horses up and shows by ocular dem-
onstration, not that they would be or should be, with a

charce, but that they are actually, trotters or pacers as the

case may be. Farly training paya if you are breeding t

sell especially.—Horseman.
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Dates Claimed.

P. C. T. H. B. A. SUMMER MEETING Commencing July 20
WILLOWS July 30 to Aug. 3
VALLEJO Aug. 6 to Aug. 10
NAPA ASSOCIATION Aug. 12 to Aug. 17

WOODLAND ASSOCIATION Aug. 26 to Aug. 31
STATE FAIR. SACRAMENTO Sept. 2 to Sept. 14

8TOCKTON ASSOCIATION Sept. 16 to Sept. 21
SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION Sept. 24 to Sept. 29
HUENEME

I
Sept. 24 to Sept. 28

FRESNO Oct. 1 to Oct. 8
SALINAS CITY Oct 1 10 October 5
VENTURA Oct. 8 to Oct. 12
HOLL1STER Oct. 7 to Oct. 12
SANTA ANA October 15 to October 19
LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21
P. C. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28
DETROIT DRIVING CLUB—Trotting and Pacing...July 22 to July 27
BUFFALO August 6 to August 16
HORSE SHOW ASS'N OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

EntrieB Close.

WILLOWS .July 22
STOCKTON August 1

SAN Jl JSE August 1

FRKSNi 1 August 1

VENTURA August 1

HI EN KM

E

AugUBtS
-TER August 15

LOS ANGELES „ September 14th

The State Fair.

" The greatest fair ever held in Sacramento " is the

declaration made by every director of the California

State lair when -peaking of the race meeting to com-

mence at the Capitol City, September 2d and last until

the 1 1th. The programme is published in this week's

ixsueof this journal and Bhould be read by every owner
ol a trotter, pacer and thoroughbred on the Pacific Coast.

The purses are large and the conditions liberal. " En-

trance fee in all purses five per cent, with an additional

live percent from winners of money in classes where the

number of entries is eight or more. In classes where

there are less than eight, five per cent additional will be

required from starters." This is the change in the con-

ditions which we want to call particular attention to.

August 1st.

The Running Stake* also close August 1st, and from

all we can learn the best running meeting ever seen in

Sacrament/) will be witnessed. The stakes are large and
well worthy the attention of every owner ol thorough-

bred* in this Slute. They will furnish opportunities for

the numerous handicap horses now at the Bay District

Track.

Again we call attention I" the advertisement and ad-

vice all home ownen end trainer* to enter their horse*

for tbeae races.

l..ri:n.-to the fair at Hiiencnie, Ventura County
will do I. Sere is an opportunity for gome
of our running horsemen to make money. The purses

are almost as large as those at the Hay District track

and the chances for winning are excellent. The track

In < lalifornia. There will be splendid

race* fo •• light-barne id do donbl exciting

couUwUi .. ill be the order of the day. Write for entry

blanks to Secretary rboa m Merry, Hueneme, Cal.

The Opening Day.

The long expected ringing of the bell in the judges'

stand, which is to proclaim that light-harness racing has

commenced, will be heard at the beautiful fair grounds

at Sacramento this afternoon. For over three weeks the

stalls and paths around them have been undergoing a

careful preparation to welcome the trotters and pacers

from all parts of the Pacific Coast. The trainers and

their assistants have been "up with the lark" and giving

their charges the work they deemed necessary to prepare

them for the trying ordeal through which they must

pass. Many an anxious hour has been passed by these

actors during these rehearsals, and no one knows what

an array of doubts and misgivings are conjured in the

minds of these men preceding a race meeting. Overcon-

fidence is not indulged in by all. Of course, there are some

who do not think their horses can possibly be

beaten, and they are so sure of it they neglect their

horses, and when the races are called they have their

pockets filled with pool tickets and are soon after wish-

ing for a rope to pull their horses inside the distance flag.

The man who is not quite so sure about winning, but

is certain that he has done all in his power to prepare

his horses, may not have his pockets filled with pool

tickets, but a swelling comes up in his throat and

a feeling of joy thrills through his whole system as he

sees his little pet come in a winner over a big field. The

sensation once experienced is never forgotten and he

feels that he is amply repaid for the hours of toil and

the money expended to make his horse come up to his

expectations. He may have bred the trotter or pacer and

this is an increased cause for self-congratulation.

There will be many owners at this meeting who will

be disappointed but not disheartened, for they will give

more attention to the preparation of their colts and fillies

in *he future, while those men who own the winners will

decide to breed and train more hereafter.

The greatest horses in California will be gathered in-

side the inclosure to-day, every large stock farm with

the exception of Pleasanton will be represented. Ran-

cho del Paso, Palo Alto, the San Mateo Stock Farm and

the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, besides countless others,

will have some horses to enroll their names on the tem-

ple of equine fame.

The programme is a most excellent one, and with the

specials, good racing are to be anticipated every day.

There will be no bookmaking there, and of this we are

justly proud. The officers and directors of this great

organization take a personal pride in its welfare, and

coming as they do from Shasta on the north, to San

Diego on the south, they will bring their friends to see

what a meeting this will be.

The people of Sacramento have done well, and we are

proud of them. They have shown the right spirit, and

as this city is now at the dawn of the greatest manufac-

turing era that has ever been the dream of its most

sanguine inhabitants, it is right that the horsemen, as

well as their friends, should congratulate them on the

great work that will signalize them as living in the most

progressive city in the United States, if not the world.

The people there are all interested in this meeting

and for their benefit, as well as for those who may wish

to come during the week ; and, by the way, we want

everyone to be there, for no better place for a week's

vacation and enjoyment can be found, we give a brief

outline of the programme (there will also be a special

race every day)

:

SATUBDAY, JULY 20TH.

2:40 class, all ageB, trotting, purse $1,000.—Juliet. Billy Scott, Lady
Thornhill, Odconcratos, Purdy Wilkes,Charivari, Maxie Hammib
Gold Dust, Bay Rum, Hazel Ayres, Maria P., Stambonl Belle'

Prince Ira, Ion, Ravenscroft, Bonnie Ben, Lady Grace, Gladys B)

Briarhill, Lady Elector, Orila, Sadie B., Max O'Rell, Zombro.

2:13 class, nomination, pacing, purse Sl.OvO.—Pluukett, Laura M.,

Touchet. Fred Mason, Waldo J., Cibolo, Hanford Medium, Ot.

tingcr, Baywood, Del Norte.

SK'OND DAY—TUESDAY, JULY 23.

2:26 Class, All Ages, Pacing, Purse 91,000.—Senator, Birdroe, Topsail,

Dlctatus, Chehalls, Ethel C, Mosquito, Royal Jib, Phenol, Susie

K., Agnes Z.| Malheur, Tout, Chief Moor.

2:27 Claw, All Ages, Trotting, Purse $1,000.—Silver Bee, Topsy, Bradt.

moor, Almnnlla, Montano, Native State, El Benton, Prince Ira,

Director Prince, Kent, Knight, Mariposa, Rossie Moor, Brlaroul,

Vlnmout, John W.. Charavari, Columbus.

WSOMSSDAY, o'l.Y Jl.

Three-year-old. 2:2ri class, pacing, purse 81,000.—Alco, Promise Me
(

II. Lull, rly. MayNulford. Allka, Roan Wilkes, Babe Marlon,'

Sophia It., Hal Corbltt, Captain Hackett, Durkey.

Throe-year-old, 2:27 class, trotting, purse 51.000.—Auditor, Sidney
Howard, Pattl Rosa, Corlnne Nellson, Nordlca, Cresslda, Jasper

Avres, Carrie C, Stella, Miss Jessie, Lottie, Silver Rlug. Dr. Pufl',

Arrow, stum B., Iran Alto, Abigail, Max O'Rell, zombro.

I'orimi day—TucnsiiAV, JOLY 25.

Special I'nrse. 2:17 Class, Nomination, Trotting, Purse 81,000.—Man-
ning, Nellie W., I'alotnn Prince, Rio Alto, Melrar, Margaret
Worth. Hamrock, Montana.

Two special races.

PlPTfl DAY— KBIHAY, JOLT 26.

2:30 Class. All Agea, Pacing, Purse 81,000.—Topsail, Ethel C„ Victor

S., Welcome, Pathmont, Javelin, Phenol, Ruby M., Primrose, Ji

Budd, Durkey. Topsey P.. Pat Cooney, Tout, Bay Prince, Cory S.,

Delphi, Carmelita.

Four-year-old 2:26 Class. Trotting, Purse 51,000.—Silver Bee, Eyraud"
Lady Thomhlll, Odeoncrates, Almonita, Prince Inca, Stambouf
Belle, Director Prince, Little Mc, Rex Giflbrd. McZeus, Lueien
.Iago, Lady Wentworth.

SATURDAY, JULY 27.

2:20 class, nomination, trotting, purse 51,000.—Irene Crocker, Lucky
B., Cora S., Visalia, Knight, Boodle, Myrtle Thome, Steve, Chico
Miss Jessie, King of the Ring, Viumont, John Bury.

2:16 class, nomination, pacing, purse 51,000.—Loupe. Ketchum, Oar
Boy, Fresno Prince, Edna R.,Ottinger, Vidette, Seymonr Wilkes,
Harvey Mc. Malheur, Chehalis, Brilhantine.

That Portland Meeting.

.There seems to be a difference of opinion regarding thi

treatment the horsemen received at the Irvingkn Park
Portland meeting, for a dispatch received from Port-

land reads :

The directors of the Irvingtou Driving Association are surprised
and indignant at the charges made by C. H. Corey, a San Jose horsa-
maD, that the purses of visiting horsemen were withheld because
they could not pay them. While California and Montana horsemeS
are not satisfied with the financial management ot the big meet here,
Corey is denounced for his groundless charges, because be got all
that was due him before leaving, which amounted to 550. Bad
weather interfered with some of tne last and best days of the meet,
and although some of the horsemen have had trouble in effecting a
satisfactory settlement with the association, Corey, who is said to
have the least ground for complaint, the directors say, malicious!?
misrepresented the facts in the case.

It is now in order for the directors to make a plain

statement of the finances of that meeting. There wa«

only one really bad day, and that could not have worked
such disaster to the Association as Mr. Corey says they

claimed. The horsemen, at great expense, went there

and did their best to make the meeting a success. They/

gave better racing, according to the North Pacific Rural

Press, than was ever seen in Oregon, and they ought to

receive the money they justly earned.

There should be a law passed by the American and

National Associations protecting horsemen as well as

Associations. The meeting at Des Moines, Iuwa, ended
just as the Irvington meeting did, with this exception,

the horsemen received notes, and the holders, so we are

informed by the Eastern turf journals, cannot realize

anything but a sickly, faint,'and weakly smile when they

gaze on them. In Portland, however, "something" was

offered horsemen, and all who did not go are anxiously

waiting to hear what that "something" amounted to

As stated above, there should be some law protecting

horsemen as well as Associations. The President and

Directors of an association giving a race meeting should

furnish some guarantee that the purses advertised to be

contested for will be paid every evening after the races

are ended. Hanging purses on the wire was a laudable

and just plan in the past, and is still in vogue in some

cities in the south. Horsemen see what they are con-

testing for and are never in doubt about the financial

standing of the Association they are working for.

If an owner or driver fails to pay his entrance or hi

fines, he is suspended, his means of making a livelihood

are taken away, and forever after (until he pays thi

amounts;against|him,together with penalties anda Shyloci

interest) is he compelled to be classed among those "rulet

off for lite." There is no redress for him ; but an associa

tion composed of reputable citizens will take entrance

gate and privilege money, and then, if bad weathe

comes for a day or two decline to pay back th<

money the horsemen and those who paid for privilege

handed in. There is no law to stop such work. Th

association may be suspended, but that does not reniov

the personal responsibility of the directors ; neither doe

it help the horsemen who comes thousands of miles

bring their horses and bikes—-perhaps the only propi

they possess—and take innumerable risks to have thai

horses there on time. If they fail to meet the requin

ments of the association they are suspended accordiq

the law of the parent association, but if they win a

they are left stranded according to the will of the loci

association, and there is no way by which they cfl

recover one dollar to reimburse them for their trouble

ill treatment. It is not fair, and we repeat that somethir

should be done to protect them.

We earnestly believe all the directors of Irviugto

Park will pay every one of their obligations. They
vertised that they would do so, and we would like i

dispel all ugly rumors now in circulation regarding the

by saying that " every purse will be paid according;

promise."

We have only heard one side of the question, the on

denial being the unintelligible dispatch printed abot

It is now in order for the directors to set this matt

straight before the public. Our columns are open f

them and we believe our worthy contemporary " Tl

North Pacific Rural Press," published in Tortlan

will also grant them that privilege.

:';

'•:::;

let*

-'.

I

'•-:

"fell

«t
:
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The Stockton Races.

The week after the State Fair (September 16th to 21st

inclusive) has been claimed by the directors of the San

Joaquin Agricultural Association for the holding of their

annual fair at Stockton. In the business columns of

this issue the advertisement of their speed programme

appears, and when horsemen see that $18,500 is to be

given at this meeting, the determination to get some of

that money will induce every horse-owner to enter. The

races chosen are those which the directors believe ought

to fill well, and while there are only fifteen of them,

nevertheless the amounts offered in each are large and

worth contending for. There will be a running race

each day, and a series of novelty races added which will

prove attractive and assist in drawing large crowds.

The nature of the soil of which this famous track is

composed is such that extraordinary fa3t time is always

made by horses that start there. It is never too hard

nor too soft, consequently horses do not get sore by being

worked on it.

President Shippee says :
" We intend to eclipse all

former efforts by giving the be3t race meeting this year

ever seen in San Joaquin county. We will spare noth-

ing that will in any way contribute to its success." The

conditions are not publismed in the advertisement; but

on the entry blanks it is stated that, " Entrance

fee where there are ten or more fully paid up entries five

per cent., with an additional five per cent, from starters.

In race of less than ten fully paid-up entries, the fee

shall be ten per cent." " Four moneys in all races— 50,

25, 15 and 10 per cent." Entries will close August 1st.

Send at once to Secretary C. E. Doan, Stockton, for

entry blanks if you have not received any by mail.

Auction Pools.

The Willows Races.

There is no such word as fail with the Directors of

the Willows Fair Association, for, after they saw that

they could not get enough entries for the week preced-

ing the summer meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders Association they resolved to try and

hold a meeting the week after, which fills the gap be-

tween the former and the Vallejo meeting. This will

give the horsemen who have their horses at Sacramento

an opportunity to make money and at the same time

have a week's enjoyment at one of the prettiest places

in California. Situated in the center of one of the most

prosperous valleys, the residents thereof being all com-

fortable and well-to-do, the love of a good horse seems

to have absorbed all others and the race meeting to

be given is certain to attract farmers, business men and

stock raisers from all parts of Northern California, as

there will be no races at Chico, Red Bluff and Marys--

ville this year. The programme offered appears in this

issue and should receive the attention not only of those

who have their horses at Sacramento, but all others who

desire to make money. There will be one running race

each day. Entries close nest Monday, July 22d, hence

there is no time to be lost.

The Fresno Fair.

The Western Horseman, in its last issue, publishes

the following little article on auction pools. It is a repe-

tition of many articles of the same import which have

from time to time appeared in these columns, and \we

are pleased to see that the subject is being taken up by

our contemporaries :

Of all forms of pool selling on harness races we be-

lieve that the old-fashioned auction pool is the least ob-
jectionable, and had no other form of betting ever been
introduced we doubt very much if there would ever have
been the war waged against pool selling as is now going
on throughout the country. It is the "jobs," real or

imaginery, engineered by the contingency of heat bet-

ting that have brought down public disapproval of pool

selling, and while an occasional "job" can be worked
through on auction pools, heat betting has furnished
much the greater incentive and opportunity for "job-

bery." At the present day it is seldom that the best

horse does not win the race, yet under the system of heat
betting it is common for the race winner to drop one or

more heats to some other horse in the interest of heat
bettors. With only auction pooLs and the prevailing

large fields it is indeed seldom that a driver who is en-

deavoring to win the race will drop a heat that he could

win. On the other hand, where two or three horses out-

class the field and are themselves fairly well matched,
heat pools afford great opportunities and incentive for

out-and-in trotting, and though one of the three may
have the ability to win in straight heats heat betting fur-

nishes compensation for "taking chances" that otherwise
would not for a moment be considered. It is speculation

on "sure things" (fixed events) that the public objects to

and not on legitimate chances. There are legitimate

speculative chances in all enterprises, and if a man
chooses to back his judgment on these the public seldom
objects.

San Jose Fair.

From all parts of the Pacific Coast good news

comes to encourage the light harness horse industry, and

when Fresno, the half-way place between Sacramento

and Los Angeles, sent forth its invitations to horsemen

to stop there, then indeed was there rejoicing among

horse owners and trainers. It it a long road between the

Capitol City and the City of the Angels, and the oppor-

tunity for giving horses a little re3t and prepare them

for the warm climate of the South, will not pass un-

heeded. Owners and trainers are all talking about the

Fresno meeting, for they know from past experience that

there is no better track nor climate, and the directors

under whose auspices the race meetings are held, are

honest and agreeable. They take pleasure in making

visitors happy, and now that our genial friend, Benj.

Wright, formerly of the Oakland race course, and that

indefatigable worker, Secretary Geo. Warlow, are taking

such an active part, the support they are looking for to

make the meeting a success will be accorded them.

The programme appears in our business columns, and

as entries close August 1st, we desire to see horsemen

make liberal entries.

Do xot forget the race meeting at Ventura this year,

which takes place October 8th to 12th inclusive, entries

to which close August 1st. It is the first meeting given

under the auspices of the Ventura County Agricultural

Associations, and no doubt will be well attended. Send

in your entries in time. See advertisement for particu-

lars.

Letter from Austria.

The first of August will be a busy day for horsemen

for they must fill out entry blanks issued by a number of

our leading racing associations and forward them to the

secretaries. There is one meeting they must not over-

look and that is the San Jose race meeting which follows

the Stockton Fair. The race programme appears in this

issue, and as entries for it will close August 1st, it is of

vital importance to horse ownere and managers that they

send in their entries on or before that date.

The San Jose fair is always well patronized. Its race

track is situated in one of the lovliest spots in the pretti-

est valley in California, the climate is all that the most

exacting could wish for, and the people are enthusiastic

about light harness racing. The streets and roads in the

Santa Clara Valley are better than those in any other in

this State, and the love of riding seems to increase in-

stead of diminish among the people who have chosen

this thrice-blessed portion of California for their homes

The directors are resolved to give an excellent meeting

but it lies entirely with the horsemen whether they will

furnish the horses or not. We know, if they consult their

interests, they will, and we desire to see a large list of

entries delight the affable secretary, J. F. Brandon, and

that other disciple of fair play and justice, President Wm.
Buckley.

No Petaluma Fair.

The following letter explains everything, so com-

ment is deemed unnecessary :

Petalujia, July 17, 1895.

Editor Breeder a_ntd Sportsman—Dear Sir:—

I

am sorry to inform you that all races as advertised by
this Society have bees' declared off for want of a
sufficient number of entries in accordance with our pub-
lished conditions. Those gentlemen who conformed to

the conditions have had their drafts, checks, etc., re-

turned to them. Respectfully yours,

Thos. Maclay, Secretary.

From: the picture of the new Ingleside grand stand and de-

scription thereof in the Chronicle this morning it will be a

handsome structure and complete in every detail. It is to be
320 feet long and 113 feet deep. At the west end will be

situated the lunch counter, bar, large dining-rooms, pcntry,

kifchen, store and toilet-rooms. The second
floor will also have a*dining-room for ladies, dressing-room,

etc. The seating capacity will be 4,000, arranged in tiers,

giving a fine view of the course from any part. The bet-

ting-ring will be under a portion of the grand stand, but
abutting out, to the north. The race track will be seventy

feet wide, 85 feet on the turns.

There is a genius at the local track who it is claimed can
reduce the weight of people at a marvelous rate without
weakening them materially. As much as flfteen pounds has
been taken off by him in a day. Jasper Madi6on, who was
thought to be dead to the jockey world, reduced from 149
pounds to 105 pounds in nineteen days' time.

The Board of Supervisors should without delay enact some
ordinance that will abut up all the pool-rooms that have
sprung up lately and are killing off the attendanae at Bay
District track.

Jockey Johnny Sullivan left on Thursday for Ogden,
Utah, where he takes a position as rider for Thomas Keough,
whose string is being trained by N. A. Dickey.^

Vienna, June 22, 1895.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman.—No doubt you are

anxious to hear bow a person whcse home is not far from the

classic grounds of Palo Alto is enjoying the races in Europe.
I will begin by telling you that my greatest regret is that I

did not purchase Azote before I left. I have been in Vienna
since the opening of this meeting. About the first of May
last year, while visiting several stock farms and watching

the races, I noticed a chestnut mare trot in a two mile and a

half race, and she did so well I resolved to purchase her if

possible. Her owner was not there but I learned he was in

Liverpool, England. I noticed she was very large and a few

days afterwaid she dropped twins—both colts. After they

were three days old. and I saw she was all right, I wired the

owner for the price, the answer came $2,000. 1 bought her at

once and gave her to Horace Brown. We entered her in three

races at all distances and she won them. Oor share of the

purses was $3,000. I consider her the best mare in Europe.

She is called Big Miid.anu was sired by O. A. C. 2072 (son

of Knickerbocker, by Hambletonian 10, dam 8onora, by C.
M. Clay Jr. 22), dam Torpedo, by John E. Rysdyk 5721
(son of Knickerbocker, out of a mare by Cann's Hector),
second dam Fly, by Glencoe Warrior, registered in Volume
X ,

page 269, of Wallace's Slud Book. She was bred by J.
E. W. Branan, of Ontario, Canada. I refused an offer of
$4,000 for her last evening, She is nine years old. This is

a serious detriment for I believe she can out-trot every horse
in France, but the associations there have barred all horses
over eight years of age. She will be a good bread winner in
Austria, Germany, Italy and Russia.

I had very bad luck with the Alexander Button mare,
Mabel H., 2:17, which I purchased in Woodiand prior to my
departure for France. She never recovered from the severe
sickness she contracted on board ship. She has never been the
game little Mabel H. she was in California—perhaps some
day she will be fit to campaign. I have not given uo hopes
of seeing her make her opponents look very small in "the dis-

tance.

Here in Vienna the track officials have made a splendid
course ; it is hard, but even with this drawback it is ten
thousand times better than the tracks in France. The horses
there must pull their sulkies over the srass, and it is uneven
all the way round. We have good horses, excellent trainers,

and, in fact, everything about the place has an American
look which makes one feel "at home.'* They hang up good
purses, but you have to bring very good horses to win them.
They must go a distance. There are no mile-heat races here.

They have races for all distances two, three and foor miles.

We have among the horses here such familiar trotters as
Blue Bells, Quarterstretch, Nominator, Shadeland Delmonia,
Glorian, Riga, Lord Byron, a Palo Alto bred hone by Gen-
eral Bentoo, and if the American turf press will call atten-

tion to any unsound, sulking, bad-acting and soft-hearted
horses that may be purchased for this market they will be
conferring a great benefit on every trotting horse breeder be-

neath the stars and stripes. "Send nothiogbut the best and
the reward will be yours," is the demand all should enforce.
There are many people on the continent who have always
loved to drive, and the greatest care should be taken that
they do not get an American weed to pull the lines over

;

if they do the trotting horse enthusiasts—and there are thou-
sands of them—will be up in arms about the imposition.
Hence it is of paramount importance that these people have
the very best horses, and especially when they are willing
and able to pay for them.

I received your paper every week while in Paris, and I

would not be without it for anything. I am glad to see the
trotting horse men are going to hold meetings independent
of the Governor's veto. I have been all around the world
and the more I see of it, the more I like California, for there
is no other spot on the globe to compare with it. I meet
Californians everywhere, and sometimes I wish that our
words for the land of the wonderful clime were emblazoned
on everv tourist guide book we handle.

But I am digressiog, whenever I think of California mv
thoughts flow on in that channel and I forget all else. I

must tell you about the danger of shipping horses from Cali-
fornia to Europe direct. The changes of climate and feed
have a tendency to unfit them for work; tbev should be
shipped to New York or some other city east of the Rocky
Mountains, and then when taught to eat the grass hay and
begin to thrive on it, they can with safety be shipped across

the Atlantic. I found I made a mistake with Mable H. and,
therefore, I want others to profit by the lesson taught me.
We did not stop three days on our trip from Sao Francisco
to Havre, France.
We have excellent trainers here and they are well known

to all American horsemen aa capable men; take for instance,

Horace Brown, Dan McPhee, W. Meeks, Cappan and others.

They are handling good material and winning the respect of
the people.

I have written more than I intended. I will write again
from my next stopping place. Wishiog you 9very success,

I am your old subscriber, Chas. Hcorts.

There is a report from Butte, Mont., to the effect that the
continuous racing idea has struck that town and that it is pro-

posed to have a meeting there which is to last at least thirty

days. Marcus Daly 1*9 supposed to be the man behind the
scheme, and that is of course a guarantee that the financial

results need not worry aoy one else, and thev will certainlv

not worry Mr. Daly. The plan, as outlined in the reports

now in circulation among horsemen, is to have mixed racing,

a couple of running races and a couple harness races each
day, with perhaps a bicycle contest thrown in for varietv.

James I. Wiggins, of Centella, is the man who raised and
trained Lady Grace, 2:28A, since she was a yearling. He
loaned her to Dr. K. D. Wise's trainer last year after driving
the first heat of the race, but she never occupied a stall io

Dr. Wise's stable. Mr. Wiggins owns her dam and a two-
year-old by Echo from her. A Mr. Freeman has another, a
yearling sired by Gossiper, 2:14iJ, and tbey are both very fast.

Geo. A. Charter, Driving Park Hotel, Bioghampton,
N. Y., writes Mr. Young : You will have to send me one
more bottle "Absorbine;" I think one more will do th*

the purls on oneleg have disappeared and the other is goir

fast. There is nothing to equal it.
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HOOF-BEATS.

BlOQia was resumed at the fair association track, St.

Louse, Mo., July 6.

HAh'iePMNo is without question the best two-year-old

that has shown this season.

I'llman, the former presiding genius of the foreign book

at Cicero, has quit the turf and opened a bucket shop near

the boaid of trade.

K. H. Fki, the kiogof the Eoglish ring, and the bigges*

bookmaker in the world, never even saw a horse race until

he was over thirty years of age.

Mklodt, bay filly, four years, by imp. Roseington—Mary
Owsley, was so badly cut down at Detroit, July 2, in the sec-

ond race that she had to be shot.

A. TtiEOBtLP's three-year-old gelding Superintendent, by

Inspactor B , dim Saxony, died at the Gravesend race track

last Sunday from spinal meningitis.

M. C. Bostuk, of Fort Smith, Tex., has a very promising,

three-year old stallion by Clovis, son of Sultan, that is en-

tered quite extensively in Eattern stakes.

WALTER Alexander, at one time editor of Bell's Life,

London, and an accomplished writer on the running turf,

committed suicide in New York City last week.

It is announced fro n London, Eig., thst Jockey Clayton ,

who has recently ridden for C. J. Blake, has been retained

by Richard Croker at a salary of £400 ($2,000) a year in ad-

diti in to his fees and expenses.

It is rumored that the wealthy Pennsylvanian and en-

thusiastic horseman, A. J. Cassatt, will return to the running

turf next year, and the red, white and blue colors The Bard

so often carried to victory will be welcomed heartily.

P. J. Dwyek, of New York City, has bought of W. S.

Barnes, of Lexington, the nine-year-old broodmare My Fa-

vorite, daa of Handspring. She is by Rayon d'Or—Nanny
H., by Glen Athol, The price reported paid is $8,000.

July 5th Col. John G. Taylor, owner of Joe Patchen, 2:04»

aud J. F. Scott, owner of John R. Gentry, 2:03$, matched
these two celebrities for $2,500, the race to take place July
24th, over the track at Freeport, 111., during the meeting
there.

Whether Fantasy can beat Alix a race of heats is a

question, but whether she can or not it is a long time since

we had at the beginning of the season two trotters that were
reasonably sure to beat the world's record before the close of

the year.

P. J. Donahue, proprietor of Laurelwood Farm, Santa
Clara, purchased of the executors of the estate of JET. C. Jud-
son the following: A bay mare by Flood, out of Lottie J,,

with her foal of 1895, a bay or brown filly with white face,

by Wildidle.

The greateat day the Terre Haute trotting association ever
had was on the Fourth of July when the paid admissions to

the barbecue and race meeting numbered 10,175. With the

children who were admitted free and the "dead-heads" it is

thought the total would easily foot up 12,000.

Speaking of Domino, Major G. B. Thomas, who bred the

black wonder, said :
" They say he can't go a distanee ; he

is'nt bred to stay ! That is not so, and before the season closes

he will prove that all this talk about lack of stamina is wrong.
He can stay with any of them if he is fitted for it."

"My advice to breeders who have Wilkes sires is," says an
experienced horseman, "to waste no time in securing the
strongest trolting-bred Electioneer mares to be found and
mating them with their Wilkes stallions. And those who
have Electioneer sires should secure Wilkes mares and do
likewise."

"A great many more horses are spoiled by being driven
too much than too little. The great trouble with young
trainers is that they drive so much that they tire and ex-
haust their horses, so that it gets them to hitching. The
purest gaited young trotter there is, will get to hitching if

hard driven, or driven hard when not in condition."

A hue at the kite track at Meadville, Pa., July 1, de-
stroyed the grandstand and several of the barns owned by
Mewrs. Miller & Sibley, Franklin, Pa. Fortunately all the
horsee were saved. As tbe track is some distance from town
the fire got good headway before the fire department arrived.
The lose was $7,000, which is partly covered by insurance.

l'ii< jubi.y no industry ever sutlered such a slump as the
horse business in the past two years. Over production, hard
time*, trolley and cable roads and fanatical legislation have
dealt it staggering blows in all its branches. The big prices
of Ihe good old days have gone, never to return, but a re-

vival is coming and matters will be adjusted upon a reason-
ably paying basis.

An Ohio man, writing in the National Stockman, says:
" In a ride of seventy-five miles last week I did not see a
single spring colt. There is not one now where there were
ten a few yearn Mgo. The stallions are nearly all gone and
those that are here are poorly patronized. More farmers
have been out buying horses within the last two months than
in two years before, and they find good ones very scarce."

Am a rule thoroughbred yearlings are Helling low, but we
look for the market to improve, says the Turf, Field and
Farm. The cloning of so many tracks has demoralized buy-
er*, hut oonfidanoa will return with the up read nil over the
OOQDtrV <>f the kind of racing now going on at Hheepshead
Bay. The heni people will become patrons of the turf, and
breeders of tint-clam hones ultimately reap substantial pro-
fit*.

W.C. FftAltOC, the famous breeder oftroltenof Lexing-
ton, Ky., hat retired from the business. He has commis-

Woodward .V Hhanklin to sell in October all of his
UUiont, bm dflurei and hones in training, eighty in all

Thtlol Inc! u Red rVUkee, Allie Wilkm and Clay King,
three great li I hi n in forty broodmares, and every one,
in dam of one Dr more 2:80 trotters. It is the most valuable
collection of trotting hones in the United Stales.

Floodmore, the champion steeplechaser of the Pacific

Coast who fell lame in the great steeplechase at Boston, May
30th, has broken down beyond hope of ever training again,

and will probably be used as a saddle horse the balance of his

career. He was a wonderfully quick jumper, and a horse of

high speed, but had bad legs. Last winter in California he

won nine consecutive races. W. S. Hobart purchased him for

$5,U00 this spring.

Mr. August Belmost says that he purchased the Ben-

nings race track, taking the interest of a private syndicate,as

a speculation. It was not the intention of the syndicate to

hold race meetings at the Bennings track and all assertions

to the contrary are premature. The syndicate, should it de-

cide to hold a race meeting or lease the track to others for

that purpose, will insist that racing be conducted under the

Jockey Club rules.

" Dear me," exclaimed she girl from Boston, K I wonder

why the papers have so much to say about crooked race

tracks?" " Why, because so many are that way." "I never

in my limited opportunities for observation noted any such.

It has been my fortune to encounter only race courses which

were far from deserving the epithet crooked, in that they

were admirable specimens of the geometric form known as

the ellipse. Still there may be others."—Washington Star

It is not generally known that Henry McCalmont, the

owner of Isinglass, and other prominent horses in England,

owns an extensive ranch in this State, and intends to breed

thoroughbreds on an extensive scale in this country. Thirty

mares of gilt-edge breeding, in foal to the best sires in Eng-
land, are to be shipped from England in a few days. Islington,

a full brother to the famous Isinglass, is already on the ranch,

anG other equally well-bred horses are expected to follow in

his wake.

The new order of things in racing is beginning to be felt,

and owners are now figuring on a reduction in expenses.

They cannot afford to keep five good horses and twenty poor

ones, as there is nothing for the poor ones to do but eat. This

is no doubt the primary cause of the Gideon & Daly sale,and

there will be others in the very near future. The question is

what is to become of the poorer classes of horses ? They will

sell for little or nothing,as there is no place for them to race.

Gideon & Daly will dissolve partnership.

A correspondent of the Chicago Inter-Ocean says: Fan-
tasy beat Directum, but hardly on her merits. Had the race

been to rule Fantasy would have been distanced once if not

twice in the race. Distance was waived—no flag up. Had
there been, Fantasy would have been distanced in ihe second

heat. The flag went down,Geers took advantage to lay up

—

way back. Again in the fourth heat the same tactics, while

Dustin banged away every heat. Simply Geers out-generaled

Dustin.

It is said that there are more Red Wilkes youngsters in

training this year than was ever known before in any one

year. Mr. Tom Nolan, Mr. France's superintendent, says he
expects the grand old stallion to be the leading sire of 1895
by long odds. Last year but few of his get were raced, and a

large number of those that should have gone in tbe 2:30 list

in 1894 will aspire for standard honors this season. Quiie a

number here in Lexington are capable of doing the trick

now.—Kentucky Stock Farm.

C. M. Lockwood, of North Attleboro, who is well-known
in New England as a driver, has located on the track for the

season, with a string of horses. He has the black trotting

mare Imogene, 2:26}, by Imaus, dam by Shooting Star; tbe

five-year-old pacing stallion Dictator Sidney, by the great

western sire Sidney, dam by Dictator, and the green six-year-

old gelding Woodman, by Olympus. Dictator Sidney took a

three-year-old pacing mark of 2:25,. and last season lowered

it to 2:24}. He is a horse of stout conformation, and has the

disposition and breeding a race horse.

The training barn at Clover Bottom Farm, Donelson
Tenn, caught fire the night of June 23, and the following

horses were destroyed : Alexander, ty Baron Wilkes, dam
Alma Mater ; Tennessee Egotist, by Egotist ; Blairwood,

2:15$. by Wedgewood ; Russellite, by Lord Russell ; Baron's

Beauty, by Baron Wilkes ; MiBB Bailey, by Cyclone ; Lady
Gay, by Wedgewood; Mermosa, by Enfield; Fannie Thomas,
by Scott's Thomas ; two two-year-old fillies by Knicker-
bocker, and two yearlings, one by Re-election and the other

by Knickerbocker.

It is a well-known fact that the manner in which ahorse
drives on the bit, exercises a considerable influence upon the
other factors of balance. If a balanced trotter should acci-

dentally get his tongue over the bit, he would probably not

move like the same horse. All the " true and level " foot

formulas in existence would not restore balance in this case.

A bit that will prevent such an occurrence is not always ef-

fective as shown in the following instance: The bay gelding
The Corporal, that won the 2:28 class at Red Oak, was un-
placed at Des Moines the previous week in slower time. He
refused to strike his gait the first half of each heat. Upon
investigation it wag discovered that in his effort to get his

tongue over the bit, be carried it rolled up in his throat back
of the bit. Chandler tied the tongue in its place with a piece

of tape and he stepped a mile in 2:22 in his next work out.

Says the New York Sun : "Another brilliant Wall street

coup ! Highly respectable gentlemen—'bankers and brokers'

and even 'merchants,' if you please, they call themselves

—

first mark up the prices of industrial stocks to exorbitant
figures. Next they lure a lot of imbeciles into buying these
precious shares on margins, and then comes the coup—the
stilts are knocked from under these precious stocks, the mar-
gins are exhausted and the 'merchants' bag the cash and
prepare to set the traps again as soon as the warning scent of

the last victims shall have cooled off from them. Any man
who ignorantly puts his money into such blind pools as the
BUgar trust or the inflated cigArelte trust which calls itself

by the high sounding title of 'The American Tobacco com-
pany,' or any other 'trust' should be taken in hand by his

friends, for he is not competent to manage his own a flairs.

This is equally true of the man who without investigation
biiyn the shares of any industrial enterprise, particularly
one that is so alluringly manipulated and tipped that it

seems 'like finding money to buy it.' Neither investors nor
'outside' speculators ever 'find' money in such things; they
always lose it." And yet, speculation on the board of trade
and the stock exchange is legitimate business, while betting
on horse-racing is an evil crime crying to heaven for sup-
pression.

Timing Exhibitions.

Owing to the fact that there are this year on the harness

turf a number of performers of proven ability to trot or pace

very fast miles it is probable that many associations will seek

to add to the attractions of their meetings by engaging with

the owners to have one or more of these celebrities sent fast

miles against the world's oriother specified record. There are

a few horses whose chief value consists in their fame, and.

consequently, their utility as "drawing cards" is practically

a tangible source of revenue to their owners. It not infre-

quently happens that the largest attendance noted at a

meeting is gathered together the day that an attempt is

made to break a great record, and the greater the reduction

of the given figures, the greater is the enthusiasm displayed

by the crowd. It is likewise well known that when an at-

tendance is well enough pleased with the entertainment fur*

nished for its delectation to wax enthusiastic, the succeeding

meetings are almost sure to be ^successful, for the remem-
brance of the "good time" induces old patrons to come again,
and the hope that similar sport will be witnessed brings
many others. Furthermore, the greater the attendance, the
greater the profit, and combining all these causes and in-

fluences we can not fail to see at once that there is presented a
very grave temptation to announce the time by the timer's
watch that marks it fastest, or to deduct outright some frac-

tion. That a grave temptation to do one or other of these
things exists can not be denied, nor can the statement thai
such things have been done be successfully refuted. It may
appear to many that even when the time announced is some-
what faster—say'by a fraction of a second—than that actually
made, no great harm is done and in some instances the claim
has been advanced that the association had paid for the
privilege of announcing the time for which reason it can set

forth whatever figures it pleases. Nothing, however, can
justify even the slightest deviation from the actual truth in
such cases To begin with the owners of trotters or pacers
fast enough to be valuable as special attractions almost invari-
ably receive more when the record specified is broken in the
trial, and moreover it stands to reason that it is to their inter-

est to shave just as small a fraction as possible from it. Sup-
pose then that 2 06 is the record ,to be broken and the driver
by strict attention to his business gets home in 2:05|. He
has fulfilled his obligation perfectly, he has used all his skill

in doing so, and at the next point where he is engaged he will
doubtless essay to clip but another quarter-second from the
record just established. Suppose, however, that the timers
announce 2:05} ; has not an injustice been done in that the
opportunity to clip that half-second off has been taken from
the owner of the performer? Certainly, it has. It will be
remembered the statement was made that Doble received an
average of $2,500 for each quarter-second Nancy Hanky
clipped from her own and the world's record. In that case
the half-second would have been worth $5,000. Other cir-

cumstances may, moreover, conspire to render the half-second
of the very greatest moment. It may be the intention to
drive the horse as fast a mile as he can go, heedless of the
record he may take; but the track, or the wind, or the
weather, may militate against his showing his greatest speed,
and, though he does Mb very best, his time is 2:05}. Had his
record been correctly announced at the previous place of start-

ing, be would have succeeded in lowering it, the rejoicing
would have been great in consequence, and the second asso-

ciation would have reaped as much benefit as the first. In-
stead, the horse has failed to lower his mark, an ominous
silence greets the driver as he returns to dismount, and dis-

appointment is everywhere evident. Two different sets of
spectators have been deceived; the first because the horse
did not go as fast as represented, and the second because
the horse did actually trot or pace faster than he did in
his previous essay. The owner has been robbed of the sum
he would have gained had the record been broken, and the -

second association has been robbed of the prestige attached
to a successful performance, as well as the benefit to accrue
in the future. It will thus be seen that the announcing,
under such circumstances, of a somewhat faster record than
was really made brings a number of evils and injustices in

its train, all of which cause disappointment and financial
loss. The Horseman sets forth these facts for the public
good, and in order that the effects of a seemingly harmless
action may be thoroughly understood. Honesty is the best

policy in relation to timing special exhibitions of fast trotters

and pscers, as in everything else.—Horseman.

A few days ago the Daily News, in communicating on the
report of a sharp trick, alleged to have been played by Dan
Mace, in substituting a fast horse for a slow one of same ap-
pearance, observed that some writers would fain make the
public believe that the wizard of the sulky had driven few
straight races. But those who were near to Dan know that
he liked to win, and was always true to his employers. The
last race but one that he ever drove proved his nature. It

was at Hampden Park, Springfield, Mass., August 23, 1883,

for a purse of $2,000, won by Josephus, in 2:2U, 2:20, 2:21$,
the beaten horses being Romero (Goldsmith), J. B. Thomas-
(Weeks), Overman (Hickok) and three others. Mace was
behind Josephus, and the owner, the late D. Stephenson, Jr. f

of New York, was a nervous spectator. Joseph ub wou the
first and second heats, but was a notoriously faint-hearted

horse under pressure, and then had dickey legs. He was the
public's favorite on the pools after the second heat, when it

was suggested to Dan by a sharp pool operator that a capital

chance presented itself to make sure money by playing the
field against Josephus. Mace spurned the proposal, Baying :

"They may beat him; maybe they will—but Stevenson is

here; he wants to win; that settles it." Dan was an epi-

grammatic talker, and it is even betting he never uttered the
long-winded sentence attributed to him the Sunday he died.

He was very doubtful as to the ability of Josephus to win the
third heat, and sent the writer to their friend, Alderman
Hughes—owner cf Fides, 2:22J, then on Mace's string—with
instructions to play a few hundred on the field, which was
done; but Dan drove a desperate finish the third heat, and
beat Overman by a short neck. He seemed fully repaid by
tbe praise and gratification of his good friend, Mr. Stevenson,

who was deeply concerned in an extensive brewing business,

but took special interest in Mace's affairs until the day of his

death. ^
The officials of the Detroit driving club have figured out

thr tits inaugural running meeting, which closed last Th:
day, netted about $25,000.
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The Derby.

The most famous horse race in the world, which has been

called the " Blue Ribbon " of the turf, gets its name from the

twelfth Earl of Derby. There were thirty-six subscribers to

the first Derby and nine runners, and the race was run on

May 4, 1770. Thinking that a mere horse race would not be

sufficient entertainment for the crowd, the noble Earl pro-

vided other diversion in the form of a grand cock-fight

between the fowls of the " Gentlemen of Surrey " and of the

" Gentlemen of Wiltshire." The value of the Btakes was

1015 guineas, and the winner, Diomed, made the then unpre-

cedented record of winning 5165 guineas in his third year.

Diomed was sold in 1798 for 50 guineas, and brought to this

country, and promptly died. He was owned, when he won

the Derby, by Sir Charles Bunbury, who had been for many

years a ruling spirit of the Jockey Club, and who married

and afterward divorced the beautiful Lady Sarah Lennox, of

whom King George III. was so great an admirer. She after-

ward was the wife of Col. Napier, and the mother of two of

the most illustrious men who have born that name. Sir

Charles Bunbury was the first to win both Derby and Oaks

in one year. That was in 1801, and he did it with Eleanor,

which he described as a " wonderful mare." He also, in 1813,

won with Smolensko, both the Derby and the Two Thousand

Guineas, also for the first time on record. He is famous for

having introduced short races to the English turf, and for

once having warned the Prince of Wales—not the present

Prince—off the course. The Prince first won the Derby in

1788. , , . ,

In 1789 the Duke of Bedford ran first and second in the

Derby with Skyscraper and Sir George. Curiously enough

Lord Grosvenor repeated the feat in 1790 with Rhadaman-

thus and Asparagus, also running the Becond in the Oaks to

the Duke of Bedford's Hippolita, the Duke winning again

in 1791, with Eager, and Lord Grosvenor again in 1792.

He ran third and fourth in 1793, when seven out of eight of

the horses running were sired by Pot 8-os. In 1794 Lord

Grosvenoi won his last Derby with Daedalus, but in 1797

he was once more second to the Duke of Bedford's Fidget

colt. Altogether, he won three Derbys and the Oaks six

times. He is said to have lost £300,000 by his thirty years'

conned ion with the turf. The Duke of Bedford was " a bit

of a jockey" himself. In 1792 he won a match at Newmar-

ket, and rode frequently elsewhere. He won the Derby

three limes and the Oaks the same number. In 1801 Lord

Egremont ran the second and third. He won five DerbyB

and five Oaks, was never married (declaring that he would

rather be hanged), and is said to have begun life with £45,-

000 a year and ended it with £80,000 a year. Evidently he

made racing pay. In 1844, although the notorious Running

Rein actually won, Colonel Beel took the stakeB for first and

second with Orlando and Ionian. In 1829, Forth, who rode

Frederick, was the owner of ExquiBite, the second horse in

the race.

Besides Sir Charles Bunbury, who won three Derby's,

Lord Grosvenor, Lord Egremont and the Duke of Bedford,

the third Duke of Grafton won the race thrice and the OakeB

twice. Naturally, he too, was divorced in his day. The
fourth Duke only got one Derby, but he had the Oakes six

times, the Two Thousand four times and the One Thousand

no less than eight times between 1819 and 1827. Lord

Jersey won three times. Sir Joseph Hawley won in 1851,

1858 and 1859, with Teddington, Beadsman and Mufjid,

and again in 1868 with Blue Gown. The Duke of West-

minister won in 1880, 1881! and li-86, with Ben D'Or, Shot-

over and Ormondo. The Duke of Portland won in 1888 and

1889, with Ayrshire and Donovan.
In 1828 the Duke of Rutland's Cadland ran a dead heat

with The Colonel, and won the run-off after a desperate race

by half a length. The second dead beat was in 1884, when

St. Gatien and Harvester could not be split, and Sir John

Willoughby, Harve8ter,s"owner, ran third with Queen Ade-

laide. The stakes were divided. In 1840 Little Wonder won,

and this is the only Derby which the Queen has seen. In

1844 Running Rein won, but it was proved that the colt's real

name was Maccabeus, and that he was a four-year-old. Lord

George Bentinck exposed the plot. In 1840 Flying Dutchman
won, and the next year Voltigaur's victory caused such a

controversy that a match between the cracks was arranged

at Doncaster. After a glorious race the Dutchman beat the

"flyer" by a neck. In 1857 Blink Bonny beat a field of thirty

horses. She Btarted at 20 to 1, and Black Tommy, against

which 200 to 1 was laid, ran second. In 1868 Sir Joseph

Hawley, who declared to win with Rosicrucian and Green

Sleeve, saw them both beaten by his own Blue Gown, which

the public followed, seeing that the jockey obtained his

choice, and rode Blue Gown in preference to the others. In

1862 Caractacus, with 40 to 1 on offer against him, won by a

neck. Ben d'Or's was one of the finest races ever seen. The
owner and jockey of Robert thelDevil both thought that their

horse had won. Robert the Devil won the Cesarwitch and

the St. Leger from Ben d'Or. The latter, however, won the

Epsom Cup from him as a four-year-old, and proved once

more the liking of certain horses for certain courses. An
equally close race was St. Blaise's, when many people thought

that Highland Chief was in front at the post. In 1885 Mel-

ton just beat Paradox in the last stride, and Mr. Brodrick

Cloete took his defeat with a joke on his lips.

Three times only has the Derby been won by a foreign-

bred horse. The first was Gladiateur from France. The second

was Kisber, an Austrian. The third in 1881 was Iroquois, the

famous American.

for more than one track at the same time in the same county.

State licenses of $100 per day for each running or trotting

license granted.

In order to present the bill at the present session it is

necessary to incorporate it under the Governor's call regard-

ing the adjustment of State revenue laws. The friends of

racing in the Legislature declare that a State license of $100

a day for all tracks and fair associations will bring a revenue

of nearly $500 000 yearly.

The new bill proposes to create a board of racing commis-
sioners, who shall act on all matters pertaining to the trotting

and running turf. The board is to be selected by the Gov-
ernor, and is to be paid at the rate of $5,000 per year for

each member. It is intended that the commission will in-

vestigate the applications for licenses, and shall say whether

a track shall run ten days or thirty days, and, in fact, have

complete jurisdiction over all meetings, to see that the spirit

and the letter of the law is obeyed. Members of the Legis-

lature who are friendly to the racing game say in this bill

they have found a solution of the vexed question. That

such a bill will be presented and urged for passage ia certain.

The Senator who has the bill asked that his name be with-

held, but consented to show a draft of it. In speaking of

the scheme, he said:
" The question of racing has two sides. One is the gam-

bling side and the other is the horse-raising Bide. The moral

people of any community object to wide-open gambling.

But there is also a large element of society that wantB to

take a 'flyer.' We will eliminate the gambling features and

reduce that phrase of the question to a minimum. On the

other hand there are maDy members of the Legislature who
are in favor of racing aa a sport and pastime, pure and

simple, and will favor the bill which allows the races to be

made interesting by betting.

"On the stock raisers' side of the question I will say this :

Illinois is the second state in the Union in regard to stock.

Racing stimulates fine breeding, and makes a bull market

for good horses. Many of the country members who repre-

sent horse-raising constituencies are pledged to a racing bill

because their people make a living by raising horses. I am
confident a properly shaped bill will pass almrst unani-

mously.
"Of course trje Civic Federation may be against us, but

I am sore that when the bill has been fairly considered no

objections will be raised. It will not favor the gamblers,

which, as I understand it, is now the chief objection to rac

ing."—Inter-Ocean.

The Stallion Reoord This Year.

Death of Billy A., 2:13 1 4.

One of the most prominent campaigners in the eastern end

of tbe grand circuit of 1894 was the little Tennessee gelding,

Billy A., by Tom Hal Jr., concerning whose death at New-

market, England, the other day a very sensational story was

published in the London Sun and London Truth and cabled

to the New York papers. This jam charged that Richard

Croker's jockey " Willie " Simms wagered that he would

drive Billy A. to Cambridge from Newmarket and back in a

certain time and that in trying to do so he drove the horse to

death. Mr. Croker has promptly denied the story, and de-

tails the facts that he (Mr. Croker) drove Billy A. an etsy

journey to Cambridge, a distance of thirteen miles, in a little

over an hour ; that no wager depended on the affair ; that

near Cambridge Billy A. cast a shoe, was reshod and sent

back in charge of a groom with orders to walk him; that he

died en route, and that a veterinary surgeon could not defi-

nitely state the cause of death; and that Simms had nothing

to do with the horse, the jockey driving Shea Wilkes from

Cambridge to Newmarket. The English newspapers are

perpetually berating the sensationalism of the American

press, but it would seem hereafter that it does not lie with

them to again hurl reproach. There are, too, certain papers

in New York that seize anything reflecting upon Richard

Croker with avidity, and of course the Newmarket " fake "

was worked for all it was worth, but impartial citizens were

glad to learn the truth of the matter.

Billy A. was campaigned last year by John Shillinglaw,

and was then the property of John Dingee, of Brooklyn, one

time owner of MisB Alice. At the Poughkeepsie Grand Cir-

cuit meeting in the 2:14 class, he started against Cobwebs,

Aunt Delilah, J. M. D., Charley C, Paragon and Amboy.and

won the first two heats in 2:13}, 2:14, Aunt Delilah finally

winning the race in faster time. He was sold at Kellogg's

March sale at Madison Square Garden, going to Mr. Croker

for $1,275, and when the Croker-Dwyer string of racehorses

were taken to England, Billy A. was taken along for driving

use He was a fast, game little horse.—Horseman.

Foals of 1895.

It requires the exercise of great faith to predict that the
three-year-old Athanio, whose record is now 2:11}, will be-

fore the season ends hold the stallion record; but this is just

what one of our contemporaries has done. That a three-

year old should demolish the great Nashville record of Di-

rectum, 2:05^, made as a foUr-year-old, seems scarcely within

the bounds of probability. And yet 2:111 in June, in the

third heat of a race, is a very exceptional performance. It

shows extremely brilliant promise. Directum's three-year-

old record was 2:11}, made October 18th. Athanio's three-

year-old record in June is only half a second slower. This

would indicate that Athanio is a better three-year-old than

Directum was; but this might easily be true and still Atha-
nio might be unable to beat Directum's record made a year
later. It is possible that tbe prediction of our contempor-
ary may be verified. Athanio, if he meets with no mishap,
should certainty reduce his present mark very considerably
before the season ends, but he may do this without taking
the stallion record. There is a great gulf between 2:05} and
2:11:,. If any horse of his age can cross that gulf in the time
allotted Athanio he should doit. But can any tbree-year-old
accomplish the feat ? The fastest mark tor a three-year old

yet is 2:08}. We believe that Athanio will be able this year
to pnt a lower mark than this to bis credit,but still this lacks

a good deal of beating the stallion record.

Besides all this, there is no conclusive evidence that Di-
rectum has gone to his limit. No very great performer has
aa yet reached the highest point in his career as a four-year-

old unless further eflort has been precluded by accident or

death. The fourth year in a horse's history has not been
deemed the best for great performance. It is true that last

year Directum did not come up to the expectation of his

friends, but a horse that did as much as he did the year be-

fore might well be excused for not performing prodigies last

year. He seems to have fully " rounded to." He haB al-

ready been a quarter in 30 seconds and a full mile in 2:13. A
horse of his age and his very great demonstrated speed that

can go so fast now should improve more rapidly and hold his

speed with more certainty than a three-year-old. He is so

thoroughly well seasoned and has unquestionably been hand-
led with masterly skill during the present season. As a six-

year-old, with what has been equivalent to a season's rest,and
with the ability to trot miles in 2:13 and quarters in 30 sec-

onds this early in the season, it should require an extremely
fast horse to beat him when the autumn leaves begin to fall.

Many horsemen regard him as the fastest of all trotting horses.

His courage is beyond question, and he seems to be a sound
horse. If he is not game to the core no competitor has ever

been able to make the fact apparent. On the whole, we are

inclined to tbe opinion that, although Athanio is a wonderful

young horse, and probably the equal of any trotter that has

yet appeared, it would be safer to prophesy that Directum
will be tbe holder of the stallion record at the close of the

year than that any horse will capture it.

Directum, when just right, is an exceedingly dangerous an-

tagonist to any trotter, and he should be considerably the

superior in speed to the very best three-year-old. Athanio's

crown, when he takes it, will, we believe, be the conquest of

riper years, and Directum should be able to hold the supre-

macy during the year 1895.—Stock Farm.

New Racing Bill in Illinois.

A racing bill has been drafted and it will be presented in

the Legislature as soon as that body elects a Speaker.

The new bill will differ in many essential features from

both the Aspinwall and the Humphrey bills, and although it

will probably be amended before being put on its final pas-

sage, it will provide about as follows

:

Racing to be held only at duly registered and inclosed

tracks, governed by a genuine racing association. No asso-

ciation to be allowed a license for a longer period than thirty

days in succession, and thirty days to elapse before the re-

newal of license. Foreign books blocked out, but pool selling

on racing inside the inclosure to be allowed. Season to be

limited from April 1 to October 15. No license lo be granted

Following is a list of foaU at Laurelwood Farm, Santa

Clara County, to July 10th, 1895

:

Chestnut colt, white face, nigh hind foot white, by Van-

quish, from May D., by Wildidle—Nettie Brown.

Chestnut filly, star and stripe, by Duke of Norfolk, from

Evelyn, by Wildidle—Lizzie Brown.

Chestnut colt, hind stockings white, nigh coronet white,

white hairs in forehead, by Duke of Norfolk, from Carmen,

by Wildidle—Net tie Brown.
Chestnut colt, off front ard hind legs white, nigh coronet

and white face, by Wildidle, from English You Know, by

imp. Cyrus—Lottie J. _
•

Chestnut colt, white face, off hind foot white, by Duke of

Norfolk, from Lakme, by John A.—Lottie J.

Chestnut filly, Btar, hind stockings white, by Duke of Nor-

folk, from Elaine, by Wildidle—Lizzie Brown.

Black colt, off hind coronet white, white hairs in forehead,

by Vanquish, from Jeanette, by Mooday-Final—May D.

Chestnut filly, by Vanquish, from Lottie J., by Wildidle—

Lizzie Brown.
Twins—colt and filly, both died, by Wildidle, from Mar-

guerite (sister to Wildwood), by Wildidle—Fedora IV.

All these mares Btinted to Duke of Norfolk for 1895. Prop-

erty of P, J. Donahue, Laurelwood Farm.

There promises to be as great a rush to get out of the

breeding of thoroughbreds as there was a few years ago to get

into it. J. N. Camden will, I hear, retire and Major Thomas

said he would do the same unless prices improved. The ac-

tion of the State Legislatures in the West and the restrictions

in the East are beginning to be felt in crippling what was a

great induBlry.

A Single Trigger Gun.

"In our issue of April 27 we described the mechanism of a

double gun recently perfected by Mr. Charles Lancaster, in

which both barrels were discharged by the action of aeingle

trigger. The chief difficulty in a gun of this discription had

heen to prevent the Becond barrel being jarred off by vibra-

tion, caused by the discharge of the first, or simultaneously

discharged by unconsciously prolonged pressure of the single

trigger. Mr. Lancaster's new invention, as we pointed out,

obviated this satisfactorily se far as one could judge by an

examination of the mechanism and the result of a severe

charge fired. It only remained to put it to a practical test in

the field. We therefore asked tbe inventor, as soon as he had

a gun of this pattern finished, to allow us an opportunity of

using it in our own way at clay pigeons.

"Accordingly, on Tuesday last, we proceeded to Mr. Lan-
caster's shooting ground at Stone Bridge, Willesden (which

is quicklv reached by train from Euston, and 16 but foity

minutes'drive from from the Marble Arch). Here we found

every convenience for testing gunB and rifles, including tar-

gets, both moving and stationary, iron deer, clay pigeons with

single and double rises, and last, but not least, a tower some

40 or 50 ft in height, from the top of which clay birds could

be projected at a height and with a velocity c fficient to

satisfy the keenest appetite for 'rocketers.'

"The gun submitted to us was a double 12-bore hammerless

ejector, 6} pounds in weight, and the cartridges were loaded

with 32grs. of Walsrode powder and 1 l-8oz. of shot. As the

clay pigeons offered as good a practical test for our purpose

as could be desired, we confined attention to tbem—firing at

first siDgle shots, then doub'e ri8e, and finally breaking with

the right barrel, and smashing the largest fragment as it fell

with the left -thereby demonstrating that great rapidity in

firing could be effected without loosing off both barrels at

once. (The poll-off, by the way, can be regulated lo any

weight desired.) We were not sensible of any discomfort in

the manipulation of the gun; and although it has never been

our misfortune to suffer from bruised fingers, we can well im-

agine that this inconvenience is less likely to arise when

there is one trigger instead of two to a double gun.

"The length of a stock being measured from the trigger to

the heel plate, it follows that in the new gun Ihe length of

Block is the same in eaca barrel—which, theoretically, at all

eventa, is anadvantrge. The ordinary push-trigger safely bolt

on the top of the gun, with automatic blocking safeties to

prevent accidental discharge, complete the effectiveness of a

weapon which we must say does great credit to the ingenuity

of the maker."—English Field.

Trainee O'Brien has eight head of three-year olds at A.

B. Spreckela' AptOB Farm that are as fine looking as any in

California. They are very speedy. The colt breaker there,

Dick Cleary, is handling six two-vear-olds by Aplos Wilkes

(brother to Holda, 2:08}), that are juBt receiving tneir first

lessons in harness. They resemble their Bire (who is a hand-

some horse) very much.
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Oomine Events.

July 20—Oakland Track, San Francisco Gun Club.

July 21—Alameda Mole. Lincoln Gun Club.

July 21—Oakland Track, Recreation Gun Club.

July 27—Oakland Track, Country Club.

July 28—Alameda Mole. Empire Gun Clnb.

Oct. 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Associa-

tion.

CARTRIDGE &.ND SHELL.

The Lincoln Gun Club will shoot at Alameda Point to-

morrow.

The San Francisco Gun Club will shoot at Oakland Race

Track today.

The Recreation Gun Club will shoot at Oakland Race
Track to-morrow.

The Portugese are said to be killing hundreds of young
-lucky in Yolo County.

Cnrlew shooting will be good at Ellis' Landing and along

the bay shore in about two weeks.

T. C. and W. W. Collins left for a two weeks outing in

Mendocino County on Tuesday last.

J. H. WalkiLgton and McManus are enjoying a two weeks'

outing, shooting and fishing north of Cloverdale.

C. B. Gilman and W. F. Gunn left on Monday for a three

weeks' hunt for deer in Trinity county near Weaverville.

It is claimed that vandals are still slaughtering the buffalo

in the Yellowstone National Park and capturing the calves.

Why don't the local gun clubs adopt a rule governing the

simultaneous discharge of both barrels in live bird shooting.

McMurchy is holding his own with the Eastern blue rock
shooters this season. He ranks about second to Heikes on
the season's average.

Chas. Deitz and Lloyd Eaton were at Livermore on Sun-
day. They bagged about seven dozen doves and a dozen cot-

ton uuIh. The heat was intense.

Henry Lucas, C. Pacheco, O. Valencia and Mr. Miller
were shooting on Miller *V Pacbeco's lands near Novato on
on Monday. They brought home one buck.

The Pastime Gun Club held its regular annual election on
Thursday. Frank Umphred was elected president, W. N.
Wetmore secretary, K. E. Miller treasurer.

F. II. Hickw, Geo. Crocker and S. V. Childs each secured
a fine hick at the Country Club preserve on Monday. Hicks'
was a six-point buck that weighed 154 pounds dressed.

The Country Club is already preparing for its annual
shoot at Monterey. The shoot for the (600 Shreve Cup will
be held on August 30th. K. B. Woodward now holds the
cup.

Or. ('. K. Wilson writes of kilting 100 "chickens" (prob-
ably sharp-tailed arouse) near Elko, Nevada, in one half-
day. We have some good sport in California, but we can't
beat this much.

0. M. Oibonw.11
. R. Barney, C. W. Brown, H. Wicker

ami It. Williams were out on Monday scouring the hills at
the Tamalpais Club for deer. They saw plenty of does and
fawns, but no bucks.

Donald McCrni-. M. .!. < -eary and E. H. Ladd were hunt-
ing near Novato on Monday. McCrae was the fortunate one
an we canWhtify from the llavor of a slice from a 50-pound
spike buck tnat he sent to town on Monday.

The California Inanimate Target Association haa issued its

constitution and by. lawn, and a circular letter inviting clubs
to join the i-Hociation. Every club in California shouhl lie

member of thtl association, but they must join before Sep-
tember loll '< secure representation on the Board of Direc-
tors. Write Lo Geo. P. Hchaefer, Stockton, for particulars

The Lincoln Gun Club will wind up the blue rock season

with a grand live bird shoot for members and invited guests,

probably at Greenbrae. Messrs. Forster, Wenzel, Carney and

Campbell have been appointed a committee to attend to the

matter.

How delightfully human it all was. Two elephants in a

Lawrenceburg, Indiana, circus parade fell out over a peanut,

and then elephants and tigers and lions and hyenas all had

a free fight. All for a peanut. Just like men.—Forest and

Stream.

Inanimate target shooting has been introduced in New
Zealand. The fir-t open match was recently held at Christ-

church. The target used is very similar to our blue rock,

though some of them were fringed with feathers. They use

number six shot exclusively.

The regular shoot of the Rising Sun Gun Club at Dixon
was held on Sunday, July 7. The shoot was at 25 singles

from four traps. The score : Chris Rohner 23, Jno. Pedrick

21. H. Stelling 19, Bogardus 18, Thos. Pedrick 18, E. Hol-

ling 18, R. Buhmnn 17, Geo. Pedrick 16.

Dr. Leonard, A. Lynch, Peter O'Neil, T. Sutton and J. C.

Nelson were shooting on Novato ridge on Monday. Witnesses

say they shot a regular fusilade at two or three bucks but at

night they returned to camp empty handed. They will re-

main for a week or so and have doubtless done better by this

time.

Deer are said to be very plentiful on the Country Club

preserve in Marin County. The club season for deer shoot-

ing lasts but six weeks, beginning on July 15th and closing

September let. Each member is limited to three bucks, the

object being to limit the bag of the entire season to about

twenty-five. Members are limited to two guests and each

guest "is only allowed to kill one buck during the season. Any
member killing a doe accidentally or otherwise must pay a

fine of $50 to the club in addition to the State fine.

Calitornia Inanimate Target Association.

The Gold Dust diamond medal, representing Ihe live-bird

championship of California, was won at the recent Los An-
geles tournament by M. E. Taber,' of Riverside. About a

month ago Marlines Chick, the well known San Diego expert

shot, challenged Mr. Taber to Bhoot for the medal, and under

the terms that govern the matches deposited $100 for a 100-

bird match. The thirty-day limit has expired and Mr. Taber
has forfeited the medal to Mr. Chick. Sickness prevented

him from getting in condition. Mr. Taber writes that he
will challenge the holder of the medal later on.

" Miit " F. Lindsley, inventor and late manufacturer of

American Wood Powder, has severed his connection with the

firm of that name, and has accepted a position as superin-

tendent of the King Powder Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
" Milt's " specialty will be t( King's Smokeless," a new powder
which will shortly be on the market. Everybody wishes

Lindsley and Mrs. Lindsley (" Wanda ") success ;
but shoot-

ers in the vicinity of New York regret that the change of

business necessitates a change of residence from West Hobo-
ken, N. J., to. Cincinnati, O.—Forest and Stream.

Blue rock Bhooting continues to boom. New clubs are be-

ing formed all over the State even at this late date, when one
would think that the opening of the game season was too

close at hand to admit of any other thought. Last year there

were not over twenty-five regularly organized clubs, and some
of them only shot spasmodically. Now there are not less

than 100 regular clubs and several smaller so-called clubs

that own one or two traps and shoot every week or so just for

fun. There are no lees than 2,000 blue rock shooters in this

State, and new converts are being made every week.

The Sportsman's Shot Works, of Cincinnati., O., suggest

the following size shot to be used for the different kinds of

games. For swan, 000; for large goose, 00; goose, or BBB;
turkey, BB or B; large duck, 1 ; medium duck, 2 ; smaller

ducks, 3, 4 or 5 ; squirrel, 6 ; large size game birds, 7 or 8
;

snipe and medium size birds, or 10 ; reed birds, rice birds,

etc., 11 and 12. For taxidermist, dust.—Amateur Sportsman.
[For large duct such as canvas-back and Mallard our most
expert sportsmen and our market hunters use No. 6, never
anything larger than No. 4. For teal, the smallest of our
duck, Nos. 7 and 8.—Ed.]

The Burlingame Country Club.

The first regular shoot of the Burlingame Country Club

was held on Saturday, July 13th, at Burlingame. The birds

were a very fair lot. Webster and Carroll tied for first honors

with straight scores. The tie was shot off at 10 birds,Carroll

winning with a score of 10 to9 . Carroll won $41 and Jthe

cup, killing 38 straight during the day. Richard Carroll,

referee. The score

:

F. R. Webster 112122222221—12
J. R. Carroll 222222221121—12
R. B. Woodward 212222022111—11
Ed Donahoe 222021221*22—10
R. H. Sprague 211112101101—10
Alec. Hamilton 111222220021—10
C. O. Richard 221101200122— 9
Geo. Lent ; 21111011*102— 9

W. H. Howard 212101200020— 7

THE TIE.

Carroll 22L1121222—10
Webster 2211121222— 9

The above named organization has.issued the following cii

cular letter, which speaks for itself:

Stockton, July 16, 1891

To the Officers and Members of Gun Club :

Gentlemen :—Enclosed you will find a copy of the

stitution of the California Inanimate Target Associati

Your attention is invited to the character and objects of

Assoc ation and your club is asked to at once take ste]

secure membership.

The new Association has been formed with a view of hai

!

ing it include every Gun Club in the State. It is desired t'

bring the trap shooters into close union and to contribute t

the development of interest in inanimate target shooting b

the holding of tournaments on a scale never bef ore attempte

in California, Arrangements are now in progress for an ir

itial tournament on a large scale, to be held at or near Sa
Francisco on October 6th and 7th.

The co-operation of your club is desired to make this in

itial tournament a success. As will be observed from ih

constitution the expense is light while the benefits to bedt
rived are great. None but members of clubs affiliated wit!

the Association will be allowed to participate in the tounia

ment. To participate in this year's tournament it is necet

sary that your club should attain membership before Septena

ber 15th. By joining at once you will gain representation oi

the Tournament Committee and hare a voice in the prelimi

nary arrangements.
The programme for the tournament will present attrtc

tions to shooters of all classes. Valuable trophies and priw
will be offered for both team and individual competition. Tb
association will offer two trophies of especial value to be eoi

blematic of the team and individual championship of thi

State. In order that all may have an equal chance, clas

shooting will prevail, and as an extra inducement for ih

poorer shots there will be special events for non-winners, i

that every club member who participates will have an op

portunity to gain some prize. Moreover, the expense of tht

participants will be the mere cost of the birds. The club

dues of $10 a year are merely nominal, and should deter n
club from joining in order to secure the benefits of the ass

ciation to its members.
It is not desired to hold the tournaments of the Assoc

tion in any one place. Several tournaments will he hi

during each season hereafter and every club represented ma;
expect at some time to have the shoot held on its horn

grounds.

It is already apparent that the new association is to be
great success. You cannot afford to miss such an opportan
ity to assist a wortby movement and at the same time to

complish so much for your own good. The accompanying
constitution will inform you fully how to obtain membership
Mail your application at once giving names of member
selected to represent your Club in the Board of Governors

George P. Schaefeb, Secretary-Treasurer,

California Inanimate Target Association, Stockton, Cal

Merton C. Allen, President,

San Francisco, Cal.

The State Association.

Merton C. Allen, President of the California Inanimate

Target Association, has appointed the following committees

Tournament—Col. S. I. Kellogg, Empire Club (Chairman);

W. J. Golcher, Olympic Club; D. Daniels, Lincoln Club

;

R. Liddle, Jr., Nimrod Club; A. A. Martin, Mill Valley
Countrv Club; David Winters, Stockton; T. F. Hudson,
Watsonville ; Edgar Forster, Electric. Finance—Leu D.
Owens, Olympic (Chairman); H. B. Varney, Empire; H.
t^uinton, Lincoln. Membership—A. Russell Crcwell, Elec-
tric Club (Chairman); F. Stewart, Empire; C. Cate, Lin-
coln; L. L. Jones, Mill Valley; Dr. W. M. Tholme, Nim-
rod. Appeals and Grievances—P. F. E. Steiner, Nimrod
(Chairman)

; J. S. Fanning, Electric ; A. Rodrigues, Wat-
Honville; Thomas F. Kelly, Mill Valley; L. D. Owens,
Olympic.

The Olympic Club.

The regular monthly shoot of the Olympic Gun Club

held at Oakland race track on Sunday last. Npuman woi

the first class medal with 23, White won the second clae

with 17. The score

:

[first class.

Nauman 1011111110 1111111111 11111
Bekeart 0101001011 llllllllil 11111—

»

W. Golcher 0111111011 1111111001 10011—1!
H. Golcher 1011111110 1110110000 0101 1—11

Scovern 00010110001000011101 10111—1!
Liddle 0010011001 1100011011 00010—11

SECOND CLASS.

White 0001111111 1100001111 10111—11
Owens 1111101100 0100100101 11101—If

Hynes 0.01111001 1100100101 11101—If

McMahon 1110101010 0001100111 11010—

H

Peterson 1010101000 1011101110 01d00— 12

Justins 0001100110 1100001010 10110—11
Street I110000U01 1000101101 10100-11
Allen 00000111010100101010 11001—11

A team shoot at 15 birds to the man, followed the main
event,Nauman's team won with a tcore of 90 to 79. The
scores: Nauman 13, Forster 14, Liddle 12, Melville 15,

White 10, McMahon 8, Eoos 7, Peterson 6, Wagner 5, Total

90. H. Golcher 14, Justins 11, W. Golcher 11, Allen 10,

Hynes 9, Bekeart 8, Scovern 7, OffenB 6, Harrison 3. Total,

79.

A match at 10 birds followed. The score: H. C. Golcher

9, Allen 9, Nauman 9, Melville 8, W. J. Golcher 8, White

7, Liddle 7, Beckeart 7, Peterson 0, Owens 0, Jauces 5, Jus-

tins 5, Roos 5, Hynes 4, Street 4, McMahon 3.

The Alameda Sportsman's Olub.

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Club held its first blue

rock shoot mi Saturday last, at Oakland Race Track. Slade

was suffering from a bad cold and shot way below his aver-

age. The score

:

A. T. Adams 1011011111 1011100111 11110—1*
T. R. Barney 0110011101 1101111001 11110—17
A. Wilkie 0110001010 0101111110 01111—15:
Slade 1111000100 0110010101 01111—14
H. Houghton 0111111010 0010000010 10111—IS
A. Wilkie, Jr 0110001011 1011010000 00000—
W. F. Batchelder 0010100111 1010011000 00000—
H. H. Adams 0011001000 0001011000 10110— 8

Greenwood 10100100000 000100010 00000— 6

add to the abundant supply of game that they already pos-

sess. Doves and quail are very plentiful in that county this

year and the local sportsmen are asking why the field trials
j

are not held there ?
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THE KENNEL.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The Central Field Trial Club's Derby entries number 54.

Thirty-two setters and twenty-two pointers.

The entries to the International Field Trial Derby closed

on July let with 27 entries—20 English setters and 7

pointers.

E. O. Damon, of Northampton, Mass., has imported the

pure Laverack dog Emperor Tony a lemon belton that is said

to be a good one. Wm. Brailsford selected the dog for him.

J. H. Walkington has lost his black cocker spaniel bitch.

Anyone finding a black cocker bitch may possibly find an

owner for it by addressing Mr. Walkington at the " City of

Paris."

E. M. Oldham, the well-known spaniel breeder, vill take

charge of the extensive kennels of Spratt's Patent in a few

weeks in addition to his present employment as manager of

their benching department.

"I used to think," said Uncle Joseph, "that this thing of

gals Ikissin' Dug dogs wa&purty rough, but since I came to

town and see some of the mashers—well, maybe the gals

ain't so much to blame arter all."

The dog poisoner has been executing his fiendish work
again in Alameda. C. Wilhelm, of Santa Clara avenue, lost

a fine greyhound this week, and several others have suffered

in like manner in the same vicinity.

Thos. H. Brown has received from Columbus, Ohio, a R.

C. St. Bernard dog pup by Kox (Montague—Queen II), out

of Queen Bedivere (Leo Barry—Lady Bedivere). The pup
is seven j oaths old, well marked and possesses good bone.

A. J. Salazar's Rbyn II., bv Rhyn—Bianka I., was so

crippled by rheumatism that they had to destroy him recently.

Mr. Salazar thinks that distemper brought it on. Khyn was
a beautiful dog, well marked and well bred. He won second
open dog class at the last show.

The ill-feeling that exists between the American Kennel
Club and the Canadian Kennel Club does not seem to influ-

ence the action of the specialty clubs to any great extent.

The Bioodhound Club and the American Spaniel Club both
offer valuable medals and trophies at the Toronto show.

the trials have never been properly advertised, by this we do
not mean display ads in sporting papers, but news of the
trials has never been properly disseminated. Old members,
as they got disgusted with the management, have quietly
dropped out, and no inducement has been held out to new
men to join. Sportsmen who own possible entries have at-

tended the trials, have become disgusted and never speak of
the club without passing a light remark or a sneer. Writing
personal friends and begging them to enter a dog is not the
way to conduct a field trial. Let the public know its advan-
tages and the entries will take care of themselves. There are
plenty of dogs and plenty of money in this State to

back them. This year we are told that the trials will be held
in Bakersfield. Mr. Smith and Mr. Jones have possible Derby
entries, they say "if I knew the trials would be successful, if

I knew they had plenty of birds I would enter my dog." But
how do they know it? They all know that birds were scarce
enough when the last trials were held there and they know
that report has had it that they have been scarce ever since.

The club takes for its official organ the aorst blackguarding
sheet and the moat obscure paper in town (we say the club
for the club is responsible for the acts of its secretary) and
even it has never told the public whether the grounds lie four
miles or thirty-four from town. Whether it is a desirable

ground or a Bolid bed of Alkali. No one knows whether
birds are plenty or are only "said to be" plenty. The repre-
sentatives of the Breeder and Sportsman, the Call, the
California Turf and the Examiner called several times for

the Derby entries thiB fortnight past, and had to call the
fourth time before they could procure tbem and then the sec-

retary apporently thought he was doing them a great favor to

allow them to have them at all.

A live man would have mailed a copy of them to every
morning and evening paper and every sportsman's journal,

little and big, the day they closed. A live secretary would
have kept the papers posted for the past three years on all

matters regarding the trials. If, as one man states, the hand-
lers have done the mischief a live club would have oflered

inducements to Eastern handlers to come out here.

Let the field trial men guarantee any well-known Eastern
man a sufficient number of dogs and see how quick one or
more would come. But, gentlemen, the handlers alone are

not to blame, give a business man the reins or force the pres-

ent incumbent to attend to his business and there will be no
lack of interest.

Could this paper alone have seen any light ahead it could
have doubled your Derby entries. If this course is impossi-
ble, for heavens' sake die a natural death and make room for

a live organization to spring up from the weeds that will sur-

round your tombstone. You have done a lot of good in the
past but your days of doing good seem to be numbered.

Notes for Novices.

H. W. Lacy, formerly Kennel Editor of Forestand Stream,
has accepted the editorial chair of Kennel News. Under his

able management our only purely kennel paper should boom.
Mr. Lacy is deservedly popular and has always kept his col-

umns clean, newsy and up to date. We wish him every
possible success in his new field.

There seems to be an epidemic of rheumatism among high
clttss dogs. J. H. Sammi's Irish water spaniel Nellie is par-

alyzed from the effect of it. A. J. Salazar's fine smooth-coat

St. Bernard Rbyn was crippled by it and shot last week, and
Frank Allen's well-known St. Bernard California Alton is

aUo in bad form from the same cause.

Our contemporary seems to think that the handlers are

alone to blame for the small Derby entry this year. We can
tell him of five that were not entered on account of his abuse
of dogs that beat his stock, and of others who are owned by
men who will not support a club that will put such a man as

himself on its executive committee. Unquestionably the
handlers may claim some of the blame, but the club indirectly

and otherwise are more to blame.

The mutations of time bring some sad changes. The fol-

lowing, clipped from an exchange, is not without a certain

pathos :
—" Samuel Stratton, Brooklyn's octogenarian dog-

catcher, is out of a job, the Legislature having put the licens-

ing and disposition of dogs in the charge of the Society for

(he Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Mr. Stratton has
been one of the official dog catchers for more than a quarter
of a century. When he was threatened with displacement in

1886 this letter, sent by Henry Ward Beecher to Mayor
Whitney saved him: 'Brooklyn, April 20, 1886.—Mr
Dear Mr. Mayor : The present bishop of dogs (Samuel
Stratton) has most worthily cared for his diocese for several

years. He came to my knowledge from a visit I made to him
years ago seeking a good dog. He is honest, temperate and
skillful. He is thoroughly acquainted with dogs and men,
and I hope, for the sake of both men and dogs, that you will

reappoint him. The best men are like dogs, and the best dogs
are nearly as good as men. Now, my friend Stratton is as

good as a good man and a good dog put together. Such men
are rare to find. There are other candidates, some not worth
the shake of a dog's tail, but my honest Episcopalian friend

Stratton is worth a whole bench show of the best bred dogs,

from the smallest black and tan terrier up to the largest mas-
tiff. Do not refuse me this one the very tail of offices—for

my dogmatic friend StrattOD.

—

Henry Ward Beecher."'

The Field Trial Club.

Why this small entry in the Derby of the Pacific Coast

Field Trials CI ub ? Last week we stated that the Secretary

was to blame, or words to that effect, and we propose to prove

the assertion. Though first of all the club are to blame for

re-electing such a man. Though the fact is, no one else

would take the position. We have stated that a lack of bus;.

ness push is all that stands in the way of the success of the

club. There has been a steady falling off of Derby entries

for Beveral years. Last year's trials were only a partial suc-

cess. Why ? Lack of birds, grounds that though fair might

be much better; lack of management in handling the birds

when found; lack of common sense in not having a keeper

on the grounds up to the date of the trials, and in 1893 lack

of business management in selecting the grounds. For yearn

There is a great deal to be learned in the way of detail by

every novice who starts to keep a dog or dogs. Incessant

watching for and proper attention to these little matters

count for much more than one would think at first sight. But

the experienced fancier knows the value of these extra at-

tentions and his knowledge can be seen in the general ap-

pearance of his dogs; whereas the new beginner is often too

fond of leaving to servants aud other disinterested persons

matters which he should attend to himself.

Take, for instance, feeding. How many dog owners there

are (especially in the upper classes of society) who never give

the least attention to their dcg's feeding, leaving it entirely

toothers and only waking up now and again when something
has gone wrong.

Feeding, if left to any careless person who chances to be
employed about the premises is certain to be irregular and
unsatisfactory, and every owner of a dog ought to consider it

his bounden duty to superintend regularly the feeding of his

dumb friend.

Many dogs are given—especially when hungry—to bolting

their food. This is a bad habit and sure to have an ill effect

sooner or later. To prevent a dog from habitually doing
this, it is best to give him before his proper meal, a bard,

dry biscait. This will take off, as it were, the edge of appe-

tite, and so, when the usual basin is given, it will be con-

sumed more moderately.

Large bones should be regularly given to dogs, because

they act splendidly as cleaners to the teeth, the rasping of

every vestige of meat doing this most effectually. Large
bones should be given, because if too small the dog will

crunch them up and swallow them, which is not altogether

desirable.

Many persons complain of worm medicines making their

dogs sick. There is no doubt that male fern oil has a ten-

dency that way, but sickness is sore often due either to the

dog being nauseated by awkward manipulation on the part of

the person administering medicine, (or to the unpalatable

form in which the medicine is given) or else it may be caused

by the disturbance created among the pests by the dose of

physic. In any case the dose must be repeated until it is

certain it has properly acted.

There is a right way and a wrong way of giving worm
medicine to dogs. The wrong way is to give it—speaking

generally—in a casual way, without any preparation and
without any plan of following it up. Many persons seem to

think all they have to do 1b to buy a few pills or a good bolus,

and, having caught the dog, " put something down." This

is folly. The only proper way is to fast a dog for a few

hours, say, let him go eupperless to bed some night and then

give the worm medicine early next morning, and an hour or

so after the worm medicine has been given, a good strong

dose of castor oil should follow.and there is every probability

of the dog being the better.

I have always found the capsule form of giving male fern

oil the best. It is so clean and easy, and the dog does not

taste the drug ; whereas in the usual emulsion there is bound
to be a disagreeable flavor in the dog's mouth for a long time

afterwards. This may often be the cause ot sickness.—Our
Dogs.

Kennel Registry.

ROD.
A Day Off.

Geoege E. Bowes.
Neighbor, I'm a goin'oif to find some honest pleasure,
'Bout the kind thai eighty feet o' braided line Ml measure
Up above Algonquin dam, a hundred miles from people,And not a sign to point to them except a distant steeple
Leavin' style behind, Davey doesn't mind
Fiannel shirt, ihat doesn't hurt
In weather dry or wet.

Slouchy sort o' hat, Davey favors that,
An' so we leave the world to grieve—
An' maybe to forget.

Rushes on the river bank are thine as everlastin',
Bass a waitio' just beyond to compliment our cast in'.
Never miss a single chance to pull a big five-pounder—
Or_e'eu the little stopper out o' something black an' rounder.

Fishin' is the thing, makes a fellow sing.
Sing a song the whole day long
To which the fishes dance,

Water is so smooth, sorter seems to soothe
The weary breast with sweetest rest,
And give the mind a chance.

Fellow never seems to know when he'sgettin' tired
Nothin' but another bite could ever be desired.
Boots about as full o' wet as was the little flagon—
And bowing Davey's stately form a string o' bass to brag on

!

Down the river road, with a precious load.
We go a mile in single file,

With conscience clear to guide.
Every day like this, brimmm' full o' bliss,
An' if we're late the mornings wait
Along the river side.

The fishing at Lake Tahoe is not yet in its prime.

John Grindley and Frank Leavitt are fishing at Donner
Lake.

Fishing on the Gualala is reported fine and the blue bot-
tle the popular fly.

Mr. Tilley left town on Monday with a lot of "Sammi
dog flies" for the Truckee.

Dr. E. N. Lowry returned from Santa Cruz on Monday.
He reports salmon fishing very poor.

Al Cummins returned from Lake Weber on Tuesday. He
caught over 380 trout while at the lake.

A party of five recently caught 2,394 pounds of Kingfish
in five hours off Palm Beach, Florida.

The Fish Commission will put something like 2,000,000
trout fry in the streams adjacent to San Francisco within the
next few months.

The Truckee river has improved materially during the
past week. The trout are ri&ing to the fly, and excellent
catches are reported.

Webber Lake seems to be the favorite lake now. The
trout are taking almost any kind of a fly there, and the sport
is said to be very fine.

J. H. Sammi was among the lucky ones at Lake San An-
dreas on the 14th. He brought 19 to creel. Two of them
tipped the scale at 6j pounds.

George Hewston had very fair luck at Lake San Andreas
one day last week with the Watt spoon, but the fishing at the
lake has on the whole been poor since the opening day.

The Country Club planted 10,000 land-locked salmon fry

in their lakes this week. They will plant over 250,000 rain-

bow and cutthroat fry in Trout Lake and at the Bear Valley
dam next month.

Rock cod fishiog in the bay continues to provide good
sport for local fishermen. W. G. Layng, Thomas aud Wm.
O'Donnell and a friend caught 98 off Angel Island in one
tide recently, all of good size.

Stuart M. Beard, a Canandaigua ( X. Y.) sportsman beat
the coast record on Friday last by catching a 215 pound jew
fish with a light rod at fifteen-thread Cuttyhunk line. The
fished was hooked at 8 p. m. off Catalina island.

The Watt spoon, that we have heard so much of recently,

can be purchased at Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s. It is a sil-

ver spoon with satin finish and those who have used it speak
of its killing power in the highest terms of praise.

Independence Lake is becoming very popular. The fish-

ing can hardly be excelled aud Jad. McCormack, the keeper
of the hotel will furnish guests with boats and tackle, bed
and board at the very reasonable rate of $2.00 per day or $10
Der week.

Trout fishing on the lakes should be good this coming
wesk. Moonlight nights are fatal to good fishing. The fish

feed at night and do not rise on the following day. During
the new or old moon one can expect much better sport, es-

pecially on the lakes.

A sixty-pound fish said to be a deep sea pompano was
caught in Monterey bay on Monday. It measured nearly

four feet in length and was about six inches in thickness. It

has long, scarlet fins, microscopic Bcales, and is colored in all

the hues of the rainbow. The pompano is regarded by epi-

cures as the finest of all fish that swim, but the pompano of

commerce weighs but a pound or so, and sells at from $1 to

$1.50 per pound.

Visits, Sales, Whelps aud Names Claimed published in this column
reeof charge. Please use the following form:

VISITS.

Dr. T. H. Bowhill's {San Francisco) wire-haired fox ter-

rier bitch Tottie (Todge—Beatty) to his Jack, July 13th

and 14th.

A few days since a canary belonging to Mr. Joseph Thomp-
son, of Baltimore, Md., was the conquering hero in a battle

with a rat. When the family went to bed the canary's cage

was placed upon a sideboard in the dining-room. During the

night a half-grown rat forced himself into the cage and pro-

ceeded to devour the bird's food. This was the beginning of

the trouble. The canary Hew from its perch and the battle

began. When Mrs. Thompson came into the dining-room
the next morning she found a dead rodent lying on its back
on the floor of the bird cage,while the canary was singly mer-
rily from its perch above. The beak of the bird had pene-

traded the eye of the rat, entering the brain and causing ii

atant death.—Am, Field.
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Sale of Gideon & Daly's Horses.

New York. July 15.— A great crowd of turfmen gathered

unler a <riJe spreading leal on the lawn at Sheepshead Bay

this afternoon lo witness the disintegration of;the most suc-

cessful racing machine ever constructed in America. For ten

Tears two met), David Gideon and John Daly, have devoted

all their time and energy to filling together the various parU

of this machine, getting a slake horse here, a selling plater

there, a jockey in another place.

Finally, when everything was in perfect running order,

when they had the best all-age handicap horse in America

in Bmipi, Ihebsil three year-old in America in Keenan,

the best two year-old in America in Hastings, they concluded

that after all they did not want to be bothered with manag-

ing such a troublesome and complicated thing and broke it

to pieces.

Beneath the lent to diy at Sbeepshead Bay all the best

known racing men in the East were gathered. August Bel-

mont, the banker, sat a few feet away from " Pittsburg Phil,"

a pale-faced, boyish-looking young man, whose conversation

and generally subdued air suggested a particularly meek theo-

logical student ; Colonel Daniel Burns of California, young

Arthur While, eon of S. V. White ; James Gateway, W. H.

Sands, Colonel J. Ruppert Jr., Colonel S. D. Bruce Dr.

Gideon. Leo Koapp and Frank Beard, the young Brooklyn

millionaire, were sprinkled around among the trainers, own-

ers, backers and lavers. John Daly and David Gideon,

owners of the horses, were unobtrusive spectators.

The horsemen's interest centered in Hastings, a splendid-

looking brown colt by Spendthrift out of imported Cinder-

ella, dam of Ferrier. Hastings, on June 26th carried llh

pounds, and easily beat Handspring with 125 pounds, in the

Surf Slakes. As Handspring had defeated Applegate and

otner good two-year-olds, Hastings' decisive victory in the

Surf StaBee would seem to stamp him as the best two-year-

old of the year. But the keen interest of horse-owners in

Hastings arose from the fact that in the great Futurity,

worth $75,000, to be run in September, Hastings is entered

and will only have to carry 118 pounds, while Applegate and

Handspring already have to carry 125 pounds, and may have

five pounds more. Hastings seems to have the stake at his

mercy. . .

When Hastings was led into tne ring Dave Gideon made

the first bid on him. It was 825,000, and a sudden silence

fell on the crowd. Auctioneer Easton dilated for several

mioutes on the valne of the horse, but Mr. Gideon's bid

seemed to paralyze the bidding. At last, when it appeared

that Hastings would surely be knocked down, August Bel-

mont, who had been whispering with his trainer, A. J.

Jayne, suddenly said, "I will bid $26,000." Mr. Gideon

instantly raised it to $27,000. Mr. Belmont as promptly bid

$28,000. Then, in rapid raises, the price went up to $32,-

000.
There was a lull and Mr. Gideon bid $32,500, to which

Mr. Belmoot added another $500, and in jumps of $500 the

horse finally went to $37,000. Everybody shook handB with

Mr. Belmont and congratulated him on buying what seems

to be the sensational colt of the season.

When Keenan was brought into the ring J. J. McCafferty

started him at $5,000. Jack Bennett, acting for "Pittsburgh

Phil" cairied him up to $10,000. Then Mr. Belmont jumped

in and the bidding was fast at $500 a clip until Mr. Belmont
reached $18,500, and secured the great three-year-old.

J. J. McCaflerty, "Pittsburg Phil" and David Gideon did

some lively bidding for Requital. Mr. Gideon finally secured

him for $14,100.

Philip K. Dwyer and Mr. Gideon had a sharp brush when
Hazlet was offered. Dwyer started at $400, and with jumps
•f $500 and $1,000 was carried along to $4,000. Mr. Gideon
bid the additional $500 and got the colt.

The bargain of the sale was Ramapo. The great winner

of the Metropolitan and Suburban handicaps and of $67,-

L90 in money was secured by Duke Brothers for $6,600.

William Lakeland was a contender in bidding for The But-
tei flies. Someone started off by offering $2,500, and Gideon
promptly said $7,01)0. That ended the contest. The Butter-

flies, when her racing days are over, will be bred to His
Highness.
Gideon got Waltzer for $1,500 and Sufficient for $500. iV.

B. Jennings, for Frank Beard, paid $4,600 for Xanki Pnoh.
That good performer, Kinglet, went for $450, R. Leclaire

beiog the purchaser. John Hyland paid $1,000 for Memoir.
Seventeen head were sold in all for $108,3C0, an average

of $6,370. After the sale both owners said they were con-
tent with the prices obtained. Mr. Gideon congratulated
Mr. Belmont on securing Hastings.

"1 would have gone to $40,000," said he, " if 1 had not al-

ready bought Hazlet and Requittal. You have secured a
great racehorse."

John Hyland will train the horses Mr. Gideon bought.
Jockey Griffin will also continue to ride them. It is not
improbable that Mr. Belmont may send Keenan to England
next spring and try him there in cup races.

The horses eold, with their breeding and age, prices paid
for them and their purchasers, respectively, are as follows:

Kainapo. ch h, 5, by Runnymede 'or Pontiac—Annie A.;
Duke Bros., $6,600.

Kinglet, b h, 6, by Kinglike—Laura Gould ; R. Leclaire,
$450.
Memoir, br c, 4, by Sensation—Memento ; J. J. Hyland,

$1.'

Keenan, ch c, by Lisbon—Patrimony : Blemton Stable,
I18J500.

Nanki Pooh, brc, 3, by Darebin—Yum Yum ; W. B. Jen-
nings, $4,600.

I.imwy Woolaey, b c, I, by Eolua— Lizzie Hazlewood
; D.

Lamar, $:
Sufficient, cb t, 8, bv Uncas—Abundance : D. Gideon,

$500.

Too Much Johnson, ch g, 2, by Jils Johnson—Sis Hiru-
yar

; W. II. Sand-. $700.
The liuiie;!li««. b f, 3, by Sir Dixon—Mercedes ; D. Gid-

eon. $7,i«<i.

Waltzer, b c, 3, by Darebin—Sly Dance: 1). Gideon,
$1,600.

Uazlet, ch r, 2, by Sensation—Almy ; D.Gideon 114,600.
Maximum 1 2, by imp. Maxim—Altitude; W.' Hendrie,

KequilUl. b c, 2, by imp. Kothen— Retribution ; l>. <; id-

em.,fM 100.

Salyable, b c, 2, by Salvator—Lydia ;
William Cahill,

$200. _ „
Ogdensburg, ch f, 2, by Onondaga—Sungleam ;

W. Hen-

drie, $750.
Samoset, ch c, 2, by Ponitee—Ban Flag ;

D. Lamar,

$200.
Hastings, br c, 2, by Spendthrift—Cinderella ;

Blemton

Stable, $37,000.

Total, $108,300. Average per head, $6,370.

Yearling Prioes Rule Low.

New York, July 6.—At the sale of Belle Meade, Bein.

msnt and Keene horses by Mr. William Easton at Sheeps-

head Bay the following prices were realized

:

BEAUMONT STUD.

Br c, by Hindoo—Peru ; J. McCabe, $500.

Ch c, by Order—Hettie B.; C. Patterson, $775.

Ch f, by Order—Chantry ; D. T. Pulsifer. $475.

B c, by Sir Dixon—Mattie Amelia ; J. McCaflerty, $625.

Ch c, by Order—Victorine ; D. T. Pulsifer: $1,250.

B c, by Hindoo—Ricochet ; J. W. Rogers, $450.

Ch c, by Prince Royal—Ban Dance ; P. J. Dwyer, $450.

Br f. by Chevalier—Barcarold ; W. Fields, $250.

B f, by Order—Trinket ; W. McGuignan, $350.

B. f, by Deceiver—Princess Bowling; J. J. McCafferty,

$425.
Br. c, by Fordham—Fortitude; Sensation Stable, $125.

Ch. c, by Chevalier—Triumph; W. Fields, $350.

Ch. f, by Tenny—Maud P; D. T. Pulsifer, $225.

Blk. f, by Masettc—Peggy Woods; W. Fields, $225.

B. f, by Kallicrates—Sparkle; E. C. Headley, $125.

Ch. c, bv Silvermine—Virulent; G. W. Johnson. $75.

B. c, by"Silvermine—Soon Ban; G. W. Meine, $100.

Ch. c, by Order—Miss Bloodgood; E. C. Headley, $125.

Ch. c, by Order—Miss Saxon: G. W. JohnBOn, $75.

BELLE MEADE STUD.

Br c,by Iroquois—Hilda ; C. H. Smith, $2,100.

Br c, by Iroquois—Fassett ; J. Manon, $1,050.

Br c, by Claredon—Arrow Grass, E. Leigh, $1,000.

Ch c, bv Inspector B.—Tumeric ; J. Bluhm,$700.
Ch f, by IroquoiB—Baybee ; J. J. McCafferty, $850.

B c, by Inspector E.—Saxony; Goughacres' StableB, jit 50.

B f, by Claredon—Grapeshot ; J. Bluhm, $500.

Ch f, by Inspector B,—RosaBuckden; C. H. Smith, $1,£00.

Ch f, by Loyalist—Cantolet ; C. H. Smith, $1,800.

B c, by Luke Blackburn—Tommie Belle; J. Bluhm, $750.

Be, by Luke Blackburn—Envenom; J. W. Rogers,$l,350.

Br f, by Iroquois—Brunette ; W. Walters, $650.

Ch c, by Enquirer—Buttercup ; H. J. MorriB, $1,000.

B f, by Longfellow—Maria D.. E. C. Cowden, $700.

Br c, by Longfellow—Olina D.; G. F. Johnson, $525.

B f, by Strichmore—Madam Reel ; A . Lakeland, $650.

J. B. 4 P. P. KEENE.

Assignee, c h, 4, by Spendthrift—-Maid i f Athen ; A.

Lakeland, $1,100.

Sir Galahad, ch c, 3, by Sir Modred—Faux Pas ; W. S.

Hobart, $2,000.

Inquirendo, b c, 3, by Inquirer—Bonnie Meade ; J. K.
Neale, $600.

Azote, the Champion.

Handspring's Dam Sold.

Col. W. S. Barnes has sold My Favorite, the dam of Hand-

spring, to Mr. P. J. Dwyer, the owner of the colt, for $8,000

.

This is one of the most notable sales of the year, the phe-

nomenal success of Handspring having brought his dam into

prominence, scarcely held by any other broodmare in the

country just now.

My Favorite is> a chestnut mare by imy. Rayon d'Or out

of Nannie H., by imp. Glen Athol; second dam Sallie Wat-

son, by Ringgold. She was foaled in 1886, and was bred by

the late W. L. Scott of Pennsylvania. She was placed in

the stud in 1S90, but slipped her first foal, and in 1892

dropped a colt by Elias Lawrence. Handspring was foaled

in 1893, so that the great two-year-old is the mare's second

foal, a lecord almost without parallel in the history of breed-

ing. She was bred to Hanover in 1894, but missed, and was

bred back to Handspring's sire, and is now in foal. She was

bred early, and is due to foal about February of next spring

thus giving the brother or sister to Handspring an excellent

start in the race with the youngsters of the year. This foal

will probably bring as much as a yearling as the mare sold

for, and as My Favorite is still so young a mare Mr. Dwyer
seems to have decidedly the better part of the bargain.

Mr. Barnes gives the following details of 'he sale :
" While*

I was in the East, John Hunter asked me what I would take
for My Favorite. I told him $10,000. Phil Dwyer heard of

it and asked me what X had asked for the mare. I told him
$10,000, but he could have her for $S,000. That was just

before I left. Thursday I received the following telegram

:

New York. July 4, 1895.
Draw on me for Handspring's dam. I don't like to see her go out

of the family. ^ ou will keep her for me. P. J. Dwyer.
" I answered Phil that I would accept if he wanted her for

himself, but I wouldn't let anybody else have her at that

price. 1 have no doubt, however, that it is a sale. His ref-

erence to not wanting her to go out of the family means that
he wants me or himself to own her. I will of course keep her
here for him as he requests."

In response to an expression of surprise that he should let

such a gold mine as My Favorite promises to be pasB from
his hands, Mr. Barnes said :

" Well, I think that if a man has horses to sell he ehould
sell them when he can get a fair price. If a man only sells

his refuse stock he won't have many customers. I got
$12,500 for Fair Lady, dam of Bermuda and Dagonet, and
she died within six months. Everybody said I ought not
take $11,000 for The Lioness, but it proved a good sale. I
hope Phil Dwyer will make a good thing from hia purchase,
and the produce of My Favorite will all be as good as Hand-
spring."- -Thoroughbred Record.

La Crosse (Wis.), July 12—Azote, the big California

gelding, trotted two of the fastest heats of the season in the

free-for-all trot to-day, at the same ~ titue securing the world's

record for geldings, displacing Ryland T.'s champion recorj

of 2:07| by .half a second.

Azote's mile in 2:07^ to-day, and the easy manner in which

he secured it, foreshadows that the big gelding has speed

enough to take a shy at the champion race record of 2:05J.

In fact, many competent judges think Azote would have

gone in 2:06 to-day had any horse been able to drive him

out. Another remarkable feature about Azote's race to-day

is that it is his initial start this season.

There were only three horses in the race— Azote, Phoebe
Wilkes and Fantasy. The Hamlin mare's rive-heat victory

at Minneapolis last week, where she went a mile in 2:03$,

made her an even money favorite over the field. In the first

heat Azote and Fantasy raced as a pair to the quarter in

0:31, and in this position they fairly flew to the half, the
watches registericg 1:02—a 2:04 gait. Down to the three-

quarters the great horses raced as a team ; the time showed
they were there in 1:45, a recorl-breaking clip. At this

point the bay gelding moved away gradually until the seven-
eighths pole, where Fantasy gave away and left the road clear

McDowell jogging the big gelding in from the distance, mak-
ing the mile in 2:07 1.

Azote clearly won the second heat, but in the third heat
Fantasy had recovered from her bruising heat in the open-
ing round and in company with Phoebe Wilkes, forced the
big gelding to step a third mile in 2.09.

Another remarkable performance during the afternoon
was the victory of Marcus Daly's great four-year-old mare,
Rachael, who practically made her debnt before the public
here to-day in the 2:30 class for pacers. She defeated her
field, all her heats being better than 2:12. She is a grandly
bred mare, being by Baron Wilkes, 2:18, and out of the
great broodmare, Millie Wilkes, 2:28, by George Wilkes.

During the fall meeting at Lexiogton, Ky., in 1893, Ra-
chael was driven a trial mile in her two-year-old form in
2:18 by that clever young reinsman, Ben Kinney, who de-

veloped and drove Nancy Hanks to a four-year-old record
of 2:14A. Mr. Kinney, who was in the employ of Marcus
Daly, purchased the mare at once of John Madden, paying
$8,500 for her.

Hal Pointer paced an exhibition mile in 2:0Gij. The time
by quarters is as follows : Quarter, 0:81 J; half, 1:03$; three-
quarters, 1:361; mile, 2:06ij, the last quarter being made in
0:80}.

Even so conservative a man as Bob Pinkerton, who never
wastes a word unnecessarily, hae at last been forced to admit
that everything in an Eastern betting way is working like a
charm. In the ranks of the bettors recentiy there is noticed
for the first time wince the racing season opened a beehive
hum of excitement such as has not been heard since book-
making was abolished. Business is no longer conducted ia
the quiet, sneaking way of the first few days of the experi-
ment, but in an open and frank manner. In fact, there seems
to be a general satisfaction with existing conditions.

Pittsburg Phil's Big Losses.

The settling of Saturday's business at Sheepshead Bay
brought to light a story of tremendous loss by George E*

Smith (Pittsburg Phil), which was confirmed by that gentle-

man later in the day. The figures mentioned were $40,000,

and while he would not state the exact amount, he did say

that the sum named came very close to being correct

The amazing part of the affair is that Saturday's racing

furnished a series of results in which public form was borne

out in every case, four decided favorites, a second and a third

choice earning brackets. To one whose judgment as to a
horse's conditions and capabilities is as keen as Pittsburg
Phil's, a day of this kind should mean a harvest, but the
afternoon passed without his winning a single bet.

He backed Merry Prince, Jack of Spades, Premier and
Song and Dance and, of course, lost on all four. Not satisfied

with backing them, he made book against the others, a trans-

action that cost him $17,800.
His commissioners found it quite a task to make settle-

ments, but as they are accustomed to handling large amounts,
their sheets were balanced long before dark.
Phil took his loses with his usual calmness, and in speak-

ing to a correspondent of them, said:

"I lost more money on Saturday than I have lost on any
one day in five years, and it came at a bad time, as the entire

week was a disastrous one, the Hugh Penny race of Thurs-
day being the only one that I beat to any extent."

When asked how it was that he was bo far astray in his
calculations, he smiled and said :

" Do you know there are
times when it seems impossible for a man to win? He
seems to get all astray, and no matter what you play you
lose. At other times he will pick winners with the same
regularity. I have had a bad spell for a couple of weeks
back and Saturday's losses make rather a rough climax."

It is said it is Ike Thompson, who captured $12,000 of
Phil's loss on last Saturday.

Horsemen Should Have Their Money.

Last Saturday wound up the races as far as the Portland

Speed and Driving Association was concerned. Owing to the

rain that came on the 4th and spoiled two days' sport, the

management found themselves short financially, and as yet

have not been able to pay their purses in full, but this is no

fault of the horsemen. They have come here from a long
distance, being attracted by the very liberal programme, and
should have their money. The directors are all wealthy men,
and there is no reason why they should not carry out their

part of the programme and pay these horsemen what is due
them. The racing was good, better, in fact, than was ever
Been on the track before. There was not a single race but
what every man went out to win, and the best horse won.
These men did not come here for their health or for the fun
of it. It was a business proposition with them, and they have
carried out their part of the contract to the letter, and have
a right to expect the directory of this meeting to do the same
by (hem.—Rural Spirit.

—
New York, July G —P. J. Dwyer heads the list of win-

ning owners of the Coney Island Jockey Club's meeting with
$33,765. Other big winners are Del Monte Stable, $30,150

;

Gideon & Daly, $23,386; J. J. McCafferty, $10,410; J. R. &
F. P. Keene, $5,268 ; A. H. & D. H. Morris, $5,010 ; Erie
Stable, $4,830; Blemton Stable, $4,200; P. Lorillard, $3,740;
Santa Anita Stable, $2,745.
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CALIFORNIA JOOKEY OLTTB „ RACES.

Small Fields the Order of the Day—The Enthu-

siasm is Unabated, However—Five Days'

Racing a "Week Decided Upon.

TWO HUNDRED AND NINETEENTH DAY—THURSDAY, JULY 11

HERE was no cause for complaint

^ among the members of the Society

of Form-Figurers this pleasant

afternoon,as three decided favorites

a strong second choice and a well-

liked third choice led their fields

at the finish in five pretty fair

races. To show how well they

came for the talent it is only nec-

essary to state that the longest shot

winner was Mt. Carlos, at 18 to 5.

Sport McAllister galloping five furlongs in 1:011, Charley

Boots romping four furlongs in 0:49$, Commission doing a

mile and seventy yards in 1:46, while such a terrible old

Belling-plater as Mt. Carlos did his five-eighths of a mile in

1:02 with 105 lbs. np. Chevalier once again did the best

riding of the day, putting two winners and two seconds over

the plate out of four times at the bat. Shaw, Piggott and

Spence were also up on winners.

Josie G., favorite in the first race, set the pace, leading by

two lengths into the homestretch. She quit as usual in the

last part of it, Mt. Carlos winning by a scant half length

from Anteuil, who beat Barcaldine nearly as far.

Charley Boots, a well-played first choice, got away fourth
j

ran by his friends as if they were roped up, led into the home-

stretch by two lengths and galloped in a winner by a length,

Gladette gelding second, four lengths before Miss CunLing-

ham, a "good thing."

Sport McAllister, played for thousands at 1 to 2 and 9 to

20, ran second to Red Dick, the skyrocket, until well down

the homestretch, when he went to the fore and won gallopiDg

by two lengths, Red Dick lasting long enough to beat Dolly

M. a nose for the place. Raphael, the " good thing " in the

race, finished a bad last.

Commission won the mile and seventy-yard race handily

by nearly a length from Claudius, who beat Little Cripple

half a length. A great many unpleasant things were said*

Cripple opened in the betting at 2 to 1 and at post-time was
at 4's, with the bookies yelling for the money. The race was

a fast-run one, but as Cripple has on a couple of occasions

shown superiority over Commission, there did not seem to be

any reason for the latter being such a warm favorite over the

brown gelding, and little wonder there was talk of fraud be-

fore the race,

AH Baba, who had never been in a jumping race, took

kindly to the game, and out-classing his field, won easily by

half a length from Mendocino, with Yangedine a good third.

How the Races Were Run.

In the first race, five furlongs, selling, Josie G. was a not

very warm favorite at 8 to 5, Auteuil at 3 to 1, Mt. Carlos 18

to 5, Steadfast 6, Dick O'Malley 15, Barcaldine 20, Ryland
25 and Dr. Gardner 100 to 1. The order was Auteuil, Bar-
caldine, Josie G. The last-named got to the iront in the first

sixteenth and led by two lengths past the half, Barcaldine

second, as far from Mt. Carlos. The order was the same clear

into the homestretch, though Mt. Carlos had closed up a

length of daylight. Josie G. began falling back fast in the

last sixteenth ofa mile, Mt. Carlos coming on the outside and
Auteuil on the inside and having the mare beaten fifty yards

of the finish, Mt. Carlos coming on to a clever victory by a

Bcant half a length, Auteuil second, three parts of a length

before Barcaldine. Time, 1:02 flat.

The secend event was for two-year-olds, half a mile.

Charley Boots opened at 8 to 5 and closed at 6 to 5, being

heavily played. Miss Cunningham was at 17 to 5, Mollie
Bawn 5£ to 1, Gladette gelding 7 (receded from 4), Clara

Johnson 10, Encino 15 and Surinam-Deception filly 30 to 1.

They broke to a good start, Gladette gelding first, Miss Cun-
ningham next, Mollie Bawn third, Charley Boots, fourth

away, ran by those in front of him in the first sixteenth and
led by two lengths as they turned for home, Gladette gelding

second, a length from Miss Cunningham, Charley Boots
simply galloped all the way down the homestretch and won
by a length from the Gladette gelding, who was four lengths
in front of Miss Cunningham, third. Time, 0:49|.

The third race was at five furlongs, selling. Sport McAllis-
ter opened at 11 to 20 and was backed down to 2 to 5. Dollv
M. was at 8 to 1, Raphael 6£ (played down from 10), Red
Dick 10 to 1. They broke to a fair start, the favorite being
away last, Dolly M. first. At the half it was Red Dick first

by a neck, Sport McAllister second with his head in the air,

two lengths before Dolly M. Into the homestretch it was
Red Dick first by one and a half lengths, Sport McAllister
second, two lengths before Dolly M. Red Dick's rider was
at the whip a sixteenth from home, McAllister just galloping
by him and winning by two lengths in 1:014, Red Dick just
lasting long enough to beat Dolly M. a nose for the place
money. Raphael was never fairly in the hunt.

The fourth race was at a mile and seventy yards, selling.

Commission opened at 6 to 5, closed atl to 2 under a tre-

mendous play. Little Cripple receded from 2 to 1 to 4 to 1,

notwithstanding a good play, causing no end of unfavorable
comment. Claudius was at 5 to 1 and Normandie 15 to 1.

They broke to a fine start, Claudius first, Little Cripple next,

Commission third. Normandie went to the fronton the first

turn and led past the quarter by one and a half lengths, Com-
mission second, lapped by Little Cripple. At the half it was
Normandie first by one and a half lengths, Commission sec-

ond, as far fiom Little Cripple. Kearing the three quarter
pole Commission shot past Normandie, leading by half a
length into the homestretch, Normandie second, one and a
half leogths before Little Cripple, who appeared to be run
ning easy. Claudius came very fast in the straight, close to
the inner rails. Normandie dropped out of it about a fur-

long from home, and Commission, not headed, won handiiy
by three parts of a length. Claudius, driven out, beating Lit-

tle Cripple half a length for the place. Time, 1:46,

The concluding race was at about one and a half miles,

steeplechase. Mendocino was just a slight favorite at that

close, his priee being 13 to 10. Ali Baba was at 7 to 5, Han-
ford 10, Yangedine and J. O. C 12, Halifax and Joe Frank
50 to 1. Yangedine led Ali Baba aoout a length over the
first two jumps, then Ali Baba took command at the third

obstacle, with Yangedine second and Mendocino third. Yan-
gedine took the lead again clearing the old water jump, over
which she was a length to the good, AH Baba second, as far

from J. O. C. At the next fence Ali Baba forged ahead again,

Yangedine and Mendocino being a length apart. Ali Baba
was a length in front as they made the jump and turned into

the regular track, Mendocino coming around his field very
fast. At the final obstacle, none jumpiog any too neatly, it

was Ali Baba first by a length, J. O. C. second, falling on the
other side but not being injured or injuring his jockey, Stew-
art, who clutched the bridle rein and pulled himBelf up. AH
Baba then went on and won hard held by half a length, Men-
docino, driven out, second, one and a half lengths before
Yangedine. Time, 3:24£. Ali Baba it a success as a jumper.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTIETH DAY—FRIDAY, JULY 12TH
There was some red-hot racing over a lightning-fast track

this afternoon, two of the events being won by the smallest

possible margins. The races were taken by two favorites,

two second choices and a heavily-played long shot,Litlle Bob,

who was backed down from 10 to 1 to 6 to 1. In the fourth

race Monterey was disqualified for fouling Roma
and the latter given the show money. Duke
Stevens fouled Monterey and he in turn careened

against Roma, who was all but sent over the inner

fence. In the last race there was a very close decision, and

to the majority it appeared as if Road Runner had gotten

up in the last stride and won by a very small margin. How-
ever, the judges decided in favor of Remus, who was on the

inside. It is a noticeable fact that nine times out of ten in

a close finish the horse on that side will get the verdict.

Those in the press stand were a unit in declaring that Road
Runner had not been beaten, and with very few exceptions

those present expressed themselves as believing that he

had finished first. Eddie Jones was the only boy to ride

two winners this afternoon, Shaw, Figgott and Chevalier

being up on one apiece.

Little Bob, a right good thing, backed down from 10 to 6

to 1, ran third to the homestretch, coming away in the last

sixteenth like a true race horse and winning by three lengths

from the favorite, Ike L., Ledalia finishing third, two lengths

further away.

Don Gara, favorite at even moDey in the two-year-old race,

led all the way, just lasting, nnder the whip, long enough to

beat City Girl a nose, with Spry Lark close up. The race

was run in 1:01|, the winner carrying 105 pounds.

Installator, cut off almost at the start, ran rings around his

two competitors, winning in a gallop by two lengths in the

good time of 1:27 for seven furlongs. Arnette beat Charmion

three lengths for the place. The latter seems to have lost

most of her old-time speed. Installator ran the first half-

mile in 0:48}, first five furlongs in 1:00£.

Bernardo took the first race with ease by half a length in

the rather slow time ot 1:14| for six furlongs, Duke Stevens

getting the place, four lengths before Monterey, who was

knocked about by Duke StevenB coming down the home-

stretch and badly interfered with Roma. The last-named

was given the show, Monterey being disqualified.

Remus was given the decision over Eoad Runner in the

last race, one mile, tnn in the cracking good time of 1:41.

Jerome S. was third, three lengths away.

How the Races Were Run,

In the first race, five furlongs, selling, Ike L. was a luke-
warm sort of favorite, open ng at 8 to 5, going to even money,
closing at 7 to 5. Ledalia was at 16 to 5, Rogation 3 \ to 1,

Little Bob 6 (backed down from 10), Gold Dust 12, My
Charm 15, Vulcan 25 to 1. They got away to a fair start

Little Bob showing first, Vulcan second, Ike L, next. Vnl-,

can led by a neck at the half, Ike L second, two lengths be-

fore Little Bob. Vulcan drew away and led by two lengths

three-eighths from home, by a length only at the final turn,

Ike L. second, but half a length from Little Bob. Vulcan
was beaten about a sixteenth from home, Little Bob shooting
past him and winning in a great big gallop by three lengths,

Ike L, a handy second, two lengths in front of Ledalia, who
came fast at the very end. Time, l:0l|—a surprising good
run for Little Bob.
A five-furlong race brought out seven starters. Don Gara

was a well-played favorite, opening at 7 to 5, closing at even
money. Citv Girl was at 5 to 1, RbaHia 7 to 1, Suffrage 8,

Spry Lark 10 and Don Pedro 20 to 1. There was a long de-

lay at the post, Rhastia being too anxious to run and Linda
Vista filly not anxious enough. Finally a good start was
effected, Don Gara and Spry Lark at once running away
from their field. At the half-mile ground Don Gara showed
two lengths in the lead, Spry Lark second, as far from City

Girl. Turning for the last time Don Gara was two and one-
half lengths to the good, Spry Lark second, now but a length

before City Girl, who was coming up fast. 8ixty yards of

the finish Shaw went to the bat, and City Girl was but three

parts of a length away. The Don tired, but ran gamely to

the end, lasting just long enough to win by a nose, City Girl

but half a length before Spry Lark. Time, 1 :01 1—a fine run
with 105 pounds up.

In the seven-furlong special condition race Installator was
at 21 to 100 at the cloBe, Charmion 6 to 1, Arnette 9 to 1.

Charmion, Arnette, Installator was the starling order, the

fourth being cutoff in the first few yards. Charmion led by
half a length past the quarter, Arnette second, two and a

half leogths before Installator, who was now moving up like

a cyclone on a Kansas shanty on a prairie At the three-

furlong pole Installator showed in front, and at the half was
one and a half leogths to the good, Arnette second, a length

before Charmion. Turning into the homestretch, Installator,

going easy, was two and a half lengths to the good, Arnette
second, three from Charmion, who swerved out a bit in the

straight. Installator, eased up the last sixteenth of a mile,

won by two lengths, Arnette serond, three from Charmion.

Time, 1.27. Installator was timed separately as follows :

Ihree furlongs, 0:353; half a mile, 0:48^; five furlongs, 1-003-
three-quarters of a mile, 1:13.
A handicap at six furlongs brought five to the post. Mon-

terey went to the post a 6 to 5 favorite, Bernardo 9 to 5 and
2 to 1, Koma 4, imp. Ivy and Duke Slevecs 20 to 1 They
went away fairly well, Duke Stevens first, Roma secodd,
Monterey. Duke Stevens led by a nose past the half, Mon-
terey second, two lengths before Roma. Ivv was cut off soon
after passing the half and fell back last. D'uke Stevens led
into the homestretch bv a neck, Monterey second, with Ber-
nardo at his heels. About a furlong from home Duke Stevens
careened against Monterey, who in turn nearly knocked
Koma over the fence. Bernardo easily came through, headed
Duke Stevens in the last seventy yards and won handily from
the dnvenout Dbke by half a length. Monterey was
third, four lengths away. Time, 1:14$. After a consultation
and some inquiry the judges disqualified Monterey and placed
Koma third.

r

Tillie S. went to the post a favorite in the last race, one
mile, opening at 3} to 1, closing at 13 to 5. Remus was at
6 to 1, Jerome S. and Miss Garvin 5, Faro and Road Runner
10, Raindrop 25, Mamie Scott 40 to 1. They broke to a grand
start, so good as to evoke cheers from the audience. Faro
showed first, Remus second, Miss Garvin third. At the
quarter it was KemuB first by one and a half lengths, Faro
and Miss Garvin following, heads apart. At the half Remus,
Mamie Scott, Miss Garvin and Road Runner were lengths
apart as named. The last-named worked his way through
against the rails, and turning for home it was Remus first by
one and a half lengths, Miss Garvin second, half a length
before Road Runner, who was coming up fast. He got up
to within a neck of Remus sixty yards of the finish, the
latter's rider going to the bat. Road Runner continued to
crawl up, and appeared to win rather easily bv a nose in
the last stride. The judges, however, placed Remus first,
Road Runner second, Jerome S. third. The time was 1:41.
Not a man in the press stand was of the opinion that Remus
had won, and not one in the crowd that we interviewed.

221ST DAY—SATURDAY, JULY 13.

Only one first choice got its nose past the winning post first

this afternoon, and that was in the race over the hills. Not-
withstanding this, the bookmakers, almost without exception
declare they lost heavily on the afternoon's play. This was
probably due to the heavy speculation on the chances of Reno,
at 4 to 1; Crawford at 15 and even 25 to 1; Thornhill at 5 to 1
and Mero at 4£. Behind one bookmaker's box after the last

race there was a string that it took a full half-hour to pay off.

A very fair crowd was on hand, and throughout the racing

was of the most exciting description. There were two head-
and-head finishes, two races won by half a length, and one by
three parts of a length, the latter being the longest distance

separating the winner from the second horse. Hinrichs did

great work in the saddle, piloting winners at odds of 25 and 5
to 1. Chevalier, Reidy and Cairns were also successful.

Dolly M. led trom the flag fall in the first race up to the

last sixteenth of a mile, where Reno came along and won
with ease by three parts of a length, Dolly M. just lasting

long enough to beat Arno out a head for the place. Little

Tough ran well for a time and then dropped out.

In the hill race, 6ix furlongs, O'Bee led for over a quarter

of a mile, then Nellie G. sailed past him, and was not there-

after headed, though Carmel made a bold bid and was beaten

but a hoad at the finish, with May Day third, three lengths

off.

The third event was one of the most peculiar affairs anyone
ever saw. Sir Richards was naturally a red-hot favorite, not-

withstanding he had Mclntyre, an experienced rider, up.

Well, Sir Kichard went to sulking with the fall of the flag,

kept up his bad work for about three furlongs, when he began

closing up at a truly wonderful rate. Gold Bug carried Joe

Cotton and Ricardo away wide on the final turn, and Cotton,

in a pocket, was bumped all the way down by Gold Bug, on

whom Shaw seemed to be thoroughly enjoying himself in in-

terfering with the pair mentioned. Meanwhile Crawford

kept going close to the inner rails, went on and won easily by

half a length from the favorite, Sir Richard, who made up a

world of ground. Myron, the pace-maker, quit badly, and

was third.

Thornhill, a 5 to 1 shot, laid second to Flirtilla all the way
until the last sixteenth-pole was reached, when he wore the

little mare down and won by a head from the fast-coming

Mr. Jingle, who, together with Del Norte, had been badly

interfered with. Mr. Jingle's nigh foreleg was badly cut in

some way.

Mero took the two-mile handicap hurdle race by half a

length, Esperance second, three lengths before Mestor. AH
Baba, the favorite, finished fourth.

How the Races Were Run.

In the first race Arno went to the post a favorite, his clos-

ing odds beinp 16 to 5. Reno opened at 3 to 1 and closed at

4. Tuxedo and Dolly M. were at 4£, Raphael and Little

Tough 10, Amigo and Swiftsure 15, Rogation 30 and Wild
Rose 60 to 1. They were ofl to a fair start, Dolly M. first,

Arno second, Little Tough next. Past the half it was Dolly
M. first by a length, Little Tough second, Raphael third.

Dollv M. turned into the homestretch two lengths to the

good, Reno Becond, a neck before Raphael. Dolly M.'s
jockey went to the bat a sixteenth from home, Reno Bimply
galloping up to her and then winning with the utmost ease

by three parts of a leogth, Dolly M., driven to the last ex-

tremity, second, a head before Arno. Time, 1:08—a good run
for horses of this class and an awful easy win.

Nellie G. was a favorite in the hill race, six furlongs, Bell-

ing, closing at 9 to 5. Carmel was at 13 to 1, Tioga and May
Day 6 to 1, O'Bee 9, Lodi 15 to 1. Thev went away to a good
start, O'Bee, Lodi, Carmel the order. At the half it was O'Bee
first by a length, Nellie G. second, a head before Lodi. On
the hill Nellie G. passed O'Bee and Carmel ran up like a

flash, taking 6f cond place. At the three-quarter pola Nellie

G. led by one and a half lengths, Carmel second, three length-

before O'Bee. Nellie G. reached the top of the last hill
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r length lo the good, Carmel second aod May Day next.

Reidv rode Nellie ti. desperatelv, and with Carmel catching

her at every jump the gray mare just lasted long enough to

win by a scant head, Carmel three leogtbs before May Day.

Tim«, 1:18). One more stride and Carmel would have won.

Id the live aod a half furlong dash, third on the pro-

gramme, Sir Kichard was a well-played favorite, hie closing

price beiog 8 to 5. Ricardo and Myron were at 3) to 1, Joe

Cotton and Gold Bug 6, Crawford 20 to 1. They went

away to a good start, Myron, liold Bug, Crawford being the

order. Myron led Crawford half a length past the half, Sir

Ktcnard a bad last and sulking. Into the homestretch it

was Myron first by a length, Crawford second. Gold Bug
turned wide and carried Joe Cotton and Ricardo with him.

Kir Richaid was coming great guns and had made up half

a down lengths. All the way down the homestretch Gold

Bug (who appeared to be acting as " helper" to some one),

jostled aod knocked Joe Cotton about, Ricardo likewise being

thrown off his stride time and again, Crawford passed up

in the last furlong aod won easily by three parts of a length,

(Sir hichar.i getting the place, three lengths before Myron.

Time, 1:08. But for sulking Sir Richard would have woo
by a block. Shaw should have been fined heavilr for bis

work on »iold Bag. The winner was run up $300, the

owner retaining him at (405.

A mile and an eighth handicap brought seven to the post.

Mr. Jingle was favorite at 11 to 5 at the close, Del Norte at

16 lo 6. Thornhill went lo the post at 5 to 1 (opened at 6

and backed down to 3J i. Little Cripple 6, Flirtilla 8, Malo
Diablo 9, Claudius 2-5 to 1. After quite a delay the flag fell

to a good start, Flirtilla dashing into the lead at ooce, with

Thornhill second aod Little Cripple third. Thus ibey passed

the 'land, Flirtilla about three parts of a length in the lead.

Costly sent the little mare along, and gradually going away
from her field she led by two lengths at the quarter, Thorn-
hill second, three parts of a length before Little Cripple.

Del Norte and Mr. Jingle ran up fast nearingthe half.where

Flirtilla was one and one half lengths to the good, Thornhill

still secoud. a length before Del Norte. Clear to the home-
stretch little Flirtilla held her own, and Thornhill was now
but a head before Del Norte. Thornhill steadily gained on

Flirtilla, and sixty yards of the finish he virtually had the

little one beaten, her rider beiog at the bat aod driving des-

peratelv. Mr. Jingle came with a meteroric rush at the last

part of it, and it took all the links that Thorohill had to

beat him out a good head, with Flirtilla three parts of a

length away, third. Time, 1:55$—a grand run. Mr. Jingle

was badly cut in the nigh foreleg in some way.
Id the two-mile hurdle race Ali Baba was an S to 5 favor-

ite at post time, Esperance at 3 lo 1, Mestor 16 to 5, Mero 44

to 1 aod J. O C 10 to 1. Mero aod J. O. C. alteroated in

the lead for a mile aod a half, Ali Baba mnning close up,

with Esperaoce aod Mestor laying back to make their run

the last part of it. J. O. C. made a bad bobble at the mile

aod a half jump, and fell back third, Mero assuming com-
mand. Mestor now made bis eflort, and led turning for home
by a length, Esperance second, half a length before Mero,
who went over the last fence the best and assumed command.
Ciancy rode Esperance hard at the finish, aod though his

mount was gaining, old Mero lasted loog enough to win by
half a leogtb, Esperance next, two lengths before Mestor,

who beat the favorite three. Time, 3:49}.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTIETH DAY—TUESDAY, JULY 16.

But one decided favorite got the big end of a purse this

afternoon, and that was Don Pedro in the two-year-old race.

The races were all woo by well-played horses, however, so

that the koighls of the slate and chamois-skio fared badly in

the extreme. There was a marked increase in the at-

tendance and in the number of entries to the races,

which seems to indicate that the rest on Monday makes

the race loving public appreciate raciog more than ever and

ihe horses better able to engage in the contests of the turf.

There were two big disappoiotments this afternoon wheo
Realization and Mulberry were defeated. Both seemed to

outclass their fields. Realization rao the distance not loog

ago in 1:07 ! with 107 pounds up. To-day he was beaten five

lengths in the same time with the identical weight up. Mul-

berry was beaten a block, and appareotly is Dot a sprinter,

neither does be fancy anythiog like the weight be was asked

to carry, 112 pounds.

Arno, second choice in the first race at 4 to 1, led all the

way aod woo easily by two lengths, with Mt. Carlos second

a length before Soledad. The loog delay at the post doubt-

leas was in favor of Arno. Johnny Capron, the favorite, was

never a dingeious factor in the race. Soledad rao second to

the homestretch, where old Mt. Carlos passed him.

The favorite, Don Pedro, after acting badly at the post

aod beiog whipped severely a few times by Charley Weber.got

away second in the second race, got to the fore io the first

fifty vard«, and though he swerved terribly in the home-

stretch, won off by four lengths from Prince Hooker, who
beat Mollie Bawo as far for place. Lady Melbourne 'a re-

foul to break and Don 1'edro's stubborn aotics delayed the

•tart for about thirty-eight minutes.

Major (Jook. backed heavily, got away about third id the

five aod a batf furlong race, aod rood dashed to the front,

not being headed, aod winning with ease by two lengths in

the faat lime of 1 "7 :

,
Silver State second, three lengths be-

liiation, who got away first and was immediately

taken back. The last-Darned was favorite, but a lukewarm
one, opening at 8 to 5 aod receding lo 2 J lo I.

Royal Kluih, well-played at I to l.ran third into the

homestretch to Howard and Road Kunner, then came away
io the last til teenth and woo easily by a length in 1.12J for

the abort six furlong-. < harmioo a good third. Mulberry,
the first choice, ran poorly, aod clearly caoool pack weight.

Bore**, equal favorite with Commission in the last race,
one mile, waited on Arnette until nearing ihe hoi.i.

Here ihe mare died awav to nothing and Boreas came on aod
by a leogth in ihe cracking time of I 41 , ( ommission

nd, ihree lengths baton Little < IrippU.

Wt I Hun.

Thefiret race » it five furlong*. filing. Johnn.
* a* favorite at Z to Arno t to 1 . K-l Dick 6, Mt Cfcrlofl

8. Soledad 10, Solitario 30, Vulcan 40, St. Elmo 100 aod

Deadhead 400 to 1 (after he rao away nearly half a mile).

They were delayed about thirty-eight minutes at the post,

owing to the mulish actioos of several and tbe great anx-

iety of others to get sway. Finally the flag fell and Aroo
was off in front, Vulcan second, Johnny Capron next. At
the half it was Arno first by a length, Soledad second, a

head before Mt. Carlos, who was as far from Solitario.

Goicg to the homestretch Aroo iocreased his lead two

lengths, Soledad second, a head before Mt. Carlos, Johnny
Capron two lengths further away. Arno was not headed,

winning easily at the finish by two lengths, Mt. Carlos a

handy second, a length before Soledad. Time, 1:02}.

The half-mile race foi two-year-olds brought eight young-

s'ere to the post- Don Pedro was favorite his closing price

beiog 2 to 1. Prioce Hooker was at 16 to 5, Grady (a good

thiog) 4 to 1, Mollie Bawo 7, Clara Johnson 10, Lady Mel-

bourne 12, Torso-Lady Leinster filly 40 and Belle Boyd 60

to 1. Again there was a vexatious wait at the post, Lady
Melbourne being the principal offender, while Don Pedro

acted anything but an angel. At lenglh the flag swished to

a fair start, Prince Hooker, Don Pedro, Lady Leinster filly

being the order. Don Pedro was in front in the first fifty

yards and led by a length into the homestretch, Prince

Hooker secoud, three lengths before the Lady Leinster filly.

Don Pedro drew away again in the homestretch, and though
swerving out nearly all the way down, won by four lengths,

Prince Hooker second, as far from Mollie Bawo, who came
fast al the end and beat Belle Boyd a length for the show.

Time, 0:50—a good run, considering the delay. Charley

Weber whipped Don Pedro unmercifully both before and
during the progress of the race.

The five and ooe-half furlong race, third on the pro-

gramme, had six starters. Realization was a lukewarm fa-

vorite, opening at S to 5 and closing at 2h to 1. Major Cook
was at 3A, Silver State 4 (backed down from 7), Rose Clark 6,

Ricardo 8 and Nellie G. 15 to 1. They were sent away
promptly to a good start, Realization beiog first, Rose Clark

second, Major Cook third. Realization was at once taken

back by Chevalier in a manner that alarmed his backers. At
the half it was Major Cook first by two leDgths, Rose Clark
second, lapped by Realization, loto the homestretch Major
Cook's lead was three lengths, Ricardo second now, half a

beDgth before Realization. Major Cook took things easy to

the finish, winning by two lengths, Silver State, who made a

good run down tbe stretch, second easily, three leogths before

Realization, who ran a mighty poor race for a horse of his

class. Time, 1:07$.

Mulberry closed a 6 to 5 favorite in the six-furlong dash,

Royal Flush Zl to 1, Charmion 6^ to 1, Howard 7, Duke
Stevens S, Road RuoDer 12 to 1. They broke to an excel-

lent start, Road Runner, Charmion, Howard the order,

Road Rooner's head just showed in front at the half, How-
ard second, as far in front of Charmion. bearing the home-
stretch Howard got up to Road Runner and led at the final

turn by a neck, Road J I .inner second, a head before R)yal
Flush. The latter showed in front fifty yards at the finish

and won easily by a length from R tad Runner, who, driv-

ing, beat Charmioo half a length for the place, Howard
one Bnd a half lengths further away. Time, 1:12^. Mul-
berrv, the favorite, was never in the hunt, plainly not being
much of a weight-packer,
The last race was a mile, selling. Commission was in

reality the favorite, closing at 8 to 5 in a few boxes, 2 to 1

in most. Boreas closed at 2 to 1, Arnette and Little Cripple
4 to 1 (latter backed down from 6.) After considerable bad
acting had been done by Boreas, they went away on fairly

even terms, Chevalier pulling up on Boreas, thinking it no
go. He was soon got going, however. Arnette led by two
lengths past the quarter, Boreas second, as far from Commis-
sion. At tbe half-pole Arnette was two and a half lengths
to the good, Boreas three and a half from Commission, who,
in turn, was two lengths before Little Cripple. Arrette be-

gan tiring as they neared the homestretch, turning into

which she was but a length in front. Ooce straightened
away Boreas shot past the little mare, opened up a gap of

several leogths, and won easily from the gangling Commis-
sion by a length, Little Cripple third, three leogths. Time,
1:41—a wonderfully fast run considering that Boreas was
pulled up at the start.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY-THIRD DAY, WEDNESDAY,
JULY, 17.

Five favorites right in a row were beautifully bowled over

this very pleasant afternoon, aod the gentlemen of the blocks

got most of the coin thai went into their boxes. The races

were taken by horses at the following odds: 12 to 1, 4'. to 1, 8

to 1, 4 to 1 acd S2j to 1. Had ooe beeo fortunate enough to se-

lect all the winners and parley even one dollar at the best odds

a|fortune could have been secured amoooting to $11,251 50.

Four of the five races were won driving, one by a head, three

by a neck. Throughout the time made was good, except in

the mile event, which was a rather doggy affair The last

event of the afternoon, five and one-half furloogs, was run
id great time— 1:07}, Bernardo winning by a necK, driving,

from imp. Ivy. Piggott did the best work in the saddle,win-

oiog two mount* and two seconds. Hiorichs, E. Jones and

Coady rode one winner apiece. Chevalier piloted two sec-

onds and two thirds.

Haoford, at 12 to 1, started the agony ball a-rolling' by

winning the first race by a neck from Little Bob, with Regal

a poor third and O'Bee, the favorite, oowhere, he quitting

badly in the homestretch. Duraogo acted as pacemaker,

closely atteoded by the favorite, who was under a stroog pull,

apparently.

There was a finish in the second race, one mile, that raised

the pompadour of many a man io the crowd. Leonatus set

the pace and led by two lengths as they turned for the run

dowo the homestretch. There was a general bunching up
oear the finieh, Piggott putting up the strongest ride and
shoving Tuxedo io a winner by a head, Auteuil second, a nose

before Leonatus, he a scant neck from old Sheridan, who
looked a wiuner a sixteenth from home.

Don <fara, al the juicy odds of 8 lo 1 for quite a while, 7

to 1 al the post, led all the way, winoiog handily by two
leogths from Veragua, who beat Edgemont a length. Rey
del Bandidos, the favorile, got away poorly and ran a disap

pointing race- Joe Narvaez made his reappearance on this

colt, and came in for quite an ovation.

Nervoso, fourth away, got his head io froot at the half-

mile ground in the fourth race, and not thereafter caught,

wod driving bv a neck from Frondeur, with Sport McAllister
another half-length away. Ridden with better judgment,
tbe latter would in all likelihood have won.

Bernardo took tbe last race into camflbut had to drive
hard to beat imp. Ivy, the pace-maker, a neck. May Mc-
Carthy, the favorite, was a poor third, while Banjo and Cen-
turion were far, far away.

How the Races Were Run.

O'Bee went to the post a red-hot favorite, closing at 7 to 5,

Little Bob at 3 to 1, Reno 8, Duraogo, Reno and Regal 10
(latter backed down from 30), Lodi and Hanford 12 to 1.

They went away to a well-bunched start, Regal, Little Bob,
O'Bee being the order. At the half it was Duraogo first by
a head, O'Bee second under a pull, a length from Regal.
Duraogo was still a bead in front as they made the final

turn, O'Bee second, lapped by Hanford, who was coming fast.

Durango was beaten a furlong from home, and a little later

O'Bee threw out signals of distress. Little Bob was coming
from tbe rear and Hanford, in front, was being ridden des-

perately by Piggolt. Chevalier urged Little Bob for all he
was worth, and though he gained, Hanford squeezed a vic-

tory out by a Deek, Little Bob second, four leogths before
Regal, third. Time, 1:07|.

A mile race brought six to the box. Auteuil was backed
down from 3 to 1 to 8 to 5, closed at 2 to 1. Mero was at 3,

Tuxedo 4, Leouatus 5, Sheridan 8 and Swiftsore 12 to 1.

They were seat away to a good start, Mero, Sheridan, Tuxe-
do being the order. At the quarter Mero, Tuxedo and
Auteuil ran heads apart in the order named. Leonatus now
ran out of the buoch and led at the half-pole by three
lengths, Tuxedo second, a head before Auteuil. Leonatus'
lead was cut to two leogths turning for home, Tuxedo second,
half a length before Auteuil, who was as far from Sheridan.
There was a general bunching up a sixteenth from home,
though Sheridan, who had led for a few strides, looked
beaten at this point. In a red hot driviog finish Piggot
landed Tuxedo first by a head, Auteuil second, a nose before
Leonatus, Sheridan another head away, fourth. Time, l:44f

.

The two-year-old race at five furlongs brought six to the
post. The Lone Stable pair (Rey del Bandidos and Edge-
moDt) closed at 9 to 5, Charlie Boot* 3 to 1, Her Majesty 16
to 5, Don Gara 7 and Veragua 9 to 1. They went away to a
fair start, Don Gara, Edgemont, Veragua the order. Rey del
Bandidos was slow to get moving, and was last as they all got
under way. At the half it was Don Gara, Veragua and Her
Majesty half lengths apart as named. Charlie Boots stumbled
to his koees soon after passing this point. Don Gara continued
on in tbe lead, being still about half a length to the good as

they turned for home, Veragua two and a half lengths before

Her Majesty, Rey del Bandidos a far-away fourth. Don Gara
came away io the straight and won handily by two lengths,

Veragua second, driviog, a length before Edgemont, who
beat Rey del Baodidos as far. Time, 1:02}. The big Lone
S:able colt swerved considerably in the homestretch and alto-

gether ran a most disappointing race.

A five and a half furlong race, fourth on the programme
had six starters. Sport McAllister was a lukewarm favorite,

opening at 9 to 5 and closing at 11 to 5. Nervoso was well-

played at 3o to 1 and 16 to 5, the latter bis closiog price.

Frondeur was backed down from 4 to ?<\ to 1 in most boxes.
Normandie was at 4A to 1, Greenback Jr. and Harry Lewis
12 to 1. They broke to a good start, Frondeur first, Sport
McAllister next, Normandie third. Sport McAllister was at

once taken back next to last by Chevalier, Neivoso running
around his field and leading by a head passing the half, Fron-
deur second, a length before Harry Lewis. Into the home-
stretch Nervoso led bv half a length, Frondeur second, one
and a half lengths before Normandie. Sport McAllister came
very fast down the homestretch, but Nervoso stayed it out
and won driving by a oeck, Froodeur secoud, half a length
before Sport McAllister, who was ridden with poor judgment,
to say the least. Time, 1:08.

The last race was at five and a half furlongs also. Mav
McCarthy was made a favorite, her closing price being 2 to 1.

Bernardo was at 2A, imp. Ivy 3, Banjo 3A and Centurion 7 to
1" To a fair start Ivy was ofl first, Centurion second, Ber-
nardo third. At the half Ivy led by one and a half lengths,

May McCarthy second, lapped by Centurion, Bernardo a
good fourth. As they neared the homestretch the field closed

up a bit oo Ivy, who led at the final turn by a length, May
McCarthy, Centurion and Bernardo heads apart as named,
the latter coming like a shot close against the inner rails.

Ivy was also hugging these rails. For a time it looked as if

the New Zealand mare would win handily, but Bernardo
crept gradually up to her, and fifty yards of the finish Hin-
riebs was at tbe bat on Ivy. There was quite a drive to the
finish, but Bernardo was the stronger, and won by a neck.

Ivy second, four lengths before May McCarthy, who beat

the next horse two. Time, 1:07 \, one of the fastest runs we
have seen io some time.

Foals of 1895.

Following is a list of colts at the Vioget Stock Farm for

1895:
April 2d, bay colt by Wildidle, dam Meta, by Piedmont,

2:17}; second dam Mecca, dam of Flv, 2:29}, by Mohawk
Chief.

April 17tb, bay filly by Wild Boy, dam Maud, dam of

Willema, 2:26, by Brigadier, 2:21A; second dam daughter of

Washington (p), 2:21}.

April 10th, chestnut filly by Wild Boy, dam AbbieS., by
Abbottsford, 2:194; second dam Sweetbriar, 2:26}, dam of

Jasmine, 2:31, by Eugene Casserley.

May 3d, bay colt by Wild Boy, dam Gazelle, dam of Fow-
ler Boy, 2:27, by Primus, 2:39$; second dam Mayfly, 2:30},

dam of Bonita, 2.18A.

May 16th, chestnut colt by Wild Boy, dam Whisp (dam of

Evraud), bv Whippleton ; second dam Kitty Patchen, by
Geo. M. Patchen Jr.. 2:27.

May 25th, bay colt bv Wild Boy, dam Abbie, by Almout
33; second dam Norma (d m of Norval, 2:14$, and Norris,

2:22}, and Nellie Benton, 2:30, grandam of Mount Hood,
2:22}), by Alexander's Norman 25.

April 30lh, bay colt by Wild Boy, dam Jessie by Capt.
Webster; secood dam by Wilson's Belmont Patchen; third

dam by Oweu Dale, by Belmont.

For chestnut filly by Wild Boy, dam Abbie S., by Ab-
bottsford, 2.194, second dam Sweetbriar, 2:26, I claim the

name Abberfoyle. Yours respectfully, W. H. Vioget.
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Dwyer Loses Old Banquet.

IIjONDON. Juiy 16.—The trial plate for 200 sovereigns for

a ages, the winner to be sold at auction for 400 sovereigns,

a) mile, was won at Newmarket to-day by A. M. Singer's

Vago, M. F. Dwyer's Banquet was second and Golden

f pper third.

Patricks Town got away first and settled down in front of

Joquet and Golden Slipper, with Qaeen's Evidence and

Vago next. They ran in this order to the three quarter,

i.en Patricks Town gave way to Banquet. Soon afterward

^rago challenged Banquet and won by a length. Banquet
is three lengths ahead of Golden Slipper.

After the race Mr. Archer, the owner of Golden Slipper,

«.imed Banquet and refused to accept the offer that was
jide for the return of the horse.

The selling plate of 100 sovereigns, for all ages, six fnr-

|]3gs, the winner to b? sold at auction for 200 sovereigns,

bs won by M. F. Dwyer's Harry Reed. Dwyer and Crocker
l^ked Harry Reed for £2000. The betting opened at 9 to

• igainsi and finished at 6 to 4 on. George Haoghtoii, who
jwell known in America, did the commission betting. The
Qraes got a flying start and Harry Heed won by three lengths,

tarns unnecessarily striking with his whip as he came in.

filer the race Harry Reed was sold at auction and bid up to

60 guineas, at which high figure he was bought in by
Ivjer. Lord Marcus Beresford stopped his bidding and
Hiarles Merry took it up and kept raising Haaghtou until

e latter made his final bid of 1260 guineas.

New York, July 16.—The racing men about town to-

I
ght pooh-poohed the idea that M. F. Dwyer had only
.1,000 on Harry Reed in the race at Xewmarket. " It is

lore likely," said one of the big lavers of odds, "that Dwyer
.d £15,000 or £20,000 on his horse. The price, 6 to 4 on,

> is just such as would suit him. He has time and again bet

:0,000 and more on a 3 to 5 or a 1 to 2 shot here at home,
d the chances are that he gave the English bookmakers all

ey would take on Harry Reed.
" The theory that Dwyer instructed his commission to one

Hid is hardly tenable either, judging by his operations here,

is more probable that he had half a dozen men in " the
rd cage " ready to take advantage of the best temper of the
arket. Dwyer certainly knew, after having lost Stonnell,

at his horses would be bid up or claimed. He is as shrewd
the best of them, and probably anticipated and prepared
r aov move the Englishmen might make in the bidding-op
le."

A cablegram from London says that Charles Morton, who
rmerly trained for Abingdon Baird, will probably devote
s lime to training the horses of Croker and Dwyer now in
gland and others to be sent there.

Zildivab, the horse that won so many good races for WU-
r F. Smith, won a mile race at Milwaukee, Wis.,Wednes-
y, going the distance in 1:43£. Lady Rose was second and
ikir third.

Califomians 'Win at Sagrlnaw.

Saginaw (Mich ), July ISth.—The fourth day's sport at

Union Park was good, the weather fine and the attendance

folly 7,000. There were four events on the programme and

fast time was made.

Robert J., in an effort to beat his record of 2:01A, paced a
mile in 2:03. This is the fastest mile made this year in
harness and the fastest ever made in July. The track was
conceit" d to be at least two seconds slow.

The three-year-old pacer, Di recti v,started to beat his record,

but only succeeded in pacing in 2:07£.

Trotting, 2::>5 class for three year-olds: purse S1000.
Fred Kohl by Guy Wilfees, 2:15^, dam Mystic by Nutwood 1 1 1
Janie Shelton 2 2 2
Huntley 3 3 3

Time, 2:2S?X- 2:29>£, 2;20K.
TrottiDg, 2:25 class, purse $1000.

Alles ™ «. 2 1 1

Sidnev McGregor 1 2 S
Colonel Knser - 7 3 2

Time. 2:14, 2:1254. 2:11, 2:13.

Trotting, 2:40 class; purse S1000.
Burlin?ame (4) by Guy Wilkes, 2:15^—Sable (dam of Sable

Wilkes. 2:1S. by The Moor) _ i i
Volunteer Medium „„2 2
Clara T „ ™ 5 3

fime, 2:22,2:18,2:1^,

Pacing. 2:24 class; purse $2000.
Bright Regent - 2 1 1
Viotta „._ 1 2 2
Benzine .. - 3 3 3
Emily W „ 4 4 4

Time, 2:14. 2:16' 2:J4,2:17J4.

Horse Canning.

Portland, July IS.—The horse-canning plant of the

Western Packing Company, located at Linnton, ten miles

from this city, will commence operations to-morrow. The
establishment has all the facilities for slaughtering, packing
and preparin horse meat for shipment, and it is the only

one of its kind on the Pacific Coast. Several carloads of

horses have been shipped here to be slaughtered within the
next few days. Letters have been received from California,

Xevada and Arizona asking for prices on horses. It is ex-

pected that a good market for horse meat will be worked up
in foreign countries, agents having been sent to France and
Germany for that purpose.

R. Van Brunt, the well-known young turfman and club

man, attended the races Wednesday, and is apparently in good
health. He reports that the big farm of his friend Fred
Gebhard, in Lake County, has been leased.

Emma C, who won a maiden race at Coney Island, is the

filly by Darebin, out of Guenn, for which James R. Keene
and his trainer, William Lakeland, paid $15,000 to Alfred
Lakeland nearly two years and a half ago.

Racing at Santa Barbara.

Santa Barbara, Cal., July 18.—Novel races were insti-
tuted at the Agricultural Fair grounds to-day by several cap-
italists and prominent society and business men, who desired
to test the speed of their respective driving and saddle horses-
In the mile trotting race, best two in three, horses were

entered by I G. Waterman, a Pennsylvania millionaire BenHayne of Montecito and Hiram Pierce, the lumberman The
hrst heat was won by Pierce's Bob Burns in 3:10, with Water-man second and Hayne third. The second heat was won bvWaterman in 2:49, Pierce second and Hayne third The
third heat was won by Pierce in 2:59, giving Pierce the race.
In the nmmngrace, dash of three-eighths of a mile, Para-

matta was entered by Dr. Boeseke, Patterson was entered by
Patterson, and the colt Ruiz by Druggist Euiz. It was won
by Paramatta in 0:38f.
The half-mile running dash was won by Paramatta in

U:o k. Logan and Sir Alfred competed.

Little Pete was sauntering by the Stuyvesant Club's
stand yesterday afternoon when Johnny Coleman rubbed out
the odd* opposite Auteuil's name and then put up some
mystic characters that a Philadelphia lawyer could not have
deciphered. As it happened, the characters made by Cole-
man meant 50 in Chinese, though in all likelihood the Ken-
tuckian knows as much of Confucius' language as the Mon-
golian scholar did of incandescent electric lights. "I'll bet
you $50 on Auteuil at those odds," said Pete, thinking that
hieroglyphics had perhaps been made for his especial benefit.
Coleman hastened to explain that the characters meant noth-
ing, but the laugh was on the little bookmaker just the same.

We are informed that the owner of Road Runner was
much incensed at the rider Shaw put up on his horse yester-
day. The first half was run in the very slow time of 0:52
and Seraphin was about four lengths in the lead. Road Run-
ner can do his four furlongs close to 0:48 with the weight he
carried yesterday—107 pounds.

In the selling plate for horses of all ages at Newmarket
yesterday M. F. Dwyer's Don Alonzo ran second

; Primrose
Knight was first and Belgravia third. There were seven run-
ners. The betting was / to 4 on Primrose Knight and 10 to
1 against Don Alonzo.

Jockey Htnriuhs, Shaw and Peters have placed them-
selves in the hands of Cnrley to be reduced, and it is under-
stood that Charley Weber has also been at work in this line,

Sir Reel has been " added to the list," and may be
blistered and turned out.

Capt Coster was taken sick with lung fever Wednesday

Geo. W. Haight, who campaigns a stable

horses from Georgia, and manages some-
jw to make both ends jmeet, has some very
iculiar methods which he uses in training,
very animal in hisstableis lariated orturned
it in grass fields most of the time that they
•enot racing. During a heavy rain at Hunt-
gton, L. I., last week, several of the horse's

, Haight's string were turned out in the in-
;ld without a particle of shelter and left for

ours. This may make expenses less but it

in't make speed.

The Virginia, Maryland and Delaware
ircnit will furnish the horse with seven
eekV employment. The first link in the
lain is Cape Charles City, Va. The meeting
ere will begin August 20th, and entries will
ose August 13th. The other tracks are Up-
n Marlboro, Easton, Elkton, Timonium,
altimore and Dover. Wm. H. Evans is

resident, and M. M, Higgins is Secretary of
ie circuit.

Wm. Simpson's bay filly Bouncer, by Hum-
er, is evidently getting in shape lorace. She
on second money in the 2:19 class at Boston,
Wednesday, June 26, and was second in the
lird heat in 2:19;.

Kox-se Owners Sliovld 1*X-y

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

f*« GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by .T. E.
Gombanlt
ei-Veterl*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

Goitnun*ni

Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
UtojnroduixanyacarQrlAemUh. The Safe**

»**t BLISTER ererv-td. Take* the place or all linl-SK .mlkl' "eim action BemoveaaUSuDche*
>r Uleml*hc« from lior-ea or t at tit.

/• .* HUMAN REMEDY for Rhetimatl-nw
sprain*, be re J hroat, £*_<.*., it la invaluable.

CAUSTIC BALSAM will
u a nhole bottle

ver made.

HE GUARANTEE that one tAblespoonfitl of
" 1ALSAH wiH

note bottle of

1895. 1895.

Twice
The Price
would not buy a better revolver than the

Smith & Wesson. A smaller price makes

like perfection impossible.

There are different models, different actions,

different length barrels, but only one quality

of material and workmanship—the best.

Send stamp for illustrated catalog.

SMITH & WESSON, ISES3S&:

^ ftf Caustic Balsam sold is Wbti-bo-
<-:urac>i«ii. P. ic- SI.50 F*r bottle. Sold

fJJP**
1*™- or sent by express, charges paid, nith (all

-" its us**. Send lor descripUre circular*.
etc, AddrtM .

gE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO, Cleveland. O.

Bids For Privileges.

Bids (or the following privileges at the race track at
Napa, for the race meeting Aogost 12th to 17th Inclu-
sive, will be received by the Secretary, to be opened by
the Directors at their regular meeting July 27th, at 4

p. m., for

BAR PRIVILEGES. WHEEL AND OTHER
APPROVED GAMES. POOLS A.VD CON-
FECTIONERY PRIMLEUEs.

One-bait cash to be paid for Bar privilege at time of
granting the same, and remainder when race meeting
opens

Privileges to be let to the highest and best bidder, the
Board reserving the right to reject any and all bids.

Bids must be acconmanied by certified check for at
least ten per cent, of bid.
Mark all envelopes containing bids, on the outside,

'< bids," and address to
THEO. A. BELL.

Secretary of Napa Agricultural Assn., Napa, Cal.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel c

$18.

Tnese Timers start and stop prompily, and are as

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. H1RSGHMAN, 113 Sutter St.

First! Annual Meeting Ventura County
Agricultural Association

VENTURA
OCTOBER 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.

ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG 1.

TROTTING.
No. 1—Free-for-all „ Purse #1,000

No. 2—2:19 class Purse 600

No. 3—2:25 class „ Purse 500

No. 4—2:30 class, three years and nnder Purse 250

No. 5—2:40 class - Purse 200

No. 6—2:45 class, for Ventura Co. horses . ...Purse 150

PACING.
No. 7—Free-for-all Pnrse fl.OOO

No. 8—250 class „ Purse 600

Racing! Racing! Racing!

RUNNING.
9—I^-mile, handicap Purse i 250

10—1 1-16-mile, handicap _ Purse 250

11—1-mUe, handicap _ Purse 200

12 -5(-mile dash „ Pnrse
13—5-8 mile and repeat Purse
14—o-S mile dash _ Purse

15—X-mile dash, for two-year-olds Purse
16—v^-mile and repeat Purse

2m:

J. F. NEWSY,
Secretary.

F. W.

"BIKE" WHEELS
With Roller or^Ba II Bearings Made to Order.

Sulky Wheels Repaired Between Keats.

W. J. KKIfNRY v. ill be in attendance on the track
at the Breeders meeting und will quickly repair all
damagB to wbeels.

San Francipco office—519 Valencia Street.
Circuit office—On toe track.

CHARGES SEASONABLE.

NEW DISCOVERY.

Dr. Bovett's Dermatol.
THE GREAT SPECIFIC FOB

Cracked Heels and Scratches.

It wIUsIki cure all Sores, Wound*. Boot f-liafen.
Rope BurOH and Grease Heel without leaving a
cai.U'US. and will always remove a Callou* when
caused from a wound.

It removes all Horenesn wiib a fe« applications, and
the only remedy Known that will heal a <_ racked

Her I and leave the skin soft aod j< liable.

The great horseman. Monroe Salisbury, says: "I
have used ft on ALIX (Queen of the Turf), and
DIRHCTLY i two and three-year-old champion pacer),
for Cracked He»la and find that tt removes the sore-
ness with the first application aod the heel Is soon soft
Bnd pliable, without any callous remaining."
T. W. Raymond, owner and driver ol KLAMATH.

2:12, sayeC "Have been trying to cute Klamath's
Cracked Heels fur eight years. and thl* is the first rem-
edy I have ever found that did tbe business."
Many horses are unsteady and refuse to extend

themselves, simply because their heels are sore and
tender.

Price, fl.00 per bottle: six bottles, f}5.00.

BKI\>0\ & BOVETT. Denver, Col.
BBntSBKCKS :

Monroe Salisbury. DuBois Brothers. Andy McDowell,
Dick Tlld^n. J. w. Zlbbell, Louis Hlncxley. and hun-
dreds ol others.

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
SPEING MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING MARCH 6, 189.

Racing Tuesday , Wednesday,

Thursday, Friday and Sat

urday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Fi.e or More Race. Each Day. Race. Star

at 3:30 p. m. sharp.

•Jar- McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

THE YEAR BOOK
(004, Vol. X.<2

THI ONLY CORRECT AND OFFICIAL AN-NUAL RECORD OF TROTTINO ANO
PACINC PERFORMANCES.

to all Breeders and
lfl Dior hN SABLE Owners of the Light
*»~*"— Harness Horse

Price, single copies, postpaid, S3.C

TbJs great work will be in every respect equal
to any of the preceding volumes, and contain
several new and special tables and features
Following; is a brief epitome of contents: Sum-
maries of Trotting and Pacing Races. lg»»:
Tables of New 2.30 Trotters and 2,;5 Pacers;
JJst of 2.20 Trotters and 2.15 Pacers: Complete
Lists of 2.30 Trotters and 2-25 Pacers to January
1.1895; Lists of Sires. Sires of Dams. Great Brood
Mares, and of all Sires none of whose get won
Jests In lS»i; Tables of Champion Trotter*.
Beet Records and Rejected Performances.

FOR SALE BV

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

SIS BUSH 8TRBBT. BAN 1 RAM l-< il CAL.

The Turf and Sporting Authority of the Coast

IS THE

Breeder and Sportsman.
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$11,800
IN PURSES.

$11,800
IN PURSES.

FRESNO TROTTING ASSOCIATION.

1st to Stlx, 1895, inXT031iXJSiI^7'E!.
ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 1st, 1895.

Finest Grounds Arid Fastest Tracli In. Oaliforula.
LIST OF EVENTS.'

TBOTTIHG PURSES. i ___ PACING PURSES.

Free For 111 $1000 Free For All $1000

2:13 Class, Expositor Company Purse 1000 2:13 Class 1000

2:17

2:20

2:24

2:27

2:40

1000

800

600

600

600

2:17

2:20

2:25

800

700

600

DISTRICT TROTTING PURSES.

District comprises counties of Fresno, Inyo, 'Kein

King?, Merced, Mariposa, Mono, Madera and Tulare.

2:27 Class $350

2:40 "
.... 350

DISTRICT PACING PURSE.

2:25 Class $350

CONDITIONS.
1895, when horses are to be named and to be eligible to the class in which

RUNNING PURSES.

5-8 Mile Dash $150 Added
i

1-4 Mile Dash (50 Added

3-4 Mile Dash 150 Added

1 Mile Dash 150 J

1-2 Mile Dash 1501

1-2 Mile and repeat (50 Added i|

7-8 Mile Dash 150 Added

Ha trim lo rlo-» Aunu-l
they are entered.

UlKiit iwerved to dec'are hit purses imi tilling satisfactorily lo the Association.
af and pacjna panes will be divided iulo (oar moneys, 50, 25, 15 and lOper cent. Entrance lees 5 per

out ol the pone. Five per »nt, of the amount of trotting and pacing purses will be deducted from each
money won

The Board of Directors reserve the right to declare two starters a walk-over. When only two start they
niav contest for toe entrance money paid lu, to be divided 862-8 percent, to ihe first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the
second. A horse dl&lauclng ttie Held shall only be entitled to first and fourth moneys, but in no other case will
a hone be entitle'', lo more Ih'in one money.

All trolling and paeli g races tn be 3 in 5.

In all running races entrance fee f lo Tea dollars forfeit.
The Board of Directors reserves the right lo change the hour or date of any race, except when it becomes

Moevwy to ante-date a race, io which Instance the nominator will receive three days' notice of change by mail
lo address of entry. Right reserved to declare off or postpone any or all races on account of the weather, or
other sutlii -|i nt cause.

Send all communications to UKOHGG L. WARLOW, Secretary, Fresno, Cal.

Entries not declared out at 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race shall be required to start, and dp.
claraiio.is must be in writing and made at the office o( the Secretary at the track.

When there is more than one entry to any purse by one person or In ote interest, the horse to be start* i

must be named by 5 o'clock p. m , on the day preceding the race.
Trotting and racing colors tnu>t be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must be

worn upon the track. Colors will be registered iu the order in which they are received. Where colors are anamed or conflict, drivers will be required to wear toe colors furnished by the Association.
The Board reserv- s the right to declare oft or to re-open any of the above purses not filling satisfactorily.
Auy race that may b- started and unfinished on last day oi the meeting may be declared ended and mune

divided according lo rank of horses lu summary.
Otherwise than is specified In these conditions, Amer'can Trolling Association rules to govern.
All entries subject to suspension in both American and National Trotting Associations lor entrance fees no

paid. All entrance fees must be paid by first day of meeting.

ALL PURSES GUARANTEED.
BBNJ M i\ WRIUHT, President

Sontnern California circuit

31.1 DISTRICT FAIR

HUENEME
Ventura County,

Sept. 24, 25, £6, 27, 28, 1895,

Race No. 1. Running- Vmlle dash for 2-year-

olds 81 ao
Race No. 2. K»nnlug—Ja-nille and repeat, all

ages BOO
Race No. 3. Running— |( - mile dash, selling

race 200
Race No. I. Banning- 1 mile dash, Owners'

handicap 200
Race No. i. Running— 5-8 mile for 2-yearolds

Winner of Race 1 to carry 5 lbs.

200
Race No. «. Running-5-8 and repeat, all ages 2B0
Race No. 7. Running— 7-8 mile dash, all ages 2O0
Race No. 8. Running—y-mLle dasn, fur non-

vrlonenofiaw 200
Race No. 9. Running—If-mlle dash, for 2-year-

olds. Winner ol Races 1 and 5

to carry 10 lbs. extra 200
Race No. 10. Running-', 6 mile dash, all ages,

selling race 200

Race No. |i, Trolling—Free for all 8 lOO
RauNo.13. Troll Ink—2:1ft Claa* 3SO
Rao* Mo. II Trotting—fcM Clan 300
Baca So. it. 'i ra I laa 300
RaoeNo.l&. Trotting;—2:M Clan 300
Bad N». IS, Tnottloc J to class 2 SO

17. Trotting—Ooubla Teams (District

too

Ban No. IB. Pacing 2:18 Onus 3 so
Ban No. iv puring—fctt daai sou
lUr.' V. 250

Entrance, 10 Per Cent, of Purse.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 3.

irjr lil.nk., wii .-t.imui

THOS. II. MEBBY, Secretary.
fluentme, Cal.

CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR FOR 1895
.£Lt Sacramento

SEPTEMBER 2d to 14th, 1895

fABSORBINE
!, nrollon joints.

|M MS, of! Bunch:

I UMOKS,
I '.til I <i»»/n.r»,

bottla. At :

i .

:t I Imlipr.lH., Hprlnifllrlil. Miua*
in.— : aim nwaAi*i hv :

—

-hi. Francisco.
WOODARO,CLAR8 A OO., Portland

J D.
llryanl »lr«-

hough 1 mi'l

llnP \ V STOCK AWD SAI.K
' I ' ' ' v * s

I
' iiUihihI

SPEED
TROTTING AND PAGING.
(Closing date is named in each class.)

MOXDAY. SEPTEMBER 2ND, 1895.
The Occldeot Stake. (Closed}.
Pacing Purse, 8SOO, 2:25 Class. To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:16 or better,
on or before August 2Jtb, are to receive a return of en-
trance money, and shall be barred from startingln this
race, but may re enter August 24th In open classes
woere eligible.
Trottina Purse, SI,OOO, 2:22 Class. To close

August 2-ith.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3RD. 1895.
Two Year-Old Trotting Stake. (Closed).
Trotting Purse, si.Oi.JU, 2:25 Class. To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:17 or better,
on or before August 24 in are to receive a return ol en-
trance money, and shall be barred from starling in this
race, but may re-enter August 24th in open classes
where eligible.

Trotting Purse, $800, 2:40 CIa»s. To close
August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:22 or r-etter,
on or before August 24th, are to receive a return of en-
trance money, and shall Debarred from starting in this
race, but may reenter August 24lh in open classes
where eligible.

\YEDi\ESDAY. SEPTEMBER 11 H, 1895.
1 hree-Year-Old Trottlug Stake. (Closed).
I rotting Purse, 81,000, 2:17 Class. To close

All list 24th.
1'nrimc Purse, $1,000, 2:16 Class. To close

August 24th.

MOXDAY, SEPTEMBER 9th.
TrolUog, Purse ftttOO, Free-For-AII, Four-

PROGRAMME.
not lose the position he may be entitled to in the divi
sion of purse. Ahorse making a walkover sba 1 be
entitled i nly to the entrance money paid in. When
less than the required number of starters appear, they
may cootest for entrance money paid in, lo be divided
as follows: 66 2-3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per
cent, to the secr-nd.
Hordes whose gaits have been changed from trotting

to pacing, or pacing to trotting, shall not be eligible to
classes more than five seconds slower than their
records at either gait.
In trotting and pacing races, entries not de-

clared out by 6 p. in. day before must start.
la races, drivers 'will be required to wear cap and

Jackets of distinct colors, which must be named in
their entries

i Nil klllrlK

agent fbi
i

, aid to Ihelf

\n orders

Yeor-Olds. To close August 24lh.
Trotting. Purse 81,000,2:14 Class. To close

August 24th.
Trotting, Purse gfeOO, 2:27 Class. To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:20 or better,
on or before August 24th, are to receive a return of en-
trance money, and shall be barred from starting
this race, but may re-enter August 2Uh in open c asses
where eligible.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER IOlh.
Paring Stake for Two- Year-Olds. (Closed.)
Pai-lne, Purse 3I.OOO, 2:13 (lass. To close

August 24th.
Trotting, Purse #MOO. Two mile heats (for

honien eligible In the 2:25 class.) To close August 1st.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11th.
ThrM*Year-OId Pacing Etake. (Closed.)
'rutting. Purse 81 ,OOo\ 2:20Cla*s. To close

August -lib
Paring, Purse 31 ,O0O. 2 : 1 9 Class. To close

AnguRl 1st, Hones making a rooord of Z:M or better
' " before '\n u 1 2 nil, ore to receive n return oi en-
,IU1 '' v. and ahull he barred Mom starting In
this ran-, hut may re enter August 21th in open classeswhiTf eligible.

ItKM.tllKS AND CONDITIONS.
rnoTriHo vnb Pacing, aii Hotting and pacing

ihe area In flve. except the two-year.
old. unli

I pecJBoi; five to enter and three
to i ii (I, but [be Heard reserves the right tn hold « !,...«

number than five to nil, by the denuctlo ofthpen" ; " w ""
I " i i each borno loss than"' '" thea i". 2ft i '. iron . and !

' and 2-10
pace. Itveentrlei are required to stand after tin- •

,

" cord !. r c Iltloni arc barred, urn tiu>
n em tt.<- right to siarl n less number t« ds

ame m i ber olaasea,
KnirniHT Poe in nil HuriM B percent., with an

additional B per cent, from winners oi molaiwhere number or enirlea are eight nrmore. Inclaueev lien- ll.er.. are |. • Hum, . U: M t enlrles.f, p,. r ,,.„,. „,,.
dlilonal win he reqolred (rem itarten

1 "" iturkfs divided ai the rale or r,o

i «pei cc »nd, iflpor
i oni to third and 10 i eroont, to luurtb.

!'* "'" I
'" IU

1

" 1 ll1 "
e. p lag< .,,,,1,.,.

' provided, mi ri an to be divided asfol
ill thai lal i on< . . enl ol

1

' wit. sa i :: per com - ihir.i
t of added monoy. In all stallw

i thej hi , ;,„. IbrfVlul all
i

i nin urn
1 '"' national I i i lan^ , ,,, ,- ( , vl.rn trottluu

ihe right i.. trot

"
"i

mi,

'""
' ' i '

i'« rigiit in trot'' '"•' "' an; i .,
i I git. rnately, ii

i dtad beat
tin ruled out shall

RUNNING.
The following Rl.VMMi STAKES will close

August 1, 1895. Remainder of running programme
will be annnunced August 24th, and will provide (or
additional races, to cover six days' running, and will
be arranged to accommodate all ages.

No. 1. The *unny Slope Stake —A sweepstake
for two-year-old Allies ot $25 eacn; $10 forfeit, with
f250 added; second to receive $50 from stakes. Winner
of two races of any value to carrv 3 lbs., ot three 5 lbs.,
of fouror more lu- lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs,
Beaten maidens allowed for once, 5 lbs; twice, 7 lbs.

;

three times, 10 lbs. Fillies beaten three times and not
placed 1,2, 3 allowed 5 lbs. additional. Five furlongs.
No. 2. The California Annual Stake —A sweep

slake for two-year-olds, of $25 each; $10 forfe t ; with
$300 added

; second to receive $50. Wlnnersot two races
ot any value to carry 3 lbs , three & lbs., lour or more 10
lbs. extra. Allowances: Maidens 5 lbs.,beaten maidens
5 lbs. for once, 7 lbs for twice, 10 lbs. for three times or
more. Those beaten three times and not placed 1, 2, 3,
allowed additional 5 lbs. Six furlongs.
No. 3. The Autumn Handicap.—For two-year-

olds. A sweepstake of $30 each; half Joifeit, or $10 if

declared; with $350 added; second to receive *75
Weights posted day before race ; declaration by t> p. m.
dame day. One mile.
No. A. Selling! Sweepstake for Maiden Two.

Y ear-Olds, of $20 each
; $lu forfeit; with $250 added

;

second to receive $50 from stakes. Fixed value?l.5< 0,
2 lbs. allowed for eac . $100 to $1,000, then 3 lbs. to $500.
Value placed on starters only, tojbe named by 5 p. m.
night before race. Six furlongs.
No. 5. The Cnpital City Stnke.—A handicap

sweepstake for Ihree-year-oldsauil upwards.of $ .ueuch,
halt forfeit, or $1.". if declared; with $100 added; ol which
$100 to second; third to save stake. Weights posted
day before race; declarations due by 5 v. m. same day.
One mid one-sixteenth miles.
No. C. The Del Mar Stake.—For three-year-olds

and upwards, of $25 each ; $15lorfeil: with $:i(iu added
;

$50 to second, Irnm slake This stake to be named after
winner If Del Mar's time (.l:41>«lte heateu.wlth $:t» ad-
ditional In money, cup or plnte. One mile.
No. 7. The Fall Stake —A handicap sweepstake

ror three-year-olds and upwards, Ol $60eacb; half lur
tell

;
or |IS il declared with | lOu milled; of which |ltn to

EWCOnd; iluril to save slake. Weights announced day
before race; declarations due 5 p. u. same day. One
and one-quarter miles.
No B. The Calllornla Cup Race.— Purse. $2,000

(guaranteed i. of which $1,500 (in money, cup Or plate)
t.i winner; :; o to second, $200 to third horse entrance
$I2S, or only |20 If declared by September 3d, or $60 ifhy 5 p. m. s( .,,i 1 .|uher iUh; all not declared hv this date
will be lei.! t,,r full amount of entrance luil nmv be de-
clared oul upon payment ol Mime by •"> p. h. day befbru
race. Weights: K, lr three year-olds 100 Ibfl , Iniir-vear-
o'dH mi lbs., Qve-ypor-olda and upwards lis lbs. Nosex
allowaoces. Five Btartera in ditterenl Interests required.
I wo ami inn -.marler miles.

RUNNING.
1 l,e siate Agricultural Society's rules to govern run-

ning races except when conditions named are other-
wise.

heelan.ti.,11', v,.|,l ulthelll -v

Entrance money in g^aran'eed purses goes to the
tociei i

Np added money lor ie.-s than three starters, Indiffer-
ent Inlere-lK.

barters Id alake races must in- nnmed by » n.
in. <>l day before race.
Allowances DUB! he claimed ai time starters are

"ained. owners and trainers will he responsible for
aliie

coloi must in- named in sntrlas.
final settlement ofall purses and Btakea made Batnr

lai Bepi -mbei |4tb,al ihe office ol the Secretary

FOR SALE
Road Horses, Race Horses acd

Business Horses.
BLOODHOl'M), ch gelding (5 years), bv Dex-

ter Prince, dam MolliePailen, 2:26'-,. is an ideal road
horse, stylish, fast and safe.
S1LVHKAOO, bay gelding: (4 years), by Sidney,dam Ahda (dara ot Directa, 2:28). Very promisioi

for road or track work.
SIDNUNA, bay gelding (3 years), by Sidney, damNona \., 2:25. A last pacer, ready for training.
URAIVOOBA, bay mare H yearsl, by Grandlssimo,

dam, sister to Burton, 2:30';.., by Naubuc. Fit lor road
or track— fast and gentle.
WHIOOIWA, bay mare (6). By Whippleton, dam

by Naubuc. A hue road mare, safe for lady; has both
quality and speed.
PILOT KKLSOX, ch g (3). By Pilot Prince, dam

by J no. Nelson. This colt won yearling stakes atNapa in 1S93. Is very promising and til toputiu train-
ing auy day.
PILOT HEIVO,chg(3). By Pilot Prince, dam hy

Gen. Reno. This colt is now in training and entered
for fall races. Will he sold with engagements.
MOUNTAIN RIMi, bay stallion <7), Bv Whipple-

ton, dam Nona T., 2:25. Fine carriage stallion, hand-
some and ofgood size. Works single or double. Per-
fectly safe for lady to drive.
*USIE W., hay mare, 7 years, by Whippleton, dam

by Rattler. A large, handsome, bay mare, titifora sur-
vey trior business purposes.
In addition to above a large number of colts and

fillies bred at the NAPA S I'OCK FARM are offered
tor sale. The'e are by such noises as Dexter Prince,
J-idney, Victor, Geo. Washington, McDonald UhieflGrand issimo, El Benton, .Mambriuo Chief Jr., Dexter
Princf Jr., Pilot Prince, etc., etc. Thev range in ages
from 2 to i years.
Also for sale, broodmares bv Arthurton, Admiral,

pawn, Dexter Prince, Hawthorne, Dexterwood, Gran!
dissimo. Woodnut, etc., etc
Good business i.orses are likewise offered for sale.

Used to city and stand without hitching.
Bargains are offered in auy of above lines, Alt

stock raised on upland pastures ot Napa Slock Farm
and therefore have the liuest legs and feet.
For further information regarding above stock ad-

dress

E. P. HEALD,
24 Post Street. Sao Prnnclsco.

FOR SALE.
Speed and Breeding

Owing to positive retirement from horse business will
sacrifice Uie following three great animals wlikh

we had reserved from our catalogue:
The fast, game pacer CYRUS. Record 2:1 I I .4

It Is needless lo call horsemen's attention to the no* rhandling of Cyrus and balance of our horses the nasi
two seasons. In ordinary hands Cvius can beat Z-10He can heat any horse in this toasi races of two to
four mile heals. Ue can win himself out in first race.He is also a great roadhorse.

FRA,\fISIW.nneof ihe greatest daughters of Al-monte that the late General Withers, ot L-xington
Ken., ever bred. W ith colt by Direct, 2:05, al her side!
I rice >* .MIO
For full particulars address F. C. MYKRS

P.O. Box 305, Oakland.

Wildidle Stock Farm
FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies
AND THE STAI.LION8

Monday-Final and
-:- -:- Vanquish.

Fnrllculara of WM. OSBORNE, Box 823, Santa Clara.

The Turf and Sporting Authority ol the Coast

18 TIIK

Breeder and Sportsman.
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1895. 1895.

STOCKTON RAGES,
SPEED PROGRAMME.

$18,500 IN COIN.
THIRTY-FIFTH AiVIMJAL FAIR

September 1 6th to 2 1 st, Inclusive
Trotting and Pacing only. Running Announcements I^aler.

The ?La.rgest Pdr'ES of Ant Fair on the Pacific Coast.

SAN JOSE FAIR
Under the management of the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Society

SEPTEMBER 24th to 28th, 1895, Inclusive.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 1st.
SPEED programme:

Trotting Purse, Free For All .S500
11

2:15 Class. 500

" 2:17 Glass 500

" 2:20 Class 500

" 2:23 Class. 500
11

2:27 Class 500

" 2:30 Class 500

Trotting Purse, 2:40 Class $500

Pacing Purse, Free For All 500

" " 2:13 Class 500

" " 2:15 Glass 500

" " 2:18 Glass 500

" " 2:25 Glass. 500

Trotting Purse for 3-Year-0lds, 2:27 Class

No 1 4 -40 TROTTIXfi. Purse gl.OOO—To close August 1st. Horses malting a record of 2:25 or

better on or before August 21th shall be barred from starting In this race, but to be held to start in 2:27 class.

No. 2. 2:40 PACIKU. For Two-year-olds. Purse 8600—To close August 1st.

No. 3. 2:-10 TROTTING. For Two-year-olds. Parse 8600—To close August 1st.

No. 4. 2:25 PACING. Parse 81 ,000—To close August 1st. Horses makinga record of2:l7 or betler

on or before August 24th shall be barred from siartlng in this race, but to be held to start In the 2:18 class.

No. &. 2:22 TROTTING. Purse 81.O0O—To close August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:17 or

betler on or before August 21th shall be barred from starting in this race, but to be held to start in the 2:19 class.

No. G. 2:27 TROTTING. For Three-year-olds and under. (If two-jear-olcs, enter no bar to

them.) Purse 870O— To close August 1st.

No. 7. 2:2!S PACING. For Three-year-olds and under. (If two-year-olds enter, no bar to them.)

Pnrae 870«-To close August 1st.

No. 8. 2:30 DISTRICT TROTTING. Parse, 8600—To close August 1st. The District embraces
Pan Joaquin, Calaveras, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, Inyo, Merced, Fresno, Madera, Mariposa, Kern, Tulare and
Kings Counties.

No. 9. 2:0'* PACING. Purse, 81000—To close August 24th.

No-10. FREB FOR ALL TROTTING. Purse, 81500—To close August 24tb.

No. it. 2:15 TROTTING. Parse, 81,200—To close August, 1st. Best two in three. Two miles and
repeat.

No. 12. 2:23 DISTRICT PACING. Purse. 81,000—To close August 1st. The District embrace3

San Joaquin, Calaveras, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, Inyo, Merced, Fresno, Madera, Mariposa, Kern, Tulare and
Kiogs Counties.

[io. 13. 2:19 PACING. Parse, 81,000—To close August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:14 or

better on or before August 24 th shall be barred from starting in this race, but to beheld to enter In 1116 2:1501333.

No.H. 2:15TR0TTING. Purse, 81,000—To close August 24th.

No. 15. 2:19 TROT • IXG. Purse, 81.O0O—To close August 1st.

No. 16. 2:15 PACING. Parse, 81,OOO -To close August 1st.

Conditions on our Entry Blanks.

C. B. DOAN, Secretary, L. U. SHIPPER, President.

Stockton, Cal.

THAT VACANT WEEK!

WILLOWS TAKES IT.
July 30th, 31st, August 1st, 2d arjd 3d

Entrance 5 Per Cent. Five Per Cent. Additional From Winners.

ONE RUNNING RACE EACH DAY.

CONDITIONS.

Entries to close August 1st,1895, when horses are to be named and to be eligible to the class in which
they are entered.

Right reserved to declare jjff purses not", flllina satisfactorily to the association, hut nominators
In purses so declared off may transfer at any time prior to August 15, 1895, such entries lo other
classes to which Ihey are eligible.

Purses will be divided into four moneys, 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
Five per cent, of the amount of the purse will be deducted from each money won.
The Board of Directors reserve the right to declare two starters a walk-over. When only two start they

mav contest for the entrance money paid in, to be divided, 66 2-3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the
second. A horse distancing the field shall only be entitled to first and fourth moneys, but in nootuercase
will a horse be entitled to more than one money.

All races to be three io live, except for two-year-olds, which shall be two in three.
Horses wnose gaits have been changed from trotting to pacing or pacing to trotting shall notbeteligible to

classes more than live seconds slower than their records at either gait.
The Board of directors reserves the right to change tne hour or date of any race except when it becomes

necessary to ante-date a race, in wbich instance the nominator will receive three days' notice ot change by mail
to address of entry. Rlgbtreserved to declare off or postpone any or all races on account of the weather, or
other sufficient cause.

Entriesnotdec ^red out atSo'clock p.m. on theday preceding the race shall be required to start, and de-
clarations must be in writing and madeatibe office of the Secretary at the track.

When there Is more then one entry toany purse by one person or in one interest, the horse to be started
must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on tbe day preceding the race.

Trotting and racing colors must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must be
worn upon tb 1 track.

Conditional entries will be treated tbe same as regular entries, and nominators held under the rules.
The Biard reserves therigbt to declare off or lo re-open any of tbese purses not filled satisfactorily.
Any rac: that may be started and unfinished on last day of tt.e nieetiog may be declared ended and money

divided according to rank of horses io tbe summary.
Wheremore than nlnedeclare to start in any race, the Board of Directors reserve tbe right to divide the

starters into two fields Dy lot, and to s'art them in a trial heat, 1 mile dash. 1 he four first horses in each trial
to compete lor the purse, which shall be dtcided by mile heats, best 2 in 3.

Otherwise than is specified in tbese conditions, National Trotting Association rules to govern.
All nomioators subject to^suspension in the National Trotting Associations: tor all entry fees not paid when

due.
For programme and entry blanks, address

F. J. BRlNDON, Secretary, 15 \. 1st St., San Jose, Cal. \VM, BUCKLEY, President.

RED BALL BRAND.

Awarded Gold Medal
At California Stale
Fair 1892.
Every horse owner

who values his stock
3h- uld constantly have
a supply of It oo hand,
[t improves and keeps
-<tock in tbe pink of con-
dition,

Manhattan Food Go.,

an Mateo, Cal.
Ask your grocer or hay dealer for it.

LIST OF HARNESS EVENTS.

TEOTTING.
No. 1 2: iO Class 8100
No. 2-2:30 Class 400
No. 3-2:27 Class 400
No. 4-2:21 Class 400
No. 5—2: 19 Class 40O
No.6--2:17 Class 4UO

PACING.
No. 7—2 :40 Class 8400
No. 8—2:25 Class 400
No. 9—2:17 Class 400
No. 10—2:13 Class 40O

One Running Race Each Day. "fgrfX!"

For entry blanks and conditions apply to W. V. FREEMAN, Secretary, Willows; or B. H. MOONEY,
Assistant Secretary, at the office of the Secretary of the Breeders meeting, race track, Sacramento.

W. V. FREEMAN, P. O. Box 96, Willows.

GRAND AUCTION SALE
Choicely-Bred Trotting Stock,

Colts, Fillies and Broodmares
Well Trained Stylish Roadsters and Double Teams

SIRED BY

Robert McGregor, 2:17^; James Madison, 2:17f

;

Vasto, 2:16^-; Elector 2:20^; Abbottsford,

2:19£, Ashland Almont, Gray McClellan, Illus-

trator, Fairmount, Privateer and Prompter
The broodmares are stinted to the great sire Gossiper, 2:14£, and the grandly-bred

horses Yasto, 2:16»,and Nasser, son of Stamboul, 2:07£, and Oakland Maid, 2:22.

THE PROPERTY OF TBE

ESTATE OF JAMES G. FAIR.
Sale Will take Place Thursday, August 1, 1895

Salesyard, corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street.
Send for Catalogues.

KTTJiTP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 30 Montgomery Street.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the San Benito Agricultural Association at

HOLLISTER
OGTORER 7th to 12th, INCLUSIVE.

Entries Close Aug. 15.

The Turf and Sporting Authority of the Coast

IS THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

8UB8CRIBB FOB THB

Breeder and Sportsman

MONDAY, OCTOEER 71b.

Colt stakes

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8th.

Running—K-m lie and repeat, free for all Purse 3200

Running—$$-mile dash, free for all- " 200
Running—3-3 mile and repeat, free for all " 200
Running—j^-mlle and repeat, free for all " 200

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 9th.

Trotting—2:20 class, tree lor aU- Purse 5400
Trotting—2:40 class, free for all. " 400
Pacing —220 class, tree for all- " 400

THURSDAY, OC 1 OBF.it 10th.

Running—MUe dash,-free for all. Merchants
Purse " 1000

Running—}£-mlle and repeat, free for all ' 300
Running—5-8 mile and repeat, free for all " 300

FRIDAY, OCTORER 11th.

Trotting—224 class, free ior all " 500

Trotting—2:30 class, free for all. " S09

Pacing —2:25 class, free tor all- " 500

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12lb.

Trottlng-Free for all " 600
Pacing —Free for all

"

Running—%-mile dash " '•

Usual Conditions.

Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.
For further particulars address

G. W. McCOKNELL, Secretary,
Holllster, Cal

J. A. 6CHOLEFIELD, President.

S.B.WHITEHEAD & CO.

Official pool-Sellers
— FOR THE —

California Circuit. Including Ibe State Fair

Other Agricultural Association*, the Parifle

Coast Trotting Hone Breeders Asso-

ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances ior

Parts Mutuels and for conducting the business In the

best and moat expeditious manner Id any part oi the

country west of the Missouri river.

Business solicited from all Responsible associations.

Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

8.B. WHITEHEAD* CO.. 20 Leldeadorff St S, F.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carls and Sulkies.

Ball-Bearine and <u»liloD-Tlre Vehicle*.

If you want to succeed with your horses buy

Bilz' Training.Speeding and Combination Carts

They are the lightest and strongest and are made
from the best selected material. Nothing but tbe
Dalzell Centennial Axle used, which Is the best axle
madp. They are the lightest running, hold the oil the
longest, and no dusl cau enter the arm.
All of the Doted trainers pronounce my speed log and

combinai ion carts super! r to any other.
Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest lime In

this speeding cart
In ordering carta please state size of axle and height

of wheels. No oue owning (rimers or pacers can afford
to be without one. Send for price list.

SULKIES MADE TO ORDER.
J. A. BILZ, PleaRanton. Alameda County, Cal.

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
MANT-FACTl'REHS Of

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
And Carts, of Every rescription.

46-48 EIGHTH ST., S. F.

Henry Hellman
Has leased (he splendid race track at the Moorlan

Stock Farm, near Mllpltas, Hanta Clara county, an.l

prepared to handle horses and (It them foi

For terms, etc., address Llm as above.
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FLA-CtUSTGr EIDITIOKT

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featured mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing
EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the ^Bay District Race Track.

THE STANDARD STALLION

Trial, 2:20 1.-3=.

o
n
H
•a

HID.tKY 4770

H1r« of Frou-
t-'r.Mi, 2^6J4,
champion year
IInjc troMer,
Kansla, 2'22H.
yearling pacer;
FaiiMlno. 'Ml',;
Plf*t,lii;Cupli1,

\<i ODll,
LUMlOold Leaf,

tdlM; Lady ir.

fc«; Hliitor V.,
2:\H%; Thistle,

IU4, and 18

other* Id 210 lint

. hampton yt-ar-

Itno; Memo t%-

(Kar-old trlaji,

»H ; (Jeo. V.
(t-yf*T-Oldj,2Jo

'Mania riaai 2IMMI
2:17*

Blreof Kris Krtngle,
2:3854; Kan Jose, 2:S0;
Hail Mateo, 2:2854 ; Hid-
ney, 2:19V. and 6
others In 2 :S0 list

hwrrliir... 2:21 1-1

8TRATHMORK 408
Hire of 89 In 2:30 list

and S sires of 8 and 6
damBof 8 in 2:30

LADY THORNE JR-....
DamofMollleMack,

2:88; Navldad, 2:22*;
Santa Claus, 2;17)»'

1

VOLUNTEER 55
Sire of 29 In 2:80 lint,

21 sires of 48, and 18

damn of 16 In 2:80 list

LADY MKRRITT

2:29*

I and

JarriDMir 1656
Bin of Shamrock,

226; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, 2:26*

IOWA OHIKP 528
Sire of OorlBande,

2:24)4, land Buccaneer
2666

TLWSLEY MAID

Mahaaka HH' •

Dam of k» vi,,'MVis,
trial. 222- Chlnann,
2»; Win* Wing, 232

f
FLAXTAIL 8132

BlH of Prairie Bird,
228)4; Kmpress, 2:29)4:

' kn<l of the damn of
Gold Leaf, 2:11)4, ami
Hhaiorock. 2:26

ILADY MAKE.
Suiter to Partition,

dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28*

{Hambletonlan 10
Sire of 40 In 2:80 list and

of 107 aires of 567 In 2:30
Lady Waltermire

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

j Williams' Mambrlno

(Kate

/Hambletonlan 10

ILady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of IS In 2:!

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

( Bashaw 50"

I
Sire of "17 In 2:80 list and

.< lOBlrea of 20 and 11 daniB
) of 18 In 2:80
(.Topsey

(Flax tall 8132
Sire of the grandams of

Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern

,

{Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:13V, Ktamet, 3:24V,
TwlHler, 2:29*

Un traced

(
Jnlin Baptist*

I Fanny Fern

DKHdlll'TION AND Tl.UMH.

\% afuno full brother Ul fnta l'roo.the champion yearling trotter In the world In ifi92,buthelsalsoone
mjr ^talllonn In aervloe, having three cnmw<n nf Kyndyk's Hambletoiiiaii, one of Harry

Oay.alr* ..f «»r.-..,, Mountain MaM (darn <>t KliTtlnn**-r, - : mid I/ong IhIuiicI Klaek Hawk. Through Flax tall
h»tr»x

,
through Hull Pup, nlr»< nl llowdy Ifaiy, 2:13\, and twootliem

miKcpiallv ktmiMi and recognlwd an Uie l»*t young wire In the world, an a producer ol
-trly age. Tt

>l \ in. r li it

TKHMM *.%..
)T furlluT partluhh.-

avxragn H|rwd <.t bin progeny In lnw.-r than thatnl any nf Lb« gf.| of (be

i bit iwo-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he wan clone to Grandee
Lheneonnd heat of which wan made hi 2:31k, the first In 2:32. He i-xhlbHe.)

earn old, for on tin- Oakland track he wan llni.-l a mile In 2:20)4, and rnKinenilv
B tl\ .*> VI ihtiiiiiIii, *

* hlah.aud of powerful balld throughout. His color tna glossy black, with both forefeet
li all flint DOOM bt dOllrad, and bin action HIpert). Mi- In a ion foal-gvUer.

a. Nonmponiilhllltyamunied for accidents o* esca

DR. T. W. HAJKR18. Eugene, 0«jroii.

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

Ml KM lilUK TO IT FOH THIS YBAB.

It Is published seml-moDtbly during the racing season
and In bin. 012 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
SI A llu-h Htreet. . . Han F-ancliCO, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Kiplanatory circulars mailed upon application.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AUD REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
WITH BK I'TIM; IU I.K8.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules 30 eta

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 eta

For Male at the offlce of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book 1b a handsome, thre*
hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
BUperbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable Biiccess of CHAJtLES MARVIN and the
whole plana and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, Bhoetng, galling, driving, keeping
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St,Rel,sayB o'

this book : " Id thla work Marvin has let out all the
myBterles ol the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place in if In the handBol every rubber on our farm.
Mailed postpaid for |3,50. Address

THEBREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
813 Rush St, San Francisco, Oa
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

St. Bernards.

HECTOR OF HiUE

A

H

T

ST

S
EIH

J

,

t

<?K
AB
H
R
A\Ĵ lT,^

H K <-. 388.^ 1st prize S. C. St. Bernard and 1st

prize' special class, competing against S C. and It. C.

St. Bernards in open classes, San Francisco lS9o, and

IX other special prizes.

FOR SALE.
Artistically marked puppies by Hector of Hauenslein

OBUof LadvButeni. ThLs is Lady Bute lll'ssecond

er The only surviving puppies of ner first litter

won 1st and 2d prize puppv class, San Francisco. l^-->.

Also the matured S u. dog SALVO OF THUSIS,
imported from the Swiss Alps. The imported rough-

coated I. Itch BEENA OF HAUEKSTELN, Schn-

niacner strain. LADY BUTE III, and a .^months old

s. C. bitch rup by Hector ot Hauenstem—Berna of

H
Addre£

1D
'FRANZ FBEY, 2327 Howard St., S. F.

ST.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

Chal. California Bernardo
A. K. C. 6. B., 26,803.

SireDDREOFWKLLl\GTOEV',byBENLOMOfID,

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Dam TOMAH, by MASCOT BERNARD, a lull

brother to

Champion SIR BEDIVERE.
Will stand ior the season for a few choice bitches only.

BKRXARDO has been shown in every show on the

Pacific i'oast for the last three years, competing in his

class and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat.

He has Won First Prize Every Time Shown.
His last victory was in a class of fifty for.special of

the show.
Stud cards on application.

J. «. BARBER, 11 Montgomery Street, S. F.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stud—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FI\GLAS JR.. 31.189.
BA"RYMORE, 34.802.

II von want an Irish. Setter that will hunt, call

(il.EXMOHE KENNELS,
West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale. „-,„-,
At stud Irish Setters Champion DICE. SWIY-

ELER, fee f25; ChallenRe XKMO II, fee ?20.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A. B. TRUMAIV,

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

AT 8TCD.

Woodland Duke, 29.323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollie,

A. 27,88&. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Woffington 29,758

and Black Nellie.
Pups ior sale. Address

MUXER <fc PRATUER, Proprietors.
W. L. PBATHKE JE., F. E. MlXLEB,

909 Myrtle St., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

The Moit EihauHii ve Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
BasEnand Exhibit Does as sclentiflcaUyJaa the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HaLF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs ot all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 93. OO, and 25 cents Expretisge.

It yonr dog is sick, yon mast have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Price, 82. Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,'
1

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and Is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best work or the kind ever published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
SlS.Boab Street, Sen Francisco

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

TSHIKG JL FISHING

Breeders' Directory.

TACKLE TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
GrX£otel

^ I_i 31. IE 3XT OO-
INVITE YOU TO INSPECT THEIR

FINE -:- FISHING -:- TACKLE.

FISHERMEN'S SUPPLIES AND OUTING GOODS.

SAMUEL ALLCOCK & CO.'S AGENCY.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

SOUTHER FIRM Xonll« well-bred stock for sal.""" ranm. First-class breeding farm. Goo*
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. Address SOUTHER FAJtM. GILBEBT TOMP-KINS, Proprietor. San Leandro.

HNEUND BREEDING FIRM. oBBSiffiS,
£275rf (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23!*). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, (or sale. Addresa
for particulars FEED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the ttafest powder in use, as it contains no nttro-ftivcerine or can cot-

ton . It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
FOURTH It has a light recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
SIXTH It gives the best pattern at any and all disiances.
SEYKXTH Its action is the most uniform In all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brags shells with any primer.
XI.VI'H It is the cleanest powderin use, and if the gan is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there Is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

TE.VI'H It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.);

and each pound contains more than doable the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which Bportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED RY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

B&- For sale by all dealers In Powder and Sporting Goods.

DUPON "sporting powderNew !Ft.o£tca.y.
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It wives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner In the gun than any nitro powder In use.
Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that Incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and whig shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nltro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

HORSES AND CATTLE.

RU I I S—r>evons and Shorthorns. All pure bred anduuki.u registered. Fine Individuals. At prices
to sua the times, either singly or in carload lots. Oak-wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds.
from the best Butler and Milk Stock.
BERKSH1RES and POLAMJ-CHIiVA HOGSAlso best varieties ot Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM SILKS & CO., Los Angeles, CaL

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

VETERINARY.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLKg,
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

THE PARKER GUN.
WIJYNBR OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.
New Yobk Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

4nL
F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.

OFFICE HOtTBS

10 tO 1Z A. If. 1.30 tO 3.30 P. 4t.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS
OBDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Folk and Geary and PostBts)

R.W FRANCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty ol

BLANK BOOKS
— FOE —

Bating Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
2S FIRST STREET. SASi FRANCISCO.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond ol fresh
air and restful, rural re-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. Ft reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddrcss,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.

No free copies. Game-
land Pub. Co., 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

NEVADA STABLES.
B. B. MILBOY & OO.

1SSO and 1SSS Market Street. 35 and ST
Park Avenue. San Francisco. Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A mil line of H3ei*u)t Conpea and Carriages suitable

for visiting pnrposefl. Beet facilities aflorded for board-

id; horses.

TiUobon* If*. SI 33

M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member ol the Royal College ol Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenoe.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California 8t, Telephone 66; 628

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND BTAE LE :

605 Golden Gate Avenue.
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUBS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DE. C. MASOEBO.
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin,

INFIRMABY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST.. 8. F.

Between Foorth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hapting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

- THE SOUTH TO -

San Rafael Petaluma
Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

TELE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE OOABT.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
Gknkbux Office—Mutual IJfe Building.

R. X. Ill A\. Gen. Pa— . A.i

Rl^liH
Business College, 24 Post St.

BAN FRANCISCO

The most popnlar school on the Coast.

8. HALEY,

ANTAL-MDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam /of Copaiba, /T"N
I Cubeba and Injections. (JRJJty

I They cure in48 hours the \^_>
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLDBYALLDRUSGISTT
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McItERnON

CHECK BIT.
It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOK SALE BY

J- -A.. McKERROKT.
Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

Horse Boots
Clotliing

agents FOR TOOMEY, FABER, FRAZIER SULKIES.

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco. Cal,
TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

NOTICE.
Attention is called to our Genuine English Crown

Soap, made expressly for the market by the **Chis-
wick t-oap Company," of Li ndon, England.

It is a bright golden color, almost transparent ; free
from injurious lDgredlents, possessed of great strength
andcleanslng^roperties; entirely devoid of all un-
pleasant odors, and peculiarly desirable In the care of
harness and leather.

767 MARKET STREET, - - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
AGENT FOB

All the Latest Veterinary Medicines.

Accidents Will
Happen

In the hunting- field, in the field,

or on the wave. Here's a piece

that should be in every clul>

house where .in injured man
might lie. It's simple of adjust-

ment. Slip the foot under the

bed or couch and the top forms

an admirable table fit lo hold a

heavy tray.

CARPETS. RUGS. MATTINGS

California Furniture Company
(N. P. Cole <& Co.)

Only $8.00. 117-123 Geary Street.

it
AlaO NOTICE THIS DEVICE,

THE CHISWICK, M

Is stamped on each Jar.

An excellent article for general use In the stable and
KBNNBL.

It Is pul up In Jure containing "pints" and "quarts"
no prepared that they can he shipped at any season
without iDlury to the qOftUty ol the Soap. Observe the
registered trade mark on each label, and be sure you
get the genuine "i 'HI*WICK."

1'tir ;-aie by all Saddlery and Harness stores, or deal-
ers In sportsmen's materials, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.
Sole agents for the United StateB.

GEM STEEL WIND MILL

With Graphite Boxen.

rantaed re durable without oil than
mills that aw oiled Practically these

mills require no attention. Truly a Gem.
»i"l WO III colli, li combines

)., durability and simplicity.
Itself perfecUj en Ih en cted,and

Lo I I beei "ii
i*»rth. They an seared back three u e—

them rim 111 ih.- lightest
k The mm bj made entirely

ol ti 1
iii

1 m 1 [mi, EOacb one ol out
tiem Wind miiih is nrarrai I. 11 n<

bi will be paid both .

ided,

Ini hand, wind null itn-i power use.
Hi' ml fur uitr Cnlnlujiu

W000II X LITHE, 312-314 Market Street, San Francisco, Gal

Pnt. Aunuat 14, IS.1)!

Hand Forged, in Nickel,
Price $7.50, O. O. D.

THE RAYMOND

Leverage vCMfl-:- Clecfc

There is do opposing force in the

mouth. It works independent of the

driving bit and keeps the mouth closed,

thus dispensing with a nose band. It

has a powerful impact leverage that re-

sists the most stubborn effort to put the

head down and choke. It is the only

Chin Check that a W overdraw can be

used on to advantage.

THE LEVERAGE GHIN CHECK CO.,

BOY 454, KAMA ANA. CAL.

All Prominent Drivers Use

209 TO 221 K STREET
SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA.

a-cii
ROOM

,
I, IMMI'.I, I.OO. tfl.-la .nd *i.mi i>ki< no. Mills. >ft OBNTB.

Tr-r-^tm- -m- — —.-_—> '
muni..I-AKTiD, Proprietor

It excels in rigidity, lightness

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore it is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

Hickok and Salisbury use the

Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

rTXl

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MANUFACTURING CO,
80|,B «ukvit. 1IAI1HKI AiVO THNTH STRKh'rw gAN FRANCISCO, CAL.



SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1895.

THE BREEDERS MEETING.

Goodly Crowds Turn Out at Sacramento to See

Some Excellent Contests Between Heroes

of the Light Harness Brigade —
The Events in Detail.

FIRST DAY—SATURDAY, JULY 20.

Sacbamesto, Cal , July 20, 1895.

The statement has been made that of the four hundred

(rotters and pacers at this race track fully one hundred and

twenty- five are capable of going in 2:20 or better, and when

one visits the various stalls this remarkable fact could be

substantiated. There never was a better class of horses on a

track in California than this one. And the occasion of their

presence at this time is the summer meeting of the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association, the beginning

of the race meetings on the California circuit.

The weather today was all that the most exacting could

desire—a cloudless sky and a gentle breeze to temper the

sun's warm rays made it an ideal day; and I wish I could

apeak in words of praise of the track itself. Without excep-

tion it was in the worst condition I have ever seen it. In

the morning it was fetlock deep in mud, and when the sun

dried it the soil caked into little round lumps on the cnppy

surface which were hard as walnuts and as heavy for horses

to travel over. By some mismanagement the surface had been

plowed too deep, and this track will not stand that. The re-

sult was that the time in every heat was from three to four

seconds slow, while some of the best and smoothest gaited

horses could not trot nor pace in anything like their old

form.

The attendance was large.but the holes in the fences,which

were numerous and easy of access,were to be credited with a

large number of admissions—free. The officers in charge did

their best to step these Bide en trances, but their efforts were in

vain. Once 1500 people were ready to listen to the bell when

the clock struck one.

The judges were A. L. Cohen, F. W. Loeber and M. 8.

Severance ; the timers W. O. Bowers, J. W. WUbod, A. L.

Stetson and T. J. Crowley.

The day's sport commenced with a special trot between the

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's bay stallion £1 Benton and Palo

Alto Stock Farm's Mary Osborne, Ben Chaboya driving the

former and J. Phippen the latter. No pools were sold on

this event.

El Benton took the lead at the first eighth and gradually

increased it until he came under the wire ten lengths in front

of his competitor in the excellent time of 2:23}.

Mary Osborne now took the lead and won by four lengths

in 2:28£. In the third heat she again took the lead and kept

it to the half; then El Benton moved up alongside and kept

her company to the three-quarter pole. He then forged

ahead, and as the filly was tiring in the heavy going, Chaboya

selected the hardest part of the track, which was the best, and

won with bis stallion in 2:29}.

SCMMAEY.
Special trotting, purse 51,000, mile heats, two In three.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's El BentoD, b h, by Electioneer—

Nellie Benton, by Geo. Benton _ 12 1

Palo Alto Stock Farm's Mary Osborne, b f, by Azmoor—Elsie,

by Gen. Benton 2 2 2

lime, 2:23! i, 2:28J4, 2:29%.

Everybody was on the tiptoe of excitement when the next

race was called, for records far below 2:10 weie anticipated.

It was the 2:13 pace, the starters being Laura M., Touch et,

Fred Mason, Waldo J., Cibolo, Hanford Medium, Ottinger,

Baywood and Del Norte. In the pools the " pride of Santa

Ana," Waldo J., sold as favorite at $20 to $10, and a large

amount of money dropped into the pool-boxes at that figure.

The track was rough on the surface, but yielding and

putty-like underneath, and in order to let it dry the judges

did not call out the nine pacers until 2:30.

Because of long scoring, tires beiog punctured and harness

breaking, it was 3:45 before the word was given to a fair

start. Hanford Medium and Del Norte took the lead until

half way down the backstretch. Waldo Jr. was in a pocket

and Mack had to take him back, and when his horse struck

the hard pan on the outer side he moved up past those in

front of him so rapidly that everyone shouted, "See Waldo

Jr. go !" He was not alone, however, for Laura M. was at

his bike, aad as he passed the leaders she showed a tremen-

dous burst of speed and was head and head with him until

past the three quarter pole. Waldo forged ahead at this

point and was a length in advance at the 150-yard pole; then

Hanford Medium came out of the clouds of dust and chal-

lenged Laura M. for place honors, for Waldo had the heat

won at this point. Both Corey and Tryon applied the buck-

skin, but Laura M. defeated Hanford Medium only a head as

Waldo Jr. paced under the wire a length in advance in 2:15.

Fred Mason was a dangerous fourth, Ottinger fifth, Del

Norte Bixth, Cibolo seventh, Touchet eighth and Baywood,

who broke his check, last.

In scoring for the next heat, Fred Mason played the part

of a cunning rogue, and would not go back to the scoring

point until led by his attendant. The start was delayed an-

other hour, and Hanford Medium, Ottinger and Waldo J-

were leading bead and head until nearing the half-pole,

where Waldo J. made a bad break, but his driver caught

him quickly, and the little gray horse paced like Flying Jib

past the leaders, and half-way down the stretch was leading

by three lengths. He never lost an inch, but came in a win-

ner by that distance in 218, Laura M. second, Del Norte

third, Ottinger, who broke at the head of the stretch, fourth,

Cibolo fifth, Fred Mason sixth, Hanford Medium seventh,

Touchet eighth and Baywood distanced. It was what might

be called a professional heat. Shortly after passing tha wire,

Cibolo, the big, handsome son of Chas. Derby and Addie Ash,

by Indianapolis, stumbled and fell. His driver, Ben Chaboya,

leaped over him and by the time he grasped the horse's head

he saw that he was dead. His death was instantaneous, and

no doubt was caused from heart disease. It was noticed by

the judges that the game horse was trotting as he passed the

wire. Cibolo was bred and owned at the Oakwood Park

Stock Farm, and earned his record cf 2:13} last year. He was

a very large horse and endowed with a wonderful speed and

gamenesB. Every one sympathized with John F. Boyd, the

owner, over his loss.

In the third heat Waldo J. scored as if be was tired. The
heavy gong seemed to affect him more than the others. His

driver saved him all in his power, and when he got away he

led to the half-mile pole, ami then the horse broke, and before

he could catch, the rest of his competitors passed him
#

Waldo J., when he got settled, overhauled all but Laura M.

and Ottinger, and while making a hard effort to pass them be

again went up in the air, but catching after running a few

yards he gained on the leaders at every stride. Down the

homestretch it was a battle, but Ottinger was a head in front

and was declared the winner. Del Norte outpaced Laura M.

in the lust ten yards and got the third place, Hanford Medium

fifth, Touchet sixth and Fred Mason last. Time, 2:22J. It

was slow time for the 2:13 class, but the long scoring, large

field and heavy track were handicaps. Fred Mason was with-

drawn after this beat.

Pools sold previous to the next heat : Waldo J. $35, field

$15. This heat proved a Waterloo for the talent, for Ottinger

took the lead to a verv fair start, Waldo J. at his throat-

latch. They paced in these positions to within one hundred
yards of the half mile pole, where Ottinger made a tangled

break and had to be brought to a standstill before he got

settled. In the meantime Del Norte was crowding Ottinger,

and when Mack essayed the task of overhauling the leaders

after leaving all the others in one-two-lhree order behind him,

he found that he had too mnch of a bad bargain, for Waldo
made a Jim-town-stand-still-go-along-by-me-break, and so far

as the heat was concerned he was out of it. The " talent "

gave up all heart and watched with quiet resignation the

battle between the leaders, for Laura M. crowded past Del

Norte and Ottinger, and as the latter broke she passed him
and came in winner in 2:194. Del Norte was second, Ottinger

third, Hanford Medium fourth, Touchet fifth and Waldo J.,

the favorite, distanced.

It was getting quite dark when the horses were called out

for the next heat. Laura M. and Ottinger led, with Del Norte

a dangerous third. Hanford Medium and Touchet, being

side by side, keeping the rear rank closed. Going down the

backstretch Ottinger broke and Del Norte became the con-

tending horse almcst to the wire, but Laura M. won in 2:22£,

with Ottinger nipping the place from Del Norte by a nose,

Hanford Medium fourth. The race was postponed until

Monday at 2 o'clock.

Laura M. won the concluding heat of the 2:13 pace in

2:16|, Ottinger two lengths in the rear.

SUMMARY.
2:13 pace, purse $1,000.

Laura M., b m, by Almont Patchen—Lady Fay, by
TiltonAlmont Corey 2 2 4 111

Ottinger, bg, by Dorsey's Nephew—unknown „

Keating 5 4 13 2 2

Del Norte, br s, by Altamont—Tecora, by C. M. Clay

Jr Miener 6 3 3 2 3

Hanford Medium, b s, by Milton R.—Fan, by Signal

Tryon 3 7 5 4 4

Touchet, b s, by Altamont—Tecora, by C. M. Clay Jr.

Casto 8 8 6 5 4

Waldo J., gr g, by Bob Mason—by A. W, Richmond
m Mack 112 dis

Fred Mason, b g, by^Bob Mason—unknown
Lafferty 4 6 7

Cibolo, b b, by Chas. Derby—Addie Ash, by Indian-

apolis. Chaboya 7 5*
Baywood, b h. by Woodnut—Craves Mare, by Echo...

Ward 9 9 drawn
Time, 2:15, 2:18, 2:22><. 2:19%, 2:22>£, 2:16%.

•Dropped dead.

Between the heats of the pacing race' the race for 2:40 clas8

trotters was sandwiched. There were twelve horses to score

for the word, and again were the starts delayed, for most of

these had never been in a race before and had to be educated

The names of the trotters were Lady Thornbill, Charivari

Maxie Hammill, Bay Rum, Hazel Ayers, Maria P., Prince

Ira, Kavenscroft, Bonnie Ben, Lady Grace, Briarhill and

Zombro. The latter was the favorite in the pools, selling for

$20 against $9 for Lady Grace, $6 for Prince Ira and $5 fo»

the field.

When the word was given to a straggling start all the

horses were trotting, Charivari led to the half, with Zombro

at his wheel, then he passed the leader and was joined by

Lady Grace, and together they trotted to the three-quarter

pole. Prince Ira joined them at this point and passed them

when they entered the stretch, and despite Durfee's efforts

with Zombro he could not get his splendid McKinney colt

to trot past Prince Ira, who was ably driven by J. M. Alviso.

Tha. finish was close and exciting, but Prince Ira was the best

horse and won the heat amid great excitement in 2:21, Lady
Grace third. The rest were scattered along the homestretch

singly and in pairs, while just outside 'the flag was Maxie
Hammill.

Pools did not change when the horses were again called.

Alviso drove a waiting race and again collered Zombro on
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the homeetretch after the latter had pawed Charivari and

Rafenscroft. It was a battle royal to the wire, Ravenscrofl

lame but game, being a close third, for Charivari dropped

out of it before the seven-eighths pole was reached. Alviso

drove well and so did Durfee, but the former's horse seemed

to like the track better and won by a half length in 2:21,

Kavenscroft third, two lengths behind. Lady Thornhill

fourth, Bonnie Ben fifth.Lady Grace sixth, Maria P. seventh,

Briarhill eighth, Hazel Ayres ninth, Charivari tenth and

Bav Hum last.

Prince Ira was now installed favorite and did not disap-

point hie friends, for he won this heat just as be did the

others in exactly the same time, 2:21, Lady Grace getting

the place irom Zombro in the last ten yards.

The winner is a bay stallion owned by Ira L RamsdeJl, of

San Kranci*co; he is bv Dextei Princess.oul of Luella (sister

to the great Saladin, 2:05j), by Sultan. Orrin A. Hickok had

him bst vear but the horse did not do well, so his owner

handed him over to J. M. Alviso, who brought out She in

the same manner last season.

ummaby.
2:40 class, Irottiug, puree 81,000.

Prince Ira. b h. bv Dexter Prince-Luella. by >ulun... Alviso 111
Zombro. be, by McKimiirv- Whisper, by Almont Liglumut

* _ Durfee 2 2 2

EAdr Oraoel'b'm'.'by Raymond—by nock Hocking...-Keating 3 6 3

Ravenscroft, bh.bv Liny WUkes-Rva, by Le Grande.........
Connolly 6 3 8

Briarbtll. b b,"by' BiiiyThornbill—Belle Granger... Holbroot 4 4 6

Maria r.,b m. bv Dexter Trince—unknown Pieratio 10 7 4

Lady Tbornhili.'b m.by Billy TbornhiU—Flora, by Black Boy
Corey 7 8 5

Bonnie Ben, cb"g'.by Ben Lomond—by Kentucky Volunteer
_/;

„Tryon 8 5 7

CbaiivariVbm.bv Sterling—Madame Buckner, by Prompter
,.„;. , Snider 5 10 9

Baaei Avrea, b'h, byRysdyk Cbtef—Babe, by Altamont- ......

Perkins 9 9 10

Bar Bom.*"b m, bT8telnway—May, bv Anteeo Cbaboya 11 11 11

fifaxie Hamill.bg, by Alfred D.—Night Hawk, by Bngadier
Hogaboom dis

Time. 2:21, 2:21. 2:21.

SECOSD PAY—TUESDAY, JULY 23.

If the racine to day is any criterion of the kind we are to

have all through the California circuit, then the lovers of

light-harness horse racing are to be congratulated. Every

heat was a race and every race was won on its merits.

" Drive to win " is the rule observed all day.

The presiding judge, Hon. H. M. Larue, filled the position

as he always does— most creditably. Bib thorough knowl.

edge of the rules, quick eye and stroDg, clear voice make bim

an ideal starling judge, and his decisions are seldom, if ever,

appealed from.

The attendance was not large, but those present were satis-

6ed they never saw closer finishes or better racing through-

out on this track than they did to-day. In the two-year old.

trot they saw the fastest race for two-year-olds ever trolled in

July, and one of the handsomest fillies in America win it

The other contestants were of a high order of excellence

also.

In the pacing r^ce the great stallion Chehalis gave an ex-

hibition of intelligence, speed and gameness that elicited

highest praise from all. He is a remarkable horse, bat he

will not remain in the 2:16 class long.

The 2:27 trot brought out a large field of handsome-look-

ing horses and every heat in the race (and it took seven to de-

cide it) was hotly contested from wire to wire. The following

is a description of the races in detail

:

The afternoon's sport commenced with the two-year-old

trotting class, for a purse of $300, the starters being Palo Al-

to Stock Farm's Palita, R. Sweasey's Eureka, A. C. Sever-

ance's Don Reberto and Vendome Stock Farm's Claudius.

From the lime the word was given ever* one saw that

Palita, who sold in the pools at $20 against $6, outclassed

her field. She moved away from her competitors, Phippen

holding her well in hand. Eureka was four lengths behind

at the quarter, which was made in 354 seconds. Don Roberto

was third and Claudius last. Phippen looked back while

coming to the wire and slowed up the mare as she jogged un-

der the wire in 2:21 *, six lengths in advance of Eureka. Don
Roberto four lengths further away and Claudius at his bike.

The voice of the pool-seller was hushed as Palita again

appeared, for no one would bet against her winning. She
trotted this heat exactly as she did the preceding one, and

came in an easy winner in 2:231, Eureka makine a gallant

struggle to eel near her on the homeetretch. The battle for

third place between Claudius and Don Roberto become inter-

esting, but the latter forged ahead under the wire and won
the choice ol positions by a neck.

This victory for the Palo Alto filly adds one more leaf to

the garland of victory which rests above the portals of this

great farm. The game old stallion who lies'neath the oaks

in the paddock there will have his name perpetuated by the

•peed and wonderful racehorse qualities of all bis progeny.

DMMASV.
Find race—Two-vear-oldi. trotting, purae 8300.

Pallia, eh f. by Palo alto- Hale, br Geo, Benton Phippen l 1

n • ti o, by Ira—BtlviTrhiuM. bf Toscora Hayward
Haas 2 2

Claodloi, u k. by Nutwood" wilke*— Fannie, by Muldoon
Bunch I 3

Don Koberto. bl b, by Sidney— Kan. by Signal Mabcn 4 t

Time. 221W, 223)t

A field of ten good-looking trotters pawed in review before

lea on their way to the marling post led by Bradt-

rooor. Following him were El Benton, Prince Ira, Native

State, Director Prince, Knight, Mariposa, Briarhill, Chari-

vari and Columbu* 8. In the betting Prince Ira sold for

ISO, Native Sun $17, field $10. It did not take Judee La Rue
„•»( thin big field awav. Knight led Briarhill al the

quarter by a length, Priooa Ira third, Columbus 8. fourth,

itoo tiflh and Native Stale nixlh, ihe other* behind
theni. Golog near the hnlf Knight broke and Briarhill

him and took the drum major's place in Ihe procession. Kl

Benton wa« w*n corning up fd*t and al ihe three quarter pole

waa only a length behind Knight, who was lapped on Briar-

hiH'« •tilky. Briarhill madeaeveral liitle flkiving nkips, but

did n"t lo**, btlt Knight aUo joined in thrsc re-ling breaks.

Kl Benton hung on like grim death, moved quietly and ah

determinedlv M * bank on il» pre?. It was a battle royal as

Knight broke and >ll back and El Benton moved up at the

hallenged Briarhill. Both the drivers

were doing their i «=t, but Briarhill won ibeheat b> t note in

the excellent time of 2:1 «J from bit worthy opponent. Prince

Ira on the outside was within striking distauce, N'ativa Son

fourth, half a length behind, Knight fifth and the rest scat-

tered along to the distance flag. Loud cheering greeted the

victor, for he proved himself a good one.

Pools changed considerably after the heat, field selling

for $15, Prince Ira $12 and Native Son $10.

The start was a fafr one. Briarhill and Knight got away
like a double team and kept a length in advance of the rest

until past the half-mile pole, Native Slate being the closest

to them. He broke on entering the back turn and Charivari

came up and took his place. To the three-quarter pole there

was a great shifting of positions and even after the home-

stretch was reached it was observed that some horses were

falling back and others moving up, Native State, El Benton

and Prince Ira forcing Knight to a break snd then setting

sail for Briarhill, but the latter had the best of it and his

able driver landed him a winner in 2:21$, Native State at bis

bike wheel and £1 Benton only a neck behind him, Prince

Ira fourth.

For the third heat Briarhill sold for $20, Prince Ira $8

and field $10. The start was a good one, Briarhill and Knight
leading, with Prince Ira and NativeState close behind, then

on nearing ihe half-mile pole the overdraw check on Briar-

hill broke and he fell back to the seventh position. Prince

Ira passed Knight before the three quarter was reached and
was leading when Maben brought Native State alongside of

him and the struggle to the wire began, Prince Ira winning
the heat by a head in 2:20, Knight but a length behind the

leaders.

El Benton and Director Prince were withdrawn before the

next heat, which was won by Prince Ira in 2:19A, Native
State being at his wheel all the way after displacing Knight
for that coveted position.

Prince Ira now sold for $20 against $5 on the field,and the

spirits for the San Franciscos rose high when they saw what
a eame race they were seeing Prince Ira win. Prince Ira

and Knight trotted like a team to the quarter, with Native

State and Charivari lapping one another not a length behind.

At the half Knight was leading, Native State second, Prince
Ira third and Charivari fourth. The race to the three-quar-

ter pole was exciting, for Knight kept sell in front and won
the heat amid great excitement by a neck from Mariposa,
with Prince Ira, the favorite, third, the rest well scattered

along the homestretch. Time, 2:22-

Prince Ira was still favorite at $20 to $10 on the field.

Knight captured the sixth heat from Prince Ira by four

lengths in 2:23, Mariposa third, Native State fourth, Briar-

hill fifth and Charivari sixth.

Charivari and Mariposa were withdrawn previous to the

next heat, and the tired fonr started to see which would win
first money. Knight led by three lengths from Ira at the

quarter, Native State and Briarhill close up, but the leader

was never in jeopardy, for he crossed the wire four lengths in

front of Ira, Native State third and Briarhill fourth. Thus
ended one of the gamest and best-conteEted races we have
ever seen on the California circuit.

SUMKABY.
Second race—2:27 class, trotting, purse SI, 000.

Knight, br s, bv Woodford Wilkes—China Wilkes,
by Adrian Wilkes- Tryon 5 5 3 3 111

Prince Ira, b s, by Dexter Prince—Luella, bv Sal-

tan Alviso 3 4 113 2 2
Briarhill, b s, by Billy Thornhill—Belle Granger,

by Granger Holbrook 115 5 6 5 4

N'ative State, b g, by Star Sultan—by Wellington
Maben 4 2 2 2 4 4 3

Mariposa, b m, by Guide—Madonna, bv Monroe
Chief. Keating 7 9 9 4 2 3dr

Charivari, b m, by Sterling—Madame Buckner,
by Prompter Snider 6 6 6 6 o 4 dr

Columbus S., b s. by McDonald Chief—Fannv
Rose, by Vick's Ethan Allen Smiths 7 S 7 7 6 dr

Bradtmoor, b s, by Fallis—Ethel H., bv Sultan
..Hoy 9 S 10 8 dr

El Benton, b s, by Electioneer—Nellie Benton, by
Gen. Benton Cbaboya 2 3 4 dr

Director Prince, br s. by Director—Lodi Princess.

by Dexter Prince SanderslO 10 7 dr

Time, 2:1SJ^ ( 2:21J = . 2:20, 2:19h. 2:22, 2:23, 224.

In the 2:25 class pacing race Senator, Birdroe, Dictatus,

Chehalis, Phenol, Tout and Chief Moor appeared. Chehalis

was the favorite at $20 against $10 on the field.

When the word was given Dictatus took the lead, followed

by Phenol and Senator, Chehalis lying in the fourth position

and never making a move until ihe three-quarter pole was
reached. At this point Phenol had passed Dictatus and was
leading. Chehalis came up to her bike and stayed there un-

til within fifty yards of the wire, when he moved up, and
pasting Phenol, his driver looked back and allowed his horse

to win by a nose in 2:16$. A great many thought it was a

dead heat. Senator was a length behind "the leaders, Birdroe
fourth, Tout fifth, Chief Moor sixth and Dictatus, who broke
his harness, last.

Chehalis came near losing the next heat by the over-confi-

dence of hiB driver. He only won it by an eyelash from the

greatly improved mare Phenol, who was driven in a splendid
manner by Dr. Weldon. Dictatus was eight yards in the rear

when the word was given and finished a splendid fourth. The
time this heat was won by Chehalis, 2:15*, is no criterion of

what this horse is capable of making.
Chehalis won the last heat and race, beating Birdroe, who

passed Phenol and Senator in the homestretch, half a length.

Time, 2:18. Senator was third and Phenol fourth. Dictalus
last.

Sl'MMARV.

Thirl Race - £25 class, pacing; purse 31,000.

Chehalis. bile s. by Altamout—Tecora. by C. M. Clay Jr.
Frsiier 1 1 1

Phenol, gr m. bv Judge Waller—Dolly Weldon 2 2 4

Birdroe, b m, by Mark Monroe—Birdie, by Whirdwind Chief
Baker 4 3 2

Senator, blk g, by Secretary—Eroma Taylor, by Alexonder
Mlsner 3 5 3

Dictatus. ch h. by Red Wilkes—MIfs Lollie, by Dictator
Bieelow 7 4 5

Tout, b k. pedigree unknown Sullivan 5 6 6
Chief" Moor, brB, by Caliph—Monroe Chief. Dodge dis

Time. 2 lej >2:15] ,\!\\

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, .IDLY 24TH.

The weather waa warmer than yesterday and the atten-

dance a little better. Speculation on the result of the races

showed a decided improvement. The Second Infantry Band
furnished excellent music during the afternoon, the races

were finished in good season, and taking it all in all it was

one of the best days the association has had.

The three year-old pacer did well. Hal Corbitt, a son of

Bay Bird, now at Rancho del Paso, won after losing the first

heat, which waa won by A. C. Jones' roan stallion, Roan
Wilkes, who entered the 2:20 list with a mark of 2:18.

The 2:27 trot for three-year-olds furnished an excellent

race. The wonderful performance of the bay colt, Stam B.,

was the talk of the town. He was bred by Myers & Myers,

of Oakland, sold to Little Bros., of Rocklin, this spring. Asa
two-year-old he showed great speed, but was not able to go to

the races. In his race to-day, in which he vanquished a field

of nine game trotters in the remarkable time for the fourth
heat of 2:17$, shows that he is one of the brightest prospects
for 1895, and too much credit cannot be given to his trainer

and driver, M. C. Delano. He is a horseman that thoroughly
understands every requirement of his calling and knows what
a good horse is and how to condition and drive him. Stam
B. is a handsome horse, in fact, he is the best looking son of
his sire, the mighty Stamboul, and his dam, Belle Medium,
2:20, by Happy Medium, is one of the best bred mares ever
brought to this coast. We look for Stam B. in Mr. Delano's
hands to get a mark of 2:14 this year.

Zombro, by McKinney, after the accident, of which partic-

ticulars are given below, proved himself a game and reliable

race horse, a worthy son of a worthy sire. Dr. Puff was the
contending horse in almost every heat, and like that, he is

one that is a credit to his breeding and his trainer, Mr. Cor-
rigan.

The special pace was won by Del Norte in one of the
prettiest races ever seen. The five horses could at various

parts be covered by a blanket, and they moved grouped in

this manner for a quarter of a mile. It was a sight never
to be forgotten.

In the morning, while Mr. Hogoboom was exercising D.
E, Knight's horse, Maxie Hammil, the animal fell dead over
near the half-mile pole, cause of death supposed to be heart
disease. Maxie Hammill was by Alfred D„ out of Knight
Hawk, by Brigadier, and was the most promising horse in

Mr. Hogoboom's striog.

The first race of the afternoon was for the three-year-old

pacing class. The staiters were Alco, Ed Lafferty, May
Nutford, Roan Wilkes, Hal Corbitt and Capt. Hackett. Cor-
hitt was the favorite at $15 to $7 for Wilkes and $5 for the

field.

The horses scored several times before Judge Cohen sent

them off, Ed Lafierty leading until near the half mile pole.

Here he stumbled and Roan Wilkes passed him and led the

procession. Hal Corbitt kept at his bike about half a
length behind and in this position the leaders passed under
the wirp. May Xutford third. Capt. Hackett fourth, Ed
Lafferty fiflh and Alco distanced. Time, 2:18.

Pools were sold at $10 against $6 on the field. Hal Corbitt

won the next heat with the greatest of ease, Roan Wilkes
eight lengths behind, Ed Lafferty third, Capt. Hackett fourth

and May Nutford last. Time, 2:25£.

Keating had hard work to get Hall Corbitt pacing, and
fully half an hour was consumed before he got him straight-

ened, when he did so this son of Bav Bird shot to the front

and had only Roan Wilkes to keep near him until the

homestretch was reached, the rest were all out of the race

apparentlv as the leaders turned toward the wire. Hal Cor-

bitt came in a winner in 2:21, Roan Wilkes second and Capt.

Hackett third, the other two beyond the flag.

In the next heat the driver of Capt. Hackett nodded for

the word while his horse was two lengths behind the leaders,

who never stopped for an instant and passed as if there was
no other horse in the race. They came home in 2:22, Hal
Corbitt being the winner by a length from Roan Wilkes,

Capt. Hackett distanced.

In the trotting race for three-year-old6 there were ten

starters—Auditor, Sidney Howard, Patti Rosa, Jasper Avres,

Carrie C, Lottie. Silver Ring, Dr. Puff, Stam B. and Zom-
bro. Pools sold Zombro $10, Stam B. $10, Dr. Pufi $10, field

$9.

The start was a fair one. Slam B. took the lead, with Dr.

Puff and Jasper Ayres to keep hiti company, the rest of the

horses apparently outclassed, for they were in a long proces-

sion behind. Zombro and Carrie C. collided at the seven-

eighths pole, and the former's sulky upset, throwing Chas.

Durfee, the driver, out. Before the horse could get to his

feet the track ahead of him was cleared, and then he started

to run with the broken sulky swinging behind him ; he
turned into the gate and dragged the demolished bike to his

stall before he was stopped. The only injury he sustained

was a badly bruised hock. His driver was uninjured, and
after getting another sulky he appeared behind Zombro for

the next heat.

Pools sold : Stam B. $10, field $5. The scoring was long

and tedious, and when the word was given Zombro, Dr. Puff,

Stam B. and Auditor was leading the scattered trotters, all

the way around to the homestretch, where the real battle

between the leaders began. Zombro won this heat by half a

length from Dr. Puff, Stam B. third, Auditor fourth, the rest

in one Iwo-three order behind, Carrie C. distanced. Time,
2:19.

Pools shifted a little, Zombro selling for $20, Stam B. $20,

field $5. Sidney Howard, a very handsome, pure-gaited

horse owned by A. Hirschman, of San Francisco, took the

lead in this heat, Dr. PuS two open lengths behind, Zombro
third. Dr. Puff took the lead from Sidney Howard at the

half, and was well in front, when Stam B.
t
coming in a

Klamath-like finish, passed all in front of him on the home-
stretch, and in a remarkably good drive captured the heat by
a length from Dr. Pufi, Sidney Howard a length further away,
Zombro fourth, the rest well inside the distance flag. Time,
2:183.

In the fourth heatall the horses were bunched from the

wire to the half, Zombro beiog about fourth. He moved np
by the leaders and was head and head with Stam B. Jasper
Ayers ran around those in front of him and was third into

backstretch. This position he maintained to 'he wire, but

was setback lo last position for morning. Down the home-
stretch Delano, cool as a cucumber, held bis horse well in

hand until he saw the big brown body of Zombro passing up
inch by inch beside him. He leaned forward, and|gent)y tap-

ping Slam B.,the gallant colt responded and captured the

beat by a length in 2:17} amid the loudest cheering. It was

the fastest four heatF ever trotted by three-year olds in Cali-

fornia, and ihe winner merited all the praise bestowed on him,
while Zombro and Dr. Puff also were entitled to a share.

In the last event of the day, a special pacing race, the fol-

lowing side-wheelers appeared : Hanford Medium, Fresno
Prince, Touchet, Belle and Del Norte. The latter sold for

$12 against $20 on the field. This was a horse race from the

beginning of the first heat until the finish of the last. The
five horses were splendidly matched and they passed in a

solid bunch until the distance post was passed,then Del Norte
bid good-bye to his companions and won in three straight

heats in the splendid time of 2:16, 2:16$, 2:16|. It was one
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of the best contested races we have seen and the issue of each

heat was in doubt until the wire was almost reached.

}

6UMMABIES.

First race—Pacing, three-year-olds, 2:25 class, purse SLOOO.

Hal Corbitt's b g, by Bay Bird—Petre Clay Cross, by Red
Cross Corrigan 2 1

Roan Wilkes, rn h, by Raymond—Berlina, by Berlin

,
Maben 1 2

Capt. Hacbett, b g, by Steinway—Idol Belle, by Idol Wilkes
_ Smith 4 4

Ed Lafferty.b b, by Chas. Derby—Bertha, by Alcantara
Lafferty 5 3

May Nutford, cii f, by Nntford—May, by Shamrock
.

.

".
-..Dodge 3 5

Alco, b h, by Alconeer—Jessie Elliott, by Whlppleton
Berryman dis

Time, 2:18, 2:25^, 2:21, 252.

Second race—Four-year-olds, 2:27 class, trotting, purse S1.000.

Stain B . b h, by Stamboul—Belle Medium, by Happy
Medium Mc Delano 1 3

Zombro, br s, by McKinney—Whisper, by Almont Light-

ning _ Durfee 10 1

Dr. Puff, be, by Bay Bird—Patti Puff, by Sailor Boy
„ Corrigan 2 2

Auditor, b h, by Secretary—Queen of Whippleton...Edge 4 4

Sidney Howard, ch c, by Sidney—Bessie Howard, by
Hambletonian 725 Sanders 7 7

Jasper Ayres, b g, by Rysdyk—Babe, by Altamont
.Perkins 3 5

Lottie, br f, bv San Diego—Flora B., by Whipple..
..Loeber

HOOP-BEATS.

City Girl's race Wednesday was a most disappointing one

Auteuil's win Thursday stamped him an excellent jumper.

Silver State is now about the warmest sprinter at the
track.

Leo Mayer lost $40,000 before taking down bis slat al

Oakley.

Sir Play, a frequent winner in the East, is a fall brother
to Tournament.

Johnn* Weber is resting Little Cripple, Reno and Je-
rome S. at the Los Angeles track.

The first races at the new Hotel Del Monte race track,

Monterey, are scheduled for August 9th.

6 7dr
Patti Rosa, b f, by Silver King—Molly, by Yuoa Boy

_ „..Hogoboom 9 8 Sdis

Silver Ring, b f, bv Silver Bow—Maud Singleton
Williams 5 dr

Cassie'c'.'b f, by Starboul—Zadie McGregor, by Robert
McGregor Owens 6 dis

Time, 2:21, 2:19, 2:18?X, 2:17^.

Third race—Special, purse 31,000.

Del Norte, bl h, by Altamont—Tecora, by C. M. Clay Jr....

„ Misner 111
Hanford Medium, b h, by Milton R.— Fan, by Signal

Tryon 2 2

Touchet, br h, by Altamont—Tecora, bv C. M. Clay Casto 3 3

Fresno Prince, bl h,by[Bayonne Prince—Lizzie, by Black-

wood ««. Smith 5 4 3
Belle, ch m, by Melbourne King—by All Right Maben 4 5 5

Time. 2:16, 2:16%, 2:16%.

The Champion Trotting Geldings.

Azote reduced the world'8 record for geldings to 2:07J

when he won the free-for-all at La Crosse, Wis., last week.

His performance recalls the nameR of noted gelding3 that

have been seen on the turf in the thirty years that have

elapsed since 2:20 was beaten by Dexter. The following is

the list of champions since that date :

Dexter, b g, 1858. by Rysdyk's Hambletonian—Clara, by
Seely's American Star: Buffalo, N. Y., Aug 14, 1867 2:17}^

Occident, br g, 1863, by Doc—Mater Occidentis; Sacramento,
CaL, Sept. 17, 1S73 - 2:16%

Earns, b g. 1S67, by Conklin's Abdallah—Nancy Awful, by
Telegraph; Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 8, 1877 2:16

Rams, b g, 1867, by Conklin's Abdallah—Nancy Awful, by
Telegraph; Cleveland. Ohio, July 27, 1S7S „ 2:14

Rams, b g, 1876, by Conklin's .Abdallah—Nancy Awful, by
Telegraph; Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 3, 1S78 2:13J^

St. Julien, b g, 1869, by Volunteer—Flora, by Harry Clay; Oak-
land, Cal.. Oct. 25, 1879 ~ 2:125i

St. Julien, bg, 1869, by Volunteer—Flora, by Harry Clay; Roch-
ester, N. Y., Aug. 12, 1880 2:11%

St. Jalien, b g 1869, by Volunteer—Flora, by Harry Clay; Hart-
ford, Conn.. Aug. 27, 1580 2:11>4

Jay-Eye-See, blk g, 1878, by Dictator—Midnight, by Pilot Jr.;

Providence, R, L, Sept. 13, 1883 2:10%
Jay-Eye-See, blk g, 1378. by Dictator—Midnight, by Pilot Jr.;

Providence, R. I., Aug. 1. 1834 2:10

Guy, blk g, 1880, by Kentucky Prince—Flora Gardiner, by
Seely's American Star; Detroit, Mich., Julv 2, 1893- 2:09%

Lord Clinton, blk g, 1885, by Denning Allen—Fanny; Colum-
bus, Ohio, Julv 13. 1891.. ~ 2:09%

Lord Clinton, blk g, 1885, by Denning Allen—Flora; Detroit,

Mich., July 19, 1891- „ 2:09

Rvland T., b g, 1886. by Ledger Jr.—May, by Ulverston; Cleve-
" land. Ohio, July 26, 1894 2:08K

Ryland T., b g, 1836, by Ledger Jr.—May, by Ulverston; Cleve-

land. Ohio, July 26, 1894 - 2:07%
Azote, bg, 1887. by Whips—Josie, by Whipple's Hambletonian;

LaCrosse, Wis., July 12, 1895 2:07^

Dexter made his record at Buffalo and the mark stood at

the top of the list until the late Governor Stanford started

Occident against time at Sacramento. On the first trip this

noted gelding turned the track in 2:16|. Rarus was the next

champion. He made his record at Cleveland and the follow-

ing week reduced the world's record as well as the gelding

record when he trotted in 2:13£ at Buffalo.

In 1879 St. Julien was started against the mark Barus
placed on the stand at Buffalo. The attraction was billed to

eutertain General Grant,who at that time was returning from
his trip around the world. The trial was made at Oakland
and St. Julien placed the mark at 2:12£. This record was
reduced, the following year, over Eastern tracks, the first cut

being at Rochester and the final one at Hartford. Jay Eye
See was the next gelding to earn championship honors and
he was also the first gelding as well as the first trotter to step

a mile in 2:10. For nine years the Dictator gelding's record

remained at the top of the list. Finally during the Detroit

meeting in 1893, Guy, after pulling a wagon a mile in 2:13,

came out and reduced the record for geldings to 2:09£. The
next week at Cleveland Little Albert and Walter E. both
stepped in 2:10 in a race, but neither of them managed to

equal the mark made by the Kentucky Prince gelding. In
1894, however, Lord Clinton equalled Guy's record in a race

at Columbus and the following week at Detroit reduced it to

2:09. He did not retain the honors very long, however, as

at Cleveland the next week Ryland T. won the first heat of a
race in 2:0 v} and came back in 2:07 ;. This mark remained
as the world's record until last week, when Azote cut it to

2:07}, and should the big gelding arrive in Cleveland in as

good form as he is at present, the public can look for a still

farther reduction of this mark.—American Sportsman.

It can easily be proven that the pool-room proprietors are
making false representations to the city officials. They are

not commission merchants, as they represent themselves, do
not place one dollar of the money brought to them at the
track, but merely pay off their tickets at the closing odds
quoted in the form books. The way the attendance has
been cut down at the local course is terrible, and if racing is

to be carried on successfully in this city the pool-rooms must
go-

A Nashville correspondent writes : "On a recent visit

to Belle Meade I was pleased to see Longstreet breeding so
large. His foals without any exception are big of bone and full

of quality. Longstreet is himself a large horse, though so
finely finished that he does not look it. His sucklings have
a hardier, more thrifty appearance than any that I saw at
the farm. Gen. Jackson selected the mares for Longstreet
himself, and his selections were made with a view to getting
the best results."

There will be a race to-day (Saturday^ between the great
pacers W. Wood, 2:07,and Diablo, 2:09J.

Betjzetta trotted in 2:09£ in a third heat at Tiffin, O.,
July 19th. She went the other two heats in 2:14}, 2:11.

Mobaloska, the Apache-Tricksey filly in Ed Corrigan's
string, won a four and a half furlong race yesterdav in
0:55*.

Oakland is to be put in training again in a day or two.
Daggie Smith may enter him in the two and a quarter mile

1

race at Sacramento.

Hon. H. M. LaRue, oar Railroad Commissioner, is with-
out question the best starting judge of a trotting or pacing
race we have in California.

The Santa Anita stable headed the list at the Narragan-
sett meeting. Their winnings aggregated $4,475. Young
Hobart's Del Monte stable was third on the list with $1,775.

The tracks at Vallejo and Napa are being carefully pre-
pared for the coming race meetings. The stalls are all being
cleaned and put in readiness for the "400" that will soon be
there.

Beyon McClelland stated the other day that Henry of
Navarre would probably never again run in his colors,

August Belmont has an option on the great son of Knight of
Ellerslie.

Pbince Ira, the game Dexter Prince stallion belonging to

Ira L. Ramsdell, lowered his record to 2:19* in the fourth

heat of his race at Sacramento Tuesday. He will keep on
reducing it.

Dr. Earl Sloan, in his treatise on the horse, says that
the chief causes of bone spavin are working a colt too young,
fast driving over slippery roads and jerking and stopping the
colt too quickly.

Bio Alto, the handsome son of Palo Alto and Elsie, by
Gen. Benton, picked up a nail last Saturday, consequently he
was not able to start in his race at Sacramento this week. He
is rapidly recoverving.

John Garcia has purchased the California filly Sallie

Woodford from Green Morris. ThiB is the Satvator—Miss
Woodford filly, from whom such great things were expected
on account of her rare breeding.

"A great many more horses are spoiled by being driven
too much than too little. The great trouble with young
trainers is they drive so much that they tire and exhaust
their horses, so that it gets them to hitching. The purest-

gaited young trotter there is will get to hitching if hard
driven, or driven hard when not in condition."

A large number of people who came from Los Angeles to

attend the races at Sacramento thought that Native State, a
fine-looking son of Star Sultan, driven by Walter Maben,
should win, and played the horse accordingly. Although he
did not win, he made a gallant fight for every heat in the
long-drawn-out contest, which took seven heats to decide the
winner.

Waldo J.,2:13£, was a very sick horse after his race last

Saturday, and a veterinarian had lo be called in. The track

was the worst he had ever paced over and he did not seem to

be the same Waldo J. he was a week ago. His owner, J.

Mack,' had the sympathy of every one at Sacramento, and all

were glad to hear that his little horse was getting well.

There should be a rule passed compelling fast trotters

who have been converted to the pacing gait to wear hobbles.

Being naturally shifty it is so easy to drop from the slower
gait to the fast one when they are behind and where the

judges cannot possibly see them. Ottinger, in the heat in
which he defeated Waldo J., resumed the trotting gait in

that mile, but it was not known until after the decision of the
heat was given.

W. S. Hobart's grand string arrived at Sacramento Wed-
nesday, fresh from Narragansett Park, in charge of H. H.
Hunn. The stable is composed of Bright Phoebus (the

Realization Stakes winner), Sir Galahad (a stake colt by Sir

Modred), Ferrier (winner of seventeen races in succession

this season), Joe Ripley, Little Mid, Gold Coin, Tigress,

Floodmore and eight yearlings recently bought at the Haggin

H&NRY McDaniel, who has had charge of the Straus

string, which were sold Wednesday, has already been offered

a new engagement, Simeon G. Reed, of California, having
made a generous proposition for Mr. McDaniel to come to

that State and take charge of bis horses. The offer was how-
ever, declined, and Mr. McDaniel will remain at Oakley and
open a public training stable. Ha bought Fasig at the Stra us

sale.—Thoroughbred Reoord.

Sir.Excess, by Sir Modred, captured a mile and a six-
teenth race at Saratoga Thursday, Chant finishing second and
Bob Neely third.

L ^5L
B34?GAME »

a brown colt b? Ga -V Wilkes out of Sable,
by The Moor, won the 2:40 trot at Saginaw. Mich., July 18th.
in straight heats. Time, 2:25, 2:22.!, 2:18^.

Reydel Carbera, by Emperor of Norfolk—Clara D.,
wona milesteeplestake at Saratoga Thursday, Brandywine
finishing second and Fannie Louise third, in 1:42}.

m

O. A. Jones recently sold the three-year-old filly Sue Kit-
tie, by Darebin, dam Kathleen, to M. Ccrbett for $1,500
Mr. Corbett resold the filly to W. P. Burch at the same
price.

O'Connell is the sprinting wonder at Oakley. He iB not
a good-looking horse by any meanB, but has a wonderful
burst of speed. He recently beat Casarian three-quartere of a
mile in the wonderful time of 1:12}.

Piggott was very much in evidence Wednesday. He rode
three winnersand was second twice. This boy is trying all
the time, which is probably the reason he is fast assuming
the premiership of the Bay District track.

_
Remember the auction sale of fine trotting stock as Kil-

lip & Co.'s salesyard next Thursday if you are in need of a
choice broodmare, fine roadster, double team, a first-class
trotting stallion or a promising colt or filly.

If there is no race meeting during the week selected for
the Petaluma meeting (which will not take place) the resi-
dents of ISapa may give an extra meeting at their track, for
all the horses will be there during that intermission on the
grand circuit.

The chestnut colt Eureka, by Ira, is a game 'un. He was
the only horse that could come near Palita in the race for
two-year-olds at Sacramento Tuesday. This race will bene-
fit him iu many ways, and in his next trial he will get a
mark close to 2:20 or we will be much mistaken.

Old Banquet won the Machelle Plate, £1,000, yester-
day in England at the Galwick summer meeting. There were
six in the race, and Banquet, ridden by J. Watts, and 6 to 1
in the betting, made all the running and won easily by one
and a half lengths. He was afterward purchased out of the
race by Capt. Aiken at 700 guineas.

Mr. A. J. Cassatt, at the head of whose thoroughbred
stud stands The Bard, will break and train the eighteen year-
lings at his farm with the intention of returning to the turf.
Mr. R. Penn Smith, the genial manager of Mr. Cassett's farm,
informs us that the get of The Bard are a most promising lot.

We hail Mr. Cassatt's return to the turf with pleasure.—The
Rider and Driver.

A new stallion has been added to the East Meade Stud—
St. Domingo, by imp. St. Blaise, out of Lady Primrose, and
she by imp. The Ill-Used, out of Lady Roseberry, by King-
fisher, out of Lady Blessington, by imp. Eclipse. Lady
Blessington is the dam of Duchess (by Kingfisher), dam of
Clifford, Eau Gallie, Watterson, etc. Lady Blessington pro-
duced also The Baroness, dam of Badge, etc.

The handsome Electioneer stallion El Benton, belonging
to the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, was only beaten a nose in
the fiist heat of the 2:27 trot at Sacramento Tuesday, The
time made was 2:18}. Ei Benton got away sixth in the field
of ten and must have trotted the mile in 2:18. The winner
of the heat was Briarhill, a young bay stallion by Billy
Thornhill, out of Belle Granger, by Granger, son of imp.
Hercules.

Palita, the tall, rangy, chestnut two-year-old by Palo
Alto, out of Elsie, by Gen. Benton, that won her maiden race
in Sacramento last Tuesday in the fastest time made in the
United States to date, 2:21£ and 2:231, is capable of lowering
that record by at least eight seconds, and will do so before
theseason ends. She is very smooth-going and shows no dis-
position to act foolish or break. J. Phippen handles her in
a masterly manuer.

" Pittsburg Phil," otherwise known as George E. Smith,
has not been doing very well at his business of (i plunging "

recently. He has been " nodding" away hundreds to the
layers since the season opened. One gentleman, who is inti-
mate enough with Smith to know a little about it, says that
he is just a little less than $75,000 behind the game. Last
week he reduced these figures considerably by winning with
Ed Kearney.

The Rancho del Paso trotting stallion Knight, 2:28, that
lowered his record to 2:22 in the fifth heat of the first race
he ever trotted in California, is a beautiful brown hoise, not
very large, but well proportioned. He is by Woodford
Wilkes, nut of China Wilkes (dam of two others in the 2:30
list), by Adrian Wilkes. He has been bred to a large num-
ber of trotting mares on the farm, and as one of her horsemen
observed, "as soon as they come into this world tbey jump
up and begin trotting." The produce from this horse and
the Albert W. and Nutwood mares ought to be crackerjacks.

Hastings, the unbeaten two-year-old, who was sold last
Tuesday for the largest sum ever realized for a two-year-old
is a Bluegrass product, having been bred by Dr. J. D. Neet,
of Woodford county, who sold him as a yearliog to Gideon
& Daly for $2,800. He is by Spendthrift, dam imp. Cinder-
ella. The performance of the produce of Cinderella is some-
thing wonderful and she bids fair to outstrip Mannie Gray or
Marion as a producer of winners. Every foal has been a
winner. In 1S89 she dropped Foreigner, winner of the Turf,
Field and Farm Stakes and other races; in 1890 she produced
Ferrier; in 1891 slipped foal by Macduff; in 1892 produced
Handsome; in 1893, Hastings; in 1894, brown colt by Long-
fellow

; in 1895, brown colt by Himyar ; in 1895, in foal to
Hanover. It seems to make no difference what horse she is

bred to Cioderella produces high-class horses. A rather
remarkable fact is that she never bad a filly, and it is sus-
pected that Dr. Neet uses bis professional knowledge in
breeding her. Dr. Neet still owns the yearling by Longfellow,
who is the image of his sire, and the sucsling by Him vir
which the owner states is the best colt she ever had, in
opinion.—Thoroughbred Record.
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Klamath, a Grand Campaigner of Stout,

Though Unusual Breeding.

There is a trite saying that a good horse is never of a bad

color, but as applied to the American trotter it would be

more to the point that those of greatest speed and endurance

are never badly bred. As regards color, the saying is appli-

cable on the grouid that any horse of sufficient merit is sure

to be desirable, and also that for many years the fastest and

moat consistent, particularly of the ruoning race horses, in-

cluding the winners of the great events, have all been of the

popular colors, never claybank, cream, piebald or any of

those mongrel shades so universally regarded as soft.

The thoroughbred is one of the purest breeds of horses

of which we have any knowledge, and although there has

never been any cjlor restriction as regards registration or

eligibility to compete in the races, practically none but the

popular colors appear in the Stud Book, and with very few

exceptions, none of the so-called soft colors have ever ap-

peared upon the race tracks of either Englacd or America,

while the few instances of even fairly gocd performers of

bad colon have been looked upon as probably not purely

bred. With the trotters and road horses the improvement

has not yet been carried so far that they can be depended

upon to breed invariably true in any particular, still even the

coloreare now far more uniform and better than formerly,

the soft shades having generally disappeared, and even gray,

now regarded as rather undesirable, is not nearly as common
as only a few years ago.

There is no other breed of horses whose pedigrees include

such a variety of blood lines as the American trotter. Yet
in a general way the trotter of today may be said to have a

greater or less proportion of the thoroughbred, mixed with
one or more trotting or road strains. In a large proportion
of the fastest, there is such a similarity in the blood lines as

make those strains very popular. An excellence, however
great in a single individual, is not sufficient to make any line

really fashionable, it follows there are numerous scattered in-

stances of superior performers, whose breeding, though stout

and good, is far from fashionable.

Such is the case with Klamath, nearly every line of whose
pedigree can be found as a near factor in some one or others

of unusual note, though there is no other trotter bred exactly

the same. He is a bay gelding, bred by Clark & Ogle, Olene,
Ore. When coming two years old he was purchased for $110
by Thomas Raymond of Santa Ana, Cal., who developed,
shod and drove him until be had become good sailed ard bad
taken a fast record. Mr. Raymond sold and repurchased
Klamath two or three times, and we believe it is by his wife
that this noted trotter is now owned.
Klamath was first started as a four-year old at Quincy, Cal.,

where he won second money, each heat of this race being in

about 2:40. He was not then very good giited, and made no
start the following year, but his owner worked away with
him very persistently, and the spring he was six years old
had him trotting fast and true in very light shoes. That sea-

son he started in thirteen races, in ten of which he won first

money, the other three he took second money in one, third
in another, but the remaining race, which was at Kent,
Washington, he lost from being distanced the third heat in
quite slow time, possibly from some accident. In his whole
career that is the only race in which he has failed to securea
portion of the money. He took a record that season of 2:23}.
The following year he started in five races, won four, took
third money in the other and reduced his record to 2:21.

In 1893 he started thirteen limes, eight of which he won,
and in the others was either second or third. He finished
that season with a record of 2:13V, which was taken at Sacra-
mento, Cal., September 16th, the fourth and fastest heat of a
winning race, eight good ones competing. In 1894 he again
started thirteen times, making three seasons in which he is

credited with exactly that number, and in each race was
either first or second, reducing his record to 2:12},
which'record was made at Los Angeles, December 26lh. In
that race he won two heats at precisely the same notch,
though the race finally went to Azote, also very ^stoutly bred,

in a trifle faster time. This season he has already started in
several races, a fair share of which he has won, beating noted
performers with faster records, and as so far he has only once
been behind the money during the six seasons he has trotted,

there is no question but what he is clearly entitled as a cam-
paigner to rank as one of the very greatest that has yet
appeared. His record is now 2:09$.

Though heredity may not be well understood, there is un-
questionably, either in the inheritance or it may be in the
blending of the strains, the real source of the greatness in all

our noted trotters. When the pedigree of Klamath is an-
alysed it will be found there is not a single cold or low-bred
crow, at least for several generations, nearly every ancestor
being of trotting lines, from which superior speed has pre-
viously come, or else from such thoroughbred as is acknowl-
edged the very stoutest and beat, and appears in other noted
trotters.

On the whole, it will be seen that he is very highlv bred.
Hi- Mre, Morookus, is br Altamoot (with awagon record of
2.2'H), the aire of 29 with records from 2:141 to 2:30, and
the dam of Morookus was a catch filly from the noted half
mile running mare, Minnie Rifle, that was claimed to be,
an<i undoubtedly was, by the thoroughbred Rifleman, son of
imported Olencoe. Rifleman is the sire of the old-time trot-
ter Col. Lewis (2:16)), and the grandam of Rifleman was
Butterfly, that appears in the chain of dams of the noted
(roller* and campaigners, Harrietle (2:09}), Sir Walter Jr.

9l A maud [2:29(, aire of Reina, 2:131, etc). The
catch filly that produced MorDokui was also named Minnie
Rifle, and was by a horse named Lion Hear'., of whose breed-
ing we have no knowledge.
AlUmont is by Almont and is full brother to Trouble

that hss several to his credit in 2:30, and Alburn,
sire of Myrtl.- Umoot 2:171), etc. The dam of
Akamont is the great brood mare Hue Ford, by Brown Chief,
son of Marebrino Chief, and Brown Chiefs dam was by
Do wring's Bay Messenger, a highly-bred slrain, of which
there is a foundational croas in Ralph Wilkes (2:OGJ) and
many others of note.

The second d im of Altamont was by imported Hooton, a
thoroughbred sir kin that occurs in the pedigree of Lulu, J 16,
Vlvertiser, 2:16|, and the champion yearling trotler Adbell,

2:23. The third dam of Altamont was by Bertrand, and the

fourth dam by imported Buzzard, both of which are stout

thoroughbred strains that occur in other trotting pedigrees.

Almont, as is well known, was one of the very greatest of

the sons of Abdallah, dam by Mambrino Chief; second dam
by Pilot Jr. The Almont strain has always blended partic-

ularly well with the thoroughbred, giviug such noted per-

formers as Fanny Witherspoon, that until quite recently held

the champion two-mile trotting record.

The dam of Fantasy, that recently won a five-heat race,

beating, in fast time, the trotting king Directum and others,

has a double cross of Almont, her sire, Almonarch, 2:24J,

being from the strictly thoroughbred mare Hi, daughter of

Asteroid.

Klamath's dam appears in the Year Books as Bob, but else-

where we learn that since her son became so noted she has

been given the more appropriate name of Lady Ophir. Bob
or " Lady Ophir " is by Ophir, that was quite prominent

in California some twenty years ago, where he took a trotting

record of 2:35. He was by Skenandoab, an inbred Kentucky

Hunter. Not much has come from this strain, but it will be

remembered that Flora Temple, the first trotter to beat 2:20,

belonged to this family, as have quite a number of others

with extremely fast records. Skeoandoah's only 2:30 per-

former was Daisy Burns (record 2:293), that has produced

Lady Dawson (2:28), Mystery (dam of Molock, 2:17, and

Martyr, 2:22A) and Slander (2:28*), sire of Kerwin (2:201),

Fife (2:16*) and the dam of Allegro (2:14}).

The second dam of Klamath was Mike, that hasseveral de-

scendants in the list, and he was by Vermont (2:34), sire of

Ella Lewis (2:27). dam of the noted pacer Saladin (2:05|).

Vermont was by Independent, son of Vermont Black Hawk,
a Morgan strain that has proven particularly valuable when-

ever similarly blended with Hambletonian, Mambrino Chief

and thoroughbred.
Klamath is a bay gelding with no white except a star and

narrow strip. He is a little over fifteen hands high at the

withers, and about half an inch higher behind. He is a

stoutly-built horse, weighing ordinarily about 1,000 pounds.

He trots in very light shoes, wearing, it is said, only a four-

ounce shoe forward and a three-ounce behind, being a very

Dure, even-gaited horse, with plenty of action, yet no waste

motion. There is a strong probability that he will take a

much faster record than he now holds.

While his breeding may not be in accordance with the

ideas of those who so persistently claim that no value to a

trottiug pedigree can come from thoroDgbbred inheritance of

Hambletonian through Alexander's Abdallah, in the direct

male line, with the two added crosses of Mambrino Chief and
Kentucky Hunter, and one each to Pilot Jr. and Morgan,
blended with the imported Hooton and other excellent thor-

oughbred strains is amply sufficient to account for his speed

and gameness. In a general way his breeding is not very un-

like that of quite a large proportion of others that have
proven among the fastest and best.— Vision, in Horse Breeder

Santa Roea "Wants Bacing.

Santa RoeA, July 20 —There is every probability that

this city will have a race meet this fall. The Sonoma

County Agricultural Association, which for a number of

years successfully held annual fairs and race meets, passed

out of existence six |years ago and its fine track, one of the

fastest in the State, was sold to Pierce brothers for a private

driving park. This year the Petaluma district failed to get

the regular annual State appropriation and its fair has been

given up. The entries for the races have been cancelled by
the secretary of the association.

A number of the devotees of tbe turf in this city are agita-

titg the project of a trotting club meet this fall, to take the

week on the circuit allotted to the fair at Petaluma. Among
these are such prominent horsemen as Dr. W. Finlaw, C. C.

Belden.L DeTurk,Thomas Bonner and others. The business

men have signified a willingness to contribute liberally

toward a fund for purses. This fund, with gate receipts and
cash derived from privileges, would more than pay all the

necessary expenses, and as the purpose would be to get a start

this year toward making the meet a thing of permanency, it

is almost an assured fact that a meet will he held at Pierce

Bros.' track the week following the Napa races.

With the week claimed by Petaluma left blank, tbe horse-

men following the circuit would all prefer to put in a five

days' meet here than to let their horses remain idle. At the

track at present are a dozen of Pierce Bros.' flyers under
Johnny Rodgers, Silas Skinner and others, preparing for the

circuit. Pierce Bros, have signified a willingness to allow

the use of the track on the most liberal terms.

Ohae. H. Smith Buys a Lot of Thoroughbreds.

Lexington (Ky.), July 20lh.—Charles H. Smith, of

Chicago, has just purchased from a Kentucky breeder and

shipped to Saratoga a little over $12,000 worth of thorough-

breds. They are two-year-olds, being eight in number, sired

by Spendthrift, Leonatus, Jim Gore, Hindoo, Longfellow,

Blue Eyes and Powhattan, and out of the dams Longmate,
Briganze, Miss Colvitie, Brambeletta, Semper Idem, Missive,

Jersey and Serenade, respectively. They will be handled by
Charles Hughes.
The four Hanover and two Fonso yearling colts purchased

by Phil J. Dwyer, of New York, were shipped to-day. They
are yearlings, the Hanovers being out of Miss Hight,
Lady Montrose, Tbe Niece and Riplette, while the Fonsos
are out of Susin and Glacis. Mr. Dwyer paid about $10,000
for the six.

It is said here tonight that August Belmont has o tie red

Byron McClelland $85,000 for Henry of Navaree.

The leading daily papers are red hot after the pool-room
people that are violating tbe laws right along. They are
commission merchants in name only, and don't care a snap
whether racing is successful or not in California, just so they
fill their pockets with coin from a game where tbey have
about 30 or 40 per cent tbe best of it. The Board of Super-
visors should frame an ordinance without delay that will

leave these sure-thing people no loop-bole. Doubtless it

will do so.

A t tfk the races at Newmarket Thursday for the selling

plate for all ages, in which M. F. Dwyer's Don Alonro took
second place, Captain Machel, whose entry, Belgravia, ran
third, claimed Don Alonzo under the conditions of the race
for the selling prise.

"Work of the Jockey Club Stewards.

The meeting of the stewards of the Jockey Club, which

was held at the Manhattan Beach Hotel on Tuesday evening,

did not terminate until nearly 2 o'clock yesterday morning*

says the New York Commercial Advertiser. A mass of

business was transacted. In the first place, Jockey Overton

was reinstated, the governing body not agreeing with, the

stewards of the Coney Island Jockey Club that the lad had

not done his best to win with the horse Wernberg after the

testimony of the trainer in regard to the condition and pecu-

liarity s of the horse had been thoroughly discussed. Over-
ton haB now been on the ground for over a week, a fact which
was a decided hardship on him, for good jockeys nowadays
are so scarce that owners are only too eager to avail them-
selves of the services of such a rider as Monk Overton. In
the matter of Doctor Street's appeal for a reopening of his

being ruled off, the stewards gave an unfavorable
decision and the Doctor and his entire stable remain
ruled off. The Doctor had a number of affidavits, petitions,

etc., and personal explanations to make, but the stewards
held that the new evidence adduced was not sufficient to war-

rant a reopening of the case. This decision is a severe blow
to Dr. Street and will practically rain him. For the first

time in many years be has gathered together a stable of first-

class two-year-olds. Those that ran at St. Asaph were good
ones, but they are only platers compared with those that bad
been in training all this Sprirg at Saratoga, and the Doctor
looked forward to a splendid season. Now, however, his

hopes are blasted, for the youngsters are practically valueless,

as they cannot race anywhere unless a purchaser succeeds in

getting them reinstated individually. Failing off carries with
it a terrible punishment. I have no doubt that the stewards
acted with absolute justice, for such gentlemen as Mr. Bel-

mont, Dr. Knapp, Mr. Keene and Mr. Donner are men of

affairs and are disposed to be scrupulously just. Still, in the
case of Dr. Street, when, according to his affidavits, there was
some room for doubt, the ends of justice might have been
accomplished by prolonged suspension.

A very proper step was taken by the adoption of the fol-

lowing resolution:

Whereas, The stewards of the Jockey Club find that a

number of breeders and horse owners were ignorant of the
requirements prescribed by Rules 3S, 39, and 41 of the Rules
of Racing, and neglected, without any intention of evading
such rules, to make the necessary registration;

Resolved, That a final opportunity be given to comply
therewith and tbe secretary is hereby authorized to accept all

registrations under the above mentioned rules if made on or

before September 1, and upon the payment of a fine of $50
for each registration. Horses so registered shall nut be eligi-

ble to start in any stakes which closed subsequent to tbe

adoption of the Kacing Rules and prior to tbe time of regis-

tration.

This rule enables all identified with the turf, who, through
oversight or carelessness, have neglected to comply with the

rule for registration, to make amends. Breeders and owners
can hardly fail to realize that the rule in regard to registra-

tion is absolutely necessary for their own protection. It pre-

cludes the possibility of "ringers." Here in the East we have
been rather fortunate in escaping the depredations of the

robbers who work in "ringers" in races, but the Western
turf haB had only too many experiences with them. A num-
ber have been detected, but nobody knows how many guilty

ones have escaped without being found out, and in no dis-

covered case thus far has proper punishment been meted out.

A law in every State similar to that in Germany under which
the American trotting man, Kneebs, suffered—justly or un-
justly—would be very desirable, but in the meanwhile early,

proper and complete registration would act as a safeguard,

because it would enable racing officials to take precautions

against fraud in time.

Ferrier'a Seventeenth Race.

The feature of Monday at Narragansett was the fourth race,

which was ran in 1:49£ by Ferrier. This not only beat the

track record for a mile and a sixteenth, but it was the seven-

teenth successive race won by Ferrier thiB season.

When Millionaire Hobart purchased Ferrier from J. Reiser

last fall, for $4,000, everybody thought he had paid a very

high price for a bad selling plater and a great many were

ready with their sympathies for the inexperience of the

young mac who had been " let in " for so much.

But subsequent events in connection with Ferrier have

proved that neither Mr. Hobart, nor his trainer, Mr. Hunn,

were wrong in buying Ferrier at the price they did. Under
the guiding hands of these two young men Ferrier has

crossed the continent twice, and is, despite all his buffeting, a
much better horse than the day he was bought at Narragan-
sett Park. To-day he picked up 123 pounds and beat Logan
easily a mile and a sixteenth in the fast time of 1:49$, which
is tbe best race this season over the track for that distance.

Tbe race Ferrier won in such commanding style was fourth

on the card, with three starters, Salonica and Logan being

Ferrier's opponents. W. B. was carded as a starter, cut dur-

ing the interval between Saturday, when he was entered, and
to-day, D. Higgins, of Canada, went on to New York and
purchased him from W. Mertz, for a sum variously reported

to be between $1,750 and $2,000. When Higgins returned

gave Dick Loud an order for the horse and then went to the

Secretary and had him withdrawn.

Just before the race Dick Loud raised the question of hav-

ing the horse start, as he claimed that he had been entered

by him and that his new owner had no right to withdraw

him from tbe racer. The claim being a frivolous one, it

was soon decided against Loud by the stewards, and D. Hig-
gins was allowed to do what he liked with his property.

The trio were sent away on even terms, with Logan setting

the pace for six furlongs. Ferrier, under a strong pull, ran at

his saddle girths all the way, and in the last furlong took

command, winning in hand by half a length. Salonica was
beaten after going half a mile, and, though she hung on well,

finished two lengths behind Logan.

The Sandown Park second summer meeting opened July

20th in London. In the chief event for the Eclipse stakes

of 10.000 sovereigns there were eight runners. The course

was about one mile and a quarter. Baron Scbicbler's Le
Justicier won, Whittier second, None the Wiser third.
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The Era of Great Dams.

In a recent number of this journal was, among the weekly

good things, a very interesting article, taking for its text Mr.

Vosburgh's statement that his researches, and they certainly

have been extended, led him " to place more reliance on the

mare in breeding that has heretofore been done." He be-

lieves the mare to have more influence on the progeny than

the sire. The writer of the article in question does not seem

to coincide with Mr. Vosburg'a view, and in considering it

enters into a rather abstruse argument based on what he

conceives science to have taught as to the relaxation and

relative functions and forces of the sexes. With no inclina-

tion to follow him through his maze, the writer begs to offer

a few suggestions confined very strictly to the point at issue.

The theory was held by almost all the early writers that

the sire contributed the physical organization, while the fe-

male controlled the mental and nervous organizations. ThiB

is one of the propositions laid down by Stonehenge in his

" Theory of Generations," as published long ago in British

Bnral Sports, and was very generally accepted by later

writers, among those endorsing it being that elegant and pol-

ished writer, William Henry Herbert. This proposition is

no longer accepted bv either learned writers or intelligent

and studious breeders. It was proven, and it is not saying

too much to declare that it cannot be proven. It is contro-

verted every day by practical observation. Who has not

seen animals have the veritable lineaments in every structural

particular of the dam ? And who has not known of animals

having the mental organization, the temper and nervous or-

der of the sire? The instances are legion. The writer can

name a certain stallion who is vicious, and the great majority

of his get are vicious. On the other hand we knew of a cer-

tain roan mare that has been bred time and again to bay and

brown horses, but every one of her several foals is roan. More-

over, and what is more to the point of this article—this

mare'ssire was bay, her dam roan, and the fact that the roan

color has triumphed through two generations of bay blood

is strongly indicative of the prepotency of the blood of an

impressive dam.
Another subject bearing on the subject of the relation and

influence of the sire and dam is that as to the forces that de-

termine sex. There has probably been more unadulterated

trash and absolutely unwarranted assertions written by theor-

ists on the subject than any other one connected with breed-

ing, but no explanation has yet been given of just how or

when the sex of the unborn animal is determined, and not

one of the theorists (some of which are elaborately set forth

in book form) will stand the test of investigation and criti-

cism based upon actual experience and happenings.

Both the "Stonehenge," "Theory of Generation" and the

various theories of " controlling sex " can be readily over-

thrown by the evidences of practical experience in breeding.

The theories, on the other hand, as to the relative influence

and character of the sire and dam on the form and character

of the offspring cannot be so .readily combatted, for many
animals have some of the characteristics, both physically and

mentally, of each of their parents, and as to which dominated

must be a matter of opinion rather than of demonstrable

knowledge.
It is undeniable that in the last few years a great change

has come over the beliefs and practices of the general breed-

ing as to the relative influence of the sire and the dam. In

the old days the stallion was trusted for everything, anything

would do for a broodmare. Little value was placed either

on the quality of maternal blood lines or the character of

maternal individual qualities. But in this, " the broodmare

epoch in breeding," all is changed. It is a fact that to-day

among the most intelligent and successful breeders at least as

much, if not more, attention is paid to the blood of the dam
than of the sire. In the up-to-date catalogues of the great

breeding farms the emphasis is laid on maternal blood lines,

not only as respects brood mares, but as respects sires. No
horse to-day is thought worthy of trial in the stud unless he

comes from a producing maternal line, and more than one

horse is pursuing a trusted career in noted studs not because

he is the son of his sire, but the son of his dam. All this

does not absolutely prove anything—but it is certainly rather

rather suggestive, for surely no one will claim that we are

"progressing backward" in breeding.

We are justified in stating as a fact that the great value of

producing and derforming maternal blood was recognized by

breeders of the thoroughbreds many years before it was gen-

erally acknowledged as a cardinal factor in successfully breed-

ing trotters. Woodburn, 4l the great nursery of trotters," is a

notable exception. Since the very foundation of its trotting

stud Woodburn has been more notable for the value of blood

of its mares than for the greatness of its sires, and the part

that Woodburn has borne in the evolution and establishment

of the trotting breed of to-day is a notable argument in favor

of the importance of the dam in breeding.

Perhaps the most successful of all English breeders of race

horses was Lord Falmouth, and he was especially a stickler as

to the importance of the dam in breeding. He would not

breed from a filly that had not shown high form on the turf.

One of the most entertaining and thorough recent writers on

breeding race horses is Count Lehndorff. In his work, pub-

lished half a dozen years ago, he lays special stress on the

importance and influence of thedam, and, in fact, the greater

fiart of his work is devoted to this phase of the breeding prob-

em. He remarks :
" A look around the select studB of

owners who breed their own race horses in Eng-
land and France (Lord Falmouth, the Duke of West-

minster, Mr. Lefevre, etc.) will show that nearly

all their broodmares have themselves been winners or are

dams of winners. Mares with high-sounding pedigree, but

without any pretensions to individual goodness, form the

staple of a good many studs breeding for sale, over which a

few matrons of sterling worth—bought if possible for large

sums at public sales—serve to throw a kind of halo. Sir

Tatton Sykes sold only his colts, while he allowed the fillies

to grow up wild and untrained, and kept those he liked best

to breed from. The upshot was a stupendous failure, etc."

He, in analyzing Lord Falmouth's stud, showed that of his

broodmares there was not one that bad not run at two years

old, and remained on the turf longer than four years old

(with one exception), and not one whose dam had not bred

other winners beside herself. Aod as an example of|the in-

fluence of a really great dam he cites the mighty Pocahontas,

the greatest mare in English arnals, "whose direct descen-

dants won the four classic races of England on no less than

forty-five occasions." She produced fifteen foals in all,

among them the famous Stockwell, the greatest horse of the

stud that England has seen,the little less great Kataplan and
King Tom, and the noted Knight of Kars and Knight of St.

Patrick. When very old she produced Auracaria, dam of

Chamant, Cameia and the noted Rayon d'Or, who made a
great reputation in the stud in America. That shows what
one mare may do as the founder of a family. Another case

in America of the thoroughbred division is Marion by Mal-
colm." By throwing Emperor of Norfolk, £1 Rio Rey,

etc , she made lor Norfolk, son of Lexington, most of the

reputation he has as a sire ; then, bred to Joe Hooker, she

produced Yo Tambien, on whose greatness Joe Hooker's
fame at the stud most chiefly rests. Who can doubt the

dominating influence of such dams ?

Turning to the trotter, it will be conceded that Electioneer

is the most impressive sire that we have yet known. The
greatest mare he was ever bred to was undoubtedly Beautiful

Bells (no disrespect is meant to Mies Russell), and on every

one of her foals the unmistakable stamp of that mare's

mighty individuality is marked. Another mare of force to

which he was bred was the gray Sontag Mohawk. Of the

four performers which she produced to the phenomenally
impressive brown horse three were gray ; and bred to the

chestnut Piedmont and bay General Benton she produced

grays. That shows clearly the influence of a great dam, even

if producing performers by four different sires did not.

The writer in the Horseman whose article suggested this

one, says:

"The prepotence of the sire marks him out by nature for

reproductive excellence, eo that it is the greatness of the sire

that is reflected in the dam. Farther, it is those mares by

such great sires that have the best chance of being preserved

by selection for broodmare fame. They are great because of

the Bire's blood in their veins."

Theoretically, this mare may seem all right, but it is not

borne out by the facts. Sontag Mohawk, just named, ranks

as one of the best of brocdmares. Her sire was Mohawk
Chief, a worthless, wretched failure. From her dam Sontag

Nelly, daughter of Toronto Sontag, the great gray mare got

her color and her productive power. She could get neither

from her sire, for he possessed neither. Does Lady Russell

owe her early greatness all to Harold, whom she does not in

the least resemble, and none to her mighty dam and counter-

part, Miss Raasell? Did the great mare Lucia owe nothing

to her dam Lucy, 2:16}, and all to Jay Gould? And does

Beautiful Bell's phenomenal producing power come all from

The Moor, and none from the great producing dam Minne-
haha? Shall we give the credit for Ned's unproductiveness

to her unknown sire, or to the daughter of Mambrino Chief,

that produced her? ItiB certainly absurd that the great sires

or great mares are great " because of the sire's blood in their

veins," without reference to the influence of the dam."
What is written here is not intended to prove, as a rule, the

influence of the dam is greater than that of the sire. It has

not been shown that the sire exercises as a rule greater or

less influence than the dam. It all depends on the individu-

als. A highly impressive sire will exert more influence than

a mediocre dam, and vice versa.—Ashron, in The Horseman.

year-old by Advertiser, out of Waxana, is a good looker.with
superb action in harness, and has trotted a half mile in 3:11 A

and a quarter in 0:34f, Rustam, anotherthree-year-old stal-

lion, is rapidly developing speed in harness. He is by Az-
moor, 2:20A (son of Electioneer and Mamie C, by imp. Her-
cules), out of Rosemont, dam of two in 2:30, and she out of
the famous Beautiful Bells. He is a grandly-bred horse and a
fine looker. He also is a trotter, having shown a quarter with.

very little work in 36J seconds. A bay colt, one year old,

by Lancelot, out of Russella, sister of Maud S., has the form
and appearance of a record-breaker. There is no better

yearling on the place. The nick was golden. Russella was
not fertile this year. The strength of Mr. Bonner's breeding
establishment is hard on to 100, and there are bright possi-

bilities in the youDg band. Edwin Forrest, who is now twen*
ty-four years old, who trotted the Hartford track in 2:14$ in

1878, and who was timed a mile on Mr. Bonner's track in

2:11 J, is earning his hay and oats in a way that is far from
sensational. He works daily in the merdow in front of the
mowiDg machine. The toil, which covers him with perspi-

ration when the sun is hot, keeps his flesh hard, his joints

from rustiness, and promotes digestion. The trotter is an
animal of utility as well as pleasure.—Turf, Field and Farm.

No Gambling at Saratoga.

At Mr. Bonner's Farm.

The first animal that attracted marked attention when we

drove within the fence lines of Mr. Bonner's farm at Tarry-

town was Maud S. She was in a paddock adjoining the

track and she lifted her intelligent head, looked keenly at us,

and then returned to the pleasant occupation of nibbling

grass. The chestnut mare is 21 years old, but remarkably

well preserved, and her coat shines as in the dajs when

thousands cheered her as queen of the trotting turf. She has

failed to get in foal to Ansel, and has been bred to Worthier,

the three-year-old son of Advertiser and Waxana. The foal

will have a wonderful speed inheritance. Advertiser, 2:15}

is by Electioneer (sou of Green Mountain Maid) out of Lulu

Wilkes by George Wilkes, and she out of Lulu, 2:15 to high

wheel sulky. Waxana is the dam of Sunol, who holds the high

wheel record on a kite, 2:08}, and her dam was Waxy, thor-

oughbred daughter of Lexington. Maud S. holds the high

wheel record on a regulation tracK, 2:08|, and. she is

by Harold out of the great brood mare Missof the great brood

Russell, and her second dam was Sally Russell by

Boston, sire of Lexington. It is a superb combination,

bringing together many great speed-produciog lines. Mr.

E. H. Harriman wrote a letter to Mr. Bonner offering to

send a car to Tarrylown and to convey Maud S. to Goshen

and return her in foal to Stamboul free of expense, but her

owner, while recognizing the generosity of the offer, preferred

to mate her with Worthier. Sunol, with her impressive

greyhound conformation, aroused enthusiasm when she came
from her box. She has more muscular development than

when a member of the striog of Charles Marvin, and looks

as if she had the ability to capture the bicycle record. The
weak hind ankle has grown strong under foot balancing, and

there is no flinch to it when she is driven in harness. The
probabilities are that Sunol, who is now nine, will be seen in

public next year. Elfrida, 2:13*. was driven by Mr.
Bonner to wagon on the track, and her bursts of speed are

astonishing. She was timed a quarter in 31} seconds, a 2:05

gait. She is by Candidate, son of Electioneer, out of Glad

nesB, by Nutwood. Margarite, the five-year old daughter of

Director, and sister of Margaret S., 2:12.}, is a very handsome

bav mare, and she is fast, courageous and reliable in harness.

She was timed a half-mile in 1:07J, and trotted a quarter to

wagon in 33 seconds. AnBel Chief, a bay horse five years

old, by Ansel (son of Electioneer and Annette, thoroughbred

daughter of Lexington), out of Gretchen, by Yorktown (son

of Speculation, son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian), second dam
by Whipple's Hambletonian, is a wonder. September 15,

1894, Mr. Bonner drove him to 2:26} to wagon, the best he

could do, and October 23d he trotted a mile in 2:15$. This

was very rapid improvement. He is a resolute, pure-gaited

horse, and was timed a half-mile to wagon a few days ago

in 1:06 j. He can trot a good mile track in 2:10 or bet-

ter. Prince Ansel, a chestnut horse four years old, by

Ansel, out of Daisy Darling, by Kentucky Prince,

is another fast young trotter. He has the stamp

and action of a race horse, and already has shown

the ability to trot in 2:17. Bright Star, chestnut horse, eight

years old, by 8tartle, out of Daybreak,by Harold, and she out

of Midnight, dam of Jay Eye-See, has trotted a half mile in

1:06, and should beat 2:15 in a race. Worthier, the three-

The Saratoga Club is closed, and likely to remain closed

daring the season. Letters and telegrams received yesterday

from New York and Saratoga brought definite information

that there will be no gambling at the Springs this year. At
Detroit a little over a week ago Fred Walbaum said it was
100 to 1 that the Club House and other first-class houses
would be in operation. It is now 100 to 1 they will not. The
president of the board of trustees, whose office was created by
legislation at Albany last winter, and whose powers are of

far greater scope than those formerly exercised by president

of the village, has determined that faro and roulette shall not
be among the sports of the season within his realm. Many
officials and citizens protested against his decision, declaring
that it would keep away many persons who have annually
visited the Springs and spent a lot of money there, but he
was inflexible and answered that he was determined to try

one season without gambling. The police commissioners and
officers of the police force were among those whose remon-
strances were ignored. Some of these officials talked of re-

signing, but decided that such action would do no good. As
a rule the Saratoga season amounts to little sxcepting during
the presence of the sporting crowd which goes there to play

the bank and the races. Before their arrival

and after their departure there is little life

or business in the town. For years it has been from this

crowd and the employment incidental to its presence that a

large part of the inhabitants ot the village and surrounding
country have derived the wherewith to secure winter sup-

plies. With this source of revenue the main dependence of

the poorer classes destroyed, it remains to be seen if, under
the new departure, another element equally valuable to the

town can be induced to visit the place in the absence of the

usual sporting gathering. The average resident of Saratoga

is in moderate circumstances, and his winter's coal, clothing,

flour and provisions depend upon what he can gather

from Bummer visitors. He needs the money to be obtained

from this source, and can hardly get along without it. There
is scarcely any business or employment in Saratoga during

the winter, which is usually long and severe. For several

years the racing season has been the support of the place.

Four or five years ago, when Albert Spencer, who then con-

trolled both Club House and the race track, declared he

would close the track if not permitted to open the club, and
some of the hotel proprietors announced that they would
close their hostelries if the track were closed. The result was

a prompt termination of the agitation against the Club House.
At Detroit Mr. Walbaum intimated that if the Club House

would be closed the race track might be. His association was
willing to stand a reasonable loss, but if the proscription of

faro and roulette kept very many persons inclined to sport

from visiting the Springs, and seriously affected the attend-

ance at the races, the track would certainly not finish its

meeting. If the track closes some of the hotels may have to

shut up. Whether the races be run or not, or the season is a

profitable or losing one for the hotels, the announcement that

the Club House will be closed will cauBe many Western and
Southern men to seek another summer resort if they patronize

one this year. A large number of Chicagoans, who had
planned a trip to Saratoga, decided yesterday not to go East.

If the president of the Board of Trustees of Saratoga suc-

ceeds in making the season at the Springs [extremely moral,

if not a period of devotion, and at the same time provides

employment and suitable remuneration for his constituents,

he will have to gather from far aud near patrons with ample
purses, the contents of which will be freely distributed. Suc-

cess will make him a great man in his community, if not an

available candidate for high political honors. Failure will

drop him into obscuritv. The sports are ready to lay odds

about which way he will go.—Thomas J. Gallagher in Inter

Ocean.

The remarkably fast lime made in several of the races at

Brighton last week gave rise to considerable comment as to

the construction of the watches held by the official timers.

Dorian's mile in 1:40* started the discussion, and when 2:08}

was hung out as the time made by Lovdal in the mile and a

quarter race on Saturday, it reached a climax. Wiseacres

shook their heads and doubted, but could give no reasonable

explanation. Some ventured the opinion that the timers had
forgotten to Btart their watches until the horses passed the

stand the first timo. Others asserted that the track superin-

tendent wanted to prove that the top dressing of Band which

he had recently put upon the track had been as beneficial as

he had said it would be. The latter were doubtless correct.

The Brighton track has always been a fast one, and it was

never in belter condition than it was last week. A better

class of horses than is usually seen at Brighton competed, and

the fast time made was due to the fact that they can run faster

than could the Blizzards and Pink Cottages of former days.

—N. Y. Com. Advertiser.

Wyndham Walden's new jock, Max Hirsh, hails from

the State of Texas, where his father is, or was, the highly re-

spected postmaster of the town of Alexander. He endeavored

to instil into Master Max a love for postage stamps, bnt the

ruling passion was too strong and dreams of getting Paladin

home in front bo worked on the embryo jock that he shook

thesands of Texas from his boot heels, and came East wi 1
'

the stern intention to do or die.
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Dates Claimed.

WILLOWS July 30 to Aug. 3
VALLEJO - Aug. 6 to Aug. 10

NAPA ASSOCIATION _ Aug. 12 to Aug. 17

WOODLAND ASSOCIATION Aug. 26 to Aug. 31

STATE FAIR, SACRAMENTO — Sept. 2 to Sept. 11

STOCKTON ASSOCIATION _ Sept. 16 to Sept. 21

RED BUFF. _ _ Sept. 17 to Sept. 21

SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION Sept. 21 to Sept. 29
Hl'ENEME I

Sept. 24 to Sept. 2S

FRESNO Oct. 1 to Oct. 8

SALINAS CITY - Oct Ho October 5

VENTURA Oct. 8 to Oct. 12

UOLLISTER _ Oct. 7 to Oct. 12

SANTA ANA - October 15 to October 19

LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21

P. C. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28
BUFFALO August 6 to August 16

HORSE SHOW ASSN OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

STATE FAIR „ See advt.
STOCKTON - „ -..August 1

SAN JOSE _ -AugUBt 1

FRESNO Angust 1

VENTURA August 1

Hl'ENEME ~ August 3

HOLL1STER -August 15

SALINAS CITY _ September 2

LOS ANGELES ...September 14th

War and Ruin or Peace and Prosperity ?

The following special dispatch appeared in the Exam-

iner of Thursday morning

:

New York, July 24.—Thomas H. Williams is here and is as cbippar

as a two-year-old. He Is traveling about the town with Starter

Jimmy Rowe. Williams got here Tuesday from Saratoga, whither he

had been tosee some big horsemen of the East, and from what Wil-

liams said Ed Corrigao had better scratch If he doesn't want to get

left at the post. The youug Callfornlan horsemen was told tbat Sau
Franciscans believed the bitter feeling he once had for Edward Cor.

rigan had passed away, and tbat, bo to speak, they now were "stable

companions."
" Wvll, that's news to me," said Mr. Williams. " I haven't seen

Corrlgan for mouths, let aloue fix up a card with him. Please say

that I have now tbc same feelings for Mr. Corrlgan as I bad some
time ago., and I trust tbat the San Franciscans will not forget that it

isn't a brofhexly one. Mv trip Esst has turned out Just as 1 thought
and hoped it would—successfully.
" I went to Saratoga direct from Chicago. At the Spa I talked

with I'lerra Lorlilard. Dave Gideon, Phil Dwycrand ex-Mayor Nolan
of Albany 1 hey all entered, tbat is, the four gentlemen land they

are pretty big men ou the turf) have each taken an Interest in my
track. Callforalans will ace some o( the greatest racing ever had in

this country. Nearly, all the crackcliacks will be there, and of

course the noted bookies of the East will go where the 'ponies' run
and there will bo lots of sport and lots of big purses.

" It is possible Mr. Corrlgan Idoesn't care whether Gideon, Lorll-

lard, Dwycr and Nolan are Id with me. I'm sure I don't know, but
I am happy to know those people are In my yard, aud not lu bis.

I'll wlu In a walk. Bee If I ain't quoted at one to a thousand when
I get back to tbc Coast,"

From the above it would appear that President

William! had succeeded in securing the capital at the

Kant that he wan in quest of and that he was enthusiastic

over his success in this direction. At the same time one

would be led to believe that he still feels intensely bitter

toward Mr. K I • orrigan, and believing that he has the

up|K-r hand, is anxious for a bottle. We trust we are

mistaken in our idea of this, for while a track war

would result in great temporary benefit to turfmen in

rnia, ultimately racing would in all likelihood be

illed in the 1 1 Men State, as it has been in other States

st as promisin - notably New Jersey and Illinois. That

is history, and we can only judge the future by the past.

San Francisco cannot support two race courses where

racing is carried on simultaneously, especially in view

of the fact that we have already had eight months of

uninterrupted racing at one track on this side of the

bay. As an investment the purchase of Bay District

track at $650,000 is a good one, as there is a tract of

forty-nine acres by the side of beautiful Golden Gate

Park which, filled in properly, could be subdivided into

building lots and at least $1,000,000 real.

ized thereon. But as to making money out

of racing with two tracks being operatrd

at once, that is simply out of the question. Both sides

have ample capital to carry on the warfare for several

years, if necessary, but no man, no matter how wealthy,

would relish the idea of going down into his pocket week

after week to make up a deficit, especially when not even

the tiniest rift of silver could be seen in the racing sky.

Doubtless the horsemen would reap a golden harvest for

many months, but the welfare of California should be

looked into. We must peer ahead. Who would have

imagined, twelve months ago, that racing in the great

State of Illinois would have been rendered as dead as

the proverbial door-nail, its grand tracks and superb

stands ready to be torn down and the breeding interests

hurt to the extent of millions of dollars'? Yet that is

the state of affairs to-day. Without a doubt too much

racing and bitterness existing and shown between track

magnates had much to do with calling down the wrath

of the legislators, who throttled a glorious industry

and ruined many men. Let us hope that the history of

Illinois and New Jersey will not be the history of Cali-

fornia. Millions are at stake in this State, perhaps more

in the line of breeding than in either Illinois or New
Jersey. Let there be no struggle for supremacy in the

metropolis of the Far West, probably carrying ruin in

its wake. Both tracks can run here this year around

with the dates divided, and considerable money can be

made by both associations, beyond all doubt. Several of

the gentlemen connected with the new clubs have ex-

pressed themselves as anxious for an agreement to be

reached whereby there will be no clash, and from tele-

grams received from Chicago speaking of conferences be-

tween representatives of both sides it was thought there

would be an amicable arrangement of dates. Our hope

is that good common sense will carry the day and that

bitterness will be thrown aside for the good of the turf

in the Golden State and the breeding interest, which

represents many millions of dollars.

California Running Records.

Following are the best California records at the vari-

ous distances from a quarter ofa mile up to and including

four miles. George F. Smith broke the five-furlong rec-

ord at the preeent meeting ofthe California Jockey Club,

Ducat equalled the six-furlong mark ; both Artist and

McLight broke the seven-furlong record held by Motto

for about two years. Installator equalled John Treat's

record at fifteen-sixteenths of a mile, while last Saturday

Matt Storn's gallant colt, Del Norte, cut a quarter of a

second from the Coast record at a mile and a sixteenth.

The following are not only California records but the

best American as well : April Fool's half-mile on a cir-

cular track, Geraldine's six and one-half furlongs and

Hotspur's mile and three-quarters.

It is an interesting fact that Matt Storn, the very pop-

ular turfman, trained two of these record-makers, Del

Norte and Marigold, holders respectively of the Califor-

nia records at a mile and a sixteenth and four miles, and
has just cause to feel proud of his achievement. Besides,

Marigold, as a three-year-old, ran two miles in 3:30J,
pulled up so as not to beat her field too far. J. B. Chase

bred both of these magnificent animals. Geraldine and
John Treat hold Coast records at two distances, it will be

noted. Altogether the table will prove of great interest

to our readers, lovers of a good and true thoroughhred.
Miles.

1-4. April Fool. 4. by Confidence, 112 pounds, Fresno. Cal.
Oct. 2. 1891 0-213*

3 8. Red Light, a. by Little Alp, 123X lbs.; San Francisco.
June 17, iv.'a 0'34:l

*
1-2 April Fool. 6, by Confidence, 123 lbs; Sacramento, May

14. 1892 o:17Vi
916 Geraldine, a, by Grlnstead—Cousin Peggy, 115 lbs.;

Oakland, Cal., Jan. 21, 1893 0:54
6-8. Ucorge F. Smith, 4. by Inspector B.—North Anna, 100

lbs.; San Francisco. March 7, 1895 0-59
11-16. Gibson. 5, by Joe Hooker—Miss Gibson, 117 lbs.; San

Francisco, November 17. 1892 l'06:l

iCharmlon, 2, by Tyrant—Unit, 106 lbs.; San Fraucts-
Franclsco. November 18. 1892 113

Ducat. 5. by Imp. Decelvcr^Jonnle Flood, 105 lbs.;
. Sau Fraoclsco, March 8, 1895 1-13

13-16. Geraldine, 6. by Grinstead-Cousln Peggy, 85 lbs.; Sau
Francisco, November 3. 1891 1-193-5

Artlnt, 3. by Imp. Darebln-Hlrondelle, 102 lbs.; San
Francisco. November 5. 1891 1:26X

McLight, 4, by Macduir—Longalight. 99 lbs ; Sau Fran-

{

Cisco. March 2, 189', 1-26W
John Treat, a, by Shlloh-Mary Bell, 110 lbs.; Oakland
August 31, 1891 i:34ji

Installator. 3, by imp. Brutus-Inslallatlou, 104 lbs.;
8an Francisco, June 28, 1896 IM%

:: I.

1 1-16.

11-8.

11-4.

13-S.

11-2.

13-1.

2,

21-1.

3.

4.

Al Farrow, 4, by Connor—Delia Walker, 93 lbs.. San
Jose. April 5, 1889 ;.„

Mulberry, 4, by imp. Deceiver—Jennie McKinney, 92
lbs.; San Francisco, July 6, 1895

Del Norte, 4. bv imp. Greenback—PriscUla, 105 lbs.-
San Francisco, July 20, 1895

John Treat, a, by Shiloh—MaryiBell, 115 lbs.; Oakland,
November 17. 1S91 „. „

Laura Gardner, 4, by Jim Brown—Avail, 113 lbs.; Los
Angeles, Au». 8, JS88 _..

Triboulet, 4, by imp. King Ban—Herzegovina, 117 lbs.;
San Francisco. April 26, 188S

Tycoon, 5, by Reveille—Margery, 117 lbs.; Napa, Aue.
22. 1890 °.... ._..

Hotspur. 5. by Joe Daniels—by vVildidle, 117 lbs.; San
Francisco, April 30, 1S91

Monte Cristo. 4, by King Alfonso—Galauthis, 10S lbs ;

San Francisco, April 23, 1SS7
Duchejsof Norfolk, 3, by Norfolk—Marion, 93 lbs.; San

Francisco. April 26, 1882
Norfolk. 4,by Lexington—Novice, 100 lbs.; Sacramento
September 23, 1865

Marigold. 6, by Milner—Katy Pease, 105 lbs.; Sau Fran-
cisco, Jan. 14, 1S93

1:40

1:40

1:47

1:54

2:07«

2:21^

2:353$

3:00^

8:30

3:5614

5:2T!5

7:20>$

We would respectfully call the attention of our read-

ers to the fact that entries to San Jose, Fresno, Ven-
tura and State Fair ra_ce3 close on the 1st of August

;

Hueneme events, August 3d; Hollister.August 15th,and

Los Angeles September 14th. Read the advertisements,

select the races for your horses to go into at once, and
send entries on to the Sscretary of the association with-

out delay.

Secretary M. R. Hook, of the Tehama County
Agricultural Association, Eed Bluff, Cal., writes us

under date of July 24th as follows : " If nothing hap-

pens to prevent, this association will hold their annua
fair September 17th to 21at. The directors will meet
next Saturday and decide on programme."

Social Status of the Starter.

Fault is found frequently with the starting of races by
Mr. James Kowe. He is the professional starter employed
by the Jockey Club. Every manner of criticism has been

hurled at his inoffensive head, and the daily press and the

public have not seldom impugned his motives. We think Mr.
Kowe should be exonerated of any blame for lack of ability.

Hie integrity, too, in our opinion, ia equal to that of Ca?3ar's

wife. Indeed, we are willing to Eay that no more skillful nor

more scrupulous man could be found for the place. His errors

are not of method. They are not of judgment. They are not

of intention. Mr. Kowe is handicapped by a career. He be-

gan life as a jockey. Therein was his misfortune. By dint

of intelligent effort he reached the distinction of a trainer.

Therein was his fortune. In recognition of sterling qualities

his ambition to wield the flag at the post was gratified. There-

in was his undoing. For what reason ? Simply that human
nature is weak. Men and boys on the jockey plan of con-
struction cannot lift themselves above the petty plane of
jealousy. Whereas those on or above the same sphere as that
to which a man may be elevated will honor him for success,

those left behind, or who have not the spunk to emulate his
efforts,will sulk and scoffand evince other signs of envy. Again
it is a trait common among all classes of society, high or low,
and of course more marked in the latter, to treat with con-
tempt that which has grown familiar. These circumstances
contribute to Mr. Rowe's failures with the starting flag. The
jockeys all know he was once a jockey himself. For the rea-

sons mentioned this fact causes them to respect him not.

Without their deferential submission the starter has no con-
trol over the jockeys. Ftar of punishment alone is not con-
ductive to good order. The jockeys obey when it suits their

whim, or when they dread that oft-repeated and glaring
deviltry may become a subject of reprehensive investigation.

This could be changed by the appointment of a gentleman of
high social position, which combined with superior intelli-

gence and commanding presence, would exercise suasive in-

fluence over the jockeys. He should paid for his services, so
that he could afford to devote his entire time and attention to

the undertaking. In England the leading starter of races is

Lord Marcus Beresford, whose social status is of the best. If

such a reform as we suggest should be instituted it would be
appropriate and harmonious for the starter to appear as a
horseman, and not as a farmer might when dressed for "Sun-
day meetin'." The patriarchal aspect of the judges atSheeps-
head Bay going to their respective stations before a race

wearing cheap straw hats and linen dusters in a depot ambu-
lance suggests antiquated mentality and feeble physique. Let's

be done with such old-fashioned practices, and introduce our-
selves of the turf as quite up to date. Old fogyism is quite
out of style. We must be "smart" as the English mean it, as

well as "smart" in the Yankee sense.—Rider and Driver.

Hesrt Walsh, perhaps the best-known trainer of thor-

oughbreds on the Pacific Slope, died Thursday morning at

his rooms on McAllister Street in this city, aged about sixty-

six years. Mr. Walsh, who began as an exercise boy with
Capt. Billy Coltrill, of Mobile, Ala., atd worked himself up
until )he became a noted conditioner of horses, came to

California iu the early sixties. He owned Henry and
other good race horses, and over a dozen
years ago went to work for the late Senator Stanford as trainer

and superintendent of the thoroughbred department of the
famous breeding establishment. He continued in that posi-

tion until about three years ago, when he assumed charge of

the string of the young millionaire, W. O'B. Macdonougb,
just then entering on his career as a turfman. Ill-health

caused his retirement about six months ago. Mr. Walsh had
a host of friends who will be deeply grieved at his demise.
The deceased was guardian of the clever rider, Joe Piggott.
The funeral takes place this morning at 9 o'clock.

In the fourth race at St. Louis Saturday, July 13th, when
reaching the quarter pole, Equator, with A. Barrett up, fell,

breaking bis leg and severely injuring his jockey. The horse
was shot immediately. On the same day Canny Scott broke
down at the half in the second mile and is probably perma-
nently injured.
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Stringhalt.

Read before the annual meeting of the Pennsylvania State Veteri-

nary Medical Association, at Philadelphia, by S. J. J.

Harger, V. M. D.|

It is not my intention to demonstrate in this paper the

true pathology of this abnormal condition, and more careful

observation is necessary before arriving at a definite conclu-

sion. Here, let us remembsr that, as in many other cases of

incorrect nomenclature stringhalt, the " dry spavin " {epar-

vin sec) of the French, is only a symptom of diverse disease

processes- The pathology of the disease or diseases with

which this symptom is associated i3 not constant, and obser-

vation seems to demonstrate that there are a number o*

lesions in various parts of the member accompanied by al-

tered muscular contractions which cannot be attributed ex-

clusively to any one particular alteration. Hence, if we wish

to study the pathology, it is, I believe, necessary to study a

a number of disease processes. In support to this view we no*

only have post-mortem dissections, bat the variation in the

group of muscles affected and the results of different methods

of treatment ; a treatment successful in one case may be nega-

tive in another.

The muscles affected are generally the flexors or the ex-

tensors in the different regions of the member. In some cases

extension of the femur, flexion of the tibia and an excessive

elevation of the point of the hock are most marked, without

any exaggerated alteration in the cannon movements ; in

others, there is excessive flexion of the femur and the canon,

with an elevation of the stifle. On account of the anatomical

disposition of the flexor of the metatarus, flexor of the femur
cannot take place without a corresponding movement of

canon, although the later seems in many cases relatively

greater than the former. Abductive movements are infre-

quent Each individual case offers a different physiological

mechanism.
I will give a resume of the various theories and the treat-

ment of the defect, to be followed by a report of a case on
which I operated with success. It was this later fact which
induced me to write this article.

Stringhalt is designated idiopathic when it cannot be as-

signed to any p r rticular cause, and symptomatic or mechanical

when it accompanies a definite lesion or a mechanical inter-

ference with locomotion.

Among these conditions I may mention pain in some por-

tion of the member (symptomatic), curb, shortening of the

fascia lata aponeurosis, spavin, a very straight hock, exces-

sive development of the ridge of the lower articular surface

of the tibia.shortening of the latter extensor of the phalanges,

chronic inflammation of the sciatic nerve. Goubaux ob-

served chronic arthritis of the coxo-femoral joint. Pain in

the foot under certain conditions acts as a cause. Cadiot

made section successively of the digital and the sciatic nerves;

in six days the spasmodic movement had disappeared, but

fifteen days later the foot sloughed ofl. The hoof showed a

keraphocele. Beyond this I am not prepared to speak on
the foot theory ot sprioghalt. A hypodermatic injection of

cocaine over the plantar nerves will eliminate or affirm the

location of the cause in the foot. Again, in incipient spavin,

before the exostosis is developed, a jerking movement of the

hock may accompany the lameness. Undoubtedly in many
such lesions are coincidents, while the true cause is not dis-

covered. ,

Rousseau, a French army veterinarian, is of the opinion

after a number of observations, that the spinal cord is the

seat of the lesion. He performed plantar and sciatic neurec-

tomy to exclude the lower portion of the member, which did

not influence the movements. Double stringhalt, arching of

the back; tucked up flank and sensitive loins, yielding readily

to the pressure of the hand, difficulty and exaggeration uf

the movements in turning led him to locate the trouble in

the lumbar region of the spinal cord. He made one autopsy

and found an abundance of arachnoid fluid, a yellowish col-

oration of the inferior (motor) nerve roots, while the superior

were white, and some vascular congestion. The member
otherwise was normal.
This theory will best explain many of the different phe-

nomena observed and the variations in the muscular regions

effected. The nerves emanating from the lumbo-sacral plexus

originate in different parts of the spinal cord, and hence the

altered muscular contraction in any given case may vary
according to the portion of the cord affected. Comparing the
flexors and the extensors, the altered movements may be

developed under two conditions : excessive contraction of the

flexors, or a loss of co-ordination between the flexors and the

extensors. The first proposition explains itself. As to the

Becond, during locomotion, the contractions of the flexors

and extensors follow successively and harmoniously, first the

one set and then the other. If this harmony is disturbed and
if the one contracts before that of the other has ceased, the

movements become antagonistic and irregular. Thus, if the

flexors commence to contract before the extensor force is ex-

pended, the flexors mast contract with additional force to

overcome the latter, and thus impart a jerking movement to

the leg. There is, as it were, an antagonism between the

extending and flexing force. This will furnish a plausible

explanation for the fact that the spasmodic contractions will

disappear with exercise or become cured spontaneously after

prolonged rest. Opposed to this, however, is the fact that

the Bymptom sometimes disappears after a certain treatment

influencing a region other than the central nervous system.

Comeny's theory is that stringhalt is due to an excessive

dryness of the hock-joint from an insufficient synovial fluid.

The dryness of the articulatioD.he claims, can be recognized

in the exterior by the adherence of the skin to the surface of

the bones ; the skin is less movable ; the fluctuation of the

sapkena vein less distinct ; the skin on the outer and the in-

ner side of the hollow of the hock is separated only by a tbin

layer of connective tissue, and in severe cases almost in con-
tact with each other. He claims to have found this peculiar-

ity in several hundred horses. It is more marked in severe

cases and can be best seen by comparing the hock with that

of the other leg, or, in double stringhalt, with those of another
horse. I have never been able to observe this conformation
of the hock in such cases. The dryness of the articular sur-

faces and the increased friction explain, according to him, the
" scraped " appearance of the articular pulley of the astraga-

lus ; an extra and spasmodic contraction is necessary to over-
come the resistance which imparts a jerking motion to the
foot. This is not yet confirmed by other observations.

Comeny ascribes the diminished synovial secretion, in a far-

fetched manner, to alterations in the spinal cord. He recom-
mends, as a verification of his view, an intra-articular injec-
tion of egg-albumen, which Bhould give temporary relief ; ex-
ercise increases the synovial Moid, and hence improvement
after exercise.

A too straight hock, too open in front, open angles of the
member sometimes give the movements a spasmodic charac-
ter. This can be seen in the dissected hock-joint in which
the flexion as well as extension after reaching a certain point
are completed with a "snap" or jerk.

Baccar, Dickerhoof and Bassi called attention to the
elasticity of the tibial aponeurosis, and have by its section
cured a number of cases. I am inclined to the belief that this
may act as a mechanical cause, acting like an india-rubber
band extending from the stifle to the cannon, for several rea-

sons: (1) Dissections show that these aponeurosis contain
yellow elastic fibres and appear elastic

; (2) Section of the
aponeurosis has given relief as well as cured some cases.

In one case of double stringhalt much relief followed section
of the aponeurosis and the latter extensor in one member,
while severing the anterior tibial nerve on the opposite mem-
ber gave no relief, Bhowing that the difference was not doe
to section of the lateral extensor tendon. This elastic ap-
paratus comprises more thon the tibial aponeurosis. It consists

of a complete superficial envelope extending from the thigh to
the canon. In the thigh we find internally the crural
aponeurosis, in front the fascia lata, outwardly the gluteal
aponeurosis ; these are continuous below with the superficial

layer of the tibial aponeurosis, which has a special termina-
tion in the form of a triangular slip, below the tarsus, on the
anterior extensor tendon in the bend of the hock.
As to treatment, cauterization of theloins as well as elec-

tricity were unsuccessful.

I have in a few cases tried anterior tibial neureotomy, but
always with negative results. Dr. J. C. Meysr reported a
successful case of tibial aponeureotomy after action uf the
anterior tibial nerve was negative.

Dr. H. H. Choate, of Lewiston, Maine, and myself operated
upon a most severe case of double striDghalt; in one member
the tibial aponeurosis and lateral extensor was cut. A marked
improvement followed and progressed until the animal was
destroyed six weeks afterward. In the other leg the anterior
tibial nerve was cut, with no improvement.
Tenotomy of the lateral extensor without action of the

ayoneurosis, in my experience, has little influence upon the
gait either in stringhalt or in the normal leg.

A case was brought to my clinic at the University Hospi-
tal which I will report in detail.

The subject, a draft horse, weighing about 1,400 pounds,
had a history of falling down an enbankment i year age, but
had been affected with stringhalt prior to that time. The
symptoms were most severe, rendering the animal absolutely

useless. Walking was very difficult, and trotting was of the
hop skip-and-jump order. It was with the greatest difficulty

that the horse was made to walk, the feet seemed as if pinned
to the ground. Before starting on a walk the leg was forci-

bly flexed, the hoof touching the flank and maintained there
for some seconds. The canons and pasterns were covered
with scars from cuts of the opposite foot. In turning the
body pivoted on the hind feet.

The operation was performed January 26lh in the follow-

ing manner: The patient being cast, a side-line was placed
around the leg above the hock, and one at the lower end of

the canon. After the usual antiseptic routine the skin was
punctured two inches below the tarsus and over the tendon
of the lateral extensor of the phalanges, care being taken not
to injure the collateral artery of the canon. A long
tenotome then being inserted, was passed toward
the inner side between the skin and the triangu-

lar termination of the aponeurosis ; the edge of the instru-

ment was then turned toward the bone and the section com-
pleted by drawing it outward with some pressure, the side-

lines being pulled in opposite directions to straighten the
leg. The instrument was next passed between the tendon
and the canon bone from behind to before, and the tendon
cut upward. The separated ends of the aponeurosis and the
tendon can be felt through the skin when the section is com-
plete, After getting up there was no perceptible improve-
ment. Some amelioration was noticed the next day, which
continued steadily for a week, when the spasmodic move-
ments were not much noticeable, and the animal practically

was ready for work. At the present time the horse is prac-

tically cured. There is nothing abnormal in walking, trotting

is regular, the action perhaps a trifle high. It is only in

making a short turn that the flexion of the hock is a little

exaggerated, but the animal is as serviceable as before. I

have operated on several other cases, but unfortunately the
animals were destroyed before the result could be determined.
In one dissection in which the spinal cord was not examined,
nothing abnormal was found, excepting, as I thought, numer-
ous elastic fibres in the above-mentioned aponeurosis covering
the muscles ; the synovia of the hock-loint was abundant, and
the articular surfaces were not scraped, but showed a few
spots of ulceration. In this case section of the lateral exten-
sor tendon had no effect j the tibial aponeurosis was not cut.

To recapitulate, the spinal and the mechanical elastic the-

ories, it appears to me, include the majority of these cases.

Saved the Ring.

Plunging- Bookmakers.

There are different ways of making a book, and there are

no two men who follow the same lines. One man will hold

out a favorite or the horse he likes and lay any kind of a

price on the others, Riley Grannan and Joe Ullman are

bookmakers of this type. On the next block will perhaps be

found the bookie of the conservative price, so well exempli-

fied by P . A. Brady, who believes in letting the public play

what they want, but giving it to them at the shortest price.

"I think the Brady system is the one that pays in the end,"

said a member of the fraternity, "He never wanted to win

a fortune on a race, being satisfied to round up his book the

best he could on every race, and wait for breaks. To win

$100 on a race was all he wanted. The result is that he is a

rich man to-day, while the plungers are all broke. Half the

books won't let a man play the horse if the bookmaker lises

it himself. That's not real bookmakiog. The success of

pool-room men show that. A pool room man is forced to

put up the price sent to him, and he has to take all the

moneys offered. And yet all the men in it have grown rich.

That shows that the man who takes the money, even if he
likes the horse it is bet on, is the winner in the end."

"If there had been betting," says Matt Byrnes, "the day
Pontiac won the Suburban, in 188-5, Mr. Lorillard would
have won more money than ever won by one man in one
day's racing in America. He told me he would have won it

on the Suburban alone. We had what we thought the great-

est chance that any stable ever had, but Comstock stopped

the betting that day and spoiled our calculations. It was our

first racing for the season. We had three starters in different

races and expected to win with all. Emperor was in the sec-
ond race, Heva in the fourth and Pontisc in the Suburban.
Each brought home the money. Nobody but ourselves knew
anything about them and there is no telling what the odds
against them would have been had books been made. The
odds against Pontiac in the future books were 80 and 100 to
1. Mr. Lorillard didn't put a dollar on him and told me not
to back him. He wanted to keep everybody from thinking the
horse had a chance and in that way get a price in the ring
when he would back him. We knew there was no chance to
beat that black Englishman. All the reports that came from
the West were full of Monogram, who was in the Suburban
at 90 pounds, carried 112 pounds and won the Cincinnati
Hotel Stakes at Latonia, in 2:08|. I was at the farm at

Jobstown, N. J., when the report of that race reached
me. The black fellow wrs doing well, but the Suburban
was to be run about June 11, and I thought it about time to
find out if he was as good as I thought. I worked him a
mile and a quarter with 127 pounds up in 5:09. A record of
all the work ever done at the farm track was kept and I went
through the books to see how that trial compared with others
made there. The fastest mile and a quarter trial ever made
by any o'.her horse at the farm track, with any kind of weight,
was 2:1 U. I couldn't believe my watch and sent it to New
York to see if it was right. It was examined and pronounced
in perfect order. The next day Mr. Lorillard came down.
When I told him what Pontiac had done he laughed at me.
In a few days I convinced him that the trial was no fluke,
and he became satisfied that the horse couldn't be beaten in
Suburban. Then he laid his plans for that first day at
Sheepshead. We kept the horses at the farm so long as it

was safe to do so and didn't have to show them up at Sheeps-
head until the colors were up. We won the three races and
would have been greatly disappointed had we lost either of
them. Suppose Mr. Lorillard had beaten two race= and then
had a chance to play Pontiac, an unknown quantity, but a
sure winner in the Suburban. Isn't it likely that we would
still be hearing abont the killing he made? Comstock saved
the bookmakers that day. They kicked about it and roasted
him, but he was their friend in disguise.

"Won a Bet Anyhow.

A good story is told about Oliver P. Lucas, who died while

holding the position of clerk of the board of aldermen of

Louisville, and Bob Cathcart, one of the best known pool-

sellers in the world.

Cathcart was interested in the Turf Exchange in Louis-
ville, and was selling pools on a big race one day when Lu-
cas came in. The two were well acquainted, and Lucas nod-
ded his head as a salutation or greeting when he caught
Cathcart's eye. If he noticed it he attached no significance
to the fact that Cathcart immediately cried, "Sold for $40."
Lucas passed out of the room, and some days later an attache
of the poolroom, meeting Lucas, asked him why he did not
come and get the pool he had won. Still ignorant of the
fact, and thinking some jest was intended, Lucas flourished

his hand carelessly, and in a don't-care-a-copper manner re-

plied:
" Oh, I don't need it. I've got plenty of money."
A day or two passed and Lucas received a second inquiry

about the money. By this lime his curiosity was excited,
and he asked a friend to go to the pool-room and find ont what
all the talk was about.

This friend speedily learned that Cathcart had accepted
Lucas' nod as a bid, knocked down the pool to him, and as is

often done yet where the bidders are known, simply slipped
a "ticket" in the box. The horse that the pool was sold on
won the race, and there was something over $300 awaiting
Lucas. Lucas said to his friend :

" I hardly know whether to take that money or not. I

never bid and never thought of such a thing. I never heard
of the horse before."

This friend told me he had just as well take the money,
for some one would have bought the pool for a dollar or two
less, and Cathcart was not a loser, as the commission money
was all he was looking for.

Lucas allowed the money to remain there for nearly a
week, and then told some one about the pool-room to bet $125
of it on so ne race. He lost his bet, and then collected what
was left of winnings on a wager which he had never made.

—

Horse Review.

Mr. William Astob Chaxler is one of the latest recruits

to the ranks of racing men, being the purchaser at the recent
yearling sales of three youngsters. It is his intention to form
a small and select stable. Though Mr. Chanler has been a
familiar figure at the metropolitan race course for several
years and is one of the most popular of the younger set of
sportsmen, this is his first venture upon the turf as an owner.
We hope that it may prove successful, as upon men of his

stamp does the future of the turf in the East largely depend.
Mr. Chanler, whose explorations in Africa have made him
famous among the savants of Earope and this country, has
recently been honored with the degree of A. M. by Harvard
University.

The fourteen head of yearlings purchased last Spring by
M. F. Dwyer from Milton Young, and whose breeding was
given in last week's Spirit, arrived safely in Jersey City, on
Saturday, July 12th, and were transhipped on Monday, July
14th, by steamer Tauric, of the White otar Line. One of the
best-looking youngsters of the lot is the colt by Hanover, out
of Extra. The yearlings are in charge of Simon Armstrong,
who arrived from Newmarket a short time ago to superin-

tend their shipment.—N. Y. Spirit of the Times.

Ret Alfonso, the crack son of Prince of Norfolk and
Haidee, that broke down badly several weeks ago, has been
fired and blistered three times. He is now at Bay District

track taking walking exercises,and it is believed he will come
around all right eventually.
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OALIFOPNIA JOOKEx* CLUB RACES.

Six Superb Races on Saturday—Two Head-and-

Head Finishes—Del Norte Breaks the Mile

and a Sixteenth Record — All The

Events Closely Described.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWFNTY-FOURTH DAY- -THURSDAY,

JULY 18.

HERK wis A marked change for

' the better, 80 far as favorites win-

ning were concerned, four first

choices and a well-played third

choice winniog the five events

carded. Two of the finishes were

of the hair-raising, tobacco-swal-

lowing description, two won easily

and one handily. The attendance

was lighter than usual, and will

continue to prove lighter as the

days wear on unless the Board of Supervisors steps in and

passes an ordinance stopping this so called taking of commis-

sions, which is farcical in the extreme to anyone taking the

pains to investigate the matter, foi the bets are not made at

the track in any cise. The track was never much faster IhRn

this afternoon, but a strong wind prevailing doubtless made

the making of phenomenal lime out of the question. Coady,

Hinrichs, E. Jones, Piggott and Stewart were the successful

ockevs. The declaring off of all bets on the last race, the

short-course steeplechase won in a gallop by many lengths by

J. O. C, did not meet with the approval of many aracegoer
(

who could see that the winner was a far better animal than

anything in it this afternoon, capable of simply playing with

his field. If there was crookedness practiced in the race the

guilty one should be severely punished. That will be in

keeping with the declaring off of a 1 bets, which is quite a

serious matter.

The first race was won by a nose in the last stride by the

favorite, Auteuil, who would have been beaten beyond a

doubt by Joeie G. had the Gano mare not swerved consider-

ably in the last part of it. Cadeau, a 6 to 1 shot, was a far-

away third.

Walter J., favorite, led nearly all the way in the two year-

old race and won with ease by three leDgths, Belle Boyd,

with five pounds up more than the winner, coming like a

race horse down the homestretch and beating Prince Hooker

out three parts of a length for the place. The Gladette

gelding was a fair fourth, but ran a disappointing race.

Serapbin, a 3 to 1 shot, sailed to the front in the mile race

with a feather on her back and was not headed, winning by a

length from Road Runner in 1:42',, with Claudius another

length away. As Road Runner last Saturday ran a mile in

1:41 with three pounds less up than to-day and outclasses

Seraphin goiog over a distance of ground, the run is hard to

explain. The owner of Road Runner, we understand, ex-

pressed himself as anything but pleased with the ride

he got.

Commission, made a terrific favorite, won by a scant neck

in a fearful drive from Miss Buckley, who just beat Carmel

a head. The latter coming by far the fastest.

J. O. C, by odds the best horse in the last race of the day,

led over all the jumps but one, winning in a gallop by five

lengths, Yangedine second, two lengths from Mendocino.

Mendocino's rider, VV. Clancy, was indefinitely suspended.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race, five and a half furlongs, selling, had Auteuil
for a decided favorite, bis best closing price being 3 to 2.

Josie G, waa at 11 to 5, Wild Rose 5 and 6 to 1 (heavily
played j, Ladameo X, Gomalez Maid 10, Cadeau and Druscilla
60 to 1. They broke to a good start, the order being Gonzi-
lee Maid, Ladameo, Auteuil. Past the half it was GonzalaB
Maid first by half a length, Josie G. second, a length before
Ladameo, she three lengths from Cadeau, on whom Auteuil
waa lapped. Neariog the final turn Josie G. took command,
leading by half a length, Gonzales Maid second, a length
from Cadeau, Auteuil another half length away and coming
up fast. Josie Q. dre* of) half way down the homestretch,
bet swerving badly most of the way, Auteuil was enabled by
hard driving to get up and win in the last stride by a nose,
Josie <*. four lengths from Cadeau, who in turn was two
lengths before Gonzales Maid. Time, 1:08?.

A maiden two year-old race at four and one-half furlongs
waa second on the programme. Walter J. was an even-money
favorite at the close. The Brutus-Gladetle gelding was at 2J
to 1, Belle Boyd and Miss Cunningham 9 to 1, Prince
Hooker and Lady Lekster filly IS and Mollie Bawn 40 to 1.

They broke to a grand start, Waller J. first but not well un-
der way, Prince Hooker second, Belle Boyd next. At the
half Prince Hooker, Waller J. and the Lady Leinsler filly

ran in close order. Nearing the homestretch Walter J.
assumed command, leading as they turned for home by a
length. Prince Hooker second, a head before the Lady
\mntn tilly. Walter J. look things quite easy coming down
to the finish, winning by three lengths, Belle Boyd making a
strong finish and beating Prince Hooker three parts of a
length for place, (iladelte gelding fourth, half a length fur-
ther away. Time, 0:66}.

The third race was at a mile, selling. Road Runner was
a slight favorite at 8 to 5, Claudius at 'J to 6, Seraphin 8 to 1,
Sympathetica Last 12 and lebi Ban 150 to 1. Road Runner]
Seraphin, Claudius was the order to a good start. Seraphin
stole rifbt away from her field, leading by three lengths at
the quarter, Road R'nner second, as far from Sympathetic^
Lest. At the half the white-faced filly was four lengths to
the good. Road Runner second, three lengths from Sympa-
thetic^ Last. Turning for home the order waa the same, ex-
cept that Ser«| ' .'» lead had been cut to three lengihs. In
the last furious Koad Runner steadily cut down the space
that separated him from Seraphin,but he had let the filly get

too much of a lead, and she won by a length, Road Runner

second, as far from Claudius, who had made up a lot of

ground. Time, 1:42}. It wa9 not generally supposed that

Seraphin liked the route.

The mile selling race, third on the programme, had but

three starters. Commission's best closing price was 3 to 10.

Several booked with the favorite out. Miss Buckley was at

7 to 1, Carmel 8. They got away to a splendid start after

Carmel had broken up several good send-offs. Commission

got the inner rail, and making a good run around the first

turn, led past the quarter by a length, Carmel second, as far

from Misf Buckley. At the half Commission's lead was one

and a half lengths, Carmel second by but a neck. Under the

whip Miss Buckley closed up on Commission, who led but a

head as they turned for home, Carmel a length further away.

Miss Buckley looked more like a 1 to 3 shot than Commis-

sion at one stage of the game in the homestretch, and in the

last few yards Carmel came in a most determined manner.

The finish was one of the prettiest ever seen in San Fran-

cisco, Commission winning in a fierce drive by a scant neck,

Miss Buckley second, a head only from Carmel, who would

have won had the race been ten yards further, in all proba-

bility. Time, 1:41}.

J. O. C, was made a red-hot favorite in the short-course

steeplechase, the closing figures being 8 to 5. Dick O'Mal
ley was at 14 to 5, Mendocino 8 to 1, Yangedine 7, Vulcan
12 and Joe Frank 60 to 1. Vulcan led over the first jump
by two lengths, Dick O'Malley second, three from J. O. C.

The last named came very fast going down the hill to the

next fence, where he was first by a head, Dick O'Malley

and Vuldan dose together. J. O. C. now drew away stead-

ily, leading by six lengths over the old water jump, Dick
O'Malley next, half as far from Mendocino. Yangedine soon

thereafter passed Meadocino, but J. O. O, under a strong

pull, increased his steadily until he was ten lengths to the

good. Into the homestretch J. O. C. led by ten lengths,

Yangedine second, two from Mendocino. Yangedine and
Mendocino gained some in the last quarter, but J. O. C. won
galloping by five lengths, Yangedine second, driving, two

from Mendocino. The time was 3:24. After a long consul-

tation the judges declared all bets off, but clearly the best

horse won. In fact J. O. C. apparently could have beaten

bis field a dozen lengths instead of five. If any rider was
guilty of pulling a horse he should be ruled off at once. The
decision did not by any means suit the majority. W. Clancy,

rider of Mendocino, was suspended indefinitely, pending in-

vestigation.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY,
JULY 19.

Two red-hot favorites and one that was not so warm met

defeat this afternoon, and there was mourning in the

camp of the form- Usurers and a scarcity of coin among them

at the end of the day's play. An average crowd

attended the races today, and the racing was fit

for the gods that enjoy excitement of the most

intense description. The first two races were

captured by a head and nose respectively, not one was won
by more than a length. Throughout the time made was

good, and two of the races appro -ched the phenomenal—Sir

Richard's short six furlongs in 1:12 and Silver State's full

Bix furlongs in 1:131;. Greenback Jr., a three-year-old, ran

five furlongs in 1:011;, winning easily. The short half was

run by Melanie in the cracking time of 0:4b' flat, equal to

about 0:47] for the full four furlongs. Hinrichs again carried

off the pigskin honors, with two wins, a second and a third

out of four mounts. Shaw, E. Jones and Chevalier were on

the remaining winners of the afternoon. It was a grand

day's sport, bnt the fall of the talent on Edgemount and Ber-

nardo was something awful.

Leonatus, favorite at 8 to 5 in the first race, laid second to

Wild Rose until well in the homestretch, coming away

cleverly at the end and winning by a good head, Wild Rose a

length before Swiftsure.

8pry Lark, 6 and 7 to 1 in the betting, led for fully two-

thirds of the journey in the two-year-old race, Veragua look-

ing a winner in the homestretch, however. In a driving fin-

ish Spry Lark stuck her nose out at the proper time and won,

with Dancing Girl a good third. Elgemount, the hottest

favorite seen in some time, ran a terribly disappointing race

seeming to go to pieces when he had run less than a furlong,

finishing far behind the money.

8ir Richard, favorite at 8 to 6 and 2 to 1 in the short six-

furlong dash, laid about a length behind Melanie as she turned

into the homestretch at a wonderful clip, then got up and
beat her out a length handily at the finish, with Road Run-
ner a rather distant third.

Silver State, 13 to 5 at the close, got away second in the

front right away, and not headed, won with a bit to spare by
a length, Ho a ard beating the favorite, Bernardo, a head.

The time was 1:13} for the full six furlongs.

Red Dick opened up an awful gap on his field in the last

race, but came back very fast in the final furlong, Greenback
Jr. winning easily by a length from Arno, Red Dick third,

another length away.

How the Rata Were Run:
In the first race, about six furlongs, selling, Leonatus was

a favorite, opening and closing at 8 to 5. Barcaldine was at
13 to 5, Sheridan (well played) at 3} to 1, Swiftsure 12, Ca-
deau and Wild Rose 20, Ladameo 100 and Druscilla 150 to
1. Ladameo ran away for about five furlongs with Rakemau.
The start was good for all but the runaway, the order being
Sheridan, Swifteure, Leonatus. Wild Rose ran out of the
bunch in the first eighth and led by two lengths past the half,
Leonatus second, as far from Swiftsure. Sheridan and Drus-
cilla materially improved their positions in the run to the
homestretch, entering which Wild Rose was first by a length,
Leonatus second, two from Druscilla, who led Swiftsure a
head. Leonatus got up in the last few yards and won cleverly
by a good head, Wild Rose Becond, a length from Swiftsure,
who beat Sheridan about three lengths. Time, 1:14}.
The second race was at five furlongs, selling, for two-year-

olds. Edgemount was a sizzling favorite, opening at 6 to 5
and being hacked down to 18 to 20. Veragua closed at 3 to

1, Spry Lark 6, Elsie 7, Daucing Girl 25 to 1. To a good
start Spry Lark was first, Edgemount second, Elsie third,

Edgemount showed in front when they had gone a sixteenth,

but Spry Lark was a length to the good at the half-mile
ground, Veragua a head before Edgemount. The latter tried

to run out, and upon Jones taking a strong hold on him, the
colt soon became a poor fourth. He acted like a sick horse.
Spry Lark, Veragua and Dancing Girl ran half lengths apart
into the homestietch. Veragua led bv a small margin a six-

teenth from home, but Spry Lark drew up on even terms,
nnd in a ding-dong finish Spry Lark stuck her nose out at
the right time and won by that member, Veragua one length
before Dancing Girl. Time, 1:02.

The third race, about six furlongs, selling, was a great bet-

ting affair. Sir Richard opened at 8 to 5 and closed at 2 to 1,

Melanie being backed down from 3 to 2} to 1. Realization
was at3J, Arnette 10, Road Runner 12 and Joe K. 30 to 1.

After quite a delay at the post the flag fell to a fair start, Sir
Richard second, three lengths before Realization. Turning
for home the old daughter of Powhat tan snowed a length in
front of the gray, Realization third, one and a half lengths
further away. Half-way down the homestretch Sir Richard
a neck behind, was being ridden with bands and heels, and
responding, he had the mare finally beaten about eighty yards
of the finish, drawing away and winning by a scant length
handily, Melanie second, three lengths from Road Runner,
who beat Realization one and a half lengths for the show,
with a little urging. Time, 1:12—the fastest run at the dis-

tance in several months.
Bernardo was a red-hot favorite in the fourth race, a six-

furlong handicap, his closing price being 6 to 5 and 13 to 10.

Silver State was at 13 to 5, Howard 31 to 1, Duke Stevens 7
to 1. They went away to a good start, Howard first, Silver
State next, Bernardo third. Silver State shot by Howard as
if he was tied up, and, running quite easily, led past the half
by two lengths, Duke Stevens second, half a length before
Howard, who led Bernardo a head. They closed np on Sil-

ver State going to the homestretch, into which it was Che-
viot one-two, Silver State first by a length, Bernardo second,
half a length before Howard. The Duke had gone to snlking
and dropped back last. Bernardo and Howard drove hard
all the way down the straight, but Silver State always held
them safe,and won by a length with a few speed links left in
the splendid time ot 1:13} for the full six furlongs, Howard
beating Bernardo a head for the place, Dnke Stevens bix
lengths further away. It was a grand run, truly, and, pressed
to her limit, Silver State could have run in 1:13 surely.

The last race was at fire furlongs, selling. Gracie S. was
a favorite at 9 to 5, Greenback Jr. 3£ to 1, Arno 4J, O'Bee
10, Red Dick 10, Regal and Mt. Carlos 15 to 1. The flag

went down to a poor start, Red Dick, the skyrocket, off first

and going like a shot.Mt. Carlos second, Greenback Jr. next,
the favorite, Gracie S. absolutely last and away behind the
bunch. Her chances were killed at the swish of the bunting.
Red Dick led by five lengths passing the half,Mt. Carlos sec-

ond, a head before Gracie S., who bad made up about five

lengths. Turning for home Red Dick was six lengths to the
good, Greenback Jr. second, lapped by Mt. Carlos. In the
last furlong Red Dick quit at an alarming rate, Greenback
Jr. coming on to an easy victory. Arno came very strong at
the finish, beating Red Dick a length for the place. Time,
1:01}.

226TH DAY—SATURDAY, JULY 20.

A cloudy raw afternoon was that supplied by Dame
Nature to the votaries of equine sport at the Bay District

Track on Saturday last. Slow time and discomfort was there-

fore anticipated, but the contrary was the result, for one

Coast record was broken, very fast time made in two of the

other races, and three finishes made so close as to enthuse

the most stolid of on-lookers. The performance of ' Matt

Storn's well-bred horse, Del Norte, was indeed a revelation

—

exceeding the expectation of his most sanguine admirers.

The distance was traversed by him in a manner showing that

he possesses a stamina and gameness entitling him to be

placed in a much higher niche than he has been heretofore

held. The distance was hot only covered in 1:47, but the

finish indicated that the time could have been still further

reduced had his full powers been exhausted.

The performances of the two year-olds, Don Gara, imp.

Santa Bella and Joe K., carrying respectively 105, 112 and

97 pounds, and finishing noses apart in 1:071, was another

excellent performance for animals of their age, when the

character of the day and the long delay, with frequent break-

aways, is considered.

Gold Bug's run in 1:00} wa3 another good one, but a closer

contest would have been made, and it is doubtful if victory

would have rested where it did, had Sport McAllister re-

ceived an even break with him. The fault, however—if

there was one—was not with the starter.

The attendance was about 2,000, the bookmakers did a

thriving business and undoubtedly had the beat of it, as but

one favorite won during the day, while in all other races the

winners turned up in those horses the last expected to be

such.
How the Races Were Run.

The first race, five and a half furlongs, selling, had six
starters. Amigo was favorite throughout, opening to 8 to 5
and closing at 7 to 5, Auteuil was next in favor, closing at 3
to 1. Red Idle opened at 5 to 1 and wasplaved down at 4 to
1. St. Elmo was 10, Prince 10 and Connaught 30. The
horses got away at the first break .to an excellent start. At
the first quarter Amigo was leading by a head. Prince next,
vith Red Idle a length away, the others closely bunched be-
hind. Coming into the stretch, Amigo still led Prince by a
head, with Auteuil one and one-half leDgths in advance of
St. Elmo and coming fast. In this order they ran up to the
seventy-yard pole, where Auteuil headed Prince, and in a
driving finish Amigo crossed the wire a length in advance of
Auteuil, who beat Prince two lengths for the place. Time,
1:09}—a very Blow-run race.

The second race, five and one-half furlongs, selling, had
nine starters. Ledalia, at 13 to 5, was the favorite, Johnn-
Capron was at 3, Dolly M. 4, Little Tough 7, Tom Clarke 9,
Rogation 12, Bell Ringer 10, Solitario 40 and Miggie, the
new-comer from Montana, 100. After a short delay in which
the old jumper, Belle Kinger.showed some restlessness,a good
start was had, with Little Tough in the lead, followed in
close order by Tom Clarke,Dolly M. and Johnny Capron. A
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the Bret quarter Little Tougb, Johnny Capron and Bell

Ringer, heads apart, were the leadiog trio. Entering the

stretch both Johnny Capron and Bell Ringer, still separated

by bat a head,bad pushed their noses in front of Little Tough,

who still led the balance of the field by three lengths. When
straightened out, however, Liule Tough soon regained his

lost ground and held his advantage to the winning post, which

helcrosaed a neck in advance of Bell Ringer, wbojin turn beat

Johnny Capron a length for the place. Time, 1:08£.

The third race, five furlongs, selling, had five starters,

Major Cook, at 7 to 5, being the favorite. Royal Flush was

at 2* to 1, Sport McAllister 3$, Gold Bug 9, and Crawford

12. Without delay they were sent away with Gold Bug a

length in the lead, Crawford next, followed by Royal Flush-

Sport McAllister and Major Cook, hesitating for an instant in

the rear, seemingly doubtfal as to its being a go or not. At

the quarter Gold Bug still maintained his advantage, but at

the half Sport McAllister had everhauled him and was lead-

ing by a head, with Gold Bug half alength in front of Royal

FloBh, who was but a head in front of Crawford, Major Cook

still being fifth. At the three quarter pole Cook was inthe

lead by a head from Sport McAllister, and coming into

the stretch still led Sport one-half a length, with Gold Bug

third. At thedrawgate the effort in getting to the front told

upon the leaders and they were both passed by Gold Bug,

who in a driving finish won bv a length, with Sport McAl-

lister second, one length in advance of Major Cook. Time,

l:00f. .. .

There was a long delay in starting the fourtn race, which

was at five and a half furlongs, for two-year-olds. The trou-

ble was caused by the fractious disposition of Walter J-. who

persisted in either breaking or refusing to break when not

wanted to. Imp. Santa Bella was the favorite at 7 to 5, Don

Gara at 3i, Ledette filly 4, Key del Bandidos 5, Walter J.

10 and Joe" K. 20. Don Gara appeared to be the least made

use of in the several false breakaways. To a poor start

Don Gara showed in the lead by a length, followed by the

Ledette filly, Joe K. and Santa Bella. At the quarter Santa

Bella was leading Don Gara by ahead, who was a length in

front of the Ledette filly, who in turn was a length in front

of Bandidos. Into the stretch Santa Bella led Don Gara by

two lengths, he a head in front of Joe K. Down the stretch

they came driving, with Don Gara and Joe K, both gaining

on the leader, whom Don Gara caught, and all three passed

under the wire in a beantifnl finish, with Don Gara first bv

a bead and Santa Bella second, a nose in front of Joe K.

Time, 1:07J—an excellent run.

The fifth race at one and one-sixteenth miles proved one

of the hottest races of the meeting and resulted in breaking

the Coast record for the distance by one-quarter of a second^

There were but four contestants. Flirtilla was favorite at 6

to 5, Thornhill at 3* to 1, Remus 3 and Del Norte 4. To a

good start Remus was off in front, closely followed by Flir-

tilla and Thornhill. Passing the stand Remus led bv a head,

Flirtilla second, two lengths ahead of Thornhill. At the

quarter Remus still led by two leDgths, Flirtilla second,

three lengths in front of Thornhill, who led Del Xorte one-

jalf a ieDglb. At the half Flirtilla had taken the lead of

Remus, who was two lengths in front of Uel Norte, who bad

now commenced to move up. Into the stre'ch Flirtilla still

led Remus a length, with Del Norte but a head away. When
straightened out Del Norte showed his quality by steadily

gaining on the leaders and passing under the wire a neck in

front of Flirtilla, who beat Remus one-half a length for

place. Time, 1:47. The Coast record heretofore stood at

1:*7 *- -

A tedious delay of one-half hour was experienced before

the jumpers were sent away on their journev of one and a

half miles over «x hurdles, in the sixth race. There were

eight starters, some of whom gave Mr. Ferguson a sort of

tired feeling while at the post. Mestdr and Carmel were

equal favorites at 3 to 1, J. O. C. was 4J, Guadaloupe 10,

Mero 9, Ali Baba 4, Vulcan 40 and The Drummer 50. They
were finally sent away to a straggling start, with Guadaloupe

in the lead Ali Baba second and Mestor third. Over the

first jump it was Carmel, Vulcan and Ali Baba heads apart.

Over the second jump it was Carmel, J. O. C. and Ali Baba,

heads still separating them. Here The Drummer declined

his new job and retired. Over the third jump the order was

J. O. C. by one length, Carmel second two lengths in front

of Ali Baba. Mestor now made his run, and over the fonrth

jump it was J. O. C. by two lengths, with Mestor leading Ali

Baba one length. Ali Baba now came forward and looked

all over a winner as he cleared the last jump a head in front

of J. O. C, with Mestor but a length away, who was closely

followed by others. The final jump having been made, a

drive for the wire ensued, which resulted in one of the most

satisfactory hurdle races of the meeting, as four horses fin

ished noses or heads apart and it was clear that they were all

meant. The winner turned up in Guadaloupe, who, dropping

apparently from the clouds, beat J. O. C. a head, a no&s sep-

arating him from Mestor. Time, 2:49. It appeared from

the Press Btand as if Ali Baba had finished second.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY-SEVENTH DA'S—TUESDAY,
JULY 23.

It was decidedly a favorite's day, as all five of them won

with monotonous regularity. It is doubtful, however, if

many of the bookmakers lost, because all of the horses

in each of the races were well played. The Stuyvesant

Club had strong hopes of Boreas beating Installator in

the fourth race, and the stack of Boreas

tickets left in their hands after the finish attested

the strength of their misplaced confidence. The biggest

plunge of the day was made in this race, Mr. Macdonough

giving the bookies all they would take on Installator. It was

put up in thousands, and he must have made a handsome

clean-up, although the oddB were short. The result of this

race shows clearly that, with the weight carried yesterday.

Installator is unbeatable by any horse at the Bay District

track at the present time. His run from start to finish was

well within himself, while the further he went the more he

drew away from bis field, finishing in the good time of 1:20$,

and running the last half in 0:50, pulling up toward the end.

Bookmaker J. Atkin purchased the two-year-old filly

Belle Bojd from Theodore Winters yesterday morning, con-

sideration $1,050, and the ran for her new owner yesterday.

He must have won her out in this race, as he bet $100^ in

each box just as the horses were going to the post.

Eddie Jones was the only jockey who rode two winning

mounts, the other successful ones, with one win each, being

Hinrichs, Peters and Shaw.

The afternoon was foggy and disagreeable, but the attend-

ance was fully up to the average for the opening day of the

week.

Wheel of Fortune made her appearance after a long ab-

sence from the track and made an excellent showing, cover-

ing a mile in 1:41 J- and winning easy. This is the second time

she has run the distance.

ffow the Maces Were Run.

The first race,at five eighths,selling,had nine starters. Red
Bird was favorite at 8 to 5, Red Dick 7, Josie G. 7, Bell

Ringer 7, Mt. Carlos 7, Soledad 27, Johnny Capron 25 and
Ichi Ban 25. They were speedily sent away to a good start,

Red Dick, who carried five pounds over, breaking a length

in the lead of Red Bird, Josie G. third and Mt. Carlos

fonrth. At the first quarter Red Dick still led R«.d Eird one
length, Mt. Carlos being third, four lengths back. The horses

now strung out in Indian-file came into thestretch with Red
Dick in the lead, three lengths in front of Red Bird, who was
leading Josie G. five lengths, Mt. Carlos being fourth three

lengths away. Rea Dick was not only now coming fast, bat

Red Dick was stoppiog, and at |the drawgate, the former

overhauled the latter, and succeeding in passing him at the

seventy-yard pole, beat him home haodily by a length. Red
Dick was second, three lengths in front of Josie G , who beat

Mt. Carlos two lengths. Time, 1:011.

The second race, four and a half furlongs, selling, for

maiden two-year-olJs, had for starters Belle Boyd at even

money, Gladette geldiog 2$, Grady 8, Prince Hooker 9, Clara
Johnson 12 and Slay Jones (first appearance} 100. To a

good start the order was Gladette gelding, Belle Boyd, May
Jones, Prince Hioker. Before the first quarter was reached

Grady had shot to the front and was leadiog by one length

from Clara Johnson, who had also come forward with a sur-

prising burst of speed, Belle Boyd third. At the half Grady
had increased his lead to three leogths from Clara Johnson,

she a head in front of Prince Hooker, who was now in third

place. Down the stretch they came, but evident lack of sea-

soning now told on Grady, and he commenced going back,

while Belle Boyd gamely overhauled her field at every stride

and succeeded in catching the leader under the wire and
beatiog him out a head. Grady, second, was one length in

front of Prince Hooker. Time, 0:57.

The third race, five and one-half furlongs, had but five

starters. Sir Richard was a decided favorite, selling at 9 to

to 20, while Bernardo was 4, Tim Murphy 15, May McCarty
8 and Tioga 20. After several false breaks they were sent

away with May McCarthy in the lead, followed by Bernardo,

Sir Richard, Tioga and Tim Mnrpby. Tioga soon raced to

the front, and at the quarter led May McCarty one-half

length, she one length from Sir Richard, while Bernardo and

Tim Murphv was still three lengths in the rear. 8ir Richard
now passed McCarthy, and into the stretch it was.Tioga by a

length, Sir Richard second, a head in front of McCarthy, who
led Bernardo three lengths, with Tim Murphy one length

further back. When straightened out Sir Richard passed on

to the front place and Tim Murphy came on like a quarter-

horse, mowing down his field, with the exception of Sir

Richard, as though they were standing still. He could not

succeed, however, in reaching the latter, who won handily by
two lengths, Tim Murphy second, three lengths in front of

May McCarthy. Time, 1:07J. Bernado ran a disappointing

race.

The fourth race, at six and one-half furlongs, had but four

starters. Installator was the favorite, selling at 3 to 5, Boreas

(on whom there was a big play) closing at 9 to 5, Howard 15

to 1 and Duke Stevens 15. The Duke as usual was unruly

and delayed the start. When sent away Howard was in the

lead, followed by Installator, Duke Stevens, Boreas. Closely

bunched they ran to the first quarter, where Installator led by

a head, the Duke second, two lengths in front of Boreas. At
the half Installator led by one length, the Duke next, one
length from Boreas. Installator now drew away uotil he led

his field by four lengths, with Howard nearest, a head in

front of Bernardo. In the stretch Installator still held his

lead of four lengths from Howard, who was a head in front

of Boreas, Duke Stevens having quit at the half and dropped
to the rear. In this order they came to the finish, Installa-

tor winning, pulled up, by three lengths from Howard, who
beat Boreas a head, Duke Steveus six lengths back. Time,
1:20*. The last half was run in 0:50.

The last race of the day, one mile, selling, had five start-

ers. Wheel of Fortune was the favorite at 6 to 5, Road
Runner 3£, Claudius 12 to 5, Faro 20 and The Lark 30. To
a good s*art the order was Road Runner, Claudius, Faro,

Wheel of Fortune last. At the first quarter Wheel of For-

tune wm leading by two lengths, Road Runner second, three

lengths in the lead of Claudius. At tbs half they were strung

apt ii'ie a flock of geese, with Wheel of Fortune in front by
two ^Dgths, Road Runner second, two lengths from Claudi-

i
: was now coming fast. At the three-quarters Wheel
rtune still led by three lengths from Claudius, who was

* head in front of Road Runner. At the drawgate Claudius

made a gallant effort to reach the Wheel, but it was not to

be his fortune, for the latter was too speedy and won easily

by two lengths, Claudius second, six lengths in front of

Road Runner. Time, 1:41$.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGHTH DAT—WEDNESDAY,
JULY 24.

Pleasant sunny afternoon attracted an increased attendance

to the Bay District track yesterday. Fair-sized fields of

closely contest ing horses of high grades constituted the

programme, while the starting and other accessories

were all that could be desired. The odds offered by

the bookmakers were good, but tbey did not appear to

stimulate bettors to heavy investment. Mr. Macdonough, it

is said, did not back his colt Veragua in the second race

claiming that the Bhort price offered against him was not

justified.

A good play was made by the stable on Little Bob in the

third race, but he did not do better than finish second to

Frondeur.

A very heavy play was made on Realization in the fourth

race, he being played down from 7 to 1 to 18 to 5. He made

a gallant effort, but was beaten one-half a length each by

Silver State and Gold Bug.

The well-known trainer, Mike Kelly made hid reappear-

ance, after a long absence from the pig skin, in the last race.

He received liberal applause, and bis mount, Thornhill, was

well taken care of by the assistant starter, but both availed

him naught, as he finished third.

Sow the Races W'-r

In the first race, one mile, selling, there were seven start-

ers. Rhaetia, a two-year-old filly that had only raced twice
before and at no longer distance than five eighths, was made
favorite at 2J to 1. Swiftsure waj at 3, Ryland 4, Wild Rose
6, Gold Dust 7, Sheridan 10 and Miggie 20. Ryland was off

in front at the start, followed by Swi/tsure and Wild Rose.
At the first quarter Rhaetia had the lead by a head, Ryland
second by a head, Swiftsure third, one length in front of
Wild Rose. At the half Rhaetia was leading by two lengths
from Wild Rose, who was one length in front of Ryland,
Swiftsure only a head away, Gold Dust fifth. At the three-
quarters Rhaetia led by one length from Ryland, who now
commenced to make his run. Wild Rose was third bv one-
half length, and Swiftsure fourth, one length away. Ryland
passed Rhaetia coming into the stretch as further down did
also Swiftsure and Sheridan. Ryland held his field safe, win-
ning easily by two lengths, Swiftsure second, a short head
from Sheridan. Time, 1:44$.

The second race, five furlongs, for two-year-olds, had five

entries. Veragua was favorite at 8 to 5, City Girl second
choice at 11 to 5. Ledette filly 4, Veva 5 and Don Pedro 20.

Veragua was uneasy at the post and not only delayed the
start, but injured bis chances thereby. To a fair start Veva
got off in the lead, followed by City Girl, Ledette, Don Pedro,
the favorite last. At the first quarter Veva still led by a
length from Veragua, who h?.d raced up into second place.

City Girl was third by a head, Don Pedro fourth. Coming
into the stretch Veragua led Veva by a head, with Ledette
filly third by one length. In this order they came down the
stretch, and it looked Veragua's race to a certainty, but at

the drawgate, Ledette filly, who was on the outside, showed
a remarkable reserve of speed, came on with ease, passing
the two leaders and winning handily by three lengths from
Veragua, who beat Veva a head for the place. City Girl was
beaten nine lengths. Time, 1:02£.

The third race, five and one-half furlongs, selling, had six

starters. Frondeur, the favorite, opened at even money, but
was played down to 9 to 10 before going to the post. There
was a long delay, but they were finally sent away to an ex-
cellent start. Blue Bell was in the lead, closely followed by
Robin Hood, Froodeur and Harry Lewis. At the first

quarter Robin Hood was first, a head separating him from
Blue Bell, she two lengths from Lewis, Froneur two lengths
further back. Between the quarter and half Robin Hood and
Blue Bell set a cracking pace, leaving good daylight between
them and the rest of the field. Into the stretch Blue Bell

led, a head separating her from Robin Hood, who was one
length from Harry Lewis, he a head from Frondeur, who led

Little Bob a like distance. Frondeur now came on. gaining

steadily all the way down the stretch, and seeming to take no
chances, continued his drive to the wire, which he crossed a
winner by two lengths, Little Bob second, a head from Regal,
who beat Blue Bell a length. Time, 1:09K
The fourth race, five-eighths handicap, had five starters.

Silver State who opened at 2% and played down to 2 to 1

went to the post favorite at that figure. Gold Bug was at 3,

Realization 18 tc 5, Hueneme 6 and imp. Ivy 7. After a
short delay they were sent off to a good start, Realization in

front, followed by Gold Bug, Hueneme, Silver State and Ivy.

Without delay Silver State rushed to the front and assumed
lead which she did not relinquish thereafter. At the quarter
Silver State led by two lengths, Gold Bug second, a head
from Hueneme, he one-half length from Realization, Ivy last.

At the half Silver State, running easy, led by one length,

Hueneme second, one-half length from Realization, who in

turn was one length in the lead of Gold Bug, Ivy still last,

one leogth further back. There was a drive down the stretch

by all the contestants, Sliver State crossing the wire winner
by one-half length from Gold Bug, Realization third, one-

half length further back, Hueneme fourth, three lengths still

further away and Ivy last by an additional length. Time,
1:01J.

The last race of the day, one mile, handicap, had but four

starters. Flirtilla, 11 to 10, was the favorite. Remus was at 13

to 5, Thornhill 4| and Arnette 6. The horses went away to a

good start, Remus taking the lead, followed by Thornhill,

Arnette and Flirtilla. At the first quarter Remus led by a

length, Arnette second, a head from Flirtilla, the two
lengths from Thornhill. At the half Remus still led by a

length, Flirtilla second, one-half leogth from Arnette, with

Thornhill one and one-half lengths still further back. Be-

tween the half and three-quarters Remus, for some unknown
reason, dropped back from leading position to the tail end
of the procession in the twinkling of an eye, losing at least

six lengths of ground. Into the stretch Arnette led Flir-

tilla by a head, she three lengths from Thornhill. Flirtilla

now made her run, and crossed the wire winner by one
length, Arnette being second and beating Thornhill one
length for place. The latter beat Remus, who was now com-
ing very fast, a head. Time, 1:42.

(Continued on Page 90 J
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Nobody; at Oakley will believe that there is another horse

in America just now that can take O'Connell's measure at

three-quarters of a mile. Yet there is one that other people

think has a great chance to make Mr. Spier's crack take his

dust. The horse in question is a Canadian horse. His name
is Morpheus, and he has been running at Detroit. His own-
er, James Seagram, issued a challenge the other day to run
anv horse in the world, weight for age, three-quarters of a

mile, foa $10,000 a side. Mr. Spiers, the owner of O'Con-
nell, said after the race : "Yes, I am willing to match
O'Connell against anything in the world at three-quarters of

mile for any reasonable sum, weight fjr age. Mr. Seagram can

have a match for his horse Morpheus for the asking. An for

Simmons, I'll run him a mile or a mile and a quarter for any
reasonable sum."—Cincinnati Eoquirer.

Ben Brush, the undefeated two-year-old, is said to be a

Bonnie Scotland all over—in color, conformation, liking for

any kind of going and all. He is by Bramble (sire of Clif-

ford) from Roseville (a winner and sister to Azra, winner

Kentucky Derby and Clark stakes), by Reform ; second dam
Albia, by Alarm ; third dam Elastic (dam of Bouncer and
India Rubber), by Kentucky. On the dam's side he traces

to Margaret Wood, by imp. Priam, one of the most i

producers America baa known and half sister to the might-

Wagner.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

r«r o' Day recently lowered the Cleveland track wagon

record lo 2:23.

The great sale of fast trotters lakes place next Thursday,

August 1st. See advertisement.

W. W. POOTB, 2:151, «d Garnet, 2:131, have been pur-

chased by \V. C. Harrington, Troy, K. Y.

Matt Dwver took eight head of well-bred horses with

him on hie recent trip across the Atlantic

xUaiosA, by Anteeo, 2:16}, dam of W. Wood, 2:07, died

at the I takwood Park Stock Farm last week.

The Canadian "time" record was set by Mascot at Wind-

sor, July 12, at 2.-05, in the face of a keen wind.

Remember the first of August. Entries at a number of

places on the California circuit close on that day.

Bt trotting a mile in 2:071 at La Crosse, Wis., recently,

Azote became the champion gelding by half a second.

It is more than likely than one of the best presiding judges

in the East will be employed at the Loe Angeles meetings

this year.

Jamis L , by Dexter Prince, wen the 2:14 trot at Wind
sor, Ont, July lllh, in four heats, his time being 2:11},

2:121, 2:12}.

There are over 400 trotters and pacers at Agricultural

Park, Sacramento. Of this number fully 125 can get records

below 2:20 this year.

Baron Rose, the highly-bred eon of Stamboul (2:07£)

and Minnehaha, recentlv worked a mile over Fleetwood in

2:23, last half in 1:08 J.

At Janesville, Wis., July 17th, they were from 12 m. to

8:10 p m. deciding six races. Verily those that attended

must have got their fill for one day.

There is some talk of Santa Rosa giving a race meeting

during the week claimed for Petaluma, as there will be no
meeting in the latter-named place this year.

Frfd Kohl, a black three-year-old by Guy Wilkes, won
the 2:35 trot at Saginaw, Mich., July l3tb, in straight heats,

driven by Dickerson, in 2:28}, 2:29*, 2:20*.

Miss Rita, of the flickok stable, won at the Windsor,
Oot., meeting, and secured a record of 2:1tU. This was the

first time the rill v was ever turned for the word.

The Souther Farm will take no more horses. This is on
account of Mr. Gilbert Tompkins being called East on busi-

ness, which will keep him away for an indefinite period.

Hat Ross, a bay mare by Anteros, won the 3:00 class trot

at La Crosse, Wis., July 9th, in 2:22, 2:194. 2:24*.; Dalghetty,

a brown horse by Norval, got second money in the same race.

Everyone in California regrets to hear of that little black

rascal Directum, 2:05}, going lame, and even Monroe Salis-

bury will feel that in seeing his pet limp it is a memory he
does not care to recall.

Arthur L„ winner of the three-year-old pace at La
Crosse, July 13lh, is a black colt by Direct, dam by George
M. Patchen Jr. He took a record of 2:15} in the first heat
and won the race easily.

The last issue of the Horse Review contains an excellent

likeness of Klamath, 2:09$, and of Mr. and Mrs T. W. Ray-
mond. "Cookie" is a great horse this season—one of the

stars of the year thus far.

Waiter Maben has quite a good string out this year.

His pet, La Belle, 2:16, as a two-year-old, will have little if

any opportunity of lowering her record this year as the races

she was entered in did not fill.

Ai.tao is quite a horse in Andy McDowell's hands. In
the 2:15 trot at Saginaw, Mich., July 18th, which he won,
the Altaraont stallion lost the first heat in 2:14, but took the
next three in 2:121, 2:14, 2:13.

The well-known horseman, Steve C. Maxwell, of Louis-
ville, died in that city last week. Mi . Maxwell was a man of
considerable means, and in his will, which was probated on
Monday, be leaves his entire estate to his wife.

Tin: programme of the Anaconda (Mont.) meeting, which
begins August 12th, is out. It appears to be made up princi-

pally of running races—at least, two-thirds of it is for the gal-

lopers, though the trotting purses will average over $500.

IIenky Haas, of Eureka, Humboldt county, has but one
horse on the circuit this year.aod that one is as handsome as
a picture. We refer to the dark chestnut colt Eureka, by
Iri- that belongs to that prince of good fellows, R. Sweasey,
of Eureka.

flOTT M. Weathers' Rambler has been entered in the
2:40 claaa trot at Salinas !•*> J. ' Dunne's Letter B. in the
2:24 claaa. 8. E. Kent'* Signal Wilkes has been entered in

the 2:40 trot, and Hcott & Sanchez's Juan Chico in the two-
year trot.

H\r«v Jos* rx hu won three successive races, each purse
$400. on the Boston tracks, with Antidote, a son of Anteros.
The first race br reduced his record from 2:27 to 2:17 , then
to 2 17. and on Tuesday to 2:16}. He is owned by Mr. Ager,
of Peru, Ind.

In the third heat of the 2:1" pace at Windsor, < >nt., July
13, the fastest race time on any track in Canada was made by
Judge Swing, whe finished an easy winner in 2:091, a full

second better than DobJa did with Vistigie when he equaled
KuSensteio's reco

J. N MoOOED, who was partially paralv/ed a year ago, baa
almoat recovered his good health, and is busy every day get-

inz electric sh L from the lines he holds over his youog
ramtnto. Mr. McCord was one of our

ruoioieD, u l tvety one hopes to tee him pilot more
v

St. Bel has a grandaughter in the 2:30 list in Viola Bell,

2:30, by Su Bel's Boy.

The Guy Wilkes stallion, Seymour Wilkes, will get a

lower mark than any Guy Wilkes stallion on thiB coast, if

no accident befalls him this year. A better or stronger made

stallion we have not seen this year. He is owned by G. H.

Polhemus, of San Jose.

James Madison*, 2:17}, was purchased by R. E. deB

Lopez, of the Merriwa Stock Farm, and will make the season

of 1S96 there. No grandson of Electioneer has got more

promising colts and fillies than this large but wonderfally

fast stallion. We congratulate Mr. deB Lopez on his par-

chase.

On Fleetwood Park's opening day, July 17th, Korine, a

bay horse by Cornelius, dam Kate Ryan, by The Moor, won

the first race, 2:50 class trot, in straight heats, beating a field

of twelve, in 2:26$, 2:241, 2:25. Korine was in all likelihood

bred at Kancho del Paso.

Lucira Wilkes, the San Mateo intended nomination to

the Detroit Merchants and Manufacturers' Stake, will not

start, and the gray gelding Iron Bar, 2:16£, will take her

place. Before shipping Lucina Wilkes was the most promis-

ing animal in the string, but the long ship knocked her out

of form, and it will be late in the vear before she will be of

much account.—Kentucky Stock Farm.

The San Mateo string will cut quite a figure down the

line this year. John Dickerson has his horses right in form.

Lesa Wilkes, Muta Wilkes, Burlingame, Fred S. Moody,
Fred Kohl, Oro Wilkes, Mary Best, etc., will be hard ones

to beat. The three-year old Fred Kohl showed by his race

at ferre Haute on the Fourth that it would take something

better than 2:15 to get the money from him.

It is claimed that the new track at Louisville, with all of

its handsome equipments, when completed, will undoubtedly

be the finest and most complete trotting track in the United

States. Too much praise can not be given Mr. J. J. Douglas,

the president of the association, for the interest he has taken

in the completion of the new association track. He has

been most liberal with both his time and money, says the

Farmers' Home Journal.

Klamath's record of 2:09?.- was made in the third heat of

the 2:13 class trot at La Crosse, Wis., July 13th. Klamath
won in the sixth heat after Miss Nelson had taken the second

and fourth heats in 2:12$, 2:12$. On the 12th, at the same
place, Azote won the free for-all,beating Fantasy and Phoebe
Wilkes in 2:07}, 2:121, 2:09. Miss Kate, bay filly, by Direct,

woo the 2:25 class trot for three-year-olds in five heats, her

best time being 2:22, in the fifth heat.

Mb. R. R. Dalzell, the well-known trainer and driver,

left here Tuesday, to take charge of the race track at Los
Banos. Bob is as good as they make 'em when it comes to

handling and developing colts. He is also a skillful and
fearless driver when he gets into hot company. Bob drove the

famous stallion Benton Boy to a record of 2"20, atter taking

it from an alfalfa field six weeks before the race. We hope
that he will succeed in his new venture.—San Benito

Advance.

Edwin Forrest, who is now twenty-four years old. who
trotted the Hartford track in 2:14* inl87S,and who was
timed a mile on Mr. Bonner's track in 2:11}, is earning his

hay and oals in a way that is far from sensational. He works
daily in the meadow in front of a mowing machine at Mr.
Bonner's Tarrytown farm. The toil, which covers him with

perspiration when the sun is hot, keeps his flesh hard, his

joints from rustiness, promotes digestion.

The winner of the trotting race for the 2:40 class trotters is

a handsome bav stallion called Prince Ira. He is by Dexter
Prince, out of Luella (sister to the great pacer Saladm, 2:05$,

by Sultan, 2:24, and by the gime way in which he won his

race his driver, J. M. Alviso, has every reason to believe he
will be as fast as the Abbottsford mare She, 2:14$, that he
brought out last year under precisely similar conditions. Both
had been given up by Orrin A. Hickok and turned over to

Mr. Alviso as " not good enough to make money with." But
the latter-named driver had more patience and luck with
them.

Hebe are some sobriquets of trainers, drivers and horse-

men on the trottiLg turf: Theo. Allen, rabbit's foot; R. Cur-
tis, the student : James E. Galvin, Col. Cass; Gil Curry
(Robert Emmett^urry),the master mechanic; James Golden,
Theofred ; Budd Doble, the field marshal ; Ed Geers, the
silent man from Tennessee; Cicero J. Hamlin, Pa., ine ssge
or patriarch of Village farm; Geo. W. Hai^ht, the man '--?

Georgia; B. L- L. Knowles, By; W. H. Maloney; Dam* »

Malonev; W. H. McCarthy, farmer, knapsack McCarthy A.
M. McDowell, our Andy, Handy Andy; Alonzo Mel
the demon of the homeslretch ; M. E. McHenry, the demon
driver; H. D. McKinney, Mambrino ; William Matthews,
Lucky Baldwin; Charles Marvin, the man in grav ; C H.
Nelson, Hod ; Monroe Salsibury, the master of Pleasanton,
the kingmaker; John Splan, the orator; 'J, E. Turner, the
general ; Hiram Tozier, the silent man from Maine ; George
Tuttie, Uncle George; C. W. Williams, the indomitable.

Two horses were fed in the first period a ration of clover
straw (chafl), corn meal and sbipstufT, on which one horse
gained and the other lost in weight. During the second pe-
riod cornmeal and shipstufi" were both reduced one pound
and two pounds of cotton seed meal fed instead. During the
period both horses gained in weight ; there was *'an almost
regular advance in body weight." In the third period the
cotton-seed meal was increased to three and one-half pounds
and the clover straw was changed to timothy hay. Neither
horse ate the timothy hay well, and the period lasted only
eight days. Neither horse showed any symptoms to indi-
cate that the cotton-seed meal disagreed with it, but both ob
jected to late-cut timothy hay after crimson clover straw and
chaff. Later, in reply to an inquiry, Mr. M. d'Alinger of
the Biltmore estate writes that he has for some time been
feeding two pounds per day, except Sundays, to work horses
and mules; the ration, with cotton-seed meal in this case,
being as follows : 13 to 15 pounds cut hay and finely-cut
fodder, four pounds wheat bran, two pound* cotton-seed
meal, six pounds cornmeal—the whole mixed together. Oo
Sundays a change is allowed to whole grain, oats and corn
and uncut hay.—North Carolina Experiment Station Bulle-
tin.

There has been some doubt as to whether Diablo would
be campaigned this year, but the fact that he has been en-
tered at Santa Ana shows that Murray will give Silkwood a
race this season. It will not only be a race between the two
fastest pacers in the West, but it will he a battle between
Northern and Southern California. Los Angeles and Orange
county will stand a tap on Silkwood, and if Diablo can beat
the black wonder the northern delegation can win thousands
of dollars,—Los Angeles Herald.

The summer meeting of the Napa Agricultural Associa-
tion, to be held at Napa, on August 12th to 17th inclusive,

promises to be the best ever held by this society for years.

The programme arranged for the event of this summer meet
will consist of trotting races, pacing races, bicycle races, etc.

Id adoition to the above races there will be two separate road
races—trotting and pacing for district horses. About 300
entries have already been made in the various departments,
and the association management are leaving nothing undone
to make the coming event a success in every particular.

It is not often that two horses drop dead in about the
same spot on a race track on succeeding days, but such hap-
pens to be the case in regard to the stallion Cibolo, that fell

dead at Sacramento Saturday after his race, and the chestnut
gelding Pat Cooney, which dropped dead Sunday morning
after being driven a mile in 2:42. Pat Cooney was the first

colt sired by McKinney, 2:11}, Sir Credit, 2:24, being the
other of that year's crop of foals. He was a very promising
pacer, notwithstanding the fact his dam was of unknown
origin. Mr Durfee felt the loss of this horse keenly, as he
had him well entered throughout the California circuit.

A number of horsemen gathered at Oakland Trotting
Park last Sunday to witness a trotting race between D. Rob-
ert's Billy and W. Patrick's Dandy. The purse was $300,
and the conditions, best two out of three heats. Billy was a
pronounced favorite in the few pools that were sold, selling

at $20 to $15. After scoring five or six times the horses were
gotten off to an even start. Billy at once took the lead, Dandy
breaking at the half mile. When he recovered his feet Billy
was several hundred yards ahead, coming in under a strong
pultin 2:51, Dandy saving his distance. Billy won the sec-

ond heat and purse in 2:32, never having been headed by
Dandy in the race.

W. C. France has decided to quit the b-eeding business
and will during the trotting meeting here this fall sell his

entire establishment, including the great Red Wilkas, Allie
Wilkes, 2:15, King Clay, an exceptional good young stallion,

and his entire band of broodmares. The lot is undoubtedly
the most select that ever passed under the hammer, over half
of the matrons being in the great broodmare list That great
mare Martha Wilkes, 2:0S, is included, and the whole lot

will be sold without reserve. Mr. Frauce has always been
one of the best buyers the business has ever known, and his

loss to the trotting horse world will be severely felt

There is one mare that is justly entitled to a place
among the great broodmares in the Year Book, and that one
is Madame Buckner, by Tom Hal, dam by Copperbottom

.

She was owner by Dr. Buckner, of Missouri, who bred her to

the Mambrino Chief stallion, Marion, and got a very fine

colt. Mr. M. W. Hicks being then in Mahaska county,
traded for her and brought her to California, where he bred
her and from her produce got Acrobat, 2:18, and Argents,

2:24] ; her daughter Viola, by Flaxtail, produced Vidette,

2:16, and Sacramento Girl, 2:30, Violin, a candidate for 2:15

honors, and Charivari, one of the finest looking and most
promising mares on the race track at Sacramento.

The Directors of the Agricultural Association met last

Saturday and decided that about fifty more stalls should be
built at the race track, besides those which can be made from
shed room. There have been times in the six or seven years

that racing has been witnessed at the Napa track that the
stalls were crowded, but not half as much so as they will be
this year. In other words, there will be more horses and
finer racing here this year than this circuit has ever before

witnessed. In connection with the speed programme, six

events have been announced for " bikes "—a twenty-five

mile relay for team of five, a one mile championship race, a
half-mile handicap, a quarter mile scratch, and a five mile St.

Helena invitation race. The first prize in each race will be
a $20 trophy, the second a $10 order for merchandise.—Napa
Daily Register, July 22.

The young man A. McKinney, who has charge of the San
Mateo string of trotters, narrowly escaped being killed at the
Sacramento track last Friday. He was driving the big bay
Guy Wilkes stallion Rayenscroft at a lively clip when some
part of the harness broke. He realized his danger and leaped
dj the back of the runaway horse, and seizing one of the

lines drew the horse's head around until he stopped, the ani-

mal no sooner doing so than he fell, carrying his plucky con-

queror beneath him. When the latter was extricated it was
found that his knees were severely wrenched and he was there-

fore incapacitated from driving the stallion the following

day. Ed Connolley volunteered to act as his substitute, and
did well with the horse—he was only three lengths behind
Prince Ira, the winner, when the latter won in 2:21. Mc-
Kinney is recovering rapidly, and will soon be able to pilot

his horses to victory.

One of the characteristic features of turf literature is the

propensity to give favorites od the turf, whether men or

horses, nicknames, or rather, sobriquets, with mostly an en-

dearing flavor. Below are some that have been jotted down,
which may present some interest to the reader : Alix, 2:03},

sweet little Alix; Angie D., 2:101, the sensational; Axle,2:13}

(dead), the equine terror; Azote,"2:08}, the war-horse, or

flag-ship, of the Salisbury string, or fleet ; Bert Sheldon Jr.,

2:1 6 J. the black demon of the half-mile tracks; Clinker, 2:20,

the gypsey pacer ; Dandy Jim, 2:10}, the gray ghost of

Texas ; Director, 2:17, the black demon ; Directum, 2:05},

little black rascal, kiog of trotters; Directly, 2:07}, the horse

of endurance, black whirlwind ; Flying Jib, 2:04, hisjiblets;

Gil Cnrry, 2:111, the gray ghost of New England; Gray
Harry, 2:15}, the cake-walk pacer; Guy, 2:06|, the pacing
ghost, the gray ghost ; Hal Pointer, 2:01 A, the P'inter hoss,

the evergreen horse; Hannis, 2:17 J, the terrible; Ivorine,

2:18, the black witch : Joe Patchen, 2:04, the whirlwind
pacer, ironsides, the iron-sided horse; Lord Clinton, 2:08},

the black meteor; Nancy Hanks, 2:04, our Nancy; Nelson,

2:09, the northern king ;
Prioce H., 2:18}, the iron horse;

Robert J., 2:10i, the time-killer; Robert McGregor, 2:17*,

the monarch of the homestretch ; Stamboul, 2:07 i, the pea-

pock of the trotting tra^k,
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THE SADDLE.

J. J. Hyland is training Lovdal for Barns & Water-

house now.

Sam Bowley is to take Lonnie BM Theresa K. and others

on the Montana circuit this season.

Don Gara did the five and one-half furlongs last Saturday

in 1:071, time hard to beat by a two-year-old.

The Chinese plunger, " Little Pete," made a heavy haul

of coin over the victory of Gold Bag last Saturday.

John Macket, superintendent of Kancho del Paso, i
8

expected in California on or about the 4th of August.

J7. OB. ilAGDONOtJGH had a few good bets down on

Grady for the place Tuesday, landing the coin at odds of

3 to 1

.

There were five races at Saratoga Tuesday, and Cali-

fornia-bred horses won three of them and were second on two

occasions.

Imp. Paramatta won a race at three fnrlongs at Santa

Barbara, Cal., last week. He belongs to Dr. Boeseke of that

place now.

Dan Halltdat has arrived from Sacramento with the

good Australian race horse, Stromboli, and the bay gelding

Jim Corbett.

Hanger Jones is working a number of very promising
thoroughbreds at the Sacramento track. Tbey belong to A.

B. Spreckels.

Sallie Woodford, daughter of Salvator and Miss Wood
ford, won a Bix-furlong dash at St. Louis July 19th in the

alow time of 1:16 J.

Comforter, full brother to Thelma, won a full-course

steeplechase at Narragansett Park on July 11th in 4:31},

carrying 136 pound?.

Honolulu, a chestnut two-year-old gelding by Verano

—

Hermosa, won a five and one-half furlongs dash in 1:10 at

Narraganset Park July 11.

The Saratoga Racing Association's summer meeting of

running races began last Saturday. There are a large number
of crack flyers at the track.

Secretary: Edwin F. Smith, of the State Agricultural

Society, has been very sick with quinsy sore throat. At last

accounts he was convalescent.

Rasper, a three-year-old colt by Boulevard—High Nun,
won a mile and one-half selling race at Oakley yesterday in

the rattling good time of 2:351.

Mr. Gilbert Thompkins is shortly going East on busi-

ness to remain some time, and it is announced that no more
horses will be taken at Souther Farm.

When Del Xorte broke the mile and a sixteenth record

for the Pacific Coast last Saturday he was timed the mile

from judges' stand to judges' stand in 1:40 lat.

There are twelve Loyalist sucklings at Belle Meade Farm,
and twenty-five of the choicest mares in the stud are in foal

to the sire of the grand three-year-old Lissak.

On the 10th of July Santa Anita horses won two races at

Xarragansett Park. They were Argentino (by Gano—Dolly
L.) and Santiago, the old son of Grinsteadand Clara D,

Owner Dr. Street's recent application to the Jockey
Club to be allowed to sell his horses was denied. Clearly

they believe that the ruled-off turfman should be severely

punished.

Requital, the two-year-old colt that brought $14,100 at

the Gideon & Daly sale recently, is a half-brother to Arab
and Contribution, being by imp. Eothen ont of Retribution,

by Reform.

Winship, a chestnut filly by Hidalgo—Nehusta, won a

hurdle race of a mile and a half at the Queens County Jockey
Club meeting's opening day, July loth, carrying 136 pounds.
She was the favorite.

When" O'Connell broke the six-furlong circular track rec-

ord at Oakley (Cincinnati). July ISth, he went the first quar-

ter in 0:23J, and the half in 0:47^, winning rather easily by

a length from Caesarian.

It is now stated on what is believed to be reliable author-

ity that Michael Dwyer has practically abandoned the plan

of racing in England, and will henceforth confine his turf

operations to this country.

Onalasha, a bay colt by imp. The Hook—Santa Anita,

won a six-furlong dash at Narragansett Park in the mud
July 9th. This is one of the few by the dead Australian sire

that have raced in America.

The Saratoga Racing Association announce that their

lowest purses would be $400. This statement is made in con-

tradiction to the rumors prevalent to the effect that purses at

Saratoga would be reduced to as low as $200.

From present indications the races for thoroughbreds at the

8tate Fair this year promise to be the best contested ever seen

over that splendid track. Entries for these stake events will

close August 1st. See advertisement.

RtY del Carreras won a seven-furlong race at Saratoga

yesterday very handily, beating the good colt Brandywine
and Sufficient'. Reddington, also by Emperor of .Norfolk, won
a five-furlong dash at the same place.

Spry Lark is a chestnut filly by Fitz James (son of imp.
Eyrie Daly and Elect ra, dam of Hidalgo, by imp. Eclipse),

first dam Fabiola (half-sister to Alliance), by Warwick ; sec-

ond dam Maggie S., by Bayonet, etc.

Red Top, a bay colt by Joe Daaiels—Altitude, won a six-

furlong race on the closing day at Narragansett Park, July
13th. Ten finished behind him. Santiago won again on the

same date—a mile and a sixteenth in 1:50.

Figaro, who was cut down in. a race at the recent meeting
at Detroit, was so badly injured across the stifle that he has
to be swung in a nee, and the veterinarians say he will not be
able to stand training before a year has rolled around.

Chevy Chase, a six-year-old gelding by Wildidle— Nettie

Brown, won the mile and a half hurdle race at Aqueduct,
near New York, July 17th, carrying 145 pounds. Primus
was second, the once great Aloha third and King John un-

placed.

As there is another Tioga somewhere in the East, the
owners of the Julia Maitin filly, lately christened Tioga,
have been requested to select some other name for her.

What's the matter with Klatawah. meaning " lo go" in

Chinook?

Fannie Louise (the Darebin-Nellie Peyton filly) won a

mile race at Saratoga Tuesday in l:4'2i, Lucania second and
April Fool third. Midlo, the Midlothian youngster in the

same stable as Fannie Louise, ran second to Honolulu, of the

Baldwin Stable.

The Santa Anita Stable representatives won two races at

Saratoga Tuesday and were second once. Arapahoe was
first in a mile and a sixteenth dash, Honolulu first in a five-

furlong race, while Lady Diamond ran second to Derfagilla

in a six-furlong event.

The only Ormonde yearling alive, Orestes, out of imp.
Kissing Crust, will be put in training next week—that is, he
will be got used to a saddle and bridle first, Mr. Macdon-
ough has high hopes of this youngster, which is a magnificent

individual from a grand mare.

Snapper Garrison is coming out as an actor, and will

star the country with his own play. As the Snapper has done
nothing else but try and act ever since he has been on the

turf before a long-suffering public, it is to be hoped that he
will be more of a success in his new role,—N. Y. Mercury.

Lamplighter, who has been sick for several days at Sara-

toga with incipient pneumonia, was discharged from the

hospital yesterday as cured. Potentate and a two-year-old

belonging to the same stable have also been under the vet-

erinary's care and were discharged.—N. Y. Mercurv, July
11.

Just think of Tim Murphy being 20 to 1 in a race and
Sir Richard a 3 to 5 favorite over the roan. This is all

the more remarkable in view of the fact that on February
20, 1895, Tim Murphy was a 7 to 5 favorite in a race won by

George F. Smith, while Sir Richard's odds were 300 to 1 in

the same event—yes, even 500 to 1.

St. Lons will have another race track. Cole Ullman is

behind the scheme, but he has also succeeded in interesting

Chris von der Ahe, the baseball magnate. The paper have
been drawn up and signed, and it is understood work will be

begun at once. It will be a half-mile track, and in all prob-

ability will be an electric-light affair.

Greenback Jr., winner of the last race July 20th, five

furlongs in 1:01;. is perhaps the lightest and smallest thor-

oughbred on the track, not weighing over 725 pounds, we
should say. He is a brown three-year-old gelding by imp.

Greenback, dam Her Lillyship, by Wildidle; second dam
Frolic (dam of Precious), and Oriflamme, by Thunder.

M. T. Walters, the turfman, has sold his two-year-old

sorrel filly Christine to Bob Hartin. Christine is a full sister

to the crack Al Farrow, being out of Delia Walker and sired

by that prince of sires, Connor. Mr. Walters says that Chris-

tine is speedy. Bob is going to work the filly to see what
there is in her, and if she develops sufficient speed be will

probably take her lo the Bay District and thence East.

Lake Co. (Or.) Examiner.

A. E. B.. Julian, Cal.—Kindly let me know breeding of a

horse called Shiloh and also of a horse called Hercules that

was owned in California and also of the running mare Ida
Glen. Answer—Shiloh was a grav horse by Cosmo (son of

imp. Skylark) out of Fanny Harper, by Grey Eagle. Imp.
Hercules was a bay horse by Kingston (son of Venison) out

of a daughter of Toscar, he by Bay Middleton. Ida Glenn is

a chestnut mare by Glen Elm, dam Queen, by Lynx.

Little Fltrtllla has been beaten a head or neck in

phenomenally fast time oftener than any animal we ever saw
In the opinion of many Flirtilla would run better with 100
or even 105 pounds np than she does with 87 and 90 pounds,

because a boy could be put up that was capable of making a

stronger finish than the little fellows. Flirtilla has been
beaten in the last few strides on very many occasions, and it

was just weakness on the part of the jockey that caused her

defeat.

Carhene will serve twenty-five mares besides his ownera
at 200 guineas, so that he will have paid for himself in three

years. In Australia Carbine's former owner got no mares at

200 guineas, and when he lowered the fee to 100 guineas

guineas only two owners sent mares to the great horse. Tren
ton and Eiridspord are about the only stallions in Australia

at a 50 guinea fee, twenty-five being the highest among the

others. The service fee of Isinglass has been fixed at 300
guineas.

Bob Isoji is not a money-winner for himself, although if

he were foot-loose he could easily earn $1,000 a month. A
Cincinnati Enquirer of recent date contains the following

paragraph :
" Jockey Bob Isom engaged a lawyer yesterday

to look after his interest. ' I know I am apprenticed, but I

want to find out whether that good trainer, Dickerson, has

the right to whip me,' said Isom. ' He took me in the stall

the other day and warmed me up with a strap. I went and
encaged Lawyer Charles Lundy to see whether he has a right

to use the strap on me. That is what I am trying to find

out.'"

Starter Kit Chinn got himself very much disliked yes-
terday at St. Louis. Probasco, with Turner up, and Trenton,
with Garner up, both acted ugly. Starter Chinn fined Jockey
Thornton $500 and had his assistant take Revenue, his

mount, by the head. Groans and hisses were stormed from
the grand stand. Revenue's owner protested to the judges
against having his horse swung around the track with the as-

sistant starter hung to his head. The judges admitted the
wrong, but said they were helpless.

AT Oakley, O., July 18th, Woodard & Shanklin sold a
number of horses in training belong to Gus Strauss and year-
lings of Geoge H. Clay, Field Bros, and others. Those bring-
ing over $500 were: Myrtle Harkness ; Geo Mayer, $2,500.
May Pinkerton; J. W. Dav, $1,300. Hallie Gray j J. W.
Day, $850. Fasig; Henry McDaniels, $700. McHenrv; J.
W. Day, $600. Philletta; George Innes, $675. Shield
Bearer; F. Phillips, $600. Bay filly by Longfellow—Ida
Belle; Gene Leigh, $650. Bay colt by Deceiver—Cicely
Bowling ; S. K. Hayes, $650. Bay colt by LoDgfellow—
Vanita; Gus Strauss, $700. Chestnut colt by Harry O'Fal-
lon—Fleet; Baker & Gentry, $750.

En Corrigan is at Oakley at present with a string of
twenty-one head of horses. The horses which ran at the
late Detroit meeting were ioined here by the balance that

were left over at Chicago. Mr. Corrigan finds that he can
do nothing by remaining at Hawthorne, and as a good field

was open for him at Oakley he sent his entire stable here and
started at once to pick up a few parses. He has The Iron-
master, My Luck, Cicero, Vassal, Repeater, Squarefellow.
Bedford, Irish Chief and Oltyanna in the all-aged division;
Handsome, Leo Lake, Rodegap, O'Fleta, G. B. Morris, Olive
and Ada Glenn filly among the three-year-olds, and the two-
year-olds Henry Graitan, Mobalosky, Kowalsky, Monica and
Lalla Rookh.

Alf. Stanford, the well-known steeplechase rider, ar-

rived from Chicago Tuesday morning via Ogden in good
health. He was accompanied by his bride,nee Miss Gertrude
Tyler, of Centralia, Wis. Stanford expects to ride jampers,
as he did last fall and winter with considerable success. He
reports racing matters looking very gloomy in and around
Chicago, and there will be an exodu3 of race horses westward
in the fall. Hawthorne track has been remodeled and fitted

up until it is undoubtedly one of the finest in the country,and
from the bustle and excitement around that track he judges
that there is some likelihood of a bill going through at the
special session of the Legislature allowing racing without the
foreign book feature,

A dispatch from Chicago dated last Sunday says: "Since
President Williams of the California Jockey Club, left Chi-
cago for Saratoga Friday, it has been current gossip among
racing men here that the threatened war between the Cali-

fornia and new Corrigan tracks has been averted. While he
remained in Chicago President Williams was constantly in

the company of Joe Ullman, Corrigan's partner, and the two
were so cordial that their mutual friends do not hesitate to

say that a truce between the rival tracks has been patched up.
Local horsemen say that the San Francisco tracks will divide

the winter dates." We trust this is correct and that it has
been decided to divide dates, for this is the sensible way
out of all difficulty. War would mean great financial loss to

both sides, much bitterness and perhaps the passage of a law
by the next Legislature limiting racing to a great extent.

All this can be averted by carrying on racing in a common-
sense way and avoiding trouble by agreeing to live and let

live.

Fully ten thousand men and women attended Prof. Glea-
son's exhibition of horse-training at Central Park last Sun-
day afternoon, the fact that he was to handle the wicked
stallion Jim Wicks being the chief.drawing feature. That the
Professor could subc"ue him if any one could was demon-
strated beyond a doubt. The general verdict of the immense
crowd present was that the accident that resulted in the

death of the vicious brute was one that could not have been
either guarded against or avoided. The unwarranted
interference in the first part of the exhibition
by Secretary Holbrook has provoked an amount of adverse
comment toward the society in general and the officious sec-

retary in particular. The professor has already received over
200 letters from different persons present on that occasion,

and the tenor of one and all is one of indignant protest at

the action of Secretary Holbrook. Many of these testers are
from ladies whom no one can suspect of harboring other than
humane feelings, whilst the great majority present were
practical horsemen.

Otto F. Stifel thus explains his connection with the larf

which sets at rest various and sundry rumors heard recently.

"It seems to be the general impression," said Mr. Stifel. "that

my experience on the turf was a costly one to my picketbook,
and a great many newspaper stories have been written about
what a fortune my horses lost me. Xow, as a matter of fact,

I don't believe that I dropped over $8,000 all told. Shorr
and myself starred in on velvet; that is, the nucleus of the
Gambrinus Stable was purchased with the money Trainer
Johnnie Garcia bad made us win beforehand. Vortex, one
of the tint horses we owned, was a most fortunate invest-

ment. We won over $30,000 on his first three starts, and if

we had managed it right when we took him to Guttenberg,
I believe, we would have made one of the biggest coups ever
executed on the American turf. We were novice?, however,
and that accounts for our failure. We knew Wightman was
a cripple when we bought him, but all we wanted was to win
one race with him. We could have won him out, and if luck
had been with us everything would have gone just as we
hoped it would. We tried to run our Btable like we would
any other business. Every time we slar'.ed a horse we wanted
to win, and defeat is something we never wauted to be con-
fronted with. Experience is what we lacked, however, and
if we only knew then what we do now the history of the
Gambrinus and Missouri Stables would have been different.

When the Washington Park officials questioned Servitor's

race it made me hot, and I gues3 that little incident had more
to do with my determination to get out of the busines than
the money the horses cost me, as a great many peop le seem to

think."

It's Pure !

That's Sure!!

SENATOR LELAND STANFORD'S

Vina Brandy
Sold Everywhere

OFFICE OF DISTILLERY

Room 3, 819 Market St.,

SAN. FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Gun Olub Directory.

CaIUocuU Slate Sportsmen's Association—Crlttendeu Roblnsou,

; Or. s. E. Knowles, secretary. 13'.' Post St.. S. K.

.ulrr Club. San Francisco. Frederick W. Tallaut, Secretary.

Pacific Union Club, 8. F.
The Gun Club. San Francisco,, F. S. Butler, Secretary, San Iran

clsoo.
The Olymplo Gun Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,

Secrelarv-TrvaMircr Stanley G. Scoveni.
The California Wing Snooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson. Secretary, 310 fine street. 8. F.
The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary.

605 Mark
Recreation i;i:n Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,

Secretary, Calllornla aud 1'avisstreel.-', s. K.

The Km lure Gun Club. Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary. Oakland,
Cad.
San Francisco Rod aud Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John

U. Sftiurnl, Secretary aud Treasurer.
Alameda Coouty Sportsmen's club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,

Secretary, Oakland, Cal. __ ,

The Nlmrod Guu Club. Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Stelner, Presi-

dent. K. Llddle, 11') Montgomery.
The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary

606 Market St. S . F. „
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton. Secretary. Peralla Heights, East mklaud, Cal.

Mantaulla Guu Club, Willi's. Cal., M.Mautz. president ;C. Whlted,
secretary.

, , ,

The Rising Sun Gnu Club, Dixon, Callt-Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick. Secretary. _ „
Tacoma Riae Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—A. «. Mc-

Naoghton, Pres.; A. Bcrwell, Sea ^_ „
Ashlaud Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E.J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec __
Medford Rod and Gun Clnh. Medford, Or-^J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec -

Marshdeld Rod and Gnn Club, Marshfleld, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thlbault. Sec
Halaey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or—L. T. Davis. Pres.; V. M.

Willamette Rod and G-in Clnb, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.
C. Cavellne. Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or—Dr. F. Canlhorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

Coming; Events.

July LT—Oakland Track, Country Club.

July 28—Alameda Mole. Empire Gun Club.

Oct. 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Associa-
tion. •

CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL.

Edgar Forster was shooting near Ignacio on Monday last.

He bagged 43 doves.

T. K. Barney will try again to find a buck on Mt. Tamal-
psis He starts to-day.

J. Keichstadter and Jas. McAvoy killed two fine bucks on
Saturday back of San Mateo.

W. C. Brown, of the Tamatpais Club, secured a fine deer on
the preserve the first of the week.

Quite a number of deer have been seen in the orchards
back of Winters during the past week.

The Burlingame Country Club will shoot on the second
Satu'day of each month at Burlingame.

Arthur Webb and W. F. Andrus will start next week for a
week's deer hunting in the Santa Cruz mountains.

Doves are not very plentiful near San Jose, but can be

found in fair numbers near Sargents and in the San Antonio
Valley.

Dr. E. N. Lowry and L. L. Campbell were at Ellis' Land-
ing on Tuesday. They bagged a large number of curlew and
willett.

Henry Vessing and W. N. Wetmore were at Walnut Creek
on Wednesday and brought to bag 37 doves, 6 field rabbits

and a jack.

H E. Emerson and A. W. Garrett started for Healdsburg
on Saturday evening last and returned on Monday with three

tine bucks.

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Club will shoot blue
rocks on the second Saturday of each month at Oakland
Race Track.

R. B. Woodward and Alexander Hamilton were the lucky
deer hunters on the Country Club preserve the first of the

week. Each secured a fine buck.

Mrs. M. H. Cox, of Healdsburg, killed a fine 139-pound
buck last week. During the past eleven years this lady hay

kilted twenty one deer and three wild cats.

A party ol three, of which VV. J. Kennedy was one, killed

eleven deer in Sonoma county the first of the week. A local

sportsman guided the parly and an excellent dog assisted.

A large number of shooters are expected at the Country
Club shoot today at Oakland Race Track. Many of the

members have bsck scores to shoot up and intend to shoot
them to day.

W. Sharpe of the Lincoln ' ran Club will leave to day for a
camp • few miles from Cszadtro. He will be gone a couple
of weeks and will send home a deer in a day or two. He was
very successful on his last trip.

John Walbridgeand Chas. Haas of Oakland shot two fine

four point bucks about twenty-five miles e&Bl of Montague in

Siskiyou Couoty last week. They also had fine sport with
the trout of Battle creek.

The regular monthly team shoot between the Lincolns,
Empires ami Electric will be held to-morrow at the grounds
of the Lincoln Goo Ulnbnt Alameda Mole. The interest in

these matches is intense, and a very large attendance is as-

sured.

The Olympic ' inn Club are talking of building a big ark
for winter duck shooting at Suisun. The lower portion will

divided ofl into kitchen, dining-room and guu room and
ippel ping apartments. The smaller

k of Messrs. ''wens, While, Allen and Scovern will doubt-

be moored n>.ar by, just far enough away to let somebody
p when so inclined. -

The Amateur Sportsman, published by the M. T. Richard-

son Co., 27 Park Place, New York, comes to our table this

month richly laden with interesting reading for hunters, an-

glers and dog fanciers. It contains many appropriate half-

tone engravings, instructive and practical articles in hunting,

fishing, camping, natural history, the rifle aud the dog. It is

the purpose of its publishers and owners to make the Amateur
Sportsman in all respects a first-class paper for sportsmen. A
sample copy will be sent free of charge.

It is reported that one tanning concern at Seattle, Wash.,

recei red recently 1 15 bales of deer skins, weighing 18 tons, a

total of 12,000 skins, secured in the mountains of British

Columbia and the numerous islands of the North Pacific

coast. When this news reaches the lair of the British lion

we may expect to hear a roar. The professional hide hunters

have slaughtered so long and uninterruptedly in the United

Stales that but few find it profitable now, in consequence of

the decreased number of game animals and the various state

laws.—American Field.

The Fresno Sportsmen's Club has been steadily booming
since llame Warden Rowell was appointed. At the last meet-

ing of the club Chas, Noyes, Andre Hasselbach, Nathan
Hart, Jr.. Win. McDougald, B. H. Vincent and Sam'l
Thompson were admitted to membership. The club think

seriously of j lining the California Inanimate Target Associ-

ation. They should not delay, but join the Association at

once. At the coming tournament^Jthe poorest shot will at

least have a chance.

Curlew and willett have come to stay and should be good
eating now. Later on they eat bo many small crabs they get

a fishy flavor. It the local shooters would plant out a few

decoys on a likely looking sand bar or hard mud flat, build a

blind as one would for ducks and stay in il, they would en-

joy good shooting. Willett make a fine Blew, and the time

is not far distant when they will be much sought after in the

markets.

Harvey McMurchy's average at the late New York State

Tournament was only 97} per cent.
-•

Recreation Gun Olub.

The regular monthly shoot of the Recreation Gun Club at

Oakland Race Track on Sunday last brought out a very light

attendance and the shooting was finished at noon. The birds

were a strong lot, but were mostly slow flyerB. Soon after

the club match was started a large flock of willet flew across

the track and the old marsh hunters immediately commenced

calling. The flock turned and came right over the traps. A
volley from Slade, Randall and Barney dropped one and

then the flock were again whistled down and four more were

brought to grass. Edgar Forster also called a curlew over

the blue rock stand and filled it with 6 sbot.

The regular clnb match resulted in a win for Slide with

12 straight. Fay shot by invitation and also killed his

dozen. Barney's tenth, an easy incomer, was his only miss.

Frank Carpenter referee. The score

:

"Slade" 111111112211—12
E. Fay 212121112222—12
T. R.Barney 112221222011—11
,; Randall" 021211021112—10
C. A. Haight 221100121001— 8

A. Roos 002121100011— 7

Another twelve-bird sweep followed the club match, Slade
Roos, Barney and Randall shooting from the thirty-two yard

mark, Barney won with 11, his only lost bird was dead out

of bounds. Roos' eleventh and Haight sixth were both

brought to grass with the first barrel and left for dead, but

before the dog reached them they flew out of bounds. The
score :

Slade 121122201012—10
Randall 111111201022—10
Barney 121222211022—11
Haight 021110111201— 9

Roos 220011120202— 8

Rising Sun Gun Olub.

The Rising Sun Gun Club held a prize shoot on Sunday

last at the Dixon Driving Park. The principle prize was a

eold watch which was woo by Wm. Pedrick with 26 breaks

out of 25, including his handicap of seven birds. Only two

men " started from scratch," E. Holling 'and H . Stelling both

broke 20. The score :

Wm. Pedrick ... 7 1110111000 1100111111 11111—19—26
llllOOllll 1111101111 00111—20—24
1111111111 1101111111 01100—21—24
1110111111 0111101101 11101—20—24
0001101101 1001010111 11011—15—24
1110011111 0111111011 10001—18—23
1100100101 1010100111 11111—16—23
1001111100 1111010101 100U—16—23
1101111111 1111101111 10110—21—21
1110101100 1100011111 11110—17—21
0110110100 1000110010 01100-11—20
1011101101 1111111110 01111—20—20
0100101001 1000010011 11111—12—19
0001101110 0001100001 01010—10—19
1001011111 1101100000 11001—14—19
1101101000 1000001100 11110—12—18
0000100011 oooioioon 01101—10—18

Jno. Pedrick 4
C. Rhwer 3
W. McCully 4

Geo. Pedrick 9

Geo. Feudner 5
Jno. Benson 7

B. F. Newby 7

E. Holling —
Tom Pedrick 4

A. Robbin 9

H. StelUng —
8. L. Snead 7

H. Frahing 9

E. Fitzpalrick 5

Jno. Feudner 6

G. Jansen 8

Empire Gun Olub.

The regular semi-monthly shoot of the Empire Gun Club

was shot on Sunday morning at Alameda Point. Stewar

won the shells with 23, Webb second with 21. The score;

Klewart 23
Webb 21

Baker 18
Olsen 17

Anderson 17

Williams It

Andrus 16
Trombone 13
McAllis 12
King 9
Goodwin 7
Hall 7

A second shoot at 25 singles resulted in better scores, as
follows : Webb 23, Stewart 22, Baker 22, Andrus 22, Williams
18, Olsen 16, McAllis 15, Hall 12, Coco 11, Trombone 9,

King 8.

Lincoln Gun Olub.

For a club shoot we never attended a more pleasant one

than that of the Lincoln on Sunday last. The shooting was

remarkably good, the traps worked well. The weather was

all that could he desired, and something like 2,000 targets

were trapped. Potter and Bruns were the high men in the

club match at 25 singles, known traps, known angles. The
score

:

Potter 1111111101 1111111101 11111—23
Bruns 1111111111 1111111101 11010—23
Daniels 1101110111 1110111111 10111—21
Franzen 1111011111 1111110011 11011—21
Fischer llllllllll 1011011010 11111—21
Cate 1111110111 1011111101 11110—21
Sbarpe llllllllll 0111110011 01111—21
Fanning 1011101110 1111011110 11111—20
Cobn 1101111111 1111000110 11101—20
Whitney 1110011100 10100 1111 11111—19
Karney 1111111110 1111010110 10010—19
Quinton 1111011011 llillllOOO 11110—19
Baem 1101111011 0101001111 11011—18
Ostrander 010110C110 1101010010 11111—15
Wenzel 1000111110 0111010010 01111—15
Wagner 1001011100 1010111011 10001—14
Unfred 1011001011 0011000010 00110—11
Hines 0001001000 0100010011 00010— 7

In shooting up back scores W agner broke 11, Ostrander 12
Baum 19 and 17.

A ten bird match that followed was won by Fanning and
Cate with 10 each, Bruns and Whitney second with 9 each.
The score: Fanning 10, Cate 10, Bruns 9, Whitney 9. Fischer
8, Franzen 8, Daniels 8, Wenzel 8, Potter 7, Quinton 7, Un-
fred 6, Cohen 4, Wagner 4.

A match at 15 singles resulted in a win for Webb and
Franzen with 15 each. The first 15 men broke 208 out of
225 birds shot at. The ties on 14 were decided in the next
match. AndruB, Stewart and Bruns winning the monay, Cate
and Fanning divided third. The score :

Webb llllllllll 11111—15
Franzen llllllllll 11111—15
Baker 1101111111 11111—14
Daniels 1111101111 11111—14
Stewart 111101111111111—14
Andrus 1111011111 11111—14
Fischer 1101111111 11111—14
Potter 110111111111111—14
Bruns 110111111111111—14
Sharpe 111101111111111—14
Wenzel llllllllll 11101—14
Cate 1111011111 11101—13
Fanning 1111010111 11111—13
Bawn 1011111011 11111—13
Quinton 1011110111 11111—13
Williams 0111111110 00111—11
Waener 1110111010 10100— 9
Cohen 0011011010 11001— 8
Unfred 1101101100 00110— 8
Hines 0010101011 00010— 6

Another match at 16 singles resulted in straight scores for

Andrus, Stewart, Fanning and Bruns, the first twelve men
breaking 168 out of 180 shot at. Baker, Cate, Franzen and
Daniels tied for second money with 14, Webb, Fischer, Quin-
ton and Karney tied for third money with 13. AH ties were
divided. The score: Andrus 15, Stewart 15. Fanning 15,

Bruns 15, Baker 14, Cate 14, Franzen 14, Daniels 14, Webb
13, Fischer 13,Quintun 13, Karney 13, Williams 12, Wenzel
11, Potter 10, Sharpe 10, Hines 9, Wagner 7, Cohen 6.

Several ten bird and double matches followed.

This club will hold its last shoot on AugUBt 17th. In this

shoot the contestants will be classified by their previous rec-

ords and will each shoot in the class as follows for the club
medals and prize money- 25 birds in each shoot ; 5 shoots

to date.

FIRST CLASS.

Total Average
Daniels Ill 221-5
Cate Ill 22 1-5

Allen 44 22
Franzen 105 21
Fischer 102 20 2-5

Potter 102 20 2-5

SECOND CLASS.

Burns 100 20
Quinton 98 19 3-5

Karney 97 19 2 5
Sharpe 97 19 2-6

Banm 92 18 2-5

Forster 68 17

THIRD CLASS.

Campbell 82 16 2-5

Wenzel 80 16
Ostrander 71 14 15
Wagner 52 10 2 5
Unfled 38 7 3-5

California Inanimate Target Association.

A meeting of the Tournament Committee of the California

Inanimate Target Association was held on Friday evening at

the Olympic Club, Colonel S. L- Kellogg in the chair. A
committee on securing prizes for the coming tournament was

appointed, consisting of W. J. Gotcher, A. A. Martin, M. C.

Allen, D. Daniels and H. B. Varney ; also a committee on
advertising and programmes, consisting of Harlow H. White,
M. C. Allen and T. H. Varney. It was decided to hold the
tournament on October 6th, Sunday, and October 7th, Labor
Day, at Oakland race track. Two more clubs have joined
the association—the San Joaquin Valley Gun Club and
the Stockton Athletic Association Guc Club. Presi-

dent Allen haB appointed O. M. Judy, of Dinuba, to repre-

sent the Sin Joaquin Club and C. J. Haas to represent the
Stockton Club in the Tournament Committee. The bluerock
shooters have determined to hoc ml his association, and there
will be more and more valuable prizes offered and a larger

attendance at this tournament than at any previous tourna-

ment ever held on this coast.
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Game Preserves in Germany.

[I Id Prussia the game law allows the owner of every piece

of land that is inclosed by a fence or wall the right to shoot

|
birds or animals on it or to rent the privilege out to those

from the towns and cities. All the land less than 100 acres in

extent which is not inclosed may belong to one according to

law, but the shooting privilege is owned by the commune in

' which the land is located. The result is that there is not

[free and indiscriminate hunting. The sportsmen from the

{towns or cities, however, for a mere nominal rent can find

excellent hunting by hiring from any of the farmers along

!the line of the railroads. The game is generally preserved

land fed by the farmer until the shooting season, for the abun-

dance of the game determines largely the price he can ob-

tain for the shooting privilege. A great deal of the shooting

! land is owned by the farmers, who do not enclose it, and the

communal authorities usually have the renting of the shoot-

ting privileges. These renting privileges amount to many
I millions of marks every year, and they constitute a very im-
! portant revenue of the agricultural class. The communal
authorities credit to each farmer his due share of the aggre-

i gate rental in proportion to the area of his laud.

The leases of the shootiog privileges are usually from six

to nine or twelve years, and, by furnishing proper financial

guarantee that the rent will be paid, the privilege goes to

the highest bidder at a public auction. The club or individual

leasing the land then assumes all responsibility, both as to the
', rearing and preservation of the game and to thedamage done
to the growing crops. Two communal assessors determine
the amount of damage done to farm crops by the hares, birds

or deer, and thev levy the tax to be paid to the farmers. Gen-
erally a local gamekeeper watches over the small preserve

to see that the game is not molested.

The great principle which has been calculated by this sys-

tem is that game birds are just as much private property as

I
the poultry or cattle of the farmer, and that it is j ust as pun-
ishable an offense to kill them without power from the au-
thorities as it is to rob a hen roost or kill a farmer's cow or

pig. A long course of public education would be required in

this country before people could be induced to look upon
wild game in this light, says the Country Gentleman. Nat-
urally there is poaching in Germany the same as there is

chicken stealing in America, but it is doubtful if the former
is much more general than the latter. Moreover, by this

system the farmer's crops are protected from all injury by ir-

responsible deprecators in search of game. The law forbids

hantiog on the farms when the crops are growing. The field

shooting begins late in the fall, when the crops are all har-

No one iB allowed to wander over the fields with a shotgun
and hunter's accoutrements without a license from the local

authorities. In order to secure a license the applicant must
be a man in good standing and not under ei hteen years of

age. These licenses to shoot on certain fields cost from 75
cents to $3 a year. Aiy infraction of these rules is punish-

able by fines, confiscation of the gun and accoutrements, and
by imprisonment. Poaching is thus kept down, and the pro-

fessional bird and animal killer is abolished.

Sportsmen who pay for shooting privileges are not gov-
erned by any unwritten code such as prevails in America,
that it is not good form to sell their game in the open market.

In Germany they kill the game for the sport and then sell it

to help pay the expenses of the preserves. On some of the

best preserves the returns from the farms more than pay all

expenses. Men of limited means can thus enjoy shooting to

their hearts content by using a little business shrewdness in

conducting a preserve. Without this system many lovers of

the sport could not aflord to indulge in the chase at all. The
game is plentiful and very gentle when the shooting season

begins, ard every owner feels assured that the multiplication

of the birds and animals will go on without interference from
poachers.

The principal wild game in Germany are the stag, the
deer, hares and rabbits, pheasants, partridges, snipe, wood-
cock, wild ducks, swans, foxes, badgers, fish-otters and many
others. The hare is the great national game animal, hunted
alike in every part of the empire by the plain, average Ger-
man sportsman. It is a superior animal, both in size and
quality, to the common brown American rabbit. It does not
burrow, but seeks a shelter in cold weather behind stones and
roots of trees. The small animal is in great abundance, and
it forms a staple article of food for the lower classes. They
are very prolific, one mother often bringing out from fifteen

to twenty-four young ones id ooe season. They are preyed up •

on by hawks, foxes and other enemies, besides man,
bat they multiply so rapidly under the
fostering care of the laws that in December,
when the shooting begins, the hunters find plenty of game.
Paris is a great market for hares, and it is not unusual for

gamekeepers in one place to order a special car each day dur-
ing the shooting season to send straight through to the
French capital. In Prussia alone as many as 2,500,000 hares

have been killed in one season, representing an income to

the agricultural classes of Dearly $1,500,000.
The gray partridge of Northern Europe, found in consid-

erable abundaoce in Germany, greatly resembles our quail

only it is larger. It is one of the most gamey field birds,

and its flesh is highly prized by the epicures. So carefully

are they protected that they live upou the open fields and
meadows close to the farm houses. The birds bring forth two
broods in one season, and the hunting begins in September.
On most farms of 150 acres in extent, 200 or 300 birds are
killed in one season, and on some very good ones the average
Bcore has ran up to 1,000 birds. Toward the end of the
shootiog season they become wilder and harder to bag, and
considerable sportsmao's blood is required to shoot many.

—

Bod, Gun and Kennel.

Alaska's Big Bears.

The Pelican Gun Olub.

The Pelican Gun Club of Sacramento held their regular

monthly medal shoot on Suuday last at the Club's grouuds

near the American River bridge. Fred Gotobed won the

medal with 19 birds out of 20 live birds. The scores were as
follows : Fred Gotobed 19, J. M. Morrison 17, F. Yoerk 17,

W. E. Gerber 16, F. Rubstaller 16, H. Gerber 16, R. Flint

15, Captain Rubstaller 15.

A traveler who recently returned from Alaska says : "The
Alaskan brown bear is a huge, shaggy animal, varying id

leogth from six to twelve feet and weighing from 800 to

1,500 pounds. I found him to be an expert fisher, aod dur-

iog the salmoD season he frequents all the rivers emptying
into the Bering aea and the north Pacific and their tri-

butaries as far as the fish go. After the salmon run is over

the animal retreats into the recesses of the hills, where ber-

ries and small game are plentiful. Among other things he
does besides fishing and occasionally chewing up a hunter, he
is a great roadmakea for this part of Alaska. Nor only are
the banks of the streams trodden ioto good trails by these huge
lumbering beasts, but the swampy plains are crossed in every
direction by paths leading to the hills. The traveler will do
well to follow them in journeying across the country, as they
invariably lead to the best feeding places aloog the stream
and form the best routes to the hills."

A huutsr who has spent some time there recently chasing
brown bears writes several of his experiences to the Seattle
Telegraph.
'My first encounter," he says, "with one of these brown

bears was a startliog experience for me, and I have always
thought equally so for the bear. We had been working up
against a strong current of the Koowak river all day, and to-

ward nightfall pitched our tent Ft the base of a high bluff
forming the right bank of the stream. While supper waB
being prepared I climbed the bluff to get a look at the coun-
try and was walking along with my guu carelessly held in
left hand. The top of the bluff was densely covered almost
to the edge with spruce and alders, and the undergrowth was
so thick that it was impossible to see more than a few feet
through it. Ahead of me a cluster of rocks offered a tem-
porary place to Bit down and enjoy the view, and I made for
it.^ Just as I reached the nearest rock a tremendous shaggy
animal arose apparently from under my feet, and I immedi-
ately rocognized in him the brown bear of whose fierceness
the natives had been telliog me for weeks. My first inBtinct
was to shoot, and I probably would have done so had my guu
been in my right hand, but the first motion I made the bear
reared on his haunches and was so formidable looking that
I concluded to wait and see what he intended dofng. After
a moment's hesitation, during which he turned his head
from side to side and licked his chops in a most suggestive
fashion, he dropped on all fours, and with wonderful quick-
ness turned and sprang out of sight in the thick undergrowth.
When I returned to camp and related my experience, Tah-
tah-rok, my native guide, assured me that the bear must re-

cently have concluded a heavy meal, or otherwise he would
have attacked me.

" Some officers from some of the vessels of the Behring sea
fleet went ashore at Herendeen bay during the summer of 1891
on a deer hunt, and one of the party saw a bear about 100
yards distant eating berries. Without thought of the conse-
quences, he raised his gun and fired at the animal.

" TheBhot went wide of the mark, but at the report of the
gun the bear started for the hunter on a dead run. His
charge was met with a shower of bullets from the officer's

repeater ; bat, although badly wounded, the infuriated animal
did not hesitate an instant and rushed straight at his enemy.
When within about tea feet of the hunter the bear rose on
his haunches and prepared to close. Blood was pouring in
Btreams dowo hiB body. One bullet had shattered his upper
jaw, but he was so full of fight that the final outcome of the
Btruggle would have beeo extremely doubtful had not another
of the party arrived and ended the fight by shooting the brute
through the brain. An examination of the bear's body
showed that he had been struck six times. Three of the
shots were in parts of the body ordinarily coosidered vital

and would doubtlesB have caused death, but the vitality of
these animals is almost incredible. Instances are cited of
their running over 100 yards after being shot through the
heart.

''Last summer, while I was at Sand Point, two hunters
cam&in after anabseoceof over a month in the vicinity of
Portage bay, and reported having killed thirty-three bears.

One day they killed seven. In order to show that they were
not spinning hunters' yarns they brought the skins with
them, and sold them at a trading post at Sand Point. During
the summer of 1891 two prospectors were looking for coal
lands Dear Port Moller, and about a mile from the shore they
eame upon an immense brown bear engaged in catching sal-

mon in a small stream. One of the prospectors immediately
opened fire, and evidently wounded the brute badly, but he
got out of sight in the thich brush. Being anxious to secure
the skin the two men started to follow the wounded animal.
They had not gone a dozen steps before the enraged and
wounded brute turned or. them, and before either one could
fire a shot he seized one man by the leg and bit it nearly off,

and then sprang upon his companion and knocked him
senseless with the blow of his terrible paw. Having, as he
thought, finished biu enemies, the bear quietly ambled off, and
was subsequently found dead a few hundred yards from the
acene of battle."

Deer are reported t» be very plentiful in the neighborhood
of Grass Valley.

The Gun Olub.

The San Francisco Gun Club's regular monthly shoot on

Saturday last was the smallest affair held this season. Only

three shooters faced the traps. The birds were a good lot

and the wind quite stroog. F. S. Butler aad P. P. Moore tied

for the monthly prize with 10 each. In the shoot-off at five

birds Butler won with a score of five to three. Richard Car-

roll referee. The score

:

F. 8. Butler 121012222022—10
P. P. Moore 111112111100—10
W. C. Browu 012022111120— 9

Three six bird pools followed the main match. Moore
won the first with six, Butler the second with Bix and the

third with five straight. The score :

Butler 10211*— 4 111112—6 12211—5
Moore 122111—6 1211*0-4 11*20—3
Brown 111201—5 201121—5 OlOw

Capt. Noel E. Money, the well known Eostern live bird

shooter, has beeo shooting at the International meeting of

the Gun Club at Nottiog Hill, England. He has made a few

good scores, but has only succeeded ia getting ia tbe money
once, a third prize. The handicaps ranged from 24£ to 81

yards, Capt. Money shooting at 30.

ROD.
The Bullhead Hole.

iFrom the Chicago Record.
J

When Spring's first bauner nies the air,
An" birds are chirping everywhere,
When sunshine fngtueria April showers
An' whispers of the coming flowers,
I like to go an' stand awhile,
Cast out my line an' sorter smile
Down at the bullhead hole.

It's kind o" damp an' roiley there,
And frogs crake-creak, an' bullheads wearA most ferocious, ugly look
Whenever I get 'em on the hook
An, let 'em thrash around an' play,
But you can't ketch 'em every day,
Down at the bullhead hole.

I bait an' Stan" an' cast the line,
An' wish just one would come an' dine.
For then i pull an* twitch an' jerk,
Begin to think it's hard as work

;

Till by an' by a nibble comes,
I wind the line around my thumbs
An' hold my breath an" say, • By gosh !

I almost got him." Then a swash
Out of the bullhead hole.

Black, spinv, thrashing, gritty thing,
He swallows the hook clear to the string
But anyhow I've got him fast

;

May his descendants ever last.
For you can talk of pike an' perch,
They'll run an' leave you in the lurch
Without a hook. What beats 'em all
Is letting bobbies rise and fall
Down in the bullhead hole.

When I git home mv wife says " Bah !"

Bat I just cooly answer: "Ma,
I'll skin them all so nice an' white
You'll say they make a pretty sight."
They ain't no very high-toned fish,
But fried up brown they'll make a dish
Ahead of red horse stuffed with boues,
Or snub-nosed chubs that roll np stones,
Down in the bullhead hole.

The Truckee is still high and the best fishing will be had
later on.

A. L. Coombs and party report splendid luck in the Mc-
Cloud river.

A local aogler fished Los Gatoe creek last week with splen-
did success.

Some good strings of trout have been taken at Point Reyes
during the past week.

Loyd Eaton caught twelve nice trout on Sunday in a small
lake back of .Redwood City.

F. M. Eutherford caught a 22J inch trout in the Truckee
last week. It weighed nearly six pounds)

Good flies for the Truckee are the Katie May, Professor,
Caddis, Light Stone Fly, Brown Hackle and Royal Coach-

Chas. Precht fished Liganitas Creek on the first of the
week with very fair success. Some nice sized fish were
taken.

Doc Watt fished about eighteen miles from Suool on Sun-
day in company with a friend. They caught fifty nice trout
between them.

John McA. Brown, of Petaluma, killed a fine forked horn
buck weighing about 150 pounds on the Jooes Ranch in
Marin county last week.

The Doc Watt spoon is still the rage. It has been faith-

fully tried in lake and stream and every one that has used it

declares it a great killer.

Mr. Manson of Fowles reports 6ne fishing in the American
river, owing to the clearing of the water from the entire ces-

sation of hydraulic mining.

The Cunningham house at San Bruno is open again and
parties desiring to fish at Lake San Andreas can find accom-
modations there. Quite a party were at the lake on Sunday
last and some fair creels were caught, though many were dis-

appointed. Dr. Bowhill and Robinson caught a few nice-

ones on Friday.

H. Justins, R. Smgater, Ch. Divis, W. Sangster, Thos. Ir-

vine, M. J. Geary, D. McCrac, fi. H. Ladd, J. H. Sammi,
Fred Surrhyne, Robt. Taylor, E. Sullivan, O. BaueusdorfJ,

E. Morlan and a party of friends and several others were at

Lake San Andreas on Sunday. The entire party caught about
thirty fish. Neither bait, fiy nor spoon would tempt them_

-
Can anyone tell us what has become of the yearling trout

at Lake San Andreas? Last year a great many eight-inch

fish were caught. This rear only large ones are taken and
no small ones at all are seen except the little fingerlings in-

side of the line of weeds. The water is certainly clearer and
better than it was last year, and the bass are increasing
rapidly.

Wm. Shadd fished the Lagunitas creek one day last week
and caught twelve nice trout. Some 12 and 14 inch fish

were among them. Messrs. Cohen and Knight fished this

creek above Camp Taylor on Sunday, and brought home
some 90 fieh from 54 to 9 inches in length. The fingerlings

have been caught out in a great measure, and an expert an
gler will find plenty of nice Dan fish in the creek, if he will

fish in tbe early morning. These fhh were caught with the

fly, principally tbe Royal Coachman and Professor.

The daily papeis of Wedoesday last cootaiaed upwards of

a column each describing the war in the Fish Commission.
All of the articles are more or less incorrect but all contain

a great deal of truth. Mr. Morrison is very popular among
the sportsmen and with the assistance of one equally as in-

terested in the protection of game and fish he would unques-

tionably accomplish a grept deal of good. We know that Mr,
Murdoch has never recognized him as a member of the

board although regularly appointed by the Governor. We
have frequently stated our reasons for wishing Mr. Murdoch
removed from the board. Possibly the Governor will soou

see for himself that our reasons were well founded.
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Instead of Central, read Continental Field Trial Derby

Entries in our last week's issue.

0. W. Travers, a member of the St. Bernard Club, has sent

back East for a good St. Bernard bitch.

The collie Champion Eclipse by Champion Charlemagne

—Flirt died recently at the ripe age of 13 years.

The entries to the Manitoba Field Trial Ninth Annual

Derby number 5S, Eoglish setters 42, Pointers 15, Irish Set-

ters 1.

Enoch Parr, of Harristown, Indiana, has purchased of

Geo. Bell the champion fox terrier Dusky Trap. Another to

be reinstated.

The entries to the toiled States Field Trial Club's Autumn

Derbys are twenty-four English setters in the Setter Derby

and twenty-three pointers in the Pointer Derby.

Dog women do not seem to be so greatly superior to dog

men. If the controvers ie* in the English keneel papers re-

garding the recent Ladies' Kennel Hub show at Kanclagh

can be taken as a criterion.

Will tome one tell us where Payne gathered his extensive

(?) field trial experience. Henever attended a trial in his life

until the jear before the writer began to attend the Pacific

trials and two years before this the writer was an officer of a

Geld trial club.

T. N. Andrews called at this office on Tuesday with a very

promising two-montbsold R. C. St. Bernard puppy by his

Davy Crockett out of Prater, she out of Queen M. The pup
is well marked, with excellent bone, dirk shadings, nose

band, white feet and white tip, fair blaze, nice ears, and

should develop into a very fair dog.

W. H. Collins' winning St. Bernard bitch Lariy Bute II by

Lord Bute—Clydesdale Nell was bred to J. G. Barker's Cali-

fornia Bernardo, ibis week, as will be seen by our Kennel
Registry column. This union of the two best rough coats

here should produce something fine. We shall watch this

litter with interest.

A. A. Martin, president of the R. Liddle Co., and Robt.

Ltddie, Jr., are very busy nowadays. What with a visible

increase in trade and extensive alterations in the fixtures of

the store they have their hands full, The store, when the

planned improvements are completed, will be one of the neat-

est and most attractive in the city. They are improving
their stock as well.

The Manitoba Field Trial Club has agreed to unite with

the Continental and Northwestern Clubs in promoting a

champion stake. The stake will be run near Morris, Mani-
toba. First prize will be the Heywood-Lonsdale trophy aod
forty percent, of the entrance money. Second, thirty per
cent. Third, twenty per cent. W. S. Bell and W. B. Wells
have been invited to judge.

The death of Greater Scot, the divider of the Waterloo
Cop of 1337 with Her&cbel, has been soon followed by the
death of the winner of 18:8, namelv, Burnaby. Like
Thoughtlees Beauty he was purchased cheaply by Mr. Pil-

kington's trainer, Wright, after winning a small stake at the
now defunct Haydock Part. Like Greater Scot, the dog was
not a great stud success.—British Fancier.

T. J. Wattaon's Eoglish setter bitch Miss Alice, the dam
of Starlight, the field trial winner, will whelp in a few days
to Sam Weller, a son of Roderigo, and his Loya will also

whelp to Starlight about the same time this will be a grand
chance for some one to purchase the cream of Eoglish setter

blood to nominal prices by the way. Mr. Wattson will go
East in a few days on an extended business trip. We would
not be at all surprised to see him bring back a clinking
English setter bitch.

There was a trial of German war dogs at Dresden recently,

in which the dogs came off creditably as military aids. They
kept up rapid and regular communicatioo between troops
and outposts a mile away, carrying the despatches to and
fro. They also served ammunition, passing from man to

man, the number of ball cartridges they carried being 250,
and blank 350. In calling attention to stimulated wounded
men they proved very efficient, finding them out quickly,
and either standing by and barking, or calling the attention
of othent to them.

Our Utile would-be contemporary gets off his usual amount
of blackguardism and tries to make his few readers think
that the B kkder and Sportsman isn't in it for a minute,
but neglects to note that although we ran one page short of
our usual amount of rod, gun and kennel matter this last
week we bad just sixty fresh and local news items to his
twelve. Bv the way, he states that the Field Tiial Club have
withheld their advertising patronage from this paper since
Ibe present kennel editor has been on the staff. The club
have advertised with us regularly until this last Derby, Mr.
Kilgariff knowing that we certainly would not accept any
more advertising from him until the last was paid for.

Our Dogs contains this week a beautiful engraving of the
field spaniel Kona retreiving a teal. Her owner writes of her
aa follows : Horn is a first-class sporting dog; she retrieves
well and tenderly from land and water, will bring a live bird
or an egg without iojury. She drops to hand and shot, poe-
•ewes plenty of endurance, aod will face the roughest cover.
Bona, I may tell you, dearly likes a wee drop of whisky, and,
oddly aooogb, all her puppies lake lo it like their mother's
milk. When she was about a year old I was one day salmon
ti-hing. The day ww bitterly cold and snow falling, and I

found wading not very warm work, so on coming ashore I

indulged in a dram, and seeing the pup looking cold and
miserable, I thought that what's good for man is good for
beast, so opening her mouth I gave her a "lot," and from
lhal day forth, whenever she sees me lake out my flask, she
licks her ch<-i- as much as to say, "Don't forget me: " '

i.

us a hanlf yiii which, reduced to English, means, "< Jive m
a hal' one, or half a glass."

Notes for Novices.

There is a great deal to be learned in the way of detail by

every novice who starts to keep a dog or dogs. Incessant

watching for and proper attention to those little matters

count for much more than one would think at first sight.

But the experienced fancier knows the value of those extra

attentions, and his knowledge can be seen in the general ap-

pearance of his dogs, whereas the new beginner is often too

fond of leaving to servants and other disinterested persons

matters which he should attend to himself.

Take, for instance, the matter of feeding. How many dog

owners there are (especially in the upper class of society)

who never give the least attention to their dog's feeding,

leaving it entirely to others, and only waking up now and

again when something has gone wrong. Feeding, if left to

any careless person who chances to be employed about the

premises, is certain to be irregular and unsatisfactory, and

every owner of a dog ought to consider it his hounden duty

to superintend regularly the feeding of his dumb friend.

Many dogs are given—especially when hungry—to "bolt-

ing their food. This is a bad habit, and is sure to have an

ill effect sooner or later. To prevent a dog from habitually

doing this, it is best to give him, before his proper meal, a

hard, dry biscuit. This will take off, as it were, the edge of

appetite, and bo, when the usual basin is given, it wil be con-

sumed more moderately.

Large bones should be regularly given to dogs, because

they act splendidly as cleanere to the teeth, |the rasping of

every vestige of meat doing this most effectually. Large

bones should be given, because if too small the dog will

crunch them up and swallow them, which is not altogether

desirable.

Many persons compla n of worm medicines making their

dogs sick. There is no doubt that male fern oil has a ten-

dency that way, but sickness is more often due either to the

dog being nauseated by awkward manipulation on the part of

the person administering medicine, (or to the unpalatable

form in which the medicine is given), or else it may be

caused by the disturbance created among the pests by the

dose of physic. In any case the dose must be repeated until

it is certain it has properly acted.

There is a right way and there is a wrong way of giving

worm medicine to dogs. The wrong way is to give it—speak-
ing generally—in a casual way, without preparation, and
without any plan of following it up. Many persons seem to

think that all they have to do iB to buy a few pills, or a good

bolus, and, having caught the dog, "put somthing down."
This is folly. The only proper way is to fast a dog for a few

hours, say, let him go supperless to bed some night, and then

give the worm medicine early next morning, and an hour or

so after the worm medicine has been given, a good, strong

dose of castor oil Bhould follow, and there is every proba-

bility of the dog being better.

The capsule form of giving malefern oil is the best. It iB

so clean and easy, and the dog does not taste the drug;

whereas in the usual emulsion—draught form—there is

bound to be a disagreeable flavor in the dog's mouth for a

long time afterwards. This may often be the cause of sick-

ness.—Our Dogs.

Educated Dogs.

All Paris is laughing now at an eihibition of trained dogs

in the Champs Elysees, such as, perhaps, has never been seen

anywhere since the first dog stepped from Noah's ark. The

feats which they perform are really extraordinary. The

scene with which the show opens is described in the French

papers as follows

:

A little street is shown on the stage. The night is dark
and the lamps are all lighted. A firebug—of course, a canine
firebug—sneaks along the wall,approaches one of the houses,

and sets it on fire by throwing a match inside. In a moment
or two the house is in flames. The audience hears the cry
of alarm, while in the distance the horn of the firemen can
also be heard. The firemen—dogs, of coui se—in their regu-
lar uniforms, arrive with their engines and life-saving appar-
atus. They attack the fire with energy, handling the hose
like veterans, but it is already too late. The roof of the

house falls in, and at the top story a mother in her night
dress appears, holding a child in her arms. One brave fire-

man—a sort of white mongrel, with a good deal of the bull-

dog in him—approaches the ladder which the others place
against the wall. He climbs up the ladder rapidly, grabs his

precious burden, and brings it down to the street in safety.

But his courage is fatal to him. Wounded in his perilous

enterprise, he falls down and dies almost immediately after-

ward. His comrades stretch him out upon a bier and send
for the ambulance, which arrives upon the spot. Just then
his widow comes, dressed from head to foot in mourning. She
flingB herself upon the body of, her dead husband and goes
through all the motions of the most violent despair. Three
times the " firemen " drag her awa;, but she returns again
with gestures of terrible grief. At last the body is put into
the ambulance and the procession moves away.

All this is done, each dog performing his part without any
visible command, and the Parisians are perfectly astounded
at the in.elligence displayed by these wonderful dogs. Some
dogs also perform phenomenal acrobatic feats, others mimic
the danseuses, and one of them goes through the skirt dance
or serpentine dance, without being any more troubled with
his robes than the celebrated Loie Fuller himself.

A well-known Parisian newspaper man, M. Guy-Tomel,
has just interviewed Professor Richard, the owner of the
dogs, in regard to his method of training.

" The education of intelligent dogs," he said. " is an easier
thing than people generally suppose it to be. It requires
great patience and absolute kindness. Kindnessis the key of
success. If an animal is beaten or hurts himself going through
his exercises he gets a horror of them, and it is impossible, at

least for a long lime, to coax him up to the mark again. One
of my most brilliant acrobats hurt his nose last year in one of
his jumps. It was impossible to get him to recommence the
next day, and, what is stranger still, he refused to perform
three other feats that he knew perfectly well and which were
not attended with danger. It is only quite recently that he
has gone to work again.

"The great error of amateurs in dog training lies in the
notion that every dog can be made a learned dog. Now. as a
matter of (act, there is not more than one per cent, of the
whole population that is susceptible of thorough training.
This is a pretty good proportion, after all

;
probably more

than the human race can boast of.

" But you ask me how we are to distinguish the one smart

dog from the ninety-nine stupid dogs. Well, in the first place,

you must avoid aristocrats. There is no use in looking for a
wise dog among them. Dogs with long pedigrees are, almost
without exception, idiots. You have remarked, perhaps, that

my troupe is composed exclusively of horrible mongrels, with-
out any distinction whatever as to breed. Possibly Nature,
knowing that these disinherited ones will have more trouble

than the others in the struggle for existence, endows them
with more intelligence. But to be a mongrel alone is not
sufficient to possess genius. Here again among the mongrels
a careful selection must be made. Now, this is the way that
I operate. I go among a pack of doge, having first learned
all their names. I call out a name, and if the animal comes
to me wagging his tail I say to myself :

' Hello, my friend »

you at least know your own name, and that is something.'
Then I put him through a thorough examination. Of course
the animal must conform to certain physical conditions, ac-
cording to the employment which I have in reserve for him.
I caress him, observe his motions, watch his eyes, and the
way he carries his tail. As a general rule the cocked tail is

a good indication. At the close of the examination I bring
away my pet and advance him to the rank of a pupil.

"The first act in training a dog consists in utilizing the in-

stinct of the animal in fetching. When he knows how to
fetch perfectly you can teach him quite a number of elemen-
tary excercises, such as walking on his hind legs, taking qneer
positions, jumping, etc There is one importent detail, how-
ever, which should not be omitted, aod that is to repeat al-

ways in a loud voice the command conesponding to the act
desired. Dogs understand perfectly the word, and can retain

an almost indefinite number of words representing an action.

"My advice is to feed learned dogs once a day only a full

dish made from biscuits containing one-quarter of powdered
meat and three-quarters of flour. Bitches are more easily

trained than dogs. Their education should commence when
they are about ten months old, after they get their final

teeth.

"It is by the application of these principals that I have
been able to bring out a troupe that is without a rival in the
entire world."

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in t.Mn column
ree of charge. Please use the following form:

WHELPS.
Hon. F. W. Henshaw's (Oakland) cocker spaniel bitch

JudyS. (Woodland Duke—Reah S.), eight—three dogs—to
Pastime Cocker Spaniel Kennel's Woodland Robbie (Ch Red
Roland—Thompson's Queen II), July 20, 1895.

VISITS.

Pastime Cocker Spaniel Kennels' (Miller & Prather, Oak-
land) cocker spaniel bitch Sister Rail ( Woodland Duke—Pee
Wofl&Dgton) to their Woodland Robbie 36.677 (Ch Red Ro-
land—Thompson's Queen II.) July 21.

K. Darcy's (Kings City) liver and white bitch to Pastime
Cocker Spaoiel Kennels' Woodland Duke (Ch Black Duke

—

Woodland Jude) July 21.

W. H. Collins' (San Francisco) R. C. St. Bernard bitch
Lady Bute II. (Lord Bute—Clydesdale Nell) to J. G. Bar-
ker's California Bernardo (Duke of Wellington—Tomah)
July 22d and 24th.

SALES.

Pastime Cocker Spaniel Kennels, Oakland, Cal., have sold
a cocker dog puppy by Woodland Duke—Jessie M. to Dr.
Callaghan, San Francisco.

Also, dog, same litter, to W. M. Culleo, East Oakland.
Dog, same litter, to Leo Park, Los Angeles.
Bitch, same litter, to W. C. Kennedy, Fresno.

Among our new advertisements this week will be found
that of Chas. Precht, who offers a grandly-bred liver and
white pointer dog pup that would be cheap at twice the
money asked for it, and Franz Frey offers some fine St.

Bernard puppies that should be sold quickly. They are well
bred, nicely marked and should prove good specimens if

properly reared.

Patents Relating to the Sporting Interests.

The following list of United States patents, relating to the

sporting interests, granted June 25, 1S95, is reported for

the Breeder and Sportsman by James Sangster, Patent

Attorney, Buffalo, N. Y.:

Sight for firearms, Wm. Lyman, Middlefield, Conn.
Automatic fire-extinguisher, Nehemiah Hicks,Woonsocket,

R. I., assignor to Odilon T. Parades, same place.

Fishing float, John R. Kunzelman, Stillwater, Minn.
Drying reel for fishing lines, Edward C. Von Hofe, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
Folding boat. John H. Rushton, Canton, N. Y.
Machine for dehairing fur skins, Conrad Schirmer, Brook-

lyn, N. Y., assignor to James Cavanagh, trustee, same place.

Fuse block, Harry P. Davis and Charles F. Scott, Pitts-

burg, Pa., assignors to the West inghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Co., same place.

Shell for high explosives, Joseph E. Bott. Stockport, Eng.,
assignor of one-half to T. Bennett Phillips, Philadelphia,
Pa., executor of Howard Cramp, deceased.

Breech-loading ordinance and art of assembling or dis-

assembling part of same, Wm. Sellers, Philadelphia, Pa.

Tarantulas.

Over 50,000 tarantulas were shipped from Pasadena last

year to meet the demand of the tourist travel, and it is. esti-

mated that in the last five years over 200,000 spiders have

been sold. Exactly where these hideous creatures go and
who has such an appetite for the hairy monsters, is bard to

say, but they sell with an avidity that is astonishing. Any-
one to see these creatures and to read the above statistics

might imagine that Pasadena is a horrible place for spiders
and that it is invested with horrible animals, but the fact is

that these spiders are rarely, if ever, seen in Pasadena, being
caught in the adobe hills south of the city and rarely, if ever,

seen out of their holes. A bite from one of them has never
been known here—neither has a death ever been caused here
by a rattlesnake bite or from auy noxious animal. Iu fact we
seem to be particularly blessed in this respect. These ani-

mals generally make themselves felt in the nigh* in the
tropics, but in California the nights are so cool that the
snakes, spiders and other vermin are all packed away under
ground instead of running about.—Pasadena News.
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Fair Play.—Celt or Saxon, Gaol or Norseman, to be

brief, few races of people who are not admirers of fair play.

The idea that that should be the governing principle in the

field of sports has so generally prevailed that it may be said

i to be universal, and any infringement thereof held to be dis-

. graceful. The only foundation on which outdoor sports

| could be erected and stand, and whenever it was discovered

that fraud had crept in, that ended the play. The curtain

I rung down for good, as the spectacle which had won plaudits

from peer and peasant, when it became so tainted, only those

who were beneficiaries of the swindle would countenance

t" the game." When it becomes the province of managers to

put obstacles in the way of a fair test of relative merit, when

!
one is granted advantages which insure a victory, that could

I not be obtained with equality of chances, or, at least, not so

|
easily secured without that aid, there are few who will up-

I hold those who do the managing. It may be overlooked
- through ignorance, the cus*om may have prevailed for so

. long a time as to hide the unfairness in a measure, but with

I better knowledge and a better understanding of right and
[wrong, the wrong cannot endure.

Laying up heats has been one of the features of racing for

so long a time that it was held by those who desired to avail

themselves of the advantages obtained a privilege which they

. could not be denied. " Hoary precedents " had apparently

i
established it on a secure basis, from which it could not be

disturbed, so intensely orthodox that it was rank infidelity to

I question the creed, to object to these articles of faith an evi-

deuce of a perverse nature. But when people began to realize

'the unfairness of the system, when racing became more gen-
1 era], and owners of race horses multiplied ; when combina-
tions were entered into to beat the best, on the principle of
" two pluck one," the old idea had to give way to fairer

views.

While racehorses were comparatively scarce, and heat

racing was necessary in order to fill a programme, distances

•were shortened, in heats of four miles, cut down from 240

yards to 120 yards and then to 70 yards. But it was learned

that even with so short a space as 40 yards in heats of a mile
those who laid up had a great advantage over those which
ran honestly for the heat,and hence heats have been practi-

cally banished from the turf, and when offered guarded by
such rules as that quoted in the paper of last week.

But harness racing is not so favorable for dash racing as

"the legitimate" has proved to be, and it seems that it will be

some time yet before "3 in £" will lose its prestige. Then it

r behooves those who have charge of trotting affairs to be still

more particular and 6urround that branch of sport with

guards which will protect the interests of those engaged by
giving them a fair show, and at the same time increase the

attractions to the general public,

i It is not a fair show when one class of competitors are per-

mitted to take it easy while others are struggling; it does not

iatisfy the spectators to witness so false a contest as that

which is characterized by heats being laid up, and outrages

the prevailing sentiment which demands fair play. The Min-
neapolis illustration is so forcible a plea for abrogating the

practice that it does eeem that it cannot possibly endure
: much longer. While the waiving of distance gave the op-

portunity for obtaining an advantage superior to what would
have been secured by stayingin the stall during the pendency
)f the heats, which she trotted in 2:31 and 2:36, equivalent

; to more than a furlong at the rate the others were going,

Utill the benefit of one hundred yards leeway frequently

changes the race. If, as intimated in the article of last week,
.he rules expressly granted the privilege of laying up, it

would be better. There would be tangible ground then to

itand upon, and favored drivers would not have so strong a
' poll over those who are not protected by "influences."

[ Spectators would be enabled to understand that a part of

he horses engaged were absolved from trying to win heats,

ind being prepared, would not be so thoroughly disgusted as

hey are when expecting that they will see a horse-race in

'act.

• With " the rule " reading " heats can be laid up at the

liscretion of the driver, but the race must be won if it is in

lis power to do so, whether he lays up heats or not," it

could not be racing under false pretenses, which cannot be
aid when the rules of both associations say one thing and
he judges rule otherwise.
Then with the bars all down, not a shadow in the gap, it

Tould not be long until the code was changed so that fair play
o all would be insured. Fair play may be considered too
valuable ajewel to offer to the mass of horsemen when the
nterests of wealthy owners and crack drivers mipht be en-

langered. Too precious to squander recklessly, and like
' casting pearls " in the way which has been said to endanger
he caster, fail of appreciation by the class it is intended to

wnefit. I will admit that drivers are prone to over estimate
heir individual acuteness, and imagine that when it comes
o smart manipulation of races they are as sharp as needles.

Therefore as a rule they are in favor of being granted the
irivilege of laying up heats, and when interfered with rail at

he judges who presume to question their rights. This, how-
ver, is not a valid plea. If even there should be so great
onfidence in their own ability when sharp practices are in

ogue, to protect themselves the object of racing is not to

•resent afield for trickery to be rewarded, but to give every
articipator as good a chance to win as another is granted.
A ftir field and no favor," and " may the best horse win."

*
* *

A Richer Diadem.—The crown which Impetuous won
t Lacrosse, in my estimation, is of greater value than that

be obtained in Dubuque. Starting in a field of thirteen

torses, everyone of them of sufficient celebrity to be named
a a 2:1 6 class with a good show for money, and win the first

nd second heats in 2:14}, 2:13, is a grand exploit for a three*

ear-old. Very nearly winning the third heat, nhich wsb

oade in 2:131, and not far behind in the fifth, 2:14J, em-
hasizes the value of her first and second heats,and gives her
place among the great three-year-olds very close to the top,
nd with a very good chances to be on the apex of the pyra-
ijd of fame before the season is brought to Ml pod-

I heartily congratulate Major McDowell on the ownership
of such a nonpareil; still more heartily that be bred and
reared her. Money will purchase,perhaps, the best; to breed

the best may be beyond the power of that potentate which is

said to rule the world. And I am also well pleased that the

filly behaved so well, and if her good fortune had been suffi-

cient to carry her though the whole battle with flying colors,

my satisfaction would have been increased.

** *
Pebpettjate, Pebpetrate.—A change of one letter in a

word at times makes a great difference in the meaning, so

that when perpetuate was printed in place of perpetrate in

copying part of rule 63, A. T. A. in the paper of last week

the distinction is obvious. Not that the word used entirely

nullifies the sense, as in these days when the laying up heats

is so common there are good reasons for a fear that the fraud
will be perpetuated.

Our good friend, who is now President of the California

State Agricultural Society, can recall an instance of the use

of perpetrate for perpetuate which had a comical sound. A
person who, by the way, held the same office yeare ago, was
denouncing a scan in rather violent language. To wind up
his diatribe he said that he had the assurance of a seat in the
California Legislature and intended to accept, as by that

means he could have a law passed which would prevent that

sort of folk from perpetrating their posterity on a civilized

community.
As the narrator was given to the use of words that were

high-sounding, perpetuating was probably the one intended,

though the one that took its place was certainly appropriate.
" Came in " better than some of his partingtonisms.

A horse struck very lame after winning two heats in a race

at the State Fair, and on returning to the stand after making
an examination and permitting his withdrawal from the con-

test he was a*ked what was the [matter? He answered, " a

very bad case of vernacular disease in both feet," and when a

reporter suggested navicular he would not accept the amend-
ment, and was somewhat indignant that a newspaper fellow

should presume to correct as learned a horseman as he re-

garded himself to be.

Let us hope, however, that the "fraud " will not be per-

petuated, though it is within bounds to say that in a large

majority of cases of laying up heats frauds have been per-

petrated or "aided." The rules of both associations are alike

on this point, and when an animal who had just won a heat

in 2:09 was "pulled" in the next to 2:31, according to one ac-

count, and 2:39 to another, wins the third in 2:09, pulled

again to 2:36 or 2:38, and then rested so as to m*ke the fifth

in 2:114, is not rated as guilty of aiding a swindle, there is a

queer conception of what cheating in reality is.

The American Sportsman, after giving the time of Fan-
tasy's five heats, 2:09, 2:39, 2:09, 2:38, 2:114. pertinently

asks: "How could Directum defeat such a combination,
with David B. chasing him out when Fantasy was doing the

jog act ?"

Directum had gone a long way to secure a "fair field."

That he was awarded anything approaching fair play in

shape, color or even outline will not be claimed by the big-

gest of the special pleaders in favor of laying up heats. A
fraud perpetrated with unblushing hardihood, so gross an
infraction of honesty, not to say honor, that it is surprising

that the spectators did not enter a vigorous protest against

such treatment as was apportioned to the visitors who had
traveled thousands of miles to enter the lists. I cannot be-

lieve that a California assemblage would have tolerated a

like proceeding. When the winner of a first heat in 2:09

was nearer the three-quarter pole than the score in the sec-

ond,"trotted in 2:12*. the veriest tyro in trotting would have
been aware that fraud was perpetrated by the driver, and
when that was allowed to pass without action of the judges,

and a third won in 2:09, the fourth jogged again with the

queen more than a furlong up the stretch, and that without
reproof, the glaring fraud was perpetrated by the officials

in the stand, and the clamor of disapproval would be so

emphatic in this country that the most callous would be
moved by the storm of denunciation.

I am glad to see that one Eastern horse paper protests

against the action of the judges at Minneapolis, and that one
Eastern editor has the courage to condemn the proceedings.

Mildly it is true, though when others endorse or apologize

that is a point gained. The American Sportsman has this

editorial paragraph : "Some day Geers will find three

judges who will not allow him to lay up heats and give his

nags a rest."

** *
Our Horses on the Other Side.—Though on the other

side of the mountains, California horses are on the right side

of the sheet which chronicles the harness racing contests. A
succession of victories with few defeats, and among them some

new records to their credit.

The champion of the class is Azote, with two straieht-heat

victories won from the foremost pair of 1895, Beducing the

record for geldings one-half a second, and that is a big reduc.

tion. when 2:07| was the mark to shoot at, that lends an in-

ferior radiance to the lustre obtained by defeating Fantasy and

Directum, and that without losing a heat. A straight, honest

fight from start to finish.

I was convinced by the exhibition on Oakland track last

winter, when Azote, Alix, Klamath, Directly and Flying Jib

essayed the task of making fast miles on a course that in

places were so soft that the feet sank nearly two inches, and

Azote came so near equaling his record, that with a fair share

of good luck he would be the champion of 1895, and now it

seems that the impression was not far out of the way.

Klamath, who waft unequal to the job of heading Azote in

any part of the route on that, is now doing wonderfully

well, his two victories at La Crosse, Wis., being not-

able triumphs. Directly, too, had a sby at a world's

record on Badger soil, and carried away the garland

on which was pictured the fastest mile ever made by a

three year-old stallion pacer in a race. Directly is not the

only one of the family to uphold the reputation of bis sire.

So far as can be determined now Direct is eure to take a very

high place among tbe coming sires of fast harness horses.

Arthur L , a three year-old, won hiB initial race, the first

heat in 2:15 i, tbe second heat he was only beaten a few inches

in 2:13J, and won the third and fourth in 2:20.2:17$. Very
gratifying to me Direcl's success as a performer and the 9ire

of performers. He was always a favorite. A little pot-

bellied, punched-up yearling at first eight, but when rlo«*»ly

examined there were " good points," and then he showed so
much activity and determination in his work that these quali-
ties made full amends for any deficiency in looks.

I accompanied Mr. Veech of Louisville, Kentucky, Mr.
Brodhead of famous Woodbum, and Mr. Dopuis, of Chicago,
to Palo Alto, and they were wonderfully pleased with what
they saw. The next day they visited Oakland, and at the
track were a number of Director colts. Mr. Veech had se-
cured Director of Mr. Salisbury to make seasons at Indian
Hill, had several of his colts, and was, of course, interested in
his California progeny. He admired the colt out of Sweet-
ness, a big, strapping fellow, bat the " little black rascal

"

was stigmatized, on which he would not pay the freight
upon home if he were offered. My assertion that I would
rather have him than a dozen like the handsome big brown
was ascribed to undue favoritism, though time has fully justi-
fied the estimate.

The Guy Wilkes, too, are marching to the front, several
races already won and with a "moral certaintv" of a full
share of track plums ere the season closes. Seylex, El Rami,
Abeto, and others of California breeding, which are owned
in the East, are prominent on the far Eastern tracks as well
as the Western, and there is little question that the doings of
"our horses" will fill many pages of the calendars when the
grand total of ;he season is presented.
To merely state that Klamath had won two notable vic-

tories at La Crosse does not do him justice. On July 9th he
beat Nightingale, Kentucky Union, David B. and Marin Jr.
straight heats in 2:1 0£, 2:121-, 2:12, and with only three in-
tervening days to recuperate he trotted the greatest five-heat
race to date. He defeated Miss Nelson who won second and
fourth heats, Commrdore Porter and B. B. P. The time

—

2:11*, 2:12T, 2:09], 2:122, 2:11*;. A third heat in 2:094 and a
fifth in 2:lli, and fighting for the others as well is much to
the credit of the Oregon-bred champion.
There is a feature in the management of our horses which

is especially worthy of commendation, and it has only to be
named to convey the intelligence that it is exceedingly erati-
fying to me. Six races were won at La Crosse, four by the
Salisbury string and two by Klamath. Those of Klamath
already noted. The Pleasanton—Directly straight heats.Azote
straight heats

; Miss Kate by Direct 1-1-2-2-1. Time, 2:24J.
2:22k 2:19J,_2:2U, 2:22, right good for a three year-old trot-

ter. Then in the three-year-old pace Arthur L. by Direct
1-2-1-1, with eighth starters, "every heat a race" so far as
they were concerned, a fair fight not seeking the advantage of
waiting until the othars had worn themselves out.

Directum's defeats have been palliated by circumstances,
and that when beaten by manifest trickery more than counter-
balanced by his great mile trotted in 2:06—the " middle
half " in 1:00}, the second quarter in 0:29$, demonstrating
that he still retains his marvelous turn of speed. 1 sincerelv
hope that the lameness, which necessitated his withdrawal
after two heats that Azote beat him, may be temporary, and
as the trouble originates from feet ailment, it maybe that it

can be remedied so that he may take part in the later con-
tests.

While the California contingent is very strong the loss of so
doughty a knight as the champion stallion is a serious draw-
back which all of his admirers East and West will hope will
be of short duration.

* *
*

Bigotry Intensified.—Not long ago a coterie—it might
be as well to term it a cabal—of preachers in Chicago took

Mrs. Stanford to task for disposing of brandy and turning

the proceeds over to the Leland Stanford Jr. L'niversity. It

is hard to believe that such arrogant intolerance can exist at

this era of the world, and that men who express the senti-

ments the press reports credit them with uttering can have
any influence in the pulpit or out of it. Something of a par-
allel case, however, in the town of Berkeley as I learn that
the preachers there have instituted a crusade against the
professors of the college on account of the savants establishing
an experimental field for the production of tobacco. In place
of answering that tobacco was a plant of great use and ser-

vice to mankind, one of the comforts of life, and so generally
adopted that it was a staple all over the world, and while the
clergy could legitimately war against the use of the weed, to

rail against a State institution for teaching a better system of
cultivation was a manifestation of dogmatic fanaticism which
did them little credit, the reply was, that it was valuable as a
sheep dip and for the destruction of bugs which were detri-

mental to fruit and crops.

Another case of inquisitorial interference with affairs out-

side of the proper sphere of these would-be dictators I learned
a short time ago. Acceptingan invitation frcm Dr. Posey
to take a look at a Three Cheers cnlt frcm a mare by the
noted racehorse General Hardine, which was at his place at

East Oakland, and a big, highly formed colt I found him to

be, one that, so far as can be told from his yearling exhibit,

is likely to be a credit to his breeding, which is surely good.
My favoritism for his sire may lead me to overrate the
youngster, though I have little hesitation in predicting that

he will race if given a fair opportunity in the way of break-

ing, training and management hereafter, so far he has been
well taken care of.

The Doctor is quite an enthusiast on the horse, and Mrs.
Posey, who is the owner of tbe Three Cheers and a couple of

fillies by James Madison, has also a leaning in that direction.

A two-year-old by Azmoor from a daughter of Lady St. Clair,

if my recollection be correct, gives promise of making a fast

pacer,and a mare by Dawn is a grand-looking individual and
a capital roadster, as I learned Juries the drive. Plenty of

room to gratify their fancies for stock, barns and stalls, quite

sizeable paddocks for the colts, yards for Jersey cows and
flocks of chickens. Alfalfa enough to furn sh that grand
pabulum for horses which are kept on a liberal diet of dry
hay and grain, and that, too, in one of the most desirable

neighborhoods of the town.
Very pleasant the visit and beartilv enjoyed tbe few hours

of leisure from work, and when Dr. Posey suggested that he
would take me* home by the way of tne lately constructed

Alameda speed drive, the opportunity of seeing it was
eagerly embraced. My expectations were more than real-

ized. Much as I had heard it extolled, it is worthy of being
pictured in still brighter colors as a speeding ground, for that

purpose being superior in every respect to any I have seen.

That is, soil and conformation being so well adapted for

rapid driving that it would be difficult to better it, and yet

on the afternoon when we were there, and a beautiful after-

noon at that, not another horse or vehicle io sight. There
were other evidences of neglect; it needed a light harrowing
to put it io tbe best condition, though the Dawn mare was

soxion* to show her speed oq so tempting a surface, but
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that would bave interfered with a close examination, and I

was anxious to obtain as much knowledge as once passing

over it would afford. The cause of the neglect, when ex-

plained by the Doctor, raised my ire to such a height as to

impair the pleasure of the visit. The same old Btory, min-

isterial interference, anathemas from the pulpits of Ala-

meda, whippings-io of trustees, revocations of ordinances

which injured it being kept in proper order and under po-

lice surveillance.

The sun shines too brightly for the sort of folk who find

fault with as innocent a recreation as driving fast horses.

The grass is too green and the flowers of springtime too bril-

liant to please these ascetics, and then tbey would fain bind

every one with cbainp.the links of which are tempered in the

spirit which prevails! in theday« when witches were burned,

and the same kind of pastors gloated over the spectacle.

Some excuse for these ancient prototypes of the present race

of inquisitors, belief in witches, as well as that all pleasures

was contrarv to divine edicts, heing so general that even

those of kindly nature were influenced by the superstition

which prevailed.

There mav be localities the people of which will submit to

the dictation of these clerical autocrats, and from what has

been done in the beautiful peninsular city on the eastern

shore of the bay, Alameda is one of them.

I trust not and that " reconsideration" will restore the

drive to the position it should occupy—an attraction which

will be a decided benefit to the town and in perfect accord

with the conservation of public morals.

* *

The Summer Meeting goes bravely on. This " Special

Department " goes to press on Thursday afternoon, so that

three daysof the meeting are all that I can comment upon.

Plenty of data for favorable criticism, and then the report

in the daily papers which I see are so meager and mixed up

that the information obtained from them might be mislead-

ing, Therefore, in place of taking part now, and the other

moiety next week, will make one job of it and that with the

advantage of having Arnaree's report to furnish reliable in-

telligence. That the summer meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A.

of 1805 will show a marked improvement over those of for-

mer years is now assured, never before such promising

youngsters at this season of the year. The home guard is

setting the '* megs" for the Eastern division, which tbey will

do well to reach, and remove the prevailing impression that

all of the best of the California youngsters are sent across the

plains.

I ofler my hearty congratulations to those who have been

enabled to attend the meeting. In addition to the capital

racing the papers state that the weather has been delightful,

never better in that section, and that means that it could not

be surpassed in any country. With that favorable, all other

concomitants of a " good lime " are sure to be " on tap," so

that visitors as well as residents can be well satisfied with the
result.

I was greatly in hopes that a day or two of the enjoyment
would fall to my lot, but at this date it seems extremely prob-

lematical. Compelled to stay at home by an assortment of

cripples which need constant attention, even one day is im-
portant, and not contented with the "legs" I have had on my
bands I traded for a horse which has been laid up. off and on,

for some five years. A promising three-year-old in 1890,
there was a possible chance that he might do something in

1895.

Well, there is some satisfaction in experimenting with
cases that have bathed those who had them in charge, and
small though the chance may be,thereare hopes that the 100
to 1 odds will turn in our favor.

I havea great deal of faith in the teachings of Mr. Roberge,
and though part of them has been known and practiced,

there in a great deal that is new to me. It certainly appears

Slauaible that a Blight variation of the foot of a horse may
ave a serious effect on the tendons, and it is also likely that

variations mar be made with beneficial results. Mnch
pleasanter to keep legs in order than to essay mending them,
and ytt there is a fascination in solving problems pertaining
to horse management.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.^
An Interesting: Point.

In speaking of a decision of the Board of Appeals regard-

ing a case in which a horseman appealed from a decision of

the judges who ruled him out of a race in which distance

was waived, because he drove his horse a slow mile in one of

the heats, the editor of the Turf, Field and Farm, trying to

defend a similar action on the part of the judges, at Hunting-

ton, L I., recently (one of the judges being the editor of the

Turf, Field and Farm), says: "Waiving distance does not

clothe the driver with the extraordinary privilege of stop-

ping, turning round and dismounting without permission of

the judge*; the driver is required to complete the circuit and
make a reasonable effort to be first at the wire with bis weight
up. This in good law, resting upon the solid foundation of
common sense and justice, and it is not likely to be over-
thrown at the Huggention of the feather-headed busy bodies
who visit track* apparently for no other purpose than to
create a discord and strife." In another column of the same
issue of his paper, the editor mentioned, referring to the race
between Fantasy and Directum, at Minneapolis says : "On
Wednesday, July 3rd, at Minneapolis, Fantasy
was tested in a race with Directum, Divid B. and Kentucky
Union. The real fight was between the daughter of Chimes
and the black non of Director. Distance was waived, but we
observe that every horse very properly was required to go
the course. In the first heat the mare and stallion made a
now and -nose liimli in 2:0°, and the deciiion was in favor of
Fantasy, if the timers made no nmtake the last quarter was
trotted in 30 seconds, (ieers permitted Fantany to take it

easy in the aeoood beat, and Directum won in 2:12}. In the
third heat there was another no»e and nose finish between
the mtre and the itallioo, and the judges decided in favor
of Fantasy, and the timers hung out 2:00. Fantasy again
took it easy in the fourth heat, and Directum won in 2:13$.
The fifth heat was dtoUlve, Fantasy won it in 2:11 J, It was
araoewhirh mullltode and caused the thought-
ful to reflect. The next time the two come together it if to
be hoped » .a flagman will he on duly." The question
arises on i«. 'ing ihr two editorials, what ac'ion the editor-
judge would nave taken (had he been in the stand al Min-
neapolis. He concedes that Fantasy *** not driven to win

in the second and fourth beats, and he also claims that a dri-
j

ver must make a reasonable eSort to be first, even when dis-

tance is waved. In the light of every day occurrences on the

track, the decision of the Board of Appeals which comforts

theeditor judge in his hour of affliction, Beems slightly in-

consistent with racing laws, as it is usually administered

—

Horse World.

Mr. Dwyer Has Enough.

According to the cable Mr. M. F. Dwyer is to return to the

States from England about the latter part of the month, ac_

companied by bis trainer, Hardy Campbell, and his jockey
(

Willie Simms. The horseB will probably be left behind with

Mr. Croker's string, which is to be trained by an Englishman,

Up to this morning, howevtr, no confirmation of the report

has beeu received by any of Mr. Dwyer's friends or connec-

tions in this city. Still on the face of it the report looks

probable enough. Mr. Dwyer's experience abroad has been

anything but pleasant. The fact that he managed to pick up

a few selling races when it was made impossible for him to

pull off handicaps or weight-for-age races seems to have
aroused the ire of the Briton. The savage onslaught in the

current number of the Truth on Mr. Dwyer and the Ameri-
can press for calling attention to the so-called sporting spirit

of England will not make matters more pleasant. Mr.
Labouchere's attack on the manner in which the American
papers have expressed their opinion in regard to the treat-

ment accorded the Americans is entirely uncalled for, and as

it is couched in Billingsgate language, one cannot help
believing that " the lady protests too much " to make the

cause defended worthy of the eflort. Truth is a society paper
that is supposed to be written for gentlemen and gentle-

women, but the language in the present instance is worthy of

the reckless style of a frontier newspaper.
Says the writer

:

" The commente*of the American press," "Truth" says,
" in its attack upon the treatment of American horses here,

is attributed to crack-brained driveling? who are ignorant of

the whole subject. Judging the course their winneis bave
hitherto pursued, the aim and final object of their English
campaign is gambling. As to the crazy trash about a com-
bination of English handicappers, racing clubs and bettors to

prevent the Americans from winning, it is such chaotic rot

as can only emanate from a mooncalf of the most muddy-
minded description. There has certainly been no reason to

envy the Americans. Their paltry success this season conld
not excite a spark of jealousy."

"Truth" urges the Jockey Club to question the owners,
and if they complain, to have their grievances investigated

;

otherwise to request them to publicly repudiate the mendac-
ious (t rash cf some American papers, and if they refuse, to

prohibit them from running their horses in England.
The demand that Mr. Dwyer should publicly repudiate the

utterances of American papers is as ridiculous as it is inso-

lent. The press of this country has the independence to ex-
press its opinions, irrespective of persons. Mr. Dwyer is not
a popular man on the turf in this country. Many of his
methods bave caused him to be disliked by many turfmen,
and very frequently during the past few years have aroused
the sharp criticism of some of the most conservative turf
critics. At the same time he is entitled to his rights, to fair

play, to courtesy. When his horses lose he and his jockey
and his trainer are derided. When he wins his horses are
bid up. The ring lays him absurdly short prices and when
he indulges in a plunge he is called a common gambler. Mr.
Dwyer is a man of iron nerve, but no doubt he is beginning
to feel the strain, and he will be glad to return home again,
where at all events he is sure of fair play. Campbell has
been homesick since his arrival in England and no one will
be happier than he when he can once more enter his modest
little home at Coney Island. Ae regards Simms, he will

have no difficulty about securing mounts, despite his alleged
bad seat, hands and ability to finish, as the English critics

have it—N. Y. Com. Advertiser.

The Salinas Fair.

Baldwin "Wanted to Give $50,000 for Hand-
spring.

Sabatoga, July 23.—Three men, famous on the turf, were

sitting in the Grand Union Hotel last night. One was Philip

J. Dwyer, another was Thomas Williams, a tall, clean-cut,

broad shouldered young man, a Californian, and the third

was "Lucky" Baldwin, another Californian. The conver-

sation naturally turned to horses.
" You have a good two-year-old in Handspring, Mr. Dwy-

er," Baid "Lucky" Baldwin casually.
" Handspring is a fairly good colt," replied Mr, Dwyer,

with the conscious modesty of one who knows he possesses a
phenomenal race horse.

"Would you care to sell him ? " continued Mr. Baldwin,
carelessly.

"I don't think I would," said Mr. Dwyer ; "that is, unless
I got my price,"
" What is your price, said Mr. Baldwin, sharply.
" He can be bought for $50,000," replied Mr. Dwyer, who

apparently wanted to change the conversation. To his pro-
found surprise, Mr. Baldwin whipped out his checkbook and
wrote a check to the order of Philip J. Dwyer for $50,000,
then tossed the check across the table and said :

* Give me a
bill of sale for Handspring."
Dwyer looked at thecheck and at Baldwin, then he threw

the check back. " I'll be if 1 will," said he.

So the great chestnut colt will still run in the Dwyer colors.

It was the largest price ever offered for a two-year old in

America.
Another Californian arrived at the track to day with his

horses—J. Naglee Burk. Mr. Burk, a bluff, vigorous, heavy-
set, youngish-looking man with close-trimmed beard, brought
in four two year-olds, among them Crescendo, who had run
four times and is still unbeaten. AM the owners and train-
ers of good two-year olds are waiting to see Crescendo.

The directory of the Washington Park Club held a meet
ing at the Wellington Hotel last night. The meeting was
behind closed doors and lasted for nearly two hours. An
effort was made to keep the matter under discussion secret,
but from what could be gathered from those in attendance
the question of a limited racing bill was under discussion.
The club favors a limited racing BeaBon and will work for
legislation legalizing it before the present extra sewion of the
Legislature.—Chicago Inter Ocean, July 19.

The Directors of the Monterey Agricultural Association,

District No. 7, met in this city Monday and declared races

2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 and 15 filled.

Race No. 16, pacing, for t vo-year-olds, and race N<% 1ft/

trotting, two-mile heats, did jot receive sufficient 2 juries

and were declared oft.

Race No. 18, trotting, free-for-all, was left open for entries

until September 2d.

Races No. 1, No. 3, No. 6 and No. 7 are stake races, and

closed February 1, 1895, with a very fair lot of nomina-

tions.

The running races, No. 11, No. 14 and No. 17, were all

declared off because of insufficient entries.

Following are the races filled and the full list of entries in

each
Race No. 2, trotting, 2:20 class. Purse $600.—J. D. Carr*a

br b Bay Rum, by John Sevenoaks—Kitty S; Dr. L. Lee's
b m Cora S., by Richard's Elector—Telegraph Mare; G. K.
Hostetter's br b Boodle, by Stranger— Bride; A. L. Hind's
b m Hera, by Mambrino Wilkes—Kitty; Vendome Stock
Farm's b 8 Joho Bury, by Antinous—Muldoon; H. P. Per-
kins' b m Visalia, by Iris—Scratch; Richard Gird's g m
Irene Crocker, by Will Crocker—Irene; ParkHenshaw'sblk
m Mamie Griffin, by Blackbird; Sherman Bros.' b s Briar-

hill, by Billy Thorohill—Belle Granger; L. H. Warburton's
Nubia, by Soudan—Emma Anderson; D. R. Miscer's Bishop
Hero, by Bishop—Lida Kendall.
Race No. 6, trotting, 2:24 class, purse $600—Wm. Bihler'e

b m Julia G, by Daly—Mattie; Matura & Coons' b g Paler-

mo, by Berlin—not traced ; O. Marchand's b m Lady O.,

T. O ; E. T. Breen's ch m Maud H., bv Carr'e Mambrino
Flora ; Agnew Stock Farm's br m Flora G., by Altoona-
Susie; B. Baker's b g Tilton BM by Tilton Almont- -Kitty
Nelson; San Mateo Stock Farm's b s Ravenscroft by Guy
Wilkes—Eva; Weathers & Lowery'6 b m Letter B , by Ward
B—Brown Irish ; G. W. Flander's ch g Dixie, by Dexter
Prince ; Vendome Stock Farm's b 8 His Royal Nibs, by
Abbottsford—Miss Nibs; L. H. Warburton's Sam; C. H«
Corey's gr m Lady Thorohill, by Billy Tbornhill—Flora.
Race No. 8, pacing, 2:20 class. Puree $6C0.—H. E. Titte-,

more's b s Fred Lancor, by Mambrino—by Dan Voorhees ; T.
K. Burgess' br s Don Fallis. by Fallis—by Bayswater ; A.
Harvey's b m Kate H., by Albina—by Captain Webster; Dan
Bell's b m Tnffle, by Dexter Prinre—Triffle ; F. Post's bl m
Topsy P., by Dexter Prince—by Winthrop; L. H. Warbur-
ton's Ella W., by Eros—by Robert St. Clair; Frank Treanor'sf

br b San Luisito, by Monroe Chief—by Altoona ; J. M. Nel-
son's b g Golden West, by Royal George Jr.—OldTogue;
Charles Mahon's b m Thera, by Albion—Thabey ; J. A. Lov-
ell's s m Gipsie, by Wapsie—by Patchen

; Agnew Stock
Farm's b m Lynette, by Lynnwood—Lady Belle ; D. R;
Misner's Senator, bv Secretary; T. P. Marr's b m Ruby M.

f

by Almont Patchen—bv Almont.
Race No. 9. tro'ting. 2:17 class, purse $800.—Hebert &

Son's b s Bruno, by Junio—Dolly; J. D. Carr'a br s Bay
Rum, by John Sevenoaks—Kitty 8.; B. O. Van Bokkelin's
ch s Thompson, by Boodle—Flora ; Williams & Morehouse's
b b Montana, by Sidney—Hattie ; Richard Gird's ch m Nel-
lie W-, by Woolsey—Nellie Reynolds ; W. W. Marshall's b
a Stranger, by Tilton Almont—Jessie.

No. 10, trotting, 2:40 class, purse $500-—Caleb Sherman's
blk g Leader, by Tom Benton—Lady Derby ; Thomas Gan-
non's Cecilia McC, by Dexter Prince—Bell ; T. J. Cecil's br

s Peler Jackson, by Designer—by Hamblelonian 725 ; W. B.

Hobson's b s Ruler, by Mortimer—Anteera; F. L. Duncan's
b m Theresa, by Signal Wilkes—Nellie H*; James H. Harris1

b m Woodine, by Woodnut—Inez; S. E. Kent's b 8 Signal

Wilkes, by Regal Wilkes; J. A. Richardson's b ca Lady
Elector, by Richards' Elector; F. Garrows' Lottie G., by —

j

Weathers & Lowery's b g Rambler, by Ward B—Brown
Irish ; San Mateo Stock Farm's b m Leonora, by Sable
Wilkes—Minnie Princess ; E. T. Breen's b m Anita, by Junio
—Anita G.; H. P. Perkins' b m Hazel Ayera, by Rysdyk
Chief—Babe; Vendome Stock Farm's b s Reatinous, by An-
tinous—Mattie Evans ; James Bennett's b s Pat Reddy, by
Gibraltar—unknown.
Raee No. 12, trotting, 2:30 class, purse $250—H. 8. Car-

rillo's b m Lady Vestal, bv Richards' Elector—Manda ; E.

Topbam'B Minnie B, by Billy Thornhill—Laura R ; M. 0.

Clark's gr s Billy Oaks, by John Sevenoaks—Cora C; P.

McCartney's bl m May B, by Altoona—Blue Bell ; James
Bennett's b 8 Pat Reddy, by Gibraltar—unknown ; Caleb

Sherman's bl g Leader, by Tom Benton—Lady Derby ; C.

H. Corey's gr m Lady Thornhill, by Billy Thornhill—Flora;
G. W. Flander's ch g Dixie, by Dexter Prince ; James H.
Harris' b m Woodine, by Woodnut—Inez ; Hebert & Son's

b m Laura D, by Altoona—Dolly ; F. Garrow'a Lottie G., by
Dexter Prince ; San Mateo Stock Farm's br m Olga, by

Sable Wilkes—Hannah ; E. T. Breen's b s Gilpatrick.by

Junio—by Gilpatrick (thoroughbred) ; H. P. Perkins' b g
Jasper Ayer, bv Iris—Babe ; Vendome Stock Farm's b s

Iran Alto, by Palo Alto—Elaine.

Race No. 13. trotting, for two-year-olds, purse $250

—

John Scott's s s Juan Chico, by Bay Rum—Flora ; J. B.

Iverson'e br g Prince Gift, by Good Gift—Belle; Hebert &,

Son's bl g Pluto, by Bruno—Laura H ; J. D. Carr'a bl c Up-
roar, by Sidney—by Abbotsford; J. B, Iverson'ss g Wilneer
by Eugeneer—Wilhelmina.
Race No. 16, pacing, free-for-all, purse $800—A. J. Flem*

ine/s b 8 Pomona, by Albion—by Re Echo; Vendome Stock

Farm's b g Our Boy, by Vernon Boy—Nellie Bly
;
The Ag

new Stock Farm's bl g Loupe.by John Sevenoake—by Echo
C. H. Corey's b m Laura M., by Almont Patchen—Ladfj

Fay ; Frank Treanor*6 b m Edna R„ bv Sidney—Stella C.;|

L. H. Warburton's Ella W., by Eros -by Robert St. Clair J
D. R. Misner's Del Norte, by Altamont—Tecora.

" Dey ain't nobody's stable gotter mor'gsge on success,

remarked Uncle Wash, the other day, "an' de written parch
merit < b glory and fame ob las' year is apt es not ter turn in

ter de protested check of mizery an' diserpintment die year

One year, way back yonder, ole marster sent his string out an
won ebry thing in sight ; de naix year we bed whut we thoul

wus er better Bt ring an' didn't win ernuff ter buy er currjil

comb. We raced an' raced, but twas all the same. One day

we gotter letter from ole-marster an' hit made de manages

ob de stable mad, but I lakter laff myself ter def at it. Di(

am what he writ : 'Bring den hoeses back home. Ef you

don't I'll quit practicin' law an' let de last one obyou etarvi

ter def.' We didn't wanter starve an' we pulled up an' lit

No ; dey ain't no string gotter mor'gage on success,"
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POLO AT SANTA MONICA.

3iBtory of the First Attempts to Play Polo

There.

There is no outdoor sport which draws a larger or more

ashionable audience during the pleasing days of summer at

janta Monica than polo, where the game was first played on

he coast in accordance with correct rules and regulations,

ind where the first club of the State and coast was organized i

rom which band of merry enthusiasts has spread the gospel

' Unf the manly pastime.

It has been said that polo was first played in California by

i few Englishmen in San Luis Obispo county, but there being

io club organization, no following of the regulations govern-

or the game, and no match games played and no records

lept, and if the statement be true, it is also true that it was

>layed in a sort of practice way, and as soon as the novelty

irore off playing ceased.

It remained for a jolly band of Englishmen headed by Mr.

f. B. Proctor to properly inaugurate the ancient and excit-

ng sport in the State, since which organizations others

aave sprung into being and received hearty encouragement.

Mr. Proctor has played the game in Iowa previous to com-

ing to Santa Monica, bringing with him a few regulation

ilicks and balls, which was a lucky thing for polo, for he

foond those in use here resembling billiard cues with mallet

handles uore than the proper article.

f. The gentleman received hearty support from Captain Bol-

1 ton of the English army, who had had experience with the

game while wsth his regiment in Egypt and India. He was
" also materially aided by Messrs. James Parker, R. Peyton

'Carter, the crack tennis player, John Machell, Dr. J. A. Ed-

t munds and E. Templar Allen. After canvassing the matter

fand a few practice games in the spring of lS89,tbe gentlemen

mentioned, and perbaps a few others of whom the writer has

do remembrance, the Southern California Polo Club was or-

ganized, and polo was started to grow in interest and favor

as the years rolled by.

! Their ranks were augmented from time to time by the

well-known players of the south, of whom may be mentioned

Messrs. G. L. Waring, C E. Maud, Mr. Woodhouse, Robert
- E- Beter, W. H. Young and W. R. Ward.

1 The Riverside clnb was started later, about three years ago.

I Then came the Burlingame, and one in Walla Walla, with

every prospect of several more to be organized in the imme-
diate future.

* The successful termination of the first State tournament at

•\ Burlingame last April, and the glorious victory of the River-

side players, who returned with the laurels of the conquest,

have greatly stimulated the game all over the South and up

J
the Coast, and we will undoubtedly have the pleasure of

- chronicling tournaments here at least once a year between

I State clubs and clubs from the North.
Tbe season for the game at Santa Monica is from about

4' June loth to October, and at Riverside from that time to

I summer time. Thus the orange growers have constant prac-

tice. Regular games are played at Santa Monica during the

4 season twice a week, when society's upper tendom turns out

I'to enjoy the sport, to encourage the players, and to partlci-

1 pate in the inviting afternoon teas which the ladies give, thus

4 giving the events an added charm to all present.

The grounds are beautifully situated on Nevada avenue,

I of ample dimensions, well cared for, with the Seventh street

^ park adjacent, and the trees making grateful shade for the

I spectators between the quarters.

There is no more pleasing scene to be witnessed on a sum-
i merday than the many athletes at play, with every conlest-

I ant and pony straining every nerve to send the ball between
(he goal flags, past the line. To watch the hero who has

won a goal while pony struts conscious of the glory to the

I starting point. To have the words of encomium, to see the

i iricge of elegant equipages with their gaily decorated occu-

« pants, to watch the ladies and their gallants at the "tea" is

J really worth one's while to come a distance to behold.

Thus they have delighted the public for the past six sea-

I 6ons, and are already preparing for the seventh.

The present officers of the Southern California Polo Club
9 are : Mr. E. J. Gorham, President; G. L. Waring, Secre-

tary; J. B. Proctor, Captain. The pony is one of the essential

5 parts of a team. Without a well trained and good one a good
i player's efforts are of no avail. Mr. Proctor in this respect

i proved again his love of the sport by thoroughly training

Rex, a chestnut stallion, who is now about entering his sev-

* enth season, and Mr. Betner's Cigarette, a roan pony, for-

merly owned by Mr. Proctor and recently lionized by well-
- nigh every one at Burlingame ; C. E. Naad's Dawn, G. L.

4 Waring's Santa Clara and King Pin, Mr. W. H. Young's
(black beauty Sheila, Mr. J. Mac-hell's Tomtit and W. Rus-
• sell Ward's Joricks a worthy son of Rex.—J. C. Hemiog-

f
way in Los Angeles Herald.

Betting at the Far East.

Riley Grannan is an ardent advocate of the method of

- betting in vogue East. He says :
" Under it I can bet all the

money I want and get as much for the last hundred as I did

for the first. Under the old methcd, if I stand to back a

hoiie at 4 to 1 the first man takes my money wipes, and in

- an instant there is a cut all down the line. It requires con-

,

siderable more work to place a big commission, but it is

trouble well paid for."

> This opinion of Grannan is shared by nearly all good bet-

tors
; in fact, it is the bookmaker that is crying for some

change of methods. Some claim that without the display of
odds wiongdoing becomes easy; that is, a man can lay against
a certain horse to almost any limit without showing his hand.

1 There is, of course, good grounds for this claim, but thus far
there has been very little chance for complaint on the score
of dishonest racing.

"Pittsburg Phil " likes the new system for the same reason
1 as Grannan, and such Westerners in the East as Henry Har-
ris and George Wheelock give the new game their hearty
endorsement.
The cry against the new system comes from the small fry,

j

who do not know the operators and find it hard to place their
bets. Some of the Eastern bookmakers are now making a
specialty of the minor game and make up for the smallness

of their takings by larger percentages. The rounding of
books by conservative means is easier than of old. There is a
little or no price line now. Business competition prevents
an exchange of prices by the operators, who have to rely on
themselves and win or lose on their judgment. "The copyer
isn't ace high these days and the man who uses brains and
energy is the man who gets the money" is Jack McDonald's
comment on the " nod " game.
There is a good deal of guarantee work beiog done among

the small bettors and the men who cater to them. The bet-
tor posts $100 or so at the bookmaker's office, bets against an
account kept by the sheet writer, who on the race track is

what the paying teller is to the bank. There is said to be
some 2,000 of such in existence.

The percentage of bad " markers," which caused so much
complaint early in the season, has steadily fallen off, and in
the last thirty days the better class of bookmakers, who do
altogether a credit business, have not averaged seven per
cent, of losses.

Good Prices at Oakley.

Cincehxati, July 16.—George Bain, acting for Tatter-

sails, sold at auction to-day at the Oakley track thirty year,

lings, nine the property of Applegate & McMeekin and the

balance from Sanford Lyne's Larchmont Stud. The Oak-
wood lot brought fair prices, particularly these by Fooso, the

nine head realizing $5,850, an average of $650 per head. The
twenty-one from the Larchmont Stud, brought $5,160, an
average of $245 per head.

The colt by Fonso, out of Janet, a half-sister to Widow
Cliquot, the dam of Sallie Cliquot, brought $1,400, the high-
est price. Nearly all were* good-looking yearlings,
and the bidding on the best ones was spirited, as the
Gideon & Daly sale in the East yesterday seemed to give
horse owners here considerable encouragement.
Even the breeders were elated over the good prices, and

seem to think that tne bottom has not yet dropped out of the
market, and well-bred yearlings will bring as high prices as
ever. A few of the best and their buyers are as follows

:

Chestnut colt, by Fonso—Janet ; J: K. Redmond 51,400
Bay filly, by Hayden Edwards—Amelia P.; J. K. Redmond... 1,250
Chestnut colt, by Fonso—Bellie Blaise : W. H. Landeman 1,000
Chestnut c It, by Harry O'Fallon—Lida Gaines ; T. P. Hayes.. 700
Chestnut filly, by Harry O'FaHon—Bettie Wilson ; J. Lube 500
Bay colt, by Fonso—Minnie Williams; Hot Springs Stable... 625
Cnestnnt colt, by Loogside—Anna Gray ; W. M- Wallace 600
Brown filly, by Stratimore—Barbara ; W. H. Roller „. 575
Chestnut filly, by Teuton—Lady Longfellow ; W. M. Wallace 530
Chestnut colt, by Hayden Edwards—Onvirlace ; W. M. Wal-

lace „ „ 500

To-morrow the racing stable of Gus Straus and a lot of
other horses, the property of different owners, will be sold at
the track.

Ed Corrigm has sold his big Irish Chief, by Longfellow

—

Eaybee, to Albert Simons for $600.
Milton Yoang sold to-day the brown filly, by Hanover

—

Lady Montrose, to P. J". Dwyer for $1,000. This one, along
with others that Mr. Dwyer has purchased, will be shipped
to Brooklyn to-morrow.
Will Wallace will ship ten horses to Saratoga on Thurs-

day, and will be on hand himself for the opening. Orinda
and Bob Neely are the only aged horses in the lot, the others
being two year-olds.

A well authenticated rumor was In circulation to-day that
August Belmont had an option on Henry of Navarre and a
sale might be effected at any time. Mr. McClelland, owner
of the horse, didn't say that the rumor was a false one, hut
would not speak on the subject.

An offer, it is said, came from Eogland for the horse, but
Mr. Belmont will in all likelihood get the great Bon of Knight
of Ellerelie if he leaves the Lexington turfman's hands. Mr.
Belmont may take the horse to Eogland and then retire him
to his slud in Kentucky.

Rac-icg at Preacott, Arizona.

The first horses called to the track were the trotters, in the

mile race, for a purBe of $300, best three in five. Following

were the entries: Adjutant, Brignolia, Ben Bolt and Belle

J.

In the first heat the horses came under tde wire in the fol-

lowing order : Brignolia, Belle J., Ben Bolt, Adjutant. Time,
2:31 15.
The next heat was the fastest mile trotted at the meeting,

Adjutant coming in first in 2:29 2 5, Ben Bolt was second
and Belle J. third.

Brignolia won the third heat ; Belle J. second and Ben
Bolt third. Time, 2:31 2 5.

Adjutant took the fourth heat, with B ignolia second and
Ben Bolt third. Time, 2:31 2 5.

The fifth and last heat and race was won by Brignolia; Ad-
jutant second and Ben Bolt third. Time, 2:31.

The fifty-yard footrace between Bidwell and Bennett, alias

McCloud, was next called. This was a most barefaced at-

tempt at jobbing. Not a great deal of money was bet on the
result. After consuming about fifteen minutes' lime, the
fakiis started, with Bidwell having about four feet the best

of it. McCloud ran directly behind Bidwell and had consid-
erable difficulty in keeping himself from running over him.
It was plain even to those who were not familiar with sprint-

ing that the race was a foul one, and was so declared by the
judges, and all bets placed with the official pool seller de-

clared off*.

Tbe three-eighths mile running race, best two in three,

brought out tbe following starters : Juniette, Ebb, Amazon
and Artless. Tbe backers of Artless bet the held to a stand-
still, thousands of dollars being placed in the noolbox on the
result.

Ebb won the first beat, Amazon second and Artless third.

Time, 0:38.

The second heat wound up a very close finish, Amazon
winning by a head, with a dead heat for Artless and Ebb.
Junietta was distanced.

The third and last heat, between Ebb and Amazan, was
won by Amazon.
Geo. P. Thornton, J. F. Wilson and Lum Gray were

judges.—Prescott Courier, July 12.

H. C. Hubbard, Hartford. Ct. wrftea : I removed and
cared a curb in ten days with your Absorbine without re

moving Ihe hair or leaving a blemish. It removed the inflam-

mation at once. Cannot recommend it too highly.

J.C.Gray, St. Johnsbury, Vt., writes : "Absorbine" re-

moved a wind spavin from my colt.

Horses at the "Woodland Track.

"There are horses out at the Woodland race track, which,
in the matter of speed, are better than any ever quartered
there in previous years. A person driving out to the track
on any morning can see veteran drivers like Det Bigelow.
Johnny Blue or H. Hogoboom trying out horses which are
as yet unknown to fame, but which give promise of a bril.
liant future.

Det Bigelow has a string of nearly a dozen fine animals
among them Vidette. the 2:15 pacer, and Margaret Worth,'
with a trotting record of 2:17*, two animals well known to
the racing world. He is also working Mary P., who lately
showed a mile in 2:20, and Dictatus, that sensational pacer
belonging to Clarence Day, which is confidently expected to
shave 2:06 the coming season.

Mr. Donnely, of Marysville, may be seen nearly every
morning with Palermo, a very speedy bay trotter, and Dyna-
mo, a pacer with which he expects to surprise horsemen.

»i
ar

li
mal9 beione t0 Batavia & Coons, of Wheatland.

Mr. Wheeler, of Colusa, has three horses on the track
among them Tillon B, a bay trotter, who won a race last*
year as a 100 to 1 shot. He is looking fine this season and
showed 2:22 the other day.
Johnny Blue, tbe veteran trainer, is caring for a group of

splendid thoroughbreds. He has the Button mare Hattie B
who promises to be very fast this year; Tarkey Orkey, a green
pacer belonging to Geo. Hollingsworth, of which knowing
horsemen expect great things, and a string of handsome run-
ners belonging to Col. H. W. Langenour.
_

Skates is a green four-year-old pacer that is showing up
in fine form, and he will undoubtedly be heard from in fu-
ture «easons. He belongs to Dave Herspring. Mr. Herspring
is also working a pacer for A. B. Rodman, which he expects
to get into shape for next year.

Col. Fryatt has a Nutwood mare by the name of Rossie
Moore, which, as he expresses it, " will some day burn the
world." She showed 2:18 the other day.
H. Hogoboom has. besides his great stallion, Waldstein,

several of the progeny of this sire, all of which are fulfilling
his most sanguine expectations. There are Native Son, rec-
ord 2:29, Swift Bird, who as a two-year-old has a record of
2:23. and Remember Me. Mr. Hogoboom has also two won-
derful yearling pacers, which, if present indications count for
anything, will be world-beaters.

A. B. Rodman may in the future be seen on the track with
his three star trotters, Westeria, Avocatrix and Lady Arring-
ton. Avocatrix is by Attorney, the sire of the dam of Alex,
and a grandson of the sire of Maud S. He is showing a gait
which will make him a world-beater.

Oscar Parker is training a speedy runner, sired by Red
Iron, and out of a Douglas mare.—Woodland Democrat.

Death of Lumps, 2:21.

Lumps, 2:21, by George Wilkes, dam Mother Lamps, by
Pearsall, grandam Lady Irwin by Hambletonian 10, was
chloroformed to death at St. Stephen, N. B., on Wednesday,
July 11. He had been suffering from strangulated hernial

and was put to death to relieve him of his misery.

Lamps was a brown horso, bred by Col. W. L. Simmons,
of this city, and was foaled at Ash Grove Farm in 1875. Io
1888 Col. Simmons sold him to Mr. W. F. Todd, St. Croix
Stock Farm, Cairo, Me., for J1S.000. He was afterward re-
moved by his owner to St. Stephen, where he has since been
in tbe stud. His record of 2:21 is said to be no indication of
his speed, at he had gone halves at a 2:08 gait. Lumps made
his record at Maysville, Ky., September 20. 1882.
Lumps was the sire of sixteen trotters and three pacers, the

fastest of which is the pacer Anna Dickerson, 2:15A. His
fastest trotter was Elko, 2:17, and five of his get are "in the
2:20 list. Lamps was full brother to Betterton, the sire of
Prima Donna, 2:09}. Lumps was well thought of in New
England, and was considered one of the best stallions ever
brought to Maine.—Kentucky Stock Farm.

•*

J. C. Sohulte, brother of W. F. Schulte, President of
Louisville Jockey Club, attended the races at Bay District
track last Saturday. W. F. Schul'.e owns Argyle (sire of
Fairy and Rinfax) and some of the choicest broodmares in

the country, and next December will ship two carloads cf
Arg/le yearlings to San Francisco to be sold. Several Ken-
tacky breeders are looking to California as a market for

thoroughbreds. Argyle, bred at Palo Alto, is by Monday
froin Cuba, by imp, Australian, and was purchased at L. J.
Rose's >ale in New York for $5,100 by Mr. Schulte. He was
offered $12,000 for the horse by Mr. Belmont soon after the
sole, but refused to accept. Argyle gave promise of being a
great sire, as Fairy and Rinfax were among his first crop of

foals. The youngsters to be sold in California are oat of
choicely-bred mares, and they should bring better prices than
if sold in the East. As has been stated, J. B. Ferguson will

sell his yearlings in California instead of the East, which
would make it appear that San Francisco is destined to be one
of the leading thoroughbred markets in America.

The California Jockey Club have had a private wire pu (
.

in in place of the regular Western Union wires. The new
wire is conoected with the Western Union main

;
but is not

available for public service. This is one rf the schemes that

the association is putting in practice to hamper the workings
of the down-town poolrooms. It was made known at the

track on Saturday that a big barn near the corner of First

avenue and Fulton street, and which overlooks the track, had
been hired for pool-selling purposes, and was in full blast

throughout the day.

H. H. Hunn left New York last Saturday with the Hobart
string of race horses, bound for California. Tbe horses will

be laid off at several places on the road,however. All are re-

ported to be in excellent shape except Joe Ripley. Jimmy
Mara, the well-known steeplechase jockey, has been retained

by Mr. Hobart to ride his horses over the jumps while in

California.

Chevalier certainly pat ap the ride of his life on Don
Gara in the two-year-old handicap last Saturday. Santa
Bella ran the best race, as she got away about one and one-

half lengths behind the Don and was beaten but a short head
by dint of good riding on Chevalier's part.
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TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY-NINTH DAY- THURSDAY,
.ILLY 25.

I h >OD attendance and pleasant after-

noon marked the two hundred and

twenty-ninth day of the successful

running meeting now being held in

this city- There was little ofspecial

note that occurred other than the

remarkable speed exhibited by

tlrady in the fourth race. A fore-

taste rf this was shown when he

ran in the four and a half-furlong

race on Tuesday last, but it was hardly expected that that

race would do him so much good, as his run yesterday proved.

Getting ofl last, he speeded at once to the front, before a

hundred yards were covered, and romped home the rest of the

way at his own 6weet will. In this race Don Pio Pico, be-

longing to Theodore Winters, made his first appearance.

Much was expected of him, and he received a good play. He

is a full brother to the good Don Jose, which many of our

readers doubtless remember, being by Joe Hooker, dam

Countess Zeika. He is said to be (hick-winded, and, if so,

can hardly be expected to make as good a race horse as his

last-named brother. A coincidence exhibiting similarity of

disposition occurred yesterday, when Don Pio Pico, making

his first appearance, showed a tendency to swerve, and lost

thereby whatever chances he may have had of winning the

race. The coincidence existed in his brother, Don Jose, when

making his first appearance in a race, and over the same

track, having swerved when nearing the wire, and jumping

over the fence separating the track from the quarter-stretch,

struck Sidney Marsh on the head, killing him instantly.

Mow the Maces Were Run.

The first race, about three-quarters of a mile, selling, had

as favorites Wild Rose and Hello, at 11 to 5. Cadeau was at

4, Edna M. 4, Gonzalez Maid 10, Ladameo 20 and Spend-
thrift 75. They were sent ofl promptly to a good start, the

order being Ladameo, Hello, Wild Rose, Gonzaltz Maid,
Edna M., Cadeau. At the first quarter Wild Rose led by a

head, with Ladameo second, a head in front of Gonzalez

Maid, the others bunched closely behind. Coming into the

stretch Wild Rose retained the lead of one length from

Cadeau, who had steadily been improving his position. Lad-

ameo was third, one-half length from Cadeau. Wild Rose
held his advantage to the drawgate, where Cadeau passed

him and won by two lengths, Wild Rose second, one length

from Hello, who finished third. Time, 1:14$. Wild Rose,

properly ridden, should have won. The mistake was made
in his racing out in front with Ladameo and having no re-

serve to finish with. Cadeau, on the contrary was ridden

discreetly, and it was due to this circumstance that he won
handily.

The second race, one-half mile, for maiden two-year-olds,

had six starters. Clara Johnson was favorite at 8 to 5 going

to the post, Jack Atkins at 2A, Easel 4, Eucino (on whom
there was a hot tip and well played) 6 and Lady Melbourne
60. There was a tedious delay of over one-half an hour be-

fore the horses were sent on tbeir journey, Easel's refusal to

break being the chief cause of the delay. When finally sent

away there was a good start, with Bell Oak showing in front,

Encino next, followed by Jack Atkins and Clara Johnson.
Encino quickly went into the lead, and at the quarter was
first by two lengths, with Bell Oak second, a head from Jack
Atkins, who was one-half length from Clara Johnson, she
three lengths from Easel. In this order they came down the

stretch, Encino winning easily by two lengths, Bell Oak sec-

ond, two lengths from Clara Johnson, who led Jack Atkins
two lengths. Time, 0:50?.

The third race, five and a half furlongs, selling, light-wel-

ter-weights, had seven starters. Nabapolasser and Veva
were equal favorities at 3 to 1. Crawford opened at 3 to

1, but went back to 4. Just before going to the post, how-
ever, he was cut to 3U Mamie Scott was at 7, Veva 8, Nellie
G. 20 and Ike L. 20. As good as 9 to 1 could be had against

the latter for place. To a good start Crawford showed in front,

Nabopolasser second and Ike L. third. Veva was last, Craw-
ford was taken back and at the quarter Ike led by a head,
Nabapolaaser second, a length in front of Mamie Scott. Into
the stretch the positions remained unchanged, Ike still lead-

ing by a length from Mamie Scott, she a length from Craw-
ford. The last-named now moved up, and half-way down
the stretch assumed the lead, coming home a winner by a

length from Ike L., who beat Nabapolasser one length for

place. Veva was last, beaten by five lengths. Time, 1:08 '..

The fourth race, one-half mile for two-year-old maidens,

had six starters. Grady was favorite, opening at 8 to 5 and

oIdb back to 3 to 1 at the post. Prince Hooker was at 3$,

Gladette gelding 4. Don Pio Pico 3} and Madamoiselle 8.

There was a long delay, as usual in two-year-old races, Pio
Pico and Grady showing restlessness. When sent away Don
J'io Pico was in the lead, Prince Hooker second, Gladette
gelding third and Grady last. Grady had no trouble in

going at once to the front and winning thereafter as be
pleased. Grady was leading by a head at the quarter, Hooker
second, three length*) before Don Pico. Into the stretch

(iradyhad increased his lead to three lengths from Prince
Hooker, who was still second and one length ahead of Don
Pico. They came down the stretch in this order until near-

ing the tini-h, when I'io Pico swerved so badly that Glad-
etle headed him. Grady won in a romp, beating Prince
Hooker who ran second, three length*, Gladette was third,

beaten four length* for place. l>on Pio Pico finished fourth,

one lenjflh from Gladette gelding. Time, 0:50.

The fifth and lut race was at one and a quarter miles over
livt bardlet, There were six entries, two of which had
never jumped over the hurdles in a race. The post odds
were: Mendocino, 8 to 5; Auteuil, 2) to 1; Hanford 3, Sym-
pathetic < Last, H; Inkerman 12 and Manhattan 00. To a

good sin- 1 Inkerman showed in fiont, followed by Auteuil,

ympatiK'<:r

8 Lant, Mendocino. Over the first jump In-

kerman leu by two lengths, Auteuil second, two lengths from

Hanford. Atthinjump Manhattan fell. Over the second

jump near the stand Inkerman still led by two lengths

from Hanford, who led Auteuil a head, Mendocino fourth,

two lengths away. Over the third jump it was Hanfoid

leading Auteuil a head, Mendocino third, two lengths away

and Sympathetic^ Last fourth by one-half a length. Over

the fourth jump Hanford still retained his lead of a head

from Auteuil, who was a length in front of Mendocino. Here
Auteuil pushed to the front, and over the fifth jump led

Hanford by a head, he two lengths in the lead of Mendocino.

In this order they came to the wire, Auteuil winning easily

by a head, Hanford second, six lengths from Mendocino,

who was third.

Robert J. Paces in 2:02 Against Time.

Detroit, July 24—Fortune still smiles on the Detroit

Driving Club. The weather, attendance, good racing and

all that goes to make a successful meeting, prevailing again

to-day. Robert J. was the drawing card, and although he

did not lower his record, nearly everybody was satisfied when

they learned that they had witnessed the second fastest mile

ever paced.

It was 4:25 o'clock when the gelding got away with Geers

holding the lines and the ranner Cheerful lapping his sulky.

The bay beauty was as steady as a clock from wire to wire, as

the sectional time shows, and to an ordinary spectator it

appeared as though he could have broken his record had he

been urged. The time by quarters was 0:30}, 1:01}, 1:31$,

2:02.

An hour later he went another mile, with a runner leading

the way, in 2:03*. Starter Loper announced, however, that

Geers was merely working the champion a couple of slow

miles to get him in shape for his race next week.

The unfinished 2:10 pace was easily won by Coleridge in

straight heats. He also made the best tim9 of the meeting

thus far. The 2:14 trot was a mix-up and required eight

heals to decide it. Geneva sold favorite in the auctions, but

only took fourth money. Bright Regent, the favorite in the

four-year-old pace, after dropping two heats, took the next

three rather easily. The 2:23 trot was unfinished, Princess

Belle taking the first and Red of Warehoke the next two in

hot finishes.

Alix will go against her record on Saturday.

SUMMASY.

Pacing, 2:10 class, purse 82,000 (unfinished yesterday).

Coleridge, ch g 7 12 11
Ben D..chh „ 12 5 5 2

Angie D., b m 6 8 13 5

Time, 2:0G5£, 2:Q6?4, 2:07, 2:06^, 2:07.

Guinette, Paul, Moonstone and Starplex finished as named.
Dudley, Badge and EL L. Rockwell were drawn.
Direction, Atlantic King and Joe He distanced.

Trotting, 2:14 class, purse 82,000.

Bouncer, bm _ 55612211
Altao, bh 21136322
Bertie R., b m 43221133
Geneva, ch h 12346444

Time, 2:12^, 2:11, 2:12, 2:12. 2:13, 2:13^, 2:13^, 2:14&.

Maggie Sherman, Gretchen, Token and Sixty-six also started.

John R. Gentry's Great Victory.

Freeport (111.), July 24.—Ten thousand people saw

John R. Gentry pace all around Joe Patchen this afternoon

at Taylor's Park. The track was in fine condition when the

race was called, but rain fell at times. Boih horses were

loudly cheered when they appeared before the judges' stand.

Gentry was slightly the favorite in the pools, although many
horsemen backed Patchen.

After scoring twice they got the word in the first heat,

Gentry taking the lead from the wire and was never headed
to the finish, although Curry held Patchen not far back of

him until they passed the three-quarter pole, when Gentry
pulled away'and finished a length ahead in 2:04|. Gentry
went the first quarter in 0:30, the half in 0:59£, which is the

fastest half ever paced in public, and the three-quarters in

1:30. Patchen threw a shoe after passing the half-mile

post, as he would have driven Gentry out in 2:02, as Mc-
Henry pulled Gentry up in the stretch.

In the second heat Gentry again took the lead, with Patch-

en close up. At the three-quarter pole Patchen again threw
a shoe and Gentry jogged to the wire in 2:06$, going the
three-quarters in 1:32.

In the third heat McHenry sent Gentry away at a two-

minute clip, which carried Patchen on" his feet, and he broke
badly. He was not in it after that, and McHenry could have
shut him out. Gentry's time was 2:09$. The race was for

a purse of $3,000, the winner taking all.

Curry says Patchen was not in good shape for the killing

pace McHenry set, and is not satisfied that Gentry is the bet-

ter horse until they have entered another race.

Races at Ferndale, Cal.

The races at Ferndale last Saturday (July 13th) attracted

quite a large crowd, says the Oracle. Following is a short

report of the events:

No. 1—Trotting, half-mile and repeat. Starters, Daisy,
Johnnie Moore and Polly. First heat won by Daisy in 1:46

and last two heats ty Polly in 1:44 and 1:44.

No. 2—Trotting, mile and repeat. Prince, California

Maid, Biiue and Posse. Won by California Maid in two
straight heats. Time, 2:35.} and 2:35.

No. 3—Trotting, mile and repeat. Belle Steinway, Maud
Patchen and Ned Moor. First heat won by Patchen in 2:43;

second by Ned Moor, 2:39; third dead heat, 2:39; fourth trot-

ted Monday and won by Patchen in 2:36A. Steinway dis-

tanced in second heat.

No. 4—Running, one-quarter mile and repeat. Tenny,
Robert N., Lulu 8., Brown Bess, Inkerman. First heat won
by Robert N. in 0:2G ; second heat by Tenny in 0:26, and
third heat by Robert N. in 0:27.

Thkuk are few pacers before the public to-day that are as

well trained and ably handled for racing as the brown stallion

Chehalis. His owner and driver, Frank Frazier, deserves

great credit for the way in which he has this horse educated
and the splendid manner in which he controls him. He can
rate this horse at any part of the mile, and when it comes to

a finish he calculates to a nicety to not win a heat by more
than a head, and be does it. They make a great team, and
will be hard to defeat this year on the California circuit even
if they nhould get among the " free-for-allers."

"WILLIAM PKNN'S FAST HEAT.

The Game Young Horse Trots a Mile at De-
troit in 2:07 1-4, but Klamath "Wins.

Detroit (Mich.), July 25.
—

"Wasted speed and generally

incompetent reinsmanship caused the defeat of one of the

fastest trotting horses on the turf this afternoon. Fresh

from a triumphant tour of the Atlantic circuit, William Penn-

was looked upon as the best one in the 2:11 class here.

Klamath, the fast and reliable gelding from the Pacific

slope, had scored lower in his victories through the far West-

than the diminutive c?ack from the Keystone State and was
favorite in the first pools. They got away with Nightingale

at the pote. Klamath trailed her to the homestretch and
then outfooted the Buffalo mare by a short length in 2:12J.
William Penn was taking it easily in fourth place, and as

this was no clip for him he continued to rule the market.
The real struggle began in the second heat, Penn scudding

off in the lead and opening a gap to the half. When Klam-
ath tried to close on him the little cyclone struck a terrific
gait and had the gelding clearly beaten at the long distance.
Kline must have lost his head at this stage, for he turned to
look at the second horse and eased up on the leader. It was-
a fatal move, for Klamath was coming with a tremendous
rush, and before the over-confident driver could get his trot-

ter under way they had reached the wire and Penn was
beaten. The mile was in 2:08$, a new mark for Klamath,
but it was evident the stallion could go faster than that.
Penn proved this in the third heat, overhauling the Cali-

fornian near the half and taking such a lead Raymond gave
it up. Kline tried to atone for his blunder by keeping the
flying trotter at full speed, and he made the trio in the sensa-
tional time of 2:07}. The first half was in 1:03J and the
three-quarters in 1:35, Penn dropping back to 2:00 gait in
the last quarter.

This splendid feat—the best one to the credit of a race in
a race since Directum's heat in 2:05$—was the last straw that
completed William Penn's downfall. He showed the effects

of unnecessary effort by a losing break that left him so far
behind Klamath had no trouble in pulling off the race.
Lesa Wilkes chased the other trotter from the sunny sloi

out in 2:10$, but Klamath had a link left.

The pacing dog " Sport " has been exhibiting here tl_

week, and in a trial of a furlong today covered the distan
in 19$ seconds.

For the second time since the meeting began the bonus of
$500 was earned when Wm. Penn trotted his heat in 2:07}.
The card for Friday should result iu more sensations, as

the 2:04 pace is on, with the four-year-old trotters and the
consolation for the 2:24 trot for the second division of the
Merchants and Manufacturers' purse.

SUMMARIES.

2:23 class, trotting, purse 52,000; unfinished—Red ofWarenoke won,
Princess Delle second, Glenmore third. Best time, 2:1634.

2:11 class, trotting, purse S2,000—Klamath won, William Penn sec-
ond. Nightingale third. Best time by Klamath, 2:08%.

2:15class, pacing, purse S2.000—Brown Hal won. Little Joker sec-
ond, Toxie K. third. Best time. 2:10%.

2:17 class, trotting, purse §2,000—James L. won, Bravado second,
Peterine third. Best time, 2:12J<.

r

ace

Another Kind of Quitters.

Horsemen, as a class, are wont to be recognized as men of

nerve, firmness and sagacity, and yet it is doubtful if any

class of business men have " quit " worse, '' laid down " more

lamb-like and " thrown up the sponge " more completely

than have many who formerly bred light harness horses to a

larger or smaller extent. It is safe to say that at the present

time there are not now two men trying to breed trotters and

roadsters where there were fifteen four years ago. This is

not because men do not like the light harness horse or the

trotting horse business, but because they have not the nerve

to face present (and past) low prices and wait and hope f<

the hotter times that are sure to come. Of course, there

quite a difference between $100 and $1000 for a yearlii

colt, but when the difference in service fee, the cost of broo

mares, etc., is considered, the difference in the net profit on
the total investment is not bo much, after all. But all busi-

nesses of life have their ups and downs, their periods of de-

pression as well as their periods of prosperity, and those who
cannot endure a little of the former are in poor condition to

fully appreciate the latter. The ordinary products of the

farm vacillate in price 25 to 100 per cent, every year or i

yet farmers keep right on raising oats, corn, potatoes ai

wheat, and breeding sheep, hogs and cattle. But with one

decided drop in horse values in a quarter of a century

and the "business is busted," will "never be any good

again," and horse breeders want to get into something else,

and by the time they get "squared away" at the "something

else" they will be fiat, and the horse business will be in the

middle of a waterspout of prosperity. In every vocation ol

life higher prices have invariably followed extremely low

ones. They have done it in pork, beef, breadstuff's and the

Jersey cattle business, and they will do so in the horse busi-

ness. "He who fights and runs away" may live to fight an'

other day, but he who remains in (or goes in) the horse breed-

ing business and cuts off' all unnecessary expense will be

selling horses at good, big prices and at large profits whei

the fellows that have tumbled over each other to get out ai

overbidding each other to get back. If a trotter or pacei

that "quits" when he gets "pinched" a little is "faint-hearted
,:

and "no good," what line of pet phrases would be most apfj

propriate to apply to those faint-hearted breeders and horse-

men who "quit" as soon os the hard times "pinched" ofl thea

blossom end of their prosperity for the time being ? Noi

don't "quit," but cut four expenses in proportion to yomj

prospective profits and go ahead, for all true horsemen de>l

test "quitters."—Western Horsemau.

J. W. Patjlsfn, of Palo Alto, has just sold to A. E
Brioncon, of 142 Geary street, this city, the splendid twoj

year-old bay filly Thora, by Truman, 2:12, dam Lilly Thorn]

by Electioneer; second dam Lady Thorn Jr. (dam of Santi

Claus, 2:17}, sire of William Penn, 2:07$, and .Sidney

2:19:1), by Williams' Mambrino. The filly will be trainet

here and later on taken to France, of which country Mr
Brioncon is a native. It will be noted that the filly has i

cross double of Electioneer.

> .i
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WHO IS BOB SMITH ?

Bathampton'9 Rider Creates Excitement in the

Far East.

Marcus Daly's jockey, B. Smith, who rode Bathampton

successfully on July 3d, created a sensation and also aroused

a little suspicion, if the truth most be told, says Chicago

Horseman. There are so few good jockeys now that the ap-

pearance of one is hailed with delight. When R. Smith

iwent up on the board there was the usual question, " Who is

he?'' But when he appeared and rode in a style that Taral

land Griffin might copy to advantage, every horseman on the

ground began singing his praise, and again the question was

asked, " Who is he ?" One of the stewards came to me with

<lbe question.
1 ** I do not know," I replied, " beyond that I hear he rode

Bathampton in his races in Montana last year."
" Where does he come from ?" asfced Mr. Donner.

i
" I never heard, but from his seat, bridle and stirrup I

-should say he is an Eoglishman. He has the seat and hands

of a Newmarket jockey."
" I noticed that he rode with a longer rein and stirrup than

our other jockeye here," said the steward.
u Yes, and his finish smells of Newmarket."

I
'* Perhaps he is some ruled-off English jockey riding here

under an assumed name," said the steward with a flash of

suspicion,

|

'* I don't know, but if he didn't learn to ride in Newmarket

his teacher did."

By this time suspicion was aroused. The news spread aod

word was given to investigate the new jockey's pedigree. It

developed that Robert Smith was raised in Illinois, not Eng-

land, that he was the man who bought the horse Sir Matthew

from Mr. Daly a few years ago. He had broken Mr. Daly's

i yearlings, and ridden and trained horses in Montana. Of

course this allayed the suspicion, but whether it is the result

of instruction or accident Smith's riding is in style identical

'with the English jockeys. He sits upright, rides with a long

bridle and stirrup, and his " hands " are exquisite. A great

many EDglish jockeys have been ruled off in Eoglan'*

Francs and Germany, and the JocKey Club office in New
York has a list furnished by Weatherby.

_
But such a jockey

would not ride in his own name. It is likely, from the re-

i port made, that Smith is not one of these, but his riding was

I 30 Newmarketish that for a time it created no little talk. If

1 he desires he can get all the mounts he can take.

[[t might be added for the benefit of our Eastern cousinB

t that Bob Smith has been riding in Montana for seven or

eight years. Before being employed by Mr. Daly he rode for

Hugh Kirkendall. The English style of riding referred to

l was probably learned by Smith from some of the British

stable boys who were at the Daly ranch and who came to this

country in charge of some of Mr. Daly's purchases of Eng-

j lish horses.]—Ed. Anaconda (VIont) Recorder.

i
Bob Smith is well-known in San Francisco, where he won

t races with his old horse, Cyclone (by Jim Sherwood), Joe

t 3otton, Misty Morn and others. He easily held his own as a

ockey, and was engaged about eighteen months ago by Mar-

ins Daly to train and ride his Montana string, which he did

I ast year with considerable success.

The Prospective Champions.

all pace, and when Fidol reduced his record five seconds and
paced the second heat in 2:05}, defeating such horses as Fly-
ing Jib, Strathberry and W. W. P., the first two finally fin-

ishing behind the flag, it begins to look as if the bay son of
Idol was in shape to meet the best of sidewheelers. Fidol is

now champion pacer of Iowa and is the fastest one ever bred
or owned in the State. His present record was made in his

second race of the year and if he does not materially reduce
it before the end of the season we will be greatly mistaken.

It is too early in the season to name the coming champions,
but it is safe to predict that in the year book for 1895 will be
chronicled some records very close to the 2:00 mark.—Spirit
of the West. ^

Hovr to Break Vicious Horses.

During the last week many track records have been broken

hrooghout the West, and already the list of performers for

1895 presents quite an improving appearance. The list, too,

s swelling fast every day, and if the present rate of increase

s kept up throughout the season Secretary Steiner will have

10 reason to complain for want of work. Among the trot-

ers Fantasy's mile in 2:07 in this city is still the fastest of

he year, but Alix's mile in 2:07| at St. Joe is proof that the

tueen is in good shape and the strife for supremacy between

bese two great mares is liable to result in a wholesale

laughtering of the present record before another winter ar-

ives. There ie no certainty either that the fight for the

rown will be confined to Alix and Fantasy; Directum is Iia-

>le to regain his record-breaking form before many months,

nd the easy manner in which Klamath won over the field

o the 2:10 trot at La Crosse, doing the last quarter of a third

aile in 30 seconds, leads us to believe that when the swift

du of Morookus is fully uncovered he will rank with the

eetest trotters of the year, and Azote and Hulda are still to

e beard from. Speaking of Azote, it may be mentioned
hat the "Kingmaker," Monroe Salisbury is particularly

weet on the big gelding, and makes no secret of the fact

aat he thinks him much faster than he was last year and
ble to cope with the best.

There should be some fast four-year-olds among the trotters

lis year, and when Onoqua, B. B. P., Bauzetta and others

lat were fast as three year-olds start some fast time mav be

)oked for, but it is doubtful if any of them will beat 2:05},

,ie four-year-old mark of Directum.
Among the three -year-olds Athanio, 2:111, stands pre-em-

lently at the head ; at present there ib nothing in sight that

liable to dispute with him the three-year-old crown.
There are fast pacers galore, and already four of them have
aiten 2:07, while Robert J. has stepped two miles over dif-

irent tracks in 2:04, To size up the wigglers with any
;gree of accuracy would be adifficult matter, and, outside of

obert J., " you pavs your money and you takes your choice."

Strathberry belongs the honor of breaking the half-mile

ack record, he having paced a second mile at Peoria, 111.,

(2:03. This is certainly a wonderful performance, as Strath-
>rry made a heavy season in the stud and has had as yet

: ttle preparation for record cracking. He and Joe Patchen
ill have met before this is published, in a match race at

inesville, Wis., and if conditions are favorable it will be by
1 odds the fastest race ever paced in the month of July. At
reeport, 111., a week later Joe Patchen and John R. Gentry
eel in a matched race, and after these fast stallions have had
tilt at one another a better estimate of their respective abil-

ies can probably be formed. Notwithstanding the fact that

e stallions mentioned above, together with Rubenstein,
al Dillard, Mascot and a host of others in the free-for-all

igade are very fast, there is just an inkling in the minds of

oae who saw the old " Pinter Hoss " march a mile in 2:06},
June, in this city, doing the last half in 1:00} and the last

larter in 0:29, that the wind will blow through all their
hiBkers before any of them beat the old fellow in a race.

Another champion loomed up at Davenport in the free-for-

Sonaetimes you will find a brute by nature, or made so by

bad handling. We will here give a system to break vicious

horses that has never failed, and there is no danger of injur-

ing them ; sometimes in an hour you can drive the worst

horse in a buggy. Take a short hold of the halter with the

left hand and the hair of the tail with the right, and gi«c
the horse short whirls around to the left. It may be a little*

lively, but a little management will soon give you hold of the

tail, then tie a firm knot in the hair close to the fresh end of

the tail. Run the end of the halter through and above the
knot, tie with a half-loop which can be united by catching
the end of the halter ; this can be done when the horse is

whirling around by a little practice. As soon as tied let go.

The horse is now hitched to itself; the more lively he is, the
quicker he will dance, and sometimes will get dizzy and fall,

but he will get up again and go on.

Keep him moving with a cracking whip until he wants to

stop and rest ; shorten the halter and start him again. If he
falls when tied short you may have to untie him before he
can get up, and then tie again, which is not often necessary.

He cannot hurt himself. After he has been somewhat sub-

dued, to take the first friskiness and kick out of him, take a
smooth pole about ten feet long, touch him smartly on the
sides, between the legs, under his tail, against his heels, and
on all his tender spots, making it appear like the whiiiie- tree

against his heels, traces between his legs, line under his tail,

etc. The horse being tied head and tail and kept going
around and around, each point must be finished before another
is taken urj—that is, when he will bear these tests in one lo-

cation, try another, until he will bear it without kicking.

The amount he will bear before he gives up depends on
his disposition. Well-bred horses fight the sharpest and
give up the quickest. He can now be ridden—the rider
jumping on the ofi side and reaching over and catching hold
of the halter ; when the horse quits whirling straddle him
and untie the halter. We never saw a horse buck or which
could not be ridden with the halter, after this training. After
riding he may be harnessed and driven in single harness to a
breaking cart, when the same tests by the pole may be ap-
plied, following with hitching to a wagon. At the least sign
of viciousness take him out and head-and- tail him again.

This system is recommended for not only taking the kick out

of vicious horses, but is equally good for balky horses. It

will subdue the worst brute. In case he is very bad, give
him a short dance each morning for a month before hitching
him up, to be sure none of the trait remains.—New Mexico
Stock Grower.

Of Interest to Thoroughbred Breeders.

" Whebeas, The Stewards of the Jockey Club find that a

number of breeders and horse owners were ignorant of the

requirements prescribed by Knlee 38, 39 and 41 of the Rules

of Racing, and neglected, without any intention of evading

such rules, to make the necessary registration :

"Resolved, That a final opportunity be given to comply
therewith, and the Secretary is hereby authorized to accept
all registrations under the above mentioned rules, if made on
or before September 1, 1895, and upon a payment of a fine of
$50 for each registration. Such foals so registered or named
shall not be eligible to start in any stakes which closed sub-
sequent to the adoption of the Jockey Club Rules and prior
to the time that registration is made."

By OaDtE of the Stewabds of the Jockey. Club.
The above resolution alludes to the registration of foals of

1893 and 1894, the naming of foals of 1893 and the registra-

tion of imported horses.

Horee Own«r§ Slioulci T*T
COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL ,

Prepared
exclusive-

ly by J- E.
GombaulC
ex-Veterl*

nary Sur-

geon to

the Frene*

Gottmment
Had.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible topraduce any scar or blemish. The Safes*

bc>t BLISTER evented. Tokes tlio place of all linl*

menu [or mlJ'j or ?vv c re action. Uemovci all Buncne*
or Ulemlnhe« from lloraea op Cattle.

A* a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rfccamatln*
Sprain., Sere Throat, t*.c, it lfl Invaluable.

tui- rniDIUTCC tbat one tableapoonfnl of
Tf£ uUAHArl.tt caustic balsam ->h
prolnee more actual resulLs tliaii & whole bottle of
amy liuiment or cpavla core mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam Bold is Warran-

ted to [rive satisfaction. Price 8 I .50 per bottle. Sold
by Drupglstp, or sent by express, charge* paid, with full

directions for Ita ua»>. Send for descriptive circulars,
tohinnriiiii j. etc, Address t

TitK 1.A.WUENCE-WTLL1AMS CO., Cleveland, 0.

When a horse is at the shoeing forge ' it is a condition,
not a theory,' that confronts the smith," says William Rus-
sell in his new edition of " Scientific Horse Shoeing," "and
unless he knows with positive certainty just how to preserve
or obtain the proper balances and bearings of the foot he is
utterly incapacitated to take charge of it. Science and art
are combined in skillful shoeing. A knowledge of the struct-
ure and normal functions of every part of the foot, as well as
the legs from the kme and hock down, though not necessa-
rily in their ultimate scientific minutiae, is as necessary to
make a perfect shoe as is the mechanical skill to make a per-
fect shoe." This is sound, and it cannot be dinned too often
into the ears of blacksmiths.

Many a race is lost through horses being compelled to
wear harness that is too ligh^, too old or too cheaply made.
In a race at Sacramento Tuesday two horses that would have
some portion of the money were almost shut out on account
of the harness giving way. When a man works a year to
have his horses ready for the races he should have that ani-
mal so harnessed that he knows he is safe and has no fears of
any parts breaking. Trotting in the shape of harnesses or
sulkies is too good for even the poorest trotter or pacer in the
land on these occasions.

Race Re-Opened.

Entries to Race No. 18, FREE-FOR-ALL TROT-
TING, PURSE 3 1000,

Of Monterey Agricultural Association, Diat No. 7, at

SALINAS CITY, CAL.
Axe re-opened and will be received and

Close September 2, 1895
Conditions same as published for races of said Asso-

ciation which closed July 15, lS9o.

JOHN J. KELLY, Secretary, 8allnaa City, Cal.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

official pool-Sellers
— FOB THE —

California Circuit, Including the State fair
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances for

Paris Mntuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with ns before making other arrange-

ments.

S.B.WHITEHEAD tie CO., 20 Leldeadorfl St. S. P.

FOR SALE.
THE FAST TROTTING MAKE

CORA S., 2:19|
Dark bay, black points.

By ElEGTOR, Dam by ELECTIONEER.

Sound, gentle and kind. Can beat 2:15; has shown a
2:06 gait lor quarters. She Is a great race or broodmare
and very handsome. Will be sold with present engage-
ments. Address

A. LEE, Box 651, Modesto. Cal.

EMERGENCY
Sulky Wheels Repaired Be-

tween Heats
W. J. KINNEY will be on all tbetracksdurlngthe

Trotting meeting of the Grand Circuit and will attend
to your Sulkies and wheels.

Pneumatic Tires Repaired "While You Wait."

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
SFSENG MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING MARCH 6. I89S.

Racing Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday, Friday and Sat-

urday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Plve or More Rare. Eaeb Day. Rare. Star

al 3:30 p. m. .ban).

av McAllister and oeary-fltreet care pan Ibe gate.
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$11,800
IN PURSES.

$11,800
IN PURSES.

FRESNO TROTTING ASSOCIATION.

1st to Stli, 1895,
ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 1st, 1895.

p>Xrxc>st Grounds and Fastest Tracli Ixx California.
LIST OF EVENTS.

TEOTTIKG ITRSES.

Free For ill

2:13 Glass, Expositor Company Purse

2:17
"

2:20
"

2:24
"

2:27
"

2:40
"

600

600

DISTRICT TROTTING PURSES.PACING PURSES.

$1000 Free For til $1000

1000 2:13 Class 1000

1000 2:17 " 800

gOO 2:20 " 700

600 2:25 " • 600

DISTRICT PACING PURSE.

2:25 Class $350

CONDITIONS.

1*95. when horstsare lobe named anJ lobe eligible to llie class In which

District comprises counties of Fresno, Inyo, 'Keio

Kiogs, Merced, Mariposa, Mono, Madera and Tulare.

2:27 Class $350

2:40 "
.

350

RUNNING PURSES.

5-8 Mile Dash $150 Added

1-4 Mile Dash 150 Added

3-4 Mile Dash 150 Added

1 Mile Dash 150 Added

1-2 Mile Dash 150 Added

1-2 Mile and repeat (50 Added

7-8 Mile Dash 150 Added

Entrance lees 5 per

Bntrlra lo elo»e August 1

"^T^.fil^rved to dec'are off nones DOt BUli K BatlsfcetorUy to the Association.

,,M .ball only be entitled to Brst and fourth moneys, but in no other case will

u bur-.* b.- i-r.lit: " lle niuiiey.

ftJtort o°f
e
wS'wri

lr
r^«'Jie r,lb.

,

'to?h.
a
r,U fbe hour or da« of any race, erapt when It becomes

T"» g°y?-°! JgggS.'glSKi instance Ibl nominator wltl receive three days' notice of change by mail

;,ft,'trylt,sM reserved to dec are off or postpone any or aU races on account of the weather, or

other sufficient cause.

: all communications to «KORG.K L. WARLOW, Secretary. Fresno, Cal.

Ku tries not declared out at 5 o'clock p. m. od tbe day preceding the race shall be required to start, and do
claratio-is must be in writing and made at the office of the Secretary at tbe track.

When there Is more than one entry to any purse by one person or In one interest, the horse to be started
must be named by 5 o'clock p. u. on tbe day preceding the race.

Trotting and racing colors mu>t be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must b _

worn upon the track. Colors will be registered in the order in which they are received. Where colors are not
named or conflict, drivers w ill be required to wear tne colors furoisbed by the Association.

The Board reserves tbe right to declare off or to re-open any of Lhe above purses not filling satisfactorily.

Any race that may I ) - started and untlnished ou last day oi the meetiug may be declared ended and money
divided according to rank of horses in summary.

Otherwise than Is specified in these conditions, American Trotting Association rules to govern.
All entries subject to suspension in both American and National Trottiug Associations tor entrance fees I

paid. All entrance fees must be paid by first day of meeting.

ALL PURSES GUARANTEED.
BEAJ'M \ WR1UHT, President.

Sonlta California Circuit

.11.1 DISTRICT FAIR

CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR FOR 1895
-c3Lt Sacramento

HU EN EM E SEPTEMBER 2d to 14th, 1895.

Ventura County,

Sept. 24, 25, £6,27,28,1895.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TROTTING AND PAOTNGr.
(Closing date

Race No. I, RDnnlDg-K-ntOe dash for 2-year-

olds 8150

Rtif Ko, 2. K»!inlng—S-mile and repeat, all

ages 200

ace No. S. lMntilug-X-mlle dash, selling

race *00
Baca No. 4. Running- 1 mile dash, Owners'

Handicap 200

Rice NO. -. Kmnm.g-58 mile for 2-yearolds

Winner l.i Kuce 1 to carry 5 lbs.

extra 200

BaceNo. c. liunnlug-5 a and repeat, all ages 250

BaceNo. ~. Bunoltujr-7-8 mile dash, all ages 2U0

Race No. 9. Banning—9f-mlle dash, for non-

wlouenoriSK 20O

Race No. 9, Running— fc-nille dash, for 2-year-

old-. Winner ol lUces 1 and 5

to carry 10 lbs. exlra 200

Rare No. in. Running-"''* mile dash, all ages,

selling race 200

Race No. II. Troltlug-Free for all 8100

Rata So. 12. Trotllng-2:l'J Class 350

.... II Troltlog—2:2* Clans 300
... U. Trottlng-2:»CUun 300

I rotting—2:S3 Class 3O0

Race N". If. Ttollli g 2: i" class 250

No. i". Trottmg-Doublo Teams (District

100

1 wing t is class 350

itacs Ko. 10. Padnf-*ll Class 30O

K»rr No. W, Padtur-tJO Clans ,.. 250

Entrance, 10 Per Cent, of Purse.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 3.

. named in each class.)

MOXDAV. SEPTEMBER 3ND, 1895.
The Occident Stake. (Cloved).
Pacing Parse, 88OO, 2:2ft Class. To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:16 or better,

on or before August 24th, are to receive a return of en-
trance money, and shall be barred from startlogin this

race, but may re enter August 24th in open classes

wnere eligible.

Trotting; Purse, 81,000,2:22 Class. To close
Angnst 24tb.

TCE4DAY, SEPTEMBER 3RD, 1895.
Two Year-Old Trotting Slake. (Closed).
Trotting Purse, 81.UOO, 2:25 Class. To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:17 or better,

on or before A ugust 24th are to receive a return of en-
trance money, and shall be barred Irom starting in this

race, but may re-enter August 24th In open classes
where eligible.
Trotting Purse. 8»00, 2:10 ('la-- To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:22 or fetter,

on or before August 24th, are to receive a return of en-
trance money, and shall Debarred irom starting in this

race, but may
where eligible.

WEDXESDAY. SEPTEMBER 4TH, 1895.
1 hrre-Year-Old Trotting Slake. (Closed).
i rottf nit Purse. 81.UOO, 2:17 Class. To close

Au ust 24th.
Paclntc Purse, 81.000, 2:16 Class. To close

August 24th.

not lose the position he may be entitled to in the dlvl
slon of purse. A horse making a walkover sha 1 be
entitled t nly to the entrance money paid in. When
less than the required number of starters appear, they
may contest for entrance money paid in, to be divided
as follows: 66 2 3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per
cent, to the second.
Hordes whose gaits have been changed from trotting

to pacing, or pacing to trotting, shall not be eligible to

classes more than five seconds slower than their
records at either gait.

In trotting and pacing races, entries not de-
clared oat by 6 p. m. day before must start.
Io races, drivers "will be required to wear cap and

Jackets of distinct colors, which must be named in
their entries

RUNNING.

TH09, II. MERRY, Secretary.

Hueneme, Cal.

ABSORBINE
Removes Bursal l-nlarstcments,

1 htckened Tissue,
Infiltrated Parts,

1
• 1 laying the hoi

' iii». or remo
I progressive

dealer., orw p yo| X( . p n ,.

31 Amhcr-t N*
: luw nmtut.it ar :

J ok \nk.t-: Market turret, Han Francisco.
WOODA RD, CLARK A *<».. Portland

The following Hl\\l\(, STAKES will close
August 1, 1895. Remainder of running programme
will oe announced August 24tb,and will provide for
additional races, to cover six days' running, and will
be arranged to accommodate alt ages.

No. L Th© » tinny Slope Stake —A sweepstake
rat*, but may reenter August 24Lh in open classes [

t°r two-year-old fillies ot $Z5 eacn; $10 forfeit, w"
j/250 added ; second to receive *50 from stakes. Winner
ot two races of any valoe to carrv 3 lbs., ot three 5 lbs,

of four or more lu lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs

Beaten maidens allowed for once, 5 lbs: twice, 7 lbs.

three time^, 10 lbs. Fillies beaten three times and not
placed 1, 2, 3 allowed 5 lbs. additional, r ive furlongs.

No. 2. The California Annual Stake —A sweep-
stake for two-year-olds, of $25 each; aio forte. t ; with
|300 added; second to receive 950 Winnersot two races
ot any value to carry 3 lbs , three 6 lbs., tour or more 10
lbs. extra. Allowances: Maidens 5 lbs..beaten maidens
5 lbs. for once, 7 lbs for twice, 10 lbs. for three times or
more. Those beaten three times and not placed 1, 2, 3,

allowed additional 5 lbs. Six furlongs.

No. 3. The Autumn Handicap—For two-year-
olds. A sweepstake of fW each; half tot felt, or §10 It

declared; with $350 added; second to receive 175
Weights pasted day before race ; declaration by ti p. m.
dame day. One mile.

No. 4. Pelllnsl Sweepstake for Maiden Two-
Year-Olds, of *20 each ; $10 forfeit; with $25o added ;

second to receive #50 from stakes. Fixed value $I.5C0,

2 lbs. allowed for eac • $100 to $ 1,000, then 3 lbs. to $500.

Value placed on starters only, tojbe named by 5 p. w.
night before race. Six furlongs.

No. 5. Tbe Capital City Stake.—A handicap
sweepstake for three-year-olds and upwards,of $ it) each,
hall forfeit, or $15 if declared; with $100 added; ot which
$100 to second; third to save stake. Weights posted
day before race; declarations due by 5 p. m. same day.
One and one-*lxteenth miles.

No. 6. The Del Mar Stake.—For three-year-olds
and upwards, of $25 each ; $15 forfeit; with $300 added ;

$50 to second , from stake. This stake to be named after
winner if Del Mar's time (1:41 S) I* beaten.wllh $:00 ad-
ditional In money, cup or plute. One mile.

No. 7. lhe Pall Stake —A handicap sweepstake
for three-year-olds and upwards, ot $60 each; half for
felt ; or $15 if declar d with $inu added; ot which $100 to
second; third to save stake. Weights announced day
before race; declarations due 5 p. u. same day. One
and one-quarter miles.

No 8. The California Cup Race.—Purse, $2,000
(guaranteed), of which $1,500 (in money, cup or plate >

t.. \\ Inner; *'.' «i to second, torn i" third liurse. En trance
$125, or only $20 If declared hy September 2d, or $50 if

by 5 i'. m September 9th; all not declared by this date
will be held for full amount of entrance but may be de-
clared out upon payment of same by 5 p. u. day before
race. Weights: For three-year-olds 100 lbs, four-year-

• i.-i 1 in lbs., five-year-olds and upwards 115 lbs. Nosex
allowaoceH. Five ^farters In different Interests required.
Two and one-quarter miles.

.1. 1>. NORA \\ mtrTenth and
k of Mil kin. i

' a im*1'iii »fm tor Um -*:<• ol
d in ibalr

and II.-

p t No. Mf Houlb.

MOXDAY, SEPTEMBER 9lh.

Trolling, Purse 8KOO. Free-Por-AII, Four-
Year-Olds. To close August 24ih.
Troltlns. Purxe 8 1 .OOO, 2:14 Class. To close

August 24th.
TrottlnK, Purse 8*0,0, 2:27 <"lnss. To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2::0or better,
on or before August 24th. are to receive a return of en-
trance money, and shall be barred from starting In
this race, but may re-enter August 21th In open c asses
where eligible.

TGESDAY, SEPTEMBER I Oth.
Paring Stake Tor Two-Year-Olds. (Closed.)
Parlnt:. Purse 8 1 .OOO, 2:13 Class. To close

August 24th.
Troltlns. Purse 8NOO. Two mile beats (for

hones eligible In the 2:25 class.) To close August 1st.

WKDXKHDAY, SEPTEMBER 11th.
"» lirrr-Y«-»r-01J Paring Slake. (Closed.)
Trotllns. Purse 81 ,OOu>, 2 :20 Cla»s. To close

I J! lb

Paclnw. I'ur.c 81,OHO. 2:19 Class. To close
August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:1) or better,
OD or before An. u t24Ul.areto receive a return ol en-
trance money, and shall be barred from starting in
ibbj race, bni may reenter August Mtta in open classes
wbere i-iigibie.

REMARKS AXD COXDITIOXS.
TBOtTIKa and PaCXXra.—All tiottiug and pacing

racen art* the be «l three in five, except the two-year-
Ifie ; Ave lo t-nter and three

tonlart, but the Itoard reserves llieright m huld a less
iiudjImt (ban Hvt* to fill, by the deductlo of the en-
Irani • money rmra th- purse f r each horse less than
Bee. in tin- 2:49, 2:25 and 2:27 trots, and 2:25 and 2:J9

n - 1 11I red to stand after the hoises
tniikliik reoordj qoder conditions are barred. Hut 1 fie

Bonn) reserves the right to start a less number by de-
iluclkok' i-ntrmices same u* In other cla

1

Knirniire Fre in nil Purses Bper cent, wllhan
iiddUlnnul :> |kt rent, from wlnnemof money in classes
srhere number ol entries are sigbt or more, in classes
wbere there are less iimu eight entries, 5 per cent, ad-
dlilniinl will Im- retiulntl from starters.
Trotting and pacing purses divided at the rale of 60

F»i>ring0cid, Mu»«, tMr oent, t.i the tin-t bone, 21 pat osnt to second, 1 G per
cent, to fourth.

io iio- two and llireeyeai 11T1I sweepstakes, unless
provided, moneys arr to be divided as fol-

1 winning coll. nil the stakes and 50 per cent, of
md colt, M1.3 per cent.; third

cent of added money. In ml stakes,
made as they become due forfeit* nil

ires entry nut.
latlon rules to govern trotting
urd reserves ihs right to trot

a' 'i psu :v two nlswti altamataly, 11

neccsaary In flnlsb any day's raring. Hi
Dlngabeatlnfuur.or making a dead heat. shall not
start again In tin- ince; but a horse thus ruled out sliull

FOR SALE.
Road Horses, Race Horses and

Business Horses.
BLOODHOCXD, ch gelding (5 yeare), by Dex-

ter Prince, dam Motlie Patten, -:23 4. is an Ideal road
horse, stylish, fast and safe.
SILVERADO, bay gelding (4 years), by Sidney,

dam Alida (dam ot Directa, 2:28). Very promisiug
tor road or track work.
SI DXOX'A, bay gelding (3 years), by Sidney, dam

Nona Y., 2:25. A last pacer, ready for training.
1 iRAX DORA, bay mare (4 years 1, by Grandlssimo,

dam, sister to Burton, 2:30)3, by Naubnc Fit tor road
or track—fast and gentle.
\YHIDOXXA. bay mare (6). By Wblppleton, dam

by Naubuc A une road mare, safe for lady; has both
quality and speed.
PILOT XbLSOX cb g (3). By Pilot Prince, dam

by Jno. Nelson. This colt won yearling Btakes at
Napa in 1S93. Is very promising and fit to put lo train-
ing any day.
PILOT REX'O, chg(3). By Pilot Prince, dam by

Gen. Reno. This colt is now in training and entered
for fall races. Will be sold with engagements.
MOL'XTAIX RIX«, bay stallion (7), By Whipple

ton, dam Nona Y., 235. Fine carriage stallion, hand-
some and ofgood size. Works singls or double. Per-
fectly sate for lady to drive.
•US1E W.,bay mare, 7 years, by Whippleton.i

by Rattler. A large, handsome, bay mare, fititor a sur-
vey c r lor business purposes.
In addition to above a large number of colts and

fillies bred at the XAPA S I OCR FARM are offered
for sale. These are by such horses as Dexter Prince,
Kidney, Victor, Geo. Washington, McDonald Chief,
Grandlssimo, Ft Benton, Mambrioo Chief Jr., Dexter
Prince Jr., Pilot Prince, etc., etc They range In s
from 2 to 4 years.
Also for sale, broodmares by Arthurton, Admiral,

Dawn, Dexter Prince, Hawthorne, Dexterwood, Ur.iu-
dissimo. Wood nut, etc., etc
Good business norses are likewise offered for 1

Used to city and stand without hitching.
Bargains are offered In any of above lines. AH

stock raised on upland pastures ot Napa Stock Farm
and therefore have the finest legs and feet.

For further information regarding above stock ad-
dress

E. P. HEALD,
24 Post Street, San Francisco.

Rl'XXIXtl.

The state Agricultural Society's rules to govern run-
ning races except when conditions named are other-
wise.
Declarations void without money.
Entrance money In guaranteed purses goes to the

society.
No added money lor leFsthan three starters, in differ-

ent Interests.

Starters la stake races must be named by 5 p.
m. of day before race.
Allowances must be claimed at time starters are

named, owners and trainers will be responsible for
same.
Kaclng colors must he named In entries.
Final settlement of all purses and stakes made Satur

day, September 14th, at tbe office of the Secretary

FOR SALE.
Speed and Breeding

Owing to positive retirement from horse business will

sacrifice the following three great animals which
we had reserved from our catalogue:

The fast, game pacer CYRUS. Record 2:11 1-4.
It Is needless to call horsemen's attention to the ponr

;

handling of Cyrus and balance of our horses the past
two seasons. In ordinary bands Cyrus can beat 2:10,

lie can beat any horse in this Coast races of two to

four mile beats. He can win himself out in first race. 1

He Is also a great roadborse.

FRAXCISCA.oneot the greatest daughters of Al-

mont 33 that the late General Withers, ot Lexington,
Ken., ever bred. Vt Ith colt by Direct, 2:05, at her side. I

Price 8 500
For lull particulars address F. C. MYERS.

P. O. Box 395, Oakland.

Wildidle Stock Fan

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND Tit i: STALLIONS

Monday-Final and
-:- -:- Vanquish.

Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 223, Santa Clara

The Turf and Sporting Authority of the Coast

IS THE

Breeder and Sportsman.
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STOCKTON RACES.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

$18,500 IN COIN
TH1KTY.FIFTH A.WUAL FAIR

September 1 6th to 2 1 st, Inclusive
Trotting and Pacing only. Kunuing Announcements Later.

The Largest Pur es of Any Fair on the Pacific Coast.

No L 1 -40 TROTTINfi. Parse 81,000—To close August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:25 or

hetter on or before August 24th snail be barred from starting in this race, but to be held to start in 2:27 class.

No. 2. 2:40 PACING. For Two-year-olds Parse 8600—To close August 1st,

No. 3. 2:40 TROTTING. For Two-year-olds. Puree 8600—To close August 1st.

No 4- 2-25 PACING. Purse g 1 ,000—To close August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:1" or better

> on or before August 24th shall be barred from starting In this race, but to be held to start io the 2:19 class-

No & 2"22 TROTTING. Parse 81.OOO—To close August 1st. Horses mat iog a record of 2:17 or

better on or before August 2ith shall be barred from starting in this race, bat to be held to start iu the 2:19 class.

No. 6. 2:27 TROTTING. For Three-year-olds and under. (If two-} ear-olds, enter no bar to

them.) Purse 8700— roclose Augnst 1st,

No. 7. 2:25 PACING. For Three-year-olds and under. (If two-year-olds enter, no bar to them.)

i purse' 8700-To close August 1st.

No 8. 2-SO DISTRICT TROTTING. Pcree, 8600—To close August 1st. The District embraces

Fan Joaquin, Calaveras, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, Inyo, Merced, Fresno, Madera, Mariposa, Kern, Tulare and
Kings Counties.

No. 9. 2:07 PACING. Parse, 81000—To close August 24tb.

No. 10. FREB FOR ALL. TROTTING. Parse, 81500—To close August 21th.

No. 11. 2:15 TROTTING. Parse, 81.200—To close August 1st. Best two io three. Two miles and
i

repeat.

No.12. 2:21 DISTRICT PACING. Purse, 8 1 ,000—To close August 1st. The District embrace9

Son Joaqnin, Calaveras, Toolumne, Stanislaus, Inyo, Merced, Fresno, Madera, Mariposa, Kern, Tulare and
Kings Counties.

No. 13. 2:19 PACING. Parse, 8 1.OOO—To close August 1st Horses making a record of 2:14 or

belter on or before August 24th shall be barred from starting In this race, but to beheld to enter iu the 2:15 class_

No.14. 2:15TR0TTING. Purse, 81,000—To close August 24th.

No. 15. 2:19 TROTIINR- Purse, 81.000—To close August 1st.

No. 16. 2:15 PACING. Purse. 81,000-To close August 1st.

Conditions on our Entry Blanks.

t C. B. DOAN. Secretary, I*. P. SHIPPEE, Preside**.

Stockton, Cal.

GRAND AUCTION SALE
Choicely-Bred Trotting Stock,

Colts, Fillies and Broodmares
Well Trained Stylish Roadsters and Double Teams

Robert McGregor, 2:17^; James Madison, 2:17f

;

Vasto, 2:16^; Elector 2:20^; Abbottsford,

2: 19J, Ashland Almont, Gray McOlellan, Illus-

trator, Fairmount, Privateer and Prompter
The broodmares are stinted to the great sire Gossiper, 2:14}, aod the grandly-bred

see Vasto, 2:16J, and Nasser, son of Stambool, 2:07J, and Oakland Maid, 2:22.

THE PKOPEBTT OF TBE

ESTATE OF JAMES G. FAIR.

Sale Will take Place Thursday, August 1, 1895
Salesyard, corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street.

Send tor Catalogues.

nr.T.TP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 30 Montgomery Street.

SAN JOSE FAIR
Under the management of the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Society

SEPTEMBER 24th to 28th, 1895, Inclusive.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 1st.
speed programme:

is for Betting Privileps

State Fair I895.
\ SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at the

leeting ot the Slate Board of Agriculture to be held
.ogust mih. 1895, for the privilege of Book Making
ud Pool Selling upon races at the coming State Fair.

I all bids must be accompanied by a certified check
i I ir 2p per cent ot amount of bid, payable to the Presi-

ul'ent of the State Agricultural Society. Bemaluder
J ayable August iiih.

r The Board reserves the right to require a security de-

ceit lor tbe faithful carrying out ot contract.

, The Board reserves the right to reject any and all

ds.

DWIN F. SMITH.
Secretary.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE - - - $18.

These Timers start and stop promptly, and are a
liable as the best split- second watches made.

L.HIRSCHMAN, 113 SutterSt

Trotting Purse, Free For All _$500

" 2:15 Glass 500

" 2:17 Glass. 500

" 2:20 Class. 500

" 2:23 Class. 500

" 2:27 Class 500

" 2:30 Class. 500

Trotting Purse, 2:40 Class $500

Pacing Purse, Free For AH 500
11 " 2:13 Class 500
11 " 2:15 Glass 500
11 " 2:18 Glass 500

" " 2:25 Class 500

Trotting Purse for 3-Year-Olds, 2:27 Glass

CONDITIONS.

Entries to close August 1st, 1895, when horses are to be named and to be eligible to the class in which
they are entered.

Bight reserved to declare "off purses not" milne satisfactorily to the asa< elation, hut nominator*
In purses so declared off may transfer at any time prior to August 15, 1895, such entries to other
classes to nhi h they are eligible.

Purses will be divided into four moneys, 50, 25. Io and 10 per cent.
Five per cent, of the amount of the purse will be deducted from each money won.
The Board ot Directors reserve the right to declare two starters a walk-over. When only two start they

mav contest for the entrance money paid in, to be divided, 66 2-3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the
second. A horse distancing the field snail only be entitled to first and fourth moneys, but in no otuer case
will a horse be entitled to more than one money.

All races to be three in five, except for two-vear-o^ds, which shall be two in three.
Horses whose gaits have been changed from trotting to pacing or pacing to trotting shall not teieligible to

classes more than five seconds slower than their records at either gait.
The Board of Directors reserves the right to change toe hour or date of any race except when it becomes

necessary to ante-date a race, io which instance tbe nominator will rec* ive three days' notice ot change by mall
to address of entry. Eight reserved to declare off or postpone any or all races on account of the weather or
other sufficient cause.

Entries not dec. ..red out at 5 o'clock p.m. on the day preceding the race shall be required to start, and de-
clarations must be in writing and madeat the office of the Secretary at the track.

When there is more then oneentrytoany purse by one i erson or in one interest, the horse to be started
must be named by 5 o'clock p. m . on tbe day preceding the race.

Trotting and racing colors must be named by 5 o'clock p. si. on the day preceding the race, and must be
worn upon th* track.

Conditional eutries will be treated the same as regnlar entries, and nominators held under the rules.
The B «rd reserves the right to declare off or tore open any of these purses aot tilted satisfactory I v.
Any rac; that may be started and unfinished on last day of t.e meeting may be declared ended and money

divided according to rank of horses in the summary.
Where more than nine declare to start in any race, the Board of Directors reserve the right to divide the

starters into two fields oy lot, and to s'art them io a trial heat, I mile dash. '1 he four first horses in each tria
to compete for the purse, which shall be dt cided by mile heats, best 2 in 3.

Otherwise than is specified in these conditions. National Trouinz Association rules to govern.
All nominators subject to"suspeusion In the National Trotting Associations: lor all entrr fees not raid when

due.
For programme and entry blanks, address

F. J. BRi.\DON, Secretary, 15 X. 1st St., San Jose, Cal. \VM. BUCKLEY. President.

1895. 1895.
FirstlAnnual Meeting Ventura County

Agricultural Association

VENTURA
OCTOBER 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.

ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG 1.

TROTTING.
No. 1— Free-for-all Purse $1,000

No. 2—2:10 class Purse 600

No. 3-2:?5 class -..Purse 500

No. 4—2:30 class, three years and under Purse 250

No. 5-2:40 class Purse 200

No. 6—2:45 class, for Ventnra Co. horses . ...Purse 150

PACING.
No. 7—Free-tor all - Purse $1,000

No. 8—220 class Purse 600

RUNNING.
No. 9—1^-mile, handicap Purse f 250

No. 10—1 1-16-mUe, handicap « Purse 2.50

No. 11—l-mlle, handicap - Pnrse 200

No. 12-V-mile dash Purse 200

No. 13—5-8 mile and repeat. Purse 200

No. 14—5-8 mile dash Pnrse 200

No. 15—X-miledash, for two-year-olds. .—Purse 200

No. 16—X-mlle and repeat Purse 200

J. F. NEWBY, F. W. BAKER,
Secretary. President.

RED BALL BRAND.

Iwarded Gold Medal
At California State
Fair 1892.
Every horse owner

who values his stock
sh< uld constantly have
a. supply ot it on" hand.
It improves and keeps
ttocfc in the pink of con-
iiticn.

Manhattan Food Co.,

-an Mateo. Cal.
Ask your grocer or hay dealer for it.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the San Benito Agricultural Association at

HOLLISTER
OCTOBER 7th to 12th, INCLUSIVE.

Eutries Close Aug. 15.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 9 th.

Colt stakes .*

TUESDAY, OCTOBER Sth.

Running—Ja-mile and repeat, free for all Purse #200
RunniDg—?£-miie dash, free for all- " 200

Running—3-3 mile and repeat, free for all " 2C0

Running—J^-mile and repeat, free for all " 2C0

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9th.

Trotting—2:20 class, free for all Purse $400
Trotting—2:40 class, free for all. " 400
Pacing —220 class, tree for all- " 400

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10th.

Running—Mile dash, tree for all. Merchants
Purse " lOoo

Running—J^-mile and repeat, free for all " 300

Running—5-8 mile and repeat, free for all " 300

FBIDAY, OCTOBBR 1 1th.

Trotting—224 class, free (or all- " 500
Trotting—2:30 class, free for all " 500

Pacing —2:25 class, free for all- " 500

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 12th.

Trotting -Free for all_ " 600
Pacing —Free for all " 600

Running—Si-mile dash _
" 250

Usual Conditions.

Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.
For further particulars address

G. W. McCONNBLL, Secretary.
Hollister, Cal.

J. A. 8CHOLEFIELD, President.

Bids For Privileges.

Bids for the following privileges at the race track at

Napa, for the race meeting Aagust I2lh to 17th Inclu-

sive, will be received by tbe Secretary, to be opened by
the Directors at their regular meeting July 27th, at 4

p. m., for

BAR PaiVILEGBS. WHEEL AND OTHER
APPROVED GAMES. POOLS AND CON-
FECTIONERY PR1MLEGES.

One-half cash to be paid for Bar privilege at time of
granting the same, and remainder when race meeting
opens

Privileges to be let to the blchesl and best bidder, the

Board reserving the right to reject any and all bids.

Bids must be accompanied by certified check for at

least ten per cent, of bid.

Mark all envelope* containing bids, on the outside,
'< bids," aud address to

THRO. A. BELL.
Secretary of Napa Agricultural Assn., Napa. Cal.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts and Sulkies.

Ball-Bearlne and Cushlou-TIre Vehicles.

If yon want to succeed with your horses buy

Bill' Training.Speeding and Combination Carts

They are the lightest and strongest and are made
from the best selected material. Nothing but the
Dalzell Centennial Axle used, which is the best axle
made. They are the lightest running, hold the oil tba
longest, and no dust can enter the arm.
All of the noted trainers pronounce my speeding and

combination carls super! r to any other.
Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest time in

this speeding cart.

In orderiuc carts please stale size of axle and height
of wheels. No one owning trotters or pacers can afford

to be without one. Send for price list.

SULKIES MADE TO ORDER.
J. A. B1LZ, Pleawaulon. Alameda County, Cal.

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
MA^ifFACTtBEBS Of

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
And Carts, of Every Description.

46-48 EIGHTH ST., S. F.

glBgt'RIBE FOB THB

Breeder and Sportsman
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WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeung,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writen

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuioa mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Playe

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Frice, S Cents.

For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Track;

THE STANDARD STALLION

Ti'ial, 2:20 1.4.

HID.M4Y I77U
fcttM

81re of Frou-
ProD, 22SM,
champion year
ling I r o * t e r,

KiiihU, Z>221i,
Toarllng pacer;
FauaUno, 2:HS;
Flf»l,Xz4: Cupid,
2:10; Ad o n la,

:i!V, Clold L«*f,
miu; I-ady II.,

2:1h; HUter V.,

2:«H; Tbtotle,
2:14, and 16

OttWI Id 2J0 list

fBanta < laaa 3000
2:17*

Sire of Kris Krlngle,
2:28U; San Joae, 2:80;
Had Mateo, 2:28W i Sid-
nej, 2:18jj(. » Ilrt 6
Others In 2:J0 list

iHwrrlQfii, 3:31 1-1

8TRATHMORE 408
Hire of 59 In 2:80 list

and 8 sires of 8 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:80

LADY THORNE JR_....
Dam of Mollle Mack,

2:33; Navldad, 2:22!«;
Han la Claus, 2:17 S

[
VOLUNTEER 65.

Sire Of 29 In 2:80 list,

I 21 sires of 48, and 16

\ dams of 16 In 2:30 list

(lady mkrrttt

(irlajfcisj
Dam of Frou-

F r o d, 2:25)4
'champion year-
ling i; Heaio (%
iesu-otd trlaii,

:»H: Geo. V.
(8-7CV-Old ) , TJU>

fBaccmaimr 1660
Sire of Shamrock,

226; Flight, 236; Bnl-
wer, 2.-26J,

MihMkt BH'a
Dam of K» *n,2:30S,

trial. 222- Chicago,
2.16; Wing Wing, 2Jz

IOWA CHIEF 628
Sire of Oorisande,

2:24>,,tand Buccaneer
2666

TINSLEY MAID

f
FLAXTAIL 8182. ...,

Sire ot Prairie Bird,
2:2.v«; Empress, 2:29J4;

( and of the damn or
Gold Leaf, 2:M '4, and
Shamrock, 2:25

I LADY HAKE.-
Bister to Fashion,

dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28)4

l>KH< KIPTIOft AKD TK11MH.

{Hambletonlan 10
Sire of 40 In 2:80 list and

of 107 aires of 567 In 2:30
Lady Waltennlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2084

*

j
Williams' Mambrlno

(Kate

f Hambletonlan 10

(.Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:2944

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 18 In 2:30 and

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 46

{Bashaw 60"
Slreol 17 In 2:30 list and

10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
Of 18 In 2:80

Topsey

{Flaxtall 8182
Sire of the grandams of

Faust, 234, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern

I

Bull Pap
) Sire of__ Rowdy Boy,
{ 2-.1SV, Kismet, 2:24V.

Twist— *"*

(John Baptlsle

IFanny Fern

t
1
?*! ^ai^T^/11" breU." ¥> Fpoa Fnra.tta* champion ynarllng trotter In the world In 1892, but he Is also on*.

Uay.slraorareeri Monntaln Maid (dam Of HactIoni«>r, Hr.i and Lung Island Black Hawk Thmurh fIrti-M
teSi^wS^S? 1

!

|,,,,

!

t •"'"•„"' '- 11 " 1 " '-- »"™«h BDll Pun, sire ol Rowdy^lS*?i5aTwurt£K
,~lJi^ ., • ^"^D/knOWO and r^coci.lWMl as the b«il young slro In thiT w.,rld,MTnnxliirW n,

SSStSSj&^SSr^S^ '""I* "^ °' htoDro«*Q* "-low/r than thatol anyo^e^S'xSl

i-.
M̂ m^^fS^ ln

V^'.'T
1 " ,,lVwo

:7
'*f<,M lorrn. obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grand**

P-^iT T^ ^"•S"* r.-™ '*1
,-

f,,r "" Ul° Inland '™* he was Utned'a mile In 2:2f»«, and tooumuS220)4, and frequently

pmrftl bolW throughput. His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet-„ldb*d«iirwl,audhlsarUonBnporb. Ho Is a sure foal-getter.

»Or^«^O
La^.«id

K
rlt."

,l,^M** t ™M0,l*bl• ml~ Nore.Don.lbllltyas.umed tor aoddenla or eacape*.

iroU*<1 q rs In from t2U io 84 seonnds.
He 1* . -'. -n hands high, and of nowei

whlu.
:

lib,
,:r itio» IsaTl Uuit could be desired, aud his «UoV«n^rb/' HoVa*sun'fr^«uor

rill nullinnil r.li.i.lil. .. t .. Kl« T. iliii. . . *
. . '

DR. T. W. HAKRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

gUBBCHIBB TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.

It Is published semi-monthly daring the racing season
and la out 813 per year. Single copies can be had ot

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
SI3 Dmli MtrM. - - Hon K'»nrl«co. I'll.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

BY LAWS
AITD

RULES AND REGULATIONS
or THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICA]

Trotting Associations
AND TEX

Pacific Coast Blood Hors

Association
WITH BETTIXU Rl'I.ES.

30 <National Tbottino As^n Eulis

American Association Rules

Blood Horse Kules (Morocco binding) 60

1

For .ale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMA1
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Hors<

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, Uu
hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly prtnli

superbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail ',

remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and l!

whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto at

breaking, training, shoeing, galUng, driving, keepu
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St. Bel, Ban'
thlBbook: "In this work Marvin has let out all'

mysteries ol tbe craft, and It Is so simple and plain

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling
developeto the highest and fullest extent that 00
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and sh

place one In the handsot every rubber on our farm.
Mailed postpaid for |3.60. Address

THEBREEDER AND SPORT3MA
$18 Boah St, San Francisco, <

at I

,gi
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

Theee1ebr»tedGreatDan«dog8TR"HM. 36.649.
S months old. Sire. Knight's BATA* . flam IIHIU.
^pV. Perfectly formed, grand head, strong body;

veleht J2o lbs- ; steel gray color.

Won second prize open classP. K. C. Bench Show,

Hay, 1895.
^ mnvBLL, wells, Fargo & Co , S. P.

St. Bernard Puppies.

Three finely marked Itough and Smooth-Coated

Hippies (two Bough Idogs and one Smooth bitch I. by

IKUTOH (IF HAIEISSTKIS ontof LADY BUTE
II Should make prize winners. For sale cheap.

Address FRANZ FRBY, 1«0 Pine St., S. F.

Pointer Dog Pup.

For sale, a liver and white dog puppy by <;i.E.\-

IKKiHout of LA6S1K i Eisniarck-Uaid), 3montbs
ESsEE Address CHA8. PRECHT.

626 Clay Street, S. F.

ST.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

pal California Bernardo
AH. C. S. B., 26,803.

ire DIKE OF WELLINGTON, by BENLOMOND,

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
lain TOMAH, by MASCOT BERNARD, a full

brother to
Champion SIR BED1VERE.

,
Vill staud tor the season for a few choice bitches only.

BKRXARDO has been shown in every show on the

, "aciflc Coast for the last three years, competing in his

Disss and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat.

|

;

e has Won First Prize Every Time Shown
It His last victory was in a class of Hity for.special of

[} Stud cards on application.

E . G. BARKER, 11 Montgomery Street, S. F,

IRISH SETTERS,

t Stud—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

F1NGLAS JR.. 31,189.
BA uRYMORE, 34.803.

If yoo want an Irish Setter that win hunt, call

r address GLENMORE KENNELS,
"West Berkeley, Cml.

A. H. I_i E! ILXT CO.
INVITE YOU TO INSPECT THEIR

FINE -:- FISHING -:- TACKLE.

FISHERMEN'S SUPPLIES AND OUTING GOODS.

SAMUEL ALLCOCK & CO.'S AGENCY.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

Breeders' Directory.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

FISHING

TACKLE

FISHING

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not cause headache.
THIRD It Is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as it contains no nitro-elycerlne or cun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and Ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
It has a light recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives the best pattern at any and all distances.

SEVENTH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.

It is the cleanest powder in use, and If the gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that Is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accnmo late
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the fireL (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOfJD DUST.")

It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains fall weight f 16 oz. to the lb.);

and each pound contains more than doable the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,

considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

For sale by all dealers In Powder and Sporting Goods.

FOCRTH
FIFTH
SIXTH

MATH

TENTH

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Snow
nd Field Trial winners for sale.

At stod Irish Setters Champion DICE SW1V-
LER, fee 925; Challenge XfcMO II, fee $20.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
id Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A. B. TRUMAN,

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, Sau Francisco.

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

AT STUD.

Voodland Duke, 29,323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

I Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C.S. B. 257. Mollie,

.27.S80. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Woflangton 29,753

id Black Nellie.
I Pupa for sale. Address

MHXER «fe PRATHER, Proprietors.
i

'. L Peathkr Jr., F.E. Miller,
909 Myrtle St., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

Ye Are Pacific Coast Agents

ENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

iw Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
iked and Exhibit Does as scientiflcally^s the most
perienced. Moreover, It contains

iso exquisite h&lf-tone pigtubes

the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
own, constituting it priceless as a standard for doga

Price. £3. 00, and 3ft cents Expressage.

II your dog Is sick, yon must have

ishmont's
j

lien will tell yoo from what
1 how to cure the same.

DISEASES
OF

DOGS.
he Is Buffering

Price, 92, Postpaid.

'MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

[
WATEBS, gives the very essence of the art of

lining, and is universally conceded to be, far and
*y,the BEST WORK OFTHE KIND EVEB PUBLISHED.

Jl

Price Rednced to 83, Postpaid.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313;Bush Street, San Francisco

HORSES AND OATTLB.

Q
|| | I © .Devons and Shorthorns. All pure bred anduullu registered. Fine Individuals. At prices

to suit the times, either singlv or in carload lots. Oak-
wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BERKSHIRES and POLAXD-CHINA HOGS
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY.
WILLIAM MLES & CO. , Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876,

SOUTHER FARM ToimB well-bred stock for saleOUUinLn ranm. First-class breeding farm. Goo*
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GELBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

GRAND1SSIMO
Z37* full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, tor sale. Addreau
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate oi Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 467

C. D. TAYLOR,
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLE 8,1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

DUPON TsPORTING POWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It nives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public
Third—It Is cleaner In the gun than any nltro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Firth—Recoil, while noticeable. Is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited ti trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nltro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WI.VNfcR OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

X>x>. Wm. IF1 . Sgan,
M, E. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College oi Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh ; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County oi San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office , removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue,
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 523

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco,

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE .OT D STABLE :

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco,

OFFICE HOTTES:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hqnting ID California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, ROT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S.

OFFICE HOOKS

10 to 12 A. 1C 1.33 tO 3.30 P. 4.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS
OBDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larki n and Polk and Geary and Poat Sta

)

SAX FRANCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB. —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, C&SH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
31 FIRST STREET, BAN FBAS( 1*10.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond oi fresh
air and restful, rural re-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.

No free copies. Game-
land Pub. Co., 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1S50 and 1S53 Market 8tr««t, 35 and 31*

Park A»nnuf, 8an Fr»ncl»co. Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A fall line of Blefc*nt Coupes and Carriages soluble

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-

in b horses.

Talapbon* IT*. 3149

TKJC ROUTE TO

San Rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market Btreets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

It. X. IUA>, Gen. Pass. Ant

mm*
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popolar school on the Coaat.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam 'of Copaiba, /^^v
I Cubebs and Injections. f/MDYj
1 They cure in48 hours the \- J
I same diseases 'without any incon-

Irenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
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HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
AND

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
With till Latest Improvements are tolbe had only ot

J. A. McKERRON,
203 205 Mason Street San Francisco, OaJ.

TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

I'm. Auaual 14. 1894.

Hand Forged, in Nickel,

Price $7.50, O. O. D.

THE RAYMOND

LeyeraOvCMiivCliecL

There is no opposing force in the

mouth. It works independent of the

driving bit and keeps the mouth closed,

thus dispensing with a nose band. It

has a powerful impact leverage that re-

sists the most stubborn effort to put the

head down and choke. It is the only

Chin Check that a W overdraw can be

used on to advantage.

THE LEVERAGE CHIN CHECK CO.,

BOY 45 4. SANTA ANA. CAL.

8BXD FOR
CATALOGUE.
MAILED FI1KK

M-.\ Kit

BBQUIRBB
oii.i.vi: nit
< l imbim;

OPTOWK'IS.

GEM STEEL WIND MILL

With f.rophile Boxes.

(Guaranteed more durable without oil than
other mills that are oiled. Practically these
mills require no attention. Truly a Gem,
and wonh Its weight in cold. It combines
beauty, strength, durabl.ity and simplicity.
(Governs itself perfectly, is easily erected, and
Is sold on Its merits; in fact, It is the best on
eartb. They are Reared back three to one

—

the wheel making them run In ihe lightest
wind or breeze The mill Is made entirety
of Steel and Cast Iron. Each one ot our
t.em Wind Mills Is warranted. If not satis-

factory, lrelght will be paid both ways, and
money refunded.

We carry a full lino of all kinds i»f pumps— lor band, wind mill and power use. Adapted for all depths o
mut, Pipe, Pipe Kitting*, Iirusa (.oods, Hose, Tanks, etc. frend for our Catalogue. Mailed Tree.

WOODIN & LITTLE, 312-314 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

209 TO 221 K STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA.
Ian In all Its Appointments, with Second-Class Trices.

BOOM AND HOAll I) Sl.OU. 81.25 and 01. SO PKR DAY. MKALS, 2ft CENTS.
Free Bus to and from all Trains.

~S7\TWL. I*A.NJD, - - Proprietor

THE YEAR BOOK
#1894, Vol. X.

TH« ONLY CORRECT AND OFFICIAL AN-NUAL RECORD OF TROTTINO AND
PAOINO PERFORMANCES.

IkiniQDVKIQADI V l0 al1 Breeders and
inUlOrdnoADLL Owners ol the Light—»^——— Harness Horse

Prio*. •Ingla copies, postpaid, • t3.c

Tola great work will 1,0 In every ratpaot OQMj
•0 any 01 iho proc'iUnx volume*, and contain

.1 ti '
"Mverol now

11I tables and featuresIv.11.r1. «
""« »!"•> tamos ana features.

Krollowinijisi, brief epitome of

.

.,
b
.
le?.°L^w 2X> '"""• Pacer!L LofUO ftotten and : It Pacen ipleu

LIMiLlsiiofSlrae.iilreei .1 iirood
Mare*, anilof all sires none ot whose (tot woo
Jra'-ln WMI Tabl ,.,„„ Trotter..
Beel Itooords an.l Hc).-rtcd lvrtnrmancoa,

.

FOII -Ml. li\

THE 3REE0EH AND SPORTSMAN,

311 lllhll hTHKKT. BA> HIASIImim 11.

NEW DISCOVERY.

Dr. Bovett's Dermatol.
THB GREAT SPECIFIC BOB

Cracked Heels and Scratches.
It will a] oetin nil piore-. Wound*. Bool Chafei.,

Ilopp Kuril- Hint Ur«atfl HrH wliliout leaving u
('am.., in, mill will nlwiiys remove a I'alloua when

rroin wound,
it removes all Boranraa whii a few applications, and

1 ttaoooli remedy Known that win iieai a Cracked
•*•-

* «"ii leave the skin eofl and pliable.
Ihe greal horseman, Monroe .SaliMmry, nava: "I

bave ii-"'! u on ,\ux [Quean ol the Turf), and
1'Mtn \t.\ (two and ibree-rearold champion pacer),
ror ( mrkt'd ii< -.-I- mi. 1 ri it., unit n romovee tin' aore-

Lb the Urst application nod i he heel Ih nunn Fortnd pliable, without any calloae remaining."
I W, KuyiiMind, owner and driver <( KLAMATH,

"Have been trjii.K to one Kli\n.fttli*»
1 H«'Ih r.ircluln yt.an*.iind ll. In Ij* the first rem-

''i> i have ever lonnd iimt itui the dubIdubb."
Many linrw-M an uiiHtcariy and refuse to extend

theiniu-lvfh, hlu.ply bi-nuuR*? thrir lu-vla BJQ Kore and
lender.

Price, II.OO per botlie; six bottles, $5.00.

BBOJVSON A BOVKTT, Dr.nvrr.Cul.

i"ls it rot hern, Andy McDowell,
Dick rUdan.J.W. Zlbbell, Louis lllneklev, mid htiu-
drede ol others.

OUTFITS.

Olottiixigi
agents FOR TOOMEY, FABER, FRAZIER SULKIES

767 MARKET STREET, - - SAN FRANOISOO, OAL
AGENT POK

All the Latest Veterinary Medicines

The King of Blanket Pins.
LINDSAY'S PATENT.

I desire to call your attention to its superiority over all otto
Safety Pins. It is so constructed that when in use the point
thoroughly protected. It can be attached or detached fro

either side, and is free from sharp corners and roughness.

Pat. Nov. 20, It 77 & Jan. 1, 187

Send for Sample Dozen. 75 cents by mail.

For Bale by all Saddlery and Harness Houses, or by

P. HAYDEN,
50 Mechanic Street, Newark, N. J.I

U. S. Agent for BROWN'S NEWMARKET CLIPPERS. Write for special lists.

fit

3F*razier Sullty
la drawu by the following good oues and ;mauy others

TROTTERS. PACERS.
Alls 2:03J.
Directum '2 :05!

,

Fantasy 2:06
Ralph Wilkes 2:06V
Stamboul 2:OT,S
Arlon _2:07V
Kremlin '2: (17 ',

RylandT 2:073.
Aiote 2 :<>«.',

Plxley 2:08M

Robert J 2 :01 ,'i

John R. .Sentry 2:03V
Flylnii JIh 2:0*
Joe Palchen 2:04
Mascot 2:0*
Online .....2:01

Saladln 2 :0B*
Roy Wilkes 2:06),
Slralhberry 2 :06>»

Guy 2:065.
Directly 2:0»'<

D11 ri »u 1891 there were lorty. seven 'MO pacers In train-

lint, nod ol this number thirty-nine drew Fit V/.IKll SULKIES.
There were also twenty-rbur 2:10 trotters out, and twenty-

one or them drew the PRAZIEH.
Come to us If you need a sulky. Any desired tire furnished.

STUDBBAKBR BROS.' MFG C(
SOLE AGENTS.

Market and Tenth Streets, San Francisco,

J
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SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE DOLLARS ATEAB

THE BREEDERS' SUMMER MEETING.

The Beet Racing Ever Seen at any Meeting

in This State—Close and Exciting Finishes

and Fast Time Made in Every Heat—

A

Number of New Comers to the List

—

Enthusiastic Crowds Applaud the

Winners—The Races In Detail.

FOUBTH DAY—THUBSDAY, JULY 25TH.

The announcement that the gates would be thrown open

free to ladies and children had the effect of drawing a large

crowd to witness to-days' racing. The weather was warm

and pleasant, an ideal Sacramento Summer day, and the ladieB

and children in light-colored dresses made the heavily-clad

spectators from the windy city by the bay look with envy

upon their airily dressed and healthy ruddy-faced sisters of

the Capital City. This afternoon was set apart by the lead-

ing merchants and business men as a half holiday out of

courtesy to the P. C. T. H. B. Association, and although the

splendidly-kept streets and roads were dotted with bicycle8

ridden by the emyloyees, a large number who did not care to

thus "work their passage" under a broiling sun, came to

the races and enjoyed the sport as keenly as if they had never

seen good racing before.

When the ladies and children determined to avail them-

selves of the kind invitation of this "the greatest organiza-

tion of its kind in the world," husbands, brothers and sweet-

hearts also came; in consequence thereof, the gate receipts

were swelled considerably, while the affable and obliging

pool-sellers looked with pleasure at the aea of upturned faces

before them and noted the nods and the fingers of those who

bid on the horses they liked. The Paris mutuel boxes

played a merry tune to the jingling of the " fives " that

dropped into the box, and the shouter was kept busy mak-

ing lightning changes for those who wished to tempt Dame

Fortune by buying little tiekets. Not a complaint of un-

fairness was heard and everything moved along as smoothly

as if every day was a race day and the people did not do

anything but follow such exciting events as a regular busi.

ness.

Four races were set apart for the afternoon, and so de-

lighted was the vast assemblage with the wonderful exhibi-

tion of speed that it was with reluctance they heard the bell

ring out the close of the last event.

That friend of the farmers, horse-breeders, horticulturists

a ad viticulturists, Governor Budd, did not put in an appear-

ance, and it did not affect the gate receipts nor the racing in

any way, but the people greeted the equine champions that

were paraded in front of the stand with more enthusiasm

than they probably would HiB Excellency. A splendid band

of music discoursed some national airs and " an animated

dirge" which Bome wag who had no music in his soul said)

"was written exclusively for dead heats."

Between the heats of one of the races a parade of the

champions took place and F. W. Covey, superintendent of

Palo Alto, in a loud, clear voice, made the announcements as

the horses were led past. It was an exhibition that could

not be made by the horse breeders of any state in the Union

Ad bell, 2:23, the champion yearling of the world
;
Palita,

2:21J, the holder of the fastest two-year-old race record in

the United States for 1895; Touchet.Chehalisand Nel Norte»

! the fastest three stallions from one mare in the United States'

I all having records below 2:17, they are all out of Tecora,

by C. M. Clay Jr., 2:22; Aria, 2:16J,the fastest three-year-old

894 at the time she made the record; W. Wood, 2:07, the

wonderful pacing gelding, the fastest in California; Diablo,

2:09}, holder of the world's record for four-year-old pacing

stallions and candidate for two-minute honors; La Belle,2:16

the queen of the Pacific Coast and the prid* of all Califor.

mans' holder of the two-year-old race record of the coast last

season. There were several others among the "400" that

should have been in the procession, including Bishop Hero*

holder of the long distance records of America.

The first event was a match race for $100 a side between

Geo. Wiley, by Prince Red, and Bay Rum, by Steinway

Geo. Wiley, driven by L. J. Smith, won the first heat in

2:30£, but Bay Rum, driven by Ben Chaboya, captured the

other two heats and the race in 2:3U and 2:30£. Both of

these contestants were bred at the Oakwood Park Stock

Farm.

In the special pacing race for twc-year olds, five splendid

looking youngsters as follows came for the word: Agitato*

Jennie Mac, Prince Btsmark, King Cadenza, and Susie L.

Jennie Mac was the favorite in the betting, selling for $25

against $20 on the field.

In the first heat, after several attempts to get away, King

Cadenza made a very bad break and fell back, Jennie

Mac was a half length in advance of Agitato at the half.

With the exception of Prince Cadenza they were all in a

bunch at the three-quarter pole. Prince Bismarck was

seen to be in front as they rounded into the homestretch,

Milo Knox, his drver, holding him well in hand. He
came very fast and won from Jennie Mac by a neck in 2:26,

Agitato third, King Cadenza fourth and SuBie L. last.

In the second heat Bismarck and Agitato paced like a team

to the quarter with Jennie Mac trailing half a length be.

hind, the rest dropping back as the leaders passed the half

like old campaigners. Coming to the three-quarter pole

Saunders, behind Agitato, urged his colt to do better, and the

little fellow left his companions and won by three lengths*

Jennie Mac and Prince Bismarck fighting for place honors'

but the former won by half a length in the excellent time of

2:20. Susie L. was fourth and King Cadenza last.

In the third heat Prince Bismarck and Susie L. collided,

and the wheel of the hitter's sulky was su badly demolished

she could not finish the heat. Jennie Mac won the heat in

the slow time of 2:29, Prince Bismarck second and Agitato

who was shut out about twenty lengths by the accident closed

up the gap and came in third, King Cadenza fourth. The

vonderful speed shown by Agitato put a stop to all betting

against her, and in the next heat she proved that she was not

only fast but dead game, for she took the lead and kept it all

the way, and in a most exciting finish captured the heat and

race in 2:20}, a wonderful record for a fourth heat.

The third race of the day was for the 2:17 class nomina-

tion, trotting, for a purse of $1,000. The "talent" rallied

around the pool boxes and the way th% betting Bhifted would

turn the head of the greatest mathematician. The starters

were Manning, Nellie W., Paloma Prince, Melvar, Margaret

Worth, Hammock and Montana. Manning sold for $20, Pa-

loma Prince $20, and the field $20.

When the judge finally gave the word Margaret Worth

and Nellie W. were head and head, Paloma Prince and Mel-

var going behind a double team. Margaret had a little the

best of it at the half and led all the way to the homestretch.

Nellie W. broke going down the back turn and when she

caught made a great attempt to regain her loss, but just as

she was at Margaret's bike she broke ; then Paloma Prince

passed her and came in second close up, and Melvar third,

Nellie W. fourth, Manning, who was sent away on a hop-

skip-and-jump, fifth, and Hamrock last.

Manning,8|wonderful,exhibition from the half mile home in

the preceding heat created a number of backers for this horse

whose pools sold at $25, Paloma Prince $10, field $20.

Margaret Worth and Melvar led the procession in this

heat from start to finish, Nellie W. third, Manning fourth

Paloma Prince fifth and Hamrock last. Time, 2:18.

Before the next heat Margaret Worth sold for $20; Man-
ning $18; field $10.

The driver of Manning called the attention of the judges

to the manner in which his horse started in the preceding

heats and requested that he be watched particularly for if

the horse was started on a half run he would not get settled

until after he had lost a lot of ground. Judges Cohen and

La Rue were very careful in the next heat; but there was a

green horse in the field driven by Tbos. Keating that needed

neither watching nor urging and that was the brown gelding

Hamrock; he trailed Margaret Worth to the three-quarter

pole, then passed up to her head and in one of the most ex-

citing finishes seen this week, landed his horse a winner by

two lengths in 2:191. Margaret Worth apparently very tired

came in behind the second horse Manning, Nellie W. fourth

Melvar fifth, and Paloma Prince last.

Manning was again installed favorite, pools selling on him
at $20 against $5 on Margaret Worth and $8 on the field.

Margaret and Hamrock shot to the front, and side by side

they trotted to the first quarter; Nellie W. two lengths behind

and moving up fast, was almost abreast of the leaders when
she broke. Manning took her place as she fell back. Then
Margaret Worth made a break and fell back and the battle

to the three-quarter pole was centered in Hamrock and Man.

ning, Nellie W. a dangerous third. Down to the wire the

drivers used their whips and urged their horses to do their

best. Hamrock was the first to get by the precious goal a

length in front of Manning. Margaret Worth having got

her second wind passed Nellie W. thirty yards from the wire

and got the third position, Melvar fourth, Nellie W. fifth

and Paloma Prince distanced. Time, 2.17 J.

In the next heat Hamrock outtrotted the field and won

easily by four lengths from Manning, Nellie W. third, Mel-

var fourth, Margaret Worth fifth. Time, 2:20A.

There was a great rejoicing among the outsiders over

Hamrock's victory, and the way they cheered Tom Keating

as he came to weigh out made that modest little reinsman
(

blush. He made a splendid drive, and, much to his sur.

prise (for he did not wager a cent on the horse) won.

In the next race, which was for the 2:19 class pacers

there were six entries—Loupe, Gertrude G., Eagle, Golden

West, Prince Nutwood and Dan N.

Golden West was made first choice at $40 against Prince

Nutwood, $16, field $18.

When Judge Cohen said " Go 1 " the start was an excellent

one. Prince Nutwood rushed to the front and led to the

quarter, Loupe second, Dan N. third, Gertrude G. fourth

and breaking, Golden West fifth and Eagle last. Going

down the backstretch Golden West passed those in front of

him in 1-2-3 order, and at the half was at Loupe'B neck. He
paced a little faster, and was on even terms with him to the

bead of the stretch. Half-way down toward the wire Nel-

son let Golden West's head go, and the smooth-going gelding

Hew to the front and opened a gap of ten leogths. Nelson

slacked him up as he neared the wire, and the horse jogged

in a winner by two lengtbs in 2:174, Dan N. third, Prince

Nutwood fourth, Eagle fifth and Gertrude G, distanced.

Golden West took the lead in the next heat, Loupe, the

easy-going pacer lying at his shoulder all the way to the

half, which was made in 1:064. Then Golden West slipped

awav and opened quite a gap, but Loupe was there all the

time, and when McManus called upon him he moved up on

the speedy bay and was only two lengths behind Golden
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West, who came under the wire in 2:10A. No pools were sold

before the next heat. Golden West again started out with

Loupe as a companion and apain came in as a winner with

his dark friend about four lengths behind. Time, '2 17$.

This horse, Golden West (formerly called French?) has

been handled with consummate skill since being placed in

charge of J. N. Nelson. He was au erratic, unreliable hoise,

with the reputation of being a quitter, but Mr. Nelson has

proved to the satisfaction of every one thai this horse will

do to watch, and credit should be given him for it.

DV1MBJB.
Special trotting, rat*; rurse WO.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b f Bay Rum, bv Steinway—by
Anlevolo Cbaboya 2 l l

A. II. I'ohoo'a b g George Wiley, by Prince Red-KaUeG., by

oneer Smith 1 2 2

Time. I .

Facing, two-year-olds; purse 5100.

M. F- J^udeiB' be Agitato, by S eitnvay— Tone, by Fergu-
son Banders :; l 3 l

a A. Dorfee's b r Jennie Mac, by McKlnney—Leonora, by
Dashwood Durfee '2212

Mflo Kuox's be Prince Blsmnrcfc. by Almonl Patelun—
UlQoIe. by Cblahalm'e Blue Bull Knox l 3 2 3

Oakwood Park Block Parm's bg King Cadeuta, bv Stem-
way— Empress, bv Flaxtatl Cbaboya 4 5 4 4

A. L. Hart 's 1 BDbIq L., by Eclectic Tryou 5 4 5 dr

Time, 2:26, 2:20; 2:29, 2:20^.

Special trotting race, 2:17 class, purse Si ,000.

Wlnablp St Keatine's br g Hamrock. by Ham—by
Kockwowt Keating G 6 l 1 1

Dr. G. B. Vomer's b m Margaret Worth, by Alex But-
tou—Adeliiia Patti, byEtnogham Blgelow 113 3 5

J. H. Butlers bg Manniug, by Messenger Chief—Jew-
ell, by Vermont Sulllvau 5 4 2 2 2

R. Gird's em Nellie W\, by W'oolsey—Nellie Reynolds,
by Iuca Connolly 4 3 4 5 3

Thomas Smith's c b Melvar. by Fordstau—Frankie
Eaton, by Hambletoniau 725 Smtth 3 2 5 4 4

P. W. Murpliv's b h Paloma Prince, by Dexter Prince
— Bessie Young. bvMcCIellan Tojl 2 5 6 dis

Williams & Moorehouse's b s Montana, by Sidney—by
Commodore Belmont , 7 dr

Time, 2:17%, 2:XS. 2:19*4, 2:17^, 2:20>£.

Special race for 2:19 pacers, purse 8100.

J. M. Nelson's b g Golden West, by Royal George, Jr.—Old
Togue. by High Togue (Nelson) 111

Agnew Stock Farm's bl g Loupe, by John Sevenoaks—Lalla
Rookb (McManus) 2 2 2

\V. Maben's bg Dan N (Maben) 3 3 3

M.F.Sanders' bl s Prince Nutwood, by Dexter—dam by
Nutwood (Sanders) 4 5 4

C. A. Owen's br g Eagle, by War Eagle—Grace, by Buc-
caneer (Owens) 5 4 5

Milo Kuox's s m Gertrude G., by Redwood—Dolly, by Cardi-
nal (Knox) dis.

Time, 2:17}£, 2:16%, 2:17 1

3 .

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, JULY 26TH.

Interest in the meeting does not seem to lessen, for on

every street corner in the city where men were standing

the principal topic of conversation was " the races." In the

corridors of the hotels, on'the electric cars, in fact, in every

place,this subject wasdiscussed.The abatement was freely made
that no horse seemed to outclass his field and that the heat8

were never decided until the judges deliberated for severs

minutes before announcing the winner. Plenty of exciting

finishes were noticeable, drivers shouting and whips playing

a tattoo on the shafts of the sulkies that were carried along by

flying feet. Faster time has been made on this track, but it

is doubtful if there has ever been better matched trotters and

pacers in every race started.

The programme to day contained two good events, which

took ten heats to finish, and an old-time two mile trotting

race, two in three. The first race, which was for the 2:25

class four-year-old IrotterF, brought out a field of six as fine

looking horses as ever faced a wire. Silver Bee, Lady Thorn-
hill, Stamboul Belle, Director Prince, Little Mc and Mc-
Zeus. Every one was at sea as to which of these would be
the safest to wager on,tod pools kept shifting from one favor-

ite to the other until the men who " make a book " had their

bets so fixed that no matter which horse won they would not
lose any money. This is one of the good things about buying
pools, instead of the English bookmaking scheme. Silver
Bee sold for $40 to $10, Director Prince from $24 to $8 and
field from U0 to $20.

Stamboul Eelle, the little bay mare belonging to S. G.
Reed had been only at the track two days, having been
shipped to Ed Lafferty Wednesday night. She led to the half.

Mc/eus tried to pass her and broke. He fell back and was
behind Lady Thornhill and Director Prince before he got
Battled, but when he did be moved bv them one after another
until he was at Stamboul Belle's saddle girth. He moved up
inch by inch, his driver, Dodges, doing his best, but Lali'erty

behind Stamboul Belle is aever troubled with insomnia
while coming toward the wire, for he carried the mare on
and nipped the heat by a nose in 2:21. Director Prince
pawed Lady Thornhill and was third, Little Mac fourth and
Silver Bae, who seemed to be too highly excited, last.

The wonderful showing by McZeus inspired the heavy bet-
tors with confidence and they soon made him favorite at $40
against $20 on Stamboul Belle and $15 on the field. Silver
Bee got away last when the word was given for the next heat,
and buck jumped as if the Bee had no use for his Silver.
Little Mac also showed a disposition to go to the Biy Dis-
trict and join the bangtail ranks, for he stepped on several
faadowi and lost hid balance bo completely that he faltered
aa he heard the swish of the distance Hag in his face. Stam-
boul Belle had no u*e for those kind of competitors for she
shook them sod with McXeus, the gallant son of McKinnev
for a companion, moved up to the half In 1:10- She broke,
and Mc/.eus took the lead and led by ten yards to the three-
quarter pole. Stamhonl Belle lessened the distune*-, hut M<

-

Zeus won easily in 2:19}, Lady Thornhill third and Director
Prince laat.

M. Z us was in the lead a| the word " Go :

" and never at
any time during the mile was he in danger of losing his ad-
vantage. With a gait absolutely perfect and more speed limn
bin sire had al his age, he ingK p<l bome I winner in 2:20J,
Stamboul Belli second, nix lengths behind Lady Thornhill
third, and Director 1'rince last.

The Uff, brown colt that won the preceding heat again
played the psrt of drum mijor to the few horses left behind
him. Lanri If, tried to keep Dp, and in d ini: so
made s«v.-, il break* but managed lo pis* Director Prince
hoi) the tif • Stamboul Bell* u< Zens won I be l

i

For the 2:80 cIsm, pacing race, purse $1,000. Ihi
were Welcome, Pathmonl, Javelin, Phenol. Ruby U
rose, Tout and Cory 8. The splendid snowing made bj

Phenol in her race with Chehalis last Saturday made this

mare the favorite. She sold for $40 against Pathmont $25

and the field $20. Phenol took the lead, Ruby M. was at his

neck and Javelin at her saddle-girths, Welcome fourth, Path-

mont fifth, Primrose sixth and Tout last. Going down the

backstrelch Primrose broke her hobbles and fell out of the

race, Phenol a length in front of Ruby M., Cory S. a bead in

front of Javelin, Welcome fifth and Tout last. Time, 2:21.

Pools sold after this heat : Phenol $20, Pathmont $10 and
the field $4.

Judge La Rue called the drivers' attention to the fact that

several of them were not driving to win and he would watch
them closely in the next heat, and if they did not do better

he would take them ont and substitute other drivers, besides

fining every one heavily; the time made in the previous heat

being altogether too slow. The lecture had its efftct. Phenol
led to the three quarter pole at a 2:14 clip, Pathmont being

but a head behind. All interet in the rest of the horses was

lost as Delano, behind Phenol, and Keating, behind Path-

mont, got their positions at the head of the homestretch and
begpn to drive. Inch by inch Pathmont slowly gained on his

rival for first money, KeatiDg giving an exhibition of his

skill in getting all the speed out of a horse there was in

him without allowing him to break. Nearer and nearer the

wire tbev came, whips were being plied vigorously, the

drivers leaning well forward and urging their horses to still

further exert themselves. They were head and head at the

distance flag and kept that way for about seventy yards, then

Phenol broke and PathmoDt came under the wire in the ex-

cellent time of 2:14}, a reduction of seven and one-quarter

seconds from the preceding heat- Javelin was seven lengths
in the rear, Welcome a head behind, Ruby M., fifth, and
Tout distanced. Thos. Keating wss loudly applauded as he
dismounted.
Pathmont was now made favorite, selling at $20 against

|10 on the field.

The next heat was a very exciting one from start to finish.

It was war to the death between Phenol and Pathmont.
They paced on even terms all the way to the half, wbich was
made in 1:06J, Phenol having passed that, Pathmont broke
and fell back to the rear place. Javelin was right on Phe-
nol's wheel, with Welcome pushing by her. At the three-

quarter pole Phenol broke and fell back to join her old com-
petitor, Pathmont. Javelin, Welcome and Cory S. were a
length apart and did not decrease their distance much from
each other a6 Javelin paced under the wire in 2:20, Phenol
fourth, Rubv M. fifth, Carry S. sixth and Pathmont last. The
winner of this heat is a smooth-going three.year-old filly by
Creole, 2:15, out of Flash (dam of Walker, 2:233), by Eg-
mont, second dam Lightfoot, by Flaxtail, third dam old

Fanny Fern, by Irwin's Tuskahoe. She is owned by the
Oakwood Park Stock Farm.
Pathmont was the favorite in the next heat, Phenol set

the pace, Welcome and Javelin being close up to the fieety

gray, then Pathmont passed them and challenged the leader.

It was a pretty sight to see the horses all moving like a
solid mass around to the head of the stretch, the gray mare
in the lead by half a length. Pathmont again moved up to

her as they turned for home, but she slipped away and was a

length in advance, then two, then three lengths, Keating
plying the whip liberally on Pathmoot's ribs, be re-

sponded quickly for he closed up the gap and although
Phenol broke just before the wire was reached she was a

foot in advance of Pathmont and the judges awarded her the
first position. The time made was 2:16. Ruby M. third,

Javelin fourth, Welcome fifth and Coy S. last.

Again the betting shifted and the poolsellers were be-

sieged by Pathmont ticket holders trying to hedge; Phenol
selling for $20 against $9 on the field. The next heat fur-

nishing another upset. Phenol, as usual, taking the lead after

getting the word but, broke at the quarter and fell back to

the tail of the procession which was led by Pathmont.
Ruby was second, Javelin third and Welcome fourth, Cory
S. fifth. There was a general shuffling of positions as the
sidewheelers entered the homestretch, Cory S. and Welcome
making a bold bid for place. The heat waB won easily by
Pathmont in 2:19*. Cory S. third, Welcome fourth, Javelin
fifth and the favorite last.

Only three horses appeared for the final heat, Pathmont,
Phenol and Javelin. Phenol led to the half, broke and fell

back to the last position, *hen Pathmont took the lead and
came in a winner four lengths in advance of Javelin in 2:20
Pathmont is a full brother to Altao, 2:12$, and is one of

the best horses we have seen this season. He will, after one
or two more races, be a dangerous factor in any company.
The closing event of the afternoon's Bport was a novel one.

It was for trotters, a two mile and repeat race. The entries

were Bonnie Ben, Pilot Lemont, Flora G. and Peter W.
Before the race Peter W. sold for $40, Pilot Lemont $40,

and field $23.

Flora G. had come direct from the steamer to the track,
not having slept for two days and one night, but she seemed
wide awake now for she took the lead, Bijou second, Bonnie
Ben third, Pilot Lemont fourth and Peter W. laBt. They
were well bunched and moving very steadily. At the end of
the first mile Flora G. and Bijou were on even terms, and as
they were entering the first turn Walter Maben brought
Peter W. up from the rear and at the quarter was a neck in
advance. He gradually widened the distance and at the half
was two lengths in front, the others, headed by the little

game Flora G., bunched behind him. They all closed up
going to the three-quarter pole, then Peter W. said " good-
bye," and sailed in a winner by about three lengths in 3:51},
Flora G. second, Bonnie Ben third, Bijou fourth and Pilot

I emonl l;i:-i. This was a very pretty heat and every one
commented on the fact that the horses finished inside of the
forty-yard pole.

Peter W. sold for $40 in the pools against $8 on the field,

and from wire to wire in each heat he led. Bijou was second,
Bonnie Ben third, Flora G. fourth and Pilot Lemont fifth.

In the lastquarter of the second mile Pilot Lemont passed
Flora G. aod was fourth, coming under the wire. Time for
these two miles, 4;5G.

M'MMAIUKS,
Ftour.yoar-oldfl, 238 class, trotting, purse 81,000.

Clark Conant'sbrs UoZens, by MtKfnney—Grace Kaiser,
|l Kaiser -Hodges 2 111

I'm Stamboul Belle, by Stamboul-Bullc H.,by
"t Laflerty 12 2 4

1 il Corey'sb in Lady rhornhlll, hy Billy Thornhill-
Flora, by Black Boy Corey i 8 8 2

1 raw i bi i
i ctoi Prince, by nirrctnr-Lodl

DexterPrince sandors 8 4 4 3
Thos Smith's Bg Mule Mac, by Election— Daisy 8., by Mc-

Donald Cblel '. smith 5 dis
'. r> ,-], suvit Bl-l-, by Silver Bow— Belle Mcby
" i i Dusl Jr Linden G dis

Time. 2:21, 2:19)6', 2;20}£, 2:21.

2;30 class, all ages, pacing, purse SJ.OOq,

H. B. Miller's br h Pathmont, by Altamont—Sallie
M., by Pathfinder Keating 6 16 2 1]

E. J. Weldon's s m Phenol, by Judge Waller—Dolly
„, Delano 12 4 16 3
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Javelin, by Creole

—Flash, by Egmont Chaboya 4 3 14 5 2
T. Marr's b m Ruby M., by Almont Palchen

T Sullivan 2 5 5 3 2
L. H. Mcintosh's bs Welcome, by Arthur Wilkes—

Letiie, by Wayland Forrest Simpson 5 4 2 5 4
D. E. Knight's b f Cory S„ by Alex Button-by

Brigadier Hogobocm 3 6 3 6 3
C. H. Corey's Tout Corey 7 dis

Time, 2:21}£, 2:14V£, 2:20, 2:16, 2:19^, 2:20:

Two miles and repeat, trotting, purse 8100.

Walter Maben's b g Peter W., by Roscoe Maben 1 l
S. C. Tryon's ch g Bonnie Ben, by Ben Lomond— by Kentucky

Prince Trvon 3 2
P. W. Murphy's b m Bijou, by Fred Arnold—by Conway's Pat-
, cben... Ton 4 3
Agnew Stock Farm'B bm Flora G., by Altoona—by Conway's

Paichen McManus 2 5
S. M. Crowell's cb g Pilot Lemont, by Lemont—bv Deadetaot

.". Crowell 5 4

Time, 4:51%, 4:56.

SIXTH DAT, SATURDAY, JtJLY 27TH.
If the gate receipts at Agricultural Park, Sacramento, were

not as large as anticipated by the directors of the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association during this week
they have one consolation, and that is, they have conducted
the best race meeting ever given in the Capital City, and
those who attended got the worth of their money. Every
race during the week has been won on its merits, and the
horeemen entered into the spirit of the sport with a determin-
ation that so far as they were concerned they would do their

best to show how fast their horses could go.

The weather throughout the meeting has been delightfully

pleasant. The race reporters of the two leading papers of

Northern California, the " Record Union," and the "Bee,"
were in constant attendance, and in the use of the columns
of their respective journals, were very liberal. Their reports

were fair and unbiased and the association, no doubt, appre-

ciates their efforts.

The consensus of opinion h that the Summer meeting of

the association will always be there. The "400" equines had
twice that number of followers who came from all parts of

the Pacific Coast. The leading hotels were filled to over-

flowing and every trainload from North and South added to
the numbers seeking hotel accommodations. The proverbial
generosity of the people of Sacramentojnot having faded away.
To day the attendance was excellent and so interested were

the people in the races that thev remained until the last heat
was decided. The programme presented was an
exceptionally good one and everything passed off as smoothly
as water off a duck's back.

Judges A. H. Cohen, H. M. LaRue, M. 8. Severance pre-
sided. The timers were Harry Agnew, T. J. Crowley and
W. O. Bowers.
At 12:30 f. m. the 2:27 class special was called, the en-

tries being Ray Tinus, Little Mac, Topsy, Lottie and Sir
Derby. It was in the nature of a consolation race, Little
Mac and Lottie being the contestants for the lead in the first

heat, which was won by the former in 2:27£, Ray Tinus third
and Topsy fourth.

Pools sold: Little Mac $20, field $10. When the horses
were called out again Little Mac led to within one hun-
dred yards of the wire, then Lottie, coming as steady as an
old campaigner, passed him and won easily in 2:27, Ray
Tinus third and Topsy last. Sir Derby was withdrawn, on
account of lameness before this heat.

Lottie and Little Mac trotted side by side until near the
half mile pole. Lottie then left the son of Election, and aa
Little Mac broke, she opened a gap of five lengths and won
the heat by tbis much distance in front of Little Mac in
2:30^.

In the fourth heat Little Mac took the lead from Lottie.
Ray Tinus was five lengths behind at the half, and Topsy
was driving them all in. Lottie gained on Little Mac, and
was at his head as she entered the stretch. In endeavoring to
pass him she broke and fell back, caught again, and was once
more in a favorable position to capture the heat, but she
broke and fell back and Little Mac came in a winner by
three lengths in 2:30.

Little Mac took the lead in the next heat and kept it until

past the quarter. Then Lottie trotted by him and led by six

or seven lengths into the stretch. Little Mac closed this

gap halfway to the wire, then broke and fell back, so Lot-
tie trotted in a winner by three lengths in 2:30. Ray Tinus
was third and Topsy last.

The greatest betting race of the week's meeting was
now called. It was for the 2:20 class trotters and the entries

included as fine a lot of horses as ever were lined up for a
start: Irene Crocker, Boodle, Visalia, Myrtle Thome, Steve,

Chico, and King of the Ring. Boodle was favorite in the
pools selling at $40 against Visalia $;',0, field $15.

After considerable delay caused by some of the drivers
being too eager to go first under the wire at both ends of the
mile, Judge Cohen eent them off to a fair start. Visalia and
Boodle led to the quarter, the others in a group behind.
Irene Crocker left her companions and was abreast of the
two leaders at the half. Myrtle Thorne taking fourth posi-

tion. After passing the half Boodle made a skip and jump
and fell back leaving Visalia and Irene Crocker to battle for

the lead. All the horseB behind these two were spread
across the track at the head of the homestretch. Irene
Crocker, who had fallen back several lengths, made a
supreme effort to catch up with the smooth-going Visalia

but could not get nearer than a length as the latter came in

a winner in 2:17, Myrtle Thorne third, Boodle the favorite,

fourth, Chico fifth, Steve, and King of the Ring, a straggling i

pair, last.

Boodle sold for $40 against Visalia $20, field $10.

When the word was given Visalia, who had the pole,made i

a tangled break and fell back to last place. Irene Crocker j

and Myrtle Therne took the lead. Halfway down the back- I

stretch, Irene Crocker broke and Myrtle Thorne led all

the way around until the three quarter pole was reached,

then the white jacket of driver, Van Bokkeln, was seen mov-
ing on the outside and Boodle, his game trotter, passed them
al) down the homestretch and came in a winner by two
lengths from Irene Crocker, who out-trotted Myrtle Thorne
to the wire. Time, 2:18. Visalia was fourth, Steve fifth,

King of the Ring sixth, and Chico last.
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In the third heat, Boodle started out and led at the

quarter with Myrtle Thome at his bike, Irene Crocker and

this daughter of Grandissmo moviDg like a team. Approach-

ing the half Steve moved up, and as Irene broke he took her

place and Myrtle Thorne fell back giving a place to Visalia.

Down to the wire Boodle, Visalia and Steve came abreast.

Boodle made a break and although it was almost a dead heat

between him and Visalia the judges awarded it to Visalia,

Steve third, Chico fourth and Irene Crocker 6fth. Time,

2:17*. . .

Alvisc took Loeber's place behind Myrtle Thorne in tbe

next heat and got the mare going as Emoolhly as her own.

Boodle had a new rival for this heat in Park Hansbaws' bay

gelding Chico and he could not shake htm off, Visalia and

Myrtle Thorne accompanying him. It was a pretty race

from start to finish, Steve being the only horse to be seen

outside of the compact group of horses that were moving

steadily around to the homestretch, because be grabbed his

shoe and tore it off so Keating was compelled to drive him

slowly. Visalia challenged the leaders at the head of the

stretch, but Irene Crocker was on the same mission, the four

horses Visalia, Boodle, Irene Crocker and Chico, came to-

ward the wire on fceven terms every driver doing his best.

Chico, driven by that sphinx-like master reinsman Jimmy
Sullivan, was the first to get under the wire in 2:191, Visalia

half a length behind, Irene Crocker third and Boodle fourth.

Steve was withdrawn at Mr. Keating's request before the

next heat was called.

The betting was exciting, Boodle selling for $7, Visalia $6

and the field $20 right up to the second when the word was

given, Boodle taking the lead with Irene at his wheel, Chico

recovered from a bad break after getting tbe word, and

having given her a chance to slip in there. It became a

struggle between Chico, Boodle and Irene, as Boodle made

a few skips and fell back far enough to allow the two to be

dangerous competitors. The whole field began to string out like

a Chinese procession with Boodle leading by two lengths as

; the distance flag was reached. He never lost this advantage

but came in a winner in 2:20, Irene Crocker second, Boodle
1 third, Myrtle Thome fourth, King of the Ring fifth, and

\ Visalia last,

) There were only three horseB called for the deciding heat,

,
Visalia, Boodle and Chico. Boodle led Visalia and Chico at

the half. Going toward the three quarter pole Visalia,

who had not probably been keyed up for such a hard race,

made a hopeless break and although J. Perkins did his best

j to settle her, he could not do so in time to have her trot in

front of the distance flag. Boodle outfooted Chico, who broke

at the seven-eighths pole, and came in a winner in 2:2 1 A.

In the 2:16 pacing race there were nine horses ready for the

word : Loupe, Ketchum, Our Boy, Fresno Prince, Edna B.,

I Vidette, Seymour Wilkes, Harvey Mc, Brilliantine.

In the pools Seymour Wilkes was made favorite at $40
against $13 for Ketchum and $13 for the field. The superi-

ority of Seymour Wilkes over his eight companions became
noticeable at the first quarter, where Ketchum was leading

and broke, for he passed to the front and opened a gap of

I three lengths. Then he broke and the dun colored mare,

I
Brilliantine, passed him and led at the half by si~ lengths,

the others strung out behind Wilkes, who was second, they

a length apart in follow the leader style. Going to the three-

juarter pole Wilkes moved at a John R. Gentry clip, and
ij m entering the homestretch was in the lead, Ketchum at his

\ wheel. It was a drive to the wire, Seymour Wilkes winning

[ >y two length?, Ketchum second, Brilliantine third and
joupe fourth. The rest were all inside the distance mark,

l.
:Kme, 2:15|.

I' When Judge Cohen gave the word Seymour and Ketchum
I oofc the lead and like a team they were at the quarter in

hirty-two seconds, Brilliantine was right at their saddle

irths but stopped before the half was reached having

I corded up" and she had to trail the flying sidewheelers who
I 'assed the half pole in 1:03-1. Around the turn and down
I 3 the three quarter pole they moved as steady as clock

j 'ork. At the head of the homestrttch Laflerty began to

I rive and the big lusty looking son of Guy Wilkes took the

i )ad and was several lengths in advance of Ketchum and
' ad to be pulled up to land under the wire in 2:12. Edna
I 1. was third, Our Boy fourth, Loupe fifth, Harvey Mc. sixth,

I 'resno Prince seventh and Brilliantine last. All betting

I as suspended after this marvelous exhibition of speed by
1 tr. Polhemus' horse and the auction pool box was deserted

\ i the crowd moved over to the fence to get a better view of

E ie wonderful pacer. He opened a gap of three lengths from
etcham at the quarter and at the half which he

( ade in 1:04| he had two lengths the best of his

rarest competitor and kept that position to the three-
l

c larter pole. Harvey Mc. was third and Loupe fourth.
1 Q rounding into the stretch McManus, behind Loupe,

ade a demon drive with this good, game, reliable pacer, and
I ought him from the fourth place to within a length and a

tlf of the winner, Seymour Wilkes, as the shadow of the
re was broken by this horse. Loupe's race was a remark-

M le one, from the fact that he never made a skip in the three
flats. The time for this third heat was 2:13. Loud cheer-

mS greeted Ed Lafferty, and. the owner of Seymour Wilkes,
:J so. B. Polhemus, as they passed the stand. The victory

ing a most popular one.

The meeting closed in " a blaze of glory " with the race
. tween the two Oakwood Park Stock Farm's bred horsep, W.
M ood, 2:07 and Diablo, 2:09^ as a four-year-old. Ben Cha-

:
\ ya held the ribbons over the former and Wm. Murray was

[|i hind the latter. When they paraded before the stand they

s re the recipients of much cheering. W. Wood appeared

;
- i jh in flesh and Diablo also looked as if he was never ai-

red to miss a meal or know what a terrible thing it is to be

ail| r. The pair scored three times. Then to a beautiful start

fj
' 'y started nose and nose. The quarter was reached in

;i 1 rty-two seconds and the half in 1 :0 1
f-, Diablo a head in

S
j i ranee; 29| seconds being a pretty rapid quarter and the
;• t test ever seen on a race track in a race in California. Di-
.1 'odrewawayat the name record-breaking gait, and after

; I had opened a gap of six or seven lengths, Murray looked
I ik and then slackened up and came to the three-quarter

Sein 1:34, Wood, five lengths behind Diablo, with ears laid
ik like a hare running from a greyhound, fought for his

'

r.
» .d, but Murray, who oDly weighs 190 pounds and is built

3 \ i a Hercules, would not let him go but held him in and
>wed him to jog under the wire in 2:10. He could have

' 3e the mile in 2:05, if necessary,
o the second heat both horses were driven with greater
e. Thev went to the quarter in 0:33, Wood a length behind
bio. The half was made easily in 1:05|, and then Diablo
let out a little and opened a gap of seven lengths. The
se-quarter pole was made in 1:40. Wood came ip nearer,

and the two great horses come down to the wire the last quar-
ter in 0:32. Time for the mile, 2:12£.

Diablo won the last heat and race in 2:16, never extending
himself at any part of the mile. The probabilities are that
we shall see a race at the State Fair for $2,500 between Che-
halis, W. Wood, Seymour Wilkes, Waldo J., Diablo and Silk-

wood, aDd 'no event to be given at that meeting would
prove a better drawing card. Diablo is a wonder in every way,
breeding, individuality, speed, soundness and gameness, and
much credit is due his owner and trainer, W. Murray, for the
splendid manner he has always handled him.

SUMMARIES.

Special 2:2? trotting race, purse $250.

F. W. Loeber's b m Lottie, by San Diego—by Whipple-
ton Loeber 2 112 1

Thomas Smith's cb g Little Mac, by Election—by Mc-
Donald Chief. Smith 12 2 12

J. W. Rea's b h Ray Tinus, by Antinous Bunch 3 3 '6 3 3
H. W. Orabb's b m Topsv, by Grandissimo—by Wbip-

pleton Haney 4 4 4 4 4
E. H, Smith's br g Sir Derby, by Chas. Derby Edge 5 dis

Time, 2:27%, 2:27, 2:30%, 2:30, 2:30.

2:20 class, nomination, trotting, purse §1,000.

G. K. Hostetter's or s Boodle, by Stranger—Bride,
by Jay Gould Van Bobkeien 4 12 4 11

Park Henshaw's b h Chico, by Monroe Chief
Sullivan 5 7 4 13 2

R Gird'r g m Irene Crocker, by Will Crocker—Irene
Connelly 2 2 5 3 2

Vineland Stock Farm's blk m Myrtle Thorne, by
Grandissimo-Belle Theme, by Whipplelon ....."".

Loeber-Alviso 3 3 6 6 4
Winship & Keating's b g Steve, by Steve Whipple—

by Nephew Keating 7 5 3 7 dr
D. E. Kuight's s g King of the Ring, by Silver King

Knight Hawk, by Brigadier Hogoboom 6 6 7 5 5
H. P. Perkins' b m Visalia, by Iris—Scratch, by

Loppy Perkins 14 12 6di3

Time, 2:17, 2:18, 2;17^. 2:19J<, 2:20, 2:21%.

2:16 class, nomination pacing, purse §1,000.

George B. Polhemus' brs Seymour Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes-
Early Bird, by Plimel Laflerty 111

Agnew Stock Farm's blk g Loupe, by John Sevenoaks—Lal-
lah Rookh McManus 4 5 1

L. J. Felton's b b Ketchum,'by Gossiper—Lulu Zone, by Echo
.'. Maben 2 2 3

L. J. Smith's blk s Fresno Prince, by Bayonne Prince—Lizzie
by Blackwood Smith 5 7 4

C. A. Durfee's br g Harvey Mc, bv McKinney Duriee 7 6 5
E. W. Steele's bm Edna R., by Sidney—EstelleC, by Direc-

tor TraiDor 9 3 6
A. Hables' ch g Our Boy, by Vernon Boy—Black Bess, by

Wapsie Bunch 6 4 7

Estate G. W. Woodard's b m Videtta, by Alex. Button-
Viola, by Flax tail Bigelow 8 8 dis

E. Dinkelspiel's d m Brilliantine, by Brilliant—Smut, by
Prompter Hoy 3 dis

Time, 2:15^', 2:12, 2:13.

Free-for-all pace; purse 8500.

W. Murray's ch s Diablo by Chas. Derby—Bertba, by Alcan-
tara Murray 111

Oakwood Park. Slock Farm's b g W Wood, by Steinway—
Ramona, by Anteeo Chaboya 2 2 2

Time, 2:10, 2:12^, 2:16.

CALLFOPNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTIETH DAY—Fr.IDAT, JULY 26.

LARGE crowd for Friday was pres-

ent at the races yesterday, and they

were well repaid for their attend-

ance, for, with the exception of the

last race, close and exciting finishes

were had in all the others. But

eight bookmakers drew in, two

bonkmaking firms of the day pre-

ceding retiring. The eight remain-

ing did a thriving business, all the

races being well played. A. big play on Royal Flush was

made just before going to the post in the fourth race, Cole-

man of the Stuyvesant Club and the Chinese plunger, "Little

Pete," following each other around the ring, the former

placing $100 and the latter $40 in each box on the horse.

They would not, however, have cashed in the tickets _had it

not been for the bungling ride made by Jockey Shaw on

Howard, who ought to have won handily. Getting away

last, the horse was kept there longer than he should have

been, but when his run was made the superiority of

Howard enabled him to get into the lead an eighth from

home, where perhaps his jockey thought he had the race safe

for he ceased his efforts and when Royal Flush came again

did not do justice to his mount. Not a mark was discernible

on Howard after being stripped. The superior riding of

Hinrichs alone clearly won the verdict.

Rear Guard ran a grand race in the third, beating Sir

Richard, who led by two lengths between the half and three-

quarters, easily. Rear Guard in his work a week ago, beat

Boreas all the way in a mile run in 1:42.

Figgott was absent from the saddle, he having taken a

week's vacation on account of the death of his guardian, the

veteran trainer Henry Walsh, who was buried this morning.

How the Maces Were Run.

The first race of the day, abcut three-quarters, selling, had
six starters. Sheridan was favorite at 8 to 5, Josie G. 2A,

Barcaldine3,Gold Dust 7, Wallace 30 and Miggie 50. They
were sent away without much delay to a good start, th& or-

der being Josie G., Barcaldlne, Sheridan, Gold Dust last.

At the first quarter Josie G. led by three lengths, Barcaldine
second, a head in front of Sheridan. Entering the Btretch

Josie G. siill led by one length, Barcaldine second, a head
from Sheridan, At the seventy-yards, pole Josie G. com-
menced to tire, and Jones drew his bat on her as Barcaldine

came up even with him. It was of no avail, however, for

in a drive Barcaldine finished first by one-half length Josie

G. second, two lengths from Gold Dust, he a head in front of

Sheridan. Time, 1:142. Gold Dust got away last and con-

tinued in the rear until well into the strelch. With a better

break and more vigorous riding, Gold Du« should have been
near winning.
The second race, five furlongs, selling, for two-year-olds,

had eight starters and was well contested throughout, the
finish being close and iu doubt until the final moment. The
favorite was Charlie Boots at 21, Perhaps 4, City Girl 5,

Cardwell 6, Spry Lark and Elsie 8, EdgemountlO and Danc-

ing Girl 20. There was quite a tip out on Cardwell, who
was well played, although having an inferior bov in the sad-
dle. To a good start the order was Daocing Girl, Charlie
Boots, Perhaps, City Girl. At the quarter Charlie Boots led
by one-half length, Perhaps second, three lengths from Danc-
ing Girl, who was a head from City Girl. Inlo the stretch
Charlie Boots still led by one-half length from Perhaps, who
was still three lengths from Dancing Girl, she one-half
length from City Girl. Down the stretch they came, with
City Girl and Elsie rapidly coming to the front, while Per-
haps fell back beaten. The finish was made in a drive, with
Charlie Boots a winner by a head, City Girl second, a head
from Elsie, who beat Daocing Girl one-half length. Time,
1:021.

The third race, six furlongs, selling, although having only
three contestants, were heavily played, with varying prices.
Sir Richard opened at 1 to 2, Rear Giwd 2 and Nebuchad-
nezzar 10. Rear Guard's price was quickly cut to 9 to 5 and
then 8 to 5, at which price he went to the post, while Sir
Richard went back to 15 to 20.. To a good start the order
was Sir Richard, Nebuchadnezzar, Rear Guard. At the
quarter Sir Richard led by a head, Nebuchadnezzar second,
two lengths in front of Rear Guard. At the quarter Sir
Richard led by a head, Nebuchadnezzar second, two lengths
in front of Rear Guard. Nebuchadnezzar now shot to the
front,and at the half was two lengths in front of Sir Richard,
who led Rear Guard by one length. Here Sir Richard
spurted forward and at one timejwas three IeDgths in front of
Nebuchadnezzar, the second horse. Into the stretch Sir
Richard led by a head, Nebuchadnezzar second, one-half
length from Rear Guard. A pretty race now ensued between
Sir Richard and Rear Guard, the latter winning easily by a
head. Nebuchadnezzar was beaten by Bix lengths. Time,
1:21.

The fourth race, a handicap at about three-quarters, had
four well-matched starters, and was perhaps the most excit-
ing race of the day and certainly caused the most comment.
The opening prices were Howard, 8 to 5, Royal Flush 2,

Nervoso 5 and Road Runner 6. Royal Flush's edds were
quickly cut until they fell at one lime to even money. They
rallied again to 13 to 10, when a heavy play was made which
some of thebookiea sought to dodge. Howard's post odds
were 11 to 5, Nervoso'B 6 and Road Runner's 6. To a good
start Nevoso showed in front, followed by Flush, Road Run-
ner and Howard. At the quarter Nervoso led by a neck,
Flush second, two leogths from Road Runner, Howard still

last. Nearing the stretch Howard commenced to move up,
and the turn was made with Nervoso still in the lead by one
length from Flush, who was a length in the lead of Howard,
who was three leneths from the fourth horse, Road Runner.
Down the stretch Howard rapidly gained upon those in front
of him until at the eighth pole he was leading his field by a
length and running so easy that the race appeared to be all

over. Royal Flush now came again with Hinrichs urging
him to his utmost, while Shaw sat passive on Howard. Inch
by inch Fiush was gaining, and succeeded in passing tbe wire
a bead in front of Howard, who was two lengths in the lead

of Nervoso, he one-half length from Road Runner. Shaw's
ride, to say the least, was a bungling piece of work. Time,
1:12}.

The fifth and" lasCrace had butjfour 6tarlers, but there was
quite a delay caused byJBoreas' newly developed indisposition

to break (and Carmel's well-established reputation for like

indisposition, coupled with a full stock of viciousness.

Boreas was at first held out by all the bookmakers, but
eventually oddB of 1 to 3 were offered againBt him, Miss
Buckley was at 4. Carmel 10 and Charmer 30. To an excell-

ent start it was Carmel, Miss Buckley, Boreas. At the first

quarter Carmel led by two lengths, Boreas second, Miss
Buckley third. At the half, Carmel led by a head, Boreas
second, a head from Miss Buckley, who led Charmer by six

lengths. Boreas now rapidly went to the front, and coming
into the stretch led by three lengths, Miss Buckley second,
four lengths from Carmel, who led (Charmer three lengths.

Carmel now gained rapidly, catching all but Boreas, who
won easy by two lengths from Carmel, he a head in front of
Mies Buckley, Charmer four lengths further away. There
was a furious drive between Cirmel and Miss Buckley for

the place. Time, 1:42.

two hundred and thibty-first day—saturday, july
27th.

But one prime favorite came home winner on Saturday

last, yet tbe bookmakers did not get rich, for the winners of

the other five races were well played.

Chevalier appears to be rounding into form again, and is

thus giving cause for gratification to his many admirers.

especially those who follow his mounts with their money, ob-

livious to the racing qualities of the horses he may bestride. It

is high time that the latter received some consolation, for dur

ing his late indisposition a few uncalled for losses were euf.

fered by them. He rode three winners to day, the other

successful jockeys being Shaw, Lloyd and Stewart, with one

win each to their credit, Shaw's ride on imp. Santa Bella

deserves censure. It was hoped that the strictures upon his

conduct in riding Howard the previous day would have

caused him lo be more circumspect,at least in the near future.

Yet we find him on the succeeding day repealing his action,

apparently derisive of those who called him to account or

suffered pecuniary loss through his action. Such boys should

be punished either by a heavy fine or the infliction of such

castigation as enraged parents apply to wayward or unruly

sons.

Favory, the brother of May Day, and said to be able to beat

the latter at any distance, was made the favorite in the first

race, but could not finish better than fourth in slow time.

Suro, a maiden Mariner gelding, was also much touted, but

finished absolutely last.

Bellr'nger, the old jumper, winner of the second race

showed himself a much improved horse, winning the race

handily from Ledalia, who led up to within a few yards of

the wire.

Old Tim Murphy was a " lay-down " ic tbe third race, and

it is surprising that such liberal odds aB 6 to 5, at the open-

ing, were offered against him. He won his race easily. 3y.

Holly played $500 on him, getting to 10 for him money. A
big play was made on Red Bird and Hueoeme, Mr. Macdon.
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ongh backiug the latter at 7 to 1. He afterwards receded

to ft

Santa Bella should have won the fourth race. Getting off

in front, she led all the way.and was only nipped out under

the wire. An eighth from home she was two lengths in the

lead with Shaw, in fancied security, looking back laughing

at the other boys. Chevalier with Ledelte on the outside

improved this opportunity, and by vigorous riding drove hie

mount home winner by a head. Plunger Quinn played

Ledelte.

The fourth race w«s won by Claudius within a quarter of

a second of the Coast record. Brave little Arnette with

Riley up and carrying two pounds overweight, leading all the

way, was beaten out only a head. It was a meritorious per-

formance for both. Del Norte's race was a disappointment,

finishing last— beaten by eight leDgths. In the light of his

last performance he should nave been "nosing out" the

winner.

J. O. C. getting away second, led over the second jump and

was never afterwards headed. AH Baba looked dangerous

the last half of the journey, but could not head the winner.

Mertor, the third horse, laid out of it loo long, or was not up

to hid best racing condition.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race, three quarters, selling, had eight starters.

Favory, the full brother of May Day, was made favorite at 9

to 5, Leonatus 4, Suro (a Mariner three-year-old, making bis

first appearance) 4$, Hello 6, Prince 6, Wild Rose 12 and
Gold Dust 50. They got sway to a good start at the first

break, with Leonatus leading Prince a head, followed by Gold
Dust and Favory. At the first quarter Gold Dust led by one

and one-half lengths, Prince second, two lengths from Favory,

he a length from Leonatus. Into the stretch Gold Dust
retained his lead, although reduced to one-half length, from

Prince, Hello third by two lengths and Favory fourth one-

half length back. Down the stretch they came, Prince, Hello

and Wild Rose gaining, but Prince outfooted the party, win-

ning in a drive by one length from Hello, Wild Rose third,

beaten one-half length for the place, Gold Dust fourth.

Time, 1:16.

A straggling start was made in the second race.which was
at three-quarters, selling. There were eight starters, Ledalia

being favorite at 2$, Jake Johnson, on whom there was a

hot tip out, 3, Bellringer 5, Linville 5, Tuxedo 6'
, The Lark

12, Johnny Capron 15, Ichi Ban 15. Ledalia went off in

the lead, followed by The Lark, Bellringer and Johnny Cap-
ron. Ledalia led by two lengths at the quarter, Johnny
Capron second, one length from Jake Johnson. Turning in-

to the stretch Ledalia still led by two lengths from Bell-

ringer, woo was now second, Jake Johnson third, one-half

length away, Johnny Capron fourth. Bellringer now steadily

overhauled the leader and crossed the plate a handy win-
ner by one length, Ledalia second, one length in the lead of

The Lark. Time, lil5j.

Tim Murphy in the third race with 109 pounds, distance

five-eighths, was a "lay-down" and he proved the only win-
ning favorite of the day. There were five starters. Tim Mur-
phy opened at 6 to 5, and went to the post at 4 to 5 heavily
played, Red Bird 3, Gold Bug 4, Hueneme 9 and Tioga 60.

To a good start the order was Red Bird, Gold Bug,Hueneme,
Tioga. Murphy. The latter who appeared slow to start, lost

no time in getting into a better position, and at the quarter
was second by one length, Red Bird being still first, Gold
Bug was third, one length behind Tim Murphy. Shortly
&ft<-r passing the half-pole, Murphy assumed the lead en-

tering the stretch running easy.one length in the lead of Gold
Bug, who was separled by a head from Red Bird, Hueneme
fourth, two lengths in the rear. Coming down the stretch

Hueneme improved his position over Red Bird; but the
contest, if it could be so called, was between Tim Murphy
and Gold Bug. Tim crossed the wire first easily by one
length,Gold Bug second, four lengths from Hueneme, he one-
half length from Red Bird, Tioga last, four lengths still

further back. Time, 1:01.

The fourth race was a handicap at about three-quarters,
for two-year-olds, and was one of the unsatisfactory races of
the day. The winner should have been imp. Santa Bella, but
the race was lost to her by the over-confidence or worse action
of her rider. There were five entries, well handicapped,
apparenty, before the race. Santa Bella was at 6 to 5, Le-
delte fillv, on whom there was a heavy play, 3, Don Gara 4,

Joe K. 6 and Perhaps 30. Santa Bella got off in the lead,

closely accompanied by Perhaps, Don Gara and Ledette filly.

At the quarter the order was the same, one-half length separ-
ating the first two, two lengths the second and third and one
length the third and fourth horses. At the turn Santa Bella
ran still further in advance, until at the three-quarter pole
ahe led by two lengths, Perhaps second, two lengths from
Joe K., now the third horse, he a head from Don Gara, who
led ihe Ledette filly by two lengths. Down the stretch Le-
dalia was coming like a whirlwind, but Santa Bella was so
far in the lead, and running easy, that it seemed impossible
to catch her. The conduct of her jockey, before referred to,

now happened, and the Ledette filly, known to be a strong
finisher, nipped the race by a head, Santa Bella second, two
lengths from Joe K.
The fifth race, one and an eighth miles handicap, was a

E
leasing successor to the preceeding one just described. It
ad only four entries and showed excellent performances of

CUodioi and Arnetle as also their jockeys. Chevalier and
Kiley. Want of faith in the ability of the latter alone
made Arnette as low as 20 to 1 at one time in the hettine.
Hi* ride, however,was a most creditable one, and had a boy
Croogar in n finish been riding her, the mare we think
would hav.- won. Flirtilla was alall times favorite and went
to the post 7 to 5. Del Norte opened at 4 and was backed
down to 8 lo 6, Claudius was 3 and Arnetle, at the post, 10.
The latter no sooner got out on the track when she whirled
and made a dart back for the paddock, which she ran into.un-
•ealing Kiley when goingthrough the gate. She wasquicklv
raj. lured and went to the Parting point as docile as usual.
The Mart wa* a good one. Flirtilla showed in I he lead, Clan-

ri, Del Norto third. Arnette, light-weighted, went to
whfn pairing thfl stand, sod at the first quarter

li»l by " ifl len«th, Flirtilla second, a head from Claudius, he
three If. gths in the lead of Del Norte. Arnptle still rared
in front leading by two lengths at the «ernnd quarter, Clau-
dius second, a head from Flirtilla, Del Norte being three
lengths farther back and apparently showing do speed. At

the three-quarters Arnette still led by two lengths from

Claudius, who was half a length from Flirtilla. Down the

stretch they came in this order and it looked as though Ar-

nette would last loDg enough to get home winner; but Cheva-

lier"f vigorous ride and Claudius'greater strength told the tale,

and in a drive he beat the filly out by a head, Arnette sec-

ond, six lengths in the lead of Flirtilla, who beat Del Norte

four lengths. The latter's race was a poor one. Time, 1:54}.

The 6ixth and last race of the day was a steeplechase han-

dicap at about one and a half njiles. There were five entries,

all well supported. Ali Baba was a slight favorite through-

out, selling at 2, J. O. C. was at 3, Mero 5, Guadaloupe 5 and

Mestor 6. To a good start Mero went off in the lead, fol-

lowed byJ.O.C, AH Baba, Mestor. Over the first jump
Mero led by a head, J. O. C. second by two lengths, Guada-

loupe third' by four leDgths, and Ali Baba fourth by two

lengths. J. U. C. took command goin: over the second

jump, leading by one-half leDgth, and never after relin-

quished it. Mero was second, two leDgths in front of Guada-

loupe, he five lengths from Ali Baba, Mestor four lengths

further back. Over the next jump J. O. C. was ooe length in

the lead, Mero second, one length from Guadaloupe. Over

the next jump J. 0. C. had increased his lead to two lengths,

Mero still second, one length frou Ali Baba.

Over the Dext jump J. O.C. led by one length, with Ali Baba

second, ooe leDgth from Mero, he three leDgths from Guada-

loupe, Mestor eight leogths still further back. Ali Baba now
closed on J. O. C, who led by but one-half length ever the

Dext jump. Ali Baba second, three lengths from Mero. Reach-

ing the top of the hill Mestor was closing up his gap, but had

not yet got better than fourth. Over the last jump J. 0. C.

led by but a head from Ali Baba, who was three lengths from

Mero. Having cleared the jump J. O. C. made tracks for

home over the fiat, reaching it four lengths in the lead of Ali

Baba, Mestor third by two lengths. Time, 3:24|.

TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SECOND DAY—TUESDAY,
JULY 30.

There was some excellent racing over Bay District course

this afternoon, but only a small assemblage witnessed it, we

regret to say. Eight book-making firms drew on, but they

did not do a land office business. Clearly the pool-rooms

down town are curtailing the receipts of the California Jockey

Club in the most terrible manner, and racing is certainly not

carried on these dayswith much profit to the management. Two
decided favorites caught the eyes of the judges first today,

in the opening event of the afternoon and in the third race.

The remaining races were taken by a well-played 5 to 1 shot,

a strong second choice aod a 13 to 5 chance. Chevalier did

some excellent work in the saddle, landing two winners out

of four mounts. His ride on Josie G. was a foxy piece of

horsemanship also a masterly bit of work. Shaw and

Reidy were also up on wiuoers.

The Westchester Stable of thoroughbreds had two repre-

sentatives to flash silk for the first time in California, one

wiunicg io impressive style, the other finishing a very game

second. If this is a sample of what they cao do when not

thoroughly acclimated, they are likely to win a lion's share

of the purses later on.

Josie G., favorite at 7 to 5 at the close for the first race,

got away about fourth, was two lengths to the good at the

half, a length turning for home, and woo,through Chevalier's

clever ''kiddiog" of Lee Staoley's jockey, by three parts of a

length, Stanley two leogths before St. Elmo.

Clara Johnson, well-played at 5 and 6 to 1, lost little time

in getting to the front, finishing three lengths to the good,

haodily, Margaret M. (of the Westchester Stable) second,

driving, half a length before Carrara (half-sisier to Chart-

reuse). Khaetia, the favorite, got away poorly. Monroe

Johnson, owner and traiuer of the winning filly, was the

happiest "cood" in Christendom over the victory of El Rio

Key's daughter.

Ledalia, favorite at 8 to 5, ran head and head with Amigo

until about sixty of the finish, then came away and won by

a length handily, Gold Dust, who had made a remarkable

stretch run, eecood, a neck before Amigo.

Royal Spirit, a good thiog backed down from 4 to 2V to 1,

laid fairly close to Red Dick until about a sixteenth from

home, then came away and won galloping by four lengths,

Red Dick lasting long enough to beat Johnny Capron two

lengths for place.

Road Runner, 13 to 5 io the bettiog, captured the last race

by a nose, thanks to Piggott's superb riding, Little Bob sec-

ond, with Carmel a length away. Duke Stevens, the pace-

maker, quit again in the homestretch.

How the Races Were Run.

Josie G. was a well-played favorite in the first race, five

furlongs, selling, opening at 8 to 5 and closing at 7 to 5. Mt.
Carlos was at 3 to 1, imp. Green 4 (backed down from 7),

Red Idle and St. Elmo 8, Leonatus 12, Gonzalez Maid 25
Hnd Maggie R. Smith 30 to 1. They were sent away to a

fair start, Gonzalez Maid, Lee Stanley, Mt. Carlos being the
order. Josie G. soon shot to the front and led by two
lengths past the half, Lee Stanley second, as far from Mt.
Carlos. A sixteenth from home it looked as if Josie G.
was beaten, but Chevalier had saved her, and cleverly shot
her to ihe front in the last few yardB and won by three parts

of a length, Lee Stanley second, two leDgths from St, Elmo.
Time, 1:02}. Imp. Green stumbled nsar the three-eighths
pole, otherwise he might have won.

In the second race, four and a half furloDgs, for maiden
two-year-olds, Rhaetia and Carrara divided favoritism at 2£
to 1. Clara Johnson was at 5 (backed down from 6), Miss
Cunningham 7, May Jonee and Margaret M. 15, Lady
LeinBter filly 20 Io 1. After numerous breakaways the flag

fell to a very bad start, Carrara off first, Margaret M. next,

Clan Johnson third. About half of them were not in

motion. Chevalier pulled up a little on Rhaetia, thinking it

no go. Clara Jobnsou led by about a length passing the half,

Margaret M. secood, as far from Carrara, the bunch behind
being fully five leogths away. Clara Johnson increased her
lead to two lengths in the run to the homestretch, Margaret
M. second, a length before Carrara, the rest out of the hunt,
Clara Johnson went od about her business and won handily

by three lengths, Margaret M. in a fierce drive beating Ci

rara half a length for the place. Time, 0:56—a fairly goi

run for a two-year-old with 105 pounds up.

The third event was a selling race at five and a half for.,

longs. Ledalia was a 7 to 5 favorite. Raphael was at 3 to

1, The Lark 7, Amigo 8, Tuxedo 9, Gold Dust 20, Suro 25,

Solitario 50 and Connaught 75 to 1. Gold Dust delayed the,

start, running nearly a furlong in each of the breakaways,
Finally the flag fell to a good start, Ledalia being first, Amigo
next, Solitario third. Ledalia led by a head past the half-

pole, Amigo second, lapped by The Lark. Ledalia and
Amigi rao in close order clear into the homestretch,'

Raphael being third, a length away. In the last sixty yards
Ledalia drew away, winning handily bv a leDgth, Gold Dust,-

who had come from the extreme rear, beating Amigo out a

neck for place like a race horse. Time, 1:09 J—a slow-runr

race. Gold Dust ran a better race than the winner from

where he got away.
Red Dick was a favorite in the fourth race, five furlongs,!

and although he was heavily played, receded in the betting

from 8 to 5 to 2 to 1. It looked very bad, considering how th«

horse was played. Royal Spirit was played down from 4 k
23 to I. Middleton was at 4 to 1, C. M. C. 5, Johnny Capron
6, Favory 10 and Dolly M. 75 to 1. They were off to an ex-

cellent start. Middleton was first, Dolly M. second, Johnnj
Capron fourth. Red Dick shot past the others in the finy

half-dozen strides and led by two lengths sweeping by tbi

half, Royal Spirit second, a length before Johnny Capron
Red Dick increased his lead to two lengths, bv which distanci

he led turning for home, Royal Spirit still stealing along be
hind, three lengths from Johnny Capron. In the last six

teenth Royal Spirit ran by Red Dick as if he were tied up
winning by four lengths with ease, Red Dick second, twi

lengths before Johnny Capron, third. Time, 1:02.

The last race was a mile, selling- Carmel was a ver
slight favorite, closing at 12 to 5. Road Runner and Littli

Bob were at 13 to 5 each, Duke Stevens 4 to 1, and Mil!

Garvin 7 to 1. Duke StevenB acted in his usual spirit, whil
Carmel and Road Runner were the reverse of angelic. Fi,'

nally the flag fell to an excellent send-off, Miss Garvin an

Road Runner head and head, Carmel third. Duke Steven
was in front by the time the first turn was reached, and spe

past the quarter-pole two lengths from Road Runner. At tb

half Duke Stevens, Carmel and Road Runner were ODe an

a half lengths apart as named, Little Bob and Miss Garvii 1

head and head, three lengths further away. Little Bob move!
up like a ghost as they neared the three-quarter pole, wher
DuKe Stevens was still leading, though by half a length onl-

Road Runner second, as far from Little Bob. Duke Stevei

fell out of the hint half-way down the homestretch, Roaj
Runner and Little Bob driving it out fiercely. By dint <|

superb riding, Piggott landed Road Runner a winner by
head, Little Bob second, a length before the fast-comin

Carmel. Time, l:41f.

o t

TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TfiiRD DAY—WEDNKS]

JULY 31.

Not a decided favorite won from first to last this afterni

It was an awful day for the talent. The track was lightnii

fast and the time made in keeping with the condition

the course. A fair crowd (for these dayB of down-toi

pool-room6) was out, ai.d some very good racing

witnessed.

Billy McCloskey and Aggravator raced off in front in

6rst race, but Bloomsburg, a good thing sprung on a trosti

public, romped through in the homestretch and wod by tfar

parts of a leDgth, Aggravator second, lapped by Billy &
Closfeey.

Virgie A., off third to a good start, shot to the fore in 1

first few yards, led turning for home by a length, drew aw

Bteadily in the last quarter, winning easily by three length

Perhaps second, two from the favorite, Grady.

Venub came fast at the finish, beating that terrible di

Blue Bell, a length at the wiud-up. The latter led by tbi

lengths turning for home, and appeared to be just gallopii

Little Tough was a distant third. Blue Bell beat Venn

block on a couple of occasions, with more weight up too,

Nervoso, the longest shot in the five-furlong handicap,

all the way and won driving by three parte of a length, H(

ard second, two leogths before Silver State, the favorite. B
fax ran a terribly poor race.

Arnette, a strong second choice in the mile and a sixteei

handicap, led all the way, lasting just long enough to b

Del Norte (coming like a rocket) a nose for the raon

Royal Flush was a bad third.

E. Jones and Chevalier rode two winners apiece, B
riebs one.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was at four and one-half furlongs, for t

year-olds. Paince Hooker was a red-hot favorite, openin

2 to 1, going back to 2£, closing at 8 to 5. Don Pio
opened at 11 to 5and!closed at 2 \ to 1, Aggravator 3A, Bloo

bury 5, Billy McCloskey 20 to 1. They broke to a good a

at the first attempt,Don Pio Pico first,Aggravator next, B
McCloskey third. Billy McCloskey aod Aggravator rat

close order past the half, Don Pio Pico at their heels,

they neared the homestretch there was a bunching
Bloomsbury steadily improving hiB position. Turning
home it was Billy McCloskey first by a head, Agravator
ond, with Bloomsbury nest, a length away. In the final

teenth Bloomsbury shot up to and past bis rivals, wim
hard held by three parts of a length, Aggravator second,

a length from Billy McCloskey. No official time was tal

but he was timed unofficially in 0:56$. Bloomsbury is cle

a crackerjack. Lloyd did not ride very desperately

Prince Hooker.
The second race was a handicap for two-year-olde,

eighths of a mite. Grady, at 3 to 1, was a slight favo

Perhaps was at 16 to 5, Miss Brummel 5j to 1, Virgiev
Nabopolassar 7, Walter J. 9, Cardwell 20 and Encioo 4

1. They broke to a good Btart, Walter J., Perhaps, V}
A. being the order. Virgie A. soon passed to the froc

the band, leading past the half by a length, Perhaps
Cardwell lapped, two lengths before Encino, whe bet

a bunch. Virgie A. lost no ground going to the homestn
into which she was firet by a length Perhaps still sec

as far from Miss Brummel, on whom Grady was laf

Virgie A. steadily drew away coming down the 8th

-
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jinning with ease by three lengths, Perhaps a handy sec-

ad, two lengths before Grady, who in turn was a length be-

Jire Miss Brummel. Time, l:01f.

j
Bine Bell and Venus went to the post equal favorites at

to 5. O'Bee was at 10 to 1, Little Tough and Soon
Inough 12, Raphael 20, Kegal 30 to 1. They went away
> a good start, Raphael first. Blue Bell came through

om the rear in a twinkling and shot to the front, leading

f a length at the half, Venus second, a head before Regal,

lue Bell increased her lead to about three lengths in the

;iin to the homestretch, Regal being second, a neck from

I[enos. Blue Bell quit badly in the final sixteenth, Venus
pming with a wet sail and winning by a length cleverly,

[Line Bell six lengths before Ltttle Tough. Time, 1:07|.

I great crowd gathered around the judges' stand, as it be-

; ime noised abont that Bookmaker William Beverly in-

linded running up the winner. Dow Williams, the owner
i

? the filly, placed himself close to Beverly against the

urges' stand fence and sought to keep him from carrying

at his purpose. Venus was entered to be sold for $300,

lad Beverly elevated her to $600 at the first call for a bid.

- Williams said ''five" and then struck Beverly a light glancing

low in the chest with his elbow. Instantly Beverly

Hepped back as if to reach for a weapon, but the crowd
iirged around and prevented his reaching bis assailant.

leverly, seeing the course of affairs, demanded protection

If the association, and Director Lissak told him that he
lonld guarantee that. The attention of the judges was also

Idled to the action of Williams, and they declared

lieir intention of acling on the matter. The excitement

as intense, and later Williams was called up and fined $250.

I 8ilver State closed a 7 to 5 favorite in the fourth race, a

Ire and one-half furlong handicap. Howard was well sup-

lirted at 2 to 1, Rinfax 16 to 5, Nervoso 4£ to 1. They went
Kvay well bunched. Howard, Nervoso, Silver State was the

l*der. Nervoso drew away, but at the half-mile ground was
. ,it half a length to the good, Rinfax second, a length before

Elver State, Howard one and one-half lengths further away,

j)
ervoso pulled away again, leading by three lengths into

ehomestretch, Silver State second, one and one-half lengths

, ifore Howard, Rinfax fast falling out of it. Howard came
> ,Bt down the homestretch, and though gaining fast, Nervoso
sted long enough to win by three parts of a length, Howard
cond, two lengths before Silver State, who beat Rinfax ten

Mngtbs. Time, 1:01—a fast run.

j The last race was at a mile and a sixteenth, handicap,
flioyal Flush was a very slight favorite, closing at 13 to 5.

Mrnette was at 14 to 5, Del Norte 3 to 1 (backed down from
I,, Kemus 4 and Fliatilla 10 to 1. They went away closely

igned at the first essay, Del Norte, Arnette, Royal Flush
e order. Arnette led passing the stand by nearly a length,

I th Flush second. Arnette led by two lengths passing the

* barter, Remus and Royal Flush heads apart, the others well

1 >. At the half it was Arnette first by a length and a half,

t ;mus still second, half a length from Royal Flush. Del

I arte was now sent along, close to the inner rail, and at the

.l.ial tarn he was second, but a length behind Arnette,
' iyal Flush two leogths further away. A sixteenth from
['me it looked Del Norte's money, though when Piggott

r-Dck him with the whip he swerved badly. Though Del
forte was gaining at every stride, little Arnette lasted just

,Mig enough to win by a nose, with Royal Flush six lengths

•ay. Time, 1:47J.

William Penn, at 3 to 10, seemed a cinch for the heat, and
staited off strong, giving Klamath, 5 to 1, a great race. Penn
broke on the back stretch, and, although he came very fast,

could not again head the party. Klamath won the heat,

Nightingale third. Time, 0:33, 1:05$, 1:39, 2:10$.

Bet Fifty Thousand to Five.

London, July 20.—It is stated that Prince Adolphoa of

Teck, who married the daughter of the Duke of Westminster,

is a candidate for the throne of Bulgaria.

Prince Adolphns has manifested a truly British love for

high sport. He knows a good deal about horses, and is credit-

ed with having a good deal to say about the management of

the magnificent stables of his father-in-law.

But the tendency to turf speculation on the part of Prince
Adolphus has not been so marked as that of his younger
brother, Francis, whose latest scrape is likely to get him
shipped off to India. The combined income of the Teck
family is about as large as that of the President of the United
States, but they are notoriously poor from the point of view
of British royalty.

Nevertheless Prince Francis recently bet £10,000 to £1
(or about $50,000 to $5) that a certain favorite would win.
The Prince lost. To prevent a scandal Prince Adolphus and
the Prince of Wales (or his friends) paid the bookmaker bis

money, but a place will be made for the precocious young
gambler in India.

[Continued on Page 110. J

How Klamath. "Won.

|*9rosse Pointe Race Track, July 25.—Special.—Cam-
Bo's luck held good to-day, and the rain, which may have

ghtened a few people away, only served to lay the dust at

) track and make it faster than it was yesterday. The crowd

Ipmised to be large, and in the early betting was hungry

speculation. The wind was not strong enough to inter-

fee with good time.

Che first event was the fourth heat of the 2:23 trot, con-

feaed from yesterday. Red of Waranoke was the favorite

both the auctions and books, selling in auctions at 25 to 8

t the field, in the books at 5 to 8 for the field. Dodge sent

B bay from the start, and he led all the way around, win-

r g handily, while Bassora wax second and George L. Na-

ff eon a strong third. Time, 0:44, 1:08, 1:41 J, 2:16£. Glen-

It re Princess Belle and Expert finished in order.
Ikied Waranoke got first money, Princess Belle second,
K inmore third and Bassora fourth.

?or the opening race of the 2:11 trot, Klamath was sold in
m anction pools for 17 to 25 on the field on the opening, but
1 sr the sensational William Penn became the favorite at

i Klamath 21, field 13. In the books it was 7 to 5 Klam-
» , 4 to 5 William Penn.
Vhen they got away Hamlin's Nightingale at the pole had

I lead with Klamath close up. It was pretty all the way
» and. Raymond behind Klamath, sent the bay gelding
-by until the entrance to the stretch, when he lifted the son
cVloorobus to the front, and won as he pleased by a half
1 ?th, Nightingale, 20 to 2. second ; Knightmare, 16 to 2,

Time, 0:33J, 1:06}, 1:40, 2:12£. The others : Wiltrd.

Le Justicier's Easy "Win.

London, July 19.—The Sandown Park second summer

(Eclipse) meeting opened to-day. In the chief event, the

Eclipse Stakes, there were eight runners, over the Eclipse

Stakes Course, about a mile and a quarter. Baron Schick-

ler's Le Juaticier won the race. The following was the re-

sult:

Baron Schickler's bay colt Le Justicier, 3, by Le Sancy—North
Wiltshire _ 1

Mr. Rossel's bay colt Whittier. 3, by Laureate—Virginia Shore 2
Mr. Henry Milner's chestnut filly None the Wiser, 4, by Wisdom—

Corrie Roy „ 3

The post-betting was 9 to 4 against Whittier, 3 to 1 against

None the Wiser and 6 to 1 against Le Justicier. Baron
Schickler'd colt made all the running and won by three

lengths.

The twentieth renewal of the Great Kingston two-year-
old race of 500 sovereigns, five furlong3, was won by Sir F.
Johnstone's Piety. The summary of the race is as follows

:

Sir F. Johnstone's ch f Piety, by Safety—Devotee 1
Mr. Douglas Baird's b c Symington, by Ayrshire—Siphonia. 2
The Prince of Wales' b e Courtier, by Hampton—Marguerite. 3

Pall Raring at Santa Barbara.

A citizens meeting was held -late yesterday afternoon to

arrange for the fall horse races., Mr. Brastow was made
temporary chairman, and an executive' committee of twelve

was appointed to raise funds, and have' ge&eral management
of the meet. Another meeting will be held Friday at 3

o'clock at Mr. Brastow's office to hear the report_-Qi. this

committee. If it is favorable, permanent organization. yijl

be effected, the society will be given a name, and it wiU >#

undertake to conduct annual races in Santa Barbara until
the Agricultural Association shall see fit to take the matter
again in hand.

It will be necessary to raise not less than $2,000. If tbe
committee is successful in this the races will be arranged to
commence probably September 17th, the first of the south-
ern circuit.

The following announcement was issued by the meeting
yesterday:

"In accordance with the desire of many lovers of fine

horses the undersigned executive committee has been ap-
pointed by public meeting to solicit subscriptions for a race
meeting to take place previous to those of Ventura and
Hueneme. Subscriptions to the undersigned will be grate-
fully acknowledged:

"I. B. Baxley, chairman; C. E Sherman. I. Of. Waterman,
T. R. More, Jno. Ballard, E. W. Gaty, A. W. Buell, W. A.
Goux, T. P. Izaac, Dr. Boeseke, C. B. Hails."

In Penn, Aunt Delilah, Lesa Wilkes.
I 'he auctions shifted greatly for the second ^eat, Penn sell-

1 for 24 to the field at $50. In the books there was as good
It -ing, it taking 5 to win 3 on Klamath and 5 to 8 on Wil-

li
a Penn. Nightingale was 8 to 2, and Lesa Wilkes, the

I' i Bhot, 30 to 2.

[The start was bad, Klamath beine sent off behind, he
Kied it again and at the quarter led Penn by a length. Penn
c ed up, and like a team they went up the back. Penn
o ced two lengths on the upper turn, and Geers sent Nigbt-
pjale by Klamath. Penn led by a length in the stretch, but
IB .math swung around on the outside and Raymond gave
Bi the whip. Foot by foot he gained on Penn, and when
^f went onder the wire no one could say which had won,
B, il the judges announced it. At best it was won by a
* sker. Klamath was announced the winner, William Penn
Hmd, Nightingale third. Time, 0:33$, 1:06}, 1:37*, 2:08£.

f it Delilah, Knightmare, Lesa Wilkes in order.
'eon, at 2 to 1, took the lead at tho quarter, and it was a
cession. Penn was ahead all the way and won by five
(the from Klamath, with Lesa Wilkes third. Time,

iUDt Delilah, Nightingale and Knightmare finished in
ar. The time gives Penn the added $500 for beating

Going to England.

Saratoga (N". Y.), July 30.—August Belmont's three-

year-old Keenan, bought at the Gideon & Daly sale for $18,-

500, has been lame for several days. It was because of this

lameness that he did not start in the Traverse. Dr. Shep-

erd examined him, but was unable to locate the trouble.

John Hyland, who is thoroughly familiar with Keenan,

says his foot waB probably cut away too much by the man
who last plated him, and that the trouble will not be seri-

ous. It is now believed that Belmont will take Keenan and
Hastings to England, and race them there.

It is known that Pierre Lorillard has made all arrange-
ments for a long campaign in England and that he expects
to repeat his memorable success of a dozen years ago, when
Iroquois snatched the blue ribbon of the English turf from
the best three year-olds in the kingdom. John Hoggins
will train and manage tbe stable. Henry Griffin may be
taken over as first jockey, although there will undoubtedly
be lively bidding for the greatest rider now in the saddle if

Gideon decides not to engage him.

The Salinas Fair,

Entries have baen received from all over California and

from Montana and Oregon to our district fair races, and it

goes without saying that Salinas will see such a meeting as

has never before been held here. Now that the horses have

been induced to come here, we must all put our shoulder to

the wheel and make the meeting such a success that Salinas

will be placed upon the grand circuit, and, next year when
the overland trains are passing through this way, Salinas,

instead of Fresno, should be the stopping place, after San
Jose, for the light harness brigade on their way to Lo3 An-
geles to wind up the grand circuit meetings. If we make this

meeting what it should be the result just mentioned will be
sure to follow.—Democrat.

The Navarre to be Sold.

Negotiations are pending for the sale of the Navarre Cafe,

by Riley Grannan to Col. James H. Applegate and S. R.

Brooks, a well-known cateier, known to Lexington people as

" Dad " Brooks. Grannan was in town Thursday, but left

soon after for Saratoga. Suits were filed against him by W.
P. Strader for $561 75 for liquors, and C. D. Cunningham for

a painting bill of $70.20. The petitions 'llleged that Grannan
was disposing of his property and payment would be endan-
gered. Grannan admitted that he was a heavy loser on the

races recently, but claimed to have property worth four

times over his debts.

Not Properly Registered.

Salverine was scratched from a race at Saratoga, as she

had not been properly registered with the Jockey Club. The
discovery was made rather late in the season, at the filly has

already started twice.

Burns& Waterhouse's filly Noretti was stricken out of the

stake at Brighton Beach Tuesday because of improper regis-

tration. Her name was not claimed according to the rule,

and she is not eligible to start in all the stakes she has been
entered in. She can be registered on payment of $50, and
can be entered in stakes that close after proper registration

is made.

"Woodland Fair.

The fair directors held a meeting last evening, at which a

committee, consisting of T. S. Spaulding, M. Diggs, S. T.

Mowder and O. F. Thomas, was appointed to meet the fruit

men and arrange for a magnificent display of Yolo County's

fruit in connection with the fair. This is a feature that will

add materially to the attractive power of the fair for a large

number of people who do not enjoy horse racing.

The matter of having the bicycle races as a part of the
week's sport was definitely settled and Messrs. Thomas,
Diggs and Coil were instructed to go ahead and make the
arrangements necessary to insure some fine racing.

The directors decided to give exhibitors of stock stall

room, hay and straw free, and award diplomas, but no cash
premiums to winning competitors. This plan was necessary,
as the State having withdrawn financial assistance, there
was no money available for tbat purpose.

It was unanimously agreed that Railroad Commissioner H.
M. La Rue be invited to preside as one of the judges at the
fair.

The Soliciting Committee reported fairly good success, bu t

they also said more funds were needed to carry out success-

fully all the plans at present contemplated.
The secretary was instructed to advertise for bids for priv-

ileges, such bids to be opened August 10th.—Woodland
Mail.

«.

Mike Dwyer "Wont "Holler."

Bad American newspaper gossip, used by the English

journals, is responsible for a good deal of the British preju-

dice against Mike Dwyer. There is a tone of glee through

all their accounts of the taking of Stonnell, Banquet and
Don Alonzo. But none have ever got Dwyer to complain.
The Brooklyn butcher, who, when Fred Gebhard asked him
to come up to the Club and make a match for $5,000 a side,

calmly said to Fred: "I'm a busy man, Mr. Gebhard. But
if yon could manage to come over to our butcher shop"—in

Washington Market—"I'll make one for $50,000."

MiKe Dwyer will not "holler." He is a cynic, philoso-

pher and races and bets because he tbinks he can race and
bet more profitably than sell meat. He is out of line with
the average plunger in loviog a short shot. His biggest wins
and biggest losses have been over short priced horses. When
Binnette ran Joe Cotton to half a head at Sheepshead Bay,
and the result was just a question of stride, Mike Dwyer
watched the results without a move of even facial muscle,

though he had set about $60,000 on Cotton. He has lost

single bets of $30,000 in the same stoical way. If he stays

in England it will be at English expense. The Britons may,
as the dispatches declare, be glad to see Mike Dwyer lose.

They may as well get into the mood of calmoess to witness

his victory. •
The Ventura Fair.

The first fair of the Veutura County Agricultural Society

will be held in Ventura, Oct. 8 to 12,1895, And every effort

is being made to have it one of the best exhibitions ever

given in Southern California. In addition to the purses

offered for the speed programme, which will certainly bring

the best horses of the State to compete for them, liberal pre-

miums are offered in all departments of domestic products.

Now that harvesting is in progress, select your most meri-

torious articles and lay them by to exhibit at the fair and
thus make this event not only a success as far as the ei hibi-

tion is concerned, but an advertisement for the county that

will bear good fruit. There will be a large crowd here, and
if we make anything like the showing we are capable cf,

Ventura County will receive a first-class advertisement. Es-

pecial attention will be given to the ladies' department, and
they are requested to send in their daintiest needle work and
tbe most delicious products of their culinary skill. We hope
to be on the tasting committee ourselves. Let ns give tbe

initial meeting of this society a good seod-ofi. We can do
so if we make the effort.—Ventura Free Press.

Botat, the plunger, and Bob O'Brien, the well-known
Vine street Boniface, ran second Thursday for a small-sized

fortune, says the Cincinnati Enquirer. They were both
down on Landseer at 100 to 1 to win and 30 to 1 a place.

They landed the place money. W. T. Woodward, Jr., the

owner of Landseer, did not bet a dollar on his colt. He bet

on Rondo, the winner. Landseer has been ridden by Harry
Ray, Bob Isom and a number of other good jockeys, but could

not finish inside the money. Yesterday Mr. Woodward
picked out one of his exercise boys, Jimmie Dupee, who can

ride at 73 pounds. He had no idea that the colt would be

anywhere. To everybody's surprise, Dupee rede a great

race. He came on in a driving finish and nosed out little

Clay, the crack of Dutch Roller's stable. Dupee had never

been in a race but once before. Mr. Woodard thinks he has

the making of a great jockey in this youngster.
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Gamest of the'•Game*.

One day this Bpriog, wUrfe-woikmen were excavating a

cellar for a new house at.j&fpg'a highway and Page avenue,

they came across the £k7&to'n of a horse, says C. C. Pettus in

St. Louis RepuWfcV.tfhe contractor, who was a man of sport-

ing turn, of\aind* at once made some enquiries around the

Ioarlrt/f *lfich was the site of the once famous Cote Brilliante

ImcV'eourse. Ho found out from parlies formerly connected

'.with the old track that there had been a horse buried at Cote

Brilliante. That one, the only iulerment of the kind on the

ground, was buried near the head of the old homestretch.

Further inquiry revealed that the cellar where the bones were

unearthed was at this very spot, and that the remains were

those cf the great race horse, McWhirter.

Nearly twenty five years ago, when General Abe Buford of

Kentucky took his famous three year-old colt, Enquirer, to

Moumouth Park to run iu the O^ean House Stakes, two-mile

heats, he was pitted against the best of his age in the land.

But Enquirer's reputation was so great that only John Har-

per's Longfellow and Major Bacon's colt, Lynchburg, started

against Buford's colt. Singularly enough, all three were sons

of Leamington, and the meeting of the trio of brothers in

blood drew out an immense crowd. Enquirer, however, won

the race, and was at once praised to the skies as the best of

his age in America. But be never met Longfellow again,

and as the latter improved greatly afterthat.it has always

been an open question among students of racing as to which

was the better horse of the two.

Enquirer went early to the stud, and as the great son of

Leamington and Lida was given every chance to show his

prepotency, he soon begin to make as great a name for him-

self in the paddock as he had on the track. General Bu-

ford, who always held that Enquirer was the greatest horse

that ever lived, sent him all tils favorite mares. Among
these was that great old Bonnie [Scotland matron, Ontario,

dam ofKilburn by Ringmaster. Kilburn ran many races for

General Buford and Charles Peine. But a better than Kil-

burn cime from Ontario's union with Enquirer. In 1»74 the

old mare dropped a chestnut colt to the great son of Leam-
ington that was named McWhirter, and as the youngster grew

and thrived, Buford entered him in all the great 6takes in

the West.
That famous colored trainer, Abe Perry, was training for

General Buford then, and it was he that developed the sub-

j eel of this sketch as well as Checkmate, Joe Cotton and other

famous horses. It could never be said of Perry that he

brought his horses to the post " shorthand there was never

any fault found with him on that score, as his charges were

always put through the mill in genuine fashion. Talking

with the old-timer one day this week at the Fair Grounds,

where he can be found every day, his keen eyes brightened

and bis shrewd, intelligent face lighted up as he talked of

those old days. But as he "fought his battles o'er again"

he lingered the longest over the doings of one horse, the

deeds of the ill-faced McWhirter, the gamest of the game.

Writine from memory I will not attempt to give a detailed

resume of McWhirter's career. As a 3 year-old, however, in

May, 1877, the great colt won the Clark Stakes at Louisville,

two miles, in 3:30£. This was the faeteBt race at the distance

ever run in America, as Ten Broeck's time record of 3:27$

was not made in a race; so Enquirer's son was at once made
famous and McWhirter's great performance became the topic

of the world in the turf world. The merits of the

Enquirers were established, and his sons^ and daughters be-

came sabjects of great competition among turfmen. The
sales of yearliogi by General Buford's stallion, at famous
Bosque Bonita barm, saw good prices realized.

As a 4 year-old, however, McWhirter developed evidence

of having a "leg." Early that spring Perry had trouble in

his preparation, and at one time it looked as if he would
never be gotten to a race, but the stable came to this city for

the June meeting of 1878 at Cote Brilliante, and McWhirter
was entered in several stakes. Among these was the Greeley

Stakes for all ages, three miles, $1,500 added.

The race was the event of the second day of the meeting.
( >f the 22 nominations only four were carded as starters, but

as all were well-known horses the over-night pooling at the
Lindell was heavy, and with a pleasant, bright day the

famous Cole Brilliante was crowded with the wealth and
fashion of the city.

The Greeley Stakes were first on the card, and DanSwi-
Kflrt'fl Mahlstick, Abe. Buford's McWhirter. by Enquirer;
H. B. Durham's Joe Hodes, by Virgil and the Simpson's Red
Blufl, by Australian, were the starters. Joe Rodes, as a five-

year-old gelding, had up 112 pounds, and the other three, all

four-year-olds I to pounds each. In the pools Swigert's

bona, MahUUok, was a great favorite, selling for $500, the
field, $200.

Mahlstick, named after the well known correspondent of
that noin de plume, had shown extremely well in Kentucky
that spring. The Louisville Cup, if memory serves me, and
other long-distance events bad fallen to his share, and as Mc-
Whirler was known to be on the verge of a break-down, the
talenl laid the long odds noted on Dan Sffigerl's horse. Bet-
ling van very 'heavy.

When the horse*) came out for their ante-post work, Mahl
slick muved like a bird, while both Rodes and Red Blufl
showed to advantage. McWhirter, however, went sore,
" propping " himself and pulling up so lime that most peo-
ple hop horse scratched, and as he went to the
post bet* were freely made thai he would break dowu in the
race.

The four were soon marshalled at the vost, and with hut
lilll« delay got away on their momentous journey. The
Buford orack, McWhirter, took t |)e lead, and as the lame
hone showed the way to the half bis backers began to have
hopes that he would prove superior to bis physical infirmi*
liee. For a three-mile race the pace wasa still one at the
outset.

R Minding the lower turn on the first mile Mahlstick, the
favorite, joined issue with McWhirter, and the two, at a
rattlioc "*ce, drew away from their opponents. Into the
stretch v-ycarne on nearly even terms and rattled up the
homeet rt h together, passing the spectators head and head.
Round the turn tin McWhirter next to the rail,

ran like one horse, and as the first mile had been covered in
L:46, ibey had baaa running some, Old-ti men shook their
beads at this rate of speed for n three-mile dub. bal the
leaders still kept up iheir struggle, both head aod head at

the half, where the watches ticked off 0:52| for the half and
i the mite and a half. But with the race only half

over, it was only a question in the mtnds of trainers as to

which one of the two leaders would stop first, and round the

turn they sped, head and head, nose and nose, stride for

stride.

Thus far, however, both horses are going on their courage,

and as they passed the quarter-pole, still locked, in 3:05, they

were twenty lengths ahead of Red Bluff', with Joe Rodes

last. Up the stretch they came, so close together that a blan-

ket would have covered both. But when at the furlong pole,

a mile and seven furlongs from the start, McWhirter was

seen to suddenly falter, as if he had been run into, and drop

back several lengths. Mahlstick at once drew clear, leading

three leading three lengths at the wire in 3:32 for the two

miles, and began the last mile with the race clearly in hand.

McWhirter wasa good second, but it was plain to be seen

that something had befallen the gallant horse, and had his

jockey had the good judgment and humanity to have pulled

up, a sad accident might have been averted.

As Mahlstick opened upagap for the last mile, McWhir-
ter gamely struggling along in his wake, the pace slowed up
greatly. Mahlstick reached the backstretch tfen lengths in

front, and only galloping, while McWhirter, although he

had broken down in both forelegs when he faltered in the

homestretch, held second place nearly to the half, where
Red Bluff and Rodes both passed him.

Passing the half-mile pole McWhirter stumbled and fell,

but got up again and with one of his forelegs broken and

haoging by the ligaments, started on after the horses, leaving

his jockey behind him. The gallant horse had only taken a

few strides, however, when he fell again, breaking the other

foreleg so that thejbone'protruded just above the fetlock. A
cry of horror rose from the thousands across the track.

But only those who hastened to the scene realized the ter-

rible nature of the horse's injuries. Prominent among the

hundreds of people that hurried across the track as Mahl-
stick dashed by the post a 20-length victor was the tall form
of Abe Buford, McWhirter's owner. But Abe Perry had

got there ahead of him and the sad scene that was witnessed

caused strong men to shed tears of genuine anguish. Sur-

rounded by willing, but helpless friends, poor McWhirter
had raised up on his haunches. And as the noble brute

dangled the broken stump of his cruelly mangled forelegs in

the air, he would look at the people with his great expres-

sive eyes, as much as to say, " Won't you help me after I

have come to this trying to win this race?" But the nature

of the colt's injuries showed that he was past all human
help, and Buford at once decided to put him out of his

misery as soon as possible. And the echo of a pistol shot

that reached the ears of the thousands across the track told

of the friendly bullet that ended McWhirter's agonies. And
now, after 17 years, the poor bones testify again to McWhir-
ter's ordeal and death.

Enquirer, sire of this ''gamest of the game," still survives

his gallant son. A few weeks ag) I saw the old son of Leam-
ington in his box at Belle Meade, looking about like an
old man of 90. Enquirer, now in his 29th year, is hardly

likely to see another summer, however.

How Azote was Trained.

Just now the trotter on whom all eyes are turned is the big

ba^ gelding Azote. He was known last year as a remarkably

fast and consistent performer, but the other day at La Crosse,

his first start of the season, Azote made himself champion

race-horse trotter of the world by defeating Fantasy, 2:06, in

straight heats.

Fantasy w is fresh from her victory over Directum, 2:05 1 4,

when she met Azote, and as the last-named had not per-

formed this year the opinion of all, except the few who

knew what a really good horse Azote was, thought the mare

would beat him. Instead of that, Azote took Fantasy down

to the half mile pole in ]:02 the first heat and after that the

big daughter of Chimes was practically out of th*» race, the

other heats being only good exercise for Azote. The time

was 2:07i, 2:12}, 2:08$, but it was the first half of the open-

ing mile at a 2:04 gait that did the business for Fantasy.

It is not known by the general public, but it is a fact that

Azote, the king-pin of the Salisbury stable this year and last,

is trained by a man other than the regular trainer of the

6tring, and the horse has received all his fast work and prep-

aration for his races at the same hands. This man is J. G.
Morgan. He may fairly be considered responsible for Azote's

success, since when the horse came into his hands he was
not thought to be of any account, having been given up as

worthless by two of the best trainers in the country. Mr.
Morgan has just left the Salisbury stable, and this morning,
whilestopping in Chicago on his way to California, was seen

and interviewed by a Daily News man concerni?g Azote, his

victory over Fantasy, and how he was prepared for it.

"When Mr. Salisbury got Azote in March, 1894,"said Mr.
Morgan, "the horse was really of no account, and for that

reason alone brought only $1,500, although he had a record
of 2:14}. Mr. Salisbury had no great idea that Azote would
do forcampaigning.it being rather his notion to sell him
for a coach horse. However, he knew that Azote had a world
of natural speed, and when be turned the horse over to me
Mr. Salisbury said that if I did with him what I knew how
to do I would have a great trotter.

''At that time the horse's feet were in

bad shape and his legs were aUo open to criticism. The
veterinary who examined Azote said his legs had lost elas-

ticity and that he could never amount to anything as a race

horse. I went to work on those legs with a liniment and oil

that contains some vitriol and it was not long until 1 bad
them in fair shape. The fever went out of ihem, and as for

the feet 1 cured the corns which made the horse sore and the
result of it all was that Azote started twenty times that year,

won fourteen races, was second four times and third once.
"Of course we looked for him to be a good horse this

season, but nobody except myself ever knew how really great
Azote was. Before we left Pleasanton I took Azote and
showed Mr. Salisbury the fastest mile ever driven over that
track with any trotter or pacer—2:12, the last half in 1:03.

Then we started EaBt, and at Red Oak, Iowa, where we ex-
pected to havo a race with Azote and kuew that we were to

meet directum, Fantasy and the best ones in the country, I

started lo work out Ihe horse five days ahead of| his race. I

talked wiih Mr. Salisbury about the work to be given Azote
and asked him if I should let him step a half pretty well. He

said :
' I would like to see a little speed ' Many horeemeu

overheard this conversation and the result was that 1 was
closely watched throughout the horse's work. I figured that
Azote, if he was going to be in condition to meet the best
ones in the land, must have plenty of staying-up miles at
what would be fair speed for a 2:10 horse. I therefore laid
out to work him six or seven miles and did it ae follows :

First mile, 2:15J; second mile, 2:14; third mile, 2:12, last
half in 1:01 J ;

fourth mile, 2:21 ; fifth mile, 2:27* ; sixth mile.
2:3S.

"

" Of course it looks to some people like a pretty fast move
for any horse to go out and step three miles in 2:15 or better
in preparing for a race, but I knew that Azote had a different
task in hand this season from last year and prepared him
differently. In 1894 he outclassed his fields in speed nearly
every time and therefore it was not necessary to give Mm anv
great amount of brushing work. The Red Oak preparation
was just what the horse needed to prepare him for a race
where all the heats would be in 2:10 or better. Heavy rains,
however, prevented Azote fulfilling his Red Oak engagement,
and the same condition prevailed at St. Joseph, Mo., so that
when we reached La Crosse with him he had not had any
fast miles for two weeks. In talking with Mr. Salisbury
about the race in which we were to start against Fantasy I
knew that it would be impossible to give Azote three or four
miles to fit him for that race, because the time was too short.
However. I figured it out that while Azote was not ready
lo go three heats at the top of his speed I could have him all

ready to go one mile in about 2:05, and I knew this would
kill Fantasy. I worked him slowly at La Cros6e, brushing
fast only through the stretches, and when the race came
things turned out just as I anticipated. A zote took Fantasy
the fir6t half in 1:02 and the race was over. I walked up the

I

homestretch and motioned McDowell to take Azote back.
After that it was only a walk for Azote.

11
1 have given Azote all bis fast work for his races, have

driven him faster than any other man, and I don't believe
anybody can make him go faster than I can. I started at
Saginaw last year to drive Azote in his races, but was taken
out by Starter McCarthy because 1 laid up a heat. Mr. Sal-

isbury said in New York last year that 1 should drive Azote
this season, but after that he made a contract with McDowell,
and of course McDowell insisted on diiving Azote. There
are twenty-four horses in the Salisbury string and Azote is

the only race horse in the lot.

" How did I get the horse in such good condition ? Well,
there are some things about that part of the story I don't

want to tell. When Azote came to me he was worn" out and
torn to pieces. He is a peculiar horse, a poor feeder, and
unless you understand him and cater to his notions it is im-
possible to get him into condition to trot a good race. I

made that horse my friend and companion. I slept in the

stall with him, stayed around all day, gave him the company
of a man that liked him, and that he liked, and in that way
kept him feeling cheerful. One thing about Azote is that

for two days after he has gone a race he wants to be let alone,

does not eat much and prefers to have no one around him.
He is a big horse, weighing full 1,200 pounds in trotting con-
dition, and, withal, is a delicate eater and has a sensitive

stomach. Before I got him Azote had been overheated in-

ternally by too much fast driving before he was ready for it.

This gave him indigestion and I had to be his physician as

well as his friend. I have given that horse quinine,

gentian, whisky—in fact, have studied his case and diagnosed

it day by day and week by week. No two horses are alike in

respect of their physical needs and peculiarities, and no man
knows this better than I do. I have worked for men like

George B. Alley, A. J. Catoo, C. T. Bradley and others, and
know what I am talking about. I could tell when Azote was

fit for a race even though everybody else around the stable

said he was of no account. The old horse won $6,000 for me
last year. At Terre Haute, when it was 7 to 1 against him
and they all said he was no account, I played him just tin

same. McDowell lost the first heat with him in 2:12. Then
I told Mr. Salisbury that if Andy would let the horse go aloof

and sit still himself he could n-t lose. The result of thai

was that Azote won the second heat in 2:08}, and after that

it was easy for him. He is a notional horse about his riggim

and shoeing, as well as his feed. He must be booted just bo

checked exactly right and when that is done all the dri*"

needs to do is eit still. When I drove Azote a half in 1:<

at Red Oak he did it without any effort and never pulled

ounce. He has the finest mouth a man ever saw on a horst

and could have gone a half-mile in a minute. McDowell, whi

watched the workout, told people that Azote would not go i

half in 1:04 and said the horse was all tied up. The resul

showed how near right he was.
'' I want to tell you a few things about the three-year-ok

pacer Arthur L , that Salisbury won a race with at La Crosse

taking a record of 2:15$. I picked that colt out myself am
brought him up. He belongs to Chief of Police Schaefer

Oakland, Cal., and when he came to me could not go particu<

larly fast. In three weeks from that time I surprised Ml!

Salisbury by telling him the colt could go a mile in 2:2£|

which he did. Mr. Salisbury then went East and on his rt

turn I said I could drive Arthur a mile in 2:20 and did

Mr. Salisbury said this mile was the best he ever saw an

horse go over his track—on account of its being done
easily. When we came East I worked Arthur h. five mile

at Red 0.ik in 2:35, 2:27, 2:24, 2:21, 2:40. [Mr. Jam<

Sutherland should bt credited with the preparation of tb

colt.

—

Ed Breeder and Sportsman.]
" After the last mile I jogged back to where Mr. Salisbur

was standing, and he said :
' You know better than I d

about the work this colt ought to have, but I would like
_

see bim a little tired.' I turned and drove Arthur a mi

in 2:16, the last halfinl:06A. He finished like a runnc

and Mr. Salisbury said : "That will do." At that time

had Azote and Arthur L. under my care. They were t<

much for me, and I turned the colt over to Mr. Salisbur

1 think Arthur the greatest pacer on earth. You know 1

is by Direct, the fastest pacer in the world, and his dam
by California Patchen, 2:27. The dam of Arthur was a wo
derful road mare in her day, a trotter that would go twent

five miles and beat any man's horse. Her son, Arthur J

had too much action in front when I got him, but 1 shod hi

thesameas Azote, with a 'grab' shoe, which remedied tfj

fault. When we first began driving Arthur L. J. C Hat

Hn made a visit to Pleasanton and noticing what high acti'

the colt had, did not think he would amount to 'much. 1

is a horse of fine disposition, a good feeder and thorougt

game. Before we left California he could step an eighth

fifteen seconds and do it right.

"I was sorry to part company with Mr. Salisbury and

are the best of friends. He is the true blue kind to any ™

he likes and that is honest with him."

ny n
;
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Betting and Gambling.

As there is a vast difference between mere church members

and real Christians, so, too, there is a great difference between

bettors and gamblers. All gamblers may be bettors, but all

bettors are not gamblers. A gambler lays his money on a

proDOsition on the bslief of his own ability, by either fair or

foul means, to bring about a certain result, while a bettor

Bimply stakes his money that he has formed the correct opin-

ion of the ultimate outcome of a certain maturing contin-

gency. A gambler lays down his money, not on the acci-

dental or incidental running of a deck of cards, but on the

belief in his own skill as manipulating the cards in such a

way as to hold a better hand at the "show down" than his op-

ponent. A gentlemanly batter lays his money on a certain

horse, say, in a race, simply because he has formed tne

opinion that upon its merits he can defeat his field.

The turf gambler does not lay his money on a certain

horse because he "believes in him," but because he believes a

certain collusion has been or will be entered into whereby he
will be permitted to win, whether he "can or not." If a
bettor gets his money on the wrong side of a proposition he
Bimply lets it go, and relies on his better judgment another

time to get it back. But not so with the gambler, if he gets

his money on the wrong side of a proposition, he resorts to

foul means to turn the proposition around, i. e , if the cards

run "against him" he relies on his dexterity to steal certain

cards, to save his money, and, if on the wrong horse, he en-

deavors to put strength in the other fellow's arms. In other

words, a gentlemauly bettor lays a wager because he has a

well-formed opinion and is willing co back it, while a gam-
bler gambles because he would rather "beat" somebody out

of a dollar than to get it legitimately. It is just as legitimate

to lay a few dollars on a horse that one honestly believes

can honestly win as it is for a shipper to buy a

carload of fat hogs in the country at a certain price on his

belief in his ability to ship them to market and realize a net

profit. In either case the money is invested on the belief

that a certain contingent issue will mature in a certain way
throngh the working of natural of legitimate influences. In
other words, a wager on the legitimate issue of a certain

contingency is simply an investment that may result in a

profit or it may result in a loss—just as the farmer who sows

wheat sometimes reaps at a profit and sometimes at a loss,

the issue of the contingency depending on the

soundness of his judgment in selecting a seasonable

eeason for a good wheat yield. It is the workings
of .be gambler and not that of a simple bettor that have
brought on the present moral wave against turf specula-

tion and hence it behooves the friends of the turf to get

rid of the disturbing element. Gamblers determine the re-

sult of a speed contest before it has been trotted or run and
through the means of the foreign book and city pool room
manage to rob those who 'ay wagers on legitimate racing

form. It is plainly manifest throughout the country that if

turf speculation is to be tolerated at all it must be carried on
in a respectable manner and the lay of the money to have
nothing to do with the results of a contest. In other words,

the gambler and the methods of the gambler must cease to

be factors on the turf and that the speed and game
of horses and not the manipulations of unscrupulous specta-

tors must determine the results. The turf bettor is tolerable

and harmless; the turf gambler is the " army worm" of the
turf and a ;

'red rag" in the face of an order-loving public.

—

Western Horseman.

A Little One-Sided.

There are some rules laid down by the American and

National Trotting Associations that to those familiar with

them look verv one-sided. To illustrate, we will take the

rale that suspends a horse owner or trainer for non-payment

of entrance money or for some other offence whereby they

are prohibited from starting on any association track again

until reinstated, yet deals very Uenently with the association

that fails to pay its purses. It is perfectly right that a man
1 or his horse should be expelled for not complying with the
rules, but the rales are to blame that they do
not give the owner or trainer redress on
defaulting associations. The failure of many associations

to pay the parses advertised has become altogether
too common an occurrence of late years for the welfare of
tnrf interests at large. Too often owners have paid their en-
trance money, shipping bills and stall rent and have trotted

or paced their horses in hard races to receive nothing for it.

Some means should be devised to compel such associations tu

pay the purses they advertise, or a better way, perhaps,
would be to make every association deposit the amount of
parses in some bank or elsewhere before the meeting began,
so that horsemen would have a reasonable assurance of get-
ting their money when through. Not only would the guar-
antee of the payment of purses be of benefit to those starting
horses but the associations themselves would be greatly bene-
fitted, as then horsemen would have no hesitation about mak-
ing eutriesand a largeentry list would in nearly every case
be the result.

There is another matter that should be remedied by some
means and that is in advertising a meeting and because suf-

ficient entries to suit the management are not received to de-
clare the meeting off. An act of this kind is altogether one-
sided, for while the association may have a few small adver-
tising bills to pay, that is all, but those who have made en-
tries usually lose one week's use of their horses by not being
ible to Btart during the week. In cases where a man has from
an to twelve horses in his string and is dependent on their
jarnines the loss is frequently quite an item, for by not being
ible to start anywhere that week he is deprived perhaps of
.honsanda of dollars. This same association, however, would
lot fail to have a man suspended should he make an entry
ind fail to pay it, although not able to for some reason to
(tart his horse if the meeting came off. We would suggest
hat adherents of the turf look into this matter and devise
ome means whereby cases similar to the above can be ar-
anged so that all parties concerned will stand more on an
quality in the general result.—Spirit of the West.

Capt. R. J. Hancock, Ellerslie Stud, Va., has purchased
•f P. Lorillard, Rancocas Stud, N. J ., the bay mare Guava,
oaled 1890, by imp. Eothen, dam Revolt, by Lexington, out
if Sue Washington, by Revenue, with her bay colt, foaled
895, by imp. The Sailor Prince. Captain Hancock has
lamed the youngster Gustave.

Pacers AmoDgr Trotters.

I am informed by a very reliable gentleman who knew Old
Pilot well that he could trot very nearly or quite as well as

he could pace. He has seen him trot very fast frequently.

Aside from the fact that pacing horses very frequently pro-

duce trotters there is nothing remarkable in the circumstance
that many of Old Pilot's descendants are fast trotters. Pilot

Jr., as everybody knows, vas a fast trotter and did not pace

at all. Old Kate, the daughter of Pilot Jr., trotted, paced
and racked, and was fast at all the gaits. Brown Hal (p),

2:12i, could trot a 2:20 clip. I think he once trotted a mile

in 2:20, but am not quite sure. Blue Bull got many trotters,

but probably most of his sons and daughters would have

paced in preference to trotting had they been permitted to do

so, says Iconoclast in Stock Farm. There is occasionally a
horse bred that will absolutely do aothing but pace, like the
third dam of Mambrioo Patchen, but these instances are not
very numerous. Most pacers will trot sometimes, and,
as everybody knows, many of the best trotters will pace.

Theoretically it may be possible to get a race of trotters
that will not pace under any circumstances. Practically it

is impossible. All the experiments that have been made in
that direction have resulted in failure. The inevitable pacer
will crop out in the purest trotting strains. This fact has
done much to reconcile trotting horse breeders to the pacer,
which was formerly so unpopular. They cannot cons stently
oppose an animal that is sure to be one of the results of
their breeding; hence they utilize him. There are no horses
producing belter now than some of the descendants of Dic-
tator. They are producing some of the greatest winners as
well as as a very high rate of spaed. Impetuous 1b well illus-

trating the quality of the Dictator blood, as are also the sons
and daughters of Director and Phallas. The fastest two-
year old of 1895 thus far is Hattie R , 2:20}. She is said to
be one of the greatest two year-olds ever prodaced.
Horsemen who have seen her describe her as a wonder.
Her sire is a son of a Dicta'or mare by a
Wilkes horse. Aldanzo, that won so handily at Lexington
in his first race in 2:18, 2:19|, 2:18|, and in his second race
cut his record to 2:15}, is bred on the same cross. His sire

was by Dictator, out of a daughter of George Wilkes, while
his dam is a sister to Jerome Eddy, 2:16}. The Dictator
blood is prominent in his pedigree. It is a race horse blood
of a very high order. No one would think of discarding it,

and it is an ornament to any pedigree. Yet see wha' pacers
it is producing—Direct, Directly, and the rest of them. We
can't get rid of them, and, what is more to the purpose, we
den't want to. I once heard a conversation between two
farmers in regard to buckwheat. One of them objected to it

because when once it got into the land it was impossible to

get it out. The other replied that no one but a blankety-
blank idiot would want to get it oat. I would not be nearly
bo harsh with the gentlemen who want to clear trotting strains

of pacing propensities, but I still think the pacing blood in
the trotter has done grert good, and that we are a great deal
better off with it than we would be without it.

Louisville's New Trotting: Track.

The completion of the great trotting track at Louisville

was the occasion of an informal and genial meeting of the

directors aod stockholders of the Louisville association last

Saturday afternoon. An elegant luncheon, with liquid ac-

companiments, was had, and all spent an enjoyable after-

noon. Among those attending were Messrs. Fred Hoertz,

John Hancock, S. J. Look, Wm. L. Lyons, Win. Baileyi

August Straus, J. F. Calloway, Wm. Patterson, George

Bierod, Joseph E. Callahan, C. C. Martin, Wm. F. Mayer,

Walter S. Stone, Lum Simons, T. P. Taylor, C. Frazier,

W. T. Hutchison, Scott Newman, Richard Backrow, Sam
Bryant. Nick Struck, Herman Schwabacber, J. C. Murphy,

Alf Oldham, Secretary Wm. Porter, President J. J. Doug
lass and Major Ed Hughes. Every one present expressed
himself as highly pleased with the track, and were loud in

their praise of the work of the veteran builde*\ Seth Griffio.

For the first time in his life President Douglass sat in a

bike, and he rode a mile over the new track in 2:20j be-

hind the good gelding McDoel, 2:15$, his favorite road

horse Tbe time made was considered splendid under the
circumstances. AugustaStraus, in her buggy, driven by her

son, was the first lady to make a circuit of the track. Up to

the present time twenty-two barns, with accommodations for

three hundred horses, have been completed, and the smallest

one has twelve stalls. Nearly all of the stalls have already

been engaged. The grand stand, when completed, will be
210 feet long aod 70 feet deep, and will have a seating capac-

ity of 2,500. All the conveniences will be supplied, and in

a few weeks Kentucky will have another one of the best

equipped race tracks and grounds in America. Mr. Griffin

says the track will be fast from the start, but that a couple of

years' use will improve it a great deal.—Stock Farm.

Two excellent, race horses arrived from the Hawaiian
Islands en the steamer Australia last Saturday—Automony
and Amarino. The former, a gray horse four years old, was
recently purchased by Claude Burlinghame of the Gay es-

tate, and is by Senator Stanford (son of Gov. Stanford and
Idle Girl, by Wildidle), dam Fiamma, by Monday. Ama-
rino, the crack of the islands, is a bay horse, six years old,

belonging to Mr. Balleniine, by Kealia (son of Norfolk),

dam Amandine, by Flood, second dam L^dy Amanda, by

imp. Hurrah. Amorina will probably be sent to Sacra-

mento shortly, but Automony will be prepared for racing

hereby Claude Burlinghame. Tbe last named rode four win-

ners in one day on the fourth of July, and is very enthusias-

tic about the island sportsmen. He says that considerable

money is wagered on the result of a race and that some pools

sell as high as $200. "They have a great starter," said Bur-
linghame yesterday. "His name is Charley Wilson, and he
is a native of the islands. He could teach some of the

American starters how to wield the flag."

Charles H. Smith, the Cnicago turfman, haB purchased
of L. P. Tarlton, Fleetwood Stud, the yearling bay colt

(brother to Marsian), by Blue Eyes, out of Missive (the dam
of Roslyn and Roseland). The price paid was $1,750. The
colt was shipped with the balance of Smith's yearlings to

Saratoga on Monday, July 15th.

The 2:20 Harness Performers.

The subject of horse breeding is as old aB creation, almost,
and yet the question, so it would seem, will never be ex-
hausted. I do not suppose I shall be able to present anything
new upon this subjectjor if, as many believe, *' there is noth-
ing new under the sun," I can hardly expect to do this im-
possible thing. But may I not hope to set in motion some
buried principles in the breeding problem ? It has been said
that figures do not lie; at all events I always like to prove
my statements with figures—they satisfy me, and I, therefore
presume they will be acceptable to others. The few figures
which I shall present may not be absolutely accurate, bat I
trust they will be sufficiently bo for all practical purposes. In
this age of steam, electricity and railroads, the breeder of
speed must needs appeal to all the higher forces at command
if he would reach the topmost rung in the ladder of his voca-
tion. Probably no form of outdoor amusement has grown
more rapidly within the last twenty years than racing in
harness, nor one that has a more enduring hold upon the
public.nor one which will grow more steadily with each com-
ing generation. And so the breeder who " takes time by the
forelock " and best prepares himself for the vocation which
he has adopted, the more apt he will be to succeed. Uo far
as the method is concerned, it matters very little whether
his object id to breed speed or the general purpose hor3e, he
will find it absolutely necessary to use first-class means to
that end.

White there can be no absolute rules laid down for breed-
ing a certain class of horses, there are most decidedly general
principles which lead on to general success, aod to those con-
stituent parts of the breeding problem I now direct the read-
er's attention. Because the 2:20 performer is the beau ideal
of the present day horseman, I will deal exclusively with such
horses in this discussion. If, as I believe, the possibilities of
tbe foal are fixed at the time of birth, and that it is vain to
attempt to construct "a silk purse out of a sow's ear," it is
equally vain to expend time, money and patience, in'an ef-
fort to breed an Alix or an Axtell from second or third-class
mating. It is quite true that gold has sometimes found in
unexpected places, but that the natural place to find it is in
the Rocky Mountains no real gold hunter will deny. No
doubt the horse is the gift of God, but man must find bim
and refine him, must dig him out as he lies, nugget-fashion,
in the mountain stream, bring him home and maere him into
coin, but not one grain of him can he originally produce. |A11
man can depend upon in a colt, as significant of his actual
power, likely to issue in good works, most come from his an-
cestry. In other words, the colt cannot perform greater
things than are imbedded in his nature. Education is an ij-
strument only, and is, therefore, limited by the potentiality
of the material upon which it is brought to bear. It matters
not how comprehensive and thorough it may be, as a system,
apart from the great and immutable laws of selection and an-
cestry; it is powerless as a force in the improvement of the
animal. Great offspring may not always have great parents,
but that the germs of greatness lie somewhere buried in
the families past you maybe sure. No man or animal can
rise above himself, nor become truly great in any other orbit
save the one fixed for him at biith, and correspondent to his
bent and natural powers. In short, every foal is the product
of the past, as well as a factor in the future horse. A meet-
ing point as well as a starting point, and all that radiates
from bim is controlled by that which converges in him.

This brings us to the families to which breeders Bhould
look for the consummation of the highest expectations.
The poet tells us that Prometheus, having made a beautiful

statue of Minerva, the goddess was so delighted that she
offered to bringdown anything from heaven which could aid
toils perfection. Whereupon Prometheus asked to be per-
mitted to be taken to heaven so that he could select for him-
self. To this Minerva agreed, and Prometheus, finding that
in heaven all things were animated by fire, brought back a
spark, with which he gave life to his work. And thus tbe
breeders of speed in America, finding that the sparks which
gave life to the 2:20 performer was brought down from heaven
by Harry Felter, when he bred that incomparable sire, George
Wilkes, eagerly applied the fire which animated all blood
with which it came in contact. Napoleon was a great genius,
but what became of his victories ? " They passed away like
the smoke of bis guns, and left France weaker, poorer and
smaller than when he found her." Not so with George
Wilkes I It has taken to the close of 1884 1,312 horses to
sire 3,403 2:20 harness performers, but 522 of these sires were
by, George Wilkes and his descendants in the paternal line
And while the total average of the performers is a little less,

than three, the average sired by the Wilkses' is but a trifle

less than five. And if we go up a little higher in estimating
the potency of speed in the Wilkes family, we may say that
of the thirty-one sires that have begotten ten 2:20 perform-
ers, fourteen of snch sires are descended from Wilkes.
No doubt the rule net to eat or drink too much is simple

enough in theory, it is not quite so easy in application. So
with those who breed the speed of to-day. It seems easy
enough in theory, but not quite so simple in application. But
there are at least two lines in which we may look forward
with hope to progress in breeding the 2:20 performer. In the
first place, increased knowledge of the business and the phe-
nomena which surrounds us will afford the children of the
future advantages far greater than those which we ourselves
enjoy. Aod secondly, by the wonderful improvement by
science and mechanical appliances, the turf horse will neces-
sarily advance. As man becomes more scientific, we may
reasonably hope he will become more a master of himBelf,
and thus become the better able to breed and educate the
horse. Old methods are rapidly passing away, and all things
new are swiftly laking their places. It was the old Scythian
custom, that when the head of a family died he was dressed
in his finest robes, seated in h'u chariot, and carried to the
houses of his friend?, and at each place he was sealed at the
head of the table, where all feasted in his presence. To civi-
lization that usage seems no less absurd than the old methods
that formerly prevailed here in breeding and educating the
harness horse. As to laws for discovery in the turf realm,
make sure that however good they may be they will have
faults, and that however dull you may be you can find out
what those faults are if you try very hard. But, however
slight those faults, your duly lies in the direction of getting
rid of them as soon as possible.—Frank H. Dunton in Horse
Review.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SADDLE.

Bob Isom can still ride at eighty-Dine pouuds.

Charley Boots haa ten yearlings in training at San Jose

by Brutus.

Ed Purser recently made a big winning on Yankee

Doodle at Brighton Beach.

Pat Mrany's old juniper, Woodford, won a short-course

8
teeplechase at Saratoga on Saturday.

It is said that Ferrier and Bright Phcebus will be sent to

the Bay District Track in the course of a week or so.

There is a possibility that Installator will be sent against

the world's circular track record in the nesr future.

Jimmy McLaughlin's two year-old gelding, Sky Blue, by

Tristan—Silver Blue, is a frequent winner these days.

Whitestone, looking very high in flesh, but in grand

health, galloped a couple of slow miles this morning.

Nell Flaherty won again at Kansas City on Saturday,

going the five furlongs in 1:03 over a half-mile track.

Jockey Tod Sloan arrived Sunday from his home in

Kokomo, Ind., looking well, though a trifle overweight.

Artist ran third to Ray S. and Empera in a six-and one-

balf-furlong dash at Oakley (Cincinnati) July 26tb ;
time,

1:20*.

\V. S. Hobabt, it is whispered, made Charley Boots a

liberal ofler for Installator. The offer was, however, not ac-

cepted.

Tod Sloan says that there will be scores of good jockeys

and horses leaving for California in the course of another

month.

Johnny Coleman and his friend, Hugh Jones, made a

big clean-up on Royal Spirit, getting as good as 6 to 1 for

most of their money.

Mr. Gaston Ashe, of the Santa Rita Ranch, haB three

two-year-old thoroughbreds now in training at the Hollister

track. They are all by St. Carlo.

Ed. Corrioan has sold to Pat. Dunne, bay colt by Riley

or Lew Wier, dam Venturia, and brown colt by Longfellow,

dam Una, both yearlings. Terms private.

At Brighton Beach, July 22d, two California-bred horses

were successful—Alvarado, by Amigo—Santa Margarita, and

Connoisseur, by imp. Sir Modred—Dixianne.

M. Yobno, McGrathiana Stud, has sold to P. J. Dwyer
brown colt, foaled 1894, by Hanover, dam Lady Montrose,

by Springbok or Duke of Montrose, for $1,000.

Nell Flaherty, sister to Gypsy Girl and Midget, won a

four and one-half furlong race in 0:56 over Kansas City's

half-mile track July 26th. She belongs to Bob Stipe.

Pa DISHA, chestnut horse, foaled 1887, by imp. St. Blaise,

dam Sultana, by Lexington, the property of Tyree Bate, CaB-

Ulian Springs, Tenn., died recently »t the farm of his owner.

Jockey Glenn made his first reappearance in the saddle

Tuesday on Solilario in the third race. Several weeks ago

the boy's arm was broken by a fall from the back of Charmer.

P. 8. Dwyer has purchased of B. J. Treacy, Lexington,

Ky., ch c, 1894, by Fonso, d m Sasin, by Sensation, and ch

c, 1894, by Fonso, dam Glacis, by Wanderer. Terms pri-

vate.

Maid Marian won a mile race at Oakley, O., July 20th,

in L40J, pulling up, and the dispatches say the mare could

have broken the circular track record had she been sent

along at her best.

It il said that the " free lunch " (or, excuse us, luncheon)
given by Lhe Prince of Wales at his Hackney sale cost $5,000
—about as much as Wm. Waldorf At tor left behind for a

pair of " 'ackneys."

A match ison the tapis at three-fourths miles between
Maid Marian. Tartarian, O'Coonell and Libertine, four of

the fastest sprinters in the land. St. Louis turfmen are trying

to arrange such a race.

It in estimated that from $50,000 to $00,000 of revenues
are being weekly diverted from the coffers of Chicago's busi-

ness centers by the effects of the C. F.'s hysterical eflorts at

reform in racing modes.

BaLTXAJtruB, the ei^ht-year-old chestnut gelding by imp.
Hi. Blaise— Bella, celebrated his seventy-sixth win at St,

Asaph, July 17th. It was in lhe fourth race, at seven fur-

longs, with 104 pounds, in 1:31}.

Tur. funeral of the much-esteemed trainer, Henry Walsh,
la-i Saturday, was largely attended by horsemen. Mr.
Waloh'H friend* were legion, and his long residence on this

coMt gave him a large acquaintance.

Sik Walter, by imp. Midlothian— La Scala, by Joe
Hooker, has won more money in slakes and purses than any
horse ever bred in California, recently topping the $120,000
mark. Tournament won over $100,000.

TOD BloAH weighed only ninety-two pounds when he left

for the East. He hat gained over ten pounds since his de-
parture and will not ride lens than one hundred pounds. He
will be seen in lhe saddle on Thursday.

AtBLLouIi the officials of the association were bu»y last

week "weeding out the dogs." A large number of them will
have to racaie the stables to make room for new horses
from Cincinnati and Chicago of better class.

i » B l:> ntOLm, :it the St. Assph track,
who was discharged July 13th, has been reinstated by the
officials of the Virginia jockey club. He will, however, not
be allowed to carry a whip while at the post.

The members of the Roby fair association held a meeting

July 22, at which the affairs of the racing organization were

wound up for the season. Eoby officials accept the situation,

and will not attempt to race again until after May 1 next.

The newspaper which first published the allegation that

Willie Simms, Richard W. Croker>B colored jockey in Eng-

land, had driven * horse to death in a race against time

from Newmarket to Cambridge and back, has apologized to

Messrs. Croker and Simms.

A plat showing the subdivision of ^Garfield racing park,

Chicago, into lots and blockB were filed with Recorder Chase

July 23. Lambert Tree and Anna J. Tree caused the di-

vision to be made. Besides the lots and blocks public streets

and alleys have been laid out.

Othello, by Hock Hocking, has been placed in the hands

of Mr. Loupe Anzar, of the Aromas Ranch. Othello is a

grandly bred horse, and will hereafter be a permanent fixture

in this country. He will probably be placed in condition for

the races this fall.—Santa Benito Advance.

Dow Williams has purchased the fast three-year-old

chestnut colt Sport McAllister of H. M. Cooper, Williams,

Colusa county, Cal. Consideration, $700. Sport is by imp.

Friar Tuck, dan Twilight, by Indicator (son of the sire of

pacers, Signal); second dam said to be by Langford.

At the Hollister race track, at the present time, are a

great number of horses which are being prepared for the fall

races. The number includes a good many bang-tails, whose

work at present suggests that they will be heard from this

season in the stake purses at the Jockey Club meeting.

Charley Boots, owner-trainer of the Elmwood Stock

Farm string, has Installator in great form now, so good that

he is willing to send him against the mile circular track rec-

ord held by Libertine (1:38$), if the California Jockey Club

will offer proper inducements. It would be a great drawing

card surely.

Robert T. Holloway has bought of J. Mack Richard-

son, of Fayette county, Kentucky, the six-year-old gray horse

Faraday, by Himyar—Miss Austine. His purchaser has

owned his running qualities for several years, and by buying

him outright he will be able U put him in Btud when his rac-

ing career ends.

Michael F. Dwyeb has, it is believed, practically aban-

doned the idea of racing in England, and will henceforth

confine his turf operations to this country. Hardy Camp-
bell will bring back with him Harry Reed, and probably

Primrose Knight, that Mr. Dwyer purchased July 18 out of

a selling race.

The late Duke of Hamilton made the tiggest bet on rec-

ord againBt a Derby winner about thirty years ago. This
was on the occasion ot the duke's visit to Middle Park in

1866, when he laid out £180,000 to £6,000 against Hermit
for the Derby. Fortunately for him, friends intervened and

the bet was scratched.

Mrs. Campbell, wife of Hardy Campbell, trainer of the

Crocker & Dwyer horses in England, arrived at Gravesend,

N. Y., July 17th ( from England. Mrs. Campbell states that

her husband will return in about three weeks. She slates

that Jockey Simms will be hereto ride Handspring for P. J.

Dwyer in the Futurity.

During the English Ascot week the Runham stud year-

lings were sold at auction by Messrs. Tattersalls, of London.
Thirty-two head brought an average of 218 guineas,or $1100.

The highest price was 1,800 guineas or a little over $9,000,

which C. D. Rose paid for a bay colt by Chitabob—Surprise,
she by Hermit—Ambuscade.

The Westchester string is evidently quite a useful one and
its manager knows where to place his horses to the best ad-

vantage. Two from the stable made tbeir California debut
Tuesday, one winning in grand style, the other finishing

second in the gamest manner possible. Trainer Joe Ferguson
s clearly an adept in the art of conditioning horses.

The mile and a furlong race won by Claudius on Saturday
will not soon be forgotten. It was only the strong ride put
up by Chevalier that landed the big bay colt a winner over
little Arnette, ridden by Riley, who is not strong physically.

With a Btrong boy in the saddle with as good a head as Riley
owns Arnette would have at least equalled lhe Coast record
made by John Treat—1:54.

John E. Madden, Lexington, Ky., July 22d, entered by
cable in the English Derby of 1897 and the St. Leger and
other classic events of that year two yearling colts. One is

KolBton, by Longfellow—Annette, by Strachino, and the
other a bay by Strathmore—Hippocrite, by Longfellow. It

is more than likely that Madden will take a large string of

thoroughbreds to England to race year after next.

(.'has. H. Smith, of Chicago, has purchased Kentucky
yearlings as follows, they being shipped to Saratoga, July 20:

B c bv Spendthrift—Longmate,cost $1,050 ; b c by Leonatus
— Briganza, $1,000 ; b f by Jim Gore—Mibs Colville, $1,220;
br c by Hindoo—Brambalette, $2,600 ; br c by Longfellow

—

Semper Idem, $3,000; ch c by Blue Eyes—MisBive, $1,750;
br c by Powhattan—Jersey, $800 ; ch c by Jim Gore—Sere-
nade, $600.

W. O'B. Macdonodgh was greatly displeased with the
ride Shaw put up on Santa Bella in the two-year-old handi-
cap, and complained to the judges. He was informed by
some one before the race that he might not get a ride for hie
money, and asked the officials to watch the boy's riding of
the filly closely. Had Shaw gone on about his business San-
ta Bella could not have lost. Mr. Macdonough had $1,000
on the filly.

Heresv, a bay filly by imp. Simon MagiiB—Madonna, won
a five-furlong dash at Saratoga on the 20th with ease in
1:02$. She is the first of Simon MaguB* get to race, we be-
Heve. The young English horse is certainly bred in the pur-
ple, if he was a racing disappointment, being by St. Simon,
the undefeated, and leading sire of England, out of Wheel of
Fortune (by'Adventurer), winner of the 1,000 Guineas, Oaks,
Prince of Wales and many other great stakes. Queen Bertha,
grandam of Simou MngUB, won the Oaks and other races and
also gave to the world Spinaway, winner of the 1,000 Guin-
eas and Oaks, and the latter in turn threw Busybody, win-
ner of the 1,000 Guineas and Oaks. It is seldom one runs
across a horse from such an illustrious family.

John E. Madden, of Lexington, Ky., has entered by ca-

ble in the English Derby of 1897 and the St. Leger and
other classic events of that year two slashing, good-looking
yearling colts. One is Kolston, by Longfellow, dam Annette,
by Strachino, and the other a bay by Strathmore, dam Hyp-
ocrite, by Longfellow. It is more than likely that Madden
will take a large string of thoroughbreds to England to race
year after next.

The race record for three miles is now held by Fairy-
wood, by Melbourne, son of Nutwood. It has been held by
Bishop Hero, and was 7:19}. In the trotting Derby at Min-
neapolis this year Fairywood made a record of 7:16£ for the
three miles. This is an average of 2:25k This horse also
won the Derby last year at Minneapolis. His time for the
three-mile dash last year was 7:30£. He is said to be a very
headstrong horse, and unfit for short races. He is evidently
an excellent stayer.

On the Bovic, which arrived in New York July 23, there
were two polo ponies—the Judge and the Grasshopper—and
a racing mare for Foxhall Keene, who sent them over when
he went across last spring and had them in France with him.
He rode the Judge and the Grasshopper while playing polo.
The mare was entered in several raceB in France. Seven
mares on board were consigned by Roy, of Paris, to Lannan
& Kemp. They are a fine lot—all blooded carriage mares,
four years old. The other horse of the lot was for Dr. How-
ard Davison, Millbrook, N. Y.

Mr. S. S. Rhodes, Culpeper, Va., has purchased through
Mr. Algernon Daingerfield, the chestnut stallion Jolly Boy,
3, by Spendthrift, dam Treasure, by imp. Great Tom. Mr.
Rhodes is well informed on turf affairs generally, and it is

his intention to collect a small but select stable of runners
and campaign them. W. J. Carter has exchanged with Mr.
Algernon Daingerfield, of Daingerfield Stock Farm, Cul-
peper, Va., the gray filly Monitress, 2, thoroughbred, daugh-
ter of Heimdal and Maid of Airfield, for the trotting-bred
gelding Roster, 2, by AJmomedo, son of Harry Medium,
dam Red Rose, by Red Wilke3.—Richmond (Va.) Times.

Tdrfmen all over the country will be sorry to learn of the
death of Sir Galahad, which took place at the Hobart ranch
Tuesday. Sir Galahad was taken sick while en route to

California and never recovered. He was a fair race horse
and would have been a good bread-winner in California if he
had not succumbed to the effects of the long trip across the
mountains. Sir Galahad was bred at Rancho del Paso, and
was sired by Sir Modred. He was owned until a few weeks
ago by J. R. and F. P. Keene, when Walter Hobart pur-
chased the colt in New York to bring to California. Sir
Galahad in 1894 captured the Anticipation Stakes,worth over
$5,000. In this race he beat Waltzer, The Preserver and
other good ones, running the five and a half furlongs in the
fast time of l:06i. A few days later he finished Becond to

Keenan in the Barlow Stakes.

Burns & Wati rhodse will undoubtedly have the strong-

est California stable in 1896. They have been liberal pur-
chasers during the past six months and have now no less than
nineteen yearlings of gilt-edged breeding which have doubt-
less cost $50,000. Tney are by twelve different sires. The
complete list is as follows : B f by imp. Maxim—Preciosa; b
c by Knight of Eilerslie—Spaldie ; ch c by imp. Sir Modred
—A bra; ch c by imp. Midlothian—Agnef ; b c by imp. Maxim
—Altitude; br c by imp. Darebin—Bavaria; ch f by Salvator

—Columbine; b c by Sir Modred—Tedalma ; b c by imp.
Maxim—Parthenia ; b c by Ben Ali—Shasta ; b f by imp.
Maxim—Tyranny ; b c by imp. Midlothian—Cosette; b c by
King Thomas—Deception ; b c by imp. Martenhurst—Elsie

S.; b c by imp. Martenhurst—Gratitude; b f by Take Notice
—Early Rose; b c by Chesterfield—Taluda; ch c by Surinam
—Paloma ; b f by Take Notice—Picnic.

The department of state has received information from
commercial agent Murphy, dated at Luxemburg, showing
that American horses have been successfully imported and
disposed of in that market. A translation of an article ap-

pearing in a Luxemburg paper, bearing directly on this sub-

ject, accompanies Mr. Murphy's report and says :
" That the

horse markets have been more largely attended than hereto-

jore is due to the fact that whole shiploads of horses have
come from America. These are purchased in America by
agents sent over for the purpose by a number of North Ger-
man dealers who have united in this speculation. In spite

of transportation and insurance charges—190 marks ($45)

per horse—their price here is less that asked for European
horses. These horses aie said to be excellent workers."

Ahorse whose skin is tense and closely drawn over the

ribs is said to be hide-bound. In itself this is only a symptom
and generally indicates some disturbance of the digestive

system. It is not, as many suppose, a symptom of worms, al-

though horses in this condition are very apt to have them
and they will disappear on the animal's return to health.

The treatment of the hidebound condition consists in remov-
ing the cause of the digestive derangement. Complete
change in diet, with a warm bran mash in the middle of the

day is of good service. Keep the horse well groomed and
give only pure water to drink. A good compound to mix in

the food for improving the general condition of the animal

is powdered sulphur, salt, powdered sassafras root, of each

three ounces, of powdered blood root two ounces. Mix and
divide into twelve parts. Give one part morning and

evening.

The Maine man who rigged up a common alarm clock so

that it would open a sluice and let some grain fall into his

horse's feed box at a certain hour in the morning is doubt-

less an original inventor in one sense of the term ; but the

plan is in operation in New York and other cities on a still

larger scale. One clock, specially designed, is made to oper-

ate from twenty to forty clocks in a single Btable, and perhaps

a dozen stables are now bo equipped. These are mostly

owned by milk companies. It is often desirable to have horses

fed at a very early hour, and this plan makes it possible to

give them grain, or any other dry stuff, which can be store)*

for hours and then dropped through a hopper, long befoi

the man who must clean and harness them is out of bed. The
boxes that contain the food over night have trapdoors in

the bottom, and are provided with suitable spouts discharg-

ing into the manger. From each trapdoor a wire runs to

the clock, which is arranged to liberate at the designated

hour a heavy weight that moves a lever to which all thesi

wires are fastened.
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THE SULKY.

LillianS., by Sidney, has a record of 2:26|.

Altao trotted in 2:11 at Detroit, Mich., July 24th.

Altao, 2:11}, by Altamont, is now the fastest grandson of

Almont.

Hickok drove Hulda, 2:08J, two miles, each in 2:10, at

Cleveland recently.

Lea, by Sidnev, lowered his record to 2:22£ at Elyria,

Ohio, July 25th.

'

Charley Woods has located at Irvinglon Park with his

stable of trotters and pacers.

James L. (
2:1 U, by Dexter Prince, is one of the gamest

trotters ever seen in the East.

Lynn Bel, 2:14}, by St. Bel, is the fastest member of his

dead sire'B family by the records.

Sabina, 2:15$, by Sable "Wilkes, is in form to beat her

record whenever she wins a heat.

Blake, 2:13}, by Xutwood, 2:18£, out of Rosa Wilkes,

2:18£, is an example of the most advanced breeding.

Altao won the last three heats and race of the 2:15 class

at Saginaw on the 18th; time, 2:12}, 2:14, 2:13.

The Vallejo meeting begins next week. All the horses at

Sacramento not engaged there have gone to Napa.

El Rami won the 2:30 class trotting race at Cleveland on

Tuesday. Bed Nutling was third. Beat time, 2:14}.

The Eastern turf journals praise the condition of the San

Mateo Stock Farm horses that are on the circuit this year.

Horsemen like the appearance of Directly, 2:07}. He has

lost his eolt-Hke appearance, but retains his wonderful speed.

Fbed Kohl, by Guy Wilkes, is rapidly going to the

front. He made a record of 2:15 at Cleveland on Tuesday

last.

It is said that the time of Fantasy's five miles at Minne-

apolis when she beat Directum was 2:09, 2:39, 2:09, 2:38,

2:11*.

The bay stallion Orrin H. by Stamboul, dam Lida, by

Nephew, died at F. W. Barnes' farm, near Wilson, N. C, re-

cently.

Belle, the dam of Challenger 1046, is the grandam of

Superior, 2:17}, the sire of Carbonate, 2, 2:09, and Sulphide,

2, 2:16A.

Abeto, 2:10J, by Woolsey (brother to Sunol,2:08f) is one

of the most promising pacers in the East. She was bred at

Palo Alto.

May Rose, by Anteros, is a new comer to the list. She

has a record of 2:16* made in third heat of a race she won

July 23d.

When John R. Gentry defeated Joe Patchen at Freeport.

Illinois, July 24th, he went to the half in 0:59$, three-quar-

ters in 1:30.

Azote, who has reduced his record from 2:08} to 2:06£,

is the onlv previous 2:10 trotter to lower his record so far

this season.

Edwin Fobbest, 2:18, now twenty-four-years old, is pull-

ing a mowing machine at Robert Bonner's farm at Tarry-

town, N. Y.

The three-year-old mare Derby Princess, by Chas. Derby,

2:20, out of Princess, by Administrator 357. has reduced her

record to 2:19}.

Doctor Haile, a bay pacing horse, by Gay K. (son of

Guy Wiikes, 2:15}), lowered his record to 2:11} at Tiffin,

Ohio, July 24th.

The Wilkes-Dictator cross is proving its worth this year,if

we are to judge by the number of its representatives that are

winning fast races in the East.

Linda Stanford, by Stanford, out of Linda, 2:32}, by Elec-

tioneer won a race at Boston, July 24th in three straight

heats. Time, 2:22*, 2:20|, 2:22}.

In the 2:14 class pacing race at Cleveland, July 30th,

Dudley, 2:14, by Anteros, got third money. He is rounding

to and will be among the fastest tbis year.

A pacer called Sugar Loaf, by Sultan, 2:24, out of Sugar

Lumps,by Lumps, 2:21, won a good race at Concord, N. H.,

July 10th, in straight heats—2:25}, 2:29, 2:23.

Queen McGregor^ chestnut mare by Don McGregor out

of a mare by imported Bonnie Scotland, won a pacing race

at Joliet, 111., July 25th. Time, 2:13|, 2:12}, 2:13.

Pbotien's heat in 2:11| at Rigbv Park last week makes
her the fastest trotter by the son of Nutwood 2:182, her sire,

Glenwold, being a son of that horse and Miss Ada, sister of

Aldine 2:19}, by Almont.

My Trinket, by Stamboul, 2:07A, out of Trinket, 2:14,

has been bred to Edition 23,599, by Electioneer, out of Lady
Russell, by Harold; grandam Miss Russell, dam of Maud S.,

2:08f, Nutwood, 2:18J, etc.

Directly, 3, by Direct, 2:05*. record from 2:07| to 2:07},

and Coleridge, by C E. Clay, 2:18, record reduced from

2:09$ to 2:09}, are the only previous 2:10 pacers that have

taken new marks 'his season.

The big bay horse Ben Ingraham, formerly owned by

Burdell & Chapman, and sold at Fasig's sale in Cleveland

last May, isquite a trotter. His record is 2:22}, and he has

won every race he started in.

The fastest new standard pacer so far developed this sea

son is the brown horse Antidote, 2:10}, by Anteros, son of

Electioneer, dam Miss Wilson, by Blue Bull, grandam Sally

Beaver, .by Coulter's Davy Crockett

Beozetta's third heat in 2:09} at Tiffin, O., last Friday,
was the first heat ever trotted below 2:10 by a four-year-old

filly in a race. Directum 2:05}, is the only four-year-old

colt that is credited with a similar feat.

Aldonza, 2:15}, a four-year-old bay colt at Noblesse, son
of Dictator, dam Lsna Mapes, sister of Jerome Eddy, 2:16$,

etc, by Louis Napoleon, grandam Fanny Mapes, by Alexan-
der's Abdallah, is to date the fastest new 2:30 trotter of 1895.

Ten or twelve of the Salisbury horses have been shipped
to Galesburg where they will remain the rest of the season
and take part in the great meeting to be held there. Among
the lot are Flying Jib and a number of youngsters by Direct.

Over five thousand horses were shipped from this country
to England the first four months of the present year, against
two thousand for the same period in 1894. ThiB Bhows that

our trade in horses in Europe has increased in a healthy de-

gree.

Minnehaha (twenty-seven years old), dam of Beautiful
Bells, etc., had a foal this spring by A. C. Severance's Dex-
ter Prince stallion. Royal Prince, but it died. She was then
bred to Nomad, the thoroughbred, and is believed to be in

foal.

Saturday morning John H. 8hults shipped the Simmo-
colon mare Ferndale, 2:16£, and the three-year-old filly Emir,
by Advertiser, out of the dam of Roweoa, 2:17, from Park-
ville Farm to Detroit, where they will join M. Salisbury's

string.

Emperor William may be subject to criticism on his

views of government, but his head is level when it comes to

his ideas on trotting affairs. He has presented a beautiful

shield as one of the prizes to be awarded at the Berlin
harness meeting.

F. M. Hammett, at the Salinas race track, is giving the
first lessons to Supervisor J. A. Trescony's yearling Silver

Bow colt. The youngster is a splendid individual, being a
facsimile of bis sire in color and conformation. His dam is

the dam of St. Joe, 2:26.

Belmont mares are prominently to the fore as producers
this year, Clara G., 2:17}, Gobelin, 2:19^ and the pacer
Lakeland Princess, 2:17, three new 2:20 performers, that are

new to the standard list also, all being out of daughters of the

dead' premier of Woodburn.

Native State met with an accident on Sunday at the
Sacramento track. While Maben was trotting him the brace
from the shaft to the axle broke and the driver was capsized

but escaped with a few bruises. Native State ran away, but
nothing serious is apprehended.

Rubinstein is king of pacers. He beat Hal Pointer and
Mascot in the 2:04 pacing race at Detroit, Mich., July 26th.

Hal Pointer won the first in 2:0S-!. Then this son of Brown
Wilkes went in and won in 2:07}", 2:08£ and 2:06i. This is

the fastest fourth heat ever paced in a race.

A trotting circuit has been formed in Great Britain to

take place in Dublin, Liverpool and Manchester. Handi-
caps on the English system are to be abolished and record
and class racing to be established. It is stated that Messrs.

Dwyer and Croker propose to pnsh the sport along.

The Denver two-year-old pacing colt, Sulphide, 2:16A, is

credited with a quarter in 0:30£, which is not bad for a green
youngster. Sulphide is a remarkable colt in many respects

and the Do Bois boys are very proud of him. He stands

sixteen hands one and one-fourth inches high and is a bird

without wings.

Bouncer, by Hummer (son of Electioneer) earned a record

of 2:12 in the fourth heat of a race and then won the last two
heats (seventh and eighth) in 2:13 % and 2:14}, defeating Al-

tao, Geneva, and six other crackerjacks at Detroit, July 24th.

After a while the people will believe, as Monroe Salisbury

does, that the Electioneers are sta yers.

Coryan, aRancho del Paso bred horse, by Cornelius (son

of Nutwood), out of Kate Ryan, by The Moor got a record of

2:24J at Fleetwood Park, July 17th. [There must be a mis-

take about this pedigree Cornelius was the sire of Kate Ryan,
and she was out of Miss Ryan, by Nephew, second dam by
Black Hawk 767, third dam Billing's Mare, by Royal Oak.
son of Black Hawk 5. Kate Ryan was foaled in 1886.

—

Ed.]

Betjlah, foaled 1881, by Harold, dam Sally B., by Leven
thoroughbred son of Lexington, enjoys the distinction of be-

ing the first broodmare upon record tc produce two 2:10

trotters, she being the dam of Beozetta, 2:09}, by Onward,
and Early Bird, 2:10, by Jay Bird, both new records this

season. She is also dam of two other standard trotters,

Juanita, 2:29|, by Sultan, and Judex, 2:293, by Jay Bird.

Thomas H. Gbeen, one of the owners of Directum who
broke down at Saginaw,makes known the fact that Direct urn's

left stifle was out of joint when the horse was taken to his

stall after the second heat, A veterinary surgeon pushed the

stifle back. Green has accepted au offer from president

Archer, of the Rochester track and will ship Directum there

at once. It is possible that Directum may round to.—Horse-
man.

S. H. Rundle, part owner of the great trotting sire Quar-

termaster, returned from Europe on .Saturday, just in time to

read of the news of the victory of Quartermarch at Fleet-

wood, who took a record of 2:15}. Had there been any horse

to force him to his limit, this young Quartermaster—the best

of the family to date—could have gone two or three seconds

faster. E. D. Slater, who owns Sir Walter, the sire of Mollv
Walker, dam of Quartermarch, says that Molly Walker's

dam was a mare of unknown breeding that was bought for

$17 at the old East Side bnrsp market.

Dr. E. J. Weldon, owner and driver of the fast gray
pacer, Phenol, 2:16, is a prominent dentist of Sacramento,
and in the race at Sacramento he made his first appearanae
in a bike. He train? this mare and has done more with her
than any one who has ever held a line over her.

Falkland, son of Happy Medium and Toto, sister of
Trinket, 2:14, by Princeps, has reduced his record a greater
number of times than any other trotter out tbis season. Start-
ing with a mark of 2:22|, obtained in 1893, he first reduced
it to 2:21} at Baltimore. May 22 ; then to 2:20} at Philadel-
phia, May 28 ; then to 2:17} at Fleetwood Park, June 17

;

then to 2:15} at Boston, June 20, and finally to 2:15 at Old
Orchard, Me., July 12.

The trotting meeting at Galesburg, 111., under the manage-
ment of C. W. Williams, which was to have taken place July
29_th, has been postponed until August 5th. The reason for
this is that several of the large races did not fill, as the meet-
ing was announced so late that many of the owners of fast

horses bad made their arrangements to race on other tracks.
It is expected that the meeting will go along without inter-

ruption after the date now set for the beginning.

George W. Leayitt's prediction that Early Bird would
someday trot in 2:10 has been fulfilled. The horse is bred
to train on. His Bire, Jay Bird, is proving one of the best

sons of George Wilkes as a sire of campaigners. His dam,
Beulah, is the greatest daughter of Harold as a producer. It

iB a significant fact, too, that Beulah's dam was by Lever, a
thoroughbred, whose Bire was the great four-mile race horse
Lexington, and whose dam was Levity, by imported Trus-
tee. Many of the most successful thoroughbred race horses
have descended from this same Levity.

The directors of the Napa Agricultural Association held a
meeting last Saturday and transacted considerable important
routine business. It is expected that the coming fair will be
the biggest event of the kind ever held in this county, and
one of the best that the State has ever known. There are
over 300 entries of horses and the purses will amount to

$14,000. Every event advertised for entries has been filled,

so that no alteration of the programme will be necessary in

order to have a full week's racing. Very few fairs have ever
made such a good showing as this. Don't forget the dates,

August 12 to 17, inclusive, at Napa.

Spokane, Wash., people are feeling very good over
Klamath's (2:08i) great success with the Eastern cracfeB. His
dam is owned there by W. H. Harries She dropped a nice

filly last week by Altamont. Jay Beach, of Vancouver (the

owner of Altamont), writes that Chehalis, 2:15£, paced an
easy mile in 2:10£ at the Irvington track, Portland, Oregon.
It looks as if Chebalis would be one of the sensational horses
of 1895. He with his two brothers, Touchet, 2:15, and Del
Norte, 2:14}, are entered through the California circuit.

Harry Stone, the driver of Prince Almont, 2:16$, says look

out for this fast colt in Montana. He worked an easy mile in

2:09} lately.

For several years past the fairs of the Twenty-sixth Agri-
cultural District have been held at this city. They have al-

ways been of benefit to the entire district and have done very
much to advertise its resources But this year Governor Budd
cutoff all district fair appropriations and left us without any
State aid. Thus if we expect to have a fair we must get right

in and rustle and get together the wherewith to pay for the
fair. Some of our people are rustling in great shape and it

is intended to have a good fair this year, State aid or no
State aid. Everybody should get right in and try to make
the lone fair a big success. It will take much hard work, but
the object is well worth lots of hard work.—lone Valley
Echo.

Little Spokane stock farm, Spokane, Wash., T.S.Griffith

and Howell W. Peel, proprietors, report the following foals

by Delpho 13,954, by Patronage, sire of Alix. 2:033: Sorrel

filly.foaled June 28, dam Lady Fanchion, by Zeeland 10,470,

2.-2U; sorrel filly.foaled July 16, dam Motley J., 2:31}, by
Montgomery; sorrel colt, foaled May 22, dam Daisy, 2:37$,

by Flaxtail; sorrel colt, foaled May 25, dam Margaret, by
Zeeland 10 470, 2:2U. They have bred Coqueta, 2:30, by
Altamont—Tecora, dam of Cbehalia, 2:18]; Del Norte, 2:14};

Touchet, 2:15; Coquetta, 2:30, and grandam of Vinmont,
2:19£, to Delpho. Also Bix other producing dams by Alta-

mont, and five other well-bred mares by Ingraham, Mere-
dith, etc.

The Horseman has the following about James Dustin,

who was one of the spectators at the races at the Blue Rib-

bon meeting at Detroit : "The veteran Dustin is here, looking

as if he had lost his best friend. In fact, Dustin is so much
bound up in Directum that bis breakdown was a great blow

to him, and it is said that when he had fully satisfied himself

that the great son of Director would not do lo start again

this year, if ever, he broke down himself and wept like a

child. The horse has ruptured a ten on in his left hind leg,

and will probably never race again. His front legs bothered

him last year, but Dustin had them as smooth and hard
as iron. He was not looking for trouble behind, and, as he
said to-day, it was like a bolt of lightning from a clear sky

to find, after he had driven him a mile in 2:06. just as

easy, to have him 'go' after a mile five seconds slower."

Azote placed another champion record lo the credit of

the Electioneer family by beating Fantasy at La Crosse, Wis.,

on the 12th inst., in 2:07}, 2:12}, 2:09, dethroning the cham-
pion trotting gelding, Ryland T., 2:07$. The three fastest

trotting geldings yet produced, according to the records, are

Azote, 2:07}, Ryland T., 2:07$ and Lord Clinton, 2:08}.

Azote's Bire, Whips, 2:27^, is hy Electioneer, his dam being

a thoroughbred daughter of Enquirer, and having a cross of

the distinguished thoroughbreds, Lexington, Glencoe and
Margrave. Ryland T., 2:07^, is by Ledger, his dam being

by Ulverston,a thoroughbred son of Lexington. inversion's

dam was by imported Margrave, out of Too Soon, by Sir

Leslie, son of Sir William of Transport, by Sir Archy. The
dam of Lord Clinton is also by 4 thoroughbred descendant of

Sir Archy, yet theorists tell us to leave the thoroughbred out

if we want to breed fast trotters.
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Dates Claimed.

WILLOWS July 30 to Aug. S

VALLEIO Aug. 6 to Aug. 10

NAI'A ASSOCIATION Aug. 12 to Aug. 17

WOODLAND ASSOCIATION Aug. 26 to Aug. 31

STATE FAIR. SACRAMENTO Sept. 2 to Sept. 14

ST' ICKTON ASSOCIATION Sept. 16 to Sept. 21

KKH BUFF. - Sept. 17 to Sept. 21

SAN JOSF. ASSOCIATION Sept. 21 to Sept. 29
HIKNKME Sept. 24 to Sept. 28

FRESNO ! Oct. 1 to Oct. 8
SALINAS CITY Oct 1 lo October 5

VENTURA Oct. 8 to Oct. 12

HOLI.1STER Oct 7 to Oct. 12

SANTA ANA October 15 to October 19

LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21
P c. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28
BUFFALO August 6 to August 16

HORSE SHOW ASS'N OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

ME August S

II' U.l.l STKR _ -.« August 15

SALINAS CITY September
.ELES September 14th

Review of the Meeting.

*Vl the race meeting just closed a pretty fair estimate

of the excellence of the horses that are to appear on

the circuit was obtained. While there are horses in

training at public and private tracks which may here-

after enter the lists with those we have seen, nevertheless

every close observer either in or out of a bike is able to

judge of the speed these new comers must have to defeat

those they have observed in the races.

The number of green ones that proved themselves

worthy of being called aspirants for championship

honors is not a small one. Palita, 2:21$, by Palo Alto,

was not extended, and as a two-year-old will make a

very creditable showing, if she does not get a mark as

low :i- the other Californian lilly, La Belle, that got a

mark of 2:16. Slam I!., as handsome and well formed
;is ha "ire ; has a faultless gait and is game as a bulldog,

and :!:I7| for the fourth heat is a good beginning for

a four-year-old.

Knight, 2:22, the long-distance trotter from Rancho
•>, is a marvel and will get well inside the twenty

mark this season, lie was bred to sixty mares this sea-

son, ami was never driven in company since he left

.Montana three years ago.

We hire praised game Prince Ira, 2:19), often, he

i« well inside the twenty mark, but will be close to 2:15

before the 0. J. C. meeting this foil, Brisrhill, 2:18T,

la another game end oonsistenl performer, and were it

not i.r an unlooked-for accident, would have captured

the race be so bravely tried to win.

Waldo .1. was unfortunate in not being just right

physically when the bell tapped. He got into the heavi-

er part hi the Bourse and bad to pace in this plowed

gronnd until be retired exhausted, lie will be ready to

field "I .idewheelers at any time or place

hereafb make tbem move very lapidly to give

The other very fast horse in this contest, Cibolo,

2: 14 J, dropped dead from exhaustion, and had Waldo

J. been forced to go another heat he, like the soldier

boy, "would be numbered with the slain."

Hal Corbitt, 2:21, is a splendid pacer and is just the

right type to make a stayer. He is only three years old

and great things can honestly be expected of him. Roan

Wilkes, 2:18, his most formidable opponent, will also

improve. This race was beneficial to both of them.

McZeus, 2:19$, is ^the kind of a racehorse the most

studious of horsemen would be led to expect from his

breeding, and when in the stall, or coming down the

homestretch, be " fills the bill."

Stamboul Belle, 2:21, will be a better mare the next

time she starts. She was just taken from the train and

hitched to a sulky. In her next time out there are

plenty of horsemen who will not forget to buy a few

pools on her.

In the pacing race, 2:30 class, all ages, there were

three wonderful surprises. Pathmont, handsomer than

Altao, 2:1 1}, his brother, got a mark of 2:14} in the

second heat. Javelin, a smooth-going three-year-old won

the third heat in 2:20, and was second in 2:20 in the

sixth heat, while Phenol, a gray mare trained by an ama-

teur, got a record of 2:17. This kind of racing partakes

of an Eastern flavor, and shows that "nothin's as onsar-

tin as pacin'."

Visalia, 2:17, was not keyed np for a six-heat race,

but she will be in splendid shape when next she starts.

Boodle, the grandly-bred son of Stranger, proved his

game qualities by winning one of the best-conteated

races of the meeting. He is a greatly improved horse

this year.

One of those remarkable horses which gives every

body a topic to talk about, was the stallion Seymour

Wilkes. Every one who watched this erratic hobbled

stud as he bucked all over the San Jose course last sea-

son predicted that he was no good and that the " ranks

filled with geldings " needed him; but patience, skill

and kindness cured him; the hobbles were cast aside and

to-day this grand moving horse made thousands of

friends by the splendid way in which he won his races.

He will be among the free-for-all pacers this season and

it would not be surprising if be caught the judge's eye

first very often as he came under the wire.

Jennie Mac, 2:29, by McKinney is a good three-year-

old pacer, but Agitato by Steinway is abetter one; 2:20}

in the fourth heat is an excellent mark even if he got a

record of 2:20 in the second heat. There are few

Agitatos and his owner and driver has good reason to

value him highly.

Keating's Hamrock while not doing much in the first

and second heats (which should be condemned every-

where), had little trouble in defeating his tired antago-

nists in the other three. He is a game horse and will be

forced out of his class in the next race he siarts in; he

is a better horse than his owner or driver has any idea

of. Had not Margaret Worth injured herself severely in

the third heat the race would have been all over but the

shouting.

Golden West, formerly called Frenchy, is a reliable

pacer this year. This statement needed no stronger

verification than the fact that he never made a mistake

in the three heats he paced, and lowered his record to

2:16}.

El Senton, 2:23}, the son of Electioneer out of the

dam of El Rami, 2:16}, was only beaten a nose in 2:1S},

and we understand he came out of this hard race in

splendid condition. It was predicted that he never

would lower his record of 2:2SJ when he was pur-

chased for the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, but it looks

as if he will lower that n'ark fully twelve seconds before

November.

Diablo, 2:09 1, is a better horse this year than ever,

and will retire this season with the fastest record ever

made on the Pacific Coast.

Besides these, there were others which did not win

a prominent position during the meeting, but will

be looming up among the very fastes*. before the season

ends. They have made an excellent showing and are

in every way creditable to their breeding and training.

Not a serious accident through carelessness occurred dur-

ing the meeting. No one was taken from a sulky on

suspicion of fraud, and everything was done to make the

meeting pleasant, not only for the participants but for

the spectators also.

THE meeting at Vallejo commences next Tuesday.

Good races are promised every day. The track is in

splendid condition and a number of stalls have been

erected for the accommodation of the 300 horses that are
to be '.here. Ds not forget the fact that if you want a

week's enjoyment Vallejo offers special inducements.

A Vast Improvement Noticeable.

Some months ago this journal commented upon the

improved appearance of our trotters and pacers over

those that used to be " sent down the line " a few years

ago for the purses given by a few of the leading associa-
'

tions. The following taken from the Western Horse-

man applies also to this subject:

In no other phase of the light harness horse business
is the great improvement in the trotting horse more
plainly seen than when a large field of them appear on
the track for a race. Ten or twenty years ago in a
bunch of ten starters scarcely a good looking animal
could be found in the whole bunch, they nearly all being
more or less ugly, angular, ill shaped, ill dispositioned

—

a promiscuous lot in general, and hence the old sayings,

"They go in all shapes" and "Too good an individual to
have much speed." The homeliness of the average
speed horse was proverbial, and a really handsome horse
in a trotting or pacing race was really an object of sus-

picion, and good looks and a fine appearance were re-

garded as incompatible with speed and race horse quali-

ties. But these things are not thus at the present day.
On the contrary, one of the first things to excite com-
ment at the present time when a large field of horses
appears on the track is their uniform good looks and
generally good individuality. The long, lean and lank,
the ewe neck and bandy shank are exceptions now in-

stead of the rule, and the American trotter as a race
horse is really a thing of beauty instead of an exciter
of unfavorable comment on individuality. At a recent
meeting, where the fields were unusually large, the
writer was particularly struck with the uniformly fine

appearance of the starters, as well as with their uniform
speed and kindly actions. The ugly horse, the bad actor
and the "mean gaited" horse were all conspicuous by
their absence, and, regardless of the number of starters

in a race, the function of the distance judge was in

most instances superfluous. All starters looked well,

could "go some," and with the fewest possible exceptions
acted well. Very plainly then the American trotter is

rapidly becoming a fixed and uniform type, with fixed
and uniform characteristics of Bize, form, action, speed,

etc., and, as is plainly visible to every observer, these

characteristics are becoming more uniform and fixed

with each additional trotting generation. However
great hare been the improvements in leading character-
istics during the past few years, greater still will be the
condensation and development of type qualities during
the next few years, and the establishment of a truly

trotting horse family will be one of the realizations of
the very near future. That very much more care,

thought and judgment are being exercised than formerly
in maturing trotting animals is very plain, and that the
same will yield rich returns in the way of great family
improvements is equally true. Judgment in individual

maturing is bringing about wonderful results in the way
of improved individuality, and the doubling up of trot-

ting crosses is intensifying the trotting instinct—what-
ever that is—and hence trotting bred animals are not
only becoming more uniform as individuals, but nearly
all have a natural tendency and a greater or less propen-
sity for the trot or pace.

A successful merchant was once asked as to what

was the best time to advertise a particular line of goods,

says the "Spirit of the Times." "There is no best

time," was the answer. "Advertise all the time ; keep

your name and your goods before the public in season

and out of season." This is golden advice that is ap-

plicable to all departments of business, but to none is it

of more importance than the breeders of blood-stock.

The vast majority of breeders do not advertise at all,

and then wonder that the merits of their stock are un-

known outside of their own immediate circle of friends.

Others advertise in half-hearted fashion during the

breeding season only, and by so doing bring their stock

to the notice of at least a portion of the public who are

directly interested in breeding matters, although they

do not reap in any adequate degree the results that

might be secured from continuous advertising. If an

owner has mares to breed he does not always wait until

the last moment before he decides what stallions he will

breed them to. Therefore, it is important that the qual-

ities of your stock should be kept before the public at

all times. Announcements of stallion service in season

will help you; but judicious advertising throughout the

entire year will help you a great deal more. " The best

time tc advertise is all the time."

The attention of our readers is called to the adver-

tisement of the closing-out sale if the stock at the Souther

Farm, San Leandro. There are some grandly-bred colta

and fillies and choice roadsters and driving teams, and

Messrs. Killip & Co. will be pleased to hear of other

owners of trotters who wish to consign trotting-bred

stock to this sale. The names and pedigrees must be

sent in before August 7th.

Lesa WlLKES, 2:11 J, by Guy Wilkes, out of [Hanna
Prince, by Arthurton, lowered her record to 2:09 at

Cleveland, Thursday last.
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The First Bis Meeting. HOOF -BEATS.

It is with pleasure every horseman who attended the

summer meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders Association at Sacramento will review the in-

cidents of that eventful week, and when it is also made

known that the association did not lose money there

will be more cause for rejoicing. The opening day was

not as successful a^it might have been owing to the con-

dition of the track, but thereafter no fault could be found

with the course.

The residents of Sacramento and vicinity showed

their appreciation of the races by attending the meet-

ing every day and bringing their friends.

Speculation was lively throughout the week, and al-

though first choices did not win in a majority of

instances, nevertheless, they had enough supporters to

make betting very lively.

The Oregon horses made a splendid showing and cap-

tured a number of races that were thought to be " sure

things " for the California favorites. Surprises came

every day and kept alive the interest.

The fields in the regular events were large and the

contestants so evenly matched that, with one or two ex-

ceptions during the meeting the distance flag was used

to divide them. The trainers and drivfrs deserve great

credit for the masterly manner in which they handled

their horses, some of course,who have had longer experi-

ence proving their superiority when it came to a close

finish. Taking it all in all, however, we do not believe

there is a State in the Union that has as many good horse-

men, or as fine-looking, well-trained, game and speedy

horses as we have here, and we doubt if there ever was a

better race meeting than the one just closed ; of course,

some improvements could be made. The directors

are as cognizant of them as the spectators, and at the fall

meeting these faults will be remedied.

The directors are not too old to learn, and when the

reforms are inaugurated we are positive every horseman,

driver, trainer and owner, and, in fact, every one who

loves to see horses strive to win, will endorse them.

Gcssie pulled up very lame after her race over the hills

Thursday.

DoasEY's Nephew (sire of Ottinger, 2.11), is at James
Sutherland's farm, Pleasanton.

Woodflower (dam of the game trotter Seylax)
b1, has been bred to Chas. Derby, 2:20.

by An-

But two Eolians started Thursday, and both won in fine

shape. We refer to Addie M. and Boreas.

Millard F. Sawders has leased the Dexter Prince mare
Maria P., and will give her a low record this year.

The money value of each parse ran for at Asaph is $100.

Pretty tough on owners, trainers and jockeys there.

Chehalis, 2:24J,
2:15£ at Sacramento.

by Altamont lowered his record
He can pace a mile in 2:10 easily.

If Geo. Wiley, by Steinway, out of Katie G., by
Charles Derby, 2:20; Steineer, 2:29, and Covey, 2:24), by
Electioneer—had not made a disastrous break at the first

quarter in the race he started in at Sacramento, he would
have had a mark of 2:28 instead of 2:30J. He will be taken
in hand now and given a more creditable record.

How Directum Lost.

Melvar, 2:22, is now one of the members of J. N. Nel-
son's string. This driver will, no doubt, give him a low
record.

Peter the Second, brother to Peter the Great, run a

grand race Thursday for his first time out in nine or ten

months.

The first race meeting of the California Circuit, which
was held at Sacramento last week, was a success in every
particular.

De Groat, who ran bo well Thursday, his first time out,

is a son of Grover Cleveland, that Matt Storn used to train

and win with in the best of company.

There are three two-year-old races on the card, something
never recorded before in California, while twenty-three of

the thirty-three entries are youngsters.

All the trotters that A. B. Spreckels has in training

at the Oakland Track have been given in charge of M. Mc-
Manus. There are some good ones among them.

The Preserver, by Salvator, dam Lou Lanier, for which
the Fleischmanns gave $7,500 as a yearling, won his maiden
race in a field of "dogs" at Oakley this week. He is three

years ol*.

Tod Sloan did himself proud Thursday upon his reap-

pearance here in the saddle, going the shortest way around
the track and riding the brown colt to perfection from start

to finish.

In the announcements of foals of 1895 thai are at the

Zombro, 2:19, is a very fine-looking four-year-old stallion

by McKinney, 2:11£, out of a mare by Almont Lightning
;

6econd dam by Kentucky Clay ; third dam by Edwin For-
rest 49. He is owned by Geo. T. Beckers, of Phoenix, Ari-
zona, and was named after one of Los Angeles' most popu-
lar young men. Zombro's gait while trotting resembles hia
Bire's more than McZeus, 2:19J, another fine McKinney.

McZeus, 2:19*, is a better-gaited horse than his sire, Mc-
Kinney, 2:11^, and will get a very low mark this year. He
is out of Grace Kaiser, by Kaiser (son of Geo. Wilkes, 2:22
and Fair Lady, by Dictator)

;
grandam Grace W., by Comet,

Bon of Almont Jr. 1664; tbird dam Lady Star {dam of Neva
Seeley, 2:20J, etc., by Squire Talmage, etc.) McZeus is one
of the best bred colts ever sired by the game and reliable

McKinney. He is owned by J. W. Gardner of Los Angeles.

Her Majesty, one of the very best two-year-old fillies out
on the Coast this season, died about five o'clock Wednesday
afternoon of catarrhal fever at Bay District track. She was
a bay, by imp. True Briton, dam Elsie Ban, by imp. King
Ban, the property of J. B. Chase, of this city (who bred her),
but underlease to Frank Van Ness, of the Elkton Stable.

The filly was much beloved by the racing public, who had
time and again seen her win in fast time.

New York. August 1—Burns & Waterhouse, the Califor-

nia turfmen, have engaged as trainer, Jimmy McCormick,
who is now employed by Mr. Walbaum. will give his time
exclusively to Burns & Waterhouse's stable after September
1st, and will leave the East for California with the horses. A
number of thoroughbreds will be trained for the winter meet-
ing on the Pacific Coast, and the best of the lot will come
East in 1896 to take part in the two and three-year-old

stakes and handicaps.

A gentleman living in Livermore has a filly by Ram.
part (son of Almont) out of Belle Medium 2:20 (dam Of
Stain B. 2:17j) by Happy Medium; he bredher to Dexter
Prince and the produce, a very fine bay colt, he sold as a
yearling to A. B. Spreckels of this city. It is at the Mer-
riwa Stock Farm and is very promising. Missie Medium
the dam was the "queen of the-road" between Pleasanton
and Livermore before being placed in the breeding ranks
and her proud owner says no money can buy her.

A number of trainers at Sacramento, who have been in

the habit of letting their meu sleep elsewhere than in the
stalls wherein their horses are kept, issued orders that during
the rest of the Circuit they must be where they can watch
their horses at night as well as day. Orrin A. Hickok, Sal-

The following is taken from a letter dated Minneaeolis

July 4, written by Thomas H. Green, the owner of Directum

and gives a few of the inside facts of the treatment the horse

and driver received in the scandalous Fantasy-DIrectum

race July 3

:

" We had to consent to waive the flag to let two of the

horses start so as to have a race. The first heat Directum

had the pole and going around the first turn Fantasy broke

and ran quite a distance, gaining on Directum by so doing as

she is a very handv breaker. Directum reached the quarter

in 0:32J, half in 1:05£, third quarter in 1:39 and Fantasy beat

him a head in 2:09. Directum lead all the way to within

thirty feet of the wire, but Fantasy could out brush him in

the stretch. The second heat Directum carried her so fast

around the first turn thai; she broke and kept breaking to the

quarter and Geers had to stop her to a walk and then drove

her home very easy. Directum was at the half in 1:03

third quarter in 1:37, then Dustin slowed up and made the

mile in 2:12^-; Fantasy 2:32. The third heat they went

away fast but Fantasy pulled up and went easy to the half.

David B. drove Directum to the half in 1:06, then Fantasy

came on and caught him at the seven-eighths pole and beat

him a half length in 2:09.

The fourth heat thev went so fast around the first turn

that Fantasy went running and pacing, and Geers slowed up

and finished the mile in 2:38, David B. kept at Directum and

drove him to the three-quarter pole in 1:39 and then quit,

and Directnm logged home in 2:13£. He was very tired a*

the track was very hard, and we made a complaint to the

jadges about Geers laying up, as he was not at the three-

quarter pole vhen Directum finished. They announced when
they took down the da? that distance was waived but any one

caught laying up a heat would be distanced. They told us

it was only a bluff and they would not distance Fantasy.

Hamlin was in the stand with the judges and they did what

he said.

The fifth heat Fantasy came out fresh, and Directum tired;

but he made her trot all the way, and she only beat him half

a length in 2:11 J. Geers whipped all the way down the

stretch; Dostin hit Directum four or five times near the fin-

ish, but he was too tired, as he went five fast heats and Fan-
tasy only three. Everyone who saw it say it was a swindle

on the part of the judges, and Directum got all the cheering.

The papers had it that the cheering was for Fantasy, which
is not so, as Directum was a great favorite all week, and

every time he passed the stand he was cheered, and after the

race all the crowd came to his stall to see him.

We were on the cars with him from Saturday, 7 a.m., until

4 p. m. Monday, and they had the race set for Wednesday,
and would not change it so we did not have any chance to

give him a work-out."

Prince Bismark, 2:29, by Almont Patchen , out of Min-
nie, by Chisholm's Blue Bull, is hardly up to a bruising race
T*i. He is only a two-year-old and his future is bright.

Vioget Stock Farm a typographical error occurred. Meta isbury and every leading trainer is careful about this, for

by Piedmont had a colt by Wild Boy, not Wildidle, as it their horses may become sick or get cast in their stalls, or in

was published.

Bloomsbury, winner of the first race Wednesday, his ini-

tial start, is a grand-looking bay colt by Three Cheers, out of

the dam of Early, by imp. Hercules. He won in such easy
style that he is apparently as good as he looks.

The pacing horse, Pat Cooney, which dropped dead at

Sacramento on the 21st inst., was one of the first two colts

McKinney, 2:11}, sired from a mare of unknown breeding.

He would have taken a low record this season.

Next Tuesday, August 6th, the Vallejo race meeting com-
mences. Great preparations are being made for it. Vallejo
is a lively place, especially when the government is employ
ing over 1900 men at Mare Island, just opposite to the city.

Rio Alto, 2:16£, by Palo Alto, out of Elsie (dam of

Palita) by Gen. Benton, picked up a nail while being exer-

cited at Agricultural Park, Sacramento. This unfortunate

accident prevented him from winning every race he was
entered for.

Raymond, 6081, by Simmons, out of Lady Raymond, by
Carlisle 395, is getting to be quite a sire. Lady Grace, his

daughter, has a record of 2:23£ and Roan Wilkes, a pacer
out of Berlina by Berlin, earned a record of 2:18 at Sacra-
mento last week.

One of the gamest colts seen this year is the three-year-old

pacer Agitato, by Steinway, out of Tone, by Ferguson. He
won his race at Sacramento in 2:20 and 2:20} in the fourth

heat, ably driven by his owner, that excellent reins man, Mil-
lard F. Sanders.

It seems that Matt Green did not bite John Murphy's ear
off at all, as reported at the race trackJThursday. He did
have a fight with Murphy, but was sober and did no biting.

The fact that Murphy would not have Green arrested shows
that the former was not seriously injured.

A soft answer turneth away wrath. A smart tout ap-
proached a well-known horseman at the race track, Sacra-

mento, and said : "Bet your money on the horse I|point out,

and you will win. There he comes. That's Diablo !
" The

reply staggered him; it was: ''The Devil, you say !

"

Charley Little, one of the owners of the California
stable of thoroughbreds, received the following dispatch yes-

terday from Secretary D. P. O'Connor of Anaconda, Mont,:
"Twenty days' additional racing, purses averaging same as

programme issued. Will assure you plenty of races. Notify
horsemen."

Capt. Griffiths (owner of Flying Jib, the king of

pacers) has a Palo Alto filly called Alta Vela. She is four
years old, is out of Kitty Sultan, by Sultan, 2:24; second dam
Kitty Wilkes (dam of Rajah, 2:29i), by Geo. Wilkes; third

dam Snipnose (dam of Garnet, 2:19 1, by American Clay 34,

etc, and a handsomer mare would be hard to find anywhere.
She is very speedy.

When J. N. Nelson, of Oakland, received Golden West,
formerly called Frenchy, many horsemen predicted he would
give him up as a hard customer inside of a month. Patience
and carefulness are cardinal virtues which Mr. Nelson pos-

sess, and after fourteen months' work with this erratic geld-

ing he had the pleasure of winning a race with him and
giving bim a mark of 2:1 fi|.

case of fire these men must be where they can be of some as-

sistance to the horses upon which a trainer's reputation de-

pends. It's a good rule.

Mb. Naglee Bcrke, the California millionaire turfman,
has arrived at Saratoea with his string of horses, including

the two-year-old, Crescendo. When Brown Dick's unbeaten
Western two-year old, Ben Brush, arrives, which will be
shortly, four of the greatest youngsters of the year, viz.

Handspring, Hastings, Ben Brush and Crescendo, will be at

the Springs. There has been some question as to the eligi-

bility of Ben Brush in the Futurity. On inquiry at the

offices of the Coney Island Jonkey Club we find that Ben
Brush was never entered in the Futuity. There is some
talk at Saratoga of a special sweepstakes to be arranged for

these four youngsters.

The two-year-olds that Harry Lowden recovered by a suit

of law from Mountain View parties were badly treated, being

half-starved and,not attended to in even a half-humane man-
ner. They were held for another party's debt—one of the

cheekiest transactions on record. Pat Reddy is a chestnut

gelding by Apache-Maid of Stockdale, a very stout-built

fellow out-girthing nine out of ten five-year-olds. Brigan-

tine is a bay filly by imp. Mariner—Cimeter, heavily boned
and altogether a sturdy-looking miss. Geronimo, the last of

the trio, has the look of a race horse all over. He is a

bay gelding by Apache—Mandeline, by John Happy; sec-

ond Ham Jongleuse, by the speedy Alarm; third dam imp.
Presto (dam of Satan). If these fellows don't race there is

nothing in looks.

George Rose, the well-known bookmaker, returned from
his trip East Thursday and saw his horse Boreas win with

Tod Sloan in the saddle, despite the fact that it was that

jockey's first mount in almost two months. Mr. Rose states

the racing game is only fair in the East this year. He vis-

ited pretty nearly every track. " 'Curly ' Brown has made a

great hit starting at Kansas City," said Mr. Rose, "and is

very popular with race-goers. At every track I met owners
and jockeys arranging to come to California this winter. The
closing ap of so many tracks have impoverished many owl-
ers, but they are all waiting to get enough money to ship

West. Barney Schreiber, I believe, will be the first to come
out.

The stallion Hamblehawk 508, by Hambletonian 10, lat

terly kept at Richman's Stock Farm, near Muscatine, la, is

dead. Although twenty-four years of age, and by reason of

being badly "over in the knees," a cripple from his birth, he

has been a vigorous horse uotil very recently. Hamblehawk
was foaled in Orange Couniy, New York, in 1871. He was
purchased as a two-year-old by Chester Weed at the price of

$2,500 and brooght to Muscatine County, and has been kept

there ever since, passing successively through the hands of

the Warfield Brothers and J. M. Fisher, West Liberty, to

Richman Stock Farm, where he was owned at the time of

his death. He was never extensively patronized, and has

left comparatively few descendants, and those nearly all of

"short breeding" through their dams, but the speed and

quality of the HamblebawkB is unquestionable, and bis de-

scendants even unto the fourth generation have made them-

selves standard by performance. Hamblehawk was pur-

chased in the spring of 1881 by Richman Stock Farm, when
his days of usefulness were deemed by many to be past.

There are now, however, several of his descendants at the

farm which are highly valoed by the proprietors, and they

have never regretted their investment.
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Hkkkv Walsh—Death has removed one of the most

prominent men ever connected with racing on the Pacific

Coast. For nearly, if not quite, thirty years the late Henry

Walah has trained racehorses io Oregon and California, and

with such success as to place him in the very front rank of

the profession. AH of the foremost California celebrities of

years gone by were handled by him, or it will be more correct

toeUtr, that the fastest and the gamest were his pupils, and

owed their victories, in a great measure, to his skill in train-

ing and good management in races. Thad 8tevens, Nell

Flaherty, Mollie McCarthy, Ralston, Flood, Cadmus, Flam-

beau, Racine are a few which he trained and raced with so

much success. And when he was placed at the head of the

thoroughbred department of Palo Alto his success in breed-

ing and rearing great colts was on a par with that in the more

active and exciting field which the race course presented.

Great as was Ms skill in preparing horses lor iaces, and

tho«e of a kind which tried their condition by a very severe

test, heats of four miles run in fast time, he had other quali-

ties which overshadowed that kind of proficiency in gaining

the esteem of those who were intimately acquainted with

him.
These were uoimpeached honesty and sterling integrity,

and with a heart overflowing with good-will towards those

who were at all wortby of consideration. Retiring in dispo-

sition and of a brusque manner, ready to repel forwardness,

and to keep aloof from those who were not in the list of his

friends, very many people who had known him for years

could not form a true estimate of his character.
_

In fact it was only his most intimate acquaintances, the

very inner circle of his associates, who could, and every one

of that class will unite with me in praise of him as a man

—

an honest, straightforward, reliable man, that could be de-

pended upon in every place, and every agreement he made
was sure to be fulfilled to the letter, and more than that,

full of charity and kind deeds, the warmest heart under the

guise of "gruff demeanor." These were the qualities which

so heightened the affections of his intimates, and while his

capacity in his chosen profession was duly regarded and ad-

mired, that was a secondary consideration. Unity of pur-

suits and a fellow feeling, which is so promotive of compan-
ionship, as that which is based on a fondness for horses, led

to my acquaintance with Mr. Walsh, and, of course, intensi-

fied the friendship between us, though it was his sterling

merit which made it so very close. As a majority of those

who read these lines well know, there is scarcely any pur-

suit which is so beset with temptations, of various kinds, as

active participation in racing presents, and not one of these

ever swayed him from a straight course.

It was a long career, covering more than half a century,

and at some future time I will endeavor to present asketch of

his connection with Pacific Coast racing, as it will be virtu-

ally a history of the most notable contests for over twenty
years.

Henry Walsh was born in Charleston, South Carolina

Borne sixty-seven years ago, and as the S. C. Jockey Club
was one of tbe most respectable and noted of all the old-time

racing associations, and tbe course at Charleston stood very

high among American race courses, it is not surprising that

when he became an apprentice to the business and after-

wards a master workman that he was imbued with the prin-

ciples which governed the gallant cavaliers of that chivalric

land.

Too High.—It may be that my ideal of what all sports

should be is too high. That as classes of people in every age

of tbe civilized world have set up impracticable models to

pattern after, which on trial have failed to correct known

evils, so that there are abuses connected with racing which

are beyond remedy. This is surely untenable ground, as if

that were granted the only dependence to have these recrea-

tions sustained would be overthrown. There are few people

who will join in that estimate, but there are quite a number
of those who are the most deeply interested in the permanent
welfare of turf and track who do not consider that some of
the objectionable features connected therewith are inimical
to the future well-doing of the sport. The ground which I

occupy is to place racing and trotting in as high a position as

is possible to secure by cutting off every opportunity for fraud;
ensuring that every contest will be a fair endeavor, on the
part of those engaged to win, and with the assurance that
managers of races will use every effort that competitors shall
be awarded an equal opportunity.

I have written somewhat fully on the laying-up fraud,
which is bo generally practiced all over the country, and that
without rebuke from the judges, though far from exhausting
the topic, and the bearing it has on this portion of the ques-
tion. Kliminatiog tbe heat helling part of the controversy,
and a person who is allowed to lake it easy while others are
struggling in granted an advantage which is not legitimate,
and aol in accordance with honorable sport. But I only in-
troduce tbe contention in tbia article to answer a question
which was propounded to me a few daya ago by a friend, who
ia intimately connected with trotting meetings, and which
had puz/.led him when he had been asked for an opinion.
That was that if a driver was satisfied he could win the heat,
but by aodoing could not win the race, would it not be his
duly to lay up ? There are cases when such a condition
might be presented when it would be clear, not only to the
drivi-r, but alao to every competent spectator, and in such,
laying up would be justifiable from one point of view.
Ho much ground lost by a bad start, interference, or losing

break thai in the effort to make up the lost ground the horse
would be -verworked, and it would be the safest course not
to take lh« hazard. Should such a case arise, one that there
could be ii question that the lost ground was not premedi-
tated, there would he little danger of judges taking exceptions,
as even getting '* inside the Hag " would entail as severe ex-
ertion as those who were bo fortunate as to escape like trouble
to fight for the heat. Kveo io that hypothetical case the

driver might be wrong in his supposition that he could win

the heat, and also wrong that if he had speed enough to win

the heat, under adverse conditions of such magnitude as to

be unquestioned, that he would lose the race with the advan-

tages which winning the heat would afford him. Granting

the right to lay up when circumstances are clearly in favor

of permitting an infraction of the rule, or rather when it was

not even an infraction of that quoted from the code of the

P. C. T. H. B. A., inasmuch as it was an assumption of the

driver that he could win, and not sustained by occular evi-

dence, it will not do to accept the opinions of drivers as war-

ranting infractions which are not clearly endorsed by at-

tending proofs. In fact little harm could come from such an

exhibition or from those in which there could be less reason-

able cause for laying up, it is the transparent transgressions,

which are of such common occurrence, that do the mischief,

violating the rights of other contestants and disgusting spec-

tators who expect to see an honest contest. " Every heat a

race " would ensure honest racing all through, and when
that is the rule, without exceptions, then that part of the

racing millenium will be inaugurated. That onlv a very

small proportion of races claimed to be " thrown " are so in

fact, those who are familiar with the sport are well aware. I

should be hugely delighted were the percentage reduced so

that a zero would mark the amount, and that tbe most per-

sistent claimants of fraud in trotting races be troubled to find

listeners. When layiog-up is to be tabooed that will have the

effect to stop a great deal of the talk about robbing races as

well as making the job of conducting them bo difficult that it

wilt be rarely attempted, and at the same time remove erro-

neous impressions. When the fastest horse in a race has been

laid up one or more heats and eventually wins the race there

always will be people who will accuse other heat winners
with beiog " pulled."

The standard selected to measure the honesty

of racing by cannot be too high, and it should also

be so graded as to allay, as much as possible, suspicion; of

wrong-doing. ThiB is beyond doubt by far the most impor-

tant question connected with all branches of sport, though
there are others which cannot be overlooked.

* •
* *«

Klamath and William Penn.—While quite gratify-

ing that the grand little champion of the Eist was defeated

by a Pacific Coast representative, the victory was no! so much

due to superior speed and stamina of the animal as to the

want of skill on the part of the driver of the son of Santa

Claus.
i

It would be difficult to imagine a race, when bo noted a

horse was one of the parties, and with such a lack of judg-

ment displayed. The first heat laid up which,I suppose,was

to impress people that Kline was one of the cute cusses, a

"full hedged manupilator" as our friend K. calls one of that

craft—one of an army of astute reinsman, in fact an "ex-

pert" of the most pronounced stamp; could shuffle dexter-

ously, change the cut if necessary, up to all manner of tricks

which would bring in dollars.

That part of the game, so far as can be told from the tele-

graphic accounts, was reasonably well played. These state

that Klamath (in the first heat) "outfooted the Buffalo mare
by a short length in 2:12i, William Penn taking it easily in

fourth place." This may have been last, at all events, as the

subsequent heats proved, it was an easy clip. To shorten the

account as much as possible, in the second heat Penn cut out

the work, had Klamath beaten at the long distance (ISO

yards) Kline turned to look after the second, his horse

slowed up and before he could get him in motion again,

Klamath rushed by and won the heat—2:08 £.

The third heat Kline changed his tactics. Went to the

half in 1:03&, to the three-auarters in 1:35—the mile in

2:07|. The fourth heat Klamath won in 2:10|. It is -'oubt-

ful if after " throwing" the first heat Penn could have won
under any management, as Klamath would have pressed him
to make two heats as good as 2:08 in all probability, and
that isa "heart-breaking" pace for the very best of the second

raters. But had Penn gone for the first heat and driven

"judgmatically" throughout the race it does appear that he
would have won.
And now I am constrained to present a suggestion, to offer

unsolicited advice—which is said to be offensive—to those

drivers who are prone to look back at a critical period of the

race, the very point which Kline selected. A person with

average auricular organs should be able to tell when a horse

is close enough to be dangerous in the last 150 yards of a race,

and he can take a pull on his horse, sufficient to save him
in a measure, without hazard, so long as his attention is

intently fixed on the job he has on hand. "Waiting in

front" is the racing term, but every faculty on the gut vive,

ready to act demi-semiinstantaneously (how is that for a

compound to demonstrate quick action ?), and it will be a

logy horse and a logy man that is caught napping.
A better thing, however, th^n a quick ear (in place of ap-

plying for letters patent on my invention offer it free for

the good of the cause) is a contrivance which will combine
cheapness, simplicity and effectiveness. A socket on each
shaft by the stirrups. Two small tubular rods of proper
length surmounted by mirrors, and thus while the eyes are

fixed on the horse's ear, reins and whip held so as to be un-

der command there is a distinct view of what is going on in

the rear. A dead sure thing that this little contrivance

would have given the second heat to Penn, and secured the

third with an easement of some forty or fifty feet, a big relief.

Then again there might be another advantage, but this I

must convey in a whisper, for if it were spoken aloud the

judges might object, claiming that it would be "aiding a

fraud." When practicable tracks are laid out soas to have
the grand Btand on the west side of the homestretch.

Trotting races come off in the afternoon, and, as a rule

when the sun is a good way west of a meridian line. Con-
nected with the mirror rod a pedal placed so that the foot

without being drawn from the stirrup footipulate it. Your
horse is tiring in the stretch, the rapid pace to obtain the
lead having told. The second is gaining, whiz! the moving
heliograph throws a stream of flashlights into the eyes of the

horse, another knocks out the driver, the horse executes a

pirouette, the driver swears, better than a transformation

scene, while you jog in with all the majestic gaits of a con-

Jiueror, and as innocent a smile as though you had laid up
our heats.

No, it will not do, a clear case of collusion, old Sol the
partner that is outside the jurisdiction of the A. T. A. and
N. T. A., so that the earthly member of the firm will have to

"take his medicine" and his partner's, too,

Oregon to the Front.—Klamath, Altao in the East,

Chehalis, Pathmont and others on our side demonstrating

that Oregon is not very far behind California in the produc-

tion of fast harness horses. Making due allowance for the

superiority in numbers it is not absolutely certain that the

more genial climate has any the best of it, and to offset the

surplus of sunshine and " balmier air," bunch grass places the
scale on an equilibrium. The earlier Oregonian trainers
whom I met claimed that this herbage was so far superior to
alrilleri 11a, wild oats and burr-clover that no one of any sense,

who is intimately acquainted with all these varieties would
hesitate an instant in awarding the preference, in proof there
of cite the old-time short horses from their country which
took the Southerners into camp with the best of dispatch.
Comet, Big Gun, Amanda and others were potent examples,
and now the trotters and pacers mentioned are surely corro-
borating the testimony.

Altao at Cleveland, in the 2:15 class, with twelve starters,

won in straight heats in the fast time of 2:12a, 2:11^, 2:10J,
and that is a forcible indication that there will be two trot-

ting descendants of Altamont inside the 2:10 mark before
many weeks pass.

* **
Beuzetta.—A wonderful filly the captor of the Futurity,

more money, it is claimed, than any trotter ever got at one

haul. That, in all probability, is correct as far as the actual

stake money went, though Eoff told me that when Princess

won the first ten mile race over Glencoe Chief the winnings

of the party was in excess of $30,000. A grand filly, beyond

the power of ultra cavilling carpers to besmirch and find

believers in their utterances. A great credit to her sire, On-
ward, and another feather in the already bushy plume of the

aire of her dam, Harold. But every fair-minded person can-

not fail to recognize that Lever, the sire of her grandam, is

entitled to a part of the glory, and Lever is a son of the
mighty Lexington. And of the great mare Levity, and as

Levity was by imported Trustee, there is a mingling of the
" stout Catton blood " to aid that of the "greatest four-miler
that ever tramped the American turf," Boston.

Now the editor of the Horse Review is exceedingly
troubled that some one may give the thoroughbred dam of
Whips a portion of the celebrity that Azote has secured, so

that it is more than likely that the same sort of objections

will be raised to Lever acquiring any of the high renown
which Beuzetta has been awarded. Unfortunately there is

little opportunity to make comparisons in the case of the
dam of Azote, Josie, by Whipple's Hambletonian, as her
colts by Piedmont and Benefit died, and the only living colt

outside of those by Whips was the foal of 1890 by Clay. He
has not been heard from so that he is not anywhere of the

stamp of his half brother Azote. There is no question that

the triple strain of Hambletonian in the champion, so far, of

1895, is the most potent factor in the glory of creating a
2:07} horse from the quondam Wagon-puller, but to deny
that Lizzie Whips is also worthy of a portion of the credit

will not stand investigation. For instance, the dam of Cob-
webs, 2:12, by Whips—Mollie Cob, had two foals by Elec-
tioneer, one died, the other has not made a mark ; htr filly,

Matron, foaled in 1 89, by Clay, is not in to the list, Liberty
Sontag got the foal of 1890, and Lottery the foal of 1891,

and in 1892 there was a filly by Electricity. Cobwebs being

so far superior to his half-brothers and sisters is surely favor-

able in the case of an Electioneer from a thoroughbred mare,
when Electioneers that not so "near an infusion" failed on
the same mare.

Naviuad, 2:22J, by Whips, from Lady Thorn Jr., came io

1886, previous to that year there were four Electioneers from
Lady Thorn, two of which died, and in 1888 another Elec-

tioneer, none of which got a fast record. Santa Claus beat

his half-brother, Navidad, five seconds, but a brother to

Santa Claus is not in the list.

It cannot be called undue favoritism which gives Whips
a great deal of credit for Azote, when these examples are

taken into consideration, and also the claim that his Enquir-
er dam should "be counted" is not without a foundation.

Enquirer was from a Lexington mare, and that bloood has

been, and is, conspicuous on trotting tracks as well as

race courses.

* *

Summer Meeting P.C.T. H. B. A.—To write that the

above named was the most successful of *ny summer meet

ing held under the auspices of that association, is warranted

by the reports, verbal and printed, that I have heard and

read. That from several points of view, and with only one

drawback to offset the many that are commendable. Thai

one objectionable feature was the starting, especially that OS

the opening day, the management in all other respects elic

iting warm encomiums. That the starting will not be sat

isfactory until a competent official is secured whose sole du

ties will be to "handle the fields," and who is well paid foi

the service he renders, is the lesson taught on bo many oc-

casions that it is somewhat surprising that the Breeders can
not be convinced of so apparent a fact.

While persistent scoring, the waste of time, occupied in

false start after false start, is provoking to tbe spectator, am
a serious detriment to the attendance on subsequent days, i

is not nearly so bad as that laxity in the judges' stand whiol

permits, or overlooks fraudulent schemes, and there is n<

charge'of that kind entered -against the meeting.

Whatever the pecuniary result, whether there were gaine

losses, or an even break, that is of secondary important
when there is nothing but praise for the management, anu

those who had the contending horses in charge, as that soi

of a commendatory report will ensure future well-doing

Glorious weather is the unanimous verdict of those wh
were in attendance from this section, and as predicted in thi

department, an enjoyable time in every way, save, perhap

to those who had "out-played" themselves in the boxes.

And now a few words regarding the main actors io tbj

play. It is easily proved, that the horses engaged, especiall 1

the youngsters, not only earned well-deserved plaudits froi

the spectators, but also secured a higher place than has eve

been reached in California at so early a meeting before.

the first day the track was far from being good, not out t

the way, in fact, to be called bad, too much water the caus

"Rough on top, sticky and holding underneath," was the r*

port of a returned visitor I met on the day following, an

when the fastest heat of the 2.12 pacing race was the firs
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2:15, and the third and fifth in 2:22J and 2:22J, the perform-

ances of El Benton and Prince Ira can be rated as very

good. El Benton cutting his record to 2:23J- and Prince Ira

making every heat of his first race in 2:21—3traight win-

ning heats at that. The breeding of these two is a token of

excellence El Benton carrying the rosy-cross—Electioneer

and Genl Benton and Prince Ira, Dexter jPrince and Sultan.

Sunday and Monday happily intervening, the track was

better prepared on the second day, aDd as a consequence

there was an improvement all through. A wonderful per-

formance of Palita, the two-year-old daughter of Palo Alto

and Elsie, and a stubbornly fought battle of seven heats in

which Prince Ira, Knight and Briarhill shared in the hon-

ors of the contest, Knight as winner taking the biggest slice,

though Prince Ira, according to the reasoning of not a few

people, was entitled to the greatest glory, if the rules do give

Knight a double quantum of dollars.

The placings summed into totals figure sixteen for Prince

Ira and nineteen for Knight. But the performance of the

two-year-old, measured by record, is far away the most nota-

ble of the occurrences of the meeting. The first heat finished

with the greatest ease in 2:214 is only a second behind the

fastest for that age of the season, and the heats, 2:21J and

2:23£. the best thus far in the year if my memory be correct

Peculiarly gratifying to me, as I have contended, from the

first, that Palo Alto was the greatest of all trotting stallions,

everything being taken into consideration, and that his pro-

geny will sustain that end of the argument seems to be rea-

sonably assured.

Stam B. carries the honors of the third day, with Zim-
bro a very close second, and the pacing three-year-olds, Hal
Corbitt and Roan Wilkes, made a very good showing. Del

Norte, one of the great trio of brothers by Altamont from
Tecora, won his race so easily that it may be that he will

be the dux of the three. tisSi

The full report in this number of the last three days of

the meeting renders other comments superfluous, and there

are so many good marks that it is something of a puzzle to

bring them iato a $yn ju*U with-it djia* iajmcice, and if

so full as to include all a transcript, or rather an amplifica-

tion of the regular report would be necessary.

** *
The Special Dispatch which appeared in the Exam-

iner, and was copied on the editorial page of the Bseeder
and Sportsman last week, in my opinion, must have been

colored by the sender, and that the slangy and pointed state-

ments were not authorized by Mr. Williams.

It is just possible that amid the excitement of meeting

friends in New York the President of the California Jockev

Clnb commented in warm terms on the prospects of the Bay

District course since he had secured Jan option on the prem-

ises, and in doing si gave some foundation for'the telegram,

and the words sent an interpolation.

I had two conversations with Mr. Williams in regard to

arranging dates so that there would be no clashing of inter-

ests between the two racecourses.

It will be better to state that on these occasions I in-

formed Mr. Williams that I was advocating in the Breeder
and Sportsman the absolute necessity for avoiding a con-

test, repeating some of the points of my argument. He ac-

knowledges that pecuniarly it would be advantageous to both,

but when I requested him not to express an opinion, as that

would hamper me in carrying out the plan I had marked
out, as it might be thought that I had an esoteric knowledge,

writing after consultation with one or both of the parties

interested, and this I desired to avoid at present. I told him
(Mr. W.) that I had sent proofs of my articles to a person

who would bring tbem to Mr. Corrigan's attention, and he
could read tbem in his copy of the paper. He did not utter

a derogatory word of Mr. Corrigan, and in fact related a

circumstance which indicated that if there had been any ill-

feeling between him and Mr. A. B. Spreckels there was none
then.

The last interview was July 10th. I spent some time with

Mr. Williams at the Oakland track and accompanied him to

San Francisco. Be conversed very freely about his projects,

and I feel very confident that if he cherished such feelings as

those expressed in the dispatch he would have shown it in

some way.
A great deal of mischief is done by one class of correspon-

dents. Lying in wait for the utterances of someone who is

of public prominence they ask questions, which are likely to

lead to sharp replies, the object being to trap the interviewed

into saying words that will have a sensational flavor. One
of the same stamp rushes with the paper to the person at-

tacked adding fuel to the flames, and then there is another

who is " hot in the collar," and all the efforts of mutual
friends to effect a reconcilation are futile.

I have spoken to quite a number of people who are inter-

ested in racing, in relation to the subject of reciprocal con-

cessions by the two clubs, as to dates, etc., and what will be

conducive of the greatest good and permanent welfare of

those connected £with racing, and without meeting a single

person who did not agree with the views expressed by me in

the articles published.
Even those who would be temporarily benefited by a race-

course war arc qnxious that harmony should prevail, and if

there are others of different opinions they cannot be classed

as true friends of either club.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Prince Ira, 2:19£, was bred and is owned by Ira Rams-
dell, a well-known gentleman of this city. The dam of

Prince Ira is Luella (sister to Saladin, 2:05]), by Sultan,

2:24; second dam the famous old-time trotting mare Ella

Lewis, 2.27, by Vermont 322 ; third dam Kate McDonougb,
a mare brought across the plains and noted for her speed and
endurance. Prince Ira was very promising in 18V4 and Or-
rin A. Hickok had him in his stable and, with Directum, took
him East to trot in the slow classes, but he "went wrong" and
was returned ; then Col. J. M. Alviso, of Pieasanton, who
brought She, 2:14$, to the front laBt year, was given the horse
and no better test of his ability as a trainer is needed than the

fact that he had this horse ready and fast enough to win his

maiden race in 2:21, and get second money in the next race

he started him, lowering his record to 2:19} in tbe fourth

heat.

Ottinger, 2:11, recently converted to the trotting gait,

is having a hard time of it. Despite Tom Healing's best

efforts this game gelding appears to act as it his feet or

pasterns pain him after a heat or two. He needs a well

earned rest and then he will be all right.

The Racing Situation at Saratoga.

One of our valued correspondents contributes the following

comments on the situation at Saratoga since the closing of

the club-house

:

_
"Sabatoga, N. Y., July 23.—Never did a more peculiar

situation arise than that which now confronts the citizens of
this pretty village. Law is an excellent thing in its way, but
the time comes when law is made farcical. That is the pres-
ent condition of affairs here, and the situation savors still

more of the pantomine tban that which ' Teddy' Roosevelt
has created in the erstwhile gay city of Gotham.

" Here we have a community virtually dependent on the
fish that come to their nets during the short six weeks which
constitute the season. This year the fish won't come, and the
reason is excellent. There is njthing to tempt them. The
bait was of a really innocent sort, inasmuch as no one was
harmed. Never was a place where gambling was carried on
conducted on wiser lines than the Saratoga club house.

" In the first place, it is certain that over ninety per cent,
of its visitors never played nor in any way felt in obligatory
on them to do so. The rich men, to whom the chance to
'punt' a few hundred dollars was the most pleasurable part
of a season's vacation, had the opportunity, butjthe 'piker*
was severely left in the background. The club house was in
reality the pleasantest rendezvous that could be imagined.
There gathered men of the world from every quarter, both
of this country and others. The Californian sbook hands
with the Canuck, the Kentuckian with the New Yorker, and
all four gathered in the pleasant comradeship that leaves all

the carping comments of everyday life in dim obscurity. Here
was a feast of reason and a flow of soul,' and here men could
feel and learn that there was something more in racing than
the mere filthy lucre to be made out of it.

"Yet a precious band of 'village worthies' have decided
that 'gambling must stop.' Oh, yes, it's the law, and no one
would object if it were a really conscientious endeavor to

carry out the spirit of the constitutional amendment of last

fall. But no, it's merely one of the paltry political moves
that induce more than half the crude, ill-judged movements
that so frequently upset the existing order of things in
American cities. Because a man who was earning ill-gotten

wealth from a low dive that disgraced the principal thorough-
fare of the town was told that hereafter he would have to

behave circumspectly and 'not as a fool,' the attraction which
has heretofore put Saratoga on an equal footing with all the
principal watering places of the world, Hamburg, Aix-les-
Bains, Biarritz, etc, has to be abolished. The club-house with
its restaurant, that would have delighted the heart of a Peri-
gord, lies closed and idle because, forsooth, 'Cale' Mitchell's
abominable resort could no longer be allowed to render
Broadway impassable for the respectable. The President of
the village may be an exeellent man in his way—many tell

me he is—but he has, at best, run his head into a noose
from which he is afraid to now attempt to loosen it. Though
it is literally true that the owners of nine out of every ten
dollars invested here desire to have the club-house open and
conducted in the same dignified style as heretofore, the Presi-
dent, by the unwise use of the little brief authority with
which he found himself vested, has so tied himself up that
he now has to obey the behests of the lowest element in the
place. It may be added that the President is a man who
never was able to make a success of business himself and is

quite out of touch with the prosperous element connected
with the leading institutions of the town and the absurdity
of tbe situation will be mors fully realized.

''The effect on Saratoga as a racing center is bound to

be serious. There are not enough attractions, pretty as the
place is, to satisfy men during the long hours when there is

no racing. As things are at present, we are through with
the day's programme at about 2:30 p. m., or rather sooner,
which leaves amusement to be found for virtually the en-
tire afternoon and evening. Besides, while the chance to

have a 'flctter' was often the chief incentive to the mil-
lionaires that gathered here, they would also patronize the
races. Saratoga is one of the places that will have good
cause to remember with bitter regret the coming of the
'reform wave.' "—Spirit of the Times.

Coming, Not Passing.

The general "forecast" is that the horse—the really good

horse—is just coming into general recognition instead of be-

ing in the passing-away stage, as some would have it

believed. The harness race horse was never so popnlar as

now as a means of popular outdoor entertainment, and that

the handsome and useful harness horse for road use is in

most active demand the reports from all leading markets
plainly indicate. As man's servant, pleasure giver and
entertainer the horse will never pass away, and those who
hope for such a thing, as an aid to selfish accomplishments,
had as well abandon the idle hope. The modern harness

horse is not only the idol but the creation of civilized man,
and his "passing" iB a thing for future centuries—if ever.

On this subject Iconoclast writes:
" The general feeling as to the future of the trotting horse

continues to improve- Horsemen are not implicit believers

in the theory that horses are to be dispensed with. They
have been used very extensively for thousands of years, and
will be used extensively for thousands of years to come. The
horse is an animal that will always be indispensable. What
the editors who are writing doleful articles of "the passing

of the horse" need is a little more "horse sense." The horse

will be bred long after these gentlemen are in their graves

and forgotten. No matter what and bow many mechanical
contrivances are invented there is nothing that will take his

place. Railroads, that it was predicted would supplant the

horse, only increased the demand for bim. They were the

likeliest of all inventions to displace him. But so far from
doing it they only made him the more indispensable. Pleas-

ure carriages propelled by electricity cannot answer the

same purpose. People do not grow enthusiastic over machio-

chinery as they do over flesh and blood. They use it, but

they don't love it. It isn't worth whiie to worry about the

'passing of the horse' for a few thousand years at least."

—

Western Horseman.

J. W. Paulsen, of Palo Alto, has sold to J. Rafael

Orellana, Hacienda Colima, Suchitoto, Salvador, Central

America, a very fine two-year-old bay colt by Wildnut, out

of Amanda, by Electioneer. It is very promising and will

be useful in the stud after its days on the track end, lor

he is bred in the purple, and perfect in every respect.

Two Valuable Tables.

Below we present two interestine lists of fast performers of
the season to date—the new 2:12 trotters and the new 2:10
pacers. Of the former there are eleven and the latter just
ten. Among the trotters the four-year-old Beuzetta leads,
and while the list presents many points of interest, the most
notable is perhaps the fact that six of the eleven carry the
blood of Alexander's Abdallah, while three—Maud C, Wist-
ful and Protren, are inbred to him, each having crosses to
both Belmont and Almont. Of the pacers, Fidol assumes
precedence, and there is a wider diversity of blood lines
although George Wilkes shows prominently J ndge Swing
and Guinette being by sons of his, and A'frite and Frank
Agan by grandsons. The lists show the year's as well as new
record of each performer.

NEW 2:12 TROTTERS.
Benzetta, ch f, 4, by Onward, 225J£ 2-1ZV. to 2-09VKlamath, b g. 10. by Morookos...^ 2 12§ o 2 :09'Early Bird, rn h, 9. by Jay Bird ..." f-UK o 2

:10Maud C., blk m, 6. by Binderton 2
:L'Vto 2:10V

Edith H.,grm
T 7, by Deucalion, 2:22 2:12?! to 2-M8ZTomah, ch g, 6, by Egardo, 2:13^ !

..." 2-128 to $$&James L., b g, S. by Dexter Prince 2-iei to 2 :iiV
Wistful, b m. 5, by Wedgewood, 2:19 2 ;

13 l ? to 2-11VGeneva, ch h, 8, by Leland $-U to 2 ;-ivWm. Penn, br h, 5, by Santa Ciaus, 2:lsV ..'.".'.Z\ 202V to 2:11VProtien, b m, 7, by Glenwold ™"™."~! 205g to 20lg
NEW 2:10 PACERS.

Fidol, b b, 8, by Idol 2:10V tn 9-niv
Ben D. ch h, 5 by Red Back Jr

~™
?:}§g g^Afrite b c, 4, by Gogebic 2:2t lo 2;08VJudge Swing, br h, 8, by Wilkes Boy, 2:21^ 2:1F-, to 2:08VFrank Agan. b go, by Mikagan, 209% 2:10^ to 2:09V

Vistigie, br c, 4 by Valentine 2:1S§ to 2:09#
Gil Curry, g g, 8, by Almont Boy 2-I1 1

*
to »-09V£Guinette b g, 6. by Gambetta Wilkes. 2:19V. 2:10^ to 2 :09VCleveland S., b h, 11, by Montgomery, 2:21j| 2-11? l0 *2 10

Jo He, eh g, 6, by Ned Forrest Jr 1 2:14*4 to 2O0
* Time record.

The season's records, to date, at both gaits and all aees will be
found in the following table :

TROTTERS.
Two-year-old—HattieR., br f, by Bobbv Barns, p, 2:19V 2-20V
Three-year-old—Athanio, blk c, by Jaoio, 2-22 2-lW
Four-year-old—Benzetta, eh f, by Onward, 2:25V

""
21)9V

Five-year-old—Fantasy, b m. by Chimes »2 :07
Fastest ^stallion—Directum, blk h, by Director, 2-17 «2-06
Fastest mare—Fantasy, b m, by Chimes . .

'"
«2:'o7

Fastest gelding—Azote, b g, by Whips, 2;27jtf
'..
..."."!".""„.J 2:06K

PACERS.
Two-year-old—Sulphide, b c, Dy Superior, 2:17V. 2-1615
Three-year-old—Directly, blk c, by Direct, p, 2:05V, *207V
Four-year-old—Afrite, b c, by Gogebic 2-OSV
Five-year-old—Frank Agan, b g.by Mikagan, 3:19%; .

'

'.','.'.".",". 2:09V
Fasten gelding—Robert ;J., b g, by Hartford, 2:22*4 *2:08
Fastest stallion—Joe Patchen, blk h, by Patcben Wilkes 229V *2-043I
Fastest mare—Miss Williams, b f, 4, by Williams, 2-20V ' 2-10VTime record. -Horse Review.

Extraordinary Pace Making.

For some time past the matter of pace making has been
engaging the attention of wheelmen in all parts of the
country, and although tandems and quads have been intro-

duced, it has remained an open question whether or not a

locomotive would be brought into requisition in the wild

efiort to smash the records. But the problem seems at last

to be in a fairway of solution, and an ex cow puncher of

this city is posing as one of the benefactors of the age.

A few evenings since one of his bronchos broke loose, and,

after running around town for an hour or two, made for Fort
Russell, with his owner in hot pursuit. After a good deal of

hazing the horse was captured, when the ex-cow puncher
started to lead him back to town behind a wheel. Passing

through the parade grounds at the fort the animal became
frightened at several dogs which belonged at that place, and,
"taking the pace," started down the road at a tremendous
rate, the rider holding on to the rope with one hand and
guiding the wheel with the other.

Every moment the speed increased, and, being no longer
able to hold the pedals, he placed his feet on the coasters
and held on for dear life. The horse had the pole and ran
close to the wire fence, the wheelman managing to keep on
the outside, where he could take the bends in the road with-
out danger. The army people, noticing tbe trouble, had
gathered in crowds and were watchine the race with breath-
less silence from the barrack roofs and other elevated posi-
tions. For a mile down the road nothing could be seen but
a cloud of dust, with an occasional glimpse of a hatless rider
and a badly Beared broncho, as they " burned " the ground
beneath them. Leaning forward in the saddle, with a firm
hold on the handle bars, his every look bespoke the jockey.
The pace was terrific. Minutes seemed like hours, and the
excitement grew more intense at every stride. Erswell, the
" God of Wind," was not in it.

" Stop that boss ! stop that boss 1" shouted the boy, as he
swept by teams and travelers who had turned out lo let him
pass.

But no one came to his rescue, and the mad race continued
until Camp Carlin was reached, where tbe spirited animal
seemed in doubt which road to take, and, slacking up a trifle,

the wheelman went by like an arrow. But it was only for a
second, for on reaching the end of the string the wheel shot
from under and deposited the rider heavily on the ground,
where, after regaining his feet, he soon managed to stop the
runaway.
In speaking of the affair afterward the ex-cow puncher ex-

pressed himself as satisfied that tbe present system of pace
making would soon be revolutionized, but as far as he was
concerned he would hereafter confine himself to horseback
riding and leading bicycles with a rope, as he did not con-
sider the new-fangled machines safe unless ridden with bit

and spur.—From the Wyoming Tribune.

The stallion^Seymour Wilkes, 2.12, by Guy Wilkes, out of
Early Bird, by Plimel, was almost uacontrollable last season

in bis races. He had to be hobbled and tied down to keep
him from destroying everything about bim. He was placed

in Ed. Lafferty's hands who took the hobbles oil" and treated

him kindly. The result is he has one of the best-acting and
fastest Guy Wilkes horses ever seen in California, and if

nothing happens him he will be a dangerjus candidate for

honors in the free-for-all class this season. Geo. B. Polhe-
m us, of Coyote, Santa Clara County, owns him. Seymour
Wilkes is strong, heavy built, lusty-looking horse, a typical

Wilkes in conformation and has all the other great requisite

a level head, gameness and extreme speed.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

[ Continued from Pa«o 101. I

TWO HUNDRED AND DAY—THURSDAT,

II

THIRTY-FOURTH
Al-OCST 1.

/- JM8. H1S was a model racing day, a

&~^~\
jf

^genlle breeze tempering the sun's

rajs until it was just right for race

horses. The first race was taken

a 25 to 1 shot, Addie M., a filly

by Eolian that has developed into

a crack sprinter. Speaking of Eo-

lian, there were but two of his

get to start (Addie M. and Boreas),

and both won easily. Two favor-

ites got home in front, howeve^

G. and Hanford
1

, so that the talent did not fare very

badly. Tod Sloan made his reappearance in the saddle on

Boreas, and putting up a vigorous and intelligent ride, won

easily with the brown colt, Peter the Second, a 20 to 1 shot,

beating the hot favorite, Wheel of Fortuoe, four lengths for

the place. The successful horse-pilots this afternoon were

Riley, E. Jones, Reidy, Sloan and Ambrose. De Groat was

a good new one uncovered in the first race, and he gave

those not in on the know quite a thrill of horror.

Addie M, 25 to 1, off third in the first race, was taken back

about fifth until well in the homestretch, when she came

through like a race horse when called upon and won off by

three lengths, De Groat the unknown, second, a scant head

before Imp. Green, equal favorite with Model.

Seraphin, second choice, got away third, romped to the

fore, and though Nebuchadnezzar, off badly, was catching

her fast at the finish she lasted long enough to win by a nose

from the favorite with Ricardo a poor sort of third.

Nellie G is certainly hard to beat over the hill route.

Nellie and Tioga raced head and head for over half a mile

but the gray mare gained on the last hill and von in good

style by a length, Gussie (backed from 10 down to 2 to 1)

second, a head before Tioga, Miss Ruth another head away.

Boreas, second choice at even money, ran Wheel of For-

tune (the hot favorite) to a standstill in the first five furlongs,

and then had enough left to easily stall off the rush of Peter

the8econd and win by a length. The latter is a good colt,

and was conceding Boreas five pounds. At even weights he

aad Boreas would make a hot fight of it at a mile.

Hanford, oddson favorite, led all the way in the steeple-

chase and won by two lengths easily, Mendocino second

throughout. Vangedine finishing third.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race, five furlongs, selling, had thirteen starters.

Model and imp. Green closed equal favorites at 4 to 1. Mon-
arch was backed from 7 to 5 to 1. De Groat was at 6, Bob
Tucker and Yreka 8, Gondola 10, Duke Stevens 15, Rob
Roy and Addie M. 20, imp. Lady Splendor and Little Pete

50 to 1. They went away to a good start for such a large

field, Wild Rose, Bob Tucker, Addie M. the order. Gondola
led by a head past the half, Bob Tucker second, half a length

before imp. Green. Model was cut off soon after passing the

half. Gondola led by a length into the homestretch, Bob
Tucker second, a head before De Groat, on whom Green waB
lapped. Addie M. came out of the bunch like a rocket in

the last eighty yards and won easily bv three lengths, De
Groat beating Green the shortest kind of a head for the

place. Time, 1:01 J.

Nebuchadnezzar was a favorite at 8 to 5 in the third race,

six and a half furlongs, selling. Seraphin was at 12 to 5, Ri-

cardo 5 to 1, Frondeur 8 to 1, Beltringer 12, Vernon 30 and
liuarleratafl" 50 to 1. They went away to a rather poor start,

the favorite being about the last to get moving. The order
as the flag fell was Bellringer, Quarterstaff, Seraphin. The
latter's head showed in front at the quarter, Bellringer sec-

ond, two lengths from Ricardo. At the half it was Seraphin
first by a length, Ricardo, Bellringer and Nebuchadnezzar
half lengths apart as named. Seraphin still held her length
lead as they made the final turn, Ricardo second, as far from
little Nebuchadnezzar. Seventy yards of the finish Nebuch-
adnezzar was second but a length behind Seraphin. Although
Nebuchadnezzar gained fast, Seraphin lasted long enough to

win by a nose, Nebuchadnezzar three lengths from Ricardo.
Time, 1:21. Nebuchadnezzar would certainly have won with
an even break.

A five and one-half-furlone race over the hills came next.
Nellie G. and Gussie closed equal favorites at 2 to 1, the
last named being backed down from 10 to 1. Tioga was at 3
to 1 and Mim Ruth :H. Tbey went away to a good start,

Tioga, Nellie (»., Guscie being the order. Tioga led by a
head at the half pole, Nellie (i. second, three lengths before

The order was the same at the three-quarter mask
except that Nellie G. had her head in front. Gussie saved
some ground by making a close turn in the hollow, and at
tha top of the last hill it was Nellie G. first by half a length,
Tioga second, about a length from GuBsie,who looked danger-
ous. However, Nellie G. lasted out long enough to win by
a length, Guiwie second, a head before Tioga, who in turn
beat Miaa Kuth a head. Time, 1:11 j. Gussie pulled up a very
lame mare.
A mile selling race came next. Wheel of Fortune was

played for a killing, opening at 11 to 10 and closing at I to 5.
was at even money and Peter the Second !0 to 1.

They went away to a f lir start, Boreas, Wheel of Fortune
and Peter the Second the order. Boreas led by a head past
the quarter, Wheel of Fortune second under a pull, a length
from Peter the Second. At the half Boreas was about half a
length to the good, Wheel of Fortune, now being ridden, a
length before Peter the Second. Boreas turned into the
homestretch the best part of a length in the lead, Peter the
Second coming like a shot, second, a length before the beaten
favorite. Wheel of Fortuoe. Shonts went up for Peter the
Second when lb v were half way down the homestretch, but
lioreaa drew .». ..y like a true race horse umliT Toil Blow'a
masterly guidi. e, winning amid applause lo.ndily by a
length, Peter the Second .second, four lengths from Wheel of

Time, l:41J.

The last race was an extreme short course steeplechase,

about one mile. Hanford was a 7 to 10 favorite, Yangedine

at 18 to 5, Mendocino 6 to 1, Mutineer 7, Sympathetic^ Last

10 and The Drummer 15 to 1. Hanford, The Drummer,
Mutineer was the order to a good start. Hanford and Men-
docino went over the first jump close together, The Drum-
mer hesitating until he was lost. At the second jump Han-
ford was a length to the good, Mendocino next, three lengths

from Mutineer. The latter closed up fast going to the next

obstacle, then fell back beaten, Hanford leading by a length,

Mendocino still second, lapped by Mutineer. Into the

homestretch there was no change worth mentioning. At
the last fence it was Hanford first by a length, Mendocino

two from Yangedine. Hanford was not headed, winning

easily by two lengths, Mendocino second, three from Yange-

dine, who was severely spurred. Time, 1:55}.
•

Joe Patohen is King of Paoers.

AZOTE THE KING.
The New Free For-All Champion Goes

2:06 1 2.

Cleveland, August 1.—This has been the banner day in

the history of the Glenville track. It was estimated that

15,000 people saw the races.

Robert J, the king of the turf, is king no longer. The

honor was wrested from him by that game black stallion, Joe

Patchen, in the most exciting speed contest ever seen on a

grand circuit track. It has been said Bince last season that

Joe Patchen was a great racer, but even his warmest

admirers did not believe that he was speedy enough to defeat

the phenomenal Robert J when driven by Ed Geers, the

"silent man." In the auction pools Robert J sold for $25

and the field for $5. In the books the Hamlins' world-beater

was barred. He was supposed to have a cinch on the race*

and most of the betting was on Joe Patchen for a place.

After the first heat, $1 on the field would have brought $50
on Robert J. The second heat was the beginning of the sur-

prise that was to follow.

The favorite and Ma rival came into the stretch neck and
neck, after pacing the middle half in one minute.

Jack Curry, who was driving Patchen, seemed to push

the black whirlwind under the wire, and he won by the

shortest kind of a nose in 2:04}. The last two heats were a

trifle easier for the black stallion, although he won by less

than a length each time. It was the fastest four heat race

ever paced, and the last heat in 2:04} was the fastest fourth

heat ever paced.

Patrick O'Connor rode a mile on a bicycle to beat 2:00.

He was paced the first half by a tandem, and the second half

by a running horse. He finished in 1:55}. He rode the

last quarter in 0:27}.

The 2:17 trot which was on to-day's card, went over until

to-morrow.

1 10
l
7
2

3 2 10
6 7 6

4 3

SUMMARIES.

2:20 class: pacing; parse 82000 (unfinished from yeBterday)
Valleau, b s. by Cardinal Wilkes ...Geers 4 *

Gilman, by Allie Wilaes Hills 1

Arcturus, by Artillery Andrews 9

Viola Zimmer 3
Old Hutch _ Davis 2
Violet L Quinn 10
JimCorbett Stanley 12 12 11
Emma Wilkes Brill 5 7 3 4

Abeto Splan 11 8 5 9

Harry P Buser 8 11 6 8

Rockmore Price 6 5 9 dr.

William Brookfield .Brookfield 7 11 dis.

Time, 2:12^, 2:1% 2:12%, 2:14, £12% 2:12%.

2:11 class, trotting, purse 83,000.

Klamath, b g, by Morookus Raymond 3 2 1
Lesa Wilkes, br m, by Guy Wilkes Dickerson 112
William Penn, b s Kline 2 3 6

Nightingale Geers 8 9 7
Aunt Delilah Stewart 4 4 3

David B Curtis 5 6 4

Dandy Jim Dwyer 9 8 6

LightDing Quinlin 7 8 8

Knightmare Laird 6

Time, 2:09; 2:09>t", 2:0% 2:1% 2:11.

Free-for-all pacing, purse 83,000.

Joe Patchen, blk s, by Patchen Wilkes J. Curry
Robert J., b g, bv Hartford Geers
Saladin, br a Green
Directly „ McDowell
Mascot Andrews

Time, 2:05!*. 2:04 J<. 2:05,2:06^.

2 1
4 2
1 3
2 4
8 dr.
7dr.
5 5
6dr.
dr.

dr

7 9

5 6

4 4

dr
6dr
dr

a

!

Fantasy-Directum Race.

Racing without a flag is farcical and as an example of this

the free-for-all, won by Fantasy at Minneapolis, takes the

medal. Directum was robbed of the race. Here is Fan-

tasy's time for the five miles: 2:09,2:39, 2:09, 2:38, 2:11 J.

In every heat David B. chased Directum out, while Fantasy

in the second and fourth jogged. The race has caused much
unpleasant gossip among horsemen.

The story of the race does not appear in the summaries as

they were published. Fantasy won the opening heat in 2:09.

Directum was second, beaten only bv a neck. The next heat

Fantasy took things easy, and after making a break near the

start she jogged over the course and finished the mile in

2:39, pulled up in last position. Unknown to Dustin, who
was driving Directum as usual, there had been an agreement
made that the flag should be taken down, and while he was
sending Directum along with David 8. playing second fiddle

to Fantasy and carrying Directum as fast as he could, Geers
was taking a quiet little jog around the track which did not
amount to more than a warming up for the next heat. Fan-
tasy, fresh from her easy mile in the second heat, started after

the third with a great advantage and, outspeedirg Directum
through the stretch, she placed another heat to the cleverness
of her driver's shrewdness. When they were sent away for

the fourth heat it was evident that it was David B.'s turn to
take a crack at Directum. Fantasy loafed along and finished
the heat in 2:38, while David B. carried Directum along as
fast as he could. When it came to the fifth heat Directum,
having gone four hard heats, was an easy victim for the
Village Farm mare, and was beaten out.

In the free-for-all at La Crosse Fantasy lost to Azote and
showed a streak of yellow. The race showed that Azote is

going to be a hard horse to beat in any coming this year, and
incidentally demonstrated what a number of good judges
have all along suspected in regard to Fantasy—that she is a
Sunday trotter, one of the kind that is apt to win plenty of
good races against the watch, but when placed in hot com-
pany and asked to show gameoess will be found a little short
of that most admirable quality in a race horse.—Buffalo Com-
mercial.

Cleveland (Ohio), July 31.—Monroe Salsbury's trotter

Azote added to his laurels here this afternoon by making the

best time ever scored at his gait on the Glenville course and

placing the record for geldings still lower than he did at La
Crosse three weeks ago. Before coming here the big fellow

had vanquished Fantasy, Directum and other lesser lights of

the free-for-all class. Hulda, the mare owned by Adolph

Spreckels, who has been in retirement since 1893, was the

last barrier to be disposed of, and she went down before the

all-conquering giant this afternoon.

Ryland T. was in the hunt for a brief moment because he

drew the inside place, but the new champion passed him on

the turn and was at the quarter in :31r}. Then Hulda flew

after the leader, carrying him to the half in 1:02*, but being
unable to close on him. When Azote reached the three-

quarters in 1:33] it was all over. From there he eased up.
A etifl wind met the horses in the stretch, but in the face

of that and with nothing to drive him out, Azote did the
mile in 2:00 '

. His previous mark was 2:07}, and the trot-

ting record for this track has Btood at 2:07J since Kyland T's
famous second heat last July.

With so much money on Hulda she had to make a second
desperate effort. This time the first quarter was covered in

.3. \, but the rate to the half and three quarters was the same
as ir the previous mile, or below a 2:05 gait to that point.

So completely was the mare exhausted by this futile attempt
to follow Azote that the latter was only obliged to make the
last quarter in .35.1. The third heat in 2 10 was only a
work-out for the Titanic grandson of Electioneer, while
Hulda was even beaten for second place by Kyland T.

Bain Stops Detroit's Meeting.

Detroit's annual blue ribbon meeting came to an end Fri-

day night, the deluge which started shortly after midnight

preventing any racing yesterday. There was a good card for

the afternoon, and with a fast track, such as it has been dur-

ing the week, splendid time would have resulted. The Brst

signs of daylight came through a downpour that did not

cease until along about 10 o'clock, and the broad stretch was

by that time a canal, carrying ofi the water from the last

turn and emptying it into the ditch opposite the stand and

all along both in and out field. Clearing away the storm

gave place to a disagreeable morning, and not until 1

o'clock did the sun come out bright and warm. The offi*

cers of the club looked at the track and saw that it would be
impossible to hold racing there. As late as 3 o'clock one
would sink in ankle deep and the great meeting closed with
one day's programme declared off. It was useless to try and
hold the horses for Monday, as all of them have engage-
ments at Cleveland this week, and it was better to declare off

the events remaining, says the Free Press.

The meeting has been a remarkably successful one. It

success is all the more pointed when one stops to consider
that one week in June had been given up to trotting, the last

week in that month and the first one in July to running and
the second week in the month to a high class trotting meet-
ing across the river. In spite of this abundance of racing

the crowds were large and the Detroit Driviog Club quit
winner by several thousand dollars. The privileges and en-

trance helped out materially and the attendance, large after

the first day, swelled the coflers of the club. That the club
deserves success no one disputes as it has been the means of

elevating racing here until the standard is now of the highest.

Both the trotting and running meetings were conducted on
a plane similar to that which t ne jockey club and the trotting

bodies wish to establish and the meetings were free from the
suspicion of taint. Then, too, the racing has been exception-
ally good. The contests la^t week was fought to the wire
and the time made in most of the events justifies the club in

announcing that the track is second to none in point of

speed.

Owners began shopping last night for Cleveland, where the
army of light harness horses will trot and pace for rich

purses this week. The Cleveland fields contain both class and
quantity, and the meeting will, like its predecessors, be a suc-

cess. Many not caring to take the risk of shipping by water
sent their horses on palace horse cars, but the night boat was
well filled, and to-night there will be another large lot, while
the day boat will also transport many to Put-in-Bay, where
they will change and continue the journey on the Cleveland
steamer.

The club gave a large amount of money for five days of

racing, and in only two of the races where there was a failure

to pay all the moneys. These events were the two-year-old
pace and the free-for-all for the same gait. Of the winning
owners Bob Steward leads them all. The Corporal winning
$4,500 for him in the Merchants' and Manufacturers' stake,

and a second money in another gave him $5,000. Stewart is

satisfied and again he is not. He thinks he should at least

have taken a second money with Aunt Delilah, although he
sayB that William Penn can probably beat her out. The
Village farm is second, but only won $2,050, and next comes
the Medina farm, of Marshall, Mich., with an even $2,000.

The list of principal winning owners with the total amount
to their eredit is as follows :

Bob Stewart, $5,000; Village form, $2,050 ; Medina farm,

$2,000; San Mateo farm, $1,950; F. W. Smith, $1,700;
Hardy & Custer, $1,500; William SimDson, $1,300; C. F.
Einery, $1,250; E.W. Ayres, $1,250; G.W. Leavitt, $1,250;
W. F. Steele, $1,200; C. R. Fox, $1,000; George F.Rich,
$1,000; T. W. Raymond, $l,00o; W. D. Althouse, $1,000;
McAdamB Bros., $1,000 ; K. J.Williamson, $1,000; M. Laird,

$1,000. ^^^^_^
Power and Speed.

[The genius ol J. W. Brown as an acrostic writer is clearly

shown by the following double acrostic on Capt. B. E. Harris'

fine stallion, Melvar:]

Melvar! a trotter known to lame, is all that his admirers claiM

Eager and willing, it would seem, that in his class he is snpremK
Lightly stepping, at driver's call his hour of speed surprises alL

Victorious Melvar: with actions tree, each stride is worth a golden V
Admirably trained, his backers say he's first, as is the letter A
Renowu'd for power, ashooting star is slow.compar'd to swift MetvaR
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HOW THEY RODE THEIR FIRST H.AOE.

Famous Jockeys Tell All About Their Debut on
the Turf.

The first race of my life

!

There are many anxious moments in the career of a

jockey, and if you should ask any member of the craft to

tell you about the particular incident which tried him most

in nine cases out of ten he will fall into a reflective mood

and describe the first race be ever rode in.

To ride in a race is the acme of the ambition of thousands

of youngsters now performing the drudgery work of a racing

Btable. Some of them start in when they are but 12 or 14

years old, and work on, year after year, in the hope that

they will soon be allowed the honor of "sporting the silk."

They suddenly come to the realization that they have

grown too heavy for jockeyshipjhonors, and unle68 they are

fortunate enough to become trainers, they are doomed to do

ordinary groom work for the rest of their lives.

Not one boy out of forty who thinks he has the making of

a jockey ever reaches the point he is striving to attain.

Numberless youngsters can ride fairly well, attach them-

selves to a racing stable in a menial capacity early in the

season, and six months later are surprised to find that they

have not once been permitted to get on a horse's back, even

for the slowest kind of exercise work. This soon takes the

heart out of the sturdiest lad. and at the end of the year he is

usually happy to relinquish all hope of ever becoming an

ornament to the turf.

Others, more fortunate, are put through the regular school

of leading, walking, trotting and running the horses in exer-

cise woik, and at this point the bulk of them stop. Unlees

they acquire the art of judging pace, they are useless for more
important work, as a trainer might wish to send a horse

along at a 2:00 clip and the boy would work him in 1:45

practically running the horse for a month. If a boy can

ride, keep down his weight, and, above all. learn to judge

pace within a few seconds, he has some chance of becoming a

jockey.

Jockey Ed Garrison, more popularly known as the Snap-

it per, when asked to tell about his first race, said :
" You

i know, perhaps, that I am one of Father Bill Daly graduates.

> Father Bill has turned out more jockeys than any other man
[ in the country, and he ibuo gentle master to work for, I can

i
tell you. I was a little kid when my folks signed papers with

, Daly about fifteen years ago, when the old Brighton Beach
i track first opened.

" I was one of the first pupils of his jockey school, and I

got more kicks than a few from his wooden leg. That leg

L was a terror, and even when I see it now stumping about a

I race track I always feel like keeping out of kicking range.
" Father Bill used to make me go to sleep at 7 o'clock, and

I was up usually at 4. He was up, too, and after a light

I breakfast I would be put on some horse and then Daly would

i put me and the horse through the evolutions of
t
getting off in

i the lead. Daly spent as much time teaching the horses to

| break like a flash as he did the boys. You can alwaye tell a

i Daly horse by the way it tries to beat the flag. Daly'B maxim
is to get oil' in front and stay there as long as you can. The

I old man wins a good many races, and in the long run it may
I be as good a policy as any other.

"After the getting off plan had been pounded and kicked

I into me I was given a mount. I think it was on an old horse

named Ligan. It was a mile race, and I got ofi well. All

1 through that race I had in mind Father Bill's wooden leg,

I and I rode the hardest I knew how from the drop of the flag.

I managed to win, but only by a short margin, and when I

I got back to the dismounting j udge and saw my number at the

top of tbe board I felt vastly relieved.

"I didn't get anything extra for winning the race, but

thought a $2 bill should certainly have been given me. But
I instead Father Bill said: 'See what I have done for you. I

|. have made you able to win a race. Now go to bed and get

np early."'

Fred Taral was raised in the little town of Mattewan, 111.,

| and it was there that he learned to ride. He began riding

I the active little Indian pony, find was an expert at bareback

|
work when but ten years old. He had natural fondness for

I horses, and spent all the time he could about the different

stables of the place.
** It was at the fair grounds near Mattewan that I rode in

> my first race. It was only a scrub affair at best," said Taral,

in telling the story, " but it was an event of great impor-
I tance to me at the time. I only weighed about 85 pounds,

I but I prepared weeks ahead for the event, and as the race
• was to be at catch weights I fslt it incumbent upon me to ge

[ down at least five pounds. All kinds of horses were entered,

L mustang, half-thoroughbred, thoroughbred and no particular

I breed at all. I was on a half-thoroughbred and half-mustang
t named Jim. It was a half-mile race for $24, and some of the

r riders weighed twice as much as I did.
" Anyway the race was run and I was beaten about twenty

l lengths, three horses finishing ahead of me and four in the

r rear. I beat the last horse about forty lengths, which gave
t me some melancholy satisfaction, although I confidently ex-

pected to land the race.''

Whan asked what win had given him the most satisfac-

tion, he said that the day he beat Clifford with Domino last

fall gave him the most pleasure, for the reason that he had
always claimed Domino was a distance horse as well as a

I sprinter, and the race proved it. Domino, Taral sayB, is

!
the greatest horse he ever rode.
Sam Doggett, the hero of many sensational wins, said: "I

was put through a hard school bt the Guttenburg track five

years ago when it was in the hey-day of its glory. It wasn't
much of a track then, and getting around its Bhort curves
in all kinds of winter weather wasn't much sport for the

i jockev.
11 Guttenburg has graduated a good many riders, for, in

i in the old days, the boys who could command a good salary

|
wouldn't ride there, and the horse owners had to do the best

. they could with clever stable boys.
"Mattie V. was the name of the first horse I rode in a

race. It was winter time and I almost froze while the
i horses were at the post. 1 got the rail by some lucky chance
. and managed to hug it a 1 the way round by riding part of
' the time with one leg haoging over the fence. It was a won-
der my leg wasn't broken in a hundred different places, but
it was my first race and I was reckless and willing to do
anything to win.

"1 didn't win, though, as my mount was bumped and jos-

tled about in the stretch. I managed to land third money,
and had the satisfaction of seeing my name hoisted on the
boards. It was also gratifying to read the papers next day
and see that my name was not included among the 'also

rans.'

"

Jimmie Lambley, the head of the famous Lambley family
of jockeys, in speaking of his first race, said :

"I am a Bill Daly boy, like Snapper Garrison, but I came
along several years after him. Whenever the old man and
I had a row he used to say, 'Look what I made of Garrison.
I'll make just as great a rider of you if you'll attend to busi-

ness.'

" I don't remember the name of the horse I rode in my
first race. Bill had bo many horses and I was snch a little

chap, weighing about seventy-five pounds, 'that it seems a
longtime ago. I think it was a two-year-aid race of five fur-

longs, and my mount was a maiden, and, I think, unnamed.
" In those days Daly never used to name his horses until

they had won a race. I didn't get on any too well, and I
could hear Father Bill, who was near the starter, yelling at

me. I tried my best to win, but if I had been tbe greatest

rider on earth I would'nt have landed that horse first at the
wire. I don't think he ever got out of the maiden class.

When a horse hasn't got the speed all the jockeysbip in the
world wouldn't make a racer out of him."

Champion Reinsmerj

It is a peculiar fact that while the leading jockeys of the

thoroughbred turf on both sides of the Atlantic receive the

special attention of the press, and their modes and methods

of riding are described to the most miuute details, the reins-

men of the trotting turf, who deserve far more attention,

have received but little notice. A good jockey deserves all

the credit he gets for his judgment of pace, his ability to get

his horse in good position and his capacity to ride a good

finish. But his confrere of the trotting turf has to do far

more than that. He has to develop and train the horse and

then has to drive him.

To do this successfully requires a high order of intellect

and the champion reinsmen of the trotting turf would have

been prominent in many of the spheres of life. To train and

develop a champion trotter requires a thorough knowledge

of the horse, infinite patience, a perfect control of temper and

the necessary familiarity with the details of boots, weights,

and harness, which only experience can give.

On the thoroughbred turf this work is divided. The

trainer does his part of the work and gives his instructions

to the jockey. On the trotting track the entire responsibil-

ity is on the trainer, for, as a rule, he is also the driver.

There is no divided responsibility, and if he sows the seeds

of success he has the pleasure of reaping the harvest.

No man in the trotting turf has so thoroughly realized this

fact as Budd Doble, who easily ranks as the premier reinsman
of the trotting track by age, ability azi achievements. He
came of a race of horsemen, and his father, who lives in

Philadelphia and is still *' hale and hearty," can drive a
trotter almost as well as his famous son. Budd Doble's first

great work was with Dexter, 2:17^. He was equally good in

the saddle or the sulky, and with this famous trotter he
smashed all the records. When Dexter, at Buffalo, made
his champion record of 2:17} and was bought by Robert
Bonner, envious critics at once said that as the horse had
made the man Doble would sink into obscurity, but they were
doomed to discover their mistake, as he piloted the peerless

Goldsmith Maid through her long series of races and tilts

against time and gave her the champion record for that date

of 2:14. When it is remembered that she was seventeen years

of age when she made her record, and that she had trotted

more heats than any other horse on the turf below 2:30, her
trainer's ability as a conditioner as well as a driver will be

readily conceded.
That years have not affected the firm hand or the clever

brain "is "proved "by |the ffact jthat) the" man who) drove
Dexter to the championship at Buffalo in 1867 trained and
drove Nancy Hanks to the championship in 18y2. When
the famous daughter of Happy Medium, on September 28,

1892, at Terre Haute, Ind., trotted in 2:04 and cut down the

record four and a quarter seconds all the world wondered,

but it was a still more marvelous fact that the driver and
trainer a quarter of a century before had given Dexter his

champion record, and during the entire period had been a
prominent factor in the history of the trotting turf.

Budd Doble is a man of distinct individuality and ofquick
perception. Like a great general, he is cool and collected

in the hottest part of the battle or race. He knows exactly

when to make his drive, and can afford to ride behind his

field till he gets to the homestretch, trusting to his ability

and his horse's speed to get first to the wire. Personally he

is a most affable man, well informed on all the topics of the

day, and he is always ready and willing to give the press all

the information which its representatives desire.

The orator and witof the trotting turf iB undoubtedly John
Splan, whose funny stories would fill a book, though, strange

to say, the book which he did publish has hardly one in it.

Ooe of his peculiar traits is to depreciate bis own ability.

When the great gelding Earns broke the trotting record and

put it down to 2:13}, he simply remarked :
" If there bad

been no Rarus there would have been no Splan." This was

certainly not true, as for a couple of decades Splan has

proven himself to be a first class driver, and for a severe fin-

ish in the homestretch be has few equals and no superior.

His greatest achievement was probably his mile at the West
Side track at Chicago in 1884, when he sent the pacer John-

ston a mile in 2:06}. It must be borne in mind that this

performance was to a high-wheel sulky, and that it stood as

a world's record for nine years. As the bicycle sulky is

supposed to be about four seconds faster than the old style

wheels, Johnston's mile was equal to 2:02}, which places him
close to Robert J., 2:013. Splan is a member of the cold-

water brigade, and he neither chews nor smokes. He has a

model stable near Cleveland, and can still handle the rib-

bons with all the ability which he displayed years aeo, when
he drove Rarus, Wedgewood and Johnston to victory.

One of the most prominent knights of the sulky is Charles

Marvin, who first became famous bv teaching Smuggler to

trot, and eventually made him thesiallion king with a rec-

ord of 2:15}. Fortunately for both him and Palo Alto, the

late Leland Stanford selected him to develop the young
Electioneers. Then followed the most remarkable series of
record-breaking victories that tbe annals of the turf had ever
seen. Palo Alto trotted in 2:08J and became the stallion
champion.
He drove Sunol to her record of 2:08.}. and thus made her

the trotting queen. He drove Arion as a two-year-old in
2:10} to a high-wheeled sulky and he was sold for $125,000,
the highest price ever paid for a two-year-old of any breed!
TheBe are only a few of the many records which Marvin has
made. He is a quiet, modeat man, and few that gee him
would think that he gets $10,000 a year for training the
trotters at Congressman Sibley's great farm at Franklin
Pa.

Handsome John Kelly is one of the youDger generation of
drivers, but he is also one of the record breakers, as he sal
behind the famous Directum when he made his mile in 2:05Jand made a new race record and a new record for stallions.
A thorough reinsman is "Andy" McDowell, who last season
drove the horse in the Salisbury Stables, and incidentally
had the honor of capturing two world's records. He drove
the present queen of the trotting turf, Alix, to her record of
2:03f, and the wonderful two-year-old Directly to his record
of 2:07^, and this season he has reduced it to 2:07*, which
gives him him the three-year-old record.
There is one specially pleasant fact about the leading driv-

ers of the trotting track. They are all well-informed men of
affairs. They are horsemen and gentlemen, and they do
their full share in maintaining the honor and popularity of
the turf. The records of the Boards of Review of the
National and American Trotting Associations show that the
leading drivers and trainers rarely appear before them as
principals or even as witnesses As Splan curtly puts it

:

" It always pays to win."—N. Y. Mercury.

Origin of the Bicycle Sulky.

Whenever the trotter and pacer are raced and the strug-

gle to send a horse injharness a mile in two minutes is on,

the "bicycle sulky" is used. Three years ago the first ones

out were received with laughter, so odd did they look be-

side the old high-wheeled hickory, weighing twice as much.
Few are aware that a Chicago newspaper man William
Welton by name, an admirer of the harness horse, and for
years a rider of the bicycle, failed to hear Dame Fortune
when she tapped at his door with the patentable idea of the
bicycle sulky in her hands. It came about in this way: He
was at that time a reporter on a Detroit afternoon paper,
which printed also a Sunday morning edition. He had
been on the paper only a week and was anxious to turn
over some good "Sunday stuff." It had occurred to him
before this that a sulky rigged with bicycle wheels, rubber
tires, and, above all, ball bearincs, would run many pounds
easier to the mile than the old-style sulky, and it would
make several seconds difference in the struggle to have a
horse trot in two minutes. So he wrote a "fake." It was in
the form of an interview with Dr. Gibson, of Jackson, Mich.,
owner of Tremont, 2:28J, sire of Junemont, 2:14, and others.
In the story Dr. Gibson was credited with having suggested
the idea. The next fall the first bicycle sulky appeared in
Buffalo and was made sport of, but the horse beat one he
apparently had no license to beat. Today not a driver goes
into a race without one. The newspaper man, who never
applied for a patent—in fact, never thought of it—who threw
away his chance to prove the invention in later years by giv-
ing all the credit to a third person, is still U the " grind."
Millions have been made out of the rubber-tired, ball-bear-
ing wheel.

Knight, 2:22, is out of China Wilkes, and she is the dam
of Jenny Wilkes, 2:12$ ; L. L. D., 2:24J. China Wilkes is

by Adrian Wilkes, out of Queen, by Mambrino Patchen. At
Rancho del Paso the progeny of this game little inbred
Wilkes from the mares by Albert W., 2:20 ; Nutwood, 2:18$
and Echo are said to be finer and faster than any heretofore
bred on this grert farm. With S. C. Tryon to handle them
on the circuit it would not be surprising if this farm would
become as noted for the excellence of its light harness horses
as it is for the superiority of its thoroughbreds. Superin-
tendent John Mackey was the care taker of Geo. M. Pat-
chen Jr. 31 when he first came to California, and a better

judge of a trotter cannot be found anywhere.

Dandy Jim, the fast son of Young Jim, met with a very
serious accident at Tiffin, O., last week, which may result in

his retirement from the turf, at least for the present season.

While crossing a railroad track on the way to the fair

grounds one of his front feet became fastened between a plank
on the crossing and the railroad iron, so that in endeavoring
to extricate himself he was thrown to the ground. His ankle
was considerably sprained, and for two days he could not
place it to the ground. Dandy Jim gave every promise of

being as sensational this year as he was last, and the accident

is to be regretted, not by his owners, but every body who
loves a genuine race horse.

Those who know what they are talking about say that

Walbeck, 2:25, owned at Minneapolis, Minn., is one of the

fastest and most level-headed trotters in bis class. He was
Bired by Col. John E. Thayer's magnificent stallion, Elec-

tricity, 2:17$, and his dam is Lulu Wilkes, by George Wil-
kes, 2:22. Lulu is also tbe dam of Advertiser, 2:16, who
holds the rare distinction of being the sire of Adbell, 2:23,

tbe fastest yearling the world has ever yet produced. The
second dam of Walbeck is Lulu, 2:15, that was a turf rival

of Goldsmith Maid, 2:14, Smuggler, 2:15, American Girl,

2:16}, and other dazzling performers of a quarter of a century

ago.
a

"Leaving out of the question of tbe loss to the breeding

interests of the country in general," says the Mirror and
Farmer, Manchester, N. H., "that is entailed by the closing

up of the operations of such an organization as the Charter

Oak Association, it is moderately estimated that it entails a

Iobs of $1000,000 a year upon the business people of the city

of Hariford. What tbe Iobs entailed upon the farmers and

breeders of the state of Connecticut is, it would be rash to

estimate." The same story comes from every populous

center. ^

J. K. Lamson, Liberty, Me., writes: I received your Ab-
sorbine and it is doing a great thing for my colt, better than

I could have expected.

Chas. Kino, Little Falls, N. Y., says: I find Abaorbine

will do just what you say.
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOQDOM.

(iordon Setter field trials are talked of for Illinois.

Col. Jack Ruppert has given up the St. Bernard and will

breed Boston Terriers in future. Quite a change.

John Brett, E. H. Moiris, Robert Armstrong and C. D.

Purroj will judge the show at Newburg, N. Y., on Septem-

ber 1 7 to 20.

The Kingston Kennel Club announces that it has been

obliged to abandon its show on account of not being able to

secure a suitable building.

The fox terrier Ropers Nutcrack, a noted English wire

hair that American buyers have been nibbling at was sold

recently to an English fox terrier breeder for $600.

A mad dog in Wilmington, Del., bit a man on his wooden

leg, leaving its teeth in the artificial limb. The aid to loco-

motion was uncrewed for despatch to the Pasteur Institute.

Friend Lacv's handiwork is very evident in Kennel News
this week. The paper begins to look more attractive and
Lacy always did have a knack of dishing up news in a very

readable manner.

E. H. Morris is now Kennel editor of the Amateur Sports-

man. We noticed a great improvement in this paper but

only learned through Kennel News that Mr. Morris had
take charge of the Kennel end of it.

The Pacific Kennel Club will hold its regular monthy
meeting on Wednesday evening next at 21 Kearny street.

There are several important matters to come before the meet-

ing, and a full attendance is desired.

The dog fanciers of Missoula, Mont., will hold a dog show
on September 24th, 25th and 26th in connection with the

county fair. S. H. Garrick will officiate as superintendent.

The entrance fee will be $1 for large dogs and 50 cents for

small ones.

The Pastime Cocker Spaniel Kennels of Oakland, Cal.,

have some twenty-two cockers in their kennel at the present

writing. Surely any one can find one to suit in this lot. Call

and examine them. There is no better dog for the house
and no better retriever than a cocker.

Dr. Selfridge of 216 East 16th street, East Oakland, has
lost his cocker spaniel bitch Reah. She is black and white
with ticked forelegs, small blaze up face, and some white on
muzzle, weight about twenty pounds. Any information re-

garding her will be welcomed by the genial doctor.

There is a well-known soap manufacturer in Liverpool
who has instituted a novel and humane method of advertising
his "cleaner." He has no less than 25,000 drinking troughs
made of iron and enamel and these are placed outside of
grocer's stores all over the country. Though combining
business with sentiment it is impossible to estimate the good
this beuefactor of Lh*> canine race confers upon our four
footed friends by providing cool clean drink during the hot
summer mooths. Here is a hint to Spratts Co., Austin's,
Dent's, Excelsior and other dog biscuit purveyors to adver-
tise their foods and do a good turn for the dogs who are
notoriously neglected in the way of drinking fountains in all

our ciiie-i. He would be a hard hearted grocer's boy, indeed,
who would not undertake to keep the troughs well supplied
with water.—Kennel News.

Kickapoo Iodians are very fond of dogs. Around their
tepees or wickiups or Queen Annes, whatever they call
their abodes, there are always half a dozen wolfish dogs.
An Indian dog hales a white man as far as he can see him.
and loves an Indian as far as he can Bmell him, and that is

saying a good deal. When a white man driving through
the Kickapoo county sees a dog by the roadside his natural
impulse is to whistle in a friennly way, lor somehow in a
wilderness of prairie or forest a dog is a comfortable sight.
But the instant you whistle to an Indian dog he turns his
tail and is out of sight quicker than if he had been kicked.
An Indian never whistles at his dog when he wants his beast
to come to him ; he places his gun against his teeth and
hisses. The colored population of Oklahoma have almost as
many dogs as the Indians. Those who live in the Blackjack
sandhills are dog rich. These dogs have a deep rooted aver-
sion for the white man also. When an old colored cotton
planter comes to lown Bome of the dogj are sure to follow,
and when the old man walks up town the dog stays right be-
tween his feet like a country dog under a farm wagon. And
whenever a white man comes within snapping distance the
dog gets busy— Kansas Citv Star.

Whether the woman who captured a so called rabid dog
in Washington, 1). C, on July 7, is a new woman or an old
woman there is no doubt but that she can give points in com-
mon sense and quick witledness to the average policeman
who is usually called upon to tackle these uncertain animals.
This young woman iH very properly the superintendent of
the Emergency Hospital. A fox-terrier had roo into the
hospital yard and was careering round in a great state of
nervous agitation. The black janitor ran for him with a
broom but retreated in disorder on seeing the dog's "foam
flecked" mouth. Miss West spied (he dog from a window
in the hospital and grabbing a sheet from a bed ran into the
yard. The dig »aw hor and rushed at her. 8he took hold
o' (he two upper ends of the sheet and let the lower endB
fall to the ground juhI before the dog reached her. Then
•teppiog quickly back as the dog'n feet touched (he sheet,
she lowered her end, bent it over the dog, grabbed the lower
ends then strmghtening up had (he struggling terrier tike
a rat in a trap. Then she carried her prisoner to the oper*
alloc HXHD, ipriokled some chloroform on the sheet and the
dog wu toon dead. If dog« no afflicted must be put out of
the way, Min West's plan is much more human than the
brutal clul'uiog and the pistol practice that policemen seem
to loose the. head* over. It would lake n ^ retty big mouse
to scare this young woman. —Kennel News

The Field Trials.

A brother scribe wrote in Sports Afield sometime in 1883

or 1889, when that bright little paper was published in Den-

ver, a brief review of the kennel writers of that year. Among

the pleasant things that he said of the writer, he stated that

" Namquoit " was " alwayB for the clean side of things." We
had earned that reputation at that time by exposing fraud

whenever found, and we have endeavored to live up to the

name ever since. When we have found thing6 going wrong

we have spoken of them that the public might understand and

correct the mistakes.

When we have discovered fraud we have unhesitatingly

exposed it that our readers might be warned, this we consider

our province and our duty to the best interest of the dog
owner.
We have had occasion to find fault with several things

since we took up our pen in the interest of dogdom in Cali-

fornia. With what result our readers know well.

The Pacific Kennel Club was resurrected through our in-

Btrumentallity, though we were not alone in the movement
by any means. No interested party will deny for an instant

that the two St Bernard Clubs and the Fox Terrier Club
have received substantial benefit from our pen. Yet, as much
as we wish to Bee these clubs prosper, if we thought that they
were doing more injury than good we would say so and do
our utmost to undo them.
In our reports of the Pacific Coast Field Trials and the

clubs doings we have had occasion to handle the handlers
without gloves. At the time they said very hard things of

ub. At other times when deserving of praise, they have re-

ceived it. One and all of them realize that our pen, though
at times a harsh one is always just, and to-day there is not a
man among them that is not a friend of the writer and the
paper that he represents.

We stated in our report of the trials a year ago, that the
ground selected by the committee, of which Mr. Kilgariff

was one, was not desirable gronnd for field trial work.
Later, in our report of the All-Age, we spoke of the ground
in the highest terms of praise. Our prevaricating friend
knows this as well as any one, but resorts to that meanest of

all subterfuge, misquoting. These latter grounds were not

selected by the committee and were not preserved, and the
Derby was 710/ run on them. They were miles beyond.

In the same reports we have always dealt lightly with and
have often ignored the mistakes of the club and the failings of
its arrogant secretary, because we recognized the fact that to

say too much would injure the prospects of trials to come.
Another, and perhaps stronger, reason for our silence was
the fact that nearly all of the Field Trial Club are gentlemen
sportsmen, men who can see virtue in another man's dog,
men who support the trials from true love of the sport, but
when such men as Payne and Kilgariff are allowed to prac-
tically run and ruin the entire business it is time to call a
halt.

A couple of weeks ago we had occasion to haul Mr. Kil-
gariff over the coals for his unbusinesslike method of hand-
ling the affairs of the club, and in return have been threat
ened with personal violence if we repeat the performance.
Mr. Kilgariff is under a slight mistake, our attack was not
made from any personal standpoint. If he has ever injured
us personally in any way, shape or manner, we are not aware
of it. We think that the trials would be more successful in
every particular if a better man were in his boots. We were
very mild in our criticism, we might have stated the reason
why the crowd were kept waiting from thirty minutes to two
hours every morning, after the advertised hour for starting.

Many a first heat at Bakersfieid has been started at 10 a. m.
and even later. What sportsman would start in hunting at
that hour in such a climate as that of Bakersfieid 1 There
is much more that might be said, but those who attend the
trials know it without the saying.

As we said before, put a man in the place of the figurehead
that now occupies the position of secretary, and dispense
with such men as his mouthpiece (a man who, by the way,
was a year ago much more harsh in his criticism of the secre-
tary than the writer could become) let the selection an-
other year be a man who will not accept half the income of
the club as salary for not attending to his duties, and the
club will prosper again.

Small Shows.

Our dog men on this coast think too lightly of county

fairs and small shows. The editor of Kennel News thinks

as we do on this question and in his last issue writes as fol-

lows : Many shows gi yen by private Kennel Clubs are so

dependent for their being on a successful financial outcome
and unfortunately many of them have not been so successful

in this respect as they deserved to be. On the other hand, in

the case of a Fair Association holding a dog show, the dog
takes its place along with the horse, the cow, the bees, the

chickens and the rest of the blooded stock, and the success or

the failure of the dog department does not effect the whole.

Therefore such shows should be encouraged by exhibitors,

not because they are good markets for dogs, but on account of
the dissemination of knowledge regarding the points of good
dogs which must be a natural result of their visitation by
thousands and thousands of people who are better able to
keep dogs than most of us. The worst of it is, however,
that these visitors will almott run out of a building if a dog
is priced to them at anything over $5. Still, if a Fair show
succeeds in its missionary work, so far as to induce one
farmer out of five hundred to take up dog breeding in the
same way as he breeds his (rotters or Holsteinsor pigs, then
that is so much gained and a few more "yaller" are con-
signed to oblivion.

We are firm believers in these Fair shows, ror when we
think of the vast good that has been accomplished in showing
the people how much better it is for them to hreed grade
stock instead of haphazard scragB, we know that in time the
same good reunite will be seen in the dogs of the country.
The farmer's dog—be it sheep-dog or watch-dog, should be
able to Hhow correspondingly as good a pedigree as his trot-
ter. Well bred dogs cost no more to keep than mongrels,
and the advantage in good look« and disposition is certainly
on 1 he Hide of the blue blood, eud it is also to be inferred that
he will be more intelligent. The moral of all this is that ii

is to the interest of breeders of pure bred dogs to exhibit
them at these Fair shows, sacrificing, If necessary, immediate

7.
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pecuniary emoluments for the advertising and returns that
may come later. And also it iB advisable that you provide
your kennelmen with literature (circulars) pertaining to
your dogs. The farmer's wife or daughter will accept alfll

that is offered as they pass along the aisles, the Kennel papers 1

in which you advertise as well, and religiously take them 1

home to be read and reread till probably the truth of the*
old scriptural text about the bread that is cast upon the wat-
ers returning, etc., will be borne out by the results, even if f

you have wailed six months for the tide to 6et your way.

Notes for Novices.

A great deal has been said and written on the subject of

rickets in puppies. In a great many cases the trouble is

brought on by allowing them to play and roll about at too

early an age on a brick floor. If it is necessary to keep the

puppies in a house with brick floor, it Bhould be covered over

with movable boards, under which is a layer of disinfected

sawdust, so as to prevent the propagation of insects.

As an internal remedy for puppies which are rickety, there

is nothing much better than Parish's Food, which contains

iron and other phosphates, and must improve the state of

the bone system. Cod liver oil emulsion, with hypophos-

phites, is also excellent, and, in fact, alternate doses of each

may be given with benefit.

The use of liniments must depend to some extent on cir-

cumstances. If the leg weakness is caused by the puppy
having been kept on a brick floor, as suggested, it is possible

to put matters all right, again by the use of liniment only.

But if it is due to general weakness, less will depend on ex-

ternal application than upon the internal remedies given,

and the general dieting and management. As a good all-

round liniment, there is nothing much better than the ordi-

nary " hartshorn and oil " liniment, with a liberal allow-
ance of turpentine.

An eminent medical man is reported to have once re-
marked that if sulphur were a guinea an ounce its virtues
would be more highly appreciated, and its use would be
much more fashionable. This had reference to it, of course,
as a medicine for human consumption, but it applies equally
well to veterinary practice, and though on the face of it it

may appear somewhat strange to say that it is not properly
appreciated by dog-owners (when, as a matter of fact, "Tow-
ser" is ill, the first thing nineteen out of twenty of his well-
wishers would do would be to " put some sulphur into his

drinking water "), yet it really is the case.

The fact is, that in that very "drinking-water" business

lies the real want of appreciation of sulphur. Anybody who
takes the trouble to think for a moment will recognize that
sulphur is practically insoluble in water, and the dog who
drinks the water in which it has been lying is benefitted

about as much as if ashes had been put in instead of the
brimstone, perhaps not so much, since there are chemical
salts which the water would take out of the ashes, whereas
sulphur would give up nothing.

The only proper way to give a dog sulphur is to adminis-
ter it in the same way as you would to a child, brimstone and
treacle, if you please, or pour it down with some milk. It is

an invaluable blood medicine, and in cases of eczema and
other skin diseases its eflect is often very marked. The dose
varies from a few grains, for a puppy, up to one or two tea-

spoonfuls, for a large dog, but the important point is that in

giving this, just as any other medicine, a small but regular

dose is much to be preferred to an occasional heavy one.
"Carbolised vaseline" is an ointment often recommended

by the veterinary profession, and is often inquired for both
by dog and poultry fanciers. A gocd plan of making it is as

follows : Take six ounces of solid paraffin wax. melt it thor-

oughly in a saucepan, and when melted add 12 ounces of

vaseline (or petroleum jelly), and remelt. Then as it cools

add about one drachm of pure carbolic acid, and stir thor-

oughly until cold.

The above is the "official" or British Pharmacopoeia for
inula. It involves very little trouble, and makes the most
elegaut and serviceable preparation. A very fair ointment
can be made by simply rubbing pure carbolic acid into

petroleum jelly, Bay three or four drops to each ounce, but it

is very soft, especially in hot weather, and does not ki

nearly bo well as the first.—Our Dogs.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published In this column
ree ofcharge. Please use the following form:

Dr. W. Donnelly's (San Mateo) collie bitch Flax (Lea Rig
—Bess H.) whipped July 24 5-4 dogs to O. J. Albee's Max
(Major Wilton—Reg R.

Among the special prizes offered for competition at the

Providence show is one with a new feature. It is twenty
dollars (in gold), offered by Spratts Patent, for the best ex

hibit owned by one kennel or individual, to be awarded ai

follows: The first prize to count seven points; second, five

points; third, or reserve, four points
;
V.H.O., three points;

H.C., two points, and C. one point. The judges are an-

nounced as folio- s: Mr. James Mortimer for bloodhounds,

Great |Danes, 'pointers, Chesapeaks, ^borzois, dachshund,
j

poodles, bulls, Scottish, Bedlingtoo, Skye, Dandie Dinmonti
and Yorkshire terriers, pugs-end miscellaneous; Mr. Louis

Contoit for all setters ; Mr. H. W. Lacv for St Bernards,!

deerhounds, greyhounds, foxhounds, Newfoundlands, beagles,

collies, bulldogs, black and taw and Irish terriers and Italian

greyhounds; Mr. E. M. Oldham for all spaniels, and Mr.
German Hopkins for foxterriers. The Boston terrier judge

will be selected by the Boston Terrier Club.

es- I

ch j

John Hughes, of Capay Valley was in town on Wedni
day and Thursday and reports that Schreiber's pointer bitch

Lucy, by Rip Rap—Sal, has whelped 10 puppies, 4 dogs

and 6 bitcheR, to the well Known Glenbeigh. C. A. Haight
has purchased one of them. They are very promising, and

from their breeding they should be the equal of any. We
wish Mr. Schreiber the best of luck with the litter. He cer*

tainly has been to enough expense and trouble with Ml
pointers to be entitled to a little luck this time.
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Fishing in the Truckee is improving rapidly.

Ll The best of reports are received from the McCIoud.

J. R. Chase and a friend will fish the Truckee next week.

?hey leave the city to-night.

8. L. Bass of Baird reports excellent trout fishing and sal-

oon trolling in the McCIoud river.

Bay fishing will be very good next week, the tides suiting

I he best the latter part of the week.

A Thos. Malleson, the well known fishing tackle manufac-

|urer of Brooklyn, N. Y., is stopping at the Palace.

I J. B. Thompson returned from Webber lake on Tuesday,

I md reports tine fishing, but not as good as it was a few

I weeks ago.
-

Trout are said to be more plentiful in the Keweah river

,ban ever before. This is due to the efforts of the Visalia

Sportsmen's Club.
•

Salmon are said to be very plentiful again at Monterey.

•Some of the boats caught as many as twenty-five each on

['Tuesday and Wednesday.
•

I
The Visalia Sportsmen's Club will receive a consignment

3fi50,000 lake trout in a few days, to be placed in the Kaweah
Iriver near Pumpkin Hollow.

I Benj. Jackson, of this city, is camping with his wife and a

|

j

party on the Gircia a few miles above Point Arena. He re-

ports excellent fishing. Two hundred and forty were brought

[to creel the first week that he was there.

a par with the fallacy of a trout slapping ephemera into its

mouth by a flip of its tail. When my tip drops I no not ob-

serve that my line Blackens sufficiently to make even a curve,

though in conjunction with the straining rod it is momen-
tarily relieved of a moiety of the weight as well as of

risk to the tackle and of the hook tearing out from a hold

perhaps already seriously impared.
All this little exegesis, I may say, is outside of the recog-

nized fact that bass not captive often leap from the water for

other reasons than to rid themselves of lice, for they jump
after hovering insects as well as for sport, and they jump
when pursued by larger fish, and I have seen them leap the

end of a drag net by the score to escape being caught.

—

Charles Hallock in Forest and Stream.

An excursion train will be run between thiB city and

Truckee, Verdi, Boca, etc., in the near future at reduced

rates
;
giving anglers three days fishing. The fare, including

sleeping compartment, will be $11.50.

Robert Oxnard broke the record during his trip to the

Williamson river. He caught two trout weighing 1Z\ and

13J pounds each on a 9J oz. Leonard rod. These are the

largest fish caught in that section for six years.

The anglers at Lake San Andreas fared better the IaBt

week than for some time previous, but the catches were

nothing remarkable. R. Sanester and Dr. Rogers caught 17

on Sunday, one of them weighing about two pounds.

The Chicago Fly-Casting Club had a very interesting

meeting'on Jnly 20th at its grounds in Garfield Park. Owing
to the Fourth of July intervening the medal contests of that

week were postponed until last Saturday, allowing each mem-
bci a reentry. A score of interested visitors lent animation

to the contests. After the events were finished a meeting of

the club was held and it was decided to have another club

outing, to occnr during September, and to be on some famous
fly-casting river, instead of a lake, as was the June outing.

A meeting of the club will be called next month and details

given. The medal winners at the coutests last Saturday
afternoon were: B. W. Goodsell, long-distance fly casting,

with scores of 85 and 88 feet. Distance and accuracy fly

casting. F. B. Davidson, scoring 90 1 3 per cent, and 97 2 3

per cent. Dry fly casting, by Mr. Davidson also, with scores

of 96 2 3 per cent, and 95 per cent. The bait casting medal
was won in the first contest by Mr. Davidson, with an aver-

age, five casts, of 145 4 5 feet, his handicap of 42 feet making
his net average 103 4 5 feet. J. M. Clark snatched it away
from him in the second contest with a score of 1.04 2-5

foet. When it was discovered that Mr. Clark had actually

won it, the assemblage gave such a concerted whoop that Mr.
Clark followed suit when the medal was pinned on his heav-
ing bosom, and he is still whooping, so we hear. Well, he
has a right to. Geo. W. Streli judged and scored all events.

Those contesting in all events were Messrs. B. W. Goodsell,

F. B. Davidson, J. E. Strong, J. M. Clark, F. N. Peet and
C. Essig. Several others practiced but did not enter for the

medals. The next contest will be held next Saturday after-

noon, Augast 3.—American Field.

In Case He Jumps.

THE GUN.
Gun Olub Directory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,
president ; Dr. s. E. Knowles, secretary, 139 Post St., S. F.
The country Club, San Francisco, Frederick W. Taliant, Secretary,

Pacific Union Club, S. F.
The Gun Club, San Francisco,, F. S. Butler, Secretary, San Fran

Cisco.
The Olympic Gun Club, San Francisco, President L. D.Owens,

Secretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Scovern.
The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, 8. F.
The Lincoln Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

606 Market Street, S. F.
Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,

Secretary, California and Davis streets, S. F.
The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

CaL
San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John

H. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.
Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,

Secretary, Oakland, Cal.
The Nimrod Gun Club, Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

dent, R. Liddle, 110 Montgomery.
The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, .Edgar Forster, Secretary

605 Market St. S. F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.
Manzanita Gun Club, Willits, Cal., M.Mantz, president ; C. Whited,

seoretary.
The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, Secretary.
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Taeoma, Wash.—A. W. Me-

Naughton, Pres.; A. Burwell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres. ; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.
Marshfield Rod and Gun Clnb, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thlbault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gnn Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.; V. M.

Willamette Rod and G'ln Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.
C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

As I am one who has always advocated dropping the tip

of the rod when a fish jumps, I may perhaps be permitted

to explain why, as well as to account for the jump.

Ichthyologists at least are generally aware that the black

bass has a parasitic louse £io, long, which fastens itself at

certain seasons, varying somewhat with the latitude, just

abaft the gill rakers, and sometimes at the angle of the jaw,

and also at the base of the pectoral tins. I have been led to

surmise that the captive fancies the prick and tentative an-

noyance of the hook in like situations to be due to one of

these persecuting lice, which he attempts always to rid him-
self of by jumping clear of the water, and he adopts the
like tactics, too, in respect to the detestable water beetle so

weH known to all fishculturists. More than this, the incen-
tive to jump is abetted and accelerated by the lift of the
arching rod, which is bearing, all the time that the fish

holds on to the water, a much heavier strain than the dead
weight of the fish, because the fish is exerting its utmost
muscular strength to break loose. The bass holds bard until

its strength is exhausted, when he relaxes, of course; where-
upon he becomes immediately conscious of a diminished
tension of the restraining force, and forthwith takes advan-
tage of the opportune moment to leap into the air and en-

deavor to shake off his tormentor. Be will do this on a long
line and straight rod as well as on a short line and bent rod,

but the arch is an obvious power and encouragement. The
shake ma; come either before or after the leap.

Of course the fish comes out of the water with his mouth
open, and my arguments in favor of dropping the tip at such
a time is simply to lessen the strain on the line so as to pre-

vent the suspended dead weight of the fish from breaking
tackle or tearing the hook out, and not at all with tbe idea of
circumventing any little scheme of the bass to cut loose by
throwing himself on the line, which is all bosh and quite on

Walter Winans broke the world's record for revolver
shooting, twelve shots;at twenty yards, recently, at the North
Londan Rifle Club's revolver competition. Mr! Winans holds
the majority of the records.

H. B. Varney was very successful on Thursday of last
week. In one day's hunting in Marin county he killed three
bucks, two spike and one four point. He used the new 38-
smokeless hollow-pointed bullet.

Ed Price and J. E. Hamilton shot two deer in the moun-
tains back of Santa Maria last week. Hamilton's was his
first, and the boys escorted him into camp with fife and drum
and offered to sit up with him all night.

Gillard Stoney and a party of friends returned from Trin-
ity county on Wednesday. They killed ten deer in tbe two
weeks that they were absent. H. H. Lang, manager of the
Berkeley Foot Ball Team and Wm. Hupp had grand sport
in tho same locality last week. Mr. Lang killed a black bear
and two cubs in a hand to hand encounter and the party
killed eleven deer. They could have killed a great many
more but could not use the meat and would not kill for the
mere sake of slaughter.

The selection of the Oaklund Race Track for the Califor-
nia Inanimate Target Association's tournament of Oct. 6—

7

next, could not be improved upon. The track is centrally
located, has an excellent hotel that can accommodate any
number of guests and has one great advantage over any other
grounds, that every one has shot there and consequently no
particular club can be said to have the advantage. The double
set of traps can also be run there to much better advantage
than on any other near-by grounds.

The standing of the blue rock teams, up to date, is as
follows:

Empire. Lincoln. Electric.

April 151 141 144
May 159 146 151
June 146 164 163
July 157 156 149

Totals 613 607 606

The final event will be shot at the Empire Gun Club
grounds on Sunday afternoon, August 25th. The winning
team on this occasion will take $40.

The New Stockton Club.

Coroincr Events.

August

August
August
August
August

August

August
August

August
August

August
August

Oct. 6-'

tiou.

4—Oakland Race Track, California Wing Club.

4—Oakland Race Track, Electric Gun Club.

10—Oakland Race Track, Alameda County Sportsmen Club.

10—Burlingame, Burlingame Country Club.

11—Alameda Point, Empire Gun Club.

11—Oakland Track, Olympic Gun Club.

14—Oakland Race Track, Country Club.

17—Oakland Race Track, San Francisco Gun Club.

IS—Oakland Track, Recreation Gun Club.

18—AJameda Point, Lincoln Gun Club.

25—Alameda Point, Empire Gun Club.

25—Alameda Point, Team Shoot.

—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Associa-

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

The Electric Gun Club will shoot at Oakland Race Track
tomorrow.

Harry Reichstadter and John M inkles killed two fine deer
near San Pedro on Sunday.

Bruns was shooting in magnificent form on Sunday last.

He broke 71 out of 75 shot at.

The South San Francisco Gun Club will hold a live bird
shoot next month; the final shoot of the season.

W. E. Proctor of the Sutter Creek Gun Club carried off

tbe first prize at the tournament given at Amador City last

week.

Carey Friedlander and Wm. Burg were among the suc-

cessful ones at the Country Club on Sunday last. They each
secured a fine buck.

Al Newman and Chris Thonegal killed two deer near
Ukiah the first of tbe week. They started out on Friday and
returned on Monday.

Inanimate target shooting continues to boom in England.
Live bird shooting will doubtless give way to it there as it is

doing in thiB country.

John Tallent and Capt. Mighel and son have returned from
a camping trip in Trinity county. They report the finest

kind of deer hunting.

R. E. Chappell and a large party of Alameda sportsmen
leave for Glenn county next week. Deer are the principle

object of the outing.

Jas. S. Burns killed two bucks on tbe Country ^lub pre-
serve before 8 a. m. on Friday of last week. This club have
killed over twenty this season.

Beer hunters will be pleased to learn that in a day or two
they can purchase the new 38-55 and 32-40 smokeless U. M.
C. cartridges at any gun store.

The California Wing Shooting Club will shoot on Sunday
next (tomorrow) at Oakland Race Track. Special prizes

will be shot for. Take the 9 A. M. boat from this city.

W. S. Kittle killed a fine 130-ponod buck at the Country
Club on Sunday. He shot him through the head, the ball

entering the right eye and coming out under the horns on
the opposite side.

The Stockton Athletic Gun Club held an enthusiastic

meeting last night which was attended by many members
who desired to participate in the completion of the organi-

zation. Colonel Sperry, the President, presided and the list

of officers was completed. The interest taken in the organi-

zation of the club shows that the venture is to be oue of the

most pronounced successes of the many kinds of outdoor

sport that the Athletic Association is fostering in the form of

annexes to the association. Neither the opening of the deer

season nor the opportunity to shoot doves has lessened the at-

tention or the interest of local gun lovers from the sport of

shooting at the traps. In truth it may be said that the club

interest has been greatly whetted by the organization of the

Stockton Athletic Association Gun Club and now it is an-

nounced that a definite start is to be made to hold the initial

shoot at Goodwater Grove in the early part of August.
The benefits of the new club are such as will bring into

membership the most, if not all the membership of the
Athletic Association, as is evident from the goodly number
that have already identified themselves with the organiza-
tion.

The objects of the Gun Club, as set forth in the constitu-

tion adopted last night are : To provide acquaintance and
good fellowship among its members; to develop the trap

shooting (inanimate targets) skill of its individual members;
to encouaage the art of wing shooting (live birds) among the
members; to increase club interest and club spirit through
the holding ot tournaments and regular semimonthly
shoots; to bring the city of Stockton and the Stockton Ath-
letic Association into prominence among the sporting organi-
zations throughout the State, and to assist in the strict en-
forcement of the game laws of the State of California.

The following is a partial list of those who have already
identified themselves with the new club: Honorable James
H. Budd, Colonel George B. Sperry, John T. Doyle, Charles
J. Haas, Dr. S. N. Cross, W. H. Post, W. H. Lyons, George
P. Schaefer, D. T. Creanor, A. H. Wright, W. S. Folger,

Robert IngHs, A. G. Brown, John E. Budd, Frank Adams,
Frank E. Lane, Ralph Lane, Will Dudley, Bee Hart, Sid-

ney Newell, George Atherton, Dr. Fred Clark, Avery
White, George E. Ladd, Gus G. Grant, Orrin Henderson,
Harry Lane, B. B. Lyons, Delos S. Crane, Ed Haas, John
Perrott, F. E. Manchester, Al. Newell, Frank D. Cobb,
Robert Rerd, W. R. Johnson, H. R. McNoble, Andrew
Simpson, S. W. Newell, George Housken, Marion De Vries,

Otto Grunsky, L. D. Smith, Albert Parker, M. H. Orr, A. H.
Wright, Theodore Elliott, Frank Viebrock. Fred Eckstrom,
Ed Pasche, W. B. Nutter, Robert Fyfe, A. M. Noble, Frank
McCall, C. F. Hutchinson.
The officers of the Gun Club for the first year are: Presi-

dent, Colonel George B. Sperry; First Vice-President, John
T.Doyle; Second Vice-President, George P. Schaefer; Third
Vice President, George A. Atherton; Field Captain, Charles

J. Haas; Secretary and Treasurer, W. H. Lyons ; Board of

Governors to the State Association, Charles J. Haas, George
P. Schaefer, W. H. Lyons.
The fact that the game laws of the State are being openly

violated in this city occupied the attention of the officers of

the club at the meeting last night. Steps will be taken at

once to enforce the law and bring the ofienders to under-
stand that the club will prosecute all offenders. It was stated

as a fact that doves are offered for sale here every day and
that some of the restaurants have the forbidden game on
their tables every day. The law provides that doves shall

not be killed for the market for two months yet.

The club leaders were out at the grounds yesterday plan-

ning for the placing of the traps, which have been purchased,

and will soon have the shooting grounds laid out and made
ready for meets. Temporary buildings will be provided for

the fall's shooting and early in the Spring permanent im-
provements will be made.—Exchange.
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The Team Shoot.

The regular monthly team shoot was held at Ibe Lincoln

Gun Club grounds at Oakland race track on Sunday afternoon

laat. The wind blew very hard and made the shooting quite

difficult. The Empire Hun Club team won by the email

margin of one bird. Melville, of the Electric Gun Club

made the only s;raight score. The Empires have won this

"en. hree times, the Lincolns twice and up to this£» the

Electrics were always a good second, but Sunday they fell by

ihe wavside. Two of their best men were absent. lhe hnal

shoot will be held at the Empire grounds on August 25th.

The score

:

EMl'lBEGUN CLUB.

BUliMton 1111111111 1111110111-19

o'tXm 11001111111111111111-8

Y.rnev 11101111111110110111-17
\."

h
D
h
"

1110111111 1010111111-17

i;'..:; omoiioii moiniii-i6
r'iT., 11000111111111111101-16

SK£™ '..'.'.'.'.'. 01111001110111111011-15
Williams ..011-

_

..1111101011 1101111011—15

,»rn
:;;:.'.'.. ..locooimi iiimoioo-13

,
'„• 0100111100 lilOlllOOO-ll

Levi

157
Total

LINCOLN GUN CLUB.

„,„.„„ 1111111111 1011111111-19

p'Ter 11111110111111111110-18

Bio ,on
01111111111111101111-18

HCneV
1U10111U 1110111110-17

,,, 'i'^f 1110111011 1110111110-16

«?„n 'el 1110111111 0011111010-15
p'°

r
10111111111110011100-15

f„"" ::; miiooon oioiimoi-14
r™,

" 1011001011 1110001111-13
£*""„ lioioioiioiooooioiii-n

Total.
ELECTRIC GUN CLUB.

Melville ulimllll
!;J;H!!;

.156

20

windm .:::'.:.".:::::.. ..liiiiinio iiiiiinii-19
"'"llYn 1101111111 1011111111-18

H Go'che'r 11110011111101111111-17

Crowe 1
0111111100 0101110111-14

Eue Forste'r
01110001111111101101-14

Fanning 1010110110 1101111011-14

5lX 0011111101 0110111100-13

EdTFors'te'r
'.'.'.'..... 11011101010101110011-13

Lef
-

0011010110 1100000000- 7

Total.
.149

The Country Club.

The attendance at the Country Club's sixth shoot of the

season at Oakland Rice track on Sunday last was very fair.

The shooting in the main match was very good, but later on

in the sweepstakes it was decidedly poor.

Fred Webster and Baron von Schroeder were singularly

unfortunate. Webster's lost birds were very hard hit.

The third falling dead out of bounds, Von Schroeder s

aecond ditto. Tallant's fourth, Oxnard's fifth, Jerome's sixth

ind Dr. Vowinckle's sixth and tenth were also dead out of

bounds. The birds were very fair. Richard Carroll referee.

The score :

F R Webster 29 110221120021— 9

J. B. Stetson..'..: 24 121022110201- 9

K s Hicks 28 222122210120-10

Robi. Oxoard 28 222000211112- 9

H. a. Jerome 28

B. A. Oxnard 26

Baron Von Schroeder 26

F. W. Tallant 28

Dr. Vowinckle 26

Four six- bird sweepstakes, $2.60 entrance, followed the

main match. Webster and Hicks won the first with four

birds each. Hicke, Jerome, von Schroeder and Tallant di-

vided the second with five each. Tallant won the third with

five straight birds. Jerome the fourth with five birds.

F R. Webster 111200-4 022110—4
.1. B. Stetson 001001—2 O1O001-2

Hicks 101101—4 110111—5
mard 110001—3 200111-3

H. A. Jerome OOOlw 222102—5

li. A. Ilrnard lOOOw OOw

Von Schroeder 021111-5

K. W. Tallant 110112—5

Webster «'<<« 021202—4
Jerome HMO* 211021-5
Von Schroeder 1020» 202200-3
F. W. Tallant 11112—5 OOOw

In shooting up back scores Robert Oxnard killed six for

his May score and J. B. Stetson four for his June score.

A Troublesome Bear.

222120111102—10
102220120220— 8

202202111111—10
012011011211— 9

002250121000— 5

W. II 1 lei-ill and Charles Hendrickson, who are mining

on Van Matre creek, a tributary of Stuart's Fork, have had

some peculiar experiences of late with a huge brown bear.

About the middle of June while the boys were at work, the

bear entered their tent and played havoc with everything in

night and helped himself to a goodly share of molasses. His
next visit was made about a week afterwards when he re-

lifvpd the tent of a side of bacon, and on another occasion

added a large ham to the list. These depredations continued

until one evening' when the boys returning from work, dis-

covered bruin on his haunches about twenty feet from the

tent eyeing the scene of his former glory. Reeth, who isnot

a bad shot, raised his gun and fired, wounding the bear, who
immediately darted for the brush and made his escape. A
few days afterward the boys cime down to Weaverville to

*;»end lhe Fourth, but before departing they placed all their

belongings in a hollow oak tree which stood near by, nailing

boards over the hole to further protect them from the on-

slauohl of the bear. They returned to find the boards pulled

off, Ihi- scattered to the four winds and their

llankets torn ' (threads, while only the tracks of his bear*

ship remained inform the unlucky miners that ' ehad again

outwitted them. They have as yet not captured the intruder,

but hope to have bear meat for dinner in the near future.

The Stuart's Fork country abounds in bear, deer and other

game and in reality is a veritable hunter's dream—Weaver-

ville Journal.

Quail Shooting in Engypt.

Imagine, if you can.early morning on the Nile near Luxor.

On the Luxor side, far away across the grain fields, and

clearly outlined against the Eastern sky, rise the walls and

pylons of Karnak, the grandest ruins in Egypt, while close

at hand you nee the multitude of low houses with thatched

roofs, and the few stone or brick buildings, mainly European,

which constitute Luxor.

On the other side of the Nile, about five miles inland,

stretch the hills in which the "tombs of the kings" are

situated, and in about the middle of the cultwater land, be-

tween tbem and the river, the famous Coleese rise above the

plain.
.

It is February, about six o'clock in the morning, and with

a fellow-countryman I issue from the cabin of a dabeah tied

to the Luxor bank. We are immediately surrounded by a

troop of donkey boys, donkeys and native trackers. Ahmed,

our dragoman, had arranged all the details the previous

evening, so we are not kept waiting after surmounting the

slight ascent from the river. Everyone having secured a

donkey, the start is made.and the sleep is driven from us not

only by the rapid motion of the hardy little brutes we be-

stride, but by the bracing air as well, for, although the mid-

dle of the day is oppressively hot, up this swiftly moving

river the nights and early morninos are quite the reverse.

As we gallop through the town, dogs bark and naked chil-

dren Bhout, while our donkey boys urge their little animals

to sttll greater speed by mildly spurring them with pointed

sticks. The open country is soon reached, and after a ride

of some fifteen minutes, during which we feel as though

every bone in our bodies must surely be dislocated, our

guide calls a halt, and we prepare for work.

Dogs are seldom used, not only on account of the tre-

mendous expense involved and the unfortunate climate, but

also because the beaters, although unable to point the

game, are in many other respects equal, if not quite supe-

rior, to their canine prototypes. The birds are so plentiful

that it is not hard to locate them, and when shot they are

"marked down" with beautiful exactness by these men.

The lunch, donkey boys and donkeys are left in a small

clump of trees, and a line is formed. The head tracker is in

the centre with two beaters on each side of him, one to carry

the game and the other ammunition. My friend and I are

placed at the two extremes. We advance at a slow walk,

keeping the line perfectly straight, with the men from five to

ten yards apart, and in this order we enter the lectel (beanB),

which grow about a foot high. Our men utter a shrill, whirr-

ing call, not unlike that of a brant, after which they give a

low plaintive whistle. These sounds, they inform us, will

cause the birds to lie close, so that when flushed an easy shot

may be obtained. J. cocks the hammers of his trusty Parker,

and I in my turn shove up the safety on my Lefeverhaoi-

merless, as the birds are apt to rise at any moment. We
have hardly walked fifty feet when suddenly I hear the well-

known whirr of a quail, and looking quickly in the direction

of the sound, I see a bird skim ming away to my right. "Bang !"

goes my right-hand barrel, and looking through the smoke I

see the bird still fiying and unhurt. Just as I am about to

take myself to task for missing an easy chance, the remainder

of the covey, frightened by the report of my gun, get up in

all directions. Singling out a bird, I pull the trigger of my
remaining barrel, and having profited by my previous experi-

ence, am successful, and easily score. I look toward the other

hand of the line just in time to see J. knock over the second

bird of a neat double, a few of the covey having quar-

tered to the left and flown past him. Hardly has the smoke
cleared away before one of the beaters springs forward and

quickly returns with a bird, whose white throat proclaims

him to be a cock. The other two birds were also found.

Before we leave the first field we bag together thirteen

birds, and although we are sure others have escaped us, we
go on, as the field is rather too large to work well. The next

field is a small one of wheat, which stands waist high. We
enter it and are well rewarded. The birds rise from every

side, mostly in small coveys of from five to eight, and we en •

joy very fair luck, knocking over most of the easy ones.

The Egyptian quail, however, is by no means the easiest

bird in the world to kill, being somewhat smaller than our

variety, and possessing that extremely unfortunate habit of

twisting in its flight, like the English snipe. Oa the other

hand, they have the merit of lyiog very close. When you
strike a large covey, say from fifteen to twenty birds, they

flush only as you kick them up.

I have marked the remnants of Beveral coveys as having
pitched in one corner of the wheat field, and as the line ap-

proaches the spot, my expectations are high. Nor am I

doomed to disappointment, for when we are still fifty yards

from the ditch which surrounds the field, two balls of brown
feathers jump right from under my feet. One flies low to

the ground and straightaway, the other darts over my head,

making for the cover we have just worked. It is a Irving

double and might shake the nerves of any man. Can I make
it? My gun springs to my shoulder, and I centre No. 1

before he has gone thirty yards, but by this time the second

bird is almost double that distance, and alas I as the shot

rings out, he keeps steadily on. " Will you never learn to

take the hardest of a double first 7" is all the consolation I

get from J., as I blow the smoke from my barrels and reload.

And now the real business of the day begins, and we hold

a merry carnage to the accompaniment of whirring wings.

Reports sound in quick succession, and there are clouds of

drifting powder smoke, while our trail can almost be fol-

lowed by empty Bhells. " Whirr I" " Bang I" " Whirr!"
"Bang I" Both fall; and almost before J. is ready, three or

four more hurl themselves from the cover. Throwing his

gun on the nearest bird, he pulls, and almost before his fin-

ger relaxes from the trigger, the quail, struck by nearly (he
entire load, is driven forward, and then, while some of his

feathers still float in the air, drops to the ground with the
dull tlnnl of a stone-dead bird.

The sport continues until about 12, when we find the sun
too hot for further enjoyment. So as we rest under the
shady side of a wall surrounded by a few stately palms, lunch
is discussed, and after that the comfortable briars lit.

Our shikari has in the meantime counted the bag, and he
points to my friend and says, "He kill fifty-five, and he," in-

dicating me, " kill Bame but ten -one hundred in all."—
"Gameland."

Rifles for Deer Shooting.

C. W. Cunningham writes to the Forest and Stream, the

peer of American Sportsman journals, in favor of small call -

ber rifles for deer shooting as follows :

Recently I wrote you of my experience with a Bmall cali-

ber rifle. The gun was a .32-20 and not a .32-40, as stated

in the letter. Two of the deer were shot once, one twice, and
two of the five three timee, but they all fell within sight. I
have hunted with a .45-95, but for forest bunting prefer, as I
said, a .38-40, or in place of that some close breeched me-
dium caliber using a short cartridge. They are so handy for

rapid firing in the timber.

That a large caliber gun has the greater stopping power I
do not Question, and yet Lieut. Kieffer cites an instance
where Mr. Harvey Robe put two balls through the heart of
a buck from a .40-82-260 rifle, and the buck ran 100yds.
while last fall I shot a 12-point buck through the heart with
a .38-40 Winchester at a distance of 85yds. and he ran just
thirty-five steps. In October, 1893, I killed seven deer with
eight hits with this same .38. Two of them were running
and fell within 50yds. One sneaked and lay down about 40
yards away. One was lying down and never got up, while
the other three dropped. I believe this : if a deer's lungs are
inflated when he is shot, he will run until his breath is ex-
hausted.

Tram, in the same issue, favors the other extreme. He
says: Lieut. Kieffers advocates something which, when it

hits, will hit hard. The Winchester .50 110-300 hollow-
pointed ball fills the bill exactly. True, a great many ridi-

cule it, calling it a cannon, and say the recoil is so great it

throws oil the aim. But such is not the case ; the recoil does
not begin to be as great as with the Martini, at present used
by the Canadian militia, and with which first-class shooting
is being done all ovei Canada.

Its only fault in my opinion is want of penetration. For
example, a moose shot by me last year at 200 yards was hit

in the side, the ball making a clean hole at its entrance, pen-
etrating the rib without breaking it, going through the lung.
cutting ofl the large bloodvessel at the junction with the
heart and breaking the rib on the opposite side, the bullet

lodging under the Bkin. Now this bullet did not pass through
any very hard substance, and in my opinion should have
gone clean through the animal.

This moose ran nearly 500 yards before falling and then
dropped perfectly dead. Again, I have seen an aninal bit

over the high bone in the fore shoulder and with such force

that the animal fell at once, although not dead ; but here,
again, there was but little penetration in comparison with
smaller calibers, which I have seen make a hole clean
through and through, but the animal did not stop so soon.
I have picked out my bullet on several occasions and found
it generally turned back and spread out to abont the size of
a 25-cent piece.

This principle of hitting with a shock and making a big
hole is adhered to strongly by the Indians. In most cases an
experienced Indian guide will prefer to use a common
smooth-bore gun and trust to getting close, in place of tak-

ing a rifle, which, according to them, "make too leetle hole,

no much blood come."

<

The bears of Alaska are very expert at catching salmon.
In the spawning season the fish are thick in the streams that
the bear has Bimply to stand on the bank and pick out the
fish he wants. The salmon run up the rivers from the ocean.

Some great rivers they follow for hundreds of miles, seeking
the head waters. It is the common belief that from these

long journeys the salmon never returns alive. Many do not.

Worn and emaciated, often wounded by contact with stones

and roots in its long and toilsome journey, it deposits its

spawn, and sometimes dies in its efiort to regain the sea. Va-
rious birds eat many of the smaller salmon, and small fishes

of other kinds eat many of the salmon eggs. The bears eat

the grown fish as they pass up or down the stream on the
way to or from their spawning places. Every year when the

season begins, which is in the summer, the bears go to the

streams to fish, and they fish all through the season as long

as the fish continne to run. The bear is a good swimmer,
but he doesn't need to do any swimming when salmon hunt-
ing. He stands with his hind feet on the bank and his fore

feet in suoal water and looks straight ahead. The fish swim
past in endless procession, and close into the banks, looking

for springs and little streams, cool places, where they like to

deposit their eggs. The bear looks ahead intently. He
slaps the salmon out of the water and up on the bank, and
turns and eats it while it is still alive. She bears take their

cubs to the river and feed them there on salmon, and inci-

dentally teach them to fish. Frequently near the bear, as

he feeds, is seen a fox, the common grey fox, standing per-

haps 15 inches high, measuring to the tip of his extended
tp.il 3i feet, and weighing 25 or 30 pounds. The fox has

come to take what the bear leaves. The fox can catch birds

,

but not fish; he likes fish, however, and he knows the habits

of the bear, and he comes before the bear gets through his

meal and waits; and after the bear has gone away the fox

cleans up what the bear has left.

Tne Empire Gun Club.

The usual monthly contest for the hammerless gun was

held at the Empire Gun Club grounds at Alameda Point on

Sunday morning last. Stewart, Webb and H. C. Oolcher led

with 28 out of 30, known traps, known angles, squad shoot-

ing. Webb leads on the combined score. The score was as

follows

:

Stewart 28, Webb 2 J
, Golcher 28, Baker 27, Nauman 26

Varney 26, Fanning 26, Daniels 25, Melville 25, Williams

24, Olsen 24, Fischer 22, Ingalls 22 Billington 22, Newton
20, Quinton 20, Anderson 19, Worth 18, Hall 17.

The New Stockton Gun Club.

Tbe Stockton Athletic Association have inaugurated a

trap shooting aonex to be known as tbe Stockton Athletic

Association Gun Club. Geo. B. Sperry is president, W. H.

Lyons, secretary and treasurer. It is expeeted that over

seventy members will join the club. The new club has

already decided to join the California Inanimate Target As-
sociation. The first shoot of the club will be held this com-
ing week, and Governor Budd has been asked to officiate as

referee. Club grounds have been secured at Goodwaler
Grove.
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PONY RACING AT DEL MONTE.

A Gay "Week to "Wind Up "With a Grand

Ball.

There will be lively times at the Hotel Del Monte from

Monday, August 26th, to Saturday. August 31st, when the

Pacific Coast Pony and Steeplechase Racing Association will

hold its first annual meeting. The Society people of the

Coast will be there in full force. At present there are not a

Bcore of rooms in the hotel that are disengaged for that

period, says the Chronicle.

Many people have imagined that the event is to be an out-

ing of the Country Club, but in this they are mistaken. It is

true that the Country Clnb has held outings at Bel Monte

for the past five years, but just after its last successful meet-

ing an organization was formed called the Pacific Coast Pony

and Steeplechase .Racing Association, under whose auspices

all future outings are to be held. The stewards of the asso-

ciation are Major J. L- Rathbone, Frederick R. Webster,

Richard H. Sprague, Malcolm Thomas and Jerome B. Lin-

coln. The membership is not confined to any particular

club.

Frederick R. Webster is attending to the details of the

affair.

On Monday afternoon the members of the association with

the great social contingent will leave here for Del Monte, ac-

companied by Cassassa's Band of fifty pieces, which will play

every afternoon and evening during the fete. Thursday and

Saturday will be the great racing days, and on Friday the

members of the Country Club will hold their annual pigeon

shooting contest, for which valuable prizes and trophies will

be awarded. Saturday night there will be a grand ball, of

which Edward M. Greenway will be floor manager. Supper
will be served at midnight. On Sunday night the lake near

the hotel will be the scene of a pyrotechnic display. Japan-

ese lanterns will be hung all around, Greek fire will illumi-

nate the ensemble at rapid intervals, and gayly decorated

gondolas will ferry about crowds of youog men and women.
Every evening the grounds will be illuminated by thous-

ands of lanterns and incandescent electric lights pendant

from the boughs of the oaks. The polo matches will take

place on Tuesday and Wednesday, August 27th and 28th.

Then there will be another feature, and quite a novel one.

It is proposed to have a rendezvous of yachts in the bay,

and they will all be illuminated at night and ready for hos-

pitality at all hours. Mr. Slater will take his magnificent

yacht down, Mr. Macdonough will be therewith the Jessie,

James V. Coleman will take the Nellie and there will be

several others.

The Riverside, Santa Monica and San Luis Obispo polo

clubs ffill come up witn their pontes to compete with the

Burliogame team, which will comprise Walter Hobart, Mal-

colm Thomas, Josephs. Tobin and Richard Tobin. This

will make some exciting sport. As for the races, they will

certainly be very interesting, Walter Hobart will have

thirty horses on the grounds. W. O'B. Macdonough will

have his string of racers, Peter J. Donahue will Bend down
five good runners and Mr. Boots will have a wonder there to

stand off Hobart's Bright Phoebus. Among others

who will have blooded stock there are Gaston M. Ashe,

Peter Donahue Martin, J. Talbot Clifton, William H. How-
ard, Msjsr J. L. Rathbone, Malcolm Thomas, Jerome B.

Lincoln, Adolph Spreckels, Mr. Waring, of Santa Monica and

Mr. Bettner, of Riverside.

The list of racing events and qualifications is as follows

:

Fikst Day—Thursday, Angost 29, 1895, at 2 f. m.

First race—One-fourth mile; for a cup. For qualified polo

ponies, not to exceed 14 hands 1 inch; top weight 164 pounds;

4 pounds allowed for each half inch undor 14 hands 1 inch.

Entrance $10 each P. P.; second to receive $25. Gentlemen
riders.

Second race—

S

;x furlongs ; for a purse of $100 ; of which
second to receive $25. For all ages ; weight, 30 pounds

above weight for age. Sweepstakes of $10 each P. P. Win-
ners to carry 5 pounds additional for each race won in '95,

up to 17£ pounds ; maidens allowed 10 pounds.

Third race—Five furlongs ; for a cap. 8weepstakes of $10
each P. P.; second to receive 30 per cent of entrance money.
For ponies not exceediag 14 bands 1 inch ; top weight 164

pounds ; 4 pounds allowed for each half inch under 14 hands

1 inch. Gentlemen riders.

Fourth race—One and one-sixteenth miles, sweepstakes of

$10 each, P. P., $100 added, of which $25 to second. For all

ages. Weight 40 pounds above weight forage ; non-winners

in '95 allowad 10 pounds; maidens allowed 20 pounds.

Fifth race—Steeplechase, two miles. Sweewstakes of $10
each P. P., $150 added ;

of which $50 to second. Three-

year-olds to carry 145 pounds, four-year-olds to carry 155

pounds, five-year-olds to carrv 165 pounds, six-year-olds to

carry 180 pounds.

Second Day—Saturday, August 31, 1895, at 2 P. M.
First race—One-half mile; (or a eup. Handicap; entrance

$10 each P. P.; second to receive $25. For qualified polo

ponies not exceeding 14 hands 1 inch; top weight not to ex-

ceed 170 pounds. Gentlemen riders.

Second race—One mile and one quarter; for a purse of

$100; second to receive $25. For all ages. Handicap sweep-

stakes of $10 each P. P. Top weight not to exceed 175

pounds.
Third race—Del Monte can—Oae mile; for a cup. Handi-

cap; entrance $10 each P. P.[ second to receive 30 per cent.

of entrance money. For ponies not to exceed 14 hands 1

inch: four pounds allowed for each half-inch under 14 hands

1 inch. Gentlemen riders. Top weight not to exceed 170

pounds.
Fourth race—One mile on the fiat; for horses or ponies

owned or ridden by residents of Monterey county. Catch

weights. Purse of $50.

Fifth race—Steeplechase, one mile and a half; for ponies

14 hands 1 inch and under. Handicap sweepstakes of $10

each P. P.; $100 added, of which $50 goes to second. Top
weight not to exceed 170 pounds.

Sixth race—Handicap steeplechase, two miles. Open to

all. Handicap sweepstakes of $10 each P. P.; $200 added, of

which $50 goes to second. Top weight not to exceed 175

pounds.
Entries close Saturday, August 17th.

Races to be run under the rules of the Pacific Coast Pony
and Steeplechase Racing Association.

Entries to polo pony races must be accompanied by certifi-

cate of qualification signed by the captain of a recognized

polo team.
All ponies must be at the Hotel del Monte stables to be

measured by the official measurer before 12 3*. of the day of

the race or will not be allowed to start.

Overweight to any amount allowed if declared.

There must not be less than three horses, the property of

different owners, to start in every race, or such race may be
declared off.

Match races mavbe run during the meeting if permission

is obtained from the judges.

The Pacific Improvement Company will furnish transpor-

tation and board for all horses entered.

Entries must be made to Major J. L. Rathbone, president

of the association, on or before Saturday, August 17, 1895.

Eotrance fee must accompany nominations.
Amons the crack shots who will face the traps will be F.

R. Webster, Edward Donohoe, W. H. Howard, R. H.
Sprague, C. O. Richards, George H. Lent, Robert B. Wood-
ward, Alexander Hamilton, J. R. Carroll and Baron
von Schroeder. ,

The Horse Abattoir.

The long talked-of and much -read-about horse-killing es-

tablishment was finally opened for business on July 23d at

their new plant erected for that purpose on the banks of the

Williamette river ten miles below this city. The plant con"

sisls of a new two story building with all of the modern im-

provements, and represents an outlay of from $12,000 to

$15,000, and has a capacity of fifty head per day. It is in-

corporated under the name of the Western Packing and

Fertilizing Company, with B. Kinsman, of Eastern Oregon,

as its president, M. SIchel, manager, Ben Selling, secretary

and treasurer. The object of the corporation is to slaughter

such horses as are raised on the ranges of Eastern Oregon,

and salt and smoke such portions of the meat as is suitable

for that purpose; otber portions will be rendered for the Jfat

and oil, the balance, together with the bones, will go through
certain processes and be made into fertilizers. The hides

will be converted into leather, and in this way the entire

animal is turned into an article of commerce.
As this is the first undertaking of the kind in the United

States, and possibly in the world, the outcome will be watched
with much interest. At present it is purely an experiment.

as no one connected with it could have had any practical

knowledge of the workings of an establishment of this kind.

The idea probably originated in the fact that there are, or is

said to be, thousands upon thousands of horses, better known
as the cayuse or Indian pony, running at large over the

mountain ranges, and if these animals ever had any use they

certainly have outlived it, and it is thought that these lands

can be used to a much belter advantage than raising horses

of this kind that have not, nor never had, any real value-

But the question was : What shall we do with them ? How
shall we get rid of them ? And it was probably thought that

an establishment of this kind might be a solution of the whole
matter, but whether it will or not remains to be seen. There
is much in this business to overcome, and much we believe

never will be. The sentiment against horse meat as food is

so great in this country that it is to be doubted if it will ever

be used to any grert extent. We have all been too long as-

sociated with the "noble animal" to think of using him for

any other purpose than to draw the family carriage or haul

our produce to market, and a hundred other kinds of labor

that he has been called upon to perform. But it is said that

these are different ; that they are nothing but wild, unruly

brutes. This is true, but horse3,*nevertheless. What they

may be worth for other purposes, such as fertilizing, etc., we
have no means of knowing.
The gentlemen connected with it are all business men and

well known all over the coast, and we presume that they

have thoroughly investigated the matter and know somethiog

about it. The first train load that arrived in this city con-

sisted of six cars, and contained about forty head to the car.

They had evidently been gathered together in a hurry and

loaded the same way, as many of them were nothiog but

colts, some of them not more than a month or two old, and

from that up to aged^horsee, and all showed that the ride of

several hundred miles had been very hard on them.and while

it may be, and probably is, all right to ship these horses for

slaughtering, they are certainly entitled to the same care and

protection that other live-stock receives. This lot certainly

had not received it. We visited the works shortly after the

horses arrived, and found about half a dozen of them were

dressed and hung up. The business is certainly not one to

be fancied, and we doubt if it ever becomes a popular one,

and from what we have seen would not advise anyone going

into or continuing to raise horses for no other purpose than

selling them for the slaughtering house.—Rural Spirit.

Thos. Williams Jr. is Successful.

Chicago, July 29—Tom Williams, president of the Cali-

fornsa Jockey Club, left Chicago for San Francisco to-night

after a week's stay in Saratoga. Before leaving San Francisco

Williams had given $10,000 for a six months' option on the

Bay District race track property to cover $650,000. and his

Eastern trip was for the purpose of inducing moneyed turf-

men to interest themselves in the venture. It is this popu-

lar old course that will run counter to the plant now being

constructed by the Corrigan syndicate.

Williams' efforts have been successful. At Saratoga he

found stock subscribers in Pierre Lorillard, Phil J. Dwyer,

Dave Gideon and J. B. Haggin, the master of Rancho del

Paso and one of the wealthiest of Californians. Williams

will thus secure entire control of the Bay District track,

which will be remodeled at great expense. Preparations will

also be made for a rare winter meeting, and both Dwyer and

Gideon will ship portions of their strings to race there.

Lorillard promised that his colors would be seen for the

first time on the Coast if he did not send his likely races to

England this fall, and a score of big Eastern owners gave

notice that their applications for stabling would be filed with

him before the regular meeting opened.

Williams will return East in September with a long list of

rich stakes and generous offerings to those who decide to

take the California campaign. No strings were shipped to

California to day, and local horsemen say no more will be

sent to the Coast this season.—Chronicle.

BIG STAKES TO BE GIVEN.

Plans of the Paciffc Jockey Club ror the Coming
Meeting.

From fifteen to twenty stake races, with purses aggregating

$75,000 or more, will be given by the Pacific Jockey Club at
the meettng that begins on November 1st.

A large force of men is now working on the track, near
Ingleside, and construction of the grand stand will be begun
in the near future.

The matter of gaining entries was discussed at a meeting
of the club held last evening, and confidence was expressed
that with the attractions offered no trouble wou d be experi-
enced in inducing many of the best Easternjstables to com-
pete at Ingleside.

"And what is more," said A. B. Spreckels, one of the di-
rectors of the club, "we are not going parading about the
East blowing a horn to draw Eastern capital to aid us in
carrying out our enterprise. Every dollar that the club will
need to run the track and pay the purses it advertises to pav
is now deposited in local banks ready for use when the time
comes.

"The statement has been made that the Pacific Jockey
Club is an Eastern concern, and that any profit that may ac-
crue will go into Eastern pockets. Such is not the fact by
any means. It is a thoroughly California concern, backed by
California capital, and only one man in the directorate is

from the East. Oar track, which is modeled after that at
Hawthorne, will be run up to the standard of any track in
the country, with more liberal purses and stakes than have
before been given in this State."—Call, July 27.

A Gloomy Outlook.

It is related by turfmen who are usually well informed
that the chances remaining for the passing of a racing law

in Illinois are now exceedingly slight, says the Chicago
Horseman. It appears that political combinations have
been made which will, in all probability, resalt in the ad-

journment of the extraordinary session without the transac-

tion of legislative business, and as the only manner in which
a racing law can be passed is as a rider on the general

revenue bill, if no measures are enacted with reference to

the state's finances, none can be pat through looking to a

change in the present status, which it may be said, is prov-

ing detrimental in the extreme to many of Chicago's com-
mercial enterprises. It is the duty of the legislature of every
state to properly protect the business interests of her residents
by passing such laws as will regulate and limit, if necessary,
enterprises from which profit is to be derived. It is as cer-
tainly neither right nor just to entail by want of legisla-

tive regulation great losses upon certain branches of trade.
It is not to be denied that the racing procedure dominant
in Chicago of late years required limitation and regulation

;

neither is it to be denied that the loss of a million and a
quarter of money to legitimate traders must inevitably be
felt even in as great a commercial center as Chicago. Pub-
lic, and indeed interested, sentiment in this city has now eo
far changed that should a racing bill be passed at the present
session o f the Legislature the future of the turf in Illinois

would be immeasurably better as a whole than its past. That
noattempt will ever be made in that State to conduct a for-

eign book is just as certain as that the sun will rise and set

from day to day, and moreover, sentiment has so far changed
in relation to the duration of meetings that there will be no
effort made to secure the legislation of racing for more than
tnirty days on any one track within the legitimate season

—

May to November. Purged of these two evils—the foreign
book and continuous meetings—racing becomes at once the
most agreeable of all healthy, recreative pastimes. Under
such conditions the gambler ceases to have control, while
the improvement of the horse and the entertainment of the
people become the chief objects of the sport. In fine, there
is every reason why a racing law should be passed in Illinois,

not a siogle valid reason why the present status should con-
tinue to exist.

Resolutions of Respect.

Sacramento, July 26.—When the news of the death of

Henry Walsh, who for many years was so prominently iden-

tified with the turf interests of this Coast, was announced at

the meeting of the board of directors of the Pacific Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders' Association at the Golden Eagle

Hotel this evening, the following resolution was introduced

by F. W. Covey and unanimously adopted. A copy was

ordered to be sent to the Breeder and Sportsman and an

engrossed copy will be forwarded to the widow:

Whereas, It has pleased almighty Providence to remove
from our midst one of our esteemed friends—one whose life

was spent in the furtherance and honorable advancement of
the horse industry—a man whose word was his bond, recog-
nized East and West as an organizer of the sport which all

Californians look to with pride, we, the undersigned directors

of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association of
California, sincerely deplore his loss to the community, and
in respect to bis memory pass the following resolutiocB:

JUsolved, That in his death the entire horse-loving com-
munity of California has lost one of its stanchest supporters
and truest friends, a man whose every act was honorable and
his motives and his ambition were advancement and
progress.

Beaoised, That his memory will always be revered; that

the remembrance of his labors in behalf of the horse inter-

ests of California in the past, as well as at the time of his

deatb, will be cherished by all who knew him, and the exam-
ple he set for honesty, integrity, faithfulness and manliness is

a worthy and lasting tribute to his memory.
E. P. Heald, President P. C. T. H. B. A.
F. W. Kelley, Secretary.

Flying Ddtchman, carrying 117 pounds to Lissak's 127,
beat '' the gentleman in black " a head last Saturday in a
mile and an eighth, run in 1:54L It was for the Telegraph
Stakes, $2,500. Flying Dutchman was nearly as good a two-
year-old as Lissak, and the chances are that he can give Li?

sak quite a race at even weights.
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Thos. S. Lang and Maine Horses.

In » sketch of Ibe Isle Thomas S. Ling, formerly of \ as-

aalboro, whose death occurred at The Dalles, Oregon, on

Wednesday, the Commercial said :
" In 1859 Mr. Lang

brought the celebrated horse, Gen. Knoi, to Maine, and bad

he done no other service to the material interests of the

Slate his name would deserve to be held in high esteem by

everyone interested in the good of Maine."

This statement is not overdrawn, for the value of this one

horse to the agricultural and live stock interests of Maine can

hardly be overestimated. In his work on " American Road-

sters and Trotting Horses," Mr. H. K. Helm says of Gen.

Knox :
" He spent nearly all his days prior to 1872 in the

Stale of Maine—a State lucky to have held one such sire, for

he has been a most remarkable one. We have produced no

stallion in our day that csn surpass him."

Gen. Knox was purchased by Mr. Lang in Vermont, when

three years old, and was then called Slasher. We do not

know what Mr. Lang paid for him. When Mr. Lang

brought the horse to Maine he renamed him Uen. Knox. Me

also brought into Maine about the same time the young stal-

lion Black Hawk Telegraph, purchased in New York ; the

young sUllion Grey Fox, by Ethan Allen
;
the finely bred

brood mare Priscilla ; the stallion Son of Ethan Allen, by

old Ethan Allen ; the old stallion Bucephalus, by old Black

Hawk. Subsequently—but only a year or two after the pur-

chase of Gen. Knox—Mr. Lang bought the stallion Sharon,

bv old Witherell, by Wiothrop Messenger ;
the stallion Ned

Davis, by old Drew, and the stallion Trenton, by Geo. M.

Fatchen, a famous horse bred upon the Bonaparte estate in

New Jersey. Closely following this purchase Mr. Lang

bought the stallion known as the Palmer Harse, by old Hi-

ram Drew, the gelding Cloudman, by Hiram Drew, and the

famous stallion Gideon, by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, for

which Mr. Lang paid $2,500 when four years old.

This lot of twelve remarkable horses, all purchased by

Mr. Lang within a few years, and kept at his stables at North

Vassaiboro, formed one of the first studs of well bred

horses—if indeed it was not the very first—that had ever

been owned by one person in Maine up to that time. It was

at the golden dawn of the prosperous era of horse breeding

in Maine. Mr. Lang was a genuine lover of horses. He
had been very successful in business, and while purchasing

these horses in part for his own pleasure had also at heart

the prosperity of the farmers and breeders of Maine—for he

was generous and large hearted, he loved agriculture and en-

joyed doing what would benefit the state and the farmers of

the state. North Vassaiboro was the Mecca for all the

horsemen of Maine, and "Tom" Lang—as he was familiarly

called bv all—was the one great breeder of famous horse

stock in the state. His trainer and driver at that time was
Foster S. Palmer, who remained with Mr. Lang for many

years, afterward came to the city and subsequently went to

Boston.

Mr. Lang sold Gen. Knox in 1871 to Henry N. Smith, of

the Fashion stud farm, Trenton, N. J., for $10,000.

Maine could never have obtained the high place it has

held as a horse breeding state for the past twenty-five years

had it not been for the far-seeing sagacity and liberal pur-

chases of the best foundation animals by Thomas S. Lang.

His expenditures have helped to make successful breeders

of hundreds of Maine farmers, and the hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars that have been left among our farmers for

good colts have been left here because Mr. Lang laid deep

and wide the foundation of our horse breeding industry.

His name should never be forgotten by our farmers or fail

of an honorable place in our breeding anneals,
i

*
''The general run of animal photographs are far from

perfect portraits," says one who makes this a business. "Gross

distortion, due to the use of unsuitable lenses or improper

treatment, is frequent. It is difficult, also, to obtain a lumi-

nous, rotund appearance out-of-doors when the light is so

diffused, so that the picture is flat and the animal does ap-

parently loose weight. To secure good photographs, free

from distortfon or exaggerated perspective, a long focus lens

ie essential. But with any lens care must be taken to avoid

a too close range, as witbin the first few feet the perspective

is invariably magnified. So always remember that a small

image that is accurate is more desirable than a large one that

is distorted. In posing the animal the aim should be to get

an easy and natural position, and what is still more impor-

tant, such an angle or direction from the sun or source of

light as will illumine and round up the creature. For in-

stance, from one direction the depression in front of the hip-

bone will appear to be a deep hole, while from another it is

scarcely visible. Choose the latter. The best light is that

ol a cloudy day. If too cloudy or darE the photo lacks

strength and will appear dull. If the sun is very bright the

shadows are too black and dense. The best ti me of day is

from 8 to 10 A. M. and 3 to 5 P. M., when the strong light

will not fall so directly upon the back or top of the subject."
"O.

Captain Hayes has called attention to the different ex-

tent of the patches of the thickened skin which he terms the

shell, that covers the croup and the pelvis in the horse,

whereas in the asB it extends all over the ribs, which are con-

sequently not as sensitive to the effects of blows as are those

of the horse. This thickening is due to an extremely dense

layer of connective tissue, which is so close and hard that

when the skin has been tanned and dried it looks like horn,
and is utilized for the manufacture of the long boots worn by
foreign cavalry officers.

Mr. C. Shields, of San Francisco, bought this week of

Mr. Milton Young a bay colt by imp. Whistle Jacket, out of
Zeleca, by Virgil. The colt will be shipped to San Francis-
co with the yearlings of Mr. J. B. Ferguson, which will be
sold in California.

The general feeling as to the future of the trotting horse

continues to improve. Horsemen are not implicit believers

in the theory that horses are to be dispensed with. They
have been used very extensively for thousands of years, and 1

will be used extensively for thousands of years to come. The
horse is an animal that will always be indispensable. What
the editors who are writing doleful articles on " the passing
of the horse" need is a little more "horse sense." The horse
will be bred long after these gentlemen are in their graves
and forgotten. No matter what and how many mechanical
contrivances are invented there is nothing that will take his

place. Railroads, that it was predicted would supplant the
horse, only increased the demand for him. They were the

likeliestof all inventions to displace him. But so far from
doing it they only made him the more indispensable. Pleas-

ure carriages, propelled by electricity, can not answer the'

same purpose. People do not grow enthusiastic over ma-
chinery as they do over flesh and blood. They use i', but

they don't love it. It isn't worth while to worry about the
" passing of the horse " for a few thousand years at least.

Mks. John M. Clay, of the Ashland Thoroughbred Stoct
Farm, near Lexington, Ky., writes us as follows :

" Do you
not think it ffould have been more interesting when giving:

the pedigree of Bright Phoebus, winner of the Realization

8takes, to have stated where he was bred ? He did not fall

from the clouds and his family is of the highest distinction.

Turf veterans will all remember that many high-class horses

running four miles and repeat, were of the family of Mar-
garet Wood (half-sister to Wagner). Balloon, grandam of
Bright Phoebus, at the Lexingson race course, Fall meeting,,

in her three-year-old form, won one and two and three and 1

four-mile heats, a performance which has no parallel to this-

day. Modesty, Riley, Azra and Rainbow were Derby win-
ners. True Blue was the first horse to run two miles so fast

as 3:32}. The Banshee won the Travers Stakes ; Elizabeth

L. the Produce Stakes ; Agitator the Matron Stakes, and'

now, running in the West is the unbeaten Ben Brush. Ergo,,

on the sound turf principle, " Blood will tell," any descend-
ant of Margaret Wood may be counted on to show well ini

any company."—Spirit of the Times.

The Milwaukee Civic Federation decided, July 22, to con-
tinue the fight against the race track gambling in Milwau-
kee. The recent opinion of court commissioner Ryan, hold-
ing that bookmaking did not come within the meaning of
the Wisconsin statute which outlaws gaming by means of any
device, was discussed by several attorneys. It was decided to

appeal the case against bookmaker Hogan to the supreme
court and to get a ruling from that body on the gambling;
law. It was alleged at the meeting the sentiment of the busi-

ness men is with the gamblers, but the federation is of the
opinion that when the business men get away from the glam-
our which the race men have thrown round track gambling
they will array themselves on the side of law and order and
against the imported gamblers.

The turf has received a welcome addition

through the recent determination of Mr. Wil-

liam K. Vanderbilt to found a breeding es-

tablishment in France and to race in that

country. Mr. Vanderbilt has commissioned a

well-known American turf writer to buy for

him twelve or fifteen young mareo, producers

of winners, and in foal, with a preference for

Lexington blood on the dam's side. The
mares will be shipped to France about the end

of September, and Mr. Vanderbilt will begin

bis racing venture with their produce, breed-

ing the mares again to fashionable French and

English stallions. Mr. Vanderbilt's predic-
tion for the thoroughbred is well known. Ue
owns a controlling interest in the stock of the

Coney Island Jockey Club, and when in this

country is a familiar figure at all our big race

meetings. White he is beginning his turf

venture in a small way, yet his enrollment

among the patrons of the turf is significant.

It means much for breeding and racing, for

his example will serve to strengthen other

wealthy American gentlemen in their desire

to engage in the recreations afforded by the

sport.
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Race Re-Opened.

Entries to Race No. 18, FRBE-FOR-ALL TROT-
TING, PURSE * 000.

Of Monterey Agricultural AssoclaUon.Dlst. No.T.at

SALINAS CITY, GAL.
Are re-opened and will be received and

Close September 2, 1895
Conditions Mime as published for races of said Asso-

ciation which closed July 15, 1895.

JOHft J. KKL1,V, Secretary, Hnllna-. City, Cal.

BIKE" WHEELS
With Roller or;. Jul I Hearings Made to Order.

Sulky Wheels Repaired Between Heat.

.*?: •• REJVXKV will be In uttenil.nce on the (rack
«l tlio llivnlcni meeting mill ivlll .iiil<-kly repair ull
dumuge.i to wheelB.

*^

sun Fruneluco office-lilt Valencia Street.
Circuit office—On tao track.

CHARGES REASONABLE

ABSORBINE
REMOVES Capped Hock,

a
Thorough-Pin,
Wind-Puffs

and all Bofl
Bunohea with-
out Removing
the huir or throwing tho horae out
Of work. »2.00 per bottle. Druggists,Huneu Doalors, or sent direct.

•: LAWKBNCE . I.I.IAM8 CO.. Clo»olana. a I

_ _
\V. K. YOUNO.P. D.P.,

Wo. 31Anir.cr.iKi., Sprli.nfl.ld, IUa

J ll'K V \ f W h< l -li. ,! un I rMIIOlNtK-
«'» DA HI . » LAKh a i '-.. ii.iilu ivg. u.

NEW DISCOVERY.

Dr. Bovett's Dermatol
THE GREAT SPECIFIC FOR

Cracked Heels and Scratches.

It will also cure all Bores, Wounds, Boot Chares.
Rope Burns and Grease Heel without leaving a
callous, and will always remove a Callous when
caused from a wound.
It removes all Soreness with a few applications, and

is the only remedy Known that will heal a Cracked
Heel and leave the skin soft and pliable.
The great horseman, Monroe Salisbury, says: "I

have used it on ALIX (Queen of the Turf), and
DIRECTLY (two and three-year-old champion pacer),
for Cracked Herds and find that it removes the sore-
ness with the first application and tbe heel is soon EOft
and pliable, without any callous remaining."
T, W. Raymond, owner and driver of KLAMATH,

2:12, says: "Have been trying to cuie Klamath's
Cracked Heels for eight years, and this is the first rem-
edy I have ever lound that did tbe business."
Many horses are unsteady and refuse to extend

themselves, simply because their heels are sore and
tender.
Price, $1.00 per bottle; six bottles, $5.00.

mu.VSOV & BOVBTT. Denver, Col.

REFERENCES I

Monroe Salisbury, DuBois Brothers, Andy McDowell,
Dick Tilden, J. W. Zibbell, Louis Hinckley, and hun-
dreds ol others.

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
SPtvING MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
I'llJIJIMi'IMi MARCH 6, «88S

Racing Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday, Friday and Sat

urday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

PItc or Morn Huro. hneli Day. Rare. 8lar

at 2:30 p. m. sharp.

•aF" McAllister and Geary.street cars pass (lie e»t«

The Tutf and Sporting Authority of the Coast

IS THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

THE YEAR BOOK
1094, Vol. X.*2

THB ONLY CORRECT AND OFFICIAL AN-
NUAL RECORD OF TROTTINO AND

PACING PERFORMANCES.
HiniODUtfGADTl? *° a" Breeders and
IflDlOrtiilOrtDLEi Owners of the Light
•—————— Harness Horse

Price, single copies* postpaid, »3.c:

ThJs great work will he in every respect equal
to any of the preceding volumes, and contain
several new and special tables and features.
Following is a brief epitome of contents: Sum-
maries of Trotting and Pacing Races. 1894;
Tables of New 2.30 Trotters and 2.25 Pacers;
List of 2.20 Trotters and 2.15 Pacers; Complete
Lists of 2.30 Trotters and 2.25 Pacers to January
1, 1895; Lists of Sires, Sires of Dams, Great Brood
Mares, and of all Sires none of whose get won
beats in 1894; Tables of Champion Trotters,
Best Records and Rejected Performances.

FOR SALE BY

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 BUSH STREET. SAN FUAM'ISIO.1'41.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

OFFICIAL POOL-SELLERS
— FOB THE —

California Circuit, Including the Stale Fair
Other Agricultural Associations, the ParlDc

Coast Trotting Home Hreederu Asso-
clatlon and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances lor

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the buslnects In the
best and most expeditious manner In any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.

Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments,

8. B. WHITEHEAD** CO.. 20 LeldeadorS si. s. F.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND T1IK STALLIONS

Monday-Final and
-:- -:- Vanquish.

Particulars of WM. OSBOKNK, Box 223, Suntn Clara.
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Sifcm California Circuit

31at DISTRICT FAIR

HUENEME
Ventura County,

Sept. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 1895.

Race No. 1. Kunning—H-mtte dash for 2-year-

olds 8150
Race No. 2. Running—J^-mile and repeat, all

ages '2 00
Race No. 3. Running—-\ -mile dash, selling

race 20O
Race No. J. Running—1 mile dash, Owners'

handicap 300
Race No. 5. Running—5-8 mile for 2-year-olds

Winner of Race 1 to carry 5 lbs.

extra 200
Race No. 6. Running—5-8 and repeat, all ages 250

Race No. 7. Running—7-8 mile dash, all ages 2O0
Race No. 8. Running—^-mile dash, for non-

winners of 1895 200

Race No. 9. Running—%-mile dash, for 2-year-

olds. Winner of Races 1 and 5

to carry 10 lbs. extra 200
Race No. 10. Running—5 8 mile dash, all ages,

selling race 200

Race No. 11. Trotting—Free for all 8400
Race No. 12. Trotting—2:19 Class 350

RaceNo.13. Trotting—2:21 Class 300
RaceNo.l4. Trotting—2:30 Class 300

HaceNo.15. Trotting—2:35 Class 300

Race No. 16. Trotting-2:40 Class 250
Race No. 17. Trotting—Double Teams (District

only) lOO

RaceNo.18. Faclng-2:15 Class 350
liace No. 19. Pacing—2:25 Class 300

RaceNo.20. Pacing-2:30 Class 250

Entrance, 10 Per Gent, of Purse.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 3.

For entry blanks, with conditions, address

TH03. H. MERRY, Secretary.

Hueoeme, Cal.

SPEED .PROGRAMME
Of the San Benito Agricultural Association at

HOLLISTER
OCTOBER 7th to (2th, INCLUSIVE.

Entries Close Aug. 15.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7th.

Colt stakes

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8th.

Running—^-rnile and repeat, free for all Purse $200

Running—if-mile dash, free for all- " 200

Running—3-S mile and repeat, free for all " 200

Running—J^-mlle and repeat, free for all " 200

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9th.

Trotting—2:20 class, tree for all Purse f400

Trotting—2:40 class, free for all " WO
Pacing —220 class, tree for all " 400

THURSDAY, OCTOBER tOth.

Running—Mile dash, lree for all. Merchants
Purse " 1000

Running—% -mile and repeat, free for all " 300

Running—5-8 mile and repeat, free for all " 300

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11th.

Trotting—2:2* clas^, free for all " 500

Trotting—2:30 class, free for all " 500

Pacing —2:25 class, free lor all ." 500

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12th.

Trotting-Free for all- " 600

Pacing —Free for all " ™>0

Running—%-mile dash '* 250

Usual Conditions.

Stalls, hay and straw free to competitors.
For further particulars address

G. \V. McCONNELL, Secretary,
Holllster, Cal.

J. A. BCHOLEFIELD. President.

1895. 1895.

STOCKTON RACES.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

$18,500 IN COIN.
THIKTY-FIFTH A.VM'.IL FAIR

September 1 6th to 2 1 st, Inclusive
Trotting and Pacing only. Running Announcements Later.

The Largest Por-es of Any Fair on the Pacific Coast.

No. 1. 2:40 TROTTIXU. Pnrae 81,000—To close August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:25 or
better on or before August 24th shall be barred from starting In this race, but to be held to start In 2:27 class.

No. 2. 2:40 P.ACIXIi. For Two-year-olds. Purse 8600—To close August 1st.

No. 3. 2:40 TROTriNG. For Two-year-olds. Parse 8600—To close August 1st.

No. 4. 2:2S PACING. Purse 81 ,000—To close august 1st. Horses making a record of 2:17 or better
on or before August 24th shall be oarred from starting In this race, but to be held to start in the 2:19 class.

No. b. 2:22 TROTTIIVtt. Purae $1,000—To close August 1st Horses making a record of 2:17 or
better on or before August 21th shall be barred from starting in this race, but to beheld to start in the 2:19 claBS,

No. 6. 2:27 TROTTING. For Three-year-olds and under. (If two-year-olds, enter no bar to
them.) Purse 8700— To close August 1st.

No. 7. 2:2S PACING. For Three-year-olds and under. (If two-year-olds enter, no bar to them.)
Pirse $70n-To close August 1st.

No. 8. 2:30 DISTRICT TROTTING. Purse, 8600—To close August 1st. The District embraces
Pan Joaquin, Calaveras, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, Inyo, Merced, Fresno, Madera, Mariposa, Kern, Tulare and
Kings "Counties.

No. 9. 2:07 PACING. Purse, 81000—To close August 24th.

No.10. FREE FOR ALL. TROTTING. Purse, 81500—To close August 24th.

No. 11. 2:15 TROTTING. Purse, $1,200—To close August 1st. Rest two in three. Two miles and
repeat.

No. 12. 2:23 DISTRICT PACING. Purse, 81,000—To close August 1st. The District embrace''
San Joaquin, Calaveras, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, Inyo, Merced, Fresno, Madera, Mariposa, Kern, Tulare and
Kings Counties.

No. 13. 2:19 PACING. Parse, 81 .OOO—To close August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:14 or
better on or before August 24th shall be barred from starting In this race, but to be held to enter in the 2 :15 class.

No.I4. 2:15 TROTTING. Purse, $1,000—To close August24th.

No. 15. 2:19 TROT I ING. Purse, 81.000—Toclose August 1st.

No. 16. 2:15 PACING. Purse, $l,000-To close August 1st.

Conditions on our Entry Blanks.

C. E. DOAN, Secretary, L. U. SHIPPEE, President.
Stockton, Cal.

THE SOOTHER FARM
Will Close Out all Its

Choicely Bred Horses and Colts

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21st,
AT KILLIP & CO.'S

Salesyard, Cor. Van Ness Ave. and Market St

Owing to the departure of the proprietor

Bids for Bittiig Prlftps

State Fair 1895.
SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at the

meeting oi the State Board of Agriculiure to beheld
August 10th, 1895, for the privilege of Book Making
and Pool Selling upon races at the coming State Fair.

Ml bids must be accompanied by a certified check
for 20 per cent ot amount nf hid, payable to the Presi-

dent of tne State Agricultural Society. Remainder
payable August £Uh.

The Board reserves the right to require a security de-

posit lor the faithful carrying out ot contract.

The Board reserves the right to reject any and all

bide.

EDWIN K. SMITH,
Secretary.

C. M. CHASE.
President.

The Boarding Department
Will be Closed and no More Horses

"Will be Received.

Watch this Space for Further Particulars
Catalogues (ready August 12th), and other information of

KILLIP & CO., .... Auctioneers
30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Or of SOOTHER FARM, San Lcandro, Cal.

FOR^JALE.
Road Horses, Race Horses and

Business Horses.
BLOODHOILND, ch gelding (5 years), by Dex-

ter Prince, dam ATollie Patten. 2:28s. is an idea! road
horse, stylish, fast and safe.
SILVERADO, bay gelding (4 years), by Siduev,dam Alida (dam ot Directs, 2:28). Very promising

lor rotid or track work.
SlDiXOKA, bay gelding (3 years), by Sidney, damNona \ ., 2:25. A last pacer, ready for training.
UBAiVDOBA, bay mare '4 years), by GrandlBSlmo,

dam, sister to Burton, 2:30^, by Naubuc. Fit tor road
or track—last and gentle.
WHIDONNA, bay mare (6). By Whippleton, dam

by Naubuc. A fine road mare, safe for lady; has both
quality and speed.
PILOT i\KLgOi\,chg(3). By Pilot Prince, dam

by Jno. Nelson. This colt won yearling stakes at
Napa in 1893. Is very promising and tit to put In train-
ing any day.
PILOT BEXO,chg(3). By Pilot Prince, dam by

Gen. Reno. This colt is now in training and entered
for fall races. Will be sold with engagements.
MOUNTAIN KING, bay stallion f'7l. By Whipple-

ton, dam Nona Y., 2:25, Fine carriage stallion, hand-
some and ofgood size. Works single or double. Per-
fectly sale (or lady to drive.
-U8IE \V., bay mare, 7 years, by Whippleton, dam

by Rattler. A large, handsome, bay mare, fiutora sur-
vey cr lorbusiness purposes.
In addition to above a large number of colts and

fillies bred at the NAPA STOCK FARM are offered
for sale. These are by such horses as Dexter Prince,
Mdney, Victor, Geo. Washington, McDonald chief,
Graudissimo, El Benton. JIambrino Chief Jr., Dexter
Prince Jr., Pilot Prince, etc., etc. They range in ages
from 2 to 4 years.
Also for sale, broodmares by Arthurton, Admiral,

Dawn, Dexter Prince. Hawthorne, Dexterwood, Gr,in-
dlssimo. Woodnut, etc., etc
Good business horses are likewise offered for sale.

Used to city and stand without hitching.
Bargains are offered in any of above lines. All

stock raised on upland pastures of Napa Slock Farm
and therefore have the finest legs and feet.
For further information regarding above stock ad

dress

E. P. HEALD,
24 Post Street, San Francisco.

JEST Other entries will be received for this sale if

sent to KILLIP & CO. on or before Wednesday,
August 7, 1895.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE - $18 -

Tnese Timers start and stop promptly, and are as

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A.HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter St.

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
MANfFACTURaRS OF

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
And Carts, of Every Description.

46-48 EIGHTH ST.. S- F.

t r* nrnp a "kt stock and sale
«l . U . nijri **!>!, yard.coroerTenthand
Bryant streets, San Francisco. Stock of all kinds
nought and sold. Commission agent for the sale ol
horses and cattle. Particular attention paid to their
care and shipment. Largest stock yarde In the city
and the most competent men employed. All orders
promptly attended to. Telephone No. »6I South.

FOR SALE.
Speed and Breeding

Owing to positive retirement from horse business will

sacrifice the following three great animals which
we had reserved from our catalogue:

The fast, game pacer CYRUS, Record 2:1 I 1-4.
It is needless to call horsemen's attention to the pour
handling of Cyrus and balance of our horses the past
two seasons. In ordinary hands Cyrus can beat 2:10.
He can beat any horse <n this Coast races of two to
four mile heats. He can win himself out in first race.
He is also a great roadhorse.

FRANCISCA, one of the greatest daughters of Al-
mont 33 that the late General Withers, ot Lexington,
Ken., ever bred. \\ ith colt by Direct, 2:05, at her side.
Price 8500
For full particulars address F. C. MYEBS.

P. O. Box 3%, Oakland.

FOR SALE.
THK FAST TROTTIXB MARE

CORA S., 2:19i
Dark bay, black points.

By ELECTOR, He by ELECTIONEER.

Sound, gentle and kind. Can beat2:15; has shown a
2:06 gait for quarters. She Is a great race or broodmare
and very handsome. Will be sold with present engage-
ments. Address

A. LEE, Box 6S*. Modesto. Cal.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts and Sulkies.

Ball -Bear I ok and Cu«lilt>u-Tirr Yehlrlea,

If you want to succeed with your horses buy

Bilz' Training.Speedingand Combination Carts

They are the lightest and strongest and are made
from the best selected material. Nothing but the
Dalzell Centennial Axle used, which Is the best axle
made. They are the lightest running, hold the oil the
longest, and no dust can enter the arm.
All of the noted trainers pronounce my speeding and

combination carts super! r to any other.
Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest time In

this speeding cart.
In ordering carta please state size of axle and height

of wbeelB. No one owning trotters or pacers can afford
to be wltboutone. Send for price list.

SULKIES MADE TO ORDER.
J. A. BILZ, PleasauCon. Alameda Coann
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RACING E33ITION

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuioo mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing
EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Price, S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Track.

THE STANDARD STALLION

Trial, 2:20 X.4=.

-IDNKV I77H
2:1»H

8lre oi Proa-
Fro a, 226M,
champion year
line troMfr,
rioili, 2-22*,
yearling pacer;
Fauslino, 2:H\;
Fleet,2--i:< DpM,
2:18; Adonln,
2:11 H; Gold L**f,

taiM; L»dr h.,
I-.lft; SUter V.,

J:UH; Thistle.

1:14, tod 14

others Id 240 I Ut

Fi.iur
Urlalfc**)

Dam of Froa-
Froo, 3«J4
(champion y*ar-
liner, U«mo i V() lrl»i ..

:20S; fl*o. V.
(*-y»*r-o.d,, zx;

(8mu Clioi 8000
2:17H

Sire of Kris Krtngle,
2:28k; Ban Jose, 2:30;
Han Mateo, 2:28H '• Sld-
ii.-y, 2:19^, and 6
other* In 2:10 list

iHwffiDMi, 8:31 1-1

STRATHMORK 408
Hire of 39 lo 2:30 list

and 8 sires of 8 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:30

LADY THORNE JTL....
Dam of Mollie Mack,

2:S3; Navldad, 2:22)4,
San(*ClauB,2:17X

f VOLUNTEER 66.

Sire Of 29 In 2:80 list,

I 21 sires of 46, and 16

1 Jams of 16 Id 2:30 list

I LADY MJERRITT..

2:29*

I and

tlorraneer 1A5A .....

Hire of Shamrock,
226; Flight, 220 ; Bui-
wer,2.-2B>(

IOWA OHIKF 628
Sire of Oorlsande,

2:24*, and Buccaneer
2666

TINSLBT MAID

Mibuki B+l'a.
Damol Ft #n.2:80.S,

trial, 222' Chicago,
fc»; Wln« Wing, 2*2

(FLAXTAIL81S2-
Sire ol Prairie Bird,

2:28*; Kmprt«s, 2:29*:

{ and of the dams of
Uold Leaf, 2:11*. and
Hhamrock, 2:25

I LADY HAKE..
Sister to Fashion,

dam oi Prairie Bird,

Qbletonlan 10
re of 40 Id 2:30 list and
07 Sires of 667 In 2.30
Waltermlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

( Williams' Mambrtno

(Kate

( Hambletonian 10

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel.

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 18 In 2:1

sires aud 16 dams
By Harry Clay 46

f Bashaw 60*

I
Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and

.{ 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
I of 18 In 2:30
(.Topsey

|
Flax tall 8132

I Sire of the grandama of
• 1 Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20
I Fanny Pern

.

Ball Pap
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:18*. Kismet, 2:24W
Twister, 228*1

VJntraced

I'
John BapUste

I Fanny Fern

DB8CHIPTI0N AND TKBM8.
Wot only U Memo full brother to Froo Prou.tbe champion yearling trotter Id the world In 1892, but bets also one

of the »W7jpja*-hred youne stallions In at* rvlce, having thrwe croaeea of Kyadyk'n Hamhlnutnlan, one ol Harry
(lay, air* of Orwn Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc, ) and Long Inland Black Hawk. Tbrongh Flax tall
b* traces to Canadian pilot lair* of Pilot Jr. 12;, through Ball Pup, afie oi Rowdy Boy, fcUV. and two others
Htdtvy. M'mo aire, i« universally known and mxtgnln«l as the best young sin* In the world, as a producer ol

at an early aire. The average speed ol bis progeny Is lower than that of any of the get of thetwelve leading •Ulllorui o( America.
Memo trotterf In nubile In his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though be was close to Grandee

In a race on the Bay lilMrlrt track, the aecond heat of which was made In 2:31*, the first In 2:32, He exhibited
pbanotnanal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 220*. and frtxiuentiv
trotted quart, n >M seconds. N "'

ilgh.and of powerful build throughout His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
all that could be dealred, and his action superb. He la a sure foal-getter.hlte. H1«dJspoalU<
>d pasto rage at reasonable ratea. Noresponalbllltyaasamed for accidents or escapee.

For farther partlulars a Ireaa

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

NEW STYLE.

NEW METHOD.

< NEW IDEAS

i
A VERITABLE

'FORM IT k

GUNGE." i

»l I.M'HIUK TO IT FOIl THIS YEAR.

It Is published semi-monthly during I lip racing hudd
and Is but 8 1 3 per ye.r. Single copies can be bad ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

SIS Bosh glreel. - - Ban F-anrlseo, Cal.

Acents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed apon application.

BY LAWS
AND

RDLES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
WITH BETTING HUES.

National Tbotting Abs'n Rules 30 cto

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cte

For sale at tbe office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keeping
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. SUby, the owner of St. Bel, says o

this book: "In this work Marvin baa let out all the
mysteries ol tbe craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
developeto the higheel and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, aud shall
place one In the hands of every rubber ou oar farm.
Mailed postpaid for |5.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., Ban Francisco, Ca
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

ThecelebratedGreatDflnfldorSTBOHM.36.6J9.
ISmonthsold. Wee, Knight's (SATA5. dam HHlMi
I AHY Perfectly formed, grand head, strong body;

weight 12-5 lbs.; steel gray color.

Won second prize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,

Y
'

L. G. ROU'ELL, Wells, Fargo &Co,S.F.

St. Bernard Puppies.

i Three finely-marked Rough and Smooth-Coated
iDODPles Uwo Bough idogs and one Smooth bitch), by
RECTOKUF HALEASTKIX oat of LADY BITE
III Should make prize winners. For sale cheap.

• Address FRANZ FREY, 1420 Pine St., S. F.

Pointer Dog Pup
For sale, a liver and white dog puppy by GLEX-

BKKiH out of L4i»»IK I
Bismarck-Maid), 3months

3d-Vs. Address CHA8. PRECHT.
626 Clay Street, S. F.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

FISHING JL FISHING

Breeders' Directory.

TACKLE

Advertisements under thlabeadlng 50 cents per lne per

HORSES AND OATTLE.

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

INVITE YOU TO INSPECT THEIR

FINE -:- FISHING -:- TACKLE.
FISHERMEN'S SUPPLIES AND OUTING GOODS.

ST.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

Chal California Bernardo
A. K. C. 8. B.. 26,803.

Sire DCKE OF WELLINGTON, byBENLOMOND,

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Tarn TOMAB, by MASCOT BERNARD, a lull

brother to

Champion SIR HED1VERE.
Will stand lor the season for a few choice bitches only.

BERNARDO has been shown in every show on the

Pacific Coast for the last three years, competing in his

class and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat.

Re has Won First Prize Every Time Shown.
His last victory was in a class of fifty for.special of

the show.
Stud cards on application.

J. G. BARKER, 11 Montgomery Street, S. F.

SAMUEL ALLCOCK &

416 MARKET STREET,

BULLS—DeV0DS and Shorthorns. All pore bred and
, ,

.
registered. Fine Individuals. At pi ices

i?^S, v ,

'' mes
,. t!

1-" finely or in carload lots. Oak-wood Part Stock Farm, Danville, Cat

|

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Bntter and ifilk Stock.
BKHK-1I1IU.- and POL4.MI-CBI\ 4 HOGSAlso best varieties ot Fancv POCLTRY

u.~5',LLIA
'

VI S'LBS & CO.. Los Angeles, CaLBreeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

SOUTHER FARM Jonn« weU-Sred stock for sale
J ~ nlH. First-class breeding farm. Good

|

track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastor-

VINELAND BREEDING FARM. siSBrSiSb
S28 "S

1
?,
rothi"\ t'> Grandee, three-rear-old" record

-.-i-i. stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, forsale. AddreL
for parqeniara FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

CO.'S AGENCY.

Below Sansome

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stud—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FI\GLAS JR.. 31,189.
8A W RVM0RE. 34,802.

I( you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GLBKMORB KENNELS.

West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK SW'lt -

ELER.fee*25; Challenge \BHO II. fee 320.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A. B. TROMAS.

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

AT STUD.

Woodland Duke, 29.323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollle,

A. 27.850. Jessie M., A. 30.1&4. Peg Wofflngton 29,755

and Black Nellie.
Pnps lor sale. Address

MILLER & PRATHER, Proprietors.
W. L. Pbathre Jb., F. E. Mltxeb,

909 Myrtle St., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this In hand the merest novice can Majjaqe.
Bbeed and Exhibit Doom as sdentincally>s the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price. 83. OO. and 35 cents Bxpreasage.

II your dog Is sick, you most have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he Is suffering
and how to core the same.

Price, 89. Postpaid.

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:

—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SECO\D It will not cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder in nse. as It contains no nltro-elycerine or euu cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
FOURTH It has a light recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
SIXTH It gives the best pattern at any and all distances.
6Et K\TH Its action is the most uniform in ail respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.
NINTH It is the cleanest powder in use, and if the eun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped oat and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

TENTH It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains foil weight (16 oz. to the lb.):
and each pound contains more than doable the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER 18 MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

BW For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best work of the kind evee published.

Price Reduced to 82. Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
SlS.Bush Street, San Francisco

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE A2vD STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenne
San Francisco,

OFFICE HOtTBs:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENOB
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

O. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLK8.
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

DUPON TsPORTING POWDER
KTottc- Ready.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It laves best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its name would Indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far Jess than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best; hard, quick, well-suited 15 trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nltro powders.
Prices and Instructions to be ased In loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNbR OF GRAVD AMERICAS HANDICAP 189S.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

:rf
F.W.Skaife. D.V. S.

OFFICE BOTES

10 tO 12 A. M. 1.3] tO 3.30 P. 4.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS
OBDAB AVENUE,

(Between L»rkln and Polk and Geary and Poet 8ta)

S.l.\ FRAJVCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty ol

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
31 FIRST STREET, 8A> FR.lMISl'O.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond of fresh
air and restful, ruralre-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,§l
Three trial numbers, 25c.
Xo free copies. Game-
land Pes. Co., 13Astor
Place, New York, NY.

Dr. "STVtcxx. IF*. Egan,
M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. 8,

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—152.5 California St, Telephone 66; 529

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CAJ.IFOBMA.

The Finest Fishing and Earning In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

THE BOUTE TO

san rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticeet Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. RYAN. Gen. Past. Agl

RHaffiH

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1S50 and 1332 Market Stroet. 35 and 3T
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elet*nt Coupes and Carriages Bultable

lor visiting purposes. Best faculties afforded for board-
ing horses.

T.lephon* II*. 3159

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. F. HEiLD, President, S. HALEY,
•-Send for Circulars.

ANTAL-M1DY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam .^of Copaiba. ^~N"
1 Cubeb3 and Injections. (JUTJJf

] They cure in48 hours theV j

I same diseases -without anyincon-

Irenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGIST
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Rohrer's Hoot Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment,

Ossidine, Gombault's Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Pufl Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.
TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

Prt. Auiual 14, 1891.

Hand Forged, in Nickel,

Price $7.50, O. O. D.

THE RAYMOND

LoToracB ->!__

There is no opposing force in the

mouth. It works independent of the

driving bit and keeps the mouth closed,

thus dispensing with a nose band. It

has a powerful impact leverage that re-

sists the most stubborn effort to put the

head down and choke. It is the only

Chin Check that a W overdraw can be

used on to advantage.

THE LEVERAGE CHIN CHECK CO.,

BOY 151. SA\TA ANA, CAL.

The King of Blanket Pins.
LINDSAY'S PATENT.

I desire to call your attention to its superiority over all other
Safety Pins. It is so constructed that when in use the point is
thoroughly protected. Jt can be attached or detached from
either side, and is free from sharp corners and roughness.

S4-n.l tm Sjiin|>].' Dozen. 75 cents by mail.
For sale hy "II Saddlery and H..rnc.K Houses, or by

P. HAYDEN,
50 Mechanic Street, Newark, N. J.

I .
s. Agent for BROWN'S M WMARKET CLIPPERS. Write for special lists.

OUTFITS.
Hcti-ness

Horse Boots
Clotlxixxgi

agents FOR TOOMEY, FABER, FRAZIER SULKIES

767 MARKET STREET, - - SAN FRANCISCO, 0/
AGENT FOE

All the Latest Veterinary Medicin(

Two Pieces At
One Price.

a shaving stand
and chiffonier

-:- -:- -:- combined.

Drawers to fit your shirts, drawers for

your underwear, a little cupboard to hold

your "shaving tools," and a swinging

mirror of fine bevel French plate. Alto- '

gether a piece of exceptional utility and

convenience for a man.

The furnishing of " The Den " and man's pet apartme its generally interests

us especially.

CALIFOKNIA FUBHTURE COMPANY,
(K. P. Cole <& CO.)

117-123 Geary Street, S. F.

209 TO 221 K STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA.
First-Ciass in all its Appointments, with Second-Class Prices.

ROOM AND BOARD 81. OU, 81.2ft and 81. SO PER DAY. MKALg. 2ft CENTS.
Free Bus to and from all Trains.WM. TiAKTD, - - Proprietor

RED BALL BRAND.

Awarded Gold Mrdat
At California Stale
Fair 1892.
Every horse owner

who values his stock
:h'-uld constantly have:
a supply of it on hand.
It improves and b
stock in the pink of con-
dition.

Manhattan Food Go.,

Ban Mateo, Cal.
: your grocer or hay dealer for it

.

>

All Prominent Drivers Use

The nXTIEXV FRAZIE3R

It excels in rigidity, lightness

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore it is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

Hickok and Salisbury use the

Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MANUFACTURING CO.
-Ill li \i;k\ Ik MARKET AND TBIVTH STRKBTS, BAN FRANCISCO. CAI..

I
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SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1895.
8UBSCBIPTTON

FtVE DOULABS A TEAK

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Good Racing and a Fair Attendance—A Num-
ber of Newcgmere Make Their Appear-

ance—The Races in Detail.

TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTY-FIFTH DAY — FRIDAY,
AUGUST 2.

^T "WAS a regular August day, and

an excellent programme brought

out a goodly crowd. The racing

was excellent from beginning to

end, and though a public idol met

_ defeat, taken all in all, the racing

was much enjoyed. The shattered

idol was Installator, winner of eight

races in succession and considered

the best race Ijorse at the local

track at the present time. It appears that Trainer-owner

Boots, thinking this particular race would not fill, had in-

dulged Installator in so far as not to give him work to key

him up to a bruising race. It is unfortunate that the pub-

lic did not know this for thousands of dollars might have

been Baved. It is of course true that the public were not

forced to bet on the grand Brutus colt, but it is mighty un-

satisfactory to lose on the best horse just the same.

The successful jockeys this afternoon were Hennessy,

Charley Weber, Shaw, Reidy and Piggott. All did good

work.

Isabella (the good thing in the first race) and the Torso-

Lady Leinster filly (favorite) ran head and head until about

a sixteenth from home, when Jack Atkins came like a flash

and won cleverly on the post by a head, Isabella a nose be-

fore the Torso filly. It was a beautiful final.

Margaret M., the good-lookiog bay Westchester stable

filly, got off in front and lasted long enough to win by a

neck from Bell Oak, a 10 to 1 shot that was not given a vig-

orous ride by Shaw. Carrara was a fair third. Irene E.,

equal favorite with the winner, ran poorly.

Charley Boots, at the good odds of 5 to 1, fairly smothered

his field and romped in a winner by four lengths, City Girl

in a drive beating Belle Boyd half a length for place.

Then came Installator's Waterloo. Hymn carried Instal-

lator pretty fast to the homestretch, where the Brutus cele-

brity took command. He was plainly beaten a sixteenth

from home, Santa Eella romping in like a schoolgirl first by

two lengths in the disappointing time of 1:07J for five and

a half furlongs.

McFarlane, equal favorite with Charmion, led nearly all

the way in the last race and won easily by two lengths, Road

Runner, 30 to 1 in the betting, second by a neck, Howard

third.

\
Ff™x the Races Were Run.

The first race, half a mile, had the Torso—Lady Leineter

filly for a slight favorite, closing at 11 to 5. Jack Atkins

was at 2\ to 1, Isabella 13 to 5,.May Jones 8 to 1, Florence

C. 12, San Marcus 15 add Lady Melbourne 60 to 1. They

made half a dozen false breaks, and finally the flag fell to a

fair start, Lady Melbourne first, Isabella second, Lady Lein-

ster filly next. Isabella and Lady Leinster filly ran heads

apart past the. three-eighths pole and into the homestretch,

Jack Atkins three lengths away. The pair in front ran too

hard for their own good, Jack Atkins coming up and winning

cleverly by a good head on the post, Isabella beating the

Lady Leinster filly a scant nose for the place, Lady Mel-

bourne six lengths away. Time, 0:49J.

In the second race, four furlongs, for two-year-olds, Irene

E. and Margaret M. closed equal favorites at 2 to 1. C^rrgra

and Agravator 6, Belle Oak 10, Billy McClosky 20, Benham
40 and Don Pio Pico 60 to 1. They were ofi to a fair start,

Margaret M. in front, Agravator second, Carrara third.

Irene E. was off poorly. Margaret M. opened up a gap of

about five lengths, but nearing the homestretch she came

back to her field fast, leading but two lengths as they turned

for home, Belle Oak second, lapped by Irene E. Margaret

M. won by a neck driving, Shaw sitting almost motionless on

Belle Oak, who ought to have won handily. Two lengths

away came Carrara, third. Time, 0:49i. The ride of Shaw

on Belle Oak is open to the strongest of criticism.

Elsie was a favorite in the third race, five and a half fur-

longs, selling, closing at 3 to 1. Imp. Miss Brummel was

at 3i to 1; City Girl 18 to 5; Belle Boyd, 4 to 1; Charlie

Boots, 5, Spry Lark, 20, and Josephine, 30 to 1. To a

good start Josephine showed first, City Girl second, Charlie

Boots third. Charlie Boots showed a head in front at the

half, City Girl and Belle Boyd close together. Turning for

home, it was Charlie Boots first by two lengths and going

easy, Belle Boyd second a head before City Girl. Boots in-

creased his lead as he went along and won galloping by four

lengths, City Girl beating Belle Boyd out a head in a drive

for the place. Time, 1:08£—a good run for a two-year-old

at the distance.

A five and one-half furlong race came next, with but

three starters. Installator went to the post a 1 to 3 favorite.

Santa Bella was at 16 to 5, Hymn 25 to 1. After three

break aways they broke away to a good start, Installator,

Hymn, Santa Bella the order. They went away at a heart-

breaking pace. Hymn led past the half by a head, Installa-

tor second, a length before Santa Bella. The latter appeared

to be out of it for a moment, then came again, and as they

turned into the homestretch Hymn showed a head in the

lead, Installator second, half a length before Santa Bella. A
sixteenth from home Installator, leading by about a neck, was

being whipped and was plainly beaten, Santa Bella coming

on and winning easily by two lengths, Installator three be-

fore Hymn. Time, 1:07J. It was a terrible blow to the tal-

ent. The owner of Installator, Charley Boots, declared, it is

understood, that the colt had been babied and was not up to

a bruising race. This is pretty tough on the public.

In the last race, six furlongs, selling, Charmion and Mc-

Farlane divided favoritism at 3 to 1, the latter being backed

down from 5. Imp. Ivy was at 4, Howard 3A. May McCar-

thy 12, and Road Runner 30 to 1. The order to an excel-

lent start was Ivy, May McFarlane, May McCarthy. Mc-

Farlane at once shot to the fore, leading by two lengths at

the half-mile ground, Ivy second half a length before How-
ard. McFarlane held his advantage to the homestretch,

though Howard was looming up dangerous. Ivy was three

lengths further away. McFarlane was not to be headed and

won easily by two lengths from Road Runner, who, superbly

ridden by F. Jackson, beat Howard out a neck for the place.

Road Runner certainly made a great stretch run. The time,

1:132, marks a fine performance. McFarlane wps a cheap

horse at $600, the price Nick Hall paid for him out of a sell-

ing race recently.

TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SIXTH DAY — SATURDAY,
AUGUST 3.

There was some red-hot racing at the old track this truly

delightful afternoon, and a crowd of about 2,500 witnessed it.

The feature of the sport was Del Norte's grand victory in

the mile and a quarter handicap, the brown pride of Matt

Storn's heart taking up 108 pounds and running

(he distance so handily in 2:07; that many
thought he could have gone close to 2:07. As
it was, the son of imp. Greenback and Priscilla ran the mile

from &tand to ^aod in 1:40|. The Coast record for one and

a quarter miles is 2:07 J, made a few years ago by Lauia
Gardner (daughter of Jim Brown ?nd Avail) at Los ADge-

lfts. The victory of Del Norte was a most popular one, as

evidenced by the hearty cheers set up as the brown colt

neared the finishing line over a length to the good. Chevt-

Her rode two winners and two seconds, Piggott two winner*,

a second and a third. L. Lloyd and Cairns were also su «
cessful.

Hyman, third choice at 11 to 5, won the first race by a

nose, very cleverly, from AM P., who set the pace and led

by two and a half lengths turning into the homestretch.

Charles A., the favorite, ran a dog race, finishing third, 6ix

lengths behind the winner. He looked drawn pretty fine.

The black colt's friends lost pretty heavily.

In the second event, Tim Murphy, 2 to 5 at the close, got

away fifth in a field of six, had his head in front of Kath-

leen turning for home, and won galloping by two lengths,

Nervoso an easy second, as far from Greenback Jr. Rinfax

was pulled up when he had run about a quarter of a mile.

The old cripple's legs probably went back on him. He has

earned retirement, and it seems a pity to start the horse.

Lucretia Borgia (the Brutus—Ledette filly) lasted long

enough to beat the favorite, Bloomsbury, a scant length in

the two-year-old handicap, with Don Gara third, three

lengths away. Bloomsburv was taken back very suddenly at

the half-pole, and had his rider been any but an honest Jboy

like Piggott there might have been trouble in store for him-

Del Norte, equal favorite with Mr. Jingle in the mile and

a quarter handicap, rated along fourth until passing the half-

pole, when Piggott began sending him along. At the head

of the homestretch he was but two lengths behind the pace-

maker, Arnette, and the filly tiring badly half-way down, the

brown colt won handily by a length from Mr. Jingle, who
was coming strong at the finish. Thornhill was third, three

lengths away.

Bobolink led up to the last few yards in the mile race,when

Crawford, well ridden by Piggott, got up and won cleverly by

a bead, Bellringer a good third, lapped by Little Bob.

Carmel won the mile and a half hurdle race by two lengths

after waiting until his field had left him far in the rear.

Mestor, the "good thing," was second, six lengths before The
Lark.

Mow the Races Were Run.

The first race was at five and a half furlongs, selling.

Charles A. was a red-hot favorite, opening at 7 to 5, goiog to

9 to 5, closing at 13 to 10. Abi P. was well supported at 2 to

1 and 11 too, Hyman at 11 to 5 and Wild Rose 60 to 1.

They went away well bunched, Abi P. first, Hyman second

Charles A. third. Abi P. led past the half by a length, Hy!
man second, one and a half lengths before Charles A. Into

the homestretch it was Abi P. first by two and a half lengths,

Hyman second, one and a half lengths before Charles A. The
latter was plainly beaten when they got straightened away

in the stretch, and Hyman steadily gained on Abi P. They
drove it out at a terrific clip, Hyman just getting up in time

to win by a nose, Abi P, six lengths before Charles A. whose

race was a most disappointing one. Time, 1:0$.

In the second race, five furlongs, selling, Tim Murphy
closed a 2 to 5 favorite, Nervoso at 4 to 1, Greenback Jr.

and Rinfax 15, Kathleen 30 and Morgan G. 500 to 1. They

broke to a good start, Kathleen first, Rinfax second, Green-

back Jr. next. Kathleen was at two lengths to the good

swinging by the half, Greenback Jr. next, half a length be-

fore Nervoso, Tim Murphy a head further away and coming

like a shot. He was first by a head at the three-quarter pole,

Kathleen second, two lengths before Nervoso. Rinfax dropped

back before the three-eighths pole was reached. Murphy
came away from his gejd. it. a great rate in the homestretch
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winning galloping by two lengths, Nervoso, coming great

guns, second, two and a half lengths before Greenback Jr.

Time, 1:01 }. Rinfax was pulled up, and was very sore.

A tive and one-half furlong handicap for two-year-olds

came next. Bloomsbury was a slight favorite, opening at 2

to 1, closing at 2k. Lucrezia Borgia (the Ledette filly) was

at 13 to 5, Don Gara 18 to 5, Perhaps 6 to l,Joe K., 7,

Clara Johnson 30 to 1. They went away to a fair start, Don

Gara first, Lucrezia Borgia second, Joe K., next. Blooms-

bury was on* badly. Don Gara led by a length past the half,

lucrezia Borgia second, a head before Bloomsbury, whose

heid was up in the air, he being under a pronounced pull,

so suddenly made that hundreds marveled at the wherefore

thereof. Lucrezia Borgia now shot away from her field,

oneniog up a gap of over two lengths. Turning for home it

was Lucrezia Borgia first bv a length, Bloomsbury and Don

Gara heads apart as named, several lengths in front of the

others. It looked Bloomsbury's money a sixteenth from

home, he was going so easy, but when Piggott called on him

he was not equal to the emergency, Lucrezia Borgia winning

driving by a length, Bloomsbury three lengths in front of

Don Gara, Time, 1:08 J.

In the mile and a quarter handicap Del Norte and Mr.

Jingle, heavily played, closed equal favorites at 2 to 1, the

former backed down from 3£, the latter from 3. Thornhill

was also stronglv supported at 3 to 1, Claudius at 9, Arnette

12 and Flirtilla 30 to 1. They got away on excellent terms,

Claudius, Del Norte, Flirtilla being the first to show. Amette

at once sailed into the lead, having an advantage of two

lengths passing the stand, Thornhill and Flirtilla beads

apart, over a length from Del Norte. At the quarter-pole

Arnette was three lengths to the good, Thornhill, Flirtilla

and Del Norte half lengths apart as named, the latter hug-

ging the inner rail. At the half-mile mark the little Midlo-

thian fillv had not lost a foot of her advantage, Thornhill be-

ing still second, a length before Flirtilla and Del Norte

head and head. For a time it looked as if Arnette's lead was

not to be cut down, but Del Norte coming the shortest way
around the track, was second, but two lengths behind Ar-

nette, making the final turn, lapped by Flirtilla, Mr. JiDgle

less than a length further away, and coming up strong. Ar-

nette was beaten a furlong from home, and Piggott, sending

the good, game brown colt along, soon clearly, barring a fal-

ter, had the race won. Arnette now fell back at a great

rale, and Del Norte passed the finishing point a handy win-

ner amid much applause by a length from Mr. Jingle, who
was coming strong at the end. Three lengths further away
was Thornhill, who beat Flirtilla a head for the Bhow.

The time, 2:07 J, marks a splendid performance. It was a

popular victory.

A mile race followed. It had nine starters and Little Bob
Tor a not very warm favorste, his closing price being 3 to 1.

Miss Ruth, supposed to be a real good thing, was backed down
from 5 to 4 to 1. Bobolink, Crawford and Rose Clark were

at 44 to 1, Bellringer 10, Quarterstafl 20, Huguenot 30 and

Alliance 200 to 1. They were sent away to agood start, Bobo-

link, Rose Clark, Little Bob, Crawford the order. Bobolink

at once took to the inner rail and led at the quarter by a

length, Rose Clark second, two lengths from Crawford. There
was no change going to the half-pole. Three forlongs from

home Piggott made his move on Crawford, hugging the

inner fence, as he bad done with Del Norte. Bobolink was

first by a length turning into the homestretch, Crawford sec-

ond, with Rose Clark at his saddle-skirts. Crawford crept up
inch by inch on Bobolink, anJ about sixty yards of the finish

had bis head in front of the pace setter. Meanwhile Bell-

ringer was coming swiftly from the rear, as was Little Bob.

They closed up fast at the wind-up, but Crawford's head was
kept in front to the end, Bobolink, second, being three parts

of a length before Bellringer, who in turn beat the favorite.

Little Bob, as far. Time, 1:43. The winner was run up $300
by Bookmaker Beverly, but the owner retained him at $405.

The last race was over the hurdles, one and a half miles.

Mestor was quite a favorite, being backed from 3 to 1 to 8 to

5, closing at 2 to 1. J. O C, the original favorite, opened
at 8 to 5 and closed at 24 to 1. The Lark was at 34 to 1,

Carmel 5, Ali Baba 6 and Guadaloupe 9 to 1. The fog set-

tled down on the track in chunks, for a time obscuring the

starling point. The 8ag fell to a good send-ofT, Ali Baba,
The Lark, Mestor being the order. Carmel stopped and
when his field was perhaps fifty yards away concluded to

run. J. O. C.| Ali Baba and Guadaloupe went over the first

obstacle heads apart. In the homestretch the first time
Stanford crossed over from the middle to the inner rails with
Guadaloupe. who took a lead of a length at the second fenct,

The Lark a head before Carmel, who passed bis field on the

next turn and led by four lengths at the jump nearest the

iiuarter-pole, The Lark being second, two lengths before

J. O. C. Carmel led br two lengths at the naif-mile ground
(where J. O. C. fell with Stewart, cutting a gash over one of

his eyes). The Lark was second, a length, before Mestor.
The latter was driven out for all that he was worth, but

going over the list fence Carmel was about two lengths to

the good, and under the whip ran gamely to the finish, win-
ning by two lengths, Mestor second, six lengths before The
Lark. Ali Baba wan ridden all over the track and disap-
pointed bis friends mightily. Time, 2.48.

TWO HCNDREI) AND THIRTY-SEVENTH DA'S—TUESDAY,
Aliil'ST 6.

It was cold, windy, foggy and altogether disagreeable day,

but some good racing was bad and it was enjoyed by a fair

Monday crowd. Favorites were successful in two races, the

other events being taken by G to 1, 8 to 1 and 3

to 1 chances. It was not, therefore, a right good day for

the form tigurers. The great surprise of the afternoon was

Ali Kaba's defeat of Royal Flush, Charmion and Howard at

seven furlongs. This he accomplished quite handily, to the

consternation of the talent and in the fast time of 1:27).

Shaw carried ofl the riding honors with a fair margin lefti

piloting the first three winners and finishing third with Bell-

ringer in the last race. Chevalier rode Ali Baba and Piggott

the remaining victorious one, Charmer.

Red Dick, backed from 6 down to 44 to 1, broke away in

front of his field, and going like most quarter-horses do, led

past the half by five lengths into ihe homestretch by four,

and won by three, Addle M , second away, snatching the

place in the Ian! stride from the well-played Model. Royal
Spirit, the oddfern favorite, finished a moderate fourth.

« harlfy Boots I well-played favorite, off second to a good

Hiarl, led to the half by a length, into the homestretch by

two lengths, and won galloping by three, Josephine in the

place and Cheripe (a new 'un not quite cherry ripe) third.

Sir Richard, a red-hot odds on favorite, won the third

race with great ease and grace, Mamie Scott showing second

into the homestretch. Here Ricardo came through and cap-

tured the place from the fillv: Bernardo was fourth.

Ali Baba, backed from 15 to 8 to 1, set the pace in the

seven-furlong race and not caught, won handily by a length

from Charmion, with Royal Flush, the odds-on first choice,

third, one and ahalf lengths further away and Howard last.

Charmer beat Ike L. out half a length handily in the mile

run, after being cut off a couple of times, Bellringer finish-

ing one and a half lengths further away, third. The weather

clearly had something to do with Bobolink's defeat. The

latter was a slight favorite.

How the Maces Were Run.

Royal Spirit was made a red-hot favorite in the first race,

five furlongs, closing at 9 to 10 in most books. Model was at

34 to 1, opening at 5 to 1. Red Dick was backed down from
6
"to 44 to 1, Addie M. 12, Johnny Capron 15, Lee Stanley

50, Little Pete and Favory 100 to 1. Red Dick broke away
well in froDt and going in true quarter-horse style, Addie M.
second, Royal Spirit third. At the half-pole Red Dick was
leading by five lengths, Royal Spirit, Addie M. and Model
running half lengths apart as named. Red Dick's lead was

four lengths turning for home, Model second, a length before

Royal Spirit. Red Dick did not die away, as expected, for

a cent, and won off by three lengths, driving, Addie M.
snatching the place in the last stride by her nose. Time,
1:014. What was the matter wLh Red Dick the other day,

when Royal Spirit beat him five lengths in 1:02 with just one

pound more up than he (Red Dick) had up to-day, or l'(7

pounds? The two performances of Red Dick a few days

apart, do not dovetail very well.

A race for two-year-olds, at five furlongs, followed. Charlie

BuOts vas backed from 6 to 5 to 4 to 5. Dancing Girl and
Irene E. were at 6 to 1, (latter receded from 3), Eocino 7,

Cheripe 20, Josephine 25 and Sir Collier 150 to 1. They
got away to a supreme start, the order beiDg Irene E.,

Charley Boots, Encino. Charley Boots at once shot to the

front, leading by a length at the half, Josephine, Encino and
Cheripe heads apart as named. Boots increased his lead to

two lengths going to the homestretch, Cheripe and Encino
heads apart, three lengths before Josephine. Charley Boots

simply galloped coming down the straight and won eased up
by three lengths, Josephine coming out of the bunch about

eighty yards of the finish and beating Cheripe two and a half

lengths for the place. Irene E. was a poor fourth. Time,l:02

In the third race, about six furloDgs, selling, Sir Richard
went to the post a 2 to 5 favorite, Bernardo at 3£ to 1, Ri-

cardo, Mamie Scott and Greenback Jr. 25, Vernon 50 to 1.

They got away fairly well-bunched, Vernon, Mamie Scott,

Greenback Jr. being the order. Greenback Jr. led by a head
past the half, Sir Richard, Bernardo and Vernon half lengths

apart as named . Sir Richard's gray head showed first at the

final turn, Mamie Scott having run up second, half a length

before Greenback Jr., Bernardo close up The latter was
pocketed in the homestretch, Piggott pulling him up and
taking him around two or three of them. Sir Richard con-

tinued on and won with great ease by two lengths, Ricardo
second, 24 lengths before Mamie Scott, who beat Bernardo
one and a half lengths. Time, 1"13^. An unknown man in

the crowd ran the winner up $400 over his entered selling

price, Taylor retaining the horse, however, for an additional

$5.

Royal Flush, for some reason not apparent, was made a 4

to 5 favorite in the fourth race, seven furlongs. Charmion
and Howard were at 4 to 1, Ali Baba 8. Tbey went away to

a fair start, Howard first, Ali Baba second, Royal Flush third.

Ali Baba led by two lengths past the quarter, Ro; al Flush,

Charmion and Howard heads apart as named. Al the half

AH Baba was a length to the good, Royal Flush second, with

Howard at his saddle, a head before Charmion. The latter

came around that last turn, but Ali Baba stuck to his com-
mand and won by a scant length from Charmion, who beat

Royal Flush one and one-half lengths for the place, Howard
three lengths further away. Time, 1:27}. It was a great

back-set to the talent, who had played Flush to win and
Howard lor the place mostly.

The last race was at a mile, selling. Bobolink, at 14 to 5,

was a lukewarm favorite. Charmer was at 3 to l,Bellringer

3£, Ike L. 4, Miss Garvin 6 and Harry Lewis 15 to 1. There
were Beveral bad actors, Harry Lewis running around and
bumping nearly everything. Finally the flag was lowered
to a good start, the order being Harry Lewis, Ike L., Bell-

ringer. At the quarter Harry Lewis was leading by three

lengths, Bellringer second, two from Ike L. The order was
the same at the half, except that Lewis' lead was but two
lengths now. Ike L. ran around the pair in front of him
and led by a length at the last turn, Harry Lewis second, a

length before Charmer. Ike L. looked an easy winner a

furlong from home, but Riley foolishly struck the colt with
his whip, instead of keeping at him with hands and heels.

The result was that Charmer got up and won cleverly, Ike
L second, one and a half lengths before Bellringer. Time,

1:42J.

TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTY-EIGHTH DAY—WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 7.

This was one of those chilly days for the talent, where

they wish they had staved by their own fireside and let

the horses "run for Riley." A good thing among several

others uf like character was sprung on an unsuspecting

public in the first race in Rob Roy, who get-

ting up in the last sixteenth, passed the

reiuvenated Corinoe Buckingham,"that has recently left

the ranks of broodmares, and won handily by a length with

odds of 6 to 1 for those in on the know. Green, equal fav-

orite with Buckingham, ran a mournful race. Tben came
an even worse blow for the figurerson how ihey should run.

Riot, 30 to 1 for all one wanted and unknown to the racing

public, got away last but well under way in the two-year-old

race, ran through his field in a twinkling, and not thereafter

approached, won oft with ease by three good lengths.

Aggravator got the place by a nose from Cheripe, while

the favorite, Bell Oak, was far, far away. The
only favorite of the day to win, Blue Bell, took

(he third race into camp after something of a drive by a length

leading nearly every step of the way. Another Bhock

was now in store for the dear people. The race was between

Tim Murphy and Hymn, thought they, and their coin

talked. Nervoso, at 8 and 9 to 1, ran third until well in the

homestretch, then came past Hueneme and the old roan

charger as if they had been anchored in a mud-hole. To
wind up the agony ball there was a mile and seventy-yard

dash, with Mr. Jingle a red-hot first choice therein. Well,

Eddie Jones sent the marble a spinning and it wound up in

double '"O," the Wheel of Fortune's owner corraliog all the

coin in sight. Flirtilla beat Mr. Jingle a nose for the place

but the show was taken away from the latter for a foul and

Arnette placed third. Verily, the road to fortune is rockier

than that leading to far-famed Dublin.

The successful riders this afternoon were Hinrichs, C
Weber, Shaw, Chevalier and E. Jones, all doing first-class

work in the pigskin.

How the Maces Were Mun.

The first race, six furlongs, selling, had nine starters. There
were more "good things" than one often sees in a race. The
first plunge was on Corinoe Buckingham, who was backed
from 3 to 1 to 9 to 5, closed at 2J to 1. Then Detective was
played down from 4 to 13 to 5, then came a heavy play on
Rob Roy, who opened at 6 to 1 and closed at 4. Then at post-

time Green, the original favorite, was played from 3 down to

2.V to 1. This made Corinne Buckingham and Green equal
favorites. Sheridan was at 10 to 1, R. H. and Elair20, Stead-

fast 30 and Huguenot 100 to 1. They got away well bunched,
but some were not on their strides. Corinne Buckingham,
first to get going, fairly sailed away from her field, leading

Rob Roy by three lengths at the half and two and a half into

the homestretch. Green three lengths further away and dying
away. The leader began to tire badly a furlong from home,
and Rob Roy crept up steadily on the brown mare. Fifty

yards of the finish he was on even terms with Corinne, and
after receiving a couple of slashes with the whip drew away
and won by a trifle over a length, Corinne Buckingham sec-

ond, five lengths before Detective. Time, 1:15.

The second race ws for maiden two-year-olds, half a mile.

Bell Oak was a red hot favorite, backed from 2 to 1 to 6 to

5. Cheripe was at 3 to 1, Aggravator and Isabella 4, Car-
rara 8 and Riot 30 to 1. They went away to a rather ragged
start,Riot breaking away last but going like a shot. He soon
led by three lengths, and by this margin was first into the

homestretch, the rest closely bunched. Cheripe came out of

the bunch after they were straightened away, but Aggravator
came fast at the end and nipped the place in the last stride.

Riot, however, won by three lengths easily. The time was
0:49a. An awful stillness was noticeable after this race, the
result being a great surprise.

A five-furlong race came next, with eight starters. Blue
Bell was an even-money favorite, Red Will 6 (backed down
from 10). Ledalia and The Drummer 7, Amigo, Regal and
O'Bee 15 to 1, Ichi Ban 100 to 1. They went away to a

good start for all but The Drummer, who was several lengths

behind the bunch. The order was Ichi Ban, Ledalia. Blue
Bell. At the half Blue Bell showed half a length to the

good, into ihe homestretch three lengths, Ledalia second all

the wav. Blue Bell tired somewhat in the last seventy yards,

Ledalia creeping up and forcing Blue Bell's jockey to the

bat to win driving by a length, Ledalia second, two lengths

before O'Bee, The Drummer a poor fourth. Time, 1:01 1.

The latter made up a lot of ground, but the start killed all

his chances. Ledalia ran a good race and Blue Bell a sur-

prisingly game one.
1 The fourth race was a handicap at five furlongs. Tim Mur-
phy was a luke-warm favorite, opening at 4 to 5 and Jclosiog

at 7 to 5. Hymn was backed down from 2 to 1 to 8 to 5.

McFarlane was at 64 to 1, Nervoso 9, Hueneme 15 to 1. They
went away fairly well bunched, Hueneme first, Hymn sec-

ond, McFarlane third. At the half McFarlane, Tim Mur-
phy and Nervoso were lengths apart as named. Turning for

home Tim Murphy was a head in front, McFarlane second,

one and one-half leogths before Nervoso. The latter had
them all beaten seventy yards of the finish, and though he
swerved considerably, fouled no one and won handily by a

length, Hueneme second, driving, three parts of a length be-

fore Tim Murphy, who beat McFarlane a neck. Time, 1:01.

It was a pretty race and a good little sprinter won it.

The last race was at a mile and seventy yards, handicap.

Mr, Jingle was a pronounced favorite, closing at 8 to 5.

Wheel of Fortune who ran so poorlv the other day, was well

backed at 16 to 5, Arnette and Flirtilla at 4 to 1, Road Ruu-
ner 10 to 1. They were sent away to an excellent start, the

order beiDg Road Runner, Flirtilla, Arnette. Wheel of

Fortune was at once sent along, leading by three lengths past

the quarter, Arnette and Flirtilla lapped a length before

Road Runner. The order was practically unchanged at the

half. Into the homestretch Wheel of Fortune was but two
lengths to the good, Flirtilla, Arnetie and Mr. Jingle heads

apart as named. It looked Mr. Jingle's money a sixteenth

from home, but he swerved very badlv, Wheel of Fortune
winning in a hard drive by a length, Flirtilla beating Mr.
Jingle a nose for place in the final stride. Time, 1:46. Jin-

gle was disqualified for fouling and the show given to Ar-

nette. The favorite pulled up very lame.

Thoroughbred Racing to Be Resumed at
Chicago.

Chicago, August 7—After a rest of several weeks the

Chicago Fair Grounds Association, operating the Harlem

race track, has arranged to resume its thoroughbred racing

which was interfered with by the Civic Federation. Hopes
of legislative action in the direction of a turf law which
would permit pool selling on the tracks having failed, an
eflort will be made to conduct a meeting without public bet-

ting. There will be many handbooks at the track, but the

association will derive its support from the gate and privi-

leges. Because of a great public demand for racing it is be-

lieved that the attendance will more than pay the purses.

Over 300 good horses are nowst*bledat the track. The
management hopes to be able to secure such patronage as

will warrant the running of the $25,000 national Derby and
other stake events arranged last winter and which have been
declared ofif.

Tbe jealousy existing between the local tracks and that at

Roby last spring is a thing of the past, and Corrigan and the

Indiana track owners will turn their full influence to make
tbe meeting, which opens at Harlem, a success.
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The Vallejo Races.

FIBST DAY—TUESDAY.

The races opened this afternoon under the auspices of the

Vallejo Driving Park Association. The track is fast, tha

attendance good and the programme for the rest of the week

excellent. Fully a thousand visitors are in town. To-mor-

row is ladies' day and Saturday the children will have a

chance to witness the events gratis. The bicycle events have

aroused considerable interest. In view of the repeated de-

mands the railroad company will make a special trip on

Saturday to accommodate visitors from San Francisco and

other points.

Thursday afternoon there will be in addition to the speed

programme a five mile bicycle race. A half holiday has

been declared, and it is expected fully 5,000 persons will

attend.

The first event of the speed programme today was the

2-10 trot, for a purse of $800. It was 2 o'clock when Judges

Holly, General W. H. Ero vn, of San Francisco, and Farmer

Sanford rang up the horses for the first heat. There were

fifteen original entries for the race and ten horses came to

the wire to contest for the money.

The start was a fairly good one. Native State took the

pole, but Lady Grace passed him at the quarter pole and

kept ahead, making the first heat in 2:21J, the others coming

in the following order : Native State, Eavenscroft, Fannie

C-, Mojave, Prince Ira, Bonnie Ben, Lady Thornhill, Belle

Packer and Mamie B. In the second heat, while scoring,

Belle Packer's eulky broke and there was a delay of ten min-

utes. Finally the horses were sent ofi, Lady Grace taking

the pole and keeping it to the finish in a closely-contested

race, Eavenscroft coming in second and the rest in the fol-

lowing order: Lady Thornhill, Mrjave, Fannie C, Prince

Ira, Bonnie Ben and Minnie B. Native State and Belle

Packer was distanced. Time, 2:18**

Seven horses came to the wire in the third heat, Bonnie

Ben having been withdrawn, and two horses having been

distanced in the second. Twenty minutes' time was con-

sumed in scoring, bnt the horses were sent off in fine shape.

On the first quarter, Lady Grace, who was now a hot favor-

ite in the pools against the field, went up in the air and fell

to the fourth place. She overtook Prince Ira at the three-

quarter pole, but broke again and Ira finished in the lead_ in

2:19i. The horses in the heat came in in the following

order: Prince Ira, Thornhill. Fanny C, Lady Grace,

Eavenscroft, Mojave and Minnie B.

The horses were then called up for the 2:20 pacing event,

but in scoring Chehalis lost a shoe and the horses were sent

to the 6table.

The one mile handicap bicycle race was next on the pro-

gramme. The riders came to the stretch in good shape.

The race being something new, there was much interest

among the host of bicycle enthusiasts. Eay Benjamin and

George Eoe served as judges. At the pop of the gun the boys

were sent off. McKnight was looked to be the winner, but

when the race was concluded it was evident he was only

jogging around, and there was some humorous talk of ruling

him off for life tor pulling his bike.

Bruce went off in great shape and took a big lead which

he maintained to the ribbon, finishing ten yards ahead of the

second man, Hatch of Vacaville being the same distance

ahead of Halford. McKnight, the scratch man, came in

fourth in 2:41}, Kruger being a close fifth.

The fourth heat of the 2:30 trot was a surprise. Eavens-

croft developed great speed, winning the heat in 2:19. The

horses finished in the following order: Eavenscroft, Prince

Ira, Lady Grace, Lady Thornhill, Fannie C. and Mojave.

The result sent many to the pool box to hedge.

The first heat of the 2:20 pacing race was next called.

There were seven starters. Chehalis, owned by Frazier of

Portland, Or., was the favorite and sold against the field.

He is a very swift horse and has not yet shown what he can

do. He won the heat in 2:17i, Golden West, Ella W. and

Gertrude G. being second, third and fourth respectively.

Flora B., Dictatns and Delphi were distanced.

The sixth heat of the 2:30 trot wound up the first race in

favor ol Keatine/s mare, Lady Grace, who made a gallant

fight, finishing in 2:19i, winning first money. Prince Ira

was second and took second money, with Eavenscroft third,

taking the third money, and Lady Thornhill fourth, with

fourth money.
As was expected, Chehalis, the black wonder, won the sec-

ond heat of the 2:20 pacing race. The finish was made m
2:19, but there seemed to be something wrong with the driv-

er, who made the first half mile in the slow time of 1:14},

and the last half in 1:04}, resulting in a protest to the judges

that the horses were pulled. On coming up for the final heat

Judge Holly gave the driver of Golden West a lecture, and

told him to do better than he had done in the second heat.

Better time was the result of Holly's talk and the beat was

won by Chehalis in 2:19, Golden West getting second money,

Ella W. third and Gertrude G-, fourth.

The one-half rcile handicap bicycle race was won by Mc-
Kay, of Benicia, in 1:19J, McKnight being second and Hal-

ford third.

SECOND DAT—WEDNESDAY, A.UGUST 7.

The attendance at the second day's races under the au-

spices of the Vallejo Driving Park Association was large-

The fact that it was Ladies' day brought out a large number

of female admirers of horses. The track was in excellent

condition, although the wind was quite brisk. The judges

selected were B. C. Holly, Peter Brandow and Farmer San-

ford.

The first event was the 2:20 trot for a purse of $900. The

following horses were entered: Jennie June, Zombro, Mel-

var, John Bury, Boodle, Chico, Visalia, Irene Crocker,Ham-

rock and Myrtle Thorn.

Precisely at 2 o'clock the judges called the horses out. In

the pools Visalia sold for $8, Boodle $7 and the field $15.

After several ineffectual attempts the word was given and

ten horses went off on a very pretty start, with Melvar in

the lead, closely pressed by John Bury and Boodle. Nel-

son, however, gave Melvar his own way and it was not un-

til the three-quarter pole was reached that Melvar commen-
ced to be overtaken. At that point it was a pretty race for

popremacy. Boodle was close behind, followed by Jennie

Jane and Irene Crocker.

Within a very short distance of the wire Boodle's driver

used the whip, and he came in a winner by a head in 2:19,

Jennie June second, Irene Crocker third, Melvar fourth and
Visalia, John Bury, Zombro, Myrtle Thorn, Chico and Ham-
rock in the order named.

In the second heat the horses got away on the second at-

tempt. Eoodle set a lively pace for his followers, but be-

fore the half was reached Zombro was up with him, and it

was neck and neck to the three-quarter pole, when Zombro
broke, and it was impossible to get him down, and Irene

Crocker moved up, followed by Myrtle Thorn. In the stretch

the drivers again resorted to the whip, but Boodle held his

own and came under the wire in 2:17^, Irene Crocker second,

Myrtle Thorn third and Jennie June fourth. Zombro, John
Bury, Hamrock, Visalia, Melvar and Chico finished in the

order named.
In the third heat excitement ran high, and it was thought

that Irene Crocker would prove the winner of the beat. At
the start Boodle did not show op in very good style, but at the

quarter he forged ahead, and at the half it was neck and neck
between Irene Crocker and Boodle. Both broke, however,
and traveled some little distance before regaining their feel.

From the half to the three-quarter pole all the horses were
bunched, but Boodle refused to give way an inch and wid-

ened the gap in the stretch. The turn was nicely made and
the contest to the wire was intensely exciting, Boodle com-
ing in first and winning tbe race in three straight heats. The
timeof the last heat was 2:17. Irene Crocker was second,

Visalia third and Myrtle Thorn fourth. Thejodges awarded
Boodle first money. $450; Irene Crocker second, $225 ; Jen-

nie June third, $135, and Hamrock fourth, $90.

The next event was the 2:40 trot. There were nine starters,

but Kober*s Stinbough and Duncan's Kentucky Baron were
withdrawn. The seven starters were : Charivari, Mariposa,
Bonnie Ben, Olga, Lucerne, Our Lucky and Favor. Tne
horses got art ay together, with Our Lucky in the lead,

pressed very hard by Mariposa, who was but a few feet dis-

tant. At the half-post Mariposa moved up, and Snider,

Charivari's driver, urged the mare on, but the others were

too speedy, and kept the lead until the three quarter pole was
reached, where it was neck and neck. Our Lucky never fal-

tered, and, with Mariposa, came toward the wire at a fearful

pace. It appeared to be Our Lucky's heat, but he broke
when within one hundred yards of the wire, and Mariposa
came in a winner in 2:20£, Our Lucky second, Charivari
third, Bonnie Ben fourth and Olga fifth. Lucerne and
Favor Yere distanced.

In the second heat the horses got away after two trials,

and Our Lucky had thingB his own way. At the quarter he
was well along, and at the half increased tbe gap. Bonnie
Ben fought hard to get close up, but Our Lucky bad his

speed with him and at the three quarter pole the race was
practically won. Down the stretch the ground was covered

in remarkably Bpeedy style, and the time given the winner
was 2;23. Bonnie Ben was second, Charivari third, Maripo-

sa fourth and Olga fifth.

In the third heat Olga did not appear, and on the second

attempt the horses got away to an even start. Our Lucky
again demonstrated that she could travel and took the lead

before the quarter was reached and was never passed, win-

ning easily in 2:22, Bonnie Ben second, Charivari third and
Mariposa fourth. The last heat was started on the first trial

and Our Lucky won the heat and the race in 2:22. The money
was awarded as follows : Our Lucky, $400; Mariposa, $200

;

Bonnie Ben, third money, and Mariposa fourth.

In the two-mile bicycle race, the starters were Bruce and
McKnight, of the Ariel Bicyle Club and McKay, of Benicia.

Bruce was given a 140-yard handicap and won the race easily.

McKay was second and McKnight third. The official time

from the scratch was 6:085.

The contestants in the quarter-mile scratch bicycle race

were S. J. McKnight, E. Kruger, M. H. Cillty, members of

the Ariel Bicycle Club. Cilley made the run in 35 seconds.

McKnight was second.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, AUGUST 8.

The third day's racing under the auspices of the Vallejo

Driving Park Association was largely attended. A half-

holiday had been declared, and many business houses closed

and allowed their employes to enjoy the events at the track.

It was a task to get the horses ofi. Rego insisted on acting

mean, and delayed the race half an hour. Chehalis won in

Prince C. was second and Birdroe third.

The first heat of the 2:27 trot was exciting. Jasper Ayres

led from the start, and finished in 2:18?, closely pressed by

Stam B. Dr. Puff finished a good third. In the second heat

the horses got off in good shape, and from the time the word

"go" was given the general opinion was expressed that a

dead heat would follow. Jasper Ayres went ahead at the

start and held his own to the half. Stam B. then made it a

neck-and-neck affair, and this position was not changed at

the stretch. Down the line came the two horses, both

drivers whipping and urging on the animals. It was useless

for the nee was declared a dead heat. Dr. Puff took third

place. Time, 2:18 2 .

In the third heat Stam B. passed Jasper Ayres at the half

and won in 2:20. Ayres, on decision of thejodges, wasgiven
the third position on account of running between the half

and three quarters, although coming in second. The fourth

heat of the trot was a good one, the contest was between

Jasper Ayres and Stam B. until within a few yards of tbe

judges' stand, when Ayres looked like a winner. Perkins,

who was driving, finding that Stam B. was coming fast fouled

him, and Ayres was given the heat. The judges decided after

deliberation not to send Ayres to the stable, but gave him
the last position in the heat. The decision of the judges was

greeted with cheers. In tbe fifth heat Jasper Ayres won.

Time. 2:22; StamB. second. Dr. Puff third. All received 1,

2, 3 money respectively. Sidney Howard was fourth.

Three-year-old mile trot, purse $700—Dr. Puff, Sydney
Howard, Carrie C, Stambolette, Lottie, Stam B., Jasper

Ayres, Potrere, Auditor, Our 8eth. Jasper Ayres won, Stam
B. second. Dr. Puff third, Sydney Howard fourth. Time,

2:12$, 2:18$, 2:20, 2:21, 2:22. Jasper Ayres was sired by

Iris and driven by Perkins. Stam B. was driven by Delano,

Puff by Carrigan, Howard by Edge.

For three-year-olds, 2:25 mile pace for $800. Prince C,
Javelin, E*>go, Birdroe, Estelle Wilkes, Chehalis, Hal Cor-

bett, Ruby M.,Pathmount, Lynette, Dan X. Chehalis, sired

by Altaraount, driven by Frazer, 'won in three ^straight

heats. Time, 2:18A, 2:14, 2:12$. Javelin was second.driven

by Cheboga; Patbmount third, driven by Keating; Birdroe

fourth, driven by Baker. The local horse Logan and Oak-

land stock farm's Bay Rum trotted a mile, tbe best two in
three. Bay Eum won, taking the first and third heats.
Time, 2:25*, 2:30, 2:28£.

The five-mile wheel race was won by Klotz, one length
over McKay, McKnight third. Time, 15:30*.

Boodle, 2:17, "Wins Again.

It is seldom in the history of the trotting turf that writers

have an opportunity nowadays of telling of the great trotters

that train on, that is that go on year after year winning races
and money and lowering their records generally in the last

heats of tbe races they win. Boodle, the grandly-bred son
of Stranger and Birdie, by Jay Gould, is one of that kind,
and when we come to analyze his breeding we find that streak
of strong gold stand out everywhere in the rock. Stranger,
his sire, is by Gen. Washington, out of the " queen of the
turf," the never to be forgotten game trotting mare, Gold-
smith Maid, 2:14, who has 114 heats better than 2:30 to her
credit. Gen. Washington was by Gen. Knox, out of Lady
Thome, 2:18}, that old-time campaigner who was a sister of
Mambrino Patchen. Bride, the dam of Boodle, was one of
the choicest individuals on the Fashion Stud Farm. She was
by that game trotting stallion, Jay Gould, 2:20§, a son of
Hambletonian 10 and Lady Sanford (the grandam of many
famous ones), by American Star 14. Birdie's dam was Tuna,
by Ethan Allen, the handsomett stallion and purest-gaited
bull dog trotter of his day, a champion when trotting was in
its infancy. He founded a family that will never be forgotten.
Tuna's dam was by Abdallah 1, sire of Hambletonian 10.

There is no gilt-edged breeding about Boodle. It is solid
gold, hence his peculiar name.

Boodle won a record of 2-*21i in the fifth beat of a race
he won at the Breeders' meeting, October, 1892, after only
three weeks' preparation. He started five times in 1893 and
won three times, lowering his record to 2:19} in the sixth
heat of a race he won at San Jose. In 1894 he started six

timesand won money infour races. He has only started in
two races this year, but he won both of them. The one he
won at Sacramento stamped him as a sure money horse,
and under Van Bokkelin's skillful handling he defeated a
large field, winning the second, fifth and sixth heats in 2:18,

2:18} and 2:20. At Vallejo on Wednesday he won another
good race and in the third heat lowered his record to 2:17.

That he will go on and repeat his splendid victories is the
opinion of all. Asa sire, but one of his progeny has been
trained, and that is the beautiful mare Ethel Downes, 2:25$,
but there are many others that will soon be seen carrying
his name to the front as a sire of game, well-proportioned
handsome and pure-gaited trotters.

Trainer-Owner John Shields, who has just returned
from Oakley with a car-load of flyers, says the meeting near
Cincinnati was successful from every point of view. If.half

come out to California in the fall that claim they intend do-

ing so a lot of new stables will have to be built. He expects
the "Bone Doctor" along with a string of ten not later than
ten days from now. Eobbins has some horses belonging to

the Kahn Bros, in his charge. Barney Schreiber will be along
about the first week in September with a big string sure.

Stops were made at Council Bluffs and Ogden in coming out,

and one horse, Merritt, belonging toChas. Sampson, was left

at the former place very sick. He died yesterday.

There were more real good things in tbe|first|raceWednes-
day than are often seen. Corinne Buckingham was the first

one to be plunged on, sending her odds from 3 to 1 to 9 to 5.

Then Detective was backed down from 4 to 1 to 13 to 5. The
meney then came in on Rob Eoy, forcing his odds from 6 to

4 to 1, while at post-time heavy commissions went in on imp.
Green. The latter ran a very poor race, and it begins to look
now as if he would never be himself again. Corinne Buck-
ingham gave her backers qnite a thrill, not being collared

until within a sixteenth of home.

These is trouble in the Eey el Santa Anita Stable, and
there is a strong probability of a new trainer being secured to

replace Sam Hildreth. The tatter's contract with E J. Bald-
win does not expire until October 1st, but the dissatisfaction

between the parties has reached that point that they are

willing to terminate the agreement at once. Tbe trouble, it

is said, is due to the interference of W. B. Sink, the mana-
ger of the stable.—Cincinnati Enquirer.

There arrived at Bay District track Wednesday from Pleas-

anton theiacers Modesto, Lochiuvar and Gov. Budd. The
latter is a two-year-old by Fresno, out of a sister to Patsy
Duffy. The horses named are the property of Matt Storn,

and are to undergo preparations for the fall and winter rac-

ing.

Charley Klngsley is again on the crest of the tidal

wave of prosperity, being about to dispose of his mine near

Grass Valley for something like $160,000. The host of

friends of the ex-bookmaker will be glad to hear of his

success.

The string of Bookmaker Frank Phillips is ou the way to

San Francisco from Oakley with twelve horses, including

four of Pat Dunne's. In the string are Shield Bearer, Flash,

Marjory, W. L. Munson, Portugal, Elmer F. and B. F.
Johnson.

Felix Carr, presumably one of Barney Schreiber's colts,

won a five-furlong dash at St. Louis Wednesday, while Booze,

by imp. Cheviot, beat Amelia May and others six and one-

hals furlongs in 1:22.

D. J. Lynch, of the Arizona stable, thought Bell Oak
would win the two-year-old race, captured by his Portland

colt, Eiot, and no one was much more surprised than he at

the result.

Trainer Sam Hildreth ib expected to leave the em-
ploy of E. J. Baldwin on the 1st of October, when his con-

tract expires. Hildreth cannot stand Manager Sink's inter-

ference.

Sallie Woodford, daughter of Salvator and Miss Wood-
ford, won at one aod three-eighths miles yesterday over St.

Louis track. Time, 2:22]. Clearly the Salvators like a long

route.

A wag spoke as follows of Wheel of Fortune this morn-

ing : "Ruund and round she goes, and nobody knows where
she's going to stop."

Claude Burlixghame has been engaged by Lee Shaner
to ride his hones in Montana, and leaves to-day for An- -

conda.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Red Nuttling's record is 2:13 now.

NOTWOOD hae 100 trollers and 18 pacers to his credit.

1'arkvu.le, 2:225, by Clay, 2:25, is tbe sire of Parkland,

Interval, 2:25}, by Norval, reduced his record to 2:24}

at Griggsville, III.

.Mi-: Alhkrt, by Albert W., 2:20, got a record of 2:26}

nt Wallingford.Conn., June 15th.

Six new one6 are credited to Guy Wilkes so far this

season. He leads all stallions to date.

Oomoh brother to Iowa Chief) has had his first performer

to enter the 2:30 list in Clansman, 2:30.

Loo Lanier, by St. Just, won a good race at Champaign,

111., July 31st. Time, 2:21}, 2:25, 2:22.

Spina way, 2:17}, by Clay 2:25, was second to Red Nut-

ling when tbe latter won a heat in Detroit in 2:13.

In the pacing race at Cleveland Monday, purse, $3,000,

Directly won the three last beats in 2:08$, 2:10 and 2:11}.

There is a horse called Jimmie Hague in the East that has

earned a record of 2:15 ; he is ssid to be by Antevolo,

2:19*.

La Belle, 2:16, will start in Sacramento. She iB one of

the crack three-year-olds that is to contest for the Occident

stakes.

John A. Gray, of Mauzy, Ind., has four Anteroses, dam
by Jim Monroe, that are showing great speed. The oldest

is a four -year-old.

Carrie C, by Starboul, has been placed in charge of Thos.
Snider. She was bred by C. Owens of Clovis, Fresno

county, California.

T. W. B*rstow will consign a number of youngsters by
Eros, 2:29}, Nutwood Wilkes, 2:19 and Cyrus R., 2:17$, to

the auction sale August 21st.

There will be eight fillies and geldings by El Benton,

2:23}, sold at the closing out sale of the Souther Farm horses

by Killip A: Co., August 21st.

Trotting never was as prosperous and popular in the

city of New "iork as to-day, thanks to enterprising manage-
ment and catering to the public.

Bouncer, by Hummer (son of Electioneer) is conceded
by all prominent horsemen to be the greatest and gamest
trotting four-year-old in America.

B. C. Holly is one of the judges of the trotting meeting
at Yallejo, and is conceded to be one of the best that ever
started a horse on the California circuit.

In the 2:45 class pace atTerre Haute, August 5th, Ithuriel

by Red Wilkes, paced in 2:11|, 2:14} and 2:14, the fastest

three heats ever paced by horses in that class.

Jim Dustin and W. Maloney have the sympathy of horse-

men. Directum and June Bug are temporarily on the shelf,

and their drivers are temporarily out of the game.

The horsemen of Hollister and Salinas are determined to

give tbe best two meetings ever given in their districts. A
large number of excellent horses are entered for both places.

Th e bay stallion Dial, 15,650, by Sphinx, dam Ionel, by
Bay Diamond, dropped dead on the Toledo, O., exposition
track July 23. The cause of death was a tumorous growth
about tbe heart.

There will be a sale of trotters from Palo Alto, Decem-
ber 3d at Madison Square Garden, New York City, P. O.
Kellogg auctioneer. About fifty of the choicest bred on the
great farm will be sold.

Belle Medidm, 2:20, by Happy Medium, dam of Stam
B., 2:17}, is at the Belmont Stock Faim in foal to Dictatus.
She is a highly-formed, pure-gaited trotting mare and is des-
tined to be a great broodmare.

Bye Bye, tbe handsome Nutwood mare belonging to
Santa Rosa Stock Farm, was bred to Directum, 2:05}, before
hie departure East, and is believed to be in foal. Bye Bye
ia a sister to Lockbeart, 2:13. The produce should be a good

Tin race meeting at l'etaluma, although considered feas-

ible at the eleventh hour is sure to prove an attractive one.
We hope all horsemen will respond liberally with their en-
tries. The racing circuit of California would be incomplete
without Petaluma.

Wnii Directly, Diablo, Silkwood, W. Wood, Waldo J.
and Seymour Wilkes all contesting for first place in tbe
free-for-all pace at the Los Angeles meeting, it is predicted
that at least 20,000 people will assemble from all partB of
il.i> ooatl lose* it,

Tni great meeting at Napa next week should atlracl large
Orowda. Tin' programme is an excellent one. II. M. LaRue
will be presiding judge and the directors are determined to
make this meeting the best ever given in the land of the
olive and the vine.

.Inns Dixcc, the indispensable distance judge, marshal
and taaiilanl starter, baa been engaged at all the race meet-
ing* on the circuit this year. Mr. Dinue is a genius and
seems U> be naturally adapted for his calling. He gives sat-
isfaction wherever he is employed.

The Ion of Cibolo, 2:13), by Chas. Derby, 2:20, was a seri-
ous one to the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, as he waa the
one on which much reliance was placed to win money this
year. The others in lha string arc quite young and have to
meet the aged division on the circuit.

The gamenew of the Electioneers ia being exemplified
more strongly every year. Last season Monroe Salisbury
claimed thai lipreuive, Altivo and Azoledemonatrated this
fsol, whili- Ihi year Bouncer, Kl Kami, Seylsx »Dd A/.ote
are carrying that standard moat nobly,

Lesa Wilkes was only a neck back of Klamath the

fourth heat in 2:10$ at Detroit.

Borlingame, the four-year-old brother to Sable Wilkea,

will have a record close to 2:10 when the San Mateo Stable

returns to California.

Directly' placed another record to his credit in the third

heat of the three-year old pacing race at La Crosse, Wis. He
went the mile in 2:10}, which is the fastest mile ever paced

by a Ihree-year-old colt in a race.

The first 6on of Chimes to sire a 2:30 performer is Almy
Chimes who is out of Lady Almv by Mambrino King.^ At
Circleville, Ohio, meeting Silver Chimes, by Almy Chimes,

won a heat in tbe three year-old pace in 2:26}.

Dustin sayB that Directum is still in Detroit and will re-

main there until shipped to Chicago for treatment. The
trouble is a ruptured sheath of a tendon and it will take a

year or two at least for nature to repair the damage.

The judges' stand at Agricultural Park, Sacramento,which
is being torn down, was Jthree stories high when erected,

and could hold on the floors over 100 spectators. The one

to be built will hold four, and no more, three judges and the

clerk of the course

The rain and subsequent declare ofl at Detroit, Saturday

cost Monroe Salisbury over $4,000. He had the three-year-

old pace at his mercy with Directly and the colt had but to

step in 2.10 to get the extra $500. Azote looked like a win-
ner in the 2:06 class, while Alix was booked for a special.

"Willis and Matt Laird, who have been so prominent and
successful the pa6t two seasons with such stars as Ben D.,

2:063; Rubenstein, 2:06}. and Magnolia, 2:09}, both worked
as assistant trainers at Palo Alto the winter of 1889, and
were, it is needless to say, among the best and most popular
men in charge of strings there.

A singular coincidence was that the time of William
Peon's three winning heats at Fleetwood should be exactly

the same as his three winning heats at Mystic Park. At the

first-named place it was 2:11}, 2:12} and 2:12i, and at Mystic
Park 2:12}, 2:11} and 2:12}, the only difference being that

the time of the first two heats were transposed.

The great Kentucky stallion Onward was made quite

prominent among Ihe new 2:10 performers during the past

fortnight, when his daughter Beuzetta trotted to a record of

2:09} at Tiffin ; Aileen, by his son Gazette, paced in 2:07} at

Freeport, and Frank Agan, by his son Mikegan, paced in

2:09} at Janesville, and Angie D., by Mikegan, paced to a
mark of 2:07 at Detroit. The average of the four performers
is 2:08$.

Match races between great horses are all ri ht if the

horses come to the score in racing form. But it is a death
blow to trotting-lurf sport *o start two star performers against

each other when one or both are out of racing form. In 6uch
cases the race proves to be an abortion, and disgusts the pub-
lic with the horses that start, their owners and the trotting

turf in general.

Ravenfcroft, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, out of Eva (dam of

Sabina, 2:15}), by Le Grande; second dam Eve (siBter to dam
of Arthur Wilkes, 2:28}), by Arthurton, got a record of 2:19

at A'allejo Tueiday. This placeB Guy Wilkes at the head of

all stallions for 1S96. He having six trotters to his credit,

viz : Burlingame, 2:18} ; Ravenecroft, 2:19; Fred Kohl,
2:191; Wiseburn, 2:234; Lucina Wilkes, 2:24}, and Clar-

ence Wilkes, 2:28}.

Walter Winans, of London, England, has the f blowing
trotters at Brighton: Don Lowell, 2:14$ (trial 2:07); Allen
II., 2:22}; John H., 2:42 (trial better than 2:30); Oakland
Boy, 2:20; Mentik (Orloff), two mileB in 5:50; Egg Nogg,
2:18, by Egbert; Pabar (Orloff), about a 2:35 horse; Boyetz
(Orloff), cloEe to 2:20; Starr, 2:35; Lady Cleveland, pacer,

2:20; Calabretta, driven a trial on the road with two in the

wagon in 2:30 by Walter Winans; Stambella, by Stamboul,
about 2:25 ; Eudora Patchen about 2:25, and several more
half bred American and Russian horses.

" Thorovghb ed blood in the trotter " seems to show up
rather better in the "gelding champion" list than in any
other championship group. Not to hark back too far, there
was Jay-Eye See, so long the champion gelding, and he had
a "near infusion," his second dam being thoroughbred. Then
Guy has quite a percentage, too. Then came the meteoric
flash of Ryland T, whose friends claim he is chock full of

thoroughbred blood—and he certainly acts like it. And now
we have the new champion Azote, by a half-bred sire. We
do not advance theBe facts bv way of argument, but merely
suggest them to our thoroughbred cross friends as ammuni-
tion that is much better than some they are usiDg.—Review.

There were probably more races among harness horses
last week than ever before in the history of raciog. Those
who think that the breeding and racing of trotters is in a

bad way have but to turn to the turf papers and note the
enormous list of meetings reported each day to find a con-
clusive argument against tbe theory that there is no longer
a good demand for fast harness horses. The principal differ-

ence is, however, that there has been a radical change in tbe
estimate that constitutes a fast horse, and the bretders who
are bewailing the condition of the horse business are those
who are disappointed because the 3:30 horses are no longer
tit to take away from home.—Western Horseman.

While the directors of the State Fair are having a num-
ber of changes made at the race track we would suggest that
they place a telephone or speaking lube from the judges'
stand to the betting paddock in order that the presiding
judge may keep posted as to the way the odds are fluctuat-

ing. There Bhould be a similar tube to the reporters' stand
anil the same employee who furnishes the odds to the judges
could perform alike service for the knights of the quill.

There is always a few officioilB youths ready"lo get the odds"
for the reporters and at the same time bring all their friends
with them to pack the reporters' stand. These odd fellows
get very fraternal before the meeting ends apd in fact oft-

times become "terrible bores."

The pacer Wesley R. is given in the Year Book as '
sai

to be by Strathway." He is by Strathroy, 4517. dam by En-
sign

;
grandam by a son of Strader's Clay; third dam by I

Green'B Bashaw. He changed hands last wesk, Isaac Morris I

Jr., of La Moile, 111., purchased him from Claud Robiuson.ifj

Previous 2:30 performers that reduced their records last-

week were the trotter Klamath, by Morookus, from 2:09} to ;
•

2:08}, and the pacers Coleridge, by C. F.Clay, 2:18, from
2:09} to 2:05}; Rubinstein, by Baron Wilkes, 2:18, from 2:08

1

to 2:06}, and Ben D., by Red Buck Jr., from 2:07} to
2:06$.

At the sale of the late Senator James G. Fair's trotting'
stock the prices received were low when the excellent breed-
and condition of the stock is considered. Great credit is duei
Garrett Hyatt the superintendent of the Sonoma Stock Farm,
for the appearance of the horses. No belter appearing
consignment was ever offered for sale in this sale yard.

El Rami, 2:14, was the contesting horse in a six heat race
at Detroit. He won the first two heats in 2:14 and was sec-
ond in the next in 2:13 and then Falkland who came in fifth

in these heats, won in 2:13} and 2:16$, but El Rami was
right there all the time. His steadiness and gameness were
the subject of much comment among the thousands who
watched the race.

Gen. Birney says the mustang, broncho and thoroughbred
breed to type, but are not suitable for harness. He also says
the Morgan breeds back to any of the forty types from which
they derive their blood. His preference for harness breeds
because of their certainty of reproduction of type, are the
Oldenburg and the English hackney. As both are the result
of the combination of many types, the observant general does
not explain why his favorite breeds do not hark back to some
one of them. What would fit the Morgans should apply to
Oldenburg's and hackneys.

Col. Edwards, at the Cleveland meeting, introduced a
novel innovation in the shape of a large funnel-shaped speak-
ing trumpet about five feet long and some two feet in diame-
ter at the mouth, which was swung up in the judges' stand.
with its business end pointed toward the draw gate. By its

use the voice is thrown up the track, and the judges' com-
mands can be heard as plainly at the distance stand as be-
neath the judges' stand. The arrangement worked perfectly,
and will in all probability take the place of the electric gongs
and assistant starters now used at various tracks.

The 2:14 clais at Detroit last Thursday furnished the fast-

est eight-heat race on record. The time of the heats was
2:12}, 2:11, 2:12, 2:12, 2:13, 2:13}, 2:13$, 2:14}, an average of
2:12$. The previous race at Stockton, Cal., in 1893, in which
the heats averaged 2:15 1 16. The Detroit race is made more
remarkably by the fact that the winner, Bouncer, is but a
four-year-old filly. She was sired by Hummer, eon of Elec-
tioneer, dam Musette, by Mambrino Patchen. Her winning
heats were the fourth, seventh and eighth, and the last, ia

2:14}, replaces Pixley's eighth heat in 2:15} in the Columbian
free-for-all as the fastest on record.

ALii is reported as having stepped a quarter in 28} sec-
onds and a half in 1:00} at Detroit last Tuesday. The queen
wa6 to have trotted a fast mile on Saturday, but rain pre-
vented—else the scribes who have been wielding gall-dipped
pens about her might have had a different refrain to sing
than the sage and derisive one with which they have been
entertaining a somewhat tired public of late. The daughter
of Patronage and Atlanta will probably be seen at Cleveland
this week, A year ago she reached the " yellow mile " at
Glenville with drooping laurels, but left in a blaze of glory—and hiBtory has known to repeat itself.

About twenty-five of the gentlemen interested in the
maintenance of the Alameda speed track met Monday night
at the call of Judge Ellsworth in Alameda. The meeting
waB enthusiastically in favor of forming an association to

maintain and protect the track without aid from the city.

An organization was perfected, and the following officers

elected : President, Judge John Ellsworth; vice president,
Cyrus White ; Treasurer, I. L. Borden ; secretary, A. L.
Burns. The association which was formed will take full

charge of the track and keep it in shape by voluntary sub-
scriptions. Nearly $300 has already been subscribed.

"It is a remarkable fact," says that thoughtful writer, A
A. Austin, in the Boston Herald, "that our greatest trotters

have not had mothers that had been famous for great speed
themselves. The dam of Alix, 2:03}, is Atlanta, and she has
no record. The second fastest trotter of the world is Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, and her dam Nancy Lee, has no record. Direc-
tum, 2:05}, ranks next, and his dam, Stem winder has a record
of 2:31. Ralph Wilkes, 2:06$, completes the fastest trotting

quartet, and his dam, Mary Mays, has no record, nor has the
dam of Fantasy, 2:07; Arion, 2:07$; Kremlin, 2:07$; Maud
S., 2:08$; Nelson, 2:10, and many other top sawyers."

That good colt Sunland Clay, 2:15}, is now fulfilling the
promise he gave last year -for last Monday at Cleveland.O.,
he won the 2:27 trot, purse of $2,000 in straight heats, de-
feating a field of eleven in the fast time of 2:17}, 2:15}, 2:16.

If we remember correctly his first start of the year was made
at Mansfield, O., on June 27 in the 2:35 class, which he won
in straight heats in 2:23$, 2:27$, 2:27}, the first heat being
his record up to the time of bis triumph at Cleveland. His
next start was at Chillicothe, July 3, when he was seo-

ond in each heat to Satin Slippers in 2:21$, 2:24}, 2:19$. At
Columbus, July 11, he got fourth money in the three-year-
old trot, in which the great colt Larabie met his only defeat

of the season. Sunland Clay finished 3 2 54 4, and was sent
to the barn for not winning a heat in five. The time in this

race was 2:16}, 2:15}, 2:19}, 2:19}, 2:19}, 2:23. His next
start was at Lancaster, O., June 10, when he won the last

three heals of a five beat race, 2:27}, 2:28}, 2:27'., against a
field of nine In the first heat he finished lenth, and in the
second he was eighth, after which he came to the front and
won like a race horse. Sunland Clay is a brown colt, foaled

in May, 1892, and was sired by Clay, 2:25, dam Miss Patchen
(dam of Miss Egbert, 2:29}) by Mambrino Patchen; second
dam the Leavy Mare by Delmonico 110. He was bred by
Mr. W. H. Hill, of Worcester, Mass., and wae foaled tbe
property of F. T. Vaughan, Sunland Farm, Paris, Ky. He
afterward passed to Mr. L. C. Balcb, of Little Rock, Ark.,
who consigned him to Woodard & Sbanklin's sale of Febru-
rary, 1895, when he was purchased by A. J. Wyscarver, of

Batesville, O., for $525. I. J. Critchfield is bis trainer.—
Stock Farm,

y
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TB B SADDLE.

Del Norte was timed the mile from stand to stand in

:40i

Roedtr (the Darebin-Mura colt) won i Bix-furlong race

tSt. Louis Monday.

Arapahoe won at Saratoga August 2d at a mile, presum-

,bly, as the time was 1:45.

The once great sprinter, Wah Jim, was recentlv sold by

rames McLaughlin to J. B. White for $300.

Chevalier rode two winners and two seconds on Satur-

lay. Both of his wins were pretty tight fits.

Cadiz, a two-year-old bay filly by Ben AH—Carissima,

•aaily won a half-mile race at St. Asaph, Va., July 29th.

Zaldivar is a warm article again this season. He won

it a mile and a sixteenth in the mud at Detroit Tuesday.

Crawford was run up $300 by Bookmaker Beverly on

Saturday, Owner Berry retaining him at a $5 raise over this.

George Covington won a six-furlong race at 8t. Louis

August 2d, with imp. Vigor, Booze running second, in 1:15^.

Stewart got a nasty cut over one of his eyes on Saturday

when he was thrown from the back of J. O. C. in the hurdle

B. C. Holly has eight sucklings at his Fiosden ranch by
St. Saviour. The dam of one is KathleeD, full sister to Agi-
tator, winner of the rich Matron Stakes. Holly says that he
has two El Kayo colts which outlook anything on the ranch.

Rinfax was pulled up when he had gone about a quarter

rf a mile, and it would be a mercy to retire the old fellow

From the turf.

At.t Baba was clearly benefited by being put over the

umps. His field couldn't catch him Tuesday in a run of

ieven furlongs.

J. Blumenthal arrived last week with the crack

sprinter, Toano, holder for some time of the five and a half

furlong record.

Midlo, the Midlothian colt under lease to the Banner

stable (Bookmaker Hayden) won a five-furlong race in 1:02J

it Saratoga Tuesday.

Clifford just beat Key del Carreras a short head in the

last stride at Saratoga last Saturday. It was at six furlongs

for the Kearney Stakes.

Imp. Broadmeade, just down from Victoria, B. C, was a

eery eick horse Tuesday morning. A bay filly also came,

jot she was in good health.

W. S. Hobart may add the grand brown colt Del Norte

to his string. He would certainly be a worthy stable com-

panion of Ferrier and Bright Phcebus.

Sir Dixon Jr., a three-year-old by Sir Dixon out ofGam-
aaacita, by John Morgan, ran a mile over the rather slow

Brighton Beach track Tuesday in 1:40*.

Clarence Waterhouse, of the well-known firm of

Burns and Waterhouse is en his way to Saratoga, N. Y.,

where he will remain about one month.

Piggott made two grand rides on Saturday and one bad

one. The latter was on Bloomsbury in the two-year-old

race. This colt should have won handily.

B^ ron McClelland says Belmont's option on Henry of

Navarre expired last Tuesday. McClelland asked $50,000
;

Belmont asked $40,000. They failed to come to terms.

McClelland thinks he will retire from the turf next year, at

least.

J. Mohan, who was from childhood in the employ of the

late D. D. Withers, and who has been in Mr. Thompson's
employ since that gentlemen took possession of Brookdale,
has been engaged to handle the yearlings at the Bitter Boot
Stud.

Shaw rode the first three winners Tuesday in fine style.

With Charley Boots he took no chances, winning off with
him. This is much better than being over-confident, losing

by a breath on the post and coming in for considerable cen-
sure therefor.

Lccretia BotGiA (the Brutus-Ledette filly) is rather
aptly named if it be true that the filly was poisoned before

she ran the ma^ch with Seraphin. Lucrelia Borgia (the

original) had much to do with poisoning in her era, being
called "the poisoner."

Mb. C Shields, of San Frencisco, bought this week of

Mr. Milton Young a bay colt by imp. Whistle Jacket, out
of Zeleca, by Virgil. The colt will be shipped to San Fran-
cisco with the yearlings of Mr. J. B. Ferguson, which will

be sold in California.

The contracts for the grand stand and other buildings for

the new race track at Ingleside have all been let. Work
was commenced Monday and will be pushed ahead with
great rapidity, so as to be ready for the opening day—the
first Saturday in November.

The Fleischmann Stable will not participate in the lac

ing at the Spa this season, a- the horses are all in bad shape.

Halma has gone lame, having thrown out a curb. All the

others are more or less under the weather. So, instead of

coming East, they will remain at Oakley.

The coming race for the California Cup, two and a quar-

ter miles, at the State Fair, Sacramento, should be a great

one, with Bright Phoebus, Gilead, Cadmus, imp. Candid,

Foremost, Mulberry, Fred Gardner, Articus, Del Norte,

Claudius, Don Gesar and Flirtilla in it. Who can pick the

winner?

It is generally supposed that the clever trainer, John Rob-
bins, got his name, "Bone Doctor," from his ability to doctor

the bones of cripples. Such, however, is not the case. He
got the title many years ago on account of his luck at shak-

ing dice. It was so phenomenal that his friends said he
"doctored the bones." Hence "Bone Doctor."

Jack Plunger—"How does Lazibones stand for the Get-
away stakes to-day ?" Owner (wiping his eyes)—"Wretched,
wretched! Broke down completely in her trial mile yesterday
and sprained a tendon in her foreleg. I've just given my
trainer a wetk's notice and—" Jack Plunger—"Much
obliged, old man. Do as much for you some time." (Rushes
into the ring and backes Lazibones for all he's worth).

—

Truth.

George Rose's great Three Cheers colt Tiger, broke
down badly in the off foreleg Tuesday while beiog gal-
loped slowly. The race-goiog public will sympath'ze deeply
with Mr. Rose in his misfortune. Trainer Tommy Lot-
tridge has been working with great patience on Tiger for

months, trying to get him to a race again. The colt is such
a well-bred fellow and ran so well that Mr. Rose will probably
send him to head the stud he will form at some future day.

Foxhall Keene is the foremost amateur rider in this

country. He is the son of James R. Keene, the great Wall
street speculator, and his partner in the racing stable and
breeding establishments in this country: Foxhall Keene
has also a stable in England, trained by John Porter. He
has ridden with all the crack amateurs over stiffest countries
in England and in Ireland, and is recognized even there,

with all the insular prejudice prevailing, as the equal of the
most daring and the most accomnlished. He is a fine polo
player, and altogether one of the very best of the smart set

of healthy and ambitious young men. Last season his prin-

cipal hunter was Bowers, a Pickwick colt, which ran here as

a two-year-old, but which did not take kindly to flat racing.

Johnny Coleman, of the Stuyvesant Club, was afraid of

Model beating his horse Royal Spirit in the first race, and

played the filly pretty well at odds of 5 to 1.

Cheripe, the Three Cheers colt that faced the starter for

:he first time Tuesday, showed himself to be a pretty fair

iort of youngster by finishing third in a field of seven.

The Preserver, by Salvator, dam Lou Lanier, for which

the Fleischmanns gave $7,500 as a yearling, won his maiden

race in a field of "dogs" at Oakle» last week. He is three

years old.

Prince Noretti, in Ben Timmons' string, and by Em-
peror of Norfolk out of Hinda Dwyer, won a four-and-a half-

"nrlong race at Saratoga, July 29th, ridden by little Earl

Loch ran?.

Hazlet won the Grand Union Hotel Stakes at Saratoga

Tuesday in 1:08 A for the five and one-half furlongs, Axiom
^by imp. Maxim) second. La Vienta third,the latter supposed

:obe Baldwin's.

In five seasons, from 1889 to 1893, the get of Iroquois won
i total of $472,024, an average of over $94,000 a year. 3n
1893 his get won a total of $138,835, and in the year pre-

rious$179,447.

Greenback: Jr. was kicked in the stifle by Sir Richard
ffhile at the post in the third race Tuesday, and the little

ellow was hurt so badly that he is not likely to be seen at

he post again in some time.

8uro and Yreka were sent over the jumps Tuesday morn-
ing, the former doing pretty well. The latter, however, fell

Jver into the sand of the enclosure, and for a time it was
hought he had broken his neck.

The totalisator in France last year returned $1,040,000

for the charities, and $520,000 available for the encourage-

ment of the breeding of thoroughbreds. A new machine
has been introduced, by which horses may be backed for

either a win or a place, with automatic registers supplying

one copy for the club and one for the Government auditors.

Frank Phillips will ship his entire string to San Fran-
cisco at the elope of the present Oakley meeting, says the

Cincinnati Enquirer. Frank thinks that if Hughie Jones
and John Coleman can win an average of two races a day
with such bones as thev have in their string there ought to

be a chance for Flash, Elmer F., W. L. Munson and Mb
other horses. _^___^^

E. S. Paddock, of Forestville, Cal., breeder of Don Gara,

writes us:
(t Dongara is an Australian geographical name

(the name of a town) of one word. The colt's dam iB Miss
Melbourne, his second dam is Victoria, by Wildidle (by imp.
Australian), third dam Cuba, by imp. Australian. 'See?'
as our great John L. would say." Truly the good colt is

aptly named.

It looked for quite a time Tuesday that Nick Hall's

Yreka was a dead horse. He was working over the jumps
with Suro, and going sideways over the far center-field fence,

fell over in the sand on his back, knocked out. He came
around in a few moments, however, was extricated from his

peculiar position, and returned to the stable little the worse

for wear.

County Judge E. M. Brattain has bought the flyer,

Leora, of M. T. Walters, and purposes taking her North
during the State Fair, and may possibly go into Montana
with her. Leora is by Prince of Norfolk, and out of Delia

Walker (the dam of Al Farrow). She is sure fast, and El-

don ought to scoop some of the purses. She will be in charge

of Al. Farrow.—Lake County (Or.) Examiner.

Bob Isom rode four winners at Oakley Monday—a day of

•aciog given for the benefit of the families of several fire-

lien that were killed recently. Over $7,000 wss realized,

jveryone paying their little dollar.

Charley Boots is about the best two-year-old at the

rack juBt now. He won his last three races in a gallop, and
ais new owners could doubtless get a big raise over his pur-

chase price of $400 if tbey cared to sell him.

At Saratoga last Saturday Saragossa won at one and an
eighth miles, Lovdal second and Rey el Santa Anita third.

The time was 1:56*. Saragossa is a bay horse, five years old,

ay Duke of Montrose, dam Elsino, by Lelaps.

Among the stables to come out to California shortly from
the other side of the Rockies is that of J. G. Brown, contain-

ing the record-cracker, Libertine, that ran a mile in 1:383-

The horse is expected to race at the State Fair meetiog.

Out of six races run at St. Louis Tuesday, three were

won by California bred horses. Moderocio, by Sir Mod red,

won at six furlongs, Barney Schreiber's Don Carillo (a

Mariner) at five and a half furlongs (with Dare Dollar, by
Darebin, second), while Mollie R. (by Mariner) won a mile

and a sixteenth race in 1:49, with King Bors second and Sull

Ross third. The second horse was raised at Rancho del

Paso, and was once owned by W. O'B. Macdonough,

Keenan has gone lame. From present indications there i'b

nothing serious in his trouble, but, for all that, it will neces-

sitate a let-up in his work and an absence in the stakes he is

engaged in. Dr. Sheppard came up from New York to

have a look at him yesterday. Johnny Hyland said to-day

that the colt was all right the morning of the sale, and thinks

that bis present trouble is due to bad shoeing and too mnch
cutting away of the hoof.

Arrangements have been completed at Anaconda, Butte

and Hamilton, Montana, for the biggest season of racing ever

held in that State. The season will open at Anaconda on
August 12, and continue for twenty-two days. After the

meeting at Anaconda a twenty days' meetiog will open at

Butte. The programme for Butte iB not yet out. Following

this meeting there will be eight days of racing at Hamilton.

In all, fifty days of hor3e racing are offered, and it is prob
able that this will be extended. Horses are being shipped

from Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado to attend these meet-

ings, and as there are quite a good many already in Montana,
the racing will be first-class in every respect.

Of all the so called plungers on the turf there are none
who compare with Riley Grannan in seemingly reckles3

bets. Grannan does not wait for one race and bet on it, as

most plungers do. He bets on every race. A study of his

method of bettiog is interesting, sayB a Cincinnati paper.
Take his specula.ions of Monday for example. In the first

race he bet $1,200 on Hippogrifl against $600 and won. In
the next race he bet $2,000 against $14,000 and lost. In the
third race he bet $1,000 against $10,000 and won. In the
fourth race he put $3,500 on Egbart against $12,000 and lost

by a nose. In the fifth race he started in to bet on Rasper.
He offered $109 to one book but it was not taken; he offered

it to another and was refused ; then he got mad and bet

$2,000 on Favorine. He lost. In the last race he bet $3,000
on Candor and finished second. He quit the day $5,500
ahead.

George Rose, the much-liked turfman-bookmaker, re-

ports that he feels much benefited by his trip, which was a
most enjoyable one. He liked Detroit better than any place
he visited, for it is such a beautiful city and bss in its vicin-

ity so many pleasure resorts. Milwaukee, too, he fancied

much. Chicago seems dead in comparison to the lime when
racing was going on. It looks now very much as if a sixty-

day race bill would be got through at the special session of

the Legislature. Mr. Rose stopped off at Kansas City, and
while the people there tried to make his stay a pleasant one,

he does not fancy the place greatly. " Curley" Brown is

doing fine work with the flag, and is very well thooght of

indeed. Mr. R acted as judge one day at Kansas City,

and the racing there was fairly good. He stated that he was
glad to get back to California, and looked forward to some
grand racing here.

The unbeaten Ben Brush is a son of Bramble, who has
given to the turf many noted performers. He is a Bonnie
Scotland all over—color, conformation, and a fondness for

anv kind of going. Roseville, his dam, is by Reform, by imp.
Leamington, out of Albia, by Alarm, by imp. Eclipse. Re-
form's dam was imp. Stolen Kisses, by the Knight of Kars.
Bramble's dam was Ivy Leaf, by imp. Australian, out of Bay
Flower, by Lexington. Bramble was bred in the Belle

Meade Stud and was foaled in iS75. He had a very limited

chance at the Meade, but at that he sired Clifford, Wight-
man, Ben Harrison, Wrestler, Bradford, Barrister, Daisy
Woodruff, Biggonet, Rambler, Brambleton, Bordelaise, Or-

derly, Armiel, Romp, Lizzie English, Pedestrian, ete. Ben
Brush was bred at La Belle Stud in Kentuckv, by H. Eu-
gene Leigh, who owns him jointly with the colored trainer,

"Brown Dick." So far he has not once met defeat on a race

track.

Scimitar, St. Lee, Merritt, Jennie W., Schnitz and sev-

eral other race horses arrived this weefe at the Bay
District track. Scimitar was last week pur-

chased from Gene Leigh by Curley Shields. He is a two-

year-old brown colt by Eothen—Wyandotte, and was a win-

ner at the Latonia meeting. He also ran second to Dare
Dollar at the Hawthorne meeting. St. Lee is another tvo-

year-old. He is by St. George and was bred by James B.

Ferguson, the Bay District track starter. St. Lee captured

a two-year-old race at the Lexington meeting, Merritt,

Jennie W. and Schnilz are the bread-winners of Charles

Sanders' string, and were raced at the recent Oakley meet-
ing. Merritt is a four-year-old bay gelding by Spendthrift,

the sire of Kingston. He won several races at New Or-
leans. Jennie W. U a bay filly by Bonnie Ban. She cap-

tured several races this seasoo. Schnilz is a chestnut three-

yeor old colt by Paniqne, and has only started two or three

times this season.

That the starting machine will be in use in England be-

fore long seems only reasonable to suppose, judging from the

fact that the machine is to be given a trial, and the changed
front the sporting press has adop*ed towards the new-fangled

notion. Some time back the London Sportsman scouted the

idea of the barrier being used on Eaglish courses This is

now what the same journal has to say apropos of a trial a

machine received from Australia was to be given at San-
down Park: "Such a machine would have been invaluable

at Kempton on Saturday, for it almost entirely does away
with delay at the start. A moment's reflection will show us

how this happens, for all the delay under our existing sys-

tem is due to jockeys hanging back for fear that others in

front of them should get away with the advantage. A
machine obviates all this trouble. It is placed about twenty

yards behind the starting post, and it prevents anything get-

ting orl until all are fairly in line; consequently every jockey
can ride up into lioe with absolute confidence, and as soon

as they are there up goes the gate and away they go on even

terms. Of course, the startePs skill is equally necessary as

it is now, for the crucial moment has to be selected for dis-

patching them, and it iB all the more important because

there ia no such thing as a false start, the raising of the gate

being irrevocable." This indeed iB a " change of froDt " on
the part of the Sportsman.
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Dates Claimed.

VALLEJO Aug. 6 to Aug. 10

NAPA ASSOCIATION Aug. 12 to Aug. 17

PETALL'MA. August 19 to August 24
W11011I.ANI1 ASSOCIATION' Aug. 26 to Aug. 31
STATE FAIR. SACRAMENTO Sept. 2 to Sept. 14

STOCKTON ASSOCIATION Sept. 16 to Sept. 21

RED BLUFF Sept. 17 to Sept. 21

SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION Sept 24 to Sept. 29
HUENEME !

Sept. 24 to Sept. 28
FRESNO Oct. 1 to Oct. 8

SALINAS CITY Oct 1 10 October 5

VENTURA Oct. 8 to Oct. 12
UOLL13TER Oct. 7 to Oct. 12
SANTA ANA October 15 to October 19

LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21
P. C. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28
BUFFALO August 6 to August 16
HORSE SHOW ASS'N OF THE PACIFIC COA8T Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

PETALLMA August 12
HOLL1STER _ August 15

SALINAS CITY September

2

LOS ANGELES ...September 14th

Fresno's Trotting Meeting.

The great meeting at the Fair grounds, Fresno, from

October 1st to 5th, promises to surpass all others ever

held there, if we are to judge by the following splendid

list of entries received by Secretary Geo. L. Warlow-

The enterprise of the members of the Fresno Trotting

Association is commendable, and this bold move on

their part to give the best meeting between Sacramento

and Los Angeles is appreciated by horsemen, Everyone

who can possibly do so will attend this meeting,for it

will be a success from " wire to wire."

THERE is not a word of truth in the rumcr that the

State Agricultural Society has employed Starter Fergu-

son, Handicapper Brough and one of the judges now at

the Bay l)istrict Track to officiate at the meeting to be

given at Sacramento. The Society has always managed

it* race meetings heretofore, and while admitting that

few race meetings in the United States are managed

better than the one now in progress, nevertheless

they believe they will be able to conduct their big meet-

ing in a creditable manner.

Ar Buffalo on Thursday .loe 1'atchen defeated Robert

J. in three oat "f four heats in the great match race for

the (6,000 purse. The average of the four heats was

2:06}. The I alilurnia-brcd horse Athaniowon his race

in 2:14}, L':I7 and L':M. Subina won the fifth heat in

J 16. I'red Kohl, 1 >y Gay Wilkes, made a show of his

field in three straight hcuts, 2:161, 2:19} and 2:17;,. lie

is a great three-year-old.

The meeting at Vallejo this week has been a mostsuc-

ce-wful one. The correct summaries of all the races will

appear in tl eir proper place in this journal next week.

The tr:i jolt as we claimed, for it is one of the

fastest in ( alifornia, ami almost every race-winner has

lowered his or her record.

A Success.

The members of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders Association, as well as horse breeders and train-

ers everywhere are to be congratulated on the, success of

the summer meeting of the association recently held at

Sacramento. Many people, and eren those who held

the reins of power, predicted the meeting would be a

financial failure, and hence they are most agreeably

pleased, in fact delighted, to hear that their fears were

groundless, for at a meeting of the Board of Directors

held at the rooms of the association, 313 Bush street,

last Monday, the financial report of the secretary was

presented and showed that the meeting was a success.

Purses to the amount of $13,075 were given, and the

expenses of the meeting were $1,300. This was balanced

within a few dollars by the receipts.

The support tendered the association by the leading

merchan',8, bankers and business men of Sacramento,

as well as the citizens who subscribed to the fund to

induce the association to hold its meeting there was

appreciated, and the thanks of the association are hereby

tendered them.

To the president, secretary and directors of the State

Agricultural Society the expressions of good-will ten-

dered them are only slight indications of how grateful

each and every member of this association feels toward

the standard association on this Coast.

The local press of Sacramento is also deserving of

thanks, for without the aid of such powerful institutions

to foster and help the association dire failure would

have resulted. Columns of well written articles were

devoted to each day's races, and the Record-Union and

Bee will always retain the good-will of all horsemen

for the work done for the P. C. T. H. B. Association.

To the owners of horses and the trainers and drivers,

the association is also under obligations for the splendid

series of races given, and the desire so often manifested

of every driver striving to make each heat a race and to

win the purses offered irrespective of all the fascinations

of the pool-box. There were only two admonitions heard

from the judges' stand in regard to not driving to win>

and they were heeded.

The directors of the association feel encouraged, and

in 1896 the experience of this season will have its effect,

so horsemen can therefore expect to attend the best sum-

mer meeting ever given in California.

The Petsluma Fair.

There will be a fair and race meeting in Petaluma

from August 19th to the 24th inclusive. This meeting

will follow the one at Napa. The Board of Directors,

at their meeting last Saturday, decided to reconsider

their motion of not holding a fair this year, and forth-

with instructed Secretary Thos. Maclay to have the

speed programme published at once and copies sent to

all the horsemen on this Coast. The conditions are the

same as those adopted by the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders Association, viz.: "Five per cent, and

five per cent, additional from winners." The following

are the principal events, with the amounts to be given :

Trotting, 2:40 class, purse $500 ; 2:27 class, purse $500;

2:24 class, purse $500; 2:20 class, purse $500, and 2:17

class, purse $500. Pacing, 2:25 class, purse $500; 2:19

class, purse $500; 2:13 class, purse $500, and a free-for-

all race for a purse of $600.

The track is second to none in California for speed

and safety, while its accommodations cannot be ex-

celled anywhere. It is earnestly hoped that horsemen

who have been doubtful where they would spend the

week between the fairs at Napa and Woodland shall

make entries for this meeting and bring their horses

there, for good racing, justice and kind treatment will

be found. At Vallejo, a number of Petaluma's foremost

citizens will be seen soliciting horsemen to fill out the

entry blanks given them and send them in on or before

next Tuesday, August 12th. We have in this office a

supply of these blanks and will forward them on appli-

cation to any address.

With Petaluma taking its proud place, the California

circuit is complete, and congratulations to the horse

owners, breeders and trainers are in order. The asso-

ciations have contributed their share toward keeping

alive the interest in light harness horses, will those di-

rectly interested do theirs? Here is their opportunity
;

they should not hesitate one moment but place their

shoulders to the wheel and aid these associations with

all their strength, for by so doing they help themselves

to place the great industry in its proper position.

<M it 2:",0 list was crowded out of this issue. It will

appear next week.

No Sprinters 'Wanted at Saoramento.

Have you read the splendid list of entries for the

stake events to be contested for at the State Fair ? No
other proof of the progress of the thoroughbred industry

is necessary than a perusal of this splendid list. The
greatest and best horses in this State are represented

and what is of more importance to the breeders is the

fact that the short horses, those that are only a little bet-

ter than the old time short-bred quarter horses, are not

given a place on the programme. If an aged horse can-

not run three quarters of a mile he will not get stabling

at the grounds. The State Agricultural Society has thus

furnished a good precedent, and if the distances for all

races were made not less than six furlongs the horses

that had not speed and stamina to go that far would

soon be relegated to the boneyard and breeders would

strive to get thoroughbreds that would " go the route."

Breeders of trotters will not breed their mares to a stal-

lion that is not known as " game," and that is one of

the strongest pillars supporting the industry to-day.

There was a time in the history of thoroughbreds in

America when quarter-horses were " short-bred," and

horses fit to go a distance were thoroughbreds, but of

late years the thoroughbreds are bred and prepared to

go " sprint " races instead of going over a distance of

ground and packing weight. The day will come when

this will be changed, and then the word thoroughbred

will be synonymous of "gameness."

The Pacific Jockey Club has given to the public the

conditions governing fourteen stake events. It will

take race horses of stamina as well as of speed to cap-

ture the principal races,and they are calculated to please

the public, tired of seeing so much sprinting all over

the country. There is a marked absence of handicaps,

however. There is the Spreckels Stake, four miles,

a handicap, $6,000, of which $5,000 is guaranteed the

owner of the first horse, $500 to the second, $300 to the

third and $200 to the fourth horse; the Ormonde Stakes,

three miles, $3,200, of which $2,500 to the first; the

Crocker Stakes, two and a half miles, selling, $2,350, of

which $2,000 to the first; the Ullraan Steeplechase, fall

course, $1,850, of which $1,500 to the first; Palace

Hotel Stakes for three-year-olds, one and one eighth

miles, $1,900, of which $1,500 to first; the Gov. Budd

Stakes, mile and a half, $2,000, of which $1,500 to first;

Gen. Arthur Cigar Stakes, mile and a sixteen*!), $1,850,

$1,500 to first; the Palo Alto Stakes, one mile, $1,850,

$1,500 to first; California Stake, two miles, over eight

hurdles, $1,500, $1,200 to first. The two-year-old

stakes are in keeping with those mentioned above, and

show that the new club aims to revive longdistance rac-

ing, so much liked by all true lovers of equine sport.

That the stakes are liberal goes without saying—they

show for themselves—and that the events will fill well

and be immensely attractive is also certain. In all like-

lihood these stakes are only calculated for the winter

meeting, though it has not been announced as yet. The

stake events of the California Jockey Club will now be

anxiously looked for, to see if they will be equally lib-

eral and attractive.

Does not Fresno's list show that the horsemen an

anxious to go wherever associations offer sufficient in

ducements? Nothing succeeds like thoroughly adver

tising a meeting nowadays.

The Coming Auotion Sale.

On Wednesday, August 21st, at the saleyard, corner Van

Ness avenue and Market streets, Messrs. Killip & Co., the

well-known livestock auctioneers, will sell all of the stock

that belong to tbe Souther Farm, including well-bred colts,

fillies, geldings, road and general purpose horses and brood-

mares, as well as some good sulkies, carts and harness.

Besides this, there will be sold consignments from T. W.

Barstow, L. Hewlett and others. One of tbe specialties of

the sale is a model driving team considered by many to be

the best matched roadsters in this city. They have never

been excelled in the show ring or on the road.

In looking over the catalogues which have just been

issued it will be noticed that there are a number of youog-

sters by the game trotting stallion El Benton, 2:23}, by

Electioneer, out of Nellie Benton (dam of El Rami, 2:14}),

by Gen. Benton, etc. They are particularly desirable, and

should be very valuable for track or road. Then there aw
others byThe Grand Moor, Glen Fortune, Fleetwood, Jes*

terD., El Capitan, 2:29, Billy Lyle, Hawthorne, Secretary,

Alcona 730, Antevolo Jr., AnterOB, Nutwood, Nutwood
Wilkes, 2:19, Cyrus R., 2:17J, Nutwood, 2:1S|, and to make
up the sale seven very desirable work horses will be sold.

This sale should attraot the attention of all horsemen, for

many of those consigned are superior individuals. Besides

the horses, there are some excellent sulkies, carts, harnesses

and miscellaneous horse goods that must be disposed of, as

G. Tompkins, the proprietor of the Souther Farm is going

East on business, and has decided to go entirely out of the

horse business.
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SPB1CIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BT

JOSEPH OAIRN SIMPSON.

Whixe "oxtr horses" are gaining so much renown in the

eastern division of thiB great country as to completely over-

shadow the performances of their kin in the far-away west,

there are members of the clan, which are shoving well in

this land of their nativity. The foremost of them Palita,

by Palo Alto, from Elsie by General Benton, her second dam

Elaine and the third Green Mountain Maid. Therefore her

breeding is a token of excellence, her size, form and action

emphasizing the "bloodlines,"and to give these prominence,

a syBtem of training which has proved so prolific of cham-
pions as the Palo Alto methods have turned out. That she

could have reduced the 2:2l£, 2:23£ which she made in Sac-

ramento several seconds is ihe opinion of all who saw the

race, and in her work she has shown flights of Bpeed which
warrant the belief that 2:10! will not be the fastest two-year-

old record when 1895 is brought to a close. Quarters in 33

seconds were marked in the winter, and there lias been con-

stant progression ever since. Still Arion is not likely to be

dethroned as " bike" vs. "high-wheels" is a feature of the

controversy which cannot be eliminated, and that is an ac-

knowledged advantage, if even there is a variance of opin-

ions regarding the number of seconds gained. It may be

that Azote, Hulda or Fantasy, can move the figures which
hang from the arch of the entrance gate at Cleveland, and it

would have been of "world-wide" interest had the trial been

made at the late meeting on that famous track. From the

telegraphic report it does seem that Azote could have re-

duced the race-record had the eflort been made and with 3^
seconds of a margin, his power and action peculiarly adapted

to overcome the drawback of high wheels, would indicate

success. Then, too, his experience as a weight-puller is

greatly in his favor.

Mr. Robinson, superintendent of the horse department of

the Vina Rancho, informed me that his big horse could haul

him, a heavy man,and a heavy road cart at a rate that none
of the others could show in any kind of a rig, and that was
before Azote was thought worthy of regular training. The
triple victory over Directum. Fantasy and Hulda, defeated

in the order named, one heat in 2:06$, made so easily that

that rate was evidently well within his powers, are tokens

that the son of Whips is equal to the task of making the

circuit of the Cleveland track, to an old-fashioned sulky, in

less than 2:08|. That it is a severe task to accomplish has

been demonstrated with a good deal of certainty, and the

evident antipathy of owners to hazard a trial is not the

lightest proof of it being considered a hard job.

This is a disgression, however, a sort ot by-play which
sprung from the connection between Palita's chance to make
2:10£ while she ranked as a two-year-old, and that based on
2:21 £ in July. Quite a long gap to overcome and yet not

shorter than that which the champion closed. His first race

was August 11th, 2:31, 2:25$ being the time, and on Septem-

ber 10th the score for him, 2:27, 2:21. This wa- accomplished

in races, and his succeeding engagements as a two-year-old

were " against time " and on a kite-shaped track, 2:155,

2:14$, 2.10!, the result of three efiorts on October 6th and
21st and Nov. 10th. Some argue that the advantage obtained

from a track of that peculiar shape was as great as the bike

gives, but that will not meet the approval of a large majority

of trotting horse fanciers, and should Palita equal Arion's

time on " a regulation " track " hitched " to the improved
sulky will hardly be accepted as an equal performance.

Enough to share the throne if the present occupant should

Btill retain the sceptre.

Admitting that Palita made the most notable performance

at the late meeting of the P. C.T. H. B. A. itdoes not fol-

low that others did not distinguish themselves. The reports

show that several are entitled to a good place, so many of

them, in fact, that it would appear that there will be a close

struggle for supremacy before the question is settled.

to incur the heavy expenses when there was any danger of a
return of the outlay being jeopardized.
With unity of action, on the part of the two clubs, there

wouid be no doubt of the pecuniary Buccess of both meetings,
ard owners are well aware that prosperous associations are
beneficial to them.
Much more agreeable to foreign visitors when peace and

good will were the order than when strife and heart burn-
ings prevailed, and still more so to our own folk. The first

named could decline the journey, those who are here have
not the choice.

** *
The Other Side—When I read the article which is given

below, I felt like commiserating the author on having pre-

sented it to the attention of the public, and resolved to let it

pass without comment. While it appeared in the paper,

which claims to have the largest circulation of any turf

paper, and that claim fully sustained by the sworn testimony
that shows that it is sent to 4,577 post offices in the United
States and Canada, it does not follow that it is endorsed by
that journal, and if it had not been copied into another,
which is one of the oldest, if not the very oldest of the
papers in this country, which gives the light harness horse a
prominent place, I should still have let it pass without de-

murring.
That transfer, however, gives it a standing which it would

not have obtained as the mere utterances of a correspondent
of The Horse Review, if even by that means it had secured
the attention of many thousands of readers.

Coleman's Rural World was established in 1848 by Norman
J.Coleman who has been prominently connected with trot-

ting horses for the past forty years, both as breeder and
owner of trotting horses, and a participator in the sport I

himself. A worthy man, well entitled to the support of

his fellow citizens who elected him to the second highest
place in his State, Missouri, and he was also the first secre-

tary of agriculture under the law which created the office.

His son is now the editor, who is on an European tour,

but it is safe to say that in his absence, the Rural World,
in the horse department at least, is under the supervision
of the man who brought it into existence.

Therefore when it 1b copied into that department, with-
out note or comment of any kind, it may be assumed chat

it meets the approval of a prominent member of the Board
of Directors of trie A. T. A. and also a director of the A. T.
R. A., and in that case given weight which it would not have
had as a simple paragraph in the chatterings of the author
of "By the Way."

Without that endorsement I should not have noticed it,

not even to the extent of copying "IconoclastV criticism,

which is also appended, the transfer and that being all that I

have seen in the papers which come to me anent the subject

of laying up heats. This tranifer, however, being a virtual
indorsement of the only argument in favor of the corrupt
practice which has appeared, it is presented to the readers of

the Breeder and Sportsman as the sole plea presented by
the other side.

If it merits other reply than that of Iconoclast I cannot see

it, further than as "Grattan" characterizes what has been
offered in opposition to the practice as " rot," whatever that

term may mean this is the cap sheaf of a rotten stack. Not
even worthy of John Randolph's comparison ; ''Stink and
shine, shine and stink like a rotten mackerel by moonlight,"
plenty of winsome effluvia without a Bingle scintillation to

please the eye, not a grain of logic to sustain the position the
writer occupies. The following is taken from Coleman's
Rural World of August 1st

:

"Jos. Cairn Simpson devotes considerable space in the
special department of the Breeder and Sportsman to the
question of laying up heats, Bays'Grattan, in the Horse Re
view. He is as bitter asquinine in his denunciation of the
practice, which, he says, is no better than stealing. Let's see

about that part of the matter. If a driver who lays up a
heat is a thief, from whom does he steal. Why, from the
gambler, of course. Does Mr. Simpson think that a crime V

I don't. It's no harm to skin a catfish, is it? And the man
who goes to a race course to play heats writes himself down
a fish. I am opposed to heat betting because it is not sports-

manlike. Your game bettor will stake his judgment on a

race, not on a mile dash. So will any man who is a judge of

race-horse trotters or pacers. I firmly believe that if a driver

believes it impossible to drive everv heat to win, and win in

the end, he's a double-dyed chump if he don't lay up one heat
or more. Winning one heat don't always give a horse first

money, and those who howl so loudly about the awful crime
of laying up know full well that unless the best horses in a

race are driven with the very best judgment, the poorest
horse often wins. What sort of sport would we have if, in a

field capable of miles in 2:15, the best were driven to their

limit and killed in the opening rounds and the race was finally

dragged off by a" dog" in 2:20, or slower? The truth of the
business is that more rot has been written, and called argu-
ment, against laying up heats than on any other subject, and
I am surprised to see Mr. Simpson engaging in it. More
than that, I suggest to him and to all other writers that be-

fore they criticize the driving of specified races, that they
either get all the facts or wait until they witness some which
are won by horses not moved the first end of the contest. And
I further respectfully suggest that they can do the world a

better service than to waste time formulating a howl over
losses sustained by a lot of gamblers who play in the safety

notch by heat betting, that they may hedge if subsequent
events demonstrate that their terms at guessing school were
so much lost time.

This is what Iconoclast has to say in the Kentucky Stock
Farm of July 18th :

" My iriend Gratten writes as follows in the Horse Re-
view :

" Joseph Cairn Simpson devotes considerable space in his

social department of the Breeder and Sportsman to the

question of laying up heats. He is as bitter as quinine in

his denunciation of the practice, which, he says, is no better

than stealing. Let's see about that part of the matter. If a

driver who lays up a heat is a thief, from whom does he
steal ? Why, from the gambler, of course. Does Mr. Simp-
son think that a crime? I don't. It's no harm to skin a

catfish, is it ? And the man who goes to the race course to

play heats writes himself down a fish."

It may be right to " skin a catfish," but I submit th-u no
disciple of Isaac Walton would skin a sucker, and there are

quite as many suckers as catfish in the betting shed. Besides,

it is the correct thing to wait till your fish is dead, whereas
the driver who pulls a heat to improve the betting skins his

fish alive. If an association allows betting it is the duty to

see that its patrons are protected against dishoneBty and fraud,
and thedriver who pulis for that purpose is guilty of both.
He is playing wilh marked cards, or, if you please, with
loaded dice. I agree that heat betting is not usually a wise
thing, but as long as it is permitted it should be done hon-
estly. The man who goes into a gambling den and gels
fleeced gets just what he has a right to expect, and there is
usually very little sympathy for him. But when a man goes
to a trotting meeting and puts up his money he has a right to
expect fair dealing, just as he would have were he to engage in
a friendly game of poker among gentlemen. If the object of
betting at trotting meetings is simply to "skin catfish" and
suckers alike the sooner it is abolished the better. I do not,
however, believe that this is the object, and I am opposed to
"skin games" whenever and wherever they may be prac-
ticed."

I will not so far underrate the intelligence of my readers
as to point out the difference in the argumenls ; or the bear-
ing on harness raciog. Oje seeks to elevate it to a standard
which every well-wisher must approve, the other, as I have
stated before, would disgrade it to the level of the bunco
sharp.

*

No Apologies—There is no necessity, in my opinion, for

apologies in regard to using so much space in connection
with the question of laying up heats, as I consider it one of
tha most momentous there is connected with harness racing.
That it will be more generally recognized I have not the
least doubt, and when its importance is realized so that the
"horse papers" will give it attention there is certainty of re-
form. The rule must be emphatic either giving the right to
lay up or making it obligatory for the judges to put a stop to
the "pernicious practice."

The following, which is copied from the Kentucky Stock
Farm, Iconoclast's department, is to the point, and well
worthy of consideration.

I agree with Mr. Simpson entirely as to the practice of
"laying op" heats, either for the purpose of playing the
books or for the purpose of reserviog the powers of a horse
for the latter part of the race and thus enabling him to beat
a better horse. Every horse should make an honest effort to
win every heat where it is at all practicable. Still, as all

race-goers know, there are cases where it would be madness to
drive for a heat. It would only result in ruining the horse
that attempts it, and no good purpose would be Bubserved by
it. Such cases are now left to the discretion of the judges.
In the Nellie W. case, which I cited several weeks ago, no
driver should have driven to win the heat. The effort in
that case should only have been to save distance. A set of
judges who would punish a driver for not attempting to win
under the circumstances of that contest would be gro sly in-
competent. The trouble about the rule is to know when
to apply it in its strictness and when to make the proper
allowance for adverse circumstances. When a horse
loses the first four heals and wins the last

three, as was the case with Impetuous, there is always at

least ground for a Btrict scrutiny. I do not know whether the
statement of McHenry in that case or the statement of the
newspapers was correct, and, being ignorant of the facts,

have taken no position whatever in regard to his driving. In
fact, I had not investigated the matter then, and indeed have
not now. From the newspaper statements there was unques-
tionably apparent ground for criticism. Whether that was
just or not 1 do not know. From the fact that I knew noth-
ing about the race I did not pretend to criticise McHenry's
driving. And for the same reason I do not now. As long as

betting on heats is permitted these questions will inevitably
arise. When a horse trots indifferently in the early part of

a race, and finally wins in good time, there are sure to be
questions arising as to the manner in which he has been
driven. The driver will usually claim that something oc-

curred to prevent his winning the earlier heats and frequently
can make a pretty good excuse. These excuses may be well

founded or rhey may not, Lnd a decision either way may be
unjust.

The manner in which the Directum-Fantasy race at Min-
neapolis, to which Mr. Simpson alludes, does not appear to

be justifiable, provided the current reports of the race are

true. Fantasy could unquestionably have been driven a

good deal faster than she was in the heats she lost. In these

heats it seems to be almost certain that she was not driven
to win. It would seem, both from the accounts of the race

and from the summaries that she was laid up in violation

of rules. When a mare like Fantasy trots in a race in 2:39
and 2:36 without an accident to excuse it, and in the same
race trots in 2:09, there would appear to be somethiog rad-

ically wrong. Unquestionably this sort of racing should
not be permitted by the judges. These criticisms are made
upon the hypothesis which seems now to be generally re-

garded as the true one, that there was no insuperable ob-

ject to driving Fantasy out in the heats she lost. It is

possible that this may be an error. I should certainly be

glad to be convinced that it is, but on the face of the sum-
maries, taken in connection with the reports, and with what
is known of Fantasy's speed, it looks like something of a

trick to beat Directum.
There is only one method that I know of by which this

sort of performances can be stopped. Abolish heat betting,

and in every clear case penalize heavily the driver who in-

dulges in it, no matter who he maybe. In this particular

case the driver was one of the best in the country, and is a
man who has always sustained an excellent reputation—as

good a one as that of any other man on the track—but that

is a matter ofno consequence where such violation of rules

is indulged in. It is the principle involved that must be

considered. Heat-betting has been the cause of more trouble

on the track than all other causes combined. The easiest and
most effectual method of purifying races will be to abolish it.

I do not know that it cut any figure in the free-for-all at

Minneapolis.

* *
"Strictly" Honorable.—I was much pleased to hear

from the party, who was the recipient of the check, for an
act which does a greatdeal of credit to the owner, as well as

being an exemplification of the question of )ayiog-up*beats.

John A. Gjidsmith was the driver of a horse, whicn the

man who trained and took care of, though had a fair chance
to win. He gave Goldsmith $100 to place on him which was
done before the race was started. The first heat was laid up,

the second and third woo, and he broke down in the fourth.

Goldsmith gave the man a check for the amount lost, and
when that was at first declined, insisted that it should be ac-

cepted as he was accountable for the loss, inasmuch aB he
could have won bad the first heat been placed to his credit.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
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Stamina in Horses.

While there is doubtless a great difference in what may

be called the mental and moral characteristics of horses, and

while certain special trails will manifest themselves in many

of the descendants of the same stallion, still it is almost cer-

tain that the quality called gameness is most frequently the

result of the physical constitution of the animal, and of the

condition he happens to be in at the time he is called upon

to display his energies. There are, for example, some

strains of horses that have not sufficient lung capacity to

stay through a mile heat at anything near their limit of

speed. No matter what the mental characteristic of such

hone* may be, they are sure to slop in iheir races if pushed

to their limit. They may have any amount of speed and may
be able to win in races that are very much slower than their

apparent speed capacity. Such horses are very often dubbed

"quitter*," and their failure to maintain a high rate of speed

through the entire mile is attributed to a want of resolution.

There ma? be, and in fact are, other hereditary defecls that

produce the same effect and that sometimes procure for

whole families the reputation for faintheartedness, while

they may have all the courage and resolution necessary to

win, iheir trouble being attributable to an entirely different

cause. It is the deficiency in physical stamina and|not any

defect in disposition that makes them quit. It is true that

it does not practically make much difference why a horse

"slops" in a race, provided he does slop. The result is the

same whatever may be the cause,, but in such cases it is

much more accurate lo attribute his "stopping" to the true

cause, which is a want of stamina rather than to a want of

gameness. In repeated instances the defect has been cured

by judicious crossing with strains that are free from this

physical weakness. Some of the greatest trotting families

have been falsely called quitters because some of their mem-
bers have displayed a want of stamina ir races. In a thou-

sand instances it has been shown that where judicious cross

es have been adopted the so-called quitting families have
produced some of the gamest as well as some of the fastest

performers upon the track.

There is probably not a very distinguished family among
trotting strains that has not been at one time or other called

a family of quitters. This has often been done on the streogth,

or rather the weakness, of a single peif >rmance. Very often

it h&s been the result of rivalry between owners of difiereot

families, and very slight and insufficient facts have beeu
seized upon to create such a reputation for some particular

trotting strains.

Another very common cause of " quitting " is the wantof
condition. No horse can do full justice to himself when out
of condition. Any one at all familiar with trotting races

knows it is not at all an uncommon thing for horses to be
started in trotting races when not in proper condition.

It is sometimes a matter of very nice judgment to be able to

determine whether a horse is at his best or not. Horses fre-

quently appear to be in prime condition when they are not
so. There is also a great difference between horses as to the

ease wilh which they can be kept " fit" The events in

which our horses are to be started are usually Gxed for several
months ahead. A skillful trainer may be able to to have his

horse "just right " when the race takes place. All trainers

are not good conditioners or even good judges of condition.
It therefore often occurs that horses are not brought to their
races in prime condition. Where this is true something
like quitting is very liable to result. Until some great exhi-
bition of slamiia the horse is reputed to be a quitter, and even
when he wins in good time the fact is mentioned with the
addition that at such and such a place he "stopped like a
steer." This may be true, and yet it may have been due to

causes entirely distinct from any lack of race-horse quality.

The gam est horse that ever trotted can not do himself credit
if not in proper condition, and is very apt to "show the
while feather."

The horse is usually an uncomplaining animal. He may
be suffering from some acute disease and yet not manifest
it by external symptoms. A little restlessness and uneasi-
ness may really be the only sign he makes of very consid-
erable suffering. His power of expressing his feelings is

very limited. Doubtless horses are often trotted in races
when, if their drivers knew their condition, they would be
lefi in the stable. An apparently slight lameness may be ac-

companied by excruciating pain. The fact that they often
Irot well under such circumstances illustrates forcibly the
pawer of discipline as well as the docility of the horse.

It is highly probable that in the great majority of cases
where horses quit it is not because of a deficiency of cour-
age, hut from some peculiarity of constitution or conforma-
tion which produces physical weakness, or, what is usually
called, want of stamina. It is almost certain that when a
horse shows great anxiety to win in the early part of a race
and then "relaxes his efforts" that the cause of this relaxa-
tion |i rather physical than mental. Some portion of the
machinery becomes exhausted, and the animal still has the
will, but lacks the ability for sustained exertion. This is

reasonable, for it is easy to conceive that under severe strain
the physical capacity of the horse may be diminished, but
that there is no apparent cause for a change in his determin-
ation to win and that desire is also proven by the fact that
aa soon at he has bad the needed rest he is ready to make
the effort. It maybe that some horses give way to fatigue
more readily than others. But probably in the great major-
ity of instance* where a fast horse "quits" physical exhaus-
tion in the primary and indeed the controlling cause, pro-
vided he wan in proper condition when he beg/in his race.

It has bwn urged very frequently that ;i " fresh infusion "

of thorough blood will be useful to the trotting hor^e, and one
turf editor goes t»o far as to call this "speed sustaining blood."
The reply lo this in that there are fully as many quitters
among thoroughbreds as among trotters. If the thoroughbred
has Dot stamina or resolution sufficient to prevent his quit-
ling at btl own gait, how can he enable other horaea to Btay
at their gaita? The work both in training and in racing
that the trotting hone now performs is almost inestimably
greater than anv thoroughbred endures. Trotting two-year-
oldi often trot long-heat races and doit in good lime. Thor-
oughbred two year old* run dashes which are sometimes of
one mile, but generally much shorter distances. The scoring
aloo« in trotting races will average more work than the thor-
oughbred does, all told. And yel the trotlers live through
it mid trot ofl*t -nnny years in succession, while the old run-
DM in Lfa« rare ceplion on the lurf. There in much force in
Iht OgRtvUoa It- several years ago by Aurelijs thai for
•In* mere purpose of imparling stamina it would be much
wiser to give the thoroughbred* few " freah infusions" of

trotting blood than to try to give the trotter stamina by an

infusion of thorough blood. The well-bred trotting horse i3

ihe best stayer in the world. He has been bred to it for gen-

erations, and each successive generation has been an im-

provement on its immediate predecessor. The work of the

thoroughbred in his dash races of from five furlongs to two

miles is mere play when compared to the fearful strain of a

seven or eight-heat race of which every heat is a mile and in

which the scoring is often many miles more. It is possible

that there may be thoroughbreds that could stand such ef-

forts, but the fact is unproven. Both for action-controlling

and speed-sustaining blood the American trotter has no peer.

—Stock Farm.
•*»

Horses Will Always Have Their Uses and be
Highly Prized.

Years ago, when the stage coaches' that had furnished the

best market for horses, began to give place to the railroads,

t'-ere was a general alarm among the horse breeders, who

reasoned that with steam for transportation they could not

longer be profitably produced. The oldest horsemen can re-

member well when the first railroads on this continent were

built, and during that comparatively short period the iron

roads have crossed and re-crossed the settled portions of the

country in every direction, until evidently their limitis ap-

proximately reached, as there are at last about as many rail-

roads as the country really needs.

Contrary to the general expectation, during all the time
railroads were so rapidly building the demand and also the

price for horses were steadily increasing. Not only were all

grades of horses produced in great quantities in every por-

tion of America, but even that was not sufficient to meet the

demand, and thousands were annually imported. Of late

years there have been in use in every State and in nearly

every county and town many more horses than were owned
there in those old stage days ; furthermore, they have been
greatly improved, the fastest have much greater speed, many
of them have more size, and on the whole they are far better

adapted for the various uses for which they are required, says
" Vision " in Horse World.
At the present time, while there is no such alarm as ex-

isted when the railroads began to be built, articles are now
being printed in the various newspapers at frequent inter-

vals, the sum and substance of which is that we arenearing
the horseless age. It is almost strange that such an absurd
idea should be given any space at all. Looked at candidly

there is not the slightest indication that such a time will

come before the end of the world, and there are no indica-

tions of that time being yet reached for many millions of

years, a point so very remote that anxiety now on that

score would be very premature stuff.

It is true there are hundreds of young men and young
women who never did and probably never would have owjed
a horse that now own bicycles, or will as soon as they finish

making their weekly payments, by which time many of the

machines will sadly need repairing. This being so largely

a popular fad. it is liable to suddenly subside, though it is

scarcely probable that it will go out of fashion as suddenly
as did the roller skating, for there is in the bicycle an ele-

ment of utility. While the samecauses that brought roller

skating into disrepute are to to some extent noticeable with

bicycle riding, there is very little doubt that the bicycle has

come to stay, and will constantly in future have its legiti-

mate place, but there is plenty of room in America, and prob-

ably in all other parts of the world, for both the horses and
bicycles, and neither one could possibly crowd the other out

of existence were there a disposition to do so, which evi-

dently there is not. For speed contests the two are likely

to be used moieand more together from this time qo.

In Europe and in a few of the larger cities of America
horseless carriages, propelled by electricity, steam or some
similar motive power, have already been introduced and
UBed to a limited extent. In those few isolated cases the im-
aginative newspaper man finds material for an air castle in

which the horse has no place. While it may be that for

heavy traction steam will become more or less common in

the future, we cannot imagine a time when for pleasure rid-

ing those who have ever had any experience with horses can
take to riding solely by machines. There is a thrill and a
real pleasure afforded by driving or horseback riding which
no such inanimate object as a bicycle or steam carriage could
possibly excite.

Some years aeo the writer visited the musical department
of one of the great expositions, and heard, as he for the
moment supposed, some skilled musician playing the piano
in such perfect time that it could hardily fail to attract at-

tention. Upon closer observation the fact quickly became
evident that this music, which at first seemed so exquisite,

was being produced by machinery, and instantly the fascina-

tion, and even the pleasure, were all gone. Aside from curi-

osity, we can hardly conceive of an audience lidtening atten-

tively to music ground out by machinery. To some extent
there is a close parallel in the steam pleasure carriage as

compared with one drawn by living, prancing steeds.

One of the greatest elements of popularity of almost every
famous general the world has ever known has been his super-
ior horsemanship. Not only the horsemanship, but the horse,

has in most instances played a very important part. Many
a general is always thought of by those who knew him along
with the spirited horse he invariably rode. Recently in

some of the standing armies bicycles have been introduced
in place of horses, and they answer admirably as a sort of
recreation in lim&s of peace, but in actual war no bicycle or
steam carriage could possibly take the place the horse always
has and for many years to come is destined to occupy. Pic-
ture for a moment Sheridan's stirring ride and for a moment
imagine bim on a bicycle. Would he have infused any cour-
age into the retreating column if he had suddenly ridden up,

bent over in the most approved bicycle style ?

Many will claim, however, that in future there will be
few and practically no wars, as differences will be settled by
arbitration. Should that be the case, the population of the
whole world will steadily and rapidly increase, as it is doing
at the present time more rapidly than over before, and this

of itself will furnish many important uses for horses, as the
world over, the horse is the greatest aid in every department
of agriculture. Though the world seems large there is a
limit lo the amount of hay, grain and pasturage to be fur-

nished, and the more thickly it becomes settled the less will

there be, consequently there is far more probability of the
supply of horses in time, and that too in the near future, fall-

ing below the actual demand than there is of the demand
falling off.

The trotting, pacing and running contests will undoubtedly
continue to the end of time, and they are sure to increase in
prominence as long as there is a notable increase in the gen-
eral interest in such contests.

So numerous and varied are the usee of horses that great
changes can take place with very little actual effect on the
number needed. There is no possibility of anv future change
that will so suddenly affect the demand for the use of horses
as ihe changing from stage coaches to railroads, and more
recently from the horse to the electric and cable cars. The
last change was brought about very suddenly, and it came in
a time when the general business depression was such as to
make far less than the usual demand for horses; still, those
thousands of horses that only a few months ago were haul-
ing the street cars are already practically disposed of, as they
are now dead or put to other uses.

There is at present very little surplus of any grade of
horses in America as a whole, and with the export trade that
has rapidly grownup, together with the very great diminu-
tion in breeding, a scarcity, at least in certain grades of horses,
is sure to be felt.

Quite a parallel case to the changes as regards the use of
horses is that of the use of wood. In our youthful days
houses, furniture, ships, bridges and even roads were very
largely built of wood, and in many sections it was practically
the only article of fuel. These have recently all been re-
placed by iron or stone. Iron is used now almost wholly for
ships, bridges and to quite an extent as the material for
building our houses. Stone is used for building purposes, for
bridges, and the macadamized roads have taken the place of
those old corduroys and more modern plank roadB, while coal
is now largely used for fuel. Quite recently in the cities the
wooden pavement was tried, but quickly discarded. Not-
withstanding wool has been replaced for all these purposes,
there are still plenty of uses for it, as there are sure to be to
the end of time, so that forests are more highly prized and
more carefully protected at the present time than in anv pre-
vious stage of the world. As the population of the world in-
creases, there is, of course, a limit to the possible forest area,
just as there is a limit to the number of horses that can be
kept, but no one need worry about there ever coming a time
when either will not be highly prized and valued.

Our Light Harness Horse in Europe.

Just aa the English wisely discarded the use of Arab
blood after uniting the foundation crosses, the American
breeder united the blood of Hambletonians with other native

families, and by following the laws of selection and affinity

he reduced the record from 2:30 to 2:03J, or within 3$ sec-
onds of the supposed limits of troiting speed. Having from
the rough marble created the perfect statue, the question
arises, Will the rich owners of the quarry wish to buy some
specimens of the perfect work ?

That question can be most emphatically answered in the
affirmative. The time is not far distant when England will
return to us a thousand fold each year the cost of the founda-
tion sires of the trotting breed.

The returns will be quicker from the continent of Europe
from the fact that trotting sport has in France, Germany,
Russia and Italy an assured position and is growing rapidly
under the beneficent smiles of the respective governments,
and what is still stronger, the active support and patronage
of the best element of society.

Emperor William of Germany presents a shield, to be
added to the principal prizes at the Berlin meeting, while
princes act as judges and dukes as starters. The American
trotter, being toe fastest in the world, is bought to win the
international purses, and American drivers and sulkies are
equally in demand.
At Paris, Berlin, Vienna and Moscow, American trainers

will be found, and in all these countries the superiority of
the American trotter is so completely conceded that they
are either only allowed to compete in what might be called

"free-for-alls" or are handicapped so heavily that they have
small chances to win.

In Eogland, where the thoroughbred is still "king," trot-

ting sport is growing in importance, and the demand for the
trotter is increasing, but the big market there for many years
to come will be for high class trotting roadsters. Mr. Winans
and other wealthy Americans who particularly make Eogland
their home have proved valuable missionaries in behalf of
the trotter, and are teaching slow-going John Bull the glori-

ous exhilaration of the poatry of motion behind a fast road-

ster who can do a mile on a good track at a 2:20 gait more
smoothly and with greater safety than with any other horse
in the world.

It must not be supposed, however, that trotting as a dis-

tinct sport hasnota bright future even in Eogland. London,
Liverpool, Manchester and other big centers have their meet-
ings, and the demand for fast trotters is steadily increasing.

When the English get rid of the idea that the trotter must
be a pony not over 13$ hands high, the market in Eogland
will be much enlarged. This, of course, is not the inyaria-

ble rule, but a real fast one of this size is, for racing pur-
poses, the best money maker.
The English sportsman has to learn that when the

trotter, as a race horse, has lost his usefulness, be will still

bean admirable roadster. He may not be able to win races,

but he will still be able to take his owner to the Derby, and
if there is a spare stretch of road, shoot by a dozen or a

score of his friends. He will be able to en^oy that keen but

selfish pleasure of Riving his friends " his dust " while yet in

life.

Although the American thoroughbred has won notable

victories on the English and French turf, there has been
comparatively no demand for the American blood on the

other side of the Atlantic.

It is possible that there is a certain amount of prejudice

in this matter, and it is difficult to believe that, with a per-

fect breed, the strap descendants could produce superior in-

dividuals to the race from which they sprang, although
Foxhall and Iroquois were lords of their race, but there can
be no question of that kind with the American trotter.

Europe cannot produce his equal for at least a quarter of

decades. He is good for carriage coupe or park hack pur-

poses. He is a race horse, game to the end of the route, and
at no stage of the game, as long as he has four feet, does he
cease to have a marketable value.

The regular export of these horses at all prices, according
to the value, from $500 to $5,000, attests to the fact of a

healthy reciprocity, and the further triumphant fact that the

American trotter will be a permanent factor in binding to-

gether the sporting elements of the Old World and the New.
—Colman's Rural World.
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THE GUN.
Gun Olub Directory.

California 3tate Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,
president ; Dr. 6. E. Knowles. secretary, 13y Post St., S. F.
ine country CluD, San Francisco, Frederick W. TaLlant, Secretary,

fadfic Union Clnb, S. F.
The Gun Club, San Francisco,, F. S. Butler, Secretary, San Fran

cisco.
The Olympic Gnn Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,

Secretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Scovern.
The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson. Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.
The Lincoln Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

605 Market Street, S. F.
Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,

Secretary, California and Davis streets, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.
San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John

H. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.
Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,

Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nimrod Gun Club, Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

dent, R. Liddte.llO Montgomery.
The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary

605 Market St. 3. F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cat., H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, Willits, Cal.,M.Mantz, president ;C. Whited,
secretary.
The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, Secretary.
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gnn Club, Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-

Naughton, Pres.; A. Borwell, Sec
Ashland Rod and Gm Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres,; E.

V. Mills, Sec
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfleld, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault. Sec
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.
C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Seeretarv.

Coming' Events.

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August

August
August

Oct. 6-:

tion.

10—Oakland Race Track, Alameda County Sportsmeu Club.

10—Burlingame, Bnrlingame Country Club.

11—Alameda Point, Empire Gun Club.

11—Oakland Track, Olympic Gun Club.

11—Oakland Race Track, Country Club.

17—Oakland Race Track, San Francisco Gun Club.

18—Oakland Track, Recreation Gun Club.

18—Alameda Point, Lincoln Gun Club.

25—Alameda Point, Empire Gun Club.

25—Alameda Point, Team Shoot.

Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Associa-

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

J. H. Van Stcklen killed a fine deer on Sunday last in

Marin County.

The Olympic Gun Club will shoot at Oakland Race Track
on Sunday next.

The Walsrode company are now loading a smokeless rifle

powder in the 44 and 45 calibers.

Frank Harden was at Alv :so Bridges on Sunday last and
brought home a fine bag of Curlew.

Andrns and Webb tound a great abundance of doves while
on thetr outing in Santa Clara county last week.

Wm. Carnduff broke the record f jr deer slaughter last

week by killing seven bucks in one day in Sonoma county.

There will be a live bird shoot at Oakland Race Track to-

morrow. All who wish to practice at live birds are in-

vited.

H. L. Witlard made a perfect score, 200 yar<?s, rest; or 120
out of a possible 120 at tbe Walnut Hill, Mass., ride range on
June 22.

The 100 bird blue rock match that was to have been held
on Sunday last was postponed. It will positively be held on
Sunday, Sept. 1st, the entrance will be $10.

Curlew and willet have come to stay. The shooting at

Ellis' landing and along the bay shore has been very good
the past week. The curlew are feeding on the grasshoppers
on the hills and if one can locate their line of flight a very
good bag can be made.

Deer hunters who have not used the new smokeless cart-
ridges do not know the pleasure that they have lost. They
can be purchased now of any of our advertisers in the follow-

ing calibers: 22 short, .236 U. S. Navy, 25-20, 25-35, 30 W.,
30 U. S. A., 32 short, 32 long, 38 8 & W, 38 W, 38-55, 41
long, 44 W, 45-70 and 45-90.

The Du Pont Smokeless Rifle Powder is on the Eastern
market and will soon be here. Jas. Duaoe writes to Shooting
and Fishing regarding this powder as follows : In testing the
DuPont smokeless rifle powder to-day I made a target that
so much exceeded my expectations that I send it to Shooting
and Fiehing. As they are mowing the field in which I usu-
ally do my experimenial shooting, I had to change the loca-
tion of target, placing it as far as possible from the firing

point—82 yards, as determined by subsequent measurement.
The target, which contains eleven shots, was made with a
.25-20 Winchester single shot, mounted with a low power
Cummins 'scope, shot from a muzzle rest. Shells were
primed with the new N\ 6 U. M. C. nitro primers, and
charged with 8 grains by weight of DuPont smokeless rifle

powder, 86 grains Winchester bullet, seated about one-half of
bearing surface in shell, and one-half in the grooves. This
load gives practically the same elevation as 19 grains of FFG
Hazard, and is about the same in bulk. Previous trials with
the nitro powder had given Dearly as good accuracy, but bad
left decided traces of lead in the bore, which is now believed
to have been due to improper lubricated bullets. The absence
of smoke and the cleanliness were all that could be wished
tor, while the report was decidedly less than that made by the
black powder charge. The eroup of Bhots shows 11 shots,
which are on and in a circle 1 5 16 inches in diameter.

W. J. Golcher, Herton C. Allen, Ed. Bosqui, Phil Bek-
eart, H. H. White and G. H. T. Jackson left on Tuesday last

for a three week's outing in Humboldt County.

There will be a match at Oakland Race Track on Sunday
that should draw a good crowd. The match will be at 15
single blue rocks, known traps, known angles, squad shoot-
ing. The principle prize will be a $130 bicycle.

Ed Richirds of the Stockton Gun Club, a seventeen year
old boy broke 98 out of 100 blue rocks on Sunday last.

Richards missed his thirty-seventh and ninety-ninth bird,

the latter miss was at a piece. This beats Otto Feudners
record by one bird and, we think, iB the Coast record.

The proprietors of the Sweetbriar ranch and Sullivan's.on
Wild Cat Creek have posted their lands and will strictly pro-
hibit all shooting and fishing. Some foolish boy killed one
of the Sweetbriar watch dogs and others have been shooting
Sullivan's geese and the owners consequently decided to

stop all shooting.

The standing of the members of the Electric Gun Club to
date is as follows : The number following the name indi-

cates the number of shoots that the members have attended.
Those who wish to compete for the money prizes at the next
shoot must shoot up their back scores.

Total Average

Warder 3 67 221 3
Nauman 4 89 22}
Durst 4 89 22}
Fanning 5 110 22
Slade 5 108 22 3 5
Melville 5 107 21 1-5

Golcher 5 105 21
Edg. Foster 5 103 20 3-5

Eug. Foster 5 102 20 2 5
Al ison 2 58 19 13
Vernon 4 76 19
Murdock 5 91 18 1 5
Crowell 5 87 17 2-5

Barrere 4 58 14£
Patchell 5 70 14
Seeds 3 42 14
Shaw 5 65 13
Joe 5 51 10 1-5

Wagner 5 36 7 1-5

The California "Wing Olub.

The regular monthly shoot of the California Wing Shoot-

ing Club at Oakland Race Track on Sunday last, was one of

the best shoots of the season. The attendance was very

good and the scores excellent. The wind was light but

most of the birds were good flyers.

Webb and Golcher divided $15, and took the first and sec-

ond class medals. Robinson killed his first ten birds, mak-
ing 90 straight in the three shoots. His eleventh bird was
but slightly hurt though an easy one; his twelfth was a
fast driver, as fast a bird as was ever trapped. He killed

seven ont of the next eight making his total score 97 cut of

100.

Morrison's fifth was knocked down with the first barrel

and he left the score supposing it to be dead. The dog had
not got within a yard of it when it got up and flew off, like a

wounded curlew.

Slades twelfth, Mellville's twelfth, Wagner's eighth, Fan-
nings eleventh and Fay's eleventh fell dead out of bounds.

During the day Webb made the excellent score of 28 out
of 30. A. Russell Crowell referee. The score:

Webb 2 2 122210112 1—11
Golcher 1 2221222101 1—11
Robinson 1 2111111110 0—10
Morrison 1 1101121121 0—10
Roos 1 1021110112 1—10
Robertson 2 0120121111 1—10
Fay 111101122*2—9
Haight 2 1120101*111—9
Hornung 1 01101202112—9
Slade 1 121211012*— 9
Melville 2 2110210121*— 9

Wagner 1 212100*1212—9
Fanning 112222011*2—9
Liddle 1 0110010100 0— 5

Three six bird sweepstakes, $2.50 entrance, followed the

main match. The first resulted in a tie between Kobinson,
Fay. Morrison and Webb with 5 each. The tie was decided

in the next match, Robinson and Webb won the tie. The
second sweep was won by Robinson, Clinton and Webb, and
the third by Morrison and Webb who won the tie in the

freeze-out. The score:

Robinson 211111—6
Clinton 111211—6
Webb 111112—6
Robinson 211110—5
Fay 012212—5
Morrison 012222—5
Webb 212011—5
Hornung 212021—5
Hornung 001100—2
Fay 2020
Melville 110

Morrison 120

Robinson 111111—6 110*
Webb 111211—6 212
Morrison 111112-6 111

Fay 122212—6
Clinton 211120—5
Wagner 212012—5
Fanning 112110—5
Hornung 121100—4
Melville 210

The Empire Gun Olub.

The Empire Gun Club held their regular event at their

grounds at Alameda Point on Sunday morning. The scores

were as follows: Varney 23, Debeoham 23, Andrus 22, Bur*

gans 22, Newton 22, Baker 21, Schreiber 21, Olsen 21,

Fischer 21, Blllington 21, Goodwin 20, 8tewart 20, Hall 18,

Williams 18, Feiling 18.

The Stockton Gun Olub.

The regular semi-monthly shoot of the Stockton Gun
Club was well attended and some excellent shooting resulted.
C. J. Haas and E. S. Richards both broke 25 straight in the
regular club match.

Richards broke 98 out of 100 and 109 out of 112, 10 of
them being at unknown angles, the balance at known angles,
known trapB. The score was as follows:

E. Richards 1111111111 1111111111 11111—25
£•^ 1111111111 JllllUlll 11111—25
£• ?n« 1111111111 1011111111 11111-24
£ Lertier 1111111111 1111110111 11111-24
£• Merrill 1111111111 110)111101 11111—23
D. Winders 111111 1 111 1110110101 11111—22
H. Lonjers UlilUllOl 11U11J 1111 10111—21
L

-
Payne llllJlllll 1110111111 lOOul-21

G. Shaffer 1101110111 HullllOll 11101—20
A - Lang 1101111011 0101111110 11101—19
G - -Oitz 1101111101 OlOllullli 10110—19W Jessen 0111111111 1O100HM1 10101—18
W. Ditz 1111001110 0111011101 10110-17
C. Winders 0000011111 101111 lulO 10010—14
G. Bidwell 1001010100 10110100 Jl 00010—11

Pool-shooting, twenty-five birds—Johnson 22, Richards
24, Ellis 25, G. Ditz Jr. 22, Lang 19.
Ten birds, unknown traps- -Richards 10, Johnson 10. Mer-

rill 10, Ellis 6, Winders 4.

Ten birds, known traps—Richards 10. Johnson 10, W.
Ditz 10, Merrill 9, Winders 9, Lorjjers 9, Ellis 8, 8chaffer 7.
Ten birds, known traps—Richards 10, Merrill 10, Johnson

9, Lonjers 9, Winders 9, Ellis 8.

The Electric Gun Olub.

The regular monthly shoot of the Electric Gun Club wa
held at Oakland Race Track on Sunday last. Melville ands
Edgar Forster were high score with 21 each. In shooting
up back scores Golcher broke 21, Crowell 17 and Shaw 13
The score :

Melville 1011111110 011111110111111—21
Edg. Foreter 1111101101 1111001111 11111—21
Murdoch 1101111010 111111111101101—20
Golcher 1111110111 1111011010 01111—20
Slade 1211011101 0011111101 01111—19
Shaw 1111101101 1100011100 11101—17
Fanning 0010111110 0110111111 101,0—17
Patchell 1110111011 0010100110 01010—14
Crowell ! 0010001100 0011111100 00111—12
Wagner 00^0001000 001010001100111— 8
Joe 0100001000 001101010010001— 8

ROD.
Fly-Fishing by Night.

The recent inquiry of a correspondent as to the possibility

of taking trout with a fly at night suggests an experience of

my own last May. I had been invited bv a friend who is a

member of a club controlling one of the finest preserved

streams in Michigan, to join him in a few days' fishing, and
on our arrival at the club headquarters, found a number of

the wonted devotees with the usual assortment of stories as

to the "luck," etc.

Our first day's fishing in a still air under a bright sun was
not especially productive of results, although the stream it-

self, almost as clear as the air, was swarming with large trout

of the fontinalis and rainbow varieties. The stream, more-

over, was full of food, and the fish were apparently gradu-

ates in a school which had left them little to learn of the

wiles of the angler. Finding at supper time that we were
not likely to deplete the supply of trout during our stay, he
proposed that we try fishing in the evening, and accordingly,
after we had finished our pipes, my friend put on each leader
a single large fly (queen of the waters, if I remember cor-
rectly) and we took our way again to the stream. The night
was cloudy and without a moon, and to an unaccustomed eye,
it was difficult to do much more than distinguish between
land and water. But my friend, as soon as he had reached
the bank, began whipping in the middle of the stream,know-
ing from his long familiarity with it, just where he would
find a clear surface for his fly, and passing a short
distance below him, I followed bis example. In a very
few casts he hooked a fair fish and almost immediately
after I was fast to another, both of which we landed.
For tbe next hour we had varying success, a rise coming
every few minutes, but I soon discovered that even with n,y
friend, who is an expert of the first rank, more fish were lost

than were brought to creel. But such fish as were actually
secured were of good size, running from half a pound up-
ward, and were of both brook and rainbow varieties. No at-

tempt whatever was made at concealment
; we simply got as

close to the water as we could and cast out into the centre,

guagiug the length of line as best we might, and calculating
the force and delicacy of the cast in the same manner. It oc-

curred to me afterward that it was slightly inconsistent in us
to expect the trout to see the fly on the surface of tbe water
under these conditions, and vet to be unable to discover our
ungainly bulk upon the shore.

It should be noted here that this fly-fishing by night was
by no means an original idea with us. Go the contrary, it

is a common practice on the stream in question at certain

seasons, and especially when the day-time fishing forany rea-

son is poor. Only a night or two before our arrival some
enormons catches had been made by one or two of the mem-
bers, in one case up to the twelve-pound limit. But the av-

erage fisherman who attempts it is very apt to come to grief,

and get himself and bis tackle into hopeless confusion. Yet
there are two or three members of this club who are adepts at

evening fishing, and who hardly ever fail to take a full basket

in the hours between eight p. m. aod midnight.
Ie it possible that these fish hear or feel the impact of the

fly as it strikes the water, and that they do not see it at all,

or only vaguely ? The fact that so many of them that strike

are only lightly hooked would seem to support this conclu-

sion ; and yet if that were true, why should a red and white
fly prove, under such circumstances, more killing than any
other?—Hugh Howard in Forest and Stream.
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3oakes That Kill Trout.

Emelutta Clark of Woodbridge thinks th; the has discov-

ered a new foe of the trout in the Wepawang River. It is

not catfish, minks, coons, muskraU or even pot-fishing

seiner, from Derby, but snakes. Clark had an opportunity

yesterday of indulging in his favorite pastime of prowling

along the river and noting the site and condition of the

trout fry with which he stocked the brook last spring. He

has observed a marked decrease in the shoals of little spec-

kled babies, and as his ducks and those of the neighbors,

which destroyed last year's plant of fry have been kept con-

fined, he knew that some other enemy was at work.

Reaching a shallow pool, well screened by a thick clump

of alders, he crept near the margin and looked over. A cu-

rious sight was presented to his eyes. Four large diamond-

backed water moccasins lay coiled among the washed-out

roots of the trees, ai slight distances apart. They were so

intent on something in the water, and he was so stealthy,

that they took no notice of his presence. With very good

judgment they had selected a pool where a small rill emp-

tied into the main stream, in which a great shoal of young

trout had congregated. The snakes waited until the restless

regiment of baby fish gradually swept around close to the

shore where they lay, and then very quietly, very slowly ibey

extended their ugly necks, dipping ttieir heads just below the

surface. Against the background of river mud their dull-

colored flattened heads hardly showed at all, and in fact it

was with great difficulty that Mr. Clark could keep his eyes

on them. Then he saw them run out their slender red

tongues and allow them to hang loose in the slight current,

swayiog and curling. The whole subtle artifice flashed up-

on him in an instant. The tongues showed distinctly like

four wriggling, struggling earth-worms, turning themselves

around four brown roots. That the guillible fry were de-

ceived was made evident by their swimming towards the

snakes and crowding to get the first bite at the prizes. The

canning serpents even permitted the little fish to take hold,

to nibble their tongues, and then quicker than thought the

head drew back, and in each mouth a tiny red-starred

trout struggled for a second and then was gulped down out

of sight. .... tr
For a moment Mr. Clark could not believe his senses. He

looked again and saw that the snakes were busy decoying

the surviving trout a second time. It was too much for an

enthusiastic lover of trout to endure. Interesting as the trick

of the moccasins might be to naturalists, it was simply a

massacre to him, and he took a speedy revenge. He hurried

back to the bouse, got a shotgun, and killed the four epicures.

Had they been content to dine on dace or field mice or any-

thine except trout they might yet be living.

Following down stream he kept coming upon Bnakes, sin-

gly, in pairs, and in parties of five or Bix, busily cleaning out

the two-inch trout. During the forenoon he killed thirty-

eight Before his supply of ammunition ran out, and after din-

ner he again tackled the job. Before dark he had added to

his morning's record fifty four more water mocaBins, big and

small. Some of his victims were among the largest snakes

ever seen in this neighborhood, ten measuring more than five

feet apiece in length, and one being seven feet three inches

long and as thick at the biggest part of its body as the calf of

a man's leg. In the stomach of this monster was found more

than a solid two Quart measureful of undigested young trout.

Mr. Clark declares that he will continue the war until he

has exterminated the water snakes. More than that, he has

offered a bounty of five cents apiece for every dead moccasin

delivered at his farm, and the schoolboys are organizing

snake hunts.—Rod, Gun and Kennel.

F. T. Allen Co. have for sale a new line of adjustable

landing nets that are cheap and very convenient. Ihe idea

is a novel one and well worth looking. Call and examine

them.

Arthur Webb and W. F. Andrews were fishing at Coyote

Creek, Santa Clara County, last week. Trout were very plen-

tiful from 7 to 12 inches in length.

The deep sea pompano which was on exhibition recently

at Clay St. Market is now the property of the Northwestern

University Medical School in Chicago.

In Indiana the bucktail is the favorite fly for small mouth
black baas. Have any of the anglers tried this fly in our

local waters?

J. B. Orimwood and F. B. Finley Btarted for Baird. They
will fish the McCloud and Pit rivers for a week or two.

The keeper of Crystal Spring Lake, the property of the

Spring Valley Water Company, placed under arrest eighteen

boys who were detected in the act of catching black bass in

Crystal Spring Lake on Sunday last. The lads ranged in age

from ten years to twenty years, and as they marched in single

file into San Mateo on Sunday evening the citizens of the

town wondered what had happened. The crowd of anglers

were charged with having trespassed on forbidden ground,

and when they appeared for trial on the following day before

the Justice a large crowd was presen. to hear the case. The

boys stated that they had been fishing in one of the Spring

Valley Company's lakes, and that they were ignorant of the

law. The Judge gave the boys a lecture on trespassing on

lands that were posted with notices to trespassers and then

let them go. The youngsters were residents of San Mateo

County.

Frank Dolliver and a few friends were at Lake San An-
dreas Sunday. They had indifferent luck.

The salmon at Santa Cruz and Monterey are providing

good sport for those who are fond of sport.

Trout fishing at Lake San Andreas is a little better but not

as good as on the opening of the season.

John Gallagher and Louis l'renot started for Boca on
Monday for a week's fishing.

The reports of great numbers of salmon at Santa Cruz have
not been verified.

Lloyd Kulon fished the Puriasima on Sunday with very
little success.

Fishing in the Truckee is improving rapidly as the river

gels lower.

Bass fishing in Flood's Lake is reported to be something
fine.

Bart and Joe Giglio, two Italian fishermen, had quite an

adventure on Tuesday off the Farralone islands with an

octupus while fishing for rock cod. The big devil fish took

the bait and they drew him to the top of the water, when he

immediately showed fight. It was eventually captured. It

measured 13 feet at its greatest spread.

< ieo. I V it?, and Robert Bayer are fishing at Santa Paula.
_ .^

The fish-Mg on the McCloud is excellent.

Fishing at Lake Webber is very poor.

The entire angling population is either fishing the Truckee

or going to in a day or two. On the 15th there will be an

excursion to Boca, Verdi and Truckee. Fare for the round

trip including Bleeper $11.50 allowing three days for fishing.

Quite a number of local anglers will take advantage of these

rates.

Dr. Horning, of Marysville, was at the headwaters of the

Feather River recently. He used the pneumati c boot and

thinks them a huge success for trout fishing. He caught

several fine creels of fish from two to nine pounds each.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. have just received a new lot of

English flies, leaders and novelties. Among the latter are

some artificial worms that are the nearest approach to the

natural worm we have ever seen.

H. E. Skinner of E. T. Allen Co., left for the Truckee on

Saturday last and on Tuesday morning a fine four pound
trout arrived at E. T. Aliens with Skinner's mark on it. It

was caught, near Boca.

Bay fishing continue3 good. Rock cod fishing at Tiburon,

Saasalito, California City and Angel Island is in its prime.

Smelt fishing continues good at Powell Street Wharf and the

Oakland Mole.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

A brother to Franz Frey's Hector of Hauenstein won first

prize at the National Dog Show at Basle in June last.

The black pointer will be in evidence again at the ne:

field trial. M. D. Walters has two of Mr. Northam's i

training for this event.

E. Louenburg*s St. Bernard Barry of Hauenstein IT, by
Barry of Hauenstein, out of Lady Bute III, is doing splen-

didly. He is now taller than Hector and weighs 164 pounds
at eleven and a half months old.

We note by the American Field that Dr. Skaife gave a

good account of the California dogs to the editor, while en-

route to Montreal. The Field cannot go far wrong in quot-

ing our specialist in canine diseases. The doctor keeps his

eyes open.

The regular monthly meeting of the Paci6c Kennel Club
was again postponed for lack of a quorum. A short while

ago there was a great hue and cry for a club room and now
when the question is to be brought up no one attends the

meetings. Why this stagnation ?

Mrs. Smythe of the Swiss Mountain Kennels has purchased
of Messrs. Smith & Baker of Leeds, England, the St. Ber-
nard dog, Leeds Barry, by County Member. Stockkeeper
Bays he is a big dog and can gallop and move almost like a

terrier. He contains all the most fashionable blood of the

day.

A lady lost her dog last week,
And this week, when she went

To Interview the botcher on
The style ol meat he'd sent,

He pointed to a sausage link,
The lady turned to look,

And when she said she'd take it home
It wagged right ofl'tbe hook.

—Stock-Keeper (England).

An Irish setter is credited with saving one hundred and
twenty thousand dollars' worth of property in Cincinnati
from destruction on ihemorning of July 11th. At 4 a. M. a
woman was awakened by the frantic barking of her dog, and
looking out of the window saw flames blazing out of the
fourth story windows of an electric street car line's power
house. She gave the alarm, and the fire was extinguished
with a loss of about $7,000. Score another (ally for the dog
as a defender of life and property.— American Field.

Rene Whaite of this city has a pair of bitches that are a
novelty on this Coast—Dandle Dlnmonts. Maud Cook, the

oldest one, is by Harraby Lad (Charlie II E. 61,936—Newton
LasaE. 19,329) out of Carrie Cook E. 29,918 (Dundee King
—Harrington Lass). The other, Jessie Cook, is by Geneial
Cook E. 43,877 (Harraby L*»d—Carrie Cook E. 29,918)
out of Maggie Cook (Dundee King—Eva Cook E. 29,922).

This pedigree can be extended eleven more generations.

They are hardy little doge; game, intelligent and compan-
ionable. There are quite a number of them in the East,

but if there are any others on the Coast we are not aware of

it. If any of our readers know of a dog of this breed here
Mr. Whaite would be pleased to learn of his whereabouts.

There are several applications for membership to the P
K. C. that have been pending for several weeks. Why not

call a special meeting, elect these men and with the ne«
blood get some life in the club; raise the dues to $1 ; open t

club room and put some life into the club.

H. L. Miller's English setter dog Hopes Hill, that he pur
chased last month died last week of a combination of dysen
tery and distemper. Hopes Hill was grandly bred and woulc
have proven a valuable addition to our stud dogs. He was b}

Gath-'s Hope out of Lulu Hill (Ben Hill—Nora), Ben Hill
by Druid—Ruby. Nora, by Count Noble—Lit

The judges a.t the Rhode Island State Fair Association':

Bench show will be : James Mortimer, Hempstead, L. I.

Mastiffs, Bloodhounds, Great Danes, Russian Wolfhounds
Chesapeake Bay Dogs, Dachshunds, Poodles, Bull, Scottish 1

Bedlington, Skye, Dandie Dinmont and Yorkshire Terriers
Pugs and Miscellaneous. H. W. Lacy, Chicago, 111.: St
Bernards, Deerhounds, Greyhounds, Newfoundlands, Fox-*

hounds, Beagles, Collies, Bull-dogs, Black and Tan and Iriel

Terriers and Italian G-ieyhounds. Louis Contoit, Spring I

Valley, L. I.: English, Irish and Gordon Setters. E. M
Oldham, New York: all Spaniels. German Hopkins, Hemp
stead, L. I.: Foxterriers. The judge of Boston Terriers wil,

be announced later, the B. T. C. having the selection of a

judge under consideration.

Mrs. Addis in Our Dogs says; 1 have never heard Japanest
Spaniels called "sleeve" dogs to my knowledge in Japan, bul

a resident told me, who had lived there for years, and stndiec

native customs that the small specimens used to be carriec

in the sleeve, both by ladies and gentlemen, long ago, and still

were; although now that the Court and officers in the armi
and navy have adopted European dress, the custom must o.

course be dying out. I understood that several different breed)

were so carried in the sleeve, and I know there are severs
varieties so called in China, for my brother-in-law lived foi

years in Pekin (I have only been at Coast towns) and tolc

me he owned two varieties of "sleeve" dogs there, totallj

different in points, and he called them "lion dogs," "Pugs,'

and "sleeve" dogs alternately, the latter being the genera
term used as we say "Toy dog," and I think you may lakt

that as the true use of the word. I should add, my brother
in-law, who called Chinese Toy dogs "sleeve" dogs, speaki

also of the "sleeve" dogs of Japan, and he has traveller

there.

A Chicago family moved across the lake and took with

them a fox terrier. Says the Chicago Record. The othei

day the family concluded to spend the afternoon at Lake
Michigan Park, where Mushegonites are wont to tramp ir

the sand and get the fresh breezes.

Just as the car was going to start,Miss Laura noticed Sporl

scoot under the front gate. The motor-man happened tc

have his eye in the same direction, and quickly divinging

the dog's intention to follow his young mistress, he loosenet

the brake and turned on four notches. The car fairlj

leaped forward, and so did Sport. The distance to the pari

is seven miles,and everybody expected that the terrier woulc
have to take the back track.

But he didn't. In the race the dog developed the fad

that he had more lives to his credit than any cat in the

Wolverine State. Sport distended his little red tongue
straightened his tapering tail, and though the motormar
pitted all his electric force against those slender legs, the dog

ran alongside the car so close that Miss Laura could almost

pat him on the head. If at times he got behind he would
catch up when the car stopped at crossings.

Everybody was enjoying the spectacle, though the gir

threatened to go into Hysterics because of her pet's repeatec

narrow escape from destruction. During the first four mile
Sport had been run over by a milk wagon, kicked by a con

and knocked oft the track by the cars running in the oppo
site direction, until one would think there was not an inch o

him left, nor did his troubles end with these mishaps. A bi|

brindle|bull pup, probably jealous of the attention the sleei

little terrier was receiving, ruthlessly pounced upon him
while the latter was displaying an extra spurt.

In the melee the little feliow was thrown under the real

truck. Everybody expected a lamentable finale, but itdidn'l

turn out that way. The terrier rolled out from under tht

platform and immediately took a hold on the bull pup. H
lingered long enough to thrash his adversary, and then took

after the car. Then the elated passengers insisted on taking

him aboard. The conductor did not dare to object, and Mis
Laura jumped off, caught her pet in her arms, and held him'

on her lap, while every passenger offered to pay his fare.-
Poisoning Dogs.

J. Enright, of 309 Seventeenth Street, swore out a warrant

in Judge Conlan's court Tuesday morning for the arrest ol

Mrs. Callihan, his landlady, on the charge of attempting tc

poison his dog by strychnine. The dog was a pet he hac

bought for his children and was kept on a chain in the yard

The Society for the Prevention of Ciuelty to Animals it

pushing the case, as they assert that Enright's is not the onh
canine in the neighborhood that Mrs. Callihan has poisoned

Mrs. Callihan was arrested Tuesday night and locked up al

the Seventeenth Street police station.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column;
ree of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

John R. Kelly's, San Francisco, Bonnie Lee No. 27,442

R. C. St. Bernard (Mascot Bernard 17,643—Masco!
Vine 23,018) to J. G. -Barker's California Bernardo
26,803 (Duke of Wellington— Toman) Aug. 6-8,1895.

Dr. Martin Regensberger's S C St. Bernard bitch Loru
(Marno—Gertie R) to Regensberger & McCracken's Lord

Hualpa (Alton—Keepsake) on August 7th and 9th.

SALES.

Adolf Thommen has sold the R. C. St. Bernard bitcb

Erica by Barry (a brother to Champ. Angelo) out of Gemmt
of Hauenstein to a party in Los Angeles. This was one o

the very best of the Midwinter Fair bitches, a litter sister t<

Hector of Hauenstein,

Dr. E. B. Hoenning and Ed Fay were at Oakland Ract

Track Wednesday, practicing at live birds. Fay killed 2*

straight and Dr. Hoenning 37 out of 46, using his seconi

barrel but twice. The birds were good flyers. Dr. Hoen-
ning was trying a new Clabrough.
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The Stockton Fair.

The following i9 the list of entries which were received

August l9t at the Stockton Agricultural Fair which follows

the State Fair. It will be seen that some of the best horses

on the Pacific Coast are named:

2:40 TROT. PURSE $1,000.—Dixie, by Dexter Prince

—by Inauguration ; Director Prince ; Bonnie Ben, ch g, by

Ben Lohmau—by Kentucky; Theroso, b f, by Signal Wilkes

—by Signal ; Lady Thoruhill, bl g, by Billy Thornhill—

Flora; Cameo L., bl g; Charivari, b g, by Sterling—by

Prompter; Edwina, s f,by Sidney—by Chieftain; Peter Jack-

son, br s, by ; Anita, b m, by Junio — Anita G.;

Jasper Paulson, bl g, by Wildnut—by Norway; Oar Lucky,

by Rajah—by Gibralter.

2:25 PACE. PURSE $1,000.—Don Fallice, b s, by Fallis,

—by Dave Hill; Dictatas, chs, by Red WilB.es—ty Dicta-

tor; Pansy, ch m, by Prompter — by Black

Hawk ; Lynette, b m, by Lynwood — Lady Bell

;

Ruby M., b m, by Almont P. — by Almont ; Ella

D., bl f, by Director—by Clark Chief; Welcome, ch f, by Ar-

thur Wilkes—Lettie; Estell Wilkes, bl m, by Mambrino
Wilkes—by Hambrino Jr.; Prince C, br s, by St. Nicholas

—by Conductor; Little Alpb, b g, by Sidney— Anita G
;

Trifle, b m, by Dexter Prince— Topsy; Kate H., b m, by

Albina—by Capt. Webster; Birdroe, b m, by Mark Monroe

—

by Whirlwind Chief.

2:22 TROT, PURSE $1,000.—Palermo, b g, by Berlin
;

Letter B., b m, by Ward B.—by Judge McKinstry; Melvar,

ch s, by Fordstan—by Hambletonian; Knight, br s, by

Woodford Wilkes; Escort, br s, bv Guide—by May Boy

;

Silver Bee, ch c, by Silver Bow—Little Bell; El Benton,

bh, by Electioneer—by Gen. Benton; Thompson, ch s, by

Boodle—by Flora ; Oliver C, b s, by Dexter Prince—un-
known: Maude H., s m, by Carres Mambrino—by Dan Voor-

hees: Ethel Downs, blk m, by Boodle—byNutwood; John
Burv, b s, by Antioous—by Muldoon ;

Native Son, b s, by

by Star Saltan—by Wellington.

2:27 TROT, PURSE $100.— For three-year-olds and

under—Sidney Howard ch c, by Sidney, by Ha-nbletoniau

725; Potrero, b s, by Redondo—by Junio ; Oar Seth. by

Prince Red- -by Autevolo; Stam^oulette, b s, bv Stamboul
—by Arthurton; Dr. Plutf, b g, by Bay Bird—by Silver

Boy.
2:25 PACE, PURSE $700—For three-year-olds and un-

der—Alco, b s, by Alconeer— Jessie Elliott; Agitato, by

Steinway; Capt. Hackett, b g, by Steinway—by Idol Wilkes;

Babe Marion, b m, by Steinway—Ida Wood ; May Nut-
ford, s f, by Nutford—by Shamrock.

2:30 DISTRICT TROT, PURSE $600—Maria P., by

Dexter Prince; Blanche Ward, g m, by Onward— by Mam-
brino Patchen; Dixie, s g, by Dexter Prince—by Inaugu-

ration; Lady Elector, b m, by Richards' Elector; Lottie C,
b f by Dexter Prince—by Correct; Jasper Ayres, b g, by

Iris—by Altamont ; Lady Vestal, b m, by Richards' Elector

by Defiance; Mariposa, b m. by Guide, by Monroe Chief.

2:23 DISTRICT PACE, PURSE $1,000—Topsy P.,_blk

m, by Dexter Prince—Lady Drew; Orlaod, r h,by Upright

—Topsy; Hazel B, b m,| by Son of Dexter Prince—by
Chieftain; Jim Budd, b g, by Dexter Prince—Lady Elector;

Trifle, b m, by Dexter Prince—Topsy; Delphi, blk s, |by

Diiector—by Dexter Prince; Kate H., b m, by Albina—by
Capt. Webster; Johnny Shelton, g g; Prince Nutwood.

2:19 PACE, PURSE $1,000—Prince Nutwood by Dexter

Prince: Loupe, blkg, by John Sevenoaks—by Echo ;
Flora

B ; Javelin, b m, bv Creole—by Egmont; Gertrude, g m, by

Redwood—by Cardinal ; Ella W., b m, by Eros—by Robt.

St. Clair; H*l Corbet, b g, by Bay Bird—Red Cross.

2:19 TROT, PURSE $1,000—Palermo, b g, by Berlin;

Z>mbro, br s, by McKinney—by Almont L'ghtniog; Elec-

tra, b m, by Richards' Elector— Moor Maid; Maud
Patchen, b m, by Idaho Patchen—by Gen. Reno ; Bruno,

b s, by Junio—by Mozart ; Manning, b g, by Messenger
Chief—by Jewell ; Chico, b g, by Monroe Chief—by Black

Bird; Irene Crocker, bv Will Crocker; McZsus, br s, by Mc-
Kinney—by Kaiser; Cora S., b m, by Richards' Elector—by
Electioneer; Briarhill, by Billy Thornhill—Belle Granger;

Prince Ira, b a, by Dexter Prince—by Saltan; Miss Jennie,

by G33siper— L?ono>- ; Lidy Grace, blk m, by Riymond

—

by Hock Hocking; Jennie June, br m, by Motor.

2:15 PACE, PURSE $1,000—Prince Nutwood, by Dexter

Prince ; Belle, ch m, by Melbourne King—by All Right ;

Hanford Medium, b 3, by Milton B.—by Signal ; Baywood,
by Woodnut—by Echo; 0:tiuger, br g, by Djrsey Nephew
—notraced; Edoa R., b m, by Sidney; Ketchum, b s,

by Gossiper—by Echo ; Chehalis, bl s, by Altamont—by Te-
corab.

SPECIAL, FREE-FOR-ALL PACE, PURSE $500.—For
two-year-olds. To close August 24th.

The following regular races close August 26th : 2:15 trot,

purse $1,000; free-for-all trot, purse $1,500; 2:07 pace,

purse $1,000.

The 2:40 pace for two-year-olds, 2:40 trot for two-year-olds

i
and 2:15 trot, purse $1,200, two miles and repeat, were de-

clared off.

In addition to the above a number of bicycle races will be

given.

More State Fair Entries.

Fresno Race Entries.

The following additional entries in running stakes of State

Fair, 1395, were received this day from Saratoga Springs, N.

Y., post-marked August 1st., viz. They came too late to

be published with the balance of the entries:

Sonny Slope Stake—Clara Wilson, by Sir Modred

—

Bedot; Princess Noretta, by Emperor of Norfolk—Haida
Dwyer.

California Annual Stake—Sam Leake, by Darebin—Car-

rie C; Reddington, by Emperor of Norfolk—Oogelique;
Clara Wilson, by Sir Modred—Bedot.

Selling Sweepstake—Torsion, by Torso—by Stratford;

Midlo, by Midlothian—by Darebin.
Capital City Stake—Lovdal, by Wildidle—Free Love.

Lucky Dog, by Darebin—Lulanier.

Del Mar Stake—Fannie Louise, by Darebin—Nellie Pey-
ton; Luckv Dog, by Darebin—Lulanier.

Fall Stake—Lovdal, by Wildidle—Free Love.
California Cup Race—Lovdal, by Wildidle—Free Love.

Joe Harvey is said to have won about $4,000 on Wheel
of Fortune Wednesday.

The following are the entries in the Fresno Races, to be
held from October 1st, to 5th, inclnsive.

2:40 CLASS TROT, PCRSE S600—Toggles, br g, by Strathway—Fly;
Aaron, s g, by Apex; Charivari, br m, by Sierling—Alice; Oar Lucky,
b s, by Kajah—Dora; Lucerne, a s, by Harry Starr—Belle Packer;
Mariposa, b m, by Guide—by Mouroe Chiel; Coal Dust, b g, by Black
Pilot—BonstelhBonnie Ben, 3 g, by Ben Lomond—by Ky. Volanteer;
Edwioa, s f, by Sidney—Lady Belie; Director Prince, br s, Director—
Lodi Princess.

227 CLASS TROT, PURSE $600—Mojave, b g. by Dexter Prince-
Mischief; Potrero, b s, by Rolando—by Junio; Our Lucky, b s, by
Rajah—Dora; Belie Packer, s m. by Packer; Lilac, br m. by Clay-
Lizzie Miller; Dr. Pnff, b g, by Bay Bird—Patty Puff; Jasper Paulson,
blk g, by Wildnut—by Norway; Our Seth, by Prince Red—by Ante-
vola; Bonnie Ben, s |g, by Ben Lomond—by Ky.Volanteer; Colnmbus
S.. b s, by McDonald Chief—Fanny Rose; Maria P., bin, by Dexter
Prince; Lottie, brm, by San Diego—Flora B.; Eva T., b m, Almont
Medium—Dasher.
RUNNING, FIVE-EIGHTH MILE DASH. ADDED 8150—Myrtle G.,

b m, by Jacko—Bumble Bee; Academy, bl h, by Nathan Coombs-
Bumble Bee; Fleet, s g, oy Hermes: Polasky, b g, by Capt. Al—Gold
Cap; GracieS., gr m, by Prince of Norfolk—Gilroy Belle: Mamie Scott,

b f, by Canny Scott—Eola: Gondola, b m, by FranE Rhoads—Delia.

2:40 CLASS. DISTRICT TROT, PURSE S350.—Toggles, br g. by
Strathwav—Fly ; Aaron, s g, by Apex ; Carrie C, b f, by Starboul—
Zadie McGregor; Lucerne, 3 s, by Harry Starr—Belle Packer ; Cali-

fa, b f, by Silver Bow—Mollie ; Hazel Ayers, b m, by Rysdyk Chief-
Babe ; Gas S., ch s, by Gus ; Bolinas, b s, by Junio—Maud Whip-
pleton.

2:17 CLASS _PACE, PURSE SSOO.—Harvey Mc, br g, by McKinney ;

Ketchum, b s, by Gossiper—by Echo ; Gertrude G., s m. by Redwood
—Dolly ; Fresno Prince, bl s, by Bayonne Prints—Lizzie ; Brillian-
tine, dan m, by Brilliant—Smut.

220 CLASS TROT, PURSE SS00.—Jennie June ; Miss Jessie, b m,
by Gossiper—LeoDora ; Lady Grace, blk m, by Raymond—by Hock
Hocking ; Prince Ira, b s, by Dexter Prince—Luella ; Chico. b g, by
Monroe Chief— by Blackbird; Maud Patchen, b m, by Idaho Pat-
chen—Maud W., McZeas, br s, by McKinney—Grace Kaiser ; Myrtle
Thome, bl m, by Graadissimo—Belle Thome.
ONE-QUARTER MILE DASH, RUNNING, ADDED $150.-Bonnie,

s m, by Confidence—High Flyer; Vallador, gr h; Comet, b h, by Con-
fidence; Bitter Apple, g g.

224 CLASS, TROT. PURSE S600.—Native State, bs, by Starr Sul-

tan—by Wellington; Ethel Downs, blk m, by Boodle—by Nutwood;
El Benton, b s, by Electioneer—by Gen. Benton: Rex Gilford, s s, by
Atto Rex—by A. W. Richmond; Montana, blk s, by Montana Wilkes
—Alberta: Sidney Howard, ch c, by Sidney—Bessie Howard; Eva
T., b m, by Almont Medium—Dasher.

2:20 CLASS, PACE. PURSE S70O.—Oi land, roan g. by Upright—
-Topsy; Dictatus, ch s, by Red Wilkes—Miss Loilie; Birdroe, b m, by
Mark Monroe-Birdie; Hal Corbitt, b g. by Bay Bird—Petie Clay
Cross: Otfioger, br g, by Dorsey Nephew; Flora B., br m. by Mam-
brino Wilkes; Gertrude G., s m, by Redwood—Dolly; Javelin, b m, by
Creole—by Egraont; Prince Nutwood, bl s ; Encounter, br s, by On-
ward—Bonibee.

2:17 CLASS TROT, PURSE 81,000.—Hillsdale, b s, by Antinons—
Nettie Nutwood: Visalia, b m, b Iris—Scratbh; Hamrock, br g, by
Ham—by Rockwood; Prince Ira, b s, by Dexter Prince—Lnella; Geo.
Dexter, seal br s, by Dexter Prince—Nellie; Manning, b g, by Mes-
senger Chief—Jewell: Enright, br s, by Woodford Wilkes—by Adrian
Wilkes; Margaret Worth, br m, by Alex Button—Adeline Patti.

2:25 CLASS PACE, PURSE S60O.—Dan N., b g. by Dan B.: Frank
L.. b g, by Hawthorne; John Shelton, g g;Bordroe, b m, by Mark
Monroe—Birdie; Ruby M„ b m, by Almont Patchen, by Almont;
Babe Marion, bm, by Steinway—by Simmons: Chief Moore, blk s,

by Kaliph—Yettel: Ella D. blk f„ by Director—by Clark Chief; Pansy
en m, by Prompter; Encoanter, br s: by Onward—Bonnibee.

2:13 CLASS PACE, PURSE 51,000.—Belle, ch m, by Melbourne King
—by All Right; Chehalis, blk s, by Altamont—Tecora; Pathmont, br
s. by Altamont—by Pathfinder; Fred Mason, b g: Waldo J., g g. by
Bob Mason—Miss Taylor; Baywood, b s, by Woodnut—by Echo; Han-
ford Medium, b s, by Milton R.—by Signal; Prince Almont, b s, by
Almont Medium—by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

HALF MILE AND REPEAT, RUNNING, $150 ADDED.—Myrtle
G., b m, by Jocko—Bumble Bee; Fleet, s g, by Hermes; Valledor, gr
h; Academy, blk h, by Nathan Coombs—Bumble Bee; Gracie S., gr
m, by Prince of Norfolk—Gilroy Belle: Mamie Scott, b t, bv Canny
Scott—Eola; Saturday, br g.

2:27 CLASS, DISTRICT TROT, PURSE 8350.—Bob Mason Jr., b fi, by
Bob Mason ; Carrie C. b f, by Starboul—Zadie McGregor : Atbavis,
b g, by Clovis—Atbalie ; April Fool, ch h, by Waterford—Flora ;

Belle Packer, s m, by Packer : LiLc, br m, by Clay—Lizzie Miller ;

Jasper Ayers, b g, by Iris- Balie.

ONE-HALF MILE DASH, RUNNING, $150 ADDED.-Comet, b b,

by Confidence ; Gracie L., s m. by Confidence—Bumble Bee ; Fleet, s

g, by Hermes ; Little Pearl, b f. by Three Cheers—Corona ; Valledor,
gr h ; Satinet, ch g, by Robson—Mollie Casterby ; Gracie S., gr m,
by Prince of Norfolk—Gilroy Belle; Mamie Scott, b f, by Canny Scott
—Eola: Saturday, br g ; Gondola, b m,i by Frank (Rhoades—Delia.

FREE-FORALL PACE, PURSE $1,000—Diablo, ch s, by Cbas.
Derby—Bertha ; Seymour Wilkes, br s. by Guy Wilkes—Early Bird ;

Waldo J., g g, by Bob Mason—Miss Taylor ; W. Wood, b g, by Stein-
way—by Anteeo ; Prince Almont, b s, by Almont Medium—by Geo.
M. Patchen Jr.

SEVEN-EIGHTHS MILE DASH, RUNNING, S150 ADDED.—Two
Cheers, br g. by Three Cheers—Lady Emma ; Linville, b g. by War-
wick—Shasta ; Leonatus, b g, by imp Intruder—Linda Connor

;

Norblieh, b h, by Major Ban—Free Love.

The Board of Directors declared that Races No. 2, 2:25

Class District Pace ; No. 12, Running, Mile Dash; No. 15,

Free-for-all Trot; No. 16, Rnnning, Three-quarter Mile

Dash, and No. 19, 2:13 Class Trot, not filled for want of suffi-

cient entries.

The Board also decided to declare Free-for-all Pace with

entries as above named filled, for a purse of Six Hundred

(600) Dollars, and the 2:17 Class Paccwith the entries there-

in named, filled for a purse of Five Hundred (500; Dollars,

conditioned that the owners of the horses named in each

of said races, respectively, would consent to their entries re-

maining in these races as made and wonld compete for the

amounts of the purses as reduced in these two races re-

spectively.

The owners of horses entered in said two last-named races

have been notified of the changes made in the amounts of

these purses and solicited to continue their entries and com-

pete for the purses as reduced.

All the other above-named races were declared filled by

the Board of Directors.

The above entries show a grand list of horses and promises

to make one of the best race meetings ever held at Fresno,

and the association is receiving on every hand assurances

from the people of Fresno that they will assist in making the

meeting a success in every respect.

As all our purses are guaranteed, the owners of horses en-

tered here cannot help but appreciate the liberal purses given

by our association, and no doubt will do their best to help

make this a successful meeting. G. L. Warlow,
Secretary of the Fresno Trotting Association.

Wai/teb Cummings, driver of Sulphide, the phenominal
two-year-old pacer, by Superior aud owned by DuBois Bros,

says : Bovett's Specific for Cracked Heels and Scratches is

the only remedy I have used that will do the business. For

sale bv Bovett & Bonnson, 52 Jacobson Building, Denver,

Colo."

John Utton, Morrisville, Vt. (Trainer and Driver)

writes : Send me a half dozen Absorbine at once. I am
pleased with results derived from its use.

C. R. Hakston, Cooperstown, N. Y., says . I like Ab-
sorbine very maoh.

Santa Clara Fair Entries.

San Jose, August S—The annual fair of the Santa Clara,

Agricultural Society will be held from September 24th to

29th inclusive. The entries for the different events are large

and some good racing is expected. All the entries have been
filled with the exception of the 2.15 class, trotting. In all

there are 135 entries of the best horses in the State. In ad-

dition to the regular races there have been seven entries for

a two and three-year-old trot, futurity stakes, making four-

teen races in all. Following is the list of events and
entries

:

FREE-FOR-ALL PACING—W.Wood, Waldo J.. Oar Dick, Prince
Almont.

2:13 PACING—Pathmont, Laura ML, Waldo J.. Prince Almont.
2:15 PACING—Belle, Ketchum. Chehalis, Ottinger, Edna R., Fred

Mason, Hanford Medium, Videt'e, Baywood, Prince Nutwood, Del
Norte.

2:20 PACING—Hal Corbett. Flora B., Brilliante, Fresno Prince.
Birdroe, San Laisito, Edna R., Loupe, Javelin, Our Boy, Rego, Ella
W., Falrose, Agitato, Encounter.

2:25 PACING—Colonel Bluton. Hazel B.. Dictatus, Dan N., Birdral
San Laisito, Captain Hackett. Lynette. Welcome, Babe Marion..
Chief Moor. Trifle. Pansy, Rnby. Prince C. , Ella D„ Jay, Senator, Al-
co. Jim Budd. L'ttle Alph, Encoanter.

2:17 TROTTING-Visalia. Hamrock, Boodle. Margaret Worth, Man-
ning, Nellie W., George Dexter, Prince Ira.

2:20 TROTTING—Melbar, Lady Grace. Miss Jessie, Bav Ram. Jen-
nie June. John Bury, Thompson, McZeas, Chico,Irene Crocker, Maad
Patchen. Myrtle Thorne, Prince Ira.
±23 TROTING—Letter B , Native State, Ethel Down, Rex. El Ben-

ton, Montana, Tilton B., Res Clifford, Hera.Palermo. Maud H..Lady
O., Eva B.

'

2:27 TROTTING—Letter B., Our Luckv, Jasper Paulson. Columbus,
Oliver C., Silver B., Ben, Oar Seth, Uriah P., Mount Hope, Anita.
EvaT.

2:30 TROTTING—Mohave, Native State, Jasper Paulson, Lady,
Thornhill. Stella, Lady Viesta, Bonnie Bea. Minnie B., Maiia P.,
Gilpatrick.

2:40 TROTTLNG—Chirivari, Oar Lacky, Mariposa. Edwina. Rex
Clifford, Ellert. Theresa, Director Prince, Henry. Natwood, Dixie,
Anita, Leader, Peter Jackson, Seabreeze. Leafcwood, Snip.

THREE-YEAR-OLD 2:27 CLASS TROTTING-Sidney, Howard.
Jasper Ayres, Dr. Paff, Jaana Treat. Lottie.

Da the free-for all 2:13 pace, the four entries under each class will
be held under the nsual conditions.

Death of Eros.

Eros, 2:29i, the sou of Electioneer, that was bought by the

Henderson Bros., of Kewanna, Ind., at one of the New York
sales last winter, and later sold to Bagoel Bros., of St. Louis>

along with several other valuable animals, was burned to

death at the Colt Hill Stock Farm. Marshall, Mo., on the

morning of July 28. The fire was caused by lightning strik-

ing the barn, and the loss entailed reached about $20,000.
A strange coincidence is that about the same time of this

tire Henderson Bros., who sold Eros, lost by fire their main
barn and several valuable animals. The destruction of Eros
is a severe blow to the trotting horse interests of Missouri
and a great financial loss to his owners.

Eros was a beautiful seal brown horse a little over fifteen

hands in height, and was foaled April 10th, 1879. He was
bred by Hon. Leland Stanford and sold to F. H. Burke of
La Siesta Fair. He was a likeness of his sire Electioneer
and bis dam was that famous broodmare Sontag Mohawk
(dam of seven in the list) by Mohawk Chief; second dam
Sontag Nellie by Toronto Sontag 307; third dam Nellie
Gray a famous trotter that had a record for five miles of

13:45. Although Eros was not a large horse it was a re-

markable fact that most of his progeny were tall and rangy
and had plenty of substance. He and his progeny won the
first prize in the show ring at Sacramento in 1889, 1890 and
1891. His offspring were also noted prize winners wherever
exhibited. He sired eleven 2:30 trotters and one pacer,

the fastest of his progeny being the game trotting mare
Wanda, 2:14£. His son Iris is the sire of Visalia, 2:17, and
is destined to become a wonderful sire of speed.

Eros left a number of sons and daughters in California but
the majority of his colts and fillies were Fold at auction in

the east and are either on the track or in the breeding ranks
on our leading stock farms. Eros was not bred to many
mares while at Palo Alto and none of bis progeny are there

at present. Every horseman will be sorry to hear of his un-

timely death for he was one of Electioneers best sons and a

worthy son of such a eire.

Death of Truman, 212.

Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 7—The stock bam on R. T. Mc-

Donald's noted Riverside farm was barned last nieht. Lo8S
(

$12,000-. The $10,000 California stallion Truman, with a

record of 2:12, and five fast colts of Electric King perished

in the flames.

Truman was a bay horse and stood nearly 16.2 hands; he

was foaled March 12, 18?8. He was by Electioneer oat o^

Telie (dam of Tiny, 2:28}), by Gen. Benton ; second dam

Texana by Foreigner ; third dam Mary Woods by imp.
Yorkshire; fourth dam Margaret Wood by imp. Priam; fifth

dam Maria West (dam of Wagner) by Marion, etc.

In appearance Truman was considered one of the hand-

somest horses bred at Palo Alto. He was a pure-gaited, line

trotter, and was one of the easiest moving horses ever hitched

to a bike. As a three-year-old on the Salinas 'rack, July 4,

1891, he made his first appearance getting a a mark of

2:22; in a hard race September 28, 1892 at the San Jose

track he lowered this record to 2:17; in 1893 at Petaluma he

trotted in 2:15^. His record of 2:12 was made against time

on the Stockton track in 1892, when he was a four-year-

old. He was a game and consistent race horse, and the

few colts and fillies by him are trotters that are very

promisiog. His loss to the breeding interests can hardly

be estimated and the sympathies of all horsemen are ex-

tended to Mr. McDonald in his misfortune.

John H. Shields, the well-known horse owner, arrived

from Lexington and Oikley Wednesdaywith a number of

horses. Among them were Schnitz, Jennie W., Maritt and

an unnamed two-year-old, all the property of D. Sanders.

Shields also had in his care some horses belonging to Garnet

Ferguson. These comprised Orion, St. Lee and two yearlings.

Orion is by Fonso—Irene, and is a brother to Whitney. The
whole of the horses are to be quartered at Bay District.

We would like to know the pedigrees of Solano, a brown

gelding that got a pacing record of 2:25 at Vacaville and

Nellie B. that got a pacing record of 2:26 at San Bernardino,

Cal.
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Preparations for the State Fair.

The Forty-second Annua! Stale Fair will commence in

this cilv on Monday, September 2d and end Saturday, Sep-

tember' 14th. Ae the date of opening is less than four

weeks distant, the directors are busily eogaged in preparing

for the great event. The fact that Admission Dav w.ll be

celebrated by the Native Sons, and the grand Electric Car-

nival Kke place during the holding of the State Fair, there

is no doubt but the largest number of people that ever as-

sembled in the Capital City will be attracted here at that

lime, and ihe accommodations of hotele, restaurants and

lodging houses will be severely taxed.

Yesterday adozeo carpenters were set to work making re-

pairs and improvements at Agricultural Park. The old

Judge's stand will be torn down and a new one built on the

west side of the track, in the place now occupied by the

press stand. The balcony used by the reporters will be

moved twenty feet farther north.

The Judge's stand will be 12x12 at the base, 6x6 at the

lop and there will be no room for any one outside the three

Judges and the Clerk of the Course. It will be sufficiently

high to give a full view of the track at all points. As the

stand is oppositeihe finish, the wire that has been suspended

over the track for years will be dispensed with. The lower

pari of the judges' stand will be excavated some three feet,

so as to make a room large enough to be used as a "weigh-

ing-out" room. _ T , , nn
A new music stand will be erected in the held about lUu

feet north of the old judges' stand, just opposite the center of

the grand stand. It will be sufficiently large to accommodate

forty musicians, will be of the pagoda style of architecture,

and will not obstruct the view from any portion of the grand

or special stands. It is claimed that the music can be heard

to better advantage by the multitude on the stands, in the

quarter-stretch and the paddock. On the first floor of the

music stand will be the " weighing in " room.

Superintendent Terry has outlined lots of work to be done

at the Park during the next four weeks, and he says when it

is done there will be such an air of newness, freshness and

cleanliness that the old place will hardly be recognizable.

The carpenters are putting in some fifty new box stalls,

and all of the old ones are being overhauled and made as

good as new. .

The old fences that have done service in front of the

grand stand for many years will be remoyed and light and

modern style structures—something neat, serviceable and

that will not obstruct the yiew—will take their place. The

fence near the paddock will be of light pickets, that next

the quarter stretch will be of tongued and grooved lumber.

The 'track is being cut up to a depth of four inches, to

make it springy, and the Superintendent says it is the inten-

tion to make it the fastest track in the State.

Yesterday the county chaingang was put to work cutting

weeds, cleaning up rubbish and whitewashing stables and

fences. They are cleaning up all along Twentieth and H.

streets, on the outside ot the Park abo, and the outside walls

will be given a good coat of whitewash.

The same activity noted at the Park is obseryed at the

Pavilion. The sound of the hammer and saw and the swish

of the painter's brush are to be heard on every hand. The
general plan of arrangement of exhibits will be yery similar

to that of last year. The band will occupy the big shell in

the western end of the western wing. The Society has en-

gaged for afternoons at the P-rk and evenings at the Pavilion

the celebrated Ronconvieris' American Concert Band, of

Sao Francisco, which consists of forty members. Alfred

Ronconvieris is the Director, and David M. Ransey, Secre-

tary and Treasurer.

They will give grand promenade concerts with magnificent

illustrations, on 1300 square feet of canvas, of all the scenes

and events immortalized in music. The electrical effects

will he produced by means of a triple, electric dissolving

atereoptican of 15,000 candle power, a special feature-

Applications for stalls at the Park and space for exhibits

in the Pavilion are coming in every day, and Secretary Ed.

F. Smith is overwhelmed with correspondence. The deco-

raters who are to beautify the Pavilion will commence their

work next week.
There will be a meeting of the Directors August 10th,

next Saturday, at which time the final preparations for the

conduct of the Fair will be made.—Sacramento Bee.

State Fair Entries.

The following is a list of entries to the State Fair, Sacra-

mento, which closed August 1st. It will be noticed that there

never was a better class of horses entered for the running

events, while the light harness horses do not suffer by com-

parison. There will be twelve days' racing instead of nine,

and in that twelve da/B there will be the annual gathering

of the Native Sons of the Golden West. Great preparations

are being made for their reception, and the Capital City will

be decorated as it has never been before. At night the great

electric light exhibition will be given, and in every way to

make the State Fair of 1895 memorable, nothing will be
spared by the people of the city as well aa the State Fair
directors.

Pacing, 2:25 class— Dictatus, Don Fallis, Dan N., Lillle

AJph, Pansy, Birdroe, Prince C, Babe Marion, Alco, Wel-
come, Chief Moore, Kuby M., Tritle, Jay, Senator, Lynette.

Trotting, 2:25 class—Mojave, Palermo, letter B , Doctor
Puff, Native 8UU, Ethel Downs, Rex Oifford, Oliver C,
Lady Thornhill.

Trotting, 2 10 class—Charivari, Fannie C Our Lucky,
Anita, Mariposa, Bonnie Ben, Dion, Stamboulelle, Theresa,

LtftktWOOd, Coal Iluet.

Trotting, 2:27 clam—Charivari, Potrero, Dr. Pull, Silver

l:.f, i >nr I m:ky, Anita, Jasper Paulson, Bonnie Ben, Lady
Vestal, Maria 1*., Kdwina, I

Trotting, two mile heals— Letter B., Peter W., Bonnie
B*D, Gllpatrick, Ethel Downs, Flora G.

2:19 pace— Diclattis, Hal Corbelt, Birdroe. Ella W., Prince
Nulwood, Gertrude G , Rego, Ruby M , Flora B-, Falrose,

Loop*,
final payments made on the following:

alo AltoStocr Karm, Nordica and Cressida; Ven<l<mi,' Stork
arm, Iran Alto; Williams A Morehouse, Silver King; II. T.

and A. I). Porter, Our Betb; M. S. Severance, La Belle.

The Sunny Slope Stake—Lily R., Sweet Rose, imp. Santa

Bella, Miss Cunningham, Lucille, Pique, Carnation. Mer-

cedes filly, Torsina, Heartsease, Easel, Clara Johnson,

Treacher, Princess.

The California Annual Stake—Rose II., Salisbury, Santa

Bella, Rebellion, Walter J., Rummel, Carnation, Lucille,

Mercedes filly, Snow Dawn, Don Pio Pico, Gratify, Instiga-

tor, Fireman, Clara Johnson, Claude Hill and Treachery.

The Autumn Handicap—Cocoa, Elsie, El Primero, imp.

Miss Brummell, Rebellion, Billie McCloskey, Sir Collier,

Ravelston, Rummel, Lucille, Mercedes filly, Don Pio Pico,

Bloomsbury, Joe K., Heartsease, Lucrezia Borgia, Tiberius,

Instigator.

Selling sweepstakes, six furlongs—Lilly R., Salisbury, El

Primero, Blacst Peggy, Cavarra, Endymion, Little Flush

filly, Miss Cunningham, bay filly, Pique, Lucille, Ravelston,

Mercedes fillv, Long Ban, Chirrup, Rhealia, Castanette.

The Capital Citv Stake, one mile and a sixteenth—Fer-

rier, Bright, Phoebus, Romulus, Gilead, Shirdy, Norblieh,

Amarino, Cadmus, imp. Candid, Piquant*, Foremost, Captain

Skedance, Malo Diablo, McLigbt, Nephew, Rear Guard,

Adam, Articus, Arnette, Tbornhill, Gussie, Del Norte, In-

stallator, Vinctor, Peter II, Roua, Volt, Mr. Jingle, Moni-

tor, Libertine.

The Del Mar Stake, one mile—Bright Phoebus, Ferrier,

Gilead, Norblieh, Gallant, Piquante, Cadmus, Foremost,

Captain Skedance, Wheel of Fortune, McLight, Libertine,

Tiger, Adam, Articus, Arnette, Thornhill, Installator, Vinc-

tor, Peter the Second, Volt, Mr. Jingle.

The Fall Stake—Ferrier, Bright Phoebus, Romulus,

Gilead, Cadmus, Candid, Piquante, Foremost, Cadmus, Can-

did, Piquante, Foremost, Captain Skedance, Wheel of For-

tune, Uncle Giles, McLight, Mulberry, Fred Gardner, Arti-

cus, Arnette, Thornhill. Gussie, Del Norte, Installator, Peter

the Second, Claudius, Volt, Mr. Jingle, Libertine.

California Cup Race—Bright Phoebus, Gilead, Cadmus,

imp. Candid, Foremost, Mulberry, Fred Gardner, Articus,

Del Norte, Claudius, Don Cawar, Monitor, Flirtilla.

In connection with the above list of entries the following

communication from Secretary E. F. Smith will be beneficial

to horsemen who have intended to take their "short

horses" to the State Fair this year.
" It is well to call attention to the fact that except for

two-year-olds, no races less than three-quarters of a mile

are or will be given, as the society's rules prohibit any race

for aged horses under three-quarters of a mile. This will be

notice enough to the owners of five-eighths all-age sprinters

that we have no room for them. Any good horse that can-

not go three-quarters and over will not be furnished stabling."

Los Angeles Race Meeting

.

Los Angeles, August 3, 1895.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Following is a list

of entries for our Nomination races just closed:

Race 11. TWO-YEAR OLD, 2:40 CLASS, TROTTING,
PURSE $600.—Monroe Salisbury's Calvin, Milo Knox's
Jummye, Palo Alto Stock Farm's Palita and Pasonte, J.

Willet's Fernwood, Thos. Story's Meteor, Clarence Day's

Dictesse, Richard Swessey's Eureka, M. S. Severance's Don
Roberto and Vendome Stock Farm's Claudius.

Race 12. THREE-YEAR-OLDS 2:27 CLAS8, TROT-
TING, PURSE $900—P. W. Hodges' Johanah Treat, Palo

Alto Stock Farm'B Nordica and Cressida, H. R. Ward's Our
Seth, J. S. Purdy's Betty Gentry, Vendome Stock Farm's
Iran Alto, Thompson & Mentrum's Dr. Puff, Tuttle

Bros.' Stam B-, A. Hirschman's Sidney Howard, ChaB. A.
Durfee's Potrero, C. A. Owen's Carrie C. and Monroe Salis-

bury's Lou Mitchell.

Race No. 14. TWO-YEAR-OLD 2:40 CLASS, PAC-
ING, PURSE $500—Chas. A. Durfee's Jennie Mc, J. S.

Purdy's Ladv Alice, Monroe Salisbury's John D. and Miss
Creighton, Milo Knox's Prince Bismarck, Oakwood Park
Stock Farm's King Cadenza, Frank Frazier's Umahillis.

Race No. 16. 2:13 CLASS PACE, ALL AGES, PURSE
$1,000.—La Siesta Ranch's Fred Mason, C. H. Corey's

Laura M., J. H. Davis' Belle, W. K. Robinson's Ketchum,
S. C. Tryon's Hanford Medium, Frank Frazier's Chehalis,

Jas. Mack's Waldo J., H. R. Ward's Baywood, Monroe
Salisbury's Dudley.

Race No. 17. 2:07 CLASS, PACING, PURSE $1,200.—
J. Willett's Silkwood, Oakwood Park Stock Farm's W.
Wood, Jas. Mack's Waldo J., Wm. Murry's Diablo, Geo. B.

Polhemus' Seymour Wilker, Monroe Salisbury's Directly.

Races Nos. 13 and 15 did not fill.

In place of Race No. 13, the Board of Directors have
made a three-year-old open class trotting purse $600. Also,

in place of Race No. 15, have made a three-year old open
class pace, purse $600. They have also added to the pro-
gramme a Gentleman's Road Race, purse $200.

M. F. Brown, Sec.

Noonday 10,000, Dead.

The well-known trotting stallion Noonday, owned by the

Witch Hazel Stock Farm, was destroyed last Sunday. For

some time tbiB horse has been ailing, and gradually run-

ning down, and for no cause that anyone could see, and

finally got so low that there was no hope of his recovery,

and it was thought best to have bim killed. He was bred

by Chase & Brown of Providence, R. I., and was foaled in

1883 So well was he thought of at that time, on account
of his rich breeding, that he was sort after by more than one
horseman, who was anxious to have the son of Wedgewood,
2:10, and Noontide, 2:20A. It was at about this time that

Jay Eye See was at his zenitb, and as Midnight was the

dam of Jay Eye See, and also the dam of Noontide, the dam
of Noonday, and he by Wedgewood, the great son of Bel-

mont, Noonday was considered a bright prospect and was
secured by the late W. H. WiUon, who then owned Ab-
clallah Park, Cvntbiana, Ky. He did not keep him long,

as he leased him for a term of years to Samuel Gamble, of
California, where he Btood for three years, and was then
leased for two years bv Van B. DeLashmutt, of this city.

On the death of Mr. WilBon, Noonday passed to the Witch
Hazel Stock Farm, where he has Bince been until his death.

He was a horse of some speed, and at a special meeting two
years ago at Irvington Park he was given a record of 2:30.

As a sire he has not proven to be what would have been ex-
pected from a horse of such rich breeding, as only one of

his get bo far haB entered the list, but as he has had ac-

cess to the best mares on the Pacific Coast the second gener-

ation will doubtless be better than the first.—Rural Spirt.

Napa's Great Fair.

Napa, Cal., Angust 5.—The District Fair, which will be

held here next week beginning August 12th, will be the

grandest event of the kind that this district has ever known
and one of the largest country meetings the horsemen of the

State have had.

President Lee La Rue and Directors E. H. Winship and
John Even, of the Agricultural Association, are devoting all

their time to preparing for the event. The purses offered

aggregate $14,000, and over 300 horses have been entered.

The directors met yesterday and prepared the programme
of events, which is as follows

:

MONDAY, AUGUST 12.

No. 4—2:40 trot, all ages, twenty-eight entries; purse
$800.
No. 10—2:25 class, pacing, three-vear-olda, eleven entries;

purse $600.

No. 9—2:40 district trot, three-year-olds, thirteen entries;

purse $400.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 13.

No. 13—2:20 nomination trot, sixteen entries; purse $900.
No. 12—2:20 pacing, sixteen entries, purse $900.
No. 12—2:21 pacing, sixteen entries; purse $900.
No. 19—Gentlemen's road race, four entries; first prize

$50 harness; entrance money divided 60 and 40 per cent, be-
tween second and their horses.

WEDNESDAY.
No. 7—2:24 trot, sixteen entries

;
purse $800.

No. 2—2:27 trot, three-year-olds, twenty-two entries; purse
$700.
No. 20—Half-mile handicap, bicycle.

No. 21—Mile, handicap, bicycle.

No. 22—Quarter of a mile, scratch, bicycle.

No. 23—Five-mile, St. Helena invitation, bicycle.

THURSDAY.

No. 1—Two-year-old, 2:40 trot, thirteen entries ; purse
$500.
No. 3—2:25 trot, four-year-olds, twenty-two entries; purse

$700.
No. 24—Mile, champion, bicycle.

No. 25—Twenty-five mile relay, bicycle.

FRIDAY.

No. 11—2:25 pacing, twenty-nine entries
;
purse $800.

No. 6—2:27 trot, nineteen entries
;
purse $800.

SATURDAY.

No. 18—2:13 nomination pace, nine entries; purse $1,000.
No. 14—2:17 nomination trot, twelve entries; purse $900.
No. 5—2:30 trot, twenty-one entries; purse $800.

As Been by the programme there will beBix bicycle events.
They will be open to riders in the counties north of the bay
and west of the Sacramento River. The first prize in each
of the bicycle events will be of the value of $30, and the sec-

ond prize $20.
All of the fast horses on the Coast have been entered in

the races, and they are already beginning to arrive at the
track. Ed Lafferty has his swift namesake and a string of
other speedy horses here. William Murray, after the Sacra-
mento races closed, gave the Vallejo meeting the go-by, and
brought Diablo and the balance of his stable here to work
them.

Fifty additional box stalls have been built this year, and
the water works at the Agricultural Park have been enlarged
and improved.

*
The Reporters Stand at the State Fair.

Several improvements are to be made at the Park, says

the Sacramento Record-Union, among them being the erec-

tion of a new judges' stand in front of the grand stand. The
present judges'stand will be moved some yards to the south of

its present site and fitted up for the use of the musicians.

This is an excellent idea, for persons in the grand stand have

heretofore found it unpleasant to be crowded up close to the
band Besides, the music will soun i much better coming
from across the track, and the new location will enable those
in the directon' and special stands to hear it.

It is also proposed to remove the reporters' stand a few
feet to the north. In doing this it is to be hoped that the
directors will see that the reporters are given sufficient room
in which to do their work and where they will be protected
against the encroachments of persons who are not reporters,

nor judges, nor timers.

Heretofore it has been almost impossible for the news-
paper men to do their writing of the races as the latter pro-

gress, because of outsiders crowding in among aud practically

on top of them, It is a nuisance that is really intolerable,

but to all complaints there has come no relief.

If the officials of the society, or the judges, or timers, have
personal friends whom they wish to favor with places under
th^a wire—since they are not content to occupy the Direc-
tor's stand near the entrance—they should provide a box for

them near the wire, and not force them, or allow them to

force themselves, on tbe newspaper men.
The board should bear in mind the fact that the success or

non-success of a racing meeting depends chiefly on the char-
acter of reports sent out. If the columns of the newspapers
in other cities are made lurid every day with articles'* burn-
ing up " the management, the result in dollars and cents at

the end of the meeting will be plainly manifest.

It is a very easy thing to do to-protect the reporters and
correspondents, but it is something that has never been done,
though spasmodic attempts have been made. Superintendent
Terry has a fine opportuuity to immortalize himself this

year.

An Offer for a Big Match Race.

Red Oak (la., August 5.—The following message was sent

to-day to C. J. Hamlin, of Buffalo, N. Y., owner of Robert

J.; John G. Taylor, of Buffalo, owner of Joe Patchen,and

M. E. McHenry, of Freeport, 111, driver of John R. Gentry :

"Will give a purse of $6,000 for a race between Robert J.,

John R. Gentry and Joe Patchen at Pactolus Park on Thurs-
day. August 15th, American rules to govern, the money to

be divided into 60, 25 and 15 percent. Please wire answer.
Palmer L. Clark, Secretary.

The answers are awaited with great interest.
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Thos. Williams Successful.

Thomas H. Williams, President of the California Jockey

Club, returned from the East yesterday, enthusiastic over the

brilliant prospects of the Bay District track for the winter

season.

The main purpose of his mission beyond the Eockies was

to secure sufficient support from wealthy men of the East in-

terested in racing to insure the purchase of the local race

track from the Southern Pacific company, and its intention

for the purposes of the great sport. Mr. Williams has been

successful in his undertaking. He has received assurances

of support from five of the most prominent horsemen of the

country, and he says there is no doubt that the title to the

Bay District track will be vested in himself and his associates

by September 1st next.

Mr. Williams took an option on the property at the price

of $650,000 some months ago. At that time it was Baid that

the railroad company intended to subdivide the track into

building lots and place it on the market at the end of the

present racing season. About this time Messrs. Corrigan,

Spreckels and others secured the lands near the Ingieside,

upon which it is proposed to build the new race track. For
the purpose of maintaining the supremacy of the California

Jockey Club, its President determined to buy the Bay Dis-

trict track outright so that horse racing might be continued

there for all time. He forfeited his first deposit of $10,000

on the option, but that misadventure only gave zest to his

undertaking, and he went East to obtain necessary support

from the owners of the great stables of the country.
" I have not the slightest doubt," he said last night, :< that

by September 1st, and which time we have an option, the

Bay District track will be in our hands. The price is $650,-

000. I received assurances of support in the EaBt. Pierre

Lorillard, J. B. Haggin, Phil Dwyer, Dave Gideon and ex-

Mayor Nolan, of Albany, will co-operate with me, and the

local men who have joined in the proposition. Among them
are W. O'B. Macdonough, Louis Lissak, Major Frank Mc-
Laughlin, and Naglee Burke. Three of the Eastern men men-
tioned are mnlti-millionaireB and the other two are also very

wealthy. We will have the greatest race track in the coun-

try. The final negotiations for the purchase of the ground
will be completed in a short time."

Dave Gideon was the partner of John Daly. The quality

of their stable may be judged from the fact that at the re-

cent sale of their horses the prices averaged $7,000 a head.

Pierre Lorillard, who has a national reputation, is the owner
of the Rancocas stud at Johnstown, N. Y. Phil Dwyer is

one of the famous Dwyer brothers and is President of the

Brooklyn Jockey Club. J. B. Haggin is well known in two
continents. He has retired from the track and is now en-

gaged in breeding. Ex Mayor Nolan of Albany, N. Y., is

the owner of Beverwych Brewery of that city and is i very

wealthy man.
" Carloads of the best horseB in the East will be sent here,"

Mr. Williams continued, " and we will get a lot of new boys.

The feeling is very enthusiastic, and every person I met was
eager to go to California. Besides the stables and those di-

rectly connected with them a large number of men who fol-

low the races because they like the sport will come ont. The
prospects are, therefore, excellent. All the best stables in

the country will be represented at the Bay District.

"The aflaira of the people at the other track do not inter-

est me. I did not see Mr. Corrigan in the East, but I met
Mr. rilmac and had a friendly chat with him. We have
always been friendly, and there is no reason why business

rivalry should affect our pleasant relations. I have paid no
attention to their affairs, having been very busy with my own.

The interesting point is that by September 1st we will be

fully established at the Bay District Track with the support

of the strongest men and the greatest stables of the country.

—Examiner.

COonnell and His Kin.

Capt. B. J. Treacy bred the great sprinter O'Connell, and

still owns his dam May Kennedy. Mr. Treacy sold O'Con-

nell to Col. Jack China and the latter sold him as a three-

year-old for $5,000 to his present owner, Mr. W. J. Spiers,

who has beaten with him most of the crack sprinters of this

period, including Dr. Hasbrouck.

May Kennedy is a sprinter herself, having run three-quar-

ters at Sheepshead Bay on the grass in 1:15}. Mr. Treacy

now has a magnificent yearling colt by Fonso, out of Mav
Kennedy, as well as a suckling colt out of the same dam, by
Prince Royal. She is now in foal to Harry O'Fallon, and,

as she has never produced anything but colls, the foal of next
year will probably be a full brother to O'Connell.

When O'Connell reduced the circular track record for

three-quarters in the Brewers' Stake at Oakley last week he
carried 121 pounds. He ran the distance in 1:12J. The
previous record had been 1:12|, made by Diggs with 83
pounds up at Harlem, September 29th last.

The straightaway record, it is claimed, is not hooeBtly

Kingston's 1:08 at Sheephead, but Domino's 1:09, made as a

two-year-old September 29, 1893, ffith 12$ pounds up, on the

Morris Park track. Before Kingston and Domino, August
Belmont's great mare, Fides, held the mark, 1:10}, made on
the Morris Park Btraight May 31, 1890, with 116 pounds np.

From 1883 to Fides' record the American three-quarter

of a mile was held as follows :

1883, Force, 5,122, Louisville. September 24, 1883, 1:13.

*1887, Oregon, 2, 110. Salem, Ore., Sept. 4, 1887, 1:12|.

1888, Tom Hood, 4, 115, Louisville, September 19, 1888,

1:13.

1889, EI Bio Rey,2, 126, New York Jockey Club, August
31, 1889, 1:11,

1889, Tipstaff, 3, 107, New York Jockey Club, Oct. 4. 1889,
1:11.

•Doubtful.
1 Of O'Connell W. J. Spiers says :

" Mr. Walbaum was
half owner of O'Connell when I bought him from Jack[Chinn.

,
I bought Walbaum out. O'Connell is a good honest horse,

and iB always ready. There iB no telling how far he will go.

The popular impression that he is a short-distance horse is

erroneous. He has always done everything that was asked
of him. No, I don't want to say what he could do with
Henry of Navarre. He is not a sprinter. He is a great race
horse and can race along so fast that it will take a wonder to

beat bim,"

Don Oarillo is All Ris;ht.

Californians will be glad to learn that Don Carillo, the

colt purchased by Barney Schreiber in this city, has turned

out a good bread-winner. A St. Louis paper contains the

following

:

In Don Carillo, the son of Mariner and Sunlit, Barney
Schreiber thinks he haB the greatest two-year-old in the
West, over a distance of ground. In his race Tuesday Caril-
lo got off first, but the others soon outran him and he fell

back last. In the stretch, however, 8chreiber,
s crack came

along the rail with space-eating strides, and in a desperate
finish he won by a nose from Utopia, with Miss Maxim
third, the same narrow margin behind. The result was es-

pecially pleasing to Schreiber, and he wants the St. Louis
Fair Association to get up a special race in which he can try
the Don against the best of them.
"I am willing to go in with the Don for a sweepstakes to

be run next Saturday, or whenever it suits the association
and the other owners," said Barney. " It is late enough now
to race high classed two year-olds six furlongs, and my idea
is that the event should be made that distance. The associ-

ation should add $1,000, and with each starter paying either
$250 or $500, the race would be worth a whole lot of money
to the winner. The scale of weights would give every one an
even chance, and if the matter is handled right I believe a
field which would include Sallie Cliquot, Tilsey, Don Caril-
lo, La Salle, Ben Elder and other two-year-old cracks could
be brought to the post."

Fool-Selling Must Cease.

Chief of Police Crowley yesterday issued the following

order to Captains Wittman, Spillane and Dunleavy:
Your attention is called to Order 1661 of tbe Board of Supervisors

prohibiting pool selling, etc., on a horee race outside of the inclosure
of a race track in the City and county of Sao Francisco, and tbe man-
ner in which it is being violated. The parties conducting the'pool-
room b claim that they are only the agents and that any money re-
ceived by them is sent to the track, there to be placed on certain
horses, hence they are not violators of the order.

I have the written opinion of the City and County Attorney (copy
inclosed) that said order could not be made more complete; that it

prohibits every specieB of gambling on a horse race in this city and
county outside the inclosure of a race track.
The Chief of Police directs that you take such measures as will put

a stop to this form of gambling and report in writing to thisofficethe
action taken on this order. H. S. ELEALEY, Clerk.

Yesterday Policeman George W. Russell was promoted to

the rank of corporal of police, vice John W. Moffitt, pro-
moted.

City and County Attorney Creswell holds that the order
lately passed by the Board of Supervisors, prohibiting pool-
selling on horse races outside out a race track is regular in

every way. In a communication to Chief of Pol ce Crowley,
he says:

I have finished a consultation with J. T. Dare on the subject mat-
ter of your communication of July 18, 1805. We have carefully
examined order No. 2361 of the Board of Supervisors, prohibiting
pool selling on a horse race, outside of the inclosure of a race track,
in the City and County of San Francisco, approved March 23,1891.
Mr. Dare is of the opinion that the said order could not be made more
complete ; that it prohibits every species of gambling on a horse race
in this City outsid the inclosnre oi a race track. My examination of
the order convinces me that he is correct.

Capt. Oallundan Denies the Charrge.

In the statement published in the daily papers last week

that Captain Julius Callundan, who has charge of the police

regulations on the Bay District track, had a spite against

Jockey Harris. who was arrested for embezzling $40 from a

lady some time ago, is an erroneous one, for everyone who

understands the facts of the case knows that Capt. Callundan
never had any spite against Harris and that such a charge is

false. Capt. Callundan is one of the most careful and efficient

of officers, and while it is a well known fact that he has kept
a watchful eye upon such men as Harris, he has
always acted in a courteous manner, and when he
ordered him from tbe track he tendered the admission
fee back to him. This charge of Harris that he was humili-
ated by Capt. Callundan will have very little weight when
placed before the proper authorities. Capt. Callundan de-

serves great praise for the good work he has done in the

difficult task of keeping the race track clear of pickpockets,

petty larceny thieves and defaulting touts. No track in the

United States has been kept as free from these characters as

the Bay District has under his charge. It iB safe to say that

any one ejected from the track by Capt. Callundan or his

officers has been ejected with good cause.

Thf following is being told by a turf "tale bearer " "Mon-
roe Salisbury, as a rule, does not take the public into his

confidence regarding the promise and condition of his horses

and last week at Detroit he played a little game on the rail

birds, who, as usual, all pulled out their watches when Mc-
Dowell was seen to come on tbe track with Alix. Under
Salisbury's orders, however, the great mare was driven a

slow mile, and as she reached the wire of course the watches
were stopped. Not bo with Alix, however, for she proceeded

to go on, and go a fast mile. Just how fast it was probably

no one but Salisbury and McDowell knows. The last half

was trotted in 1:00|, and the third quarter in 2SA seconds.

After the daughter of Patronage had been taken to the sta-

ble a horseman remarked to Salisbury that the mare's fast

quarter was tbe faatest he had ever seen accomplished by a

trotter, and the veteran Calffornia breeder said, with a sat-

isfied smile -' 'She is very fast, and there is only one living

horse that can give her a race/ and as he spoke he pointed

to Azote, the other great trotter in his stable. Those who
have been counting Alii out of the swim for this year may
yet realize that they have been hasty in their judgment of

the little mare, for that she will trot some very fast miles

before the season ends is a certainty."

The Terre Haute summer meeting opened on Monday.
The first race was for two-year- old trotters, which was won
by Wiggins, a rank outsider in the betting, in straight easy

heats. It was the first time he ever started, and in the tirst

heat he took a record of 2:24J easily. Jimmie Hague,
was a slight favorite in the 2:35 trot and captured the race

in straight heats, reducing his record in the first to 2:15.

Dentine was the only horse against him that could give him
anything like a race. The 2:24 pace went to Ithuriel in the

UBual straight heat manner, but it was evident to those who
had seen harness races before that Zabud could have won
with a little more urging from the driver. Ithuriel reduced

bis record in tbe first heat to Z;Uf from 2:15},

Elsie, One of the Great Broodmares at
Palo Alto.

Chestnut mare, 16 bands, foaled April 10, 1882; bred at
Palo Alto. By General Benton 1755, dam Elaine, 2:20, by
Messenger Duroc 106; grandam Green Mountain Maid, by
Harry Clay (Sayres').

Elsie showed a great deal of speed early, but went amiss,
and as a four year-old in 1886 was stinted to Piedmont,
2:17£, the produce in 1887 being a chestnut filly, which died
the same year.

In 1888, Elsie produced by Piedmont the chestnut colt

Salvini, in the yearling form he showed eighths in 0:21, was
sent to New York when two years old and brought $1,450 at

auction.

In 1889, she produced the bay filly Novelist (2), 2:27, by
Norval, 2:14£.

In 1890 Elsie was barren.

In 1891 Elsie produced the bay colt Rio Alto, 2:16i, by
Palo Alto, 2:08|. This colt promises to becomes a very fast

horse though up to the present time he has been unfortunate,
meeting with several accidents.
In 1893 he won the State Fair Futurity $2,500 for two-

year-olds, trotting the third heat in 2:22J. Last year as a
three-year-old he won the State Fair Futurity, $£,000, for
three-year-old b, reducing his record in the third heat to
2:20A, he also won the Stanford 8iakefor three-year-olds, and
during the season, lowered his record to 2:16£*8bariDg with
the Gossiper filly Gazelle tbe race record of California for
three-year-olds.

In 1892 Elsie produced the bay filly Mary Osborne, by
Azmoor, 2:20*. This filly got a record of 2:37 as a yearling
and this year as a three-year-old has reduced her record to

2:28J, a mark that she will reduce several seconds before the
races are over this season.

Elsie's foal of 1892, is the two-year-old filly Palita, by
Palo Alto, 2:08|. Palita won her maiden start last month
at Sacramento in the two-year-old 2:40 class, in straight heats,

2:2H, 2:23.V. The manner in which she won this race shows
that high honors are within her grasp before the close of
1895.

The produce of Elsie in 1894 is a bay filly by Truman (4),
2:12, not yet broken, her foal of 1895 is a bay filly by Az-
moor, 2:20i, a full sister to Mary Osborne.
Every foal of Elsie's old enough to be trained has shown

speed. Four developed at Palo Alto have records better
than 2:30, and show an average of 2:23, all getting their rec-
ords at three years old and under. Elsie gives promise of
being in the future one of the great broodmares, and she
rightfully inherits that claim. Her sire, Gen. Benton, is

one of the great broodmare sires, her dam, Elaine, was the
world's champion three and four-year-old performer.
Though unfortunate as a broodmare, Elaine has produced

a yearling champion in Norlaine, 2:31 J, by Norval, Anselma,
2:29£, by Ansel, Palatine (3), 2:18, by Palo Alto, Iran Alto
(3), by Palo Alto, has shown a mile in 2:23, Norlaine (1), by
Norris, has shown eighths in 18-1 seconds.

Elaine produces speed from all sources, her daughter El-
sie is following in her footsteps, and both daughter and
granddaughter are emulating the example set by their pro-
genitress, Green Mountain Ma'd, the greatest broodmare of
all. Rio Alto.

Altao's Win at Cleveland.

The first race on the card was the 2:15 trot, in which
twelve of the twenty-two nominated horses came down for

the word. Of these, Baron Rogers, that but lately reduced

his record to 2:13£, was an even favorite with Newcastle,

each selling for $25, with the field bringing $50. Everybody

from up the line and from Lexington was talking about how
Baron Rogers could beat Miss Lexington through the stretch

,

and the local touts were telling of the mile in 2:10 done by

Newcastle in the early dawn of a few days ago. Altao, the

Salisbury entry, was overlooked by the talent, who forgot the

good race he trotted at Detroit only last week. Oakland Baron
drew the pole, with Fred B. in second position, with New-
castle in eighth place and Baron Rogers on the outside. In
the getaway for the first heat, Oakland Baron upheld his

reputation of being the fastest horse in the country to the

quarter, and led at that point by a length. Maud C. scored

very fast, and looked as if she had a chance for the heat, but

the clip was a little too fast for her around the turn and she
left her feet. Down the back stretch Altao, Newcastle and
Baron Rogers were the nearest to Oakland Baron, who gave
it up at the eighth pole and Altao came on and won. Baron
Rogers, that had made a break at the half, trotted fast through
the stretch and finished fifth. In the second heat Altao
brought $10 against $25 for the field, and tbe books laid the

liberal odds of 3 to I against his chances. Oakland Baron
took the pole again before reaching the first turn, followed

closely by Altao, who got home a neck in front of James L.,

and the latter was but a neck to the good of Gretchen. Mc-
Carthy could not use a whip on the latter erratic mare, but

gave her a resounding slap on the quarter with his open hand
as she went under tbe wire, without avail. The third heat

found Altao still an 8 to 5 favorite, and though James L.

made him trot a mile in 2:10}—a considerable cut from his

Detroit record—to win, still it was an easy win.—Horseman_

Col. John G. Taylor, St. Louis, Mo., has, it is said, sold

all his trotters and pacers to bia brother. Dr. J. B. Taylor,

San Antonio, Texas. Among them are Joe Patchen, 2:04,

by Patchen Wilkes ; Adelaide Simmons, 2:14}, by Simmont;
Adelaide McGregor, 2:15$, by Robert McGregor ; Nina T.,

2:15, by Domineer; Domineer, 2:1*}-, by Red Wilkes, and
other young ones. The stable will continue its campaign un-

der the charge of Jack Curry.

Arrangements have betn completed whereby four of

Mr. E. H. Harriman's horses, now at the Goshen Driving

Park, will be taken to Pougbbeepsie this week to be trained

on tbe mile track at that place. Tbe list will consist of the

ptallion Stamboul, Cienega, a two-year-old by Alcantara,

Wera, five year-old by Stamboul, and Rival, two-year-old by
Kremlin. Mr. Ira Ryerson will accompany the trotters and

train tbem at Pougbkeepsie,
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Fbed L. Clark, the driver of the black

coll Seba, that has eotered the list this season,

and trotted in 2:27 \ the first day of the Hill's

Grove meeting, has been located at that track

this season, and has in his string some par-

ticularly good individuals, all of which are

well bred. Seba is by Sable Wilkes, 2:18, dam

Annie G. (dam of the noted two-year-old

trotter, Buffiogton, 2:20}, and Chris. Lang,

2:26}, to both of which Seba is a full brother;)

second dam Hannah Price (dam ol Lesa

Wilkes, 2:11 1, Last Chance, 2:26}, and Anita,

2:25}), by Arlhurlon—Horse Breeder.

Reopened—To Close Aug. 12.

PETALUMA RACES
August 19th to 24th, Inclusive.

F'STBgT TRACK AND BEST ACCOMMODATIONS.

Almost ARcHY(brother to Le Grande, the

San Mateo Stock Farm stallion that died

there some years ago) has had one of his

daughters, Susie Lee enter the 2:30 list. She

got a record of 2:241 at Forest Park, Missouri,

a few days ago.

Horve Owaera Sliould Try

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by-T E.
Gombiuilfc

ex-Yeterl*

nary Sur-

geon to

the FreDch

Government

Btnd*

'supersedes all cautery or firing
Impassible to produce any Bear or blemish. The Pafc*»

bc»i BLISTER ererue-i-d. Takes the place of all lim-

ine is for mild or Barer*) notion, ltemove* allBuucnea
or it l« ml-tu - I'rora Homes or Cattle.

al a HUMAN REMEDY, 'or RhenmatUm*
Sprain*, Sere Throat, ttc, It is Invaluable.

uip PllaDIUTCC tbat one tablespoonfnl of
Tfh bUAHANItt CAUSTIC BALSAM vill

prrwutoe more actual results than a whole bottle of
any liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.

Every bottle of Caustic Balsam BoldlsWarran.
ted twelve naturae t iuii. price 8 I .50 P«r bottle. Sold
by Drupgima. 01- sent by express, charges paid, with full

directions Tor its use. Send for descriptive circulars,

te*ttmoiilnl0, etc, Address t

THE L.AWKENCE-WILLIAM8 CO., Cleveland, O,w -
'
mi —i

—

mm
SPEED PROGRAMME

Of the San Benito Agricultural Association at

HOLLISTER
OCTOBER 7th to 12th, INCLUSIVE.

EQtries Close Aug. 15.

.MONDAY, OCTOBER 7th.

Colt stakes

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 8th.

Running—S-ml'e and repeat, free for ail Purse $200
Running—V'llledasb, free forall_ " 200
Running -J-S mile and repeat, free for all "
Running— !4-mile and repeat, free for all " 200

WBPHJ BDAV. OCTOBER 9lh.
Trotting—2:20 cla»s, tree lor all Purse flOO
Trotting—2:-IU class, free for nil "
Pacing —22 J claas, Iree for all- "

Till'H4DAV, O.IUBKII mil..

Running—Mil* dash, Iree for all. Merchants
Purse " 10O0

Running— Snille jiml repeat, free for all " 300
Running-.' -h ml Lf and repeal, free for all *• 300

7R |DAY, OCTOBHR I 1th.

Troltlng-2-2lclas', free for all " 6C0
Trotting—3:10 claaa, t r . .- Ibr all " 600
I'ai-lng —SitSclaal, free lor all " 500

HATIROAY. m | uiii.it I2th.
for all-

Pai-lnv — Kr.H- fir all

Run lug— h-mlle daub

SPEED PROGRAMME.

Ho. I. 2:40 Glass Trotting Purse $500

No. 2. 2:27 Glass Trotting " 500

No. 3. 2:24 Glass Trotting " 500

No. 4. 2:20 Class Trotting " 500

No. 5. 2:17 Class Trotting " 500

No 6. 2:25 Class Pacin?. „ Purse $500

No. 7. 2:19 Class Pacing " 500

No. 8. 2:13 Glass Pacing " 500

No. 9. Free-Fo.-lll Pacing " 600

J. H. WHITE, President.Dr. THOS. MACLAY, Secretary,

8onoma and Marin Agl. Aesn., Petaluma, Cal.

Entrance 5 per cent, and 5 per cent, additional from winners. Conditions same as P. C. T. H. B. A. condi-

tlons for this year.

The Closing-Out Sale
OF

THE SOUTHER FARM

Usual Conditions.

HUtll*. hay and alraw free to competitors.
FOI furtfi.r luirl i. 'iiur. addreas

G, \V. HeOOIfNBLL, Kccrrlarv.
Hoillsler, Cal.

j \ -< nn i i n i - r .-.(.t -..i

ABSORBINE
cures Strained

Puffy Anklesmoving the *1̂
H Does|B Ihaworh mtto use. *2.oo

mL^T "ttle. hrugglsts. Harness Dewergj
«EJF *>*

'
' ' i l't of price.

W. F. roUNGi P. » I'-.

.1 ' Vmlii-r.i >t., aprlnitOeld, Mass.
: Atjui ron hai.k nv :

WOonAlili.ci.ARK a 00., Portland, Oregon.

I 1\ HhP A V STOCK AND
tl . it. IIWI\ ' ,\, .'... ..rner'l.iitlinnd
Rryant UfWti -'an Kranrlwo. stick of all WIii'Ih

DOOgbl a"' 1 '' t'-mimlwilon Bgtnl for Ihl

Ion psld i

earn and ih.pii.tnt. Largest took yards in

and tbe mc*t Ul ord,eri
promptly attended to. Telephone No, 601 South.

FOR SALE.
Road Horses, Race Horses and

Business Horses.
Hl.OODHOl'XD, ch geldiDg (5 years), by Dex-

ter Prince, dam Mollie Patten, 2:28^. is an ideal road
horse, stylish, fast and safe.
Ml, i BR \DO, bay gelding (4 years), by Sidney,

dam Alida (dam of DIrecta, 2:28). Very promising
for road or track work.
MDMUVA, bay gelding (3 years), by Sidney, dam

Nona Y., 2:25. A last pacer, ready for training.
taRANUORA, bay mare (A years), by Grandlssimo,

dam, sister to Burton, 2:80)6, by Naubuc, Fit tor road
or track—last and gentle.
WHIDOW4. bay mare (6). By Whippleton, dam

by Naubuc. A fl ne road mare, safe for lady ; has both
quality and speed.
PILOT »KLSO\.chg(3). By Pilot Priuce, dam

by Jno. Nelson. This colt won yearling stakes at
Napa in 1893. Is very promising and fit to put in train-
ing any day.
PILOT RElVO,chg(3). By Pilot Prince, dam by

Gen. Reno. This colt is now in training and entered
for fall races. Will be sold « iih engagement!:.
MOUNTAIN KINU, bay stallion f 7), By Whipple-

ton, dam Nona Y., 2:25. Fine carriage stallion, hand-
some and ofgood size. Works single or double. Per-
fectly sale (or lady to drive.

- USIE \V. , bay mare, 7 years, by Wbippleton, dam
by Rattler. A large, handsome, bay mare, fitltora sur-
vey cr tor business purposes.
In addition to above a large number of colts and

fillies bred at the NAPA STOCK FARM are offered
for sale. These are by such heses as Dexter Prince,
Mdney, Victor, Geo. Washington, McDonald Chief,
Grandisslino, El Benton, Mambrino Chief Jr., Dexter
Prince Jr., Pilot Prince, etc., etc. They range in ages
from 2 to 4 years.
Also for sale, broodmares by Arthurton, Admiral,

Dawn, Dexter Prince, Hawthorne, Dexterwood, Gran-
dlssimo, Woodnut, etc., etc
Good business borses are likewise offered for sale.

Used to city and stand without hitching.
Bargains are offered in any of above lines. All

stock raised on upland pastures of Napa Stock Farm
and therefore have tbe finest legs and feet.

For further information regarding above stock ad-
dress

E. P. HEALD.
24 Post Street, 6an Francisco.

Will take place at KILLIP & CO.'S

Salesyard, Cor. Van Ness Ave. and Market St

AT 11 A. M. ON

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2 1 st.

Owing to the departure of the proprietor for the East on business the entire stock of this

well-known farm, together with Borne good sulkies, carts, harness and miscellaneous horse

goods, will be sold without limit, reserve or by-bidding on the above date.

A Special Feature of the Sale
Will bta lot of

Eight Fillies and Geldings, from 1 to 3 years of

age, by EL BENTON, 2:23£,

The well bred SON OF ELECTIONEER that has trotted very creditably this summer.

OTHER CONSIGNMENTS
From well-known breeders will be sold at same time and place.

Catalogues and other information of

KILLIP & CO., - - - Live Stock Auctioneers
30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

Or of GILBERT TOMPKINS, Souther Farm, San Leandro, Cal.

DR. E. W. BOVETT'S
SPECIFIC FOR

Cracked Heels

and Scratches.
It will also cure all Sores, Wound*. Boot Chafes,

Hope Burn* and t.r. >.*.- Heel without leaving a
uALLot'H.and will always remove a Callous when
caused from a wound.
Itremovesall Serene** with a few applications, and

l» the only remedy Known that will heal a Cracked
Hi-el and leave the skin soft and pliable.

lli.' great tiurneman, Monroe Salisbury, says: "I

have Dfl6d ll OD AUX (Queen of the Turf), and
IHRFCTI.Y (two and Uiree-ycar-old champion pacer),

for Cracked tin**!* and And that " removes the sore-

Den with the flrel application and the heel In soon soft

and pliable, without any callous remnlninR."
r, w Raymond, owner and driver ..t klamath,

2.08S,Hayh: "Have been trying to cuit> Klamath'B
1 inckoaHeeui r.ir eight years.ana this lathe drat rem-
edy 1 have over, found iimi did th» htminesa,"

Many borne* ore ODBteBdy and refuse to extend
themselves, Simply because their beela are sore and
lander.

Price, 91-00 per bottle; six bottles, fS.OG. Delivered
anywhere In tin- V S. and Canada »i if

> centn per bot-
tle, with roduotton tor each additional bottle.

BBU.\BO,\ A BOVKTT, Denver, Col.
KKKHRKNCIW:

MonroeBallsbory, PnBola Brothers, Andy McDowell,
nick Tilden.J. w. Zlbbell, Louis Hinckley, Frank
I>ooml««, Walter t'ummlnif*. and hundreds ol others.

Carvill ManufacturiDs Comp'y
MANrPACTI'KKIW OK

Race Re-Opened.

Entries to Race No. 18, FREE-FOR-ALL, TROT-
TING, PURSE * OOO,

Of Monterey Agiicuilural Association, Dist. No. 7, at

SALINAS CITY, CAL
Are re-opened and will be received and

Close September 2, 189o
Conditions same as published for races of said Asso-

ciation which closed July 15, 1895.

JOHN J. KKLLY, Secretary. Snltnas City, Cal.

EMERGENCY
Sulky Wheels Repaired Be-

tween Heats
W. J. KliWKY will beon all the tracksduringtbe

TrottliiK meeting of tbe Grand Circuit and will attend
to your Sulkies and wheels.

Pneumatic Tires Repaired "While You Wait."

The Turf and Sporting Authority of the Coast

Carriages. Buggies. Wagons
and Carts, of Evtry Description.

46-48 eighth st., s. f. ' Breeder and Sportsman.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST TROTTING MARE

CORA S., 2:19l
Park bay, black points.

By ELECTOR, He by ELECTIONEER.

Sound, gentle and kind. Can beat 2:15; has shown a
2:06 gait tor quarters. She is a great race or broodmare
and very handsome. Will be sold with present engage-
ments. Address

A. LEE, Box 65 I .Modesto, Cal.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND THE STALLIONS

Monday-Final and
Vanquish,

Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 223, Santa Clara.

FOR SALE.

Fallen Leaf,
Bay mare, foaled 1887. Sired by F&LLIS 4781;

dam MABEL ECHO, by ECHO; grandam
Sister to Buth Ryan, by Lodl; third

dam Eva Bulwer, by Bulwer, etc.

(Registered in Vol. XU.)

She has a sixteen months chestnut colt by Directum,

2:05^, that is pronounced the finest-looking youngster

ever seeu near Pleasanlon. Mare and colt must be

sold to close up estate. Price §750.

For further particulars address L. , This office.

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUI
SPKIUQ MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRAOK|
COMMENCING MARCH 6. 188S.

Racing Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Sat-

urday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

P1t« or More Rape. Brcd Day. Rare. Star

at 3:30 p. m. .harp.

•sr" McAlllBter and GeaiT-atrept cars pans the eat*.

For Sale Cheap.

A new Frazler, pneumatic, wire wheel, 42 lb. sulky!

used three times. Address J.,

Breeder and Sportsman Office,
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[ENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

TbecelebratedGreatDanfldogSTRnHM, 36.649,
.months old. Sire. Knight's 8ATAST, dam RHINE
,4DY. Perfectly formed, grand headstrong body;
eight J25 lbs : steel gray color.

Won second prize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,

[ay, lSj).

^ R0WBLLi -\vells, Fargo & Co., S. P.

St. Bernard Puppies.

Three finely marked Bough and Smooth-Coated
uDDies (two Rough idogs and one Smooth bitch), by
IBOTOKiiFHACEKSTEIXoutofLADYBlJTK
II Should make prize winners. For sale cheap.

Address tBANZ FREY, 1420 Pine St., S. F.

3T.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

Jhal California Bernardo
A. B. C. S. B., 2 6.SO 3.

re DURE OF WELLINGTON, byBENLOMOND,

CHAMPION PUNLIMMON.
am TOMAH, by MASCOT BERNABD, a iull

brother to

Champion SIR BRDIVEBE.
'ill stand for the season for a few choice bitches only.

BKRVARDO has been shown in every show on the

icific Coast for the last three years, competing in bis

ass and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat.

b has Won First Prize Every Time Shown.
His last victory was in a class of fifty for.special of
esbow.
Stud cards on application.

I. «. BAREER, 11 Montgomery Street, S.

IRISH SETTERS.

c Stud—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FINGLAS JR., 31,189.
BA"RYMORB, 34,802.

;i von want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

GLENMORE KENNELS,
Went Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
'edigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show
J Field Trial winners for sale.

Lt stud Irish Setters Champion DICK 8YVIV-
,ER, fee *25; Challenge NEMO II, fee $20.

rlsb Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
. 1 Field Trial winners, sires and dams.

A B. TRUMAN.
,1423 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

INVITE YOU TO INSPECT THEIR

FINE -:- FISHING -:- TACKLE.
FISHERMEN'S SUPPLIES AND OUTING GOODS.

SAMUEL ALLCOCK & CO.'S AGENCY.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

FISHING

TACKLE

FISHING

TACKLE

SOUTHER FARM Yomi8 well-bred stock for sal-(JUUintn ranm. First-lass breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moist ore or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder In use, as it contains no nltro-«Iycertne or gun cot-

ton . It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell In the goo.
It has a light recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives the beat pattern at any and all distances.

8EVRNTH Its action is the most uniform In all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.

It Is the cleanest powder in use, and If the gun Is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that Is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package Bold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than doable the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED RY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

<*- For sale by all dealers Id Powder arid Sporting Goods.

FOURTH
FIFTH
SIXTH

NINTH

TENTH

Breeders' Directory.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

Rill I S.—Devons and Shorthorns. All pure bred anduullu registered. Fine individuals. At piices
to suit the times, either singly or in carload lots. Oak-
wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BERHSHIRES and PilLANIl-CHINA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY.WILLIAM NILES & CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

GBANDISSIMO,
2:273$ (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23>i). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for Bale. Addres*
for particulars FRED W. LOEBEB, St. Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.

M. B. C. V. 8., P. E. V. M.S.
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California 8t, Telephone 66; 528
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

office Boras:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

7oodland Duke, 29,323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

rood Bitches—"Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollie,
* 27,886. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Woffington 29,753
Black Nellie.
ups tor sale. Address

MILLER & PRATHER, Proprietors.
1 L PbathkbJk., F. E.Milleb.

909 Myrtle St., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

F.W.Skaifa, D.V.S.

OFFICE HOTTBS

10 tO 12 A. M. 1.3) tO 3.30 P. J..

JOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

. .etween .Larkln and Polk and Geary and Post Stsj

SAN FRANCISCO.

iMOKE LESS
1HOOT MORE
$T3BESTS' 0RTSMENANDTRAP3HOTS0FTHIS

COUJSTB VH AVEDON Y SOAND
WHENTHEV SHOT

HAZARD
1 UNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGUEDTHEPKIZESORTHE

G IEANOHAVEURGEDUSTOTRYOURHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

K 9 ICPWErlAVEDONEANDHAVINGPRODUCED
THELATESTANHBE^'OFITSKIM)

DUPON "SPORTING POWDER
IKTo'ot Heady.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It tives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nltro powder in use.
Fourth—It Is what Its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited tj trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nltro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINWKR OP GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

DR. C. MASOEEO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLKS,
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hooting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE ROUTE TO

San Rafael Petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautUul towns.

TRIE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
TJdLB COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life BuUdlng.

R. X. RYAN. Gen. Pass. A at

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.

BLUE RIBBON
BRAND

J5

r diagram card aud rtescript.ve circulars, write

: helps & Arnold,
Aeents Hazard Powder Co.,

I) Mission St., San Francisco.

If you are fond of fresh
air and restful, ruralre-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life, ft reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.

No free copies. Game-
land Pub. Co., 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
2S FIRST STREET, SAX FRANCISCO,

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

135Q and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 37
Park Arenne, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A mil line of Ele&an t Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes, Best facilities afforded for board-
ing horses.

T»|>Dbona Wo. SI 59

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f~^\
1 Cubebs and Injections. Utflff,

]
They cure in48 hours the V J

I same diseases without anyincon-

iTUuence. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AMD THE —

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association

WITH BETT1NU RULES.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules 30 eta

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 eta

For sale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bueh Street, San Francisco.
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Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc, Etc.

3VJI o o nxr ' s
OF »> EXCELLENCE IIF QUALITY, hlhi.n(E OF PATTBRX'AXD VARIETY

OK STYLE V.Ml GRADES NOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERB.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness. ™nt, ™L*°£Z

A
™S.

ST" 8- F-

WESTERN HOTEL
209 TO 221 K STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA.
First-Class Id all its Appointments, with Second-Class Prices.

BOOM AXD BOARD gl.OO. 81.25 and tfl.AO PEB DAY. MKALg, 24 CB\T8.
Free Bus to and trom all Trains.WM. ~Lu^NT>, - - Proprietor

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, SpeediDg and

Combination Carts and Sulkies.

Bail-Bearins and I'u.hloo-Tire Vehicles.

If you want lo succeed wltb your horses buy

Bill' Training.Speeding and Combination Carts

They arc the Itchiest and stroncest and are made
from the bent selected material. Nothing but the
Dalzell Centennial Axle used, which Is the beat axle
mini*. They are the lightest running, bold the nil (he

dust taut enter the arm.
AH of tin- ooted trainers pronounce my speeding and

roniblnaMon cart,-- -uperl r to any other.
Proa And i'rimk M. made their fastest time in

(hit *needing rart.
In ontariflg cart* plea.se (itate sir* of axle and height

no 01 tralna trottersor pacers can afford
to be without line. Bend Cur prfl

SULKIES MADE TO ORDER.
J. A. 1111//,. (Mm. union, Alameda County. Cal.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

Bllolcel '-a.1-..

PRICE $18.

The** Tinier* Marl and Mop promptly, and an ai

reliable** Hit' Ih-u tiplll second watchrn iiuwle.

A.HIRSCHMAN, 113 SutterSt.mm
Business College, 24 Post St.

FRANC1BCO.

1 iii- meal popular acbnol on tbeOoaal

- HALKY,X. r. HKA ). r-rmld.nl
mm-*»aa tor circular.

THE YEAR BOOK
#1004, Vol. X.

THI ONLY CORRECT AND OFFICIAL AN.NUAL RECORD OF TROTTINO AND
PACINC PERFORMANCES.

IlInlCDrUCnDI V ,0 aM Breeders and
InUljILnoADLC/ Owners ol the Light=——_____ Harness Horse

Price, single copies, postpaid, - S3.C.

Tnls great workwill be in every respect equal
U> any of the preceding volumes, and contain
several new and special tables and features.
Following is a brief epitome of contents: Sum-
maries of Trotting and Pacing Races. 1894;
Tables of New 2.30 Trotters and 2.25 Pacers;
List of 2.20 Trotters and 2.15 Pacers; Complete
Lasts of 2.30 Trotters and 2.25 Pacers to January
1, 1895: Lists of Sires. Sires of Dams, Great Brood
Mares, and of all Sires none of whose get won
beats in 1894; Tables of Champion Trotters
Best Records and Rejected Performances ,

'

FOR SALE BY'

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 HtSH STREET. KAIV FRANCISCO, CAL

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound Id cloth, elegantlyprtnted
superbly illustrated, and explains In every detail thf
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole planB and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keeping
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. bllby, the owner of SLBel, sayB o

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries ol the craft, and It Is so simple and plain thai
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
rcllflh for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
ttoVBlOpetO the highest and fullest extent that colt'e
rapacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me sc-
utmugly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one In the hamlet ol every rubber on our farm.
Mailed postpaid for |3.M. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
111 Bnnh SL. «.n Francisco O

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO,

OFFICIAL POOL-SELLERS
— FOR TUK —

California Clrenll, Including thr hinir Fair
Other Agricultural V.-d.-I «i,..n». the Parltlc

I'oaa, Trottlns Horm Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the li-tent and most approved appliances lot

Parte Mutn.-i- ud fbi oonducuni the husineas in the
beat and moat expeditious manner In any part ol the
t>rti ntry went of the Mlfw.url river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments. ^
M U.U HIIKHKAO A ro , LeldefldorO 8t. 8.F.

OUT
Harness

CJlotJtiijrig
agents FOR TOOMEY, FABER, FRAZIER SULKIES

767 MARKET STREET, - - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
AGENT FOR

All the Latest Veterinary Medicines

P. JAMIESON'S
NOTED

Harness Composition.
Is Impervious to Wet, and Produces a Brilliant Black Polii

on every Description of Leather.

wF Beware of imitations. WE GUARANTEE every box sol

mt: by us to be the GENUINE IMPORTED ARTICLE, ma<
P. JAMIESON, only by P. Jamifson.

the manufacturer of Registered table 74,620 U. S. and Great Britain.
ft®- Observe, Xotbing Injurious lo the Leather in tbl. Composition.

Three Sizes, 75c, $1, $2 per Box by Mail
FOR SALE BY FIRST-CLASS SADDLERY' AMD SADDLERY' HARDWARE I101SBI

P. HAYDEN, 50 Mechanic Street, Newark, N. Jj
Agent for D. S. for

WM. BjWN'S Celebrated Newmarket Horse Clippers
WRITE FOR SPECIAL I 1ST.

SR\D FOR
CATALOGUE

MAILED FREE GEM STEEL WIND MILL

With Graph. le Boxes.

Guaranteed more durable without oil than
other mills that are oiled Practically these
mills require no attention. Truly a Gem,
and won h its weight id gold. It combines
beauty, strength, durabl ity and simplicity.
Governs itself perfectly, is easily erected, and
is sold on its merits; in fact, it is the best on
earth. They are geared back three to one

—

the wheel making lhem run in the lightest
wind or breeze The mill is made entirely
of Steel and Cast Iron. Each one of our
Gem Wind Mills is warranted. If not satis-
factory, treight will be paid both ways, and
money refunded.

We carry a full line of all kinds of pumps—for band, wind mill and power use.

\EVBB
REQCIBES
OILING OB
CLIMBING

OF TOW Km?

.

Adapted lor all depths'
wells. Pipe, Pipe Fittings, Brass Goods, Hose, Tanks, etc. ken J for our Catalogue. Mailed free,

WOODIN & LITT.E, 312-314 Market Street, San Francisco, C

RED BALL BRAND

Awarded Uold MM
At California Su
Fair 1892.
Every nors*» owi

who values his
-b uld constantly bt
4 supply or It on luu
[t improves and kt.
.took in the pink ofo
ditlon.

Manhattan Food G

San Mateo. Cal
Ask your grocer or hay dealer for

Frazier S-uLllx-y
Is drawn by the following good ones and Jniauy others

:

PACERS.
Robert J 2 :0 I X
.lulu i It. Gentry -J :<>:< -

Flvlnit Jib 2:OA
Joe Palrken 2 :04
Mascot 2:01
Online .-, 2:04
Saladln 2:05*
Roy Wllke. 2:06S
Slralbberry 2:06s
Guy 2:U6*
Directly 2:07 ,

During IH9I there were iorty -.even 2:IO pacers in Irolo-

loit, and ol till, number thirty-nine drew FRA7.IEH si I Ml:-.

There were also twenty -lour 2:10 (roller, out, and twenty -

ooe ol' them drew the FRAXIER.
Come lo ii. it you need n -nil, . Any de.lf.d lire furnished.

TROTTERS.
All. 2:OS*i
Directum -J n,v

Fantasy 2:06
Ralph Wilkes 2:06V
Stamboul 2 :07 '-

Arlon .2:07 \
Kremlin 2:07*j
It > land I 2:071,
Alole 2:0S'«
Pl.ley 2:08!4

1

STUDEBAKER BROS ' MFG CC
SOLE AGENTS

Market and Tenth Streets, - - San Francisco, Oi
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Aggravator, Conine Buckingham, Johnny Ca-

pron, Rose Clark and Ali Bapa Capture

Friday's Races—Wheel of Fortune

Breaks the Mile and a Furlong

Record for the Coast.

TWO HUNDRED AND THTBTY-NINTH
AUGUST 8.

DAT—THURSDAY,

perbly ridden by Coady.

HE figurers faired fairly well this

pleasant, snnsMniny afternoon'

three favorites, a second choice and

one outsider capturing the big end

of the purses. A goodly crowd

saw some good racing, two of the

finishes being quite exciting. May
Day was the surprise of the after-

noon. He took the last race by a

neck with odds of 10 to 1 against

him right at poBt time, being su-

Had Ricardo been out of the race

Lady Jane would almost assuredly have won. This horse

carried the little daughter of Midlothian so fast for more

than half a mile that she had nothing left to finish oa, Abi

P. and May Day easily catching her in the last sixteenth

i and beating her out. Chevalier rode two winners yesterday

in good shape, Piggott, E. Jones and Coadv piloting the re-

mainder of the successful ones.

Model, favorite in the first race, won easily by two lengths

from De Groat, who got away poorly. Detective finished a

fair third. Miss May set the pace, leading until nearing the

three-quarter pole.

Gondola, favorite in the second, ofl first, set the pace, led

by two lengths into the homestretch, but quitting in the last

sixteenth, was beaten a head for place by Steadfast. Monarch

won easily by one and a half lengths.

Nebuchadnezzar, a 3 to 10 shot, experienced no trouble in

winning the six and a half furlong race by a length, Ike L.,

off about last, beating Frondeur a head for the place.

Miss Ruth led nearly every step of the way in the seven-

furlong race on the hill, winning by two lengths from the

well-played Carmel. Nellie G., who had beaten these horses

handily, ran a poor fourth. Her run looked exceedingly

strange. There were rumors of a "shoo-in" in this race.

May Day came from behind and won the mile race, last on

the programme, by a neck from Abi P. Lady Jane set too

lively a Dace, carried by Ricardo, otherwise she would have

won the big end of the purse.

Sow the Maces Were Run.

The first race, five furlongs, selling, had seven starters and

1 Model for a red hot favorite, opening at even money and

!

closing at 4 to 5, De Groat was at Zh to 1, Detective 4,

1 Wild Rose 15, Gold Dost and San Lucap 20, Miss May 50

\
to 1. Gold Dust ran off three or four times in the break-

aways, delaying matters considerably. Finally the flag fell

to a rather ragged start, Miss May, San Lucas, Gold Dust,

Model being the order. Miss May and De Groat ran heads

apart past the half, three lengths before Model. The latter

ran up like a streak and led by a length as they turned for

home, De Groat and Miss May heads apart as named. Model,

hugging the inner rails, drew away in the straight and won

with great ease by two lengths, De Groat second, a length be-

fore Detective. Time, 1:02£.

The second race was at five furlongs, selling. Gondola was

j

at 8 to 5, Monarch 11 to 5, Bob Tucker 4 to 1, Wallace 7,

Steadfast 8 (backed down from 25), Mary Foster filly and

Elair 30 to I. They got away to a good start, Gondola first,

Steadfast second, Monarch next. Gondola led by a trifle over

a length at the half, Monarch second, two lengths from Wal-

lace. Into the homestretch Gondola was first by two lengths,

Monarch second, three lengths from Bob Tucker, on whom
Wallace was lapped. Gondola began quitting badly over a

sixteenth from home, Monarch coming on to an easy victory,

finishing first by one and a half lengths, Steadfast beating

Gondola a head for the place. Time, 1:02$.

Nebuchadnezzar was a 3 to 10 favorite for the third race,

six and a half furlongs, selling. Ike L. was at 5 to 1, Fron-

deur 8, Quarterstaffand Harry Lewis 20, King Sam 100 to 1.

They went a^ay to an excellent start, Harry Lewis first,

Qaarterstafl second, Nebuchadnezzar third. Passing the

quarter it was Harry Lewis first by two lengths, Nebuchad-

nezzar next, one and a half lengths from Quarterstaff. At
the half Frondeur had run up third, lapped by Ike L.,

Quarterstaff having fallen back fifth. Three furlongs from

home Nebuchadnezzer had passed to the front, and led by

three lengths at the final turn, Frondeur and D^e L. half a

length apart, Quarterstaff coming again, close against the

inner rails. Nebuchadnezzar was not thereafter headed,win-

ning handily by a length from Ike L , who, driving, beat

Frondeur a head for place. Quarterstaff was cut off about a

sixteenth from home when he tried to get through. Time,

1.22*.

A seven-furlong race on the hill came next. Miss Ruth

closed an even-money favorite, backed down from 2h to 1.

Carmel was at 2 to 1, Nellie G. 3* (receded from 2 to 1),

Ledalia 5 and Alexis 20 to 1. They were delayed a long time

by the mulish actions of Carmel. Finally the bunting went

down to a good start, Ledalia, Nellie G., Alexis being the

order. Miss Ruth led by one and one-half lengths at the

quarter, Ledalia and Nellie G. heads apart, two lengths from

Carmel. At the half it was Miss Ruth by one and one-half

lengths, Nellie G. next, a length before Ledalia, she a head

from Carmel, coming fast. At the three quarter pole in the

hollow Miss Ruth was leading fully two lengths, Nellie G.

and Carmel heads apart, second and third. Miss Ruth struck

the top of the hill two lengths to the good, Nellie G. second,

a length before Carmel. Nellie G. fell back in the most ap-

proved dog fashion, Miss Ruth winning driven out by two

lengths, Carmel second, four lengths before Ledalia, who beat

Nellie G. a length. Time, 1:33. Nellie G. has run the

distance in l:31i with the same weight she had up to-day

—

99 pounds.

The last race was at a mile, selling. Lady Jane was a

roaring favorite, closing at 9 to 5. Abi P. was at 2£ to 1.

Bobolink was at 8, Bellringer 10, Ricardo 12 (backed from

20), Vernon 15 (60 at one time), Addie M. 20 to 1. They

went away to a bad start, for both Bellringer and Addie M.

were left standing dead still at the post. Lady Jane

was away first, Ricardo second, Abi P. third. At the quar-

ter Lady Jane and Ricardo were head and head, six lengths

before Abi P. At the half Lady Jane, being ridden, was a

length before Ricardo, he four fiom Abi P. Lady Jane led

by two lengths into the homestretch, Abi P. (having made

up a lot of grouod) being second, a length before the tiring

Ricardo. Lady Jane was beaten a sixteenth from home and

May Day was just booming along, coming close to the inner

rails. In a fierce drive he got up and won by a neck. Abi

P. second, two and a half lengths before Lady Jane, third.

Time, 1:42}.

TWO HUNDRED AND FORTIETH DAY—FRIDAY, ACGUST 9.

A pretty fair day for the form artists, three favorites, a

strongly-plaved second and third choice getting their noses

past the finishing-point first in fine stvle. A fair crowd

came out to see the races, and as there were two hair-raisiog

finishes they went home satisfied that they had se-

cured the worth of their money. The weather ap-

peared to be made to order, a delightful breeze tempering

the sun's rays that glinted from an azure sky. The best

horse did not win one or two of the races, notably where

Johnny Capron beat Addie M. out a short head through the

poor finish of Riley on the filly, while it is in no wise cer-

tain that Nervoso wouldn't have won had he been on his

stride when the flag went down. Piggott carried ofl the rid-

ing honors for the day with a whoop, with three wins and a

second to his credit. Chevalier and Hinrichs rode one win-

ner apiece.

Aggravator, hot favorite in the first race, got away none

too well, was apparently out of the hunt at the head of the

homestretch, but won off easily by three lengths, his home-

stretch run being truly phenomenal.

Corinne Buck :ngham, the second race's 2 to 5 favorite, got

off last to a flying start, went through her field as if they

had gigantic rocks tied to their feet, opened up a gap of five

or six lengths, and coming back in the last sixteenth won,

out to the last ounce, by a length, Claire second, four lengths

from Ichi Ban.

Johnny Capron won the third event by a head through

Piggott's good jockeyship and Riley's bad work with Addie

M., who should have won by a comfortable margin. Warrago

was a bang-up third.

Rose Clark was backed down from 2 to 1 to 6 to 5, but

just why she should be made a favorite over Crawford is a

profound mysterv, in view of the fact that the latter has re-

cently beaten the mare on two occasions. The last time they

met in the light welter weight race Crawford (119 pounds)

beat Rose Clark (117 pounds) six and a half lengths going

five ind a half furlongs. These were the weights carried by

the pair to-day. Then why the plunge on Clark? She had

quite an easy thing of it, as it turned out, winning by two

lengths, Crawford just beating Mamie Scott a head for place.

This race had an ugly look about it.

Ali Baba, backed from 3 to 1 to 13 to 5, led all the way in

the last race and won after a long drawn-out drive by a nose

from the favorite, McFarlane, Charmion, who was cut off, a

good third.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was for two-year-old maidens, five and a

half furlongs. Aggravator went to the post an even-money

favorite, after opening at 6 to 5. Irene E. was at 18 to o,

Little Flush filly 5 to 1, Lady Leinster filly 6, Billy Mc-

Closkey 7, Don Pio Pico, Benharo.Sir Collier and May Jones

50 to 1. They went away to a straggling start, Irene E.,

Lady Leinster filly and Little Flush filly being the order.

Lady Leioster filly led by two lengths past the half, with

Don Pio Pico second, lapped by Irene E. Into the home-

stretch the Lady Leinster filly and Don Pio Pico ran as a

team, two lengths before Irene E. The favorite was appar-

ently out of it. Though swerving considerably Don Pio

Pico looked a certain winner up to the final seventy yards
]

where Aggravator was coming like a ghost. He passed his

field in a twinkling and won off by three lengths easily, Don

Pio Pico second, half a length before Irene E. Time, 1:093-

The second race, also at five and a half furlongs, had

Corinne Buckingham for a sizzling favorite, opening at 1 to

2 and closing al 2 to 5. Imp. Green was at 6 to 1, Claire 7,

Ichi Ban 12, L«K>natus and Soon Enough 15 to 1. They were

sent away to an excellent start, Green, Leonatus, Claire be-

ing the order. Corinne Buckingham, who broke from the

rear running, was in front in a twinkling. Past the half she

led by five lengths, Claire second, a length before Green.

The latter began falliog out of it nearing: the homestretch,

into which Buckingham led by four lengths, Claire being

second, as far from Ichi Ban. The favorite tired badly in the
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last sixteenth. Piggott having to ride her out to the last

ounce in order to win by a scant length, Claire second four

lengths before Ichi Ban, who beat Green a length, lime,

a fairly good lun. _

Tbe (bird race, five and one-half furlongs, selling, bad

eig hi barters. Addie M. was a well-played favorite, opening

at 11 to 5 and closing at 9 to 5. Johnny Capron
i

was at 12

t \V*l!er3A to 1, Warrago 9, Auteuil and Josie G. lo,

Barcaldine 30 and'Cadeare 60 to 1. They went away well

bunched, Barcaldine first, Josie G. second, Addie M- next.

Barcaldine led by a length past the half, Josie G. second

two and a half lengtns before Addie M. The latter fell

back a trifle thrfe furlongB from home, but came again on

the last turn. Here Barcaldine was leading by a head. Josie

G. fecond, two lengths before Jobnny Capron. Addie M.

came very fast in the homestretch, with Johnny Capron

alongside. Addie M. would have won hand'ly with a boy

that could finish a bit. bat Johnny Capron beat her by a

head, Addie M. a neck before Warrago. Time, 1:08*.

Rose Clark was a red hot favorite, opening at 2 to 1, clos-

ing at to 5. Crawford closed at 2 to 1 (backed down from

24). Xabopolasser 13 to 5, (Juarterstafl 6 (backed from 12),

Mamie Scott L5 and Haofoid 40 to 1. They broke to an

excellent send off, though Rose Clark had a flying start from

the rear. She ebot to the front and opened up a gap of a

couple of lengths, but Piggott took her back, Mamie bcott

leading by a head past the half. Nabopolasser second, lapped

by Kose Clark, Crawford one and a half lengths further

awav. Mamie Scott led into the homestretch by a length,

Rose Clark second under a pull, three lengths before Nabo-

polasser, Crawford fourth. Kose Clark passed Mamie bcott

about eighty yards of the finish and won with ease bv two

lengths Crawford coming like a shot and snatching the

place in the last stride by a head from Mamie Scott, 'lime,

The last race was a six-furlong handicap. Mcrjarlane

was a red hot favorite, opening at 24 to 1, closing inmost

books at 9 to 5. Nervoso was at 11 to 5, Ali Baba 13 to 5

(backed from 3 to 1), Charmion b\ to 1, imp. Ivy 40. They

broke to a good start for all but Nervoso, who was not on

bis stride and was soon out ot the hunt. Ali Baba was brst

away. Charmion second. Ivy third. Past the half it was a

bunch of horseflesh, with Kervoso about three lengths away-

Ali Baba was first by his bead, Charmion, McFarlaue and

Iyy following, heads apart. Into the homestretch Ali Baba

led by a head, McFarlane second, two lengths from Kervoso.

There was a great drive all the way down the homestretch.

shouU going up for McFarlane. He could never get and keep
'

his head in front of Ali Baba's, however, the latter winning

by the scantest of noses, McFarlane a length from Charmion,

third, she two lengths from Nervoso. who would have been

verv close to tbe money with an even break. Time, 1:14.

TWO HUNDRED AND FORTY-FIRST DAY—SATURDAY,
AUGUST 3.

A Coast record of long standing was crushed this after-

noon. It was at a mile and an eighth, and Wheel of

Fortune, daughter of Gano and Jennie B., by Glenelg,

owned by Joe Harvey, was the crusher. The former

record was ^1:54, made by the old gray John Treat on

the 31st of August, 18S-1, with 110 pounds up. Treat was

eight years old at the time. Wheel of Fortune is a chestnut

filly three years of age. Ridden by Eddie Jones, and carry-

ing ninety-eight pounds, she led throughout, winning rather

handily by one and one-half leogths from the game little

fayorite, Flirtilla. The performance shows that California

thoroughbreds are not lacking in endurance as well as speed.

Taken all inall.it was a great day's sport, there being two

thrilling finishes and several races that were exciting. Not

a long shot won during the afternoon, the big end of the

purses going to four favorites and two second choices. The

talent therefore fared exceedingly well. The successful rid-

ers were Chevalier, L. Lloyd, Hinrichs, Eddie Jones, Charley

Weber and Hennessy. All rode well, the showing of C.

Weber and Hennessy being especially noteworthy.

Gonzalez Maid, favorite in the first race, champion "dog : '

allair of a long season, led from flag-fall to finish, winning

with quite u bit to spare, Suro,in a tropical drive, beating

Ladameo out a neck for the place.

The second race was the first right over again, in that Tim

Murphy, the first choice, got away first, led at all points and

won galloping by two lengths. Road Runner came up in

tbe gamest fashion at the finish, beating Gold Bug out two

lengths for the place.

Grady led in tbe two-year old race until within a few yards

of the finish, where Jack came up with a great flourish and

won on the post by a nose, Grady second, a head before the

favorite, Heartsease, who probably needed a race, or she

would have won. It was a good handicap.

Wheel of Fortune led all the way in the mile and a fur-

long handicap, and won by one aod a half lengths in new

record lime, 1:63}, Claudius finishing a fair third.

Little I'ete commanded the fourth brigade of runners to

the last kixteenth, where Hello, the favorite, got up and won

handily by two lengths, Bob Tucker being beaten but a neck

for place.

wt a hot pace in tbe two mile hurdle race and

waa not caught until within sixty yards of the finish by

Heator, who won by three parts of a length, J. (). C. a poor

third Gold Doat carried nine pounds over, otherwise he

would have won.
//'* 'Ju Bona Were Run.

The firwt race, five furlongs, selling, had eight starters.

< •nnrn\rr. Maid waa a well-played favorite, backed down from
2A to 2 to I . * tatvio wh-- fcl .

i t.iiiIo heavily played at 5,

Hiiro mid LftdUDM 7, Daftdheu 12,Tyrena 20 and Dr. Gard-
ner 40(0 I. The? went away i rod -off, Gonzalez
Maid. Ladarii- be order. Gootalez Maid led by two
length* past the half, Tyrenanext, a bead before Buro, The
order vn the not deer Into tl>«' homestretch. The leader
win not lo-.oli. I. winning easily hy two and a hnlf lengths,

in ii hard drive heating Lndameo a neck for the place.

Ontario *a arth, three length* further away. Time, 1 :<>;*.

Jo the ftec od race, five furlongs, selling, Tim Murphy was

a lukewarm favorite, opening at 3 to 5, closing at 4 to 5.

Seraphio was at 4£ to 1, Gold Bug 5 and well played, Joe

Cotton 6 (opened at 10), Royal Spirit 15 and Road Runner

50 to 1. They got away well bunched, Tim Murphy, Sera-

phin, Koad Runner the order. Murphy, Kathleen and Sera-

phin ran half lengths apart as named past the half-pole,

three lengths before Gold Bug. Tbe old roan made his lead

two lengths by the time the three-quarter pole was reached,

Seraphin, Gold Bug and Kathleen running heads apart,

Road Runner well up. Tim was not headed., winning with

great ease by two lengths from Road Runner, who came

through like a true race horse and got the place, two lengths

before Gold Bug, who beat Seraphin a head for the show.

Time, 1:01. .

A two-year-old handicap, about six furlongs, brought six

to the post. Heartsease opened at 7 to 5 and closed at 4 to

5. Grady and Joe K. were at 3 to 1, Catherine the First 5,

Veragua 15 and Lady Melbourne 60 lol. Lady Melbourne

threw little Jack Ward and hurt his foot a little. They were

sent away without her to a fair start, Joe K., Heartsease and

Veragua "being the first three. Grady led by a neck past the

half, Veragua second, a length before Heartsease, who was

leading Joe K.a head. Grady turned into the homestretch

two lengths to the good, Heartsease second, a like distance

before Joe K. Catherine the First was making up ground

fast, after falling out of it. Grady looked a winner up to the

final sixteenth, where Joe K. was coming like a shot, as was

Heartsease. Toe trio bunched up fifty yards of the finish, Joe

K. winning in tbe last stride by a scant nose, with Hearts-

ease third, a head further away. Time, 1:13$.

A mile and an eighth handicap bad four starters. Flir-

tilla was a 9 to 10 favorite, Wheel of Fortune at 3 to 1,

Charmer 44 and Claudius 5 to 1. They went away wel>

aligned, Charmer showing first, Claudius next, Wheel of

Fortune third. The Wheel led by a neck past the stand,

and by two lengths at the quarter-pole, Charmer second, a

length before Flirtilla. At the half Wheel of Fortune was

two lengths to the good, Flirtilla second, a head before

Charmer, who quit badly in the next eighth. The Gano
mare increased her lead to three lengths going to the home-

stretch, Flirtilla being second, two lengtns before Claudius.

Flirtilla came up veiy fast in the homestretch, but a little

less than a sixteenth from home she swerved toward the inner

rails, losing some ground, Wheel of Fortune coming on and

winning rather handily by one and a half lengths, Flirtilla

second, two lengths before Claudius. The time, 1:535, was

a cut of a quarter of a secord in the Coast record at the dis-

tance, held for several years by the gray horse, John Treat.

A five furlong race for maidens brought eight to face the

starter. Hello opened at 2 to 1 and closed at even money,

being plaved very hard. Uncle Giles was at 4tol,Bob
Tucker and Yreka 5, Sinbad 12, Little Pete 20, Miss May 30

and Spendthrift 200 to 1. They went away to a fair start,

Hello first, Little Pete second. Bob Tucker third—the way

they finished. At the half-mile mark Little Pete was leading

by half a length, Hello, Bob Tucker and Yreka close to-

gether. Little Pete led into the homestretch by a length,

Yreka being second, lapped by Hello. Little Pete held his

own awav down the straight, aod it looked dubious for a lew

moments, but Charley Weber sent Hello along, and catching

the Colusa-county gelding about a sixteenth from home,

Hello came away and won handily at the finish by two

lengths. Little Pete beating Bob Tucker a neck for the place.

Time, 1:02$. The books were hit pretty hard on this race.

The last event was a handicap hurdle race at two miles,

over eight obstacles. Mestor went to the post a red-hot first

choice, backed from 2 to 1 down to 6 to 5. J. O- C. was at

2, The Lark 3, Gold Dust 5 and Yangedine 6 to 1. Jasper

Madison, a superb rider on the flat, had the mount on J. O.

C, and was applauded as he came out on tbe track on the

gelding's back. Going away to a good start, Gold Dust went

right to the front, opening up a gap of six lengths in the first

quarter, J. O. C. and Yangedine running a length apart as

named behind him, Mestor and The Lark together, several

lengths away. Gold Dust dwelt a little at the third fence,

losing about three lengths. He went away again, however,

switching his tail, and taking gigantic strides. J. O- C
made his move when a mile and a quarter had been traversed,

but couldlnot reach Gold Dust, whom it looked impossible to

head. Mestor just galloped along in a listless sort of style

until half a mile of home, where Hennessy called on him.

Gold Dust led into the homestretch by three lengths, Mestor

second now, half a length before J. O. C. At the last fence

Gold Dust's advantage had not simmered down a bit, but tir-

ing in the last sixteenth. Mestor caught him in the last sixty

yards and beat him home three parts of a length very clev-

erly, Gold Du3t second, four lengths before J. O. C. Time,

3:49J.

TWO HUNDRED AND FORTY-SECOND DAY—TUESDAY,

AUGUST 13.

This was one of those days where the talent laugh a

loud "ha-ha" At the expense of ye generous bookie. This

was owing to the fact that horses ran to form almost

from beginning to end, three decided favorites captur-

ing races, one that divided favoritism and one long

shot that should not have been a long shot. Charmion

at last won a race for her popular owner, Dan Mil-

ler, and this met with favor from nearly everyone that

knew how chary Dame Fortune has been of late about be-

stowing her smiles on the plucky little turfman. Model is

improving with every race, and the way she ran rings around

her field from the rear denotes that the little filly is going to

be pretty dangerous in any company from this time out. Lit-

tle Bob's victory hurt the pencilers considerably. The son of

Surinam and Daisy S. had about all he could attend to, how-

ever, Charmer, Frondeur and Bellringer being right at his

heels at the finish and during the progress of the race. Pig-

gott rode two winners and a second out of four mounts he

had, Peoples, Chevalier and E. Jones piloting the others to

victory.

Soon Enough, at 12 and even 15 to 1 in the betting, made

a runaway race of the first, leading by six lengths turning for

home and finishing first by that distance, Red Will coming

strong at the finish and heating Tom Clarke out a scant length

for the place. Lee Stanly got away poorly, and ran rings

around everything but Soon Enough, but in the homestretch

tbe effort told on him, and he was not one-two-three at the

finish.

Belle Boyd, favorite, led from "eend to eend" in the second l

race, winning after a hard driye by two lengths, Josephine

nipping the place by a scant neck from Aggravator. Cheripe

ran prominently until well in the homestretch.

Model, a 4 to 5 favorite in the third event, came from be-

hind, and well ridden by Chevalier, won earily by one and a

half lengths, Monarch, Gondola and Detective finishing in

a close bunch as named.

Charmion, away about fourth, got to the front in the first

fifty yards, led into the homestretch by two lengths and won

by four, Ali Baba, driving, beating Fred Gardner out a short

head for the place.

Little Bob, equal favorite with Charmer in the last race,

ran second most of the way to the homestretch to Bellringer,

then came on and won ridden out by one and a half lengths,

Charmer beating Frondeur a scant head for the place, with

Tillie S. close up.

How the Maces Were Run.

The first race, selling, five furlongs, had nine starters.

Tom Clarke was the favorite at 3 to 2. Lee Stanly was at

44 to 1, Gonzales Maid and Auteuil 7, Red Will 10, Soon
Enough 12, Connaught 30, Maggie R. Smith 40 and Cadeaa
75 to 1. Cadeau ran away several times, once over five fur-

longs. They were delayed at the post for about fifteen min-
utes and finally the flag fell to a ragged start, Auteuil, Soon
Enough, Connaught being the order. Soon Enough at once
sailed to the fore, leading by three lengths at the half, Au-
teuil second, two lengths in front of Red Will. Into the

homestretch Soon Enough was six lengths to the good, Lee
Stanly second, a head before Auteuil. Soon Enough was
not headed, winning off with ease by six lengths, Red Will
second, a leDgth before Tom Clarke. Red Will came strong

at the finish. Time, 1:02$.

A two-year-old five and a half furlong selling race came
next. Belle Boyd was a fayorite, but aot a hot one, opening

)

at S to 5 and closing at 2 to 1. Aggravator was at 3 and 34
to 1, City Girl 4, Josephine 54, Jack Atkins 10 (backed
down from 15), Suffrage 40 to 1. They got away quickly
to a fine s'art, Belle Boyd first, Cheripe secoud, Jack At-
kins third at the fall of the flag. Belle Boyd, Cheripe and
Josephine ran lengths apart as named passing the half.

Belle Boyd beld her home to the homestretch, notwithstand-

ing Cheripe's efforts to get up. Aggravator and Josephine
were coming up fast. The latter tried to get through
against the inner rails and pass the favorite about eighty

yards of home, but Piggott kept Belle Boyd going, and she
won driving by two lengths, Josephine beating Aggravator
out a short neck for place in a fierce drive, Cheripe fourth,

two lengths further away. Time, 1:09.

Model was a well played favorite, opening at 6 to 5,

closing at 4 to 5. Warrago was at 34 to 1, Monarch and
Rogation 9, Detective, Josie G. and Gondola 25, Tamalpais
150 to 1. They broke to a good start, Warrago first, Detec-
tive next. Gondola third. Model was about the last to get

moving At the half Monarch led by a length, Josie G. sec-

ond, a head before Rogation. Into the homestretch it waa
Monarch first by a length, Josie G., Warrago, Detective and
Model heads apart as named. Model came through on the

outside in the straight and won with ease by one and one-

half lengths, Monarch second, a head before Gondola, she a

nose before Detective. Warrago was cut off coming down,
or she would have been close up to the front. Time, 1:02}.

The fourth race was a seven-furlong handicap wtth six

starters. Charmion was a hot favorite, opening at even
money, closing at 4 to 5. Fred Gardner was next in dercand

at 24 to 1 (opened at 4), Ali Baba 5, Howard 12, Sir Walter
25 and Haymarket 150. They got away to a fair start, How-
ard, Ali Baba, Sir Walter, Charmion being the order. Char-

mion, welt on her stride, sailed past her opponents and led

past the quarter by two lengths, Howard second, lapped by
Ali Baba. The order was the same at the half mile ground,

thuugh Howard was leading AH Baba a length. Turning
for home Charmion was still two lengths to the good, Howard
still second, as far from Ali Baba. Charmion increased her

lead to four lengths, winning easily by that distance, All

Baba just beating Fred Gardner a scant head for the place in

a drive. Time, 1:27}. Gardner showed himself a pretty

good sort of horse, for^the first time out in weeks, running

the seven furlongs fully as good as 1:28.

The last race was at a mile, a selling event with seven

starters. Charmer and Little Bob closed equal favorites at 2

to 1, the last-named being played very heavily along toward
post-time. Tillie S. was at 4 to 1, Frondeur 8, Bellringer 10,

Adelante 40 and Bobolink 50 to 1. There was a great deal

of kicking and general bad acting at the post. Finally the

flag was lowered to a fair start for all but Bobolink, one of

the chief aggravators. Charmer showed first, Little Bob sec-

ond and Bellringer third. Bellringer went out into the lead

on the first turn, showing two and one-half lengths to the

good at the quarter, Tillie S. and Little Bob lapped. Bob
went up second in the next furlong, Bellridger leading past

the half by one and one-half lengths. Turning for home it

was Bellringer first by a length, Little Bob second and steadily

creeping up on the leader, Charmer third, another length

away. A furlong from home Little Bob passed Bellringer.

and, ridden out, won by one and one-half lengths from Char-

mer, who poked her nose out just in time to beat Frondear
for the place, Bellringer but a scant half length further away.

Time, 1:424.

TWO HUNDRED AND FORTY-THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 14.

Some interesting racing was had at the old Bay District

track this afternoon, and a fairly good crowd was out to see

it. The fields were of fair size, the betting lively. The tal"

ent fared excellently, two second choices and three

favorites winning in fine style. The bookies

probably did well on just about one race,

tbat being the second. A "good thing" was cut loose in the

first in the Flambeau-Gerhardiue colt, Benham, who opened

at 12 to 1 and was speedily cut down to 3* to 1. Bloomsbury

was another fairly well-played article, and he won driving by

his head from the top-weight, Heartsease, favorite in the

race. The weather was pleasant in the early part of the

afternoon, but it got too chilly for comfort as time wore on.

The successful jockeys were Hennessy, Sloane, Hinrichs, I*.

Lloyd and E. Jones, all doing good work in the saddle. The

finishes in the first two races were most exciting.
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A hot article was sprung in the 6rst race—Benham, a good-

looking Flambeau colt that opened at 12 to 1 and closed at 3*

to 1 in most boxes. Bell Oak led until near the finish, when

Benham, game as a pebble, passed her and won by a scant

length, Don Pio Pico but a head behind Bell Oak.

Bloomsbury, also well -played, won from Heartsease by a

head quite cleverly, Gratify (a new 'on from the Westchester

Stable) third, two lengths off. Eiot led for part of the jour-

ney. Virgie A. did not show her usual speed, and it was re-

ported that she was worked out five furlongs in the moraine

in 1:00*. If this be so, no wonder she had no foot this after-

noon.

Red Bird, made a 4 to 5 favorite in the third race, led all

the way and woo with ease by two and a half lengths, Du-

rango iost beating Johnny Capron a nose for place. It was

rumored that Ked Dick had his speed 'in soak." He didn't

show any of it to-day.

Tim Murphy, as good as 2 to 1 in the betting for all you

wanted, ran rings around his field and won galloping by

nearly two lengths, Gold Bug beating McFarlane half a

length for place. There was considerable bumping done

coming down the homestretch.

Wheel of Fortune, away last to a poor start and apparently

beaten at tht half-pole, won under the whip in gamest fashion

by two lengths, Arnette beating the pacemaker, Ivy, thres

parts of a length.

THE NAPA FAIB RACES.

Jasper Ayres Wins After Six Good Heats Had*
Been Trotted—Roan "Wilkes and Sir Derby

Victorious—Good Racing and Ex-

cellent Attendance.

Sow the Races Were Run.

Ten maiden two-year-olds came out in the opening race,

four and a half furlongs. Cheripe closed a favorite at 16 to

5. Benham was at 3* and 4 to 1 (opened at 12), Bell Oak 5,

Don Pio Pico, Lady Leinster filly and Irene E. 6, Ollie M.

10. Suwarrow-Jongleuse filly 15, May Jones 60 and Sir Col-

lier 80 to 1. They broke to a good start, Irene E. first, Ben-

ham second, Bell Oak next and well on her stride. Bell Oak

and Benham ran almost as one animal clear into the home-

stretch, the former's head just in front, Don Pio Pico at their

heels. Shaw went to the bat on Bell Oak over a sixteenth

of a mile from home, but Benham was not to be denied, win-

ning in a fierce drive by a scant length, Bell Oak lasting

long enough to beat Don Pio Pico a head for the place.

Time, 0:56*.

Heartsease went to the post a favorite at 7 to o. Blooms-

bury was at 3 to 1, "Virgie A. 5, Tiberius 6, Eiot 8, Gratity

40 and Clara Johnson 100 to 1. Bloomsbury, Virgie A.,

Heartsease was the order to a good start. Riot led by a

head past the half-pole, Heartsease second, one and one-half

lengths before Virgie, who was not showing her great speed.

Heartsease, Riot and Bloomsbury ran heads apart into the

homestretch, Virgie A. half a length further away. Blooms-

bury and Heartsease drew away in the final eighth and fought

it out to the finish, the former winning rather cleverly by a

head. Heartsease second, two lengths before Gratify, who

made a good stretch run. Tiberius was a head behind

Gratify. Time, 1.02.

The third race was at five furlongs, selling. Red Bird was

a hot favorite, opening at 6 to 5, closing at 4 to 5. Red

Dick and Durango were at 5 tol, Ledalia 7, O'Bee 20,

Johnny Capron 50, Regal and Lodi 100 to 1. They got

away well bunched, O'Bee first, Red Bird second, Red Dick

third. Red Bird went to the front without any ceremony,

leading past the half by oue and a half lengths, Durango
j

second, halfa length before O'Bee. Red Dick, going easy,

led into the homesfretch by a length, Durango second now, a

length before C Bee. Red Dick showed none of his well-

known speed. Red Bird drew away steadily in the home-

stretch, winning with great ease by two and a half lengths,

Durango being awarded the place, though Johnny Capron

seemed to get it in the laststride. Time, 1:01*.

Tim Murphy was a favorite in the fourth race, five fur-

longs, but not a hot one. opening at 6 to 5 and closing at 2 to

1. McFarlane was at 13 to 5, Nervoso 5 to 1, Gold Bug 5*,

Silver State 6*, Seraphin 20 to 1. They went away to an

excellent send-off, Gold Bug showing first, Seraphin second,

Nervoso third. At the half Seraphin, Gold Bug and McFar-

lane raa heads apart as named. Tim Murphy ran rings

around his field going to the homestretch. Turning for home

the old roan fellow was two lengths to the good,Nervoso sec-

ond, half a length before McFarlane. Murphy took things

easy the rest of the journey,winning by not quite two lengths,

Gold Bng coming with a hot rush at the finish, getting the

place by halfa length from McFarlane. Time, 1:01*. There

was a long delay over deciding this race, Hinricha and Tod

Sloane claiming fonl against Piggott, who rode McFarlane.

The last race was at seven furlongs, a handicap. Whesl

of Fortune opened at 3 to 5 and closed at 7 to 10. Arnette

was at 11 to 5, Tillie S. 6 to 1 (backed down from 8), imp.

Ivy 15 and Malo Diablo 50 to 1. After quite a long delay at

the post, the flag fell to a poor start, Ivy 6rst, Tillie S. sec-

ond and Arnette third. Wheel of Fortune, the favorite, was

away last. Ivy led by a length at the quarter, Arnette sec-

ond," two lengths before the Wheel, who had made a rapid

run. Past the half it was Ivy first by half a length, Arnette

second, two lengths from Wheel of Fortune. Shouts went

up that the favorite was beaten, but she moved up again like

a true racer, and when the turn for home was made Ivy was

still half a length to the good, Arnette second, a length from

Wheel of Fortune, coming close to the inner rail. The

latter drew past Arnette and Ivy, but Jones was at the bat

over a sixteenth from home. Gamely the Wheel responded,

winning a gallantly-run race by two lengths, Arnette second,

three parts of a length before Ivy. Time, 1:27|.

Something New.

A new feature in the Souther Farm sale will be several

good sets of clothing, including light sweat blankets, linseys,

hoods, fly-nets, surcingles ; also two sets of McKerron harness.

A good opportunity to get such outfits at auction prices.

Nathan Coombs, the well-known Napa farmer and hone-

breeder, died last Wednesday and was buried from the home
of his brother, Hon. Frank L. Coombs, on Friday, August

9th. Nathan Coombs was a son of the famous owner of Lodi

and was well-known and much liked in this State, which had

always been his home. He was a member of Napa Parlor,

N. S. G. W., under whose auspices he was buried. An im-

mense concourse of people followed his remains to the

cemetery.

FIRST DAY—MONDAY, AUGUST 12.

This was the opening day of the Napa race meeting, and

the directors decided to have a free gate. The attendance,

therefore, was excellent, every seat in the grand stand being

occupied, while along the fences hundreds of people were

seen waiting for the races to begin. Carriages, buggies,

buckboards, and, in fact, vehicles of every kind were as

thickly wedged in along the fences on the outside of the

track and in the infield opposite the grand stand, the oc-

cupants vieing with their light-colored dresses their fair sif-

ters who were in the stand where the sun's rays could not

penetrtte. A splendid band or music—the Hungarian band

—discoursed all the familiar airs of the day, and the music

was delightful.

President C. F* La Rue acted as presiding judge, his as-

sociates being W. H.Graham and W. Finlaw. The timers

were F. W. Corey, J. Phippen and F. Frazier.

The opening race of the meeting was for the 2:40 class

trot. There were eight contestants. Senora, Robin, Lady
Grace, Lady Thornhill, Maria P. Prince Ira, Jasper Ayres
and Bonnie Ben. Jasper Ayres, ably driven by Jack Per-

kins, captured the two first heats in impressive style, Lady
Grace being.the contending trotter. Time, 2:18J and 2:19.

In the third heat Jasper made a disastrous break and fell

back. Bonnie Ben won this heat in 2:1S, with Jasper, who
had regained his gait, a close second. Bonnie Ben had to

trot in 2:17 J to win the next heat from him, with Maria P. a

dangerous contestant, only a length behind.

Prince Ira won the next heat in 2:19}, Bonnie B. second,

Lady Thornhill third, Maria P. fourth and the favorite last.

There were only three horses to appear for the next heat

—Jasper Ayres, Bonnie Ben and Prince Ira. Prince Ira was
leading, but at the head of the homestretch he broke badly,

and Alviso, his driver, had to run him down past the flag

in order to get in. Jasper Avres won the heat and race in

2:26, Bonnie Ben second and Prince Ira third. On making
an examination it was ascertained that Prince Ira, when he
broke, severed one of the arteries in his foreleg, aDd this

injury will prevent him from being trained for some time.

The 2:25 pace, the second event carded, was the medium
of Borne heavy plunging, the talent trying to play even for

their losses on the first race. The field was installed favorite

before the first heat, selling for $30 against $16 for Hal Cor-
bett, who was driven by that master reinsman, Tom Keating.

Roan Wilkes took the race in straight heats with little trouble,

as Corbett acted badly throughout the race and had to be
contented with second money.
There was little betting on the 2:40 district trot for three-

year-olds, it being considered a " pipe " for Sir Derby, who
justified the good opinion of his backers by winning in

straight heats.

The was no betting on the gentlemen's road race. Vida
winning in two straight and flagging her field in the second
heat.

SUMMAEIES.
Gentleman's race.

Y.
i6&

-z Mr. McVicbtis
Napa Boy Mr. Edgington
Fanny P Mr. Grigsby

Time, 2:14'.., 2:41!;.'.

•2-30 class, nomination trot, purse $900.

Visalia. by Iris—Scratch „ Perkins 111
Myrtle Thome, by Grandisaimo Loeber 2 2 3
Boodle, by Stranger Van Bobelen 6 3 2
John Bnry, by Antinoua „ Bench 3 4 4
Cbico. by Monroe Chief Sallivan i 6 6
Hillsdale, by Antinons „ Dnrfee 5 5 5
Melvar. by Fordstan „. Nelson 8 7 7
Lucky B., by Promoter „ „..Hoy 7 8 8

Time. 2:17. 2:t6K, 2:16.

Betting—First heat: Boodle $20, Hillsdale S8, field $6: second heat—
Boodle 820, Visalia S12, field $S ; tbird heat. Boodle 520, Visalia S20,

1 1
Mis
3dis

SUMMABIES.

2:40 trot, purse SS0O.

! Jasper Avrea, by Iris—Babe ...

Bonnie Ben, by Ben Lomond
teer

..Perkins 12 2

3 11
by Kentucky Volun-

Tryon
Prince Ira, by Dexter Prince—Lnella Alviso
Maria P., by Dexter Prince ™ Sanders 3 8 3 4 4
Lady Thornhill, by Billy Thornhill Sullivan 5 6 4 5 3
Lady Grace, by Raymond Keating 2 2 6 dr
Robin, by L. O. Hero Rodgers 8 5 7 dr
Lenora, by Sable Wilkes Kenny 6 7 8 dist

Time, 2:13%, 2:19, 2:LS, 2:17?^, 2:19J<, 226.

Betting—First heat—Ayres $20, Lady Grace $16. Prince Ira $14,

field $6 ; second heat—Ayres S20, Lady Grace SIS. field $3; third heat
—Ayres $20 ; field S10 ; fourth heat—Ayres $20 ; field 810 ; fifth heat—
Ayres S10, field S20 : sixth heat—Bonnie Ben $40, Prince Ira $20,
Ayres Si.

255 pace, purse $600.

Roan Wilkes, by Raymond—by Berlin Lafferty
Hal Corbett, by Bay Bird „ Keating
Alcy, by Alconeer „ Berryman
Babe Marian, by Steinway Cbaboya
Capt. Hackett. by Steinway Smith
MayXutford, by Nutford Hodges

Time, 253, 2:18, 2:16^-

111

4 dist
5 dist
dist

Betting—First heat—Field $20, Corbett $16 ; second heat—Wilkes
S20 ; field 816 ; third heat—no betting.

2:40 class district, trotting, three-year-olds.

Sir Derby, by Charles Derby—by Del Sur Edge 111
Pilot Reno, by Pilot Prince Loeber 2 2 2

Wonder, by Grandissimo ™ Hill 3 3 3

Time. 2:38J4, 2:36,2:38.

Betting—First heat—Sir Derby, $20, field 8-5.

SECOND DAT—TUESDAY, AUGCST 13TH.

The second day's racing saw a large crowd in attendance.

Mr. Frank Covey, of the Palo Alto Stock Farm, acted as

presiding judge, Mr. Corrigan, the well-known Montana

horseman, taking his place in the timers' stand. The talent

had a hard day of it, as both favorites in the betting races

were downed in straight heats, the only favorite to get first

money beiDg the winner of the gentlemen's road race in

which Vida shut out her field in the second heat. The first

race on the programme was the 2:20 class nomination trot,

in which Boodle was a consistent favorite throughout.

Visalia, who was ably driven by J. Perkins, furnished the

surprise by winning in three straight heats She took the

first two heats in an easy manner, but looked to be hopelessly

beaten in the third, as fifth position was the be^t she could

get entering the stretch. She came very fast, however, in the

last quarter and threading her way through the field, won in

a terrific drive by a head from Boodle, who was straining

every nerve to win the beat and save his backers' money.
The 2:20 pace furnished another surprise to the talent as

Golden West, who sold for $25 against $6 for the field, did

not get a heat, although the judges substituted Lafferty for

Nelson in the third heat. Dictatus set a very fast pace in the

first heat, carrying the favorite to the half in 1:05£, then

Prince Nutwood took command, and never headed, won the

heat in fast time. The second and third heats were repetitions

except that Dictatus, who was driven by Bunch, broke his

harness fin the third and came under the wire third,

driving with one hand and holding the broken harness with

the other.

field 86.

2:20 class, pacing, purse $900.

Prince Nutwood, by Dexter Prince—Lnella, by Nutwood
„ , ~ .. Sanders 111
Golden West, by Royal George Jr Nelson 2 3 2
Dictatus, by Red Wilkes Bunch 4 2 4
Ella Wx, by Eros „ m Hellman 3 4 3
Delphi, by Director m _Keating 5 5 5
Rigo, by Atto Rex „ „ Hedges dis

Time, 2:15}£, 2:18, 2:17.

Betting—First heat : Golden West $25. field S6 ; second heat. Golden
West $20, field $17 ; third heat. Prince Nutwood $20, field S10.

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, ACGU3T 14.

The attendance was excellent, and an array of bicycle

riders proved a drawing card, for hundreds of enthusiasts,

male and female, passed within the gates of the race course.

At 1:30 the band played an overture and the judges—F. W.
Covey, M. S. Severance and Jas. Rea—called up the horses

for the first race. The track was better than it has been since

the meeting commenced, and as the weather was delightful

everyone anticipated a good afternoon's enjoyment, and they

were not disappointed for the sport was remarkable, and I

doubt if there was ever such closely contested races as the two

that were decided. The gameness of the money-winnera was

wonderful, and great praise should be given the drivers and
conditioners for the splendid exhibitions they gave to-day.

Marchand, Keating, Hodges, Durfee, Delano and Carrigan
excelled all their former efforts, and the following account of

the races will show that while the Eastern horses may be ac-

complishing wonders the Californians do not sufier by com-
parison.

The horses to appear in the first race which was for the 2:24

class trotters were : Charivari, Lady O., Ethel Downes, Los
Angeles and Bishop Hero. Pools sold Ethel Downes $20,
field $6.

The start was an excellent one, Lady O. and Ethel Downes
taking the lead. The former was half a length in front at

the quarter. Going down the backstretch Ethel passed up
and like a team the two mares trotted to the middle of the
back turn. Then Ethel fell back and Lady O. won the heat
easily by two lengths. Bishop Hero was third, four lengths

behind Los Angeles, Charivari last Time. 2:18.

Pools shifted before the next heat, Ethel Downes selling for

$S against the field at $15. Ethel Downes took the pole away
from Lady O. at the eighth pole, bat Marchand brought
Lady O. around Ethel and passed to the front, the favorite

breaking at the quarter and falling back to last position. Los
Angeles tried to get up on even terms with Lady O., but the

latter was too speedy, for she jogged under the wire in 2:21

two lengths ahead of her, Bishop Hero third, Ethel Downes
fourth and Charivari last. Ethel Downes took the lead and
opened a gap of seven lengths. Lady O. got in a pocket be-

hind Bishop Hero and Charivari, and had to go on the out-

side of them to get through. She struggled gamely for the

lead, but the advantage Ethel Downes had was too much, for

she could not get nearer than three lengths of her as the black

daughter of Boodle passed under the wire in 2:21 i, Los An-
geles third? Bishop Hero fourth and Charivari last.

Pools sold : Ethei Downes $12, field $10 Ethel Downes
captured the next heat in 2:18i. Lady O. was half a length

behind her all the way. Los Angeles broke at the quarter-

pole and was distanced. Bishop Hero came in third, Char-
ivari fourth.

Ethel Downes proved herself to be a game daughter of a

game sire, for she trotted the next heat as if she had not

been out before this afternoon. Lady O. could not catch

her from start to finish, so she came in a winner by two
lengths in 2:20, Los Angeles third and Chairivari last.

The winner of this race is a beantifnl five-year-old black

mare, and was the second foal sired by the great Boodle,

2:17. Her dam was by Nutwood, 2.-1SJ, and her second dam
was by Williamson's Belmont She is owned by two San
Jose gentlemen, G-. K. Hostetter and T. S. Montgomery,
and has been leased to Messrs. Winship & Keating. She is

a remarkable mare, for she has only started in three races.

She won the first last fall; was second in her race at Vallfjo

last week, and to-day got a mark of 2:181 in the fourth heat.

She met with an accident in the spring of this year, and cut

her hock to the bone on a wire fence. This incapacitated

her from being trained. On the 19th of July, not quite a

month ago, she was hitched to a bike sulky lor the first

time, and her driver, Thos. Keating, has a right to feel

proud of the excellent way in which she has shown her
ability to fight every heat of every race lrom wire to wire.

Under hiB careful tuition there is no doubt she will be one of

the most dangerous aspirants for first money in the two-mile

race for which she is entered at the coming State Fair at

Sacramento. Mr. Keating drove her with good judgment in

her race to-day, and demonstrated his ability to make a good
finish when deemed necessary to win.

The second event on the programme was the 2:24 trot.

There were twelve entries, but Miss Jessie, the handsome
daughter of Gossiper, met with an accident while beine given

a workout, and was scratched. The following came for the

word: Carrie C. Sidney Howard, Stamboulette, Oar Seth,

Stella, Auditor, Silver King, Lottie, Stam B, Zombro and Dr.

Puff. Pools sold Zombro $25, Stam B. 514, field $8. Judge
Covey sent the hig field away in excellent style, Zombro and
Lottie leading, Dr. Puff third and the rest soon spread out

over the track. Stam B. was seen to be moving up from sixth

position, and as Zombro broke and fell back Dr. Puff, with

Lottie second, led the way, but Stam B. passed them in the

homestretch and won by two lengths from Dr. Puffin 2:19$,

Zombro third, Lottie fourth,Slamboulette fifth, Sidney How-

[ Continued on Page 113.]
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

< >ttinger, 2. 1 1 $, trotting, has a pacing mark of 2:22}.

The Pelaluma race meeting next week will be a good one.

All of the McKinneystbat are in training are in the 2:20

list.

John A. GouttMITB is looking better and is improving

rapidly.

MoNBOB SALISBURY ha* been working Directly and Ar-

thur I- to pole.

WOBK on the new buildings at the Oakland track will

commence at once.

El Rami, 2:14, is a very high-class four-year old. He is

one of the hobbled brigade.

Tilton Thorne, by Hawthorne, got a record of 2:27* at

Coldwater, Mich., August 2d.

Conductor, by Electioneer, lowered his record to 2:14}

at Gale»bure> 1H-. August 7th.

NoBVADINK, by Norval, won his race at Terre Haute Au-

gust 5th. Time. 2:21,, 2.191, 2:18}.

Be St'KE won the 2:14 pace at Terre Haute last Saturday

in three heals—2:00^, 2.-091 and 2:08*.

Waldo J., 2:10, Chehalis, 2*12f, and Seymour Wilkes,

2:12, are getting close to Diablo's 2:09} mark.

Kekler, 2:13}, now ten years of age, sire of Oaoqua, 4,

2:09, is the youngest living sire of a 2:10 trotter.

H. A 1. Pierce will send a number of very choice trotters

to the auction sale next Wednesday, August 21st.

A lues Goldsmith is in Poughkeepsie with Elph, 2:24},

by Steinway, and Thelma and Mountain Maid, 2:22}.

Bay Rcm, a bay mare by Steinway, out of May, by Anteeoi

2:16}, got a record of 2:25* at Vallejo, last Thursday.

Electrophel, a two-year-old by Electrite (son of Elec-

tioneer), lowered his record to 2:25§ at Joliet, 111., August
2d.

Coleridge and Fidol are the fastest of the pacers that

have this season reduced their records, both being tagged

2:05}.

Logan, a bay colt by McDonald Chief, out of a ir.are of

unknown breeding, got a record of 2:30 at Vallejo on Thurs-

day last.

If two blankets are put on a wet horse the moisture will

sood collect in the outer one, which may be removed, leaving

the horse dry.

Dudley, by Anteros got third money in the race won by

Bight Regent at Cleveland, Ohio, July 30th. He was only

beaten a neck in 2:11}.

Katkina Bell, by St. Bel. lowered her record to 2:16$ at

Galesburg, III., August 7th. The second generation of the

Electioneer family is hard to excel.

The Richard's Elector gelding, Joslyn, alias J. R. is in

the stable of Frank Jackson, at Belmont course, Philadelphia,

and it is said can beat his record away off.

Fodr new standard performers that have beaten 2:20 are

out of Nutwood mares, viz , Red Nulling, 2, 2:13: Fred Kohl,
3, 2:15; Leonatus, 2:17}, and t^ueen Lil, p., 4, 2:18.

Prince Iba, 2:191, by Dexter Prince, was badly injured at

Napa, Monday, one of the arteries being severed in his hind
leg. It will be some time before he will be fit to work.

Fidol is a wonder. He won the 2:10 pace last Saturday
at the Terre Haute track in three heats. Time, 2:04*. 2:07$
and 2:05A. Knocking, knocking at the two-minute door

!

Latka M., the fast daughter of Almont Patchen, threw
out her stifle ai Valleio last Monday and will not be able to

start in races for weeks. C. H. Corev, her owner, is iL hard
luck. '

Budd Doblb is said to have entered into a long time con-
tract to train the winners in the stable of Lucky Baldwin. He
will enter uj.cn his new duties at the close of the trotting

Bfton.

Arena, 2: llj.be, by Alcantara, dam by General Knox,
waaaold at Morris, III., August 7, by J. W. Knox, of Tren-
ton, N. J., to George Brown, of the Kalamazoo Stock Farm,
for $«

The Chicago Horsemen gives Jimmie Hague's breeding
u follows: By Antevolo, dam by Daniel Lambert. HIb time
in the race he won in straight heats at Terre Haute is 2:15.

2:151, 2;l
r
>|.

.1. PsRKIVt of Vinalia is accomplishing wonders with his

little string of trolt^m this season. With Jasper Ayres and
Vifialia he *eemt» to be able to get money in every race he
atari* thero.

AVOII D.| 2:07, (he flatent pacing mare of the year, and
holder of the pacing record for mares aa well, was sired by
Mikagan, 2:10}, son of Onward, and out of a mare by a horse
called Tom Belair.

Arrangement* are being perfected by means of which
Bobirt J.,2:01J,and Alix, :':03j. will be exhibited on the
track at <he New York Slate Fair, which lakes place at Syra-
cuse, August 26tb to 31«l.

J. J. Bowen, who drove Tomah to his record, 2:10$, is the
hnt man that ever drove a trotter a mile in 2: 15A. The trot-

ler wan Joe Elliott, then owned by Robert Bonner, and the
mile wan over MjhIic Park track.

Thf. nine yeapr.ld Mtallion Hummer, by Electioneer, dam
Edith, by George W liken, in now represented by two four-
year-oldn in il-t* 2:I2 clans— Mutely, 2 III, and Bouncer,
2:12. The li:ler won a great race at Detroit, defeating such
bone* as AI' neva. 2IH, and other fast ones,
:m<l proved her eif-new hv t rolling the fourth, seventh and
eighth heau in 2 2l3j,"2:]4|.

Directly, 3, by Direct, 2:05$, record reduced from 2:07|

to 2:07}. and Coleridge, by C. F. Clay, 2:18, record reduced

from 2:09$ to 2:091, are the only previous 2:10 pacers that

have taken new marks this season.

In the printed report of the Vallejo races of last Thursday

an injustice was done. J. Perkins, driver of Jasper Ayers.

did not foul Stam B. in the third heat. Stam B. fouled

Jasper Ayers and was set back to last position. The decision

of the judges gave satisfaction.

Wilton, 2:29}, and Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, both sons of Geo.

Wilkes, gained places in the list of sires of 2:10 performers

last week. Wilton's representatives are Moquette, 2:10, and

Vera Capel, n., 2:07 A (new), and Guy Wilkes' Hulda, 2:08$,

and Lesa Wilkes, 2":09
(
new).

The news of the serious accident to that prince of drivers,

Walter Maben, will be read with regret bv everyone who has

overseen or heard of him. The surgeons say the dislocation

of the shoulder is a serious one and will prevent him from

driving horses for several months.

Coctnsellor Cra.wfjrd and Orrin A. Hickok lost a sack

of money betting that Hulda would defeat Azote at Cleve-

land, July 31st. Although she trotted a wonderful race for a

mare as badly injured as she was last year the great son of

Whips was a little too much for her.

OrjR Lucky, the bay stallion by Rajah, out of a mare by
Gibraltar, that Walter Maben won the 2:40 trotting race with

at Vallejo last Wednesday, and gave him a record of 2:22,

is owned by J. Starr, of Los AngeleB. He lowered this record

to 2:21| two days after at the same meeting.

Ira. Ryerson is at the Toughkeepsie track with Stamboul,

2:07$, Cienega, a two-year-old by Alcantara, Wera, five-year-

old by Stamboul, that can show you a 2:20 shot now, and is

expected to do 2:15 this season, and Rival, a two-year-old by

Kremlin, 2:07J, that has lots of stun* that is good.

Secretaries Bay that Monroe Salisbury is the most satis-

factory man to do business with now on the trotting turf: He
asks no favors, trots his horses to win and never makes a kick

without juBt cauje. He makes prompt settlements of all in-

debtedness and expects similar treatment in return.

Hulda's defeat by Azote at Cleveland last week enhanced
her reputation rather than otherwise. That the beautiful

Guy Wilkes mare, after her accident and forced retirement

since 1893, could carry Azote to the three quarters at a 2:04

gait twice in succession argues a great performance by her

when she is thoroughly fit.—Horse Review.

Klamath won the fastest five-heat race ever trotted at

Cleveland last Thursday, the time being 2:09. 2.09V, 2:09£,

2:11* and 2:11, an average of 2:10 15100. Lesa Wilkes
won the first two heats. The previous best on record was
won by Directum, at Fleetwood Park, New York City, in

1893, in 2:11, 2:12}, 2,10$, 2:10 and 2:09|, average 2:10$.

Walter E. won the first two beats.

When. Joe Patchen defeated Robert J. at Cleveland last

Thursday, he wod the fastest four-heat race on record. The
four heats in 2:05}, 2:04J, 2:05, 2:05}, averaged 2:04 94100,
while the best previous four-mile heats, won by John R.
Gentry at Terre Haute last year, averaged 2:06$. The fourth

heat also replaces Rubinstein's 2:06$ at Detroit week before

last, as the best ever paced.

Village Farm enjoys the unique distinction of being the

only nursery of harness speed in which have been bred five

performers that have taken records better than 2:10. Palo
Alto follows with four. The Hamlin lot are Fantasy, 2:06;

Merry Chimes, 2 08$; Moonstone, 2:09$; Ed Easton, 2:09£,

and Bright Regent. The Palo Alto representatives are

Azote, 2:06$; Arion, 2:07$ ; Sunol, 2:08}, and Palo Alto,

2:085.

Altao, 2:10}, is a race horse of the very first order. In
his race at Cleveland. James L., by Dexter Prince, was sec-

ond. On that day, July 30th, the progeny of Paeific ^oast
horses won money in every race at Cleveland. Dudley, by
Anteros, was bred here ; he got third money in the 2:14 class

pace. El Rami, by Woodnut, got first money; Spinaway, by
Clay, got second money, and the California mare, Red Nut-
ling, won third money in the 2:30 class trot.

Robert Bonner is71 years old. He spends much of his

time at his farm at Tarrytown, N. Y., superintending the

breeding, shoeing and driving of his horses, and doing no
little track driving himself. Mr. Bonner has owned all or

nearly all ot the record breakers to high wheel sulky, from
Dexter to Sunol, and haB distributed hundreds of thousands
of dollars among the breeders and trainers. He has paid
enormous prices for the best, and never permitted one of his

horses to trot for a wager or to engage in a hippodrome.

Goldsmith Maid for some three years was queen of the

turf, back in the seventies, and her fastest mile was 2:14. In
just this time did a three-year-old trot at Detroit last week.
Nine young trotting wonders faced the starter, and in the

five heats nereasary to decide the winner the slowest mile was
2:17, while Larabie, son of Jay Bird, out in his winning
heals in 2:14, 2:16;} and the fifth in 2:17. Red Budd, that

last year was quite a conqueror in the three year-old class,

took a mark of 2:14A, but here it is July I The 2:10 pacel

Whew! Five heats; slowest, 2:07; fastest, 2:081, Think of it.

At a well-attended meeting of those interested in trotting

in Melbourne held last month, they decided to form an asso-

ciation under the name ot the Australian trotting associa-

tion, under whose auspices clubs in Victoria could race. The
annual subscription to the association was fixed at two guin-

eas ($10) per member. Percy Chiroside, M. L. A., was
elected president; T. Kisk secretary, and John Robertson
treasurer. A trophy valued at thirty-five guineas was prom-
ised for competition at the first meeting held under the

auspices of the association.

L. H. MoIntosh. of Cbico, sold the dark bay stallion

Welcome, 2:27$, to H. W. Meek, of San Lorenzo, last week.
Welcome has been put to pacing and needs neither boots

nor hobbles. He will gel a low record at this gait. Wel-
come is a brother to Wayland W., 2:12\, being by Arthur
Wilkes, 2:28, out of Letty {dam of three" in 2:30), by Way-
land Forrest (son of Edwin Forrest 49), second dam Mary
(dam of Apex, 2:26, Sterling, sire of three, and the dams of

Creole. 2:15, Eagle, 2:13$, Maud Singleton, 2:28*. Wayland
W., 2:12$, and Welcome, 2:21$), by Flaxtail ; third dam by
Brighteyes, son of Boanerges, thoroughbred.

The great pacing stallion John R. Gentry did at Freeport
what no other trotting or pacing horse has ever been known
to do before. He paced the first three-quarters in 1:30, a
2:00 clip. It needed but to have kept up this rate for an-
other quarter to have accomplished what a good many gen-
tlemen have written many pages to prove is an impossibility.

A big euough prize would now bring to the public gaze what
has been so long and so earnestly sought for—the 2:00 per-
former—and a little bigger prize would probably develop a
horse that could go a little faster than two minutes. Mr.
Williams' offer may cause the wonder to make his appear-
ance.

The summer sale of trotters at Allen Farm, Pittsfield,

Mass , has commenced, with the following transfers reported
for last week, viz.: Heartb, b g, 4, by Lancelot, 2:23, dam
Cloister, by Chichester, 2:25}; to L. Livingston, Catskill Sta-
tion, N. Y. Carya, b f, 3, by Pistachio, 2:29, dam Lucetta,
by General Knox, 2:31$; to W. H. Marrett, Boston, Mass.
Mimosa, b m, 5, by Sable Wilkes, 2:18, dam Minnie Wilkes,
by Sultan, 2:24; to George W. Clark, Pittsfield, Mass.
Heliopsis, b m, 9, bv Belmont 64, dam Heliotrope, by Pnn-
ceps 536; to Dr. E. P. Rowles. Wolfeville, Nova Scotia.
Kraken 25,017. b c, yearling, by Kremlin, 2:071}, dam Rubia,
by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}; to James D. Parsons, Colebrook, N. H.

W. C. France closed the largest sale of trotting horses
that has been made privately for several years last Tues-
day at Lexington, when he sold to J. D. Creighton all his
crop of weanlings for this year. They are richly bred young
trotters, all out of producing dams and by such sires as Red
Wilkes, Wilton, Allie Wilkes and Clay King. France also
sold W. R. Brasfield a number of broodmares and trotters.

Prices are private. France intended to close out his stud of
trotters at auction this fall during the trotting meeting, but
as he has had such a demand for them privately he will sell

the remainder of his stock in the same manner. He has re-

ceived a large offer for the noted stallion, Rsd Wilkes, sire

of lis standard trotters and pacers. This offer comes from
Germany by cable, the intentions being to ship him to

Europe.

Odtside of Altamont, the sensational Oregon stallion, Al-
tao, is of commonplace breeding. His dam, Sally M., is by
Oregon Pathfinder 10,981, dam Sally Come Up, uotraced, and
there the maternal line ends. But Sally M., short-bred as

she 1b, figures as a good producer, considering her opportuni-
ties, as she is also the dam of Minnie, who produced True-
mont, 2:21$. Oregon Pathfinder was of unknown origin up
to 1889, when the writer secured his pedigree. He was foaled

about 1860 at Danville, Vt.,and was Bired by Morrill 850,
dam the Johnson mare, breeding unknown. As a four-year-
old he was sent to Hiram Woodruff by Fry Tillson, of Orford,
N. H., and while in Hiram's hands broke his ankle and was
taken back to Orford in slings. On recovery he wa6 sold to

J. Put Smith, of Orford, who took him to Oregon in 1868.
Two years after he drew a top buggy weighing 450 pounds, in

2:44$. He ma 'e four seasons in the State and had his knee-
pan broken by a kick. He was then sold and taken to Eastern
Oregon, where he made light seasons, and was finally sold to

C. P- Bacon, whose property he died. As a sire of perform-
ers Oregon Pathfinder has but two fast representatives, and
three producing daughters. The stout old Morgan blood is

then a factor in Altao ; not fashionable in its line, but full of

enduring quality.

A Lexington contemporary has the following interest-

ing item with regard to some promising two and three-year-
olds : "Last week J. H. Thayer worked his three-year-old

colt San Mateo, by Simmons, dam Moonstone, 2:28, by Sul-
tan; second dim Montana Maid, by George Wilkes, a mile
in 2:18$. This coU's full brother, Ashbrook, is also owned
by Mr. Thayer, he having recently purchased him from A.
S. Ashbiook of Cynthiana. He is a chestnut, one year old,

and very promising. San Mateo was entered in the Ken-
tucky Futurity, but for some cause or other the payments
were not kept up on him and he will not be eligible to start.

Another one of Mr. Thayer's lot that is showing up nicely is

the black two-year old colt Courier-Journal, by Wilkes Boy,
out of Josie King, by The King. Id the early part of the
season this fellow was trained to trot, but as he showed an
inclination to pace Mr. Thayer concluded that he should go
go that way. He had never been given a full mile until re-

cently, when Mr. Thayer sent him around the Lexington
track in 2:29}. One year ago Brook Curry purchased this

colt from T. C. Anglin for $1,000, and Mr. Thayer bought
him from Mr. Curry's consignment to Woodard & Shank-
lin's sale laBt spring for $1,200. This youngster will be a
great one some day."

I am beginning to think that this is not a very great year
for two-year-olds. Last year we had seventy-five two-year-

old trotters and forty pacers with records of 2:30 or better.

This year we have as yet but ten trotters and thirteen pacers.

The fastest trotting two-year-old record of 1894 belonging to

Oakland Baron, 2:14$. The fastest thus far of 1895 belongs

to Hattie R., 2:20}. The fastest two year-old pacing record

of last year was that of Directly. 2:07$. The fastest of this

is that of Sulphide, 2:14}. Of course I do not suppose that

these figures will remain unchanged at the end o f the year.

Hattie R. is thought to be capable of great things, and the

California filly Palita is said to be a wonder. Adbell is ex-

pected to be a great two-year-old, and from the promise he
gave as a yearling should go considerably faster than any
two-year-old has trotted this year. He will surprise me if

he does not. And then there are a good many two-year-olds

that have just missed the 2:30 mark. A considerable pro-

portion of these will get in the list. There are doubtless

others tbat have not been heard from who will come along
later. The year 1894 was the greatest of all years for this

class of performers. We had then-such youngsters as Oak-
land Baron, 2:14}; Impetuous, 2:15|; Pansy McGregor,2:17A;
Larabie (public trial), 2:15* ; La Belle, 2:16|; Boreal, 2:17};

Lady Alcy, 2:19; Killona, 2~:20; Bufiington, 2:20$ ; Bermuda
Girl, 2:21}. and a host of other good ones among the trotters.

In the pacing division we had Directly, 2:073 ; Carbonate,

2:09; Symboleer, 2:11; Judge Hurt, 2:14}; W. W. Foote,

2:15}, etc. As a consequence, where these performers did not

have too much work last pear, they should make excellent

three-year-olds this year. Of these Impetuous, Larabie,

Scourine, Killona, Directly and probably others have already

distinguished themselves as three-year-olds, and many of the

others will be heard from during the progress of this season's

trotting. But first-rate yearling trotters were by no means
plentiful last year, and as a consequence there was no very

good reason to expect a very considerable number of the best

two-year-olds this year.—Stock Farm.
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THE SADDLE.

R<xder (the Darebin—Mura coil) won at St. Loais on

Saturday.

Bob Stipe is at AnacoDda, Mont , with Lottie D., Nell

Flaherty and two others.

Bed Pat won a steeplechase at Saratoga last Saturday,

beating Cicero and others.

Anisette beat Rey del Carreras and Liasak Aug. 8th in

a seven-furlong dash at Saratoga.

Johnny Coleman is credited with making a goodly win-

ning on Monarch for place in the race won by Model.

Dick Ledgett's charges, Gonzalez Maid and Ontario,

were first and second choices in the first race Saturday.

Little Jack Ward was thrown from Lady Melbourne's

back last Saturday, and the filly stepped on the boy's foot.

"Daggie" Smith has purchased Last Chance and will

ship Oakland to Sacramento in the course of a day or two.

" Father Bill " Daly's horses won two races at Brigh-

ton Beach Aug. 9th, while Keefe, his jockey, won three

times.

Zaldivar won again Aug. 8th. It was in a mile race at

Windsor. The old fellow seems to have gotten some of his

old form back.

Charmion's win was a popular one, and the hope was ex-

pressed that her owner had won several thousands of dollars

by the victory.

Hello'3 victory cost the bookmakers dearly on Saturday.

The gelding was played down from 2 to 1 to even money all

over the ring.

Lucania, by imp. Sir Modred—School Girl, won a seven-

furlong race at Saratoga on the 6tb inst., beating a field of

six in 1:29 very easily.

It seems that McFarlane ran into Nervoso <U the start in

the handicap last Friday, thus accounting for the little Brutus

colt falling out of the hunt also.

El Rio Reys were much in evidence Tuesday, a son

winning the fiast race by a block, and a daughter capturing

the second in the gamest fashion.

Addie M. was several pounds the best animal in the third

race yesterday, and only failed to win by a comfortable mar-

gin through the weakness of her pilot.

Ramiro of Baldwin's string, ran second to Pennbrook in

the Congress Hall Stakes at Saratoga Tuesday. Merry
Prince, by Prince Royal, finished third.

" Moose'' Taylor put up a good ride on his colt, Red
Will, getting the place. This is the first time Taylor has

been seen in the saddle here in several weeks.

Kansas City, August 13.—Charles McCaffertv, a race

horse owner, and R. M. Brown, assistant starter at the Ex-
position Park race meeting, were arraigned to day for engag-
ing in a light at the track yesterday. The charge against
them was dismissed.

Mr. Sissenvine, of the Palace Hotel, has a champion
hard-luck story. He sent out a combination of five winners
Tuesday, but the young gentleman with whom was entrusted

the bet substituted Tom Clarke for Soon Enough, as he did
not like the jockey on the latter.

Aggravator's homestretch run lt*st Friday will not soon
be forgotten. He was apparently out of it a quarter of a

mile from home so far that he could not even show. As he
won the race by three lengths easily, it can be imagined what
sort of a finish he must have made.

William Dixon is now at Anaconda with Quirt. She
starts to-day in a five-furlong dash. Some ot the best sprin-

ters of the West are there. Paget rides Quirt.

M. A. Gcnst, Hinricbs and "'Little Pete" are reported to

have made big clean-ups on Rose Clark yesterday. The mare
was backed from 2 to 1 to even money, closing at 6 too.

It is pretty well settled that the crack young jockey, Joe

Piggott, will ride for A. B. Spreckels instead of for Charles

Boots. He will, however, be allowed to take outside mounts.

Model steadily improves, and the way Bhe came from

the rear en Tuesday would lead one to believe that the filly is

fast getting into the good form she exhibited as t two-year-

old.

"Overcoat Jack" Atkin beat the first race last Friday

heavily, and has done so well the last few days that he talks

talks of taking a trip to the home of his father in Hull, Eng-

land.

Bob Davenport had his friends down on Little Bob in

great shape on Tuesday, and the books lost pretty heavily.

Toward port-time the little son of Sarinam was heavily

played.

Jockev "Doc" Tceerville, spoken of as "the crack

jockey" in the dispatches, was suspended at St. Louis yester-

day. He was up on three losing favorites and it didn't look

all right.

Johnny Coleman, one of the Stuyvesant Club, has ex-

pressed himself as willing to match Rose Clark against Craw-

ford under the same conditions which they met last Friday

for any part of $10,000.

It is now said that "Lucky" Baldwin is willing to give

Phil Dwyer $75,000 for Handspring. To those knowing how
hard Baldwin is hustling for ready cash this is calculated to

cause a hearty " ha ha."

Lord Lonsdale, winner of the first race at Harlem (Chi-

cago) on the 9ih, is a chestnut colt by Glen Dudley, out of

Ophir Maid, and was bred in Oregon. Feeney, a well-known

•Colorado jockey, rode him.

Richard J. Havey has been appointed starter at the

State Fair meeting, Sacramento. He did excellent work at

Bay District track recently, getting his fields ofi remarkably

quick and generally well bunched.

George Covington's horses won two races at St. Louis

Tuesday. Find Oat won at six and a half furlongs and

Hessen at the same distance. The latter went the route in

1:22J, or a second faster than Find Out.

Mighels £ McDonough have bought the running horse

Proxy from E. Robinson and will lake him below. Proxy
is more than an average horse and with good care should

prove a bread winner.—Inyo Independent.

Since the law regarding selling or giving away liquor to

Indians has gone into force Monroe Johnson finds it hard to

get acquainted with the Barleycorn family. It is difficult

to convince them that he is not a Piute.

George Miller Aug. 8th broke the halt-mile track

record of the world at Kansas City by running a mile in

1:42J. Joe Courtney, and old California- bred horse, cap-

tured a six-furlong race at the same place in 1:18.

Hlnrichs' ride on AH Baba last Friday was one of the

most desperate ever seen at the local course. He was riding

to beat his enemy's horse, McFarlane, and while AH Baba
appeared beaten sixty yards of the finish, he [was fairly

shoved in winner by the scantest of noses.

The wianers of the first two race3 Tuesday were bred by
Theodore Winters, the winners in the second and third

events by J. B. Haggin, while the last race was taken by a

colt raised on the San Simeon Rancho of the late George
Hearst. These were for years California's leading thorough-
bred breeders.

Byron McClelland is hot after Ben Brush and has made
several offers to Eugene Leigh for him. One ot the offers

made was $25,000. lhis price Leigh wool- not entertain.

McClelland, however, is very anxious to secure the colt, and
it would not be surprising if he came to some agreement with
Leigh in the course of a few days.

Two of the four races at Detroit yesterday were won by
California horses. Midstar, by Midlothian, captured a mile
event, while Zaldivar, who has won half a dozen or more
races in succession, put a mile and a sixteenth run to his

credit in 1:49. Zaldivar seems to have returned to the form
he exhibited as a two and three-year-old.

PiGGOTTrode three winners in succession Aug. 9th and a

close second with McFarlane. The clever young jockey
started in this week with his new employers, the Messrs.

Boots, who have, we understand, made a contract with Mrs.
Henry Walsh for the boy's services for a year. He is to re-

ceive $1,200 and pay for winning and losing mounts.

The following conversation took place Tuesday morning
between Trainer Jim Brown and a stable boy mounted on a
chestnut filly : Brown—Let her whistle along for three-

quarters of a mile. Boy—Where shall I work from ?

Brown—Oh, you know—from Dorcey's to Hallinan's. To-
morrow morning I'll have you work her from Bottle Koenig's
o Ned Foster's.

London, Aug. 5.—At the Hurst Park bank holiday meet-
ing to-day the Bank Holiday Handicap of 300 sovereigns
was won by Foxhall Keene's Bohemond. Lord Hindlip's
Powick was second and Mrs. Eyre's Barsac third. Mr. Fox-
hall Keene's Dimity ran second in the race for the Hounslow
two-year-old plate of 100 soverei.ns. T. Phillips' McAlpine
won and April Fool was third.

Alejandro Orellano, of Suchito, El Salvador, C. A.,

has purchased of Mrs. H. C. Judson, Santa Clara, Cal , the

well-bred horse, Vanquish, by Vanguard, dam Fanny Mac,
by Revolver; second dam Nuisance, by Planet ; third dam
Ultima, by Lexington, etc. The consideration was private.

Vanquish's oldest colts are two-year-olds and slashing big

fellows.

D. J. Lynch asked the writer to announce in the Breeder
and Sportsman his willingness to match Rose Clark against

Crawford at the Bame distance they ran last Friday, viz.,

about six furlongs, for from $500 to $1,000 a side, the weights

to be as they were then—117 pounds on Clark, 119 on Craw-
ford. While it is pleasing to see such confidence in the
ability of the mare, the fact remains that Crawford had re-

cently beaten her a block both at five and one-half furlongs

and at a mile. Was she not in condition to race when Craw-
ford defeated her so easily at the distances mentioned, or what
was the matter ?

Sinaloa III., by Emperor of Norfolk—Aloha, therefore

half sister to Rey EI Santa Anita, won a four and a half fur-

long race at Saratoga, N. Y., August 5th, by three lengths,

over a muddy track against a field of ten. Argentina also of

the Santa Anita Stable, won at five furlongs on the same day.

Manager Sink made one of his clever plays in the race won
by Sinaloa III., by asking permission of the judges to scratch

the filly when he knew the request would not be granted. He
stated she could not run in the mud. That Sink knew there

would be some one around listening is reasonably certain,

and he also knew that this would a fleet the odds.

John Cooper, the colt which in 1894 played so promi-
nent a part in the three-year-old division, has broken down
completely, and his owner, Mr. Headley, tells me he has
turned him over to Dr. Sbeppard on the off chance of his
comiog round, although he has no hope of his doing so this
year, and little of his ever being able to race much. Cooper
has always ranked high as a performer, especially at any-
thing under a mile and a quarter.

Mrs. Cora E. Eckert, wife of Frank R. Eckert, the
bookmaker, who is being sued for divorce by ber husband,
filed a petition for alimony in Judge Horton's court yester-
day, Eckert began his divorce suit some time ago, alleging
cruelty, and the wife now claims that she is entitled to ali-

mony, in order that she may not only exist during the pen-
dency of her suit, but that she may be able to make prepara-
tions for her defense. She says in her petition that Eckert is

worth at least $50,000, half of which is invested in a stable
of eight race horses in California.—Chicago Inter Ocean,
Aug. 10th.

A. G. P. McNalty, manager of the Langtry Stock Farm,
near Middletown, accompanied by Attorney H. C. McPike,
of San Francisco, was a visitor at Lakeport thiB week. Mr.
McNalty made the Press a very pleasant call while in town.
He reports good crop3 and a flourishing condition generally
at the Langtry ranch. Some fine stock has been lately added
to that already there. A lot of Red Tamworth hogs have be-in
recently imported from England, the first in California,
which are being crossed with Berkshire and Poland China
with very satisfactory results. Among the other stock added
is the Black Aberdeen Polled Angus breed of cattle, two bulls
of this breed having been imported from England.—Clear
Lake Press.

In a letter from an owner at the Saratoga race track he
says : "It is doubtful if any track here can ever be made to
pay expenses, and if the Jockey Club noes not boy the present
plant and use it with the idea of resting the horses, running
a short meeting in the meantime, the future of the sport at
this place does not look brilliant. Under the Gray bill, race
tracks have to rely for their revenue entirely upon the gate
receipts, and where is no large population to draw from the
attendance is necessarily small. It is said that negotiations
are now under way with the Jockey Club and that the sale
of the property is probable. The management has decided
to admit women, when accompanied by men, free of charge
for the remainder of the meeting. The meeting thus far has
been a singularly gocd one for the layers, while the backers
have been correspondingly unfortunate. "Pittsburg Phil" is

reported to be $12,000 loser. Bryon McClelland says he has
hardly won a bet. J. E. McDonald and David Gideon prob-
ably head the list of winners."

The order has been given to complete the new mile track

at Morris Park, which was begun by the Messrs. Morris last

autumn, but abandoned when the constitutional amendment
passed. There has always been a hue and cry on the part

of professional owners against the bill at Morris Park, and it

was to meet this objection that the new track was started. It

begins on the backstretch and cuts across the field, thus avoid-

ing the hill, and enters the main track a quarter of a mile or
more from the fishing post. It was nearly completed when
the work was abandoned last fall, hence the work of comple-
tion will be an easy one. Races will be run over the new
track, but it will be used more for exercising, as all the im-
portant events will be run over the old or main track.

Banquet was one of the best stake horses in the United
States. He beat Ramapo and other good horses last year.

And Stonell was one of the greatest sprinters we had, in fact

Dr. Hasbrouck was about the only horse that could get the

best of him, and he generally carried over 120 pounds. Harry
Reed was also looked upon as a good two-year-old—was fast

and a stake horse, and most people expected them to win
good races for Messrs. Dwyer & Croker in England. But
Stonell, with small weight like 108 pounds, has been beaten

out of sight. Baoquet has not been able to do aoything
better than win a selling plate, and Harry Reed and Don
Alonzo are mere yellow dogs. The time test, that on which
we Americans rate our horses, is a very poor one—for on it

Banquet, Stonell, Don Alonzo and Reed should have beaten

everything in England. But the fact is, their tracks are a

great deal slower than ours, and their horses are somewhat
faster.—Denver Field and Farm.

Saratoga (N. Y.), AuguBt 13.—It is reported that Au-
gust Belmont paid $25,000 for Henry of Navarre and $7,500
for Dorian. He does not intend, he says, to race them in
England. He proposes to confine his racing operations to

America. Though the interested parties were not inclined
to state the prices paid it is believed that not less than $35,-
000 was paid for the pair. Mr. Belmont has been negotia-
ting for the purchase of Henry of Navarre for some time,
but the hews that he had purchased Dorian also was a com-
plete surprise. Dorian will be turned over to Byron Mc-
Clelland at once, and the latter will retain Henry of Na-
varre. He will train both horses until the fall. It was
whispered that Belmont intended to take his stable to Eng-
land next year and race there. Thip, however, has been
denied. Mr. Belmont was at the track here to day, but did
not care to be quoted as to hie intentions, further than the
statements given above. It may be stated, however, that Mr.
Belmont intends racing in England next year, as he has
made extensive entries in the two-year-old stakes in that
country. Just how extensively he intende to engage is a
question.

One of the most revolting sights ever seen on a race course
was witnessed by hundreds of people after the steeplechase
had been decided. In taking the last jump, a stone wall,

Bucephalus hit it hard and, stumbling, broke his off foreleg
His rider, WhitP, was unhorsed, and Bucephalus galloped
the rest of the way, three sixteenths of a mile, on three legs

before he was stopped. After a hasty examination it was
decided that he was beyond all aid, and orders were given to

shoot him. Instead of removing the horse and putting him
out of hh misery the shootiog took place on the track in
sight of ail. Three bullets were fired into the horse's head
without the least effect by a man who knew as much about
shooting a horse as a babe. Bucephalus wandered around
with the bullets in his head and blood gushing from his

wounds and nostrils. He was a pitiable object, and a great
many turned away sick at heart. For several minutes he
wandered around aimlessly, with none offering to put him
out of his misery. Finally Johnny Hyland stepped forward,

and, taking the revolver from the man who had failed so ig-

nominiously, placed it at the horse's temple and fired. With-
out a moan Bucephalus dropped and expired without a kick.

—Saratoga Cor. N. Y. Mercury, August 7.

On several occasions the wail has gone up from the East
that we have only one or two gocd jockeyB and that they are
all in the West. After seeing for a week the buogling work
of several of the jockeys who came out of the West, I am
ready to defend our worst jockeys against the so-called qual-
ity that came out of the"vVi!d and Woolly." "Soup" Per-

kins and A. Clayton, two of the best youngsters that ever sat

in a saddle last year, have retrograded to such an extent that

no one, to see them cow, would ever suspect that they were
once first-class artiBtsin their line. "Soup" Perkins' finishes

are weak and pitiable to behold and John McCafferly's mys-
terious evolutions of like kind are "Sandowian" in character
in comparison. A. Clayton gets the "creeps" at the slightest

jostle and it is just possible that if be ever sees his own shadow
keeping pace with him he will quit riding; being fearful of
the baleful influence of a "hoodoo." The riding of Henry
Griffin is in strong contrast to that of his one-time rivals, and
it is a treat to see the difference in the trio. On bead work
Griffin was always Perkins' and Clayton's peer, but he lacked
the necessary physical power to finish with them last year.

His sojourn in California benefitted him wonderfully in this

respect, and he now holds Perkins and Clayton safe at any of

the points that go to makp up the successful jockey. Of
course, Griffin makes mistakes, like all morta's, but on an
average he does much better work than any of his rivals. If

he goes on improving as he has done the past year he will

soon be so far above bis rivals that he will stand alone.— W,
C. Vreeland in New York Mercury.
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Dates Claimed.

PETAH'MA- August 19 to August 24
WOODLAND ASSOCIATION Aug. 26 to Aug. 31
STATE FAIR, SACRAMENTO Sept. 2 to Sept. 14
STOCKTON ASSOCIATION Sept. 16 to Sept. 21
RED BLLFF. Sept. 17 to Sept. 21
SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION Sept. 24 to Sept. 29
FRESNO Oct. 1 to Oct. S
SALINAS CITY Oct 1 to October 5
HUENEME Sept. 24 to Sept. 28
HUENEME DRIVING PARK ASSN October 1 to October 5

VENTURA Oct. 8 to Oct. 12
HOLLISTER Oct. 7 to Oct. 12
SANTA ANA _ October 15 to October 19
LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21
P. CT. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28
HORSE SHOW ASS'N OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

STATE FAIR August 24
HUENEME DRIVING PARK ASSN September 2
SANTA ANA September 2
SALINAS CITY September 2
LOS ANGELES September 14th

GEORGE Rose, the well-known and justly popular

turfman-bookmaker, has secured the betting privileges

for the State Fair this year, his bid, $15,G00, being by

far the highest made. Durkee & Fitzgerald bid $10,-

2H0, while Whitehead & Co. offered 65 per cent, of com-

missions on pools, as usual. D. J. Simmons of Sacra-

mento increased this by ten per cent. The last two bids

were not accompanied by a certified check. For years

Whitehead & Co. have had this privilege, and it is

rather in the nature of a surprise that another should

secure the plum. Doubtless Mr. Rose will have two

Btyles of betting, auction-pools, and book-betting, the lat-

ter, on trotting races, being an innovation in California.

The new official pool-seller also gives $500 for a handi-

cap for three-year-olds, to be known as the Native Sons'

Handicap, in honor of the Native Sons' celebration to

be held during the progress of the State Fair. He also

offered to give a bond for $10,000 for the faithful carry-

ing out of hiit contract. Rose was warmly congratulated

over securing the privileges. "I know," said he, "that

I bid very high. I was anxious for the privilege, not so

much for the money there might be in it, but more for

the name of being the olfcial pool-seller and bookmaker

at a California State Fair. I have fourteen runners in

my (table, and I will enter all of them in the races. I

know of a number of owners of stables who will also en-

ter now." Mr. 1: >se made a proposition In Whitehead

& Co. to do the pool selling, and it in understood thai

opted. That everything will be done in an hon-

orable and buiineas-llke way is certain, for Mr. Rose

understands the needs of bettora thoroughly.

lii' ii ma is going to have a grand fair this year, the

report! In circulation to the effect that it would not be

held being untrue. I'etaltima has always taken great

pride in her faint, and as she has a genial climate, a

good race Im k and excellent hotels, those that "go on

the circuit very year look forward in the l'etaluma

neeting with pleasure.

The Prospects.

The race meeting at Napa was one of the best-con-

ducted on the circuit. The track for the first two days

was not as good as it might have been, but on Wednes-

day and the rest of the week it could not be surpassed.

The races have been well contested, as the descriptions

and summaries published elsewhere in this journal at-

test. The excellence of the California-bred horses needs

no further praise than the simple stories which these

facts and figures show. "From wire to wire every heat's

a race" has been the remark of every one who attended.

There were many lessons taught at Napa as well as at

the Breeders' and the Vallejo meetings,the most impor-

tant of which is, that a horse to win money in his class

must be a good one, and that owners who had horses

last year which just managed to get inside the list and

showed no signs of having any more speed, have beeu

compelled to acknowledge their horses are outclassed

this year. In training horses, there are some animals

that have a limit, that is, they go quarters in a certain

time and can go no faster. Urging, coaxing or the lib-

eral use of the whip does not give them that nerve force

which all great horses must have to be campaigners.

When going at the height of their speed, if called up-

on, they should get a little lower and try to go faster.

If colts or fillies have this quality " born in 'em " they

will train on, provided they are constitutionally strong,

but the animal that will go just so fast and when called

upon for a drive does not make the attempt or sits down
in the breeching, will not do to pay entrance on. He
lacks that essential quality called "grit" or "sand."

There are a number of owners this year that made en-

tries on such, and after making two or three pay-

ments have learned to their sorrow they

had no show to win any money, conse-

quently they failed to pay any more entrance

fees and are placed on the suspension list. Some of

these owners have been made to believe by the trainers

that their horses are wonderfully fast, but just when the

bell rings the trainer is "sick," the horse is "off," or a

dozen different excses are made to cover the deceit of

the unscrupulous one who knew inside of a month from

the time the entry was made that the horse would have

no show. This is radically wrong, and if the trainer

thinks that the owner is so blind that be cannot see

through those false statements he is mistaken. Such

work does not help the trainer, but if an owner takes

the advice of some one else and enters the horse

throughout the circuit he should not blame the trainer,

because, in nine cases out of ten, the latter's advice has

never been solicited. The blame should always be placed

where it belongs, and owners and drivers are learning a

little every year which will help them hereafter.

The meetings which are to take place on the Califor-

nia circuit this season will afford ample opportunities for

every horse having speed and stamina to make money.

The sick trainers and the horses that are "off" will go

no further down the line, and much expense will be

saved the owners.

At Woodland, Sacramento, Stockton, San Jose,

Fresno, Salinas, Hollister Santa Ana and Los Angeles

the directors are makfng great preparations for their race

meetings, and if they meet with the success which has

attended the meetings of the P. C. T. H. B. A., the

Vallejo and the Napa associations, then owners of light

harness horses are to be congratulated. For at the be-

ginning of the year the year the prospects were far from

being bright, and clouds of fear and doubt seemed to

settle heavily on the industry.

Secretary Edward F. Smith, of the State Board of

Agriculture, writes us that 2:13 pace has been changed

to a free-for-all, and the purse has been increased to

$1,500. He believes that the class of pacing horses de-

veloped here warrants a purse of this character, and ex-

pects to Bee the grandest lot of pacing horses come to-

gether in the event ever seen on a California race course.

Among the probable starters are Diablo, W. Wood*Wal-
do J., Silkwood, Chehalis, Seymour Wilkes, Pathmont,

Del Norte, Hanford Medium and Baywood. A change

has been made from a 2:10 to a 2:15 pacing class, this

letting in the horses eligible to the 2:13 class, except

those that should go in the free-for-all. Owners of fast

pacers on this Coast will please pay particular attention

to the above changes.

A i.i. the races except the 2:1!) class and the free-for-

all tilled at the l'etaluma Fair. The races will com-
mence next Tuesday, and a splendid lot of horses will

be there to compete for the purses offered. Do not for-

get to attend the races at Petaluma next Tuesday.

Inoorrect Rumors Regarding Bay District.

We are assured by President Williams that the story

published in last Wednesday's Chronicle, and reprinted

in the Breeder and Sportsman, regarding the "doom
of the Bay District track," is wrong in almost every
particular. " If I denied every incorrect rumor and al-

lowed myself to worry about them I wouldn't have much
of a chance to sleep at night," said Mr. Williams on
Thursday afternoon. " I got over the idea of reading
these rumors long ago, let alone allowing them to dis-

turb my peace of mind. Matters stand just as they did,

I assure you. The gentlemen mentioned as being willing

to take an interest with me in the purchase of Bay Dis-
trict track—Messrs. Lorrillard, Nolan, Haggin and
others—are still with me, and all I have to do is wire
them that the time has arrived to go into the purchase
of the place, and they will keep their word, never fear.

The contract for filling in the enclosure and grading it

has not been let, that I positively know. The firm men-
tioned was about to get the contract when I secured the

option on the property, and of course that stopped nego-

tiations for grading, etc. I shall go on about my busi-

ness and let nothing in the shape of idle rumors bother

me in the least." Asked as to when racing would be re-

sumed, after the State Fair is over, President Williams

said that it had not been determined upon, but probably

one week would be allowed to elapse. They might
however, begin the following Tuesday.

Polo Racing at Del Monte.

The revised programme of the races to be given at the

new Hotel del Monte race track Thursday and Saturday,

August 29th and 31st, by the Pacific Coast Pony and
Steeplechase Racing Association, has been issued, and
includes a number of events which will excite great in-

terest among horsemen and their friends.

On Thursday there will be five races, viz., a quarter-

mile dash, a race of six furlongs, one of five furlongs, one

of a mile and a steeplechase of two miles. The weights

announced are very heavy, but then, while this will be a

detriment to great speed, nevertheless it will afford

riders an opportunity for showing their skill and ability

without forcing them to train down too much.

On Saturday there will be six races; a half-mile dash,

one of a mile and a sixteenth, a handicap event of one

mile, a steeplechase of one mile and a half, a half-mile

race on the flat, and a handicap steeplechase of two

miles, open to all. Entries will close to-day.

The polo matches will be decided Tuesday and Wed-
nesday.

From present indications this meeting promises to be

the event of the season, and with such prominent gentle-

men for stewards as the following, success is already

assured: Major J. L. Rathbone, Frederick R. Webster,

Joseph S. Tobin, H. R. Simpkins and Jerome B. Lincoln.

Hueneme Again to the Front.

That Governor Budd's veto of the appropriation for

the District Fairs has not abated the racing zeal and en-

thusiasm of the directors of the Hueneme Association is

evidenced by the fac' that they are going to have as big

a fair and races this year as they ever did. The entries

to the running races of the Hueneme meeting have all

filled satisfactorily and they all go. The trotting and

pacing races have not filled so well, and the directors

were reluctantly forced to declare some of them off, but

others will be substituted in their stead.

The District meeting at Hueneme closes on September

28th and the Ventura meeting does not begin until Octo-

ber 8th, thus leaving one week unoccupied, which was

intended for the Santa Barbara meeting ; but as they are

not to have one, the Driving Park Association of Huen-

eme, Leon Lehmann, President, in crder that the horses

and men may not remain idle that week at a large ex-

pense, will give five days of racing, beginning October

1st. We hope that horsemen will appreciate this effort

in their behalf and patronize the meeting liberally.

The Hueneme track is in fine condition, and trainers

will find there all the accommodations they need free of

charge. Feed is cheap—best hay $S per ton—grain too

cheap.

The new 2:10 performed of last week were : Trotters

—

Lesa Wilkes, 2:09, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, dam Hannah
Price, by Artburton. Pacers—Vera Capel, 2:07J, by Wil-

ton, 2:19.1, dam Cricket, by Vlambrino Abdallah; Queen Mc-
Gregor, 2:08$, by Did McGregor, 2:25, darn Queen, by Bon-
nie Scotland Jr.; Henry F., 2:09$, dam Saarlie, by Roger
Hanson; Wesley R., 2:10, by Strathroy, dam by Ensign.

Those previous 2:10 performers reducing tbeir records were :

Azote, trotter, by Whips, from 2:07 } to 2:06£, and the pacers

Coleridge, by C. F. Clav, from 2:00} to 2:05J, and Paul, by
Bald Hornet, from 2:09A to 2:07}

.
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ard sixth. Silver Ring seventh, Stella eighth, Carrie C. ninth,

Our Seth and Auditor distanced.

Fools sold Stam B. $20, Zombro $10, field $5, before the

next heat. Dr. PuS and Stam B. led like a team, Zombro
third and the balance were spread all along the backstretch.

The half was made in 1:08J, and the leaders were six lengths

in front of Zombro, who was leading the field by five open

lengths. The race was a good one all the way to the three-

quarter pole, where Dr. Puff fell back and Zombro took his

place, and Durfee, his driver, made a vigorous drive for the

lead, but Stam B. had the most speed and came under the

wire a winner by two lengths in 2:16, the fastest mile made
by a three-year-old trotting stallion in California. Dr. Puff

was third, Stambouletta fourth, Lottie fifth, Stella sixth, Sil-

ver Rijg seventh, Sidney Howard eighth and Carrie C.

distanced.

In the next heat Z3mbro took the lead, Stam B. second,

Dr. Puff third. These three outclassed their fields, and as

thev opened a gap of ten lengths in front of the rest, the con-

test centered in them. Zombro broke and fell back, Stam B.

taking the lead to the half; then he broke and Zombro led.

It was a hard battle between the two leaders, Delano, behind

Stam B. making a splendid drive, while Durfee, with Zom-

bro, was driving as only this veteran can. Inch by inch

Stam B. gained on Zombro, but the latter won by half a

length in the splendid time of 2:16^, the fastest third heat

ever trotted by a* three-year-old stallion on the Pacific Coast.

Dr. Puff was third, Stamboulette fourth, Silver Ring fifth and

Lottie sixth, Sidney Howard being withdrawn before this

heat.

The leaders now took the lead, with Stam B. at his wheel,

and these two led all the way. It was a battle between them
both, drivers doing their best. The colts were evenly matched

and the excitement became intense as down the homestretch

they came. "The record will be broken I" was heard on

every side, as, steady as two old campaigners, these faultless-

gaited stallions trotted. Nearer and nearer the wire, Zombro
a half length in advance. Stam B. could not gain an inch

on his strong competitor, and as the latter came under the

wire in the wonderful time of 2;15J, loud cheering greeted

the winner. Dr. Puff was third, Stamboulette fourth and

Silver Ring fifth. Again was the Pacific Coast record low-

ered and the son of McKinney crowned king of three-year-

olds. This is the fastest fourth heat ever trotted by a three-

year-old.

When the horses were called out for the final heat the two

gladiators appeared to be none the worse for their fast work
in the preceding heats. Judge Covey sent them away on even

terms, Zombro getting his nsual advantage a few yards from

the wire and retaining it while the bull dog, Stam B., kept

right at his flanks and forcing the son of McKinney to go to

the half in 1:07£, and even then did not lose an inch nor

gain one. To the three quarter pole in 1:41 the two came,

both drivers holding their horses well in hand. At the seven-

eighths pole Stam B. broke and fell back, Zombro shot to the

front, and after Durfee saw he had the race won he pulled

Zombro up, and raising his cap waved it in response to the

loud cheering which greeted him from the thousands as-

sembled, and let the great king of three-year-olds jog under

the wire in 2:15 J. Another great heat and record broken.

The consensus of opinion was that a better fought race be-

tween three-year-olds or even aged horses was never seen on

a race track. The horses Stam B. and Zombro were so

evenly matched that it was as the tossing of a copper which
which was the better, while the bay stallion Dr. Puff was not

far out of any of the heats, and he never made a break from

start to finish. The summary tells the tale and demonstrates

clearly that the Napa track has lost none of its reputation

for safety as well as fastness.
flUMMERIES.

August 1—2:24 trotting, purse SS00.

Ethel Downes, bl m. by Boodle, dam by Nutwood
Keating 2 4 111

Lady O.. br m, by T. O, dam by Black Prince
Marchand 1 12 2 2

Los Angeles, b s, by Woodlark Hodges 4 2 3 3 3
Charivari, b m, by Sterling Snider 5 5 5 4 4

Bishop Hero, rn g, by Bishop Lafferty 3 3 4 dis

Time, 2:18,2:21, 2:21K, 2:18, 2:20.

2:27 trotting for three-year-olds.

Zombro, b s, by McKinuey—by Almont Lightning
„ Durfee 3 2 111

Stam B., b s. by S tarnboul—Belle Medium, by Happy
Medium Delano 112 2 2

Dr. Poff, b s, by Bav Bird Carrigan 2 3 3 3 4

Stamboulette, bm, 'by Stamboul Casey 5 4 4 4 3

Silver Ring, b m. by Silver Bow Williams 7 7 5 5 5
Lottie, brm, by San Diego Loeber 4 5 6 dr
Stella, blk m, by Geo. Washington Smith 8 6 dis

SidDey Howard, ch s. bv Sidney Sanders 6 8 dis

Carrie C. b m, by Starboul Snider 9 dis

Oar Seth, br s, by Prince Ida Ward dis

Auditor, brc, by Secretary Edge dis

Time, 2:19^, 2:16, 2:16J4, 2:15:t
. L , 2:15 :;

.t .

FOURTH DAY, THURSAY, AUGUST 15.

The .Napa people have reason to be proud of their glorious

climate, for if yesterday was a lovely day this one was

" lovelier," and the crowded grand stand was the best proof

that the people were glad to be out to enjoy the races, the

music and the company of their friends and neighbors. The

judges were H. M. La Rue, F. W. Loeber and Dr. R. F.

Taylor ; the timers, C. Durfee, C. H. Corey and B. 0. Van
Bokkelen. The firBt race on the programme was for the 2:40

class two-year olds, the entries being Palita, Claudius, Eureka

Don Roberto, Napa Prince and Desdemona. In the pools

the great Palita sold as favorite at $20 against the field at $5.

When the word was given Claudius cut out the poce and led

to the quarter in thirty-four seconds, but Palita passed him
and opened a gap of ten lengths at the half. Then Pbippen
eased up his good filly and jogged her around to the wire in

2:25.1, Claudius second, Eureka, who broke several times,

being third, Desdemonia fourth, Napa Prince fifth and Don
Roberto last.

When the word was given Phippen Bent Palita to the

front, and the eighth was passed in fifteen seconds. Then
the mare broke, and Claudius and Eureka passed her. Phip-

Sen got her straightened out and she closed up the gap made
y the leaders and passed them just beyond the half, and
came to the wire in 1:09, with Claudius second, Eureka
third, Desdemona fourth, Napa Prince fifth and Don Rober-
to last. Time, 2:22}.

The second race was the 2:25 trot. Only four horses ap-

peared, viz., McZeus, Lady Thornhill, Little Mac and Jasper
Paulsen. Very few pools were sold, as McZeus was conceded
to be superior to his competitors. The pool-selling in both
the races to-day was of the poorest kind because the superior-

ity of Palita and McZeus was known to all. When the word
was given McZeus hardly got fairly under way until he
broke, and Hodges had to bring him to a walk before he
settled in the meantime. Jasper Paulson and Lady Thorn-
hill led by a hundred yards. Then McZeus started after

them, and at the head of the homestretch was on even terms
with Jasper and Lady Thornhill. He passed ihem and won
easily in 2:22^, Jasper Paulsen being three lengths behind
and three lengths in fron' of Lady Thornhill, Little Mac
fourth.

McZeus captured the second heat in 2:18, Jasper Paulsen
two lengths behind, Lady Thornhill seven lengths further

away and one length in front of Little Mac. The ease with
which this grandly-bred son of McKinney woo this heat
proves conclusively that his mark will be at least 2:14 before

he returns to his Los Angeles home.

McZeus and Jasper Paulsen led in the next heat as if tbey
were hitched to one bike until the homestretch was reached,

then McZsus left his good, steady-going companion and trot-

ted underthe wire in 2:19}, Lady Thornhill third and Little

Mac fourth.

The winner of this race has been often described in these

columns. He belongs to Clark Conant, of Los Angeles, and
is one of the purest gaited and gamest four-year-olds ever
seen in this State.

There were two bicycle races, a mile dash and a twenty-
five mile relay race. These consumed over an hour and a

half,and from a racing point of view the afternoon was not as

exciting as any of the others this week.
SDMMAKY.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 15.

2:40 trotting, two-year-olds.

Palita, ch f, by Palo Alto—Elsie, by Gen. Benton Phippen 1 1
Claudius, b c, by Nutwood Wilkes—Fanny Bunch 2 2

Eureka, ch c. by Ira—Silver Shield Haas 3 3
Desdemona, b f, by Silver Bow—Topsy Williams 4 4
Napa Prince, b c, by Grand issimo—Queen Hill 5 5

DonRoberto. blk c, by Sidney—Fan Rodgers 6 S

Time, 2:26& 2:22}<.!

2:25 trotting, four-year-olds, purse 5700.

McZeus, br s. by McKinney—Grace Kaiser, by Kaiser
I Hodges 111

Jasper Paulson, big, by Wildnut—Cauma Keating 2 2 2

Lady Thorn bill, b m, by Billy Thornhill Sullivan 3 3 3
Little Mac, b g, by Stone's Election Smith 4 4 4

Time, 2:23>.£, 2:18, 2:19^.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH OAIRN SIMPSON.

8till T£iumphant.—" Our horses are still marching on.

Not only those which are members of " our stables," but

those which are now owned in the East are taking a good
place in history making. El Rami, probably the most con-

spicuous, though others are doing their part towards keep-

ing up the prestige of the Pacific Slope.

It doe-? appear that Azote will carry the championship
honors of 1895, the only one that can dispute his title being

in the same stable. I made up my mind, after witnessing the

trotting on the Oakland track last winter, that Azote could

beat Alii, and nothing has transpired Bince to change the

estimate. It would seem that 2:03^ was a stubborn thing to

overcome, and it may be doubtful if he should make the at-

tempt whether the big son of Whips could accomblish the
job. Still there is nothing to show that even these high fig-

ores would be bevond his reach, and with the advantages of
as speedy a track as thai at Galesburg or Terre Haute, and
everything else being favorable, the record would be his.

Without that there is little cause to question his supremacy.
He beats all that come against him with so much ease that

it is hard to form an estimate of his actual capacity, and that
is the supreme test. One thing to go " against time " with
everything favorable ; another to view a succession of victo-

ries, not a heat lost from start to finish.

*
* *

Vallyejo, Napa.—Very lively the proceedings at these

two places.

So many fast demonstrations that it would appear invid-

ious to make comparisons. The old copy books pronounced
" comparisons odious," and it was a good thing to instill

that into the juvenile minds.

Very easy to draw conclusions, and with apparent good
grounds for the prediction. But the best laid schemes ''gang

aft sgley," and horses are no exceptions. Well, we can point
to on? home results as well as those which are transpiring on
the Far away side of the' Continent as evidence lhat Califor-

nia is keeping up the clip.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

The Beginning of a Tribe of Race Horses,

Nellie Benton is one of the most highly-prized brood-

mares at Palo Alto. She showed a mile in 2:18 as a four-

year-old and took a record of 2:30 in a race after having run

out as a broodmare for several years. This year her son El

Rami took a four-year-old record of 2:14 and has been one

of the most consistent and successful trotters in his class on
the grand circuit, winning among other races a very hard-

fought one of five heats at Cleveland. Another of Nellie

Benton's foals—and the only living one older than El Kami
—is the Oakwood Park Stock Farm's fine-looking horse El
Benton, who took a record of 2:23} at Sacramento and was
only beaten a head in 2:18£. A mare that could trot in 2:18,

whose first two foals that lived show equally good and better

miles in races, has a pretty good chance to found a great

family, especially when as well bred as Nellie Benton. El
Benton has been bred this year to many of the Oakwood
Park Farm's best mares, and if a crop of race horses doesn't

follow it will be more than strange.

Corrected Summary.

The following summary was printed incomplete in the

list of races at Vallejo, and hence is given here in its correct

form:
THIED DAY, AUGUST 8.

Trotting, three-year-olds, parse S700.

Jasper Ayres, b g. by Iris—Babe, by Altamont...Perkins 10 3 11
Stam B., b s. by Stamboul—Belle Medium- Delano 2 18 2
Dr. Puff, b g, by Bay Bird Carrigan 3 3 2 3 3
Sidney Howard, ch s, by Sidnev M.'H. Sanders 9 4 4 2 4
Stambolette, b m, by Stamboul Casey 4 6 6 6 5
Carrie C, ch m, by Starbonl T. C.|3nider S 5 5 4 7

Auditor, bra, oy Secretary Edge 5 9 7 5 8
Lottie, br m, by San Diego Loeber 6 7 8 7 6

Portrero _...Durfee 7 8 dr
Our Seth... Ward 10 dis

Time, 2:18>ij', 2:18>£, 2:20, 2:21, 2:22.

Entries P. O. T. H. B. A. Nomination Purses.

The following is a list cf the horses named for the Nomi-

nation Purses for the Fall meeting of the Pacific Coast Trot-

ting Horse Breeders Association, which will be held in Los

Aogeles. Other purses advertised for the fast classes for this

meeting failed to fill, but it is expected that the Association

will have no difficulty in filling races for the free-for-all trot,

free for-all pace and other fast classes when the time comes*

as not ooly will all the best horses on the Coast be congre-

gated there, but at that time many of them that have gone

Eist will have returned :

2:22 CLAS3, NOMINATION, TROTTING, PURSE 81000.

Agnew Stock Farm's chs Melvar Winsbip & Keating's blk m Ethel
Downes

Vendome Stock Farm's b g John
Bury

J, B. Smith's bs Vinmont
R. ff. Murphy's br m Bijou
D. E. Knight's sr g King of the

Ring.

2:20 CLASS, NOMINATION". TROTTING. PCRSE 51,000.

L. Hinds' b m Hera
W. 3. Maben's b s Our Lucky
Thos. Smith's b s Columbus d.

S. C. Tryon's br s Knight
B. 0. Van Bokkelen's ch s Thomp

son

A. W. Bnell's brm Flora
G. W. Griffin's b m Hattie B.

R. Gird's gr m Irene Crocker
F. N. Hinrich's br s Lucky B.

Dr. L. Lee's b m Cora S.

H. P. Perkins' b g Jasper Ayres
S. C. Tryon's gr s Rex Gifford

G. K. Hostetter's ch s Thompson
Vineland Stock Farm's blk m

Myrtle Thome
Park Heosbaw's Chico
C. F. Marcy's br m Jennie June
C. A. Durfe'e's br s McZeus
Ira L. Ramsdell's bs Prince Ira

Easy Riding Sulkies.

The Upineton sulkies are built so that the jar felt in most

sulkies is completely taken up by the arrangement of the

seat, which is on a spring. This can be fastened with a

calch when it is desirable to have the sulky rigid for racing.

No high wheel sulky made is so easy riding and such a com-
fortable vehicle for the driver. There are three of these

sulkies in the closing-out sale of the Souther Farm at the

salesyards next Wednesday.

Whilk Walter Maben was jogging Dan N. on the Napa
race track last Monday, the horse shied and ran into the in-

side fence, throwing this well-known horsemen violently

against it. When help arrived it was ascertained he was se-

verely injured. A surgeon was called and at once diagnosed

the case as a shonlder dislocation and a very serious one. He
set the irj ured member in its place and attended to the mus-
cles which were badly lacerated, and in a few days Mr. Maben
was able to be at the track. He will not be seen in the sulky

again this yearaDd will be very fortunate if he regains his

former strength in that arm. Every one who knows the

genial little reinsraan will regret to hear of his misfortune,

and will hope that he may be seen for many years in the

sulky piloting winners to the wire. No driver in California

is more highly respected than " Our Walter."

Notwithstanding all the flurry, the pool-rooms are still

in full blast, and are hurting the attendance greatly. It

seems as if there should be some law to reach this matter,

and it is a pity that they should be allowed to run during the

progress of a local race meeting.

The race meeting at Vallejo was a success financially, and
all horsemen who attended declare that the Vallejo Associa-

tion can always rely on their return.

2:17 CLASS, NOMINATION, TROTTING, PCRSE €1,200.

Agnew Stock Farm's b m Visalia Dr. G. B. Somer's br m Margaret
Worth

Santa Rosa Stock Farm's b m
Eleclra

B. O. Van Bokkelen's br s Boodle
Winsbip ..t Keating's hr g Ham-

rock
W. w. Marshall's b h Stranger

J. H. Butler's bg Manning
A. W. Bnell's br m Flora

R. Gird's ch m Nellie W.
P, W. Murphy's b s Paloma

Prince
Palo Alto Stock Farm's blk f Pal-

atine
L. P. W. Qnimby's b s Hillsdale Ira L. Ramsdell's b s Prince Ira

Thos. Smith's b 3 Columbus 3.

2:16 CLASS, NOMINATION, PACING, PCRSE 51,200.

Agnew Stock Farm's bl g Loupe G. W. Woodard's b m Videlta
L. J. Felton's b s Ketchum A. Mitchel's br m Flora B.

A. Hables' ch g Our Boy Geo. B. Polhemus' br m Ella W.
L. J. Smith's bl s p'resno Prince Willard H. Stimson's b g Dan N.
E. W. Steele's b m Edna R. Frank Frazier's bl s Chehalis
Winshipi Keatiug'sbrgOttinger S. A. Goldstein's br s Orlindo

Richmond
2:13 CLASS, NOMINATION, PACING, PCRSE 51,200.

Robt. S. Brown's cb m Belle S. C. Tryon's eh h Hanford Me-
C. H. Corey's br m Laura M. diura
La Siesta Ranch's bg Fred Mason Winship &. Keating's br s Path-
Jaa Mack'sgr g Waldo J. mont
Pleasanton Stock Farm's br h H. R. Ward's bs Baywood

Dudley J- P. Sevens' b s Ketchum

The ;following is a list of the entries in the two-year-old

trotting purse which closed on July 1st. Of the additional

purses advertised for the fall meeting, this was the only one

that filled :

River View Stock Farm's blk f Louise B., by Don Marvin
—Firefly, by Jas. Monroe.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's ch f Palita, by Palo Alto—Elsie,

by Gen, Benton.
Milo Knox's blk f Jummye, by Directum—Fannie K., by

Redwood.
R. Sweasey's ch s Eureka, by Ira—Silver Shield, by Pos-

cora Hayward.
A. C Severance's bib c Don Roberto, by Sidney—Anna

Belle, by Dawn.
A. G. Ryan's b s Portland Jr.

Vendome Stock Farm's b g Claudius, by Nutwood Wilkes

—Fannie, by Muldoon.
Belmont Slock Farm's Dictesse, by Dictatus—Orphan

Girl, by Del Sur.

Speeding Cart.

A good, light Frazier speeding cart will be fonnd in the

Souther Farm sale new Wednesday. Just the thing for the

Alameda Speed track or for any similar work.
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THE VALLEJO RACES.

Fastest Three Heats Paced in California to the

Credit of this Meeting—Spleneid Contests

and Close Finishes—The Meeting a

Success from Every Point of View.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, AUGUST 9.

The attendance to-day was not as large as that of yester-

day, a high Vallejo wind was blowing, and the enthusias-

tic* who ventured to the track saw some excellent racing.

The judges in the stand were B. C. Holly, John F. Boyd and

Farmer Sanford.

Promptly at two o'clock the following horses were called

for the 2:27 trot : Native State, Columbus 9., Knight, Let-

ter B. and Bradtmoor. Pool-selling was very light, Native

State selling for $10, against the field for $5.

Native State had no trouble in winning this race, Colum-

bus S. being his principal competitor in each of the heats.

Knight led in the two first heats to the half-mile pole, but

Native State and Columbus passed him and came on ahead

of him. In the third heat Tryon made a good drive down

the homestretch, and passed Columbus S. ten yards from the

wire. Time for the three beats, 2:23, 2:19$ and 2:22. Bradt-

moor got away on a break in the first heat, and did not get

settled, finishing behind the flag.

The next event was for the 2:25 class trotters, four year-

olds. The starters were McZeus, Our Lucky, Clay S., Lit-

tle Mac, Director, Prince and Lucerne. In the pools Mc
Zeus sold as a favorite at $10 to $4 on the field. When the

bell tapped McZeus took the lead and was never headed,

Our Lucky lving right at his wheel all the way. Clay S.

was two lengths behind. Little Mac was fourth, and un-

steady, Director Prince also acted as if his lame knee was
hurting him and just managed to get inside the flag, Lucerne
being distanced. Time, 2:21.

No pools were sold previous to the second heat. McZeus
and Our Lucky trotted like a team to the half, then Our
Lucky dropped back. Maben deciding to make a fighting

finish with his bay stallion. Clay S. was four lengths behind

and when he was at the three-quarter pole the other two trot-

ters were 'out of it." McZsus never lost an inch but kept

the lead he gained at the half-mile pole and won by a length

from Our ^ucky in 2:20, Clay S. third; Little Mac and Di-

rector Prince distanced.

In the third heat the start was an excellent one at the half

pole, McZeus broke and Our Lucky passed him. Hodges,
behind McZeus, drove his pure-gaited stallion well, but he
was unable to pilot him in a winner in this heat for Our
Lucky won by a neck in 2:21$, Clay 8. four lengths further

away. McZeus again took the lead after leaving the wire,

and i ltbough Our Lucky kept at his shoulder all the way
around he never for a second lost the advantage he had, but
won by a neck from the son of Rajah in 2:19i. Clay S. third.

McZeus ib a splendid-lookirjg four-year-old by the great Mc-
Kinney, out of Grace Kaiser, by Kaiser, and is as game as

his sire and as pure-gaited as any horse we have seen on the
circuit.

In the one mile bicycle race which followed there were
three entries: S. J. McKnight, George McKay and William
Klolz. Klotz wheeled away from his two competitors and
won easily in 2:48, the high wind preventing faster time
being made.

FIFTH AND LAST DAY, SATURDAY, AUGUST 10.

This is the last day of the Vallejo meeting. To-morrow

the horsemen with their horses and bikes will leave for Napa.

The attendance during the week has not been as large as the

directors expected. The races were all well contested, and

were in many respects superior to any heretofore given in

this county. The weather was very unfavorable, and to this

more than any other the decrease in attendance may be at-

tributed. A high wind blowing and the sun obscured by

heavy banks of clouds kept hundreds who live in the rich

country surrounding Vallejo, as well as those residing in ad-

jacent towns, from attendirg. It was very unfortunate that

this was to, but the President aod Board of Directors are not

undaunted but believe that next season the excellence of the

racing given this year wilt induce a much larger number to

attend. A large amount of money has been expended by

them in erecting new stables and buildings for the accommo-
dation of the trotters, and if the financial returns balance
this outlay, alter paying all purses, they will be satisfied.

President McCauley and Secretary Whitaker have in the
board of directors the best corps of workers «e have seen,
and if success does not crown their efforts it is not because
they do not strive in every way possible to merit it.

The presiding judge, B C. Holly, is without doubt one of
the best ever seen in California, thoroughly understanding
the laws and firm in their enforcement. He knows exactly
when to give the word "Go!" and if the drivers are in-
clined to " wear each other out" his quiet eye does not let

such acta go unnoticed, and hie loud clear voice at once brings
the scheming knights of the sulky to a realization of the fact
thai they have a superior officer watching them and thev
vaunt not "try any funny business in Vallejo."
The meeting passed away pleasantly and no complaints of

injustice have been heard. Every winner has received his
cash and those who were not so fortunate aa to have the fastest
are determined that in 1896 they will be at Vallejo ,wilh
horses that will win.

Three races were on the programme, a 2:13 nomination
pacing race, a 2:24 trot and a district race for three-year-olds,
2:40 class. The iudges were B. C. Holly, J. Even and F. W.
Loeber.

In the 2:13 pace there were five entries, Baywood, Ket-
chum, Waldo J., Belle and Hanford Medium. WMdo J. was
inntalled favorite at $10 to $6 on the rest in the field.

When Judge Holly shouted "Go!" Baywood took the
lead and opem -H op a gap of a length before Waldo J ., Han-
ford Medium third. Belle fourth.

Waldo J. gradually closed up and at the halt was a head
in advance in 1:05. Baywood was lying at his shoulder and

Waldo J. paced the next quarter in 30 seconds, but around

into the homestretch Waldo gradually drew away from

the handsome son of Woodnut and paced under the wire in

2:10 flat, Baywood, two lengths behind Hanford Medium,
third, Belle fourth and Ketchum last. Thia was the fastest

mile ever made on the Vallejo track and demonstrated to all

horsemen that Waldo J. is himself again, and that Baywood,

when fully recovered from his illness, will be one of the best

pacers in California.

In the next heat, Ward, behind Baywood, sent his horse

to the front just as he did in the preceding heat. Waldo J.

made an effort to pass him after turning toward the three-

quarter pole, and in so doing broke and fell back. He did

not stay there long for Mack, his driver, got him settled, and

after Baywood, the little gray gelding, almost flew. He passed

him at the head of the homestretch and came in a winner by

a length and a half in 2:12. Ketchum on the outside of the

track being at Baywood's neck as the latter paced under the

wire. Hanford Medium fourth and Belle distanced. Waldo
J . won the next heat and race in 2:12£, Baywood two lengths

behind and Ketchum at his bike, Hanford Medium fourth.

These were the fastest three heats ever made on the Vallejo

track aod the fastest in California in 1895. It was a pretty

race from start to finish, for Waldo J. did not have thiDgs

all his own way.
The next event on the programme was a race between the

2:24 class trotters for a purse of $800. The entries were:

Zombro, Ethel Downes, Lady O , Maria P., Los Angeles,

Flora G., Miss Jessie and Julia G. Zombro was made
favorite at $15, Ethel Downes $6, field $8.

When the horses got away Ethel Downes took the lead,

Zjmbro half a length behind, Lady O. third and Miss Jessie

tourth, the rest were in a single line procession from the

eighth to the quarter pole as Ethel Downes and Zombro
gradually increased their lead. Ethel broke after pasBingthe

half and Zombro passed her, and although Keating's little

filly did very well in the homestretch Lady O. passed her and

got the second place from her by half a length. Maria P.

fourth, Miss Jessie fifth, Flora G. sixth, Julia G. seventh and

Los Angeles last. Time, 2:20.

Zombro now took the lead, but Ethel Downes was along-

side, and like a team these two trotters moved to the half.

Ethel Downes then shot to the front, and was increasing her

lead when she broke, and Zombro passed her and led to the

wire. The battle for place between Ethel Downes and Lady
O. was exciting, but the former won it by a length in 2:20,

Maria P. fourth, Los Angeles fifth, Flora G. sixth, Julia G.

seventh and Miss Jessie eighth. Time, 2:20.

The next heat was a good one. Zombro and Ethel

Downes contested every inch of the mile, and the latter made
the gallant son of McKinney trot in 2:17$ to win the heat

and race, only won by a length. Lady O. was third, Los
Angeles fourth, Flora G. fifth, Maria P. sixth, Miss Jessie

seventh and Julia G. distanced. This was one of the most
exciting races of the week, and in this heat the sixth horse

was separately timed in 2:21, so a fair idea of how well they

were all trotting may be learned.

The district race for three-year-olds which concluded the

week's Bport was won easily by Sir Derby, a good-looking son

of Chas Derby, in 2:42$, 2:39$ and 2:40, Wonder being sec-

ond. The other individual that was entered was called

Spotless. He was never closer to the winner than a quarter

of a mile, and, therefore, could not be considered a dangerous
competitor.

SUMMARIES.

FIEST DAY—AUGUST 6.

2:30 trotting, purse $800.

Lady Grace, by Raymond—Hock Hocking Keating 114 3 1

Prince Ira, b s, bv Dexter Prince—Luella„ Alviso 6 6 12 2
Ravenscroft, b s,"by Quv Wilkes—Eva Connolly 3 2 5 13
Lady ThornhlU, by Billy Thornhill Corey 8 3 2 4 4
Fanny C, b m, by Fallis Gray 4 5 3 5 5
Hojave, b c, by Dexter Prince Snider 5 4 ti 6 g

Time, 2:21%. 2:18K. 2:19}& 2:19, 2:19.

Pacing, 2:20 class, purse S900.

Chebalis, br b, by Altamont—Tecorah, by C. M. Clay
„ Frazier 111

Golden West, b g, by Royal George Nelson 2 2 2
Ella W., b m, by Eros Hellman 3 3 3
Gertrude G., ch m, by Redwood Gray 4 4 4
Flora B , b m, by Mambrino Wilkes — Brooks dis

Dictatus, ch h, by Red Wilkes Bigolow dis
Delphi, bis, by Director Keating dis

Time, 2:17%, 2:19, 2:18%.

SECOND DAY—AUGUST 7.

2:20 trotting, nomination, puree 8900.

Boodle, br s, by Stranger—Bride, by Jay Gould
Van Bokbelen 111

Irene Crocker, g m, by Will Crocker Connolly 3 2 4

Jennie June, b m, by Motor Baker 2 4 7
Hamrock, brg, by Altamont.... Keating 10 7 2

Myrtle Thome, b m, by Grandissimo -Loeber 8 3 3
Melvar, ch s, by Fordstan Nelson 4 9 8
Viealia, bm, by Iris Perkins 5 8 5
Zombro, b s, by McKinney Dorfee 7 5 9
John Bury, bg, by Antinous Bonner 6 C 6
Chico bg, by Monroe Chief. Sullivan 9 10 10

Time, 2:19, 2:17?£ 2:17.

2:40 class, trotting, purse $800.

Our Lucky, b s, by Rajah—Dora Maben 2 111
Mariposa, br m, by Guide—Madonna Keating 14 2 2
Bonnie Beu, ch h, by Ben Lohmond Tryon 4 2 3 3
Chailvarl, b ro, by Sterling Snyder U 8 4 4
Olga, b m, by Sable Wilkes Connolly 2 5 dr
Lucerne, ch s, by Harry Star Bolce dis
Favor, ch g. by Daly Morris dis

Time, 2:20%, 2:23, 2:22, 2:22.

T11IHD DAY, AUGUST 8.

Trotting, three-year-olds, purse S700.

Ja«i*r Ayres, bg, by Iris—Babe, by Altamont. ..Perkius 10 3 11
Stam B., b a, by Stamboul—Belle Medium- Delano 2 18 2

Dr. Puff, bg, by Bay Bird Keating 3 3 2 3 3

Sidney Howard, ch s. by SIdnev Sanders 7 4 4 2 4
Stamboletto, b m, by Stamboul 4 6 6 6 5
Carrie C, ch m, by Starboul Snider 8 5 7 4 7

Lottie, br m, by San Diego Loeber 6 7 8 7 6
Auditor, br b, Dy Secretary ..Edge 6 9 7 5 8

Time,

2:26 pace, purse 8800.

Clu-lialia. by Altamont—Tecorah Frazier ll 1

Javelin, by Creole Cheboya 6 2 3
I'alhmont, by Altamont Keating 6 7 2
Bird roc. bv Mark Monroe Baker 3 3 4

EetellC VVllkea, by Mambrino Wllke-s Curry 4

Dan N., by Dan B Maben 8
Rego, by Alto Rex Hodges!!
Lynette, bv Lynwood McManus 7

Ual Corbelt. by Bay Bird Carrigan 9
I'rini'c ('., by St. Nicholas Brown 2
Ruby M., by Almont Patchcn... SullivanlO

Time, 2:18K. 2:14, 2;V2:i

x .

1 -:m s]M..'i'ial trot. pursoS200.

Bay Rum, b m, by Slelnway—May, by Auteeo Chaboya 1
Logan, b c, by McDonald Chief—unknown Smith 2

Time, 2:26, 2:30, 2'28i
1

;.

6 6

4 6

6 9

9 7

8 8
dis
dis

2 1

1 2

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY.
2:25 trotting, four-year-olds, purse S7U0.

McZeus, br c, by McKinney—Grace, by Kaiser Hodges 112 1
Our Lucky, b s, by Rajah—by Gibraltar .. .„., Maben 2 2 1 2 j

Clay S , b, by Grover Clay—Belle Gannon 3 3 3 3
Little Mac, b g, by Election Smith 4 dis
Director Prince, bl c, by Director Sanders 5 dis

Time, 2:21, 2:20, 2:21%, 2:19J£.

FOURTH D \Y—AUGUST 9.

2:27 class trotting, purse SS00.

Native State, b s, by Star Sultan Maben 111
Columbus S., b s, by McDonald Chief Smith 2 2 3
Knight, brs, by Woodford Wilkes Tryon 3 3 2
Letter B., b m, by Ward B Kent 4 4 4
Bradtmoor. b s, by Fallis Hoy dis

Time, 2:23, 2:19^, 2:22.

LAST DAY—SATURDAY, AUGUST 10.

2:13 class, pacing, purse 81,000.

Waldo J., gr g, by Bob Masou—Miss Taylor, by A. W. Rich-
mond Mack 111

Baywood, b s, by Woodnut—Graves Mare Ward 2 2 2
Ketchum, b s. by Gossiper Maben 5 3 3
Hanford Medium, b s, by Milton R Tryon 3 4 4
Belle, ch m, by Melbourne King Keating 4 dis

Time, 2:10, 2:12, 2:12%.

2:24 class trotting, purse 8800.

Zombro, br s, by McKinney—Whisper, bv Almont Lightning
Durfee 111

Ethel Downes, br m, by Boodle—by Nutwood Keating 3 2 29
Lady 0„bm, by T. O Marchand 2 3 3
Maria P.. b m, by Dexter Prince Sanders 4 4 6
Los Angeles, brg, by Woodlark Connolly 6 6 5f
Miss Jessie, b m, by Gossiper Stimson 5 8 7
Julia G., b m, by Daly ..Kane 7 7dis

Time, 2:20, 2:50, 2:17%.

2:40 class, district purse, for three-year-olds, purse 8100.

Sir Derby, b c, by Chas. Derby Edge 111
Wonder, br c. by Grandissimo Hill 2 2 2%
Spotless, b m, by Leo Wilkes Shatter 3 dis

Time, 2:42?4, 2:39%, 2:40.

Great Racing at Buffalo.

Buffalo, August 9—To day's card at the grand circuit

meeting was made up of pacing races. The chief event was

the match race between Cicero, J. Hamlin's Hal Pointer

(2:04*) and W. P. Taylor's Mascot (2:01). Mascot won three

of the five heats, capturing the last two easily. Geers drove

Pointer and Andrews Mascot. Pointer was the favorite at 1

to 2 and Mascot was even money.

Pointer drew the pole, and went through the quarter In

his old-time speed. Mascot stuck close to him, never letting

the advantage grow to more than half a length. They came
to the stretch neck and neck, and Andrews began to drive
Mascot, slowly pushing him forward until he was half a
length in the lead as they passed under the wire. It was a
good heat, the time being 2:06 and the followers of Pointer
were not discouraged.

The second heat was gamely contested, Pointer winning by
a neck through a magnificent spurt in the stretch. This
brought his stock up again, and when he won the (bird heat
by a nose he was an odds on favorite. The time was 2:10$,

which looked slow in comparison with yesterday's record.

It remained for Mascot to win the fourth and fifth heats

in splendid fashion, convincing the crowd that he was cer-

tainly the better horse. He took the fourth heat in 2:10 by
over half a length, and apparently without being driven to

his limit, and he marched in a winner in the fifth heat by
two lengths. The time in each heat was 2:06, 2:08$, 2:10},

2:10, 2:09$.

The 2:33 class, pacing event for two-year-olds, was won
easily by Sulphide, the favorite, in straight heats. The Den-
ver colt finished each heat in a jog and could easily have
knocked a second from his time had he tried. Ananias and
Patsy Brooks divided second money.
The 2:13 trot went to Beuzette, a strong second choice,

whose time in the fourth heat, 2:06$, lowers the track trot-

ting record. Klamath pulled in the first heat, but the pace
afterwards was too hot for him. In the third Monette passed
Beuzette in the stretch, but broke and landed second.

Pacing, 2:35 class, for two-year-olds, purse $1,000—Sul-
phide won in straight heats. Time, 2:13£, 2:12£. Patsy
Brooks and Ananias divided second money. No others.

Trotting, 2:13 class, purse $2,000—Beuzette won the sec-

ond, third aDd fourth beats. Time, 2:07£, 2:11}, 2:061,

Klamath won the first heat and was second. Time, 2:10}.

Aunt Delilah, Miss Nelson, Thomas, Early Bird and Monette?
also started.

Match race, purse $3,000—Mascot won the first, fourth,

and fifth heats. Time, 2:06, 2:08$, 2:10}, 2:10, 2:09$. Hal
Pointer won the second and third heats.

Pacing, 2:11 class, purse $2,000—Star Pointer won the

second, third and fourth heats. Time, 2:09}, 2:11£, 2:08$.

W. W. P. won the first heat and was second. Time, 2:16}.

Guinette was third. Henry F., Peerless, Ella T., Gilcurry,
Sterling, Hyannis and Ethel also started.

What Constitutes a Ooach Horse.

Mr. K. P. Stericker, of Springfield, III., recently in an ad-

dress on the " Road and Coach Horse," before the Wisconsin

Farmers Institute, said : You all know it is that class of

horse we all admire and turn to look at, and which we usually

see drawing the vehicles of the wealthier classes ; and as ap-

pearances count for much with " society people " it is most
essential that the horses used by them should look attractive.

In order to do this a coach horse must have a clean-cut, in-

telligent head, a nice, slim, arched neck (the longer the bet-

ter), oblique shoulders, deep, well rounded body, stout back
with well sprung ribs and quartets full and rather long ; tail

to be well carried (and this is a very important point) should
be set rather high, the nearer on a level with the backbone
the better. He should be well muscled and be possessed of

good, clean, cordy legs and sound, open feet with the ability

to use them to the best possible advantage. Some men think
the main constituent of a coach horse is a "banged" or
" docked " tail, but we know that we must have a great many
other points far more essential in a high class horse. We
miiBt have good color, smooth form, size, style, and above
everything, bold, free action both before and behind, if we
mean to command anything like a big price. Then if we
have all these desirable qualities, coupled with absolute

soundness and good manners, we can not only ask, but come
pretty near getting our own price, because as a rule when a

man wants a pair of coach horses it is more a question of

horse than price. For this reason it pays to raise coach
horses, and the better the horse the better the price.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,
president ; Dr. S. E. Knowlea, secretary, 139 Post St., 3. F.
rue Country (Jluo, San Francisco, Frederick VY. Tallant, Secretary,

pacific anion Club, 8. F.
The Gun Club, San Francisco,, F. S. Batler, Secretary, San Fran

cisco.
The Olympic Gnn Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,

Secretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Scovern.
The California Wing Snooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, 8. F.
The Lincoln Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Foreter, Secretary,

605 Market Street, S. F.
Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney, President ; C. M. Osborne,

Secretary, Caiilornia and Davis streets, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.
San Francisco Rod and Gnu Club—John Butler, President ; John

H. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.
Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,

Secretary, Oakland, Cal.
. The Nimrod Gnn Club, Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

dent, R. Liddle, 110 Montgomery.
The Electric Gnn Club, San Francisco, .Edgar Foreter, Secretary

606 Market St. 3. F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal.,H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East jakland, Cal.
Manzanita Gun Club, Willits, Cat., M.Mantz, president ; C. Whited,

secretary.
The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, CaliC—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, Secretary.
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-

Naughton, Pres.; A. Bvrwell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gui Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Jledford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.

;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec
Halsey Rod. and Gnn Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres. : V. M.

Jessee, bee
Willamette Rod. and Gin Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.
-c

Comma- Events.

August 17—Oakland Race Track, San Francisco Gun Club.
August IS—Oakland Track, Recreation Gun Club.
August 18—Alameda Point, Lincoln Gnn Club.
August 25—Alameda Point, Empire Gnu Club.
August 25—Alameda Point. Team Shoot.
Oct. 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Associa-

tion.
_

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL,

The RecreatioD Gun Club will shoot tomorrow at Oakland
Race Track.

The San Francisco Gun Club will shoot to-day at Oakland
Race Track.

The Nimrod Gun Club will shoot at Bird's Pjint, Ala-
meda, hereafter, beginning to morrow.

The Lincola Gun Club will wind up its blue rock season
at the Lincoln grounds at Alameda Point to-morrow.

At the Empire shoot on Sanday last Webb broke 73 out of

75, and Billington 48 out of 50. Good shooting, that.

Jos. Watzsr, H. Cookson and Robert Hooper of Tiburon.
hunted io the northern portion of Marin County from Friday
to Monday and returned w ith six deer.

Dupoot's smokeless powder is rapidly becoming more pop-
ular. By the way, Crittenden Robinson's recent record of
97 out of 100 live birds was made with this powder.

Doves have been very plentiful in Southern California this

season, doubtless owing to the abundance of water. It is re-

ported that the quail crop will be the best that it has been
for several yeais.

Some of the members of the Empire Gun Club are greatly
in favor of the club's building an ark for use on the marshes
this coming winter. The question will doubtless be brought
before the club shortly.

P. George, of Maryaville, passed away in this city on Sat-
urday last after a very brief illness. Mr. George was one of
the oldest gun dealers in this State. He was buried at Marya-
ville on Wednesday last.

Geo. Morris, Justice of the Peace Oscar Rodgere, Chief of
Police Patrolman Kamp and R. B. Tappen, Attorney, all of
Alameda, started on Tuesday morning for Potter Valley,
Mendocino county, in quest of deer and big game.

The State Sportsmen's Club's sboot will be held in Sacra-
mento during the State Fair. The live bird shooting will be
on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, September 4, 5 and 6,

and the target shooting on Saturday, September 8th. Oa
solicitation of Messrs. Morrison and Eckhardt the Board
have donated $250, toward the prize fund. The traps will be
placed in the centre field of the park. The programme will
be oot shortly.

During the travels of ao English officer, Captain White,
in Cochin China, the then Viceroy gave him a magnificent
tigress, five feet long and two feet high, eays Rod, Gun and
Kennel. On reaching Saigon, where he could buy dogs for
almost nothing, he used to give his pet one of these animals
every day. The dog was thrown alive into her cage. She
would play with it for a while, as a cat plays with a mouse,
then her eyes would begin to glisten and her tail quiver; she
seized her prey by the scruS of the neck, and in a minute or
two it was all up with the poor animal, says the British
Fancier. One day, however, a puppy, seemingly little differ-

ent from the common herd of puppies, instead of tamely sub-
mitting to its fate, showed fight. It snapped at the tigress*

nose and bit it till the blood came. The tigress, far from
resenting the attack, seemed to treat it as a joke, and when
the spirited little dog grew tired of the fun the tigress patted
it as if it had been a cub of her own. Then the two lay down
side by side and had a comfortahle nap. Thenceforth they
were the best of friends, and, to humor this queer friendship,
Captain White had a small hole cut in the tigress' cage that
the puppy might go and come as it pleased. It often took a
trot abroad, but it always returned to its dog-devouring friend.
To teat the tigress' affection a strange dog was offered it one
day at dinner time, and was then hastily snatched from its

hungry jaws and the puppy friend thrown into the cage.
But, strange to say, friendship triumphed over the pangs of
hunger, and that not on this occasion only, but whenever the
Captain thought fit to repeat the experiment.

Geo. Ditz, of the Stockton Gun Club, was in town the first

of the week. He is quite positive that the team shoot be-
tween the Stockton Gun Club and the Empire Gun Club
will take place as scheduled. The first shoot will be held
at the Empire grounds and the second at Stockton. This
is well planned. The second shoot will be in September when
the weather at Stockton will not be quite as hot as during the
present month.

Hazard's Blue Ribbon brand of Smokeless powder is now
on the market. This powder is said to be ^ery clean, quick
and strong, and with little recoil. We have not sampled any
yet, but will say more about it as soon as we have a chance
to try it.

N. D. Nichols, the San Diego gunsmith, has been visiting
the gun stores in this city during the past week.

Mr. Chick will attend the State shoot and will unquestion-
ably carry offhis share of the prize money.

Live Birds at Oakland Track.

The open to all live bird shoot at Oakland Race track on
Sunday last was a huge success. Fifty dozen birds were shot.
The principle scores will be found below. There were three
twelve-bird matches. Robinson won the first with 12 straight
Fanning 11, Fay, Nauman and Lee 10 each. The second and
third matches were squad shooting. Melville won the second
with 12 straighi, Haight, Bruns, Robinson and Slade divided
second and third with 11 each. The third event was won
by Webb with 12 straight, Fanning 11, Nauman, Haight,
Bruns and Baker 10 each. The Bcores:

Robinson 121112 221111—12
Fanning 202111 221211—11
Fay 112222 101110—10
Nauman 120212 02im—10
Lee 221102 101121—10
Daisy 21*211 22*110— 9
Dr. Tibbits 201*11 10J1U— 9
Rickleson 0*1101 102121— 8
Haight 120111 002220— 8
Hughes 110001 012122— 8
Ed. Forster 212101200011— 8
Slade 11*200 220101— 7
R. H. Liddle 10*112 01102 — 6
Liddle, Sr 110000 *11120— 6
Ayer 011001 101000— 5

Fay 1012120w
Melville 2211111111 11—12
Haight 0111221122 12—11
DaiBy 0220112120 01— 8
Nauman 2211101201 12—10

Fanning 112*01*11111— 9
Potter 1200111101 10— 8
Allen 110222101101— 9
Holmes 0002001102 22— 6
Ayers 0021100001*0— 4

Bruns 112111110121—11
Robinson '. 111*111111 11—11
Slade 2111112*1212—11
Liddle 0*11201020 11— 7

Webb 121111111111—12
Fanning 121111121120—11
Haight 211021211110—10
Bruns 111211100111—10
Baker 110111111101—10
Nauman 12*2111222*2—10
Baum 101011111101— 9
Kerrison 010100221012— 7
Andrus 001010121001— 6
Potter 011220020200— 6
Liddle 102011— 4
Ayers 210010— 3
Lee 000011— 2
Scherime 000201— 2
Fischer 100010— 2

Patents Relating to the Sporting Interests.

The following list of United States Patents relating to the

sporting interests, granted July 16 and 23, 1895, is reported
for Breeder ajid Sportsman by James Sangster, Buffalo.

N. Y.:

Animal trap—Christopher Fliedner, Portland Ore.

Animal trap—Henry G. Klenze, Great Falls, Mont , as-

signor of two-thirds to Thomas C. Simpson and Oliver F.
Wadsworth, Jr.

Blasting powder—Frans G. A. Brobere, Emporium, Pa.,

assignor of one-half to David Lundy Wildrick, Dover, N. J.

High explosive—-Frans G. A. Broberg, Emporium, Pa.,

assignor of one-half to Divid Lundy Wildrick, Dover, N. J.

Attachment for fishing-lines—Edward E. Bardsley, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor of two-thirds to Winfield S. Bardsley,

Wm. H. Foreter and Henry Baurmeister, same place.

Method of making smokeless powder—Jean V. Skoglund,
Stockholm, Sweden.

Limiting-stop for revolver-cylinders—Daniel B. Wesson,
Springfield, Mass.
Rebound and cocking mechanism for revolvers—Daniel

B. Wesson, Springfield, Mass.

Animal trap—Wm. H. McWhirter, Pontotoc, Mias.

Operating slide for breech mechanisms—Albert W. Ash-
worth, St. Cloud, Minn.

Folding stock for firearms—Archie J. Murray, Unity,
Ore.

Fish-hook—Frank D. Pettey, Hampshire, HI.

Pocket gopher trap—Albert Butzer, Deer Park, Wash.
Ejecting and cocking mechanism for breakdown guns

—

Charles A. Young and Silas H. Barton, Enon, Ohio.

Olympic G-un Club.

The regular monthly shoot of the Olympic Gun Clnb at

Oakland Race Track on Sunday last brought out but eight

shooters. Nauman was high score with 21. The score :

Nauman 1111110110 1011111111 11110—21
Haight 0110001110 1111011111 11011—18
Liddle 0111I0O11O 1101110101 01110—16
Hynes 1011111011 0011010101 01100—15
Justins 1100110101 1011010000 00110—12
Owens 010011000L 1011010100 11010—12
Harrison 0010000001 0110001101 01100— 9
Hughes 0001000000 0010111000 10100— 7

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Marcus Gerstle is said to have refused $300 for his sixteen
months old 8t- Bernard dog by Reglov—Cleopatra.

Forty-eight entries still remain in the Chicken Derby of
fhe Continental Field Trial Club, after paying the second
orfeit.

Whippet racing continues to boom in the East. The >"ew
England Kennel Clnb will conduct a race at the Country
Club in Brookline, Mass., in October.

H. A. Barkelew has sold a B. C. St. Bernard bitch pip by
Lord Hnalpa (Alton—Keepsake) out of Lola (Calif. Alton—
Tomah) to Col. Forsyth, of Fresno.

Leeds Barry, the recent importation of the Swiss Mount-
ain Kennels is by County Member (Lord Bute—Thrya II)
ont of Court Beauty (Scottish Prince—Forget-Me-Not).

Burglar trials are the latest in the way of sporting events
in Chicago. The term must be read in the same sense that
the expression "chicken trials" is incorrectly used by many
dogmen. Of course, burglar trials are common enough
really—they try doors, windows, ete., and frequently are
brought to trial themselves—but a trial between two dogs
with burglars for game is something not to be had every
day, and mnst be all the more acceptable at this season of
the year, when field sports are off color, and the nights are
pleasantly warm. The incident occurred in a portion of the
western metropolis known as Aldine Place, where a St.
Bernard and a fox terrier have vied with eabh other in
gaining reputations (on paper) as house dogs of exquisite
responsibility; and what other breeds could supply more
suitable candidates for honors in "burglar trials"? The ac-
count of a close trial might naturally be expected, but the
St. Bernard showed superior pace, range, nose, "burglar-
sense," stanchness, and everything else. The fox terrier
was simply not in it, both figuratively and literally. For
why? Likely enough because its supper had been too boun-
(iful and its cushion was too soft.—American Field.

There is a big black and white Newfoundland dog strutting
around Columbia Street, which is being fed with cookies by
all Ihe children in the neighborhood. He became a hero
Monday by jumping into the Atlantic basin, at the foot of
Sackett Street, and hauling little eight-year-old John Mc-
Guinnis from the water. The dog's name is Grover. Grover
was taken to the basin by his master for his daily bath. After
thodog had his swim and was trotting up the street behind
his master there was a cry from the boys on the dock. The
McGuinnis lad had been pushed overboard by one of his
playmates. Hammerstadt, followed by the dog, rushed back
to the dock. The boy was struggling in the water, far from
the pier. Grover plunged into the basin and swam to the
boy. Not being able to grab the lad at first the dog pushed
him under the water. When the boy came np again Grover
caught hold of his jacket and started to tow him ashore.
Young McGuinnis reached over and pot his arms about the
animal's neck. Although a swift current was running at the
time the dog continued steadily to the dock and landed his
burden safely. Grover has never before acted as a life saver.
He is an intelligent looking dog and has a noble bead.—
Union and Advertiser.

It seems that what is sauce for the goose is not always
sauce |for the gander. In China dogs are ealen, and the
joints are to be purchased in the butchers' shops in Hong
Kong and elsewhere just as sirloins of beef, legs of mutton,
etc., are to be bought in this country. The Parisians, how-
ever, do not appreciate dog steaks and chops, although lat-
terly many of them have, as a fact, partaken of cooked ter-
riers, mongrels and Dalmatians; but, unfortunately—or, per-
haps, fortunately—'.hey did not know what they were eating.
In one quarter of Paris pet dogs, watch dogs, and even sport-
ing dogs were continually being stolen, and the thief could
not be caught. But a day of retribution was at hand. De-
tectives were laid on the track, and in due course a clew was
obtained ; this, followed up, led to an apprehension. Certain
premises were searched, dog collarswere found to be numerous,
and half cooked and wholly butchered dogs were discovered.
The culprit, brought bsfore the court, was found guilty of
selling the flesh of dogs as mutton, and lamb, and veal, so he
was fined £25 and sent to prison for three years. Perhaps
he may consider the sentence severe, especially when he ar-
gued that the flesh of dogs is quite as good and wholesome as
that of horses and frogs, wbicb are publicly sold. During the
seize of Paris, dogs fiesh realized high prices and we have it

on the authority of Mr. Rawdon Lee in "Modern Dogs'*
that the celebrated British bulldog. Michael, the Archangel,
was eaten during the memorable year of 1871.—American
Field.

The following may pass as a bit of interesting fiction or
distorted fact : "A rat, a terrier and a smalt boy," says the
Chicago News, "caused thousands of people to congregate on
West Madison street, and it was not a real rat either. The
rat, which was a most natural looking rubber affair, was con-
nected with a long thin pipe and a bulb. Every lime the boy
squeezed the bulb the rat would leap forward in a most life-

like manner and the ladies on the street would shriek with
terror and gather up their skirts. Suddenly a sleek-looking
rat-terrier sprang through the crowd and made for his mortal
enemy. Down he pounced. The boy gave the bulb a jab and
the rat leaped about six feet. Again the dog made a spring.
This time he caught the rat in bis teeth and the pressure
caused it to give out a most life-like squeak, which delighted
the dog and audience alike. By this time the street was
packed. Time after time the dog wauld shake the rat and
put it down, only to see it leap again, to the wild delight of
the crowd. For the first half hour it was mere play to the
plucky little terrier, but after a while things began to grow
monotonous. The dog lay down for a rest and the rat

jumped over him. This was too much for canine flesh and
blood to stand. He leaped up agaio, and now the contest kept
up until the dog fell to the pavement from sheer exhaustion.
Panting, and with eyes protruding, he made a few more in-

effectual snaps at the rubber rat, then turned over on his

side and laid his head on the pavement. His owner worked
his way through the crowd, picked up his pet in his arms,
uttered a few remarks and offered to lick the man who
had killed his dog."
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Treatment of New-Bom Puppies.

Puppies may be bred at all seasoDs of the year, but un-

doubtedly the Spring is the time when the most robust pup-

pies are produced. It is the natural time when all life (tains

Strength and re-asserts itself, t'uppiee whelped at this time,

in February, March or April, are able to get out into the

sun and air almost as soon as weaned, and, providing that

they are allowed free opportunity, will play and romp for a

considerable time, and thus unconsciously acquire health,

slreogth and vigor, fresh air, exercise and sunshine are the

greatest aids to development, and old breeders recognize this

bv their preference for Spring puppies, and therefore, brood

bitches that are likely to be productive at this time of the

year are often looked upon as of more value than those which

come in use later or earlier. Another point to be taken into

consideration in this matter is tbsrt puppies born early in

the vear become strong and better able to withstand the var-

iations of climate the following winter, and are far less sus-

ceptible to disease. Whilst thus showing a decided preference

for Spring and early Summer puppies, it by no means fol-

lows that we should not b-eed later in the year. Oftentimes

the selected sire is stronger and better able to beget strong

litters in the Autumn or Winter, because of the fewer de

mands upon his services. Young puppies sufl'er very much

from cold, and if affected by it in the early days after birth,

seldom thoroughly recover from it, but remain always more

or leas weakly.

The natural food of puppies is the mother's milk, and as

soon after birtb as she has cleaned them they will generally

liml their way to her breasts and begin pulling away like

" old hands." There is always a greater or less quantity of

milk in the udder before the birth of the puppies, and as the

youngsters are easily satisfied there will probably be sufficient;

but if the puppies after trial do not appear to be able to get

enough, the bitch should be encouraged to lake as much

liquid food, in tha form of gruel, milk, or broth, as possible,

to increase the Bow. There are time when a bitch has little

or no milk, and if the How cannot be induced by the above

means, then recourse must be had to a foster-mother as speed-

ily as possible. I remember breeding from Quinine when

she was twelve years old. She had but little milk and her

teats were so large that the puppies could not well get hold

of them. I managed to keep a couple of the puppies alive,

until I could get a " foster," by dropping very small portions

of sweetened milk, water and cold-liver oil into their mouths,

and successfully reared one to win a prize. If no foster-

mother can be obtained, puppies may be reared artificially by

means of a rubber teat and child's feeding-bottle, but the hole

in the teat should be enlarged, and if the milk flows too

quickly a small piece of sponge should be inserted. They

should be fed very frequently, at least every two hours, and

must be kept warm.—Fox-Terrier Chronicle.

The Fox Terrier Club.

Kennel Registry.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Fox Terrier Club

was held on Tuesday evening last at 313 Bush street. Messrs.

Gonzales, Debenham, Carlton, Dickson,! Lowden and Dr.

D'Evelyn were present. In the absence of President Fores,

Vice-President Debenham officiated as Chairman. As J. B.

Martin had refused to meet the committee appointed at the

last meetiog to wait upon him, his resignation as Secretary

was accepted with many regrets. H. H. Carlton wa9 unani-

mously elected Secretary, and now holds the combined offices

of Secretary-Treasurer.

The Treasurer reported a balance on hand of $30. Domi-
nick Shannon and Thos. Howard were elected to member-
ship. A very pleasant evening was passed in dog chat. The
meeting adjourned at a late hour.

Mr. Debenham reports that Mr. Hildebrand's bitch

whelped 10 puppies last week to his Frisco Joker. This is

a large litter for a fox terrier.
»

The following is an extract from the letter of an Angli-

cized Japanese, whose innate love for field sports struggled

with inadequate language to express it. We are indebted
for it to Forest and Stream. "The English setter are of

spiritedly much workers which are largest in broadness of

the fields which tbey in eminenced search for the 'Bob
White,' which is the name called the really quail. The
sportsman who is much knowledge of the setter makes of

rejection to the pointer which has many friends. Setters

and pointers which in difference of hair only, and then of

much alike all the sane. The fun of much catching the
quail are grand excitement. He is a very fly fast, and the

man which shoot quick without catching the brown study,

and the quail he in a heap of featchers is died in the atmos-
phere. The dog he is then said, 'Fetch,' and he arriving
with the bird tenderly. The sportsman which in his retrieve-

ment of the dog makes sometimes of fifty and one hundred
larger of quails in a beet day. The man though of shoot for

nice sport, of sell his game sometimes which his frieuds call

bad inconsiderate, yet when he gives it away it is then ap-
pellation the refinement. The gun and dog give much walk,
and nobility of health beyond eyes brightness and glowingly
color. It is what of also the American exclaim nature's
beautiful." .

The St. Bernard Olub.

Visits, Bales. Whelps and Names Claimed published In this column

ree of charge. Please use the following form

:

WHELPS.

A. J. Cartwright's (San Francisco) English Setter bitch

Minnie Noble whelped August 1st 7—3 dogs, to T. J. Watt-

son's Starlight W. (Dan Gladstone—Miss Alice).

NAMES CLAIMED.

Andrew Gonzjles (San Franisco) claims the name Trilby

Fox Terrier Kennels for his kennel of lox terriers.

SALES.

H. H. Carlton (San Francisco) has sold the fox terrier dog

Lonsdowne Desperado, by Kosadoe—Desperate, to Steve

Pieper, South San Francisco.

The Irish Setter Club claim the dates Deo. 2, 3 and 4 for

the club's fourth annual trials. The trials will be held at

High Point, N. C. Two stakes will be run, an All-Age and

a Derby. The Derby entries will probably close on Oct. 1st

and the All-Age Nov. 15. This trial will be for Irish Setters

only.

Andrew Gonzales' kennels of fox terriers will be known
hereafter as the Trilby Fox Terrier Kennels.

The regular monthly meeting of the St. Bernard Club of

California whs held at the office of the Bkekdkr and
Stub St., on Wednesday evening last,

ml Barker in the chair. Messrs. McGinley, Frey

Kellv, Traver* and McCracken were present. Mr. McCrack-
en officiated as MoratarJ pro-tern.

It wan decided i" pal motion before the club at the next
:, locreate a Stud Dog utiil Prodnoe Slake for com-

pitiiim at the next show of the Pacific Kennel Club. This
was the only business of importance transacted.

Home miserable excuse for a man—or woman, threw a
piece of poisoned meat over the fence into K. M. Hurry's yard
one day last week and poisoned his St. Bernard bitch Cloister
III.

The spci !il meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club called for
Thursday evt ning last occurred too late for us to chronicle
this ween. A full report will be found in our next issue.

ROD.
Lake Pilarcitos is said to be providing good Bport.

Rockcod fishing in the bay was never better than at pres-

ent.

H. F.

cabin.

Emeric is at White Rock lake building a large

late in the morning, too late to fish to do any good, notwith-
standing which I had the most remarkable day's fishing that
I ever had in my life. I give you below the score, the
weights are bv scale, not with the eye, so customary with the
ordinary angler. It will be seen by this score that I caught
twelve trout that weighed 49} lb3 , and I know of no river in
the world where this can be equaled with the fly. Twenty-
five fish weighed 62A lbs. The eighteen fish caught in the
afternoon were taken between 5:30 and 7:30, and weighed
after being brought home 45£ pounds. They
would probably have weighed somewhat more if weighed
upon landing. The trout are all of the rainbow variety, but
of a peculiar color, owing to the water from the big Klamath
marsh, from which the Williamson finds its source. They'll
are in remarkably fine condition. I only found one with any Jl

fungus on it. even in the gills. Of their fighting qualities I fl

cannot speak too highly. I had a four-pound fish jump eight I
times and a five-pounder jump five times. They jump more !

I

for their size than any Salmo that I ever caught. Even morel
than the good Salmo Salar, the true Atlantic salmon. The i

fish are not as handsome in color as the McCloud variety I
(Salmo Irideus Shasti), but much better filled out in form |]
and a stronger fish on the rod.

The Williamson is indeed a revelation to an angler of even
the widest experience, and I look with wonder upon its mar-
velous show of fish life and with grateful pride upon the
catch that I laid upon the green bank as the sun fell over
the hills last evening. I am too old in the gentle craft to

wish to deceive either myself or others with fish tales, and
this little tale deals only with cold facts.

Respectfully, J. A. Moore.
Mr. Mooie sends also under date of August 11th his record

for twelve days fishing. He fished two hours each evening
entirely with the fly. The first score spoken of is included
in this.

Stanley T. Allen sent down a nice basket of trout from the

McCloud last week.

San Andreas fishing is not just up to date. The most ex-

pert angler cannot catch more tha or 7.

F. Bogart and wife were at Boca Saturday and Sun-

Mr. Bogart caught 40 nice trout Sunday,
W

day.
*•

The Sisson hatchery have sent out 1,125,000 trout fry this

season, and will ship 700,000 more before the season clos .

John McLaughlin, the geiial proprietor of the Boca
hot*l, sent John Butler a fine four-pound trout on Monday
last.

The evening fishing from 7 to 9 p. M. is said to be the best

on the Truckee now, The fishing is still improving, espec-

ially fiv fishing.

Striped bass and grilse are running in the lagoon at Pes"

cadero and many have been caught already with rod and line,

with both spoon and bait.

Deputy Fish Commissioner Davis arrested F. Kluepper of

Boca last week for killing grouse out of season. He pleaded

guilty before a Justice of the Peace and was fined $20.

J. H. Sammi started for Boca on Thursday evening.

Robert Hewaon left on Wednesday for the same place, and
M. J. Geary, Dr. Stanton and Donald McCrae went up on
Tuesday.

Mr, Cooley of DunsmiurBays that the salmon are running
up the Sacramento to spawn and trout fishing is at an end
for the time being. Good fly fishing should commence again

the latter part of September.

The Fish Commissioners caused the arrest of F. A. Bard-
shar, a mill owner near Sissons, the 1st of last week,for dump-
ing sawdust into the Sacramento river. This is the third time
this same party has been convicted of this same otlense.

Capt. CumminB returned from the Williamson on Monday.
He had a glorious time and caught many very large fish. He
says that the only way to catch the big fellows is to cast at

least 80 feet. One can catch plenty of little ones near shore

but it wants a long distance fly caster to inveigle the big

ones. It is needless to add that the veteran Captain is well

able to cast the necessary distance.

John Siebe and Al Wieland write H. E. Skinner of the E.
T. Allen Co. as follows :

Dachenfils on Rhine, Julv 27, 1895.

Dear Henry :—Fished a branch of the Rhine called the
" Aggie" and caught quite a mess cf trout with some of

Benn's Coachman. The streams flowing into the Rhine
contain some very fine trout, pike .'and bass ; carp are quite

plentiful, but think the Truckee trout knock spots out of all

the other varieties. Youre truly,

John & Al.

Trout Fishing on the Williamson.

Mr. J. R. Moore, a New York sportsman who has fished

the principle rivers of the world, sent the following letter to

the California State Board of Fish Commissioners on Monday

last.

Considering the time spent in fishing—four hours per day.

The record is a remarkably good one. Capt. Cummins, the

well-known local angler, took Mr. Moore to his favorite re-

sorts and caught more fish than Mx. Moore, but the Captain

fished the entire day and did not count or weigh his fish.

Williamson Rivek, July 29, 1895.

Gentlemen :—We arrived herti the afternoon of the 26th

inst. without meeting the gentleman who entertains travelers

on the Topsy tirade. I put a rodi together and caught seven
small fish for supper. Misjudging from them that my 7 lo/..

rod would answer for the fishing 1 went out next morning
with it and the first thing I struck was a ten-pound trout,

which 1 managed with careful handling to bring to gall, a

five-pounder followed, afterwardn a three and a half pounder
which with four small ones about one pound each I finished

my morning's fish and hung up my 7$ oz. rod. Rigging up
my 101 OB, rod I went oil about sundown, and caught a four

pound, a three pound and small fish. Our blankets did not

arrive, and 1 passed an uncomfortable night. I started pretty

Trout.
Julv 26 7...

July 27 1...

July 27 1 10
July 27 1 3J
July 27 4 3

July 27,P.M. 1 4
July 27 " 1 3
July 27 " 5 6

July 28 1 7

July 28 „ 1 4
July 28 5. 6

July28,P. M. 1 6

July 28 1 4-

July 28 1 4

Weight.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.
lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

Trout. Weight
July 31 1 5341b.
July 31 1.

July 31 1
Julv 31 5,

August 1 7.

August 1 1,

August 1 ..... 1
August 1 1,

August 2 1

August 2 1
August 2 2 2' 3 lb
August 3 6 5 lb.

I
1

.

July 28 1 3;!.;ib.

July 28 1 4 lb.

July 28 1 4 lb.

July 28 1 3 lb.

July 28
July 28 .

July 28 .

July 28 .

July 30 .

July 30 .

July 30 .

July 30 .

July 30 .

July 30 .

July 31

.

July 31

.

3541b.
3Klb.
2 lb.

6:ii lb.

10 13 lb.

1 bVa lb.

, 1 43^ lb.

. 1 4 lb.

,
1 3^ lb.

5 7 lb.

, 3 2 lb.

. 1 7 lb.

August 4
August 5 .

August 5 ,

August 6 ,

August. 6 .

August 7 .

August 7
August 7

August 7
Augusts
Augusts
August 8
August S
August 8
August 8
August 8

2 I 1
, lb.

1 40 lb.

8 hp; lb,

1 4K.lb.
3 2i .,1b,

' "lb,

The American Angler.

An American angler,

. 4 lb

. 3 lb

. 5 lb

. 5i„lb

. 4 "lb

. 3 lb

. 2Wlb

. 6 lb

. 3 lb

. 2 lb,

271 lbs.]

I

in many respects a remarkable i

fish, takes its name from three curious growths projecting]

from the top of its head with which it angles for prey. Thesi
j

growths are something like flexible, proportionately slendei

quills from which the feathery web upon the sides has beet

entirely stripped except for a little tuft upon the end. Eacl,

quill-like projection is made to serve as a rod and line, with

a bait upon the end of it. When not in use they lie to

gether flat upon the angler's head, extending back in a litu

between the eyes, and are scarcely distinguished except up

on close inspection, says the Sun. They do not start froai

the same point in the fish's head, but are all in line, the firsij

one not far back from the point of the upper jaw, and thfi

last one on a line between the eyes. The middle one ia %

little the longest of the three. It is about three feet in length]

Upon this fish the first of these growths starts from a point'

about two and a half inches back from the point of thejawj

the next is about two inches back of the first, and the third,;

which is between the eyes of the fish, is about two indie:

back of the second. The middle one is about seven inches'

in length to the tip of the tassel, the others about six incbei

in length.

The angler is a bottom feeding fish and it lives mostly up!

on the bottom. Like all fish it can in some degree change
its colors to match its surroundings. The angler lies upon thd

bottom, perhaps partly covered with mud or sand, or partljli

imbedded in seaweed. Big as it may be its make up is suchJ

that it is practically invisible. It opens its capacious uioutli

and erects the quill-like growths, or flexible spines, upon its,

back. It curves these spines over forward, bow-like, in froDijf

of and over its mouth, and there it dangles the tassels in tin

water as bait. As the Bpines are set at diflerent points and,

are of Bomewhat diflerent lengths the baits are not all to
1

gether, and the attractions is multiplied. It is like a mat

putting three hooks on his line a little apart. The anglei

does not intend that the fishes shall take the bait, but only

that they shall be attracted, and when it has drawn their

near enough it snaps its big jaws together upon such as art

within reach.

The angler is variously known as the goosefish, allmoutb
;

bellowsfish and devilfish, though it is difficult to see why ii

should be called devilfish, for in appearance it is rather comi.

than devilish. At its full gTowth the American angler it

generally about four feet long, and sometimes grows a litth
j

longer.

The American angler is ordinarily chocolate-colored o; J

drab, and its back is mottled all over. It has a fringe of bar

bels all around the under side of its body. Its mouth extend

almost entirely across its body, its under jaw projects greatly «

Its side fins look something like elephant's ears; it uses then 'i

mainly to balance itself with and to facilitate its movemen I

up or down in the water, making but very small use of then I

as an aid in swimming. It propels itself mainly with its tail

which is very powerful. The angler 'ises its tail as one migh

use a single oar in sculling, and as it moves forward its bod;

weaves with something the motion that sculling might impar

to a square-bowed skill. It is rather slow and sluggish ii

movement, and yet it is a fair swimmer, and it moves witt

an appearance of momentum and power.

The angler lives on fish and Crustacea; a full-grown angle
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will eat a codfish weighing five or six pounds, or agood-Bized

lobster. It has two set6 of teeth, the first Bet, which are from

one-quarter to seven-eighths of an inch in length, being just

within the lips ; with these it rends and tears its food. Fur-

ther back in its mouth it has another sel of shorter, flat teeth

for crushing; with these it cracks ths shells of crustacea.

Suppose it catches a lobster; the angler might bite and kill it

with its first rows of teeth, and it would then pass it back to the

crushing teeth, where the shell would be taken off. The an-

gler can clean a lobster of its shell pretty well; sometimes it

rejects the big claws, meat and all. At thesame time it may
swallow some iragments of shell; and often there are found in

the angler small lobsters and crabs, with the shells complete,

which it may have swallowed intentionally or inadvertently.

Sometimes a codfish caught on a hook on a trawl line set on

the bottom makes a live bait for an angler.

The American angler is found along the Atlantic Coast as

far south as the Capes of Delaware. They most abound in

the spring and fall. They like cool water, and they stay in

water under 60 degrees; when it gets above that they make
for the north or out to sea. Powerful as the angler is and

rugged, too, in its native home, it is rather delicate in captiv-

ity; it wants sea room. The anglers at the aquarium, which

have now been kept in good condition for about four months,

are as well provided for in this respect as they could be, be-

iog in the great central pool which is thirty-eight feet in

diameter. They are fed on crabs and small fishes.

The angler, as is well known, is a bottom-feeding fish, and

at the aquarium, as in his native home, he spends most of

his time on the bottom. After two attempts on as many days

to sketch him, which were unsuccessful, because he remained

on the bottom in six feet of water, the angler, on the third

day: as the artist and the reporter, stood by the side of the

pool looking down upon him through the deep water, came
to the top, cIobo up the rim of the pool and exactly at the

point at which the artist and the reporter stood. Thence he

started slowly on a circuit of the pool, with the artist walk-

ing just ahead, looking back at him and sketching steadily.

Round went the angler, round went the artist; and round and

round. The sketch was done, and at the end of the circuit

the angler went to the bottom.

Subsequently, upon another day, when the reporter had

learned of the wonderful spine" with which the angler angles

and desired to see them, he went again to the great pool.

The aogler was on the bottom. In the interests of exact state-

ment it may be said that upon this occasion the angler did

not rise to the top until he had been very gently stirred with

a pole in the hands of a member of the aquarium Btaff, whose
knowledge and care warranted him in using it ; but once

there, he did what the reporter had never seen him do be-

fore ; he slowly raised the back of his head above the surface

of the water, not once only, but three or four times, so that

full and defiaite note might be taken of the extraordinary

spines. For these courtesies the reporter begs to extend to

the American angler the compliments of the season.

Otto Feudoer, the well-known trap shot, Bpent the day on

Monday last at Selby, looking over the new machinery for

loading shells at the Selby Smelting and Lead Co.'s works.

He expresses himseK as both surprised and pleased at the

accuracy of the measures, the fine work of the wad sorter and

the marvellous mechanism of theloadiog machinery.

The new Giant smokeless will be on the market in a couple

of weeks.

Hueneme Fair Entries.

, No. 1. RUNNING—One-half mile dash for two-year-

. olds.—M A Forster's b g Geo. F-, C I Thacker's b g Chivo,

b m Sieva, Dickey, Knight & Ashcroft's Daisy R., Mrs J

Wolfskill's bay filly, Moses L Bryan's b f Sadie.

No. 2. RUNNING—One-half mile and repeat.—Moose
Taylor's Clacquer, MrsM E Tucker's g m ManuelIa,A Cook's

g g Ben H, Gus Pene's ch m Paloma, F Menchaca's br g
Brilliant, O W Boeseke's chjh Rinfax, C L McDonald's br h

Hueneme, M A Forster's br g Bogam, AlMorine'sch cPiru,
P Webber's ch f Waif.

No. 3. RUNNING—Three quarter mile dash, selling

race.—Moose Taylor's Clacquer, A Cook's ch m Lulu H, gr g
Ben H, F Menchaca's br g Brilliant, E J Boeseke's b h Para-

,
matta, Dickey, Knight & Ashcroft's Mustesa, C I Thacker's

b m Lottie L, W S Maben's Juan Bernard, J M Capps' Ri-

, cardo, M A Forsler's San Juan, Mrs J Wolfskill's ch f La
, France, P Weber's ch g Reno.

• No. 4. RUNNING—One mile dash. Moose Taylor's ch
h Red Will, A Cook's b h Santa Fe, F Menchaca's ch h
Hock Hocking Jr, Dickey, Knight & Ashcroft's b h Pesca-

dor, C I Thacker's b m Lottie L, R E Dolan's ch g Howard,
. W S Maben's Red Head, J M Capps' Miss Garvin, M A
Forsler's s g Naicho B, P Weber's br h Jerome S.

! No. 5. RUNNING—Five-eighths of a mile for two-year-

olds. C L McDonald's ch h Prince Hooker, C I Thacker's b
1 m Sieva, M S Bryan's b f Sadie, M A Forsler's b g Geo F,

AI Morine's b c Piru.

No. 6. RUNNING—Five-eighths of a mile and repeat.

Moose Taylor's ch h Red Will. A Cook's gr g Ben H, O W
. Boeseke's ch h Rinfax, C I Thacker's b m Lottie L, R E
' Dolan's ch g Howard, J. M. Capps' Miss Garvin, M A Fors-
'

tei^s br g San Juan, Mrs J Wolfskill's b f, P Weber's ch f.

t No. 7. RUNNING—Seven eighths of a mile dash for

all ages. Moose Taylor's ch h Red Will, a Cook's b h Sania
Fe, F. Menchaca's ch h Hock Hocking Jr, Dickey, Knight

,
& Ashcroft's b h Pescador, C I Thacker's b m Lottie L, R E

,
Dolan's ch g Howard, W S Maben's Juan Bernard, J M
Capps' Sinbad, M A Forster's Nacho B, Mrs J Wolfskill's ch

;

f La France, P Weber's br h Jerome S.

'
, No. 8—RUNNING, three-quarter mile dash, for non-win-
ners of 1895—A. Cook's b h Santa Fe and Lulu H, F Men-
chaca's ch h Hock-Hocking Jr., Dickey, Knight and Ash-
croft's Combat, C I Thacker's b m Lottie L, A Garcia's br

|
m Vestal, W S Maben's Red Head, M A Forsler's br g San

1 Juan, Al Morine's b f Lorena, P Weber's b g ComptOD.

No. 9—RUNNING, three-quarter mile dash, for two-year-
1 olds -C I Thacker's b m Sieva, M S Bryan's b f Sadie, M A
I
Forster's b g Geo F, Al Morine's b f Lorena.

No. 10—RUNNING, five-eighths of a mile, for all ages,

i

selling race—Moose Taylor's Clacquer, Mrs M E Tucker's gr

;
m Manuella, A Cook's ch m Lulu H and gr g Ben H, F

|
Menchaca's br g Brilliant, Dickey, Knight & Ashcroft's Mus-
tesa, C. L. McDonald's br h Hueneme, A Garcia's br m

: Vestal, J M Capps' Ricardo, M A Forster's br g Bogam, Al
t Morine's ch c Piru, P Weber's ch f Waif.

No. 11—TROTTING, free-for-all—Not filled. Declared
off.

No. 12—TROTTING, 2:19 class—H Delaney's gr h H M
Stanley, Purdy & Maxwell's b m Bettie Gentry, A W Buel's
br m Flora, E L Mayberry's b h EI Molino, J E McCoy's br
h Ben Corbitt, R E Toll's Bijou.

No. 13—TROTTING, 2:24 class—Did not fill. Declared
off.

No. 14. TROTTING—2:30 class.—Did not fill. Declared
off.

No. 15. TROTTING—2:35 class.—E Vanina's g m Flora
H, H Delaney's br h Wilkes Moor, Dr C Edgar Smith's h
h General Beverly, J Wilson's blk m Belle Wilson, E L
Mayberry's ch e Great Crocker.

No. 16. TROTTING—2:40 class—Did not fill. Declared
off.

No. 17. TROTTING—Double team race for district only.
—Filled with five entries. Still open for other teams.

No. 18. PACING—2:15 class.—Did not fill. Declared
off.

No. 19. PACING—2:25 class.—H Waddington's blk h
Riversidewood, F Menchaca's b g Montecito Boy, Johnson
& Lane's gr m Eva, Marsh Thompson's s g Colonia, E D
Roberts' br ra Colton Maid.
No. 20. PACING—2:30 class.—Purdy & Maxwell's br f

Lady Alice, F Menchaca's bg Montecito Boy. Wm Wilkin-
son's ch g Adventist, Johnson & Line's gr m Eva, E D Rob-
erts' br m Colton Maid, B Haymau's m Nellie B.

T. H. Meert, Secretary.

Colt Stake Entries.

Final payment made August 10th in colt stakes of State

Agricultural Society, to be contested for at coming race meet-

ing, aB follows

:

No. 1. TWO YEAR-OLDS, 2:40 CLASS, TROTTING.
—Ch f Palita, by Palo Alto—Elsie, by General Benton; blk
c Don Roberto, by Sidney—Fan, by Signal.

No. 2. THREE-YEAR-OLDS AND UNDER, 2:25

CLASS, TROTTING.—B f Miss Jessie, by Gossiper—
Leonor, by Dashwood

; ch c Sidney Howard, by Sidney

—

Bessie Howard ; blk f Cressida, by Palo Alto—Clarabel, by
Abdallah Star

;
gr f Nordica, by Advertiser—Sallie Benton,

by General Benton; b f Corinne Nelson, by Clarence Wilkes
—Flossie; b g Jasper Ayers, by Iris—Babe.

No. 3. TWO-YEAR-OLD PACER8, 2:30 CLASS.—B f

Jennie Mc, by McKinney—Leonor, by Dashwood ; b c Vor-
tex, by Easter Wilkes—Daisy, by Prompter; b g King
Cadenza, by Steinway—Empress; b g Agitato, by Steinway

—

Tone, by Ferguson; - c Prince Bismarck, bv Almont Patchen
—Minnie K., by Blue Bull.

No. 4—FOR THREE-YEAR-OLDS AND UNDER.
2:20 CLASS, PACERS.—Rn s Roan Wilkes, by Raymond
—Berlina, by Berlin; b g Capt. Hackett, by Steinway—Idle

Belle, by Idle Wilkes; b c Ed Lafferty, by Chas. Derby-
Bertha, by Alcantara; b m Javelin, by Creole—Flash.

Horses at Auction.

At the auction [sale next Wednesday there will be a con-

signment of fine draft and general purpose horses, besides

trotters and pacers, from the Santa Rosa and Yerba Buena

Stock Farm. Tbe draft horses are by Tarns, the finest sire

ever imported from Australia, while the trotters are all

young, fine-looking, well-bred and very promising, including

Princess Ebony, by Dexter Prince, out of a mare by Black

Boy ; Grisette, a six-year-old mare by Steinway, out of Clem-
entine, by Yosemite ; second dam Carrie Clay, bv Coaster,

etc. She was bred at the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, and
before being sold to Messrs. Pierce Bros, was considered one
of the most promising fillies ever bred on the farm. She had
a foal by Prince Red that is now in trailing and is very

promising. A Bay Rose filly, out of a mare by Nutwood,
will also be sold.

An iron gray three-year-old by Soudan out of Lucy, by
A.W.Richmond; second dam by Ben Wade, son of Woodburn.
Helen Mc,*a daughter of Director, out of Trix, will be sold.

She has never been worked for speed but shows as much
speed as any Director ever bred. She has raised a filly by
Diablo that Mr. H. Pierce says "Money cannot buy." Jno.

McCord of Napa bred Helen Mc.
There will be a crackerjack by Danger sold that will

make a first-class race horse. Danger was by Director, and
the dam of this colt is Juanita, F. H. Burke's great mare.

These will be as fine- looking as any in the sale, and are just

as promising. The draft horses »re also of the very best.

Answers to Correspondents.

Answers to this department must be accompanied by the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but as proof

ot good faith. Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the

paper only. Positively no questions will be answered by mail or
telegraph.

J. J. D., Bakersfield, Cal., asks: "Can you give a constant

reader of your valuable paper the name and bleeding of a

thoroughbred horse that Billie Nickles once owned (some

ten or twelve years ago) in Nevada. I have heard that he

bought the horse of T. Winters. Please answer in Breeder
and Sportsman." Some one knowing ot this particular

horse will please answer.

A Fine Pole Cart.

At the closing out sale of the Souther Farm stock on next

Wednesday will be sold several good sulkies and carts, all by

first-class makers. Among the carts is a particularly good

pole cart which was made to order for the late W. W. Stow,

at tbe celebrated Frazier works in Aurora, Illinois. This

cart cost $175 and has had but little use ; it is in fine shape,

and will be a bargain for any one having any use for a first-

class double cart.

Death of William Barrow, M. R. O. V. S.

Mr. Barrow died on Monday 15 f,h inst., at Cynthia House,

Newmarket. For many years he was the leading veterinary

surgeon at Newmarket. He was over eighty years of age,

and had for some time been failing in health. He was

elected Vice-President R. C. V. S. in 1858, and had also

served as member of Council.

Horoo Ot: cs Should Tx-y

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL .

Prepared
exclusive-

ly by -T. B.
Gombault
ex-Veterl*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

Gotcmment

Stud*

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible toprortitce any scar or blemish. The Solent

bent BLISTER everUM-d. Takes the place or all linl-
mcits for mild or severe fiction. Kemaves all Bunche*
or lllemlnhes from Homes or Cattle.

WE GUARANTEE WuiTAo^SEKXS'.i*
prc-Juce more actual results than a. whole bottle of
auy liniment or upuvin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold Is Warren-

ted to Rive satisfaction. Price g | .50 per bottle, Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circular*,
testimonials, etc. Addrepa

,

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

The Hammerless Safety

is ihe revolver

of highest perfec-

tion. It has the

finest finish, the greatest

accuracy, the greatest pene-

tration. It is made by the best uoiLmen
from the best material. Every part is thor-

oughly tested and guaranteed.

Send for illustrated catalog.

SMITH & WESSON,S»S»:
DR. E. W. BOVETT'S

SPECLFIC FOR

Cracked Heels

and Scratches.
It will also cure all Sores, Wounds. Boot Chafes,

Rope Burns and Grease Heel without leaving a
callous, and will always remove a Callous when

- caused from a wound.
It removes, all Horen«*SB with a few applications, and

is the only remedy Known that will heal a Cracked
Heel and leave the skin soft and pliable.
The great horseman, Monroe Salisbury, savs: "I

have used It on ALIX (Queen of the Turf), and
DIRECTLT (two and three-year-old champion pacer),
for Cracked He-la and find that it removes the sore-
ness with the first application and the heel Is soon soft
and pliable, without any callous remaining."
T. W. Raymond, owner and driver of KLAMATH,

2:08^, says: "Have been trying to cure K'amath's
Cracked Heels for eigrht years, and this is the first rem-
edy I have ever found that did the business."
Many horses are unsteady and refuse to exlpnd

themselves, simply because their heels are sore and
tender.
Price, J 1 00 per bottle; six bottles, J5.Q0. Delivered

anywhere in the TJ S. and Canada at 2.5 cents per bot-
tle, with reduction for each additional bottle.

BHI_\SO,\ & BOVETT, Denver, Col.
REFERENCES :

Monroe Salisbury, PnBois Brothers, Andy McDowell,
Dick Tllilen.J. W. Zibbell, Louis HincKley, Frank
Loomis, Walter Cnmmings, and hundreds ot others.

FOR SALE.

Fallen Leaf,
Bay mare, foaled 1887. Sired by I- \ 1,1. IK 4781 ;

dam MABEL. ECHO, by ECHO: grandam
Sister to Ruth Ryan, by Lodi; third

dam Eva Bulwer, by Bulwer, etc.

(Registered in Vol. XII.)

She has a sixteen months chestnut colt by Directum,

2:03)4, that is pronounced tbe finest-looking youngster

ever seen near Pleasanlon. Mare and colt must be

sold to close up estate. Price 3750.

For further particulars address L. , This office.

FOR SALE.

TUB FAST THO I I I \i: MARK

CORA S., 2:19]
Dark bay, black points.

By ELECTOR, He by ELECTIONEER.

Sound, gentle and kind. Can beat '2: IS; hat shown a
2:% call lor quarters, she Ih ii threat nice or broodmart
and very handsome. Will be sold wfth preseutetiKage-
ments. Address

A. LKK, Box 651. MudeHlo.Cal.
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The Olosing-Out Sale of the Souther Farm.

At Kiliip A Co.'b salesyards, on the comer of Van Ness

avenue and Market street, at 11 a. m. on Wednesday, August

21, 1 ^95
t
will be held the closing-out sale of the Souther

Farm horses, and there will also be sold consignments from

T. W. Barstow of San Jose, L. Hewlett of Oakland and H.

A. Mayhew of Niles. The stock oflered is in many respects

very desirable, and any and all interested should examine it

carefully. The Souther Farm consignment will be at the

salesyards from Saturday, August 17th (to-day) till next

Wedoesday, the date of the sale, where they will cheerfully

be shown to those interested. Catalogues of all the horses

can be obtained of Kiliip & Co. at 30 Montgomery street, this

city.

Many useful animals have been sold at former Souther

Farm sales, and by-bidding or misrepresentations have been

unknown, as those who have purchased will willingly testify.

This offering is in some respects superior to any lot previously

sold by this farm owing to the number of tine-looking young

horses by £1 Benton, 2:23}, a grandly-bred son of Electioneer

and a dead game race horse; he is now the property of the

OakwoW Park Stock Farm, where he will have an oppor-

tunity to prove his great merits as a sire. Many fine mares

were bred to him this past spring, and the time is not far

away when he will be recognized as one of the best sires of

the Slate.*****
There are eight fillies and geldings by El Benton in this

sale, and they really have never had any developing work
worth the mentioning. All have been broken, and the two
and three-year-olds are ready for easy road work now, but as

for any attempt to bring out the speed lurking in the natural

and promising gaits shown, there simply hasn't been any
such attempt*****
Edna Souther, No. 1 in the catalogue, has had a fair amount

of road work, and shows good speed. She is bred in Cali-

fornia lines of blood, and her grandam. Western Girl, pro-

duced Honesty, 2:25$, the founder of one of the best of the
Australian trolling families. No. 2, Sandy, is small, but a
great lot trotter and very kind for the limited amount of

handling he has had. Marquis, No. 3, is a large and fine*

looking three-year-old. He haj a splendid way of going, and
should make a fast horse. The Diver, No. 4, while broken
single and double, is not an easy mare to handle. She has
about as much speed for the chance she has had as anything
I ever caw, and a tougher mare never walked, but I doubt if

she ever had a regular day's training in her life. She has a
great set of feet and legs, and is at an age to stand lots of

work. The writer has known her since her two-year-old
form, and while she has passed through several hands, she
has never yet been given half a chance to show what she can
do. If some good, careful man took hold of her and gave
her plenty of the right kind of work, she would, in the opin-
ion of the writer, be a really great race mare.*****
No. 5, Benighted, is one of the best-bred of the El Bentons

in this sale. His breeding is very strong, having several
crosses of thoroughbred back of the two trotting crosses. His
third dam, Esperanza, was the grandam of one of the best
race horses ever on the coast, Beaury Mac. No. 6, Irene
Souther, is cne of the most stylish road mares in the sale and
can be driven almost anywhere. Is very up-headed and en-
during. Engadine Prince. No. 7, is a sturdy, well-bailt son
of El Benton and Jeannie Deans by Whipple's Hambletonian
mare is bred in much the same lines as Azote, 2:06.1. He in
herits about as much sense as a horse could and will make a
horse that can be driven anywhere and by anybody. Starts
off at a pace but knows nothing but trot when underway;
was fairly promising as a yearling and has not been driven
since up to the last few weeks. No. 8, Topknot, is well
broken for a two-year-old and will be tough and useful.*****

No. 9, Florence Folger, is perhaps the prettiest of the lot

and is as gentle as she is good looking. She promises to trot

well and will make an ideal horse in any place where a com-
bination of good looks, good sense and go may be desired.
Marto, No. 10, was used on the road and proved to be good
gaited and a free driver; he has a bunch on one hind pastern
but travels perfectly sound. He is by a producing son of
Nutwood and from a mare that had any quantity of four-
mile blood, and with work would perhaps go fast. Nellie
Emmett, No. 11, is very highly-formed and perhaps the
most promising of the El Bentons. When anything gets in*
juredit is almost alway the best of the lot, which is possibly
the reason she ran a small piece of fence rail into her left

front leg not long ago; however, it will never hurt her in the
least and will hardly be noticeable by the lime of the sale.

She is by El Benton and from a mare by Whipple's Hamble-
tonian; another case of the Azote combination. Nellie Em-
mett if* Ihe best evidence of the broodmare qualities of her
dam Lady Emmett, No. 12, a mare of great constitution.
She should produce well ; has not been bred since Nellie Em-
melt was foaled.

» * # * *

Those familiar with the horses worked at Sacramento
aome years ago will remember a chestnut mare by Reavis'
Blackbird called I.ucy H., that could work miles in about

-he is the dam of a rapid-gaited gelding named Luc-
ian, No. 13, and the grandam of a bay tilly No. 14, called
Pomella, both by El Benton. Lucian is very hardy and
hows flpeed ; he was some white on both right front and
right hind pasterns in addition to the marks mentioned in
catalogue. Pomella in large and of a rangy type; she has
fine leg* and feel and lots of substance with a good gait.
Signs, S'o. 16, is a good all-round mare, strong enough to do
lots of traveling nml Florentine, No. 16, resembles in appear-
ance bis aire, El BeotOD, very closely. He is powerfully
built, nlttrdy, and will make a great carriage or trap-horse.
He has a little white on the right front and left hind coro*
net, another catalogu* error. Nellie, No. 17, is very useful
in harness or under aaddleand is very gentle, as is Maud No.
18, a tint large mare that will fit in well anywhere.

Don't overlook the El Bentons; they will be a great family
of fine-looktug, kind, purc-gaited and fast trotters.

• • * * •

Mr. T. V. Barstow, of Ban Jose, consigns a baker's dozen
of well bred ai imaln headed by a well-bred sun of Eros and
Abbie 8., by AbboUford ; second dam Sweelbrisr, 2:201.

Mr. L. Hewlett, of East Oakland, sends nine young horses

by Secretary, Antevolo Jr., etc.

Mr. H. A. Mayhew, of Niles, sends several useful horses,

including a mare by Flaherty's Fearnaught from Puss, the

dam of Niles Beauty, 2:19}, Haverly (p), 2:25, and Mojeska

(pi, 2:32*. This mare is consequently a half-sister to these

three and as she was stinted to Direct last spring she cer-

tainly should prove a valuable purchase.*****
Catalogues and any further information desired may be

obtained of the consignors and of

Killip & Co., Live Stock Auctioneers,

30 Montgomery St-, San Francisco, Cal.

Or of Gilbert Tompkins, Souther Farm, San Leandro, Cal.

•»

Klamath and Lesa Wilkes.

The first regular event on the day's programme was the

2:11 trot, and quite a contest it proved. Judge Austin was

scratched, and of the nine remaining the fast William Penn

was made a hot favorite, with Klamath second choice. A
sample pool before the race was Penn $50, Klamath $40^

field $12, and in the books it was 7 to 10 William Penn, 8 to

5 Klamath, the rest 10 and 15 to 1. Lesa Wilkes drew the

pole with Penn in second position, and Klamath in seventh

place. Lesa Wilkes acted well, scored fast, and when they

were sent away to a good start she held her place in spite of

William Peon's rush. Going past the quarter Lesa led by

half a length from William Penn, with Nightingale and

Knightmare head and head for third place. At the three-

eighths William Penn went to the front and led at the half

by two lengths from Lesa Wilkes, with Nightingale third

and Klamath trotting fast in fourth place. Coming into the

stretch William Penn had increased his lead to five lengths,

and was winning with the greatest of ease when Dickerson,

hard at work on Lesa Wilkes, came with a rush at the dis-

tance Btand, and, catching Kline napping, headed William
Penn. Kline went to the whip but could not get the Santa
Claus colt going again, and Lesa Wilkes won by a neck in

2:09, cutting her record 2} seconds. The victory of the Guy
Wilkes mare was so unexpected that the talent was some-
what unsettled, but they finally decided to throw William
Penn overboard, and pin their faith to Klamath, that had fin-

ished a strong third in the first heat. The pooling was heavy,
with Klamath selling at even money against the field. The
field got away on even terms in this heat, but Klamath made a

break after leaving the wire, losing his position. It was again a

battle betweenWilliam Penn and Lesa Wilkes.and they trotted

to the middle of the last turn like a double team. Here Penn
fell back a space, and Klamath joined the pair. Turning
into the stretch, it was Lesa Wilkes, William Penn and
Klamath half lengths apart. At the draw gate Lesa Wilkes
and Penn were both getting the whip, and Klamath, on the

ontside, was trotting true and strong, with Raymond implor-
ing him to *' eat 'em up Cookie." Lesa Wilkes held the ad-

vantage to the end, however, and won by a good neck, while
Klamath beat the tired William Penn a nose for the place.

Klamath still sold favorite in the pools, and the judges
thought it well to interview his rider, Raymond. He assured

them that it was all right, and that he would " eat 'em up "

the next heat. It was a perfect start, and Klamath at once
set sail for the pole, and down the back stretch was in the

lead, with Lesa Wilkes second and William Penn third. The
result was never in doubt, although Dickerson made a terri-

fic drive in the stretch, but Klamath with a tap or two of

the whip, won easily by half a length. The race was now
conceded to Klamath, and there was no further pooling. In
the books be was held at 3 to 10. The fourth heat was easy
for the favorite. Dickerson trailed to the stretch, and made
another attempt to win in the last eighth, but could not reach
the Oregon wonder. In the fifth heat Lesa Wilkes, William
Penn and Nightingale, all had a try at the Western gelding,

and it looked at the first quarter as if the Village farm mare
was going to trot one of her old-time heats. She made a bad
break before reaching the half, however, and fell back next
to last. Lesa Wilkes was a length back of Klamath as they
turned into the stretch, with William Penn trotting a 2:00

clip in third place. He came very fast through the stretch,

and the crowd had just begun to cry, " Look at William
Penn come," when he went all to pieces, figuratively, and
had hardly settled again when he came under the wire in fifth

place. Willam Penn trotted a poor race ; Lesa Wilkes a

good one, and Klamath showed that, for what he can do, he
is one of the best race horses that ever started down the

Grand Circuit.—Horseman.

How Azote Won at Cleveland.

The cool weather of yesterday was still in evidence to-day,

accompanied by a stiff wind, which made the day hardly a

pleasant one for racing. However, notwithstanding the high

wind and cool weather, Azote lowered his own and the world's

gelding record three-quarters of a second, and cleverly beat

his competitors in the free- for all in straight heats. Eight

thousand people were out to witness this race, as well as the

two remaining class races, one of which went over unfinished.

Only three horses came to the post in the free-for-all,

namely, Azote, Hulda and Ryland T. The big gelding's race

at La Crosse, when he wrested the champion honors for geld-

ings from Ryland T-, by trotting a heat in 2.07 1, at the same

time defeating Fantasy and Phcebe Wilkes, and again, his

defeat a week later at Saginaw in fast time of Directum, Muta
Wilkes and Ryland T., proved beyond a doubt that the son
of Whips is in great form and possesses speed and stamina
enough to compete with any living trotter. Ryland T. as yet
has not this season shown fast, but a rapid half in his race at

Saginaw foreshadowed that the gelding was rounding to his

form of a year ago. Hulda made her first start to-day since

she broke down in the memorable Columbian free-for-all at

Washington Park. The public had no line on this mare, but
knew well that the Talleyrand of the Turf certainly had
her in great form. She trotted a grand race to-day,

her official time as the second horse being 2:07 A in the
opening heat. She is also going good, sound and strong.

The betting, when the horses came to the post, was Azote
$100, the field $50. At the start Ryland T. drew the pole,

Azote second and Hulda third. The horses were sent away
on the fourth score, going good and strong. Around the first

turn and to the quarter Azote and Ryland T. fairly flew as a

pair in 31A seconds, with Hulda trailing close by the leaders.
In going down to the half, Azote opened a gap of an open J

length from Hulda, who was about a length in advance offl

Ryland T. The watches showed they were at the half in-

1:02}. The three-quarters was reached in 1:33} and thai
mile was covered in 2:06J, Azote maintaining his lead of an-
open length from the half to the finish, white Ryland T.
dropped out of the chase at the head of the stretch. The sec-
ond heat Hickok set out with Hulda in earnest and kept his
great mare at the big gelding's wheel until the half was-
reached. The first quarter was in 31} seconds, the half in-

1:02}. At this point Azote drew away from the mare and
reached the three-quarters two lengths in advance of Hulda i

in 1:33}, with Ryland T. three open lengths back of her.
When the horses came around the turn into the stretch, it

was evident that Hickok could not overtake the gelding, and :

quit driving at the distance. This mile wasin2:08J. Azote*
cleverly won the final heat, while Hulda and Ryland T. had
a bruising race for place through the stretch, the gelding be-
ing an eyelash to the good at the wire. The time of this heat
was 0:32}, L04J, 1:36} and 2:10.—Horse Review.

Pat Dunne's Flying Dutchman.

The largest winning owner at Oakley is Pat Dunne, who
came to Oakley from Hawthorne when he saw racing at Chi
cago was a dead letter. His stable, consisting of eleven horses,

has been a very useful one, and, with the exception of one
stake event (the Telegraph, won by Flying Dutchman) hi

$12,000 consists of money won in purses. His eleven horses
captured twenty-three races up to date, showing excellen
management on the part of the shrewd trainer and owner
Close attention to his business is responsible for this, and th
plungers at Saratoga would better keep an eye on his horsi
when he starts them at that point.

Of the twenty-three races won, Flying Dutchman, his
crack three-year-old, won five; Frontier, the iwo-year-old
Fonso colt, won five (every race he started in); his two-year-
old Blue Eyes colt Marsian, three (also unbeaten at this
meeting); Saint llario.three; Enthusiast and Oakley two each.
His horses have also run into second end third places twentj
times, and on different occasions were beaten by very narrow
margins, this being particularly the case with Enthusiast, who
is a sluggish mover.
Flying Dutchman has been Mr. Dunne's largest winning

horse, and his defeat of Lissak in the Telegraph Stakes on
last Saturday and his easy victory over St. Maxim since that
time shows the colt to be all that his owner thought him to
be last fall and this spring. He has a wonderful turn of
speed, and, unlike the other few Wagners we have seen, can
carry the speed over a distance of ground and stand a drive
when called on. He carried Lissak so fast for the first mile
in the Telegraph Stakes that the game blacK was actually
dizzy when it came to the pinch and wabbled home through
the final sixteenth a beaten horse. He was giving The
Dutchman ten pounds and ran a wonderfully good race him-
self. In the Liberty Stakes, run on the first day of the meet-
ing, he was pocketed the greater part of the journey, but
responded very gamely when his jockey got an opening.

Flying Dutchman is a chestnut colt of almost faultltss con-
formation; the only complaint the critic can make of him is,

perhaps, his being a little leggy. The high-headed action
has also been criticised, but now that he has shown tbat he
can go a distance at a stifling pace, this fault is not objec-
tionable. He was bred by Col. W. L. Simmons, the trotting
horse breeder of George Wilkes fame, who raced him suc-
cessfully part of last season and then sold him to Pat Dunne,
his present owner, for $15,000. Owing to bis being a half-
brother to the notorious quitter, Dockstader, who was a very
fast horse in private, though he showed remarkable form
when being broke as a yearling, Col. Simmons offered to sell

him at that age for $1,000, but could find nobody willing to
take a chance with him.
As a two-year-old he started twelve times, winning eight

races, running second twice and unplaced twice, his earning
on the season footing up $7,025. At Oakley in several starts

he has won his last five races straight, being beat in the
Liberty Stakes, en the opening day, by Lissak and Simon W.,
fioishing third, and being defeated a few days later by O'Con-
nell, he running into the place. Unfortunately for his clever
owner, he has no engagement Eaat, where he goes with his

stable companions at the conclusion of the present meeting
here. His earnings, however, at Oakley, now foot up
$4,582.

Imp. Wagner, his sire, a son of imp. Prince Charlie,
raced once successfully as a two-year-old, but then met with
an accident and never started again, thus winning his only
start.

He was imported by F. S. Walton, and purchased at auc-
tion by his present owner, L. B. Fields, of Harry O' Fallon
distinction, for the insignificant sum of a trifle over $300, the
latter's brother, W. M. Fields, Jr., and Mr. Engleman, of
Danville, Ky., also being interested in the horse. Outside of
Flying Dutchman, imp. Wagner's best get are Minnehaha,
who sold for $12,000 as a yearling, and Shield Bearer, his

chances in the stud being decidedly limited. The chief
reason he sold so cheap was his coarse appearance, but in his

breeding he has improved on himself.

Glen Mercy, Flying Dutchman's dam, is by imp. GleoelL.

whose daughters have proven great broodmares, Santiago,
Santa Anna, Troubadour, Lizzie Krepps, Kaloolah, La Syl-
phide, Kincsem, Bermuda, Dagonet, Livonia, Jennie June,
Vol ante, Estrella, Chaos, Protection, Suricoma, Mohican,
Verano and Nomad being some of the many good race horse
out of stud matrons by the famous old English-bred horse,

who led the American winning stallions in 1S84, 1836, 1887
and 1888, and was fourth in 1S89, a record equaled by no
horse since the days of Lexington. She in turn was out of

imp. Mercy, by Trumpeter, who coriies from a winning family
on the English turf.—X. Y. Mercury.

»

F. J. Learv, Trainer Park Farm, Cranston, R I., writes:

I have given your Absorbioe a thorough trial and think it a

good thing to keep in training stables.

Jno. Mathews, Tuxedo Park, N. Y., writes: The effex

on puffy hock is very satisfactory. The great advantage of

the Absorbine is that the animal can be kept at work.

Great preparations are being made for the Horse Show
that is to take place in this city next December. The mana-
gers will be sure of receiving a splendid entry list of famous
rotters and pacers. It will be a success beyond measure.
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: .Tie Chronicle Declares That He Could Not
Raise the Money to Buy Bay Dis -

trict Track.

HAS "WILLIAMS FAILED ?

The Bay District race track is doomed.

It is positively asserted that Thomas H. Williams has
liled to raise the $650,000 required 'o purchase the property,
iside from this fact, it is understood that the streets are to

e opened through the track, no matter what the owners may
e inclined to do.

It is not necessary for the Supervisors to take further action
i the premises. The Btreets were laid out and declared open

t ing ago, and the high fence must come down whenever a

•7 ropertyholder demands it. The track has existed by the

,
ilerance of the property-owners and not by any right in
.w.

The members of the Street Committee have practically
greed to demand the opening of the streets through the
act occupied by the association, in accordance with the de-
ands of the property-owners in the Twelfth Ward.
The uncertain tenure of the place for racing purposes is
hat led to Williams' failure to raise the money needed for
s purchase. As a gambling proposition the tract would be
ell worth $650,000, but as a business proposition real estate
en think the price much too high. That section of the city
building up rapidly and residences are beginning to crowd
on every side. In the nnture of things it will have to go
on, too soon for the purchasers to make up the difference
aween the gambling and the business or real value of the
lace.

Then there arose the uncertainty as to what the rival track
ould do. The company has already built an excellent
ack, has inclosed it and is ready to let its contracts for the
ub-house, grandstand, stables and other necessary buildings
he directors of the company are well known, and their
oney has been paid in. Their grounds are paid for and
ey have money enough in bank to go ahead.
All these things militated against Williams. Capitalists
e not anxious to buy into a right. It is said that J. B Ha*-
n first fell away, then the Lorillards and then others,
llliams never lost his nerve, however, though he was de-
dedly weakened by the list of stakes that the new track
•ople recently made public. He will not yet admit that he
beaten, but people on the inside know it to be a fact. Even
he got the money, the ground could not be utilized for
cing purposes and the purchasers would have nothing but
wn lots on their hands.
"The Bay District track will soon be a thing of the past
matter what may be said to the contrary," said a well-

sted racing man yesterday. '-The streets will soon be put
rough the property. Any property-holder can demand that
d may have demanded it already. Besides that, Williams

.1 a not succeeded in rrising the large sum of money required
buy the property, and little wonder. Money is scarce just
w, even for legitimate purposes. Still, if Williams could
ve given guarantees that the courts would not break up
1 track a ad that the next Legislature would not pass laws
.mical£> racing, he would have succeeded. He could not

• that. i.hen, too, Corrigan and his associates have played a
rysteady, careful hand and have stolen several marches on

>i Bay District people. Horsemen realize that San Francisco
:i good town for one race track, but they doubt that it will
! jport two. There is a feeling that continuous racing is not
:;ood thing for owners and patrons. Anyway, the money
s not been raised and it is well understood that it will not

II raised, and this is certainly the last season of racing in the
. int Lobos region."
In racing circles and among the bookmakers there are

• ispers that a definite understanding has already been
nched between Williams and the Pacific Eacing Associa-
•"'

ui l
l0ry IanS t0 the effect thal Wi| lianis will own

c lie a block of stock in the new association, variously stated
(from 10 to 20 per cent, and thas he will have a voice in
. management and in the distribution of its patronage In
t: meantime, when there are no races in this city, he will
'ti horses at his Oakland track.

n confirmation of this rumor is the fact that Williams istv spending a large sum of money—put at $50,000—on the
Island track, which he holds under a lease. He would
'dly do this if he expected to continue racing at the Bav
Jitrict track. J

toother fact was developed yesterday, and that was that
t new assaciation's intentions is to have races only from
1 vember to March. Henry J. Crocker, honorary secretery
t he new association, admitted this yesterday. " Such is
* present intention," he said. "I cannot tell you anything

at our plans just yet, and you mast excuse me from dis"-e.ung the Bay District track affairs. Though I am in the
ji r association I am a warm personal friend of Mr. Wil-

I did not believe he would succeed in raising the
reonired to hny the tront- r ; m .,i„ i -r .,

„f^ t^ l 'a
l

mVee
.° 'H'

D1Bht
'
Mid he was not a holderofs °ck 'n

'bePacl6c Jocke7 Clnb
- The Bay Districtwould shut down, he stated, during the State Fair, but wouldreopen afterward.

A stockholder in both associations said yesterday • •' Itmay be that iMr. Williams will be loolish enough to go into
this Bay District scheme.but if he does it will be plain finan-
cial suicide. His friends who understand the proposition aretrying to persuade him to drop it quick."—Chronicle.

The 'Woodland Fair.

The directors of the Agricultural Association held an im-
portant meeting Saturday evening in Secretary Barney's
office. There were present L. B. Adams, Benj. Griffin M
Diggs, T. S. Spaulding, C.F. Thomas, Wm Gibson and Sam
Mowder. The meeting opened and closed with a discussion
of the fruit exhibit, and convention of growers. It was finally
decided that all the money necessary should be appropriated
to guarantee the success of this feature of the fair. The
directors thought it would he worth the while to find out in
what the various sections of Yolo county excel. For instance,
they want to know which is the best section for peaches'
which for tokay grapes, which for prunes, which for almonds
etc. They propose to district the county and assign to each
a certain space in the pavilion. Competent judges will passupon the display and award premiums.
They are especially anxious to call out a good showing ofdried fruits and to distinguish the product of the most suc-

cessful packer of sun cured fruits. A special committee, con-
sisting of T S. Spaulding, M. Diggs and C. M. Barney, was
charged with putting this machinerv of the frnit display inmotion. They will act immediately and vigorously
They propose that their effoits in this direction shall be a

success and that the association will thus demonstrate the
need of a pavilion so forcibly that it will follow in the near
future as a consequence.
As public-spirited citizens and as property-owners person-

ally interested in the proeperty of Yolo county thev are am-
bitious to contribute to the progressive tendencies of the
times. They are all believers in the "little farm well tilled"
idea. And they want to see onr fruit-growers, dairymen and
fine stock raisers wake up and put more brains and ambition
in their business.

The balanceof the meeting was devoted to consideration
of bids. The following were the accepted contractors-

-fool selling, George Eose of New York.
Bar and cigars, C. L. Nelson of San Francisco.
Official programme, Lee & Daniels, jf Woodland
Ice cream, George Hennigan, of Woodland.
Music, Woodland Cornet Band.
I. P. Diggs was awarded the contract to furnish straw.
Lunch counter bids were rejected.
The restaurant contract is still open.
Editor Eavlin, of the Pacific Cyclist, was permitted to dis-

tribute circulars on the day of the bicycle races.
The directors are well satisfied with the bids, and the pros-

pect brightens for the best and most complete agricultural
fair ever held in the county.
Woodland has the fastest track in the State, and a fair

management that is popular with the best and wealthiest
breeding farms and racing stables in the West. Great in-
terest will center this year in the Woodland meeting
The fact that Hon. H.M. LaEue will preside in the judges

stand, gives every assurance that the races will be run on
the dead square, at the peril of the infliction of the severest
punishment, for all crooked business.- -Mail.
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Pacific Jockey Club Stake Events.

M. F. Dwyer Returns to America.

1

Joey required to buy the track, simply because of the un-c aioty as to how long the propertv can be kept intact. The
k

d!™anded would be prettT stiff for town lots. There» :ht be races there this year, perhaps next, but certainly
n.beyonJ that; the city growing in that direction too

Does Mr. Williams own stock in the association ?" was1 id.

I cannot say. He might own stock and have it stand in"name of someone else. I think it would be a good thinghas all to get together, and I feel very kindly towards Mr
' uams 1 would be willing to step aside in his interest.t is evidently expecting to nse the Oakland track. We are
If ig right ahead with our work, and have the Greatest en-° agemenl from horsemen in every direction."

hat the owners of the Bay District site have had littlea idence in the sale of the site is shown by the fact that
' nave already made a contract with Warren & Mallev

D »r>t
rSC

TT'
f°r tb/ 6 '!ing in and eraDdi°S of ""> "tire

r wny. ihe same firm has contracts with more than fortv

hi I
P'oP^ty-owuers about the track to fill in or grade» ks or lots. They are ready to go on with this work, andK idently expect to do so soon." " We cannot do so of«»e, said Contractor Warren last evenin?, "until the"log negotiations are settled, and we understand Mr.uams bond has not expired as yet."

Mong horsemen and bookmakers the belief is expressed
;

the purchase of the track has fallen through, and that
-na of racing at the Bay District is in sight.

J.15W iobk, N. Y., Aug. 13.—Michael Dwyer, the turf-man who has been in England with Eichard Croker since
last March, engaged in racing a string of horses in English
events, returned to this country on the North German
Lloyd steamer Fulda.
Mr. Dwyer returned the owner of but one of the string of

horses that he took over— Harry Eeed.
"I cannot say I am pleased with the treatment accorded

me in England," said Mr. Dwyer. "In the first place, my
horses were almost invariably overweighted by the handi-
cappers, so that it was any odds against my being able to win
the races in which I had entries.

"In the next place the Englishmen made it a business to
claim any horse of mine entered in a selling race which was
so unfortunate as to run second. The only one I saved out of
the string was Harry Eeed. They might have got him away
from me only that they were afraid I would win the race in
which he was entered.
"L p to that time the haddicappers had always made Harry

Eeed carry 120 pounds, bnt in the race I speak of he was to
carry but 108 pounds. Harry Eeed had an excellent chance
to win the race, and they knew it. That would not have
suited their purposes, however, so they left him standing at
the post.

"I am firmly convinced from the way it was done that it
was a deliberate action and a put-up job to leave him at the
post. Then I quit in disgust and came back.
"I want to denv the story that there has been any trouble

between Mr. Croker and myself. That is absolutely not
true."

The Terre Haute Express says : There is an interesting
story attaching to Jlmmie Hague, the winner of the 2:35 trot
yesterday. He is set down in the books as of untraced
breeding. It is generally believed, hewever, that he waB
sired by Antevolo. At a big horse sale a few years ago a lot
of finely bred horses was sold to Woolner, Greenhut, and
other whisky trust magnates. Among the lot was one or
more by Antevolo. Woolner lost one of a match pacing
team and traded ofl one of his youngsters for another pacer.
Woolner valued the youngster at about the gold value of a
trade dollar, and so figured it in the trade. Jimmy Hague
finally passed into the hands of D. K. Beath, of Blooming-
ton, III., who liked the gelding's way of moving. After win-
ning three races this season he was started at Joliet last
Friday and lowered his mark to 2:16t. The next day he
was shipped to Terre Haute, but did not arrive here until
Sunday night. Without any preparation he was started in
the 2:35 trot yesterday and moved down the field of fast
ones, lowering his record to 2:14. This was no indication of
what the supposed son of Antevolo is capable of doing, for
at no time was there anything in the party that could give
him an argument.

Horsemen all over the country have been
on the qui vive for the announcement of the
stake events for the newly organized Pacific
Coast Jockey Clnb that is to hold its initial
meeting at the Ingleside track, which is now
in the course of construction.

Fourteen stake events have been prepared,
aggregating in value $32,000. The richest
event is theSpreckels stake worth $6000 in all
The distance for this stake isfonr miles. The
next most valuable stake is the Ormonde
stake, over three miles of territory, the guar-
antee value of which is $3,200. The most
money is offered for long distance racing in
every instance, which fact will certainly be
appreciated by all admirers of stamina in a
racehorse.

The two-year-olds have been well provided
for and every owner will doubtless find some
distance to his lining. There is a hurdle race
and a steeplechase among the stake events.
Ihe stakes and conditions for the Pacific
Jockey Club meeting are as follows:
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The Baldwin Hotel Stakes—For all ages. Theas-sociatlon to guarantee the value of the race «1 ™
to the first, S500 to the second and SIOO "the thirdhorse. Entrance S10 each to accompany the nomi-
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The Palo Alto Stakes-A selling sweepstakes for
three-year-olds and upward. Toe association wguarantee the value of the race. Sl.soo to the first
Si*3 lo the second and S100 to the third horse En-
trance- S10 each, to accompany the nomination S25additional to start.-Selling conditions. One mile!

The General Arthur Cigar Stakes-A handicap
for three-year-olds and upward. The association liguarantee the valuation of the race SI 500 to the

Vn f™^S XtS!^T" an« »•«> 'o the third horse.Entrance S10 each, to accompany the nomination-
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t0 Start

' °ne aDd one-si:"eenth

The Governor Bndd Slakes-A selling sweep-
stakes for all ages. The association to guarantee
the valuation ol the race. 81.500 to the first. S350 tothe second and S150 to the third horse. Entrance
ilUeach, to accompany the nomination: S25 ad-
? £,

naLto ?}"n- Tbe winner to he sold at auction

SL^Ti » f e°'«ed lobe "OId for less, one poundallowed for each 8200 up to 12,000, and three pVnnds
for each 8200 less to Sl.coo. One and a half nSes!
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first. KMO tp the second and 8100 lo the third horse.
Entrance 810 each, to accompauv the nomination-
52o additional lo start. Two miles, over eight hur-
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State Fair Entries.

TROTTING AND PACING.

TO CLOSE AUG. 24th

See that Letters are so Postmarked.

Imperative under the

2:14 Class Trotting Purse $1000

2:17 Class Trotting
" WOO

2:20 Class Trotting
"

tOOO

2:22 Class Trotting
"

1000

Four-Year-Olds Class Trotting
"

800

2:15 Class Pacing
"

1000

Free-For-ill Class Pacing
"

1500

Kutrance f-rf and corutltlo-is same as announced Id

original pmKRiiunie tlmt closed August 1st.

KDUIN F. SMITH.
Hrc-p l»ry.

C. H. CHASE,
President,

Race Re-Opened.

KiilrlraloIUceKa. 18. FREE-FOR-ALL TROT-
ll\(i. rin-h - 0(io

Of Mooleiey Agilculmral AssoclaUon.Dist. No. 7,at

SALINAS CITY, CAL
Are re-opened and will be received and

Close September 2, 189o
Conditions same as published for races of said Asso-

ciation which closed July 15, 1895.

JOHX J. KELLY, Secretary, Salinas City, Cal.

FOR SALE.
Road Horses, Race Horses and

Business Horses,
BLOODHOt\D, cli gelding (5 years), by Dex-

ter Prince, dam Mollle Patten, 2:28>£. is an ideal road
horse, f'tylish, l*Bt and safe.

-II \ Kit vim bay gelding (4 years), by Sidney,
dam Allda (dam ol Directs, 2:2$). Very promising
lor road or track work.
sili\i>\A. boy gelding (3 years), by Sidney, dam

£25. A last pacer, ready for training.
(HA\I>URA, bay mare (4 years), by Urandlssimo,

dam, -l-t'-r to Barton, &30X, by Nautmc. Fit lor road
or track— last and gent tr-,

WHIHONVV, bay mare (8). By Whlppleton, dam
by Naubuc. A line road mare, safe for lady; has both
quality and speed.
PILOT \ UL60N < li g (8). By Pilot Prince, dam

by Jno. Nelson. Tins coll won yearling stakes at
Napa In .893. Is very promising and fit to put in train-
ing any day.
PILOT HE\0. cu c (8). By Pilot Prince, dam by

Gen. Reno. Tills rolt U nmv iu training and entered
fur fall races. Win be sold with engagements.MIHMMN KIMi. bay stallion <7i. By Whlpple-
ton, dam Nona Y . 'J;y. Fine carriage stallion, band-
some ami ofgood size. Works single or double. Per-
fectly »ate lor lady to drive.
-I H|K \V. , bay mare, 7 years, by Whlppleton, dam

by Raitli-r. A larL'e, handsome, bay mare, Jitilora sur-
vey err || |>OSeS.

In addition to above a large number of • .it-, and
Miles bred at lb- N \l*\ STOC'H FARM are offered
for sail such horses aa Dexter Prince,
hldoey, Victor, '-eo. WaMiln ..-ton, McDonald Chief,
(Jrandlwlmo, El itenton, Mamhrlno Chief Jr., Dexter
Prlnc* Jr., Pilot Prince, etc., etc. They range In ages

Inures by Arthurum, Admiral
Dawn, Dexter PrlDoe, Hawthorne, i

1

dlmlmo. WoodDDt, etc., etc.
Good bonce are likewise offered for sale.

..(I stand w ItbODi hitching.
BarKalm an- offered In any of above lines. All

Mock raised oo upland pastures of Napa Slock Farm
and therefore have the llnest legs and bet.
For further Information regarding above stock ad

dress
K. P. HEALD.

'2 1 l'o«t Blraet, Hon Knim-Un,.

HUENEME 50°
Driving Park Assd.

HUENEME, VENTURA CO., CAL.

Fall Running Meeting

OCTOBER 1st to 5th, 1895.

To follow 31st District Fair at Hueueme.
Purse

Bace No. t— Half mile dash, all ages- |200

Race No. S—Five-eighths mile selling, lor three-
veur-oldsand upwards. Value |lO0O; 2 lbs.

off lor each flOO to $oOU: a lbs. off ior each
$100 to $200_ 200

Race No. 8—Seven-eighths mile dash, selling, for
three-year-olds and upwards. (Cooditio-is

as No. 2) - 250

Race No. A—Five-eighths mile dash, selling, for

three-year-olds and upwards. Any horse
eutered in this race and not allowed to start

for a previous win at this meeting will not
beheld foreulrance money in this race ...... 200

Bace No. 5—Three-quarters mile dash, for three-

year-olds and up. iu lbs. below the scale-... 200

Race No. B— Five-eighths mile and repeat, lor

tbree-j ear-olds and np 250

Race No. 7—Four and one-half furlongs, tor all

ages. (Same conditio' sasNo. 4) 200

Race No. 8—Five-eighths mile dash, for all ages... 200
Race No. 9—One mile dash, selllng.for three-year-

olds and up. Value liOop; 3 lbs. off for
each?l00'to*500; 2 lbs. for each <100 to|200. 250

Race No. 10—Three-quarters mile dash lor three-
year-olds and up. (Samecouditionsas No.4) 200

Race No. 11—Three-quarters mile dash selling.

Va ue$t0'0; 3 lbs ofl tor.ach &K0 to *500;
2 lbs. off for each goO to *200 200

Race No. 12 -One and one-sixteenth milesselifng,
for three-year-olds at-d up. Value ?10O0; 3

lbs. off tor each 8100 to TOO; 2 lbs. off for
eacu3i00to$50n; 21bs. ofl for each $50 to §200 250

Race No. 13—Three-quarters mlie dash for uon-
« inners at this meeting. (Same conditions
as No. 4) „ 200

RaceNo. 14—Five-eighths nilledash selling. Val-
ue sit iNi; l lb. oil for each $50 to |5t0; 2 lbs.

for eaco #lfO to 8200 200

RaceNo. 15—Oneand one eighth miles dash sell-

ing, tor three-year-olds and up. Value f1500.
3 lbs. off for earb fioo to |500; 2 lbs for each
§50 to *:00 250

RaceNo. 10—Five-eighths mile dash lor non-win-
ners at this meeting, all ages. (Conditions
same as No 4)_ 200

RaceNo. 17 -One mile dash selling, for three-
vear-olds and np. Value $if00; 2 lbs. off for
each IllO to ?700; 3 lbs. off for each 350 to
1500- 200

Race No. is—Five - eighths mile dash felling.

Value $700: 3 lbs. off for'each $100 to $500; 2
1 bs. off for each $50 to $100 200

GRAND CLOSING EVENT.
Free-for-all pacing race $1000

On SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5th.

Entrance fee five per cent of purse, and ten per cent*
additional from winners.
Moneys divided GO, 25 and 15; in pacing race 50, 25, 15

and 10. Emrance to this race is ten per cent, of purse.
Races that do not fill satisfactorily to the Association

to be declared ofl.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 2d.

For condilions and entry blanks address

Leon Lehmann, T. H. Merry, Secy.
President. Hueneme, Cal.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL.
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 223, Santa Clara.

Racing! Racing! Racing!

WANTED, TO BUY
Two well-matched carriage teams, uaiikh; must he

bayi <T browns, U hand', ttylUb, perfectly sound
wHl broken, 6 t" 7 y.ar* old and hiUHlwuii.

and breedlnj no COniMsnUOD, Address

F. «. hum

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
SPBIKG MEETING

BAY DIST IOT TRAOE
COMMKSCIMi MARCH 6, IMS

Racing Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday, Friday and Sat-

urday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

t- I-.- or Morn Hare. Each Day. Race. Star

al 3:SO p. in .harp.

aw McAHUter and Geary-atreet cars pass tho (rate.

SAVESD
BY BUyiKQ

Mitchell

Farm Wagons
At Wholesale Prices

From I -.

50°o
SAVED.

50°o
» JA.T7-E 3D.

RUGGIES - - S 50 to S II

PHAETONS - -S 85 to $21

SURRIES - - $125 to $2!

CARRIAGES- -$100 to $31

HARNESS - - •

CARTS - - - SI 5 to s:

Plows, Harrows, Seeders, Cultivator
EVERYTHING IN THE IMPLEMENT AND VEHICLE

LINE AT FACTORY PRICES.

421 and 423
Market Stre

San Francisco, Oal.

ALLISON, JSTBPF& CO.,

Santa Ana
OCTOBER 15 to 19, INCLUSIVE.

Entries to Running Races will Close Sept. 2d.

PURSES $300 EACH FOR SIX RACES.
1-2 and 3-4 Mile Cashes (or Two-Year-Olds; 1-2 Mile and repeal, 3-4, 1 1-16 and 1 1-4

Dashes For All Ages.

r .i.in Mi.i.k..,i..| QODdlUafl
.

i .,,,

O. A. PIQGS, Secretary, Santa Ana, Oal.

The Closing-Out Sale

THE SOUTHER FARHI
Will take place at KILLIP & CO.'S

Salesyard, Cor. Van Ness Ave. and Market \

AT 11 A. M. ON

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2 1 si

Owing to the departure of the proprietor for the East on business the entire stock oft

well-known farm, together with some good sulkies, carts, harness and miscellaneous ho

goods, will be sold without limit, reserve or by-bidding on the above date.

A Special Feature of the Sale
Will bf. a lot o

Eight Fillies and Geldings, from 1 to 3 years

age, by EL BENTON, 2:23^,

The well-bred SON OF ELECTIONEER that has trotted very creditably this summer.

OTHER CONSIGNMENTS
From well-known breeders will be sold at same time and pla

Catalogues and other information of

KILLIP & CO , - - - Live Stock Auctionee
30 Montgomery St., San Pranoisco.

Or of GILBERT TOMPKINS, Souther Farm, San Leandro, Cal.

SANTA ROSA AND VERBA BUEN

STOCK FARMS
WILL SELL AT

KILLIP & CO.'S SALESYARJ
Oorner Van Ness Ave. and Market Street,

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21, 189
Trotting, Draft and General: Purpose Horses
The draft horses are sired by TAMS, ooe of the best sires ever imported from Austn

The trotters are sired by DEXTER PRINCE, BAY ROSE, SOUDAN, DIRECT
aDd STEINWAY out of well-bred mares.

No Better Lot Has Been Offered
KTT.T.TP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 30 Montgomery Str

For Sale Cheap,

A new Frazier, pne»matk\ wire win-el, tiMh.stiiky;

lined throe times. Address J.,

Breeder and Sportsman Office.

J. I). HOHAN, yarrt.comerTPDtlil
Bryant Btxeets, San Francisco, siock of all 1

bought and sold. Commission agent for the s»
'

horses ana cattle. Particular attention paid to

care and shipment. Largest stock yards In ihi

and tbe most competent men emplowd. Alio:

promptly attended to. Telephone No. 6fil South.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

Tbeeelebrated Great DanpflocSTROHM, 36.6-19,
15 months old. Mre, Knieht's eATA\, dano HHI\K
LADY. Perfectly formed, grand head, strong body;

weight 12-5 lbs. ; steel gray color.

Won second prize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,
May, 1S95. _

L. G. ROWBL.L, Wells, Fargo & Co, S. P.

St. Bernard Puppies.

Three finely marked Rough and Smooth-Coated
puppies (two "Rough idogs and one Smooth bitch), by
HUUTOKKF HAUKASlKIXoDtofLADY BITK
III. Should make prize winners- For sale cheap.
Address r KA.\/. FREY, 1420 Pine St., S. F.

ST.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

Chal California Bernardo
A. K. C. 8. B., 26,803.

Sire DUKE OF \VELLI\GTOiV byBEN LOMOND,

CHAMPION PLINLIMMON.
Dam TOMAH, by MASCOT BiMfABD, a lull

brother to

rhampton SIR BKDI VKRK.
Will stand (or the season for a few choice bitches ODly.

BRRXARDO has been shown in every show on the
Pacific Coast for the last three years, competing in his

class and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat-

Re has Won First Prize Every Time Shown.
His last victory was in a class of fifty for.special of

the show.
Stud cards on application.

J. G. BARBER, 11 Montgomery Street, S. F

IRISH SETTERS,

At Stcd—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FIMiL.VP JR.. 31,189.
BA"RVMORE, 34,802.

If yon want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GLEVMORE REWEI.S,

West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Sellers Champion DICK SWIV-
ELER.feeJ^; CnalleDse M-.MO ll.feegZO.
IriPh Setter and Poioter puppies from Bench Show

a ml Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A. B. 1BUMAIV,

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

AT STCD.

Woodland Duke, 29,323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley. C. 8. B. 257. Mollie,
A. 27.880. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Wofflngton 29,758

and Black Nellie.
Pups lor sale. Address

Mill,Eli A; PRATHER, Proprietors.
W. L Pbathkr Jb., F. E. Miller,

909 Myrtle St., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

4BL
F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.

OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 A. M. 1.31 to 3.30 p. .

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS
OBDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAX FRANCISCO.

SMOKE
SHOOT

LESS
MORE

WHENTHEYSHOT

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.

FISHING

TACKLE

SUPERIOR

A FISHING

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
GlXc!otel

416 MARKET STREET,

Fire Arms,
Fishing" Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

Below Sansome

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:

—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
ill not cause headache.

It is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as it contains no nitroglycerin e or eun cot-
ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell In the gun.

It has a light recoil and (treat velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing- power at any distance.
It gives the best pattern at any and all distances.

SKVKATH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.

It is the cleanest powder in use, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth is

all that is required for that purpose, when It will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DU&T.")

It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than doable the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception of one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

0&- For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

FOURTH
FIFTH
SIXTH

NUkTH

TE\TH

DUPON JSPORTING POWDER
JSVo-vv Read.y-

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made Tor Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, nsing the nsnal Dixon measure.
Second—It «lves best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would Indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; bard, quick, well-solted t j trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, whicii is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used In loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisement under thlsheadlng 50 cents per lne oermonth. r

HORSES AND CATTLE.

BULLS—Devons and Shorthorns. All pure bred and"""' registered. Fine individuals. At prices
to sutithe times, either singly or in carload Iota. Oak-wood Part Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEMS, Tborougbbreds.
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.HERKSHfRUS and PoLAJf II-CHINA HOGS.Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM MLKS <fc CO., Los Angeles, Cal.
Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876.

SOUTHER FARM Xotm* well-bred stock for saleS' S H?!' F^-c^ breeding farm. Goo*
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur-^._ -Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

fflEUU BREEDING fULsSSSSS..
%%* (™u brothe- to Grandee, three-year-old record
2.23,^>. Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addre>«
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.

C. D. TAYLOR,
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STAHLhS,
1330-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.No charge for examination.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M.&
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
Cisco; Member of the California state Veterinary Med-
leal Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and OfHoe , removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone Xo. 4128.-

Branch offices—1525 California SL, Telephone 66; 529
Howard SL, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue

OFFICE HOTJES:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

THE PARKER GUN.
WIXNBR OF tiRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST.. 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone Xo. 457

HAZARD
GUNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGGEPTIiEPKIZESORTHE

GAMEANDHAVEURGEDLTSTOTRYOURHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

WHICHWEB\AVEDONEANDHAVINGPRODUCED
THELATESTANDBESTOFTTSK1ISD

NOWOFFJeRUN HEROUlt

..
TRADEMARK

15

BLUE RIBBON
BRAND

For diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

Phelps & Arnold,
Agenta Hazard Powder Co.,

220 Mission St., San Francisco.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotgims in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PABKBB BROS., Makers, Merlden, Conn.
New Yoke Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond oi fresh
air and restful, ruralre-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.

No free copies. Game-
land Pt*R. Co., ISAstor
Place, New York, N.Y.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
SS FIRST STREET. SAN FBA.VCIStn

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1S0O and 1303 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue, Ban Franclnco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegant Conpee and Carriage* suitable

lor visiting purposes. Best facilities aflorded for board-
me horses.

T.lcobon* Mm, S15B

ANTAL-MiDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, s^^<
I Cubeb3 and Injections. IMJDY

]

] They cure in48 hours the \^/
I same diseases 'without anyincon-

|yenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS^

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OP CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and HnnHng In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BOOTS TO —

San Rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
TEE COAST.

Ticket Oftice—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace HoteL
Geneeal Oftice-Mutual Life Building.

R. X. H\A\. Gen. Pmm: Agt

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
or the

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association

WITH BBTTI.VIi RCLBS.

National Tbotting Ass'n Rules 30 cts

Amebican Association Rules 30cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For .ale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.
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CHECK BIT.
It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOR SALE BY

ST. A- lULoK-EIFLIFtOINr,
Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

203-205 Mason Street - San Francisco. Cal.
TELEPHONE Xo., SOUTH 640.

THE YEAR BOOK
1004, Vol. X.

Prices "eieca.-ULO©ca.

J. A. BILZ'S

Training, Speeding and

Combination Carts and Sulkies.

Bdll-Bearlnii and ('ushluo-Tirr Vehicles.

If you want to succeed with your horses buy

Bilz' Training.Speeding and Combination Carts

They are the lightest and strongest and are made
from the beat selected material. Nothing but the

Dalwll Centennial Axle used, which Is the best axle
made. They are the lightest running, hold the oil the
lonceet, and no dust can enter the arm.
AM of (he noted trainers pronounce my speeding and

cumblaa>loii carta super! r to auy other.
Frou-Frou and Frank M. made their fastest time in

this speeding cart.

In ordering carta please state size of axle and height
nf wlii •]-. No out' owning IrottersorpacerscanalTord
lobewlti I tot price list,

SULKIES MADE TO ORDER.
J. A. UII.Z.. riraaaDlOD. Alameda County. Cal.

«2
THK ONLY CORRECT AND OFFICIAL AN-

NUAL RECORD OF TROTTING AND
PACING PERFORMANCES.

llinTCDPMCADTT? to a" Breeders and

IKUlorJirloADLEl Owners ol the Light—

—

Harness Horse

Price* single copies, postpaid, • $3.C

TbJ3 great work will be In every respect equal
to any of the preceding volumes, and contain
several new and special tables and features.
Following is a brier epitome of contents: Sum
maries of Trotting and Pacing Races, 18&4;
Tables of New 2.30 Trotters and 2.C5 Pacers;
List of 2.20 Trotters and 2.15 Pacers: Complete
Lists of 2.30 Trotters and 2.25 Pacers to Januarv
1, 1895; Lists of Sires, Sires of Dams, Great Brood
Mares, and of all Sires none of whose get won
beats in ISM; Tables of Champion Trotters
Best Records and Rejected Performances ,

FOR SALE BY

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
31S Bl'SH gTRBET, SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsom*-, three
hundml [**;•• octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
au|MThlj llUntrau-n", and explains In every detail Lhr
remarkable suornn of CHAKI.h> MAKVINand the
whole plann and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
hr**klnjf, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keeping
raring and bnadlns trotter*.

ItMwl what i OWlMr Of M l'>-l.nay«o
IfaJabook: "In thlt work Marvin has let out all the
my^terir* ol the tT*ft. and t( Is so simple and plain thai
any br-- « who has any
rrllah for btabuslnfSMoan takeaa>lta«a ymrllngand
developetn the hlghmland f that eoll>
capacity as a trutu-r. The work Impremed me *<

atroncly Uia*. I ;

i
..•*, and shall

plarr*. f»nu.
Malle.) pOJlpaU Tor f.i.V). Addraaa

THE BREEDER AND SPORT3MAN,
111 R...H »L "an Pr*nrt«™ Ol

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y

Carriages, Buggies. Wagons
And Cis, of Every Tescription.

46 - 48 uIGHTH ST., S. F.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

official pool-Sellers
— FOB THE —

California Circuit, Including ibe Stale Fair

Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

8.8.WHITEHEAD A CO. .20 LeldeadorQ St. P.P.

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.-

Tbe most popular school on the Coast

K. P. HEALD, President
as»-N*.nrf flnr nrrmlar*

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

Nickel cases.

PRICE - - - $18.

rimer* «inri and itop promptly, and are u
rollablau the beil iplll ••-,

i ivatdbM duvu>«

AHIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter St.

The Turf and Sporting Authority of the Coast

— in Tiia"

Breeder and Sportsman.

Pal. August 1 I. 1894.

Hand Forged, in Nickel,

Price $7 50, C. O. D.

THE RAYMOND

LeverapvCMD-:- Clect

There is no opposing force in th

month. It works independent of th

driving bit and keeps the mouth closed

thus dispensing with a nOse band.

has a powerful impact leverage that re

sists the most stubborn effort to put th

head down and choke. It is the on!

Chin Check that a W overdraw can

used on to advantage.

THE LEVERAGE CHIN CHECK CO.,

BOY 45*. SANTA ANA, CAL.

P. JAMIESON'S

Harness Composition.
Is Impervious to Wet, aod Produces a Brilliant Black Polish

on every Description of Leather.

P. JAMIESOX,
THE MANUFACTURER OF

Beware of imitations. WE GUARANTEE every box sold

by us to be the GENUINE IMPORTED ARTICLE, mad
only by P. Jamifson.

Registered table 74,620 U. S. and Great Britain.

03F" Observe, .Nothing Injurious to the Leather in tbis Composition.

Three Sizes, 75cT$l, S2 per Box by Mail
FOR SALE BY FIRST-CLASS SADDLERY AND SADDLERY" HARDWARE HOI SI

OK BY

P. HAYDEN, 50 Mechanic Street, Newark, N. J.
Agent tor U. S. for

WM. BjWN'8 Celebrated Newmarket Horse Clippers.
WRITE FOR SPECIAL I I6T.

Vwarded Cold Medi
At OBllTorDla Slate
Fair 1892.
Every hors» owner

who val lies h is stock
sta uld constantly have
a supply o< It on hand.
It improves and keeps
-tock in the pink of coo-
-iiticn.

RED BALL BRAND.
Manhattan Food Co.,

*an Mnteo, Cal.
c your grocer or hay dealer for IL

209 TO 221 K STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA.
First-Class io all its Appointments, with Second-Class Prices,

ROOM AND BOARD 81. OO, 81.26 and SI. SO PER DAY. MEALS. 2ft CENTS.
^^^_^ Free Bus to and trom all Trains.

"VS7"3M. XjAISTID, - - Proprietor
All Prominent Drivers Use

Tile nXTjETOT FflAZIESR

It excels in rigidity, lightness

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore it is^a fast^and^reliable

Sulky.

Hickok and Salisbury use the

Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MANUFACTURING CO.
Mil I &GBNT8. MARKET AND TENTH STREETS, S\N MltMI-rn. CAL.

(ABSORBINE

J,

. . Removes the Inflammation
and Bunch. Restores the Cir-
culation in any Bruise or Thick-
ened Tissue. Does not remove
the Hair. Pleasant to use.

$'.1.00 per bottle. Testimonials Free.
W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F„

No. :t 1 Ambi-rat St., Sprimtlirld. Hn.«,

: ALSO FOB BALK BY t

J. OK ANK, 767 Market Street. Suu Francisco.
WOODABD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

"BIKE" WHEELS!
With Roller orJBal) Hearings Made to Order.

Sulky Wheels Repaired Between Heats. !

W. J. KKWKY will ho In attendance on the track

si the Breeders meeting *ud will quickly repairall

damages to wheels.

San FranrlBCO office—619 Valencia Street.

Clroalt office—On toe track.

CHARGES REASONABLE.
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JOE PATCHEN WINS.

w the Great Pacer Defeated John B. Gentry

in Straight Heats.

oe Patchen won the great match race against John K.

itry in straight heals last Thursday. The race took place

the famous Washington track, but as the wind, that

ranted to almost a gale, blew all the afternoon, a sensa-

lal lime performance was ont of the question. The three

is were covered in 2:051, 2:071 and 2:07}. Nevertheless

contest is regarded as one of the most important that has

en place on the trottiog or pacing turf. Patchen's vie-

r was decisive, and seems to put his claim to the first place

>ng harness racers beyond dispute.

'welve thousand people saw the race,and the fact that bet-

; was prohibited did not deter the crowd from showing a

ree of enthusiasm that is seldom equaled at a horse race,

itry was ondoubtedly a slight favorite with the public,but

chen was cheered jnst the same. In what little betting

re was outside of the track Gentry ruled a favorite at about

o9.

were so decidedly the better that it caused misgivings in the

mindB of Gentry's supporters. Patchen appeared full of life

and spirit, while Gentry looked tired, and when they scored
for the first time Patchen clearly showed more speed.

Gentry broke on the second attempt and acted ugly. They
were sent away on the first score together. Patchen moved
slightly away and for over a quarter of a mile led by nearly

a length, the first quarter heirs in 0:32. On the second

quarter they bad the wind at Iheir backs and raced the dis-

tance in 0:30J. Xearing the half-pole Gentry began to crawl

np, and his friendB tore sections out of the grand stand when
he went past Patchen at the far turn as if it were no trouble

at all. The third quarter was- covered in 0:30 flat—the fast-

est of the race.

On turning into the stretch Gentry still led by a length or

more and his supporters were buoyant, but on the way to the

wire the crowd was surprised to see Patchen, without being

touched by the whip, come up on the outside and on bis own
gameness beat Gentry out by-a good length. Neither horse

was touched by the whip in (hi* heat, and it looked to be a

fair test of their speed.

lr il ( next heat McHenry let Patchen go out and set the

Cleveland after the Freeport race. The other horse was on
edge

; ours was not."

Colonel Taylor, owner of Patchen, said :
" I knew that my

horse could beat him any part of it, from 1C<J yards to a

mile. Had the track to-day been on the Terre Haute track

with no wind, the fiist heat, would have been in less than
2:00."

The following table shows the relative positions of the two
pacers in the above described race at Washington Park

:

FIRST HEAT.
Start .'., y, % strh. Fin.

Joe Patchen l(nk) 1(J3 2 2 2 1(1)
JohnK. Gentry 2 2 1(h) 1(J.J 1(h) 2

Time—0:33".', 1:02, 1:32, 2:05}$.

SECOND HEAT.
Start K H 'A Strh. Fin

Joe Patchen 2 1(2) 1(2) 1(2) 1(1) H! 3 )

John R. Gentrv -1(1) 2 2 2 2 2
Time-0:333i, 1:0% 13% 2:07!.,.

THIRD HEAT.
Start J, H % Strh. Fin.

Joe Patchen 2 1(K) 1(2) 1(2) 1(2) 1(2)
John R. Gentry 1(h) 2 2 2 2 2

Time—0:31^, 1K8X 1:3-5, 2:07;.;.

>%,

JOE PATCHEN (Pacer) 2:04.
>r, J. G. Taylor, Chebanse, 111.

JOHN R. GENTRY (Pacing Champion) 2:03 3-4.
Driver, Jack Carry. |

Owners, Holt & Scott, Raleigh, N. C. Driver, M. E. McHenry.

: the end of the second heat old-time horsemen were pro-

icing it the greatest race in history. In the first two

i Gentry was a close contestant, but the third heat went

ie big black so easily that the veterans were disposed to

ify their opinion as to the pre-eminence of the race.

ie start was advertised to be at 2:30, hat it was delayed in

tope that the wind might die down. It was blowing

g from the Western prairies which had robbed it of its

lorating qualities so that the conditions were in every

againBt a good time performance. But at 3:15 the two

8 of speed were called upon the track, although there

>een no decrease in the gale.

rry and McHenry, the drivers, stood in the center of the

and tossed the coin for the advantage of position.

f won and thus got the pole. While appearances do not

! for a great deal in the case of horses, Patcben'e loofee

I pace all the way around to the stretch. Then ensued a long

and furious drive, McHenry using the whip savagely on Gen-

try, who overcame all but three feet of the two lengths' differ-

ence that had separated them at the head of the stretch, but

Patchen had both speed and endurance and won. Time by

quarters, 0:33J, 0:32, 0:3U, 0:30$.

Never did a horse show greuter gamenees than Gentry dis-

played in the last quarter. For a quarter of a mile he stood

the lash, straining every nerve and being apparently in dis-

tress all the way, yet never once did be show the slightest

inclination to break.

The third heat was easy all the way for Patchen, who led

and won by two lengths. Time by quarters, 0:313, 0:32£, 0:31 J,

0:31^. The only explanation offered by Driver McHenry
and Owner Scott was that their horse was not in condition.

" We made a mistake," they ?aid, " in not sending him to

The stable of Burns & Waterhouse has two good jockeys

in Donnelly and Donahue. The latter was apprenticed to

James McCormick, who formerly trained for G. Walbaum.
The boy ran away from McCormick and was allowed to ride

at the outlawed track at Alexandria Island, which necessitated

the canceling of his license by the Jockey Club. Colonel

Burns interceded for him while in the East and succeeded in

getting the boy reinstated.

Thompson, 2:17, lowered his record to 2:15 at Woodland
on Tuesday. Where is this splendid son of Boodle going to

stop before the circuit ends? He is a race horse of the

first order.

Robert J. defeated Mascot, Joe Patchen and John R.

Gentry in thiee straight heats at Fleetwood Park Thursday

in 2:06}, 2:04}, 2:04$. Robert J. is king again.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB MEETING.

Good Racing Keeps Up the Interest—The At-

tendance is Increasing—A Number of

New Arrivals From the East.

TWO HDKDBtD AND FORTV-EIOHTH DAY—WKDNESDAY,
AUGUST 21.

IV£ little favorites right in a row

were howled over like so much

tissue-paper today. There had

been three "bad days" for the

dear public, but to-day's racing

threw the talent into paroxysms of

"\ grief. Four days more disastrous

* to form figurers were ne^er seen in

San Francisco, it is our belief. The

most sensational win was that of Grady in tbe second race,

He was beaten one and a half lengths very easily by Gratify

tbe other dav, Grady carrying 105 pounds lotbe Westchester

Stable colt's 103. Today Gratify carried five pounds more.

Grady one pound less, making a difference of four pounds in

Gra 'y's favor. It told with a vengeance, for Gratify,

whipped out, was easily defeated at the end by the Three

Cheers youngster. Gratity seemed to have so much up bis

sleeve when he beat the victor of to-day that he looked almost

a "lead pipe" this afternoon. But often colts appear to be

winning easily when they're not doing 60. It takes a mighty

close observer to judge this matter. Sport McAllister proved

himseif a crack sprinter by easily defeating a fine field of

speedy ones over a short distance. Chevalier had slightly

the best of all the other boys, riding two winners and a sec-

ond. Piggott put two winners and a third over the plate»

Sloane riding the remaining winner.

Easel, ofl about third in the initial race, went right to the

front, opening up a gap of about five lengths and winning by

two easily, tbe Lady Leinster filly second, a length before

Ollie M.
Gratify, the favorite, and Grady, a 6 to 1 shot, ran head

and heid to the horn stretch, where Gratify seemed for a

moment to be winning. Grady was just fooling, however,

forcing the choice's jockey to the bit in the final sixteenth

and baating Gratify out a length, handily, Perhaps third, six

lengths farther away.

Sport McAllister, at the good price of 18 to 5, led from

start to finish in the five furlong selling race, winning with

ease by two lengths after Chevalier taking him back near the

three-quarter pole. Red Dick beat Model, the favorite, out

a head, after a drive.

Road Runner, 5 to 1 at one time, made 'hat great stretch

run of his, catching the quitting favorite near the finish and

beating him out a length, Silver State third, but a neck be-

hind Realization. Road Runner and Silver State got away

in tbe rear.

Wheel of Fortune, the favorite, and Miss Ruth ran head

and head for about half a mile io the last race, then Flir-

tilla made her run, and gradually cutting down space, won
handily at the end by a neck from the hard-driven Wheel,

Carmel a distant third. Thus wound up a day's sport that

will not soon be forgotten by the educated player of races.

How the Races Were Run,

The Lady Leinster filly was made a favorite in the opening
race, her closing price being 3 to 1. Easel was at 4, Little

Klush filly 4*. Isabelle 8, imp. Endymion 10, Cheripe 15
(opened at 8), Capitan 3D and St. Saviour-Diana filly 60 to 1.

They broke to a good start, Ollie M. first to ihow, Little

Klush next, Easel third. The last-named went to tbe front

with a rash, opening up a gap of about five lengths in the
tint eighth of a mile. She led by three lengths at the final

lorn, Oilie M. being second, a length from the Lady Leinster
filly. Easel held her advantage, winning with comparative
ease by two length*, the Lady Leinster filly beating Ollie M.
a length for the place. Time, 0:50. There were only three
really in the hunt.
The second race was a handicap for two-year-olds, five and

a half furlongs. Gratify was a red-hot favorite, opening at

8 to *>. going to 4 to 5, closing at 3 to 5. Benham was backed
from 3 to 1 to 9 to 5, closing at 2 to 1 in most boxes. Grady
was it 6 to 1, Miss Brummel 30 and Perhaps 100 to 1. They
got away to a good start, Gratify first, Grady, Benham the
order. Gratifv and Grady ran like a team past the half, a
length before Miss Brummel, who led Benham half a length
The latter had rushed up and was taken back quickly by
Piggott. Gratify, seeming to be going easy, led Grady a head
into the hoTiif ly second, two lengths before Per-
bapa, Itlunked Gratify'* money to the last ninety yards.
Here the favorite began to tire, and Hinrichs went to the
bat on him. < rrady came past him and won fairly easily bv
a length. Gratify, second, was six lengths before Perhaps,
third.

The third race was at five furlongs, selling. Model was a
sizzling favorite, doting at ''< to 5 in a few books, even money
in most, being backed down from 2\ to 1 in short
order. Sport McAllister was at 34 to 1, Toano 4, Red
Dick 1<i, Hob Roy and Selkirk 'JO, Johnny Capron 25, Harry
Lewis 40, Lodi 50 and The Drummer 100 to 1. They broke
to a rather ragged start, a couple being out of the hunt when
the flag dropped. >|"»rt McAllister wan off' first, Red Dick
second, Model next. Sport led by three lengths past the half,

Red Dick Hecond, a length before Model. Chevalier took a
wrap on|Sport nearinic the homestretch, which he entered
only half a length in front of Bed hick, Model third, another
length away. Sport McAlliHter, lied Dick and Model ran on
nearly even term* up to the final forty yarks, where Cheva-
lier gave McAllister hi»* head, and he came away and won
nrily by two lengths, R*d Dick beatiogUodel outa head in
a lorpneiOgly game manner. Time, 1:01 J. Toano, the

breaker from ihp Beat, win* never in the hunt. The
winner wa« ri'i up $iti>0 by Bookmaker Beverly, Dow Wil-
liam* retain. u« 'be colt however.

Realization ' aa a r*d*bo! favorite, opening at 8 to 5 and

closing at 6 to 5. Road Runner was 4 to 1, imp. Ivy 5} ,
Red

Bird and Silver State 7, Rico 15 and Howard 20 to 1. They

were sent away to a poor start, Rico first, Ivy second, Red

Bird third. Red Bird drew away when they had gone about

a furlong and led past the half by two lengths, Ivy second, a

head before the fast-coming Realization. Red Bird, plainly

done for, was but half a length to the good turning into the

homestretcn, Rsalization and Ivy heads apart as named.

Realization assumed command when they were well straight

ened away and looked a certain winner. Meanwhile Road

Runner was just booming along. He caught Realization

about sixty yards of the finish, and, driving, beat him out a

length, Realization just beating the fast-coming Silver State

a neck, Ivy another half length away. Time, 1:08.

The last race was a handicap, seven furlongs. Wheel of

Fortune wa<* a 6 to 5 favorite At the close, Flirtilla 9 to 5,

Miss Ruth 4 and Carmel 12 to 1. After quite a delay thev

went away to a fair start, Wheel of Fortune first. Miss Ruth

second, Flirtilla next. Miss Ruth and Wheel of Fortune

ran heads apart as named past the quarter, Flirtilla one and

one-half lengths away At the half Wheel of Fortune was

first by a head, Miss Ruth second, one and one-half lengths

before little Flirtilla. Into the homestretch it was Wheel
of Fortune first by one and one half lengths, Flirtilla second,

lapped by Miss Ruth. Flirtilla gradually crawled up on the

Wheel and really had her beaten 100 yards from home,

though at the fioish Flirtilla won by just a neck "handily,

Wheel of Fortune driving, five lengths before Carmel. Time,

1:27|.

TWO HUNDBED AND FORTY-NINTH DAY—THUBSDAY
AUGUST 22.

There was a vast improvement in the racing this afternoon,

as in nearly every instance horses ran to form, while three

favorites and two strong second choices were successful. A
goodly crowd was out, the five furlong race between Blooms-

bury, Tim Murphy and Installatorserving as a powerful

magnet. Bloomsbury again won, but Installator)

about back into his old form, was but a nose

away at the finish and going about two jumps to the

two-year-old's one. In fact, Installator would have

won had Chevalier just made his run with the Brutus colt

half a second quicker. There was a close finish also in the

first race and an exciting one in the third, and so, taken alto-

gether, it was the best racing seen at old Bay Dietrict in

many a day. Such exciting sport will make the game popu-

lar and give it new life, but the four day's racing previous

had a tendency to hurt it in San Francisco immensely.

The successful jockeys to-day were Hinrichs, Piggott, Coady.

Reidy and E. Jones.

Gondola, 4 to 1 at one time in the betting, led nearly

every step of the way in the first race and lasted just long

enough to beat the favorite fast-coming Mendocino a head,

Detective being another length away. The last-named was

the favorite and heavily played.

May McCarthy ran third to Ike L. and Ricardo until well

in the homestretch, then came on and won easily by two

lengths, Ricardo lasting long enough to beat Soon Enough a

length. Ike L. quit badly in the last eighth, and it was re-

ported that he was a trifle short of work. Had Ricardo

stayed out, however, Ike L. would have won, in all likeli-

hood.

Mt. Air, the favorite at 2 to 1 in the third race, one mile,

went to the front when a little over an eighth of a mile had

been run, and not thereafter headed, won driving by three

parts of a length, Bellringer in the place and gaining fast, two

lengths before Abi P.

Bloomsbury, favorite in the three-cornered race at five

furlongs, led all the way, winning by a nose from Installator,

whose rush, a resistless one, was made just a fraction of a

second too late. Tim Murphy was two lengths away, and

the time, 1:00A, over a deeply harrowed track and in the face

of a heavy wind, was truly remarkable.

Mamie Scott, a hot first choice, off second to a very poor

start, Bhot to the fore and won galloping by five lengths in

1:42$, Ledalia second, three lengths before Vernon, who was

cut off at tbe first turn and lost several lengths.

How the Races Were Run.

Detective was made a red-hot favorite in the first race, five

and a half furlongs, selling, opening at 2 to 1 and closing at

3 to 2. Gondola opened at 4 to 1, was backed down to 3,

closed at 3$, Imp. Green was backed from 6 to 5 to 1. De
la Guerra was at 5, Mendocino 8, Red Rose 15, Suro and
Huguenot 20, Mollie Rogers 100 to 1. They were sent on
their journey to a grand start, Green being first as the flag

fell, Red Rose second, Gondola third. The last-named, well

under way, assumed command in the first forty yards and led

by a length past the half, Red Rose second, lapped by Detec-

tive. Gondola held her own clear into the homestretch,
Detective running up second, a bead before the dangerous-
looking Mendocino. The last-named gained somewhat on
Gondola, but Hinrichs reserved enough in that mare to win
by a good head, Mendocino secoad, a length before Detective,

Time, 1:09.

The second race was at six furlongs, selling. Ike L. was a
favorite at the close, going at S to 5. May McCarthy was
backed from 1 1 to 5 to 9 to 5. Don Cn-sar was at 6 to 1, Ri-
cardo 8, Sligo 12, Quarterslafl 10 (backed from 15), Charles
A. 15 to 1. They made several breakaways, in which Ike
L. and Charles A. were always prominent. Finally the flag

fell to a good start. Ricardo first, QuarterstafT second, Ike L.
next, May McCarthy fourth. Ricardo and Ike L. raced off

head and head in front. At the half it was Ricardo first by
a head, Ike L. second, two lengths before May McCarthy.
The order was tbe same clear into the homestretch, except
that May McCarthy and several others had come up close to

the leaders. Ike L. was plainly beaten when a sixteenth
from home, and May McCarthy, just bounding along, won
easily by two lengths, Ricardo second, one length from Soon
Enough. Time, 1:14*.

The third race was at a mile, selling. Mt. Air was p luke-
warm sort of favorite, opening at 5 to 1, going to 2A to 1,

eloping at 2 Io 1 and 11 to5. Warrago was at 4£ to 1, Hv-
man 6, Abi P. 6, Bellringer 7. Bobolink 10. Nellie G. 20
*od Model 50 tol. They were sent away to a poor start

Bellringer first, Nellie G. second, Mt. Air third. Mt. Air
went to the front when they had gone a little over a fur-

long, and led by a length past the quarter, Bellringer sec-

ond, as far from Warrago, Hyman fourth. At the half Mt,
Air, going easy, was about three parts of a length to the good,
Warrago second, lapped by Bellringer. The order was prac«

tically unchanged going to the homestretch, though Mt. Air
had drawn clear of his field. In the stretch Coady kept him
going, and it was lucky he did, for Bellringer came with
tigerish rush, and gaining fast on Mt. Air, was beaten out but
three parts of a length by the favorite, Abi P. third, two
lengths further away. Time, 1:43.

The fourth race, five furlongs, ten pounds under the scale,

brought Tim Murphy, InBtallator and Bloomsbury to the
post. The closing odds were: 9 to 10 Bloomsbury, 2 to 1
Murphy, 3 to 1 Installator. They got away to a perfect start.

Bloomsbury at once went to the front, leading
at the half-mile ground by a length, with
his head in the air, Tim Murphy second, half a length be-

fore Installator. Bloomsbury led Tim Murphy a trifle over a
length into the homestretch, Installator one and a half lengths
further away. Mjrphy was plainly beaten a furloDg from
home, and Installator was cut loose. He came like the wind,
and at the finish, going two strides to Bloomsbury's one,.just

failed to get up, Bloomsbury winning by perhaps three
inches, Tim Murphy two lengths further away. Time. 1:00J,
Had Installator been sent along a little earlier he could not
have lost. The time is marvellous, depth of the track and
f°g£y weather being taken into consideration.

The last race was at a mile, selling. There was a mighty
plunge on Mamie Scott, she being backed from 2^ to 1 to 3
to 2 iu qrick order, closing at 9 to 5. Vernon was played
some, backed from 4 to 1 to 16 to 5. Ledalia was at 3 to 1,

Gold Dust 5£, Yangedine and Kitty L. 10 (latter 40 at one
time), Cadeau 40 to 1. They broke to a very poor start, Le-
dalia, Mamie Scott and (^-old Dust off in front, most of the
others practically out of it. Mamie Scctt, the good thing,

on the rail, at once took a commanding lead, swinging by the
quarter pole three lengths to the good, Ledalia and Gold Duet
next, heads apart. Vernon bad been cut off on the first turn
and was last in a iiffv, fully a dozen lengths behind the leader.

At the half Mamie Scott was five lengths in front of Ledalia
and Gold Dust, still head and head. Vernon passed three

horses going from the half to tbe three-quarters, and was
third turning for home, Mamie Scott leading by seyen lengths,

Ledalia second, three from the Westchester Stable gelding.

Mamie Scott simply won in a great big gallop by five lengths,

Ledalia second, three from Vernon third. Had tbe latter

gotten away on anything like even terms with the winner he
would undoubtedly finished as good as second. The time
was 1:42]. Reidy is utterly useless in a race of a mile or
upwards, apparently.

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTIETH DAY—FKIDAY, AUGUST 23.

There were six races on tbe card this afternoon, and out of

this number favorites met defeat on four occasions. It is time

that some of the jockeys were disciplined at the local

course, as in many cases the best horses are not winning

these days. Whether Rob Roy could have won

the second race or not cannot be determined,

but, if Coady didn't pull this colt he -gave an imitation

that was taken for the genuine article by scores of

pretty close observers. In the fifth race the favorite, Peter

the Second, was hemmed in a pocket and held there for about

five furlongs. Had he not been held as in a vice this colt

could not have lost, for when he got out he made up fully

half a dozen lengths on those in front of him. If this busi-

ness of getting a favorite in a pocket and keeping him there

is allowable and considered all right, the oflenders

getting off scot free, why a conspiracy can be formed by

jockeysjto beat any heavily-played horse in any race, and the

bookmakers could just coin money, but only for a time, as

our race-going public know fair racing from foul, and would

refuse to patronize a game where they were not protected.

It is high time that a halt were called on some of these pig-

skin artists. They are running things with too high a hand,

and some of the freshness should be taken out of them by a

good fine or suspension, or both.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race, four and a half furlongs, for two-year-olds,

had eleven starters. Don Pio Pico was a steady favorite at

2h to 1. Carrara and Ladv Leinster filly were at 5 to 1,

Little Flush filly 6, Irene E. 7, Cheripe and Ollie M. 10,

May Jones 12, Phyllis 40, Vicksburg 50 and Isabelle b0 to

1. They made several breaks and at length the flag was
lowered to an excellent start. Ollie M. was off first, Phyllis

second, Lady Leinster filly third, Don Pio Pico next. The
latter, slow to get going, was cut off, stumbled, and fell

back last, all chances of winning going glim mering. Ollie

M. at once opened up a gap of three lengths, Lady Leinster

filly being second past the half, three len gths before Carrara.

The Lady Leinster filly closed up fast on Ollie M. as 'hey

neared the homestretch, enteri ng which but a head separated

them. Lady Leinster soon t hereafter assumed command and
had enough left to stall ofl Carrara's challenge and win by a

bead, Ollie M. a length further away. Time, 0:56.

The second ra ce was at seven furlongs, selling. Uncle Giles

was a red-hot favori'e, closing at 8 to 5 opening at 9 to 5.

Rob Roy was at 3 to 1, Hello and Favory 5, Wild Rose 10,

Ich i Ban and Sheridan 30 to 1. They got away to a eood
sta rt for all but Sheridan, Icbi Ban being first, Road Runner
next, Hello third. At the quarter Favory was leading by
half a length, Rob Roy second, a length before Uncle Giles.

Then Coady, on Rob Roy, gave one of the strongest Junta-

lions of pulling a horse ever seen on the local track, keeping

up his tactics from the quarter pole away past the half. At

the half-mile ground Favory was leading by Ito lengths,

Rob Roy second, lapped by Uncle Giles. Rob Roy, choked
almost to death, kept dropping out of it. Favory led by a

length into tbe homestreth, Uncle Giles second, three lengths

before Rob Roy. Uncle Giles joined Favory at the draw-

gate, and a terrific drive ensued to the finish, Uncle Giles

winning by a short breath, Favory second, ten lengths from

Rob Roy. Time, 1:28.

The third race was at 6ix furlongs, selling, light welter

weights, Rose Clark went to the post a 7 to 10 favorite.

Crawford was at 4 to 1 Tiberius 6, Josephine 10. Walter J.

100 and Silver 200 to 1. They went away quickly to a good

start, Walter J. at once jumping into the lead. He was first

' piet the half by two and a ba)f lengths, Rose Clark second,
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under a pull, about a length before Crawford. Rose Clark

was given her head as the homestretch was neared, and Wal-

ter J.'s lead was cat to less than a length at the final torn,

Rose Clark second, with Crawford at her heels. Walter J.

was soon done for. Rose Clark assuming a command which

she easily held. Tiberius came strong in the homestretch

and was second, a length behind Rose Clark at the finish,

Crawford three lengths farther away, third. Time, l:15i.

A six-furlong handicap brought six to the post. Royal

Flush was at 2 to 1, Vinctor 21, Road Runner 5, 8ilver

State 6J, imp. Ivy 1*2, McLight 15 to 1. They went away to

an excellent start, Silver State first, McLight second, Ivy

third. Vinctor 6tumbled soon after the start was made, fall-

ing back absolutely last, losing perhaps three lengths. Silver

State, Ivy and Royal Flush ran lengths apart past the half,

Vinctor fourth, one and a half lengths further away. Silver

State increased her lead to two lengths going to the home-

stretch, Flush and Ivy heads apart as named, one and a half

lengths before Vinctor. Silver State was not to be caught,

winning handily by a length, Royal Flush second, handily,

one and a h*lf lengths before Vinctor, who had fallen back

in the homestretch. Time, 1:14.

The fifth race was at a mile, selling. Peter the Second, at

7 to 5, was a favorite, his closing price being 7 to 5. Fred
Gardner was backed from 6 to 3 to 1. Mary S. was at 5 to 1,

May Day and Charmer 12, Ifce L. and Carmel 15 to 1. Car-

mel delayed the start by his tactics, and finally the flag fell to

a poor start, Ike L. first, Fred Gardner second, Charmer
third being the order. Ike L. led at the quarter by half a

length, Fred Gardner second, two lengths before Charmer.

At the half Ike L. was first by a head, Fred Gardner second,

foar lengths from May Day. Peter the Second had been in

pocket right along, and was still held there. Ike L. appeared

to have Gardner beaten as he turned into the homestretch a

length to the good, May Day third, five lengths away. Ike

L. tired badly seventy yards from home, and under the whip

Fred Gardner won by half a length, Ike L. Becond, two and

a half lengths before Peter the Second, who made up a

world of ground and could not have lost had he not been

held in a pocket. Time. 1:42}.

The last race was at seven farlongs, selling. Olivia went

to the post a slight favorite, her price being 3 to 1. Sir Wal-

ter was at 16 to 5, Tom Clark 24 to 1, San Luis Rey 7, Ry-
land and Red Will 10, Vernon 25 and Tuxedo 150 to 1. They
broke to a fine start eventually, Sir Walter first, Vernon sec-

ond, Olivia third, San Luis Rey led by half a length at the

quarter, Red Will second, two and a half lengths before Sir

Walter, who in turn was a head from Vernon. San Luis Rey
was still half a length in front as they passed the half,

Olivia second, a head before Red Will. Sir Walter was given

his head soon after passing the half, and going away from his

field as if they had been anchored, led into the homestretch

by three lengths, Olivia and San Luis heads apart, Red Will

close against the rails, another length away. Olivia and San
Luis Rey dropped out in the straight, and Sir Walter won
with ease by two lengths, Red Will coming again and beat-

ing Tom Clark three parts of a length for the place. Time,

1:29L

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FIRST DAY—SATURDAY, AUGUST
24.

Five favorites got home in front this fine Saturday after-

nooo, and the talent went Home happy ; the bookmakers the

reverae. The lone first choice to meet defeat was the heaviest

favorite of the entire day—Installator, a 1 to 2 shot. This colt

lunged and plunged about at the post as we had never seen him

do in all his races, and doubtless this so tired Chevalier tha1

he^could not finish as vigorously as we have seen him do]in the

past. Sir Richard, ridden as well as Shaw hag piloted

him on several occasions, would, in our opinion, have won

this race, but this youth got away from the post with the

gray on the inside, was cut off a furlong from the start, losing

perhaps two lengths, and in the homestretch, when the big

fellow was coming far faster than anything in the race, took

him to the inner rails, when all was clear in front, losing a

couple or^three lengths by the operation. Taking the way

Shaw rode Sir Richard into consideration and the fact that

the gray receded from 3 to 6 to 1 in the betting, the race has

an unwholesome appearance. In the fifth rBce, won by the

heavily-played favorite, Detective, Yreka looked by odds the

best horse. and, ridden with goodjadgment.should have won by

many lengths. As it was, Yreka was allowed to fall eleven or

twelve lengths behind the leader in the first three-sixteenths

of a mile, did not gain an inch going to the three-quarter

pole, and then, coming with a great t burst of speed, was

beaten a scant length at the finish by Detective, who just

staggered in. It is understoood that Yreka's rider had orders

to make a waiting race of it, and he certainly did make one,

with a vengeance.~It is^very doubtful, though, if the owner

expected the boy would allow Yreka to drop out of it a city

block going the first three-sixteenths of a mile.

There were three very close and exciting finishes, these

being in the second, third and fourth events, won by a nose,

head and head respectively. Grady and Tim Murphy could

have won by greater margins, in all probability, but their

pilots saw fit to draw it fine. Two jockeys, Swift and Cairns,

were injured in the last race, the latter having his collar-

bone fractured when he was thrown from Gold Dust's back.

Swift's face was lacerated. The successful riders were Cheva-

lier, L. Lloyd, Sloane, Reidy, Piggott and Madison. The
latter is now a full-fledged rider of timber-toppers, and a

crackerjack at that.

How the Rac*3 Were Run.

The first race, five and one-half furlongs, selling, had six

starters and Soro for a warm favorite. He opened at 6 to 5
and was backed down to 7 to 10, closing at 4 to 5. Ontario
and Ladameo were at 5 to 1, Dr. Gardner 6 and well played,
Sea Breeze 15 and Druscilla 20 to 1. After a considerable
delay, caused by Sea Breeze acting badly, the flag fell to a
fine Btart, Suro first to show, Ledameo second, Dr. Gardner
third. Dr. Gardner led past the half-pole by three parts of
a length, Suro second.one length from Druscilla. Suro went
to the front at a great rate in the next 100 yards, turning in-

to the homestretcb about two lengths in front of Dr. Gard-
ner, on whom Ladameo was lapped. Suro galloped down the

homestretch with Chevalier looking back at his rivals, win-
ning by three and one-half lengths, Dr. Gardner, whipped
out, second, one and one-half lengths from Ladameo. Time,
1:091.

The second race, five furlongs, selling, with eight starters,

had Tim Murphy for a hot favorite, his opening price being
8 to 5, closing 6 to 5. Realization was at 3 to 1, Gold Bug
4, Cardwell 10, Rico 20, Perhaps and Venus 30, Greenback
Jr. 100 to 1. They got away to a rather ragged start, Reali-
zation in front, Venus second and Greenback Jr. third. At
the half Realization was leading by one and a half lengths,
Venus second, three parts of a length from old Tim. The
latter got up close to Realization nearing the homestretch,
which Realization entered a length in advance of Murphy,
who was two and a half lengths from Venus, and Greenback
Jr., close together. Tim gradually crawled upon Realiza-
tion, and the pair raced in close order up to the final fifteen

feet of the journey, when Tim was given his head and shot
in the winner of a grand race by a nose. Realization, second,
was three lengths before Greenback Jr., who just beat Venus
a short head. Time, 1:01.

Five two-year-olds contested in the third race, a handicap,
bout six fnrlongs. Grady was an even-money favorite, Lu-
cretia Borgia 3 to 1, Joe K. 4, Virgie A. S, Clara Johnson 60
to 1. The order to a fair start was Grady, Lucretia Borgia,
Joe K. Joe K. led by a head past the half, Grady second, a
length before Lucretia. Grady and Joe K. ran almost as one
horse to the homestretch, where Grady showed a head in
front, Joe K. two and a half lengths from Lucretia Borgia.
The leading pair ran head and head down the stretch, Hin-
richs driving Joe K. hard. Grady was given rein in the
last few yards and shot in a winner by a good head, Joe K.
second, a length before Lucretia Borgia, who made a strong
finish. Time, 1:13*.

The fourth rtce was at six furlongs, Installator was a 2 to

5 favorite (1 to 2 in a few books) Gratify 16 to 5, Sir Richard
6 to 1 (receded from 3). They were about twenty minutes at

the post, Chevalier seeming to be unable to manage Installa-

tor, and the others being anything but angelic. Finally the
flag fell to a fine send-off, Sir Richard being a head in front,

Installator as far from the two-year-old. Sir Richard, used
to breaking from the outside, was cut off when he had gone
about a furiong, and Gratify took a lead of one and a half
lengths, Installator being second, about three from Sir
Richard. Gratify turned into the homestretch two lengths
to the good, Installator second, a length from Sir Richard,
who was coming up fast. Gratify was not headed, and nearly
all of Chevalier's strength seemed to have been taken from
him by Installator's lunges at the post, for he made a weak
finish, Installator going on to a head defeat by Gratify, Sir
Richard last, two lengths further away. Time, 1:13L The
ride put up by Sbaw on Sir Richard was open to the strong-

est suspicion that he was trying to lose. In the first place,

he broke from the inside with the gray horse, who almost in-

variably starts on the outside, and when he had gone about a
furlong was cat off by Gratify, about which he made no com-
plaint. Then in the homestretch, when Sir Richard was
gaining at a wonderful rate and looked most likely to win,
Shaw took his mount from the middle of the track toward
the inner rai's when all was clear sailing in front. As the
horse did not swerve, it would be interesting to know what
the boy did this for, unless it was to lose any interest in the
purse. The betting, too, looked very bad, as the odds against

the gallant gray receded from 3 to 6 to 1. Sir Richard has
run the short six furlongs in 1:12 or better, equal to 1:13$
anyhow, and w**s beaten the full six furlongs in l:13f flat by
two lengths.

The fifth race was at five and a half furlongs, and in our
opinion the best horse did not win it. Detective, a "skate"|of

purest ray, was made a red-hot favorite, the money going in

as if it were all over but the whooping. From even money
he was backed down to 3 to 5 in quick order, his owner
and friends plunging. Yreka receded fram 3 to 4 to 1. Jef-

ferson (brother to Abi P.) was at 7. imp. Thunderstorm 8,

Jim Corbett 9, Rayo and Triumph 25 to 1. They broke to

an excellent start, Rayo first, Yreka second, Detective third.

At every stride Yreka fell back, Rayo leading past the half

by two lengths, Detective second, three from imp. Thunder-
storm, wbo was in turn half a dozen lengths in front of Yre-
ka. Thus in a run of three-sixteenths of a mile Yreka had
lost eleven lengths or more. Turning for home it was Rayo
still first by two lengths. Detective second, eight lengths from
Thunderstorm, who in turn was one length from Yreka, The
latter, it will be observed, was still eleven lengths behind.
Rayo's jockey went to the bat when well straightened away
in the homestretch, and Detective, driven hard, passed him
and staggered in a winner by a scant length from Yreka, who
went by Rayo about twenty-five yards of the finish, and was
going two jumps to Detective's one at the wind-up. Had the

race been fifteen yards further, Yreka could not have lost it

very well. His run down the homestretch was certainly phe-
nomenal, and the question naturally arises, how is it that a

horse of his speed was allowed to lose eleven lengths in the

first three sixteenths of a mile ? The time was 1:091.

The last race of the day was a handicap at a mile and a

half, over six hurdles. J. O. C. was a torrid favorite, open-
ing at 2 to 1 and closing at 6 to 5. Carmel was backed from
4 to 3 to 1. Gold Dust went back from 3 to 6 to 1, Mestor
from 3 to 7. Mendocino was at 10, Alexis 15, Esperanceand
Guadaioupe 20 to 1. After quite a long delay they broke to

a fair start, Gold Dust first, J. O C. second, Alexis third,

Carmel next. Gold Dust set a hot pace, closely followed by
Carmel and J. O. C. The first two jumps were negotiated all

right, but at the third Mestor fell and Swift was thrown
heavily, being carried away insensible. At the fourth Gold
Dust, the leader, fell,and Bob Cairns' collar-bone was broken.

J. O. C. then went to the front like a flash, leading at the

fifth fence by four lengths,Carmel second, fifteen from Alexis.

J. O. C. turned into the homestretch first by four lengths,

Carmel second and gaining fast. 'After making the last jump,
however, Carmel went to sulking, and J. O. C. woo easily by
three lengths, Carmel second, seven from Alexis. Time,
2:48*.

TWO HUNDRED AJND FIFTY SECOND DAY—MONDAY,
AUGUST 26.

This was another joyful day for the talent, four favorites

and a heavily played second choice winning the five events.

All one had to do, in order to make money, was to watch

which one the bookmakers made a favorite, and play that

one. The day was a trifle chilly and the track

pretty deeply harrowed, the making of fast time

being rather out of the question. The judges unearthed

what looked like ap intended shoo-in ip the sepond race, and

if such was intended, nipped it in the bud by reading a lee.
ture to some of the riders in the event. The favorite, Belle
Boyd, for some reason unknown to the general public, re-

ceded in the betting from 3 to 5 to 8 to 5, and as one time was
even at 2 tol. Cardwell's odds came down from 2* to 1 to 7
to 5 at about this juncture, and then the judges set about to
cause a slip betwixt the cup and the slip. After their firm
little talk to the boys most interested, Belle Boyd experienced
little trouble in winning. If a shoo-in was the game the
biters were badly bitten, and a few such lessons will do more
good than columns of sound editorials on " how to punish
turf schemers." Eddie Jones carried off the riding honors,
with two wins to his credit. Sha*, Chevalier and Riley were
also successful.

Conde, a red-hot favorite, played from 6 to 5 down to 7 to

10, led all the way in the first race and won easily by two
lengths from Gondola, who was an easy second, one and a
half lengths from Red Will.

Cardwell, the "good thing" that went wrong in the second
race, led until nearing the homestretch in the second race,

then Belle Boyd came to the front, and after something of a
drive in the homestretch, won handily by half a length*

Cardwell second, four lengths from Miss Brummel.
Schnitz, a new-comer from Latonia, laid second to Bob

Tucker to the homestretch, a length behind and both against

the inner rails. Had Bob Tucker been kept going straight

and hugged the rail, forcing Schnitz to run around him, the

latter could not have won to-day. However, Bob Tucker
gradually veered toward the outside, letting Schoitz, going
straight ahead, though, to come along and win a race that he
should never have captured. Willie Gibson did fairly well

for the first time out.

Royal Flush and Warrago raced in close order to the
homestretch, where Flush drew away and won easily by two
lengths, Warrago beating McLight a length for the place.

The latter was cut off soon after passing the half, or he might
have been a contender at the finish.

San Luis Rey, 30 to 1 at one time, set the pace in the last

event to the homestretch, then Little Bob, the favorite, came
on and won, eased up at the end, by one and a half lengths,

San Luis Rey second, lapped by Fred Gardner.

How the Races Were Run.
Conde was the most torrid of favorites in the firsi race,

five furlongs, selling, opening at 6 to 5 and closing at 7 to
10 under a terrific play. Red Will was at 3 to 1 (receded
from 11 to 5), Corinne Buckingham 6, Addie M. 12, Gon-
dola 15, De La Guerra and Monarch 50, Mt. Carlos 100 to 1.

They broke quickly to a fair start, Conde, well under way,
opening up a gap at once and leading by three lengths past
the half, Corinne Buckingham second, two from Red Will.
The order was the same clear into the homestretch, Gon-
dola moved up strong in the last eighth, Conde winning in a
gallop by two lengths, Gondola an easy second, one and a
half lengths before Red Will. Time, 1:02J. Conde pulled up
a very lame horse, and there was no running up.
The second race, five and, a half furlongs, selling, for two-

year-olds, had five starters. Belle Boyd opened at 3 to 5 and
went back to 3 to 2 and even 8 to 5, it having a bad look
abont it. Cardwell was backed down from 2^ to 1 to 7 to 5
in a jiffy. Miss Brummel was i>layed down from 10 to 6 to 1.

Perhaps was at 15 and Encino 20 to 1. After several break-
aways the flag fell to a fine start, Belle Boyd first, Cardwell
second, Encino next. Cardwell led past the half by half a
length, Encino second, as far from Belle Boyd, tbe latter

coming up fast. Boyd passed Cardwell near the three-quar-
ter pole and led by half a length turning for home, Cardwell
second by three lengths, Encino and Miss Brummel close to-

gether. Belle Boyd and Cardwell, head and head, drove it

out until near the finish, when Belle came away and won by
half a length, Cardwell second, four lengths from Miss
Brummel. Time, L09J.
Bob Tucker was a favorite in the third race,'6ve furlongs,

selling, opening at even money and closing at 11 to 10.

Schmtz was backed down from 2A to 1 to S to 5. Orondo was
at 6 to 1, Willie Gibson 8, Sinbad 10, Ladameo 12, Dr. Gard-
ner 60 to 1. They got away after several breakaways had
been made to a fair start, Schnitz first, Orondo second, Bob
Tucker next. Schnitz led Bob Tucker half a length past the
half, Orondo another length away, as far from Willie Gitwon.
Bob Tucker drew away nearing the homestretch, into which
he was first by a length, close to the inner rails, Schnitz sec-

ond, two lengths from Willie Gibson. Bob Tucker veered
out from the rail at a great rate, and was soon in the middle
of the track, Schnitz getting through and winning handily
by a length in the slow time of 1:03, Willie Gibson third,

three lengths behind Bob Tucker.
The fourth race, six and a half furlongs, seven pounds he-

low the scale, had five starters. Royal Flush was a 7 to 10
favorite, Rico 3i to 1, Warrago 9, McLight 10 and Articus
12 to 1. Articus spoiled start after start by his refusal to
break, and finally, after a wait of about twenty minutes, the
flag fell to a fair send off, Articus first, Rico second, Royal
FluBb next. Royal Flush and Warrago at once drew clear
and ran head and head past the quarter and half poles, Rio
third, five lengths away, Articus a couple of lengths further
back and leading McLigbt nearly a length. The latter ran
up fast nearing the half, but cut off by Rica, fell back last

again soon thereafter. Royal Flusb leading by half a length
turning for home, Warrago second, four lengths from Rico.
Flush easily drew rway in tbe homestretch, winning by two
lengths easily, Warrago beating the fast-coming McLight a
length for the place, Rico another head away. Time, 1:211
—a good run.

The last race was at a mile, Felling. Little Bob was a fa-

vorite at 6 to 5, Fred Gardner 13 to 10, Bellringer 6 to 1 and
San Luis Rey 15 (backed from 30). Bellringer cut up badly,
as usual, at tbe post. Finally the flag was lowered to a rag-

ged start, with San Luis Rey off in front, Little Bob second
and Fred Gardner third- San Luis was first to the quarter
by tbree lengths. Little Bob second, as far from Bellringer,

on whom Fred Gardner was lapped. At the half San Luis'
lead had been cut to two lengths, Little Bob second, five

lengths before Fred Gardner. Steadily Little Bob and Fred
Gardner closed up on the long shot, until, turning for home,
San Luis Key was but a head before Little Bob, while fre<l
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Gardner was but three lengths further away. Little Bob
passed Sao Luis soon after they were straightened away and

woe eased up at the finish by one and a half lengths, San

Luis Key lasting long enough to beat Fred Gardner out half

a length for the place. Time, 1:43.

TWO BUKDBBD AND FIFTV-THIKD DAY—TUESDAY, ACGU3X
27.

The races were captured this afternoon by three decided

favorites and two strongly-played second choices, hence the

talent had a pretty good time with the bookmakers' coin.

The Elmwood Stock Karm's representatives were successful

in the only two races they started in, both Inslallator and

Peter the Second winning in grand style and

in good lime, considering that the course was a trifle

deep. A good crowd was in attendance and the

betting was as spirited as it could well be, with several scared"

lo-de»lh-at-a-$2-bet bookmakers in the ring. Why, one

bookmaker actually took in $2 on a horse yesterday—the first

bet registered on the animal—and immediately cut the odds

against him a point, there being no frantic rush to get on at

the (op figure either. The odds in the lone combination

book these days are low enough to put to shame the meanest

miser in the land. Of course, people are not " fo'ced " to

make combinations, and the argument would perhaps end at

that, but heavens! how the betting public growls at the

odds on this board. Honors were easy in the riding line,

Eddie Jones and Chevalier riding two winners apiece, Pig-

gott the remaining victor. The ride put up by little Jones

on Olivia was the best wa have every se-a him mike, as he

had to drive the little mare every inch of the mile in order

to win by a head.

Kayo, the favorite, led all the was in the first race, five

furlongs, and won easily by three lengths, Bob Tucker a

handy second, one length from Mendocino, who was coming

very fast and would have won had the race been a sixteenth

further, in all probability.

In the second event Inslallator, the 2 to 5 favorite, got

away last, romped to the front when they had gone about a

quarter of a mile, led into the homestretch by three lengths

and won easily by one length from Joe K., Grady a distant

third through the poor riding of Cole, a stable lad. Mt.

Air's showing was not very creditable, and Coady did not

enhance his reputation by the ride he put up—or rather the

ride he did not make.

Peter the Second, first choice, last at the half-pole, came

on strong from this point, was a close third into the home-

stretch, and won cleverly by a head on the post from Ike L.

who gave the Brutus colt quite an argument. Mamie Scott

the pace-maker, was a poor third.

I 'etective, 10 to 1 at the close, flew to the front and opened

up a big gap, but Olivia, last away, ran up second at the

quarter, stuck to her knitting, and joining Detective in the

homestretch, won a grandly contested and very pretty race

by a head in a fearfully hot drive, Tom Clarke, the favorite,

a distant third.

Crawford, after doing considerable fretting at the post.

came from the rear and won the light welter weight race
last on the programme, by a length, driving. Abi P., the fa-

vorite, was second, one and a half lengths before Walter J.

How the Races Were Hun.

Kayo was made a favorite in the first race, five furlooes,
opening at 2 to 1 and closing at 21. Bob Tucker was at 3'.,

Mendocino 4, Yreka 6, Steadfast 9, Huguenot 10 (backed
from 30), Jefferson 50, Druscilla and Tyrena 100, Ontario 200
to 1 (500 in one box). They got away to an excellent start,

Kayo first, Bob Tut, ker second, Druscilla third. Rayo led
past the half by a length, Bob Tucker second, two from
!>ruscilla. In the run to the homestretch Rayo increased his
lead to three lengths, Bob Tucker beiog second as far from
Druscilla.)Rayo, not headed, came down the'homestretch go-
ing easily, and won by three lengths, Bob Tucker beiog a

handy second, one length from Mendocino, who made a fast

run down the homestretch and would probably have won had
the race been a sixteenth of a mile further. Time, l:02f.
The second race, seven furlongs, weights ten pounds below

the scale, had but four starters. Installatjr was a 2 to 5 fa-

vorite, Joe K. at 4A to 1 (opened at 6), Mt. Air and Grady
12 to 1. They got away to a fair start, Joe K. first, Grady
second, Mt. Air third. Joe K. led Grady a head past the
quarter-pole, Grady second, half a length before Mt Air,
Inslallator another lensrth away. Installator went to the
front in the next furlong and led passing the half by one and
a half lengthn, Grady second, lapped by Mt. Air, who was
under a wonderfully stout pull. Installator led into the
homestretch by three lengths, Joe K. second, half a length
before Grady. Mt. Air nnw last. Joe K. made a fast run
down the stretch, and was but a scant length behind as Instal-

lator panned the finishing point, Grady, off bis stride in the
homestretch through Cole's poor riding, third, a neck before
Ml. Air, who wan ridden desperately by Coady— I don't
think. Tim.
The third race, six and one half furlongs, selling, had four

starter* and Peter the Second for a favorite- lit- opened in
the betting at 2 to •'» sr.d went back to 9 lo 10, cloning at 4 to
5. Ike L. was at 11 to 5, Mamie Scott H to 1. The Drum-
mer 50 lo 1. They got away on excellent terms, Mamie
Scoll tirwt, Ike L next, Peter the Second third. The latter
at once fell back la»t. Ike L. and Mamie Scott running heads
apart a* named put ihe quarter, two lengths before The
Drummer. Al the half Mamie Scott was half a length to the
good, Ike L. Mill two lengths before The Drummer. Peter
the Second was now out loose, and gained at a great rate,
Mamie Scott leading into the homestretch by hul half a
length. Ike L. M>rond, I head before Peter. Ike L. and Peter
the Second w>on pn.-o.ed Mamie Scoit, uud a pretty race

10 iht tininh, Peter iht- BflOOod winning cleverly by a
head, Ike I,., driven hard, four lengths before M;m>it- Scott,

third Time, 1 28,

The fourth race was at a mile, selllog. Tom (lark was a
IkfOril clottbg price being -I lo

r
> in tnot-t boxes,

«-ven money in * sw, Olivia wii* at 2 to 1 and 1 I to 6, A lei

u ked from 10) ^Detective 10 (receded from 6), Ry-
m end Sheridan ft) to J, Jo*; broke |o a fairetart,

Detective being first and Olivia last. Little Jones sent the

latter along very fast on the outside. Passing the quarter it

was Detective first by three lengths, Olivia second, a length

before Ryland. At the half Detective still led by about the

same distance, Olivia now thiee lengths before Ryland.

Olivia kept pegging away, gaining inch by inch on Detective,

who entered the homestretch first by a length, Olivia being

eight lengths before Ryland. There was a terrific drive to

the finish, Detective swerving slightly toward the inner rails'

and Olivia, beautifully ridden by Eddie Jones, winning all

out by a head amid great excitement, Tom Clarke third, 6ix

lengths away. Time. 1:43.

The last race was a light welter-weight event, with six

starters. Abi I*, was a 6 to 5 favorite, Crawford 2 to 1

{backed down from 3-'), Margaret M. 16 to 5, Encino 5

(backed from 15). Walter J. 20 and Lee Stanley 150 to 1.

For thirty-eight minutes they cavorted around at the post,

Crawford being the worst actor. Finally the flag fell to a

fair start, Walter J. being off first, Margaret M. second, En-
cino next. Encino led by a head past the half, Margaret M.
second, two lengths from Walter J., Crawford (ofl none too

well) next. Into the homestretch Encino led by one and a

half lengths, Margaret M. second, a length before Walter J.,

Crawford coming fast against the inner rails and Abi P. on
the outside. Four or five weie abreast ninety yards of the

finish, but here Crawford and Abi P. came out of the bunch,
Crawford winning, driven hard, by a length, Abi P. second,

one and a half lengths from Walter S. Time, 1 03. The
wait at the post seemed to affect the two-year-olds most.

HOOF-BEATS.

Lynne Bfx, by St. Bel. won a good race at Fleetwood on

Thursday. Time, 2:12i, 2:13, 2:12.

George Covington's imported colt, Vigor, won a six-

furlong race in the mud at St. Louis Thursday.

Lady Diamond, of the Baldwin string, won a mile race
on the turf Thursday at Sheepsbead Bay in 1:44.

Key del Cabrera beat a fine field over the Futurity
course at Sheepshead Bay Wednesday in 1:11 2-5.

Eddie Jones was set down for the balance of the meeting
(two days^ for disobeying Starter Ferguson at the post Thur
terday.

B. C. Holly thought Charley Boots a good thing, and
went down the line betting $100 in every book that would
take it

Gratifv's five-furlong race"Wednesday in 1:001 with 112
pounds up is perhaps the beBt race ever run by a two-year-
old on the Coast.

Linda beat O'Connellat St. L^uis Wednesday, running fif-

teen sixteenths of a mile in 1:34] over a slow track—a phe-
nomenal performance.

Barney Schreieer's good Tremont filly, Laura F., won
another race at St. Louis yesterday, going five and a half fur-

longs in the mud in 1:1*1:}.

Flying Dutchman, Pat Dunne's great colt, won a mile
race at Sheepshead in 1:39 1-5 Wednesday, Patrician finishing

second and Beldemere third.

Frank Beard paid $10,500 at the recent Fairview sale

for St. Nicholas, a yearling by imp. St. Blaise out of the
great Thora (dam of Dobbins and Yorkville Belle), by Long-
fellow.

George Rose and Tod Sloan must be very popular in
Woodland. Thursday night a ball in their honor was given at

Woodland under the auspices of the Fortieth Agricultural
District Association.

San Lucas was purchased by Billy Stewart of Frank Van
Ness Wednesday, and starts to day in the colors of his new
owner. San Lucas is a bay four-year-old gelding by imp.
Cheviot from Genora.

President Williams announced Wednesday that racing
will be resumed at the Bay District on Tuesday, September
17th, This will allow horsemen two days to transfer their

horses from the Sacramento treck.

There will be excitement galore at the local track from
this out, as B. C. Holly has declared his intention of running
up every winner of a selling race that strikes him sb being
worth more than the sum it is entered to be sold for.

Chas. Boots has secured the services of the crack jockey,
Billy Houston, and the rider is daily expected here. He will

surely be seen in the saddle at the State Fair meeting.
Houston formerly rode for Fred Foster, owner of Dr. Rice
and others, it is understood.

Riley* Grannan bobbed up as a big winner Thursday at

Coney Island. He backed Henry Young very heavily at

odds of 10 to 1 in the Ocean Handicap, and Young won by a
head from Bellecoao, with Rey del Carrera a nose only be-

hind the other Californiao.

Weknbero, Jimmy McLaughlin's erratic flyer, lowered

the record for six and a half furiongs to 1:19 2 5yesterdaT at

Sheepshead Bay. The former record at the distance, 1:193 5,

was made at Bay District track in 1891, but as it was run in

a fog and a horn blowing at the starting point, it was always

a little doubtful to our minds.

Col. Burns was the guest of thejudges between races Wed-
nesday, and entertained the officials with encouraging reports

from the East. Among other things, the Colonel said that

jockeys Fred Taral, Lonnie Clayton and Harry Griffin would
Kiirely be been at the Bay District by November 1st. Naglee
Burke, with the great Crescendo, will arrive about the tame
time.

Charley Boots is clearly going to make a big bid for that

California Cup at the Stale Fair 'meeting. Friday morning
Claudius was worked the distance in great shape, being ac-

companied by Bobolink for a mile and three furlongs. If

anyone thinks that Claudius won't be a factor in that event
they had better get the wheels in his head oiled.

CRE8CKKD0 is himeelf again. Thursday ihe great Bon of

Flsmbeau and imp. Janet N . won the Dash Stakes at

Sheepshead Bay, $2,000 lo the winner, five furlongs, leading

all the way. Refugee was second and Peep o' Day third, and
the time 1:02. BellicoBO, also of the Pueblo Stable, was a

close second to Henry Young in the Ocean handicap,

THT3 WOODLAND MEETING.

Splendid Racing, "Wonderful Time Made, At-
tendance Large and Betting Lively.

The opening day or" the Fourth Annual Fair of the Fortieth

District Agricultural Association was as beautiful as the

heart of anyone could desire. The streets were rife with peo-

ple all day long. People of every kind and character. The
city is metropolitan in nature.now if ever it was.

The opening event of the fall meeting of the Fortieth Agri-
cultural District was called at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon.

The attendance was not as large as expected, but promises to

increase materially with each day's events. The track is in

excellent condition and fast. Col. Wm. Hawkins occupied

the judges' stand, and be it said, to the satisfaction of horse-

men, poolsellers, booEmakers and the public generally.

Chas. Hoppin, C, H. Corey and J. H. Butler acted as tim-
ers.

The opening event was an over-night running race, five

and a half furlongs, with five entries. The bookmakers had
the runners slated as follows : Lady Jane, 7 to 10; Nellie G.
3 to 1; Quarterstaff, 3 to 1; Hyman, 5 to 1: Rob Roy, 6 to 1.

The horses got away on the third attempt. Nell lie G jumped
into the lead and held it to the first quarter. Lady Jane then
led the procession a length ahead of Nellie G into the stretch.
Here the gap was increased slightly, the filly falling back to
fourth place. Down the stretch the favorite was closely
pressed by Rob Roy and Hyman. These positions were un-
changed, Lady Jane winning by an open length from Rob
Roy in 1:091.

PTTMMARV.

Running. Purse S150. Five and a half furlongs.

Lady Jane i
Rob Roy .'. 2
Hyman „ 3

Time, l:09J£.

Nellie G. and Quarterstaff also ran.

The Becond event was the 2:30 class trot, for a purse of
$500, with four entries. It required seven heats to decide
this event which went to Bonnie Ben, why sold in the third
heat with odds of 20 to 1, and even went begging at these
liberal terms. Native State was slated at 3 to 5, and Lady
Thornhill 3 to 2. Rex Gifiord was withdrawn on account of
lameness. One hundred yards from the wire, Lady Thorn-
hill broke, and a second later Bonnie Ben was up. Native
State led the procession by four lengths, and could have
easily won the heat had he been driven. Coming into the
stretch Lady Thornhill covered the gap. Both horses broke,
but the mare caught quickly enough to win the heat by half
a length in 2:20$. In the second heat the start was made
with Lady Thornhill and Bonnie Ben close up. Native State
was a length behind. The half was reached in 1:05 J. Ben
went to pieces here and was driven only to save his distance.

Thornhill and Native State came into the stretch like a
double team, but slowly the mare gradually pulled away and
won by a length in 2:17, Native State second and Bonnie Ben
a poor third. Before the third heat Bonnie Ben was slated

at 20 to 1, Thornhill 1 to 3 and Native State 3 to 2. The
trio were sent away on an even start, and like the former
heats, Lady Thornhill went away in the lead. Native State
broke at the half and Lady Thornhill led around to the
stretch four lengths ahead of Bonnie Ben second and Native
State closing up and coming fast. It looked like the mare's
race and should have been but the unexpected happened.
Just as her admirers were cheering her on to victory a bad
break spoiled her chance and she was beaten by Native
State nearly three lengths. Time, 2:18. The fourth heat was *

a repetition of the third, Native State winning in 2:191, Bon-
nin Ben second, and Lady Thornhill third. It was the fifth

heat that afiorded the surprise, and showed the staying quali-

ties of Bonnie Ben, who had barely saved his distance in the
third heat. He trotted both Thornhill and Native State off

their feet, winning in 2:19, Native State second and Thorn-
hill third. Bonnie Ben took the next two heats and the
race. Time, 2:19, and 2:20$.

SUMMARY.
Bonnie Ben 3 3 3 3 111
Ladv Thornhill 1 12 2 2 2 2
Native State 2 2 113 3 3

Time, 2:20% 2:17, 2:18, 2:19^, 2:19, 2:19, 2:20) £.

The fastest time made on any track in this State this year
is 2:091, accomplished by Pathmont in the second heat of the

2:16 pacing race. Every inch of ground was stubbornly con-
tested, and no one could wish for a prettier or more even
race. Everyone thought it was a cinch for ChehaHs, the
Oregon wonder, and the little black was barred in the pools.

Keating, the veteran driver, was behind Pathmont, and his

piloting could not have been improved.
In this race there were seven eDtries : Vidette, Ketchum,

Our Boy, Brilliantine, Chehalis, Pathmont and Edna R. In
the pools Chehalis was barred. Brilliantine was slated 3 to

2, Vidette 4 to 1, Ketchum 3 io 1, Our Boy 10 to 1, Path-
mont 1 to 1, Edna R. 3 to 1. After scoring twenty-five times
the pacers were sent off pretty well bunched. Pathmont led

to the quarter, where he was lapped by Edna R., Vidette a
close third. The half was reached in 1:04*. Coming into

the stretch the Oregon wonder moved up lo second place and
the race to the wire was close and exciting, Pathmont win-
ning by half a length in 2:11, Chehalis second, Vidette third,

Edna R. fourth, Ketchum fifth, Our Boy sixth and Brillian-

tine last.

In the second beat Chehalis was still barred in the pools.

Vidette led to the quarter by two lengths, Pathmont second,

Chehalis third. At the half the three leaders were bunched,
but coming into the stretch Pathmont pulled away, winning
the heat in 2:091, Chehalis second, Edna R. third, Our Boy
fourth, Brilliantine fifth and Vidette sixth. Ketchum was
distanced.

In the third beat the sextette got away in a bunch. The
race was strictly between Pathmont and Chehalis. The for-

mer led up to the half in 1:02}, From the stretch in the two
horses never paced more evenly. To many it appeared that

it was a dead heat, but it went to Chehalis by a very small
margin in 2:11. The race will be finished to-day.

SUMMARY.
Pathmont 112
chehalis 2 2 1
Vidette 3 6 3
EdnaR 4 3 4
Ketchum 5 d

Brilliantine 7 5 5

Time, 2;ll,2;<X>v -n
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TUESDAY, SECOND DAY.

The day opened delightfully cool and pleasant, the princi-

pal conversation in the hotels and on the track being the

possible defeat of the once considered invincible Chehalis.

The postponed pace was called at one o'clock sharp. The
judges for the day were Col. Hawkins of Chico, President

Adams and H. Foreland ; timers, C. R. Hoppin, K. J. Ha-

vey and Loeber. Pools sold $10 on Chehalis to $5 for the

whole field. The horses got ofi after several scores, Chehalis

and Pathmont nose and nose to the eighth. The quarter was

reached in 0:31-:, the half was made in 1:03J, Chehalis a

length in the lead, They reached the three-quarter in 1:36

in the same order. Chehalis opened the gap through the

stretch and won the heat palling up to a jog in 2:09£, Path-

mont second, Our Boy third, Vidette fourth, the balance dis-

tanced. No pools.

Fifth heat—They got off to a good start the fourth score,

Chehalis and Pathmont on even terms, at the quarter in

0:32$, unchanged at half in 1:04£, three-quarters Chehalis
gained a length in 1:37|, and gradually opened the gap and
jogged home in 2:13£, Mr. Fraser looking over his shoulder
with that same tantalizing smile for which he has become
famous. Pathmont second, Our Boy third, Vidette fourth.

Brilliantine was well up in the bunch and pacing fa*t in

the fourth heat when suddenly Bhe got very lame on the
backstretch, and was driven to the stable with difficulty.

SUMMAEY.
Pacing. 2:16 class, purse $600.

Chehalis, by Altamont Frazier 2 2 111
Pathmont, by Altamont Keating 112 2 2
Our Boy „ 6 4 4 3 3
Vidette 3 6 5 4 4
EdnaR. 4 3 4 dis
Brilliantine 7 5 6 dis
Ketchum „ 5 dis

Time, 2:11, 2:09)4, 2:1134, 2:0954, 2:13J4-

The first regular race, a three-quarters dash for a purse of

$150 was then called. There were five starters : Alliance,

Onti Ora, Carroll Coak, Deadhead and John M. Palmer.
The pools before the start were : Palmer 10, Field 6, Onti
Ora 6. At the post they sold Palmer 15, Field 4, Onti Ora 6.

R. H. Havey got them off with little delay to a good start at

the third attempt, Palmer slightly in the lead. At the half

Onte Ora gained the lead and held it home, winning by a
half length from Palmer second, Alliance a close third. Time,
1:16 3-6. While at the post Carroll Cook got kicked on the
ofi foreleg and cut an artery and had to be drawn.

SITMMABY.

Running, three-quarters of a mile dash, purse 8150.

Onti Ora 1

Palmer 2
Alliance .„ 3
Deadhead, 4

Time, ldQJg.

The next race was the 2:25 class pace with ten starters,

Dan N., Birdroe, Ruby M., May Nutford, Pansy, Welcome,
Dictatus, Javelin, Don Falice, Lunette. In the auction
pools Ruby M. sold for $10, field $10, Birdroe $4. In the
books for the heat Rubv M. sold 6 to 5, Birdroe 3 to 1, Dicta-
tus 2 to 1, May Nutford 3 to 1, Dan N. 15 to 1, Welcome 10
to 5, Javelin 4 to 1. On the race Ruby M. 1 to 1, Birdroe 3
to 1, Dictatus 4 to 1, May Nutford 3 to 1, Javelin 6 to 1, the
balance about 30 to 1. Fair start, Ruby M. in the lead on
turn, then Dan N. and Dictatus went out ahead and at the
quarter in 0:34} were two lengths in the lead. At the half in

1:08| Dictatus, Dan N., Javelin and Ruby M. were bunched.
Ruby M. made a break after passing the half and Dictatus
forged ahead with Javelin following closely. At the three-

quarter pole Dictatus still led in 1:41 i, Javelin gradually bat
surely diminishing the distance between them. At the
seven-eighths pole they were on even teams. From there to

the wire both drivers were exerting every nerve, bat J ave-
lin seemed to have the most left and fifty yards from the wire
forged ahead of the son of Red Wilkes and won by half a
length in 2:LU. Ruby M. was third, Dan N. fourth. There
was considerably money played on Dictatus for the heat.
For the second heat the auction pools sold Ruby M. $10,

field $0, Birdroe $4. In the books on heats the odds were Ruby
M. 6 to 5, Birdroe 6 to 1, Dictatus 4 to 1, Dan N. 8 to 1,

Javelin 3 to 2, the others about 10 to 1. On the race Ruby
M. 4 to 5, Birdroe 5 to 1, Dictatus 5 to 1, Javelin 2 to 1, the
balance from 10 to 20 to 1. When the word was given Die
tatus was leading, Javelin second and Roby M. was sent away
on a break and pulling up; it was the worst start witnessed
on the circuit this season, the favorite twenty yards behind on
a break, and the rest of the horses ahead fifty yards. Dic-
tatus led to the quarter in 0:36, Javelin second, Dan N. third.

At the half in 1:09 the positions were unchanged; at the
three-quarter pole Dictatus still led by a length in 1:41}.

Through the stretch it was a neck and neck contest, Javelin
beating Dictatus by a head, Birdroe third, Welcome fourth.

The third heat in the pace was c tiled ; in the pools Jave-
lin 10, Ruby 2, field 6 ; in the books on the heat Ruby M.
was even money, Birdroe 5-1, Javelin even money, Dictatus
6-1, the rest from 15 to 40-1; on the race Ruby M. even
money, Javelin even money and the balance 10 to 50 -1, Af-
ter nearly an hour's scoring they got off to a fairly good start,

Dictatus leading, Javelin second, Birdroe third, at quarter 34
seconds, same at the half in 1:07J, the rest strung out for a
hundred yards. They reached the three-quarters in the same
order in 1:41. Birdroe made a double break on the upper
turn, when it looked as though the heat was hers, and lost all

chances. Rounding into the stretch Javelin forged ahead
and came in an easy winner in 2:15£, DictatuB second, Pansy
third, Dan L. fourth.

SUMMABY.
Pacing, 2:25 class, purse 8500.

Javelin, by Creole—Egmont Chaboyo 111
Dictatus, bv Red Wilkes—by Dictator Blgelow 2 2 2
Birdroe 7 3 6
RubyM 3 6 9
Pansey 10 8 3
Dan N ^ 4 5 6
Welcome 6 4 8
Lynette 5 9 5
Don Falice 8 7 7
May Nutford 9 10 10

Time, 2:14%, 2:15, 2:15J4.

The first heat of the 2:27 trot was called. The starters

were Silver Bee, Columbus 8., Zombro, McZeus. Letter B. In
the auction pools Zombro 10, field 7. In the books on the
heats Zombro 3-5, McZeus 1-1, Columbus S. 4-1, Silver Bee
25-1, Letter B. 25-1, on the race Zombro 3-5, McZeus 2-1,

Columbus S. 8-1, Letter B. and Silver Bee 25-1. After a
half-hour's ineffectual scoring they got the word, with Zom-

bro and Columbus S. slightly leading. At the eighth pole
Columbus S. broke, and Letter B. was second at the quarter
in 0:35. Zombro maintained the lead to the half in 1:09*.
Columbus S. trotted fast up the backstretch, but made an-
other break around the upper turn and lost all chances.
Zombro was two lengths in the lead at the three quarter pole
in 1:42. At the drawgate Zombro and Letter B. were on even
terms, but when it came to the final struggle Letter B. broke
and Zombro won by a length in 2:16k, McZeus third, Colum-
bus S. fourth, Silver Bee fifth.

The second heat in the trot was called. Pools, Z}mbro 10,
Field 4. Books on heat—Zombro 1 to 3, McZeus 2 to 1, the
balance from 10 to 25 to 1. On the race—Zambro 1 to 4,
McZeus 3 to 1, the balance 25 to 40 to 1. Zombro led to the
quarter, Columbus S. second in 0:35. The half was reached
in the same order in 1:08*, Letter B. third. They went to
the three quarters in the same order in 1:40. In the Btretch
Smith drove Columbus hard to beat Zombro, but Columbus S.
left Mb feet at the hundred-yard pole, and fell back to third
place. Zombro won in 2:16}, Letter B, second, Columbus S.

third, McZeus fourth, Silver Bee distanced.
Third heat—No pools. Books—Zombro 1 to 12. Got off

second 6core. Zombro led to quarter in 0:35, Columbus S.

second to the half in 1:07, Zombro leading Letter B. second,
McZeus third. From here on McZeus made a drive and
came into second place. Zombro led at three quarters in 1:40.

McZeus wad driven hard, bnt could not get by Zombro's
wheel, who was coming easy through the stretch, winning the
heat and race in the fast time of 2: 14 J, the coast record for
three-year olds.

SDMMABY.
2:27 class, trotting, purse S500.

Zombro, by McKinney—Almont Lightning Durfee 111
Letter B „ 2 2 3
McZeus 3 4 2
Columbus 3 :. 4 3 4

Time, 2:16M, 2:216}^, 2:14^.

WEDNESDAY, THIfcD DAY, AUGUST 28.

The day was cloudy and had every appearance of rain

The forenoon was devoted to bicycle racing ; the school

children had a free day and attended in large numbers; the

attendance was larger than on any previous day; the large

grand stands were well filled, and there were several hundred

carriages in the center field. The faBt time made in all the

races of the two first days has had a tendency to enthuse the
people of Woodland and surrounding country, and they
will all attend the remainder of the week.
The first event of the day was an attempt against time by

the handsome son of the great Palo Alto, Iran Alto against
his previous record of 2:33. He trotted the mile in 2:29£,

thus putting another Palo Alto in the list.

The first race was a three quarter mile run for a purse of
$150. The starters sold in trie books: Nellie G. 3 to 1, Hy-
man 6 to 1, Rob Roy 2 to 1, Faro 5 to 1, Alliance 12 to 1,

Lady Jane 3 to 2. In the pools Lady Jane $9, field $10.
After an hour at the post they got off well together. Lady
Jane took the lead and won as she pleased in 1:16, Alliance
second.

The 2:17 trot was called next. The starters were Paloma
Prince, Nellie W., Thompson, Geo. Dexter, Margaret Worth,
Hamrock and Hillsdale. In the pools : Field $15, Paloma
Prince $9, Hillsdale $7. In the books on heats: Paloma
Prince 2 to 1, Nellie W. 8 to 1, Thompson 2 to 1, Margaret
Worth 5 to 1, Hamrock 2 to 1, Hillsdale 3 to 1, Geo. Dexter
8 to 1. For the race : Paloma Prince 2 to 1, Thompson 2 to

1, Hamrock 2 to 1, Hillsdale 3 to 1, Margaret Worth 8 to 1,

Nellie W. 10 to 1, Geo. Dexter 12 to 1.

After many attempts they got off to a splendid start, except
Paloma Prince, who was behind fifty yards and could or
would not come up. Hillsdale, Geo. Dexter and Nellie W.
kept close together around the turn, Thompson coming fast

from sixth position. At the quarter in 0:35 Hillsdale led,

Nellie W. a half length behind. When the half was reached
in 1:08£ Hillsdale led by a nose, Nellie W. second, Geo. Dex-
ter third, Thompson gradually diminishing the gap. Nellie

W. made a break on upper turn and fell back. Thompson
got on even termB at the three-quarter in 1:40£. Durfee made
a hard drive to maintain the lead with Hillsdale, but broke
at the distance stand and Thompson won in 2:15}, Hillsdale

second, Geo. Dexter third, Margaret Worth fourth. Ham-
rock was laid up this heat.

The first heat of the 2:13 pace was called. The starters

were Waldo J., who was barred in the books and pools, Han-
ford Medium, on heat, 2-1, Belle 5-1, Del Norte 4-5, Ottin-

ger 3-1, Fred Mason 5-1 ; on race, Hanford Medium 2-1,

Belle 6-1, Del Norte 1-1, Ottinger4-l, Fred Mason 4-1. In
the pools field 10, Medium 8, Del Norte 7. After several

scores they got off to the finest start of the meeting. On the

first turn Waldo J. made a break, Hanford Medium and Del
Norte went to the front and led to the quarter in 0:32}. Del
Norte opened the gap to the half in 1:03}, Medium secood
and Fred Mason third. In this position they reached the
head of the stretch in 1:35 J, Waldo J. coming fast for the

lead. At the seven-eighths pole Del Norte gave up the fight,

Waldo J. took the lead and jogged in in 2:10$. Ed Lafferty

behind Mason made a great drive and landed him second,

coming down the stretch in 31 seconds. Ottinger was third,

Medium fourth, Del Norte fifth, Eelle 6th.

For the second heat in the 2:17 trot the pools'sold Thomp-
son 10, Field $6.

In the books for heat—Thompson 1 to 2, Pal. Prince 4 to

1, Nellie W. 8 to 1, Geo. Dexter 6 to 1; Margaret Worth 5 to

1, Hamrock 3 to 1, Hillsdale3 to 1. For the race—Thomp-
son 2 to 5, Paloma Prince 6 to 1, Hamrock 4 to 1, HillBdale

5 to 1, the others 12 to 1.

After four scores they got off to a good start. Paloma
Prince broke on the first turn and fell back. Hillsdale again

assumed the lead at the eighth, Thompson. following closely,

and they reached the quarter in 35 seconds, with Hillsdale

three lengths ahead. At the half in 1:074 HillBdale main-
tained the same position, Nellie W. was coming fast and was
a close third, but made a break before reaching the three-

quarters and lost all chances. The drive through the stretch

was a hard one, both Van Bokkelen and Durfee using whip
and voice, and it looked like Hillsdale's heat, but be made a
break twenty yards from the wire, and Thompson beat him a

nose in 2:15, Hamrock third, Geo. Dexter fourth, Mar-
garet Worth fifth, Paloma Prince distanced.

The second heat of the race called: Pools, Mason favorite,

the balance ranging about in the same order as the previous

heat. Books, heat, Fred Mason, 3 to 2; Hanford Medium, 4

to 1, Belle, 6 to 1; Del Norte 5 to 1; Ottinger, 3 to 2. Race-
Fred Mason, 4 to 5 ; Medium, 4 to 1 ; Belle, 8 to 1 ; Del
Norte, 3 to 1; Ottinger, 3 to 2.

They got off bunched, scoring fast. Waldo J. made a
break before reaching the eighth, and again around the turn,
and fell back fifty yards. Del Norte led to the qoarter in 32
seconds', with Belle and Fred Mason dose up. '\ hey reached
the half in 1:05 in this order. It remained unchanged around
the turn. At the head of the stretch in 1:37}, Belle had
gained several lengths, and it looked like her heat, but
through the stretch Waldo came fast and finished on such
even terms that the result was in doubt until the judges an-
nounced Waldo the winner in 2:11}, Fred Mason third, Ot-
tinger fourth, Medium fifth, Del Norte sixth.
Thiid heat in trotting. Pools—Thompson, $20 ; field, $5.

Books, heat—Thompson, 1 to 3; Hamrock, 2 to 1; Hillsdale,
3 to 1; the balance 20 to 1. Race—Thompson, 1 to 7; Ham-
rock, 8 to 1; Hillsdale, 8 to 1; the balance, 50 to 1.

They got off on second score. Geo. Dexter and Margaret
Worth led to the quarter in 0:35. At the half in 1:084 Mar-
garet Worth broke and fell back. Thompson came up side
of Dexter and they trotted on ever termB by the three quar-
ter in 1:42J. In the stretch they all came op io a bunch.
Hillsdale, on the outside, looked dangerous at the drawgate,
but broke and fell back, Thompson winning easy in 2:19.
Thompson, one of Boodle's first colts, now enjoys the distinc-
tion of holding a record the same as bis sire, 2:15. Mr. Van
Bokkelen, the trainer and diiver of Boodle a/id Thompson,
deserves great credit for what he has done with these two
stallions this season.

SUMMABY.
TrottiDg, 2:17 class, purse S600.

Thompson, cb. s, by Boodle—Bride Van Bokkelen 1 I 1
Hillsdale "> 2 4
Geo. Dexter 3 4 *>

Nellie M _ ./ZZZZZZZZ'. 5 6 3
Hamrock 4 5 5
Margaret Worth

'"""
7 dis

Paloma Prince 6 dr
Time, 2:1^<, 2:l-"i, 2:19.

Third beat in pace—pools: field $10, Mason $6. Books,
heat: Belle 7 to 10, Ottinger 5 to 1, Fred Mason 4 to 5, Me-
dium and Del Norte 20 to 1; on race: Mason 4 to 5, Belle 7
to 10, Ottinger 10 to 1, Medium and Del Norte 100 to 1.

They got off third score. Waldo made a break on ihe
6rst turn, Fred Mason went to the quarter in the lead in
0:32}. Waldo came up the backstretch fast, and at the half
was nose and nose in 1:05}. Belle came fast around the turn
and at the three-quarters in 1:38, was on even turns with
Waldo J. Sullivan made a splendid drive with Belle through
the stretch, but Waldo was too much for her, and won the
heat in 2:12*—this is the first time Sullivan has driven Belle
this season, and her performance speaks well for his ability.

Pacing, 2:13 class; purse $600.

Waldo J., g g, by Bob Mason—A. W. Richmond J. Mack 1 1 1
Belle.... 6 2 2
Fred Mason 2 3 4
Ottinger • 3 4 3
Hanford Medium 4 5 5
Del Norle 5 6 6

t
Time, 2:10?.;, 2:U?i, 2:12%.

Azote Lowers His Great Record.

Fleetwood Pake: Race Track, N. Y., Aug. 28.

—

Azote, Beuzetta and Klamath came together today in the

$500 free-for-all at the Grand Circuit trotting meeting, and

one of the most notable and important races in the history of

harness racing ensued. Azote opened at even money in the

betting, but the play was bo heavy that he was backed down
to 4 to 5 before the start.

The first heat was a "fluke," Azote winning in 2:09*. To
another good start Azote went off in front as before. Coming
up the bill Azote lengthened his lead until he had five

lengths to spare at the bead of the homestretch. McDowell
eased him in the last furloog, and he finished with speed in
reserve in 2:04*. Beuzetta, driven out in hopeless chase,
trotted the mile in 2:06}, and Klamath dropped just inside
the distance post.

The announcement of the time was greeted with enthusias-
tic cheering, as it was the best time ever made by a harness
horse on the Fleetwood track, and beat the record by more
than a second Prior to Azote's last mile the mark stood at

2:06$, made by Nancy Hanks in 1893. The third heat was
conceded to Azote, who won again without a sign of effort,

trotting the mile in 2:07.

Free-for-all class; trotting; purse S^.OOO.

Azote, b g, bv Whips ill
Beauzetta, ch f, by Onward ... _ 3 2 2
Klamath, b g, by Morookus 2 3 3
Dan Cupid dis

Time, 2:09>£. 2:05%, 2:07.

2:40 class, trotting; two-year-oMs
;
purse $2,000—Fred S.

Moody, by Guy Wilkes, 'won, Silver Lake second, Lady
Delmar third. Best time, 2:21.

2:19 class, trotting; purse $3,000—Bouncer, b f, by Hum-
mer, won, Miss McGregor second, Brunhilde third. Best

time, 2:13$. ^
Not Discouraged by Loss.

Chicago, August 29.—"The Northwestern Breeders' Association

will hold another meetiDg next year," said R. L. Allen, the secre-

tary, this morning. "Chicago may not get it, probably will not, but

wc are going to give our meet somewhere. This association is not

dead yet by a long shot, and we are looking to get back ttlial S6.000
we dropped last week.
" Until there is a new racing law in UliDois trotting, or even a

running meet can't be made to pay. They are bound to prove a fail-

ure (rom the point of attendance and money must necessarily be
lost."
Despite the great days of special races, the Breeders' Association

lost ovei S6 000 on its meeting this year. Horeemen as a rnle reeard
the association as being fortunate to have got off with so light a loss,

but the officers do not look at in this light. They argue that they
provided the highest kind of sport and the public failed to appreciate
tbeir efforts.

Losing1 Money at Galesburj?.

Galesbcro, 111., August 29.—Thus far this' week circumstances

have been unlavorable to the financial success of the trotting meet

at Williams' race track. The rain last night and to-day made it nec-
essary to declare the races for to-day off. Mr. Williams is inclined in

be gloomy about the outcome of the meet. He says tubs fur he has
expended 820.-~>uO in purses, while the gate receipts have been but a
few hundred dollars.

New York, August 28—Judge Bischofl, in the Court of

Common Pleas to-day, decided that the provisions of the

Gray racing law are against an authorization of any kind of

gambling and are, therefore, unconstitutional. The decision

was rendered in the suit of John C. Dudley against the

Flushing Jockey Club. Dudley sued to recover the amount
of a stake.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

(iEFiis is said to own a half interest in Ath»nio, 3, 2:11}.

The track at Petaluma was in first-class condition and

fast.

Salon E, 2:30}, by Anteeo reduced her record to 2:28} at

Tuscola, III.

Pathmont, 2:091, is the fastest representative of the Alta-

mont family.

Chehalis is five years old. His new record, 2:09}, is no

mark of his speed.

There are not many Palo Alto horses out this year, but

they are all good ones.

Andy McDowell says that he will not train for Salisbury

next year. Too much hard work.

Red Wilkes has nine new 2:30 performers to his credit,

and is the leading sire of 1895 to date.

The statement, "Electioneers are race horses," is not de-

nied by thoughtful horsemen this year.

Katrina Bel, the three-year-old by St. Bel, stepped the

third heat at Galesburg on Wednesday in 2:16}.

Be Sore, 2:06}, by Bessemer, has supplanted Afrite, 2:08},

aa the fastest four-year-old pacing colt of the year.

Four of Electioneer^ list trotters have died since January

1st : Truman, 2:12, Adair, 2:17}, Elwina, 2:21}, and Eros,

2:29}.

Kachel, the fast pacing mare who took a record of 2:08i

in the 2:27 class at Buffalo, is owned by Marcus Daly, of

Montana.

Joe Patchen and John K. Gentry have been matched to

meet at Belmont next Wednesday, September 4th, for a

$4,000 purw.

Antecarlo, by Anteeo, won hie first race at Versailles,

Kentucky, August 16to, getting a record of 2:26} in the sec-

ond heat.

The four-year-old gelding El Rami has won five races and
three second moneys out of nine starts and has earned $5,600

this season.

Thompson, by Boodle, 2:15, is quite a race horse. He*got
his record of 2:17} in the fourth heat of his race at Petaluma
last Wednesday.

The five-year-old bay horse Supremacy, who took a record

of 2:29 at « 'lens Falls, is by Bell Boy, out of Susan, a sister to

Allen Lowe, 2:12.

C W. Williams has decided that no pool-selling will be

allowed on the grounds during the big Gatesburg meeting,

August 26 to September 7.

" Andy " Welch says that while $900,000 passed through
the pool-sellers' bands in Buffalo last season, only $50,000
had been handled this year.

a

Those who saw the two-year-old Tommy Britton finish his

record heat at Buffilo io 2:18f, say that he could have
stepped in 2:15, if driven out.

A. L. Kemfland, by Guy Wilkes, out of Manon, by Nut-
wood, has a record of 2: IS}, made in the second heat of his

race at Chicago August 17th.

A letter from Jas. A. Duslin, Windsor, Maine, conveys
the information that he has been quite ill, but as soon as he
is able, will return to California.

The Napa race meeting was a financial success, and the
people io that wide-awake city declare that the meeting in

1896 will he just as good, if not better.

Belle Orr, who made a 2:1 1J record in Cleveland last

Wednesday, is by a son of Guy Wilkes, Guy Faucett, dam by
St. Elmo. She is owned by Col. J. B. Wathen.

Joe Young, the sire of the dam of the great Joe Patchen,
2:04, was out of a mare whose dam was by Simpson's Black-
bird, aire of A. W. Richmond and Reavis' Blackbird.

» »i.i, a, Sy Sable Wilkes, out of Hannah, by Le Grande,
second dam HaDnah Price (dam of Lesa Wilkes, 2:09), by
Artburton.got a record of 2:29$ at Petaluma, Friday, August
23d.

Out of sixty-seven heats trotted and paced at the Napa
race meeting fifty seven were in 2:20 or better. The other
(en were made in specials and eight of them were inside of
2JO.

Da. Bails, 2:13J, byGuy K. (son of Guy Wilkes), won a
good race at Muncie, Indiana, and lowered the Indiana rec-
ord over a half mile track. The heals were won in 2:133,
2:13,, 2:14J.

Redwood, sire of the fast yearling filly Fanny Foley, is

owned by ex-Major Burnett, of Springfield, O. He is by
Anteeo, out of a mare by Milton Medium, and was bred at
Santa Koaa.

SrmsxEiTA, by Sphinx, in rounding into form and will
bear watching in the future. At Waukesha, Wis., last week,
she defeated Vera Capel, 2:071, and others, pacing the fourth
heat in 2:15.

BBUVO, 2:1°, has not started in any races yet. When he
does a large delegation of Salinas people will be present.
Jimmy Dwain, his driver, is confident this horse will lower
his record Ibis season.

A km oki» of 2:151 wss made at Mystic Park, Ma^., Aug.
I6lb, by Mir* Albert, a bay mare by Albert "W,, 2:20, out of

Woodbine, by Electioneer ; second dam Woodbine
(sister to Monarch,2:28J), by Woodburn; third dam Victress,
by Belmont. Miss Albert was bred at Kancho del Paso.

There will be a splendid opportunity to get some grandly-
re* in foal to Red Nuttle (brother to Red Nut-

ling, 2:1:'.) at tin auction sale to take place at Sacramento
Wednesday mor.,:ng, September 11th. These animals belong
to the estate of the late Mr. Heilbron and ojust be Bold.

It appears that Beuzetta was a starter in the 2:11 class won
by Klamath at Buffalo. After the famous filly warmed up
sue suddenly became so lame that the judges consented to her

withdrawal from the race.

Mtjta Wilkes, 2:11, and Linwood Wilkes, two of Mr
Corbitt's best horses, were injured in being unloaded from a

car and were sent to Dr. McKillop, the famous veterinarian

of Chicago, for treatment.

Nulla Bona is the name of a new performer. She got a

record of 2:29} at Regina, N. W. T., August 1st. Nulla Bona
is by Wildmont, 2:27*, sod of Piedmont, 2:17}, and Wild-
flower, 2:21, by Electioneer.

No bicycles are allowed on the seventeen-mile drive around
Hotel del Monte, Monterey county. This magnificent road-

way was built exclusively for the use of those who prefer to

ride with Bafety and comfort.

Brown Hal, 2:12$, is the only sire of four 2: 10 perform-

ers, his representatives being Hal Dillard, of 2:04|, Hal
Braden, 2:07*. Storm, 2:08* and Star Pointer, 2:08$. All rec-

ords quoted are pacing records.

There will be no legislation adopted in Illinois for

some time regulating racing, the special session of the gen-

eral assembly having adjourned without taking action on
the bill presented for its consideration.

There is talk of a race meeting being held at Bakersfield

this year. When the new railroad is built to this prosperous

place the race meetings to be given there will make it famous,

for climate, soil and many good horses are there.

J. G. Hamilton has engaged to train for R. Hoe,|the
printing press manufacturer of New Yo.k. His string in-

cludes Cleopatra by Dexter Prince, Stellena by Epaulet, and
Silverboul, son of Stamboul and Silverone, 2:19£.

One of the handsomest teams ever seen is made up of

Directly and Arthur D. Monroe Salisbury drives this pair
of black beauties to a skeleton wagon rigged up with gold-

plated harness, and they make certainly a beautiful team.

At Rigby Park, August 8th, Lynne Bel, by St. Bel, added
fresh laurels to his already ample supply by winning in 2:13;,

2:12, 2:11J. He is owned by W. N. Burgess, Flemington, N.
J., who bred him, and is the fastest horse ever bred in

New Jersey.

Dictates. F. M. Day's grandly-bred stallion, will soon be
ready^for that fast mark we predicted. He was second to

Javelin at Woodland on Tuesday last in 2:14i, 2:15 and 2:15i.

He is gradually improving in every way under Det Bigelow's
management.

In publishing the list of those who named horses for the
Nomination Purses for the Fall Meeting of the P. C.T. H.
B. A., through a typographical error, the nomination of the

b g Steve in the 2:20 class Trotting Purse by Winship &
Keating was omitted.

There are a number of colts and fillies by Boodle, 2:15, in

Santa Clara and Monterey counties, and their owners con-
sider that they are more valuable now than ever. Boodle
would be a great sire to cross on Electioneer mares that are

out of half thoroughbred matrons.

Three mares have been bred this season to Eclipse, the

handsome two-year-old chestnut colt by Lancelot, 2:23, dam
a sister to Expressive, 3, 2:12A. One of these is a half-thor-

oughbred bylElectioneer, another is by Re-election, a richly-

bred son of Electioneer, and the third by Pistachio, brother
to Nutwood.

The bay mare Lulu F., by Christmas, in the Salisbury
western stable, who has been racing at Galesbnrg, and was a
starter in the 2:25 class at Washington Park last Saturday, is

Buckling a colt by Direct, foaled July 6. The youogpter, a

black mite and the image of his sire, was left at Galesburg
and the mare is being milked between acts.

One of the most promising young horses in Sonoma county
is a black two-year-old colt by Contention (son of Director,

2:17, and Helen Benton by Gen. Benton) out of Kitty Al-
mont, 2:22}. This fellow is a pure-gaited, rapid-moving
trotter, and if no accident happens him will make a 2:10

performer. He belongs to J. H. White of Lakeville.

A letter received from Messrs. Fothergill & Lewis, of

Quezeltenango, C. A., states that "they lost two out of the
thin? horses they brought from California, and tbey were
buried at sea. The balance of the stock was sold at fair

prices. The four-in-hands, tandems and tally-ho coaches
created quite a sensation in the city of Guatemala; nothing
like them having been seen before by the natives."

J. W. Paulin, the well-known horse breeder, has moved
his horses from the Laurel Creek Stock Farm, near Belmont,
to Ten Broeck's old place near San Mateo. He has some
very choicely-bred youngsters by Panjabi out of well-bred
mares, among them being a filly out of Athalie (dam of
Atbanio, 2:11$). This is the finest looking foal this great

mare has had.

Wednesday, August 14th, was " Electioneer day " at

Buffalo, the four races decided all being won by descendants
of the son of Green Mountain Maid. El Rami, winner of

the 2:28 class, is by Wildnut, whose dam is Wildflower, 2:21,

by Electioneer; Athanio and Azote, winners of the 2:20 and
spec al classes, are by Junio and Whips, sons of Electioneer

;

lastly, Tommy Britton, winner of the two-year-old purse, is

by Liberty Bell, son of Bell Boy, by Electioneer. In addi-
tion it remains to be said that Valley Queen and Fantasy,
second in the 2:28 and special events, are by Sphinx and
Chimes, both sons of Electioneer.

Featurks of the first and second weeks at Galesburg, 111.,

were the race paced by Oddity in the 2:20 classes, he win-
ning the second and third heat, and first race in 2:14 and
2:14 and 2:141, and the second race in 2:14} and 2:13$.
Oddity is a four-year-old by Sidney, 2:19$, p., out of Miss V.,

by Valensin, graodam Ligbtfoot (sister of Fernleaf, dam of
Gold Leaf, 2.11 J; Sidmont, 2:104, etc.), by Flaxtail, and was
bred by the late Count ValenBin. As a yearling he was con-
sidered a phenomenal trotter, as he showed quarters in 35
seconds, but always evinced a strong pacing inclination. He
was purchased at auction by his present owners, Jacobs Bros.,

of Hubbard, O., in 1393, for $2,000, and was driven to his
record by Berne Jacobs. He showed a half in 1:04 and quar-
ter in 31 seconds in his races.

The chestnut gelding, El Rami, by Wildnut, son of Wood-
nut, 2:16£, by Nutwood, dam Nelly Benton, by Gen. Benton,
is proving a wonderful four-year-old. So far this season he
has started eight times, and been five times first and twice
second, winning $5,100 and reducing his record from 229}
to 2:14. He was bred at Palo Alto, and sold at auction as a
two-year-old, in New York for $550.

At Cleveland, Henry Sanders worked the three-year-old
black filly Derby Princess a mile in 2:12| Saturday and af-
terwards stepped her to the half in 1:04J with Angie D. John
D. Rockefeller offered $5,000 for her if he could turn the
track in 2:12, and as she missed this mark Gus Wagner pur-
chased Sanders' interest and will hold her over for an active
campaign next season.—American Sportsman.

On the maternal side of Azote's pedigree the following is

noticeable. Josie, his dam is by Hambletonian 725, he by
Guy Miller (son of Hambletonian 10) out of Martha Wash-
ington, by Washington, secord dam by Speculation, he by
Hambletonian 10, out of Martha Washington, by Washing-
ton 332. This horse Washington was by Burr's Napoleon; he
was by Young Mambrino out of the Willis mare, by Mam-
brino.

Have you carefully read the advertisement of the Los
Angales meeting ? If so, you have noticed that over $17,500
will be given in purses. Then there's another item not to be
overlooked, and especially by horsemen who have made en-
tries in the fall meeting of the Breeders Association; by mak-
ing your entries for the Los Angeles meeting also you will

have two weeks of excellent races. In fact you will be right
"in the Bwim.''

Ayres P., 2:03^, the wonderful fast gelding, would be a
splendid exhibition horse for the race meetings here if he
had a running mate that could pull a sulky with him a mile
in two minutes. He belongs to Walter S. Hobart, who, no
doubt, if the right, kind of a bangtail was secured, would
have no objections to having him lower his record. The
horse is in finer condition than he ever was in his life and is

sound as a new dollar.

Tommy Britton, a brown colt by Liberty Bell, 2:24, son
of Bell Boy, 2:19}, by Electioneer, dam Keepsake, by Pan-
coast, 2:21|, grandam Dainty, by Contractor; third dam Nora
Norman, by Blackwood; fourth dam Norma, by Alexander's
Norman, is now the fastest two-year-old of 1895, he having
taken a record of 2:18£ at Buffalo last Wednesday. He had
a previous half-mile track record of 2:3l£, while be last year
obtained a yearling mark of 2:34}.

Some years ago when Palo Alto was surpassing all before

him on the turf and much discussion was going on about
thoroughbred blood in the trotter, the editor of the Ken-
tucky Stock Farm said that Palo Alto was an accident and
that he would not be a successful sire because of the thor-

oughbred blood. Well, the time has slipped along since then
and Palo Alto has a few colts, and so has Whips that are

doing pretty well, we believe, and the Kentucky Stock Farm
has quit making predictions.

The only stallions credited with two or more 2:10 trotters

are Electioneer, sire of Arion, 2:07£, Sunol. 2:08}, and Palo
Alto, 2:08|; Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, sire of Hulda, 2:08J, and
Lesa Wilkes, 2:09 ; Alcyone, sire of Martha Wilkes, 2:08, and
Harrietta, 2:09| ; Young Jim, sire of Trevillian, 2:08}, and
Dandy Jim, 2:10, and Jay Bird, sire of Allerton, 2:09}, and
Early Bird, 2:10. Four of the above five Bires are sons of

George Wilkes. The 2:10 trotteis by Guy Wilkes, and also

those by Alcyone got their records in races.

The pacer, Old Hutch, 2:ll£, who acquired sudden noto-

riety at Indianapolis last week, got his name rather pecu-
liarly. He was originally named after Al Hutchings, the

well-known Kentucky driver, but in his first race was put
down Old Hutch in the secretary's book, the latter bo mis-
reading his cognomen. And accordingly it was allowed to

stand so, and he will go down to turf history as a namesake
of the most famous "plunger" who ever played for high
stakes on the Chicago Board of Trade.

James Stinson, the millionaire owner of trotting horsesi

gave a very pretty exhibition at Washington Park one day
last week with his double team, Maud B. and Damiana,
trotting thefull mile in 2:18}. The heat was an object lesson

for trotting horse owners and drivers and is the result of Mr.
Stinson's theory that weights, boots, blinds and extra appli-

ances of every nature are unnecessary to the well-bred and
well-gaited trotter. The gentleman received more applause
for his feat than all the rest of the races of the day.

Javelin, by Creole. 2:15, is out of Flash (dam of Walker,
2:23}), second Jam Lightfoot (sister of Fernleaf, the great

broodmare), by Flaxtail. Javelin lowers her record in every
race she starts in. In Petaluma she lowered her record of

2:20 to 2:16| in the third heat of a race, and at Woodland on
Tuesday last she won in straight heats against a splendid

field in 2:14}, 2:15 and 2:15*. She belongs to theOakwood
Park Stock Farm, and is one of the best three-year-olds out
this year. Her sire, Creole, 2:15, is in Honolulu, where he
holds the champion record.

It h unofficially announced that the Kentucky Trotting

Horse Breeders' Association will hereafter incorporate in the

conditions to all their races three distinct clauses as follows :

1. A horse distancing the field will take the entire purse. 2.

In no case will distance be waived, no matter by whom the
request be made, nor when all request. 3. After a horse has
onceBcored, he shall then be considered a starter and all bets

made shall stand, except in cases where the judges shall deem
there is fraud. The fairness of these conditions show for

themselves, and will be accepted with alacrity by all nomina-
tors.

There is no secret about the decline and fall of Robert

J. The same thing has happened ever since horses were first

used tor"racing, and the natural law that the fittest will sur-

vive still obtains. His recent conquerors, Joe Patchen and
John R. Gentry, who can doubtless have a similar revenge
whenever the opportunity occurs, are six years old.and there-

fore at the height of their powers. The sinewy little gelding,

on the other hand, is a year the senior of the stallions, and
having been in active service since the spring of 1892, haa

become what the fashionable human world would call passe.

Until some other pacer eclipses his feat of a mile in 2;01J,

Robert J. will be of value for exhibition purposes, but to all

appearances his earning capacity in the open class has been

materially aflected.
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Eugene Leigh sold My Luck to Lucky Baldwin for

41,000.

Ottvanna, of the Corrigau striog, won a six-furlong race

at St. LouiajTuesday in the heavy going.

Col. W. S. Babnes has sold to H. B. Durham a yearling

filly by Onondaga, out of Bamboo, by Pat Malloy.

Bob Paget, the jockey, has been set down at Anaconda,

Mont., but will be allowed to ride for Wm. Dixon, owner of

Quirt.

Old Revolver finished second to Say On in a seven-fur-

long race at Windsor Tuesday. Arab was third and the

time 1:28.

Schnitz, the first of the Sander's string to start here, and

not by any means the best horse in the string, won in fine

style Monday.

"Ovebcoat Jack" Atkins went on the block for Johnny
Humphrey Tuesday. It is said that the latter is a little out

of lack lately.

Maid of Honor, a daughter of the dead New Zsaland

turf hero, Maxim, won alfive-furlong race at Windsor Tues-

terday in 1:02.

The race meeting at Detroit, Mich., has been so success-

ful that instead of closing next Suturday it will be prolonged

thirty days longer.

Guard, P. Hopper's old eelding that was out here the

winter of 1893 and spring of 1894, won a six furlong race at

St. Louis August 23d.

Royal Rover, a two-year-old by Prince Royal—Gypsy,

won a five-furlong race at the Queens County Jockey Club

meeting August 17th.

John Coleman and Hugh Jones both made big winnings

over the victories of Gratify and Detective. Coleman won
something like $5,000.

By the Anaconda Standard of August 21st we see that

Billy Dingley had ridden six winners out of eight mounts
that he had at Anaconda.

Detective's good run in the mile race Tuesday fairly

electrified the crowd and no one in it, perhaps, more than

Owners Coleman and Jones.

The wonderful showing made by Crescendo is quite an
honor to the PpIo Alto bred stallion.

Some ten or a dozen horses went to Sacramento by boat

Wednesday. In the lot were "Wheel of Fortune,Little Bob,

Little Flush filly and Clara Johnson.

Johnny Coleman and Hugh Jones bet $700 between
them on Fred Gardner in the last race Monday. The latter

was particularly sweet on the tall chestnut.

Conside3ing the condition of the track, Gratify won a

fast race. Outside watches caught the time a shade slower
than did the official timers, some in 1:14 fiat.

The two-year-old sister to Dorian and several other fillies

in " Doc" Streett's string have been shipped to California.

The sister to Dorian is a good looker and very fast.—ST. Y.
Mercury.

The meeting at Exposition Park, Kansas City, Mo., closed

on Saturday. It has been very successful. Starter H. D.
Brown goes to wield the Hag at Council Bluffs and later to

Indianapolis.

Conde pulled up a very lame horse in the first race Mon-
day. Frank Taylor is a good hand with cripples, however,
and will doubtless get several races out of the big son of Duke
of Norfolk and May D.

Jimmy McCobmick is improving in health slowly at

Saratoga, but there is a fair prospect that he will be able to

fulfill his engagement with the California firm of Burns &
Waterhouse.—N. Y. Mercury.

Matt Storn shipped Del Norte and Easel to Sacramento
last Saturday. The former horse was worked a mile and a

half before leaving in 2:46, and will be given an especial

preparation for the 2^ mile race.

It is given out on the beat of authority that racing will

recommence at Bay District track immediately on the heels

of the State Fair. There iB alBO a likelihood, too, that Mon-
day will be a race day hereafter.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Driving Park Association quit

$7,000 loser on its meeting tbis year, and President Archer
announces that there will be no more grand circuit races

unless the betting laws are modified.

Silver II., the Salvator-Fleurette colt that ran third in

the Futurity last Saturday, won the Autumn Maiden Stakes
at 8heepshead Bay yesterday in 1:01 4 5 for the five furlongs,

Hamilton II. second, Run Over third.

Right Royal, a son of Prince Royal. J. B. Ferguson's
great horse, beat the supposed invincible Ben Brush Tues-
day at Sheepshead Bay, running the six furlongs in 1:13 1-5.

Brush finished third, Floretta I. V. second.

Clarence Watebhotjse was a visitor at the races Mon-
day. He reports that the firm of Burns & Waterhouse has
secured Jim Donnelly as a jockey. The boy, who can ride
at ninety pounds, will make his debut at the State Fair meet-
ing

Galilee is one of the most improved horses in training.

He is now 15.3} hands high and has spread and furnished
almost beyond recognition. He is in the pink of condition
and it would take a good horse to beat him at the present
time.

Quirt took up 112 pounds and ran half a mile in 0:48
flat at Anaconda August 20th, beating Quicksilver, Emma D.,
Mamie S. and Nell Flaherty. The last-named was second
and Emma D. third. Emma had 120 pounds on, and was
close up.

David Gideon's Iroquois—Carlotta yearling colt, for
which he paid $5,500 at the Belle Meade sale, is a very
promising sort. On Thursday morning he went three fur-

longs in 0:37 £, running away from One I Love in the first

furlong. As he is a big fellow and has only been cantering
:
twenty days he looks to be worth all that was paid for him.

J. H. McCobmick, who has been very sick for the past

month, is now improving, and his physician expects to have
him in pretty fair shape in the course of another ten days.

Walbaum's string is expected at Sheepshead Bay about the
25th inst.

Billy Short has succeeded Frank Farrar as trainer of

Rey Alfonso. The speedy colt has been fired and blistered

three times, and still has one sorry-looking underpin. It is

thought that it will take about three months to get Key in

good shape again.

The dailies printed the well-known Irish expression'
Faugh-a-Ballagh, thusly yesterday : "Faugh A. Ballagh.',

This makes one think of the way they once got in their work
on Hyder Abad :

" Thing Um Bob first, m> and So second,
Hyder a bad third."

Col. Jack Chinn's horses were victorious twice at Sara-
toga Aug. 23d, the closing day. Jim Flood beat Manchester,
Kandor and others six furlongs in l:14$,while Ingomar's win
was at a mile, Ajax finishing second and Kilkenny third.

The time in this was 1:42.

A special from New York states that Riley Grannan, the
sensational plunger, is penniless at Saratoga. Grannan began
his losing streak last winter and went to Saratoga in the hope
of getting back his lost fortune, but he dropped his last $20,-

000, losing the greater part of it at faro.

Jockey Johnny Sullivan has made a big hit at Ana-
conda, and his services are in great demand there. He
brought Montana in a winner on the 21st inst., tbe old horse
going begging in the auction pools at $70, St. Croix bringing
$40 and Sleeping Child $17.

Dr. Cox attended to Cairns, the boy whom Mestor rolled

over with him, while Swift was taken to the French Hospital.

He was thought to be seriously hurt, but an hour after tbe
accident Dr. Voissard reported the boy oat of danger, with
nothing worse than a badly cut face.

Seventeen head of yearlings from the Kingston Stud of

J. B. Ferguson, near Lexington, Ky.,were sold yesterday in

New York. Nine were by Prince Royal and eight by imp.
S . George, and the general average was about $400, which is

considered very fair in these days of low prices.

A Chicago dispatch says that George Hankins has given
up all idea of racing over his Harlem track,and it is rumored
that he will come out here and become a racing magnate. A
couple of years ago his brother AI was shown Oakland track,

and he was much taken with the place. It is just possible

that he might join forces with Thomas H. Williams.

Since " Snapper " Garrison has set the stamp of approval
upon the bicycle and may now be seen scorching the Brook-
lyn Boulevard daily, there can no longer be room for doubt
but that the bicycle has come to stay. Garrison is using it

in order to reduce and at present weighs about 133 pounds.
He expects to ride in welter-weight races at Sheepshead

R. B. Milroy expected Requital to win the Futurity
Joe McCarty. Dau Lvncb, Frank Kaverne, Moose Taylor and
Jim Neil also called the turn on the big race.

Jtjbt after the start in the first race at the South Side Park,
St. Louis, Thursday night. Grand View, the leader, fell and
broke his back. Agnes H. and Frebach also fell.

The first two horseB had to be shot. Jockey John Davis had
hiB left leg broken and Jockeys John Raymond and Frank
Hueston were badly injured internally.

Fandango, this year's Tennessee Derby winner, at one
time considered the most promising three-year-old colt on
the western circuit, is laid up in his stall at the St. Louis
fair grounds suffering from kidney troubles. He was in no
condition to race Saturday, ^as his owner started him
against the advice of the veterinarian who has been attend-
ing the gelding. As a result the once promising three year-
old is stretched on his side in a dying condition, apparently.
—St. Louis Republic.

William Murphy, a horse trainer at tbe race track, who
has charge of Thomas Tobin's Esperance, is lying at the Re-
ceiving Hospital with a stab wound two inches deep in his
left shoulder. Murphv,' Sunday evening, had a quarrel
with Dan Reeves, another trainer. Reeves called to his aid
a negro named Brown, who a year ago severely cut a white
man called Saul. The pair found Murphy at Carter's Baloon,
near the race track, and tried to pick a quarrel. Murphy
and a friend who was with him left the saloon, but were fol-

lowed to the "Shannon" by Reeves and his negro friend.
There a fight was started, during which the negro stabbed
Murphy. The wound is not considered dangerous.

The Burns & Waterhouse string of fourteen horses arrived
from the East late Friday night, and are now quartered at
the Sacramento track, where half a dozen will be raced at the
coming State Fair meeting. The horses all arrived in good
condition. They will have to be given a rest of several days,
but every effort will be made to have them ready for the
stake events. Lovdal is entered for the California Cup, but
he will have to be given a hurried preparation, as the race is

to be decided inside of three weeks. Lucky Dog, Fanny
Louise, Midlo and Torsion are the best-known performers
outside of Lovdal. The yearlings purchased at the recent
Rancho del Paso sale have also arrived.

At Anaconda, Mont., last Saturday, Carrie Crooks won a
half-mile race in 0:47J, Lark second and Emma D. third.

Montana captured a mile and an eighth race in 1:57. Mari-
etta finishing second and Minnie Beach third; Nell Flaherty
won at five and a half furlongs in 1:091, while Wag beat

Lonnie B. and Misty Morn a mile and an eighth over five

hurdles in 2:10J.

August Belmont's present intention is to send a stable of

horses to England this fall. He would like to have Byron
McClelland go over to manage and train them and is willing

to pay the clever Kentnckian a princely salary if he will ac-

cept the position. Mr. Belmcnt will also have a string in

training in this country, but be intends to be in England the
greater part of next season,

Pierre Lorillard, who has leased Lower Moor Park,
about three miles from Newmarket, England, will ship his

horses there in the fall. J. Pincus, who now resides at New-
market, has been deputized by Mr. Lorillard to get every-

thing in readiness, and, as he is thoroughly posted, he will be

able to give Mr. Huggins some usefnl information on the lat-

ter's arrival at the world's turf metropolis.

A dispatch from St. Louis says: "St. Louis may have
continuous racing. Fred Foster's half-mile track is now
ready to be used in the morning, the Fair Association track

will be employed in the afternoon and the South Side track

at night. A large number of horses are arriving from vari-

ous points." Clearly they want to kill racing quick in the
old French-American city.

Mr. George Clay has a yearling filly at the Lexington
track of which he has great hopes. She is a splendid indi-

vidual and is by Onondaga, out of Ballet, the dam ot Modesty,
Busteed, etc. Her owner has entered her in tbe Great
American Stakes. Mr. Clay also has other fillies at the track.

One is a half-sister to Hypocrite,by imp. Candlemas, and the

other is by Deceiver, dam Lady Longfellow.

Starter James F. Caldwell got in a fight with Owner
Frank Ireland at the Windsor track Tuesday, and the result

was that the old flpg-wielder was discharged at once and Ire-

land fined $500. The latter was remonstrating with Delany,
Caldwell's assistant, for whipping the boy on Han Ban. Cald-
well took up the quarrel and stepped out of the stand. The
men clinched and exchanged several blows. The starter is a

man over sizty years of age.

Statistics of the Australian Jockey Club show that dui-

ing the last quarter of a ceDtury (commencing in 1870 and
ending July 31, 1895) the sum of £289,000 was distributed in

prizes. In 1870 the prizes totalled £3,260, and gradually in-

creased until 1885, when they ran into five figures, £10,950,
and that sum has been more than doubled during the last

decade. The prizes reached high-water mark in 1891, when
the sum of £25,100 was distributed, and receded again to

£22,400, that amount having been paid out for this season,

and a similar sum is available for the coming season. Up to

1876 entrance fees and acceptances for all races used to go
to the funds of the club, but since that date all incomes from
that source go to swell the prize money. Since 1S73 the ex-
penditure on improvements on the Randwick racecourse has
exceeded £100,000.

The New York Herald condemns the Futurity distance as

a mere sprinter's test, and urges a longer course, which would
bring out the staying qualities of the thoroughbreds. In this

connection, it savs: " The Pacific Jockey Club, of which A.
B. Spreckels is President, has taken up the idea of long dis-

tances, and in a mu"h more vigorous fashion than have any
of the Eastern associations. Out of a list of fourteen stakes,

with an aggregate value of $32,000, oflered bv the Pacific
Jockey Club for its coming fall and winter meeting, three are
at long distances and have a total value of over $11,000. One
of these long distance eveDts,'Spreckels stakes, is at four miles,

and has a guaranteed value of $6,000. This may be carry-
ing long distances to an extreme, but in any event it is a

step in the right direction."

The Eastern preBS is seldom fair in treating of the merits
of Western horses and never generous. The following, tbere-
fore,'which the New York Herald will print to morrow, is a
concession out of the ordinary : Among turfmen Sunday
opinion was general that the Fuiurity was won by a good
horse, although not necessarily by the best horse in the race.

Position has much to do in an event like the Futurity, which
is little more than a mere spurt of speed. In this respect
Requital had all the best of it, for he was next inside the rail

almost from the start, while Crescendo was out in the middle
of the track all the way down, and must have traveled at

least two or three lengths further than Requital, who only
won by about a length and a half. Had the positions been
reversed, the California horse might have won, and Requital
might have been compelled to be content with the second
place.

An adjourned meeting of the Yreka Jockey Club was held
on Wednesday evening, August 21st, for the purpose of or-

ganization and election of officers. The meeting on being
called to order elected Jacob Martin as President, J. H.
Wadsworth Treasurer and R. S, Taylor Secretary. On
motion J. H. Wadsworth, Charles Herzog and G. H. Peters
were made a committee to collect subscriptions donated by
citizens. It was mutually agreed upon to have the race
meeting take place on October 16, 17 and 18, 1895. Jacob
Martin, Henry Koester, J. H. Wadsworth, Chas. Herzog, Jr.,

G. H. Peters and R. S. Taylor entered into an agreement to

put up the purses and to be mutually responsible to carry out
the published programme. It was unanimously ordered to

be the sense of the meeting to put up as large purses as pos-
sible, to the end that the races should be a success. Also that

no jobbing in the racing would be permitted, the penalty for

any such conduct to be the forfeiture of the purse contended
for, inasmuch as tbis meeting is to be for the amusement of

the public and not for the owners of horses only, except as

the merits of the respective horses entitle them upon a fair

race. Meeting adjourned to August 22d, at 8:30 p. m.—Yreka
Journal.

The first race yeBterday revived memories of some twelve
years ago, when the late Fred Archer, C. Wood and G. Bar-
rett were in the heydey of their glory. Not that the fine (!)

professional horsemen who rode yesterday would ever dream
of being guilty of such an act as was put down to the above-
named artists. The younger jockeys of those halcyon days
had got into the habit of watching Archer at the post, and
when they saw he had made up bis mind, tbe rest of them
generally tried to anticipate the starter's "Go along." In a
race at a meeting in the Midlands, there was a home called

Duke of Albany entered. On paper be had not a ghost of a
chance. The triumvirate evidently knew more than the ring
and the talent put together, so they organized a comedy for

the benefit of the spectators, and in place of taking the
money at the box-office, they gave it to some of the magnates
of the ring to take care of for them until the race was run,

with the stipulation that they should he allowed to collect

interest on their deposit. To cut a long story short, Archer
dashed away at a false break, carrying the field with him,
barring the Duke of Albaoy, ridden by George Barrett, and
another that Wood was on. They all raced home and had to

go back. Needless to say that Archer *V Co. collected the
interest on their deposit with the ring. This may be taken
"cum grano sails," but there are certainly still regions un-
explored that might yield pelf galore.—N. Y. Mercury,
Aug. 17th.
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Dates Claimed.

STATE FAIR, SACRAMENTO Sept. 2 to Sept. 14

STOCKTON ASSOCIATION Sept. 16 to Sept. 21
RED BLl'FF Sept. 26 to Sept. 28
SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION Sept. 21 to Sept. 29
FRESNO Oct. 1 to Oct. 8

SALINAS CITY Oct 1 to October 5
HUENEME Sept. 24 to Sept. 28
Hl'ESEME DRIVING PARK ASSN October 1 to October 5

VENTl'RA Oct. 8 to Oct. 12
HOLL1STER Oct. 7 to Oct. 12
SANTA ANA October 15 to October 19

LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21
P. C. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28
HORSE SHOW ASS'N OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

HOLLISTER September 2
HIENEME DRIVING PARK ASSN September 2

SANTA ANA September 2

SALINAS CITY September 2
LOS ANGELES September 14
THE PACIFIC COAST JOCKEY CLUB September 16

The first three days, Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-

day, of the State Fair will be devoted to trotting and

pacing races ; then the gallopers will have Thursday,

Friday and Saturday. The light harness horses will

have the next three days, Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-

day, and the gallopers will have the closing three.

Following its usual custom, Palo Alto Stock Farm
will offer at public auction about November 1st, its en-

tire crop of thoroughbred yearlingB, foals of 1894.

There are twenty-four to be sold,and a finer-bred or bet-

ter-looking lot would be hard to find. These youngsters

have had the benefit of good care, plenty of feed, and

are in good condition to go to work on. They are all

registered with the Jockey Club and certificates of regis-

tration will be handed purchasers by the auctioneers,

Killip Ai Co., on the day of sale. The consignment con-

sisti of the progeny of Flambeau, Imp. Cyrus, Racine

and Bramble, out of the great matrons that have made
the thoroughbreds from this farm famous as stake win-

ners. Further particulars will appear hereafter.

Il.wi; you read about the splendid premiums we are

offering our subscribers '.' Glance over our advertising

column* if you want to get a magnificent large pic-

lure, one that is a perfect likeness and fit for any draw-

ing room in the land. These are pronounced by horse-

men and art critics to be the best and most perfect like-

newee of the animals ever made, and no great horse-

man's library u furnished without them. If you get one

you will surely desire to get the rest, for they are just

what every true hor»e lover wants.

ii - to the Hueneme races will close next Man-

September 2nd. Owners of thoroughbreds Hhould

make a note of this and forward entries at once. See ad-

vertisement.

Tin. free-for-all trolling race at the Salinas races

which is l'ir l.onii has been reopened, and will close

.Monday, N'ptembcr 2nd.

The State Fair.

The meeting to be opened at the Agricultural Park,

Sacramento, next Monday, promises to be the best ever

held in California. There are certain reasons why this is

so. The Native Sons of the Golden West will hold their

annual meeting in that city and be present at the and

eltctric carnival which will be the opening of a new era

in Sacramento.

The great electrical power system will be in full oper-

ation, the source from whence this power comes being

over twenty-two miles away. The city will be illumi-

nated as no other in the world has ever been, and

thousauds ofpeople will assemble on the streets and pub-

lic squares to see the great electrical display. Bands of

music will be heard everywhere; and the booming of can-

nons and waving of flags will leave such an impression

upon the minds of all that the 9th of September will

never be forgotten in the history of our Capital City.

At the Pavilion there will be a "milky way" of incan-

descent lights, and a constellation of such magnitude

that to those who have not heard of the preparations

made for it, a great surprise is in store.

At the Agricultural Park a number of important and

long-needed alterations and improvements have been

made, and this year there seems to be a consolidation of

sporting interests on the grounds which will be enjoy-

able from early morn till the shades ofevening fall. The

State Sportsman's Association will hold its annual tour-

nament, and crack shots from all parts of the Pacific

Coast will be present to smash blue rocks and bring

pigeons to earth for valuable prizes. The committee

having this part of the programme in hand is working

hard to make it attractive and draw the best gathering

of sporting men ever seen in California; the various

dealers in sporting goodsare also vieing with each other

in seeing which will contribute the most.

The great polo games will be exemplified for the

first time before a large Sacramento audience, and

the teams which have been busily contesting for honors

at Del Monte this week will be there to show how skill-

fully they can play this exciting and exceedingly dan-

gerous game.

The ladies' tournaments are to be great features of the

meeting. Daring equestriennes from the foothills and

valleys of California have been practising assiduously

for weeks for these great exhibitions.

The light harness events will be well contested, for a

better class of horses have shown their ability in the

California circuit this year than ever before, and we

know that at the State Fair these horses will eclipse all

former efforts. Every heat will be a race and many

records will be lowered.

The programme for the running races suits us, in

fact, will please every lover of good racing. It is the

longest and best ever given by this association, and as

we have the grandest collection of stake horses on this

coast at present that we have ever had, there is no reason

why we should not see the best races ever run. Every-

thing in this part of the programme will be conducted

in a style on a par with that given at the Bay District

track ; and over the splendid Sacramento track in that

warm and salubrious climate we are confident the horses

will do better than they have ever done at any place they

have heretofore started.

The change in the betting privileges will also be

appreciated by the thousands who attend.

Everyone who can spare the time should attend the

State Fair from the day of opening, next Monday, until

its close, for a more enjoyable fortnight cannot be had

in the year. Special railroad rates have been made and

hotel accommodations will be ample.

The New Raoe Track.

Work is being rapidly pushed at the race track, In-

gleside. The foundation of the track is laid and the iron

frame of the club house is in place. A large number of

teams are hauling lumber for fencing and for the build-

ings, and everything is being done to push the work

ahead as fast as possible. The road from Golden Gate

Park via Ingleside is being straightened and macadam-

ized, and put in splendid condition for travel. An im-

mense amount of work has been accomplished on this

roadway during the past two weeks, and when it is fin-

ished it will be one of the finestdrives on the peninsula.

The boulevard from the Ocean House to the Cliff House

is also receiving attention, and when completed a most

picturesque and healthful driveway which will be cred-

itable to the city and as fine as any in California will

be ours. It will become as famous as the old Cliff House

Road, and for a straight, level drive will be incompar-

ably the longest and best in San Francisco.

Mr. La Rue as a Starting Judge.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—The notice published in th,

Breeder and Sportsman of last week over the signature of Chas. A
Winship.wherein he denounced Hon. H.M. La Rue as a judge in trol

ting races, seems unwarranted and uncalled for. Mr. La Rue ha
acted as starting judge for a number of the associations for years past,

and has given his time and talents gratuitously ; he always has am
now enjoys the distinction of being one ot the best informed ant.
fairest minded judges we have ever had in California. He bar
done much in the past to elevate the business, and has always en
joyed the respect of the trainers and owners, as well as the genera
public. When most of the drivers who gave their consent to as.

their names to a petition asking the Woodland Association to havt.i

Mr. Covey act as starter instead of Mr. La Rue, they did it becar*
Mr. Covey had done well as starting judge at Napa, and not onto!

I

any disrespect to Mr. La Rue. The majority of them are men in
j

terested in the business and recognize the value Mr. La Rue has beer

'

to the business in the past. If Mr. La Rue has made any mistakes*'
errors in his decisions, the horsemen know that his intentions hav

been honest and honorable. " Fairpi.ay." i

We think that " Fair Play's" opinion of Mr. La Rut

as a starting judge will meet the approbation of all thi

horsemen and associations. Mr. La Rue is one of thi

best-known judges on the Pacific Coast, and has alwayi

given satisfaction to both the horsemen and associations

and while exceptions were taken to some of his decision!

at Napa, still no one doubted the honesty of his inten

tions. Drivers used to think that he was rather severe

but the public always felt safe that no job would be per

petrated when Mr. La Rue presided. The communici

tion referred to and which was published last week
signed by a number of horsemen who would doubtless

quickly subscribe to this communication written

" Fair Play."

The Los Angeles Meeting.

There is little time to be lost by horsemen who inte

to make entries for the great meeting to be given by t

Los Angeles Fair Association, which is to be held fro

October 21st to 26th inclusive, for they will close o

September 14th. It is almost needless to impress upo

every horseman in this State the advantages to be gain

by making entries at this meeting. It precedes th

meeting to be given by the Pacific Coast Trotting Horn

Breeders Association, and will be conducted in such i

manner that every one who goes there will be thorough!

satisfied. The management of the Los Angeles Fair can

not be excelled, while the enthusiasm of the people ii

this section of California is worth going one thousam

miles to see.

The programme of races is to be found in our businer •

columns ; it will be noticed that splendid purses ai

offered and the terms of entrance are only five per cen

with five per cent from winners. The track is the fast®

in California, and the accommodations are most ample

the climate is unsurpassed, and everything to mat

visiting horsemen and their friends happy will be don

by the officers of this association. Send in your entrii

on or before September 14th.

The Del Monte Meeting.

The great society event of the midsummer season wi

signalized this week at Hotel del Monte. The annu

meeting of the Country Club has heretofore been tl

absorbing topic, but this year this splendidly-maoagt

club, in conjunction with our leading polo clubs, hai

given at the new track a week of enjoyment that eclip*

all previous ones. The polo games were well contest!

and very exciting, and the thousands who came in gi

coaches, drags and vehicles of all kinds became very ei

thusiastic while the participants played with unusu

skill and daring. There could not be a more beautif

spot for this sport than the inclosure within the new rai

track. The grand stand, commanding an elevated pos

tion, afforded a splendid view of the entire games. Tl

race track is only half a mile from the hotel, and

built in the center of a grove of cypress. To-day a gre

pony race is iisted on the programme. Our represent

tive will send us a full account of the events, and inoi

next issue it will appear.

The victory of Azote, 2:05£, is one that will be r'

ceived with pleasure by every Californian. He is just

entitled to be the king of trotters and will carry back

this slope the crown. ..On the day he achieved tbl

wonderful feat Fred Moody, a two-year-old belonging

Win. Corbitt, won his race easily, and then Bouncer, I

a son of Electioneer, won his race, best time 2:1

Surely owners and breeders on this coast have just cau

cause for rejoicing that the standard bearers from tl

leading stock farms of the world trace to the great trt

ting sires that have brought this State into such pron

nence during the past five years.

Entrif.s for the running races at Santa Ana will clo

next Monday, September 2nd. See our business cc
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Auction Sale of Trotters.

At the State Fair grounds, Sacramento, Wednesday,

September 11th, Messrs. Killip & Co. will sell at auction

a collection of fifteen choice broodmares by our most

fashionable sires and colts and fillies. The broodmares

are stinted to that royally-bred stallion Red Nuttle

(brother to Red Nuttling, 2:13), and as a number of them

trace to the great fountain-head of early and extreme

speed, Fanny Fern, owners of stock farms should attend

and get a few to bring their stallions into prominence.

The formerly much-despised Flaxtail cross is now

eagerly sought after in the East, and here on this coast

it is manifesting its superiority every year, especially

when used as an outcross for descendants of Hamble-

tonian 10. All that are offered have been carefully

selected on account of their individuality as well as

breeding, and are to be sold to close up the affairs of an

estate. Besides these, the handsome stallion Eyraud,by

Eros, out of Whisp, by Whippleton, will be sold. Send

for catalogue at once.

The attention of our readers is called to the adver-

tisement of the stakes of the Pacific Coast Jockey

Club inaugural meeting entries for which will close

September 16th. Great preparations are being made for

this meeting. The force of men at the track at Ingle-

side has been increased and on November 1st, the gates

of the finest race track in the United States will be

thrown open to the public.

The Pacific Coast Jockey Olub.

A meeting of the Board of Directors of the Pacific Coast

Jockey Club was held last night in their office at the Palace

Hotel. The object of the meeting was to fioiBh letting con-

tracts for the completion of the buildings and other work at

the track. This was accomplished most satisfactorily, and

work will continue to be pushed as rapidly as possible upon

them, and no efforts nor expense spared in getting the track

completed in time to open their meeting on November 1st,

which will probably be the date set. The Board also took

steps toward a thorough distribution of the programmes of

their Stake Events, a list of which will be found in this issue.

The list is one of the most liberal propositions ever offered to

horsemen in this country, and is sure to secure a large num-

ber of eDtries of the best horses in the United States. Presi.

dent Henry J. Crocker reports that they have already re-

ceived many applications for stalls and that it is a certainty

that some of the greatest races that the world has ever wit-

nessed will be given over their track. He also states that

the better class of horsemen from all over the United States

will flock to California this winter and that a vast

amount of money will be brought here and this will result in

stimulating all branches of business.

SPUJGIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH OAIRN SIMPSON.

The State Fair.—Monday next the California State Fair

of this year will commence. Grand as the exhibition has

been in the past, the very foremost of all the purely Slate

expositions of the country, there are the best of reasons for

predicting a decided superiority. To those who have seen

the pavilion displays of the last few years, it may appear pre-

posterous to predict that in these hard times that part of the

show will be better than ever, though from what I hear that

is assured. The stock exhibition, too, gives promise of not

being far behind those of previous years, though the " nip-

ping and eager air " of the financial crisis will, doubtless,

chill the enthusiasm of] many, who would fain be on hand

with their favorites, is likely to have a greater effect on that

department than any other. However potent that may be in

reducing the number of animals on exhibition, there is little

question that stalls, pens and coops will be well filled, and
the occupants the very choicest representatives of the famous
stock of the Pacific Coast.

The speed department, however, cannot fail to come up to

the most sanguine expectations, and, if I am not greatly mis-
taken, the veriest optimist, were he to prophesy what the
twelve days of racing, trotting and pacing will present would
be likely to come short of describing the finished picture. As
has been stated in another article there is a glorious prospect
for harness racing, while the " legitimate " is so modeled, and
the stake entries of so high a class, that devotees of the turf

can anticipate the very best sport. With|no danger of dis-

appointment, as will be readily granted when the programme
and nominations in the stakes are given due consideration.

One of these stakes may be taken as an example viz.: The
California Cup 2£ miles, in which Bright Phoebus, Gilead,
CadmuB, imp. Candid, Foremost, Mulberry, Fred Gardner,
Articus, Del Norte, Claudius, Don C'xsar, Monitor, Flirtilla,

Lovdal. With the other stakes "in keeping" with the one
quoted the outlook could scarcely be better.

There is a feature incorporated in the State Fair for the
first time which will undoubtedly be welcomed by a majority
of "racing folks," and while it may add to the attendance
and swell the receipts is unquestionably a dangerous innova-
tion. That is book-betting, and now that it has been adopted I

have no desire to repeat what I wrote before it was adopted
or follow the line of arguments that were pertinent when
written. But it will not be out of place to call attention to

one particular phase of the question, and offer suggestions in

regard to that. I understand that harness racing will come
under the new regulation and ^ that heat-betting will be per-
mitted.

Nearly all of the Eastern "horse papers" denounce heat
betting, and turf writers for the "daily press'" join in the
outcry. In another article I have commented upon some of
these charges, though to give greater emphasis repeat the
argument. Betting on heats is no worse than wagering on
the " result. " In either caBe there is a temptation placed
before drivers, and that temptation must be guarded against.

The chest which contains the coveted treasure muBt be
locked ; if that is forced the tbieveB muat be caught and pun-
ished. Under the laxity which prevails in the government
of harness races, especially in regard to laving-up heats, it is

an easy thing to swindle heat bettors by " dropping heats."
Made to cut both ways, as granted the right to lay up a part
of the race it is much easier to lay up the whole.
The quotation from so able a judge as Judge Halsey

(Iconoclast) that closer scrutiny will prevail when
there is heat betting, in place of being an argument
for the abolition of that kind of betting is one of the
strongest pleas in favor of it, and further than that
takes away some of the objections to book-betting on
trotting races. If the rules are enforced, and every heat made
a race, the insight which the betting on heats would afford,

will be of manifest advantage to the judges in thwarting the
designs of intending swindlers.

Contrary to the prevailing belief the rules do not sanction
laying up heats. The weak spot is that the judges are allowed
to condone the offense, though it is clear that they are em-
powered to forbid such an attempt and punish violations of

their mandate. A good practice of the older time was a
charge of riders and drivers before the race commenced, and
though in the large fields of the present it would
occupy too much time to range them before the stand to re-

ceive instructions, an announcement from the judges that
laying up would not be tolerated would be sufficient.

Then, as proposed elsewhere, with messengers to acquaint
the judges every few minuteB with the " state of the odds "

they would have a premonition of intended " management "

and "forewarned is forearmed."

At the Bay District track last Monday there was an illus-

tration of the benefit which follows that racing practice. Oae
of the contestants had shown such "form" as to make her fa-

vorite, the opening betting being 1 to 1. Tt was not long
until the rates were 2 to 1, and another'which first stood at 2
to 1 appreciated to "even money." The presiding judge left

the stand, went to the saddling paddock, gave the jockey a

warning, and the result of the interview she won with com-
parative ease.

With the knowledge that the judges are closely scrutinizing

the betting barometer, there will be a hesitancy in " putting
up jobs," and with the wholesome fear of punishment before
them, temptation overcome partially at least.

" Horses not winning a heat in four, or making a dead heat,

shall not start again in the race," is one of the published con-

ditions. That takes precedence of the rule, and no matter
how many starters, will govern. That will aid in preventing
very many lay-ups, but is not sufficient. The plain duty of

the judges is to construe the trotting rule as it reads, and if

laying-up a heat does not "perpetrate or aid a fraud," when
there is betting on the heat, it will be troublesome to classify

it. It is not honest racing ; it is not fair racing, and in place

of barring betting on heats to give a better opportunity for

that kind of trickery, bar the reprehensible practice.

*
* *

Ignorant.—The Australians are a good deal more

troubled over the horse question than even the breeders of

this country. Lately a Mr. Rouse lectured in Sidney on the

prospects of a market for the surplus horses. The audience

contained a number of the most prominent people of the

colony and due attention was paid to the words spoken. The
main point was a recommendation of the Yorkshire Coach

horse and the Cleveland Bay, and depreciation of the Ameri.

can trotter. The last named he said were " the worst class

of horse, in his opinion, for stud purposes. He did not know

how he was bred, but as a stud horse he produced a very

nondescript animal, incapable of any sustained effort, and he
was, therefore, unfit to produce stock suitable for hard
work."
Even in the city in which the lecturer held forth there are

quite a number of people who have a good deal of knowl-
edge of the type he denounced, who must have been surprised

at the dense ignorance of a man who posed as a teacher. It

is very unlikely that he had any personal knowledge of the

race when he admitted that he did not know how they were
bred, and was led away by his deBire to extol other breeds to

depreciate them.
While the race is more widely extended than any other,

there are few members of it which can be termed nonde-
script, though a wide range for choice. There is not a fam-
ily of coach horses which can excel selections from the trot-

ting tribes for their special uses, and were stallionB and
mares chosen from the trotting ranks for that specific pur-
pose the produce would be of the highest class. Far in the lead

of all others for harness animals fitted for lighter use, carriage

and road. In fact, with the exception of very heavy draft,

there are no class of harness horses whicb could not be re-

cruited from the trotting ranks, however high the standard

fixed for admission. As to their endurance and capacity for

hard work, that is so fully established that there is no neces-

sity for presenting proofs.

The people of Australia did not take so kindly to trotting

sports as was expected, and this, in a good measure was ow-
ing to those who took the first trotters from here some years

ago. Their actions brought it into disrepute, an obstacle

which has not yet been overcome. Still I am informed that

the union of American trotting stallions and Australian

mares has resulted satisfactorily, so much so that it is not at

all surprising that Mr. House's remark on that point of his

address elicited laughter.

*
* *

" Betting on Heats."—"Grattan.'Mn his first article,

justified laying up heats with the plea that those who betted

on heats were " Catfish " and the layer up had a clear title

to skin them. Iconoclast's reply to that, which I copied two

weeks ago, was so overwhelming that while still adhering in

a measure to his first proposition, the writer amended by

taking a vigorous stand against betting on heats. This

elicited commendations from Iconoclast, and I shall heartily

join in them so long as judges permit heats being laid up,
and yet that will not correct the evil. Were every heat an
honest race wagers would be just as legitimate on each game
of the rubber as on the final result, and bring " knowledge of
form " into a more prominent position than it would retain
with that excluded. As it now stands, and with heat-betting
eliminated, laying up would be indulged in for two purposes.
One of these to obtain an unfair advantage by letting com-
petitors battle while the sluggard rested ; the other—mislead
bettors as far as it was possible to accomplish by instilling
the belief that they were " out of the race" unti'l it suited
them to play their best trumps. In either case it so closely
approaches a "skin-game " that it would be a skilful pleader
who could snow that there was no relationship. Before heat
betting on trotting races was thought of, or rather before it
was made a part of poolselling, I have seen so many in-
stances of the " perpetration " uf that kind of fraud that it

would be tiresome to enumerate them, and while those who
benefited by that that species of swindling might not see any
harm in the game, I am quite sure that Iconoclast would not
agree in their estimate, j

My Kentucky friend writes :
" I believe, as Grattan Bays,

that nearly or quite all the scandals I have ever known have
grown out of heat-betting." It may appear singular, but all
the scandals I have known, outside of those which were
learned from printed or oral intelligence, were when heat
betting was limited to " out-of-hand " wagers, and that on a
small scale.

Still more singular it may be thought when I " solemnly
affirm" that were the duty placed upon me of freeing the
"trotting turf," as nearly as possible

t
from the charge of dis-

honesty, one of the auxiliaries I should depend upon would
be betting on heats. The first step would be to secure com-
petent and fearless judges, who would "instruct" the drivers
that every heat must be a race. That if that mandate was not
obeyed punishment would Burely follow, and that so severe
that there would be no chance for repeating the crime.
Then a corn of messengers to bring the "rates" every few

minutes, and if the "odds" were suspicious acquaint the driv-
ers of horses which had awakened doubts that they would be
closely watched and if their actions corroborated the testi-
mony obtained from the betting it would be considered proof
of guilt. This is one of the practices of "running folk"
which could be followed with advantage, and though appli-
cable -vithout heat-betting, will be a better guide to detect
intended fraud when every heat is brought to a direct bear-
ing on the question.

I feel quite confident that Iconoclast will coincide in those
views when he gives this phase of the subject full considera-
tion. He writes : "lam aware that it is sometimes very ad-
vantageous to ahorse to lay him up a heat, and that his
chances for winning the race may thereby be very greatly
improved. With heat betting out of the way there might be
no objection to this, but as long as it is permitted the practice
of ' laying-up ' will necessarily be subjected to very rigid scrutiny
wherever there are competent judges."

If the plea is admitted that improving the chances to win
is sufficient defense for laying-up, then the greater number of
slow heats the driver obtains the benefit of, the greater the
justification. So long as the race cannot be finished in that
lieat he can respond to charges of intended fraud ;

" I am
bettering my chances to win," and with starters enough there
may be never so many heats and the long distance to get aiil

the good out of them possible. What a chance for " con-
nubiators I

" the California name for those who are looking
for just such " lay-outs." What a " fair-field " for those who
will not connubiate I

!

#* *
Gratifying.—The fast classes, trotting and pacing, for

the State Fair, which closed last Saturday, filled so well that

there is an absolute certainty of capital races. It must be
kept in mind that when entries close so short a time before

the races come off, that the starters will not be much les8, if

any, than the nominations. Especially when the horses named
have been participating in races for the past month or longer,
and that their condition was so satisfactory on the date of
closing as to warrant the engagements being made. Never
before in the history of harness racing has there been a year
so prolific in fast horses as Anno Domino 1895, and this side
of the continent has furnished more than its quota of celeb-
rities. Gaining high renown at home as well as abroad, and
the home division plentifully supplied with champions to

keep up the prestige which the crusaders have secured. And
the glory constantly increasing. Fast work at the opening
meeting, every succeeding battle ground the fighting faster

and more furious, which shows that there is steady improve-
ment, and the culmination still a good way off. However,
near or far the retrogression may be, it is reasonable to antici-

pate that at the State Fair the brilliant performances of the
past will be exceeded. Therefore, with the large number of
horses engaged, and their quality, it is well within bounds to

state that the harness racing at the State Fair of this year
will be of the highest class.

*
# *

"Join the Gang."—There is a prevailing feeling among
quite a number of owners of harness horses that if they refuse

to join in schemes, which they are far from approving, their

chances to win will be very slender. Small show even to get

" inside of the money," as with the combination working
against them, " place " or "show " is troublesome to obtain.
Were the judges determined to punish even slight transgres-

sions of the rules, rigid in their rulings when there were
proofs of combinations, the task of carrying out the schemes
of the gang would be much harder. There would be small
chance then for "working" those whojwould not join their

confederacy, everyone securing an even chance in the contest,

and non-members of the gang obtain a fair show.
Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Bids for privileges at the Salinas Fair are advertised in

this issue, and the attention of all interested is called to

them. The Salinas Fair promises to be the best ever held in

that rich agricultural section of California.

Thelma, a black mare by Sidney, 2:19|, out of a mare by
Norwood, won a trotting race at Rome, N. Y., August 14tb,

time, 2:24J. She was ably driven by Alden Goldsmith (son
of the late James Goldsmith).

Tommy Britton, 2:18$, by Liberty Bell, a grandson of

Electioneer, is the fastest two year-old colt of 1895, and Pa-
lita, 2:19$, by Palo Alto, son of Electioneer, is the fastest

two-year-old filly to date.
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REQUITAL "WINS THE FUTUHITT.

California Oolts Finish Second and Third—
Something About the Firet Three i

the Great Race.

NBW York, August 24.—The eighth Futurity was won at

the Coney Island Track today by David Gideon's bay colt

Requital, ridden by Griffin. The Pueblo Stables' Crescendo,

was second, and Marcus Daly Silver II (bv Salvator

—

Falerelte) was third. The stake was worth $69,250, of which

the winner received $53,750; the second horse, $5,333; the

third horse. $2,067; the breeder of the winner, $4,000; the

breeder of the second horse, $2,500, and the breeder of the

third horse, $1,000. The lime of race was 1:11 2-5. It was

Mr. I Gideon's third successful Futurity.

Never in all history of the race, since that September day

seven years ago, when the white-faced Proctor Knott de-

feated Salvator, was there such a gathering of famous thor-

oughbreds. The stake itself was the richest ever given by any

racing association in America, while the crowd which swel-

tered during the hot afternoon in the big grand stand, in the

clubhouee, on the lawn and in the paddocks, was a memorable
one both in numbers and character.

They got away at the sixth break to one of the best starts

ever seen in a slake race "to America. Handspring had been
badly kicked in the stifle by bis stable companion, Axiom.
Requital led all the way, and won handily by one and a half

lengths, Crescendo second, five lengths from Silver II.

•'That's the best start 1 ever saw in my life," exclaimed
A. H. Morris, who stood beside the starter. Andrew Miller,

of the Driving Club, and a half dozen experienced horsemen
agreed with Mr. Morris, and Rowe was congratulated all

around.

Peep o'Day, Crescendo. Axiom, Handspring, Requital, Sil-

ver II, Hazlet, Hastings and Applegate were scarcely noses
apart when the flag fell, and it did not appear that a single

horse of the remaining eleven was a length to the bad as they
galloped past the sfand.

A roar went up from the grand stand and the race for the
richest turf prize in America has been run for a furlong.

The field sweeps on in unbroken order. From the inner rail

straight across the broad track they stretch, hardly a length
between the first horse and the last. Right in the heart of
the line is little Griffin on Requital, and before the field has
disappeared in the dip of Bohemia^and the Californian, Cres-
cendo, show to the front.

As the field sweeps up into view again and through the
next two furlongs it is anybody's race. Requital is a half-

length to the good, but half a dozen are within striking dis-

tance. The pace is terrific Suddenly King of Bohemia
drops back beaten, and there is a new alignment.
Simms comes swinging through on Handspring, and a great

shout goes up for the favorite. They are 100 yards from
where tbe Futurity course bends into the main track, the
critical point where nitBt of the two-year-old races are won
and lost. Requital is still going smoothly and easily, while
Simms is urgiug Handspring.

"Requital wins! Requital wins!" shouts the crowd a
moment later, as the all-bluejacket suddenly shoots out from
the bunch and the Gideon colt turns into the main track and
faces tbe judges, a good length before his field. David Gid-
eon, his owner, watching the race on the open stand, holds up
his hand protesiingly, but even while he is crying that it is

too soon to name the winner the big bay colt is every moment
increasing his lead. Crescendo is the nearest to him in the
chase down the stretch, but there is daylight between Cres-
cendo and the leader as ihey pass the grand stand, where hats
are tossing and men are cheering.

Past the thousands on the lawn and other thousands in the
field flies Requital until, without a touch of the whip or spur,
he passes the judges a length a half before Crescendo, who is

five lengths in front of Silver II. Two lengths away is the
favorite, while the tattered field lines away for half a furlong
behind. The time, 1:11 2 5, is only two-fifths of a second
slower than the fastest lime ever made.

While it was David Gideon's first Futurity, the firm of
Gideon & Daly won the race twice before, with His Highness
in 1891 and with Butterflies in 18«4. No other owner has
ever won but one. The summary

:

The Futurity Slakes, a sweepstake for two year-old foals,
ription of $20 each, $50 each unless struck out by

July 15, 1894, or $100 unlets struck out by July 15, 1895, all
starters to pay $250 additional, the association to add $17,500;
the necood to receive $2,000 of the added money and two-
thirds of the s-tarting money, the third $1,000 of the added
money and one-third of the starling money

; the breeders of
the first, second and third horses to receive $4,000, $2,500
tnd $1,000 of the added money respectively; Futurity course
-David Gideoo'Bbc Rtqiiital, 2, by Eother—Retribution;
11

1
poundu (Griffin), won; Pueblo stable's ch c Crescendo

2, by Flambeau .Janet N., 114* pounds (F. Carr) second;
Marcnj Dalf'fl ch c Silver II, by Salvator— Fleurette, 108
(Ballard) third; P. . I. Dwyer'sch It Handspring, 2, by Hand-
ipriog, 2, by Hanover—My Favorite, L20 (Simms)

; Blem-
ton ttbla'i bl C Hastings' 2, by Spendihrilt—Cinderella, 118
•I Perkins

;

.1. J. McOaflerly's ch c Applegate, 2, by Bu-
chanan— Loogabire, 122 (McCaffertj i: \. H. .v D. H. Mor-
ris* ch c 1'oamnl, 2, bv Cayuga— Prudery, 113 (I'enn); \V.
C. Hay* b c Roundsman, 2, by Inspector A.—Hayti! 115
[L*oibley

: \. II tod It. H. Morris* bf Intermission 2 by
Galopin—Vacation, 112 Littlefleld); Blemton Stable's b e

2, by Exile— Uraek.-n (Thorp*); J. J. Mc-
Ca«erly'*ch gScoffgan, by Han Chief— Kflie C, 105, (A.Clay-
u>D )i M b i Whippany, 2, by DevoUe— Lacka-
winH ».

'

I B. Doswell's ch c Mormon, 2, by Sir
Modred-Klithenom. en); \. K. Walcolt's ch c
Jalmereione, 2. by Kmma, 118 {Cverton)- A
Clajon'Hbrf <Wwi.-, 2, by OncaB—Castella, 112 (SheedyV
P. LorilUrd'tbre King of Bohemia, 2, by Emperor—Aus-
liana, 108 (Midgelev

; David Gideon'i ch < Hadel 2 by
SenHaijon—Almv, 118

I
K. Williams*; FUher A Tarr*s ch c

Niinrod, 2, by Spriogbok—JSditb, IW (Casain); J. R. and F.
P. b c Peep o' Day, 2, by Ayrshire—Sundown, 1 1 1 (Taral)-
P. J. Dover's b f Axiom, 2, by Maxim—Touche Pas, 110

I na named.
Bandapring.bMVily backed bv I'bil Dwyerandlhe general

ublic, wr- the favorite al 9 to 6 and 2 lo 1, HaMingH at 3 to

gate 12 to 1, Crescendo 20 tj 1, Intermission 20 to 1, and in

the 30 to 1 were Formal, Refugee, King of Bohemia, Peep o'

Day, Scoggan and Cassette. Silver II wbs a 40-to-l shot,and
after him came Nimrod, Roundsman, Mormon and Whip-
pany, at 50 to 1 each and Palmerston at 60 to 1. Riley

Grannan won $12,000 on Requital, while Dave Gideon made
a fortune on his colt.

THE FIfcST THREE.

While California did not annex this, the greatest of all

American stakes, to her long list of glorious victories, she

showed marked improvement, for a youngster from this State

never finished one-two-tbree before. The winner, Requital,

whose breeding is given below, is half-brother to the Arizona
Stable's sprinter, Contribution, a famous cripple, to Arab,

for a time holder of the mile circular track record, 1:39, and
to the frequent winner, Nick.

Hampton _

,r ^ />nfti«« /Newmi lister, by TouchstonejLord CUfdeD
| TUe giave, by Melboun
( Kettledrum, by Rataplan

Lady Langden
{ Haricot, by Lanercost

n f , ( I. Binlcatcher, by Sir Hercules

J
uxlora

\ Honey uear.by Plenipotentiary
] Hpoik., f Beiram, by sultan° (.isesma Uierope, oy Voltaire

,t™„ r*.,.„t„™. « f Faugb-a-I3allab, by Sir Hercules

§ r w»tnrm i
1 P '

LeamlnetSB - { Daughter or Pantaloon
^ r Keiorm ... < r , M£10 i Knigbt of Kars, bv Nutuitb

limp. Stolen Kisses
( Cel

-

amalioQ
, 0y j^o

B i rTmn Krllnop t Orlando, by Toucbstoned NGmesi , J
Imp

"
^CUpSe iua/.e.byBayMiddteton

« LMemesls •" I ~Wm f Lexington, by Boston
^£Amo \ Maria Xnnis. by imp. Yorkshire

Requital has started five times, winning four and running
second on one occasion. He was bred by W. P. Thompson
at the Brookdale stud in New Jersey, the old home of the

late D. D. Withers, who was one of the foremost racing men
of his day. The colt was purchased as a yearling by Gideon
& Daly, and later at dissolution sale of the firm was knocked
down to Dave Gideon for $7,000.

Crescendo, the pride of the Naglee Burk stable and of all

Californians, who ran second, is well-known to the racegoers

of this city. He started four times at the Bay District track

and easily captured first money in each race. Perhaps his

best race, and surely the one that endeared him to all the

lovers of the thoroughbred, was in the Bitter Root Handicap.
In that event he carried 127 pounds and was ridden by W.
Clancy, a steeplechase jockey. There was a long delay at

the post, and when the flag fell Crescendo was sixth and in a

bad pocket. The game colt fought his way through the field,

and when straightened away in the stretch, came on like a

trne racehorse and won easily by a length from the pick of

the two-year-olds at Bay District.

The colt was bred byNaglee Burk of San Jose. Burk is a
multi-millionaire and a great lover of horse racing. He be-

gan breeding race horses three years ago, and has met with
fair success.

He has a system of naming bis colts which is both unique
and original. His first crop of yearling had the letter A to

begin their names. Of this lot Agitato yet remains in his sta-

ble. The names of the second crop commenced with the let-

ter B. (Brioso, Bellicoso, etc.), and the third crop began with
C.,io which were Crescendo and Coda.

Crescendo left this city early last spring *o fill hiB Eastern
engagements, in which he was largely entered. The colt was
taken sick en route to Chicago, and in the latter city some-
thing likelung.fever developed, and for a time the life of the
great colt was in danger. After many days of careful watch-
ing his faithful trainer brought him through, but even then
it was a matter of grave doubt whether he could be trained
sufficiently to bring him to a race.

At Saratoga the colt thrived, and from slow work he was
gradually brought to a race. He started one day last week
in a five and a half furlong race at the Saratoga track, and
after making all the running to the last sixteenth pole he
was defeated for the first time in his career by Requital in

1:08}. Hia next start since leaving home was in Saturday's
Futurity.

Silver II, who ran third, is also a California-bred colt. He
is by Salvator, and is owned by the Montana Copper King,
Marcus Daly.

It would be almost impossible to find a better illustration

of the uncertainties of horseracing than can be found in the
history of thiB year's Futurity. Requital, the winner, made
his debut on the Eastern turf in a Belling race, in which he
vas entered to be sold for $1,700. Crescendo, who ran sec-

ond, contracted lung fever en route from this city to Chicago,
and for some time his life was despaired of. Silver II, third
in the big stake.faced the starter for the first time at Brighton
Beach two weeks ago, and acted so green at the post that
many shrewd turfmen shook their heads and by acclamation
voted him out of the Futurity, Yet these three colts easily

defeated the supposed crack two-year-olds of the year.

PLACED HOUSES; IN THE FUTURITY SINCE ITS INAUGURATION.

1 « "'" Op iojr, 5 lo 1 at the close, Requital steadily at 1

Oaltida the* three thre was comparatively little betting
Ha/let was 8 lo l.Axiom was 10 to I, Hcoggan 80 to 1, Apple!

Winaerand Weight

Proctor Knott, 121..

Chaos, 109

Potomac, 1 1 i

Bis Highness, 180...,

Morelio, 118...

DomtnOi i*io

I be Butterflies
KeijiilUil .

Sire of Winner.

Luke Blackburn
Imp. Kayoud'Or,
Imp. St. Blaise....

Imp. The Ill-Used
Eolus
btlmyar
31r Dixon
Imp. Eotlu'ii ....

Salvator
st. Carlo
Masher
Yorkvllle Belle-
Lady Violet
Galilee
Brandywine
Cie t eiicln

1:15 1-5

l:lti -1-5

1:14 1*5

1:15 15
1:12 1-5

1:12 4 5
l:li

1:11 25

Va lie -1*88, 111.200 ; 1889, $54.s.i0 ; 1890, $07,975 ; 1 89 •„ 961,075 : 1892,940,-
760; I893,f49,lS5 ; ISM, 949,010; 1895, 969,260,

An experiment in the growing of flax which has proved
to be an unbounded success, was made on the " Dougherty
Ranch" at Dougherty's Station, Alameda County, this sea-
son, the stock being 22 inches in length, of good, strong fibre,

whilst ihe seeds are full and plump. Mr. C. M. Dougherty is

highly pleased at the result of this initial attempt to success-
fully grow flax in the locality he selected ; however, an he
was told the same regarding apples and afterwards produced
the best in California, he is now less disposed than ever to
give credence to crokers and disaster predicters. Mr. Dough
erly is one of our most progressive land owners, and believes
that California leads the world for agricultural, horticultural
and viticultural pursuits just as it has for the excellence of
the horses, cattle and sheep raised here.

THE PETALUMA RACE MEETING.

The Judges Detect Jobbery in a Race and De-
clare All Bete and Pools Off.

SEVENTY five heats were paced in races at the Detroit,
Cleveland and Buffalo grand circuit meetings during the
three weeks ended last Saturday, and the average time of
these heats was exactly 2:10. It was not quite five vears ago
that Hal Pointer beat B. B. at Terre Haute in 2:093, then
the fastest time on record in a race, and it is little less than
twelve years since Johnston, at the old Chicago Driving
Park, paced the first mile that was ever made in harness in
2:10.

This was the last day of the race?, and the programme
oflered contained but three events. A very large crowd wa
in attendance from ten o'clock until the third heat of the last

race was paced. In the morning there was a parade of the
fine horses and cattle, the band meanwhile playing a number
of fine marches. During the afternoon's racing the judges
uncovered a most flagrant case of jobbery and the holders of

pool tickets were dumbfounded when they realized that

crooked work did not gain much headway at Petaluma, for

after allowing the race to be finished as started, the judges
declared all bets and pools off. The verdict was received
with cheers by the fair-minded horsemen, who were indig-

nant at the barefaced manner in which the ri_ce was being
contested.

What wade the job look " raw " was the fact that Javelin

was touted to win, and the poolsellers could not get $2 against

$10 on her, even after she lost two heats; these gentlemen
then packed their books, tickets and Paris motuel boxes and
closed up shop for the meeting. This jobbing race was a
stunner to these sh outers and Dencillers.

The first event on the programme was a race for the 2:2!

class trotters, purse $500. The entries were Columbus 8.,
Mojave, Little B., Lottie and Kent. Pools sold : Columbus
S. $10, field $4. After seven scores Judge Brown sent them
awav on even terms. Kent broke before he had gone fifty

feet and fell back to last place. Columbus 8. took the lead,
with Letter B. a close second, Mojave third, a length further
away, and Lottie fourth. These positions remained un-
changed. Columbus S. had no trouble in beeping ahead, and
won in 2:21}, a length in front of Letter B. Mojave broke
on nearing the wire and Lottie passed him, securing third
place by a neck, Kent last.

In the second heat Columbus took the lead, trailed by
Letter B., Lottie and Mojave, who were in a bunch close
behind him. Kent broke at the first turn and was unable to
gaiu the distance lost. Going to the half Mojave broke and
fell back ten lengths, leaving Letter B. and Lottie to drive
the easy-going Columbus S. in, the latter winning by a length
in 2:21A, a length in front of Letter B., Lottie third, Mojave
fourth and Kent last.

The third heat was a repetition of the preceding ones with
this exception. Kent, the Sable Wilkes stallion, who wore
hobbles, got badly tangled up, and before Kenney, his driver,
could get him straightened, the danger signal flashed in his
face and the judges were compelled to declare him distanced.
Time, 2:21.

The second race was for the 2:19 class pacers. The starters
were: Welcome, Javelin, Ella W. and Senator. Javelin
sold as favorite in the pools at $10 against $4 on the field,

but when Judge Loeber sent tbe quartette away Ella W. took
the lead and kept it to the wire, winning the greatest of ease
from Javelin in 2:17$. Welcome was third and Senator just
got his head inside the distance flag through the forbearance
of the distance judge.

In the second heat the "good thing" Javelin broke at
the first turn, and before she got settled, her threeside-
wheeling compttitors passed her, Ella W. in the lead,
Welcome second and Senator third. The heat was poorly
contested, for the time 2:2$.1 shows that the horses were
pulled to their full limit. Ella W. won, Welcome second,
Senator third and Javelin. A miserable fiasco and a disgrace
to the Petaluma track.

Judge Loeber called all the drivers to a standstill in from
of the 6tand and lectured them for their actions, and
threatened them with the severest penalty should they pursue
the same tactics in the next heat. When he gave the word
" Go !" Ella W. Beemed unsteady and broke after wobbling
one hundred yards. Javelin paced very fast, and went to the
half in 1:06, pursued by Welcome. Ella W. got settled and
drove Javelin to the wire, the latter winning by a nose in

2:16^, Welcome two lengths behind, Senator also close up.
Holders of Javelin tickets rushed over to get some more,

but in the parlance of the track, the public was "on," and the
poolsellers knew there was no use selling any more tickets

for that race, and so they quickly packed their paraphernalia
away.

Javelin won the 6ucceedin» heats and race in 2:22i and
2:22J. Then thejjudges consulted and to the discomfiture of
the " fraternity" declared all bels and pools cff. The de-
cision was a wise one, only it was not quite severe enough.
An investigation should have been made after the second
heat and the race declared ofi. Bepides, a heavy penalty
should have been levied upon every driver and known par-
ticipant in tbe job.

The third race was a special trotting race between Nina L.
and Carrie C. Fred Vail drove the former and f . Snider
the latter. Nina S. won in straight heats in 2:25 and 2:22,

Carrie C- a close second. The winner is a large, handsome
bay mare sired by Echo Royal (son of Echo), out of Gene-
vieve, by Reed's McClellan, he by Gen. McClellan, out of a
mare said to be thoroughbred. Sbe is owned by J. Luce, of

Healdsburg, and has been handled and driven by one of our
old time trotting horse trainers and drivers, Fred Vail.

Friday, AuguBt 23.—Trotting, 2:27 class, purse S.~>00.

Columbus S.. b s, by McDonald Chief—Fannie Rose...Smith 1

Letttr B., b m, by Ward B.— Irish Kent 2
Lottie, b m, by Sau Diego—Flora B Loeber 3
Mojave. bg, by Dexter Prince Snider l

Kent, b s, by Sable Wilkes .^, Kenney 5

Time. 2:'21 l
4, 2:21^,2:21.

Pacing, 2:19 class, purse &">00.

Javelin, oh m, by Creole—Flash Chaboyr. 2 4 1
BllB W .

br m, by F,ros, by Kobt. St. Clair Helltoan 1 1 2
Welcome, b s, by Arthur Wilkes... Gray 3 2 3
Senator, blk s, by Secretary. Misuer 1 3 4

Time, 2:1% 2:28%, 2:16^4, 2:22%. 2:23^.

Special trotting.

Nina L., by Echo Royal—Genevieve, by Reed's McClellan
Vail

Carrie C, bm, by SUirbold—Sadie McGregor .....Suider

Time, 2:25, 2:22.
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The bicycle fraternity should not think that friends among
horsemen are made by "scorching" close to every horse

they meet. Many a good horse is ruined and many accidents

occur through such malicicus work.
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THE GUN.
Gun Olub Directory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,
eaident ; Dr. S. E. Knowles, secretary, 139 Post St., S. F.

A'ne country Cluo. San Francisco. Frederick W. Tallant, Secretary,
tdflc Union Club, S. F.
The Gun Club, San Francisco,, F. S. Butler, Secretary, San Fran
SCO.

The Olympic Gnn Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,
ijcretary-Treasurer Stauley G. Scovern.
The California Wing Shooting Clab, San Francisco, Crittenden
obiason. Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.
The Lincoln Gun Club. San FranciBco, Edgar Foreter, Secretary,

© Market Street, S. F.
Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,
tcretary, Calilornia and Davis streets, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
B
San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John
. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.
Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,
cretary, Oakland, Cal.
The Nimrod Gun Club. Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, PreBi-

snt, R. Liddle.110 Montgomery. .

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, .Edgar Foreter, Secretary
i5 Market St S. F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.
ewton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, Willi ts, Cal., M.Mantz, president ; C. Whitcd,
:cretary.

The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, CaliC—Chas. Clausen, President;
Pedrick, Secretary.
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-
aughton, Pres.; A. Burwell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gm Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.
. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

. G. Nicholson, Sec.
Marshneld Rod and Gnn Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

. Thibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.
jssee, Sec.
Willamette Rod and G'm Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,
res. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill. Pres.

;

, W. Charles, Secretary.
Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of
ish and Game, Josiah Collins Jr. Pres., C.F.Graff, Sec.-lreas., box
1, Seattle, Wash.

Coming Events.

September 4-7—Tournament of the California State Sportsman's
sjsociation. Sacramento, Cal.
September 29—Oakland Race Track. Clabrough Golcher & Co.'s
lue rock tournament.
Oct. 6-7—Tournament r>f the California Inanimate Target Assoeia-
OD.
October 25-26—Tournament of the Washington State Sportsman's
ssociation, Seattle, Wash.

CARTRIDGE &.ND SHELL.

John LemmoD killed a fine 140 pound buck at Sao Pedro
d Sunday last.

The open season for deer shooting in Marin county closea

»-morrowj Sunday, September 1st.

It is singular that no one cares to risk his reputation as

looter by entering a 100-bird match.

The Electric Gun Club will shoot its laBt shoot of the sea-

)n at Oakland Race Track on Sunday next.

At the Empire Gun Club on Sunday last Fanning broke 99

utof 110, Feudner 97 out of 110 and Webb 97 out of 110.

The Country Club have ordered a lot of English grouse
nd blackcock from Scotland. Japanese woodccck are also

ilked of.

E. W. Briggs is enjoying a hunting and fishing outing
ome forty miles south of Monterey. Be will be gone an-

ther week.

Curlew and willet are very plentiful all along the bay Bhore.

rood bags have been made at Ellis'4Landtng, Mt. Eden and
.lviso marshes.

The California Wing Shooting Club will finish its regular

eason on Sunday next at Oakland Race Track. A full at-

sndance is expected.

The shooting between the Electric, Liocoln and Empire
lub teams has been remarkably close this season. Note the

>tals in another column.

It is stated on good authority that quail are being killed

nd brought into this city and sold every week. If this is a

tct it does not speak very well for (he vigilence of the
frame Warden.

The Tamalpais Club have ordered several thousand Lower
alifornia quail for their preserve in Marin County. These
nail are very similar if not exactly the same, as our valley

uail, and should do well here.

The win of the Electric Club on Sunday last was somewhat
nexpected, but one would have to go a long way to find a

:ain that could beat that one. It is now in order for the

llectrics to challenge the winner of the Empire—Stockton
latch.

C. Robinson, "Slade" and Ed Fay were at Oakland Race
'rack on Sunday, practicing for the State shcot. Robinson
nd Slade killed 24 straight each. The birds were a very
ood lot, but Robinson used his second barrel but three

mes, Slade but six times.

R. M. Dodge, the well-known trainer, has leased the shoot-

og privilege of a tract of 2,500 acres at Kenwood. Sonoma
ounty. He reports that the quail of that section are now
tinning with their third brood oi little ones. Quail should
e plentiful at that rate.

J. S. Fanning's score of 99 out'of 110 blue rocks at the
Impire grounds on Sunday last, was made with the new
Gold Dust" powder, manufactured by the United States

'owder Co. He broke forty Btraight in making this score,

od fairly pulverized them all. He won first money in the
lub match and first in the fifty bird match. This powder has
een greatly improved. It has greater velocity with much
as breech pressure, much less smoke and less recoil. The
rain is harder and more even. This company intended to

ffer a goodly sum of money at the California State shoot at

acramento, but owing to a missent letter the matter was not

rranged in time to be printed in the programme.

At the Empires.

The shooting at the Empire Gao Club's grounds at Ala-

meda Mole on Sunday last was the main attraction among
the local sportsmen on Sunday last. From 70 to 80 shootere

were in attendance with their friends. No less than 4,000

targets were trapped during the day, and the shooting seemed

very slow in the afternoon, during the fifty-bird match.

Promptly at 10 o'clock the club match of the Empires was

commenced. Many visitors shot with the club by invitation.

The match was at 30 singles, known traps and known angles,

squad shooting. Fanning was high man with 30 straight,

Daniels second with 29, Webb and Nauman third with 28.

The score :

Fanning 1111111111 1111111111 1111111111—30
Daniel- 1111111111 1.111111111 1110111111—29
Nauman 1111111110 1111UU11 1101111111—28
Webb 1101111111 1111111011 1111111111—28
Feudner 0111111111 1011111111 1110111111—27
Franzen 1101111001 1111110111 llllOUUl—25
Burgans 0111111111 1111111110 llllOOilOO—24
Andrus 1111110111 1110011111 1110101101—24
Brune 1110111111 1111011111 1110010011—24
Ohen 0101111101 1111110111 1101111010—23
Varne? 1111011111 1110011100 lllOUOlll—23
Golcher 1111001111 1011110111 HOllOlUll—23
Young ilOOUOlOO illllll 111 1110011101—22
Trombone 1100101101 1111000111 1111111101—22
Newton 1011111100 1111111011 1001011110-22
Stewart 1110111111 11111111101111001100—22
Ingalls 1011101111 0110011111 1111011000—21
Whitney 1101011000 1101111111 1101101110—21
Baker 1110111110 11110C0011 1101101011—21
Wenzell 1110011101 1111101101 100H10110—21

WilliamB 1101001010 0001111111 OOllllllll—20
Fischer 1110100110 1011111110 1011*00110—20
Anderson 1011000101 1100101111 1010111111—20
Quinton 1111101100 1000111111 10010 0011—19
Lake 0110111101 01U001101 0111000111—19
Billington 1101100110 1001101011 1001111001—18
Pringle 0011100011 1111010001 1111110010—18
McAllis 1110210101 0001101101 0011101101—18
Hall i 0110101100 1010100101 1100101111—17
Eustice 1010010011 0010101111 1011110100—17
Goodwin 1010110111 0011110100 0000010001—14
Lidstone 0001011100 0100100110 1011110000—13
Fleck 00100U0100 0000111000 1001101000— 9

The team shoot followed, the Electrics winning with a lead

of 12 birds. The score was not a remarkably good one, but

the faci should be considered that a very strong wind was
blowing across the traps, making the shooting quite difficult.

Webb of the Empires and Nauman of the Electrics were
high men with nineteen each. M. C. Allen andC. Cale offi-

ciated as jndges; J. K. Orr, referee. The score :

ELECTRIC GtTN CLUB.

Nauman 11111111110111111111—19
Lake 11101111111011111111—18
Feudner 11111111011110110111—17
Warder 11101111111011111110—17
Eug. Forster 1010111101 1111111101—16
Edg. Forster 0111111110 1110101111—15
Fanning 00111101111101111110—15
Witmore 1011110111 1101010111—15
Golcher 1011110011 1111111001—15
Slade 11010111111001110100—13

161
LINCOLN GtJN CLUE.

Bruns 1111111011 1111110111—18
Cate 1111111111 0111111111—18
Daniels 0111111110 0111111111—17
Franzen 10U011111 0111111101—16
Whitney 11111100010111110111—15
Fischer 1111101011 1010111001—14
Allen 0111111001 1100101101—13
Karney 0111100111 1110)10010—13
Weozel Olli 100111 1001100010—12
Potter 0000100000 0111011111— 9
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EMPIRE GUN CLUB,

Webb 10111111111111111111—19
Stewart OOllllllll 1011111111—17
Debenham lllllOOlll 1111111001—16
Ingalls 1110010111 1111111101—16
Williams 0011011111 1111111010—15
Varney 0111111001 0111111100—14
Burgans lllOUOlll 0101111100—14
Andrus 1010100101 1110111111—14
Billington 1111010011 lOHOlOOil—13
Baker 0111001101 1110110000—11

14y

A fifty bird match followed. Fanning won with 44, Feud-
ner Becond with 43, Webb third with 42. The score was as

follows

:

Fanning 44, Feudner 42, Nauman 41, Bruns 41, Stewart

40, Cate 40, Gulcher 39, Ingalls 39. Baker 38. Lake 38, An-
drews 38, Newton 36, Forster 34, Baum 34, Eugene Forster

32, Williams 30, Burgans 30, Young 30, Grubb 29, Fischer

29. Allen 27, Trombone 20, Klevesahl 19.

Blue Rocks at Stockton.

George P. Shaefer, the Secretary of the Gun Club annex

to the Stockton Athletic Association, and L. Paine, tied for

"The Examiner" prize in the first shoot given under the

auspices of that club on Sunday last at Goodwater Grove,

Stockton. The range is new and so are the traps, and in con-

sequence the blue-rocks were thrown hard and the scores were

not so high as might be expected on older grounds and older

traps.

The club was organized only a short time ago, and at its

first shoot the people were very kind, all the prizes being

donated. The first prize was offered by The Examiner, and
consisted of a complete set of the Encyclopedia Britannica

The rest of the prizes—and there were twenty-six of them,

beside several special prizes for special scores—were

offered by the citizens of Stockton. The contest was a handi-

cap, blue-rock shoot at fifty targets, the handicaps being

carefully made by a competent committee and ranging from
three to twenty bird*. There were thirty entries, the shoot
being open to any sportsman in San Joaquin county. Most
of the contestants are members of one of both of the local
gun clubs.

Charles Merrill (scratch) score, 43 ; David Winders
(scratch), 41 ; George Eilis (scratch) score, 40; G. Blain
(scratch) score, 38; H. Ralph (3) score, 30 ; Will Dilz (3)
score, 37

j
H. G. Bakewell (5) score, 38; A. LaDg (5) score,

41 ; Henry Loogers (5) score. 39 ; W. Jessen (10) score, 38 •

A. J. Comfort (10) score, 32 ; P. Umlauff (10) score, 37 •

George Brownfield (10) score, 43 ; L. Paine (10) score, 46-
George Dilz (10) score, 41 ; D. T. Creaner (15) score, 31 ; F.'
M. Barnett (15; score, 32

; Al Musto (15) score, 41 ; George
8chaefer (15) score, 40 ; A. L. Brittson (15) score, 40 : Carl
Salback (15) score, 36

; D. Galbraith (15) score, 25- Lep Sal-
back (20) score, 39; N. Brown (20) score, 3y ; J. Claussen
(20) score, 27.

The other contestants were D. Henderson, Al Wilbur
Fred P. Clark, H. R. McNoble and W. G. Wallace, who
withdrew before the contest was finished.
The prizes consisted of almost everything that could be

given by the merchants of Stockton, and are to be awarded
by choice, the highest taking the first choice,the second next,
and so on to the twenty-sixth. There are manv ties, and as
darkness prevented shooting them on* to-night there will
probably be found some other way of settling which shall
choose first. " The Examiner " prize, being by far the most
valuable, was considered the first, and will become the prop-
erty of either Mr. Schaefer or Mr. Paine. Beside being tied
for the first two prizes, the gentlemen named are tied for the
silver loving-cup given for the highest score, and for a barrel
of flour, given for the highest score made by a married man.

The Sacramento Tournament.

The fourteenth annual tournament of the California State

Sportsmen's Association will be held at Sacramento next
week and the signs of the times are that there will be a very
large attendance. The tournament will be held at Agricul-
tural Park, and as the State Fair will be in full swing the
attendance will unquestionably be large. The programme is

as follows

:

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

No. 1—10 blue rocks, entrance $1.50.
No. 2—20 blue rocks, entrance $2 ;

$20 added to puree.
No. 3—10 single blue rocks ana 5 pairs double, entrance

$2.50; $20 added to puree.
No. 4—Teams of 3 men each 20 blue rocks, entrance $1 a

man
; $10 added, $7.50 for best team score and $5 for best in-

dividual score.

No. 5—25 blue rocks, entrance $3 ; $20 added.
No. 6—10 blue rocks, entrance $1.50.
No. 7—15 blue rocks, entrance $ $15 added.

THURSDAY/, SEPTEMBER 5.

No. 1—10 live birds, entrance $5.
No. 2~15 live birds, entrance $10

;
$75 added.

No. 3—Fay Diamond Medal, 20 live birds, entrance $5.
All entrance money goes to the present holder.
No. 4—12 live birds, entrance $7.50 ; $50 added.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH.

No. 1. 10 live birds, entrance $5.
No. 2. 12 live birds, entrance $7.50, $50 added.
No. 3. 15 live birds, entrance $10; 4th prize, fine W.

Powell & Son shot gun, donated by W. H. Eckhardt ; 5th
prize, fine split bamboo rod, donated by Mntague City Rod
Co.; 6th price, 10-lb. drum of Dupont Smokeless powder,
donated by Baker & Hamilton.
No. 4. 12 live birds, entrance $5; 4th prize, fine split

bamboo rod, donated by E. T. Allen Co.; 5ih prize, fine
Smith & Wesson revolver, value $12.50, donated by Schan,
Ingram, Batcher & Co.; 6th prize, fine hunting coat, value
$5, donated by W. H. Eckhardt.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7TH.

No. 1, 10 live birds, entrance $5, $50 added.
No. 2. 25 live birds, entrance $10, $100 added.
No. 3. 12 live birds, entrance $7.50, $75 added.
No. 4. 10 live birds, entrance $5, $25 added.
All purses divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent, in all events

with 15 or less entries. In events with over 15 entries, 40,
30, 20 and 10 per cent. Shooting will commence at 9 a. m.
sharp, each day.

A cordial invitation is extended to all sportsmen.
For further information, address S. E. Knowles, Secretary

C. 8. S. Association, 139 Post street, San Francisco, or W. H.
Eckhardt, 523 K street, Sacramento.

Patents Relating to the Sporting: Interests.

The following list of United States Patents, relating to the
sporting interests, granted July 30th and August 6th, 1895,
is reported for the Breeder and Sportsman by James
Sangster, Patent Attoroev, Bufialo, N. Y.:

Means for automatically removing unconsumed pioducts
from gun barrels, John M. Browning, Ogden, Utah.
Loading machine, Patrick H. Hageney, Ashtabula, Ohio,

assignor of one-half to Union Iron Works Company, same
place.

Bow-facing oar, Thomas J. Murphy, Cincinnatti.

Device for handling heavv projectiles and ammunition,
TheodoreForssell, VWlejo, Cal.

Breech-loading gun, Paul B. Latrige, St. Etienne, France.
Recoil pad for guns, Jacob R. Winters. Clinton, Mo.
Pigeon trap, Jordan L. Mott, Jr., New York, N. Y.
Granted August 13th, 1895 :

Process of and apparatus for making gnnpowder, William
C. Peytoo, Santa Cruz, assignor to the California Powder
Works, San Francisco, Cal.

Tripod stand for guns, Hiram 8. Maxim, Bexley, and Louis
Silverman, Crayford, England.
Cushions for billiard or pool tables, Chas. I'assow & Sons,

Chicago, III. Essential feature, the word "Champion."
Used since May 1, 1894. (Trade mark).

The Pelican Gun Club.

J. M. Morrison won the club trophy for the season at the

regular monthly shoot of the Pelican Gun Club at their

grounds near the American River at Sacramento on Sunday
last, with a score of 19 out of a possible 20, live birds. The
score was as follows : J. M. Morrison 19, E. A. Nicholans I 8,

R. Flint 18, F. Ruhstaller Jr. 18, F. (lotobed 16, J. B. Gif-
fin 16, F. Ruhstaller Sr. IS, L. S. Upson 16, H. Gerber 14.
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DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Fred Moody, of Burlingame, has sect a commission East

for a champion collie bitch.

Mrs. W. O. Brittan has purchased of Mrs. M. A. Foster, of

England, the English pug Champion Bradford Marvel.

The Continental Field Trial Club has received 47 entries

to their inaugural All-age Stake, 20 English setters, 26 point-

ers and 1 Irish setter.

Miller A leather's well known cocker spaniel, Woodland

Bobbie, has been verv Bick with inflammation of the bowels.

At last accounts we a're pleased to say that he was on the fair

road to recovery.

Some idea of the great interest taken in dog breeding in

England may be gathered from the fact that in the English

Stock Keeper of August 9th there are just -
r
.96 advertisements

of dogs for sale and at stud.

T. J. Wattson, the well known English setter breeder, paid

his reepects to Jas. Mortimer at Hempstead Farm last week.

We have not heard the particulars, but we will guarantee

that Jas. Mortimer gave him a royal welcome.

Hugh McCracken, of the Presidio Kennels, has had very

hard luck with the Lady Comslock litter. She whelped

eight, sit dogs on the 26th to Lord Hualpa (Alton—Keep-

sake) but tbey have all since died. They were all nearly

perfectly marked.

Geo. T. Allender, the well-known trainer, was in town on

Wednesday. He reports his string in the finest possible con-

dition. Mr. Allender's kennels are admirably located, near

this city, and he has room for several more dogs, either for

training or boarding.

The coursing at Casserly's Park on September 8th and 9th

promises to briBg out a very large entry. The nomination

fee is $3. Open to all. T. J. Cronin, the manager, offers

$100, added money, in the name of the proprietors of the

Park. Jas. Wren will slip and John Grace will judge.

W. E. Bowen, the lessee of the Petaluma race track, had

his beautiful collie dog poisoned by some miscreant last

month. Mr. Bowen had offered a reward of $100 for any

information regarding the perpetrator. The dog was by

Countess Valensin's Jeannot, out of J. A. McKerron'sLady
Thornton.

We learn from Xew Zealand that a deerhound bitch, the

property of Mr. Stuckey, near Wodonga (Tasmania), has had

in one litter the unusual and very astonishing number of 23

poppies, all alive. Six months previously she contributed

16 to the State; 39 in twelve months is a fair record for the

average rabbit.

Kennel News says that ' The far Western exhibitors are

still in that condition of novitiate, when prize money cuts no
figure with the glory of winning and the possession of a rib-

bon ; at least so we are led to suppose." Kennel News iB

right in a measure, but we notice the exhibitors, as a class,

show the most dogs when the most money is offered, and call

around very promptly for their cash.

Chow Ohow Standard.

The latest adcilion to the list of specialist clubs in the Brit-

ish Isles is one formed to look after the interests of the Chow
Chow, a native of the Celestial Empire, and a dog whose

popularity has increased very much of late across the water.

The following description has been adopted by the club :

Head.—Skull flat and broad, with little stop, well filled

out under the eyes.

Muzzle.—Moderate in length, and broad from the eyes to

the point (not pointed at the end like a fox).

Nose.— Black, large and wide (In cream or light-colored
specimens a light nose is allowable)

.

Tongue.— Black.
Eyes.—Dark and small. (In a blue dog light color is per-

missible).

Ears.—Small, pointed and carried stillly erect. They
should be placed well forward over the eyes, which gives the
dog the peculiar characteristic expression of the breed, viz.,

a sort of scowl.

Teeth.—Strong and level.

Neck.—Strong, fall, set well on the shoulders, and slightly
arched.

Shoulders.—Muscular and sloping.
Cheet.— Broad and deep.
Back.—Short, straight and strong.
I-zoins.— Powerful.
Tail.—Curled tightly over the back.
Forelegs.— Perfectly straight, of moderate length, and with

great bone.

Hindlegs.—Same as forelegs, muscular and with hocks
well let down.

Feet.—Small, round and cat-like, standing well on the
toes.

Coat.—Abundant, dense, straight, and rather coarse in
texture, with a soft, woolly undercoat.

Color.—Whole-colored black, red, yellow, blue, white, etc.,
not in patches (the under part of tail and back of tbighe
frequently of a lighter color).

General Appearance.—A lively, compacl, short coupled
dog, well knit in frame, with tail curled well over the back,

DUqotlifylng Polnta.—Drop ears, red tongue, tail not
COrlad over the back, white spotaon coat and red nose, ex-
- pi :n yellow or while specimens.

Bl Hi Chows arc governed by the same scale of points,
except that the coat is smooth.— Pk-lct.

The Cooker Spaniel Roan.

Oakland, August 27, 1895.

EniTou Bbeidkb am> Sportsman :—Mr. W. L. Prather,

Jr. of the Pafltlme Cocker Kennels, found my cocker spaniel

ill. S. last evening on the street. She was following

agon man and his wife. The lady said her father got Reah
somewhere in the city. Mr. Prather telephoned me and I

went down with him to the address which these parlies gave,

and after satisfactory proof they gave up the dog. They had

had her about four weeks, and when she followed the old

gentleman home she was poor, and looked as though she had

been abused and starved. These people had taken the best of

care of her, so she looked like herself. It is needless to say

that I feel thankful to Mr. Prather.

Yours sincerely, C. M. Selfbidqe.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales. Whelps and Names Claimed published In this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

Balph Marshall's (Berkeley, Cal.) R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Ouida to J. G. Barker's California Bernardo (Duke of Wel-

lington—Tomah) August 24 and 26.

Glenmore Kennels' (West Berkeley, Cal.) Irish Setter

bitch Belle Baya (Sagax Tearaway—Elcho's Maid) to M. D.

Garratt's Glenmore Sultan 24,912 (Finglas—Lady Josie)

August 26.
SALES.

M. D. Walter, Gait, has sold the English setter bitch Zell

K. (Lee R—Belle Gladstone) to Dr. C. D. Wilson, Elko

Nevada.
WHELPS.

W. deB. Lopez's (PleaBanton, Cal.) collie bitch Sheppy 8

—6 dogs— to same owner's Laddie (Heather Sandy—Orms-

kirk Girl) August 20

ROD-
The Work of the Commission.

All records were completely overshadowed by the State

Fish Commission in the matter of hatching and planting cut-

throat or Tahoe trout (Salmo Mykiss) this season. The work

of distribution is not completed, and will not be until about

the 10th of September, although it was begun June 18, says

the Call.

Since the work of planting the streams of California be-

gan in 1871 up to and including 1894 there have been dis-

tributed 6,141,000 fry of the rainbow trout, 6,250,950 of the

cutthroat variety and 1,228,000 of what are known as East-

ern brook trout.

This season there have been hatched at the Tahoe and

Sisson hatcheries, both of which have only been in operation

seven years, the enormous number of 4,275,000 cutthroat

trout, and of this number all but 200,000 have been or will

be planted in the streams of California.

The 200,000 that have left the State were presented to the

United States Fish Commission as a compliment to that body,

and were used to stock the streams of Wyoming and South
Dakota.
Of the 4,075,000 fry remaining for distribution in this

State there were planted in Mendocino County,in the streams
tributary to Russian River, 125,000; in Sonoma County, both
forks of Austin Creek, Sonoma Creek, Dry Creek, Russian
River, 100,000 ; Marin County, Paper-mill and Lagunitas
creekB. 25,000, and 25,000 more are to be planted in the

streams of this county; Lake County, Clear and Blue lakes,

25,000, and 25,000 more to be planted; Napa county, Recter
and Napa rivers, 50,000 ; San Mateo, San Gregorio Creek,

25,000; Santa Clara, Uvas, Llagas and other creeks, 50,000,
and 50,000 more to be planted; Fresno, San Joaquin and
Kings rivers and their tributaries, 150,000; Tulare, Tule and
Kings rivers, 50,000; Kern,Kern River, 50,000; Los Angeles,

Santa Ana and San Gabriel rivers, 100,000; San Bernardiuo,
Santa Ana River, 50,000; San Diego, San Ysabel River, 50,-

000; Riverside, Elsinore River, 25,000; Nevada, Donner
Lake and Truckee Rive/, 350,000; Sierra, Independence and
Webber Lake, 250,000, the last 25,000 having been planted
vesterday; Placer, American River and tributaries, 100,000

;

Tehama, Antelope Creek, 25,000; Colusa, Stoney Creek, 25,-

000; Siskiyou, McCloud River and Butte Creek, 25,000, and
25,000 more to be planted ; Lake Tahoe, 1,500,000 ; Sacra-
mento River and tributaries,150,000, and 150,000 more to be
planted ; Yosemite National Park, Merced River and tribu-

taries, 500,000.

In the matter of replenishing the streams with a most de-

sirable game and food fish science comes to the aid of nature
from the time that the fish are ripe until the fry have
reached a size of trom Ik to 2 inches. A description of how
these 4,000,000 odd trout were obtained and cared for until

distributed will give a comprehensive idea of the general
process of artificial piscatorial propagation.

All the eggs from which these bah were hatched were ob-
tained from Lake Tahoe. The parent fish were caught at

the mouths of Taylor and Blackwood creeks, seines being
used at the former hnd traps at the latter. The work of cap-
turing them began on the 15th of April and continued until

the 20th of June, the period during which the trout leave
the lake to run up the creeks to spawn.
As the fish are caught the males and females are separated

and placed iu different tanks, which are fastened alongside
the spawning scow. The ripe females are stripped of their
eggs by a light pressure along their <iides, and the males are
similarly operated upon for the expulsion of their milts. The
fertilization of the eggs is then accomplished by mixing the
eggs and milts in a pan containing no water. While in the
ordinary course of nature but 5 per cent of the eggs are fer-

tilized, by the artificial method the remarkable result is ob-
tained of 98 per cent of the eggs being made productive.
Should a fish prove to be unripe it is put into a special

tank and operated upon until the desired result is obtained.
Despite the handling that the parent fish are thus made to

undergo the loss is but one-half per cent of the total capture.
All the eggs as rapidly as they are fertilized are removed

to the hatchery at Tahoe City, where they are placed in
wire baskets, the meshes of which are just too small to allow
the eggs to drop through into the troughs of running water in

which the baskets are submerged. But as soon as the outer
shell of the egg breaks, which occurs in from fifty to sixty
days, according to the temperature of the water, the embryo
tiBh, which are now known as alveus, drop into the trough.
Before the eggs break at all two small black specks—which
ultimately become the eyes—appearand the eggs are then
said to be "eyed."
They remain alveus from ten to fifteen days, according to

the temperature and then begin to swim. At this stage the
term fry is properly applied to them. The fry do not begin
to feed until they are eight days old. They are at first given
sweet curds and later this food is alternated with raw liver and

meat finely ground. At first they show great timidity w
the food is placed in the water, but they Boon get to learn
any foreign substance placed in their home is for thei
feed upon, and they then display a voracious appe
Distribution begins after the fry are about fifteen days ol

Of the 4,275,000 eggs originally placed in the Tj
hatchery 2,500,000 were shipped to the Sisson hatchery (

they had become eyed. The greatest care is exercised in

transportation of the partly developed eggs, especially
signed cases, measuring two feet each way, being used.
these eggs have been successfully shipped to France an
Australia. Each case holds about 120,000 eggs.

The fry are transported in twenty- gallon cans, each hi

ing from 5,000 to 7,000 fish, and during transportation req
the constant care of an attendant, whose duty it is to a*

the water by raising a dipperful from each can every s<

minutes and allowing :
t to flow back into the can. In mal

the trip from Sissons to Fosters, in San Diego county, R
Requa. the shipper, was forced to go without sleep for &

hours in order to properly perform his duties and ensure
arrival of his fish in good condition. On one occasion \\

Shelby (now superintendent of the Sisson hatchery),
ing a consignment of fry to San Bernardino county
forced to remain awake and active for seventy consect
hours.

A World's Fly Casting Record.

The Chicago Fly Casting Club held its regular fortni

medal contests last Saturday afteraoon in North Ga
Park, Chicago, and a genuine surprise was sprung o
members by Mr. B. W. Goodsell, who made a world's
distance fly casting record for an 8\ ounce; 10$ foot r<

foot leader, one fly, of 101 feet. As Mr. Goodsell left

Tuesday night for the triennial conclave of Knights T«
lar at Boston, he was allowed three re-entries, scoria;

spectively 95, 100 and 95 feet. The casting was remark
in that Mr. Uoodsell was standing on the shore, a 1

stretching back of him in the grass of which his fly w
have certainly caught had it touched the ground on the I

cast. The world's long distance by casting record, for

weight rod, is 1:02£ feet, which was made by R. C. Leo
at Central Psrk, New York, several years ago, but he
a heavier and longer rod, and the casting was done frc

raised platform.

The Chicago Fly Casting Club now holds two wo
records, viz , single-handed long distance fly casting, 8$ ol

IOj foot rod, 9 foot leader, one fly, standing on shore,
feet, made by Mr. B. W. Goodsell, Saturday, August 17.

at Garfield Park ; and single handed distance and aeon

bait casting, half ounce weight, court 30x200|feet, 16*

feet, average of five casts, made by Secretary F. B. Davit
Saturday, August 23, 1S94, at Garfield Park.
The attendance of members and visitors was large, ai

the interested spectators being several from St. Louis,
Lafayette, Ind., Cincinnati, O., and Milwaukee, Wis.
E of Lafayette was on his way to Colorado, where I

going for trout, and he stopped over purposely to see
learn how to cast a fly. He was kindly taken in hand h

members, who loaned him a rod, and, after watching the I
tests for a while, he went to one end of the lagoon and!
soon putting his fly where he wanted it and in apprfl
manner, and when he left he was profuse in his thantfl
the attention shown him and he declared that the ex perB
of that afternoon would make his trouting trip enjoyablfl
not knowing beforehand how to cast a fly properly; andl
the good work of the Chicago Fly Casting Club goei

Applications were received for four new members, anc

club is stronger and more enthusiastic than ever. Prea
Strell has devised a floating target for bait casting in

water, and during October, after the regular season's co»

are over, it will be put to practical use, and bait castir

the lawn will be dispensed with.

Following are the scores in the different events
Distance and Accuracy Fly Casting: C. T. Essig, 9

per cent, winning medal; J. M. Clark 94 1-3 per cent, I

Goodsell 94 13 per cent, C. A. Lippincott 94 2 3 per
G. W. Strell i-3 2-3 per cent, F. B. Davidson 87 1-3 per
F.N. Peet 88 per cent.

Dry Fly Casting : F. B. Davidson 97 2-3 per cent, wii

medal ; C. T. Essig 95 per cent, B. W. Goodsell 92 I
aent, G. W. Strell 90 2-2 per cent, J. M. Clark, 86 1-

cent, F. N. Peet, 88 per cent, C. A. Lippincott 83 2-,

cent.

Long Distance Fly Casting: B. W. Goodsell 101 fei

entries 95, 100 and 95 feet; C. T. Essig 85 feet. F. N.
72 feet, F. B. Davidson 71 feet, J. M. Clark 67 feet, G
Strell 65 feet, C. A. Lippincott 65 feet.

Bait casting, distance and accuracy medal vas won I

N. Peet with an average of 99 feet, five casts.—Ame
Field.

Mr. La Forg caught an 8-pound rainbow trout at Bot

Wednesday last. This is said to be the largest trout

caught in the Truckee at that point. H. E. Skinner,
T. Allen Co., received a trout of nearly that weight on 1
day from Jas. McDonald, the hotelkeeper at Boca, ai

imagine that this was the same fish. It was a beauty at

rived in fine condition. J. H. Sammi also received a

box of trout from the same source by the same train.

W. J. Golcher, Ed Bosqui, M. C. Allen and H. H.
returned from the Van Dusen on Monday. They J
most excellent sport. They caught great numbers of trl

medium size, but the big fellows took flies, leaders ancT

and left for parts unknown. Bosqui and Golcher took!
days' tramp by themselves and killed four deer, two five'

bucks and two small ones.

M. J. Geary and Donald McCrae returned from J

Monday. Tbey caught their share of trout, but repi

fair success with the fly. The spoon accounted for nl
the big fish.

^
Clabrougb, Golcher .& Co. have issued a new catalol

their guns, ammunition and sporting goods. It is very f
printed and contains descriptions and prices of about '

tiling that the sportsman ever conceived of.

-o-

E. T. Allen received a nice box of trout from E. Ho'l

first of the week. They were caught at Lake Tahoe.

The run of salmon in the Sacramento river this sei r

unusually heavy.

Grilse and striped bass are being caught in great Dt

at Pescadero.
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jaugural Meeting, Beginning November 1, 1895.

UNGLESIDESTAKES-For two-year-old fit-

The association to guarantee the value of the
H .500 to the first, S250 to tbesecond and S100 to

lird horse. Entrance S10 each, to accompany
nuinaliiii: S25 additional to start. Awinnerof
ake races of tbe value of SI. 500, or one of the
of §2,500, to carry live pounds penalty ; non-
lrs of a race of the value of S700 allowed five

Is ; maideDS allowed ten pounds ; if beaten
more times, fifteen pounds. Five and one-

irlongs.

S HOBART STAKES—For two-year-olds. The
ation to guarantee the value of the race. 81,500
first, $250 to the second and 5100 to the third
Entrance S10 each, to accompany the nomi-

; $25 additional to start. Penalty and al-

oes. Six furlongs.

5 UAGGiy STAKES—For two-year-olds. The
jtion to guarantee the valueof the race. 81,500

first, 8250 to the second aud 5100 to the third
Entrance S10 each . to accompany the nom-

n; S25 additional to start. Penalties and al-

as. Seven furlongs.

. GOVERNOR BUDD STAKES — A selling
stakes for all ages. The association to guar-
tbe value of the race, $1,500 to the first, $250
second and $100 to third horse. Entrance $10
o accompany the nomination; 525 additional
t. The winner to be sold at auction for $3,000;

red to be sold for less, 1 lb. allowed for each
52,000, and 3 lbs. for $200 less to $1,000

ra to be named and selling price stated through
ltry box the evening preceding the race.
2 horses not liable to claim. One mile and a

Stakes to Close September 16, 1895.
THE 'HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION STAKES-

A handicap for two-year-olds. The association to
guarantee the value of tbe race, $1,500 to the first,

$300 to tbe second and $200 to the third horse. En-
trance SlOeach, to accompany the nomination; $25
to start. Weights to appear five days before the race.
Seven furlongs.

THE PALACE HOTEL STAKES—For three-year-
olds. The association to guarantee the value of tbe
race, 51,500 to the first, $300 to the second and 8100 to
the third horse. Entrance 810 each, to accompany the
nomination; $25 additional to start. A winner this
year of three or more Btakes of any value, or of one
of the value of $3,000 to carry three pounds penalty;
non-winners this year of a stake, or of two races of
any value allowed five pounds; of three races, ten
pounds; non-winners in 1895 allowed seventeen
pounds. One and one-eighth miles.

THE BALDWIN HOTEL STAKES — A sweep-
stakes for all ages. The association to guarantee
the value of the race, 91,.500 the first, $300 to the
second and 5100 to tbe third horse. Entrance $10
each, to accompany the nomination; $25 additional
to start. Two-year-olds to carry 5 lbs. penalty. Non-
winners in 1895, if three-year-oIdB or upward, of a
race of the value of 51.000, allowed 4 lbs ; of 5700, 7
lbs.: of $400, 12 lbs. Sis furlongs.

THE SPRECKELS STAKES—A handicap sweep-
stakes for three-year-olds and upward. The associ-
ation to guarantee the valueof the race, $5,000 to
the first, 8500 to the second, 8300 to the third and
$200 to the fourth horse. Entrance 315 each to ac-
company the nomination; 5100 additional to start.
Weights to appear ten days before the race. Four
miles.

THE PALO ALTO STAKES-A selling sweepstakes
for three-year-oids and upward. The association to
guarantee the valueof the race, Si.'iOO to the first
$2o0 to the second and $100 to the third horse. En-
trance $10 each, to accompany the nomination; 825
additional to start. The winner to be sold at auction
for 83.000; if entered to be sold for less, 3 lbs. al-
lowed for each $500 to 81,500, and 3 lbs. for each
S200 less to 5900. Starters to be named and selling
price stated through the entry-box the evening pre-
ceding the race. Beaten horses not liable to claim.
One mile.

THE ORMONDE STAKES-A sweepstakes for
three-year-olds and upward. The association to
guarantee the value of the race, S2..500 to the first,
$300 to the second and 8200 to the third horse. En-
trance 810 each to accompany the nomination

; 550
additional to start. Weights 15 lbs. below the scale.
Non-winners this vear of $1,500 allowed 4 lbs • of
81,000, 8 lbs.; of 8500, 14 lbs. Three miles.

THE CROCKER STAKES—A selling sweepstakes
for three-year-olds and upwaid. The association to
guarantee the value of the race, $2,000 to the first
5350 to the second and $150 to the third horse. En-
trance $10 each to accompany the nomination- 525
additional to start. The winner to be sold at auc-
tion for $3,000; if entered to be sold for less 4 lbs
allowed for each $500 to 52,000, and 3 lbs. for each
$200 less to $1,000. Starters to be named and selling
price stated through the entry box the evening pre-
ceding the race. Beaten horses not liable to claim.
Two and one-half miles.

THE GENERAL ARTHUR CIGAR STAKES—

A

handicap sweepstakes for three-year-olds and up-
ward. Tbe association to guarantee the value of

S™? c
?*

S1
'^°i

otheIir8t
-

S-5U l0 lne second andMOO to the third horse. Entrance 810 each to ac-company (Denomination; $25 additional to start
Weights to appear live days before the race. Ac-
ceptances to be made through the entry box the
day before the race. One mile and a sixteenth

THE CALIFORNIA STAKE3-A handicap hur-
dle race tor three-year-olds and upwards. Tbe asso-
ciation to guarantee the value of the race $1 200 to
the first, $200 to the second and 8100 to the third
horse. Entrance 810 each to accompany the nom-
ination; $2i additional to start. Weights to appear
tn ree days before tbe day set for the race. Four or
more horses, the property of entirely different in-
terests, to start, or the race may be declared offTwo miles, over eight hurdles.

THE ULLMAN STEEPLECHASE-A handicap
steeplechase for three year-olds and upwards. The
association to guarantee the value of the race
51,500 to the first, $250 to the second and $100 fro the
third horse. Entrance $10 each to accompany the
nomination; 525 additional to start. Weights to ap-
pear three days prior to the day set for the race
Four or more horses, the property of entirely differ-
ent interests, to start, or the race maybe declared
off. Full course.

ireemen wishing stabling reserved will please send their applications at au early date, stating number of stalls required. Entry blanks will be forwarded on recelDt of aDnlicatinn iririrpw nr.mm.n™ „.,^i „« ~
alions lo the Secretary, Hoom 4i, Palace Hotel. San FraDciaco, Cal. *^ uuira uuiumauons aua au com-

S. LEAKE, SECRETARY. A . B . SPRECKELS, PRESIDENT.

State Fair Programme.

Ilowing is the programme of races to be trotted and

1 during the meeting at the State Fair. There may be

changes or corrections, bnt we have published the full

i sent to Secretary Edwin T. Smith, as well as the con-

is governing same. As will he noticed, there is to be no

or the 2:13 class pacers on Tuesday, September 10th :

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2d.

udent stake—Final payments made on tbe following:

ica, Cressida, Iran Alto, Silver King, Our Seth, La

ing purse, $800; 2:25 class. Closed August 1st. Horses
ag a record of 2:16, or better, o'c or before August 24th,

receive a return of entrance money, and shall be bar-

om starting in this race, hut may re enter August 24th,

Ian classes where eligible.

|:ing—2:25 class— Dicta tus, Don Fallis, Dan N., Little

!i Pansy, Birdroe, Prince C, Babe Marion, Alco, Wel-
Chief Moor, Euby M., Trifle, Jay, Senator, Lynette.

itting purse, $1,000 ; 2:22 class. Closed AugUBt 24th
(in Bury, Maud H., Director Prince, Montana, Hera,

,
Knight, Stella, Tilton B.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

I o-year-old trotting stake. Closed March 16—Palita,

Site, Mona, Waltham, Don Roberto, Eose Drop (June
I, J. V. Bennetts, Morengo, Eosie Woodburn, Eoyal
!bt. Uproar, Portland Jr., Jummye.
itting, purse $1,000; 2:25 class.—To close August 1st.

Id making a record of 2:17 or better, on or before Au-
124th, are to receive a return of entrance money, and
i be barred from starting in this race, but may re-enter

1st 24th, in open classes where eligible. Mojave, Letter
actor Puff, Xative State, Ethel Downs, Rex Oifford,

rC.

| itting, 2:40 class—Charivari, Fannie C, Our LuckVj
i , Mariposa, Bonnie Ben, Dion, Stamboulette, Theresa
I wood, Coal Dust.

"WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

Iree-year-old, trotting staEe. Closed March 16th—Miss
: e, 2:41 1, Johnnie Trouble, Sidney Howard, Cressida,
i Osborne, Corrine Neilson, Harry Marvin, Carrie C.

I Ming, purse $1,000, 2:17 class—Bruno, Hamrock, flilla-

t Stranger, Margaret Worth, Paloma Prince, Thompson,
l:e Dexter, McZeui, Nellie W.,Lady O., Myrtle Thome.
I sing, purse $1,000, 2:15 class—Edna R., Del Norte,
1, Touchet, Phenol, Ketchum, Pathmont, Hanford
>im, Brilliantine.

!

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

tling, purse $800, free for all four-year-olds.—John
, . Visalia, McZeus, Nellie W., Ravenscroft.
! >tting,purse$l,000, 2:14 class.—Bruno, Zombro, Maria
i oodle, George Dexter, lago, Stam B.
(itting, purse $800, 2:27 class. To close August 1st.

I is making a record of 2:20 or better on or before Au-
}!4lh are to receive a return of entrance money, and shall
rred from starting in this race, but may re-enter Au-

[
4th, in open classes where eligible.

[ittiDg, 2:27 class.—Charivari, Potrero, Dr. Puff, Silver
• Oar Lucky, Anity, Jasper Paulson, Bonnie Ben, Lady
II Maria P., Edwina, Columbus S.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

ific Stake for Two year olds.—Jennie Mc, Vortex,
label, William Harold, Agitato, Prince Bismarck.
) society has declared off the free-for-all pace as hereto-

' nnounced, and offered a new purse of $1,500, entries to
1

1 will close at noon on Tuesday next. There must be at

I
ive starters.

!
'Uing, purse $800. Two-mile heals (for horses eligible

I 2:25 class).—Letter B., Peter W., Bonnie Ben, Gil-
1 :k, Ethel Downs, Flora G.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.

;

ree-year-old pacing stake. Closed March 16—Roan

Wilkes, Capt. Hackett, Ed Lafferty, Babe Marion, Javelin,
Carmelita.

Trotting, purse $1,000, 2:20 class—Native State, Chico,
Rex Gifford, Columbus S., Prince Ira,PaIermo,Lady Thorn-
hill, Bay Eum, Irene Crocker, Lucky B,, Escort, Jennie
June.

Pacing, purse $1,000, 2:19 class. To close August 1st.

Horses making a record of 2:14, or better.on or before August
24th, are to receive a return of entrance money, and shall be
barred from starting in this race, but may re-enter August
24th, in open classes where eligible. DictatUB, Hal Corbett,

Birdroe. Ella W., Prince Nutwood, Gertrude G., Eego, Ruby
M., Flora B., Falrose, Loupe.

The New Track In Mexico.

Mr. 8. B. Whitehtad has just returned from a trip to tbe

City of Mexico and reporis that the outlook for a first-class

race meeting in the Mexican capital is excellent. Colonel

R. C. Pate, who is well known in California and among the

racing fraternity throughout the United States, has nearly

completed his new track and expects to have it open about

October 1st. It is located within twenty minutes' ride from

the center of the city, and is accessible by street car lines

which pass the gates. The buildings erected are modern, sub-

stantial and handsome, and the track is first-class in every

respect.

The reason the Colonel was not more fortunate in his other
venture was on account of his track being located so far from
the city, it taking too long to drive to it or to reach it by the

car lines. That his new venture will be a success is assured,

as be has the hearty support and co-operation of the best

citizens and those interested in racing; much enthusiasm be-

ing expressed over the prospects of having a first-class race

meeting in Mexico. The Colonel has been promised high-

class horses from all over the United States, and the pros-

pects are excellent that many good stables of race horses will

spend the winter in that salubrious climate. In case tbe at-

tendance warrants it. it is his intention to light the track

with electricity and have racing in the evening; tbe nights in

that country being warm and the weather delightful through-
out the year. Col. Pate, during his stay in Mexico, has made
himself very popular and will have the support of the influ-

ential citizens and officials, all of whom will aid him in mak-
ing his meeting a success in every particular. He is a liberal-

minded man and it is his intention to give generous purses,

and run his meeting on the "broad-gauge
1

' principle. The
residents of the City of Mexico are a sport-loving people,

and its vast floating population is composed of wealthy visi-

tors from all parts of the world, and the Colonel's race

track is sure to receive the support in the way of attendance

that it deserves.

Mr, Whitehead says that business 'appears to be good in

Mexico, that the people have plenty of money and plenty of

leisure in which to spend it. He is very much pleased with

his trip, and thinks that the City of Mexico may become a

great market for our thoroughbred horses and one of the

racing centers of the world. He is negotiating with Col.

Pate to secure the betting privilege for the meeting.

Bids For Privileges.

Bids ior the following privileges at the race irack at
Satiuas city during the week Sepu-mber 30th to October
.iili iDt.usive, will be received by the undersigned up to
•2:30 o'clock p.m. Tuesday, September 17. 1895-

BAR PRIVILEGE,
POOL PKIVILBGE.
FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY PRIVILEGE

All bids to be accompanied with a certified check of"
ten per cent of amount bid, payable to the order of r
D.Carr. President
Bids to be opened at meetingof B ard of Directors

to be held on said 17th day of Septemher, 1895
Dir ctors reserve the right to reject any and all hidsMark envelope containing bids on tbe outside "Rids''

and address to

Ji\0. J. KELLy
Secretary Agricultural Association

S^'nas, Cal

The Buffalo Meeting.

The races are over and the army of campaigners have
folded their tents and moved onward. The entertainmtnt

from a racing standpoint was up to the blue, but the attend-

ance was far below expectations. It was argued in legisla-

tive halls all winter :
" Do away with the pool-box element

and society will turn out at the races—people who are church

inclined but love outdoor sport." Where were they the past
two weeks ? Hunting for passes or waiting for ladies' day 1

This is the truth. While there was speculation, it was
meagre and the association reaped no benefits from privileges.
The betting ring and quarterBtretch were practically vacant.
People flocked into the grand-stand and sat there. They
would not come down to buy a winner or a drink of lemon-
ade I There was no enthusiasm over the finishes, grand as
were many. The special attractions were varied and good.
We had Corbett and Fitzsimmons the last two days and they
captured the folks. Nobody will claim either to be any bet-
ter, morally, than a pool-seller, still people loudest in" their
condemnation of the latter last winter occupied front seats

to see the former spar with their partners for fun and punch
the sandbags. Consistency, thou art a jewel ! The Messrs.
Hamlin did not declare the meeting of] because their locker
was not satisfactorily filled, hut carried out the entertainment
to the letter to satisfy the public. Did the public appreciate
it? The experiment has been tried faithfully and the hand-
writing on the wall reads: " Impossible to conduct a meet-
ing successfully without pool-selling." It cannot be done.
The mayor of a city who comes out boldly for an association
in this State and savs, in the language of the Dallas, Tex ,

king-pin :
" Everything goes within bounds of reason," will

strike the sympathetic cord of public opinion and stand a
rattling good chance for being the next President of the so-

called Land of the Free.—Horse Keview.

Name Your Horse in Time.

Pneumatic "Wheels

New and second hand for sale at low prices for tbe next

thirty days. Address Scott Sons, Cadiz, Ohio. *

W. A. Skinner, Spotswood, N. Y., writes: I have used

Absorbine and am pleased with the results.

Amasa Pratt, Ord., Neb., writes: The trial bottle of Ab-
sorbine you sent me works like magic.

Miss A. A. Marks, Sound Beach, Conn., writes: Am very

much pleased with Absorbine.

York (England), August 28—Sir R. Jardine's Llantony,

by Ormonde, out of Alice Bentinck, won tbe great Ebor

handicap to-day, Dumbarton was second and Boxer third.

Horses must be named in the nomination purses for the

trotting meeting of the California Jockey Club not later

than Monday, September 2d—the 1st falls on Sunday. Those
who made entries should bear in mind tbe fact that they are

liable whether they name a horse or not, and in case the
horse they intended to name is not eligible through having
made a faster record, they Bhould either dispose of their en-
try to some one who has a horse that is eligible or secure an-
other horse. Those who failed to make entries should put in
an application to purchase one and name their horses with
application within the time specified.

Iran Alto, a bay colt by Palo Alto out of Elaine, 2:20,

by Messenger Duroc, got a record of 2:29' at Woodland on
Tuesday last. Iran Alto is a brother to Palatine, 2:1S, and
is owned by the Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, Cal.

Entries to the Hollister races close next Monday, Sep-
tember 2d. See advertisement.
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James L, i winner at the Blue Ribbon

meeiinj! M Detroit, is by that sire of extreme
|

speed, Deiter Prince. Two or three veare

•go it was 100 to 1 that he would never con-

test on the erand circuit. He was bred by

Senator Langford, near Stockton, and in some

respects is a record breaker. At a meetiog

held at Lodi one day James L. won a quarter

of a mile running race in 0:27, and later in the

day captured a trotting race, taking a record
|

of 2:36. Tom Keating purchased James L.
j

for a mere song, and allerward presented him I

to Al Smith, his foreman. Smith tried to start

him a butcher's race at the Bay District track,

but the judges threw out his entry, and James

L, was afterward died "the butcher" horse.

He was taken on the Montana circuit, but

became sick and was sent back to Holly's

ranch to recuperate. He wasquiet and gentle,

and was frequently driven to \ allejoand back

by Mis» Lena Holly. The following year

James L. was again taken to Montana, and

won no less than nine straight races, and was

then sold to an Eastern owner for $1,000. He
is one of the stars on the grand circuit this

Te,r -

? Frank B.Fogg, of Nashville, Tenn., owner

of the Melrose Stock Farm, which adjoins

Belle Meade, is sojourning in this city. He
is the owner of Thore, one of the choicest

horses bred by L. J. Rose, being by Alcazar,

out of Lady Mackey, by Silverthreads.

Got Kohl Jb., by Guy Kohl, he by Guy
Wilkes, out of Mamie Kohl, by Steinway, took

a record of 2:23 at Glens Falls, N. Y. As the

other heats were about nine seconds slower,

the 2:23 looks queer in tbe summary.

Hone Ow»«r« Si»c»«al<» 1"jry

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by I. E.
Gombault
ex-Veter!*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

Government

Bud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impmaihle to product any tear or blemish. The Safe**

br«i BLISTER evented. Takes the place of all linl-

t i i'n|:J or furvt-re action. Uemovci allBucehe*
or llRiul.bc* from Hor»e« or Cattle.

.«» a HUMAN REMEDY, for RrjenmatUak,
Fpmins Sere 1 hroai, t'.c., it Is invaluable.

Uir PIIIDIUTTC that one tablespoonfnl of
Ilk uUAnANItc CAUSTIC BALSAM -i^i

fir- •in*"* more actual results thai* a whole bottle of.

auy Liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.

Et*tv boule of Caustic Balsam sold is Warren.
ted i" kTiTesatJs/acu-.M. 1' ice g | .50 P*r bottle, Sold
by I'rusrjt'St*, or sent by express, charge* pnia\, with full

rjirrctlon* for its uw. Send for descriptive circulan,
.I.:-, etc, A.idrwa i

TilK Lawiikntk-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

$17,500 in Purses
(For Trollem, Pacer* and Runners)

The great Fall meeting of the District Agricul-
tural Association, No. 6, to be held at

LosAngeles
OCTOBER 2lst to 26th, INCLUSIVE.

No money required at the time entries are made.

entries to Close Sept. 14. 1895.

The Los ADgeles ir*ck is om* Ol the SAFEST
and PA8TISST inCalilomia.

Rnce No,
Rare No.
Race No.
Race \o.
Race So.
Race No,
Race .\u.

LIST OF EVENTS.

TROTTING.
1—2:40 Class, all ages- $ 600
2-2:30 Cla-8, all anes- 700
3—2:25 Class, all age*- 800
4—2:20 Class, all ages- 800
3—2:17 Class, all ages. 1,000
7 — Fret-- For-A II 1 ,»00
13—TIiree-Year-Olds '.open) ... 600

hare \o. 18— (ienilemen's Road Rare
(district)- JOO

PACING.
RaceXo. 8-2:23 Class, all ages. g 70O
Race .No. 9—2:17 Class, all ages 800
Race .to. l©-Free-For-All 1.500
Race No. 15— Three - Year - Olds open

Directly barred- 600

In above purses hordes to be named with entry.
Nominators will be held for 5 per cent- when entry is

made, September 14. 1S95. when horses will be eligible

to start. Five per cent, additional of the amount of
the purse will be deducted from each money won.

RUNNING EACES.
Race Xo. 19—Los Angeles Derby; 1 mile;

added $200
Race .No. 20-Maiden Plate; 4 1-2 fur-

longs : added 150
Race Xo. 21— Selling Race for all ages;

5 furlong*: pnrse 250
Race Xo. 22—A sweepstakes for 2-year-

olds; 5-8 mile; added- 2DO
Race Xo 23—A handicap for all ages ; 7-8

mile; pnrse- 300
Race Xo. 24—The Citrns Belt handicap;

5 1-2 furlongs; purse
Race Xo. 25—Free sellinerace; 3-4 mile;

purse -

RaceXo. 26—The Junior Handicap, for 2-

y ear-old* : 3-4 mile; parse
RaceXo. 27-Agriculiural Park -take:

1 l-Smil*-; added -.._

For programme and conditions write to

500

200

3O0

200

Capl. J. C. XKWTOX,
President.

M. F. BROWN.
Secretary.

CLOSING-OUT SALE
OF THE

Choice Trotting Stock
Belonging to A. HKH.BRON A HRO.

.

consisting of

Standard-Bred Brood-
mares, Colts and Fillies

I'.v the monl fa»hlon»ble sire, and out of
,plendli]!y bred mtra.

BALK WILL TAKB PLACE AT

Agricultural Park, Sacramento,

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. lltb

I lot atalogiiea.

KHAAP &CO., Auctioneers
30 Mi.iiltinmnv BtTMl, Han FraucUco.

FOR SALE.

Hollistef Races,

San Benito County Agricultoral Association,

District Xo. 33.

FROM OCTOBER 7th to 12th, INCLUSIVE.

The following races, heretofore advertised to

close August 15th, have been declared un-

filled, and left open for

Entries to Close Sept. 2, 1895.

Race No. 3—2:?7 Class, trotting.free for all.. Puree f 400

ZOO

«0

DR. E. W. BOVETT'S
SPECIFIC FOR

Cracked Heels

and Scratches.
It will also cure all Sores, Wounds. Boot Chafes,

Rope Barns and Urease Heel without leaving a
CALLors.and will always remove a Callous when
caused from a wound.

It removes all Soreness with a few applications, and
is the only remedy Known that will heal a Cracked
Het-l and leave tbe skin soft and pliable.
The great horseman, Monroe Salisbury, says: "I

have used it on ALIX i Queen of the Turf), and
DIRECTLY (two and three-year-old champion pacer),
for Cracked He»ls and find that it removes tbe sore-

li the tlrst application and the heel is soon soft
aud pliable, without any callous remaioiog."

T. \V. Raymond, owner and driver ol KLAMATH,
t£B)f,s&9a: "Have been trying lo cute K'amath's
Cracked Heels for eleht years,und this Is the first rem-
edy I have ever found that did the business."
Many horses are unsteady and refuse to extend

themselves, simply because their heels are sore and
tender.
Price, IMM per bottle; six bottles, $5.00. Delivered

anywhere in the U S. and Canada at V* cents per bot-
tle, with reduction for each additional bottle.

BRUXSOX A BOVETT, Denver, Col.
rhrbkncib:

Monroe Salisbury, DuBois Brothers. Andy McDowell,
Dick Tilden.J. W. Zlbbell, Louis Hinculey. Frank
Loomis, Walter Ctimmlngs, and hundreds ol others.

Race No. 8—W-mile and repeat, running-...

Race No. $—2:20 Class, tro ttiog, free for all

Race No. 11—2:20 Class, pacing, free for all_ " 400

Race No. 12—One mile dash, running; "Mer-
chants' Purse" " 1000

Race No. 14—Changed to 5-8 mile dash, run- "

niog " 800

Race No. 13—Free for all, trotting " 600

Race No. 19—Free for all, pacing " 600

All trotting and pacing races under National Associ-
ation rules. Jockey Club rules to govern running
races. Address

J. A. SCUOLKFIBLD, R. W. McCOXXBLL,
President. secretary. Hollister, Cal.

Race Re-Opened.

Entries to Race No. IS, FREE-FOR-ALL TROT

-

TIXG, PURSE 81000.

Of Monterey Agricultural Association, Dist. No. 7, at

SALINAS CITY, CAL.
Are re-opened and will be received and

Close September 2, 1890
Conditions same as published for races of said Asso-

ciation which closed July 15, 1895.

JOHX J. KELLY, Secretary. Salinas City. Cal.

FOR SALE.
1 FINE DOUBLE TEIM OF FAST TROTTERS-
A splendid pair of roadsters, one of the finest buggy

teams in the city, is offered for sale. They are well-
bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle -sale for a lady
to drive. In breeding they cannot be excelled, being
of tne most fashinrable strains. Any gentleman
wanting a fast team will find a bargain in this pair of
trotting mares. They are only four years old, and,
beine- untrained, will continue to develop speed by
careful handling. They are slightly below medium
size, but of strong confor anon and perfectly sound.
This team may be seen at the Deiter Prince Stable.
1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold at a
low price.

ALSO FOB SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and
Business Horses

BBED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from tbe breeder
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals at
lowest pricts. Colis and ullies are offered for sale by
that great young sire. PILOT PRIV K; al^o by
Dexter Prince, Sidnev, Victor, 2:22, Grandi5simo,2:23'^,
George WasbJogton, 2:16, ^Kl Benton. 2:23; Don Mar-
vin. 2:22. etc. 1 hese have all been bred at the Napa
Stock Farm and are out of first-class mares
Promising colts ol tried speed lines will be supplied

to trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready f-r track work are offered for sale.
Broidmares are also oft-red tor sale by Wood nut,

2:16, Daw a, 2:18^, Grandissimo. &231£, Dexter Prince,
Hawthorne. Arthurton, Naubuc. etc
A feature is also made of supplying good livery and

business horses for city use
All stock guaranteed sound and as represented.

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Napa
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and Iprs and
will therefore stand hard work. All stock sold from
this farm has given tbe best of satisfaction. Bargains
are offered to all desiring to purchase good stock of any
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write for

information.
Full particulars may be had regarding the above by

calllnc at Heald's Business College, or by addressing
K. P. HE AID.

24 Poet Street, San Francisco.

[August 31, fl|

HUENEME
Driving Park Assn.

HUENEME, VENTURA CO., CAL.

Fall RunniDg Meeting

OCTOBER 1st to 5th, 1895.

To follow 31st District Fair at Hueneme.

Pace No. l—Half mile dash, all ages_ „
Race No. 2—Five-eightbs mile selling, tor three-

vear-olds and upwards. Value 1 1 003; 2 lbs.

off" for each $100 to $o00; 3 lbs. off lor each
5100 to §200 ;

Race No. 3—Seven-eighths mile dash, selling, for
three-year-olds and upwards. (Couditiojs
as No. 1) 1

Race No. 4—Five-eighths mile dash, selling, for
three-year-olds and upwards. Anv borse

j

entered in this race and not allowed t<> start
for a previous win at this meeting will not
be held for entrance money in this race J

Race No. 5—Three-quarters mile dash, for three-
year-olds and ap 10 lbs. below the scale-... . j

Race No. 6—Five-eighths mile and repeat, lor J
three-year-olds and np •

Race No. 7— Four and one-half furlongs, tor all
ages, i Same conditio' s as No. 4)„

Race No. 8—Five-eighihs mile dash, for aliases. ..

Race No. 9—One mile dasb,selling,for three-vear-
olds and up. Value JjlO'V; 3 lbs. off for
each $100 to $503; 2 lbs. for each *100 to |20J. ]

Race No. 10—Three-quarters mile dash lor three-
year-olds and up. i,Same condilionsas No.4> J

Race No. 11—Three-quarters mile dash selling.
Va ue #10 0; 3 lbs off lor- ach §1(0 to f-500;
2 lbs. off for each $50 to $200

Race No. 12 Oneand one-sixteenth miless^lling,
for three-year-olds aid up. Value $1000;)
lbs. off for each $100 to $700; 2 lbs off for
eacb$l00t/> §500; 2lbs oft for each |o0 to §200

Race No. 13—Three-quarters miie dash for non-
winners at this meeting. (Same conditions
as No. 4) -

Race No. 14— Five-eigoins miledash selling. Val-
oe$K00; l lb off for each $50 to $5(0; 2 lbs.
foreacn firo to $200

Race No. 15—One and one eighth miles dash sell-

ing, tor three-y*-ar-olds and op. Value $1-500.

3 lbs. off for each $100 to $500; 2 lbs for each
$50 to$X0

Race No. 16—Five-e :ghths mile dash lor non win-
ner- at this meeting, all ages. (Conditions
same as No 4)_

Race No. 17 -One mile dash selling, for three-
year-olds and np. Value $1 00; 2 lbs oft for
each 11C0 to $700; 3 lbs. off fur each $50 to
$500 -

Race No. is—Five -eighths mite dash .-elling.

Value $700: 3 lbs. off fur'each $100 to $500; 2
1 bs. off for each $50 to$lO0

GRA\D CLOSING EVENT.
Free-for-all pacing race fl

On SATURDAY, OCTOBER oth.

Entrance fee five per cent tf purse, and ten peree
additional from winners.
Moneys divided 60, '25 and 15; in pacing race 50, 25.

and 10. Entrance to this race is ten per cent, of pu
Races that do not fill satisfactorily to the Assort*

to be declared off.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 2d.

For conditiODS and entry blanks address

Leon Leh.mans, T. H. Merby, Secy.

President Hueneme, C

FOR SALE.

Fallen Leaf,
Hay D I UJLIfl I7NI j

dam mai'.ki, r<-H'i. m BOHO; crudam
Kyan, by Lodl; mini

dim Kvm Bulwi-r. l-y BtllWtTi etc
(RK II !

• unit colt by I

'

it lb" flnrnt-lookloK youngster

DflU PteaMDlon. Man- and colt must be

•old to 'l ip**Ut»- Frio •

rti [.•ni'-'iian-addrew i.

THE FA8T TROTTI\G MARE

CORA S., 2:19i
Dark bay, black points.

By ELECTOR, He by ELECTIONEER.

and kind. Qui beat &U>; has shown a
lor quarters, she is a great race or broodmare

and v.-ry liandM>me. Will be sold with present engage-
.i ml . Lddxi

A. IKK. Box 6ft •. M...I.--IO. Cal.

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
UtVI K^tTTRKIW <

Carriages, Buggies. Wagons
ftnd Carts, of Every Description.

46-48 EIGHTH ST., S. F,

WANTED, TO BUY
Two well-matched carriage teams, mabf>; must be

bays or browns, 16 hands, stylish, perfectly sound

well broken, 5 to 7 years old and handsome. Speed

and breeding no consideration, address

F. W. hKi.i.n.
Breeder and Sportsman, 313 Bush street.

Wildidlejtock Fair

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fil

AND THE STALUO.V

MONDAY -FINAL
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Bo.v 225. Sanla Of

Shoe Boils "f, r
h
.

Absorbin
will remove them and leave
blemish. Does not remove t

hair, and pleasant to use. Cui
anv puff or swelling. $2.00

j

bottle. W. F. YOUNG, P.D.P.
34 Amherst St.. Springfield, Ma

: ALSO FOB SALE BY :

J. O'EANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
WOODAE.D, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

ard

n
jve
<.? t

a

BIKE" WHEEL
With Roller or;Ball Bearings Made to Order. '•

Sulky Wheels Repaired Between Heat:

W. J. KKWKY will be in attendance on their
al the Breeders meeting aud will quickly
damages to wbeels.

San Francisco office—519 Valencia Street.
Circuit office—On tne track.

CHARGES REASONABLE. -

repalii

aiita -A-ix a
OCTOBER 15 to 19, INCLUSIVE.

Entries to Running Races will Close Sept. 2:

PURSES $300 EACH FOR SIX RACES.
1-2 and 3-4 Mile Dashes for Two-Year-Olds; 1-2 Mile and repeat, 3-4, 1 1-16 and I

Dashes For All Ages.

WrHe for entry blanks and conditions. Bids for privileges will be opened September 15th.

p. A. RIG-G-S. Secretary, Santa Ana, Oal.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

ST.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

Chal California Bernardo
A. K. C. S. B-, 26.803.

Sire DlkK OF WELLINGTON. 17,264.
Dam TOMAH. 18.522.

Will stand lor the season for a few choice bitches only.

Tweniy-b've handsome ball tones of Bernardo will

le given with each service.

BKR\ VRDO has been shown in every show on the
'acidc Coast for the last three years, competing in his

Lass and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat.

Ii has Won First Prize Every Time Shown.
His last victory was in a class of City for,special of

li - show.
Stud cards on application.

. b. B.WikKB. 11 Montgomery Street, S. F.

FOR SALE.

Tbecelebrated Great Dane dog STB." HM, 36.649.
5 months old. ^ire, Knieht's nATA\. dam RHINE
.*DY- Perfectly formed, grand head, strong body;
i>ieht 12-5 lbs ; steel gray color.

, Won second prize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,
lay. 1835.

L. G. ROWELL, Wells, Fargo & Co , S. F.

IRISH SETTERS,

,t Stcd—The best bred Irish Setters in America.
FIVULAs JR.. 31.189.
BA"BYMORE. 34.802.

If voa want an Irish Setter that will hant. call

liLEJMOHE EEX.VEl.v

West Berkeley, CaL

r address

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

rVoodland Duke, 29.323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

i Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C.S. B.257. Mollie,
r. •<:.. Jessfe M., A- 30,1S4. Peg Woffington 29,753

od Black Nellie,

t Pups lor sale. Address
MH-I ER tfc PBATHEB. Proprietors.

'.L PBATHEB JB., F. F Vm.ER
,

909 Myrtle St., Oakland. 46o Tenth St., Oakland.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show
K) Field Trial winners for sale.
At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK KW1V-
MLBR.fee|25; Challenge VfciMO H.feefW.
|
Irish Setter and Pointer puppli^s from Bench Show

I id Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
lAddress A B. TRUMAV

1-125 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

43l
F. W.Skaifa, D.V. S.

OFFICE HOPES
10 to 12 A. M. 1.33 to 3.30 F. a

IOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAE AVENUE,

Between Laxkin and Folk and Geary and Post Sts)

8A.X PR.4XCI8CO.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO. Breeders' Directory.

FISHING

TACKLE A FISHING

TACKLE

Advertisements onderLhiaheading 50 cents per Ine ner
I

month. r

HORSES AND CATTLE.

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
GlX£ot£l

BULLS—D«™.nsand Shonhorns. All pure bred and
"„, _ ,

registered. Fioe Individuals. At prices
to suit the times, either singly or in carload lots. Oat-wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

416 MARKET STREET,

LiESTXT 0<3.
Fire Arms,
Pishing' Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

Below Sansome

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.BKRKSHIRKs and PirL\.\ll-CHI.\A HOGS.Also best varieties ol Faccv POULTRYWILLIAM MLKs dt CO.. Los Angeles, Cal.
breeders and exporters. Established in 1S76.

SOUTHER PARM Joan* "eu-ored stock for aal.

,„„v £ T'nm
- First-class breeding farm. Gowf

J^T" °orace trained and boarded. Excellent pastor.

i KLNS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

fpHD BREEDING FIRM. ^fSSHS^
£32 u

i!
frothe' to Grandee, three-vear-old record

2.23 y,. Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, torsale. AddrS.
for particulars FRED W.LOEBER.SI Helena, Cal

SMOKE LESS
5HOOT MORE
IEBEST>>rORTr?MEXAXDTBAPSHOT60FTHI3

COCA'TRYHA^DOXf. SOASD
WHESTHE. SHOT

HAZARD
3UNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGliEDTHEPKIZESORTHE

LMEAXDHAVECRGEDCSTOTRVOURHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

HICHWEBAVEDOSEAXDHAYINGPRODCCED
THELATESTA^riEf^TOFTTSKISD

SOWOFF* KUNDEROUR
TRADEMARK

JJ

BLUE RIBBON
BRAND

i «,„ BOMKTHOTGW HICHISAHEADOFALH-'OMPETTTION.
I ror diagram card and descriptive circulars, 'mite

'helps & Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

20 Mission St., San Francisco.

PLEMHT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
i you are fond ol fresh
-tr and restful, njralre-
reats, read Gameland,
°e gentle magazine of
utdvxr life, h reveals
ygin woods and waters.
'^r'y.'.o anyaddress.^1
hree trial numbers. 25c.
»o free copies. Game-
AMD Pub, Co.. ISAstor
TMC New York, JsW,

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for snperiority are as follows:—

FIRST It Is not affecred by heal, cold, moi.-ture or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not cause headache.
THIRD It Is under all conditio as tbe safest powder in use, as it contains no nltro-glycerine or sun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
It has a lieht recoil and fp-eat velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives tbe best pattern at any and all distances.

SEVENTH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.

It is the cleanest powderln use. and if the jmn is not cleaned for weeks afier using, a dry cloth Is

all that Is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there Is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue ha.<i preserved, the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first. ( After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD OUST.")

It is the cheapest powder to nse, as every package sold contains fall weight ( 16 oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ol one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

•a- For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

FOURTH
FIFTH
SIXTH

M.>TH

TE>TH

DUPON "sporting powder
:N"o-*7C H.©a.«a.y.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made Tor Dopont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It nlves best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Becoil, while noticeable. Is far less thun that incident to tbe use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited t > trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
Wl.WFR OF ItRA\D AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

OFFICE AST) STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOCBS:

7 to 5 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. i

Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Wo. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. i57

C. D. TAYLOR,
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLF 6,1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

M.R.C.V.5., F.E. V.M.8,
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Member ol the Royal College ol Veterinary Sur-
geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate ol the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ol Health, for the City and County ol San Fran-
cisco ; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to ill" Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 412S.
Branch offices—1525 California St. Telephone 66; 52S

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PAB.KER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

BY LAWS
aHD

BULES a$d regulations
Or THi"

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
- A>~D THK ——

—

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

HUM BKTTIXi RCLBg.

National Tboitjnq Asb'h Kuus 30 cU

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Hobse Holes (Morocco binding) 60 eta

For .ale at tbe office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
3J3 Bosh Street, Ssu Francisco,

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1SSO and 1353 Market Street. 95 and 3T
Park A'fDut, gan Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A rail line ol Elet*nt Coopee and Carriage* soluble

lor vlaiUng porpoeea. Beet lacllitiea afloMed for board-
ing horses.

T.l.phom We. 11i»

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Fiae^i Fishing and Hunting In CaUIomla

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION'
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

THE BOUTS TO

San Rafael Petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beaoUroi towns.

THE BEST CA^rpHsQ GROrXDe ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner Kew Montgomery and
Market streets, uoder Palace Hotel.
Qknzkax Office—Mutual life Building.

U. X. RYAN. Uen. Pa... As!

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOB

KENNEL SECRETS
BY " ASHMONT."

The Moat KxbauMthi* Treatlae on tbe Dos ever
Written.

With ibis In hand the merest novice can Manask,
BRKKDumi Exhibit Does as scientincaUT>s the most
experienced. Moreover. It contains

ISO EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

ANTAL-M1DY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, .-""^v

I Cubebs and Injections. f/HJ/f
]

I Tbev mm inAR hours the \. J
I same diseases without anymcon-
Iveoience. SOLD Br ALL DRUGGISTS

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price. @3.(H>. and 25 cent. Bxpreaaaee.
Il your dog Is sick, yoa mast have

DISEASES
OF

DOGS.

u your aog is sick, y

Ashmont's
Trie*. £2. Postpaid.

it

MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, irtv** the very ewnce of the art of
Training, and Is universally conceded to be, tar and
away, the best wobkof the kind ever published.

Price Reduced to @2, Postpaid.

a a dm - bkeeder and sportsman,
US.Boab Street, Btn Priactoco
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben RohreFs Hoot Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment.

Ossidine, Gombault's Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrins Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Purl Cure,

Sparkball's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Going's Colic Ponders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm
Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.
TELEPHONE N"o., SOUTH 640.

l-KMI FOR
CATAL060B.

MAILED Hll.L

MiVBR
RE<)I I1IK.

Oil.INK OR
GUMBINS

OKTOWBB6.

GEM STEEL WIND MILL

With Graphite Bo\e».

Guaranteed more durable without oil than
other mills that are oiled. Practically these
mills require no attention. Truly a Gem,
and wonh Its weight in gold. It combines
beauty, strength, durability and simplicity.
Governs itself perfectly, Iseasllyerected.and
is sold ou Its merits; in fact, it is the best on
earth. They are geared back three to one

—

the wheel mating ihem run in the lightest
wind or breeze The mill is made entirely
of Steel and Cast Iron. Each one oi our
Gem Wind Mills is warranted. If not satis-

factory, freight will be paid both ways, and
money refunded.

We carry a full line of all kinds of pumps—tor hand, wind mill and power use. Adapted for all depths o
wells. Pipe, Pipe Fittings, Brass Goods. Hose, Tanks, etc. fcend for our Catalogue. Mailed free.

W000IN & LITTLE, 312-314 Market Street, San Francisco, Gat

GEORGE ROSE,

Official Pool-Seller

and Bookmaker
07 THK

STATE FAIR, 1895
HKM-^l'AKTERS:

SEVENTH AND J STREETS, SACRAMENTO.

Racing! Racing! Racing'

8. B. WIIITKHKAD A <:0. will have charge o!

tilt- Auction Pools Department during the

coming Pair.

Mr.Rine thoroughly onderatands the needs ol the

twit Inc public and will (,-iv*- his patrons the fairest and
most honorable treatment

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUF
SPBING SLEETIN8

BAY DISTRICT TRACE
lOJIME.MlM; MARCH 6. 189 5.

Racing Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Sat

urday,

RAIN OR SHINE.
Five or More Races Each Day. Races Slap

at 3:30 p. m. .harp.

asv- McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the Rate

Training

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

Thli rr*at practical horse book la a handsome, three
bundrvd pace octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
•uprrbtj llliulrab-d, and explain* In every detail the
remarkable auoceaa of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plana and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
brmkltif, training, shoeing, (ml ting, driving, keeping
radrux and breeding tmiters.
Read what J. C. Milby, the owner of RUBel.sayso

this book :
" In this work Marvin baa let oat all the

mysterlrn <>l the craft, and It la so simple and plain that
any bn*«wlir, owner, trmim-r or ruhu-r who has any
relish for bis boslnm can take a colt aaa yearling and

highest and fullest extent that colt'a
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
atmncly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place on* In the hands ol every rubber on our tana.
Mailed postpaid for |*.W. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
TO Rash hc. Han Francisco. Ca

S.R WHITEHEAD & CO,

official Pool-Sellers
— FOB THK —

California Circuit, Including the State Fair
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coaat Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances for

Paris MutoelB and for conducting the business In the
beat and moat expeditions manner in any part ol the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

H.U.U M1TKHKAD A CO,. 20 LeldesdorQ St, 8. F,

CLOVERS TEMPORARY BINDER.

K~ /

• - 1MK

t /»»•.'

I > IIOR AV BT01 K AN" su <

H
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The moat popular school on the Coast,

~L P. HKAXD, President 8. HALKT
nd fnr Olrrnlara

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open- Face Nickel c

PRICE $18.

Tnoee Timers start and stop promptly, and an- us

l

lA.HIRSCFMAN, 113 Sutter St.

50°o
SAVED

EV liVYING

Mitchell

Farm Wagons
At Wholesale Prices

From I -.

50°o
SAVED.

50°<
>AA7-EII>.

BUGGIES - - S 50 to S150

PHAETONS • -S 85 to $200

SURRIES • • $125 to $250

CARRIAGES- -$100 to $300

HARNESS - - - $7

CARTS - - - $15to"$35

Plows, Harrows, Seeders, Cultivators.
EVERYTHING IN THE IMPLEMENT AND VEHICLE

LINE AT FACTORY PRICES.

ALLISON, NBFF & CO.,
421 and 423

San Francisco, Oal.
Market Street

THE BEST MADE.
Why, The Chiswick Saddle Soap.

s.x
Where Ossa. Get It ?

"—You can buy it oi any Harness or Saddler =• Store in the V. S., or of P. HVVDfcX. \ewark. .\. J.
Sole At-en t for America. 30 Cent- a bos by mail.

RED BALL BRAND.

Vwarded Gold Med a
At California State
Fair 1893.
Every horse owner

who values his stock
sh' uld constantly have
a supply of it on hand.
It improves and keeps
^tock in the pink of con-
dition.

Manhattan Food Co.,

Ban Mateo, Cal.
Ask your grocer or hay dealer for it.

209 TO 221 K STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA.
Fiisl-Class in all its Appointments, with Second-Class Prices.

ROOM AND BOARD 81. OO. SI. 25 •nd 81. SO PER DAY. MEALS, 25 CENTS.

^^^^ Free Sos to and lrom all Trains.w M. Ti A 3STI3, - - Proprietor

All Prominent Drivers Use

The 3\r:EIA*7- FRAZIBR

It excels in rigidity, lightness

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore it is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

Hickok and Salisbury use the

Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire^furnished.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MANUFACTURING CO,
SO| E t(JB\TS. 1HI1I.H AXU TKVTH STREETS, s »\ IRANI ISl'O CAE,
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TH£ STATE FAIR.

Opened Under the Most Auspicious Circum-

stances—Birdroe Wins in Fast Time—La
Belle Captures the Occident Stake

—

John Buiy Victorious— All the

Events Closely Detailed.

FIRST DAY—MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2d.

The magic wand of progress has touched the city of Sacra-

mento, and the awakening from the long sleep which this city

has enjoyed has been such a pronounced one that the idea of

ever seeing it lapse into a dozs is absurd. The agitation

about moving the capital to San Jose a few years ago has

acted with as much efficacy on the people here as a dose of

that famous oxygen gas has on the tired horses in the East

;

with this difference, however—the effects of its influence will

last longer. On every street, improvements are noticeable,

buildings are being erected to accommodate the people, and

here is not a desirable residence in town vacant. Miles upon

milts of electric wires are being placed in position along the

principal thoroughfares, and railroads are branching out in

Every direction. Merchants and business men are vieing with

each other in adorning their places of business, and (he gen-

eral report of " business is improving" is moie than satisfac-

tory to visitors.

The long-talked of annual meeting of tbe State Agricultural

Society commenced to-day, and the expressions of pleasurable

surprise heard on all sides from those who visited the race

trackjto-day most have been most gratifying to the president

and board of directors of this association. The hideous

pagoda-like structure called the judges' stand, which has been

so often referred to in the Breeder and Sportsman for the

past four years, has been taken away, cut down and placed

close to the first turn, whereat is now used as a music stand

for an excellent band of musicians which has been specially

engaged for this meeting. In place of this old-time joss-

house a neat little stand just built for three persons occupy

its site. Directly opposite it and in front of the grand stand is

a neat judges' stand modeled somewhat after the style of the

one at the Bay District track, but on a smaller scale.

The betting ring has been increased in size and a neat iron

railing encloses it. All these improvements have been

painted in gaudy carnival colors, yellow, red and green. The
fences surrounding the track have all been whitened, and
the old fence which was directly opposite the grand stand has

been removed and a neat and substantial one substituted for

it. Every place one goes changes and improvements are

noticeable. The saddling paddock is also an innovation

which meets the approval of tbe horsemen, and Director

Terry deserves great credit for the way he has everything

arranged.

The stock exhibit is superior lo any ever seen at this place,

not only in the line of cattle, sheep and swine, but in the

excellence of the horses of every breed.

Tbe track itself was never better, and all the|horsemen say

it is fast.

The attendance for an opening day was fair. The day was
delightfully pleasant, the air is clear with a cool breeze from
the South, jnet strong enough to cause the leaves to rustle

and keep the flags clepr of the staffs which were in pasition

on the tops of all the buildings.

The bookmakers in charge of Geo. Rose were not kept
very buBy to-day. They were getting in practice for the work
before them during the last three days ot the week. The in-

troduction of this system of betting bad a fascination for the

people of Sacramento, and very few auction pools were sold.

The races this afternoon were one-sided, and very little

money changed hands on the result. Tbe starts in the large

fields were poor, and were not as good as those seen at any
previous meeting on the circuit. They will be better when
the judges get used to tbeir change of base of operations. Tbe
judges were : Directors Wilson, Chase andJDeLong. Timers

:

Messrs. Lowell, Falk and Agnew.

The opening event of the meeting was the trotting race for

the Occident Stake, value $2,400. There were 6ve starters

—

Iran Alto, Nordica, Silver Ring, Our Selh and La Belle.

Very few pools were sold at $20 on La Belle against $4 on
the field, as it was conceded that La Belle was an air-tigbt

cincb. When the judges sent off the field Iran Alto took

the lead. Nordics was tip-toeing and went off her stride. La
Belle passed Iran Alto at the eighth and then led with the

greatest of ease to the wire in 2:20J, three lengths in front of

Iran Alto, Silver Ring was third, Xordica fourth, Our Seth
last. Distance was waived.

Before the second heat la Belle was barred in tbe betting.

The books posted up 7 to 10 on Iran Alto, Silver King 4 to

5. La Belle took the lead and had no trouble in keeping it

to the wire. It was a procession for all of them. Iran Alto
made a break in the homestretch but Silver Ring could not

gain anything by it, for Iran Alto recovered his stride

and was six lengths behind La Belle, who jogged under the
wirein2:19|. Silver Ring was third, Nordica fourth and
Our Seth last.

Nordica was withdrawn in the next heat. La Belle won
in the hollowest kind ofstyle in 2:20$, Iran Alto was second,
Silver Ring third and Our Seth last.

The winner is a beautiful chestnut filly, sired by Sidney,

2:19$, out of Anna Belle, by Dawn. She is owned by M. S.

Severance, of Los Angeles, and in 18y4 fas a two-year-old)

earned the Pacific Coast record as a trotter of that age. This
is her first appearance this year, and if compelled to would
have got a record of 2:12. Thos. Keating, who drove her in

this race, says: " She has gone much faster in her workouts."
She is one of the smoothest gaited and finest-finished fil ies

in California, and as a four year-old, if nothing happens, will

be one of the fastest mares ever bred in California. Her
share of the purse she won for her owner is $1,440, and tbe

cup is worth $4O0 more.
The second race was for the 2:25 class pacers. A field of

fourteen faced Judge Wilson and the following were the
names and the prices against them for the race in the heats :

Rubv ;M. 7 to 10, Dictatus 3 to 1, Little Alph 20, Dan
N. 75, Prince C. 25, Trifle 25, Pansy 25, Birdroe 8,

Babe Marion 25, Alco 20, Welcome 20, Lynette 20,

Senator 20. Tbe start was a very straggling one, Dictatus

being ten lengths behind the leaders. The horses scattered

all over the first turn. Out of the stragglers there were three

that took the lead, Dan N., Birdroe and Ruby M. Ihese
opened a gap of five lengths behind them and kept together

down the backstretch. Pansy was seen to pass by those in

front of her, and from the ninth position passed up to the

fourth place. As they entered the stretch Ruby M. broke
and Birdroe paced to the front, Dan N. was second and the

game little Pansy came up third on the inside. Birdroe

jogged in under the wire in a walk in 2:14|, Dan N. was sec-

ond ; the rest jogged in in one, two, three order.

In the second heat Birdroe and Dan N. took the lead,

Dictatus was third, Ruby M. fourth, the rest were strung

along the backstretch. Interest in the heat centered in the

leaders. Dictatus passed Dan N. going to toe half and was
a good second as the homestretch was reached. Ruby M.
came up fast and was at his side as they turned for the wire.

The race home was exciting for all but the leader, Birdroe,

who jogged in an easy winner in 2:12}. Dictatus was third,

behind Ruby M., who broke at the distance pole and almost

ran in. Pansy was fourth, Babe Marion fifth, the balance

getting inside the wire with the exception of Welcome and
Trifle, who were shut out.

In the books : Dictatus 4, Dan N. 20, Babe Marion 20, Alco
50, Ruby M. 2, Lynette 50. Birdroe, Ruby M. and Dic-

tatus led and the rest were in a procession behind them. The
result of this heat was never in doubt, for the game little

mare piced iu an easy winner in 2:15, Ruby M. second with

Dictatus striving hard for place, but the former was steady

and had a little the advantage, so she came in second.

Birdroe was bred in Illinois. She is by Mark Monroe, and
when jogging appears lame, but when going she is the fastest

one with that gait ever seen in California. She belongs in

Santa Ana, near tbe home of Silkwood, Klamath, Ketchum
and Orlinda Richmond.

In the third race, a trotting event for the 2:22 class, there

were five entries: John Bury, Maud H., Hera, Bijou aod
Stella. In tbe betting John Bury sold for $20, field $11.

When the horses were sent off John Bury played the part of

drum major and led from start to finish. The struegle for

place between Bijou and Stella was interesting, but the former

got in second, a bead in front of Stella, Hera fourth, Maud
H. last, Time, 2:21*.

.an Bury came out lame, and odds in the bookies' quar-
tet

1
? Iropped from 15 to 1 to 3 to 1. His lameness disap-

pea'
9
:d as he started away in front and the battle for place

rested entirely between the three. Maud H. broke repeaiedlv
all the way round. Bijou also made several skips, so the
judges after deliberation awarded the positions as follows:

John Burv first, Hera second, Bijou third, Maud H. fourth

and Stella* fifth. Time, 2:181.

John Bury won the last heat in 2:"1}. Stella was second,
Bijou third, Hera fourth and Maud H. last.

John Bury is a large, handsome bay gelding belonging to

the Vendome Stock Farm. He was sired by Antioous out of

Muldoon, dam of J. Gordon's C. W. S., 2:19, and in 1Mb
race lowered his record.

SUMMARIES.
- Sacramento, September 2.—Occident Stakes for three-year-olds.
Value, $2,400 and a $400 cup.

La Belle, cb f, by Sidney—Anna Belle, bv Dawn Keating 111
Iran Alto, be, by Palo Alto—Elaine Bunch 2 2 2
Silver Ring, b m, by Silver Bow—Maud Singleton

* Williams 3 3 3
Our Setb, be, by Prince Red—Ada F Ward 5 5 4
Nordica. gr f, by Advertiser—Sail ie Benton Pbippen 4 4 dr

Time, 2:20%, 2:19*4, 2:20K-

Second Race—Pacing, 225 class, purse $800.

Birdroe, b m. by Mark Monroe—br Whirlwind Chief... Baker 1 1 1

Ruby M.. b m, by Almont Patchen Snllivan 4 2 2
Dan N., bg, by Dan B „ Mar en 2 7 6
Dictatus, en s, by Red Wilkes Bigelow 7 3 3
Pansy, bm, by Sidney Bolmes 3 4 4

Alco. b s. by Alcoaeer Berrvman 5 3 r
-

Babe Marion, b m, by Steinway Cbaboya 12 5 7

Lynette. b m, by Lynwocd McMsdos 8 10 8
Prince C. blk c, by St. Nicholas Brown 6 6 dr
Senator, bib s, by Secretary Hellman 10 9dis
Trifle, b m. by Dester Prince Bell 9 dis

Little Alph, b g, by Sidney Rodriquez di

Time, 2:14%, 2:12^. 2:15.

Third Race—Trotting, 2:22 class, purse S1.C00.

John Bnry. b g, by Antinons—Mulaoon, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. 31 - Buncb 111

Bijou, b m, by Fred Arnold Tolle 2 3 3
Stella, bib m. by Geo. Washington Smith 3 5 2
Hera, b m. by Mambrino Wilke? ..Hinds 4 2 4
Maud H., cb m, by Carr's Mambrino „Rodriqaez 5 4 5

Time, 221} i. 2:18K. 2:21'*.

SECOND DAY—TUESDAY, SEPT. 3.

The city is rapidly filling with visitors and the great fair

is eradually running along more smoothly. Secretary Edwin

F. Smith and his assistant, L. C. Ferguson, thoroughly

understand the requirements of this office and are busily en*

gaged,for twenty out of twenty-four hours attending to all its

little details. The cattle and stock of all kinds are filling the

vacant stalls at the track, while the display in the pavilion is

as fine as any ever seen in this city. Everyone, however, is

anxiously looking forward to the great display to be seen

hereon Admission Day and the signs " Rooms to Let " have

been removed from many a dwelling during the past two

davs. Great preparations are being made for the christening

of New Sacramento, and thousands will welcome with pleas-

ure tbe position this city will assume as the foremost elec.

trical city of the world. If Edison could only be here his

cup of joy would overflow and the splendor of tbe scenes pre-

pared would dazzle even this wizard of the nineteenth century.

The attendance today was a little improvement on that of

yesterday. Tbe extra charge of fifty cents to enter the bet-

ting is the cause of much complaint among horsemen and
their friends. Bookmaker Geo. Ro&e is not doing a land

office business ; he and bis clerks are busy celling a line on
the trotters without having many people purchase tickets on
the contestants. Everyone is waiting for the running events

and in the down-town pool rooms where books are made on
the Eastern races, large crowds of people are backing tbeir

opinions with as much zeal as they do at the Bay District

track.

Tbe programme this afternoon was a light one. The stake

for two year-olds, 2:40 class onfy, bad two contestants, A. C.

Severance's Don Roberto and Palo Alto Stock Farm's Palita.

Tbe latter won tbe fiipt heat after making a break near the

first quarter. Time, 2:21. Tbe second heat was made in

2:20}. The first half was made in 1:0S4 .

The second event was for tbe 2:25 class trotters. There
were eight entries: Rex GifTord, Letter B., Mojave, Dr. PofJ
Oliver C, Lady Thornhill. Ethel Downes and Native State'

fCoDtioued on Page 193.
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CLOSE OF THE O. J. CLUB MEETING.

Don Pio Pico Wins by a Nose—Gold Bug and

Rico win at Juicy Odds on Friday—Seven

Interesting Races on Saturday.

TWO HI Nl'REH AM' FIFTY-FOURTH
AUGD8T 28.

DAY— WEDNESDAY,

, HERE was some excellent racing

"at Ihe old track today, and neither

the pencilers nor the talent had

much to crow over at the end of

day's play, for three favorites, a

second choice and two long shots

took the races into camp. The

surprises cams in the two last

events, won by 12 and 10 to 1 shots

respectively. One of ihem, Mt.

Air, wbb played from 12 down to 7

and 8 to 1, hundreds of dollars going in at these figureB. We
stated in yesterday's edition that we did not think any des-

perate eflort was made to win »ny part of th« money with

this fellow on Tuesday in the race won by Installator, and

hi- easy victory over an excellent field this afternoon proves

the correctness of our stand on the proposition.

Cheripe, another one that has been running very Poorlg
was played down from 2J to 1 to 8 to 5 this afternoon, a'

won rather easily. tU
Gratify beat a good field of youngsters, in wl TB

Charlev Boots was a warm favorite. The fl ;r

got away last, and hemmed in completely, ("MRd

not get through in time to secure any part o^.he

money. As Gratify ran the distance in the phenon^nal

time (for a two-year-old) of 1;00A for five furlongs, it cahoot

be determined whether Charley Boots could have beatejthis

or not. Btnham was a good second with his light

weight up.

Fed Dick, a sizzling first choice, off first to a ragged start,

won rather easily by two lengths in the second race. Soon

Enough andJ.Warrago fared badly at the post, and consider-

ing the amount of ground they made up. it is fair to assume

that both might have beaten the favorite with an evtn

break.

Sport McAllister beat Fly half a length driving in 1:00},

after the latter had opened up a four-length gap going to the

homestretch. As the last-named has been sick and was not

up to a bruising race, it is no wise certain that he cannot run

close to 1:00 fiat, strong and well.

Mt. Air led all the way in the fifth, winniDg easily by

three lengths from McFarlane, who just beat Boma. Mt.

Air's race lo-day was in marked contrast to the one of yeB-

terday. They go faster sometimes when the oddB are juicy

and the money's on.

Monarch, a 10 to 1 shot, led all the way in the last race

and won by a head from Normandie who just best O'Bee.

Chevalier and Hinrichs rode two winners apiece, Coady

and £. Jones one.

Hc*s .Vie Races Were Run.

The first race was at half a mile, for maiden two-year-olds.

Cheripe went to the post a favorite, being played down from

>i to 1 to 9 to 5. Ollie M. opened at 3 to 2 and closed at 2 to

1. Von Dunk, Isabelle, Lady Gray and Cyrene were at 10

to 1 (latter backed from 15), Poyllis 12, imp. Endymion 30
and Suwarrow-Jongleuse filly 100 to 1. They broke to an
excellent start, Ollie M. first, Cheripe second, Endymion
hird being the order. Ollie M. at once opened up a big gap
and turning for home was three lengths to the good, Cheripe
second, t«o lengths from a bunch. Cheripe gained steadily

coming down the homestretch, and headed Ollie M. about a

sixteenth from home. The latter came again under the whip,
but Hinrichs let Cheripe have his head and he won by that

member, Isabelle third, three lengths away. Time, 0:49:].

The second race was at five furlong*, Belling. Red Dick
was a red hot favorite, opening at even money and closing at

4 lo 5. Key Alta opened at 5, was backed to 13 to 5, closed

at 4J to 1. Warrago was at 7, Model 8 (opened at 5), Du-
rango and Arno 20. Boon Enough 25 to 1, They were oil' to

tart, Red I )ick first, Model second, Rey Alta third.

Bed hick led past the half by three lengths. Model second,

one from Key Alta. Into the homestretch it was Ked Dick
Brut by four lengths, Rey Alta second by a length, Model
third, two from Soon Enough, who had come from the ex-
treme rear. Me gained faht in the homestretch, but Ked
Dick won easily bv two lengths, Warrago making a strong

ftolafa and besting Soon Enough a neck for the place. Time,
1:01 J. With a good start the chances are that either War-
rago or Soon Enough would have won the race.

A handicap for two-year-olds came next. Charley Boots
was a pretty well-played favorite, opening at 6 to 5, going
back to 2 to I, cloning at 8 to 5. (i ratify was at 2 to 1, Ben-
ban ''• (backed down from 8), Tiberius 6, Cardwell -10 and
Mi Krummel 50 to I They got away lo a fairutart for all

but tin- favorite, who was last and hemmed ho that he could
not gel through I'l-nh&tn, ( iratify, Cardwell was the starting

ordt-r. B«Dhtm lad by « head pail ihe half, < i ratify second,
a length from UIm Krummel. Gratify pulled away from
Benham in ihe next furlong and led turning for home by
two length*, KeoliHm second, three from Miss Rrummel.
Gratify whn not headed, and won handily by one and a half

length* from Beohun in ihe remarkable time of l:0Oj, Minn
Bfummrl, who beat TiU-riuaamck for the show.

Sport MeAllfnter was r» d hot favorite, being backed from
7 lo 5 down to '.' lo 10, a little even money being Fecurable at

Realiltlion wan at 3 (backed from ''
. Fly -

r
>,

Silver Slat*! H, Gold Bug and Howard 30, Greeuback Jr. 40
to I. They were nent away to a superb Hlart, llv hhnwing
Brat, Rporl M aoond, Realisation third. At the
half Elr wa " and a half length', in front of Bport M< \i

lister, 1 ne and a half lengths further away. Fly
led into the homeet retch by over three lengths, Sport four

from Healiraii' -Hdily gained on Ely, who.

tiring near the finish, was beaten half a length driving, Fly
second, three lengths before Realization. Time, 1:00*.

The fifth race was at seven furlongs, a 'handicap. McLight
went to the post an 8 to 5 favorite, Flirtilla at 3 to 1, McFar-
lane and Roma (3 to 1, Mt. Air 8 (backed from 12), Tillie S.

20 to 1. They got away to a good start, and Mt. Air at once
took the lead, followed by McFarlane and Flirtilla. At the

quarter and half Mt. Air was first by a length, McFarlane
second, over a length before Flirtilla. On the far turn Coady
sent Mt. Air along, and he increased his lead to two lengths,

by which distance he led turning for home, McFarlane sec-

ond, over a length from Roma, who was now moving up fast.

The pair crawled up on Mt. Air, who drew away when given
his head in the last sixteenth and won easily by three

length?, McFarlane just beating Roma a head for the place.

Time, 1:27}.

The last race was at five furlones, selling. Duchess of Mil-
pitas was a red-hot favorite, for some unknown reason, her
best closing price being 3 to 2. Normandie and Schnitz were
at 4 to 1, Johnny Capron 6 (8 at one time), O'Bee 8, Mon-
arch 10, Mt. Carlos 30, Lodi 40 and Fin Slaughter 160 to 1.

They broke to a good start, Monarch at once dashing into

the lead, followed by Mt. Carlos, At the half Monarch was
leading by a scant length, Mt. Carlos second, one and a half

lengths before a bunch. It was about the same into the home-
stretch, O'Bee coming fast on the outside. Monarch kspt
pegging away, Mt. Carlos dropping out about a sixteenth

from home, Normandie and O'Bee moving up. Monarch
lasted longenough to win by a good head from Normandie,
Vith O'Bee another neck away, third, Time, 1:02J.

TWO-HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FIFTH DAY —THURSDAY
AUGUST 29.

There was excitement galore this afternoon at the old

race course, and it was not altogether over the finishes of

the variouB races. It was after the finish that the principal

thrill came. Another selling race war was inaugurated.

Ollie Johnson, owner of Mendocino, started *'de

wan," and General B. C. Holly followed up the pre-

liminary skirmish with a heavy cannonading that

had the effect of flattening the pocket-books of three

owners of selling platers and causing a bad scare in

the ranks of horse-owners, for be it known that the Flosden

turfman declares he will run up every winner of a Belling

race that he thinks is worth more than the sum at which it

is entered. Mr. Holly had his old cripple, El Kayo, entered

at $100, and after he won in a gallop Ollie Johnson ran him

up to $500, and secured the horse at that figure. There were

three more selling races on the programme, and Mr. Holly

ran up MainBtay $300 and Ivy $300, the owners keeping

them for an additional $5 bid. The concluding race was

captured by the Flo6den horseman's mare, May McCarthv,

and a big crowd gathered around to see her run up. This

was done to the extent of $350, Mr. Holly retaining her. As

half the run-up money went to the California Jockey Club,

those folks benefited to the extent of $680. Doubtless the

gentlemen interested in the jockey club look upon the war

as a merry one—for them.

El Rayo, backed from even money to 2 to 5, led all the

way in the first race, and won easily by two lengths from Bob

Tucker, who finished about three parts of a length before

Mendocino. Chevalier made no sort of a showing on the

latter at the finish, otherwise Mendocino would have secured

the place.

Mainstay, who went back in the betting from 2£ to 5 to 1,

got away third in the second race, went right to the front,

and leading by four lengths into the homestretch, tired some-

what at the finish and won by two and a half lengths in 1:14
\ ,

Sligo (the real good thing) second, one and a half leDglbs be-

fore Ledalia. Frank Van Ness had the sympathy of nearly

everyone when the colt was run up, as the Elkton Stables

man's luck has been anything but good of late.

Bloomobury ran head and head with Installator for about

a quarter of a mile, then drew away and easily beat him out

a length, with Sir Richard at the heels of the beaten favor-

ite.

Imp. Ivy, a 4 to 1 shot, who led nearly all of the way in

the fourth event, fell back about a sixteenth from home, then

came again with a rush and won cleverly by a neck from

Wmis, the favorite, who stumbled at the head of the home-

stretch. Rose Clark is capable of running a better race than

she did this afternoon, for Bhe has shown it on several pre-

vious occasions.

May McCarthy, favorite in the last race, raced head and

head with Silver for over half a mile, then came away and

won easily by two lengths from Sir Walter, who beat Uncle

Giles about a length for place.

Hinrichs rode three of the five winners this afternoon in

fine shape, E. Jones and Reidy piloting the other two.

How (he Races Were Run.

El Rayo was made a red-hot favorite in the first, openin
at even money and closing at 1 to 3. Mendocino and BoB
Tucker were at 8 to 1 each, the latter played by far th

heaviest for place. Lady Splendor was at 20 to I, Sun
Lucas, De la Guerra and Dr. Gardner at 50 to 1, Huguenot
100, DniFcilla 200 and Triumph 300 to 1. They broke to a
good Hlart, El Rayo, on the rail, at once going to the front,

with Bob Tucker «ecood. At the half EI Rayo led by half a

length, Bob Tucker second, three lengths from Dr. Gardner.
I
in aider was the same going to the homestretch, except

that (he favorite was leading by a length. Mendocino gained
nleadily in the homestretch, but Chevalier quit riding the
horse forty yards of the finish. EI Rayo won easily by two
lengths, Bob Tucker staggering in second, three parts of a
length before Mendocino, who could, with urging, have got-

ten the place a length or more. Time, 1:08}. The winner
wan run up to $500 bv Ollie Johnson, who secured the horse.
The second race was at six furlongs, selling. Sligo was a

rip roaring favorite, opening at 4 to 1 and closing at 8 to 5
under a heavy play. Ricardo was at 4 to 1, Ike L. and
Mainstay 4*. Normandie 7, Ledalia }2, Rayo and Kathleen

100 to 1. They broke to a fair start, Sligo first, Ledalia sec-
ond, Mainstay third. Mainstay led past the half by four
lengths, Sligo second, three from Ledalia. The order was the
same clear into the homestretch, Sligo being under the whip.
Mainstay won, though none too easily, by two and a half
lengths, Sligo second, one and a half lengths before Ledalia.
Time, 1:14J. The winner was run up $300 over his entered
selling price by B. C. Holly, Mr. Van Ness retaining him.
The third event was at five and a half furlongs, weights

ten pounds below the scale. Installator was the favorite at 1
to 2, Bioomsbury 2} {backed from 16 lo 5), Sir Richard 5 to
1. They broke to a good start, Ins allator, BloomBbury and
Sir Richtrd necks apart as named. Bioomsbury led by a
short head past the half, Installator two and a half lengths
before Sir Richard. The pair in front ran bead and head
for nearly another furlong, then Bioomsbury drew away at a
great pace, leading by two lengths as tbey turned for home,
Installator as far from Sir Richard. Chevalier went to the
bat on Installator an eighth of a mile from home, and
Bioomsbury went on to an easy length victory, Installator,
second, driving hard, a length before Sir Richard. Time,
1:07|;. Chevalier claimed a foul, in that he was cut off by
Bioomsbury, but the judges dismissed the ridiculous claim
in a hurry.

The fourth was a selling race, six furlongs. Venus was
made a sizzling favorite, opening at 4 to 1 and closing at 8 to
5. Rose Clark was at 11 to 5 (opened at 3), imp. Ivy 4,
Jennie W. 6, Olivia 15, Carmel 20, Greenback Jr. 30,
Charmer 60 and Harry Lewis 80 to 1. They broke to a good
start, Ivy rushing to the front and leading past the half by a
scant length, Venus second, a 6mall margin before Rose
Clark, who was on the outside, under a pull. Ivy was first

by a neck turning for home, Rose Clark second, half a length
before a bunch headed by VenUB, who stumbled to her knees
when she tried to get through. Rose Clark appeared to have
the race won at the seventy-yard pole, but Ivy came again
with a rush, accompanied by Venus, and won cleverly by a
neck, Venus second, about three parls of a length before Car-
mel, a head before Rose Clark. Time, 1:15. Johnson, on
the latter, was simply out ridden, or the race would have
gone to Clark.

A mile selling race wound up the day's sport. May Mc-
Carthy was an even-money favorite and well-played. Sir
Walter was at 13 to 5, Uncle Giles 3 £ to 1, Vernon and Silver
20, Centurion 30 to 1. They got away to a good start, May
McCarthy, Silver. Sir "Walter the order. Silver led past the
quarter by half a length, May McCarthy second, a length
from Sir Walter. Silver was a head in front at the half pole,
May McCarthy second, Centurion next, a length away. May
McCarthy was now sent along, and turning for home showed
two lengths in the lead, Silver second, one length from Uncle
Giles. McCarthy galloped down the homestretch, and when
Uncle Giles got up a little close drew away and won eaBily by
two lengths, Sir Walter coming like a shot at the finish and
getting the place, beating Uncle Giles, three parts of a length
for it. Time, 1:43. The winner was run up $300 by Ed
Rawlins, Mr. Holly retaining her for an extra $500.

TWO-HDNDBED AND FIFTY-SIXTH DAY—FRIDAY", AUGUST 30.

Not even one lonely favorite scrambled home in front

this lovely afternoon, and the talent had a weird where-

are-we-at look at the conclusion of the day's festivities.

First they went down the line one Carrara, then on

Red Will and Examiner, then they reasoned that Belle

Boyd was a pipe, and played accordingly. Royal

Flush was the next "cinch" to go wrong, and finally

Fred Gardner was hit upon as a can't-lose-unless-he-

falls down. Pockets were flattened with dispatch, and the

dull thud of bookmaker's sledges falling on them made the

average man's hair stand on end and a shudder to pass over

his frame. The selling race battle was not as fierce as on the

previous day, but one horse being run up—Gold Bug, the

property of a poor man that could ill afford to stand it. A
stranger did the "boosting" this time, Mr- Holly refusing lo

run the old gelding up. Peoples, Coady, L. Lloyd, Mclotyre

and Chevalier were the successful jockeys this afternoon.

Doubtless Mclntyre's being up on Rico had much to do with

the price laid about the old gelding, 20 and even 25 to 1 for

some.

Isabelle led to the homestretch in the first race, then Don
Rio Pico came from the rear like a true race horse and won

in a hot finish with Cyrene, who made a great rush in the

final sixteenth of a mile. Isabelle was third.

Tamalpais, a 150 to 1 shot, set the pace to the homestretch

in the second event, then Favory, who bad been running

second, passed him and won handily by a length from tba

heavily-played " good thing," Examiner, who had perhaps

been working by lantern-light over the Oakland track

Johnny Payne was a fair third. Red Will, the favorite, was

bumped and jostled in between a couple of horses, or he might

have been close to the money.

Gold Bug laid third to Abi P. and Olivia to the home-

stretch, and then came through to an easy two-length victory.

Olivia surprised the natives by beating Abi P. for the place.

Gold Bug was played down from 8 to 3A to 1.

Silver State led in the fourth up to the last sixteenth of

mile, when Royal Flush came through and looked every inch

a winner. Old Rico, however, coming with a marvellous

burs! of speed on the outside, won in the cleverest fashion by

halt a length, Flush a neck before Vinctor, who got away

absolutely last and ran the best race of the lot. Rico was as

good as 25 to 1 in the betting.

Peter the Second, at 8 to 5, had an easy time of it in the

last, running second until three furlongs from home, then

coming on without any trouble. Gardner got the place

and Malo Diablo the show.

Bow the Races Were Run.

The first race, five furlongs, for maiden two-year-olds, had
eight starters. Carrara was made a red-bot favorite, open-

ing at 8 to 5 and closing at fi to 5. Don Pio Pico was at 11

to 5, Cyrene 4A to 1, Isabelle 10, Valienie 12, Von Dunk 40,

May JoneB80 and Phyllis 150 to 1. They got away to a fair

Btart, Carrara first, Cyrene second, Vop punk third. Isabella

.
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led past the half-pole by half a length, Valiente second, a

head before Von Dunk. Don Pio Pico was about sixth, fully

half a dozen lengths behind the leader. Be ran on the out-

Bide, and mowed down Bpace at a great rate. Isabelle tamed

into the homestretch two lengths to the good, Carrara second,

a length before Von Dunk. Don Pio Pico got on even terms

with the leader over a sixteenth from home, and looked an

easy winner, but Cyrene came with a rusb, and Don Pio Pico,

driving hard, just managed to land a winner by the shortest

of noses, with Isabelle third, two lengths away. Time, 1:03.

Ked Will was a red hot favorite, opening at 3 to 1 and

closing at 11 to 5. Favory was at 2* to 1, Examiner 3

(opened at 4), Detective 5*. Johnny Payne 30, Red Jdle 40,

Claire 60, Gonzalez Maid and De la Guerra 100, Tamalpais

300 to 1. They broke to a good start, Tamalpais showing

6rst, Red Will second and Favory third. Tamalpais at once

shot to the fore, and led past the half by a length, Red Will

second, lapped by Favory. Favory and Tamalpais entered

the homestretch on almost even terms, with Examiner a

length away, a neck before Red Will, who was in a pocket.

Favory came away at the finish and won cleverly by a length,

Examiner, coming strong, second, one and a half lengths be-

fore Johnny Payne, third. Time, 1:22*;.

Belle Boyd was a 6 to 5 favorite in the third race, five and

a half furlongs, selling, light welter weights. Gold Bug and

Abi P. were at 3£ to 1 (former backed down from 8), Walter

J. 8, Josenhine 12, Olivia 40, Nabspolassar 60 and Johonv

Capron 150 to 1. They broke in two divisions, Josephine,

Olivia, Abi P. and Gold Bug in the first. Abi P. led past the

half-pole by a head, Olivia second, a neck before Gold Bog.

The latter fell back at the three-eighths pole, but came again,

Abi P. leading into the homestretch by a head, Olivia sec-

ond, half a length before Gold Bug. Gold Bug drew away

when a furlong from the finish, and had Abi P. and Olivia

at the bat ever a sixteenth of a mile from home. He came

on aDd won with all ease hy two lengths, Olivia, in a drive,

beating Abi P. three parts of a length for place. Time,

1:08 J. The winner was run up $300 by a man named Ben-

eon.

In the fourth race, Bix furlongs, Royal Flush was a warm
favorite, closing at 7 to 5. The Elmwood Stork Farm pair

(Vioctor and Nebuchadnezzar) were at 3 to 2, Realization 8,

Key Alta 10, Silver State 12 and Rico 20 to 1. They broke

to a fair start, Silver State first and Vinctor last. Silver State

at once took a lead of a length, and was this to the good paBB

ing the half, Nebuchadnezzar and Rev Alta close together

following. There was no particular change going to the

homestretch, except that Vinctor had passed several of his

leaders. Royal Flush passed Silver State in the last six-

teenth and appeared to be winning, but old Rico, coming

with a rare burst of speed on the outBide, fairly flew bv the

favorite and won by half a length, Royal Flush beating Vinc-

tor for place by a neck. The latter would undoubtedly have

won had he gotten away well. Time, 1:14 J.

The last race of the day was at a mile, selling. Fred

Gardner opened at 3 to 2 and closed at 7 to 5. Peter the

Second opened at evens, went back to 2 to 1, closed at 8 to

5. Malo Diablo was at 4 to 1, Jennie W. 6 and Charmer 15

to 1. They broke to a fair start, Jennie W. first, Charmer

second and Peter the Second third. Jennie W. set the pace,

leading past the quarter by three lengths, Peter the Second

next, a head before Charmer. Jennie W.'s lead was cut to

one and a half lengths at the lialf, Peter now leading

Charmer a length. Peter the Second headed Jennie W.
about three furlongs from home and led by a length turning

for home, Jennie W. two lengths before Fred Gardner, who
was moving up strongly. Peter the Second took it easy

coming down the straight and won by one and a half lengths,

Fred Garduer second, about aB far from Malo Diablo, who
made a strong finiBh. Time, l:42f

.

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY SEVENTH DAT—SATURDAY
AUGUST 31.

This, the closing day of the longest race meeting ever

held in the country (in all likelihood) will long live in the

memory of our race-goers. Seven races were carded, and

surprises galore were in store for the talent. The first event

was taken by a 50 to 1 shot (75 to 1 for a little),

then two favorites won, then a 6 to 1 ehot,

then a very slight favorite, a third choice and a 15

to 1'er. The last event, seven furlongs, over the inside

course, resulted in two sorts of upsets, one being in the finish

and the other during the progress of the race, when Monroe

Johnson, rider of Alexis, got a nasty fall from the back of

the colt, being picked up insensible and bleeding at nose and

mouth. Johnson was reported dead and the crowd was hor-

ror-stricken. It turned out that he was merely Bhaken up

severely and had a slightly sprained ankle.

Sinbad, a 50 to 1 shot, landed the first race quite cleverly.

Yreka set the pace, leading up to the last few yards, when

Sinbad, who had taken second place, passed him and won by

a neck, Yreka three lengths before Bob Tucker, the favorite.

Time, 1:16|.

Fly, off flying to a very poor start, beat Tim Murphy a

length, but the last-named would surely have won with any-

thing like an even break. Sligo was a poor third.

Grady won the two-year-old handicap easily, coming from

the rear. At the finish he was three lengths to the good-

while Tiberius just managed to beat Miss Brummel a head

for the place.

Mt. Air, 6 to 1 for all anyone wanted, led from " eend to

eend " in the mile and seventy-yard handicap, winning hand-

ily by two lengths from Arnette, who beat Fred Gardner

three. McLight, the hot favorite, sulked all the way.

Mainstay won the fifth race driving by half a length from

Sport McAllister, who should have captured all the money.

Lucretia Borgia was third, two lengths away.

Bellringer led all the way in the jump, and won romping
by two lengthB, J. O. C. second, as far from C armel.

Johnny Payne, a 15 to 1 shot, won the Colored Derby by
two lengths easily, Gold Bug (the warmest favorite seen here
in some time), second, a neck before Vernon.

How the Races Were JRun.

The first race was at six furlongs, Belling. Bob Tucker
was at 7 to 5, Yreka 13 to 5, Conchita4l to 1, Willie Gibson
6, Druscilla 30, 8inbad 50, others 100 "to 150 to 1. They
broke to a fair start, Yreka first, Druscilla Recoup", pj. fjarjj:

ner next. Yreka led by half a leDgth past the half, Bob '

Tucker next, the others fairly well bunched. Yreka was first by
about a length into the homestretch, Sinbad and Bob Tucker
close together. Sinbad caught Yreka in the last fifty yards

and cleverlv beat him out a neck, Yreka three lengths before

Bob Tucker. Time, 1:163-

The second race waa at five furlongB, selling. Fly was
made a 4 to 5 favorite, backed down from 2 to 1, closed at 9

to 10. Tim Murphy was at 6 to 5, Sligo 12 (backed from 20),

Greenback Jr. 40, Gondola 100 and De Groat 200 to 1. They
were half an hour at the poBt, Fly refusing to break and
doing a lot of waltzing. Finally the flag fell to a poor start,

Fly in front and well under way, Sligo second, Greenback
Jr. third. Fly 3ed by three lengths past the half, Sligo sec-

ond, one and a half from Greenback Jr., who had cut Tim
Murphy off. Fly was four lengths to the good turning for

home, Tim Murphy and Sligo close together. Tim gained

fast in the stretch, but could not catch Fly, who won handily
by a length, Murphy second, three lengths before Sligo

Time, 1:01 J.

A handicap, about six furlongs, for two-year-olds, had but

three starters. The closing prices were : Grady 4 to 5.

Tiberius 9 to 5, Miss Brummel 5 to 1. They got away to a

fine sturt, Tiberius and Miss Brummel racing off in front,

head and head, past the half, one and one-half lengths before

Grady, who was simply gallopiog. At the final turn TiberiuB
was a head in front of Miss Brummel, both turning a little

wide, Gradv coming through against the inner rails like a

shot. He had the race won over a sixteenth from home, and
coming on*strong, won eaBily by two lengthB, TiberiuB just

beating Miss Brummel a head for the place. Time, 1:13|.

A mile and seventy-yard race, a handicap, came next. Mc-
light was made a tremendous favorite, opening at 8 to 5 and
being backed down to 4 to 5. Roma was at 4 to 1, Arnette 5,

Mt. Air 6 and Fred Gardner 15 to 1. They broke to a fair

start, Mt. Air and Arnette rushing for the lead and the rail.

Mt. Air secured it on the first turn and led the little filly one
and a half lengths past the quarter, Roma third, two lengths

further away. Arnette held her own for the next furlong,

then Mt. Air drew away until at the half he was three lengths

to the good, Arnette two from Fred Gardner and Roma, head
and head. McLight had gone to sulking early in the action.

At the three quarter pole Mt. Air was going easy two lengths

before the hard-driven Arnette, who in turn was as far from
Fred Gardner. Arnette and the others were driven hard,

but could not catch Mt. Air, who won handily by two lengths,

Arnette being second, three from Fred Gardner. Time, 1:46J—a good run.

A six-furlong race now interested the spectators. There
were but three in it, and every one was heavily backed.

Mainstay was at 7 to 10, Lucretia Borgia 9 to 5 and Sport
McAllister 2 to 1, there being little difference in the odds
offered against any of them, it will be noticed. They broke

to an excellent start, Lucretia Borgia showing perhaps a

neck in front. The trio ran together for about eighty yards,

then Mainstay took a slight lead, attended very closely to

Sport McAllister. Nearing the half Chevalier took a very

stout pull on Sport, whose head was high in the air. He was
under restraint until the three- quarter-pole was leached,

where Mainstay was leading him a length, with Borgia three

lengths further away. In the homestretch Sport was given

his head, and although he gained somewhat, Mainstay won
driving by half a length, Sport McAllister about two lengths

before Lucretia Borgia. Time, 1:14—a clever run. It looked

as if Sport would have won had he been allowed to run in

front, or at least with Mainstay.

The sixth race was at a mile and a quarter over five

hurdles, a handicap. Bellringer and Carmel, trained by
Frank Taylor, were coupled in the betting, the closing price

being 7 to 5. J. O. C. opened at 8 to 5 and closed at 7 to 5,

being well played. Gold Dust was at 13 to 5. Haymarket 12
to 1 and Ontario 30 to 1. The order to a good start was Bell-

ringer, J. O. C, Gold Dust. The race is easily described.

Bellringer led from flag-fall to finish and won romping by
one and a half lengths from J. O. O, who was cut loose in

the last half and ridden hard, but to no purpose, he losing a

little at each jump, Bellringer racing at them and going
cleanly. Carmel, who finished third, gave his backers quite

a thrill by running up from the rear very fast when he had
gone about three furlongs. He fell back again at the half-

mile jump, however, and gave his friends no more encour-

agement. The time was 2:18J.
The last race, seven furlongs over the hill course, was

termed the " Colored Derby," but just why is not apparent,

as a Derby distance is one and a half miles the world over,

and for three-year-old colts and fillies. The band played * : A
New Coon in Town " at the point where the horses enter the

track, and there was heaps of prancing'.by the fiery, untamed,
unused to such demonstrations. Then the musicians marched
down the track and halted in front of the judges' sta.nd,where

they discoursed a medley of" coon" airs and wound up with
".Dixie." Gold Bug waltzed and Huguenot was well-nigh

frightened to death. Gold Bug was backed down from 7 to

1 to even money, it being hinted that the riders of the other

horses had no idea of beating the solid little chestnut. Abi
P. was at 3£ to 1, Charmer 4, Alexis 8, Johnny Payne and
Vernon 10 ("former 15 at one time), San Lucas 15 and Re-
lampago 20 to 1. They got away to a good start.AIexis first,

Vernon second, Gold Bug third. Vernon ran into the lead

on the first turn, Alexis and Gold Bug being close together.

Near the half-mile mark Gold Bug got cut off, falling back
fourth. Johnny Payne, eighth away, had steadily improved
his position, and was first by a length at this point, Vernon
second, lapped by Abi P., who was under a terrific pull. Gold
Bug regained some of the lost ground going up the first hill

and into the hollow, Johnny Payne leading by a length eas*

ily, however. On the crest of the hill, just before going into

the hollow, Monroe Johnson, on Alexis, riding close to the

inner rail, was cut off suddenly, the horse stumbled, his rider

being thrown a considerable distance and lying motionless in

the enclosure. Johnny Payne was not headed, and won
easily by one and a half lengths, Gold Bug beating Vernon a

neck for place and Abi P. finishing fourth, another half

length away. Time, 1:354. The association's hack went on
a dead run to pick up the unfortunate Johnson, who was
found insensible and bleeding at nose and mouth. Someone
in the hack reported that " Mon " waB undoubtedly dead, and
it immediately became noised about. It proved to be incor-

rect, happily, for Johnson was "brought to" in about five

minutes and outside of a slightly sprained ankle was little the

worse for wear.

Pneumatic "Wheels

New and second hand for sale at low prices for the next

thirty days. AdpVesg Scott 8ofs, Cadiz, Ohio. *

The Coming Sale of Palo Alto Thoroughbreds.

Palo Alto Stock Farm will offer at public auction about
November 1st its entire crop of thoroughbred yearlings, foals

of 1894. They will be sold by Killip & Co. at their salesyard
on Market street, near Van Ness avenue.

There are twenty four yearlings to be 6old, and a finer bred
or a better looking lot would be hard to find. These colts

and fillies have had the benefit of good care, plenty of feed,

and are in good condition to go to work on.

The first on the list is the handsome chestnut filly Cres-

cenda, by Flambeau, dam imp. Amelia, dam of Rinfax, No-
mad and Picton, and grandam of Bellicoso, Wandering Nun
and that great colt, Crescendo. Imp. Amelia has produced
race_ horses from all Bources, and her daughter, imp. Janet
N

,
is a queen among broodmares. Ciescenda should not

only be valuable for racing, but for a broodmare as well.
The second on the list is the bay filly Racinia, by imp.

Cyrus, dam the great Fairy Rose, the dam of Shannon Rose,
Racine, Fairy, Charm, Flint and Sweet Rose. Fairy Rose
has produced winners from five different stallions, why should
she not produce from the sixth, imp. Cyrus.
The third is a chestnut filly, Brerewood, by Bramble, who

was a great race horse, and Bired that grand, Clifford. Brere-
wood's dam was Pottery, by Faustus, son of Enquirer and
Lizzie G., by War Dance. Here is a grand combination of
successful racing blood : Imp. Bonnie Scotland, imp. Austra-
lian, imp. Leamington, with four crosses of the immortal
Lexington through sire and dam.
The fourth on the list is the grandly-bred colt Gladiolus,

by Racine, dam imp. Gorgo, by Isonomy, grand dam imp.
Flirt, by Hermit. This colt carries the blood lines of great
race horses that have produced and are producing money
winners all the time.

The fifth is the cheBtnut filly Flambeauette, by Flambeau,
dam Fannie Lewis (dam of Rico and William Pinkerton), by
imp. Buckden.
The Bixth is a chestnut colt, Orville, by Racine, dam imp.

Ouida, by Foxhall, grandam imp. Amalia, by Salvator. From
this family has come Ohiyesa, Outright, Straight Tip and
Carnation.

The seventh is a fine looking dark bay colt by imp. Cyrus,
dam imp. Getaway (dam of Parasang and Capt. Skedance),
by Balfe.

The eighth is Princess Flirt, a handsome and speedy look-
ing bay filly by Racine, dam Flirt, by Hermit. Flirt's fillies

all race; Gorgo, Faustine,Fidelia and Flirtation have demon-
strated that.

The ninth is the bay colt Cavalry, by Flambeau, dam imp.
Cornelia, by Carnelion. The only two foals Cornelia has
had have both won, Melanita and Carisade.
The tenth on the list is Rosorus, bay colt by imp. Cyrus,

dam Rosebud,by Wildidle, grandam imp. Rosette, by Struao.
Rosorus is Rosebud's first foal. She was a very fa6t per-
former ; her dam Rosetta has given the turf such good per-
formers as Rhono, Rover, Romair and Floodgate, all win-
ners.

Eleven on the list is the bay filly Honowrine, by Racine,
dam Bessie Hooker, by Joe Hooker, grandam imp. Queen
Bess (dam of Nero), by Strathconan.
Twelve is the bay filly Queen Flambeau, by Flambeau,

dam imp. Queen Bess, by Strathconan
; she is the dam of

Nero and Foremost.
Thirteen is the bay filly Gerdine, by imp. Cyrus, dam Ger-

hardine (dam of Gordius and Benham), by Flood.
Fourteen on the list is the bay filly Fausterine, by Racine,

dam Faustine (dam of Flirtilla), by Flood, grandam Flirt, by
Hermit.

Fifteen is the bay filly Flamerette, by Flambeau, dam
Playmate, by Monday, grandam Plaything (dam of Tourna-
ment), by Alarm.

Sixteen on the list is the chestnut filly Bezonia, by imp.
Cyrus, dam imp. Bridget, by Foxhall, grandam imp. Queen
Bess, by Strathconan.
Seventeen is the rare-bred filly, Auracine, by Racine, dam

Aurelia (dam of Aerolite), by Wildidle, grandam imp. Ame-
lia (dam of Nomad, Picton, Riufax and imp. Janet N., dam
of Crescendo).

Eighteen on the list is Mike Murphy, by Flambeau, dam
Maggie R. (dam of Tim and Pat Murphy), by Billy Newell.
son of Norfolk.

Nineteen is the brown colt, Rasor, by imp. Oyrus, dam
Riglin (dam of Reta, Rita and Rowland) by imp. Glengarry.
Twenty is the chestnut colt, Attacus, by Flambeau, dam

imp. Amalia, by Salvator. Amalia is the dam of Lavoir,
Ohiyessa, Outright and Carnation.

Twenty-one is the chestnut colt Glenlight, by Flambeau,
dam Glenduea (dam of Gleudair, Guenn, Geoffrey, etc.), by
imp. Glengarry.
Twenty-two is the chestnut filly Precineau, by Flambeau,

dam Precious (dam of Peel, Pliny, Mero and Philander), by
Lever.
Twenty-three is the bay filly Cressa, by Flambeau, dam

imp. Cornelia (dam of Cadmus), Hy Isonomy.
Twentv-fourand last on the list of yearlings is the chest-

nut colt Rosalbra, by Flambeau, dam imp. Rosetta (dam of
Rhono, Romair, Rover and Floodgate), by Struan, son of
Blair AthoL
These colts and fillies are all registered with the Jockey

Club, and certificates of registration will be handed pur-
chasers by the auctioneers.

Stock will be ready for inspection at the thoroughbred de-
partment, Palo Alto Stock Farm, from now until three days
before the sale, when they will be removed to Killip & Co.'s

saleyards, Market street and Van Ness avenue, San Francisco

It is a good year for the Empire City Stud, and Mr. Wm.
Simpson's long and patient study of the breeding problem is

yielding him rich returns On (he big tracks of the country,
Bouncer and Stately are winning races galore and showing
speed that is provoking universal comment. On the smaller
circuits another siring from the same farm is doing equally
well. A notable performance wa« that of the three year-old
bay gelding Sufficient, iu the 2:34 class at Rome last week,
where he won three of tbe five heats and put his record at
2:21 }. Sufficient is by the farm's great young sire. Hummer,
and out of Ella Allen, by Ethan Ailen 473, son of Ethan Al-
len, 2:25.], second dam Metella, by Almont, and next dam
grand old" Jessie Pepper. Metella is a sister to Le Grande,
who died young in California, but not before he had sired

some very fast performers. Sufficient is a rapidgaited, level-

headed and game pacer, and will be heard from below 2 2'

later op,
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CLOSING DAYS OF WOODLAND FAIR.

Brother John and J. M. Palmer "Win the Run-

Din? Events and Agitato the Pace on

Thursday—All the Events Desoribed

—A Most Successful Meeting.

. rn DAY—TBUB^DAY, AUGUST 29TH.

The day openfd cloudy and has the appearance of rain
;

the atmosphere is warm and sultry. The interest in the races

seems to be increasing, the attendance is unabated and the

directors can feel proud of the success of their meeting thus

far. The track is in splendid condition and lightning fast.

The slowest beat trolled or paced the past three days was

2:20}, the fastest three days' racing up to date on the Pacific

Coast.

The first race was a running event, Red Iron stakes, for

district two year-olds, four and a half furlongs. The starters

were Lucy, Brother John, Bud G. and Red Shield. Pools
:

Brother John favorite against field. Books : Brother John 1

to 3, Bud *t. 6 to 1, Red Shield 10 to 11, Lucy 3 to 1. They

got ofl the first attempt, Brother John in the lead, which he

held to the finish in 0.57}, Lucy second.

The second race was a run, three-quarter mile dash, purse

$150. Starters: Morton, Aniigo, Esperance, J. M. Palmer

and Regal. Auctions: Amigo $11, field $10. Books: Amigo

4 to 5, Regal 3 to 1, Palmer t> to 5, Morton 15 to 1, Esper-

ance 8 to 1. After a few breaks they got ofl to a good start.

Amigo was in the lead to the half. From there on Palmer

came fast and assumed the lead into the stretch. Palmer and

Amigo raced head and head to the hundred-yard pole, where

Amigo gave up the fight, Palmer winning in 1:17}, Amigo

second, Esperance third.

The 2:40 class two-year-old pace was then called. Pools:

Agitato $15, field $9. Boc ks for the beat : Jennie Mc 2$ to

1 , Agitato 2 to 5, King Cader za 15 to 1, Prince Bismark 4

lo 1. On the race : Agitato 1 to 2, Jennie Mc 3 to 1, King

Cadenza 10 to 1, Prince Bismarck 3 to 1. They got ofl to a

splendid start, Agitato leading at the quarter in 0:37, Jennie

Mc second. At the half Agitato led" by a length in 1:18}.

At the three quarter Agitato and Jennie Mc were on even

terms in 1:47. At the seven eighths it looked like Jennie

Mc's heat, but Agitato had reserve speed and pulled ahead

near the wire and won easily in 2:21}, Jennie Mc second,

i'rince Bismarck a close third,having closed about five lengths

through the stretch.

The two-year old trot was next called. The starters were :

Palila, Eureka, Claudius, Don Roberta. In the pools Palita

brought $10 agaiost $5 for the field. Books, for beat, Palita

barred : Eureka, 2 to 1; Claudius, 12 to 1; Don Roberta, 10

to 1. On the race, Palita barred : Eureka, 2 to 1; Claudius,

12 to 1: Don Roberta, lOtol. Before the start Eureka sold

even for the race and heat with Palita barred. They got off

to a good start, Palita scoring very fast. Eureka made a bad
break after leaving the wire and felt back ten lengths. Palita

reached the quarter in 34$ seconds, Claudius five lengths be-

hind, Eureka and Don Roberta as much further in the rear.

These positions were maintained to the half in 1:10. Upon
caching the three-quarters, in 1:46}, Palita led by four

lengths. Claudius acd Eureka, on even terms, were making
a hard drive for place. At the hundred-yard pole Claudius

broke, end Eureka took the second place, Palita winning in

2:22*.

!"or the second beat in the pace there were no pools sold.

In the books for the heat : Agitato, 1 to 4; Jennie Mc, 3 to

1; Prince Bismarck, 5 to 1; King Cadenza, 30 to 1. On race:

Agitato, 1 to 5; Jennie Mc, 5 to 1; Bismarck 8 to 1; Cadenza,

50 lo 1. They got ofl to a magnificent start, all even and go-

ing fast, Agitato leading to the quarter with Jennie Meat
his shoulder in 0:344. Up the backstretch George Gray came
up fast with Prince Bismarck, and at the half in 1:09} led the

other two by a length. It was the grandest colt race ever

witnessed from there home. Bismarck opened three lengths

around the upper turn, but the clip was a hot one, and when
they reached the three quarters the three were again on even

terms From there home the drive was terrific, all three

drivers whipping every stride. They were so close together

that it created great excitement, as either one was considered

a winner in turns until, in the last fifty yards, Sanders lifted

Agitato lo the lead in 2:18}, Jennie Mc second, Prince Bis-

mark third, Kine Cadenza fourth.

In the second heat of the colt race there were no pools.

Books, Palita barred: Eureka, 2 to 5; Claudius 3 to , 2.

They got ofl on the third score. Eureka made a disastrous

break after leaving the wire, and lost all chances. Phippen
nent Palila along to the quarter in 0:33^. She reached the

half in 1:08a, the three-quarters in l:43j and the mile in

2:19}. Thih is the fastest heal by a two-year-old up to date in

California this year. Palita is by the great Palo Alto, out of

a daughier of (ten. Benton, and should she remain right, she
has enough speed to beat the world's two-year-old record.

SUMMARY.

race- mttlng, MO el at*, two-year olds, puree WfO.

pmllu, ch i. ''J- Palo Alto- bj Gen, Benton Phippen i l

Borakft, ch o 2 :t

b

Don Robcrtn t bJ C i 4

Time, '2:22%, 2;19^.

The last mce on the programme was the 2:24 trot. The
rHarler* were Lady Thornhill, I.ndy <>., Maria P., Flora G.,

Palermo, Kaven^crofl, Letter B. In the pools the field brought

HO, Letter B |7, Maria P. $6. Books on heats; Lady Thorn-

Mll 8 to 1, Lady O 2 to 1, Lettar B. - in I, the others 10 lo

1 On the rare: Thornhill 1 lo 1 . Lady < >. 8 lo 1. Utter B.

5 lo 2, Maria P. "J to I. the otban 1" to 20 to 1. Before the

-tart the pooll stood : Field |16, Letter B. |16, Maria P. *8.

They got ofl lo a good start. letter B. and Lady Thornhill

made a bid break after leaving the wire. Maria P., at ihe

pole, afwumed (he lead, clo*ely followed b? Kavenscroft and

Palermo at tba quarter in 86 lecoodi I »'iv O made a drive
I. ut broke after leaving tbe qoarle/aod lost

four length* ; i h 7 reached the half in 1:08J. Rounding the

upper turn ^avenecroft made a break. fell back and appeared

oui of the struggle. Lady O. came fast and looked dan&erout

lor Maria P. through ths stretchout she made another break

in the middle of the homestretch and lost all her chances.

Ravenscrofl came fast out of the rack, but could only get

third position, Maria P. winning in 2:173, Lady O. second.

For tbe second heat in the 2:24 trot tbe pools sold : Maria
P. $10, field $5, Letter B. $4. Id tbe books for tbe heat

:

Lady Thornhill 3 to 1, Lady 2 to 1, Letter B. 2* to 1, Maria
P. 4 to 5, Raveoscroft 10 to 1, Palermo 10 to 1. For tbe

race: Thornhill 3 to 1, Lady O. 4 to 1, Letter B. 2 to 1,

Maria P. 4 lo 5, Ravenscrofl 10 lo 1, Flora G. j00 to 1, P»l-

ermo 20 to 1. They got ofl to a good start, Lady Thornhill
carrying Maris P. to a break after passing tbe eighth-pole.

Lady Thornhill went to the quarter in 0:35, closely followed

by Lady O , who made a break in the middle of the back-

stretch. Palermo went into second place. In this order they

reached tbe half in 1:083. Around the upper turn Lady O.
came again, acd Thornhill, Lady O. and Palermo were on
nearly even terms at the three-quarter pole in l:44f. Lady
O. was coming fast on ThornhiU's wheel, but made a break

at the hundred-yard pole and lost two lengths. Ravenscroft,

as in the previous heat, came fast in the stretch and was only
beaten a length for the heat by Thornhill in 2:195, Lady O.

third.

Third heat 2:24 trot—Pools : Field, $10; Thornhill, $8;
Maria P., $6. Books tor beat : Thornhill 1-1, Lady O. 4-1,

Letter B 3-1, Maria P. 3-1. Ravenscroft 3-1, Palermo and
Flora G. 25 to 50-1 For tbe race , Thornhill 4-5, Lady O.
5-1, Letter B. 3-1, Maria P. 2-1, Ravenscroft 5-1. They got

ofl to a good start, Letter B. breaking and falling back.

Thornhill and Ravenscroft started out for a fight to the

eighth. Ravenscroft made a slight break and fell back a
length. Lady O. came up fast to the quarter and was on
ThornhiU's wheel in 34* seconds. In the middle of the back-
stretch they were moving like a team and reached the half

in 1:07*. Neither relaxed an inch. They reached the three-

quarters in 1:41$. Through the stretch both drivers were
carrying their horses steady and fast. A hundred yards from
the wire Thornhill showed a head in front, but made a break
twenty yards from the wire and Lady O. beat her out in 2:16*.

Ravenscroft came again fast through the stretch and was on
the wheel of Lady O., but made a break a hundred yards from
the wire and had to be content with third place.

Fourth heat—Pools : Lady O. $5, field $10. Books for

heat: Thornhill 3-2, Letter B. 2-1, Maria P. 5-1, Ravens-
croft 3-1. For race: Thornhill 3-2, Lady O. 3-2, Letter B.
3-1, Ma^ia P. 5-1, Ravenscroft 8-1, Palermo 50-1, Flora G.
100-1, They got off" at the third score. Ravenscroft broke
after getting the word. Maria P. came fast from the outside
position aid led all to the eighth by three lengths. Maria
maintained the lead to the quarter in 35 seconds, Lady O.
coming fast at the three eighths pole. She assumed the lead

and kept it to the wire. She went to the half in 1:09}, three-

quarters in 1:44 and the mile in 2:205. Thornhill was cut

ofl behind and fell back. At tbe half she was eight lengths
away. From there she came fast, and from the drawgate
contested the heat, getting second place.

Fifth heat—No pools. Bonks on heat : Thornhill 2 to 1,

Lady O. 2 to 5, Maria P. 8 to 1, Ravenscroft 6 to 1, the others
20 to 100 to 1. The race : Thornhill 3 to 1, Lady O 3 to 10,

Letter B. and Maria P. 10 to t, the others 40 to 100 to 1.

Another fearful start was made by tbe judges, probably owing
to approaching darkness. Lady Thornhill, one of the favor-

ites, was sent ofl behind and on a run. Lady O. was two
lengths in the lead, Thornhill eight lengths behind, at the
quarter, in 0:35. Lady O. reached tbe half in 1:09$. Lady
Thornhill had diminished tbe gap and was on her wheel in

the middle of upper turn Sullivan made a masterly drive,

but he had" such distance to make up that it told on Thorn-
hill, for she made a break near tbe wire and Lady O. came
in a bead in tbe lead. A howl of derision went up from the
crowd on account of the send ofl, and after some deliberation
the judges announced that they reserved their decision until

1 o'clock to-morrow.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Red Iron stakes, running, for district two-year-olds.
Four and a half furlongs.

Brother John, b g, by Red Iron—by Joe Hooker Clawson 1
Lucy .. 2
BndC 3
Red Shield „ 4

Time, 0:57J4.

Second race—Ruuning. purse $150. Three-quarter mile dash.

J. M. Palmer, b g, by imp. Intruder—by Jim Douglass Hazlett 1
Esperance 2
Amigo 3
Kegal 4

Time, 1:V?H-

Third race—2:40 class, pacing, two-year-olds, purse SSOO.

Agitato, b c, bv Steinway—by Ferguson Sanders l 1
Jennie Mc. b f 2 2
Prince Bismarck, b g 3 3
King Cadenza, b g 4 4

Time, 2:2JJ4, 2:18^.

FIFTH DAY— FRIDAY, AUGUST 30.

From early morn until two o'clock the roads leading to

the race track were thronged with vehicles of every descrip-

tion, the occupants of which were dressed in the light and

airy costumes which are so pleasantly suggestive of warm
weather. This was business men's day, and all the leading

stores in the prosperous town of Woodland were closed. Em-
ployers and employees raced along the level roads on an

equality. Wives, families and sweethearts were not left home
consequently the ticket taker at tbe gate bad a very pleasant
duty to perform, and the manner in which he exchanged
tickets for coin would make a Tivoli Theater ticket-seller

green with jealouey. The grand stand was filled; the band of
music played the latest airs ; the gamblers who were " out
of sight " of tbe grandstand were busily engaged in calling
on the horny-handed granger lo play en the white or the
red, and the pool seller's voioe was heard above the din,
while quiet-looking, gentlemanly Geo. Rose and his assist-

ants were taking in bets and chalking up the odds on the
races.

Everything was conducted in regular race track style. The
track itself is, and in fact always has been, the fastest in
California, and although a little too hard on the surface,
nevertheless its turns are well made and the stretches as
smooth a» a billiard table.

The judges today were Col. Hawkins, H. Forsland and
j
L. Adams-
Atone o'clock tbe decision in the 2:24 trot, which was

ended la^t evening, was given. It was: Lady O. wins the
heat and race. Time, 2:19j; Lady Thornhill second money.

;
Ravenscroft third and fourth money; Flora O. fourth, Paler-
mo fifth, Maria P. sixth and third money, Letter B. die-

1 lanced.

The first event was a running five-eighths mile dash, with i

five entries. Middleton sold favorite at $17 to $10 for Blue
Bell and $3 for the field. Regal was withdrawn. Middle-
ton led from the start into the turn and down the stretch,
where he was passed by Nellie G., who woo by a neck in

1:02 J, Middleton second, Blue Bell third and Little Tough
last. In the books Nellie G. was a 10 to 1 shot, and Rose's
stables sustained its first defeat of the week.
The second event was the 2:20 trot, all ages, with seven

entries. Boodle sold favorite at 1 to 2, Irene Crocker 2 to
5, Chico F0 to 1. Jennie June 50 to 1, Myrtle Thome 30 to

1, Escort 50 to 1 and Visalia 2 to 1. They were sent away
on the fourth attempt to a good start. Visalia led to the
quarter in 0:35, Crocker second and Myrtle Thorne third.
These positions were unchanged at the half, made in 1:08
and the three-quarters in 1:12*. Into the stretch Myrtle
Thorne broke and the race to the wire was between Visalia
and Boodle, the former winning by half a length in 2:16,
Boodle second, Jennie June third, Irene Crocker, who ended
fourth, was sent back to seventh place, Escort fifth, Myrtle
Thorne Bixth.

In the second heat Visalia in the books sold favorite at
even money, Boodle remained the same. Myrtle Thorne,
Crocker and Jennie June were 50 to 1 shots. Visalia broke
under the wire just as the word was given, and barely saved
her distance. Boodle went into the lead and was never
headed, winning in 2:16f, Myrtle Thorn second, Chico third,
June fourth, Escort fifth, Crocker sixth and Visalia last.

In the third heat of the trotting race, Boodle led to the
quarter in 0:35*, a length ahead of Myrtle Thorne, Visalia
third. The half was made in 1:0S and three-quarters in
1:43*. In the stretch Visalia broke, but caught quickly. She
came fast to the wire, winning by a head in 2:15*, Boodle
second, Myrtle Thorne third.

For the fourth heat Boodle was slated 6 to 5 and Visalia 1
to 2. Visalia was held at the start and was led by Boodle to
the half by three lengths. Into the turn Visaaa moved up
and down the stretch, was on even terms with Boodle, win-
ning out by a length in 2:13}, Boodle second, Thorne third,

Chico fourth, Jennie June fifth, Irene Crocker sixth and Es-
cort seventh.

In the 2:19 pace there were four entries : Chehalis, Path-
mont, Loope ard Dan N. Chehalis was booked at 11 to 20,
Pathmont 4 to 1, Dan N. and Loupe 30 to 1. At the eighth
Dan N. was in the lead. At the quarter Chehalis was leading
him three lengths. Pathmont was in second place at the half.

Chehalis was leading two lengths at the turn. Down the
stretch tbe favorite was lapped and the race to the wire was
close, (Pathmont winning byaverysmall margin. Many
thought tbe heat belonged to Chehalis, but Judge Hawkins
gave it to Pathmont. Time, 2:12*; Chehalis second, Dan N.
third and Loupe last.

In the second heat of the pace Chehalis sold 12 to 2, Path-
mont 5 to 1 and 100 to 1 both Loupe and Dan N. Chehalis
led to the quarter by half a length; at the half he hid in-

creased the pace to three lengths; into the turn Pathmont
crawled up and down the stretch the race was close, Chehalis
winning bv half a length in 2:12}, Pathmont second, Loupe
third and Dan X. fourth.

In the third heat Chehalis sold 1 to 15. Pathmont 10 to 1,

Lot'pe and Dan N. 200 to 1. Chehalis led to the halfby two
lengths and doubled tbe distance at the turn. Into the
stretch Pathmont moved up and came down half a length
behind Chehalis, the Oregon wonder, winning in 2:10|, Path-
mont second. Loupe third and Dan N. fourth.

la the fourth heat Ihe books slated Chehalis 1 to 15, Path-
mont 20 to 1, Loupe 500 to 1 and Dan N. 1000 to 1. Chehalis
went away in the lead and at the half had increased it to five

lengths. Chehalis won the heat and race easily in 2:11,

PathmoDt second, Loupe third and Dan N. fourth.

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, AUGUST 31.

This was the last day of the greatest race meeting ever held

in California, and the truth of this statement is shown by the

records, for there were forty-nine heats trotted and paced

duriDg the six days' meeting. Thirty were by the trotters and

theaverage was 2:17'. Nineteen heats were paced and the

average was 2:13. The slowest trotting heat was 2:22$, the

next slowest heat was 2:20j>. The fastest heat was 2:13-

Among the pacing races the slowest was 2:21} and the next

slowest was 2:18}. The fastest heat was 2:09}. Fifteen heats
were paced in 2:15 or better, and of this number several were
better than 2:12. There were two time records made and they
were only specials. The weather was warm, and were
it not for the fact that a circus was in town, which exerted tie

magnetic influence over tbe young and old fur miles and
miles around, there is no doubt the attendance to-day would
have exceeded that of any day of the meeting. The Presi-
dent and directors made many new friends at this meeting
among the horsemen and the concensus of opinion was, " We
will be back again next year, for no one could be more cour-
teously treated than we were." George Rose, the progressive
bookmaker, cannot have made much money, as bookmaking
on trotters was a new departure, but he learned much that
will be beneficial to him hereafter. It is needless to say that
he and his corps of assistants created a most favorable im-
impression he?e. Al Leech was the pool-seller and fulfilled

the duties of his calling in an able manner. The stock pa-

rade to-day was most excellent and reflects great credit

upon the horse and cattle breeders in this splendid section of
California.

Secretary Barney and Directors Spalding and Hoppin were
busily engaged from early morning until after tbe races began
attending to the distribution of prizes.

At one o'clock Judge Hawkins called up the first event, a
match against time by H. Hogojjoom's strongly-built, well-

formed chestnut stallion Swift Bird by Waldstein out of a
mare by Poscora. Hayward started to beat 2:30 and accom-
plished the feat in 2:2njj.

The first regular race was a one mile iunning race between
Faro (112), Esperance (106), Rob Roy (100), Amigo (100),
and Onti Ora (116).

In the books Faro $2, Esperance $3, Rob Rov $2, Amigo
$4, Onti Ora $3. In tbe pools Rob Roy $10, Faro $6, field

$2. The start was a good one for all but Rob Rov, who got
away three lengths behind. Faro took tbe lead, but Amigo
passed him at the quarter, ard led to tbe wire, winning by
two lengths from Faro. Onti Ora third. Time, 1:44}.

Tbe match race, half mile dash, between Red Dick and
Cora C, wss won bv the former in the easiest manner imagi-
nable in 0:50.

The third race of the afternoon was a pacing race. 2:35

class. The entries were Ruby M., Babe Marion, Delphi, Pbe-

DoJ and JSetelle Wilkes. In the pooU Phenol sold for $10,Ruby
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\l. $5, field $5. After several scores Judge Hawkins sent

hem away. Phenol led, with Kaby M. close up, Delphi

;hird. At the quarter Phenol broke and Kuby M. passed

aer, and Sutherland brought Estelle Wilkes up and chal-

lenged the fleety daughter of Almont Patchen. Phenol caught

»nd was only a half length away. The half-mile pole was

passed in 1:05|. From this point the three sidewheelers

raced on even terms, bat on nearing the wire Phenol passtd

to the front and was a length in front of Ruby M-, Estell

Wilkes half a length behind. Time, 2:11J. Babe Marion

was fourth, three lengths further back and two lengths in

front of Delphi. The wonderful showing made by the green

mare, Estelle Wilkes, was commented upon. She was ably

driven by Jas. Sutherland.

Phenol took the lead in the next heat. Estelle Wilkes

took the second place away from Ruby M. As the latter

broke at the first ilurn and in an endeavor to get on even

terms with Phenol she broke and fell back to last place,

the leaders were 150 yards ahead of her when she settled,

but she could not get inside the Bag as Phenol paced under

the wire in 2:14J, Delphi third and Ruby M. fourth.

Phenol, ably driven by Millard Sanders, took the lead in

the next heat and won by two lengths from Ruby M., Del-

phi third and Babe Marion fourth. Time, 2:14J.

The improvement in Phenol is remarkable, and if nothing

happens her she will be in the 2:10 list before another month

Fifth race, trotting. 2:40 class, purse SMW.

Jasper Paulsen, bl g, by Wildnut—Gamma, by Norway-
„. .„ Keating 1 1 1

Our Lucty, b s. by Rajan, dam by Gibraltar G. Maben £

Leonora, b m, by Sable Wilfees Kenny ."> 2 o

Coal Dust, blfc s, by Black Pilot, dam by A. \V. Kicnmond......
_ _ Mack 3 3 3

Potrero. Ds, by Redondo—by Junio Hodges 4 4 1
Time. 2:16fci. 2:13Ji, 2:17.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIBN SIMPSON.

The next race was for the 2:27 class, trotting, three-year-

olds. There were only four starters: Zombro, Stam B.,

Jasper Ayres and Lottie. Pools sold : Zombro $10,

field $5. The start was a good one ; Zom-
bro led, with Stam B. at his wheel, Jasper Ayres was third

and Lottie last. The half was passed in 1:06£. Stam B.

kept behind the speedy Zombro, bat in the homestretch he

came up on even terms with him, and in an attempt to pass

Zombro broke and the latter jogged in a Tinner in 2:13,three

lengths in front of Stam B-, Jasper Ayres third and Lottie

last. This is the fastest mile made by a three-year old in

California, and the easy way he finished shows that he can

get a 2:10 mark in his next race. He trotted one quarter in

this race in 0:31.

In the second beat Zombro sold in the auction pools at $15

to $4 on the field, with but few takers.

Zombro started oat and Stam B., although footsore, was

game enough to stay right by him, and the two passed the

half pole in 1:07, not half a length between them. Jasper

Ayres was third and Lottie fourth, not foar lengths away.

To the three-quarter pole Stam B. was only a neck behind

Zombro, and as they entered the homestretch they were on

even terms. Coming to the wire Stam B. made an effort to

go the front, but Zombro slipped past him and as he did so

the gallant son of Stamboal broke, and thus his chances of

winning were rained. Zombro came home in 2:14£, two

lengths in front of Stam B., who was a length in advance of

Jasper Ayres, and the latter was two lengths in front of

Lottie.

In the next heat Jasper Ayres trailed Zombro and kept

him moving; Stam B. was third and Lottie fourth. Zom-
bro took it easy until the stretch was reached, then Durfee

saw that Jasper Ayres was gaining, and he had to wake up
and make a drive down the homestretch to keep in front.

He won with Zombro by a length and a half in 2:17, Stam
B. was third and Lottie fourth. Thus ended one of the best

races of the meeting and demonstrates that Zombro is a

phenomenally fast and game young horse.

The 2:40 trot was the next event on the programme. There
were five entries— Oar Lucky, Coal Dust, Jasper Paulsen,

Potrero and Leonor. Jasper Paulsen was the favorite at $10
to $7 on the field. In the books Our Lucky was 3 to 1, Coal

Dast 3 to 2, Potrero 25 to 1, Jasper Paulsen 7 to 10 and
Leonor 100 to 1. Jasper took the lead and was never headed.

Oar Lucky was half a length behind him at the half, bat the

former never let him come any nearer. To the wire the

finish was exciting, bnt Oar Lucky broke fifty yards from the

goal and Jasper Paulsen won by a length and a naif in 2:ltf|

—wonderful time for a 2:40 horse—Coal Dast third, Potrero

fourth and Leonora fifth.

Pools remained about the same for the next heat, and Our
Lucky kept close to Jasper Paulsen until the half-mile pole

was reached, when he broke and Leonor slipped past him
and set sail for the leader. Our Lucky recovered his speed

and passed Leonora on entering the homestretch, but he

broke again, and fell back to last position. Leonora came in

two lengths behind the easy-going Paulsen in 2:19 k, Coal

Dast third, Potrero fourth and Our Lucky last.

In the next heat Our Lucky made it very interesting for

Jasper Paulsen, and had not the latter been driven by that

general, Thoa. Keating, there is no doubt the lame horse from
the Bouth would have won. Keating trotted his horse very

fast to the three quarter pole and opened a gap of several

lengths in front of Our Lucky, and when he entered the

stretch he had thiB much advantage, but Geo. Maben, who
was driving Our Lucky, was wide awake and his horse trotted

like old Klamath down the homestretch, gained inch by inch

on Jasper Paulsen until at the wire he was ODly a neck
behind the latter. Had not Keating driven as be did with

such good judement Our Lucky would have won. The time
of tbe heat was 2:17, Coal Dust third, Potrero fourth and
Leonora last.

SUMMARY.
Woodland, August 31—To beat 2:30.

Swift Bird, ch s. by Waldstein—by Poscora Hayward 1

Time, 2:30 2
Time. 2293^.

Running, one mile, poise 3150.

Amigo. b g, bv Joe Daniels, 100 ...Dcnnison 1

Jfaro. ch g. by Prince of Norfolk, 112 Peters 2

OntiOra. blfc m, by Alta, 116 Finn 3
Time, i:44K-

Esperance (106) and Rob Roy MOO) also ran.

Match race, half mile.

, Red Diet, bg, unknown, 110 1

Cora C„ b m, 110 .. 2
Time, 0:50.

Third race. paciDg, 2:30 class, pnrse $"»00.

Phenol, gr m, by Jadge Waller .Sanders 111
Raby M., b m, by Almont Patchen, dam by Tilton Almont....

„ Sullivan 2 2 2
Delphi, bl a, by Director, dam by Dexter Prince Keating ~> 3 3

Babe Marion, b m, by Sleinway, dam by Simmons...Chaboya 4 4 4

.
Estelle Wilkes, bl m, by Mambrino Wilkes, dam by Hamble-

tonian Jr „ _ Sutherland 3 dis

Time, £U&, 2:14 l4. 2:14%.

"Fourth race, trotting, 2:27 class, parse £500.

Zombro, b s. by McKinney, dam by Almont Lightning
.. : Durfee 1 1 1

Stam B.,hs. by Stamboul—Belle Medium Delano 2 2 3
Jasper Ayres, bg. by Iris, dam by Altamont Perkins 3 3 2
Lottie, br m, by San Diego, dam by Whipple ton.. Loeber 4 4 4

Time, 2:13, 2:14%, 2:17.

Stranded.—Much has been printed lately on *ha t ha

been called the "forfeit system" in harness races. In the first

place the forfeit system has not prevailed, but rather a sorts

of fungus growth on the entrance principle. Tbe true for.

feit was part of a stake, and unless guaranteed by the club

which opened the stake—that being a rare occurrence—the

winner of the stake was the recipient of the forfeits due.

Certificates were issued by the secretary, and these turned

over to the winner, and he could either enforce their collec-

tion by entering them against the debtor or make any other

arrangement he saw fit. The club or association which
opened the stake fulfilled their part of the obligation by col-

lecting from starters and paid the "added money" to the

winner, and that was the end of it.

Now all the sympathy is awarded to the parties who
adopted) this misnamed forfeit system and the dire result

pictured in glowing terms. We are told that races had to be

"declared off" on account of non-payment of those who had
accepted these promises to pay, when it is beyond question

that more money was received than if therule of ten per cent,

accompanying entry had been observed.

According to the Illinois decision, by which Williams, of

Axtelland Allerton celebrity, obtained judgment against a

man who had paid his entrance fees in part, the debt is col-

lectable if property can be found to satisfy the judgment, and
hence in addition to the assistance of the N. T. A. and A. T.

A. the courts can be invoked to recover the claim. The
worst feature of the credit Bystem, however, is that it is a

temptation to people to assume obligations which would not

have been incurred under a cash system, and as a consequence
hundreds of owner? are now stranded, and that on a bar of

such magnitude that an ordinary tide will not float the vessel

which is doomed, hopeless and irrpparable, wrecked from
keel to bulwark, scarcely a plank left to form the nucleus of

another craft. The inducement to make entries, which would
have been forborn, save for the handinessof merely signing

a paper, was supplemented by another pitfall.

When positively assured lhat the chances were a hundred
tooae against obtaining any part of the parse to "declare

out" enforced a cash outlay. To comply with the conditions

entailed using money which could not be spared from their

business, in some eases that money was not in the possession

of the person who made the entry, and with small chance of

securing it as a loan. Not a loophole to escape by paying

what vas already due, the debt increased to the fullest limit,

and that to a certainty out of the power of the victim to lib-

erate himself, struggle at he might.

Before horses became so depreciated that sales cculd not

be made, at almost any sacrifice, there was some show of

paying back entrance money from that source of revenue. A
good road horse, a filly bred in a way lhat gave promise of

success in the stud, would find purchasers in the past. Now
there are so maoy offered in excess of the demand that buy-

ers are few and with a big gap between the one who might

buy and the next similarly inclined. However forcibly the

dread of suspension may operate on the delinquent in a

majority of cases he is helpless and has to succumb to the in-

evitable with all the grace he can muster. There are

few people who would accept the punishment if it were

in their power to escape, and it may be taken for granted

that poverty is the sole cause. Delinquents who have not

that plea to offer, those who can pay and refuse, should be

made to settle, and the Illinois decision will warrant asso-

ciations in appealing to the law of the land as well as

that of the N. T. A. and A. T. A. One of the turf pa-

pers deprecates that mode of procedure, on the claim that it

is a " debt of honor." If collectable, through the judiciarv,

it is no longer that kind of a liability, merely a civil contract

in which one of the parties defaults.

If those who are abundantly able to pay would square their

accounts, associations could offer terms to those who could

not which would relieve them from suspension and give the

opportunity to continue in the business. Better for both

parties interested that a settlement should be made than to

have to carry a big deficit on one side, on the other ostracism

from tracks which hold membership in either or both of the

governing associations. When it is apparent that one who
has been suspended for non-payirent of entrance fees is incap-

able of making immediate payment, and who would pay if

granted time, it strikes me lhat the best policy for the credi-

tor is to offer relief. While it is merely an individual opinion,

I feel quite confident that the P. C. T. H. B. A. would accept

a compromise from the class of debtors which have a good

claim for being favored by an extension. That individuals

have suffered in a greater degree from the facility of running

! into debt is beyood question.

More mooey paid in than would have been the case if

credit had not been given,and though the balance sheet shows
a startling list of debtors, the credit side would folly over-

balance the deficit.

But it is important that in the future the temptation

should be eliminated. How shall that be accomplished ?

There mast be " events" on the bills, so far off in the future

when these will be decided, that the risks will be great on

those who engage in them. Not a very hard problem.

John Randolph, of Roanoke—I like to give him his fail

title—when there was a lull in congressional proceedings,

called to the presiding officer :
" Mr. Speaker, I have dis-

covered tbe philosopher's stone; pay as you go."

That must be the motto hereafter, and stakes with light

initiatory payments, and pursfs with a very small fee accom-
panying the entry take the place of the " forfeit system."

** *

H. M. La Rue.—In this paper appears a communication

from H. M. La Rue in reply to one from C. A. WinBhip

published two weeks ago, and to which was

appended a petition signed by several drivers. The
right of petition is one of the privileges which may be

called sacred, inasmuch as that right is guaranteed by Na-
tional and State constitutions, and bad the prayerof the peti-

tioners been confined to soliciting ibe Woodland Association

to appoint Mr. Covey starting judge no fault could have been
found. But when that was accompanied by charges against

Mr. La Rue it is a fair object of criticism, especially as there
were no specific counts, merely tbe assertion that decisions

made by him at Napa led to the signing and publication of

tbe petition and the accompanving statement. As that state-

ment was signed by a responsible person, it was published in

the Breeder and Sportsman, though if the object wee
mereiy to secure the appointment of Mr. Covey that would
have been effected by directing it to the President and di-

rectors of the Woodland Association. Evidently then there

was something else than a desire to secure the services of
Mr. Covey, and tbe letter of Mr. La Rue affords an explana-
tion. It seems that there were two points of difference, one of

these the placing of horses in a heat, and if an error was made
the associate judges were also in the wrong. I have no
knowledge of the actual situation. If it was a close contest

the j udges have a inucb better chance to determine the result

than the spectators; if a mistake was made in identii ying tbe

horses, that surely could have been corrected at the time.

The second point, in all probability, was the chief grievance.

When Mr. La Rue took the ground that beats should not be
laid up, and that transgression would be punished, first by a
heavy fine, and a repetition of the ofiense by expulsion, it

should meet the approval of everyone who favors honest rac-

ing. In these days of general laxity in the judges' stand,when
a man occupies the position of presiding judge, with suffi-

cient knowledge of the trotting code to understand not only
the letter but the spirit of tbe rules, and determination to en-
force them, he should be heartily sustained, and when at-

tacked upon that ground receive approbation in reply to un-
warranted aspersions.

I have known Mr. La Rue for many years, been familiar

with his work in tbe stand, and been so well pleased with
what he did there that when President of tbe P. C. T. fl. B. A.
I urged his employment as presiding judge of the meeting.

It has been claimed that he was too rigid in enforcing the

rules: the only exception that I took that he was not strict

enough, and tberetore it is seen likely that be struck the
"golden mean."

I have written many articles lately in relation to the great-

est drawback on harness racing there is, laying up heals. A
single-handed battle apparently, against a host on the other

side.

A change is coming, however, as in the Eastern depart-

ment of the Horseman under the caption "The obligation to

try," there are some strong arguments against the practice.

It may be that tbe race between Joe Patchen and Gentry at

Philadelphia last Wednesday will have a tendency to cor-

rect the evil, and had the judges been animated with the

same spirit which Mr. La Rue displayed at Napa it would
have been still better. In place of a fine of $500, had Curry
been expelled, and if the owner of Joe Patchen was present,

he and the horse subjected to like punishment, "skinning
catfish" would not be so pleasant a pastime as it has been in

the past. The attack on Mr. La Rue has recoiled on the

party who made it, and in lieu of injuring him has been to

his credit. * * *
The State Fair.—So far the great Sacramento fair has

been folly op to expectations, and, from the present outlook,

there is little danger in prophesying that it will be superior

of any which has preceded it. That is very high praise, in-

deed, as all will admit who have attended the fairs for the

past thirty years.

There is everything favorable for such a result.

Tbe pavilion display coold scarcely be excelled, and one
essential to that depaitment of the show, viz., music, elicits

the applaose of all-

Good as that is, the park end of the exhibition is in keep-
ing. Never a belter show of stock, from chickens to horses,

a good representation of the highest type in the varioos

At the time of writing Tharsday, harness races have been

the only ones on the programme, and from all accounts

"eminently satisfactory." Too early yet to discourse at

length on the merits of the contestants, as the next week may
tell another tale. Very closely together several that have

met, and a trifling turn of luck in favor of the defeated likely

to reverse previous decisions. The most welcome intelligence

to me is that not a single heat was "laid op" and not a mar-
mar of the races not being straight. Then the management
comes in for a good share of the enconiams, the weather all

that could be desired, and even losers in good humor.

* *
Independent.—An independent press is said to be the

bulwarE of freedom. Were the horse papers of the country

truly independent I should have far brighter hopes of the

future of racing. While none of them, perhaps, are so ab-
solutely under control as to wear a collar corresponding to

that which encircled the neck of tbe swineherd, " Gurth,

the son of Beourelph, is the born thrall of Cubric of Rother-

wood," there are influences which forbid absolute freedom.

It may be that this bending to tbe blast is for tbe best of

the interests which these papers are supposed to foster. I

cannot look at it through tbese sort of spectacles. The time

will come when there will be papers "devoted to the horse

and his owners," which will be ready to call a spade a spade,

and not embellish the description with the portraiture of a

hoe or a pick-axe, or a grubboe, busb-hook

or some other instrument of husbandrv, I

am thinking it will be after my time, though I would fain

believe that when disembodied, the ethereal part of this

worldly frame will be cognizant of what is going on on this

sphere, such a small part of the real world, and hovering

over race courses and trotting tracks see all tbe contestants

struggling to the best of their ability to reach the winnin

score f:rst.

Even that would not be more satisfactory than to see re-

corded in the turf journals of the future, that these contests

were appreciated. But .

The same old story. Corns which are so sorely lender that

to step near them gives great pain, and a huge bludgecn

poised to give fearful effect Jto the warning. "Keep oft (he

grass" hanging, like the sword of ancient story, by a single

hair.

Well, "after the world, the deluge," and so, "to Veep step

to the music of the times" may be the best. Still, I would

like to see one instance where the ranks were broken, and,

when disrupted, I will be ready to siog pitos to the bold

spirit which breaks the established order.

Jo?. Cairn Simpson.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

An ofler of $20,000 was refused for John R. Gentry re-

cently.

Myros McHknrv, brother to John R. Ci entry, has cut

his record to 2:15A.

St. Bei. is the only sire to have six of his get enter the

•2:30 list in one day.

The Stockton Fair this year will eclipse all others held

in the famous slough city._

Direction, 2:08$, by Director, has been timed a mile in

2:06, and a last half in 1:00; in a race.

Wiooin, 2:20}, by Aberdeen, dam by Stamboul, is now the

fastest two-year-old trotting colt of the year.

A dbeli, the greatest yearling of 1894, will make his first

appearance this year at the San Jose meeting.

Brdno, 2:19, is in Sacramento and will lower his record

considerably before he returns to Salinas Valley.

H. Hoooboom is to sell Swiftbird, 2:24J, and several other

fast trotters at auction in Sacramento next Wednesday.

Chehalib grabbed his quarter and his owner deemed it

wise not to enter him in any of the races at Sacranento.

Anson, by Azmoor, was second to Orangelander in a race

at Rome, New York, August 13th. Time, 2:21, 2:19, 2:22.

LaBelle, 2:16, will not be seen on the race track again

this season. Mrs. A. C. Severance will give her a year's

reet-l

Elf, by Steinway, driven by Goldsmith, won the 2:23

class trot at Syracuse, >". T, August 29lh, in 2:24}, 2:26},

2.23J.

Carbonate hit his knee at Buffalo snd has been laid up

for a few weeks. He worked a mile in 2:07} before the ac-

cident.

Everything looks bright for the trotting meeting of the

California Jockey Club. The fields in every way promise to

be large.

Mike Boiverman of Lexington, Ky., has sold Martha

Wilkes, 2:08, by Alcyone, to an agent of the German gov-

ernment.

Hiligo, a bay mare by Anteeo, won the 2:45 class trot at

Franklin, Ky., August 29th, making a record of 2:28} in the

fourth heat.

Kate Phallamont, by Phallamont, won the 2:18 trot at

Independence, la., Angust 20th, and took a record of 2:12} in

a second heat.

The sire of the fast mare Birdroe, 2:12}, is Mark Monroe,

2:25} ; he wsb by Victor Bismarck, out of Maggie Monroe,

by Jim Monroe.

John Bury, 2:18}, by Antinons, is a game race horse. He
trolled in 2:18} at Sacramento when he appeared so lame he

could hardly walk.

The meeting at San Jose promises to be a good one The
track was never in finer condition and an excellent week's

racing is anticipated.

Zombro has proved himself to be the great three-year-old

trotter of California. He is very liable to Irot in 2:10 before

the Los Angeles meet is over.

Alice Bel, 2:29}, iB bv St. Bel. out of Alicia Wilkes, dam
of Allibel,2:19}, by Guy "Wilkes ; Katrina Bel, 2:16}, is out

ofKalrina (sister to Voucher, 2:22), by Nephew.

The Southern California people are right in it this year,

-i'h Waldo J., McZens, Zombro, Birdroe, Miss Jessie, La
Belle, Roan Wilkes and Oar Lucky, all money winners.

Train Bil, 2:29}, by St. Bel, is out of Gambara, by An-
ael ; second dam 'il'encora (dam of Lot Slocum, 2:17}), by

Mohawk Chief; third dam Lady Gilbert (grandam of Rich-

ards' Elector).

The sale of Heilbron's fine trotting stock at the Fair

Grounds, Sacramento, iB attracting unusual attention among
horsemen. There are some very choicely bred ones among
them to be sold.

J. E. Terry, the well-known lumber merchant of Sacra-

mento, has a colt by Easter Wilkes, out of Daisy, by Promp-
ter, that has Bhown him enough speed to warrant him in

keeping him back until he is two years old.

Marcos Daly's colt Practical, which won the two-year-

old race at (ialesburg this week earning a record of 2:21},

comes honestly by his speed, as he is a son of Prodigal, 2:16,

out of the noted old mare Fanny Wilherspoon, 2:16}.

An exchange says that John A. Goldsmith was at Fleet-

wood Park last week, a looker-on, and his health is so much
improved that he has fully determined to get together a new
string of trotters in April and comedown the circuit line.

The fastest yearling, two. three and five-year-old and aged
trotters of the year, Fanny Foley, Tommy Britton, Athanio,
Fantasy and Azote, are all lineal descendants of Electioneer.

Betiietta, the four-year old champion, belongs to the Wilkes
family.

The Texas coll Judge Hurl, by William M. Hill, paced a

heat at QaUabnrg, III., in 2:0'.)} on Wedneeday, lowering the
race record for three-year-olds from 2:10, previously held by
Whirligig, and I he race record of 2:10} for three-year-old
cotu, previously held by Directly.

Kheh Kohl. 2:111, by <iuy Wilkes,',is proving to be the
race horse we predicted he would be. He won a good race
at Philadelphia on Wednesday last defeating the famous
I.arabie and Menlo Prince. Time, 2:15}, 2:14}, and 2:16}.
John Dickeraon held the linen over him.

Ed Connolly, the well-known horseman, and Billy

Emerson, the minstrel, were once stable boys for a man
named Bradv, who owned a lot of runners near St. Louis.

Connolly rode in a number of races but Billy Emerson found

that it was not the business he was best adapted for.

The ten-year-jld mare Utility, by Electioneer out of Con-

solation by Dictator, won the 2:18 trot at Decatur, 111., on

Tuesday in straight heata in 2:14}, 2:14} and 2:15}. Wilber

by Hurly Burley, won second money. Boreal was fourth

while Volney French was behind the money with Franklin.

At Fleetwood Park, New York, August 28th, there were

three races, and two were won by California-bred horses,

while the remaining race was taken by an animal sirtd to a

California-bred stallion. The winners spoken of were Azote,

by Whips ; Fred S. Moody, by Guy Wilkes, and Bouncer, by

Hummer.

James Nolan, the well-known horseman, who formerly

had charge of A. B. Spreckels' string of trotters, is about to

open a public stable for the training of thoroughbreds. Mr.

Nolan spent a number of years developing bangtails, and is

in every way qualified to make a success of this branch of the

industry.

Charivari. 2:20}, that won a game race at Sacramento

on Tuesday, belongs to Chas. A. Hug of San Francisco, and

the ease with which she won this race stamps her as a good

campaigner. She is an inbred Flaxtail, her sire being Ster-

ling and her dam by Prompter. Her second dam is Madame
Buckner, by Tom Hal.

The special race between the crack pacers, John R. Gen-

try and Joe Patchen, at Philadelphia, Wednesday, Sept. 4th,

proved a lamentable failure. Curry, the driver of Joe Pat-

chen, being caught deliberately pulling the horse was fined

$600 by the judges and received a lecture from the judges

which he should not forget.

Jddge Hurt, a fast three-year-old pacer from Texas, did

a mile at Galesborg this week in 2:091, which displaces Di-

rectly's three-year-old championship race record of 2:10},

made at La Crosse, and also beats Whirligig's Terre Haute

record of 2:10 made last year, which was the champion race

record for three-year-olds for both sexes.

There is a bicycle sulky on the California circuit now in

Walter Maben's care that has been in use constantly for

three years for racing and exercising horses which haB not

been oiled nor a cent expended on it for repairs in all that

time. The wheels have the roller bearing hubs which have

been so often describod in these columns.

A number of tickets were sold by the bookmakers at Sac-

ramento at $100 to $1 on Nellie W. for the first heat. She

won it in 2:15} and the $3,000 that made the lucky investors

happy was the talk of the Capital City. Ed Connolly drove

this daughter of Woolsey and was astonished to hear that

such a price was offered against her when she started.

Roan Wilkes, the game three-year-old pacer that won on

Wednesday at Sacramento is by Raymond {a son of Sim-

mons, out of Lady Carlisle, by Carlisle), and his dam is Ber-

lina, by Berlin. His three heata in 2:20}, 2:16 and 2:12}

stamp him as one of the gamest colts we have seen in Cali-

fornia. Javelin, by Creole, was only half a length behind

him in the last race.

W. D. Nichols, formerly of Vallejo, but now a resident

of Sacramento, had his favoiite mare Puss, by Gen. Taylor,

destroyed;last week to put her out of misery. Puss was thirty-

six years old,and in her day was one of the greatest roadsters

seen in Sonoma county. Her dam was by Callender's Black

Hawk, and she had all the excellent qualities of that famous

family. She was the dam of Maud, 2:29}.

John Boggs, of Colusa, bred nearly all his mares last year

to Monaco, a son of Electioieer, and a prominent horseman

who recently visited this gentleman's stock farm near Prince-

ton, declares he never saw a finer or more uniform looking

lot of colts and fillies on anyjother stock farm, not even ex-

cepting far-famed Palo Alto. The Electioneer blood put a

finish on them that makes them desirable for all purposes.

I
Dictatph wu timed separately in the heat won bj Bird-

roe in S»- rimento on the opening day. Me paced the tiiet

heat in 2:M the second in 2:12j ai.d the third in 2:14. The
lime made by Birdroe was 2:14), 2:12$ unci 2:15, but Hictatus

got oil very far behind in two of the beat*.

Lady O., the game little trotting mare that won at Sacra-

mento on Wednesday, and got a record of 2:16, is by T. 0.,

out of a mare by Black Prince, a Black Hawk stallion

brought to Stockton many years ago. T. O. is by Anteeo,

2:16}, out of a mare by Billy Roberts, a son of Easton's

David Hill. O. Marchand, of Oakland, owns and drives

Lady O., and in the race at Sacramento proved himself wor-

thy of being rated among the best drivers on this Coast.

Obbin Hickok, the well-known California trainer, has

bought the champion pacing mare, Angie D., 2:07, from

G. A.Goodrich, of Shelby ville, Iod. Angie D. is only six

years old, and is by Mikagan, dam Kit, by Tom Belair. She
is a great race mare, and in the hands of the clever reins-

man from the Pacific 81ope she should be soon heard from

in the ranks of the free-for-all. Angie D. made her record

of 2:07 at the Detroit meeting.

Boodle, 2:1-5, was bred to five mares the first year he stood

for service in California, and the produce was three 611ies and

two colts. One filly died ; another was badly injured and
could not be trained; the other was Ethel Downes, that got a

record of 2:16 at Sacramento Tuesday. One of the colts was

Thompson, that got a record of 2:16 at Woodland last week,

and the other was won by a subscriber of the San Francisco

Examiner in one of the lottery drawings held by that jour-

nal. This colt will be handled next year. Boodle's show-

ing is a remarkably good one. One thing can be said

of his produce : they are alt dead game and perfectly

level-headed.

On Wednesday Mr. Wm. Corbitt sat in a box on the up-

per balcony of the club houBe at Fleetwood Park, and around
him were such well-known gentlemen as Col. Lawrence Kip,

Frank Work, David Bonner, Fred N. Lawrence, J. L. Ar-

guimbau, ex-Mayor Hugh J. Grant, C. J. Hamlin and Fred
P. Olcott. He expressed the opinion that Fred Kohl could

trot when just right in 2:12. Mr. Olcott then remarked that

he had at Round Top Farm a three-year-old that he would
match for $1,000 or $2,000 a side agatnst any colt of the

same age bred and owned by Mr. Corbitt, to trot as foir-

year-olds. Mr. Corbitt asked Mr. Olcott to name his colt,

and when he said Princess Clara, remarked that next sum-
mer was pretty far awav, and that he should like to have
plenty of time tothink over the proposition. Princess Clara

was the great yearling of 1892.—Turf, Field and Farm.

Mr. Page, the Forbes Farm trainer, is confident that
Arion (2:07f) will prove a successful sire of colt trotters.

They have eleven yearlings by him at Ponkapog which have
been broken, and every one of the lot shows speed enough to
warrant training. Three of them have been trained some,
and any one of the three can brush a 2:40 gait. One of the
fastest of the lot is out of Pandora, by Ben Franklin. This
youngster is small, but has trotted a quarter in 41 seconds
and can brush much faster.

Nearly all the prominent drivers on the California cir-

cuit have ordered new suits of colors for the rest of the meet-
ings. We would suggest that they all wear white duck
trousers because they wash easily and always look neat.
Nothing looks neater than bright satin jackets and caps of
well-defined colors, ai»d the quicker drivers understand the
value of looking as tasty as the horses they drive and the
sulkies they ride in, the quicker will the public appreciate
the charm of witnessing trotting and pacing races.

"In many respects," writes "Raymond" in the Horse
World, " Beuzetta it individually superior to the other cham-
pionship candidates, for even the moet critical horseman
would be troubled to indicate a weak spot in her make-up.
She is an exceptionally strong filly at all points, aud that she
will stand a lot of bard racing before breaking down is ap-
parent to all who have observed her closely. She is an ex-
ceedingly good headed mare when surrounded by the excite-

ment of racing, and no trotter can force her to go fast enough
to rattle her. When she scorts at full speed the sound of the
recall bell will cause her to stop wilhin 100 yards of the wire,

and .'he does not exhauBt herself by a useless expenditure of

speed as some horses do. To the writer Beuzetta seems the
likeliest candidate for the trotting championship that has yet
appeared. Before the close of the present season she should
beat Direct-urn's race record of 2:05}, and with good fortune
attending her she Bhould set a new mark for trotters in 1896."

The recent death of the old stallion Florida recalls the
circumstance that brought him into notice after he had been
to the world practically dead. Prior to 1889 his fame princi-

pally rested upon what had been done by Walnut, 2:19J, a
hardy horse, and years came and went with little word from
Florida. But in 1889 came out one of the best three-year-

olds up to that time, the gray gelding Faust, who closed the
season with a record of 2:18}, and was out of Claire, 2:31, by
Bayard, 2:31 $ ; and from the maternal line, from which Faust
inherited his color, what else did he inherit? The perform-
ances of Faust brought Florida again to public attention,ami
sporadically other performances served as a reminder of him,
but many who read the other day of his death had forgotten

he had not long ago died. Florida was by Hambletonian, out
of a mare by Volunteer, and was in his time one of the best

bred horses—speaking purely of blood lines, which were the

only standard of the old days of Orange county breeding—in

the region whence he came, and, while he has a list that will

keep him in the books, he failed of marked success. But his

blood, coupled as it has been with many excellent strains

and good individual crosses, will be found in many a success-

ful pedigree in the hereafter.

Of the older drivers Orrin A. Hickok has a great reputa-

tation for shrewdness and ability. In fact he is the logician

of the sulky. His races are always logically driven and
are planned out like a demonstration in geometry. He has
failed in fact, for the past two years ; Hickok has been un-

fortunate^ thing which he feels more than any of his critics.

Hulda broke down with him in the Columbian free-for-all,

and last year Directum went lame on his hands. This year,

by the most careful work, he had the mare so that she was
taster than ever. But the big Azote took her measure and
showed a great flight of speed, so great that many think he
can beat even Alix. Yet to-day there are millionaires willing

to back Hickok's judgment and buy any thing he recomm ends.

Luck must change and Hickok is pretty sure to give more
exhibitions of his shrewdness and skill. Hickok has one
great qualification, greater than all other drivers—the best

knowledge of pace. No mat.er whether against the watch or in

a race, he can tell how fast he is going. This faculty is a

gift to a certain extent, made perfect by long, patient work.

In personal appearance Hickok is slender and dapper and
always well dressed. He is a good talker and has very posi-

tive convictions. His nerve is great ; in fact, he is one of the

heaviest pIungerB among drivers and will back his opinion to

the limit. Success has come to him in his long career and he

in old times handled Lucy and had the champion St. Julien.

At present his stable is small, but he sometimes has good

things, like his green pacer, Miss Rita. He is not enthusi-

astic on the subject of early development, and believes in the

aged trotter.—Chicago News.

There will never be another Grand Circuit meeting ove*

the historic Buffalo track without pool-selling. Disappoint-

ment was the handwriting on the wall at the last races. In

the beginning the attendance was satisfactory, hut although

the racing was of the highest class the crowds dwindled away
to mere nothing. Even Corfaett and lanky Bob Fitzsimmons
and every imaginable special attraction failed to awaken the

Bisons. Had there been pool-selling there would have been

enthusiasm and good cheer everywhere. The association

would have made money too, instead of losing over $10,000.

The Messrs. Hamlin tried the experiment faithfully of con-

ducting a so-called " higher plane '* meeting without the

silvery-tongued auctioneers. The "higher-plane" people

stayed at home, instead of living up to the promises made in

legislative halls last winter to turn out en masse, and the re-

ceipts at the gates were far below expectations. It's too bad,

and I firmly believe the city, as a whole, will regret the day

they turned a cold shoulder to an enterprise that has boomed
our good name, Buffalo, from ocean to ocean for the past

thirty years. True, other hands may come to the rescue.

Another track may be completed before the dawn of the thir-

ty-first Grand Circuit, but it is easier to read of great enter-

prises than to realize. In other words, a bird in hand is

worth two in the bush. The last straw left for us to grasn at

is to go to the legislature next winter and ask for pool-selling

upon association tracks in the State. Without such a law our

trotting interests must dwindle away, and thousands, aye

millions of dollars in enterprises go to waste. Associations

owning large tracts of land within city limits will make
money by cutting them up into building lots, but the cities

cannot afford to let them go out of business. With sufficient

encouragement a " stay of proceedings " may be granted,

but this must be forthcoming quickly or it will be too late.

The situation is far from encouraging.—Buffalo Cor. Clark's

Review.
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THE SADDLE.

Diggs ran third to St. Maxim and Leo Lake laat Saturday

at Louisville in 1:15A for six furlonge.

Arab, the good old brother to Contribution, won a seven-

furlong race at Detroit last Tuesday, doing the distance in

1:29*.

Sallie Woodford, daughter of Salvator and Miss Wood-
ford, won a mile race at St. Louis last Saturday over a heavy
track in 1:46.

Ramiro, Baldwin's Gano—Cuban Queen colt, won a five-

furlong race at Sheepshead Bay last Saturday, The Winner
being second and Captive third.

A great crowd went ap from this city to Sacramento
Wednesday night and Thursday morning, to take in the run-

ning races of the State Fair meeting.

California-bred horses were quite successful at St. Louis

last Tuesday, Mollis K., by imp. Mariner, winning a mile

race in 1:43* and Booze, by Cheviot, a seven-furlong event in

1:28*.

Charlie Boots, of the Elmwood Stock Farm, has forty-

five colts and yearlings now in training. This is the largest

stable at the Bay District. Most of Boots' lot are by imp.
Brutus.

A yearling colt by Stromboli from Kate has joined W.
Miller's string at Randwick. He was recently purchased in

Brisbane by Mr. B. E. Fenwick for 43gs.—Sydney (N. S. W.)
Referee.

C. Htieston, the clever jockey, who formerly rode for

Fred Foster, arrived at the Bay District last week and will

handle the mounts for Charlie Boots. Hueston can ride at

100 pounds.

Dorian, son of imp. Sir Modred and Glendora, won the

Flight Stakes, seven furlongs, in 1:27 2-5. at Sheepshead Bay
last Tnesday, Helen Nichols finishing second and imp. Matt
Byrnes third.

Tom Welch's Kilkenny won the Okolona Hurdle Stakes

at Saratoga Tuesday. This was Kilkenny's initial appear-

ance over the sticks, and he promises to be one of the best

jumpers in the country.

Several improvements will be made in the grand stand

at Bay District during the State Fair meeting. The passage-

ways upstairs in the club-house will be widened, a much-
needed improvement, surely.

The latest acquisition to the book making fraternity is

Charley Dwyer, son of the well-known lurfmaD, M. F.
Dwyer. He is associated with Joe Vendig, who quotes the
prices. The Dwyer family have hitherto been prominent
plungers. It will be interesting to see now which side comes
off best.—N. Y. Mercury.

The best jockeys in America are expected here next win-
ter, including Taral, Griffin, Chorn, Perkins, Marty Bergen,
Carr and Simms. Wherever the best horses race there will

be found these famous pigskin artists, and there will in conse-
quence be some great hustling to secure horses of the higher
class by the rival race track managers.

The totalizator in France last year returned $1,040,000 for

the charities, and $520,000 available for the encouragement
of the breeding of thoroughbreds. A new machine bas been
introduced, by which horses mav be backed for either a win
or a place, with automatic registers supplying one copy for

the club and one for the Government auditors.

When Wernberg made his new record of 1:19 2 5 for six

and one-half furlongs, August 28th, at Sheepshead Bay, he
had 113 pounds up and is reported as " winning easily " by

three lengths from St. Ilario.

Mike Donovan, one of the best-known horsemen of the

East and a brother to the famous trainer, "Snip" Donovan,
is here with a small but select string. He will in all likeli-

hood race here until next spring.

Midstar, by imp. Midlothian—Starlight, captured a 6ix-

furiong race in the mud on Saturday last at Detroit, while

Maid of Honor, by the dead Maxim, ran second to Atlanta

in a four and one-half furlong event.

Billy DoNATBAN,the popular San Jose turfman, had $5
each way on Sinbad last Saturday at odds of 75 and 15 to 1,

representing a winning of $450 with a $10 piece. William
went to Sacramento with a light heart.

Pepper, a three-year-old thai won a mile and a sixteenth

race on the turf at Sheepshead Bay, Angust 28th, is by the

mighty Hindoo, out of Francesca, sister to the American
winner of the Epsom Derby—Iroquois.

Lexington, Ky., Aug. 28.—The barn of Foxhall Keene
was burned at daylight this morning. His imported stallion,

Kallacrates. by Hermit, and the American stallion, Hydera-
bad, by Hyder Ali, perished in the flames.

Isinglass's winnings amount to £57,455. This is the

largest amount ever won by a horse, Donovan being next with

£55,154 10s. Domino has won over $200,000, we believe

and may yet beat his Eoglish cousins as a money-winner.

Emma C, winner of the Dolphin Stakes for three-year-

olds at Sheepshead Bay, August 27th, is the $10,000 Darebin

—Guenn filly. Behind her finished, in the order named,
Dolabra, Nanki Pooh, Salvation, Connoisseur, Monaco and
Paladin.

Local race-goers will welcome the day a host of unim-
peachable jockeys arrive here from the East. Then those

that do and have been doing unsatisfactory riding will have
a chance to observe the racing from the outside fence of the

race course for days and days.

Marcus Daly's colt, imp. Bathampton, whose change to

name to Batsman caused a lot of trouble, won the Turf
Handicap at Sheepshead Bay last Saturday, doing the mile

and a quarter in a heavy rain in 2:10 4-5. Counter Tenor
finished second and Maurice third.

B. J. Johnson iB going to put Loudon, a horse of good
class, into the jumping brigade and send him to California

next winter. Oregon Eclipse is being schooled for the same
class and Jim Shields will send Tom Skidmore to Andy
Blakely for similar use. Skidmore, naturally a high clase

horse, has developed into a confirmed sulker.—Thoroughbred
Record.

The proprietors of the portable starting machine have
received permission from the Coney Island Jockey Club to

erect their starting apparatus on the track. Superintendent
Clark has located it at the half-mile pole in the Futurity
Course. The intention is to get trainers to send ten or a

dozen horses to the post in the morning and give the machine
a fair trial.

The story that Budd Doble if lo abandon*tbe trotters and
train and manage the thoroughbreds cf Mr. E. J. Baldwin is

repeated day to day and week to week with many embellish-
ments because, we suppose, there is not one word of truth in
it. Some of our esteemed contemporaries prefer fiction to
fact. Mr. Doble said to us at Buffalo on Wednesday, August
14th, that the only foundation for the yarn w?s that Mr.
Baldwin recently telegraphed for him to come to Louisville
and confer with him about another matter. He bas no thought
of becoming Mr. Baldwin's trainer. He is not Beeking a
position of this kind. The yarn, however, wejjpresume, will
continue to travel.—Turf, Field and Farm.

The great race for the California Cup, two and a quarter
miles, takes place next Saturday at Sacramento, and will at-

tract thousands of people to the Capital City. Most people

fancy the chances of GUead, but the horse that beats Clau-
dius will know that he has " been to the races "—that is, if

the son of Brutus happens to be in good shape when that

day comes around.

Chris Moore's application to be permitted to ride work
at Flemington has been refused by the V. R. C committee,
and that clever horseman will probably have to look for

mounts outside the registered ranks if he wishes to appear in

the saddle again.—Sydney Referee. Moore is one of the

leading jockeys of the Colonies, and was in this country a few

months ago, though he did not ride.

David Gideon has been owner or part owner of three Fu-
turity winners whose aggregate winnings on this event ex-

ceed $160,000, viz, His Highness, 1S91 ; The Butterflies,

1894, and Requital, 1895. No other owner haB won the

richest American stake more than once, though with Potomac
and Masher the late August Belmont was first and second in

18*0. Griffin is the only jockey who has ridden two Futuri-

ty winnerB.

The defeat of the "Western colt, FlyJDg Dutchman, by

Counter Tenor at Saratoga Wednesday, came in the nature

of a big surprise, says a New York special. He was a hot

favorite, and Chorn set a very slow pace with him to the

Btretch, and waited to make a sprint of it, which is just

Counter Tenor's game. Chorn found his mistake too late,

and in a drive his mount was beaten a head. Martin simply

outrode Chorn.

There is no curbing the enterprise of the New York daily
press. When Michael F. Dwyer returned from Europe an
evening paper sent out a rising journalist to interview him.
The newspaper man did not find Mr. Dwyer, but that did not
make any difference. He got the "interview" all the same.
He found a young man who had heard Mr. Dwyer say
something to somebody ehe, and with this for a starter only
a little elaboration and embellishment was necessary to com-
plete the "interview," in which Mr. Dwyer was made to say
things about the English turfman, which he has been busy
denying ever since, and which has brought down upon him
the censure of the whole English turf press. As usual, the
"interviewer" gets somebody else in trouble and escapes any
inconvenience himself.—Horseman.

Crescendo was beaten last Monday in the Partridge
Slakes at Sheepshead Bay by the imported bay filly One I

Love, by the great Minting, from imp. The Apple, and from
the Brookdale Stable. One I Love ie a rare good one, hence
the California crackerjack was not disgraced.

The Adelaide Racing Club brought its credit balance up
to £3775 17s 2d fcr the year ending June 30,1895, the Birth-

day meeting proving the most profitable of the season. The
sum of £369 was spent in improvements during the year,

£685 10s in salaries, and £133 14s 8d on starting machines.

At the time the latest mail left New Zealand the list of

successful sires was headed by St. Leger, whose progeny had
von prize money to the amount of £4559. Nordenfeldt came
/iext with £4157, and was succeeded by Maxim £3973, Ingo-

mar £2857, Apremont £2439, Ascot £2309, and St. George
£2160.

Babdstown, Ky., Aug. 30.—Marion C, probably the

greatest handicap race mare until the advent of Yo Tambien,
that ever looked through a bridle on the Western turf, died

yesterday at the farm of S. P. Lancaster, to whom she was

Bold by J. M. Young & Co. at the termination of her turf ca-

reer in 1891.

Charley Boots sent four horses to Sacramento last Mon-
day, including Claudius and Lucretia Borgia. He will have
nine in all racing there. On the same boat went J. ii.

Shields' Mary S., Capt. Rees and McLight, J. M. Capps'

Ricardo, J. W. Donathan's Arnette, Alexis, Warrago and
Ike L, White & Clark's Tim Murphy and Morven, Pleasan-

ton StableB' Bernardo and Guadaloupe and 8. C. Hildreth's

Rico and Bellringer.

While in England Michael DwveHs jockey, " Willie "

Simms, became so accustomed to the salaams and obsequious-

ness of the English waiters that he could not brook the

highly independent and breezy style that prevails in Coney
Island's cafes, and the other night by way of protest rebuked
a white-aproned gentleman with a brick. "Willie" secured

bail, and now he knows the difference between the Coney
Island Bowery and The Strand.

The owner of Henry of Navarre, Mr. Belmont, said last

Tuesday in regard to the proposed maich between Henry of

Navarre, Domino and Clifford, that he is perfectly willing to

take Henry of Navarre out of the stable for three races at

any amount each, the association to add any amount they

like, but one mile was the shortest he would enter and there

must be but one race at that distance. He did not think it

was any test for four-year-olds to run them in sprint races.

On Monday last one of Mr. W. Gray's starting machines

was dispatched to England, consigned to Mr. S. A. Stephen,

who intends to secure a irial of the Colonial starting appar-

atus on the Sandown Park track. Despite prejudice against

such an innovation, the barrier will be well received in Eng-
land if allowed to be publicly tried on the principal courses.

Mr. Gray has protected his patent rights in France and In-

dia, in anticipation of success in England with the machine.

—Sydney (N. S. W.) Referee, July 10th.

Mb. Nick Finzer has permanently retired that great race

horse. King Lee, to the Btud. He was turned out last spring

in the hopes that his lege would better, but no improvement
was shown. Even this year it was hoped that there might

be some chsnge for the better, but he did not get into position

to be trained, and now the remainder of his days will be

spent in the stud at Glen Agnes Stock Farm. The perform-

ances of his get will be watched with more than usual inter-

est by those who have known the Bire in bis brilliant but

meteoric career on the turf.—Louisville Courier-Journal.

Just at present no man is doing more to elevate aDd restore

confidence in horse racing in America than is the President

of the American Kennel Club, and it is possible we may have

the pleasure of congratulating Mr. Belmont upon winning

the Derby in England two years hence, for he has made four

entries. America is quite well represented among the entries

for the " Blue Riband " of the English turf of that year, for

besides Mr. August Belmont's entries Mr. Richard Croker

has made eight (all by Hanover), Mr. Marcus Daly five, Mr.
Pierre Lorillard five and Mr. Charles Littlefield four.

Twenty-Bix in all.—American Field.

Rey El Santa Anita beat the great Henry of Navarre
last Monday in the Twin City Handicap at Sheepshead Bay.
Sir Excess Bet the pace to the last turn, where Taral took
Santa Anita to the front and stayed there. The mile and a
quarter was run in 2:07. The result was a disappointment to
those that idolized the son of Knight of Ellerslie. The Btory
is now given out that Rey El Santa Anita is a confirmed
cribber, and if left in a stall over night without a bit in bis

mouth he becomes bloated. In this way an attempt is made
to account for his perplexing in-and-out running. An effort

is now being made at Sheepshead Bay to briog Henry of
Navarre, Clifford, Domino and Rey El Santa Anita together
in three races, one at a mile to be run at Sheepshead Bay,
one at a mile and a furlong to be run at GraveBend. and an-
other at a mile and a quarter to be run at Morris Park, the
association in each instance to add $2,000.

The stewards of the National Steeplechase Association at

their meeting yesterday withdrew the license of the cross-

country rider, P. Mclnerney, for the balance of the year. By
doing so they sustained the action of the Saratoga stewards,
who set Mclnerney down for foul riding on May Blossom.
Fouls are rarely recognized in cross-country racing, the rules
allowiog considerable latitude on account of the accidents
and incidents of the sport, but it is just as well that the stew-
ards Bhould read a lesson to jockeys that any act which may
be construed into wilful interference will not be tolerated. It
is really remarkable to what an extent the men—tbey are not
boyB—who ride croBS country horses will risk the lives of
their opponents at times. The action of the stewards comes
at an opportune time te prevent uncalled for accidents at the
forth-coming steeplechase meeting at Morris Park.—N. Y.
Com. Advertiser, Aug. 27tb.

The Victoria Racing Club issued its annual report and
balance-sheet last week, and notwithstanding a falling off in

receipts during the year, the overdraft has been reduced by
£3221, a result attributable to a reduction in expenses; and
it is anticipated that in view of the recent, retrenchment, a
furthersaving of £7,000 will be effected during the coming
year. The financial statement shows that on the Grand
National Meeting of 1894 a profit of £1117 was made. On
the Spring Meeting of 1894 there was a profit of £7,950, on
the New Year's Day Meeting of 1895 a profit of £395, on the
Autumn Meeting of 1895 a profit of £44, and on the Queen's
Birthday Meeting of 1895 a profit of £326 The complimen-
tary meeting to Lord Hopetoun resulted in a loss of £460.
During the year the Bum of £479 had been paid out of the

distressed and disabled jockeys' fund to distressed jockeys and
for funeral expenses. The club'B liabilities are set down at

£31 281.—Sydney (N. S. W.) Referee.

Hanover's prestige as a stallion is becoming greater each
day. Milton Young, hiB owner, recently received a telegram
asking him to price tbe stallion, and replied that he did not
want to sell, but needed ready money in his business and
would take $75000. Up to the lime I write the sale has not
been made. The telegram was, I hear, from 'ohn Hunter,
of New York, who is said to represent somebody, as he per-

sonally has no use for a stallion, but he is said to represent
various parties — Col. Thompson, Mr. Keene, Mr. Belmont
and Mr. Vanderbilt. There is also a story to the effect that

the offer comes from Mr. Allison, the English sale com-
missioner, who saw Hanover race while on a visit to America
in 1887, and was greatly impressed by him. Mr. Allison told

me that year at Jerome Park that he considered Hanover a
higher class colt than any of the three-year-olds of that year
in England. Besides, Hanover represents the male line of

Herod, which is becoming scarce in England. Col. Thomp-
son, I know, has expressed a desire to own the stallion. At
all events, the success of Halma, The Commoner, Handspun,
Urania and Handspring has given Hamver in two seasons a
prestige such as most stallions have not attained in a life-

time.

There seems to be a widespread error about the early

history of Lissak. He was bred in England, imported in

utero and foaled on th e farm of Mr. Matt Simpson, of Fay-
ette county, who then owned and still owns his dam. He
wss sold aa a yearling by Mr. Simpson to Jack Chinn for

$700. Mr. Simpson baa a remarkable record as a breeder, h e

having never bred a colt which started which was not a stake-

winner. The same year he sold Lissak he also sold Major
McLaughlin and Montre. The former, although " touched
in the wind," ran a mile in 1:40} and was considered by
Col. Chinn, who owned both, a better horse than Lissak.

Just before Lissak won the World's Fair Stake Col. Chinn
said to Mr. Simpson : "I believe the black colt will win, but

I wouldn't give the bay colt (Major McLaughlin) for a field

full like him." The year preceding the sale of Lissak, Mr.
Simpson sent out Rhett Goode, Oh No and Whitestone ; the

year before that, The Ironmaster, Dago and Mary D., and the

year preceding Simrock. Capability has been unfortunate

since Lissak was dropped, and has never thrown a starter.

The year after Lissak she dropped a colt by Favor, but it fell

in a hole and was killed while still a suckling ; the next year

Bbe missed, and thi« year slipped her foal during the bigsnow
storm. This year she waa bred to Sir Dixon. She is still a

young mare and in fine health. —Thoroughbred Record.
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Dates Claimed.
STATE FAIR, SACRAMES'TO _ Sept. 2 to Sept. 14
BTI N3KTON ASSOCIATION Sept. 16 to Sept. 21
RED BLIFF. Sept. 26 to Sept. 2S
SAN JoSE ASSOCIATION Sept. 24 to Sept. 29
FRESNO Oct. 1 to Oct. 8
SALINAS CITY .Oct 1 to October 5
HL'ENEME Sept. 24 to Sept. 2S
Hl'F.NF.ME DRIVING PARK ASSX October 1 to October 5
VENTIRA Oct 8 to Oct. 12
HOLLISTER Oct. 7 to Oct 12
SANTA ANA October 15 to October 19
LOS ANGELES „ Commencing Oct. 21
P. C. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct 28
HORSE SHOW ASSN OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

VESTl'RA September 14
LOS ANGELES September 14

THE PACIFIC COAST JOCKEY- CLUB Septemberl6

California Jockey Club StakeB.

The splendid list of stakes offered by the California

Jockey Club appears in another column. They will be

read with pleasure by every lover of a thoroughbred in

the land. The amount given in each and every one is

large, the conditions most liberal, and with one of the

beat race tracks in the 1'nited States to race on, there is

DO reason why the largest list of entries ever sent should

not be received by the secretary.

There are twenty-two stakes, in which $43,250.00

are guaranteed to the winners—a sum large enough to

attract all the owners of big stables in the 1'nited States.

The distances selected will suit all classes, and no com-

plaints can be made that there are no chances for horse-

owners to get races to suit their horses. Entries will

close October 2">tb. Blanks will be issued at once.

Bhtbies for \jw Angeles fair will close next Satur-

day, September 14th. The list of events appears in our

business column*, and horsemen should avail themselves

of this opportunity ol going to this place. Railroad

rates will be lowered for them and as the meeting pre-

cedes the one given by the I'. 0. T. H. B. A. there will

be plenty of chances for good races. The purses given

by the Lis Angeles Fair Association amount to $1 7,1

Everyone la that Hection of California is enthusiastic

over the annual race meeting held there. Do not forget

ike your entry. It will pay you to be there.

following ten Australian stallions comprise the

principal winning ones for the year ending July HI,

Grand Flani Trenton, £7,618 ; (Sheet

Anchor, Etobioson Omsoe, £4,544; Norden-

feldt, ?4,4<u; Splendor (imp.) £4,868 ; Marvellous (imp.)

Chester, £8,425; Grandmaster, Co,42]
; Aber-

corn, £8,421,

m

The closing out sale of fine trotting stock belonging

t . \. SeUbron A Bra. which is to take place at Sacra-

mento next Wedm nbei 11th, should attract

fall horse owners, for a better selected lot

of broodmare- ills and fillies have never been offered

for sale in Sacra raento.

The Dawn of Prosperity.

The greatest race meeting ever held west of New York

State has been closed out of deference to our annual

State Fair, but the work of improving the Bay District

course, where this meeting was held, is being rapidly

pushed forward. Fresident Thos. H. Williams, aided

by the Board of Directors of the California Jockey Club

and Secretary Jlilroy, has a plan of work outlined which

will make this course one of the best in the United

States for winter racing. A full account of these im-

provements appears in another column.

The Pacific Coast Jockey Club is also making great

headway in preparing its splendid track for the re-

ception of the horses that are to come there, and if all

reports are true there will be very few first-class horses

in the United States outside of those which are to appear

at both these tracks.

The older association has merited a splendid reputa-

tion in the East as well as here, and the new one has to

earn its spurs, nevertheless, we should all take pride in

the fact that here on the western shore of the continent,

in the land by the sunset sea, where a few years ago our

thoroughbreds could be counted in five minutes, a mag-

ical change has been wrought. The influx of some many
hundreds, aye, almost two thousand grandly-bred ones

has done more to advertise the natural advantages this

State possesses for horses (as well as for their owners and

friends) than all the pamphlets ever published. The
wealthy men of the East who have heretofore spent their

winters in Europe and Florida, have heard so much of

our mild and genial winters that westward their eyes are

turning, and the knowledge that on this coast they can

enjoy an almost tropical climate, see racing of the high-

est class, visit stock farms where the fields are ever

green, and where hospitality reigns is leading their

thoughts this way, and in the winter of '95-'96 we
can look for hundreds of people who will, in every way,

be creditable to us.

Many who came here last winter broken down in

health have returned to their Eastern homes determined

to sell their lands there and invest the proceeds here.

Stock farms will be started and alfalfa fields be seen

where naught ^but wild oats flourish in our valleys.

The hillsides will be covered with thoroughbreds that

trace to the greatest winners of England, France, Aus-

tralia and America. The famous blue grass region of

Kentucky will occupy a secondary position compared to

California within the next five years, and buyers from

all parts of Europe, Asia and the islands of the sea will

flock hither to purchase stock to improve their breeds of

horses.

The fame of our trotters attracted more at tention to

California as a stock-raising State than anything pro-

duced here, while our thoroughbreds are carrying on the

good work in conjunction with them, but the latter are

only in the corrmencement of it.

On all the stock farms, race tracks, and among the

the wealthiest breeders who have other interests besides

that of horse raising, California, and its advantages,are the

principal topics of conversation, and why? Our horses

are the largest, strongest-made, fastest and handsomest;

they are perfection itsslf and are able to vanquis h the

very choicest that can be gathered from all other parts of

the United States. Then,again,we give race meetings here

the like of which has never been seen, and we are going

to have two great meetings this winter where breeders

can see their horses contest for most valuable purses.

There is another reason, too, which men who under-

stand racing appreciate, and that is, this is the best land

in thejworld to winter horses in, and when President Wil-

liams returned East a m onth ago he was gratified to

the expressions on all sides: " We heeded your advice

last Summer, brought our horses to California, was roy-

ally treated while we were there, our horses returned

here in better shape than they ever were, and this Win-
ter we want twice as many stalls, for we are coming out

and will bring better ones with us." It is a foregone con-

clusion then that every stall at both places will be tilled

with horses of a high order. Our hotels will contain

many of the leading business men of the Fast who love

the sport of kings and are determined to spend a winter

here, and if they like it will decide to make their homes
with us. California hospitality is something we have

earned a world-wide reputation for ever since the days of

'49, and, as a class, our horsemen are worthy exemplars

of this, the greatest of all our " natural resources."

The good work established by the California Jockey

Club will go on and on until the fame of Derby Day in

California will be as great as that in Albion's Isle, and

the greatness of the horses bred here will extend to
the farthermost parts of the globe.

Peace and Harmony For All.

After Governor Budd refused to sign the appropria-

tion bills for our county fairs there is no doubt he im-
agined that by so doing he had killed forever the race

meetings in this State, and made thousands of friends

in San Francisco, in fact, more than enough to counter-

balance those from the rural districts. By his action he

found the result just the opposite to what he thought it

would be. All of the county fairs were not crushed out of

existence, the races were not stopped, and he made more
enemies in the city than he did in the country. It was
a mistake on his part which will be hard to rectify. The
directors of the agricultural societies, and the citizens in

the principal cities where races have heretofore been held,

called meetings and subscribed liberally for the fairs and
for the giving of race meetings, thus furnishing in

point of fact, a week's enjoyment to the hard-working

farmers and stock raisers, and the people in the cities

where all the old and young who love to enjoy a holiday,

could meet friends and neighbors and forget for the time

being "hard times," "heavy mortgages", "short crops and
low prices."

The meetings on the circuit in California in 1895 have
been the best ever held, so far as good racing was con-

cerned. The general depression which affects every

branch of business has had its effect on the receipts at

these places, but at every city the resolution to give a

meeting in 189b' is stronger than ever. There may have
to be a change in the conditions of entry for the races!

undoubtedly this will be done, but it will be beneficial

not only to the associations but the horsemen as well. The
associations must be in existence if light harness horse

breeders and trainers are to survive. Without places to

show how valuable as well as how speedy horses are, the

end of the industry would come quickly.

The protracted running meeting at the Bay District

Track has not been a help to the circuit this year, but a

change is spoken of, and no doubt it will be adopted for

next year, and that is there will be no Summer meeting

from June until November. When trotting-horse men
understand this, there will be an ominous silence all

along the line ; there will be none of these low mutter-

ings about what will be done in the next legislature and
the breach between the two industries will not exist.

There is no room for it here. In almost every State

in the Union there has been a chasm widened between

the two, into which the hopes of the breeders and train-

ers have been pluDged beyond all hope of recovery.

This State is not large enough for such a catastrophe.

The directors of both the California and Pacific Coast

Jockey Clubs are able business men who have been

identified with light-harness horses as well as thorough-

breds, and by their declarations they will keep both in-

dustries united.

This is the Mecca for horses . We are just crossing

the threshold of an era of prosperity for all kinds and

breeds ; we have the climate and natural resources to

make this the market of the whole'world, and if we pro-

tect it we will compel all nations to come to us. Enthu-

siasm among breeders is as keen to-day as it has ever

been, and the small breeder is reaping as much of a har-

vest as the rich and wealthy one whose thousands ol

acres are stocked with the choicest-bred horses in the

world. The enthusiasm displayed at the meetings this

year shows that notwithstanding Governor Budd's action

the industry will be kept alive. The harmony existing

between the breeders and followers of the gallopers and

those who watch the " bikes " is increasing instead ol

diminishing, and together they will hereafter stand ready

to battle for their rights and forbid encroachments upon

them. The two industries are closer allied to-day than

they ever were in California, because of the announce-

ment that there will be no more long protracted meet-

ings. If this policy had been pursued in many of the

Eastern States the disastrous race track war would never

have taken place, and the talk about the antagonism of

the light-harness horse managers to the running tracks

would have been unthought of.

Stockton Peaces.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—The following races

closing on August 24th were declared off by the Board :

Free-for-all two-year-old pace, 2:07 pace, free-for-all trot.

The 2:15 trot has filled with the following entries : Ham-
rock, b g, by Ham—by Rockwood ; Iago, by Tempest—by
Com. Belmont ; Poloma Prince ; Margaret Worth, b m, by
Alex. Button—by Effingham ; Boodle, b s, by Stranger—by
Jay Gould ; Hillsdale, b s, by Aotioons—by Nutwood.

Additional running, trotting and pacing races will be an-
nounced later.

President Sbippee leaves for Sacramento today to make
up races to take place of those declared oft, and also specials.

O. E. Doan, Secretary.

Stockton, Sept. 5, 1895.
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THE STATE FAIR.

[Contio oed from Page 185.

1

ools sold: Ethel Downes $20, field $20, Native State $7. The

art was an excellent one. Lady Thornhill, Dr. Puff and Mo-
ve were in the lead, the rest bunched behind them. Half-

ay down the backstretch Mojave's harness broke and

rider, his driver, had all he could do to get the son of Dex-

r Prince steady ; by the time he did so, all but Oliver Ci.

ere in front of him. Dr. Puff fell back as Lady Thornhill

id Ethel Downes passed him. Native State came on the

itside and the three leaders came about half a length apart

ader the wire iD this order. Time, 2:17. Dr. Puff was

urth, Letter B. fifth. Rex Gifford sixth, Mojave seventh

id Oliver C. last.

Pools sold on the nest heat: Ethel Downes $50, Lady
hornhill $20, field $18. When the word was given all the

arses were on their stride with the exception of Lady Thorn-

ill, wbo w?s running; Sullivan had to bring her to a stand-

ill before she got settled. In the meantime .tthel Downes
iofc the lead, with Native State, Rex Gifford, Dr. Puff, all

aout a length apart, behind her, and ahead of the others,

ho were bunched. At the half there was a general closing

p of ranks, but Ethel still kept the lead. On entering the

retch Native State came on the inside, but just as he was

Biting on even terms with E ( hel at the seventy-five-yard

ole he made a bad break, and the black daughter of Boodle

ime in an easy winner in 2:16, Dr. Puff third, Mojave fourth,

;ex Gifiord fifth. Letter B. sixth, Lady Thornhill seventh

nd Oliver C. last.

This was the most exciting heat of the afternoon. When
ie word was given Ethel Downes took the lead, but Native

late was at her bike, Lady Thornhill third. At the quarter-

ole Dr. Puff, who was in the fifth position behind Rex Gif-

>rd, now made a drive for the heat, and passed those in front

f him in one-two-three order and then hooked onto the

jader, Ethel Downes. It was an exciting struggle, but the

ame trotting mare had the most speed ; then Native State,

bly driven by G. Maben, made a terrific drive to the wire,

nd was only beaten a half length in 2:16£ by the favorite,

)r. Puff was third, half a length further away, Rex Gifford,

lojave, Lady Thornhill, Letter B. and Olive C. coming in

le order named.
JuBt as we predicted it the Breeder and Sportsman

iree weeks ago she would win her race in Sacramento, for

i this last heat after being carried to the quarter by Dr.

'ufl, she left her companion and won with the greatest of

ase in 2:17£. Dr. Puff was three lengths behind, Letter B.

>urth, RexGifford fifth, Mojave sixth and Oliver C. seventh.

Ithel Downes lowered her record of 2:18* made at Napa to

:16 today. She is the second one sired by Boodle, 2:15, in

lis State, Thompson, 2:15, being the other one. This is a

lowing which has not been equalled by many stallions.

The next event was for the 2:40 class, trotters. The start-

re were Theresa, Coal Dust, Charivari, Fannie C, Dion and

.nita. In the pools Charivari 6old for $20 against $10 on

le field and $i0 on Anita. When Judge Wilson gave the

ord Anita challenged Charivari for the lead, and after Sni-

er, who was driving ihe latter, saw that the clip was a little

k> fast he let Anita go by and lead himby seven lengths at the

alf. Half way down the back turn he began to drive, and

t the head of the homestretch he was only three lengths be-

ind her. Coming to the wire he drove well and landed his

lare a winner by a length in 2:20i, Coal Dust was third,

annie C. fourth, Theresa fifth and Dion last.

This was a repetition of the preceding heat, the driver of

nita going to the front and openings big gap in front of

harivari. The latter gained very fast at the three quarter

ole and passed the little mare in the homestretch. Snider,

ioking back, drove his mare with the Spanish name in un-

er the wire a winner in 2:20o, Fannie C almost getting the

lace from the tired Anita. Coal Dust was fourth, Theresa

fth aod Dion distanced.

Richard Havey was substituted for C Rodriquez behind

nita, and George Gray's place behind Fannie C. was taken

y C. Durfee, and the hopes of the short-enders rose high.

harivari came in an easy winner, Snider looking back and

*ing if they all got inside the distance flag. Fannie C. was
scond, four lengths behind, Anita third, Coal Dust fourth,

heresa fifth. Time, 2:22
STJMMABIES.

First race—Two-year-old stake. 2: JO class.

ilita. en f, by Palo Alto—Elsie, by Gen. Benton..., Pbippen 1 1

an Roberto, bl c, by Sidney—Fan, by Signal G. Maben 2 2
Time, 2:21, 2:20?£.

Second race—Trotting, porae S1,C00, 2:2~> class.

:hel Downes. bl m, by Boodle, 2:15, dam by Nutwood
Keating 2 111'

idy Thornhill, b m, by Billy Thornhill—Flora
Sullivan 1 7 6 S

aUvedtate, bg, by Star Sultan, dam bv Wellington
Maben 3 2 2 8

r. Puff, b g, by Bay Bird—Patsy Puff. Carriger... 4 3 3 2
ix Gifford, grs, by Atto Rex, dam by. A. W. Richmond

Tryon 6 5 5 5

:tter B.,bm, by Ward B.—Brown Irish Kent 5 6 7 4

Qjave. b g, by Dexter Prince—by Reliance Snider 7 4 5 6

iver C, b g, by Dexter Prince Carillo S 8 8 7

Time, 2:17, 2:16. 2:16^, 2:17^.

Third race—Trotting, 2:40 class, purse SSOO.

laravari, b m, by Sterling—by Prompter Snider 111
aita, bm, by JuDio—Anita G Rodriquez 2 2 3

inDieC.b m, by Ffillis—by Reno Gray 4 3 2
talDust, blkg. by Black Pilot—bv A. W. Richmond. .Mack 3 4 4

leresa. b m, by Signal Wilkes—Nellie H Dnncan 5 5 5
on, b g, by Dawn—Dinah Grant 6 dis

Time, 2:20^, 2:20%, 2:22

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, AUGCST 4

Judging by the interest shown in the betting ring last

ening in the races (which weredecided this afternoon) the

tendance ought to have been large, but when the gates were

jened the crowd was only a little larger than that of the

eceding days. The afternoon's card was the best of the

eetiDg and the events exciting enough to keep everyone

terested from start to finish. The weather was delightfully

iol and the track as nearly perfect as it possibly could be.

:veral times during the afternoon the sprinkling cart was

nt up and down the homestretch and the course dampened,

os accomplishing two objects, laying the dust and making

e track like velvet. The band of music played a number of

>pular airs and the music sounded far more welcome to the

sitors than it did when the band occupied its little space in

e grand stand. The bright carnival colors are to be seen

eryffhere, and even on the race course wherever the green

yellow and red could be placed to the best advantage there
they appeared. A number of visitors came from San Francisco
on the morning train and returned to the Bay city on the
overland train which left Sacramento at seven in the even-
ing.

A stroll among the stalls where the various breeds of cat-

tle are stabled is well worth a visit, for a better collection was
never driven through'the gates of these fair grounds. The
judges will have a difficult task to perform when they try to

select the prize winners in each breed.

The greatest system prevails in the management ofthefair
this year and everything moves like clockwork ; no hitch

anywhere.
Stalls containing the greatest thoroughbreds, trotters, pac-

ers, draft horses and ponies ever seea in this State are also

visited by admiring throngs previous to the race meeting and
between the heats. Every owner takes a pride in keeping
all animals in their care, as well as the stalls, as neat as pos-

sible, and the absence of drunken, dirty-looking hangers-on
around the stables was noticeable. Owners and trainers now-
adays give this class a wide berth and are very strict about
keeping such individuals away from them.
At half-past one o'clock the bell in the judges' stand was

heard, and the crowds of people who were sight seeing pro-

ceeded to the grand stand and waited for the races to begin.

The judges were President CM. Chase, J. Wilson and J.

Matthews. Timers were: H. J. Agnew, T. J. Crowley and
Ray Falk.
The first event of the afternoon was the 2:20 pace for three-

year-olds. The starters were Ed. Laflerty, Javelin, Koan
Wilkes and Cant. Hackett. In the pools Javelin was favor-

ite at $50 at $20 on field. When the word was given the quar-
tette were on even terms. After passing the first eighth Jave-
lin, who was leading by a length from Roan Wilkes, broke
and fell b^ck to third place. Down the back stretch the

horses were in the following order, Roan Wilkes, Ed Lafferty,

Javelin and Capt. Hackett. Coming to the wire the latter

passed to third position. Roan Wilkes jogged home in 2:20-1

three lengths in front of Ed. Lafferty, who was a like distance

ahead of Capt. Hackett, the tavorite last.

In the second heat Roan Wilkes sold at $20 against $11 on
the field. Chaboya lay back with Javelin in third position

until the quarter-pole was reached. Then he moved the mare
up and at the half he had passed Ed Lafferty and was on even
terms with Roan Wilkes. The pair then paced like a team
all the way to the wire, Sullivan giving another one of his

exhibitions of good driving by landing his horse a winner by
a nose in 2:16.

The next heat of the pace was one that will never be for-

gotten. The two favorites, Roan Wilkes and Javelin, paced
side by side all the way around; first one would be ahead and
then the other. The half was made in 1 .05

i
and to the wire

it was a great struggle, Sullivan sitting like a statue, urging
his game little pacer by that wonderful magnetism for which
men of his calibre are known to possess, while Chaboya
was lifting his little mare in and using voice and whip, but

Roan Wilkes had the most speed and landed the race a win-
ner in the splendid time for a three-year-old of 2:12$. The
winner is by Raymond (a son of Simmons), and his dam was
Berlina, by Berlin. Sullivan covered himself with glory in

winning this race. Javelin'B exhibition of speed was also

commented most favorably upon. She was outclassed to-day.

However, if she had hot "stubbed her toe" in the first heat

there is every reason to believe the average of the heats

would have been much faster.

In the 2:17 trotting race there were ten entries—Margaret
Worth, Stranger, Nellie W., Myrtle Thorne, Lady O., Geo.
Dexter, Hillsdale, Thompson, Bruno and McZeus. Pools
sold field $20, Thompson $15, Bruno $9 and McZeus $5.

When the big field got the word Nellie W., a 100 to 1 shot

for the heat, had the pole and kept this position all the way.
Hillside and Bruno were at her bike, Myrtle Thorne fourth.

At the half mile pole Hillsdale, who forged ahead, broke

and ran nearly an eighth of a mile. Myrtle Thorne and
Bruno then came like a double team and had a battle for

place, the latter winning by a nose. Nellie W. was a length

ahead in the excellent time of 2:15$, the three favorites not

being anywhere near the front. Hillsdale was fourth, Lady
O. fifth, Geo. Dexter sixth, Wargaret Worth seventh, Thomp-
son eighth, Stranger ninth and McZeus last.

Another surprise was in store for the talent, for after the

word was given Nellie W. broke and fell back. Bruno took

the lead and kept it to the three-quarter pole. Myrtle
Thorne was second until the half-mile post was passed, then

Lady O. came on and passing her was at Bruno's neck as

the horse got ioto the homestretch. Down to the wire it

was a horse race of the exciting kind, Lady O.; winning by
a length. Myrtle Thorne was second, a head in front of

Bruno, George Dexter fourth at the tetter's bike, the rest

inside the distance post. Time, 2:16.

In the pools for the next heat, field was $20, Stranger $10,

Lady O. §10. The start was a good one for all but Thomp-
son and Nellie W., both ot whom were running, Lady O.,

Geo. Dexter and Myrtle Thorne taking the lead. The race

was a good one. All the horses were bunched until the

homestretch was reached, then the drivers began to urge

their horses. Lady O. got on (the inside and outtrotted

Geo. Dexter to the wire in 2:16, Hillsdale third.

In the next heat Geo. Dexter took the lead from Lady O.

and was fully a length in advance of her going down the

backstretch, when he broke, and before Bennett, his driver,

could get him settled Lady O., Hillsdale, Myrtle Thorne and
Nelly W. passed him and to the three quarter pole the horses

were all bunched and many of them running. Hillsdale also

did a little of the galloping. On entering the utretch Nelly

W.Jfell back and the result of the race centered in Hillsdale

and Lady O.; the former won by a length in 2:18. The driver

of Lady O. protested against the decision on account of the

long run, but it was not allowed. Myrtle Thorne was third,

Bruno fourth, McZeus fifth, Nellie W. sixth.

According to the rule alt horses that had not won a heat

in four nad to go to the stable. This left but three horses to

contend until the finish of the race. To the surprise of every

one Hillsdale won the next heat from Lady O. after one of

the most exciting finishes seen at this meeting. Hillsdale

wascapitallv driven by Chas. Durfee, while the hard cam-
paigner, Lady O , although having fought for the front in

every heat, was handled in superb style by Mr. Marcband,
and only lost the heat by a neck in 2:20A.

Odds on the deciding heat sold as follows : $20 on Lady O.

against $7 on the field. The iudgment of the backers of the

favorite was good, for the mare won the concluding heat and
race in 2:22|, Hillsdale second and Nellie W. third.

The 2:15 pace brought out six pacers, Phenol, Belle, Path-

mont, Edna R., Del Norte and Hanford Medium. In the

pools Pathmont was almost a prohibitive favorite, selling at
$40 against $7 on Phenol and $5 on the field.

When the word was given Phenol took the lead. Pathmont
trailed her until the half-mile pole was reached. Then he
passed her, and Hanford Medium, who was third, closed up
a bie gap and was at Phenol's wheel. Down to the three-
quarter pole Pathmont kept gaining a little and then as they
entered the stretch he was a length in the lead. Phenol shot
to the front for an instant, but Keatiog called upon Path-
mont and the splendid son of Altamont left his gray compet-
itor and won with the utmost ease by two lengths in 2:10J.
Hanford Medium was third, Del Norte fourth, Edna R. fifth

and Belle last, just inside the flag.

Pathmont had the lead and never lost it from start to fin-

ish. Phenol was second ; Hanford Medium and Belle were
right at her shoulder until the three-quarter pole was
reached. Phenol broke, and Belle shot to the front and
challenged the flying Pathmont, but the latter had no trouble
to keep in front and won easily in 2:12. Del Norte passed
Hanford Medium aod came in third.

In the third heat Pathmont led from start to finish, Han-
ford Medium being only a few lengths behind as the son of
the great Altamont come in a winner in 2:12 Edna R., the
daughter of Sidney, was half a length behind Hanford Me*
dium, Del Norte fourth, Phenol fifth and Belle, who was
quite lame, last

SUMMARIES.
2:30 class, three-year-olds and under; pacing: value of stakes $850.

Roan Wilkes, rn s, by Raymond—Berlina, by Berlin
Snllivan 111

Javelin, b m, by Creole—Flash Chaboya 3 2 2
Ed Laflerty, b c. by Charles Derby—Bertha Lafferty 2 3 3
Captain Hackett, b g, by Slelnway—Idol Belle Smith 3 4 4

Time, 2:20J4. 2:16, 2:12?£.

2.17 class, trotting, parse S1,000.

LadyO., b m, by T. O.—Baby;by Black Prince
Marehand 5 112 2 1

Hillsdale, b h, by Antinooa—Nettie Nutwood
Durfee 4 7 3 112

Nellie W., ch m, by Wooisey—by Inca Connelly 15 6 6 3 3
Myrtle Thorne, br m, by Grandissimo-Belte Thorne

Loeber 3 2 4 3 ro
Brono, b s, by Junio—Dolly Swain 2 3 5 4 ro
George Dexter, br h, by Dexter Prince—Nellie R...

Bennett 6 4 2 7 ro
McZeus, br a. by McKinney—Grace Hodge 10 6 9 5 ro
Wargaret Worth, b m, by Alex. Button—Adelin

a

Patti Bigelow 7 8 8 ro
Thompson, chs, by Boodle—Flora...Van Bokbelen 8 10 7 9 ro
Stranger, bs, byTilton Almont—Jessie Sullivan 9 9 10 8 ro

Time, 2:19%, 2:16, 2:16, 2:18, 2:20%, 2:22%,

2:15 class, pacing, purse S1.000.

Pathmont, br s, by Altamont—by Pathfinder- Keating 111
Hanford Medium, b s, by Milton R.—Signal Tryon 3 4 2
Phenol, grm, by Judge Waller—Dolly.. Sanders 2 6 5
Belle, ch m, by Melbourne King— Mattic Snllivan 6 2 6

Del Norte, bib s, by Altamont—Tecora Stimson 4 3 4
Edna R., b m, by Sidney—bv Director Trainer 5 5 8

Time, 2:10%, 2:12: 2:12.

The second annual announcement of the California Veter-

inary College has just been issued. The result of the year's

work hasb*>en most satisfactory. The most thorough exami-

nations are required of students, and every facility is afforded

for the study of all that pertains to the anatomy physiology

and hygience of horses, cattle, dogs, etc. The curriculum of

the college comprises the fundamental sciences and covers a

period of three winter sessions of over six months each, com-

mencing on the 1st day of October of each year, and ending

April 1st of the following year. The theoretical instructions

will be by didactic lectures, class demonstrations and recita-

tions. The facilities for instructions are equal to any in this

country, andjthe courses extend from the first element of medi-

cine to the latest researches in veterinary science at home
and abroad. The deau of the faculty is F. W. Skaife D. V*

S. M. R. C. V. S. and the secretary is A. A. Cunningham, F.

C. S., F. G. The faculty is composed of some of the leading

veterinarians on this coast, and those who graduate from this

college will be as well qualified to practice as those who have

spent thousands of dollars in the European colleges. It is a

thriving institution, and appeals especially to the youog men
of California who wish to engage in this splendid and at all

times profitable profession.

Alameda Speed Track Races.

The Alameda Driving Association is sparing no effort to

make their first races, to bs held on the speed track on Sep-

tember 21st, a success. Nearly every member has entered a

horse, and the collection of prizss offered will be a fine one.

The entries so far are as follows

:

Free-for all pace—I. L. Borden's b m Allie Cresci, Mam-
bry McMahon's b g Jessie P., Shell Martin's Big Bertha, O.

K. Cohen's bl s Sable Steioway, Dr. Dunn's bay pacer.

Free-for all trot—EL Wichmau's bay mire, W. Baehr'a

black gelding, A. W. Finch's gray stallion,William Highby's

bg Don, T. Moran's black gelding.

Half-mile trot—Judge Ellsworth's bl e Bob,H. P. Moreal'e

br g Dick, H. Koerber's brown gelding.

2:30 trot and pace—E. F. Arnold's black gelding, George
Plummer's bay mare, William Bellringer's gray gelding.

Three-minuts trot and pace—A. G. Beviu's b m Dolly B.,

Lubben Bros.' bay gelding, Stanford Bennett's bay mare, O.

A. Gott's chestnut mare, R. B. Bain's b m Faunola.

Azote Lowers All Records.

Galesruro, III., Sept. 5.— This has been another rec-

ord-breaking day for the Galesburg track, aod the great

Azote was the one to lower his own mark of 2:05$, made at

Fleetwood a few days ago, and \ also to trot the fastest mile

ever trotted iu 1895. Not only this, but it is the fastest mile

ever trotted by a gelding.

A strong wind blew up the stretch during the fternoou, and

it was not until after six o'clock that McD twall appeared oo

the track with Azete to go for the mile. He was accompa-

nied by a runner, and after two attempts to get the word the

horses were sent away. To the quarter they went in 0:29J,

and around to the half they came in 1:01}. To the three-

quarters with the runner close to him, Azote

passed the pole in 1:34.) McDowell urged his

horse a little and he passed under the wire in 2:04^, the fast-

est mile trotted by aoy horse this year.
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The Champion Trotting Pending. Azote, 2:06 1-2.

Size is just now unusually conspicuous in the very fastest.

Nearlvall the champion thoroughbreds are from 16 tol.

hands'high, and of late years the very fastest on the running

turf have been considerably taller and larger than formerly.

With the trotters and pacers there have all along been more

or less that -ere decidedly above the medium in he.ght and

size, still quite a large proportion of the champions part.cu,

l.rlr from Flora Temple to AUx, which as yet holds the

trotting championship, and Robert J., whose pacing mark of

2:01) has not yet been lowered, have been considerably below

rather than above the medium in size.

The mojt sensational trotting and pacing records of recent

years have been those of Arioo (two years, 2:103), Directum

[race record, 2:051), Nancy Hanks (2:04), Mix (2:03}). Fly-

,ng Jib (with running m.te 1:511) and Kibert J. (2:02J).

As all of these are below the medium in height and size many

breeders, and more especially those who own stock that is

undersized, have been disposed to claim that small animals

were much more likely to make extremely fast time than

the largest. If there is anv ground for such a claim as re-

gards the trotters and pacers it lies in the fact that the un-

dersized animals are still to far loo great an "ten in the

majority of those bred for extreme speed. With the thor-

oughbreds, liberal feeding and superior care have had their

effects on the size, so that beyond question the average thor-

oughbred of to-day is much larger than one hundred years

^One of the biggest trotters that has yet appeared is the

highlv-bred gelding Azote, which at Cleveland, July 31st, so

easilv defeated Hulda and Kyland T., reducing the champion

record for a gelding to 2.-06J, tnal it is generally conceded

there are now none capable of beating him in a race, and that

he is the most likely to reduce the trotting mark still closer

to the inevitable two-minute limit.
. ., ,

\.mong the pacers Joe Patchen holds a very similar place,

and be is fully as large as Azote. Never before have two so

extremely large been as prominent. Forty years ago the big

pacing mare Pocahontas reduced the pacing record to wagon

10 2 17* and more decidedly out-classed all her contemporaries

than does any one at the present time. She was very tall and

large, yet not as tall or as large as either Joe Patchen or

Azote. Since her time numerous large pacers have been

prominent, Johnston, that reduced the record to 2:06}, being

most conspicuous, though he was not so extremely large as

the handsome black stallion, Joe Patchen.

Among the champion trotters Rarus was the first to

approximate sixieen hands. St. Julien, his successor, was

above the medium, and Maud S, that so long held the cham-

pion honors, was larger than St. Julien and nearly as large

as Karus. Sunol, her successor, is very tall, being fully six-

teen hands forward and two ioches higher behind, but not an

exlremelv heavv mare.

Among the very noted campaigners that were large Lady

lorn standBout the most conspicuous, as she was 16.1 andTh

—

a big mare in every respect. She was much faster than any

other of her day, and there is not the least doubt that she

trolled a mile in 2:iOJ when the trotting record was at 2:17*.

She has to her credit 106 heats in 2:30, a very large proportion

of which were in 2:20. EricssoD, by the same sire and foaled

the same vear, was enormously large, being about seventeen

bands high and heavy in proportion, still he was the cham-

pion four-year-old trotter of his day, and for his opportunities

proved quite a successful sire. Great Eastern, that still holds

the champion saddle record, was another enormously large

horse. Fantasy, that now holds the champion three and four-

year-old records, is considerably above the average, as is true

of Martha Wilkes, that reduced the race record to 2:08}.

( If the champion stallions Geo. M. Patchen was large.par-

ticularly in contrast with Flora TemplcJEthan Allen and

roost others with which he competed. Smuggler was above

the medium in 6ize, while Mambrino Gift was 16 hands,

Nelson is nearly as tall, and Allerton, the first stallion to beat

2:10, is upwards of 16 hands high, while Palo Alto, Kremlin

and Stamboul are very decidedly above the medium.

Mr Hamlin's horses have generally been of quite good

size, and particularly those that have held the champion

team records, as well as those making the mark for three

abreast. Phyllis, wilh 130 heats in 2:30, was very large.and

so was Clemmie U., with whom she frequently competed.

Moose was another very large trotter that has more than fifty

heats to his credit in 2:30, and there are plenty more that

might be named, enough to demonstrate very clearly that

ize is no very special disadvantage in point of speed or en-

durance, while for most other purposes than racing it mater-

ially adds to the value.

An extremely good little horse may be better for numerous

use* than an inferior large one, but there is no question but

what a good big horse, for nearly every place, is more valu-

able and preferable to even a good little one.

Azote is so very large that even the 16 hand trotters with

which he has competed look small beside him. He is a very

well-proportioned horse, and as he is good-gaited, with

neither awkwardness Dor waste action, in no respect does his

extreme size appear to be any disadvantage. He is a bay

griding with white hind ankles, is a bright, handsome though

not very dark shade of bay, and at every point shows high

breeding, together with a more than ordinary amouot of

finish. He is of the type of many of the most highly-bred

r li-ctioneero, and as his mark is now lower than that of any

other bred at Palo Alto, his breeding and characteristics are

of special interest.

Azote was foaled in 1887, consequently he is now eight

years old. As a colt he attracted very little atlention. chiefly

from the fact thai his dam was not at all superior, either in-

dividually or by breeding, had nhowa no tpeed herself, and
had produced nothing m nnv prominence. Though she was

bred as a three-vear-old, and has been used constantly as a

broodmare, but for Azote she would rank to-day as of about

the least pro6t and importance of any that have yet been

given an opportunity on that fnmous farm. During those

years when Palo Alto was sending out the most trotters, so

numerous were thi- foali hi this noted establishment that only

the most promising were trained for speed, and as it costs

praclicallv nothing to keep bonm at pasture, many were sent

up to the Vina Ranch that had they been developed would
undoubtedly have been specially prominent on the turf.

i was one of the many regarded as of comparatively

little ralui hat were sent to this ranch, but as be was all

along of g I size and very pleasant disposition, he was when

quite voung put into service there, being used for a time on a

four-horse team, and did his part remarkably well, livery

one who has ever handled this big gelding has taken quite a

liking to him, and he was an especial favorite with the su-

perintendent of the Vina Ranch, who 6rst called Hickok s

attention to him wheu this noted reinsman was looking for

something to campaign, and insisted that if trained he would

make a very fast trotter.

Neither Hickok nor Gov. Stanford nor any of the noted

horsemen who had been at Palo Alto had ever picked out

this big fellow as a probable candidate for champion honors,

and it was somewhat reluctantly that Hickok consented to see

him harnessed, but when in harness Azote showed so well

that he concluded to take him along, and ever since his first

start, which was at Grand Rapids, Mich., August 9, 1892,

where he won the three-minute class in straight heats in

2-24}, 2:25J, 2:21}, he has been thought well of as a trotter

and a race horse. At Chicago, a week later, he reduced his

record to 2:153, and in the third heat of a seven-heat race at

Indianapolis, which, however, was finally won by Lord Clin-

ton, and a new record made on that occasion, the big gelding

reduced his mark to 2:14*, winning first or second money in

every race of that year. ... -.

In 1893 he started five times, but failed to reduce his record

and won only one of those races, though in two of the others

he was a close second to Pix'.ey in faster time. In one of the

others he was beaten by Muta Wilkes, Bush and Lightning

in 2:123, 2:12, and in the other by Directum, Phoebe Wilkes,

Hazel Wilkes and Pixley in 2:11}, 2:11 J, 2:09*, he beiDg in

this race for the first and only time in his whole career be-

hind the money. It was then generally supposed he had

practically reached his limit, and he was purchased about

that time for a small amount by Monroe Salisbury, who has

been so remarkably successful, not only in his selections, bat

also in campaigning those he has selected. Mr. Salisbury

generally keeps his horses quite busy, and in 1894 Azo'e is

credited with having started in seventeen races, in ten ot

which he won, was second in six and third in one, finishing

with a record of 2:08*, and third heat team record of 2:23},

which was really a wonderful campaign. While horsemen

generally were then well aware of his excellence, probably

few ifany then expected Azote had quite as much in reserve

as is now apparent.

Low-bred horses often reach their limit quickly, but those

that are very highly bred generally keep on improving until

they are broken down, and Azote, notwithstanding his great

size, has not yet apparently begun to give way, consequently

it would be very difficult to predict just what will be his

ultimate limit.

This year he began the season early by trotting a race at

Fresno, Cal.in the free-for-all, February 1, against Nightin-

gale and Klamath. Here he was not evidently in trotting

trim, and the race was won by Nightingale in 2:14*, 2:12,

2:14, though Azote was second the first heat and well up each

of the others. He started in two races in California in Feb-

ruary, in one of which he won the second heat in 2:12, and

in the other won in straight heats in 2:09}, 2:11}, 2:10}.

Since crossing the mountains he has won at La Crosse, Wis.,

where he reduced the champiou record for a gelding a half

second also at Saginaw, Mich., and Cleveland, beating among
others the famous Directum (2:05}), Fantasy (2:06), Ryland

T. (2:07}). Hulda (2:08}) and Mata Wilkes, all of which he

has vanquished so eflectually that at present there appears to

be nothing capable of competing with him. His career from

this time on will be watched with especial interest.

Of the many stallions bred at Palo Alto it is 6afe to say

that the favorites with Gov. Stanford were Palo Alto, 2:08},

Azmoor, 2:20*, and Whips, 2:27*, all sons of that famous

sire, Electioneer. Of these as a performer Palo Alto was

clearly entitled to the highest rank, and undoubtedly also on

breedine, particularly from a trotting standpoint, as his dam,

Dame Winnie, has proven such a famous producer. Still the

dams of both the others, though also thoroughbreds, are in

the great broodmare list.

Lizzie Whips, the dam of Whips, is by Enquirer, a superior

sin of imported Leamington, one of the most- famous of thor-

oughbred sires. The next two crosses are quite Bimilar to

those of Palo Alto, Whips' second dam being by Vandal, a

son of imported Glencoe, while the second dam of Palo Alto

is by imported Glencoe, and the third dam of each is by im-

Dorted Margrave, a strain that occurs in very many of the

extremely fast trotters and pacers. Whips was not used as

extensively in the stud as many of the other sons of Elec-

tioneer, still there is no question bat what he is destined to

hold a very prominent place as a sire.

Josie, the dam of Azote, has only three other foals that

lived, and of those two are geldings, one by Whips and the

other by Clay, but we are not aware that either of them have

ever shown any special speed. The other is now a yearling

colt and a full brother to Azote. Josie is by Whipple's

Hambletonian, a fairly well-bred and quite successful sire,

dam by Speculation, that was three-quarters brother to Whip-
ple's Hambletonian and has four in the list; second dam
Lady Joslyn. whose breeding is unknown. Both the sire and

dam of Azote should be credited with more or less influence
;

still, there is scarcely a doubt that to this sire is this success-

ful trotter most indebted.—" Vision," in Horse Breeder.

Mr. H. M. La Rue's Reply.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—My attention to-

day was called to an article published in the Sacramento

Bee, being copied from the Breeder and Sportsman, and

signed by Mr. Charles A. Winship, referring to my rulings

at the Xapa meeting, to which he seems to take exceptions.

A petition signed by Mr. Charles A. Winship, Thos. E.

Keating and other horsemen was directed to President

Adams, asking that Frank W. Covey be appointed Starting

Judge instead of myself. The communication of Mr. Chas.

A. Winship does not give to the public my decisions and

rulings, to which he takes exceptions.

I am aware that the decisions of thejudges in placing the

two first horses in one heat was questioned as to its correct-

ness. But the three judges were unanimous in the belief that

no error was made, notwithstanding the opinion of other

gentlemen who were outside of the stand. If a mistake was

was made in the decision of that heat (which is barely possi-

ble) the other judges were as much at fault as I. We are all

liable to make mistakes sometimes. I did make a ruling at

that meeting that X know was not satisfactory to Mr. Charles

A. Winship, who framed, circulated and whose name heads
the list of petitioners, and his driver and partner, Mr. T. A.
Keating, follows next. Said ruling was made in accordance
with the rules as I understood them, and in the interest of

fair aad honest racing, I know.
Mr. Keating, the driver of Hamrock, owned by Winship

& Keating, pulled his horse and did not try to win the heat,

so the judges believed. After the finish of the heat Mr. Win-
ship was called to the stand and informed of the acts of his

driver in holding his horse and not trying to win the heat.

He admitted the fact, but contended that they had that right,

that they were out to win the race and had a right to lay up
the heat if they so desired. I informed him that I held dif-

ferently, and asked him to inform his driver that such con-

duct was contrary and in violation of the rules, and would not

be tolerated, and that if the act was repeated I would fine

him $100, and for a second like offense I would rule him off.

Before the starting of the next heat I publicly announced
that there seemed to be a misunderstanding as to the right

to lay up a heat or heats.

That I held that under the rules and in the interest of fair

racing drivers had no right to lay up a heat and must drive

in every heat to win if possible to do so, without injury to

the horse, and that so long as I was in the stand 1 would en-

force the rules as I understood them.
At all times when in the discharge of the (not pleasant or

desirable) duties of presiding judge at the numerous meet-
ings throughout the State for the past seventeen years I have
earnestly endeavored to enforce the rules as I found them,
without fear or favor, to treat every owner and driver alike

fairly and justly, and to further the interest of fair and hon-

est racing.

If in so doing I have interfered to such an extent as to pre-

vent the accomplishment of some job or fraud by the laying

up of heats or otherwise, I can only say that I have no re-

grets or apology to make for doing my duty. I am firmly of

the opinion that it is the duty of the judges in every instance

to protect the other horseman engaged in the race and the

public who desire honest and square racing and the strict

enforcement of the rules. It is, I suppose, to my ruling in the

case of his driver that Mr. Winship so much objects.

Bv publishing the above you will much oblige yours very

truly, H. M. La Rde.
m

Bay District's New Track.

Jockey Willie Flynn was reinstated by the Board of

Stewards last Saturday night. He was thoroughly penitent,

and declares that he will never, in future, veer from the path

of righteousness. It was principally through the untiring ef-

forts of Starter Ferguson (who really caused the boy to come

to this coast) that he was reinstated, and Willie will accept

no mount for some time to come that Mr. Ferguson does not

pass upon. Young Flynn is a good rider and comes from a

family of horsemen that has always borne good reputations.

We earnestly hope that the lesson of the past few months will

never be forgotten by this, the youngest member, and that he

will, ifapproached to do a dishonest act in the saddle, expose

the scoundrel without delay, as he deserves to be.

U Lorillard has apparently lired of America, says

a New York dispatch of September 3d. He is m iking ar-

rangements to follow the example of William Waldorf Astor

and goto England to reside. He has placed his magnificent

houseboat on the market through a well-known yacht agency,

and il in said he intends disposing of his country seat at Jobs-

town, N. J., where he owns 1,000 acres. His houseboat is a

palatial affair, and cost a fortune. It is one of the pioneer

houseboats in this country, and a hobby with Mr. Lorillard.

He kept it in Florida, and spent his winters on board of it,

entertaining in princely style. Il is luxuriously fitted up,

and possesses all the comforts of an elegantly appointed

country house.

A part of the Bay District track will be cut up and graded
,

but not for building lots, as has been reported so often of la'l

The grading will be for the purpose of constructing a new

track inside of the mile course, where racing can safely I

conducted during the rainy weather.

Plans for the track are now in the hands of Preside

Williams of the California Jockey Club, and work was com-

menced this week. A large force of workmen will be c

ployed, and it is expected that the new track will be <

pleted aod ready to race on in thirty days.

The track will include some of the old steeplechase court

and will be a little over seven furloogs io circumfereno
Only sand and a little loam will be used for the track

It will not be as fast as the mile course, but it will be safe ao
the very best slake horses can race over it with perfect safet]

no matter how bad the weather may be.

Racegoers will well remember what a condition the .

District track was in during the rainy weather last winter,

one time the track was fully a foot deep in sticky and hold

ing mud. Horses fell and the lives of jockeys were in gravi

danger every time they went to the post. Then the manag
inent tore out the steeplechasejamps, which at that time we:

stationary, and constructed a rough course where racing wai

conducted with safety until the main track dried out.

But this track* had its disadvantages, the principal one <

which was a steep hill which rose to a very short stretch ru

Before making the hill the horses were lost to view from I

grand stand and the public was left to guess what was goio

on until the horses came in view again, and before mncl

could be seen of the finish the field flashed past the wire and|

the race was over.

It is to do away with the hill that the grading will be don
and in order to make a good job of it a new track must I

built from the bend on the backstretch, near where the sU

plechasers enter the main track, to Ihe judge's stand, a

lance of about three-eighths of a mile. This addition will a

ford the public a full view of the races, and virtually gin

the Bay District three tracks to race on, viz , the mile track

the new inside track and the old steeplechase course.

When seen last Saturday evening Mr. Williams said: "The
have been keeping me hustling denyiog the stories that '

Bay District is to be cut up, but now I must admit th*

there is to be some grading myself, and when the work i

completed I will show you the prettiest and safest track foi

wet weather that you ever saw. We will have a track th

will be absolutely safe and where any owner or trainer

speed the best he has in his stable. The new track will only

be used in wet weather. The main track has been greatly

improved since last winter, and now it dries out much faster,

and, of course, will be greatly benefited by not being cut up

when soft."
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THE GUN.
Gun Olub Directory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,

iresiJeut ; Dr. d. E. Knowles, secretary, 139 Post St., 3. F.

rue country CIud, San Francisco, Frederick W. Tallant, Secretary,

p«lfic Cnion Clnb, S. F. „
The Gnn Club. San Francisco,, F. 3. Bntler, Secretary, San Fran

The Olympic Gnn Clnb, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,
Secretarv-Treasnrer Stanley G. Seovem.
The California Wing Snooting Clab, San Francisco, Crittenden

ftobinson. Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

Trie Lincoln Gnn Clnb. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

»05 Market Street, S. F.

Recreation Gnn Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,

secretary, Caliiornia and Davis streets, 3. F.

The Empire Gun club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

San Francisco Rod and Gnn Club—John Butler, President ; John
B Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.

Alameda Countv Sportsmen's Club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, CaL
The Nimrod Gun Club. Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

dent. R- Liddle, 110 Montgomery.
The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, .Edgar Forster, Secretary

&05 Market St S. F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal.,H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, Willi ts, CaL, M.Mantz, president ; C. Whited,

secretarv.

The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, Secretary. m
Tacoma Rifle Rod. and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-

Xaughton, Pres.: A. Borwell, Sec
Ashland Rod and Gm Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec „ ^
Medford Rod and Gun Club. Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H G. Nicholson, Sec
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

K Thibault ^ec
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.; V. M.

Willamette Rod and Gin Club, Portland, Or.^J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Sod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.
Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game, Josiah Collins Jr. Pres., C. F. Graff. Sec-Treas., box
377, Seattle, Wash. *

Coming: Events.

California Inanimate Target Association Tour-
nament.

. September8—Alameda Point, Empire Gnn Clab.

Septembers—Oakland Race Track, Olympic Club.

September 15—Green Brae, Annual outing of the Lincoln Gun
Club

.

. September 21-22—Los Angeles. Inaugural Semi-Annual Tournament
of the Los Angeles City Gun Clab.

September 29—Oakland Race Track, Clabrough Golcher &Co.'
blue rock tournament.

October 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Asso-

'ciation at Oakland Race Track.

I October 25-20—Tournament of the Washington State Sportsman's
Association, Seattle, Wash.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

The Empire Gun Club will shoot at lis grounds at Ala-

meda Point to-morrow.

The Olympic Gun Club will hold its last shoot of the sea-

son on Sunday next at Oakland Race Track.

The Pastime Gun Club of Oakland will open their club

house at Alviso Bridges to-morrow, and will make extensive

improvements.

C. Bobinson and O. M. Feudner used Dupont Smokeless

at the Sacramento tournament ibis week. J. 3. Fanning
used the new "Gold Dost."

J. G. Messner, the winner of the Grand American Handi-
cap, accepted the challenfie of E. H. McWhorter for a series

of matches at 100 live birds for $100 a side and on the 23d he
won the first of the series with a score of 93 to 91.

Clubs desiring to join the California Inanimate Target As-
sociation and participate in the tournament must join before

September 15th. The annual dues are $10. There is no in-

itiation fee. Address Geo. Scbaefer, Sec, Stockton* Cal.|

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Club have moved their

ark from beautiful Belvidere to the (to them) more beautiful

Sonoma marsh, and are now getting ready for October loth,

painting the ducking boats, putting up new blinds and get-

ting ready for the winter.

Forest and Stream repeats its assertion that the shipment
of duck eggs from Alaska is a colossal fake. Tee same week
the editor of the Northwest Sportsman states that he has

talked with men who have seen the egg-hunters gathering

them for market in Alaska and Behring Sea. As the latter

editor is much nearer the seat of war, we are inclined to

think that he is right. The Seattle Argus has also taken
up the fight.

A Deputy Attorney-General, loth assistant or something
of that sort, put the sportsmen of this Stale all at sea a short

while ago by giving his opinion that all the ordinances of the

Boards of Supervisors of the various counties of their State,

relating to game, were null and void. When the matter was
brought to the attention of the Attorney-General he quickly
contradicted the statement. This leaves the Alameda county
rail law as it was, viz.: Kail cannot be shot until October 15,

1896, in Alameda county.

The Limited Gun Club of Indianapolis will hold a tourna-

ment on Tuesday and Wednesday next that is for amateurs
only. Manufacturers' agents, professionals, 10 gauge gnns
and black powder are barred. This club has spent over
$5,000 in the purchase, improvement and equipment of its

grounds and proposes to look after the interests of the ama-
teurs. Shooters will be classified as they enter and will be
shifted only as it becomes apparent that tney are out of their

class. Class A will shoot known angles, reverse order, add
Class B at known traps, known angles.

The average shootiog is what makes the standing of a blue
rock enthusiast. It is not the phenomenal scores, but the

scores that are made under pressure. The following shooters
shot in all five of the matches between the Lincoln, Electric
and Empire clubs and made the following percentages : Webb
91, Feudner 89, Bruns 88, Stewart 86, Naucaau 85, H.
Golcher 85, Daniels S3, Varney 81, Debenham 80, Billing-
ton 73, Edg. Forster 77, Fischer 76, Baker 75, Fanning 75,
Slade 73, Karney 73, Edg. Forster 72, Potter 71, Wenzel 68.
Of those that shot four matches of the five, Quinton got 78J
per cent., Ingalls 72$ per cent., Andrus 70 per cent.

A meeting of the tournament committee of the California

Inanimate Target Association was held at the Olympic Gun
Club rooms on Saturday evening of last week, and consider

able business was transacted. Col. S. I. Kellogg was in the

chair.

On motion of M. C. Allen a committee on transportation

was appointed by the chair The committee consist of O. M.
Judy, C. J. Haas and A. A. Martin.

The American Association rules with slight alterations will

govern the shooting. Shooters who load the gun be/ore going

to the score and commit other offenses of like nature will be

fined on the spot and must pay before they shoot. Every

shooter will be given a good bird to shoot at, but it is quite

likely that if a shooter puts a shell into the left hand barrel

and pulls the right hand trigger he will not be called opon
to shoot again until the next round.

In case of a tie all money prizes will be divided. All ties

for merchandise prizes will be shut off in the next match,
except in the Individual Championship match. A tie for the

Association Medal must be shot off according to American
Association rules.

The programme as given below is the proposed programme
of the tournament committee, and is, of course, subject to al-

teration, but will give the shooters of this State an idea of

what they are losing by not joining the association. Ten
clubs have joined the association, and four more will unques-
tionably do so before the 15th. The proposed programme is

as follows

:

FIHST DAY—OCTOBEE 6.

10 bird match, for practice, 50 cents entrance.

15 singles, known traps, known angles, entrance 50 centc
.

Five classes, merchandise prizes.

15 singles, known traps, unknown angles,enlrance 75 cents.

Ten classes, merchandise prizes.

The Association Team Championship Trophy, for six men
teams, one team only from each club.entrance $6.00. 20 birds

per man, known traps, known angles. In future this match
will be shot at known traps, unknown angles. Trophy most
be won three times, not necessarily consecutively, before it

can become the property of the winners. Each man com-
peting in the winning team will be presented with an asso-

ciation button emblematic of the event.

20 singles, known tnps, known angles, $1 entrance, second
barrel breaks to count half.

SECOND DAY—OCTOBEE 7.

The Individual Championship medal match at 20 singles,

known traps, known angles, $1 entrance, must be won three

times to become the property of the winner, not necessarily

consecutively. After being once won, one-half of the en-

trance money to go to the holder of the medal. To induce a

large entry there will be a large number of merchandise
prizes added to this match. There will be fifteen classes.

Team shoot for the Overland Monthly Trophy valued at

$125, 20 birds, 6 men teams. Conditions not yet announced.
Consolation Handicap, 15 singles. Handicapped by a

secret method and by a secret committee.
10 singles, entrance 50 cents,known traps, unknown angles,

previous winners barred.

There will be six cash prizes for the six highest average

scores. To compete for these the Bhooter must compete in

all events except the team shoots. The prizes will be $10,

$7.50, $6, $4.50, $2 50, $1.50.

The Selby Smelting & Lead Works have donated $50 in

cash to the prize money. The Dupont Powder Co. and the

U. S. Powder Co. will also give substantial donations.

The California Wing ShootiDg Club.

Los Angeles Tournament.

The Inaugural Semi-Annual Tournament of the Los An-

geles City Gun Club will be held at their grounds in Los

Angeles on September 21 and 22 next. All are invited Jo

come early and stay late. The entry fee includes price of

birds. American Shooting Association Rules will govern

all matches. The'programme is a very good one. It is

as follows

:

FIRST DAY.

First—10 singles. $1.00 entrance, 3 moneys.
Second—15 singles. $1.50 entrance, 3 moneys.
Third—5 pairs, doubles. $1.00 entrance, 3 moneys.
Fourth—Team match for Fifty Dollar trophy donated by

the club. Five men to each term ; 25 birds per man.
Open to any team. Entrance fee $5.00, including birds.

Trophy subject to challenge ; match to be shot at place des

ignated by holder of trophy, within thirty dayB from chal-

lenge. Conditions same as first contest as to number of birds

and number of men composing teams.

Fifth—20 singles. $2.00 entrance, 4 moneys.
Sixth—10 singles. $1.00 entrance, 3 moneys. Reverse

rules to govern.

Seventh—15 singles. $1.50 entrance, 3 moneys.
Eighth—5 singles and 5 pairs doubles. $1.50 entrance, 3

moneys.
Pool shooting the rest of the day.

SECOND DAY.

First—10 singles, $1 entrance, 3 moneys.
Second—10 singles, 75 cents entrance, 3 moneys. Reverse

rule to govern.

Third—20 singles. Prize shoot. $1 50 entrance. High
guns to win prizes. Ties to be shot off, miss and out. 18

prizes.

Fourth—5 pairs, doubles. $1 entrance, 3 moneys.
Fifth—50 singles. Individual championship of Southern

California. $ I entrance, birds extra. Open to all shooters

of Southern California. Trophy to be contested for at the

grounds of the Los Angeles City Gun Club at their Fall and

Spring meets. Entrance money after first contest to go to

the holder of the trophy.

Sixth—15 singles. $1.50 entrance. 3 moneys.
Promiscuous pool shooting the rest of the day.

The principal talk of the town now is the coming tourna-

ment of the California State Inanimate Target Association.

It is thought that at least 150 shooters will compete in some
of the events of this tournament.

The California Wing Shooting Club is the only live bird
shooting club in this vicinity that has any life left in it. The
others bring out from 3 to 6 men each. The final shoot of
the California Wing brought out sixteen shooters. Robinson
was decidedly out of form and the birds were in grand form
in the morning. Those used in the afternoon were a de-
cidedly poor lot. The first class medal for the season was
won by O. M. Feudner, Crittenden Robinson took the second
medal. Feudner beat Robinson one bird for the medal and
Robinson beat Webb but one bird for second place. The
regular monthly match was won by Feudner with 10, both of

his lost birds were dead out of bounds. Warder, who Bhot
with the club by invitation, also killed ten out of his dozen.
David Thorn officiated as referee and as usual gave good sat-

isfaction. The score was as follows :

O. M. Feudner 2] 1*11211*21—10
G. W. Warder 211201111022—10
C Robinson 10211**11121— 9
E. Fay 102221201202— 9
J.S. Fanning 112020111021— 9
H.C. Golcher 211101111*01— 9
R. H. Liddle 212220021021— 9
Dr. Hornung 022002112220— 8
"'Slade" ..010121110101— 8
F. Vernon 101200*22012— 7
H. F. Wagner 021200*21220— 7
M. C. Allen 020202220220— 7
A.Webb 220200111001— 7
C. A. Haight 002101*10112— 7
Dr. Hibbard 10100*11120*— 6
A. Roos 020001200001— 4

Five six-bird sweepstakes followed the main exent. 8ix
men tied with six each in the first event and it was carried
over into the next match. In the second sweep Webb won
first money in both events, Robinson, Slade and Fanning di-
vided second and third. In tbe third Feudner, Hornucgand
Haight divided the purse. Tbe raonsy in the fourth was
carried to the fifth, Webb winning both. Robinson, Feudner
and Fanning divided sacond and third. The score

:

Webb 112211—6 222211—6
Vernon 211111—6 212122—6
Robinson 111111—6 011221—5
Slade 12illl— 6 120211—5
Fanning 112111—6 112110—5
Feudner llllll—6 100112—4
Haight 011121—5 100011—5
Fay 101212—5 10U01—

4

Hornung 101102—4 221021—5
Daniels 10w

Webb 112110—5 120222—5 221211—6
Robinson 120111—5 22011 —5 111011—5
Feudner...' 112212—6 111021—5 111110—5
Hornung 222222—6 222292—5 022220—4
Fanning...-. lOlllw OlOw 111101—5
Fay 102212—5 0210w
Haight 112111—6
Slade lOOw

A freeze-out followed, Robinson winning with six kills.

Fanning's sixth bird fell to the ground apparently dead, but
when the dog reached it, it quietly skipped away.

At Sacramento.

Curlew shooting continues good. Some excellent bags

have been made the past week at Ellis' landing.

The first day of the fourteenth annual tournament of the

California State Sportsmen's Association at Sacramento

brought out a fair attendance of blue rock shooters. Arthur

Webb of Oakland was an easy first, winning four oat of the

seven events. Otto Feudner of this city was first in two

events and divided seoond and third in three others.

Feudner won the first event, at 10 single blue rocks, Webb >

Shield, Chick, Johnson, Judd and Zentgraft with 9 each'

Dietz and Richards 8, Andrus and Fanning 7, Stevens and

Haight 6, Robinson 5.

The second event at 20 singles, $20 added, $2 entrance,

was won by Shield of Traver with 18, Warder second with

17, Zentgraft, Chick and Xicolaus third with 16. Johnson,

Richards, Feudner and Stevens 15, Webb and Robinson 14,

Haight and Andrus 13, Dietz and Fanning 12.

The third event was at 10 singles and five pairs, $20 ad-

ded, $2.50 entrance. Johnson won first money with 17,

Feudner and Chick divided second and third with 16, Warder
05, Shiell 14, Fanning, Robinson and Richards 13, Nichols,

Eckhardt and Zsutgraf 12.

The next event was the team shoot at 20 singles. Three
men-teams. Six teams entered, a made-up team winning,

called the Siskiyou and San Diego, consisting of Chick, of

San Diego, Warder.of San Francisco, and Winders . of Stock-

ton. The scores were as follows

:

Stockton—Johnson, 15; Richards, 20; Shiell, 12—49.
Tail-Enders—Nicolaus, 17; Zeotegraf. 11; Stevens 13—41.

California Wing— Feudner, 18; Fanning, 16; Webb 10

—

44.

San Diego and Siskiyou—Chick, 18; Warden 17; Winders
16-51.

Morrison Flanders—Eckhardt, 3; Morrison 11; Robbins,

13—37.
The next event at 25 singles, $20 added, entrance $3 was

won by Webb with 22. Chick and Eckhardt divided second

and third with 21 each, Feudner. Stevens, Johnson and
Warder 20, Shiell and Andrus 19, Xicolaus and Richards

18. Zinlgraf and Robinson 15, Fanning 15, Chapman 14.

In the sixth event, 10 singles, Eckhardt, Feudner and

Haight divided the money with 9, Fanning and Johnson 8.

Shiell, Webb and Richards 7, Deiiz, Upson, Chapman and

Chick 6, Warder and Andrews 5, Winder 4, Sloane 2.

Seventh event, 15 singles. $12 added— Webb first with 14,

Chick and Warder second with 13, Andrus and Feudner

12, Nicolaus 11, Johnson.Shiell and Chapman 10, Sloane and

Richards?, Eckhardt and Chapman 8, Haight 7.

The last event of the day was also at 15 singles, Webb first

with 14, Chick ajd Feudner second with 12. During the

dav Feudner broke 111 out of 135 shot at, Webb 104 out of

130.
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Electrio Gun Club.

The 6d»1 ebool of ihe Eleclric (iiiD Club was held al Oak-

land Race Track on Sunday last Nauman carried oil ibe

6r»t money in the 6ret class, Fanning second. Edg. Forster

and Murdock divided first and second money in the second

class and Crowell and Sbaw divided the money in the third

class. The scores were as follows :

FIKST CLASS.

C N.uman 1111111111 1010111111 11111-23

j's Fanning 1111111111 110101101 1 111 1 1-22

l>' M Keudner 1111111101 1111101111 10110-21

"Blade" 0111011111 lllllloMl 01101—19

,,|c ber 001 1O101 11 0001000101 11110-13

Ede Forster 1101110110 1111011101 11111—20

W Murdock 1101101111 1110111111 11010-20

Fu« Forster 0111001011011111011111110-18

F. Vernon 1111101100 1000011111 00011—15

THIRD CLASS.

A R Crowell 1101011110 1111100000 11100-15

k'shaw 0001110100 10101U101 10111—15
<;' Patchell 0010111010 11O1I101O1 01001—14

H. F. Wagner 1010110101 0001100010 10111—13

A match at 15 birds, known traps, unknown angles fol-

lowed. The score made were very poor but the interest in

the match proved beyond question that the most of the blue

rock shooting will be on this system next year.

The Elcho Gun Club.

The Elcho Gun Club held their regular monthly shoot

at Cireenbrae on Sunday last. The match was at 25 blue

rocks, known traps, known angles. The score was as follows:

J. D. Coon 23, J. F. Nunan 21, C. H. Kewail 22, B. Schnel

ken 18. E. Healey 20, Dr. J. F. Gibbon 20, L. Holden 17,

E. Crane 9, Wm. Ahren 7, D. Herring 12, D. Ayers 9, J.

Maynard 8.

THE KENNEL.
" The Two Barks. 1 '

[From St..NIcholasby Frank Le Seul.l

We hadn't oncht ter a' done it. Rover;
I spose we'll ketch it now for fair.

They said, "Come home when school is over
An not goplayin" anywhere."

But it looked so shady down the river
Wiih the willows hangin' haf way 'cross,

That I stopped to watch the ripples quiver,

An then I gave a stone a toss.

You started first down through the pasture,
An 1 was fraid 'tw'n't right ter go.

But you said, "Wow, now," wheu I ast yer—
Two barka means "yes,"' an one means "no.

An now we'll get a reg'lar trimmin
An have to tote a' old milk pail.

We'll ketch it too forgoin in swimmin,
If yer know what I'm =aying. wag your tail.

Vt-r do? Good doggie I Don't you worry.
I'll take your iickin an take mine too.

When yer seem comin, you scoot 'u a hurry,'

1 f I stay, they won't go chasin you.

on'y next time you remember. Rover,
W hen I ask whether we'd ought ter go

4•swimmin after school is over
Two harks means "yes," an one means "no."

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

' iver 38,000 dog licenses have been issued in Chicago this

T«*r.

The New England Kennel Club has abandoned its Terrier
Show.

The Eastern Field Trial Club offers $1,700 in prizes at its

trials in November next.

The Pacific Fox Terrier Club will hold its regular monthly
meeting on Tuesday evening next.

The Manitoba All-Age Stakes number 61 entries, 29 Eng-
lish setters and 22 pointers. A Urge increase over any for-

mer year.

Washington A. Coster, secretary of the Eastern Field Trial
Club, will kindly accept our thanks for a copy of that club's
running rules and instruction to judged.

Wm. Larsen, of this city, will breed his English setter
biLeh Belle Gladstone (Ch Gladstone—Zell) to Del Monte
Kennel's Kod's Chaff (Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl) in a few
day*. This combination of blood should produce winners.

The many friends of Miller and I'rather, the popular own-
en of the Pastime Cocker Kennels, will learn with regret of
the death of their cocker Spaniel dog Woodlaod Robbie by
t'h Red Roland—Thompson's Queen II. He died on Tuesday
lul.

'

T. S. McOiotey has been rather unfortunate with his May
Queen—Hector of Hauenstein litter. She had three dogs
and three bitches. Two of the dogs were born dead and the
other one died soon aftpr it was born. The three bitches are
doiog splendidly.

T. J. Walloon's recent litter from Miss Alice and flam
Weller should find a ready sale. Mips Alice is the dam of
the field trial winner Starlight and flam Weller is not only a
good field trial dog but grandly-bred. Roderigo's stock is

scarce on this Coast.

W. L. I'rather, Jr., one of the owners of the Pastime
Cocker Kennels, hu moved to more commodious quarters at
637 Caledonia ;.\v. f - i.. nakland. A tine large barn, new
kennels of his own patent and a much larger yard will assist
materially in keeping the dogi in still tiner condition.

Poor of Lord Ilualpa's puppies out of Lola made their
debut at the Grove Street Theater Ihifl week in Uncle Tom's
Cabin. We regret very much that we were unable to see
them before going to press. Geo. Olrjai has them in charge.
The dogs hi- f'rince < Uhma, Leo 1 1, Bepjw and Han Fran-
cisco Alton.

Ths cherished beliefs of boyhood are knocked over one by

one by the vandal band of Time. George Washington's

hatchet has been shelved with the bow and arrow of cock

robin. In the daily press is a story that Billy Tell did

not shoot the apple on his son's head ; in short, it states that

it is an old Norse tale, many centuries older than Tell's time,

the only change being in the names of the chief actors and

localities. In an unfeeling-like manner the story proceeds as

follows

:

" An equally well-known story is that of the slaughtering

of thedogGellert by Llewellyn. This has been so far lo-

calized that even the grave cf the dog is shown at a place to

which it has given name, in England. Yet in the old col-

lection of stories called 'The Seven Wise Masters,' which was

translated into English from the Latin, and into the Latin

from the Hebrew, and into the Hebrew from the Sanskrit,

relation is made of a lord who has an only son, an infant, and

a hound which he loves greatly. The nurse goes into the

room in which is the child's cradle, and seeing it over-

turned and the dog covered with blood, rushes out to tell

her master that the dog has killed and devoured his son.

The father draws his sword and stabs the hound; but when
tho cradle is removed the child is found to be beneath it,

safe and sound, and near to it a dead serpent is discov-

ered, which the dog bad killed in defense of the child. This,

with the substitution of the wolf for the serpent, is precisely

the story of Gellert, and we may see that the circum-

stances, if they ever happened at all must have happened

not in Wales five or six centuries ago, but in India at least

a thousand years earlier."

Alas! that so noble a hound should be a myth.
" In sooth he was a peerless hound,

The gift of royal John,
But now no Gellert could be found,
And all the chase rode on*"

" Hell hound ! by thee my child's devoured!"
The frantic father cried,

And to the hilt his vengeful sword
He plunged In Gellert's side."

—Forest and Stream.

Barnum and Bailey must look to their laurels or they will

awake some morning to find them adorning the brows of

"Wormwood & Eberhart"—it glides off the tongue quite

jauntily—which is the latest combination in the show busi-

ness. For some years now Mr. Eberhart has occupied a

place of his own making in the kennel world, and many will

wish him luck in his new venture. He writes us that he has

Bold his cigar store inCincinnasi and has gone into partner-

ship with Prof. Wormwood, the animal trainer, whose troupe

of dogs, monkeys, cats, etc., is known to many who attend

dog shows. Wormwood & Eberhart, then, will start out

early next spring with something like forty dogs, thirty-five

monkeys, twenty ponies, twelve goats, two kangaroos, two
ant-eaters, tropical birds, a troupe of trained cats and other

animals that will be added later on. Prof. Wormwood can

train anything from a flea up to an elephant, and his power
over and control of animals is said to be simply wonderful.

TheBhow will travel in its own cars and show under canvas.

A team of bloodhounds from Mr. Roger Williams' kennel
will be taken along with the intention of giving exhibitions

of man hunting in the principal streets of the town and cities

where the show is playing—great advertising scheme, this,

if properly worked. In addition to all this Mr. Eberhart has
an idea to hold local dog sdows in many places where none
have ever been given. If this idea is carried out in proper
manner— even though the shows are 6mall and unrecognized
by the powers of dogdom—it should stimulate an interest in

dogs. "'Al. G." always was a hustler, and those who know
him will watch with some interest the career of "Wormwood
& Eberhart."—American Field.

Breeding Show Fox Terriers.

(From the Fox Terrier Chronicle \

One of our local dog fanciers received a query recently

that should be framed and exhibited at the next bench show.
It would certainly win first and all specials. It was, of

course, written on a postal card. Men of that calibre would
not waste a cent by using a stamp. The would-be purchaser
wanted to buy a cocker spaniel about one year old, thor-

oughly trained for marsh work and positively would not pay
over $5 for the same. However ignorant a man may be of

dog lore, it seems to us utterly impossible for a man of good
sound common sense to think for one instant that a broken
retriever was not worth more than $5, even if the retriever

be but a " yaller dog." To thoroughly break a dog for marsh
work requires months of patient work. To raise a dog even
though it be no larger than a cocker, would cost over $10 for

food atone. Then, as in this case, where only thoroughbreds
are in the kennel the first cost ol the sire and dam of such a

dog as this man wants to purchase iB at least $200. Puppies
of this breed sell readily when eight weeks old for $20 and
$25 each. No one keeps a first-class specimen until it is a
year old, unless he intends to keep it for his own use,or raises

it expecting to receive a profit on his investment by selling

the dog when thoroughly broken. The stud fee of such a

dog would be placed at from $15 to $25, according to his

quality, and yet the party we allude to expects to purchase
such adogfor$5. In short, this man offers $5 for a $100
article, and there are lots more just like him.

C. A. Stone of Toronto writes the American Field that C
H. Masjn, after two weeks' consideration and after publish-
ing an article in the Turf, Field and Farm, and without even
notifying the committee until asked last Saturday, has de-
clined to judge the classes allotted him at the dog show of the
Industrial Exhibition Association. To all intending exhib-
itors I beg to say that Messrs. Mortimer and Davidson have
been tendered his classes. (The same old story.—Ed.]

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Karnes Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form :

WHELPS.
T. S. McGinley's (Oakland, Cal.) R. C. St Bernard bitch

May Queen (California Alton—Tomah) 6—3 dogs to Franz
Prey's Hector of Hauenstein (Barry—Gemma) on August

T. J. Walloon's (San Francisco) English setter bitch Miss
Alice (Doncaster—May Queen) whelped August 24th 4—

2

dogs to same owner's Sam Weller (Roderigo—Dixie).

VISITS.

Mr. Steel's (San Francisco) cocker spaniel Jet to Pastime
Cocker Kennels' Woodland Duke (Ch Black Duke—Wood-
land Jude), August 29th.

Dr. C. M. Selfridge's (Oakland) cocker spaniel bitch Reah
S. (Bronta—Black Nellie) to Pastime Cocker Kennel's
Woodland Duke (Ch Black Duke—Woodland Jude), Sep-
tember itli.

The health of the dam during the period of gestation is a

very important factor affecting the supply of milk. If she is

troubled with worms, or has any form of skin disease which
affects the blood, her quantity of milk will be decreased

and what she has will be more likely to do harm than good.

The number of puppies left on a mother must depend upon
the strength~of the dam, and the supply of milk she has. As
a general rule five or six will be as many as an ordinary sized

bitch can do properly, though I have reared eight success-

fully on one bitch. Some fanciers who have paid a big figure

for the services of a promiuent stud dog are particularly

pleased if they get a numerous litter, but they do not prop-

erly consider whether the bitch is physically capable of rais-

ing them, and they evince considerable surprise when one

or more of the puppies do not get on. All in a litter are not
as strong as each other, and often the weakest puopy has
" to goto the wall." The number in the litter should, there-
fore, be restricted to the capacity of ihe bitch, and this num-
ber may be reduced by destroying some of the least promis-
ing in the litter, or by putting some on to a foster-mother.
It is desirable to watch the litter carefully, and if one or
more puppies are found to be backward these should be put
upon the dam and given first chance after she has been out
for a walk or away from the puppies for a time, and when
she is full of milk.

TREATMENT DURING EARLY PTJPFYHOOD.

By far the greatest mortality takes place amongst puppies
during the first six weeks of their existence, mainly because
of their inability to resist the various derangements of the
system to which they may be liable. Warmth we have
already shown to be essenital to the proper development of
the young, and it will be at all times risky to let the puppies
run about in damp places, or to paddle in water. When
puppies are warm and comfortable they are up and about,

and as harpy as possible, or if asleep, thev lie about singly,

as though not troubled in any degree. If their quarters are

cold or damp they will huddle up into a corner and crowd
upon each other with a view to obtain the necessary warmth,
and this in itself, does not conduce to their health and de-
velopment.

It behoves every breeder, therefore, to see that his pup-
pies are snugly and warmly housed. If artificial heat be em-
ployed in winter, the greatest care must be taken to prevent
exposure to cold.

VENTILATION.

Free ventilation is absolutely necessary or the youngsters
will sweat and make but little progress. Too much emphasis
cannot be put upon the importance of pure air. Where we
find a litter of puppies there will be certain emanations from
their bodies, which will rapidly make the air impure. This
brings with it a great number of evils which no medicine
can remove afterwards. The mother's health will also sufler,

and her milk become poor in quality and scanty in quantity.

The young become weak and unable to properly assimulate
their food, their blood becomes thio, and their vitality so

greatly impaired that they are a very easy prey to ill?, which
would otherwise affect them but little. There are plenty of
ways of obtaining air to puppies' quarters without causing a

draught. If possible, the window should be arranged thai

the sunlight can fall into the kennel during the whole of thi

morning. T. H. H.
5

ROD-
Striped bass and Grilse fishing ,is still good at Pescadero.

Al Cummins sent to M.C. Allen a fine five-poond rain-

bow trout from Bcca last week.

Grilse are said to be running up the Eel river now in

goodly numbers. John Butler will take a party there

shortly.

Benjamin A. Gould, of Gamanocque, Canada, landed a 41

lb. 9 oz. muskalonge on July IS on an S oz. lancewood rod,

double gut leader and No. 4-0 hook. It took one hour and
a quarter to land the fish.

Fishing at San Andreas continues poor. It is thought that

the trout are feeding on the snails at the bottom of the
lake. At all events they rise to the ffy very indifferently, and
don't take the spoon much better. Lake Chabot fishing has
improved slightly.

Geo. Deitz returned] from Catalina recently and states that

while the fishing is grand, one-half of the sport is lost to any
man, that is an apology for a sportsman, on account of the
emormouB waste. There are no facilities for packing the

catches and tons of fish are thrown into the ocean.

Rock cod fishing continues to be first-class at Tiburon and
Angel Island. Edgar Forster and a friend caught about 50
pounds on Monday last in an oil tide. Those who are fond
of this kind of fishing should so time their trips that they
can fish during the stack water at the small low tide. Larger
fish and more of them will be caught in one hour than in tho

rest of the day.

The Battle Greek Hatchery.

The contracts for building the Battle Creek hatchery were

let out last week and by September 25th the building will be

completed and water in the ditch near the building. The
building will be 40x90 and will have an eyeing capacity of

10,000 000.

The hatchery is sitnated at the mouth of Butte Creek, the

largest stream (lowing into the Sacramento from the East, be-

tween the Feather and the Pitt.

This creek is the dividing line between Shasta and Teh ana
counties.

The cost of the building will be about $2,000, $500 of

which has been donated by the Sacramento River Packing
Co.
The hatchery will be used for salmon propagation only.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB STAKES.

Prizes Offered for the Winter Meeting of this

Racing Association.

Following are the stakes, including distance and value of

guaranteed amounts to the winners, offered in the programme

Bf the California Jockey Club's winter meeting, the entries to

;Iose October 25th :

THE ROSEMEADE STAKES-For two-year-old allies. Entrance
no- r2o additional lor hoists not declared by the time of closing entries,

ibe'dnv preceding tne race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee

Lbe valueof the slakes to be $1,500 to the wiooer, $250 to second and ?I0.>

lo third horse. Winners of one race of ibe value of |3.0QO, or two of the

i-al ue ol £1,500 each, tocairy " pcuncs penalty, Non-winners ot a race

ji the value of $1,100 showed 3 pounds; cf ioOO, 7 pounds: of $300, if non-

winner ot three races of any value, allowed 15 pounds : maidens beaten

lliree or more timesallowed 20 pounds. Five and a half furlongs.

THE ELMWOOD STAKES—For two-y ear-olds. Entrance J10; (25

additional for hi rses not declared by the lime of clcsing entries, the day
nrectdiDg tbe race- The laliforaia JocKey Club to guarantee the value

f the stakes to be Sl.cOO to the winner, ?25'i to second and ?iro to third

horse Winners or one race of the valueof 13,000. or two ot the value of

U MO tact), t carry 7 pounds penaln . JSon- winners of a raceot the value

r>('"fl,in«| alltw«d 3 pounds; of ?5C0, 7 pounds; of *:;u0, if non-winner of

ihree races of any value allowed 15 pounds; maidens beaten three or

more limes allowed 20 pounds. Six lurlongs.

THE PALO ALTO 'STAKES—A handicap for two-year-olds. En-
trance |I0; J2-5 additional for horses not declared by ihe lime ot clcsing

^urie* the day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to

'uarantee the value of the stakes lo be $1,500 to the winner. $3tj0 to second

ind £100 to third bcrse. Weights lo te announced three days prior to

the race. About sis lurlongs.

THE PRODLCE EXCHANGE STAKES—For two-year-olds that

have not won a race at thf lime of elf sine; entries. Entrance (10; flO ad-

lltional for boises not declared by the time of closing entries, the day
preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to guaraotee the valne

af the stakes to be 41,0" 0, of which $200 to secondiand fiCO to third horse.

Winners of one race to carry 3 pounds penalty; of two or more races.any

value or one value 5600, to cairy 5 pounds penalty; maidens, if beaten

three or more times, allowed 5 pounds, if unplaced (1-2-3) 10 pounds.

Five and a half furlongs.

THE LISSAK SELLING STAKES—For two-year-olds. Entrance
jto ; -20 additional lor horses not declared by timeot cl( sing entries, the

ay n'receding ibe race. The California Jockey Club lo guarantee the

value ot thestakesto be 5i.i00.of wbich?2L0 tosecond and* ICO to third

jorse. Tl e winner to be sold at auction lor j3,0C0 ; if for less. I pound
illowed forfach $200 to ?I,400 ; then 1 pound fur each $100 to 5200. Five
uid a halffurlongs.

THEXAGLEE iSTAKES-A handicap for two and three-; ear-olds.

Entrance 510 ; ?20 add lional for horses not declared by lime of closing

otries. the dav preceding the race. The California Jo< key Club to guar
inteethe value of ihestakes to be 81,500. ol which $200 to second and 5 1 00

third horse. Weights to be announced three days prior to the race.

<even lurlongs.

THE NORFOLK STAKES—For three-year-olds. Entrance f
10

'

K5 additional for horses not dec ared by time of closing entries. t*ie day
.receding the race. The California Jockey Club to rua'antee the value
if the stakes to be fi.oto. of which $200 to second and 1100 to third horse.

Vinners in 18&5 ot ne race of the valueof 53,000, or two of the va'ue of

1.5C0, to carrv -5 pounds penalty. Non-winners, in ]£95,of a race of the

alue of J1.0U0 allowed o pounds ; of *70u,S pounds ; of 5X0, 12 pounds :

I con-winners of five races in 1S95, allowed 18 pounds. One mile

THE RANCHO DEL PASO STAKES—A handicap for three-year-.

Ids. Entrance 510 ; $2-5 additional for horses not declared by time of

losing entries, ihe day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club
o guarantee ilie value of ihestakes to be 51.500 to the winner, 5300 to

he second and $100 to third horse. Weights to be announced three days
>efoie the race. One mile and a sixteenth.

THE QCINLAN SELLING STAKED—For all ages. Entrance $10 ;

•'^additional for horses not dec'ared by time of closing entrie ,the day
i receding the race The California Jcckey Club to guarantee the value
.1 the stakes tobe?L.200. of which |200 to second and J100 to third horse,

rhe winner to be sold at auction tor 53,000 ; if for less, 1 pound allowed
Breach 5200 to ^1,400; then 1 pound for each $100 to $400. Seven furlongs

THF GUNST SELLING STAKES For all ages. Enirance$f0; $25

dditional for horses not declared by time of closing entries, the day pre-

edinp the race. The California Jockey Cluo to guarantee the valueof
i«siakfs to be 51,500 t-i the winner, 52 lo the seen id and'?IOt to the

rse. The winner to be sold at auclion for 53,000; ii tor less, l pound
llowed fur each $250 to $150 ; tben 1 pound tor each $100 to foOO. One
i.da sixteenth miles.

THE.PACIFIC-CNION SELLING STAKES—For all ages. Entrance
. iijltionalior horses not declared by time of closing entries, the

a« preceding ihe race- The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
alue'oi the stakes to be $l,2'W to the winner, 5203 to the second and ?100

» ihe" third horse. Tne winner to be sold at auction ior 53,000; if for less

1 pound allowed for each f200 to $t,600; then 1 pound for each $100 to $700,

r nemile-

THE P.ICHMOND STAKES—A handicap for all ages. Entrance
i

0; f25 additional for horses not declared by time of.closing entries, the
ly preceding race The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value

1 'ihestakes to be $1,600; of which $200 to the second and $100 to the third
arse. Weights to be announced three days prior to race. One mile.

THE PALACE HO ^EL 'STAKES-A -handicap for all ages. En-
ance $11.'; $25 addiiional for horses not declared oy time of closing en-
a, the dav preceding the race. The California Jockey Club lo goaran-
eibe valueof the stakes to be $1800, ofwhich $200 to the second and $100

I the third horse. Weighis to be announced three days before the race
I ie mile and a furlong

THE BURNS STAKES—A handicap for all ages. Entrance $10; $40
I dltional for horses not declared by four p. m. day after weighis are an-

unced; $100 adrtitinnal for starters The California Jockey Club to

aranteethe value of the stakes to be $7,500, of which $1,100 to second and
I to third horse. Weights to be announced five days before the race

jrses not declared by i p. it. day preceding the race to be liable for full

1 irUog lee. Winners of any race after weighis are announced to carry
! -00005 penalty; if handicapped at less than weight for age, 7 pounds
I amity. One mile and a quarter.

THE FOLLANSBEE STAKES—A handicap for three-year-olds and
wards. Entrance $10; $25 additional for horses not declared by lime of
«lcg entries, the day preceding the race The California Jockey Club

f
guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,500 to the winter. $200 to sec-
i and $100 to third horse. Weights to b^ announced three days prior
race. One mile and a half.

HE MCLAUGHLIN STAKES—A band'eap for tbree-year-olds and
vards. Entrance $10; $2-5 additional for horses not declared by lime of
-int; entries, the day nreceding the race. The California Jockey Club
guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2,000 to the winner, $350 to sec-
land $i->0to th'tid horse. Weights to be announced three days prior 10
e. Two milei and a quarter.

HE THORNTON STAKES-For three-year-olds and upwards, ten
irds below scale. Entrance fin; 5.51.1 additional for horses not declared
ihe lime of closing entries, the day preceding the race The California
-•key Club to guarantee the valueof thestakesio be $2, 500 to the winner,

1 to second and 5200 to third horse. Four miles.

"HE BCRLINGAM.E STAKES—A selling hurdle stake of $10 each;
additional if not declared oy the lime - f closing entries, the day pre-
Ing the race. For tbree-jear-nlds and upwards. The California Jockey
b to guarantee the value of Ihestakes 10 be $i,0C0,of which $200 tosec-
! and |10o to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for $2,500;
ir less, l pound to be allowed for each $lOu to $1,000; then 2 pounds for
b $100 to $700. Non-wiorers of a race this year, value $500, allowed, if

ryears old, 5 pounds: if five or over, 12 pounds additional. One mile
& 1 1 a halt, over six hurdles

.

HE DEL MONTE >TEEPLECBASF—A Felling steeplechase of 510
h. $25 additional if not declared by ihe time of closing eniries, the day

l ceding the race, for three-year-olds and upwards. The California
key Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,000. of which

-cond and $100 to the third. The winner to be sold at auction for
t 00; if for less, one pound allowed for each $100 to $1,000; then 2 pounds
1 wed for each $Ko to S70J. Non-winners of a race this year, value ?j00

- ' wed, If fbtiryears old. 5 pounds; it five years or over, 12 pounds addi-
' ai. >hort steeplechase course. About one mile and a half.

HE FLOOD STAKED—A handicap huidle race for three-year-olds
- t upwards. Entrance $10; $25 additi< ual Jor horses not declared by

1 e of closing entries, the day preceding the race. Weights to be an-
' need three day? prior to race. The California Jockey Club to guar
j

-e the valueof the Etakes to be $1,200 to the winner, $200 to second and
» 10 third horse. Two miles, over eight hurdles.

IE LORILLARD STAKES—A handicap steeplechase for three
- and upwards Entrance $1''*; $25 additional for horses not de-« edby time of c osing entries, ihe day preceding ibe nee. Weights (oM ODoonced three davs prior to race. The California Jockey Club lo

* •antee the val ie ot ibe stakes to be $1,200 to Ihe winner, $200 to s«c-
' and $100 to third horse, fhe short steeplechase course. About one
' ! and a half.

IE EEVERWVCK STAKES—A handicap steeplechase for three-
is and upward. Entrance $10; $2> additional for horses not de-

id by time nf c'oslng en ries, ihe day preceding tb» race. Weight* to
r-nounced three days prior to the race. Tbe Callfoma Jockey Club
uarantee the value of ihe stakes to be $\yo to tbe winner, $250 to
od and $100 to third horse. The full steeplechase course. About

. ftod a quarter miles,

Del Monte Races.

Following are the results of the meeting of the Pacific

Coast l'ony and Steeplechase EaciDg Association, Monterey
F1BST DAY—THUBSDAT, AL'GCST 29.

First Race— One-fourtb mile. For a cop. For qualified polo po-
nies not to exceed 14.1. trp weight 160 pounds; 4 pounds allowed for
each half inch under 14 bands 1 inch. Gentlemen riders.

Del Monte Stable's be Brandy. 13.3K. unknown, 118 1

J. S. Tobins's blk g Al!adin,13.3, unknown. 144 2
Buckskin, 160; Walla Walla, 152, and Choice, 160, also ran.

Second race—Parse $100. Sis furlongs.

Del Monte Stables' ch m Sallie M., by Three Cheers—Sophy. 137 1
D. J. McCarty 's br g Bernardo, by imp. Cheviot—Sweet Peggy, 157 2

Frondeur and Hello also ran.

Third race, five foxlongs. For a cnp.

For ponies not exceeding 14 hands 1 inch, top weight 160 pounds*
4 pounds allowed for each half inch under 14 hands 1 inch.

Del Monte Stables' Gold Coin, b m, 14, by Little Alp.. (152) l
R. L. Bettner's Lady Greensleeves, bm, 14.1, by King David—by

Norfolk „ „ (160 2

Doc Tevis (166), Geraldine (158), Geronimo (156), Molhini (152) also
ran.

Fourth race, one mile, for all ages. Thirty pounds above weight
for age. Non winners in 1895 allowed 10 pounds, maidens 20 pounds.

Del Monte Stables' b h Romulus, by imp. Brutos—Beauty, 142 1
Del Monte Stables' b m Tigress, by Prince of Norfolk—Katie A.,

149 wmm. 2

Pasha, 141, and Raindrop 149, also ran.

Fifth race—Steeplechase, three-year-olds lo carry 145 lbs.,four-year-
olds to carry 155 lbs., five-year-olds to carry 165 lbs., six-vear-olds and
over 170 lbs. Two miles.

A. Jackson's b g Mestor. bv Falsetto—Woodlark, 162 i
Del Monte Stable's b h Ali Baba, by Joe Daniels—Test, 155 2

Tornado aer.i.The Lark il52),Guadaloupe (167) and Barcaldine (145)
also ran.

SECOND DAY—SATCEDAY, AUGUST 31ST.

First race—Handicap, for a Cnp. For qualified polo ponies not to
exceed 14 bands 1 inch, top weight not to exceed 160 pounds. Gentle-
man riders. One-half mile.

Del Monte Stables' b g Brandy, 13.3& unknown l
E. D. Beylard's br g Peacock, 14.1, unknown 2

Conejo, Lady Greensleeves and Audrey also ran.

Second race—Handicap, for all ages, top weight not to exceed 160
pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

D. J. Mccarty's br g Bernardo, by imp. Cheviot—Sweet Peggy 1
Del Monte Stables' b m Tigress, by Prince of Norfolk—Katie A 2

Romulus, Pasha, Raindropland Hello also ran.

Third race—One mile handicap, Del Monte Cup. For ponies Dot
exceeding 14.2 hands; two pounds allowed for each quarter inch un-
der 14.2.

W. R. Whittier's Finesse, bg, 14.1, by Argyle—Bianca 1
C. A. Baldwin's Fusilade, ch h, 14.1Ji, unknown - 2

Gaiety Girl, Sold Coin, Doc Tevis, Escape, Geraldine, Geronimo
and Molhini also ran.

Fourth race, two miles, steeplechase handicap. Top weight not to
exceed 170 pounds.

A. Jackson's b g Mestor. by Falsetto—Woodlark 1
Del Monte Stables' b h Ali Baba, by Joe Daniels—Test 2

J. O. C, Tornado, The Lark, Guadaloupe and Barcaldine also ran.

Fifth Race—One-half mile on the flat, purse S50.

Chas. White's Ruby - „ l
Seaside, Anita and Comanche also ran.

Sixth Race—One mile and a half, steeplechase handicap, open lo
all. For ponies 11 hands 1 inch and under. Top weight not to ex-
ceed 170 pounds.

Del Monte Stable's bg Doc Tevis, 14^. unknown l
H. R. Simpsins' b g Li Hung Chang, 14.1, unknown 2

Finesse, Gaiety Girl, Geronimo, John Day Zin, Punch and Gallop-
ing Dick also ran

Hollister Entries.

We give below the entries to the trotting and pacing races

for the coming fair at Hollister;

Kace No. 1—Yearling trot,mile dash. P. L. Nash's Daisy,
John Scott's Grande, L. M. Ladd's L. M. R., George E.
Shaw's Uncle Johnny, G. M. Ash's unnamed, Jesse D. Carr's
Sylvian and Spry Euth.
Race No. 2- -Two-year-old trot, two in three. Jesse D

Carr's Uproar, J E Iverson's Monteer and Prince Gift, John
Scott's Joan Chico, C Z Hebert's Topsy B.
Race No. 3—2:27 class, purse $400. Left open until Sep-

tember 1st.

Race No. 4—Three-year-old pacing stakes. Declared off;

not filled.

Race No. 9—2:20 class trot. Left open until September
1st.

Race No. 10—2:40 class trot.—E. T. Breen's Anita, T. J.

Cecil's Peter Jackson, H. G. Cos's Reatinous, Jesse D. Carr's
Sea Breeze, J. H. Harris' Woodine. J. M. Nelson's Addison,
G. E. Smith's Steinbridge, C. E. Clark's Athavis, J. J.

McKinney's Leonora, C. Sherman's Leader, H.O. Hellman's
Jack W., H. M. Weathers' Rambler, F. GarrowB' Lottie G.
Race No. 11.—2:20 class pacing.
Race No. 15—2:24 class trot.—W. O. Bowers' Silver Bee,

E. T. Breen's Maude H., Matura & Coon's Palermo, T. J.

McKinney's Kent, L. H. Warburton's Nubia, H. M.
Weathers' Letter B.
Race No. 16, 2:30 trot—E. T. Breen's Anita, Thomas

Clark's Billy Oaks, P. McCartney's May B., C. Z. Hebert's
Laura D , James H. Harris" Woodine, H. G. Carillo's Lady
Vestal, T. J. McKinnev's Leonora, C. Sherman's Leader, C.
Clark's Toggles, E. Topham's Minnie B., H. 0. Hellman's
Jack W., Charles Dosten's Dexter Prince.

Race No. 17, 2:25 pace—P. L. Nash's Col. Benton, E. T.
Breen's Little Alph, H. G. Agnew's Lynelle, T. K. Burgess'
Don Fallis, H G. Cox's Gipsey, C. Z. Hebert's Altoonita, D.
Bell's Trifle, E. Treanor's San Luisito,C. E. Curry's Estella
Wilkes, Mrs. D, Eigmer's Johnny Skelton, A. Harvey's Katie
H.. D. D. Misner's Senator, Fred Post's Topsy P.
Rece No. 18— Free for all trot. Left open until Septem-

ber 1st.

Race No. 19—Free for all pacing. Left open until Sep-
tember 1st.

James H. Tarr, Gloucester, Mass., writes: I find "Ab-
sorbine " the best thing I have ever used for swelling, etc,

Chas. H. Andrews, No. Easton,Mass., writes: I think "Ab-
sorbine" a valuable remedy for pufls and swelling, and think
something every horse owner should have in his stable.

Elf, by Steinway, won a good race at Syracuse, New
York, splendidly driven by Alden Goldsmith. She trotted
the last four heats (one of them a dead one with Anson by
Landmard) in 2:24^, 2:24$, 2:22i and 2:22) and proved her-
self a race mare of the finest type.

C. J. Hamlin's horses won $7,200 of the $43,000 distributed
at the Buffalo meeting, thus heading the list of winning
stables. Among ibe other leading winners were : Marcus
Daly, Hamilton, Mont., $4,300; P.J. Radeker. New York
$2,500; F. W. Smith, Boston, $1,500; Thomas W. Raymond'
Santa Ana, Cal., $1,500; Charles Nolan, Philadelphia $1 oOO*
John G. Tavlor, St. Louis, $1,500; William Corbitt Bur-
hngame, Cal., $1,500; Dick Wilson, Binghamlon, $1,400- Bob
Stewart, Kansas Citv, $1,250; Timothy Anglin, Lexington
$1,250; Fred Noble, New York, $1,200; E. W. Avers Dick-
er's, Ky., $1,200; J. W. Sale. Lexingicn, $1,000; Du Bois
Brothers, Denver, $1,000, and M. E. McHenry, Freeport III
$1,000. Monroe Salisbury, Bodd Doble, Gil Curry' and
many other turfmen, who usually figure prominently as win-
ning owners at Borlalo, are not in the list this year.

"Father" William Daly has decided to bring his
string of racers from New York to California this winter,and
with him will go Jockeys Keefe and Sheedy.

"Horie Owners Should Try
COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL

&* ~
; A'-r'i, fe.

Prepared
exclusive*

ly by S. E.
Gombanlt
ex-Veteri-

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

GoTernmeBi

fitod.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible toprodnce any scar or blemish. The Safest

be#t BLISTER everted. Takes the place of all lini-
ments for mild ur severe action. Removes all Bundle*
or Blc-ml-ht- from II0--0* or Cattle.

-'-= & HUMAN REMEDY for Ebeumatlim,
Sprains, Sere 1 hroat. Etc, it Is invaluable-

WE GUARANTEE SiWfic
tt
BSGSffi-S

produce more actual results tli&n a whole bottle ot
any liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold Is Warran-

ted to (rive satisfactiun. Price S | .50 per bottle. Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its iisp. Send for descriptive circulars,
Cestimoninls, etc. Address

(

TBE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, a

DR. E. W. BOVETT'S
SPECIFIC FOR

Grackec

ant

Heels

Scratches.
It will s-lso cure all Sores, Wounds. Bool Chafes,

Rope Burns and Grease Heel without leaving a
callous, and will always remove a Callous when
caused from a wound.

It removes all Soreness with a few applications, and
is the only remedy Known that will heal a Cracked
Heel and leave the skin soft and pliable.
The great horseman, Monroe Salisbury, savs- "I

have used it on ALLS ('Queen of the Turf), and
DIRECTLY [two and three-year-old champion pacer},
for Cracked Heels and and that 11 removes the sore-
ness with the first application and the heel is soon soft
and pliable, without any callous remaining."'
T. W. Raymond, owner and driver of KLAMATH,

iOSS.says: "Have been trying to cuie K'amatb's
Cracked Heels for eieht years.and this is the first rem-
edy I have ever found that did the business."
Many horses are unsteady and refuse to exlPnd

themselves, simply because their heels are sore and
tender.
Price, 81.00 per bottle; sLv bottles, |5.00. Delivered

anywhere in the TJ. S. and Canada at 2.5 cents per bot-
tle, with reduction for each additional bottle.

BRU.\SO\ «fc BOVETT, Denver, Col.
REFEREXCKS :

Monroe Salisbury, DuBois Brothers. Andy McDowell,
Dick Tilden. J. W. Zibbell, Louis Hinckley, Frank
Loomls, Walter Oimmings, and hundreds ot others.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

official pool-sellers
— FOB THE —

California Circuit, Including the Slate Fair
Other Agricultural Aaaociatlons, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner In any part of tbe
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

S.B. WHITEHEAD A CO.. 20 Leldeadorfl St. S. P.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE - - - $18.

Tnese Timers start and stop promptly, and are a*,

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter St.
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The trottiDg-horee business is a legitimate

and respectable one, enesged in by the most

prominent of the representative men of Amer-

ica. A lot of fool fanatics in New York, who

have about aa much knowledge of the trotting

horse as a cannibal has of decency, have by

reasoD of superior numbers been able to im-

press a hurrah legislature with the idea that

the business of raising horses was wrong, and

the Percy pool law is the result. There is a

growicg sentiment that the people of a great

city and a great State should be represented

in its legislature by men of broader views than

those of last year in New York. We want

men who can analyze more than one side of

an important question, and who will recog-

nise the value of great industries to a Stale

and nation.
*

The terrific rate of speed at which the

horses have been going this season has told

upon feet and legs. Every big stable is full

of crippies. The average horse will not stand

np under more than two campaigns, and as

he has been knocked out by the hundred in

Ibe past few months the question arises as to

where the future supply is to come from. Not

one-fourth of the mares have been bred that

were formerly sent to stallions, and with de-

structive agencies constantly at work we shall

very soon be brought face to face with a de-

ficiency. The breeder who breeds high and

takes good care of his colls is certain to reap a

harvest. Don't get scared and sacrifice your

valuable brood mares. Keep them employed

and gather in the dollars when the tide turns.

Kir^t Annual afeeti' g Ventura Agricultural
Association

Ventura, Gal.
OCrjBER 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.

ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT.
CLOSE SEPTEMBER 14TH.

No. 1. Trotting, 2:16 Class Purse $500

No. 6. Pacing, 2:15 Glass " 500

Conditions same as before.

0FFICKB8.

F. W. Baker President
| J. S. Collins Treasurer

J. F. Newby Secretary

dirk- fobs.

F. W. Baker W. G. Adams J. S. Collins
P. Bennett I.S.Cook L. Cer

f

KM. Jones J. M. Kaiser P. Charlebois

Veterinary Department
University of California,

< 'or. Post and Fillmore Sts , San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 2d OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CUNNINGHAM. Secretary.

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
IfAN V FACT I'RKIiS OF

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
And Carts, of Every Description.

46-48 EIGHTH ST., S. F.

THP MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY

Kt':nl proofs below

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
BLOBPOMT, L. I., N. Y., Jan. 15. ISM.

Dr. B.J. Kendall Co.—I bought a splendid bay
horse some time ago with a Spavin. I got him
for $30. I used Kendall's Spavin Cure. The
Sptivin isgouenow and I have been offered $150
for the same horse. I only had him nine weeks,
so I got $120 for using $2worth of Kendall's Spaviu
Cure. W. S. Marsdf.n.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Shklby. Mich., Dec. lfi, IB9S.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.—I have used yon r Kendall's
Spavin Cure wlili good success for I'urb on two
horses and It Is the best liniment I have over used.

Ai'orsT Frederick.
1*1-1. .- *1 per B..ttlc.

For sale by all Druggists, or address
2>«. Jt. ,7. KEXTt.tLL COMPANY,

ENOSBURCH FALLS. VT.

CLOSING-OUT SALE
OP THE

Choice Trotting Stock
Belonging to A. HKIIBltOV ,V BRO.,

consisting of

Standard-Bred Brood-
mares, Colts and Fillies

By the most fashionable sires aud out of
splendidly bred mares.

SALE WILL TAKE PLACE AT

Agricultural Park, Sacramento,

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. lltb
At 10 A. M.

Send for catalogues.

KTT.LIP & CO., - Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Bids For Privileges.

Bids ior the following privileges at the race irack at
Salinas city during the week September 30th to October
5th inclusive, will be received by the undersigned up to
•2 :30 o'clock p. m. Tuettday, September 17, 189ft:

BAR PRIVILEGE,
POOL PKIVILKGE.
FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY PRIVILEGE

All bids to he accompanied with a certified check of
ten per cent of amount bid, payable to the order ot J.
D.Carr, President
Bids to be opened at meeting of B ard of Directors

to be held on said 17th day of Septemher, 181*5.

Dlr ctors reserve the right to reject any and all bid?.
Mark envelope cootaiuing bids on the outside "Bids"

and address to
J\0. J. KELLY.

Secretary Agricultural Association,
Salinas, Cal.

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTERS.
A splendid pair of roadsters, one of the finest buggy

teams in the city, is oflered for sale. They are well-
bred, last, stylish, and perfectly gentle -sale Jora lady
to drive. In breeding tbe3* cannot be excelled, being
of tne most fasbi irable strains. Any gentleman
wanting a last team will find a bargain in this pair of
trotting mares. They are only four years old, and,
being untrained, will continue to develop speed by
careful handling. They are slightly below medium
size, but of strong con for aiion and perfectly sound.
This team may be seen at the Dexter Prince Stab'e.
1509 Urovebtreet. near Baker. They will be sold at a
low price,

ALSO FOB SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and
Business Horses

- BEED AT THE -

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from the breeder
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals at
lowest pricts. Colts and .lilies are offered for sale by
that great youog-slre. PILOT PRIV K; al*o by
Dexter Prlnce.SMney, Victor,2:^2, Grandtsslmo,U:23"^,
George Washington, 2:16, ;E1 Benton, 2:23; Don Mar-
vin, 2:2-1. etc. These have all been bred at the Napa
Stock Farm ani are out of first-class mares.
Promising colts ot tried speed lines will be supplied

to trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready for track work are rffered for sale.
Biotdroares are also of)- red tor sale by Woodnut,

2:16, Dawn, 2:18y, Orandissimo, '-;23V^, Dexter Prince,
Hawthorne. Arthurton, Naubuc. etc
A feature is also made of supplying good livery and

business horses for city use
All stock guaranteed sound and as represented.

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Napa
Slock Farm they have the best of feet and legs and
will therefore stand hard work. All stock sold from
this farm has given the best ot satisfaction. Bargains
are oflered to all desiring to purchase good stock of any
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write for

information.
Full particulars majr be had regarding the above by

calling at Heakl's Business College, or by addressing
u. P. hi; \li>.

24 Post Street, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

THIS FAST TROTTING MARE

CORA S., 2:19l
Dark bay, black points.

By ElEGTOR, He by ELECTIONEER.

Sound, gentle and kind. Can beat 2:15; has shown a
2:06 gait tor quarters. She is a great race or broodmare
and very handsome. Will be sold with presentengage-
menls. Address

A. LEE, Box 631, Modesto, Cal.

FOR SALE.

Fallen Leaf,
Bay mare, foaled 1887. Sired by FALLIS 478 I

;

dam MABEL ECHO, by ECHO; grandam
Sister to Ruth Ryan, by Lodi; third

dam Eva Bulwer, by Buiwer, etc

(Registered in Vol. XII.)

She has a sixteen months chestnut colt by Directum,

2:0-5Vi, that is pronounced the finest-looking youngster

ever seen near Pleasanton. Mare and colt must be

sold to close up estate. Price $750,

For further particulars address L. , This office.

$17,500 in Purses
(For Trotters, Pacers and Runners)

The great Fall meeting of the District Agricul-
tural Association, No. 6, to be held at

LosAngele:
OCTOBER 21st to 26th, INCLUSIVE.

No money required at the time entries are made.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE SEPT. 14, 1895

The Lcs Angeles truck is one of the SAFEST
and FASTEST in Calltornia.

LIST OF EVENTS.

TROTTING.
Race No. 1—2:40 Class, all ages.. $ 60l
Rac« \o. 2—2:30 Chi— , all ages ?Oi
Race No. 3—2:20 Class, all seen SO'
Race No. 4—2 :20 Class, all ages SO'

RaceiX'o. A—2:17 Class, all ages- 1,00
Race No. 7—Free-For-AIK I ,.to

Race No. 13—Three-Year-Olds (open) ...

Kace No. 18—Gentlemen's Road Race
(district)

PACING.
Race No. 8—2:25 Class, all a«es
Race No. 9—2:17 Class, all ages
Race No. 10-Free-For-All 1,

Race No. 15—Three - Year - Olds (open)
Directly barred

In above purses hor;es to be named with end
Nominators will be held for 5 per cent, when entr;
made, September 14, 1895, when horses will be eligl
to start. Five per cent, additional of the amount
the purse will be deducted from each money won.

RUNNING RACES.
Race No. 19—Los Angeles Derby; 1 mile;

added 820

1

Race No. 20-Malden Plate: 4 1-2 fur-

longs ; added 1ft!

Race No. 21— Selling Race for all ages;
5 furlong*; parse 251

Race No. 22—A sweepstakes for 2 -year-
olds; 5-8 mile; added.. 2U

Race No 23—A handicap for all ages; 7-8
mile; purse

Race No. 24—The Citrus Belt handicap;
5 1-2 furlongs; pnrse ...... 50 I

Race No. 25—Free selling race; 3-4 mile;

purse 20
Race No. 26—The Junior Handicap, Tor 2-

year-olds; 3-1 mile; purse 3(

Race No. 27—Agricultural Park Stake;
1 1-8 mil s; added

For programme aud conditions write to
Capt. J. C NEWTON, M. F. BROWN

President. Secreiar

Bids For Privileges.

zF'n.iEsiiNro.
The Fresno Trotting Association will receive bids'

the exclusive Chiming Privileges rermitted ty v
Board of Directors, all to be let to one bidder. Bids,

be received by and opened on September nth, IS95,a>

to be in writing, and accompanied by a certified Che
for 20 per cent of the amount bid, autl _0 percent,
bp paid on the morning of each day ot the meelii

The Association leserves the right to reject any and
bids.
By order of the Hoard of Directors.

GBO. L. UAHIOW, Secretary

PACtFtG COAST JOCKEY CM
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Inaugural Meeting, Beginning November 1, 189<

-TAKK.S--Fortwo-ycar.old 111

ce. ThoaavH-intlon to guarantee the value of the
ace. tl.W«t to the llrM.S.'.MJ to the M CODd Mid 5100 to
(ti. third bone. Entrance sioeach, to accompany
be M'unlnaiU'ii: 825 additional to start. A winner ol

..f the value of 11.600, Or 006 oftho
value ol poundi penally; non-
irianeriofa race of the value of 870o allowed live
poundi maiden allowed ten poundi

i
ir beaten

utids. Five and one-
halt furlong*.

*i hi BOBAH i BTA1 K8 POT two i i i bfl

AM/M'tattmi toguarantee the value oi the ra<

to Lbe Brat, %: to third
ii me.pmpany the nomi-

nation ; fr. additional to -tart. Tenuity and al-
lowance*. Six furlongi-

l BE IIAGQ] i Li, The
aMoclatinn to guarantee the valueol

: 1100 l<> Hie third
one. 1 ompanv tbe nom-

ination; 8^i additions and al
lowancea, Beven furlongs.

TBI-: QOV1 1- I IB Bl i>h BTAKBB - \

Awccpalake* tor all agi i: latloi
antee tbc rah:

. .

each to accompany tbi

foi BS.OOO

lb*, foi

Stakes to Close September 16, 1895.
THE 'HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION STAKES—

A handicap for two-year-olds. The association to
guarantee the value of the race, 81.500 to tbe Bret,
$300 to the second and 8200 to the third horse. En-
trance $10each, to accompany tbe nomination; 825
to start. Weight* to appear five days before the race.
Seven furlongs.

THE PALACE BOTEL STAKE3~For threc-year-
utiK Tin- 1^-ih iulimi h> guarantee I lie value ol the
race, 81,500 to the first. 8300 to the second and $100 to
tbi bird bone. Entrance $10 each, toaccompany the
nomination; 82.') additional Ionian, A winner this
year of three or more stakes of any value, or of one
or the value of S:i,ooo to carry three pounds penalty;
nun- winner', i in . y. hi i.

i" a slake, i ir of two races of
any value allowed live pounds; ol three races, ten
poundi; oon-wlnnen In WW allowed seventeen
pounds. One aud one-eighth miles.

mi BALDWIN HOTEL STAKES — A sweep-
Makes for all age*. The association to guarantee
the ralneol the race, fl WO the first, $:«*) to the
second and $100 to the third bone Entrance 510
each, to accompany tbe nomination; 126 additional
to start, Twq*yesr-oIds to carry ilbc penalty. Non-
m Innei In 1885, II three year olds or upward, of a
rare of the value ofSLOOO, allowed 1 lbs ; of 8700, 7
IbS-.ofHOO, i.: lbs six furlongs.

Tin BPREI KBL8 STAKES—A tmndirap swecp-
olds and upward. The nsaocl-

atlon to guaranti e the value ,,t the race, 85.000 to
Ihe econd, 1800 to the third and

- 90 to the fourth nor e i ntrance II eacb toac-
the r ... r^mnany the nomination; HO iditional to etarf

t liable to eiaim One mile and i Weights to appear ten dajs before tbe race. Four
mil*

THE PALO ALTOSTAKES-A selling sweepstakes
for three-year-olds and upward. The association to
Kuarantee ihe value of the race, 8i.-

:

»00 to the first,

$260 to the second and 8100 to the third horse. En-
trance 810 each, to accompany the nomination; S_''

additional 1o start. The winner to be sold at auction
for 83.000; if entered to be sold tor less, a lbs. al-

lowed for each 8.
r
>00 to $1,500, and 8 lbs. for each

1200 less to SHOO. Starters to be named and selling
price stated through the entry-box the evening pre-

cedlng the race. Beaten horses not liable to claim.
One niile.

THE ORMONDE STAKES-A sweepstakes for

three year-olds aud upward. The association to

guarantee tbe value of the race, $2,600 to the first,

8;i00 1o the second and 8200 1o the third horse. En-
trance 810 each to accompany the nomination : $.

r
»o

additional to start. Weights 15 lbs below the scale.

Non-winners this vear of 81.500 allowed 4 lbs.; of
81.000. 8 lbs ; ot 8500, M lbs. Three miles.

THE CROCKER STAKES—A selling sweepstakes
for three-\earol.lh and upwaid. The association to

guarantee the value of Ihe race, 82,000 to the first,

83r.o to the Kecond and 8150 to the third horse. En-
trance tin each to accompany the nomination; 825

additional to start. The winner to be sold at auc-
tion for $3.' 00: if entered to be sold for less, 4 lbs.

allowed for each 8500 to 82,000. and 3 lbs. for each
8200 less to 81.000. Starters to be named and selling

pi [ce stated through the entry box the evening pre-

cedlng tho race. Beaten horses not liable to claim.
Two and onn half miles.

THE GENERAL ARTHUR CIGAR STAKES:
handicap sweepstakes for three-year-olds and W
ward. The association to guarantee the valut i

the race. 81,500 to tbc first. 8250 to Ihe second!
8100 to tbc third horse. Entrance 810 each to

eompiny the nomination; 825 additional to still

Weights to appear five days belore the race. lj

ceptances to be made through the entry box pi

day before the race. One mile aud a sixteenth.
1

1

THE CALIFORNIA STAKES-A handicap If--

die race lor "three-year-olds and upwards. Theapf
elation to guarantee the value of the race, 81,20}

the first, 8200 to the second and 8100 to tbe ti

horse. Eoirance 810 each to accompany the nft
ination; $2". additional to start. Weights to app*
three days before tbe day set for tbc race fou«
more horses, the property of entirely different

-

terest", to start, or the race may be declared I

Two miles, over eight hurdles.

THE UIXMAN STEEPLECHASE-A bandjj*
steeplechase for three year-olds and upwards, '»

association to guarantee the value of the n •

$1,500 to the first. $250 to the second and 8100 to >

third horse. Entrance 810 each to accompany
nomination: 826 additional to start. Weights to

pear three days prior to the day set for the r

Four or raore horses, tbe property of entirely dii

ent interests, to start, or the race may be declf

off. Full course.
HoHfo-i*M in i-i< use wtid their application* ai an earl v date, slating number ol etalN reoolred Entry blanks will be forwardeflon receipt of appllcatl-n. Address oomlurtioup and all c

'"'' ' !l •"'" '" '" '.. "ii'irn ".
.
1'nlni-r Hulrl Han t-'rn im'I-i'm. * "I

W. S. LEAKE, secretary
M.r Hulrl hnn Prunrlnrv, V*\,

A. B. SPRECKELS PRESIDEf
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

ST.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

Chal. California Bernardo
A. K. C. S. B., 26,803.

Sire filhfc OF WELLINGTON, 17,264.
Tarn T0MAH.1S.522.

Will staud lor the season for a few choice bitches only.

Twenty-five handsome hall tones of Bernardo will

be given with each service.

BKIt \ A It DO has been shown in every show on the

Pacioe Coast for the last three years, competing in his

class and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat.

He has Won First Prize Every Time Shown.
His last victory was in a class of flity fonspecial of

:he show.
Stud cards on application.

J. (J. BARBER, 11 Montgomery Street, S. P.

FOR SALE.

The celebrated Great Dane dogSTROHM, 36,649,
15 months old. Sire, Knight's BATAN. dam RHINE
I,ADV. Perfectly formed, grand bead, strong body;
weight 125 lbs ; sleel gray color.

Won second prize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,
May, 18!>5.

L. G. R0WBL1, Wells, Fargo &Co,S.F.

IRISH SETTERS.

At STun~Tue best bred Irish Setters in America.

FIMJLAS JR.. 31,189.
BA"RY.>IOHE, 34.802.

If you want an Irish Setter that will hnnt, call

or address
ULKNMOHB KENNELS,

West Berkeley, Cal.

Pastime docker Kennels.

Woodland Duke, 29.323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. E. 257. Mollie,

A. 27.880. Jessie M-, A. 30,184. Peg Woffington 29,758

i; 1 1 •] Black Nellie.
Pups lor sale. Address

MIIJ.ER & PRATHER, Proprietors.
W.L PbathkrJb., F. E. MrLLEB.

909 Myrtle St., Oakland. 4(15 Tenth St., Oakland.

ES- T.

416 MARKET STREET,

Fire Arms,
Fishing- Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

Below Sansome

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

FISHING

TACKLE

FISHING

TACKLE

SOUTHER FIRM Xoml8 well-bred stock for saleuuuiMLIl ronm. First-class breedlne farm. Goo*
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent nastur-ag£ Address SOUTHER FAMI, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

VINEIiND BREEDING FARM. aSSS*,
2:27^ (fuU brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
23&X). Stallions, bruodmares, fillies and carrfaee
horses, the get of the above stallions, tor sale. Address
for partlcnlars FRED W. DOEBER, St. Helena, Cal.

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
GH
Bt£

otel

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:

—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moist tire or age, and will not detonate.
SK«'0\D It will not cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as It contains no nltro-elycerlne or cud cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell In the gun.
It bas a light recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives the best pattern at any and all distances.

SEVENTH Its action is the most uniform In all respects,
KICtHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.

It is the cleanest powderln use, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks afier using, a dry cloth Is

all that Is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there Is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more alter fifty shots than after the first (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.);

and each pound contains more than doable the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.

FOCBTH
FIFTH
hlXIH

M.N I H

TENTH

No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco,
' For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

i ml Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK SW1V-
KLER, fee ?25; Challenge \ b >1 II, fee $20.

1 Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
ind Field Trial winners, sires and dams.

. Address A B. TRUMAN,
1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S.

OFFICE H0TJB8

10 tO 12 A. M. 1.30 tO $.30 F. M.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and Post StB)

SAN FRANCISCO.

SMOKE
SHOOT

LESS
MORE

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlsheadlng so cents per ine ner
month.

HORSES AND OATTLE.

Rill I 8—Devon3 aDd Shorthorns. All pure bred anduuulu registered. Fine Individuals. At prices
to suit the times, either Btagly or In carload lots. Oak-wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, CaL

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.BERKSHIRKS and POLAND-CHINA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY.WILLIAM NILKH rft CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876,

VETERINARY.
I>r. "Wm. OF1

- Esctxi-
M. K. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 629

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

office hours:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DUPON TsPORTING POWDER
N<yxj*r JIFlo.Etca-'y.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It elves best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited It trap and wing Bhooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

DE. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

HEBEMTSPORTSMENANDTRAPSHOTSOFTHIS
COUNTRYHAVEriONKSOAND

WHENTHEYSHOT

HAZARD
GUNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGGEDTHEPKIZESORTHE

AMEANDHAVEUBGEDUSTOTRVOURHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

ITHICHU'EHAVEDONEANDHAvTNGPRODCCED
THELATE:STANJ>EKSTOFITSKIISI>

NOWOFFFRUNDEKOUR
TRADEMARK

55

BLUE RIBBON
BRAND

SOMETHING
WHICHISAHEADOFALLCOMPETITION.

For diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

3helps & Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

'!20 Mission St., San Francisco.

EMERGENCY
j

Sulky Wheels Repaired Be-

tween Heats
I
W. J. KINNEY will be on all the tracksdurlngthe
"Ottlng meeting of the Grand Circuit and will attend

I your Sulkies and wheels.

leumatic Tire; Repaired "While You Walt."

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1353 Market Street, 3ft and 3T
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A toll line of Elet^nt Coupee and Carriages suitable

ior visiting purposes. Beat facilities aflorded for board-
ing horaea.

Talmhona Wo. SI SO

GLOVERS TEMPORARY BINDER.

.HOWIMG f*/>rs OtttCHfD.

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The moet popular Beoool on the Coast,

E. P. HT1ATJ>, President 8, HA1FI
fW89ni) for Olrcninn,

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, y^*^C

I Qibebs and Injections.
(jHHJfJ

I "Riey cure in48 hours theV J
(same diseases without anyincon-

I vroience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLkg,
1350-1353 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting lo CaUtornto

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION!
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BOUTB TO

san rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautilnl towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, onder Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. RYAN. Geo. Pa*». Agt

A Bad Hitter
may not be T R|__,„wholly '° uiame

for his Bunches and Bruises.

ABSORBINE-ViiJSSSS:
and bunch. S2.G0 per hottle. Druggists,
Harness Dealers or direct.
W. F. YOUNU, P. D. F„

No. 34 Amherst St., SpringHeld, Man.
: ALSO FOB SALE by :

J. O'KANE, 707 Market Street, Ran Francisco.
WOODARD. CLARK & CO.. Portland, Oregon.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

ASH THE STAJLLION

MONDAY- FINAL.
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box $8

(
Santa Clajr^.
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Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc., Etc.

3VdC o K. ES 3RL H O UNT ' S .

Of AN KXIBLLKXCK OF QUALITY, BI.BGAXCB OF PATTERN AND VARIETY
UK hi \ LB AND URADBg WOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness. T^h..™;?™..^!™.

ST" 8- "'

"Something New.

SADDLE PASTE
— M.\uk i;v

A Close Finish,
Sometimes we're pressed pretty hard and
a close finish, but our Mission-Street prices

every time. FURNITURE and CARPETS-
that's what we sell. Come and get acquaint

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO

,

750 Mission Stree
4

The Chiswick Soap

Produces* Brilliant Polish, Preserving I

Harness and Riding Saddles, and Reeieti

the Water.

40 CENTS BY MAIL.

To be had of all harness or saddlery deal"

or of

,'

;

;; P. HAYDEN, Newark, N.J.

? ,- ;q Sole Agents for the U. S.

\warded Hold Me
At California Sit
Fair 1893.
Every hors» owi

who values his sb
sh- uld constantly hi

a supply of it on ha
It improves anil k*
-tock in the pink of c.

dttion.

Manhattan Food C

209 TO 221 K STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA.
i-'ir-i-Ciass in all its Appointments, with Second-Class Prices,

It'JOM AND BOARD el.OU. 81.25 and gl.SO PER DAY. MKAL6, 2ft CENTS.
Free Bub to and from all Trains.

"VtTAX. XjACTI}, Proprietor

T "H trr»T? A AT stock and sale
J. U. LT.V/ri'AxN, yard.comerTfuthand
Bryant streets, San Francisco. Stock of all kinds
bought and sold. Commission agent for the sale ol

horses and cattle. Particular attention paid to their i

care and shipment. Largest stock yards in the city
|

and the most competent men employed. All orders
|

promptly attended to. Telephone No. 661 South.

The Turf and Sporting Authority of tits Goi

IS THS

Breeder and Sportsma

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
PAY UP AND GET A PREMIUM

AN OFFER THAT IS — -

Too Good to Li£ist Dong:.
We have sent out our bills for subscription to the Breeder and Sportsman and everyone who pays us $5 for subscriptio

WITHIN A WEEK OF THE DATE OF THIS ISSUE will get a Premium

If You Don't Take the Paper, Subscribe for it and You Will Get a Premium
We have secured for premiums the rhosl elegant line of horse portraits ever issued in the United States. These pictures ai

twenty-two by twenty-eight inches in size, on the finest plate paper and are male by the nrtotype process from oil paintings I

irated artists. Tl ey are superior to the finest steel engravings, perfect likenesses and are works of art in the highest degre

[n every respect they are equal to artist proofs, which bring live to ten dollars, printed from the same plates Every one into

i in horses should lake great pleasure in possessing one of these handsome pictures. The following is a list of the subject
HAMBLETONIAN 10 ELECTIONEER PALO ALTO

MAMBRINO PATCHEN HAPPY MEDIUM
MAUD S. MISS RUSSELL
NANCY HANKS

A- 'I"' number of these pictures that have been placed on the market is limited, and as they are too expensive for us*

continue to give tliem for premium* after the expiration of ih is notice, we suggest that you take advantage of the offer without dels;

GEO. WILKES
LADY THORNE
SUNOL

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bush Street San Franciscc
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The Race Track at Ingleside.

Work at the new race track is being pushed rapidly, and

as the frame work of the club house and grand stand is now

in place, the accompanying view of these buildings, together

with the saddling paddock and a row of stalls, will give a fair

idea of the buildings and a portion of the two tracks.

When completed this will be the superior of any race

course in the United States. No money has been spared to

make it an ideal spot for racing, while the improvements

have all been made with a view of making them satisfactory

to the public. The Ocean House road is parallel with the

northern end of the race course tract. The entrance and

back of the grand stand will be toward this drive.

To the right of the grand stand is the club house, both

buildings being connected by a glass-covered passageway

forty-four feet long. At the left of the grand stand, and beyond

promenade twenty-two feet wide. The entire back of the

building, including that of the dining room on the first floor

and the dressing room will consist of heavy glass. This wiM

afford a splendid view. There is a balcony 16x112 feet over

looking the ocean.

Along the front of the grand Btand, extending from the

western end nearly to the middle, fifteen private boxes for the

use of the directors and their friends have been built. These

will accommodate at least 1,000 people.

The plans were made by the well-known architect, T. J.

Welch, and the superintendent of construction is A.M. Allen
_

The track itself will be a model one. The homestretch

will be 85 feet wide and the rest of it 70 feet. The stretches

are to be 1,320 feet long. There will be a raise of five feet

on the turns. Chutes will be built so that horses will have a

straight track for a start in the three-quarter mile and seven-

eighths mile races.

The climax of idiocy has| been reached in New York
#

Judge Bischoff, of the court of common pleas, has decided

that racing for purses is gambling, and there is a rumor that

all races will be suppressed. The decision is the result of a

cooked up case which had no merit and which was not argued

to any extent, save from the side which wanted the identical

ruling that was made. Interviews with prominent turfmen

in New York show that there is on the one hand a disposition

to view the situation with alarm, and on the other hand to

make light of it. In reality it amounts to nothing. But if

it does, then it must be conceded that we are proceeding upon

a false notion of the rights of American citizens. If Judge
Bischoff is right, then all competition outside of the regular

avenues of trade must ceas-i. Disputes as to relative merits

must be^ettled by word-of-mouth wrangles, Men who would

show their worth must reach the higher plane by patient

struggle, and have that worth recognized only after years of

CLUBHOUSE, GRANDSTAND, ETC., AND ONE OF THE ROWS OF STABLES AT THE NEW TRACK OF THE
PACIFIC COAST JOCKEY CLUB.

he betting ring is the saddling paddock containing sixteen

I ox stalls, each sixteen feet square.

' The grandstand occupies a space of 110x134 feet, a porch

L the back extending the entire length of the buildiog. At
ie main entrance, for a distance of 108 feet, this porch is

ighteen feet wide, the rest of it being ten feet wide.

The betting ring occupies a space 110x200 feet, and is

ve feet above the track.

The grand stand is bo situated that from any part of it

splendid view of the homestretch can be had. It will be

it at angle the part beyond the wire and nearing the firs1

irn being forty feet from the track, while the farthermost

id of the building will be eighty-five feet from the track. The
and stand has 324 feet frontage. The quarter stretch will

) paved with bitumen and will have a slight incline of five

et from the stand to the fence enclosing the track. The
cond floor of the grand stand will have a seating capacity

4,000. Attberearof the highest tier of seats there is a

James Gordon Bennett's mares, Autrain, Helen Ley-

bourn and Grace Simmons made a fine showing in a race at

Paris, France, this week. The distance was 4,250 meters.

Although somewhat heavily handicapped,the American trio,

showed what training can do. Little by little they crept up,

passing the Eu-sians, Roussalka and Volsheonitsa, and then

going for the leaders. The finish was one of the most ex-

citing ever witnessed on a track, as Phillips, knowing what

Autrain is worth kept her quietly in hand until the final

round, when she overhauled Tambour and going right away

won as she pleased. The times were : Autrain, 6:42!,; Tam-
bour, 6:44: Helen Leyburn, 6:44 4-5. The non-placed trot-

ters were Miss Tilford, Uncle Sam, Roussalka, Volsheonitsa,

Grace Simmons, Ada and Boewy.

The ten-year-old mare Utility, by Electioneer, out ofCon-

solation, by Dictator, won the 2:18 trot at Decatur, III., last

week in straight heats in 2:15-}, 2:14$ and 2:15$.

patient waiting. Ambition must he curbed until we drop

back into the humdrum of a mere existence. Men must get

into grooves and stay there. But it is idle to thus speculate
a

When Judge Bischofl's decision gets into the higher courts

it will be torn to shreds.—Horse Review.

Tommy Britton (2) (2:18$) is one of the liveliest steppers

of his age out this season. He has trotted a quarter in 31$

seconds, a 2:07 clip. He is an intensely trotting-bred chap.

His sire, Liberty Bell, is by Bell Boy (2:19}), son of Election,

eer, outof adaughler of Pancoast (2:21$), son of Woodford

Mambrino (2:21$). His dam, Keepsake, iB by Pancoast, out

of a daughter of Contractor. The latter was by Ajax.son of

Rysdyk's Hambletonian, his dam being by Green's Hamble-

tonian, full brother of Volunteer.

Mephisto, 2:24}, by Sidney, out of Lindora Wilkes, by

Guv Wilkes, 2:15}, is a pacer that lowered his record to

2:17} at McKee's Rocks, PennyslvaDia, August 224.
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THE STATE FAIR MEETING.

Two Coast Running Records Shattered and

One Equalled—The Best Racing Ever

Seen In California—All the Events

Clossly Described.

-4

FOURTH l»AY—THPK>I'Ai , >EFTEMBEB6.

ff= DELIGHTFUL day for rsciog was

| ^ /^R this, and a superb card brought by

// V\ far the be8t crowd of the meel ' D6

IJL-Ji\ to ihe lime honored course of the

- C "^\ State Agricultural Society. There

,,
^^ were eight books od in all, including

j-fe-' two fielders, and iheydid a business

"* V f
.

. that was closely akin to that spoken

^V - V \ of as " land office." About twenty

Vv^flP feet of tne track, from the inner

rail, had been harrowed up, and it

was lightniDg fast. Kineovieri's Band of about fifty pieces

delighted the ears of the musically-inclined from the large

band stand across the course, the airs discoursed being of a

lively description and calculated to invigorate man and his

noblest friend, the horse.

The day wbs made memorable by the crushirg of a Coast

record, A roette running a mile and a sixteenth in 1:46$ in

tht Capital City Slake*, carrying % pounds. This was a cut

of a quarter of a second from the mark set by Del Norte.

Ferrier, the runner up, would undoubtedly have won, in our

opinion, had Miller not pulled up at the post, thinking it no

start. He lost close to three lengths and was beaten one

length, hence the big Hobarl horse must have run the dis-

tance close to 1:46}.

Libtrtine proved himself a great sprinter by takiDg up

122 pounds and running six furlongs in 1:13$, this after the

horses had been at the post for thirty five minutes. Vinctor,

a three-year-old with 106 pounds up, ran a grand race also,

as he was but a length away at the finish, and forced Liber-

tine to drive hard to win.

The books fared exceedingly well up to the Libertine

race, but this horse was played down from 2 to 1 to 1 to 3

bv force of actual coin.

The win of A. B. Spreckels' Idaliurn—Mercedes filly was

a most enjoyable one to the young millionaire turfman, as

he owns the sire of the filly, an own brother to Sir Modred

and Cheviot, iShe is the handsomest piece of young horse-

flesh seen in California for maoy a day.

The judges to day were President Charles M. Chase, John

Mackey and Senator John Boggs. They had but one close

decision during the afternoon.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was a three quarter" mile sellicg race with

seren starters- Rico was made a favorite, backed down from
11 to 5 to 3 to 2. Tim Murphy opened at 3 to 2 aud closed

at 8 too, Pat Murphy at 4 to 1, Lady Jane A\ (6 at one time),

Warrago 6, Duchess of Towers and Little Tough 50 to 1.

They got off at the second attempt to a good start, Pat

Murphy breaking from the rear. As they got straightened

away the order was Warraeo, Pat Murphy, Lady Jane. Pat,

first, led his brother Tim a head at the half-mile ground,

Lady Jane at their heels, Rico all but last. Tim Murphy
was first by his head as they reached the final turn, Pat
Murphy next, two lengths before Lady Jane. Tim drew
away in the stretch and led by two lengths a furlong from
home, but tiring, Lady Jane came on and won by a neck
from Rico, coming fast on the outside, Warrago right there

and looking to have finished second from the press stand, a

head before Tim Murphy. Time, 1:14;. Little Tough was
placed third by mistake, but the error was quickly rectified

The second event, six furlongs, telling, for two-year-olds,

brought eight youngsters|to the pott, three of which had
never started before. Torsion was an even-moaev favorite,

Idalium-Mercedes fillv and Marigold colt 4 to 1, Rrm-tia 3A,

Kl Primero ti, LilUe R. and Ollie M. 8, Little Flush filly 10
to 1. There was a long delay at the post, occasioned by Tor-
sion's bad actions principally. Finally the flag fell to a fair

start, Marigold colt first, Mercedes filly second,Lilly K. third.

The Mercedes filly led past the hi If by a head, Marigold colt

second, with Lillie R. at his heels. The black daughter of

Idalium increased her lead to two lengths going to the home-
stretch, Marigold colt second,with El Primero third and com-
ing up fast. Piggott hugged the raiU with the Mercedes
filly, who won easily at the end by three lengths, El Primero
second, as far from the Marigold colt. Time, 1:16. Torsion
was absolutely last, and sulked most of the way. The winner
is tbe dead imape (if her sire, imp. Idalium, a beautiful
creature, and A. B. Spreckels was nriuially much pleased at

the result, a* he ownn Idalium.
The Capital City Slakes, mile and a sixteenth, $4<K) added,

had teven starters. Iimtallator watt a favorite, opening at 7
lo 5 andclociog at 9 to 6. Ferrier remained steadily at 2 to

LovdaJ was at 4 lo 1, imp. Candid ti, McLight 7, Ar-
nette B tod Ih-1 Norte 15 to 1. They went away in an al-

*mo8t perfect line, but two or lb ret- pulled rip, thinking it no
go, among Ihe number being Ferrier. InMallalor at once look
the track and led to the tjuarler pole by three lengths, Ar-
netle second, four from Ferrier, who was a head before Mc-
Light. Infitallalor rame back lo his field going the next quar-
ter, his lead being but one and one half lengths at the half-

mile mark, Arnelte necond, a length from McLight, who led
Ferrier, on the inside, a head. At the final lorn Initiator
was two lengths to the good, Arnette thiee in front of Mc-
Light and Ferrier, together. InMallalor was beaten a six-

teenth from home, \rm-tte pa- '•inn him and winning cleverly
by a length from Lbe driven out ferrier, who beat Inslallator

one and one-half lengths. Time. 1:46|—anew Coast mark
for a u-ile and a nixteenlh, the former record being 147,
made b» T *-! Norte. The mil* from wire lo wire wa« tun in

1:404- Tin* Make wait worth $1 045 to Ihe winner. Inslalla-

tor «m • lowo, though not badly.

The foo lh race wma a handicap for all ages, »ix furlongs.

Libertine was a red-hol favorite,opening at X to G and closing

at 1 to 3. He was at 11 to 5 at one time. Fannie Louise and

Viuctor were at 4 to 1, Grady, Road Runner and Gallant S

to 1. They were thirty-five minutes at the post, Gallant re-

fusing lo break and Road Runner being too anxious. They
finally got away to a superb start, Libertine first, Road Run-

ner second, Grady third. Libertine and Grady ran headB

apart in the lead past the half, Fannie Louise third, a length

away. The order was the same into the homestretch,though

the leaders were three lengths before Fannie Louise and Road
Runner was next to last. In the homestretch Vinctor came

through, forcine Macklin to do some artistic riding to land

Libertine a winner by a length in 1:13}, with Road Runner

third, three lengths "further away. Macklin came in for

some applause for his riding of "the winner. His rolling,

flashv finish was something new.

The last race resulted in a race upset. Rear Guard was a

2 to 5 favorite, Nebuchadnezzar and Ike L. 5 to 1, Bellringer

12, Sturdy and Navy Blue 20. Ike L. led until nearing the

homestretch, when Nebuchadnezzar passed him and won
handily by one and one-half lengths, Ike L. lasting long

enough to beat Rear Guard a nose for place. Time, 1:41}.

6CMMABIES.

Six furlongs, selling, purse $400.

George Rose's br I Lady Jane, 3, by imp. Midlothian—Auut Jane,

97 lbs. - Sloane 1

F. Taylor's b g Rico, by Shannon—Fannie Lewis. 98 lbs_.MeIntyre 2

Garden City Stable's b m Warrago, 4. by Warwick—Fedalma, 9o

lbs. Jones 3

Time, 1:14^.

Betting—Lady Jane 4, Rico 3 to 2. Warrago 6. Tim Murphy 8 to 5.

Little Tough 40, Pat Murphy 4, Duchess of Towers 40, also ran.

Six furlongs, maiden two-year-olds, pnrse 81,500.

A. B. Spreckels' blk Mercedes filly, by imp. Idalium—Mercedes,
96 lbs Piggott 1

J. E. Terry's b c El Primero. by Joe Hooker—Alice N., 102 lbs
Hinrichs 2

George Rose's bike by imp. Midlothian Marigold,^6 lbs Sloane 3

Time, 1:16.

Belting—Mercedes filly 4, El Primero 6, Midlothian-Marigold colt

4. Ollie M. 8, Bbsetia 4, Little Flush filly 10, Lillie R. 10, Torsion
even, also ran.

The Capital City Stake, one and a sixteenth miles ; value 81,195.

Garden City Stable's ch f Arnette, 3, by imp. Midlothian—Filen

a

96 lbs Jones 1

Del Monte Stable's ch h Ferrier, 5, by Falsetto—Cinderella. 116

lbs Miller 2

Elmwood Stock* Farm's be Icstallator, 3, by imp. Brutus—Instal-
lation, 106 lbs Chevallier 3

Time. 1:46%.

Betting—Arnette S. Ferrier 2, Installator 8 to 5. McLight 6, Del
Norte 10, imp. Candid 7, Lovdal 4, also ran.

Six furlongs, handicap, purse 8500.

J. G. Brown & Co.'s b h Libertine, 4, by Leonatns—Falaise, 112 lbs.

m „ Macklin 1

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Vinctor, 3, by imp. Brutus—Mollie H.,
106 lbs Chevalier 2

Geoise Berry's ch h Roadranner, 4, by Joe Daniels—Miss Hooker,
102 lbs Flynn 3

Time, 1:13}£.

BettiDg—Libertine 1 to 3. Vinctor 6, Roadranner 8. Gallant 8'

Fanny Lonise 4, Grady 8 also ran.

One mile, selling, purse 8400.

Elmwood Stock Farm's b e Nebuchadnezzar, 3, by imp. Bratus—
Gypsette, 94 lbs .. Chevalier 1

Garden Citv Stable's ch c Ike L., 3, bv Malor Ban—Miss Flush, 90

lbs JonesH2
George Rose's b h Rear Guard, 5, bv Post Guard—Alfonie Carter,

100 lbs Sloane 3

Time, J :41K-

Belting—Nebuchadnezzar 5, Ike L. 5. Rear Guard 2 to 5. Bell-

ringer 15, Shirdy 3, Navy Bine 12 also ran.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, 8EPTEMBEB 6.

There was an increased attendance and a deciding rise in

temperature to-day, and the finishes in three of the five

events were as close as a loving Bwain's embrace of his sweet

summer girl and fully as thrilling. The class of horses con-

tending in the various races would do credit to Morris Park

and cast in deepest shade, for running ability, the gallopers

that have been amusing the public in California recently.

Race horses seem to run faster in hot weather, ard by to-

morrow, if the mercury keeps on rising closer to ihe top of

the thermometer, record cracking should be in order. Havey's

starting throughout was good, but the delays at the post were

tantalizing and it would perhaps please the public better if

he sent the fiyers away quicker, if not quite eo closely aligned

when the Hag fell.

The judges to-day were President C. M. Chase, Senator

John Boggs of Colusa and John Mackey, Superintendent of

far-famed Rancho del Paso. They had two rather close fin-

ishes to decide, and in the opinion of very many onlookers

they erred in placing Princess Noretta first in the Sunny

Slope Stake. Sweet Rose, daughter of Flambeau and imp.

Fairy Rose (a stable companion of Princess Koretta) appeared

to win by a good neck, but the judges placed the Princess

first. This made quile a difference to those that had bet

down town, where the pair were not coupled in the betting

as at the track. Some persons thought Miss Buckley beat

Crawford out in the last jump, too, but we think the filly was

just a trifle late in gelling up and the judges correct in their

decision. Ab Stemler, trainer of Sweet Rose, felt very much
cut up that Racine's half-sister was not placed first, as be

trains her, while Princess Noretta was in the hands of Ben

Timmons, also in the employ of Burns & "Waterhouse. The
race between Belle Boyd and Benham was one of the most

exciting events ever seen over this time-honored course.

When a furlong and a half had been run tbe four horses were

abreast. Then Benham fell back last like a house afire, com-

ing like a shot from last place in the homestretch and actu-

ally getting his head in front of Belle Boyd's twice. Tbe
filly, responding gamely to little Jones' whip call, got up and
won by a scant head in the nick of time. Bright Phoebus
showed what a Make horse can do with selling-platers. Mil-
ler felt of his field twice, taking Phoebus back thereafter each
time. When he gave the horse his head nearing the home-
stretch the winner of the Realization simply galloped past h>s

field and won eased up by one and one-half lengths. Little

Bob out-gaming (apt. Skedance and Peter the Second for

place honors.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race, six furlongs, selling, with six starters, was a
good betting affair. Crawford opened at 2 to 1, and a steady
(low of money on his chance* reduced his price to even

money at post-time. Gold Bug was at 2\ to 1, Warrago 3i,

Miss Buckley 4 (opened at 6), Nellie G. 12 and Artemus 30
to 1. After a wait of nearly twenty minutes, caused princi-

pally by Piggott's trying to get a runniog start from the reap
with Crawford, the flag tell to a good send-off. Hinrichs at
once pulled Gold Bug up, and was soon out of the hunt.
Crawford and Artemus ran heads apart past thn half, with
Warrago at their* heels. Crawford was sent along nearing the
three-quarter pole, and making the final turn was a length to

the good, Artemus a head before Warrago, on whom Nellie
G. was lapped. Crawford was apparently winning easily,

when from the rear, with a fine burst of Bpeed, came little

Miss Buckley, on the outside. Piggott rode Crawford in the
most determined manner, and in a very exciting finish got
the verdict by a nose, Miss Buckley second, three parts of a
length before Warrago, at whose saddle was Nellie G. Time,
1:15}. Hinrichs, called into the judges' stand, explained
that he pulled up on Gold Bug to keep from running over
Jim Brown, holder of the first flag.

A handicap for ihree-year-olds, mile and a sixteenth, fol-

lowed. Bright Pecebus, winner of this year's Realization
Stakes, had top weight up, 118 pounds, and was at all times
a favorite, opening at 4 to 5 and closing at 3 to 5. Peter the
Second was at 3 to 1, Little Bob 4 (5 at one time), Capt. Ske-
dance and Fannie Louise 7 to 1. They got away to a beau*
tiful start, Peter the Second leading by a head passing the
stand, Capt. Skedance Becond,half a length before Bright
Phcebus. Soon after rounding the first turn the favorite
went up second, as a feeler, and then was immediately taken
back by Miller. Capt. Skedance led by three parts of a
length past the quarter-pole, Fannie Louise and Peter the
Second half a length apart as named. There was no change
at the half, though Bright Phcebus had felt of bis field again
and been taken back. About sixty yards of the three-quar-
ter pole Brigbt Phcebus was given his head, and leading by
half a length turniag for home, won in a gallop by one and
one-balf lengths, Little Bob, close against the inner rails,

coming very gamely and strong at the finish and beating
Capt Skedance out a neck for the place, Peter the Second
fourth, half a length farther away. Time, 1:49}. Bright
Pha-bus apparently could have won this race by from eight
to a dozen lengths had Miller willed it so.

Four two-year-olds next came to the post in a handicap,
five and a half furlongs. Rummel, a good-looking Flam-
beau colt that had run well at Los Angeles early this sum-
mer, was made a favorite at 6 to 5. Belle Boyd was at 9 to

5, Benham 2 to 1 andMidlo 10 to 1. They got away to an
excellent send-off, Benham, Rummel, Belle Boyd being the
order. At the half-pole the quartette were running in close
order, Benham falling out of it shortly thereafter and being
last turning for home. Belle Boyd was first in the home-
stretch by one and a half lengths, Rummel second, a neck
before Benham. Twice Benham got his head in front of
Belle Boyd's, but the game El Rio Rey filly, under the whip,
came again and won by the scantest of headB, Rummel third,

six good lengths away and a length before Midlo. T"
1:09.

The Sunny Slope Stakes, for two-year-old fillies, brought
seven good-looking misse6 to the post. The Burns & Water-
house pair (Princess Noretta and Sweet Rose) were favoriu
and coupled, opening at 4 to 5, going to 3 to 5, closing at -

to 5. Princess Noretta had won a five-farlong race at Sara-

toga and Sweet Rose is by Flambeau from imp. Fairy Rose
(dam of Racine and Fairy), bv Kisber). Lucille, of the A
B. Spreckels slable, was at 3J to 1, Heartsease 4, Treachery
4 (backed from 6), Easel 6 (15 at one time), Miss Cunning-
ham 20 to 1. After a delay of fully thirty-five minutes
which was very telling on Heartsease, weighted at 125 pounds,
the flag fell to an excellent send-off. Heartsease, Lucille,

Princess Noretta was the order. The latter lost no time in

shooting to the fore, leading by a length passing the half

Easel (fifth away) second, as far from Heartsease. Lucille

ran up fast nearing the homestretch, which Princess Noretta

entered first by a length, Lucille second, with Heartsease at

her saddle-skirts. Princess Noretta looked an easy winners
sixteenth from home. Here Sweet Rose was coming like*
minnie-ball, and from the press stand appeared to w>n by
from a neck to half a length. The judges, however, placed

Princess Noretta first, Sweet Rose second, Lucille third. The
latter was little over a length behind Sweet Rose. Time
1:02*.

The last race of the day was at one and a quarter miles

over five hurdles. Bellringer was made a red-hot favorite,

opening at 8 to 5 and closing at 6 to 5. AH Baba was at 7 U
5 (opened at 2 to 1), Esperance 4 to 1, Uncertainty 6 anc

Onti Ora 12 and 15 to 1. They got away to a good start.Un

certainly showing first, Bellringer second, Ali Baba next

Onti Ora at once sailed for the front, leading at the stand bj

a head, Uncertainty second, as far from AH Bab*. Bellringei

was a bad last at the first fence and refused the second alto

gether. Onti Ora, jumping lightlv and gracefully, was firel

by a length over the second jump, Uncertainty second,lappet

by AH Aaba, who led Onti Ora over the next jump by a ver
small margin. Uncertainty third, three lengths away anc

dropping out of it. AH Baba led over the fourth obstacle b\

a neck,Onti Ora second and Esperance beginning to close op

The weight told on Ali Baba in the last part of it, Onti Or.

winning easily by a length, Esperance just nipping the plac

by a head from Ali Baba, Uncertainty finishing a poo

fourth. Time,2:18.
SUMMARIES.

Selling, purse 8400. Three-quarters of a mile.

G. W. Berry's ch g Crawford, 5, by Apache—Emma Longiield,
96 lbs _ Piggott

Elmwood Stock Farm's b f Miss Buckley, 3, by imp. Brutus—
Forma. 87 lbs Jones

Garden City Stables* b m Warrago, 4, by Warwick—Fedalnm. 101

lbs Flynn

Time, 1:15^.
Belting—Crawford 6 to 5. Miss Buckley 4, Warrago 3. Artemus 2

Nellie G. 10, Gold Bug 2 also ran.

Handicap, purse S500. One and a sixteenth miles.

Del Monte Stables' b c Bright Pho?bns, S. by Falsetto—Buff and
Blue. 118 lbs Miller

Davenport Stable?' ch g Little Bob, 3, by Surinam—Daisy S, ST^ba.
Jones

A. B. Spreckels' b c Captain Skedance, 3. by imp. Cyrus—imp.
Getaway, 9.">lbs Piggott

Time. 1:49«.

Betting—Bright Phoabns 3 to •"•. Little Bob 4. Captain Skedance
Peter the Second 3, Fanny Louise 8 also ran.

Handicap, two-year-olds, purse S400. Six furlongs.

J. P. Atkins' ch f Belle Boyd, by El Rio Rey—Sylvia. 95 lbs ..Jones

F. Farrar'sch Benham, by Flambeau—Gerhardine, 102 lbs
Chevalier

A. B. Spreckels' ch e Rummel.by Flambeau—Music.102 lbs. Piggott

Time. 1:09.

Betting—Belle Boyd 9 to 5, Benham 2 to 1, Rummel 7 lo 5. Mi'

15 to 1 also ran.
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The Sunny Slope stake, two-year-olds, five lorlongs, valoe 5530..

Rntns & Waterbouse's b f Princess Noreta, by Emperor of Nor-

folk-Hiuda Dwver, 115 lbs Donahue 1

Burns £ Waterhouse's b I Sweet Hose, by Flambeau- imp. Fairy

Rose, 110 lbs ,-• Flynn 2

a. B Spreebels' b f Lucille, bv St. Saviour—imp. sardonyx, 9:> lbs.

_"m„ „ Piggott 3

Time, 1:02%.

Betting : Princess Noretta and Sweet Rose coupled 7 to 10, Lucille

S% tol, Hearteease i to 1, Easel S to 1 , Treachery i to land Miss Cun-

ningham 20 to 1 also ran.

One and a quarter miles, five hurdles, puise SlOO.

B F Hobarfs bl m Onti Ora. a. by Alia—Thetis, 125 lbs Finn 1

Thomas \. Tobin's b g Esperance, 4, by Alia—Mother Hubbard,

126 lbs _ Goodman 2

Del Monte Stables' b g All Baba, 4. by Joe Daniels-Test, 155 lbs...

..Mara 3

Time, 2:18.

Betting : Onti Ore. 15 to 1, Esperance 4 to 1, Ali Baba 6 to 5, Uncer-

tainly 4 to 1. Bellringer, even, also ran.

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTtilBEB 7.

More glorious racing was never chronicled in the West

than that of to day. And most ot the glory went to the Elm"

wood Stock Farm's owner-trainer, Chas. Boots, and consider-

able to Jockey Tod Sloan,who rode three winners in the foar

races he had a mount in. Sons of Brutus, trained by yoaog

Boots, won three stake events and ran a close second in an.

other race. Installator, a three-year-old with 108 pounds in

the saddle, led nearly all the way in the Native Sons' Handi-

cap, mile and an eighth, and won handily by one and one-

half lengths frcm McLight in 1:531, crushing the Pacific

Coast record, held by Wheel of Fortune,to the extent of half

a second. This record has been beaten very few times any-

where over a circular track, and stamps Installator a real

crackerjack. The first mile was timed by several in 1:39|.

In the very nest race Vinctor, also a tbree-year-old son of

imp. Brutus, and ridden by Sloan, beat Ferrier a scant head

for the Del Mar Stakes, one mile, in 1:40 flit, equalling the

Pacific Coast record held jointly by Al Farrow and Mulberry.

As the pair named carried but 93 and 92 pounds respectively

as four- year-olds, and Vinctor packed 112 pounds, there is

really no comparison necessary of the performances of the

trio. Grand as was Vinctor's showing, Ferrier, with 122

pounds ap, ran even a better race. Vinctor had a trifle over

a length the best of the send-off, in the first place, in the next,

secured the rail, and then, in a terrific drive, beat Ferrier by

the smallest of margioB. Ferrier must have run the distance

close to 1:39|, this being the second time he has done this in

three days, and ret has finished second on both occasions.

The third stake captured by the Boots horses was
the California Annual. Instigator simply galloped in

first by two and one-half lengths in slow time, Sam
Leake, a brother to Dare, beating Lccille, the "good thing,"

oot half a length for the place. Lucille was originally a hot

favorite, her price being 3 to 5 all over the ring. When
Miller was substituted for Cofley on Instigator there was a

great plunge on Installator's brother, his price going down
from 7 to 5 to 3 to 5 eventually, Lucille's receding from 3 to

5 to 7 to 5. Regarding the splendid showiog of the Boots

horses, either Sloan is a far superior jockey to Chevalier or

all was not as it should have been—in San Francisco, at any
rate. AtJBay District track both Installator and Vinctor,

with Chevalier up, were repeatedly beatsn by horses that

i could not now (we should judge) come close to defeating

tbem in any kind of race. Horses do not generally improve
a dozen pounds or more in four days' time, as both Instal-

lator and Vinctor appear to have done- What, then, is the
' secret of the great success of the horses named ?

The last event was one of the closest imaginable, Bernardo,

10 to 1 at one time, coming from the clouds and winning by
a nose in the last stride from Nebuchadnezzar, who beat Road
Runner as far for the place. It was a fitting finale to a fa-

mous day's sport.

Sow the Races Were Run.

Mary S. went to the post an even-money favorite in the

first race, six furlongs, backed down from 8 to 5. Pat

Murphy opened at 6 to 5 and closed at 7 to 5. Rob Roy
and Rosebud were at 7 to 1, Inkerman 8 to 1. They were
sent away to a good start, Rob Roy, Inkerman, Pat Murphy
being the order at flag-fall. The last-named at once shot to

,
the fore, leading by three lengths past the half and into the

homestretch, Rosebud second, a head before Inkerman. Mary
3 made a fast run down the homestretch, and looked a win-
ner eighty yards of the finish. Here Sloan commenced rid-

, iog old Inkerman, who responded gallantly and won driving

by about a length, Mary S. second, a short neck before Pat
Murphy. Time, 1:15£.

Gilead was a fairly well played favorite in the Native
Sons' Handicap, mile and an eighth, opening at 6 to 5 and
closing at 7 too. Installator was well supported, opening at

3 to 1, goin j to 3A, closing at 2\. McLight was backed from
3£ to 3 to 1. Del Norte and Lovdal were at 7, Capt. Skedance
8 and Romulus 25 to 1. They got away to a superb start,

Installator at once taking command and leading at the stand

by half a length, Capt. Skednnce second, a scant length before

Romulus, McLight a head behind the Hobart colt. At the

quarter Installator had increased his lead to a length.

Romulus being second, with McLight at his saddle. McLight
was now sent along by Macklio.and shouts went up for the
Shields horse when he passed Installator near the half and
led him a neck. Capt. Skedance was third, one a half lengths

away. McLight swung into the homestretch first by just a
head, Installator second, two lengths before Del Norte, who
was running well. McLight, closest to the inner rail, was in

front a furlong from home, but Installator soon passed
him, forcing Macklin to the bat a sixteenth from the finish.

From here on InBtallator had it his own way, winning rather

haodily by one and a half lengths, McLight second, three
from Del Norte. Time, 1:531—a cut of half a second in the
Coast record formerly held by Wheel of Fortune. The win-
ner was loudly cheered upon bis return to the stand.

Ferrier went to the post a heavily-backed favorite for the
Del Mar Stakes, one mile, opening at 8 to 5 and closing at 6

to 5. Libertine, the original first choice, opened at 4 to 5
and closed at 7 to 5. Vinctor was backed from 6 to 4 to 1

and Wheel of Fortune went back from 4 to 6 to 1. They got
away with Vinctor, on the outside, in the lead by over a
length, Wheel of Fortune °econd, Ferrier third. Vinctor
secured the rail tearing the first turn, Wheel of Fortune
being cut off badly and Ferrier eased up to keep from being
interfered with. Libertine had a lead of one and a half

lengths past the quarter, Vinctor second, three from Ferrier.

At the half Libertine had increased his advantage to the ex-

tent of a length, Vinctor being second, a little over a length
before Ferrier. Vinctor now ran up rapidly on Libertine,

who led by but a length turning for home, Ferrier three

lengths further away. Miller made a close turn with the

latter, however, the others going wide, thereby saving per-

haps a couple of lengths. Ferrier was called on all the way
down the straight, Libertine falling back beaten over a six-

teenth from home, Vinctor and Ferrier driving it out to the
bitter end. The finish was one of the most exciting possible,

Sloan keeping Vinctor's head in front to the finish, Ferrier

three lengths before Libertine, the record-breaker. When
1:40 was hung up as the time made in the race the crowd
broke out into wild cheering. The Coa«t record at a mile
bad been equalled, but Vinctor's performance was a thirty-

pound better one than either Al Farrow's or Mulberry's.
Ferrier, though defeated, really ran a better race than the
winner, everything considered.

The California Annual Stakes, six furlongs, for two-year-

olds, had but three starters. Miller was substituted for Coffey

on Instigator about five minutes before they went to the post,

and it made a great change in the belting. Instigator's odds
were cut down from 8 to 5 to 3 to 5 in a very short time, Lu-
cille's receding from 3 to 5 to 7 to 5. Sam Leake was at 5 to

1. They got away well together. Sam Leake and Lucille

ran almost as one horse past the half and clear into the home-
stretch, Instigator about two and one-half lengths behind.

Miller let the last-named have his head at the final turn and
be soon shot by the pair as if they were tied up, taking to

the inner rail and winning in a gallop by two and one-half

lengths, Sam Leake in« drive beating Lucille half a length

for the place. Time, 1:173—slow. The value to the winner
was $510.
The last race of the day and week waa at six furlongs, sell-

ing. Road Runner went to the pest at 2 to 1 in most books
(backed trom 4), Tim Murphy 2h (from 4), Rear Guard and
Nebuchadnezzar 3i, Rico and ternardo 5 (latter 10 at one
time), Ike L. 12, Gold Bug 15 and Amarino 30 to 1. There
was an awful delay at the post, Piggott trying to get the best

of the send-off with Road Runner, while Bernardo lagged

behind several times. Finally they were flagged to a good
start, Ike L, Rear Guard, Gold Bug being the order at the

send-off. Gold Bug led to the homestretch by a small mar-
gin, with Nebuchadnezzar second and Tim Murphy next,

Road Runner fourth. It looked like the latter's race forty

feet of the finish, but here Bernardo, who turned into the

homestretch sixth, passed him, as did Nebuchadnezzar, Ber-

nardo winning by a nose, Nebuchadnezzir second, as far

from Road Runner, Ike L another head away, a similar dis-

tance before old Tim Murphy. Time, 1:141, It was a great

finish.
SUMilABIES.

Selliue, purse S100. Six furlongs.

Owen Bros.' b s Inkerman, a, by Ironclad—Alice, 101 pounds
.. .Sloane 1

J. H. Sbields' b m Mary S., -5. by Duke of Montrose—Ocean Wave,
102 pounds -Macklin 2

A. B. Sprecttels' r c Pat Murphy,3,by imp. Kyrle Daly—Maggie B.

,

99 pounds Piggott 3

Time, 1:15J£.

Belting : Inkerman 7, Mary S. even, Pat Murphy 7 to 5. Kosebnd
7 and Rob Roy 7 also ran.

Native Sons* Handicap, value SToQ. One and an eighth miles.

Elmwood Stock Farm's be Installetor, 3, by imp. Brutus—Installa-
tion. 10S pounds „ — Sloane 1

J. H. Shields" ch h McLight, -l.by MauDuff—Longalight, 104 pounds
„ ™ Macklin 2

M. Storn's Irh Del Norte, l.by imp. Greenback—Priscilla. 112

pounds -. Hennessey 3

Time, 1:5334-

Betting : Installator 3. McLight 3, Del Norte 8, Captain Skedance 8,

Lovdal 8, Gilead 7 to 5, Romulus 20, also ran.

The Del Mar Stake, value S9C0. One mile.

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Vinctor, 3, by imp. Brutus—Mollie B.,
112 wounds - Sloane 1

Del Monte Staole's ch h Ferrier, a, by Falsetto—Cinderella. 122
pounds -Miller 2

J. G. Brown &. Co.'s b h Libertine, 4, by Leonatis—Falaije. 122
pounds Macklin 3

Time, 1:40.

Betting: Vinctor 6, Ferrier even, Libertine 6 to 5. Wheel of For
tune, 4, also ran.

Fourth race—The California Annual Stake, two-year-olds, six fur-

longs: value, S510.

Elmwood Stock Farm's br c Instigator, bv imp. Brutus—Installa-
tion, 118 pouuds _ Miller 1

Burns & Waterhouse's b c Sam Leake, by Darebia—Carrie C , 113

pounds - Donahue 2
A. B. Spreckels' b f Lucille, by St. Savior—imp Sardonyx, 105 lbs.

- Pigfiott 3
Time, 1:17"<.

Betting—Instigator 7 to 10, Sam Leake 5, Lucille 7 to 5.

Fifth race—Sir furlongs, selling, purse S400.

Pleasanton Stable's brg Bernardo, 6, by imp. Cheviot- Sweet Peg-

gy, 98 pounds - Hinrichs 1

Elmwood Stock Farm's be Nebuchadnezzar, 3, by imp. Brutus—
Gypsette, 93 pounds Chevalier 2

G. W. Berry's be Roadrunner, 4, by Joe Daniels—Miss Hooker. 94

pounds Piggott 3
Time, 1:14K-

Belting—Bernardo 7. Nebuchadnezzar Z%- Road Runner 2, Tim
Murphy 2%. Gold Bug 10, Rico 5, McLight 10, Rear Guard Z%, Amer-
ino 30, also ran.

SEVENTH DAY—MONDAY, SSPTEMBSR 9, 1895.

This is Admission Day, and the way Sacramento has been

decorated because of it9 observance by not only the Native

Sons and Daughters of this glorious State, but also by its

leading business men and citizens, is most creditable. In the

history of California nothing ha9 ever approached in magni-

ficence and brilliancy the display to be seen here. Everyone

is happy, and, like children, all are forgetting the cares and

troubles of this world while the procession to night is passing

through the principal thoroughfares on its way past the

grandlv illumined capitol building, which is all in a blaze of

incandescent lights, while the tiers in the park surrounding

it are hung with incandescent lights of every hue. Like im-

mense diamonds, pearls, amethysts and rubies, they add a

fairy-like aspect to the scene which language cannot describe.

The spectator stands in silent awe and contemplates the

grandeur and magnificencb of the spectacle.the like of which

has never before been seen in any place in the world.

The floats were not placed on lumbering trucks but on car-

wheels, and moved along as steadily and smoothly as if some

invisible fairy hands were leading them past. The designs

reflected great credit on the mechanical and artistic skill of

their designers and makers, while th.e arrangement and man-

ipulation of the thousands of incandescent lights which made
them as light as day leave nothing but praise to be lavished
upon the electrical engineers who placed these lights in so
maoy advantageous positions.

There never were so many delighted people in Sacramento
before and the Southern Pacific Railroad was very accommo-
dating and left no cause for complaint from the thousands
who rode over its lines. The carnival floats were made at
their car shops and every branch of industry in this great in-
stitution was ably and fittingly represented.
The roads which branch from this city were lined with ve-

hicles of every description all day yesterday and to day,
many of tbern coming sixty miles in order that their owners
and their families might observe this, the greatest day that
Sacramento has ever known. Livery stable3 were crowded,
while the absence of " bikes" showed that the love of good
horses has not been destroyed in this portion of California.

There were nearly 8,000 people at the race track this after-
noon, notwithstanding the fact that twenty parlors of the
Native Sons kept " open house." The weather was cool and
it looked as if a storm might come at any moment. The
track had been used for runners for three days and was far
from being fast, consequently the remarkable race won by
Iago in the fastest time (2:11) made this year in this Stale
stamps him as a race horse of a high order. The wonderful
showing made by Zombro is not to be overlooked. He trotted
the mile in 2:11k, while Stam B., another three-year-old,
trotted the second heat in 2:12k Such work stamps these
youngsters as being worthy of classing them among the very
best in America.

In the third heat Stam B. was sent off on a break, other-
wise he would have made afar better showing.
The race which bad to be postponed was a good betting

one and Bookmaker Rose did an excellent business. The
people are just beginning to understand the '• booking "

system.
The judges were J. Wilson, H. Matthews and C. M. Cnase

.

In the first event of the afternoon was a free-for-all trotting,
for four-year-olds, purse $800. The entries were RavenEcroft,
Nellie W., McZeus, John Bury and Visalia. Pools sold

:

Visalia $20, field $5. The start was a good one. John Bury,
having the pole, led to the half, where Visalia and Nellie W.
were like a team a length behind htm, Ravenscroft four
lengths and McZeus six lengths further away. After turning
to the three quarters John Bury broke and resigned his posi-
tion as leader to Visalia. The latter never lost the advantage
she gained. John Bury, who was second, broke at the seven-
eighths pole and fell back to third position, Nellie W. essay-
ing the hopeless task of challenging Visalia, but the little

daughter of Iris jogged in a winner in 2:15.

In the second heat the talent got a tumble, for Visalia,
who had the pole, broke at the first turn, and John Bury,
Nellie W. and Ravenscroft passed her. John Bury led to
the wire. Nellie W. tried to pass him on the homestretch
but broke,and then John Bury made a " bobble." Both caught
and trotted under the wire, John Bury a little in advance.
Visalia passed Ravenscroft a few feet from the wire. McZeus
was last and quite lame. Time, 2:15|.

John Bury look the lead in the next heat. Nellie W. at

his bike and Visalia fifteen lengths behind, and kept there
until the half was passed, then Jack Perkins called on the
little mare, and the way she ate up space would make Azote
green wtth envy, for at the three quarter pole Bhe had passed
Nellie W., ard was only two lengths behind John Bury. To
the wire she trotted well, and passing John Bury, who broke
at the seven-eighths pole, won easily in 2:15k two lengths in

front of John Bury, Nellie W. third and Ravenscroft fourth.

In the next heat Judge Wilson said *' Go F1 and they rang
the recall bell, but the drivers did not hear the latter. Nellie
W. took the lead, John Bury second, Ravenscroft third and
Visalia last. Going down the backstretch thes* positions re-

mained unchanged, but after passing the half Visalia moved
up, and as John Bury broke she passed him and set sail for

Nellie W., who was doing her best. Coming down the
homestretch Visalia came very rapidly and outfooted Nellie
W. to the wire, winning race and first money, her youthful
driver, J. Perkins, being loudly cheered. Time of heat,

2:18.

The next race was one of the events of the meeting. It

was a race for the 2:14 class trotters. The entries were :

Zombro, Geo. Dexter, Boodle, Maria P., I* go, Stam B. and
Bruno. In the betting Iago sold for $40, Zombro $22, Bruno
$11, field $8. The start was an even one, but Zombro, who
quickly shot to the front, was joined by Iago, and the two
trotted like a team three lengths in front of Bruno. Stam B.
and Geo Dexterwere three lengths apart,with Boodle bringing
up the rear. All interest in the event was centered in the
remarkable race being made by the three-year-old colt,

Zcmbro, and Iago. The issue was in doubt until the distance

pole was passed. Then Iago, ably driven by Thos. Keating,
drew away and won by a length in the excellent time of 2:11.

Bruno was third, Stam B. fourth, Boodle fifth and Geo. Dex-
ter last.

For the second heat Iago sold for $20, Zombro $9, Bruno
$4, field $4. The start was perfect. Iago led with Stam B.,

Zombro, Bruno, Geo. Dexter and Boodle each a length be-

hind him at the quarter. Going to the half Zombro passed

Stam B. and trailed the easy-going Iago to the middle of the

homestretch. Stam B. then moved up and made one of his

famous finishes and was only beaten a length by Iago in

2:12; , Zombro, pulled up, was third. Boodle, Bruno and Geo.
Dexter, lapping each other, were only three lengths behind
the son of McKinney. Crowds who had backed Zombro
rallied around the pool boxes and kept poolseller Kiseman
busy selling pools so that they could plunge and save what
they could.

The Btart was a poor one, Stam B. and Geo. Dexter being
on a run. Iago took the lead and never relinguished it from
start to finish. Boodle tried to get it at the first quarter but

could not make it, then Zombro essayed the task and stayed

with him until past the three-quarter pole, but he was not
fast enough, then Stam B. started in, but he could no 1 pass

Zombro, who landed under the wire second by a head, two
lengths behind Iago, who made the mile in 2:13k Boodle
was fourth, Bruno fifth and Geo. Dexter sixth.

Io the 2:27 class trot, there were seven starters, Our Lucky

,

Lady Vestal, Anita, Jasper Paulson, Charivari, Dr. Pufi J»nd

Edwina. Pools sold Our Lucky $20, Jasper Paulson $20,

Dr. Puff$16, field $10. When the word was given Jasper
Paulson, who was on the outside, took the lead and was at

the pole. Near the quarter he broke and Lady Vestal, Dr.
Puff and Anita passed him and kept in front of him to the

three-quarter pole. He endeavored to pass to the front, but
broke. Our Lucky came right after him and as the leaders.

Lady Vestal and Pr- Puff, entered the stretch he came very
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fast on the outside and won easily in 2:19, Lady Vestal sec-

ond, Jasper Paulson third, Dr. Pufl, who fell back, was

fourth, Anita fifth, Edwina sixth and Charivari last.

Pools sold previous to the next hea': Our Lucky $20, Dr.

Pufl"$ll, Jasper Paulsen $7, field $3. When the word was

given Jasper Paulson, Our Lucky and Dr. Puff led. Edwina

was fourth, thereat, bunched behind. Anita, being sent oft six

lengths behind the rest was badly handicapped by it and

could not get any nearer the leaders until the head of the

homestretch was reached. Our Lucky broke at the three-

quarter pole and fell back, Edwina coming up, was third as

Jasper Paulson and Dr. Pufl entered the stretch, but she

broke and Anita came very fast and down to the wire it was

a horse race between her and the leaders. Dr. Puff, out-trot-

ting Jasper Paulsen, won by a length in 2:20$, Anita third,

Our Lucky fou*lh, Edwina fifth, Charivari sixth and Lady
Vestal last.

The next heat was a scorcher on the backers of Dr. Pufl'

and Jasper Paulsen, for these two horses led ail the way until

the homestretch was reached at a much livelier clip than

any other heal of the race. At this point Our Lucky, on the

extreme outside of the track, passed Jasper Paulsen and was

soon overhauling Dr. Puff. Thirty yards from the wire Mb
nose was in front, and when the two got past the deciding

point Our Lucky was in front by a head in 2:17A, Paulsen

third, Anita fourth, Edwina fifth, Lady Vestal sixth and

Charivari last.

I» was almost dark when the horses started, after repeatedly

scoring, for the next heat. Dr. Purl made a cross-country

drive in front of Our Lucky at the first turn, causing the

latter to pull up and then break. When George Maben got

him settled he started after Dr. Pufl and Jasper Paulson, and

although he could not win the heat, nevertheless he made
Dr. Pufl trot fast to win. The latter caught the judges' eye

first in 2:19, Our Lucky a length behind, J asuer Paulson

third, Lady Vestal fourth, Ed*ina fifth, Anita sixth and

Charivari last.. After giving the decision Judge Wilson an-

nounced the postponement of the finish of this race until

1:30 tomorrow.
Monday, September 9.—First race, trotting, purse

S>00, free- fur-alls, four-year-olds.

Visalia, b m, by Iris—Scratch, bv Loppy Perkins 13 11
John Bury, b s. bv Anttnous—Muldoou Buuch 3 12 4

Nellie W., ch m, by Woolsey- Nelly R Oonnolley 2 2 3 2

Haveo^rofi, bs. by Guy Wilkes—Eva McKinney 4 4 4 3
McZeus. bs. by McKtDuev—Grace Hodges o 5 dr

Time, 2:1-'.. 2:15%, 2:15^, 2:18.

Second race, trotting, purse 51,1)00, 2:14 class.

Iago. b g. by Tempest-Eulogy Keating 111
Zombro, bs. bv MuKiunev— Whisper Durlee 2 3 2
Suun B., bs, by Stamboul—Belle Medium Delano 4 2 3

Bruno, bs, bv "Juuio— Dolly Dwain 3 5 5
BoodJe, b s. by Stranger—Bride Van Bokkelen 5 4 4

Geo. Dexter, bs, by Dexter Prince 6 6 6
Time. 2:11, 2:1234, 2:13K-

EIGHTH DAY—TUESDAY, SEPTEMBEB 10.

A heavy rain fell all morning and for a lime it looked very

much as if there would be no races today. About eleven

o'clock the rain clouds passed away, although the sun did not

cheer the hones of the thousands who were interested. A
strong, drying breeze blew and the track, which was a sea of

mud in the morning, at one o'clock was dry enough to be

lightly harrowed. A long programme of events was pre-

pared, but when the condition of the track was considered

fast time was out of the question.

The wonderfully improved pacer, Fred Mason, who sold as

a rank outside in the betting, had no trouble in vanquishing

his opponents. He never was as good a horse as he is to-day

and F. H. Burke and his able trainer, Ed Laflerty, are to be

congratulated upon their success in making such a good act*

ing race horse out of such a sulking, willful one.

Waldo J. was also in better trim than we have ever seen

him, and could pace fatter to-day over a good track than any

pacer in California, if necessary.

The judges thought there was a nigger in the woodpile in

the deciding heat of the unfinished trot.but after drivers were

changed they saw they had made a mistake. It was well

that they took such precautionary measures, however. The

defeat of Agitato was a serious one to Millard Sanders, for he
had every reason to believe his colt was unbeatable. What
caused him to make so many breaks is unaccountable. Jen-
nie Mc, 2:22 is a new one to the credit of McKinney, 2:11},

and U the making of a very fast and reliable mare.
Heymour Wilkes was decidedly off in his race, and bis

many backers had "that tired feeling" when they saw the red
flag dropped in his face.

In the two-mile race the Boodle filly, Ethel Downes,
proved herself to be superior in every way to her opponents,

and won the race with apparent ease.

When Dr. Pufl and Our Lucky came out to contend for

the unfinished race, Dr. Pufl' won easily in 2:26j. The
judges did not like the way this heat was trotted, s) they de-

clared thin no heat and all beta on it off. J. Sullivan was
nubetiluted for Trios. Keating and R. Havey for (J. Maben.
The two horses started away on even terms. Our Lucky
trailing Dr. Put! to the homestretch, then as the latter

pulled to the extreme outside, Our Lucky on the inside.

Havey tried to win with him, but Dr. Puff was 'the

faster and won by a neck in 2:221,

The first regular event was a two-year-old pacing race. The
entries were: King Cadenza, Agitato, Prince Bismarck and
Jennie Mc. Pools sold : Jeonie Mc $20, Agitato $15, field

|6. When the word was given Agitato, who took the lead,

was going well, but at the first turn broke and fell back to

last place. Jennie Mc led with Prince Bismarck trailing.

King Cftdenn third; twenty lengths in the rear Agitato kept
breaking, and ax Jennie Mc came in a winner in 2:22, he
was twentv lengths behind the Mag.

Jennie Mc walked in under the wire in the next heat in

2:27$, Prince Bixmarck second and King Caden/.a third.

In the 2:18 pace, which was the next on the programme,
there were four hlarler*— Fred Mason, Hanford Medium,
Plunkett and ouinger. Pools sold at lira : Oitinger $20,
field $11, Fred Maim $6. then they unified : < Utinger $20,
Fred .Mason $15, field 96. When the quartette of eide-

wheelers were sent away Fred Mason took the lead. At his

bike was Han ford Medium and Ouinger, I'lunkwt hnlf a

length away. The*e were the position* a* they neared the
quarter

|
le, thu ' M linger broke and ft-ll back. Kred Mason

increased hi lead a length and never lost the advantage he
gained, cou.iug as steady as if he had never benn known to

make a misulce. He won easily, El Laflerty holding him

well in hand. The mile was made in 2:15|, Hanford Medi-

um second, Plunkett third and Ottinger, the favorite, laBt.

For the next heat, pools sold $20 on Mason, $14 on the

field. Ottinger kept close to Fred Mason, Hanford Medium
and Plunkett, who were half lengths apart, a length behind

him. The four side-wheelers closed up, but Fred Mason
drew away from his companions and won easily in 2:13}.

The battle for place betweeo Plunkett and Ottinger became

very interesting, but the latter won it by a neck, Hanford
Medium coming in last.

Fred Mason acted like a race horse, and gamely won the

next heat without making a skip in 2:14 \. Ottinger succeeded

in beating Hanford Medium for the place. Plunkett was

last.

Betting on the next race was lively and tbe poolsellers

had no trauble in getting plenty of bidders for the horses. It

was a free-for-all pace, the entries being W. Wood, Waldo J.,

Sevmour Wilkes and Pathmont. In the pools Pathmont sold

at'$20, Seymour Wilkes $12, field $6; after the word was

given and the quarter reached Waldo J. broke and fell back,

leaving W. Wood, Pathmont and Seymour to lead the way.

These three paced within half a length of each other in this

order until the head of the homestretch was reached. Mack
brought Waldo J. from the rear and after passing Pathmont
he challenged W. Wood and won by a length at the wire

from the son of Steinway in 2:11 J, Pathmont third and Sey-

mour Wilkes who broke repeatedly distanced, b^ing just be-

hind the flag.

In the next heat Waldo J. sold for $20, field $17. When
the three pacers were sent oft Pathmont cut out the pace

;

Waldo J. broke at the first turn and fell back six lengths be-

hind W. Wood, Pathmont three lengths in front of the latter.

These positions remained unchanged until half way down
the backstretch, where Waldo J. began to close op the gap
and was a length and a half behind Pathmont. As the latter

entered the stretch W. Wood was dropped out of the race

and the struggle for the lead between Waldo J. and Path-
mont became interesting. Inch by inch the grey gelding

closed up on his game rival woo was being driven by Reat*

iog for all he was worth, but Mack was not idle. Nearer to

the wire they came, but Pathmont had a little the best of it

for he landed the heat a winner by a head in 2:11},W. Wood
two lengths behind.

Waldo J. sold for $20 in tbe pools against $8 on the field

and showed that he is a reliable race horse, for he went to the

front and won with the greatest of ease in the slow time of

2:17, Pathmont a tired second and W. Wood last. J. Mack
pulled his gray favorite to a walk to let the latter get inside

the flag.

Waldo J. won the next heat after making a little break at

the first turn, W. Wood was second, and Pathmont last.

Time, 2:15.

The next event was a two mile and repeat race, the entries

being: Ethel Downes, Letter B., Bonnie Ben, Peter W. Gil-

patrick and Flora G. Pool sold : Ethel Downes, $30; Bon-
nie Ben, $20; field,$15. When the word was given Ethel
Downes, Flora G., Letter B., Bonnie Ben was the order. At
the half Bonnie Ben had passed Letter B.and was third, and
the following was the way they fioished the first mile : Flora
G., Ethel Downes, Bonnie Ben, Gilpatrick, Letter B. and
Peter W. At the half Ethel Downes had assumed the lead,

Flora G. second, Bonnie Ben third. Ethel made a little

skip at this point, but caught quickly and passed to the front.

Coming down the homestretch Flora G. broke and fell back,

Bonnie Ben and Letter B passed her and came in behind the

smooth-going Ethel Downes, who jogged in a winner in

4:49£, Flora G. fourth, Peter W. fifth and Gilpatrick last.

In tbe next heat Ethel Downes led from start to finish.

Letter B . who was second, ran over an eighth of a mile, and
was setback to third place, Flora G. being placed in front of

him. Peter W. was fourth, Bonnie Ben fifth, Gilpatrick last.

Time, 4:47£.
SUMMARIES.

Trotting race—2:27 class, purse SS00.

Dr. Puff, b g, by Bay Bird-Patty Puff. Sullivan 4 1 2 1 *1 1
Our Lucky, b b. by Rajah—Dora Maben 1 4 1 2 *2 2
Jasper Paulson, blk g. by Wildnut—Gamma..Keating 3 2 4 3
Lady Vestal, b m, by Richard's Elector—Amaudy

Carillo 2 7 6 4

Anita, bm, by Junio—Anita G Rodriguez 5 3 4 6
Charivari, b m, by Sterling—by Prompter Snider 7 6 7 7

Time, 2:19, 2:20%, 2:17>£, 2:19, *2:2C>£, 2:22>4.

* Declared no heat and all bets off.

Second race—Pacing, two-year-old stake, 2:30 class.

Jennie Mc, b f, by McKinuev—Leonor, by Dashwood Durfee 1 1
Prince Bismarck, b c, by Almont Paichen—Minnie K Gray 2 2
King Cadenza, b g, by Steinway—Empress Cbaboya 3 3
Agitato, b g, by Steinway—Tone Sanders dis

Time, 2:22, 2:27%.

Third race—2:13 pace, purse 8700.

Fred Mason, b g, by Bob Mason—unknown Lafferty 111
Ottinger, h g, by Dorsev's Nephew KeatiBg 4 2 2
Hanford Medium, b s, by Milton R Tryon 2 4 3
Plunkett, b g, by Strathearn Misner 3 3 4

Time. 2:15%, 2:1SK, 2:14J£.

Free-for-all pace, purse 8S00.

Waldo J,,grg, by Bob Mason— by A. W. Richmond
Mack 12 11

Pathmont, bs, by Altamont— by Pathfinder Keating 3 12 3
\V Wood's b c. by Steinway—Ramona Chaboya 2 3 3 2
Soymour Wilkes' b s by Guy Wilkes—Early Bird

..Lafferty dis

Time, 2:11%, 2:11^, 2:17, 2:15.

Trotting, two miles and repeat.

Ethel Downes, b m. by Boodle—by Nutwood Keating 1 1
Flora G-, bl m, by Altoona—by Conway's Patchen Connolly 4 2
Bonnie Ben, ch g, by Ben Lomond Tryon 2 E
Letter B.. b m. by Ward B „ Kent 3 3
Peter W.. he, by Roscoe Maben 6 4
Gilpatrick, bs, by Juno Roderquez 6

Time, 4:49^. 4:47'.,:

NINTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.

There never was a more downcast set of men in Sacramento

than that which assembled beneath the grandstand this after-

noon, while big drops of rain pattered on the track and

dampened the course until it was unfit to walk on. The
clouded sky in the early morning indicated rain, then when
a Houtheast wind began to blow a little those who were cogni-

zant of the changes in the temperature said :
" We are going

to have a big storm before many hours."

Notwithstanding this, 'the grandstand was packed from

early morning until the announcement of the postponement
of the races wat heard. In the morning the stock parade

took place and the horses and cattle were awarded premiums
according to their merits. Having been a constant attendant

at the State Fair for a number of years I must Bay there never
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was such a splendid display of choice animals. The ver

finest of beef and dairy herds in the world have at last fount

a foothold here, and the improvement is so noticeable thai

even tbe most unobservant is astonished at seeing such bean!

tifal animals.

Tbe horses, from the mammoth Clydesdales to the tmies

Shetlands, including famous thoroughbreds, trotters, pacers

coach and hackney horses are a credit to this great State '

and the owners have just cause for being proud of winniniii

premiums where there was so much opposition.
Great care was exercised in selecting judges, and the new

members of the Board of Directors showed an aptitude fortbii]
work that must be gratifying to the older ones. Very few'
could decline to serve when John Mackey's persuasive now
era were brought to play. He is as good a judge of humanity
as he is of horses and cattle and was very careful in picking
his men. President Chase and Directors Boggs, Matthew*
and De Long were also indefatigable workers, while Secre-
tary Smith never seemed to tire in performing the arduous',
duties of his office.

The rain fell as it did in Noah's time and the crowds whe
waited for electric cars and hacks were a long time in getting)

home. The hack men reaped a golden harvest and the train
which left at seven o'clock at night carried the largest num*'
ber of passengers of any that ever left Sacramento.
The racing promised to be most excellent, but alas, the 1

vast audience, as well as those immediately interested in the

sport were doomed to a damp and drizzling disappointment.
Loupe lowered his record to 2:14J easily and proved him*

self to be one of the smoothest gaited pacers seen on the cir-

cuit this year. Jasper Ayres fulfilled all expectations, and
if necessary he could have made a much lower record. Miaei
Jessie, the beautiful Gossiper filly, has not quite recovered!
from her injury, but trotted a game race. It is hoped she

will be in fine condition when she strikes the Los Angeles
track.

The first event was a trotting race for three-year-olds and
under, 2:25 class. The value of the stake was $1,175. There)
were only three left out of the eleven that were nominated
January 1st and they were: Jasper Ayres, Mies Jessie and|i

Corinne Neilson. Pools so!d: Jasper Ayres $20, field $4.'

When tbe trio started Miss Jessie led until the quarter-pole'
was passed, then Jasper Ayres trotted by her, Corinne Neil-

son being seven lengths behind. From this point to the wire

Miss Jessie kept right beside Jasper Ayres, and when she

made an effort to pass him about thirty yards from the goal';

he let out a link or two of speed and broke, but his driver,

J.Perkins, pulled him to a trot and landed him a winner by

half a length, Miss Jessie tiptoeing, Time, 2:20}.

The otber two heats needed to decide this race were also

won by Jasper Ayres in 2:24$ and 2:35, Miss Jessie being'

second and Corinne Neilson third.

In the 2:19 class pace there were six entries: Ruby M., -

Loupe, Prince Nutwood, Ella W., Birdroe and Dictates. J
Pools sold: Birdroe $20, Loupe $11, field $15. The start?

was a good one for all but Ella \V„ who was six lengths be-

1

hind the balance. Prince Nutwood essayed the task of being

drum major and led by four lengths at the quarter. Loupe,
the beautiful, moving as steadily as a clock, kept decreasing'

the gap to the half, the balance were bunched four lengths!

further away. The leader, Prince Nutwood, moved faster and
faster, and at the half was eight lengths in advance. On
going to the three quarter pole, McManus behind Loupe,!
called on him, and the way he eat up space was terrific. At
tbe seven-eighths pole he passed Prince Nutwood just as the

latter broke. Loupe jogged in an easy winner by three

lengths in 2:14$, Ruby M. third, Birdroe, the favorite, fourth

Ella W. fifth, and Dictatus, who broke badly at the first turn,

was distanced.

The 2:20 class trot had nine starters—Jennie June, Escort.'

Irene Crocker, Bay Rum, Lady Thornhill, Prince Ira, Colum
bus S., Chico and Native State. Pools sold : Field $20
Chico $16, Native State $10 and Jennie June $5. Irene)

Crocker took the lead, with Native State and Jennie Jun
close up. At the half Irene broke and Native State passed

her. Jennie June, Lady fhornhill and Bay Rum now closer.

up; but the leaders, Native State and Irene Crocker, made I

hard fight when near the wire. The former broke and the

tbe latter, both running under the wire, Native State aheai

Time, 2:17. Lady Thornhill, Bay Rum, Jennie June, I

cort, Chico, Columbus S. and Prince Ira coming in in tb

order named.
Pools sold in second heat: Chico $25, field $17, Nativi

Son $10. When Judge Wilson sent them away Lady Thorn
hill, Escort and Irene Crocker led, the rest bunched behinc

them. At the half the nine horses were all in a mass, and

in this way moved to the three-quarter pole. It was a prett

sight, then the fastest began to leave the bunch, and Iren

Crocker, ably driven by Ed Connolley, and Native Stat*

struggled for the lead to the wire, but the former had th<

most speed and landed the heat a winner by a length ii

2:17}, Lady Thornhill third, Chico fourth, Bay Rum fifth.

Escort sixth, Jennie June seventh, Columbus eighth am
Prince Ira ninth.

A large number of "know it alls" thought that it wai

Jimmie Sullivan's opportunity to let Chico out and he surel;

ought to win this heat. Thev paid $20 on this horse again
the field at $14 and Native State $5. When the horses cam<

out to give themselves and their drivers a first-class mud bat I

min'wiis falling in torrents and the mud was three inches deej

on the track. Tbe horses apparently liked to cavort in it

and when Judge Wilson gave the word those in front

made the trotters behind look as if they were going througl

a cyclone of mud and dirty water. It was impossible almost

to distinguish one from the other. Chico was in the lea«!

hugging the pole, while Columbus U., the Vallejo horse, waj

on the extreme outside and.keeping clear of the flying muoj

At the head of the homestretch Chico was leading, but hi

broke about one hundred yards of the wire and Columbui

S. passed him and at the same time covered his rival will-

mud and defeat. He came in under tbe wire in 2:27$. Tb
muddy-looking drivers of the rest of the horses alf stood in

row in front of thejudges stand, and after digging the Sacra

mento real estate from their eyes and mouths, looked up a

well as they could and pleaded for a postponement. Th
judges were humane and accordingly granted their humbl.

request. The unfinished pacing race was also postponed tin

til to-morrow at 10 o'clock.

SUMMARIES.

Trotting stake, three-year-oldB, 2:25 class, value 31,175.

Jasper Ayers, b g. by Iris—Babe, by Altamont Perkins 1 1

Miss Jesste, b f, by Gossiper— Leonor - Stimson 2 2

Corinne Netlson, b f, by Clarence Wilkes—Flossie Bennett 3 8

Time, 2:20^, 2:243£.2:S5.
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ntting, 2:20 class (unfinished), purse 51,000.

mbus S.. b h, by McDonald Chief—Fanny Rose Smith 8 8

e Crocker, gr m, by Will Crocker „ Connelly 2 1

re State, b 9, by Starr Snltan—Wellington- G. Maben 1 2

bg, by Monroe Chief—Blackbird Sullivan 7 4

T Thorahili, b m, by Billy Thornhitl—Flora Keating 3 3

Rnm, br b, by John Sevenoaks—Kitty S McCartney 4 o

rt brs, by Guide-May Girl „ Berryman 6 6 4

lie June, br m, by Motor _ - Baker o 7 9

ce Ira, b s, by Dexter Prince Bigelow 9 9 7

Time, 2:17, 2:17%: 2:27}£.

cing, 2:19 class (uuSoiflhed), purse SI. 000.

ae blk g, by John Sevenoaks—Lalla Kookh McManus
ce Nutwood, blk s, by Dexter Prince Sanders 2

y M , b m. by Almont Patchen - Sullivan 3

roe, b m, by Mark Monroe „ Baker 4

#., br m, by Eros Hellman •>

atus, ch s, by Red Wilkes - Bigelow d

Time, 2:14^.

TENTH DAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

tver a slushy, slippery track some phenomenal racing waa

nessed this afternoon by a crowd of fally 5,000 lovers of

"sport of kings." Brsght Phoebus is certainly a wonder

leavy going. Conceding every horse in the race from

e to twenty-six pounds, he won the Fall Stake, mile and a

rter, in 2:0SA polled up to a common canter at the finish.

r8s simply a mere exercise gallop for the white-faced bay

of Falsetto and Buff and Blue, and it is questionable if

b, a mud lark was ever seen in this part of the Western

mispbere. And we have seen Lucky Dog, too, run a mile

1:43 in deep mud. Bright Phoebus did the first mile in

2$ to-day.

telle Boyd won the two-year-old handicap in the gamest

sible fashion by a length from that good colt, Grady, who

i conceding her ten pounds.

i good two-year old maiden was sprung in the fiist race in

omacita, a full sister to the doughty Armitage. It was

first start, and she went right to the front and remained

re easily to the finish. Treachery coming up fast in the

, part of it and getting the place by less than a length

n OHie M., who was slightly interfered with by Treachery

be last sixteenth of a mile.

'at Murphy, firstall the way, won the fourth race with
> by three lengths, Nervoso second, two from Duchess of

vers. Capt. Rees, the original favorite, was absolutely last

', he finish, while Abi P. ran a poor race also. The book-

ixers' sheets were examined by the judges, but they looked

right and bets were paid.

'he last race of the day was at a mile. Eoad Runner lost

t
rail on the first turn, and it cost him the race, as Nebuch-
ezzar sailed offin front and was not headed. He won by
ngth and a half from Eoad Eunuer in a harddrivs, Lady

. e beaten off and pulled up.

'he judges to-day were C. M. Chase, John Mackey and

bin F. Smith.
-flow the Races Were Run.

'reachery went to the post in the first race a warm favor-

1 opening at 4 and closing at 2 to 1. Palomacita (sister to

fcoitage) went steadily at 2£. Pansy (originally 6) and Cy-

»3 were at 3 (latter receding from 6 to 5). OHie M. was at

[be Kyrle Daly-Chiquito Colt 10, Lillie R. 20 and Little

».sh 50 to 1. They went away to a good start, the order be-

ll Pansy, Little Flush filly, Palomacita. The last-named

i' nee sailed past the pair in front oi her and led by three

t«ths at the half, Little Flush filly second, two from Pansy.

[)> the homestretch it was Palomacita first by three lengths,

P sy second, with OHie M. at her saddle. Palomacita sim-

> galloped down the homestretch, winning by three lengths,

[achery coming very fast and beating Ollie M. three parts

> length for place after a bump near the finish. Time,

b
ne second race was at six furlongs, a handicap, for two-

r.r-olds. Grady was plunged on at post time, closing a

fcirite at 2 to 1, backed from 3. Heartsease and BeUe
B d were well supported at 21 to 1, Joe K. at 34, Lucretia

Bgia 4 and Brother John 20 to 1. They were over thirty

a utee at the post, owing to Heartsease's mulish actions

picipally. Finally the flag fell to a fair start, Joe K.,

Bie Boyd, Lucretia Borgia being the order. Belle Boyd
si. to the front when they had gone about a furlong, lead-

U at the half-mile ground by one and one-half lengths, Joe
fiwd Grady close together. Belle Boyd's lead was cut to a

li ;tb turning for the run home, Grady second, as far from
£ trtsease. Grady got up to Belle Boyd in the stretch, but

tl weight and waiting told on the colt, and Belle Boyd,
d en out to the hit ounce, won by a length, Grady second,

lie lengths from Heartsease. Time, 1:16}.

he Fall Stake, one and a quarter miles, next occupied the

a ntion of the public. Bright Phosbus was a 2 to 5 favorite

he strength of his well known liking for heavy going.

1 dal was backed down from 3£ to 24 to 1. Del Norte was
s

, McLight 7, Arnette 8 to 1. They broke quickly to a

e d start. Arnette going into the lead and being first by two
h ;ths passing the stand, Bright Phoebus second, with Lov-
4 at his saddle, a head before McLight, who was under a

p . At the quarter pole it was Arnette still first by two
Ujtbs, McLight next, a head before Bright Phoebus. The
b ;r was Boon thereafter given bis head, and showed just a
tie in front of McLight at the half-mile mark, Arnette
a .her half length away and fast dropping out of it. Bright
P iboB shot away from his field at every stride, leading by
tl e lengths at the final turn, McLight second, as far from
A et'.e. Bright Phcebus galloped down the homestretch and
* eased up by two and one-half lengths in the phenomenal
tts of 2:08J for a heavy track, McLight second, driving,
fc lengths before Del Norte, who beat Lovdal two. The
fMioual time was 0:25, 0,51, 1:16k. 1:42}. As the track rec-
Oi is 2:07J for one and a quarser miles, the run of Bright
P -bus can be accounted nothing short of wonderful.

be fourth race was at six furlongs, selling. First Capt.
R i was an even money favorite, then was backed to 3 to 5,

cl sd at 8 to 5, Pat Murphy being played down from 2 to 1
tc ren money. Nervoso was at 4 to 1, Abi P. 5, Warrago 8,
E hfss of Towers 10 (backed from 15). They broke to a fdir

bo
, Pat Murphy going to the front like a shot rod opening

.

n|
. gap of three lengths in the first eighth. Nervoso crept

D
j ) him then, however, and past the half it was Pat Murphy
i Nervoso, a neck apart, three lengths before Duchess of
T ere, Capt. Rees dropping out at every stride. Murphy
! e Servoso into the homestretch a length, Duchess of Tow-

' nother length away. In the last sixteenth Pat Murphy
i

' further and further away, winning easily by three
ths, Nervoso second, two lengths before Duchess of Tow-

ers. Time, 1:154. The judges did not like the look of things,

and called for the bookmakers' sheets. They must have been
satisfactory, for the bets were paid as the hoises finished.

The concluding race was at a mile, selling. Road Eunner
closed at 4 to 5. Nebuchadnezzar at evens (6 to 5 at opening).

Lady Jane 34 to 1. They got away to a good start, Eoad
Eunner against the inner rails. Nebuchadnezzar outran the

Runner going to the first turn, and getting the rail, weut
away from the favorite lite a shot. At the quarter " ( Nebby"
was three lengths in front, at the half two, Road Runner and
Lady Jane close together. Lady Jane soon thereafter fell

back beaten, and the little horse led by two lengths turning

for home. Eoad Eunner was ridden vigorously, but Nebu-
chadnezzar lasted out well enough to win by one and a half

lengths, Eoad Runner second, thirty lengths before Lady
Jane, who was pulled up. Time, 1:44.

8TJSQLABIES.

For maiden two-year-olds, purse S400. Five furlongs.

Bnrns & Waterhouse's ch f Palomacito, by Surinam—Paloma, 93
„ „ „ Donnelly 1

J. G. Brown & Co.'s b f Treachery, by Hanover—Deceit, 105
„... „ Macklin 2

Pleasant Hill Stable's b f Ollie M., by Fresno—Sophy, 93
_BUey 3

Pansy 4. Little

. Cyrene 3, Lillie R. 2C, Kyrle Daly-Chiqnito colt 10, also

Time, 130Q&.

Betting—Palomacita 2, Treachery 2, Ollie If.

Flush filly " '

ran.

i Handicap, sis furlongs, for two-year-olds, pnrse S4C0.

J. P. Atkins' ch f Belle Boyd, 105, by EI Rio Rev—Sylvia...Piggott 1

Owen Bros.' bc.rady, 118, by Three Cheers—Gold Cop Sloane 2

J. C. Humphreys' b f Heartsease, 112, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Extract
„ .Miller 3

Time, 1:1634.

Betting : Belle Boyd 2%, Grady 2, Heartsease 2%, Joe K. Z% Lu-
cretia Borgid 5, Brother John 12, also ran.

"The Fall stake, value 81025. One and a quarter miles.

Del Monte Stable's b c Bright Pho-bus.by Falsetto—Buff and Blue,
104 Miller 1

J. H. Shields & Co.'s ch h McLight, by Macduff—Longa light, 105
Macklin 2

Woodlawn Stables' or h Del Norte, by imp. Greenback—Prisce 11a,

108 „._ -Hennessy 3

Time, 2:08^.

Betting—Bright Phcebus 2 to 5, McLight 7, Del Norte 6. Lovdal 3,

Arnette S, also ran.

Sis furlongs, selling, purse 8400.

A. B. Spreckels' rn g Pat Murphy, 3, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Maggie
R _ -Piggott 1

Elmwood Stock Farm's ch g Nervoso, 3, by imp. Brutus—Nervoso
— Jones 2

Burns & Waterhouse's br f. Duchess of Towers, 3, by Algerioe—
imp. Presto „ Donnelly 3

Time, 1:05%.

Betting—Pat Murphy even, Nervoso 4, Duchess of Towers 10. Abi
P. 5, Warrago 8, Captain Rees 8 to 5 also ran.

One mile, selling, purse S4C0.

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Nebuchadnezzar, 3, by Brutus—Gyp-
sette Jones 1

George W. Berry's ch h Road Runner, 4, by Joe Daniels—Jdiss

Hooker Piggott 2
George Rose & Co.'s br f Lady Jane, 3, by Midlothian—Aunt Jane

_ „ _... Sloane 3

Time, 1:44.

Betting—Nebuchadnezzar even, Road Runner 4 to 5, Lady Jane 3.

performers. That kiod is dropping out. Speed is even
more sought after than heretofore, but it must be accompanied
bf the qualities which alone render it useful.

We are thus rising on " stepping stones " of our dead past

to higher things." Probably some such lesson as that of the
catastrophe of 1893 was necessary. Our methods needed re-

forming. There was entirely too much ignorant and thought-
less breeding. There was also too much breeding for the sole

purpose of selling without reference to quality. Had the
machine run along quietly in the old grooves this would have
never been changed. The ridiculous strife for tin-cups would
have still been continued, and the stallion that could put the

greatest number of worthless skates in 2:30 would still have
been the greatest horse. Experience is an expensive but

sometimes a very whulesome and salutary school. During
the last two or three years breeders have been learning a good
deU. The tuition fee has been high, but the lessons taught
have been sound ones. They will not be thrown away. On
the whole, breeders will profit by them. The "fools' para-

dise " of a few years ago could not last always. It was based

upon illusions in which many wise men shared. It was a

boom,and like all bubbles, had to collapse. However we may
have wished to the contrary, it wa3 inevitable. While poss-

ibly it might have been postponed, it could not have been,

under these existing conditions, presented. It is well the

illusions have been destroyed, although the cost of their

destruction baa been great.

There are many great truths wrapped up in homely max-
ims, and there is none truer than the old one, " He that

dances must pay the fiddler." We had great dancing for a

few years, and we are now settling with the gentlemen who
furnished the musical part of the entertainment. It comes
a little hard, but we have to face the musicians. Don't at-

tempt, however, to cast the blame on the trottiog-horse busi-

ness. It is all right when conducted on sound business prin-

ciples. It leads, however, to unfortunate results when "boom
town" tactics are resorted to. Any business carried on upon
such methods will lead to disaster.

There is plenty money in breeding trolling horses as a
legitimate business undertaking, and where it rests upon a

solid basis of actual merit. Like all other kinds of business

that bring good results, it needs care and judgment. It has

its proper and healthful profit. The men who breed the

best can always find a sale for their goods. "There is plenty

of room on top." We have all in the past gone more or less

astray. The time has come to reform our methods and fix the

enterprise on a substantial foundation.

HOOF-BEATS.

The Past and the Future.

If the highest class of two-year-olds are a little scarce this

year, and the numbers of animals of that age that are able

to reach the 2:30 mark have fallen off considerably from

last year, how will it be in the coming years? In 1892

when the two-year-olds of 1895 were bred, there bad been no

great reduction in the number of mares bred. Probably

there was some. But in 1S93 this reduction began in good

earnest, and has been even more marked since that time. It

iB thought that in 1892 there was a reduction of nearly or

quite ninety per cent, from previous years. Next year's

crop of two-year-olds will then of necessity be very small

and trottlng-bred animals of that age will be in great demand

In 1897 and 1898 they will be still harder to obtain. We
believe, however, that they will be of a higher class, because

in discarding a large proportion of their mares people were

very liable to save their best. As stallion fees also went

down in the general decline; many were in that year and
have been since able to breed to horses of approved merit
whose fee was in previous years out of their reach. Thus
with a very great decline in numbers there will, or at least

ought to be, a very considerable improvement in quality. No
matter how great the " slump " in prices, the verv best

mares will not be allowed to remain barren if their owners
can help it. But many mares that might have become great

by tbeir produce will have been derived of the opportunity,

says the Stock Farm.
The decline in the numbers of the older classes will be flet

later. The three-year-olds of 1895 were bred in 1891. Trot-

ting-horse breeding was then at its height. Everything in

the shape of a mare with trotting breeding was bred. Con-
sequently we ought to have this year as many trotting three-

year-olds as we ever had before. But two years from now
the case will be different. They will be conspicuously ab-

sent, and three-year-old classes will be comparatively small.

After that the deficiency will fall on four-year-olds and aged
horses.

It may be that this falling off was a blessing, although con-

siderably disguised. In many respects the results will be
beneficial. The horses that are left will bring better prices

when the results of the diminished breeding begin to be felt.

And then many worthless mares and indifferent stallions will

have sunk into their well merited obscurity. Breeders have
become more select. Bettei bred horses and mares have been
required. The tin-cup business has received a death blow, a

consummation which had been ardently desired by most trot-

ing horsemen for a very considerable length of time. Stable

boys no longer feel constrained to put horses in the 2:30 list

" before breakfast." Many of the old abuses have died out

with the bursting of the boom. Counterfeits do not now so

often take the place of the genuine article. " Old things hrve
passed away, and behold all things have become new." We
have been compelled to begin business afresh on a higher
plane and a sounder basis. Merit shown in races is now the

test of values. The foolish idea that a stallion's rank should

be guaged by the number of 2:30 performers be sired has
" vanished into thin air," leaving "scarce a wreck behind."

We now measure stallions by their capacity to sire race win-

ners, horses that can capture the shekels. Blood is as highly

regarded as ever, but not the blood that produces our beat

Robert McGregor is tho sire of eight trotters with rec-

ords of 2:15 or better.

Fred Kohl won another good race at Philadelphia Sep-
tember 11th. Best time, 2:16f. He's a good three-year-old.

Diablo, 2:09}, won the first prize at the State Fair this

year in the standard-bred trotting class; McKinney, 2:11],

was second.

The pacing mare Laura M. is recovering from the injury

she received at Xapa, and will start in the free-for-all race at

Santa Ana.

Eaos Js,, 2:28}, is by Eros, 2:29J, the Electioneer stallion

formerly owned by F. H. Burke, of La Siesta Stock Farm,
Santa Clara county.

Nine of the get of Ouward (2:25}) have already made new
records in 2:20 or better this season. Three of the nine have
entered the 2:30 list this year.

Bell Girl, by the ill-fated Bell Boy, son of Electioneer'

entered the 2:30 list at McKee's Bocks, Pa., August 21st, get-

ting a record of 2:294 in the third beat.

Miss Kita, 2:09i, is the latest surprise. This three-year-

old filly has been held back by Orrin Hickok nntil just right

and now she can doubtless beat any pacer of her age out.

Edith Howe Graham is the long name for a beautiful

Sable Wilkes, three-year-old, that got a record of 2:24 at

Rigby Park, August 29th. She is out of a mare by Don
Carlos.

Thomas Boyle, it is reported on good authority, is to take

Cy Mulkey's place as trainer of A. B. Spreckels' horses when
the veteran retires. Boyle is a first-class man and a thor-

oughly honest one.

One of the best horses on the Eastern circuit this season is

Prince Purdy, by Havelock, out of a mare by the famous old

Geo. M. Patchen Jr. horse, Sam Purdy. His record is 2:16},

made in the fifth heat of a race.

Thursday five great horses were exhibited at Agricultural
Park, Sacramento—the peerless Salvator aod his rival, Tenny,
and the English horses Midlothian, Goldfinch and Water-
cress. The last-named two are comparatively new arrivals.

Goldfinch is by Ormonde ; Watercress by Springfield.

The discretionary powers of judges with regard to horses

breaking are large. It is for them to decide whether a driver

does not try to pull a horse to his stride, or whether he com-
plies with the rule and simply gains by the break. If he does
not pull the horse to the gait at which he is to go the race,

the judges are required to place him behind all non-offending
horses, and they must punish him in other ways. If the

judges construe a break to bea gaining break, it is their duly
to subtract from his position at tbe finish twice the distance

so gained. The critic who says the judges have no discretion

in this matter does not know what ne is talking about. He
considers only one-half of the problem.

Andrew Thompson, a well-known horse owner and
trainer who lived near the Sheepshead Bay track, died yes-

terday of consumption. Thompson bad an attack of pneu-
monia last Spring, and went out too soon after partial recov-

ery. He contracted a cold, which resulted in a relapse and
finally in the disease which brought about hisdeatb. Thomp-
son began life as a horseman with the Dwyer Brothers, and
had charge of Rhadamantbus and Bramble, and other horses

that they owoed early in their career on the turf. He was
associated with James Rowe when be trained for the Dwyers,
and was very popular, even though he was a colored man.
He was one of the best dressed men about tbe track, was
quiet, gentlemanly and thoroughly deserving of the popular-

ity he enjoyed among horsemen. He was the owner of Mabel
Glenn, George Dixon and other horses of tbe selling plate

class. At one time be trained the horses of Col. W. L. Scott's

stable.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

JtcLPA has been in the hospital since her race with Azote.

Antidote, by Anteros, paced in 2:113 at Galesburg Aug-

DBt3lBU

Sf.m) in your subscriptions to the Breeder and Sports-

man now.

Utility, 2:UJ, "is the ninth 2:15 trotter to the credit of

Electioneer.

II Morrison, by Anteroe, trotted in 2:30 at Frank-

lin, Ind., last weeK.

Allmandre, 2:15j, by Dexter Prince, is now in BHher &
Walker's stable al Charter Oak Park.

Fkank Walker, the starling judge, fines the driver of

the pole horse when he fails to come up.

Klamath, 2:08*, by Morookus, is the fastest trotter on

record whose sire is not registered standard.

A Litis a de Mer, the dam of Wiggin, 2:20*, is the first of

Stamboul's daughters to become a producer.

A tiikee-year-old colt by the Woodburn Farm stallion

Expedition, 2:15}, has shown a mile in 2:18}.

The Stockton races next week ffill attract large crowds of

people. A splendid lot of specials will be prepared.

General, 2:19*, by Sidmoor (son of Sidney, 2:19}), low-

ered his record to 2:161 at Galesburg, 111., Sept. 2.

The race meeting at Ventura this year promises to be the

beet ever held. This meetiog follows the one at Fresno.

C. P. Bacon's favorite road horse, at Portland, Or.. Rock,
is a half brother to Altao, 2:10}, and Pathmont, 2:09}.

Waldo J., 2:10, is a better horse to-day than he has ever

been and will gel a much lower record before winter sets in.

Walter Maben is rapidly recovering the use of his arm.
It has been an expensive as well as painful accident for tins

prince of horsemen.

A number of prominent breeders have already signified

their intention of having a string of trotters and pacers at

the circuit next year.

Iago, 2:11, is the fastest trotter that has appeared in

California this year. He belongs to Williams & Morehouse,
of the Silver Bow Stock Farm.

Larabie,3,2:12$, by Jay Bird and Rachel, 4, 2:08}, by
Baron Wilkes, IMS, still remain the fastest new standard trot-

ter and pacer of 1S95, to date.

A large number of Salinas people were in Sacramento
Admission Day to see their favorite, Bruno, trot, but the com-
pany was a little too speedy for him.

The light harness races " put a crimp in the bank rolls"

of ' he bookmaker at Sacramento. They are harder to pick
winners among than the thoroughbreds.

Although Belmont died six years ago, his fastest trotter,

Ella Belmont, 2:12*, and his fastest pacer, Earlmont, 2:09},
have both taken their records this season.

W. C. Harland, of Winters, has a very promising three*

year-old filly by Simmocolon, out of Wing Wing, by Priva-
teer. iShe will be seen on the circuit next season.

The performance of Chehalis and Pathmont pacing in the
2:10 list in one race certainly is wonderful. Two of the get
of no other horse ever entered this list in one race.

Joe Thayer, of Lexington, Ky., has in his stable a great
three-year-old. He is by Simmons, 2:28, dam Moonstone,
2:28$, by Sultan, and last week stepped a mile in 2:15.

Ma/atlan, William Russell Alloa's son of Electioneer
and Rosemont, by Piedmont; second dam Beautiful Bells,

look a lime record of 2:26} at Rigby Park last Friday.

Diablo, 2:09}, met with a slight accident last week, so Mr.
Murray, his owner, decided not to run any risks with him and
did not start him in the pacing race at Sacramento this
week.

The best way to accomplish the repeal of a noxious law i
s

to ioforce it, said one of our great men. The laws that in-
terfere wilh racing at present surely, therefore, will be re-

vised.

EUOHKL, 2:08$, the fastest performer of the year that had
no record at the beginning of the season, is an inbred Wilkes,
her sire being a son and her dam a daughter of George
Willies.

BbuzetTA, the great four-year-old which was purchased
by Peter huryea, of New York, for $1G,500 last month In
New York, will be trained and driven by Orrin A. Ilickok
next season.

There is a five-year-old mare by Memo, out of a mare bv
Mambrino Wilkes at the Santa Rosa Slock Farm which will
be one of ihe best and fastest mares seen next year on the
California circuit.

R*1*PH Wi has now the fastest record of any
«Ullion in the list of 2:30 sires, his two-year-old son, Pooh
Bah having taken a record of 2:29$ at Rigby Park, near
Portland, Me., last year.

Stam B.'b second mile in that race against Iago at Sacra-
mento, in which Ihe latter won by a length in 2:12J, stamps
thtl roll as one of the best ever bred in this Slate. What a
four-year-old he will make?

The string of homes from the Palo Alto Stock Farm next
year will consist of some older .horses and mares. The
colt siake* did not fill as well as they used to, and it is hard
to get races for the youngsters.

thibilion of standard trotters, thoroughbreds ,coach
i Shetland ponies al the Stale Pah this year has

never bean surpassed. Most of the prize winners will appear
al the horse shop in Ban Francisco this winter.

John Sheppard, the Boston road-rider, who sold all his

trotters last spring and announced that hereafter he would

have only high steppers in his stable, is buying trotters again,

Benton Wilkes, 2:13, by Alcyone, being now his property.

At Muncie, Ind., August 21, the "gentleman's" ioad race,

owners to drive, was called off. C. W. Wright, colored, en-

tered Mutual C. and the other men refused to go, saying it

could not be a " gentleman's race" with a colored man in.

McKinney's latest addition to the list is the smooth-going

pacer Jennie Mc. She won her race in Sacramento Tuesday

getting a mark of 2:22, and the ease with which she paced

that mile proved that she is capable of going much faster.

A man naming a horse in a race pledges himself to

honor his signature. If the horse does not come up to his

expectations and he declines to pay what he has agreed to,in

fact, repudiates his signature.he should be dealt with severely.

It is a breach of trust.

Mr. Wm. Ayers, who conducted the pool privilege during

the Anaconda meeting, returned home this week. He says

Anaconda put up the best meeting ever held in Montana,

and everybody went away well pleased with the management.

—Portland Rural Spirit.

Avena, by Electioneer, will be placed in training at Palo

Alto and put in readiness for the circuit next year, so will

the handsome mare Bell Bird, 2:12 (as a three-year-old), by

Electioneer. There may be other good ones taken up on

this farm soon and prepared for racing.

Some of the cheap performers that are showing great form

this year are Tom Dallas, 2:07$, bought from a liveryman at

Rich Hill, Mo., last June for less than $100 by his present

owner, Frank Erwin ; Newman, 2:15J, who sold for $65 be-

fore he earned track fame, and Wesley R., 2:10, the latter

once bringing only $40.

Wm. Gemmell, one of Butte's most enthusiastic horse-

men, has purchased from Mr. Brown, of Salt Lake City, the

fast pacing stallion Jay See, 2:17£. Besides owing Jay See,

Mr. Gemmell has a very promising two-year-old by McKin-
ney, out of the dam of Antioch, 2:2l£, that is being developed

by trainer Pat McEvoy.

Brilliantine, 2:17J, the phenomenal dun-colored pacer

by Brilliant will never appear in races again. She is at the

Woodland race track in charge of John Blue, and can not

walk out of her stall. In her last race she " corded up " and
was unable to move after being led out of the sulky. This

mare is owned at Vacaville.

Three new 2:15 trotters have been added to Robert Mc-
Gregor's list this season : Roxane, 2:12|, Miss McGregor,
2:13, and Sidner McGregor, 2:14. Onward is credited with

the same number : Norther, 2:l'6\, Catherine Leyburn, 2:14,

and May Morgan, 2:14, and Stranger also has three in Col.

Kuser, 2:12i, Cebolla, 2:14^, and Boodle, 2:15.

The blood of Electioneer is rapidly coming to the front

just as we have all along said it would. The fastest yearling,

two, three and five-year-old and aged trotters of the year,

Fanny Foley, Tommy Britton, Athanio, Fantasy and Azote,

are all lineal descendants of Electioneer. Beuzetta, the four-

year-old champion, belongs to the Wilkes family.

Onoqua's record of 2:111 is a wonderful performance for a

three-year-old, but we consider the mile made by Zombro on
Monday over a track at least two seconds slow to be a far

greater one. He was separately timed a mile in 2:111, and
had the track been anywhere near as smooth and hard as it

ought to have been, he would have got a record below 2:10.

Wm. Corbitt has not had his usual amount of good lock

withthe.San Mateo horses this year. He said a few days

ago that unless a number of the lame ones in his string get

better, and certain others show a decided improvement in

form, he will not attend any more meetings, but return at an

early date to California, taking with him the entire outfit.

—

Sportsman.

W. Wood, 2:07, is looking better than he ever did in his

life, but he needs a little chastising to break him of his indo-

lence. He is cunning, and will not try to pace as he used to

a few years ago. Horses become spoiled by over-indulgence

sometimes, and if W. Wood was made to feel that he had to

do better he would make every free-for-aller in California

hustle to pass him.

Prince Russell, a weanling by Dexter Prince, out of

Gertrude Rnssetl, sister to Palo Alto, and a weanling by Dex-
ter Prince, out of Idlemay, by Electioneer, have been taken
up and harnessed at the Palo Alto Stock Farm. The speed
they show is remarkable. It is a question which of the two
is the most promising. F. W. Covey, the superintendent,
says "they are hard to beat in any country."

Steve Crandall has four very promising two-year-olds
by Knight, 2:22, at Rancho del Paso. This horse and his

stable companion, Bay Bird, are destined to found two fami-
lies of horses on this great farm that will be to the trotting

horse world what the Haggin thoroughbreds have been to

the raoing turf. John Mackey deserves great credit for se-

lecting such splendidly-bred and fine-looking individuals for

his farm.

At Galesburg some world's records have been broken.
Judge Hurt won the first heat of the 2:15 pace in 2:09.1, pac-
ing the fastest mile for a three-year-old in a race, and Miss
Williams, also entered the 2:10 list in the same class. C F.
Emery's gcod Patron colt Ananias, whose dam is Annie W.,
2:20, took a record of 2:12 in the second heat of a winning
race and Fidol once more took down first money in straight
order, giving the Galesburg dead-level track its fastest race
mark, 2:07A.

A Chicauo gentleman, whose experience and opportunity
of judging are not excelled in the United States, gives it as
his opinion that great prosperity is in store for the breeders
of horses within the next few years. He has observed that
only a very trilling percentage of the mares in the country
have been bred during the past three years, and as surely as
the years roll by a great shortage will be encountered. It is

easy enough to prophesy that this, that or the next thing will

come to pass; but when a well-posted man has the right op-
portunity to tix data it is long odds lhat bis predictions will
be verified. There never was a better lime in the world to go
into the horse-breeding business than at this moment.

At Cleveland, Ohio, the other day Orrin Hickok d«
Peter Duryea's new pacing team, Angie D., 2:07, and Jo
B., 2:13|, a mile in 2:1 1}. This is not a record as there wi

no official timers, but the performance knocks the worl
records for both pacing and trotting to smithereens. T
pacing team record is held by Thomas Ryder and Belle B
ton, 2:16£, at Oakland, California, 1892. The record agai
time is held by Daisy D. and SUvertail, 2:18A in 1887. Hi
est George and Belle Hamlin hold the trotting team reec
of 2:12}.

A case in which many horsemen are interested, because
was the first case of the kind ever decided by law, has
cently been settled in the Knox Co., 111., court. The ci

was one brought by C. W. Williams, of Galesburg, to recoi
from George Moshier certain money due on entries made
Moshier at the races there last fall. Moshier paid a part
the entrance money, but before the race he decided to dr
his horse aod refused to pay the balance claimed by Willia
to be due. The court returned a verdict in favor of I

plaintiff for the amount. The case will Drobably be appeal
to the Circuit Court.

E. W. Ayres, of Duckers, Ky., breeder of the great fil

Beuzetta, 2:06|, was sold last week to Peter Duryea, of N(
Yoik, for $16,500. With the beginning made by this fi

last year, she was brought into her owner's pocket betwt
$40,000 and $50,000. Mr. Ayres shows he has a big head
Belling the filly as he did, great as she is, for horse life

uncertain, and a sure thing much better than an uncerti

one, however, promising. With proper care and handli
Beuzetta ought to become the champion trotter of the wo
before another year closes. Now, Brother Ayres, go to w<
and give us a second Beuzetta.

John Mackey, of Rancho del Paso, bought a thorouj
bred called Golden Dawn in the East last year, and in ti

ing him to the farm he noticed tnat he was a "high steppei
the highest kind." He is a beautiful horse, and Mr. Macl
saw that he would get a class of horses that would sell if 1

fellow was mated with the right kind of trotters. He
lected fifty good mares and bred them them to him, and «

1

he contemplates what the result will be, he smiles. He i|

make no mistake in this horse, for there never was a hack-

in the country to compare in style, action, quality and j

feet disposition with Golden Dawn.

The breakdown of Directum is in the nature of a pul
misfortune. At the very least it will retire him from 'i

track for a year or two, and it is not at all improbable t|

his retirement will be permanent. It consists in the rupl
of a tendon in one of his hind legs. It is now certain thf

the stallion record is to be reduced this season if must
done by some other horse. With all of the brilliant trot|

of the present year, there is no stallion among them thi
very likely to perform such a feat. With the death of Ra
Wilkes the probability of reducing Direct urn's stallion ret

seems to have vanished for the present at least. Will
Penn, 2:07), is nearer the mark than any other trott

stallion, but, great as he is, he is hardly credited with
ability to beat 2;05£. There are youngsters coming on tl

without some serious misfortune, will be contestants for

lowest stallion record, but their time has not yet come. Tl
is, however, no stallion on tha track whose record is no
least two seconds slower than Direct urn's, and two sect

means a great deal for horses whose records approach 2

We are indebted to J. Woolner & Son for some very
teresting information relating to the trotting gelding Jin
Hague, who has hitherto been said to have been sired by
tevolo, out of a mare by Daniel Lambert. They wr
"Jimmy Hague is not by Antevolo.nor is his dam by Dt
Lambert. He was bred on our farm (the Baconsfield 8(

Farm), by the party from whom we bought the farm.toge
with a lot of horses, Jimmy Hague being among the nam
This gentleman had three stallions and several mares
common breeding and none of then standard. He says I

in 1889 he bred one stallion—a Bashaw pacer—to alii

mares, and he thinks that this colt was out of a mare *
was half thoroughbred. Some take kindly to this view oil
case, and reason that Jimmy gets his speed from his sire d

his staying qualities from the thoroughbred blood of hiscfl

but there are very grave doubts as to whether he is a eel
the half thoroughbred mare. We never thought enougl f

him to work him, as he showed no great speed, but was a I a

knee actor, in fact, too much so. Young E. H. Woo'li

who drove him as a road horse in Peoria, had extend
plates put on him, and they were still on when he was trid

to a party who shipped him to Bloomington. Go his an J

there the horsemen, on account of the plates, concluded it

he had been worked, and for this reason, we believe, he*
given a trial. His owners at that time disagreed,and Jii J

was sold to his present owners, who put him in good h,»

and gave him a fair show, which we are glad to see**

warded."—Horseman.

It may be possible that the big horse Azote would I.*

gone just as remarkable miles as those of Wednesday
Fleetwood, without the assistance of any artifical ageuov, it

there will always be plenty of men to believe the contifi

and those most firm in this belief are the men who urjw

stand the use and value of ozonized oxygen in treating >g

and pulmonary troubles in the human family. For j'j

twenty years the oxygen treatment has been endorsed byji*

leading physicians of America in all affections of the re|r*

atory organs. On Tuesday last, for the first time recoW*

in history, ozonized oxygen was administered to a racer, »*

(Alix) before and after her mile in 2.08£. Her driver,!!'-

McDowell, believes that the treatment was of material i|M

to her. On Wednesday, Azote was given the same treat a

-

and he performed, in the second heat of his race, the p * t-

est mile, all things considered, ever seen on the turf. Ox'W
is one of the greatest vitalizing agents, and it not only a tl8

in the free and easy action of the lungs, but increasei!*6

muscular force and the power of endurance. After aWt

heat and the consequent exhaustion on the part of the t se,

oxygen acts as a reviving agent, relieves the lungs an u

passages and reduces the temperature, enabling the boi to

cool ofi rapidly and to regain quickly full control of expo

ed forces. Dr. Alfred Walton, of New York City, i h "
I

gentlemen who must be credited with first introducing

treatment. He is now constructing a seven pound
which can be carried on the sulky, with lubes runnii

patent bridle and to the horses nostrils, so that the d

can administer the oxygen during the heat. There
doubt that this is another discovery which will hastei

2:00 record for the light harness horse.
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THE SADDLE.

It has been decided to put the $37,000 colt, Hastings, out

of training end treat him for spavins.

Merry Monarch pulled up quite lame after the first race

in which he carried J. E. Kittson's coljrs.

Sweet Rose, by Flambeau, from imp. Fairy Rose, made

a superb showing the first time she ever faced a starter, which

was in the Sunny Slope Stakes at Sacramento last week.

Clifford beat Sir Walter a head last Saturday at Sheeps-

head Bay in 1:53 1-5 for a mile and an eighth. On the same

date Installator did the distance over Sacramento track in

1:53}.

At the recent sale of Tocal yearlings in Sidney, N. S. W.,

a brother to imp. Candid brought $800, or £160. In the

Duckenfield sale a yearling sister to Grand Lady fetched

£100.

Bob Isom has been engaged to ride for Col. Pepper's stable

Chinn and Morgan having relinquished their contract. It

was A. Isom. not Bob, who was hurt at the Lexington track

last week.

B. C. Holly was perhaps the heaviest winner at Sacra-

mento last week. He is reported to have won over $3,000

oo Installator and Vinctor on Saturday, getting 6 to 1 against

the latter.

Tod Sloan was the hero of the hour in Sacramento last

Saturday, when he put three winners in succession over the

plate and cut the mile and a fnrlong record from 1:53J to

1:531 with Installator.

Of the Futurity winners Potomac, His Highness, Butter-

flies and Domino were foaled in Kentucky, Proctor Knott in

Tennessee, Chaos in Pennsylvania, Morello in Virginia and

Requital in New Jersey.

J. H. McCobmick has purchased from Eagene Leigh for

the Arm of Barns & Waterhouse, the two-year-old chestnut

coll, Glacier, by Woodlands—Wanda, and the two-year-old

Montgomery, by Hanover—Blessing.

Imp. Loyalist, son of The Marquis and Loyal Peeress, by

The Peer, has Seeen given a royal chance at Palo Alto Stud.

Among the mares he was mated with last spring might be

mentioned imp. Flirt and Glendew.

Jockey Thorpe has been engaged to ride for McCafferty

for the balance of the season. Eeitl is in disgrace. It seems

that the boy became unmanageable, and McCafferty decided

to keep him on the ground for a while.

When Rey El Santa Anita beat Henry of Navarre for the

Twin City Handicap, the weight on the Californian was 120

pounds, on the $60,000 colt 127 pounds. Rey El Santa Anita

won easily by two lengths in 2:07 for the mile and a quarter.

At the last sale of Kirkham yearlings on Randwick track

8ydney, N. S. W., the Abercorns brought excellent prices.

The top-hotcher was the ch c Coil, by Abercorn—Copra, by

Robinson Crusoe, William Bailey purchasing him at 1,000

guineas.

The series of races between Rey el Santa Anita, Henry of

Navarre and Domino should settle once for all the

question of which is the best race horse in America and at

the same time prove wonderfully paving events tor the East-

ern clubs.

Caraccas, winner of the two-mile race on the turf in 3:37

at Sheepshead Bay, September 2d, is a four-year-old brother

to Rey del Carrera and half-brother to Santiago, Santa Ana
and Winona, being by Emperor of Norfolk from Clara D.,

by imp. Glenelg.

But two Idaliums have started in California thus far, and
both have proved winners. They are Miss Pollard and the

Mercedes filly. Mr. A. B. Spreckels owns the latter filly as

well as her sire, and was naturally much elated at her victory

last week in Sacramento.

The first three races run at Sheepshead Bay on the 3d of

September were won by California-bred horses—Falling Wa-
ter (by Emperor of Norfolk), Manchester and Dorian, both
by SirModred.

Crescendo is evidently jast about right again. Last Sat-

urday he won the Autumn Stakes at Coney Island, beating
Hazlet, Captive and others. To Hazlet, considered to have
a great chance in the Futurity, he conceded seventeen pounds
and beat him easily in 1: lO 1-5 over the Futurity course, this

being one of the fastest rnns of the season.

Requital has again demonstrated that he is a champion.
Last Tuesday at Sheepshead Bay, in the Flatbush Stakes,

seven furlongs, he beat Ben Bush and our Crescendo in 1:26,

a wonderful run for a two-year old. Unless Bush and Cres-

cendo were conceding Requital weight we will have to give
in that the New Jersey colt is their superior.

Evidently racing is very popular in Canada. The at-

tendance at the Windsor meeting has averaged 2,000 a day
and twelve to fifceen bookmakers find business profitable,

while the daily profits of the racing association, it is said,

have never fallen lower than $500. In consequent it has
been decided to continue the meeting until November 4.

In the Flying Stakes, run at Sheepshead Bay, August 28th

California-bred horses were one-two-three at the finish. Rey
del Carrera, by Emperor of Norfolk, won with 122 pounds up;

Ina, by Sir Modred—Aigrette, was second, and The Bluffer,

by Tyrant—Cheerful, was third.

President P. J. Dwyer's many friends will regret to learn

that his colt Handspring, which was kicked by Axiom in

the race for the Futurity, is quite lame. The injury Beems to

affect the colt more and more daily, and it is probable that

he will not be able to race again this year.

Don Carillo, Barney Scbreiber's much-beloved colt,won
a Bix-furlong race at St. Louis last Tuesday,beating the crack

Forget and nthers. Mollie R. ran third in a mile race to

Miss Galop and Sullross, while old Oregon Eclipse was vic-

torious in a six furlong dash, run in 1:16.

Richard Brown, who has been acting as assistant starter

at Kansas City, where his brother, H. D., wielded the flag,

returned to California late last week in fine health and spirits

and attended the State Fair meeting. Dick says H. D. Brown
may accept the flag at Fred Foster's half-mile track, St.

Louis.

The veteran trainer, Cy. Mulkey, has about decided to

onit the flyers and go into mining in El Dorado County, this

State. Mr. Mulkey has trained many famous horses in his

day, among the number Tim Murphy, Sinfax, Cadmus and
Flambeau, and is perhaps the oldest active conditioner of

horses in the West.

The California Cup race, booked for to-day at Sacramento,
and which bade fair to be the most memorable racing event

that ever took place ovei the State Agricultural Society's

track, was declared ofi last Monday, all being scratched out

except Claudius, Bright Phcebua and Del Norte. A gentle-

man's race was substituted.

The name, Del Mar Stakes, will be changed to Vinctor,
" under the conditions set forth, and it is likely to remain the

Vinctor Stakes for years to come. How many three-year-olds

are there in this country capable of taking np 112 pounds and
running a mile in 1:40 over a circular course? They can be
counted on the fingers of one hand easily.

In the fifth race at Sacramento last Saturday there was
not over one and one-half-length's difference between the
first and sixth horse. Bernardo won by a nose from Nebu-
chadnezzar, who beat Road Runner as far. Half a length
further away was Ike L. Then followed, heads apart, Tim
Murphy and Gold Bag. Verily this was a wonderful wind-
ap-

Charley Boots' feat of training the winners of three

stakes, all captured in one afternoon, is not likely to be dupli-
cated in many a long year. All the winners were bred at

Elmwood Stock Farm and all are by imp. Brutus. In win-
ning the Native 8ons' Handicap Installator was forced to

break the Coast record for one mile and a furlong to the ex-

tent of half a second.

Milton Young, who secured Lamplighter at the Wal-
baum sale last week, is very jubilant over his bargain, as he
was prepared to pay double the price he got him for. As
Lamplighter is within a fortnight of a race, Milton Young
has put him into Louis Stuart's hands. If he shows good
enough he will be started and kept in training until after the

Morris Park meeting.

Two Pacific Coast records have thus far been shattered

at Sacramento, while a third was equalled. We refer to the
mile and a sixteenth record, cut by Arnette (96 lbs. up) from
1:47 to 1:46$, to the mile and an eighth mark, cut from 1:53J
to 1:53J by Installator, with 112 lbs. up, and to the mile
record, 1:40, equalled by Vinctor, who, however, gave Al
Farrowja year and ten pounds.

Harry Reed is said to be going great guns in his work
at the Gravesend track. In appearance the horse looks

grand. He has muscled ont and thickened considerably dur-

ing his trip to England, and, speedy as he was, it will dis

appoint, or, to speak more accurately, surprise the training

talent here, if he does not reveal improvement when called

upon to show himself at his best.

A Toronto (Ont) dispatch says: "J. F. Caldwell, who
was recently released from his duties as starter by the man-
agers of the Windsor race track, has been endeavoring to

secure the Woodbine and Hamilton race tracks for a ten

days' meeting at each place, but although he made enticing

ofiers to the Ontario Jockey Club, they both flatly refused to

lease their tracks for any such purpose."

J. Naglee Bukke, who both owns and bred Crescendo,

receives $7,833 33 as his share of the Futurity Stakes. The
value of the stake was $69,250, divided as follows: Fifty-

three thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars to the wiener,

$5,333.33 to the second, $2,666.67 to the third, $4,000 to the

breeder of the winner, $2,500 to the breeder of the second,

and $1,000 to the breeder of the third.

After Lady Diamond had won the third race, in which
she was entered to be sold for $700, P. Murray, who is look-

ing for good selling platers at low prices, bid her up to $1,500.

An additional bid of $5 saved her for "Lucky" Baldwin.

Murray is an old hand at this business, as many owners of

stake horses who enter them for ridiculously low prices in

selling races have learned.—N. Y. Times, Aug. 30.

Ferrier was a very unlucky horse last week, surely.

When Arnette beat him a length and broke the mile and a

sixteenth record Ferrier was pulled up, Miller not thinking

it a " go." He lost perhaps three lengths by the operation.

In the second race, mile in 1:40, where Vinctor just beat him,

the latter got a bit the best of the send-off and Ferrier was
taken to the outside on the first turn to avoid a collision.

George Rose, official bookmaker at the State Fair meet-

ing, lest heavily when Nellie W., at 100 to 1 in the betting,

won a heat. Some say the genial Rose lost $12,000 by the

mare's win of that heat. He got most of it back the first day
the runners held the track down, but did not do so well on

the second day, Onti Ora being well played at 15 to 1. On
Saturday Mr. Rose did well on the races won by Inkerman,
Vinctor and Bernardo, and quit a neat winner on the after-

noon.

John Huggins, who trains Pierre Lorillard's horses, yes-

terday notified Mr. Lorillard that he would go to England
for a campaign there next season if Mr. Lorillard so desired.

One reason for thi& is that Mr. Huggins is suffering severely

from an attack of rheumatism, that has been growing worse

Bince its first appearance three years ago, and he thinks that

a change of climate would be beneficial. Even if Mr. Loril-

lard decides not to make an English campaign, Mr. Huggins
will r/robably go to Carlsbad for treatment for his trouble

this winter.—N. Y. Times, Aug. 30th.

Mr. G. G. Stead's two-year-olds had thipgs all their own
way at the recent ChriBtchurch (X. Z.) meeting, the Maxim
—Sapphire colt, Mannlicher (a brother to Bluefire, and half-

brother to Ballater), having no difficulty in winning the

Champagne Stakes on the first day, and on the second he
won the Challenge Stakes. In the first event he beat Gipsy
Grand, who is said not to have been at all right at the meet-

ing. Mannlicher's stable companion Mauser (or Manser, as

he appears in the Stud Book), was successful in the Eussley

Plate Handicap, for two-year-olds, carrying 8st. The latter

colt, who is by Maxim—Auray, is a half-brother to Aureus.

J. J. McCafferty has confirmed the rumor printed sev-
eral weeks ago in this column that he would retire from the
racing firm with which he is now connected, and would con-
tent himself with running two or three horses in some West-
ern stakes, retiring from the turf, perhaps, at the end of the
year. McCafferty has been very successful in the East with
his partners, Messrs. Wishard and Duke. He has sold to
them his interest in Wishard, Sun Up, Helen Nichols, Hugh
Penny and other hordes, and will retain only Applegate and
two or three that have engagements in Western stakes.

Since July 14th August Belmont has paid out $105,000
for horses, and has increased his stable only four head at that,

the figures above noted being the combined amount be paid
for Hastings, $37,000 ; Henry of >'avarre, $30,000 ; Dorian,
$20,000, and Keeoan, $18,500. This is the largest outlay for
four horses in training ever made in a similar short space of
time in the history of American racing. Still alarmists say
the running turf is on the decline, but it's figures that talk.

The next highest price paid for four horses in training in a
short period cf time wag when R. Croker gave $69,V0O for

Yorkville Belle, Dobbins, Red Banner and Fairy in 1892,
they respectively selling for $24,000, $20,200, $15,000 and
$10,000.

Before the Futurity race David Gideon was reported as
having said that if Requital won he would exchange the colt

for Hastings and give August Belmont $10,000 besides, which
he could very well afford to do, inasmuch as he only paid
$7,050 for Requital, as he already owoed a half interest in
the colt, while the firm of Gideon & Daly received $37,000
from Mr. Belmont for Hastings. After the race Mr. Gideon
was quoted as sayiog that he would still make the exchange,
if Mr. Belmont was dissatisfied, " if Hastings was sound."
Mr. Belmont has not expressed any dissatisfaction with his
purchase, and when questioned as to Mr. Gideon's offer he
would say nothing other than that no such proposition had
been made to him.

Col. Caleb Dorsey, of Oakdale, Stanislaus county, visited

ub last Monday, and during the course of conversation de-
clared his intention of retiring from the ranks of thorough-
bred breeders, his mining interests requiring all his attention.

The Colonel has on his ranch some fifty head of thorough-
breds, including the stallion Cyclone (sire of Joshua and
Arno), nineteen broodmares, also sucklings, yearlings, two
and three-year-olds by Cyclone, who is by St. Martin, out of

Kinlocb, by Waverly, second dam by imp. Knight of St.

George, winner of the Doncaster St. Leger. The mares are

by imp. Partisan, Joe Daniels, Modoc Chief, Spectre and
other noted sires, most of them well-known producers. It is

Col. Dorsey's desire to sell all the stock to one man or firm at

private sale, and he Bays he is willing to sacrifice them to

make a quick sale.

It is not often that the wheels of progress are clogged by a
nickel. Such, however, was the case at Sacramento Fair one
day last week, so far as the Brooklyn Club book wsb con-
cerned. A bettor wanted to wager a dollar on some horse,

and in doing bo handed up three quarters and three ten cent

pieces. Tony Cook returned him a ticket. " Where's my
ch9nge?"said the plnnger. " What change? " said Cook.
" Why, my nickel." Immediately all business was suspended
and every employe was asked to look closely to see if he had
a nickel in his clothes. They hadn't, and a large crowd of

warm bettors gathered around to book with their coin. The
cashier was very busy paying eff on the previous race and
could not be disturbed. At last he had a breathing spell, and
finding a nickel after quite a long search, the anxious plunger
received his change and business was resumed, perhaps at a
loss of several hundreds of dollars, and all on account of a

nickel. There will be a Etock of five-cent pieces in the
Brooklyn Club's box hereafter.

That flourishiug charity, the Bentinck Fund, was origi-

nated by, and not merely named after, as many doubtless

imagine, Lord George Bentinck (says an exchange). Shortly

after his appearance with the flag at Doncaster, a public tes

timonial was got up for his lordship, and all sorts and condi-

tions of sportsmen literally hurried up to hand in their con-
tributions. It was a testimonial collected on a scale of which
anyone might have been proud, and there is not the least

doubt but that it was a source of intense gratification to its

noble recipient. The sum subscribed amounted to several

thousands of pounds sterling, and how nobly he acted when
he received it. From his own private fortune he added a

large donation to tho amount presented lo him by the unani-

mous vote of gratitude and esteem on the part of the motley
community over whom he exerted such a lordly sway. And
then he placed the whole sum in the hands cf permanent
trustees for the aid and maintenance of distressed jockeys,

trainers' families, to be denominated forever, "The Bentinck
Benevolent Fund." It is, we believe, to this fund that the

guinea each jockey pays annually for his license to ride is

devoted, while a further source of sustenance is furnished by
sundry fines exacted by the stewards of race meetings and the
Jockey Club.

An English turf critic of note writes : " It must be a fine

thing to be a successful jockey ! M. Cannon, it is stated,

has received an offer of £10,000 for first claim for the next
three years. This is what Sir J. B. Maple paid Watts, and
it is what the late Mr. Abingdon paid for the services of the

same jockey. In addition to this, there are second and third

claims, to which must be added riding fees and expenses,

which must be paid separately. The important item of pres-

ents, too, must not be forgotten. Presents, of course, are not

wha 1
, they use to be, as jockeys are not supposed to accept

them from strangers or parties not connected with tbe horse.

Whether they do or not is another matter. I can q uite un-
derstand that at one period of his life Archer was making
£20,000 a year, or even more. He thought nothing of receiv-

ing £500 for riding the winner of a selliog race—in fact, if I

remember rightly, this sum has been given George Barrett.

There was once a race at Sandowne Park, £2,000,fcr the win-

ner and £1,000 to the second. Sir J. B. Maple was second,

and I recollect very well his telling me that he was as well

off as though he had won, 'as,' said he, 'if I bad won I

should have had to give half, whereas for being beaten

he will get nothing beyond the riding fee.' I have known
Archer to be 'put on ' as much as £3,000 over a single race,

and it will be gathered from this that this outside source of

income would Boon foot up to £10,000 to £20,000. I saw
Archer's only daughter when I was at Newmarket recently.

She is growing into a winsome girl, with the same quick, in-

telligent eyes that were such a remarkable feature in the face

of the father. There will be the best part of £150,000 for

her when she comes of age.
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Dates Claimed.

STATE FAIR. SACRAMENTO Sept. 2 to Sept. 14
STi ICKTON ASSOCIATION.., Sept. 16 to Sept. 21

RED BUFF Sept. 20 to Sept. 28
SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION Sept. 24 to Sept. 29
FRESNO Oct. 1 to Oct. 8
SALINAS CITY Oct Ho October 5
Ht'ENEME Sept. 24 to Sept. 28
Hl'ENEME DRIVING PARK ASSN October 1 to October 6
VENTl'RA Oct. 8 to Oct. 12
HOLLI3TER „ Oct. 7 to Oct. 12
SANTA ANA October 15 to October 19
LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21
!'. 0. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28
HORSE SHOW ASS'N OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

VENTl'RA September 14
LOS ANGELES _ September 14
THE PACIFIC COAST JOCKEY CLUB September 16

As will be seen by the advertisement on another page

of this issue, the Breeder and Sportsman will con-

tinue to give handsome premiums to its subscribers

under the conditions specified, for another week. These

pictures are works of art, and the finest of anything of

the kind ever offered. They are printed on heavy plate

paper, and are excellent likenesses of the horses repre-

sented. Artists' proofs from the same plate—which

from an artistic point of view are no better than the im-

pressions we are giving away— would cost $10 to $15.

Our subscribers, who have received bills for subscription

within the last fortnight, will not only have the satis-

faction of realizing they have done a good act, but

be rewarded by receiving one of these handsome pre-

miums by forwarding the amounts due at once.

A Fortune for Brutus and a Few of His Soris.

A noiher of the Eastern turf journals derived con-

siderable pleasure from calling attention to the fact that

" Pa " Hamlin's experiment in wintering Robert J.,

Nightingale and the rest of his horses in California last

winter was a failure, that the horses were no good on

their return; but the way Kobert J. and Joe Patchen are

pacing in the East lately has silenced them. The former

won at Louisville Thursday last. Time, 2:05}, 2:0GJ

2:05), 2:0-11, the last-named being the fastest fourth

heat ever trotted or paced. Joe Patchen won the second

heat. Over 10,000 people were present to cheer the

champion.

1
1

i- reported that Edwin P. Smith, Secretary of the

State Agricultural Society, will officiate as presiding

judge at the meeting ol the California Jockey Club, un-

til the arrival of Jas. Kowe. Mr. Smith's experience

and knowledge of racing amply qualify him for the posi-

tion. I laces will be resumed at the Bay District track

next Tuesday, September 17th. A number of new
horses have arrived, ami those that have been in attend-

ance at the State fair will have returned by that time,

flood racing may lie expected.

I'm. ne-, meeting al Stockton commences next Mon-

day. A large number of horses are there, and as the late

heavy rain will make thi^ celebrated track almost perfect,

we can look for a number of last miles being made over

"tii surface.

i'.si'itii to the Los Angeles and Ventura race meet-

ings close to-day, .September 1 4th.

The best material commands splendid prices the world

over. Quite a sensation was created a couple of weeks

ago by the sale of Henry of Navarre to Mr. Belmont for,

it was reported, $60,000, while Milton Young refused

$75,000 for the famous racehorse sire, Hanover. Now
California is in the throes of fully as big a sensation.

The Messrs. Boots, of Elmwood Stock Farm, Milpitas,

are in receipt of an offer of $50,000 for their wonderful

young sire of racers, imp. Brutus, and they have been

asked to put a price upon the phenomenal Brutus colts,

Vinctor and Installator, and several other youngsters by

their big bay horse. Burns & Waterhouse want Brutus

and made the offer named, while three or four very

wealthy men desire to purchase the Brutus colts spoken

of. Last Saturday three stake races were won by Brutus

colts at the State Fair meeting, a showing almost unpar-

alleled in racing history. Not only were these races won,

but the Coast record for a mile and an eighth was cut by

Installator, 108 pounds up, from 1:53J to 1:53} and the

mile record, 1:40, equalled by Vinctor, a three-year-old,

carrying 112 pounds as against the 93 pounds of AI

Farrow and 92 pounds of Mulberry, the latter pair be-

ing four-year-olds when they made the record mentioned.

It will thus be seen what a superior performance was

that of Vinctor.

Imp. Brutus, the horse for which Burns & Waterhouse

offer $50,000, is, to the minds of every thinking man in

this part of the world knowing anything of horse values,

worth every dollar of the sum mentioned. He is young,

stoutly and fashionably bred and, opportunity consid-

ered, is the most phenomenal sire America has known

for many years. We say this in the firm knowledge

that Brutu3' mates have, almost without exception, been

what would be termed " unfashionably bred." What
he would give to the world were he mated with matrons

from the most noted producing families can only be

guessed at, but it would naturally be something that

would make the world ring with his praises. Brutus was

brought from England to America in utero and first saw

the light at Palo Alto Farm, April 25, 1885. He was

what might be termed a fair race horse, showing a lik-

ing for a mile and a sixteenth or further. The horse was

not started as a two-year-old, but at three took part in

four races, winning one (the Shafter Stakes), one and

one-quarter miles, in 2:17, running second in the Capi-

tal City and Golden Gate Stakes at Sacramento and be-

ing unplaced twice. At four years Brutus started five

times, winning once, being third once and unplaced three

times. This wound up his racing career. His victory

was in a mile and a sixteenth event at San Francisco,

run in 1:49, when he took up 117 pounds and beat a field

of fifteen, including such good ones as Laura Gardner,

Moses B., Al Farrow and Alfarata. If we remember

aright, one of his feet caused his retirement to Palo Alto

stud, where his half-brother, imp. Cyrus, was stationed

and afterward became an excellent sire. The elder

Boots gave Senator Stanford $800 for Brutus and took

him lo his Elmwood Farm near Milpitas at once. His

first crop of colts (in 1891) were really a grand lot. Peter

the Great, the Ariola colt (sold for $20,000), also Remus

Romulus and Claudius being among the number. The

next year came Vinctor, Installator, Nebuchadnezzar,

Nervoso, Roma, Fortuna, Miss Buckley and Mt. Air to

further swell his reputation. This season there are

several good youngsters out by Brutus, such as Lucretia

Borgia, Instigator and Firebrand.

Following is the tabulated pedigree of the horse that

Burns & Waterhouse are so anxious to pay $50,000 ior :if Sweetmeat
Macaroni < by Gladiator
(Derby winner) (Jocose, by Panta-

loon
(The Fallow Buck,

Necklace < by Venison
(Bracelet, by Touch-

stoneif Lord of the Isles,

f Scottish Chief... ..-; by Touchstone
(Miss Ann. by The

Little Known
( Loupu-Garo, by

Niobc - Lancelot
(Miserrima, by Pan-

taloon

4th dam Phyrne, by Touchstone; r>th dam Decoy, by Filho-da-Puta;
fitli cl»m Finesse, by Peruvinn ; 7th dam Violante. by John Bull -. 8lh
'l"i'i 31 tar to Skyscraper, by Hiphllycr; iltb dam Everlasting, by
Eclipse, and on the 14th dam. Byerly Mare, dam of Two True Blues.

There are few, if indeed any, sons of Macgregor in

America besides Brutus, and as Macgregor, winner of the

2,000 guineas and the hottest favorite ever known for

the Derby (for which he ran unplaced) dropped dead in

1884, hence his blood is quite rare everywhere. It seems

to be the blood for this country, as Brutus gets winners

from any sort of mares he is mated with. It must be

the Macaroni line that is so valuable. Macaroni blood

is to be found close up in the unbeaten Ormonde and in

our champion race horse, Morello, also in Crescendo, it

being received in the last-named, through his dam, who,
like Brutus, is by Macgregor. There are three Touch-
stone crosses in Brutus' pedigree and two of the great

broodmare sire, Pantaloon. As the Messrs. Boots are

wealthy and are having such success with Biutus' sons

and daughters, we very much doubt, tempting as is the

offer, whether they will part with the big bay horse that

has brought them fame and fortune through his progeny

Sacramento and the Fair.

eil

The race meeting at the State Fair has been better

attended (with the exception of Thursday, which was a

rainy day) than at any other held in the Capital City.

The two attractions, electrical carnival and Native Sons'

celebration, helped to increase the gate receipts. The
racing has been most excellent, and while the average o'
speed was not as high as that of Woodland in the
light harness events (2:15), nevertheless, the races were
well' contested, the small breeders reaping the richest

harvest. No records were made below 2:10, the track

being a little heavy when the free-for-all pacers had
their race.

There could be no fault found with the management
of this meeting, everything being conducted smoothly

and systematically; the directors understanding thor-

oughly how to please everyone, and that is one reason

why the State Fair is so popular.

The stock exhibit was superior to any heretofore held

there, and no batter evidence of the great progress made
in the improvement of all kinds ol live stock was needed

than a careful inspection of the animals sent there to

compete for prizes. Scrub cattle, razor-backed hogs and
poor-looking, ill-fortred sheep have all had their day in

California, and large sums of money have been expendei

to purchase prize winners of every breed to take thei

places. The island of Jersey, Holland, Scotland, France,

Spain, England, and, in fact, all Europe, has been visited

by progressive breeders who took pride in securing

the best, and the result of tbeir labors and the excellence

of their judgment is shown by the grand-looking repre-

sentatives they have brought to California to improve

the stock brought here many years ago.

The horses are also of a superior class, and it would

not be a bold assertion to make that at Agricultural

Park, Sacramento, the choicest collection of thorough-

breds, standard trotters and draft horses in the United

States were to be seen. All the great breeding farms of

California contributed a few of their best to make this

exhibit second to no other. Some were there not for

premiums bu'just to add to the show.

In the pavilion the exhibit was most excellent. The
great electrical display surpassed anything hereto-

fore seen on this coast, and the spirit of progress which

pervades everything in Sacramento to-day seems to have

been kindled by the electric spark which nature

flashed upon the peoplu when the flowing waters at Fol-

som were tapped for this new purpose. The news of the

success of this undertaking has been scattered to all

parts of the universe, and if Sacramento will secure good

water for drinking purposes and a new system of sewer-

age no city in California has a brighter future. Let us

hope that a Silurian atmosphere will not come up like a

mist around its most progressive citizens, but that they

will go on and on in the good work already started,

and attract more of the sunshine of prosperity, thus

bringing them health and nealth,and that among the few

manufacturing cities of this State it will take a

leading position, and that the Admission Day of 1S95

will never be forgotten in the annals of the new Sacra-

mento.

Polo at the Breeders' Meeting.

On the first day of the Northwestern Breeders Meet-

ing at Washington Park, a game of polo was played in

the infield and while, of course, the polo club was there

by its own right and not by special arrangement with

the association, no better special attraction could have

been devised, outside, of course, of a race between two

champions. The Horseman says, " there is about the

game of polo a genuinely sporting savor that endears

at once to even those who can enjoy it in the capacity of

spectators, and only increasing age and perhaps weight

will estop those who have once become adepts at the

game from playing it. It is essentially a manly game in

which hard knocks are given and must be taken, not de-

signedly perhaps, but they fall at all times, and unless a

man is in hard training, has a good seat and a quick eye

he may just as well eschew polo and be done with it at

once. The ponies used must have plenty of blood, cour-

age and bottom ; they must be conditioned and trained,

and above all they must themselves enjoy the game and

it
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bllow the ball much as a cow-pony must follow the ani-

nal which it is designed to cut out from the bunch. The

»nies must be fast, of course, and up to weight, and in

his country where the breeding of such diminutive

lorses has not been reduced to a science the best are to

je found in the Indian territory, where much good blood

jas been diffused on the ranges. Many a good thor-

>nghbred stallion has been in service there, and what

letter preparatory training than cutting out cattle could

i polo pony have? In Chicago, the game is quickly be-

coming a favorite ; in New York, Buffalo and other cities

• imilar clubs have been organized, and it will not be

oug until the game will, all over the United States, at-

icain that popularity to which it is richly entitled."

We will not be behind the fashion here, for there will

'be a big polo tournament at Los Angeles during the

meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting and Breeders' As-

sociation, which will be held in that city during the last

week in October. There will be three contestants in the

field, the Riverside, Santa Monica and Burlingame

teams. Riverside will be represented by G. L. Waring,

C. E. Maud, R. A. Allan and Robert L. Bettner, who

will ride his famous pony Cigarette. In the Santa Moni-

ca team Messrs. Young, Proctor, Machell and Bolton will

play, and the Burlingame colors will be carried by Wal-

ter H. A. McCreery, Malcolm Thomas, Joseph S. Tobin

and Walter S. Hobart.

The Burlingame team has begun to practice earnestly

for the event, and will make a great effort to bring home

.the trophy, a handsome gold and silver cup. McCreery,

of the Burlingame team, who will play No. 1, is con-

sidered by polo men to be one of the best players in that

position in the country. The Santa Monica team is said

to be very strong, and when the Riverside men turn out

with Bettner and Cigarette they generally carry every

thing before them.

Mr. Bettner, in speaking of the tournament at the

Palace Hotel, said that it would be the best polo tourna-

ment ever held in California. It will be known as the

Riverside Polo Carnival.

The Burlingame men will practice on W. S. Hobart's

field, at his splendid stock farm, near San Mateo.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
sxtrrsa and conducted solely by

JOSEPH OAIRN 8IHPSON.

California Running Records.

Following are the best California records at the vari-

ous distances from a quarter of a mile up to and includ-

ing four miles. George F. Smith broke the five-furlong

record at the recent meeting of the California Jockey

Club, Ducat equalled the six-furlong mark ; both Artist

and McLight broke the seven-furlong record held by

Motto for about two years. Installator equalled John

Treat's record at fifteen-sixteenths of a mile, while last

week at Sacramento Arnette reduced the mile and a six-

teenth record, and Installator set a new mark at a mile

and an eighth that will probably be unbeaten for many

& day to come. Yinctor, too, trained by Charley Boots,

Installator's trainer, equalled the mile record, and it is

much better than the performances of Al Farrow and

Mulberry. The following are not only California rec-

ords, but the best American as well : April Fool's half-

mile on a circular track and Hotspur's mile and three-

quarters. Geraldine and John Treat hold coast records

at two distances, it will be noted. Altogether the table

will prove of great interest to our readers, lovers of a

good and true thoroughbred.

Miles.

1-4. April F<x>l, A, by CoDfldence, 112 ponnds, Fresno, CaL, Oct.
2, 1891 021 1<

£-8. Bed Light, a, by Little Alp, 123,l£ lbs., San Francisco, June
17. 1893 - 0:341i

1-2. April Fool, 5, by Cooridence, 121 ibs., Sacramento, May 14,

1892 0:47^
9-16. Ueraldine.a. by Gr instead- Cousin Peggy, 115 lbs., Oakland,

CaL, Jan. 21, 1893 0:54

W. George F.Smith 4, by Inspector B.—North Anna, 100 lbs
,

San Franciscv March 7, 1895_ 0:59
11-16. Gideon, 5, by Joe Hooker—Miss Gibson, 117 pounds, San

Francisco. Nov. 17, 1892 l:06$f
fCharmio , 2, by Tyrant—Unit, 10. lbs,. San Francisco,

P . J Nov. 18,1892 1:13

j
Ducat. 5, by imp. Deceiver—Jennie Flood, 105 Ins., san

1 1 |Francisco, March 8, 1895 „ 1:13
13-16. (-eraldlne,6, by Grlnstead—Cousin Peggy, 85 lbs. San Fran-

cisco, Nov. 3, 1591 1:19 3-5

[Artist, 3. by imp. Darebin—Hirondella, 102 lbs., San Fran-
ca J Cisco, Nov. 5, 1894 _ 1:26)£™1 McLight, 4, by MaeiJuff-LoDgali§ht, 99 ibs., San Francisco,

1 March 2, 1895 1:26^
'John Treat, a, by fchiloh—Mary Bell, 110 lbs., Oakland,

is.if
' August 31, 1891 _ 1:34^
j
Installator, 3, by imp. Brutus—Installation, 104 lbs., San

I Francisco. June 28, 1895 1:34J£
f Al Farrow, 4. by Connor—Delia Walker, 93 lbs., San Jose,

J
April 5,1889 _ _ 1:40

, ! Mulberry, 4, by imp. Deceiver—Jennie McKinney, 92 lbs.,
'

) San Francisco, Jolv 6, 1895 _ 1:40

I
Vinctor. a. by imp. Brutus—MoliieH.. 112 lbs., Sacramento,

I. Sept.", 1895 1:40
1 M6. Arnette, 3, by imp. Midlothian—FUena,90 lbs., Sacramento,

Sept. 5, 1895 _ 1:16V
11-8. Installator, 3, by imp. Brutus -Installation, 103 lbs., Sacra-

mento, Sept. 7, 1895- 1:53J4
1 l-i. Laura Gardner, 4, by Jim Brown—Avail, 113 lbs., Los An-

geles, Aug. 8, 1888 2:07#
13S. Triboulet,4 by imp. King Ban-Herzegovina, 117 lbs., San

Francisco, April 2*, 1868 _ 22IH
11-2. Tycoon, 5, by Reveille—Margery, 117 lbs., Napa, Aug. 22,

1890 2:35^
I 8-4. Hotspur, 5, by Joe Daniels by Wlldidle. 117 lbs.. San Fran-

cisco. ADriI30, 1891 3:00V
2. Monte CiisIo,4,bv *t)ng Alfonso -Galanthis, 108 lbs., San

Francisco, April 23. 1887 3:30
21-4. Duchess of Norfolk. 3, by Norfolk—Marion, 93 lbs., San

Francisco, April 26, 1882 3A8J4
3. Norfolk, 4, bv Lexiugton—Novice, 100 lbs.. Sacramento,

September Z',, 1S65 5:27M
4. Marigjld.6, by Milner—Katy Pease, 105 lbs., San Francisco,

Jan. 14, 1893 7:20^

The World Wags.—That is, that it has a turn over

every day in the year, add in its big circuit, it cavorts aroand

the turn once in three hundred and sixty-five days. How
much it wags in its decimal or annual revolutions is beyond

the ken of our moat astute scientists. A few thousand miles

out of its course would be so slight a shake that the most skilful

calculator would be troubled to know the divergence from its

natural course. I am not so much disturbed by its erratic

movements as to care whether it transgresses its usual orbit

by a few thousand miles or not as to note the phases of the
" horse world," anH these are troublesome enough to bother

the mind of one who is watching the signs of that Zodiac.

There is one thing to gratify the horBe fanciers of this Coast.

By all odds the Kingpin of the trotting world of 1895 is

Azote. Never a heat lost up to the time of writing
; march-

ing over all competitors, same when he of the scythe and
hour glass was on the opposite side of the lists, and that

clever field was by bo small a part of time, as is measured by
a second, that it may be called a substantial victory. That
Azote can overwhelm any sublunary competition is beyond
question, and his defeat by old Tempus takes away little

of the credits he has scored. This will be granted
must be acknowledged, that the Californian has won the gar-

land of the year. What next? Zombro. The best three-

year-old so far, either East or West, with two other Califor-

nians of that age, Athanio and Fred Kohl, not very far be-

hind. In fact two more which have battled on horse tracks

that are meritorious La Belle and Stam B. being worthy of

high consideration. Jasper Ayres, too, is Quite prominent,
and though from present appearances Zombro will hold the
championship among the home three-year-olds it is a ques-
tion that will not be definitely settled until the circuit is

closed.

*

Not in It.—The " forfeit system " is nowhere. Accord-

ing the American Sportsman, Galesburg will carry off the

premium withont half trying. It seems that Williams claims

that a horse entered for one purse is also entered In the same

class all through the meeting of fourteen weeks. It is too

much trouble to hunt up the advertisement of that famous

meeting, but if that is one of the conditions, it is somewhat

singular that there was such a big school of suckers.

The story told in the Cleveland paper is that a man won a

pacing purse, the first money $250. He applied to William8

for the amount, and was told that he was indebted $750 for

entrance money, and if anything was due him after the expir-

ation of the meeting of fourteen weeks it would be paid.

It may be true when a stake advertised to be trotted at In-
dependence, Iowa, is transferred to Galesburg, 111., withont
the consent of subscriber;, and that is carried through, the

successful general can reasonably " bank " still further on the
gullibility of harness horse owners.

The victim in the case mentioned consoles himself that in

place of Williams being a fool, as be was told the
manager of the long-continued trotting meeting was, he made
up his mind that he "was a smart man."
Black Bart was smart, though in place of stopping stages,

which finally landed him in the penitentiary, he should have
tried his hand at a long trotting meeting with such peculiari-

ties as would have given him the "swag" without risk. That
is if he had sought an Eastern field. The game here would
be more dangerous than following the role of Dick Turpin.

The first attempt, in all probability, would settle the dis-

pute. The " bluff" called in the most forcible manner.
* **

The Califobnia Ctjp.—I bad firmly resolved to 6ee the

race for the Cup although I could ill afford to leave home

even for a day, and now that it has been declared off and a

handicap of nine furlongs substituted, the temptation is not

so strong. Had the horses named been in condition to start

or a fair portion of them, it gave promise of being the great-

eat race of the season. While handicaps may bring in a

greater element of uncertainty than weight-for age races fur-

nish, the test is not so fair, and the best horse defeated, not

by superior merit bat through discrimination in the weight

carried. The Cup weights were ten pounds below the scale,

and while even that slight variation might be sufficient to

turn the victory still it had a general application.

When two miles and a quarter had great force in the way
of attracting the multitude, though a race of half that dis-

tance is somewhut of a novelty in these days. I regret, how-
ever, the causes which led to the change, as there is scarcely

room for doubt that t^e attendance on the "Cup day" would
have been the largest of the fair, and yet the chances are

favorable for that being the record of the turnstiles this Sat-

urday.
*

Beuzetta.—" In my judgment, which the reader can take

for what it is worth, the purchaser of Beuzetta now owns the

greatest trotting filly ever foaled, and I do not bar any of the

four great queens that have preceded her."

Thus writes Iconoclast, and in that judgment I heartily

coincide. It is easy to write that others might have done as

much under different conditions ; there are no presumings

in her case Bhe has done enough to warrant the verdict.

Now then, tbe blood of Lexington and Levity must not be

ignored in erantiog this high degree of excellence to the

princess ; it is a factor which cannot be eliminated with fair-

ness.
*

* *
Nerve9, Lungs and Muscles.—When such a notable

example of in-and out running is presented as that of Key

del Santa Anita, there most be some reason for the fluctua-

tion. Failure of the muscles to perform satisfactorily might

be the cause, in a few instances, but that would not cover so

many cases as the calender shows where this colt ran so dis-

appointingly. Neither can the respiratory organs be charged

with so many failures. The only hypothesis tenable is, that
the nerves are at fault, one day leading to brilliant victories,
others to defeats which baffle tbe understanding.

Better that that should be the explanation than that own-
er, trainer and jockey had something to do with the result.

* **
The Outlook.—That the trotting meetings hereafter are

likely to be exciting Btrugglee is assured. Notwithstanding

that there is such a brilliant array of speed and gameness al-

ready displayed, there are so many competitors so cloBely to-

gether that it would be a confident person who would under-

take placing them in future contests, and venture much money
on his judgment. In my opinion it will be a bitter contro-
versy to the end, and the settlement in doubt until the "close
of the season." The two meetings at Los Angeles will sharpen
some, maybe dull tbe edge of others, so that the last of the
series, that of the California Jockey Club in November, will
be as full of interest as any of the preceding.
As I have oftentimes asserted, the long distance races of

the C. J. C. will be the most interesting points. A good
friend prophesies that records will be beaten in these contests,
and I am so fully impressed with the same belief as to offer a
wager of $500 that the prediction will be verified in one case,
and $500 to a $1,000 that in two of the races the records will
be beaten. That is not presented as an agreement, but as
evidence of the confidence I have that the vaticination is

correct.
*

* *
The Heart.—For centuries past the heart has been credi-

ted with the greatest share of promoting courage. A score or

more of adjectives prefixed to denote that faculty in what-

ever degree it was held, from the most sublime exhibition of
undaunted resolution to abject cowardice. That it is an im-
portant organ in the physical machine no one will question

;

that it is entitled to be considered the prominent factor in
regulating the courage of man, animal or bird, I cannot be-
lieve. "Odic force" is clearly nerve power, and as the brain
is the " nerve center " that is the true reservoir from which
courage flows.

** *
Ret del Santa A^ita.—When this notoriously in-and-

out colt was given such exhibitions as he treated the specta-

tors at the Bay District course with I wrote that the ownerof

such an animal was unfortunate. Owner and trainer could

not escape the obloquy which these races were freighted, and
it appeared very improbable that both could be innocent.
From his last race in which he ran third, Henry of Navarre
first. Domino second, however, it is nearly established that

the colt must bear the whole blame, and that there is some
defect in his nervous system which forbids uniform racing on
his part.

*

Yachting Law.—That the decision which gave the race

to the Defender is in accordance with yachting rules and pre-

cedents is assured. A queer law, though, that an accidental

foul before the start shonld give the race to the vessel which

was apparently beaten. It would not have that effect in

horse racing, and if a sulky were injured before the word was
given the winner of the heat would get it, notwithstanding
that he had been the cause of the trouble. That Defender is

the fastest.is granttd by all who are competent judges, and it

is to be regretted that any of the races should be won on a

technicality.

Eakly Rain.—The rain which commenced falling on

Wednesday was the earliest known in the history of Califor-

nia. That is since records have been kept. Showers in July

and August there might be, though so early as September

11th so copious a downfall has been unknown. The greatest

damage probably is to the pasturage as enough rain has fallen

to spoil the dry feed, without starting a new growth.
A serious drawback to the State Fair as it seems likely that

the harness races not finished on Wednesday may have to be
given up. The running is not so dependent upon the weather
and that will undoubtedly come off as programmed.

Jos. Caibn Simpson.

Silk-wood's Battle With His Son.

Yesterday afternoon,while J. Willi ts, owner of the stallion

Silkwood, 2:07, was away from home at Santa Ana, Wawasa,

the 6ve-year-oId son of the great side-wheeler escaped from

his stall to tbe corral, went to the door of Silkwood's stall,

the upper half of which was open, and engaged in a fierce

fight with him. The lower half of the door was soon battered

down and the two stallions had tbe corral to themselves.

A terrible conflict ensued in which Wawasa, though much
the larger horse, was badly worsted. When Willits returned
be found them standing in opposite corners of the corral,

Silkwood being apparently uninjured, except for a slight cut
npon the breast, and gazing with a look of deep disdain upon
his vanquished son, who could scarcely stand, he was so ter-

ribly bruised and mangled.
The corral contains a number of jagged cypress trees, and

after so fierce a conflict it is a miracle Silkwood should have
escaped so lightly. He is in training for the free-for-all pac-

ing contest here next month with W. Wood, Diablo, Waldo
J. and Laura M., and is juBt recovering from a severely

sprained leg. Injury to him at this time means much to the

owner and to the Fair Association.

An unexpected treat was enjoyed by the votaries of racing

at the Sacramento track, September 4th, when Roan Wilkes
won the three-year-old pacing stake in the easiest manner
possible against well-known flyers like Javelin, etc., in three

straight heats. The wonderful part of the performance.how-
ever, was the third heat, which Roan Wilkes paced without

a break in the exceedingly fas ui me of 2:12$. This broke the

three-year-old pacing record for the Pacific Coast, and the

fact of the fastest time being made in the last heat speaks

well for the staying powers of Roan Wilkes, who we may ex-

pect to see plucking the laurels f'om the brows of some of the
" big guns" before long. A. C. Jones, of Los Angeles (tbe

owner), and John Pender (the trainer of the horse), had both

reason to be proud of the achievement of this unparalleled

youngster.
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Ozone and Oxygen.

New York, N. Y., Sept. 5.—Californians have been very

much in evidence at the Fleetwood Park trolling meet,which

has just closed, and California horses have been out and away

ahead as far as first honors are concerned.

Monroe Salisbury, Thomas W. Raymond and William

Cornell have been in attendance with their strings, and have

carried ofl more than a proportionate share of whatever was

In sight,to say nothing of slashing into the figures of a record

or two.

Azote's performance in making a new mark in the gelding

class is of course common knowledge, but there is a feature

la connection with his achievements that not much is known

about. It is the commonly accepted opinion among turfmen

that a horse's reepitory organs are the first to give out in a

raoe. It was pointed out to Mr. Salisbury that ozonized

oxygen, properly administered, would not only relieve any

distress in breathing, but would give an animal greater nerve

strength and mnscular force besides.

The efficiency of this gns as a vitalising force has of course

been known to'the medical profession for a number cf years,

and physicians of standing have regularly employed it in

their practice. It has remained, however, for Dr. Alfred

Walton of this city to conceive that it would be of equal

value in fitting a horse for a supreme efiort. Mr. Salisbury

at once caught up the idea, and so for the first time in the

history of racing the gas was administered to Alix prepara-

tory to her attempt at the Fleetwood meeting to lower the

trotting record. The Fleetwood track is notoriously slow,

and besides, owing to the weather prevailing at the lime of

the attempt, had a soft cushion of mud fully an inch thick

all the way round. As Alix is a big-gaited mare she requires

a firm, smooth track. Under the circumstances she was not

expected to do better than 2:10, but she went the mile in

2:03$, which performance both Mr. Salisbury and her

driver, Andy McDowell, attribute to the use of the ozonized

oxygen gas.

But it was in Azote's record-breading performance, a day

or two later, lhat the value of the treatment is supposed to

have been most conclusively proved. The big gelding's time

on this occasion was 2:153, the fastest mile ever trotted on

the Fleetwood track, and the fastest ever trotted by a geld-

ing anywhere. Wnen the fact is taken into consideration

that the Fleetwood track is from two to three seconds slower

than others that could be named it will be understood why
many horsemen are inclined to hold their performance,

everything considered, perhaps marks the fastest mile

ever trotted. On this occasion Azote was treated with the

gas both before he went on the track and between eich of the

three heats. In all he inhaled about 350 gallons of the gas,

and, without exception, horsemen are confident that it aided

him materially.

The only point on which those who are familiar with the

facts difier is as to the legitimacy of resorting to such ex-

pedients. But if the treatments proves all that it now seems

it is hardly likely that scruples concerning the legitimacy of

the means will be allowed to interfere with securing the best

results.

The gas—composed of equal parts of ozone and oxygen

—

is given by inhalation, by the aid of an as yet rather cumber-
some device. It is said to be absolutely harmless, while it

has the effect of increasing the heart's action, relieving any
distress in breathing that may follow violent effort, and in

general in doing the work of a powerful stimulant, without

being followed, as is the case with other stimulants, by any
reaction.

In these experiments the gas has been administered from
the cylinders to the horse's nostrils, and allowed to flow-

through water in the same manner in which oxygen is given
to the hnman si bject.

The result of these first trials has convinced many that the
treatment will eventually be adopted by all trainers, not only
during races, but while the horse is being speeded. In view
of this possibility an apparatus has already been suggested,

consisting of a bridle having two rubber tubes, one running to

either nostril and being connected by rubber tubing to a cop-
per cylinder of the gas secured at the rear of the sulky. A
small valve which the driver carries in his left hand will

enable him to regulate the How of gas to perfection, it is

thought, thus enabling bim to administer it to the horse
while in motion in the proportion that may seem desirable.

ThiB last may seem a bit fanciful, but horsemen are not
noticeably given to dreaming, and a number of the leading
turfmen are quite taken with the idea. A t any rate it seems
likely that all of them will follow Mr. Salisbury's lead and
use the gas, however administered.

Crescendo, His Sire and Grandsire.

j 1890—One mile and a quarter, Trial Stakes, 118 pounds. Time,
2:09. Beaten horses, Racine and Rover.
1690—One milt- and a half. Pacific Derby, 118 pounds. Time, 2:4L

Beaten horses, Racine, Sacra mento, Mohawk and Lord of the Harem.
1S9S—One mile, purse, 108 pounds. Time, 1:42& Beateu horses,

Hr BeeLQoarteistaffl Morton, Adolpb, Wyanashottand Royal Flush.

Seven and a half furlongs, purse, 113 pounds. Time, 1:36.

Beaten horses, Dnke Stevens and Wicklow.
1893—Seven furlongs, purse 123 pounds. Time, 1:27^. Beaten

horses, Artlcoa, Fidelia aud SwiRsure.
1893—Sis furlongs, purse, 126 pounds Time. 1:12$£. Beaten horses,

Romulus, Brodbead, Seaside, Anna Mayes and Florentin-Maid of

Mist colt.

Owing to the accident and Bickness in his three-year-old

form he never raced out of California, still his turf earnings

amounted to $7,970.

Wildidle, flambeau's sire, a son of imp. Australian, out of

the famous mare Idtewild, with a four-mile record back as

early as 1863 of 7:26b wa8 a great racehorse, running four

miles himself in 7:25A, and winning many important events.

Outside of Flambeau he sired the crack Jim Douglas, Freda,

E. J. Baldwin's sensational filly, and other famous perform-

ers.

Flambeau's dam, the imported mare Flirt, is one of Palo

Alto's most noted thoroughbred stud matrons and of royal

breeding, her sire, Hermit, and the sire of her dam, Wild
Dayrell, both being Derby winners, while her great grand-

sire, Melbourne, was made immortal in turf history by siring

the wonderful racehorse West Australian. Though but fifteen

years old, outside of Flambeau she has produced three stake-

winners, being the dam of imp. Gorgo, Faustine and Flirta-

tion.

Flambeau, only eight years old, with as brilliant a per-

former as Crescendo to his credit, backed up by his brilliant

turf reputation and a pedigree absolutely flawless, makes him
a worthy rival to the mighty Salvator and other great stal-

lions that are beginning to blaze their way to turf fame as

sires in the Golden State.—Cincinnati Cor. N. Y. Mercury.

CreFcendo's magnificent Eastern showing after a long

voyage across the continent and a severe attack of sickness,

makes anything in regard to his history or racing lineage cf

ranch interest now. Flambeau, Creeeendo's sire, has alwayB

been considered by Californians the best racehorse ever bred

in that sunny clime. He was out the same year as Racine*

who first lowered Ten Broeck's mile record, which Btood for

thirteen years, and five times as a two-year-old he was beaten

by Racine, who was his stable companion.
Jt has always been understood, however, that Racine was

permitted to win these events on sufferance, and great as was
the son of Bishop, Flambeau was the belter horse. As a
three-yoar-old, after wiamng two slakes early in the spring,

Crescendo's Hire waa taken sick, and he raced no more until

a rix-yearold in LsWJ.when in six starts he was twice beateni
once each by Wild wood and Nomad, and that season he was
only a cripple. He then won nine races out of sixteen Blarls,

was never worse than second but once, and Wildwood was the
only performer outside of Racine lhat ever finished in front
of bim until he broke down. Flambeau's winning perform-
ances are given below :

J_®*~! fbrnla Annual sinkca. 110 pound*. Time, 1:13.
AChnrm nn« I i

I

Beaten horses,
' H„ Nlght-tlm tfool i r. piiny and

The Kingston Yearling Sale.

I Beaten
none*. Hlc« mode,

The sale of the yearlings bred by Mr. J. B. Ferguson at

his Kingston Stud took place in New York, August 27th.

Although there was a good attendance of representative

horsemen, there were few buyers of note. Mr.[Eugene Leigh

invested largely in fillies, no doubt to replenish his stock at

his own stud farm, but among the leading horsemen of the

East Mr. P. J. Dwyer was the only purchaser, securing the

colt by Prince Royal, out of Blue Hood, for $400. The colt

Searchlight, by Queen'B Counsel, out of Dazzling Light, one
of the finest lookers seen in a long while, went to Mr. E. H.
Smith very cheaply at $2,100. He was the highest priced

one of the sale. The only other one who fetched four figures

was the brown colt by imp. St. George, out of that good mare
Carrie Phillips, who went to William Wallace for $1,200
Following is a recordgof the sales :

B c by St. George—Attraction ; E. Leigh, $250.

B c by Prince Royal—Blue Hood; P. J. Dwyer, $400.
B c by St. George—Carrie Phillips ; William Wallace,

$1,200.

Ch f by Prince Royal—Encore ; H. Mason, $650.

Ch f by Prirce Royal—Fanfare ; W. C. Hayes, $274.

Ch c by Prince Royal—Heroine ; C. Baker, $500.
Ch c by Prince Royal—Lady Hood ; Sensation Stable,

$525.

Ch f by Prince Royal—Lonely ; L. Engle, $275.

Ch f by St. George—Lncretia ; E. Moorford, $175.
B f bv Prince Royal—Manzanita; E. Leigh. $150.
B fbv Prince Royal—Minnie Williams; E. Leigh, $125.
B c by Prince Royal—Penelope ; G. E. Bennell, $525.
B f by Prince Roral—Press Onward ; E. Leigh, $150.
Br f by St. George—Sallie McAllister; E. Leigh, $100.
Che by Prince Royal—Tartarine ; T. Dapman. $125.
Br c by St. George—Una B.; D. M. Dodge, $1,000.
Searchlight, by Queen's Counsel—Dazzling Light ; C. H.

Smith, $2,100.

Ch c by Elkwood—Benediction ; A. White, $950.

Pined $50 for Dying.

Parvenue, who won " Pittsburg Phil " a fortune or two in

1893, has drifted into the minor game at Alexander Island

and St. Asaph. In connection with Parvenue's last victory

at St. Asaph a chapter of oddities turned up. The intrinsic

Hugh McCarren—an oddity himself—short an eye but not at

all a bear on native wit or ability to care for himself—owns

Parvenue. He has a weakness for crippled greatness in horses,

Parvenue was in the last race and a 2 to 5 shot. One of the
starters was Putnam, one of the ex-Timmons collection who
figured in the One Forty-Seven-Putnam-False Ahrens series

story. Putnam died in the paddock and Starter Flynn did
not notice his absence and sent the field away. Parvenue won.
The race and bets were declared off and Putnam's owner

—

poor fellow—fined $50 for Putnam's " procrastination "—

a

new name for death. The race was run again and Parvenue,
just as hot a favorite, won again. McCarren's story of the
event is a gem.
McCarren is a wit. He cheats at times, does the best he

can—for McCarren—always and is steadily in good personal
standing—whole or broke. Just now Hugh is extremely
whole and the McCafferty of the Washington tracks. Mc-
Carren is always popular. His tongue assures him that
place. He lost his eye—on a race or something—years ago.
He has a weakness for cards. When Hawthorne was a local

fixture and the colony of cottages strong, there was a nightly
heart game at which Pat Dunne, Tully Coulter and McCar-
ren were fixtures. McCarren is an owl from choice. He
like to plays. If ahead, be would not let the game break up.
He wanted to give the others a chance. If behind he clam-
ored /or a chance himself. One morning, when alt the
players were nodding over hands, Pat Dunne said to McCar-
ren :

" Hughey 1 You are a fiend to keep us here. How do
you stand it 7" " Me boy," quote McCarren, " I ken stand
it. I have only to rest one eye." And the game went on
until the solitary optic demanded its due.

An exchange remarks that Damewood, by Wedgewood
(2:19), dam of John R. Gentry (2:03J pacing), Theodore
Shelton (3) (2:13 pacing) and Myron McHenry (2:15$ trot-

,

ting), has produced three faster stallions than any other
brood mare. All the trio are by the same horse, Ashland

,

Wilkes (2:17,1). It is a curious fact that the second daui of
Ashland Wilkes (2:17$) was by the thoroughbred imported
Knight of St. George, and the dam of Wedgewood was by
the thoroughbred Woodford, a son of Kosciusko, by Sir
Archy,

Horses Named for the California Jockey Glut
Trotting Meeting.

The following is a list of horses named on September Ib

for the purses and stakes for the trotting meeting of th

California Jockey Club. This list includes nearly all of th

best horses on the Pacific Coast, besides such stars as Azot
and Klamath, who will be here in time to trot at this meet
ing. The long- distance races will be a novelty that is sun

to prove interesting and draw a large crowd. The Californi

Jockey Club, by coming out early in the season and ofleriof

liberal purses, greatly benefited harness racing on this coas

this year, as their large entry list encouraged other associa

tions, that on account of losing the State appropriation migh.

have held back, to go ahead and give meetings

:

Trotting, 2:22 class, purse 81,200.

C. P. Harris' ch s Melvar Pleasanton Stock Farm's (for P
C. O. Crippen's bl h Leonot Mann) b f Miss Kate
Chas. A. Hug {tor Agnew Stock M. F. Sanders' b g Dr. Puff
Farm) b g Mojave Vendome Stock Farm's b h Joht

i

P. W. Murphy (tor HenryStowelt) Bury
br m Bijou S. C. Tryon's br s Knight

Trotting, 2:19 class, purse 81.200.

Vineland Stock Farm's bra Myrtle H. P. Perkins' bg Jasper Ayroa
Thorne jas. Sullivan's b g Cbieo

C. Z. Hebert's b s Bruno M. F. Sanders' b s Our Lucky
J. H. Butler's b g Manning

. San Mateo Stock Farm's bl n
R. bird's gr m Irene Crocker Doublecross
River View Stock Farm's br s Geo. S. C. Tryon 's gr s Rex Gifford
Dexter Williams &. Morehouse's b is

J. D. Carr's br s Bay Rum Anita
C. A. Durfee's b s Hillsdale Santa Rosa Stock Farm's bl n
F. F. Hosteller's br s Jno. Bury Electra.

Trotting, 2:17 class, purse 81,500.

M. F. Sanders' b s Native State
Williams & Moorhouse's b g Mon-
tana

Winship & Keating's br g Ham-
rock

Tbos. Smith's b s Columbus S.
J. Sullivan { for. San Mateo Stock
Farm's) b s Stranger

J, D. Rainey's Lenmar

River View Stock Farm's br sGe<
Dexter

P. W. Murphy's b s Paloma Princt
Richard Gird's ch m Nellie W.
J. H. Butler's bg Manning
B. O. Van Bokkelen's bl m Myrtli
Thorne

C. B. Bigelow's mr m Margate
Worth

C. Z. Hebert's b s Bruno

Trotting, 2:13 class, purse 81,500.

M. F. Sanders' br m Visalia Pleasanton Stock Farm's b h Al
G. K. Hostetter (for C. W. Smith) tao

br s Boodle C. A. Durfee for T. W. Raymond'!
Williams & Moorhouse's b g Iago br s Zombro

Trotting, free for all, purse 82,000.

Winship & Keating's bl m Ethel Pleasanton Stock Farm's b (>

Downs Azote
B. O. Van Bokkelen for C. A. T. W. Raymond's b h Klamath
Durfee's ch h Thompson Williams & Moorehouse's b g Iagi

Pacing, 2:16 class, purse 51.200.

E. W. Steele's b m Edna R.

.

M. F. Sanders' b s Prince Nutwood
Vendome S. F. (for A. Hables) ch
g Our Boy

Agnew S. F.'s bl g Loupe
L. J. Smith's bl s Fresno Prince
C. B. Bigelow's b m Videtta

Pacing, 2:13 class, purse 81,500.

Oakwood Park S. F.'s b m Jave-
lin

T. Marr (for C. H. Corey's) b m
Ruby M

J. H. Davis' ch m Belle
Saml. Casto's br sTouchet

W. K. Robinson for L. J. Feltoot.
b s Ketchum

A. C. Hinkson for J, M. Nelson';
b g Golden West

S. A. Goldstein's br h Orliudi,
Richmond

A. D. Shaw's b m Ruby M.

b. C. Tryon's b sHauford Median
D. R. Misner's b g Pluukett
M. F. Sanders' bl s Prince Nut
wood

Jas. Mack's b g Fred Mason
H. R. Ward's b s Baywood

Combination Stakes, three miles, for trotters and pacers.

D. R.^Misner's rn g Bishop Hero Saml. A. Crowell (far J. Talbot
P.J. Maun's bl g'l'rumont
Agnew S. F.'s br m Flora G.
Jos. Cairn Simpson's b g San Jose

Pacing, free-for-all, purse §2,000.

Pleasanton Stock Farm's blk h
Directly

A. Ottinger's b gOur Dick
Jas. Mack (for. C. H. Corey 1

Waldo J.

Clifton's) s s Pilot Lemont
M. F. Sanders' br m Estelle
Wilkes

Wm. Murray's ch s Diablo
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's be

1

W. Wood
gr g Geo. B. Polhemus' Seymour (for-

merly Seymour Wilkes)

Union Stakes, two miles and repeat, trotters aud pacers.

E. W. Steele's br s San Luiseto M. W. Holmes' b g Clay H.
Winship <fc Keating's bit s Delphi Jos. Cairn Simpson's b m Hazel B=
Wm. Bihler's ch h Switzer M. F. Sanders' b m Estelle Wilke

California Jockey Club Stakes, four miles, trotters and pacers.

B. O. Van Bokkelen's br s Boodle Jos. Cairn Simpson's br m Lady O.
C. B. Bigelow's b m Videtta M. F. Sander's b m Maria P.
A. Ottinger's b g Our Dick C. H. Corey's br m Laura M.
D. R. Misner's m g Bishop Hero

Entries to Running Events at Santa Ana.

The following entries have been received for the running

races at the Santa Ana meeting, October 15th to 19th inclu-

sixe. The three-quarter mile dash for two year-olds has been

declared off:

No. 12. Half-mile dash, two-year-olds—L. Dunlap's Jim
Cook, Mrs. J. Wolfskill's Gladwin, M. A. Forster's George
F., C. I. Tbacker's Serva, Owen Bros.' Little Pearl, Mm.
Emma Ruggles' Nevere.
No. 14. One and one half mile aud repeat— A. Cook's

Ben B., J. E. Gardner's Miss Rathburn,AI Morine's Lorena,

M. A. Forster's Bogan, P. Weber's Waif, J. Weber's Gift,

Singers & Whitney's Gracie S.

No. 15. One and one-sixteenths mile dash—J. E. Garner's

Miss Rathburn, Al Morine's Piru,M. A. Forster's Naicho B.,

W. S. Maben's Juan Bernard and Red Head, C. Weber's
Hello, Owen Bros.' Polasky, W. Short's AbiP., Judge Tarn's

Tobey, E. J. Edgar's John L. Palmer.

No. 16. One and one-quarter miles dash—Mrs. J. Wolfs-

kill's La France, M. A. Forster's Niicho B., W. S. Maben's
Juan Bernard, P. Weber's Jerome S., Owen Bros.' Two
Cheers, W. Short's Abi P., Judge Tarn's Tobey, C. J. Edgar's
John M. Palmer.

No. 17. Three quarter mile dash— A. Cook's Ben H.,

Dickey & Knight's Mestesa, Mrs. J. Wolfskill's La France,

M. A. Forster's Bogan, W. S. Maben's Red Head, C. Weber's
Hello, A. Sprowl's George Daily, A. Garcia's Vestal, Owen
Bros.' Polasky, 8ingers & Whitney's Gracie S. and Linville,

W. Short's Abi P., Judge Tarn's Tobey, C. J. Edgar's John
M. Palmer. Chas. A. Riggs, Secretary.

From West field Leader (N. J.) : I have had an oppor-

tunity to examine *' Absorbine," manufactured by W. F.

Young, Meriden, Conn., and find it to be a discutient in

which full confidence can be placed. It removes all puffs and
swellings, from a skin roll to a fatty tumor, and at the same
time it strengthens the muscles without doing the least in*

jury to the tissues, or even to the hair. I am much pleased

with it and could not suggest anything preferable. W. H.
Morse, M. D„ F. B. Sc, Chemist and Therapeutist.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,
president; Dr. s. E. Knowles, secretary, 139 Post St., S. P.
The Country Club, San Francisco, Frederick W. Tallant, Secretary,

Pacific Union Club, S. F.
The Gun Club, San Francisco,, F. S. Batler, Secretary, San Fran

The Olympic Guu Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,
Secretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Scoyern.
The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine Btreet, S. F.
The Lincoln Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

605 Market Street, S. F.
Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,

Secretary, Calitornia and Davis streets, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.
San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John

H. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.
Alameda Conuty Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,

Secretary, Oakland, Cal.
The Nlmrod Gun Club. Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

dent, R. Liddle, 110 Montgomery.
The Electric Gun Club, San FranciBco, Edgar Forster, Secretary

603 Market St. S. F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.
Manzanita Gun Club, Willits, Cal.,M.Mantz, president ;C. Whited,

secretary.
The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, Secretary.
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-

Naughton, Pres.; A. Burwell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gm Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.
Marshfleld Rod and Gun Club, Marshfleld, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.; V. M.

Jessee, Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. 8. Seed, Free. ; G.

C. Cayenne, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.
Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game, Josian Collins Jr. Pres., C. F. Graff. Sec.-Treas., box
977, Seattle, Wash.

*»

Coming Events,

September 15—Green Brae, Annual outing of the Lincoln Gun
Club.
September 21-22—Los Angeles. Inaugural Semi-Annual Tournament

of the Los Angeles City Gun Club.
September 2a—Oakland Race Track, Clabrough Golcher & Co.'

blue rock tournament.
October 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Asso-

ciation at Oakland Race Track.
October 25-2G—Tournament of the Washington State Sportsman's

Aasocialiou, Seattle, Wash.

The Sacramento Tournament.

The fourteenth annual tournament of the State Sports-

men's Association tournament has come and gone. The
older shooters were most of them present but what laurels

they won were hotly contested. A number of young men
have entered the ranks the last year or two that promise to

make not only local champions but the equals of any in

America.

On the second day Crittenden Robinson won the Fay

diamond medal with 35 straight, making 75 straight during

the day. The best average of the tournament was made by

M. O. Feudner and for a man of his years and experience it

is a remarkable record. He killed 193 out of 201 shot at.

Five of his lost birds were dead out of bounds and the others

were all badly hurt. He made one run of 89 straight, in-

cluding 6 or 8 birds shot in practice and extra events.

Robinson killed 155 out of 165, Chick 135 out of 150,

Fanning 108 out of 119, Stelling 106 out of 118, Zentgraf 61
out of 70, Merrill 58 out of 67.

THE SECOND DAY.

The first match of Thursday was a ten-bird event, $5 en-

entrance. The straight scores divided the purse. The scores

were as follows. (Our correspondent kept no record of sec-

ond-barrel kills in the first few matches)

:

Robinson 1111111111—10
Haas 1111111111—10
Chick lillllllU—10
Bassford, H. A 1)11111111—10
Johnston 1111111111—10
Haight 1111111111—10
Feudner 1111111111-10
Warder 1111111111—10
F. Ruhstaller, Jr 1111111011— 9
Morrison 1111110111— 9
Fay 0101111101— 7
Webb 1100001111— 6
Wender 1100000111— 5
Horning 1011001010— 6
F. Ruhstaller, 8r lllOOw
Jones lllOw
Zentgrat lllOw
E. Nicolaus OllOw
Stelling HOw
Smith lOw
Richards lOw
Judd Ow
The next event was a fifteen-bird sweep, $10 entrance, $75

added. The purse, $295, was divided between Robinson,
Feudner, Gerber and Sterling. The score

:

C.Robinson 111111111111111—15
Feudner 111111111111111—15
J. Gerber 111111111111111—15
Stelling 111111111111111—15
Shiell 111110111111111—14
L. J.Johnson 111111111101111—14
M. Chick 111111111101111—14
H.Brown 011111111001101—11
Smith llllOllllllOw
E. Fay lllllllllllOw
F. Ruhstaller, Jr lOllllllOw
Winder OllllllOw
Judd llOllw
Richards Ollllw
Webb lllllw
Morrison OlllOw
Jones OlOlOw
Fanning llllOw
Johnson llllw

Haight lllOw
G. Zentgraf HOw
The next event, The Fay Diamond Medal Match, brought

out twenty-two entries, netting Mr. Chick, the holder of the
medal, $110. Stelling, Fanning, Upson, Nicholaus and Rob-
inson tied with 20 straight each. In the tie Robinson won
with 15 straight.

NicholauB 2212222111 2111222112—20
Robinson 2111111111 1211121112-20
Fanning 1111211121 1211121111—20
Sterling 2112111111 1121122221—20
Upaon 2221212112 2121111111—20
Feudner 1210112111 1111111222—19
Zentgraf 1112212111 2110112121—19
Warder 2222111221 111101212 —19
Richards 1121121121 2121110 —16
Gerber 2111221211 21110 —14
Yorke 1222122112 01122 —14
Chick 2220122112 211100 —13
Smith 101111111211120 —13
Fay 2112011021
Judd 1210120012
Johnson 1112020101
Shiells ." 1221112011
Haight 2021110211
Helens 1011222211
Hornung 1001111202
Stone 0100221011
Ruhstaller Jr 1112100010
Webb 1022212112
Morrison 21020210
Eckhardt 22220
Ruhstaller 8r 11011

Ties on 20 shot off at five birds each, with the following
resnlt

:

Robinson 1111111111 11111
Nicolaus 111111111101111
Sterling 111111110
Upson no
Fanning HO
The last shoot of the day was a 12-bird match, $7.50 en-

trance, 19 entries, that was not finished on account of the
lack of birds.

THE THIRD DAY.

The first match on Friday was the unfinished event of
Thursday. Chick, Feudner, Webb, Shiell and Smith divided
the money with eleven each. The score :

Smith 111111101112—11
Webb 222222121022—11
Shiells 101111112221—11
Chick 222121120121—11
Burnett 112111112010—10
Feudner 212021111222—11
Robinson 211121011210—10
Hornung 101121120 w
Fay 1212010 w
Fanning 111100 w
Judd 101120 w
Richards 121111 w
Clark 01121 w
Zentgraf 111010 w
Stelling OHIO w
Morrison 010 w
Brow 0w
The next event was at 10 birds, Feudner. Fanning, Chick,

Ruhstaller Sr. and Richards divided the purse with straight
scores. The score

:

Fanning 1112121111—10
Feudner 1111111121- -10
Chick 1112111111—10
Ruhstaller Sr 2211112211—10
Richards 1111121112—10
Judd 1222201221— 9
Smith 2112111101— 9
Webb 2022222211— 9
Morrison 1111211110— 9
Robinson 1101112211— 9
Fay 2122221010— 8
Haight 0110212100— 7
Zentgraf 112210w
Johnson llllOw
The next event was at twelve birds, entrance $7.50, sixteen

entries. Shiell, Richards, Zentgraf, Smith and Robinson
killed straight and divided the money. The score :

Shiells 11211111212 1—12
Richards 121221112111—12
Zentgraf 211211111111—12
Smith 211112111121—12
Robinson 211221122211—12
Fay 121221112022—11
Fanning 12112220w
Johnson 2122210w
Haight 011200w
Chick 211102w
Judd 211101w
Webb Olllllw
Sterling 112110w
Burnett lllOOw
Feudner 2010w
Ruhstaller 210w
The third event was a fifteen-bird match, $10 entrance, ten

merchandise prizes. There were thirteen entries. Shiell

and Richards divided first and second money. Judd and
Stelling tied for third money and a $75 shotgun, and shot off

in the next match for the whole thing, Judd winning by two
birds. Robinson made a score of thirteen and carried off a
$25 fly rod. Feudner's score of twelve won him a keg of

Dupont Smokeless powder. The score ;

ShiellB 1111111121 21211—15
Richard 1221221111 21111—15
Judd 02212.2111 11122—14
Sterling 212111122012222—14
Robinson 2111121102 10222—13
Morrison 101012211101211—12
Webb 010111210111111—12
Feudner 0120111129 11111—12
Fanning 0111112101 10111—12
Fay 1020111211 11101—12
Smith 1121011101 01110—11
Chick 2022100110 HOw
Haight 111021000W
The fourth event, a 12 bird match, $5 entrance, merchan-

dise prizes. Feudner, Burnett and Merrill divided the money
with 12 straight. Fanning won a fly rod, Judd the revolver
and Morrison the shells. The score :
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THE FOURTH DAY.
Saturday brought out quite a number of new shooters, and

the number of entries in each event was ^uite large.
The first event of the day was a ten- bird match $5. En-

trance $50 added. Twenty-two entries. Feudner, Merrill
Burnett, Stelling, Johnson and Fay killed ten each and di-
vided the money. The score

:

Merrill 1111221111—10
°urnett 1111112111—10
* eudner 1211221111-10
S'ellmg 2212111112—10
Johnson 1212121211—10
* a -

T
-v 2111211J11—10

fT
a,"11?S 1121211210— 9

Nicholaus 1211011121- 9
Webb 0112121021— 8
Morrison 2111021220— 8
Ruhstaller Jr 0022011111— 7
Zentgraf. 2112120 w
^elm6 12211210 w
gerber lomo w
Co"* -1111110 w
J,udd 12011 w
^.'S 1!' 11010 w
IP'e'ds 0110 w
RobinBon 11021 w
H. Gerber n2 w
»mlth 21201 w
Richard - 20w
In the second event, at twenty-five birds, $10 entrance, 21

entries, $100 added, Feudner and Chick divided first and sec-
ond money, Robinson, Helms and Burnett divided third and
fourth. The score

:

Feudner 1121222111121122112121121—25
Chick 1112211112121211211111111—26
Robinson 1122221211112011122122121—24
Helms 1211112222211122222120221—24
Burnett 1121212111121201111111122—24
W. E. Gerber 2110021111121212111322121—23
Shell 1111211111111111111101110—23
Richards 2211122112111211110110w
Judd 12212111112222110001W
Fanning 0221111111112110w
MorriBon 111212212111210w
Nicholaus 221211102202121w
Merrill 111121I11111001w
Ruhstaller 11201 llllllOw
Webb - 12201111102W
Zentgraf 021111221110w
Smith 110111212110W
Upson 2122210*
Johnson 111120w
Stelling 12020w
Fay 22020w

The third event, 12 birds, $7.50 entrance, $75 added, was
divided between Feudner, Chick, Merrill, Shiells, Robinson,
Zentgraf, Stelling and Richards, with 12 each. The Bcore

;

Feudner 111112111111—12
Chick 111121111211—12
Merrill 122211111221—12
Shields 111111212111—12
Robinson „ 111112112111—12
Zentgraf 121211111111—12
Stelling 112112111111—12
Richard 111222111211—12
Fay 112012111200— 9
Johnson 2111211210w
Fanning „ 1211110w
Judd 12010w
Morrison OllOw
Helms 210w
Webb 0w
Burnett Ow
The fourth event, a 10 bird match, $5 entrance, $25 added,

was won by Feudner, Shields, Webb and Fanning. The
score

:

Chick 2112211111—10
Shiells 1111212212- 10
Webb 2111211112—10
Fanning 1211211111—10
Bumett 2122121110— 9
Merrill llllllilw
Helm 12112210*
Judd 11211UW
Robinson 1111210w
Richards 11122w
Stelling 12120w
Feudner 12120w
Fay 220w
Haight lOw
Morrison —Ow
The next match, the last of the tournament, was an extra

event at 10 birds, $5 entrance. Robinson, Fanniug, Shiell,

and Morrison won the purse with straight scores. The score :

Robinson 1111111112—10
Fanning 1111212111—10
Shields 1221121211—10
Morrison 2221111211—10
Judd 1211111110— 9
Burnett 112122110w
Feudner lllllllOw
Richards 11210w
Chick 1220w
Merrill lllOw
Stelling - 2220w
Eckhart 2210w
Webb 2120w
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The Empire Gun Olnb.

The Empire Gun Club held ils final fhoot for (he cash

priws for the season on Sunday last and will hold its final

Bbootfor the (Jim on Sept. 28. Cash prizes amounting to

$150 were divided as follows : First Class $50, Second Class

$40, Third Class $30, Fourth Class $30, Fifth Class $10. Each

class was again divided into two moneys 70 and 30 per cent.

Stewart and Webb divided first and second money in the First

Class, Daniels and Baum divided first and second money in

the Second Clats. Anderson won first money in the Third

Class, Newton second ; liross and Gross divided first and sec-

ond in the Fourth (.lass. Olsen won first money in the Fifth

Class with Hall second.

The standing of the high men in the shoot for the gun that

comes oil on the iM is as follows: Webb 158, Daniels 158,

Nauman 157. The scores of the enlire club for the season

are as follows :
•
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fiewaSu.'.'.'.'. I."™"j:-~ .- 18 M 19 21 23 21 119 22 141

Andms 12 19 19 21 22 22 115 19 134

ftSSS" • M 16 21 16 19 17 112 20 132

Y„u„„ . 17 IS 21 17 21 18 112 18 130

iZlm - I s -•» 1' >8 »8 20 109 20 129

Flschor.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'. 18 20 19 16 19 17 109 13 122
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Biker - 13 22 22 It 18 23 109 18 127

jXrrlso', IS 16 15 17 22 20 109 10 119

„ewlou a 16 14 20 16 23 109 19 128
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rOUSTB CLASS.

K,.ll,„.. 20 11 18 IS 20 19 106 16 122

,^.,„,\v 14 20 IS IS 14 20 101 18 122

0Sm 16 12 11 10 19 12 93 14 107

GroMG'!.'.''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 17 16 15 15 14 14 91 IS 109

Firm class.

Olsen 13 12 11 16 13 20 88 19 107

McAliiB 12 12 14 15 IB 17 86 12 97

Hin .. 9 15 13 10 8 11 66 15 81

5oOdwin!-17„'L'.V.'l'..... 6 8 9 12 9 10 51 12 66

The Coming Tournament.

The programme of the coming tournament of the Califor-

nia Inanimate Target Association will be out the first of next

week. It will be the best one ever issued on this coast by a

large majority, and will unquestionably bring out a good at-

tendance.

Among the valuable prizes that will be contested for will

be the Association Individual Championship Medal. The

"Gold Dust" medal. The Association Team Championship

Trophy. The Overland Monthly Team Trophy. One L. C

Smith hammerless. One Clabrough hammerless. One ham-

mer gun. One colts rifle and scores of minor prizes.

The Dupont Powder Co. has donated J50 to the purses.

The 8elby Co. $50, and other local firms will contribute lib-

erally.

A. A. Martin, chairman of the Transportation Committee,

has secured a special excursion rate from the Southern Pacific

Co. for shooters who wish to attend tbe tournament from any
portion of California.

To secure this rale the sportsman must pay full fare one

way and get from the local agent a certificate (all agents will

be supplied with them). This certificate must be counter-

signed by A. A. Martin on the grounds, and will then entitle

the holder to a return ticket at one-third the regular rate.

Clubs not members of the association must join before the

loth, if they wish to participate in the tournament.

It has been estimated that a shooter can compete in every

event given during the two days for tbe sum of $8, including

entry fees and cost of shells.

Tbe clubs that have joined the association up to present

writing are as followB : The Empire Gun Club of Oakland,
the Lincoln Gun Club of San Francisco, the Olympic Gun
Club of Sao Francisco, the Nimrod Gun Club of San Fran-
cisco, tbe Electric Gun Club of San Francisco, the Stockton
' -tin Club, the Sacramento Gun Club, tbe San Joaquin Val-
ley (»un Club, the Cyclers Gun Club of San Jo6e, the Watson
ville Gun Club and the Mill Valley Country Club.

The Deer Daw.

San Joaquin County Game Ordinanoe.

;

Eijitob Bkeeder and Sportsman—Have tbe Supervisors

of a county a right to pass laws conflicting with the State

law in regard to duck shooting. W. E. M.
Stockton, Sept. 4.

Mr. M. incloses the following clipping from a local papec:
Mnnj sportsmen are under the impression that the season

for duck and snipe does not open until October 1 5th . In this

county, under an ordinance parsed by the Board of Super-
visors taut February, tbe closed season for these birds is from
March ! tli to September 16th of each year.

[Attorney General Fitzgerald has twice given his opinion
tliitt nicfa onlinacces an the one alluded to above are null and

Botrdi of Soperrfton may shorten the open season
uiihirt tiu 8tat* /"", but may not
lengthen the open season nor pass ordinances that conflict

with theHtate law.—Kn.

Kvery shooter will have a chance to win something at the
Association tournament on October Cth and 7th. If high
gun* drop for place they will lose the tie in the former match
and ipoU th»*ir chances for the $50 puree for highest averages
made during the 'nurnament. The handicap match promises
to be one of the most interesting events of the two days' shoot*
ing. Everyone muni shoot to win in (hat race.

The CrolcVB Oan Olob Of Han Jose and the Olympic Quo
Club will shoot ^i match for a silver cup oo September 29th
at Kan Jose. J - match will be between ten men teaiits,each

man to shoot at 2> birds, known traps, known wag] a,

The game law of Mario County lb being tested in the

courts, says the Call.

Adolph Sylva, of Mill Valley, went gunning for deer on

September 1st. It was Mr. Sylva's deliberate intention to

violate the law of Marin County if he should be successful in

running down a buck. He took with bim as a witness of his

expressed intention E. Cramer, and brought down a deer in

the presence of Cramer. Mr. Sylva is not only a law-abiding

citizen, but a lawyer as well, and his purpose of violating the

ordinance of Marin County regarding the closed season as to

deer was to test its validity. Cramer swore to a complaint

against Sylva sbefore Justice of the Peace Bellrude of Mill

Valley, charging him with violoting ordinance 81, prohibit-

ing the kilpng of a male deer on or after September 1st of

any year and before July 15th of the fallowing year.

Sylvia immediately petitioned the Superior Court for a

writ of habeas corpus, and on Friday last Judge Angellotti,

of San Rafael, granted the writ, making it returnable yester-

day morning. The question was laid before the Superior

Court of Marin countv, Sylyia appearing as counsel in his

own behalf and District Attorney MartinelH for the county.

The case was quickly stated and briefly argued. Mr. Sylya

contended that the ordinance was not violated for the reason

that no provision appeared for a penalty, and, moreover, that

Hie ordinance was in conflict with the general law enacted by

the last Legislature, which provided for a closed season as to

deer from October 15th to July 15th. He further argued

that the general law superseded the ordinance, quoting in

support of his contest the California Reports, various sections

of the Penal Code and the county government act.

Mr. Martinelli supported the charge of violation of the law

by the argument that the Board of Supervisors bad the right

to pa6s ordinances regulating fish and game under the pro-

vision of the constitution, Bection 11, article 11, as well as un-

der subdivision 29£, article 25 of the county government
act.

Judge Angellotti took the case under advisement.

Unher recent opinions of Attorney-General Fitzgerald the

county has the right to change the State law, so long as the

ordinance shall be in consonance with tbe general law; and

the Marin County ordinance is so considered, because by its

provision the spirit of the general law is upheld by seeking

to further the protection of deer.

There have been numerous inquiries received by District

Attorney Martinelli as to the proper date of the beginning of

the closed season from sportsmen, including one from the

Country Club.

Later : On Wednesday Judge Angellotti gave his decision

acquitting the defendant. The substance of the decision is as

follows

:

" The complaint does not charge a public offense under any
law of tbe State. The State law makes it a misdemeanor for

one to kill a male deer in the State of California between the

15th day of October and the 15th day of July of the follow-

ing year, and for such misdemeanor a punishment is pre-

scribed by another section of the same code.

"It is apparent from the complaint that petitioner has not

violated the provisions of the Penal Code, and there is no
other section of the State law applicable. It is, however,
claimed that the ordinance of Marin County, referred to in

the complaint, makes the act of the petitioner a crime of

public offense.]
" To make an act a crime or public offense there must be a

law forbidding the act and rising the punishment for the com-
mission thereof. The ordinance, which was enacted July 3,

1894, does not forbid any act, but simply provides that the

closed season as to deer is changed.
" Nor does ordinance 78, of which No. 91 is amendatory,

prescribe any penalty. Hence, these ordinances fail to create

a public offense, and no provision of the laws of the State can
be held to supply this defect unless it hay been made espec-

ially applicable thereto."

Consequently the season for deer is still open in Marin
county and as the Board of Supervisors do not meet until

October 6th, the season must remain open until October 15th,

when the State law closes it.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Bales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Flease use the following form

:

SALES.

Chas. J. Adair, San Francisco, has sold a St. Bernard dog
pup by Salvo (Barry—Bella)—Atalanta (Emperor of Bay-
onne—Lady Bayonne) to Chas. B. Long, San Fernando, Cal.

Chas. J. Adair, San Francisco, has sold a St. Bernard dog
pup by Salvo (Barry—Bella)—Atalanta (Emperor of Bay-
onne—Lady Bayonne) to Eugene Hoffman, San Francisco.

Regensburger St. Bernard Kennel- have Bold the St. Ber-
nard dog Lord Hualpa (Alton—Keepsake) to Miss Mary
McGanney, Smarstville, Cal.

J. R. Kelly has sold his St. Bernard dog Duke Royal (by

Waldo W.—Francis H.) to a parly in Los Angeles.

WHELPS.
L. D. Rowell's (San Francisco) rough-coated St. Bernard

bitch Laura Alton (California Alton—Tomab) whelped
September 8th, thirteen, seven dogs, to Franz Frey's Hector
of Hauenstein (Barry—Gemma).

Chas. J. Adair's (San Franrisco) rough coated St. Bernard
bitch Atalanta (Emperor of Bayonne— Lady Bayonne)
whelped July 12th, eight—three dogs—to Franz Frey's Salvo
of Thusis (Barry—Bella).

W. II. Williams' (San Francisco} Irish water Bpaniet bitch

Nora (King Marsh—Nora P.) whelped September lOtbnine,
six dogs, to J. H. Sammi's Handy Andy (Champion the
Shaughraun—Duchess of Connaughtj.

VISITS.

Wm. Larsen's (San Francisco) English setter bitch Belle

Gladstone (Ch. Gladstone—Zell) to Geo. Crocker's Rod's
Chaff (Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl) on September 10th.

Jos. McLatchie's (San Francisco) fox-terrier bitch Daunt-
lesa Suzelte (Le Logos— Hillside Gaudy) to same owner'.*

Mission Rival (Blemton Reefer— Rejoice) on September 7th.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS LN DOGDOM.

Whippet racing promises to become quite popular in the
East.

A. C. Collins returned last Tuesday from a trip among the
dog fanciers at Los Angeles.

The Pacific Fox-Terrier Club failed to secure a quorum at
its regular monthly meeting night, Tuesday last.

Dr. D'Evelyn will send his fox terrier bitch Langtry K.,
by Oriole Bluffer—Dauntless Lilian, to the Omaha show' next
week.

A new breeder in the ranks of fox terrierdom has ordered
from a well-known Eastern kennel the best lox terrier that
can be purchased.

Hugh McCracken will be busy for a week or two. Gun-
dred was due yesterday and Cleopatra is due to-morrow. Both
were bred to Reglov.

The Pacific Kennel Club again failed to secure a quorum
on Wednesday evening of last week. This par is getting to
be a regular "chestnut."

The St. Bernard Club of California for the first time in its

existence failed to secure a quorum on Wednesday evening
last, but five members were present.

O. H. Williams has received the rough-coated St. Bernard
dog pup that he has so long been expecting from A. C. Shal-
lenberger, and it is a good one. It is by Ch. Melrose.

Dr. Thos. Bowhill will kindly accept our thanks for a fine

photo of his new wire-haired fox terrier Jack. The new ac-
quisition is a fine-headed terrier with good coat and great
character.

Among our new advertisements this week will be found
that of T. Hickey, who offers English setter puppies by that
well-known fielder, Kittle's Luke. These puppies should be
sought for eageriy.

Rod, Gun and Kennel tells of a man who has named bis
dog " Moreover." He claims it is a scripture name, and
quoted a passage from the Bible to prove it, where he says,
" Moreover, the dog, licked his sores," alluding to Lazarus.

T. J. Wattson has purchased a new English setter bitch by
Champion Paul Gladstone, out of Gipsey H. She is said to

be a good fielder. We thought he could not resist tne temp-
tation and predicted the purchase of a bitch when he went
East Borne time ago.

Should Rods Chaff be lucky enough to win tbe match with
Glenbeigh this fall and should Belle Gladstone be lucky with
her coming litter, Wm. Larsen will be strictly in it. Between
the breeding and the reputation and advertising, the litter

would not be long in Mr. Larsen's hands.

J. G. Borglum, of Sierra Madre, has had the misfortune to
loBe another of his well-known Great Danes. His bitch
Muriel was poisoned on September 6th by some unknown
miscreant. Marjel was an imported bitch by Romeo—Mirka,
She won 1st, San FranciBCO, '93; 2nd, Los Angeles, '93; 1st,

Los Angeles, '94; 1st, Los Angeles, '95.

Robert Armstrong, the breeder of Jas. Mortimer's well-
known wire hair Suffolk Toby, called at this office the other
day and presented us with a number of old photos of Ch Car-
lisle Tack and the Champion Dandie Dinmonts, Border
Qneen and Tweedmouth. He will kindly accept our thanks
for his valuable addition to our collection.

The Regensburger St. Bernard Kennels have sold to Miss
Mary McGanney, of Smartsville, Cal., the well-known St.

Bernard Lord Hualpa (Alton—Keepsake). She will use him
as a companion at her mountain home. Lord Hualpa is

docile, tractable and intelligent and should prove very com-
panionable. Though it seems a shame to retire him from the
stud.

The bitch puppy that W. H. Collins sold to W. R. Mur-
phy of Los Angeles, recently, one of the Reglov—Lady Bute
litter, is doing very well in its new home. At five months
old it weighed 68 pounds and stands 24 inches. It is said to

be almost the image of Lady Bute. Mr. Murphy received a
few weeks back a dog pup, four uonths old by Champion
Melrose, out of Findern Grace, from A. C. 8hellenberger. It

is quite a promising pup, well marked but lacking in shad-
ings.

Tbe entries to the Toronto Show this week were as follows:

Mastitis 23, Bloodhouods 12, Great Danes 24, Deerhounds 3,

Greyhounds 16, English Setters 33. Gordon SetterB 19, Bull-

dogs 5, Whippets 5, Dandie Dinmonts 3, Scotch Terrfers 5,

Black and Tan Terriers 14, Field Spaniels 15, Cocker Span-
iels 79, Dachshunds 9, Smooth Foxterriers 58, Yorkshire
Terriers 2, Pugs 10, Italian Greyhounds 1, St. Bernards 52,
Newfoundlands 2, Russian Wolfhounds 5, Foxhounds 19,

Pointers 10, Irish Setters 22, Collies 40, Bullterriers 21, Irish

Terriers 24, Bedlingtons 10, Skye Terriers 5, Poodles 2, IriBh

Water Spaniels 7, Clumber Spaniels 2, Beatles 22, Wire Fox-
terriers 30, Toy Terriers 4, Toy Spaniels 10, Miscellaneous
4 ; total, 633.

Nominators for the American "Waterloo Gup.

To American Field:—Inclosed find list of nominators who
have made their final payments :

Warren & Fish 1, John Egan 1, D. O. Miller 2, A.Haigh 1,

Dr. Q. Van Hummell 2, C. A. Robinson 2, John Russell 1,

John Charlton 1, M. Allen 3, Alameda Kennels 2, C. W.
Peyton 3, L. C. Whiton 3, A. P. Slocum 3, Melrose & Dur-
bin 2, J. H. Watson 2, J. H. Rew 3. Total 32.

Since the Becond payment (May 15) the following transfers

have been made

:

Warren & Fish to John Russell of Cable 111., 1 ; Jas. R.
McNickle to C. A. Robinson, 1 ; Columbus Kennels to John
Egan of St. Louis, 1, and to C. W. Peyton of Ocean View,
Cal., 1 ; T. J. Cronin to Mr. Peyton, 1 ; Mr. Grace 1 and
Mr. Perrigo I to the Alameda Kennel, San Francisco.

F. B. Coyne, Secretary A. C. C. (
Huron, S. D.
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Patents Relating to the Sporting Interests.

The following list of United States Patents relating to the

sporting interests, granted AugUBt 20 and 27, 1895, U reported

for the Breeder and Sfortsmah by James Sangster

Patent Attorney, Buffalo, N. Y.:

Animal trap—Thomas M. Hovell, Elstree, Eng.

High explosive—Hudson Masim, New York.

Gas-operated firearm—John M. Browning, Ogden, Utah.

Gas-operated breech-loading gun—John M. Browning and

Matthew S. Browning, Ogden, Utah.
_

Gas-operated machine gun—John M. Browning, Ogden,

Utah.
Athletic suit for ladies—Ida M. Kew, >ew lork.

Combined bullet mold and cartridge loading implement

—

John J. Flyckt, St. Thomas, N. D.

Safety device for breakdown guns—Frank A. Foster, Nor-

wich, Conn., assignor to the Crescent Fire Arms Co., same

' Hook—Wm. D. Attwood and Wm. B. St. John, New
Edinburg, Ark. .

Electric target—Milton T. Weston, Kenton, Ohio, assignor

to the Halcyon Cycle Co , same place.

Milton Young Buys Lamplighter.

Gottlieb Walbaum's string of racehorses were sold at

Sheepshead Bay, and Milton Young secured Lamplighter for

the McGrathiana Stud, says the Thoroughbred Record. The

price paid was $7,500. During his racing career Lamp-

lighter has earned $90,015 and beat many high-class horses.

The other horses of the Walbaum string brought good

prices. The Wolf Hill Stable sold all its horses in training

to dissolve the partnership. The prices realized were poor.

The prices paid were as follows

:

PROPERTY OF G. WALBAUM.

Lamplighter, b h, 6, by Spendthrift—Torchlight ; Milton

Young, $7,500.

Potentate, b c, 4, by Hayden Edwards—Amelia P.; T. J.

Meehan, $3,500.

Goodwin, ch c, 3, by imp. Ill Used—Little Hopes; T. J.

Meehao, $1,000.

Florrie, b f, 2, by Hanover—Marguerite ; A. J. Blum,

$1,550.
Rosalind II., b f, 2, by Laureate—Gavoga ; E. Lansburg,

$450.

Fred Barr, b c, 2, by Exile—May Rose; W. M. Wallace,

$1,750.

Tennyson II., by imp. Laureate, dam Lottie II.; F. M.
Arthur, $200.

Sweet Favordale, br f, 2, by Favordale—Sweet Home; G.

E. Smith, $3,200.

Cotton King, b c, 2, by King Galop—War Mantle; G. E.

Smith, $1,150.

Captain Kidd, br c, 2, by Pirate of Penzance—Felipa; E.

Lansburg, $700.

Milton II., b g, 2, bv Laureate—Thrill ; P. Jolly, $100.

Viola; Mr. Kaskela, $40.

Mount McGregor II., b c, 2, by Day Star—Miss McGregor;

T. J. Meehan, $1,000.

Muskalonge, b c, 2, by Muscovy—Rebound; F. M. Arthur,

$350.

Beatrice II, b f, by Laureate—Saranac ; A. J. Blum,

$550.

Violenta, br f, 2, by Laureate—Zamora; J. C. Miller, $200.

Jaquenetta, b f, 2, by Laureate—Alfonse Carter ; J. A.

Sooney, $75.

PROPERTY OF THE KINGSTON STUD.

Chestnut colt, X, by Prince Royal—Lady Hood ; E. W.
Perseus, $200.

PROPERTY OF THE "WOLF HILL STABLE.

Bay colt, 2, by Uncas—Bibolet ; J. Shipsey, $500.

Top Topsey, b f, 2, by Kinglike—Maxim ; J. S. Fergu-

son, $150.

Trillette, b f, 2, by Eothen—Trill ; J. S. Ferguson, $700.

Colonel Thompson, b c, 2, by Uncas—Necromancy ; J. S.

Ferguson, $100.

Henrade, b f, 2, by Uncas—Favon ia ; R. L. Clare, $100.

Annie Sweet, b f,2, by Eothen—Juliette
;
J. S. Ferguson,

$500.

Teenie, ch f, 2, by Macaroon—Margery ;
P. Jones, $125.

Ballet Queen, ch f, 2, by Macaroon—Abundance ; J. 8.

Ferguson, $100.

Bay gelding, 2, by Hanover—Bombazine ; H. Graham,
$40.

Chestnut gelding, 2, by Long Taw—Sunny Taw; A. South-

worth, $25.

Buccaneer, ch c, 2, by Pirate of Penzance—Miss Thomas;

J. Yohes, $350. __^___
Roan WilkeB' Sire.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—In your issue of

7th inst. we beg leave to make a correction for your benefit

and our own, too. Raymon 12,007, by Simmons 2,744, dam

Lady Raymon, by Carlisle 395, was the sire of Roan Wilkes,

2:12J, instead of Raymond. Roan Wilkes' dam was Berlinda,

by Berlin. Lady Grace, 2:18, was also sired by Raymon
12,007, and several more that will be heard from later on in

the season. Yours, Purdy & Maxwell.
San Bernardino, Cal., September 9, 1895.

A Popular Remedy.

Absorbine is handled by all the large dealers in horse

goods and the principal druggists on the Pacific Coast. It is

becoming one of the best known and most popular remedies

used about the stable. It removes all soft bunches on horses ;

does not blister the skin or destroy the hair, and the horse

can be used while under treatment. It is manufactured by

W. F. Young, of Springfield, Mass. Mr. Young has bushels

of recommendations for Abtorbine from the most famous
drivers and trainers in the world.

Montcro, a bay three-year-old gelding, by Edgemark won
a fine heat race at Rigbj Park, August 29th, best time, 2:25$.

Monturo is out of Nellie May, by Electioneer; second dam
Lady Ellen, 2:2yj, by Carr's Mambrino. Lady Ellen was one
of the beBt broodmares on the Palo Alto Stock Farm.

Hueneme Races.

The running races to take place at the Hueneme meeting,

October 1st to 5th,will be exciting, for every event filled well.

In the half-mile dash for all ages the following will appear

:

Prince Hooker, Chivo, Johnny Capron, Lulu H., Manuella,
Gladwin, Rinfax, Red Back, Gracie S.

In the five-eighths mile, selling: Hueneme, Ben H., Bril-

liant, Reno, J. M. Palmer, Toby, Red Back, Gracie S.

In the seven-eighthB mile, sellirg: Santa Fe,Little Cripple,

Metal, Jerome S., Mestesa, J. M. Palmer, Toby, Abi B., Lin-
ville.

In the five-eighths mile, selling: Vestal, Johnny Capron,
Hueneme, LuIuH., La France,Brilliant,Reno, J. M. Palmer,
Toby, Gracie S.

Three-quarter mile dash : Santa Fe (sister to Waif), Pesca-
dor, J. M. Palmer, Toby, Red Back, Abi P., Linville.

One mile dash : Santa Fe, Hock Hocking Jr., Little Crip-
ple, Metal, Jerome S., Jennie C, Howard, J. M. Palmer,
Toby, Abi P.

Three-quarter mile dash : Vestal, Johnny Capron, Santa
Fe, Lulu H., Miss Rambler, J. M. Palmer, Toby.

Three-quarter mile dash for non-winners: Vestal, Johnny
Capron, Ben H., Hello. Jerome S., Mestesa, Daisy R., Miss
Rambler, J. M. Palmer, Toby, Little Tough, Abi P., Lin-
ville.

One and one-eighth mile dash : Santa Fe, Hock Hocking,
Jr., Little Cripple, Pescador, Howard, J. M. Palmer, Toby.

Five-eighths mile dash for non-winners : Vestal. Johnny
Capron, Lulu H , Manuella, Brilliant, Paramatta, Reno,
Mestesa, Daisy R , J. M. 4Palmer, Red Back, Little Tough,
Gracie S.

One-mile dash, selling : Santa Fe, La France, Little

Cripple, Metal, Mestesa, Howard, Toby, AW P., J. M.
Palmer.

Five-eighths mile dash—Johnny Capron, Hueneme, Ben
H. Piru, Hello, J. M. Palmer, Toby, Red Back.

Secretary T. H. Merry says : As the horses entered in the
races that did not fill are also entered in the other races, no
inconvenience can come to owners. Besides, overnight races

can be made up from horses on the ground if the attendance
will justify it. Owners and enterers of horses are notified

that their entries have been received and are accepted as

above.

Valuable Thoroughbreds Burned.

Lexington, Aug. 28.—This morning, about 6:30, the stal-

lion barn at Castleton, James R. and Foxhall P. Keene's

farm, about six miles from Lexington, at Jthe junction of the

Newton and Iron Workes pikes, was destroyed by fire and the

well-known stallion, imported Kallicrates and Hyder Abad
perished in the flames. When Maj. Foxhall A. Dangerfield,

manager of Castleton, discovered the fire, it was burning

fiercely, but hard work on the part of the men on the ground

saved St. Leonards, Tournament and Chorister, three other

stallions that were in the barn. No one was at the barn at

the time of the fire, the stud groom having left there some
time before the fire broke out. Maj. Dangerfield has very
stringent rules against smoking in or near the barns, and just

how the fire started is a mystery. The barn was a new one
and cost about $3,000. It was not insured. Imp. Kallicrates

was a chestnut horse, bred by Baron Leopold Rothschild and
imported in 1892 by James R. Eeene. He was foaled in 1887
and was got by Hermit, out of Isabel, by Plebeian, etc. He
was purchased for $31,000 and was considered one of the most
promising young stallions in the country. None of his get

have yet started, but they are nearly all good lookers and
built on speedy lines. Hyderabad was bred by J. B. Haggin,
California, and was purchased as a yearling by Albert Cooper,
the well known colored trainer. He was got by Hyder AH,
out ofGlorianne, by Joe Daniels, etc. Hyder Abad as a two-
year-old was such a clinking good colt that Messrs. Keene
bought him for a big sum from Cooper to keep him out
of Domino's way, the black whirlwind being the lame age as

Hyder Abad.
Hyder Abad was unfortunate ever afterward, and as a

three-year-old did not show high class. He was shipped to

Castleton some time ago. Msj. Dangerfield does not know
whether either of the horses was insured. The barn was not
insured. Ten tons of hay were destroyed by the fire. Maj.
Dangerfield will institute a thorough investigation as to the

cause of the fire.—X. Y. Mercury.

The game trotting mare, ViBalia, 2:13, is out of Scratch

(dam of Cecilia, 2:26}), by Loppy, he by Sultan, out of Ce-

cilia Clark, by Clark Chief. In a conversation with J. Perk-
ins, the youthful and competent driver of this game little

mare, a few facts were learned regarding this mare Scratch.

Her dam was a very high strung mare owned by Jasper Har-
old of Visalia; her pedigree was never learned. She was
so nervouB that it was a scratch if she ever got with foal to

Loppy, and after she did so and had the filly (Scratch), she ran
into a hay hook and cut herself so badly from the knee to

the elbow that for three months she lay in the paddock with-

out getting on her feet, and Mr. Harold said it was a scratch

if she and her foal lived. The mare was fed daily and the lit-

tle one had to suckle the best way she could so Mr. Harold
called her Scratch. The filly was then sold to H. P. Perk-
inaand bred to Iris, for it was found to be almost an impossi-

bility to handle her. She has never had a halter nor a rope

of any kind on her since Visalia was foaled and it is doubtful

if she ever will. She is too nervous for anything but raising

foals and fighting every other brood mare near her. In con-

formation she looks like Visalia and every foal she has had
wasspeedy from the time itwas a few months old Cecilia died

this summer and Mr. Perkins contends she was much faster

than Visalia. The sire of these youngsters, as well as Jas-

per Ayres, 2:20£, is also owned by Mr. Perkins. He is called

Iris, and was sired by Eros, out of a mare by Chieftain. All

of his progeny are good actors and speedy, and have the

best of constitutions, feet and limbs.

H. S. Hogoboom sold at the Sacramento race track last

Wednesday a yearling colt by Waldstein, 2:22£, out of Gold
Rose, by Sultan, for $600. The purchaser was that excellent

judge of trotters and pacers, L. J. Rose, of Los Angeles.

This youngster is a very fast pacer and individually is per-

fect.

Leona, by Rockefeller (son of Electioneer and Edith Carr<

by Clark Chief), got a trotting record of 2:22} at Portland

Maine, August 27th.

The meetings at Buflalo and Rochester were unsuccessful
financially, while the one at Xew York, held under exactly
the same conditions, was a grand success. Close observers
will be loath to admit that the meetings in the first two cities
could not have been made to succeed had the managers of
tham used the same tactics employed by the Fleetwood man-
agement to secure and hold the interest of the people. Never
before has the value of advertising as a factor in the success
of a race meeting been more satisfactorily demonstrated than
in the case of the Fleetwood meeting. The two meetings in
the Western end of the State were carried through in a sort
of a perfunctory manner as though failure was a foregone
conclusion, and the assistance of special events and liberal
advertising of tbe same was not called in. At New York
arrangements were made early in the season whereby the
most celebrated trotters and pacers were to meet during the
meeting, and by liberal advertising the people far and near
were kept informed of that fact. The wisdom of this course
was manifest when the gate receipts were figured up. With
new^ conditions new methods most be adopted, and the asso-
ciations recognizing this and conforming thereto will bethe
ones that will make harness-racing pay.—Horse World.

Mr. A. Koenig, of Xew York city, who purchased a num-
ber of broodmares from the Allen Farm, for shipment to
Austria, has added another to the collection, and one of the
best-bred mares in the United States. He has just purchased
from Mr. G. C. Gue, of New York City, the eight-year-old
mare Massovia, by Belmont, dam Mosa (dam of Meredock
2:22£, Inlaid. .2:26}, Moquette, 2:27}, Muscova, 2:28*, and
Morale, trial 2:19£), by Woodford Mambrino, 2:2H ; second
dam Hermosa (dam of Hermes, 2:27£, three producing sons
and four producing daughters), by Edwin Forrest ; third dam
old Black Rose, dam of Darkness, 2:27|, etc The mare has
a foal at foot by Anteeo, 2:16£, and will be bred to Freedom,
2:29 J, ex-champion yearling.^The intioduction of such blood
as this into Europe cannot help but redound to the credit of
American trotting horses.

The chestnut mare Maud C. trotted a notable mile at
Fleetwood last Saturday, going an easv half down tbe hill in
1:10* and coming up the hill in 1:07, which is faster than
most of the Grand Circuit trotters could cover the same
ground last week. Maud C. is a cast-off of the Salisbury
stable that Charles Weiland purchastd at auction for a road
mare in Cleveland last spring. Nobody has ever improved
the record of a trotter that the California turfman has done
with, but Trainer Elmer Stevens says he will lower Maud
C.'s mark of 2:15.

Menlo Princess is by Anteros. She got a record of 2:30
at Cape Charles City, Virginia, Aug. 30th.

Horio Ownara Should Tx-y

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL .

Prepared]

exclusive-

ly by .T..E.

Gombault
ex-Veteri-

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

6oremmeat

Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible tqproditce any scar or blemish. The Parent

he«t BLISTER ever used. Takes the place of ail lini-

ments for mild or severe action, lie-moves all Uunche*
or Blemishes from. Horses or Cattle.

As a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sere Throat, Etc., it Is invaluable.

UJC rillDIUTCC tbat one tabtespoonful of
fit UUAnANIfct CAUSTIC BALSAM will
province more actual results than a whole bottle or
any liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Ba learn sold is Warran-

ted to trive satisfac'lun. Price $ | .SOper bottle. Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circular*.
testimonials, etc. Address f

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

FOR SALE.

THE FAST TROTTIVG MARK

CORA S., 2:19l
Dark bay, black points.

By ELECTOR, He by ELECTIONEER.

Sound, gentle and kind. Can beat 2:15; has shown a
2:06 gait for quarters. She Is a treat race or broodmare
and very handsome. Will be sold with preseot engage-
ments. Address

A. I.KK. Box 651 . ModeMo, Cal.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE $18.

Tbese Timers start and stop promptly, and are fth

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A.HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter St.
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$17,500 in Purses
tPor Trollrr*. Paerra and RuonfM)

The great Fail meeting of the Dlslrlet Agricul-

tural Association, No. 6, to be lieltl at

LosAngeles
OCTOBER 21st to 26th, INCLUSIVE.

No inonfy rv.iulnxl al IbeUme Oolites are mute.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE SEPT. 14, 1895.

Tin- Lo. Angola tr>rk hone or tin- B
and PAttTBST In Oilllornla.

LIST OF EVENTS.

TROTTING.
Il«fr \o I—]:IOCIi». Bll »«•« «S tiOO

Ran NO. J -2 30 < In... all un TOO
RmeoHo. S-2:25 C'la.a, all aoe. 800
Hare \o. 1-2:20 Claao. all age.... 800
Baeelfo. j-snri..., .iuOT . l.ooo
Baeelfo. 7-Frer-For.AII l.oOO
Bate Ho. IS—Thrrr-Yrar-Oldaiopea) ... 60O
BaeeNo. ls-i;ruilrnnL . Koad Race

di.lrlcu 400

PACING.
BeeeNO. 8-2:25 Cluo, all age. 8 700
Rare .to. 9-2 : IT Claaa. all age* 800
BaeeNa. I ©-Free- For. All 1.800
Race \o. 15— Three - Year - Olda (opeD)

Directly borred 600

Id above purees hor.es to be oamed with eotry.
Nominators will be held for 5 per cent, when entry Is

made, September 14. 1895. when horses will be eligible
tn start. Five per cent, additional or the amount of
the purse will be deducted from each money won.

RUNNING RACES.
Ilacc \u. 19—Los Angeles Derby ; 1 mile;

added 8200
Hare So. 20-Mnlden Pldte; 4 1-3 fur-

longs ; added 140
Race No. 21 — Selling Race Tor all ages;

A furlongs; purse- 250
Race No. 22 —A sweepstakes for 2-year-

olds; 5-8 mile; added 200
Race No 2 3—A handicap for all ages; 7-8

mile: purse- 300
Race No. 2-4—The Citrus Belt handicap;

A 1 -2 furlongs; purse AOO
Race No. 2 A—Free selling race; 3-4 mile;

purse - 200
Hace No. 26—The Junior Handicap, for 2-

year-olds; 3*4 mile; purse 3U0
Race No. 27-Agrlcuhural Park Slake;

1 1-8 mil's; added - 200
For programme and conditions write to

Capl. J. V NKU TON, M. F. BROWN.
President. Secretary.

Bids For Privileges.

The Fn--nn Trotting Association will receive bids for
the exclusive *itimln« Privileges permitted by tbe
Board of Directors, all to be let lo one bidder. Bids to
be received by and opened on September 14tb, 169-i,aml
to be in writing, and accompanied by a certified check
for 20 per cent of tbe amount bid, and -0 per cent, to
l** paid on the morning ot each day ot the meeting
The Association reserves the right to reject aDy and all
bld«.

By order of the Board of Directors.
UKO. 1.. WARI.OVV, Secretary.

First Annual Meeting Ventura Agricultural
Association

Ventura, Gal.
OCTOBER 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.

ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT.
CLOSE SEPTEMBER 14TH.

No. 1. Trotting, 2:16 Class Purse S500

No. 6. Pacing, 2:15 Class " 500

Conditions same as before.

OFFICERS.

F. \V. Baker President | J. S. Collins Treasurer

J. f. Newby Secretary

DIRECTORS.
F. W, Baker W. G. Adams J. S. Collins
P. Bennett F. S. Cook L. Cerf
K M.Jones J. M. Kaiser P. Charlebols

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTERS.
A splendid pair of roadsters, one of tbe finest buggy

teams in the city, Is oflered for sale. They are well-
bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle -sale for a lady
to drive. In breeding they cannot be excelled, beiog
of the most fash tunable strains. Any gentleman
wanting a last team will find a bargain in this pair of
trolling mares. They are only four years old, and,
bflng untrained, will continue lo develop speed by
careful handling. They are slightly below medium
size, but of strong confor allon and perfectly sound.
ThiB team may be seen at tbe Dexter Prince Stable.
1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold at a
low price.

ALSO FOB SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and
Business Horses

BRED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from the breeder
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals at
lowest prices. Colls and miles are offered for sale by
that great young sire. PILOT PRIV K; also by
Dexter Prlnce.Sioney, Victor, 2 :'22, Grandisslmo, '2:23

"?s,

George Washington, 2:16, ;E1 Benton, 2:23; Don Mar-
vin, 2:22, etc. These have all been bred at the Napa
Stock Farm and are out of first-class mares.
Promising colts of tried speed lines will be supplied

to trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready for track work are offered for sale.
Brot dmares are also oflered for sale by Woodnut,

2:16, Dawn, 2:18^, Grandissimo, 2:23j£, Dexter Prince,
Hawthorne, Arthurton, Naubuc, etc
A feature is also made of supplying good livery and

business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represented.

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Napa
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and legs and
will therefore stand hard work. All stock sold from
this farm bas given the best of satisfaction. Bargains
are oflered to all desiring to purchase good stock of any
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write fur

information.
Full particulars may be had regarding the above by

calling at Heald's Business College, or by addressing
K. P. HBALD,

24 Post Street, San Francisco.

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE.
No better feed for dairy cows and stock. For sale in

quantities to suit. Apply to EL DORADO LINSEED
OIL WORK** COMPANY, 208 California street,

The Turf and Sporting Authority of the Coast
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GEORGE ROSE,

Official Pool-Seller

and Bookmaker

STATE FAIR, 1895
IHKADQUARTERS

:

SEVENTH AND J STREETS, SACRAMENTO.

S. R. WHITEHEAD A CO. will have charge ol

the Auction Pools Department during the

coming Fair.

Mr. Rose thoroughly understand? the needs of the

belling public and will give his patrons the fairest and

most honorable treatment

Bids For Privileges.

Bids for the following privileges at the race track at
Salinas city during the week September 30tb to October
5ih inclusive, will be received by tbeun iersigned up to
2:30 o'clock p.m. Tuesday, September 17, 1&9B:

BAR PRIVILEGE,
POOL PHlVILBtiE.
FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY PRIVILEGE

All bids to be accompanied with a certified check of
ten per ceDt of amount bid, payable to the order of J.

D. Carr, President,.
Bids to be opened at meeting of B ard of Directors

to be held on said 17th day of Septemher, 1895
Dir ctors reserve the right to reject any and all bids.
Mark envelope containing bids on ib - outside "Bids"

and address to
J NO. J. BELLY.

Secretary Agricultural Association,
Salinas, Cal.

"BIKE" WHEELS
With Roller or;Ball Bearings Made to Order.

Sulky Wheels Repaired Between Heats.

W. J. K E\\ KY will be In attendance on the track
at the Breeders meeting and will quickly repair all
damages to wheels.

San Francisco office—519 Valencia Street-
Circuit office—On the track.

CHARGES REASONABLE.

DR E. W. BOVETT'S
SPECIFIC FOR

Cracked Heels

and Scratches.
It will bIsi cure all Sores, Wounds, Boot ('bale-.

Rope Burns and Urease Heel without leaving a
CALLors.and will always remove a Callous when
caused from a wound.

It removes all Soreness with a few applications, and
Is the only remedy Known that will heal a Cracked
Heel and leave tbe skin soft and pliable.
The great horseman, Monroe Salisbury, says: "I

have used ft on ALIX (Queen of the Turf), and
DIRECTLY (two and three-year-old champion pacer),
for Cracked He>*ls and find ihat it removes ihe sore-
ness with the first application and the heel is soon soft
and pliahle, without any callous remaining."
T. W. Raymond, owner and driver of KLAMATH,

2:08^, says: " Have been trying to cuie K'amalh's
Cracked Heels for eight years, and this is the first rem-
edy I have ever found that did the business."
Many horses are unsteady and refuse to extend

themselves, simply because their heels are sore and
tender.
Price, $1 00 per bottle; six bottles, $5.00. Delivered

anywhere in the TJ S. and Canada at 25 cents per bot-
tle, with reduction for each additional botlle.

BRUiYSOiV <& BOVETT, Denver, Col.
references:

Moor*oe Salisbury, PuBois Brothers, Andy McDowell,
Dick Tilden, J. W. Zibbell, Louis Hincftley, Frank
Loomls, Walter Cnmmings, and hundreds ot others.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

Official Pool-Sellers
— FOR THE —

California Circuit. Including the State Fair
Other Agricultural Associations, Ihe Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders A-.no-

clatlon and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the lM.es t and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with, us before making other arrange-

ments.

S.B. WHITEHEAD <fc CO.. 20 Leldesdorfi St. 8.F.

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
MANUFACTURERS OK

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
And Carts, of Every [escription.

4-6-48 EIGHTH ST. S.

RED BALL BRAND.

V warded liold Med a
At California State
Pair 1893.
Every hors" owner

who values his stock
sh< uld constantly have
a supply ot it nti hand,
"t improves and keeps
tock in the pink of con
diticn.

Manhattan Food Co.,

san Mateo, Cal.
Ask your grocer or hay dealer for It

209 TO 221 K STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA.
First-Class in all its Appointments, wilh Second-Class Prices.

ROOM AND BOARD 81. OO, 8 1

.

2 B and s*l.H» PER DAY. MEALS, 2 ft CENTS.
Free Bus to and from all Trains.

"\7\7"M. XjACTD, Proprietor

mtm COAST JOCKEY Ct08
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Inaugural Meeting, Beginning November 1, 1895.

fi. II- -TAKES-For two-year-old 111

c». Tbe associallon to guarantee the value of the
ace, II,boo to Die iimt.l.'.'rfj to theaceond and 8100 to
he third hone. Entrance 810 each, to accompany

Miuiil!"it; 825 additional to start. A winnerof
two nuikf rncrM of tlio value of 81.500, orotic of tbe
value of 82,500, lo carry five pounds penalty ; non-
wlnnen of a race of thy value of 1700 allowed five
pounds , maidens allowed leu pounds ; If beaten
two or mora limes, fifteen pounds. Five and one-
half fur

TM B Hi 'H.\ BT -TAK ES-For two-year-old)-. 1 bfl

Association toituiirantco the value of Ihe rare, 81,500
i and 8100 to the third

each, lo accompany the nomi-
nation : $25 additional to "tart. Penalty and al-
lowance*. Hlz furlong*,

un HA' r STAKES—Foe two-je»r-olda. Tbe
aMOciatlnii to Kiiarniit. H tin- valued t be ra< |t,600
to ihellr»t, 1260 to tbi li D to tbe third
hone. Entrain

i accompany the nom-
ination; 825 additional In otnrt, Penalties and al
lowancea. Seven furlong*.

tbk QOVBBNOB in DD STAKES— A wiling
sweepstakes lor all u> k-imr-
anlee the rain. drat, $250
to the second and $100 to third <..ncc810
each lo accompany tbe Domination; K additional
to start. The winner to bo told Cor 83.000;

and :i It*, for 1200 h*« lo
RiarbT

Stakes to Close September 16, 1895.
THE 'HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION STAKES—

A handicap for two-year-olds. The association to
guarantee the value of the race, 81.500 to tbe first,

$300 to the second oud 8200 to the third horse. En-
trance S10eneh. to accompany the nomination; 825
to start. Weights to appear five days before the race.
Sevcu furlongs.

THE PALACE HOTEL STAKE3-For three-year-
olds. The association to guarantee the value of the
race, 81,500 to tin- tlrst. 8:t00 to the second and 8100 to
tbe third bone. KnimnceSIO each, to accompany Ihe
nomination; $25 additional lo slarl. A winner this
year of three or more staked of tiny value, or of one
of the value or $3,000 to carry three pounds penalty;
DOS winner! tbls year of a slake, or nftwo racea of
any value allowed five pounds; ot three races, ten
pounds; non-winners in 1895 allowed seventeen
pounds. One and oneclghth miles.

THE BALDWIN HOTEL STAKES— A sweep-
Make* for all iigrN. Tin association tu guarantee
'!'< val I Hi.* rare, $1,500 the first. 8:100 to the

1

1

-"ii-i and $ioo to the iiiird bone Entrance 810
eaob, to accompany tbe Domination; 126 additional

Two yt'ar nlils to curry .

" lbs. penalty. Non-
winners in 1896, if three year-oldl or upward, of a
race oftboTaloe of tl.OOO, allowed i iba;of $700,7
lbs,; of 8100. 12 lbs. Six fttrlong*,

Dii -nx EELS STAKES—A handicap sweep-
stakes for thrce-yoarolds ond ujiward. The hriocI-
utioii tn i:imraiii.f ttie value of the nnv, g:,.ii(i(i to
the fli I. $600 to Ihe second, 8300 to the third and
8200 to the fourth home Kni ranee $15 each tosc-

nomination; $100 additional tostart
01 liable U) claim. One mile and n Weights, to appear ten «lajs before the race. Four

iu:li--

THE PALO ALTOSTAKES-A selling sweepstakes
for three-year-olds and upward. The association to
guarantee the value of the race, $1,500 to the first,

$250 to the second and $100 to the third horse. En-
trance $10 each, to accompany the nomination; $2;>

additional to start. The winner to be sold at auction
for $3,000; if entered to be sold for less, 3 lbs. al-

lowed for each $500 lo $1,500, and 3 lbs. for each
$200 less to $900. Starters to be named and selling

price stated through the entry-box the evening pre-

ceding the race. Beaten horses not liable to claim.
One mile.

THE ORMONDE STAKES-A sweepstakes for

lh ree-y ear-olds and upward. Tbe association lo

guarantee the value of the race, $2,500 to the first.

8:i00 to the scrond and 8200 to tbe third horse. En-
trance SlU each lo accompany Ihe nomination ; $50

additional to start. Weights 15 lbs below the scale.

Non-winners this vear of 81,600 allowed 4 lbs,; of
81,000, 8 lbs ; ol $500, II lbs. Three miles.

m
Hon»m«n wUhlng Maiding naaived will pIkuw iwud ibelrapp'lcatiomiul an early date, Mating number of «

unloaUonsioti,.— H oom *i . Palace Hold, San FraprlBfo, Cal.
'

W. S. LEAKE, SECRETARY.

THE CROCKER STAKES—A selling sweepstakes
for three-year-olds and upwaid. The association to

guarantee the value of the race, $2,000 to the first,

$350 to the second aod 8150 to the third horse. En-
trance $10 each to accompany the nomination; $25
additional tostart, The winner to be sold at auc-
tion for$:l,'00; if entered to be sold for less, 4 lbs.

allowed for each $500 to $2,000, and 3 lbs. for each
$200 less to $1,000. Starters to be named and selllug

price stated through the entry box the evening pre-

ceding the roee. Beaten horses not liable lo claim.
Two and one half miles,

tails required, Entry blanks will be forwarded on receipt of application. Address nominations and all com

A. B. SPRECKELS PRESIDENT

THE GENERAL ARTHUR CIGAR STAKES-A
handicap sweepstakes for tbree-year-olds and un
ward. The association to guarantee the value of I

the race. $1,500 lo Ihe first. $250 lo the second and
$100 to the third horse. Entrance $10 each to act I

eompmy the nomination; $25 additional to start.l

Weights to appear five days before the race. Ac-fl

ceptances lo be made through the entry box the! I

day before the race. One mile and a sixteenth.

THE CALIFORNIA STAKES-A handicap bur;

die race lor three-year-olds aud upwards. Tbe asso

eiatioo to guarantee the value of tbe race, 81.200 W
the first, $200 to the second and $100 lo the third

horse. Entrance S10 each to accompany tbe nom
ination; $25 additional to start. Weights to appeal

three days before Ihe day set for the race. Four oi

more horses, the property of entirely different In

tcrests, to start, or the race may be declared off

Two miles, over eight hurdles.

THE ULLMAN STEEPLECHASE—A handicai
steeplechase for three year-olds and upwards. T *

association to guarantee the value of the race

81.500 to the first. $250 to tbe second and $100 to th«

third horse. Entrance 810 each to accompany tin

nomination: $25 additional tostart. Weights toap
pear three davs prior to the day set for the race

Four or r.iore "horses, the property of entirely differ

ent interests, to start, or ihe race may be declaret

off. Full course.
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IENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.
English Setter pups, four mouths old; black, white

tad tan, and orange and white ticked. Bam, Fanny
J: sire, Kiltie's Luke. Address T. HICKKY,

Baden, Cal.

ST.BERNARD AT STUD
The Celebrated St. Bernard

Chal California Bernardo
A. K. C. S. B..26.H03.

Sire DIKE OF WELLINGTON, 17,264.
Dam TOMAH, 18.522.

IWill stand tor the season for a few choice bitches only.

Twenty-five handsome ball tones of Bernardo will

pe given with each service.

1 BERNARDO baa been shown in every show on the
Pacific Coast for the last three years, competing In his

blass and for Specials, and has yet to meet defeat.

He has Won First Prize Every Time Shown.
i

His last victory was in a class of titty for;special of
:he show.

, Stud cards on application.

I. G. BARKER, 11 Montgomery Street, 6. F.

FOR SALE.

The celebrated Great Dane dog BTRd H W, 36.649.
15 months old. t-ire. Kniehl's SATAN, dam HH1NE
I.ARY. Perfectly formed, grand head, strong body;
weight 125 lbs ; steel gray color.
Won second piize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,

May, 1895.

L. G. ROW Ell , -Wells, Fargo & Co , S. F.

IRISH SETTERS.

A* Stud—The best bred Irish Setters iD America.

FINUI.tS JR.. 31.189.
BA"RYMORE. 34,802.

II von want an Irish Setter that will bout, call

GLENMORB KENNELS,
West Berkeley, Cal.

or address

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

AT STUD.

Woodland Duke, 29.323 and
Woodland Robbie, 36,677.

Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollie,
A. 27.880. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Wofflngton 29,758
and Black Nellie.

' Pups lor sale. Address
MILLER & PRATHER, Proprietors.

. W. L. Pbathkb Jr., F. E. Mjlleb,
809 Myrtle St., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

anil Field Trial winners for sale.
At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK SWIV-

tLKIt, fee }25; Challenge NEMO II, fee $20.
IriRh Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show

and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A. B. TRUMAN.

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

SMOKE LESS
SHOOT MORE
THEBESTSPGRTSMENANDTRAPSHOTSOFTHIS

C0UNTRY11AVED0NKS0AND
WHENTHEYSHOT

HAZARD
GUNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGUEDT11EPK1ZESORTHE

OAMEANDHAVEURGEDUSTOTRYODKHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

WHICHWEHAVEDONEANDHAVINGPRODUCED
THELATESTANDBESTOFITSKIND

NOWOPFFRUNDEHOUR
. TRADEMARK

BLUE RIBBON"
BRAND

SOMETHING
WHICHISAHEADOFALLCOMPETITION.

For diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

Phelps & Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

220 Mission St., San Francisco.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
11 you are fond oi fresh
air and restfuL rural re-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.
No free copies. Game-
Land Pun. Co., 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

416 MARKET STREET,

Fire Arms,
Fishing Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

Below Sansome

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

FISHING

TACKLE

FISHING

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:

—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or a«e, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not canse headache,
THIRD It Is under all conditions tbe usfest powder In use, as it contains no nltro-elycerine or con cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in tbe loaded shell in the gun,
FOURTH It bas a light recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is the quickest and has tbe greatest killing power at any distance.
blXTH It gives tbe beat pattern at any and all distances.
SEVENTH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.
Al.Vl'H It is tbe cleanest powder in use, and if the gun Is not cleaned for weeks afier using, a dry cloth is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, tbe residue has preserved tbe metal. The residue doesnot accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, tbe gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

TENTH It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.);

and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to tbesame bulk of aoy
other powder (with tbe exception ol one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

*S~ For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

T Ti TTrVP A AT STOCK AND SALE
U . U t rlVJ*fc ** -Li ,

yard.cornerlVnthand
Bryant streets, San Francisco. Slock of all kinds
bought and sold. Commission agent for the sale ol
horses and cattle. Particular attention paid to their
care and shipment. Largest stock yards Iniheclty
and the most competent men employed. All orders,

promptly attended to. Telephone No. 661 Bouth.

DUPON "sporting powder
ISTo'tot Ready.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual DLxon measure.
Second—It Klves best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It Is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Recoil, while noticeable, Is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of tbe best; hard, quick, well-suited f> trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold, or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER G-UN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.
New Yobk Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

Breeders' Directory.

AdvertlaementB under thlsheadlng 50 centa per ine oer
month.

WORSES AND OATTLP.
BUI I S...Devoi>s and Shorthorns. All pure bred andwwkbw registered. Fine Individuals. At prices
tosLili the limes, eitber singly or in carload luia. Oak-wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.BEKKSHIRUg and Pi»LAflili-CHINiA HOGS.
Also best varieties ol Fancv POULTRY.WILLIAM Ml.KS & CO.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

GRANDfSSIMO,
2:275j (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23,^). Stallions, broodmares, allies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, tor sale. Address
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal.

VETERINARY.
Veterinary Department

University of California.
Cor.Post;iQdFilliDoreSts , San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 2d OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. I'lWIMiH.VJI, Secretary.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLhg,
13SO-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

:Dr. wm. IF1
, £]g;an,

M. S. C. V. B., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College ot Veterinary Sur-

geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ot Health, for the City and Connty of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No'. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 528

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUBS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 8651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE)
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fonrth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1330 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 37
Park Avenne, San Franclico, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A tall line ol Ele&^nt Coupee and Carrlagee soluble

tor visiting purposes. Beat facilities afforded for board*
ing horses,

TtlecboD* Ho. Sift©mm
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAB FRANCISCO.

The moat popular achool on the Coast.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finem Fishing and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE ROUTE TO

san rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GR0TJNP8 ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market etreeta, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. RYAN. Gen. Paa*. Ant

E. P. HEALD, President,

DWBend for Circulars,
8. HALEY,

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, ^~^>
I Cubebs and Injections. (/HIDT
1 They cure in48 hours the v^^

>

I same diseases without anyincon-

Irauence. SOLDBrALL DRUGGISTS
^— m I.' ' J'--!. - . MH US

Accidents
will happen. The colts will get
hurt. Any soft, inflamed bunch
can be removed in a pleasing
manner with

ABSORBINE. »£•
Druggists, Harness Dealers or
sent direct.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F„
1 Amherst SU, Springfield, Mnsa.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL,
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 22li, Santa Clara
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CHECK BIT.
It isan educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.

FOR SALE BY

Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Oal.
TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

All Prominent Drivers Use

The 3NTE;"\7V ±- JHLAZilESn

It excels in rigidity, lightness

and accuracy of construction, and

therefore it is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

Hickok and Salisbury use the

Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MANUFACTURING
SOI.B \<;|-.VI'». MARKKT ANn TKNTH 8TRBHTS, 8\N HIASCISI'I). CAL.

A Close Finish,
Sometimes we're pressed pretty hard and it

a close finish, but our Mission-Street prices w
every time. FURNITURE and CARPETS
that's what we sell. Oome and get acquainte

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO,
750 Mission Streel

ii

Something New.'

SADDLE PASTE
— MADE BY —

The Chiswick Soap C(

Produces » Brilliant Polish, Preserving U

Harness and Biding Saddles, and Besistic

the Water.

40 t'KM'S BV MAIL.

To be had of all harness or saddlery deale

or of

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N.

Sole AgentB for the U. S.

,

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE.

MAILED FREE
GEM STEEL WIND MILL

With Graphite Boxes.

Guaranteed more durable without oil than
other mills that are oiled. Practically these

mills require no attention. Truly a Gem,
and worth Us weight in gold. It combines
beauty, strength, durability and simplicity.

Governs itself perfectly, is easily erected, and
is sold on its merits; In fact, It is the best on
earth. They are geared back three to one

—

the wheel making them run in the lightest

wind or breeze The mill is made entirely

of Steel and Cast Iron. Each one ot our
Gem Wind Mills is warranted. If not satis-

factory, freight will be paid both ways, and
money refunded.

We carry a full line" fal "kinds of pumps-for hand, wind mill and power use. Adapted for all depths

wells. Pipe, Pipe Fittings, Brass Goods, Hose, Tanks, etc. head for our Catalogue n <<< •' '-

NEVER
REfUJIRES
OILING OR
CLIMBING

OF TOWERS.

Malted free.

WOODIN & LITTLE, 312-314 Market Street, San Francisco, Ga

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

'

PAY UP AND GET A PREMIUM
AN OFFEB THAT IS

Too Grood to Last Long.
We have sent out our bills for subscription to the Breeder and Sportsman and everyone who pays us $5 for subscriptioi

WITHIN A WEEK OP THE DATE OP THIS ISSUE will get a Premium

If You Don't Take the Paper, Subscribe for it and You Will Get a Premium]
We have Becured for premiums the most elegant line of horse portraits ever issued in the United States. These pictures anl

twenty-two by twenty-eight inches in she, on the finest plate paper and are made by the artotype process' from oil paintings b)

celebrated artists. They arc superior to the linest steel engravings, perfect likenesses and are works of art in the highest degree

Every one interested in horses should lake great pleasure in possessing one of these handsome pictures. The following is a list oil

the subjects:

HAMBLETONIAN 10 ELECTIONEER
GEO. WILKES MAMBRINO PATCHEIM
LADY THORNE MAUD S.
SUNOL NANCY HANKS

\- the number of these pictures that have been placed on the market is limited, and as they are too expensive for us trf

continue to give them for premiums after the expiration of this notice, we suggest that you take ail vantage of the offer without delay

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, - - 313 Bush Street San Francisco

PALO ALTO
HAPPY MEDIUM
MISS RUSSELL
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ALIX, 2:03 3-4, THE QUEEN OP THE TURF.

[drawn expressly for the breeder and sportsman.]

Alix is Still the Queen.

The peerless queen of the tarf, Alii, who made her record

of 2:03J at Galesburg, 111., September 19, 1894, has not ap-

peared in many races this year. While on this coast last

winter she made as many friends among horsemen as if she

were bred here. Her praieei have been written by every turf

writer and correspondent who has seen.her, and her marvelous

speed and gameneeB placed her at the very front of all trot-

ters in the world. She is seven years old and was bred by

Daniel Hayes, of Muscatine, Iowa. Her eire was Patronage

(aeon of Patron) and her dam was Atlanta, by Attorney,

grandam Flirt (dam of Patroness, 2:26£), by Gen. Hatch.

She is now with the Salisbury Btring in tne East and next

Wednesday she is goiog to try to lower her record.

The picture herewith presented was drawn by the cele-

brated artist, George F. Morris, who is at present on a visit

to this coaBt. Mr. Morris' work on the Horseman is remem-

bered by all who admire faithful likenesses of horses. In his

chosen vocation he is the peer of any srtiet that ever cam*

to this coast.
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THE STATE FAIR MEETING.

Palomaoita, Mies Buckley, Grady, Bernardo and

Eeperance Wins on Friday—Birdroe and

Irene Crocker Captured the Postponed

Harness Raoes—Long Lady, Lucretia

Borgia, McLight, Capt. Skedance

and Tim Murphy Victorious

the Concluding Day.

ELEVENTH DAY—FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

EL1GHTFUL weather andanex-

A cellent card of racing events had

| \ the effect of drawiDg a crowd of

T.OOO people to Agricultural Park

this afternoon, and the sport fur-

nished fully repaid the multitude

that repaired to the time honored

£J race course. Favorites were on four

• occasions successful in the five

races, so that the figurers on form

had a very fine day of it. There were no surprises, Miss

Buckley, the only winner not a favorite, being well-played at

2* and 3 to 1. The Burns & Waterhouse filly Palomacita

again demonstrated her worth, "winning in a canter by three

lengths from Easel in the first event after the latter had

opened up quite a cap- Josephine, the gray half-sister to

Hymn, was quite.lame, but made up some ground in the home-

stretch and ran a game race.

Miss Buckley jast beat old Gold Bug out a nose in the

second race after the latter appeared to be winning handily.

Gold Bug got away seventh in a field of nine, and not well

on his stride, Miss Buckley second," consequently Gold Bug

ran a considerably better race than the winner. Navy Blue

was a bang-up third, and ran surprisingly well.

Grady retrieved his laurels in the third, beatiog Belle

Boyd with such ease that many marvelled at his defeat of

Thursday by the daughter of El Kio Rey. Belle Boyd led

to-day to the final sixteenth, where Grady was given his

head and came on to an easy three-length victory. Tiberius

gave Boyd quite a tussle for place at the finish.

Bernardo, favorite, got the verdict in the fourth race over

Rose Clark, whom many thought had won by a short head,

while Duchess of Towers, on" absolutely last, finished a good

third. Ike L.'s chances went glimmering at the post, he

being prominent in nearly all of the numerous breakaways,

and on one occasion (when he got off well in front) running

nearly a quarter of a mile before he could be stopped.

The last race, won by Fsperance, looked mightily like a

" shoo-in." Onli Ora *as under restraint nearly every inch

of the mile and three quarters, while Amigo, the leader half

a mile from home, fell at the fifth jump. The crowd attend-

ing the races at Satramento fairly gees wild over jumping

races, and there will probably be a jump every day at the fair

meetings in future.

The ladies' tournament and parade of live stock were fully

up to the standard of the past, and in all particulars the fair

of 1895 does not suffer by comparison with those of the past.

The warm sun of the morning had transformed the race

course from a Eea of slush into a springy, dusty track, and

excellent time was made throughout.

How the Races Were Run,

The first race was at five and one half furlongs, selling, for

two-year-olds. Palomacita ouened at 2 to 5 and closed at 4

to 1. Josephine and Easel were at 5 to 1, Bell Oak 10.

They broke to a good send-off, Palomacita, Josephine, Easel

being the order. Easel soon shot by Palomacita and led by

three lengths past the half. Palomacita went after Easel,

passing her and leading at the final turn by half a length,

Easel six lengths before Bell Oak, Josephine at the latter's

heels. Palomacita drew away steadily, winning by three

lengths easily. Easel second, handily, three lengths before

Josephine, who beat Bell Oak half a length. Time, 1:02£.

A six-furlong selling race came next. Morven was made a

red-hot favorite, opening at -
'
and closing at 2 to 1. Gold

Bug was at 3 (opened at 4), Miss Buckley 3J, Foremost 4A,

Mary S. 7, Abi P. 8, Rosebud 10, Navy Blue 15, Rob Roy
20 to 1. There was a long delay at the post and finally the

flag fell to a fair Mart for all but Gold Bug (who was not in

motion) and Mary B. Morven, Mies Buckley, Abi P. was
the order as the flag fell. Rosebud led at the half by a head,
M'.rvii wecond, two lengths from Miss Buckley. Rosebud
led turning for home by a head, Morven second, two lengths

before Navy Blue, on whom Miss Buckley was lapped. Gold
Bug had made up a lot of ground, and was fifth. Rose Bug
mi<t Morven fell out of it a furlong from home, and shouts

went up for Gold Bile. However, he could not quite get up
lo Miss Buckley, who won by a head in a great drive, Gold
Bug second, as far from Navy Blue. Time, 1:15. Gold Bug
ran a much better race than the winner.

A five-furlong handicap, for two-year-olds, came next.

Gtftdf was a (i to 5 favorite, Btnham 2 to 1 (2J for some
I lie Elmwood Stuck Farm pnir f Instigator and Tiberius)

He Boyd 1 1<> 1. Bellfl Boyd, Tiberias, (irmly was the

order to a good start after a tedious delay. Belle Boyd led

by half a length at the half, Tiberias, < irmly and Benbam
heads apart as named. Belle Boyd was 6rst by her head into

the homestretch, Tiberius ttecond, with Grady at his saddle,

(irady wan given his head in the last eighty yardB and won
with ease by (wo lengths, Belle Boyd, driven out to the last

ounce, second, a scant length before Tiberius. Time, 1:02.

The fourth race wan at three-quarters of a mile, selling,

and one of the warmest betting events seen in some time.

Row Clark wtia backed down from 1 1 to Ej to 7 to ~>, hut a

a heavy jday on Bernardo sent his price

to 9 to ft. Ike L. waa steady at 5 to

1, Inkermaq nt (opened p! 8), Duchess of Towers lOjland

Blue Bell 15 to 1. They broke away time after time, and in

one of the breaks tbe flag went down, and Ike L., well in

front, ran nearly a quarter of a mile before he could be re-

called. In fact, Ike L. was prominent in nearly all the false

starts, and his chances were killed at the post. Finally, after

waiting nearly forty minutes, the bunting swished loan ex-

cellent send-off, Ike L., Silver State, Bernardo being the or-

der. Silver State at once forged to the fore. leading by three

lengths past the half, Rose Clark and Ike L. running almost

as one horse. The latter closed up fast on Silver State Hear-

ing the homestretch, which the former entered first by a

length, Ike L. next, one and a half lengths before Rose Clark.

Ike L. appeared to be winning a sixteenth from home, but

he tired badly. Rose Clark taking command and Bernardo

coming like a flash on the outside. In a most exciting finish

the latter was given the verdict, Rose Clark second, lapped

by Duchess c f Towers.who got away last and made a remark-

able run. Time, 1=15J.
The concluding race of the day was one and three-quarter

miles over seven hurdles. Esperance opened at 7 to 5, but a

wild pluoge sent his odds to 7 to 10 in less time than it takes

1 1 tell it almost. A stiff play on Alexis sent Esperance's

price up to even money at post time, Alexis being backed

from 4 to 2 to 1. Onti Ora's figures were 3* to 1 at the close,

2 to 1 at the opening, Guadaloupe going at 6 to 1 and Amigo
at 10. Guadaloupe went out and opened a tremendous gap,

then Amigo got up and passed him. The further the latter

went the further he went away from his field. He fell at the

fifth fence and Esperance took command. Onti Ora had been

under a heavy pull all the way around—a pull that was equal

to any politician's in the land, but at the same time mighty

suspicious-looking. Esperance came strong in the home-

stretch, winning easily enough by three lengths from the

better animal, Onti Ora, who just beat the fast-coming Guad-

aloupe half a length for the place. Time, 3:22*.

SUMMARIES.

Selling, for two-year-olds, purse S400. Five and a half furlongs.

Burns & Waterhouse's ch f Palomacita. by Surinam—Palom a. 96

pounds Donnelly 1

Woodlawn Stable's br f Easel, by Ben All—Ezza, 96 pounds
Jones 2

Al Smith's gr f Josephine, by Sir George—Una B., 93 pounds
„ „ |

Riley 3

Time, 1:09%,

Betting: Palomacita 1 to 4, Easel 5, Josephine 5. Bell Oak 10 also

ran.

Selling, purse 8100. Six furlongs.

Elmwood Stock Farm's b f Miis Buckley, 3, by imp. Brutus—
Forma. 95 pounds... Sloane 1

J. Hunter's ch g Gold Bug, a, by Young Pittsburg—Mollie S., 101

pounds Hinrichs 2
T. Boyle's b g Navy Blue, 3, by Blue Wing—Bay Betty, 89 pounds

; Jones 3

Time, 1:15.

Betting: Miss Buekley 3, Gold Bug 2. Navv Blue 15. Mary S. 7.

Morven 8 too, Rosebud .10, Abi P. 10, Foremost 4 and Rob Roy 20,

also ran.

Handicap, for two-year-olds, purse $400. Five furlongs.

Owen Bros.' b c Grady, by Three Cheers—Gold Cup, 114 pounds
„ Sloane 1

J. P. Atkins' ch t Bell Boyd, by El Rio Rey—Sylvia, 107 pounds
Piegott 2

Elmwood Stock Farm's b g Tiberius, by imp. Brutus—The Sway-
back, 95 pounds Jones 3

Time. 1:02.

Betting : Grady 6 to 5, Belle Boyd 4, Tiberius and Investigator
coupled 5 lo 2. Benham, 2, also ran.

Six furlongs, selling, purse 5400.

Pleasanton Stable's br g Bernardo, a, by imp. Cheviot—Sweet
Peggy. 100 Piggott 1

H. Wakeman'schm Rose Clark, a, by Prince of Norfolk—Etta W.,
101 Hinrichs 2

Burns & Waterhouse's br f Duchess of Towers, 3, by Algerine—
Presto, 90 -Donnelly 3

Time, 1:15M-

Betting : Bernardo9 to 5, Rose Clark 2, Ducbessof Towers 10, Silver
State 2%, Ike L. 5, Inkerman 8, Blue Bell 6 also ran.

Hurdle handicap, one and three-quarter miles, purse 8400.

J. A. Tobin's b g Esperance, 4, by Alta— Mother Hubbard, 128
Goodman 1

B. F. Hobart's blk m Onti Ora, a, by Alta—Thetis, 135 Finn 2

Pleasanton Stable's ch g Guadaloupe, a, by ij.rinstead—Jo&ieC.,
185 Johnson 3

Time, 3:22%

Betting : Esperance even, Onti Ora 3%, Guadaloupe 6. Alexis 2.

Amigo 10, also ran.

TWELFTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

There was plenty to interest and excite tbe multitude on

thi6, the concluding day of California's great State Fair of

1895. The unfinished 2:20 class trot and 2:19 pace were

down for decision in the morning, while in the afternoon

some of the most noted thoroughbred stallions were exhibited

and Gve interesting events were run off. It is estimated that

over 8,000 lovers of racing were on hard at Agricultural

Park when the bell raDg for the first race this afternoon. At

2 o'clock Salvator, pride of our horse-loving nation, waB led

out on the track, his neck proudly arched and his superb

chestnut coat glintingin the sun as so much gold. And when

the vast assemblage heartily applauded the turf hero he

tried to break away from his attendant and show that he

still possessed the speed thatrendered him famous throughou.

the world. Following Salvator came imp. Midlothian, imp.

Watercress, Tenny and imp. Goldfinch. Midlothian, though

twenty years of age, looks more like a five-year old, and is

still a fine-appearing, little dark bay horse that "grows on

you. He is "all horse," and one of the best sires in the coun

try. Watercress is a big brown horse by Springfield—Wharf.

dale, by Hermit with a beautiful head and neck

a broad back, slightly swayed, immense quarters'

and altogether a most taking individual, showing great mus-
cular power. Tenny is a wonderfully strong-looking bay
horse of good length with a back so greatly swayed as to make
him look exceedingly odd. He has a shapely head, just of
the right size, a sturdy though well-arched neck, the shoul-
ders of a giant,a body of good length,wonderful depth through
the heart, tremendous width of loin and legs that set under
him just right, to our minds. If he doesn't make a sire of
more than ordinary worth there is nothing in substantial ap-
pearance and royal breeding. Tenny, in short, looks like a
stallion all over, and the longer one gazes at this Samson
among equines the better one likes him. Goldfinch, chestnut
son of Ormonde and Thistle (dam of Common and Throstle),
by Scottish Cbief,is the son of his father all over, though not
of the same color. His head is perfect, his neck beautifully

arched, his body of fair length, shapely, well-rounded and

substantial, with graceful curves, his limbs betokening great
strength and setting under him just as do those of his re-

nowned sire. He is fully 16.1 of horse, and by a triple crown
winner out of a mare that has thrown a triple-crown winner
in Common and a St. Leger winner in Throstle, last year's

victress, Goldfinch is likely indeed to prove one of the coun-
try's best sires. He came in for little less admiration than
Salvator, and seemed to appreciate it.

The bell rang up the 2:20 class trottersat 11 a. m. Three
heats had been decided last Wednesday when the rain came
on, Native State winning the first, Irene Crocker the second
and Columbus S. the one in the storm. Chico was still a red-

hot favorite, going al 7 to 5 in the bookB, Irene Crccker 4,

the others from 5 to 15 to 1. Prince Ira, closely attended by
Native State, led throughout in the fifth heat, winning after

a slashing finish by nearly a length in 2:24, Irene Crocker,

who came up strong in tbe homestretch, less than two lengths
I

further away. Chico broke on the first turn and fell out of

it rapidly.

All but four now went to the ham, under the rules. Native
State was now a warm favorite in books and auctions on ac-

count of his good showing, but Irene Crocker beat bim out
handily in the last sixteenth, throvgh Native Stale's break*
ing. Prince Ira was third and Columbus S. fourth. Time,
2:20.

Irene Crocker was now made a favorite and finished first

by a couple of lengths in the sixth heat, but the judges Bet

her back last for galloping and placed Native State first,

Prince Ira second and Columbus S. third. Time, 2:21^.

In tbe last heat Irene Crocker trotted third to Prince Ira

and Native State until well in the homestretch. About a six-

teenth from home her rivals went into the air, the gray mare
winning with ease by about five lengths in 2:22, Prince Ira

second and Native State third.

Birdroe was still a hot favorite in the 2:19 class pace, not-

withstanding Loupe won the first and only heat on Wednes-
day in 2:14^. The favorite indulged Prince Nutwood with
the lead in a couple of the heats and Loupe in the second
until nearing the homestretch, then came on and won away
off. Sbe paced the second heat in 2:13f, then the others were
virtually done for and tbe bookmakers would not take a dol-

lar on the daughter of Mark Monroe. Birdroe's time in the

third and fourth heats was 2:16 and 2:19, and it was no race

at all for her.

The first running race, five furlongs, for maiden two-year-

olds, had four starters. Long Lady opened at 7 to 10 and
closed at even money. Treachery was backed from 7 to 5 to

evens, Carnation opened at 3 and closed at 4 to 1, Pansy at

10. They got away to a good start, Treachery, Carnation,

Long Lady being the order. Carnation led past the half by
a length, Long Lady second, three lengths before Pansy. Car-

nation increased hei lead to fully two lengths going to tbe

homestretch, Treachery closing up a lot of ground and being

second by half a length, Long Lady third. Carnation quit

badly in the straight, Long Lady winning rather handily

from the driven out Treachery by a length, Carnation third,

two lengths further away. Time, 1:02£.

The Autumn handicap, one mile for two-year-oldB, brought
eight to the post. Bloomsbury waB a sizzling favorite, open-

ing at 2 to 1 closing at 6 to 5. The Boots pair (Instigator

and Lucretia Borgia) were backed down from 2A to 1 to 8 to

5. The Burns & Waterhouse stable (Elsie and Sam Leake),

went back from 2 to 4 to 1. The Mercedes filly was at 5,

Heartsease 8, Billy McCloskey 12 to 1 and well played. Sam
Leake, Flsie, Bloomsbury was the order to a fair start. Sam
Leake led past the quarter by a length, Bloomsbury second,

three lengths from Heartsease. At the half the order was
the same except that they had bunched up closer. Blooms-
bury was here cut loose for all he was worth, and led by
about a head turning for home, Sam Leake second, three

lengths before Heartsease and Lucretia Borgia, close to-

gether. The last-named went to the front sb they straightened

away, and it was no race, Lucretia Borgia winning by three

lengths, Sam Leake second, a neck before Elsie. Time,
1:44.

A mile handicap brought six to the post. McLight was a

sizzling favorite, opening at 2 to 1 and closing at 7 to 10.

The Boots pair (Claudius and Peter the Second) were at 3 to

1, Duchess of Towers 4, Candid 5 and Ike L. 8 to 1. Candid,

Claudius, Peter the Second was the order to a good start.

Duchess of Towers was in front about a length at the quarter,

Ike L. second, with Candid at his heels. McLight soon

thereafter moved up, and at the half was second, one length

behind Duchess of Towers, Candid and Ike L. close together.

McLight showed half a length in front into the homestretch,

Duchess of Towers next, as far from Ike L. Candid, close to

the inner rails, came very fast, forcing Macklin to whip the

favorite and drive him out hard to win by a scant length.

Ike L. was beaten one and a half lengths by Candid for the

place. Time, 1:42.

A mile selling race followed, there being five starters.

Nebuchadnezzar was a warm favorite, 7 to 10 being his clos-

ing price. Rear Guard was at 2 to l,Capt. Skedance 4,Mary

S. 7 and Navy Blue 9 to 1. Rear Guard, Mary S., Capt,

Skedance was the order to a fair start, though Nebuchadnez-
zar on the inner rails was at once cut off. Little Jones took
" Nebby " through a very narrow aperture on the first turn,

and the wee son of Brutus showed half a length in front of

Capt. Skedance at the quarter, Mary S. at the bay colt's sad-

dle, two lengths before Rear Guard. Nebuchadnezzar,

apparently going easy, had increased his lead to two and one-

half lengths by the time the half-pole was reached, Capt.

Skedance being second, but a head before Rear Guard, whom
Sloane was hustling along on the outside. Nebuchadnezzar
turned into the homestretch a length to the good,Capt. Sked-

ance second, two from Rear Guard, *ho led Mary S. third.

About half-way down the homestretch Piggott cut loose with

Capt. Skedance, and a little less than a furlong from home
Jones went to the bat on ,J Nebby," who was plainly in dis-

tress. Capt. Skedance finished' like a wild horse, winning off

handilv by three lengths, Rear Guard second, as far before

Nebuchadnezzar. Time, 1:42.

The last race of the State Fair meeting was a 6ix-furlong

selling event. Tim Murphy opened at 6 to 5 and closed at 2

to 1 under a heavy plunge on Nervoso, who was backed from

5 down to 2 to 1. Road Runner was heavily played towards

post time, his odds being forced from 3} to 2 to 1. Gallant

was at 4, Warrago 8 and Amarino 30 to 1. They got away

to a good start, all on tbe fiy. Tim Murphy at once darted

into the lead, beine two lengths in front of Nervoso at the

half and one into the homestretch. Gallant and Road Run-
ner came strong in tbe homestretch, pocketing and bumping
Nervoso, who fell back beaten. Tim Murphy was not headed,

winning with ease by three lengths, Road Runner and Gal-

lant having a very hot fight for place, the former securing it

by a nose, Time, 1:14$.
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SUMMABIES.

Postponed from Wednesday, trotting, 2:30 class (unfinished); puree

51,000.

Irene Crocker, gr m, by Will Crocker...Connelly 2 16 3 14 1

Native State, b s, by Starr Sullan-by^Velhng-
t 2 g 2 2 x 3

Prince ira.bs, by Dexter Prince-Lueua......^..
9 g 7 t 3 2 2

Columbus's.',"b "s, by McDonald Chief-Fanny
Rose.. T. Smith 8 8 1

Chico, b g."by Monroe Chief J. Sullivan

Lady Thornhill, b m, by Billy Tnornnill.....
' Keating and Corey 3 3a

Bar Sum, brs, by John Seveuoaks...McCartney 4 = 3

Escort, br s, by Guide Berryman 6 6 J

Jennie June, br m, by Motor...Baker and Havey o 7 9

Time, 2:17, 2:1% 2.27^. 2:20. 2:20, 2:2% 222.

Postponed from Wednesday- Pacing, 2:19 class (unfinished), purse

61.000.

Birdroe, b m, by Mark Monroe—by Whirlwind Chief.

4 3
dr

dr
dr
dr
dr

Baker 4 111
Loupe" b'lk'g, by John Sevenoaks—Lalla Bookh.w B McManus and Qayey 15 2

Kuby'M.'.bm.byAlmont Patchen Sullivan 32 4

Prince Nutwood, blk s. by Dexter Prince Sanders 2 s 3

Ella W.. br m. by Eros Hellman o 4 o

Dictatus, ch s, by Red Wilkes Bigelow 6 dis

Time, 2:: 4K, 2:1334. 2:16, 2.19.

For maiden two-year-olds, purse 5400. Five furlongs.

Burns & Waterhouse's b f Long Lady, by Hsjor Ban-Decoy Duck.

105 pounds V-
.•Donnelly

J G Brown iCo.'sbf Treachery, by Hanover—Deceit. 105..........

Macklin

A. BTs'pr'e'cke'ls' chf Carnation, by Flambeau—Amalia, 105

„„„„ ................. •— ••» *lS§TOtt o

Time, VXfPyi.

Betting-LoDg Lady even, Treachery even, Carnation 4. Pansy 15

also ran.

The Autumn handicap, value S750, for two-year olds. One mile.

Elmwood Stock Farm's ch f Lncretia Borgia, by imp. Brutus—
Ledette. 1C0 :

----- ...--Hinncbs 1

Burns ^ Waterhouse's br c Sam Leake, by imp. Darebm-Came
£ Donahue 2

Burns '^"waTern'ousVsch" f Elsie, by Fellowcharm-Elsie S., 90 .....

;
.Donnelly 3

Time, 1:44.

Betting—Lucretia Borgid and Instigator.conpled.8 to 5, Sam Leake

and Elsie coupled 4. Bloomsbury 6 to .5, Heartsease 10, Mercedes

filly 1, Billy McCloskey 15 also ran.

Free handicap, purse $400. One mile.

any trainer trained by the same.or any jockey riding the same,

whether duriog a race meeting or otherwise, will be therebv

disqualified."

I do not 6ee how any advocate of turf interests can find

fault with the action of the stewards yesterday, yet one of

the turf critics employed by a morniDg newspaper which
devotes its space largely to turf matters, for some unaccount-

able reason, appears to think it proper to assail the stewards

for an action which, while it was tardy, was thoroughly well

considered. In my own opinion the writer's remarks are ill

considered, unjust and unfair. If after pumehing men for a

whole year, it might be said, they deem it a kindness to allow

men at the close of the racing season to run horses that

might have had a chance to earn money on the so-called big

tracks during the height of the racing season, is there any
wrong in that action? The horsemen reinstated will now
have a chance to make their property in horses more valu-

able duriog the autumn and winter race meetings in the

Sooth. Surely that is no crime. It is really distressing to

read a comment like the following:

Every one who has the best interests of the turf at heart

will regret that the influential gentlemen who were elected or

elected themselves stewards of the Jockey Club have thus be-

gun driving nails into their own coffins. Surely the example
set by the dead and gone Board of Control was example
enough of what is known as " let Bleeping dogs lie."

J. H. Shield & Co.'s ch h McLight, 4, by MacDuff-Lougalight. no
. Mackhn

A. B. Soreckela' blfc m imp. Candid, a, by Spendor—Canary. &>
Piggott

-Miss Flush, 90
...Jones

Garden City Stables' ch c Ifee L., 3, by Major Ban-

Time, 1:42.

Betting : McLight 7 to 10, imp. Candid 4, Ike L. 3. Claudius and
Peter the Second coupled 3, Duchess of Towers also ran.

Selling, purse S400. One mile.

A. B. Spreckels' b g Capt. Skedance, 3,by imp. Cyrus—Getaway. 92

pounds -••- Pjego" 1

George Ro=e & Co.'s b h Rear Guard, o, by Postguard—Alfome
Career. 96 pounds Sloane 2

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Nebuchadnezzar, by imp. Bmius—
Gypsette, 89 pounds Jones 3

Time, 1:42.

Betting : Capt. Skedance 3W, Rear Guard 2, Nebuchadnezzar 7 to

10. Mary S. 7, Navy Blue 9 afso ran.

Selling, purse S400. Six furlongs.

White & Clark's rag Tim Murphy, a, by Kyle Daly—Maggie R.,

108 pounds -Flynn 1

George W. Berry's ch h Roadrunner, 4, by Joe Daniels—Miss
Hooker, KM pounds Macklm 2

A. B. Spreckels' b c Gallant, 3, by Fellowcbarm—Jennie Belshaw,

113 pounds -Piggott 3

Time, VM%.
Betting: Tim Murphy 2K. Roadrunner 2, Gallant 4, Nervoso2,

Warrago S, Amarino 30 also ran.

Amnestv at Last.

The stewards of the Jockey Club at their meeting yester-

day afternoon decided to reinstate all "outlaws "who bad

raced on tracks hitherto not recognized by the Jockey Club,

provided there was nothing againBt their individual landing

bo far as integrity is concerned. The resolutions adopted pro-

vide that applications for reinstatement must be made prior

to September 16th. I cannot say that the wording of the

resolutions adopted is happy. In some respects they are

what in the language of newapaperdom is called "guBhy," in

other respects they are vague, and in still other respects they

do not tell enough. Any sample law which requires inter-

pretation is apt to breed mischief. The generous and whole-

some spirit of the stewards in passing the resolution is evi-

denced, and right-minded and right-working horsemen will

appreciate it. But there should have been a clearer defini-

tion of terms. Of course, it goes without saying that officials

that have been employed on such tracks naturally are also

reinstated, and among the number noDe will be more wel-

comed than Mr. Stephen N. Stillwell, the secretary, and the

Hon. Thomas Flynn. ex-Speaker of the Legislature of New
Jersey, who has acted as starter. Both are men eminent in

their respective professions. The resolutions adopted read

as follows. I also print the supplementary resolution, the

purport of which is to guard against future violations of the

existing racing lawe

:

'* Whereas, The stewards of the Jockey Club have received

many applications for reinstatement from owners, trainers

and jockeys who, owing to the uncertain condition of racing

in this State prior to the enactment of the present racing law,

raced, trained and rode on courses not sanctioned by the

Jockey Club ; and,
" Whereas, The stewards recognize that,under the extraor-

dinary circumstances then existing, the temptation to derive

a revenue from their property, even at the risk of disqualifi-

cation, induced many horse owners to do what under other

circumstances they would not have done; it is therefore
" Resolved, That an opportunity be and iB given all own-

ers, trainers and jockeys against whom no charges of fraud

have been established, and whose only odeose has been rac-

ing or riding at an unrecognized course, to be restored to

good standing on filing an application with the stewards of

the Jockey Club prior to Sept. 36, 1895.
" Notice is further given that on and after Sept. 16, 1895,

any owner, trainer, jockey or horse concerned, directly or in-

directly, in a race run at an unrecognized course shall be de-

nied the privilege of this general amnesty."
The following resolution was also adopted :

" Resolved, That on and after the first day of October,1895,

any horse trained or stabled at an qnrecognized course, or

eration, sometimes for a small percentage of their earnings.
In this way " Pa" made himself useful to " the moguls,"

as he iB wont to term them, and " the mogulB " in turn pro-
tected " Pa " when he needed their protection. He has been
in some very tight places duriog his varied career, but has
always managed to escape the noose. Recently close observ-
ers have noticed the artificial part of " Pa's" anatomy, the
only part which remains in sight, pathetically pointing to-
wards California. At firBt the movement was scarcely per-
ceptible, but at the present time the action is sufficiently
emphatic to be observed by every one. In fact, he has cried
out in his desperation with a voice which, though sweet and
harmonious, is of sufficient volume to be heard by his old
friends, "the moguls." Several of the latter have signified
their willingness to aid " Pa " in his venture by consigning to
his care a few of their cast-offs. This is all he wants. For
years he has thrived and grown fat on the pickings of the
turf. He will continue to do so until he is forced to leave it.

If those who are responsible for the future of the turf in the
East are really honest in their pretensione, tbey will see to
it that nothing interferes with Daly's contemplated visit to
the " glorious climate." The majority of Eastern racegoers
will surely wish him a speedy journey and a long stay.—N.
Y. Advertiser.

Burns & Waterhouse's New Trainer Talks.

J.H.That defunct body of wiseacres took upon themselves to \r„r^,.„,:„i,
, a. ,j , j , i__ u j ** j • J.il. McUormicK, than whom there is not a more capab e
bar off anybody who raced on winter tracks, and, after doing . . . , ,

«*v*c w^""3

so, displayed the weakness of their hand by going on their or popular trainer in the business, has not as yet completely

own lawmaking and mixing up the goats again with the recovered from his recent illness. His connection with the

sheep. Whoever has influence enough in the august body to stable of the California firm of Burns & Waterhouse began
have brought about the present amnesty toward the outlaw when he left Walbaum last Monday, though it was not in-

owners has miserably misused it.

How much better it would have been to have kept the

doors shut and goDe on with the good work of cleansing the

Augean stable (which from recent events looks like a her-

culean taBk), thoroughly whitewashing it from stem to stern

instead of loading up with, perishable freight that cannot pos-

sibly do any good, and may, unless strictly watched, do irre-

trievable harm to the sport of kings.

Racing under the present conditions of the law is none too

prosperous, and why the stewards of the Jockey Club should

have had the stupendous folly to have done what they have
is past understanding. They are the original originators of

their own originality, and may bid goodby to the faith and
good will of the owners and trainers who t-tuck by them
through along winter of discontent.

One and perhaps the main effect of the resolutions adopted

yeslerday will be the practical closing up of the illegitimate

tracks at Alexander Island and St. Asaph. In their best

days tbey contributed nothing to the best interests of the

turf. They were speculative ventures, pure and simple, and

some of the men who have latterly got hold of the properties

have evidenced an almcst cynical disregard for the first prin-

ciple that should underlie the projecting of a race meeting,

the development of the horse primarily and the amusement
of the race-going public secondarily. Of course they will

have a lot of very poor horsemen to stand by them, because

these unfortunates have neither the means nor the horses to

go elsewhere to make their livelihood, but the turf will

hardly Bufier from their absence.—N. Y. Advertiser, Sep-

tember 10th.

The State Fair.

The State Fair closed last Saturday night in a blaze of

glory.

It is universally conceded that it was one of the best and

most successful ever held, and had it not been for the rain

that fell during the early part of last week, would probably

have been the roost successful financially of any that has ever
been held. The receipts aggregate about $22,000, those at

the Park being estimated at $13,033 75 and those at the

Pavilion footing up $9,510.50, the total being about $1,500
ahead of last year.

At the last fair the receipts at the Pavilion and Park were
nearly equal, and would probably have been so this year had
it not been for the rainstorm and the unusual outside attrac-

tion offered by the Electric Carnival. The rain on Wednes-
day also made a difference of $1,100 in the receipts at the
Park, the prizes hung up amounting to $1,700, while the at-

tendance brojght in only $600. The expenses of the society

were more than they were last year, too, on account of the

improvements made at the Park.

It is a fact worthy of note that at the Park no fines were
inflicted by the judges on drivers or others, no drunken men
on the track nor jobbing of races, but everything went
smoothly and pleasantly.

The Directors have decided to open three futurity stakes

—

or rather two that might be called Nursery Stakes and the

third one a Futurity Stake—to be run in 1896, 1897 and
189-', adding $1,000 tb each stake. The entries for yearlings

will close on November 1, 1895, and those for weanlings and
mares will close on January 1, 1896. For two year-olds the

distance will be three-quarterB of a mile, and full conditions

will be given in due time. The race for mares will be a fu-

turity stake.—Record Union.

Mike Dwyer and 'Father Bill."

Ever since Mike Dwyer "unlinked arms" with W. C. Daly

he has been sinking deeper and deeper in the quicksands of

legitimate raciog, until recently even his most ardent admir-

ers—and they are legion!—have failed to discover anything

besides his wooden leg above the surface. When Dwyer was
his side partner the Sage of Hartford held a strong hand.
You could never figure him out of a race, no matter what
company his horses were meeting. Especially was this the

case when one of Dwyer's horses was a starter against a
"green above the red" candidate. His "I will do anything
you say, Mr. Mike," invariably announced before a race, or
scratch, as beet Buited the interests of the plunger. And it

must be admitted that be was always loyal. Whatever he
promised his friend be would do, accidents barred- Whilein
this connection with Dwyer had much to do with his prom-
inence in turf affairs, there is another thing which gave him
considerable weight with prominent owners. Whatever else

may be said of Daly, it is universally admitted that he is a
skillful trainer of cripples. No matter how thoroughly
broken down a horse might appear to be, Daly could always
get something out of him. When his adroitness in this re-

spect came to be recognized, the prominent owners took ad-

vantage of it by turning over to his care horses that their

trainers pronounced useless. Sometimes it was for a consid-

tended that he should take up his duties until he regained
his health. The unexpected departure of Mr. Burns for San
Francisco, whither he was called by urgent business, threw
all of the Eastern end of the firm's affairs on McCormick's
hands, and he has therefore been comparatively busy. If it

is possible to do so, before his presence is essential in Cali-
fornia, McCormick contemplates a trip to Europe. Physi-
cians have advised him that a sea voyage would aid him^in
getting rid of the malarial poison which seems to have im-
pregnated hie entire system. Speaking °f his experience in
the West, while he had charge of Walbaum's string, McCor-
mick said recently :

" The trip was not a satisfactory one by any means. We
had very poor material, but the fact that the horses belonged
to Walbaum and that Lamplighter was in the string gave the
stable a prominence that it would not otherwise have bad.
With respect to a comparison of the racing, it does not mater-
ially differ from that in the East. It is in regard to the
attendance that one notices a difference. At all the princi-
pal courses in the Western circuit there is very little differ-

ence in the daily average of the number of race-goers. There
are no ' rush days ' such as we have here."
When asked as to the possibility of favorable legislation in

New Jersey next winter, McCormick said

:

" I am very doubtful. I know that there has been some
talk of remedial legislation, and that several politicians have
expressed a desire to lend a hand. But it has been my ex-
perience that politicians are like yearlings—mighty uncer-
tain. Speaking of yearlings, it is a curious fact that the
shrewdest men in the business are very often led astray by a
visit to the large stock farms. It iB almost impossible for a
lover of a good thoroughbred to go through one of these
establishments without becoming 'stuck' on some likely look-
ing youngster. An enthusiastic horseman, under these cir-

cumstances, always reminds me of an aged woman walking
along a thoroughfare. She sees a red Mag, announcing an
auction sale. The irresistible impulse to secure a bargain
forces her to enter the store, and before she leaves it is 100 to

1 that she has purchased that she has no use for, and for

which she has paid a price and a half.

"I cannot tell at present whether I shall come East next
year with the Burns & Waterhouse string. Unless some of

their horse show high class I do not think it would be ad-
visable. There is a great prospect of first-class racing in

California next year, and when the trials and tribulations of
the trip across the continent are taken into consideration it

is easy for anyone to realize that the game is not worth the
candle unless one has something approaching first class."

—

N. Y. Morning Advertiser, Sept. y.

Johnny McCafferty.

And so the much talked of J. J. McCafferty is going to
le ave us for a while. In all truthfulness it must besaid that
the clever horseman's pathway on the Eastern turf has not
been strewn with roses. Almost from the day he made his

first appearance on metropolitan courses he has been more
or less at odds with the powers that were and still are. In
fact, it is asserted in some quarters that McCafferty has be-

come so wearied of continually singing " They're after me,"
that he is going off somewhere to get his breath. Still an-
other report has it that the genial John has been hit below
the ribs on his left side by one of Cupid's darts and that the
lady has named a day in next June. When questioned con-
cerning this McCafferty brought into play all the artfulness
in conversation, which has made a reputation for him in his
encounters with the turf authorities. They do say—and
with some reason—that McCafferty always has a satisfactory

aoswer ready for any question that may be asked him, under
any circumstances, anywhere. Dickens' Artful Dodger iBn't

in it with John.
8eriously, though, it is an open question whether McCaff-

erty has been treated with entire fairness by the Eastern turf

authorities. He is shrewd, to be sure—success in his busi-
ness demanded that he should be. But if at times he has ap-
peared to put a dent in the thin veneering which divides hon-
esty and dishonesty on the turf, it can never besaid that he
has broken it. His methods were his own, and because they
did not dovetail with those employed by others it was not
entirely fair to question them. He has certainly been very
successful, having accumulated, according to the best obtain-
able information, something over $250,000. He admits this
as far as to say that be has enough of the coin of the realm
to keep the wolf from the door for the rest of his natural
life, and no man can desire more. He will keep Applegate
and Religion, for whom he has more than the ordinary
horseman's affections. He has several royally-bred yearlings.
It is just possible, if everything turns out as expected, that
McCafferty will spend bis honeymoon in England, and that
he will take Applegate, Religion and two or three of the best
of his yearlings over with him. If he does there is not a
turfman in this country who knows him intimately who will
not contribute a basketful of good wishes for him to take '

the other Bide.—N. Y, Morning Advertiser,
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The atookton Races.

FIRST DAT

—

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16.

The 6rst day's racing at the park was not largely attended*

but those present witnessed a fine event in the 2:40 trot. Many

went to the track under the impression that no admission

would be charged and were surprised when the gate keeper

presented his band for tickets. The first race was Dot called

till after 2 o'clock, but the band kept the spectators in good

ipirilB -vilh a large number of selections.

The event of the day was the 2:40 trot, which was won by

Jasper l'aul>on, driven by Tom Keating in straight beats.

He was not extended, as the others that started were out-

chased. The talent bad everything their own way, picking

both races. May Jones won the five furlong daen, although

many thought Xevere had a good show to win.

Jim Bozeman delayed the start in the five-furlong dash

for twenty minutes. The horses were sent on* at a fair start

with Bozeman in the lead and JSevere second. It was a pro-

cession to the stretch, when May Jones, who had been under

a pull, came up fast and won by a short length, Nevere sec-

ond, the others several lengths behind. Time, 1:05.

After several scorings the six horses were sent ofl" to a good

start in tlie 2-40 trot with Peter Jackson in the lead. Jasper

Paulson weut to the front and was never headed. It was a

procession to the half, with Paulson, Charivari and Peter

Jackson leading with daylight between. Just after passing

the half Theresa came up fast and passed Charivari and

Peter Jackson, and was making Jasper Paulsor extend him-
self, when she went in the air. Paulson went under the wirs

in a jog with Charivari second and Peter Jackspn third. The
others finished just inside of the flag. Time, 2:20$. Paris

mutuels paid $3 10.

On the third event the word was given to a fair start, Rod-
riquez noddiog to the judges to send them off, he being in

the rear. Paulson repeated the first heat, but was crowned
bv Charivari to the stretch. Peter Jackson went up at the

half and Edwina passed him. Down the stretch it was Paul-

son's heat easy, with Charivari a good second, Peter Jackson
third. Edwina fourth and Theresa and Anita were outside

when the flag fell. Time, 2:21. Mutuels paid $2 60.

The third heat decided the race. Paulson went out and
won easily in 2:23 The others fought for second and third

money. Edwina made a game finish and secured second
place and second money from Peter Jackson, who was driven

by a colored and was also coal black. Mutuels paid $2.60.

SUMMARY.

Running, five furlongs, maiden two-year-olds; purse 8100.

May Jones, b f, by Kylo, 115 lbs Denuison 1
Nevere, ll~ lbs Gannon 2
Jim Bozeman, US lbs T. Smith 3
1'embrook, US lbs Gilbert 4

Time, 1:05.

Trotting, 2:40 class, purse 51,000.

WiDshipi Keatitig's Jasper Pflulson. blk g, by Wildnut—by
Norway Keating 111

Charivari, br m, by Sterling Snider 2 2 3
Edwina, ch f, by Sidney Grav 4 4 2
Peter Jackson, br s Cecil 3 3 4
Aui'a, b m, by Junlo Rodriguez dist
Theresa, b m, by Signal Wilkes Duncan 6 dist

Time, 2:20)4, 2:21, 2:23.

SECOND DAY—TUESDAY, SFPTEMBER 17.

Those who went to the track were well paid for

their time and money. It was a Waterloo for the talent up

to the final heats of both the 2:25 pace and the special race,

when by judicious hedging they managed to regain part of

the money they had put on the favorites. There was consid-

erable grumbling over the harness races, both of which were

heavily played. Birdroe looked like a good thing in the 2:25

pace, but dropped the third heat and was never in it again.

Prince Nutwood was named as a winner in the special, but

did not finish better than second.

The runners in the eleven sixteenths dash were sent off on
the third break well bunched, with George L. in front. At
the five-eighths and one-half the positions were George L.

t

Ike L. and Faro. When they turned into the stretch Prince
moved up to third place and Ike L. assumed the lead and
came home in a gallop. George L. took second money and

1 Regal third. The othera were strung out. Harry Lewis
bolted while going to the post and was not in the race. Time,
1:091. The betting was light. Most of the money went itito

the box on Ike L. at $10 against the field for $7. Ike L. was
barred just before going to the post and Lewis sold favorite

at $o against the field at $5.

The pacers went away on the sixth score to a fair start,

with Birdroe in the lead. Ruby M. trailing her. They Hashed
past the quarter in thiB order : Birdroe, Ruby M , Dictatus,

Eelelle Wilkes and the others strung out. The half was passed
in the same positions. At the Jhead of the stretch it was
Birdroe, Dictatus, Ruby M. and Welcome. Ruby M. moved
up fast and was crowding the favorite, when she went ofl her
feet and Birdroe finished first, with Ruby M. second, Wel-
come third. The others, with the exception of Katie H., who
was distanced, were back. Time, 2:14}. The pools on this

heat sold, Birdroe *20; Ruby M. $17 and the field $4. The
mutuals paid $3 65.

The pacer* were started on the second heat on the first at-

tempt. Dictatus was taken to the front with a rush, opening
up two lengths before passing the quarter. Birdroe wbb go-
ing easy two lengths behind the leader with Estelle a head
to the good. The half was left behind with Dictatus mill two
lengths in the lead, the favorite moving up. They turned
into the stretch with Dictatus only a short length in the lead,

the mare coming fast on the outside. She passed the leader
at the seven eighths pole and came home an easy winner by
two lengths, Dictatus in second place and Little Alph dis-

tanced. Time, 2:15$. Pools brought $10 to $8 on Birdroe
against the ti«-M

Ruby M. upset the talent in the third heat by winning it

from Birdroe in 2:144, Welcome third. No pools on this race
<>r (his heat. The short-end men cashed their mutuels for

y> and felt happy.
The judges were not satisfied with Baker'sdriving and look

him down and pel up Hunting behind Birdroe, but he could
not bring in the favorite first. Birdroe was turning fast com*
ing down the stretch when Ruby M. collared, her and Keat-
ing, in ntfi-nipiinc to force the bay mare out, nent her off her
feel and Ruby M pMMd under the wire an open length ahead
of the favorite in 2:14, the fastest heat of the race. Birdroe
brought $20 agftiost $10 for ibe field. The short enders got

t '.' for tbeir Pant mutnebj,

The last heat was contested from the time the pacers were

given the word till they passed under the wire. Ruby M.
was first aLd won first money, Welcome waB second and got

third money, Birdroe was third and was given second money,

Dictatus finished fourth and was given fourth money. Time,

2:20-}. Ruby M. brought $70 against $20 for the field.

The first heat of the special pace was a gift for Ketchum,
the leading from wire to wire. The prettiest drive of the meet-

ing was between Harvey Mcand Ella W. down the stretch.

The judges called it a dead heat for second place and gave

Prince Nutwood third place. Time, 2:lf>£. Pools: Ketcbum
$i0, Prince Nutwood $7 and field $5.

Ketchum went ofl his feet on the turn in the second heat

and Prince Nutwood took the lead, with Harvey Mcpushirg
him hard. They went on around the circuit to the head of

the stretch when a battle royal took place between the lead-

ers. It was anybody's heat but Durfee drove Harvey out by

a short head on Sanders, though both horses were very tired.

Ketchum took third place. Time, 2:15$. The pools sold

Ketchum $10, field $5.

Ketcbum took the third heat easily from Prince Nutwood
and Harvey Mc. The latter horse passed Ketchum on the

lower turn, but could not finish it. Harvey Mc sold for $10
and the field $5 in the big box. Time, 2:164;.

Before the horses reached the half-pole in the final heat

Ketcbum broke and the others left him about an eighth of a

mile behind. He finally regained his feet, came on to the

stretch with a rush, but could never have won the heat had
mt the other horses been very weary. Ketchum won the

heat and first money, Harvey Mc second and second money,
Prince Nutwood third and third money, and Ella W. fourth

and fourth money. Time, 2:19.

SUMMARY.
Running, eleven-sixteenths mile handicap.

Ike L.. 105 pounds Hinrichs 1

George L.. 108 pounds DenDison 2
Regal, 105 pounds Slocum 3

Time. 1:09^.

Prince 99. Faro 110, Barcaldine 93 and Harry Lewis 107, also ran
and finished in the order named.

Pacing, 2:25 class, purse $1,000.

T. P. Marr's Ruby M., bm, by Almont Patchen, byAl-
mont Sullivad 2 5 111

Birdroe, bm, by Mark Monroe, by Whirlwind Chief...

Bafeerand Keating 112 2 3
Welcome, bh, bv Arthur Wilkes Gray 3 3 3 3 2
Dictatus, ch h, by Red Wilkes Bigelow 4 2 6 5 4
Estelle Wilkes, b m, by Mambrino Wilkes... Sutherland 5 4 4 4 5

Lynette. b m, by Lynwood McManus6 6 5 dis
Little Alph, b g, by Sidney Rodriguez 7 dis

Kate H„ b m, by Albina Harrison... dis
Time, 2:14M, 2;15}£, 2:14%. 2:14, 2;20%.

Pacing (special), purse §500.

W. K. Robinson's Ketchum, b h, by Gossiper, by Echo
G. Maben 13 11

Harvey Mc, bl g, by McKinney Durfee 2* 1 3 2
Prince Nutwood, bl s, by Dexter Prince Sanders 4 2 2 3
Ella W., b m, by Eros Perkins 2* 4 4 4

Time, 2:16>£, 2:15%, 2:26^, 2:19.

*Dead heat.

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

Everything broke better for [the talent to-day" at the

race track. The crowd was larger than on the two previous

days and considerable interest was sbown in the harness

events. The knowing ones all changed their minds

and ma e Ethel Downs a favorite with John Bury a second

choice. This was all that saved the talent from running up

against a snag. Barcaldine upset all expectations by flashing

past the judges first in the five furlong sprint. Ethel Downs

won the 2:22 trot in good time and hard finishes. The 2:27

trot did not take place, as one of the starters could not pay

up the entrance. Babe Marion landed the 2:25 pace after

Agitato, one of the gamest two-year-olds that every trod a

track, had taken the first heat.

Starter Brown dropped the flag on the sprinters in the

five and one half furlong dash on the first break with all of

them bunched and moving. Barcaldine showed in front at

the half and at the head of the stretch, with Claire second.

The others could have almost been covered with a blanket.

The leader passed under the wire in 1:10. Regal came up
with a rush and got second place, with Claire a good third.

The betting was : Regal $10, Guadaloupe $8, field $5. Mu-
tuels were worth $11.65.

After several attempts the trotters in the 2:22 class were
given the word to a fair start for a large field. Ethel Downs
went to the front and kept the advantage to the wire. John
Bury broke on the lower turn and finished second, Native
State closed a lot of ground in the Btretch and got the place.

Time, 2:16J. Ethel Downs was favorite at $30, Bury second
at $20, and the field $5.

Keating made a killing finish in the second heat after
Ethel Downs broke while going around the upper turn and
finished a short nose ahead of John Bury, with Native State
third. The crowd did some loud cheering when the numbers
appeared on the board. Time, 2:16£. The pools sold Ethel
Downs $20, John Bury $8, field $2.

The owner of Our Seth had not paid his entrance and the
judges declared the 2:27 Irotoff and the horses went to the
stable.

In the last heat Melvar was withdrawn on account of
lameness. The final was won easily by Ethel Downs, who
took first monev, Native State came in second and
secured third money, John Bury was third and was awarded
Becond money. Eecort was given fourth money. Time,
2:16J.
The first heat of the 2:25 pace proved an exciting one, not

only to the drivers, but the spectators and judges. Babe
Marion led from wire to wire, but the judges decided that
Bhe should be lsBt as she changed her position in the stretch
after the horses had started out for home. Agitato made a
bid for the heat about an eighth of a mile from home, but
finished Becond to Babe Marion. The two-year-old was given
the heal, Captain Hackett second, Alco third, Babe Marion
fourth and May Nutford distanced. Time, 2:1S. The pools
on this heat were: Babe Marion $10, field $6, Alco $3.
There was a discussion over the second heat, but the horses

were allowed the position in which they finished. The two-
year-old paced a game race, but the odds were too heavy
against her. Babe Marion won the heat, Agitato second,
Captain Hackett third, and Alco distanced for running.
Time, 2:20. The favorite sold for $10 against $0 for the
field.

Much dissatisfaction was expressed over the outcome of
the third heat. The starter called to the driver of Hackett
to hold back, but the driver of both Hackett and Agitato

understood him to say ''come back." Both pulled up to a
jog while Babe Marion went out with a rush for the heat.

When the horses that had slowed down got moving almost
an eighth of daylight showed between them and the leader.

Captain Hackett chased the favorite out in 2:22, Agitato
third. Pools sold $20 to $4 on the field and favorite.

The final beat looked such a sure thing that no pools were
sold. Babe Marion went out and won it from the start, and
was given first money. Captain Hackett got second place
and third monev. Agitato was third and took second money.
Time, 2:23.

SUMMARIES.
Running, purse $150. Five and a half furlongs.

Barcaldine, by Bend Or—Ida Green, 116 pounds Hinrichs 1
Regal, 122 Finn 2
Guadaloupe, 122.. Glover 3

Time, 1:10.

Claire 119. Huguenot 117, Connaught 122 and Colleen Bawn 86 also
ran and finished in the order named.

Trotting, 2:22 class, purse §1,000.

Winsbip & Keating's blk m Ethel Downes, by Boodle—by
Nutwood .Keating 111

John Bury, bs, byAntinous Bunch 2 2 3
Native State, b s, by Starr Sultan G. Maben 3 3 2
Escort, br s. by Guide J. Williams 4 4 5
Letter B., bm, by Ward B Kent 7 5 4
Maud H.. ch m, by Mambrino Rodriguez 5 6 6
Melvar, ch s, by Fordstan Snider 6 7 dr

Time, 2:16^, 2:16^, 2:15^.

Pacing, 2:25 class, purse 3700.

Oakwood Stock Farm'B b m Babe Marion, by Steinway—Ida
Wood .Chaboya 4 111

Agitato, b g, by Steinway Sanders 12 3 3
Captain Hackett, b g. by Steinway Sullivan 2 3 2 2
Alco, b h, by Alconeer Berryman 3 dis
May Nutford, eh m, by Nutford Hodges dis

Time, 2:18, 2:20, 2:22, 2:23.

FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19.

With each passing day the success of the San Joaquin Agri-

cultural Association Fair is increasing, both in the sport at

the race track and in the displays at the pavilion.

At the track to-day the audience was double that of any

previous day of the meeting and the people enjoyed the

sport, though the sports did not, as the short-enders had the

best of it nearly all day. In the three quarter-mile selling

race Warrago was a favorite at $15 to $5 on the field, but
Linville won in a gallop. In the special race the talent had
picked Mojaveas the winner, but Edwina took the first heat.

Bettors switched to Edwina and Potrero took the second
heat. Then they went to Potrero and he lost the heat to Gil-

patrick. The latter was in the field and the field sold favor-

ite until Mojave secured the next heat. Then the talent

went to him wiih a rush, saying they always thought so, but
rushed too strong, for Gilpatrick took the last two heats.

The four horses that went to the post in the three quarter
selling race went off on the third break to a good start, with
Linville in the lead and George L. second. These positions

were maintained till the bead of the stretch, when Warrago
attempted to go to the front, but Linville finished first by a
bead, Warrago second, and George L. third. Time, 1:15.

Outsiders received $7 6q for their $2 mutnels.

The talent backing Gracie S. heavily in the six-furlong

handicap, she went to the post a big favorite at $1 5 to $7 on
Harry Lewis and $2 for the field. Starter Brown, who had
remarkable luck, sent the sprinters off well bunched. Syndi-
cate went to the front and set the pace to the head of the

stretch, when Gracie S., who had been rnnning under a pull,

came out of the rut and won handily, with Syndicate second
and Harry Lewie third. Time, 1:02}.

Tom Keating of sensational finish fame drove out another

heat in the special trot. He appeared to be hopelessly beaten

at the head of the stretch, but by a masterly drive managed
to snatch victory in the last stride from Potrero, Gilpatrick

third, Laura D. distanced. Time, 2:'21\. The lucky ones

eot $S 35 for the mutuals.

The talent plunged on the second beat of the special race,

playing Edwina to win at $20, the field $15 and Mojave $5.

They were turned down, as the little mare broke on the stretch

when Bhe had the heat won. Potrero was first, Mojave sec-

ond. Gilpatrick third and Edwina last. Time, 2:21. The
mutuals paid $12.40.

In the third heat Mojave broke twice, and Edwina went to

pieces just after turning the stretch. Gilpatrick came in first,

Mojave second and Potrero third. A hard finish and a long

discussion over the finish were the features of the fourth heat

of the special. Mojave and Gilpatrick finished under the

drive. The former went off his feet, but caught handily and
won the heat by the shortest kind of a nose from Gilpatrick.

Potrero was third and Edwina was declared distanced for

running. Time, 2:19.

Gilpatrick upset things by reaching the wire first in 2:21 J
in the fifth heat, and had it all the way around in the sixth.

Time, 2:24. Mojave took the second part of the purse and
Potrero the third.

The district trot had three entries—Lady Vestal, Mariposa
and Jasper Ayres. The race was taken by the last named in

straight heats. Best time, 2:19.

To-morrow will be a busy day at the track, seven events

being scheduled. They are the half mile and repeat, the one-

and one-quarter handicap hurdle race, with Guadaloupe, On-
ti Ora, Barcaldine and Huegonot entered, the 2:23 and the

2:19 pace, and the 2:27 trot. Besides these there are two
special races, one for gentlemen drivers for a lot in Escalon,

and the other known as the Butchers' driving race, to settle a

dispute between local butchers.

The crowds at the pavilion fill the great building 'nightly

and the displays are now all in place, making an excellent

showing. To-night the people were delighted with the con-

cert of the Torbett Company, and the attraction will be the

same tomorrow night. The band concert follows the Torbett

Company and dancing is permitted until a late hour, one
wing of the gallery being set aside for the dancers.

Following are the summaries of to-days races :

SUMMARIES.

Running, purse SliiO, selling, winner to fcesoldfor $S0O. Three-
quarters of a mile.

Linville. b g, 102 Gilbert 1

Warrago, b s, 106 Hinrich 2

George L., ch g, 108 Haslett 3

Huguenot, en g. 114 Glover 4 ^
Time, 1:15.

Running, nurse 8100. Five furloag dash.

Gracie 8., g m, Jl Glover 1

Syndicate, bh, 105 Haslett 2

Harry Lewis, ch g, 104 Hinrichs S

De Grott. b g, 107 Deunison 4

Claire, ch m. 90 Fitzgerald 5

Cloud, s g, 104 - , Hart 6

Time, 1:02^.
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Trotting, special, purse $400.

lUpatrick, bh, by Junio—Gilpatrick Rodriquez 3 3 12 11
lojave, b g, by Dexter Prince—Reliance Snider 4 2 2 1 S 2

•otrero, b b, by Redondo—Junio Hodges 2 13 3 2 3

:dwina, cb m, by Sidney—Chieftain 1 4 4 dis

.aura D., bm, by Elector dis

Time, 2:21^. 2:21, 2:21, 2:19, 2:2194, 2:24.

Trotting, district, purse S600.

asper Ayres, b g, by Iris—Altamont Perkins 111
.ady Vestal, b m, by Elector Corillo 2 2 2

Jariposa, b m, by Guide Keating dis

Time, 2:19>^,2:19, 2:23.

Santa Monioa Races, 1895.

,
The Biith annual races at Santa Monica took place on

September 9th and 10th. These races have always been

carried on by voluntary contributions, as the track—which

«as built on the same plan—is not enclosed.

The programme is varied, consisting of pony races, races

!.or big horses and trotting races. On this occasion no trot-

ting race was included. From 1,500 to 2,000 people attended

i3D each day, and most of the finishes were close.

!
The track is undoubtedly very slow on account of the steep

Ijrade from the quarter-pole to the three-quarters, though the

footing is good enough.

|
The first race resulted in a great surprise, as Jack Pot,

'carrying 150 pounds, beat the favorite Wonder in the polo

pony maiden half-mile race by a short head in 0:56. If Won-
der, who started on the outside, and was two lengths ahead at

the quarter, had then taken the pole he would have won.

The nest race was three-quarters of a mile for ponies (a

handicap). Charley Weber was on Lady Jane Grey, and

she consequently had a good many followers; but she was

not in it after a quarter had been ran, nor indeed were any

of the others except Kittiwake and Santa Clara (in the same

stable) who went out in front and made a race of it, the latter

winning with something to spare in l:25i, carrying 135

pounds.

,
A great betting race followed. This was a mile for horses

at ten pounds above scale. All had dropped out except the

Spanish horses, Sleepv Charley and Pavilion, and W. P.

Weber's Hello ridden'by Charley Weber.

There was a big plunge on Sleepy Charlie, a winner here

last year.

Pavilion led off with Hello trailing. At the half Hello

began to move up but Pavilion was still in front. At the

distance the latter opened out to let his stable companion

through, but Sleepy Charlie was done and Hello came with

a good run. If Pavilion could have been got going again he

would have won. As it was, Hello just got the verdict. The
time was 1:50$.

Pavilion is a pretty good maiden by St. David, out of a

Hock Hocking mare and is therefore very in-bred.

A race for ponies at half a mile, 155 pounds top weight,

close the day's proceedings, and was easily won by Geronimo

in 0:55i, with John Day Zin second and Little Belle third.

There were two good races on the 10th namely, the one-

quarter mile and repeat for ponies and the one mile galloway

race.

In the former there were six starters all close together on

form. In the first heat Wonder, who had got off badly, was

seen working his way through when they Btruck the stretch,

and after a good race with Little Billee (who did a good deal

of bumping) he eventually won by about a length in 0:25 £,

carrying 140 pounds.

In the second heat he had a better send off, and the pole,

but Si (last year's winner) pushed him hard. Si, however,

failed to catch him, this deciding beat being also done in

0:25$.

Some interest was manifested in the Galloway race as to

• whether San Joaquin, a race horse ofsome repute, could give

the ponies Santa Clara and Kittiwake 35 pounds in a mile.
1 All the others were scratched. The ponies started favorites

and went out in front to cut out the pace. San Joaquin car-

ried 175 and the ponies 140 pounds each.

It looked anybody's race when they turned into the stretch,

and after an exciting finish San Joaquin managed to get up,

beating Santa Clara by a very small margin, with Kittiwake

lapped on the latter. Time, 1:58.

Geronimo beat Johnny Woods in a match at five-eighths

rather easily. This is a good and improving pony. If he

does not grow too big, he will be able to go againBt the cracks

next year.

In a three-quarters, for non-winners, Little Belle won easily

from John Day Zin and Lady Jane Grey.

The judges were Messrs. W. E. Pedley, W. Parker and M.

G. Bolton. Mr. W. Russell Ward was handicapper and Mr.

E. Ryan starter.
8UMKABIES.

Poly pony, maiden. One mile,

A. A. Alvord's b b Jack Pot, 150 Lugo 1

G. L. Waring's eb g Wonder, 150 Grimes 2
W. H. Young's br m Sbeila, 150 W. Woods 3

Time, 0:56.

Begina and Black Maria also ran.

Handicap for ponies. Three-quarters of a mile.

Q. L. WariDg's b m Santa Clara. 135. M. Langworthy 1

G. L. Waring'sb m Kittiwake. 136 Gnmes 2

P. Martin's grm Lady JaneGrey, 130_ O. Weber 3

Time, 135*4,
Kegina, Rita and Chip also ran.

One mile for horses.

P. Weber's bg Hello, 117 pounds C.Weber 1

V.Lugo's cb g Pavilion, 127pounds 2
J. Machado's b g Sleepy Charley, 127 pounds 3

Time, 1:S0%
Half mile for ponies.

J. Barmester's b g Geronimo, 155 pounds J. Burmester 1

J. A. Ferguson's cb g John Day Zin, 151 pounds 2
C. E. Maud's bm Little Belle, 155 pounds Wood 3

Time, 0:55%.
Lady Jane Grey also ran.

Galloway race. One mile.

J. Machado's ch g San Joaquin, 175 pounds O'Conner 1

G. L. Waring's b g Santa Clara, 140 pounds ....W. Langworthy 2

G. L. Waring's b m Kittiwake, 140 pounds Grimes 3

Time, 1:58.

For ponies. Quarter-mile and repeat.

G. L. Waring's ch g Wonder. 160 pounds Grimes 1 1

H. Slert'B b g Si. 150 pounds - Lugo 2 2
', Ferio'srn m Pinto, 136 pounds Ferio 3 3

Time, 0:25^, 0:25}^.

Jack Pot and Little Billee also ran.

Handicap for non-winners. Three-quarters of a mile.

C. E. Maud's b m Little Belle, 160 W. Woods 1

P. Martin's gr m Lady Jane Grey, loO 2
J. A. Ferguson's ch g John Day Zin s

Time, 1:32.

Satan also ran.

Special Horse Show Prizes.

The following list shows the special prizes offered to the

present date, with names of donors, for the forthcoming

Bhow:

1. Solid silver cup, value $200, by Henry J. Crocker,
President of the Horse Show Association, for best polo
pony.

2. Solid Bilver cup, value $200, by Geo. A. Pope, for

highest jump.
3. Solid silver cup, value $200. by Jos. D. Grant, for best

team of two or three horses shown to regular fire engine.
4. 8olid silver cup, value $200, by J. M. Cunningham,

for best pair of carriage horses and appropriate carriage in

class 43.

5. Shreve Cup, value $200, for best trotting stallion, four
years old or over, kept for service.

6. Solid silver cup, value $200, by Timothy Hopkins, for

pair of mares or geldings, or mare or gelding, and best ap-

pointed "road rig" in class 19,

7. Solid silver cup, value $300, by Mr. Walter Hobart,
for best tandem.

8. 8olid Bilver cup, value $200, by Lloyd Tevis, for hand-
somest and best pair of carriage horses in class 39.

9. Solid silver cup, value $200, by Robt. F. Morrow, for

best thoroughbred stallion.

10. One set of single harness, value $125, by J. A. Mc-
Kerron, for best mare, stallion or gelding, four years old or

over, with a record of 2:30 or better, class 12.

1 1 . One silk plush robe,value £100,and one gold mounted
ivory handled whip, value $50, by Main & Winchester, for

best pair of mares or geldings,or mare and gelding, four years

old or over, class 13.

12. One set double driving harness, rubber trimmings,
value $325, by O. F. Willey, for best pair of mares or geld-

ings, four-year-olds or over, class 17.

13. A gentleman's complete riding outfit (bridle, saddle

and saddle-cloth), by J. C. Johnson, value $100, for gentle-

man's horse winning first prize in class 54.

14. Gentleman's complete riding outfit (bridle, saddle and
saddle-cloth), value $100, by J. O'Kane, for gentleman's sad

die horse winning first prize in class £5.

Additional cups have been oflered by the following gentle-

men, and the classes to which they shall be appropriated

will be decided later on.

16. A. B. Spreckels, solid silver cup, value $200.

16. W. O'B. Macdonough, solid silver cup, value $200.

17. Col. Dsn. Burns, solid silver cup, value $200.

18. California Jockey Club, solid silver cup, value $200.

Geleeburg- Goes Down.

We regret to see that Mr. Williams has been compelled to

abandon bis Galesburg meeting. It was a very bold under-

taking to attempt to hold a meeting of such duration at a

town no larger than Galesburg, especially with betting pro-

hibited. At the time when the meeting was announced, it

was not, however, definitely determined that betting would

not be allowed. Pool-selling was permitted for one day, but

the authorities interfered and Mr. Williams was compelled

to announce that the meeting would proceed without betting.

During the first few days of the meeting he paid out $41,000

in purses and collected but $650 at the gate. Unless the en-

trance money filled the purses it would of course be impossi-

ble to continne this business very long. It is stated that the
entrance fees did not fill the purses and the inevitable occur-
red, the races not trotted being declared off.

Mr. Williams has the energy, the enterprise and the ex-
ecutive capacity to make a very successful track manager. It

is probable that at both Independence and Galesburg he at-

tempted loo much with too slender resources. To carry on
the business on the gigantic scale upon wbich he attempted
to conduct it, it is necessary to be at or very near some great

center of population. The same ability expended near some
city like Chicago, for example, with sufficient financial re-

sources and under favorable circumstances, would have been
rewarded with abundant success.

With betting permitted by law, the Galesburg track would
have drawn tbonsands of people from Chicago, but with bet-

ting prohibited and with the consequent necessity of relying
upon an agricultural population for gate money, it was a fore-

gone conclusion that the meeting must fail.

We hope Mr. Williams' next venture will be in a field

where he can have an opportunity to exercise his exceptional
abilities. With his ambitious views and vast energy a track
in a community of moderate population will always prove in-

sufficient.—Stock Farm.

San Jose Fair Programme.

TUESDAY, SEPrEMBEB 24.

Pacing, purse $500, 2:13 class—Path mont, Waldo J.,

Laura M., Prince Almont.
Trotting, purse $500, 2:23 class—Letter B., Ethel Downs,

El Benton, Tilton B., Hera, Maud H., EvaT., Native State,

Rix, Montana, Rex Clifford, Palermo, Lady O.

WEDNESDAY.

Trotting, purse $500, 2:40 class—Charivari, Mariposa, Eex
Clifford, Theresa, Henry Nutwood, Anita, Peter Jackson,

Leakwood, Our Lucky, Edwina, Ellert, Diiector Prince,

Dixie, Leader, Sea Breeze, Snip.

Pacing, purse $500, 2:18 class—Hal Corbett, Brilliantine,

Birdroe, Edna K , Javelin, Rego, Falrose, Encounter, Flora

B., Fresno Prince, San Luisito, Loupe, Oar Boy, Ella W.,
Agitato.

Trotting, Capital Stakes, foals of 1893—Palita.
THTJRSDA Y.

Trotting, purse of $500, 2:27 class, three-yeai-olds—Sidney

Howard, Dr. Puff, Stambouletti, Jasper Ayers, Juana Treat,

Lottie.

Pacing, purse $500, free-for-all—W. Wood, Our Dick,

Waldo J. Prince Almont.
Trotting, purse $500, 2:30 class—Mohave, Jasper Paulson,

Stella, Bonnie Ben, Maria P., Native Stale, Lady Thornhill,

Lady Vesta, Minnie B., Gilpatrick.

FRIDAY.

Trotting, purse $500, 2:17 class—Visalia, Boodle, Manning,

Geo. Dexter, Briarhill, Hamrock, Margaret Worth, Nellie

W-, Prince Ira.

Pacing, purse $500, 2:15 class—Belle, Chehalis, Edna R.,

Hanford Medium, Baywood, Del Norte, Ketchum, Ottinger,

Fred Mason, Videtta, Prince Nutwood.
Trottin/, Fruit Men's Stake, foals of '92—Mary Osborn,

Our Seth, Cressida.

SATURDAY.

Trotting, purse $500, 2:20 class—Melvar, Miis Jessie,

Jennie June, Thompson, Chico, Maud Patchen, Prince Ira,

Lady Grace, Bay Rum, Jno. Bury, McZeus, Irene Crocker

Myrtle Thorne.
Trotting, purse $500, 2:27 class—Letter B.,Jasper Paulson,

Oliver C , Bonnie Ben, Maria P., Anita, Our Lucky, Colum-

bus, Silver Bee, Our Seth, Mount Hope, Eva T.

Pacing, purse $500, 2:25 class—Col. Benton, Dictatus,

Birdroe, Capt. Hacket, Welcome,Chief Moore, Pansy, Prince

C, Jav
;
Alco, Little Alph, Hazel B-, Dan N., San Luisito,

Lynette, Babe Marion,Trifle, Ruby M., Ella D., Senator.Jim

Budd, Encounter.

Imp. Clieveden (full brother to Chester, Roodee and St.

George) iB at the Merriwa Stock Farm. His progeny are do-

ing so remarkably well in Australia and New Zealand that

he may be sent back, as there is a general deBire among
the most progressive horsemen there breed|to him. Clieveden

is the strongest bred " Eclipse horse" ever landed in America.

As an individual he is a horse of magnificent proportions.

His colts and fillies at Santa Anita are all slashing big, racy-

looking youngsters and are considered by competent judges

to be the best ever bred there.

Horses raised by Charles Kerr, of Bakersfield, won two

grand races at Oakley last Thursday. Olive, by Apache

—

Virgie, won a mile race in 1:42, while Mobalaska.by Apache
—Tricksey, won the Pearl Stakes, six furlongs, in 1:14}, the

track record at the distance for two-year-olds. Both were

owned by Ed Corrigan and were ridden by Marty Bergen.

A telegram was received Thursday night stating that

Judge Morrow, St. Anthony and two other timber toppers

were on their way to California. Judge Morrow.it will be

remembered, was quite a race horse on the flat, and captured

the Brooklyn handicap one year.

"Doc" Streett's StriDg and Others Sold.

A sale of race horses in training, the property of various

owners, was held in Easton's 6ale paddocks at Sheepshead

Bay, September 12th. Mr. F. R. Beard paid $8,000 for Gali-

lee. The other sales were as follows :

PEOPEETY OFS. W. STBEETT.

Galilee, b e, A, by Tbe Bard—Atbalaric ; F. R. Beard 88,000
Salvor cb g, 3, by Salvator—Vandalie ; C. F. Gradv „ 300
Old Age, ch g, 2, by Tyrant—Frugality ; C. F. Grady 1,100
Pedigree, ch g, 2, by Sir Modred—Trellis ; R. F. Brown 400
Republican, b g, 2, by Milner—Rose of Arizona; Johnson & Co 750
Pharisee, b g, 2, by The Bard—Athalaric ; YV. Donohne 700

PEOPEETY OF M'SHEA A CLABKE.
CrissCross, ch c, 2, by Cayuga—Mushroom ; B. G. Clark S 100
Diplomat, b c. 2. by Sir JJison—Wigwam ; R. G. Clark 100
Stowaway, en h, 5, by Spendthrift—Carrie Phillips; W.M.

Wallace 1,600
Sandowne, ch g, 5, by Spendthrift— Zuleika ; R. G. Clark 1,0-V)

PEOPEETY OF MBS. ANDKEW TU05IPSON.

George Dixon, b c, A by Tom Martin—Kissingen ; John J. Mc-
Lean 800

Sissieretta, ch f, by Rossington—Edith Gray ; W. M. Barrick ... 900
Mabel Glenn, cb m, S, by Hindoo-Calphumia ; Ed Kelly- 700

The belting question in New York is still discussed,

though it is impossible to see how it can be altered. When
the agricultural societies find that the revenue derived from
the racing and trotting sssociations, is a mere nothing com-
pared to what it was under the Ives law, they may bring

pressure to bear upon their members to reduce the pains and
penalties in the Percy bill, though it is exceedingly doubtful

whether it would be good policy to attempt to tinker at that

measure. Before that is done a strong and healthy public

sentiment must be created in the various counties of tbe

State, and it looks as if it was a formative stage now. With
many tracks closed, and tbe majority of tbe trotting meet-

ings conducted at a loss, the local markets up the State must

be more or less afJected adversely to the farmer. Twenty
years is a long time to wait for a radical change, but in a

year or two somethiug may be done to ameliorate the present

law.

Ben Timmons arrived Thursday afternoon with a string of

ten belonging to Burns & Waterhouse. These include the

horses that were East, except Lovdal, who has since been

turned over to Ab Stemler. Sam Leake, Princess Norelta and

Duchess of Towers should secure winning brackets before the

first week iB over. Lucky Dog will doubtless be reserved for

a muddy track, while Fanny Louise is a little out of form
judging by her races at Sacramento.

California bred two-year-olds ran one-two-three in a

five and one-half furloog race at Oakley, < >., last Thursday.

Ramiro, by Gano—Cuban Queen, won, Don Carillo, by imp.

Mariner—^Sunlit, was second, and Sir Play, by Sir Modred,

was third. The time, 1:07|, was very fast.

Batabd Wilkes, 2:13J, brother to Bertha (dam of Diablo,

2:09}, Elf, 2:22} and Jay Eff Bee, 2:26$), by Alcantara, 2:23.

had another addition to bis list. One of his daughters Bea-

trice got a record of 2:25A at Lswiston, Maine, September 3.

Labl, a camel in West Australia, recently carried a man
on his back and traveled 110 miles in sixteen hours over a

wild country. This is an average speed of nearly seven miles

an hour.

Sir Excess, by Sir Modred, won a mile and a furlong

race at Gravesend last Thursday in 1:56, Belman second and

Leonawell third.

Since the totalisator was re-legalized in South Australia

£2,176 has been distributed among the charities by one club

alone.

The Maxim filly Freda fell at Caulfield and hurt herself

so badly that it is feared she may have to be destroyed.

Young WrLDiDLE, 2:25, by Electioneer lowered his record

to 2:24} at White River Junction, September 2d.

Chas. Henry Lawrence, Tex., writes : Send me large

bottle " Absorbine " at once.as I am in great need of it,know-
ing by experience its great merit.

F. L. Coventry, Utica, N. Y., says: Send me another bottle

of your excellent " Absorbine."
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKT.

The Wilkes family leads all others in the 2:10 list.

La Belle, 2:16, has been sent to her home in Los An-

geles.

It is said that $10,000 has been offered for Lynne Bel,

2:1 U.

Mandolin, by Chimes got a record pacing of 2:16 at Louis-

ville, SepL 10.

Unless there are some changes there will be no Grand

Circuit in 1896.

Three times has Azote reduced the trotting record for

geldings this year.

Lea, 2:22$, by Sidney, lowered her record to 2:18J at

Columbus, O., September 9th.

Senate, a bay horse by Sphinx, got a record of 2:20} at

Detroit, Mich., September 6th.

Monroe Salisbury says that another year his string will

be made up of a very select few.

Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, leads all California stallions this year

in the number he has in the 2:30 list.

When a man wins in a fluke, you can't convince him that

he hasn't played the best horse in the race.

The 2:30 list which appears in another page shows that

the Californians are not in the shade this year.

Ketchum, 2:17, by Goesiper, lowered his record to 2:16}

in the third heat of a race at Stockton Tuesday.

Azmos, by Azmoor has a record of 2:19 made in the third

heat of a race he won at Saugus, Mass., Sept. 13th,

A representative from the Horse Show Association is

busy at the fairs getting entries for the coming show.

It is said that Wm. Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm
will sell all his campaigners in New York this winter.

Habyey Mc, 2:18, by McKinney, 2:11}, lowered his record

to 2:14$ at Stockton, Tuesday. He is a very promising three-

year-old.

Peep o' Day, by Dawn, was in a race at Cleveland Sept.

7th ; he got third money. The time of the heats was 2:18},

2:19, 2:17*.

Hiligo, a bay mare, by Anteeo got a record of 2:28| in

the fourth heat of a race she won at Franklin, Kentucky,

August 29th.

The principal topic among the polo managers is the great

game of polo they are to play at the fall meeting of the P. C.

T. H. B. A.

Lea, 2:183, by Sidney, is very sick at Columbus. A dis-

patch from there Wednesday night states that she is not ex-

pected to recover.

The postponement of the races at the Bay District from
Tuesday until to-day, helped increase the attendance at

the Stockton track.

Ethel Downes won a good race at Stockton Wednesday,

and lowered her record to 2:15* in the third heat. She will

be in the free-for-all class before the circuit ends if she keeps

on.

Nightingale, 2:09*. by Mambrino King, dam Minnequa

Maid, by Wood's Hambletonian, is now the fastest trotter

by a son of Mambrino Patchen, and is. after Alix, the fastest

descended from Mambrino Chief in direct male line.

By the arrangement in regard to the duration ot the winter

race meetings at San Francisco, the State and county fairs of

1896 will be greatly benefitted.

A large number of horses were sent from Agricultural
Park, Sacramento, to San Jose, and the meeting at the latter-

named place promises to be a splendid one.

Frank Frazier, the owner of Chehalis, 2:09$, is willing

to wager any amount of money that he can drive hia horse a

mile in 2:12 with one hand tied behind his back.

Monroe Salisbury has consigned a number of horses

comprising his racing stablR to W. B. Fasig & Co.'s great

speed sate which will take place in New York, November
20th.

There is considerable activity among the officials having

charge of the coming horse show. We understand the list of

prizes is increasing every day ;
the collection already sur-

passes anything of the kind ever seen in the United States.

One world's record fell Wednesday, September 4th, at the

Galesburg, 111., races. Judge Hurt, the fast three-year-old

colt of the Lone Star State, won the opening heat in the 2:15

class, pacing, in 2:09}, which beats Whirligig's Terre Haute

record of 2:10.

The colt Day Bell, by Palo Alto, out of Beautiful Bells,

now a three-year-old, which Ed. A. Maneil secured at a

Madison Square Garden sale last year for $5,500, is stepping

very fast under the careful handling of the Springfield train-

er, W. A.
"

W. R. Janvier's fast colt Potential, by Prodigal, out of

Helen T., sister of Arion, was working well for Richard Cur-
tis, but was hurt in shipment some weeks ago and is now in

the hospital.

Fred Kohl, by Guy Wilkes, won a good race at Belmont
Park, Philadelphia, September, defeating the famous Lara-
bie and Menlo Princess in three straight heats. Time, 2:184,

2:11) and 2:16}.

JoHB Ma< key. superintendent of Kancho del Paso, will

soon have a consignment of grandly-bred trotters, ready to

be sold. There never was a better-looking or better-bred lot

on the farm than at present.

Put be Wilkes, 2:08$, who has been sick all season, is

rounding to. She was given five work-out miles at Phila-
delphia last week, showing quarters in 32 seconds, a half in

nod miles in 2:123, 2:14.

All the horses belonging to the estate of A Heilbron
were not sold at Sacramento, the reason being that it rained
no the day advertised, and the following day the running

skept everybody interested.

The dam of the fast pacer, Be Sure (4), 2:06|, was by old

Smuggler. Smuggler was forced to trot all his life in weights

that would hold any horse to the earth to-day. Be Sure was

bred by a lady, Mrs. Conkling, of Mechanicsburg, O., and is

still owned by her.

The equal of Nightingale as a campaigner has not been

seen. She has been raced since Bhe was a two-year-old, and

now at ten years of age she is better than ever before, as is

shown by her performance at Fleetwood last week, where she

reduced her record to 2:09£.

Should anyone of our readers who has capital desire to

associate themselves with a man of experience to start a

stock farm, or engage a man of rare ability as superintendent,

they will do' well to address veterinary superintendent as

appears in advertisement columns.

Alctdalia lowered her record to 2:20 at Worcester, Mass.,

defeating the Electioneer stallion Pedlar, which took the first

heat and lowered his record to 2:21 i. She is entered in the

$5,000 2:30 stake at the New England Breeders meeting,

where she will meet Larabie, 2:12£.

The well-known driver, William Kelly (Geyser), died

September 2nd, in New York city. Kelly was one of Dan
Mace's boys at the same time as "Knap" McCarthy, Ike

Fleming, Johnny Murphy and others, who were graduated

from the rub rag in Mace's stable to the sulky.

Babe Marion, a three-year-old by Steinway, out of Ida

Wood, by Simmons, is gradually becoming a fast pacer. At
Stockton last Wednesday she won a race in 2:20, 2:22 and

2:23. In the same race Agitato, 2:18£, another Steinway,

lowered her record to 2:18. Pretty good for a two-year-old.

Bingen, who set the New England two-year-old record at

2:20} at Lewiston, Me., last Friday, is one of the most "trot-

ting-bred trotters " in the world. His sire is May King, 2:20,

son of Electioneer, and the famous old race mare May Queen,
2:20. His dam is Young Miss, by Young Jim, grandam
Miss Mambrino, by Red Wilkes; third dam Miss Clark, by
Alvin,son of Almont; fourth dam Kate, by Clark Chief; fifth

dam Lida (thoroughbred), by Vandal.

The Stale Board of Agriculture at Springfield, Illinois,

has just closed for the appearance next week at the Illinois

State Fair of the celebrated race horses Azote and Alii. They
will be raced against the world's record. Azote will make
aD attempt to lower that record on Wednesday afternoon of

next week, while Alix will be sent against the record on
Friday afternoon. Special purses will be given should either

horse lower the record, and purses will be given if the record
is equaled.

The Bourbon Wilkes stallion Tilford, 2:17f3
owned by D»

H. Moore, Athens, O., recently established a remarkable
record as a variety performer. At Point Pleasant, W. Va.,
Aug. 10th, he trotted the two fastest heats ever trotted over
the track there, in a race with Marquette. On the 22d he

was started in a pacing race against five horses over the
Athens half-mile track, and won in straight heats in 2:24}f

2:24] and 2:24}. His shoes were not" changed between the
two races and he did not wear hobbles in either.

The colts and fillies by Advertiser are the most uniform in
appearance abd color of any ever seen on the Palo Alto
Stock Farm. There will be some records broken when theae
roungstera are properly handled.

U L I'.. 2:24$. is pacing this year.and at Galesburg, III.

on September 2d he got a record of 2:153- L- I'- D. in a full

brother to the grand-looking and game-trotting stallion

Knight, 2 22, t.< longing to Kancho del Paso.

A half interest in Fannie Foley, the phenomenal year-

ling who went a half-mile at Springfield, O., last week in

1:09, breaking the world's record, wes sold to John D.

Rockefeller, the Standard Oil magnate, for $2,500 by the

owner, James Clark. Rockefeller wanted to buy the animal

outright, but Clark would not sell. It is said Fannie Foley

made a half this week in 1:06}. She is by Redwood, 2:21},

son of Anteeo, 2:16J, that was bred and owned by A. McFad-
yen, of Santa Rosa, Cal.

Klamath has trotted 117 winning heats in 2:30 or better.

This season he has won about $6,000. His quality as a race

horse has never been questioned. Whenever he has been

beaten it has been because he could not win. He has, how-
ever, Buffered but two defeats this year, and one of them was
inflicted by Beuzetta, 2:06J. There is probably no trotter on

the tiack that has trotted as many winning heats, and a large

number of these have been below 2:20 and not a few below

2:12.

Over 20,000 people crowded the grand stand and filled the

place along the track at the State Fair Park, Milwaukee, last

Wednesday, to see the great race between Joe Patchen, John
R. Gentry and Vera Capel. The race was for a purse of

$3,000, and was won by John R. Gentry in three straight

heats with apparent ease. The third heat was a great disap-

pointment to the crowd, as Curry had announced that he
would try to break the record in this heat. Right after the

horses had passed under the wire Patchen went off his feet

and fell about a sixteenth of a mile behind. The handicap
was too much for him to overcome, and Gentry won easily.

Time, 2:05}, 2:05J, 2:07.

For over eighteen years J. W. Morshead has had a stable

on the city front where all tbe horses and cattle shipped to

and from this city have been cared for. The reputation

achieved from integrity and through business methods by
th s gentlemen has brought an increase in his business. He
recently moved into one of tbe finest, largest, best

fitted up and best ventilated brick stables in this State. It

covers a lot 100x150, is four stories high, contains 125 wide
stalls and has room for over three hundred vehicles. This
stable is situated at 20 Clay BLreet. Mr. Morshead has his

son associated with him now in business at this place, and for

handling live stock or for taking care of horses we take pleas-

ure in recommending this firm.

Mr. Wm. H. Moody's- two-year-old filly Adwild is a little

the handsomest piece of equine goods that we have seen this

season. She is in trainer Nevens' string now at Mystic Park,
who believes that she is the coming trotting queen. She has
a remarkably rich trotting inheritance. Her sire, Advertiser,

2:15}, is by Electioneer, out of Lula Wilkes, by George
Wilkes, 2:22, and Lula Wilkes' dam was Lula, 2:15, by Alex-
ander's Norman. Adwild's dam is Wildmont, which took a
three-year-old record of 2:27}, aud is bv Piedmont, 2:17}.

The dam of Wildmont was Wildflower (2), 2:21, the world's
champion two-year-old trotter of her day, by Electioneer.
Wildflower'e dam was Mayflower, 2:30J, by St. Clair. May-
flower was also the dam of Man/.anita (4), 2:16.—Horse
breeder.

There was a rumor afloat at Buffalo, August 13, that in or-

der to draw a crowd C. J. Hamlin had arranged with Mon-
roe Salisbury for a big race, in which each was to drive his

own horse. When the report was sifted down it wsb found
to have originated in one of the bluff Californian's jokes. In
talking about the slim attendance, Monroe said to Cicero:
" It would be a good scheme for us to drive our horses. A
big crowd would come to see the race, hoping that one or

both of us would break our necks. You know how many
enemies we have, Cicero." Such an exhibition would un-
doubtedly draw a crowd.

In the free-for-all trot on August 28, and in his trial

against time August 31st, Azrte wors only six-ounce front

shoes, and three and a half ounces behind. August 28th a

new twenty-six pound Caffrey sulky came to hand, made ac-

cording to Mr. Salisbury's latest ideas on the sulky question,

and Azote won his race in 2:09J, 2:05i, 2:07, AuguBt 28th,

and went his fast trial August 31st with this sulky. As An-
drew McDowell had gone to Toledo with Alix, Myron Mc-
Henry drove Azote August 31st for the first time. Dr. Al-
fred Walton's ozone oxygen was administered to Azote on
August 2Sth between heats. He was cooled out and came
for the word each time in as fine condition, apparently, as if

be had just come out of the stable for a single heat.

Azote, 2:04J, is the third trotter to take a record below

2:05, and just at present he seems to be the only one with a

chance of placing the world's record below the 2:03^ now at

the head of the list. The big bay gelding seems to be im-
proving constantly, and, although he did not trot as fast at

Galesburg as some of his admirers expected to see him, it is

quite possible that in a couple of weeks he will be in shape
to clip more than a second from his present record. Should
he do so, it is to be hoped that he will be hooked to a high-
wheel Bulky and be allowed to take a shy at the 2:08$ which
Maud S. scored to such a vehicle. Should tbe son of Whips
succeed in beating that record it is quite probable that the

coterie of cranks who have long claimed that the feat would
never be accomplished, would refuse to acknowledge the

merit of his performance, unless it should be accomplished
over the Cleveland track where Maud S. made her record.

The parties referred to should also insist that Azote be driven

on the same day of the month and week, tbe same hour of

the day, and to a sulky painted the same color as the one the

daughter of Harold drew. Even then something else would
be discovered to show that tbe old-time champion's perform-

ance was the best on record. —Horse- World.

Altamont, 2:26|, by Almont, has joined the list of sires

having three 2:10 performers each to their credit. Alta-

mont's three are the pacers Doc. Sperry, 2:09; Pathmont,

2:09}, and Chehalis, 2:09|. Besides these 2:10 performers

Altamont is also represented by Altao, 2:10}, Touchet, 2:13,

and Del Norte. 2:14}, while the sensational Klamath, 2:08£,

was ?ired by one of his sons. Altamont was bred in Ken-
tucky, and when a youngster was brought and taken to Ore-

gon by Jay Beach, a Pacific Coast breeder who relied a great

deal on individuality as denoting the worth of a horse. The
older breeders will remember the many sound articles on the

oreeding question by Mr. Beach in Wallace's Monthly, and
whenever Altamont was mentioned his good individuality

was the principal claim made for him. After going to

Oregon, Altamont made a record of 2:26| to wagon, and al-

though his opportunities were not ot the best, from obvious

reasons he has sired speed with rare uniformity and his per-

formers are of a quality superior to those sired by any other

son of Almont. His long list of performers, seven of which
are in the 2:15 list and three in the 2:10 list, attest his merit

as a sire, and that his superior individuality may have had

much to do with his success in tbe stud is quite likely, for

Trouble, an own brother to Altamont, that once stood in New
York, has proved an absolute failure as asire.

It is a little remarkable that after Alcyone has been dead

so many years, the members of his family should still keep

entering the list about as freely as those of his brother, Alcan-

tara, says Iconoclast. This year each of the brothers has

thus far contributed five new ones. Alcyone died in 1887.

The youngest of bis get are therefore at least seven years of

age. The fastest of his new ones is Star Alcyone, 2:14f, the

fastest of Alcantara's new ones is Leonatus, 2:17}. It is

somewhat singular also to observe the number of stallions

that have exactly six new ones to their credit. These are

Baron Wilkes, C. F. Clay, Dumas and Wilton. Pilot Medi-

um and Guy Wilkes have seven each. Onward eight and

Red Wilkes leads them all with ten. These facts are, how-

ever, rather more curious than important. In the first place

they are not sure indications of the relative positions of the

horses at the close of the season and then very much less stress

is now laid upon mere numbers tban in tbe halcyon days of

the 2:30 tin-cup performer. It is a decided pleasure to be

relieved from the fierce competitions of those years and from

the senseless scramble to get horses in the 2:30 list. The
6tallion owners that were then in the wild rush for 2:30 rec-

ords must now experience a delightful sense of repose. Let

us fondly hope that the methods of those times are gone never

to return. They are among the dead things that we would

not recall.
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THE SADDLE.

McLiqht is one of the most improved horses in training

in this vicinity.

We understand Johnny Humphrey will have the field

(book privilege at the California Jockey Club meeting.

THEEImwood Stock Farm heads the " winning owners'

list by a considerable margin at the State Fair meeting.

Ike L., with 105 pounds up, easily won the handicap, five

and a half furlongs, at Stockton on Tuesday. George L. was
second and Kegal third and the time 1:09}.

Salvator, Tenny, imp. Midlothian, imp. Watercress and
imp. Goldfinch were exhibited on the Sacramento track last

Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock. For substance, the great

essential in a stallion, our choice of the lot would be Water-
cress and Tenny, and if they do not prove great sires we
much miss our guess.

Lovdal has been turned back into the hands of Ab Stem-

ler, who did splendidly with the horse last fall and winter.

Richard Havey has been appointed patrol judge at Bay
District track, the position so long occupied by Sam Morton.

AlvARADO, a two-year-old colt by Amigo—Santa Mar-
garita, won a four and one-half furlong race at Windsor in

0:55.
'

Handsome, Ed Corrigan's Hanover colt, won a six-furlong

race at Oakley last Tuesday in 1:13*. Paul Pry was second

and Overella third.

Bernardo was starrted twice at the State Fair meeting

and won on both occasions. The same can be said of Paloma-

cita and Bright Phcebus.

Flora E., a mare that ran here and at Oakland two years

ago last spring, won a half-mile heat race at Omaha last Tues-

day. Her best time was 0:49£.

C. Hughes, who was training for C. H. Smith, has left

that gentleman's employ, and W. Hueston, who recently left

Ed. Corrigan, will train the string.

In the first race at Windsor last Monday Le Pros Lyon
fell at the last turn, rolled on Jockey Ream and injured him
so badly that he died an hour later.

The win of Tim Murphy of the last race the last day of

the State Fair meeting was a most popular one. White &
Jlark have been playing in hard lack.

In the list of entries at Santa .Ana the following were

omitted : Bell Oak in one-half mile dash for two-year-olds

and Red Dick in one-half mile and iepeat.

W . S. Hoeart recently purchased the fast polo mare Lady
Sreensleeves from Mr. Bettner after she had defeated Co-

manche, one of the best ponies in the United States.

George F. Smith won a five-furlong race at Windsor
last vVednesday in 1:01 J. This is the horse that made a

new coast record here at rive-eighths last winter—0:59.

Lady Diamond, of the Baldwin string, won at five and a

half furlongs last Monday at Windsor, doing the distance in

1:08. Metropole finished second and Warren Leland third.

Requital's fractional time in the Flatbush Stakes, seven

furlongs, was 0:12, 0:24, 0:36, 0:48, 1:00, 1:13, 1:26. It will be

noted that he went every furlong up to and including the

fifth in 0:12.

Joe Courtney, the nine-year-old son of Joe Hooker and
Abbey, won a mile race at the Nebraska State Fair, Omaha,
last Monday. Berwyn was second and Capt. Hardy third,

and the time 1:451

.

Lucretia Borgia can in all probability beat any two-

year-old in training in California —at seven furlongs or a

mile. Her win of the Autumn Handicap at Sacramento was
one of the easiest of the entire meeting.

Thelma, by John Happy— Pansy, holds the six-furlong

Coast record jointly with. Charmion and Ducat. She carried

107 lbs. and ran it over Bay District track in this time. We
left it out of our table of Coast records by mistake.

Col. Jack Chinn sayB he has sold his interest in the Ken-
tucky Stable to George Morgan, his old partner, and the lat-

ter subsequently sold all the horses to a son of his (Chinn's).

Jim Flood and Ingomar are in great form just now.

Sam Summerfield and John T. Minor have dissolved

partnership. A recent arrival from Chicago states that neither

party will come out and book this winter if there is a race

track war, and hundreds of betting men feel the same way.

George Rose, the official bookmaker at the State Fair, is

reported on good authority to have quit well ahead on the

Sacramento meeting, notwithstanding he gave $16,100 for the

privilege, all told, and was hit pretty hard on several races.

The Messrs. Boots last Saturday concluded not to accept

the $50,000 offered by a young capitalist for their grand

young sire, imp. Bru*us. They came to the conclusion that

they could sell his colts and make more money than thiB

large sum, even.

Ben Brush won the Holly Handicap at Gravesend last

Tuesday, Margrave finishing second and Crescendo third.

Time, 1:0H. At this writing we do got know what the

weights were. Twice Ben Brush has beaten Crescendo, while

Requital has beaten him on three occasions.

The Mallard, qot in the Btud at Kapapala Ranch, Kau,
Hawaii, has been bred to seven mares. His foreleg, that was

weak, is now as strong as iron, and the superintendent, Mr.
Monsarrat, writes us that he believes the horse, if trained,

would run better than he ever did in his life.

Assistant Secretary Cullen announced last Monday
that it is now a certainty that both the outside and inside

tracks at Ingleside will be ready for racing by November 1st.

The inside track will be covered with sand, and is especially

constructed for the wet weather. The outside track, which
is a mile in circumference, will be covered with black loam,
and should be very fast.

Imp. Watercress, the big, handsome brown stallion ex
hibited at the State Fair last week, iB by Springfield (son of

St. Albans, by Stockwell), from Wharfdale, by Hermit ; sec-

ond dam Bonnie Doon (half-sister to Blink Bonnie and Bon-
nie Scotland), by Rapid Rhone; third dam the wonderful
Queen Mary, bv Gladitaor. This is the female line moBt
sought after in England now.

James B. Clay, the grandson of Henry Clay, and one of

Fayette County's most prominent breeders of thoroughbred
horses, made an assignment last Tuesday afternoon at Lexing-
ton, Ky., to Banker J. Will Sayre. The liabilities or assets

are not known. Mr. Clay owns the stallion Chance and Vo-
calic, besides a number of richly-bred broodmares. His farm
is known as the Iroquois stud.

In New Zealand during the paRt year, where the totalisator

(French mutuels) is the recognized mode of betting, seven
winners each paid $500 and upward. Of these, one, Martinia,

paid $795, and another, Minnie II., paid $735. The winnings
were on £1 tickets. The largest paying $5 mutuels in this

country were Nickajack, at Jerome Park, in 1872, $1,178,

and Wapakonita, at Sarataga, in 1882, $1,080 80.

The new inside course at Bay District is nearing comple-
tion. When finished the California Jockey Club will have
three excellent and distinct tracks. Considerable white-

washing has been done and some needed changes made in

the grand stands. The inside course, to be uBed during the

rainy season, will be made with a view to thoroughly drain-

ing it, so that it will be a model winter race course.

Last Monday morniDg Ohiyesa, the Palo Alto-bred geld-

ing, foaled 1890, by Argyle, dam imp. Amalia, by English
Salvator, was shot at Bay District track, he being afflicted

with big head. Ohiyesa was quite a good racer, and was sold

by Matt Green to Pat Dunne last winter for $2,000. Later
Dunne disposed of the animal to White & Clark for $1,200,

as the former did not have room on the car he was sending

to Memphis.

The race for the Doncaster Cup, worth £600, September
13th, was won by Capt. Machell's brown horse Kilsallaghan,

five years old, by Brown Prince, out of Gipsy. Mr. Lowther's

Houndsditch was second and L. Brassey's Pride third. Four
horses ran. Brown Prince, sire of the winner, is a brown
horse, foaled at A. J. Alexander's Woodburn Stud, near Lex-
ington, Ky., in 1874, by Lexington, from imp. Britannia, by

The Flying Dutchman.

At the beginning of the meeting on Tuesday, September
10th, the Great Yorkshire Handicap Plate of 1,300 sover-

eigns, for three-year-olds and upwards, over the St. Leger
course, (one mile six furlongs and one hundred and thirty-

two yards), was won by Mr. A. Taylor's chestnut colt Bard
of Avon, 4, by Exile II, out of La Trappe; Mr. E. Bonner's

chestnut horse Merrywise, 3, by Wisdom, out of Gaiety, was
second, and Mr. A. D. Cochrane's bav horse Egerton, 5, by
Hampton, out of Pompeia, was third.

Henry of Navarre again proved himself the champion
race horse of America last Tuesday when he won the mile

and a quarter special at Gravesend from Clifford, Sir Walter,
Rey El Santa Anita and Domino, who finished in the order

named, the time being 2:09. Sir Walter led at the mile, then
Navarre was given his head, and won by several leDgths,

Clifford by dint of hard driving beating Sir Walter for the

place. Domino quit when he had gone a little over six fur-

longs. Griffin rode the winner.

The recent ruling of the Jockey Club reinstating owner?)

trainers and jockeys who have raced on outlawed tracks, ex-

clusive of such as have been ruled off for fraud, has provoked
considerable discussion. While it hardly seems fair to the

men who at great personal sacrifice remained faithful to the

Jockey Club, yet there are two sides to the question. Dur-
ing the past winter the outlook for racing in New York State

was very doubtful indeed, and owners could scarcely be

blamed, under the circumstances, for trying to pick up a liv-

ing elsewhere. It was no doubt this view of the case that in-

fluenced the Jockey Club to exercise clemency in this partic-

ular instance.—Spirit of the Times.

Capt. Skedance, one of A. B Spreckels' string, is a good
race horse. The ease with which he defeated Rear Guard
and Nebuchadnezzar on Saturday by many lengths shows
just how good he is now. Imp. Candid made McLight
stretch bis neck too, and Gallant is fast rounding to.

The California Jockey Club meeting was postponed four
days this week, owing to few of the horses getting down from
Sacramento. The entries secured were few in number and
of a poor class, hence the action of the club. A trainload of
flyers arrived from the Capital City last Thursday. The dis-

appointment over the postponement feltby bookmakers, some
horsemen and race goers in general was intense.

A London dispatch of September 11 says: Lord Rosbery's
bay colt, Sir ViBto, by Barcaldine, the winner of this year's
Derby, won the St. Leger stakes at Doncaster to-day. W.
M. G. Singer's chestnut colt, Telescope, by Tyrant, was sec-

ond, and Mrs. L. Brassey's bay filly, Butte* fly, by Hampton,
was third. Eleven horses ran. The betting just before the
start was 9 to 4 on Sir Visto, 1,000 to 35 on Telescope, and 8
to 1 vs Butterfly. The distance was six furlongs and 132
yards, and there were 202 subscribers.

A writer in an English paper says :
" After making ob-

servations for some time, I have come to the conclusion that
jockeys occasionally get off form, the same as horses do.
When a rider, however fashionable he may be, has had, say
a dozen consecutive losing mounts on horses that on paper
seemed to have good chances, he should take a rest for at
least a furtnight. It iB the same in riding races as in shoot-
ing or playing billiards—a man to succeed must be successful.

A few reverses unnerve the best of sportsmen, whether they
are riding, shooting or handling the cue."

William Sims made a short, sharp, incisive address to the
jockeys in the weighing-room after the race for the Omnium
Handicap. He said :

" I have tried mv best to ride fairly in
the races in which I have mounts. When I am on a horse
that is beaten I try to get out of the way of horses that have
a chance to win. Some of you jockeys, who ride horses that
have no earthly chance to win, do your best to interfere and
cut off horses that attempt to get to the front. I am tired of
it, so in the future some of you jockeys must look out for

yourselves, as that sort of riding is a two-handed game."

How the leading jockeys of the present day would stare if

asked to accept the fees given to the riders of the older time,

says an English paper. Past records show that the Chalon-
ers and Bradfords in the time of Henry VIII. received 20s
and, in the apprehension that they might unduly fancy them-
selves and " swagger,' prematurely, the fee was afterwards re-

duced one-fourth ; while on the principle that sauce for the
jockey was suitable for the trainers, Dawsoos and Porters
stood in for a corresponding emolument. How strangely
such things sound in these days of leviathan prizes and huge
retainers.

It was given out last Monday that Jimmy Rowe, formerly
presiding judge at Bay District track, would not come to
California next winter as he did not wish to preside at Bay
District track. The California Joekey Club is trying to se-

cure Judge Joseph J.Burke in his stead. Mr, Burke is by
many considered one of the very best officials that ever graced
a judges' stand, being vigilant, just and at the same time
strict. He is thoroughly posted and is an old newspaper
man. Most of the racirg officials of the country come from
newspaperdom nowadays, and seem to make the best judges
and secretaries.

David Gideon has decided to sell Requital, the winner
of the Futurity and the best two-year-old of the season, to-

gether with Hazlet, Waltzer and the Iroquois Carlotta colt,

at public auction. " I have lost my jockey and my trainer,"

said Mr. Gideon, " and I will not trust such valuable prop-
erty as Requital to new people. John Hyland, who has
handled my horses for so many yaars, will train for Belmont,
and Griffin will ride for him. If Hyland could still train my
horses in addition to training for Mr. Belmont, I would not
sell out, but Belmont thought that would be impossible, and
I decided to retire."

Barney Schreiber will Bhip his first consignment of

horses to California on the 1st of next month. The second
string will be sent about October 15th, and Schreiber will

also leave about the same time. Schreiber will have even a
better string than he had out here last winter.

W. C. Daly says he will take his stable and his two Jock-
eys, Keefeand Sheedy, to San Francisco this Winter. Daly
recently bought from Mr. Belmont the three-year-old Fire-

brand, by St. Blaise, dam Feu Follet, and from M. F. Dwyer
the three-yeor-old colt by St. Blaise, dam Lady Primrose.

W. M. Murry, of Sacramento, owner of Three Cheers,

was much elated over the success of his horses in the show
ring at the State Fair. In all they took six first premiums,
five seconds and the gold medal for the best display of thor-

oughbreds. Three Cheers and nine yougsters took the last-

named prize. Jessie C, by Bishop, and two colts won first

premium, likewise the Morello suckling filly out of Miss
Pickwick, Rey del Bandidos among the two-year-old colts,

also Circe for the three-year-old mare. The Islington—Miss
Pickwick suckling colt won second premium in his class.

The showing is one that Murry can well be proud of.

J. Monsarrat, of Kapapala Ranch, Kau, Hawaii, 6ends
the following list of Hawaiian names to ub. Some are very
pretty: Alii, regal, of royal blood, king prince, etc. (This
name would suit a Dexter Prince) : Nive, Chili pepper; Ka-
nani, beautiful, lively, etc ; Maile, a highly-scented Hawaiian
evergreen ; Pipili, sticky, hard to get rid of (stays with you);

Hauwela, hot iron, red hot ; Piana, piano ; Pwaloki, rose, or

rosebud; Ilikini, indian ; Uwela, electricity; Moi, king;
Kilawea, name of the greatest active volcano ; Ke Au Hou,
new enterprise ; Lunamakaainana, representative; Manuko-
lohala, pheasant ; Kuikahikili, thunderbolt. I give below
the vowel sounds. If you study them for a minute I am sure

you will be able to get the hang of it: R (Hawaiian), A.;

A, E ; E, I ; O, o ; On, w.

At Louisville, September 12th, Eddie Cassio, Baker &
Gentry's jockey, was indefinitely ruled off fcr pulling Simon
W. in the third race. The chestnut colt was favorite at 3 to

5, and was even well backed at these cdds. When the flag

fell Cassin pulled his mount up suddenly and trailed around
to the stretch. In the final run Simon W. got his head for a
moment, and would have been in command in a few jumps,
but Cassin shot him into the rail, attempting to get in a
pocket. Even then Simon W. woald have come through
with ease but for Cassin's strong arm. All bets and the race
were declared off.

Previous to the racing atSbeepshead Bay September JOth
W. Easton sold at auction in the sale paddocks nine year-
lings, the property of Messrs. S. Sanford & Sons. The pick
of the lot was secured by the Brookdale Stable for $1,300.
Details of the sale are as follows : Chestnut colt, by Potomac
—Queen Mab, W. M. Wallace, $650; chestnut colt by Poto-
mac—Lavioia Belle, J. E. Seagram, $675; black filly, by
Laureate—Alfonie Carter, F. Dahlman,$200; chestnut colt,

by Potomac—Elvira, Brookdale Stable, $1,300; black colt,

by Potomac—Ethelair, A. Lakeland, $725; bay filly, by
Potomac—Golden Rod, Connolly & Co., $175; bay colt, by
Potomac—Garoga, W. M. Wallace, $1,000; bay filly, by Po-
tomac—Kitty Clark, Connolly & Co., $200; bay colt, by Po-
tomac or Laureate—Alta C, Connolly & Co., $275.

The immense stable for race horses which A. B. Spreck-
els has built on his farm below town is now finished and
ready for occupancy. The structure is elliptical in shape,
enclosing a court, and surrounded by a covered track one-
eighth of a mile in length aod about twenty feet wide for ex-
ercising the horses in bad weather. There are thirty-eight
large box stalls and four rooms for the hostlers. Entrance to
";he inner court is gained through a covered driveway on
either side. The immense size of the building may be imag-
ined when one is told that in the neighborhood of three
hundred thousand shingles were required to roof it. The
walls are of clear pine lumber, fitted closely with tongue and
groove. Through the center of the court runs a covered
drainage gutter, in the middle of which is a grating on which
buggies may be washed. At either end of the court are two
manure bins. A shed roof projects from the buildiog around
the court. The stable stands on an elevation overlooking
the whole ranch and is rather ornamental than otherwise.

—

Napa Journal.
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To Subscribers.

The date printed on the wraper of your paper indicates the time to
which your subscription is paid.
Should the Breeder and Sportsman be received by any sub-

scriber who does not want it, write us direct to stop it. A postal card
will suffice.

San Francisco, Saturday, September 21, 1895.

Dates Claimed.

RED BLUFF. Sept. 26 to Sept. 28
SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION Sept. 21 to Sept. 29
FRESNO Oct. 1 to Oct. 8
SALINAS CITY _ Oct. Ho October 5
UUENEME Sept. 24 to Sept, 28
HUENEME DRIVING PARK ASSN October 1 to October 5
VENTURA Oct. 8 to Oct. 12
HOLL1STER Oct. 7 to Oct. 12
santa ANA October 15 to October 19
LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21
P. C. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28
HORSE SHOW ASS'N OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

To Our Subscribers—the Delinquent Ones.

Within the past few weeks we have sent out bills for

subscriptions to the Weekly Breeder and Sportsman
aggregatiDg not less than $7,000. This amount, or even

a tithe of it, would be most acceptable in these days of

arguments on the silver and gold questions. On these

questions we we will take no decided stand, either gold

or silver being acceptable—yea, even greenbacks, though

they are aged and greasy. We will not even turn up

our noses very high at postage stamps in payment of

these subscription bills. It is just as essential to the suc-

cess of a paper of the high class of our journal that sub-

scription bills be paid as those for advertising. No
favors are asked

;
justice only being desired. The

Breeder AMD Sportsman entertains you week after

week ; it is also a complete record of racing on this

Coast. If you go to the theatre or secure any other

kind of entertainment you must pay for it in advance.

With a paper it is ditferent—you are highly entertained

and instructed, yet are not required to " pungle up "

ahead of time, so you forget that the newspaper en-

tertainer is of the earth, earthy ; that he has to have

food and clothes and live like any ordinary mortal. We
assure you we are not of the Dr. Tanner stamp, as re-

girde -Uimacb, and that we are required by the authori-

ties to keep clothes upon our backs, limbs, etc. Bearing

thil hi mind and leaving all levity aside, you will make
us happy (and yourselves as well, we trust), by sending

on the money justly due for subscription to the Hi: •

AM' BPOBTSMAB, We help you in many ways and de-

serve ynir siippnrt, in a monetary sense. As an incen-

tive to delinquent subscribers to Bend on the sums due

us at once, we will give a handsome premium to each

debtor that, in one week's lime after the receipt of the

BBBBDI I n hill, sends us the amount he

owes us. Avail yourself of this offer and at the same
time feel happier than you have for a year.

MBBB the great horse show that is to take place

in this city December 8, I, '•, 6 iind 7. Make entries in

it and lit us see the best lot of horses ever assembled

under DM I Deling for the biggest cash and finest

special pri/t ever offered by any association in the

United States.

Peace and Prosperity.

A race-track war has been averted and the silver

lining to the racing cloud shows out brilliantly. The

decision to " agree not to disagree," as Secretary W. S.

Leake put it, was arrived at last Tuesday night in a

meeting held in Parlor G of the Palace Hotel, this city.

There were present A. B. Spreckels (President of the

Pacific Coast Jockey Club), Thomas H. Williams (Presi-

dent of the California Jockey Club), Henry J . Crocker,

Col. D. SI. Burns, Moses A. Gunst, K. B. Milroy (Secre-

tary California Jockey Club), and Secretary W. S.

Leake, of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club. The way had

been paved last Sunday night at an informal meeting

held in the rooms of Thomas H. Williams, and after a

thorough discussion of the subject, " To War or Not to

War," the representatives of the rival jockey clubs came

to the conclusion that in a division of dates lay the sal-

vation of the turf and breeding interests of the Pacific

Coast.

Each club will race alternately two weeks at a time

until the 1st of March. The dates for the run-

ning off of the big stake events have not yet been agreed

upon, but they will be so arranged that each club will

reap the benefit of the holiday crowds. All of the gen-

tlemen present at the meeting were in a jublilant frame

ol mind and that the threatened conflict was to be

averted was undoubtedly a pleasure to all, for otherwise

it was felt that racing to financial loss was a forgone

conclusion. We have all along urged the local racing

associations to take the action they have, pointing out

the irreparable damage that would result to the breeding

and racing interests if there was a race track war in San

Francisco. The racing magnates have shown their good

sense in avoiding a clash of dates, and we congratulate

them.

San Jose Fair.

The programme of the fair to be held at San Jose

next week will be found in another column, and will be

read with pleasure by every lover of light-harness sports.

The list of entries in all the events contains the names

of the most prominent stars that are on the California

Circuit. Some of them have trotted and paced to their

limit and will not be able to get lower marks, while

others that have been " coming on " slowly will surprise

" the talent " by defeating those whicb were considered

almost invincible. The track is in most excellent con-

dition ; the stalls have all been put in readiness for

the horses, and interest in the meeting is increasing

among the residents of Santa Clara and San Mateo coun-

ties. There will be three races every afternoon, and no

purse is less than $500. Everyone who can possibly do

so, sho.'ld attend this meeting.

Work at the new Ingleside track is progressing

nicely. All the rough work on the grand stand has been

done and the structure should be entirely finished with-

in the next ten days. Some 325 stalls have been com-

pleted. The lumber in them is all tongued and grooved,

making it impossible for horses to injure themselves in

any way in the stalls, the floors of which will be of

earth. The fence around the entire grounds, some

twenty feet in height, is rapidly nearing completion.

The work of grading is about all done. There remains

to be built the club house, fences around the tracks,

saddling paddock and perhaps 500 additional stalls, but

as an immense force is at work, as matters look now,

everything will be in readiness by the date set for the

opening of the finest course in the whole West—Novem-
ber 1st.

The attention of all lovers of a good race horse on this

Coast is called to the advertisement in this issue of the

various sales of thoroughbreds that take place in No-

vember. First comes the Palo Alto Stock Farm sale oi

yearlings by Flambeau, Racine and Flood. The Winters

sab of Rancho del Sierras youngsters follows, the colts

and fillies offered being by El ltio Rey and Joe Hooker.

All Mr. Winters horses in training will also be disposed

of, Malo Diablo and Uncle Giles being in this consign-

ment. On the heels of this sale comes the disposal of

all the horses owned by the late Col. H. I. Thornton,

imp. Mariner, Sobrante, the choice broodmares he had

collected and their produce, by Mariner and Sobrante.

The latest report in regard to the condition of Direc-

tum is that he is being jogged daily and his injured leg

is improving very rapidly. James Dustin, his driver,

was too ill last week to leave Maine to come to see how
well the champion was getting along.

Racing To-Day.

The gates of the Bay District track will be opened to-

day and the first raciDg of the fall season will com-
mence. It was announced that the meeting would com-
mences last Tuesday, but on account of the detention of

a large number of horses at Sacramento it was found
impossible to get entries enough to warrant a good pro-

gramme being issued.so President Williams concluded to

postpone the races until to-day. It seems that the rail-

road charged $85 for a special car to take the horses

away from Sacramento; this was a moBt exorbitant sum,
and the horsemen declined to pay it. The steamboat

which plies between Sacramento and San Francisco has

only room for twelve horses and no additional boats

were put on, so horsemen determined to wait until they

could ship their horses right. The last lot of horses ar.

rived yesterday morning, and next week they will be

sporting silk.

A number of improvements have been made at the

track. The inner fences and the fences around the

track have all been whitened. A new track has been
made at the upper turn from tLe half to the seven-'

eighths pole. This is on the inside of the main course

and is practically a third course. Drain pipes have been
put in along the inner rail of the main track so that it

will not take so long to drain it as it did last winter. The
surface of the whole track has been plowed, harrowed*

rolled and scraped until to-day it is asserted by compe-
tent judges to be better, faster and safer than it has ever

been.

A wonderful revival in the interest of racing is no-

ticeable in horse circles, and when the following

was announced every one who bad been frightened about

the so-called race track war smiled and felt extremely

happy :

" Ar:icles of agreement were signed to-day by Presi-

dent Williams and Secretary Milroy of the California

Jockey Club and President A. B. Spreckels and Secretary

Leake of the Pacific Jockey Club whereby each club

stipulates to have no clashing of dates during the coming
season."

There will be no racing during the Summer months
and the greatest harmony will henceforth prevail be-

tween all who are engaged in breeding and racing thor-

oughbreds and light harness horses on the Pacific Coast-

Horse-owners in the Eastern States, who have been
" legislated outof the business" by objectionable laws, are

inquiring for lands here on which they will bring their

immense studs of horses and engage in the business. The
powers of Europe and Asia and the horse-breeders in

the Islands of the Pacific beside Central America and
Mexico will soon be sending agents here to purchase fine

horses, for the fame of those bred in California has ex-

tended to the farthermost portions of the globe. A bright

prospect for all is dawning, and the dark clouds which
for such a long time obscured the sun of prosperity

in this fascinnting and lucrative business are passing

rapidly away.

The greatest interest is being taken in the Polo meet-

ing whicb is to take place at the Fall meeting of the Pa-

cific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' meeting at Los An-
geles. The search for first-class polo ponies continues

and when the exemplars of this exciting sport engage
'

in the game we predict that the enthusiasm of the thous-

ands of spectators will be wrought up to the highest i

pitch.

Judging from the talk one hears among horsemen there is

bound to be a big boom for winter racing. The splendid
programme issued by the new Pacific Coast Jockey Club, in
which money has been used in the characteristic liberality of

j

the Slope, seems to have added to the sport, and there will !

be more large stables to keep horses in training than has ever
j

been known in the history of American sport. The profits

of racing this year were, save in a few instances like that of
Mr. Gideon, and two or three other owners, very modest,
indeed. Other States will derive the benefits that short-
sighted legislation denied to the Empire State. The Macon, 1

Ga., meeting, which will certainly continue for thirty days,
and, if financially successful, for ninety days, will give the
moderate horses a chance to earn money before they journey I

either to New Orleans or to San Francisco.—" Centaur " in I

Morning Advertiser.

In a conversation with Jos. Cairn Simpson after his article I

on Clifton Pilot had gone to press, he said Clifton Pilot must
have been out of Grev Bacchante (the dam of Bacchante
Mambrino), by Bay Messenger, and the next dam was by
Whip Comet. It is over thirty years since the breeding of
this horse was brought to his recollection. R. A. Alex-
ander, of Kentucky, sold the latter Darned (Bacchante Mam-
brino) to Chas. S. Dole. Bacchante Mambrino appears in the
pedigree of a number of fast trotters and pacers.

The thoroughbred mare St. Odille, purchased by Messrs.
Eales Bros, from Mr. D. Wallace for 400 guineas, and which
was suspected to have been stolen,has been found floating in

the creek with her back broken. The mare was carrying a
foal by Carbine.—The Australasian.
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California's 2:30 List.

Following is a list of all trotters and pacers which have

owered records or entered the 2:30 IiBt this year that were

dther bred in California, sired by horses that were bred here

ir were identified with our horse industry. Some have been

ired in the East, but earned their records here. Should any of

>ur readers notice any mistakes we would be pleased to make

.he corrections

:

ELECTIONEER,
lectioneer. by Hambleton-
IflD 10 151 (1)

Solano, b g, p 2:25

MazaUan, b h 2:265*

Conductor, gr h, 2:13M to 2'M'A
El Bentoo, b fa, 2:28^ to 233
Pedlar, b b.2:2oy to 2£l
Quality, b m, 2:25 to 2:1**4

t Bel, 2:24)£, by Electioneer
30 15)

Tempting 2:19)*

Alice Eel, b m, 3. 2:29.4

Belfield, b g, 4 2:28

Brilliance, b m 2:29S
Dellflbel, br m, 4 _...: 2:*29)$

Kumpus, bit g - - 2:28 !

Train Bel, br m 2:29)6]

Boaeywood, b m,2:26Vj to... 2:16*'

Katrina Bel.br m, 3, 2:19!^ to 2:14^
Lynne Bel, blk h, 2:27)4 tO-...2:ll,S

3 Bel's Boy, by St. Bel
Viola Bel, blk m,3„ 239)6

ell Boy, 2:19^, by Election-

eer 5 (l)

DlDg Dong, br h 2:26M
Supremacy, b h 2:29

PrinCBSS Bell, br m, 2:2434 to 2:17&

iberly Bell, by Bell Boy,
2:19^. son of Electioneer

TomcnyBrition,2 2:IB?(

zmoor, 2:20>6, by Election-
eer 4

Mary Osborne, b m, 3 2:28^
Azmon.p - 2:19

andidate, 2:26)6', bv Election-
eer 2

Callsaya. b m 2:28)4

Candia, blk m 2:29 1»

Catherine, b m. 4, 2S.3J6" to-... 2:18)6

oafuaion, by Electioneer
(1)

Clodia, br m 2:2S)4

Harry R., b g, p 2:29^j

phlox. 220)4, by Electioneer
10 (5)

Senate (p)...~ 2:1G)6

Sagi awLass.bm_ 2:24^»

sandv Boy, ch h, 3, p 2:I63|

Baker, b g, 2:19^ to 2:15)4

Peru.gr g. 2:2!*^ to 2^9)4
Bocko, b h, 4, 2:29)4 to 2:27

Spbiuxetla, p, 2:14)4 to 2:1234

ondactor, 2:14)4, by Elec-
tioner

Nereus, grg, 3 - 2:29)6

lay. 2:25, by Electioneer 8 4

Sunlaod Clay, b h. 3 2:15)6
Spinawav, b m, 4, 2:29^6 to..._ 2:14)4

Olgetta, rn m, 4, p, 2:2434 to... 2:16^
lection, by Electioneer (1)

LUlle Mac cb g. 2r28 to 2:27H
aliin, 233, by Klectiuneer 7

Thii. b m 2:30

blme». by Electioneer 19 (5)
Mandolin (p) 2:16

Hawley, b h _ 2:2154

Intone, b g, 4, p 2:21%
Peerless Chimes, b h, 4, p..„ 2:IS%
Tornado Chimes, b b.p 2:28)4

ow Bells, 2:19)4, by Elec-
tioneer 2

Ringing Bells. 4, p „ 2:18)*

t'oolsey.by Electioneer
Hellv \V.. 2:17^4 to 2:15*(
Abeto.p, 2:21V to 2:1034

leclrite. by Electioneer
Electrophel, bin. h, 2 2:253*
ros. 2:i9)i, bv Electioneer

11 til

Eros Jr 2:28)4
Ella W 231)6 to 2:1"

-li, oy Eros 1 (I)

Jasper Ayers. bg, 3 2:18*
Visalia, b m, 4, 2:20 to 2:13)4
orval, 2:1434, by Electioneer
Interval, b m, 2:25)4 to 234)6
Norvardiae, b h, 4, 235)6' to- 2:18)6
t. Jattt. by Electioneer
Lanier, bh, 2:23(4 10 2:20

Ibert \V..2:20, by Election-
eer 8 (3j

Ray Wilkes, brg 2:28)6
Hulda w.,bm 2:23 *
Mis Aloert.b m. 23.5Vj to,... 2:155*
William Albert, b b, 23014 to 2:16)6
ntlDODB, by Electioneer
John Bury, 2:22 to _ 2:18)6
reeoleal. by Electioneer
Greenwood, b g 2:30
or Stanford, 2.21, by Elec-
tioneer 1

Clito, ch h. 4, 2:21)4 to 230)6
ummer. bv Eleutioneer 2 1

Sufficient, p,3 2:21'4

Bouuier, b m, 4, 2: 18)6" to 2:12

Stately, 4. p, 2:18 to 2:11)^

info, 232, by Electioneer 5
AtbRDio. blk h, 3 ta'j . io. ... 2:113*
lecirlr-lty, 2:1734, by Elec-
tioneer 2

Jessie, b h, 4 2:28

ayB.iDfc.2.2 , by Electioneer
ngeD. b c, 2 2: 0)4
arketde, 2:22^*, by Clay.son
of Electioneer

Parkland,! 1 238)6
oekefeller, 2:29)6, by Elec-
tioneer 3

Leola, brm,2:30 to 235)6
olo Alto, 2:08%, by Elec-
tioneer 6

Pallta, ch m,2 231^
Cressida, bl m, 3 _ 237)6
Iran Alto, b c 2:29)6
Dteeo, 2:16)6, by Election-
eer 24

Antecarlo, br h ,.. 236)6
illgo, b m 2:28)4
Salome, b m, 4 2:28%
llredli., 2:193*, by Anteeo,
2:16)* 2 (1)

iueeo Airred.b m,4. 2:18^ to 2:12)6
. O., by Anteeo
Lady O ,2:2) to
nteroB.by Electioneer 5 (4)
Menlo Princess,brm _

May tioss, bm 2:16)6
Antedote, p. 2:27 to 2:10)4
ntevolo, 2:1954, by Election-
eer 3 (3)

JOugrazia, b m, 4 2.26
'hlpg, 2:27)6, by Electioneer
Azote, 2:08)4 to 2:01%

SULTAN.
iltan , 2:24, by The Moor
Pawtucket. bg 2:26)*
Sugar Loaf, b h (p) 230&
Saltan Boy,grg(p) 2:l5J4
arahoul, 2:[J7)6, by Sultan

Rose, br m. 238
^taru E.. b h, 3 2:16
itamboul Belie, b m, i 231
ar Salt-in, by Sultan 1
N'atlve state, b b, 2:27% to ... 2:18
sjah, 2:29^4, by Sultan
Jur Lacky.bh 2:17)6
-cszar. 2:20)6". Dy Sultan,
2:24 9

8ric-a-Brac, gr m.—2:28H to 2:19%
•lirornia, by Sultan 3
-allente 2:28%

GUY WILKE3.
Gay Wilkes, 2:15)4, by Geo.

Wilkes 36 (5)
Burlingame, b h, 4 2:18!4

Clarence Wllkes.bh 2:28)4

Fred Kohl, blk h, 3 2:15

Fred S. Moody, ch g, 2 2:20)*
Guy Line, br h 2:29)*
Lacina WUkes, b m 2:21)*
Ravenscroft, b h 2:19

Wiseburn, br h, 3 233)*
A. L. Kempland, 2:26)* to~... 2:181*
Lesa Wilkes, 2:11)* to _ 2*9
Seymour Wilkes. (p>, 2:16 to 2:12

Sable Wilkes, 2:18, by Guy
Wilkes

Seba (p) 2:2814

Olga, bm 2:29%
Edith Rowe Graham, b m..... 2:24

Kent, b c. — 2351*
liay B... by Guy Wilkes 1

Dr. Haile (p), 2:15% to 2:11)4

Gay Kohl, by Guv Wilkes
Guy Kobl Jr 233

Milrol, by Guy Wilkes
Arguros, bf, 2_ 2:27)4

DIRECTOR,
Director, 2:17,by Dictator 26

4
LadyDireo or 2:25

Mary Weils, b m, 3 (p) 2:20)4

Alice Director, blk m, (p),
2:1914 to 2:17)*

Direction, blk h, 2:10* to 2:08%
Direct, 2:0.j*i, by Director 1

(1)
Arthur L (p) 2:151*

Miss Kate, b m. 234J* to 2:22

Directly, bl h, 3 (p), 2:07% to 2:07)4

Lavalard, by Director 1

Prince Lavalard, 4, 2:29J4 to 2:23%
Waldstein.by Director
Swift Bird 2:29%

Live Oak Hero, by Director
Robin, b s 2:22%'

Gnide, 2:16):,', by Director 2
Mariposa, b m - 230)*

Instructor, by Director
Anaplois, 3 (p) 237)4

STEINWAY.
Stelnway,2:25«. by Strath-

more
Babe Marion (3), p 230
Bay Rum, b m 235
Ell, b m „ 222J4
Agitato, bh [2),p 2:18

Covey, b « 2:25 to 2:24

Cit 9. Derby, 230, by Stein-
way 1 13)

Derby Princess (3)-... 2:25 to 2:17)4

NUTWOOD.
Judge Salisbury, by Nut-

wood
Rosalita, b m (4), p .._ 2:10)*

Dandy Salisbury, ch h 234%
to 233J4

Happiness, bm (p) -2:1814 to 2:171*

John Sevenoaks, by Nut-
wood

Loupe 2:18)4 to 2:14)*

Cornelius, by Nutwood 2
Coryan, b h 2:211*

Hawthorne, by Nutwood 15

(2)
Tilton Thorn 2:27

Robert E. Lee, by Nutwood
Gleason, bg 2:28)4

ECHO.
Echo, by Hambletonlan
Keyes 2:29%"

Deputy, 2:19)*, bv Echo
Chris Peterson, b g..._ 235)*

fecho Royal, son of Echo
Nina L 2:22

Bob Mason, 2:27)*, by Echo
1 (2)

Waldo J.. grg (p)... 2:13)4 to 2:10

SIDNEY.
Sidney. 2:19%, by Santa Clans

32 .21)
Lillian, ch m 2:2614
Thelma, blk m 2:24J4
Oddity, ch h (p> 2:13)*

Lea, ch m -2:241* to 2:18%
Sidnioor, by Sidney, 2: 19%
General, b g. 2:18)4

NEPHEW.
iVephew, by Hambrino 28 (2j
Gloria, b m (4) 2:23)*

Meringo, bh 2:26M
Xephew (Dorsey'sj, by

Nephew
Ottinger.bg 232)*

PIEDMONT.
Piedmont, 2:17)*. by Almont
Lorita T chm,232% to 2:18)*

Stanford. 2:26 w, by Piedmont
Linda Stanford, b m- 230)*

Liberl y Sontag, by Piedmont
1

Roy _ 2:2S'4

Wildmotit.by Piedmont—Nul-
la 2:29)4

OTHER SIRES.
Dexter Prinze, by Kentucky

Prince 26 (8)
Prince Ira, bh 2:19)*

Reno Prince - 2:25

Maria P., bm 2:15%
James L , br g 2:16)4 to 2:11)4

Prince Nutwood, blk b (4),

p 2:21% to 2:15!*

Paloma Prince 2:17 •* to 2:17

Monroe Chief. 2:18)4, by Jas.
Monroe 8 (3)

Chico, b h 2:20)* to 2:19)*

Royal George Jr. (1)

Golden West ip* 2:20% to 2:16%
McDonald Chief, by Clark

Chief
Logan, bh - 2:30

Columbus S...- 2:27)* to 2:19)4

Boodle, 2:15, by Stranger 2
Thompson 2:15

Ethel Downes 2:15)*

Mambrino Wilkes, by Geo.
Wilkes

Brino Tricks, p, 2:18!* to 2:13%
Raymon, by Simmons
Lady Grace blk m 2:181*

Roan Wilkes, rn h, 3, p 2:12%
Simmocoloo, 2:13%. by Sim-

mons
Upland, or h, 3- 2:29)*

Gosslper, 2:14%, by Simmons
1 (1)

Miss Jessie, b m, 3 2:193*

Kttchum 2:17)* to 2:16)4

Bay Bird, by Jay Bird 1

Geo. Ayers, b h, 4 p 2:1714
Hal Corbett, b g, 3 2:19*
Dr. PuB. 3. 2:29 to 2:1»

Mclilnney, 2:11^, by Alcyone
Jennie Mc, b m, 2, p - 2:22

Zombro, b h, 3 2:13

McZeus, br h. 4, 2:29)* to 2:18

Harvey Mac (p), - 2:18 to 2:18%
GrandlBSlmo, by Le Grande
Myrtle Thorne, 2:20*4 to 2:18^

Hambletonlan Wilkes, by
Geo. Wilkes 3 (6)

Arthur Wilkes, blk b 2:30

Saville, Ch h 2:17)*
Wobbling Maid, p „ 229

Billy Xhornhill, 2:2-1 Jf, by
Beverly Wilkes 2

Briaihlll, b h_ 2:IS>*

Lady Thurnhill 2:22)*
Crown Point, 234, by Specu-

lation 1

Matilda V.,br m_ 2:25)4
Creole, 2:15, by Prompter
Javelin, b m, 3, p 2:14)*

Gen. Beverly, by Benefit 1 2
Bion, br h, 2:21% to 2:19%

Alban, 2:21, by Gea. Benton 2
Seylax, b g, 224J4 to...- 2:16%'

Will Crocker
Irene Crocker, 230 to 2:17%

Sterling, by Egmont
Charivari, b m ...

Judge Waller
Phenol, gr m, p

Almont Patcben
Prince Bismarck, 2, p
Ruby M., p

.Mark Monroe, by Victor Bis-
marck

Blrdroe, b m, p
Wlldnut, by Woodnut
Jasper Paulson ...

El Rami, ch g, 4, 2:2914 to.

Artburlon, by Hambletooian

2:20)*

2:16

2:li--' 4
2: 16' 4

Pantomime, b m, 2:1914 to-... 2:17%
Xottlngham, byArtburton
Lady Nottingham, 3, p 2:131*

Tempest, by Almont
lago, 2:15 to 2:11

Some Interesting Facts About Klamath 2:08 1 2-

When a trotter gets a record of 2:10 or better in a race bis

blood lines are a matter of interest to every breeder. A re-

porter of the New York Sun, who lately interviewed a horse-

man familiar with the early history of Klamath (2:08A),

writes of him as follows:

"Klamath has been at Fleetwood ever since the cIobb of
the Buflalo meeting, and many horsemen have heard Tom
Raymond tell the interesting story of his famous trotter's

career.

''Raymond is an old-time trainer, although never very
well known in the East until this year. He was with Orrin
Hickok in California as long ago as 1869, and he bad learned
a thing or two about trotters at the old cinder track in Chi-
cago before he crossed the mountains. In the Bpring of 1887
Raymond was bushwhacking, as he expresses it, with some
trotters and quarter horses in northern California and
southern Oregon, and in roading Mb horses overland through
the Klamath Indian country he stopped one night at an out-

of-the-way ranch on Lost River, 110 miles from the nearest

railroad, where a man named Clark was breaking a lot of

colts that had just been taken off the range.

"When Clark found that his guest was a trotting-horse

man he commenced to talk enthusiastically about a two year-

old that he had, and nothing would do but that Raymond
should have a look at the youngster. So Clark led the *ay
to the corral and there singled out a little, long-bodied, low-

set, snaky-looking gelding with a tail that brushed the

the ground, and a mane about two inches long.
" ' I tell ye, they's hot cakes in that un,' was Clark's way

of praising the rough, noder-sized specimen of horseflesh, and
Raymond was ready to believe him, for the wild, nervous two-
year-old kept walking back and forth across the enclosure

like a caged panther, and with a stride as lithe as that of a
cat. It was dusk, but Claik insisted in putting the colt in

the shafts of his break cart, and showing how he could step.

When they got him hitched and let go his head he made a

sadden dive for the sage brush, and went through it on a dead
run until he came to a stretch of level alkali plain. Here
the hawkish youngster struck a trot, and held it for about
thirty yards.
" * That was all I wanted to 6ee,' said Raymond, in telling

the story a few days ago. ' He could just simply fly. I made
up my mind then that some day the little cuss would be a

world beater if he ever got a chance, and I determined to buy
him if I could do it. I didn't let on to Clark that I liked

the colt. I told him he had better put the youngster away
for fear he might hurt him, but, of course, the only fear I had
was that the little fellow would break out again and show so

well that my man would ask a big price when we came to

dicker.
" I tried to talk about my own horses and everything else

except the colt after we went back to the house, but it was
no use. Clark kept coming back to his baby trotter, always

saying, "I tell ye he's hot cakes, is that un." He was so full

of his hot cakes that I didn't dare to try to buy him myself,

bat after running down the youngster's breeding, and saying

he was too small, I came at the point by telliDg Clark I knew
of a man who night buy a cheap two-year-old.

" Before I left he had priced the colt at $110, Baying he
needed that much money to prove up on his claim. As soon

as it was safe I sent a man to the ranch with the money, and
he came back with " Hot Cakes." That is what I called him
for a long time, and came near starting him as Hot Cakes, too,

but I always liked Indian names, and finally chose Klamath,
becanse the horse had been foaled near the Klamath Indian

reservation, and ran out on the range there for two years

with nothing but the ace of clubs brand on his shoulder to

identify him. The stable boys shifted after awhile from Hot
Cakes to Cookey, and that is the only name the horse knows
to-day.'*

" The story of Klamath's development from the wild, tur-

bulent two-year-old of 1887 to the steady going, finished

campaigner of 1895 is a strong illustration of the almost in-

finite patience sometimes required of a trainer of race horses.

Raymond says he felt confident from the first that Klamath
was the making of a phenomenal trotter, and for that reason

determined to ' hold him out,' to use his own expression,

until the horse was fit and ready to race with the best. In

1889 Cookey was good enough to win, but he went lame be-

hind just as the campaign opened, and for nearly two years

Raymond tried in vain to locate the ailment, consulting

every competent veterinariau he could find. Klamath's front

and hind feet on the right side grew smaller than the others,

and altogether the horse was in a bad way.
" At last a backwood's horse doctor solved the problem,and

by blistering the hip joint severely helped the lameness suffi-

ciently for Raymond to fit Klamath for the campaign of 1891.

In that year he started twelve times through Oregon and

California, winning nearly eve py race and earning a record

of 2:23i, but a new ailment overtook him the following Bea-

son. This lime it was rheumatism, and so violent were the

attacks that at times Klamath's head was drawn around to

one side and he was unable to move. His owner started him
a few times in 1892, but the great horse was never free from

lameness and soreness. Raymond says he used to take

Cookey out on the track when another heat was on, so that

nobody would be .ikely to observe him. Walking his horse

around to the farthest point from the grand stand he would

jog him slowly up and down the backstretch until the cripple

warmed oat of his soreness to some extent, so as to be pre-

sentible.

"From being asked to race when lame and sore Klamath

soured, and acquired the habit of refusing to score down in a

field of horses. He would let go of the bit and dance under

the wire as persistently as Flying Jib or Guy, and for a time

after the rheumatism left him this threatened to be bis ruin

as a race horse. To meet the new emergency Raymond in-

vented a novel contrivance which takes all pressure ofi the

bit, the over-draw check rein resting upon a steel frame work
supported by a strap passing beneath the horse's jaw, while
the lines are attached to a stiflf elastic nose band. Thus rigged
Klamath has trotted all of his great races during the past two
seasons, defeating about everything be has met East and
West, except Azote and Beuzetta, and showing speed enough
to warrant the belief that he may yet tarn the tables on the
big Whips gelding and the little Onward mare.

" Raymond says the Year Book is in error on two or three
points touching the pedigree of Klamath. The horse was not
bred by Clark, the man from whom his present owner bought
him, but by one Ogle, of Olene, Ore. Morookos, the Bire of
Klamath, was by Altamont (2:26}), the son of Almont, and
out cf a catch filly, supposed to be by a range horse of Lum-
mox blood. The dam of this catch filly was the noted quar-
ter mare Minnie Rifle, by thoroughbred Rifleman, the son of
imported Glencoe. Klamath's dam, Bob, was bv Ophir, son
of Shenandoah, a horse that was raised in Madison county,
N. Y., and that came frou the same Kentucky Hunter fam-
ily which produced Flora Temple and Edwin Forrest. Her
grandam was by Mike, a great grandson of Hill's Vermont
Black Hawk."
So it 6eems that Morookus, Bire of Klamath, gets a thor-

oughbred cross close up through his own dam as well as
through his sire's dam. Minnie Rifle, the second dam of
Morookus, is recorded in Bruce's American Stud Book, Vol.
I. Her sire was Rifleman, by imported Glencoe. Her dam,
Lady Franklin, was by imported Lawyer (The Lawyer).
Her second dam was by the great race horse Boston. Her
third dam was by Medoc, a son of the renowned four-mile
race horse American Eclipse. Her fourth dam, by Moses
(Haxhall's), fifth dam by Sumpter, son of Sir Archy, and
sixth dam by Top Gallant, son of old Diomed. Boston, sire
of her second dam, Medoc, sire of her third dam, and Sump-
ter, sire of her fifth dam, are all direct descendants of the old
Derby winner Rifleman, sire of Minnie Rifle. The Becond
dam of Morookus was by imported Glencoe, dam the Rodolph
mare, by Rodolph ; second dam Butterfly, by Sumpter, son
of Sir Arc*iy. The sire of Rodolph was Sir Archy Montorio,
and he, too, was by Sir Archy, oat of Transport, by Virgin-
ian, another son of Sir Archy. Rifleman was the sire of Col-
Lewis, which took a trotting record of 2:18J at San Francisco,
Gal., September 14, 1878.

Of Interest to Shippers.

San Francisco, Sept. 11, 1895.
Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—By to-day's mail I

have received from the Queensland Government a proclama-
tion regarding the importation of cattle, horses, etc. to that
colony.

As this is of importance to your readers I herewith send
you a copy. Yoars truly, William F. Egan.
Inspector of live stock for the New Zealand and Australian

colonies at the port of San Francisco.

copy.
A proclamation by His Excellency, General Sir Henry Wylie Nor-

man, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Honorable Order of the
Bath, Knight Grand Cross of ihe Most Distinguished Order of St.

Michael and bt. George, Companion of the Most Eminent Order
of the Indian Empire, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its dependencies.

Whereas, By an act passed in the the thirtieth year of Her Ma-
jesty's reign, and numbered 19, entitled the ' Diseased Animals Act,"
it is amongst other things enacted that it shall be lawfol for the Gov-
ernor, from time to time, with the advice of the Executive Council,
by proclamation, to prohibit or put restrictions on the introduction
or importation of cattle, horses, sheep, goats, pigs, poultry, and other
animals^and of any one or more kind of aDimalsJinto'tbe Colony
of Queensland, or into any district thereof from such places and
during such time as may appear necessary, aud any such proclama-
tion to alter or revoke by a similar proclamation. And
Wheeeas, It is desirable to prevent the introduction of cattle

suffering from tuberculosis and of horses suffering from glanders and
farcy, which diseases are readily communicable from cattle and
horses respectively to the human subject. And
Whebeas, Tuberculin has been found to be an almost infallible

diagnostic of tuberculosis, and malleiu an equally effective diag-
nostic of glanders and farcy:
Now, therefore, I, Sir Henry Wylie Norman, the Governor afore-

said, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and declare
that until this, my proclamation, shall have been altered or revoked
all cattle arriving from any place beyond the Colonies of Australia,
Tasmania and New Zealand shall, on arrival, be subjected by a dnly
qnalifitd Veterinary Surgeon to a tuberculin test, and all horses be
subjected to a mallein test, and that if any such cattle or horses
shall be found to reach to such test, they shall either be returned to
the place Irom which they were shipped, or be destroyed, or shall
otherwise be dealt with as the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of tbis act shall direct.
Given under my hand and seal at Government House, Brisbane,

this nineteenth day of June, in the year ol Our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninty-five, and in the fifty-eighth year ol Her
Msjesty's reign. By command, Horace Tozee.
God save the Queen

.

The season's records, to date, at both gaits and all ages will be
found in the following table :

TROTTERS.
Two-year-old—Tommy Brilton b c, by Liberty Bell, 2:24 2:18%
Three-year-old—Athanio, blk c, by Jnuio. 2:22 2:1134

Four-year-old—Beuzetta, eh f, by Onward, 2:25% 2K)6?,£

Five-year-old—Fantasy, b m, by Chimes *2:Q7

Fastest stallion—Directum, blk h, by Director, 2:17 *2:06

Fastest mare—Beuzetta, ch f, by Onward, 2:2oj^ *2:06^
Fastest Igelding—Azote, b g, by Whips, 2:27}£ 2:04?i

PACERS.
Two-year-old—Ananias, br c, oy Patron, 2:17% _ 2:12

Three-year-old—Directly, blk c, by Direct, p. 2:05V£ *2:07!^

Four-year-old—Be Sure, be. by Bessemer, p. 2:13;i 2:0SJA
Five-year-old—Rubinstein, b h.by Baron Wilkes. 2:18 2:06%
Fastest gelding—Robert J., b g, by Hartford, 2:22^ *2:02

Fastest stallion—Joe Patchen, blk h. by Patchen Wilkes- *2:04}£

Fastest mare—Angie D. , b m, by Mikagan, 2:19?^ 2:10^
•Time record. —Horse Review.

In consequence of the reports that have gone from there

that C. W. Williams is to leave Galesburg a party of promi-

nent business men conferred with him at Galesburg on Wed-
nesday last regarding his intentions. After a long and friendly

interview he promised that he would remain there another

year. It is understood next year he will give a fine programme
of races and live up to his contract to the letter. He will, if

he does this, get the track and all the improvements for the

first cost of the land. Williams now admits the smallness of

attendance on the races was not peculiar to Galesburg, and

that there seems a general falling off io interest.

Db. Thos. Bowhill, late Professor of Anatomy in the new

Veterinary College, Edinburgh, Scotland, has severed all

connection with the Veterinary Department, University of

the Pacific. Dr. Bowhill is ready to take orders for all kinds

of microscopical work and special surgical operations. Ad-
dress 921 Sutter Street.

Reqoittal worked out an extra eighth after winning the

Flatbush Stakes at Sheepshead, finishing the mile in 1:40. The
great colt carried 115 pounds. Undoubtedly he is the best

youngster in America.
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SAN MATEO STOCK FARM BROODMARES.

A Remarkable List of Dams of Great Perform-

ers Which Will Be Valuable for Referenoe

—A Splendid Showing for Oalifornia-

Bred Mares and Their Produoe.

The fame of the San Maleo Stock Farm is world wide, for

the excellence of the stock bred and developed there has

gained for it a place in the annals of the turf that makes

everyone in this glorious State proud of calling attention to

it. The proprietor, Wm. Corbitt, purchased this farm near

San Mateo when there was nothing but craio growing on it.

He erected building?, barns and stables ;
divided the fields

into paddocks ; made a three-quarter race track; had wells

dug, trees pUnted and fitted the place up in every particular

tomakeit an idealstock farm. How well success followpd

his efljrts is shown by the praises heard from the hun-

dreds of horsemen from all parts of the world who have

visited it.

The cordiality of the proprietor and his appreciation of

well-deserved remarks in regard to the appearance of the

place and the healthfulness of every animal there is well

known. That Mr. Corbitt is one of the best judges of con-

formation in this State is shown by the collection of excel-

lent individuals that are or have been seen here. As a breeder

he can rightfully be consideied a success. He started in the

business to attain a certain object, and how well he succeeded

is shown by the surprising list of wonderfully fast and game

trotters and pacers that he bred, raised and developed. No

money was spared in the purchase of desirable individuals,

eveu if the breeding was not as fashionable as those who

were to be seen in the paddocks on some of our Eastern

Block farms.

From boyhood Mr. Corbitt understood the true

value of perfect-formed, strong-limbed, level-headed game

roadsters. The first money he ever saved in his old

home in Canada was expended for a trotting stallion, and

this was a number of years before Rysdyk's Hambletonian

was heard of ; and the hope of his early life was that some

day he would own and stock a farm from which he would

send forth horses that would be the equal of any in the

world. He has realized that hope, and when we come to

peruse language like the following, which he used in his

stock farm catalogue, we have a fair index of his work,

and the great objective point he was seeking:

" It is with io little self-gratulation, which I hope is par-

donable, that I am able to look back and see that the trotting

records made by my stock during the past two years that

have elapsed, have been even greater than ray sanguine ex-

pectations led me to predict. I have not only had faith in

Guy Wilkes and Sable Wilkes as sires from the days that I

was able to judge of their greatness as individuals, but I also

had faith in the foundation of my stud, which I had been

quietly preparing for many years before they were introduced

to it. I think it would be difficult to Hod in any stud of equal
size in California a better selection of brood mares, nearly all

reared in the State, than those which are to be found in this

catalogue. I have heretofore preferred to raise my own brood
mares, or to buy of strains that have been successful in Cali-

fornia under my own observation, than to purchase upon the

general reputation of Eastern strains, because a personal
knowledge of the character of the mare, and of other parts of

her family, than the particular line which gives fashion to

her pedigree, seems to me very important.

By paying liberally I was enabled some years ago to obtain

from one of the earliest and most successful breeders in the

State my choice of his young mares and fillies. These I

utilized immediately as broodmares, knowing that they were
fast, I thus obtained, in different installments, many valuable
mares by The Moor and his best sons, Sultan and Del Sur,
and bred them to my own stallions. My earlier stsllions.the

brothers Arthurton and Irvington, were bought at high
prices in Orange County, N. Y., and were regarded as among
the verv best bred sons of Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Pre-
ferring Arthurton, I kept him until 1 had saved out a suffi-

cient number of his best daughters for breeding purposes,
then sold h|m back East into a prominent stud. I also bought
in Kentucky Le Grande, son of Almont and Jessie Pepper,
and turned in his daughters as broodmares, as fast as I could
satisfy myself of their superiority. Those not good enough
to keep I sold. I hardly regarded myself as breeding for the
public while using these stallions, and neither advertised
much nor issued a catalogue. My wish was only to secure
from them a satisfactory collection of broodmares before at-
tempting to compete with other leading studs for the patron-
age of the public market. Through The Moor and his sons
I obtained the ('lav blood at its best, often united with other
popular lines like Pilot Jr., Mambrino Chief and Hambleto-
nian. Through Arthurton I obtained the Hambletonian and
American Star blood,and through Le Grande double lines of
Mambrino Chief, with crosses of Alexander's Abdallah and
Pilot Jr. In combining all these I tried the fillies early, and
if found good enough put them to breeding undeveloped

;

later, selecting from year ti year those by both Goy Wilkes
and Sable Wilkes,which seemed to me best adapted forbreed-
ing purposes, and have added them to my list of broodmares.
By taking time I secured, in this way, a collection of mares
whose blood partakes of most of the great families of the
East, with the advantage of knowing the personality of my
stock for two or three generations, during which 1 had
weeded out all that web not up to satisfactory standard, how-
ever well bred.

I have also purchased a few mares in the East, and others
bred in California, so that, aa you glance over my catalogue,
you will find there daughters of Nutwood, Electioneer, Alex-
ander's Belmont, Almont, Steinway, Director, Anteeo, Vol-
unteer, and other sires or* more or less repute, but 1 have
bought nonfl merely because their sires are fashionable.
Merit in the mare and her near progenitors I must have as
well, for while I do not despise fashionable pedigree, know-
ing well that only-by merit can fashion be maintained, yet

fashion is transient and progressive, and only follows those

currents in which the highest merit is continuous, so I must

have something more than the mere name to keep fashion by

me. More than one prominent horseman of recognized ex-

perience is reported to have expressed the opinion that a no

distant day will show that Guy Wilkes is the greatest sire

the world has yet seen. It is common enough to flatter own-

ers with extravagant praise of their horses, and as much has

been told me to my face when I attributed it only to that

purpose. But this good opinion appears to have been ex-

pressed by reticent men, where there was little probability

that I would hear it. I do not hesitate to avow that belief

as my own, yet I know that however great Guy Wilkes is, he

cannot reach the highest position as a sire and maintain it

without the best mares—not alone those by fashionable sires,

but those that have the class of merit which makes and main-

tains fashion. Therefore, while I place great dependence on

Guy Wilkes and Sables Wilkes, I trust that I have not been

so foolish as to permit their efforts to be hampered by any

want of merit in my mares
;
particularly after having spent

so many years and so much money with no other thought

than to have them right in personality and family as well as

of the most approved strains.

As inquiries about my horses are more and more frequent

from the older breeding States, I will add a word about the

foundation blood from which the trotting stock of this State

haF been bred up. No Californian who is familiar with the

horse history of this State needs any laudation of many of

the earlier California strains to make him duly appreciate

their worth, and value them higher than some of the more
boasted Eastern strains; but Eastern horsemen, unfamiliar

with their quality and character, regard them as little bet-

ter than unknown blood as far as they affect the value of the

pedigree. There are two kinds of value iu a pedigree; a seal-

ing value dependent upon present fashion and an intrinsic

value upon which depends the quality of the stock you can

breed from it. To the mere speculator the latter is of little

importance, bet to the investor who intends to stand by the

fortunes of his purchase for better or worse until results are

tested, both kinds of value are of much importance. Immedi-
ate fashion helps him to a better start with the public, but

that avails little unless intrinsic value afterwards enables him
to Bhow good trotters when it comes his turn. Back of the

more generally recognized trotting families will be found, not

only in the pedigrees of my own broodmares, but also iD

those of most of my neighboring breeders, crosses of Belmont
(Williamson's) and his sons, Langford, Capt. Webster, Bell

Alta, Venture, etc.; General Taylor and his son, Eugene
Casserly, Gen. McClellan 144; Jack Hawkins and his son,

Jim Hawkins; John Nelson 187; Winthrop 505; Skenandoah
926; George M. Patchen Jr. 31 and his son Billy Hayward
489; Signal 3327, St. Clair, Echo 462, Whipple's Hamble-
tonian 725, Speculation 928, A. W. Richmond 1687, Bucca-
neer 2656, and others that with scant opportunity have
shown great merit. All these strains familiar among the

foundation trotting Btock of California, are of much greater

intrinsic value than is usual among Eastern strains that ap-

pear with about equal frequency in the pedigrees of the 2:30

list. The reason is, that opportunity was vastly greater in

the East than in California at the time these strains forced

themselves into notice. But very few people developed trot-

ters in California until within a few years. With advantages
offered to contemporaneous horses in the East every one of

the above-named horses would have become distinguished in

the stud.

Even the unknown blood that lies back of all trotting pedi-

grees is of much better average quality in California than in

the East, for obvious reasons. The 'American' horse stock

of California of early days, so called in distinction from the

mustang or Spanish, was all ridden or led across the plains

from east of the Mississippi—a journey that none but the

most hardy could survive. They were selected by men who
fully realized that possibly their own lives as well as the sur-

vival of their animals depended upon their fleetness and en-

durance. Pedigrees rarely came with these animals, but they
were of sterling timber and they and their progeny constitute

the ' untraced ' element of our present trotting stock. The
mustang is rarely found mixed |with the ,' American ' stock

in California, and, when it is, plainly discernible for several

generations. At the East an untraced pedigree dating back
twenty-five years is liable to run into coarse farm or draft

stock devoid of conformation or characteristics adapted to

speed—a thing that could hardly happen in California."

Following is|a list of the broodmares that have produced
anything in the 2:30 list which wereowjed by Mr. Corbitt
or bred by him. It will be noticed there are a few that pro-
duced after being sold by him but they were all owned at

some time by Mr. Corbitt.

We know of no better proof of the excellence of the Cali-

fornia sires and mares than this instructive list. Most of the
mares on the farm are still in their prime, and have at their

sides brothers and sisters to performers which we have every
reason to believe will be as fast as their famous relatives.

Mr. Corbitt had that prince of reinsman, John A. Gold-
smith, in charge of his trotters for a number of years, and his

name will always be connected with the great Guy Wilkes
family. He never was afraid of any family of horses while
holding the lines over the sons and daughters of this great
sire and the declarations he so often made of their superiority
have been verified wherever they have been driven : "They
never tired and were never defeated before the wire was
reached."
John Dickerson is now in charge of a select few in the

East, and in every race he starts them he manages to get
some share of the purse. A number of the best horses were
disabled on the cars in their journey from one of the Eastern
cities to another, and were unable to start in the races for
which they were entered. Tnis is greatly to be deplored and
every one in this State will regret to hear of it.

Sable, by The Moor 870, dam Gretcheo, by Mambrino Pilot
Sable Wilkes (3), 2:18, by Guy Wilkes
Burlingame (4), 2:18}, bv Guy Wilkes
Ulee Wilkes, 2:23, by Guy Wilkes
Leo Wilkes, 2:293, by Guy Wilkes

Sable Hayward, by Poscora Hayward, dam Sable, by The
Moor

Rupee (p). 2:11, by Guy Wilkes
Siva, 2:13:1, by Guy Wilkes

Blanche, by Arthurton, dam Nancy, by Gen. Taylor
Hazel Wilkes, 2:11}, by Guy Wilkes
Una Wilkes, 2:15, by Guy Wilkes
Native Son (3),J>:26}, by Sable Wilkes
Silver Spray, 2:28, by Guy Wilkes

Gina Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, dam Blanche, by Arthurton
Sablehurst, 2:25, by Sable Wilkes

Hannah Price, by Arthurton, dam Priceless, by Mystery
Lesa Wilkes, 2:09, by Guy Wilkes
Cbas. James, 2:22$, by LeGrande
Anita, 2:25$, by Le Grande
Last Chance (2), 2:261, by Regal Wilkes

Annie G, by Le Grande, dam Hannah Price, by Arthurton e

635
Buffington (2), 2:20*, by Sable Wilkes
Earlie, 2:27$, by Sable Wilkes
Chris. Lang (2), 2:26i, by Sable Wilkes
Seba, 2:28, by Sable Wilkes

Anita, 2:25*, by Le Grande, dam Hannah Price, by Arthur
ton

Whalebone (2), 2:24, by Sable Wilkes
Huntress, by Arthurton, dam Old Huntress, by Skenandoah;

926
Beverly, 2:24}, by Sable Wilkes
Hidalgo, 2:27, by Sultan

Macola, by Le Grande 2868. dam Huntress, by Arthurton
Kent, 2:25*, by Sable Wilkes

Glen Ellen, by Arthurton.dam Smoothbriar (sister to Sweet-
briar, 2:26*), by Eugene Casserly

Verona Wilkes, 2:27, by Guy Wilkes
Lady Hannah, by Arthurton, dam by Owen Dale

Maggie McDowell (p), 2:21}, by Sidney
Susie Hunter, by Arthurton 365, dam Julia Cameron, by

Skenandoah
Lallah Wilkes (3), 2:26, by Sable Wilkes

Young Signal, by Arthurton 365, dam Lady Signal, by 8iK
nal 3327
Stamnal, 2:25*, by Stamboul

Gracie, by Arthurton, dam Old Lady, by David Hill Jr.
Arthur Wilkes, 2:28*, by Guy Wilkea

May Sproule, by The Moor, dam the Belmont mare, s t b by
Belmont

Margaret, 2:28, by Sultan
Margaret, 2:28, by Sultan, dam Mav Sproale, by The Moor

Regal Wilkes, 2:111, by Guy Wilkes
Sproule, by Le Grande 2868, dam Mav Sproule 870

Deborah, 2:21}, by Sable Wilkes
Henrietta, by Bell Alta, dam by Peacock

Le Grande, 2:28$, by Arthur Wilkes
Oak Grove Belle, by Arthurton, dam Henrietta

Belle Grande, 2:23* by Le Grande
Beaumont, 2:23* by Le Grande

San Mateo Belle, by Speculation, dam Young Lady Vernon
by David Hill

Venita Wilkes, 2:13, bv Guy Wilkes
Menlo Belle, 2:20, by Menlo, 2:21}

Sauce Box, by Samson 276, dam Lady Crawford, by Ameii-
can Star

Kismet (3), 2:25*, by Sultan
Jane E., by Bellfounder 62

Puritan, 2:29$, by Sable Wilkes
Laura Drew, by Arthurton 365, dam Molly Drew, 2:27,

1

Winthrop 505
Freedom (1), 2:29$, by Sable Wilkes

Lady Belmont, by Owen Dale, dam s t b by Hambletonian 10
Freestone, 2:29, by Capt. Webster

Libbie B., by Winthrop 505, dam Fanny Fern, by Jack
Hawkins

Etta Wilkes, 2:25$, by Guy Wilkes
Molly Drew, 2:27, by Winthrop 505, dam Fanny Fern, by

Jack Hawkins
Alannab (p), 2:11*, by Guy Wilkes

Vixen, by Nutwood, dam Sister (dam of Albert W., 2:20,

etc.), by John Nelson
Vida Wilkes (3), 2:28}. by Guy Wilkes
Sabledale (2), 2:18*, by Sable Wilkes
Sheeny, 2:29$, by Arthurton

Hinda Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, dam Woodford Queen, by Al-
mont 33

Double Cross, 2:18$, by Sable Wilkes
Lou Wilkes, 2:19, by Sable Wilkes
Hildas, 2:19}, by Stamboul

Montrose, by Sultan—San Mateo Maid, by Whipple's Hal
bletonian.

Muta Wilkes, 2:11, by Guv Wilkes.
Mary Best, 2:12}, by Guy 'Wilkes.
Fred S. Moody (2), 2:20$, by Guy Wilkes.
Sir Wilkes (3), 2:29, by Guy Wilkes.

Silver, by Silverthreads—Gertrude, by The Moor.
Marin Jr., 2:13, by Marin.
Hattie J. (p),2:18, by Le Grande.

Bosalee, by Sultan 1513—Gulnare, by The Moor.
Jean Wilkes, 2:24$, by Gay Wilkes

Lindale, by Sultan Jr.—Flora Pierson, by Gen. McClellan.
Lynwood Wilkes (2), 2:20*, by Guy Wilkes.

Atalanta (sister to Beautiful Bells), by The Moor 870-
—Minnehaha, by Bald Chief.

Othello, 2:28, by Sultan.

Atalanta Wilkes (3), 2:29*, by Guy Wilkes.
Lindora Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes—Rosetta, bv The Moor.

Mephisto (p), 2:17}, by Sidney.
Rosetta, by The Moor S70—Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief.

Millie Wilkes, 2:26, bv Guy Wilkes
Sweetness, 2:21}, by Volunteer 55, dam Lady Merritt, bj

Edward Everett
Sidney, p, 2:19}, by Santa Ciaus

Lucy, 2:14, p, untraced
Chris Smith, p, 2:14*, by Guy Wilkes
Lucyneer (3), 2:27, by Electioneer

Flora Langford, s t b, by Langford
Lillian Wilkej (3), 2:17$, by Guy Wilkes
Joe Arthurton, 2:20*, by Arthurton

Auntie, by Dawn, 2:18$, dam Netteo, by Anteeo
Sable Nut (2), 2:22}, by Sable Wilkes

Cora (2), 2:44, by Buccaneer, dam Pearl, by Blue Bull
Golita, 2:27}, by Guy Wilkes

Dorothea, by Harold 413, dam Debutante, by Belmcnt
Dramatist, 2:29*, by Egotist

Ellen Mayhew, 2:22, by Director.dam Lady Earnest, by Spei

ulation

Oro Wilkes, 2:11, by Sable Wilkes
Directress, by Director, dam Alice Clay, by Almont

Clio Wilkes, 2:30, by Guy Wilkes
Alicia Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, dam Alice Clay, by Almon

Allibel (3), 2:19}, by St. Bel
Hattie, by Electioneer, dam s t b by Legal Tender 1784

Lucina Wilkes, 2:24}, by Guy Wilkes
Mystic, by Nutwood, dam Arterburn, by Mambrino Patchel

58
Fred Kohl (3), 2:14}, by Guy Wilkes
Mystery, 2:21*, by Phallas

Mamie Comet, 2:23}, by Nutwood, dam Black Betty
Macleay (2), 2:22}, by Sable Wilkes
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,Eva, by Le Grande—Eve, bv Arthurton.

Sabina, 2:15}, by Sable Wilkes.

Ravenscroft, 2:19, by Guy Wilkes.

lYouog Highland Marv, by Arthurton—Highland Mary,
by David Hill 857.

Highland Lass, 2:27J, by Sidney

Norma, by Arthurton 365—Nourmahal, by Blackbird 401.

Grandee (3), 2:23}, by Le Grande.
Grandissimo, 2:23}, by Le Grande.

ROD-
The Old Clergyman's Last Trout.

On the great rock at the edge pool etood the trapper, in

one hand his rod, in the other Mb landing net, while a large

trout patched the gray rock with its gloriouB colour at his

feet. " He'll weigh three pounds ef he'll weigh an ounce,"

said the trapper, as his eyes rested admiringly on the catch,

" and the thickness of him shows he's had good feeddin.' The

Lord puts the same colors into rainbows and stormy sunrises,

but nowhere else, as I conceit. But how he can put so much

of the glory of the upper world into the cold depths of the

lower and keep it all aglow there is more than I can under-

stand. Yis, one fish be enough." continued the old m8n,re-

fiectively, as he scanned the whirling water as if longing to

make one more cast. '* I sartinly believe that the one that

rose first was a pound heavier than this one, but one fish ba

enough for a Christian man, especially ef he be shaped and

colored as this one is," and the old trapper proceeded to

gather his flies to his reel. It was then that bis ear caught

the sound of a step coming down the trail. In a moment a

man of venerable appearance came to the edge of the river

and gazed in placid contemplation at the swirling stream.

His face had the scholar's paleness, and his shoulders the

scholar's stoop. In one hand he carried a small volume and

in the other a sway of cedar he had evidently plucked from

iome overhanging bough as he came down the trail. He
<ras dressed in a suit of black cloth, and his necktie was as

ipotless white as his linen. A close-fitting skull cap of velvet

reBted on his snowy locks. He epied the trapper, and ap-

proaching him said in a finely-modulated tone: "If I am
riot mistaken thisiB John Norton, the trapper?" "Yis, I be

Tohu Norton," replied the old man, " ane I have trapped a

;ood deal off and on in the last seventy year. And who be

}e ?" " I am a clergyman," said the other pleasantly," and

n the city where I preach they call me the Rev. Dr.

Davenport." He held out his hand in a formal but

:ourteous manner. The latter took the pale, thin

land in his own strong palm and shook it heartily,

laying: "I am glad to see you face to face and

ligh by, reverend sir, for I remember hearing ye four sum-
mers agone up at St. Rigio, Ye was preaching from a text,

woe be to the Pharisees.' I managed to get the line of yer

alk, and the way ye warmed them Pharisees made me feel

:omfortable in my mind, for the Pharisees of the Scriptur be

ery like the thievin' halfbreeds and vagabonds that steal an

lonest trapper's skins in the woods, and I have spent a good
leal of powder and led in edicaiirT the knaves toward

ighteousness when I have ketched them pilferin' on the line

ifmy traps." "Well, well! I am glad to meet you, and that

may almost call you one of my parishioners, John Nor-

oo," and the doctor rubbed his white, thin hands together,

.nd laughed a decorous and good-natured little laugh. "I

lon't know as I ketch the full meanin' of yer words," re-

ponded the trapper, ''for I have never been taught in the

;hurches of the settlements, and know leetle of their agree*

nents or their differences, but I sartinly conceit ye had the

ight of it teachin' them Pharisees, and that you and I will

tand side by side in the day of judgment, and tell the Lord
?hat we know of their devilments, whether they lived a

honsand year agone in Judee or was sneakin' round the

foods here when I was on the arth " "Good graciouel"

creamed the doctor, "where did that monstrous trout come
rom?" "From the Lord, parson, yis straight from the Lord,"
nsvered the trapper promptly. "As straight as a brown
tackle, a nine-foot leader, an old bamboo rod and a good grip

t the butt ot the rod could bring him. Do you know how to

aake a cast for a four pounder yerself, parBon?" "No, nol"

xclaimed the old doctor of divinity. "That is," he con-

inued, "it is loDg years since I have allowed myself to

ouch a rod or gun for fear of the consequences." "Con-
equencee?" returned the trapper, "I don't understand ye."

No, I know you cannot," replied the other. "How can
man of your manner of life understand it? But a

ian of my calling, Trapper, Bhould not even have
be appearance of evil, or allow himself to fall

ito the least semblance of woridliness, much less to allow
ie pleasures of this world to fasten their grip upon him, and
a a young man I was excitable—very excitable—and I

>ved to shoot and row and fish, loved the sports of flood and
eld as they are called. Yea, Trapper, I loved them like a
inner, and so, to avoid even the appearance of evil and over-
time the riotous motions of nature within me, I broke away
*om all the exercises that were so wildly exciting and joy-
us to my nature, and—" and here the old doctor's voice
aook—" it is forty years since this hand has grasped a rod
r this finger put ite pressure on a trigger."
" Heavens and arth ! " exclaimed the trapper, " What a

aeleso life ye must have lived."
" It seems so to you, I dare say," cried the doctor. " But
laced as [ was—why, John Norton, wtien I had been twenty
ears in the ministry it was regarded as a deadly sin for a

,

ergyman to skate or slide down hill or shoot a rifle, and in
ie winter months when the snow lay soft on the hill and the
ouds were as lead and the air hollow, I have locked myself
i my chamber and buried my head in the pillows that I

light not hear the gloriouB music of the hounds, as they
ced, noses breast high, after the flying game."
"Friend," said the trapper, "ye have done injustice to yer
Uur', that fine natur* the Lord give ye at birth, and sold yer
rthright o' happiness for a meas of miserable pottage. Ye
ave fed yer feelin's on husks when the plenty and merri-
ent of yer father's house was open to ye. Here, take the
;d, take the rod, I eay, and let yer old fingers feel the heft
it, and yer ears hear the whirr of the reel once more," and

ie^trapper literally thrust the rod into the white hand of his

'sitant companion. But, oh, the change that came to the

old minister as his tapering fingers closed on the polished
butt. He fairly caresBed the reel with his white, thin hands;
his eyes lighted as he poised it as for a cast ; his form straight-

ened and his left foot was pushed forward, a slight flush

glowed through the pallor of his cheek ; he seized the leader,

and with a wide sweep of his hand drew a dozen yards from
the reel, and laughed a low, happy laugh at the singing there-

of.

" Make a cast, make a cast," cried the trapper. " Lengthen
the line and make a cast to the far edge of the pool where
yon bubbles be in line. If the Lord sends ye the trout he
ought to send ye, he will take twenty years from yer head to

the bottom of the river with him." Then and there, on
the ledge that juts into the mouth of Cold River,
did the <<hurch of Common Sense become incarnate. In an
instant came the motion of the arm, the turn of the wriBt

that all anglers know but no worss may describe, and up
went the flies into the air, flew backwards, and then shot
straight out over the whirling tide. Downwards they floated

lightened like, vagrant feathers amid the bubbles, and
"Salvation!" screamed the doctor. "A trout!" A trout such
as is rarely seen hung in air, three good feet above the flies

and bubbles. Tail flat and as big as a shingle, mouth open,
belly red as a stormy sunrise, fins like a rainbow, the huge
sides dotted with Bhot of reddest rose—so hung in full sight

for a moment above the dark stream, then fell with a mighty
flash and was gone' "Cast agin, cast agin at the same spot,

and if he lifts, strike quick and strike hard, in honor of the
rod and the pool and yer boyhood days, and be hanged to the
Pharasees," yelled the trapper. Oh, the cast that the old

doctor made and the answer that Hashed from the depthB !

The nervous old wrist struck quick and struck true, the
twisted silk shrunk to the strain and the water flew in fine

mist from the braids, so strong was the Btroke and so heavy
the fish. Then down, downward he plunged, full force, full

of fire, a line breaker, a rod smasher is he, and through the

strong swirling current he tears like a submarine bolt fired

to kill. See the line cut the water! See tbe rod sway and
quiverl Hear the shrill cry of the reel, see the minister's

face, the flash of the cheek, the gleam in the eye, the set

look of the mouth, the white hair flying free. Then see the
great fish on tbe bank, the two white-headed men bending
over it ; hear their laughter; eee their clasped hande; see

the old divine fling a caper like the flourish that precedes the

jig, and the green balsams and pines, and through their dark
branches patches and spaces of blue sky. Can you see the

picture and sketch, you brother angler, that hangs in my
memory over the big ledge, just below where the cool current

of Cold River flows in?— W. B. B. Murray in Canadian
Sportsman. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

THE GUN.
Gun Olub Direotory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,
president ; Dr. s. E. Knowles, secretary, 139 Post St., S. F.
The Country Club, San Francisco, Frederick W. Tallant, Secretary,

Pacific Union Club, S. F.
The Gun Club, San Francisco,, F, S. Butler, Secretary, San Fran

Cisco.
The Olympic Gan Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,

Secretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Scovern.
The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, 8. F.
The Lincoln Gun Club, San FranciBco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

605 Market Street, 8. F.
Recreation Gun Club—T, R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,

Secretary, California and Davis streets, S. F.
The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

CaL
San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John

H. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.
Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,

Secretary, Oakland, Cal.
The Nimrod Gun Club, Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

dent, R. Liddle, 110 Montgomery.
The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary

605 Market St. S. F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, Willits, Cal., M.Mantz, president ; C. Whited,
secretary.
The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, Secretary.
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-

Nanghton, Pres.; A. Borwell, Sec
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or*—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfleld, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

P. Thibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

Jessee, Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gin Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretarv.
Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game, Josiah Collins Jr. Pres., C.F.Graff, Sec.-Treas., box
977, Seattle, Wash.

«»

Cominsr Events.

September 21-22—Loi Angeles, Inaugural Semi-Annual Tournament
of the Los Angeles City Gun Club.
September zu—Oakland Race Track. Clabrough Golcher & Co.'

blue rock tournament.
October 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Asso-

ciation at Oakland Race Track.
October 25-26—Tournament of the Washington State Sportsman's

Association, Seattle, Wash.

W. L. Robertson, the sixteen year old son of W. R. Robert-

son, of " Gold Dust " fame, is one of the proudest boys in

the State, but we don't know which ib the proudest, the son

or the father. The boy is on an outing at Applegate 8ta.,

near Auburn, Placer County, and has just written hiB father

that he had killed a spike buck. He tracked him for several

miles alone and killed him with a charge of No. 3 buck, pro-

pelled by 45 grains of Gold Dust from a i 2-guage gun. Young
Robertson is an athletic young man, a member of the Elec-

tric Gun Club and no mean blue rock shot.

The pamphlet of the game laws issued by the State Board
of Fish Commissioners contains the following list of game
wardens. Alameda—John L. Donovan, San Leandro ; Fres-

no—Frank A. Rowell, Fresno ;
Humboldt—Edwin McDow-

ell, Eureka ; Sacramento—R. Helms, Sacramento
;
Santa

Barbara—Jas. Elliot, Garey ; Santa Clara—J. D. McKen-
zie, San Jose ; 8an Diego—C. H. Ingelo, San Diego ;

San
Francisco—Joseph A. Morgan ; Tulare—M. L. Weaver,
Visalia. Is it possible that these are the only game wardenB

that have been appointed ?

The Stockton Gun Club will send two teams to the Asso-

ciation Tournament.

The Lincoln Gun Olub.

Tbe annual picnic shoot of the Lincoln Gnn Club held at

Greenbrae last Sunday was a decided success. The picnic
was held under the trees in a pretty valley about a half mile
from Greenbrae station.

Nearly fifty of the members and their wives and invited

guests were present and thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

The weather was all that could be desired, and a strong

wind made a lively lot of birds leave the traps like blue
rocks.

In the morning the wind came from behind the shooters

and made strong drivers of most of the birds, but in the after-

noon the wind shifted to the West and changed the flight of
the birds, making the most of them right quarterers.

Considering the fact that most of the shooters Bhoot only
at blue rocks, the scores were very good. Fifty-six dozen
birds were trapped during the day.
The first event was a practice shoot at three birds. There

were eighteen entries. Precht, Daniels, Baum and Karney
killed straight.

The event of the day was the team match between chosen
teams of twelve men each designated as the Reds and Blues.
Daniels ofliciated as captain of the BlueB and Wenzel as capt-
ain of the Reds. The Blues won with a score of 113 to 10.
The scores were as follows

:

BLUES.

Feudner 111121121111—12
Daniels 122101222222—11
Karney 221222021121—11
Potter 110121211111—11
Bruns 220111191112—10
Andrus 011211120221—10
Forster 220120101121— 9
Franzen 110011221022— 9
Crowell 021112002212— 9
Robertson 211100212002— 8
White 101202102011— 8
Whitney 001100120001— 5

113
REDS.

Fanning 211111111122—12
Precht 221122211111—12
Fischer 121021111121—11
Webb 211101122122—11
Slade 211121112100—10
Allen 101111101111—10
Haight 211200111102— 9
Colville 210201021221— 9
Unfred 001101011022— 7
Wenzel 100202100102— 6
Baum 000011220110- 6

Kerrison 001100001100— 5

104

A Bix bird sweepstake followed, class shootiog, Feudner,
Fnnning, Fischer, Daniels, Allen and Forster divided first

monev with straight Bcores. Andrus, Precht, Slade, Fran-
zen, Potter, Webb and Bruns second with five.

A second sweepstake resulted in a win for Fanning.Fischer,
Coluille and Daniels with straight scores, Feudner, Precht,
Slade, Haight, Robertson, Potter and Webb second with five

each. The scores:

Feudner 111122—6 121102—6
Fanning 122111—6 211111—6
Fischer 121111—6 121222—6
Andrus 111101—5 110022—4
Colville 021022—4 111111—6
Precht 121110—5 122101-5
Slade 110111—5 101111—5
Haight 100121- 4 111 102—

5

Daniels 100121—5 111112—5
Franzen 011111—5 110210—4
Robertson 001112—4 011221—5
Potter 111101—5 110112—5
Unfred 101100—3 012000—2
Webb 112110—5 201111—5
Bruns 102111—5 100112—4
Baum 110000—2 100102—3
Wenzel 101001—3
Kerrison 102110—4
Allen 122121—6
Whitney 010100—2
Forster 112211-6

A third sweep resulted in a win for Fanning, Robertson
and Feudner with straight scores. Daniels, Andrus and
Webb second with five each. The score :

Fanning 211111—6
Feudner 112211—6
Robertson 211211—6
Daniels 110211—6
Andrus 012121—5
Webb 110211—5
Potter 210201—4
Karney 201012—4
Haight 200012—3
Precht 010011—3
Fischer 102100—3
Bruns 010001—

2

Two freeze outa followed the first won by Webb and the

second by Webb and Feudner. The scores

:

Feudner 10 1111

Prect 110 1210
Dan iels

Andrus 2120
Haight
Webb 211 1112
Fanning 110

Doves are very plentiful at Cappelle in Berryessa valley.

Chas. Pearch and Robert Armstrong killed 142 in less than

two houra there one day last week. Armstrong killed 36 in

40 shots at single flying birds. From Cappelle they went to

Monticello and with Mr. Gosling of that place they went deer

hunting. The hounds Btirted five or sir but the only one
killed was shot by Mr. Pearch, a 125 pounder. The follow-

ing morning Mr. Gosling and his shepherd went out and
killed two more, one 165 pounds and tbe other 135 pounds.
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CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

The Empire Gun Club shoot will hold its final shoot for

the hammerless gun to-morrow.

The Olympic Gun Club will shoot at Oakland Race Track

to-morrow, the final shoot for the season's medals.

Quail promise to be unusually plentiful throughout the

Stale, if the pot hunters don't clean them out before the sea-

son opens.

Copies of the present fish and game laws with names and

addresses of the Game Wardens can be procured of the Cali-

fornia Kish Commission at their office in the Flood Building.

The team match between the Stockton Gun Club and the

Empire Gun Club of Oakland has been abandoned. There

are no dates available this month and next month will open

the game season.

Interest in the great tournament of October 6th and 7th

does not lessen a panicle. Nothing else is talked of among
the blue rock men. There will be events enough and prizes

enough for every shooter lo take home something.

The second set of traps will be put down next week at

Oakland Race Track, Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s tourna-

ment on the29lh will be a grand chance for the shooters to

practice. The shooting is open to all.

The medal that the United States Powder Company have

donated to the California ^animate Target Association will

cost $100. It is patterned after a blue rock, with a diamond

in the centre and can be worn as a medal or detached from

the bar and worn as a watch charm.

The scores at the Lincoln Gun Club's picnic shoot at

Greenbrae on Sunday were very good considering the birds

and the wind. Fanning killed 34 out of 36, Daniels 31 out of

34 and Robertson 23 out of 30 with Gold Dust powder. Feud-

ner shot Dupont Smokeless and killed 34 out of 36 and Webb
killed 33 out of 37.

Programme of the State Tournament.

FIRST DAY.

First event—Warm up, ten singles, open pool, entrance

50 cents. Three moneys.

Second event—Fifteen singles, entrance 75 cents, known

traps, unknown angles. First prize—Ten-gauge duck gun,

value $40, given by R. Liddle Co.; second prize—Belcher

loader, given by Chas. Sontag A Co.; third prize—Case of

wine, given by Kolb& Denhard ; fourth price—Canvas hunt-

ing suit, given by Clabrough, Golcher & Co.; fifth prize

—

Pair of Canadian hunting boots, given by E. T. Allen Co..

sixth prize—One case of -Etna water, given by L. D. Owens.

seventh prize—Quarter keg of Smokeless Powder, given by

Cal. Powder Works.

Third event—Contest for the " Gold Dust " Diamond
Medal, valued at $100, twenty singles, entrance $1. Winner
of medal gets entrance money in next tournament. Medal
must be won three times to become private property, and
Bhootors in this event must use cartridges loaded with •' Gold
Dust" powder. First prize—"Gold Dust " Medal ; second
prize— Latest model Colt's revolver, 32 calibre, given by
Coil's Firearms Co.; third prize—Leather gun case, given by
Clabrough, Golcher <& Co.; fourth prize—Box of 100 La
Belle Creole cigars, given by Binaldo Bros. & Co.; fifth

prize—Gentleman's dressing case, given by R. Liddle Co.
Sixth prize—Pair of rubber boots, given by Boston Rubber

Co.; seventh prize—Case of Shasta water, given by Bates
& Snydam; eighth prize—Empress of India razor, given by
E. T. Allen Co.; ninth prize— Quarter Keg Smokeless Pow-
der, given by California Powder Works; tenth prize—One
year's subscription to the Breeder and Sportsman.

Fourth event—Shoot for Association TroDhy emblematic of
Club Championship for team of six men from each club,
twenty singles per man

; entrance, $1.00 a man; cup to be
won three limes before becoming the property of any club.
Second (earn gets 60 per cent, of entrance money, and third
team 40 per cent., less price of birds.

Fifth event— Doable-barrel race, fifteen singles; entrance,
75 cents; second barrel breaks count one-half. First prize

—

L. C. Smith Hammerless gun, given by Hunter Arms Co.;
second prize—Light bamboo fly rod, given by Clabrough]
Golcher .V Co.; third prize—Leather shell case, given by E.
T. Allen & Co.; fourth prize—Tan sweater, given by Cla-
brough Golcher & Co. fifth prize—Hunting coat, given by E.
T. Allen Co.; sixth prize—Case of Napa soda, given byG.
H. T. Jackson; seventh prize—Cleaning set, given by R. Lid-
dle Co.; eighth prize—Quarter keg of smokeless powder from
California Powder Works.

8ECOND DAT.

Firet event—Fifteen singles, entrance 75 cents, known
traps, unknown angeles. Firtt prize—Winchester repeating
ehol gun, valued at $66, given by E. T. Allen Co.; second
prize—One case of Cresla Blanca 8auterne, given by Wet-
more-Bowen Co.; third prize—Ammunition case, given by
Clabrough, Golcher & Co.; fourth prize—Quart demijohn of
Harper Whiskey, given by Cables & Bailey; fifth prize-
Drinking flask, given by E. T. Allen Co.; sevenlh prize-
One year's subscription lo Breeder and Sportsman.

Second event—California Inanimate Target Association's
Individual Championship Medal, twenty singles, known
traps and known angles, entrance $1, winner of medal gets
entrance money next tournament. Medal must be won three
l

L
me"^° become Porsonal property. First prize—Champion-

ship diamond medal and life-size water color portrait, given
by Bushoell, artist photographer, 1410 and 1412 Market
•Ireet; second prize— Parker hammerless gun, valued at
$100; given by Parker Bros.,

, Conn., and lo be se-
lected at E. T. Allen Co.; third prize—Coil's repeating rifle
22 calibre, given by Coil's Firearms Co .; fourth prize— < Irder
for >l'l worth of merchandise at Uoos Bros ; fifth prize-
One dozen best Paris panels, given by Bushnell; sixth
prize—Aluminum reel, given hy Clabrough, Golcher A Co.;
Seventh prize—Leather hunting coat, given by Clabrough'
Golcher .\ Co

; eighth prize— Pair hunting boots, given by
Goodyenr ubberCo., ninth prize— Nickel plated flask, given
by R. Liu. lie Co.; tenth prize—Combination knife, fork and
spoon from B. T. Allen Co.; eleventh pri/«—Quarler keg
California Smokeless Powder; twelfth prize— Year's subscrip-
tion to Breeder am.Sioktsman.

Third event—Team shoot for Overland Monthly Trophy.

Teams of six men ; a club to enter as many teams as it de-

sires ; entrance, $1 a man ; twenty singles a man. First team

will receive the trophy, and $30 in cash given by the Dupont
Powder Co. The second team will receive a case of 600 car-

tridges from the Selby Smelting and Lead Company, and the

third team saves entrance. Trophy must be won three times

before becoming the property of any club, and until so won
will be shot for at each tournament.

Fourth event—Clabrough Gun Handicap. Fifteen singles,

entrance $1. In this event the shooters will be handicapped

by a secret committee, with the view of placing expert and

amateur as near as possible on an equal level.—First prize

—

Clabrough Hammerless Gun, given by Clabrough, Golcher &
Co.; second prize—Cash prize of $20, given by Dupont Pow-
der Co.; third prize—Case of Cresta Blanca Claret, given by

Wetmore Bowen Co.; fourth prize—Blanket hunting shirt,

given by Clabrough, Golcher & Co.; fifth prize—Case of .Etna

Water, given by L D. Owens ; sixth prize—Hunting coat

from E. P. Allen Co.; seventh prize—Lancewood rod, given

by R. Liddle Co.; eighth prize—Cleaning outfit, given by

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.; ninth prize—Five pound box of

finest candies, given by Frank Maskey; tenth prize—Quarter

keg California Smokeless Powder.
Average prizes—The sum of $50 in cash will be awarded

to the shooters making four highest averages for all events,

exclusive of team and handicap events. First average, $20
;

second average, $15; third average, $10; fourth average, $5.

This money has been kindly donated by the Selby Smelting
and Lead Company.

Special prizes—All shooters who are in the ties in the As-

sociation's diamond medal event will receive from the Win-
chester Repeating Arms Company, 50 Selby-loaded Leader
shells with No. 4 primer. The shooter making the largest

number of consecutive breaks in the tournament will receive

a box of 100 cigars, given by H. Quinton. A case of Union
League Club Bourbon whiskey will be divided among the

shooters who participate in all individual events and fail to

win a prize.

Association dinner—The tournament will be brought to a

close with an association dinner to be held on the night of

Monday, October 7th, at a time and place to be hereafter

designated. Secretaries of clubs are requested to at once
notify George P. Shsefer at Stockton of the number of mem-
bers who desire provision made for them at the dinner. All
sportsmen are invited, and entries for the dinner will be re-

ceived on the grounds i& the same manner as for the shooting

events. The cost of the dinner is not to exceed $1.50 a man.
Transportation—Shooters and others desiring to attend the

tournament may secure the benefit of reduced rates of trans-

portation. The Southern Pacific Company makes the con-

cession of a full rate to San Francisco from all points, and a
one-third rate on the return trip. To secure advantage of

this rate, it is necessary for the shooter to use one of the cer-

tificate blanks issued for this purpose. Blanks mav be ob-

tained from the secretaries of association clubs, or upon ap-

plication to A. A. Martin, 110 Montgomery street, San Fran-
cisco. The Pacific Coast Steamship Co. will allow return

trip tickets at one-half rates, and a reduction of twenty-five

per cent, from regular rates has been conceded by the San
Francisco and North Pacific Coast Railroad.

Practice shooting—For the convenience of shooters desir-

ing practice, the grounds at the Oakland race track will be
open for all-comers on the afternoon of Saturday, October 5.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Rules—American Association Rules will govern the shoot-
ing in all particulars not otherwise provided for. Referees
and judges, however, will be instructed that a bird must be
shot at in order to score. Class shooting will be the rule in

every event, and to save time ties will be shot off in the suc-

ceeding match or matches until decided.

Entrance—Shooters are required the first thing each day
to enter in all events of that day, in order that squads may be
kept together. This arrangement iB necessary in order to

avoid annoying delay. If the shooter should not participate

in an event, his entrance for that event will be returned.

Time of shooting—Shooting will commence promptly at 9
A. m. each day. Shooters should take 8 o'clock broad-guage
boat from San Francisco, with tickets for Berkeley and return.

At the Oakland Mole take Berkeley train, and leave the train

at Shell Mound Station.

Lunch—An intermission will be allowed each day for

lunch, which can be secured on the grounds.
Cartridges—Loaded cartridges of all kinds may be secured

on the grounds at regular San Francisco prices.

Pool shooting—Shooters may arrange outside pools in all

events. Moneys will be received on this account by one of
the office force, who will be assigned to that duty.

Fines—Any shooter discharging his gun except when at

the score and in proper turn, will be fined $1, and until such
fine is paid the offending shooter will not be allowed to par-
ticipate further in the tournament.
A team rule—In team matches no man will be allowed to

shoot in more than one team.

The Stockton Gun Olub.

There was a large attendance of both shooters and specta-

tors on Sunday last at the final medal shoot of the Stockton

Gun Club, says the Mail. The day was a perfect one for trap

shooting, as there was very little wind or dust blowing. One
of the features of the shoot was the work of Wm. Funck, a

lad of 11 years, who broke 13 out of 25 blue rocks—a remark-

able performance for one so young.
Sunday's shoot determined who are the winners of medals

for the season. Ten matches of 25 birds each were shot dur-
ing the summer, and those securing the highest averages were
declared winners.
The following named were successful in their respective

classes :

Champion class—E. 8. Richards, gold medal, with a score
of 223 out of 250, or an average of 89} per cent ; G. Ellis,

second prize, a silver trophy, with a score of 213 or 851, per
cent.; 0. A. Merrill, third prize, a silver trophy, with a score
of 208, an average of 83 1 6 per cent.

First Class—George Blain, gold medal, with a score of 197,
an average of 78 4 5 per cent ; F. Merrill, second prize, a
Bilver trophy, with 193 to his credit, an average of 77 1-5 per
cent.; A. Lang, third prize, a silver trophy, with an average
of 74 45 per cent.

Second Class—A. J. Comfort, gold medal; score, 181; aver-
age, 72 2_6 per cent.; W. Ditz, second prize, silver trophy

;

score, 177; average, 70 4 5 per cent.; Henry Lonjers, third
prize, silver trophy; score, 172; average 68 4-5 per cent.

Third Class—George P. Schaefer, gold medal; score, 178;
average, 711-5 per cent. ; L. Payne, second prize.silver trophvV
score, 164; average, 64 3-5 per cent ; Nels Brown, third prize,
silver trophy: score, 142; average, 56 4 5 per cent.
The club also held a meeting, selecting two teams to com-

pete at the shoot of the California Inanimate Target Associa-
tion, to be held on October 6th and 7th. The following-
named were selected to represent Stockton : First team—

E

S. Richards, George Ellis, C. A. Merrill, C. J. Haas, H. G,
Balkwell and George Blain ; second team—A. Lang, F. Mer-
rill, D. Winders, H. Lonjers, William Ditz, L. Payne, A. J,
Comfort and H. Ralph.

THE KENJSEL.
Coming Events.

January 20—Pacific Coast Field Trial Club's thirteenth-
annual trials, Bakersfield. J. M. Kilgarif, Sec. S. F.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.
The Presidio Kennels have added E. J. Benjamins' R. C.

St. Bernard bitch Empress Juno by California Alton—Tomah
to their kennels. She will be bred to Reglov.

C. W. Travers received last week a pair of R. C. St. Ber-
nard puppies by Fernwood King (Fernwood Bruce—Arline)
out of Francis H. (Anderson's Duke—Menie.)

Dr. Regensburger's R. C. St. Bernard bitch Cleopatra has.
presented her owner with forty-six puppies in three litters.
All by Reglov. This is pretty near the record. While this
par was laying on our desk a wag entered in our absense and
wrote under it :

"46 pups at $150 a pup—$6 00, total for
three litters. Nothing like the dog business on earth."

W. H. Williams' litter of Irish water spaniels that w<
mentioned last week by Sammi's Handy Andy out of Wil Hams
Nora, are as nice a lot of spaniels as were ever whelped on
this coast. There is not a white speck on the lot. They
should be as good as any. Handy Andy iB not only grandly-
bred, but is the sire of winners and Nora is almost equally
as well bred.

The entries to the Toronto show were as follows : Mastitis
28, St. Bernards 52, Bloodhounds 12, Newfoundlands 2, Great
Danes 24, Borzois 5, Deerhounds 3. greyhounds 16, fox-
hounds 19, pointers 16, English setters 33, Irish setters 22,
Gordon setters 19, collies 40, bulldogs 5, bull terriers 21,
poodles 2, whippets 5, Irish terriers 24, Daudie Dinmont ter-
riers 3, Bedlington terriers 10, Scottish terriers 5, skye ter-
riers 5. black and tan terriers 14, Irish water spaniels 7, field

spaniels 15, cocker spaniels 79, Clumber spaniels 2, dach-
shnnde 9, beagles 22, fox terriers (smooth) 55, fox terriers
(wire) 30, Yorkshire terriers 2, toy terriers 4, pugs 10, toy
spaniels 10, Italian greyhounds 1, miscellaneous 4; total

Our Dogs of Aug. 31st contains the following : R. Toon,
of Sheffield, informed us that his partner, Mr. Thomas, sailed

last Saturday by the ss Lancastrian for Boston, taking wilh
him a team of twenty- four dogs. These comprise four whip-
pets with records in this country for racing, which were be-
ing taken out to the order of Mr. Ames. Amongst the resit,

were the well-known winning fox terriers Raby Reckon and,
Fylde Spinster, and six Irish terrier bitches, mostly winners
and all ctrefully bred, which oueht to be very valuable foi

breeding purposes in the States. Indeed, there are few really 1

good bitches in this country, and the expatriation of such all

team will, of course, only further impoverish the breeding: i

stock on this side. A very promising Scotch terrier puppy
by Errol, who is by the deceased Gipsy King, and which wit 1

procured from Mr. J. F. Smith, jun., was amongst the canin
emigrants.

-*

Continental Field Trials.

The Inaugural Field Trials of the Continental Field Tria

Club held at Morris, Manitoba, on prairie chickens were i|

decided success. W. B. Wells officiated as judge. He gavi

general satisfaction, but we do not believe it possible that cir
j

cumstances could possibly arise that will warrant a judgi|

placing 12 winners out of 19 entries as he did in the Derby
The awards in the Derby were as follows: First, W. W. Titut

b,w and t English setter dog Sam T., by Luke Roy—Betlie B. I

Second was divided between F. R. Hitchcock's 1 and w Eng-1
lish setter bitch Toiy Fashion, by Count Gladstone IV—

I

Fleety Avent and A. P. Heywood Lansdales' lliv and «(<

pointer dog Ightfield Mentor, by Ightfield Loveridge—Ightl
field MuBa.
Third was divided between Thos. G. Davey's b and w En

glish setter dog Brighton Dick, by Brighton Tobe—Lad?
Brighton; Avent and Tbayera' b w and t English setteil

bitch Feu Follet, by Count Gladstone IV—Folly ; N. T. Dc
Pauw's w and t pointer bitch Sister Sue, by Jingo—RooneyH
and C. P. Mingst's b and w English 6etter dog Rex, by An-i
tonio—Columbia.
Fourth was divided between H. T. Schmidts' I and fit

pointer bitch Lady Rush, by Rush of Lad—Pat S.; P. H. OR
Bannon's b, w and t English setter Domino, by Antonio—

i

Ruby's Girl ; Manchester Kennel Co.'s b, w and t English
setter bitch Gleams Dart, by Count Gladstone IV—Gleam
Maid

; same owner's black, white and tan English bitcl

Gleams Ruth, same breeding, and Richard Merrill's blacll*

and white pointer dog Stridemore, by Strideaway—Hops XII •

The All-Age brought out twenty-four starters. The win
ners were as follows : 1st, W. W. Titus' black, white and tai

English setter bitch Minnie-T., by Dick Bondhu—Betlie B.r
2d, N. T. De Pauw's black and white pointer dog Jingo, b'l

Mainspring—Queen II; 3d, Norwin T. Harris' black, whit!
and tan English setter dog Tony Bov, by Antonio—Laani
dress ; 4th, Stoddard & Kidwell's black and white tickeii

pointer dog Tick Boy, by King of Kent—Bloom.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales. Whelps and Names Claimed published In this cola
free of charge. Please use the following form :

WHELPS.
T. J. Finder's (San Francisco) pointer bitch Romp P. (CI

Sensation -Seph. G.) whelped September 4th, 8-4 dogs I

C. A. Haights' Honest John (Dick H.—Lady Max).
Dr. A. T. Regensburger's (San Francisco) R. C. St. Bei

nard bitch Cleopatra (Judge—Gertie) whelped Sept, lStl

16—8 dogs—by same owner's Reglov (Safford—Mountai
Queen). (Five since dead).
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3PUJCIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Jubilate—Elsewhere I have commented upon the action

f the Jockey Clubs in sigDiDg a treaty of peace, but feel as if

ist paragraph or two were not sufficient to express the sat-

faction which followed the announcement of the agreement.

, has great signi6cance, it has so nearly assured the perma-

ent welfare of the turf in California that there are slight

ingers to guard against, and in lieu of a struggle, which

ould have involved a host of participants on both sides,

armony will prevail. In place of stubborn contention a spirit

' emulation, good wishes taking the place of heart-burnings;

i era of prosperity for " horse folk."

* *

What a Eace.—The exhibition of drivers at Belmont

ark, Philadelphia, will come very nearly taking the prize,

i far as crookedness is worthy of a premium. I have been

Rationed not to make adverse comments on races that I

ive not witnessed, and were that a restriction which I con-

dered binding there would be few races which could be

iticised from my point of view. But I feel more like tak-

g the horse papers to task than the drivers as they have

ily a small bearing on the future welfare of harness racing

hen compared with the influence that the press should

;ert.

The Horseman has an editorial which is very fair; the

)int being that McHenrv should have been punished as

ill a3 Curry, but the other departments of the paper score

e judges, apologize for the drivers. While it would have

en better for the association to advertise that the race was

r a division of the gate money, not a purse or match, when-

er horses are started in a race, to see which people are in

tendance and pay for the privilege of witnessing it there

ust be an endeavor to win. An honest straightforward en-

avor regardless of all other conditions. The Horseman is

it alone in pursuing a "trimming" policy.

The Review says : "The episode is not one to arouse en-

asiasm, but we have no sympathy with the attack which

a been made on implicated horsemen, while the real

enders go unpunished and unrebuked." Taking all the

counts I have read and the judges were clearly in the

;ht when Curry was taken oat and eventually punished, as

yone the least familiar with Section 5, Kule 28, N. T. A.,

ist admit.

These same papers, however, are abundantly anxious to

:are a better attendance in harness racing, and it is beyond

estion, that when every heat, as well as every race, is an

nest contention for victory the effect will be more potent

many other remedial project which can be offered. The
. indation of all kinds of sport, and though it may be too

ich to expect, that such a desirable condition will ever

ivail, the nearer the approach the better for all concerned,

hen heatsjor races are " laid-up," in place of apologizing,
' et no guilty man escape."

* *

j). A. Hickok.—Much pleased am I at the prospect of

t *ir being a turn in the ran of bad-luck which has pursued

ts eminent driver for the past three years.

The pacing filly, Miss Kita, has placed her name among

i ise of the champions, and now that Beuzetta is under his

* irgelhave the utmost faith that she will take a still

l;hermark in the hippie world. In all probability she
i 1 winter on this coast.

fne improvement in Miss Kita, in size, development, form,

* 1 also speed, from wintering at the Oakland Trotting Park,
»> certainly gratifying. Some little time before she started

i the East she was showing so much speed that Hickok
soified hiB willingness to match her for half a mile against
>' horse on the track, and as Directum had moved a quar-

t handily in 31i seconds it was, to say the least, a great

8 w of conBdence on the part of her driver. Beuzetta with
tiark of 2:06^ as a four year-old has an arduous task on
k id to better it though with the benefits which will assur-

er follow an outing in this genial climate there are valid

r jonsfor the expectations that she will accomplish it.

ind by the way the fastest quarter I ever " timed " was
i le on the homestretch of the Oakland track nearly sixteen

J re ago, and that by St. Julien. Thirty seconds flat was the
8 y my watch told, and though that was partly corroborated
fa i man who timed the mile, 2:18, three-quarters in 1:48, I

i loth to publish it inasmuch as at that day Eastern folk

* e ready to question the accuracy of California watches,
a also the length of California tracks. It is several feet

n ;rade from the three quarter pole to the finish on that

Orse.

'ickok had a lucky streak at that time, and Dame Fortune
o inued to smile upon him for many succeeding years, bat
•'• since Hulda had the mishap in Chicago the blind god-
4. has been anything but favorable. The hope that his

li : haschanged, and with that many years of prosperity in

tl future is quite strong in my mind, and the fulfillment of
ll prophecy will be greeted by his hosts of friends.

** *
- lain and to the Point.—There is no uncertain mean-
in n the words which Iconoclast presents, in his depart-

ni t of the Kentucky^Stock Farm, in relation to the pulling

.
of « Patchen at Philadelphia. Emphatic words. For in-

st; ;e : "The safest and best way, however, is to have judges
:.*r Boards of Reviews wbo will rigidly enforce the law, and
jWi i a driver deliberately"pulls a horse to assist a fraud let

:
hi be ruled off for life."

want no innocent man punished, no matter how humble
1

1
ition he may hold, and I want no really guilty man to

^ >e, no matter how exalted."
is a notorious fact that prominent drivers are favored,

lb rriters for tbe press and associations granting them privi-

1*1 which would not fall to the lot of one who is not dis-
l'i liahed. I have 9 good deal of sympathy for those who
to be driven by poverty to commit a crime, not a particle
•o eople who have not that excuse.

e report of tbe race— Patchen and Gentry—in The
1 rican Horse Breeder is equally emphatic in denouncing
', riving of Curry, ard as that was written by one of the
re of that paper, and a very capable critic of haraess-

1 b racing that account can be accepted as a correct

representation of the facts, though in fact I have not seen a

single account, however favorable to the driver, which did

not warrant the action of the judges, and even though the as-

sociation misrepresented the true status of the horses, that

blameable conduct does not exonerate the guilty parties.

I do not offer apologies for false statements of that kind al-

though these have been of sach common occurrence, ever
since the "hippodrome" was inaugurated, that, in all pro ha

bility, there have been thousands of instances.

This race has brought the practice into such prominence
that the evil will be corrected, and the N. T. A. and A. T.
A should pass stringent laws against such misrepresentation.

But had the true conditions been published, viz., that such
a proportion of the gate receipts were to be equally divided
between the contestants that would not have absolved them
from pacing an honest race. That, as stated before, is the

fundamental principle on which racing stands, and the only
stable foundation that can be built to sustain the sports of
the turf. If it is conceded that absolutely honest racing, in

which every heat and every race is honestly fought, is far

beyond the limit of probability, a close approximation to the
much desired standard will be of great value, and that can be
reached through a strict enforcement of laws by judges and
governing bodies, and by the aid of horse papers. The last

named adjunct is powerful to effect good, and when in place

pf apologies for and laudations of "smart drivers" who
transgress, there are severe criticisms of the course pursued,
whether in the stand or sulky, when that course is inimical
to the interests depending, there will be augmented assem-
blages at the trotting meetings, so largely increased the at-

tendance that the most sanguine optimist will be surprised.

Am much pleased to learn, however, from papers received

since the opening of this article was written, that ^uite a

number of horse papers and writers on horse affairs condemn
in "plain words" the Philadelphia-Gentry-Patchen race.

The Horse World publishes : "The Philadelphia affair in

which Joe Patcben and Gentry figured throws a new light

upon the $5,000 free-for-all at Fleetwood, and upon Joe
Patchen's unacccoantably poor performance in that race.
* * * Anyhow, it is very doubtful whether the stallion

could have beaten the gelding, good as the latter was on that

day, bat the Philadelphia hippodrome casts a shadow upon
the New York contest which it will not be easy to drive

away."
Hail ! All hail ! ! The era—which is surely close at hand,

when there will be a united press, united in denouncing vio-

lations of law and sustaining those who seek to enforce them,
not only insisting that rules shall be enforced but strenuous

that fair play shall be shown.
* *
*

Hugely Gratifying—That the two jockey clubs of San

Francisco have come to an amicable settlement, and the "rac-

ing war" which has been the theme of so many articles in

the daily papers is no longer dreaded. It is a subject in

which everyone who is interested in horse breeding, whether
for saddle or harness racing, can offer congratulations at the

happy culmination, and though I felt quite confident, from
the time I wrote the first article in relation to " compromise"
until now, that such would be the result when all apprehen-
sions are allayed, the feeling is much more pleasant. For
quite a while I was alone in the opinion, that peace would
prevail snd it may be that the arguments I offered had
greater weight with the author that on those who read or lis-

tened to them. Then again it may be that I overestimated

the danger which would have followed a contest, though
many shared in my estimate, and there were certainly good
reasons for the belief. As it now stands there could not be a

better outlook for racing here this winter than is now pre-

sented, and it is safe to assert that it will be on a par, in many
respects superior to tbe meetings of the East.

* *
The Old Stock—There are few people who have been

engaged in breeding horses for any length of time who do

not take a deep interest in the stock they have cherished.

Not merely the individual animals they have bred or owned
but kith and kin, several times removed, come in for a
goodly share of their esteem. There must be, of course, a

sentimental turn of mind in those who are the most deeply

imbued with the feeling mentioned, though this class is

numerous, and it is not far out of the way to claim that there

is a "working majority." Fast horses bring out sensibility

more acutely than any other part of the animal creation,

greyhounds next in the category.

One cause for this is the absolute test afforded by race

courses and trotting tracks. A "degenerate son of a noble

bouse" cannot sustain his claim, his incapacity is soon shown.
The lineaments may favor those of a noted ancestor whose
picture hangs upon the wall, he may be of the finest form
and highest type of beauty, but if sluggard or coward all that

avails him not. The "crucial test" makes or mars. "When
it proves him worthy of his lineage rejoicing follows.

To revert to the caption. Soon after the fall meeting of

1894 opened I was in tbe press stand at the Bay District.

When looking over a programme there was a horse on it

from a mare I once owned. "What is the rate on M—?" I

asked a reporter. "Four to one," he responded. "I must
put ten dollars on him," was my reply. And coming back
forty dollars "ahead" there was a lot of questions, and the

answer that he was one of the old stock had to be explained.

The explanation that it meant an animal of which I had
either owned the sire or dam, or grandsire or grandam,
seemed rather a week "tip" to put money on, but on several

subsequent occasions it proved worthy.
The Turf Guide (San Francisco) issued May 4, 1895. was

consulted to see what light that shed on the question. From
the opening of the meeting until May 4th there were forty-

two winners of ninety races, and in addition to the brackets

Quite a proportion of stars. From the few number of thor-

oughbreds I have possessed since living in California that

may be called a very good showing, and whenever one of the

old clan is in a race when I am present it enhances tbe in-

terest very materially. Even far Blighter relationship than

that mentioned excites gratified feelings when tbe one which
bears it is among the very noted division. Thus Joe Patchen
has a strain of Simpson's Blackbird, and though quite re-

mote, tbe Blackbird mare being the fourth removed, it may
be quite an essential part of his nuke-up in furnishing a share

of his gamene&s. For that quality and endurance coupled I

never knew the equal of " tbe old horse."

Then the pacing champion of the year, Fidol, is not so far

from a horse I owned, Clifton Pilot, tbe grandam of Fidol

being by that horse, and it may also be that there is a strain

of Blackbird back of that. I bought C. P. of M. 8. Patrick,

then living in Chicago, apd sold Mm to C A, Yogt, of Iowa

City. Mr. Yogt had several Blackbird mares which were
bred to Clifton, and there is a chance that the blood migh'
be there. Some of .he turf papers claim that the dam of
Clifton is untraced, but I |feel sure that is an error. He was
bred in Kentucky and my impression is that Mr. Patrick
bought him of his breeder. At all events he got the pedi-
gree with the horse, which he gave me, and I turned it over
to Mr. Vogt. According to my recollection the dam of Clif-
ton Pilot was by Whip Comet, his grandam said to be of
Messenger blood.

C. S. Dole, of Chicago, had a mare, Bacchante Mambrino.
which I think was from the same mare as C. P., or the
sister of C. P.'s dam.
A long while ago, 1865, when I sold C. P. to Mr. Vogt,

so that remembrances are not entirely trustworthy, and still
these old happenings are oftentimes recalled with a good deal
of certainty of correctness. The original bill of sale and
pedigree may be in the possession of Mr. Vogt, for I am
very sure that they were delivered with the horse.

* *

California State Faib, 1895.—The prediction that the

California State Fair of this year would prove still better

than any which had preceded it was fully and completely
verified. In one sense there was little hazard in making the
prophesy, inasmuch as there has been constant progression,
every year adding to the completeness of the exhibition, and
a firm determination on the part of the managers not to omit
anything which would tend to improvement. The president,

Eeveral of the directors, and the secretary have served for
many years in promoting its welfare, intimately acquainted
with every part of the big concern, its machinery under per-
fect control, not a bearing, box or cogwheel that was not at-
tended to, and it will not be an unapt comparison to liken it

to one of the huge modern steamers which, notwithstanding
the bulk, runs with as much precision as a well regulated
chronometer. That the new members of the board played
well their part " is abundantly in evidence and hence it can
be termed an " unqualified success " and that beyond the
most rosy anticipations.

So far as lean learn from printed anp oral accounts theraces
gave thorough satisfaction. Ftw, so very few, suspicious
movements that this oftentimes most troublesome feature w as
nearly eliminated, and when presented, checked so vigorously
and promptly that repetition was not ventured. I also am
informed that the awards in the various exhibition classes
raised fewer growls than had been customary, and therefore,
these most trying departments were carried along smoothly.

I offer my hearty congratulations to the officers of the So-
ciety over their triumph.

Jos. Caikn Stmpson.

Auction Sales

NOVEMBER.

YEARLINGS

Palo Alto
Stock Farm.

YEARLINGS AND HORSES IN

TRAINING

Theo. Winters, Esq.

STALLIONS, BRi IODMARES, YEAR-

LINGS AND WEANLINGS

Est. Col. H. I. Thornton.

Catalogues are Being Prepared.

Killip & Co. Auctioneers

30 »IO.\TGO>IBBV ST. , 8A\ PR VV.'ISl'O
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"Why Some Trainers do not Succeed.

It ib a curious fact that there are many

men who have made their living for many

years by mining a\d driving horses, but

who never seem to have any success in

their particular vocation and who almost

invariably finish behind the money when

they Btart any of their horses in a race. It

has ever been a mystery to us how this par-

ticular class of drivers make a living or how

th^y persuade their patrons to eniruBt to their

management every year horses that if prop-

erly handled should make successful cam-

paigners. Among drivers acd in fact among

the representatives of every other kind of

business there is always to be found a class

that never attain anything like prominence

or success. Many of these same unsuccessful

ones too, seem to" lack not in energy, honesty

or a desire to succeed,but every effort on their

part seems to be misapplied and falls short

of the mark. The successs of a man in

any business is due largely to his natural

ability for that business and particularly

is this true as applied to the trainers

and drivers of our light harness horses.

The saying "drivers are born not raised," may
be partially true, but it is al60 true that many
drivers of the present day could attain greater

success if they would discard "old fogy" ideas

and make room for many of more modern

origin. No set of book rules can be set down
as exactly the right thing to follow in train-

ing every trotter or pacer. The methods of

the most successful trainers vary considerably,

and there are not two horses among a hun-

dred that should be handled exactly alike.

To the inability of many trainers to realize

this fact we can doubtless attribute much of

their non-succeB9. At the beginning of the

season they will start in with a string of horses

from two years of age up to eight or ten. The
peculiarities of disposition, natural inclination

to trot or pace and the physical ability of

the different individuals to stand work are

all overlooked ;
every animal is treated alike

and consequently few of them after going

a mill of this kind can be expected to race

successfully with horses that have received

their training from some man who took all

their individual peculiarities into considera-

tion when fitting them for a supreme effort.

There are many men who are quite capable of

gaiting, fitting and properly educating a horse

but who are utterly unable to drive a race

successfully; while others are experts in the

sulky but lack the ability to properly con-

dition their horses for a race. In fact such
men as Geera, Doble, Hickok or men in whom
are combined all the attributes of successful

trainers and drivers are scarce even at the

present day. The methods of training, shoe-

ing and conditioning horses have within the

last few years greatly improved for the better,

and unless those engaged in it keep pace with
the times, they cannot expect to succeed.

The man who chooses such an occupation
should be a man of sound health and ener-

getic ; a man of close observation, quick to

perceive and take advantage of the pecu-
larities of disposition, etc., of the different

animals placed in his charge; a man who does
not know it all, but is willing to profit by the
methods and success of another; a man who
can realize that races are not won by beating
the field to the half-mile post, but by care-

fully rating his horse from one end of the
mile to the other; a man who cares more for

the welfare of his horses than he does for the
plaudits of the people in the grand stand,

and who instead of putting in his time be-

tween heats making kicks to the judges or
flirting with some giddy female in the audi-
ance, follows his horse to the stable in order
to Bee that it is properly cooled out and pre-
pared for the next heat. In fact, there is bo
much that a successful driver or trainer

should be that we have not the time nor
space in which to tell it. There are some
things, however, derogatory to success that

every one can avoid
;

for instance, the sense-
less habit of constantly drilling a string of
horses every day until they are muscle sore
and track sick ; trying to make some
horse go at a gait contrary to what his physi-
cal conformation or natural inclination has
adapted him logo. Starting a horse in a race
before he le properly conditioned foi it or
trying to make race horses nut of a lot of cold-

blooded, ill-gailed horses that are better adapt-
ed for the plow or family carriage than the
sulky or race track. Monroe Salisbury, whose
wonderful success with both trotters and pacers
have gained for him the title of " King
Maker," «ay», " I never handled a horse that
I would not handle differently if 1 had it to
do over again," which would indicate that he
ii a man who profits by experience and one
who has proved to his own satisfaction that
no rule will apply to all horses. Let every
man in the buHinew apply himself, profit by
his own experience and that of others, be care-

ful to know that a certain mode of procedure
is correct and then be firm enough >o carry it

ou'. and he will be more apt to become a suc-

cessful driver and trainer than to be forever
experimenting at other people's expense.

—

Spirit of the Turf.

Mi- Rita goe« without boots or weights
and her four shoes weighs less than three-
quarters of a pound.

Chimes Boy (2:i7|) has been converted

to the pace, at which gait he is eaid to be
showing considerable speed.

Lynne Belle.

One of the most notable performers of the

year is the five-year-old black stallion Lynne

Bel. Starling with a record of 2:27$ at the

beginning of the season he has steadily re-

duced this until it now stands at 2:11$, and

still his limit has not been found. Out of

nine starts, he has won seven races and was

second and third in the other two. He is one

of the best-gaited trotters now on the turf, and

in none of his races this season has he made

a single break. He seems to know nothing

but trot. He is now the fastest «od of that

great sire St. Bel, the leading producing son

of Eledioneer. His dam is Vashti, by Bay-

onne Prince, and his grandam is Luella, by

Mambrino Pilot 29; third dam Minnie H., by
Kentucky Pilot, son of Clifton Pilot.

Lynne Bel was bred and is owned by Mr.
N. Burgess af Flemington, N. J., proprietor of

East Lynne Stock Farm, and hi<» dam and
grandam are still the property of Mr. Burgess.

Lynne Bel was started sb a two-year-old,

takiog a record of 2:48 in a winning race. As
a three year-old he got a record of 2:27i. LaBt

year he was not out, but this season he was
placed in the hands of the well-known trainer

and driver, Ed. Bither, the champion maker.
Bither is not an over-sanguine man and is not

given very much to prophecy, but he is firm

in his belief that Lynne Bel will take a rec-

ord of 2:08 or better another season.

Village Fabm heads the list of winners
at the recent Fleetwood meeting, having won
$5500. Billy Andrews captured $3050, Mon-
roe Salisbury $2800, besides what he got for

special exhibitions, and James Golden also

won $^800.

May King, 2:20, sire of Bingen, 2,

2:20$, won a free-for-all in Kentucky the 6th

inst., beating Bannermark, Red Bud and Liz-

zie Harold in 2:24, 2:26|, 2:25$.

San Mateo, by Simmons, a three-year-old,

owned by Joe Thayer, of Lexington, recently
stepped a mile in '-2:14$.

^Zox-se Owners Slaoulcl Try

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE. ,

Prepared
exclusive*

ly by J. B.
Gombault
ex-Veteri-

nary Sur-

geon to

the Freneh

Government

Btud*

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible to produce any scar or blemish. The Sale**

bet BLISTER overused. Tukes tlio place of all lini-
ments fur mild or hcvith action. Itentoves all iluuchefc
or in. ml- In— from IIoi-hcs or Cattle*
As a HUMAN REMEDY, for RhcumatUrn,

Sprains, 6crc 1 liroat, ).' c, It Is Invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE that one tableBpoonfnl of

cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balaam eoldie Warraa.

ted CO (ti™ satisfaction. Pi'fce S I .50 per bottle. Sold
by DnippiBte, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for Its uhp. Srnd for descriptive circulars,
teatlmontnlB, etc. Address

f

TUB LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O,

FEED CUTTERS.
We have a large Block <>r ail kinds or Feed Outtere,

I'Minr hand orpower.

v, in IK FOR PRICES,

HOOKER & CO.,
NOS. 16 AND 18 ORUMM STREET

BAN FRANCIS! O, CAL,

THS MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY

ad proofs belo

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Bluepoint. L. I.. N. Y.. Jan. 13. 1894.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.—I bought a splendid bay
horse some time ago with a Spavin. I got him
for $30. I used Kendall's Spavin Cure. The
Spavin is gone now and I have been offered 8150
for the same horse. I only had him nine weeks,
so I got S12U for using $2 worth of Kendall's Spavin
Cure. W. S. Marsden.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Shelby, Mich., Dec. 16, 1893.

Dr.B. J. Kendall Co.—Ihave used vour Kendall's
Spavin Cure with good success for Curb on two
horses and It is the best liniment I have ever used.

August Frederick.
Price #1 per Bottle.

For sale bv all Druggists, or address
J>ft. B. .7. KEXDALJj COMJPANT,

ENOSBURGH FALLS. VT.

A BUSINESS CHANCE.

A graduated Veterinarian of wide experience and a
student in breeding of horses, desires to associate him-
self with a party « ho his capi al in establishing a tine
and select stoct farm for raising trotters and thorough-
breds.
Or will engage himself as superintendent of a stock

Harm, in which capacity as a Veterinarian be could
probably save more than his salary.
Best of r iereoces as to character, standing and

ability. Addreas
VETERINARY SUPERINTENDENT.

Care Breeder and Sportsman, S. F , Cal,

DR. E. W. BOVETT'S
SPECIFIC FOR

Cracked Heels

and Scratches.
It will also cure all Sores, Wounds, Boot Chares,

Rope Burns and Grease Heel without leaving a
callous, and will always remove a Callous when
caused from a wound.
It removes all Soreness with a few applications, and

is the only remedy Known that will heal a Cracked
Heel and leave the skin soft and pliable.
The great horseman, Monroe Salisbury, says: "I

have used it on ALIX (Queen of the Turf), and
DIRECTLY (two and three-year-old champion pacer),
for Cracked He*ls and find that it removes the sore-
ness with the first application and the heel is soon soft
and pliahle, without any callous remaining."
T. W. Raymond, owner and driver of KLAMATH,

2:08}$, says: "Have been trying to cure K'amaih's
Cracked Heels for eight years, and this is the first rem-
edy I have ever found that did the business."
Many horses are unsteady and refuse to extend

themselves, simply because their heels are sore and
tender.

Price, ?1 00 per brvttle; six bottles, $5.00. Delivered
anywhere in the U S. and Canada at 25 cents per bot-
tle, with reduction tor each additional bottle.

BRUNSOIV «k BOVETT, Denver, Col.
REFERENCES :

Monroe Salisbury, DuBois Brothers, Andy McDowell,
Dick Tilden.J. W. Zibbell, Louis HincKley, Frank
Loomis, Walter Ctimmings, and hundreds ol others.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE $18.

These Timers start and stop promptly, and are ah

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A.HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter St.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL.
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 223, Santa Clara,

EMERGENCY
Sulky Wheels Repaired Be-

tween Heats.
W. J, KINNEY willbeonall luetracksdurlngtbe

Trotting meeting of the Grand Circuit and will attend
to your Sulkies and wheels.

Pneumatic Tires Repaired "While You Walt."

GEORGE ROSE,

Pool-Seller and

Bookmake

STATE FAIR, 189*

GALL AT HIS STAND AT BAY DISTRII

TRACK.

Mr. Bose thoroughly understands the ueeds ol

betting public and will give his patrons the fairest i

most honorable treatment

S.B. WHITEHEAD &
Official pool-sellers

C

— FOR THE -

California Circuit, Including the State

Other Agricultural Associations, the Paolo

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CL
All the Is test and most approved appliances

Paris Mutnels and for conducting the business It

best and most expeditious manner in any part ol
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible assoclat
Correspond with us before making other arraj

ments.

S.B.WHITEHEAD A CO., 20 Leldesdorfl St E

u

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTE
A splendid pair of roadsters, one of tbe finest bi

teams in the city, is offered for sale. They are \

bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle -safe (oral
to drive. In breeding they cannot be excelled, b
of tbe most fashionable strains. Any gentle
wanting a last team will find a bargain in Hits pa
trotting mares. They are only four years old,

being untrained, will continue to develop speed
careful handling. They are slightly below med
size, but of strong confor aiion and perfectly BO
This team may be seen at the Dexter Prince tsu!

1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold
low price.

ALSO FOR S.UJ-;

Fast Roadsters, Race at

Business Horses
BRED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FAK(
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from tbe tm'i
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animal
lowest prices. Colts and fillies are offered for Ball
that great youDg sire. PILOT PR1V K; ain f
Dexter Prince, Sin ney, Victor. 2:22, Grandisslmo,2f
George Washington, 2:16, 'El Benton, 2:23: Don I

vin, 2:22, etc. These have all been bred at tbe ;.i

Stock Farm and are out of first-class mares.
Promising colts of tried speed lines will be j

to trainers at very low prices. A large number I

ready f.ir track work are effered for sale.
Broi draares are also offered tor sale by Wootl

2:16, Dawn, 2:18%, Grandissimo, 2:23^, Dexter Pil
Hawthorne, Arthurton, Naubuc. etc
A feature is also made of supplying good liveryi

business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represel

Having been raised on the upland pastures ol the ?l
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and lee
will therefore stand hard work. All stock sold
this farm has given the best ot satisfaction. BarI
are ofiered to all desiring to purchase good stockol
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, wrill

Information.
Full particulars may be had regarding the abo K

calling at Heald's Business College, or bv address'

E. P. HEALD.
24 Post Street, San Francis

FOR SALE.

THE FAST THOTTIMJ MARE

CORA S., 2:1^
Dark bay, black points.

By ELECTOR, He by ELECTIONEER. I

Sound, gentle and kiud. Can beat 2:15; has sbilj

2:06 gait for quarters. She Is a great race or broex jjj*

and very handsome. Will be sold with preseuteiH*i
ments. Address

- A. LEE, Box 651. Modesto. lUf

Carvill Manufacturing Coir'y t

MANUFACTURERS OK

Carriages, Buggies, Wag
And Carts, of Every Description.

46-48 EIGHTH ST. S.JK

J. D. HOKAN, yard.coruerTeniU
Bryant streets, San Francisco. Stock of all

"

bought and sold. Commission agent for the i

horses and cattle. Particular attention paid t-

care and shipment. Largest stock yards in tl

and the most competent men employed. All

promptly attended to. Telephone No. 661 South
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iBNNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime docker Kennels.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29.323.
j

Brood Eitcbes—Lady Stanley. C. S. B. 257. Mollie,

| 27.880. Jessie M., A. 30.1S1. Peg Wofflngton 29.75S

od Railette.

Pups lor sale. Address

MILLER «fc PRATHER, Proprietors.

V . L. Prathkb Jr., F. E. Milleb,
(7 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

FOR SALE.

The celebrated Great Dane dogSTR^HM, 36.649,
> months old. Sire, Knight's sATAK, dam UI11M-:
.ADV. Perfectly formed, grand bead, strong body;
fight 125 lbs ; steel gray color.
Won second prize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,
lay, 1695.

L. G. HOWELL, "Wells, Fargo & Co , S. F.

IRISH SETTERS.

,t Stud—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FliYGLAB JR.. 31,189.
BA'IRVMOHE. 34.802.

If yon want an Irish Setter that will bant, call

r address
GLENMORB KKWKI.R,

West Berkeley, C*l.

416 MARKET STREET,

Fire Arms,
Fishing- Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

Below Sansome

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.

FISHING

TACKLE

FISHING

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S.
__ Grand Hotel
F Block.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show
lid Field Trial winners for sale.

|
At stud Irish Setters Champion DICE ftWIV-
l.KH. fee $25; Challenge MiMO II, fee $20.

Ilrlsb Setter and Pointer puppit-s from Bench Show
i id Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
lAddress A B. TRUMAN,

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

Ve Are Pacific Coast Agents

(ENHEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT. 1

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
seed and Exhibit Doom as scientldcally|aa the most

,
perlenced. Moreover, it contains

(50 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES
' the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
iowd, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, @3. OO, and 35 cents Expresaage.

U yoox dog is sick, yon most have

DISEASES
OF

DOGS.Ishmont's
ihlch will tell yon from what disease he Is suffering
| d how to cure the same.

Price, 83, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

alning, and is universally conceded to be, far and
ay, the BESrWOBEOrTHEEDISEVEBFUBLISHES,

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

IMOKE
IHOOT

LESS
MORE

EBESTSPGRTSMENANDTRAPSHOTSOFTHIS
COTJSTRYHAVEDONKSOAND

WHENTHEYSHOT

HAZARD
5UNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGUEDTH EPKIZESORTHE

', HEANDHAVEURQEDUSTOTRYOUKHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

1 10 H WEHAVEDONEANDHAvTNGPRODUCED
THELATESTANDBESTOFITSKIND

NOWOFFFRUNDEROUR

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:

—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not cause headache.
THIRD It Is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as It contains no nitro -glycerine or gun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by Are, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
FOURTH It has a light recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
fcilXTH It gives tbe best pattern at any and all dlsiances.
SKYK\TH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used In cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.
MIRTH It is the cleanest powder In use, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD BUST.")

TENTH It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.);

and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception of one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED RY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Oal.

S9~ For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlsheadlng 50 cents per Lne per
month.

HORSES AND CATTLE.
Rill I

J[.„Devonsand Shorthorns. All pure bred anduullu registered. Fine individuals. At prices
to suit the times, either singly or in carload lots. Oak-wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Rutter and Milk Stock.
BERKSHIRES and POLAtfn-CHINA HOGS
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY.WILLIAM iMLES dt CO. . Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

VINELAND BREEDING FAHUbSSSSW
2:-t\ (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23}£). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Address
for pamculara FRED W. LOERER, St. Helena, Cal

VETERINARY.

H. W. HOAGLAND.V. D.
VETERINARY DENTI6T.

Graduate of Sayre and Drake Dental Institute,
Chicago.

EXAMINATION FREE.
Office— Fashion Stables, Oakland, Cal. Residence, 72

Seventh St., Oakland. Telephone, 62t Black.

DE. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Veterinary Department
University of California,
Cor. Post and Fillmore Sts. , San Francisco.

NEX1 SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. I T\ M.VIiH AM. Secretary.

DUPON fsPORTING POWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It tives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public
Third—It is cleaner In the gun than any nitro powder In use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would Indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited It trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which Is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1899.

TRADEMARK

BLUE RIBBON
BRAND

j)

1 or diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

/helps & Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

!0 Mission St., San Francisco.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
you are fond of fresh
and restful, rural re-
als, read Gameland,
' gentle magazine of
'-door life, ft reveals
gin woods and waters,
arly.io anyaddrcss.Sl
ree trial numbers, 25c.
free copies. Game-

<t> Pub. Co., 13Astor
i«, New York, N.Y.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Merlden, Conn.

New Yoek Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1S50 and 1353 Market Street, 35 and 3T
Park Avenne, San Francisco, Cat.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A fall line of FJe&*nt Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Beet facilities allorded for board-

ing horses.
Talapbona Mo. Sl*»

GMEB
Business College, 24 Post St.

BAN FRANCISCO.

Tbe most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President, B. HALEY,
MrSena for cirnuen,

CLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLHg,
1350-1353 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

I>i". Wm. F. X3saxx,
M. B, C. V. S., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh "Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
Cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 529
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE jLND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

Office Hoc as:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hnntlng In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

health
pleasure

recreation
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

- — THE EOUTK TO -—

SAN RAFAEL PETALUMA
SANTA ROSA, UKIAH

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST DAMPING QBOUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
Genxjaax Office—Mutual Life Building.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, x^-S
I Cubebs and Injections. ffUDY

)

] They cure in48 hours the \_^y
I same diseases -without anyincou-

Ivenience. SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS

Uncomfortable
for the horse. TJOT
NICK to look at. All
such bunches can be
removed with

...AB50RBINE
withoutremoving the
hair. More informa-
tion if you write. Of
Druggists, Harness

Dealers, or sent direct.
W. F. YOUNG* P. D. F.,

No. 34 Amherst St., riyi iuiiOuld* Mass.

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE.
No better fee<i for dairy cows and stock. For sale in

quantities to suit. Apply to EL DOBADO UNSEED
OIL WORKS COMPANY, 2^ California street,
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HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
AND

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade

Wilblall Latest Improvements are tolbe had.;only ol

J. A. McKBRRON,
203 205 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Cal.

TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 610.

ASK YOUR
DEALER FOR GLADDING'S HOOF MESSING

A Close Finish.
Sometimes we're pressed pretty hard and il

a close finish, but our Mission-Street prices wj

every time. FURNITURE and OARPETS-
that's what we sell, dome and get acquaint©

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO,
750 Mission Stree

-A.xa.ca.

GLADD NG'c

HOOF DRESSING"
Trowel;

TaKo UNTo Otlier.
This design shows label on Cladding's Whale Oil and Tar

Hoof Dressing and Liniment
;

get the genuine ; take no

substitute.

It is used by numerous horsemen who are owners of good

horses, and from the good results it has given they recom-

mend it to others ; it will positively soften and toughen

horses' feet that have become hard and brittle from constant

driving on hard roads.

Packed In quart screw-top cans, with brush tor each can. Also

one-gallon cans, with screw-top.

Price, per can $1 OO
Price, per 1 gallon can 3 00

For sale by all Harness Stores in D. S., or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Wholesale Agent.

Write for a special list.

RED BALL

Awarded Gold Med a
At California State
Fair 1892.
Every horse owner

who values his stock
should constantly have
a supply of it on hand.
It improves and keeps
stock in the pink of con
dition.

Manhattan Food Co.,

D D A M n Slm Mate°. Cat.D rt f\ IN \J - Ask your grocer or hay dealer for It

THE
1-u.lli.3r

Is drawn by the following good ones and many others:

TROTTERS.
Alii 2:1

Directum 2:1

Fantasy 2:1

Ralph Wilkes 2:1

Stamboal -2:1

Arion -2:1

Kremlin 2:1

R viand T 2:1

Azote 2:1

Plxley 2:i

PACERS.
Robert J -8:<

John R. Gentry 2:1

Flying Jib 2:1

Joe Pali-hen 2:1

Mascot 2:1

Online 2:1

galadln 2:1

Roy Wilkes ;.....2:l

Strathberry 2:i

Guy 2:i

Directly 2 :l

During 1894 there were forty. seven 2:10 pacers in train-

ing, and of this number thirty-nine drew FRAZIER SULKIES.

There were also twenty-four 2:10 trotters out, and twenty-

one of them drew the FRAZIER.
Come to us if you need a sulky. Any desired tire furnished.

STUDBBAKBR BROS ' MFG CC
San Francisco, Oil

SOLE AGENTS
Market and Tenth Streets.

ATVESTESmNT HOTEI
209 TO 221 K STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA
First-Ciass in all its Appointments, with Second-Class Prices.

ROOM AND BOARD 8l.0«, 81.25 »nd «l.SO PER DAV. MKAL8, 2ft CEXTS.
|<

Free Bus to and from all Trains.

-W3VI. X. j3l jNTI>, - - Proprietof

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
PAY UP AND GET A PREMIUMl

AN OFFER THAT IS

Too Good to Last Long:.
We have sent out our bills for subscription to the Breeder and Sportsman and everyone who pays us $5 for subscript!

*

WITHIN A WEEK OF THE DATE OF THIS ISSUE will get a Premium

If You Don't Take the Paper, Subscribe for it and You Will Get a Premiur.
\\V have secured for premiums the most elegant line of horse portraits ever issued in the United States. These pictures |H

twyni y-t wo by twenty :eigh1 inches in size, on the finest plate [taper and are made by the artotypo process from oil paintings I
celebrated artists. They are superior to the linest steel engravings, perfect likenesses and are works of art in i lie highest degrK

Bverj one interested in horses should lake great pleasure in possessing one of these handsome pictures. The following is a listfl

the sulij'

HAMBLETONIAN 10 ELECTIONEER PALO ALTO
GEO. WILKES MAMBRINO PATCHEN HAPPY MEDIUM
LADY THORNE MAUD S. MISS RUSSELL
SUNOL NANCY HANKS

\- the numbei' of these pictuivs i.hat lmve been placed on the market is limited, and as they are too expensive for m"1

contii 16 to give them for premiums after the expiration of this notice, we suggest that you take ad vantage of the oner without del

BRtEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bush Street Sam Francisc
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SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

THE PROPOSED NEW GRANDSTAND AT OAKLAND TROTTING PARK.
[PHOTOGRAPHED FROM A WATER COLOR SKETCH FROM PLANS MADE BY M. J. LYONS.]

19 Proposed New Grandstand for Oakland
Trotting Park.

The above cut represents the style of grand stand to be

lilt at Oaklaud Trotting Park imder plans drawn by M. J.

pods, the San Francisco architect, and which will be fin*

aed by the 1st of January, 1S96. The architects are now
curing bids on closing contracts on th« different kinds of

ark to be performed. The structure will be in design most

lique—Bomethipg entirely new in the line of grand stands,

is to be modeled after a Japanese temple, with pagoda ris-

g from the roof from twenty to fifty feet, affording to specte-

rs a superb view of the track grounds and surrounding

untry. The same <can be said 'of the portcochere in the

ar. The timers' stand will he built on the same lines as

e grand stand—a miniature Japanese temple, light, hand-

me and attractive.

We are informed that the main building will be 240 feet

ng by 80 feet deep, and will have a setting capacity of

200. On the west side there will be three grand staircases

communicating with the intermediate and upper levels. The
betting ring will be 70 feet wide on the ground floor, and will

open on the track side. Adjoining will be a bar, lavatories,

etc., with separate entrance to the course. The remainder of

this floor will be occupied by a restaurant. 44 bv 45 feet,

kitchen, pantries and an entrance for tradesmen. On the in-

termediate story will be a large aod elaborately finished din-

ing-room, bar, cafes and storerooms. Separate approaches
will lead to the center level and the grand stand at three

points in addition tojthe main staircase, affording ample and
comfortable exits for large crowds.

An odd point to most race-goers, is that the grand stand

proper will be located on the top floor. A feature will be

twenty-seven private boxeB for patrons of the turf and eleven

large boxes for the accommodation of the officers and mem-
bers of the association. At the top level back of the stand

will be a boulevard fifteen feet in width and a 240-foot ring

overlooking the entire property. The range of the Hoe of

sight has been accurately calculated, so that the crowding seen

in many other race courses in this country will be entirely

obviated, as from any point on either of the levels on this

building the entire track car be seen. At the rear of the
grand stand on the upper level will be a bar; in the center
ladies' cafe, private diniDg rooms, while |the entire front

towards the track is'to be of glass.

The towers in the roof will be utilized for officers' quarters
and a Btation for the press and telegraph operators. The
grand stand .vill be built at an elevation of 7 degrees above
the preseot level, and will be set at an angle of 12 degrees
from the actual line of stretch. This, with the absence of
posts on the front of the grand stand in accordance with the
Japanese style of roof-hanging, will permi' of an unobstructed
view of the races from all parts of the building.

A better picture would have been obtained than the above
if the drawing from which the half-tone was made had been
in black and white. It was made from a water color sketch,
but will serve to give an idea of how the stand will appear.
The difficulty of making a half-tone from a water color
sketch where reds, yellows, browns and blues predominate
will be appreciated by all those who understand the process.
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Closing Days of Stockton's Fair.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20.

The races yesterday were the best ol the week, and the

large crowd at the track enjoyed the sport. The programme

was long, and the gentlemen's buggy race and the butchers'

contest of speed were postponed with the un6ni6hed 2:15

trot. The district 2:23 pacing race was declared cfi, but

enough was left to make a lot of fun for to day. The best

lime of the meeting was made yesterday by the pacer Loupe,

who won a second beat in 2:12}. The eicitement of the day

was in the 215 trotting race, in which the old campaigner

Boodle won two heats from the fast Iago, and left the score,

two and two, to be settled today. Iago was a big favorite in

tbe early betting, as he has a record of 2:11, made in Sacra-

mento, and was known to be faster than the hone, but Boo-

dle held to him and took the third and fourth heats. There

was some dissatisfaction over the decision of the judges in

the third heat, and backeis of Iago thought the heat should

be given to their horse, ss Bocdle made three skips in going

the circuit, but the ruling was for the old horse. If Jago is

in guod fix to-day he ought to win the deciding heat with

ease. Under the rules Hillsdale must go to the stable, not

having won a heat in four, and the unfinished race will be

between Iago and Boodle, to be settled in one beat.

Bernardo was an easy thing in the first heat of the half

mile and repeat running race, but when be came back to the

judges' stand he was bleeding at the nose and had a slight

limp. Cloud was second and Regal third. El Rey was left

at the post after making a number of breaks and changing

his position. It was no fault ot the starter, as be was mov-

ing while the bunch were coming up. Time, 0:50 i.

The favorite brought $10 to $6 for tbe field before the

horses went to the post again. Connaueht 6et the pace to the

stretch, when Bernardo moved up to his saddle and Regal

made a bid for first place, but the favorite was under a pull

and came home an easy winner in 0:50}, Regal second and

got second money, Cloud third and third money.

The mile and a quarter run over five hurdles proved an

exciting event and a very enjoyable one as well. " White

Hat" McCarthy's Guadaloupe, an old-lime jumper, won
easily from Barcaldine in 2:22}. The others failed to clear

the hurdles and were disqualified.

The knowing ones plunged on Loupe to win the 2:19 pace,

but Javelin upset them by taking the first heat from Prince

Nutwood in a close finish, with Loupe third. The favorite

made a bad break on the lower turn and spoiled his chances

of winning the heat. Time, 2:17. LouDe $20, Javelin $15

and the field $5 was the way tbe poolB sold. Mutuals paid

$5 55.

The men who had rushed to the favorite hedged on Javelin

in the second heat but were not good guessers, for Loupe was

driven out on Javelin in a close finish in fast time. Prince

Nutwood as usual went out with a spurt, but quit at the head

of the stretch. Loupe first, Javelin second and Ella W. came
in third. Time, 1:121.

Javelin, who was leading a hundred yards from the wire,

tired to a walk, and Loupe came on and took the third heat

by over a length in 2:14, Javelin -econd, Ella W. third. The
betting was Loupe $20 to $5 for the field.

Loupe took tbe final heat in 2:17 and first money easily

from Javelin, who made his biggest eflort and got second

money. Ella VV. also made a bid for the position, but the

pace was too hot for her and she finished third and got third

money.
The judges were compelled to sandwich the heals in the

2:19 pace and 2:15 trot. The trotters were given the word to

as near a perfect a start as was ever made. Hillsdale led to

the head of the stretch when the favorite, Iago, moved up
and won without being crowded. Hillsdale was second and

Boodle third. Time, 2:16. The betting was light, as the

talent conceded the race to Iago, the favorite being $25

abainst $5 for tbe others in tbe field.

The favorite won the second heat in a drive from Boodle,

a very game horse,in 2:14. Iago led all tbe way, with Boodle

second and Hillsdale third. Iago was barred in the betting

and Hillsdale sold favorite, but those on the inside were

slightly wrong, as game old Boodle burned up their money.
The third heat came near breaking the talent, as Boodle

drove a nail in their coffin by passiog Iago about thirty feet

from the wire and winning in a short length. He made three

skips, but Van Bokkelen set him "down with but little lose.

Hillsdale got the place. Time. 214. Some big hedging was
done immediately after the heat by those who had been play-

ing Iago earlier in the day.

Boodle went out and won the fourth heat in 2:16 J, with

Hillsdale second and the favorite, Iago, in third place—an
awful disappointment to the knowing fellows who had backed
the fast Iago to win. Hamrock was drawn on account of

lameness, leaving tbe race to Iago, Boodle and Hillsdale. The
race could not be finished, owing to darkness, and the per-

plexed backers ol the trotters who had each two heats came
into town to guess on the winner of the next day. Men who
backed Boodle thought he cjuld have won the race if an-

other heat had been trotted, but Iago's backars were confi-

dent that he could get up to his speed on another attempt,

for they saw him trot iu 2:11 at Sacramento.
The gentlemen's driving race and the butchers' race were

postponed and the district 2:23 pacing conteat was reclared

off.

1 1 an R,

Burning, Imir-miN- bettf, puree 81G0.

itenianlo. 1 . J. Ntirvez 1 1

Regal, lid Finn 3 2
clou. I. it: Dcnuisou 2 3

Time, oaox,
I'm.. - i: iiRiiKhi 11". and Kl Bey also rail. i:i Key was left

at i"M In liml hunt.

Banning, i
mi-i ooe-quai ancucftp hurdles. Puree,

KM.
tiuadnli.iijM . It, Ki.1.1 1

HarcaMiu. Knabury 1!

Time. 2:22 S«.

OntlOrm, 186, and Huguenot, 131, were dliquallned.

Ptatnf, MI clam, puree ll.uoo

Agoew Slock F*rra"s blk g Loupe, by JobD Sevonunkn
— Latin Hooka Mi-Mninis :i 1 1 1

Javelin Rreol ^laab Chaboya 12 2 2
BJlaW. Bro llHlmnn 4 3 8a
iu Corbe '. it, uv Bny Him Bolllvan \ i i

l blk h. by Uexltr Prince II

Tim-,

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.

To-day was a very disagreeable day at the track, and the

people who went out to see the sport had to look through

clouds of dust and flying things to see the contestants. The

wind made all the races slow and dried out the track so that

the horses could not do themselves justice. There was con-

siderable sport, however, deBpite the weather.

The contests were hard fought, and in the half-mile dash

there was considerable complaining because the judges set

Jim Bo/.eman back for fouling Nevere and gave the race to

the filly. The decision also suspended the jockey, Walter

Gilbert, who rode Bozeman, but the boy hoped to be rein-

s.ated before the night was over, as the rider of Nevere, Joe

Narvez, and the owner of the filly, W. R. Ruggles, assured

the judges that the fouling was accidental.

Iago took the deciding heat of the 2:15 trot, after making

a bad break on the upper turn, in which he lost five lengths.

Boodle waB driven ofl his feet in the stretch. Time, 2:151.

The horses in the protested race went to the post well

backed, at $10 for Lady Gray, $8 for Nevere and $8 for the

field. The short-enders thonght they had made a killing, as

Jim Bozeman, with Gilbert up.led all the way, but Joe Nar-

vez, who rode Nevere, entered a protest.

He claimed that Bczeman interfered with him just after

starting, when Gilbert pulled in to take the position next the

pole, and struck the filly, who was running in the lead, send-

ing her back so she could not get together in time to make
up the loss. The collision forced Nevere into the fence and
tore ofl one of the rider's stirrups.

After hearing both sides tbe judges decided that Nevere,

who had been selling second in the pools, was entitled to the

race and first money. Lady Gray was given second money
and Piexotto third.

The five-furlong sprint was a betting race. Money poured

into tbe box at $10 for Gracie S., tbe field at $7 and Blue
Belle $5. The favorite was sent to the front as soon as the

flag fell and was never headed. Harry Lewis was second and
Blue Bell was third.

Seven horses were given the word to a fair start in the 2:19

trot for the $1,000 purse. Bruno weot to the front and kept

it till the head of the stretch, when Zombro moved up and
won tbe heat by balf a length from Bruno, Chico close up and
Irene Crocker next.

With Zombro barred in the betting, Bruno and Irene

Crocker Bold for even money—$20 to $10 for the field. The
second heat was one of the best contests of the meeting.

Zombro led all the wav around, with Cbico second. Bruno
and Irene Crocker made a bid for the heat, but the pace was
too fast. Crocker got second place by a nose.

The pools sold Bruno $10 and the field $8.

The deciding heat of the race was taken by Zombro as

easily as he landed the others. A hard drive took place

down the stretch between Irene Crocker, Chico and Bruno.
Crocker finished in the lead,with Chico second, but tbe judges

placed the pair tied for second, and gave Bruno third position.

The 2:15 pace was declared off as it would have been im-
possible to have finished it, as darkness had set in when the

final heat of the trot was finished. The judges gave out their

decision in the last race and announced that the meet was
over.

Running, balf a mile, purse $100—Nevere (Narvaez), 115
won; Lady Gray (Glover), 115, second; Peixotto (Dennison),

115, third. Pembrook (110), Colleen Bawn (105) and Jim
Bozeman (115) also ran. Jim Bozeman finished first, but

was disqualified for fouling.

Running, five furlongs, owners' handicap; purse $1,000

—

Gracie S. (Gilbert), 110, won; Harry Lewis (Fitzgerald), 88,

second; Blue Bell (Hazlett), 98 third. Ike L. (113) and Gar-
cia (100) also ran. Time, 1:03.

SUMMARY.

Trotting. 2:15 class. Purse SI .000.

Williams & Moorebouse's b g Iago, by Tempest—by Com
modore Belmont J. Sullivan 1

C. H. Hostetter's b h Boodle, by Stranger— bv Jay Gould
Van Bokkelen 3 z

Hillsdale, b h, by Antinous Durfee 2 3
Hamrock, br g, by Hambletonian Mambrino. Keating 4 4

Time, 2:16, 2:14, 2:14, 2:16%.

Trotting, 2:19 class, purse 81,000.

George Becker's br h Zombro, by McKiuney, dam Whisper...
Durfee

Cbico, b g, by Monroe Chief Sullivan
Jrene Crocker, gr m. by Will Crocker Connelly
Bruno, b h. by Junio Dwain
Jennie June, br m, hy Motor Baker
Prince Ira. b h. by Dexter Prince Alviso
Briarhill, b g, bv Billy Tbornhill Holbrook

Time, 2:16%, 2.1% 2:17.

*Dead heat for second place.

112 3 1

112
3 2 ro
4 dr

111
3 2 »22
4 3 *

2 4
5 5

Entries for Harness Races at Santa Ana.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER I5TH.

No. 6. Trotting, 2:40 cla6f, purse $600—Potrero, Coral,

Gen. Beverly, Kit Carson, Juliet, Charivari, Coal Bust, Lady

Thornhill, Our Lucky, Bell Wilson, Hazel Ayers, Mariposa:

Cadancratos, Bonnie Ben, Rex Giflbrd, Purdy Wilkes, Great

Croker, Gladys B., Lottie Gr., Lucien, Holms, Almax.

No. 5. Trotting, 2:24 class, purse $600 —Miss Jessie, Grey

C loud, Wilkes Moor, Sir Credit, Betty Gentry, Los Angeles,

Bijou, Lady Grace, Knight, Lady Armington, El Molino,

Eva T.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16.

No. 2. Trotting, 2:15 class, purse $600—H. M. Stanley,

Nellie W. , Paloma Prince, Thompson, Manning, Steve, Rio
Alto, Aria.

No. 11. Pacing, 2:27 class, theee years and under, purse
$400—Roan Wilkes, Jennie Mc, Ed. Laflerty, Princess
Blanche, May Nutford, Carmalita, Babe Marion, Hal Cor-
bet!.

THURSDAY, OCTOBRR 17.

No. 5. Trotting, 2:27 class, purse $600—Zombro, Daisy
Wood. Gen. Beverly, Neernut, WilkeB Moor, Mojave, Reati-
nouB, McZeus, Sir Gird, Native State, Jasper Paulsen, Ca-
dancratoe, Director Prince, Knight, RossieMore, Bradlmoor,
Queen Anne, Great Crocker, Dexter D., Montana, Lottie,

Dr. Puff, Silver Bee, Eva T, Rex Gifford.

No. 9. Pacing, 2:15 claBS. purse $600—Chief Moor.Olinda
Richmond, Ketchnm, Rory O'Moore, Belle, Our Boy, Fresno
Prince, Videtla, Oltinger, Gertrude, Edna R., Montoe S.,

Surprise, Chehalis, Baywood, Nellie I., Touchet.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18.

No. 8. Pacing, free-for-all class, purse $1,000—Silkwood,
Waldo J., Laura M., Diablo, W. Wood.
No. 3. Trottipg, 2:20 class, purse $600—Flora, HillBdale,

Jennie June, John Bury, Irene Crocker, Atto Rex, Boodle
Hattie B., Visalia, Ethel Downs, Maud Patchen, Lucky B.
El Molino, Chico, Monaco, Myrtle Thorn.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19TH.

No. 10. Pacing, 2:25 class, purse $600—Dictatus, Lizzit

'

Bell, Primrose. Slippre, Riverside Wood, Royal Gib, Advent
tist, Birdroe, Rego, Tout, Dan N., Imperial, Tarkey Okey-
Pansy, Dave Ryan, Jim Budd, Delphi, Ethel C, San Luisilc

Eva, Deacon Mc, Ruby M., Topsy P., Chehalis, Javelin, Ha'
Corbett. Encounter.

No. 7. Trotting, 2:30 class, three years and under, purse-

$400— Zombro, Miss Jessie, Ora Wiles, Zenaide, Iran Alto
Carrie C, Jasper Ayres, Cressida, Noidica, Our 8eth, Sidne;

Howard, Almax.
No. 18. Mixed race for trotters and pacers owned in Or-

ange County. Puree, $150—Little Dick, Black Cap, Queen
Kirby, Kitty Nutfo J., Rondo Richmond, pacers; Dan-
ford, Capt. Floyd, trotters.

Sale of McOafferty and Other Strings.

Phil Dwyer purchased Applegate for $8,000 yesterday ai

the sale of J. J. McCafferty's firing at Easton's sale pat

docks, Sheepehead Bay September 14. Duke Bros, and M
Dwyer were the only bidders for the star of the sale. Re
ligion brought a good price, Frank Beard giving $4,000 foi

her The prices obtained for the others which were sold wen
good. Summary of the sale is as follows:

PROPERTY OF J. J. M'CAFFERTY.

Buckrene, ch c, 4, by Buchanan—Irene
; F. Burlew

$3,000.
PROPERTY OF M'CAFFEETT & WJSHABD.

Tom Harding, b g, 6, by General Harding—Kitty Waddle
F. Burlew, $1,000.

RicbardB, ch g, 3, by Macduff—Shadow Dance : F. D
Beard, $1 000.

Lady McCann, ch f, 3, by Buchanan—Mollie McCann; E
W. Heffner, $600.

Article, ch g, 2, by Ro&Bington—Betsy Broeck ; F. D
Beard, $1,600.

Bessie Browning, ch f, 2, bv Buchanan—Irene; F. D
Beard, $1,500.

Eliza Belle, br f, 2. by Iroquois—Glenview; F. D. Beard
$1,000.

Scoggan, ch g, 2, by Ban Chief—Effie C; F. D. Bean
$1 500.

Unity, ch g, 2, by Rossington—Unite ; P. Dunne, $1,40
Jefferson, b g, 2, by Buchanan—Pauline Lee; F. I

Beard, $2,000.

Applegate, ch c, 5, by Buchanan—Longshore; P. J

Dwyer, $8,000.

Dr. Grimes, b g, 2, by Sobranje—Emily F.; F. Burlei

$200.
Religion, ch f, 2, by Buchanan— Sunlight ; F. D. Beart

$4,000.

Chestnut filly, yearling, by Iroquois—Babee ; W. Olivet

$500.
Black filly, yearling, by Himyar—Lady Agnes ; J. Frost

$300.
Sekanet, ch f, yearling, by Knight of Ellerslie—Princes

Bijou; J. B. Haggin, $350.
Bay filly, yearling, by Deceiver—Princess Bowling ; M

F. Stephenson, $325.
PROPERTY OF MR. F. BURLEW.

Rolla, br c, 4, by Rotherhill—Merry Maiden ; L. Godwit
$100.

PROPERTY OF MR. J. A. BENNETT.

Chestnut colt, yearling, by Sir Modred—Evangeline ; J

McCann, $250.
Chestnut colt, yearling, by Salvator—Oran ; J. B. Haggii

$2,600.

Bay colt, yearling, by Falsetto—Ellisee; J. McCann, $351

Chestnut filly, yearling, by Sensation—Magnetic; J. M<
Cann, $400.
Romping Girl, b f, 3, by Luke Blackburn—Tom Boy ; I

Lowe, $475.
Marsian, ch g, 2, by Blue Eyes—Missive ; P. S. P. Rai

dolph, $1,350.
PROPERTY OF WILLIAM JENNINGS.

Wilton, b g, 3, by Willful—Proglen ; P. S. P. Randolpl

$200.
Humming Bird, br g, 3, by Barnes—Adventuress ; W. I

Duein, $125.
Nightingale, ch f,3, by The Bard—Pike's Pride ; L. Gootl

win, $50.

Juacita, br f, 3, by Dutch Roller—Blossom ; W. C. Dal;

$150.
Westbound, ch f, 2, by Hawkstone—Gold Coil ; L. Jone

$50.

Mendicant, ch m, 5, by Miser—Seaweed ; William B»
rick, $400. »

Gideon Heads the List at Sheepshead.

At tbe autumn meeting of the Coney Island Jockey Clul

which ended yesterday, eighty-four races were run, in whic

286 horses started. The amount raced for was $153,875, d

vided among fifiy-one owners. Those who won $500

over follow:

D. Gideon, $60,060; Blemton Stable, $10,345; Pueb
Stable, $10,058; Marcus Daly, $8,741; Brookdale Stabll

$8,415; Santa Anita Stable, $7,125; P. Dunne, $3,360; J. V|

Rogers, $3,085; L. Eziel, $2,890; J. R. & F. P. Keenl

$2,800; Erie Slable, $2,735; P. Lorillard, $2,427; J. J. M'
Cafferty, $2,337; J. E. Seagram, $2,290; W. M. Wallaci

$2,215; P. J. Dwyer, $2,170; J. Ruppert Jr., $1,885; Rama]
Stable, $1,856; A. H. & D. H. Morris, $1,710; Duke & Wf
hard, $1,530; R. L. Rose, $1,500; G. E. Smith, $1,33

Pastime Stable, $1,300; C. Littlefield Jr., $995; Ed Brow

$965; C. H. Smith, $825; Oneck Stable. $750; B McClellun

$735; D. Biggins, $680; J. H. Kelly & Co., $600; J. M
Laughlin. $685; W. Donohue, $680; F. Burten, $535; M. 1

Dwyer, $530; A. I tk ins, $530; D. Stuart, $500.

Of the above the Brookdale Stable received $4,000, Pueb
Stable, $2,500, and J. B. Haggin $1,000 as breeders of tl

first, second and third for the Futurity stakes.

It will be noticed that the names of a number of owoe

that did not send horses out last winter oppear in the stak

of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club, while nearly every one

thoBe that had strings here from the other side of the Rocki

last year are represented,
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Two Records of Long Standing Shattered in

One Day—Some Superb Racing—Fav-

orites G-enerally Successful.

FIRST DAY--SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.

HE weather on this, the opening

"day of the fall meeting of the

California Jockey Club, was de-

lightful. Bright sunlight made

the newly-painted fences look like

new, the track was like a piece of

brown plush and the large ting in

the center field added to the scene.

But the attendance waB very, very

light. The presence of fifteen pool

rooms down town free to the public

had a more magnetic influence in

drawiog the old timers who used to grace the race track with

their presence than the excitement of seeing the horses in-

crease or decrease their little rolls. The lookout for some of

these pool rooms was safely ensconced in a tower which was

built on a convenient roof not a hundred yards froai the

track. From here, by the aii of powerful field glasses and a

confederate to signal the proper numbers of the horses that

won, a telephone carried the news to town.

There was no excitement at the track, the racing was ex-

cellent, the judges did their part well, the bookmakers gave

good odds, but the people who have been enjoying a three

weeks' rest hardly seemed to get over the effects of that va-

cation.

The entries in the various events were lightbecausea num-

ber of horses that would have entered to-day are on the cir-

cuit, battling for fame and coin, their owners having an

idea that a change is beneficial. They will be returning

soon, then we shall see large fields and enthusiastic crowds.

Seven books in the big ring were counted, two combination

books, a field book and tho wheel of fortune gave bettors op-

portunities enough to win big simoleons in any way they

chose.

The absence of the band of music was noticeable. The dul-

cet strains of "You Can't Lose Me,Charley,""If I Could Only

Pick the Winner," and " The Band Played On," were not

heard, and no one felt like going in mourning for the wind-

charmers.

This was a bad day for " the talent." Only one favorite,

Duchess of Towers, a 1 to 4 shot, winning, second choices

capturing the rest of the events. More books will doubtless

be put on next week, the bookmakers having had a very en-

couraging opening day.

The judges were that well-known newspaper correspondent,

Charley Trevathan and President Thos. H. Williams Jr.,

and their decisions were correct. Edwin F. Smith, of Sacra-

mento,will not take his place in the stand until after October

1st. A number of changes were noticeable among the em-

ployees at the track, many new men taking the place of the

older ones.

The card to-day contained six events, but one of them, the

hurdle race, was scratched. The start in two races was not

quite up to Starter Ferguson's si andard.Sir Rich ard and Belle

Boyd getting the best of their fields by over a length apiece.

The riding of Jockey Donahue on Duchess of Towers and

Claudius stamps him as one of the best we have ever seen at

this track, while Sloan covered himself with glory by the

way he rode Belle Boyd from the seven-eighths pole home.

How the Maces Were Run.

The first event was a selling race, six furlongs, for maid-
ens. Duchess of Towers waB favorite at 1 to 4, played down
from 2 to 5. Bob Tucker 5, Jefferson 10, Tjrena 30, 200 at

post time, Yreka 5, Jim Corbett 15, Willie Gibson 10,

Charlie W. 8. Jefferson took the lead, Bob Tucker and
Tyrena it his shoulder, Duchess of Towers was fourth. Go-
ing to the half-pole Tyrena passed Bob Tucker, but Duchess
of Towers,coming on the out Bide,passed all but Jefferson. At
the three-quarter pole Donahue, sitting still, guided hie mare,
passed this colt and led the bunch by two lengths. The battle

for place was between Bob Tucker and Jefferson, but the

former seemed the stronger and won the coveted position by

one and a half lengths, Duchess of Towers was fully two
lengths further in the lead. Tyrena was a length and a half

behind Jefferson, the rest strung along in procession-like

order. Time, 1:154.

The five and a half furlong selling race brought out four

good, strong-looking, sprinters, Tim Murphy, who was fa-

vorite in the pools at 9 to 10, Sir Richard 7 to 5, Kose-
bud 6 and Lady Jane 5. The start was delayed some time;

finally the flag dropped with Sir Richard a length in advance
of the trio. He ran like a scared wolf and kept well in ad-

vance of bis pursuers until rounding the back turn. Rosebud
closed up the gap and at her neck was Tim, the roan, Lady

i
Jane at his saddle. Tim stumbled and almost fell to his

knees, while Rosebud was gaining on Sir Richard. It was a

struggle to the wire between these two. Sir Richard only won
t it by a head, and were it not for Willie Flynn's vigorous
i ride Rosehud would have captured all the money. Tim Mur-
i

phy beat Lady Jane at the drawgate for third place. Time,
1:07|.

The next race was one in which the talent gratified their

I

tastes by indulging extravagantly in bets on Gratify at even
money and putting fifty dollars up to win forty. Belle Boyd
was second choice at 2, Joe K. was heavily played at 5, In-

etigator 6 and Eteie at 6, while the handsome, unknown
i Lourv O'Connor was nibbled at by a few at 15 to 1. The
j

start was a miserable one for all but Belle Boyd. She bad
at least a length the best of it, and with Sloan on her back

> she was not slow in making the best of it. Joe K. was the

first to leave the bunch, then Gratify, at his saddle, joined

him; the rest seemed outclassed. Until the homestretch was

reached Sloan never looked backward,but rode like a demon,
while Hinrichs, on the heavily-weighted favorite, was riding

as only Hinrichs can. On the inside, close to the rail, the
brown colt Instigator was making a bid for place and Dono-
hue was lifting him at every stride. At the seven-eighths
pole Sloan used his whip when he saw Gratify's nose at hi«

side. He just managed to get his good mare past the wire a
head in front of the favotite, Instigator two lengths behind.
Time, 1:13.

A mile and a furlong race is always interesting, and when
the following-named came past the post every one knew there

was to be a good race. Wheel of Fortune was the favorite,

and $10 had to be placed in the bookmakers' hands to get

$7 against it on this chestnut filly. Rear Guard, a little

tender on one foot, sold at 2 and 3 to 1. His gameness be-

ing acknowledged in this way by the knowing ones, Claudius,

by Brutus, was selling at 4 and Carmel at 12, when the
quartette was lined up. The start was a good one. Rear
Guard cut out the pace, but before he had gone an eighth of

a mile, Wheel of Fortune rolled by him. Carmel waB third

and Claudius, going nnder a pull, was last. These positions

remained unchanged until the three-quarter mile was passed.

Then Claudius passed on the outside, and ran head and head
with Rear Guard to the head of the stretch. Donahue was
then seen to lean forward and begin to ride. He soon left

RearGuard,and inch by inch gained onttheJllying^Wheel. At
the seven-eighthB pole he was on even terms with her, and
won in a driving finish by half a length in the splendid time
of 1:53£. The list mile of the journey was made in 1:40J.
Rear Guard was third and quite lame, Carmel fourth.

The last event, a dash of about six furlongs, brought out
four two-year olds, Grady, a favorite at 9 to 10, Mainstay
7 to 5, Long Lady 5 and Verdette 50. Mainstay got

away in the lead and was never headed. Long Lady sur-

prised the talent by making a splendid run, coming from the

last place and being second. Grady ran a disappointing
race, while Verdette was last on the homestretch, just out of

his class. The time made was 1:12;;.

SECOND DAY—MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2.

The attendance to-day was poor and the desire to wager

bets on the horses very weak. The bookies were not as

actively engaged in taking in coin as they would like, and

the talent was not as anxious to get tickets as they might

have been had the crowd been larger and more enthusiastic.

The weather was lovely ; no other word could express it

—

clear andwarm, no banks of fog werelyiog on Farallones beach

nor high winds swaying the branches of the trees in the park.

Light summer dresses were worn by the fair sex and the

gentlemen wore their coolest suits. The racing was excellent.

Two track records were broken, showing that the track and

the condition of the horses were up to the record-breaking

standard.

The wonderfully easy way Tim Murphy landed his race in

1:06-1 was in marked contrast to the way he ran last Satur-

day. He had a good runner-up in Burns & WaterhouBe's

Duchess of Towers to-day, and any one who says these gen-

tlemen do not know how to select a race horse does not speak

the " plain, unvarnished truth," for they will, before 1897,

have tho best Btable of horses in America. Tim Murphy is

a race horse of the highest class when he is right, and it is

very seldom he is behind the money. Willie Flynn rode-him

with good judgment to-day. The other record-breaker. Re-

mus, is a well-made, small brown horse by Brutus and was

ridden by Tod Sloan in an admirable manner. This iockey

never touched him with whip or spur but just let him run of

his own free will, and the way in which he ran the mile and

seventy yards in 1:44| was one of the prettiest sights ever

seen on a race track. Judge Trevathan signalled two fields

away, leaving two bad actors, Steadfast and Carmel, at the

post, and we want to commend him for it. If horses are not

trained so that they can behave at the post

they should not be allowed to start. Coleman is another

unruly, Pescador-like horse, and were it not for the masterly

work done by Jockey Hinrichs this horse would be trying to

dig the clouds out of the sky with his fore feet yet. Agitato

ran an excellent race, the favorite, Elmer F., running a yal-

ler dog race from start to finish, his jockey seeming to forget

whether he was out for pleasure or profit. A little more gin-

ger in the saddle on this black horse would have been appre-

ciated by the talent. After Johnson, the jockey, got off this

horse he was bitten or kicked in the head by the latter, but it

did not help him to win the next race he was in, although he

seemed to put more vigor in his work.

Nephew, another favorite, could not run the first part of

the mile race he was in, and ran a Happy Day race, but he

did not start in time to make the run for Mamie Scott won

with Chevalier up in l:41f, Nephew gaining at the finish.

Olivia, a mare owned by Frank Van Ness, was suffering from

a lame foot and her owner wanted her scratched just before

the race, but could not do so. She won easily, while Van Ness

had $5 on her straight and $5 for place.

The winning jockeys were Shaw, E. Jones, W. Flynn,

Chevalier and Sloan.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was a eix-furlong Belling event for three-

year-olds and upwards. Elmer F. was favorite at 3 to 2, Agi-

tato selling at 2 to 1 and played down to even money, Cole-

man 12, Mendocino 12, Haymarket 20, Steadfast 50, Dr.

Gardner 200. Steadfast ran away two miles before he was

stopped, then Coleman indulged in enough capers to make a

circuB horse leave bis oats. The start was delayed thirty

minutes by him, finally the flag fell, he having the best of it

by a half length, the favorite, Elmer F., in the rear to keep

any of the stragglers from retreating paat him. Agitato col-

lared Coleman at the head of the homestretch and came in a

winner by two lengths in an eaBy joe in 1:15}, Coleman sec-

ond and Mendocino last, Elmer F. away behind the,fast

ones.

In the secoi»d event, a six-furlong dasb, the following ap-

peared : Olivia. 3 to 1; Conde, 2J to 1; Normandie, 3J to 1;

Johnnv Payne, 6; Arrio, 6; Vernon, 15, and Pick O'Malley,

100 to 1. The start was an excellent one. Conde and
Johnny Payne left the balance of the horses, opening a gap
of two lengths at the first quarter, Normandie third and
Olivia fourth. These positions were unchanged until thev
entered the stretch. Then Olivia was seen to shoot out to the
front, close to Jonnny Payne, and Arno, who was fifth, was at
her saddle. Conde quit at the seven-eighths pole, and Olivia
and Arno passed him and then left Johnny Payne behind
them. To the wire it was an eaay race, Olivia coming in a
winner by a length and a half, Arno second and Johnny
Payne last. Time, 1:15*.

The five and a half furlong race bad five starters: Tim
Murphy 3 to 5, Duchess of Towers 5, Rico 7, Candor 12,
Nervoso 4. The start was an excellent one. Tim Murphy
took the lead, with Duchess of Towers at his aaddle and Ner-
voso third, a like distance behind her. The roan gelding
kept in front all the way, with Duchees ofTowers close beside
him. Nervoso fell back in the homestretch, and Candor
passed him, coming in third. Tim Murphy won by a length,
whipped out, from Duchess of Towers. Candor was third. The
time hungup was 1:06$, beating the Coast record.

In the one mile selling race there were five starters:

Nephew 1 to 2, Mamie Scott 7 to 1, May Day 3, Silver 50,
Nellie G. 30. The start waB one of Starter Ferguson's best.

Nephew, May Day and Silver led, but before the first eighth
was reached Nephew dropped back to last place. May Day,
Silver and Mamie Scott was the order they were bunched go-
ing down the backstretcb,with Nephew seven lengths behind.
Going to the three quarters th".y separated, Mamie Scott in
the lead, Nellie G. second, May Day third, Silver fourth and
Nephew fifth. Rounding into the homestretch Nephew came
like a racehorse and Sloane rode him with all the tkill and
persuasiveness he is possessed of, but he began his ride too
late, for although he passed every horse but the leader,
Mamie Scott, he was enabled to gain on her, and the fleet

little mare won in the excellent time of 1:41§, a length and a
half in froU of him. Nellie G. third.

The last race of the day was for a mile and seventv yards.
The entries and odds were as follows: Remus was favorite
at 11 to 5, Fannie Louise 3, Malo Diablo 2, Little Bob 3,

Charmer 7 and Carmel 15. The latter horse acted so badly
at the post that Judge Trevathan ordered the starter to let

the rest off without him. Renus, Little Bob and Fanny
Louise took the lead, Remus kept well in froot, Sloane, his
rider, never urging him from start to finish. Charmer who
was fourth on entering the homestretch,passed Fannie Louise
at the seven-eighths pole and was third, one length behind
Little Bob, who was a length behind the easy-going winner
in 1:44| (last mile in 1:40), beatiog the record of 1:45}.

THIRD DAY—TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24.

The races to-day were good enough to attract a splendid

attendance, but for down-town pool room reasons the crowds

failed to flock to the Bay District track. The weather was

perfect and everything favorable for good racing was pre-

sented.

There were five events listed, and good racing

was anticipated. Those who attended enjoyed every event,

and many took interest in the activity of Mr. B. C. Holly,who

never failed to bid up the winner. ,He did not get any he bid

on, but he swelled the receipts of the association, and his

action will, no doubt, force owners to put a higher valuation

on their horses.

Four favorites finished in front, and those of the talent

who were plucky enough to give odds felt very happy as

they stood in line behind the bookmakers' boxes.

There was only one decision of the judges that caused any

comment, and that was in the first, where Tamalpaiswas

given the place over Gondola. The latter was thought by all

those who were behind the wire and on both sides of it to

have got the place by a good head, but the judges saw

the finish in a different light and gave it to Tamalpais.

There were no records smashed to-day, but the time made

in all the events was excellent. Burns & Waterhouse owned

two winners—Long Lady and Rosebud—and have reason to

be proud of them.

There was not much betting in the ring to-day ; the

Breeder and Sportsman tipped four winners and one sec-

ond horse, and those who followed these "good things" had

no .eason to complain.

The winning ^jockeys were Chevalier, Donahue, Mc-

Intyre, Jones and Flynn.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was a five furlong dash. Corinne Bucking-
ham was favorite at 2 to 1, Royal Spirit 11 to 5, Gondola 7,

Red Will 3. Rayo7, Gonzalez Maid 60 and Tamalpais 60.

The start was a fair one. Rayo, Red Will and Tamalpais took

the lead. Gondola was a length behind the others. The
horses kept well bunched, and Hinrichs on Gondola went
around on the outside and passed them all except Tamalpais
and Red Will, and under the wire he seemed to have Tamal-
pais beaten a head, but the judges decided that Tamalpais
was second and Gondola third. Red Will won by a length.

Time, 1:01|. B. C. Holly bid the winner $200 above his

entered price, but his owner retained him at $305.

The second event, a five and a half furlong race, brought out

seven horses. Long Lady'was at 4 to 5, Veragua 4, Tiberius 9,

Cardwell 9, Virgie A. 15, Josephine 25, Von Dunk 60. Vera-
qua, Cardwell and Von Dunk spurted to the front. Lady Long
last. At the three-quarters Cardwell passed Veragua and
Tiberius came up and passed Von Dunk. Long Lady on the

outside was making her way to the front, and at the seven-

eighths pole was leadiog. She won by three-quarters of a

length from Tiberius,who was a like distance in front of Card-

well. Time, 1:07 J. B. C. Holly bid the winner up $500, but

she was bid in by her owners. Burns and Waterhouse.

The next race was a five-furlong spin for maidens, with

maiden jockeys in the saddle. There were Beveo starters,

with Rosebud a prohibitive 1 to 4 favorite. Jeflerson and Bob
Tucker received the most support for the place. The boys

were all so anxious to get out of the maiden class that they

gave the starter all sorts of trouble at the post, causing him
to first remove his coat and then to expostulate with them,

but without avail. Then, throwing both arms in the air, he

burst forth in a passionate appeal, which proved successful,

and the bunch was gent away in good order. Jefferson led to

the Btretch, when the favorite walked past bipa and won by
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iwo lengths in 1:013 The winner.enlered to be sold for $300,

received a rait-e of J-100, ber owners biddine ber in.

The next race was for six and a half furlongs. There were

odIt three starters: MaintUv 2 to 6,< M»t. Rees 8 to 5 and

Adam 7 lo 1. The start was fair. Mainstay took the lead and

opened a gap of one length at the half pole in front of Adam,

who was a good length in front of Capt. Rees At the three-

quarter pole Mainstay had increased his lead three lengths,

and Capt. Rees was abreast of Adam. On entering thestreich

Mninsiav slackened in his *peed a little.and Capt. Rees came

up to within a length of him, and as the latter crossed in front

and took the rail he kept his advantage to the wire and won

in 1:21, one length in front of Capt. Rees, and he was two and

a half lengths in front of Adam.
g

The next event was a mile race. The entries were Candor

1 to 8 UfJ S. 8 to 2, Haoford T.Elsie 10, Sympathetic s

Last 21. Haoford took the lead with Candor and Mary B,

at his saddle. At the half Candor pushed lo the front and

soon had the front of the procession. Haoford came in a

length behind, Mary S. third. Time, 1:42.

hulTKTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25.

Four favorites made the hearts of "the talent" beat

with joy this piping hot afternoon, aid of course there was

corresponding unhappiness in the speculative arena among

the knights of the chamois-skin and slates. The weather was

of the sort that insr, ires horses to their highest flights of speed

—a red hot sun beating down fiom a cloudless sky. The track

was never in finer shape, the fields contained horses of fair

caliber, and the races were quite exciting throughout. Dona-

hue was up on two winners, while L. Lloyd, Shaw and

Chevalier piloted the remaioing victorious ones. Eight

books drew in, and they seemed to do a very fair busioess.

Red Will, second choice at 5 to 1, was the longest shot to

win, and he was not without admirers. The Duchess of

Towers' performance in the fourth race wae truly remarka-

ble. She was nine or ten lengths behind the leader at that

point, yet came on and wonderfully by a length in verv fast

time.

Kathleen and Easel alternated in the lesd to the home-

stretch in the first race, then Gold Bug, third, came through

and won handily by one and a half lengths from the fast-

coming Joe Cotton, Kathleen a good third.

Agitato, the favorite, led nearly all the way in the mile

race, winning handily by two leDgths from Vernon, who was

three from the quitting Tom Clarke. Elmer F. rau a better

race than on his first appearance.

Rey Alia, a red-hot first choice, led to the homestretch by

two lengths in the third race. Red Will stuck gamely to his

work, however, and heading Rey Alta in the final sixteenth,

beat him out about three-quarters of a length. Waraago was

a distant third.

In the fourth Fly and Red Bird, a length or so apart, ap-

peared to have the race to themselves for nearly three-

eighths of a mile. Then Duchess of Towers, the favorite, be-

gan moving up from a bad last place, winning in the end

quite handily by a leDgth in 1:07 for five and a half fur-

longs. The run she made from the half in was truly phe-

nomenal, and stamps ber a gref t filly.

Sam Leake, under the stoutest kind of restraint, ran third

to the homestretch, and when given his head won easily from

Benham by a length, Fireman a poor third.

How the Races Were Run.

Gold Bug was made a hot favorite in the opening event,

five furlongs, light welter weights, selling, opening at 9 to 5,

clo-iog at 7 to 5. Sligo was at 4 to 1, Easel 6 (7 for some
time), Joe Cotton and Kathleen 8, Nabpolasser 20 and Mar-
garet M. .30 lo 1. To a good start Kathleen at once shot to

the front, opening up a gap of three lengths in the first six-

teenth, then Easel weut up to her in good shape, the pair

passing the half close together, two lengths before Margaret
M and the favoiile, head and head. Easel led by a neck as

ihey turned for home, with Kathleen second and old Gold
Bug now at her heels. Lloyd rode the Bug with his hands
to some extent in lh<j homestretch, but at the end the com-
pact little cheBtnut won handily by about two leoglhs, Joe
Cotton coming strong enough at the finish to beat Kathleen
out half a length for ihe place. Easel tired badly the last

part of it. Time, L:01|—a good run with the weight up.
The second race, one mile, selling, had six starters. Agitato

reigned a warm favorite, his general price being 7 to 10. Tom
Clarke was ai G to l.Hnow Blossom and Elmer F. 8, Vernon
10 and Mendocino 25 to 1. They went away to an excellent

send-off, Tom Clarke, Elmer F., Snow Blossom being the
order bh the tUg fell. Agitato, close to the inner rails, was
soon ridden into the lead, being over a length to the good at

the quarter, Elmer F. and Snow Blossom heads apart as

named. At the half Agitato was leading by two lengths,
while Tom Clarke had ruu up second, a head before Elmer
I-

,
Wrnon at his heels. Into the homestretch it was Agitato

first by two lengths, Tom Clarke second, as far from Vernon.
Vernon wan cut loose coming down the straight, but Agitato
was not to be caught, winning handily by two lengths, Ver-
non Beconil, three from Tom Clarke, who beat Elmer F. half
Bl fur. Time, 1: 12]

\\'\ Alta was a sizzling hot favorite in the third event, a
five furlong sflling race, opening at 2 to 1, closing at even

Red Will whh steadily at 5 lo 1, Warrago 0, Duchess
of Milpitaa 8, Soon BoooRh 9 (12 at the opening), Monarch
26, Hoy nl Bpiril 80 and 1 1' Bee 60 tol. They were sent away
to a good start for all but Soon Enough, who was about three
lengths behind the lu-i hone in Ihe huoch as the flag Tell.

Red Will, Warrago, Rey Alta was the order. Re/ Alia soon
passed his friends, lending Monarch and Red Will, running
head and head. loin the Domeslrelcb Key Alta was still two
lengths lo the good, Bed Will second, Bfl (»r from Monarch,
who wan a head before Royal Spirit. Key Alia was in dis-

tress a sixteenth from home, and Red Will, vigorously rid*

pen, won cleverly by three parts of a length. Rey Alta sec-

ond, four lengths in front of Warrago, who beat Soon Enough
two. Tli latter run an awful good race from where he got
away. Tin 1 111

.

In the foui ih event, a five and a half fuilong handicap,

Duchess of Towers -opened an even none? favorite, was

backed down to 4 lo 5, closed at even money. Royal Flush

was backed from 3* to 1 to 11 to 5. Fly wsb at 6 to 1, Rico

12 Red Bird 25 to 1. They got away well bunched, theor-

der being Red Bird. Rico, Fly. Fly led by one and a half

lengths past the half, Red Bird second, six lengths before

Royal Flush. The favorite was absolutely last,, and her back-

ers were not enthused. But heavens ! how she closed up go-

ing to the three quarter pole. Fly led into the homestretch

by a lenglh, Red Bird second, as far from Duchess of Towers.

Fly quit about a sixteenth from home. Duchess of Towers

coming on to a clever length victory, Red Bird lasting loDg

enough to beat Rico out a neck for the place. Time, 1:07—

a

very fast run.
.

Sam Leake was made a torrid first-choice in the last race.

five furlongs, for two-year-olds, opening at 8 to 5 and closing

at even money. Benham opened at evens and closed at 9 to

5, Fireman 5.\ to 1, Encino 25 and Mollie Bradford 100 to 1.

They were awav well bunched. Benham, Fireman, Encino

the order. Benham led Eocino a head at the half, Sam
Leake, cutoff once, another length away. The order was the

same entering the homestretch, where Leake was under a

terrific pull. In the last furlong Sam Leake was given his

head a little, and simply romped in a winner by a length,

Benham second, two and one-half lengths before Fireman.

Time, 1:01 1.
^

AT THE GARDEN CITY.

Sucoeseful Opening of the Annual Fair at San

Jose—Excellent Contests.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27.

The opening day of the annual fair of the Santa Clara

Valley Agricultural Society was a success. The weather was

clear and sunny, the track was never in better condition and

the crowd, while not large, was of good size for a first day.

Most important of all, the races were excellent and the time

made satisfied even the most exacting race-goers. The feat-

ure of the day was the fast mile made by Fred Mason, who,

in the first heat of the initial race, paced a mile in 2:10.

The time made was remarkable from the fact that five

heats were made in less than 2:15, something which has

never before happened at this track. The speed to which the

drivers put their horses bore conclusive evidence that the

public were witnessing genuine races, in which the best horse

was certain to carry away the money.

The officials in charge of the speed contests were as fol-

lows: Judges—William Buckley, George H. Bragg and R.

D. Fox; timers- -James Boyd, M. F. Edwards and John
Morehead.

It was 2 o'clock when the bell tapped for the special 2:13

class pace for a $500 purse; heats, best three in five. L. H.
Warbnrton'e b m Ella W. had been scratched early in the

day, leaving four contestants. These were Morse & Misner's

b g Plunkett, driven by D. R. Misner; La Siesta Ranch's b g
Fred Mason, driven by Ed Lafferty; W. K. Robinson's b s

Ketchum. driven by George Maben and S. C. Tryon's b s

Hanford Medium, driven by his owner.

Fred Mason was a hot favorite in the betliog and sold for

$20 to $10 for the field. That was the opening figure, but a

little later the quotations were Fred Mason $10, field $4.

In the toss for positions Plunkett won the pole, Fred
Mason was given second place, Ketchum third, with Hanford
Medium on the outside. After scoriog a dozen times the

horseB were sent awav with Fred Mason in the lead, Plunkett

second, Hanford Medium third and Ketch.im last. Ketchum
has a reputation for ill-temper, and yesterday he was at his

worst. He is capable of putting up a good race, but only

went as far as the eighth-pole, at which point he deliberately

ran into the fence. He was then sent back to the stables.

The positions of the other three horses never changed. Laf-

ferty put Fred Mason through at a clip that prevented Plun-
kett and Hanford Medium from even becoming dangerous.

The quarter was passed in 0:33, the half in 1:04 and the three-

quarters in 1:36. Mason finished well in the lead, making a

hpw record for himself, having paced the mile in the fast

time of 2:10.

No pools were sold on the second heat, as no one cared to

risk money against Fred Mason. This heat was a repetition

of the first, although not bo fast. Mason won all the way
around. Plunkett again followed him under the wire, with

Hanford Medium an indifferent third. The time for the

mile wae 2:13.

The third heat furnished a pretty contest between Mason
and Plunkett, and coming up the stretch it looked as if the

favorite would be beat* n out. Mason had just enough left in

him to win. hard pressed, beating the game Plunkett by a

head. Hanford Medium was again a poor third. The time
made was 2:134.

The 2:23 class trotting race called out five horses—O. Mar-
chand's bay mare Lady 0., driven hy the owner; W. S.

Maben's bay stallion Native State, driven by George Maben;
Winship & Keating's black mare Ethel Downs, driven by
Keating; Weathers & Lowery's bay mare Letter B., driven

by S. E. Kent, and E. T. Breen's sorrel mare Maud H.,

driven by C. Rodriguez.
In the betting Ethel Downs was a great favorite, "elling for

$20, while only $5 could be obtained for the field.

In the first heat the start showed Ethel Downs in the lead.

At the quarter, which was reached in 0:35, she was still in

front. Native State second, Maud H. third, Letter B. fourth

and LadyO. fifth. The half was passed in 1:00, the position

of the horses remaining the same. Atlthe three quarters,

which was reached in 1:50, the positions were unchanged as

to the two leaders, but Letter B. had forged ahead of Maud
H. and held third place. A pretty race ensued when the

stretch was reached, at which point Ethel Downs led Native
Stale hy a lenglh. Native State made a great eflort, but the
black mare was too fast for him. Ethel Downs won the heat
in 2:14, Native State second, Letter B. third, Maud H. fourth
and Lady O. fifth.

No pools were soF on the second or third heats of this

race, as the sporting men to a man wanted to place their

money on Ethel Downs and no other horse. In the second
he " the black mare again started off in the lead, and was
rever hended. Letter B. broke shortly after crossing Ihe
wire,and dropped back from third to last. Ethel Downs won
the heat in 2:14, State State second, Lady O. third, Maud H.
fourth, Letter B. fifth.

Native State gave Ethel Downs a great contest for the

third and final heat of the race, but Keating let the bla<

'

m are out coming down the stretch. Naiive State was beatt I

by a head. Lady O. was third. M ud H. fcurth. Letter ]|
fifth. The heat was run in 2:15. The purse rf $500 w*

divided as foliows : Ethel Downs, $250 ; Native Stale, $12S|
Lady O., $75; Letter B., $50.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Special pacing, 2:13 class, purse §500, heats,best 3 in 5. 1

Fred MasoD.bg Laflerty 1 1 }

Plunkett. b g Mesuer 2 2 1
Hanford Medium, b s Trvon 3 3 I

Ketchum, bs Maben dis I

Time, 2:10, 2:13, 2:13K-

Second race—TrottiDg, 2:23 class, purse 8500, heats, best 3 in 5.

Ethel Downs, blk m Keating 111
Native State, b s Maben 2 2 I

Lady O., b m Marchand "-
::

Time. 2:14. 2:14, 2:15.

Letter B. and Maud H. also started.

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25.

The weather god must look with kindly eyes upon thii
1

beautiful valley, for this has been an ideal day. No ont

could wish for a lovelier one. And the trains which carrier,

so many from the city to witness the races this afternoon i

seemed to move noiselessly past the orchards, grain field*

and beautiful residences into the depot, where the people in!

light summer dresses were congregated to show the dweller'

from the north thst this is summer here.

The race track, to which bo many people turned, was nevei

in better condition, and the prediction that fast time would

be made over it was verified, for the record for two-year olds

I

was broken easily by Palita, who trotted the mile in 2:1(9

Nordica, by Advertiser, got a record of 2:I9A. This makesi

the second one to the credit of the premier stallion of the

Palo Alto Stock Farm.
In the 2:40 class race Rex Gifford. a rank outsider in the

betting won in straight beats in 2:17, 2:16$ and 2:14, and if]

right will, before retiring for the season, get a mark close to

2:10.

The fourth race was full of surprises. Birdroe, the favorite, 1

after winning two heats in 2:111 and 2:12}. pulled up lame'
and was distanced. Javelin, the Oakwood Park Stock Farm!
filly, captured the third heat in 2:13£, and in the next heat!

met with an accident, and after throwing her driver, ran
around the track, was caught, and found to be without ai

scratch, the hobbles she wore preventing her from extending;
herself in her mad run. The Sidney fillv, Edna R., won the

heat in 2.16 J, and the race was postponed until to. morrow.
The judges were : Frank W. Covey, Thos. E. Keating.

and Geo. H. Bragg. The timers were: James Boyd,
Thomas Smith and John Morehead.
The decision were all well received, the starting excellent,

and everything passed off as smoothly as if trotting and pac-

ing races were seen every day in the year on this splendid

course.

The first race was Nordica, by Advertiser, out of Sally

Benton (dam of Starlight. 2:16*) started to beat 2:30 and did

so quite easily, going to the half in 1:095-, the three-quarters

in 1:43A, the mile in2:19i. This makes the second in the

2:20 list out of this daughter of Gen. Benton. Nordica is a

fine-looking gray filly, three years old, and is just recovering

from a bad attack of distemper. She is like all the Adver-
tisers—pure gaited, level-headed and fast.

Palita, 2:19£, by Palo Alto, out of Elise,by Gen. Benton;
second dam Elaine, 2:20, by Messenger Duroc started to beat

her record and trotted to the quarter in thirty-five seconds,

the half in 1:09, the three quarters in 1:42 and the mile in

2:16f, beating all records made by a two-year-old in the

United States this season. Palita has often been described

as one of the fairest-looking fillies seen on the California

Circuit.

The first regular event was a trotting race, 2:40 class. The
entries were Charivari, Anita, Our Lucky, Rex Gifford, Ther-
esa and Leader. Pools sold: Our Lady $20. field $7. Rex
Gifford started out in front, Charivari and Our Lucky like a

team behind him. GoiDg to the quarter the horses were struni

out. Anita, who was fourth, passed all those in front of hei

with the exception of Rex Giflord, going to the half, and ke[

in the second place until near the seven-eighths pole, when
Our Lueky passed her and came in second under the wire,

two lengths behind Rex Gifford, Charivari was nose and nose

with Anita one length behind. Anita was given third plaee,

Charivari fourth, Leader fifth and Theresa last. Time,

2:17.

Pools^sold in the second heat: Our Lucky $10, field $4. Rex
Gifford led, Our Lucky, who was second, broke at the first

turn and Charivari passed him and Anita, who waB third,

kept moving up and kept abreast of him until past the three-

quarter pole. Rex Gifford kept in the lead and won in a

walk, Anita got in second, three lengths behind the gray si
"

lion, Charivari third, Our Lucky fourth and Leader fift

Time, 2:16$.

The next heat was a good one. Our Lucky trotted around

the first turn without making a skip and kept close to Rex
Gifford, and as Connolly, the driver of the latter, saw the

little horse coming up to him he tapped the gray stallion

with his whip and passed the quarter-pole io thirty four

seconds. To the half it was a pretty contest, Gifford leading

by a leugth. The time was 1:064. Charivari was third. Anita

fourth- The three quarter pole was passed in 1:40. Our

Lucky's clip was tested. He could not beat that, so ConDol-

ley drove bis game stallion home in 2:14, winning the heat

and race easily, Anita third and Charivari laBt. Rex Gif-

ford is a large grey stallion sired by Atto Rex, dam Nellie,

by A. W. Richmond. He wae-bred in Los Angeles, the home
of so many circuit winners this year, and has been prepared

for this race by S. C.iTryon. Ed. Connolly never pulled a

line ovtrthis horee before this afternoon and declares this to

be one of the best race horseB he ever drove.

The 2:18 class, for pacers, brought out a field of seven good

ones— Birdroe, Edna R., Javelin. Fresno Prince, Loupe, Our

Boy and Ella W. Pools sold : Loupe $10, Birdroe $8. field

$4. Judge Covey started them offoo the fourth score. Fresno

Prince took the lead, with Birdroe second. Our Bov third,

Loupe fourth, the rest bunched behind them. Fresno Prince

kept the lead until half way down the backstretch. At this

point Birdroe passed him, and Edna R., who was fifth, passed

to the front and was at Birdroe's sulky as the latter reached

the half. Loupe came up fast and was getting dangerously

close to the leaders, when he broke. Birdroe kept to the fore,

with Edna R. making her pace. Fresno Prince kept moving,

and as the leaders entered the homestretch he was three

jng

ler,

ept

ben

n a

<tal-

fth.
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ngths behind. Coming to the wire Baker, the driver of

irdroe, allowed her to jog in easily three lengths in froot of

;!oa R. Time, 2:11J. Fresno Prince third, Loupe fourth,

;ila W. fifth, Javelin sixth and Our Bov last,

p.iols before the second heat sold : $20 on Birdroe, Loupe

8, field $3. Fresno Prince again took the lead, Edna R. at

iB saddle girth, Rirdroe third. Javelin fourth. Going down

ae backslretch Edna P. passed Fresno Prince and was a

3ngth in advance of him at the half. Birdroe passed Fresno

'rince and was head and head with Eina R. to the three-

uarter pole, the drivers of both mares urgiog their game

Utle mares to do better, but Birdroe was a little the faster,

,od won the beat by a length in S&12J from Edna R., Fresno

rVince third.

The next heat was a surprise. Edna R. took the lead,

lavelin was second, Loupe third. Birdroe broke at the first

urn and fell back; she did not seem to be able to pace, and

ill interest centered in the race between the leaders. Edna

R. kept the lead until the seven-eighths pole was reached,

:hen Javelia paced by her and won by a bead in 2:13$.

Loupe was third, Fresno Prince fourth, Ella W. fifth aod

Birdroe, who was quite lame, was distanced. Holders of

tickets that called for $28 for their $3 felt jubilant, and the

Mire-thing bettors who bad been playing favorites began to

feel blue, and tried their best to get some of their money
back, but it was almost a hopeless task.

The next heat furnished a sensation. EdnaR. and Fresno

Pnoce led Loupe third, and Javelin fourth after passing the

quarter pole.

Ben Chaboya io trying to pas3 Loupe with Javelin

collided the sulky wheel collapsed and Chaboya was thrown

out and the mare ran with the broken sulky dangling all the

way arouod the track and was stopped just about where the

accident occurred. In the meantime Edna R., Fresno Prince

and Loupe were fighting for the lead. Edna R. won bv a

length in 2:17§, Fresno Prince second, Loupe third and Ella

W. fourth. The judges after deliberation decided that Jave-

lin be given the fifth position on account of the unavoidable

accident.

I

SUMMARIES.

To beat 2:30,

Nordica, gr f, 3, by Advertiser—Sallie Renton Phippin 1

rime 2

Time, 2:19^.

' To beat 2:19^.

Palita, en f. 2, by Palo Alto-
iHme

Elsie, by Gen. Benton Phippin

Time, 2:1634-

1

Trotting., 2:40 class, parse S500.

Red ijifford, gr s, by Atto Rex—Nellie, by A W. Richmond
...Connolly 1

Our Lucky, bs. by Rajah...'. Maben 2

Anita, bm. by Jnoio - .Rodriqnez 3

Charivari, b m, by Sterling Snider 4

Time, 2:17. 2:16^, 2:14.

Leader and Theresa also started.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26.

Another beautiful day and a larger attendance at the track

made the directors of this splendid association feel happy.

The programme offered was an excellent one, aod every heat

was a race. Edna R. won her race easily and lowered her

record to 2:13i. Joseph Ayers defeated Dr. Puff and low-

ered his record to 2:17. He trotted the slowest heat of the

meeting, 2:21, but did much better in the following three.

Waldo J. had no trouble in defeating W. Wood and Prince

Almont. In the first heat he paced the mile in 2:09. This

is the fastest mile trotted or paced in thie State since the cir-

cuit opened. Native State captured his race in ftraight heats-

bat he bad all he could do. He was ably driven by George

Maben. The judges were Frank W. Covey, Geo. H. Bragg

and Wm. Buckley. The timers were T. Edwards, J. Boyd

and T. Morehouse.

The track was in fine order and the horses were not allowed

to get tired out scoring.

The unfinished pace was a good one. Edna R. took the

lead in front of Fresno, Loupe, Javelin and Ella W., who
got away ten lengths behind, was last. The quarter was made
io 1:06}. Edna R. never lost her advantage and kept well in

front; Fresno Prince was at her bike, and although Javelin

tried to pass him she was unable to do so. for Fresno Prince

came in second, a ledgth behind the winner, Javelin half a

length further back, Ella W. fourth. Loupe lost his toe-

weight on tbe backstreicb and came in last. Time, 2:13£.

Edna R. won the next heat and race by two lengths from

Javelin io 2:18.

Tbe next race was for tbe 2:27 class trotters ; only three

horses appeared—Dr. Puff. Jasper Ayrea and Juana Treat.

Pools Bold, Jasper Ayres $20, field $7. The start was an even

one, but Dr. Puff took the lead and kept it to the wire. Jas-

per Ayres, who was second, closed up a big gap on the home-
Btretch, but was unable to pass the son of Bay Bird. Juana
Treat just dropped back behind the flag Time, 2:194.

Pools sold second heat: Jasper Ayres $20, Puff $5. The
two horses moved around like a double team. Jasper Ayres
left bis game companion at theseven eighths pole and came

J

io a wioner by half a length in 2:21. The heat was one of

the prettiest seen on the track.

"A change came o'er the spirit of his dream," for Jasper

Ayres, the favorite in the next beat fell back in the first

qaarter and Dr. Puff opened a gap of five lengths at the half.

J.Perkins, the driver of Jasper, closed tcis up and forced Dr.

Puff to trot in 2:17 to beat him a half length to the wire.

Jasper Ayers kept a length behind Dr. Puff until the half

was passed, then he passed the latter and won as he pleased
' in 2:17.

Jasper won the next heat in 2:18$. He led from start to fin-

ish. Dr. Puff was two lengths bebiod him at the finish.

The next race was for tbe free-for-all pacers. There were

only three sidewheelers to appear—W. Wood, Waldo J. aod
Prince Almont. No pools were sold, as everyone conceded
that Waldo J. would win when the word was given. W.
Wood and Prince Almont took the lead and passed the quar-

ter in 0:32, Waldo J. two lengths behind. At the half the

"gray ghosl" of Saota Paula paBsed Prince Almont and waB a

half length behind W. Wood as the latter paced by the half-

mile pole io 1:034. From this poiot oo he gradually gained

on the bay geldiDg aod won the heat by half a length in the

fastest time mide by any trotter or pacer this season in Cali-

fornia—2:09 flat. This lowers Waldo J.'s record of 2:10.

W. Wood broke at the quarter in the second heat and fell

back six lengths. Waldo J. took the lead, and with Prince

Almont at his bike paced to the half in 1:05 aod then came
home in a walk m 2:144, James Mack, his driver, holdiog
him back. Prince Almont was three lengths behind and W.
Wood ten lengths further away.

In the next heat Prince Almont and W. Wood led to the
half. Waldo, in coming to the front at the three quarter
pole, broke, and so did W. Wood. Waldo J. got settled first

and J. Mack drove his gray horse around to the wire in 2:15.

On dismounting it was noticed that the harness on Waldo J.

was broken and his driver had carried part of it in his hand
most of tbe way. The battle for place between Prince Al-
mont and W. Wood was a close one, but the former won by a
nose.

The next event was for tbe 2:30 class trotters. There were
seven starters—Mojave, Jasper Paulsen, Stella, Native State,

Lady Thornhill, Lady Vestal and Gilpatrick. Pools sold :

Native State $20, Lady Thornhill $7, field ?5. When the
word was given Jasper Paulsen, Native State and Lady Ves-
tal took the lead. Mojave was fourth. Gilpatrick and Stella

were last. At the quarter Jasper Paulsen was a half length

in advance of Native Slate, and Lsdy Vestal a length behind
the rest scattered around the first turn, Slella last and break-
ing badly. At tbe half Native State was in the lead a bead,
Jasper Paulsen and Lady Vestal a length further back.

These three horses outclassed their Gelds and were three

lengths in front at the head of the homestretch. Native State
was leading, and the battle between Lady Vestal and Jasper
Paulsen became interesting, but the latter was the speedier
and won the place a length behind tbe big bay ctallion. Time,
2:16J, Lady Thornhill fourth, Mojave fifth, Gilpatrick sixth,

Stella last.

Pools sold: Native State $25, field $4. When the horses
were started Mojave was running, Jasper Paulsen, Lady
Thornhill and Native State leading, tbe rest in procession-

like order behind. The race became very interesting down
the homestretch, all the drivers using their whips and yelling.

Native State came in first, winning by half a length from
Lady Thornhill. Jasper Paulsen was ahead behind her and
a like distance in front of Lady Vealal. Gilpatrick was fifth,

Stella sixth and Mr jave last. Time, 2:164.

No pools were sold on the next heat, as Native State was
conceded to be the best horse in the race. Stella led to the

three quarter pole, Jasper Paulson was second, Lady Thorn-
hill third. On passing this point Native State trotted past

them and took the lead. The horses were being d-iven for

all they were worth. Most of them ran under tbe wire. Na-
tive State was firBt, Gilpatrick, who came like little Klamath
from the head of the homestretch to the wire, second, Stella

third, Lady Thornhill fourth, Jasper Paulsen fifth, Mojave
sixth and Lady Vestal lost. Time, 2:19.

SUMMARIES.

THE BREEDING OP BRUTUS.

And to "What Must "We Ascribe the Prepo-

tency of This "Wonderful Sire ?

1 2
2 1

dis

2:27 class trot, purse S-500, three-year-olds.

Jasper Ayres, b g, by Iris—Babe, by AItamont..Perkins
Dr. Poff. b e, by Bay Bird—Patti Puff_ : Sullivan
Juana Treat, b f, by Tom Rysdyk Hodges

Time, 2:19^. 2:21, 2:17, 2:17, 2:18%.

2:18 class, pacing, purse S-300.

EdnaR., b sa. by Sidney—by Director Lafferty 2 2 2
Javelin,b m, by Creole—Flash,by EgmontXhaboya 6 6 1
Fresno Prince, bl s, by Bayonne Prince

Smitb-Connolly 3 3 4
Loupe, bl g, by John Sevenoaks McManus 4 4 3
Ella \V., b m, by Hros Hellman 5 5 5
Birdroe. b m, by Mark Monroe Baker lid
Oar Boy, ch g, by Vernon Boy -Bunch 7 7 d

Time, 2:11%, 2:12^, 2:13^, 206%, 2:13^, 2:18.

Free-for all pacing, purse 5500.

Waldo J., gg, by Bob Mason—Miss Taylor Mack
Prince Almont, b s, by Almont Medium Shaner
W. Wood, b g, by Steinway Chaboya

Time, 2:09, 2:14J4, 2:\5.j

Trotting. 2:30 class, purse fioOO.

Native State, b s, by Star Sultan G. Maben
Lady Thornhill. b m. by Billy Thornbill Sullivan
Lady Vestal, bm, by Richards' Elector Connelly
(iil Patrick, b s, by Junio Rodriguez
Jasper Paulsen, big. by Wildnut Keating
Stella, b f , by Geo. Washington Smith
Mojave, be, by Dexter Prince Snider

Time, 2:16%, 2:16%, 2:19.

Oh, Those Bloomers.

Two bright daughters of the Golden West have recently

collaborated io song writing, and the latest of their produc-

tions promises to achieve more than local fame. Miss Ada

Dougherty, daughter of the well-known Chas. M. Dougherty,

has just fiited tbe music to a song written by Kate Clark

Brown entitled "Oh, Those Bloomers." So well has this ef-

fort been received by competent musical judges that Meyers'

Orchestra have adopted it to be played by them, while Sta-

pleton (Frohman's comedian) has secured the right to pro-

duce it in New York and other Eistern cities, and says he is

sure it will catch on. The words have an easy flow, and whilst

slightly satirical, are still interesting enough to carry one's

interest from introduction to denouement. The arrangement

of tbe music is spirited and in every way calculated to not

only accompany the words, but to emphasize the best points.

We" have had the pleasure of meeting Miss Dougherty and
found har to be unusually attractive in person and sprightly

and impressive in conversation. Assbe is happily financially

well off, being an heiress of no mean pretentions, the atten-

tion she is giving to music lends an additional charm in con-

tradistinction to the frivolity of most young ladies of wealth

and position.

Charley Thorpe will not ride for McCafferly again this

fall, as has been reported, nor next season in that section

either, for that maUer, he having signed a contract for the

rest of this year and 1896 for first call on his services to W.
H. Laudeman. Charlie says he likes the Western tracks and Musket who, with iw pom

their officials, and then, again, his best friends are in this {"^1"®° o?„__!L *,'.

section, and if he goes East be has to meet new faces and

make fresh acquaintances. He haB also attained his present

standing as a jockey in the *V est, and for that reason he is

also loth to become a regular jockey on the Eastern tracks.

A Cincinnati dispatch of September 24th says : "Lewis
Long of Tennessee, who lost his suit against Barney Schrei-

ber in the Nashville court, has brought a similar action here

today. He sued for $13,650 on what he says is a contract,

under which Schreiber agreed to pay him $250 a week for

the services of Jockey Carr during 1893 and $300 a week
buriugl894. Long says Schreiber won $100,000 in California

on Carr's riding. Five horses are now in the hands of the

Sheriff—Theresa, Don Carillo, Barbarossa, Schiller and a

day gelding.

I read a very interesting editorial in the Breeder and
Sportsman of the 14th about that wonderful young sire

Brutus, and while I fully coincide in all that is said about

the merits of the horse himself, I must be allowed to dissent

from the meed of praise that is given all to his sire,Macgregor,

winner of the 2,000 guineas, and to his sire's sire, Maca-

roni, winner of the Two Thousand Guineas, Derby and Don-

caster Cup of 1863. There could be nothing more beautiful

than Macaroni, with his sweet face and expressive head, his

exquisite neck and his beautifully placed shoulders. But he

defeated Lord Clifden in the first two of those races solely on

account of the uneven ground, he being a short but knurly

horse. When it came to the dead level of the St. Leger

course at Doncaster Lord Clifden galloped away from him
as easily as he could desire. In point of value as sires Lord

Clifden towers above him generally, though inferior to him
as a broodmare sire. I rank the great broodmare sires of

Europe as Pantaloon first, Melbourne second and Macaroni

third. But you must remember that Melbourne served scores

of Pantaloon and Touchstone mares, while Pantaloon was

never mated with a Melbourne mare at all ; and Macaroni's

dam was by Pantaloon, out of Touchstone's dam. That

Macaroni's female line was stronger than his male line, like

that of King Tom in England and Lexington and Glencoe

in America, there can be no reasonable doubt. He got two

winners of the Oaks, while Lord Clifden got but one ; one of

tbe 2,000 to Clifden's one, making things even. Neither of

them got a Derby winner while Lord Clifden got four of the
St. Leger, ranking second of all sires (Stockwell being first) in

theJ126 years of that race. Macgregor bred as well as any son
of Macaroni has done and yet he got nothing but Scot Free,

who won the 2,000 of 1884.

Now come on and look at the dam's side of the house.
Here is first imp. Teardrop, dam of Cyrus, who ought to have
bred better than he haB done—and he has had several good
ones to his credit. Knowing Wenlock to be a better perform-
er (as well as the sire of the dams of Sanfoio and Isinglass,

both Derby winners), one would naturally infer Cyrus to be
the better sire of Teardrop's two colts, buL no one will waste
his breath in such an assertion at this late dav. The per-

formances of Installator, Vinctor and Remus have given the
public such a taste of Brutus' quality as to silence all cap-

tious disputants once and forever.

But my idea is that Brutus' excellence comes from the

maternal line. You must remember that his dam's sire won
the Ascot Cup of 1S64, and got that marvelouB race mare
Marie Stuart, who won the 1,000 guineas at Oaks and beat

old Doncaster (jire of Bend d'Or and second sire of Or-
monde) for the St. Leger. He also got Thistle, dam of

Common,who won all three of the classics,and dam of Thros-
tle, who beat Ladas and Matchbox for the St. Leger. Like-
wise he got Mowerina, dam of Donovan, who won the Derby
and St. Leger, and dam of Semolina, who won the Oaks and
1,000 guineas. Tbe Scottish Chief mares in 1890 stood right

where the Wenlock and Hermit mares do now, and where
the Macaroni mares did in 1887.

Next you come to Niobe, by that desperately game horee

Loup Garou, who was always finding company a trifle too

too speedy for him. He got Fairwater, who won five races

and ran second nine times in a year that boasted such cracks

as Kettledrum, Dundee, Diopbanius, Brown Duchess, Caller

On and Vergiss-Mein-Nicht. Loup Garou was by Lanercost,

the only horse that ever beat Beeswing at weieht for age. He
won the Ascot Cup of 1841, beating Charles XII and others,

and won the Newcastle Cup.beating Beeswing by a nose.which

led to a desperate fight over the decision, in which two men
were killed and forty or more badly injured. Lanercost got

Von Tromp, winner of the St. Leger and Emperor of Rus-
sia's Cup, and Catherine Hayes, winner of The Oaks.
Next you come to Miserrima, own sister to Hobbie

Noble, The Reiver, EUhiron aod Windbound. Elthiron won
the Cumberland Plate and City and Suburban of 1S48 and
got two winners of the French Derby. The Reiver was sec-

ond in the St. Leger of 1853, won by West Australian, and a

very high-class horse. Windhound is already immortal as

the sire of Thorraanby, for it is now a well-established fact

that Melbourne (for whom the paternity of Thormanby was
also claimed) was impotent in 18E6 and got no foals that year.

And as lor The Hobbie .Noble, he was the handsomest horse

of his day, by long odds, and made Kingston and West
Australian look like butchers' hacks beside him. That he
would have woo the Derbv appropriated by the comparatively

worthless Daniel O'Rourke, I never have once doubted, had
he not been poisoned on tbe night before the race.

Next comes Phryne, by Touchstone, whom Admiral Rous
pronounced "the Pearl of the whole British stud." She was

own sister to Flatcatcher, who won the 2,000 guineas of 1848,

beating Surplice by a neck; and in addition to the great ones

above given (who were all by Pantaloon) she produced
Blanche of Middlebie and Katherine Logie, afterwards fam-

ous as the Ham of Both well, who won the 2,000 guineas.

Next comes Decoy, by Filho da Puta, the Leger winner
of 1815. She produced that capital cup horse Sleight of

Hand and bis full sister Legerdermain, who won the Man-
chester cup of 1850, and produced Toxophilite, who ran sec-

ond to Beadsman for the Derby of 1858, and he got the great

Musket who, with 126 pounds, ran second to Rosicrucian for

1 and won the same race a year
later with 134 pounds. Musket was seot to New Zealand,
where he got Martini Henry and Carbine, winners of the

Melbourne Cup; Matchlock, winner of both St. Legers; Mar-
tini Henry,winner of both Derbies and A. J. C. St. Leger; in

addition to Maxim, Trenton, Nordenfeldt (both Derbys) and
Volley, winner of the V. R. C. St. Leger. Musket got Pe-

tronel, winner of the 2,000 guineas of 1880. In addition to

these cracks, Toxophilite got Stray Shot, dam of Shotover,

2,000 guineas and Derby of 1882, and Quiver, tbe dam of

La Fleche, who won the 1,000 guineas, Oaks, St. Leger and
Ascot Cup.
To sum up, Brutus is good enough in any country, but 1

cannot help attributing tbe excellence of this marvelous
young sire to his dam's side of the house.

Hidalgo.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Klamath seems to h»ve gone back decidedly in the last

few weeks.

Caliekte, by California, got a pacing record of 2:151 at

Columbus, September 11th.

Kremlin, 2:07j, is getting early speed. He has anew
two-year-old 2:30 race winner.

Electioneer'? trotting descendants are surely getting

their share of the honors this season.

The race meeting at Salinas commences next Tuesday. A
large number of horses will go there.

Hoekeme's race netting begins next Tuesday. The pro-

gramme offered is a most excellent one.

Major Centileyre, by Electric King, paced to a record

of 2:224 at Elkhart, Ind., September 12th.

Palo Alto Sprite, by Palo .Alto, dam of Sphinx, Ego-

tist, etc., is in training at Fleetwood Park.

Azote had a cake-walk at St. Joseph last week. The big

gelding has won over $7,250 in races this year.

Election Time, a bay horse by Electrotype, got a pacing

record of 2:20 at Des Moines, Iowa, September 12th.

It is pretty safe betting that if Zombro was East he could

beat all the three-year-olds that side of the Rockies.

TrOman (2:12), Adair (2:17*), Elwina (2:27}) and Eros

(2:29j), all by Electioneer, have died since January 1.

Jay Beach has decided to take Altamont to Kentucky,

and will leave here early in December.—Rural Spirit.

Tommy Mac, a chestnut gelding by Hambletonian Wilkes,

got a record of 2:25J, pacing, at Napoleon, Ohio, September

6th.

Andy McDowell is reported as saying that he will sever

his connection with the Salisbury stable at the end of this

Since Nightingale beat Azote out in California last Feb-

ruary, no other trotter has finished in front of the big bay

gelding.

The bay mare, Effie L., by 8phinx, who recently took a

record of 2:25j, is a sister of Gift o' Neer, 2:20, and Sandy

Boy, p. 2:161.

Please send in any corrections you may see ought to be

made in the 2:30 list, which is published in another column

of this issue.

Gilpatrich, by Jnnio, lowered his record from 2:29i to

2:21 at Stockton,and won a very hard-fought race at Stockton

last Thursday.

Robbie P., the trotter that was out here last season, broke

the track record at Davenport, la., September 20th, when he

went in 2. Hi;.

Potrero is a bay horse by Redondo, 2:28& (son of Stam-

boul and Dido, by Hialoga), got a record of 2:21 at Stockton

on Thursday last.

Altamont is the sire of three 2:10 performers, with two

more knocking at the door, and out of the five only one is out

of a standard-bred mare.

Fantasy has not realized, Alix has been oxygenized,

Azote is being idolized, Patchen and Gentry criticised, Robert

J. eulogized.—Rural Spirit.

Boodle, 2:15, lowered his record to 2:14 at Stockton Fri-

day, and if the race had not been postponed he would have

won it easily. He is a racehorse.

Jam. Chesley's handsome brown pacing eelding, Loupe,

lowered his record to 2:12}, and *on a good race at Stockton

last Friday in 2:1 2j, 2: 4 and 2:17.

Alia, 2:29}.the five-year-old black gelding by Red Wilkes,

has been sold to Eli Kindig, of Philadelpbia.by Mike Bower-

man, of Lexington, Ky., for $1,000.

Baron Rose, by 8tamboul, owned by J. W. Daly, of Mt.

Kisco, N. Y., trotted a mile in 2:15 and a half in 1:06* in his

work at Poughkeepsie, Bf. Y., recently.

A LARdE number of horsemen started from Stockton to

Fresno in order to have their horses in readiness for the race

meetiog which commences next Tuesday.

The three-year-old colt Boreal, by Bow Bells, won an

eight-heat race at Louisville. He won the first heat in 2:15?,

the second in 2:15) and the eighth in 2:17 j.

AzoTE'e mile in 2:11 { in the fastest that has been trotted,

in a race, over the St. Jo-teph, Mo., track since September,

1892, when Lobasco defeated Jack by a half length.

BkhiUT Regent, 4, by Prince Regent. 2:16}, dam Bright

Eves, by Blackwood Chief, who won a heat in 2:08} at Louis-

ville la«t week, is now the fastest new pacer of the year.

The Sin Mateo 8lock Farm Freds, Fred Moody and Fred

Kohl, am doiog as well in the East as we predicted they

would last spring. They win money every time they start.

McKmifKT, 2:11), will stand for the season of 1896 at

Oakland. We predict that his book will fill rapidly. Mr.

Durfeesays In* horse finished a good season at Portland this

year.

Lou Mitchell, a three-year-old by Direct, out of a mare

by Antevolo, won a good race at Indianapolis, Ind., Septem-

ber 17th. She lost the first two heats, but won the last three

in 2:22}, 2:26j, 2:29.

Anthelia, a mare belonging to T. C. Angelin, of Lex-

ington, Ky., dropped dead at Evansville, Ind., on the morn-

ing of September 20th. She had a record of 2:18 and her

owner had refused $5,000 for her.

Wiggins, 2:19J, son of Aberdeen and Albina de Mer, by

Stamboul, 2:07t, is proving himself the greatest racing two-

year-old ever campaigned. He has started in five races this

year, won each in straight heats and reduced his record in

each.

Onward, 2:25}, is now the leading sire of 1895. The son

of George Wilkes and Dolly has twelve new standard per-

formers to date. He also has six new Z:20 performers, five

new 2:15 performers and one new 2:10 performer to his

credit.

Monroe Salisbury's filly Lou Mitchell, by Direct, won
the three-year old trot at Indianapolis, Ind., on Tuesday.

She trotted the third, fourth and fifth heats in 2:22, 2:26 | and
2:29. The first two heats were won by Bay B. in 2:24* and

2:25}.

What the Jewett Farm lost when Almont Lightning died

in the flower of his youth can be better appreciated wben it

is remarked that Zombro, 3, 2:13, King Princeps, 2:15, and
Stam B , 3, 2:16, are all descendants of the son of Almont and
Belle Bowman.

That was a great race which Nightingale, by Mambrino
King, won at Louisville, Ky., recently. David B.. by Young
Jim, got the first heat in 2:09} and B. B. P. the second in

2:00}, but the Village Farm mare outlasted them. The time

of the last heat was 2:11.

It would not surprise us if Zombro was sold for a good long

price by some prominent Eastern horseman. This is the

best campaigner ever seen for his age on this Coast and in

fact in the United States. He meets horses of all ages and
vanquishes them easily.

Village Farm have castrated the pacer Peerless Chimes,

record 2:18|, and will put him in shape to be sold for road

purposes lhis fall. They have also castrated several great

young horses, as they find there is more demand for gentle-

men's drivers than for stallions.

The Terre Haute Gazette discusses the propriety of the

application of " who " and " which " to horses. It is not a

good enough rule for us to use the former to a horse with a

name, and the latter to those without—which are just horses ?

We use " he " and " she," why not who ?

William Kelly (Geyser) ,a well-known trotting horse

driver, died recently in New York. Kelly was one of Dan
Mace's pupils at the same time as " Knap " McCarthy, Ike
Fleming, Johnny Murphy and others, who were graduated

from the rub rag in Mace's stable to the sulky.

MojAve, Chas. A. Hug's grand-looking Dexter Prince

gelding, got a record of 2:19 in the fourth heat of a race at

Stockton, last Thursday. He was close up in every heat and
with one or two more such races will be one of the best horses

on the circuit. Thos. Snider handled the ribbons over him.

There has been as much " evolution " in the improvement
of trotting appliances as in the horse himself. In 1S29 the

first sulky was built, and weighed 160 pounds, and was the

frailest structure of the kind ever put together, writes L. C.

Underbill. The " bike " of 1895 weighs as little as twenty

pounds or less.

A curious pneumatic ball tire, which has been patented in

England, substitutes for the continuous tubular tire a series

of rubber ballB, set in cups at the outer end of the spokes

The balls are so arranged that they may be simultaneously

inflated. The invention is meant for bicycles, but it could be

adapted to the pneumatic sulky.

The suspensions ordered by the Galeaburg Association

amount to $52,000. When the horsemen get these claims

paid and incidentally others at various meetings which took

entries under the forfeit system they will, no doubt, realize

that said system is a delusion and a snare. Next year the

cash plan will be adopted generally.

Prof. Thos. Bowhilx, the well-known veterinarian, sev-

ered hiB connection with the veterinary department of the

University of California, not of the University of the Pacific,

as it erroneously appeared in this journal last week. ThiB
is a serious mistake, and we hasten to correct it. The two
institutions are of an entirely different nature.

Dickerson and Geers have made a good little thing on

the side as " substituted " drivers. Geers was presented with

$500 at Detroit, Dickerson was presented with $100 at Phila-

delphia and also another $100 at Providence, R. I., last

Monday, where he drove Russell Egbert in the 2:40 trot after

the third heat, winning the next three straight.

Millard F. Sanders has given up his string of trotters

and pacers and stowed his Bulkies and harnesses away for

this year. It would not be surprising if he, like B. C. Holly,

W. Dooathan, F. Van Ness and a number of other old-time

trotting horse trainers, should soon be seen handling a big

string of runners. Mr. Sanders is one of the most capable

men in the profession.

Bouncer's defeat of such a field of aged horses as Light-

ning, Lynne Bel, Early Bird, Edith H. and Gertrude last

week is another proof that this fonr-year-old daughter of

Hummer i* one of the greatest campaigners of the year. She
has now started in eight races the present season, winning
six, and $5,620 in pure money. Her record at the opening
of the campaign was 2:18}; it is now 2:12, and of her eighteen

winning heats this year, fifteen have been trotted in 2:15 or

better, their average time being 2:13 72-100. William Simp-
son, as her owner and breeder, and W. J. Andrews as her
driver, may well point with pride to her remarkable record.

Geers was at Louisville last week with the Hamlin string.

It has been decided that he will take thirty head of horses of
the Hamlin string to Europe this winter, the most of which
will be left over there. He does not think Robert J. is a
back number yet by any means, and he is also of the opinion
that Star Pointer, 2:052, is one of the best. He thinks a great
deal of the Titley horse.

I have used " Absorbine " on mv bay mare and have
found it to be the only thing that would remove wind-pufls,
which it has done to my full satisfaction in this case; also
used it on another case to remove callous bunch on fore leg,

with most excellent results. I cheerfully recommend it to
horsemen. Yours truly, Jas. P. Allen, Pres. Hartford
Driving Club.

The fast trotting mare Moment, 2:16}, by Kentucky
Prince, out of Instant, 2:14}, by Startle, died at Rutland,
Vt., a few days ago. Moment was brought out this year by
William C. Trimble, of Newburgh, and won all her races,

taking a record of 2:22} in her first start at Poughkeepsie,
August 1. The cause of the promising mare's death is sa'd,

to have been pneumonia.

At a breeders' meeting held at Portland, Ore., two weeks
since, three new performers entered the list, viz.: Nettie
Ham, 3, 2:25, by Hambletonian Mambrino; Stamwix, 2:22J,
pacing, by the Bame sire, and Hugo, 2:2o, by Altago,son of
Altamont. At the same meeting the pacing mare, Altawood,
by Alamont. reduced her record from 2:24J to 221 and
Frank O'Neil, by Whippleton, cut his from 2:29 to 2::27.

The success of Village Farm at Louisville has been re-
markable as well as brilliant. The victory of Robert J., of
course, " capped the climax." Nightingale won the 2:11

trot, Moonstone the 2:10 pace. Bright Regent the 2:20 pace,
Fritz Royal the 2:29 trot and Mandolin the 2:25 pace. All
of the above, with the exception of Robert J., were bred by
C. J. Hamlin. The record made seems to be nnequaled this

year.

The record for a six-heat race was twics lowered in one
week. The record had stood since 1892 when the race at

Terre Haute, Ind , in which Ryland T. defeated Charleston
and Little Albert, averaged 2:12 29 100. At Boston last week
Col. Kuser's race averaged 2:12}, and later on the record was
lowered in the bard race between David B., B. B. P. and
Nightingale, the six heats being trotted at an average of
2:11 54-100.

John R. Fabeis is just in receipt of a telegram from Geo.
1 'flutt, dated at Hanover, Pa., Baying that he had won two
races in one day with Greenlander Girl in 2:20}, and a three-
year-old colt bv Electricity in 2:26$. These two animals were
purchased from Joe Thayer not two months ago by their

present owner, J. A. Ochei, of Harrisburg, Pa., and Offutt is

to be congratulated for the good showing made by them over
a half-mile track.—Horse Review.

nitThere will be a select string of trotters on the circuit

next year from the Mokelumne Stock Farm (home of Silver
f

Bow, 2:16j. A well-known horseman who visited this ele-

gantly appointed farm near Clements says Mr. Fox has some
of the handsomest-formed ycungsters by Silver Bow he has
ever seen, and the game stallion is looking one hundred per
cent better than he did while on the circuit. A year's rest

will help this horse to lower his record if he is started next
year.

Onward leads all sons of Geo. Wilkes this year in the
number of additions to the 2:20 list. One of his best bred
sons, Hart Boswell, out of Nancy Lee (dam of Nancy Hanks,
2:04), by Dictator, is at the Laurel Creek Farm, San Mateo
County, and his first crop of colts and fillies are a credit to

him. They are heavy-boned and well-muscled and in action

seem to know nothing but Jtrot. They are all good sized.

Hart Boswell is destined to become a prominent sire judging
by what he has already shown.

Robert Steel, the well-known Philadelphia breeder,

says he is one of those * ho think that the demand in the

near future will more than exceed the supply because of the

falling ofi in breeding in the past two or three seasons. Mr.
Steel has about seventy mares at his farm on the outskirts of

Philadelphia; eleven of these he bred last year, but he in-

tends to breed many more this season. He says it is quite

surprising how few really good horses can be picked up in

the vicinity of Philadelphia to-day. He has disposed of sev-

eral head recently at private sale for fair prices.

Lockheart, by Nutwood, defeated Klamath in straight

heats at Hedrick", Iowa, September 19th ; time, 2:09, 2:08J.
2:09. Lockheart is the fastest son of Nutwood. His sister,

Bye Bye, is owned by Pierce Bros, of Santa Rosa Stock
Farm. TheBe gentlemen have two fillies by Guy Wilkes out

cf this mare that are considered the finest-formed and most
promising on their immense farm. They will receive care-

ful handling by J. Rodgers, formerly of the San Miteo Stock
Farm, and, with several other royally bred youogsters, will

compose a string of youngsters that will be hard to excel in

any country. Bye Bye was bred to Directum early this spring,

but did not prove with foal. Mr. Pierce then bred her to the

handsomest horse in California, Sidney Dillon, by Sidney,

and she is believed to be safe with foal. Sidney Dillon will

be seen next season on the circuit.

Fresno County has the most beautiful fair ground in the

State, anditisadmired by all who visit it. It was recently

sold under foreclosure of a mortgage and is likely tobe cut up
into farming property. A few enterprising citizens who
have not a cent's interest in the property are trying to pre-

vent this from being done, and are giving this race meeting
solely for the purpose of ascertaining if the citizens of the

county will patronize race meetings and annual fairs suffi-

ciently to enable citizens who do not wish to see Fresno take

a backward step, but keep progressing and building up ele-

gant homes in and around our city, to organize a new asso-

ciation that will purchase the grounds and preserve it as a

park for picnics, fairs, races, outdoor sports and pleasure

driving. These grounds, being the only place that Fresno has

as a sporting or picnic park, a lack of patronage of the Octo-

ber races means their permanent closing.—Fresno Expositor,
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THE SADDLE.

' There is a noticeable lengthening of the distances in races

t the far East.

Joe Narvez showed something of his old form in the

addle at Stockton.

The great horse, Huron, of the Corrigan string, will never

'ace the starter again

.

The defeat of Gratify made a difference to Johnny Cole-

man of $4,000, it is said.

. George Covington's horses, Find Out and imp. Thorn,

ran second at St. Louis yesterday.

Donahue, Burns & Waterhouse's new jockey created a

jrery good impression by his ride on Claudius.

' The good Flambeau filly Piquante, of the A. B. Spreckels

string, has been fired and is being given a rest.

i

Lissak is now at Colonel Chinn's ranch, near Harrods-

|bnrg, Kyt He will not be raced until next year.

Tim Murphy stumbled to his knees about three-eighths of

a mile from home in the race won by Sir Richard.

Grady ran an unaccountably bad race Saturday. He was

a hot favorite, and on public form was justifiably so.

Several down-town pool-rooms received the reports and

betting over the Western Union wires on Saturday.

W. S. Hobart's horses will not be seen at the track for

about ten days. Mr. Hunn is getting them in shape.

A Detroit dispatch announces the death of Ed. Kinney,

a well-known bookmaker. He was aged forty years.

Alvarado, the Amigo—Santa Margarita colt in Baldwin's

stable, won a five-furlong race at Windsor yesterday in 1:01$.

Cicero, My Luck and Tyro are on the way to San Fran-

ciBCO. They will be trained by Frank Taylor when they

arrive.

Rosebud showed considerable improvement Saturday over

her Sacramento form, and she showed not a little speed there

either.

Lehman won the Grand Hotel Stakes, one mile, at Oak-
ley l»st Saturday in 1:40), Handsome second and Buck Mas-

si e third.

Cy Mclkey left on Wednesday for his gold mine in El

Dorado County, and it is said he has given up training race

horses for good.

The attendance last Saturday was the poorest ever seen in

8an Francisco for that day, in all probability, 1,000 bang
about the figure.

Winship & Keating have purchased from Millard

Sanders the grandly-bred two-year-old pacer Agitato, record

2:18. Price, $500.

The Pacific Coast Jockey Club has received between 400

and 500 entries to their splendid stake events, while many are

on the way by mail.

Song and Dance, wirner of the Autumn Cup, one and
three-quarters miles, is unusually well named, being by The
Bard out of Heel and Toe.

Barney Schreiber's three-year-old filly, Mollie King,
won a mile and Beventy-yard rnce yesterday at Oakley, near
Cincinnati, going the distance in 1:46.

Coleman, the three-year-old gelding that ran here fairly

1 well Tuesday, the first time out, is by imp. Sir Modred from
Blithesome (dam of Comrade), by Onondaga.

Del Coronado, by imp. The Hook—Jennie B., by imp.
Glenelg, won a six-furlong dash at Windsor Tuesday in

1:16', Doubtful second and George Smith third.

Rosebud, by imp. Sir Modred, out of Rosemary, will be
one of the best broodmares belonging to Burns & Water-
house. 8he is strongly built, game and speedy.

Agitato shows signs of returning to his two-year-old form.
He was pretty nearly a stake colt theh. The son of imp.
Cyrus and Frolic was recently added to "the list."

Maid Marian ran six and a half furlongs in 1:20 yester-

day at Oakley. This is close to the record at the distance.

Buckwa was second and good old Lottie Mills third.

J. H. Shields' horses, Capt. Rees, McLight and Mary S.,

arrived Saturday night from Sacramento, looking well. They
were walked up Market street to Golden Gate avenue.

Remus broke the mile and seventy yard coast record Tues-
day to the extent of half a second. Duke Stevens ran it in

1:451; with 110 pounds up last fall at Bay District track.

Over 550 entries to the Pacific Coast Jockey Club stakes I

are now chronicled, some of the most famous race horses in

America, outside of Henry of Navarre, Domino and Clifford,
|

being entered.

Edwin F. Smith does not act as presiding judge at Bay
|

District until about the 1st of October. Charley Trevathan I

presided over the stand last Saturday, President Williams
acting as associate judge.

Duchess of Towers comes pretty close to being a crack

three-year-old sprinter. Tuesday Bhe carried 106 pounds to

Tim Murphy'B 102 pounds, forcing him to break a record to

beat him. Murphy's jockey, however, carried neither whip
nor spur.

Frank Van Ness wanted the judges to excuse Olivia

Tuesday. His reason was that he was afrtid he could not

get a plater to shoe her properly in time. A blacksmith ap-

peared on the scene in time, however, and the daughter of

Emperor of Norfolk and Dolly L. won easily.

Thebe will be some fifteen pool-rooms in operation in San
Francisco to day. This will take largely from the attendance

at Bay District track. Corbett has spent several hundred
dollars in improving his pool-room. On one block on Ellis

street there are no less than five of these rooms.

Rear Guard pulled up a very lame horse in the fast mile
and a furlong race Saturday. He went to pieces at the head
of the homestretch, up to which time he was quite promi-
nent.

Potentate, Goodwin, Glacius, Montgomery and Mt. Mc-
Gregor left Chicago Saturday on their way to California.

These racehorses were recently purchased by Burns & Water-
house.

The Santa Anita Stable furnished two winners at Detroit
on Saturday. La Fiesta won at six furlongs in 1:15, while
Sinaloa III was victorious at four and one-half furlongs, run
in 0:54$.

The Ormonde-Kissing Crust colt, Orestes, at the track is

one of the finest-formed youngsters we have seen. He is with
the rest of W. O'B. Macdonough's horses, and the gem of the
collection.

j Claudius' mile and an eighth run in 1:53£ last Saturday
is the local track record and but a quarter of a second be-

hind the Coast record, 1:531-, made by another son of Brutus
(InBtallator).

William Donathan's string, consisting of Arnelte,
Alexis, Warrago and Amen (the latter a two-year-old maiden
by KyrleDaly—Chiquita) arrived at the track from Stockton
this morning.

Sons of imp. Brutus hold two Coast records and also share

honors on the mile record. Vinctor ran a mile in 1:40, Remus
a mile and seventy yards in 1:44J (Tuesday), Installator one
and one-eighth miles in 1:53£ at Sacramento. Remus car-

ried 99 pounds and seemed to win easily. Verily the Brutuses

are grf>at.

Tim Murphy made a new Coast record for five and a half

furlongs Tuesday, the old roan carrying 102 pounds and
leading almost from the first jump. The former record was

1:06|, made by Gibson November 17, 1892, at Bay District

track with 117 pounds up. Tim ran it in l:06i yesterday, and
might have gone a shade faster.

The Great Eastern Handicap was a grand race this year.

One I Love won by a head from Margrave, who was half a

length in front of Hazlet, he in turn a head before Silver II,

who just beat Crescendo. Ben Brush, with 126 pounds up,

finished eighth. One I Love carried 122 pounds, Margrave
110, Hazlet 122, Silver II. 116 and Crescendo 126 pounds.

James B. Clay, the grandson of Henry Clay, and one of

Fayette County's most prominent breeders of thoroughbred

horses, made an assignment last Tuesday afternoon at Lexing-

ton, Ky,, to Banker J. Will Sayre. The liabilities or assets

are not known. Mr. Clay owns the stallion Chance and Vo-
calic, besides a number of richly-bred broodmares. His farm

is known as the Iroquois stud.

There will be no dearth of good jockeys out here next

winter. The following will almost surely be on hand : Felix

Carr, Marty Bergen, Lonnie Clayton, Willie Martin, Sam
Doggett, Jerry Chorn. Eugene Van Kureo, C. Slaughter,

"Soup" PerkinB, Henry Griffin, "Doc" Tuberville, Si Mc-
Claine, Frank Leigh, Earl Cochrane, Irving and Keefe. We
now have some very fair pigskin artists in George Miller,

Macklic, Donahue, Eddie Jones, Chevalier and Hinrichs.

Barney Schkeiber has made more nominations to the

stakes of the Pacific Jockey Club than any other owner.

Over 550 entries had been reeeived up to Saturday night.

This is an average of forty to a race, but a big list of entries

is still expected from the East. The four-mile race has al-

ready twenty-four entries. Had the association given the

same money for a one and a quarter mile handicap they

would have received more entries than for both the Brook-

lyn and Suburban handicaps this year.

One of the happiest men at the track was Thomas Flynn,

father of the capable jockey, William Flynn. When the

latter won on Sir Richard Saturday, he said, as the boy dis-

mounted :
" My boy, Tom, that was killed, used to ride that

horse long before he came to this country, and this race

brings up remembrances of him, and especially when Willie

rides the horse juBt as my poor boy would." Thomas Flynn

was killed at Guttenburg about two years ago.

A London dispatch of September 11 says : Lord Rosbery's

bay colt, Sir Visto, by Barcaldine, the winner of this year's

Derby, won the St. Leger stakes at Doncaster to-day. W.
M. G. Singer's chestnut colt, Telescope, by Tyrant, was sec-

ond, and Mrs. L. Brassey's bay filly, Butte- fly, by Hampton,
was third. Eleven horses ran. The betting just before the

start was 9 to 4 on Sir Visto, 1,000 to 35 on Telescope, and 8

to 1 vs Butterfly. The distance was six furlongs and 132

yards, and there were 202 subscribers.

California-bred horses were much in evidence at Graves-

end track last Saturday. Nanki Pooh, by Sir Modred, was

first in a mile and a half race, Pepper second and Connoisseur,

by Sir Modred, third. Waltzer, by Darebin. won a Bix-fur-

long race, beating Derfagilla and Pop Gray. In the special,

mile and a quarter, Clifford won, with Sir Excess (by Sir

Modred) second and Henry of Navarre third. Rey del Car-

rera won the Atlantic Stakes, beating Applause and Band-
spring in 1:01£ for five furlongs, the track not being one of

the fastest in the country.

It was given out last Monday that Jimmy Rowe, formerly

presiding judge at Bay District track, would not come to

California next winter as he did not wish to preside at Bay
District track. The California Joekey Club is trying to se-

cure Judge Joseph J.Burke in his stead. Mr. Burke is by

many considered one of the very best officials that ever graced

a judges' stand, being vigilant, juBt and at the same time

strict. He is thoroughly posted and is an old newspaper

man. MoBt of the racing officials of the country come from
newBpaperdom nowadayB, and seem to make the best judges

and secretaries.

Mr. Lorillard and Mr. Croker, who will surely race on

the other side, will probably have to race against some of the

horses owned by August Belmont, who expects to spend

some time in England next Summer. M. F.

Dwyer will probablv tempt fate there again next vear if he

can find any horses such as he wants for another English

campaign. His recent visit posted him as to the kind of

horses that can be raced there to the beat advantage. So if

he can get what he wants he will go over again and try con-

clusions with the racing men once more. There is also a pos-

sibility that Marcus Daly will have a Btring of horses there

next year, as he is anxious for turf honors in that country

won with some of his Montana-bred animals.

Kingston's first son was dropped at La Belle Farm on
the 5th inst., and is as lively a youngster as can be found for

his age. As the mare was not a thoroughbred, this, the first

of,his get, will never be prominent in the turf world, but may
be a useful fellow at pulling tbe family carriage around the
country. Mr. Leigh bred Kingston to this mare on trial,

and was soon made aware that the " Brown Whirlwind" was
to be a success in the stud. It will be 1S98, however, before
the real test will be made, as his two-year olds will then be-
gin their career on the turf.

A writer in an English paper says :
" After making ob-

servations for some time, I have come to the conclusion that
jockeys occasionally get off form, the same as horses do.
When a. rider, however fashionable he may be, has had, say
a dozen consecutive losing mounts on horses that on paper
seemed to have good chances, be should take a rest for at
least a furtnight. It is the same in riding races as in shoot-
ing or playing billiards—a man to succeed must be successful.

A few reverses unnerve tbe best of sportsmen, whether they
are riding, shooting or handling the cue."

Burns & Waterhouse. outside of the great army of
yearlings they have purchased this year, have four rare-bred
two-year olds they bought last fall of Palo Alto Stud, with
which Trainer McCormack may cut a wide swath in three-
year-old races next year. Three are untried. They are :

Salisbury, by Racine—imp. Flirt, by Hermit, cost $2,500
;

Sweet Rose, by Flambeau—imp. Fairv Rose, by Kisber, cost

$2 500; Cassius, by Flambeau—imp. Teardrop, by Scottish
Chief,$650; Coloma, by Flood—imp.|Cornelia,by Isonomv, cost

$1,100. Salisbury is a half brother to imp. Gorgo and Flam-
beau, sire of Crescendo; Sweet Rose iB a half sister to

Racine and Fairy and Cassius a half brother to imp. Brutus,
sire of Peter the Great.

As Byron McClelland has not accepted Mr. Belmont's
offer to train Henrv of Navarre and some other horses he in-

tended sending to England, the chances are that the Presi-
dent of the Jockev Club may change his mind about racing
on the other side next year, especially as Margrave, his
Derby candidate, does not seem to be within twenty pounds
of Derby form, and before sending Henry of Navarre over to

England to compete with the best horses there—over two
miles and upwards, with from 130 to 140 pounds on his back
—he ought to demonstrate his ability to give our best horses
at least twenty pounds and a beating at a mile and a half. If

he cannot do this his chances for defeating the best horses in

England at weight for age would not be very rosy.

JrsT whit Requital would do at weight for age with the
best horses in England is an interesting problem, and, as Mr.
Belmont is likely to own him before long, he may send him
over, as he gives every promise of developing into an even
better horse as a three-year-old than what he has been at

two. He is a beautifully bred colt, and it is almost a certainty

that he will go much further than any of his dam's previous
produce- As the colt has too many valuable engagements in

this country next year it would be flying in the face of Prov-
idence to take the off chance of trying to win glory across the
herring pond. It is Mr. Gideon's intention to dispose of all

his horses in training ; therefore the good-looking and
highly tried Iroquois-Carlotta colt is likely to winter at

Babylon.

It was onlv tbe other dav that the announcement was
made that William K. Vanderbtit. principal stockholder in

the Coney Island Jockey Club and in tbe great yacht De-
fender, was about to start a stud farm in France ; and now
comes the news that J. W. Mackav,Jr.,son of " the Bonanza
King " has registered racing colors in France, and is there-
fore of course to become a figure on the French turf. One
can not but regret that all of the millionaires whose millions
were accumulated in America do not, like August Belmont,
James R. Keene, etc., give their patronage to the support of
home racing. John W. Mackay, Sr., was, and presumably
is, a warm admirer of the trotting horse, and once owued the

great mare Fleetwing, tbe dam of Stamboul, 2:07 A, etc. The
colors registered by young Mackay in France are black and
silver—suggestive of the origin of the Mackay millions.

It is expected that there will be some move made by Peter
De Lacy at the Brooklyn track to enforce the racing law as

interpreted by Judge Bischoff in his decision in the trumped-
up case made by De Lacy to get ammunition to fight the

Dwyers with. It was the fight made by the Brooklyn Jockey
Club that forced De Lacv to close his city poolrooms, and
he is out for revenge, and has fought them tooth and nail

since they were broken up. Just what action he will take is

not known, but the managers of the track will be ready for

him. The Jockey Club's attorneys have also been preparing
the necessary legal ammunition with which to make the ex-

pected battle. It is needless to say that they do not believe

that the Bischoff law is good law, and they will carry the

matter to the highest courts in the State in order to get a test

of the constitutionality of the law. It is not anticipated that

any step can be taken which will interfere with the success-

ful carrying out of the meeting as already planned.

The last of the tiio of the great English classic races fi-r

three-year-olds in 1895 was run at Doncaster last week, and
ex-Premier Lord Rosebery was somewhat recompensed for

the failure last year of htB Derby hero, Ladas.to carry off

the St. Leger by the success in that event this year of his

Derby winner, Sir Visto. The title and conditions of the

race are as follows : The St. Leger Stakes of £25 ($125) each,

for three-year-olds ; colts 9 Btone (126 pounds) and fiilies 8

stone 11 pounds (123 pounds) ; second to receive £200
($1,000) and the third £100 ($500) out of stakes; old St.

Leger course, about 1 mile, b" furlongs, 132 yards ; 207 sub-

scribers. There were eleven starters and the placed—the first

three—horses were : Lord Rosebery's b c Sir Vi»to, by Bar-

caldine—Vista (S. LoateB), first ; W. M. G. Singer's ch c

Telescope, by Tyrant—Astrology (Allsopp) second ; L.

Brassey's b f Butterfly, by Hampton—Merry Duchess (Brad-

ford), third. The price against (he winner was 9 to 4, 33 to

1 being tbe quotation about Telescope, while Butterfly, who
had been heavily supported during the last three weeks and
backed down from twenties, started at eightB. An absurd

blunder was perpetrated by several of our Eastern papers in

publishing the news of the race, the betting returns being

fiven respectively as 9 to 4 on, 1,000 to 35 on and 8 to 1 on.

t was the one hundred and twentieth St. Leger that has been

run and made the fifteenth occasion in which the Derby win-

ner proved victorious. The St. Leger winners are, in Ameri-
ca, our native-bred Iroquois, Rayon d'Or and Ormonde.
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There's Money in tbe Business.

Tbe wonderful strides made by our trotters and pac-

ers toward the \wo-niinute mark are causing many
breeders great uneasiness, for they have an idea that it

will not pay to breed horses that cannot beat 2:30.

While there may be some logic in their conclusions on

this subject, there still remains so many reasons for them

to look at it in a different and more favorable light that

a little closer study will convince them that never before

in the history of the trotting turf was there a greater

necessity for using better judgment in breeding, greater

care in raising, and more practical intelligence in devel-

oping trotters than the present.

Every industry has to undergo a change before it be-

comes perfect, and this applies to the interests of light

harness horses as well as it does to scientific agri-

cultural or mechanical pursuits. Different conditions

demand different treatment. This is an age of progress,

and in no other pursuit has progressiveness manifested

itself so strongly as in the development of our fast trot-

ting horses.

A few years ago those that were termed fast trotters

were far from being beautiful cither at ease or in action.

I them were of nondescript breeding and looked

as lean and hungry as if they were fed on shavings.

Worked to death at any gait that would get them to the

wire first
; shod with shoes of the heaviest kind to give

them action ; booted with pieces of gunny sack turned

over light straps; pulling sulkies that weighed from

eighty to one hundred and twenty pounds each
; har-

nessed with strong and poorly-fitted harnesses and fed

entirely on grain, they had a trying experience. When
racing th.'y were yelled at as if driven by a band of com-
manders on the warpath. Jobbery of all kind* indulged

into make them win, and then after long and tiresome

scoring and hard driving the poor horses were forced to

bbed and walked until every muscle was sore to

the touch Kven then it was predicted thai to " engage

in the business of breeding and raising (rotten would be

a losing investment ; that fast trotters were only acci.

dents anyway, fur oat of the thousands of horses bred

only were worth spending money on."

A few men did not let this opinion, which was almost

universal, stop them ; they paid a little more attention

to the pedigrees of their horses, bought good, well-forired

mares and bred them to stallions that had pedigrees even

if they were only by Kysdyk's Hambletonian, out of a

mare of unknown breeding. The colts and fillies that

had natural speed were takeh up and handled, and as the

attention of some of our wealthiest citizens were called

to them, it was not long before these trotters brought

good prices. Budd Doble and a few other knights of the

sulky then devoted their time to the subject of training

horses by a more humane process, and the pleasure of

having a horse look fat and strong, in comparison with

one that » as thin and weak, caused a general awakening

throughout the horse breeding centers of the

United States.

When Dexter made his memorable mile in 2:17 J we

remember how olten the statement was made :
" There's

no use breeding or training trotters ; there's a mark that

never will be beaten." But horses were bred by the

most observant breeders and trained to beat that mark,

and they did so, and the work of trying to get horses to

trot fast that would neither hitch nor run thirty times in

a mile commenced in earnest. The beautiful, machine-

like gait of Ethan Allen and the faultless, frictionless

stride of old Dexter were the absorbing themes of all

horsemen and turf writers of that day. The work of

converting pacers to trot was also commenced, and many

were the marvelous stories told of these converted side-

wheelers.

The same arguments held forth then " that the bottom

had dropped out of the business " gained credence, and

many who started in on a small scale became frightened

at it, sold their promising colts and fillies and engaged

in other pursuits for which they were no doubt far

better qualified.

Prices for trotters and pacers reached their highest

mark two years ago, when the idea of having a market

outside of America was unthought of. People became

excited over " the boom," but, like every other kind

of inflation, there must be a loss, and when the collapse

came and the weakest, who had never reasoned that the

prices for horses were entirely too high, disposed of the

horses they had, and since then have been preaching

" there's no money in the business ; it will not pay to

breed any animal that cannot beat 2:20," etc.

Let us see about this. Notwithstanding the wonder-

ful speed shown by our horses on the tracks, where, out-

side of those 2:15 performers, are there any 2:30 horses?

Where are the matched teams that can trot in 2:35 or

2:40 ? Where are tbe stylish, high-stepping, pure-gaited

trotters, perfect in disposition and gait, that are not

afraid of locomotives and bicycles and never need a boot?

Where are thousands of perfect roadsters ? Surely this

country is not over-supplied with them even at this late

day.

Buyers from Centra! America, Mexico, Australia and

Europe are here lookiDg for tbe very best and strongest-

made, stylish horses they can find, but they cannot get

them.

There were fewer mares of every breed mated with

stallions the past two years than any compiler has any

idea of, and the scarcity of first-class colts and fillies is

already becoming apparent. The market is beginning

to assume a healthier tone, and the wise breeder who
profits by what he has learned from the experiences of

others and from the leading turf journals will soon see

an increased demand for just the horses his judgment

has taught him must be needed.

We have better stallions, better mares, more experi-

enced men and better vehicles, boots, shoes, etc., for the

development of the horses we breed than ever, and if

the idea to breed for speed with style, substance, sound-

ness and gameness is kept prominently before the eyes of

all our breeders a rich and profitable future will be

theirs.

California Running Records.

As two Coast records have been shattered in the last

week, we have concluded to print a corrected table of

records. Two records were broken on one afternoon,

that at five and one-half furlongs and at one mile and

seventy yards. The former mark had withstood the on-

slaughts of our best sprinters since November 17, 1892,

the mile and seventy-yard mark, crushed by Kemus, son

of imp. llrutus, since last fall, when Duke Stevens ran it

in I: l.i 1

,. Tim Murphy, the old roan llyer, did five and

one-half furlongs in 1:011}, and quite handily, too.

George F. Smith broke the live-furlong record at the

last meeting of the California .Tockey Club, Ducat
equalled the six-furlong mark ; both Artist and McLight
broke the seven-furlong record held by Motto for about

two years. Installator equalled John Treat's record at

fifteen-sixteenths of a mile, while recently at Sacra-

mento Arnette reduced the mile and a sixteenth record

and Installator set a new mark at a mile and an eighth

that will probably be unbeaten for many a day to come.
Vinctor, too, trained by Charley Boots, Installator's

trainer, equalled the mile record, and it is much better

than the performances of Al Farrow and Mulberry. The
following are not only California records, but the best

American as well : April Fool's half-mile on a circular

track and Hotspur's mile and three-quarters. Geraldine

and John Treat hold Coast records at two distances, it

will be noted. Altogether the table will prove of great

interest to our readers, lovers of a good and true thor-

oughbred :

Distance. Time.
1-4. April Fool, 4, by Confidence, 112 pounds, Fresno, Cal., Oct.

2, 1891 0-21U
3-8. Red Light, a, by Little Alp, 123)4 lbs., fan Francisco, June

17, 1893 0:34
1-2. April Fool, 5, by Confidence, 121 ib3., Sacramento, May 14,

1892 0:17!*
9-1G. Gerat.noe.a, by Giiustrad -Cousin Peggv, 113 lbs., Oakland,

Cal., Jan. 21, 1893 _ 0-51
5-8. Genrge F. smith 1, by Inspector B.—North ADna, 100 lbs"

San Franciscu, filarch 7, 1&95 0-59
11-10. Tim Murphy, a, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Maggie R., iii2

pnunrs, San Francisco. Sept 23,1895 1'06H(Chamnon, 2, by Tyraji-Ui.lt, 10 lbs,. San Francisco,
1 Nov. 18, 1892 !.13

3 , I Duc.it, 5, by imp. I ece ver—Jennie Flood. 105 its.','j.an
1

Francisco, March 8, 1895 M3
I
Thelma. 1, by John nappy—Pansy, 107 lbs , San Fran-

I. Cisco, June 18, 1895 1-13
13-16. (-eraldine.fi, by Grinstead-C'ousin Peggy, S5 lbs. San Fran-

cisco, Nov 3, 1S91 119 3.5
fAmst, 3. by imp. Darebln—Hirondelle, 102 lbs., San Fran-'

- J Cisco, Nov. 5, 1894 _ 1:26W
*1 McLight, 4, by Macduff-LODgalight. 99 lbs., San Francisco',

I March 2, 1895 1-2S*
[John Ireat, a, by Shiloh-Mary Bell, 110 lbs., Oakland,

15_, fi J August 31, 1891 V34X
•\ Installator, 3, by imp. Brutus-Installation, 104 lbs., San
I Francisco, June 28, 1895 1-34X
[Al Farrow, 4, by Conner—Delia Walker, 93 lbs., San jose,

April 5,1889 i :40
. 1

Mulberry, 4, by inip. Deceiver—Jennie McKinney, 92 lbs.,
1 yau Francisco, July 6, 1895 i :io
I Vlnclor, 3. by imp. Brutus-Mollien.. 112 lbs., Sacramento,
I Sept. 7,1895 no

lm,70y. Remus, 4, by imp. Brutus—Leda, 99 lbs., San Francisco,
sept. 21, 1895 i-M

1 1-16. Arnette, 3, by imp. Midlothian—Filena.96 lbs., Sacramento,
Sept. 5, 1895 j.^gj

1 1-8. Installator, 3, by imp Brutus -Installation 10s lbs., Sacra-
mento, Sept. 7, 1895. i:5gL

1 1-1. Laura Gardner, 4. by Jim Brown—AvaU, 113 lbs., Los Au-
geles. Aug. 8, 188S 2-07)4

13 8. Trlboulet, 4 by imp. King Ban-Herzegovina, 117 lbs., San
Francisco. April 26, 1888 2-.21H

1 1-2. Tycoon, 5, by Reveille-Margery, 117 lbs., Napa, Aug. 22.
i»9o ....:.: : ."...:.

°
j 2:35«

1 3-4. Hotspur, 5, by Joe Daniels-by Wlldidle, 117 lbs.. San Fran-
cisco, April 30, 1891 3:00S(

2. Monte Orislo, 4, by King Alfonso -Galautiiis, 10S lbs., San
Francisco, April 23, 18S7 3:30

2 14. Duchess of Norfolk. 3, by Norfolk—Marion, 93 lbs., San
Francisco, April 26, 18S2 3:58J<

3. Norfolk, 4, bv Lexi gt^n—Novice, 100 lbs., Sacramento,
Septamber 23, 1865 5:27){

4. Marigold. 6, by Mlluer—Katy Pease, 105 lbs., San Francisco,
Jan. 14. 1893 7:20X

THE FRESNO FAIR.

Good Prospects For a Good Meeting at Fresno
—The Best Horses on the Coast Will

Be There.

Everything is in good shape for the Fresno races, and the

people of that enterprising city are enthusiastic over the

prospects of having a race meeting there once more. The
races commence on October 1st and last five days. Nearly

all the horses that have been attending the San Jose meeting

this week leave for Fresno Sunday night. Applications have

been made for over two hundred and fifty stalls, and they are

still coming in. The association has already sold over $2,000 .

in privileges, and everything points to a prosperous meeting.

'

The management deserve great credit for the enterprising jr

way they have gone about it th 8 year, and it looks as though

they will be able to inaugurate a new and more prosperous
j

era in racing in that city.

With the exception of the speed trials of Monroe Salis-

bury's flyers there last fall, there have been no races on the

Fresno track for three years. 1 he hard times and the big

mortgage made thsngs look dubious for the Fresno track for

the last two years, but all it needs now is the help of their

local people to place the association on a sound financial

footing once more and revive their regular annual meetings

which will be a great help to the town. A complete list of

the entries were published in the Breeder and Sportsman

of August 10th. The following are the entries in some of the

faster classes

:

In the free-for-all pace the following entries have been re-

corded : Diablo, 2:09}; Seymour Wilkes, 2:12; Waldo J.,

2:09 ; W. W. Wood, 2:07 ; Prince Almont, 2:10.

For the 2:13 pace, with a purse of $1,000, there are entered

Chehalis, 2:09j ; Pathmont, 2:09j; Waldo J., 2:10, and Hau-
fo r il Midium, 2:15, Fred Mason, Baywood and Belle.

For the 2:17 trot the entries are : Hillsdale, 2:10
;
Visalia,

2:13'; Prince Ira, 2:15 ; Manning, 2:17J; Hamrock, Geoige
Dexter, Knight aDd Margaret Worlh.
Tbe entries for the 2:20 trot are Jennie June, Miss Jessie,

Lsdv Grace, Prince Ira, ChicO," Maud Patchen, Myrtle Tbornej
and McZeus.
There will be two bicycle races, one on Tuesday, October

1st, and one on Thursday, October 3d.

The followiBg is the arrangement of the programme :

Tuesday, October 1st—2:40 district trot, 2:25 pace, running,
half mite and repeat, bicvele race.

Wednesday, October 2d—2:27 trot, 2:17 pace, 2:17 trot,

running, quarter-mile dash.

Thursday, October 3d—2:40 trot, free-for-all pace, running
five eighths mile dash, bicycle race.

Friday, October 4th—2:20 trot, 2:20 pace, seveneighths
mile dash, bicycle race.

Saturday, October 5th—2:27 district trot, 2:13 pace, 2:24

trot, half.mile dash.

Waldo J., 2:09, is the fastest horse that has won a race in

California this Year.
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Benefits from: Compromise;.—The evils which would

have followed a "racecourse war" are happily averted.

That these apprehensions were not fanciful is beyond dispute
)

and, if the teachings of the past can be relied upon, would

have been disastrous to the racing interests of this coast.

With sunshine in place of shadow, however, there is no

necessity for dwelling on what might have been, but rather

consider the situation as it is.

With alternating meetings on courses several miles apart

the evils of continuous racing will, id a great measure, te

overcome. The interval between the races on one track

will give a breathing spell, something approaching a holiday

affair rather than a business pursuit which occupies the whole

time. In a former article, published some weeks ago, I pre-

sented the argument that races between the same horses

would be more attractive when one came off at Ingleside, the

other at the Eay District, though that will be of infrequent

occurreoce. Even in that case the different surrouodings

would change the features, and defeated horses at one place

would make a better showing at the other. That there will

be new competitors, in the same class of races, when the

locality is changed, is sure to be lh-i case, and the" glorious

uncertainty" heightened to a degree which will intensify

the attraction.

With racing on both courses at the 6ame time therewould be

a divided attendance, let us Buppose, equally divided. Now,

it is not to be expected that the attendance will be doubled

with one closed, as a rule, though there will be occasions

when it will be more than doubled. The same, or nearly the

same, expenses, however, with the small attendance, and the

expense account of a modern race meeting shows an outlay

that amounts to many thousands of dollars every month.

Bookmakers divided, and there is little question that if the

war-cloud still hovered over this peninsula Eastern pencillers

would hesitate before making the long journey.

With two racecourses in operation within bounds of San

Francisco county it might be a temporary benefit to owners

of racehorses, eventually ending in the same way that brought

to a close the life of bird and her golden eggs at the same

time. The welfare of jockey clubs and owners of racehorses

is so intimately blended that thev cannot be separated. Both

must depend on the support of the "general public" for sus-

tenance ; as soon as one preys upon the other the

internecine strife will be fatal to all engaged. That

there will be a wholesome emulation between the

two clubs, an ambition to excel, without entering into

an embittering strife, is more than probable. That will

secure an increased attendance, the supeiior attractions

arising from the friendly controversy stimulating the fond-

ness for sports of the turf, two prominent theatres, the actors

of each taking lessons from their rivals; the plays mounted

with superlative skill by the dual management. This week

at Ingleside, and the spectators so well pleased with the repre-

sentation that they cannot be kept away from the Bay Dis-

trict when its turn comes to present ?. like spectacle. There

will be staunch patrons of either club, some of them, perhaps,

carrying the feeling so far as to refrain from visiting the one

that is not bo much fancied, though that feeling will wear

away in time and so long as the racing is good, and the ut-

most care taken to have it "straight" race-going people will

lend their budp ->rt without bias. That propinquity will exert

an influence "in dealing which course will be visited is be-

yond question, but in a city like San Francisco the largest

proportion of the home patrons will never bring that into

calculation. Both are handy enough. Few of the large

towns are so well fixed in that respect, with better arrange-

ments for rapid transit. Notwithstanding the '* bard times,"

the outlook is certainly promising, now that the most disturb

ing element is dispelled.

* *
*

Hurrah III for the Spreckels Stake.—Those who

claim that owners of good horses will not name them in long-

distance races are clearly mistaken. That is, when Califor-

nia is the selected ground for the race to come off. Twenty-

five nominations in the Spreckels Stake, and so far as can be

told from pedigrees they are of the right sort and should go

the route. The very first in the appended list, Sir Reel, after

his sire, has on the paternal side three champions which

have gained high distinction over long courses. All of them

have accomplished great deeds. Norfolk at heats of three

miles, the fastest, I believe, to this date, and 5:27J, 5:29}, and

that some thirty years ago, with full weight up, is something

to be proud of.

The second, Despot, by Judge Murray, from a mare by

Springbok, is rarely bred, whichever of the trio of Judge

Murray's is credited with being the sire, one being by Fal-

setto, one bv Ten Broeck and one by Vauxhall.

The third 1b Junius, by Longfellow, his dam Modesty, by

War Dance; the next dam Ballet, by Planet, and the next

John M.Clay's great broodmare, Balloon, by imp. Yorkshire,

the dam of Revolver, The Banshee, True Blue el al.

Mr. Clav had Gilroy and Victory at the Chicago races in

1869, and Banshee, which he had sold to Mr. O'Fallon of St.

Louis, was also there.

Wbile eating dinner together after the races, Mrs. Clay

and quite a number af others at the table, I congratulated

him on Gilroy winning a very good race that afternoon.

"Oh, my dear sir," he replied, "The Banshee was beaten, The

BanBhee was beaten." The earnest tone in which these words

were enunciated, and his counteoance, so expressive of grief,

were convincing proof that the victory of the colt was small

consolation for tne defeat of the filly.

The next one on the list, Bright PhrebuB, is by Falsetto,

from Buffand-Blue and Buff-and Blue is a daughter of Bal-

loon. Falsetto, by Enquirer, by Leamington, and Longfellow

by Leamington, so that the two last mentioned are bred in

very much the same lines. With the exception of Leaming-

ton and Australian, the other strains are of the "real old

hard-bottomed sort." The dam of Balloon was Heraldery,

by Herald, who ran in the great Peyton Stakes, heats of four

miles, won the second heat, was the " runner-up " of Peytona

in the third and fourth, and it was thought that if he had

been better managed he would have won the race. The Pey
ton Stake was a produce stake of $5,000 each, $1,000 [forfeit

and there were thirty subscribers. Herald was by the great

Plenipotentiary, out of Delphine, by Whisker, so there are
the very choicest of EDglish blood in that strain, and the sec-

ond dam of Balloon was Margaret Woods, by imp. Priam,
and the next Maria West, the dam of the game Wagner.

It will not do, however, to present even a synopsis of the

breeding of the twenty-five aspirants for the rich prize in the

Spreckels Stake. As I glance over the list scarcely one name
that does not awaken recollections, and many of them a train

of remembrances extending quite a way back in the "dim
and misty past." Here they are, in all likelihood duplicated
in another part of the paper, though even at the risk of recap-

itulating I must have them in the " Special Department."
The Spreckels Stakes—A handicap sweepstakes for three-year-

olds and upwards, the association to guarautee the value of the race,
S5.U0O to the first. SO00 to the second, S3u0 to thetaird and S^OO to the
lourth horse. Four miles.

A. S. Ashe's b g Sir Reel, 5, by Alta—Dizzy Blonde.
E. Corrigau's br g Despot. 4, by Judge Murray—Spinster; b c Junius,

3; by Lmigfellow—Modesty.
Del Moute Stable's b c Bright Phoebus, 3, by Faisetto—Buff and

Blue ; b c Ali Baba, 4, by Joe Daniels—Test.
Elmwood Stock Farm's be Claudius. 4, by imp. Brutus—The Sway-

back ; b c Vinctor, 3, by imp. Brutus— Mollie H.
HaQkios& Johnston's eh g Rudolph, a, by Fonso—Eva S.

S. C Hildretb's brg My Luck, a. by Dick Whiitiogton—Luekoow;
br h Lordlike, a, by Vassal-Ladylike.
Thomas Hums' ch g Uncle Jim. 5. by Longview—Vista.
Kendall Stable's br c Prince Karl, 4, bv Springbok— Longbow.
No Badge Stable's ch c Santa Rosa, 3. by Hidalgo—Nehusta.
John Robbius' ch I Mollie R.. 3, by imp. Mariner—Canteaac.
Santa Anita Strble's be Rey el Santa Anita, 4. by imp. Cheviot—

Aloha ; b g Caracas, 4. by Emperor of Norfolk—Clara D.
B. Schreiher's ch h Janus. 6, by Duke of Norfolk—Elaine; b g Doyle,

S, by Macduff— Miss Lawrence.
A. B Spreckels' blk m imp. Candid, -5, by Splendor—Canary : b h

Cadmus, 5. by Flood—Cornelia ; ch h imp. Creigbloo, a. by imp.
Clieveden—Ghinni Ghinni ; b g Captain Sked.nce, 8, by imp. Cyrus
—imp. Getaway.
Sycamore Stable's h c Gilead, 4, by St. Saviour—Mistake.
Westchester Stable's ch c Fred Gardner, 4, by Luke Blackburn—En-

filade.

Woodlawn Stable's br c Del Norte, \4, by|imp. Greenback—Priscilla.

There is one of the modern racing usages that I do not

favor. That is making entries and nominations in the name
of a " stable." There may be some excuse for using the name
of a well-known breeding establishment, as Palo Alto, Rancho
del Paso, Santa Anita, etc., but when stable is tacked on to

the name of the place it is ultra-nonsensic 1. "Elmwood
Stock Farm" is much better than Elmwood Stable, and I am
well pleased to see that Mr. Boots has shown such good taste,

Inasmuch as fourteen of the twenty-five are signed with the

names of the owners, there are hopes that the awkward
nomenclature will be abandoned in time.

Straight-Away-With-a-Turn.—For the first time in

my long connection with harness racing I saw, on Saturday

last, a regular afternoon's trotting and pacing on a peculiar

course. Not only that the track was nearly straight, as racing

on the ice and on the road had similar features. The Alameda

track, speedawav, drive, boulevard or whatever title may be

given it, is the best of the kind I ever saw. It is about one

and a quarter miles in length and one hundred feet wide.

There is a slight angle about midway, so that from the finish

line the start can be seen, and admirably adapted as it is for

training purposes, or driving, it is not satisfactory to the

spectators. Still there was a large attendance and plenty of

cheering when favorites won. There seemed to be some dis-

satisfaction over the way that two of the free-for-all pacers

were driven, and there were reasons for displeasure, it being

evident that there were apprehensions on the part of the

drivers that grievous bars, if not records, would be the result

should the animals be compelled to do their best. Whether
regular or not, whenever there is a public contest of speed,

the requirements of the code in tbe main should be complied
with, the judges should enforce the rules which govern
harness sports, and though in this case, were penalties in-

flicted, that could not be made operative on other tracks, tbe

offending parties could be punished by being deprived of any
share of the prizes, and debarred from further participation

in the races of the Alameda Driving Association. There
was some complaint of a lack of method, but when it is borne

in mind that it was a " free gate," in fact, free entrance and
exit for the whole length of the course, no seats, excepting

those who had wagons or carriages, and without fences of

any kind to keep the people from crowding on the course,due

allowance must be made. The timing was done bv electric-

ity, or rather the signal at the start was conducted by wire,

the timers starting their watches when the bell rang and
stopping as the leading horse crossed tbe score.

I am much pleased to learn that at a meeting of the direc-

tors of the association, which was held Monday last, it was

resolved to build either a regulation or kite-j-haped track,

using a portion of the straight-a-way for the homestretch.

The soil is certaioly tbe verv best kind for a dry weather

track; in the wet season I am thinking it will not be good,

still there is some sand mixed with the clay, and plenty of

sand within convenient reach. It strikes me that as the

purpose is to to use it entirely for harness-racing a track of

three quarters of a mile would be sufficient, not only materially

lowering the expense of construction, but also more satisfac-

tory to the spectators. With a schute to start the horses from

giving the word at the " head " of the homestretch, the turns

could be made as easy, and just as much straight work as in

the regulation course. Should the contemplated track be

built it will be a very good thiog to keep the straightaway,

too, for training, as t am well satisfied that there is far less

risks to legs than when circles are to be made at speed.

There was a good deal of talk wbile tbe races were in

progress whether the time announced would be a record or a

bar, and since then the following letter has been received :

Alameda, CAl., Sept. 22, 1895.

Mr. J. C. Simpson.
DearSih:— I take the liberty of asking your opinion upon a mat-

ter which Is causing considerable discussion at present among the

membersof the Alameda Driving Association, viz.: What condition

is placed upon tbe horses winning heuis in the races given by tbe A.

D. A. upon our straightway track Saturday, September 21st. Does
the time made constitute a record, a bir. or neither ?

By answering the above query through the columns of the Breed-
er and Sportsman you will greatly oblige, respectfully yours.

WM. HIGBY.

Not an easy thing to answer that apparently simple ques

tion, inasmuch, to the best of my knowledge, it has never

been presented. It may be that the A. T. R. A. would not

accept time made under tbe conditions which prevailed as

warranting a record, and it is just possible that neither of the

trotting associations would recognize it in that light. Still

they were clearly "public races" as that it defined to be in
Rule 42 Sec. 1. "Any contest between horses for purse,
premium, stake, or wager, or involving admission fees, on any
course, and in the presence of judges and timers appointed in
accordance with Rule 24 shall cunsiilute a public race."
So far as I know the provisions of Rule 24 were complied

with, and all the other rules which bear on the management
of the races observed. Drivers weighed, positions drawn for,

tbe starter instructed, distance judge placed, and as nearly
as possible races called on time.

As stated before, the time of the miles taken by the timers,
stationed at the finish line, their knowledge of tbe start being
derived from the ringing of the bell, the finish, of course,
being the same as on regulation tracks.

Sec. 1 of Rule 43 reads "A record can be made only in a
public race, or in a performance against time, the horse to
trot or pace a full mile according to rule; and lime must be
taken by at least two timers selected for the purpose, or, if in
a performance against time, by three timers, and the record
of their names, as well as the time, must be kept and signed
by the judges and timers."

Presuming that all of these conditions were complied with
—so far a6 I could tell from personal observation they were
—the only ground to throw out these races would be the
nearly straightaway track and the divergence from the usual
method of timing harness races. The quotation from Rule
42 " on any course" isclearlv applicable in this case, and as
there is nothing in the rules to govern the method of timing
that adopted by The Alameda Driving Association should
not invalidate.

I am also taking it for granted that the distance was cor-

rect. If an " associated track " it would be necessary to file

a certificate of a competent surveyor that it was, but as rec-

ords can be obtained on non-associated tracks such a certifi-

cate is not required, though if it could be proved that the
course, over which the horses were timed, was short of a mile
then a bar would take the place of a record. If the timing
were proved to be incorrect that would also change from rec-

ord to bar.

And now for the only rule'which could be twisted to throw
out the races of last Saturday is 44, "Sec. 1—Time made un-
der the saddle, or on snow or ice, as well as time made when
two or more horses are harnessed together, shall constitute a
bar for races of the same character, and shall not be a bar for

races of a different character."

A special pleader might argue that as races on the ice were
usually nearly straightaway, the shape of the Alameda course
should place it in the same category.

When there is a lack ofdefinitiveness in the trotting codes,

or rather, when, as in this instance, tbe burden of proof is

that the laws of both trotting associations would warrant
records being granted under the conditions presented, then
racing law, " customs and precedents " would govern, and
that authority placeB it beyond question. Ealvator holds the
record for a mile, 1:353, and that was made on a nearly
straight course, and several other racing records have been
obtained in tbe same way as those of last Saturday.

Therefore I have no hesitancy in answering that the
horses engaged secured records, to the query of my corres-

pondent.
*

* *
Is That Fair Plat.—"When Starter Walker gave them

the word in the first heat they were off to a good Btart.

Robert J. and John R.Gentry going away from Joe Patchen

before the first turn was reached. They raced pretty closely

together until the homestretch was reached,when the Hamlin

gelding began to pull away from Gentry. The latter wag

urged a little by McHenry, but could not catch Robert J.,

who passed under the wire winner by two lengths iu 2:05}.

The last quarterwas paced in 0:32} a[2:09 gait. Jack Curry laid

up with Joe Patchen in this heat, and it was evident that he
and McHenry had combined to beat Robert J."
Kentucky Stock Farm, September 19th, report of race at

Louisville.

No one can possibly claim that was a fair test of

the merits of tbe horses or that Bort of" two pluck one " con-

test cm be classed as sport that fair-minded men can

commend.
Neither is It to be expected that spectatorswill take as much

interest in races where such flagrant practices are permitted

as when it is a square strife, every man for himself and the

beat to win.

Before harness racing becomes as attractive to the people,

who love sport for tbe sport itself as " legitimate" racing, all

that kind of "management" will have to be squelched. Every
heat must be honestly contended for, and not in accordance

with the tactics of su e thing confederate card sharps.

* *
*

Impetuous.—There are good reasons foi the belief that the

strictures on the race which Impetuous trotted in Dubuque,

when she was laid up four heats, huge lay-ups, 8th, yth and

along there in a field of ten horses, had a good effect.

Very properly Major McDowell would have issued orders

against the repetition of that sort of tactics without adverse

criticism of his driver, and yet these criticisms may have

worked a more emphatic condemnation than otherwise. At
all events, the races of this grand filly, since the Dubuque
seven-beat affiir, so far as can be told from published ac-

counts, have not been marred by enforced dilatorioess.

At the Louisville meeting she won the two year old purse

of $2,000, and ihe figures stood Impetuous 1, 2, 1.3,2, 1, in a

field of five starters, and the time of the heats 2:16, 2:17, 2:18}

2:19. 2:20, 2:21.

Oakland, Baron, Athanio, Killona and Pansy McGregor
were her competitors, so a victory gained so gallantly must
have been hugely gratifying to her owner.

*
* *

C Palita, 2:161.—Now that the daughter of Palo Alto has

secured the faBtest two-year-old record for this season, I hope

that Iconoclast will credit her with being more than medio*

ere. And at the same time if my esteemed friend will look

over the history of the Electioneers he will find that among
the same number of the get of the sire the son has far tbe

best of the comparison. That is, that to take the same num-
ber of the first of the piogtsny of Electioneers, even afterdis-

carding those which were got in New York, Palo Alto is so

far in the lead that after mtking due allowance for better op-

portunities, he ia surely the superior.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.
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Pacific Coast Jockey Club Stake Entries.

We print below a number of the entries to the rich stauea

of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club, to be run off next winter.

Assistant Secretary Cullen informed us on Tuesday afternoon

that 500 entries had thus far been received, and still they

come. Every event has filled beyond the fondest expecta-

tion of the officials of the new organization, and a splendid

season of equine sport is assured at the new Ingleside course

next winter. .

Secretary Leake calls the attention ol all owners intending

to race their horses over the new Jockey Club's track to rule

26 of the .American Racing Rules, which govern all tracks

members of the American Turf Congress, regarding the reg-

tration of horses foaled in the loited States or imported since

January 1, 1892, which reads as follows:
" No' horse foaled in the 1'nited States since January 1,

1892, and no foreign-bred horse imported since that date

shall be allowed to start in any flat race unless they have

been named and registered as this rule provides."

As the Pacific Coast Jockey Club is a member of the

American Turf Congress, they will no doubt live closely up

to the rules of the congress, and it would be well for horse-

owners who have failed to register their foals since January

1, 1892, to forward the jecessary information for registra-

tion to the American Stud Book in the city of New York.

The Sfreckels Stakes—A handicap sweepstakes for

tbree-year olds and upward, the association to guarantee the

value of the race $5,000 to the first, $500 to the second, $300

to the third and $200 to the fourth horse. Four miles.

A. S. Ashe's b g Sir Reel, 5, by Alta—Dizzy Blonde.

E. Corrigan's br g Despot, 4, by Judge Murray—Spinster;

b c Junius, 3, by Longfellow—Modesty.

Del Monte Stable's b c Bright Phoebus, 3, bv Falsetto-

Buff and Blue; b c Ali Baba, 4, by Joe Daniels—Test.

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Claudius, 4, by imp. Brutus—
The Swayback, be Vinctor, 3, by imp. Brutus—Mollie H.
Hankins & Johnston's ch g Rudolph, a, by Fonso

—

Eva S.

S. C. Hildreth's br g My Luck, a, by Dick Whittington—
Lucknow; br h Lordlike, a, by Vassal—Ladylike.

Thomas Hums' ch g Uncle Jim, 5, by Longview—Visit.

Kendall Stable's br c Prince Karl, 4, by Springbok—
—Longbow.
No Badge Stable's ch c Santa Rosa, 3,|by Hidalgo—Ne-

husta.

John Robbios' ch f Mollie R , 3, by imp. Mariner—
Cantenac.
Santa Anita Stable's b c Rey el Santa Anita, 4, by imp.

Cheviot—Aloha; b g Caracas, 4, by Emperor of Norfolk

—

Clara D.
B. Schreiber's chh Janus, 6, by Duke of Norfolk—Elaine;

b g, Doyle, 3, by Macduff—Miss Lawrence.

A. B. Spreckels' blk m imp. Candid, 5, by Splendor—Ca-

nary; b h Cadmus, 5, by Flood—imp. Cornelia; ch h imp.
Creightou, a, by imp Clieveden—Ghinni Ghinni; b g, Capt.

Skedance, by imp. Cyrus—imp. Getaway.
Sycamore Stable's b c Gilead, 4, by St. Savior—Mistake.

Westchester Stable's ch c Fred Gardner, 4, by Luke Black-

burn—Enfilade.

Woodlawn Stable's br c Del Norte, 4, by imp. Greenback
— Priscilla.

The Ullman Steeplechase—A handicap steeplechase

for three-year-olds and upwards. The association to guaran-
tee the value of the race $1,500 to the first, $250 to the sec-

ond and $100 to the third horse Weights to appear three

days prior to the day set for the race. Four or more horses,

the property of entirely different interests, to start, or the race

may be declared off. Full course.

A. S.Ashe's bgSir Reel, 5, by Alta—Dizzy Blonde.
A. G. Blakeley's b g Col. Wightman, 3, by Warfellow—

Leesie P.

John Brenock's br h Jim Norvell, 5, by Eolus—Ninon; cb
h St. Brandon, 5, by imp. St. Blaise—Guenn ; b h Harry
Smith, a, by Strathmore—Rena; b h Templemore, a, by Tom
Ochiltree—Sadie E.

J. G. Brown & Co.'s b h Uncertainty, a, by Emperor

—

Quandary.
J. Talbot Clifton's b g The Lark, 4, by Wildidle—Monday

Mare.
E. Corrigan's b h Colonel Clay, 6, by imp. Billet or Leona-

tus—Mary Clark; b h Tyro, 5, by Longfellow—Leonora Mor-
ris ; b g Bedfo-d, 4, by Aretioo—Mattie D.; ch g The Iron-

master, 6, by Himyar—Chalice.

P. Corrigan's ch g (Jrrin Rogers, 4, by Harry O'Fallon

—

Slipaway.
M. Coughlin's br h San Gabriel, 4, by Rutherford—Santa

Anita.

Del Monte Stable's b c Ali Baba, 4, by Joe Daniels—Test;
b h Little Mid, 5, by imp. Midlothian—Probability.

Wyatt Earp's be Arctic, 4, by Kobson—Green Leaf.
Elmwood Stock Farm's b h Sir Walter, a, by Nathan

Coombs— Bessie.

Louis Ezell's ch h Sir George, a, by Spendthrift—imp.
Piccadilly ; b g Argentina, a, by Enquirer—Arilla.

Frank Farrnr's b g Mestor, 5, by Falsetto—Woodlark.
N. 8. Hall & Co.'s br f Loughroore, 3, by Uncas—imp.

Pauline.

8. C. Hildreth's br g My Luck, a, by Dick Whittington—
Lucknow; br h Lordlike, a, by Vassal—Ladylike; bg Bell
Ringer, a, by Troubadour—Bosque Belle.

Thomas Kiley's ch h Silverado, by Rutherford—Josie C.
W. C. deB. Lopez's b g Cascade, a, by Gainsborough.
Frank Phillips' ch g W. L. Munson, 6, by Springbok-

Astoria.

Santa Anita Stables' bg Caracas, 4, by Emperor of Norfolk—Clara D; bg El Capilan, 3, by Gano—Miss Ford.
B. Bchreiber's ch h Janus, 7, by Duke of Norfolk— Elaine.
A. B. Spreckels' ch h imp. Creighton, a, by imp. Clieve-

den—QbiDOJ ' iliinni.

P. M. Taylor's ch c Carmel, 4, by Duke of Norfolk—Car-
men.

Tmf HoBSl Show A--<«.-iAn<iN Stakes—A handicap
sweepstakes for two year-olds. The association to guarantee
the value of the race $1,500 to the first, $300 to thesecond
and $200 to the third horse. Weights to be appear five days
before the race. Seven furlongs.

\. S. Ashe's br c Runnart, by St. Carlo—Queen Alta.
'iaston M. ABbe's ch f, by St. Carlo—Fannie D.; ch g by

St. Carlo- Mother Hubbard.
J. P. Atk. .'• ch f Belle Boyd, by El Rio Rey—8ylvia.
Bums A \\ 'erhouse's br c Sam Leake, by irap. Darebin

—

Carrie Covey; ch c Glacier, by imp. Woodlands—Wanda;
ch c Montgomery, by Hanover— Bleesing.

E. Corrigan's br c Kowalsky, by Isaac; Murphy—Deroch-
ment; br f Mobalaska, by Apache—Tricksey ; b f by Long-

fellow—Miss Howard ; b c Won't Dance, by Longfellow-

Square Dance; br f Japonica.by Longfellow- -Hattie Harris.

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Instigator, by imp. Brutus—
Installator; ch f Lucrezia Borgia, by imp. Brutus—Ledette.

Louis Ezell's bg Kamsin, by Blazes—Miss Hall.

Fuller & Hunt's ch f Eventide, by Flambeau—Evange-
line.

Hankins & Johnson's b f Serena, by imp. Deceiver—Lucy
Lisle.

N. S. Hall's ch f La Flecha, by Flambeau—Flam.
M. Hennessy's b g Jack Atkins, by Regent—Misadie.

J. C. Humphrey's b f Heartsease, by imp. Kyrle Daly

—

Extracl; ch f, by St. Carlo—Giulia; b f, by Ed Corrigan—
Charlotte.

S. C. Hildreth's ch g William Pinkerton, by Shannon—
Fannie Lewis.

Hope Glen Stock Farm's b f Tennessee Maid, by Tennessee

—by Lyttleton.

Matt Kerr's ch c Joe K, by Jim Brown—Proximate.

Legg & Taylor's b g Charlie Boots, by Alto Mio—Constel-

lation.

G. B. Morris & Co.'s b g Sir Play, by imp. Sir Modred—
Plaything; b f Sallie Clicquot, by Salvator—Widow Clic-

quot.

William Murrv's ch c Rey del Bandidos, by True Briton

—EmmaCollier; br c Edgemont. by Three Cheers—Etta W.
Owens Bros.' b c Grady, by Three Cheers—Gold Cup.
Pueblo Stables' ch c Crescendo, by Flambeau—imp. Janet

N.
John Robbins' ch f Mermaid, by imp. Mariner—Marin.

San Clemente Stable's b f Mabel L.,by Major Ban—Aquitto.

Santa Anita Stabie's b f Argentina, by Gano—Dollie L ; b

c Ramiro, by Gano—Cuban Queen.
B. Schreiber's b c Pearson, by imp. Great Tom—Drift ; b c

Barbarossa, by Bishop—Virlein ; ch g Red Pike, by Gtorge
Kinney—Entreaty.

J. H. Shields & Co.'s br c Scimitar, by imp. Eothen—Wy-
andotte.

A. B. Spreckels' ch f Carnation, by Flambeau—imp. Ama-
lia ; blk f Therese, by imp. Idalium—Mercedes ; b f Lucille,

by St. Saviour—imp. Sardonyx ; ch c Ravelston, by Flam-
beau—Shannon Rose.

The G. H. Mdmm & Co. stakes—The association to guar-

antee the value of the race ($1,500 to the first, $250 to the

second and $100 to the third horse. Five and a half fur-

longs.

Arizona Stable, Lowry O'Connor.
Gaston M. Ashe's ch f, by St. Carlo—Fanny D.; b f, by St.

Carlo—Sinfire.

J. P. Atkin'B Belle Boyd.
Burns & Waterhouse's Palomacita, Nic Nac, Princess No-

retta.

J. G. Brown & Co.'s Treachery.

J. Cochran'B Joan.
E. Corrigan's Mobalaska, Japonica, b f, by Longfellow

—

Miss Howard, Can't Dance, Lottie.

Elmwood] Stock Farm's Lucrezia Borgia andJCatherine

the First.

Fuller & Hunt's Eventide.
Hankins & Johnston's Terranet.

N. S. Hall's La Flecha.

Hope Glen Stock Farm's Tennessee Maid.
J. C. Humphrey's Heartsease ; ch f, by St. Carlo—Giulda;

b f, by Ed. Corrigan—Charlotte.

Albert Joseph's Marionette.

Matt Kerr's br f, by imp. Trade Wind—SiBter to Lottery.

W. O'B. Macdonough's imp, Santa Bella.

Green B. Morris & Co.'s Sallie Cliquot.

Frank Phillips' Marjorie.

Santa Anita Stable's Argentina, La Viecte.

B. Schreiber'sLaura F., Minnie B., Theresa.

A. J. Smith's Josephine.

W. J. Spiers' Waldine.
A. B. Spreckels' Therese, Carnation, Lucille, Piqne.

R. Torrance's Miss Truth.
Whitten Bros.' Fairy Queen III.

Woodlawn Stable's Easel.

The Palace Hotel Stakes—The association to guar-

antee the value of the race $1,500 to the first horse, $300 to

thesecond and $100 to the third. One mile and a furlong.

W. Chamberlain's Isis.

E. Corrigan's Handsome, Olive, Sam Tate and Junius.

Del Monte Stable's Bright Phoebus.

Elmwood Stock Farm's Vinctor and Koma.
Hankins & Johnston's Diggs.

D. A. Honig' Magnet.
Hope Glen Stock Farm's Flashlight.

Kendall Stable's Handspun.
Thomas Kiley's George W. Bailey.

Green B. Morris & Co.'s imp. Star Ruby and Lobengula.
Wm. Murry's Circe.

Frank Phillips' Flash.

Rey Alfonso Stable's Rey Alfonso.

R. P. Rithet's Prattle.

Santa Anita Stable's Rey del Carrera and Lady Diamond.
B. Schreiber's Doyle.

A. B. Spreckels' Gallant, Captain Skedance, Piquante,
Foremost.

Westchester Stable's Adam

.

Successes of Riley Grannan and "Pittsburg
Phil."

Folloyvinu are the stallions now quartered at Rancho del

Paso, together with the breeding of Bome of those not well

known to our breeders: Imp. 8tar Ruby, 6, by Hampton

—

Ormee (sister to Ormonde); imp. Gold Finch, ch g, 1890, by
Ormonde—Thistle, by Scottish Chief ; imp. Water Cress, br

h, by Springfield—Wharfdale, by Hermit; Razoo, by Eole

—

Tillie RuBsell; imp. Golden Garter, by Bend Or—Sanda.by
Weniock ; stallion by Enterprise (his sire Galopin—Moor
Hen, by Hermit)—by Sterling, grandam Siluria (sister to

Weniock); imp. Bassetlaw.by St. Simon—Marquesa, by Blair

Athol ; Golden Dawn, by Galore (by Galopin)—by Tom
Ochiltree, grandam Maud (dam of Alarm) ; imp. Anchoret,

by Hermit—by Young Melbourne ; imp. Prestonpans, b h,

1&77. by Prince Charlie— Bealrice,by Voltigeur; Torso, ch h,

1886, by Algerine—imp. Santa Lucia; Calvados, blk h, 1889,

by Galopin—Turn of the Tide, by Mandrake; Roche, b h,

by Panique—Rebecca Rowett; imp, St. Andrew, b h, 1887,by
St. Simon—Maid of Perth, by Scottish Chief; Tenny, by
Rayon d'Or— Belle of Maywood, by Hunter's Lexineton,etc;
imp. July, b h, 1883, by Traducer— Idalia; Uncle Jess, ch h,

1890, by Sir Modred—Preciosa; imp. Sir Modred,imp. Dare-
bin, Filz James, Fresno, imp. Midlothian, Salvator, Tyrant
and imp. Islington, by Isonomy— Sanda.

Riley Granning's alternate winnings and losses at the

Sheepshead Bay track have been the principal sensations of

the Coney Island Jockey Club's Fall race meeting. His
"plunges" and successes have been chronicled and com-
mented upon locally and telegraphed over the country. But
he is not the only big operator at Sheepshead Bay, neither

is he the star " plunger." His daily transactions do not ex

ceed those of George E. Smith (" Pittsburg Phil"). Last

Tuesday Grannan's net winnings were said to be $52,009.

The same day Smith probably won more money than was

ever before won in any one day on the American turf, and

it was done so quietly that nobody in the ring, excepting the

principal and his commissioners, Buspected that anything of

the kind had happened. The facts did not develop until the

bookmakers began comparing, when one of them remarked :

" Well, if Grannan got $52,000, ' Phil ' must have taken
$30,000 oot of the ring."

"He got $17,000 from me," answered Joseph Ullman, and
this was followed by "Three thousand from me! "Five from
me!" "Four from me!" "Eight from my boDk!" and numer-
ous other sums until the result of the raid was seen to be
over $100,000. Now, anybody can get a bet that last Tuesday
"Phil" won more than twice as much as did Rilev Grannan,
and the latter's winnings are conceded to be $52,000.

"Phil" played Helen Nichols, Margrave, Requital and
Redskin, but to what extent he alone knows. The book-
makers whom he patronized have a painful knowledge of his

investments with them.
That night Mr. Ullman declared that he was not going to

do any more business with the big bettors. The next day he
laid $12,000 to $10,000 against Henry of Navarre with Gran-
nan, and Thursday he did business on a corresponding scale.

Thursday Grannan believed the bookmakers were trying to

"cinch" him on priceB, and his betting was comparatively
light. But "Phil" was a liberal operator, and had a good
day, ending with a strong play on Merry Prince for a place.

When Merry Prince nipped Argentina on the post for the
place it was a bad ending of a bad day for the layers of odds.
During the past week betting on the races has been heavier

than ever before in the United States. According to a promi-
nent bookmaker, there have been in the ring at Sheepshead
every racing day this week twenty men who have each bet at

least $10,000. George E. Smith's operations have averaged
the most extensive, while not being accompanied by the
demonstrations and comments incidental to Grannan's
plunges. Everybody in tbe ring, and on the grounds heard
what Grannan was doing, bnt little was heard of "Phil's"
movements. Grannan's play of $45,000 on Henry of Navarre
was undoubtedly the heaviest made on any one race. A. J.
Levy, " Bob " Rose, "Will" Wall-ce. " Bob " Aiken, " Joe "

Ullman, "Jack McDonald, and George Wheelock regularly

bet from $10,000 to $20,000. Levy acd Rose laid Grannan
$12,000 to $10,000 against Henry of Navarre. Thursday
Levy won $15,000 on Ramapo's victory and a round snm on
Merry Prince for the place. Wednesday Wheelock won
$20,600 when Nanki Pooh captured the September Stakes,

and on the last race on the same day was "jnosed " out of

$20,000 more that he stood to win on Lookout.—N. Y.
Times.

Sales in France.

The third and most successful of the Deauville annual

sales of English brood mares was brought to a conclusion by

M. Halbronn on Monday afternoon in the accustomed place

in front of the weighing room. Most of the regular con-

signors to these and the Paris sales were well represented.

Those who only stood at the rhig side during the sale

probably went away with the impression that about half the

mares would have to be taken home again, but in point of

fact Merrie Carrie is the only one who makes the return

journey, and when we called at the Villa Reseda, where

Madame Cheri and M. and Mdme Halbronn were at after-

noon tea, about an hour after the auction, the total result

was that eighteen mares had been sold for 7,880 guineas,

being an average of 437i guineas each. This surely ought to

convince even the most skeptical of the solid and certain

character of the French market, now that confidence has

been fully established, as it was bound to be when scrupulous

care was time after time exercised to offer at these sales thor-

oughly genuine animals. The Paris sale wiil be held as

usual about the middle of November.
The prices realized were :

Ludwick Belle, 1888, by Sir Bevys—Wanda, 400 guineas.

Welfare, 1884 (haif sister to Ormonde), by Doncaster

—

Lily Agnes ; M. E. Blanc, 2,500 guineas.

Dancing Princess, 1S91, by Saraband—Princess (covered

by Hampton) ; M. Sieber, 800 guineas.

Mrs. Bob, 1891, by Chittabob—Jennie Deans ; M. Sieber,

600 guineas.

Attractive, 1888, by Melton—Mirabolante; M. Sieber, 600
guineas.

Supplice, 1885, by Rosicrucian—Inquisition ; Count Foy,
240 guineas.

Hide and Seek, 1889, by Child of the Mist—I Spy ; M.
Devaux, 124 guineas.

Lady Joscelyn, 1883, by Muncaster—Arrowroot ; M. du
Temple, 66 guineas.

Princess Muncaster, 1886, by Muncaster— Queen cf Kil-

dare ; Baron Leotine, S4 guineas.

Snack, 18S2, by Kisber—Fasting Girl ; Count le Marois,

320 guineas.

Marie Antoinette, 1887, by Kingcraft—The Beauty; M.
Hague, 32 guineas.

Galleon, 18S7, by Sterling—Typolite ; Count Andre de
Ganay, 64 guineas.

Kilvorita, 1891, by Kilwarlin—Favourite ; Count le Ma-
rois, 60 guineas.

Mons Meg, 1888, by Martini Henry—Malacca ; Mr. Jean
Pratt, 920 guineas.

Edessa, 1887, by Sweetbread—Crusade; Count le Marois,

240 guineas.

Quean, 1885, by Kingcraft—Soham Lass; Count Andre de

Ganay, 400 guineas.

Ducking, 1SS4, by Albert Victor—The Tees ; Mr. Ridg-
way, 68 guineas.—London Sportsman.
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THE GUN.

Gun Olub Directory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden RoblnBon,

^resident : Dr. 6. E. Knowies, secretary, 139 Post St., S. F.

i'ne country OIud, San Francisco, Frederick W. Tallant, Secretary,

»»clflc Union Club, S. F. _ __
The Gun Clab, San Francisco,, F. S. Batler, Secretary, San Fran

The Olympic Gun Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,
eeretair-Treasurer Stanley G. Scovern.

The California Wing snooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

lobinson. Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

05 Market Street, S. F.

Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,

tecretary, California and Davis streets, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

JaL
'

San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John

J. Ssmmi, Secretary and Treasurer.

Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,

lecretary, Oakland, Cal. „„„„.- ,»_ <

The Nimrod Gun Club, Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

lent, R. Liddle, 110 Montgomery.
The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary

105 Market St. S.F. ., _ _ , _
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, tax., m.

s'ewton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East mkland, Cal.

Manzauita Gun Club, Willits,Cal.,M.Mantz, president ;C. Whited,

e
The^i9ing San Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

F, Pedrick, Secretary. m L , _ __

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-

Uauehton, Pres.; A. Borwell, Sec „_ . _
Ashland Rod and Gni Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V Mills Sec
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

ELG. Nicholson, Sec. m „ __
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres,;

F. Thibault, Sec. „ . „_ „ ,,
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.; V. M.

Willamette Rod and G'in Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres.
;
G.

2. Caveline, Secretary. „-,.._
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,

Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary. ^
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game, Josiah Collins Jr. Pres., C.F.Graff. Sec.-Treas., box

977, Seattle, Wash.
<*

Coming Events.

September 29—Oakland Race Track, Clabrongh Golcher &Co.'
Dine rock tournament.

.

October 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Asso-

ciation at Oakland Race Track.
October 2-5-20—Touruament of the Washington State Sportsman s

Association, Seattle, Wash.

CARTBIDGE AJSTD SHELL..

Grey geese have appeared in the market. They were shot

oear Lemoore.

The entries in each match should not be less than 125 at

the great toarnament of October 6th and 7th.

The Olympic Gun Cbb will have a special tent at the

tournament for the use of the chib members and friends.

Ed. Funcke, a well-known local shooter, killed nineteen

ont of twenty sparrows at a sparrow shoot in Yokohoma re-

cently.

Leslie Simpson, the well-known spaniel breeder and trap

shot, left for Johannesburg, South Africa, on Tuesday. He
will make his future home in that vicinity.

Ned Fay and E. B. Hornang had a fine dove shoot last

week at Marysville. Fay shot over sir dozen in two hours'

shooting. They are very plentiful in that section.

The Eureka Gun Club has joined the Association. This

makes thirteen clubs now in the fold. We trust that at least

one more will join before Oct. 1st just for luck.

The E. C. powder company have donated $50 to the com-

ing tournament, and Beveral other prizes have been received.

A supplement to a programme will be printed shortly.

The ''kindergartens" of the Pelican Gun Club have chal-

lenged the "old bucks" to shoot them a live bird match for a

French dinner. The event will come off in the near future.

There will be an open tournament at Clabrough, Golcher
&Co's grounds at Oakland Race Track to-morrow. The two
sets of traps will be running and those who wish to practice

ibould not miss this opportunity.

The Olympic Gun Club will shoot against the Garden City

Cyclers Gun Club to morrow at the latter's grounds in San
Joee for a silver trophy. The clubs will be represented by
[eo-men teams. Each man will shoot at 25 birds, known
:raps, known angles.

The Dupont Powder Co.'b donation of $50 cash, the

3elby Co.'s donation and the E. C. Powder Co.'s dona-

ion of like amounts to the California Inanimate Target

Association's inaugural tournament are appreciated by both

.be association's officers and the Bhooters.

The ponds about Teal Station are Baid to be alive with

lucks. We trust th"e boys will let them alone until the sea-

ion opens. By the way there iB liable to be trouble on the

Saisun marshes this season. That little joker " except salt

irater marsh lands " opens up the desirable lands and the

parties in possession will neither vacate nor allow others to

ihoot near them without a protest.

The Sacramento Industrial Improvement Association has

notified Chas. J. Swift of the Board of Directors of the Os-

.rander Gun Company that the association will procure a

suitable site and erect a building for the factory, to be rented

-othe company with the privilege of purchasing the build-

og to be erected according to specifications furnished by the

Jompany, and preparations for the removal of the plant com-
menced immediately.

Why is it that none of the Southern California Clubs have
oined the Inanimate Target Association? The most distant

:lobsare the San Joaquin Valley Gun Club, and the Eureka
jun Club. In addition to those mentioned the other clubs

-hat have joined are The Garden City Cyclers' Gun Club of

**n Jose, The Sacramento Gun Club, The Watsonville Gun
2lub, The Stockton Gun Club. The shooting annex of the

Stockton Athletic Association, The Mill Valley Country
31ub, The Empires of Oakland and the Lincolns, Electrics,

Olympics and Nimrods of San Francisco-

Olympic Gun Olub.

The final shoot of the Olympic Gun Club brought out a

very good attendance. Only a very few had a chance to win

the medals but the club wanted to practice for the tourna-

ment and turned out in force. Nauman and Golcher tied for

the first-class medal, and in shooting off the tie Nauman won

with a scorejcf 5 to 4, H. White won the second-class medal

In shooting up back scores W. Golcher got 21, Bekeart 17.

Street 10, Allen 11, White 10, Jackson 12. The Bcore in the,

regular event at 25 singles, known trapB and known angleSj

was as follows:

Nauman 0011111111 1111011111 11111—22
Feudner „ 111110H01 0101111111 01111—20
Fanning 1110011101 1011011111 11111—20
W. Golcher 1101011011 0100111111 10011—17
Street 1111100111 1100111000 10011—16
Carroll 10010111111000100111 11100—15
Haigbt 1001011001 0101110011 10111—15
White 101111010U 0101111101 100—15
Hines 0011101100 0011111101 10101—15
H. Golcher 0001101110 0011000011 11111—14
Allen 1110111001 0001011111 10000—14
Bekeart 1101001111 001001 1 J 10 01000—13
Justins 0101101011 OollOOOOll 10010—12
JackBon 1010100000 1011100101 10001—11
Liddle 0010010010 0110110000 01001— 9

Peterson 1100000010 1010010101 00010— 9

Hughes 1010001000 0010000100 00100— 6

Harrison 0000000001 0100000010 00000— 3

After the main match the balance of the day was spent in

shooting pools at known traps, unknown angles. Soon after

noon the Empire Gun Club came over from Alameda aod

swelled the entry in the practice shoots to a goodly number.

The Empire Gun Olub.

The final shoot of the Empire Gun Club for the L. C
Smith hammerless gun was held at the club grounds at Ala.

meda Point on Sunday morning. Webb won the gun with

a score of 28 out of a possible 30, known traps, known angles.

His total for the season wsb 186, Daniels 181. The scores of

the main event were as follows :

Webb 111101111111111111111111111110—28

Ingalls 111111111111100111101111111111—27

Andrus 111101111011111111111101111011—26
Williams 110111011111111011101101111111—24

Baker 101111111111111110011111011100—24

Swiveler 110111111111111110011111111000—24

Daniels 111110011101101110101011111111—23

KerriBDn 110111111000111110101111111110—23
Anderson 011101110111111111011011101011—22
Quinton 011110101111011111011011011111—21

pringle 111111100010111101011100110110—20
Trombone 111100011101011101110100111011—20

Fischer 101110011111111101011100110001—19

Debenham 110100111011011101000011111011—17

Young 111101111010101010000111110100—18

Billington 010110110000101011010111111101—17
Wetmore 101101010001100101101110110100—17

Goodwin 101001000110110101001010011101—15

Hall 110010100000001001000110000000— 8

A twenty-five bird match at known traps, unknown angles

followed to main event, Billington winning with 24; Webb
second, with 23; Trombone and Swiveler third with 22 each;

Debenham. 20; Pringle, 19; Quinton, 19; Ingalls, 19;

Williams, 17; Daniels, 16; Andrus, 16; Wetmore 16; Young,

15; Baker, 12; Fischer, 12; Crowell, 10; Grub, 8.

Patents Relating to the Sporting Interests.

The following list of United States patents relating to the

sporting patents, granted September 3d and 10, 1895, is ex-

pressly reported for Breeder and Sportsman by James

SangBter, Patent Attorney, Buffalo, N. Y.:

Cartridge loading implement—Solomon McNeil and Oba-

diah H. Denice, Burlington, Iowa.

Magazine firearm—John M. Browning, Ogden, Utah, as-

signor to the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Recoil-operated firearm—Albert Hauff, Berlin, Germany.
Box magazioe bolt gun—John H. Browning, O^den, Utah,

assignor to the Winchester Repeoting Arms Co., New Haven
Conn.
Box magazine bolt gun—Wm. Mason, New Haven, Conn.,

assignor to the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., same place.

Hydraulic recoil gun carriage—Morris P. Smith, Phila-

delphia, Pa., assignor to Wm. Cramp & Sons, Ship and En-
gine Building Co., same place.

Magazine gun—Thos. G. Bennett, New Haven, Conn., as-

signor to the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., same place.

Knife attachment for revolvers—Ernst Paul, Wiesbaden,

Germany.
Magazine for repeating firearms—Frank E. Lodetti, Ron-

dout, N. Y.
Fish or mole trap—Josiah W. Langford and Wm. M.

Washburn, Gibsland, La,

Gunstock—Chas. A. King, Meriden, Conn.

Bird trap—Fritz Maierhofer, Chicago, 111.

Exercising machine—Alexander A. Whitely, St. Louis,

Mo.
Fishing reel—Albert J. Arnold, National City, Cal.

Gun stock—Theodore Prasse, Leitsweiler, Germany.
Cocking and safety mechanism for breakdown guns—Emil

Flues, Bay City, Mich.
Magazine yistol—Henry F. Wheeler, Peterborough, N. H.
Fish or seal spear—Homer F. Norton, Seattle, Wash.

The Dupont Powder Company will hold a grand smokeless

powder championship handicap live bird contest and tourna-

ment at Baltimore, Md., on October 22, 23 and 24. The
handsome some of $1,000 is guaranteed in the main event,

the winner of same also to receive an elegant championship

trophy valued at $650, which will be redeemed each year by

the Dupont Powder Company, from the holder, paying there-

for $109 in cash. Those shooters who attended the Dupont
tournament at Cincinnati last May know that the company's

tournaments are managed in elegant shape, and those who
did not attend the tournament above referred to can rest as-

sured that they will have no room for complaint, but that

everything will run like clockwork and every man get the

fairest and squarest treatment.

Does the Pheasant Drop Its Scent ?

The following opiniooB on the above subject, from the

Northwest Sportsman will prove very interestsng to thoBe

who are interested in the introduction of the Mongolian
pheasant into this State :

Certainly when the Sportsman published the contrary
opinions of two Portland hunters week before last, it little

dreamed what a storm of argument and invective would re-

sult. It is probable that tbe gentlemen who set the ball roll-

ing never imagined tbe " fuBs in feathers " destined to spring
up over the question of whether or no the crippled Mongo-
lian can suppress his scent, and, metaphorically speaking,
put a dog's nose out of joint.

Asa fact, however, every man in town who ever handled a
gun, and not a few who don't know tbe Btock from the barrel
have given opinions pro and con in the argument since it,

was started. Carefully winnowing the chaS from the wheat,
the Sportsman has gathered opinions from nimrods guaran-
teed to have killed at least one "China" each, which it pub-
lishes for the benefit of the man who doesn't know anything
about it aod who will receive a year's subscription free by
calling at the office and putting his ignorance on record.

In the first place, Watt Monteith, who was away when the
discussion started, but who was confidently reckoned upon by
the Burckhardt crowd to support their side of the contention,
that a dog could Bcent a crippled pheasant across the contin-
ent and back, if his nose was in healthy condition, has turned
out a veritable boomerang.

So far from taking this stand, Watt Monteith, who has
probably dropped more gailyplumaged pheasants than any
ten hunters in Portland, says emphatically and unqualifiedly
that a winged bird can and does suppress his scent so com-
pletely that the be6t dog that ever followed trail cannot run
him down except by chance or sight.

Coin talks, and Watt challenges any proud possessor of an
educated dog to put in a day with him in the hunting field.

He will take him to haunts where pheasants are thick as

leaves in Vallambrosa or good liars in Portland, and bet him
$5 to $1 every time he wings a pheasant that his pet animal
won't fetch him to bag. Just how the Mongolian effaces

his habitual aroma Watt does not profess to explain, but
he will gamble that he does it; and so far as experience
goes he ought to know whereof he speaks.

Now, per contra, comes Dr. Cauthoro into the contention,

and disagrees with Watt. He says it is undoubtedly true that

fewer winged pheasants are taken by a dog than other upland
birds, but attributes this to the fleetness and sagacity of the
bird, and not to suppression of scent, which he considers

physiologically impossible. The Mongolian, Bays Dr. Cau-
thorn, is not only swift but foxy. He zigzags in his run
when winged, crosses his own trail, and will frequently by
such wiles so far outwit a well-bred dog as to escape capture

Sometimes the dog overruns him in his eager quest, and
sometimes in nosing around in a circle gives the bird too

much Btart to catch up with him ; but to claim that a Mon-
golian can suppress the odor emanating from his oil glands I

believe as clearly against natural laws as for an African gentle-

man to perform a similar feit in the dog days. Then again,

if a pheasant can cover his scent at all, why does he not do
it when hard beset and unwounded, which nobody seems to

claim.

D. J. Fraser disagrees with Doctor Cauthorn. He hunted
the Mongolian in Scotland from the time he was a ten-year-

old kid until he came to this country, and says that the abil-

ity of the bird to suppress his scent and the fact that he does

it when wounded and seeking to escape his natural enemy is

recognized as an axiom and never disputed in the old coun-
try. Hereditary gamekeepers, whose sires and grandsires

followed the same vocation, consider it indisputable that the
" china" can render himself scentless from the moment he
is wounded.
United States District Attorney Dan Murphy says he is ab-

solutely positive the "damaged" bird becomes odorless the

minute a shot clips a feather off him. He has repeatedly

seen his dog nose a pheasant for half a mile while unwounded
and lose him in lees than a hundred yards when shotted.

A. W. Lambert, who should be educated, as he looks after

educational matters, says that even when a pheasant is

dropped in the open, in full sight of a dog, he can't keep
scent of him for fifty feet, in some cases that have come un-

der his observation.

Doc Langworthy gets off at the other depot. He says that

he never yet struck a trained pheasant who could drop his

scent as a monkey does a hot copper. It is true "chinas" get

away, but it is because they run a mile a minute, not from

lack of odor. Doc. gets hie share of birds somehow, and,

right or wrong, is entitled to an opinion.

Ivan Humason, the heavy-weight bicyclist and all-around

sport, says: "Bet your life, they drop their scent, drop

everything, when they are in a hurry, and don't you forget

it.'* A hunter who really is a hunter, is in demand at

House's restaurant to take hold of the novice class and teach

their ideas to shoot.

Judge J. W. Whalley, nothing if not original, puts it in

this way : The dog can follow the scent of the cripple all

right, but sometimes his (the dog's) legs aren't good enough.

Then, too, when his nose is lowered on a hot scent he some-

times gets it too strong in his nostrils to follow a rapidly

diminishing odor. Put a man in a room impregnated with

muBk, and afterwards in a room scented with lavender, and

he won't be cognizint of the chahged aroma.

C. E. Holmes, while claiming but little experience, says

tbe dogs he has hunted behind are mighty keen before the

feathers flv, and afterwards acquire a sort of puzzled express-

ion, difficult to comprehend unless you accept the suppression-

of-scent theory as correct.

Herman Burrell has not been caught by the Sportsman re-

porter, but is understood to be a strong believer in the power

of a crippled Mongolian to let go of his scent-bag and give

any dog the slip.

Eli Davis remarks that it is certainly queer how fast a

dog will follow a " china " when he is still unhurt and how
tired he suddenly grows when feathers 0p. He thinks the

bird drops something, but whether his nceot, his pocketbook,

or a letter fiom his best girl, does not feel equal to deciding.

Charles Burckhardt still sticks to his original contention

that a dog can follow a cripple ae well as he can a sound

bird, which is to his credit, as some of his adherents have

tried to crawfish aod swallow themselves since they learned

Watt Monteitb's opinion. Burckhardt further ^ays that he

will take up $100 worth of Watt's challeoge ;
man and dog

ready on twenty-four hours' notice.
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The Doe-Slayer.

AtlorDey Silva, of SausMito, tbe gentleman who recently

gained considerable notoriety by proving that tbe Mann

county deer ordinance was not woHh the paper ii was written

upoo, will soon have another chance to test the law. This

time it is the State law, and if we mistake not he will find

that he is kicking against a brick wall.

He was arrested on Thursday morning for killing two

female deer, a doe and fawn near Mill Valley. This doe and

fawn have been running about the town of Mill Valley for

some two months put, and bad become quite tame. They

hare been seen almost every morning feeding on the llowers

in the orchards and nipping off the young shoots from the

fruit trees. The pair were well known by most of the n-

habitants of Mill Valley, and were looked upon as public

'"'in Wednesday two ladies who reside at Mill Valley saw

this man, Silva. shoot first the doe and then the female fawn

and another lady saw l.
:m disembowel them aud cut

.

oH the

heads. He threw tbe heads into a small gully. The lady

who wts watching him notified a Sausalito constable and ed

him to the place where the heads were hidden. Mr. bilva

was immediately put under arrest, and the sportsmen of

Marin county intend to make up a purse and engage a noted

criminal lawver to prosecute the case and give this doe-

slayer the full benefit of the law.
-•

A few days ago, at a shooting party in the north of Scot-

land, a lady appeared clad in the orthodox outfit hitherto

monopolised by the sterner ser. Although she expeuded a

considerable number of cartridges she did not succeed in

bringing down a single bird. The gamekeeper, after the

return of the party expressed himself as follows regarding

the lady's performance :
" She apit the gentlemen a that she

cud She wore the eame claes. she smoked, drank a nip o

whu-key, av an' ance gied a bit ^wear laich in, bit as for

shutin,' she cudna hit a barn door at ten yairds.an' she never

ance said thank ye' tae maesel. If ony mair o her kind

ceme aboot I'll throw up ma job.—Shooting Times.

K consignment of Mongolian pheasants was received at San

Jose on Thursday of last week. They will be kept on the

mountain ranch of M. Arnerich near Guadaloupe, and as fast

as they breed the young ones will be distributed as soon as

old euough to lake care of themselves. E. R. Bulmore, Jas.

Harry of Almadeo, H. Cattermole of Wrights and V. Pouc?-

lot Llagas will each breed from one trio. The birds were

purchased through game warden McKeozie by a party of

Sao Jose sportsmen. The Garden City Cyclers' Gun Club

contributed $'25 toward the fund.

The Giant Powder Co. will soon make a bid for a portion

of the Smokeless Powder trade. Their new Smokeless will

be called the Monarch Smokeless. It is agrtenisb yellow in

color, a fine hard, Brain, and is claimed to be the equal of

anv smokeless now on the market. This company also

manufactures at the works at Clipper Gap four different

brands of superior black powder known as Imperial Shootit g,

Champion Ducking, Peerless R'fls and Invincible shooting.

The United States Smokeless Powder Company have en-

gaged J. S Fanning, the well-known trap shot, to represent

their powder. He will introduce Gold Dust throughout the

Stale. In Mr. Fanning the company has secured the ser-

vices of a good steady shot, a popular sportsman and a good

talker. We wish him every possible success in his new field

of labor.

Tbe Mallard Club have elected the following officers for

the ensuing year : Robert J. Boyer, of Oakland, president
;

R. Llovd Eiton, of San Francisco, secretary ; V. V. Harrier,

of Vallejo, treasurer. Honorary members : Senator Eli S.

Dennisoo, Sheriff B. Rush of Solano, Attorney Thomas Gar-

rityof Oiklaod, and Assemblyman J. M. Bassford of Napa.

The $50 donation to the tournament by the E. C. Powder

Co. and (the live expert traps donated by the Cleveland Tar-

get Co. will be given as prizes in the Club Team Champion-

ship Contest. The first in the form of souvenirs to the team

winning second place and the traps to the third team.

There will be a practice shoot and tournament at Clabrougk.

Golcher & Co.'s grounds at Oakland Race track tomorrow.

Tbe second set of traps are in readiness and all those who
intend to participate in the tournment should not miss the

opportunity to practice over the new tiaps.

The Olympic team that will compete against the Garden
City Club at San Jose to morrow will consist of M. O. Feud-

ner, J. S. Fanning, C. N'auman, W. J. Golcher, H. C.

Golcher. C. A. Haight, J. R. Carroll, M.C. Allen, P. Bekeart

and H. White.

The Cleveland Targe! Co. have donated five expert traps

p the winning team at the coming tournament.

John Butler started for his favorite fishing ground, the Eel

river on Tuesday last. He will fish to the west of Mt. San-

hedrin. Capt. Cummins went up Sunday but he will fish

further down the river. The fishing is said to be very good

this year, but the Supervisors have closed the stream after

October 1.

Al. Cummins returned on Tuesday from a month's outing

at Boca and Lake Webber. He reports but indifferent luck.

Tbe weather has been too cold most of the time for good

fishing. He killed several fine bags of mountain quail and

grouse.

Deputy fish commissioners confiscated seven nets on the

Sacramento river this week. Six of them belonged to un-

known parties and one man waB caught and convicted by a

jury at Vallejo.

The fishing at Lake San Andreas is still poor. A fair mess

and good-sized fisn can be caught with bait, but fly fishing or

spoon fishing will not catch one fish a day.

H. Landsberger returned on Monday from Boca. He
brought back with him a nine pound trout caught in the

Truckee.

Baron Von Schroeder started for his ranche at Santa Mar-

garita, on Friday, on a fishing and shooting trip.

The San Francisco and North Pacific will erect a large

fish hatchery nearUkiah in the near future.

Death in the Ranks.

ROD-
A. V. La Motte placed 60,000 cutthroat trout fry in Sew-

tr-1, \i ihertson ami Mill creeks last week. The good work of

I
and N. I'. i-* becoming apparent. One party caught

125 trout from 7 to 10 inches in length in Pieta creek re-

cently in two hoars' fbhlog. These tish were planted last

year. Liit year Mr. I/t Matte put 90,000 Lake Tahoe trout

into the Blue Lakes, and they are Baid to be about G inches

in length now. Several hundred thousand more have been
planted this season.

The* 1 '.ii rep rl four arrests in San Fran-
cisco for the illegal of fresh salmon and 2,000
pounds of con ti icalc I Ash. One of the dep iiies arrested the

wharfinger al Booldlo Inland on Wednesday. He shipped
the tiih that were received in Sin Francisco. His case will

come befoie the court io Stockton next week.

Mr. JobotOD ofUkiah reports excellent black hasi fishing

in lh« Rajafu river near ( tiierneville. On the first of the
week be caught a tine me^ averaging IU pounds each. They
have been r.viirlil near there weighing as high as 8 pounds,

p and worms are used for bail and at times they
take theap on very well.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

The Pacific Kennel Club should hold its regular monthly

meeting on Wednesday of next week.

The F -x-Terrier Chronicle for August contains an excel-

lent halftone of Belmont's Blemton Victor II., by Dusky
Trap—Verdict.

Judge Brittan's new pug did not come over with Mr.
Thomas' string owing to the absence from home of Mrs.

Forster when Thomas sent for him.

W. F. Worthington's puppy by Reglov—Queen Bess W.
weighs 96£ pounds at six mopths old and stands 27 inches at

shoulder. This is excellent weight, considering that the pup
is thin in flesh.

We are pleased to learn that L G.Rowells has succeeded in

saviog ten of the big litter by Hector of Hauenstein, out of

his Laura Alton. There are five dogs and five bitches left and

they are doing nicely.

The Waterloo entries, Burrell and Rossitter's Emin
Pasha, San Joaquin and Wayfarer, by Maior—Daisy (both

from Col. North's kennels), and J. H. Perigo's Longfellow,

started on Tuesday for the East. They will be run at the

Aberdeen meeting on October 1st and for the Amtrican Wa-
terloo Cup at Huron, S. D., on October 8th. C. W. Peyton's

nominations. Flying Buck and Royal Buck, by Roval Crest

—Daisy, will start for the East in a few days. The four that

have gone are in charge of J. H. Burrell and Henry Perigo.

Manitoba Field Trials.

Death was busy among the harness horses last week, and at

least four of note passed to the " happy hunting grounds "

during its course. Most prominent amoog these was the cele-

brated trotter and sire of trotters, Haubrino, 2:21}, who died

on Saturday, i4th iost., at M. L Hare's Grasslands Farm,
Fisher's Switch, near Indianapolis, Ind., at the ripe age of

twenty-six. Hambrino was a bay horse, foaled 1869, bred by

L. Curtis, Brooklyn, N. Y., and was a son of Edward Ever-

ett and Mambrina, by Mambrino Chief
;
grandam the thor-

oughbred mare Susie, by imp. Margrave. He passed to Mr.

Hare at an early age, to whom he proved one of tbe best in-

vestments ever made by a breeder in horseflesh. As a race

horse Hambrino was a conspicuous success, his best season

being that of 1879, when he was a Grand Circuit winner at

both the Rochester and Hartford meettngs, making his rec-

ord at the latter place in the second heat of a six-heat race.

In all, Hambrino started in fifteen races, winning eleven.

Retired to the stud on the close of his racing career, he

proved an unqualified success as a sire ; his list of standard

performers numbers thirty-two in all, headed by the great

stallion, Delmarch, 2:11 J, and including six others that have

beaten 2:20. His daughters have produced well, the famous

filly Silicon, 2:13£ (2:15$ at two years), and twenty others

being from them, while his sons, for their chances, have done
well as sires, his best being Nephew, long one of the sires at
Palo Alto Farm.
Hambrino died in the peace and quietude, with the de-

served and accredited honors of old age. Not so with Repe-
tition, Novardine and Navarre, wbo also " crossed the great
divide " last week. Tbe two former succumbed to the effects

of hard races at Louisville, where the heat was eo intense as

to prove prostrating to a horse not perfectly ordered for a

race. Repetition's name has been a familiar one in trotting

circles for ten years. He was one of Crit Davis' star pupils,

taking a three year-old record of 2:21 and a four-year-old rec-

ord of 2:19£. Thereafter the son of Red Wilkes and Nannie
Dillard never came up to expectations until he was allowed
to pace this vear. The lateral gait, his natural one, proved
also his fastest, as he beat 2::'.fi early in the season,took a rec-

ord of 2:14} at Galesburg and was very close up io much
faster time. In his last race, at Louisville, he was third to

Sable Gift and Ella T. in 2:10.

Norvardine, son of Norval and Oowanita, by Onward,took
a three-year-old record of 2:251 last season and the present

one had proved himself a much more than average four-year-

old, winning a good race at Terre Haute and reducing bis

mark to 2:18}, and again at Galesburg in 2:18, where he beat

Ella Belmont and a good field. His last start wae in the

eight beat 2:17 class at Louisville, where he won the fifth

heat in 2:18, butdied tbe following night.

Navarre, 2:23}, son of Nuncio and Jane, by Frank Wool-
ford, died under almost similar circumstances at Elizabeth-

town, Ky ,
after winning two heats in a postponed eight-beat

race.—Horse Review.

The Manitoba Field Trial Club's Field Trials were run on

Sept. 9-12 at Morris. Man., with the following results :

AMATEUR STAKE.

First, Chimo Kernels' b w and t English setter dog Dodo
III., by Orlando— Atalanta

; second, John Wootton's b and
w English setter bitch Bonnie Lit, by Orlando—Lady Lit

;

third. Chimo Kennel's 1 and w Eogliah setter dog Larry No-
ble, by Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.

THE DERBY.

First, W. W. Titus' w and t English setter dog Sam T., by
Luse Roy—Betty B ; second, N. F. DePauwB' liv, w and t

pointer bitch Sister Sue, by Jingo—Rnoney Croxtetb; third,

Thos G. Davey's b and w English setter dog Brighton Dick, by

Brigdton Tobe—Lady Brighton ; fourth, F. R. Hitchcock's 1

and w Eoglish setter dog Tory Fashion, by Count Gladstone
IV—Folly.

THE ALL-AGE STAKE.

First, W. W. Titus' b w and t Eoglish setter bitch Minnie
T., by Dick Bondhu—Bettie B.; second, N. T. De Pauw's
liv and w pointer dog Jingo, by Mainspring—Queen II.;

third, divided between Stoddard and Kidwell's b w and
ticked pointer Tick Bov, by King of Kent—Bloom ; N. T.
Harris' b w and t Eoglish setter dog Tony Boy, by Antonio
— Laundress, and N. T. Harris' b w and t English setter

bitch Cynosure, by Roderigo—Norah It.

The Glenbeigh Rod's Chaff Match.

John Bern ! tbe world-renowned
waters of the Eel River nexl week.

tyer, will whip the

Geo. Crocker has chosen Andrew Jackson as his judge

and Howard Vernon has chosen Wm. Dormer. When these

two succeed in choosing a referee that is acceptable to all

parties the priliminaries to the match will be nearly ar-

ranged.

Our readers will remember that this match is for $500 a

side. It will be run on Thanksgiving Day, probably at

Bakersfield.

Whenever it is held there will be a good attendance and
the interest in the outcome will be intense. Rod's Chafl ib

reported to be very fast and clever. He divided third in the

New England Field Trials Club's Derby. Glenbeigh's tri-

umphs are too recent to need tobe repeated.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published In this column
free of charge. Please use the following form :

VISITS.

E. Kemps' (Alameda) S. C. St. Bernard bitch Nellie (Jum-
bo—Joan) to Miss M. McGanney's Lord Hualpa (Alton-
Keepsake) on Sept. 19 to 21st.

SALES.

A. N. Bavley, Oakland, has sold an Irish setter dog pup by
Barrymore (Finglas—Ch. Ruby Ulenmore), out of Ruby M.
(Mike T.—Lady Elcho T.) to O. M. Campbell, Marysville,
Cal.

Death of the Great Enquirer.

Nashville, Tenn., Sep,. 15.—The stallion Enquirer, by

imp. Leamington, out of Lida, by Lexington, foaled in 1867,

died at Belle Meade yesterday. He was the sire of Falsetto,

Inspector B,, McWhirter, Reporter and other famous horses.

Up to, and includirg 1893, his get won nearly |600,000.

By Ed.—Enquirer ws»s not only one of our very best sires,

but a first class race horse as well. He started during hie

tu^f career io ten races, winning seven, and defeating surh
cracks as Longfellow, Lynchburg. Hamburg, Remorseless,

Maggie B. B. (dam of Iroquois), Susan Ann (dam of Thora
and Henlopen), Kingfisher and Lyttleton. His winnings on
the turf amounted to something like $22,000, of which $20,800
was earned when he was a three-year-old. Enquirer was a

bay horse standing 16.1 hands and weighing 1,200 pounds,
and was bred by H. F. Vissman, of Louisville, Ky. His great

grandam was the renowned race mare, Gabriella, by Sir

Archy. Inspector B., one of the best racing sons of En-
quirer, is now one of Belle Meade's leading stallions.

Our Premiums.

Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 21. 1895,

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—The picture of Miss

Russell has arrived, and is such a pleasant surprise as a pict-

ure and in the work that I am anxious to get one of Ham-
bletonian 10, and also another of Miss Russell.

Yours faithfully, H. W. Latham.

A Testimonial.

Read the following letter from A. Mc-Dowell, driver of

Alix, queen of the turf:

Red Oak, Iowa, June 28, 1895.

Illinois Knee Spreader—Dear Sir: I think the Illi-

nois Knee Spreader the best I ever used. I would not be

without them in my stable for any amount of money, and
recommend everyone to use them. Yours respectfully,

A. McDowell.

Among the famous horses entered in stakes at the new In-

gleside track of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club are the fol-

lowing : Bright Phcebus, Cadmus, Cash Day, Rey el Santa

Anita, Flying Dutchman, Crescendo, Yo Tambien, Maid
Marian, Silver IE., Mobalotka, Rey del Carrera, Libertine,

George F. Smith, O'Connell, Santiago, Sister Mary, Haw-
thorne, Derfagilla, Applause, Ferrier, Vinctor, Insiallj>tor,

Despot, Senator Irby, Lucky Dog, Lady Diamond, Strath-

meath and Pop Gray. A mile race between Flying Dutch-

man, Rey el Santa Anita, Bright Phcebus, Cash Day, Liber-

tine, Installator, Vinctor. Ferrier, Maid Marian, Despot, Sena-

tor Irby and Cadmus would be worth going many a mile to

see, while a record at six furlongs would go glimmering if

Rey del Carrera, Libertine, George F. Smith, O'Connell, Fer-

rier, Installator, Despot, Pop Gray and Crescendo met in a

race. O'Connell holds the circular track record of the world

—1:12}—made this season at Oakley with 121 pounds up.
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H OOF BEATS.

Palita, 2:16i, is the queen of all two-year-olds of 1895.

The Hollister meetiog this year will be the best ever held

there.

Chas. A. Dcjkfee will have his string of fast trotters at

Fresno next *eek.

Ed Cokrigan's Handsome won a mile and an eighth race

in Oakley yesterday in 1:56}.

Jockey Claude Burlingame is back from Montana

and is looking in good health.

Javelin, 2:141, by Creole, 2:15, keeps lowering her record

at San Jose. In the third heat of a race she lowered it to

i:13|.

Advertiser, 2:15}, by Electioneer has two in the list Ab-

dell, 2:23, as a yearling, and the three-year-old filly Nordica,

2:19*.

Hugh Jones, Johnny Coleman's partner, took $500 out of

the combination book man's hande Tuesday, picking all the

winners.

Fresno Prince is "rounding to " and will be in the 2:13

class before long. L. J. Smith, his trainer, has reason to be

proud of him.

Zaldivar won a six and one-half furlong race in fast time

(1:20|) Tuesday at Windsor. Metropole was second and

Halloween third.

California-bred horseB did well at St. Louis Wednesday!

Booze winning a mile race in 1:41}, Oregon Eclipse a six and

one half furlong event.

Hameletonian Wilkes, the handsome Geo. Wilkes

stallion at the Green Meadow Stock Farm, was bred to thir-

ty-five mares this season.

Wm, Murray had his horse Diablo. 2:09}, at San Jose

this week, but as the free-for-all pacing race did not fill he

sent the horse back to Pleasanton.

John R. Gentry won the $4,000 special purse at Dubu-
que, Iowa, Wednesday, pacing the third heat in 2:03£, the

world's Bidewheeling record for a third heat.

The Fresno races next week will be well contested. A
large number of horses are there at present and a number
that were in San Jose will be sent there to-morrow.

Applications for the services of Boodle, 2:14, next year,

are coming from horse breeders from all parts of Caiifornia.

What an outcross he would be on Electioneer mares.

Magnetizes is quite a sire. On the 17th of September

two by this horse were successful at Brooklyn—Jack of

Spades and Woodvine. The latter is quite a two-year-old

filly,

Maid Marian, the Great Tom mare that will be out soon.

beat Backwa a whisker at Oikley Wednesday, one mile in

1:40 J. Simon W. also a fast horse, won at the same place in

1:41}.

The A. W. Richmond mares are all good matrons. Rex
Gifford, the gray horse that made a record of 2:1 \ in the

third heat of his race in San Jose, is oat of a mare by this

grand stallion.

There were fifteen beats trotted and paced during the

first two days of the San JoBe race meeting, aod the average

time made was 2:14|. The bloweBt heat trotted was 2:19},

and the fastest 2:10.

The once cracking good race mare, Misty Morn, by St.

Paul—Why Not, won a half-mile beat race at Victoria, B.

C, September iJHb, after lo&ing the first heat to Rifton. The
track was a eea of mud.

J. T. Wisdom has sold his running mare Miss Gentry, by

Chesapeake, to Joe Thomas for $1,500. MiBS Gentry was
quite a good mare while in Montana. She was bred and raised

in Baker county, Oregon.

Edna R.. by Sidney, was the contendin g horse in the pac-

ing race in San Joae on Wednesday. She was second in 2:111,

2:12}, 2:13}, and won the fourth in 2:16|. Edna R. is out of

a mare by Director, and i« a game little race mare.

At the Green Meadow Stock Farm near Santa Clara there

is a filiy that is a perfect likeness of La Belle, 2:16. She is

by Hambletonian Wilkes, out of Anna Belle (dam of La
Belle, 2:16), by Dawn. Next season she will be seen on the

circuit.

Capt. Tom Merry (" Hidalgo '') came up from Los An-
geles Tuesday by steamer, looking in superb health and with

the vigor of a twenty-year-old. The veteran turf writer is

compiling a book that will be of great benefit to breeders and
students of pedigrees some day.

Tom Boyle, the well-known conditioner of Road Runner,
Crawford, Tioga and others, has been selected by A. B.

Spreckels to take the place of the veteran Cy Mulkey aB

trainer of bis big string. The selection is a good one, for

Boyle is both conscientious and competent.

Santa Cfirz, of the Santa Anita Stable, was victorious in

a five and a half furlong dash at Windsor Wednesday, Elbel
W. second and Hanzeatic third. The latter dropped dead soon
after she finished. She was by imp. Dutch Skipper, out of

imp. Little Minx, and a good performer.

Ed Corrigan has fired the $10,000 Ducat and sent him to

hiB farm in Kentucky, along with Vassal and Senator Irby,

and the trio will rest up until next year. Huron, having
given signs of not standing training again, has been perma-
nently turned out and will go in tbe stud in the spring.

California-bred horses won three races at Gravesend
Tuesday. Salvable, by Salvator—Lydia, won at five fur-

longs and landed a lot of money. Rey del Carreras was suc-

cessful at cix furlongs and Connoisseur at one and one-half
miles, Pepper second and Caracas, another Californian, third.

Byron McClelland has another good colt in Prince
Lief, son of King Eric and Elemi, by Asteroid. Thursday at

Gravesend he won tbe Youthful Stakes, rive and a half fur-

longs, beating Bloomer, One I Love (the best filly out this

Beason) and several others, and going the distance in 1:075.

A ddie M. clearly does not like a journey of over six fur-

longs.

Leora won a half mile dash at Salem, Or., in 0:48}. Day-
light won the two-year-old race at six furlongs.

Ingomab won a mile race at Oakley Thursday in the
mud, Grannan finishing second and Sigurd third.

Had Clacquer been given a race or two he would in all

likelihood have won Thursday's race, in which Favory was
victorious.

Willie Flynn had but two mounts Thursday, and both
won in fine style. This boy is doing excellent work in the sad-

dle these davs.

Macklin, the crack jockey with J. G. Brown & Co., came
down with the string from Sacramento Thursday afternoon,

and may be seen in the saddle to day.

H. H. Hunn, trainer of the Hobart gallopers, will bring
Bright Phoebus, Ferrier and the rest of the string down from
the San Mateo ranch week after next.

Sam C. Wagner of Dayton, Ohio, is reported to have
won $30,000 Thursday on his horse, Umbrella, at Oakley.
He won $5,000 from Riley Grannan alone.

Rosebud improves steadily, and Thursday showed ability

to go a long route. The mile was simply galloped in 1:41$,

and had the Sir Modred filly been pressed she could have
gone close to 1:40.

ALAhUM, a bay colt by Torso from Hana, beat a good field

of two-year-olds at Brooklyn September 19th, running five

furlongs in 1:02 with 107 pounds up. Falling Water was sec-

ond and Kamsin third.

Barney Schreiberwoii the Gem Stakes, one mile, value
to the winner $1,130, with Don Carillo Thursday at Oakley.
It was in the mud. Ben Eder was second and Ann Garth
third. The time was 1:47.

Fiction and Zaldivar, bred in California, were successful
at Windsor Thursday, the former at five and one half fur-

longs, the latter al six. Fiction is by Ben AH, from Prose
;

Zaldivar by Joe Hooker, out of Lena's FirBt.

One of the prize' winning carriage horses in his four-in-

hand is called Harry Wilkes, and is by a son of Geo. Wilkes
No hackney in the land can show more style than he, and as
for knee and hock action he would make John A. Logan's
famous hackney, Bonfire, retire to his stall. He is perfect at

this respect.

There are five fillies by the dead Martenhurst at Rancho
del Paso. Martenhurst was by Wenlock, dam Hirondelle, by
Adventurer, second dam Lady Langden (dam of Hampton
and Sir Bevys) ; third dam Haricot (dam of Caller Ou), by
Lanercost; fourth dam Queen Mary (dam of Blink Bonnie,
Bonnie Scotland, etc.), by Gladiator.

The great trotting gelding, Ayres P., 2:03 J, which W. S.

Hobart purchased in the East, is as round and fat as a Per-
cheron. When '' Pa " Hamlin bad thiB horBe it was almost
impossible to fatten him. Ayres P. ss used as a free for-all

horse on the farm. He is driven to a buckboard, and is one
of the most use.ul horses in the country.

Red Will is running in races just now as well as he
showed in private many months ago. " Moose" Taylor tells

of a three-quarter mile trial of the colt last spring that made
him believe Red Will ought to beat most anybody's horse.

The chestnut son of Jim Gore carried 126 pounds and did
the distance in 1:14 flat, and handily too, at that.

Santa Anita bred horses won two grand races at

Gravesend Thursday, Rey del Carrera leading all the way in

theBrookwood Handicap, mile and a sixteenth, the track

very heavy. It was thought that the Bon of Emperor of Nor-
folk atd Clara D. was rnly a spriDter, but he won eased up
by three lengths, Counter Tenor being second and Dolabra
third. Rey El Santa Anita'Bwin was also at a mile and a

sixteenth.

Sam Leake, the dark bay cott that made Benham, Fire-

man el al look like saffron-hued canines yesterday, is an own
brother to Dare, whom the late Col. H. I. Thornton sold for

$6,000 as a two-year old to Chas. L. Fair. Leake improves
with every race, and after being pocketed and restrained

nearly the whole distance, won in a big gallop by three parts

of a length from the hard-driven Benham.

Duchess of Towers is the highest class filly we have
seen in many months. At the half-pole, in the fourth race

Wednesday,shewas absolutely last, nine or ten lengths behind
Fly, the leader. At the three-quarter mark the browu filly

was but two lengths away, and she won easily by a length in

1:07—a fast run in any country. There is nothing in the

Duchess' looks to indicate her powers, she being of medium
size.

Centaur writes as follows in the New York Commercial
Advertiser: "The two rival race courses at San Francisco
have at last come to an amicable underBtanding, and the

official announcement is made that each track will alternate

every two weeks. This is certainly good news, and the exodus
of stables from tbe East for the winter racing season will now
be very heavy. Most of the big stables will send representa-

tives."

A St. Joseph (Mich.) dispatch of September 25tb says:
11 Horses are going crazy here daily with a disease which is

supposed to be cauBFd by eating marsh hay. The horse is

taken wUh a high pulse and in a short time is crazy, and will

break everything within reach. Some of them have got out
of the barns and then have run around in a circle. Tbe skill

of tbe veterinary surgeon is baffled Out of fifieen cases three

have proved fatal within three days after the malady ap-

peared."

The excellent stable of J. Galen Brown & Co. arrived at

Bay District track yesterday afternoon from Sacramento. In
the lot were the record-breaking Libertine, Uncertainty,
Treachery, Princess Rose II., Wyoming. Buckioeer, Claude
Hill, MoraD and a cheetnutcolt by Slratbmore.sireof Strath-

meath and Monrovia. There is some good material here, and
many a race should fall to the lot of J . G. Brown & Co. this

fall and winter, no accidents intervening.

Eugene Leigh and Dick Brown sold the crack two-vear-
old Ben Brush to M. F, Dwyer September 20th. Ben Brush
is by Bramble, out of Rosevilfe, and in size, conformation
aDd appearance is the exact counterpart of his famous Bire,
who did much toward laying the foundation of Dwyer Bros.'
fortune. Ben Brush is in the first ranks of two-year olds, but
was ineligible for the Eastern stake events, owing to improper
registration. The terms upon which he became Dwyer's
property are private-

Charles Kerr, the Bakersfield breeder, arrived Tues-
day in good health and Bpirits. He reports that he has the
finest lot of yearlings ever raised at Antrim Stock Farm.
They are by imp. Midlothian, imp. Martenhurst, imp. Sir
Modred and Apache, twelve in all. A sister to Olive (by
Apache—Virgie) and a colt by imp. Midlothian, from Sister
to Tournament, are especially fine-looking youngsters. He
will Bell them in November in this city at auction.

An absurd story to the effect that tbe proposed fall meeting
at Morris Park by the recently organized Westchester Jockey
Club was to be abandoned got into circulation last week.
There was, of course, no foundation for it, as the track has
now passed out of the hands of the Morrises, and has been
turned over to a syndicate of gentlemen who propose to have
there only racing of the highest class. The new mile track
at Morris Park is now completed, and the horses will be
saved the journey over the top of tbe stony track that they
have previously had to negotiate before the run to the home-
stretch. That track has resulted in tbe breaking down of a
lot of fine animals, and it has therefore been avoided by own-
ers of first-rate horses, as their trainers have always been
afraid of it. With that bugaboo out of the way there is no
reason why the very best of sport should not be had at the
Westchester track.

As an investment Hanover has proved a rare bargain to
Milton Youog. He paid $15,000 for him on his turf reputa-
tion alone, has sold two crops of bis colts, has one on hand
and another coming on, and now if he disposed of him it is at
a profit of $45,000. He also derived a revenue of large dimen-
sion from him as long as he let him serve as a public stallion,
and, counting up all together, the son of Hindoo in four
years has put not less than $100,000 clear profit in the treas-
ury of McGrathiana. When in the racing stable of the
Dwyers, with Kingston and Tremontj breeders seemed to
prefer the latter two horses ss sires, but Mr. Young openly
expressed the opinion that Hanover was the horse of the
three. Kingston raced on and oo, and now has just gone to
the stud, after Hanover has written his name across the con-
tinent with the fame of his produce, while Tremont has
far from earned his name as a stallion success in the stud.
This showR again the keen judgment of the successful proprie-
tor of McGrathiana, who has very few mistakes charged to
his account as a breeder.

Horie O-cxmex-s Should Try

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE. .

Prepared
exclusive-

ly by .T. E.
Gombault
ex-Veteri*

nary Sur-

geon to

igj the French

Government

Bind.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible to produce any scnr or blemish. Tbe Safest

ben BLISTER evertiMd. Takes the place of all lini-

ments tor mild ur severe action If cmoves all Bundle*
or ltlemlnbes 1'rota llorwes or Cattle.

uol who!
LSAM
lo bottlie of.produce rr

any liuiment or bpavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold in Warran-

ted (o (rive Patisfacikm. Price $ | .50 per bottle. Sold
by Drugglste, orsent by I'spri.'.-.-. i'/i'[r<yt>' paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
tefltimotiinla, etc. Address

i

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
FALL MEETING.

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING SEPTEMBER 2 1 , 189S.

Raoing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN On SHINE.
Five or More Race* Kach Day* Race. Star

at 3 p. m. .harp.

May McAlllater aDd Geary-street eara pass tbe Bate.

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
MANI'FACTITRKRS OF

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
And Carts, of Every Cescription.

46-48 EIGHTH ST. S. F.
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HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COOT.
SECOND ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

Mechanics' Pavilion, San Francisco, Cal., December 3, 4, 5, 6 and T
officers:

HENRY J. CROCKER, - - Fbesident

.loHN l'AKROTT, J. I.. KATHBONE, Vice-Presidents

.;eoki.;e almer newhall,
obed horr, -

Secretary

$15,000 IN CASH PRIZES AND OVER
$3,000 IN SILVER TROPHIES AND SPECIAL F

3d Prizes iaa.

Offered for All Classes of Horses.

Every Class.
Assistant Seceetaby

xst, 2<a. «.nca.

Make Your Entries Early and Secure Stalls or Boxes, as Every Spac? -was taken Last Year and' We Will Have a Large

Show this Year. Horses May be Entered for Exhibition or Sale.

Write to the Secretary tor Prize List, Rules and Regulations. Entry Blanks and other information

Room 30, Mills Building, Second Floor

THOROUGHBRED

Auction Sales
IN NOVEMBER.

YEARLINGS

Palo Alto
Stock Farm.
YEARLINGS AND HORSES IN

TRAINING

Theo. Winters, Esq.

YEARLINGS AND HORSES IN

TRAINING OF

Chas. Kerr, Esq.

STALLIONS, BROODMARES, YEAR--

LINGS AND WEANLINGS

Est Col. H. I. Thornton.

i aialognes are being prepared.

KTT.T.TP &CO., - Auctioneers

30 MONTGOMERY ST.. SAX FRANCISCO.

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTERS.

A splendid rair of roadsters, one of the finest buggy
teams in the cilv, is offered for sale. They are well-

bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle safe (or a lady

to drive. In breeding they cannot be excelled, being

of me most fasbi -Dable strains. Anv gentleman
wanting a last team will find a bargain in this pair of

trotting mares. They are only four years old, and,

bt-ine untrained, will coDiinue to develop speed by
careful handling. They are slightly below medium
size, but of .strong confor a'ion and perfectly sound.

This team may be seen at the Dexter Prince Stab'.e.

1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold at a
low price.

ALSO FOE SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and
Business Horses

BRED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from the breeder
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals at

lowest pricts. Colts and fillies are offered for sale by
that great young sire. PILOT PRIV E; alFo by
Dexter Prlcce.Sirtney, Victor, 2:22, Grandissimo,2:23'^,
George Washington, 2:16, TE1 Benton, 2:20: Don Mar-
vin, 2:22, etc. These have all been bred at the Napa
Stock Farm and are out of first-class mares,
Promising colts ot tried speed lines will be supplied

to trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready fur track work are offered for sale.

Bro< dmares are also offered tor sale by Woodnut,
2:16. Dawn, 2:18*,', Grandissimo, 2:23^, Dexter Prince,
Hawthorne, Arthurton, Naubuc. etc

A feature is also made of supplying good livery and
business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represented.

Having been raised on the upland pastures oi the Napa
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and legs and
will therefore stand hard work. All stock sold from
this farm has given the best of satisfaction. Bargains
are oflered to all desiring to purchase good stock of any
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write for

information.
Full particulars may be had regarding the above by

calling at Heald's Business College, or by addressing
K. P. HEAl.l).

24 Pout Street, San Francisco.

RED BALL BRAND.

Vwarded Gold Mod
At California Sta
Fair 1893.
Every horse owd

who values his sin
sb- uld constantly ha*
* supply of it on hao
It improves and kee
^toek in the pink of co
dltion.

Manhattan Food!
san Mateo, Cal.

c your grocer or hay dealer for

209 TO 221 K. STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNIA
First-Ciass in all its Appointments, with Second-Class Prices.

ROOM A\D BOARD £1.00. gl. 25 and 01.30 PER DAY. MEALS, 2& CEATS.
Free Bus to and from all Trains.WM. TiAKTP, - - Proprieto:

FEED CUTTERS.
We havu a large stock of all klodx of Feed Cutlers,

either band or power.

WHITE FOR 1'itl- i

HOOKER & CO.,
NOS. 16 AND 18 DRUMM STREET

AN l ll l\i l«i ii • \>.

FOR AB30LUTE SECURITY

INSURE WITH THE

FIKEMAFS FUND
INSURANCE COMPANY

HomeOffice Co.'s Building

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Capital, $1,000,000
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

OFFICIAL POOL-SELLERS
— FOB THE —

California Circuit, Including the State Fair
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances lor

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner In any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

S.B. WHITEHEAD A CO. .20 Lelde&dorfl St, S.F.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND TIIK STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL.
Funiculars of WM. OSBOKNE, Box 2U. Santa Clara.

ILLINOIS

MEE SPREADEB.
(Patented)

NO EXPERIMENT
But a Dead Certainty. Put on the Market One
Year. Has Stopped the Worst K nee- Knockers
on Earth. Approved by the Most Conser-
vative Horsemen throughout the country.

Only Practical Knee-Spreader Manufactured.

fJJJIifcm

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

i] ao'Fmce Nickel c

PRICE $18.

The**- Timer* start and stop promptly, and arc a*

raUaiJet BOond watches made.

A. H1RSCHMAN, 1 13 Sutter St.

A child can put it on or oft in cue minute; weighs
Impounds. No friction; ooK an outward pull; does
not retard speed. Made purposely to race with.

Keeps Just so far from the leg; it has done the work
for hundreds and will certainly benefit your hur-e.
We name helow a lew for reference; haven't room lor
testimonials; write for our book containing same.

REFERENCES.
H. Rue A Son, Danville. Ky.; H. F. Sheridan. Wau-

kegan. 111 ; C. Q Weeks, North OreenfleM, Wis.; Jas
By ram. Red Bank. N. J.: W. A.Kenyon, Minneapolis
M~mn.; J. B. Whitney. Warren, O.; -W. M. Green, Jef
ferson.O ;F. M. Williams Coldwater, Mich.; M. Haren,
Greenwich, N Y.; Frank Lawrence. Grand Forks, N
D.; F. A Dawson, Lexington, 111.; H. D. McKlnney,
Janesv.lle. Wis : w. A. Johnson, Centrallii, Wis ; A.
M. Wormian. Vermont, III.: J. Newton V*n Nets
Company, turf goods. New York; Late Anderso-\ Fort
t-coit, Kan ; R & I. Goodblod. Leeds. Eng.; John
Zwlegart, Portsmouth. O.; A. C. "hadbolt. Emmets-
bnrg. la .: W. E. Kingsbury, Friendship, N. Y.; Henry
Exall, Dallas, Tex ; Turlington Bros., Melf-, Va ; D.
M. Holloway. Reno. Nev ; H. Kimmel A Poos turf
goods, Cosh ciou, N. Y.; John Goodrich, Ruth veil,

la; J.C. Hanson, Chicago, III ; F. A. Maxwell. Klgny
Park, Portland. Me.; J w, .MavIiH.l, Courlland. Ala.;

H. W. Frederick & son, turf goods. Peoria. Ill ; J M.
Ulller, Del ruli. Mich.; W. Cowper. r undas, Ontario,
r»i..; C, W. Pratt. Hartford. Conn.; Dick Wood . Pols-
dam, N. Y ; Smith Bros Canton. Ill ; C. M Moseman
A Bro., turf goods, New York; F M. Dodge. Pittsfleld,

N.J.:T W. Rounds Company, tnrl goods. Providence.
R. I . F. B. Clark. BonesdaTe, Pa.; George Kenyon,
Mount Carroll, Rl.; G. B. Furbush. Linn, Mass.; E. R.
Hender*nn. snmervllle.Tenn.: Hennlng A Blanker!.
Saglni»\\ . Mich.; Peter S. O'Reillv. Whllinavllle. VMS.;
Jim. B Potts, LexliiKton.Ky.: Short A Ruger, Payoes-
villp. O.; Harry B. James. Berwyn, Pa.; Geo. Cochran,
Morden. Manitoba. Can : L. E. Currier, Concord, N.
h ; h. i- RJggs, Newark. N.Y.; s. H. Baer, Detroit.
Mich ; J c. McCarty. MoKeeSDOtt, Pa .: The J. H.
Fenton Company, luff goods. Chicago; B. C.Clark.
Marten. TME : X. L. Wiiburu. San Atohla. Miss : D.
B. J. Sboeler, boutli Beu.i Ind.; H-nry w. Cole. Lake

Mills, Wis ; Sheldon Bros., Alexandria, Minn.; L,
Noftzgar Company, turf goods, Manchester, Ini
Miller & Co.. Dresden, Ontario, Can. ; C. A. Schn.-idi
Elmwood. 111.: A. E. Lynch. Moundsville, W. Va :

L. Davis, Port Jefferson, N. Y-: H. E. Calvin. Sedal
Mo.; H. D. Shepird, Columbus. 0-: James O'Rour
Norfolk, Va ; H. C. Wheeler, Helton. Tex.;
E. Proctor, Woodstock, Va.; J. L. Shallcr i

Louisville, Kv.; C. S. Sherman. Westtield, Mas'.
H. Rose. .Rockland. Me.; F. D. P:t'mer, Moningt*
Ky.; Mark W. cross Company, iurl goods. BosU
Mass: F. Butteriield, DeWitt, la; Frank Slopi
Clinton. la.; A. V. Tr^esdetl. Waukegan, III ; Char
A. Thompson, Independence, la.; W. H. Slimm.S
Antonio. Tex,: John Herrdon. Austin. Tex.; Jo'
Bartnett. New York ; J. H. Roersle, San Anton
Tex.; Dr. Oliver J. Phelps, St. Louis, Mo.; Wm. Bag
Springfield, Mass.;Will Ejwing, San Antonio, Tex;
M. Ford & Co , Sao Antonio, Tex.: George M. Gar
Medford, Mass.: J. B. Tomlinson, Mt. Carroll, 111.;

F. Rohn. Monticello. la : E A. Hughes, Cli-.ton, 1

Andy McDowell, Pleasanton, Cal,; P. T. Dugan At
Bangor. Me ; B. T. Millican. BritbtwooL D. C; Bal
Harness Co., Springfield, Mass.; i uttle A Clark, J

iroit. Mich.; Samuel B. Nelson, Richmond, Va.; G.
Famish, Lawson.Mo. : M. J. Nickeson. Oak Hill, I
B. P. Edwards. Earlville, 111.; H. R. Leavens A C
Glen Falls, N. Y.; E Kipp, Peekskill.N. Y. ; Brad,
A Small, Portland, Me.; Frank Butler. Betlefontaii
Ohio : J.J. Webster, PlttsSeld, Mass.; H. T. Cutis-'
well, Vt ; D. H. Moore. Athens, Ohio ; B. T. I
Hopedale. Ohio ; Geo. de B. Keim & Co., PhiladeJpo
M. Gallagher, Philadelphia.

PRKBCASH WITHORDERORC. O. D.,8
Address all communications to

ILLINOIS KNEE-SPREADER, Clinton, low
Formerly Bui ton.

DR. E. W BOVETT'S
SPECIFIC FOR

Cracked Heels

and Scratches
It will also cure all Sore*. Wounds. Boot I'h

Rope Burns and Grease Heel without leavlnt

callous, and will always remove a Callous V
caused from a wound.

It removes all Soreness with a few applications,
is the only remedy Known that will heal a Craet
Heel and leave the skin soft and pliable.

The great horseman, Monroe Salisbury, says:
have used ll on ALIX (.Queen of the Turf),
DIRECTLY' (two and three-year-old champion pa
for Cracked He»>ls and find that it removes Ihes
nesa with the first application and the heel Is soon t

and pliable, without any callous remaining."
T. W. Raymond, owner and driver of K LA MAI

2:08S,says: "Have been trying to cuie K'ama
Cracked Heels for eight years, and this is the first n
edy I have ever louud that did the business."
Many horses are unsleady and refuse to exl

themselves, simply because their heels are sore i

tender
Price, |1 (W per bottle: six bottles, $5,00. Dellw

anywhere in theU S. and Canada at 25 cents perl
tie", with reduction for each additional bottle.

BRtJXSO\ & BOVETT, Denver, Co)

BKFKRKNCK8:
Monroe Salisbury, DuBoIs BrothersLAndy McDo'

Dick Tllden.J. W. Zibbell, Louis HincKley. F
Loomls, Walter Cnmmlngs. and hundreds ot othi

J. D. H()H A X\ , yard.coruerTenth*
Brvant streets, San Francisco. Stock of all kt|1

bought and sold. Commission agent for the sal'

horses and cattle. Particular attention paid to U"
care and shipment. Largest stock yards in ibe>'

and the most competent men employed. All ore*

promptly attended to. Telephone No. 661 South.
,

Guide and Hunte
For British Columbia and Alaska. For parUcu!

address
\Y. (il'TTi IDGE. Golden. British < '.<!<imhi
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime docker Kennels.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO. Breeders' Directory.

AT STCD.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley. C. S. B. 257. Mollie,

A. 27.8S0. Jessie M., A. 30.1SJ. Peg Woffington 29.76S

sod Railetie.

Pups for sale. Address

MILLER dc PBATHER. Proprietors.

W. L. PBATHKK JB., F. E. MlLLEB.
537 Caledonia Ave.. Oakland. 46-5 Tenth St., Oakland.

FOR SALE.

The celebrated Great DaDo dogSTROHM. 36.64 9.
.5 months old. Hire. Kniebfs s»ATA!\", dam RHINE
LADY. Perfectly formed, grand head;strong body;
weight 12-5 lbs ; steel gray color.
Won second prize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,

May, 1895.

L. G. ROWKLL, Wells, Fargo <fc Co, S. F.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stcd—The best bred Irish Setters In America.

FIXGLAS JR.. 31,189.
BAfRYMORE, 34,802.

If yon want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GLENMOHE KE.WELS.

West Berkeley, CaL

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for saie.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK fiWIV-
KLKR,fee$25; Challenge XBMO II, fee ,20.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A B. 1 RUMAW.

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
JOE

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever
Written.

With this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Does as scientifically^ the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES
Of the grandest dogs ot all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price. 93. OO, and 25 cents Bxpreaaage.

FISHING

TACKLE

FISHING
I
Advertisements under thlsheadlng 50 cents per Ine per

i month.

HORSES AND OATTLB.

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

T. .A.

416 MARKET STREET,

L.E3TXT OO-
Fire Arms,
Fishing Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

Below Sansome

tflNELiND BREEDING FARM. G
-
E?Sgy^

2:27^ (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record'
2:234). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addresa
for particulars FRED "W. LOEBEB, St. Helena, Cat

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT

Its claims for superiority are as follows:-

GUN POWDER MADE.

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD

FOURTH
FIFTH
SIXTH

NINTH

TENTH

It is not affec:ed by heat, cold, molature or age, and will not detonate.
It will not cause headache.
It is under all conditions the safest powder In use, as it contains no nitro-elycerine or sun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
It has a light recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives the beat pattern at any and all distances.

SEYKNTH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.

It is the cleanest powderin use, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that Is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there Is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accomn late
with long continued shooting, there being no more alter fifty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains fall weight (16 oz. to the lb.);

and each pound contains more than double the nnmber of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception of one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco,

For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

Oal.

It your dog Is sick, you most have

DISEASES
OF

DOGS.Ashmont's

Price, 83, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best work of thk cnm eveb fububhed.

Price Reduced to 83, Postpaid.

SMOKE
SHOOT

LESS
MORE

WHE.NTHEYSHOT

HAZARD
GUNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGGEDTHEPR1ZESORTHE

GAMEANDHAVEURGEDUSTOTKYOUBHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

WHICHWEHAVEDONEANDHAVTNGPRODUCED
THELATESTANDBESTOFITSKIND

N0W0FFFRUNDER0UR
TRADEMARK

BLUE RIBBON"
BRAND

SOMETHING
WHICHISAHEADOFALUCOMPETITION.

For diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

Phelps & Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

220 Mission St., San Francisco.

DUPON "sporting powder
3>3"o'*7*7' Ready.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It tives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use oi any other powder.
Sixth.—Its shooting qualities of the best : hard, quick, well-suited ti trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder Is not aSected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and Instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

Rill I
R...Devons and Shorthorns. All pure bred anduullu registered. Fine Individuals. At prices

to suit the times, either singir or in carload lots. Oak
wood Park Stock Farm, Danville. CaL

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Rutter and Milk Stock.
BERK8HIRES and POLAND-CHINA HOGB
Also best varieties oi Fancv POULTRYWILLIAM N1LRH A CO., Dos Angeles, CaL

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876.

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

office hours:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

H. "W. HOAGLAND.V. D.
VETERINARY DENTIST.

Graduate of Sayre and Drake Dental Institute,
Chicago.

EXAMINATION FREE.
Office- Fashion Stables, Oakland, Cal. Residence, 72

Seventh St., Oakland. Telephone, 62t Black.

THE PARKER GUN.
WINKER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America,

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PABKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yobk Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
H you are fond ol iresh
air and restful, ruralre-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.
No free copies. Game-
Land Pcb. Co.. 13Astor
Place, New York, X.Y,

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1353 Market Street, 95 and 37
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A foil line ol Elegant Coupee and Carriages suitable

tor vlsltlne purposes. Beat facilities afforded for board*

mg horses.
Talanbon* Urn. 315tt

Business College, 24 Post St.

BAN FBANCISCO.

The moat popular school on the Coast.

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

-.-.:* ..: .'--- OCrsCMFO

E. P. HEA1D, President,
' •©-Send fct CtrctilArj,

9. HALEY,

ANTAL-MiDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, x^~*\

1 Cubeba and Injections,
(flfflf

]

] Tbey cure in48 hours the \^/
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivmience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

DR C. MASOEKO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ol Boyal Veterinary CoUege, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE!
No. 811 HOWARD ST.. 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Veterinary Department
University of California,
Cor. Postand Fillmore Sts , San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. 1TWlMiHAM. Secretary.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTI61
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLK8,
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

.Dx*. Wm. F. S3SAXX,
M. r.a V. 8., F. E. v. m.a

VETERINARY Sl'RGEOX,
.Member of the Boyal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board oi Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Besidence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; s2S
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting in California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

THE BOUTK TO

SAN RAFAEL PETALUMA
SANTA ROSA, UKIAH

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R X. RVAlff.fiM. Pa». Art

OnlyaWind=Plllf
But it may lose you the race. Horse
won't bring as much at the sale.
It Looks Bad a tirl indicates weakness.

AD30Kt5ii>fc a n d strengthen
the joint without removing the hair or
laying the horse up. $2.00 a bottle. Of
progressive dealers or sent direct.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,
No. 34 Amhemt Si.. Springfield, Mas*.

J I

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE.
No better fetd for dairy cows and stock. For sale in

1

quantities to suit. Apply to EL DORADO LINtE^'i
'tl\V"T'k> .-.vn-ANv [08 California BtTset,
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyce Tablets, Kilchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Kemedy, Beu Kobrer's llool Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment,

itu Gombault's Caustic Balsam, Kitcbel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin - Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Pufl Cure,

Bparkhall'e Specific, Ellimao's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.
TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

All Prominent Drivers Use

The nVTE'W FRAZIER
£

It excels in rigidity, lightness

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore it is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

Hickok and Salisbury use the

Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire.
;
furnished.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUjjEBAKER BROS.' MANUFACTURING CO,
sm.R ,\i:rnts. mihkkt <\n tkxth «trk*t«. s>iv mwn-co. c,\i„

A Close Finish.
Sometimes we're pressed pretty hard and it,

a close finish, but our Mission-Street prices will

every time. FURNITURE and OARPETS--I
that's what we sell. Oome and get acquainted!

INDIANAPOLIS FURNITURE CO,
750 Mission Street!

ASK YOUR
DEALER FOR GLADDING'S HOOF DKESSIM

And. Talat.© No Otlier.
This design shows label on Gladding's Whale Oil and Til

Hoof Dressing and Liniment; get the genuine; take n,|

substitute.

It is used by numerous horsemen who are owners of goc

horses, and from the good results it has given they reconj

mend it to others ; it will positively soften and tougheJ

horses' feet lhat have become hard and brittle from constail

driving on hard roads.

Packed in que rt screw-top cads, with brush for each can. Also I

one-gallon cans, with screw-top.

Price, per can $1 01

Price, per 1 gallon can 3

For sale by all Harness Stores in U. 8., or by

s
P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J. I

' Wholesale AgenI
Write for a special list.

SKMI PUR
CATALOGUE.

MAILED HIKE

NEVER
REQUIRES
OILING OR
CLIMBING

OFTOWEUB.

GEM STEEL WIND MILL

With Graphite Boxes.

(Guaranteed more durable without oil than
other mills tbat are oiled Practically these
mills require no attention. Truly a Oem,
and won h its weight in gold. It combines
beauty, strength, durability and simplicity.
Governs itself perfectly, is easily erected, and
is sold on its merits; in fact, it is the best on
earth. They ar« geared back tbree to one

—

the wheel making tbero run in ihe lightest
wind or breeze The mill is made entirely
of S'eel and Cast Iron. Each one ot our
Gem Wind Mills is warranted. If not satis-

factory, freight will be paid both ways, and
money refunded,

for hand, wind mill and power use.We carry a full line of all kinds of pumps
.veils. Pipe, Pipe Fittings, Brass Goods, Hose, 'lanks, etc. bend for our Catalogue. Mailed

WOODIN & LITTiE, 312-314 Market Street, San Francisco, Gal

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
PAY UP AND GET A PREMIUM

AN OFFER THAT IS

Too Good to Last Long;.
We have sent out our bills for subscription ** ~-

r and Sportsman and everyone who pays us $5 for subscripts

fltfV^* -rt ')ATJB OF THIS ISSUE will get a Premium

If You Don't Take the
°°«>xli^l

2uuscr.be for it and You Will Get a Premium
We Lave Becured for premiums tin* ,nosl elegant line of horse portraits ever issued in the United States. These pictures ar[

twenty-two by twenty-eight inches in sive, on the finest plate paper and are male by the artotype process from oil paintings 1>;

brated artists. Tl ey are superior to the finest sled engravings, perfect likenesses and are works of art in the highest degrea

Bverj one interesto 1 in dorses should lake great pleasure in possessing one of these handsome pictures. The following is a list oR

* !; ubjects:

HAMBLETONIAN 10 ELECTIONEER
GEO. WILKES MAMBRINO PATCHEN
LADY THORNE MAUD S.
SUNOL NANCY HANKS

As the number of these pictures that have been placed on the market is limited, and as they are too expensive for us
4|

continue to give them for piiainium.H after the expiration of ihisnotice, we suggest that you take advantage of the offer without delay

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, - - 313 Bush Street San Franciscc

PALO ALTO
HAPPY MEDIUM
MISS RUSSELL
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THE SAN JOSE FAIR.

Greatest Raeirig Seen on the Circuit—Coast

Records Smashed—Closing Days of

the Meeting.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, SEW. 27.

The 2:27 class trot was an easy win for G. K. Hostetter's

Boodle, San Joae's great campaigner securing first money by

taking three straight heats.

The sensation of the day was the time made by the famous

Oregon pacer Chehalis. In the second heat of the 2:15 class

pace he went a mile in 2:075, smashing the track record of

2:09 made by Waldo J. Thursday. Thifl heat was also the

fastest mile paced or trotted in California this year.

The Fruitmen's Stake for foals of 1892 was won by Cressida

in hollow style, her only competitor, Our Seth, being dis-

tanced in the second heat.

The 2:17 class trot was called first and brought out four

horses—Boodle, Visalia, George Dexter and Nellie W.
Boodle sold favorite, brirjging $20 to $15 for ViBalia and $4

for the field. Visalia was played favorite in the mutuels to

win the first heat.

Boodle started off in the lead, but lost it at the first turn

to George Dexter. At this point Visalia broke and was
passed by Nellie W. Dexter led at the quarter, Boodle sec-

ond and Nellie W. third. Boodle broke but recovered his

feet quickly and, passing George Dexter, led at the half.

Dexttr was second and Nellie W. third. Nellie W. and
Dexter changed positions in the finish. Boodle won in

8:18, Nellie W. second, George Dexter third and Visalia

fourth.

Boodle sold at $10 before the second heat, the field, includ-

ing Visalia, Belling at $4. Dexter led at the quarter, with

Boodle Eecond and Nellie W. third. Boodle broke while

Dearing the half, but recovered his feet quickly and did not

lose second place. The positions were the same at the half.

Boodle broke twice more before the stretch was reached, but

he managed to retain second place. Coming home he passed

Dexter and trotted under the wire a winner in 2: L7. Visalia

was third. Nellie W. was last.

There was no money placed before the third heat. Boodle
led all the way, winning the heat and race in 2:18. Visalia

lost what chances she had by a bad break near the quarter

pole. She managed, however, to make up enough of the

ground lost to finish a good second. George Dexter was
hird and Nellie W. fourth.

The 2:15 class pace had four contestants: Frank Frazier"s

famous Oregon horse, Chehalis, S. C. Tryou's Hanford
Medium, H. E. Ward's Baywood and Winship & Keating's

Ottinger. There was no money bet on this race, as it was
conceded by the knowing ones that Chehalis would win as he
pleased.

Baywood got off in the lead and stayed in front past the

quarter, which wasreached in just thirty-one seconds ; Che-
' talis was second and Hanford Medium third. At the half

the positions was changed. Chehalis was first and Baywood
a good eecoDd, with Ottinger close up. Chehalis led into

the stretch with Ottinger second and Hanford Medium third.

Ottinger came toward home with surprising speed, and the
' closest finish of the week was the result. Frazier had held

back wjth Chehalis almost too long, and narrowly escaped

losing the heat. As it was the Oregon horse passed under
the wire a short head in front of Ottinger. The heat was
so close that to those not near the wire it looked like a dead
heat. Hanford Medium was third and Baywood fourth.

Time, 2:10*.

In the second heat Frazier did not keep Chehalis waiting

for any one, but kept him guing at a record breaking pace
from start to finish. As a matter of course he was in front

all the way. The quarter was passed in 0:32, the half in

1:03J and the three-quarters in 1:36}. Baywood was second
at the half, but Hanford Medium passed him and followed

Chehalis home. Frazier plied the whip near the finish. Che-
halis responded and won by a dozen lengths in the remarka-
ble time of 2:07£, beating the track record and also the State

record for this year. Hanford Medium was secood, Ottinger

;

third and Baywood fourth.

Chehalis led all the way again in the third beat and sue-
1 ceeded in breaking another record. He finished in 2:08}, the
• fastest third heat paced in California this season. Ottinger

i finished second, Hanford Medium third and Baywood fourth.

The Fruitmen's Stake for three year-olds brought out the
Palo Alto Stock Farm's Cressida and A. D. Porter's Our Seth.

There was no betting on this even*,. In the first heat Cres-
sida went out in front and stayed there, winning easily in

2:36.

The second heat ended the race. Cressida took the lead

from the start and by a little exer tion clipped over thirteen

seconds off of her time for the first heat. Our Seth acted

badly and kept getting farther and farther in the rear until

he was a sixteenth of a mile behind. Cressida finished in

2:22}, winning the heat and race, as Our Seth was badly dis-

tanced.
SUMMARIES.

Trotting, 2:17 class, pnrse 5500.

Boodle, br s, by Stranger—Bride, by Jay Gould
Van Bokkelen 111

Geo. Dexter, br s, by Dexter Prince—Nellie C Staaner 3 2 3
Visalia, b m, by Iris—Scratch Perkins 4 3 2
Nellie W., ch m, by Woolsey—Inca Connolly 2 4 5

Time, 218, 2:17, 2:18.

Second race, pacing, 2:15 class.

Chehalis, bl s, by Altamont—Tecorah, by C. M. Clay Jr
Frazier 111

Ottinger. br g, by Dorsey's Nephew Keating 2 3 2
Hanford Medium, br a. by Milton R, Tryon 3 2 3
Baywood, b s, by Woodnut - Ward 4 4 4

Time, 2:10K. 2:07%, 2:08%.

Froit Men's Stakes, foals of 1892.

Cressida, bl f, by Palo Alto—Clarabel, by Abdallah Star
„ Phippen 1 1

Our Seth, br c, by Prince Red—Ada F Ward 2 dis
Time, 2:36, 2:22%.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28.

The closing day of the races <*rew an appreciative crowd

to Agricultural Park. It was a good day for outside horses,

and only one of the three regular events was won by a

favorite.

The judges were F. W. Covey, Samuel Gamble and Presi-

dent Buckley,

The Vendome Stock Farm'B bay stallion, John Bury, was
a strong favorite for the 2:20 class trot, but Chico, the second

choice, won in three straight heats. It required six heats to

decide the 2:27 class trot. Our Lucky and Jasper Paulsen

were the choice of the talent, but the winner turned up in

the outsider, Columbus S- The 2:25 class pace was'won by a
favorite. Ruby M. was played as a sure thing, and she dis-

posed of her field in one-two-three order.

The first event on the card was a'race against time, and
Thomas Weeks' bay stallion, Henry Nutwood, started out to

beat 2:30. He was well driven by t. W. Gordon, and suc-

ceeded in making the circuit in 2:29.

The 2:20 class brought out seven horses—John Bury, Jen-
nie June, Chico, Thompson, Prince Ira, Irene Crocker and
Myrtle Thome. In the betting John Bury was favorite at $10,

Chico sold at $7, Irene Crocker at $3 and the field was quoted

at $4. John Bury and Irene Crocker were heavily played in

the mutual box to win the first heat.

Myrtle Thome took the lead at the first turn and kept it

at the quarter. John Bury was second and Irene Crocker
third. Chico came out of the bunch, and, passing all three,

led at the half. Myrtle Thorne waB in second position,

closely followed by Bury. Shortly after passing the half Bury
broke and fell back. At the head of the stretch Myrtle

Thorne had passed Chico and held first place. Chico and
Irene Crocker were neck and neck just behind. Irene Crocker

broke, but recovered her feet quickly, and a hot finish ensued.

Chico came home very fast, and passed under the wire first

in 2:153. Myrtle Thorne was second, Irene Crocker third,

Jennie June fourth, Prince Ira fifth, John Bury Bixth.

Thompson acted badly all the way around, and was shut out.

When the second heat was called Chico sold favorite at

$15 to $8 for the field. John Bury went out in the lead, and

at the half was still in front. Myrtle Thorne was second with

the favorite in third place. Bury broke, and Chico came on
with a rush and took the lead. Myrtle Thorne followed

Chico into the stretch. Bury was third, but he acted badly

and did not retain that position. Chico won the heat in 2:15^.

Irene Crocker finished strong and got second place by a nar-

row margin from J-ionie June. Mvrtle Thorne was fourth.

John Bury fifth and Prince Ira last.

Chico was a prohibitive favorite for the third heat. One
or two pools were Bold at $20 against $4 for the field. Chico
went out in the lead and was never headed. He won easily in

2:16, John Bury was never prominent, and Myrtle Thome
lost all chance of winning by breaking at the first turn,

Irene Crocker and Jennie June had another close finish for

the place, the first named secured the coveted position. Prince

Ira was fourth, and John Bury fifth. Myrtle Thorne failed

to save her distance, but was allowed sixth place on ac-

count of having been interfered with on the first quarter.
The 2:27 class trot had seven starters, Our Lucky, Jasper

Paulsen, Bonnie Ben, Columbus S., Anita, Letter B. and
Silver Bee. Our Lucky was $10 in the betting to $7 for the
field.

Jasper Paulsen started off in the lead followed by Our
Lucky and Bonnie Ben. The positions were the same to the
wire. In a whipping finish Paulsen won by a neck from Oar
Lucky, who beat Bonnie Ben a short head. Time, 2:19J.
Our Lucky brought $10 before the second heat, Jasper

Paulsen $2 and the field $8. Our Lucky took the lead at

the head of the stretch, and finished first in 2:22. Jasper
Paulsen was second and Letter B. third.

Oar Lucky now sold at $15 against $7 for the field.

Columbus S. led to the three quarters, where he made a
break. Paulsen then came on and won the heat in 2:2l£.

Letter B. was second and Columbus third. Silver Bee was
withdrawn after this heat, in which he finished last.

The field was installed favorite, as neither Our Lucky nor
Paulsen were in good condition. Our Lucky brought but $7
and Paulsen $5 against $10 for the field. Both Oar Lucky
and Paulsen showed lameness in this heat, and Columbus S,

won all the way. Bonnie Ben was second and Letter B.
third. Time, 2:21.

There was little or no betting on the lac t two heats. In the
fifth heat Columbus S. again kept in front and won handily
in 2:20£, Bonnie Ben second and Anita third. Not having
won a heat in five Letter B , Bonnie Ben and Anita were
sent to the stables, and onlv ColumbuB S., Jasper Paulsen and
Our Lucky started in the final heat.

Colunbus S. was in the best condition of the three, and
had but little trouble in winning the heat. Our Lucky was
second. Time, 2:30£. Bonnie Ben was awarded fourth

money for this race, having finished second twice. The
judees, not liking th* way the betting looked, declared all

bets and pools oli. This decision gave satisfaction to all but

those who had backed the field.

The 2:25 claBB pace had seven contestants: Colonel Benton,

Dictatus, Captain Hackett, Dan N., San Luisto, Lynette,

Babe Marion and Ruby M. The talent picked out Kuby M.,

and she sold at $20 to $6 for the field.

In the first heat Dictatus led until the stretch was reached,

at which point he broke and was passed by Kuby M., Babe
Marion and Colonel Benton. The finish was in that order.

Ruby M.'s time was 2:15.

There was no betting after the first heat. In the second
time around Dictatus led at the quarter, but was Boon over-

hauled by Ruby MM who kept well in front from that point

on. Ruby M. won in 2:l4i£. Babe Marion was again sec-

ond, Dictatus was third.

The final heat was another easy one for Ruby M., Dictatus

secured the place in a drive from Lynette, who ehowed unex-

pected speed. Time, 2:17.

SUMMARIES.

Trotting, 2:20 class, purse S500.

Chico, b g, by Monroe Chief—by Reavis Blackbird
Sullivan 1 1 1

Irene Crocker's gr m, by Will Crocker Connelley 3 2 2
Myrtle Thorne, bl m, by Grandissimo ~ Loeber 2 4 6
Jennie June, b m, by Motor Baker 4 3 3

Prince Ira, bs, by Dexter Prince Shaner 5 fi 4
John Bury, b s. by Antinons Bunch 6 5 5

Thompson, ch s, by Boodle Van Bokkelen dis
Time. 2:15^. 2:1^,2:16.

Trotting, 2:27 class, purao $500.

Columbus S., bs, by McDonald Chief—Fanny
Smith G 4 3 1 1 1

Jasper Paulsen's bl g, by Wildnut—Camma
„ Keating I 2 1 fi fi 3

Our Lucky, b s, by Rajah—Dora Maben 2 1 4 fi IS
Bonnie Ben, ch s, by Ben Lomond Tryon 3 6 5 2 2 *

Letter B..b m. by Ward B -.«. Kent .*• 3 ?

Anita, b m, by Junio Rodriouez 4 7 fi 4 3
Silver Bee. ch s, by Silver Bow Cannolley 7 6" dls

Time. 2:18%, 2:22. 2:21%. 2:21, 2:20^, 2:30%.

Against time, to beat 2:30.

Henry Nutwood, b s, by Henry t'atchen— Lady WVeku. by Nut-
wood Gordon 1

Time 2
Time. 2:29.

Paciog. 2:25 olass. purse 8500.

Ruby M., b m. by Almonl Patchen Sullivan 1 1 1

Babe Marion, bra. by Stein way Chaboya 2 2 5
Dictatus, ch s. by Red Wilkes Bunch 4 8 2

Col. Benton, b s, bv Brown Jug Cox ;< 6 6

Lynette, b m. by Lin wood Downer 6 7 3

8an Luiseto. brs. by Gavlota Trainer 5 S 4

Capt. Hackett. b g. bv Stelnway Connolly R 4 7

DanN.,bg, by Pan B Poyle 7 8 8

Time, 2:1-5, 2:14%, 2:17.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Friday was the Greatest Day for Long Shots

Ever Known Here—Treks, Sir Richard, Long

Lady, Uncle Giles and Gold Dust First

on Saturday—Grand Racing.

I

FIFTH DAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26.

T WENT the way of the festive

bookmaker this afternoon, three

heavily-played favorites being

"snowed under," much to the dis-

eust of the talent. Perhaps the

hardest of the falls was on imp. Ivy,

—=^-~^ who looked a certainty if shs liked

a mile, appearing to outclass her

field completely. The winner

turned up in Morven, who took

command of the Held when a Utile

over a furlong had been run and won with ease by one and a

half lengths. The defeat of Warrago was another hard blow

to the talent, Ledalia simply smothering her at the finish.

Rosebud is a great three year-old filly. She ran a mile in

1:41| fighting for her head nearly every inch of the way, her

opponents whipped and spurred to no purpose. That she

could have run close to 1:40 few doubt that saw her run to-

day. Like yesterday, the weather was to the liking of the

racers, the sky being cloudless and the sun red-hot.

Willie Flynn carried off the riding honors, landing the

ouly two mounts he had first past the post in fine style.

Donahue, Sloane and Donnelly were also up on winners.

W Portugal, a hot favorite on his first appearance in this part

of the world, won the first race cleverly by a neck after Bob

Tucker had led into the homestretch by one and a half

lengths. Tucker, second, was six ^lengths before the third

horse, Gold Dast.

Favory laid second to Clacquer until about fifty yards of

the finish, when Donahue brought him up and won handily

by a length, Clacquer second, nearly three from Normandie.

Rosebud galloped in front all the way in the mile, winning

fighting for her head by three parts of a length, Little Bob

second, two lengths from Ike L. Miss Buckley quit in the

homestretch quite badly.

Ledalia beat Warrago, the favorite, and others in the fourth

like breaking sticks, Addie M. a far distant third.

Morven won the concluding race, also at a mile, with ease,

leading most of the way. Ivy, the hot favorite, was a fair

second, Uncle-Giles third.

How the Races Were Run.

Portugal, heavily played, went to the post a 1 to 2 favorite

in the first race, five and a half farlongs, selling. Bob
Tucker was at 2A to 1, Gold Dust 15, Red Rose 40, Spend-
thrift 150 aud Charlie W. 200 to 1. They broke to a fine

elan. Spendthrift at once took the track, followed by Red
Rose and Bob Tucker. Spendthrift was first past the half

by a length, Bob Tucker and Red Rose heads apart as named,
two lengths before the favorite. Tucker passed to the fore as

they neared the three-quarter pole, and was one and a half

lengths to the good as they turned for the run down the

s'raigbt. Portugal was second, as far from Red Rose. Bob
Tucker was not headed until the last couple of jumps, Portu-

gal winning cleverly by a neck, Bob Tucker second, six

lengths before Gold Dust. Time, 1:08.

Sligo, played from 3 to 1 to 2\, was favorite in the second
race, six furlongs, selling. Favory was at 3 to 1, Arctic 3£,

Normsndie 4, Clacquer 10 and Silver 30 to 1. Arctic and
Sligo acted badly at the post, and finally the Hag fell with
s ligo, the favorite, ofl last, four lengths behind the bunch.
Clacquer at once assumed command, leading by a length past

the half, Favory and several others in a bunch. Clacquer
turned into the homestretch first by a length, Favory second,

two from Normandie. Donnelly went to the bat on Clacquer
in the last sixteenth, and Donahue, hand-riding Favory,
landed him a haodv winner by a length, Clacquer next, two
and one half lengths before Normandie, third. Time, 1:15.

had, the favorite, opened at 4 to 5 and closed at 7 to

10 in the third race, handicap, one mile, for three-yeor olds.

Little Bob was at 2A to 1, Miss Buckley 4A and Ike L 12 to

I Tbey went away to an almost perfect start, Rcsebud,
with her ureal Hpeed, going right into the lead. At the quar-
ter, under a pull, she was first by a length, Miss Buckley and
Li ttl*? Bob lapped. At the half Rosebud was still a length to

the good, Little Bob, being ridden hard, second by hie head,
Mira Buckley third. The order was the same to the home-
stretch, Rosebud simply buck-jumping. She woo lighting for

her head by three parts of a length, Little Bob, hard driven,

MOOnd, two lengths before Ike L., Miss Buckley quitting the
last part of it. Time, 1:41 {.

The four;L race was it a mile, selling- Warrago was a red-
hot favorite, opening at 4 to 5 and closing at 3 to 5, Addie M.
3 to 1, Ledalia 41 and Tyrena 100 to 1. Warrago, Ledalia,
Addle M. was the order to a good start. Addie M, close to
the inner rails, took command on the first turn, leading War-
rago one and a half lengths at the quarter, Ledalia third. At
the half Addle M nnd Warrago were head and head, two

before Ledalia. Warragoshonk Addie M. ofl three
fariODgl from the end and led turning for home by a length,
Ledalia second, lapped by Addie M, Ledalia got up close to
Wajrago a lizleeotfa from home, and seventy yards of the
finish Uiorichfl went to the bat on Warrago. It was all over,
however, Ledalia winning easily by a length, Warrago second,
eight lengths before Addle H. Time, ll"_

The concluding race was nt a mile, felling. Imp. Ivv was
a favorite, opening at 3 lo .'» and oloting at 4 to 6

1

I 1, Morven 6 tO I Ivv
broke away a trifle in fronl. Ni Hie G. second, Morven third.

Donahue took a wrap on Ivy when Rhe had gone a little over
an eighth of a mile, Morven going into the lead with a rush.
He wik tw< i. ngths to the good at Ihe quarter, Ivy and Nel-

\t the half Morven was one atu\ a half lengths
to the good. elHe 6. MOOnd, Ivy third. blotA against the
rails There was no phenge worth mentioning in the run to

the homestretch, though Ivy had crept up just a little closer.

Morven continued on in front, winning handily by one and a

half lengths, Ivy beating the fast coming Uncle Giles a neck

for the place. Time, 1:421.

SIXTH DAY—FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27.

A better day's racing than this one seldom sees in any coun-

try. There were three thrilling, whisker finishes, and sur-

prises were numerous. The first race was won by a 50 to 1

shot, the second by a 10 to 1 chance, the third by a 20 to-l'er,

the fourth by a 5 lo 1 shot, while a favorite did manage to

win at the last. Verily the bookies reaped a great harvest

of gold, few playing the long shots mentioned. Sev-

eral books made a clean sweep on the first race. The track

was never in better shape nor the weather, most of the after-

noon, of a description m re calculated to make the flyers fly

their fastest. The riding honors were carried away by Cheva-

lier, with two wins to his credit. Peoples, Sloane and Eddie

Jon'S had a fair measure of success also, riding one winner

apiece, Little Jones was also on two horses finishing second

Valiente and the Torso-Little Flush filly took turns at

leading in the first race until the homestretch was reached,

when Eilly McCloskey took command, looking like a winner.

Phyllis came up strong in the last part of it, however, and

won by a good head, McCloskey a length before the Mid-

lothian-Marigold colt, who made a fine run from the rear.

The winner was backed from 50 down to 10 to 1.

Tobey, 10 to 1 for some time, backed down to 6, got away

a trifle in advance, and was not caught, winning by three

lengths in fast time for six and a half furlongs, 1:20J. Elmer

F. was second, two lengths before Rogation, who just beat

the favorite. Ransom, for show.

Hanford. a 20 to Per in tbe books, came like a flash at the

finish, beating Rose Clark a nose in the last stride, Midlo

(who had set the pace) third, a head further away and a

nose before Gold Bug, the favorite, who would in all likeli-

hood have won but for being pocketed.

Mainstay, backed from 5 to 4 to 1, led from " eend to

eend" in the fourth event, just lasting long enough to beat

the game, fast-coming McLight out a head, while less than

a length away came the favorite, Duchess of Towers. The
time made. 1:13|, was good.

Wheel of Fortune experienced no trouble io winning the

last race, one mile. Mary S. set a lively pace to the home-

stretch, then Wheel of Fortune sped by and won by three

lengths, Mary S. second, as far from Nephew.

Bov; ihe Races Were Run,

Rejected, at 16 to 5, went to the post a favorite in the open-
ing race, five furloags, for maiden two year-olds The Mari-
gold colt receded from 2 to 1 to 5 to 1. Valiente was at 6

(10 once), Decision 7, Little Flush filly 8, Phyllis 10 (backed
down from 60), Riehtia 12, Billy McCloskey and Lowry
O'Connor 15 (both bscked from 20), Ruinart 30, Von Dunk
100 and Mabel L. 150 to 1. They got away to a fair start,

Valiente, Billy McCloskey, Little Flush filly bftiog the order.

Valiente led by a head past the half. Little Flush second, two
lengths from McCloskey. Into the homestretch Valiente,

tiring, was first, Lowry O'Connor second, lapped by Billy

McCloskey. Phyllis came through against the inner rails

like a shot, and lasted just long enough to beat Billy Mc-
Closkey a head. Marigold colt third, one length further

away. Time, 1:03.

In the second race, six and a half furlongs, selling. Ransom
was a well played favorite, closing at 2 to 1. Elmer F. was
at 3 (backed from 4), Vernon 4, Tom Clarke and Tobey 6

(latter 10 at one time), Rogation Sand Auteuil 20 to 1 Tbey
got away quickly, Tobey in the lead, Elmer F. second, Ran-
som third. Tobey led past the quarter by one and a half

lengths, Elmer F. second, his head just in front of Vernon's.

Tobey increased his lead to three lengths going to the half,

now, Vernon third. Ransom moved up third neariog the

homestretch, Tobey leading Elmer F. three lengths at the

final turn. Tobey continued on in front, easily winning by
three lengths, Elmer F., ridden out, second, two lengths be-

fore Rogation, who beat Ransom a neck. Time, l:20i—

a

very fast run for horses of this class.

Gold Bug went to the post a favorits at 2 to 1, and was
played heavily. Rose Clark receded from S to 5 to 3.V to 1.

Midlo was at 3\ and plunged on, Joe Cotton 4, Olivia 7,

Hanford and Encino 20 to 1. They went away with Midlo
slightly in advance, the others in a compact bunch. Midlo
opened up a gap of a couple of lengths, but at the half wa9
but a length to the good, Rose Clark second, lapped by Joe
Cotton, at whose saddle ran Encino. Midlo drew away again
until, turning for home, he was four lengths in front of Rose'

Clark, who was a head before Joe Cotton, Hanford fourth,

another length away. Midlo tired in the last sixteenth, Rose
Clark looking all over a winner. Hanfurd, however, came
like a ghost on the outside, crowding Rose Clark a little and
winning in the last stride by a nose, Rose Clark second, a
good head before Midlo, who came, again. A nose further

away came Gold Bug, who had been pocketed. Time, 1:08$.

The fourth race, a handicap, six furlongs, had a hot favor-

ite in Duchess of Towers, whose closing price was 4 to 5.

Mainstay was backed from 5 to 4 to 1, Sport McAllister closed

at 4A, Rico and McLight 8. They went away to a perfect

start on almost a dead line. Mainstay lost little time in shoot-

ing to the fore, leading past the half by one and a half
lengths, Sport second, with the favorite at his saddle. Mc-
Light had come up like a flash from last place. Mainstay
turned into the homestretch a length to the good, Duchess
of Towers, Sport McAllister and McLight heads apart as

named. Eddie Jones kept at Mainstay, Macklin rode Mc-
Light like a demon all the way down, and at the end he
came in the gamest fashion, being beaten just a good head
by Mainstay, with Duchess of Towers third, three parts of a
length further away. Time, 1:18}.

The concluding race was at a mile, celling. Wheel of

Fortune was at 9 to 20, Remus 4h to 1, Nephew 6, Mary 8.

25 and Charmer 50 to 1. They got ofl to a good start, Mary
S. first, Remus next, Nephew third. Mary 8., close against
the inner rails, at once look a commanding lead, being about
two lengths to the good at the quarter, Remus second, as far

from Wheel of Fortune. The fog was very thick at the half,

but Mary S. was made out as leading by a good length, the

Wheel second, as far from Remus. Into the homestretch
i

they thundered, Mary S. first by a length. Wheel of Fortune*
second, two from Charmer. Once straightened away, Wheel

.

of Fortune came on. and passing Mary S. over a sixteenth
i

from home, won galloping by three lengths, Mary S. second,
.

three and a half from Nephew, who beat Remus a neck for -

show. Time, 1:41}.

SEVENTH DAY- -SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28.

For a Saturday the card looked a trifle emaciated, but

the racing was good and enjoyable and the spectators, close

to 2,000 in number, went home with some joy in their hearts

at what they had seen, if, indeed their pocket-

books looked thin and wan. The races were

won by two favorites and three long shots — one

of them a li to Per, two others at 5 to 1. The successful

favorites were Sir Richard and Long Lady, both of which
ran in fast time—Sir Richard doing five and a half furlongs

easily in 1:06$, Long Lady the short six furlongs in 1:13

Donahue did the best riding, putting two winners over out of

three mounts that he had. He is one of the coolest pigskin

artists ever seen on the local track. Chevalier rode a 12 to

1 shot in a winner—Yreka in the first race—while the other

successful pilots were Hinrichs and Stanford.

Coleman, the favorite, led up to the last eighty yardB in

the opening race, where Yreka was given his head, shooting

in an easy winner by a length, Jefferson by dint of hard driv-

ing beating Coleman out half a length for place.

Tim Murphy acted as pace-maker in the second event, five

and a half furlongs, up to the last seventy or eighty yards,

when Sir Richard, who trailed nearly to the homestretch,

went by the old roan warrior with astonishing ease, and won
by two lengths, Tim beating Veragua twelve lengths for the

place. Eisel, with little Jimmy Woods up, quit badly, fin-

ishing a poor last.

Long Lady annexed the third race to her winning list with

great ease, though Donahue had the hearts of the filly's ad-

mirers up in their mouths by waiting as long as he did before

giving his mount her head. Benham, the pacesetter, was

second, beaten a length, Grady third, one and a half lengths

further away.

Morven, favorite in the fourth, set a hot pace until well in

the homestretch. He tired badly in the final sixteenth, and

Uncle Giles, superbly ridden by Donahue, came on and won

driving by three parts of a length from the stretch-runner,

Rico, who was a length before Morven.

Gold Dust led most of the way in the mile and a half hur-

dle, and though it looked as if Bellringer had him beaten

when they had gone about seven furlongs, the thin son of Oro

came again and won easily at the end by four lengths from

Bellringer, who, in a hard-whipping finish, beat Esperance

three parts of a length for the place.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was at six furlongs, selling, had six starters

and Coleman for a 1 to 2 favorite. Concbita was at 5 to 1,

Jefferson 6, Yreka 12, Valanta 30 and Dr. Gardner 50 to 1.

They went away quickly to a fair start, Coleman shooting to

the fore without ceremony, and leading by two and a half

lengths past the half, Jefferson and Yreka lapped. The order

was unchanged to the homestretch, though Jefferson had
crept up to within good striking distance. In the last fur-

long Yreka was given his head, and Coleman was plainly

beaten when eighty yards of home, Yreka coming on to an
easy langth victory, Jefferson after a drive beating Coleman
half a length for the place. Time, L15i.
The second race was at five and one-half furlongs, selling.

Sir Richard went to the post a favorite at 9 to 10, Tim
Murphy at 21 to 20, Easel 10 to 1 and Veragua 30. They
made several long breaks, before a start was effected, Veragua
acting badly. Sir Richard was first away, Tim Murphy sec-

ond, Easel third. Tim soon passed to the fore, leading by a
length passing the half, Easel second, two and one-half
lengths before Sir Richard. Easel was beaten a little past

the three-eighths pole, a»d Murphy opened up a big gap.

Nearing the homestretch Sir Richard closed up in great

shape, and a sixteenth from home old Tim was in distress,

Sir Richard winning with ease by two lengths, Tim Murphy
beating Veragua twelve lengths for the place. Time, 1:06$,

but a quarter of a second behind the Coast record at the dis-

tance. The winner was " boosted " $200 by an unknown.
A handicap for two-year-olds followed. Long Lady was a

favorite at 11 to 10 at the post, Grady 2 to 1 (backed from

3£), Benham 6, Fireman 9, Marjorie 15 to 1. They went
away to a fair start, Fireman and Long Lady together, Ben-
ham third. Tbe last-named was rushed along by Jones, lead-

ing at the half by a length, Lone Lady second, a head before

Fireman. Benham increased his lead to two lengths going

to the homestretch. Long Lady second, with Grady at her
heels. Benham was in distress over a sixteenth from home,
and wben Donohue let Long Lady have her bead she came
on and won with utmost erse by a length, Benham in the

place, one and a half lengths before Grady, who beat Fire-

man half a length. Time, 1:13.

A mile selling race, fourth on the programme, brought six

to tbe post. Morvin was a torrid favorite, backed from 4 to

2 to 1. Rico was at 3 (opened at 8 to 5). Imp. Ivy 4, Uncle
Giles 5, Arno 6 and Ledalia 15 to 1. They got away to a

good start, Rico, Ledalia, Ivy the order. Morven got to the

fronton the first turn and led by two lengths at the quarter,

Ivy second, lapped by Arno At tbe half it was Morven
first by one and a half lengths, Arno and Ivy head and head.

Arno was beaten a little less than three furlongs from home,
Morven leading at tbe final turn by one and a half

lengths, Ivv second, with Arno at her heels, a head
only before Uncle Giles. The latter improved his position

all the way down, aud Rico came like a shot from the rear.

Morven had enough eighty yards of the finish, and Flynn
went to the bat. Uncle Giles came on like a race horse, and
won cleverly by nearly a length from Rico, who beat Mor-
ven a length. Time, 1:42.

The last race was over the hurdles, one and a half miles.

Esperance was plunged no, driving his odds from 8 to 5 to

even money, he closing at 6 to 5. Bellrioger went back from

even money to 8 to 5, closed at even money. Guadaloupe was
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at 4 to 1 and Gold Dust 5. To a fair start Gold Dust at once

went into the lead, takiDg the second jump three lengths in

front of Bellringer, who, however, at the nest fence, went

up to Gold Dast, the pair ruonirg in close order. Guada-

loope made a poor jump at this fence, ran out and nearly up-

set his rider. At the fourth jump Gold Bog began drawing

away, and though a little over three furlougs from home Bell-

ringer got pretty close to him, Gold Dust, switching his tail,

drew away once more, never to be headed. Esperance was

now cut loose, and had made such progress that at the bead

of the homestretch he was not over three lengths behind the

leader. Taking the last fence two lengths in front of Bell-

ringer, Gold Dust steadily drew off, until at the finish he was

four lengths to the good, Bellringer, after swerving and

crowding Esperence somewhat, finished second, three parts of

a length before Esperance. Time, 2:47.

EIGHTH DAY—MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30.

Anyone wishing for better racing than that seen at old

Bay District this afternoon would indeed be a first-class

crank. There were three of those close finishes that send the

blood tingling through the veins of even the uuenthu-

siastic. The weather was most disagreeable, a chill wind

blowing fog around the track and making

the race-goers want a fire pretty badly. But one

favorite won during the afternoon, hence the laugh was on

the lips of the gentle penciler, who bad money to burn at the

conclusion of the day's festivities Edwin F. Smith, of Sacra-

mento, took his position in the judges' stand this afternoon,

and he and his confreres had some very close running to de-

cide on at the winners' end of the route. Willie Flynn did

the best saddle-work, with two wins to his credit. Other suc-

cessful jockeys were Madison, Peoples and Donahue.

Elmer F., as good as 2* to 1 in the betting at one time, got

off in front and led all the wav in the opening race, Navy

Blue, the favorite, being a neck behind the big end of the

purse. Bravura, who ran second for over five furlongs, fin-

ished a fair third.

Rev Alta, favorite, set the pace in the second event, and

though Model made a bold bid at the finish, the son of Alta

lasted out and won by a length, Warrago third, two lengths

further away.

Malo Diablo, 30 to 1 in the betting for all you wanted,

beat Capt. Eses, a tremendous favorite, by half a length very

cleverly, though had the Captain not been shut in by Remus

for overa furlong he would have won, in all likelihood. The

time was, however, very fast.

Morveu, the pace-maker in the fourth race, just lasted out

long enough to win by the scantest of noses from Nephew,

the red-hot fivorite in the race. Raiodrop was a fair third.

Claudius, heavily backed, won the last race, one mite

easily at the end by a length. Rosebud in a terrific drive just

beating Olivia a nose. Olivia made all the running. Dona-

hue is certainly a warm article at finishing.

How the Maces Were Run.

Navy Blue was a rousing favorite in the first race, six far-

longs, selling, opening at even money, going down to 4 to 5,

closing at even money. Elmer F. opened at 7 to 5, went back

to 2A to 1, closed at 2 to 1. Bob Tucker was at 12 (opened at

5), Bravura 4 and Willie Gibson 20 to 1. Elmer F. was off

about a length in front, Bob Tucker second and Bravourr

third. Elmer F., Bravoora and Bob Tucker ran lengths apart

as named passing the half. Elmer F. held his advantage to

the homestretch, Bravoura being second, a length before Navy
Blue, the favorite, who had already received a taste of the

whip. Navy Blue slowly crawled up to Elmer F., and sixty

yards of the finish looked a winner, b.it the black gelding

came again gamely and won in a drive by a neck, Navy Blue

Becond, being two lengths before Bravoura. Time. 1:15}.

The second race was at five furlongs, selliug, light welter-

weights. Rey Alta was a well-played favorite, opening at 2

to 1, being backed to 8 to 5, going up to 2 again, closing at

8 to 5. Johnny Payne was plaved down from 41 to 3. Soon
Enough was backed down from 41 to 18 to 5. Model was at

4, Uncertainty 20 and O'Bee 75 to 1. Tbey were sent away
to a fair start, Rey Alta first, Warrago second, Model third.

Rey Alta led by two lengths past the half, Warrago being

second, one and one-half lengths before Model, who had been

taken back very suddenly by Chevalier. There was no
change on entering the homestretch, except that Warrago
and Model were closer together. Rey Alta was not headed,

and won haDdilv by a length from Model, who looked as if

she was going to beat him out sixty yards of the finish. Two
lengths away came Warrago, third. Time, 1:02—a good run
with the weight up.

The third race was at seven furlongs, sellings. Capt.

Rees opened at 3 to 5 and closed at 9 to 20. Remus was at 6

to 1, Mamie Scott S. Rico 10 and Malo Diablo 25 to 1. They
got away to a good start, Capt. Rees, Rico, Remus being the

order. Remus led by two lengths at the quarter, Malo
Diablo second, a length before Mamie Scott. Capt. Rees had
fallen back next to last, Rico last. At the half Remus and
Mamie Scott were heads apart in front, a length before Malo
Diablo. Capt. Rees was five lengths further away, two
lengths before Rico. There was no change in the positions,

though Rees was coming up fast close to the inner rails.

Remus ker/t him hemmed in in the homestretch until about
a sixteenth from home, when he got through sod came like a

shot. Malo Diablo, though, was now given his head, and hav-
ing lots in reserve, came on and won by half a length, Capt.

Rees second, a length before Remus. The time, 1:26$,

marked a very fast performance—but a quarter of a second
behind the record for the Coast.

Nephew opened at 7 to 10, went back to 7 to 5, closed at 4
to 5 under a heavy play. Morven and Mary S. were at 3 lo

1, Raindrop 8 and Fin Slaughter 100 to 1. Raindrop, Mary
S., Fin Slaughter was the order to a good start. Morven, on
the outside, aod going like a shot, got the rait on the first

turn and led by two lengths at the quarter, Rundrop secood,
nearly as far from Fin Slaughter. The order was the same
at the half, except that they had bunched up a little closer.

Nephew was absolutely last. Morven turned into the home-
stretch with a good two lengths' lead, Raindrop still second,
as far from Mary S. Nephew was now moving very fast. All
the wav down the homestretch he eat space, but Morven had
just a little link left, and lasted long enough to win a most

excitiog race bv a nose, Nephew two lengths before Raindrop.
Time, 1:41$.

The last race of the day was at a mile, selling. Candor was
a 6 to 5 favorite, Claudius at 21 to 1 (backed from 3), Rose-
bud 13 to 5, Olivia and Charmer 25 to 1, Carmel 60. To a
rather raeged start, after a long delav caused by Carmel,
Olivia was away first, Charmer second, Claudius third.

Olivia led past the quarter by two lengths. Candor (who had
run around her field) second, one and a half lengths before
Rosebud. At the half it was Olivia first by one length,
Rosebud second, a length hefore Candor, who was falling

back. Olivia still led reaching the final turn by a length,
Rosebud second, two lengths before Charmer. Claudius got

into a pocket soon after turning for home, but Donahue got
him out, and hand-ridirjg him like a demon, got up sixty
yards of home and at the end landed him an easy winner by
a good length, Rosebud and Olivia finishing short noses apart
as named in a terrific drive. Time, 1:411.

NINTH DAY—TUESDAY, OCTOBEB 1.

A crowd of over 1,000 went out to Bay District track this

afternoon to see the '"hoss"-raciog, and some good sport

was enjoyed. Onlv two favorites got home in front in the

five events run off, the remaining events being taken into

camp by a 10 to 1 shot, a 3 to 1 chance and a

strong second choice. The book-makers thus- had

a 'shade the best of the argument. The weather was

cold and disagreeable until about the thud race, when the

sun came out, the fog dispersed and it became quite pleasant.

The surprise of the day was Detective's easy w n in the nVt

race at the juicy odds of 10 to 1. Midlo was run up $7C0

over his entered selling price in the two-year-old race, but

the chances are he was played strong enough by his owners

to cover the " boost " twice over. Fannie Louise, also of the

Burns & Waterhouse stable, was run up $300 in the fourth

race. Wily the millionaire firm of sportsmen are having

hard luck at racing their horses in selling races. Donahue

rode two winners and a secood, W. Ffynn, Rowan and Shaw
one apiece. The last named boy was fiDed $25 for drawing

such a fine finish on Agitato in the last event.

Detective, at 10 to 1 in the betting got away second, went

right to the front, and was not headed thereafter, winning

with greal ease by two lengths from Yreka, a 12-to-l'er, who
beat Tamalpais two leogths. Gondola, the favorite, ran a

poor race.

Midlo, one of the warmest favorites seen id some time, off

absolutely last, won cleverly from Charlie Boots by a head in

the last stride. Had Hinrichs hand-ridden Boots instead of

going to the bat a sixteenth of a mile or so from home, when
well io the lead, the chances are that Charlie would have won

the big end ot tne purse.

The Alexanler-Little Flush colt, 3 to 1 in the betting, led

throughout and von with astonishing ease by a length,

Jefferson, second choice, second, three lengths before Cole-

man, the favorite. The winner showed ability to win off by

four or five lengths.

Kathleen, the black Little Alp mare, led up to the last six-

teenth in the fourth race. Here Fannie Louise, a favorite

that had been played off" the board, was given her head, and

she simply galloped in a winner by about a length, Kathleen

beating Arctic three lengths.

Agitato, second choice at 2 to 1, off first to a poor start in

which L^ncle Giles, the favorite, was away absolutely last, led

all the way, and won with a little shaking up at the finish by

a neck, Uncle Giles three lengths before Ransom. With an

even break it looked as if Uncle Giles would have won the

race all right. Giles had been played down from even money

to 3 tj 5 in the books, aud his defeat hurt many a plunger's

bank account.
How the Races Were Run.

Gondola was at all times a favorite in the first race, five fur-

longs, selling, her closing price being 2 to 1. Sooladain was
backed down from 7 to 4 to 1, Addie M. was at 6, Detective

10, Yreka, Gorinoe Buckingham and Rayo 12 (latter 20 at

one time), Tamalpais 20. They got away to a grand start,

Addie M., Detective, Rayo being the order as soon as they
could be separated. Detective at once forged to the fore, lead-

ing Addie M. two and a half lengths at the half, Tamalpais
another half length away. Going to the homestretch there

was some changing of positions, but Detective was two
lengths to the good, Gondola second, with Tamalpais at her
heels. Detective simply galloped down the straight and won
by two lengths, Yreka comiog up strong at the finish under
Macklin's strong urging and getting the place handily
enough, two lengths before Tamalpais, who just beat Addie
M. Time, 1:014.

The second race was at five and one-hali furlongs, selling,

for two-year-olds, with nine starters. Midlo was a sizzling hot
favorite, opening at 6 to 5, going to 8 to 5, closing at even-
money in most books. Charlie Boots was at 21 to 1, Treach-
ery 4, Ruinart 20, Miss Brummel 30. others 50 to 1. Charlie
Boots acted badly. Finallr the flag fell to a good start,

Treachery first, Margaret M. next, Billy McCloskey third.

Charley Boots was off next to last, Midlo absolutely.

Charley Boots *ent right to the front, closely attended by
Margaret M., Treachery at her heels. Boots led by two
lengths turning for home, Midlo having run up second, two
lengths before Treachery. Steadily Midlo closed up on Char-
ley Boots, who quit at the finish somewhat, the favorite win-
ning cleverly by a bead, Charlie Boots second, under the

whip, three leogths before Treachery. Time, 1:08}. The
winner was runup from $300 to $1,000 by Leon Legg, the

owners of Midlo retaining him with an additional $5-

The third race was at six furlongs, selling. Coleman went
to the post at 7 to ^ favorite. Jefferson was backed down
from 3 to 1 to 8 to 5. The Alexander- Little Flush colt was
at 2 to 1, Willie Gibson and Dr Gardner 50 to 1. They got
away to a ragged start, Little Flush colt first, Coleman sec-

ond, Dr. Gardoer third. Little Flush colt, Coleman and Jef-

fersou (latter last away) rau necks apart as named passing the

half. Into the homestretch Little Flush colt easily led by a

length, Jefferson second, two leogths before Coleman. The
Little Flqsbcolt took things easy coming down the straight

and won by a length from the whipped-out Jefferson, who
beat Coleman three lengths for the place. Time, 1:16.
The fourth race, at five furlongs, selling, was a substitute

for the original on the programme, which failed to fill. Of
the seven starters Fannie Louise was a red-hot favorite, open-
ing at 1 to 2 and plunged off the boards; Red Will came next
a public favor at 3 to 1, Kathleen at 12, Arctic 15, Virgie A.
40, Veragua and Encino each at 60 to 1. Arctic, Kathleen,
Red Will was the order to a good start, but Kathleen im-
mediately commanded first place and led all the way into the
stretch. From fourth in the string Fannie Louise moved into
second position at the head of the stretch, where she trailed
the leader about a leogth and a half, half a length before Red
Will, Arctic lapped on to the latter. Within the last hundred
yards the favorite moved along rapidly, passed Kathleen,
who was under whip, and won easily by a length and a half.
Kathleen second two lengths from Arctic. Time, 1:011. The
winner, entered to be sold for $800, was bid up to $1,100 by
the owner of Kathleen, but retained by her owners at $1,105.
The last race was at one mile, selling. Uncle Giles was

selected to carry the bulk of the talent's money, and his price
was steadily lowered from even money to 3 to 5 (barred in
some books). Agitato was a consistent second choice at 2 to 1,
while Ledalia was well enough thought of to force the odds
against her down from 20 to 12 to 1. The bay mare was
also played heavily for place. Ransom was at 10 and Silver
50 to 1. The start was a poor one, with Agitato away two
lengths before the others. Ransom and Silver were in the
second division, but at the first turn Silver had closed on the
leader, two leogths before Ransom, who was half a length
from Uncle Giles. This order was maintained until the
horses neared the three quarter pole, when Giles attempted
to move up, but was headed off and went back again. He
came on again, however, after a few strides, went around
Ransom and challenged the leader. The drive down the
stretch was a very hot one. Donahue lifted Giles along and
almost caught Agitato, who had been eased up by Shaw.
Shaw_ shook Agitato up again and "won by a short neck, but
bis win was more by good luck than masterly riding. Uncle
Giles was secood, two lengths from Ransom, third- Time,
1:411. Shaw was fined $25 by the judges for his careless ride.

TESTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, 0<rFOBER 2.

The weather was unusually pleasant to-day, the air was as

balmy as in the spring, the card was most attractive, and a

splendid day's sport was witnessed. The fields were small

in three events, but the caliber of the horses in each wa»; so

nearly on a par as to make betting lively and

the contests most interesting. Nearly every event

proved a horse race. But when it came to guessing

the winners, the talent was all at sea. One favorite, two

second choices and two long shots, one at 12 and the other at

8 to 1, caught thejudges' eye first. Gratify, the post favorite

in the two-year-old dash, was the lonely exception and he

was made so by stable money.

Joe Cotton, a fairly-well backed second choice, showed

some of his old-time speed and vigor, and came from the

bunch atthedrawgate and won with ease, Johnny Payne get-

ting the place easily from the favorite, Crawford.

Capt. Rees, the favorite in the third, got away last and

could not improve his position early enough to secure better

than second place. A little more vigorous ride would have

won the race. Rose Clark, a second choice, took the lead

early in the race and never was headed.

The surprise of the day came in the fourth rac1 when

Red Bird, a 10-to-l shot (12 to 1 at one time) won from

Mainstay after the favorite had been ridden out from the

start to stretch. Red Bird was the extreme outsider in the

betting. Morven looked in fine fettle and was considered

a dangerous element, but he could not last beyond the half-

pole. Mainstay, the favorite, died away near the p^st, but

rallied just sufficiently to beat the flying Duche?s a nose for

the place.

Rosebud, another long-shot, led from flag to wire, and won
easily from McLight, the heavily-played favorite in the last

race.

Madison, Lloyd, Hinrichs, Reidy and Flynn were the suc-

cessful jockeys, each landing a winner. Lloyd, Madison and

Reidy had one mount each, Flynn three and Hinrichs two.

For the time being white-winged peace has settled down

on the selling-platers, not a single one having been "boosted"

during the day.

How the Races Were Run.

The first event was a five and a half furlong selling race,

light welter weights. Crawford was made a strong favorite,

closing at 7 to 5, Joe Cotton second choice at 3, Monitor 41,

Johnnie Payne 8, Easel 12 and Carmel 20 to 1. Carmel de-

layed the start, as he usually does, but when the horses were
sent away to a good start! the order was Johnuy Payne, Joe
Cotton, Easel, Crawford- Easel took first place in the first

few strides and held it safely till the head of the stretch was
reached, where she gave up. Coming home Joe Cotton be-

gan to move up and for a moment Monitor seemed to

have a run in him, but quickly died away. Old Joe came
on at the drawgale and won with ease by one lenpth, Johnny
Payne second, a length and a half before Crawford, third.

Time, 1:08$.

Three two year-olds went to the post for the second race, a

dash of five aod a half furlongs. Long Lady and Gratify al-

ternated as favorite in the betting, Gratify the most favored

at post lime, at even money, Long Lady at S to 5, and Grady
at 4 to 1. The start was a perfect one at the first break, the

three horses movine away as one animal. At the half Grady
had shoved his head io frortof Gratify, Long Lady tapping

him. Nearing the turn Gratify spurted ahead of Grady and
led down the stretch by a length, Grady leading (he Ladv
two. In the last sixteenth Gratify drew away with ease, and
won by two lengths and a half, Lone Lady under a drive

getting second place in the last few strides. Time, L06L
The third race was at about six furlong*, with seven start-

ers, ('apt. Rees was a pronounced favorite, closing at 9 to

10. Rose Clark and Candor were both well thought as sec-

ond choice, closing at 4i and •"> to 1 respectively. Mamie
Scott was backed down from 15 to 10 to 1, Gold Bug 10,

Olivia lo, Amigo 250 to 1. After considerable delay a fair

start was made, witb Capt. Rees, the favorite, off last, Gold
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Bug, Amigo and Kose Clark were the 6 ret to get on their

stride. Hinrichs soon bad bis mount in front, and she was
never headed, slowly increasing her lead from a head to a

good length coming into the stretch. Next came Gold Bug,
a head before Mamie Scott, Candor close up. Capt. Bees was
trailing along in the ruck. Macklin did not make his ride

on the Captain soon enough, or he would have won from
Kose Clark. As it was he mowed down his field and secured

the place by a head from Gold Bug, the latter a nose before

Boott Time, 1:12}.

In the 6 ce and a half furlong handicap, Mainstay was the

public's choice, clcsing at 9 to 10, the Duchess of Towers at

2A to 1, Morven n and Red Bird 10. Mainstay was the first

to show after a good send-off, with Morven, Duchess of Tow-
ers and Red Bird in the order named. Eddie Jones kept his

mount in the lead, with Morven a length and a half awav at

the half-pole, and Red Bird close up at the last turn. The
quartette came down the stretch in a bnncb, with Red Bird
drawing away, Duchess of Towers challenging the favorite

for second position, and Morven tiring. Honors were not

easv by any means and it was a tight to the wire, with Red
Bird a neck to the good. Mainstay seemed fairly beaten just

at the post, but he rallied sufficiently to beat the fast-coming
Dachess a nose for the place. The time, 1:07 A, was slow for

the horses engaged, and was beaten by the two-year-olds in

the second race.

McLight was the favorite in the last race, a mile handicap,
with Rosebud and Claudius about equally well thought of,

the odds ottered being 4 to 5 on McLight, Claudius 2A and
Rosebud 3 to 1. Rosebud showed in front at the start and
hugged the rail all the way, Claudius and McLight close up.

In the first furlong Rosebud led two leogths, increased to

nearly three at the half pole. Then McLight began to crawl
up on her, and it looked as though he would negotiate the
race, but only when it seemed secure to the backers of the
favorite Flynn let out a wrap and the filly left him. She did
it so easily that the race was conceded, all but the shou'ing,
and speculation centered on the place. McLight held his

own, however, and was a good second to Rosebud, who had
won as she liked by a length and a half. Time, 1:4H.

The Hueneme District Fair.

[Special Report to the Breeder and Sportsman.]

A stranger entering for the first time the busy little town

of Hueneme on Tuesday morning, and finding all the build-

ings aod public places gaily decorated and the ever-glorious

flag of our country unfolding its stars and stripes to the breeze

would naturally ask himself: " What is the occasion of all

this?" and the inquiry would be promptly met with the

answer that "this is our fair week."

The town was thronged with people, many of them sports

from our neighboring "Angelic City," who attend the fairs

for the purpose of plying their vocation. Spring wagons, car-

riages and buggies, filled with farmers' families, and occasion-

ally a gallant rustic with his best girl, all bound in one direc-

tion—the fair grounds. So your correspondent accepted the

invitation of one of the directors, aod behind a handsome

span of well-bred trotteis, drove out to the fair grounds,

known as the Hueneme Driving Park. The ride was made
more enjoyable by the entire absence of that curse of our Cal-

ifornia road* in summer time—dust. There was none of it

htre ; the two roads leading to the Driving Park had been

covered with bean and barley straw, which added to the en-

joyment of the ride.

Another innovation I found here that other district fairs

should adopt is the feed yard attached to the fair and con-
ducted by the association ; ISO single and double stalls around
three sides of a square, covered and boarded up. Here a man
who cares for his horses can have them cared for and fed hay
for twenty-five cents, and thus while he is enjoying the races
hie team is resting for the return drive. A just man should
be men iful to his beasts

On entering we find Secretary Merry and his assistant as

"busy as bees," matrons and maidens were crowding his office

to make entries of the handiwork of their hands—fancy work
of all kinds imaginable, of every color and device—these all

goto the "Ladies' " Department. Jellies, preserves, bottled
fruits, cakes, pies, breads of all sorts and kinds, far too nu-
merous to mention, are all being arranged in the Culinary
Department. Fruits, vegetables and farm products, with the
uhuh! array of big beets and pumpkins, fill one large section
of the building.

The display in the Art Gallery was rather slim. A very
tine and meritorious display of painting on china and porce-
lain claimed our attention by its attractive beauty. But by
far the prettiest part of the Pavilion display was found In the
departments ol plants and flowers. Here in the greatest pro-

fusion, and most beautifully and tastefully arranged, were
flowers of every hue and in endless variety, making that

department, which was presided over by two prominent so-

ciety ladies, a lovely bower of fragrance and beauty.

The Pavilion forms the lower floor of the grand stand,

and is built alongside the track, one door opening to the
track at the quarterstretch gate. Numerous slick and
handsome thoroughbreds were on the track warming up.
We join the throng and first greet that prince of horse-

]ii. ii, I »on Marco Foster, nf Capritano, the owner of a fine

Hiring of runners led by N-iicho B„ the handsome sou of
Wanderer, dam Flower Girl. Doc Dickey is watching his

erratic Pencador. Al Morine with a smile of contentment that
predicts victory for his stable, with the blanket on his arms,
greets us with a friendly snake. Charley McDonald, the
owner of our own favorite Huoneme, still wearing the laurels

of victories gained at the Bay District, is there, too. Gentle-
manly Peter Weber and his fine boys and "Bob," their pet
monkey, are all there.

rVhat handsome horse is that coming down the stretch?

That is Paloma Prince, owned b- genial and jolly Pat Mur-

Ehy.
now known as General Murphy of San Luis Obispo, be-

ind him lit! hi* able and careful driver, K E. Toll. Next
io the trotting procession comes Wilkes Moor, or Fez, the
property of that great lover of good horses, Thomas Clark;

quit his foolish ways and now, in the hands of
('hnrlfv Vnnina, IrolH bin mile* without a skip. That big
powerful r H. M. Stanley, unfortunately now with a bad
I**, which induces his show of winning his race. Henry
Delaney, hi* rainer, having bad the misfortune of being

accidentally shot by a drunken man whose pistol he caught

by the barrel, has been laid up for more than a month by

his wound. Hosts of other drivers, trainers and owners
crowd the tract where one hears nothing but records and
horse talk.

THE FIRST DAY'S RACES.

The weather was all that could be desired, a gentle breeze

from the sea made the air cool and enjoyable. At 1:30 p. m.
promptly J. E. Pleasants of Santa Ana, the presiding judge,

mounted the judges' stand,accompanied by Secretary Merry;
he tapped the bell and called for the first race, a half mile
dash for two-year-olds.

Daisy R , George F , Sieva, Gladwin and Chico responded
to the call and were placed in position in this order. They
proceeded to the one-half mile post, to be started by Henry
Delaney. After considerable scoring they got on" in good
form, Gladwin in the lead. She was never headed, and came
under the wire a winner.

SUMMARY.
Gladwin, b t. by imp. Pleuty 1

Sieva. bf, by bid 2
Chivo, b g, by Sid 3

Time 0:51.

The next race called was the five eighths mile dash for

all ages and was responded to by a fine field of seven horses,

viz : Brilliant, Mannella, Bogam, Huenene, Ben H., Mestesa
and Piru, and were assigned positions in this order. After
much tedious scoring they got a very fair start, and made a
very pretty race of it. Hueneme shot forward and took the
lead, with Mestesa on his Hank, and gallant Ben H. making
a struggle for the victory, but Hueneme again proved him-
self the better borse and came home a winner.

SUMMARY.
Hueueme, brc, by Sid. l
Mestesa, s m, unknown 2
Ben H 8

Time, 1:03.

The 2:25 trot was next in order and was too tame a race,

one that would not excite a jackrabbitt Wilkes Moor,whose
proper name is Fez, bad it all her own way and was an easy
winner in three straight heats.

SUMMARY.
Wilkes Moor (Fez), br h, bv Guy Wilkes Ill
Belle Wilson, blkm, by Silas R. 2 2 2
Flora H., g m, by Jim Mulvaney- 3 8 3

Time, 2:27, 2:32, 2:27%.

SECOND DAY'S RACES.

Promptly on time the judges' bell called out the horses for

the first race of the day, three-quarter mile dash for non-

winners of 1S95. The trainers did not seem to be in a hurry

to respond, and it required several trips of the marshal to

bring them all out. Red Head, Vestal, Santa Fe, Combat,

Hock Hocking Jr. and Lorena were the starters. The usual

tactics at the post; they did not seem to be ready to go at the

same time, until the starter's patience gave out and he sent

them off as they were. Santa Fe appeared in the lead, and

around he came like a hurricane. In the homestretch he was

still in the lead and looked a sure winner, but Hock Hocking

put on a little more steam and passed Santa Fe within thirty

feet of the wire and thus won the race.

SUMMARY.

Hock Hockine Tr.. eh g, bv Hock Hocking
Santa Fe. b h. by St. David
Red Head, bg.by Fellowcharm

Time, 1:19.

TheBecond race called was five eighths mile and repeat.

There were onlv three starters—Johnny Cepron. Gladwin
and Howard. They got a good send-off and made a very
pretty race of it, but Howard was too much for the horses of

the Citrns Belt and came home an easy winner.

SUMMARY.

Howard, ch g. by Tyrant 1
Jobnnv Capron. b g, by Sid 2
Gladwin, b f, by Plenty 3

Time, 1:04,

The day's fun closed with a very pretty and well-contested

race in the 2:30 class pacing. The horses were in first-class

condition and eager for the fray. The starters were Montecito
Boy, Eva, Colton Maid and Adveotist. In the first heat Mon-
tecito Boy had the best of it all the way around and won the
heat The second heat was a very interesting event, but the

Colton Maid wanted the lead and the boy gallantly let her
take it because he could not prevent it. She took the heat

in good shape. After that Montecito Boy would stand no
nonsense and won the next two heats and race.

SUMMARY.

MoncltoBoy, b g, byGlenwood 12 11
Colton Maid, brm, by Maxilllon 2 12 2
Eva. gr m, bv Alonzo Hayward 3 4 3 3

Adventist, ch g, by Grandee 4 3 4 4

Time, 2:26, 2:27, 2:28^, 2:29.

THIRD DAYS RACES.

Thursday was one of the loveliest days of the season, often

and properly called a perfect day, when all Nature seems to

smile a glad welcome to all. There was a much larger at-

tendance, owing doubtless to the baby show which is always

a drawing card, when proud and loving mothers exhibit

their darlings, and are delighted to show them to the best ad-

vantage, so as to win one of the elegant silver prizes offered

by the association.

Judge Pleasants was in excellent humor. Secretary Merry

looked pleased with the increased attendance and larger gate

receipts.

At P30 p, m. the tocsin sounded and called out the horses

for the three-quarter mile dash. The field consisted of Reno,

Brilliant, San Juan, Mestesa, Juan Bernard, La France and

Ben H. After the usual formalities they went to the post for

the start. The same old thing again, scoring for nearly half

an hour, and they are ofl.

The race seemed to be between Reno and Ben II., but

speedy Mestesa slipped by and won by two lengths, Reno
coming next.
Three quarters of a mile.

SUMMARY.
Meutesa 1

Keno, ch g. bv Jumbo 2
Ben H., gr g.'by Shlloh 8

Time, 1:17.

_
The next running event on the programme was seven-

eighths of a mile dash for all ages. Red Head, Naicho B.,
Howard and Pescador entered the contest. Pescador was at
his old tricks at the starting post and kept it up until every-
body was tired out, then he took a notion to go and went, but
Howard proved too speedy for the one-eyed devil, and won
easy enough. The result was

SUMMARY.
Howard, cbg, by Tyrant _ j
Naicho B., ch g, by Wanderer [\\[ 2
Pescador, b h, by Gano 3

Time, 1:30%,

The half mile dash for Red Jacket colts brought out Head
Light. Red Jacket, Red Leaf, Fernando and Jack. They
.ran a dead heat in 0:53], and ran it over again in the same
time.

SUMMARY.
Red Jacket, b c, by Red Jacket
Head Light, ch c, by Red Jacket
Jack, b c, by Red Jacket „

Time 0:53^. 0:53J4-

*Dead heat.

This was followed by a Farmer's race, for all sorts of
buggy horses. There were seven starters for the first heat

;

two of these were distanced in the first heat. After trotting
four heats and the score standing—Henry 1 1 and Fayette
King 1 1—the race was unfinished and was carried over to
the next day at 1 p. M.

FOURTH DAY'S RACES.

Promptly at. 1 p. m. the farmer's horses were called to
finish the race, which they did by Henry winning the heat
and race.

SUMMARY.
Henry, gr g, by A. W. Richmond 112
FayetteKing, br h, by The King 2 2 1
Freda, b m. 4 4 3

Time, 2:39>£. 2:42, 2:45. 2:42, 2:35.

The next was a running event, five-eighths mile dash for

two-year-olds. The youngsters made a very pretty race of it,

resulting as follows

:

SUMMARY.
Piru, ch c, by Gano 1
Prince Hooker, by Joe Hooker 2
Sieva, bf. by Sid 3
George F.,bg, by Griffin , 4

Time. 1:04.

ThiB race was followed by a three-quarter mile dash for

two-year-olds that was well contested, resulting:

SUMMARY.

Lorena, b f, bv Apache 1

Sieva, b f, by Sid 2
George F., b g, by Griffin 3

Time. 1:20.

3 1
1 2
2 3

FIFTH AND LAST DAY.

The first race on the card was a half-mile and repeat, for

all ages. The field consisted of Paloma, Brilliant, Bogam,

Waif, Rinfax, Hueneme and Ben H., and were sent for a

start in this order. Of course Hueneme was the favorite and
was barren at the pools, and did not disappoint his admirers,

winning the race in good shape.

SUMMARY.

Hneneme, br h, by Sid.. „ 1
Waif, ch f, by Bachelor 2
Ben H., g g. by Shiloh 3

Time, 0:50, 0:50.

The race was followed by a very interesting and well-con-

tested race, being a mile dash for all ages. As the start was
made in front of the judges' stand and grand stand there was
not so much scoring, though Pescador was at his tricks again.

They had a good send off, within fifty yards of the wire.

Howard cut in ahead of Naicho B. and fouled him, a protest

was promptly made by Mr. Foster, and as the judges had all

seen the foul the claim was promptly allowed and the race

given to Naicho B. Howard, though declared disqualified

under the rules, was allowed to take third money. At the

finish they stood

:

SUMMARY.
One mile.

Naicho B., 8 g, by Wanderer 1
Pescador, b h, bv Gano 2
Howard, ch g, by Tyrant 3

Time, 1:44&

The closing race of the meeting was the 2:19 trot. El
Molino, Ben Corbitt, H. M. Stanley and Bijou appeared on
the track eager for the fray. Stanley and Corbitt were only
starting for their entry money, distance having been waived.

Neither of the horses were in condition to race. The contest

between Bijou and £1 Molino was very spirited. Toll and
Garnsey each did his level best to win. but Bijou got there in

three straight heats.
SUMMARY.

Bijou, br m. by Fred Arnold Ill
El Molino, b h, by Alcazar 2 2,, 2
H. M. Stanley, gr h, by Fearnaught 4 3 3
Ben Corbitt, brh, by Wm Corbitt 3 4 5

Time, 2:25^, 2:27J£, 2:29.

This closed the fair and the races. It is to be regretted

that the 31st District meeting was not financially a success.

One of those terrible desert wind storms three days before the

opening of the fair swept through the valley,destroying more
than half the bean crop; farmers were too busy gathering the

remnant of their crops to be able to attend even their own fair.

To Transfer Harlem Stakes.

Chicago, Oct. 2—That the Harlem track management has

about given up all idea of holding a race meeting there

next summer is shown by the fact that it several days ago

wired Barney Schreiber, Pat Dunne, Green Morris, Eugene

Leigh and others asking them if they would be willing to

have the National Derby of 1896, the entries to which still

stand, run on St. Louis Fair grounds track. The answers
received were favorable, and the chances are that the

National Derby of next year will be run there, as it is

also likely to be the Chicago Futurity of 1897.
..

Mb. Foxhall P. Kkene said on Tuesday last, in reply

to a query as to why Domino was not started against Bey
del Carraras in the six furlongs dash that day :

" Domino
has turned 'sour,' and we think we will retire him perma-
nently to our Kentucky stud farm. Since the First Special

last Tuesday Lakeland has been unable to get Domino to do
any work at all. He postively refuses to be taken to the

track, and under the circumstances his early retirement is

probable."
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FRESNO RACES.

Great Racing, Fast Track, Good Management
and Large Attendance Declare the Meet-

ing a Success.

Special Correspondence of the Bbeede3 and Sportsman.

The Fresno meeting opened most auspicioasly, many of

the best horses on the Pacific Coast being present to partici-

pate in the races. A clear sky, a fast track, excellent sport

and a large and enthusiastic attendance has delighted the

hearts of the directors every day of the meeting. The grand

stand and balcony of the club house are well filled with ladies

each day and a first-class band led by Prof. D. C.Smith dis-

courses beautiful musie during the intermissions md Is highly

appreciated by the audience. The splendid condition of the

track, the smoothness with which everything goes on reflects

great credit upon the management. The Directors and the

Secretary are untiring in their efforts to please the horsemen

and the public, and the success of the meeting demonstrates

that the popularity of racing in Fresno has been revived and

almost makes a certainty of the prospect that the Fresno

track will be a permanency and that races will beheld there

regularlv each year hereafter. The track, grounds and build-

ings are among the finest on the Coast, and all it needs is a

successful meeting or two like the present one to insure its

preservation for the purpose for which it was intended.

The judges were F. W. Loeber, of St. Helena, S. Crane, of

Turlocfc, and F. P. Wickersham, of Fresno. The first race

was a special for the 2:27 class trotters with six starters. Tog-
gles, a green four-year-old trained and driven by Mr. Clarke,

who developed the great three-year-old, Athanio, won in

straight heats, and proved to be the best green horse out this

season. This was the first race he ever started in, and his

taking a record of 2:17$ in the third heat was a moat remark-
able performance. He sold a favorite throughout. The con-

tending horses in the race were the three-year-old filly, Stella,

by Geo. Washington, and the horse owned by Mr. J. B. Hag-
gin and trained by 8. C. Tryon.

SUMMARY.
Special, 2;27 trot, purse $350.

Toggles, br g Ill
Stella, blk m, by George Washington...™ 3 2 2
Knight 2 3 4
Potrero „ „ 4 5 2
Stamboal Belle 5 4 5
Carrie „ 6 6 6

Time, 2:19, 2:19%, 2:17%.

The second race, the 2:25 pace, with six starters, was
called, Ruby M. favorite at 10 to 6. She won in straight

heats with perfect ease. Birdroe pulled up lame in the sec-

ond heat, and was withdrawn from the race.

STTMMARY.

2:25 pace, parse 8600.

Baby M. b m, by Almont Patchen Ill
Babe Marion 2 6 2
DanM 3 2 3
Jobn Skelton „_ „.. 6 4 4
Frank L 5 3 5
Birdroe 4 odis

Time, 2-.UH, 2:18,2:17?£.

The last on the programme was the half mile and repeat

rnnning race, with four starters. Valledore won easily.

SUMMARY.
Half mile and repeat, running, 8150 added.

Valledore 1 1
Saturday 4 2
Myrtle G 2 3
Fleet 3 4

Time, 0:49}£. 0:5L

SECOND DAY—OCTOBER 2.

This proved ts be one of the best day's racing of the entire

circuit thus far, and the enthusiasm displayed by the large

crowd of spectators attested the appreciation of Fresno peo-

ple for good racing. The races were all closely contested, and

fast time was made in every heat. This was Charlie Durfee's

day, he winning two races out of three, and giving two of his

horses new records. Judges Loeber, Crane and T. C. White

officiated. The first race on the programme was the 2:17

pace, with three starters. uThe first heat of the hot contest

between Fresno Prince and Ketchum, Fresno Prince slipped

in and won the heat from Ketchum. In the second heat

Ketchum bolted to the fence on the first turn and refused to

make the circuit, and was declared distanced, and the con-

cluding heats Harvey Mc won all three of them handily, giv-

ing him the race.
SUMMARY.

2:17 pace, purse 8500.

Harvey Mc, bl g, by McKinney Durfee 3 111
Fresno Prince, bl s, Dy Bayonne Prince ._ „ Smith 12 2 2

Ketchum 2 dis

Time, 2:15, 2:13, 2:16, 2:15%.

The second race, for the 2:24 class, was a disappointment,

as a great contest was expected between Ethel Downs and
Bex! Gifiord, who trotted the third heat so easily at San Jose

last Saturday in 2:14. He seemed sore and unable to extend

himself, and" Native State was left to make the fight with the

daughter of Boodle. She was a big favorite of 10 to 5 for the

field
; she won the fifth heat in a jog in 2:16£. In the sec-

ond beat Geo. Maben came through the stretch with Native
State so fast that he caught Keating napping, carrying Ethel
off her feet and beating her out in 2:14;. She won the next

two heats as she pleased.going to the half in 1:06 and jogging
home; it is believed she could have trotted in 2:12.

SUMMABY.
2:24 trot, purse 8600.

Ethel Downes, blk m, byiBoodle Keating 12 11
Native State, bh. by Sultan G. Maben 3 12 2
Rex Gifiord - - 2 3 4 4
EvaT 4 4 3 3

rime, 2:16%. 2:14%. 2:18, 2:18%.

The 2:17 trot brought out five starters, and was another
surprise. Visalia was a big favorite, and after a hard racing

was defeated by Hillsdale in the first heat by a short head in

2:181. The second heat was a dead heat in 2:16, and the
third heat Hillsdale only beat her a nose in 2:15. Visalia

showed plenty of speed, but invariably broke on the first turn

and lost from ten to twenty lengths, the distance being too

great to close and win. Geo. Dexter made a good showing

in the fourth heat. He was only beaten out a length in 2:16.

Manning was withdrawn after the first heat on account of
lameness.

SUMMARY.
2:17 trot; purse SI ,000.

Hillidale, b s, by Antrim- C. Durfee 10 11
Visalia, bm, by Iris J. Perkins 2 2 4
Geo. Dexter 4 4 3 2
Prince Ira _ 3 4 4 3

Time, 2:18Ji, 2:16, 2:15, 2:16.

The last event was a half mile run which was won easily

by Syrick. He was out in the lead from start to finish.

SUMMABY.
Running, S100 added. Half mile dash.

Syrick „ „ „ „ i
Fleet 2
Leta 3

Time, 0:49.

Anna J. and Patrich also ran.

The Salinas Races.

A Good Thing.

Detroit, Mich., AuguBt 27, 1895.

Illinois Knee 8preader, Gentlemen :—We have sold about
two dozen Spreaders this season, and think it but justice to

you that we inform you of the success we have had with
them. We have sold every set under a positive guarantee,
and have never heard one word of complaint regarding
them. The Illinois Knee Spreader is witho> t any question in

our minds, the only Spreader on the market. We do not
write this in the way of flattery, but the horsemen in our
vicinity have had such splendid success with it that we
thought we would write you regarding the matter, and we
trust that you will see your way clear to give us the agency
for it next year. You may rest assured that we will do every-
thing in our power to bring the merits of the device more and
more prominently before the public

Very respectfully yours,

Tuttle & Clabk.

There is a bit of interesting history in connection with
Ben Brush that well illustrates the luck of racing. Mr. Leigh
formerly owned Roseville and bred the colt at his J, a Belle

Stud, near Lexington. Before foaling, however, he sold the
mare to Messrs. Clay & Woodford, of the Runnymede Stud,
for $2,100. At Messrs. Clay & Woodford's sale of yearlings
in 1894, Mr. Leigh and "Brown Dick" (Ed Brown), the
well-known Western colored trainer, were the bidders for

Roseville's colt. " Dick " ran the youngster up to $1,200, and
then Btopped bidding, the colt going to Mr. Leigh at that
figure. After the salt " Dick " told Mr. Leigh he wanted
the colt badly, but added :

" I did not like to bid against

yon." " Dick,'' then offered $1,500 fjr the youngster. Mr.
Leigh refused the offer, but finally told " Dick" he might
have a half interest in the colt at cost, $600. Ben Brush has
won this season $11,000 in purses and stakes, so that the
transaction has been a profitable one for both his former own
era,

Ntce Hall and J. C. McWilliams, owner and trainer of

Jefferson, became involved in a row across from the track,

on Fifth Avenue, last night at about 7:30 over the running
of McWilliams' horse on Tuesday last. Hall bet several
hundred dollars on Jefferson and claimed he got no run for

his money. Hot words followed, and then the latter went
into his stable under the betting ring and procured a pitch-

fork, with the handle of which he struck McWilliams over
the head, felling him to the ground. He then jabbed the

pitchfork several times into the prostrate man's left arm and
tore ruts in his face and head. McWilliams. while do *o on
the ground, fired three shots at Hall, one of which went,

through his hat. But for Jasper Madison's timely interfer-

ence McWilliams would surely have been killed. Hall then
escaped. The injured man was picked up by a policeman
and taken to the Receiving Hospital, where his wounds were
found to be not serious. Hall was not arrested last night.

The writer is inclined to the belief that horsemen are

needlessly worrying themselves over the bicycle craze. The
horse is not going to become extinct. The fashionable world
cannot go to the opera, to dinners, to receptions or to balls

on bicycles. Such calls upon society demand the carriage,

and they will always be careful necessities to that class who
can afford to keep or hire them. One reason why horses are

so cheap is that the present hard times have taught people
the necessity of saving rather than spending their money.
What would the average man have to talk about were there

no horses? Horses are interesting as well as useful. The
horse is evera fruitful subject for conversation. It is a result

of this fact that horse shows have grown so fashionable and
profitable.

At an auction sale of Palo Alto broodmares held in this

city three years ago, J. B. Iverson, of Salinas, purchased a

mare called Belle, by Kentucky Prince. She was in foal to

Good Gift (the stallion afterward shipped to Ruesia),and the

next spring she dropped a filly. Last Monday this two-year-

old broke the track record for two-year-olds at Saliaas by
winning her maiden race and getting a mark of 2:27$.

The Palo Alto filly Palita that got a record of 2:16J at the

San Jose meeting did not make it against time. It was a

walk-over for the Capitol Stakes, which were worth $415 to

the winner. The correction is made in the summary as pub-

lished last week in justice to the great filly and her owner.

C. Z. Hebebt's broodmare Dolly, by Mozart, is now en-

titled to enter the broodmare ranks. She is the dam of

Bruno, 2:19, and Altoonita (p), 2:25, by Altoona, the latter-

named entering the list in the second heat of a race at Sali-

nas on Monday last.

J. B. Ivebson's handsome mare Ivola, by Antevolo, got a

record of 2:24 (pacing) in the fourth heat of the district race

at Salinas last Monday.

Jockey Shaw was fined $25 for his careless ride on

Agitato in the last race Tuesday. The boy was very con-

fident, and allowed Uncle Giles to get op dangerously close

to him.

Tod Sloan received a telegram Tuesday from his brother

Cash, also a well-known jockey, stating that he (Cash) had

been reinstated, and that he might come out to California

soon.

Potentate, Garcia, Montgomery and other Eastern par-

chases of Burns & Waterhouse, are being galloped at the

Sacramento track.

Richard Croker thinks Victor Wild about the best

horse in England this year.

FIRST DAY—MONDAY, SEPT. 30.

The opening of Ihe nineteenth annual fair of the Monterey
Agricultural Association, District >~o. 7, took place at Sher-

wood Park, this city, yesterday. The day was cool and the

track in fair condition, but a little soft. The attendance was
smaller than usual on an opening day, but that was probably

due in a great measure to the fact that the fair began on
Monday this year instead of Tuesday, which is an innovation

to which our people have not become accustomed. However,

the splendid first days' racing enthused those who were there
and from now on the attendance will be largely augmented.
The splendid racing card for each day justifies the prediction
that the efforts of the directors will be appreciated by a big
turnout the remainder of the week.
The officers of the day were Judges H. S. Ball, O. Cayer

and Sam H. Matthews. Timers : Z. Hebert and W. J. Lynn.
Marshals : D. R. Martin and John Sexton Jr.

The first race was the two-year-old district trotting stake,

value $300. Of the original twenty odd nominations only
two came up for the word—J. B. Tverson's b g Prince Gift,

by Good Gift—Belle, by Kentucky Prince, and J. D. Carr's
br gTanhauser, by Eros. Prince Gift won this, his j maiden
race, in 2:27-1 and 2:52. In the first heat Tannauser had to

do some lively sprinting to keep from catching the flag. No
pools were sold on the race.

The second race,the 2.20 trot, brought out the campaigners
Boodle, Irene Crocker, Bay Rum and Bishop Hero. In the
pools Boo 1p brought $20 to $10 for the rest bunchei as a
field. After tedious scoring, in which Bishop Hero was the
cause of the delay, they were sent off. This was a pretty

race between Irene Crocker and Boodle, the former winning
by a neck in 2:17,making for herself a new mark and clipping
two and one-half seconds from the race record of the track
for trotters.

For the second heit Boodle still sold favorite at $20 to $S
for the field. Irene Crocker finished a nose ahead, but broke
just before the wire was reached, but as Boodle had broken
three times, the judges after considerable discussion gave the
heat to Irene. Time, 2:18J-.

Boodle still sold favorite at $20 to $10, and lauded the heat
from the tiring Irene by a short length in 2:15.;-, and justified

the confidence of his backers by landing the next two in
2:19 and 2:20. Bay Rum finished third in each heat and
Bishop Hero fourth.

Ih the first heat Paris mutuels paid $10, on the second
heat $11.25 and on the third $6.25.

Hebert & Son's Altoonita, J. B. Iverson's Ivolo and S. E.
Kent's Susie K. contested in the 2:25 district pacing stake.

Ivolo won the first heat in 2:27J, Altoonita the next two in

2:25 and 2:27, but Ivolo outlasted her and won the fourth and
fifth heats in 2:24 and 2:25. Susie K. finished third in each
heat.

As a result of the day's racing " Doc " Williams put two
in the list for J. B. Iverson, viz : Prince Gift (2), 2:27*, and
Ivolo (p), 2:24. This is the first of Good Gift's get to enter

the list, and Ivolo adds one more to Antevolo's list.

Altoonita (p), 2:25, was driven by James Dwain and adds
one to Altooua's list, besides putting Dolly, her dam and the
dam of Bruno, 2:19, into the great brood mare table.

SUMMARIES.

Two-year-old district trotting races, value S300.

Prince Gift, b g. by Good Gilt—Belle, by Kentucky Prince
Williams 1 1

Tannhauser, br g, by Eros- Simptins 2 2

Time. 227J& 2:52.

2:20 trotting race.

Boodle, br s. by Stranger—Bride by Jay Gould
Van Bofcbelen 2 2 111

Irene Crocker, gr m, by Will Crocker Connolly 1 12 2 2
Bay Bum, br s, by John Seveuoats ....McCartney 3 3 3 3 3
Bishop Hero, rn g, by Bishop Misner 4 4 4 4 4

Time, 2:17, 2:18K- 2:18%, 2:19, 220.

2:25 district pacing race.

Ivolo, b m, by Antevolo Williams 12 2 11
Altoonita, b m. by Altoona—Dolly, by Mozart—.Dwain 2 112 2
SnsieK., bm Kent 3 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:27M. 2:25. 2:27, 2:24. 2:25.

SECOND DAY, TUESDAY, OCT. 1.

The attendance at the races yesterday was noticeably

larger than on Monday, and Monday showed a larger at-

tendance than Tuesday, the opening day of last year. Hence

it is now an assured fact that the gate receipts will be the

largest in the history of the Association. The day was pleas-

ant in the earlier hours of the afternoon, but later a heavy

fog and raw wind came up, and made fast time impossible.

The races, however, were high-class, and while the finishes

were not so close generally, as on Monday, they were suffi-

ciently so to keep up a lively interest.

The judges and timers were the same as on Monday, ex-

cept that Charles G. White cf the Del Monte Stables was in

the judges' stand instead of S. N. Matthews.

The yearling trotting stake, mile dash, was a cake-walk for

George E. Shaw's sorrel colt, Uncle Johnny, by Benton Boy,
dam by Brown Jug. J. D. Carr's Boodle filly, out of an Elec-

tioneer mare, finished second, SilviaD, by Electricity, third,

and L. W. L., by Bay Rum, fourth. Ivaneer did not start,

Time, 3:07. The winner was an even money favorite over

the field.

The 2:24 class trot for a purse of $600 was won by ihe fav-

orite Lady O., she taking the first, third and fourth beats.

Maud H. "landed thesecond heat. The summary was as .fol-

lows : Lady O., 1-5-1 1 ; Maud H. t
4-1-2-4

; Letter B.,

5-2 5-2
; Lady Thornhill, 2-4-3-3; Flora G ,3-3-4-5

; His
Royal Nibs distanced in first heat. Time, 2:21, 2:21, 2:211,

2:24$. In this race Maud H. lowered her record ihree sec-

onds.

May B. landed the special trot in three straight beats, Lara
E. a close second in each heat. Abe Waltham got third

money and Minnie B. fourth. Sea Breeze finished behind

the money. Time, 2:31, 2::281 , 2:27.

In this race both the contesting fillies are by Altoona S850.

May B. in the last heat lowered her record three seconds,

and Lara E. finished only a neck behind."

Charles Boors, of the Elmwood Stock Farm, has secured

second call on the services of Donahue and Donnelly, the

Burns »S: Waterhouse iockeys. Under the terms of the con-

tract Donahue will ride all the Boots hordes at 105 pounds or

over, Donnelly doing the lighter riding. Of course they will

only ride the Elmwood Stock Farm horses when the big

mining folks have no entry in a race.
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TUKF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Azote has won nearly $8,000 in races this year.

Do not forget to make entries for the horse show.

Woven Wind, 2:25;, is the latest sensational two-year-old.

It is
" descendants " of Electioneer this year. Thus time

flies.

Sphinx's latest 2:30 trotter sports the charming name of

Swinx.

Walter Maben will not be able to drive a horse this

season.

Del Mar, 2:I6|, sireofCopeland, 4, 2:20}, is Electioneers

latest producing son.

The bay mare Anthelia. 2:18, by Anteeo, dropped dead

September 20th at Ev&nsville, Ind.

Kerins, a bay horse by Sphinx got a record of 2:27 at

Lansing, Michigan, September 25th.

Waldo J., 2:09, and Rex Gilford, 2:14 (as a four-year-old),

are both out of A. W. Richmond mares.

Xorvard, a bay horse by Norval, got a record of 2:191,

pacing, at Dubuque, Iowa, September 24th.

Klamath was shipped from ibeHedrick, Iowa, meeting

to his home in Santa Ana, CaL, last Monday.

Aloha, by A. W. Richmond, is the dam of King Buzz,

2:23i, Miss Monroe, 2:27A, and Directress, 2:28$.

Woven Wind is the name of a two-year-old by Sphinx
that got a record of 2:25$ at Sturgis, Mich., Sept. 17.

Nellie Cloud, by Hawthoine, trotted a race to wagon at

Cleveland, September 21st, and won in 2.27$ and 2:27.

Prince G. is a new one to the credit of Othello, 2:29* ; he

got a mark of 2:28$ at Elkton, Indiana, September 12th.

G. Morrison, by Anteros, is a new comer to the list ; be

got a record of 2:26* at Logansport, Indiana,September 20th.

The great race meeting at Hollister commences nextMon-
dav, October 7th. Elaborate preparations are being made
for il.

JfssE D. Carb, of Salinas, has five splendid yearlings by

Boodle, 2:14, and two by Hambletonian Wilkes, out of first-

class mares.

F. I. Hanson, a chestnut horse by Hambletonian Wilkes,
won a good ri>ce at Davenport, Iowa, Sept. 19, and got a

record of 2:22$.

Tilton Thorn, by Hawthorne, out of a mare by Tilton

Almont, has a record of 2:24, which he made at Wabash,
Indiana, SeDtember 20th.

Jack W., a bav gelding by Waldstein, 2:22i, won a good
race at the Rohnerville County Fair last week, getting a rec

ord of 2:19* in this heat.

Menlo Princess is a three-year-old filly by Anteros, out

of a mare by Princeton. She got a record of 2:26^ at Tiraon-

ium, Maryland, September 17th.

Albert C. is the name of a bay gelding by Clay, 2:25,dam
by Signet, that got a record of 2:25$ at Timonium, Md., Sep-
tember ISth, defeating a big field.

The gentlemen who used to make the quitting habits of

the Electioneers the burden of their " evening orison and
early matin song " are singing low just now.

There has not been a sigp of sickness among the horses
at the San Mateo Stock Farm this year. The mares, colts and
fillies never looked as well as they do at present.

Miss Russell, by Pilot Jr.. dam of Maud 8., 2:08$, and
Nutwood, sire of Lockheart, 2:08A, is the only mare that has
produced a 2:10 trotter and a sire of a 2:10 trotter.

There are a number of yearlings by Norris, 2:22}, at the
Palo Alto Stock Farm that are surprising the kindergarten
trainer by the remarkable speed tbey are showing.

ELLA T.'s record is 2:11}, made in the second heat of a
race in which sh«j got second money at Indianapolis, Ind.,

Sept. 19th. Dan Liwrence held the ribbons over her.

Ch. Hugues, Mabel H, by Alex Button, out of Winnie,
won a good race at Vienna last month, defeating ten others.
Mabel H. was bred by J. H. Hoppin, of Yolo, Yolo county,
Cal.

The pacing mare Smilax, by Sidney, owned by Alex. New-
burger, of New York, stepped a mile at Fleetwood Park
recently in 2:15}. She will not be started in a race until next
year.

KANwAh Electioneer, by Campbell's Electioneer, 2:17$,
has been sold by J. E. Ford, Newton, Kan., to Harrv Bid-
dings, Vienna, Austria, and has been shipped from New
York.

Im. K. Spencer and his son Hume are the leading veter-

inarians in Santa Clara county. Their work is commended
moat highly by horsemen; hence they have a splendid
pracii'

Yihai.ia received a five beat workout in San Jose a few
days before her race with Boodle, and consequently "loBt
her speed." Many a race has been loBt by this preparatory
lyitem.

I .i- in ian figures out that nearly 300 two, three and
four-year-old trotter* have beaten 2:30 in 1895 so far. It is

not so long since the entire annual "new 2:30 list" num-
bered lees.

In a ricp at Provident:*-. R I., September 18, the follow-
ing Damed California bred horses appeared : S»bina, San
Pedro, Vin iJelle and Richmond Jr. None of them won a
heat. ho*.

Chehalis, 2:07*, came very near equalling the 2:07 rec-

ord made by that other fast pacer Will Kerr
;
both wearing

hobbles. We look for Chehalis to retire to winter quarters

with a mark of 2:05.

There will be five youngsters by the great sire, Palo Alto

sold in New York next December, They are to be disposed

of at auction together with a number of other trotters from

the famous Palo Alto farm.

Lockheart's three heats in 2:09, 2:08J, 2:09, at Hedrick,

la., last Thursday, are the faste3t three consecutive heats

ever trotted by a stallion, replacing Trevilian's three in 2:10 J,

2:08A, 2:09J, at Nashville last year.

Silver Chimes, a three-year old gelding by Almy Chimes,

out of the dam of Alti, 2:11}, took a pacing record of 2:24},

a couple of weeks ago. Almy Chimes is the first son of

Chimes to sire a standard performer.

From a racing standpoint the San Jose meeting was a

great success, but from the standpoint of patronage it was al-

most a failure. More people attended the Napa and Peta-

luma fairs than in this populous place,

Henry Nutwood, the handsome bay stallion that got a

record of 2:2y at San Jose, is by Henry Patchen (brother to

Big Lize, 2:24}), out of Lady Weeks (dam of Ethel Downes.

2:14A), by Nutwood; second dam by Williamson's Belmont.

R. D. Fox, of San Jose, has a colt by Sable Wilkes, 2:18,

out of a sister to Chancellor, 2:16, that he calls Mt. Eden,and

with but five weeks' handling trotted a mile in 2:30 last week.

He is a little fellow, but a prettier gaited horse would be

difficult to find.

The leading money-winners of the season are as follows :

Azote, $5,600; Bright Resent, $5,250; El Rami, $5,000: Lara-

bie, $4,950; Klamath, $4,750; Beuzetta, $4,700; Bouncer,

$4,500; Bumps, $4,500; Fred Kohl, $4,450; Iron Bar, $4,150;

The Corporal, $4,000.

Coltjmbds S., Jasper Paulsen and Our Lucky were as

lame when they finished the third heat of the S&27 class trot

at San Joee. The track was hard and " dead " and it did not

help their lameness, but Columbus S. had the most gameness
as well as lameness and won.

French mutuels in France pay a tax to the State and con-

sequently a record of the bettings is kept. Last year Paris

bet $37,800,000 in this form alone on horse races. There is

no account of how mucli passed through the hands of the

bookmakers and private agencies.

There were eighteen heats paced at the San Jose meeting
and the average was 2:13 ! Of the trotting heats there were
twenty-seven, and the average was 2:17£. This is a showing
that speaks volumes for the excellence of the course and the

class of horses that appeared there.

Eyratjd, by Eros, and Alco, by Alconeer, two young stal-

lions that recently appeared on the California circuit, were

gelded last week; their owner, H. W. Crabb, of Oakville

believing they will be easier kept and much faster if tbey are

"on the list" with so many other fast campaigners.

Impetuous, the sensational young trotter belonging to E.

McHenry's string, has been operated upon by the veterinary

surgeon in the hope of benefiting her throat. She has had
considerable trouble in breathing when going a fast mile.

The doctors opened her throat and inserted a silver tube.

The great harness and horse boot manufacturer, John A.
McKerron, is busily engaged in making a number of sets of

double and four-in-hand harnesses. His work in this line

surpasses anything ever before attempted on this Coast, and
every week he receives Eastern orders for this class of work.

English horsemen call four horses a team, while we have
two*horse team", four-horse teams, six or eight-horse teams.

They " turn to the left when they drive right." We " turn

to the right as the law directs." They pride in short tails

with hairy legs; we prefer long, flowing tails and clean

No horse has ever started against the record with fairer

prospects of success than Azote. He has shown his speed and
stamina in a great many races, and he has obtained his high
reputation not in efforts against the watch, but in hard con-

dicts with the best campaigners of the country. He is no
carpet knight, but a genuine race horse.

John Dickerson, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, has Lesa
Wilkes, Burlingame, Oro Wilkes, Fred Kohl,F. 8. Moody and
a number of other famous horses at the Lexington race tr»>ck.

We understand that Mr. Corbett has made arrangements to

sell a number of his very choicest campaigners, broodmares,
stallions, colts and fillies in New York this winter.

The yearling filly by Norris, 2:22}, out of Elaine, that

showed such phenomenal trotting speed in California last

spring, has been sold by the Palo Alto Farm to J. Malcolm
Forbes. At Boston, recently, though still under the depress-

ing influence of the climatic change, she worked an easy half

in 1:19}, and may yet be asked to step a full mile for a year-

ling record.

Ie the admirers of Directly believes that he can defeat all

of the three-year-old pacers in sight, they may be a trifle sur-

prised to learn that they can get a race with Miss Rita. The
parties controlling this pair race for the coin of the realm,
not glory or notoriety,and the public would be pleased to see

them come together just once, now that special pacing races

have become so fashionable.

Lockheakt, 2:08$, is one of the grandest-looking and
purest-gaited trotters in training. He is a good actor and trots

on his courage. He carries a six ounce shoe, and a two-
ounce weight in front and wears scalpers, shin and quarter
boots. He served sixty-five mares this year and was placed in

Shuler's hands the first of July. Mr Shuler attributes most
of the improvement in speed to the fact that Lockheart is

carrying a much longer toe than he ever carried before. The
Simmons gelding, Greenleaf, 2:10$, was a winner in Shuler's
hands and he carried the longest toe of any fast trotter of his

day. Lockheart took his present record at Hedrick with the
wind blowing a gale aod was pulled up at the finish. He has
trotted a half in 1:02 and as he can go a turn as fast as he can
a Btretcb, 1 predict that a mile in about 2:06 will just fit him
when he strikes Terre Haute.

Carrie Blace:wood, by Blue Bull, is now a member of
the very select list of dams of four 2:20 performers. At the
close of 1894 she was credited with Atlantic King, 2:09£,
by Atlantic, 2:21; Mary Centlivre, 2:12, by R. C. Brown, and
Carrie Strathmore, 2:17^, by Strathmore, and last week her
Bon, Major Centlivre, 3, by Electric King, 2:24, took a rec-
ord of 2:17 £. All four of these are pacers, and, as will be no-
ticed, all are by different sires.

Sutherland & Benjamin's sterling son of Electioneer,
Sphinx, is making his influence felt nowadays, through his
trotting progeny. Eight of them have entered the list this
season, including the great two-year-old winner Woven
Wind, 2:25}, and the three-year-olds Sandy Boy, 2:16$, and
Swinx, 2:30. Spbinxetta has reduced her record to 2:12$,
Baker to 2:15}, and the new-comer, Senate, has a maiden
mark of 2:16|. Michigan horsemen are proud of the showing
made by the Saginaw sire.

For the Transylvania Stake, for trotters eligible to the
2:16 class, at the Kentucky Horse Breeders Association meet-
ing at Lexington in October, the followingare likely to start:
Altao, 2:10A; Cephas, 2:11J; Athanio, 2:113; Renssalaer
Wilkes, 2:11£; James L., 2:ll£; Lollie Wilkes, 2:114; Baron
Rogers, 2:11$; Lynne Bel, 2:11$; Bouncer, 2:12; Oscar
William, 2:12*; Iron Bar, 2:12$; Baron Dillon, 2:12|; North-
er, 2:13; Lady Wilton, 2:13; Lady Robert, 2:12}; Piletta,

2:14*; The Conqueror, 2:15}: Adra Belle, 2.15}; Queechy,
2:15}.

If James Gordon Bennett should be successful in his de-
termination to organize an international circuit to include
the best tracks in France, Germany, Austria and Italy, there
will bea grand shipment of western New York horses over
the ocean next winter. Village Farm, Jewett Farm, William
Simpson and Edward Appel would consign stables of the
highest class of performers at both pacing and trotting gaits,

while many other gentlemen—representative American
horsemen—would be enrolled upon the export register. It

seems reasonably certain that the new European enterprise
will be a go.

Mr. John Seely, the gentleman who broke and taught
Joe Patchen to pace, says Joe never showed any inclination
to pace until after he was broken to drive. Ab he couldn't
trot fast enough to get out of his own way, John thought he
must be a pacer, so he shod him light, and, by careful driv-
ing, induced him to strike that gait and he made speed very
fast. He was brushed until he could go an eighth in 0:14,
and was then driven an easy mile, which he paced in 2:20.

This is the most remarkable account of rspid development
ever recorded and any horse that can go the first mile of his

life in 2:20 ought to learn to pace quite well with a season's
handling.

Village Farm has shipped the stallion Golden Gateway,
brother of Rupee, 2:11, etc., to E. F. Geers at Fort Wayne.
Golden Gateway is now seven years old and has not been
worked until this season since his four-year-old form. Hem,
probably one of the fastest horses ever owned at Village Farm
but was practically useless for racing purposes. However,
this season with careful handling he has shown Bplendid form
and a disposition that is almost perfect. Mr. Croy, who has
succeeded in bringing the horse to his present shape, left for

Fort Wayne with him and will travel with Mr. Geers for the

balance of the season. Before leaving, the horse trotted a
mile in 2:23, last quarter in 33A- seconds on the poor track at

the farm.

At the State Fair Grounds at Springfield, 111., last Friday,
in the presence of 40,000 people another world's record was
made in the polo-team pacing event for a special puree. Effie

Powers and Prestoria Wilkes, owned by Breneman Brothers
of Decatur, were sent against the world's record of 2:13$,

made by them here Tuesday. They made the mile to-day

without a skip in 2:12$. Houston, the driver, received $100
for lowering the record. Alix was Bent against the world's

trotting record of 2:03$, but casta boot at the first quarter,

making her lame, and finished in 2:13$. McDowell, her
driver, pulled her up at the three quarters, finishing slowly.

The time by quarters was—0:33}, 1:05*, 1.-381 , 2:13$. Mc-
Dowell, the driver of Alix, says that in casting her boot Alix
dislocated her whirl bone, and that by reason of the injury

she will be unable to race again this year.

There is a very great stallion in Kentucky that was at one
time the butt of a great deal of ridicule, says the Kentucky
Stock Farm. His sons and daughters did not show the speed

that was expected of them for a long time after people thought
he had had a fair opportunity in the stud. It was the subject

of universal comment, and he was, without much hesitation,

pronounced a failure. Now he stands without a peer among
horses of his age, and is the sire of many of the fastest and
gamest performers on the track. He is the sire of the great-

est four-year-old filly that the world has yet seen. The
people who talked against Onward when he was ten or eleven

years old aod had not sired a trotter in the list were often

honest. It did seem that he should have done bstter, but it

is now admitted by every one that there is no more uniform
sire of speed or a hor6e that " breeds on " with more certainty

or sires better race horses. This fact shows how much mis-

taken people are liable to be and the necessity of thorough
knowledge before condemnation.

A dispatch from Wichita, Kans., states that five young I
men, scions of aristocratic families in England, arrived there |
about a week ago, with thirty trunks, and took up quarters at

the best hotel. Next d -y they applied for work at Beveral of

the stock farms in the vicinitv, offering to work for nothing
Jj

in order to learn the American methods of handling trotting I

stock. The story continues that thirty-two of them in all I

have come to the United States (though it does not state
j

whether each of the arrivals"was limited to six trunks, like
|

the Wichita detachment) and have scattered themselves pro-
f

miscuously through New York, Kentucky, Nebraska and
j

California. Two of 'he Wichita colony have secured work,

it is said, on stock farms, one being a valet to Ashland
Wilkes, and the remaining three are working in livery sta»

bles. After their day's work is done, they go to their hotels, \m

dress up elegantly, and live like the lords that they are.

There is a good deal more to the story, but this is enough to

give it a very fishy smell. The English horsemen are as well

up in the art of handling stallions and breeding stock as the

Americans, and when it comes to training trotters, they can
'

import as many capable trainers as they need, with much
better results, and at far less expense than sending thirty-two

scions of noble houses, with one hundred and ninety-two

trunks, to America for a two years' trip.
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THE SADDLE.

Irving, Hankins and Johnson's jockey,is under a cloud at

Oakley.

Ret Alfonso has been turned over to Trainer FranK

Van Ness.

Lottie Mills won a seven-furlong race at Oakley Mon-
day in 1:28 J.

Several caught the time in the Sir Richard r<ice last

Saturday at 1:06$.

La Fiesta and Sinaloa III, both by Emperor of Norfolk,

won lajt Saturday at Windsor.

Felix Carr could not ride less than 114 pounds on Don
Carillo the other day at Oakley.

Edwin F.Smith, the genial Secretary of the State Agri-
cultural Socieiy, made his debut as a professional judge at

Bay District track Monday, and presented a dignified and
distinguished appearance. There were several close decisions

during the afternoon, but all met with general approval. Mr.
Smith should make a model judge.

Clive, by imp. Clieveden out of what was always con-

sidered an inferior mare, won the Bank and Moorfield Handi-
caps in one day, total value $3,500. He carried 123 pounds
and ran one and a quarter miles in 2:09^ over a turf course
with a long hill to it—the one at Moorfield, near Sydne) . In
all Clive has won fifteen or sixteen races this season.

Liza has been stopped in her work and will be sent to the

Rancocas Farm at Jobstown, N. J.

Etheb, by imp. Charaxus—Ethie, by Eolus, won a $7,000

stake at San Jose de Guatemala recently.

Los Angeles and Miss Ford have yearling colts at Santa

Anita by the dead Australian sire, The Hook.

Wilber F. Smith's small bat select string arrived Satur-

day from Sacramento. Gilead is looking in grand shape.

Matt B\ rnes has purchased from J. B. Haggin a year-

ling chestnut colt by Salvator,out of imp. Oron, by Bend Or.

Green B. Morris will ship Sir Play, Sallie Clicquot and

the balance of his string from Oakley to California inside of

two weeks.

Jockey Bob Cairns, who was suspended on account of his

drinking propensities, has been reinstated upon his solemn

promise to reform.

Si Modreds ran first and third in a seven-horse race at

Brighton Beach on September 20th. They were Shelley

Tuttle and Annie Bishop.

The Palo Alto and Winters sale catalogues will be out in

a few days. There are twenty-six head io the former sale,

twenty-nine in the latter.

Mattle Dyson, a four-year-old mare by imp. Cyrus, ou

of Aurelia II., by Wildidle, ran second in a big stake race in

San Jose de Guatemala recently.

Myrtle Harkness beat Ed ^orrigan's Mobaloska at

Oakley yesterday and Janus ran second to Basso in a mile

and three-sixteenths race, run in 2:02^.

Cicero, Salonica and Happy Day arrived in the city irom

the East Thursday night, consigned to Trainer Frank

Taylor. The horses got here in good shape.

NoTWirHSTANDiNGthe division of dates, the local racing

associations will vie with each other in securing attractions,

and horsemen will greatly benefit by the friendly rivalry.

Wm. L. Appleby, the Santa Clara turfman, has arrived at

Bay District track with a string composed of Thelroa, Amida,

Raphael, Raindrop, Corona, Lady Carmel, Lotta atd Arun-

del.

Cash Sloan (brother to Tod) was reinstated last week,

and on Saturday was ruled off again at Oakley. The chances

are favorable for his non appearance in silk again for a long,

long time.

Two two-year olds by imp. Sailor PriDce won at Brigh-

ton Beach on the 20th of September—Predicament and Vol-

ley. The latter ran five furlongs in 1:02 and was at 20 to 1

in the betting.

The raciug qualities of the following horses have been

leased by Dave Gideon to J. J. Hyland from September 17th

to October 14, 1895: Wallzer (3), Sufficient (3), Requital (2),

Hazlet (2), Annie Barron (2).

H. W. Lvcgenour, the Woodland politician, who has

been missing for a couple of months past, has turned up here

with a big string of race horses from the East. J. H. Magee,

a well-known trainer, was in charge of the flyers.

There is a colt by His Highness, out of Retribution, at

Brookdale, that Col. Thompson expects to play a star part

on the turf some day. An offer of $1,500 was made and

refused for the baby thoroughbred before he was many hours

old.

The racing game in San Francisco will " pick up "

steadily from this time on, as ^ew arrivals (horses and horse-

men) will be chronicled nearly every day now until next De-

cember. J. G. Brown &Co.'s string of nine are the latest

flyers to get in.

Donahue is certainly a superb rider. If more jockeys

would throw away their whips and band-ride their horses, as

Donahue does, they would get a good deal more out of their

mounts, beyond doubt. Not one jockey in thirty knows when
use a whip or how much.

Uncle Giles showed that he wa? a race horse last Satur-

day when he took up 106 pounds and ran a mile in 1:42.

Donahue is a vast improvement over Peoples, who has bee n

riding the colt. There is a great resemblance between Uncle

Giles and the dead De Biacy.

Phyllis, the winner of the first race on Friday at odds of

60 to 1, is trained by Tom Bally, who has been waiting /or

Dame Fortune's smiles for many a long day without getting

any. The filly is by imp. Trade Wind (sire of Blizzard) out

of Daisy 8., dam of Little Bob.

M s. Nckich—You can't think, Caleb, what an expense

, it's been to us learning Amelia to play the pianner.

Brother Caleb (dolefully)—It can't compare with what I

had to pay out when George was learning to play the races.

And he didn't learn much, either—Puck.

Mr. Belmont has been spending a small fortune on his
1 stable and farm of late, and isaoxious to have both second

to none in the country. A look over his farm yesterday

showed everything to be in first-class shape, and bright proB-

peets for the foals of this year. The stallions, Rayon d'Or,

Magnetizer, Fiddlesticks and Badge, look the picture of

health, and are worthy of the fame that they are gaining.

—

Lexington Cor. N. Y. Mercury.

Jockey John Dunn, the crack English jockey that re-

cently arrived from India, should be seen in the pigskin at

an early date, as it is not right that such talent should go to

waste in our hospitable country. Dunn can easily ride at

110 pounds. He learned the business under that famous
horseman, Matthew Dawson, of England, and Dawson has
developed some great riders and trainers in his time.

A thirty days' racing meet will be inaugurated at Kan-
sas City, Octo. er 8th, under tne auspices of the Kansas City
Jockey Club. Already 150 horses, most of them from the
Council Binffs track, are here, and the list will be swelled to

500. E. J, Eird of St. Louis is here with Ruy, Schuylkill and
Southerner, while L. Connelly has a string, including King
Mack, Frank C. B., Smile and Liberty Bell, on the ground.

Four hundred thousand dollars will have been ex-
pended by the Pacific Coast Jockey Club before the gates are

thrown open to the public in November. It is understood
that this club will race a month, then the California and the
Pacific will alternate every two weeks during the ie*son.. In

a month from now the fngleside track will rank with the

best on the continent, and will be a mocument to the enter-

prise and pluck of the promoters.

A crowd of horsemen were speaking of the large number
of famous horses whose names commenced with "V." Volti-

geur, Vandal, Voucher, Valedictory, Velocipede and others

were mentioned, and then came a halt. A Teuton in the as-

semblage was suddenly inspired, and springing up, he cried :

"And Vaguer. You haf vorgotten the Greatest one of all."

Wagner could not be denied—even if his name didn't com-
mence with "V."

At Gravesend Monday California-bred horses won the
Becond aod third races right in a row. Nanki Pooh, by Sir
Modred, won a mile and asixteenth race in 1:49, with Lucania
(also by Sir Modred) second and the once great Gotham
third. Walter, by imp. Darebin, won a six-furlong race
from Applause and Nick.

J.J. Robpburo, who painted a number of the Spreckels
horses last summer at the Napa ranch, has just finished a
picture of Joe Harvey's grand three-year-old filly, Wheel of
Fortune. The painting is exceedingly life-like and shows the
mare standing in a grassy paddock with little Eddie Jooesin
the saddle and the colors of Harvey up. The Wheel is all

excitement, and so true is the picture to life that one can but
compliment the artist highly on this piece of work.

It is pretty generally conceded now that John Hyland has
in his charge the best colt and filly of the year in R€quital
and O^e I Love, something that rarely falls to the lot of one
trainee nowadays. Both have shown themselves far above
the average, and it looks as if the three-year-old stakes of
1896 were pretty well at their mercy, if they stand training.

There is no doubt among horsemen that they will both train

on, and that Requital will be a distance horse, even if he
does seem to come from a family of sprinters. His mile in

1:40 2 5 seems to warrant that belief.

The grand stand at the new Ingleside track slants fifteen

feet in every hundred, so that every foot of the course can be
seen from any part of the stand. The majority of grand
stands on Eastern tracks only slant ten in every 100 feet.

The seals are arranged a good deal after the theatre style,but

there is more of a slope, which will doubtless be enjoyed by
race-goers who have miBsed seeing many a race by having
some one get in front of him. There will be a ladies' grill

room under the main stand, besides several reception par-

lors.

The Cincinnati Enquirer of recent date contains the fol-

lowing: "Ed. Corrigan, the master of Hawthorne, will close

his racing in this part of theworrd with the close of the Oak-
ley meeting. He will not ship to Latonia. On or about the

0th of October he will send twenty of the best of the seventy

horses he has in training to California. Jockeys Martie Ber-

gen and Jimmy Brown will go with them. Mr. Corrigan said

)esterday that the racing trouble in California had been
patched up, and that the two tracks will race on an amicable
basis without a conflict of dates."

There arrived on the steamer Alameda from Sydney
Thursday of last week, consigned to R.E. deB. Lopez, Merriwa
Stock Farm, Pleasanton, Cal., the following, which will be

added to the already splendid list of brood mares on that

farm: Ladybird, by First Water—Ladyship; Lady Muriel, by
First Water—Ladyship ; Camilla, by Eastley—Creole ; two
fillies by First Water from Camilla; Vinder, by Excelsior

—

Vixen (Excelsior is a Bon of Yattendon) ; chestnut filly by
First Water—Secret; chestnut filly by First Water—Vindex.
R. E. deB. Lopez's son, H. S. deB. Lopez, came on the

steamer and reports a rather rough voyage. He will make a

visit to New York and London before returning to his home
in Sydney, N. S." W.

Big John Fields is the proud possessor of a brown year-

ling colt by Captain Al out of Lady Overton, by imp. Parti-

san. The more one looks at this youngster the more he is

impressed that he ought to make a race horse. The colt has

his daddy's game-looking, bony head and handsome neck, a

wonderful pair of shoulders, great girth, a barrel well ribbed

up and substantial enough now for a four-year-old, cle-in-

looking limbs that set well under him, immense width across

the loins and exceedingly muscular ptifles and gaskins. His
back is so broad that he will be able to pack a small-sized

house thereon. If this colt isn't a racer there is nothing in

good points. We would suggest that he be named Capt. Al
Overtoo, combining the names of sire and dam.

The injuries sustained by Foxhall Keenein the polo game
at ProBpect Park on Saturday are not so serious as at first

supposed. He was thrown from his pony in collision with

F. Blockwood Fay of the opposing team and dragged a con-

siderable distance before the pony was caught. When picked

up he was unconscious, but revived sufficiently to walk off

the field in about fifteen minutes. Mr. Fay was also unhorsed

and stunned, but his injuries were not at all serious. James
R. Keene, father of the injured polo player, said to day that

his son was stopping with Mr. Alexander in Staten Island,

where he wer t in a carriage after the accident. The physi-

cian who made the examination last night said he found no
broken bones, but the polo player's legs were both badly

bruised.

Trainer J. H. Magee is the latest arrival from the other

side of the Rockies at the Bay District track. He brought a

carload from Chicago, but stayed over three weeks for the

Council Bluffs meeting. In the string are Alien, Amy Lee,

Vision and Ida Saners. Alien is a two-year old by Eslerling

and ran second in a maiden two-year-old race at Harlem this

year. Vishun is a three year-old by Sir Dixon. Ida Sauers

is a California filly, being by Joe Hooker. In the same
stable are Brown Dick, Josephine, Moss Terry, Wvandotte,

Julia C. and Maggie Mitchell. These horses were leased by

fl. W. Laugenour, of California, who also returned to the

State on the same car as the horses. Moss Terrv is a chest-

nut gelding by Powbattan. Wyandotte is a jumper. All

the horses arrived in good condition, except Julia C-, who
was ailing before a start was made for California.

A. J. Joyner will leave Mr. Belmont's employ at the end
of the season. He will be succeeded by J. J. Hyland. It is

more than likely that Mr. Belmant's strong stable will be
further augmented by his purchasing Requital, and prob-
ably some other borses, out of Mr. Gideon's string. As there
are at Babylon abDut a score of the most promising yearlings
ever raised at the famous Nursery Stud, John Hyland will

have lots of material to show his handiwork on, and with
anything like ordinary luck Mr. Belmont'B popular colors

are bound to be prominent in most of the big events of 1896.

Saturday, at Alexander It-laod. Belisarius won his eighti-

eth turf victory. This is a record unequaled in the annals
of racing in this or any other country, unless Kingston beat

it. Belisarius, chestnut gelding by St. Blaise, dam Bella, bred
by the late August Belmont, is now nine jears old. For a
period of two or three years he held undisputed sway at

Gloucester as the king of sprinters. Belisarius was a gift

from Mr. Belmont to James McCorraick. McCormick fitted

him for a race at Guttenburg, which he lost, and then, in dis-

gust, sold him to Frank Weir for a song. He runs in Weir's
name now.

Now that John Hoggins, traiuer for Pierre Lorillard, has
agreed to go across the water, Mr. Lorillard is busy layiDg
out plans for his campaign. He has already leased training
grounds. His stable will be made up almost entirely of two-
year-olds, as he has no aged horses of &ny account, Bloomer
being about the best he has among his two-year-olds, and she
io only a selling-plater. But it is pretty well understood that

he has among his yearlings some that have been highly tried

and that if they keep the promise of their youth will make
things lively for the English youngsters, unless they are of
the best class. Stories of fast trials have leaked out regard-
ing some of them, and the fact that Mr. Lorillard is so very
anxious to go abroad is pretty good evidence that the stories

have some foundation in f?ct. Mr. Huggins is a sufferer from
rheumatism of the hip, and is so much of a cripple that he
cannot get around without the aid "f a walking stick. He
has about abandoned riding horseback, as he has so much
trouble in mounting and dismounting. His consent to go
abroad was only obtained by Mr. Lorillprd after Mr. Hog-
gins' physicians had advised such a trip with a trial of the
waters of some cf the German springs as a remedy for his

trouble.

Riley Grannan, the worlo/s greatest plunger in the horse-

racing line, was a looker-on at Oakley Monday, having
arrived from the East in the morning, says the Cincinnati
Tribune. He kept out cf the bettiog ring, as he will not
remain here, going to-night to French Lick Sprirjgs, where •
he will rest up ten davs and then return East to take in the
Gravesend meeting. He says he won something over $165 000
at Saratoga and Sheepshead Bay, and he actually beat $44,000
on Henry of Navarre, when be bent Domino and Rey EI
Santa Anita. He is in love with the East, for he says he beat

them out of a big wad of money and he never heard a kick,
whereas whenever he wins a bet or two in the West he is

accused of owning a stable of jockeys and fixing the races to

suit himself. "They gamble with you East," he concluded,
"and when vou out-guess them they pocket their losses like

true sportsmen, and instead of crying fraud give you a chance
at their bank rolls the next day. They know what an im-
possibility it is to fix an ordinary race, and are well aware I

am not infallible and play as many dead ones as I do those
that try for the coin. All the big money I have made bas
been in the East. I have only fattened the West. Then why
should I not be partial to the game."

When Colonel W. P. Thompson's filly One I Love made
her first appearance last June at Sheepshead Bay critics pro-
nounced her a beauty. Since that time her performances
have pioved her to be a race horse as well as a beanty. She
is beyond question the best of her sex that has appeared since
the days of the peerless Firenzi. By winning the Golden
Rod Slakes last Thursday, seven furlongs on the turf, in 1:28,
she gave indilputable proof of her ability to go a route. By
wioniug the Great Eastern Handicap yesterday, the last of
the Sheepshead Bay meeting, she stamped herself not only
the best of her sex, but made a good bid for distinction as
the best of her age. If any one of the crack colts can beat her
at even weights be will justly be entitled to the title of
champion. In her race yesterday she had none the best of
the weights. The long delay at the post did not do her any
good, and at several points in the run through the chute
she was st a disadvantage. Yet al the end she challenged the
light-weighted Margrave (who has shown himself a sterling
good colt), and in a furious drive oatgamed him and won by

,

a head. Doggett rode her well, saving every inch of the
I

ground possible at tbe turn into the stretch. And when he
I called on her for a fioal effort she responded in the gamest
I possible manner, running as true as a die under punishment.
|

Perkins rode Margrave despera'ely and beat Hazlet, on
1 whom the 'Gideon contingent made a big plunge, half a
length for the place. When she returned to the scales One I

Love did not display any signs of distress, while both Mar-
grave and Hazlet were clearly blown. It is to be hoped that

\

Colonel Thompson will not give the filly many more races
tbis season. If he does not tbe chances are that he will de-
velop into the best three-year-old in this country.— N. Y.

! Advertiser.
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The Horse Show.

Preparations for the great horse show which is to take

place in this city December 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th are

being rapidly made. The committees in charge of prizes

and premiums are working hard, while the agents who
are visiting the various cities of the interior, enlisting

the interests of horse-bresders, are meeting with great

Buci'es9. Over $15,000 will be given away in cash prizes,

and over $2,000 worth of silver trophies will also be

awarded. The Mechanics' Pavilion will be fitted up in

magnificent style, and thousands of incandescent lights

will be introduced, so that " the night will be like the

day," and the immense vacant spaces that were noticeable

on the main floor of the building will be transformed

into box stalls and wide promenades. The elite of the

city consider this the society event of the year, conse-

quently the harness dealears and carriage makers are

now engaged in getting their wares in readiness, while

the horses are being exercised and groomed. Many have

been purchased since last December, and the display of

thoroughbreds, trotters and polo ponies, hackneys, draft

and coach horses, besides saddle horses, will be a spec-

tacle worth seeing. There will be two large sales after

the Hhow ends, and entries for these, as well as for all

that are to be exhibited, will close November flth. Send
at once for entry b'anks.

TiiEitE has been a great improvement in the racing

.ind in the attendance at Bay District track during the

past week. The bookmakers have had quite a shade the

best of the argument on the financial question, it is true,

but new arrivals of horses and the rejuvenation of others

has added greatly to the interest in racing in San Fian.
ciico. And with the arrival of horsemen and bettors

from the other side of the Rockies the game will get
better until, within a short time, it can with truth be
aid that Ban Francisco is the greatest racing point in

the country.

Tun meeting at llollister next week promises to sur-

y ever held at this thriving place. The President
and Board ol Director* have been attending the district

fairs and getting horsemen interested in She meeting,
and fr.,m what we can learn there will be no vacant
talla ut the track. The grand stand will be filled every
day, fast lime will be made over the track, and a royally

Ipated by all who intend to be there.

The San Jose Fair.

The San Jose race meeting which took place last week

was notable from the fact that the time made in nearly

every event was very fast, and a number of records were

made. In the pacing races there were seventeen heats,

the slowest being 2: IS, the fastest 2:07t, the average

being 2:13, a showing that redounds to the credit of those

who had the track in charge and those who brought

their speedy sidewheelers to the post in the pink of

condition.

There were twenty-seven heats trotted inside of 2:23

averaging 2:17j,the fastest being 2:14, the slowest 2:22i,

averaging 2:17J. There were three heats 2:29, 2:36 and

2:30}, one (2:29) a time record, 2:36, a record which was

lowered more than thirteen seconds by the same filly,

Cressida in the same heat, and the 2:30} was the last

heat trotted during the meeting, and was made by Colum-

bus S. when he was very lame.

With such extraordinary good racing it was very un-

fortunate for the association that the attendance nas so

small. There was no band of music at the grounds.

This may have had something to do with keeping peo-

ple away, but we doubt it. There was a lack of enthu-

siasm about the meeting which was caused by a feeling

of depression which emanated from a knowledge on the

part of those who formerly were liberal patrons of the

track that the times were hard, money scarce and no

demand for the grain that they harvested, the fruit that

they picked or the horses and cattle they raised. The
feeling of uncertainty which prevailed found an ally in

the strong disposition of all to save every penny.

While the Board of Directors worked hard to make
the fair a success,a heavy debt of long standing was ever

before them, and although the desire to advertise this

meeting more extensively was strong, the exchequer was

very weak. The local press, especially that excellent

journal "The Mercury," devoted columns of space to the

meeting, but the people would not or could not come.

There is a good future for the Santa Clara valley and

San Jose in particular when the train from Los Angeles

passes through it and the new railroad to Alviso, which

will connect with a line of steamboats to San Francisco,

are in operation (which is now a certainty), the farmers

orchardists and everyone interested in this splendid

valley, will notice a marked revival in business and a

stronger and healthier tone to their export market will

be observed. This has been an off-year for our neigh-

bors, but in 1896 a remarkable change for the better wilj

take place and the next fair, if as good races are given

will be attended by crowds of people who will feel like

enjoying a little sport when prosperity and good times

are knocking at their doors.

Death of Joe Hooker.

News was received by telegraph yesterday from the

ranch of Theodooe Winters, near Washoe, Nev., of the

death Wednesday night of the renowned sire of racers,

Joe Hooker. The telegram was to the manager of the

Nevada Stable, J. W. Grant. The world has lost a

wonderful sire.

Joe Hooker was a chestnut horse, standing sixteen

hands high, both hind legs white to hocks, blaze face

and with a white patch on one side. He was foaled in

1872 on the ranch of A. Maillard, in Marin County, and

was consequently, 23 years old at the time of bis death.

The great race horse sire, who was a son of Monday and

Mayflower, by imp. Eclipse, made his reputation in the

Btud and not on the race course. Although possessed ot

phenomenal speed as a youngster, he developed an un-

controllable temper that spoiled his usefulness as a race

horse. It is said of him that he would stop perfectly

still in the middle of a race, and then suddenly taking

the notion into his head to run again, would close up a

great gap on his field as though propelled by some won-

derful unseen mechanism.

Among the many fine performers sired by the chest-

nut horse were Jim Renwick, Fred Collier, the peerless

Vo Tambien, C. H. Todd, an American Derby winner

;

Sorrento, Dan McCarthy's great stake-winner; Tormen-

tor, the crack sprinter, Don Jose, Surinam, Ed Corrigan,

Dolly McCone and hosts of lesser lights in the turf

world. He was also the sire of La Scala, dam of Sir

Walter, the great son of imp. Midlothian ; of Filena,

dam of Arnette, and of Tricksey, the dam of Ed Corri-

gan's speedy filly Mobalaska, a good winner East this

season.

We sympathize with Mr. Winters in his misfortune,

and thousands will be sorry to hear of the death of his

great horse.

Everything will be in readiness for racing at the

new track on the day set for the opening of the Pacific

Coast Jockey Club's meeting—Saturday, November 2d.

While there is a world of work before them, a night

force of 200 men, if necessary, will be put on, rather

than disappoint the public. Stables are springing up as

if by magic south of the backstretch, and they are so

well built as so make the horsemenjenthuse over the new
quarters that are to belong to their favorites. The'grand

stand is rapidly nearing completion. The principal work
to be done is on the main track, and here there will be

men laboring like so many bees to make it second to no
race course in the country. The drainage is unexcelled

anywhere and the course, in the words of Dan Denni-

son, is "t'reatened wid speed." From the list of entries

received a race meeting i3 sure to result never ap-

proached in this part of the world. Many of America's

most noted horses have their names enrolled on the

stake book, the best officials obtainable will have charge

of the various departments, and everything points to a

wonderfully satisfactory season of sport.

Palo Alto as a Sire.

(3)... .. 2:16?i
(31... .. 2:18
<3>... .. 2:21?i
(3)... .. 2-.22Y.

(3)... .. 2;29K

2:1614

Rio Alto (2). 2:22^
Palatinet(2) 2:23>£
Fillmore
Cressida
Iran Alto
Avena (2)
Palita (2)

The average time for the performers by Palo .Alto at three

years old and under is 2:20 4-7. With two exceptions these

are race records—Avena and Iran Alto trotted against lime

bat both have trotted faster in races than their records against

time. Iran Alto was second to La Belle in the Occident

Stake at Sacramento in 2:19£. Avena was fourth and third

in the representative Stallion Stake at Lexington in 1893,

the third and fourth heatB in 2:15 and 2:16} in a field of

eleven starters.

This is a remarkable average of speed, and I do not know
of any sire that excels :t where all the produce are trotters.

The success of Palo Alto as a sire of early speed is estab-

lished. His list of performers could be increased materially

if owners would develop those that have been sold from the

Palo Alto Stock Farm. They all showed speed either in the

kindergarten, leading or in harness.

Of those worked at Palo Alto that have not been trotted

this year are : Erastus C. (5), has shown a mile in 2:231

;

Pasonte (2), a mile in 2:28^, a quarter in 0:32$ to a high

wheel sulky. Mr. Robert Bonner owns Alviola f3), pur-
chased at the last Palo Alto sale in New York. He writts

that he has driven her a quarter to skeleton wagon over hie

track in 0:35|, and that do road is too long for her. Day
Bell (3) is reported to be a fast young horse. Palo Alto
Sprite (3) stepped a mile at Fleetwood recently the fourth
time hitched to a sulky in 2:36.

The chestnut filly Jessica (5), sold in 1893 as an undevel-

.

oped two-year-old, is reported by her owner as stepping quar-

1

ters in 35 seconds. While the latter performances mentioned
are not records or events that have been witnessed by the
public, they are authentic beyond doubt, and are mentioned
simply to show how prolific Palo Alto was as a speed pro-

ducer.

''Iconoclast," a gentleman of rare attainments as a writer on
the horse, whose ideas when presented in writing are read

and thought over by a large majority of the breeders and
horsemen of the world, seems backward in accrediting the I

half-thoroughbred sire with the success he has achieved.
From Clarabel, by Abdallah Star, one of the great brood-;

mares, he has produced her fastest performer in Cressida (3),

I

2:22£, and Clarabel has had foals bv Gen. Benton, Election-

eer, Norval and Azmoor. From Elaine he has produced her
fastest foal, Palatine (3), 2:18, and Elaine has been bred to

Gen. Benton, Piedmont, Ansel and Norval. From Elsie, by
Gen. Benton, he has produced her fastest foal, Palita, (2),,]

2:16}, and Elsie has been bred to Piedmont, Norval and Az-
moor. Fillmore (3), 2:21 J, is the fastest foal of Addie Lee II. 1

A showing of this nature would naturally attract the atten-

tion of a breeder, but writers may not have the data at hand*

and only know the greatness of a sire through his list in a,

year book.

I believe now that after the performance of Palita, the two-i

vear-old filly by Palo Alto, who won the Capital Stakes all

San Jose on Wednesday, September 25th, in 2:16}, that Icon*]

oclast will admit that Palo Alto has some pretentions to rec

ogDition as a great sire.

This filly has now trotted five races, is as yet unbeaten, huj

usually trotted the second beat the fastest, and all have been

in 2:25 or better. Her mile in 2:16} was not a heart breaking i

record, as all who saw it say that it was the easiest mile then

ever saw trotted. The first quarter in 0:35, the second iy|

0:34, the third in 0:33}, the last in 0:34 is really but aglimpw]
at this wonderful two-year old.

As Palita is very heavily engaged as a three-year old, beini

entered in the Kentucky Futurity, Occident, Stanford anr

Mount Hamilton Stakes, her record as it now stands will rel

main as her two-year-old mark, the management of Palo Alt*

having decided that she has.. done well enough. The son oil

Electioneer and Dame Winnie was a great race horse. H<

died wearing the stallion crown. He is a great sire even i

his dam was the thoroughbred mare by Planet out of Li

Mardis, by imp. Glencoe. Rio Alto.

hi i

Ed. Corrigan heads the list of winning owners at Oaklej

his earnings being $2,811. Green Morris comes next wit!

$2,235; Fleischmann & Son, $1,758 ; J. E. Pepper, $2,160

Kendall Stoble, $778 ; Ireland Bros., $600 ; H. B. Laud<

man, $300. ^
There are two pacing mares named Phenol racing th

season, both grays, and both in the 2:12 class. Phenol, 2:11;

by Jersey Wilkes, is in George Starr's stable, while Pheno

2:11}, by Judge Waller, is racing in this Slate.
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3PKCIAL DEPARTMENT
KDITKD AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH OAIRN SIMPSON.

: Race Coub.se and Track in Oakland.—In the "near

utnre" there will be two first-class race tracks in Oakland,

»r, to be more correct, a race coarse in one part of the town-

hip, a trotting track in another section. The improvements

?hich are now under way.on what has heretofore been known

is the Oakland Trotting Park, have been commented upon,

ind a cat of the grand stand published ia the Bkeeder and
sportsman of last Saturday. That is only the commence-

uent. In addition to the stand, which will compare favor-

tbly with the best of the Eastern, there will be all the other

idjancts of a modern race course. The California Jockey

_'lub has leased all the ground between the railway and the

•eastern line of the property so that there are nearly one

hundred acres available, and that so admirably adapted for

.he purposes that it would be difficult to equal the oppor-

.unity for both practical and ornamental purposes.

In addition to the buildings which are to be erected, the

ihigh fence will be moved to the boundary lines, the course

widened fifteen feet on the stretches and twenty feet on the

urns; the drainage perfected so that after the heaviest raine

:he course will soon dry. The facilities for drainage could

aot be excelled. Temascal creek has dug a deep channel,

«ch crosses the track about midway, sojdeep that the lowest

part, near the three-quarter pole, will be several feet higher

.ban the water in the creek, unless when the water is at its

rery highest stage.

Readers of the Breeder and Sportsman have some
knowledge of what is to be done on that ground, but there is

% new project, only broached the past week, which is of

peculiar significance, and likely to be of great benefit to the

harness-horse interests of the coast. And " fall in," too, to

in ounce with the projects of the C. J. C. As is well known,
;hat is a racing association, though anxious to favor harness

horses, and should the trotting meeting in November, which
will be held on the Bay District course, prove fairly success-

ful, two Buch meetings in each year will be given, and, per-

haps, more. There will be times, however, when the train-

ing of harness horses will be in the way of race horse, and,

consequently, with a track only a few miles away, " de-

voted " to trotting and pacing that difficulty will be over-

come.
The East Oakland grounds will be used for harness horses

add athletic sports. The managers of the steam and eleetric

roads have signified their willingaess to do the most of the

work, only requiring the co-operation of the Alameda Driv-

ing Association so as to broaden the interest in the under-

taking. The Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Associa-

tion can well afford to join in the scheme. In place of a

peripatetic institution holding its meetings, now here, now
there, it will have, practically, its own grounds, and with the

assurance of steady support.

The only way that harness racing can be made to pay in

country towns is in combination with fairs, whereas " cen-

ters of population " furnish a good attendance, when the
" bill of fare " meets the approbation of those who ar*»

partial to that kind of sport.

The construction of the speed drive in Alamedi awakened
an interest beyond sanguine expectations. Notwithstanding
that the straightaway course gave such a poor opportunity
fot witotssine the contention, withont seats or any con-

viences for the spectators, there was a big crowd when the
" opening day " was the attraction. In proximity to the

ground, on which the new track will be built, there are a

half million, or more, of actual residents. The transient

population is increasing rapid

i

y, and with the combination
of harness racing and athletic contests of all kinds, there is

little question of it being a "paying property."

Breeders of harness horseB are greatly dependent on the
cities for markets. Drives like that at Alameda, a first-class

trotting track so handy to the metropolis, will fjstera desire

to own good horses, and, as in the days past, there will be a

demand for them.
The ground on which the new track will be located is sim-

ilar to that of the Alameda drive. Pumped from the bottom
of the creek and distributed in a semifluid state it is nearly
a dead-level, the only variation being due to the settling near
where the pipes were laid being more rapid. Never ground
en which a track could be made more cheaply. Turns
thrown up, stretches rouoded so that the water will run to

either side, ditches and a couple of culverts to carry the
water to the outside and the job is accomplished.

I will visit the location so as to give a fuller description
in the paper of next week. The railway companies have sig-

nified their willingness to build whatever kind of a track is

decided to be the best, and that will also be a topic for con-
sideration. 1 am greatly impressed with the idea that the
"regulation" shape can be improved upon, hugely bettered
when the wants of the spectators are the main factors to be
taken into account.

"Dollars at the gate," as I have often times stated, should
be the first motive. Subsidiary sources of revenue will not
be lacking when the people are there in full force.

The Oldest Race Report.—Iconoclast copies a portion

of Homer's description of the races on the plain of Troy, and

adds some very pleasing and appropriate comments.

About fifteen years ago I took the same report for the basis

of an article for the Daily Morning Call, and attempted to

prove that, from some passages in the description, the horses

may have trotted. It was so long ago, however, that my
recollection is not very clear, although I distinctly recall

that there were good reasons for claiming that the horses

trotted.

Iconoclast brings in John Splan and I introduced Dan
Mace as giving similar instructions to the driver as those
which Nestor urged on his son Antilochus.
A grand race report is that of the " grand old man from

Scio's rocky isle," though I prefer Lord Derby's translation
to that which Iconoclaet quotes. But Homer is not the only
distinguished author to try hiB hand at race-reporting. Lord
Beaconsfield has presented a description of the Derby of 1837,

which the forty to one shot Phosphorus won, and the follow-
ing paragraphs, describing the race, will prove that "Dizzy"
had a "h-ippy knack" in depicting turf scenes.

" They are off !

As soon as they are well away Chifney makes the running
with Pocket Hercules. Up to tbe rubbing house he is lead-
ing

;
this is the only poiDt the eye can select. Higher up

on the hill, Caravan, Hybiscus, Benedict, Mahometan, Phos-
phorus, Michel Fell and Rat-Trap are with the grey (Cara-
van) forming a front rank, and at the new ground the pace
has told its tale, for half a dozen are already out of the race.
The summit is gained

; the tactics alter; here Pavis brings
up Caravan with extraordinary severity—the pace round
Tattenham corner terrific ; Caravan leading, then Phos
phorus a little above him, Mahometan next, Hybiscus fourth,
Rat-trap looking badly, Wisdom, Benedict and another
bandy. By this time Pocket Hercales has enough, and at
the road the tailing grows at every Btride. Here the favorite
is hors de combat, as well as Dardanelles, and a crowd of
lesser celebrities.

There are now but four left in the race, and of these, two,
HybiscuB and Mahometan, are some lengths behind. Now
it is nech and neck between Caravan and Phosphorus. At the
stand Caravan has decidedly the best, but just at the post,
Edwards, on Phosphorus, lifts the gallant little horse, and
with an extraordinary effort contiives to shove him in by
half a length."

There is little question had the Prime Minister that was
to be been a regular tnrf reporter, he would have taken first

place in the race, and that no small honor, as the old-time
reports will testify. The scenes before and after the race are
admirably portrayed, that in the betting ring, just previous
to the start, intensely graphic.

THE EAGLE SAID TO BE DEAD.
Editor W. D. Sprattof the Kaslo (B. C-KProspector visited the United

States and, after viewing the financial condition, went home and
printed the following in his paper, headed " The American Eagle Is
Dead "

:

Independence
Ib dead.
England
Rules
The United States
With
A firmer grasp
Than she did
A century
Ago.
Monometallism
Does the business.
You Yankees
Dare not
Remonetize
Silver
Until
England
Says so.

Britannia rules
The United States
And the rest
Of the world.
Where now
Is American freedom ?

The Yankees
Are afraid
To say
Their souls
Are their
Own
Without
England's
Consent.
Squirm, ye Yankees,
Squirm.
Squirm and bear it.

John Bull
Has got you
Where
He wants
You—
On a
Gold basis.
Monometallism
Does the business.

I am not much taken with the sort of chattering such as
the above, but for once forego my dislike for the "naked
truth" contained.

I found it in the Call of last Tuesday, and if generally
copied by the press of the United States will bring many
votes to the cause of bimetallism. The scarcity of money has
a greater influence in depreciating the value of light harness
horses than all other causes combined.
There has been "overproduction," it is true, electric cars

and bicycles have wrought some mischief, but with money
enough to carry on the business, or rather, with not only
double the amount, but two different kinds of metal in place
of one, overproduction would not be so marked, those who
have been forced to economize by changing horse for bicycle,

would not have been so straightened, and tbe same kind of
pressure compelled riding on cars when horses would be
preferred.

With good times old preferences will be resumed, and
when the grasp of John Bull is loosened, good times will

surelv come.
*

* *

Pedlar.—This son of Electioneer and Penelope was

separately timed in a race at Mystic Park in 2:17£, 2:19},

2:18£, and Robert Steel writes to the present owner :
" The

yearling by Pedlar is the best I ever had a harness on, and

if she does not make a star performer I am no judge."
Very gratifying to me, on several accounts, is this com-

motion. I selected him for Mr. Steel, to lake the place of
Antevolo when he sold him, and then he is a grandson of
Planetia, by Planet, the third dam being La Henderson, by
Lexington, and the fourth the famous Kitty Clark, by imp.
Glencoe.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

It was a great day for California-bred horses last Tuesday
at Gravesend. Salvable, by Salvator, beat Merry Prince,
Volley and others at five and one-half furlongs ; Sir Excess.
by Sir Modred, won a mile and a furlong race, with Sir Wal-
ter, by Midlothian, second ; Manchester, by Sir Modred, ran
third in the Greenfield Stakes to Harry Reed and Irish Reel;
Candelabra, by imp. Kyrle Daly, ran third to The Swain and
Adelbert in a mile and a quarter race, while in the Culver
Stakes, Rey del Carrera, by Emperor of Norfolk, was first,

Crescendo, by Flambeau, second. Verily this is a wonderful
showing.

Capt. Thos. B. Merry ("Hidalgo") has taken the posi-

tion of press agent fur the Pacific Coast Jockey Club. The
genial Captain is one of the most graceful, learned turf writers

in the country, and has had an experience of over forty years.

He will be a valuable acquisition to the new club.

Revival of Old-Time Three-Mile Racing.

Cincinnati, 0, Sept.—There is one race down for ^de-

cision this fall at Oakley, set to be run October 3, which has
nearly as much interest to patrons of the turf as a Futurity
or a Realization. It is the aptly named Endurance Stakes, in

which will be demonstrated what high-class horses of to-day

like Simon W., the double Derby winner Halma, Faraday,
Prince Carl, Orinda, Service, Cash Day, the Decoration

Handicap victor.George Beck, and Flying Dutchman can do
over a long course, inasmuch as the distance is three miles.

It will be the first time a race three times around the course

has been decided in the West for nearly a dozen years, and
save at the old Buckeye course back in the seventies no such
an event has ever been decided in the State of Ohio. The
longest race ever run at Latonia was two miles and a q uarler,
no race over that distance waB ever run at Washington Park,
Hawthorne or Harlem tracks, Chicago, while nearly two de-
cades have elapsed since St. Louis turf patrons saw such a
contest.

In the South the history of racing of late yeais reads about
the same, the last race of such a character in that section
being decided at Louisville in 1884. In the East the Matur-
ity Stakes died out as a three-mile race before the eighties
were reached, while the Autumn Cup at Sheepshead Bay had
a short life, dying out in 1885. The Baden-Baden Handicap
was last run as a three-mile race at Saratoga over ten years
ago, while the Bowie Stakes at Baltimore, after being reduced
from four to three miles, died with the Pimlico Club years
ago, but was shortened in distance before it became a stake
that bad been, being last run as a three-mile race in 1886.
California Clubs for a wbile tried to keep up the long dis-

tance events.but a walkover or so settled them in that section
of the country.

Along in the seventies three-mile races were quite common,
and in 1878 and 1880 there was each season an event of this

distance in heats, but since then no such contests have taken
place. In 1874 there were seven dashes and five three-mile
heat races run in America, while eight dashes and three
heat events were decided in 1875. In 1876 the daBhes num-
bered five and the heats three, while in 1877 there were no
heats, but seven dashes. In 1878, 1879, 1880 and 1881 five,

four, five, four dashes each year respectively, while there was
also four in 1882 and 1884, but only two each in the years of
1883 and 1885. In 1886 one three-mile race was run on
American soil, and then sport of their character ceased until

nov once more revived by the Cincinnati Jockey Club. In
1855 Brown Dick ran a second heat of three miles in 5:28,

which stood as the best record over ten years, when Norfolk
scored the distance in the first heat of a three-mile race in
California in 5:27&.

The latter held his record just even eleven years, when in

a race against time.at Louisville, Ten Broecfe took a mark of

5:26J. Thora, in 1881, at Saratoga, reduced this to 5:25k a
record which stood a year lacking one day, Lida Stanhope
scoring 5:25 over the same track. Two years later, in 1884,
at Sheepshead Bay, Drake Carter ran the distance in 5:24,
which is tbe conntry's record yet, having nowBtood for eleven
years. If the latter mark is beaten in the big Oakley race
this fall Drake Carter's record will have stood the same
length of time as Norfolk's mark remained at the head of the
list. The table below gives the best performances at three
miles on record, covering a period of over thirty-five years'

racing.

Drake Carter
Lida Stanhope
Elkwood
Thora
Ten Broeck
Eole
Norfolk,
Brown Dick
Elias Lawrence
Mollie Jackson
Norfolk
Frogtown
Drake Carter...
Helmbold

Mollie Jackson's performance was in the third heat of a
race, and stands as the best third beat on record, while Brown
Dick's mark is the fastest second heat ever run. Norfolk
scored both his performances in the same heat race, which is

the best three-mile heats on record, as well as the best first

heai. Drake Carter scored his best record at Sheepshead
Bay, and his 5:30 performance at Baltimore ; Elkwood's race

also being run at the latter place. . Thora, Lida Stanhope,
Elias Laurence and Helmbold all scored their triumphs at

Saratoga, Ten Broeck and Mollie Jackson at Louisville, Eole
at Sheepshead Bay, Norfolk at Sacramento, Cal., Brown Dick
at New Orleans, La., and Frogtown at Lexington, Ky.

Other good performances at three miles are: Vauxhall's

5:30, at Saratoga, in 1S69; Tom Ochiltree's 5:351, in 1876,

with 118 pounds up; Monarchist's, 5:35£, when be beat

Harry Bassett, while Pilgram ran the distance in 5:33}, Pa-
role in 5'39, Catesby in 5:36, Ten Broeck in 5:31, Long Taw
in 5:32, Checkmate in 5:36, Oliver in 5:38}, Hubbard in

5:34, Ten Broeck in 5:34A, Vandal in 5:33, Whisper in 5:35*,

Frogtown in 5:39*, General Monroe in 5:36}, Blarney Stone
in 5:37, Carrie Atherton in 5:36$, Morgan Scout in 5:38 and
Granger in 5:39J.
Many turfmen of to-day hold to the opinion that the horses

of the present day are not deficient in staying powers, as

many suppose, and properly fitted can go any number of

times around the track. Oakley's three-mile race will, in a
great measure, settle the f*»ct whether our thoroughbreds

now are merely a race of sprinters or performers that in

condition could give such stayers as Ten Broeck, Drake Car-

ter, Eole and others named above a race for the money over

a distance o( ground.—N. Y. Mercury.

At the Buffalo meeting in 1894, the chestnut horse S. R.,

by Almonarch, bred and raised in Springville, N. Y., but

owned by the Hon. J. D. Yeamans, Buffalo, broke a small

bone in his leg while speeding. He was attended by Dr.
Wende, and after months of nursing was pronounced all right.

In the meantime Philip Groebin, of East Buffalo, purchased

S. R , but the wise ones laughed at the idea of his ever being

much account as a race-borse. At Porttaod, Maine, recently,

the Erie County pacer won the greatest race of his career,

defealiog a field of seven in a four heat race, aod taking a
record of 2:09}.
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Pacific Ooaat Jockev Club Stake Entries.

Over silly two-year olds have been named for the Hobart

Stakes, to be run during the Pacific Jockey Club meeting

The owners and entries are as follows:

The Hoburt Stakes~A sweepstakes for two-year-olds.

Six furlongs.

Arizona Stable's Riot.

Gaston M. Ashes Fanny D. filly, Sin6re and Mother

Hubbard.
J. P. AtVin's Belle Boyd.

Burns A Waterhouse's Sam Leake, Salisbury, Glacier,

Mount McGregor and Montgomery.
Hrowo ,v IVs Treachery.

California Stable's Monitor.

Ed. Corrigan's Kowalsky, Mobalsky, Can't Dance, Mod-

es^ co i, aid lilly, Japonica and Can Dance blly.

J. T. Davis' Peixoto.

Wvatl Esrp's DonGara.
Elmwood Stock Farm's Instigator and Foreman.

Louis H. Ezell's Kamsin.

Fuller i Hunt's Ev?ntide.

J. S. Gibson's Bloomsbnrv.

8. C Hildreth's Wm. 1'inkerton and Salvable.

Hope Glen Slock Farm's Tennessee Maid.

J. C. Humphrey's Heartsease, Guilia filly and Charlotte.

Malt Kerr's Joe K.

Laurelwood Farm's Young Lady Hercules nlly.

Legg & Taylor's Charlie Boo s.

\V. HB. Macdonough's Maiden Belle filly.

Mokelumne Stable's Carrara.

Green B. Morris & Co's Sir Play, Dare Dollar and Miss

Maxim. .

William Murry's Rey del Bandiaos, Edgemont.

Owen Brothers' Grady.

Pueblo Stable's Crescendo.

John Robbin's Mermaid.
Santa Anita Stable's Argentine and Falling Water.

B. Schreiber's Pearson, Rsd Pike, Ferris Hartman and

Barbarossa.

J. H. Shields «i Co.'s Scimitar.

A. B. Spreckels' Lucille, Therese, Carnation, Rummel and

Ravelston.

J. E. Terrv's El Primero and Caliente.

Walcott Stable's Rebellion.

Westchester Stable's Gratify.

Whitten Brothers' Fairy Queen III and Maggie J. colt.

The Gexebal Arthcr Cigar Stakes—A handicap

sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upward, the association to

guarantee the value of the race $1,500 to the first, $250 to

the second and $100 to the third horse.

Burns .V: Waterhouse's Lovdal and Lucky Dog.

J. G. Brown & Co.'s Libertine.

W. Chamberlain's Santa Clara.

J.Cochran's Montalvo.

T. Colston's Genett Edwards.

E Corrigan's The Ironmaster, Despot, Olive and Senator

Irby.

Del Monte Stable's Bright Phcebus, Ferrier and Romulus.

F. Dunne's Pepper and G. B. Morris.

Elkton Stable's Monterey.

Elmwood Stork Farm's Vinctor, Installation and Roma.
Hankins & Johnston's Diggs.

S. S. Hall's Tar and Tartar and Garcia.

Joe Harvev's Wheel of Fortune.

Hope Glen Stock Farm's Flashlight.

Kendall Stable's Yo Tambien.
W. C. de B. Lopez's imp. Utter.

T. Lundy's Thornhill.

Dan Miller's Charmion.
Green B. Morris & Co.'s imp. Star Ruby and Overella.

No Badge Stable's Santa Rosa.

Owen Bros.' Royal Flush.

Rey Alfonso Stable's Rey Alfonso.

John Robbins' Mollie R.
San Clemente Stable's imp. Stromboli.

Santa Anita Stable's Rey el Santa Anita and Rey el Car-

reras.

B. Schreiber's Hawthorne, Highland, Braw Scot and Ja-

nus.

J. H. Shields <i Co.'s McLight.
W. B.Sink'sSi-ler Mary.
A. B. Spreckeis' imp. Candid, Cadmus, Capt. Skedance,

imp. Creighton and Piquante.

St. Alhan Stable's Zobair.

Woodlawn Stable's Del Nurle.

The Governor Budd Stakes, a selling sweepstakes for all

ages, the association to guarantee the value of the race

11,500 to the first, $250 to the second and $100 to the third

hone :

0. Appleby's Flirtilla.

Burns ,v Waterhouse's Lovdal.
1. lorrigan's Despot, Senator Irby and The Ironmaster.

P. Dunne's Pepper and G. B. Morris.
KImwnod Stock Farm's Claudius and Sir Walter.
l^ouis H. Ezell's Dungarven.
H. C. Hildreth's My Jack and Happy Day.
Thomas Burns' Tncle Jim.
T. Lundy's Thornhill.

No Badge Stable's Santa Rosa.
( iakland Stable's < )akland.

Key Alfonso Stable's Key Alfonso and Zarago/.a.

John Robbins' Mollie K.
Santa Anita BUble'fl ' arreras and Arapahoe.
B. Schreiber's Janus, Hawthorne and Braw Scot.

A. J. SpreckeU' imp. Candid, Cadmus, Captain Skedance
and imp. Creighlon.

R. Van Brant's* abrillo.

Westchester Stable's Fred Gardner.
White A Clarke's Whitestone.
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Santa Anila Stables Argentina and Falling Water. B. Schreibers

Pearson. Barbarossa. Ferris Hartman and Red Pike, J. H shields A.

Co's Scimitar, W. J. Spiers' La Salle. A. B. spreckels Carnation.

Lucille Therese and Ravelston, J. E Terry's Caliente and El Pri-

mero. Walcott Stable's Rebellion. Westchester Stable s Gratify.

The Baldwin Hotel Stakes—A sweepstakes for all ages ; S1.500 to

the first, 8300 to the second and S100 to the third horse, six furlongs,

Arizona Stable's Contribution. Gaston M. Ashe's Fanny D. and

Slntlre. J. P. Atkins' Belle Boyd. John M. Buckley's Pecksniff, Burns

.^ Waterhouse's Potentate. Lucky Dog and Goodwin. J. G. Brown &
Co's Libertine. California Stables' Realization, W. chamberlain s

Santa Clara. S. Cocnrau's Montalvo. T. Colston's Genuell Edwards,

E. Corrigan's Handsome. < Hive Mobalasfea. Kowalsky and Cant
Dance. P. Corrigan's Neutral, Del Monte Stables' Ferrier, Romulus
and Tigress, Elkton Stnble's Mainstay and Monterey. Elmwood stock

Farm's Vinctor. Installator and Roma, Hankins ,v. Johnston s Diggs

SC Hildreth's William Pinkerton. D. A. Honig's Magnet. Kendall

Stable's Maiii Marian. Thomas Kilev's George -. Smith. Laurelwood

Farm's Arundel. W. C. de B. Lopez's Imported 1'tter, William OB,
Macdonough's imported Santa Bella, Dan Miller's Charmion, Green

B Morris & Co.'s imported Star Ruby and Sallie Cliquot. Owen
Bros.' Royal Flush, Frank Phillips' Flash and Candor. Pleasanton

Stable's Captain Coster. Pneblo Stable's Crescendo and Bellicoso. Rey
Allonso Stable's Rey Alfonso, John Robbins' Mollie R.. T. H. Ryan's

Tartarian, San Clemente Stable's imported Stromboli, Santa Anita

Stable's Rey del Carreras and Arapahoe, B. Schreiber's Highland.

Jack Richelieu and Braw Scot, W. J. Speirs' O'Connell and Llzetta.

A. B. Spreckels' Gillant. Captain Skedance, Pat Murphy and Pi-

quante, St. Alban Stable's Zobair.

The Palo Alto Stakes—A selling sweepstakes for three-year-olds

and upward ; SI.500 to the first, S2o0 to the second and S100 to the

third horse. One mile.

Arizona Stable's Volt. Burns iWalerhouse's Lucky Dog.Lovdal and
Goodwin. T. Colston's Genett E.nvards. E. Corrigan's Handsome.The
Ironmaster, Olive and Despot. P. Duune's G. B Morris and Pepper.

Elkton Stable's Monterey and Homer. Elmwood Stock Farm's Roma
and Nebuchadnezzar, Louis H. Ezell's Dungarven, Hankins & John-

ston's Gascon and Diggs. N. S. Hall's McFarland and Tar and Tartar,

Joe Harvey's Wheel of Fortune. W. C. deB. Lopez's imp. Ivy, T.

Lundy's Thornhill, Dan Miller's Charmion and Gordius, Xo Badge
Stable's Santa Rosa. Oakland Stable's Oakland. C. C O'Fallons As-

signee, Owen Bros.' Roval Flush. Frank Phillips' Flash. Pleasanton

Stable's Captain Coster, Rev Alfonso Stable's Rey Allonso and Zara-

goza. John Robbins' Mollie R.. T. H. Ryan's Tartarian. Santa Anita
Stable's Arapahoe and Lady Diamond. B. Schreiber's Servitor, Haw-
thorne, Braw Scot and High'land.J. H. Shields' McLight.W. J. Speirs'

Liselg. A. B. Spreckels' Cadmus, Gallant, Captain Skedance. imp.
Creighton and imp. Candid, R.Van Brunt's Cabrillo.White & Clark's

Whitestone.
The Crocker Stakes—A selling sweepstakes for three-year-olds and

upward. 52,000 to the first. S350 to the second and SloOtothe third

horse. Two aud a half miles.

O. Appleby's Flirtilla, E. Corrigan's Junius and Despot. Elmwood
Stock Farm's Claudius, Louis H. Ezell's Dungarven. Hankins &
Johnston's Rudolph. S. C. Hildreth's My Luck and Lordlike. Thos.

Hums' Uncle Jim. Kendall Stable's Prince Karl. Mo Badge Stable's

Santa Rosa. Oakland Stable's Oakland. Santa Anita Stable's Santi-

ago and Caracas, B. Schreiber's Janus, Doyle and Hawthorne, A. B,

Spreckels' Cadmus, Foremost, imp. Candid, imp. Creighton and
Captain Skedance, R. Van Brunt's Cabrillo, Westchester Stable's

Fred Gardner, Woodlawn Stable's Del Norte.

The Ormonde Stakes—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and up-

wards, S-2,500 to the first, S300 to the second and S200 to the third

horse. Three miles.

E. Corrigan's Despot and Junius, Del Monte Stable's Bright Ptacebu

and AH Baba, Elmwood Stable's Claudius aud Vinctor. Hankins &
Johnston's Rudolph, S. C. Hildreth's My Luck and Lordlike. Tbos.

Horns' Uncle Jim. Laurelwood Farm's Arundel. No Badge Stable's

Santa Rosa, R. P. Rithet's Prattle. Santa Anita Stable's Caracas, Rey
el Santa Anita and Santiago. B . Schreiber's Janus, A. B. Spreckels'

Cadmus, imp. Candid. imp.Creigbton and Capt. Skedance.St. Albans
Stable's Zobair. Sycamore Stable's Gilead. Westchester Stable's Fred
Gardner and Woodlawn Stable's Del Norte.

The California Stakes—A handicap hurdle race tor three-year-olds

and upward; 51,200 to the first, S200 to the second and S100 to the third

horse. Two miles, over eight hurdles

:

V. S. Ashe's Sir Reel. A. G. Blakeley's Colonel W'ightman, John
Brenock's Jim Norvell, St. Brandon and Harry Smith; J. G. Brown &
Co.'s Uncertainty, J. Talbot Clifton's The Lark; E Corrigan's

Colonel Clay. Contentment. Tyro, Bedford, The Ironmaster and
Captain Rees: P. Corrigan's Orri" Rogers, Del Monte Stable's Ali

Baba and Little Mid. Wvatt Earp's Arctic. Elkton Stable's J. O. C,
Elmwood Stock Farm'sSir Walter. Frank Farrar's Mestor, N. S. Hall's

Loughmore. S. C. Hildreth's My Luck and Lordlike, Thomas Kiley's

Silverado, W. C. deB. Lopez's White Cloud, Frank Phillips' W. L.

Munson: Santa Anita Stable's Caracas and El Capitan. B. Schrei-

ber's Jenus, A. B. Spreckels' imp. Creighton, William E. Stewart's

Adelante and F. M. Taylor's Carmel.

Entries to Los Angeles Fair Races.

Enclosed please find list of entries to our races closed

September 14, 1895. Races No. 7, 10, 13, 15 did not fill,

bat the Board of Directors have set aside $2,500 for special

races to be annonnced later. Races No. 11, 12, 14, 16, 17 are

nomination races and closed July 20, 1895.

M. F. Brown, Sec'y.

Race No. 1. 2:40 class trot—O J Ralph's b s Ransom
Wilkes, Geo Carson's b sKit Carson, Jerome Wilson's blk m
Belle Wilson, S C Tyron's g s Rex Gifford, J K Gries' blk g
Coaldust, E L Mayberry's ch g Big Crocker, P N Hodges' b

m Johanna Treat, W B Prentice's b s Potrero, W M Cecil's

br s Peter Jackson.

Race No. 2. 2:30 class trot—Peter Tryatt's b m Rossie

More, J C Newton's b g Ardent, Jerome Wilson's blk m
Belle Wilson, S C Tryon's g s Rex Gifford, J K Gries blk g
Coal Dust. Hayes Nicewooger's b m Lady Vistal, Thos
Smith's blk f Stella, Thos Clarke's br s Wilkes Moor, P W
Hodges' b m Johanna Treat, C A Hug's b g Mojave, WB
Prentice's b s Potrero.

Race No. 3. 2:25 trotting—J H Outhwaite's br s Daghes-
tan, W O Bowers' ch s Silver Bee, Geo. Cody's b s Nimrod,
G W Ford's b s Neernut, J F Dunne's b m Letter B, Hays
Nicawonjer's b m Lady Vestal, Thos Clark's br s Wilkes
Moor, E L Maberry's b h El Molino, Fred W Loeber's br m
Lottie, C E Tafl's b m Eva.

Race No. 4. 2:20 Trotting—Dr L Lee's b m Cora S, A
W Buell's br m Flora S C Tryon's br 6 Knight, Mrs S M
Crowell's 6 s Pilot Lamont, R E Toll's br m Bijou, Thos
Smith's b s Columbus S, E S Maberry's b h El Molino, Ira

L Kamsdell's b s Prince Ira, Park Henshaw's b g Chico,

Chas A Hug's br m Charivari.

Race No. 5. 2:17 trotting—A W Buell's br m Flood,
Wiley A: Greeley's br m Pasadena Belle, T B Thompson's b

g Dr. Pufi, Winship & Keating's blk g Jasper Paulsen, S C
Tryon's ch g Bonnie Ben, P W Murphy's b s Paloma Prince,

C A Durfee's b s Hillsdale, H P Perkins' b g Jasper Ayers,

W W Marshall's b s Stranger, Fred W Loeber's brm Myrtle
Thorne, C W Rodgers' b s Native State, Chino Ranch's g m
Irene Crocker.

Race No. 6. 2:13 class trotting—G K Hosteller's br 8

BoorMe, Winship & Keating's blk m Ethel Downs, C A Dur-
fee's brc Zombro, H P Perkins' br m Viaalia, Chino Ranch's
ch m Nellie W.

Race No. 8 2:25 class pacing. Wm. Wilkinson's ch g
Adventist, J A McMillan's br m Lizzie Bell, T J Crowley's
ch g Algregor, Milo Koox'b b m Ethel C, Fred Doho's b m
Juliet D, E D Roberts' br m Colton Maid, Winship .v Keat-
ing's blk s Delphi, Frank Franor's br c San Luisito, W H
Cooledge's br 8 Chief Moor, Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b

m Babe Marion, C R Doulton's b g Monticito Boy, Marsh
Thompson's 8 g Colonia, Johnson & Lane's g m Eva, D
Nickereon's br g Dan N, F M Day's ch s DictatuB.

Race No. 9—2:17 class, pacing—Milo Knox's s m Gert-
rude, Geo. Hinds' ch s Rory O'More, T. B. Thompson's bg'
Hal Corbitt, S. A. Goldstein br h Orlinda Richmond, Win-
ship & Keating's br g Ottinger, B. Cogan's blk s Fresno
Prince, E. W. Steele's b m Edna R., C. A. Durfee's br g Har-
vey Mc, T. P. Marr Jr.'s b m Kuby M., W. K. Robinson's b
s Ketchum, A. Hables' ch h Our Boy.

Race No. 18—Gentlemen's race—Geo. D. Roberts' b g
George R., S. A. Randall's blk s Blacksilk, Geo. H. Reed's b
g Jumbo, John Llewellyn's bib m Silkey, L->wen Tucker's
ch g Texas, Henry Denison's brg Pete.

Race No 19. Lo- Angeles Derby.a sweepstakes for three-
year-olds—Dickey & Co.'s ch ru Jennie C., Mrs. P Wolf-
skill's LaFrance, C I Thacker's Johnny Capron, C L Mc-
Donald's br s Hueneme, C Weber's b g Hello, A Garcia'a
br m Vestal, Garden City Stable's ch f Arnette and ch c Ike
L., Walter Maben's b c Juan Bernard and b c Red Head.

Race No. 20. Maiden plate, sweepstake, two-year-olds

—

Mrs. P. Wolfskill's Gladwyn, Al Morine's ch c I'un and
Lorina, C I Thacker's Cbivo and b f Sievo. C W Chappell's
Sir Collier.Mre. E Ruggles' bf Neveer, C L McDonald's ch a

Prince Hooker, Mrs. E Starkey's b g Jim Bozeman, M A
Forster's b g George F., Amen, Little Pearl, Midlo-
thian-Marigold colt, L Duolap's s g Jim Cook.

Race No. 21. Selling, for all ages—Dickey & Co.'s ch m
Mustesa, S V Childs' br m Lady Washington, C I Thacker's
Johnny Capron, Mat Bohnert's s g Geo. Bohnert, W H
Spence's Conde, A J Graham's s m Lady G, C W Chappell's
Red Dick, J Rutherford's bg Brilliant, Lonjers & Whitney's
g m Grade S, C L McDonald's br s Hueneme, M A Forster's
b g Bogam, Peter Weber's ch g Reno, Garden City Stable's
ch c Ike L and b m Warrago, Geo Rose's Middleton, Mrs M
E Tucker's g m Manuela, Rivera Stable's ch f Mollie Adams
filly, Dickey ec Co.'s ch m Jennie C.

Race No. 22. Sweepstake, two-year-olds—Mrs P Wolf-
skill's Gladwyn, Al Morine's Lorina, C I Thacker's Chino
and b f Sievo, Chas W Chappelle's Bell Oak and Sir Collier,
Mrs E Ruggles' b f Nevere, C L McDonald's ch s Prince
Hooker, Mrs E Starkey's b g Jim Bozeman, M A Forster'e b
g George F, Amen, Midlothian-Marigold colt and Little
Pearl.

Kace No. 23. Handicap, all ages—Dickey & Co.'s b h
Pescador, Al Morine's ch cPeru, R. E. Dolan's ch g How-
ard, Chas. W. Chappell's Little Tough, F. Menchaca's ch s
Hock-Hocking Jr., Lonjers & Whitney's b g Linville, M. A.
Foster's b g San Juan. Pete Weber's br h Jerome S . Garden
City Stable's ch c Ike L. and ch f Arnette, Owens Bros ' b g
Polaski, Walter Maben's b c Juan Bernard and b c Red Head,
Kivera Stable's b g Hank Johnson and ch g Pavilion.

Race No. 24 Citrus Belt Handicap—Dickey A Co.'s c ru

Mustesa, S. V. Childs' br m Lady Washington, Mrs. P. Wolf-
skill's ch f La France, R. E. Dolan's ch g Howam, W. H.
2pence's Conde, LoDJeaa A Whitney's g m Gracie S., C. L,
McDonald's br s Haeneme, M. A. Foster's s g Naicho B.,

Peter Weber's ch g Keno, Owens Bros.' b g Polaski, Garden
City Stable's ch f Arnette, ch c Ike L. ard b f Lady Jane.
Walter Maben's b c Red Head, Mrs. M. E. Tucker's g m
Mamula, Rivera Stable's b g Sleepy Charley acd ch m Mol-
lie Adams filly.

Race No. 25. Free Selling Race—Dickey & Co.'s b h
Combat, S. V. Childs' br m Lady Washington, C. I, Thacker's
Johnny Capron, Mat Bohnert's s g George Bohnert, J.
Rutherford's b g Brilliant, Lorjers & Whitney's g m Gracie
Gracie S. and b g Linville, C. L. McDonald's br s Hueneme,
Mrs. E. Starkey's b g Jim Bczeman, M. A. Forster's b g San
Juan, P. Weber's s g Four Acres and ch g Reno, C. Weber's
b g Hello, A. Garcia's b m Vestal, Garden City Stable's ch c
Ike L., b m Warrago and br f Lady Jane, George Rose's
Middletcn, Owen Bros.' b g Two Cheers and b g Polaski,
Walter Maben's b c Red Head and Jnan Bernard, J. E. Gar-
ner's 8 m Miss Rathburn, Mrs. M. E. Tucker's g m Manuela,
Rivera Stable's b g Sleepy Charlie and ch m Mollie Adams
filly.

Race 26—Junior handicap, two-year-olds—Al Morine's
Lorina and Peru, C. I. Thacker's Chivo and b f Sievo, Chas,
W. Chappell'sBell Oak and Sir Collier. Mrs. Emma Ruggles"
b f Nevere, C. L. McDonald's ch s Prince Hooker, M. A.
Forster's b g George F, Amen and Little Pearl.

Race 27—Agricultural Park Staka—Dickey & Co.'s bh
Pescador, R. E. Dolan's ch g Howard, F. Manchaca's ch 8

Hock Hocking Jr., M. A. Foster's sg Naicho B., P. Weber's
br h Jerome S , Garden City Stable's ch c Ike L. and ch f

Arnette, Walter Maben's b c Juan Bernard and b c Red
Head, Rivera Stable's b g Hank Johnson, b g Sleepy
Charlie and ch g Pavilion.

The Australian mail which arrived last Thursday brought
a record of the amounts won by the descendants of Colonial-
bred sires during the past year. Grand Flaneur heads the
list. Twelve of his progeny proved winners and annexed
twentv-five races, aggregating in value $46,000. Trenton is

second on the list with $3S,000. No less than seventeen
Trentons gained winning brackets, while thirty-seven races I
were won in all. Sheet Anchors won forty-four races, no less

than twenty-one of his get proving winners. Robinson Cro- {
soe, Nordenfeldt, Splendor, Marvelous, Chester, Grandmaster jfl

and Abercorn are next on the list. Somnus, who has a rep- B"
resentative in this country, had eight winners. Idalium, '1

now owned by A. B. Spreckels, had four winners on the U
Australian turf, who won nine races in all. Nine Cheviots I
were returned winners during the year. Cheviot is the sire

of Paramatta, and must not be confounded with Cheviot, the I

sire of Rey el Santa Anita. Six races were won by the pro- 1

-

geny of Clieveden, now in America. Suwarrow also had a

ike number of winners on the Australian turf.

It is not generally known, but it is a fact, that young I

Peoples is an adopted son of the Nevada millionaire, Hon.
Theodore Winters. The boy,-whose parents are dead, wan- *

<

dered from his home in Texas, landing one day at Reno,
Nevada. He got acquainted with some of the little boys in ;«
the town, who told Stable Manager Grant that he ought to

engage Peoples—that he would make a good rider some day,

he being light and very intelligent. Grant engaged the lad,

and he was so honorable and attentive to his business that he
endeared himself to every one around him. Mr. Winters
and his family became very much attached to the little fel-

low, and adoption followed. Peoples rode an excellent race

on Malo Diablo yesterday. The colt was as good as 50 to 1

in the betting at one time.

Maoian, who was fired some time ago by Dr. Sheppard,
is doing nicely. It has been decided, however, to send him
to Kentucky and let him run out until next spring.
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Gun Club Directory.

California 3tate Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,
>resident ; Dr. d. E. Knowles, secretary, 139 Post St., 8. F.

The Connor Club, San Francisco, Frederick W. Tallant, Secretary,

Pacific Union Clnb, S. F.

The Gnn Clnb. San Francisco,, F. S. Bntler, Secretary, San Fran
jisco.

The Olympic Gnn Club, San Francisco, President L. D.Owens,
tecretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Scovern.

The California Wine Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden
Etobinson, Secretary, 310 Fine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

;05 Market Street, S. F.

Recreation Gun Clnb—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,
Secretary, California and Davis streets, S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
3aL
San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John

3. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.

Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Ximrod Gun Clnb. Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

lent, R. Liddle.Ua Montgomery.

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary

J05 Market St. S.F.

Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.
Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East jakland, Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, Willits, Cal., M.Mantz, president ; C. Whited,
iecretary.

The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

I. Pedrick, secretary.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gnn Club, Taeoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-
Naughton. Pres.; A. Bcrwell, Sec
Ashland Rod and Gut. Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec
Medford Rod and Gun Club. Medford, Or—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

3. G. .Nicholson, Sec
Marshfield Rod and Gnn Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.

;

F. Thibault, Sec
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

lessee, Sec.

Willamette Rod and Gin Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.
Z. Caveline, Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,
Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of
?isb and Game, Josiah Collins Jr. Pres., C.F.Graff. Sec-Treas., box
177, Seattle, Wash.

Corrn'rif? Events.

October 6-7—Tournament of the California Inanimate Target Asso-
ciation at Oakland Race Track.
October 25-20—Tournament of the Washington State Sportsman's
ssociaion, Seattle, Wash.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

The headquarters of the tournament will be at the Occi-
dental Hotel.

Chas. Satlon killed a fine buck at San Pedro on Sunday,
»lso a seven-pound rooster.

Daniels and Cate will shoot Hazard Smokeless at the

roarnament. Lookout for them.

Olto Fendner broke 61 out of 65 blue rocks shot at San
lose Sunday with DuDont Smokeless.

Duck shooting has fairly commenced in Oregon, bags of

from 75 to 100 birds are quite the rule.

It is stated that the deer are so plentiful a few miles out of

Gilroy that they are destroying the apple trees.

For fall and winter camping no outfit is complete without
-he Kenwood sleeping bag. Thev can be obtained of E. T.
Allen Co. '_

Dack shooting promises to be very good the first o ( the
Kftson. Large numbers have been seen at Teal station, Al-
rarado and even at the Bridges.

The Placerville,OakIaud and Salter City Gan Clubs joined
he Association last week. This makes sixteen clubs that have
oined the association up to date of our going to pre<>s and in-

iQres a splendid attendance at the coming tournament.

We notice that Selby's factory loads smokeless powders by
weight in grains and so labels the cartridges that the factory

oads, E. C, Dupont, U. S. Hazard or Schultze Powders in

tpecial shells to order with such wadding as may be desired.

the loading is uniform, the pressure on powder even and the
crimping is solid and perfect.

For a month past campers on the beach near Tobin Lake
lave been killing youDg ducks and quail. The Italians

tretch nets across the canyons and then go up the hill and
Irive the quail dowo into the net. Here is a chance for a
lepntv Fish Commissioner to exert himself.

Don't wail until the last minute, but purchase your decoys
wfore the season opens. A small flock of birds will decoy to

iBmall flock of decoys, but the large flocks decoy only to

arge flocks. One can scarcely have too many if they be
iroperly arranged. Before purchasing look at those offered

>y Clabrough, Golcher & Co.

The next tournament of the California Inanimate Target
Association will probably be held in Stockton in May nest.
Stockton has certainly a prior claim. The Stockton Clubs
^ere the first country clubs to join, and have worked hard for
he success of the present tournament.

Game Warden Donovan, of Alameda county, seems to be
ery much alive. We hear of him constantly, following
aspected shooters, visiting the camps of the campers, the
tails of the game dealers and at the club houses of the duck
hooters. He has made several arrests and is doing the sports-

i oen of his county more good than they dream of.

In another column will be found a letter from Crittenden
tobinsoo again calling for a change in the Fish Commission.
Jnqusstionably the public would like to see the commission
o more for the protection of game, but unless Mr. Murdoch
an be succeeded by a better man than the one proposed, we
'onld far rather not see any change made.

Practicing for the Tournament.

Nearly forty local blue rock shooters were at Clabrough,

Golcher -& Co.'s grounds on Sunday practicing for the tour-

nament over the new traps. Some excellent scores were made,

but the quartering birds when trapped low fooled the best of

them. The new traps are in front of the old live bird stand,

and are admirably situated. Though the crowdwillunquestion-

ablv be large, there will be accommodations for all. Some of

the scores of the principal events follow:

10 singles, known traps, unknown angles :

Biliington 1111111111—10
Kerrison 11011111] 1— 9
Brans 1101111111— 9
Webb 11111101U— 9

Andrus 1111111101— 9
Slade 011D111111— S

Daniels 1101110111— 8
Franzen 1011011111— 8
Eug. Forster 1100111111— 8
Debenham 0111101 HI- 8
Crowell 1110110101— 7
Trombone 0101101111— 7
Wetmore 1011111001— 7
Swiveller _ 0111010111— 7
Fischer' 1100101111— 7
Murdock 1110011011— 7
Stawart U01111011— 7
Vernon 0010H0 11— 6
Young 0100110111— 6
Williams 1110000011— 5
Ingalls 1010101001— 5
Karney 0010101001— 4
Olsen 0011000110— 4
Baker 1101010000— 4

Ten singles, known angles, use of both barrels.

Webb 1111111111—10
Murdock 1111111101— 9

Robbins 1110111111— 9
Stewart 1110111111— 9
Vernon 1101IH111— 8*
Biliington llUOlilll— 8*

Cate 111011.U11— 8i
Franzen 111110*111— Sh
Wetmore lOOlllIlll- 8"

Fischer .-. 1111110011— 8
Potter 1101101111— 8
Edg. Forster 1111101101— 8

Slade 111110101*— 7J
Williams lOMldllll— 7
Kerrison 0110110111— 7
Andrus 1111H1001— 7
Baker ." U0110U11— 7
Karney lOllllJOOl— 7

Bruns 1000111111— 7

Sharp 0010111110— 7

Young 1U01S0110— 6*

Eag. Forster OlUlbllOl— 6*
Daniels U10010111— 6*
Swiveller 0100111110— 6
Debenham 10100 1 1011— 6

Crowell 1100100101— 5

Fifteen singles, known traps, unknown angles.

Webb 1111011111 11111—14
Karney 1111011111 10111—13
Ste-vart 1110111110 11111—13
Eug. Forster 10111 1111 01111—13
Williams 01111 0101 11111—12
Andrus 1100101111 11111—12
Sandy 1111111010 11011—12
Trombme 1011111001 11110—11
Vernon 0101011111 1 1 1 10—11

Baker 1100101011 11111—11
Cate 10C00011I1 11111—10
Potter 1101011101 10101—10
Bruns 011110011111010—10
Fischer 1011011110 11100—10
Daniels 0111101111 00010— 9

Fischer 1011001011 10011— 9

Swiveler 1101001100 11110— 9

Wetmore 1011011110 00110— 9

Kerrison 0101111001 01101— 9

Robbins 0001111010 10111— 9

Slade 0011111100 11000— S

Debenham 1101000010 11110— 8

Kleversahl 0110110010 00110— 7

Max 0101100010 01010— 6

At ten singles, known traps, known angles, the scores were:

Murdock 10. Franzen 10, Stewart 10, BrunB 10, Teombone 9,

Swiveler 9, Sharp 9, Johns 8, Wetmore 8, Karney 7, Biker

7, Vernon 7, Andrus 7, Biliington 7, Debenham 6, Webb 7,

Daniels 6, Slade 6, Fischer 6, Crowell 6, Williams e, Robbins

3, Olsen 2.

Fifteen singles, known traps, known angles : Ingalls 14,

Karney 14, Swiveler 14, Stewart 14, Bruns 13, Edg. Forster

13, Eug. Forster 12, Franzen 12, Webb 12, Debeoham 12,

Slade 12. Robbins 11, Vernon 11, Murdock 11, Allen 11,

Baker 11. Fischer 11, Sharp 11, Trombone 10, Crowell 10.

Daniels 10, Kerrison 9, Williams 8, Potter 8, Andrus 8, Wet-

more 7, Cate 7.

Ten singles, unknown angles : Webb 10, Eug Forster 10,

Bruns 8, Cate 8, Siade 7, Stewart 7, Klevesahl 6, Trombone
6, Vernon 6, Swiveler 6, Fischer 6, Daniels 5, Potter 5, An-
drus 4, Debenham 4, Sylvester 4.

The San Pablo preserve will be well guarded this season

and trespassers will be punished to the full extent of the law.

We earnestly advise all dnck hunters to keep off of all pre-

served land that is properly fenced. We believe the law will

protect all private property despite the "except saltwater

marsh land*' clause, but unless properly fenced we do not be-

lieve that aoy intelligent justice or jury will cjnvict any

man for trespass under the present law. There is every pros-

pect of a red hot war this coming season over this question.

We believe that the rights of personal property should be

respected. We do not think that a man has any more right

to hunt on a piece of marsh land that we own and have prop-

erly enclosed than he has to hunt in our back yard. On the

other hand there is marsh land that belongs to the State alone,

and there are navigable streams that have been illegally

fenced in, where every man in California has a perfect right

to shoot,

OPEN LETTER FROM CRIT. ROBINSON

The Depletion of Our Forests and Streams of
Game and Fish Due to Bad Appoint-

ments of Game and Fish Com-
missions—Enormous Sums

of Money "Wasted.

To Bon. James B. Budd, Governor of California;

" For the restoration and preservation of game and fish, twenty
thousand dollars."' J

>
-For the support and maintenance of State hatcheries fifteen

thousand dollars."
-'For costs and expenses ot suits for violation of fish and game laws

four thonsand dollars."

Such is the reading of the General Appropriation Bill

passed at the last session of the Legislature, and the amounts
indicated are placed at the disposal of the Game and Fish
Commission of the State for the ensuing two years. Add to

these sums the license fees, etc., annually collected, running
up into an indefinite amount, into the thousands, also placed
at the disposal of the commission and some idea of the vast

sums of money appropriated by liberal legislative enactment,
session after session, to foster, encourage and protect our
game and fish interests, may be had. These sums thus set

aside by the liberal policy of the State reach into the hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars. And to what end ? The most
casual observer may answer. Year by year our game and
fish are growing scarcer; year by year the laws for their pro-

tection are less observed, and year by year do we find the

purely "honorary"' office of Game and Fish Commissioner of

the commonwealth more eagerly sought after by men of

"varied degree," utterly unfitted to administer the duties of

the office either intelligently or honestly.

Forced upon your unwilling attention is the fact of which
every citizen of the State is practically aware, that now and
at all times during the close or breeding season the game and
fish laws have-been and now are being openly, notoriously
and flagrantly violated in every country of the State, and
upon your own shoulders rests all and every vestige of re-
sponsibility for this out/ageous condition of affairs.

That the power to enforce our wholesome State laws upon
these subjects rests with the commission named, and that that
power is full and ample, none will deny, bat upon you de-
volved the duty—an imperative, sworn duty—of appointing
and giving to the people of the State who honored you with
the high cffice you hold, to the people who " knew you well—too well, but not too well enough," a Board of Game and
Fish Commissioners, practical, earnest, intelligent and ener-
getic men, who would perform the duties of the office as they
should be performed, and render some good and substantial
return for the enormous sums of money the liberal policy of
the State has seen fit to place within their keeping and under
their control.

Did you conscientiously perform, untrammeled and un-
h°mpered, this important official doty—this duty in which
the sanctity of your official oath was involved ? Did you
appoint men to these important offices—more important if

conscientiously and wisely administered than that of the
governorship itself—who were conversant with the work in
hand and who would carry it forward energetically and prac-
tically, successfully and unselfishly, men who assumed the
responsibility of the duties of the trust because it involved at

their hands a labor of love, and in whose practical knowledge,
honesty and steadfastness of purpose, the people of the State
had confidence? The record will disclose.

Since the organization of this Commission in the early sev-

enties, with here and there an individual exception, there
has been an unbroken succeesion of appointments that were
matchless in their utter uselessness and worthlessoess, made
because of a political pall, or personal claim, or other
equally frivolous and unsubstantial reason. Have you de-
parted frotj this custom ''more honored in the breach than
the observance?" The answer is obvious. You have not.

It is true, you, too, have noted an individual exception in

the person of Mr. Morrison of Sacramento, but the con-
trol of the Board is wholly lost for useful and practical

results in the people's interest. The work of no Board
that has existed since the law creating tbis Commission
was passed, was more barren of results than the one pre-
ceding the present, and yet in the face of this fact—a fact

that was fully known to you, as well as to the humblest
citizen of the State who takes an interest in the subject

—

yon saw fit to transfer the dominating spirit of that Board
in the person of Mr. W. C. Murdoch to the present Board by
reappointment, thus again committing to a policy of useless-

ness, if not worse, this most important branch of the State

Government. Read again this appeal from members of the
last Legislature that you do not commit so flagrant an error.
"To Hooorable James H. Bodd. Governor

:

"The undersigned, members of the Senate and Assembly respect-
fully request that yon remove from the Board of Fish and Game
Commissioners. Mr. ff. C. Murdoch, or request his resignation from
said Board. His administration as secretary and practically control-
ling spirit of the Board has been fruitful only of waste of State funds,
neglect of enforcement of the laws, and generally an utter disregard
of the objectsand purposes for which the Commission wascreatea. In
mating this appeal to you. we feel assured that the usefulness and
Eractical results of the Commission will be obstructed and impaired
y Mr. Mnrdoch'sretentioa on the Board of Commissioners."

And, again, if you will read this petition from the State

Sportsmen's Association, which includes in its membership
leading sportsmen from every section of the State :

" To the Honorable James H. Bodd. Governor of California :

Pear Sir:—The State Sportsman's Association, through its officers,

respectfully asks you to appoint some citizen of the State with a prac-
tical knowledge of. and conversant with lis game and fish interests.

In place of W. C. Murdoch, now a member of the Board of Game
and Fish Commission. This request, we assure you, is in accord with
the wishes of.be people of the State who desire to see some good re-

sulting from the large appropriations expended by the Commission."

And, as you know, letters, petitions and appeals of like

tenor from clubs and from leadiog citizens of the State, urg-

ing that you do not make this unfit appointment, cumber the

files of your office. An unusual spectacle this. For the first

time in the history of the State do we fiod the Legislative

branch of the State government petitioning and pleading

that the Executive do not re appoint to office(a purely "hon-

orary" office), a man who has proven himself so notoriously

unfit to discharge its duties. Why this scandalous appoint-

ment at your hands? The regrets you have expressed and do

now express over the wrong you have committed are idle and
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meaningless. All Itae lights you now have were before you

prior to the making of the appointment. And so, again, why

was it made? Were you not compelled to make it ? Did not

circumstances that vou could not cootrol force you to

that which was contrary to your oath, your duty, and mani-

festly wrong from every standpoint? With the interest of the

people at stake on the one hand, and the effort of Mr. Mur-

doch on the other, reaching out to that place so purely hon-

orary," what potent influence was this that crowned his

efforts with such siunal success? Light must come, for a vast

interest is at stake—one dear to the heart of every sports-

man, and directly affecting every citizen of the State, its

game and fish, as a food supply, and as a source of healthful

recreation and amnsement. We are passing through a criti-

cal period in the history of game at-d fish preservation of

the State, and unless our laws are more rigidly enforced and

the worse than wasteful methods pursued by the worse than

useless lisme aud Fish Commission are amended, California

will I on lake a place among the old settled Eastern States,

and her once veritable sportsman's paradise will be but a

memory of the past.

True it is, some return has been made for the outlay by the

State. Our streams are populated with carp and catfish to

an unlimited extent, and trout of various kinds are hatched

and turned lojse in unprotected stream? to be destroyed by

dvoimite aud every olher unlawful method in season and

out of season, known to our too numerous craft of game and

fish law violaters.

You were relied upon to give some force and effect to this

commission, that, along with the Forestry, Railroad, and one

or two kindred fenering sores updh the bodv politic, stinks

in the nostrils of the people, but that this confidence was mis-

placed and your course herein a keen disappointment, does

not admit of denial. You cannot remedy the wrong you

have done in thus rendering nugatory the work of this com-

mission, that, properly officered, was capable of such infinite

usefulness, and long after you have retired to your village law

practice, and the memory of California's first Pennoyer Gov-

ernor shall have passed away, long after the title " Gover-

nor " shall sound as a hollow mockery and a rebuke to the

fitness of things, your name will be associated with the de-

pletion and destruction of gime and fish in the forests and

streams of Ciliforni a.

Chittenden Robinson,

Preside nt State Sportsmen's Association

The Tournament.

The greatest tournament both in number of ejtries to the

different events and in the value of the prizes offered, that

has ever been held west of Chicago will commence to-morrow

at Oakland Race Track at 9 p. m.

The arrangements are very complete and the matches

should be worked off like clock-work. Competent men have

been selected as judges, referees and scorers—the three most

important positions of all.

The traps are uow in splendid working order and should

work well to morrow.

It has been decided that all the matches with the excep-

tion of the twenty-bird events shall be shot out before the

shooter leaves the score.

The 20-bird matches will be shot in two divisions of ten

birds each. The ties for the diamond medals will be shot off

at twenty birds each. All ties in the matches on the first day

will be shot off after the close of the fifth event.

In the contest for the Association's Championship Team
trophy the members of the winning team will receive gold

blue rock buttons, inscribed "California Inanimate Target

Association Cup Winners 1895."

The fifth event on Sunday will be at unknown angles.

The Association dinner will be held at the Occidental

Hotel on Monday at 7 p. m. The cost of the dinner will be

$1.50 a plate. The trophies and medals will be distributed at

the dinner. Orders for the other prizes will be delivered on
the grounds.

The headquarters of the tournament will be at the Occi-

dental Hotel. On Saturday evening the sportsmen will all

be found there picking out the prizes that they are going to

win on Sunday and Monday.
Tickets for the dinner may be obtained of A. A. Mar-

tin on the gronnds or at E. T. Allen Co.'s, Clabrougb,
fiolcher Co.'s, or R. Liddle, Co.'s stores to-day.

There are now sixteen clubs that have joined the asso-

ciation, and the attendance to morrow and Monday is esti-

mated at from 125 to 200 shooters who will participate, be-

sides their numerous friends.

Kindergartens vs. Veterans.

The match between two sections of the Pelican Gun Club

of Sacramento for a dinner was won on Sunday last by the

Kindergartens with a score of 51 to 47. Four of the younger

members of the club calling themselves the kindergartens

challenged four of the veterans of the club. The birds were

good fivers. The score was as follows:

L 8. Upson 0111101111 1111110101—16
Edward Nicolaue 1111011110 0102101111—15
Fred Yoerk 1O010OU11 0101111001—12
Frank Ruhstaller 00000100111110000101— 8

Tot»l 51

J. M. Morrison 1011111111 001000IO01— 12
William Gerber 0111001100 1110111100—12
Captain Ruhstaller 00110U011 0011011101—12
William King 110)101110 0001011010— 11

Total —47

H. E. Skinner of E T. Allen Co. has just introduced a new
No. 3 Eneric Spinner. It is all copper and is one of the
beat spinners on the market.

oiiile a number of local anglers have had good success in
Pieta creek t lie past week. The trout average about eight
inches in length.

Garden City vs Olympios.

The Olympic Club's team were defeated at San Jose on

Snnday last by the Garden City Cyclers Guu Club team by a

score of 178 to 175. The Olympic team was captained by

Phil Bekeart and was well handled, but the San Jose men

made a better average. Race Coykendall officiated as cap-

tain of the Garden Citys.

After the shoot the Garden City Club entertained the

Olympics to a sumptuous repast at the Lamolle House. The

Olympics are loud in their praise of the hospitality shown
them by the San Jose sportsmen.

Len D. Owens officiated as referee. The score was as

follows

:

GARDEN CITY CLUB.

D. Hall 1011101101 1111011111 11111—21
F. Holmes 1111111111 1110001011 11111—21
Dr. Barker 1110111011 0111110111 11011—20
R. Coykendall 0101011111 1110011111 11011—19
W. G. Flint 1001011010 1111110011 11111—18
A. Schilling 0011101001 0110101111 11111—18
F. Coykendall 0110111110 1111011100 10101—17
R. Schilling 1101010111 1101110010 11001—16
G. Anderson 0011011111 0101001101 10101—15
H. Spring 1000001110 0111110101 00101—13

Olympic's.

M. O. Fendner 1110111111 1110111111 11111—23
C. Nauman 1111110111 1111011111 11111—23
W. J. Golcher 0101111111 1010011100 11111—18
C. A. Haight 11011101110111110010 11110-18
H. C. Golcher 1011111110 010001111110111—18
R. Liddle 1010110101 0111011101 11111—

b

P. Bekeart 01010001)1 0111111111 01111—18
J. S. FaDning 10011101110001011110 11111—17
H. H. White 0110111000 1100011000)1100—11
M. C. Allen 0110101100 lOlOHOOlO 00001—11

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

There were 219 entries at the recent Omaha show.

The collie Southport Perfection was recently sold in Eng-
land for $5,000.

Nine dogs have been declared out of the Eastern Derby,
leaving thirty-one possible starters.

Hugh McCracken will kiodly accept our thanks for a fine

photo of his kennel of St. Bernards.

Dr. D'Evelyns' fox terrier bitch Laogtry B., that went
from this city to the Omaha show recently, won firBt in open
bitch class. John Davidson was the judge.

J. H. Perigo's Longfellow was beaten in the second ties at

Aberdeen, S. D., on Tuesday last. He defeated Russell's

Nancy in the first series after a long gruelling course.

The Providence, R. I. show, held on September 17-20, was
not quite as large as formerly, but the quality of the entries

was very good. H. *V. Lacy, Jae. Mortimer and Louis Con-
tort were the judges.

The Pacific Kennel Clnb have finally succeeded in secur-

ing a quorum and has decided to open a club room. We have
advocated this plan for over three years and believe that it

will be the means of making the club much more popular.

E. R. Smith's rough coated St. Bernard bitch Gundred by
Baron Cardiff—Cameo, died on the 1st at the Presidio Ken-
nels of heart disease. She had been ailing for a long time.

Gundred was a very fair show bitch but an indifferent breeder.

She ffas a little over eight years old.

W. H. Collins' Lady Bute whelped five dogs and one bitch

to Barker's Bernardo on the 23d. Two dogs and the bitch

have since died. The remaining dogs are doing nicely. They
are all orange and white and all nicely marked. We wish
friend Collins the best possible success with them. They
certainly should be good, coming from the best rough-coated
dog and bitch on the Coast.

Wm. Dormer's Bruce had a close call recently. A soldier

at the Presidio was about to shoot this most excellent field

dog for trespass. It seems General W. M. Graham has is-

sued an order to shoot on sight every dog seen on the reser-

vation, and but for Mr. Dormer's acquaintance with an offi-

cer that happened to be near, his favorite would have gone
to the happy hunting grounds, provided, of course, that the

soldier could shoot straight enough to hit him. Such an or-

der is a disgrace to any man wearing the uniform of a free

country. Dormer's dog was at his master's heels, and not dis-

turbing anything or anybody.

The Pacific Kennel Club.

There were sixteen members at the Pacific Kennel Club's

regular monthly meeting on Wednesday evening last. The
new president, H. Bier, was in the chair, and performed the

duties of his office very acceptably. Secretary Orear and
Treasurer Haight were both present, and their reports were
read and approved.
A committee of three, consistine of T. J. Wattson, C. A.

Haight and J. G. Barker was appointed to secure club rooms
with full power to act.

A committee of one, consisting of J. G. Barker, was ap-
pointed to wait upon General Graham and petition him to

allow dogs that stray upon the Presidio reservation to be im-
pounded in place of being shot on sight. That valuable dogs
that may be lost may not be needlessly destroyed.

The meeting was adjourned at about 10 o'clock, but the in-

formal chat lasted until a late hour.

Glenbelgh vs. Rode Chaff

.

Geo. Crocker has declined to put up his second deposit in

the stakes for the Glenbeigh—Rods Chaff match on the

grounds of the illness of his dog. We trust there is nothing
serious ailing so good a setter. If it were simply lack of con-
dition there is surely time enough between now and Novem-
ber 28th to get the dog in good form again if the handler is

worth anything.

The St. Bernard.

Little was known of the St. Bernard dog in England before

Mr. J. Cuming Maodona, brought over from Switzerland

some thirty years ago his celebrated St. Bernard Tell. Every

one had, of course, heard of the Hospice of St, Bernard and

the wonderful deeds that had been done in saving travellers

by the dogs that had been kept there, also of Old Barry, who
it was stated after he had saved forty lives was shot by a man
to whose succour he was going in mistake for a wolf. It ia

not however our intention to go into the history of the St.

Bernard, but rather to treat of him and his progress in popu-

larity since he was first brought to this country. The intro-

duction of Tell was a decided success, and Mr. Macdona im-

ported some bitches and built up his famous kennel at West

Kirby in Cheshire. It was about this time that dog shows

were inaugurated, and Tell soon became one of the most con-

spicuous figures at them, and together with his kennel mates

created quite a sen&ation. Tell was not a large dog, being

considerably smaller than the giants that are bred in the

present day, and he had not the white markings which are

part of the attributes of the breed, but in other respects he

WuS a most characteristic dog, and eventually proved most

invaluable at stud; he was a dark orange tawny, bordering

on red brindle in color. A year or two after Tell made his

appearance, Sir Charles Isham, of Lamport Hall, Northamp-
tonshire, imported a brindle and white dog called Leo; this

was a larger dog than Tell, but had not so flat a coat nor so

square a muzzle. He was, however, considered a good
dog in those days, and in a report in the " Field

"

of the Birmingham sho* was said to have run
Tell very close for first prize. Mr. Macdona about the same
time obtained from Switzerland the smooth-coated St. Ber-
dard Monarque, and here again was a beautiful dug of his

variety, unlike anything that had been seen here, so it will

be observed that to Mr. Macdona is due the credit of having
introduced into England both the rough and the smooth-
coated St. Bernard. Another who was instrumental in im-
proving the breed was the late Mr. J. H. Murchison, whose
most successful importation was the orange, tawny and white
Thor, a dog with a perfectly flat coat, plenty of size, correct

markings and good bone, but he had a poor head, his skull

being fiat instead of prominent in the frontal bones. Then
Mr. Ho iper of Bigleswade, when on a visit to Switzerland,

purchased a smooth puppy at the Hospice, afterwards known
as Bernardine, and the foregoing, with Mr. Murchison's Jura
and two others named Maddien and Le Morne—all imported
— together with Alt, an excellent young dog, bred in Eoeland
by Mr. Macdona, were the foundation of the excellent St.

Bernards which are now to be seen in this country. The
greatest honor is, however, due to Thor, who it will be seen

later on, appears in the pedigree of almost every

dog of note that has been bred in this coun-

try. There is, however, one pillar of the stud-book

which must not be omitted, and that is Bruno, an imported

dog with a magnificent head, as it was from his strain that

the great Bayard was descended. Following Mr. Macdona,
the -most successful breeder was Mr. F. Gresham, of Shefford,

in Bedfordshire, who commenced breeding with Bernie, a

smooth-coated bitch puppy, by Mr. Macdona's Bernard, out

of Bernardine, which had been given to him by Mr. Hooper.
This animal, when three years old, was put to Sir Chas. Ia-

ham's Leo, and in one year produced thirty-one puppies in

two litters, fourteen in the first and seventeen in the second.

St. Bernards were not so valuable then as they are now, and
Mr. Gresham ordered eight of the first lot to be destroyed,

as six were as many as the mother could bring up properly.

Amongst the|six were Monk and Abbess, who. with a brother

and sister and six of Abbess' offspring at the Kennel Club
Show at the Alexandra Palace, won the two cups that were
offered, with five first prizes, four second and one third prize

in five classes, the third prize being in puppies, when three

of Abbess's pups were first and cup, and second and third.

There were only five classes for St. Bernards at that time;
two for Roughs, two for Smooths, and one for Puppies.

There were about ninety entries. Abbess at three years

old was bred to Thor, and whelped the rough-coated Hector
and Dagmar, and the smooth-coated The Shah and Abbess

II , all of rvhoni became the most prominent winners of

their time. She was afterwards mated with Moltke, a
descendant of Tell, and produced Othman, Augusta, Mab and
several others. Mr. S. W. Smith came upon the scene at

this period, having imported Barry, who was a great winner,

and has left his name behind him in many pedigrees, but it

was not till a few years afterward that Mr. Smith took up
the prominent position that he now holds as an exhibitor of

high-class St. Bernards. Contemporary with Mr. Gresham,
or, perhaps, somewhat later, was Dr. Russell, who had a very

fine kennel, and had a wonderfully fine dog in Cadwallader,

and another, Mentor, whose head was superb, and who
was a direct descendant of Mr. Macdona's strain. He
also exhibited some very fine bitches, but before this Bay-

ard, who was a grandson of Bruno alresdy referred to,

had forced his day to the front, and was undoubtedly the

best dog of his day. He came just after Monk and Hector

had retired from the show bench, the former from old age

the latter by death. Hector was a very grand dog, and was
never beaten after he was a puppy, except by Monk, and
then it was only condition that defeated him, as he was the

better dog. He was the first St. Bernard that was sold for a

very high figure. He was a son of Thor and Abbess, and
the sire of Pilgrim, from whom Plinlimmon was bred, was

by him. Othman, his half-brother, was also a beautiful dog.

Save was the first St. Bernard of merit which Mr. J. F.

Smith possessed, and was themeans of establishing the far-

famed Norfolk Lodge Kennels. Mr. Macdona, after Tell

died, sold the remainder of his kennel, but when Bayard
came to the front he purchased him, and for two or three

years carried everything before him. Bayard was very

very much used at stud, but not so much as

Plinlimmon, who succeeded him. The latter was
remarkable for his immense size and perfect coat and mark-
ings rather than for his type, and after changing hands at

enormous sums three or four time in England, was sold to

go to America. Plinlimmon was bred by Mr. Hall out of

Bessie II., a bitch by Bayard. Mr. Pothecary, the owner
of Pilgrim, his sire, took Plinlimmon when six weeks old and
reared him in a tanyard at Warrington. The Rev. Arthur
Carter bought him when five months old for £35, kept him a
few months, and then passed him on to Mr. J. F. Smith, of

*

""
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Sheffield, for £450, who eventually sold him to Mr. Hedley

Chapman for £800. Then Mr. S. W. Smith, of Leeds, pur-

chased him for £600, and eventually transferred him to a

buyer in America, where he lived to be quite an old dog, he

being evidently more able to stand the climate in the lar

West than many of the other high-priced St. Bernards that

were sent out. The next sensation was Sir Bedivere, who
was bred by Mr. Green, who held a position in a house of

business at Liverpool. There was quite a history in connec-

tion with Sir Bedivere. His mother was only a very moder-

ate specimen of the smooth variety.and this animal Mr. Green

sent to Lewisham to be put to Dr. Robert' Pouf, who was

then probably the best stud-dog of the day ; but for some

reason or other the service was not arranged, and Mena, the

bitch in question, was taken home. It then dawned upon

Mr. Green that there was a very good son nf Bayard within

a few doors of wbere he lived, and an alliance was arranged

with that dog. Time went on, and about ten months or a

year afterwards a beautiful puppy named Sir Bedivere was

exhibited at Warwick. It then transpired that in selecting

the puppy that he should keep of the litter, Mr. Green fixed

upon the one that was the most nicely marked and the pret-

tiest, and this turned out to be Sir Bedivere, for whom he

was once offered £1,500, the person who made the bid stating

at the time that if Mr. Green would let him have Sir Bed-

ivere at that figure he would give £100 to the St. Bernard

Club. Most St. Bernard men will remember how Sir Bedi-

vere carried everything before him on the show bench, and

how, after Mr. Green had made two or three hundred pounds

out of him in stud fees, he was sold to an American for £1,300.

and died in the early part of this year. He was not a success

at stud. Since Sir Bedivere was Bent to the Far West the dog

'.hat most nearly comes up to his standard is Mr. S. W.
Smith's Duke of Florence, but there are several others which
ihow the characteristic points without which a St. Bernard is

valueless. We can call to mind at the present time Duke of

Maplecroft, the sire of Duke of Florence, Marvel, the sire of

Champion Pouf, and Leofric, who is owned by Captain Har-
graves,—Frederic Gresham in Shooting Times.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
'ree of charge. Please use the following form :

WHELPS.

W. H. CoUius', San Francisco, R. C. St. Bernard bitch.

j*dy Bate II (Lord Bute—Clydesdile Nell) whelped Sept.

:3d, 6—5 dogs, to J. G. Barker's California Bernardo (Duke
<f Wellington—Tomah.)

Geo. W- Debenham's, San Francisco, fox terrier bitch

Frisco Daisv (Frisco Diablo—Dauntless Cythoria) whelped
Sept. 20,1895, 5—3 dogs to Frisco Joker (Russley Joker

—

Freya.)

Turf Notes From the Colonies.

The Williamston Racing Club experienced a loss of £48
)ver their last twelve months' operations.

Mr. E. T. Barnard has resigned his position as handicapper
the Victorian Amateur Turf Clnb, owing to ill-health.

Glenloth (by Glenmarkie—The Gem), winner of the Mel-
lourne Cup in 1892, has been leased to Mr. C. S. Agnew, and
vill do stud duty in Tasmania.

The Mahee party have a real good horse, and they know it.

Should his mission be the Epsom or Metrop, he will be
langerouB ; it not, he is well treated in the two big Cups.

Peusez a Moi, who dead-heated Dowry for the Juvenile
Stakes at Rosebill, was bought by Mr. W. J. Noud for 30gs
t the late Randwick sales. She was bred by Mr. J. Lee, of

Sylong.

J. Williamson, the well-known Australian jockey, who
ode Martini-Henry when that horse won the Melbourne
iur) of 1883, died of dropsy in the Calcutta General Hospital
n July 16th.

By winning the Vic. Club Handicap Palo Alto incurs 31b.

delb. Cup penalty ; but, if he be the stable choice, this will

ot stop him. Mr. Parches has two rare good tell-tales in

'or tsea and Patron.

Lamond, who won the Metropolitan in 1S88, died recently

1 a paddock out at the Glebe. Of late years he was known
3 Vain Hope, and under that name ran third to Marvel in

le Doncaster Handicap of 1892.

The Australian horse Paris, br Grandmaster, from Enone,
as been nominated for the Cesarewitch Stakes and also for

le Cambridgeshire. The Cesarewitch and Cambridgeshire
re the leading handicaps of the back end of the English rac-

)g season.

Nobleman, by Quicklime—My Lady, arrived in Sydney
estSrday, and has gone into quarantine, after which he will

be sent to Mr. Baldwin's Farm at Durham Court. By Ed.
Quicklime, hie sire is now at E. S. Gardner's Avondale Farm,
Saundersville, Tenn,

Another jockey killed in a Vic. steeplechase. Sport of kings
—and of undertakers! So familiar are such events that

women, who would faint at the sight of a pug's noBe bleeding
in a set-to, make no sign when a smashed-up steeplechase
jockey is carted off the course to the hospital and the grave.

Mannlicher now disputes first favor for the A. J. C. Derby,
with Bob Ray, and is, moreover, well backed for the Metrop.
Many think that both he and Bob will find a mile and a half
too far for them when they meet Coolata, Blue Cap and
Valiant, and that these three will fight out the Derby finish.

As evidenced by The Barb, Carbine, Admiral and many
others, weight won't stop a good 'un when well. At Flem-
ington, Erl King, carrying 10st. 41b., won the six-furlong flat-

race in the splendid time of 1.14f . Wilson, Miller's giant
chestnut, ran second, carrying 9st. 81b. This with a 6st. 71b.

minimum.

Nobleman, evidently in commission for the Epsom, ran a
good third with 8st., Sib

, on his three-year-old back in the
the All-Aged Stakes at last Randwick Autumn meeting, when
the mile was run in lmin. 4 sees. As he has now five

months' improvement in his favor, and a pound less to carry,

he should cut out a very fast mile.

The totalisator in France last year raked in £208,000 for

the charities and £104,000 available for the encouragement
of the breeding of thoroughbreds. The machine in uBe is a
beauty—it allows of backing for a win or a place, and has
automatic registers keeping one copy of the record for the
club and one for the Government auditors.

A Btartling race was one at Marong (Vic.) recently. There
were five starters, and after the even-money favorite bad run
absolutely last hiB owne* entered protests againBt three of the
others for not being district horses. They were disqualified,

and then he protested against the remaining one for having
run on an unregistered course. Case adjourned; but it looks
as if the last horse will get the stakes.

Key del Cabrera won the Culver Handicap over the
slow Gravesend trackTuesday in ll:5,eased up at the finish,

under a pull all the way, and. carrying 135 pounds. Crescen-
do was second and Brandywine third. Rey del Carrera
could have done the distance in 1:14 if fully extended. The
first furlong was run in 0:12, three-eighths in 0:36, half in

0:48J. Richard Croker was much impressed with the Cali-

fornia colt's performance, and Mr. Baldwin consented to the
Tammany Chieftain's taking Rey del Carrera to England
after the November election is over. The performance is con-
sidered the best ever made by a three-year-old in America.
An offer was made to match him against Clifford for $5,000
a side, six furlongs, but owner Bob Rose declined the issue.

A short time ago Eugene Leigh sold to M. F. Dwver the
two-year-old colt Tom Cromwell, by Bramble, out of Fonsie.

He has three more two-year-olds, which he says he will also

dispose of, all winners, viz , King William, ch c, by Spend-
thrift—imp, Kapanga, a fnll brother to Kingston; Zanone, b
g, by imp. Black Dean—Arrowgrass, and Nikita, b f, by
Strath more— Barbary. Mr. Leigh states that he expects to

sell his yearlings, thirty in number, at Morris Park during
the fall meeting there.

W. F. Youkg, P. D. F.—PleaBe send half a dozen " Ab-
sorbine " at once. I used it on the worst Bog Spavin I ever
saw, and the leg is now as clean as it ever was. [ have used
it on Curb and Wind Puffs with perfect success. Am now
using it on a Shoe Boil that my veterinarian said would have
to be cut out. It is more than two-*hirds gone and I think
one more bottle will do the work.—J. P. Allen.

The famous black colt Halma, in the Fleischmann string,

is taking his work right, and is now thought to be as good as

ever, or nearly so. It is pretty postively stated he will start

in tha Gibson House Stakes next Saturday.

Secretary W. S. Leake, of the Pacific Coast Jockey
Club, arrived in the city from Sacramento Tuesday. Mr.
Leake says the splendid new Ingleside course will certainly

be ready by the opening day, November 2d.
^.

In answer to an inquiry we would state that the fastest

mile ever paced over a half mile track by a stallion is the
2:08 of Joe Patchen ; the fastest by a stallion in a class race
over a mile track, the 2;03^ of John R. Gentry.

Starter Dick Dwyer now wields the flag at Windsor.
Col. Hatch's work with the red bunting there was the reverse
of satisfactory, and he was relieved in less than a week.

Charlie Boots might have won the second race yesterday
if Hinrichs had hand-ridden the colt instead of going to the
bat about a sixteenth from home.

Should be Secured at Once.

In view of the large number of Eastern horses to be started

at the two tracks (Bay District and Ingleside) during the
winter moothB, the problem of finding homes for those not
in training is ooe'that deserves attention,and that itisasneces
sary to have breeding farms as it is to have tracks is true. An
unusual opportunity to either rent or buy such a ylace in
one of the most favored localities in the State and one that
not only affords every requisite iu the way of accessibility to
the city, fenced paddocks, good stables, good living water and
the reputation of producing early and good feed is offered in
this week's issue of our piper. See the announcement of the
Clayton Ranch. This spieodid property is offered at a great
bargain, and to any of our breeders who contemplate buying
a ranch in tbis.the great and future horse and cattle breeding
State, we sincerely commend the above-mentioned proposi-

Namee Claimed.

Property of William Napier, Pleasanton, Cal.:
Faithful for yearling bay filly by imp. Martenhurst

—

Cheerful, by Three Cheers.
Defender for weanling chestnut colt by Del Mar

—

Cheerful, by Three Cheers.

W. & J. Sloane & Co I!

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Carpets,

Rugs,
Furniture,

Drapery-

Materials,

Lace Curtains,

Window Shades

ORIENTAL RUGS
Modern and Antique, in Great

Variety.

641-643-645-647 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

For Sale Privately.

The following roya'ly-bred thoroughbreds :

IMP. 8\X PEDRO.br h, by Waxlfght—Judith.
A winner and eire ot the winner, Don Pedro.

RAIIVDROP, b m, by Wildldle-imp. Teardrop.
Id foal to imp. DoDcaster. A frequent winner and
half-sister to imp. Brutus and Cyrus.

VKHil.lM; FILLY, by imp. Merriwa—Raindrop.
A tine individual,

lor any information and (or prices apply to
W. L. 4PPLEBY, Bay District Track, S. F.

HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COAST, 1
SECOND ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

VEechanics' Pavilion, San Francisco, Cal., December 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

$15,000 IN CASH PRIZES AND OVERofficers:
HENRY J. CROCKER, - President

JOHN PARROTT, J. L. RATHBONE. Vice-Presidents $3,000 IN SILVER TROPHIES AND SPECIAL PRIZES
GEORGE ALMER NEWHALL, - - Secretary ^ '

OBED HORR, - - - Assistant Secretary Offered for All Classes of Horses.

1st, 2d. and. 3d Prizes lxx Elvery Class.
lake Your Entries Early and Secure Stalls or Boxes, as Every Spacs was taken Last Year and We Will Have a Larger

Show this Year. Horses May be Entered for Exhibition or Sale.

BTXTT7H.IESJS CLOSE TXTOVEilVEIBEIFl. 9, 1895.
Write to the Secretary for Prize List, Rules and Regulations, Entry Blanks and other information

Room 30 Mills Building, Second Floor.
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T. W. Raymoxd says Klamaih trolled his

last race or the year at Hedrick, la., last week

Duriug the season Klamath has started four-

teeo tiroes aod has won eight races, four sec-

ond moneys, divided second aod third once

and was third once, while his winnings for the

year foot rjpf8,47S.
^

Ali.asdoba, by .^teiuway. out of Alger-

delta, by AHaudorf, won second money in a

pacing race at Bethlehem, 1'a , over a half-

mile track September 21st. .She was second

in the third heat in 2:22.

•
Edward A ipel, cf Rnchfster, X Y, has

shipped Norris, 2:22J, lo Boston for a cam-

paign through New Engltnd. The stallion

recently stepped a half in 1 051.

Judoe IBVIBO Halskv (Iconoclast) has

resignedhis position as editor of the Kentucky

Slock Farm, to take '.he petition of Southern

agent of the Horse K"ii'»
. *

Re-Electios, by Electioneer, lowered his

record from 2:27^ to 2:221 in a trip against

lime at Evansville. InH.. I««t week.

N'lLLIECLAiiK.agray filly by Be-Election,

is a three-year old that got a record of 2:28$ at

Evansville, Ind.. September 20th.
^

FANTASY will be given a record-breakios

mile at either Lexington or Terra Haute track

Should Try

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE,
prepared
exclusive-

ly by .I.E.

Gombault
ex-Veteri-

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

GoTeroment

Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Jmpanibte to produce any sco r or blemish. The Safe*!

be«t BLISTER evented. Takes trie place of all lini-

ments for mild or severe nciion. Uemoves ollBunche*
or UUinl»hi- from llorttcs or Cattle.

.«? a HUMAN REMEDY, /or BhenmBtUm,
Bprain*. Bcrc Throat, Jv'.c, it Is invaluable.

Uir PlllBftUTCC that one tablespoon fnl of
lit uUAnAH.tc caustic balsam win
proJ<n-e more actual r^-smtn than a whole bottle of
miy liniment or tpuvtn cure mixture ever made.

F.v-rv bottle of Caustic Balsam soldlaWniran-
t«d to pive sattsfaci i*>ii. Price S 1 .50 per bottle. Sold
by DminjiBlB, or sent by express, cnargea paid, with full

direction* for Ita use. Stud for descriptive circulars,
testimotiinla. ftr, Addrt>*9 i

THE LAWKEN'CE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

THOROUGHBRED

Auction Sales
IN NOVEMBER.

YKARL1NGS

Palo Alto
Stock Farm.
YEARLINGS AND HORSES IN

TRAINING

Theo. Winters, Esq.

YEARLINGS AND HORSES IN
TRAINING OF

Chas. Kerr, Esq.

STALLIONS, BEOODMABE8, YEAR.
LINOS AND WEANLINGS

Est, Col, H. t. Thornton i

<ul»,
,

r.-<l.

KILLIP & CO., - Auctioneers

•in il.!\ I i.iimi n\ »T..»n PRAHOI80O.

Guide and Hunter
irltUb. olumbla ind AJaafca. Poi ptMllcolui

iiiiiir. •
W . lilITTBIDGJf.Gpl i

KENDALL'sW\
I SPAVIN CURE ftW

THS MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY

Read proofs below

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
BLUEPOTHT, L. I.. N. T., .Tan. 15, ISM.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.—I bought ji splendid bay
horse some time auowith a Spavin. I got hfm
for $30. I used Kendall's Spavin Cure. The
Spavin is pme now and I have been offered $150
for tliesame horse. I onlv had him nine weeks,
so I got $12u for using $2 worth of Kendall's Spavin
Cure. W. S. Marsden*.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Shelby. Mich.. Dec. 16, 1893.

Dr.B. J. Kendall Co.—[have used your Kendall's
Spavin Cure with Rood success for Curb on two
horses and it is the best liniment I have ever used.

AcorsT Frederick.
Price *t per Bwtlle.

For sale by all Druggists, or address

2>R. B. J. KEXDALL COMPANY,
ENOSBURCH FALLS. VT.

fe>: f:s *:<;!

FEED CUTTERS.
We have a large stock of all kinds of Feed Cutters,

either hand orpower.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

HOOKER &, CO.,
NOS. 16 AND 18 DRUMM STREET

8A\ FRANCISCO, CAL.

FOR ABSOLUTE SECURITY

INSURE WITH THE

FIKEMAFS FUND
INSURANCE COMPANY

HomeOffice Co.'s Building

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Capital, $1,000,000
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA.

Racing! Racing! Racing

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
FALL MEETING.

BAY DISTRICT TRACE
COMMKNCI1VU SEPTEMBER 2 1.1895.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednet-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Kl»e or More Rnr*. Rarh Day. liner. £tai
al 2 p. in. .harp.

•V WrAlllnUT and CJeary-atreet cam pasa the calc

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
M A N T ' F A ' i

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
And Carts, of Every Description.

46-48 EIGHTH ST. F.

T T. MllP A XT STOCK AND SAI.K
*) . \J . X\\) H- *\ iS , yard,oornerTcDthana

i Francisco. Block .if all kinds
boDgbt uii'i "iii Commission agent for the sale of

and cattle. Particular attention paid to their
"in. Largest stuck ynrilf* inihccltv

and the most competent men employed. All orders
promptly intended to. Tek-phone No.'wi South.

ILLINOIS

HEE SPBEADEB,
f Patented)

NO EXPERIMENT
But a Dead Certainly. Put on i tie Market One
Year. Has 6topped the \\ or-t K nee- K Dockers

S. on Earth. Approved by the Most Couser-
' vutive Horsemen throughout the country.

Only Practical Knee-Spreader Manufactured.

A child can put it on or off in one minute; weighs
1% pounds. No friction; odIv an outward pull; does
not retard speed. Made purposely to race with.
Keeps just so far from i he leg; it has dore the work
for hundreds and will certainly benefit your hor-e.
We name below a lew for reference; haven't room for
testimonials; write for our book containing same.

REFERENCES.
H Rue & Son. Danville, Ky.; H. F. Sheridan, Wau-

kegan. 111 ; C. Q Weeks, North Greenfield, Wis.; Jas.
Byram, Red Bank, N. J.; W. A. Kenyon, Minneapolis
Minn.; J. B. Whitney, Warren, 0-; W. M. Green, Jef
ferson,0.:F. M. William", Coldwater, Mich.;M. Haren,
Greenwich, N Y.; Frank Lawrence, Grand Forks, N.
D.; F. A. Dawson, Lexington, 111.; H. D. McKinney,
Janesville. Wis.; w. a. Johnson, Centralia, Wis ; A.
M. Wortmau. Vermont, 111.; J. Newton V. u Ness
Compar.y, turf goods. New York; Lafe Andersc, Fort
Scott, Kan.; R & I. Goodnind, Leeds, Eug.; John
Zwiegart. Porismoutb. O.; A. C. sbadbolt. Emmets-
burg, la.: W. E. Kingsbury, Friendship, N. Y.; Henry
Exal), Dallas, Tex.; Turlington Bros., Melfa, Va : D.
M. Holioway, Reno, N*v ; H. Kimmel & Pons turf
goods, Cosnrctoo, N. Y-; John Goodwich, Ruthven,
la.; J. C. Banson, Chicago, III ; F. A. Maxwell, Rigby
Park, Portland, Me.; J W. Mayfield, Courtland, Ala.;
H. w, Frederick & Son, turf goods. Peoria, 111 ; J M.
Miller, Detroit, Mich.; W. Cowper, Pundas, Ontario,
Can.; C. W. Pratt, Hartford. Conn.; Dick Wood. Pots-
dam, N. Y ; Smith Bros Canton, 111.; C. M Uoseman
& Bro., turf goods. New York; F M. Dodge. Pittsfield,

N. J.;T W. Rounds Company, tnrt goods. Pro \ idence,
R.I; F. B- Clark. Bone'dale, Pa.; Georee Kenvon,
Mount Carroll, 111.; G. S. Furbusb, Linn, Mass.; E. R.
Henderson, Somerville.Tenn. ; Henning & Elankert,
Sagionw. Mich.;PeterS. O'Reilly, Whiiinsville.Mass.;
Jno. R. Potts, Lexington,Ky.: Short & Ruger, Paynes-
viUe, O.; Harry B. James. Berwyn, Pa.; Geo. Cochran,
Morden. Manitoba. Can ; L. E. Currier, Concord, N.
H.; H. L.Rlggs, Newark. N.Y.: S. H. Baer, Detroit,
Mich.; J. C. McCariy, McKeeiport, Pa. ; The J. H.
Fenton Company, turf goods, Chicago; B. C. Clark,
Marlen.Tex.; J. L. Wilburn, San Atobia, Miss ; D.
B. J. Sboefer. South Bend, Ind.; Henry W. Cole, Lake
Mills, Wis ; Sheldon Bros., Alexandria, Minn.; L. J.

Noflzear Company, turt goods, Manchester, Ird.:
Mi'ler & Co , Dresden, Ontario, Can. : ('. A. Schneider,
Eimwood, 111.; A. E. Lynch. Moundsville, W. "Va ; R
L. Davis, Port Jpfferson, N. V.; H. E. Calvin. Sedalia.
Mo ; H. D Shepird, Columbus, 0-; James O'Rourk,
Norfolk, Ya ; H C. Wheeler, Beltou, Tex.; R.
E. Proctor, Woodstock, Va.; J. L. Shallcr ss,

Louisville, Kv.; C. S. Sherman, Westfield, Mas .; E.
H. Rose, Rockland, Me.; F. D. Pa'mer, Stoningtoo,
Ky.: Mark W. Cross Company, turt goods, Boston,
Mass; F. Butterfield, DeWiu, la; Frank Sloppy.
Clinton, la.; A. V. Tr"esdell. Waukegan, 111 : Charles
A. Thompson, Independence, la.; W. H. Slimm.San
Antonio, Tex,; John Herrdon, Austin. Tex.; John
Rartuett. New York ; J. H. Roersle, San Antonio,
Tex. ; Dr. Oliver J. Phelps, St. Louis, Mo.; Wm. Baggs,
Springfield, Mass.; Will F.rwing, -=an Antonio. Tex ; E.
M. Ford & Co , San Antonio, Tex.: George M. Garth,
Medford, Mass.: J. B. Tomlinson, Mt. CanvlLIll.; W.
F. Rohn, Monticello. la ; E A. Hughes, CH ton, 'a.;

Andy McDowell, Pleasanton.Cal.; P. T. Dugan & Co.,
Bangor, Me ; B. T. Millican. Briahtwood. D. C; Baker
Harness Co.. Springfield, Mass.;iultle & Clark. De-
troit. Mich.: Samuel B. Nelson. Richmond, Va.; G- T
Famish, Lawson.Mo.; M. J. Nickeson. Oak Hill, 111.;

B. P. Edwards. Earlville, 111.; H. R. Leavens & Co.,

Glen Falls, N. Y.; E Kipp. Peekskill, N. Y : Bradley
& Small, Portland, Me. : Frank Butler, Bellefontaine,
Ohio ; J. J. Webster, Pittsaeld, Mass.; H. T. Cutis Or-
well, Vt ; n. H. Moore. Athens, Ohio ; B. T Powers,
Hopedale. ODio ; Geo. de B. Keim & Co., Philadelphia;
M. Gallagher, Philadelphia.

PRICE CASH WITH ORDERORC. O. O., 815
Address all communications to

ILLINOIS KNEE-SPREADER, Clinton, Iowa
Formerly f ulton.Ill,

Bids For Privileges.

Sealed proposals will be received at the officp of the
Pacific ('oast Trolling Horse Breeders Association un-
til 12 o'clock Monday, fct 12th, 1685, lor the fo lowing
pilvllegps during the Fall race meeting of the Associa-

ilon. lo be held at Los Angeles, Oct. 2Slb to Nov. 2nd,
Inclusive.

POOLS
of u-i \i, pnnnitAMMK
POPCORN. FRUIT AND RJ0T6
Ol Thin K BAR
AND «»THKR PRIVII.RIiBS

\r.illilcd check of 50 per cent should aceonjpany
each bid. Right reserved to reject any or all ibids.

Address *. W HRLLbY, hecretary,
818 Bush Street, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.
THE FOUR-YEAR-OLD FILLY

^1.JW./*XIU/X^I o
;2Qt oul f Bamona.

I'damot W. Wood, 2:07), by Anteeo, etc.

A mii/iiii Is n beautiful dapple iirown (Illy, sound and
kind, and has raced miles in 2:2fl with a tew weeks'
handling. She hasfbown that sht- could with a Jllttle

more work get a very bw mark : has paced Quarters
|q : Inquire of liKO HAWK,

Oak]and Race Track.

DR. E. W. BOVETT'S
SPECIFIC FOR

Cracked Heels

and Scratches
It will also cure all Sores, Wounds. Boot Chafe

Rope Burns and Grease Heel without leaving
callous, and will always remove a Callous wl
caused from a wound.
It removes all SorenesB with a few applications, i

is the only remedy known that will heal a Cracket
Heel and leave the skin soft and pliable.
The great horseman, Monroe Salisbury, says:

have used It on ALIX (Queen of the Turfl. i

DIRECTLY (two and three-year-old champion pacer)
for Cracked Hc-i- and find that it removes the son
ness with the first application and the heel is soon so!
and pllahle, without any callous remaining."
T. W. Raymond, owner and driver of KLAMATH

2:08^, says: "Have been trying to cuie K'amath'
Cracked Heels for eight years, and this is the first r
edy I have ever found that did the business."
Many horses are unsteady and refuse to exte&i

themselves, simply because their heels are sore i

tender.
Price. $100 per bottle; six bottles, $5.00. Deliver©

anywhere in the U S. and Canada at 25 cents per t

tie, with reduction for each additional bottle.

BKCN60X & BOVBTT, Denver, Col.
REFKRESCK8 I

Monroe Salisbury, DuBois Brothers, Andy McDowel
Dick Tilden, J. W. Zibbell, Louis BincKley, Fran
Loomis, Walter Cummings, and hundreds of others.

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TE1M OF FAST TROTTERS
A splendid pair of roadsters, one of the finest bugg

teams in the city, is oflered for sale. They are wel
bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle -sate for a lad;
to drive. In breeding they cannot be excelled, belo
of tne most fasbi"i>able strains. Anv gemlema
wanting a last team will find a bargain in this pain
trotting mares. They are only four years old, am
being untrained, will continue lo develop speed b
careful handling. They are slightly below medioi
size, but of strong confor ation and perfectly soum
This team may be seen at the Dexter Prince stab!
1509 Grove ttreet, near Baker. They will be sold at
low price.

ALSO FOB SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race an<

Business Horses
BEED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from the breedi
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals s

lowest prices. Colts and ullies are offered for sale t

that great young sire. PILOT PRIV K ; alni.t
Dexter Prir ce,Sidney, Victor, 2:22, Grandi£slmo,2:23j
George Washington, 2:16, :E1 Benton. 2:23: Don Ha
vin, 2:22. etc. These have all been bred at the KB|
Stock Farm and are oul of first-class mares.
Promising colts of tried speed lines will be supplii

to trainers at very low prices. A large number oo
ready f r track work are offered for sale.
Brocdmares are also oft<-red for sale by Woodtio

2:16, Dawn, 2:183*, Graodissimo, 2:23 41, Dexter Prlnc
Hawthorne, Arthurton, Naubuc. etc
A feature is also made of supplying good livery ai

business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represente

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Nbj
Stock Farm they have the best of feet aod legs at
will therefore stand bard work. All stock sold tax
this farm has given the best of satisfaction. Bargtli
are offered to all desiring to purchase good stock of ai
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, writeff

information.
Full particulars maybe had regarding the above!

calliogat Heald's Business College, or bv addressing
K. P. HEALD.

24 Post Street, San Frnuclsco.<

Wildidle Stock Farn

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies 111

AND THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE. Box 223, Santa OtWl

S.B. WHITEHEAD &C
OFFICIAL POOL-SELLERS

— FOE THE —

California Circuit. Including the State Fa

Other Agricultural Associations, the Paclfli

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Aaeo<

elation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUI
All the It-test and most approved appliances i

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business in U

best and most expeditious manner in any part oil
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible assoclatlol

Correspond with us before making other arrant
men Is.

g. B. WHITEHEAD dk CO.. 20 Lefdeodorfl St. 6.1

Split-Second Timer;

With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

'

PRICE $18.

These Timers start and stop promptly, and M»
reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A.HIRSCHMAN, 113SutterS
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime Cocker Kennels.

AT STUD.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. E. 237. Mollte,

A. 27.880. Jessie M., A. 30,1S-1. Peg Wofflngton 29.75S

and Railette.

Pups ior sale. Address

MILLER & PRATHER, Proprietors.

W. L. Feather Je., F. E. Miller,
537 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

FOR SALE.

The celebrated Great DanP dogSTR^HM, 36-649,
.5montbsold. sire, Knits hl's t*AT AS. dam KHISE
LADY. Perfectly formed, grand bead, strong body;
weight 125 lbs ; steel gray color.
Won second prize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,

May, 1895. „
L. G. ROWEL1-, Wells, Fargo & Co, S. F.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stltj—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FIX^LAS JR., 31,189.
BA*RYMORE. 34.802.

If you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GIEXMOKK KEXXE1.S,

West Berkeley, Oal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK fitt'lV-
ELEH, fee*25; Challenge XbMO li,fee?Z0.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppit-s from Bench Show
and Field Trial winners, sires and dam".
Address A B. TRCMArV,

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOB

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT.

. With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
Bbeed and Exhibit Does as scientiflcallyjas the most
(experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES
Of the grandest dogs or all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price. S3. 00, and 25 cents Expreaaage.

11 yonr dog Is Blck, you most have

DISEASES
OF

DOGS.
Which will tell you from what disease he is Buffering
tnd how to cure the same.

Price, @3, Postpaid.

Ashmont's

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
framing, and Is universally conceded to be, far and
vway, the best woee ofthe kindevkk published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

SMOKE LESS
SHOOT MORE
HEBESTSPOKTSMENANDTRAPSHOTSOFTHIS

COUSTRYHAVEDON'HSOAND
WHENTHEVSHOT

HAZARD
GUNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGGEDTKEPKI ZESOBTHE

'AMEANDHAVEUBGEDUSTOTBYOCBHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

TRADEMARK

BLUE RIBBON
55

;

BRAND
I For diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

3helps & Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

i!20 Mission St., San Francisco.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
I

1 you are fond oi fresli

;
ir and restfuL ruralre-

r

reais, read Cameland,
i

fie gentle magazine of
Utdoor life, it reveals

I
irgin woods and waters.

!

'early. to anyaddress.Sl
"hree trial numbers, 25c.
•o free copies. Game-

!
and Plb. Co., 13 Astor
'! a c-:, New York, N.Y.

Fire Arms,
Fishing Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

EISHIM
TACKLE

FISHING

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT

Its claims lor snperiority are as follows:-

GUN POWDER MADE.

FIRST It is not affecred by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder In use, as It contains no nltro-glycerine or nun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell In the gun.
FOURTH It has a light recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is the quickest and has tbe greatest killing power at any distance.
MXTH It gives tbe best pattern at any and all distances,
SEVKATH Its action is tbe most uniform in all respects.
K1GHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shell* with any primer.
XIXTH It is tbe cleanest powder in use, and if the gnn is not cleaned for weeks af<.er using, a dry cloth is

all that Is required for that purpose, wben it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved tbe metal. Tbe residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after flrty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

TEXTH It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to tbe lb.);
and each pound contains more than donble the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with tbe exception of one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Oal.

<W For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

DUPON "sporting powder
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It gives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public
Third—It Ls cleaner in the gun than any nltro powder in use.
Foorth—It is what Its name would indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Becoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use ot any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited u trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application,

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 189*.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.
New Yobk Saiesboom, 97 Chambers Street

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1S50 and 1353 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco. Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Ele4*nt Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best faculties afforded: for board-
ing horses.

T.lf D hOQ* Wo. SI SOmm*
Business College, 24 Post St.

BAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

B. P. irv.aT.Ti
,
president, B. HALKY,

gWSend for Circulars,

GLOVERS TEMPORARY BINDER.

ANTAL-MTDY
These tmy Capsules are superior

I to Balaam of Copaiba, f~\
I Cubeb3 and Injections. (MJJjy

] They cure in48 hours the V J

I same diseases -without anyincon-

iTfnience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

K63

Breeders' Directory.
Advertisements under thlsheading 50 cento per ine permonth. *

HORSES AND OATTLP.

fllELIII BREEDING FARM,o^,^,
o S4?$ i

brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
KZSj-C). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carrlatre
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. AddreL
for particulars FRED W. LOEEER, St. Helena, CaL

BULLS Devons aDd Shorthorns. All pure bred and
!»™i. », .<

reS'3ler
1

ed
- ^ne individuals. At pi Ices

to suit the times, either singly or in carload lots. Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BERKSHIRE* and P«L AXM-CHIXA HOGS.
Also best varieties ot Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM XILKS A: CO.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. EstabUsbed In 1S76,

VETERINARY.
T>v. -\7Vxaa.. 3F1

. SgatL,
M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY 6URGEOX,
Member of the Royal College ol Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of tbe Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66: b28

Howard St., Telephone 3153, Ban Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenne
San Francisco.

OFFICE HODBS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

H. W. HOAGLAND.V. D.
VETERINARY DBNTI5T.

Gradaate of Sayre and Drake Dental Institute,
Chicago.

EXAMINATION FREE.
Office- Fashion Stables, Oakland, Cal. Residence, 72

Seventh St., Oakland. Telephone, 62i Black.

DE. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Veterinary Department
university of California,
Cor. Post and Fillmore Sts , Sao Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CUNNINGHAM, Secretary.

O. D. TAYLOR,
Tbe Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLKg,
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 31S9.

No charge for examination.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fiahlpg and HpmiiiK \n Callforula

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

TKB EOOTK TO

san rafael petaluma'
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
G K.NKRA1 Orncs—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. It * AX. Gen. Pau. Aat

You can'tcutout
THOROUGH-

Hl clean them

a BOG SPAVIN
PIN, but

ADSORKliNt, off, and vou work
the horse same time. Does not blister or

nove the hair. Will tell you more if

u write. Of regular dealers or sent
direct. $2.00. W. P. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

J4 Auihumt St., SpriuaQeld, Jlrnw.

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE.
| No better fe*d for dairy cows and stock. For sale In

quantities to full. Apply to EL DORADO t4Nb£Elj
i OIL works co-Mi'any. 208 California street,
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Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc, Etc.

OF A.\ BXCB1XBNCB OF QUALITY, hi K<;v\( K OF PATTERN A>D VARIETY
OF 61 VLB AM) liRAIIt- HOT TO Bh HAD BLsEWHERB.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
VVHII.K THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness. »^h„i &f&"A

6*».
st" 8

-
F '

THE KING OF THEM ALL.

Wm. Bown's GeleDratefl tomarket Horse Glipuer.

o

3

O

5T
<rt-

Fur "»lr by all Saddlery or Hardware Houaes, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.
Wrile for Special List. Manufacturer's Agent for the United States.

RED BALL BRAND.

Warded Gold Med a
At California Slate
Fair 1893.
Every horse owner

who values his stock
sb- uld constantly have
h supply of it on hand.
It improves and keeps
-itock in the pink of con
dlticn. *

Manhattan Food Co.,

Ban Mateo, Cal.
Ask your grocer or hay dealer for it

TB.AININO.
Recuperation. Breeding

THE VERY BEST STOOK FARM IN CALIFORNIA
CAN BE SECCBED AT A GBEAT BARGAIN.

THE -:- FAMOUS -:- CLAYTON -:- EANCB
CONSISTING OF 900 ACRES

Adjolnlm <he Town orCLAYTO\, COXTRt COSTA CO.. accessible by rail or waler
Two Hours Ride From Ranch to Clly.

Fenced, VyATERBD, Shaded, Accessible, Scnny and Productive.

BARNS, PADDOCKS, VINEYARD, ORCHAR]
And the Earliest and Best Feed, with the Purest Water.

Wheat, Barley and Alfalfa.

A/vliat 3\£ox*o Do You "V^"axit?
Write and get all particulars, and remember that this is the opportunity

of the century apd won't last long. GRAB IT. QUICK!

GEO- T. RUDDOCK, Room 28, Ninth Floor, Mills Buildinj

Is drawn by the following good ones and many others

:

TROTTERS.
All* 2 :03^
Directum 2 :05 \
Fantasy. 2:06
Ralph Wilkes 2:06%f
Stamboni 2:0?,^
Arlon -2:07$f
Kremlin 2:07-
RylandT.. 2:07*
Azote 2:0SM
Pliley 2 :08M

PACERS.
Robert J _2:01&
John R. Gentry 2:03-
Flying Jib 2:04
Joe Patcben 2:04.

Mascot 2:04
Online 2:04
Saladln 2 :05*
Roy Wilkes - 2:06-
gtrathberry .2:06-
ttny 2:06 -

Directly 2 :07M
Daring 1894 there were forty-seven 2:10 pacers in train-

ing, and of this number thirty-nine drew FRAZlEli SCLKIR*.
There were also twenty -four 2:10 trotters oat, and twenty-

one of them drew the FRAZIBR.
Come to us If you need a sulky. Any desired tire furnished.

STUDBBAKBR BROS ' MF'G CC
SOLE AGENTS.

Market and Tenth Streets. San Francisco, Of

XTVIESTEIFtTXr
209 TO 221 K STREET

SACRAMENTO, - - - CALIFORNI/
Flrst-Ciass In all Its Appointments, with Second-Class Prices,

ROOM A.\D BOARD 81. OO. 81.25 and 81.-10 PER DAY. MEALS. 2ft CE.XTS.
Free Bus to and from all Trains.

"W.M. "" a-ixtt>
t

- - Proprieto

T» OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
PAY U **AND GET A PREMIUM
We have sent out

S i" 4?

for subscription to the Breeder and Sportsman and everyone who pays us $5 for subscripts!

AN OFFER THAT IS

Grood to Last
p*

Long:
s us $5 for subscripti._

WITHIN A WEEK OP THE DATE OP THIS ISSUE will get a Premium

If You Don't fake the Paper, Subscribe for it and You Will Get a Premiun
\\.- Inn.- .-I'nii'il for premiums the most elegant line of hor.se portraits ever issued in the United States. These pictures i

twenty-two by twenty-eight indies in size, on the finest plate paper and are made by the artotype process from oil paintings

brated artists Tl superior to the linest steel engravings, perfect likenesses and are works of art in the highest degrcl

Every one interested in horses should lake great pleasure in possessing one of these handsome pictures. The following is a list

the subjects

:

HAMBLETONIAN 10 AL | X PALO ALTO
JOHN R. GENTRY MAMBRINO PATCHEN HAPPY MEDIUM
LADY THORNE MAUD S. MISS RUSSELL
SUNOL NANCY HANKS ROBERT J.

As the number of these pictures that have been placed on the market is limited, and as they are too expensive for us i

continue to give them for premium* after the expiration of ihitrftice, we suggest that you take advantage of the oiler without dels'

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bush Street San Francisc
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Laddie:—a Typical Polo Pony. Peopebty of w. s. Hobart, Sa>* Mate<>, Cal.

A MODEL EQUINE HOME.

Where the Choicest of Thoroughbreds, Trotters,

Coach Horses, Polo Ponies and High
Jumpers Are Kept—The Leading

Place of Its Kind in the
United States.

It has been the boast of nearly everyone who has taken an

nterest in the great industry of breeding and developing

,
ight harness horses, as well as thoroughbreds, that Califor-

nia's greatest farms are noted as the nurseries of its greatest

acehorses. And these enthusiasts point with pride to the

nmmaries of all the large race meetings throughout the

i
Jnited States in verification of their satements.

' San Mateo was the first county in this State io which

farms were devoted exclusively to the breeding and develop-

ing of fine trotters. The fame of the pioneer amoDg them,

Stephen H. Whipple's Hambletonian s'ock farm, extended

to the farthermost portions of the country. The owner of this

farm was an excellent judge of fine trotters and thorough-

breds, and erected barns and stables, built corrals and made

paddocks on his big farm, which is within the city limits o'

8an Mateo. Then he started for New York and purchased

trotters and thoroughbreds. That was in 1860, thirty-five

years ago, and the memorable sale which took place at that

farm June 11, 1873, when the proprietor was paralyzed and

blind, will never be forgotten by the few that survive of the

hundreds who attended on that memorable day.

The farm was always considered a model one, and although

it was for years devoted to the uses of stock and the raising

of graio. it never recovered the prestige it held until the late

W. S. Hobart purchased it and slocked it with the choicest

lot of horses ever gathered in the United States. The place,

under his supervision, was transformed ioto one of the best-

appointed stock farms in California. A race track was built,

n«w buildings containing box-stalls replaced the old and di-

lapidated ones, trees were planted, paddocks made, and after

he had finished his work it looked as if the magic wand of a

great genius had been wafted over the old buildings,

brushing them out of sight, and in their stead a little village

had suddenly leaped into existence.

Mr. Hobart had everything in readiness to go on with the

good work, when sickness overtook him and he was called to

his long home, leaving a bereaved family and thousands of

friends to mourn his loss.

The stock selected by him was then sold in the East

by the executors of his will: this was one of the most s
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ful suits ever held. The farm was leafed to K. O'Grady for

two years. Last Augm-l Walter S. Hobart, the only son of

the deceased owner, made tatit-factory arrstigtnitnls

with Mr. ( ''Grady, and at once took possession of the place.

He had been purchasing prize-winning coach and carriage

horses, polo ponies, thoroughbreds and a few choice trotters

in the East, and his capable 'unerintendent to take charge of

hu immense undertaking, H. B. Hunn, was detailed to fit

the place to receive the splendid collection he had secured

to take the places so ably tilled by Stamboul, 2:07A, and his

harem.
These two young men displayed r^inarkabiy good laete in

tilling up the farm according to their ideas. The colors of

the I'el Monte stable as claimed b/ \V. S. Hobart, red aod
vellow, were chosen as the ones lhat all the buildings should

be painted, and a more picturetqtie and striking combination

could not be found anywhere. A large force of graders, car-

penters aod painters were engaged, and for the past six weeks

the work of making changes and improvements has been rap-

idly progressing.

A lawn has been made around the cottage at the entrance

to the farm, the buildiog itself has been painted white, and
the interior has been furnishtd and decorated in a style that

commends it to all who pass the threshold. The changes

made have been so great that to any one who visited it while

its original owner lived it wou'd be bard to convince that it

was the same place. The carpets, wall paper, rareworksof
art, brie a brae, etc., make it a veritable, bright, little home
of comfort and good cheer.

The large barn has been fitted up expressly for the polo

ponies, carriage horses, harnesses and vehicles. The interior

is painted a bright yellow, aod the sunlight streaming through
the many windows adds a softness to the light that is simply
charming, and while the ornamental trimmings on the in-

side and outside buildings are painted a bright red, both col-

ors seem to blend harmoniously. The stalls for the coach
horses are wide, and fitted up in accordance with the latest

improvements for the comfort of the equine prize-winners.

The box stalls for the game looking little polo ponies are

comfortable, neat and well ventilated. The driveways at both
endsofthe barn are wide enough to admit of two four in-bands
to pass each other, while on the floor in the center of the

building a eix-in hand can be turned easily. The harness

rooms are fitted up with the latest styles of racks for the

costly harnesses, saddles, clothing, etc. The room3 are made
dust proof, and all the articles I saw there were in their proper
place under the names of the horses upon which they be-

longed. These neatly painted signs corresponded with those

to be found over every stall.

Before inspecting the occupants of this building, I walked
over to the building where the thoroughbreds were kept. The
appearance of the open space in frortof the buildings has
been changed and instead of a little field of rye grass and al-

falfa r j exercise ring has been made, in the center of which
a circular garden was placed in which rare exotics were
growing. Around this circle a number of exercise lads were
cooling the thoroughbreds and polo ponies that had just

had their morning exercise. Superintendent Hunn kindly
uncovered the horses lhat were restirg in the box stalls and
the wav this gentlemen repeated the pedigrees and perform-
ances of those gathered here was most instructive. Every
animal seemed glad to be fondled by him and thestranger was
as welcome in the stalls as the men who had charge of these

sleek-looking beauties.

Everything about the place shows that a master mind is

the governing power. Neatness prevails, while the system-
atic way in wbicb every branch of this establishment is

conducted, reflects great credit on Mr. Hunn, who is one of
the most modest of men.

In the row of box stalls we noticed a number of yearlings
(thoroughbreds), and the? look larger than most two-year-
olds ; among them being a sister to Little Mid, a good win-
ner as a two, three and four-year-old, being by that good
sire Midlothian, out of Probability, bv Onondaga.
A fillv bv Maxim, out of Trade Dollar, by Norfolk. She

is a half sister to the winners Simmons, Trade Mark, Gold
Dollar, Dare Dollar and Daric, and will be also a winner of
brackets when she starts

A good looking Sir Modred filly out of Carina, by King-
fisher, second dam C:rila, a great race mare by that great
broodmare sire The III Used. Carina is the dam of St. Carlo,
a great race horse and sire, and St. Julien, another winner.
This filly will make a grand broodmare when her days on
the turf end.

A rugged, well-made and exceedingly racy looking brown
colt by Ralvator, out of Iris (dam of Peril), by Iroquois, was
f-ne we fancied and unless all signs fail will be as great a
horse as ever was bred at Rancho del Paso.
A chestnut colt by imp. Sir Modred, out of Bedotle, by

Bonnie Scotland, second dam Ermengarde, by Lightning,
and then tracing to the immortal Levity, was next looked
at, This one is a race horse every inch of him, and will do
to watch. He is the making of a fast one, and when bis
divs for sporting silk end, what a sire he will make.
The sir Modred colt out of Repartee, by Virgil, second

dam Retort, by Lever, occupied the next stall. From this

fellow's ancestors have descended the'great race mare The
Butterflies, and Runnymede, Barnes, Katrine, Lou Lainer,
Lucky hog and a host of famous stake winners. When he
starta he will have no trouble in placing his name alongside
these great ones.

These are a few thoroughbred yearlings selected by W. 8.
Hobart and purchased at the Rancho del Paso sale in New
York city last June lit- has used rare good judgment in

and will never regret their purchase.
A ft-w poniM used for llat racing occupy the adjoining

(tUlls, while Ayres P., the greatest (rotting gelding of his
year is also bare. I le Is uaad an a handy horse on the farm and
we venture the assertion that if a personwaa in|a hurry to catch
the train, i ride behind this sturdy built gelding would not
Ik- refined. Ha ti round and fat and looks a< if he never did
anything but eat and sleep.

In the next atall was Ferrier. a I light chestnut
i -Si blase and white Btock(oge,be Bland inc. 16.1$ hands

A baodaomer bone does not eiial En this part of (he world.
Aa a race home he ranka very blub, having won some twelve

ion, and with big weight up
'>ii in'ur'v ev«-ry occasion. Twice at KaerBmento be wn-

D iide of I 1", \H was unfor-

Inoate at the start and did not win, HI tto, won
the TravpM and Kenner slakes ;»t Saratoga, Phoeoii Hotel fit

Lexical e (lark Slakes at Louisville and oiher

but 01 ' »'. when Lord
Murphy beat mm for the Kentucky Derby of 1879. During
bit turf career

|

in America, buch u

Fresno Races.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3.

The third day of the Fresno Trotting Association meet

found rather a smaller gathering than usual in and around

the grand stand, but there was no question about the respect-

ability of the assembled crowd. Sheriff Scott and his depu-

ties did not have to pnt in even a verbal remonstrance, save

in one case where a super-heated rider thought he had been

hardly dealt with by the judges, and then the latter were sus-

tained and the party retired with perfect respect for the min-

ions of the law. Lip to date no race meeting in this county

has been so orderly.

The 2:20 trot provoked a hard and prolonged contest. The
entries were Toggles (the Lemoor terror) which made such a

hit on Tuesday; Charivari, a bay mare; Our Lucky, b s,

and Bonnie Ben, s g. Mariposa, a brown mare, was scratched.

The first beat was won in 2:19} with little to spare between
first and second. Our Lucky beat Bonnie Ben by a length,

and Charivari came third. Toggles did not worry the judges,

but jogged along in the fourth place, and the bookies looked
tired. Toggles was a favorite for first.

In the second heat Toggles won easily, with Our Lucky
second, Charivari third and Bonnie Ben fourth. The time
was very fast, 2:16. The third heat was in favor of Toggles,

the time being 2:10. Our Lucky came in second, Charivari
third and Bonnie Ben fourth. The Charivari mare having
made three" thirds" was ruled out. It was anybody's race
so far, and Toggles' slock ruled high. The fourth heat was
a surprise to old members of the turf. The three remaining
horses got away on the fourth attempt. It was a cloBe argu-

ment from the half mile, but the thing looked de-id sure for

Toggles fifty yards from the wire. The Lemoore gelding
was then leading by a whole length, but Bonnie Ben stole

up, challenged the favorite and as the whips fell twice, loud
and clear, Bonnie Ben responded, but Toggles gave out and
whn benten by a neck ' in a moment of victory." Time,
Sf:21. It was the closest thing of the week and many tens'and
twenties changed hands over it.

The tilth heat provoked a difficulty in the judges' stand
Charivari crowded Toggles at the first turn, and hundreds of

Harold, Monitor, Spendthrift and Ada Glenn. Falsetto's turf

winnings amounted to $18,270, all won as a three-year-old.

He was then purchased by P. Lorillard, for $18,000, and sent

to England, but one of hi» legs gave way and he was sold to

the owner of (he Woodburn Stud. At this, place he sired

Bright Pbcebus (winner of tbis year's Kealization),Counter

Tenor, Dewdrop, Glee Boy and many other winners of

great note. The dam of Ferrier has thrown'nothing but great

winners— Hastings, the $37,000 two-year-old ; Foreigner, a

frequeDt winner, and Handsome, Ed Corrigan's good colt. He
is by a great horse out of a wonderful mare.

Bright Phoebus was next looked at. He ie one of the top-

nolch three-year-olds of 1895, and will head the list of win-

ners of horses of his age this year. He was also sired by
Falsetto, but his dam was Buff and-Btue, daughter of the

mighty War Dance, her dam Balloon (dam of True Blue and
Tbe Banshee, latter Apache's dsm). From this family also

descended Modesty, first winner of the American Derby,

Ballet, Balancer, Blue Grass Belle, Major Richards (sire of

Hawthorne), Peg Woffington, Charmion, Revolver, Wagner,
Parachute, Margaret Wee*, Ascension and Childe Harold.

As an individual, Bright Pb<ebus is one of the most taking

blood bay colts imaginable, while as a race horse he haB few
superiors. In the mud he is simply invincible. He took up
122 pounds at Sacramento and ran one and one-quarter miles

in 2:08-j in heavy going—a record never equalled anywhere.
There were several others looked at, among tbem being the

grand looking chestnut horse Joe Ripley, by Hyder Ali. I

have seen many thoroughbreds during the past fifteen years,

but do not know as I have ever seen a better-bodied horse
than tbis one. There is no place where he could be improved
upon—head, neck. shoulders, back, coupling.loin, barrel, hips,

everywhere he fills tbe ideal. He is a little light in limb, but
is in good hands, and when ready will be the peer of any
horse that ever struck the turf in this State. He was reserved
for the last to be shown and the time for his appearance
going to tbe post will be anxiously look forward to.

The polo ponies were led out for inspection, and one of

them Laddie, our artist, Geo. F. Morris, selected as a model
and sketched him at once. The picture accompanying this

is l very good likeness of this game, speedy and reliable

pony. There was Gold Coin, Cherokee, Hayseed, Canaille
and at least a score of others selected from all parts of the
United States and Canada and trained for this exciting game.
Twenty-five are kept here, and when Mr. Hobart and his

friends are all mounted and equipped for the game a prettier

or more exciting scene cannot be imagined. These polo
ponies as well as the ponies used for fiat racing such as Lady
Greensleeves, Comanche and Brandy deserve a separate arti-

cle as well as the prize-winning jumpers Huntress, winner at

the last horse show at the Mechanic's Pavilion, Sweetmeat
and Cinderella. The coach horses (and the most stylish among
them being a trotting-bred gelding by Allie Wilkes) and the

carriages, harnesses and vehicles furnished so many items of

interest that lack of space prevents me from writing further
upon them in this article.

Mr. Hobart is a great rider, and is not only one of the

neatest and most graceful, but he is daring as well, and
whether over the flat, across the hurdles, or in tbe skillful

matceverings in the game of polo he is one of the best ever
seen here. As a "whip," there is not a stage driver in this

country that can give him points driving four or six horses,

or landem. He is always cool and self possessed, and his

quick eye and wonderful strength and skill have won for

him the plaudits of many delighted spectators wherever
he has been. He can throw a lasso with any vaquero in

the land, and has a number of trained mustangs which he
loves to ride as the Mexicans did in California before the
Gringo came. Mr. Hobart will send a number of his polo

ponies to the great tournament to be held at Los Angeles
during the fall meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse
Breeders Association, and their appearance will be one of
the many features to be seen at that great meeting. He
will enter a number of horses at the Horse Show also, and
whatever is strictly up to date will be shown in the way of
horses, carriages, vehicles, etc. A better collection than he
has is not owned by any other in the United S tates, and the
accession of this aggregation of fashionable stock to Califor-

nia isone to which we can all point with pride.

Arnakee.

voices proclaimed a foul. The judges pronounced Snider,
the driver of Charivari, subject to a fine of $25 and Snider
angrily protested. He was removed from the stand and the
judges announced that Bonnie Ben had won first place,
Charivari second, and Toggles third. In the sixth and final
heat Bonnie Ben came in first, Toggles second. Time, 2:28.
The horses were by this time pretty well tired, especially
Toggles, who might have won but for being trotted over the
course between the final heats. It was about the hardest con-
test ever Been on the Faesno track.

The second race, a five eighths dash, running, was never
in doubt for a moment. Fleet came in first, Pollasky second
and Myrtle G. third. Academy did not run. Time, 1:02].
The third race, a auarter-mile dash, running, came late

and was easily won by Valledor, gm, in 22 seconds,with Bon-
nie second and Comet third.

The fourth race on tbe announced programme was the
brown mare Lilac, from the Wildflower Stock Farm against
time (to beat 2:35). C. E. Clark drove the mare and brought
her under the wire in 2:26. beating the time by nine seconds
A match race for $100 a side between the runners Syrick

and Ten Cents was easily won by the latter in 0:23$. The
distance was a quarter of a mile.
The fifth race, a handicap, special trot, provoked another

hard contest. The entries were Juana Treat, b f; Teresa, b f;

Knight, b s,handicap with high wheel cart; Carrie C.,b f,and
Little Mac, ch g. Knight easily won the first three heats and
first money, Teresa third and Carrie C. fourth. The purse
was $250. i

SUMMARIES.
2:20 trotting race.

Bonnie Ben. by Ben Lomond „ 2 4 111
Toggles, by Strathway 4 112 3
Charivari, by Sterling 3 3 3 2 3
Our Luckey, by Star Sultan 12 2 4

Time, 2:19*4, 2:16, 2:19, 2:21, 2:28.

Special trot.

Knight, by Woodford Wilkes Ill
Juanna Treat 2 4 3
Teresa 3 2 5
Carrie C 5 5 2

Time, 2:25^, 2:24. 2:25.

Against 2:35.

Lilac, b m i

Time
.... . 2

Time, 236.

fbiday's races.

The week's racing comes to an end to-morrow. It has

been a very successful and very pleasant meeting from a rac-

ing point of view. The horsemen are satisfied with tbe track,

the managsment and everything, and say it is the best meet-

ing they have had this year. The races have not proved a

success financially, because of the smaller attendance than
was anticipated-

Yesterday, the fourth day of the races proved to be the
most successful day at the track, as yet and there is no rea-
son to believe that to dav has not been even more successful.

In the 2:20 trot, Mvrtle Thome did not seem to be enough
in the race to please the poolsellers and came in only third
place, McZeus who had not been regarded as a winner taking
first place.

SUMMARY.
2:20 trot, purse 8?C0. best three in five beats.

McZeus, by McKinney ] l i
Chico 5 2 2
Myrtle Tborne 2 3 4 I

Prince Ira 3 5 3
Jennie June 4 4 5

Time, 2:15, 2:143^,2:16^;.

The first heat of the 2:20 purse was won by Oltinger in
2:11 J, the fastest time of the day, Oltinger was the favorite
in the first heat and also in tbe remaining heals.

SUMMARY.
2:20 pace, purse 87C0. BeFt 3 in 5.

Oltinger. by Dorsey's Nephew Ill
Javelin 2 2 2
Hal Corbilt 3 3 3

Time, 2:11%, 2:13M, 2:14.

The next and last event on the programme was the five

and a half furlong handicap, running race. In this race
Inkerman was first choice with Blue Bell second. Blue Bell,
however, ran away from the favorite and won the dash in
1:08$, Inkerman second, Nevear third, Cleveland fourth.

SATURDAY.

The closing day of the race meet in this city was the best

one. The attendance, however, was not as large as expected

although the school children, who were admitted free, turned

out in full force.

The best programme of the week had been arranged for to-

day. The trotting and running time was slow, but the pac-
ing records were among the best on the Pacific Coast. The
time if the four heats of the pacing race was 2:0S, 2:08, 2:09k
2:09.

Never before on tbe coast has such time been maintained
in four successive heats. Waldo J. won the race, with Cheha-

|

lis second.

Some remarkable heavy pool-selling was done during the
day. The winners had been picked out fairly well.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, 2:27 class, purse 8600.

Dr. Pufl" Sullivan 1
Potrero Durfee
Columbus S Smith 3
Eva T Brown 4
Mojave Snider &
Bonnie Ben Tryon 6

Time, 2:20, 2:20>£ 2:19J£,

Pacing, 2:13 class, purse 81,000.

Waldo J J. Mack 2 1

Chehalis Frazier 1 2
Pflihmotit ...._~ Keating S 3
Han lord Medium Tryon 4 4

Fred Mason ...Lafferty 5 5

Time, 2:08, 2:08, 2:0954, 2:09.

District trot, 2:27 class, purse 8150.

Jasper Aycrs Perkins 1

Carrie C Snider 3
Lilac Clark 2

Time, 2:24$*. 2:27, 2:24>£.

Handicap, purse $150. Three-Quarter mile dash.

Pollasky
Fleet
Faro
Myrtle Q 4

Time, 1:17.

Ruuuing.^purse 8126, special half mile.

Ncvar 1

Leta 2
Comet

, , 3

Time, 0;5Q,

1
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THE BEST EVER SENT.

Palo Alto Stook Farm's Consignment of Youne
Trotters to New York.

On or about November 20lh next there will be shipped

from Palo Alto forty-seven head of young horses consigned to

Peter C. Kellog< & Co., New York. They will be sold at

public auction in Madison Square Garden.

Tbese youngsters are by sons of Electioneer out of the

famous broodmares at Palo Alto. The success of the pro-

duce of the sons and grandsons, the daughters and grand-

daughters of Electioneer on the turf this year has been very

noticeable. The old cry that the Electioneers won't race has

been buried so deep by the performances of that family that

not even a volcanic eruption of all antagonistic forces could

bring it to life again. When it became a necessity for the

Electioneer family to race, there was thrown into the field

such an avalanche of race horses that even those of the bouse

of Electioneer were somewhat startled by the numbers and

quality. Many of the performers of the year and of others

were shipped from Palo Alto to New York undeveloped, and

in all probability there is just as much quality in the lot that

will be shipped November 20th as any shipment that has

preceded it.

Palo Alto has sold at its sale in the East horses of high

class, many of them having by their performances reflected

great credit on the farm where they were bred. Some of the

best offered at these annual sales have been purchased for

very low figures: Limonero, 3, 2:15}, winner of Stallion

Eepresentative Stake at Lexington in 1894,was sold for $600;

Marston C, 3. 2:19}, for $485 ; El Rami, 4. 2:14, for 1550
;

Seylax, 4, 2:16}, for $2-,0; Abeto, p, 2:10}, for $310 ; Cob-

webs. 2:12, for $550, and so on. The number of winners that

have been sold in Palo Alto sales figures up in the hundreds

and each year's saleadds more to the large numbers.

To show that the Electioneer family is decidedly prominent

in the trotting events of 1895 is to simply mention the names

of the performers

:

Fannie Foley, the yearling champion.

Palita, 2:16}, the two-year-old.

Atbanio, 2:11}, the three-year-old.

Azote, 2:04}, the fastest of the year.

El Rami (4), 2:14, whose sire was out of an Electioneer

mare.
BouDCer (4), 2:12*, a jewel for gameness.

Lynne Bel, 2:11}, a horse everybody is talking about.

Seylax (4), 2:16}, another eight heat winner whose dam
was by Ansel, son of Electioneer.

Spinaway (4), 2:14},has quite a respectable number of win-

ning brackets to her credit.

Suniand Clay (3), 2:15}, a youngster that trots good races.

Katrina Bel (3), 2:16}, that has been seen in front trotting

agaiost aged horses

Pedlar, 2:1 8 J, a five-heat winner.

Utility, 2:14}, in the charmed 2:15 circle.

Tommy Britton (2), 2:18}, above the ordinary.

Azmoon, 2:19, that has shown his ability to win and trot

much faster.

Baker, 2:15}, Sandy Boy (3), 2:16}, and Sphinxetta, 2:12},

and others that make Sphinx quite prominent.

Carillon, 2:18, Mandolin, 2:16, Peerless Chimes (4), 2:18,

keep Chimes before the public.

Boreal (3), 2:15}, and his eight heat race against aged

horses will not let Bow Bells be forgotten.

Nellie W., 2:15}, and Abeto (p), 2:10}, are gentle reminders

that Woolsey, the full brother to Sunol, is still alive.

Electrophel (2), 2:21}, has been first many times this year.

He is an improving son of Electrite.

Bingen (2), 2:20$, is no small potato even if he is by May
King.

Visalia (4), 2.13}, and JaBper Avres (3), 2:17, are race

horses by Iris, grand son of Electioneer.

Miss Albert, 2:15} and William Albert, 2:164, make us re-

member the sire of Little Albert, 2:10.

May Ross, 2:16*, a good performer by Anteros.

Queen Alfred (4), 2:12}, by Alfred G., a trotter when right.

The above reference does not, cover near what has been
done by the Electioneer family in 1895, but enough has been

mentioned to give thoughtful breeders and horsemen gener-

ally a good idea of what may be expected of this family of

horses in the future.

Now the stock that Palo Alto will send over East combines

all of the above blood lines, and in individuality, breeding

and form they are hard to excel, and it is doubtful if a better

average lot of prospective young trotters ever left any State

to be sold at public auction.

The sires represented are Palo Alto, 2:08}, sire of seven in

the list whose records were made at three years old and un-

der and whose average is 2:20 4-7.

Electiicity, 2:17} (by Electioneer), sire of Welbeck (3),

2:24} ; Wilder (3), 2:26 ; Jesse (4), 2:28, and Fly, 2:29.

Whips, 2:27}, sire of Azote, 2:04} ;
Cobwebs, 2:12

; Navi
dad (4), 2:22} ; Warlock, 2:28} and Manillo, 2:29}.

Piedmont, 2:17}, sire of Limonero (3), 2:15} ; Marston C
(3), 2:19} and eighteen others.

Advertiser, 2:15}, sire of Abdell (1), 2:23 ; Nordica (3)

2:19*.

Azmoor, 2:20*, sire of Rowena(2), 2:17; Bonnibel (4), 2:17};

Azmon, 2:19, etc.

Alban, 2:24, sire of Seylax (4), 2:16}: Hilarita, 2:29.

Good Gift, sire of Prince Gift (2), 2:274.

Bernal, 2:17, sire of Aria (3), 2:16}; Amigo, 2:16}; Paola,
2:25*, full brother to Palo Alto ; Langton, 2:21}; Lottery,

by Electioneer; Boxwood, 2:35}, by Nutwood.
Nephew, 2:36, sire of Beaury Mac, 2:14}; Vina Belle,

2:15}; Elden (3), 2:19} and twenty others.

The broodmares represented in this sale are the great

mares of Palo Alto; mares that produce speed and money
winners.

Emma Robsoo, dam of Rowena (2), 2.17; Emaline, 2:274;

•Emma R., 2:28}; Attractive (2), 2:32 and Emir.
Odette, dam of The Seer, 2:15}.

Rebecca, dam of Rexford, 2:24; Electrician, 2:24}; Ariana,
2:26; Bernal, 2:17; Rusenole, 2:30.

Rosemont, dam of Mont Rose (3), 2:18; Sweet Rose (1),

2:25}; Mazatlan, 2:26*.

Lady Ellen, dam of Ella (4), 2:29; Elleoeer, 2:21}: Helena
(3), 2;21; Eugeneer, 2:28}.

Flushing Belle, dam of Vina Belle, 2:15}.

Lint K., dam of Electryon, 2:24}; Coquette, 2:29}.

Susette, dam of Lord Stanley, 2:28}.

America, dam of Bonnie (4), 2:25; Benton, 2:20}; Ameer
(2), 2:27; Almoneer (2), 2:31}.

Amrah.dam of Electwood (Stiles), 2:29}.

May Day, dam of Lord Bvron, 2:17; Feagh, 2:2s)j.

Tillie, dam of Truman (4), 2:12; Tiny (2), 2:28}; Teazle,
2:29}.

Barnes, dam of Stanford, 2:21; Caution, 2:25*.

Cecil, dam of Electric Coin, 2:18}; Cecilian ^2), 2:22.

Mollie Cobb, dam of Cobwebs. 2:12.

Wildflower, dam of Wildmont, 2:27*, Wild Bee, 2:29,

Flower Boy (2), 2:23}.

Sontag Dixie, dam of Del Mar, 2:16}, Miss Sontag, 2:28,

Commotion, 2:30, Sonnet, 2:24}, Elma Sontag, 2:29.

The young mares represented are

:

Gertrude Russell, 2:23, full sister to Palo Alto.

Linnet (2), 2:29}, full sister to Whips.
Avena, full Bister to Electioneer Jr., 2:22*.

Hinda Rose, 2:19*, full sister to Chimes and St. Bel.

Lucyneer, 2:27, by Electioneer, out of the old pacing mare
Lucv, 2:14.

Tirzah, by Dexter Prince, full sister to Alejandre, 2:15}.

Sonnet, 2:24}, by Bentoniao, dam the great brood mare
Sontag Dixie.

Viola, by Gen. Benton, dam Violet, by Electioneer.

Quaker Maid, Nettie Nutwood and Dolly Nutwood, by
Nutwood.
The following list will show the names, color and sex, Bires

and dams of the horses to be sold :

Ortha Belle, ch f. 1894, by Advertiser. 2:15%— Cecil, by General
Benton 1755.

Adwond, br c, 1S94, by Advertiser—Dolly Nutwood, by Nutwood
600. 2:1S%.
Robson. b g. 1893. by Advertiser—Emma Robson, by Woodburn.
Muskateer. b g. 1893. by Advertiser—Magna, by Clav 4779. 2.25
Avignon, b f, 1S91. by Advertiser—Nettie Nutwood, by Nutwood 600'

2:18%.
Everard, blk c, 1S91, by Advertiser—Quaker Maid, by Nutwood 600,

2:1*'.;.

St Aubiu, ch g, 1891, by Alban, 2:24—Sontag Dixie, by Toronto
Son tag 307.

My Friend, b c. 1892, by Amigo. 2:16%—Margia, byGeneral Benton
1755.

Amaranto, b c, 1892, by Amigo—Miss Walker, bv General Benton,
1755.

Amango, b c, 1893, by Azmoor, 2:20%—America, by Hambletonian
10.

Azof, b g. 1893. by Azmoor, 2.20%—Le Clair, by Le Grande 2868.

Azmo. b f, 1893, by Azmoor,2:20%—Mollie Cobb.by General Benton,
1755.

Aznol, b c, 1891, by Azmoor. 2:20%—Novelist. 2:27, by Norval 5335,
2:14%.

Azrete, b t, 1893, by Azmoor, 2:20%—Rebecca, by General Benton
1755.
Susie Azmoor, b f, 1892, by Azmoor, 2:201.;— Susette, 2:23'.,, by Elec-

tioneer 125.

Tirzette, b f, 1893. by Bernal. 2:17—Tirzah, by Dexter Prince 11363.

Minnie B , br f, 1891, by Boxwood, 2:3554—Lucyneer, 2:27, by Elec-
tioneer 125.

Flower Box. b f, 1891, by Boxwood. 2:35%—Wildflower, 2:21, by
Electioneer 125

Ellen, blk f, 1893, by Electricity, 2:17%-Lady Ellen, 2:29J2', by
Mambrino 1789.

Lanarat, b c, 1S92, by Good Gift—Lou Whipple, by Whipple's Ham-
bletonian.
Gertie R.. b f, 1893, by Langton, 2:21%—Gertrude Russell, 2:23%, by

Electioneer 125.

Lee Rose, b c, 1893, by Langton, 2:21%—Hinda Rose, 2:19, by Elec-
tioneer 125.

Lucius, b c, 1894, by Laugton, 2:21%—Linnet, 2:29%, by Electioneer
125.
Lano. b g, 1893 by Langton. 2:21%-Odette. by Electioneer 125.

Falfarioa. b f, 1892, bv Lottery—Flushing Belle, by Dictator 113.

Evangel, b f, 1893, by Nephew, 2:36—Aileen Aroon, by Liberty Son-
tag 20.079.

Neline. br g, 1893. by Nephew. 2:36—Lina K.. by Don Victor.
Sequoia, b c, 1893, by Palo Alto, 2:08%—Amrah, by Nutwood 600,

2:18%.
Grafton, b c, 1892, by Palo Alto, 2:08?,;—Galena, by General Benton

1755.
Palma, ch f, 1893, by Palo Alto, 2:08%—Gazella, by Gov. Sprague

414, 2:20%.
Pagan, b c, 1893, by Palo Alto, 2:03% -Gertie, by Hambletonian

Prince 819.

Pay Dav, b c, 1893, by Palo Alto, 2:0S%—May Day, by Wrissahickon
917.

Palonia, b f, 1893, by Palo Alto. 2:08?.;—Sonnet, 2:24%, by Benton-
ian 5324.
Telephone, ch c, 1891, by Palo Alto, 2:08%—Telie, by General Ben-

ton 1755.
Neapolitan, b f, 1891. by Palo Alto, 2:08%-Viola, by General Ben-

ton 1755
Ismaola, b g. 1893, by Paola, 2:25%—Isma. by General Benton,

1765.
Marmion, b c. 1893, by Paola—Medocca, by Woolsey 5337.

Rostum, b c, 1893, by Paola—Rosemont, bv Piedmont 901, 2:17%.
Virgilor. b g. 1893. by Piedmont, 2:17%—Avena. by Nephew 1220.

Roseman, b c, 1891, by Truman, 2:12—Rosemont, by Piedmont 904,

2:17%
Bettie Barnes, ch f. 1393, by Whip9, 2:27' ^-Barnes, by Hambleto-

nian 725.

Metella. b f, 1893, by Whips—Matron , bv Clay 4779, 2:25,

Minote, b g. 1893, by Whips—Mimic, by Alfred 5328. 2:25.

Virgilia, ch f, 1392, by Whip*—Victress, by Hambletonian Prince
819.

State Fair Premiums.

Thoroughbred Horses.

STAL1IONS.

Best four years old and over—Mrs. E. F. Smith's Johu A.,

first, $40; Mrs. W. M. Hurry's Mantell, second, $20.

Best three years old and over—W. F. Smith's Cabrillo, first,

$15.

Best two vears old and over—Mrs. W. M. Murry's Rel del

Band'idos, first, $20; J. E. Terry's Joe Terry, second,$10.

Best one year old and over—La Siesta Ranch's Wieland,
first, $15; Mra. W. M. Murry's bay colt by Three Cheers,
second, $7,50.

Best suckling colt—Mrs. W. M. Murry's ch Morallo, $5.

MARIS.
Best mare four years old with suckling colt— Mrs. W. M.

Murry's Jessie C. and colt, first. $40; Mrs. W. M. Mur-
ry's Miss Pickwick, second, $20.

Best mare four years old—C. Halverson's Fabiola, first, $30;
Mrs. W. M. Murray's Marguerite, second, $15.

Best mare three years old—Mrs. W. M. Murry's Circe,

$12.50.

Best mare two years old—Geo. K. Rider's DueBso, tirst, $15
;

W. F. Smith's Haga, secood, $7.50.

Beat mare one year old—C. Halverson's b f by Three Cheers
first, $10 ; Mrs. W. M. Murray's Modesto, second, $5.

Best suckling colt—Mrs W M Murray's Miss Morello, first,

$10; C Halverson's b f by Morello, second, $5.

FAMILIES.

Best thoroughbred stallions and five colls—Mrs W M Mur-
ry's Three Cheers and five colls, $30.

Best thoroughbred mare and two colts—Mrs W M Murry's
Jessie C and two colts, $40.

Best stallion other than thoroughbred and 5 colts— A
Durfee's. McKinnev and five colts, $60.

Best mare other than thoroughbred and two colls—La Si-
esta Raoch's Wanda and two colts, $40.

Standard bolters.

STALLIONS.
Best four years old and over—W Murry's Diablo, $30, and

C A Dnrfee's McKinnev, $30.
Best three years old—La Siesta Ranch's Neilsoness, $15.
Best two years old—C F Taylor's Morengo, $10.
Best one year old—La Siesta Ranch's Wand, $7.50.
BeBt suckling—Mrs J Phallendina's Diawood, first, $10 ; La

Siesta Ranch's Warranty, second, $5.
Best gelding—W J Irvine's Our Jack, first, $25 ; Dr. Cur-

non's Claudius, second, $15.

MARES.
Best four years old with suckling colt—La Siesta Ranch's

Wanda, first, $40; J L McCord's Mary Lou, second, $20.
Best four years old and over—C J Hebert's Altoonita, first,

$30
;
L H Mcintosh's Lucy W., second, $15.

Best three years old—C H Oilman's Miss Easter Wilkes,
first, $30 ; Geo Lassner's Ollie Wood, second, $15.

Best two years old—Mrs J P Callendina's Abace Callendina,
first, $20

;
La Siesta Ranch's Caress, second, $10.

Best filly- -La Siesta Ranch's Carissona, $5.
Best suckling—La Siesta Ranch's Riffle, $5.

STALLIONS.
Bsst four years old and over—F J Post's Major P., first,

$40; Mrs J F Wiley's Van Fleet, second, $20.
Best two years old and over—Dr. Pinkam's Will Rice, first,

$20; B F. Langford's Salisbury, second, $10.
Best one year old—Geo. F. Jacobs' Director, $7.50.
Best suckling colt—A. D. Miller's Jis, first, $10; W. F.

Smith's Bravo, second, $5.
Best gelding—W. J. Irvine's Red Cross, first, $25; Mrs.

Alice Trust's Billy, second, $15.

MARES.
Best four years old and over with suckling colt—J. Christia's

Lucoma, first, $40; W J Irvine's Minnie, second, $20.
Best four years old and over—Jacob Scbmitt's Molly,

first, $30.

Best three vears old and over—R Hansen's Beautiful Belle,
first, $30; C R Duslin's Collev, second, $15.

Best two years old and over—J Hill's Narvev Ross, 6rst,$20;
Mrs J Pliallincline's Maria, second, $10"

Best one year old—La Siesta Ranch's Cassie, first, $10; J M
Henderson Jr's May Blossom, second. $5.

Best suckling filly—MrB S F Wiley's Trilby, first, $10; A D
Miller's b f by Sidmoor, second, $5.

Carriage Teams.
Best span carriage horBe's—Ben E. Harris' Pride and

Beauly. first, $40; Mrs. Kraner Garto's Dick & Babeleyond,
second, $20.

Coach Horses.

STALLION.
Best four years old ard over—A B McRae's Duke, tirst, $40

;

Mrs. N. C. Stahl's Mt. Diablo, second, $20.
Best one year old and over—H. J. Moddison's Joe, first, $16;

A B McRae's Button, second, $7.20.
Brst gelding—A B McRae's Capt., first, $25; H H Wilson's

Msje, second, $lo.

MARES.
Best four year old with suckling colt--A B McRae's Daisy

and filly, fiyst, $ '0; H H Wilson's Belle and filly.second,
$20.

Best four years old—A B McRae's Ladysh :

p, first, $30; H H
Wilson's Anna Laura, second, $15.

Best three years old—H H Wilson's Annie, first, $'0; A B
McRae's Black Bess, second, $15.

Best two years old—H J Moddison's Topsey, first, $20; H H
Wilson's Belle, second, $10.

FILLIP.
Best one year old—H H Wilson's May, first, $10: A B Mc-

Rae's Sily, second, $5.

Best suckling filly—A B McRae's Babe, firsl,$10; H H Wil-
son's Daisy, second, $5.

Roadster Teams.

Best double team roadsters—La Fiesta Ranch's Soubreite
and Almination, first, $40 ; Ben E. Harris' Rex and Rey,
second, $20.

Normans and Percheronx.

STALLIONS.
Best stallion four years old and over—R. W. Hanson's

Daniale Jr., first, $40; H. H. Johnson's French Monarch,
second, $20.

MARES.
Best mare four yea's old, with suckling fillv—L. C. Rubli's

Bertha and filly, first, $20.

Best mare four years old—H. H. Johnson's Dollie, first,

$30 ; H. H. Wilson's Topsy. second, $15.
Best mare three years old—L. C. Ruble's bay tilly, first,

$25 ; A B. McRae's Pet, second, $12.50.
Best mare two years old—F. Christopher's Susie Black,

first, $15 ; A. B. McRae's Chub, second, $15.
Best filly one yenr old—L. C. Ruble's brown filly, $5.
Best suckling colt—L. C. Ruble's bay coll, $5.

Suffolk Punch.

STALLIONS.
Best suckling stallion—L C Ruble's Harry Fair, first, $10

;H H Wilson's Dick, second, $5.

MARES.
Best mare four years old with suckling colt—S C Ruble's

Nellie and colt, first, $40; H H Wilson's Julia and
colt, secoid, $20.

Best mare four years old—H J Moddison's Topsy, first, $30;
H H Wilson's Pollv, second, $15.

Best mare three years old—A B McRae's Mammie, first, $25;
H H Wilson's Spreckie, second, $12 50.

Clydadalu.

STALLIONS.

Best stallion four years old and over—J E Meadows Lord
Drumore, first, $40; T A Nufar's Pollack, second, $20.

Best Btallion one vear old—JE MeadowB' George M, first,

$15; F. Christopher's Prince, second. $7.50.
Best stallion 6uckling—T A Nufer's Clyde Boy, $5.

MARES.
Beet mare four years old with suckliog colt— 1 E Meadows'

Elsie and colt, first, $40; H H Wilson's Daisy and coll,

second, $20.

Best mare four years old—J E Meadows' Nell, first, $30 ; J
E Meadows' Maud, second, $15.

Best mare three years old—H J Moddison's Fanny, first, $25;
F Christopher's Dolly. Becond, $12.60.

Best mare two years old—H H Johnson's Nellie, $7.50,
Best suckling filly—J E Meadows' Nigg, $5,.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
XDITED AND CONDCCTKD SOLELY BY

JOSEPH OAIRN SIMPSON.

"Shall ba Punished."— In the pamphlet containing

Bylaws, Duties of Officers and Racing Rules of the Pacific

Coast Blood Horse Association, adopted December, 1878, in

Section 4, Duties of officers, appeared the following para-

graph :

"The judges shall not have the power to declare the race,

bets or pools ofi unless in cases of fraud (except as provided

by other rules', and the parties committing the fraud thai I be

punished by expulsion."

A capital law ii was and one that could be included in the

modern codes with advantage, in the trotting statutes espe

dally, as I will endeavor to show hereafter. There was one

practical illustration of its value a good many years ago.

Three horses were ecgagod in a race, which was run under

the rules of the Blood Horse Association. A B and C will be

their titles, which will answer as well as their names. B was

lhought to be the fastest and largely the favorite in the

pools, C was next in demand, A having small support. Heats

ol a mile the distance, and the first heat was a very close con-

test for the whole of the wav, A winning by a short neck, B.

sbowinga good deal of distress. C was laid up in that heat.

just dropping inside the distance. The second heat C was

sent to make the running, his owner fully satisfied that he

could win that heal, while B could take it easily and by so

doioe win the third heat beyond question. The scheme did

not prove sound, A again winniog, which give him the

race. There were many urgent appeals to the judges to de-

clare the bets ofl', none more clamorous than the owners of

Band C, and the jjdgeswereon the point of complying

when their attention was called to the law. To save them-

selves, the conspirators were forced to acknowledge the "col-

lusion," and state that it was the intention to win, and

planned the tactics pursued to give them a greater certainty

of beating A. There were orroborative proofs of their state-

ment being correct, and hence had the bets been declared off

those who backed A would have been swindled out of their

just due.

Now as to the advantages which would follow the incor-

poration of such a law in the trottiDg codes. Several times

the bets have been declared of} during this season under the

charge of the perpetration of fraud and no one punished.

From what I learn, and that knowledge obtained from the

most reliable sources, the closing day of the Sin Jose meet-

ing presented a case which is to the point, and will serve as

an illustration.

Il was the 2:27 class trotting. Ther* were seven starters.

Jasper Paulsen look the first heat, 2:181, Our Lucky the sec-

ond in 2:22, Jasper Paulsen the third, 2:21 f, Columbus S. the

fourth, 2:21, the fifth, 2:204 and the sixth in 2:3 !j. In the

fourth and fifth heats Jasper Paulsen was 6, 5, and in the

seventh heat, with threestarters was third. Toe placing as

given is taken from the summary in the Examiner of Sunday,

the day following the race, and it may not be correct. The
verbal information I received from a person who saw the race,

and when the bets were declared ofl he thought the judges

were justified by the evidence presented.

This is a safe hyhothesis to accept, as an explanation of the

course pursued by the judges, that there was fraud. Judging
from the summary Jasper Paulson was the mosl likely to be

the culprit as he had the last place in the fourth heat after

winning the third in nearly as fast time, and again in the

fifth heat was at the tail of the procession.

Taking the summary for a guide the judges erred in not

calling the sixth "no heat" and substituting drivers for those

which were held culpable, and it was clearly,within their

power to have made a change of drivers when the winners of

previous heats were last and next to last in the fourth heat.

1 have no desire to harshly criticise, or even to take excep-

tions to the course pursued by the j udges. In the absence of

a rule, similar to that quoted, and following established cus-

toms and precedents, they could declare the bets ofl without
further action. Then, again, there is a dread of incurring

the enmity of those who are castigated, or even reprimanded,
as was sbowo by the effort to humiliate Mr. La Rue when he
sought to carry out the law, and to secure honest racing.

Then, also, there is a reluctance to offend people who can
do so much towards the success of a meeting by controlling

''strong stables," or drivers who are accounted stars of the

profession and who have the management of celebrities. It

is the "longest odds" that if in place of McHenry aod
Curry, and John R. fi entry and Joe Patchen, there had been
two obscure drivers, and horses of inferior note, who were
guilty of the same shortcoming as these noted knights of the
sulky, they would have been " ruled off for life."

While it may appear strange that a wealthy man should
be a partner in such nefarious schemes as corrupting drivers,

and instigating " robbing races," it is well known (hat such
instances are not as rare as they should be, and the mere fact

that a person is not driven by the pressure of necessity to
" perpetrate frauds" is not a valid reason for assuming that
in- [| innocent.

How shall this foul blot be removed is a pertinent ques-
tion?

The adoption of a law compelling punishment when bets
are declared off would be astep towards reform. When judges
have not been duly vigilant, when they have been slack in
discipline, and condoned offenses, that the welfare and per-
manence of the sport demand shall not be compromised,
then a higher power should take cognizance of offenses, and
be in readinesx to try, and, if found guilty, sentence the offen-

ders lo a puniihment which wilt be commensurate with the
crime.

The Board of Appeal! has that power. It may be said that
it itonly an appellate court, but Article IX, Sec. 4. By-Laws
National Trotting Association reads thus: 'The Board of
\ ppwli shall have both original and appellate jurisdiction."
Section 11 ol same article reads : "In all cases of misconduct
or fraud not provided fur in these rules, the Board of Appeals
may punish by tine, suspension or expulsion." The District
Boardfi have the same powers, with the exception that their

Omenta are subject to appeal, and in that case, to be effec-

live.muflt he relied by the Board of Appeals or Board of
Review.
There are sevei il good reasons for the District Boards ex

ercising the supervision which the by-laws empower th

to do. ,. . .

These tribunals are the guardians and conservators

of the great inleres's at stake. Not a single district in the

the United States which has not large capital invested in

light harness horses, and the Pacific District has more at

stake, in proportion to the population, than any of the East-

ern districts.

S i
/. Thejudges, even when thoroughly competent, in

the hurrv attending the races, have not the time to make a

thorough examination of the evidence, and testimony which

could not be obtained at the time the crime was committed

is available thereafter. I have known parties to boast of

their rascality, and vaunt their shrewdness in mistifying the

judges, thinking that when the meeting had come to an end

and the judges had separated, the statute of limitations de-

barred further action. When that sort of "horsemen," know

that there is a power which can punish and will punish, after

the judges have failed, they will be more careful of bringing

the sport into discredit. Quite frequently their boastings and

vaunting3 arelies, and in that case they should be made to

suffer ; so from either point of view penalties should be in-

flicted.

Third. False accusations should be looked after. When
any person, owner, manager, trainer or driver accuses a per-

son of fraud,and fails to show that he had reasonable grounds

for the accusation, he should be punished.

For instance: A prominent driver accused a wealthy and

prominent owner of attempting to corrupt him, and that

charge repeated on several occasions. There was no gratifi-

cation, no attempt t.i use other than plain words.

While such a charge might be difficult to sustain, the word

cf one being and offset to that of the other attending circum-

stances would have a great deal of weight in arriving at a de-

cision, and justify, however severe, the punishment of the

slanderer or the person who endeavored to debauch the

driver.

The reasons for the Pacific District Board of Appeals tak-

ing an active part in relieving harness racing from the

heaviest load it has to carry could be multiplied, but there is

enough, which cannot be controverted to warrant the exer-

cise of the powers it consequently possess. Passing over

the general charges of those who "followed the circuit," and

there is a general consensus of opinion that several unsavory

jobs were carried through, and surely there is enough to war-

rant interference when bets are declared off without any one

being punished.

In the race heretofore mentioned, that which Columbus S.

won at San Jose, the report in the Breeder and Sports-

man states: "The judges, not liking the way the betting

looked, declared all bets and pools off. This decision gave

satisfaction to all but those who backed the field."

The betting, according to the report, was certainly queer.

Before the start Our Lucky $10, the field $7. The first heat

was won by Jasper Paulsen, 2:18$, Our Lucky
second. Before the second heat b°tting Our
Lucky $10, Jasper Paulsen $2, field $8. Ojr Lucky
won that heat in 2:22. Then pools ran, Our Lucky
$15, field $7. Paulsen won the third heat in 2:21^ Very

curious that the winner of two heats, Jasper Paulsen, sold

for $5, the winner of one heat, Our Lucky, $7 and $10 for the

field. Columbus S. was 6;h, 4th, 3d in first, second and third

beats; won 4th, 5tb, 6th in 2:21, 2:20}, 2:304.

Two good heats, it must be confessed, and unless thejudges

thought that Jasper Paulsen could have won the second

heat, or that he and Our Luckv could have done better in

the finishing heats of the race, so far as can be told from the

report, the bets should have stood. While il the bettiug " is

a fair barometer to build a forecast upon, it is not infallible.

If it was discovered that the owners or drivers of the horses

which took such a conspicuous part in the first half of the

race, had "laid against them from the outset, that would

strengthen suspicions of unfairness, if it did not imply that

rascality was intended. The old saying "that there is no

law to compel me to bet on my own horse," is quite true, but

the converse of the proposition is not, and if other horses are

backed, and there are other suspicious features, it is a solid

link in the chain of evidence and should be awarded con-

sideration.

There are plenty of plausible theories claimed to be all

that is needed to make harness racing more popular, and all

of them conjoined will not have so potent an effect, in that

direction, as stricter methods of frustrating rascality.

The Board of Appeals can be of vast service in accom-
plishing purification.

* *

Trotters of the Past.—" A few year.- ago those that

were termed fast trotters were far from being beautiful either

at ease or in action. Most of them of nondescript breeding

and looked as lean and hungry as if they were fed on shav.

ings. Worked to death at any gait that would get them to

the wire first; shod with shoes of the heaviest kind to give

them action ; booted with pieces of gunny sack turned over

tight straps
;
pulling sulkeys that weighed from eighty to one

hundred pounds ; harnessed with strong and poorly-fitted

harnesses, and fed entirely on grain, they had a trying ex-

perience."

The above is quoted from a prominent horse journal, and

is liable to mislead people who are unacquainted with the

trotters of the past. It may be that the writer considered

that the best past of a century was only a few years, but even

then a great part of his description is erroneous. My recol-

lection of fast trotters goes back to nearly half a century ago,

and for more than a third of a hundred years have been
familiar with the champions. I have listened with great

attention to many of the real old-time drivers, when describ-

ing the horses and races as long ago as the thirties, among
them George Stevens, who rode Topgallant in his exercise,

and he was trotting when the twenties of the nineteenth cen-

tury were not completed.
Contemporaneous descriptions of the old-time celebrities

will throw a iight un the subject. Topgallant, according to

Wallace, " was foaled about 1810, got by Coriander, a son of

imported Messenger, dam by Bishop's Hamhietonian, son of

imported Messenger. This was one of the most distinguished

trotters of the olden time. The venerable David W. Jones,

of Long Island, says he was foaled near Townsend Cock's
place and could run half a mile very fast."

M r. Stevenw said he was a very handsome horse, and as he
was half Messenger from the double cross, and the dam of

Bishop's Hambletonian was by imported Medley, and grand-

dam claimed to be thoroughbred that was anything but non-
descript breeding.

Quite a few years ago when Lady Sufiolk was foaled, 1S33,
she was by Engineer 2d, her dam by Don Quixote, son of

imp. Messenger, grandam hy Rainbow, a son of imp.
Wildair.
Engineer 2d by Engineer, son of Messenger, dam " a bay

mare that ran well," by Plato, son of Messenger, Engineer,
by Messenger, dam unknown, Wallace describes him thus :

" He was sixteen hands and an inch high and of most perfect

proportion."
lo the " old " Spirit of the Times, February 22, 1S40, Wm.

T. Porter describes Abdailah " a beautiful bay, without white,
fifteen hands three inches high. * * With the exception
of Andrew Jackson, for whom $5,000 has been refused, Ab-
dailah is the finest limbed and most bloodlike trotting stallion

we ever saw."
Thus these two most noted progenitors, founders of the two

greatest trotting families, unless Mambrino Chief is given the
preference over Andrew Jackson, and M. C. was a grandson
of the sire of Abdailah, the thoroughbred horse Mambrino.
The sire of M. C. was Mambrino Paymaster, three-quarters
thoroughbreds, and if his dam "was a large coarse mare of
unknown breeding" there was good blood surely in the sire of
Lady Thome and Mambrino Patchen.
The first to trot in harness in 2:27 was Highland Maid,

and that was done forty-two years ago, was by Saitraio, a son
of Kentucky Whip, and she was also a handsome mare. Lady
Suffolk was an extra " good looker." N. P. Willis went into
ecstacies over her, even so far as to claim that " her tail was
fit for a Pasha's standard."

Long Island Black Hawk, foaled 1S37, was by Andrew
Jackson, his dam by the thoroughbred Mambrino, not only a
celebrity of his day, as a trotter, but a fine-looking horse, and
the sire of Vernol's Black Hawk, foaled 1851, and 60 hand-
some that a fiae steel engraving of him was published in

Frank Forrester's Horses of America. The dam of Vernol's
Black Hawk was by Webber's Kentucky Whip, son of Black-
burn's Whip, grandam by Shakespeare, son of Duroc. He
was the sire of Green's Bashaw.
One of the celebrities of the early fi fties was Kemble'Jack-

son, by Andrew Jackson, his dam Fanny Kemble, by Sir
Archy, grandam Maria, by Gallatin—Sim's Wildair—More-
ton's Traveller—imported mare. In. 1848, which is surely

more than a few years ago, Trustee trotted twenty miles in

59:35o—the first time that the distance was made within the

hour, and he was by imported Trustee, sire of Fashion, the
conqueror of Boston.

I could extend the list of well-bred and good-looking har-

ness horses of the olden time until the recital, in one article,

would be tedious.

In place of being " fed on shavings," or " entirely on
grain," the practice in the olden days was to feed as much
as the horse would eat. "The more feed the more work you
can give " was an axiom of the olden time, and I never knew
one of the long ago trainers who stinted Lheir horses of "fod-

der," unless when the time came to "draw" them for a race.

There is no question that the tendency was to give too much
feed and too much work, aod the modern practice in that

respect is much superior. Stiil there was nothing like the

number of crippled horses in these days, days prior to a good
many years ago. As to the shoes, I have seen heavier shoes
used on trotters since 1870 than before that year, and che first

toe-weight that came uuder my observation was in 1872.

Again there is no question that shoeing is much better under-
stood now than in the past, in fact the whole science of

training, and particularly driving, has advanced wonderfully

since the time I became ultimately connected-
with trotting horses. la regard to driving
the disciples of Jehu whi h41 ths high,
est rank, in the days when Lady Suffolk, Dutchmau
Ripton, Americns, el ul were struggling so hard for suprem-
acy, wculd fall far short oi the masters of the art of the pres-

ent time. Chifney's instructions to " ride your horse as

though the bridle reins were silken threads," had little force

among the drivers; stout arms, strong backs and legs to match
were thought to be essential in a driver of trotters, and when
it was claimed that a trotting horse had a "good mouth" the

meaning intended to be conveyed was that he would stand a

pull which only a strong man could give. Dan Mace did

not possess so much strength as his most dangerous competi-

tors, and he had to follow Chifney's advice and make skill

take the place of strength.

In 1859 I saw a sulky which was under fifty pounds in

weight. Eoff had it made for Princess when she was on the

hippodroming tour with Flora Temple. Princess would not

endure a pull, she could be "driven with two fingers," and
hence a sulky which would sustain the weight of the driyer

was sufficient. Eoff, however, came very nearly getting in

trouble through that light sulky. Princess had gone wrong,

and Eoff secured Ike Cook, nee Frank Forrester, a big. strong

son of Abdailah, for himself to drive with Flora, the man who
took care of Priocessdiivingher in the race at St. Louis. The
race was on the Abbey track, the turns of which were short,

and to keep the long-striding Ike "on his feet," Eoff had to

take a hard pull. The light shafts bent so that the cross-

bar struck the hocks of the horse and Eoff had to pull him
up. Princess was far behind the distance flag, and the large

crowd, attracted by the celebrity of the horses, thought that

that one heat, if it could be called a heat, was all they were

to get for their dollars at the gate. "Take him down and
hang him" was the cry as Eoff jogged Ike by the stands, and
hundredsjumped from their seats and rushed on to the quar-

ter stretch. Eofl", with the utmost coolness, turned his

horse, drove back to the stand, and made
the usual request to dismount. He was
told to keep his seat, the presiding judge announced
that it had been advertised as an "exhibition of speed," there

was no betting and no distanee. Flora made the mile in

2:25t, the fastest ever made on the track up to that date. She
won the next in 2:254. but Ike, hitched to a heavier 6ulky,

had his nose on her wheel, and cheers in place of execrations

greeted the driuer who had driven the horse several seconds

faster than anyone thought he could go.

I have seen many odd-looking boots, but never "fell in"

with "pieces of gunny sack turned over tight straps as pro-

tection of the limbs.

When Princess—then called Topsy—beat Reindeer in

1857, she was owned by David A. Gage. Mr. Gage's partner

in the Omnibus lines, Frank Parmelee,sent to New Hamp-
shire and bought a colt from her which he named King
David. The colt was placed in thehands os George Bidwell,

one of the foremost trainers of the day, and he did so well

that he was matched by his owner to trot every Saturday for

thirteen weeks, each race $100 a side p. p. King David only

won one race, the mare having several to her credit, when
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dr. Parmelee paid for those still io abeyance and brought

he colt home. He consoled himself for the mortification of

o many defeats by telling a story. He said that Bid well had

irovided so many boots for the colt that he could not bring

hem in bis buggy, and bad to send an omnibus to the Garden

3ity track to bring the coliection of leather and kersey

nanufacture to his stable in Chicago, and that it was be-

'ond the strength of aDy horse to carry so much on feet

ind legs and trot.

It is auite true that the best of that day were far inferior

those" of the present. The Boston bookmaker, Stowell,

nade great improvements, though his best would not com-

pare with the present guards against injury.

In fact, could the spirit of Hiram Woodruff be brought

nto McKerron's store, and shown samples of each of the

various patterns of bonts ior horseB, unless spirits are per-

mitsed to revisit the scenes which were the chief points of at-

;raction when embodied, it would be entirely at a loss to place

them correctly.

While no one can reasonably claim that breeding is not a

potent factor in the advancement of trotting Bpeed, in my
opinion the greatest share is due to reariog, training, driving

and the improvement in tracks, vehicles and other adjuncts

of the present time.

It is very well to praise the horses, and men who " handle "

Lhem, of the present. Very well to draw comparisons and

3bow what has been accomplished, but the tendency to dis-

parage the past without regard to the correctness of the

charges is not well. It may " point a moral or adorn a tale"

to represent what was gray, perhaps, as being " black as Ere-

bus," though it is not true history.

There is one feature connected wtth the racing of the long-

time-ago which could be copied with advantage. "Throw-
ing " races was of such rare occurrence, if that nefarious

practice prevailed at all, that there is not a hint of it in the

published reports. Contrast that with the reports of the day,

and surely the old-timers are worthy of a credit which will

go a long way towards making amends for other shortcom-

ings.-
* *
*

Testing—That I may be pardoned, when claiming that

the endurance which Joe Patchen displayed in the five heat

race at Lexington, Ky., over John R. Gentry, Robert J. and

Colebridge, is a legitimate inheritance from "old" Blackbird,

1 indulge in the assertion that such a claim ie not absolutely

invalid.

On the theory of individuality of the spermatozoa—and

that has been sanctioned by the highest authority—the sper-

matozoid which fertilized the ovum, in his case, carried the

most noted quality of his distant ancestor—a combination of

endurance and gameness in the highest degree.
*

* *

The East Oakland Track—I did not make the trip

contemplated to the ground which has been selected to build

the new track upon, and, therefore, will defer description un

lil some lime not farcrl. That it is so promising a scheme

as to secure all the support necessary for the construction of

a first class track for harness racing and athletic sports can-

not be successfully controverted, and there is scarcely a

shadow of doubt of it will falling through.

The race course on the North, the trotting track on the

. South will add very many peeple to Oakland and vicinity,

and with the boulevard around Lake Merritt, stimulate the

"horse-market" to a great degree.
** *

, Pulled Down—The stand on the Oakland Trotting Park

which was stigmatized as being dangerous has ^been de-

molished, preparatory to erecting by all odds the handsomest

and best grand stand in the Slate, judging from the plans

prepared.

And the tearing down also fully corroborated the position

I took that it would support more than double the weight of

the human avoirdupois that could be crowded into it, seats

and passage ways being packed so closely that not a foot of

room would be vacant. Work has been commenced, and I

must be permitted to jubilate over the prospectp, though I

must say that I never lost faith in the future of the park

the location being so admirably adapted for racing purposes.

*
* *

Change of Views—Iconuclast notices that I have

changed my views in relation to heat betting on harness rac-

ing. He is correct so far, that, in my opinion, the closer

surveillance which heat-betting will impose, will be cf ser-

vice in this way, and were it necessary to give up all my pre

vious beliefs to secure that every heat be honestly contested

I Bhould be satisfied. Still I have not changed in regard to

book-betting and am firmly impressed with the idea, that

when that system was transplanted on to American soil, it

was a token of serious damage. It is safe to assert that if the

"English methods had not been introduced adverse'.legislation

to racing would not have been imposed.
Jos. Cairn Simpson.

California's 2:30 List.

Following is a list of all trotters and pacers which have

lowered records or entered the 2:30 list this year that were

either bred io California, sired by horses that were bred here

or were identified with our horse industry. Some have been

bred in the East, but earned their records here. Should any o

our readers notice any mistakes we would be pleased to make
the corrections

:

electioneer.
Electioneer.

. 2:20*
. 2: 14 ^

by Harnbleion-
lan iu jo* (I)

Solano, b g, p
Eugeneer, b 3
Teazle, b a

Mazatlan, b h
Conductor, gr b, 2:1S*4 io

El Beaton, b b,2:2sy to ..

Pedlar, bh,2:23^ to

Quality, b m, 2:25 to

Utility, b ni,2:I0-£ In
Ke-Eleclloo, 2:27)4 to...

Young Wildl.]e,2:25to 231S4 -*.n'erpH,by I-.leciioneer

Electwood. 2:30 to 2:29'-? "enlo
>

' r ' "eess.br m...

Richard's Elector, by Elec-
u. MjSrisin

Lady Vesta , b m 2:21>$
1
.
A?t»doie, p, 2:27 lo

St. Bel, 2:24#, by Electioneer

Palita, ch m, 2
Cresslda, bl m, 3
Iru.il Alto, b c

\nteeo. 2:16.^, by Election-
eer 21

Antecarlo, br h
Hiligo, b m
Salome, b m, 4„

Allred u., 2:l9ij, by Anteeo',

8w, 2:16>£ 2 (I)

2-,-,^ Queen Alfred.b m,l. 2:13*4 to 2:12^

NEPHEW Urandinsimo, by Le Grande
.. . . „ _. . „„ ,. Myrtle Thorne, 2;20« to 2:lfiW

Gloria, b m (4) 2:23';. Frank OWell, 2;2!i lo 2:27

Bl'ieGum (d) ... 2:2,1, Lieo w likes g (6)ftephen- (Doraey'sj, by Arthur Wilkes, blkb 2:10Nephew
Ottinger, b gu.

by

Bria bill, b li 2:I6J4
Lady Thnrnhill 2:17
Great Stakes, b b ":.'Z

2:2-! i*

-2*',

2:2»y

2;U)| T. 0.,hy Anteeo
::iv A

Lad 2i to . 2:lfl

5 (-1)

2:26(4
2:16)$
2:26^
2:LUJ4

.-Vntevolo, 2:19J4, by Election-
eer 3 (3)

Connrazia. b m. 4 2.26

•>"->iiu?
Ivol° 2:20*4

.7.7.,!
- v* bips 2:27^, by Electioneer

Azjte, 2:03)4 to 2:0l5f
Advertiser, by Electioneer. 2:2U ,

. . 2:28
-9,6 ^Nordica_(3) 2:19^

(l*»od (ill't. hy Eleclioneer

3J 15)
Tempting
Alice Bel, b m,3
BelBebl, bg,4
Brilliance, b m...
Dellabel, br m,4
Kumpus, blk g ...

Train Bel, brm 2:-9^ princewift (2)..
Hooeywood, b m, 2:26*4 to... 2:14!$

KairinaBel.br ni, 3. 2:19 l* to l:\6H SULTAN.
Lynne Bel, blk b, 2:27)4 to 2:I1,S ,-u |taD , 2 :24, by The Moor

St. Bel's Boy, by St. Bel I Pawtucket.bg
Viola Bel. blk m,3 2:29>s Granada

Bell dov, i:19M, by Election- ' Sugar Loaf, b b (p
eer 5 (l)

Ding Dong, br h 2:26*1

Supremacy, b h 2:29

Curfew 2:i8Jj

Beiiuiri 2:i»^
Princess Bell, br m, 2:24* to 2:17&

Liberty Bel>, by Bell Boy,
2:19jrf. son ot Electioneer

Tommy Britton,2 2:lSJj

Re-Klection, 2:22)j, by Elec-
tioneer

Nellie Clark (3) ..... 2:28>s

Frank James, the great outlaw, now drops the timer's

flag at the fair grounds track, St. Louis. Ever since Frank

reformed he has had the aid of prominent Missourians in

keeping him in good positions—mainly, perhaps, because he

fought with Qaantrell. Frank has always followed the turf,

being an owner even in the outlaw days. Sometimes he is

ahead of the game and sometimes he is behind. He has no

sympathy with the excuses owners give for I heir horses'

defeats. Frank bad some bets down the other day and got

beaten by bad rides. The owners explained to him—one

that it was because the horse had bad legs, and the other said

his horse had gotten off its feed. Frank looked at them, in

his quiet, cynical way, with never a smile on his thin lips,

and then said: "I had a horse that I rode 12,000_ miles in

two years. It was on no velvet track like this, either, but

over hill and dale, and over the roughest of mountain roads.

And he was always going at full speed, too. And yet that

horse never got bad feet. Cole Younger had a little mare he

rode 15,000 miles in three years. Sometimes she did not get

anything to eat, but when Cole needed her she could gallop

away with him like a bullet, and he never found when the

little mare was called upon that she was off her feed."

Geo. L. Clark, prop, of Silver City Stock Farm, Meri-

den, Conn., says :
" Absorbine" will allay inflammation

quicker than anything I have ever seen. Have used it on

Sprained Shoulder and Tendons, Bog Spavin, Wind Puffs

and other bunches with success, and without removing the

hair, which is a pleasant feature.

2:20 s , by Election-

eer 4
Mary Osborne, b m, 3 2:28*4

Azmon 2:i;,1 i

Azmuut, (p) 2;Z5J$

Will Crocker, by Electioneer
Irene Crocker, 2:20 t" 2:17; l

-i

Candidate, 2:26)3, by Election-

eer 2

Calisaya. b m -:.S)4

Candia, blk ru 2:29 a

Catherine, b m. 4.2:23,4 to 2:11J*

Confusion, oy Electioneer

Clodltf.brm 2:2S)s

Harry K„ b g, p 2:29)4

Sphinx, 2:20 <*. by Electioneer
lfi (5)

Senate (.p)
2:16^'

bwiux 2:ao

Erne L 2:25)$

Kerius 2:27

Sagi aw Lass, b m_ 2:24%

Woven Wind 1,2; ...

Sandy Boy, ch h, 3, p 2:it»fc

Baker, b g. 2:19^ to 2:'5!"

Pern, gr g, 2:29S to 2:29;

Rocko, b b, -I, 2:29tf to 2:27

Sphinxetia. p,2:l4J4 to 2:12 \
Conductor, 2:11M, by Eiec-

tiuner
Nereus, grg, 3 i 2:29)$

Cautiou, by Electioneer
Kitty Cauiion 2:^0;-^

Clay. 2:25, by Electioneer 8 4

Sunland Clay, b h. 3 2:15!$

Clayone, 2:24^ to 2:22i4

Albert (J 2:253s

Spinaway. bm, 4, 2:29 £ to...-2:l4^

Olgetta, rn m, 4, p,2:24\s to... 2;16j$

Election, by Electioneer U)
Little Mae. ch g, 2:28 to 2:'-7Ui

Faliia, 2:2J, by Electi neer 7

Thii, b m 2:30

Chimea. by Eleclioneer 19 1.5)

Mandolin (p) 2:16

Hawl^y.bh i:2(*

Intone, bg. 1, p — 2:21%,

Peerle^s Chimes, b h, 4, p 2:13 ^

Tornado Chi cues, b h,p 2:28 1*

Kiog Chimes 2:29)$

Almy thimew, by Lbimea
Sliver Chimes 2:24)$

Bow Bella, 2:19tf, by Elec-
tioneer 2

RiugiLg Bells. 4. p 2:18^
Boreal, 2:17-4 to 2:155)

Ringlns Bells fp) 2:22^
WoolHey.by Electioneer
Kelly W..2:17'4 to 2:I53j

Abeto, p, 2:21^ to 2:10^
Electrlte. by Electioneer
Electrophel, bit h.2 2:;5iJ

Eros. 2:'*9j&, bv Eleclioneer
11 <H

Eroa Jr 2:28%
Ella W 2:21)$ to2:17

i

lrla, oy Pros 1 (1)

Jasper Ayers. bg, 3 2:17

Visalia, b ru, 4, 2:20 to 2:13)$

Xorval. 2:113$, bv Eleclioneer
Norvard (p) 2:19)4

Interval, b m, 2:25)4 to 2:24 J$

Norvardiae, b h, 4, t:th% to.. 2:18,"$

61. Juat.by Electioneer
Lanier, bb, 'IXLfyi io 2:20

Electrotype, by Electioneer
Ele> lion lime p> 2:20

Electric Kintt, by Elecii n er
Major Centilevre (p) 2:15

Del Mar, 2:16^, by Electioneer
Cope'and 2:20)^

Albert W., 2:20. by Eleclion-

eer 8 (3j

Ray Wilkes, brg 2:28)$

Hulda W., b m 2:28 \
Mi-s Aloert, b oi. 2:25 <4 to 2:15^j

William Albert, b h, 2:20)4 to2:10,l

$
\ iiiino'w. by Electioneer
John Bury, 2:22 to 2:l5\j

Hillsdale 2:15

Greenleal. by Electioneer
Greenwood, b g 2:30

Gov Stanford, 2:21, by Elec-
tioneer 1

Clito, chh, 4 2:2I« to 2:21

Hummer, bv Electioneer 2 1

Sufficient, p. 3 2:21

Bouncer, bin. 4. 2:18)$" to 2:12

Stalely, 4. p. 2:18 to 2:11

Junio, 2:22, by Electioneer 5

Uilpatrlclf, 2:29# to 2:21

Anita, b m 2:21

Athanlo, bikh,3 2:195$ to. ... 2:1 i\
Bruno, 2:19 to Z:16>

Electricity, 2:l7j|« by Elec-
tioneer 2

JessK b m, 4 2:28

May KIdk, by Eiectioceer
Blngen, b c, 2 -2:"0)4

Pa<-k-ide, 2:22M, by Clay, son
of Electioneer

Parkland, 4 2:2.$)$

Rockefeller, 2:29,4, by Elec-
tioneer 3

Leola, brm. 2:30 to 1:V>%
Wooltey, by Elfc ioneer
Abeto (p),2:21 '., to 2:lu

Palo Alto, 2:08j$, by Elec-
tioneer 6

2:2i;'v.

2:24 q
2:20%

Sultan Boy, grg (p> 2: 5'4
Native tttaie 2:14)^

-•! ikiImmi.i., 2:07)f, by aultau

Rose, br m 2:28
Stam B., bh, 3 2:1K
Stamboul Belie, b m, 4 2:21
atambell, b h 2:29)4
iedondo.2:2S l

<;, hy stambuul
Potr. ro, b b 2:21

Star Sullin, by Sullan 1
Native Mate, b h, 2:27 % to ... 2:14^

Savllle, i.'h li 2:17k
-H Wobbling Maid, p 2S9

PIEDMONT Tommy Mac p. 2:1SH

Piedmont, 2:17*. by Almont B"
itvlrl'v u llkl's

™Ht
Lorlta. ch m.2:22T$ to 2:13'$ „ 1

?
e\e,V7.^ llktS

Stanford. 2:2ii'f, by Piedmont
Linda Stanford, b m 2:20M

Liberty Sontog, by Piedmont
1 Crown Point, 2;24, by SpCCU-

Roy 2:2>- 1

|
lailon 1

\\ ilil mo 1. 1, by Piedmont— Matilda V.,br m 22J 1

,

Nulls - 2: -9 '' 4IMon. bv Geo. Benlou
OTHER SIRES. Pomona. 2:20 to 2:l«V

Dext^rPrIn.-e.byKentucky rr
T
" I

5,*
2:l
h
5,
J?
y

.,

Prompler
Prince 26(8) Javelin, b m, 3 p 2:13

|

Princp Ira, bh 2:19*$ ^T,?
Bever y. by JJenehl 12

Reno Prime 2-25 Blon, br h, 2:241$ to 2:195$

Maria P., bm'lIZZ fclsv Albon. 2:21, by Geo Benton 2

?,r
;
-jav. ? j..1E I Gaylax, t r w?4« to,... v:i65i

Ijiui ^haner (pj 2:17 '

James L , br g 2:1614 to 2:il)$
Prince Nutwood, blk b f4i. Judge Waller
p 2:215$ Io 2:15"$ Phenol, gr m, p 2:1«

Paloma Prince .2:17 •> to 2:17 4lmont Putcheu

. 2:20)4

Monroe Chief. 2:18*4, by Jas
Monroe 8 (3)

Chico, b h 2:?0!$^ to 2:19^
Royal tieorgn Jr. Hi
Gulden West ipi 2;20\j to 2:16fe

Uuby M 2:H',
Prince Bismarck, 2, p 2r2<l

Ruby M.. p 2:14

Mark Monroe, by Victor Bis-
marck

Pirdroe, bm.p 2:11^$"

Wildnul. by Wood nut
Ja- per Paulson 2:16)4

El Rami, ch g. 4, 2:2!)', to 2:1 1*
Bedwoith,2:2fi» to.....'. 2:22)4

\ rtlui! luu. by Hambletonian
__

Pantomime, b m, 2:19!4 to_...2:17 ^
Nottingham, by Arthurton
Lady Nottingham. 3, p 2:13^

.2:11

2; 16*4

2:20'.,

Rajah, 2:291$, by Sultan
Our Lucky, bh 2:17)$-

Vlc-xar. 2:20)$, by Sultan,
2:24 9

Bric-a-Brac, gr m 2:28M to 2:19?$
California, by Sultau 3
Caliente _ 2:265$

GDY WILKE-*.
'Juy Wilkes, 2.15^, by Geo.

Wilkts 36 (5)
Fez, b s 2:2T)4
Burliogame, b b. 4 2:18)4
Clarence w likes, b h 2:28*4

Fred Kt.hl, blk h. 3 2:14)4
Fred S. Moody, ch g, 2 2:19!£
Guy Line br h 2:29)4
Lucina Wilkee, b m 2:21)4
Raven^croft, b h, 2:19

Wise»)urn, br h. 3 2:2314
A. L, Kempland. 2:26)$- to 2:15*4

Lesa Wilkes. 2:11*$' to _ 2:09

Seymour Wilkes (pi, 2:lGto2:12
Sable. Wilkes. 2:18. by Guy

Wilkes
SQba <p) 2:28'4

Olga, bm 2:293$
Edith Rowe Graham, b m 2:21

Kent, b c „ 2:25)4
'iuy R. . by Guv Wilkes 1

Dr. Haile (pi, 2:15V to 2:11J4
(iuy Kohl, by Guy Wilkes
Guy Kohl Jr.. 2:23

MUroi. by Guy Wilkes
Arguros, b f, 2 2.27)4

DIRECTOR.
Oirector, 2;17,by Dictator 26

4

Lady Director
Mary Wells, b m, 3 (p)
Alice Director, blk m (p),

2:19)4 to 2::17J4
Direction, blk h, 2:10 i to :0SJ$

Direct, 2:0j)$', by director 1

fll
Arthur L fp) 2:15)4

Lou Mitchell, b f 2:2!!4

Miss Katp.bm. 2:24*4 to 2:22

Directly, bl b, 3 (p).2:07*$ to 2:07*4

Secretary, by Direct r

Josephine, b] t „ 2:27)4

Lnvalord, by Director 1

Prince Lavalard, 4,2:29)4 to 2:23^
Wald3tein,by Director
Jack W 2:I9!4

Swift Bird 2:293$

Live nak. Hero, by Director
Rohin, b s 2:22&

Guide. 2:lf>U, by Director 2
Mariposa, b m 2:20)4

DBtruc-tor, by Director
AnaploiS, 3 (p) 2:27*4

STEINWAY.
gteinway, 2:2oH, by Strath-

more
Babe Marion (3), p 2:20

Allendora- _ 2:I8!4

Bay Rum, b m 2:25

Elf, b m 222)4
Agitalo.bh (2),p 2:18

Covey, b g 2:25 lo 2:24

Ciiaa. Derby, 2:20, by Sleln-
way I (3)

Derhy Princess (3) 2:25 to 2:19)4

gtrathwav, by Stelnway
Toggles 2-MH

NUTWOOD.
Judge gnlluhurv, by Nut-

wood
Rosalita, b m(4i,p 2:10)4

Dandy Salisburv, ch h 2:245$

to 2:23*4

Happiness, bm (p)..2:18*4 to 2:i7'4

John Sr-venooltB, by Nut-
wood

Loupe 2:18*4 to 2:12*4

CornviliUH, by Nutwood 2

Coryan, bh 2:21**

Hawthorne, by Nutwood 15

(2)
Tilton Thorn 2:27

Nellie;tioud 2:27

Robert R. lee, by Nutwood
Gleason, bg 2:28*4

ECHO.
Echo, by Hambletonian
Keyes 2:295$

Deputy, 2:19)4, bv Echo
Chris Peterson, b g 2:25)$

Kcho Royal, son of Echo
Nina L 2:22

Bob Mason, 2:27*4, by Echo
1 (2)

Waldo J . gr g fn)... 2:13)4 to 2:09

Fred Mason, 2:13 $', to 2:10

SIDNEY.
•Sidney. 2:19m, by Santa Claua

32 i 2 I)

Lillian, ch m 2:2(1*4

Thelma, blk m 2:24)4

Oddity, cb h (p) 2:13*4

Elwlna 2:21

Lea, eh m 2:24'.$ lo 2:1m*

Edna R., 2:17)4 to 2:13M
Sister C ;2:2!»'i

Bldmoor, by Sidney, 2; 195$

General, b g_ 2:13

McOonnld Chief, by Clark
Chief

I.oaan, b h 2:30
Columbus S 2:27'$ to 2:19*.j

Boodle, 2:14, by Stranger 2
Thompson ',

Ethel Downts :

Mambrino \\ ilki--, by Geo.
Wilkes

Brino Tricks, p, 2:18!4 to 2:13}$ Tempest, by Almoin
RnymOn, by Simmons lago, 2:15 to
Lady Grace blk m 2:1*S Tiltoo Almont
Roan Wilkes, rn h, 3, p 2:12^ Stranger, 2:17 to

Slmmocolon, 2:'.'&%. by Sim- Alio Rex. by A'torpey
mons Rex Gilford, gr s 2:14

Upland, Or h. 3 2:29V Elmo, 2:27

Gosstper, 2:143$, by Simmons " Gold Charm, 2:25*4 to 2:24)$

I (1) Altoona, by Almont
Miss Jessie, b m, 3 2:195$ Lara D., bm - „... 2:28

K. tchum 2:17)4 to 2:16% May B _ 2:27

Bay Bird, by Jay Bird 1 Altoonita, bm 2:22)4
Geo. Avers, b b. 4 p 2:17*4 Algona, by Almoin
HalCorbett, b b.3 2:19)$ Jessie P. (p) 2;20*4

Dr. PuR. 3. 2:29 to 2:17 Roy Wilkes, by Adrian Wilkes
McKlnuey, 2:11(4, by Alcj-one Sophia R (pi _ -:20

Jennie Mc, b m, 2, p 2:22 Carr'a Mambrino
Zombro, b h, 3 2:13 Maud H., 2:24 to 2:21

McZeus, br h. 4, 2:29(4 to 2:18 Blaek Pilot
Harvey Mac (p), 2:18 to 2:185$' Coal Dust 2:27

To the New Track.

It is rumored that the Southern Pacific Company will be.

gin work in a few days on a roadbed for a track from the ter-

minus of the Lake Merced branch of the Coast division to

the new race track, near Ingleside, in order to connect the

course with the city by rail.

Adolph Spreckels, President of the Pacific Coast Jockey

Club, has been negotiating with the Southern Pacific Com-
pany with this end in view. He has been very sanguine in

his hopes and certain that the traffic would be large enough

to warrant the building of the road. He went to the owners

of the land lyiog between the club grounds and the railroad

company's lines and purchased sufficient for the new line.

When the sales were consummated he went before the South-

ern Pacific and won the day.

In all, about a mile of grading and track laying will be
necessary to connect the new course with the railroad. It

will be necessary to use a portion of the Spring Valley Water
Company's line to make the connection, but it is understood
this right has been granted. The grading and construction

will take at least thirty nays.

Behrend Joost, president of the San Francisco and San
Mateo electric road, is reported as saying that he will be able

to eslend his road to the new race track without the assist-

ance of the Supervisors. Adolph Sutro, who owns 350 acres

north of the track, is having his land turveyed and a street

opened so as to give the San Mateo road an opportunity to

extend its line from Sunnyside avenue to the track. The
right of way is the private property of Mr. Sutro, and no ap-

plication wili have to be made for the privilege of laying the

roadbed.

How "Waldo J. Defeated Chehalis.

Last Saturday at Fresno this, the greatest race ever wit"

nessed on this coast, took place. Chehalis and W7aldo J.,

going from the wire like a double team, both made a break

around the first turn at half in 1:04, but Chehalis caught

quickly. At the head of the stretch he was two lengths

ahead, but Waldo gradually diminished the distance. They
both were driven hard and Waldo was beaten a short head

in 2:0S. The second heat they went like a double team from

start to finish—to the quarter in 0;32, half in 1:03A— both

finishing under the whip, Waldo winning by about three

inches in 2:08 ?gain. There was great excitement when the

time waB hung out. In the third heat Chehalis made a run-
ning break and Frazler could not catch him before an eighth
of a mile was passed. He came near being distanced. Waldo
went to the half in l:04i. Here Pathmont came up and
made a fight, and drove Waldo out in 2:09}.

The fourth heat showed what material Waldo was made of.

Chehalis was si gbtly lame and considered out of the fight,

Pathmont, who had but one hard heat, was ready to do bat-

tle. He left the wire on even terms with Waldo. They
stepped around the turn in 0:31' second and to the half in

1:02, 30.} up the back stretch. Then Pathmont gave up the

chase and Waldo came home in a jog in 2:09. How fast he
could have paced the fourth heat is the mystery all the
horsemen are figuring on who witnessed the race. These are
the four fastest heats ever paced or trotted west of the Rocky
mountains. Thus in glory ended the grandest race meeting
ever given in Central California, and one of the grandest
thus far in the State.

Doc Tuberville had a narrow escape from a broken leg

in the last race Tuesday, sayB the Cincinnati Enquirer. He
was on Lobengula, and sat too close to (» ran nan while they
were at the post. Grannan let go with both feet. One of bis

ron heels caught Doc on the foot and mashed his big toe.

Waldo J.,2;08!
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Anita, by Junio, 2:21, got a record of 2:1\ at Hollister last

Thursday.

J. MaLCOLM Fobbbr is reported to have paid $8,000 for

Biogt-n

Electioneer'* latest performer is Teazle, 2:29J,a brother

of Truman, 2.12.

Bedwokth, by Wildnut, reduced bis record to 2:22A at

Baltimore, September 28.

Pi.i -n kbit's mile in 2:14} establishes a track record for

pacers over the Salinas race track.

Lad* Vestal, 2:21J, is the first of Richard's Electors,

daughters to enter the list this year.

The people of .Santa Ana are enthusiastic over the race

meeting to commence there next week.

DonShaner, by Dexter Prince got a record pacing of

2:17 at the Salem, Oregon, races Sept. 26th.

Prince GIFT, 2.-27A, won the race for two-year-olds at

Hollister easily Monday, best lime, 2:30.

Sophia R, by Roy Wilkes is a good pacer. She got ft

record of 2:20 at Salem, Oregon, September 26th.

Fez, 2:27A, is out of Rosalind, by Del Sur, 2:24; second dam
(tulnare, by The Moor. Hie sire i» Guy Wilkes.

Lea, a chestnut mare by Sidney, took a record of 2:18| in

the second heat of the 2:23 trot at Columbus, O.

Altamont now has four performers with new records of

belter than 2:12, the average of the four being 2:09*..

Ella T. will soon give Altamont his fourth 2:10 per-

former. She forced Star Pointer out in 2:081 last Friday.

San Luiseto, by Monroe Chief, out of a mare by Altoooa

got a pacing record of 2:21£ at Hollister on Tuesday last.

Javelin, by Creole was a close second to Ottinger in the

three heals ; the latter won
v
at Fresno. Time, 2:11£, 2:13J

and 2:14.

Th e defeat of Chehalis, 2:07A, by Waldo J., at Fresno was
a stunner to the talent, for Chehalis was looked upon as being
invincible.

HcZeus, the beautiful gaited McKinney colt, lowered his

record to 2:14.} at FresDO, defeating a good field. The time
in the three heats was 2:15, 2'14A, 2"16J-.

The Palo Alto trotting-bred youngsters to be sold at Madi-
son Square Garden, New York City, in December, are the

best-looking and best- bred ever seen on this farm.

Brown Wilkes, owned by Mr. C. F. Emery, Cleveland

O., has put nine new ones in the 2:30 list thus far this season
and stands well toward the top in the list of sires for 1895.

The next sale of trotting bred stock from the San Mateo
Stock Farm will be a "red letter" one in the history of this

famous farm. Many very fast and handsome trotters will be
included.

Salinas Belle, 2:24, by Vermont, has been very sick at

Salinas. She has a filly by Dictatus that so far as appear-
ances go is as well-made as any ever sired by this grandly-
bred horse.

Edith Rose, the fojr-year-old daughter of Baron Rose
(son of Stamboul and Minnehaha), and Edith R., 2:17^, took
a record of 2:25 last week. She was bred by John H. Shults
at Parkville Farm.

Fez (formerly called Wilkes Moor) is the latest to be
added to the list of Guy Wilkes' performers. He got a record
of 2:27 A at Hueneme last week. He is owned by Thomas
Clark of that place.

Oveic fifty Bons of Nutwood have new 2:30 trotters or pre-

vious ones that have reduced their records this season

—

something truly phenomenal when it is recalled that he is

himself still alive and getting colts.

At Woodward & Shanktin's sale of trotters at Lexington
last Monday the bay stallion Constant I., 2:12^, by Wilkes
Boy, was Bold for $7,100 to Peter Duryea, of New York.
The prices of others stocks were fair.

The tour-year-old mare Allandora by Steinway which was
the pick of Millard Sanders' consignment to Fasig's spring
sale, won two heats in 2:18J at Allentown, Pa., last week, and
stepped a heat in 2:17

J at Baltimore, Md., on Tuesday.

Hkbbbb. Fotheroill <t Lewis, the young gentlemen who
purchased about forty head of trotters this Summer and
brought them to Guatemala, report having sold all but three
at a fair profit, and will return to California next Spring.

LABT Tuesday on a telegraphic order from an Eastern
horseman, whose name is unknown, Will Young, of Lexing-
ton, bought of Guthrie A; Watson, of the same place, their
stallion May Kiug, 2:201, by Electioneer. May Kit,g is the
sire of Malcolm Forbes' remarkable two-year-old colt Bingen,
which trotted a mite in 2:12J at Portland, Me.

Tn kkk have been Home great race horses on the turf Bince
1879, but in that year, in public miles, Rarus, Edwin Forrest
and Hopeful stepped quarters in 0:32£ and Rarus finished a
last quarter in his 2:134 mile it Hattford, Conn., in 0:32A.
There ih do doubl lhal ESdwin Forrest could have beaten 2:08
on auch fast tracks as we now have and with modern appli-
ances.

-ix. the question of watering horses, Dr. Butler of
the Mississippi Slate College makes the Hat assertion that "an
animal is never loo warm to bo watered if not more than two
gallons be given." He lays down the following rules: 1.

Use only pure waler. 2. Water before feeding. 8. Water
frequently rrom three to five times daily). -1. Never give a
large quaii.uy at one lime, especially if the animal is very
warm, or ab ul to uodergosevere exertion.

Altao wod a good race at Terre Haute, October 3d,

Time, 2:101, 2:093, &12J.

Electrite, sire of the good two-year-old Electrophel,

2:21}, is a full brother to Sphinx.

Lodpe, 2:12A, paces without boots and is one of the hand

somest horses on the circuit.

It is within the bounds of possibility that 70 per cent, of

the foals by Palo Alto will be in the 2:30 list.

Laura D., 2:29A, by Altoona, out of Dolly, by Mozart, low-

ered her record to 2:28 at Hollister Wednesday.

Silkwood has gone lame. It is hoped he will recover in

time to be a factor in the free for-all pace at Santa Ana next

week.

Belbel is a bay stallion by Stamboul that got a record of

2:30 in the third heat of a race at Cape Vincent, New York,

September 24th.

Coal Dust, by Black Pilot, dam by A. W. Richmond, sec-

ond dam by Ben Wade, won a race at Ventura October 9th.

Time, 2:31, 2:27, 2:27J.

Strath way, 2:19, by Steinway, out of Countess (dam of

Dawn, 2:18f ), by Whipple's Hambletonian, is the sire of the

fast trotter Toggles, 2:16, "the Lemoore terror."

Electrophel, by Electrite (son of Electioneer) is a

good two-year-old. He has a record of 2:21 J, made at

Terre Haute's great meeting, September 30th.

Sister C, by Sidney, took a record of 2:29<S at the

Western New York Fair at Rochester, N. Y. last week.
She is owned by Lines Brothers, of Rochester.

The great mare Hulda, 2:08A, has been suffering from a

jvomb trouble all this season, and will be sent to Chicago to

be operated upon. She will not start again this season unless

it be in California.

Nightingale won the 2:11 trot at Terre Haute, Ind.,

October 4th. She was defeated the first two heats by Oooqua
and then captured the others. Time for the five heats

:

2:08}, 2:10, 2:08, 2:10, 2:09f—The fastest five heats ever made
in a trotting race^on record.

Monroe Salisbury passed through Chicago a few days
ago and while in the city found time to say a few words to a

representative of The Horseman relating to his horses. He
reports hie stable in good shape, and Alix's injury not nearly

so severe as it was at first believed to be.

There is a two-year old filly at the Santa Rosa Stock
Farm sired by Palo Alto, 2:08£, which was driven a mile by
John Rogers the other day in 2:30}. She has just been han-

dled five weeks. Mr. Rodgers says there is a lot of very
promising material among the youngsters on this farm.

The Salinas race meeting this year was the best ever held

there. The races were made in better time, the finishes

closer and the attendance excellent. The President and
Board of Directors did all in their power to make the horse-

men feel glad they came there and in 1896 they may look for

greater support.

Famous old Woodbine excels all other trotting brood-

mares as a producer and reproducer of 2:20 speed in direct

female line. She is the dam of Wedgewood, 2:19; the grand-

dam of Proctor, 2:16}, pacing; the third dam of Leonatus,

2:17}, and Bokhara, 2:20, pacing, and the fourth dam of

Quiz, 2:16}.

True it is the pace that kills, and no horse can stand ibe

strain of continuous racing when the time is below 2:10. Joe
Patchen, Robert J. and Azote have shown greater endurance
in this direction than any other horses ever on the turf, but

time has done its work with the two former, and their owners
have been compelled to see the error of continuous racing
without a let-up.

Allen Lowe is authority for the statement that at one of

the meetings down in Maine Gen. Turner went in the stand
and said :

" Gentlemen, I do not usually come in the stand to

find any fault, and I am not going to do so now. I only want
to make a suggestion. It is this. I think you are all nice
men, but I am sure there is many a thing you can do better

than judge a horse race."

Mr. R. S. Veech, while Bitting in the office of the Turf,
Field and Farm a few days ago talking with Mr. Wm. Cor-
bitt, expressed so much faith in the future of the trotting-

horse business that he offered to purchase a number of the
choicest filiies at San Mateo Stock Farm by Guy Wilkes for

broodmares. Mr. Veech does not believe that prices will

climb ps high as ihey were before the panic, but thinks that
they will gradually increase and make it profitable for a man
to carry on a first-class breeding farm. The crop of wean-
lings in Kentucky this fall is very light. Demand is rapidly
overtaking supply.

The directors of the Santa Ana Fair Association have con-
cluded to keep open house on October 15th, the opening day
of this year's races. Accordingly on that date the big gates
will Bwing in for free admissson to everybody. This will start

the races off" with a tremendous attendance, and it is gener-
ally believed that the interest created will work to advantage
for the remainder of the week. The directors are also work-
ing on a new feature for one day, the date of which U not
yet determined. An endeavor is being made to capture a live

wildcat or fox. The animal will be led or chased around
the track iuclosure between races, and then a pack of trained
foxhounds will be turned loose on his trail. The dogs of the
Santa Ana Kennel Club are to be used.

The Blood of the Moor—Oakland Baron, the winner
of the Kentucky Futurity of 1895, is out of Lady Mackay,
by Silver Threads, son of The Moor, a half-thoroughbred
Bire. The dam of Silver Threads was Grey Dale, by Amer-
ican Boy Jr., thoroughbred. Katriua Bel, the second money
winner, is by at. Bel, son of Beautiful Belle, by The Moor, a
half-thoroughbred. The third dam of Katrina Bel was Belle
Mahone, by Norfolk, son of Lexington, thoroughbred. Bo-
real, who finished fourth, is a boo of Bow Bells, whose dam
was Beautiful Bells, by The Moor. In Oakland Baron,
Katrina Bell and Boreal we find three crosses of The Moor,
one through his son, Silver Threads, and two through his
greatest daughter, Beautiful Bells. Mighty was the blood of

The Moor. He died too soon.

Parkville, by Electioneer, promises to become a sire of
early speed. J. C. Hoge writes that he hears very favorable
reports from different sections. Allen Campbell, Spring Hill,

Tenn., has four two-year-olds that can beat 2:20, one of them
being by Parkville. Ralph Clifford, Munson, Mass., has a
three-year-old that stepped a mile in 2:28. There are also two
three-year-olds at the Cleveland track, one of which has been
a mile in 2:25 and the other a mile in 2:23.—American
Horseman.

The wonderful filly Fanny Foley, that they claim has
trotted a half in 1:06}, and is going for the champion trotting

yearling record of the world, is inbred to the Electioneer
strain. Her sire, Redwood, is by Anteeo 2:16}, sod of Elec-
tioneer, and her dam is by Princeer, a son of Kentucky
Prince, whose dam was Meg Merrilles, 9 very strongly trot-

ting-bred mare, being by Electioneer, dam Young Gipsey, by
Mambrino Pilot, son of Mambnno Chief; second dam Gip-
sey, byRysdyk's Hambletonian.

Among the new 2:20 pacers to spring into prominence this

fall is the horse Mephisto, 2:17}, by Sidney, dam Lindora, by
Guy Wilkes; second dam by The Moor, bred by Russell Allen,
and owned by J. A. Dunlap, a wealthy gentleman of Taren-
tarn, Pa. Talk about the Sidneys not being game, I saw
Mephisto pace a nine-heat race this week, and a more con-
sistent bulldog never faced a starter. He is certainly well
named. C. Henderson, a Pittsburg driver, presides over him,
and he will be seen in the Grand Circuit next year.—Horse
Review.

The bay gelding Jesse P. that appeared in the race at

Salinas as being by Algoua out of a mare by Geo. M.
Palchen Jr., was once started and distanced in a race after

getting a record of 2:36 at Stockton in 1892. His sire was
then given as Western, another Ranchodel Paso horse. At
Salinas he got a record of 2:21} in the fourth heat of a race
in which he was ably driven by H. G. Cox. There must have
been a mistake made by the new owner of this gelding in

making the entry a3 he was sold as being by Western to R.
Ledgett. Credit should be given where it is due.

Another attempt is being made by owners and breeders
of trotters to revive trotting in Sydney, Australia. With
that object in view the council of the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety of New South Wales have been approached to see if ar-

rangements could be made by which trotting meetings could
be held at fairly lengthy intervals on their track at Moore
Park. The council have notified those interested that the
minister for lands is to be interviewed on the subject, but un-
fortunately the ground is held under such conditions that the

chance of seeing somegood trotting on the park again is very
slight.

(
* With all the good trotting blood at present in the

colony it seems strange," says an Australian exchange, "that

we can not keep the sport going equally as well as our New
Zealand neighbors, and if it does get on its legs again here

let us hope that it will be differently conducted than in the

past, when trotting became synonymous with crookedness.'

Those who get out of the horse business this fall will live

to regret it, unless they are preparing to retire permanently
from active life. Responding to the recent sharp advance
all along the line of manufactures, every branch of business

has begun to show signs of recuperation, which are in no
sense spasmodic, but to all appearances, indicate a restoration

to sound business health. More clearly than ever before, for

three years, is it demonstrated, day after day, that good
horses not only sell readily, but are in demand and that de-

mand is an ever increasing one. At a recent New York^sale
a five-year-old gelding of fair to good breeding sold for

$1,050. At the same sale several animals brought $400 or

over. These figures would not have been reached by more
than half, one year ago, and the sale referred to is but a sam-
ple of many that have lately been held. Those who have
uniformly predicted that there was no hope of recovery

j

should watch the signs cf the times closely ; they will ob-

serve much that will at least set them to thinking. As for I

the breeder, let him continue in the even tenor of his way,

sell when be is offered a price that carries with it a margin
of profit, and never mind the croaker. The horse business is

a pretty lively corpse'

John Splat* can tell you that C. J. Hamlin is not the sel-

fish, miserly man that some people paint him. Back in

1878, when Splan was driviog Rarus, the Buffalo park was

the scene of a famous tilt against time. Rarus and Splan

were the important factors in the effort. Mr. Hamlin had

advertised a special speed purse of $1,500, open to all; one

entry to fill, with the conditions that if one horse only was

entered and started, $1,000 would be paid if the three beats

averaged 2:18 or better; $500 additional to be paid if 2:14 wasj

beaten; if two or more horses entered and started, $1,000 to

be paid if the heats averaged 2:10 or better,and an additional!

$500 to be paid if 2:14 was beaten in any of the he its. Rams
was the only starter, and he failed to average 2:18, although,

he established a new world's record, 2:13}, in the third re-

corded attempt. The horse had actually won only $500 by

his performance, but Mr. Hamlin very graciously gave Splao'

$1,000. The famous driver tells a slory about the perform-i

ance of Rarus that is well worlh repeating. At Rochester, inj

1879, the selding was started to beat Goldsmith Maid's rec-

ord of 2:14$ over that track. He trotted the first mile in

2:17$, the second in 2:16 and Splan decided he would not tnj

again. While Splan was standing by Rarus, watching bin

cool out, Conklin, his owner, came over and showed a ticket

calling for $100 if Rarus beat the Maid's record It seemtl

that after the horse had gone the mile in 2:16 some fellow haci

come to Conklin and sold him the ticket for $10. Splar'

says: " I had said to the starter as 1 dismounted after tbii

mile that I would not make another attempt, but this gann

on the old man made me a little mad and I said to Mr. Conk
Hn that I would go again and that Rarus and I would make f

mighty effort to make the fellow who sold that ticket feel Hln

a sucker. We started aeain, and the old horse never liftec

his nose in the mile, which he trotted in 2:13A. The onh

time 1 ever heard the old man swear was after this heat,whei

he came over where we were cooling the horses out, and said

"I guess that d—n fool has made up his mind that Rarus i

a trotting horse." Splan says that before the horse was sole

to Robert Bonner he told Conklin he had a chance to sel

RaruB, but the old man did not seem to want to talk about it

Later Conklin came to him and told him to do what h-

thought best. Splan then concluded the sale for $36,000,am

be says he never saw a more touching scene than that of tb

parting of Conklin and Rarus.at the horse's stall in Harf"
~~

previous to his being delivered to his new owner,

iacl

00(1
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THE SADDLE.

Dockstader won a mile race at Detroit Monday, in 1:44.

Pat Dunne has purchased Salvable from Sam Hildreth
#

Bey del Carreres was timed the first quarter in a recent

race in the East in 0:23.

Taral will come to California at the close of the present

racing season in New York.

Mainstay appears to have trained off. He is not any-

thing like the horse he was a week ago.

The books were hit pretty hard by Isabelle's win Mon-
day. She went to the post at 2} to 1.

Richard Croker returned to his old love last week, and
renewed old acquaintances at Gravesend.

Jack Chinn is starter for the thirty-day meeting at High-
land Park, Detroit, which opened last week.

" A jockey on a long-shot and a shoemaker on a favorite"

is facetiously expressive of inconsistent riding.

The genial Teuton. Barney Schreiber, has purchased Ye.
men and Service, both of whom will be shipped to California

J. Welch, probably one of the oldest jockeys riding in

the United States, had the mount on Jim Corbett Monday.

The Santa Anita Stable made no mistake in purchasing
Salvable, the son of Salvator and Lydia. He is proving a

breadwinner.

There was a strong stable tip out on Cadeau",Monday,
and it was asserted if he did not win he would never be
started again. Cadeau will not start again.

Copies of No. 5 of Volume 2, of Goodwin's Official Turf
Guide have arrived and are for sale at this office. This num-
ber contains all the races up to and including the State Fair
meeting.

Macklin looked back on his ride down the stretch on
Claude

t
HiH Monday, and was bumped twice. Before he

got through looking around Chevalier had landed Isabelle a

winner.

W. Speirs. owner of the great O'Connell, Lizetta, Lizelg

and twelve others, has telegraphed for stable room at the

new track. He will arrive in about a week, coming from
Oakley.

It is not generally known that the famous sprinter Geral-

dine is now owned by George Rose. Geraldine will be seen

Ft the post in this city before many weeks have gone by.

—

Chronicle.

UciTA, a four-year-old chestnut geldiog by Judge McKin-
stry, out of Skipaway, by Wildidle, carried 124 pounds and
won a five furlong race at Salinas on Saturday in the ex-
CQllenttime of 1:02. He was ridden by Ed Caldwell and is

owned by Geo. Lowery, of Hollister. Ucita will be seen at

the Bay District track this winter.

Eogene Wohl, the much-esteemed clerk that has had
charge of M. Gunst's cigar 6tand at the track for years, died
last Thursday.October 3d, appendicitis, he being ill only five

days. Wohl, who was generally liked, had been in the em-
ploy of Mr. Gunst for many years, and was about thirty-nine
years at the Lime of his death.

From the talk of the different horsemen in this vicinity

the California meetings this winter should be good ones, is

nearly everybody who can. say they are going out there. A
great number, however, may find that it will pay them to re-

main on this side of the Rockies, unless they have something
that they can win with.—N. Y. Mercury.

The chestnut stallion, imported Ormonde d'Or, five years
old, brother in blood to Ormonde, for whom W. O'B. Mac-
donough of California paid $150,000 two years ago, died
suddenly Monday at Versailles, Ky., of inflammation of the
bowels at the Spring Hill stud. He was owned by William
H. Sands of New York and valued at a very high figure.

A large number of new horses are being schooled over
the jumps at Morris Park and Brighton Beach for the com-
ing steeplechase meeting at the former crack. The Liverpool
is said to be the great obstacle at which nearly all the horses
refuse, and it requires the nicest handling and greatest pluck
and determination on the part of a rider to induce a horse to

essay it.

It is announced that Philip J. Dwyer would sell all his

stable with tbe exception of Handspring, Axiom and Apple-
gate at the end of the present season. J. Otto Donner, too,

will sell at Morris Park, Redskin, Bonhomme, The Native,
and a few yearlings. He will retire from active participa-

tion in turf matters for a year, but will keep up tbe Ramapo
Stud and will be back again with a large stable in the future

The attendance at Bay District is steadily on the increase,

and a good-sized crowd witnessed the races on Saturday.
The betting ring was crowded all day, and the eleven bookies

were kept pretty bnsy.

The Great Eastern handicap, at Gravesend, has been won
five times by fillies, viz., Dew Drop, in 1875. Sallie McClell-
and, in 1890 ; Lady Violet, in 1892; Gutta Percha, in 1894,

and One I Love in 1^95.

The broodmare Peggy Woods belonging to Judge Jas. H.
Mulligan died last week. She was thirteen years old, by
Rivoli—Peggy Woods, by Endorser, and was the dam of Al-

derman Morris and other winners.

Trainer J. W. Rogers would like to sign the boy, J.

Murphy, who outrode Griffin at Brighton on Friday in the

race won by Volley. The boy, however, is indentured to

Michael Daly, for whom he rode at Alexander Island.

The popular young horseman, Johnny Weber, arrived at

the track frotn^Los Angtles Friday with his good selling

plater, Little Cripple. His brother Charley is in the southern
country gathering in purses at the fair with his gelding

Hello.

By law the racing season in New York State closes No-
vember 15th. The arrangement of dates for the autumn
meeting of the Westchester Racing Association leaves nine

free and consecutive days, wnich Brighton Beach Association

may use.

Johnny Coleman, of the Stuyvesant Club, had $2,100 on
Libertine Friday, $2,000 at even money and $100 against

$90. Libertine simply romped in in 1:13$ with 124 pouncs
up. He could undoubtedly have equalled the Coast record

with that weight up.

Two years ago David Gideon named the Futurity winner
after John Drew's successful comedy, il The Butterflies."

Now Mr. Drew's leading lady has been singled out for a sim-

ilar compliment. James McLaughlin has christeced his

filly, by Candelmas, out of Floria, Maude Adams.

In criticising Jockey Chorn's riding, the New York Mer-
cury says :

" Hereafter when an odds-on favorite goes down
before a moderate horse it will be known as a chorny one. If

the colored Arcner has done nothing else he has certainly

increased the turf vernacular bv a new expression."

If Domino had not shown temper in his last raceatSheeps-
head Bay he would have now been nearing the shores of old
England, the handicapper having treated him so leniently

in the Cambridgeshire that Mr. Keene was tempted to chance
his being in racing fettle three weeks after his arrival.

The Westchester Racing Association, at a meeting held
September 26th, decided on the dates for their autumn meet-
ing, which are Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday of each
week from October 15th to November 5th inclusive. The
National Steeplechase Association will sandwich in on three

Wednesdays.

Besides getting the great $20,000 National Derbv of 1896,
transferred to St. Louis from Chicago, the St. Louis Fair As-
sociation management will make an effort to attract to that

city next season all the great handicap horses on the Ameri-
can turf. This will be done by increasing the value of the
Club Members' Handicap, the great all-aged event of the
meeting, from $8,000 to $10,000.

Macklin's ride on Treachery was nothing short of idiotic.

Running third in the homestretch in a good position, he
tried to get through close against the rails where there was
not room enough for a good sized goat to pass, when by tak-

ing the filly toward the middle of the track he could have
won off by himself with ease. The way Treachery came at

the finish proved her at least ten pounds better than anything
in the race.

It is said the management of the Sheffield track (an off-

shoot of Roby) is really a combination of the Harlem, Haw-
thorne and Roby people, who have at last buried the hatchet

and decided to fight the Stale of Indiana as one man, instead

of bucking against each other and gaining nothing. It will

be interesttng to note what the outcome of this venture will

be, as Gov. Mathews is not to be bamboozled, and means to

fight the race tracks as long as he is in power.

The stewards have allowed the protest lodged by "Lucky"
Baldwin against Alarum, who won a purae at Brooklyn on
September 19th. The protest was based on the fact that

Alarum, who was formerly Joe Rogers, was not correctly de-

scribed on the card. Falling Water, who ran second, was
awarded the purse. Alarum is owned by Dr. G. L. Knapp,
the official steward of the Brooklyn meeting. Falling Water
is o*?ned by "Lucky" Baldwin.—N Y. Advertiser.

The sale of Belle Meade yearlings at the Oakley race

track at Cincinnati, October 1st, the following brought more
than $500: Chestnut colt, by Iroquois—Destruder, Fleish-

man & Sons, $1,000; bay colt, by Iroquois—Tarantula, R.
Tucker, $700; bay colt, by Inspector B.—Secret, T. Griffin,

$625; bay colt, by Luke Blackburn— Brumeti, B. W. Knox,
$625; brown colt, by Iroauois— Bennetta, T. Griffin, $600;
bay filly, by Albert—Edelweiss, Cliff Porter, $1,125.

Breeders of thoroughbreds should remember that the

time for registration of foals of 1895 expires on November
1st with the Jockey Club. Registration is required by the

Western Turf Congress as well as the Jockey Club. The
Western Turf Congress recognizes the Stud Book as tbe
official organ of registry, and the Jockey Club requires regis-

tration with it to entitle horses to race oo Eastern tracks.

For the sake of convenience and accuracy, when breeders re-

port to the Jockey Club their foals it will be well at the same
time to send a duplicate report to the editor of the Stud
Book.

St. Visto, winner of the Derby and St. Leger in England
this year, is a royally-bred horse. He is of the male line of

Melbourne, like our Flambeau, Spendthrift, Wildidle and
imp. Darebin. His dam is ViBta, by Macaroni (sire of the

dam of Ormonde and grandsire of imp. Brutus); second

dam Verdure, by tbat great sire of Oaks winners, King Tom;
third dam, May Bloom, by Newminster, winner of the St.

Leger and sire of Hermit ; fourth dam Lady Hawthorne
(sister to Thormanby, winner of the Derby), by Windhouod
fifth dam the wonderful Alice Hawthorn (dinner of fifty

races'), by Muley Moloch.

The correct timing of horses in a race is an art, and re-

quires not only quickness of eye and a steady nerve, which
characteristics are essential to the successful performance of

the act. Still, however quick the eye, if one does not have
an accurate watch—one that may be relied upon—the value

"of timing is worse than "nil". Capt. Ben E. Harris and
Peter Brandow, the official timers at the Bay District, are

noted for the accuracy of their work in that line. Both of

these well-known gentlemen use the Hirschman $20 timer.

And Capt. Harris says that for the purpose of timing, owing
to their quicknesB cf action and thorough reliability, there is

nothing better.

Fred Taral one of tbe most popular as well as one of

the best jockeys that ever threw a leg across a thoroughbred,

recently signed a contract to ride for Marcus Daly next sea-

son. Taral has not had the best of luck this season. The
Keene horses, with the exception of Domino, have not played

a very prominent part in the big events, and as a consequence

the "Dutchman" has not had an opportunity to display his

ability to the best advantage. Marcus Daly has been a lib

eral purchaser of the best yearlings sold this season, and
Taral will undoubtedly have a better chance next year than

he has ever had. The amount of the retaining fee was not

made public, but it is certain to be well up into five figures.

—N. Y. Advertiser.

Races " for jockeys who have never ridden a winner "

will be one of the features of tbe Morris Park meeting. There
will be one of these every alternate race day. The idea is to
encourage the riding of promising lads. Trainers will not
put up a stable led against crack jockeys, but they will put
them up against each other. Hence it is only by offering such
races that the boys eyer get a chance to show what thev can
do. In England they study this closely and have apprentices
races. It is a school for jockeys.

The fight for the possession of Jockey Felix Carr has been
renewed, and the courts will have to decide who has a right
to his services. Carr was bound as an apprentice to Long
in 1891, and Long in 1S93 contracted with Schreiber that
Carr should enter Schreiber's services ?j a jockey, for which
Long was to receive $250 a month for 1893 and $300 a month
for 1894, the contract to expire in 1894. Long alleges that
Schreiber refuses to give the boy up, owes him $3,650 on the
contract, and he now asks for $10,000 damages in addition.

Following were the results of the races at San Andreas
Cal., yesterday : Second day, fine weather and track good.
First race, mile dash, free-for-all, purse $100. E. J. Apple-
by's Kittie A won, Barcaldine second, Jim Bozeman third.

Time, 1:49. Second race, three-eighths and repeat, purse
$75. The entries were Mischief, Secretary, Maud and
Stormy. Stormy won the first heat, Secretary second, Mis-
chief third, Maud distanced. Time, 0:37V- Stormy won the
second heat and race, Secretary second. O'Hearn was the
rider of the winner. Time, 0:37.1. Third rare, special, half-

mile dash. The entries were Dewdrop Sam, Top Notch and
Delia B. Delia B., owned by G. F. Wilson, of San Andreas,
was an easy winner. Time, 0:53.

The Supreme Court of Indiana, at Indianapolis, Septem-
ber 27th, overrules a petition for a rehearing in the Roby
race track question, atd announced adherence to its original

opinion by Judge Howard, which makes it unlawful to con-
duct racing as heretofore conducted at Roby. In its original

opinion the court ruled that it was unlawful to hold any
race meeting oftener than twice in any period of sixty days

;

tbat it was unlawful to hold any meetiDg until the full period
of thirty days bad elapsed after a former meeting. The ruling

also prohibiis all individuals or companies from holding
meetings within the inhibited time, whether the previous
meeting has be> n held by the same person or by different

ones. The court acted promptly in the case.

What a wonderful horse is old Strathmeath, who beat

Lehman at Oakley recently. He had up to the close of last

season won forty-two races and $109,772 in money, he being

one amoDg the very few horses that have earned $100,000 on
the American turf. At a two-year-old he won, among other

races, the rich Junior Champion Stakes ; as a three-year-old,

outside of other races, he captured the American Derby, while

his career each year since has been a winning one, bis run-
ning this season lately at St. Louis being good. He is now
seven years old, being foaled at McGratbiana Stud in 1888,

Mr. Milton Young being his breeder. He was gelded when
a yearling, a move Mr. Morris has had reasons to frequently

regret, inasmuch as dow as a stallion he would be worth a

handsome sum, whereas, when done with the track, his ca-

reer of usefulness is at an end.

All the accounts in the local papers regarding the Hall-

McWilliams episode were wrong in almost every particular.

We are informed that McWilliams insisted on quar-

reling with Hall over something that the latter had never

said, for Hall was satisfied with the ride on Jefferson and had
only bet a small sum anyhow. Hall went to his stable, Mc-
WilliamB meanwhile parading up and down in plain view of

everyone, revolver in hand, waiting for Nick to come out.

Nearly an hour passed away, and Hall was getting exceed-

ingly anxious for his supper. Still McWilliams paraded.

Finally a friend of Hall's advised him to watch his chance,

rush upon McWilliams and knock him down with the handle

of a pitchfork and disarm the would be shootist, if possible.

Part of this Hall did, knocking the man down and trying to

pin his pistol hand down so that he could disarm him. He
could easily have killed McWilliams had he been blood-

thirsty.

A London dispatch of Sept. 26th says: "The Jockey Club

Stakes of 10,000 sovereigns ; the second horse to receive 500

sovereigns, the third 200 sovereigns, the nominator of the

winner 400 sovereigns, and the nominator of the second 200

sovereigns out of the stakes; for three and four-year-olds ;

one mile and two furlongs,was run at Newmarket to-dav, and

was won by Mr. J. H. Houldsworth's bay colt Laveno, by

Bend Or, out of Napoli,three years old. Mr. Henry Milner's

chestnut filly None the Wiser,by Wisdom,out of Corrie Roy,

four years old, was second. Mr. T. Cannon's chestnut filly

Venia, by Melanion, out of Reine Blanche, four years old,

was third. The other starters were Lord Rosebery's Ladas

and Sir Visto, the Hampton Court Stud's Beckhampton, Mr.

Leopold de Rothschild's Utica, Mr. A. W. Cox's Galeottia

and Solaro, Geo. Owen Williams' Priestholme and Lord

Zetland's Nighean. Time, 2:15 4 5. The betting was 9 to 4

against Laveno,9 to 2 against None the Wiser,25 to 1 against

Venla, 5 to 1 against Ladas, 7 to 1 againtt Beckhampton, 10

to 1 against Sir Visto. 12 to 1 against Utica, 33 to 1 each

against Solaro, PrieBtholme and Eighean, and 50 to 1 against

Galeottia.

Soon there will be uothiog left in an ocular and material

way to remind us of the glories of what was in many respects

the" most noted, classic and historic of American race tracks

—old Jerome park. In the days when tbe American Jockey

Club represented all that was best, most reputable, most sub-

stantial oo the American running turf, Jerome park, the

club's track, was the most select and exclusive of our racing

grounds, but the old saddle-bags course is now no more.

With its history is closely connected the most nottd names of

patrons of American breeding and racing—Belmont, Withers,

Lorillard, Jerome, Keene.et al.,and to enumerate the mighty

horses that have raced and triumphed there would practically

be to make a catalogue of the champions from the long ago

up to the opening of Morris park in 1889 The old park is

to be the site of a storage reservoir, and Wednesday of last

week there was a clearing-out sale there. First, the great

bronze gates, that so long guarded the entrance, were sold

for a mere song—$(J5 Then the grand stand, which must

have cost $50,000, went for $550. Then tbe betting ring and

all its fixings, tbe judges' stand, the paddock shed, the club-

house and everything else went under the hammer. And so

passes Jerome, of glorious memory. And in a little while it

will exist only in history.—Horseman.
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California's Great Showing.

While the daily newspapers have been filled with arti-

cles pertaining to the races held on the Eastern race

tracks all summer, the editors of the turf journals have

been kept busy compiling the names and performances

of those that entered the 2:30 list. The work is not

completed, but enough has been accomplished to show

that progression is the motto upheld by the light-harness

horse interests of America. While it is true the two-

minute trotter has not appeared, there is a vast number

of 2:20 performers, an increasing number in the 2:10

list, and of record-breakers there is a respectable show-

ing. While there are hundreds of new performers, the

fact that the California-bred tro'ters and paors and the

Bires and dams of the greatest are California bred, gives

us reason to feel proud of the showing made. Every

year the greatness of these Californians seems to over-

shadow those from all the other States in the Union.

The progeny of Electioneer, Guy Wilkes, Director,

Steinway, Sidney, Sable Wilkes, The Moor and McKin-

ney increases the list with a regularity that is surprising

to many of the Eastern horse breeders. The hue and

cry raised about the Electioneers quitting has, by the per-

formances of the descendants of the hero of the lone pine,

been forever silenced. The showing his sons and grand-

sons is making is marvelous, and as every prominent

stock farm in the East has one or more descendants of

this son of Hambleionian in their paddocks, the place that

good colt or filly is held in the estimation of its owner is

high, and bred to the descendants of Geo. Wilkes, Bel-

mont, Dictator or any of the old-time trotting represen-

tatives there are no risks taken regarding the speed and

gameness the produce will have.

The <iuy Wilkes family, while handicapped this sea-

son by u series of unfortunate accidents which almost

annihilated a strong stable of campaigners, stills holds a

commanding place in the history of the turf.

The list u published in another column is a valuable

one, and while far from being as full and complete as it

will be after the fall meeting to be given under the

auspices of the California Jockey Club, nevertheless, it

gives our readers a fair idea of the wonderful strides

made by our California sires down the homstretch

against the pick of America.

Sale of Palo Alto Thoroughbreds.

A it i.i. aca 'it of the Hollister race meeting will ap-

oai in our next issue. .

The auction sale of Palo Alto thoroughbreds, year-

lings and two-year-olds, which is to take place in this

city Tuesday, November 5th, at Killip & Co.'s salesyard,

will be the first ever held under canvas and by electric

light in this city. The horsemen who would be inter-

ested in the purchase of these grandly-bred youngsters

will be so busily engaged at the race track during the

day they would not have an opportunity of attending

this sale, except it be held after dark. Those who have

received catalogues have already selected colts and fillies

they will try and buy, and many of these gentlemen have

gone to the big farm by the lone pine and gazed with

rapture on the splendidly-formed youngsters that are

catalogued. Large prices have been offered for some,

but the rule of this farm in regard to the sale of stock

will not be violated ; every animal listed for sale at

auction will be sold at auction. In the preface to the

catalogue, Messrs. Killip & Co., the auctioneers, say:

•' We shall offer the superb animals now catalogued for sale to the

highest bidder. In doing so we feel a pride in the fact that the

youngsters offered are Californians, while the broodmares were se-

lected by that truly great judge of conformation, the late Senator

Stanford. The yearlings are by grand racehorses and from mares

representing the greatest racing and producing families of America

and England. It is noteworthy and generally acknowledged that

Palo Alto has as magnificent a lot of stud matrons as ever graced a

stock farm in the world. These, mated with stallions of proved

merit, cannot but give to the turf many stars of world-wide renown.

Thestallions used for the most part were Flambeau and Imp. Cyrus.

The first of the Flambeau youngsters were raced last year, and all

have proved winners in good company—Flint, Lux, Piquante,

Eckert and Brioso. a grand quintet truly. This year Crescendo (one

of the very highest classed colts in Aoiarica), Eventide, Outright,

Sweet Rose and Benham have added greatly to his reputation. They
speak volumes for ,their sire, a race horse of national reputation,

speedy and a stayer, besides being one of the grandest individuals

anyone ever saw. Imp. Cyrus gets nothing that cannot win. Ori-

zaba (as good a three-year-old as could be found on the Coast, per-

haps) is a son of Cyrus, and Kylo, By Jove, Agitato, Pictou, Cbula
and Sir Carr, among others, sprang from his loins. Then there are

a few in this sale by the peerless Racine, and the splendid sire, Flood.

As promised two years ago, nothing has been reserved, except the

stallions and certain broodmares. With these few remarks we wiil

leave the animals consigned to u3 for this sale to speak for them-

selves. The yearlings will be sold with their engagements, if they

have any, and purchasers at time of settlement will be given ac-

ceptances of the engagements of these colts by us, which must be

signed before stock is delivered. These colts are registered under the

new rules, and are eligible to run under the lockey Club rules."

California Jockey Club Stake Entries.

The new programme of the California Jockey Club

for the winter meeting is published on another page of

this issue, and should attract the attention of all horse-

owners and trainers. The amounts given are large; con-

ditions most liberal; the distances made to suit all

classes of horses that give promise of being stake win-

ners; the track is one of the finest in America; the ac-

commodations for men and horses cannot be surpassed,

the climate is salubrious, and if the horses need ex-

ercise in salt water, a beautiful stretch of sandy beach

is accessible. Horse-owners should not hesitate but

send in their entries at once. A perusal of the long list

of stake events will convince them that they must not

forget to be on time. Remember entries close Friday,

October 25th.

The Louisville Meeting.

On Tuesday, October 15th, entries for three very im-

portant stakes offered by the new Louisville Jockey

Club for the spring meeting of 1897 will close, viz.:

The Kentucky Derby, value $6,000; the Clark Stakes,

value $4,000, and the Kentucky Oaks, value $3,500.

These stakes are for three-year-olds, foals of 1894, and

the conditions of entry as shown in the advertisement,

are so low that every owner of a promising colt or filly

should send in the entry at once to Secretary Chas. F.

Price of Louisville, Kentucky. The track at LouiBville

is one of the best in America for winter and early spring

training. Over eighty thousand dollars have been ex-

pended in new stables and other improvements, and the

meeting will be one of the greatest ever held in Ken-

tucky. This is the last notification horse-owners will get-

Entries to the Morse Show to be held in this city

December 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th will close November

9th. Owners of horses of all breeds are earnestly re-

quested to make entries. There will be over $15,000

paid in premiums for roadsters, double teams, standard

trotters, ponies, thoroughbreds, draft horses, saddlers,

four-in-hands, etc.; and owners who have what they con-

sider ideal horses should not hesitate too long about

sending in the names of those in their possession.

Splendid stalls will be provided and every care will be

taken of stock, and nothing that can be conceived will

do more to make friends for man's best friend, tLe horse,

than this great exposition wherein he can be shown at

his best.

Theo. 'Winter's Sale.

There is a wreath of turf history woven around the

name and honorable career of Thos. Winters that is so

closely allied to the welfare of the thoroughbreds of this

Coast that as long as horses are known it shall remain
bright and evergreen. His judgment as a horseman,

breeder and trainer is unquestionably as high as that of

of any man that ever lived; and when he sends from

his famous paddocks in the Sierras a few thoroughbreds,

colts and fillies to be sold at auction, buyers can rest

assured they are getting race horses and stake winners.

On November 6th, Messrs. Killip & Co., the well-known

auctioneers, will preside over a sale of horses consigned

by Mr. Winters, which for breeding, development, speed

and endurance are the peers of any offered on this

Coast. Colts and fillies by the immortal Joe Hooker,
who passed away last week, are among those offered;

these can never be duplicated. There are others by El
Rio Rey (son of Norfolk and Marion, by Malcolm). All

these are out of producing dams and race mares that

were famous on the turf. There never was a better lot

offered by Mr. Winters at a sale in this city than this

one, and we take pleasure in recommending our readers

to see these youngsters at the salesyard before the day of

sale and be prepared to bid on them Wednesday, Novem-
ber 6th.

The Kern County Country Club, one of the strongest

of its kind in California, intends to give a pony race

meeting at Bakersfield Race Track, November 5th and

6th, which will be open for horses and ponies, and en-

tries will close October 21st. The idea of giving pony

races is an excellent one. In Australia and India they

attract large crowds of people and the growth of this

class of racing is marvellous. Here in California, W.
S. Hobar',, The Burlingame Club, The Riverside Club

and the Kern County Country Club are endeavoring to

get people interested in it, and with the few meetings al-

ready given there is no doubt they have struck the key-

note of success. Around Bakersfield there are numbers

of first-class ponies and excellent riders, and now that it

is known that a race meeting will be given there the

people are becoming quite enthusiastic and will attend in

large numbers. Should there ever be a State meet where-

in all these clubs will unite to give races, the Kern

County Country Club will not be overshadowed by any

of its friendly rivals. Make your entries in time. See

advertisement in our business columns.

A petition is being circulated among horsemen for

signatures. This petition is to be presented to the

Golden Gate Park Commissioners asking them to place

some restrictions on the bicycle clubs which delight in

going in a body over the roadways in the park dressed in

fantastic costumes and blowing all kinds of whistles,

ringing bells, etc., which frighten the horses driven over

the road, endangering the lives of the occupants of the

carriages and buggies and compelling drivers to use

the lawns and flower beds to go by these " knights of

the road." It is earnestly hoped that s ome protection

will be aflorded the thousands of tax-payers who de-

light in driving through the park, and that the commis-

sioners will adopt some rules and see that they are en-

forced, which will keep the bicycle riders (male and

female), where they belong. Many of them do not know

which is the right from the left side of the road.

Another descendant of Electioneer captured the

Transylvania Stake at Lexington, Ky., Thursd»y last,

purse $5,000. Bouncer, by Hummer (son of Electioneer)

was the winner, and the second horse, Lynne Bel, by St.

Bel (son of Electioneer) got second money. Best time,

2:10}. Last year Azote,by Whips (son of Electioneer) won

this stakr. The time he made was 2:0SJ. Wm. Simpson

the owner of Bouncer, visited this office last week. He
said he was delighted with California, her people, and

everything in this great State.

Work on the new track at Ingleside is being pushed

forward rapidly. Some two hundred laborers, carpen-

ters, plumbers, etc., are there, and next week the paint-

ers will commence work. The roads to the track are

also being repaired and placed in first-class order, and

»hen the railroads are completed one can ride from the

Baldwin Hotel direct to the course in thirty-five min-

utes.

The well-known artist, Geo. F. Morris, who has been

on a visit to California, returns to Chicago on Monday.

He has been engaged to illustrate the leading turf

journal of the East, The Horseman. His services were

badly needed on that paper.
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1*933. Wilkea, 2:09, by Guy "Wilkes, 2:15 1-4.

Among the many speedy ones bred by William Corbitt,

at San Mateo, Cal., is the well-known, medium-sized brown

filly Lesa Wilkes, prominent as a two-year-old and again as

a four-year-old, and a recent addition to tbe 2:30 list. She

was foaled May 2S, 1890, has a small star, also white hind

ankles, and now at maturity stands about 15A hands high.

Hannah Price, her dam, was also bred at San Mateo, where

she has been used solely as a broodmare, never having been

even broken to harness, though she showed unusual natural

speed and is full sister to one that trotted in 2:26. Her first

foal was Annie G., dam of Earlie, 2:27f, Chris Lang, 2:26£,

and Buffington, which as a yearling acquired quite a reputa-

tion by winning several races and taking a record of 2:37}.

Last year he was still more prominent as a two-year-old, and

finished the season with a mark of 2:204. Anita.the second of

this now famouB broodmare's produce, as a four-year old took

a record of 2:254, and is now the dam of Whalebone (two

years, 2:24). Both are by LeGrande, and there were three

others by the Bame sire.two of which have nothing more than

trials to their credit, while the last by him, Charles James,

took a record last season of 2:22$.

Lesa Wilkes was the first foal from Hannah Price by so

famous a horse as Guy Wilkes. She then produced one by

liable Wilkes, and the following year Last Chance, by Regal

Wilkes, that last season, then a two-year-old, took a mark of

2:24. As soon as Lesa Wilkes was put in training her superi-

ority was so evident that her dam was then bred back to

Guy Wilkes.
Priceless, the second dam of Lesa, was one of Mr. Corbitt's

early purchases, a California-bred mare, that years ago took a

record of 2:454 to wagon on a half-mile track. She was by Mys-
tery, represented as a son of Cassius M. Clay, but as he got

nothing of any special note, his breeding was never fully

substantiated. The third dam was Maid of Honor, a mare
that trotted some three and four-mile races, but had no pub-

lished record. She was by a Canadian horse named Prince

Lerove, ahorse wholly unknown except in this pedigree.

Arthurton, the sire of the dam of Lesa Wilkes, like most
of the sons of Hambletonian from Star mares, was a trifle

undersized, but a trim, fine-looking horse that very evidently

showed high breeding. He bad two full brothers, Irvinglon,

sold tor $20,000 and taken to Australia, and Leland, a mag-
nificent-looking horse that at Stony Ford has sired Geneva
(2:14) and several others now in the list.

Arthurton was one of Mr. Corbitt's first stallion pur-

chases, and came into special prominence when Arab, tbe

gelding long owned by John Shepard and very highly prized

by him as a road horse, took his record of 2:15. About that

time Arthurton was sold to R. S. Veach and taken to Indian

Hill Farm, near Louisville, Ky., where he died in 1893.

Arthurton's 2:30 list even now is small, his total being only

sir. but his daughters have been quite distinguished as brood-

mares, 16 of them at the close of last season having to their

credit 24 trotters and two pacers, several of which have taken

extremely fast records, and it was one of them that produced
Freedom, the first yearling to enter the 2:30 list.

In this pedigree there is one element, Curry Abdallah, the

grandam of Arthurton, that should not be overlooked. She
was probably the fastest daughter of Old Abdallah and one
of the most noted mares of her day. That thorough horse-

man, William Rysdyk, considered Hambletonian, Curry Ab-
dallah and Sir W alter as among the very fastest and best of

tbeir day. Sir Walter took a record of 2: 27, yet there is no ques-

tion but what each of the others in races or harnessed with him
to pole showed as great or greater speed than he. Beyond ques-

tion Abdallah was far the moat prepotent trotting sire aud pro-

genitor of his day, a fact that was cleirly recognized by every
unprejudiced horseman that knew him well. Enchantress,

the dam of Harold, Fanny Cook, dam of Daniel Lambert,
Old Ab, dam of Goldsmith Maid, and Curry Abdallah are

among the daughters of this most noted of trotting progeni-

tors whose descendants have become specially prominent.

Guy Wilkes, tbe sire of Lesa Wilkes, is one of the very

fastest, best-bred and grandest individmals of all the sons of

the noted George Wilkes, and no other has produced so large

a proportion of extremely fast trotters and grand campaign-
ers. Not only was the dam of Guy Wilkes, Lady Bunker, by

Mambrino Patchen, a very superior mare, but Lady Dunn,
the grandam, by American Stor,"is also in the great brood-

mare list and a 2:20 producer, while the third dam, the Capt.

Roberts Mare, was one of the most famous road mares of her

day.

There are many prominent breeders who have made a care-

ful study of the breeding problem, that, while they dislike

very close inbreeding, thoroughly believe in bringing to-

gether such superior kindred straias as are conspicuous in

Guy Wilkes and Hannah Price, in both of which is a fairly

close cross of Hambletonian and American Star, though
neither is close enough to make the inbreeding at all ob-

jectionable.

Lesa Wilkes was first started as a two year-old at Indepen-

dence, la., where, after winning tbe first heat in 2:20^, she

was second ihe next in 2:224 to Tuscarora, the colt bred at

8tony Ford, and the third heat was behind the Sag, Tuscaro-

ra winning that in 2:23}, with Elloree, by Axtell. second, and
of the six good ones which started these two were the only

ones left to finish the race.

We find no account of her being in any other race until last

vear, when she was started some six times, but in only one
did she succeed in getting to the front in even a single heat.

At Terre Haute, Aug. 18, in the 2:20 class, she reduced her

record the first heat to 2:114, woo the next in 2:144, after

which SunriBe Prince won a heat, and Bologna, the fastest

daughter of Stranger, got two heats. The following day be-

ing rainy, the race was declaied finish as it then stood, which
gave Lesa Wilkes second money.
This seaaon it has been much the some with this speedy

youug mare. At Cleveland in the Grand Circuit meeting,

Aug. 1, she won the first heat in 2:09, which is her present

record, the second in 2:094, when the noted Klamath went
on aod won the next three heats in time not quite as fast,

Lesa Wilkes beiog secood and the contending horse in each

oftheBe heats. There were, however, behind Buch noted

ones as William Penn, Nightingale by Mambrino KiDg,

Aunt Delilah, David B., Lightning, Dandy Jim and Night-

mare, finishing in the order named.

3A peculiar fact in relation to Lesa Wilkes is that, notwith-

standing her extremely fast record at the present time, to-

gether with her fast records as a two and four-vear *ld, she

has never yet won a single race, and is the most notable trot-

ter of which that is the case. A few years ago Pixley, then a
five-year-old, made a remarkable campaign in Doble's
hands, and, though one of the very fastest of that year and
quite a prominent money winner, she finished with a mark
of 2:10, but up to that time there was not a winning race to
her credit. She was then bred, and since her subsequent ap-
pearance on the turf she won numerouB races.

Many have the impression that it is now only the ex-
tremely fast ones that prove profitable campaigners, but as a
matter of fact it is the relative amount of speed which wins,
and a horse with a comparatively small amount, if fortunate
in always meeting others with less, may prove a great win-
ner, while it is possible for another very fast one to be always
overmatched and win but little. Goldsmith Maid, with a
record of 2:14, has to her credit 93 winning races, 114 heats
in 2:20 and 332 heats in 2:30, the aggregate amount won be-
iog in her case approximately a quarter of a million, while
here is an iostance of a good mare of somewhat the same
type aa regards conformation, one whose gameness and en-
durance has never been questioned, with a record 6 ve seconds
faster than that famous champion, while her total winnings
to the beginning of the present season amount to but $3,600,
not nearly enough to pay her entrance money, and she has
yet to win her first race.—Vision in Horse Breeder.

How He Lost the Race.

Mortality has swung out, and is following close behind,

third from the pole. The wire is terribly near. Whoever
wins will win by a short head.

Suddenly something happens. A nurse-girl with her es-

cort down close by the fence has become tco deeply interested

aod her little charge has tcddled out upon the track and

stands piteously helpless right in the path of the flying rac-

ers. Billy sees it all in an instant—the horrified expression

on the nurse girl's face and the dazed look of the little todd-

ler on the track ahead. He can guide Seltzer around her, he

thinks, but nothing can save the baby from the rushing
" field " behind.

What can he do? A single false move and the race is

lost. It won't be bis fault if the child is crushed, anyway,
and to win the race means so much. But, some way, some-
thing in the appealing face of the baby makes him think of
the little sister asleep in the tiny Eoglish churchyard so far

away over the water, and he can't help it—he must do some-
thing. But what?
Like a flash he remembers a picture he once saw of a brave

hussar who snatched a child from in front of a flying regi-

ment of horses. After the Wild West show was on the other
side, all the lads about the stables had practiced for weeks
picking up articles from the ground by dropping over the

horses' sides, and he had been the best of them all, but this

was so vastly different. He knew he would fail, but he must
try. With one hard pull on the reins he drops them, and
with a cry toSellzer he slips his left foot through the stirrup

and draws the slender iron up to his knee, kicks his other
foot clear and throws himself wildly to the right, straight

down over the horse's side. 1 here be hangs, by one knee,

head down, his arms outstretched and bis little body swinging
wildly against the racer's side at every bound.

Seltzer falters in her pace and drops back. With a wild
sweep of bis arms Billy clasps the little form close and lifts

the bady clear of the ground as the horses hurl by. The
strain is a terrible one, and he can only drag himself up a

little. His leg is almost broken by the sharp stirrup. He
can only bend himself up as far as possible, close his eyes
and hold light. He hears the wild shouts from the crowds
as David sweeps by, a winner. On they go for it seems a mile,

but in reality only a dozen rods. Seltzer slackens and stops.

A dozen stable boys are springing at her bead. Some one
snatches the baby from his arms, and Billy drops down and
steals hurriedly away to a quiet corner of the stable?. It has

all come over him dow. Seltzer has lost. His dreams of

making a name for himself are gone. Mr. Bumette will

never allow him to ride again. His head is whirling yet.

He feels deathly sick. Everything looks black and he wishes
he were dead.

Sinking down on the straw, he buries his face and sobs as

though his faithful little heart would break.

"Well, young man?"
It is Mr. Bumette.
Billy does not look ud. "I'm sorry I IobI the race, sir."

he sobs. "I couldn't 'elp it, you know, sir. She'd 'a' been
killed sir—the baby."

"Well, I should say she would. And how in heaven's

name it happened that you weren't beats me."
"I'm sorry, sir, I di<*n

;

t win."

"Eh? What?—didn't win? Why, boy, I'd rather have my
jockey do that thing than have my horses win a dozen races

—yes, a hundred," adds young Mr. Burnett, after computing
tbe matter more carefully.

"But the money, sir, wol's been lost?"

"Not a cent, except the purse. All bets on Seltzer de-

clared off. Come along up in the stand, now; they're all

howling for you."

And Billy went.—Charles Newton Hoed in Lippincott'e
«,

Producing Dams.

Nearly a half century ago an old farmer who was regarded

as a trifle " light in the upper story," remarked to his better

half, who was making preparations to " set a hen," that " no

ben should ever be allowed to set till she had sot and hatched

two or three broods of chickens." Some wise horse breeder

evidently has the same opinion of broodmares. An item has

been going the rounds of the horsey papers for the past few

months that Mr. So and So says: "No man should breed a

mare these times unless Bhe has been tried and proved a suc-

cess," etc.

How many of the record breakers were from dams of this

sort? Directum, 2:05}, still wears the stallion crown. What

had Directum's dam produced before being bred to Director

2:17 ? Ralph Wilkes trotted to a record of 2:06^ last season,

a mark which no other son of Red Wilkes has yet reached.

What had Mary Mays to show for trotters when she dropped
Ralph Wilkes? How about the dams of Alix, 2:03$, Nancy
Hanks. 2:04, Fantasy, 2:06. and Sunol, 2:08A? Were the

dams of Azote, 2:06A, and Ryland T., 2:07|, and Lord Clin-

ton, 2:083, of the tried sort? What could be said about the

dams of Robert J., 2:01 J, and John R. Gentry, 2:03?, and Joe

Patchen, 2:04? There is Whiaper, 2:08£, the fastest pacer
ever raised in New England, and Ellard, 2:09£, the fasteat
trotter yet raised in Massachusetts, both from mares that had
never previously produced anything of note. Is it best to
discard such mares as tbe dams of the above?
Of course, every breeder would prefer to use producing

dams, but there are not enough to go around. Then, again,
producing dama as a rule cost more than the majority of small
breeders feel able to pay. A careful study of tbe character-
istics of the dams of these top sawyers and their ancestors,
will show that they possessed certain qualities in a high de-
gree. These qualities are essential to speed. The chief of
them is nerve force. The small breeder who cannot afford
to own nothing but producing dams can look about and find
some young, gimpy mares with lots of nerve force which,
mated with the right sort of stallion, will produce a high
rate of speed just as surely as tbe producing dams.

Breeders should give just as much attention to the charac-
teristics of successful speed producers as to their blood lines.

There was many a son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian that was
as well bred as Harold which has proved far inferior to him
as a broodmare sire. Seelv's American Star was not fash-
ionably bred in trotting lines so far as known, yet he was one
of the greatest trotting broodmare sires of his day. There
were lots of his daughters, however, thit never produced a
trotter, because they did not possess and could not transmit
the qualities upon which speed depends.—Horse Breeder.

Color in Horses.

Fashion doubtless has much to do with the color of horses,

but it is nevertheless certain that the accident of a fashion-

able

—

and prepotent—sire being of a particular shade of

jacket may materially influence the future of the breed to

which he may happen to belong. At present, says a recent

writer in the London Live Stock Journal, it appears that

the favorite color in the Hackney of tbe future will be chest-

nut, as the majority of the leading stallions of the dav, from

the great Danegelt downwards, are of this shade of coat. His

Majesty is of this color, and so are Ganymede, Garton Duke
of Connaught, Connaught, M. P., and many other eminent

sires of the day, and other good horses too numerous to men-
tion. The championship at tbe Hackney Society's show has,

moreover, only fallen to the lot of one horse that was not a
chestnut, the animal in question being Mr. Flanders' brown
Reality; whilst it will be seen from tbe report of the "Royal"
Bhow last week that a very large share of the prizes fell to

animals of this shade of color. From this it will appear that

the old prejudice against chestnuts is gradually following the
fate of many other ancient superstitions, which ordained that

the animals possessed of this shade of coat were either intem-
perate or soft, or both, whilst it never seems to have entered
the minds of the detractors of this splendid color that the

shade of chestnut varies from almost a brown to the very light-

est tinge of gold. Still, it is strange to say, it is quite enough to

descrlbea horse as a chestnut to get him refused by some other-

wise very sensible- people. Perhaps the colors—independently
of its unsightlinees in the eyes of some—to dangle before the
vision of the ordinary horse buyer who is not horsey is the
roan. This shade, be it either red or blue, is popularly be-

lieved to be confined to animals of the hardiest constitutions,

though why the writer can scarcely be expected to imagine,

aB the two largest veterinary surgeons' bills he ever had to

pay were for horses of this colors, and the memory of the
same still rankles bis mind. Browns, though sombre- looking,
are generally popular, but scores of otherwise sensible per-

sons are unaccountably prejudiced against blacks, which
some consider unlucky and others are convinced are vicious.

Greys, in which there is a steady tendency to grow lighter in

color as their age increases, are seldom favorite?, either with
master or with man, for when they are casting their coats

they disfigure the clothing of the former, whilBt their liabil-

ity to be stained in the stable causes extra trouble to their

grooms. Still, grey is a good, sportsman-like color and the

wonder is that it 1b not more popular with country gentle-

men. Bay, of course, is the carriage-horse color par excel-

lence,the esteem with which it is regarded being perhaps more
a matter of fashion than of intrinsic merit possessed by horses

of this shade of coat, though he would be a ^old man who
would depreciate the beauty of a bay.

Gaudy white markings are naturally disliked, and especi-

ally so by persons of good taste, in whose eyes white stock-

ings and broad blazes are particularly offensive. Moreover,
a white leg and a light-colored hoof are usually associated

in the minds of the majority of horse-owners with delicacy,

while tbe very sight of a skewbald is obnoxiouB to scores of

persons. Yet how greatly the presence of an oddly-marked
mover sets off the appearance of" many a sporting team, and
it is somewhat remarkable to be able to add that some of the
most successful show winners of the day—for instance, Mr.
Pope's grand old Magpie for eleven successive years a
"Royal" winner, and her near relative, Mr. Frisby's Move-
ment, are respectively a piebald and a skewbald. Such cotorB

as dun or cream can scarcely be expected to appear favorably

to the visions of such persons as are gifted with good taste or

artistic intellects, yet Her Mpje6ty's creams are popularly
regarded by the British public with meanings akin to vener-
ation, iu spite of the fact that they are foreign-bred and not
exactly a very sorty lot. Apropos of the aforesaid creams

—

which, as all the world who is interested inhorses probably
is well aware, hail from Hanover—it may be said that the
Herrenhausen Stud, whence they come, likewise possesses a
strain of pure white Royal horses, a great peculiarity among
which lies in the fact that they are as white as milk when
foaled and do not grow lighter in coat, as in the case with
the ordinary gray horse, with increased age. The pure white
foal which was on view last week at Darlington was quite a

lusus naturae, especially as, being dark in eye, there can be

nothing of the albino about it; but if scientifically bred from
it will be interesting to learn whether it is or is not possible

to found a strain of white horses. Greys are still fairly

plentiful, but a breed of whites might be worth encouraging,
as, beyond all question, there are plenty of personB who buy
horses who would be attracted by the rarity of the color.

Elemi, the dam of Prince Lief, was barren for seven years
then slipped foals in 1S91 and 1S92, and in the following year
Prince Lief was foaled,

"How is it. dearest George, tnat you
My proiTurcii love and money spurn?"

"Because," said George, "I got a tip—
I've money now to burn."—Detroit Free Press.
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THE SALINAS RACES.

A Host Successful Meeting—The Track Record

Broken, and Many Now Additions to the

Thirty List — The Best Racing Ever

Seen on this Splendid Course.

There is no denying the fact that the resident? of this pros-

perous section of California are great lovers of light harness

race*. Everyone owns a horse or two, and the long pro-

cession of vehicles drawn by some of the best -iookiog roadsters

10 be seen in any other part of this State which passed

through the gates into the ioclosure surrounding the race

track shows that the bicycle will never obtain as warm a place

in the afleclions of these people as their good horses and com-

fortable rigs.

Salinas is growing slowly, but the class of buildings now

in course of construction is of the substantial acd solid-

looking kind. The streets are watered daily and the old side-

walks are being torn up and bituminous ones are to replace

then) Electricity is being introduced everywhere, and if the

waters of the Alisal could be diverted to the use of generating

power for an electric plant similar but on a much smaller

ecale.lo that used at Folsom a great change would be wrought

in this inland city. There are too many large holdings in

its neighborhood at present, and when the owners of these

immense tracts realire that there is no more money to be

made in raising wheat, barley and oats, the quicker will they

realiie sub-taulial interest for their investments by planting

orchards and vineyards and transforming the bottom lands

along the Salinas river intolperfect alfalfa aod rye grass fields

where cattle, horses, and hogs can be raised at a low cost,then

and not till then will this chosen spot be made one of the

liveliest and most prosperous in California. With a climate

unsurpassed, a soil as rich and as hstiog as any in the world,

plenty of water, and hills that will furnish pasture in the

early spring for stock, Salinas valley ought to contain

thousands of thrifty people who would, with energy

and a little time, make this tbe rival of the famous Santa

Clara valley.

The attendance at the race track to-day was larger than

on any other of the meeting. The weather was perfect; the

track was in better condition than it has been at any time

this week, and the prediction that the track record would be

lowered was verified.

The smooth-going pacer Golden West, that was considered

one of the most erratic and ungovernable of the side-wheel

brigade in California, unt 1 he fell into the hands of Trainer

J. M. Nelson, this year, paced the first mile in the 2:20 class

without a skip in 2:16, clipping three-fourths of a second off

his own record and the same amount oti the track record.

Bruno also did the trick in the third heat of the 2:17 trot,

going in 2;16J, cutting a half second off the track record and

two and three-fourths secords off his own record.

The judge* for the day were Hon. J. D. Carr, H. S. Ball

and A. Widemann. The timers were the same as on the two
previous days.

The first race was the 2:20 pace for a purse of $600. Golden
West, who was a favorite at $10 to $S over the field, won as

he pleased in straight heats, never making a skip in the race.

Next came the 2:17 class trot and of the original six en-

tries only three came for the word. Bruoo sold an even-

money favorite over Nellie W. and Bay Rum as a field. To
a splendid start Bruno led all the way. Connelly made his

drive with Nellie W. on swinging into the stretch, but when
on nearly even terms with Bruno, Nellie W. went off her
feet at tbe seven-eighths post, and Bruno won as he pleased,

Bay Rum a close third. 1 ime, 2:19}.

Bruno now sold for $10 to $6 on the field. The horses went
away to a pretty start. Bruno shot to the front, but at the

quarter Nellie W. collared him and the two trotted like a

double team to the half in 1:09 and in a drive down tbe

stretch tbe mare outfooted the horse and won by a neck
amidst great excitement, Bay Rum five lengths back. Time,

208).
Nelly W. was now installed favorite at $1" to $8 for the

field. In this heat Dwain sent Bruno to the front and at the

quarter in ihirly-four seconds, was two lengths to tbe good of

Nelly W. and the same distance at the halt in 1.074. Around
the upper turn the mare kept crawling upon the leader, and
down the stretch it was as pretty a race as could he imagined,

but tbe clip carried Nelly W. to a break at the seven-eighths

poet and Bruno won, eased up, in 2:16}.

Bruno was again installed favorite, selling for $10 to $5 for

the field. Bruno again shot to the front, and at the quarter

hid a lead of a couple of lengths from Bay Rum, Nelly W.
at the laller'n wheel. On the backstretch Nelly W. passed

Bay Rum and set sail for the leader. She was closing the

gap rapidly when -lie broke at the five eighths, but caught

quickly. She broke again when Connelly was making the

drive down the homestretch and finished last. Bruno won by
two IflDgthl from Hay Rum. Time, - I

The 2:40 class trot for a pone of $500 was a cake-walk for

E. T. Breen's <onsistenl little trotting mare Atita bv Junio.

Leader and Peter Jackson were the only two of the other
ii eotrfei to come up for the word. Anita simply trot

ted away from her field in each heal, Leader finishing sec-

ond and Peter Jackson third. Time, 2:26), 2:24, 2:241.
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The strong norlb wind marred tbe pleasure of the crowds

who came from all parts of Monlereoand Han Benito counties

to witness the racing today. The band of music took its,

place in the grand siand, and above the rustling of the leaves

of the trees, tbe rMtling of the rapidly-moving windmill

Poolseller Wm. Connor's clear voice could be beard shouting

the edde. The track was well watered and the absence of

clouds of dust which were thought would arise from the pat-

tering of the horse's feet, was thus accounted for.

The programme oflered was a good one and tbe finishes in

the two principal races exciting enough to elicit the loudest

of cheering.

The first race was for the 2:30 class trotters. Tbe entries

were Ludy Vestal, May B., Leader, Lady Thornhill, Gil-

patrick and Iran Alto. Pools sold Gilpatrick $5,Lady Vestal

$5 and the field $2.

After the horses had scored six times Judge Carr sent tbem

away on ^ven terms. Lady Vestal took the lead from May
B. at tbe first turn and oppned a gap of a length at the

quarter. Going to the half May B. and Leader closed this

up and were at the leader's wheel. Iran Alio, Gilpatrick

and Lady Thornhill following in this order. Lady Vestal's

position as leader was never in darger of being interfered

with, for she came under the wire a winner by two lengths

from May B. in 2:23*, Leader a head behind the latter, Gil-

patrick fourth, Iran Alto fifth and Lady Thornhill, who
looked and acted as if she had enough raciog, was last.

Lady Vestal, who sold favorite at $5 against $4 on the field

in this heat, again went to the front, May B, Leader and
Gilpatrick in a bunch behind. Going to the half the horses

began to string out and went in procession-like order. Gil-

patrick, who was fourth, trotted by those in front of him and
was alongside of the favorite at the three-quarter pole. Down
the homestretch the race between these two became exciting,

and as they were nose and nose at the seven-eighths pole,

both horses broke. Gilpatrick was the first to get trotting

and came under the w'.re a winner in 2:23. Before Connolly

could get Lady Vestal straightened May B. and Leader
passed her. Lady Thornhill was fifth and Iran Alto distanced.

The Salinas boys rallied around the pool box after this

heat and pud $5 on Gilpatrick for every $3 on the field.

The Jheat was a repetition of the preceding onejbut Lady
Vestal got in first ?nd Gilpatrick bad to be content with

fourth position. The Altoona mare, May B., was second,

Leader third and Lady Thornhill last. Time, 2:21*.

Tbe fourth heat was won by Gilpatrick, ibe mare, Lady
Vestal,making a series of breaks which destroyed her chances

of winning; the excitement, was intense, as Rodriquez guided

the well formed, fine-gaited horse, Gilpatrick, in front of

those behind him in 2.25.

The betting on Gilpatrick became brisk, and $5 for $2 were
paid with an alacrity which kept the poul-sellers busy. Ca
rillo, the owner of Lady Vestal, was very much displeased

with the drive Connolly made with his mare in this race, and
although thirty-five pounds over weight he donned tbe

jockey's cap and eot up behind the mare. She never made
a mistake, and much to the surprise of the backers of Gil-

patrick, she captured the heat by a nose in one of the most
exciting finishes ever seenjon this race track. The two horses

battled for every inch of the mile and the splendid manner
in which Carillo handled his mare throughout the mile

elicited much favorable comment among the spectators. The
time made was 2:21|. A cloud ofgloom obscured the friends

of Gilpatrick and the Lady Vestal adherents were wreathed
in sunshine and smiles.

The trotting for two-year-olds brought out four good-lock-

ing youngsters—Juan Chico, by Bay Rum; Pluto, by .Bruno;

Uproar, by Sidney, and Wilneer, by Eugeneer. Uproar won
the race in straight heats in 2:56 and 2:58, Juan Chico was
second, Pluto third and Wilneer last.

The special trotting race brought out Eugeneer, by Elec-

tioneer ; Lara D., by Altoona, and Minnie B., by Billy

Thornhill. Lara D. proved to be the best of the two and
trotted gamely and well. She won the first heat in 2:30 ; the

second was captured by Minnie B. in 2:30; then the Altoona
mare trotted the next two in 2:29} and 2:30. Eugeneer was
third in each of the heats.

The last event of the day was a five-eighths mile running
race. The starters were Sir Edward (120), Ben L. (118),

Fannie M. (115), Ucita (124) and May W. (118). Sir Ed-
ward was left at the post and Ucit i won by a nose from Ben
L. in 1:02, Fannie M. third and May W. fourth.

The winner of the 2:30 class trot, Lady Vestal, is a bay
mare, sired by Richard's Elector, out of Manda, by Black
Boy, and is owned by H. S. Carillo, of Stockton.

SUMMARIES.
Trotting, 2:30 class.

Lady Vestal, b m, by Richard's Elector—Manda
Connolly-Carillo 14 14 1

Gilpatrick. b h, by Junio—bv Gilpatrick Rodriguez 4 14 12
May B., blk in, by Altoona—Blue Bello. McCartney 2 2 2 3 5
Leader, blk e. by Tom Benton—Laav Derby Lierly 3 8 3 2 4
Lady Thornhill. b in. bv Billy Thornhill Corey 6 5 5 o 3
Iran Alto, b s, by Palo Alto—Elaine Buneh 5 dis

Time, 2:23%, 2:23, 2:213£, 2:25, 2:21^.

Trotting, two-year-olds.

Uproar, blk c, by Sidney—by Abbottsford Simpkins 1 1

Juan Chico, ch s. by Bay Rum—Flora Scott 2 2
Pluto, I'll; g, by Bruno—Laura H Dwain 3 3
Wilneer, Bg, by Eugeneer—Wilhelmina Williams 4 4

Time, 2:56, 2:58.

Trotting, special.

Lara D., b ru, by Altoona—Dolly {dam of Bruno, 2:16M), by
Mozart Dwaiu 12 11

Minnie B,, bm, by Billy Thornhill—Laura K Hellman 2 12 2
Eugeneer, b 8, by Electioneer—Lady Ellen Williams 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:30, 2:30, 2:29^, 2:30.

Running, five-eighths mile dash.

Delta, ch g, by Judge McKinslry—Skipaway, by Wildidle (124)
Caldwell 1

Hun I,., ch g. by Cyclone 2
Fannie M., i» m, by Judge McKinstry 3

Time, 1:02.

Hftj W. altO ran.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4tH,

This w;iH a delightful day, but the people who altended the

races were very much disappointed with the way ihe pacing

race—the only one finished—was contested. Loupe was not

the horse he was at Stockton, and the heavy work is begin.

ning to tell on him. The little mare Edna R., with a knee

as big as two knees, paced a very game and hard race.

This is the second time inside of a week this daughter of

Kidney has paced a six-heat race and won both. Much dis-

satisfaction was expressed with the way Loupe was driven,
and his driver wah taken out by the judges and Pat McCart-
ney substituted, but this well known driver could do no
belter with the horse, and taid that whenever he called upon
Loupe to do better the horse would falter.

The pacinp race was one of the most exciting ever seen on
this track, aod the finishes between the Altoona mare, Al-
toonita, and the gelding Jesse P. were exciting.

Only one heat of the special trotting race was finished.

The judges were H. S. Ball, A. Wiedmaun and O. H. Wil-
loughby; timers, Z. Hebert and W. J. Lynn.
The first race was for 2:25 class pacers. The entries were

Pomona, Our Boy, Loupe, Edna R. and Ella W. Pools sold
Edna R. $5, 6eld $3. The start was delayed by the erratic
actions of Our Boy and Ella W. Finally Judge Ball said
"Go!" Pomona led from wire to wire, winning by a length
from Edna R , Loupe third, Ella W. fourth and Our Boy
distanced. Time, 2:162. This lowers the record made by this
horse three and one quarter seconds, and the crowd that
gathered around the pool box paid $5 on the field againBt
$3 on Edna R.

Driver Treanor did not take any chances in the next heat
with Edna R., and after passing Loupe, who broke at the
first turn, he kept driving his game little mare and won the
heat by a half length from Loupe, who was overhauling her
fast at the finish. Ella W. was only a length behind and Po-
mona was three lengths further away. Time, 2:17.

When the horses got away to a beautiful start, Loupe,
Edna R. and Ella VV. kept bunched to the quarter pole, then
Edna R. took the lead aod was a length in front of Loupe
at the half. The latter came up fast and taking the pole at
the head of the homestretch won bv a length from Edna R.,
who was quite lame, in 2:19, Ella W. third and Pomona last.

The Veterinarian Dr. Faukner was called in to operate on
Edna R.'s knte, and drew from it a large quantity of blood
that had gathered there. Sbe started from the wire as if she
was in pain and kept close to Loupe all the way, but the
latter was the speedier and won the heat by a length in
2:16£. Ella W. again beating Pomona for third place.

Before the next heat, pools sold: Loupe $5, field $2.50.
When the word was given Edna R. Bhot to the front closely
followed by Pomona, Loupe was third and Ella W. last. In
going down the backstretch, while Hellman with Ella W.
was trying to piss Loupe, the sulkies collided and Hellman
was thrown out, the mare ran around the track and was
caught at the quarter pole and found to be injured. Hellman
fortunately was unhurt. In the meantime Edna R. kept in
the lead, and although Loupe tried to pass her on the home-
stretch the game little pacer shook him off and won by a
neck in 2:19$. Pomona was third and the judges awarded
the fourth position to Ella W. on account of the accident.
Rumors of jobbery were flying thick and fast, and many

declared that Loupe was not being driven to win. A fellow
driver who had a personal spite against McManus was one of
tbe chief accusers, and acted in a manner unbecoming a gen-
tleman, in fact, struck little Mac in the face, hut some kind-
hearted individual rewarded him for tbe assault by giving
him a clip under tbe ear which put him to sleep.

The judges substituted Pat McCartney for McManus, and
the three horses were sent on their deciding jourqey. Loupe
forced Edna R. to go to the half in 1:07, and then made a
tangled break, and despite his driver's best efforts, the horse
would not get to pacing until Pomona came up to him. Edna
R. was pulled to a walk, and came under the wire in 2:24-],

Loupe just coming in a head of Pomona by a length.

The special pacing race brought out six good-looking pac-
ers—Altoonita, Susie K., Tarkey Oka, Ivolo, Powers and
Jessie P. Pools sold : Altoonita $5, field $4. The game
little mare Altoonita and Ivolo seemed to outclass the rest of

the horses, and fought for every inch of the way. Thev
moved like a double team from the wire to the seven-eighths
pole, but Altoonita, driven in a masterly manner by J. D wain,

landed the heat a winner by a length from Ivolo, who was
half a length in front of Jesse P. in 2:27i.

In the next beat Jesse P. started out to make it interesting

for AItoon'ta, and kept at her bike all the way. At the head
of the homestretch )he took the pole, and, inch by inch,

gained on her, but he had to paca in 2:20£ to beat her a head.
Susie K. was third by two lengths, Powers fourth, Tarkey
Oka fifth and Ivolo last.

Altoonita defeated Jesse P. in the next heat in 2:23, Ivolo
third. Powers fourth, Susie K. fifth and Tarkey Oka last.

Tbe leaders paced lengths in front of the balance of tbe

horses all the way. The finish of this race was postponed
until to-morrow, Altoonita being the favorite in the betting.

The special trot for Watsonville horses brought out four

green ones—Con Brio, Corralitos Maid, Belle an&Midoight.
Belle won the first heat in 2:46£, Con Brio second, Midnight
third and Corralitos Maid last. The finish of this race, on
account of darkness, was also postponed until to-morrow.

Friday—Pacing, puree 8S00.

Edna R., b m, by Sidney—Stella C, by Director
Traiuor 2 12 2 11

Loupe, brg, by John Sevenoaks—by Echo
McManus 3 2 112 2

Pomona, bs, by Albion—by Re-Echo Meming 1 4 4 4 S 3

EllaW., bm, by Eros—by Robert St. Clair
Hellman 4 3 3 3 4

Time 2:104, 2:17, 2:19, 2:16>£, 2:19%, 2:24j£.

LAST DAY—SATURDAY.

This is the last day of the most successful meeting held

at this splendid track, and every horseman who brought

horses here leaves with a determination to return next year

and bring better ones. It
,
is hoped that the through

railroad between this city and Los Angeles will be com-

pleted by that time and a circuit will be formed including

Salinas, Hollister, San Luis Obispo, Huenerne, Ventura, Santa

Ana and Los Angeles, so horses can go straight through

it after the close of the San Jose meeting.

The decisions in the judge's stand gave satisfaction, the

starts were excellent [and everyone was fairly and justly

treated.

The officials at the track were very courteous and the right

hand of fellowship was extended To all visitors.

The track is one of the best in California, and after this

meeting Mr. Hammett, who has charge of it, will be better

prepared to make it as famous as any in this State.

The attendance was larger during the week than at any
meeting in California excepting the State Fair and tbeWood-
land meeting.
The priucipal items of note in regard to the sport this

afternoon was tbe splendid racing which concluded the un-

finished trot postponed from yesterday. The smashing of the

track record by Plunkett, who won the second beat of the

special in 2:14|, and tbe entry into the 2:30 list of the well-

bred Electioneer stallion, Eugeneer. now owned by that

prince of good fellows, J. B. Iverson.

Three heats of the unfinished pace was decided yesterday.

Altoonita, a handsome bay mare belonging to Z. Hebert &
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3on winning the first and third third heats, and Jesse P., a

Rancho del Paso bred gelding, winning the second.

The judges who presided at the meeting yesterday were in

heir places to-day and promptly at one o'clock thsy called

ip the horses.

Jesse P. and Altoonita again led the van and until the

nre was almost reached it was impossible to ascertain which

pas in the lead, but Jesse P. let out a link or two and landed

he heat a winner by a length in 2:21 h, Susie K. third; the

balance were scattered alcrg the homestretch for over sixty

ards.

A surprise waa in store for the next heat, for Doc Wil-

iams lay back with Ivolo until the homestretch was

eached, and in a most thrilling drive won the heat in 2:20$,

ler strongest competitors, Altoonita and Jesse P., battling

or place, but the former won it by a head, only a length be-

lied the daughter of Antevolo.

Only three horses came out for the next heat—Ivolo, Altoo-

ita and Jesse P. Every one was excited, for a trio of better

Batched pacers had not appeared on this track before for

oany a year. The start was perfect. Jesse P. led with Ivolo

econd and Altoonita third. They were only a length apart

it the three-quarter pole, then they closed ranks and down to

be wire the drivers guided their horses. It was an exciting

Irive, but Ivolo and Altoonita passed Jesse P., and the for-

cer came in a winner by half a length in 2:24i.

There was a rally round the pool box after this heat, and

lolders of tickets on Altoonita and Jesse P. began to hedge

o Kiley Grannan style. They paid all sorts of prices for

ickets on Ivolo, ?nd reluctantly turned their faces toward

be track when Judge Ball's clear voice was heard shouting

'Go I" Ivolo took no chances but led from start to finish,

aptoring the beat from the game little mare Altoonita, by

wo lengths in 2:24, Jesse P. third. Thus ended one of the

est contested races of the season. The winner, Ivolo, 2:20^,

j by Antevolo, out of Salinas Belle, 2:24, by Vermont 322,

nd is owned by J. B. Iverson of Salinas. Altoonita, although

lot the winner of the race, is by Altoona, out of Dolly (dam

f Bruno, 2:16£ and Lara D., 2:29}), by Mozirt, a son of

ijax, 2:29, out of a thoroughbred mare. Dolly and all of

ier descendants are owned by C. Z. Hebert of this place, and

i as young looking as a four year old.

Jesse P., 2:2(H, is by Western, brother to Whippleton, out

fa mare by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

In the unfinished trot for Watsooville horses the time was

iOt very fast, but all the horses did their very best. Belle,

j Adrian, who won the first heat yesterday, won the race

nd first money, Midnight second, and Corralitos Maid third

aooey. The summary tells the whole story. The finishes

rere exciting and the bettors were struggling in a sea of doubt

Dtil the last heat was decided.

In the special pacing race the entries were Plunkett, Prince

fulwood, San Luiseto and Geraldine. Plunkett was selected

y the talent as the sure thing in (his race, and he proved it,

ur he won in straight heats. In every heat he would keep
bout the third position behind Prince Nutwood and San
jaiseto, and then at the head of the homestretch would

ass them and lead to the wire. He paced in 2:14]- in the

econd mile. This establishes a new record for this course.

*rince Nutwood was at his bike, and had the little son of

itrathern faltered he would have won easily. San Luiseto

9 a green pacer by Monroe Chief, out of a mare by Altoona,

nd before the circuit ends will get a low record. The time
aade in the three heats was 2:21, 2:14 V and 2:17.

The match race between Eugeneer and Minnie B. for $100
, Bide was won by the former in two heals. Time, 2:28-V and
1:32*.

Eugeneer is a bay 6tallion by Electioneer out of Lady
illen, 2:29*, bv Carr's Mambrino and is a brother to Ella,

1:29; Elleneer, 2:21£ and Helena, 2:21. He was purchased
iy a syndicate of Monterey County horsemen from the Palo
Uto Farm aod placed in the stud.

J. B. Iverson, a prominent horse breeder, purchased the

nterests of all others in this syndicate and in this way se-

cured this horse. He placed him in ''Doc" Williams' hands,

nd ibis driver now has the honor of giving the first green

electioneer trotter this year a record better than 2:30.

STJMMAEIES.
Satueday—Special pace.

toIo, b m, by Antevolo—Salinas Belle, by Ver-
mont Williams 2 6 3 4 111

lloonita, b m, by Altoona—Dolly, bv Mozart
Dwain 12 12 2 2 2

esse P., b g\ by Western—by Geo. M. Patcben,
Jr Cox 3 12 13 3 4

isie K., b m, by Brown Jug—by Benton
Kent 5 3 5 3 4

owers,grs, by Director—by Paddy Magee
Lierly 4 4 4 5 5_

arkey Oka, br g, bv Darkness— Black Eagle ....,

Nelson 6 5 6 6 6

Time, 2:22J^, 2:2Q}£, 2:23, 2:21^, 2:20}^, 2:24^, 2:24.

Special pacing race.

lunbett, bg, by Stratbern Misner 111
in Luiseto, br s, by Monroe Cbief—by Altoona .Treanor 2 3 2
riDce Nutwood, brs, by Dexter Prince—by Nutwood 3 2 3
ralJine, b m Rodriquez 4 4 4

Time. 2:21, 2;14J^. 2:17.

Trotting, 2:24.

ille, b m, by Adrian—Jessie Rider 14 3 14 1
idniEbt.bl e. by Altoona—Sally Morrison 3 14 2 12
>rallitos Maid, gr m, bv Jim L.—Susie Kent 4 3 14 3 3
)n Brio, br s, by Antevolo—by Altoona Swain 2 2 2 3 2

Time, 2:46J£. 2:47, 2:45, 2:47, 2:4S, 2:36.

Trotting, match race, S100 a side, twoi" three,

ueeceer, b s, by Electioneer—Lady Ellen, by Carr's Mam-
brino Williams 1 1
iDnieB., bm, by Billy Thornhill—Laura R Hellman 2 2

Time, 2:28%. 2:32%-

Barney Schbeiber's big chestnut two-year-old colt, Don
rillo, bred in California, who won the Gem Slakes at

avesend, one mile, showed himself capable of goiDg a

ite. The track was heavy and the time, 1:47, was fair. In
:t, old horses were beaten in this time with less weight the
oeday. Don Carillo, who is about sixteen hands and very
igtby, is by Mariner, out of Sunlit, and was purchased in

lifornia by Mr. Schreiberlast winter.

-ONSternation was created in the ring atGravesend last

ednesday at settling time. When the layers compared
tea they discovered tbatooe Mr. Heibst, who bad been do-

i
f business all summer, had become a defaulter to the tune

|

nearly $6,000. He had given checks on the Chemical
nfe, and when they were presented they were returned

' b the usual "no eood" attached.

Lillian Purdy, by Sam Purdy, secured a record of

;
5$, at Easton, Md., and ia said to be capable of beating

OALIFOBNIA JOCKEY OLTJB RACES.

Splendid Racing and Largely -Increased At-

tendance
—
"Winners Are Hard to Pick,

and Occasional Long-Shots Make
Things Very Lively.

ELEVENTH DAY- -THURSDAY, OCTORER 3.

HIS day's racing was good enough

to suit any one whose liver waB not

completely out of order. The track

was never faster, and splendid time

was made in every event. The
weather was simply charming, *nd

over 1,000 hied racetrackward.

The talent fared badly, the defeat

of Navy Blue and Sam Leake by

12 to 1 shots costing heavily.

Chevalier distinguished himself

greatly by landing four winners during the afternoon—the

two 12 to 1 Bhots noted above, an even-money favorite and a

4 to 1 chance. E. Jones rode the remaining winner. Fly,

who was as good as even money in the betting at one time.

There was no great excitement except over the defeat of Sam
Leake, who got away absolutely last and was never in the

hunt.

Swiftsure, played well at from 12 to 15 to 1, got off in front

in the first race, and not headed, won with ease by one and

a half lengths, Umma, a real good thing, second by her nose

in a fierce drive, Navy Blue, the favorite, third. Had the

latter gotten away on better terms he might have won, but

this is simply one of the uncertainties of racing.

Fly flew to the fore in the first few jumps, and leading

by four lengths turning for home, won easily by three from

Major Cook, who beat Clacquer half that distance for the

plac* money. The time in this race was l:Q0h for the five

furlongs, and many made it even faster.

Cardwell, second away to a rather straggling start in the

two-year-old race, went right to the front without delay,

winning by two lengths in the excellent time of 1:00|,

Claude Hill, a ne* comer, second, a length before Benham.

Sam Leake, the favorite, did not appear to be in the hunt at

any stage.

The fourth race, one mile, was won all the way by De-

tective, who, off in the lead, easily held his advantage to the

end. Silver was second throughout, and beat the Duchess of

Milpitas one and a half lengths. The time was hung up as

1:41 flat.

The last race, also at a mile, was captured by the second

choice, Lady Jane, who ran third to Ivy and Tobey most of

the way until about a sixteenth from borne, when she came

on and won cleverly by a length, Warrago, coming strong

close to the inner rails, second, a neck before Ivy. The time

was 1:41}.

How the Races Were Run.

Navy Blue opened a 4 to 5 favorite, closed at 11 to 10.

Bravura was at 2i to 1 (opened atl), Umma 5 (backed down
from 10, Swiftsure 12 and Mendocino 40 to 1. Ti-ey broke
to a poor start, Swiftsure in front. At the half he was one
and a half lengths to the good, as far from Bravura. Swift-

sure went away from hie field steadily in the run to the home-
stretch, where he was three lengths to the good. Umma was
second at this point, a leDgth before Bob Tucker. Navy
Blue had dropped gradually to the rear, notwithstanding a

whipping he got from the half-pole. Swiftsure took things

easy in the homestretch, winning bv one and a half lengths.

There was a terrific drive between Umma and Navy Blue at

the finish for about fifty yards, Umma just getting the coveted
honor by a nose, Navy Blue third. Time, 1:08}.

Fly went to the post a 9 to 10 favorite in the second race,

five furlongs, selling, after opening at even money. Clacquer
was well played at 4 to 1, Three Forks at 7, Major Cook 10,

Nervoso 12, Venus 15 and Kathleen 25 to 1 They went away
to a good send-off, Fly showing first, Major Cook second and
Venus third. At the half Fly had opened up a gap of nearly
three lengths, Kathleen being second, lapped by Major Cook,
who had Venus at his heels. Fly increased his advantage to

four lengths going to the homestretch. Kathleen and Major
Cook running heads apart as named at this point, with Clac-

quer at their heeli. Fly went on about his business, winning
handily by three lengths from Major Cook, who was a handy
second, one and a half lengths before Clacquer. The rest

were not in the hunt. Time, 1:00£—caught even faster by a

few horsemen.
In the third race, five furloogs, for two-year-olds, Sam

Leake opened at 1 to 3 and closed at 14 to 50. Benham was
at 8 to 1, Claude Hill 12, Cardwell 15, Scimitar 50, Clara

Johnson 75 and Suffrage 100 to 1. Thay got away to an
awful poor start, Suffrage, Cardwell. Claude Hill the order.

Cardwell led past the half by a length, Suffrage second, two
lengths before Claude Hill. The favorite was a bad last.

Cardwell led by two lengths by the time the homestretch was
reached, Claude Hill having run up pecood, one and one-half

lengths before Suffrage. Cardwell did not lose an inch in the

run home, wiooiog by two lengths from Claude Hill, who,
driving, stood oil" Benham to the extent of one and one half

lengths for the place. Donahue made no very desperate ef-

fort oo the favorite, who was badly beaten. Time, 1:00$—

a

grand run with 116 pounds.

In the foarth race, one mile, Detective was a hot favorite

at 11 to 10. Monitor was at 4 to 1, Duchess of Milpitas 0,

Rogation S. Yreka and Silver 12 to 1. Detective was off*

slightly in front, with Silver second and Duchess of Milpitas

At the quarter Detective waB two lengths in front ofthird.

Silver, who was in turn nearly as far in front of Yreka. At
the half there was no change, except that Duchess of Milpi-

tas had run up third. Detective was two lengths to the

good turning for home, Silver second, close against the rails,

one length from the Duchess. Detective, not headed, won
easily by three lengths, Silver, driving, second, one and a

half lengths before Duchess of Milpitas. Time, 1:41.

The concluding race was at a mile, selling. Tobey waa a
warm favorite, closing at 11 to 10. Lady Jane was at 4 to 1
Nellie G. 7, imp. Ivy and Sir Walter 10 (latter opened at 6)„
Warrago 12. They got away to a good start, Ivy first, Sir
Walter next, Tobey third. Ivy was a length in front of
Warrago at the quarter, Lady Jane lapped on Donathan's
mare. Tobey ran up fast going to the half, where Ivy waa
still leading by a length, Tobey being second, as far from
Warrago. There was a bunching up as they neared the final
turn, which Ivy struck half a length to the good, Tobey sec-
ond, with Lady Jane at his heels. Ivy did not keep close to
the rails, but finished rather toward the outside of the track.
Lady Jane made her run about a sixteenth from home, and
coming very strong uoder Chevalier's urging, won cleverly
by a length, Warrago finishing second, a neck before Ivy, on
whom Tobey was lapped. Time, 1:41}.

TWELFTH DAY—FKIDAY, OCTOBER 4.

To-day was one of hard luck, long shots and " cinches." A
true favorite, that carried barrels of money, was pocketed si.

most on the wire-in the first race, and an 8-to-l shot got all

the money. Then fortune smiled on the crest-fallen talent

and they took a race into camp. About that time the fog

began to drift in, in rather large quantities, and Miss
Bummel, another S-to-ler, also drifted in, and there was con-
sequent gloom all around. A " mortal cinch " in the fourth

race proved the correctness of all predictions and convic-

tions, and romped in in such easy style that hopes were once
more buoyed, but a 4 to 1 shot dashed them to the ground
again in the last race, with no recourse but to go home and
plan a coup for to-morrow.

The attendance showed an increase over previous days this

week, and with eleven bookmakers in the ring, anxious specu-

lators and good guessing events on tbe card, the interest never
flagged throughout the day.

Sloan rode two winners to-day, Chevalier one winner and
three seconds, Flynn and Macklin having the other winning
mounts. Chevalier is riding in great form now.
Treachery should have won the first race, and would have

done so in the easiest possible manner if Macklin had not

tried to get through on the rail and got cut off' almost at the

post. She squeezed through and got second place.

Portugal, the favorite in the second race, led at the start,

fell back to within easy striking distance later and then came
on when asked to and won easily enough.

Imp. Miss Brummel led from early in the start to the fin-

ish, and Rose Clark, the favorite, was among the also rans.

Libertine, the crack horse belonging to J. G. Brown & Co.,

was the only thing in sight in the fourth race, and he showed
how easily he could leave the field he met to day, although it

was far from mediocre. He had no occasion to extend him-
self, and consequently did not show what he could do. He
carried 124 pounds and swung in in an easy canter from his

field in 1:13} for six furlongs.

Agitato, the favorite in the last race, kept Remus company
until turning into the homestretch, where he died away, un-

der a severe whipping, and finished not as good as 1, 2, 3.

How the Races Were Run.

The talented gentlemen would see nothing but Treachery
in the first race, a five-furlong dash for maiden tvo-year-
olds, and the Brown filly went to the post an odds-on favorite
at 3 to 5, opening at even money. Billy McCloskey closed
at 8, Jsabelle,10, Rejected 12, Decision and Valiente 15, Lady
Gray 40 and Von Dunk 100 to 1. Tsabelle showed in front
of the field of eight to a good start, but at the half-pole had
given place to Decision, the favorite third, having improved
her position from fifth place. At the last turn the horses had
shifted some, but Decision still led, Treachery third, and
moving up on the leader. Billy McCloskey was coming up
also, wide of the rail, and was fourth in the string as they
straightened out for the wire. At the last eighth Macklin
tried to get through between Isabelie and the rail, with plenty
of room for his move apparently, but he was cut off by De-
cision shooting across the track behind Isabelie. Chevalier
had been at work in the meantime on Billy McCloskey and
landed him a winner by a hard drive by three parts of a
length. Treachery Fqueezing through in tbe last strides far

enough to show for the place by a half length, Isabelie third.

Time. 1:02§.

The second race, six furlongs, selling, had ten starters.

Portugal opened an even money favorite, closing at 11 to 10.

Vernon, second choice, closed at 18 to 5. Sinbad was ham-
mered down from tens to sixes. Addie M. was at 15, Red Idle
and Tamalpais 20 each, Cadeau 15, Fin Slaughter 30, Leona-
tus 50, Snow Blossom 80. The favorite showed in front at

the start, with Sinbad, Vernon and Red Idle inclose com-
pany. At tne half Cadeau led the favorite a head, Portugal
a head from Sinbad, closely followed by Red Idle and Tam-
alpais. Coming into the stretch the favorite had given away
to Sinbad and Red Idle, who also passed Cadeau, Sinbad a
head to the good. At the head Portugal was seen to make a
move, and he rapidly overtook and passed his field, winniog
with some to spare by a length, Vernon also comiogfrom the
bunch and getting the place by a length, Addie M. third.

Time, 1:44$.

The third race was at short six furlongs, selling. In the
field of nine that faced the starter Rose CI irk was a pro-
nounced favorite, opening at 2 to 1, closing at 8 to 5, Gold
Bog second choice at 6 (opened at 2), Crawford and Hanford
7, Three Forks and Miss Brummel S, Ike L. 12 and Phyllis

50 to 1. Three Forks, Miss Brummel, Hanford was the order
to a good start, Crawford and Gold Bug in the gap between
tbe two divisions. At the half Miss Brummel led by a head
over Three Forks, Rose Clark lapping him. Sloane brought
Miss Brummel into the stretch with a lead of two lengths,

Three Forks a length before Hanford, who had been cooiirjg

up rapidly. Crawford and Rose Clark were heads apart, the
rest trailing. Miss Brummel finished first easily by two
lengths. Three Forks second, half a length only before <iold

Bug, who had come from near the tail end and finished a

strong third. Time, 1:13.

In the six-furlong handicap, Libertine, the crack horse of

Galen Brown's stable, was a prohibitive favorite at 4 to 5,

Tbelma, Mainstay and Duchess of Towers each at 5 and Rico
20 to 1. Thelma, Mainstay and the Duchess were at 6 to 5
for place. After tbe third race the fog drifted in in chunks
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of Urge size, and by the lime the horses went to the post the

half-pole was obscured. Duchess of Towers showed first alter

a good st-rt, Thelma and Libertine in close company. To

the half the moving field was siihouetted against the white-

washed fence on the backstrelcb, and when the caller could

place them again Libertine was in front. Mainstay and

Duchess of Towers trying to keep up with him. He had in-

creased his lead at the head of the stretch to two lengths, the

Duchesss having passed Mainstay, who also soon gave way to

Thelma; the ruoners-np were heads apart. Mainstay kept

close up, Rico lengths away. Libertine held every inch of

his advantage all the way home, finishing in an easy swing,

with Macklin looking back, Thelma, driving, taking the

place bv two lengths, Kico third. Rico ran a hot race down

the stretch and made a wonderful finish. Time, 1:13J.

The last race of the day was at a mile, selling, with five

starters. Agitato was made favorite, opening at 4 to 5 and

closing at 7 to 10 Hemes was at 3J, Mary S. 5, Charmer 10

and Arno 20 to 1. Mary S. was slightly in the lead at the

start, but in the scramble for the rail in the first furlong

Remus got the coveted position, Agitato and Charmer within

easy reach. Mary S. died away early and Arno was off last

and did not seem to improve his chances any. From two

lengths at the quarter Agitato cut down Remus' lead to half

a length at the half/and around the far turn they ran lapped.

Charmer falling back. Charmer came on as the horses swung

into the stretch and closed up the gap between her and the

leaders very perceptibly. Flynn wasseento be using the whip

on Agitato at the head of thestrelch, and there he was beaten.

Remus came on and won bv a head hands down, Sloan giv-

ing his followers the laugh as they exerted every effort to

overtake him. Chevalier made a hard ride on Cnarmer and

landed secood, Donnelly bringing Arno from nowhere and

getting third place. The favorite was fourth. Time, 1:41$.

THIRTEENTH DAY—SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5.

The card offered to-day bad a very weak look, and did not

promise any very exciting contests. Tim Murphy frightened

all the other entrie out of the second race, and the made-up

substitute did not strengthen the programme any. However, as

was proven by the events of the day, the mile and an eighth

handicap was not the only interesting race on the card. Two

favorites were beaten by second choices. Coleman,the second

choice in the first race, acted like an untamed broncho at the

post, did about as he pleased with his light-weight jockey

Reidr, and ran away twice, each time running about half the

distance of the race. By this performance it was believed he

had killed any chance he might have had, and greatly in-

creased odd swere offered against him. Then he ran away

again—after the start—and won handily by three lengths^

Umma, the favorite, coming from fourth to second place.

Sloan was put up on O'Bee in place of Anderson, in the

second race, and as it was understood that the mount was a

contingent one—win or no pay—O'Bee was expected to win

by the talent. Tod landed second money, but it was not for

lack of vigorous riding that he did not get the purse. Sin-

bad was too fleet for the Virginias gelding.

The tKird race, a handicap at about six furlongs, with

Benham, Long Lady, Grady and Fireman entered, was inter-

esting as a betting event mostly. Tbe odds shifted consid-

erably, and Grady was well played. Fireman was played

down from 15 to 8 to 1, as the Brutus horses are nearly

always considered to have a chance. Benham won with

great ease, having led all the way. The field finished as

named above.

It was rumored that Claudius was sore, and Del Norte was

the most thought of for the mile and an eighth handicap at

the opening, but the former went to the post an even money

favorite. Fannie Louise was the only other entry, and while

herBpeed was conceded, the distance was said to be more than

her measure. She ran the mile at top speed, having led by

eight lengths at the half- pole and four into the stretch. Claudius

likes a waiting race and a bruising finish, and Del Norte gave

it to him, but the former drew away in the last two hundred

yards and won driving by a length and a half.

Bell Ringer showed more inclination to run than to stop

to-day, and led from stand to wire in the handicap hurdle

race, at a mile and a half, the last race on the programme-
He closed a slight first choice over Arctic, who finished fifths

The coast record. 2:46}, was equalled in this race.

Donahue rode two winners to-day, and one second, the

only mounts he had ; Chevalier one winner and a third in

two mounts, and Reidy[and Spence each had one mount and

one win to their credit.

The attendance was very good to-day—in fact, the largest

for this meeting. Tbe daily admissions have been steadily
on the increase, however, and such a crowd as seen to-day
will Boon be very common.

// ' u Baca Were Run.

Tbe fiist race was at five furlong", selling. Umma was the
favorite at 4 to .

r
>, Coleman :i t«> 2, 1 >ick O'Malley and Fi Fi

30, Reeoe P. 40, Red Rose 50 and Dr. Gardner 80. Coleman
acted badly at the pott, did a song and dance, bucked and
Memed ready for anything but to break when wanted, and at
two false breaks ran away. Reidy could not hold him and
he ran a quarter of a mile each lime. He was quoted at 2h
to 1 after hi" little rtlDfl. Coleman got away third in the
final break, hut pawed Fi Fi and Rmdc P. with a rush and
led hm field by three lengths at (he half and four into the
mretch. Rceoi P. mu next op, with I lick < >'Mailey half a
length away. I 'inma was no better than fourth until the turn
was made, when she came along in quick order and chal-
lenged the leader m the last sixteenth, f'oleninn finished
without urging, however, three lengths- from I'rnma, who
l»eat Dick O'Malley a length and a half for the place.
Time,
Tim Murphy frightened all the entries out of the second

number on the original programme, and a five furlong celling
race ffu lobtUUitta. ' >'liee. was made favorite, mninly on
the ilrength of Sloan having been lobsUloted f<T Anderson,
closing;. Bid >. Qollfl a litl'e money went into the boxes'
on Biob 1, and he closed at 3 to 1, Snow Blossom was at 5,
Uonzalt.. laid 20, Spendthrift luand Willie Gibaoo 80 to 1.

The start was a good one, with O'Bee, Spendthrift, Gonzalez

Maid, Sinbad the order. Spendthrift and O'Bee led the

others two lengths at the half, the former coming into the

stretch two lengths ahead of O'Bee, half a length from Sin-

bad Donahue began to ride Sinbad in the last three-six-

teenths and he left his field as though they were standing still,

winning by four lengths, O'Bee second, five lengths before

Snow Blossom, third. Time, 1:02.

In the handicap, at about six furlongs, Benham was favor-

ite all the time, opening at evens, closing at 6 to 5, Grady
second, Long Lady third and Fireman played from 15 to 8

to 1. When Starter Ferguson swished the flag the quartette

were oft" in close order, Benham leading a little as soon as he

got on his stride, Grady, Long Lady, Fireman the order of

the others. Benham led by a length and a half at the half-

pole, and Grady was half a length before Long Lady, with

Fireman out of it. Long Lady shoved her head in front of

Grady's at the stretch, and Benham was running easily, still

a length ana a half away. He was never headed, winning

handily by a length, Long Lady second, Gradv third, Fire-

man last, lengths apart, all driving. Time, 1:13.

Del Norte, Fannie Louise and Claudius were entered for

the mile and an eighth handicap, fourth on the programme.
Claudius opened at 7 to 5 in the betting and closed at even

money. Del Norte opened at 2, closing at 11 to 5, and Fan-

nie Louise at 2h to 1. Claudius almost beat the flag fall, but

Fannie Louise was taken out in front and passed the stand

four lengths before Del Norte, three parts of a length before

Claudius. Fannie made a runaway race of it, leading eight

lengths at tbe quarter and half poles, Claudius a length and
a ball behind Del Norte at the quarter. He closed up a little

on the back stretch, and then nearing the turn they both set

sail for tbe filly, who showed signs of weakening sfter her

fast run. Fannie led into the stretch by only four lengths,

which was rapidly cut down, and as she went back to her

field at the last furlong pole Claudius came on with a rush

and won by a length and a half, Del Norte second, six lengths

from the very tired Fannie. Time, 1:531, one quarter of a

J

second slower than California record time.

The last race was a handicap hurdle, one mile and a half.

j
over six hurdles. Bell Ringer and Arctic closed on even

I

terms at 3 to 1, Auteuil at 4, Gold Dust 6, Wyandotte and
i EsperanceS, and Haymarket 10 to 1. Wyandotte was taken

j
out in front for a few strides, but quickly fell back and gave

;

place to Gold Dust, who in turn'gave way to Bell Ringer after

j
the first jump. Bell Ringer seemed to be on his good behavior

I

and made every post a winning one by from a half to a

i length and a half, passing the wire a length in front of

i Auteuil, who had been as good as third over all tbe jumps in

I the last mile. Gold Dust was third, six lengths behind

|
Auteuil Wyandotte did not clear the hurdle at the half-

pole on the last mile and fell, but horse and rider were unin-

jured. The time, 2:46}, was rattliug fast, and equals the

i coast record.

FOURTEENTH DAY—MONDAY", OCTOBER 7.

Labor Day gave many an opportunity to vi-it the race

track that never see it on Mondays, consequently the crowd

had a holiday appearance. The betting ring was crowded

all the afternoou, and the attendance was fully up to, if not

exceeding, that of Saturday. The weather was raw and

foggy the latter part of the afternoon, but the

wonderful performance of Midlo, a two-year-old, in

the last race, in running away from aged horses and

negotiating the six furlongs in 1:11^, fully compensated all

who witnessed it for any shivers that had crawled up their

spines. On past performances McLight "figured" to win, and

was only beaten a head in l:13f for the full six furlongs in a

recent performance, and Tim Murphy finished first at Sac-

ramento, ridden out, in 1:14|, and sixth in a race won by

Bernardo, run in l:14i, Midlo has not been asked to go

the distance before. His best previous performance was a

clever win at five and a half furlongs in 1:08}. Midlo's

chances looked shady under such light, but the result was

only another blow at the "dope" book.

Picking winners was not very easy, and after Navy Blue,

favorite in the first race, won handily, the first choices weie

very much mixed up in the finishes. Claude Hill was beaten

in the second by Macklin's overconfideuce, and Chevalier

stole up on him and landed Isabelle, a 2^-to-l shot, a winner

when Claude seemed to have it in hand.

Red Idle was fit for a race to day and won from the head of

the stretch, Yreka, the favorite and a conceded "cinch,

"

trailing most all the way and finishing third.

Remus, who does not like foggy weather, has won his last

two races in a moist atmosphere over good horses. Look out

for him when climatic conditions are right.

Detective was said to be out-classed in his field to-day, but

he took no chances and ran away from the flag fall

and won all the way. Nephew gave him a run down the

stretch, but Detective lasted out and won by a neck.

Chevalier rode two winners, Flynn, Hinrichs, Sloan and
Eddie Jones one each.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race, about six furlongs, selling, had five starters.

Navy Blue was first choice, at 1 to 2, Bob Tucker 2J, Dick
O'Malley 8, Jim Corbett and Dr. Gardner 75 to 1. Dr.
Gardner got the best of a poor start, Dick O'Malley and Jim
Corbett next, all lengths apart. The Doctor led a length
and a half at the half-pole, but Navy Blue uncorked some of
his speed and led into tht. stretch by a length, Dr. Gardner
going back to fourth place. Navy Rlue got home first by
two lengths, Dr. (iardner coming again, under Wilson's vig-

orous ridirg, and got the place by a neck from Dick O'Mal-
ley. Time, 1:14;.

Eight two year olds laced the starter in the four and a half
furlong dash. The odds were 6 to 5 Claude Hill, 2A to 1
Isabelle, Lady Leinster filly 8, Decision 10, Suffrage and
Encinol2, Margaret M. 15, Free Will 00 to 1. Decision
Bhowed first at the start, Claude Hill. Lady Leinster filly and
Margaret M. in close order. Claude Hill gained the lead
belore the stretch was reached, however, and came around
the turn a head in front of Decision under a pull, Lady
Leinster filly a length away. Macklin was too certain of his
victory and was bumped twice while looking back. lea-
belle came up on the outside and beat Claude out three parts

of a length, the latter half a length before the Lady Leinste
filly. Time, 0:56.

The third race was at five furlongs, selling. Yreka wa
first choice at 6 to 5, Addie M. at 3, Corinne Buckingham 6

Red Idle 7 (opened at 5), Rayo 10 and Cadeau 15 (playei

down from 30). Tnere was a strong stable tip out on th
latter. The start was a very good one. Cadeau, Addie M
and Yreka showed first. Cadeau held the lead to the la£

turn, Corinne Buckingham and Red Idle next in positior

Yreka had dropped out of the hunt. Half way down th
stretch Hinrichs made his move and brought Red Idle out i

front, and won by half a length from Addie M., Yreka cone

ing again and finishing third, another half length away
Time, L02J.

Fourth on the card was a seven furlong dash, with six et
tries. Malo Diablo, Sir Richard and Remus were touted t

win, and the odds shifted all around. Malo Diablo opene
at 2£, closed at 2; Sir Richard opened at 2, closed at 2£, an
Remus opened at 3, closing at 2h. Little Bob was at I

Charmer S, and May Day 25 to 1. The field broke aboo
even to a good start, with Remus in front early in the rur
Little Bob and Sir Richard alternated in second and thir

positions, Malo Diablo was cut off at the start and ran last a
the way. Remus and Sir Richard were a length apart con
ing into the stretch, Little Bob close up. Remus won witt

out losing any ground, Sir Richard beating Little Bob thre
parts of a length for the place. Time, 1:26}.

The fifth race was at one mile, selling, with five starten
Detective was freely played as first choice, closing at 8 to i

(opening at 2h to 1), Nephew 3 to 2, Uncle Giles 3* to 2, At
no 8 and Raindrop 25 to 1. There was quite a delay at tb

post, although the horses acted kindly enough. The jocke]
were eyeing each other closely, ail trying to get the be;

ofit, and the result was, a fair start only. Detective imm
diately opened up a wide streak of daylight between himse
and field, and it was hardly diminished till after the la|

turn was made. Nephew and Arno were two, three all tl

way. In the last hundred yards Nephew caught Detectiv
but he could not beat him. Detective, though showing hew;
very tired, lasted just long enough to win by a neck. Nephe
beat Arno lengths fcr the place. Time, 1:42.

Gratify and McFarlane were absentees in the last race,
handicap at about six furlongs. This left McLight and Ti
Murphy, aged horses, and Midlo, a two-year-old, in the fiel<

McLight was made favorite at the opening at 6 to 5, bi

closed at 3 to 1. Tim Murphy and Midlo were on eqn
terms at 7 to 5 at post time. Midlo took command at tl

start and outran the others all the way, at the half leadii

Tim Murphy by three lengths, McLight last by four leugtfc

Around the turn McLight had gained a length, but Mid'
kept Tim off with ease. Coming home Flynn rode Tim Mu
phy for keeps but he could not catch the flying Midlo, wlj

finished a length to the good, under a drive, McLight a po<|

third. The fast time of 1:11 J was hung up.

FIFTEENTH DAY—TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8.

After having been jostled by a Saturday and a holid;!

crowd two days in succession, the ordinary week-day gathef

ing at B y District seemed attenuated. But it was up to t
1

standard, however, and the way favorites romped in ke

most of the attendants in good humor. Three red-l

favorites, and two long shots (one at 15, the other at 3

made the talent feel very well satisfied. The winning

ontes were played for a "cinch." The weather was \

pleasant, too, and the races were watched without

hinderance of fog.

Treachery left the maiden ranks today, and won her i

driving, but it would have been won with ease had she i\

been handicapped by her rider. She won from a good clt!

of two-year-olds, and has got some of the money in five!

her six starts.

Monitor won his race in impressive style, and may
j

looked to improve some with his races in the near future,

was gelded about three months ago, and this is his se<

start since. A heavy play was made on him. Marjorie

a much-improved race over her last performance, and wl

be seen in front very soon now.

Red Rose, by Red Iron, dam by Oregon Charley, left t^

maiden ranks in the third race, and made her followers i

happy, as she was at from 1 2 to 15 to 1 in the betting. Dij

O'Malley and Mendocino, first and second choice respective)

got away badiy, or Red Rose would have been a maid

still. They finished second and third as named.

Fannie Louise won as she liked from her field, and I)

was not extended to get second place.

Warrago, at post time on even]terms with Ransom in t

betting, won handily by two lengths from the head of t\

stretch from the Duchess of Milpitas, Ransom finishi)

third. The fast time of 1:40$ was hung up. Olivia, ti

favorite, finished fourth.

W. Flynn rode two winners, Macklin, Chevalier and W^
son one each.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was for maiden two-year-olds, at five fi

longs. Of the six starters Treachery was the favorite a '<

to , Marigold colt 5, Little Flush filly 10, Valiente
g

Mabel L. and San Marcos 40 to 1 each. The colts worrin

Mr. Ferguson for awhile, but be finally sent them away bl

good start. Treachery was the first to show, then fell ba

to third place, Marigold colt and Mabel L. leading her p
tbe half-pole half-Iengths"apart. Treachery and Little Fit

filly passed Mabel L. coming into the stretch, and Yaliei

showed a burst of speed, but not enough to land any of t

money. Treachery was kept in front and won by three ps

of a length, driving. Little Flush filly second, four Ieog

in front of Marigold colt. Time, 1:02.].

The second race was for two-year-olds, five furlongs, selli V
A heavy play was made on Monitor. He opened at 8 Url

*

and closed at 2 to 5, barred in most of the books. MatjoV
was second chcice, closing at 2\ to 1, Eacino 12, Phyllis •»

Miss Pollard and Scimetar each at 75 to 1. Eacino showl

a burst of speed at the start aod led by two lengths all ip

way into the stretch, Monitor two lengths away, Marjo'

three lengths. After straightening out in the stretch Mc
tor caught Encino and passed him easily, and Marjf

treated him in the same manner. Monitor won driving

;
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i length, Marjorie second easily by twoleDglhs and a half in
front of Eacioo. Time. 1:02.

The third race was for three-year olds and upwards, with
maiden jockeys. Dick O'Malley was first choice at 3 to I,

Mendocino at 4, Silver Lip and Spendthrift 6, Dr. Gardner
r, Tyrena 10, Red Rose 15, Valanta 25 and Triumph 30 to 1.

silver Lip enlivened things at the post for awhile by all sorts

>f antics, then got away at a false break and ran around the

rack twice. While tha horse with the silver lip was negotia-

ting his second mile, the field was sent away to a straggling

itart. Red Rose led all the way. Dick O'Malley and Men-
locino, both of whom got off badly, were forging ahead at the

urn, and the former got through on the rail. He looked a

winner for awhile, but Red Rose held him ofi and won by a

aose. Mendocino finished third, a length after Dick O'Mal-
ley. Time, 1:03. G. Wilson rode the winner and left the
ranks of maiden jockeys.

There were two absentees in the fourth race, at six fur-

longs, leaving four starters. Of these Fannie Louise was
favorite at 1 to 4. Ivy 5^, Ike L. 15, <md Brown Dick 100 to

I. The story of the race is soon told. The start was a good
me, with Ivy of? in front Before the half-pole was reached
Pannie Louise had taken command, and led all the way, win-
ning, pulled up, by tw o and one-half lengths. Ivy, second,
aeat Ike L. four lengths. Time, 1:14L
The last race was at one mile, selling. Olivia was made

favorite at 6 to 5, Ransome opened at 2, and closed on even
.erms with Warrago at 3, Djchess of Milpitas 8, Normandie
10 and Mary S. 15 to 1. The favorite showed in front to a
;ood start, but was in fourth piace at the first quarter and
lever bettered her position. The Duchess took command
here and led to the upper turn, where Warrago moved up
'iom second place and led into the stretch by a length and
*on handily by two, Duchess of Milpitas second, two lengths

n front of Ransome. The fast time of 1:40$ was made.

SIXTEENTH DAT- -WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9.

The visitors to old Bay District track to day were treated

o a great horserace, one that is seldom witnessed, and one

hat was worth going aloug ways to see. Those who saw

he four horses in the last race battling for supremacy in the

tretch will never forget the beautiful sight, and

i mighty cheer went up as they fought for

!?ery inch of vantage and finished "heads apart."

rhat the race would be a hot one was conceded, and especial

merest was centered in it as Claudius and Del Norte were to

neet again, and since their race last Saturday and the talk

>fa match being on the tapis,their performances were watched

oore cloeely. And then McLight was in the race also, and

he mental speculation on the part he would take in it was

n no degree less than that made on the rivals, and he was

uade favorite. Nephew was also to be considered, ao he has

<een running in fist time, and is quick in getting into action,

,nd if he could get out in front in the first part of the race

t was thought he might open up such a gap that the slower

-

ooving horses would not be able to overcome in the stretch.

Nephew was in front for a few strides, when McLight went up

nth a rush and commanded a very open lead, going into the

tretch four lengths to the good, Del Norte, Nephew and

Jlandius in theorder named, strungout in Indian file. Down
he stretch the race was a battle royal, and four greater stretch

..orses seldom meet. Coming heads on to the cheering crowd

bey looked like a solid phalanx. Every foot of the way was

jught for by the struggling horses, and the finish was a

eautiful sight. McLight held his own, Claudius made a

reat run from the last into the stretch into the second place,

nd Del Norte and Nephew finished as named heads apart,

t wis a great race, and a splendid handicap.

Two favorites had finished in front in the previous races, a

scond choice and an outsider, from 12 to 20 to 1 in the bet

Dg.

Miss Brummel was second choice in the opening race. She
:d her field from flag to finish, with Gold Bug, the 4 to 5

'.vorite, in sscond place.

Gratify was a hot favorite in the two-year-old race at five

.irlongs, and /ton easily. Sam Leake and Charley Boots,

• ho were on equal terms for second choice, having a hot fin-

h, which Leake secured by a length.

Little Flush Colt was also a hot favorite for the third race,

it his chances were killed at the start. He was cut ofi and

.ambled to his knees, yet he came on and finished second,

e would have won " by a block " with an even send-off",

roladain, all the way from 12 to 20 to 1 in the books, won
'three lengths.

Model was favorite all the time in the fourth race, and won
sily. Johnny Payne, the second choice, was the only one

at gave her an argument. He ran a good race and finished

cond, after getting away badly.

Sloan, Lloyd, Chevalier, Burns and Macklin were the win-

ng jockeys.

The weather was delightful, and an interesting day's sport

is had, though the attendance was only fair.

Sow the Races Were Run.

The first race was at five and a half furlong3, selling, light

[
:lter weights, with five starters. Gold Bug was the first

oice, opening at 6 to 5, and closing at 4 to 5, imp. Miss
nmmel second choice at 2, Joe Cotton 8, Crawford 10,

in ford 20 to 1. The start was a good one, with Miss Brum-
' il soon in command, Gold Bug and Hanford following
tse up. Mis3 Brummel was never headed, and won easily

two lengths. Gold Bug held Hanford off and was second

! one length. Time, 1:08.

In the second race, at five and a half furlongs, for two-
ir olds, there were five starters. Gratify opened at 3 to

; and closed at 7 to 20, Sam Leake 5, Charlie Boots 6A,

<ragua 150, and Eviold 1,000 to 1. The colts delayed the
rt by their bad actions, but got away to a good send-off

ally. Sam Leake showed in front, Charley Boots and
ragua next up. Veragua was in the lead at the half-pole

i Sam Leake back fourth. Charley Boots laid second nn-

the turn was reached, when he led by a head, Gratify

two lengths in front of Veragua, Sam Leake still fourth.

Halfway down the stretch Gratify passed Charley Boots, and
then Sam Leake came along and challenged him too. They
finished Gratify first easily by a neck, Sam Leake second one
length in front of Charley Boots, both driving Time, 1:07J.
The third race was also at five and a half lurlongs, selling,

with a field of six. Little Flush Colt was the favorite at 4 to

5, Coleman was at 3 to 1, imp. Autonomy 4 (at one time 30),
Sooladain 20, Red Rose 60 and Tyrena 100. Coleman did
his little act at the post, as usual. The favorite was shut off at

the start and Chevalier pulled him up. Red Rose led past the
half, when Sooladain moved up from second and commanded
the lead bv three parts of a length, R>d Rose a length in
front of Autonomy. They turned it»to the stretch in that or-

der, but Red Rose soon after dropped bacK and Little Flush
colt rapidly overhauled his field. Sooladain won easily by

i

three lengths, Little Flush Colt getting second place by a

.
head under a drive. Time, 1:08}.

Model was played heavily in the fourth race, and was
barred in most of the books, at 1 to ^ in some. Johnny

j

Payne closed at 7. Soon Enough 8, Sinbad 10. Harry Lewis

[
20, Red Idle 25, and Lodi 80 to 1. Harry Lewis showed first

\ and passed the half-pole a head in front of Soon Enough,
Model, the favorite, third. Soon Enough passed Harry
Lewis at the turn, and Johnny Payne got through into third

!
place, having come from the end with a rush. He had no

' trouble in passing Soon Enough, and closed on Model, and

i
finished three parts of a length behind her, Soon Enough

|

two lengths away. Time, 1:07|.

In the mile handicap there were four entries, Claudius

j

(107), McLight (106), Del Norte (105) and Nephew (100).
' That this would be a red-hot race was conceded, and it came
|
up to all expectations. The principal interest was centered

in Claudius ajd Del Norte, since there has been so much
talk of a series of match races between these two. McLight
was very much thought of and went to the post favorite at 8

to 5, Del Norte at 3, Claudius 3-} and Nephew 3 to 1. Nep-
hew showed in front at the start, but was immediately over-

hauled by McLight, who opened up a gap of two lengths at

the quarter, with Del Norte three lengths ahead of Nephew,
Claudius last. McLight was hurried along and was five

lengths to the good at the half, Del Norte four from Nephew.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The California greyhounds were all knocked out in the
first round of the A merican Waterloo this week.

C. A. Harker, of San Joee, has received a new St. Bernard
bitch by Governor Russell from Miss Whitney's kennels.

M. D. Walters, the well known trainer, was in town on
Tuesday. He reports his string in excellent condition.

"Billy" Tallman has taken up training again. Our East-
ern friends will welcome him back into the fold with open
arms. The old trainer of Elcho Jr., Beaufort and Plantago-
net should be able to command a good business.

The St. Bernard Club are giving signs of waking up. The
Secretory forgot to mail the postals calling the meeting and
in consequence there was not a quorum on Wednesday even-
ing last, but he has promised to attend to his business here-
after and the treasurer has moved to San Francisco, so we
can expect to see them on hand at the next meeting. If those
produce stakes and stud dog stakes are to be inaugurated it

is time that it was done.

Our illustration this week is that of Miss Dorothy Kinsel's
collie dog Don Cameron 36,093, by Alan a-Dale, out of W. J

.

Davis' Clover. He is sable and white in color, with good
character, well carried ears and good coat. He is in the
charge of R. H. Morris, and will be placed at stud shortly.

Fee $27, or will breed for portion of the litter. Don Camer-
on is royally bred but unfortunately his full breeding has not
reached us in season for this issue.

A bench show committee of five members must be elected

at the next meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club on Novem-
ber 6th next. We hope that the members will take suffi-

cient interest in this question to attend and elect the parties

that thev want to fill this most important office. We trust

that a "non-sporting" man will be one of the committee this

year, but we would much rather see them all sporting dog

Miss Dorothy Kinsel's Collie Don Cameron.

Half-way around the turn Claudius began to move up, but he
had not caught any of his field when the head of the stretch

was reached. McLight swung into the straight four lengths

in front of Del Norte, Nephew two lengths behind him. Then
the battle began. A prettier race or one more hotly con-

tested is seldom seen. Every h orse seemed to be doing his

utmost as he responded to the call of his jockey. McLight
stood the drive down the stretch, and Claudius made one of

his great runs. As the quartette came on towards the wire

they seemed to be almost on even terms, and a great shout
went up as they finished heads apart, all under a drive, Mc-
Light, Claudius, Del Norte, Nephew theorder. Time, 1:40].

To Judge at Ingleside.

There has been considerable speculation in club circles for

some time past as to who would act as judge during the meet-

ing of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club at its new track at Ingle-

side. Last aight President A. B. Spreckels announced the

appointment of Captain James H. Rees of Memphis and
Joseph A. Murphy of Chicago, the former as presiding and
the latter as associate judge.

Judge Rees has for the past six years acted as associate

judge and Secretary of the new Memphis Jockey Club. He
officiated during the past season as presiding judge at the

Hawthorns track and as associate judge at the Harlem meet-
ing, Chicago.
Judge Murphy is quite a youug man. He was for some

years sporting editor of the Chicago Tribune. Later he offi-

ciated as steward for both the St. Louis Fair Grounds and the

New Orleans meeting last winter. He has since the incep-

tion of the Harlem Association acted in the dual capacity of

jndge and secretary.

It is understood that R. E. deB. Lopez will take up one
of the fillies he lately imported from Australia and prepare
her for the races. A better-bred lot never crossed the Pacific

and next year we shall see what they can do in the races.

men than to see one or two men on the committee that are
too busy to attend to the many thankless duties of the office.

This committee must be composed of workers, and no man
should aceept the position that canuot devote considerable
time to his duties.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

SALES.

Glenmore Kennels (West Berkeley) have sold an Irish

setter bitch pup by Finglas Jr. 31,189—Lady Josie 26,680,
whelped February 9, 1995, to A. M- Bayley, San Francisco.

WHELPS.
Dr. Martin Regensburger's (San Francisco) St. Bernard

bitch Loris (Marno—Gertie) whelped October 8th, fifteen

puppies, eight since dead, to Presidio Kennel's Reglov (Saf-

ford—Mountain Queen).
VISITS.

W. G. Jones' (San Francisco) rough-coated St. Bernard
bitch Lady Sylvia (Ben—Lady Lomond) to Presidio Ken-
nels' Reglov (Safford—Mountain Queen) October 4th and
6th.

A. J. Kidd's (San Francisco) rough-coated St. Bernard
bitch Alpinulla to Presidio Kennels Reglov (Safford—Moun-
tain Queen) October 9th.

The Fox Tenier Olub.

San Francisco, October 8, 1895.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—The Pacific Fox
Terrier Club held its regular meeting at 313 Bush street,

Vice-President Debenham in the chair. Present, Messrs.
Debenham, Lowdon, Goozales, Carlton, Howard and Crowell.
The minutes oi the last meeting were read and approved.

The Treasurer reported $38.10 on hand. No further busi-

ness appearing, the meeting adjourned.

H. H. Carlton, Sec'y.
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CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL.

Pumps will soon be at a premium.

Nauman was the biggest winner at the tournament.

The next Meeting of the association will be in December
next.

There will be a live bird shoot at Rio Vista tomorrow,

given byjlhe Rio Vista Gun Club.

J. W. Sh'tell broke 9l£ per cent on Sunday but unfortuna-

tely did not keep up the gait on Mondiy.

Feudner's gun broke down on the first day of the tourna-

ment, and on the second day he used five different guns.

On account of lack of space we have deferred commenting
on tbe Richardson protest at the recent tournament until

next week.

The Golchers were missed at tbe tournament, the sudden
death of their senior partner, mentioned in another column,
prevented their attending.

M. A. Pace, C. A.Starke, T. A. Carter and Wm. Rhodes,
all city officials of San Bernardino, have been arrested for

killing quail out of season.

There will be a blue rock tournament at Sacramento to-

morrow, given by Kimball & Upton at tbeir grounds. There
are eight scheduled events and one prize shoot.

The prize for the highest average at tha tournament was
won by C. A. Merrill with "U. S." powder. The prize for

moat consecutive breaks by J. \V. Shiell with " U. S." pow-
der.

The Hazard Smokeless "Blue Ribbon'' brand made many
friends at the tournament. Most of the Stockton boys were
using it, and several of the local experts as well. It is both
quick and clean.

The Ostrander »Jun Co. have settled all the prelimina-
ries and will remove the plant from Boston to Sacramento
at once. It it* thought that the factory will be in running
order in January, 1896.

Since the tournament, shells loaded by Otto Feudner at
K Liddle <

'<> 'a urn in great demaud. Oj Thursday evening
when we dropped in there were over a thousand in front of
him waiting to be crimped.

"Gold Dust" was well advertised at the tournament; the
entire force were on hand doing missionary work. J. S.
Fanning, " Gold Dost" Robertson and Dick Swiveler were
talking it through the muzzle of their guns.

In another column will be found a letter from Game
Warden Donovan. Mr. Donovan has proven a very effi-

cient warden; we have heard of his work every few davs for
mouths. It is a pity that there are not more like him.

Clarence Hnight wax alno there talking Dnpont Smokeless
in bit 'j-ii.-i reollemaoly way and making friends for both the
powder ami himself. Considering the fact that -17 out of 104
shooter* were using Dupont, we may lake it for granted that
Duponl has come to stay.

In a r-onvernatinn with a well-known seal hunter who has
recently returned from Northern water* with the largest
OOmber of »aal skin- brought in tbla neatum, we were informed
that Gold Dust p iwdar Itood the it-st of the sea voyage as
well m black. Mr. Howell informed us that he found it <-f

great advantage in shootiog double sleepers as he could very
ireqnen of them, He also states thai the penetra-
tion i- k" 'ter ami will 0*6 nothing else hereafter.

The open season for duck, rail and quail begins next Tues-

day. Many hunters that believe in supporting the game

laws and are generally observant of the same, are contem-

plating forcing the season a couple of days and shooting

on Sunday and Monday. We certainly do not think that

this will make any material difference to the game supply,

but is it fair play ? All sportsmen worthy of the name
believe in the motto, "Live and let live." Is it fair by

those who do observe the law to go to the best hunt-

ing grounds and thin out the bevies and frightenthe

ducks from the best ponds before the law-abiding citizen

can get his share of the fun ?

A. A. Martin, of R. Liddle Co., has invented a camper's

outfit that is perfection. It consists of a folding frying pan,

two plates and knife, fork and spoon all of which are in one

package and can be carried in the hunting coat pocket. This

store will hereafter remain open on Saturday evenings until

10 o'clock.

John P. Clabrough.

John P. Clabrough, the senior member of the firm of

Clabrough, Golcher & Co., G05 Mai ket Streot, died on Satur-

day last from enlargement of the liver. He had been ailing

for several mouths but was not thought seriously ill until

quite recently.

The deceased was born in Yorkshire in 1834. He emi-

grated to A'merica and crossed the plains in the early Jays-

He worked for the old firm of Liddle & Kreding for sdvera

years and in 1S67 went into business for himself on Mont-

gomery Street. In 1873 the senior Golcher, the father of the

well-known Golchers that are now members of the firm, pur-

chased an interest in the business and from that date the

business has steadily increased.

A few years after the partnership was formed Mr. Cla-

brough returned to England and started the factory in Birm-
ingham that is now known the world over as the home of

the Clabrough gun. This venture proved assuccessful as the

San Francisco business and although Mr. Clabrough made
his home in England, his visits to this country were fre-

quent. About two years ago he left England for good and
took up his home in this city.

He was buried on Monday from the residence of his sister-

in-law, Mrs. Geo. Clabrough at 906 Greenwich Street.

Mr. Clabrough never married. He was very well known,
kind hearted, fond of all out-door sportsof the rod aud gun
and extremely popslar.

The Blue Rock Tournament.

The initial tournament of the California Inanimate Target

Association, held at Oakland Race Track on Sunday and

Monday last, must go on record as the largest and most suc-

cessful tournament ever given in this State. The entry was

not quite as large as was expected, but had it been larger the

boys would have had more than they could have handled.

As it was, the fifth match on the first day was finished on the

morning of the second and the ties in the handicap event

were shot off close on the edge of sundown, decided by toss-

ing coins, shaking dice and pitching coin at a line.

The shooting throughout the tournament was poor. It

would be hard to explain why, but the averages of the shoot-

ers are nothing to brag of even in the known angle events.

There was but very little real good shooting ; but four men
broke 15 straight in the individual events, and only two

broke 20 str. ight. J. W. Shiell, of Traver, broke 50 straight

on the first day, but went all to pieces on the second day.

" Fox," of whom great things was naturally expected, was

badly out of form. Nauman did quite well on the second

day, but was decidedly on the sick list both days. Otto Feud-

ner was undeniably ill and far from his usual form. Webb
Daniels and a number of the others who are classed as our

best shots were only occasionally in the prize list. Fanning

shot only fairly on Sunday, but on Monday he pulled himself

together and made a very good average.

The prize for the greatest number of consecutive breaks was

won by J. W. Shiell. The highest average for the individual

event was won by C. A. Merrill, of Stockton ; second prize

by J. Bruns of the Lincolns, third by C. Nauman of the

Olympics and fourth by J. Karney of the Lincolns.

Tbe greatest interest was manifested in the team events
and the ties in these events were very exciting. The per-
formance of the Olympic team was verv creditable, but the
Stockton boys rightly carried off the honors on Sunday. In
the contest for the Overland trophy (he Olympics made the
banner team score of the tournament—97. We wish to give
them all the credit that is due them, but the fact remains
that neither of the trophies should have been won with a
score of less than 108. If our crack teams cannot break 90
per cent at known angles, what will they do when it comes
to unknown angles?
The judges were as far as we observed fair and impartial,

but we hope to see men chosen at the next tournament that
will act throughout the day. To judge blue rock shooting is

not a difficult task far a man with good eyesight, but a judge
must attend strictly to business and must of necessity be ac-
quainted with the rules. Neither should a man be asked to

sit on the head of a barrel all day and work conscientiously
for the mere honor of it. He should be paid for his work.
Then he can be denended upon and many minutes will not
be wasted hunting a new judge every half hour.

Considering that this is the first attempt at handling a
large tournament here, the managers of the affair deserve a
gueat deal of credit. President Allen worked longand faith-

fully for the tournament before it commenced, and was cour-
teous and painstaking with the kickers after it did comuence.
He was the first on hand in the morning and the last to
leave at night. Protests were referred to the proper commit-
tee, and however frivolous were given due consideration. In
picking Haws we roust not he considered as finding fault.
1 onriderjog that this is the first attempt, we think the com-
mittee did remarkably well, but in calling the attention of
the shooters to what we consider to be errors made, we are
trying to prevent the occurrence of the same. The tourna-

ments will now become a regular feature, and we wish to see

each one better than the last.

Much of the success of the tournament was due to the work
of the very efficient cashier, Mr. Bolini; his work in straight

eningout the ties was neatness and dispatch personified. The
orders for prizes were given out as soon as won, by A. A
Martin, who had charge of this end of the work. Secretary

Schaefer should also be remembered. He has proven one oil

the most efficient men in this capacity that we have evei

seen.

Tbe traps worked as well as we ever saw them work ii

any large event. There is always a certain amount of break
age and the boys are for the must part unacquainted with the

working of traps in unknown angle events. The little colored

boy who pulled for the new set of traps deserves special men
tion. His pulling was about as good as it possibly could be
considering tbe fact that it was a rope pull.

But few protests were made, that of the Stock'on Gun Clot
against tbe substitution of Street for Nauman, and then the

second substitution of Nauman for Street was, in our estima-

tion, well founded and we hope to see some definite rule pro
vided for such instances before the next tournament is given
Nauman was unquestionably very ill and had to be led froi

the score at the finish of the tenth round of the team contest

but this was the misfortune of the Olympic not the fault o\

other clubs.

The Olympics should have asked the consent of the othei

contestants ^to substitute Street for Nauman. Surely undei
such circumstances no man who claims to be a gentleman
would object, but the principle is wrong as it opens the gate

to fraud and the claim of the Olympics that a man ma?
be substituted at any time for any cause is a plan unheard
of in shooting annals, and we venture to state never will be

heard of in the future. It is obviously unfair to oblige s

team of six men to compete against the combined efforts ol

seven men. If substitution be allowed in the middle of a

match what is to hinder a man who is making a poor score

from pretending illness and putting a better man in his place*

Did anyone ever hear of a man drawing out his entry fee ic

a match because his gun broke down, or did anyone evei

know of a match in which one man was allowed to com-
plete tbe score of another and have that score count as s

win? If so we would be pleased to put it on record.

In this case the Olympics tied with the Stockton team for

first place. When it came to shooting off the tie, Nauman
was in his old place in the team and the Stocktons objected

We claim,that the substitution in such a case as the oneic
question was only allowable by the consent of all the inter-

ested parties and that Street should have shot in the tie. At

it happened the Stocktons won the cup by one bird, and ai

winners they could only withdraw their protest.

The protest of the Garden City Cyclers Gun Club on thi

grounds of the wording of the programme that all evenU
would be class shooting, was in our estimation frivolous anc

the tournament committee evidently thought the same as the}

voted unanimously against it.

The object of offering a trophy that represents a clul

championship is just the reverse of class shooting; it is to fine

out which club has the strongest team of six men, anJ surelj

when three prizes are offered the three highest scores shoule

win.

In reality our Coast class shooting is not class shooting a

all as it gives but slight protection to the lower class men. I

is very easy for six experts to drop into the six ties and wir

the six prizes under the present method.
The time is not far distant when our shooters must be clas

sified by the Eastern method, the first class men will becomt
known and will be compelled to "compete against each othe

for separate prizes, our second class men ditto and so on dowi
the line.

The weather on Saturday was all that could be desired

but on Monday it was cold and windy after noon.
During the tournament about 14,000 birds were shot at.

The shooting commenced shortly after 9 A. m. on Sunday
The first event was an open pool at 10 singles, known traps

known angles. Entrance 50 cents, three moneys, 94 entries

J. W. Shiell won first money, J. Karney second and C. A
Merrill third.

The second event was at 15 siogles, entrance 75 cents

known traps, unknown angles, 103 entries, seven class prizes

The first being a JO guage duck gun, J. W. Shiell, of Traver

won first ; C. A. Merrill, of Stockton, second ; C. Nauman, o

the Olympics, third ; Trombone, of the Oaklands, fourth ; D
Winders, of Stockton, fifth ; F. H. Holmes, of the Garder

Citys, sixth, and A. W. Allen, of the Lincolns, seventh.

The next event was the match for the Gold Dust Diamont
Medal, valued at $100, at 20 singles, entrance $1, 103 entries

Winner of medal will get entrance money at next tournai

ment. Medal must be won three times to become private

property ; ten class prizes. J. W. Shiell won the medal will

20 straight, C. Nauman second, "Lake" of the Electrics tbird

D. Daniels of the Lincolns fourth, "Shy" of the Electric]

fifth, "Fox," of the San Joaquin Valley Club, sixth, H;

Coykendall, of the Garden City's, seventh, "Swiveler,

the Electrics, eighth, P. Bekeart, of the Olympics, ninth, F:

Wenzel, of the Lincolns, tenth.

The fourth event was the team match for the Associatioi

Trophy emblematic of the Club championship for teams
six men from each club, 20 singles per man, known trapsl

known angles, entrance $1 per man. Cup to be won tore

times before becoming the property of any club. Each met

ber of the winning team was presented with a gold blue roc'

button inscribed C. I. T. A.—Cup winners of 1895. Seconi

team received elegant sleeve buttons. Third team five exper

traps.

The Olympics and Stocktons tied for the trophy with 9-

each. The tie was shot off at the original number of bird

and the Stockton team won amid great excitement with a

score of 94 to 93, Olympics second. The San Joaquin Valle

team and the Oakland Gun-Club team tied for third nil

with 92 each.

In the shoot off the San Joaquin's woo with ascore of 85 t

81. The scores were as follows :

Stockton Gun Club—Haas 18, Blaine 17, Merrill 16, Rid
ards 16, Ellis 14, Baldwill 14. Total 95.

Olympics—Fanning 19, Feudner IS. Haight 16, Liddle H
Bekeart 14, Nauman and Street 12. Total 95.

San Joaquin Valley—Shiell 19, Rice 17, G. Lovelace Vi

Fox 14, Sensaboy 14, McVeagh 11. Total 92.

OaKland—Ingalls 17, Young 17, Trombone 17, Newton 1

Coffin 14, Baker 12. Total 92.

Garden City—G. Anderson 18, F. Covkendall 17, Barki

14, Holmes 13, Hall 12. Total 91.

Electric— Durst 18, Forster 17, Wetmore 15, Murdock 1'

Slade 13, Lake 11. Total 88.
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Empires—Webb 17, Stewart 16, BilliDgton 16, Debenhani

14, Andrus 13, Allison 12. Total 88.

Lincolns—Franzen 19, Kamev 17, Brnos 16, Daniels 14

Cate 13, Allen 10. Total 89.

XimroHs—Winders 14, Ricklefson 13,Lehrke 12, Schaeffer

11, Avres 11, Le Long 7. Total 68.

ffatsonville—Brewington 13, Smith 12, Sommerfield 11,

Werner 8, Rodriguez 5. Total 60.

The fifth event was at 15 singles, known traps, aoknown
angles, use of both barrells, second barrel breaks to count

half, entrance 75 cents. 104 entries, eight class prizes. The
first prize was an L. C. Smith hammerless won by Nauman
of the Olympics, Daniels of the Lincoln's second,H. G. Balk-

well of the Garden City's third, J. Bruns of the Lincoln's

fourth, Swiveler of the Electric's fifth, F. F. Merrill of Stock-

ton's sixth, F- H. Holmes of the Garden City's seventh and

J. S. Fanning of the Oiympic.s eighth.

SECOND DA'S.

The second day of the tournament started in with fog, and

when it cleared a strong wind blew across the traps, and to-

ward night it was cold and disagreeable. The entries were

not as large as on Sunday, and the spectators number about

fifty in place of the two hundred that attended on Sanday.

The first event was the wind-up of event Xo. 5 of Sunday.

Event No. 1 was started about half-past nine, and run

through in very good time. The match was at 15 singles,

known traps, unknown angles, entrance 75 cents, 86 entries.

The principal prize was a Winchester Repeating Shotgun,

valued at $65, and six other class prizes. F. H. Holmes won

the CTun with a straight score, J. Karney of the Lincolns sec-

ood,°H. G. Balkwell, Garden City's third, C. A. Merrill,

Stockton's, fourth, J. S. Fanning, Olympic's, fifth, "Trom-

bone", Oakland's, sixth and G. Blaine, Stockton's' seventh.

The second event was the match for the Association Indi-

vidual Champiooship Diamond Medal, at 20 singles, known
angles, entrance $1, winner of medal gets entrance money at

next tournament. Medal must be won three times to become

personal property, 12 class prizes, S3 entries. The medal

was won by "Trombone" (W. H. Seaver) with 20 straight,

second a Parker hammerless guo valued at 5100, won by Dr.

Barker of the Garden City's, J. S. Fanning third, "Lake"
fourth, C. A. Burgsns, Oakland's fifth, C. J. Haas. Stock-

ton's sixth, F. Vernon, Electrics, seventh, M. O.Feudner,

Olympic's eighth, R. H. Liddle, Olympic's ninth, N. Brown.

tenth. Freeman, Sutter Creek's eleventh, A. Roderiquaz,

Watsonville's twelfth.

The third event was the Overland Monthly trophy (by the

way the trophy has not been seen yet, though we are told it

is coming). This match is open to as many teams as wish to

enter. Teams to consist of six men each, at 20 singles per

man, known traps, known angles. First team to receive the

trophy and $30 in cash, second team 600 cartridges, third

team $600. Trophy must be won three times to become the

property of aoy club, and until so won will be shot for at

each tournament.

In this event, aBin the previous team match, the Olympics
and Stockton teams again tied with 95 each, but in shooting

off the tie the win was reversed, the Olympics winning with

a score of 97 to 93. The Electrics third with 93. The score

was as follows

:

Olympics—Fanning 17, Haight 17, Feudner 16, Nauman
16, Bekeart 15, Liddle 14 ; total 95.

Stocktons—Haas IS, Richards 17, Balk veil 17, Ellis 16,

Blain 12, C. Merrill 15 ; total «5.

Electrics—Shy 18, Wetmore 17, Eugene Forster 16, Ver-
io. Slade 14, Lake 13 ; total 93.

San Joaquin—Shiell 17, Rice 17, Lovelace 17, McVeagh
14, Williams 14, Fox 12; total 91.

Stocktons No. 2—Comfort 16, F. Merrill 14, W. Ditz 14,

Schaeferl.3, Lang 12, Loujers 10 ; total 79.

Lincolns—Edgar Forster 18, Daniels 16, Karney 15, Bruns

14, Quinton 13, Cate 10; total 86.

Empire—Stewart 20, Webb 17, Billington 14, Andrus 12,

Allison 12, Debenham 11; total 86.

Oakland—Trombone 17, Baker 15, Young 15, iDgalls 12,

Newton 12, Coffin 11 ; total 82.

Garden City—Baker 19, Anderson 15, Holmes 13, Flint 13

Coykendall 11, Hall 9 ; total 80.

The fourth and last event of the tournament was a little

late in starting on account of the numerous ties from pre-

vious matches that had to be shot off. In c msequence there

was not daylight enough left to shoot off all the ties, and
they were decided by the shooters as pleased their fancy. The
match was the Clabrough handicap, the shooters being handi-

capped from 1 to 5 birds each. Each man shooting at 15

singles, known traps, known angles, entrance $1 00. Ten class

prize;: The first a Clabrough hammerless gun; secood, $20,

given by Dupont Smokeless Powder Company.
The handicapping was, on the whole, very well done, if

aDy errors occurred they were on the side of the expert, not

theamateu-. Edg. Forster, "Sly" and McVeagh tied for the

gun. As McVeagh was not to be found be consequently lor-

feited his right and "Sly" and Forster settled the matter be-

tween themselves, Forster taking the gun. Second prize was

won by Webb, Stewart aad Baker; J. M. Allison of the Em-
pire, third; E. S. Richards, Stockton, fourth ; C. J. Haas,

Stockton, fifth; F. H. Holmes. Garden City's, sixth ; A. R.
Crowell, Electrics, seventh; E.Werner, Watsonville, ninth;

D. Walton, Electrics, tenth.

The shooters were handicapped as follows: Scratch, Webb,
Bruns, Daniels, Cate, Fanning, Lake, Flint, Haas, "Slade,"

Wetmore, Karney, Shiell, Feudner, Nauman, Holmes and C.

Merrill.

Those who were given one bird were "Sly," Stewart, Bur-
gans, Barker, Allison, Kerrison, Eug. Forster, Fox, Haight,
Richards, F. Merrill, C. Williams, Andrus, G. Lovelace,
Winders, H. Coykendall, F. Coykendall, AlcMahon, Deben-
ham, Billington, Rice, Anderson and Hall.

ThoBe who were given two birds were : McVeagh, Edg.
Forster, Brewington, Baker, Balkwell, Liddle Swiveler,

Qoinion, Sensaboy, "Coffin," Vernon, G. Jackson, A. Love-
lace, Bekeart, W. Ditz, "Ingalls," O'Donnell, Summerfield,
Lonjers, M. C. Allen, Comfort, Robertson, Brown and Wer-
ner.

Those who were eiven three birdB were Gross, Schaefer,
i Trafton, "Young," Rodriguez, Crowell, Peterson.

Four birds: Freeman, Voorheis, White and Street. Five
: Lewis. Six : Walton.

The scores in all the events including team events and team
1 ties are given below with the number of birds broken, num-
ber of birds shot at and the percentage. The figures given
for the fourth event of the second day indicate the actual

number of birds broken exclusive of the handicap.

W. E. Mnrdock
"Sly"
A. Webb
J. Brans
J. W. Shiell
Dr. Barber
J. Karney
C.'J. Haas :

Eug. Forster
H. G. Balkwell

,

G. Franzen
J. S. Fanning
M. O. Fendner ...

F. F. Merrill
F. Stewart
G. Lovelace ,

C. H. Burgans
C. A. Merrill
C. Nauman ,

Trombone
D. Daniels
E. S. Richards
"Fox"
"Lake "

G. Billington
C. A. Haight
Geo. Ellis

W. N. Wetmore
-Ingalls"
G. Anderson
Kerrison
J. C. Baker
a. J. Comfort
F. Coykendall
C. Cate
D. Winders
"Slade"
F. H. Holmes
W. F. Andrus
J. Rice
H. Quinton
P. Bekeart
C. Williams
G. Blaine
L. P. Bolander
B.J. Baum
W. G. Flint
H. Ricbletson
R. H. Liddle
W. Ditz ,

G.Jackson-
O. Fiscber_
E. McMabon ,

E. E. McVeagh
A. Lovelace
J. C. O'Donnell
Sensaboy
G. Brewingtoa-
F. Vernon „
"G. D." Robertson .

" Whitney"...?.
E. Summerfield

,

"Dick"_ „....,

"Young"
Edg. Forster..

G. Debenham
"Coffin"
A. B. Lang
H. Lonjers
J. H. Potter
G. Lehrke
G. Ditz
Swiveler
O. M. Allison
Dr. Ayers
H. Newton
Wm. Gross
A R. Crowell
C. H. Shaw
L. D. Owens
D.Hall
F. E Peterson
A.W, Allen
N. Brown
H. Coykendall
F. Anderson
G. Schaefer
H. H. White _.

M. C. Allen
J. D. Trafton
R. Wenzel_
L. S. Upson
W. J. Hynes„
C. Jackson
W. J. Street
E. Werner
W.J.Smith -
H. Jnstins
F. Voorhees
F. KlevesabU
W. R. Lipsett
Le Long
Dr Thorn
Freeman
A. Rodriguez
A. A. Martin
D. Walton
Lewis-
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We think that the following table of guns, powders and
loads used at the tournament will prove of great value as an
object lesson to our readers. Possibly a few changed their

loads after we interviewed them, but the table will be found
to be correct in the main.

Name. Gdh and Powdeb.

Allison. O. M Smith—3d E. C. & 42 gr G. D.m 1 1-8

Alien, M. C Smith—3Kd Dupont 1 1 8
Andrus. W. F- Parker—3Kd Dopont IK
Allen. A. W smith—2?id Dupont IK
Anderson, G. H- . ...Smith—3d Dupont IK
Ayers, Ed Clabrough—3d Dnpont -IK
Anderson, F. F Smith—3d Dupont IK
Burgans. O. H Colts—2?i d E. C IK
Billington, G. G Smith—3d. Dupont IK
Bekeart, P Smith—3>± d. Dupont 1 1 8
Bruns. J. H Greener—3 d Dnpont IK
Blaine, Geo Smith—334 d.Hazard Smokeles s IK
Baker, J. C Greener—2^ d. Dupont IK
Baker, A. M Smith—Sehnltz I 1

*
Bremington. G. F— .Parker—10 gr. Gold Dost -1 1-8

Baum, b. J Smith—3dr Dupont 1 1-S

Brown, N Smith—3d Hazard Smokeless 1 1-8

Balkwell, H. G Smitb-3d Hazard Smokeless 11-8
Bolander, L. P Smith—2^ d. Hazard Smokeless 1 1-8

Cadman, J. O Scott—3 d. Dupont 1 1-8

Colville, W. F„ Smith—44 grs. Gold Dust". 1 1-8

Cate, C Greener—3d Hazard IK
Crowell. A. R Smith—43 grs. Gold Dust IK
Coykendall. H. D Greener—3d Hazard Smokeless 1 1-S

Campbell. M Clabrough—40 grs. Gold Dust IK
Comfort. A. J Smith—3d Hazard Smokeless IK
Debenham. Geo. Smith—2->.7,d Dupont 1 1-:

Daniels. D- Greener—3d Hazard Smokeless 114

D tz. \V Smith—3d Hazard Smokeless- l'i
Dnrst. J. H Clabrough—3d Dnpont 114

Ditz, Geo Smith—3d Hazard Sm.- IK
Ellis. G. E ..Smith—3d Hazard Sm 1 1-8

Fanning. J. S -Smith—14 grs. Gold Dust I
1

i
Fischer, O Greener—43 grs. Gold Dnst 1 1-1

Feudner. M. O -Smith—3',d. Dupont IK
Forster, Edg Clabrough 3)4d. Dupont „...1K
Forster, Eug -Clabrough—3d. Dupont 1 1-S

Flint, W. G- Speneer-3d. Dupont 1 1-S

Franzen. Geo Lefever— 3d. Dupont IK
Gross. Wm -Parker—3d. Dupont IK.
Haight, C. A - Smith—3K d. Dupont - lis.

Haas, C. J Sueider—3d. Dnpont IK

Name. Gdh and Powdee.
Henkle. G - Smith—3d. Dupont
Hall, C. A _ Lefever—2^ d. Schultze....
Hvnes. W. J Clabrough-3Kd. Dupont .

Hall. L. E „ Smith—3d. Dupont

Shot.

.-1 1-8 No. 7
.1 1-s No. 7

. 1 1-S Ho. 7

...1 1-8 No. 7
;

:

. No. -y,Holmes, F. H Smith—-Kd. Schultze -
Judy. O. M Lefever—3d. Schultze fj\*s No' 7
Jackson. G. H Colt—8J4 d. Dopont 1 1-8 No 7
Jostius. H Parker— 3 d. Dupont IK No* 7
"Slade" -...Cashmore—3 d. schultze 1 oz. No' 7
Kerrison Parker—10 grs. Gold Dust 1 1-8 No 7
Karney, J. F -Greener -3 d. Dupont 1' : No 7
Kellogg. S.J -Smith—43grs. Gold Dost 1 is No 8
Klevesahl. F Remington—2'^ d. E. C 1 1-8 \'o 7
Lovelace, G —Smith—15 grs Gold Dost 1 is No 7
Lovelace. A -Smith—ISgrs.Gold Dust, II-8N0 7
Lipsett. W. R Jones—12 grs. Gold Dust 11-8 No ~K
Lang. A Smith—3 d. Hazard Sm 1 1-* No 7
Lehrke, G. F Parker—42 grs. Gold Dust 1 1-- No 7
Lonjers, H Smith—3 d. Hazard Sm 1' , No 7K
Merrill. F. F Greener—

l

1^ d. Hazard Sm 1 i-s No 7'

McVeagh. E. E Greener—3 d. Dupont I
1

: No 7
Martin, A. A Liddle—45 grs. Gold Dust n-8 No. 7
McMahon, E. E Parser—3^ Dupont 1 l-,s No 7
Merrill. C. A rcener— 41 grs. Gold Dust 1 1-8 No* 7*-£

Murdocb. W. E Remington—3Kd. Dupont 1 1-S No 7
Newton. H Parker—2?^ d. E C - „IK No 7
Naoman C Smith—3K Dupont lU No. 7
Norton F. B Clabrough-44 grs. Gold Dust 11-8 No. 7
Owens, L. D Clabrough—3Kd. Dupont 1 l-s No 7
O'Donnell, J, C Lefever—2Kd- Sehnltze 1 1-3 No 7
Potter, J. H .Greener—46grs. Gold Dost - IK No r
Peterson, F. E BueKley—3d Dupont „l'. No. 7
Quinton, H Greener—3d. E. C - „ IK No "

Richards, E. S Smith—3d E. C jii No 7
Ricklefson, H Lefever— 3d. Wood l'l-S No. 7
Robertson, "G. D."..Smith— 45grs. Gold Dnst 1 1-3 No 7K
Rice, J Smith—3d. Dupont 1',' No' 7K
Rodriquez Smith—3d. Dupoot and 42gTS. G. D...1 1-8 No S
Richardson, T. C Smith—12 grs. Gold Dust 1 l-s No 7
Schaefer. Geo Smith—3'^ d. E. 1 1-8 No. 7
Sensaboy Smith—Dupont 1 1-8 No. 7
Shiell. J.W Lefever—12 grs. Gold Dust 1 1-8 No. 7
Stewart, F -Smith—3 Dnpont 114 No 8
Seaver, W. H Winchester—iyA Dupont 1 l-s No. 7
Smith, John Scott— 3d. Dupont 1 ]-s No. 7
Shaw. C. H Clabroueh—

2

:i^ d. Dupont 1 1=S No. 7K
Schreiber, G. C Smith-3d. E O 11-SNo -

Street. W. J Parker—3d. Dupont 1 1-8 No. 7
Sommerfield, E. J...Smith—E. C 1 1-8 No 7
Trafton, J. D Daly—48 gr Gold Dost \% No. 7
Thorne, W. M -Liddle—42grs. Gold Dust 1 l-S No. 7
Vernon, Frank Clabrough—33£d. Dupont 1 1-S No. 7
Voorhies, F. A Parker—3K d. Dupoot 1 1-8 No 7
Winders. D Smith-3!i d. E. C _. IK No. 7
Wetmore, W. N Colts—15 grs. Gold Dust IK No. 7
Webb, A. J Smith—3Kd. Dopont l£ No. s

White. H. H Clabrough—3d. Dupont 1 1-8 No. 7
Winders, C. M Parker—3d. Dupont 1 1-8 No. 7
Weozel, R. G Smith—4Sgrs Gold Dust IK No. 7

The total of powders used areas follows: Dupont 47, Gold
Dust 25, Hazard Smokeless 14, E. C. 9, Schultze 6 and Wood
1

The tournament terminated in a banquet at the Occidental
on Monday evening that was a succces in every particular.

Fifty two plates were set. The hall was prettily decorated
for the occasion and the tables were tastefully decorated with
flowers. The tables were arranged in a hollow square. Presi-
dent Allen made a very appropriate speech. The trophies
and medals were distributed at the banquet. Toasts and
speeches followed and the festivities lasted late into the night.
The menu was as follows :

Uncover your traps '.

MENU.

Ready !

Pull:

Blue Rocks on toe Half Shell.

B. B. Olives Nitro Radishes Sancissou de Lyon, 4 drams % oz,
A heavy load, but not dangerous

Crab Salad Smokeless Mayonnaise
A Selby load, warranted to kill

Filet of Sole. Sauce Tartare
This is a straigh taway

Potatoes Parisienne
See that your safety is up

Sweetbreads, en caisse, a la poulette
No chance to drop for place

Stewed Terrapin, a la Maryland
This is a bird we never miss

And now for wads !

—

Fried Homiuy
Punch Sorbet au Rhum

A double charge is dangerons
Roas Spring Chicken au cresson

Everybody has a good eye
Petits Potato croquettes

A mixed load, but perfectly safe
Cold Ham Romaine and Tomato Salad

All hands shoot off ties on this double
Neapolitan Ice Cream Assorted Cakes

Everybody makes a break
Traver Rock Cheese
Cafe noir, black powder style

Close your traps !

[N, B.—The consumme was omitted as no one was in it.l

Alameda County Game.

San Leandeo, Cal., Oct. 8th, 1895.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—Having traveled

over the county for several months, and having conversed

with a number of people in different parts of the county re-

garding game, they all seem to think that hunters have re-

spected the laws this year better than they have in former

years.

Quail and ducks are very plentiful this season, and hunters

who are food of rail, quail or duck shooting can get as full a
bag in this county as in any of the neighboring counties.

While performing my duties around Alvarado, Oct. 3d, I

saw two hunters walking out to the fresh water ponds belong-

ing to the Willow Lodge Shooliag Club. The parties looked

rather suspicious so I watched them until 1 saw them shoot.

As they had no possible way of getting out without being
seen, I hid in the tulles near a little trail until thevcamein,
each having a string of fine sprigs, consequently I arrested

them and brought them before Judge QuinD at San Leandro,
where they pleaded guilty and paid their fine of $70. They
gave the names of C. W.Crane and F. L. Crawford. lam
inclined to think that in future they will wait until the sea-

son opens.

I am going to do my utmost to have this violating stopped,

and will have deputies throughout the county.

Yours respectfully,

J. L. Donovan, Game Warden.

The California Inanimate Target Association has a snug
little sum tn its treasury, and this, with the addition of tbe

dues of tbe clubs for next year, should make a handsome list

of prizes for the May tournament. Stockton will make a

strong bid for the oext one and we see no good reasoo why
they should not have it. The Stockton sportsmen promise to

raise $1,000 for prizes and will entertain the visiting sports-

men right royally. The team trophy is up there now and
we will have to go up there and take it away The Stockton
team would never be so discourteous as to refuse to give up
the trophy to visitors.
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HOOF-BEATS.

En. COBBIOIH will have about fifty horses in training

cellSprini!.

Fkancis Tbkvelyan has been appointed Jockey flub

steward at the meeting at Macon.

W. I.- Api-eebv has a rare good lot of thoroughbreds for

sale al the Bay District track. See his advertisement.

Salvablk, by SaWalor— Lydia, was third to Emotional

and Cavil in a six-furlong dash al Gravesend Tuesday.

Cincinnati papers slale thai \V. E. Applegale has sold

Dominion for $1,500 lo Guy Irving, of Louisville, Ky.

Tim MnKTHVwas tired al a mile yesterday, but showed

his inability lo keep up ibe pace for such a long journey.

The Indiana Supreme Court has overruled a petition for a

rehearing in the Koby track case. This settles Roby this

year.

HuroerBima defeated Rey del Carreras for the Billows

Stakes, six furlongs, at Gravesend, N. Y. yesterday. Time,

1:141.

LUCKS Baldwin denies the newspaper rumor lhat he in-

tends lo take a string of horses to England and then to

France.

Messrs. C. FmHSOHM4.HH & Son have bought the two-

year-old colt Sherlock from Messrs. Ed Hopper and Carrol

"Reid for $8,000.

Old Galilee won a mile and three-sixteenths race at

Gravesend Wednesday, Counter Tenor atd Sir Excess finish-

ing behind him. Time, 2:02.

Waldo J.'s three heals in 2:0S, 2:09} and 2:09, are worthy

of being placed at the head of the list. Waldo J. was only

beaten a length in 2:0S in the first heat.

J. J. Burke, of New York, who is to act as judge at the

Bay District, wired President Williams yesterday that he

would leave for San Francisco on October 15th.

RlQUTTA-L has been doing nothing beyond good strong

half-speed gallops lately, t.nd is nut at all likely to be seen at

the post before the Morris Park meeting, if then.

Fannie Louise must have run the six furlongsWednesday

in 1:131. Imp. Ivy, who was beaten three lengths, was separ-

ately timed in 1:13}. The official time was 1:14}.

Gladwin, a bay filly by imp. Plenty (son of Suwarrow),a

horse brought to California from Melbourne by R. E. deB.

Lopez, won a half mile dash at Hueneme last week. Time,

0:51.

Requital's da^n is Retribution, by Reform; Ben Brush's

dam isRoseville, by Reform, and Princess.Xorelta is out of

Hinda Dwyer, by Reform. The day of reformation is at

band.

" The boy plunger," as they call Riley Granoan, made a

book at Oakley the early part of the meeting, and lost on

the block and in his outside speculations. He will come to

California the coming Winter.

Macklin sent the hearts of the backers of Treachery up
into their throats with a ker-chuck by his riding near the

wire. He won, driving, and saved the utter collapse of a

large contingent, when he sbouid have won by a block.

James F. Caldwell, the well-known Eistern flig-

wielder, bas been appointed starter for the Pacific Coast

Jockey Club during its coming meeting at Ingleside. Presi-

dent Spreckels advised Caldwell by wire yesterday of his pre-

ferment.

Treachery, J. G. Brown & Co.'s bay filly by Hanover

—

Deceit, left the maiden ranks Wednesday. In her six starts

at Sacramento and Bay District she has missed some part of

the mcnev only once, having one win, three seconds and one
third lo her credit.

The Endurance Slakes at three miles was a great attrac-

tion at Oakley lasl Thursday. Only three horses started,

Grannan, Orinda and Newcom. The former led all the way.
winning easily. The first mile was run in 1:541, two miles
in 3:43} and three miles in 5:31.

The Pacific Coast Jockey Club has issued its stake book,
with entries to the stakes to be run during ihe inaugural
meeting of 1895. The list is a very flattering one to the new
club, as the entries are not only very satisfactory numeri-
cally, but ihe horses are high class.

William Murby's string, composed of Circe, Rey del
Bandidos, Edgemount, Red Glen, Mahogany, Pricelle,
Thornhill, Red Chief, Major Ban filly, Belfast, Mantell and
a couple of two year-olds owned by Joe Terry, will be
shipped lo Bay District fiom Sacramento next Thursday.

CHBI8. Smith, owoer of Yo lambien.has made an arrange-
ment wilb Col M. Young, by which Yo Tambien will be
nenl lo McGrathiana nexl spring and bred to Hanover. She
will probably have her last race at Latouia and will be
shipped to McGialhiana at the close of Ihe Latonia fall meet-
ing.

(live, by Clieveden, cannot be bought for any amount of
money. He is one of the greatest race horses in ibe land of
the southern crot«. Clieveden's sons and daughters are do-

rr well this »eason there and his few colls and fillies

here are said to be the finest looking ever foaled in Cali-
fornia.

Iian I.ama-m:-, s racing stable was sold at Si. Louis last
Saturday, with ihe following result : Yemen, Barney Schrie-
ber, | M H. Harned, $350 ; Service, Barney
Schrelbar, M00; St. Panorma, D. Hoover, $260; Sir Loin, T.
11. Kyan, $600. J. Hardy & Co, sold Fra Diavolo to N. C
Frank for $526.

The grand old broodmare Belle Knight, by Knighlhood,
'"it of Kentucky Belle, died at Nautura Stud Farm, Septem-
ber 22d, aged twenty-lhree years. She was the dam
land, Free Knight. I'nite, Mary Corbetl, Long Knight,
Shaker, l're--mao. Lavinia Belle, Annie Blackburn, Cicero,'
Sir Knigl: .';id King Arthur, all race winners. The amount
her produce von on the turf amounts to $135,000.

The sensation of yesterday's races at Latonia was the de-

feat of the crack colt Sherlock, recently purchased by C.

Fleischmann A: Son for $8,000 from Carroll Reid. He was

an odds-on favorite, heavily backed, but was beaten by Sir

Play, by Sir Modred, who was in receipt of eleven pounds.

The time, 1:161, was very fast for the track. Jockey Chorn

was indefinitely suspended be the judges for using foul lan-

guage lo the starters. It is not probable that he will be al-

lowed to ride there again.

Stambel, the good four-year-old colt owned by Liues

Bros., Rochester, N. Y., is bred in lines which should make
him not only a great race horse but as well a producer of rare

qualities. He is by Stambow (a son of Stamboul, 2:071), out

of Belone, by lone 12,029; second dam Bell, by Kentucky

Prince; third dam Bell of Richmond, by Hambletonian 10;

fourth dam Bell of Richmond, by Norman 1777. Stambell

took a record of 2:29} at Ithaca and repeated the same record

at Dansvi lie and Rochester, N. Y. Stambell is the oldest of

the get of his sire, his dam having been bred in 1890 when
Stambow was but a two-year-old. He has shown this year

ability to beat 2:20.

Dr. Masoero, Ihe well-known veterinarian of this cily,

has erected a splendid building near the old Ocean House and

in it has placed fifty-two.box-stalls, room for two hundred
tons of hay, cooling-out rooms, an infirmary, kitchen, dining-

room and bedrooms for the jockeys and trainers who will

bring their thoroughbreds to the beach for exercise in the

salt water. The beach is three miles long, and is unequalled

by any in the world. The climate is pleasant and the sea

breezes most invigorating. This eminent surgeon has

achieved a high place in the estimation of horse-owners for

his skill, and in his endeavors to restore cripples to useful-

ness on the track, he deserves the highest commendation.
His new venture will be a success from the day of opening.

"E3Ior-i»o Owners Sliould HPx-y

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL .

Prepared
exclusive-

ly by .T. E.
Gombault
ei-Veteri*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

Government

Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible tnprodnce any scar or blemish. The Safest

be»t BLISTER everted. Takes the place of all lini-
ments for mild or severe action, ltemoves allJJuuche*
or niemtshea from llorces or Cut lie.

a? a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rheumotlsnv
Sprains, 6cre Throat, Etc., it Is invaluable,

WE GUARANTEE 8JfuSFfio
fc

S'aSSa
i

wSf

Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is Warran-
ted to give satisfaction. Price $ | ,5()per bottle, Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimoTiinls. etc. Address >

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, a

& J. Sloane & Co "!

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Carpets,

Rugs,
Furniture,

Drapery-

Materials,

Lace Curtains,

Window Shades

ORIENTAL RUGS
Modern and Antique, in Great

Variety.

641-643-645-647 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Sidney has a new performer in the chestnut mare Sister

C.,that took a record of 2:29} on the half-mile track at

Rochester, N. Y., September 25. Sister C. is a seven ye ir-old

mare that was bred by the late Count Valensin on his Califor-

nia farm. She is now owned bv the well-known horseman
Lines Bros of Rochester, N. Y. Sister C.'s dam is Miss
Casserly, bv Eugene Casserly, and her second dam is by
Whipple's, Hambletonian. This mare is a full sister to Cath-
arine, purchased by Mr. Robt. Bonner at Kellogg's sale in

March, 1S89. Lines Bros, writes that they have a promising
yearling foal by Stambow, out of Sister C, that took second
premium at the New York State Fair in the yearling stand-

ard class.

THOROUGHBRED

Auction Sales
IN NOVEMBER.

YEARLINGS

Palo Alto
Stock Farm.
YEARLINGS AND HORSES IN

TRAINING

Theo. Winters, Esq.

YEARLINGS AND HORSES IN
TRAINING OF

Chas. Kerr, Esq.

STALLIONS, BROODMARES, YEAR-
LINGS AND WEANLINGS

Est. Col. H. I. Thornton
Catalogues for Palo Alto and winters sale now ready.

KITLIP & CO., - Auctioneers

30 MONTGOMERY ST. . SAN FRANCISCO.

Kern County

-:- Country Club

PONY RACE MEETING,
TO BE HELD AT -

Bakersfield Race Track,

NOVEMBER 5th and 6th, 1895.

Open races for horses and ponies.

ENTRIES CLOSE OCTOBER 21, 1895.

For further particulars, apply to

Dr. R. A. Fergusson, M. G. Burmester,

President, BakersQeld, Cal. Secretary.

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
FALL MEETING.

BAY DISTRICT TRAOK
COMMENCING SEPTEMBER 21, 188S.

Raolng Monday, Tuesday , Wednet -

day, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Fire or More Racea Kaoli Day. Race. Star
at 3 p. in. aharp.

tm~ McAlllBter and Geary-street cars pass tne'irate.

For Sale Privately.

The following roya'ly-bred thoroughbreds :

IMP. 8 4,\ PKDRO.hr li, by Waxllght-Judlth.
A winner and tire of thewlnuer, Don Pedro.

R4I\DR0P, b m, by Wlldldle-Imp. Teardrop.
Iii foul to Imp. Doncaster. A frequeut winner and
hall-sister to imp. Bruins and Cyrus.

\ K \Hll\i; FILLY, by Imp. Merriwa—Raindrop.A Hue individual.

P or any lntormailon and lor prices apply to
W. L. U'PLBB V, Bay District Track, S. .
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THE CALIFO RNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTER MEETING, 1895, BEGINNING OCTOBER 26.

The Following Stakes Will Be Run at this Meeting .

Entries Close October 25, 1895.
THE ROSEilEADE STAKES—For two-year-old fillies. Entrance

(10: §25 additional for horses not declared by the time of closing entries,

Lbe day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
[he value of the stakes to be 51,500 to the winner, §250 to second and ?icu

LO third horsp. Winners of one race of the value of$3,00i), or two of ihe

value of §l,50u each, to carry 7 pounds penalty. Non-winners of a race

Df the value of s 1,000 allowed 3 pounds; of $500, 7 pounds: of ?300, if non-
ivinuer ot three races of any value, allowed 15 pounds : maidens beaten
three or more timesallowed 20 pounds. Five and a half furlorjgs.

THE ELMWOOD STAKES—For two-year-olds. Entrance 510; 825

additional for horses not declared by the lime of closing entries, the day
preceding the race. Tbe California Jockey Club to guarantee the valoe
of the stakes to be §1, 500 to the winner, §25'i to second and $100 to third

borse. Winners or one race of the value of $3,000. or two (t the value of

J1.5C0 fach, 1 1 carry 7 pounds penalty. Non-winners of a race of the value
of $1,0,0 allowed 3" pounds ; of ?500, 7 pounds; of 5300, if non-winner of

three races of any value allowed 15 pounds; maidens beaten three or
more limes allowed 20 pounds Six furlongs.

THE PALO ALTO 'STAKES—A handicap for two-year-olds. En-
trance ?10; $25 additional for horses not declared by the time of clrsing
entries, the day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to

guarantee the value of ihe slakes lo be $1,600 to the winner. 53)0 to secoDd
and $100 to third tmrse. Weights to he announced three days prior to

the race. About six furlongs.

THE PRODUCE EXCHANGE STAKES—For two-year-olds that
have not won a race at tb* lime ofclosing entries. Entrance $10; $20 ad-
ditional for horses not declared by the time of closing entries, the day
preceding the race. The Califnrnia Jockey Club to guarantee the value
of the slakes to be $1,0' 0, of which $200 to second land $1C0 to third horse.
Winners of one race to carry 3 pounds penalty; of two or more races.any
value or one value 5600, to carry 5 pounds penalty: maidens, i( beaien
three or more times, allowed 5 pounds, if unplaced (1-2-3) 10 pounds.
Five and a half furlongs.

THE LXSSAK SELLING STAKES—For two-year-olds. Entrance
} 10 ; $20 additional t r horses not declared by time ot ck sing entries, the
nay nrecediug the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee Ihe
value ol thestakes to be $l,00D, of which 5200 to second and$IOO to third
horse. The winner to be sold at auction for $3,000 ; if for less, 1 pound
allowed for each $200 to 51,-100 ; then 1 pound for each $100 to §200. Five
aod a half furlongs.

THENAGLEE STAKES-A handicap for two and lh re e-year-olds.

Entrance $10 : $20 add lional for horses not declared by time of closing
entries, the day preceding ihe race The California Jockey Club to guar
aotee tbe value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $200 to second and $100
totbird horse. Weights to be announced three days prior to the race.

Seven furlongs.

THE NORFOLK STAKES—For three-year-olds. Entrance $10;
|;5 additional for horses not dec'ared by time of closing entries, t e day
^recediu? the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value
af tbe stakes to be $1,500, of which $200 tn second and $100 to third horse.
Winners in I8S5 ot'me raceof the value of $3,000, or two of the va'ue of
31,500, tocarry 5 pounds penalty. Non-winners, in 1895, nf a race of the
value of $1,000 allowed 5 pounds ; of $7.io, 8 ponud* ; of $>00, 12 pounds ;

a! $400, if noQ-winners of five races in 1895, allowed 18 pounds. One mile.

THE RANCHO DEL PASO STAKES-A handicap for three year-
'

olds. Entrance $10 ; $25 additional for horses not declared by time of
closing entries, the day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club

'

to guarantee the value of the stakes t be $1,500 to the winner, $300 to i

the second aod $100 to third h >rse. Weights to be announced three days
befjieihe race. One mile and a sixteenth.

THE QUINLAN SELLING STAKED—For all ages. Entrance $10 ;
\

$?0addi ional for horses not dec'ared by time of closing entrie , the day
preceding tbe race The California JVckey Club to guarantee the value
Ot Hie stakes lo be 51 2 JO. cf which $2'lu [,, secun.l and *!00 tn third horse.
The winner to be sold at auction tor 54,000 ; if for less, 1 pound allowed
for each $200 to $1,400; then 1 pound fjr each $10j to $400. Seven furlODgs.

THE GUNST SELLING STAKES For all ages. Entrance $10; $25
'

additional forhors s not declared by ilrne of closing entries, tbe dav pre-
ceding the rnce. Tlie California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
tbe staki s lo be 51,50ut 1 the « inner, 5230 to the secind and $10i to the
tbird horse. The winner to be sold at auclion for$3,000;it for less, 1 pound
allowed for each $250 to $1500; then 1 pound for each $100 to $500. One
and a sixteenth miles.

THE.PACIEICUNIONSELLTNGSTAKE^-For all ages. Entrance
$:0;$2oaddltionalfor horses not declared by tim-» of closing entries, the
da" preceding the r*ce. The California Jockpv Clu'. to guarantee tbe
value of the stakes to b5 $1,200 to ihe winner, $201 to ihe second and $100
to the third horse. Tne winner to be sold at auction lor $,'j,oo0; if for less
I pound allowed for each $200 to $l,<j03 ; ihen 1 pound for each $100 to S70J
One mile.

THE RICHMOND STAKES- A handicap for all ages. Entrance
$10; $25 additional for bors^s not declared by time of closing entries, ihe
day preceding race The California Jockev Club to guarantee tbe value
of thestakes to be $1 800; of which 5200 to the second and $100 to tbe third
horse. Weigats t j be announced three days prior to race. One mile.

THE PALACE HOTEL STAKES-A handicap f,r all ages. En-
trance $!0: $15 additional for horses not declared oy time of cl sing en-
tries, the day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club lo guaran-
tee the value of the stakes to be $1800, of which £200 to the second and 5 100
to the ibird horse. Weighisto be annoujeed three davs before the race.
One mile and a furlong

THE BURNS STAKES-A handicap for alt ages Entrance $10; $40
additional for horses not declared by fiur p. m. dav after weigh is are an-
nounced; $100 additional for starters The California Jockey Club to
guarantee the value of thestakes to be $7,500, of wnich 51.CO0 to second and
$500 to third horse. Weights to be announced five days before the race
Horses not declared by 4 p. m. day preceding the race to be liable for full
starting fee. Winners of any race after weights are announced to carry
5 pounds penalty; if handicapped at less than weight for age, 7 pounds
penalty. One mile and a quarter.

THE FOLLANSEEE STAKED-A handicap for three-year-olds and
upwards. Entrance $10; $25 additional for horses not declared bv time of
closltg entries, the day preceding the race The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value ot the stakes to be $1,500 to the winner. $20] to sec-
ond and $100 to tbird horse. Weights to bd announced three days prior
to race. One mite and a half.
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THE FLOOD STAKES-A handicap hurdle race for three-year-oldsa
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t " be 51-2W to tbe winner. $200 to second and5100 to third horse. Two miles, over eight hurdles.

THE LORILLARD STAKES-A handicap steeplechase f>r three-year-olds and upwards Entrance 510; $25 additional tor bors-s not de-clared by time of Cosing entries, ihe day preceding the rrce. We ehta to-be announced three days prior to race. Tbe California Jockev Club toguarantee the value ot the stakes to be $1,200 to Lbe winner, $200 to sec-
I horss. The short steeplechase course. About one

THE BEVERWYCK STAKE^-A handicap steeplechase for threeyear-olds and upward. Entrance $10; $25 additional for horses not de-clared by time of dosing en nes, the d*y preceding the race. Weight* to-be announced three days prior to the race. The Cal forua Jockev Club
to guarantee the value of ihe stakes to be $1,510 to tbe winner $'-50 tosecond aad $11)0 to third horse. The full steeplechase course.' Abouttwo and a quarter miles. k

COXDITIOSS. —
Except in handicaps and races where the weights are fixed ab'olutelv in the conditions, fillies two years old shall be allowed three pounds, and mares three years old and unwards shall ho on™*,! b™ -

,he first of September, aud three pounds aiterwards. All geldings allowed three p Hinds. Tn ateenlenhasw and hnr/iio ™™« thOWO;»hto Bhoii t,a . 'p„,. ,».„*„ .?„„_ „,^.i ,,?__„__,_ . "P..

;

sallowed five e

ilds, 167 pounds; torsix-year-oldsaod upward, 1-2 piunds. No weights Ies3 tbr
- "

ermlssioo until late spring, at least five days a week, five or more races each rj

aossible, while liberal purses will be given throughout. Although at present ol._ . .. ......
for foals of ls94) are being prepared and will be issued, hortly, the stakes lo be run in the spring and fall meetiog of 1896. Steeplechases and hurdle races will be given spMhTl attention^ndltm7^^^ t

7MAT^ia B
-

l&**S
ispossiole Ourcourse has neeo greatly improved this summer, and is now the sa test winter track in America; iu addition to which we have just completed an inside course, which will be^teolut^mffliiiMS wJ?J?^— so as to give all classes of horses a chance. We have secured competent officials to manage and conduct 001^racea.and *L*A^horsemen
veatber. Programmes are Issued weekly, our policy being to arrange the conditio
oat we will spare no effort to make their stay with us pleasant as well as profitable.

_. MILROV. Secretary California Jockey dub.
1 HOMA* H. WILLIAMS. Jr. President California Jockey Club.

Address all communications to

RRMILROY, Secretary.

VIM. F. SCHULTE,
President. NEW LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB

CHAS. F. PRICE,

STAKES TO CLOSE OCTOBER 15, 1895.

FOR THE SPRING MEETING OF 1897.

Iha New Louisville Jockey Club will close the following Stakes on October 15, to be run at its Spring Meeting, 1897 :

£6,000

&4.000

• 3,500

THE KENTUCKY DERBY _For three-year-olds (foals of 189 li; So to accompany tbe nomination ; 815 to be paid
May 1, 1896 ; S3u to be paid March 1, 1897 ; =tC0 additional to start. The Club to guar-
antee the value ot the stakes to be 56,000, of which S700 to second and $300 to third.

Colts (o carry 122 pounds: geldiugs (at time of starting-), 119 pounds ; fillies, 117 pounds. Those not haying won a three-year old race of the value of SI,5oo,
allowed five pounds ; maideus, 10 pounds. One Mile and a Quarter.

THE CLARK STAKES-
the Kentucky Derby to carry five pounds extra,

pounds. One Mile and an Eighth.

For three-year-olds < foals of 1891) ; ?j to accompany the nomination ; Sto to be paid May 1, LS9S ; S30 to be
"paid March 1, 1897 ; 5100 additional to start. Tbe Club to guarantee the value ul the stakes to be 51,000,

of which ?350 lo second and SloO to third. Colts to carry 122 pounds; rillies, 117 pounds. The winner of
Those not having won a three-year-old race of the value of $1,500, allowed Jive pounds ; maidens, teu

^.__ --— --^---ifc,, ^^» t* r+ For three -year-old lillies (foals of 1891 1 : $5 to accompany the nomination ; $10 to be paid May 1, 1896 ;THF KENTUCK OAK.5 525 to be paid March 1, 1897 : $100 additional to start. The Club to guarantee the value of the stakes lo

be $3, >90. of which $350 to second and sr-9 to third. Those not having won a three-year-old race of tbe

value of $1,500, allowed five pounds ; maidens, 10 pounds. One Mile and One-Sixteenth.

1a

1
1

16

8®" THE LOUISVILLE FUTURITY OP 1897 ($10,000 cash value), which wis closed January 15, 1895, will alsob9 run at this meeting.

The track at Louisville is the Best in America for Winter and early Spring training. Eighty thousand dollars expended in new stables

1 1 other improvements. Address all communications to the Secretary.

OHAS. F. PRICE, Secretary, Louisville, Ky.
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HQRSE SHOW ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

SECOND ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Mechanics' Pavilion, San Francisco, Cal., December 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

officers:
HENRY .1. CROCKER, - - President

JOHN PARROTT, J. I- KATHBONE, Vice-Phesidents

GEORGE ALHER NEWHALL, - - Secretary

DHORR, - Assistant Secretary

1st, 2<3. »XLC3-

$15,000 IN CASH PRIZES AND OVER
$3,0CT0 IN SILVER TROPHIES and SPECIAL PRIZE

Offered for All Classes of Horses.

Every Class.3<3L Prizes in
Make Your Entries Early and Secure Stalls or Boxes, as Every Spacn was taken Last Year and We Will Have a Larg<

Show this Year. Horses May be Entered for Exhibition or Sale.

ETNT-rraESS CLOSE TXrOVEnVElBEnFL O, 1895
Write to the Secretary for Prize List, Rules and Regulations, Entry Blanks and other information.

Room 30 Mills Building, Second Floof

THE CELEBRATED

uCHICAGO CLIPPER"
THE KING OF CLIPPERS.

Reduced rjtrio©, S25.
Send 810, balance C. O. D.

ONE DAY'S CLIPPING PAYS FOR MACHINE

m
CD

SO
et-

et-

w

Every Machine Warranted.

Acknowlelged the Finest in the World.

REGARDLESS OF THE PRICE. Repairs, other than on the

knives, free for one year.

Thousands of testimonials from the leading Mercantile. Express, Street Railway. Brew-

others have been tried.

CATALOGUES MAILED TO ANY ADDRESS ON APPLICATION

Nearly 3,500 in Use, and Upwards of 200 in Chicago Only.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO,
134-136 Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

(Largest CLIPPER Manufacturers in the World for Domestic and Export Trade.)

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.
A COMPLETE ELECrRIC CLIPPING PLANT. Half horse Power, Standard

Electric Motor, together with Radial atlachment, Flexible Shaft, Knives, all complete,

ready to run.

INVESTIGATE THIS

PRICE $60 GROOMING PLANT, $40 extra.

TlxinlX- f it ! THE LIGHTNING CLIPPER, the best RouDd Belt

Machine Made, PRICE $20. Send $10, balance C. O. D.

FUR ABSOLUTE SECURITY

INSURE WITH THE

FIREMAN'S FUND
INSURANCE COMPANY

HomeOfflce Co.'s Building

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Capital, $1,000,000
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA.

Bids For Privileges.
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' wing
A

POOLS
in i< I \l PROHR WIMK
PUPI'OIIN, HU IT \MI M i
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DR. E. W. BOVETT'S
.SPECIFIC FOR

Cracked Heels

and Scratches.
1 1 will alsi cure all Bom, Wound*. Boot riiafeH,

Hi. in- Burn* uud i.rri.-.- Heel without leaving a
CALLOUS, and will always remove a Callous when
Caused from a wound.

11 removes all Hureni'M with a fewapplieallons.nnd
Dly remedy BTDOWD that will heal a Crnc*k«*d

ll«-i-i ana leave tbe skin rofl mid pliable.
'Ilif great borseman, Monroe Salisbury, savs: "I

bave used it on ai.ix (Queen of the Turf), and
iM RROT17Y ' Lwo and three-year-old obamplon pacer),
t.i i rm'kt'd He»Ia and find thai it roinoves the SOre-
neM wiiii Hi.- ilrsl application and tbe heel is soon soft
and pliable, without uny callOUS remaining."

T. W Ray n.1. own.-rand driver of KLAMATH,
" .IV.; "Have been trying to cure Kiainnth's

i racl i Heoli foi t»l| til years, and tni« la the first, rem-
.iiv i bave ever found tbal did tbe business*"
Many tiOIW ftrfi Unsteady and rofiiw to extend

ply b< cam e their beols arc sore and
tendei

Price, ( per tie; *lx bottles. »5.0u. Delivered
anywhere In the I and Canada at 26 cents per bot-
Ue< with redui Uou [or each additional bottle.

Kill NBON A BOVKTT. Denver, Col.
BBFXBKNI IBB !

U r Salisbury, DuBoIs Brotben, Andy McDowell,
I

Id. m. i. w. Zlbbell, i ouls iiiii.ki.y, Frank
Loomla, Waltor Cummlngs, and hundreds ot others.

I I 1 I I MP A AT sn,IK AND SALE
*i . If. I I \J*\ * IN , ynrrt.oornerTenthand

Mi i mum i co. stock cif all kinds
ild Commission agent for the sale ol

mi Iculai attention paid to their
tock yards In tbe olty

tent men employed, ah ordei

i

promptly attended <<-. Telephone No. 601 South,

REACV ICSKIP M'OlftflrtORIi

FEED CUTTERS.
We have a large stork of all kinds of Feed Cutter?,

either hand orpower.

WRITE FOR PRICES

HOOKER & CO.,
NOS. 16 AND 18 DRUMM STREET

BAN FRANCIS. O. CAL.

FOR SALE.
Illl'. KOUR-YKAR-OLD PII.LV

j» -b^v- -• ry *~\1VT sired Iiv I 'hits. Derbv,AMAZON , ,,„[ of Baaaona;
(ilamot W. Wood, 2:07), by Anteeo, He
AmasOn [a a beautiful dapple brown HUy, sound and

kind, and has paced miles in 2:26 with a lew weeks'
!. = ii-j - She has shown that shoconlu With' a ;ilttle

more work seta very low mark; has paced quarters
..ml- in.pilreor «BO. HAU'H,

Oftk|and Ra-v Track.

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTER
A splendid pair of roads'ers, one of tbe finest buj

teams io the city, is ottered for sale. They are w>
bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle -safe tor a la
to drive. In breeding they cannot be excelled, be
of tne most fasbiirable strains. Anv geutlerr
wanting a fast team will find a brsain in this pah
trotting mares. They are only four years old. a
beine untrained, will continue to develop speed
careful handling. They are slightly below medti
size, but of strong confor aitOD and perfectly sou
This team may be seen at ihe Dexter Prince Stal
1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold a'

low price.
ALSO FOR SALE

East Roadsters, Race an
Business Horses

BEED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from the breel
one ensures getting sound aud serviceable animals!
lowest pricts. (Jolts aud Tillies are offered for sale I
that great young sire. PILOT PR|\- K; al*o I
Dexter Prit'ee,si'inev, Victor, -:--, rtranili'siiuo/J:"

i

George Washington, 2:16, El Benton, 2:23: Don Ul
viu, 2:22. etc. These have all been bred at the Nil
Stock Farm and are out of first-class mares
Promising colts of tried speed lines will be suppll

to trainers at very low prices. A large number nl
ready f r track work are offered for sale.
Brot dmares are also offered for sale by Woodrl

2:hi, Dawn, 2:18y, Grandissimo, 2:23^, Dexter Prlrl
Hawihorue, Arthurton, Naubuc. etc
A feature is also made of supplying good livery it

business horses for city use
All stock guaranteed sound aud as represent!

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Nib
Stock Farm they bave the best of feet and legsiM
will therefore stand bard work. All stock sold frii

this farm has given the best ot satisfaction. Bargafl
are offered to all desiring to purchase good stock of (I
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write!

information.
Full particulars may be bad regarding tbe above

calling at Heald's Business College, or bv addressing
K. P. HRALD, I

24 Post Street. San Pranciscq

Wildidle Stock Farr

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies!

AND THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAl
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 223, Santa Oil

S.B. WHITEHEAD&C
Official Pool-Sellers

— FOB THE —

California Circuit, Including the State Vll

Other Agricultural Associations, tbe Pacini

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Ahno-

clatlon and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUl
All the In est aud most approved appliances I

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the busluesa lnl
best and most expeditious manner lu any part olM
country west of the Missouri river-
Business solicited from all Responsible assoelatl.;-

Correspond with us before making other arrai*
inonls.

8.B. WHITEHEAD A CO., 20 Leidesdorfl SL b|

Split-Second Timer
With Minute Register

In Opeu-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE - - - $18.

These Timers start and stop promptly, and art •

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. HIRSCHMAN, U3 Sutter £
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime docker Kemiels.

AT STUD.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—Ladv Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollie,

A. 27.8SG. Jessie M., A. 30.1S4. Peg Wofflngton 29,758

aud Railette.

Pups lor sale. Address

MILLER & PRATUER, Proprietors.

W. L. 1'rathkb Je., F. E. Miller,
5J7 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

FOR SALE.

The celebrated Great Pan** dogSTR^HM, 36.649,
,5 months old. sire, Kniehfs wATAIV, (lam l(HI\K
1,4 1»Y. Perfectly formed, grand head, strong body;
>veigbt 12-i lbs ; steel gray color.
Won second prize open class P. K. C. Bench Show,

May, isita,

L. G. ROWKLL, Wells, Fargo & Co , S. P.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Sti:d—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FlftULAS JR., 31,189.
bAtRYMORE, 34,802.

U you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GLENMORE KE.WKL8,

West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK fiWIV-
BLEK,fee?25; ChaLleDse .\K,MO M, fee $20.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
null Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A B. 1RCMAV,

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMOIMT.

With this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
BRioEoaod Exhibit Dogs as soiec tifically'as the most
itxperlenced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES
3f the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
cuown, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.00, and 35 cents Expressage.

II your dog la sick, yon must have

Ashmonfs
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Price. 82. Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
ly WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
"raining, and is universally conceded to be, far and
way, the best work of thb kindeveb published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
813 Bush Street. San Franclaco

SMOKE
5HOOT

LESS
MORE

CLABROUGH. GOLCHER & CO.

PISHING

TACKLE

FISHING

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Fire Arms,
Fishing- Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as it contains no nttro-fflyeerine or {run cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
FOURTH It bas a light recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
SIXTH It gives the teat pattern at any and all distances.
§K\ KXTH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.
KHJrH I H It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.
NIATH It is the cleanest powder in use, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that is required for Ibat purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

TENTH It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception of one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED RY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Oal.

tiGg" For sale by all dealers In Powder and Sporting Goods.

DUPON TsPORTING POWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It wives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder In use.
Fourth—It is what Its name would indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited f> trap and wing shooting.
Beventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which Is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINKER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

HEBESTSPGRTSMENAXDTRAPSHOTSOFTHIS
COUNTRYHA\'EDDXRSOAND

WHENTHEYSHOT

HAZARD
3UNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGUEDTHEPKIZESORTHE

[AMEANDHAVETJRGEDUSTOTRYOURHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

•'HICHWEHAVEDONEANDHAVINGPRODUCED
THELATESTANDBESTOFITSKIND

NOWOFFKRUNDEROUR
TRADEMARK

BLUE RIBBON
BRAND

55

SOMETHING
I WHICHISAIIEADOFALLCOMPETITION.

1 For diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

I 'helps & Arnold,
I

Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

20 Mission St., San Francisco.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
i you are fond of fresh
rand restful, ruralre-
eats, read Gameland,

.
ie gentle magazine of

. ittdoor life. It reveals

|
irgin woods and waters.

' early, to anyaddress,$l
hree trial numbers, 25c.

; o free copies. Game-
;
\nd Pip. Co., 13 Astor

|
lace, New York, JWY;

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

• PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yobk Salesboom, 97 Chambers Street

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

ALL USED

R. LIDDLB CO.'S
Sportsmems Outfits.

I 10 MUM liOMKHV HT.
Open Saturday Evenings.

SEE OUR

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new bock-free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

Guide and Hunter
For British Columbia and Alaska. For particulars

address
I \V, <3VTT»IDliE,noMeD,Britisb Columbia.

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

( "irtitB mi ,cor sruff ruica

ANTAL-MIDY
Theae tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f~s.
1 Cubebs and Injections. tajM
I They cure in48 hours the \^^>
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS

k583

JIW, BFDING FiRM
--sm"o,

5*53,0. V,""
1"'' to Qrandee, three-year-old record

^..iiS). btalllona, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, lorsale. AddrrL
for particulars FEED W. LOKBEB.St, Helen*, Cal

Breeders' Directory.
A
month

emenU nnder ""'"'••'lliw 60 cents per Ine per

WORSES AND OATTLB.

BULLS— °°s a"5 bh<"lhorn5. All pure bred and
,„„,.,, „ "Stolen. Fine Individuals. At p.lces
to anil the times, either singly or in carload lots. Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds.
from tbe best Butter and Milk StockBERKSHIRKg and p.. \, v\ n.'cHI \ V HOGSAlso best varieties of Fancy POULTRY
T*r00\\AH'

1^M *,LK* * CO., Los Angeles, Cal.Breeders and exporters, Established in 1876,

VETERINARY.

O. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DE1VTI6T

."^n??;?^- P1™15 : NEVADA STABLK 8,13SO-13S2 Market Street. Telephone 3139No charge for examination.

M. R.C. V. B., F. E. V. M.S.
VETERINARY 8VRGE01I,

Member pt the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons, England

; Fellow of the Ediuburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ei-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
Cisco

;
Member of the California State Veterinary Med-

leal Association. '

. Yf.'SS
1
?!7 mflnnary, Residence and office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—152.5 California St, Telephone 66; 528Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenne
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOURS:

7 to 8 a, m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

H. W. HOAGLAND.V. D.
VETERINARY DENTIST.

Graduate of Sayre and Drake Dental Institute,
Chicago.

EXAMINATION FREE.
Office- Fash ion Stables, Oakland, Cal. Residence, 72

Seventh St., Oakland. Telepbone, 62t Black.

DE. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate oi Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Veterinary Department
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
Cor. Post and Fillmore Sts. , San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CDiWISGHAM. Secretary.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Fluest Fishing and Hunting Id California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BODTK TO

San Rafael petaluma'
Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns,

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Tickkt Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
Gknkbal Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. H\.A\. Ken. Pan*. A«t

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school ou the Coast.

8. HALEY.

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE.
No better feed for dairy COWS and stock. For nalp in

quantities tosult. Apply to KL DORA DO LINskfi
- ,rr, \V i iPh'i <T>MPANY, 208 Callforqja etreer,.
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McKERRON

CHECK BIT,
It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOR SA LE BY

J". J±. McKERRON.
Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco. Cal.
TELEPHONE Xo.. EOUTH 640.

THE KING OF THEM ALL.

We Bon's CeleDratefl Newmarket Horse Clipper.

3
cr
o

O
p

2
o
02
c-t-

93

cr

a
o
B

CD »£
©

For -air hy all Saddlery or Hardware Housea, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Write for Special L :

6t. Manufacturer's Agent for the United States.

V warded Gold Med a
At California Stale
Fair 1892.
Every taors<* owner

who values his stock
^h uld constantly have
i supply o< it on band.
It improves sn<l keeps
-took in the pink of con
liticn

RED BALL
Manhattan Food Co.,

BPJ f\ IVI l"N 'an Mateo, Oal.

T\ AA IN ^J m Ask your grocer or hay dealer for it.

TH. -A.IIffIDSTG-

.

Hecuperatlon. Ereedin?
THE VERY BEST STO0K FARM IN CALIFORNIA

CAN BE SICDRED AT A GREAT BARGAIN.

THE -:- FAMOUS -:- CLAYTON -:- RANCI
CONSISTING OF 900 ACRES

Adjoining Ihe Town of CLAYTON, COXTIM CO^TA CO., accessible by rati or water
Two Hours Bide From Hanch to City.

Fenced, Watered, Shaded, Accessible, Sunny and Productive.

BARNS, PADDOCKS, VINEYARD, ORCHARI
And the Earliest and Best Feed, with the Purest Water.

Wheat, Barley and Alfalfa.

Wliat JHore Do Yotx Want?
Write and get all particulars, and remember that this is the opportunity

of the century and won't last long. GRAB IT. QUICK!

GEO. T. RUDDOCK, Room 28, Ninth Floor, Mills Buildin)

8E\D FOR
CATALOGOE.

MAILED I REE
GEM STEEL WIND MILL

With Graphite Boxes.

Guaranteed more durable without oil than
other mills that are oiled. Practically these
mills require no attention. Truly a Gem,
andwonh its weight in gold. It combines
beauty, strength, durability and simplicity.
Governs itself perfectly, is easily erected, and
is sold on its merits: in fact, it is the best on
earth. They are geared back three to one

—

the wheel making them run in the lightest
wind or breeze The mill is made entirely
of Stepl and Cast Iron. Each one of our
Gem Wind Mills is warranted. If not satis-

factory, freight will be paid both ways, and
money retunded.

We carry a full line of all kinds of pumps— for band, wind mill and power use. Adapted lor all depths
wells. Pipe. Pipe Fittiogs, Brass Goods, Hose, 1 anks, etc. bend for our Catalogue. Mailed free.

WOOD IN & LITTlE, 312-314 Market Street, San Francisco, C;

XEVER
REQUIRES
OILING OR
(IIMBIMi

OFTOWEHS.

SOUTHER FARM
Good Box Stalls and Paddocks. A fine plac

to give runners a let-up and a careful exercise bo

kept.

Horses boarded in any manner desired. Colts broken an

driven for road or track. For rates, etc., apply to

H. C. CASSIDY, Souther Farm, San Lemdro, CN

Carvill Manufacturing Comp'y
MANTF4CTVEEBS OK

Carriages, Buggies, Wagons
And Carts, of Every Tescription.

46-48 EIGHTH ST. S. F.

'An Inflamed Tendon
needs Cooling.

' ARSODRINF will do it and IrtDOUUDll'IC storo tne circru
tion. No blister; no hair gone; a:

you can use the horse. $2.00 per bott
Regular dealers, or

W. F. TO PNG, P. D.P.,
34 Amherst St., Springfield,

""

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
PAY UP AND GET A PREMIUM

i

AN OFFER THAT IS

Too G-ood to Last Long.
We have sent out our bills for subscription to the Breeder and Sportsman and everyone who pays us $5 for subscripts:

WITHIN A WEEK OF THE DATE OF THIS ISSUE will get a Premium

If You Don't Take the Paper, Subscribe for if and You Will Get a Premium
We have secured for premiums the most elegant line of horse portraits ever issued in the United Stales. These pictures aJ

twenty-two by twenty-eight indies in size, on the linest plate paper and are made by the artotype process from oil paintings ll

rated artists. They are superior I" the linest steel engravings, perfect likenesses and are works of art in i lie highest degrel

terested in horses should lake great pleasure in possessing one of these handsome pictures. The following is a list J

HAMBLETONIAN 10
JOHN R. GENTRY
LADY THORNE
SUNOL

ALIX
MAMBRINO PATCHEN
MAUD S.

NANCY HANKS
A ''"' number of these pictures ihat have been placed on the market is limited, and as they are too expensive for us

continue to give them for premium* after the expiration of ihisnotice, we suggest that you take advantage of the offer without dela

PALO ALTO
HAPPY MEDIUM
MISS RUSSELL
ROBERT J.

BRL ZDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bush Street San Francisc<
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GREAT CAMPAIGNERS ABROAD.

Some of the Turf Kings and Queens in Lands

Beyond the Sea.

[Wkittex foe the Beeedeb a>-d Sfortsjlan.1

In these day6 when an aged horse is a rarity ~>n the Ameri-

can Turf, I have conceived the idea of getting op an article

upon great campaigners, taking the foreign horses this week

and our native Americans the next. It most be home in

mind that the English, Australians and French run many

longer races than we do, so without further ado, I proceed to

recapitulate foreign performances.

Fisherman started 120 times and won seventy races. He
won the Queen's Gold Vase once and the Ascot Cup twice.

His last victory was at seven furlongs in which he carried

162 pounds.

Kataplan's best race was for the Manchester Cup of 1854

in which he carried 130 pounds to victory. He was owned

by Thomas Parr, who afterwards owned Fisherman. Mr.

Parr lost all his money in the 60's and died in a workhouse

at the advanced age of seventy-nine yeais. Rataplan started

thirty-nine times aod won twenty-one races.

Priestess and her dam, The Biddy, are both to be found in

the breeding of Sir Modred and Idalium. Priestess started

forty times and won sixteen races. The Biddy was the second

dam of Regalia, who wod the Oaks, ran second to Gladiateur

for the Ascot Cup of 1S66 and produced that .great French

horse Verneuil, who won the Ascot Cup of 187S with 122

pounds up. The Biddy was fourth in the Doncaster Cup of

1843 won by Alice Hawthorne, 121 pounds, with Charles

XII. second with 128 pounds.

Alice Hawthorne won 50i races out of 68 starts, including

16 Cups and 18 Queen's Plates. She won the Ascot Gold

Vase, Chester Cup each once and two Stockbridge Cups and

the Doncaster Cup twice. She was the dam of Thormanby,

who won the Derby and Ascot Cup, and of Oulston, who won

the Queen's Vase in 1855.

Beeswing won 51 races out of 63 starts, being the only

animal that ever won the Doncaster Cup four times. Laner-
cost was theonly horse that ever defeated her at even weights,

for the Gold Cup of 1841 at Newcastle. A great fight arose

over the award, and over twenty people were badly hurt
Beeswing produced Xunnykirk, who won the 2,000 guineas

of 1849 ; and Newminster, the St. Leger winner of 1851.

Charles XII. won the St. Leger of 1839 after a dead heat

with Euclid, who also ran a dead heat with ^Ether who was
taken to Australia where he eot Chloroform, who figures in

some of our trotting pedigrees. Charles XII. raced till he
was nine years old and won two Goodwood Cups, one Don-
caster Cup (besides being three times placed for the same
event aod many other good races. He started 49 times in all.

Leamington, Pageant and Dalby each won the Chester Cup
twice. Harkaway and CaDezou each won two Goodwood
Cups and Friday won it once. Orelia won the Goodwood
Stakes twice. Honest John won the Cumberland Plate twice.

Underhand won the Northumberland Plate three times and
was placed in a fourth trial for it. St. Bennett won it twice
as did also Caller Ou. She was a great mare and not only
won the St. Leger. but also won forty-four out of eighty six

starts.

Isonomy was the only horse beside Fisherman to win the
Ascot Cup twice. Isonomy could not win at two years old,

and did not win at three till very late ic the fall, when he
carried o9 the rich Cambridgeshire Stakes in a field of thirty-

eighl, the largest field on record in that race. He gave the

American horse Parole two years and eight pounds
in the City and Suburban at Epsom and was
beaten a neck. At four years old he was the greatest horse
in England, beating Silvio (Derby winner of the previous
year) for the Queen's Vase and tnsulaireand Touchet in the
Gold Cup. That year be was beaten but twice, winning the
Ebor Handicap at York 134 poundB and the Manchester Cup
with 133, giving thirty-nine pounds to The Abbot, who ran
second. He is the only horse that ever got two triple winners
—Derby, 2,000 guineas and St. Leger,

Verneuil, by Mortemer—Regalia, by Stockwell, is the only
horse that ever won the Ascot Cup, Queen's Vase and Alex-
andria Plate, all three in one week. He carried 122 pounds
in each of the first two races, being four years old,

and 126 pounds in the last named. St. Christophe
was his stable companion in most of his races. He was a
better three-year-old than Verneuil, having won the Grand
Prix de Paris.

Ormonde started sixteen times and never was beaten. His
total winnings in stakes and plates reached £28,465 or some-
thing in excess of $140,000.

Abbesse de Jouarre won the Oaks of 1889. She was by
TrappiBt, a son of Hermit. She ran in twenty-four races
winning nine times.

One of the most remarkable mares in the world's history
was the Hungarian mare Kincsem owned by Mr. Blascovitz.
She started fifty-fjur times and was never beaten, enumera-
ting the Goodwood Cup of 1878 among her many victories.

I have no idea that she ever met such company as Ormonde
defeated, especially Minting and The Bard.

Tristan was one of the greatest campaigners the world ever
saw. He started fifty-one times aod won twenty-nine, win-
ning the rich Hardwick Stakes at Ascot three times. Iro-
quois and Foxhall both beat him at three years old ; and at

five years he could give either of them ten pounds and the
worst kind of a beating.

In Australia the Grand Flaneur started nine times and was
never beaten. He was'not trained at two years and broke
down at three. He was beyond all doubt the best three-year-
old foaled south of the Equator. He was by Yattendon, out
of an English mare by St. Albans, tracing back into the same
line of mares as Touchstone, Satirist, Leamington, Panic
and Reform. Tasman, the great New Zealand campaigner,
won thirty-one times out of fifty-one.

Chester won 19 races in 41 starts and was only three times
unplaced. He conceded 16 lbs. to Savanana for the Sidney
Cup and was beaten a head. Chester was also by Yattendon
and won $44,400, but it must be remembered that the Mel-
bourne Cups won by Carbine, Malvolio and Glenloth, were
worth nearly three times as much as the one that Chester
carried off.

Chester's son, Abercorn.started 29 times and won 21 races,

including the A. J. C. Derby, both St. Legers, Champion
Stakes, Great Metropolitan, Cantebkrv Plate and A. T. C.
Plate. In the latter race he carried 126 lbs. at four years
old and covered three miles in 5:26|.
Malua was the only horse in that country to win the Mel-

bourne Cop, Adelaide Cup and Australian Cup, all in one
season. He carried 126 lbs. in each of the latter two races

and 135 in the former.
But Carbine was the greatest campaigner foaled south of

the Equator He was not trained at two years old but ran in

34 races, of which be won 25, including one Melbourne and
two Sydney Cups. He and Abercorn met six times, each
winning three races.

Guiccioli, dam of Birdcatcher, won 13 out of 28 races, so

that the excellence of her sons is no great wonder. Pinuula
started 65 times, but only won nine. Lily Agnes, dam of the
great Ormonde, started 32 times and won 21 times, including
the Doncaster Cup. Eleanor, one of the only two mares that

ever won both the Derby and the Oaks, won 28 out of 49
races. She was out of Young Giantess, the dam of Sorcerer.

Manganese won 15 out of 36, including the One Thousand
Guineas. She was the second dam of Apology and Man-
drake. Eastern Princess, dam of Tburingian Prince and
Prince Charlie, won 17 races out of 42. Fleur-de-Lis (best

known to Americans as the dam of imp. Sovereign) won the

Ascot and Dor caster Cups and won the Goodwood Cup twice.

She won 22 out of 31 races.

The actual number of these races would not count for so

much if it were not for their great length. Lanercost never
won at less than two miles, while Beeswing, Caller Ou and
Rataplan never won at less than a mile and a quarter. It is

no wonder that Caller Ou never produced anything great, as

she was literally raced to death.

One of the most remarkable horses I ever knew was the

Australian horse Cyclops, who never won a race, but was 23
times second and eight times third in 41 races. He made a
dead heat (134 pounds) with Mentor (four vears, 126) in the

Canterbury Plate, two and a half miles, in 4:28A, just a second
slower than Aristides' performance at Louisville in 1875 with
104 pounds up.

Do you want campaigners like these ? If so, do not train

your two-year-olds till autumn and then do not run them in

more than three or four races. Hidalgo.

Once More the Horse.

As the flavor of Autumn begins to be tasted in the air, and
the attraction of salt water and marine sports loses some of

its intensity, the horse begins to assert himself once more,
and to demonstrate the indispensable quality of his hold on
civilization. The hnnt clubs have either already begun to

hunt or are thinking seriously of it, and hunter men are ex-

ercising their quadrupeds or buying new ones. Proprietors

of candidates for honors at county fairs are getting their

beasts into condition, and one hears the first whispers of that

flow of Autumnal horse talk which swells into a torrent just

before the November Horse Show. It is excusable at this

season to recall, with such moderate decision as charity per-

mits, the recent tendency of some short-sighted contempo-
raries to flout the horse as a quadruped once tolerated in

considerable numbers because f*t his usefulnes, but now in

great measure suspended by such handy contrivances as the

bicycle and the trolley car. A conservative journal ventrred

to speak not long ago of the horse as an animal that has been

found out, dwelling upon his "extraordinary imperfections

as a machine," and asserting that, " what with his diseases

and tenderness and temper and stupidity, he has been singu-

larly ineffective as a mode of motion." It is true that the
use of electricity and the invention of pneumatic tires have
released the horse from certain forms of ignoble servitude to
which he has been long in bondage. It is also true that the
immense rage for bicycling has diverted the energies of some
fit, and very many unfit, former patrons of the horse to that
means of locomotion. It is true that common horses are be-
ing ground up for fertilizers in the Northwest,that the livery-
stable business has been slack, and that inferior, tricky and
vicious horses are so cheap that they are more apt than
formerly to fall into hands unfit to deal with them. But it is

a great mistake to suppose that the day of the horse is past
The truth is that it has just come. The doctrine of the sur-
vival of the fittest has a chance to work now in horseflesh
such as it never had before. The best horses sre worth as
much as ever ; fair horses bring fair prices

;
poor horses are

not worth their keep. There is consequently a stronger
motive than ever for raising good horses, aod for not
raising any other sort. The bicycle has been a craze
thiB^ year. Its use will continue, for it is a most con-
venient machine, and a great boon to persons
who can afford nothing better; but as an apDliance of luxury
iB not to be compared with horse. It is not beautiful nor in-
teresting. It cannot travel on a bad road; it is unhandy for
use at night, except on smooth, well-lighted streets ; it iB lia-

ble to puncture and a great number of other ailments, most
of which overtake it at a considerable distance from home;
it can carry no considerable load except its rider ; it requires
constant attention to keep it right side up, and constant exer-
tion to keep it moving. Finally.it is bad for trousers and
destructive to skirts, and cannot be ridden with satisfaction

by man or woman except in a costume devised for the pur-
pose. The idea that it will supersede the horse as an appur-
tenance to sport or the carriage as an appliance of luxury is

perverse and absurd. It will do the horse nothing but good.
It will improve the roads for him, and, in coDJuction with
the trolley-car, will release him from some loathsome forms
of drudgery and from much misuse. It is the best friend the
horse ever had ; for, beyond any machine yet invented, it

tends to keep him ont of unfit hands and reserves him for the
delight and service of persons able to appreciate him and
qualified to make him useful and happy.—Harpers' Weekly.

C. J. Blake's black filly, Rock Dove, won the Czarwich
stakes at Newmarket yesterday ; Bard of Avon second, Count
Shomberg third. The distance was two miles, two furlongs
and thirty-five yards. The betting was 10 to 1 against Rock
Dove, 20 to 1 against Bard of Avon, 25 to 1 against Count
Shomberg. Twentv-four horses ran, At the start Banquet
settled down from Vic and Indian Queen, leading to the two-
vear-old post, where Count Shomberg drew to the front, fol-

lowed by Merry Wise.but gave upihelead in the dip to Bard
of Avon, who swerved and lost the lead. Rock Dove won
by half a length and a length and a half separated the second
and third horses. The Prince of Wales' Florizell was
fourth and Aborigine was last. Mr. Charles Day Rose's Saint

Hiiare and Mrs. Langtry's Bride of the Sea were unplaced.
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CALIFORNIA JOOKEY OLUB RACES"

Redington "Wins His First Start Here—Del
Norte Vanquishes Claudius—Bell Rin«er

ahowa Great Form and "Wins "With

Heavy "Weight—Benham and
Santa Bella Have a Hot

Race—The Events.

SEVENTEENTH DAY—THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10.

RIGHT sunshine and broid Bmiles
1

was the order of things at Bay Dis-

trict track today. The sunshine

] was of that genial nature so com-

mon to our fall months, and which

is experienced nowhere else but in

the Golden State. It was so genial,

in fact, that shady nooks had a

grateful coolness about them. The

biOKfsmiles were" accompanied by such looks of self-com-

placency as plainly said "1 told you so." The talented gen

tlemen picked four of the five winners, and as only one

started in the books at odds on, the reminiscences of each

race were very pleasing to relate.

Jefferson was the odds-on favorite for the first race, but at

post time Bravura was on equal terms with him. This con-

fidence in Bravura was justified by the subsequent events, as

Jefferson was given a drive to beat the Wildidle filly a head.

Gold Dust finished a strong third.

Major Cook waa a hot favorite in the second race, and his

price was cut from 7 to 3 to 5 by the flood of money that

poured in on him. Clacquer and Three Forks were about

on even terms as second choices. Major Cook won easily,

with Three Forke an easy second, before Clacquer.

Redington, tbe Burns & Waterhouse gelding, by Emperor

of Norfolk, out of Angeliqne, by imp. Darebin or Warwick,

was an even-money favorit3 at the opening for the two-year-

old dash of five furlongs, and closed a slight first choice over

Claude Hill. Macklin hustled Claude along in the lead to

the stretch, where Redington caught him and won handily

by a length. Redington started twice at Saratoga, finishing

fifth in the Flash Stakes, hMf a mile, won by Onaretto,

Axiom second, in 0:48i. The next start was in a sweep-

stakes at five furlongs, which he won easily by a length and

a half from Looram and Barrytone II. in 1:04, on a slow

track.

Silver was the only favorite to meet defeat, and was an

even-money first choice at post time over the Experiment

gelding and Monita. The latter ran a very much improved

race over his last performance and won easily. He showed

in front early in the game and was never headed, winning

with great ease by two lengths and a half from the Experi-

ment gelding.

Ransom was tbe fourth favorite to carry the colors of the

talent into camp, and won handily in the last furlong. Tim
Murphy was an experiment in this race, at a mile, and

showed his usual sprinting powers up to the bit eighth

where he blew up and finished in tbe ruck.

The riding honors were divided between Eddie Jones, Mc-

Intyre, Donahue, Macklin and Chevalier.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was at five and a half furlongs, selling, with

ix starters. Jefferson opened favorite at 3 to 5, but at post

time was on even terms with Bravura, at 3 to 2, the latter

having been backed down from 8 to 5. Irma was at 5, Gold
Dust 10, Huguenot 50, and Triumph 100 to 1. Jefferson

showed in front to a good start, Irma and Bravura very close

up. Jefferson held his lead into the stretch by two lengths,

with Irma second, half a length in front of Bravura. Bravura
gave Jefferson a drive down the stretch, and was beaten

out only a head, Bravura a head in front of Gold Dust. Irma
tired and finished last. Time, 1:09.

M»j ir Cook wis a very hot favorite in the second race, at

five furlongs, opening at 7 to 5 and closing at 3 to 5. Clac-

quer was a slight second choice over Three Forkes at 7 to

2, the lafter at fours. Kathleen was at 10 and Miss Garvin
50 to ], Clacquer, Kathleen, Three Forks was the order to

a good start, but Kathleen was a head to the good at the half-

pole, extending her lead to a half length at the three-quar-
ter, and two into the stretch, with Clacquer a good second.
Major Cook then came up from fourth position and caught
the leaders aud won easily by two lengths. Three Forks
was second by three lengths from Clacquer. Kathleen went
back rapidly and fiuiubed last. Time, 1:00'].

The third race was at five furlongn, for two-year-olds. Red-
ington, a ne* starter here, opened an even-money first

choice, and closed slightly in favor over Claude Hill at 7 to
fi, the latter at 8 to 5 Fireman was at 8, Billy McCloskey 10,

Iiabelle 15, Eocino, Clara Johnson and Phyllis from 40 to

100 to 1. CUude Hill was rushed out in front after a good
start and controlled the lead into the stretch, where Red-
ington caught him and won handily by a length, Clan 'e Hill,

ftecond, two lengiha in from of Billy McCloskev- Shaw had
brought McCloski-y up from among the tail-enders, and beat
Inabelle for the show. Time, 1

The fourth event was a mile selling race, with Silver at G
to 5 for first choice (closing at even money), Experiment
gelding 3, Monita 4, Nervoso and Hinbad 12, and Jim Cor-
betl 80 \« I Monita led all the way and won easily by two
lengths and a hnlf, will Experiment gelding in the argument
all the time. Nervoso moved up inso third place at the head
ofthl itratob, and gave Experiment gelding a drive for

1

dI Wli beaten by Imlf a length. Silver, the favorite,

was in fourth position at the firwt quarter, and fell hack last,

but crowed under the wire fourth, six lei glhsbflblnd the win-
ner. Time, 1:131-

The laHt rice wu at a mile, selling, with six starters.

Kanuom waa rirwi choice al 2 to I , imp I rj (TBI at 7 to 2,

MHplUl and Tim Murphv 1, Ik.- I, 7 and Arc-

tic 30 t" i. Tg n good start Ivy led (o the backstrelch,

where the roan gelding of sprinting fame headed her and set

a hot pace to the last eighth. Here Tim gave up the game,

and Ransom passed Ivy and won handily by two lengths.

Ivy had enough left to beat Duchess of Milpitss a head for

the place. Time, 1:41},

EIGHTEENTH DAT—FRIDAY, OCTOBER llTH.

Favoiites ran consistently to-day. They finished second

with the greatest regularity, while neglected long-Bhots took

the purses, tittle Flush filly was a hot favorite for the first

race, with Decision a strong second choice. Franco, a new

starter, had short odds quotedagainst him at the opening, but

they lengthened out before post time. Free Will was all the

way from 20 to 12 to 1. When the flag fell Free Will set

the pace, and was never headed. The favorite was never

dangerously close. Decision ran close up the full journey,

but was beaten out for place a length by Little Flush filly.

This was Free Will's second start here, and she showed im-

proved form. The winner is a bay filly by Brown Fox out

of Trade Wind.

Leonville, a high class horse, was an unknown quantity in

the second race, as he has not started here since last February.

He was well-liked, however, and went to the post favorite.

The winner turned up in Navy Blue, with post odds 30 to 1.

He got away absolutely last and swung into tbe stretch fourth

in line. Leonville looked a winner almost to the wire, but

Riley made a splendid ride and landed Navy Blue first by a

head. Chevalier was clearly outiidden by Riley in this

event, and there is no doubt the mount had effected the odds

against Navy Blue.

Treachery won easily from Rose Clark, the strong favorite

for the third race. Treachery wa« at the long odds of 8 to

1, notwithstanding her recent good performances. Macklin,

who ia riding in very much batter form than he has shown

heretofore, brough Treachery through on the rail, although

he took desperate chances in doing so. Haviog accomplished

his purpose, the race was all over, as Macklin won looking

back.

Tamalpais was plunged on heavily In the fourth race, and

did not disabuse the confidence placed to him. He won

handily, with Auteuil and Rogation, two long shots, second

and third. Yreka and Conchita were both liked, the former

closing on even terms with Tamalpais at twos, and the lat-

ter at threes.

Oakley was a new starter here, and he proved his high

class in an impressive manner. He made a great run, trail-

ing last at the quarter-pole and beating Warrago, who had

been well in front most all the journey, at the drawgate fin-

ishing a head in front. Little Bob. who was played hea vily

was no better than third.

Burlingame, Riley, Macklin,Chevalier and W. Flynn were

the winning jockeys.

The weather was fair until 3 o'clock, when a heavy fog

blew in and after that the air was raw and cold.

Mow the Races Were Run.

The first race waa for maiden two-year-olds, at five fur-

longs. Little Flush filly was first choice at 1 to 2 (opening
at 6 to 5), Decision at 8, Valiente 10, Free Will and Franco
15, Von Dunk 30, and Jongleuse filly 60. There was con-

siderable delay at the start, but the final send off was a good
one. Free Will showed in front, the favorite, Decision and
Jongleuse filly in close touch. At the half Free Will led

Decision by half a length, and Decision had drawn away
from the favorite two lengths. Free Will made the turn only
a neck in front of Decision, and Little Flush filly had closed

up half a length. As the field straightened out into tbe

stretch there was a general closing up. Franco had made a

little spurt on the turn and bettered his position very much.
Little Flush filly pasted Decision in the last sixteenth and
looked dangerous, but Fr*>e Will came on when asked to and
won by three lengths, one length between Little Flush filly

and Decision, second and third as named. Time, ] :02 '.."

The second race was at six furlongs, selling, with seven
starters. Leonville, who has not been seen for some time,

was favorite at 4 to 5, aed his chances of winning were
thought to be so rosy that he was held out in some books.

There was a big play on Elmer F., who went to the post

looking very fit. He was at 4J to 1, Swiftsure 6, Little

Flush Colt 8, Vernon and Navy Blue 20 (the latter opening
at 30 and Addie M. 25. A good start was quickly effected,

with Elmer F. first to catch the caller's eye, Addie M., Little

Flush Colt, fiwiftsure the order. Addie M. took the lead

and passed the half a length before Elmer F., who was half a

length in front of Little Flush Colt, Leonville fourth. Addie
M. looked to be beaten at the turn, but she held on her way
and made the three-quarter pole half a length in front of

Leonville, the latter a head in front of Elmer F., Navy Blue
next in order. The:e wsb not much change down the

stretch until near the wire, except that Addie M. dropped
out of the hunt. Riley put up a splendid ride on Navy Blue
and beat Leonville out a head in a hard drive, Elmer F. two
lengths and a half away. Time, 1:14$.

The third race had six starters, at about six furlongs, sell-

ing, with Rose Clark a red-hot favorite, opening at even
monev and closing at 9 to 10. A strong play was made on
Gold Bug. He opened at 2 to 1, went to 3, then back to 2.

Treachery went from 5 to 8 to 1. Olivia was at 8, Miss Pol-

lard 40, and Rhaetia 100 to 1. The start was an excellent
one at almoBt the first break, with Rose Clark, Olivia, Miss
Pollard, Treachery. Gold Bug and Rhaetia the order. Miss
Pollard secured the lead in the first quarter, leading Rose
Clark a length, Gold Bug third. Pollard led into the stretch

bv a good length, Treachery had moved up into Becond posi-

tion, with Rose Clark now third, Gold Bug fourth. Olivia
nod Rheatia were never in the race. Treachery, Gold Bug
and Hone ('lark all looked like probable winners, coming
down the stretch . Macklin took a big chance, brought Treach-
ery through on the rail and won,looking back,by two lengths.
Rose Clark overhauled Miss Pollard, and was second by two
lengths, but the Pollard lasted long enough to get third place,

Gold Bog a close-up fourth. Time, 1:123.

The fourth rare was run in a heavy, drifting fog. The
distance waB six furlongs, selling. Yreka was made favorite

at tlje opening at 2 to 1 and closed at 4 to 5, Tamalpais was

played from 6 to 2 to 1, Conchita was at 2 J, Auteuil and Ro-
gation 8, Snow Blossom 30 and Solitario 60 to 1. The Btart

|

could be seen but indistinctly, and the field disappeared into

the fog on the backstretch. Tamalpias led all the way from
the turn and won easily by three lengths, Auteuil getting the

.,

place by a head in a drive from Rogation. Time, 1:16.

The last race was at one mile, Belling, with five starters, of

which Oakley was tbe first choice at 5 to 2 at the opening,

closing at 7 to 5. Warrago and Little Bob were on even
terms most of the time at threes, closing at that price. Fred
Gardner closed at 10 and Miss Buckley at 25 to 1. Mr. Fer-
guson sent them away in good order after two or three

breaks, and Little Bob was out in front before the first quar-

ter was run. Then Miss Buckley assumed command for a

very brief time, giving place to Warrago at the upper turn.

Warrago led into tha stretch by a length and a half, and
held her field off till the drawgate was reached,where Oakley,

who had made the turn second, caught her and won after a
drive by three parts of a length. Little Bob had held third l

place from the three-quarter pole, and finished in that order

five lengths behind Warrago. The time, 1:41 f, was fair for i

the condition of the weather.

NINETEENTH DAY—SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12.

There was no lack of interesting events at Bay District

track to-day. Tbe card had a "good" look, and bo it proved

to be. Tbe California record of 2:46J, for one mile and a

half hurdle race, over six hurdles, had three quarters of a

second knocked off it. Bell Ringer, F. M.Taylor's good

jumper, running the distance, well within himself, in

2:45 J. The black Troubadour gelding carried ISO

pounds, and came on when asked to and won with such

ease as to make his performance a remarkably good

one. Auteuil, who had finished second to (Bell Ringer

in their last ruce, was thought to be a sure winner to-day. On
that occasion Bell Ringer carried 145 pounds, Auteuil 128.

To-day they carried 150 and 124 pounds respectively. Aa

Auteuil had finished only a length behind the winner in their

last previous race the impost of nine pounds was thought to

be sufficient to make Auteuil a winner. Reasoning from this

stand point, Auteuil was a strong first choice of the talent.

He ran a good race, but there was not enough weight on

Bell Ringer to slop him.

The mile and a sixteenth handicap, with Claudius (106),

McLight (106) and Del Norte (103), naturally excited un-

usual interest after the great race that they ran on Wednes-

day. McLight had bix pounds on over the previous event,

Claudius one on, and Del Norte three off. Arnette, with 98

pounds up, was a new element. She had beat

Ferrier and Installator at Sacramento, in the

Capital City Stakes, a handicap at the same dis-

tance as to day's event. She carried 96 pounds and

lowered the Coast record to 1:46|. Notwithstanding this

performance, however, she was at the longest odds, with

Claudius and Del Norte first in favor as named. Arnette

set the pace and led to the drawgate, where Del Norte who

had been last most of tbe way, assumed the lead and was an

easy winner in 1:47|. Claudius was last into the stretch, aB

usual, and made a splendid run to the wire, but hardly up to

his last previous performance. He beat Arnette half a length

for the place. Del Norte ran a great race, and from the five-

eighths pole began to move up from last position. Claudius

was first overhauled, after the half-pole was passed, then Mc-

Light was caught after the turn for home was made, Arnette

being vanquished, as stated above, at the drawgate. Mr.

Storn was naturally very much pleased over his horse's vic-

tory, and Willie Flynn should be credited with a masterly

ride.

The third number on the programme was a handicap at six

furlongs, for two-year-olds. Benham (100), Sam Leake (110)

and imp. Santa Bella (112) were the starters. Grady being

an absentee. Santa Bella had not started for some weeks, and

her condition was not generally known. Benham and Sam

Leake were known to be up to a hard race. Sam Leake was

the favorite, with the filly a slight second choice over Ben-

ham. It is stated Mr. Macdonough did not understand the

long odds against his entry, and at his request President

Williams cautioned the jockeys, whersupon Mr. Mac-

donough forced the odds against Santa Bella from 2 to 1

down to 8 to 5, but at post time she was at 2 to 1 again. Ben-

ham and Santa Bella appeared to be the only ones in the race

from the Btart, and they hung on to each other the full

journey. Benham was out in front for awhile, then Santa

Bella took command and led to the last eighth, where Ben-

ham caught her and gained almost a half length advantage

Then tbe game filly came on again and the finish w is as near

a dead heat and not be one as could be imagined. Benham

showed about half ahead in front at the wire, on an a! tenia*

ting stride. Sam Leake finished a poor third, and bad trailed

lengths away the full course. The race was a dead game one

from flag-fall to finish.

Bravura, the favorite, won the first race, ridden out, by

two lengths from Miss Fletcher, who had come from the rear

third into the stretch. Ames, her rider, did well enough

until within the last fifty yards, where be made the very

serious blunder of falling in behind Bravura, when he had

plenty of room to have taken his mount on either Bide, with

a very good chance of winning the money. It was about tbe

most stupid act imaginable. Miss Fletcher got the place

from Bob Tucker, the slight secord choice over herself and

Beatrice, in a driving finish, by three lengths.

The second race had euch old and consistent performers as

Rico and Road Runner entered against Rey Alta (3), and

Perhaps and Miss Brummel, two-year olds. RoadRunner

carried the top weight of 111 pounds, which was thought to

be too much of a handicap against him, Miss Brummel was

:
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a hot favorite, with Key Alta next in favor, Kico and Road

Runner on even terms, at the long oddB of fours. The two

alter were played heavily for the place. Miss Brummel

simply won as she liked, and the race was between Road

Runner and Rico for the place, which the former secured by

a half length, after a hard drive. These two old stagers are

lhot finishers, and it requires speed early in the game to get

beyond their reach.

Of the winning jockeys, Chevalier landed two, Eddie

Jones, Willie Flynn and Spence one each.

The weather was fair, with a Blight tendency to fog. The

rack was fast. The attendance was hardly up to a Saturday

crowd.
How tke Races Were Run.

The first race on the card was at five and one-half furlongs,,

selling, nine Btarters. The closing odds were : Bravura 2

(opened at 7 to 5), Bob Tucker 4, Miss Fletcher and Beatrice

5, Silver Lip 8, Mosby 20, Dick O'Malley and Dr. Gardner

30, and Jim Corbett 40 to 1. Bob Tucker and Beatrice were

both played down from opening odds of 5 and 8 to 1 respec-

tively. Beatrice was first to show, after a good start, but Ed-

die Jones likes to be out in front, so he hustled Bravura
along, but could not catch the flying Beatrice before the

stretch was reached. There the latter quit and died away.

Ames brought Miss Fletcher up from well to the rear of the

bunch and came into the stretch third. She was fast driving

Bravura out when he let his mount fall in behind the leader,

killing every chance he had to win. Bravura won, ridden

oat by one length, Miss Fletcher second, driving, three lengths

in front of Bob Tucker. Time, 1:09£.

Miss Brummel was again pitted against aged horses in the

second event, at five and one-half furlongs, selling. She had
won the last two previous races in such an impressive man-
ner as to install her favorite at 7 to 5 over Key Alta at 5 to 2,

Road Runner and Rico 4 each and Perhaps 10 to 1.
' Road

Runner and Rico were very well liked for the place. The
field got away to a very good 6end-off, with Miss Brummel
out in front from the first jump, and she was never headed.

Perhaps and Rey Alta were the nearest in touch until the

stretch was reached, where they died away, and then Rico

and Road Runner had a horse race all to themselves for

the place. Road Runner gave the aged horse eight pounds
the best of the weights, but ran a true, game race and fin-

ished in front of Rico by a half-length. Miss Brummel won
handily by two lengths. Time, 1:07.

Benham (100), Sam Leake (110), and imp. Santa Bella

(112), were the starters in the third race, a six furlong handi-

cap. Grady had been scratched. Sam Leake opened an
even-money favorite, with Santa Bella at 2 and Benham 3 to

1. Leake closed at 7 to 5, while Santa Bella, under the in-

fluence of heavy commissions from Mr. Macdonough, was
hammered down to 8 to 5, but closed at post time at twos

i*gain. Benham's odds had been shortened to 5 to 2. A
splendid start was made, with Benham first in front, quickly

succeeded, however, by Santa Bella, who led at the half by a

length and a half, Sam Leake last by three lengths. On the

turn Santa Bella opened up a clear gap of three lengths, and
Benham was as far in front of Sam Leake. Coming into the

stretch Benham closed up on the leader about a length, but

Leake could not improve his position any. In the last

eighth Benham caught the {filly and was forging past her.

Game to the core, Bhe came again, and at almost a dead heat

the two horses crossed the line. Benham showed a Blight

half head in front, but on the next stride the filly's nose was

in advance. It was a thrilling finish to a game race. The
good time of 1:13$ was hung out.

The greatest interest of the day centered in the mile and
a sixteenth handicap, with Claudius, McLight, Del Norte (a

record equaller) and Arnette (a record breaker) the horses

entered. After the exciting race of Wednesday last, in which
the first three horses named finiBhed heads apart, a hot con-

test was looked for. Del Norte was favorite all the time at

5 to 2, Claudius opened at 8 to 5 and closed at 6 to 5, Mc-
Light went from 2 to 4 to 1 and Arnette from 4 to 6 to 1.

Another good start was effected, with Arnette out in front and
setting a hot pace as they passed the stand, McLight three

lengths away, a head in Ifront of Claudius, Del Norte two
lengths further off. At the five-eighths Del Norte began to

move up, caught Claudius after the half pole was passed,

passed McLight in the stretch, went on after Arnette and
caught her at the drawgate and won handily by one length.

Claudius had made one of his famous runs through the

stretch, and also passed Arnette, getting the place by half a

length. Time, 1:47|.

The fifth and last race was a handicap hurdle, at one mile
and a half, with four starters. Auteuil was thought to be an
easy winner, and went to the post an even-monev favorite,

Bell Ringer 3, Gold Dust 3t and Esperance 12 to 1. Tbe
start was an ideal one. The four horses were lined up about a

hundred yards from the starter's flag, and were sent on a slow
canter forward, increasing their speed as the flag was neared.

As thev passed Mr. Ferguson they were on a run, on per-

fectly even terms. Swish went the flag, and the first hurdle
was cleared as though by one horse. Gold Dust, Auteuil, Bell

Ringer, Esperance was the order as soon as the flat was
Btruck, and there was no change in this order until the last

jump was made, which Bell Ringer landed first. From there
on to the wire he was an easy winnsr by three lengths, with
Auteuil second by two lengths from Gold Dust. Time, 2:45£,

lowering the Coast record three-fourths of a second.

TWENTIETH DAY—MONDAY, OCTOBER 14.

Of the five races carded to-day, at least four of them had

a bard look. "Cinches" were not at all apparent. With three

or four of the best horses in a field that have taken

turns atlbeating each other, under very similar conditions it,

is a hard matter to tell which one 1b going to

be the top-notcher on any special occasion.

The talent was on its metal to-day, however, and named
four favorites that finished in the right place, and the fifth

winner was a Bhort-ender too.

The fields were much larger than the average, to-day, but

good starts and reasonably quick send-offs were the regular

order. The attendance was light, but fully up to a Monday
crowd, and some of the events proved to be good betting

affairs. In the races themselves there was nothing of un-

usual interest, 'although they were all run in fast time and

one close finish was made, fhe weather was fafr ftnd mild

the early part of the afternoon, but later a thin fog came in

from the ocean, and the air was raw and cold.

In the first race Claude Hill was the favored one, with

Matt Storn's swift little filly Easel next in public esteem.

Lady Leinster filly, Margaret M., Free Will and Encino all

having shown about the same class, were at odds varying

from 9 to 25 to 1, the latter at the longest price. Claude Hill

and Encino did not find the pace too hot that Easel set for

them, and they kept within striking distance of her into the

stretch, where she had to give up the game. The two named
passed her, Claude Hill winning easily by four lengths, and
Encino, making a drive, got the place from Easel by a head.

The fast time of 0:55^ was hung up.

Elmer F. was played into first choice in the second race,

with Miss Fletcher a second choice. With the exception of

Vernon, who had made a fair showing recently

the odds were very long against the others, Miss Fletcher

made the running from the slart, with Elmer F. in a good

place entering the stretch. Miss Fletcher was forced to yield

in the last eighth, and Elmer F. woe by a neck, while Leon-

atus came up from the rear and had a hot argument with

Miss Fletcher for the place, which he just missed a short

head. Leonatus was at 30 to 1 straight, and 12 to 1 place

He finished only half a length behind the money, and a big

killing. Vernon made a very poor showiDg, and Leonatus

ran a good race.

The third race, for mares and fillies, was a hard one to

guess, and the odds switched around considerably. Warrago
Model, Duchess of Milpitas and Lady Jane were the short-

enders. All the characteristics of the fleet mares and fillies

were debated, and possibilities of quick starts, hot paces, slow

races, and bruising finishes were carefully weighed in the

balance, with the reBult that the four were best (! liked " in

the order named. Lady Jane showed herself apt at getting

into action quickly, and set a merry old clip from the flag to

the last sixteenth, where Model caught her and drove her

out, landing the money by a head. Mary S., one of the long-

shots, beat Warrago for third place.

A well-balanced field of five met in the mile race. Ar-

nette, Oakley, Detective, Remus and Malo Diablo, favored

in the order named, have all shown first class performances,

although Arnette and Oakley were believed to outclass the

others. So the result proved, and Arnette was shown to be

higher class than any of the others. Although repeatedly

cut off and headed so as to be thrown off her stride, she came

again and again, and finished strong by a length, vhile Oak-

ley, second, led bis field by fully five lengths. The mile was

run in 1:40J.
Tim Murphy was tried at his old game again, in the last

race, and showed his host of admirers that he had not lost

any of his cunning while out seeking strange gods. How-
ever, the old roan gelding's head seemed to have been turned
slightly by the strange performance of going a full mile, and
to-day he wanted to stop at every post, as though he was
reconciled to any task set for him. He used to skip along
gaily with his clear eyes set on the five-eighths mark, but to-

day he seemed prepared for any innovation, willing to start

from anywhere and try to go any distance. When he was set

arightandjstarted] agoing though, he displayed all his old-

time five-furlong speed and ran away from Major Cook, who
had been played quite heavily. Cook never got nearer than
two lengths of old Tim, which was lengthened to three at

the finish. Venus was half a length behind Cook. Time,
1:00£.

The winning jockeys to-day were Macklin, Sloan, Flynn,
Chevalier and Jones.

Sow the Maces Were Run.

The first race had eight two-year-olds, entered for a four

and one-half furlong dash. Claude Hill was installed favor-

ite, closing at 6" to 5, Easel 9 to 5, Lady Leinster filly 9, Mar-
garet M. 15, Free Will 20, May J ones and Phyllis each at

100 to 1. They were sent away to a good start, with Easel in
front with a rush, Encino, Claude Hill and Lady Leinster
filly next in order. There was not any change in these po-
sitions till well down the stretch, when Claude Hill passed
Easel, who was dying away, and won easily by four lengths.

Encino drove Easel out and got second place by a head,
Easel third. Time, 0:55£.

The second race was at six furlongs, selling, with nine
starters. Elmer F. was at 6 to 5, Vernon 2, Miss Fletcher 4,
Swiftsure 10, Rogation i5, Leonatus 30, Cadeau, Solitario

and Fin Slaughter from 60 to 150 to 1. They were soon off

to a good stait, with Miss Fletcher first to show, Swiftsure

and Elmer F. in close company. Miss Fletcher led into the
stretch, and hung to the rail. Elmer F. was a head in front

of Swiftsure, Vernon lying away seventh. In the last fur-

long Elmer F, began to crawl up, and under a hard drive won
by a neck from Miss Fletcher. Leonatus, who had made a

great run from well to the rear, was only beaten a head by
Miss Fletcher and finished a strong third. Vernon finished

sixth. He made a show of speed at the last eighth-pole, and
looked dangerous for an instant. Time, 1:15 J-

.

The third race was at seven furlongs, selling, for mares
and fillies. It proved to be a good betting race, and a hard
one to pick a winner from. Warrago was at the shortest

odds, closing at S to 5, Model 3 J, Duchess of Milpitas 4i, Lady
Jane 6, Mamie Scott and Raindrop 15, Mary 8. 20, and
Josephine 75 to 1. There was not much in sight after the
start but Lady Jane, and she seemed able to win as she pleased.

Warrago laid away second by two lengths till the half-pole

was passed, then Model came up second and Warrago fell

back to fourth. Lady Jane made tbe turn a head to the

good, Model two lengths in front of Mary S., she a head in

front of Warrago. Model had to drive to get her head in

front at the finish, while Lady Jane finished three lengths in

front of Mary S. for the place. Time, 1:27}.

The fourth race, at one mile, with five high-class horses

entered, was a good one to leave alone, and speculation in the

books on the result was not very heavy. Arnette was in-

stalled favorite at 6 to 5, and closed at 7 to 5. Oakley was at

2, Detective aod RemuB 7, Malo Diablo 15 to 1. Detective

and Remus fought for the lead from the quarter-pole to the

stretch, with Arpette lying third and running easy. Oakley
j

was fourth, and fighting for his head. Three times Arnette
was cut off and thrown off her stride, but every time she
come at them again. The pace was a hot one. Remus had
headed Detective on the far turn, and held him off', though
Detective hung on like a bull pup to a root. Oakley forced
his way through on the turn to the stretch, and ran well out
to the center of the track. Arnette had taken the lead from
Kemus at the last eighth, which she maintained with ease,
while Oakley was coming on like a whirlwind, with a chal-
lenge for the purse. Arnette would not be headed, however
and won easily by one length, Oakley Becond, five lengths in
front of Remus. Time, 1:403, fast for such a raw day.
The last race was at five furlongs, selling, with Tim Mur-

phy and Major Cook the conceded contestants. Tim was at
even money all the time, while somebody's roll drove the
odds on the Msjor down from 3 to 2 to 1. Toano and VenuB
were the other entries, at 5 and 15 to 1 respectively. To a
fair start Murphy set the pace and made it a hurry-up game.
He went right along about his business and the Major could
not touch him. Tim finished three lengths to the good, Major
Cook half a length in front of Venus, Toano ten lengths away,
loano s legs were sore, and Venus was dead tired and swerved
all over the homestretch. Time, 1:00J.

TWENTY-FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15.
A light rain fell early in the forenoon and the prospects|of

a heavy track looked most certain. However, not enough
rain fell to affect the track very much, and under the
influence of a warm wind by afternoon it was in good con-
dition. Good time was made in all the events. The
weather was clear, and the atmosphere sweetened by the
little shower.

The attendance was an average one, and betting on the
various races was lively. Four favorites and a second choice
won, so the air waB somewhat froBty around the bookies.
The feature of the first race was the wooden ride Mclotyre

put upon Montallade, an entrv of The Beach Stable, on
which a strong tip was out. Little Flush filly won by a
length ridden out, and Montallade would have robbed her of

her victory if he had been given any chance. An automa-
ton would have been of as much assistance as the jockey up.
Ricardo romped away from his field and won easily, with

the even-money favorite Three Forks in second place.

The third race had some "hot stuff' in it, with Cardwell,

Charley Boots, Monitor and Marjorie the short-enders.

Cardwell, the favorite, won driving, after a hot race, the

others in order as named above. Jockey Sloan, [rider of

Marjorie, claimed a foul against Charley Boots, which was
not allowed. The latter came in cut down.
Fannie Louise, Nephew and Sir Richard were the only

entries left in for a seven and a half furlong selling race. It

was a good betting race, as well as a good one for mental
speculation. Could Fannie Louise get away from them at

the start, could Sir Richard go the distance and could

Nephew eat them both up in the slow going, were the ques-

tions asked—and answered by the race. The mare did get

away from them, Sir Richard could not go the distance, and
Nephew "ate up" one of them in the stretch.

Onti Oro was kindly thought of for the hurdle race, be-

cause she had won a good race at Sacramento, but Bell

Ringer was favorite despite his heavy impost of 160 pounds.

Nellie G., a new jumper, was quietly tipped as a good thing.

Bell Ringer left all of them when he got ready, and won
buck-jumping as frisky as a colt. Onti Oro did not show.

Nellie G. exhibited speed on the flat, but loBt ground at the

jumps.
Hinrichs, Fitzgerald, Flynn, Donahue and Spence rode

the winners. Hinrichs also rode a Becond and a third."

Sow the Races Were Run.

The first race was a five-eighths scramble for two-year-
olds, selling. Little Flush filly closed favorite at 7 to 5,
Decision 5 to 3, Franco 7, Montallade. Rhaetia and imp. Eu-
dymion 12 (the former at one time 30 to 1), San Marcos 20,
Harry O. 60, Mabel L. 80, Harriet F. 150 to 1. The field of
ten was sent away well together, Decision first to show, and
held the lead over Little Flush filly well into the stretch,

where she began to exert herself and won, ridden out, by a
length. Montallade had been fighting to get through from
the turn, but Mc/ntyre rode a very indifferent race. By a
little display of horsemanship Montallade would have won
by a long distance. The horse by his own efforts, unaided,
was only half a length behind the money. Endymion was
third, Decision fourth. Time, 1:03.

Maiden jockeys piloted the horses in the second race at
five and one-half furlongs. Three Forks was the first choice,
at even money at the close

;
Ricardo and Perhaps 34, Navo-

polasser 10, Ka'hleen 12 and Harry Lewis 30 to 1. Kathleen
undertook to set the pace, but Ricardo took the command
from her on the turn and led into the stretch by a head.
From there on he steadily increased his lead to two lengths
at the wire, while Kathleen began to go back to her field.

Three Forks was second easily by four lengths from Perhaps.
Time, 1:08$.

The third race, at five furlongs, selling, had seven starters.

Charley Boots was at y to 5, Cardwell 18 to 5, Monitor 4,

Marjorie 4$, Marionette 9, Veva and City Girl 40 to 1.

Charley Boots delayed tbe start some, but the send-off was a
good one. Cardwell, City Girl and Marjorie was the order,
with Cardwell and Boots in front at the half. The position
was not changed into the stretch. Marjorie was third, and
in an attempt to get through on the rail Sloan had his mount
shut off. Marjorie cut Charley Boots down while they were
in such close quarters. Cardwell won by a head, Charley
Boots second by half a length, Monitor third by a head.
Time, 1:02A. Jockey Sloan claimed a foul against Charley
Boots but it was not allowed.

Capt. Rees and Arno declined the issue in the fourth race,

a selliDg affair at seven and one-half furlongs, leaving Fan-
nie Louise, Nephew and Sir Richard the starters. Fannie
LouiBe opened at 3 to 5 and closed at 7 to 10 ; Sir Richard
opened at 3A and closed at 4 to lj Xephew opened at 3$ and
closed at 2A. Fannie Louise took the lead at the start and
and could not be headed. Sir Richard held second place by
from two to three lengths the first half of the journey, then
essayed to take the jeft, Nephew and Sir Richard both plose<J
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up considerable daylight, and it looked as though they would

catch the swift l-annie. On the turn Fannie showed she held

the race well in hand, as she drew away steadily. Into the

stretch they were thw lengths apart, with Nephew last. In

the last furlong Sir Richard made a grand spurt and looked

to be a winner for a few strides, but Fannie shook him off.

Then Nephew came up and Sir Richard made another go at

him before he yielded. Fannie won by two lengths, Nephew
a length in front of the game Sir Richard. Time, 1:35}.

The last race was a mile and a quarter handicap. over five

hurdle-- Bell Ringer was at even money, Gold Dust 3J,

Onii »>ro 4. Arctic and Nellie G. 10. and Guadeloupe 12 to

1. A good start was quicKly accomplished after the horses

arrived at the post Arctic took the lead before the stand was

passed, with Gold Dust aud Guadeloupe next up. Bell

Ringer laid away fourth until the fourth jump had been

made on the back stretch, wheo he moyed up like a cyclone

and when the last jump was reached he was in place to clear

it Bret Then it was all over, with Bell Ringer first by three

lengths, Gold D ast seoond by four lengths, Arctic third.

Time, 2.2 U.

TUF.NTY BECOHD DAY—WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16.

Five favorites were lost in the shutile to day, and a hard

frost struck the talent of the betting ring. Joe Cotton headed

the iist of sure-things went wrong, then Portugal came in

a broken-down nag, and next Fannie Louise struck her colors

to Mainstay and Morven. The nest race was one of those

"cinch" aflairs, where the favorite "can't be beat unless he

falls dead." Rosebud and Arnette were conceded to be in it,

and would finish one, two, sure! Remus was the despised

outsider. The story of the race is an old one. The favorites

went out and raced each other off their legs, and then the

outsider, came on and took the money. There did not seem

to be many Remus adherents before the race, but there must

have been some, judging from the cheers that went upas

Remus began to shake himself up, and make a run for the

purse. Two days ago Arnette ran a winning race in 1:40$,

and lo*day she did not seem equal to win in 1:41$. But it is

the uncertainty of the sport that makes it so entrancing.

After Johnny Payne had run the full course twice, the

start was made without him, and Billy McCloskey, a 7-to-l'er,

won easily, having lime to run around his field after he had

been cut off. From the way Johnny Payne "worked out"

after the post-bell sounded, he might have given Billy a hot

argument.

Portugal was the talent's selection for the second race, but

he limped in a cripple, Tamalpais, an S-to-1 shot getting

the big end of the purse. Cherokee, quietly tipped for a

"good thing," was at 20 to 1, and finished third.

Mainstay ran away from Fannie Louise in the five-furlong

handicap, and Morven beat her out on the wire for the place.

Fannie ran a good race, but they are coming loo frequently

for her to expect her to defeat fresh high-class horses.

Uncle Giles, in his performance in the last race to-day,

clearly showed (he advantage uf a change of jockeys occa-

sionally. Mclntyre's over-confidence was able assistance to

Giles also and he won a fair race. Mclntyre, on Duchess of

Milpitas, thought he had the race won at the last sixteenth

pole and took time to'cbuckle.while Macklin took the money

Winning jockeys were Shaw, Chevalier, Jones, Donahue and

Macklin.

The weather was pleasant and the attendance up to the

average.

Hbifi tite Races Wert Tt"u.

Six horses faced the starter for the first race, at five and a

half furlongs, selling. Joe Cotton was favorite, closing at 13

to 5, Johnny Payne 3, Miss Pollard 3, Billy McCloskey 7,

Key Alta 10,and Moss Terry (at one time 40) 15 to 1. Johnny
Payne acted very bidly, delaying the start over half an
hour, and ran the full course twice. Then the judges signaled

to leave him. Billy McCloskey's odds shortened to 4 to 1,

after Johnny Payne made bis first run. Joe Cotton showed
tir^t at the start, with Moss Terry after him in hot style,

Billy McCloskey third. At the half Moss Terry changed
places with Joe Cotton. Nearing the three-quarter pole
McCloskey tried to get through but was shut off, then Shaw
ook him around the field. He made the turn swung wide
of the rail, and never faltered, but came on steadily and won
easily by one length. Moss Terry, pinched on the rail,

showed a head in front of Rey Alia for the place. Time,
1:10.

The big field of ten started in the second race, at five aud a

half furlong*, selling. Portugal closed at 9 to 5, Navy Blue
and Normnndie 4, Tamalpain 6 (opened at 7), Sooladain 10,

Bob Roy 12, Gondola 15, Cherokee 20, Red Idle 50, Prince
200 to 1. A good and early start, with Cherokee, Sooladain,

Prince in front, was the order. Gondola forged into the lead

for a little while, then Tamalpais came up and was never
headed, winning in a drive by half a length, Navy Blue sec-

ond only a bead in front of Cherokee, third. Portugal broke
down, and limped to the *ire. Time, 1:01.

The third race, it tire furlongs handicap, had some rare

good 'una in. Fannie Louise, rotwilhstanding her race at

mtio and a half furlongs yesterday, and with 108 pounds
up, was installed favorite at 7 to 10, and went to the post at

6} to 10. Red Bird, in at B6 poundl, opened at 3$ and closed

at fours ; Mainstay, with lop-weight Of 1 10, flowed at 6 to 1;

Realization [1 I
;U 7 and clewed at ."» to 1. Morven

(90) wtH at the false odds of 15 to 20 to 1. Mainstay showed
in front at Mag fall and set a hot pace. Realization, Fannie
Louise, Red Bird, Morven were next in order. Mainstay
paved the half a length to the good, came into the

two lengths ahead and won as be pleased by three. Realiza-

tion went back to last, and Morven came up with a rush
when well into tin* stretch, and drove Fannie Louise out for

ill- plai a, gftiing it bj three parti of h length. Time, 1:00^.

Rose I - »h installed favorite for the mile handi-

cap, fourth on the programme, ni og at 'J J to 10)
over An. \ and Remoi [108 al 'I to 1 all

the time. No difficulty was experienced in gelling a good
**od-off—a very good one, in fact— with Kernim, Ann-tie,

Rosebud Lna order past the itand. Rosebud got the rail at

the tin.! he and Arnette went out and raced for it

all the way. 1 oeebud was half a length in front at the quar-

ter, a neck at the half and half a length again at the head of

the stretch. Remus was never nearer than a length to Ar-

nette, while he turned for home two lengths in the rear. The
chestnut fillies hung on to each other coming for the wire.

Arnette did not seem equal to overcoming Rosebud's advan-

toge, and the latter could not get away from her, and then

Remus did the unexpected. Sloan had kept him running

easy,and he was fresh in wind. When asked to make an effort.

He responded to the call and came up like a cyclone, beat-

ing Rosebud out a length. Arnette was another length away.

Time, 1.41$.

The last race was at a mile, selling, with a well-balanced

6eld of six. Ransom was a hot favorite all the time, opening

at even money and closing at 4 to 5. Uncle Giles, with

Macklin up, was a well-liked second choice, with 3A to 1 for

closing price. Duchess of Milpitas was at 5, Olivia 9, Arno
and Miss Garvin 20 to 1. They were sent away at the first

break, Olivia first to show, and holding the lead to the turn

into the homestretch, where the Duchess challenged and

passed her. At the half the order was Duchess of Milpitas,

Olivia, Ransom. The Duchess swung into the stretch two

lengths ahead of everything else, Olivia a head in front of

Arno, who had passed Raosom. Uncle Giles also made a

move about that time and came along easily. At the last

sixteenth The Duchess was fully two and a half lengths clear

of her field. Mclntyre thought he had the race in hand and

gave his fellow jockeys the laugh, but Macklin was at work
on Giles and brought him on with a rush and landed him a

winner bv a length, Duchess of Milpitas second, a head in

front of Ransom. Time, 1:42.

HOOF-BEATS.

The Macon, Ga., meeting has proved a failure.

April, the timber-topper, is at the Bay District again.

Treachery ran a true, game race Thursday, and Macklin
put up an excellent ride.

Joe Rose had another good day Thursday, taking all the

Reddington money offered.

Yo Tambien won at Cincinnati Thursday one mile and
seventy yards. Time, 1:45£.

Jubilee, by imp. Kyrle Daly, out of Jov, by Lever, won
a mile race yesterday at Detroit. Time, 1:46.

Deerslayes, by imp. Midlothian, out of Doe won a mile

race Wednesday at Morris Park. Time, 1:46.

Wiggins, 2:19&, out of a mare by Stamboul, 2:07 J, is the

greatest racing two-year-old ever campaigned.

Bob Campbell, who trained the Santa Anita horses five

and six years ago, will be here with the Corrigan string.

The Peer, by Joe Hooker, out of Clara L. won a steeple-

chase three miles at Morris Park yesterday. Time, 6:08.

Fallen Water, " Lucky " Baldwin's fast Emperor of

Norfolk colt, was recently shot, owing to injuries to his back.

Now that the Little Flush filly has won another race, it

is hoped her owners will give her a name. She is worthy of

one.

Llnyille won the three-quarter mile race at Santa Ana
Tuesday, Mestesa second and La France third. Time,
1:16*.

Rockdoye, winner of the Cecesarwitcb, finished third to

Missal and Schomberg in the Duke of York Stakes at Kemp-
ton Park, Eog-, on Oct. 5th.

Scimetar, who ran third to Treachery and Reddineton
Thursday, is by imp. Eothen, sire of Requital, the Futurity

winner and best two-year old colt of 1895.

Rico will not start again for 6ome time. In his last race

he partly cast a plate and it was turned and drove into the

hoof. Some difficulty was experienced in removing it.

Waltz er, by imp. Darebin, out of Sly Dance, came in

second to Harry Reed, by Himyar, at Morris Park, New
York, October 17th. The race was for six furlongs and the

time, 1:14.

Barney Schreiber's Don Carillo, by imp. Mariner, out

ot Sunlit, defeated that good game little campaigner Lottie

Mills, and Linda, Thursday, in a mile and a sixteenth race at

St. Louis. Time, L27f.

Thursday A. B. Spreckels purchased twenty-three acres

of land adjoining the new race track at Ingleside. It is pre-

sumed it is for the use of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club. The
price paid was $25,000.

P. A. Finnegan, formerly President of the Blood Horse
Association, arrived in this city from Paris on Wednesday
last. His trip seems to have agreed with him, and he

will remain on this coast for some time.

Time prophets estimate that Mamie Scott could have made
the mile in less than 1:40 if she had been extended the full

distance. She could easily have beaten her time a quarter of

a second for the distance run if she had not been eased up.

Cakaccas, one of the Santa Anita string, won a two-mile

race over eight hurdles at Morris Park yesterday. Kilkenny
was second. Both are California bred, Caraccas being by Em-
feror of Norfolk, out of Clara D.,and Kilkenny beiDg by
mp. Darebin—Katrine.

Montallade, by Montana— Fusillade's Last, made a ereat

showing in his maiden appearance Tuesday. He was quietly

tipped as having shown well in workouts, and would have
won bis maiden race if his jockey had assisted him a little.

He is a half brother lo Fly.

At the first regular meeting of the new Board of Directors

of the Coney Island Jockey Club, held October 9th, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year : President,

Lawrence Kip; vice-president*-, William K. Vanderbilt and
.1. <lm <i. Heckscher; treasurer, S. H. Bedford; secretary, G.
Fellowes.

A Chicago dispatch of Tuesday says the report that Fred
Taral is to ride next season for Burns & Waterhouse, the

California racing firm, is erroneous. The "Little Dutchman"
has signed a contract with Matt Byrnes, at the stipulated

salary of $25,000 for the year, and will ride exclusively for

him.

Bell Ringer is performing most consistently now, and
weight does not affect him. He ran away from his field (

when asked to go yesterday, with 160 pounds up, and won
with the greatest ease.

E. J. Baldwin, Santa Anita Stable, has sold to B. Falk
the bay gelding Del Coronado, 2, by imp. The Hook, dam i

Jennie B., and bay colt Onalaska, 2, by imp. The Hook, dam i

Santa Anita. Terms private.

Gaston Ashe owns a splendid farm of 10,000 acres about .

fifteen miles below Hollister and has over seventy head of f

thoroughbreds, stallions, broodmares, colts and fillies there.
Bert Hart, the jockey who for years rode for B. C. Holly, is

handling the youngsters. Mr. Ashe bred a number of her
best mares to the thoroughbred Jackson last spring.

The Eastern trainer, Matt Byrnes, in a letter to a friend i

here, say6 he will take twenty-three bead to California this
fall, six of which are his owo, the rest being Marcus Daly's.
He considers the yearling colt by Salvator—Miss Woodford,
the greatest youngster he ever saw, and that he has the finest

string of youDg animals in the East.

The entries secured for the St. Leger of 1S97 number 249,
a considerable improvement on last year, when 202 sub-
scribed, and entailing an increase in the value of the race of
£1,175. The Prince of Wales has nominated three, namely,
Oakden, Farrant and Seibel, but many other owners have a
more lengthy list. The American Stables may be represented
on the Town Moor, as Mr Richard Croker has nominated
five and Mr. P. Lorillard half a dozen.

We were in error in stating recently that Col. W. P
Thompson was the breeder of Requital and One I Love, the
best two-year old colt and filly of 1895. The former was
purchased in utero at the >ale of the late D. D. Withers' es-

tate, and the lat'er was imported in utero. Both were nour-
ished and reared on the pastures of Brookdale, however, and
Col. Thompson has therefore been frequently referred to as

the breeder of the Futurity winner and the crack filly of
1895.

In regard to racing in England, Mr. Croker is reported as

having said : "I like the English racing system very much.
It is an honest one, but it takes one some time to learn its in-

tricacies, which are numerous, the difference from our own
system being very great. I have from twenty to thirty horses
now in training4n England, and have entered Montauk for

the Derby, and other good ones for the St. Leger and the As-
cot for 1896. Fourteen of my horses are now in active

training there."

Atjguste Lupin, one of the most prominent devotees of

the French turf, died Sept. 25, at the age of ninety. His
colors were first registered in 1863, and for the next few years
he gained prominence as a skillful gentleman rider. He
started his breeding establishment in 1S40, and conducted it

successfully during the remainder of his lifetime. He raced
with various success, and won six Prix de Jockey Club
{French Derby) with Gambetti,St. Germain, Attilla colt,

Amalfi, Potocki and Salvator, five Prix de Diane (_French
Oaks), was twice successful in the Grand Prix de Paris with
Salvator and Glaneur and won the Goodwood Cup with
Jouneuer and Dollar.

Jockeys on the French turf have been complaining re-

peatedly to the stewards as to the difficulty they experience
in obtaining their fees from certain owners. The French
knights of the pigskin are supposed to have had rather a
tough lime of it, for although their regular fee—$40 a win-
ner and $20 a loser—is a good one, they are of.eu asked to

ride for less, and are obliged to do it to get the mount and fig

ure honorably in the list of winners at the end of the year-

The authorities have decided that jockeys' mounts have now.
to be paid to the clerk of the course before the race, and it

the money is not forthcoming the horse is not allowed to

start. The fee is naturally not applicable in the case of ap-

prentices.

The sale of that good two-year-old colt Sherlock, which
has been pending for some time, was consummated last

week. Charles Fleischmann purchased him from Carroll

Keid, his owner, for $8,000. As he is entered in several of

the Latonia Fall stakes, Mr. Fleischmann will have an
opportunity of getting a least a part of his money back be-

fore he retires him to winter quarterr. The colt is of the

wear-andtear kind, and has shown in all of his races that he
is as game a youngster as has been seen on the circuit this

season. He started in seven races, winning five of them and
getting a slice of the money on the other two occasions, an
excellent record. He is by Eberlee, who is a full brother to

that good race mare Huntress, and out of Edenia, by Erden-
neim. As a three-year-old he should prove a valuable ac-

quisition to the Fleischmann string, if all goes well with him
during the winter, as he has shown a disposition to go a

route and to carry weight, two things very necessary in a

good three-year-old.

"A great many persons would like to know how it feels to

wia $100,000 on a race," said Fred Foster recently while re*

ferring to last year's Brooklyn Handicap. "I went up to the

head of the stretch," he said, "after giving the final orders

to Taral, and climbed up on a tally-ho there. I could not see

either the field at the post, or anything but the thousands of

people about me. A confused murmur is all I know about

the start. Then everything seemed to oppress me for a min-
u'e, and I knew nothing of what was going on about me. Sud-

denly a horse in McClelland's colors rushed past me. A
length back was another, whom I did not know. Only a head

away I saw the Doctor. Taral was sitting perfectly still and
I could see him steady mv horse. He was just galloping. A
strange feeling—one of joy—came over me. I saw Taral

bend over in his saddle and say something. The Doctor

pricked up his ears and extended himself. He shot past the

second horse and it seemed but ajump till he was at the dank
of McClelland's colt. I cried : Boys, I've won the Brook-

lyn ! and fell otl the top of the tally-ho. I don't remember
anything of the next half hour, nor, in fact, very clearly of

the rest of the racing. I found out afterward that I saw the

Doctor put away all right, and attended to getting Eloroy

out for the last race and betting all the money 1 had on bim,

but 1 was so excited that I forgot to cash the tickets I had

when he completed my dav's triumphs. To tell the truth,

my only distinct recollection after the horses went to the

post in the Brooklyn was just for the second when the field

entered the stretch. The memory of that second will never

be blotted out of my mind. The scene was vivid, distinct

and clear."
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JOSEPH OAIRN SIMPSON.

C. J. C. Trotting Meeting.—As will be learned from

the advertisement, the date of the California Jockey Club

Trotting Meeting has been fixed, and the programme

arranged. There could not be a better outlook for a success-

ful meeting, and so far as can be told at this time, a very good

prospect for one of the greatest gatherings of harness racers

that has ever been witnessed.

In the first place there are twenty-eight races to be decided

in seven days. After making allowance for lapses in a few

of them—though even that is not likely to occur—from the

large number of entries there is a strong probability that

some of the classes will have to be divided, so that there is

small chance for days on which the interest will slacken.

Under the management of theC. J. C. there would be little

dread of dilatoriness, which is oftentimes the bane of harness

racing, and with the additional spur of so much work on the

trestle board that the utmost activity will be demanded to

clear it in the allotted time, scarcely a minute, from one hour

after high twelve, will hang heavy on the spectators. And

with all this hurry I have little hesitation in predicting that

the work will be accomplished without keeping people so late

as to spoil their amusement, and that means having the after-

noon's sport concluded so that there will be no misgivings of

dinners being delayed. This prophesy is based on the knowl-

edge that racing methods will be pursued in regard to prompt-

ness. When the rules which will govern are formulated, and •

that will be done so thoroughly as to do away with the plea

of ignorance, they will be enforced to the letter. That a good
deal of the system that prevails in the main racing clubs of

the country can be adopted advantageously in trotting meet-

ings is beyond successful contradiction, and, therefore, with

racing folk in control, we may look for a happy combination,

the best of both racing and trotting usages brought into re-

quisition at the coming meeting.

And, by the way, I have the utmost faith that this meeting
will have a potent effect in advancing the interests of those

who are engaged in harness-horse breeding, or in any way
connected with trotting and pacing horses.

In '-he first place it will have a direct influence in allaying

the feeling which exists between the devotees of both branch-

es of sport—turf and track.

I have always contended that th»re were no good reasons

for antagonians, and that, when properly conducted, one
Bhould aid the other. No one can truthfully say that the

two California associations are inimical to trotting horse in-

terests. The California Jockey Club makes the initiatory

move a leading racing club giving a trotting meeting, for

which a greater number of races are billed and more money
apportioned than at any previous meeting on this Coast. It

treaks in on its regular racing season, and gives its course

not only for the seven da?s on which the meeting will be

held, but long enough before to change it from the condition

applicable to running to make it suitable for trotting. More
than that should the trotting folk show that they appreciate

the efforts to aid them other meetings will be given of equal

or greater magnitude than that on the tapis.

The Pacific Jockey Club has done all that could be desired

;

postponed the opening of its new course until the trotting

meeting was ended, though the original date set was two
weeks earlier.

While the feeling which prompted these concessions was
instigated by a desire to forward the interests of all parties

engaged in breeding, rearing, training and racing harness

horses, it is a wise move from the standpoint of policy.

There has been in all parts of the United States, among trot-

ting men, an apprehension that the managers of running
meetings were intent on crushing their business. They have
viewed with alarm the tendency to absorb all the time in the

neighborhood of large towns for racing alone, and been so

successful in that aim, that in the immediate vicinity of the

eecond largest cily in the United States there was not a single

trotting track. When the C. J. C. secured a long lease of the

Oakland Trotting Park, there was a strongly-defined dread

that the metropolis of the Eastern shore of the Pacific would
be in the same situation as the " City on the Lake." When
the harness-racing programme of the C. J. C. was published,

apprehensions were only partly allayed. There were still

unbelievers
;
people who contended that the trotting meeting

would only be aside-show, and that while the trotting meet-
ing was in progress, racing would be in full blast, and the cer-

tain loss which would result in that case be used to strangle

harness sports—in the vicinity of Sin Francisco.

As stated bsfore the course pursued by both of our racing

associations has overwhelmed those who had chanted dolor-

ous measures, and even those of ultra-pes3imistical leanings,

been forced to admit that there is a cheering outlook.

** *

"The Hippodrome.*'—The history of the hippodrome

has been written, its effects noted, and the general trend of

opinion is that it has exerted a malign influence on harness

racing.

The tour of the two greatest pacing horses has added a

stigma which will take a long time to eradicate. A succession

of brazen rascalities, a sequence of audacious attempts to

humbug people, and at the same time such a thorough con-

tempt for the laws of harness racing, and those who should

enforce them, that there is one thing the notorious drivers of

these celebrated animals can be credited with—are impu-
dence which verges on the sublime.

Readers of Gulliver's Travels, who have followed published
accounts of these races, will not fail to see the analogy, and
though "the Dean" has been accused of penning the worst

slander on the human race, which has ever been hublisbed,

"Houyhnhnms" and " Yahoo3 " are not so much of a favor

in these last years of the nineteenth century.

From the Philadelphia imbroglio, when both drivers

sought to follow the bent of their own inclinations, and one
of them escaped without even a reprimand, until the race on
Wednesday last at Lexington, there has been reasons for sus-

picion. In the Lexington race, the power of the Kentucky

Trotting-Horse Breeders' Association, was necessary to insure

a contest, and even then it looked as though Gentry wss laid

up in the first heat, as he was last. There was a collision

after Robert J. made a break—according to the telegraphic

report—" a collision looked certain, but a broken wheel to

Robert J.'s sulky was all "—Patchen winning in 2:03, Cole-

sidge second.
It is not my intention, however, to particulariza, as readers

are generally aware of the incidents. Curry was fined $500 at

Philadelphia, for a flagrant violation. McSenry was allowed

to go without rebuke. At other places the reports state Curry
was "warned," but from the tone of, and apologies which ap-

peared in many of the Eastern papers, the warning was some-
thing after the fashion of an appeal. " Mr. Curry we are ex-

tremely reluctant that we have to impose on your good na-

ture so far, as to humbly request that you will deign, in the

exuberance of your good nature, to ease a little of your
pull. Sorry to ask so much, but there are kickers you are

aware, and these newspaper fellows will take delight in roast-

ing us, and though in your exalted situation you are out of

the reach of their envenomed shafts, we not so happily pro-

vided for and therefore fervently solicit that you will kindly

help us out of the difficulty."

Such words may not have been employed though it is evi-

dent there has been a general disposition to mollify, an
effort on the part of some writers to palliate the offenses of

distinguished drivers, and place the odium on other parties.

I do not include the races in which Robert J. took part as

hippodromeSjbut loes any person, at all conversant with these

affairs, believe that there was any other arrangement, than

to get as much money from from associations as could be ob-

tained, and that equally divided between the two star actors,

when these two constituted the field.

This may be true sport, but if it is my conception of what
sport is is egregiously erroneous.

In order to obtain the best terms it is absolutely necessary

to make believe that the horses are so closely matched that

there is a chance for either to win. The first real hipprodom-
ing tour was Flora Temple and Princess. McMann could

not be induced or tempted to lose a race which he could
win, and as Eoff managed to win one race, heats of two
miles, he made many people believothat he had purposely

lost others, and deluded them with the story so far as to keep
up the interest. These tactics iucreased the anxiety to wit-

ness the races between Dexter and Geo. M. Patchen Jr. and
after the Californian lost fifteen races without a break, to the

renowned gelding, I have heard people claim that Eoff could

have won many of them, had that "suited his book."

The present method, as shown by McHenry and Curry, is

an improvement. That the horses are very closely matched
is beyond question; that one of them could win all of the time

is decidedly improbable, but if there were breaks at regular

intervals, Gentry winning at Milwaukee and Dubuque, and
Patchen at Sioux City, excitement would be heightened.

That associations, by offering inducements for this kind of

racing, are, in a measure, partners in the wrong-doing is self-

evident. The desire to attract large bodies of spectators

overcame their better jodgment and the glamorinc of big

gate receipts engendered a golden hize which obscured their

vision. Even then there are honest endeavors on the part

of the drivers to have " the best horse win " there are ob-

jections connected with the hipporome. The tendency is

to lessen the interest in these contests which are limited to

lower classes of performers, and unless something sensational

is presented attendance, is light.

*

"High Rating in the Stamina Test!!!"—On form,

Boreal was hardly regarded in the contest, but he developed

high rating in the stamina test." That is one sentence of

the telegram from Lexington, Ky., Monday night, and an-

other paragraph is as follows :

" Kohl won two heats and Killona one, and Geers, who had

been circling the track well behind, showed up next time

and outposted (?outfooted) Oakland Baron home in 2:1HX,

Though defeated, by no means was he disgraced, as every

inch of the five heats he was an active contestant, figuring in

the fray as long as he remained in the race, forcing Fred

Kohl to earn his best record of 2:12|, and itwas the flight of

Fred Kohl and Oakland Baron that gave Boreal the race."

1 must protest against the award of the telegrapher which
gives the horse which circled the track well behind for

three heats the credit of superior stamina. Had he done bis

best, emulated Oakland Baron or Fred Kohl in striving for

the lead and then outlasted them there would be some sense

in the plaudit. As it was, if he was so "well behind" as to

drop just inside the distance even in the fastest heat, he would
have a margin of seven seconds with some fifteen feet or

more leeway to "beat the flag."

Some there will be to eulogize the craft of Geers, and
when judges permit such an unfair advantage a driver can-

not be blamed for taking advantage of the privilege. But
how will the owners of Fred Kohl, Killona and Oakland
Baron regard the concession ? and will those wbo speculate

on what was to be seen to guide them in their investments,

coincide in the plaudits which welcomed the winner, be sat-

isfied that thev had a fair show for their money ? And the

spectators, too, will they be as well-pleased with the 'specta-

cle presented as they would have been had every horse in

the race been forced to contest in every heat ?

For the good of the cause let us hope, that the very many
instances, in this good year of 1895, of the "pernicious prac-

tice" of laying up heats, will ensure such action at the next
convocations of the N. T. A. and A. T. A. as *ill afford some
remedy.
Shorten the distance, in iand 5 races a heat in three be a

sire qua non to stay in the race will be something of an amend-
ment, though the time will surely come that staying well be-

hind will ensure punishment, no matter how powerful the

party controlling, or how celebrated the culprit.

*

The Editor of the Horse Breeder quotes the race at Terre

Haute, in which Oiiiqui woa the first and second heats in

2:03} and 2:10, and Nightiugile the third, fourth and fifth :n

2:08, 2:10 and 2:09$, as an argument in favor of 3 in 5 races.

He writes " "Onaqua won the first two heats in phehomenal

time, and if the two-in-three had been in force the great old

daughter of Mambrioo King would have won but fourth

money."

That is quite true if the same tactics had been pursued, as

Nightingale was fourth in the first heat (four starters) and
third in the second heat, while Dandy Jim was 3—2, David
B. 2—4.
Our good friend of the Horse Review must be aware that

a mare which cm trot a third heat in *<i:08, a fourth in 2:10
and a fifth in 2:09]-, has "no business" to be dallying along
as she did at Terre Haute. It is longer odds tban book-
makers are from to "chalk" againBt the veriest "dogs," that
if that race had been 2 in 3 Nightingale would have taken
the second and third, and in place of being an argument in
favor of 3 in 5 races, is the strongest kind of proof of the ne-
cessity of change.

Partial as the Village Farm folk are to laying up heats
with 2 in 3 "the rule," only one could be jockeyed when the
winner of the first heat was likely to gain the second.

"Iconoclast" is looking, with anxious vision, for what A.
D. 1900 will bring. Alluding to the old ruts, among them
adberine to that very old practice of long drawn-out races,

he prints :
" Isn't this just a trifle ridiculous in the good year

1S95, just as the year 1900 is looming into sight V Not the
only ridiculous thing my highly esteemed colaboreateur in

horse affairs which will loom into sight before the twentieth
century is ushered into place—and among them the almost
universal practice of layiog-up heats, or a heat even, that
could be won, will no more be permitted than throwing a
race.

When the writers of horsey articles in these twentieth cen-
tury journals turn over the old files, and learn that the swind-
ling tactics were justified in many instances, not one in a
hundred when the nefarious practices were denounced, ridi-

cule will not be the only weapon used, indignation that

sportsmen should resort to such unfair measures, surprise that

harness-racing should have survived the ordeal.
*

* *
The Coming Sales—Never before in the history of Cali-

fornia has there been the same opportunity, as will be pre-

sented by KilHp & Co. the second week in November, to ob-

tain high-class thoroughbreds, at public auction. It may be

as well, perhaps, to qualify this statement, as had there been

buyers present when Mr. Winters offered his whole stock at

auction at Sacramento, 18S7, the chance of the century would
have been presented. At that sale Mr. Baldwin purchased
Emperor of Norfolk, or rather, according to my recollection,

by private treaty after the sale was stopped, at the urgent
solicitation of Albert Cooper.
What Emperor of Norfolk has done for Santa Anita is so

well known that reference is all that is required. Few will

dispute the claim that he was the best race horse that ever
carried the Baldwin colors, although it may be that his

son, Rey del Carreras, will be a " close competitor" for that
honor. Mr. Winters offered his whole stud at that time for a
price which would not have tempted him to sell El Rio Rey,
and then asale at that time would have included Emperor of
Norfolk, The Czar and El Rio Rev, and with the chance of
the other celebrities which have followed.

My purpose at present is merely to allude to the coming
sales as hereafter they will be noticed as becomes their im-
portance. With the get of Joe Hooker, El Rio Rey, Flam-
beau, Racine, Bramble, imported Cyrus, and Flood, and the
dams not only of the highest breeding, but very many'of them
"producer.;" of great race horses, the opening statement is so
fully substantiated that it can be "rested" without argument.

There are Hopes that writers for journals of the country

which are " devoted " to harness racing will eventually dis-

cern that practices which do so much to bring the sport into

disrepute must be denounced.
" Iconoclast," in the Kentucky Stock Farm, has taken a

Rtand against many of these reprehensible practices, and oc.

casionally there have been others to rebuke, though mildly,
but as a rule apologies for wrongdoing has been more com-
mon than castigation. Therefore, I am much pleased to see
that the correspondent of the Western Horseman, who re-

ported the races at Terre Haute, discourses as follows

:

" After the four-year-old filly (Onaqua) had captured the
first two heats in fast time, being driven out bv David B. in

the first heat and Dandy Jim in the second, Geers cut loose
with Nightingale, that had trotted to beat the flag in the
former heats, and raced the daughter of Keeler a gruelling
heat. * * It may be said here that performances like

this to-day are what disgusts all lovers of legitimate and fair

racing."

Keep up the agitation, and though there may be a limited
number at present to raise the banner of fair-play, the cause
is just and must prevail.

* **
The Sunny South—I am not prone to envy those who

are favored with opportunities for enjoyment which I cannot

share, and yet there is a feeling of disappointment, that while

so many of my good friends are in a situation to avail them
selves of a visit to Los Angeles I cannot participate. The
pleasures, however, which these friends will secure, make
amends for the individual loss, and hence, whenever there are
symptoms of repining, consolation is not tacking.

Although it is twenty years since I Jvisited Los An-
geles the remembrance is vivid, and it would be somewhat
singular if the "pleasures of memory" were not clear when
there were so many causes of gratification. With the changes
that twenty years have wrought in that city and its environs,
so wonderful I am told, that the old landmarks are replaced
by entirely new monuments;*stately palaces where the adobe,
roofed with tiles, its court a mass of flowers stand modern
hotels, with all the comforts of this comfortable age, doing
away with the hearty hospitality of the olden time, or rather
with the necessity for displaying the warm-heartedness
which cannot be obliterated ; all of this a legitimate source
of pride to the enterprising inhabitants, and yet the remem-
brances of a score of years ago would not be so pleasant were
the old-time scenes less prominent.
There will be two great weeks to close this glad month

of October. The Fair leading off with its numerous attrac-

tions, and then the Trotting Horse Breeders to complete
the fortnight's amusements. Those who are less fortunate
than the people who can attend, can enjoy the satisfaction-

of reading the published accounts and listening to the fervid

stories of returned pilgrims. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

The Experiment gelding has been named Svengali. If he
can hypnotize the Trilbeys of his competitors he will not need
the " Little Billee," and may prove a good experiment.
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McZkus, by McKinney, has a record of 2:14}.

The racemeeliogat Holhster was a success in every way.

Steinway has had seven new performers added to his list

this season.

Niohtingale, 2:08, now holds the record for the fastest

6ve-heal race.

Ocv Wilkes has had nine new ones added to his credi-

table list this year.

Pedlar, by Electioneer, won a ten-heat race at Boston,

Mass., October 11th.

Azote has gone lame and will not appear on the Eastern

turf again this season.

Monroe Salisbury has acquired the racing qualities of

Oakland Baron, 2:14*.

Ella May, by Nephew, got a record of 2:19} at West,

cheater Park, New York.

Midi, by Electrician (son of Electioneer) got a record of

2:23i at Cleveland, Oct. 1.

T. W. Raymond with Klamath can be seen at the Santa

Ana race track every day.

Osoq.ua, 4, 2:08}, is now the fastest trotter descended from

Belmont in direct male line.

Forty thousand people attended Thursday's trotting

races at Hillsdale, Michigan.

Lou Seer, a bay mare by The Seer (son of Gen. Benton)

got a record of 2:2S at Cleveland, Oct. 4.

Utility, bv Electioneer, has a record of 2:13, made in a

race she won at Lexington, October 11th.

The Guy Wilkes two-year-old Fred 8. Moody, 2:19},

worked a quarter in 0:31} last week at Lexington.

Encounter, by Onward, won a special pacing race at

Salem, Oregon, in straight heats, 2:20, 2:22, 2:23}.

The brown stallion, Forward, by Sidney, died last week.
He was owned by W. H. H. Achuff, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Lkonora, by Sable Wilkes, 2:18, out of Minnie Princess,

by Nutwood, got a recoid of 2:25 at Hollister. last Thursday.

Edwin C, by Ejotist, is a new pacer. He got a record of

2:25 at Elkhoro, Wis., October 1st, and won this his first race,

too.

Keyes, 2:293 , the pacer by Echo, lowered his record to

2:19} at the Orange county fair, Newburgh, New York,Sept.
24th.

Riley, a bay horse, by The Seer (son of Gen. Benton and
Odette, by Electioneer) got a record of 2:29 at Cleveland,

Oct. 4.

Redwood Boone, by Redwood, 2:21 J (son of Anteeo), en-

tered the 2:30 list at Cleveland, October 4th, getting a mark
of 2:28}.

Sophia R„ by Roy Wilkes, won the free-for-all pacing
race at the Salem, Oregon, fair last Thursday. Time, 2:19},
2:20, 2:23.

Four of the get of Hummer, son of Electioneer, started on
the turf this year, and three of the four have taken records
faster than 2:20.

I ikkin A. Hickok has telegraphed for twelve stalls at
the Oakland race track. He will arrive in Oakland the latter

part of this month.

John Dickerson will not spend the winter on Wm. Cor-
bitt's farm at San Mateo, but will winter at Terre Haute.

—

American Sportsman.

Miss Woodford, bay mare, by Sam Purdy, went a heat in
'elober 3, at Baltimore, clipping four and one-half

seconds off her record.

i iakland Babon, by Baron Wilkes, out of Lady Mackey
by Si I verthreads, won the $25,000 Kentucky Futurity Stake
at Lexington, October 8th.

Silkwood, so Mr. Willetssays, will start to-day at Santa
Ana in the free-for all pace. Waldo J. will be near him
every time he comes to the wire.

Stamboul's latest performer is the brown colt, Belbel, 4,
out of Mabel, sister of Beautiful Bells. He took a record' of
2:30 at Cape Vincent, N. Y. September 24lh.

The two year-old Wiggins, 2:1!)}, by Aberdeen, dam Al-
bina de Mer, bv Stamboul, 2:07}, has started five times this
season, winning all his races in straight heats.

The two-year-old filly, Abdulameer, that defeated Woven
Wind si Portland, Me., earning a record of 2:31J, is by
Stamboul, out of Silverone, 2:193 , by Alcyone.

I. H. OOTBWlrri, of Savannah Park, will sell all his
horses including Daghestan, by Stamboul, at W. B. Fasig's
auction sale in New York City, November 20ih.

Jay BllOBwill Uke Altamont to Oakland, Cal., in a few
days, where he will he kept until shipped East, some time
in December.—North Pacific Rural.

lie first lime in the history of the trotter three four-
yearold trotters have entered the 2:10 list this year. They
veBcnutU, 2:06}, Onoqaa, 2:08|,and B. B. P., 2:09}, all
three holding race records.

Hibernian fUvor about it, but a boh of
Hammer, tbt Electioneer stallion owned by Wm. Simpson,
of New Yr.rk ( ,'ilv, has made it famous in the pacing world
for last week at Cleveland he paced to a record of 2:173.

BlDWOBTR, by Wild oat, who lowered his record to 2:22}
in a race at rl.H Gentlemen'* Driving Pnrk meeting, Balti-
more, recently

,
,

• owned by Frederick Downing, of Sharps
Wharf, Vs. I, iia beautifullygaited trotter and as he is
but five years old should, race to a low mark.

Mr. Hall, the genial superintendent of the Forbes Farm
Ponkapog, recently wrote ub that Nancy Hanks, 2:04, is

surely with foal by Arion, 2:07}.

The grand broodmare, Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief,

has another son that is a sire of speed, as Omega, her son by

Quartermaster, is the sire of Virginia McDonald, 2:25.

The Altamont filly, Ella T., paced a great race at Terre

Haute last week. She was a good fourth the first two heats

in 2:04} and 2:04}, and a close third the last in 2:06}, in

which heat she beat 2:08 hereelf.

Dr. H. A. Spenceb, of San Jose, has been appointed Vet-
erinary Inspector of 8aota Clara bv tbe Board of Supervi-

sors and City Council at a salary of $100 per month, each

body appropriating $50 per month.

Applicatsons for stall room at the Los Angeles track are

coming in thick, and the secretary is puzzled to know where
to place all the horses that are to appear at that place during

the two weeks' meeting.

The chestnut filly Alfredatta, by Steinway, 2:25}, out of

Etna G., by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, second dam Alia, dam of

Spartan, 2:24, by Almont, earned a record of 2:24 in a race at

Alameda, September 28th.

The associations that are to hold the great polo match at

the Breeders' Meeting, Los Angeles, are enthusiastic over it.

The P. C. T. H. B. Association will give a magnificent silver

trophy to the winning team.

Westward the California horsemen now sojourning in

the East will soon be turning, for nothing will drive these

gentlemen home to this land of sunshine, fruit and flowers

quicker than a few bitter cold days.

Fred Pab3t's great young horse Faustino, 2:14}, by Sid-

ney, is now in the list of sires, his first representative being

the brown colt Trophy, who took a two-year-old record of

2:29} at Lansing, Mich., week before last.

E. J. Young, of Independence Or., drove his bay filly, Cres-

cent, four months old, hitched to a bike sulky, one-eighth of

a mile, in 31 seconds, at the State Fair. This youngster is a

pacer, sired by Del Norte, 2:14}, dam by Dick Flaherty.

A horse never intentionally steps upon a man. Inconse-

quence of this there is a standing order in the British army
that if a trooper should be dismounted he must lie still. It

his been found that the whole squadron will pass over him
without doing him injury. An illustration of this was given

last week.

Sallie Benton, 2:17}, by Gen. Benton, who was the

champion four-year-old trotter when she took her record,

eleven years ago, is now the dam of two 2:20 trotters—Star-

light, 2:15}, by Electioneer, and Nordica, 3, 2:19}, by Adver-
tiser.

Baron Dillon, by Baron Wilkes, out of Mattie Nutwood,
by Nutwood, won the Stallion Representative Stakes (value

$5,000), for four-year-olds, at Lexington, Tuesday. He won
the first heat in 2:10, the fourth in 2:12} and the fifth in

2:13}.

Onward has seven new comers to the 2:20 list but tbe

three fastest are pacers. The average of the trotters is 2:18

Guy Wilkes has had five trotters enter thislist, the average-

being 2:16, but of his list one is a two-year-old and another
a three-year-old.

The gray gelding, John R. Baldwin, 2:25}, by Fallis, son
of Electioneer, recently trotted six races in thirteen days in

New England, winning them all. He was bred at Woodburn,
and is out of a mare by Chichester, grandam famous old Van-
ity Fair, by Alexander's Abdallah,

The Kentucky Stakes for three-year-olds decided Monday,
October 15th, resulted in a victory for Boreal, by Bowbells
(son of Electioneer), Fred Kohl, by Guy Wilkes, second,and
Killona, by King Wilkes, third; time, 2:16. Oro WilkeB
won the stake in 1893 and Directum in 1892.

R. P. Pepper, Jr., writes from South Elkhorn Farm

:

"Onward now haB sixteen new ones for 1895, making him 114
in all at the age of "twenty—a record never equaled by any
other stallion. He also has forty trotters and pacers in the
2:20 list, while seven world's records are held by his descend-
tants."

Will J. Young has a yearliuglpacing filly by Alfred G-
(son of Anteeo), dam by Gen. Hancock, that stepped a mile
in 2:35 on the Lexington track Tuesday. The last eighth she
went at a 2:15 gait. An experienced horseman who saw the
performance says that she is the faBtest yearling he ever

There were some brilliant bits of speed in the great five

heat struggle of Nightingale and Onoqua at Terre Haute.
Onoqua trotted the last half of her first heat in 2:08}, the
third quarter in 30} seconds. Nightingale's third heat in

2:08 included a last half in 1:03} and a last quarter in 0:31.1,

while the grand old mare stepped the fifth heal in 2:09}, laBt

half in 1:03}.

The five two-year-old trotters whjch have beaten 2:20 in
races this year are Tommy Briton, 2:18}, by Liberty Bell, a
grandson of Electioneer; Fred S. Moody, 2:19}, by Guy
Wilkea, 2:15}, son of George Wilkes, 2:22 ; Palita, 2:16},
by Palo Alto, 2:08}, Bon of Electioneer; WigginB,
2:19}, by Aberdeen, eon of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, and
Bingen. 2:19} (trial 2:12}), by May King, 2:20, son of Elec-
tioneer. All five trace directly to Rysdyk's Hambletonian
through their sires, and three of the five are direct descend-
ants nf Electioneer. The blood of The Moor iB also repre-
sented in three.

Hon. F. C. Sayles, of Pawtucket, R. I., proprietor of
Bryn Mawr Farm, met with a great loss a few days since in
the death of two valuable horses killed in a railroad smash-
up._ Three of his horses were on a box-car on the ill-fated

train which was wrecked in the pit of a turntable at Black-
stone Junction on the 6th inst. Planeteer and Fly Wheel
were in the lot, and Planeteer was the only one saved. One
of the two that perished, the valuable six-year-old mare Fly-
wheel, siBter to Hart Boswell, owned by K. O'Grady of San
Mateo, Cal., being by Onward, 2:25}, dam Nancy Lee (dam
of Nancy Hanks, 2:04). Itseems a great pity that so choicely-
bred a young mare should meet with such a fate. A much,
worse feature of the accident, however, was the loss of several
human lives.

The Pacific Coast Jockey Club kindly consented to post-
pone the opening of their new track until after the sixteenth
of November in deference to the trotting meeting to be held
by the California Jockey Club, commencing November 9th.

The performance of the two-year-old Bingen, by May
King, 2:20, son of Electioneer, dam Young Miss, by Young
Jim, who trotted an exhibition mile at Rigby Park, near
Portland, Me., last Thursday in 2:12}, makes him, after

Arion, 2:10}, the favorite trotter of his age ever foaled.

Last week, at Cleveland' Orrin A. Hickok was the recipi-
ent of a beautiful diamond scarf pin surrounded with emer-
alds. It was given by Mr. and Mrs. W E. D. Stokes, of New
York City, owners of Miss Rita and Josie B. The presenta-
tion was made in the judge's stand by President Edwards

Chables Dustin, brother to James Dustin, the well-
known California driver, was quite badly hurt at Exeter, Me.,
recently, while driving the pacer, Charlie Rolfe in a race.

The horse kicked and got entangled in his hopples, falling to

the track and rolling upon the driver. Dustin had one fin-

ger broken and his left leg was badly bruised.

The Conqueror, by Egotist (son of Electioneer), out of
Arlotta, by Harold, captured the 2:16 class trotting race at

Lexington, after Roetta Soap, by Patchen Wilkes, won the
first heat in 2:14}, Lyric, by Lancelot, the second in 2:14}.
The Conqueror's time for the last three heats was 2:13}, 2:14}
and 2:15. The gameness of the Electioneers this year is the
talk of the East.

The greatness of the Steinway-Electioneer cross as repre-
sented bv the get of Steinway and Katy G., iB again demon-
strated.

" Chas. Derby, 2:20, Covev, 2:24, Steineer, 2:29}, are
from this cross, and Sunlieht, a five-year-old sister to these
horses, got a record of 2:25 at Greenup, Illinois, Sept. 28th.
Chas. Derby is th e sire of Diablo, 2:09}, and Perby Princess

,

2:19}. Covey is a gelding snd Steineer is dead.

Altamont has four 2:10 performers to his credit—three
pacers and one trotter—whose average records are 2:08}.

Three of the four entered the list this year. Altamont leads
all stallions in this list except Brown Hal, who has also four
to his credit, all of which are pacers, while Altamont has
three pacers and one trotter. Taking everything into con*
Bideration, we believe Altamont is entitled to first place.

In the 2:21 class trot, at Lexington, October 18th, Valley
Queen, by Sphinx, Bon of Electioneer, was first

;
Quality, by

Electioneer, second. In the great Transylvania Stake, $5,000,
for the 2:15 class trotters, Bouncer, by Hummer, son of Elec-
tioneer, was first, and Lynne Bel, by St. Bel, son of Election-
eer was second. The family of Electioneer is a great one;
race horses by the score this year as well as the fastest, year-
ling, two-ysar-old, three-year-old and the boss trotter Azote.

Thirteen trotters have entered the 2:10 list thiB year, of
which six—Beuzetta, 2:06}, Onoqua, 2:08}, Lesa Wilkes,
2:09, David B., 2:09}, Dandy Jim, 2:09}, and Early Bird,
2:10—carry the blood of George Wilkes, and six—Nightin-
gale, 2:08, Onoqua, 2:08}, Lockheart, 2:08}, Klamath, 2:08},
Altao, 2:09}, and lomah, 2:10—carry the blood of Alexan-
der's Abdallah. The average record of the six members of
each family is exactly the same—2:08 5-6.

Cleburne Farm, Spring Hill, Tenn., owns a very fast

two-year-old pacer by Parkville, son of Electioneer, in Quad-
riga, who on September 27th, worked three heats in 2:24,

2:23 and 2:21. The filly has been Bent to Lexington, Ky.,
with the two-year-olds Maximilian, brother to Maxim, 2:15}
Tom Calhoun, by Fred S. Wilkes, and Sidney Hal, by Mer-
cury, son of Sidney. Maximilian has shown a mile in 2:17

and a half in 1:04. Tom Calhoun a mile in 2:18 and Sidney
Hal a mile in 2:22.

While much is being said about the proper ventilation of
stables very little is thought of that most important question
of sufficient light. Did you ever Btop for a moment to think
of the horse in his wild state ? He is always found on the
open plains or on the sides of the mountains in the full light

of the sun. He shuns dark canyons and gloomy forests.

Knowing this appreciation of light we should see that he has
in the stable plenty of sunlight with an abundance of pure
air. If we only stopped for a moment to think we could not
fail to see that the frequent transitions from a dark stable to

the full glare of the sun is decidedly injurious to that delicate

organ, the eye. If you want your horse to be full of life and
good health look out for the light.

New performers added to the 2:10 list last week were

:

Trotters—Altao, 2:09}, by Altamont, 2:26}, dam Sally M.,

by Oregon Pathfinder ; Tomah, 2:10, bv Edgardo, 2:13}, dam
by Olymphas. Pacers—Choral, 2:09}, by C. F. Clay. 2:18,

dum Lady Pepper, by Onward, 2:25} ; Miss Woodford, 2:09},

by Sam Purdy, 2:20J, dam by Orange Bud, 2:21} ; Raven,
2:10, by Alcantara, 2:23, dam Rachel B., 2:28}, by Allie West,
2:25. Those reducing their records since last report were :

Trotters—Nightingale, by Mambrino King, from 2:091 to

2:08 ; Onooua, 4, by Keeler, 2:13}, from 2:09 to 2:08}. Pac-
ers—Star Pointer, by Brown Hal, 2:12}, from 2:05} to 2:04}

;

Chehalis, by Altamont, 2:26}, from 2:09} to 2:07i; Waldo
J., by Bob Mason, 2:27}, from 2:10 to 2:09.

At the fourth day's sale of trotters as Lexington, October
11th, forty-eight head were disposed of for $7,000. The bid-

ding was spirited and in many instances good prices were re-

ceived. The best sales were: King Guy, b c, 2, by Guy
Wilkes—by Nutwood, D. J. Foster, Brooklyn, $800; Torrent,

b h, 8, by Dictator—by Princeps, J. Weaver, Tremont, Ohio,

$205; Nina Dee, 2:26 1-4, ch m, 10, by Nutwood—by Phil

Sheridan, W. T. OrmBby, Louisville, $230; bay filly, yearling,

by Stranger—by Nutwood, W. T. Ormsbj , $105 ; Foxglove,

2:24*, ch m, 5, by Nutwood—bv Blackwood, Edward Raw-
land^ Louisville, $200 ; Utility, 2:13, b m, 10, by Election-

eer—by Dictator, George W. Leavitt, Boston, $1,625; Nora
Wilkes, b m, 13, by George Wilkes, bv Woodford Mam-
brino.Edward Rowland, Louisville, $310; chestnut colt, year-

ling, by Lazy—by George Wilkes, C. T. Worthington, Dan-
ville, Ky., $100; Avoca, b m, 5, by Sable Wilkes—by Nut-
wood, W. Althouse, Philadelphia, $250 ; Pat Nutwood, ch h,

2. bv Nutwood—by Dictator, S. and C. P. Cecil, Danville,

$205; Pilotta, ch m, 9, by Pilot Medium—by Pancoast, W.
T. Ormsby, $320; Mary Jane, b m, S, by Princeps—by Dic-

tator, W. T. Ormsby, $130; Tempest, b m, by Torrent—by
Messenger Chief, W. W. Davis, Knoxville, $130; Blue Maid,
ch m, thoroughbred, 8, by Blue Eyes—by King Alfonso, C.

B. Sullivan $200.
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THE SADDLE.

Wo&k as the Oakland track is progressing most favor-

ably.

"Lucky" Baldwin has been offered $30,000 for Key del

Carreras.

M. A. Coleman has sold his interest in Tinge for $2,000

to E. D. Conover.

Marcus Daly's eastern string will not arrive here before

the first week in November.

Grading will be completed and ateam cars running to the

Ingleside track in twelve days.

Mack Bbiggs and Captive, by Strathmore, won good races

at Gravesend October 7th.

QoiRT is back at Bay District, having been brought from

Montana, where she ran some good races.

Sir Play, by Sir Modred, out of Plaything, won a six

furlong dash at Cincinnati, October 14th; time, 1:16}.

Arapahoe, by Cheviot—Vienta. and Emma C.,by Dare-

bjn—Guenn, were winners at Gravesend, October 7th.

Hazlet won the Algeria handicap, nix furlongs, at Graves-

end on Saturday, with Handspring second, Palmerstone third.

Time, 1:16J.

Salvable ran second to Ben Brush at Gravesend on Sat-

urday, at six furlongs, in 1:17*. A pouring rain had made
the going very bad.

Burns & Waterhouse's new trainer, James McCormick,

was a visitor at Bay District Monday. He arrived from the

East on Saturday last.

Diggs is rounding to again. He won a race at Sheffield,

Indiana, Monday, six furlongs, time, 1:21. Leo Lake was

second. Track heavy.

The Westchester Racing Association's meeting began at

Morris Park Monday. It will probably be the banner meeting

of the year at the far East.

Mas. and Miss Ferguson, wife and daughter of Starter

Ferguson, arrived here from Kentucky on Sunday, and will

spend the winter in California.

Jockey Marty Bergen, who has received high com-

mendation from the Eastern papers, will shortly leave for

California with Ed. Corrigan's Btring.

The six and a half furlong record for half-mile tracks was

broken at Highland Park, Detroit, yesterday in the ihird

race by Damask, who covered the distance in 1:29£.

Lehman won the Merchants' Stakes, one mile, value

$1,285, at Latonia yesterday, Don Carrillo (Barney Schrei-

ber's good colt) second, Yo Tambien third. Time, 1:44.

Lucania, by Sir Modred—School Girl, won the Parkville

Stakes at Gravesend on October 8th, over Braodywine,

Connoisseur and Andrews. The mile was made in 1:44}.

With about half a length the best of the start, and run-
ning the shorter distance on the rail, Benharu clearly had
more advantage of Santa Bella than he was able to hold. The
filly would have beaten him considerably more than half a
head if the conditions had been reversed.

From Miss Fletcher's performance Monday ^the strictures

on Ames' ride on the mare on Saturday seem to have been un-
just Fletcher proved a little Bhort at the finish yesterday
after a strong lead from the fiag. Ames claimed the mare
swerved with him and he was not accountable for the appar-
ent mistake.

Jockey Taral thinks Rev del Carreras the greatest

sprinter he ever rode, and despite the good opinion be has
always held of Domino, believes Carreras would make him
loos like a dog. He says he never went through the air so

fast in hia life as when on the back of Carreras, and that he
nearly ran out from under him.

Ormonde, in the second generation, bids fair to be a

tremendous success, for Orme's foals have delighted all good
judges that have seen them, and there is a colt foal by Sor-

cerer (son of Ormonde) out of Kinfauns, that is a veritable

wonder. He is at the Cobham Stud and is the first that bis

dam (now fifteen years old) ever produced to live.

Jockey Martin will, in all probability, ride for Charles
Fleischmann & Son next season. Mr. Smith, his present em-
ployer, does not wish to retain him at his terms for next year.

This leaveB him at liberty to make a contract with some
other firm, and, as Mr. Fleischmann has been after him, the

chances are that they will come to a satisfactory agreement.

It is now thought that the fall running meeting at Cum-
berland Park will begin November 18th, two days after the

close of the racing at the Latonia track, and continue three

weeks, or till the opening of the New Orleans winter meeting.
Under this arrangement the Nashville and Lexington meet-
ings will begin on the same day, the latter, however, running
only twelve days.

There is a strong probability that Col. M. Lewis Clark

and Mr. Charles F. Price will occupy the judges' stand of

the new mile racetrack at Houston, Tex., during the thirty-

day meeting which begins the first week in November. The
offer of presiding judge was made to Col. Clark with the

privilege of naming his associate, and he has selected Mr.
Price while taking the offer under consideration.—N. Y.
Mercury.

The association had offered an especially attractive card

for the closing at Gravesend on Saturday, but a pouring rain

and consequent scratches spoiled it. However, there were
good horses left, as the summaries showed. Creecendo, Rubi,

con, Flying Dutchman, Eey el Santa Anita, Intermission-

Harry Reed, Ben Brush, Salvable, Hazlet, Handspring and
Palmerstone were entered in different events.

Lonny Clayton is finishing the aeabon with Will Wallace,
but may be seen with a prominent Eastern stable next season.
Nothing definite has been done in the matter, but he may
pilot Clifford in his races nex; year. Thorpe goes with W.
H. Laudemao, who will nave a good stable, particularly of
two-year olds, and Simms, it is Baid, has been asked to join
C. H. Smith's stable.

The fourth race at St. Asaph, October 7th, resulted in a
dead heat between Tribute and Marie Lovell. On the run-off
another rattling finieh followed, with Tribute getting the de-
cision by the shortest of noses, many thinking that Marie
Lovell won, or at least made another dead heat. In conse-
quence of this belief, all but the backers of Tribute were dis-

satisfied with the official ruling.

Johnny McCafferty did so well with the consignment
of horses he purchased from Scoggan Bros. last year, Apple-
gate being one of the number, that he decided to do the same
thing over again, and visited Mr. Scoggan at hia farm jear
Louisville a few days ago and picked out ten of the yearliuge
which he bargained for at a price, rumor says, will make
them average about $1,000 each. Among the lot is a sister

to Applegate, which Mr. Scoggan is very sweet on. Mc-
Cafferty may not race them himself, but they are a fine lot

to speculate on, having shown up well at the farm in their
work, and are all related to some clever performers.

W. D. Randall arrived at the Bay District track Fri"
day with a atring of fourteen horsea, nearly all from the
breeding farm of Marcus Daly at Anaconda. The horses
stood the trip well, but it will be fully three weeks before
they will be ready to race. Seven of the Btring are of Eng-
lish breeding, while the native horaes are by well-known
American aires. The following is a complete list: Sam Lu-
cas, J

, by The Ill-LVd ; Sylvester, 3, by Salvator: Fijian, 3,

by The Ill-Uaed ; Sleeping Child, 3, by Child of the Mis 1

,

;

Alahabad, 3. by Hyder Ali; Senator Bland, 2, bv Inverness;
Andimore, 2, by Inverness; Afflatus, 2, by Invernets; Trapin,
2, by Inverness ; New Moon, 2, by Hyder Ali ; Skalkiho, 2,

by Hyder Ali ; Hard Luck, 2, by Bread Knife ; Pert Child,

2, by Child of the Mist; Minnie Beach, by Destruction.
Jockeys WilliamB, Hany Brown and Harry Field came
down with the Montana horses.

Eighteen racehorses of various ages have been weeded
out from the collection at Marcus Daly's Bitter Root Stud

Farm, and sold to a syndicate of California horsemen.—N.

Y.Mercury.

PiTTSBUiiG Phil once uade corks for a cent apiece. One
day he won a email bet on a horse race. He has never made
a cork Bince—but he has won some corking bets and has

often proved a stopper for the bookmakers.

The Harlem Derby for 1896 has been transferred to St.

Louis. President Moffet, of the St. Louis Fair Association,

has taken the big event. There are 245 nominations for the

Btake, which has a guaranteed value of $25,000.

Macklin has been riding in better form the last few days

than heretofore, and has shown himself a daring rider. He
landed Treachery a winner by bringing her through on the

rail Friday, when the undertaking looked dangerous.

Richard Croker has purchased from "Lucky" Baldwin
the running qualities of iRey del Carrers for $20,000. Mr.

Croker will take the colt to England next year, but at the

end of his racing career he will be returned to Baldwin.

The St. Louis Fair Association has reopened the $20,000

1896 Derby recently assumed by transfer from Chicago. In

addition to the 245 nominations already made to the event,

new entries will be received at $250 each, which closed

Tuesday.

Geo. Rose sold Mulberry and Leonville to Phil Archi-

bald on Saturday. Consideration private. Leonville starts

to-day in the name of Archibald & Lottridge. It is under-

stood Mr. Rose intends to sell all of his horses as fast as he

can find purchasers.

Ucita, ch g, 4, by Judge McKinstry, out of Skipaway, by
Wildidle, won an unfinished half mile and repeat at Hollister

Friday. Time, 0:53. Paloma second. Ucita won the first

heat the preceding day in 0:52. He will be seen at the

local tracks this winter.

Silver State was brought over from Reno to Bay Dis-

trict track Friday. The little Cheviot mare won seven

races in all at the Carson and Reno meetings, one at a mile

and a quarter. "Poison," who weighs about 120 pounds,

rode her in the long-distance race.

The interest in Saturday's meeting all seemed to center

on the third race to Ben E. Haley. We saw him at the track

and he said he came all the way from "Dougherty's" to see

"Benham" do the trick. Ben is a genial, all-round good
fellow and we are pleased to note the fact that his journey
was not made in v*in.

Jimmy Rowe, who has been handling the flag on Eastern

courses for three years, on Saturday Bent a letter of resigna-

tion to the Jockey Club, the same to take effect at the end
of the Morris Park meeting. Mr. Rowe haa completed
arrangements to train for Colonel W. P. Thompson, Presi-

dent of the Lead Trust and owner of Requital, the winner of

the Futurity, which colt he purchased Saturday for $26,000.

The terms of the agreement are not made public. Colonel

Thompson bred Requital, and also the crack filly, One I

Love, which he had retained and raced in his colors.

Rey del Carreres is one of the most improved horses

in training, and the way he galloped away from his fields

with welter-weights up in his last two races was enough to

shame some oi our horsemen who imagine that a horse can-

not race with anything over 100 pounds on his back. The
weedy sprinterB can all fly with a pOBtage stamp on them,but

it takes a race horse to rpack from 130 to 140 pounds and
negotiate a mile at a raoing clip.—N. Y. Mercury.

Starter James B. Ferguson's flag work has been ex-

cellent of late ; in fact, poor starts are few and far between
with him. His average of good send-offs will bear compari-

son with that of any wielder of bunting in the country. We
read of starters on the other side of the Rockies being " off

"

in their work for a week at a time, and the papers and public

do not spare them, and while Ferguson may make an occa-

sional poor send-off, he never does poor work two days in

succession.

Richard Croker yesterday had another long conversa-

tion with "Lucky" Baldwin apropos of taking Rey del Car-

reras to England. So earnest did the late politician become
that he had to go and look the big sprinter over in his

stall. Just how much more he was impressed history does

not relate, but the owner of the big Califomian is still reluc-

tant to truBt his property far from his own eye. No bad judge
either. Distance doesn't lend much enchantment to the

view when there is 3,000 miles of water between the horse

and the owner.—N. Y. Mercury.

The date of the opening day of the Pacific Coast Jockey
Club meeting has been fixed at November 16th. This change
of date was not made necessary through any condition of the

track, as everything will be in readiness on the dates previ-

ously announced. The change of date is in order not to in-

terfere with the trotting meeting of the California Jockey
Club, which will be held at Bay District track November 8th

to 15th inclusive. Racing will continue at Bay District until

November 5th, and after the close of the trotting meeting

racing there will be discontinued for a time, to altercate with

the Pacific Coast Jockey Club.

Friday was the closing day of the Newmarket second

October meeting. The interest centered in the Middle Park
Plate, the greatest race a two-year-old can win. The Prince

of Wales' bay colt, Persimmon, with which he hopes to win

the next Derby, and several other candidates for the blue

ribbon event of the British turf were entered. The race was
over the Breby Stakes course, six furlongs. Leopold De
Rothschild's St. Frusquin was first, Duke of Westminster's

Onladina second, Prince of Wales' Peraimmon third. The
betting was 4 to 1 againat St. Frusquin, 5 to 2 against Onla
dina, 2 to 1 against Persimmon.

The opening day at Morris Park races was spoiled by the

weather. Fully 5,000 people were at the track. By the time

ihe fifth race was run the going was very bad and many
scratches were made, although the full field went to the post

in the first three races. Much interest was attached to the

Nursery Btakes at six furlongs, for Ben BruBh gave a lot of

weight to the others, and considerable money was bet on
Hazlet and Woodvine. They got away with Hazlet and
Woodvine in the lead, and ran this way to the last furlong,

when Ben Brush took the lead and won easily. Time, 1:1If
The Manhattan handicap was the fifth event, and Henry of

Navarre was the favorite. Counter Tenor led the way up
over the hill, with Galilee cloBe behind and the othera trail-

ing. As they came to the finiBh they got together on even
terms, and then in this last furlone Navarre drew out and
won in 2.07. Counter Tenor got second, with Sir Walter,

flogged out, in thiid place.

It is a strange fact, but nevertheless true, that one or two
bookmakers and a certain well-known son of the Flowery
Kingdom who follows the races, always seem to be able to

figure out whether the "St. Louis Garrison," Hinrichs, will

lay in second place when he is astride of a horse backed
heavily for that position, or whether some ot^er dangerous
horse in the race will beat him out and be will be third. Yes-
terday he rode Charlie Boots, and a few of these well-advised
people backed Sam Leake for the place, and sure enough he
came along and beat Boots out the last fifty yards- This is

not the only occasion the astute celestial and hia followers

have been correct in some close figuring that must have
caused the use of nearly a full can of the famous "midnight
oil" known to the turf, for on a former occasion Gold Bug
finished in second position, ridden by Hinrichs, and this for-

tunate foreigner cashed tickets on the horse that beat him
out a head. Still there are many followers of the turf that

claim there is nothing in figures —possibly it depends on the
size of figures.—Call.

Grannan, the winner of the Endurance Stakes, three
miles, at Oakley, on the closiog day, is by Hindoo—Lady
Crafton. He went away under a strong pull and came home
6ghting for his head after making all the runniog, from two
to a dozen lengths before the other pair. He ran the first

mile in 1:54}, the second in 1:49^ and the third in 1:47$. The
mile and a half was covered in 2:49, the two miles in 3:43},

the two miles and a half in 4:37, and the three miles in 5:31,

seven seconds slower than the record made by Drake Carter,

at Sheepshead Bay, in 1884. Grannan only carried 88
pounds, and had he been asked to do it, could have come
very close to 5:24. He has been a very consistent performer
during the past two months, winning about thirteen races in

that time. After winning eight at the Windsor meeting, he
was taken back to Oakley a greatly improved horse, and
won four out of his five starts. Ingomar beat him a abort

head in a hard drive at hia only defeat. He is the property
of the Ireland Brothers, and a full brother to Hindoocraft,

who was once owned by the same firm.

During the eighteen days of racing, which closed at

Churchill Downs, Louisville, Ky., on Friday, September 13,

the total amount of money distributed among the horse-

owners was about $30,000. With no stakes and small pursea,

as those of a meeting like that which has just closed must be,

no one stable could be expected to make a very great showing
in the master of earnings. Only three of those which took

part in the meeting won as much as $1,000, eighteen others

having earned between $500 and $1,000. The list of owners
and stables that earned as much as $500 is appended

:

Fleischmann & Sou, $2,619 ; Hankins & Johnston, $1,711
;

E. Corrigan, $1,649 ; Scoggan Bros , $930; Baker & Gentry,
$380; J. J. Hughes, $370 ; Bashford Manor Stable, $854

;

E. F. McLean, $825; G. L. Bell, $745; Kentucky Stable,

$733; Argyle Stable, $700; W. C. Young, $6y0 ; S. S.

Brown, $675; S. K. Hughes & Co., $660; C. R. Jaynes,

$632; John 'Bowen, $600; PLcenix Stable, $575; Ernespie
Stable, $570; E. F. Welab. $52d ; Frank Price, $525 ; W.
C. Fessenden, $500 ; Smith & Ferguson, $525.

One of the most sensational ridea seen in the West in

many a day was witnessed on Saturday at Cincinnati, when
Bergen landed Semper Lex a winner after beiug virtually

left at the post in the mile daah. The start was very ragged,
and the starter was roundly hissed when Semper Lex was
left, for the horse was second choice and heavily played. No-
body then supposed for an instant that Semper Lex had the
ghost of a chance to win, and even at the end of a quarter,

when he was running all by himself away in the rear, did he
appear to be a factor in the race. A " shoemaker " jockey
would likely enough try to cloBe up the gap in the first half

mile, but Bergen went at it in a scientific way, hugging the
inaide rail, and gradually but surely improving bis position.

Not until half way round the far turn was be up among the
tail-euders, but entering the homeatrelch he was fifth, and
finding an opening next the inner rail he aet sail for the

leaders, and after one of the greatest rides ever seen he landed
Semper Lex a winner by a length. The hisses when the flag

fell were turned to the wildest shouts of applause even be-

fore the winning line was passed. Bergen is a great finisher

and a good judge of pace, but sometimes he is not alert in

getting away from the post, which iB probably the greatest

drawback to his work.
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Dates Claimed.
SANTA ANA October 15 to October 19
LOS ANGELES Commencing Oct. 21
P. C. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING Commencing Oct. 28

vl ll iCKEY CLUB TROTTING MEETING Nov. S to Nov. 15
PACIFIC COAST JOCKEY CLUB November 16
HORSE SHOW ASS N OF THE PACIFIC COAST Dec. 3 to 7

Entries Close.

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB October 25
NURSERY STAKES. STATE FAIR November 1

KERN Co. COUNTRY CLUB PONY RACES October 21

Everyone Should Read This.

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company has made a

rate of one and one-third of the usual fare from October

20th to November 3rd from points south of Tehacbapi

to Los Angeles as follows : Banning and Grafton to San-

ta Barbara inclusive ; Chino, Monrovia, Santa Ana,

Tuston, Whittier, Long Beach, San Pedro and Santa

Monica branches and San Bernardino and Riverside.

This rate is made for the period covering the Los Ange-

les Fair which commences on October 21st an") the

Paci6c Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association race

meeting at L03 Angeles', which commences on October

28th and closes on November 2nd.

The Last Notice.

By referring to our business columns it will be no-

ticed that entries for the stakes of the Winter meeting

of the California Jockey Club will close next Friday,

October 2*>tb, and every horseman on this Coast as well

as in|the But, should send in entries at once.

a. There are twenty-two stakes to be decided, these will

be for all classes, ages and distances, and as the amounts

given ere large there [should be no hesitancy among

bone owners whoare striving to make money in sending

in a list of those they think might win a share at once.

The conditions are liberal ami will meet the endorse-

meat ofeveryone. The track is one of the best in the

world, while the appointments in every respect are first

class.

Many honeownere who did not make any entries in

the stake races to be given by the Pacific Coast Jockey

Cluli dow have en opportunity of engaging their horses

in *tuke-, equally U valuable, and as the time is rapidly

approaching for them to prepare the preliminaries, they

honld send .ii once to ibis office, or the office of the

California Jockey Olub, 1 get a book of blanks, fill

ml mimI -end them in before next Friday) October

26tb. It will pay then 1" do this and if they read the

advertisement closely they will see that they cannot af-

ford to neglert this Opportunity to have their horses well

engaged fur these rich stakes, and especially when they

know these stakes will be run mm dates that will nut con-

flict with those any other meeting.

The Horse Show.

" The talk of the town is the Horse Show." Every-

one who owns a handsome, stylish horse is determined

to have him there for competition for one of the prizes

ottered. The promoters of this show are most

agreeably surprised at the interest being taken in the

meeting, and last Monday they asked the Board of

Supervisors for permission to erect a temporary building

on Polk street, at the rear of the Mechanics Pavilion

wherein they can place box stalls to accommodate a

number of horses that are entered for exhibition pur-

poses. The main building will be fitted up in splendid

style and over a month will be spent by the carpenters

in making it the grandest interior of any ever seen in

this State.

Incandescent as well as arc lights will be placed

everywhere, and judging by the experience the manage-

ment had in regard to the illumination of this immense
building last year, there is no doubt that in this respect

it will rival any electrical display seen on this coast.

The society people not only of this city but of this

State are anticipating a renewal of the pleasant hours de-

voted to witnessing the magnificent horses, equipages and

performances- in the ring last season. The cavalry

horses, hurdle jumpers, polo ponies, thoroughbreds, fire

engine horses, saddle horses, famous trotters,

including Azote, Alix, Directly, McKinney, Diablo, Guy
Wilkes, Chas. Derby and a score of other famous horses

will be there. The choicest thoroughbreds that ever

trod California's soil will prance and dance in front of

the delighted thousands, while other novelties of a sur-

prising and pleasing nature will be prepared to keep

alive the interest. There will be no tedious intermissions;

everything will be conducted as smoothly and quickly as

possible.

From the East a number of the most famous horse

show people are coming, and judging by what they said

regarding their visit here last season, they will bring

many friends with them to enjoy the week of pleasure

in the pavilion, and a tour to our famous Winter resorts.

Entries will close November 1st. All who desire to

make entries and have not received the prize lists and

blanks will, by sending a postal, receive copies at once.

The address of the secretary Geo. A. Newhall, is, Mills

Building, Room 30.

The War on the Milk Brigade.

The war upon adulterated milk is raging, and if it will

never cease until every vendor of spurious lacteal fluid

is placed behind prison walls, the people of this city will

be thankful.

For years the attention of the authorities has been

called to the milk supply on this peninsula, and the con-

dition of a number of cows that are to be seen at the

little " milk ranches " in the suburbs; but no attention

has been paid to these reminders. Now that the Board

of Health has taken steps to bring sanitary law break-

ers to justice and destroy all cattle afflicted with tuber-

culosis, it is hoped that every city in this State will fol-

low the example set. At the insane asylum at Stockton

fourteen months ago, the county veterinarian examined

the herd of cattle which supplied the poor, unfortunate

inmates there with milk, and |found a'number suffering

from tuberculosis, and destroyed them, but the

work of annihilation was stopped and several that

showed symptoms of the dreaded disease were allowed

to live.

The State Veterinarian Society has always been a

strong factor in calling attention to the poisonous milk

sold to the people of this city, and the disregard for

cleanliness and sanitation at many of the small dairies in

this and adjoining counties, and if a thorough investiga-

tion is made it will be found that the learned members

of this profession were right in their conclusions. The

dealers in good n bolesome milk have nothing to fear,

while those who transgress the laws by selling poisonous

miik and keeping alive diseased animals which ought

never find their way to the butchers' block should be

heavily fined and imprisoned. Let the good work go on,

and this journal will do all in its power to aid the offi-

cers of the law to preserve the public from the creatures

who have neither regard for the public health nor human-

ity for the suffering cattle which are "dying by inches"

of consumption on their little backyard ranches.

Polo at the Breeders' Meeting.

For some reason our correspondent at Santa Ana
failed to send us a report of the races there in time

this week, but in our next issue it will be found com-

plete.

The daily press of the Southern part of California is

advertising the great polo meeting to be given at the

Breeders Meeting, and this is the tenor of some of the

articles

:

" During the me g of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders
Association to be held at Agricultural Park the latter part of this
monLh, the noble game of polo will be played ss it was never be-
fore played in Southern California, and will be the leading society
event of the fall season.

The Bnrlingame team will be composed of Malcolm Thomas, Wal-
ter Thomas, Walter S. Hobart, Joe Tobin and W. McCreery.
Riverside—George Waring, C. Maude. Mr. Allen and H. Mande,

with possibly Bob Bettner and his famous polo pony Cigarette.
Santa Monica—Peter Martin. W. R. Ward, Mr. YouDg and George

Proctor.

This polo game will bring out the greatest assemblage oi society
people that has ever gathered in Southern California."—The Capi-
tol."

The members of the polo clubs are becoming very en-

thusiastic over it, and when the directors of the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association start for Los
Angeles next Tuesday to make the final preparations for

the meeting, and see that the country for miles around

Los Angeles, San Bernardino and San Diego is well

placarded with show bills, the polo gamef will not be

omitted.

At several trotting meetings on the grand circuit this

year the exciting game of polo was seen to great advan-

tage by thousands of delighted people and the consensus

of opinion was that of all attractions introduced by
way of novelty at the light harness meeting, these polo

games was the best and most enjoyable. A beautiful

silver trophy has been made by Shreve & Co., the

jewelers of this city, to be presented to the

winning team, and for that prize the champion polo

players will give an exhibition that will never be for-

gotten. The team that wins it will have to work for it.

Judge Gilbert's decision in favor of the Stanford

estate, in which the latter was sued for such a large

amount, was received with pleasure by almost every

citizen on this coast. It is earnestly hoped that now
that the case has been appealed for Snal adjudication to

the Supreme Court it will not be overruled, and the

good work of carrying on the University and the great

industries surrounding it will be carried on. The sym-

pathies of the people everywhere are with Mrs. Stanford,

for her courage in passing through the most trying ordeal

that a lady of her standing could be subjected, are well

known to all. Realizing this, and how disastrous would

be a cessation of all the enterprises at Palo Alto and

Vina founded by her universally-beloved husband,

should the case be decided against the estate, it is

with feelings of anxiety everyone awaits the final de-

cree.

Six carloads of choice trotters and pacers accompanied

by three score of men who have the light harness horses

in charge, left the northern and central portions of

California for the meetings in the Southern circuit dur-

ing the past three weeks. They will close their "round

of pleasure" at the race track at Los Angeles where they

will be moving past the quarter poles for the next two

weeks commencing Monday. The meeting at this place

is sure to be a successful one, for by the united efforts of

the Los Angeles Association and the Pacific Coast Trot-

ting Horse Breeders Association there will be two weeks

of the best racing ever seen in California. A paid judge,

one that is celebrated throughout the East, will officiate,

and at the meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A. Wednesday

and Saturday, the great polo game? will be decided. A
splendid time is anticipated.

The State Agricultural Society advertise the closing

of entries to the Nursery Stakes for two year-olds, to be

run at the State Fair of 1890, in this issue. The date

set is November 1st. Every owner of a two-year-old

foaled in 1894 should send in an entry at once. Secre-

tary Smith informs us that two more stakes will be ad-

vertised, one for weanlings of 1S95 and a futurity

stake for mares bred in 1895. Entries for these will

close January 1st. All colts to. be sold at the coming

auction sale should be entered in the Nursery Stakes ad-

vertised in this issue to close January 1st ; their value

will be enhanced and better prices will be obtained for

them.

The attention of our readers is again called to the

great sales of thoroughbreds which are to take place in

this city early next month under the auspices of Killip

& Co., the well-known auctioneers. Catalogues have

been issued and may be had at the office of the auction-

eers, 30 Montgomery street.
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Electioneer Blood Leads Again.

,
Lexington, October 17.—This was the ninth day of the

Breeders' meeting. The attendance was 1,500 ; weather

ihilly ; track fast. There were five races on the card. The

ifth was postponed after Carillion had taken two heats. The

leDsation was the breaking of the world's two-year-old race

ecord by Tommy Britton, who lowered it half a second,

making the mile in 2:15J.

The Johnson stake, value $2,000, for trotters of the 2:24

;Iass (two heats trotted yesterday)—Valley Queen, by Sphinx,
won third, fourth and fifth heats. Time. 2:15J, 2:15i, 2:16.

Lalu T., by Christmas, second, Catherine, by Candidate, son

jf Electioneer, third. Iron Ear won first and second heats

'.n 2:16i and 2:14$, but was distanced in the third heat. Ella

Belmont and May Day also started.

2:23 class, trotting, purse $500—Wanda, by Ridgewood,
won in straight heats. Time, 2:20}, 2:18£, 2:19}. Fannie
5, second, Baltulio third. Eligo, Asmund and Perle Deleon
ilso started.

2:13 class, pace; purse $1,000—Belle T. won in straight

tieats. Time, 2:10^, 2:10}, 2:11?. Choral second, Red Lady
,hird. Ophelia, Deckwright, Connor,Gueril!a, Bill Richball,

Walter D-, Zeigler and Cader also started.

The Lexington Stake, for two-year- olds, value $2,000

—

Tommy Britton, by Liberty Bell, won in straight heats.

Time, 2:22, 2:15}. Axmaid, by Axtel, second, Silver Lake
;hird. Baroness Marguerite also started.

2:28 class, purse $500 (unfinished)—Carrillon, by Chimes,
ivon first and second heats. Time, 2:20, 2:19. Forrester sec-

>nd in two heats. Dr. Robinson, McKinney Bell, Nellie

Clark and Island Girl also started.

The King of Clippers.

There has been no invention of greater use to the owners of

horses than the clipping machines. They have superceded

;he old comb and scissors which were in use for a century by

the grooms and professional clippers who took great pride in

the fact that they could clip and sioge a horse in twelve

hours. There have been many machine clippers invented

and improved, but the one that is acknowledged superior to

all is the . "Chicago Clipper," manufactured by the

Chicago Flexible Shaft Company and advertised in this issue.

Everyone who has seen them in use can testify to the easy

way they are worked and the excellence with which the work
is done by them. Thousands of these machines are in use

and every firm which has a number of horses should purchase

one, for one day's clipping will pay for the machine and the

horses will be easier to take care of, be healthier, and look

better loan they will with their long wet coats of hair. See
the advertisement and write at once.

A Chance for Horsemen.

There never was a better chance presented to horse own-

ers and breeders to get a first-class farm than the one adver-

ised in this issue called "The Clayton Ranch." Jt consists

jf 900 acres of the finest soil, well watered by springs and

living streams,, right on the edge of one of the mo3t thriving

towns in Contra Costa County, and is accessible by rail or

water from San Francisco. This place is noted for i's early

feed, and horse3 thrive there the year around. There is an
elegant residence on the place and a large number of build-

ings, Buch as barns, stables, shed, granary, dairy house, etc
,

oice vineyard, and, in fact, it is an ideal farm with a cli-

mate unsurpassed for healthfulness in California. Write to

Geo. T. Ruddock, Mills Building, for price and full particu-

lars regarding it at once if you want a decided bargain.
••

We take pleasure in calling the attention of our readers to

the good old reliable firm of W. & J. Sloane& Co., the well-

known furuiture and carpet dealers. Rich and rare articles

suitable for the adornment of club rooms are to be found here.

It is the only place in this city where the very best line of

goods can be had at the very lowest prices. See advertise-

ment.

An opportunity like the one presented in our advertising

columns to get such a grandly-bred four year filly as Ama-
zon, by Cbss. Derby, 2:20, out of Ramona (dam of W. Wood,
2:07), by Anteeo, will not be likely to occnr again for some
.ime. This is one of the handsomest fillies in California and
can be purchased at a very low figure.

The grandly-bred thoroughbred mareMavfield, advertised

for 6ale in this issue, is one that would be creditable to any
itock farm in California. She is in foal to the mighty Racine,

ind will be disposed of at a very low figure. Wildidle brood-

nares are valuable and few have ever been oflered for sale as

veil bre d as this one.

It was up in Vermont, and the old man was driving a hot
favorite. He laid up the first heat, but was coming along to

win in the second when his horse tripped and fell, throwiog
;he old man a dozen yards. Up in the grand stand his son
irose and piped forth in great excitement : "Gosh ! Dad's
aying up another heal."

During the races at Lexington last Wednesday Andy Mc-
Dowell and Monroe Salisbury had a scrap and then Jack
Jorry and Knap McCarthy had a little fistic argument. The
lombatants were separated before much barm was done.

Rosita. A , 2:15 , one of the gamest pacing mares seen on
the California circuit in foal to Direct, is for sale cheap.
This is a bargain and should be considered by our leading
aorsemen.

Lynne Bel, by St. Bel won the 2:11 trotting race at Lex-
ngton, Ky., October 16th. Time, 2:11£, 2:11}, 2:ll£. Altao
von the third heat in 2:114 and got second money.

Morning Glory, by Electioneer, is the clam of Meringo,
1:271, and Gloria, 2:23 J : both of these performers are by
Nephew.

Waldo J. is not as lame as reported. He will be seen in

he 2:07 pace at Los Angeles next week.

Fred Kohl, by Guy Wilkes, has a record of 2:12} now.
3e earned it at Lexington last Monday.

The Los Angeles meeting begins next Monday.

O. J. C. Trotting Meeting.

The meeting which will be the grand finale to the best

series of race meetings ever seen in California will be held at

the Bay District track commencing Friday, November Stb,

and ending Friday, November loth under the auspices of the

California Jockey Club. There will be no other race meeting

held in this State during this time, and by the interest being

awakened in it success is assured. The following is a list of

entries that have not declared out, and our readers, by care-

fully scanning it, will perceive that a week's enjoyment will

be theirs, and the management will omit nothing that will

add to the pleasure of the thousands who will come to see

these races from all parts of California :

FIRST DAY-FRIDAY, \OYEMBER 8.
FOUR-YEAR-OLD, CLASS, PACING, PURSE §500.

Ed. F. Armstrong br f Eva R. Frank Hayes.. .ch m Annie Roonev
Wiley & Strowbrldge..._b g Eolian S. A. Goldstein ..or s Oddwood
H. Scott ch c Royal Sid P. W. Hodges gr s Reg .

Malivla £ Coons ch s Dynamo Winship & Keating....blk s Delpni
T- f- Crowley ch c Al Gregor D. E. Knight b m Cora S
L- E. Claw*on...sr s Comet Wilkes C. Z. Hebert b f Aitoonita
Mary Cootello & J. Carr_ Henry Knudson bm Primrose

sg Jim WUkes
2:19 CLASS TROTTING, PURE 91,200.

Vineland S. F...bm Myrtle Thorne H. P. Perkins.... b g Jasper Avres
C. Z. Hebert -b s Bruno Jas. Sullivan _ b gC hico
J. H. Butler b g Manning M. F. Sanders b s Our Lucky
R. Gird gr m Irene Crocker San Mateo S. F_o k m Doublectos*
River ViewS. F...brsOeo. Dexier S. C. Tryon gr s Rex GUTord
J. D. Carr br s Bay Rum William? & Morehouse ...b m Anita
('.. A. Durfee bs Hillsdale Santa Kosa S. F blk m Electra
F. F. Hostetter brsJohn Bury

2:27 CLASS TROTTING, PURSE $1,000.

Elias Wiiliamg...bg Ab Waltbam W O Bowers cb s Silver Be^
Winship & Keating F L Duncan br s Ky. Baron

bm Mariposa KTaft b m Eva T
S'C Tryon br s Knigbt Geo W Lowery, Jr m Lottie B
PJShafter gr m Secret s W Haile br s Bradtmoore
Lee Shaner brs Dexter Chief p HQulnn blk m Maud P
Tbrs Smith -bsC lumbusS Jerome B Smith b a Vinmont
Grace Macdona'd Ira L Ramsdel hr s Prince Ira

_b m Stockton B*lle Long & Taylor „blk s MontanaW S Maben -bs Native State Dan Lawrence b m Red Nutling
E Erlanger br g Toggles

2:25 CLAS* PACING.PURSE |I,000.

Frank Treanor b h San Luiseto Frank Hayes...ch m Annie Rooney
Jerome B Smith brs Malheur Clarence Day _sr h Dlctatus
H Scott ch c Royal Sid Ge i HoUingsworth .

SEK>nt b m susie R br gTarkeyOkey
Winship & Keating...brg Ottioger Frank Frazier blk h Cheha is

F Post br m Topsey Frank Dickey b g Dandy
Dan F McCarthy blk h Senator (for. Patrick's bay pa^er)
Wm Manske .bgMosquito M W Henderson gr g Jay
Milo Knox sr m Ethel C EJ Weldoo grg Phenol

SECOND DAY-SATURDAY, XOVEMBER 9.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, 2:40 CLASS, PACING, PURSE $750.

M. F. Sanders b g Agitato Geo. Gray b c William Harold
C. A. Williams b s Way Wood Pleasanton S. F _blk c John D
Oakw'd P'k S.F. b g Kin* Cadenza C. C. Zanitta b s Lawrence S
E. M. Conroy ch g Ed Conroy s. E. Kent .bm Peek-a-boo
Milo Kuox ....b g Prince Bismarck J. E. Terry _ b c Vortex
C. A. Durfee b f Jennie Mc

2:16 CLASS, PACING, PURSE $1,200.

E. W. Steele b m Edna R W. K. 'Robinson for. L. J. Fel-
M. F. Sanders_.b s Prince Nutwood ton's bs Ketchum
Vendome S. F. (for. A. Hables A. C. Hickson lor. J. M. Nel-

ch g Our Boy son's .b g Golden West
Agnew S. F bl g Loupe S. A. ^oldstein..br h Orlinda Bich'd
L. J. Smith bl s Fresno Prince A. D Shaw b m Ruby M.
C. B. Bigelow b m Vidette

COMBINATION" STAKES, THREE MILES AND REPEAT.
D R Misner rn g Bishop Hero Saml. A. Crowell (for. J Talbot
P J Mann bl g Trumoct Clifton's) s s Pilot Lemobt
Agnew S. F br m Flora G. M F Sanders b m Estelle Wilkes
Jos. Cairn Simpson b g Sao Jose

2:1S CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE Sl.aOO.

M F Sanders br m Vis .lia Pleasanton S. F b h Altac
G K Hostetter (for. C W Smith) CA Durfee (for. T W Ray

_br s Boodle mond's) brs Zombro
Williams & Morehouse b g lago

THIRD DAY-MONDAY, NOVEMBER II.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS, ASPIRANT, TROTTING, PURSE $800.

Rose Dale Farm b m Diana M. b*. Sanders. gs RexGlfTord
J. O. Reis- bf Buffalo C. C. Crippen blk r Leonet
Geo. Gray b m Leonora Grace Bios b g Kick Rnssell
DeDDls Gannon b c Clay S. Jno. M. Crane brg Athavis
H. C. Boice src Lucerne

2:21 CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE 91,000.

Jerome B. Smith b s Vinmont Long & Taylor blk s Montana
Pleasanton S F b m Lulu F. M F. zanders br m Jennie Wren
Kapple & Hasklns-sr s Netf Locke W. S. Maben brg Los Angeles
H.S. Slowell br m Bijou S. <:. Tryon .brs Knigbt
P. W. Hodges bs Sir Credit Wheeled & Hanson ogTi ton B.
Wm. Bihler b m Julia G. Winship & Keatiog-
D. E. Knight-sr g King of the Ring _ blk m Ethel Downs

2:30 CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE {1,000.

S C Tryon sr g Bonoie Ben E P Floyd b g Almont
Jas Sullivan bm Gladys B Chas A Hug _ b g Mojave
A B Rodman.bniLadyArmington Harry Seymour. b m Katie H
B M Downey b m Juliet Harry Seymour - br m Eva M
H C Boice ch m Belle Packer P w Hodges brs McZens
E Erlanger br g Toggles U F Lucas blk g Cameo L
C K Corey b m i^ady Thornbill F Harrow blk m Lot'ieG
Peter Fryatt b f Rossie Moore M J Smith _ sr m Kitty S
A Raker brg Albert B lia L. Ramsdel 1 -brs Prince Ira
W S Maben bs Native State F L Duncan _br s K'y. Barron
Winship& Keal'g.blm Lady Grace

2:30 CLASS, PACING, PURSE ? 1,000.

E J Weldon - gr m Pbenol P W Hodges gr.s Rego
Jerome B Smith brs Malbeur Henry Stowell...-ch g Bud iicPhaii
Winship &. Keating.. ..br g Ottinger E P Floyd blk s Jakey
F M scholtz _ b h Victor S C A Durfee ch g Pat Cooney
Milo Knox sr m Ethel C Ed F Armstrong br f Eva R
RGird b m Thera L H Mcintosh b s Welcome
Mativla* Coons .. . ch s Dynamo Ira L Ramsdell b s Dr Mead
Oakwood P S F...b m Babe Marion J A Richardson. b g Jim Budd
F Post - br m Topsey Dan F McCarthy blk h Senator
Clarence Day -...sr h Daltctus J Gillian. b h The Tout

FOURTH DAY, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12.

TWO-YEAR OLDS, 2:JO CuASS, TROTTING, PURSE$I.00O.

Milo Knox blk f Jummye Morris J. Jones - ch c Attolus
Jno. .'cot cb fjuan Cbico San Mateo S.F.ch g Fred S. Moody
VfnelandS. F b cSteel Spring A. G. Ryan be Portland, Jr.
Vendome S. F..._ b g|Claudius M. S. Severance.blk c Don Roberto
Williams &. Moreh'se.b f C eopatra J. D. Carr blk s Uproar
Williams AMoiehouse— V.W. Cowan bf Phalmont Maid

_ b f Des-'emonla Jos. Cairn Sinuson. .br c Bioi Volo
J. B. Iverson brg Prince Gift Richard Swcasey. enh Eureka

THREE-YEAR-OLD, ASPIRANT, TROTTING, PURSE fl.000.

WillardHStlmson - Wm Hobson brs Ruler
b g Johnnie Trouble P W Hodees b s Potrero

MrsS M Crowell...- br c Mark S J Talbot Clifton,.ch g Forest Prince

D W Prince b m Abigail F L Duncan „ h f Th<;rp '"J

Henry Keith ^^iri^KS
r A'nwen" b t carrie C Rosedale Farm. ...b c Demosthenes

Tm t'prr r.H s"f Jos Cairn Simpson br c Viva LaLosCerritOS
bmcorinne Nellson G sV Slimson blk s

E p'Heal'd .Ch g Pilot Reno Thos Smith b g Gen'l Vallejo

UNION STAKES FCE TROTTERS AND PACERS, TWO MILES
AND REPEAT.

E WSfele brs Pan Luiseto M W Holmes..... bgClayH
Wir<RhIo<& Keating ...blk s Delphi J< s Cairn Simpson b m Hazel B
Wm Bihler ..:...T.....ch h fcwitz-r M F Sanders b m Estelle WIIKea

THKEE-YEAR-OLD,2:27 CLASS, PACING, PURSE *800.

n PfTBanlon grf Buebirl Richard Gird b f Iris

Pleflsanton S F blk c Arthur D A H Cohen ch g Promise Me
I

- "- F-'surtl- brsDurkee TJCrcwUv, b c Ed LiHerty

rw?rav
Bm

,.,br fCarmalita H W Crabb bs Alco

HonGrav • arn Allka ^ F Armstrong-b gCapt Habkett

p\v Rotoes ^r fMay Nutford Oakwood Park S F b f Javelin

Frank Hayes".'.'".'.-Ch m Marguerita A C Jones rn s Roan Wilkes

O A Hlckok cbm Miss Rita

FIFTH DAY—WEDNESDAY. \OVE.MBFH 13.

TWO-YEAR-OLDS, ASPIRANT, PURSE $500.

A G Ryan b s Portland Jr. C Z Hebert blk h PlutoPH Quinn b f itosle Lee Judson Jamts brs J J Brown
O Msrchand ch c Woodmark Jno. Scott ch s Juan Chico
Vendome S. F b g Claudius K Erlanger blk s Surprise
J E Iverson br g Prince Gift Jno McDonald b c Percy G
B O Van Bokkelen b g Bliss Jos Cairn Simpson ch c Dux
C W Cowan b f Phalmont Maid Morris i Jones b f Ecla
Mi!o Knox blk fJummye

2:19 CLASS, PACING, PURSE f1,000.

Henry Lofgreen bglras C A Owen br g Eugle
Henry Knudson _b m Primrose Frank Frazier blk h Chehalls
B F Lahgfsrd. blk s Frince Nutw'd T J Crowley ch c a gregor
Winship & Keating bg Ottinger Milo Knox! sr m Gertrude

G

Jer .me B Smilh br s Malheur Delano Bros b m Klikitat Maid
Santa Rosa S. F. ...blk m Direcirix Agnew S F _. blk g Lonpe
Wm. Ralney b s Monroe S Wm. Mastin b g Falrose

2:40 CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE §1.000.

G Pelrano .bm Maria P T J Drais gr rn Blanche Ward
OS Holbrook bh Briarhill J Talbot Clifton Odeoncratos
HO Hlllman h Jack W D A Hiller. bs Harry Wilson
M Hanson -sr gGoIdy J B Smith b m Lady Wentworth
Jos. Cairn Simpson. ..b s Anleeello Harry Seymour ~b m Katie H
SCTyron srg Bonnie Ben Harry Seymour t.br m Eva M
Elias Ailllams... bgAb Waltham Ira L. Ramsdel brsPrinre Tra
O J Ralph bs Ransom Wilkes G W stimpson _ oik s
B M Downey b m Juliet Winship & Keating blk m Lady
Henry Keith ch s Flaxey McGregor Grace
Jno. Knifong blk g Alniax J A Richardson...b m Lady Elector
H C Boice sr s Lucerne E M Sanders be Director Prince
F L Duncan. ..brs Kentucky Baron Chas. R. Stevens br m Delia H
R H Copp b g Billy Scott J O Reis blk b Bid S
Frank Grant b Dion Rose Dale Farm b h Dfgtalis
E Erlanger brg Toggles F. Garrow -blk m Louie Q
E B Floyd... b m Lucia D Chas. A. Hug hr m Charivari

THREE-YEAR-OLD-J, 2:27 CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE 51,000.

W B Brown ch h Arrow Williams & Morehouse b f
J H Crow _b f Carmen Silver Ring
Pleasanton 55. F.. br f Leon Mitchell San Mateo S. F blk c Fred Kohl
Oakwood ParkS. F_b gGeo. Wiley H P Perkins b g Jasper Ayres
Jos. Calm Simpson... _brc Viva La Tbos. Smith _b)k f Stella
Jos. Edge br g Auditor Vendome S F b s Iran Alto
C A Durfee. br cZomboro Jerome B Smith. ..br s T W Padden
F C Meyers. b c Stam B Wjllard H Stimson...b I Miss Jessie
A F Hamilton -b c Meridan Willard H Stlmson.b g Jobr-ny
A Hirschman ch c Sidney Howard Trouble
Los Cerritos S. F...b m Corrinp Vineland S. F b m Lottie

-Neilson Geo. W Lowery,Jr bre Rambler
H Metzenbougher- b m A Lady C A Owen -...b f larrie C

SIXTH DAY-THCRSDAY, .NOVEMBER 14.

YEARLING, ASPIRANT. PURSE $300.

Jos Cairn Simpson bf J B Smith br f Lizzie Conboye
C Z Hebert b f Laurlne Morris J Jones ....,, b f

J D Carr _ ..b c Silvion D E Knisht .". sr c Lynall
Rosedale Farm b f Mary Daly D E"Knit,'ht b c Dalmont
H Scott _ br c

2:17 CLASS, TROTTING. PURSE §1,500.

M F Sanders- b s Native State P W Mnrphv b s Paloma Prince
Williams tt Moreb'e—b g Montana Richard Gird..... cb m Nellie W
Winship A Keating. ..brg Hamrock J H Butler ...b g Manning
Thos Smith b s Columbus S B O Van Bokkelen
J Sullivan (for. San Mateo Stock bl m Myrtle Thnrne

Farm's) bs Stranger C B B'gelow rn m Marget Worth
J D Rainey Lenmar C Z Hebert b s Bruno
River View S F br s Geo Dexter

FREE-FOR-ALL PACING, PURSE ?2,000.

Pleasanton S F blk h Directly Wm Murray ch s Diablo
A Ottlngei b g Our Dick Oakwook P S F- b g W Wood
Jas. Mack (for. C H Corey's ueo B Polberaos

gr g Waldo J Seymoor (for. Seymour Wilkes)

FOUR-YEAR-OLD 2:25 CLASS. TROTTING. PURSE $1,000.

MMcGarghan grf Lady Mac Winship & Keal'g-blgJas'rPaoIsen
Vendome S F- b s Rea Tinous P W Hodges brs McZ^us
JT Clifton _b s Odencratos Lamb Bros Co.brm Hnmboldt MaidW O Bowers - cb s Sliver Bee G W Lowery. Jr b m Letter B
C H Corey b m Lady Thornhlll Dan Lawrence b m Red Nutling
H W Crabb b m Topsey M F Panders. gr s Rex Gifford
Frank (irant b Dion Wm Proctor b m Marv P
D A Hiller b s Harry Wilson J B Smith b m Lady Wentworth
San Mateo S F br c Burlingame H O Hellman ch s Jack W

SEVEXTHDAY-FRIDAY. \OVMEBER 15.
2:22 CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE |1, 200.

C P Harris ch s Melvar Pleasinton S F b fMiss Kate
C C Crippen bl h Leonot (for. P J Mann)
Chas A Hug b g Mojave M F Sanders b e Dr PufT

(for. Agnew »tock Farm) Vendome SF bh John Bury
P W Murpbv- br m Bijou S C Tryun brs Knight

(for. Henry StoweU")

2:13 CLASS, PACING, PURSE 31500.

Oakwood ParkSF b m Javelin S C Tryon b s Hanford Medium
T Marr b m Ruby M D R Misner ,. b g Plnnkett

(for. C HCorey) M F Sanders. ..bl s Prince Nutwood
J H Davis _ ch m Belle Jas Mack „ n g Fred Mason
Saml. Casto brs Touchet H R Ward _ bs Baywood

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB STAKES FOR TROTTE9S AND
PACERS, FOUR MILES AND REPEAT.

B O Van Bokkelen brs Boodle Jos Cairn Simpson br m TadyO.
C B Bigelow b m Videtta M F Sanders b m Maria P
AOttinzer i bgTurDick C H Corey _br m Laura M
D R Misner rn g Bishop Hero

FREE-FOR-ALL, TROTTING, PURSE f?,00O.

Winship & Ke'g bl m Ethel Downs Pleasanton S F b g Azote
B O Van Bokkelen-ch b Thompson T W Raymond.- b h Klamath

(for. C A Durfee) Williams & Morehouse b g Iago

Oub friend Jame? Dastin is fast regaining his health and
strength, and expects soon to be able to return to his Iove,and
jog Directum, 2:05}. The attachment between the two is

just touching. If the little fellow's leg has fully recovered
Mr. Dustin will fit him for racing another season. If not he
will stand him at Lexington, where there is a loud call for

him. This horse is now but six years old, and as he has been
raoing constantly since he was three years old,he has not had
an opportunity to do much stud service, and consequently
has sired only a few colls. His admirers long to see him
demonstrate his ability as a sire, and large inducements are

being held out for him to Bettle in the blue grass region.

—

Turf, Farm and Horse.

One day last week the crowd at the Alleotown (Pa.) fair

was estimated at 65,000. On Friday there was an attendance
of 25,000, the largest ever known on a Friday. The receipts

for the week areclose to $21,000, the largest at any couoty
fair ever held in the State. The aggregate attendance for the
week was 115,000, a figure never reached before. Rebus, the
pacer, lowered the track record to 2:13], pacing, the fastest

three consecutive heats and the best average miles (2:14) ever
made in Pennsylvania on a half-mile track.

M. Theodore Kearney, of this citv. purchased " erJ«p
,. , , e -I i tj- . in r* .-.----.-J 3 Miver cud sale
did team of black eeJnm"= •>• ™ „ „ , „.-. ,

in N k^k v>ity, October 8th. They are called Climber

and Clinker and will, no doubt, be seen at the coming Horse

Show. He also purchased another choice team called

Coionel and Corporal at the same sale. These are all high

steppers.

Altao, the bay horse in tbe Salisbury stable, struck a

winning gait at Terre Haute, on Wedoesday, October 3d.

McDowell *on tbe 2:14 trot with htm in 2:10$, 2:09}, 2:123,

Altao is by Altamont (son of Almont and Sne Ford, by Brown
Chief) out of Sally M., bv Oregon Pathfinder, and is a race

horse when just right. He was not at his best in the Grand
Circuit.

Robebt J. defeated Frank Agan, John R. Gentry and

Joe Patchen at Lexington in the special free-for-all on Wed-
Time, 2:05$, 2:06, 2:05.
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THE HOLLISTER RACES.

Beautiful Weather, Large Attendance and

Excellent Racing—One of the Most Suc-

cessful Meetings Held in Cali-

fornia This Year.

There are many places .in California which the average

follower of the California Circuit has never visited—places

which have every inducement to attract the lovers of good

racing, and among these none have greater attractions thin

Uollisler, 8an Benito County.

Situated in the center of a valley called Santa Clara, sur-

rounded by miles of the finest soil the sun shines on, and

which produces all kinds of lruits, flowers and cereals; pos-

sessing a climate second to no other valley in California;

inhabited by progressive people who have never known what

a bad year in this valley means, it is no wonder they take

pleasure in attending the annual race meetings held at the

pleasant race track, just one mile from the City Hall. Every

one owns a horse and buggy there, and all the little

towns in the valley and on the hills are represented

by the same thrifty, prosperous class of people as

there is to be found in Hollister. They all come

to the race track to see the races, and, like the people who
live in Salinas, just across the Uabilan Mountains which

divides the Salinas Valley from this, there is an enthusiasm

about the results of the races which makes one feel that it is

well to be with them, and it stirs one's veins to hear the shouts

and cheers of the vast assemblage as the winner comes under

the wire.

The track is perfectly level, the soil a mixture of sediment

and adobe which, if not fast, is very safe. The turns are all

made according to the regulation—an inch to the foot—and
• the directors of this association have had this course pre-

pared as well as they possibly could for the meeting which

ended so successfully last Saturday evening.

There was considerable disappointment felt over the ab-

sence of the running horses, but it was asserted that an ill-

disposed young man, who was an employee at the course last

season, circulated a number of false and malicious reports

amon< the owners of thoroughbreds, and did all in his power
to prevent the horses from coming. His actions were not no-

ticed until it was too late and I have this to say that in 1896

the number of first-class thoroughbreds which will be Been on

the Hollister track will astonish and dumbfound this spiteful

individual.

There were several good running races decided there, how-
ever, an! those who brought their bangtails to the track

will regret it. The light harness races were excellent, in

fact thev were better than any heretofore seen on this course

The decisions in the judges stand were fair and just, and the

horsemen were well pleased with the way every race was
started and decided.

While there were no records broken the races were con-

tested from wire to wire, and President Scofield and the

judges, J. A. McCloskey, P. E. G. Anzar and C. H. Wagner,
assisted by Secretary McConnell, conducted the meeting in a

manner which elicited the highest praise from all in atten-

dance.
The summaries of the week's racing as published below,

will tell their own simple story, and next season if the new
railroad which leaves San Francisco along the coast direct to

Los Angeles is finished, and President Huntington says it

must be, there will be more good horses seen at Hollister

than the people have any idea of. There is plenty of room
for them, and as the reputation of the management of this

track is second to no other in this State, and the people are

enthusiastic lovers of good races and are willing to pay to

see first-class sport, there is no reason why with the meeting
of 1894 andlS95as precedents that the meeting of 1896 will

not eclipse all others.
imousBB.

HOLLtsTEB, October 7th.—Special trot.

Sniw, bg-. by Meolo McManus 111
Con Brio, br s, by Antevolo McCartney 2 2 3
Iicl Monte Kent 3 3 2

Time. 2:42, 2:39%, 2:11.

2:20 trotting race.

S'lllie W.. by Woolaey Connolley 111
letter B.. b m. by Wiird B Kent 3 2 2
Btflhop Hero, rn g. bv Bishop Misner 2 3 3
Bay Rum, br a, by John Sevenoakes McCartney 4 4 4

Time. 2:28, 2:2% 2:24)4.

Hollister, October 8lb.—2:20 pace.

Klla W., b m, by Eros Hellman 2 111
flan Lulgeto, bra, by Monroe Chief Tralnor 12 2 3
l.>-ii«Ue, b m. by Lymvood Downer 4 3 3 2
Senator, b c, by Secretary Misner 3 4 4 4

Time, 2:2I!4, 2:22, 2:19^, 2:17.

Running, three-quarter mile dash.

Umma, b m. bv Imp. Cyrun—Rlglln Sarla 1
Fllrtllla. bm, by Peel—Faumlne. 2
Uomauicd, br f, by 8t. Carlo—Slntlro ,.,„ 3

Time. lis.

BoLUVTH, October 9th.

Anlla. b m, by Jiinln Rodrlnuez 1 1 1
Jack W.,bg, by Waldatcln-by Rifleman iit-iiman 222
Leader, h h. by Tom Benton --Lady Derby Msiner 333
LeonoTA. I.Ik m, by .Sable Wilkes MoKinney i 4 4*» BrecM Blmpkuu .lis

Time. 221. 2:23, 2:22>{.

Special trot

MlnnloB, bm, by Billy Thornhlll Hellman 2 2 12 11
A.i,..Wniin.im, 1, 1,. bySnIUn Williams 1 3 :t 1 2 2
Lara Ii„bl m, by Albjona-i>miy-.-.-.-.::::::-.-.?.lc.Maniia 3 4 4 4 3

Time, 2:28.2:31, 2:27, 2:30?i, 2:2»^. iTzt^.
' 2 8 ,Us

Running, one-half mile anil repeat.
nurmigo. eh g. by Duke or Norfolk-May D Narvae* 1 1Monarch, bg. by Ironclad > ZL^ZLbESH 2 2

Time, 0:19, 0:11%
Koluru, October 10th.—Special pace.

Frank I., b g, by Hawthorne Ueglnirer 1 1 1Tarkey i>ka b g. by Duknta-BlUi KTZZ^RSSS I
'

2lv.,obm, by Anlevolo-Sallnaa Belle.. „. Willi*", '• 9 aBualoK., br m. by Brown Jug-La.lv n. ,,..„,
! . .. kJE" 4 i J

Timo, 223. 2:23 2.-2&X-

Running, one-halt mile ami re|«jat.

I(( McKln.try. 111! Caldwell 2 11
RSTiisr :

«•» 1 2 2

Tiin.\0:.')2, 0:62, 0:62, 0£8,
'qH May W. iui<1 i «nk also ran.

Holusteb, October 11th.—2:24 class, trotting.

MaudH., bm, by Carr's Mambrino Rodriquez 112
Letter B.,bm, br Ward B Kent 3 2 2
Silyer Bee, ch a, by Silver Bow Connolly 2 3 3

Time, 2:25, 2:24»£, 2:25.

2:30 class, trotting.

Anita, br m, by Jonio ..Rodriquez 111
JackW., bg, byWaldstein Hellman 3 2 2
Lady Vestal, by Richards' Elector Carillo 2 4 4
MayB 4 3 3

Time. 2:25, 2:22%. 2:22.

2:25 pacing.

San Luiseto, bl s, by Monroe Chief Treanor 111
Lynette, b m, by Lynwood Downer 5 4 2
Estelle Wilkes, blm, by Mambrino Wilkes Sanders 2 6 ft

Johnny Skelton, grg, by Milton Medium 6 3 3

Col. Benton, bs, by Brown Jug _ 3 5 1
Altoonita, b m, by Altoona 4 4 4

Time, 2:19^, 2:19}^. 2:20%.

Special match race.

Leonora, bl m, by Sable Wilkea—Minnie Princess, by Nutwood
McKiuney 1 1

Powers, gr m, by Director—by Gen. Taylor 2 2

Time. 2:25, 2:27.

Hollister, October 12th.—Free for all pace.

Golden West, br g, by Royal George Nelson 111
Plunkett. bg, by Strathearn Misner 8 2 2
Baywood, b s. by Woodnut Ward 2 3 3

Loupe, brg, by John Seveuoaks 3 4 4

Time, 2:17%. 2:18%, 2:17.J

Special trotting race.

Prince Nutwood, blk s, by Dexter Prince—Nutwood
- Hellman 2 13 11

Ella W., b m, by Eros Kent 3 3 12 2

Frank L., b g, by Hawthorne Haney 12 2 3 4

Johnny Skelton, gr g, by Milton Medium 4 4 4 4 3

Time. 2:22. 2:20, 2:22%, 2:21.

Running. Five-eighths mile dash.

Flirtilla. b m, by Peel, 119 pounds Sario 1

Umma, bm. by Cyrus, 114 pounds Wilsou 2

Unnamed blk f, 98 pounds Hazlett 3

Time, 1:1% 1:18%.

Running. Five-eighths mile dash.

Secretary, 117 pounds Wilson 1

Fanny M, 117 pounds Sario 2
Ucita, b m, 117 pounds Caldwell 3

rime, 1:05.

Hobo (97) and May W. (114) also ran.

Los Angeles Fair.

Following is the programme of events to be given at tbe

meeting of the Los Angeles Fair Association, October 21st to

26th inclusive

:

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21.

No. 27—Running, Agricultural Park Stakes, one and one-eighth
miles, S253 added. 12 entries.
No. 14—Two-year-old 2:40 pace, purse 8500. 8 entries.
No. 5—2:17 trot, puise S900. 13 entries.

No. 3—2:25 trot, puree 8800. 10 entries.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22.

No 20—Running, Maiden Plate, four and one-half furlongs, $150
added. 14 entries.
No. 19—Los Angeles Derby, one mile, purse 8200. 10 entries.
No. 16—2:13 class pace, purse §1,000. 9 entries.
No. 11—2:40 two-vear old trot, purse 8500. 9 entriea

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3.

No. 26—Junior Handicap, three-quarters of a mile, purse 8300. 11

entries.

No. 25—Free selling race, three-quarters of a mile, purse 8300. 26
entries.

No. 6—2:13 trot, purse 81.000. 5 entries.

No. 1—2:40 all ages trot, purse 8600. 9 entries.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24.

No. 21—Running, Citrus Belt Handicap, five and one-half furlongs
purse 8500. 97 entries.

No. 4—2:20 trot, purse 8S00. 10 entries.

No. 8—2:25 pace, purse 8700. 15 entries.
No. 13—Gentleman's road race, purse 8200. 7 entries.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25.

No. 23—Running handicap, all ages, seven-eighths of a mile, purse
8300. 15 entries.
No. 9—2:17 pace, purse 8800. 11 entries.
No. 12—2:27 trot, three-year-olds, purse 8600. 12 entries.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26.

No. 22—Running sweepstakes, two-year-olds, five-eighths of a mile,
purse 8200 added. 13 entries.
No. 21—Selling race, all ages, five-eighths of a mile, purse S259. 18

entries.

No. 17—2:07 pace, purse 81,200. 6 entries.
No. 2—2:30 trot, purse S700. 11 entries.

The Ukiah. Races.

October 9th, 1895.

First race—For saddle horses, one-half mile and repeat

—

Iron Jennie won, Nothing second, Pig Iron third. Best time

0:53.
'

Second race—Two-year-old trot, 2 in 3—St. Thomss wen
St. Bridget second, Patty distanced. Best time, 3:08.

Third race—One-quarter mile and repeat, free for all—Ace
Full won, Archer second, Lula S, third. Best time, 0:24,

October 10th.

Fourth race—3:00 trot, 3 in 5—George won, Wisteria
second, James Corbett third. Best time, 2:24.

Fifth race—One-half mile dash, free lb- all—Ace Full wod,
Lula S. second, Davy Crockett third. Time, 0:51.

OCTOBER 12TH.

Tenth rrce—Three-eighths mile and repeat, 2 in 3 (named)—Davy Crockett won, Daisy Kimball second, Iron Jennie
third. Time, 0:38.

Eleventh race—One-half mile dash sweepstake (named)—
Bill Nyewon.Elair second, Lula 8. third. Time, 0:50—
track record broken iu this race.

Twelfth race—Gentlemen's buggy horse race, mile heats,
2 in 3—Frank Leslie won, Ralph C. second, "Buzzard Head"
third. Best time, 3:08.
^ixinf^-FK.^wt^niJiedash

{8pecial)-EIair won,

broken
'

'
02i

"
Track record

October 11th.
Seventh race—Trotting, Palace Stake, two year-olds, mile

P"^2
.
10

.

3^1 ' *h!
d8et_™9. St - Thomas and Patty dis-

Lud wig

tanced first heat. Time, 3:03
A.'

Eighth race—2:40 trot, 3 in 5—Leland B. won
second, Wisteria third. Best time, 2:30J.
Ninth race—Three-eighths mile dash (free for all)—Archerwon Daisy Kimball second, Mountain Boy third. Time

Naolee Burke telegraphs that he will leave New York
with his stable as soon as the present meeting at Morris Park
in at an end.

Barney Schreiber's Horses Arrive.

A carload of horses belonging to Barney Schreiber, the

popular St. Louis turfman, arrived at the Bay District Mon-
day. There are twelve in the string.

Another carload will arrive the latter part of this month,
bo it will be seen that Barney will have fully twenty-five

horses to sport the orange and purple at the winter race
meetings at the Bay District and Ingleside tracks. Among
the horses that arrived yesterday was the local favorite,

Braw Scot. This gray horse was a frequent winner last year
and usually carried more of the public money than any other

horse at the track. In fact, Braw Scot and Felix Carr was a
combination hard to beat. Half the people at the track lost
when old Braw Scot Buffered defeat, which, fortunately, did
not occur very often. Jack Richelieu is another old friend
that arrived yesterday. He always showed to be thoroughly
game and has won many a hard-fought struggle in the last
fifty yards. Both Braw Scot and Jack Richelieu have had
a long rest and should win many another race for good-
natured Barney Schreiber.
The following is a list of the horses that arrived :

Jack Richelieu, by Great Tom—Envenom.
Pearson, 2, by Great Tom—Drift.

Braw Scot, by Midlothian—Helen Scratch.
Zoolein, by Zorilla—Fraulein.
Ida H, 2, bv Ben Ali—by Hidalgo.
Laura F., 2, by Tremont—Sallie Hagen.
Yemen, by Alarm—Hira.
Doyle, by MacDuff—Miss Lawrence.
Eolian—8adie filly.

George Kinney filly.

Ferris Hartman, 2, by Woodland—Lenora.
Highland, by Col. Hepburn—Edna.
Wade will train this division of Schreiber's horses. M. C.

Hubbell also came to California with this string. Schreiber
has signed Jerry Chora to ride for him this year. Chora
will leave for California on November 1st. Felix Carr ex-
perienced considerable trouble in getting down to 113 pounds,
and his days of usefulness in the saddle are about over.

—

Chronicle.

The Stockwell Blood.

It does not, as a rule, seem to be noticed that in the clamor
for Galopin, St. Simon, Hampton, etc., the Stockwell line is

apt to be forgotten, but Melton, had he remained in this

country, would have been one of the most fashionable sires,

and it is lucky that he left here such sons as Best Man and
Avington to maintain the family reputation. It will not be

long before we find the house of Stockwell up in fhe clouda

again, for Orme is a tower of strength, as all who have seen

his foals are ready to testify, and it is not improbable that he
will give even his uncle, St. Simon, the go by in the race for

stud favoritism and success. At present Orme's fee is just
half that of St. Simon, for whose services the record amount
of 400 guineas will in future be paid. Even so, it can hardly
be said that this is too much, looking at the huge prices for
which St. Simon yearlings sell. It is a serious matter, how-
ever, for those whose mares prove barren, and hitherto these
have been a very considerable proportion. It is hoped, how-
ever, that the horse has made considerable constitutional
improvemPnt, and from what I heard from breeders at Don-
caster last week and previously, much better results may be
expected in the shape of St. Simon foals next year. It is not
a little curious that amid ali his stud triumphs St. Simon has
not yet given us a Two Thousand or Derby winner, but Per-
simmon should rectify this, if the odds of 3 to 1 which were
taken on Saturday about him for next year's Derby are at all

reasonable. Hampton, strangely enough, has never sired a
Leger winner, though there are three Derbv winners to his
credit, and two more—Highland Chief and Royal Hampton—that were UDlucky not to win. Isonomy, with two win ner
of the treble event, did best of all.—London Sportsman.

•

A Poisonous "Weed.

Milwaukee (Wis.), October 14.—State Veterinarian, Dr.

C. F. Scott, has discovered that under the shaggv yellow

blossoms of the golden rod flowers there lurks the germs o^

the most dangerous disease to horses that has ever been dis-

covered. Like consumption, it is incurable, and it affects

the equine in much the same way as that diseass eats away
the life of a man.
Tbe horses which eat the tempting plant go into a gradual

decline, the blood is destroyed, the tissues waste away and
they die in from three weekR to three months. Thousands of
horses have perished in the pineries of Michigan, Minnesota
and Wisconsin from this disease.

The State Veterinarians of these Slates have for a long time
tried in vain to discover the cause of it. Dr. Scott said to-

day : "I am satisfied this is where the trouble lies. There
is no cure for it. Nothing can be done except to destroy the
leaf and roots."

Domino's Dam Dead.

Lexington (Ky.), October 14—Mannie Gray, the famous

thoroughbred brood mare, by Ioquirer, dam of Domino, Cor-

rection and other great racers, died at Major Thomas' farm

Sunday morning of heart disease.

Mannie Gray was a black mare, foaled in 1874 She was
owned by Major B. G. Thomas, "of Dixiana Stud, Kentucky,
the home of Himyar. The famous matron was by Enquirer
— Lizzie G., by War Dance ; second dam by Lecompte.

Last Monday C. A. Brown sold to Phil Archibald a year-
ling chestnut colt by Idalium (brother to Sir Modred), out of
Annie Lewis (sister to Floodtide), by Flood. This youngster
is a grand looker and in his two-year-old form will, if noth-
ing prevents, be a winner the first time he starts.

From John Wood, trainer, Joliet, 111 : I have used " Ab-
Borbine" with great results. It is doing all you claim for it

j

can highly recommend it.

G. K. Barton & Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, writes: Enclosed
please find draft for $2 for another bottle "Absorbine." It is

doing the business.
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Lights That Lead Astray.

The American daily press is just now overworking, as a

subject for " specials/' the fortunes of Riley Grannan,

plunger, about as thoroughly as it did those of u Pittsburg

Phil," a few years ago. This is the age of sensationalism in

daily journalism, and the "great dailies," that Bhould and

might be greater in a nobler way, vie with each other in

striving after the startling, the seductive and the horrifying

for " Sunday padding." Until the sensational epoch passes

away, and the masses demand more healthy and substantial

literary fare, the regard for consequences of publication will

be unthought of by the editors who must have a " good

story."

Eiley Grannan, like George E. Smith, better known as
" Pittsburg Phil," is, we believe, not only a shrewd but a

well conducted young man, and in no way responsible for the

overwrought stories of which his betting operations are made
the text and basis. The latest story, and the one that is being

most perniciously worked is to the effect that Grannan
recently won a quarter of a million dollars betting on horse

races in three weeks.

It is the same old story, so many of whose predecessors we
have known, and all of which are chiefly lies. No donbt Mr.
Grannan has won a great deal of money lately, but no sane

man believes that he won $60,000 on one race, or $250,000 in

three weeks. It has been so with M. F. Dwyer, Pittsburg

PhU and all the other heavy plungers. When they have won,

their winnings have been grossly exaggerated by the common
race track gossip, which the daily papers reproduce as food

for the gullible—and just as surely, whether intentional or

not, as bait for gudgeons. All these stories are brilliantly

colored, and finished as daintily as an angler's fly; and each,

whether so intended or not, is

"A picture dettly painted for the foolish creature's eyes,"

who believes that the fortunes that others have almcst in a

day charmed from a financial vacuum also await him. In
short, these stories are in style suggestive of Wall street and
Board of Trade brokers' circulars that show you how to get

rich in a minute on a capital of $3, and, whatever the intent,

the effect is the same. The sowing is the same, and the same
bad harvest in the very nature of things Tollows.

Tb'e stock circular " never touches" the mind, and never
changes ihe intention or policy of those who know the game.

nor do the wonderful stories of great turf winnings make even

a momentary impression uponthoBe who know racing closely,

who have learned in the school of experience that the

chances of making a fortune or even a living by netting are,

even to the well informed, not one in ten thousand. It is the

lambs whose feet are strange to its stony ways who are shorn

in the Wall street. It is the innocents, who known nothing

of horses, of horse-racing,or of betting, who pursue the phan-
tom of sudden wealth at the race track, and with blind faith

in personal destiny sail braively out on the ocean that has

engulfed the thousands where one has safely crossed.

The temptation to gain sudden wealth is the strongest of

all allurements.and it is the rock responsible for more wrecks
than all the others marked on the chart of life's sea. To
those whose days are all a struggle for existence, the con-

templation of the lot of their happier brothers who toil not

nor spin, makes their seemingly bard estate the harder, and
every story of sudden rise from nothing to great riches is a

temptation to take a chance "to win or lose all" so Btrong that

it is not surprising that the thousands yield. Therefore,when
they turn to Wall street they see only Gould and Sage and
the others who float above the vortex that has swallowed the

hopes and fortunes of millions, and when they read of the

turf they think only of the very,very few that have struggled

through to fortune. If you tell the story of the great plung-
ers of turf history, how not one in a thousand has prospered
iby betting alone, and how in nine cases out of ten the few
who have gone up like rockets have more suddenly come
down as sticks, you have a deaf audience among the uniniti-

ated. They don't want to hear of Plunger Walton and Jubi-

lee JugginB—the story of Grannan and Dwyer is pleasanter.

The turf has been blamed for the downfall of pretty nearly
everybody who has gone wrong in any kind of speculation,

and this has been the standing argument of its enemies, and
a powerful factor in securing legislation hostile to racing.

Racing always suffers and never gains from the patronage of

those who follow it for betting, and betting alone, and more
especially those who, knowing nothing of the sport, make the

race track a medium for betting money of their own that

:hey cannot afford to lose—and sometimes other peopled
money.
Betting is one thing, plunging is another. We believe in

;he liberty to bet, and no man can be held blameworthy in

*ny sense for betting within his means—that is, wagering
what he can afford to lose. Only the rich can plunge, and
be rich man who loses through plunging is not entitled to

my especial sympathy. But anything that is dazzled before

-he eyes of the clerk, the salesman, the ordinary boy of work,
o tempt him into the folly of squandering his all in the vain

learch of sudden fortune in a sphere of which he is entirely

gnorant, is a wrong to the turf, and is morally on a par with
* stock or a lottery circular.—Horseman.

The Revival of Good Prices.

It requires very little of the gift of prophecy to be able to

iredict that a great reaction in the price of horses is immi-

ient, remarks an exchange. And this is especially true of

rotting horses. For three years the breeding done has

mounted almost to nothing. This has been due to low prices

Che American people do nothing by halves. If a business
s profitable they rush into it by the thousand. If it ceases to

•e profitable they rush out Just as fast. In the latter part o
892 and the beginning of 1893 the "bottom" appeared to be
'dropping out" of the horse business. Consequently almost
lobody bred in 1893 or since. In 1892, 1894 and 1895 thous-
nds of horses have been disqualified for track work. At the
nd of this season many campaigners will be permanently
etired on account of injuries received in this year's work,
n the younger classes there will be comparatively few for

ale, as scarcely any have been bred. Under such a state of

acts, what is there to prevent a great appreciation in value*)?

?here will not be one two-vear-old for sale in 1896 where
here were ten in 1892. There will be still fewer in 1897 and
898. Notwithstanding some undesirable features in the trot-

ing for tuis year it will not do to assume that there will be
iO trotting next year.

There is wonderful recuperative force in the trotting busi-
ness. It adapts itself to changed conditions with great rapid-
ity. The country has not gone over to puritanism, and iB not
going over to it. Trotting has been hampered somewhat, it

is true, by the fanatics, but these things also react. The wave
of fanaticism that has been doing the damage will soon have
spent its force. The American people are not a race of bigots.

They do not believe in the right of government to destroy
their amusements, and they will not long tolerate govern-
ments that attempt it. They are believers in a very large
personal liberty. They are opposed to unnecessary restraints.

It is not possible that religious fanaticisms can to any consid-
erable time stand in the way of the national amusements of
the people of such a country as this. They have too much
culture, too high a civilization, and their inherit love of lib-

erty is too great. There will be as much trotting next year
as this, and the demand for track horses will be as great, with
a diminished supply. Wise financiers will count upon higher
prices next year than this, and on an increase in values for
Beveral years to come.

Important to Race Horse Owners.

Cincinnati, October 16.—The American Turf CongreB

met to-night. Among the members present was Ed Corri-

gan, representing the Pacific Coa6t Jockey Club and the Chi-

cago Racing Association.

The rule with regard to registration was suspended until

December 1, 1S96, so far as the Pacific Coast Association is

concerned. This is to give the cheaper class of horses a

chance to earn a livelihood, as racing is in its infancy there-

A committee on Appeals, consisting of E. S. Clay, J. H-
Rees and Ed Corrigan, was appointed. This committee may
hear appeals from the rulings of judges or executive officers

of associations. It is empowered to reverse the decisions of
judges and to fine associations for failure to enforce any rule

of the Turf Congress. The exception to this is that the de-

cisions of judges and to fine associations for failure to enforce
any rule of the Turf Congress. The exception to this is that
the decision of judges as to bets is final. The committee may
also pass on applications for the reinstatement of outlawed
persons, but not appeals in behalf of horses or tracks. It may
hear cases of outlawed persons at once, but its other powers
do not go into effect until January 1, 1896.

The following amendment to rule 116 was made: " In no
case shall the starter delay a field on account of a bad actor."

The engagement of a horse which is sold do not go with
the horse without the consent of the owner.
In selling races only owners who have horses in the race

can claim the winner. The third horse has first claim. The
order of the horses is to be decided by lots. The price, if

sold or claimed, of horses in selling races must be paid to the
scales clerk within fifteen minutes after the sale or claim,
and persons who may violate this rule may be ruled off.

^Decrying Strains and Families.

It was the custom of some men and some turf journals to

sneer at certain strains and families of the trotting breed, de-

crying their abilities and giving them bat scant credit for ex.

cellence displayed either on the track or in the paddock:. It

is abundantly true that some families have not proved as

prolific of great race horses as others, and the descendants of

one great stallion have perhaps not proved as game as those

of another, but the attempt, for selfish reasons, to make this

plain, results only in harm to the breed as a whole. Six or
seven years ago, when pedigree without either speed or indi-

vidvality would bring a long price, the advocates of certain

families were much louder in their declamations than they
are at this time, but there is still far too much said on this

subject. For instance, the foreign buyer reads that horses of

this, that or the other blood are not Btayers. The utterance

may have been born of the rankest and most groundless preju-

dice ; nevertheless it is sure to influence the purcdaser in

making his selections, and one or more breeeers will be in-

jured. Rivalry of this sort is unwholesome in the extreme.
Good and bad are to be found in every family, and it is be-

yond doubt that no one family ever prospered without the

assistance of one or more of the others It is always better to

build up than to tear down, and instead of ranging this stal-

lion or family, and trying to prove that the first is immeasur-
ably superior to the second, it is better by far to consider them
both as improving agents in ihe breed, both contributing

their share in the speed which is now so absolutely essential

to success.—Horseman.

Axiom Shot to Put Her Out of Misery.

Axiom is dead. She was shot at Gravesend last Sunday

morning to relieve her of further suffering. She had been

afflicted for some time with spinal meningitis, brought on by

injuries received from a kick during a race in early spring.

Axiom was a bay filly by Maxim—Touche Pas, and the

property of P. J. Dwyer. She started fifteen times during

her career, winning five races, being three times second and

seven times unplaced. Among her victories was the United
Stakes Hotel Stakes at Saratoga, wherein she defeated Flor-
etta IV., Clissie B. and two others. 8he was looked upon as

the filly of the year in early spring, but misfortune and fi-

nally death claimed her for its own.—N. Y. Mercury.
Axiom's last start was in the Futurity, with 110 pounds

up. She was fifth in the public's estimation, as shown by
the closing odds, and had the distinction of having kept the

crack Californian Crescendo close company while he held the

lead for half a mile. Crescendo only lowered his colors to

Requital, but Axiom's were struck to the whole field, as she

held third position at the half-pole, and finished last of the

twenty starters.

—

Ed. »
Barney Schreibeb writes from Cincinnati that he has

refused $7,500 for his two-year-old colt Don Carillo. The
Don won a mile the other day with 112 pounds up in 1.46,the

track being ankle deep in mnd. Scbreiber says Carillo is

the best two-year-old in the West, and expresses considerable

surprise that he should show a liking to go the route. Mar-
iners, as a rule, are partial to a shorter distance. Among the

new horses Schreiber will bring out are Yemen, a sprinter,

and Service, a pretty fair sort of a handicap horse. According
to Mr. Schreiber a great many people will be out here to at-

tend the races within a few weeks.

A Racing Circuit Formed.

During the meeting of the State Fair the horsemen held a
meeting to discuss the racing outlook for another season-

Dr. Clow, of Walla Walla, called the meeting to order and
stated its object. Mr. M. D. Wisdom was nominated and
elected chairman. All of the prominent horsemen of the

Northwest were present and took a lively interest in the pro
ceedings. It was finally decided that a circuit comprising
Oregon, Washington and Idaho should be organized and to

be called the North Pacific Racing Association, and a com-
mittee of five was elected as a central committee with head-

quarters at Portland. The names of those elected were Van
B. DeLashmutt, M. D. Wisdom, Chas. Woods, A. G. Ryan
and Sam Jones. This committee will meet shortly and for-
mulate a set of rules under which the different race meetings
will work. The places spoken of as most likely to give
meetings are The Dalles, Pendleton, Le Grande, Baker City,
Walla Walla, Dayton, Colfax, Lewiston, Moscow, Spokane,
Yakima, Tacoma and Victoria for the upper country, and
Hillsboro, McMinnville, Independence, Albany, Eugene,
Salem,Portland and Vancouver for the lower or southern cir-
cuit. A committeman will be appointed in each of these
places by the central committee, whose duty it will be to or-
ganize local clubs in their respective towns, who will then
place themselves in communication at headquarters.

In thiB way it can be ascertained what places want to give
meetings, and abont how much each place can do for itself.

With this circuit before them the horsemen will have no
hesitancy in working their horses, and there will alwayB be
enough to give good racing at every point, and the different
societies need have no fear but what all races will fill. There
are plenty of horses and colts in the Northwest that only
need a chance for development to make them grand race
horses, but with only two or three meetings to trot them at,

as has been the case heretofore, there was not much to en-
courage breeders. Now that this circuit has been deter-
mined upon it becomes the duty of every horseman and
every one interested in horses to do what he can to help it

along. The central committee will be glad to hear from
any of these places mentioned without further notice, or any
other place that would like to come in. Whatever is done
should be done at once. The columns of this paper will be
thrown wide open for any discussiou or any suggestions that
may be made, and is ready at any and all times to publish
any communication upon the subject. Mr. Wisdom, Secre-
tary of the committee here, is ready to receive any sugges-
tions as to the appointment of the committees in the differ-

ent places, and it would facilitate matters very much if he
could at once be placed in communication with them. This is

a matter of vital importance to every horseman, and we hope
every one will show that he takes an interest in it.—North
Pacific Rural.

Electioneers to the Front.

At the New England Trotting Horse Breeders' Association

at Boston, in the two-year-old purse for fillies, the daughter of

Del Mar, Lady Delmar, was first, and the bay filly Adwild

by Advertiser, second.

In the two-year-old purse for colts, Bingeo, son of May
King, was first ; Woven Wind, by Sphinx, second, and Nava-
hoe, by Arion, third. Five two-year-olds, all money winners'

by five different sons of Electioneer.

In the three-year-old stake, Monturo, whose dam was Nellie
May, by Electioneer, won all the money.

Copeland, by Del Mar, won second money in the four-year-
old 2:30 class.

Pedlar, by Electioneer, won second money in the 2:20
class.

Blue Gum won the purse $1,000 for three -year-olds, a six-

heat race. Gem, the dam of Blue Gum, is out of Guess, by
Electioneer.

Seylax won third money in the 2:25 class. His dam k by
Ansel, son of Electioneer.

Monturo, dam Nellie May, won third money in the three-
year-old 2:40 trot, won by Blue Gum.

Barnacle, by Arion, won third money in the yearling
stake.

Four first moneys, five seconds, two thirds and one fourth
out of twelve races looks like the Electioneer blood is march-
ing on as race horses and money winners.

The Electioneer-Wilkes Cross.

What a great cross the BonB of Electioneer crossed on

daughters of sons of Geo. Wilkes, in fact the cross of Elec-

tioneer and Geo. Wilkes anywhere you find it for early and

extreme speed?

Adbell (1), 2:23, sire Advertiser, 2:15}, by Electioneer—

Lula Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes.

Diablo (4), 2:09}, sire Chas. Derby, whose dam was Katy

G., by Electioneer. Diablo's dam, Bertha, by Alcantara, son
of Geo. Wilkes.

Bineen (2), 2:12h, sire May King, 2:20, son of Electioneer,

the dam of Bingen, was Young Miss, by Young Jim, son of

Geo. Wilkes.
Boreal (3), 2:12$, sire Bow Bells, son of Electioneer, the

dam of Boreal, was Rosy More, by Alcantara, son of Geo.
Wilkes.
Bouncer (4), 2:12, sire Hummer, son of Electioneer and

Edith, by Geo. Wilkes.
Queen Alfred (4), 2:12*, sire Alfred G., grand son of Elec-

tioneer. The dam of Queen Alfred, Alls Star, by Jay Bird,
son of Geo. Wilkes.

Symboleer (2), 2:11, sire Campbell's Electioneer, dam
Symbol, by Onward, son of Geo. Wilkes.

Valley Queen, 2:16, by Sphinx, son of Electioneer—Mas-
cotte, by Red Wilkes, son of Geo. Wilkes.
Welbeck (3), 2:24*, by Electricity, son of Electioneer

—

Lola Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes.

For the present year the very large number of 423 sub-

scriptions were secured to the Grand Prize of Paris, but the
entries published in the official broadsheet totalled no fewer
than 485, a result easily understood whea it ii bjroe in mind
that the city of Paris gives £3,000 and the five principal rail-

way companies £2,000, the whole of which amount is added
to the owners' subscriptions. Mr. Richard Croker takes eight
chances, and Baron Hirsch nine.
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THE GUIS.

CARTRIDGE AJSD SHELL.

Ducks ire plentiful everywhere on Ihis Coast this year.

Blue Ribbon Smokeless is takiug well in the Northwest.

Messrs. Goodall and Garner bagged two hundred and

thirty seven birds on the Suisun marsh last Tuesday.

The season for selling wild ducks does not commence un-

til November 16th, but the day of presentation to friends be-

gan last Tuesday.

J s Fanning is in Southern California at present writing,

ud"G D." Robertson is on his way to Washington and

British Columbia. Both of these gentlemen are booming

•".fold 1

1

Theie never was such an exodus of hunters to the bills.

valleys, marshes and lagoons from this city as on last Mon-

day morning. A large number of these sports were going to

try the new smokeless powders.

There is a lagoon near Salinas, Monterey C >uuty, the

shores of which, as well as its grassy islands, tremble like

bog land when walksd over. It is called by a Spanish name

which signifies " trembling earth." It is almost inaccessible

because of the heavy growth of reeds and tules surrounding

it, but to the fortunate hunter who has a dog trained to find

the birds as they drop in the floating beds oi the weter lillies

which at this time of the year are in bloom in it, a bag

of mallards can be counted upon. C. Z. Hebert, of Salinas,

knows every little spot in this strange place, and whenever

he lakes his dogs for this place his neighbors and friends

know he will not return empty handed.

Mr. Thomson, in his recent book on the Chitral campaign

gives some interesting particulars about the shooting of the

LeeMetford rifle. The chief thing to be noted is that the

bullet possesses little slopping powers, unless it hits a bone or

a vital spot. One man had tbree bullet holes in his legs.and

was able to run some distance. He was afterwards found four

or five miles away from the camp, had his wounds dressed,

aud tnen walked off as if nothing had happened. Mr. Thom-

son's conclusions are : "That the net result of the observa-

tions made seems to be this ; at a very short range of two or

three hundred yards the bullet has a sort of explosive action,

and inflicts a large and jagged wound, not merely splintering

a bone when it comes into contact with it, but absolutely

pulverising it. At a medium range it makes a small, clean

wound, in one case boring a small hole clean through the

bone without splintering it at all; and at a long range it again

makes a bad wound, the wound at the place of exit being

much larger and more jagged than at the place of entrance.

On the whole, the Lee-Melford bullet does not seem to give

very satisfactory results. It cannot be depended upon to

stop a man in his charge, for the wound it inflicts is often in-

significant. On the other hand, it sometimes produces a very

terrible wound, almost like that of an explosive bullet.—

Shooting Times.

Duck Shooting at Suisun.

1

Tuesday morning at Suisun was the morning of a lifetime

to the duck hunters who were within hearing of the gunB.

No less than 2,000 ducks were killed on the marsh between

Uoodyeare and Suisun before nine o'clock. Such a flight has

not been known for many years. As expected, the preserves

of the Cordelia, Teal, Ibis and Tule Belle Clubs were cov-

ered with shooters from Suisun, Vallejo, Sacramento and San

Francisco.

Foi the most part the hunters were not interfered with by

the owners and lessees of the preserves. There was plenty of

ducks for all and plenty of ponds for the hunters to shoot

over.

Mr. Kellogg, of the Cordelias, ordered off one or two par-

ties and they refused to go and that was the end of it.

The Teal and Cordelia Clubs propose to fight the question

to the bitter end but will proceed by legal means only. The
decision of Judge Buckley on the 24th will of course guide

their future movements.
It seems to be the general opinion that the action

action of the Teal Club in placing piles at the mouth of Six

Reach slough is illegal, and they will probably be removed.

These piles are not at Wells slough as reported in the

Chronicle of Wednesday. Six Reach slough leads direct to

the Teal Club's ark and these piles prevent Jail boats of any
sice from going up the slough. They eflectually prevent any
trespass from Suisun creek, but the slough is unquestionably

a navigable one, and consequently cannot be legally ob-

BtructM.
E.J, Halls' ark, the Mary Joseph, did not reach Joyce

Island landing until Tuesday r. u., and the San Francisco

men who went up on her were not able to secure any
good shooting. D. MoCrrc killed nineteen, including nine
mallard on the Sprig pond* and Cruwell four, but they paid

dearly for their sport They left the scow at midnight and
rowed about ten miles to the head of Shelldrake slough and
then left the boat to hunt for the ponds. They found the

ponds but could not find the boat until H o'clock)the next day.
Tin-r spent Lhfl night in wandering around in the tules.

Some splendid hagn of mallard, spring and widgeon were
made on Ttusduy. II. Perkins, Doc Plisler, Louis Pierce,

Orant Ghadbunrna ruul Knink ('assidy of Suisun shot at the
ads and bagged 157.

J. W. Shiell and J. Lynch shot near the While Wings and
bugri
W. I'.rvim, K < toodair, < -. lIock»jic and B. Morris bagged

120 at the Wfalttier pood.

Bd. Hoyt and II. Martin 40 00 the Cordi
!•'. I-arkin, J. Aikin and K. Crowley shot at the Thick-

broom ponds on the Tulle Belle preserves. They bagged CO.

oTesandlwo ttitodt from Saltan got 076T 200 on
the Cordelia.

'..-> MiKon had the banner bag. He killed alone 120 on
thi- < km
Wm reeUer.l B. Elliott and P. Siebe got

y."> on the W ttfw pond.

E, Whitney got 20, 18 of which were mallard, B. Tillman

and C Jensen got 12 at the Pringle pond on the Peyton

J. Wilson got 18, Dime Chrisler 8, H. E. Finney and M

.

Dinkelspiel of the Solano Republican 22 at different ponds.

C. W. Kellogg of the Cordelia Club got 70 alone, with two

guns.
E. Shiell, J. Grev, L. Romer and E. Anderson shot at

Boynton'B pond. They secured 60.

Loyal Webster, a San Francisco patrolman, bagged 40

alooe on the Teal Club grounds.

Lloyd EatoD, Bob Boyer and several others of the Mallard

Club shot on the Teal Club's grounds with good success. E.

tioodall and Gerber, of Sacramento, bagged 237 and Wr
. F.

Whittier 105 on the Teal.

We have mentioned less than half of the shooters that

Becured good bags.

E. J. Bells' ark, The Mary Joseph, will be located by the

middle of the week either at Espinosa or the next slough

above toward Suisun. Parties intending to go there should

not go before Wednesday next, as he is not ready for guests

at present. He has made arrangements with the railroad

people, and the trains will stop right at the ark. The ark

will accommodate 100 people. The cook is a good one, and

good shooting may be depended upon either in the ponds out-

side of the preserves or in the sloughs. There is also plenty

of good snipe grounds within a short row of the ark.

The trouble was averted on Tuesday by general consent, but

there is a good, fair prospect of war on Sunday.
_
The Suisun

hunters say that those piles must come up, and in all proba-

bility they will.

Decoying Ducks.

There is a great variety of opinion as to the proper method

of setting decoys and the kind of decoys to usejfor the differ-

ent kinds of ducks. It would be simple enough were but one

kind of duck flying, but one may shoot mallard, widgeon and

teal in a single flight. If mallard were plentiful we would

certainly anchor out a few mallard decoys at one end of the

string. There are times that almost all the varieties will de-

coy to anything in the shape of a block of wood, but it is the

times that the duck are wary that the shooter must be pre-

pared for. A well-known duck shooter uses a mixed lot of

teal, widgeon, and mallards, anchoring at each end I of the

string a few coots, claiming that the coots know where the

good feed is, and that all varieties will light to them when

looking for feeding ground. The more decoys a man puts

out the more likely he is to get good shooting. Let one man

put out fifty and another six within one hundred yards of

him and the man with the large flock will get ten shots to

the other's one. Some hunters place their decoys in pairs,

others in a long line, others throw them overboard

as they come in bunches or straggled over quite

a Bpace of water. The long line does not

look natural. Ducks seldom string out with their heads all

one way unless alarmed and about to fly away, a state of

affairs that surely would not tempt a flock to alight to them.
If one can find an eddy in which to place a part of the decoys

so much the better, as they will then head in different direc-

tions and look much more natural. In Bhooting on the edge

of a large pond or bay, in a strong wind, avoid a lee shore.

Unless the wind is very light, a duck usually alights with his

head to the windward, and when he leaves the water he in-

invariably flies to the windward. If your blind be on the

windward shore it can be readily seen that when they fly

they must turn their bellies to you and approach you, thus

presenting the best kind of a target for vour gun. Next to

being a cool shot, the most important item about duck shoot-

ing is to keep perfectly still. If you move but your hand the

wary duck will see you and shy ofl. Your dog may lie on

the outside of the blind if he be red or brown in color, and
the ducks will not notice him, but let him move his head or

scratch a flea and like lightning your approaching birds shy

off and are out of range in an instant.

Pop ! Pop 1 The Season's Begun !

The shotguns are booming in the marshes and along the

banks of ponds aad sloughs this week, but how many among

the scores of eager sportsmen who set out for the duck-shoot,

ing grounds will return weary and disappointed I

Wbat stories others will have to tell when they gather in

groups about the gun stoies to relate their experience of the

firBt day of the shooting season—of how many ducks they

brought down (but didn't get), what long shots they made,
how tbey doubled up this or that old mallard in his flight,

made a double shot on a pair of swift-flying teal, or gathered

in the widgeon or pintails that came swooping down to their

decoys.

The reports from the club lakes and other places in the

marshes along' the rivero are that wild fowl have been unusu-
ally plentiful for so early in the Beason, and sportsmen gener-
ally have been anticipating rare sport. Many will have it,

no doubt, but, as usual, some will be disappointed. Before
the rains come to fill the numerous basins and sloughs that

dry up in the summer, the wild fowl are confined to a few
lakes or ponds, and those who know where they go will find

good shooting.

As for quail shooting, that will not be at its best for a month
or more to come. The weather has been so warm and dry
that the birds are in the seclusion of the heavy brush along
the foothill water-courses. Neither can the sportsmen climb
hills in hot weather in pursuit of these elusive little fellows,

nor can his dog work effectively under these conditions.

Quail shooting without a good setter or pointer is very poor
sport, while the duck shooter can get along without a dog.
For these reasons comparatively few persons go quail shoot-

ing while hundreds find their way weekly to the marshes
where the wildfowl congregate.
The wild geese are now becoming quite plentiful in places,

and this is the time of the year when they are at their best.

A young goose that has had a few weeks' foraging in the
stubblefields and Imn fattened on wheat makes a delicate
roiiHt, but late in the season, when their food is confined to

young grass their flesh becomes too soft.

The local gun stores have been doing a good business the
last few days, for the sportsman spirit is Htrong in this com-
munity, and there will be lots of ammunition disposed of in
the next few weeks.

Patents Relating to the Sporting Interests.

The following list of United States patents, relating to the

sporting interests, granted September 24th and October 1st,

1895, is reported expressly for the Breeder and Sports-
man by James Sangster, patent attorney, Buffalo, N. Y. :

Animal trap—Joseph A. Dietz, St. Mary's, Pa.
Animal trap—Edward Hoover, Nemaha City, Nebr.
Cartridge case—Jame3 Pinfold, Aston, assignor of one-half

to James George Accles, Perry Barr, England.
ftFish tank or aquarium—George P. A. Gunther, Schwenks-
ville, Pa.

Boat-rowing device—Andrew Smith, Traverse City, Mich.
Rifle case for railway cars—Max Z, Levy, Kansas City,

Mo.
Cartridge—Hudson Maxim, New York, N. Y.
Cartridge-loading machine—John H. Barlow, New Haven,

Conn.
Decoy—Joseph Ross, Louisville, Ky., assignor of one-half

to Seth Curlin, same place.

Folding decoy—Joseph Ross, Louisville, Ky., assignor o
one-half to Seth Curlin, same place.

Cane gun—Niles G. Hanson, Stockholm, Sweden.
Stretcher and ammunition carrier—Frederic Remington

New Rochelle, N. Y.
Attachment for striking and punching bags—Freling CM

FoBter, Chicago, 111.

Target—John H. Crutchfield, Charlotte, N. C.

Spoon-bait—Elias Oliver Pealer, Sayre, Pa. (Design)

:

The sheriffs of several of the southern counties of Michigan
have requested their respective boards of supervisors to pur-
chase for each of them a brace of the hounds used in the
South for man-trailing, the object being to employ them for

tracking culprits and escaped prisoners. The use of them,
it is claimed, will save a large amount in rewards and capture
many who escape now.

The

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE. .

Prepared
exclusive-

ly by.T.E.
Gombnulft
ex-Veteri*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

Government

stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible to produce any scar or blemish. The Sofe»4

be«t BLISTER evented. Takes tho place of all lini-
ments for mild or severe action, liemoves all 11 u nub. eft

or lilemlsb.es from Horses or Cattle.

As a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Scro Throat, Etc., it Is invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE Sftifffic^SlSXBjftrSf
produce more actual results than a whole bottle of
any liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balaam sold Is Warran-

ted to civo satisfaciion. Price 3 l .50 per bottle, Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimoninls, etc. Address t

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, a

U Sloane & Co u

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Carpets,

Rugs,
Furniture,

Drapery

Materials,

Lace Curtains,

Window Shades

ORIENTAL RUGS
Modern and Antique, in Great

Variety.

641-643-645-647 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
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Barriers Moved Away.

Last year the Teals and Cordelias tired of a quarrel that

only resulted in spoiling the shooting of both clubs and tried

to force the Mallards to move at the opening of the season.

The Mallards thereupon brought their ark to the junction of

the Cordelia and Frank Horan sloughs, about 200 yards from

and directly in front of the Teal Club's ark, and in spite of

injunctions for trespass and the expense attached to the same,

they held their ground and shot on the Teal preserve the en.

tire winter.

Last month the Teal Club erected a floating gateway at the

mouth of Horan slough. This gateway was made of solid

timber, held in place by cables and padlocked with a very

heavy iron padlock. The gate was arranged so that it might

be raised to admit the passage of the club's launch. On Oc-

tober loth the Mallard ark was brought up into Cordela

slough, and as no demonstration was made the Teals thought

they would rest in peace this winter. But Thursday after-

noon the Mallards moved their ark up to the gateway,

knocked oB the padlock and sent the boat floating down the

elough. The ark is now moored at its old anchorage on

Horan slough and the Mallards will doubtless touch of some

mjre fireworks to night.

Hit is reported that one of the Teal Club's keepers objected

and commenced shooting at the Mallards, and that they shot

and badly wounded him, but the report has not been veri-

fied. This slough is unquestionably a navigable slough, and

according to the Surveyor-General the Teal Club is liable to

a fine of $500 for placing any obstruction across it.

The piles at the mouth of the Sixth Reach slough will

probably go the same way to-morrow. There is great rejoic-

ing here iu Suisan, but all the hunters hope that the report

that the keeper was killed is false. Feeling is bitter there,

but the better class of sportsmen do not care to hear of any

bloodshed. ^^____
•Woodland's Mighty Hunters.

Shotguns boomed yesterday along the marshes and banks

of the Sacramento river on the Sutter side. Much of the

booming was done by Woodland sportsmen, a few of whom

have returned.

E. M. Tilden and Troy Barr returned yesterday afternoon

from their ventures on the Sutter side near Knights Land-

idg. They reported a kill of twenty mallards, but knowing

ones say the figures are placed just exactly nineteen too

his Q ' j - •

N. M. Weaver snd George Kupely managed to bag eight

between them. These gentlemen claim that there were more

hunters than ducks, and the occasion partook more of a so-

cial gathering than a hunting expedition.

Senator Aram, W. O. Eean, E. B. Haywards and Oscar

Armstrong were probably one of the most successful parties.

Tbey returned with thirty ducks and report a pleasant trip.

J. V. Leithold was one of the many who were over in the

Sutter County tules in quest of ducks at daybreak yesterday

morning.
For the past three days he had been making preparations

for the trip and took the extra precaution to shear the bair

from his hunting dog, a valuable retriever, as be says, " to

make him light in the water and avoid tangling up in the

tules."

Mr. Leithold returned yesterday about 10 o'clock, and as

a memento of the trip displayed some kind of a ''winged ani-

mal," larger than a duck and not as large as a goose, which
his friends say is a buzzard.—Mail.

The Open Season.

Under the revised laws of the State it was lawful to kill

valley quail, bob white, partridge, wild duck, rail and robin

commencing last Tuesday, October 15th. Quail are said to

be very plentiful this year and present signs indicate a season

of good sport.

The market hunter's season begins November 15th, accord-

ing to the amendment of the Penal Code, passed at the last

session of the Legislature, in the interest of the State Sports-

men's Association, and ends January 15, 1896. The amend-
ment reads as follows

:

" Every cold storage company and every person keeping a

cold-storage warehouse, tavern, hotel, restaurant, or eating-

house, and every market man or other person who shall buy,

sell, expose or offer for Bale, in this State quail, bob white,

Dartridge, dove, grouse or wild duck, whether taken or

killed in the State of California, or shipped into the State

of California, or shipped into the State from any other State,

Territory or foreign country, except between the 15th day of

November and the 15th day of January of the following

year, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor."

The Day Set.

The case of the Cordelia Club against the trespassers will

come off before Judge Buckles on Thursday, October 24th.

Thesportsmen outside the clubs claim that they have a legal

right to shoot over all overflowed lands, under the Act of the

last Legislature.

The Teal Club has driven piles into the channels of the

sloughs leading upon its reservations for the purpose of keep-

ing out boats. This action has aroused intense indignation

among the people of Solano county, and threats are frequently

heard to the effect that the piles will be blown out of the

water if not removed by the club. The members of the club,

meantime, refuse to budge, and propose to resort to law in

case of violence. They also insist that they will swear out
warrants for the arrest of any one trespassing upon their

grounds, and fight these cases to the end.

Kennel Begistry.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Dr. tikaife, the well known veterinarian and authority on
all matters pertaining to the ana'.omy, physiology and hy-
giene of the canine family, has returned from his trip to the
East, looking hale and hearty. In his practice Dr. Skaife
stands high, and his services are always in demand.

Isaac Bottomly, keeper of a wayside resort four miles north
of Oakland, who was convicted on Saturday of conducting a
dog fight on his premises early on Sunday morning, Septem-
ber 22d, was fined Wednesday $350 by Justice Clift. He ap-
pealed his case, but was sent to jail owing to lack of bail.

This is the second of twenty cases growing out of the same
fight. There has been conviction in both. The others will
be pushed.

A number of enthusiastic friends of coursing returned
from Huron, Dakota, on Thursday. They brought their
greyhounds with them. While these gentlemen did not re-

turn with laurels of victory, they eDJoyed their stay among
the most prominent coursing men in America and learned
more about the different families of dogs and their charac-
teristics than they would in years on this coast.

Wm. S. Hobart.the multimillionaire, purchased a pair of
Siberian blood hounds in New York City, and has them at
his farm near San Mateo. They are large, strongly made
white and spotted dogs with light blue eyes, and no doubt if

they were ever sent after a wandering Eussian refugee they
would have no trouble in bringing him to earth. These
dogs will appear in the next dog show.

Visits, Sales. Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

Mayor Sutro's S. C. St. Bernard bitch Maid (Jumbo I

—

Joan) to Presidio Kennel's Keglov (Safford—Mountain
Queen), on October 13th and 15th.

E. S. Logan's (Hollister) R. C. St. Bernard bitch Victoria
Alton (California Alton—Tomah) to Presidio Kennel's Reg-
lov (Saflord—Mountain Queen), on October 14th and 16tb.

WHELPS.

E. E. Hall's (Eureka) E. C. St. Bernard bitch Hulda
(Eeglov—Cleopatra) whelped a litter of 11— 6 dogs—by Dr.
R. Felt's Leo (Marc Anthony E.—Maud), on September
28th.

TUB MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY

Read proofs beloi

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
BiXEForsT, L. I., N. Y., Jan. 15. 1S9J.

Dr. B. J. Kesdall Co.—I bought a splendid bay
horse some time ago with a Spnvin. I got him
for $30. I used Kendall's Spavin Cure. The
Spavin is gone now and I have been offered S150
for the same horse. I nnlv had him nine weeks,
so I got$12U for using §2 worth of Kendall's Spavin
Cure. w. S. Marsdek.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Shelby. Mich.. Dec. Ifi, 1893.

Dr.B. J. Kent>all Co.—I have used vour Kendall's
Spavin Cur*1 with good success for Curb on two
horses and it is the best liniment I have ever used.

AUGUST Frederick.
Price i»1 per Bottle.

Forsale by all Druggists, or address
DR. Ji. JT. KEXDAL1, COJTJMAT,

ENOS8URGH FALLS. VT.

Edith Rose, a bay mare, foaled in 1891, by

Baron Eose, and out of Edith E., 2:17£, by

Monaco, secured a record of 2:24 in the first

heat of the 2:50 class at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

September 24th. This is the first performer

by Mr. J. W. Daly's young stallion. Baron

Rose, by Stamboul, 2:07*. Edith Rose is

owned by the Parkville Farm, and has been

developed and driven by M. P. Devey, the

Parkville trainer.

THOROUGHBRED

Auction Sales
IN NOVEMBER.

YEARLINGS

Palo Alto
Stock Farm.
YEAKLINGS AND HORSES IN

TRAINING

Theo. Winters, Esq.

YEARLINGS AND HORSES IN

TRAINING OF

Chas. Kerr, Esq.

I STALLIONS, BROODMARES, YEAR-
LINGS AND WEANLINGS

Est. Co. H.I, Thornton,
' Jatalogues for Palo Alto and Winters sale now ready,

KILIilP & CO., - Auctioneers

SO MOKTUOMBRY ST., SAN FRAACISCO.

The State Agricultural

Society's

Nursery Stakes

FOR 2-YEAR-OLDS.

TO EE RUN AT THE

STATE FAIR
OF 1896.

A sweepstake for two-year-olds, foals of 1S9L Sub-
->"i-ibrTs tos-enrt'?10 witb each entry on November 1st,

ISS.i, ;15 payable March 1, 1898, and $25 August 1, 1896.

• All starters to pay ?d0 additional by 5 p. m. the day
before the race.

The State Agricultural S ciety to add »1,000. The
winner lo receive ?fi00 and stakes, second horse }250,

ihlrd |I50.

"WiDnersof two races ticarry 3 lbs , ot thrpe races

5

Its of lour or moie, 7 lbs. extra. Non-winners, it

beaten twice, allowed 3 lbs., if three limes, 5 lbs., if

four or more times, 7 lbs

Payments not made a5* thev become dne declares en-

try out end releases subscriber. Wlx iurlongs.

Entri-B to close wltti Secretary November 1st.

18V5.
C. M. I II 1 *,-., President.

EDWIN F. SMITH, Secretory.

FOR SALE.
THE FOIR-YEAR-OL.D FILLY

_ --—- y» r^rf~fc"TVT sired by Chan. Derby,
^_lVX.A.i&<->JXI 2.-20, out f Bamona,
(.lamol W. Wood, 2:07), by Ant*eo, etc.

Amazon Is a beautiful dapple brown Hlly, sound and
kind, and has raced miles in 2:2« with a few weeks
handling. She has shown tbat sh. could with a .little

more work get a very low mark; has iaced quarters

In 31W seconds. Inquire of «EO. HAWK,
Oakland Race Track.

Kern County

Country Club

PONY RACE MEETING,

- TO BE HELD AT -

Bakersfield Race Track,

NOVEMBER 5th and 6th, 1895.

Open races for horsea and ponies.

ENTRIES CLOSE OCTOBER 21, 1895.

For farther particulars, apply to

Dr. R. A. Fergussoti, M. G. Burmester,

Prenldeat, Bakersfield, Cal. Secretary,

FOR SALE.

MAYFIELD.
B m. IbaleJ 1887, bred by Palo Alto

Stock Farm,
By WTLDIDLE, son of Imp. Australian and Idle-

wilt, by Lexington, dam FOSTRESS (dam of Sin fax;,

by Foster. MAYFIELD is In foal to Baclne.
For further information, apply to

V. W. tOVBY,
Palo Alto Stock Farm.

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTERS.

A splendid pair of roadsters, one of tbe finest buggy
teams in the city, is offered for sale. They are well-
bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle-safe loralady
to drive. In breeding tbey cannot be excelled, being
of toe most fashionable strains. Any gentleman
wanting a fast team will find a bargain in this pair of
trotting mares. They are only four years old, and,
beine untrained, will continue to develop speed by
careful handling. They are slightly below medium
size, but of strong confor at ion and perfectly sound.
This team may be seen at the Dexter Prince Stable.
1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold at a
low price.

ALSO FOB SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and
Business Horses

BBED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from the breeder
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals at
lowest prices. Colisand lilllesare offered for sale by
that great young sire. PILOT PR IV K; also by
Dexter Prince, Sidney, Victor, 2:22, Grand isslrno. 2:23":,,

George Washington, 2:lfi,tEl Benton, 2:20: Don Mar-
vin, '2:2-2, etc. These have all been bred at the Napa
Stock Farm ami are out of first-class mares.
Promising colts ol tried speed lines will be supplied

to trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready for track work are offered for Bale.
Bro< dma res are also offered tor sale by Woodnut,

2:16, Dawn, 2:l8$j, Graudissimo, 2:23^, Dexter Prince,
Hawthorne, Arthurton, Xaubiic. etc
A feature Is also made of supplying good livery and

business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represented.

Having been raised on the upland pastures Ol the Napa
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and legs and
will therefore stand bard work. All stock sold from
iliii liirm has given the best of *allt»lactlon. Bargains
are oOered to all desiring to purchase good stock of any
kind.
Ifyou wish to purchase horses of any kind, write for

Information.
Full particulars may be bad regarding the above by

calling at lU'iild's BoafoeBfi Collegi-, or by addressing
B. P. HEALD,

24 Post Street, San Franclwco.

The Grnndlv -Bred Race Mare

ROSITA A., 2:15 1-4.
IN FOAL TO DIRECT, 2:05 I-2.

For farther particulars, address J. \V. ALVI80, I'lra.anmn, Cal.
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THE CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
WINTER MEETING, 1895, BEGINNING OCTOBER 26. I

The Following Stakes Will Be Run at this Meeting

Entries Close October 25, 1895.

», : r: ,
«i.....

;.v.>.!».'i;2r ft. 'Son,i/^o; «»«!» i^IKSS
- Ebe li soo 55i'fii«, I* <°

™l,r v» ','"
.1

'>
f *° '"K>lln0?

. second and §100

,000, or two of tne

; of ?300, tf non-

illHwed 15 pounds: maidens be&ieD

Till- BLHWOOD ^TAK^-For .two^car^kis.

«»r«of ;:^:;:':n::»ni.pSi«* •»»'««- «»"-
il.VMrft.h. I

( .i ||,0U)*Uowi three or

more ibra .JIotSwI 20 poandfl Six ifirionge.;

Tin.- oiin AITO STAKES-A handicap for two-year-olds En-

entries, tl..- .lay preced ""LH.VS& ,j I »,,,,, " ner. Km t. second

the raw. About six turlonga.

n'la Jockey Club 10 guarantee the value
nriviHlliiK the met'. II"-' ' "in

r,:n"?.
r

r

l

'!;H.re"',l',S:»no>™u
rS
5 poinds. ,1 "unplaced (1-M) .0 pounds.

Five Mid a half furloiifs.

Entrance

SS^lteCMbPOO to IMOO :
(Hen 1 pound for each ? 100 to *

and a half furlongs.

titvvaiTFF st\KE3-A handicap for two and three-j ear-olds.

J^^^^^ssrsssssasssg as?
entiles, the day preceding roe raw j.™

t0 second and 5100

BSSSft^lSBi!W!MMliat- -k prior to the rac*.

Seven iurlongs.

t«k NORFOLK STAR ES-For three-year-olds. Entrance »10 ;

iisgseas

THF RANCHO DEL PASO STAKES-A handicap for Uiree year-

olds. Entrance S10 : *25 additional for horses uot declared by time ot

closing Bntrles,the day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club

to ciianuiU'e the value of the stakes t- be 91,600 to the winner, ?30p to

the second and «100 to third horse, Weigntsto be announced three days

bef >ic the race. One mile and a sixteenth.

THE QUINLAN SELLING STAKED—For all ages. Entrance flO ;

I'uaddl tonal fur horses not dec'ared by time of closing entne , the day

preceding the race The California J' ckey Club to guarantee the value

ot Die flakes to be *1 U00. of which $20u to second and (100 to third horse.

The wluner to be sold at auction tor ?3,000 ; if for less, 1 pound allowed

foreach #200 to »i,400; then l pound for each $10J to #400. Seven furlongs.

THE GUNST SELLING STAKES For all ages. Entrance $10; $25

additional forhors a not declared by lime of closing entries, the day pre-

ceding tbe race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee tbe value ot

tbestaktstobeSl.oOOt.i the winner, $2.">0 to the sec md and #I0> to the

third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for $3,000; if for less, 1 pound
allowed for each $250 to §1600; then 1 pound for each. $100 to foOO. One
and a sixteenth miles.

TBE PACIFIC-UNION SELLING STAKES—Forall ages. Entrance

$:o- ^'additional tor horses not declared by ttm* of closing entries, the

<W preceding the rice. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the

value of the stakes to be $1,200 to the winner, ?201 to the second and $100

to the third horse. Tne winner to be sold at auction tor $3.G(>0; if for less

l pound allowed for each $200 to $1,600 ; then 1 pound for each $100 to |700,

One mite.

THE RICHMOND STAKES— A handicap for all ages. Entrance

$10; $25 addilional for horsps uot declared by time of closing entries, the

day preceding race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee tbe value

of the stakes to be $1^00; of which $200 to the second and $100 to the third

horse. Weights to be announced three days prior to race. One mile.

THE PALACE HOVEL STAKES-A handicap for all ages. En-
trance $10; $25 addilional for horses notdeclared oy time of cl sing en-

tries, the dav preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to guaran-

tee ihe value of the stakes to be $1800, of which ?J0O to the second and $100

lo the third horse. Weights to be announced three days before the race.

One mile and a furlong

THE BURNS STAKES—A handicap tor all ages Entrance $10; $40

additional for horses not declared by f jur p. m. day after weights are an-

nounced; $10) additional for starters The California Jockey Club to

guarantee the value of the stakes to be $7,500, of which $1,000 to second and
$500 to third horse. Weights to be announced five days before the race

Horses not declared by 4 p. m. day preceding the race to be liable lor full

starting fee. Winners of any race after weights are announced to carry

5 pounds penalty; if handicapped at less than weight for age, 7 pounds
penalty. One mile and a quarter.

THE FOLLANSBEE STAKES—A handicap for three-year-olds and
upwards. Entrance $10; $25 additional for horses not declared by time of

clositg entries, the dav preceding the race The California Jockey Club

to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,500 to the winner, $200 to sec-

ond and $100 to third horse. Weights lo bi announced three days prior

to race. One mile and a half.

THE MCLAUGHLIN STAKES—A handicap for three-year-olds an
upwards. Entrance $10; $25 additional for horses not declared by time i>

closing entries, the day preceding the race. The California Jockey Cla
to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2,000 to the winner, $350 to Bet-
ond and $150 to third horse. Weights to be announced three days prior t

race. Two milea and a quarter.

THE THORNTON STAKES -For three-year-olds and upwards, l_
pounds below scale. Entrance $10; $50 additional for horses not declare
by the time of closing entries, iheday preceding the race The Califonit
Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2,500 to the wiane>
$300 to second and $200 to third horse. Four miles.

THE BURLINGAME STAKES-A selling hurdle stake of $10
$20 additional if not declared oy the lime « f closing entries, the day pi.
ceding tbe race. For three-year-olds and upwards. The California Jocke
Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 tose-
ond and $100 to third horse. Tbe winner to be sold at auction lor #2,5M
if for less, 1 pound to be allowed for each $100 to $1,000 ; tbeo 2 pounds ft;

each $100 to $700. Non-winners of a race this year, value $500, allowed,
four years old, 5 pounds; if five or over, 12 pounds additional. One m
and a hall, over sis hurdles.

THE DEL MONTE STEEPLECHASE—A selling steeplechase of $t

each, $2i additional if not declared by the time of closing entries, the da
preceding the race, for three-year-olds and upwards. Tbe Californt
Jockey Club to guarantee the value of tbe stakes to be $1,000, of whic)
$200 to second and $100 to the third. The winner to be sold at auction fr

$2,500; if for less, one pound allowed for each $100 to $1,000; then 2 pouoo
allowed for each $100 to $700. Non-winners of a race this year, value #><
allowed, If four years old. 5 pounds; it five years or over, l2poundsa""
tional. abort steeplechase course. About one mile and a half.

THE FLOOD STAKED—A handicap hurdle race for three-yea r-oh
and upwards. Entrance $10; $25 additi' nal for horses not declared I
ime of closing entries, the day preceding the race. Weights to be ai
nounc d three days prior to race. Tbe California Jockey Club to gua
an tee the value of tbe r takes to be $1,200 to tbe winner, $200 to second an
$100 to third horse. Two miles, over eight hurdles.

THE LORILLARD STAKES-A handicap steeplechase for thre
year-olds and upwards Entrance $10: $25 additional for horses not d
clared by time of c osing entries, the day preceding the rfce. Weights <

be announced three days prior to race. Tbe California Jockey Club i

guarantee the value ot the stakes to be $1,200 to the winner, $200 to Be
ond and $100 to third horse. The short steeplechase course. About ot
mile and a half.

THE BEVERWYCK STAKES—A handicap steeplechase for thre
year-olds and upward. Entrance $10; $25 additional for horses not d
clared by time of closing en ries, ihe day preceding the race. Weights!
be announced three days prior to the race. Tbe Californa Jockey Clu
to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,500 to the winner, $250 1

second and $100 to third horse. The full steeplechase course. Abot
two and a quarter miles.

CONDITIONS.
.. ,. »».« mQ t CTh.o arc fitoH ahsolutelv in the conditions, fillies two years old shall be allowed three pounds, and mares three years old and upwards shall be allowed five pounds befo

Except In handicaps and races where tne ft «t» Dl
£
a "; KjrrJflowed three pounds, fn steeplechases and hurdle races the weights shall be: For three-year olds, 115 pounds; for four-year olds. 153 pounds ; for fivevea

theflrstot September, and three pounds aiterwaras. a.use." ''^'j
hLs les3 th£a 120 pounds allowed. The winter meetingiof the California Jockey ;ciub twill commence October 26, 1S95, and racing will contino

olds, 1ST pounds; tor six-year-olds and UDrtaru
:
*'"„}'" '

ra races eacll day, rain or shine. Inclosed please find stakes to be run during tbe winter meeting Additional stakes will be given, special purses where*
uutu taie auri.it, at least Ave ldays a ^' ';,;, . ,ii,mi „h ft t Drfsent only twenty-two aiake3 are advertised, it Is our iotention togive as many mor > for the spring meeting. A large list of two and ttree year^ld slafci

possible, while liberal purses will be given jprougnout, |»'w«u^ stakes to be run in tie spring and fall meeting of 1S96. Steeplechases and hurdle races will be given special attention, and as many races of this descrlpili

(for foals ol 1SW) are being prepared ana \\ 111 oe i^ueueuu,
d lg now the sarest winter track in America; iu addition to which we have just completed an inside course, which will be absolutely safe in any kt"

J

as possible. Ourcourse has been greatly improveu uj l

=| w a
'

rran „e the conditions so as to give all classes of horses a chance. We have secured competent officials to manage and conduct our races, and assure hora

r^wl^P^n^Sirr^f.?slay&££-•*- weU M ^""^
Address aU communications to

n r %ili ROY Secretary California Jockey chid.mww*-. -——

—

R R MILROY, Secretary.

THE CELEREATED

u 77CHICAGO CLIPPER
THE KING OF CLIPPERS.

Reduced. I*irioo, 325.
Send 810, balance C. O. D.

ONE DAY'S CLIPPING PAYS FOR MACHINE
Every Machine Warranted.

Acknowledged the Finest in the World.

REGARDLESS OF THE PRICE. Repairs, other than on the

knives, free for one year.

w
CD
CD

et-

rJ

et-

1 1

Thousaods of testimonials from the leading Mercantile, Express, Street Railway, Brew-

ery and Livery Stables throughout the U. S. and Canada. ALL STEEL FLEXIBLE
SHAFT, largest balance wheel (30 in.), handsomely Japanned, powerful, light running,

noiseless. ONLY MACHINES IN USE AT THE UNION STOCK YARDS, where all

others have been tried.

CATALOGUES MAILED TO ANY ADDRESS ON APPLICATION

Nearly 3,500 in Use, and Upwards of 200 in Chicago Only.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO.,

134-136 Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

(Largest CLIPPER Manufacturers in the World for Domestic and Export Trade.)

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.
A COMPLETE ELEOrBIC CLIPPING PLANT. Half horse Power, Standard

Electric Motor, together with Radial attachment, Flexible Shaft, Knives, all complete,

ready to run.

INVESTIGATE THIS

PRICE

T71a.lia.lx. of It

!

Machine Made, PRICE »20,

(80 GROOMING PLANT, *40 extra.

THE LIGHTNING CLIPPER, the best Round Belt

Send $10, balance CO. D,

Our Premium Pictures are Gems. Secure one,

Tbe Biggest Thing on Recor

for Race Goers

SCB8CRIBE TO IT FOB THIS YEAH
It Is published semi monthly during tbe racing aeasj

and la but 8112 per year. Siugle copies can be bad

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,]

313 Bush Street, - - San Francisco, ClH

Aeents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York, ij

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application. [mm
Business College, 24 Post S.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

K. P. HEALD, President, fi.
HA1JCT,— n I for Circular!.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C.S. B. 257. Mollle,

A.27.8SO. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Woffington 29,758

and Katlette.

Fups lor sale. Address

MILLER & PRATilBR, Proprietors.

W. L. PSATHKE JB., F. E. MlLLEB,
637 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stcd—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FlIYGLAS JR., 31,189.
BA'UlVJIOltK. 34,802.

It yon want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GLENMORE KEMVELS,

West Berkeley, Gal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK 6W1V-
ELER, fee $25; Challenge XKMO II, fee $20.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A. B. IRl'M.W,

1425 Steiner Street, near ElliB, San Francisco.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOB

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

The Moat Exharmtlve Treatise on the Dos erer
Written.

With, this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
BaEEDand Exhibit Does as scientifically Ins the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALFTONE PICTURES
Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.OO, and 35 cents Expressa«e.

Il yonr dog Is sick, you most nave

DISEASES
OF

DOGS.Ashmont's

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best woes of the kind ever pv blished.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bosh Street, San Francisco

SMOKE LESS
SHOOT MORE
THEBESTSPGKTSHENANDTRAPSHOTSOFTHIS

CODSTRYHAVEDONESOAKD
WHENTHEYSHOT

HAZARD
GUNPOWDER
GAMEANDHAVEURGEDUSTOTRyOURHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

WHICHWE EIAVEDONEANDHAvTNGPRODUCED
THELATKWTAXDBESTOFITSK1ND

NOWOFFFRTJND E ROTJR

..
TRADEMARK

55

BLUE RIBBON
BRAND

SOMETHING
WHICHISAHEADOFALLCOMPETITION.

For diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

Phelps & Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

220 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond oi fresh
air and restful, rural re-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.
No free copies. Game-
land Pur. Co., 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

'BAD STRAINS
unfit a horse for any kind of work.

' ABSORBINEgESVS
E
T
lfo

N
F%

BUNCHES, does not blister or remove
the hair. More information if you write.
$2.00 per bottle. Regular dealers, or

W. F. VOCNG, P. D. F.,
34 Amherst St., Springfield, Mass,

Fire Arms,
Fishing Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

FISHING

TACKLE

FISHING

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SKtOXD It will not cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as it contains no nltro -glycerine or Ron cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and Ignited by fire, as In the loaded shell in the gun.
FOURTH Itbasalisht recoil and great velocity.
FlFTH It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
SIXTH It gives the best pattern at any and all distances.
SKVEIVTH Its action is the most uniform In all respects.
KIUH III It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.
N IATH It is the cleanest powder In use, and If the gun is not cleaned for weeks after nslug, a dry cloth Is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there Is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first, (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

TENTH It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains fail weight (16 oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than donble the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Oal.

*3~ For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

DUPON TsPORTING POWDERNow Ready.
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dapont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual DLxon measure.
Second—It Hives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner In the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Firth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that Incident to the use of any other powder
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited it trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder Is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which Is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. TTATGHT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America,

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

ALL USED

R. LIDDLB CO.'S
Sportsmem's Outfits,

iiomontuombry st.
Open Saturday Evenings.

SEE OUB

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new bo*-k— free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

Guide and Hunter
For British Columbia and Alaska. For particulars
address

W, GJJTTHIDGB, GoWen, British Columbia,

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER,

ANTAL-MDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, ^~N
I Cubebs and Injections.

(JfhJDY]
I They cure in48 hours the \^^y
I same diseases without any ineon-

(venirace. S0LDBYAU.DRUGGISTS

Breeders' Directory.

AdvertlBementa under tblaheadlng 50 centa per lne oermonth. *

VINEL1HD BREEDING FARM. oBKK£s,
SSI?! WSJ brother to Grandee, three-year-old record*fl*i). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for Bale. AddreL
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

O. D. TAYLOR,
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABXKS ,1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.No charge for examination.

HORSES AND CATTLE).

Rill I S—DevoDsaDdShortnorDB
- All pure bred anduullu registered. Fine individuals. At prices

to suit the times, either singly or In carload lots. Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, CaL

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.BERKSHIRES and POLAND-CHINA HOGS.Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM NILEH <fc CO., Los Angeles, CaL
Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

VETERINARY.
Veterinary Department

University of California,
Cor. Post and Fillmore Ste. , San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CUNNINGHAM, Secretary.

Dr. 'Vrm. IF*. Ssan.
M.R.C.V.8,, F.E. V.M.8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Roard of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Rranch offices—1525 California SL, Telephone 66; b29

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San "Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUES:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE!
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest FtBhlng and Hnntlng in California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

THE BOUTE TO

san rafael petaluma-
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

H. X. RYAN. Gen. Pass. Agt

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
FALL MEETING.

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING SEPTEMBER 21 . 1 Mir..

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Fire or More Race. Bleb Day. Race. Star
at 3 p. m. .harp.

•*T McAJl|ut«r and aeary-pjreet care paw) 'he-jwe,;
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m HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COAST, m
SECOND ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

Mechanics' Pavilion, San Francisco, Cal., December 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7
officers:

HENRY J. CROCKER, - - - President

JOHN PARROTT, J. 1.. KATHBONE, Vice-Presidents

GEORGE ALMER NKWIIALL, - - Secretary

HORR, - Assistant Secretary

1st, 2<3. and

$15,000 IN CASH PRIZES AND OVER
$3,000 IN SILVER TROPHIES AND SPECIAL PRIZE

Offered for All Classes of Horses.

3c3L Prizes in Every Class.
Make Your Entries Early and Secure Stalls or Boxes, as Every Spacs was taken Last Year and We Will Have a Larger

Show this Year. Horses May be Entered for Exhibition or Sale.

E33NTTRIE:jS OIjOSEm nXTOVEnVIBESIFt O, 1893,
Write to the Secretary for Prize List, Rules and Regulations, Entry Blanks and other information.

Room 30 Mills Building, Second Floor!

N°67

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
AJSD

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
Vitli'all Latest Improvements are to;be bad only ol

J. A. McKBRRON,
203 205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.

TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

RED BALL BRAND.

Vwarded Gold Med a
At California State
Fair 1892.
Every horse owuer

who values bis stock
sh- uld constantly have
a supply of It on band.
It improves and keeps
stock in the pink of con
dlticn.

Manhattan Food Co.,

Ban Mateo, Cal.
Ask your grocer or bay dealer for It.

FOR AB30LUT3 SECURITY

INSURE WITH THE

FIREMAN'S FUND
INSURANCE COMPANY

HomeOffice Co.'s Building

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Capital, $1,000,000
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO,

Official Pool-Sellers
— run tiik —

OallfenUa rirrull, Including thr Hlntf Fair
Ulhrr Isrtealtaral 4«MK1bUoI», Hip I'nrlnr

« ni»-i Traill! Bona iir«-rdrr« Aho*
rlatlon and llir

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
i

P»rl» M hiiNhnwi In ihi
ii any part «.( tht>

Oarmfxind with u> N*fti# nuUtlnj
BMntt,

0.B.M mi BAD 4

DR. E. W. BOVETT'S
SPECIFIC FOR

Cracked Heels

and Scratches.
It will also cure all Sorex, Wound*. Boot Chafe*,

Rope liiiriiH and liini-i' Hi-el wliluiul leaving a
,
and will always remove a CailoiiH when

caused from a wonad.
Hi- moves :i)l Soreness with a frw applications, and

I
ii

: remedy Known that will heal a Cracked
Heel and lei sofl and pliable.

ii" great horseman, Monroe Salisbury, savs: "I
i it on ai.ix (Queen of the Turf), and

DIREC i'LY (two and ihree-year-ola' champion pacer),
far Cracked He*)! and find thai il removes Lheaore-

i. the Hrsl application and the heel is soon soft
and pliable, without any callous remaining."

T, W Raymond, owner and driver ol KLAMATH,
Have been trying to cut e Klamath's

Heelp forelRbl years,and UiU is Hip first rem-
edy i nave ever found tbal did the buHincsa."

teadj and refill e to extend
ply I-

1 aui e tbelt b< els are sore and

|IM nei bottle; bIx bottles, ts.oo. Delivered
i in the r 8, and Canada at 25 cents per bot-

OU (or ench additional liottle

inn m,o\ a BOVBTT, Denver, Col.
iiKrHin

tell bury, DuBoIs Brothers,And; VoDoweU.
den, J. w. KIbbell, Louis HlnoKley, frank

In I, and hundreds ol otiiera.

Here's a Chance for You!

Pont You Want Such a Place?

900 ACRES, ALL FENCED AND SUBDIVIDED,

TO BE RENTED OR SOLD.

The Clayton Ranch, ^£^™£™
hours' ride from ranch to city. Transportation by either rail or water. Elegant residence

Small vineyard. The purest living water. Good orchard, barns, stables, sheds and dairji

house. This ranch is famous for producing the earliest feed in the country. It's the IDEAL
BREEDING AND TRAINING FARM in California.

REMEMBER

THIS SUNNY, SHELTERED HOME
IS TO BE HAD AT A BARGAIN.

Write and get full information regarding it.

GEO. T. RUDDOCK, Room 28, Ninth Floor, Mills Building,

SOUTHER FARM
Good Box Stalls and Paddocks. A fine plac<

to give runners a let-up and a careful exercise boj

kept.

Horses boarded in any manner desired. Colts broken anc

driven for road or track. For rates, etc., apply to

H. C. CASSIDY, Souther Farm, San Leandro, Cal

n linRA"\T -I'"'- AND SAI.K
• I. II. HA^rv^lM, yard icorner Troth and

ytocit <•{ nil kinds
icenl Ibi the sals <>(

ii" t»ttlo, Particular attention paid to melr
ard be city

ill men emplo] ad. Ml orders
rompll, attended to pbone No. 06] smith.

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE.
loos PVn ale la
..--II S8EI I

CbIgMII Newmarket Patent Import Toilet fliers
• Mew Model Handle.'

No Stable or Tonsorial Establishment Complete Without Them. $3 by Mail.

tforsale by nil Baddlery and Hardware Houses, or by

Write for Social I. Int.

I*. H4YDKM, Newark , ,\. J.

Manufacturer's Agent for U. £

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND TIIK STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL.
Particulars o( WJfl. OSBORNE, Box SB, Sapta Clara.

Split-Second Timers;

With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE - - - $18.

Tnese Timers start and stop promptly, and are «i

reliable as the best splll-6econd watches made.

A.HIRSCHMAN,113SutterSt

1
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SAN FRANCISCO. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26.1895.

THE LOS ANGELES RACES.

Successful Opening of the Meeting of the Los

Angeles Fair Association—Attendance
Excellent and Racing Spirited

—

How the Races Were "Won.

FIRST DAY—MONDAY, OCTOBER 21.

In spite of the weather prophet's predition of rain, the day

opened moat auspiciously for the initial day of the Sixth Dis-

trict Fair Association, and the racing card was good enough

to have deserved a much larger attendance which did not ex-

ceed 1,000 persons. This, however, is usually the case on the

opening day here, and before the week is over it is predicted

that the daily attendance will average 5,000 people. Captain

J. C. Newton, A.. W. Barrett and Walter Hines officiated as

judges and it was unfortunate for them that they had a large

field to send off in the 2:17 trot, there being seventeen breaks

in the second beat before the word was given and even then

the start was a ragged one.

Every race on the card except the two-year-old pace on

which there was no speculation, resulted in a fall over for

the talent and the more they tried to recover the deeper did

tbev get in the hole. Their misfortunes commenced with the

running race, for which they had the recklessness to play

Jim Bozeman at short odds notwithstanding he had run away

:n the morning, thrown his rider, and dislodged a section of

,he fence. The injuries his leg6 received in the accident cost

him the race, for though he got off well and led the

junch down the stretch he faltered at the critical moment and

was beaten a head by Chivo on which Charley Weber had

be mount Prince Hooker was a close third. Pools sold Jim
3ozem&n $15, Chiva $5, Prince Hooker $4, field $2.

The two-year-old pacers now had an inning. There was

io delay in getting them off and Lady Alice, led by suffer-

ince in the first heat for three-fourths of a mile, and then

lOurfee gave Jennie her head and she won handily by two

engths in 2:26$. In the closing heat, Durfee took the Mc-
Kioney filly to the front and never relinquished his lead, al-

hough Lady Alice forced him out in 2:20£, the first half be-

ng covered in 1:08£.

There were eight starters in the 2:17 trot and the cognos-

ents pinned their faith to Native State to land the money.

3e was rank and never was in the huot, brsaking continually

d every heat and barely escaped being flagged in the first

wo heats. The talent were very sore after the final heat as

hey got "double shotted," having turned their affections to

, asper Ayres after Native State had proved himself a couo-

Brfeit. The speculation, before a heat was trotted, was as

allows: Native State $30, Jasper Ayres $6, Hillsdale $4,

lyrtle Thome $3, Irene Crocker $3, field %%
After several false starts the big field was sent away with

. rene Crocker in the lead, the favorite and Jasper Ayres be-

ig badly in the rear. Maben tried [to improve bis position

! at got badly tangled up and was never prominent there-

fter. The gray mare still retained her advantage until the

ireequarter pole, where she went up in the air and Hills-

ale and Dr. Puff"came up faBt, Jasper Ayres at the former's

I heel. The doctor had something in reserve when Sullivan,

died on him at the eighth pole, and he won cleverly by
1

ro lengths in 2:16}, with Hillsdale second a half a length in

;
ont of Jasper Ayers, the favorite winding up fifth.

| The talent still labored under the impression that Native

j:ate had the Indian sign on his company and continued to

•ipport him at these odds : Native State $10, Jasper Ayres

i, field $5. The scoring was tedious and apparently un-

scessary, over twenty-five minutes being consumed before

\ le word was given to a wretched start. Irene Crocker led

the quarter but there Sullivan came up with Dr. Puff, and

J
thev sailed by the half in 1:071 the order was Dr. Puff,

.

-ene Crocker, Jaaper Ayres and Hillsdale, the others far

ick. Johnnie Perkins made a great drive now with Jasper

id gradually overhauled the Doctor down the stretch,

using him within fifty feet of the wire. The grey mare was
' ird, Pasadena Belle "was distanced, and before the third

tat was called Myrtle Thome was drawn on account of

- meness.
The poo]^ now switch^ \0 Jasper Ayers, hi* price hejn,g

$10, while the entire field brought only $6. Dr. Puff got the

best of the start, and he and the grey mare kept together

throughout the journey, while Hillsdale, who was lying third,

carried Jasper Ayres out on the far turn, and though he
closed on the leaders down the stretch, he could finish no
better than second, and was then set back to third position

for a break at the wire.

It was the outcome of the fourth heat that causf d the ex-

citement of the day. Jasper Ayers again got off bad, and
again was be carried wide by Hillsdale on the last turn,

where he made a running break. He came down on the out-

side like a rocket and beat Dr. Puff a length on the wire, the

grey mare being third. Durfee, who finished fourth with

Hillsdale, made a complaint to the judges that Jasper had
made three breaks, and as the judges had not noticed them,
presumably on account of the darkness, they called up Con-

nolly and Sullivan, who supported Durfee's assertion

;

although there were many persons unkind enoueh to express

surprise at the extraordinary ability of these drivers to see

the breaks in question when they were throughout the heat

from six to eight lengths ahead of Jasper Avers. Amid hoots,

yells and hisses the judges announced that Dr. Puff had been

given the heat and first money, Jasper Ayers having been set

back to third position in the heat, but obtained second hon-
ors in the race.

The 2:25 trot was full of surprises. There were only five

five starters, Eva T. selling at $10. The remainder, bunched
as a field, was purchased at $8, and at these quotatians the

pasteboards had a brisk market.
Id the first heat the favorite and Neernut both broke

badly, and Daghestan, who was at odds of 10 to 1 for the

heat in the books, took the lead and was never headed. The
favorite, after catching her feet, came fast in the stretch and
was a good second.

The admirers of Eva T. continued to support her, and al-

though Daghestan bad taken the first heat, the odds now
were Eva T. $10, field $5. In a few breaks they were off",

the favorite shooing past her field at the quarter-pole in

0:36£, with Neernut at his wheel, while the winner of the

precious heat bad fallen back last after making a bad break.

It was a close contest throughout between the mare and the

stallion, and in the last fifty feet Raymood brought up Neer-
nut with such a rush at the wire the crowd thought it was a

dead heat. Neernut got the verdict, however, and the race

was then postponed until tomorrow.

BUMMARIES.

First race—Running, four and one-half furlongs, two-year-olds,
maiden plate with 8150 added.

Chivo. by Sid—Sacramento Belle, 115 C. Weber 1

Jim Bozeman, by Major Ban—Bessie, 115 Gilbert 2

Prince Hooker, by Joe Hooker—Princess of Norfolk, 118 :

Cleveland 3

Time, 0:55J4

Little Pearl (Cleary), 115, and Sir Collier (Bouton). 115, also ran.

Second race—Pacing, two-year-olds, 2:40 class, purse JF500.

Jennie Mc, b f, by McKinney—Leonor, by Dashwood Durfee 1 1

Lady Alice, br 1, by Raymon Gaines 2 2

Time, 2:26%, 2:20%.

Third race—Trotting. 2:17 class, purse S900.

Dr. Puff, b g. by Bay Bird—Patty Puff, by Sailor Boy
Sullivan 12 11

Jasper Ayers. b g, by Iris—Babe, by Altamont Perkins 3 13 3

Irene Crocker, gm, bv Will Crocker—Irene Connolly -13 2 2
Hillsdale, b 3. by Autiuous—Nettie Nutwood .Durfee 2 5 4 4

Native S'ate, b s, by Star Sultan—hy Wellington...Maben 5 7 6 5
Bonnie Ben, chg, by Ben Lomond Tryon 7 4 5 6

Myrtle Thorne, br m, by Grandissimo—Belle Thome
Lafferty 6 6 dr

Pasadena Belle, br m, by Navigator—Mollie Vance 8 dist

Time, 2:16Jrf, 2:16?X. 2:17%, 2:17^.

Fourth race—Trotting, 2:25 class (unfinished), purse 5600.

Neernut, b s, by Albert W.—Clytie Raymond 5 1

Daghestan, br s, by Stamboul—Alia Bell Vance 1 fi

EvaT.,bm, by Almout Medium— Dasher Snauer 2 2
El Molino, b h, by Alcazar—Lady Washington Garn&ey 3 3

Silver Bee, ch s, by Silver Bow—Belle M Connolly 4 4

Time, 2:23M. 2:22.

SECOND DAY—OCTOBER 22.

There were five events on the card to day, but in only one

was there the semblance of a horse race, and that waB in the

unfinished 2.25 trot, which opened up the day's sport. The

day previous Daghestan and Neernut bad each a heat to their

credit, and accordingly the two sold as a field, having a

slight call in the opening bettiog at $11 to $10 for Eva T.

It was nothing but the mare from start to finish, and Shaner

pulled her to & wa]fc pear (he wire, ^eerput destroying «./(

his chances of being a competing factor by making a ruinous
break soon after the start, El Molino leading him for second
position.

The beat winner was now at prohibitive odds, and again
she led her field a merry chase until the far turn, when Neer-
nut moved up and made a bid for the heat. The best be
could do was to get within two lengthe of the favorite when
the decisive bell tapped, the mile having been covered in tbe
fast time of 2:20}. Silver Bee was distanced, due to losing

ground by frequent breaks.

In the next heat Raymond got tbe stallion squared awav
well when the word was given, and he immediately essayed
to pass the mare. On the backstretch he got Neernut's head
in front, but the mare could not be denied, and tbe pair trot-

ted head and head antil half way down the stretch. At the
sixteenth pole Kaymond commenced shouting at the mare
with the idea of spurring ber to a final effort, and the horse

frightened the favorite so badly that she went up in the air

and she ran under the wire side by side with Neernut, to

whom the judges properly awarded the heat.

The decisive heat was the fastest one of the race. EI
Molino had been sent to the stable, bo Daghestan made up
the trio. He was never prominent, for Eva T. and Neernut
had the race to themselves, the former never being headed,
although the stallion was at her wheel throughout, ex cept at

tbe finish, three lengths separating him from the leader.

Tbe Los Angeles Derby provoked the liveliest speculation

of the day. Hello was supported as favorite, principally be-

cause Charley Weber had the mount, but when the betting

was settled, it was $10 and take your price of tbe four. Ben
Benjamin assumed his duties as starter in this race and sent

the quartette away to a good start. La France started to

make a runaway race of it and she led her field by two lengths

around the oval, the others closely bunched. At the draw-
gate Juan Bernard shot abead and crossing in front of the

filly, run her into the fence. Before Joe Weber could get

her again into her stride Bernard was two lengths to the

good and she could not reach him. Hello was at her fiank.

Joe Weber claimed a foul but it was disallowed. The time
was 1:53}.

The 2:13 pace was scheduled as the third event, a purse
of $1 000 being the object of contention, but there was a close

call to there being no race at all. Ketchum ran into the

fence twice, at a point opposite to where his stable is located,

and smashed two sulkies. A protest being lodged against his

starting, the judges ordered him to the stable,and then under
the rules withdrew the purse. Mr. Tryon,owner of Hanford
Medium, and Mr. Davis, owner of Belle, agreed to pace for

the forfeit money and so the race was called. It wag a jug-

handled affair throughout, Hanford Medium taking the three

heats without being extended. Belle showed lots of speed but

lost her chances by breaking. Before the first heat Hanford
Medium sold for $20 and Belle brought $5.

The two year-old trot for a purse of $500 was easily an-

nexed by Palita. She outclassed her field as far as an arc

light does a candle and carried ofl the two heats in 2:27 and
2:26| without a skip. There were only two other starters

—

Claudius, from the Vendome Stock Farm, and Don Roberto,

owned by M. S. Severance, of this city. Of the two, tbe geld-

ing had the most speed and was far the steadier, and in both

heats be was an easv victor for Becond honors. As good as

$25 on Palita against $5 for the field could have been obtained

before the first heat.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Trotting, 2:25 class (unfinished from yesterday), purse,

8800.
Eva T.. b m, by Almont Medium—Dasher, by Al-

wood Shaner 2 2 112 1

Neernut, bs, by Albert W.—Clytie. by Nutwood
Raymond 513212

Daghestan, br p. by Stamboul—Alta Belle Vance 15 5 4 4 3
El Molino, b h, by Alcazar— Lady Washington

Uurusey 3 3 2 3 Swd
Silver Bee, ch s, by Silver Bow—Belle Mc

Coouolly 4 4 4 dist

Time, 2:23& 2:22, 2;22}£, 2:20}^. 2:21, 2:20.

Second race—Running, Los Angeles Derby, one mile. S200 added.
Juan Bernard, by Fellowcharm—Agnes B., 90 Cleveland I

La France, hv Verona—Heliotrope, 99 Joe Weber 2

Hello, by Sid, 113 C. Weber 3
Time. 1:43';.

Johnny Capron (Romero), 109, also ran.

Third race—Pacing, 2:13 class.

Hanford Medium, br e, by Milton R —Signal Laflerty 111
Belle, oh m, bv Melbourne King—Mattie, Sullivan 2 2 "J

Time, 2:16^, 2:13J4, 2:17.

Fourth race—Trotting, two-year-olds, 2:40 class, purse 8500.

Palita. ch f, by Palo Alto-Elsie Phippen 1 1

Claudius, b g, bv Nutwood Willies—Fanny Bunch 2 2

Don Roberto, bike, by 6idaey-Fan Maben 3 I

Mime, 2:27,2:26%,
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

The Attendance and Interest in the Races

Daily Increases—Good Cards Are the

Order, With First-Class Handi-

caps—The Events in Detail.

TWENTY THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, OCTOBEK 17.

WOR1 I'S record w shattered to

day, and an almost despieed third

or fourth choice did the tr ick

Mamie Scott was played for place

in the field of nine, but few were so

hardy as to wager lliat she would

be in front at the wire. From sixth

at the start, she soon forged into

^V ' \> third pcsilion, and on the far turn

V*v. -^- . • ^~? made another move. She showed

the way from there on, and won

away oiljin a gallop. The time, 1:33J, is lbree-qu»rtersof a

second faster than the world's record. Mamie Scott has been

meeting ejme good horses in her recent engagements, but

there was nothing in her performances to justify the belief

that she would prove a record breaker. She did the trick so

easily as to impress her high class upon everyone who saw

her. The record of 1:34 was made by Libertine at St. Louis.

Mamie Boot] the rccard breaker, is a bay tilly, 3, by Canny

Scot

—

EoIb, owned by Eonni field A Knight.

List Chance was a favorite that won, in the first race. Miss

Fletcher finished second, but as she had jostled Mt. Roy in

the stretch, she was disqualified. Mt. Roy was played heavily

but proved a little short of a race.

Clacquer was plunged on in the second, and was an even-

money favorite at post-time. Nelson was an even second choice

with Road Runner. He showed up well and ran into first

place, but he had pinned Clacquer on the rail all the way

down the stretch so that he, too, was disqualified.

f\ Then Reddington suflered defeat at the hands of that good

filly Treachery. They "figured" very close, but Reddington

was played for a "cinch." Treachery won in the stretch, and

added a very good race to her list of winning brackets.

Rose Clark, the favorite, won the last race all the way
easily. Silver was driving at her, but could not get nearer

than a length.

Chevalier won two races, Martin, Macklin and Jones one

each.

The weather was very pleasant, and the attendance far,

above an average mid-week crowd. Betting was lively on all

the events. The only drawback to an excellent day's sport

was the long delays at the post caused by large fields. Starter

Ferguson gave five good seDd-ofls,though,when the starts were

finally eSected.

Bfowtht Races Were Run*

The first race had eleven starters. The distance was five
and a half furlongs, selling conditions Last Chance was
favorite at 3 to 1, Miss Fletcher 3J, Mt. Roy 5 (opened at

10), Kai Moi 9, Bob Tucker, Mosby, Lilikolani, De Groat,
Carrie Shaw, Triumph and Sheridan from 20 to 60 to 1. Mr.
Ferguson sent them away in & bunch, Miss Fletcher first to
show. Mt. Roy took command and opened a gap of two
lengths before the half-pole was reached, ihen Last Chance
came up and Roy's lead down to one length, Miss Fletcher
third. Mt. Roy led into the stretch by one length, but Last
Chance was still gaining and passed him in the last eighth.
Miss Fletcher was also brought up, and as she passed Roy
bumped him. Fletcher finished second half a length behind
Last Chance, who won easily. Mt. Roy was third. Hinrichs
claimed a foul by Miss Fletcher, which was allowed. Miss
Fletcher was disqualified. Mt. Roy placed second and Mosby
third. Time. 1:07$.

The second race was at five furlongs, selling. Clacquer was
post favorite at 6 to 5, Nelson and Road Runner were even
at 2\, Kathleen and Harvey Lewis 300. Nelson delayed the
ftart till after a dozen or so false breaks were made, and
finally the field was sent away to a fair start. Clacquer
showed in front, then NelBon took the lead and held it to
the wire. In the last eighty yards Chevalier tried to get
through on the rail with Clacquer. when Nelson fouled him
and cot him off, Nelson and Clacquer were a nose apart.
Road Runner, who got away next to last, third, two lengths
in front of Kathleen. Nelson was disqualified, and Clacquer,
Road Runner, Kathleen placed. Time, 1:01.

The third race, with five starters, was at five and one half
rarloogf. Treachery and Reddington were the only ones
thought to he in it. with Reddington at 7 to 10 at post time,

ery2to 1, Fireman 6J, Encino 40, Scimetar 75 to 1.
There was considerable delay at the post, with a good start
finally. Reddington showed for a little ways, then Encino

111 eighth, with Reddington second, one
length in fron r. From there Encino lost ground
rapidly and Treachery gave Reddington a
drive and Heat hirn out a length easily, Biimetar third, two
lengths away. Time, 1

The fourth race wan at seven and a half furlongs, selling,
with » Bald of nine. 'IV and Tartar was a well-played first

oloalogat 11 to 5, Little Hob 3, Mamie Scott 4J
I

• Day and Mary B. LO, Tobey, Malo
Diablo and Mi« Buckley at 12, and Josephine (il» to 1. The
nUrl wm a Lcdloofl one, hut finally a rood MOd-ofl was ef-

I'-.hty ibowed Ural and wu never *orse than third,
AoUbing aecond Mamie Boott got a*ay sixth, secured the
lead "ii the far turn, and galloped iii a winner by six lengths.
Little Bob was third. Malo Diablo, who was thought to have

never better than seventh in the hunt,
but finifhed one better. Tar and Tartar, the favorite, got
away fourth, died away steadily an. I finished la-hind Malo

record of 131 wu broken, the lime
hong up heing 1:88(,

one mile, selling, had lire starters, with
red hot favorite opening at l to 6, and barred

in nvwl bo ' • at the close. Nen l, Ike L.
and Silver eajb at \ sod Vernon 10 to J. tfose Clark led

from flag fall to finish, anywhere from two to three lengths.

Silver was the nearest up, and tried to give her a drive as

she was eased up in the last sixteenth, but he could not catch

her. Rose finished an easy winner by one length, Silver four

lengths in front of Nervoso. Time, 1:41 J.

TWENTY FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18.

The card to day promised some interesting races, which

was verified, and there were enough upsets to make the

wiseacres scratch their heads. Snowdown, a new horse

here, came with recommendations of wonderful private per-

formances, and was made a favorite for the

first race. The latest good [thing was last to

get under way, and finished last. As Donahue is a very

slow 6tarter the first part of Snowdown's performance was

not unexpected, but he is not in the habit of finishing abso-

lutely last if he his anything very good under him. Decision

at 4 to 1, got the money by a head, Moran coming from next

to last into the stretch and giving her a drive for it.

Leonville, in the second race, made things look a little

rosier for the talent, but for a short space of lime during the

race it looked very dark for them. Leonville was hope-

lessly pocketed in the last eighth, and as Chevalier is very

timid of a pinch, there seemed no possibility of Leonville

finishing much better than 6-7-S. Chevalier screwed up his

courage, however, and made a play for the rail, and the

others kindly gave it to him. Thereafter it was easy and

Leonville won by two lengths.

Miss Brummel <vas the only other favorite to win, and she

did it as impressively as she has her other victories. She

was not extended, and won easily by two lengths from Moni-

tor, who was three lengths in front of Belle Boyd. Belle has

been sick since her last start, and was not up to her old form.

Brummel can set a mark for her at any time, though

.

McLight won the handicap in fast time by two lengths

from Rosebud, Mainstay, the favorite, a head away. The
start was a tedious one, and several fair-looking breaks were

refused. The send off was not an improvement over some of

them. McLight led all the way, and was an easy winner.

Mainstay was last all the time.

Fred Gardner was cut out by the talent to win, but

Charmer was out for everything in sight. Raindrop was

presumptious enough to try to show the way once on the

journey, but Sloan took command again and made every post

a winniDgpost. Charmer has come from the rear in her

other races, but today she raced all the way.

Little Bob was lengths away on the backstretch, but fin-

ished inside the money as he usually djes. Fred Gardner

was last.

The attendance was very good, and the weather pleasant.

Winning jockeys were : Sloan, two, Donnelly, Chevalier

and Macklin one each.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was at five furlongs, for maiden two-year-

olds. Snowdown, a recent arrival, was tipped as a good
thing, and was accordingly played. He opened at even money
and closed at 4 to 5. Decision opened at 2 to 1, and closed

on even terms with Lotta at forty, the lntter haviDg been
backed down from fifty. Moran r'osed at 10 (opened at 4),

Von Dunk, Lady Gray and Mai e L. from 12 to 20 to 1.

Snowdown was better than seventh in a seven-horse race for

a few strides only. Decision got the best of only a fair start,

and Mabel L. was the only one|oear her during the journey.

Lotta was as good as third for a time, then died away. De-
cision won by a head, driving, from Moran, who had come
from sixth at the three quarter pole. Von Dunk also came
up from sixth into the stretch and beat out Lady Gray, Ma-
bel L. and Lotta for third place Time, 1:031-.

The second raee was at five furlongs, selling, with a big
field. Leonville was at 3 to 5 at the opening, closing at 3 to

4, Mt. Roy was second choice at 2 to 1, Gondola 6, Corrine
Buckingham and Jefferson 10, Little Flush colt 20, King
Sam 40, Solitario and De Groat 100 to 1. There was a long
delay at the start, different ones taking a turn at spoiling the
breaks. They went away well b'inched, Leonville, Corrine
Buckingham, Gondola, King Sam, Jefferson the order in

front for a while, then De Groat tried to set the pace and
Leonville dropped back into the field, Corrine Buckingham
led into the stretch, Gondola second, Mt. Roy coming up to

keep company. Half way home they looked badly bunched,
but Chevalier got Leonville out of a pocket by the kindness
of the others, and won by two lengths. Time, 1.02.

Five scratches in the third race, at about six furlongs,

light-welter weights, left only Belle Boyd, Miss Brummel,
Monitor and Sweetbriar. Brummel opened at 9 to 10 and
closed af 17 to 20. Belle Boyd closed at 3, Monitor 14 to 5
and Sweetbriar 100 to 1. The favorite was last away, but was
showing the way before the half-pole was reached. Monitor
was within striking distance all the time, with Belle Boyd
'hree lengths away. Sweetbriar out in front for a little ways,
remained last after Monitor passed her. Miss Brummel made
every post a winning one and finished pulled up, two
lengths in front of Belle Boyd. Time, 1:133.

The fourth race, a handicap at about six furlongs, bad
Mainstay (112), McLight (108) and Rosebud (105)—the only
ones in. They were favored as named, Mainstay at 9 to 10,

McLight 2 and Rosebud 3'. to 1. Several breaks were made
before they were sent away to a poor start, with McLight,
Rosebud, Mainstay the order. At the half-pole McLight
was a head in front, Rosebud three parts of a length in front

of Mainstay. Mainstay got away last and did not get on his

stride before the others had got about three lengths away
from him. The order of the procession was not changed dur-
ing the race, McLight gradually gaining, and entering the
stretch a length ahead of the others, Mainstay closing up a
little. McLight held the others off and won easily by two
lengths. Rosebud was a neck in front of Mainstay. Time,
mi;.
The last race was a mile selling affair, with six starters.

Fred Gardner was believed io be a winner and was a favor-

ite over the others, though the odds ranged very close on all

i tcepl Centurion. Gardner closed at 2 to 1, Charmer 3J,
Warrago 4, Raindrop 5. Little Bob ft J and Centurion 60 to

L A good start was effected at once, with Charmer on, the

rail at the quarter-pole, Raindrop and Fred Gardner next in i

order. On the backstretch Raindrop 6et the pace for

awhile, when Charmer again took command and was never
after headed. She led into the stretch by a head in front ol

Raindrop, then Ontario came within a head of her. Thei
they dropped back and Warrago came into the place, 6nish*

.

ing a very strong second, three parts of a length behinf
Charmer. Little Bob, who looked a forlorn, hope for an;

part of the money on the backstretch, was third, only half
'

length further away. Time, 1:42.

TWENTY-FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, OCTOBEB 19.

An especially interesting card was presented by the associa-

tion to-day, and an unusually large attendance was the result.

The weather was perfect as well—an ideal Indian summer
day. Betting was more than lively and all five events proved

good betting ones. As a rule the first race on the card

does not; enthuse the crowd, but there was a strong interest

in each number to-day,

Morven, a sizzliog favorite in the first race, came in sixth

Jockey Flynn and the trainer of Morven had some hot

words over the brutal treatment the horse received from the

jockey in the race and almost came to blows. Major Cook
won, after Cardwell had shown the way into the stretch, in

an easy manner in the very good time of 1:07$-. R:>ad

Runner got another second money.

Elmer F. was a very much despised horse in the second

race, the odds against him lengthening from 6 to 15 to

Duchess of Mil pitas and Lady Jane adherents feared each

other's r.hances. Arno, the great stretch runner, with Mack-

lin up, received considerable support for the place. Elmer
F. showed a clean pair of heels to everything else in the race

till the backstretch was passed, then Lady Jane challenged

him. Sloan brought the Duchess in an easy winner, how-

ever, Elmer F. and Lady Jane finishing as named.

Benham was entirely ignored by many tipsters for the

third race, a handicap at about six furlongs, with Midlo

or Grady named for first place. Joe K. was the only other

starter. The talent picked out Midlo first, but finally settled

on Benham, the former's price goiDg from 6 to 9 to 5, while

Benham was played down from S to 4 to 5. Benham won in

the last sixteenth, with Joe K. an easy second, Midlo a very

poor third. Time, 1:12;. Midlo's last race was at the same

distance, and he won in 1:11|. True, he carried only 88

pounds in that race, while today be took up 109. The fea-

ture of the running of his last previous race was the hot pace

Mildo set and was able to maintain to the end. He showed

the same aptness in getting away again to-day, but Donahue
put a choking pull on him till his field were on even terms

then let out his wraps. Midlo shot out as if hurled from a

catapult and in the next eighth had opened up three leDgths

of daylight, which he held into the stretch. He finished four

and a half lengths behind the winner. He may Dot have

been equal to carrying the weight he had up at top speed the

full journey, but he had two or three good leDgths choked
out of him at the outset, for which there was no apparent
reason.

Claudius took a turn at winning from Del Norte today
In their last race Claudius was kept too well up in front all

the way to suit him, and to-day Del Norte was at the disad-

vantage cf being the pacemaker. The superiority of these

two horses will have to be debated further. Little Cripple
ran a hot race, and can give most anybody's horse an argu-

ment. A very keen interest in this race was noticeable.

Bell fiinger was favorite again to-day for thejumping
race, notwithstanding his heavy impost of lb7 pounds. Be
responded at the old calling place on the far turn and cleared

the last jump first, but the weight told on the game old horee

and he yielded by a length to Auteuil.

Sloan won his only two mounts. Chevalier, Mclntyre and
HeDoessy had the other wioning mounts.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was at' five and a half furlongs, selling, with

seven starters. Morven was a hot favorite all the time, clos-

ing at 9 to 5. Cardwell and Major Cook were always pretty

close together in the betting, closing at 3\ to 1, Road Run-
ner 5, Gold Bug 10, Red Idle and Minnie any price you
wanted from 100 to 500 to 1. The start was a fair one, Card*

well out in front and Morven 'after him. Cook atd Read
Runner were kept well up. Cardwell led into the stretch a

leDgth with Major Cook, Road Runner and Morven next in

order half lengths apart. Through the stretch Major Cook
won as he liked, finishing three lengths in front of Road
Runner, who was a head in front of Cardwell. Morven came
in fourth, Time, 1:07J.
The second event was a mile selling race, for three-year-

olds. Six faced the starter. Lady Jane went from l> to 5 to

even money, then to 19 to 20. Duchess of Milpitas closed

at 3 to 2, Arno 12, Elmer F. 15, Miss Garvin 25 and Faro

40 to 1. The Duchess of Milpitas, Miss Garvin, Lady Jane,M~
Faro, Arno, Elmer F. was the way they met the caller's eyej I

as the fiag swished to a splendid start. Flynn got the rail
|

)

with Elmer F. on the first turn and the black was pace-B
maker up to the last eighth. Miss Garvin hung on for a I

while, with the Duchess next up, then Lady Jane challenged!*!

the leader and Garvin died away to fourth. So they raced!J
up to the last eighth pole, when Duchess of Milpitas was| I-

lifted along and won easily by three lengths. Elmer F. wasj
j

second two lengths in front of Miss Garvin, who drove Lady 1

Jane out at the wire. Time, 1:42.

There was a very warm interest taken in the third race, a> *

handicap at about six furlongs, with Gradv at top weightofi
j|

110, Midlo 109, Benham 107 and Joe K. 105. Benham was
J

the favorite at 4 to 5, Midlo a strong second choice at 9 tOi «-

5, Grady 5 and Joe K. 15 to 1. Midlo broke out in front

two or three limes, which did not help his chances any, with) Iv*

the heavy weight up, and then he acted badly for awhile. I'

The start was made on even terms, and Midlo was outinjl^
front at once. Donahue took a wrap on him and took him <

back, then when Grady and Benham came up to him be let I
'

him go again. Midlo was a head to the good at the half

and extended his lead to a good three lengths at the three

quarter pole. Benham had passed Grady in the meantime
by half a length. Half-way down the stretch the raci

looked safe to Midlo, when " Bepham wins !
" was echoed bj

4
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"See Joe K. come !" The blue, yellow poppies, of Charley showed in front for an instfnt, then Leora, a gray mare by

Dougherty flashed in front, and Chevalier landed Benham
j

Prioce of Norfolk—Delia Walker (the dam of Vulcan and Al

an easy winner by three lengths. Joe K. did not tarry any,

and passed the tiring Midlo, getting second money by two

lengths. Grady was last all the wav from the far turn. Time,

1:12}.

Claudius (108), Del Norte (107) and Little Cripple (104),

were the only ones to accept the weights for the mile and a

quarter handicap. Claudius opened at 6 to 5 and closed at

even money. Del Norte was at 6 to 5 most of the time, and

Little Cripple bh to 1. A good start was secured at the sec-

ond break, Claudius, Little Cripple, Del Norte the order.

Del Norte essayed the role of pace-maker and was a length

and a half in front of the Cripple past the stand. Del Norte

bore away trom the rail at the turn and Cripple gained half

a length, while Claudius was in his favored position, two

lengths away. Del Norte held his lead to the last turn, and

went down the backstretch shaking his head. Coming inio

the stretch Claudius began to move up, and Little Cripple

stuck bis head out in front of Del Norte's. He gained a full

length in the nest furlong, while Claudius had caught aud

lapped onto Del Norte. Flynn went to the bat on the latter,

and Sloan lifted Claudius along. Cripple had to yield to the

mighty speed of Claudius, bu* it was only a head he would

give him. Del Norte was six lengths away. Time, 2:09.

The mile and a quarter handicap hurdle, over five hurdles,

had eight acceptances, with Bell Ringer favorite all the time,

opening at 8 to 5 and closing at 2 to 1. Auteuil was played

down from 4 to 3i to 1. J. O. C. was at threes all the time,

Arctic 5, Nellie" G-. 9, Mestor 10, Dick O'Malley 20 and

Guadaloupe 40 to 1. Tbe second break was an even one

and down went the flag. Nellie G. showed an improved form

over her last performance and set the pace to the third jump,

whsre she struck the rail and went clear over into the in-

field. Goodman, her rider, landed safely, and the mare was

uninjured. Dick O'Malley and Auteuil were then out in

front for a while, but soon Spence called on Bell Ringer and

he responded so heartily he looked a winner all over. He
landed the last jump slightly in the lead, but did not draw
away as his warm backers hoped to see him. His heavy im-

post proved too much and he submitted to defeat by Auteuil

by three parts of a length Arctic, third, was two lengths

away. Time, 2:18.

TWENTY-SIXTH DAY—MONDAY, OCTOBEE 21.

The most striking feature of to-day's racing was the una

Dimity with which the favorites were bowled over and the

close, driving finishes in all the races. In only one race

was the distance between the fi^t two as great as one

length. Encino, the first one, went down tolsabelle at 4 to 1,

and Bravura, at 10 to 1, left Last Chance in the ruck. Then

Arnette dragged the talent from the [slough of despond,

and won all the way. Uncle Giles, with Macklin

up, showed a remarkable improvement over recent

performances, with weaker jockeys, and won a great

race at a mile and a furlong from Fred Gardner in a driv-

ing finish. Remus, the favorite, did not run over five-eighths

before he was all out. Tim Murphy was the last one to go

down. He did not show at any part of the race, and Major

Cook won by a head in a drive from Detective.

Lady Leinster filly led into the stretch in the first race at

four and a half furlongs, then Easel set ithe pace [Sot home.

Isabelle had laid away, then came on and drove Easel out

by a nose. Little Flush filly was third. Eucino, the favorite,

got away badly and was hopelessly shut off at the start, but

finished well up among the first lot. New Moon, one of the

newcomers from Marcus Daly's Montana ranch, was touted

for a might-be good Jthing, and was played from 15 to 8 to

1. She is a brown filly, by Hyder AU—Namonia; she

showed at the start then lied away. The fast time of 0:55£

was hung up.

Last Chance, on his last race, was made a strong favorite

in the second event, short six furlongs. Alla'Habad, another

Hyder Ali, from Montana, was played some on ,'rumors of

good performances. Bravura went to tbe post at the long

odds of 10 to 1. After flag-fall Bravura was the only thing

in the race. The order at the half was Bravurr , Little Flush

colt, Alia Habad, Last Chance, which was absolutely un

changed till the wire was passed. Alia Habad did not Bhow

a faint heart and raced all tbe way.

Arnette was the one favorite to win during the day. Model
and Miss Buckley were quite heavily played in the same
race, which was at seven and a half furlongs. Arnette was

at her best, and was foot on waiting orders. She cut out

chunks of clear daylight between herself and her field, and
never stopped until she was on the safe side of the wire. Ar-

nette was not believed to be quite on edge, as her last per-

formance was not up to her form. But there was no question

about her condition to-day. She never won with so much
weight up, and ran one of the races of her life. Model also

ran a first-class race, as she was out after Arnette all tbe way
and finished a bang-up second, only three parts of a length

away.
Remus set the pace in the mile and an eighth selling race,

and it was a lively clip he cut out. Fred Gardner stayed

with him, and on tbe last end of the backstretch began to get

in closer quarters. On the far turn Gardner took the lead so

easily that it looked to be all over. Remus made an effort to

repain his prestige, but could not make it. In the last six-

teenth, just as Gardner's name began to swell out on the air,

Uncle Giles was uncorked and he gained with every stride.

The race to tbe wire was a beautiful one. Giles had gained

the lead by a slight neck, and Gardner was struggling to

overcome it. Two lengths away Mary S. and Remus were
1

having a very similar engagement. Giles got his head across

the wire first, while Mary S. and Remus finished a half

length apart, two lengths behind Gardner. Macklin pot up
an excellent ride. His strength to keep Uncle Giles' head
up is what was needed, and Giles' poor showing with Peo

Farrow), went out and verified reports of her great speed for

a short distance. She made old Tim and tbe rest of them
look like posts as she reeled off tbiee-eighths in 34} seconds.

Then she blew up and stopped, and her field came on and
passed her. But she did not quit. Her short respite gave
her some more breath, and she raced tbe old roan all the way
home, finishing close together, after tbe other three had se-

cured the money. Major (Cook, at 3 jto 1, was the winner,
with Detective making him drive to get|it. Clacquer was
third. The gray mare wears a silver tube in her throat.

She possesses very notable sprinting powers, if all reports are

correct. With 119 pounds up she beat Lottie D. and Quirt,

two well-known fast sprinters and old favorites at tbe local

track. 'at a half-mile in 0:43}, at Anaconda this summer.
Chevalier, Sloan, Hinrichs, Macklin and Mclntyre had the

winning mounts.
The weather was all that could be asked for,

The track was fast, having thoroughly dried out after

Sunday's showers. For a Monday crowd the attendance was
way above the average.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Four and a half furlongs, for two-year olds.

Betting—Encino 5 to 2, Firearm 3, Isabelle 4, Little Flush
filly 6, New Moon 8, Lady Leinster filly 10, Easel 12, De-
cision 20 and Jack Atkins 30 to 1. Good start. Lady Lein-
ster filly led into the stretch,where Easel took command, then
Isabelle drove her out, and won by a nose. Winner, ch f, by
Cyclone—Sallie Brown. Easel, br f, by Ben Ali—Ezza, sec-

ond easily. Little Flush filly, eh f, by Torso—Little Flush,
third. Time, 0:55J-.

Second race—About six furlongs, selling. BettiDg—Last
Chance 4 to 5 (opened at evens), Alia Havad 4, Leonaius,
Little Flush Colt and Bravura 10 (latter opening at 6 to 1),

Vernon 12, Conchita 60 and Yangedene 100 to 1. Poor
start. Bravura led all the way, and won driving by three

parts of a length. Winner, b f, 3, by Wildidle—Why Not.
Little Flush Colt, b g, 3, by Alexander—Little Flush, second
easily by two lengths; Alia Habad, b g, 3, by Hyder Ali

—

Floride, third. Time, 1:14.

Tbird race—Seven and a half furlongs, selling. Betting

—

Arnette opened at 7 to 10, closing at even money. Model 11
too, Miss Buckley 5, Olivia 20, Josephine 100 to 1 Good
start. Arnette led all the way. winning handily by three

parts of a length. Winner, ch f, 3, by imp. Midlothian

—

Filena ; Model, ch f, 3, by imp. Sir Modred—Gypsy,
second easily by three lengths; Miss Buckley, b f, 3, by imp.
Brutus—Forma, third. Time, 1:34.

Fourth race—One mile and a furlong, felling. Betting

—

Remus went from even money to 9 to 10, Uncle Giles closed

at 3-i to 1, Fred Gardner opened at 6 and closed at 4, and
Mary S. went from 7 to 8 to 1. Good start. Remus set the

pace to the far turn, where Gardner passed him and led half-

way home. Then Giles was turned loose aud won driving.

Winner, ch h, 3, by El Rio Rey—Hattie Humphrey. Fred
Gardner,ch h,4,by Luke Blackburn—Enfilade,second, easily.

Mary S., bm, 5, by imp. Brutus—Leda, third. Time, 1:54.

Fifth race—Five furlongs, selling. Betting—Tim Murphy
1, Major Cook 3, Clacquer 4i, Detective 7, Leora 15 to 1. Fair
start. Leora showed the way for the first three-eighths, then

Major Cook and Detective lookup the running. Major Cook
woo in a drive by a head. Winner, b g, 3, by Bulwark

—

Sister to Violet. Detective, b g, 3, by imp. Deceiver—Exile,

second, driving. Clacquer, ch h, 5, by Three Cheers—Belle

of the Lake, third. Time, 1:00£.

TWJtNTY-SEVENTH DAY—TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22.

The attendince was very fair to-day, but a cold, raw day,

and about as uninteresting a card as could be made up from

the horses at hand, was the popular verdict. The seven and

a half furlong race on the original programme;did not fill,

and the one for maiden two-year-olds at four and a half fur-

longs filled so plenteously that the field was split.

This gave three of the five numbers to the over-

grown babes. Of the two remaining ones, one at a mile

had two "timber-toppers " among the six entries.

As it was difficult to get a line on thetr performances

on the flat, there was considerable speculation as to their cor-

rect measure. Of the thirty-three starters, eight of them were

new ones here, and three others bad not been entered for

months. It was a hard lot to pick winners from, hat the

talent showed remarkable perspicuity. Three ot their choice

did the trick, but it required many consultations of the vari-

ous betting coteries and frequent reference to tbe " dope"

book to determine which ones Bhould carry the scads. Cor-

riente and Marionette, the two outsiders that won, were at 10

and 3 to 1 respectively. Miss Fletcher had the very unusual

distinction of being the only odds on entry of the day.

The opening scramble was for two-year-old maidens, at

four and a half furlongs. Corriente led most of the journey

and won by two lengths handily. Rhaetia, the favorite, got

the place by half a length from Harry O.

MiBs Fletcher was an odds-on fayorite in the second race,

at one mile, with Sleeping Child, a sleepy-looking chestnut

gelding by imp. Child ofjthe Mist—Erin-go-bragh, a popular

second choice. Gold Dust was next in favor. Miss Fletcher

secured the rail at the turn and every post was a winning one

by from two to four lengths. Sleeping Child ran easy in third

place to the last turn, when he caught Gold Dust and then

challenged Fletcher. Half way down the stretch Brown was
at the bat on the somnolent Child and then he weni back.

Gold Dust got the place by two lengths, Sleeping Child third-

The third race was another scramble for maiden two-year-

olds, at four and a half furlongs. Imp. Eodymion showed
in front and stayed there the whole journey. Ollie M. was
after him, but could not quite reach. Imp. Aggrippina was
the only other that was ever within striking distance. In

the last seventy yards San Marcus was lifted along for a few

strides and seemed to be coming, but died away under a severe

pies up is accredited to the boy's lack of strength. Remus
j

whipping. Endymion, Ollie M. and Aggrippina finished one

ran his race in the first five-eighths, and could not last out

Gardoer showed great improvement over recent perform-

ances, and went to the post looking very well.

Major Cook and Tim Murphy met again to-day at five

furlongs, and this time the doughty Tim was defeated. It

was a five-hor.se race, aod a rapid one. Tim never got in

front, and tbe old roan was hustled along livelj. Detective

two, three, as they ran all the way.

Old Happy Day made his reappearance at Bay District to-

day in the fourth race at about six furlongs. He was taken

East last summer and won a race at Louisville, then broke

down. He looks a very fair sort of rejuvenation, though
rather sore after the race to-day. Three Forks was tbe fav-

orite in this eyent, with Silver and Happy Day next in popu-

lar esteem. Three Forks caught the caller's eye first, then
fell back, and Silver showed the way to the last furlong,

when Three Forks came aod won by a neck in a drive from
Silver. Happy Day was a good third, only a bead short of

the place.

The last race was at five furlongs, with Charley Boots and
Monitor about on equal terms as first choice, the latter

slightly favored at post time. Monitor raced out in front all

the way and looked a winner till Marionette began to over-
haul him in the last hundred yards. Marionette won by a
head in a drive, Monitor second, two leogthe in front of
Charley Boots.

Chevalier, Brvan, Shaw and Hennessy had the winning
mounts to-day, the former landing two.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Four and a half furloDgs, maiden two-year-
olds. Betting—Rhaetia 2, Harry O. 3, Amen 4, Madamoi-
selle filly 6, Mollie Bawn 8, Corriente 10 and Jim Budd 10
to 1. Good start. Rhaetia showed tiist, then Corriente led

to the wire, winning handily by two lengths. Winner, ch f,

by imp. Friar Tuck—unknown. Rhaetia (b f, by imp. Bru-
tus—Moesta), second, driving; Harry O. (br g, by imp.
Trade Wind—Dolly 8)., third. Time 0:56$.

Second race—One mile, selling. Betting—Miss Fletcher,
4 to 5. Sleeping Child 3, Gold Dust 6, Sheridan 12, Esper-
ance 15, Dr. Gardner 60 to 1. Good start. Miss Fletcher
led from first turn and won easily by four lengtbs. Winner,
ch m, 4, by Hyder Ali—Katy Fletcher. Gold Dust (b g,5,
by Oro—Gold Cup) seond, easily; Sleeping Child (ch g, 3,

by Child of the Mist—Erin-go-bragh), third. Time, 1:42.

Third race—Four and one half furlongs, selling. Betting
—Endymion 11 to 5, Ollie M. 3, imp Aggrippina 3^, Moran
and Aurifera 8, Japan 12, Alien 25, San Marcus 30 to 1.

Poor start. Imp. Endymion led all tbe way and won handily
by one length. Winner, ch g, by Enterprise—Saprenta. Ol-
,ie M. (b f, by Fresno—Sophia) second easily ; imp. Aggrip-
pina (ch f, by Enterprise—China Rose), third. Time, 0:55J.
Fourth race—About Bix furlongs, selling. Betting—Three

Forks 7 to 5, Silver 2, Happy Day 5, Arctic and Nabopolasser
10 to 1. Good start. Three Forks showed first, then Silver
led the way. In the last eighth Three Forks came up
and won driving by a neck. Winner, b g, 4, by Spokane

—

Trifle. Silver (b g, 3, by Bulwark—Flora), second, easily
;

Hapov Day (br g. a, by Emperor—Felicity) third. Time.
1:12$.

Fifth race—Five furlongs, selling, for two year-olds. Bet-
ting—Monitor & to 5, Charley Boots 9 to 5, Marionette 3,

Veva 7, Torsina 75, Hagar aud Tiny 100 to 1. Good start.

Monitor led up to the last one hundred yards, when Marion-
ette caught him and won driving by a head. Winner, ch f,

by imp. Mariner—Maraoette. Monitor (ch g, by imp. Sir

Modred—Visalia) second easily ; Charley Boots (b g, by
Alto Mio—Constellation) third. Time, 1:01.

TWENTY-EIGHTH BAY—WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23.

There were four processions, a string of winning long-

shots, and a horse race with a thrilling finish to-day, while

Charley Boots and Tod Sloan came in for most of the glory.

Boots sent two winners to the post (his only entries), and

Tod rode the two winners (his only mounts). Tod settled up
his differences with Starter Ferguson by paying the $100

necessary, then went out and took everything in sight, and

in cidentally furnished the only hair-raising finish of the day.

The card was not an easy one to beat, as evidenced by the

fact that only one favcrite landed first money. There was a

" good thing " in every race, but the talent didn't get on

every time by any means.

The weather was cool and the fog rolled in before the last

race was run off. The attendance was a good, and betting

lively on all tbe events.

Dorsey was thegood thing that was played in the first race,

and he left the maiden ranks in a very impressive manner in

good time. Artemus and Irma were warm second choices.

The race and finish was a procession—Dorsey first by five

lengths, Irma secondjby four, Artemus third by four more.
Rey Alta was the favorite for the secund race at 2\ to 1.

Gold Bug opened at 3 to 1, went to 8 to 5, and then back to

4 to 1 at post time. Gold Bug led all the way and won easily.

Crawford ran an excellent race and finished second. Tbe
favorite got away near the last, improved his position at every
post, and finished third.

Mainstay was favorite all the time for the five and a half
furlong handicap, going from evens to 4 to 5. Blue Bell

was the extreme outsider and went back from 12 to 25 to

1. Mainstay acted badly at the post and was caught off

his guard again at flag-fall. He got away last. Blue Bell

beat the flag and set such a pace that none could head ber.

She led bv fully three lengths at each post, but Clacquer
closed up .o within one length at the wire. Mainstav got

into third position on the far turn, but Koad Runner was not

to be denied bis slice of the money and got third place by
six lengths, Joe K. ran last all the way. Eddie Jones is

not strong enough to hold Mainstay up, and the horse wears

his jockey out before the start. With the weight he carried

a stronger boy could have been put up, and his chances of a
win very materially increased. Blue Bell has not been seen

out for some time, but she made her reappearance in an im-
pressive manner. She was touted from down town, and some
lucky ones got on at lone odds at post lime.

Claudius opened favorite for the mile and a sixteenth

handicap, but went back from 8 to 5 to 6 to 1. Little Crip-

ple was post favorite at S to 5, and Del Norte next in favor

at 11 to 5. Mamie Scott was very well liked on her record-

breaking performance. The field went past the stand all

strung out, Mamie Scott well in the lead, and Claudius and
Del Norte laying away last. Mamie came into the stretch

four lengths to tbe good, Gussie half a length in front of

Little Cripple, Del Norte three lengths off and Claudius an-

other length away. Halfway home Little Cripple moved
i'P second, and Claudius passed Del Norte. Then Jones on
Mamie Scott went to the bat. The finish was a verv close

and exciting one. Jones was doing bis utmo&l with Mamie
Scott (though be would have done better if be had left bis

whip in tbe stable), and Sloan was liflicg Claudius along,

gaining very precious ground at every stride. He gained not

a bit too much, however, for game Claudius' head was out

just tbe least bit in front as tbey flashed past tbe wire. Little

Cripple was a very good tbird, only a head short of place,

and Del Norte was next up, two lengths away.

Ransom was an even money favorite for the last race, the

Duchees of Milpitaa pext in favor. There .was quite a play
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on Adelante, he beiog hammered down from 16 to 6 to 1.

Theonlf explanation of this was that Chevalier was ndine

him, and a hot t'p had come out from town to play Blue

Hell and Adelante. After Blue Bells win, Adelante was be-

lieved by those who had received the wire information to be

a "mortal " After the lothers had finished he was found

among the also rans. The Duchew led from the quarter turn

and woo hands down. Ransom chucked it entirely after the

half pole was passed. Monila, who was also very well liked,

failed to show to anv advantage. Olivia and Hy Dy were

second and third. Olivia ran a very good race.

nd Chevalier rode two winners each, Madison the

other.
i ARIES.

Pint raw- Kive furlongs, selling. Betting— Dorsev 2

Lrtemoa S, Iruia Si, Bob Tucker 4, \ on

l>unk 15, Tom Mulcahey 25, Fi Ki and Triumph 50 to 1.

Good siart. Horsey showed first, then gave place to Irma,

who led into the stretch. Then Dorsey came up and won

hand* down by five lengths Winner, ch g, 3, by Cyclone—

1»t Kit Carson. Irma (b f, S, by St Saviour—Ella T), second

easily, by four lengths; Artemus (b g, 3, by Argyle—by imp,

Sir Slodred, third Time, 1:01}.
.

Second race—Five and a half furlongs, selling. Betting—

Key Alia 2J, Gold Bug, Joe Cotton and Veva 4, Johnny

Payne 8, Ta'malpais 9 and Crawford 15 to 1. Good start.

Gold Bug led all the way and won easily by three lengths.

Winner, ch g, a. bv Pittsburgh—Mollie S. Crawford

(ch g 5 bv Apache—Emma Longfield), second, driving;

Kev Alla(chg, 3. by Alta—Fannie D.), third. Time, 1:081.

third race—Five and a half furlongs, handicap. Betting

— Mainslai 9 to 10 (opening at even), Road Runner 3i, Joe

Ucquer 10 and Blue Bell 25 to 1. Poor start. Blue

Bell beat thellsg, and was not headed and won easily by one

length. The favorite was away last and finished fourth.

Winner, b ni, 4, by Prince of Norfolk—Gem of the Mount-

ains Clacqner (ch h, 5, by Three Cheers— Bell of the Lake)

second driving. Road Runner (ch h, 4, by Joe Daniels—Miss

Hooker) third. Time, 1:07.

Fourth race—One and one sixteenth miles, handicap. Bet-

ting—Little Cripple 8 to 5, Del Norte 11 to 5, Mamie Scott

4, Claudius 6, Gussie 15 and Flirtilla 20 to 1. Good start.

Mamie Scott set the pace and led to the wire, where Claudius

just nipped her out by half a head. Winner, b h, 4, by imp.

Brutus—Swayback. Mamie Scott (b f, 3, by Canny Scott—

Eola), second, driving ; Little Cripple (br e, 4, by imp. Pir-

ate of Penzance—Lady Stanhope), third. Time, 1:47.

Fifth race—One mile, selling. Betting—Ransom even,

Duchess of Milpitas 12 to 5, Monita 5, Adelante 6 (opened

at 15), Hy Dv and Olivia 15, Vernon 30 to 1. Good start

Duche-6 of Milpitas led from the first turn, and won by a

length hands down. Winner, b f, 3, by Duke of Norfolk—

Ledette. Olivia (b f, 3. by Emperor of Norfolk—Dolly L.),

second, easilv; Hy Dv (br g, a, by Hyder Ali—Addie War-

ren), third. 'Time, 1:41}.

Rey £1 Santa Anita Wins Again.

New Yobk, October 22.—" Lucky" Baldwin's Key el

Santa Anita, whose eccentricities and whose running have

provoked so much ill-feeling, appeared in the second race

today at Morris Park. The California trouble-maker was

handicapped before the stewards made their decision on Sat-

urday to accept no more of Mr. Baldwin's entries.

With 130 pounds up Rey el Santa Anita galloped away

from Helen Nichols, Sir Francis and Lamplighter, who fin-

ished at his heels in the order named, and he ran the mile

and a furlong in 1:54}. To Helen Nichols, who ran second,

he gave in actual weight twenty-two pounds and to Sir Fran-

cis thirty-three pounds. It was a remarkable performance.

E.J. Baldwin on Monday prepared a letter to the stew-

ards of the Morris Park meeting, requesting them to recon-

sider their action in refusing to accept further entries from

his stable. He was very much worked up over the ruling of

the stewards. He said that he had intended to come West

shortlv.but now he will stay there until the Morris Park

officials either reinstate his horses or else name the specific

ch«rge« upon which they decline to accept his entries.

The stewards of the Westchester Racing Association have

directed that a letter, in which the following occurs, be sent

E. J. Baldwin :

B"Thi» resolution only contemplates the refusal of the en-

: your stable at the present meeting, and does not go

beyond this. This matter haa been referred to the Jockey

Club for other action, and you will then have an opportunity

to present Buch testimony as you may desire to offer to show

why rule IS ahould not be applied to your i table beyond the

lit- nr.,1 of this meeting.
" If the running of your horses, as well as that of any other

stable, is not satisfactorv to the stewards of the meeting, they

have the privilege under the rules of racing of refusing the

entries of such stable without any investigation and without

notice."

High Olaes Horses Sold.

At the auction sale of thoroughbreds belonging to P. Loril-

lard, P. J. Dwyer, David Gideon, August Belmont and

others, hrl I at New York, October 12th, the following were

the principal ones, with prices and purchasers :

April Fool, b c, 3, by Sensation—Diadem; J. Hitchcock,

Bloomer, b f. 2, by Sensation— Equnlitv; J. Chinn, $2,100.

Hermy, l> f. '-', hy imp Simon Magus—Madonna; J.

Boater.
inn. hr g, 2. bv Emperor— I Idico; G. Woods, $1,100.

.well b h, 'I, by Leonatus—Nettie Howell; U. La

Cleir, :

Patrician, b c, 5, bv imp. St. Blaise—Peeress ; P. Dunne,

:

Requital, bo, 2, by imp. Eothen— Retribution; W. 1'

Tbompeoo, 121

Har.let, ch c, 2, by Sensation— Almv; O A. Jones, $10,000.

Oh i I trlotUj ' I A. Jones, (12,

Jack of Spade ,
li c, 1. by Magoetizer—imp. Nellie James;

J, Cbioo, 12,600.

Sagamore, ur g, 2, hy Sensation—Eavora; J. Chinn, $1,300

108 of tin- grandest horses in train-
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Santa Anita's Trouble—When Rey el Santa Anita was

showing his peculiarities, in so marked a way on the Bay

District course, I advised Mr. Baldwin, in this department of

the Breeder and Spoktsman, to get rid of him. That the

owner of such a pronounced in-and-out racehorse was pecu-

liarly unfortunate, as be was 6ure to keep the unlucky one in

a peck of troubles. If a poor man, straiehtened by fell neces-

sity to struggle for provisions, hay and grain.he would surely

come to grief, owner and horse "ruled oil for life," when it

might be that all was owing to the perverse nature of the

brute which would only ran when the odds were satisfactory.

If the ownership was vested in a person that had accumulated

so many good dollars that the keeping of a very big stable

was a mere bagatelle, such a small fraction of his annual in-

come, that the cost could not possibly figure, then, even, there

would be carping critics to claim that wealth did not come in

the way when inclination ran contrary, and accuse the Croe-

sus, aB well as the impecunious owner, of intentional fraud.

Those who could not believe that a person who had so little

to gain, in comparison to the odium attached, could possibly

be guilty, and that the men he employed bad hoodwinked

him, telling plausible stories to account for defeat, and re-

taining his confidence notwithstanding the palpable display

of wrongdoing. That was ray opinion and was so stated in

the article which appeared where Mr. Baldwin's trainer

was warned ofTthe Bay District course. Mr. Baldwin would

not accept the charges against the trainer, retained him in

bis employ, and when an Eastern Jockey Club also gave

warning, still signified his beliet that the trainer was wrong-

fully accused. This action of the owner has been accepted,

by not a few turfmen, as evidence of complicity, but that view

may be erroneous.

Readers of Trilby, and those who have been so fortunate as

to see Du Manner's heroine and her associates represented

by living actors, can readily understand that occult influences

may be so potent as to destroy judgment, and then again a

person can have the valuable quality of fealty to friends and

employes so strongly developed as to overcome his powers of

penetration, and ncthing will convince him of the unworth-

ness of his proteges.

I sincerely hope that a rigid investigation will exonerate

Mr. Baldwin, and that can onlv be hoped for on the plea that

he has been imposed upon, either through the dishonesty or

incapacity of the people in his employ. Unless that is clearly

shown, however, the future welfare of the turf must be

guarded by making an example of the weathy owner. Im-
peratively demanded, the prominence of the party charged

wilh guilty practices intensifying the desire to see penalties

enforced.

Since written the above the following telegram was re-

ceived. From that it will be learned that Mr. Baldwin now
realizes that there had been "unprincipled people around ray

stables." Had he become aware of that sooner, this trouble

might have been avoided, as I am inclined to the belief that

there was some sort of hypotnism used, and that so effectually

as to blind the owner of the champion in and outer of the

laU half century.

New York. N. Y.. October 21.—E. J. Baldwin to-day prepared a
letter to tbe stewards of tbe Morris Park meeting, requesting them to

reconsider their action in refusiug to accept further entries from his

stable.

Se i3 very much worked up over the ratings of the stewards. He
says that he had intended to jjo West shortly, but now he will stay

here until the Morris Park officials either reinstate bis horses or else

name the specific charges upon which they decline to accept his en-
tries.

He intimated strongly to-night that be would spend a lot of monev
in the eniplovrnent of the ablest lawyers that be could get before he
would allow thema'terto remain in its present shape. He stated,

however, that before proceeding to extreme measures, he would use

every effort in his power to obtain a rehearing of the case. In his

letter Mr. Baldwin says

:

" I have given over twenty-five years of my life to the breeding
and running of horses, all of whicb has resulted in tbe present per-

fection of the Santa Anita Stable. Tim has been done purely nut of
my love for horses and racing, and without any thought of profit.

" During all of that time I have never been aware of a suspicion
on the part ofanv one of wrongdoing on my part. As is tbe case
with all owners of racing stables, I have uniortunately had unprin-
cipled people around my stables. Uncertain as people sometimes are.

horses are more so.
" Complaint was made to me on Saturday by the stewards that the

running of Rev el Santa Anita at tbe B'ooklvn track was not satis-

factory. I was astted by them whether I had told my trainer to run
the horse.

" I replied that I had telegraphed from New York to my trainer on
the morning of the rare to cet the horse ready to run, as T was not
going to run Rey del Carreres. When I reached tbe track I went to

the oaddock. where they were rubblne Rey el Santa Anita down.
"My trainer told me then that he did not think the horse was in

first-class condition to run that day, and that I had better not bet

any money on him. I told Mm he was too late.as I had alreadysent

in a commission on him,and I thought he so lar outclassed the other

horsee entered that he would win.
" The horn sounded just then before I had walked twenty steps

away, and it was too late to withdraw him. even if I had wished to

d<> so, as the liorse was then under the control of the judges. I have
wltnesse to an these tacts.

"
i in... ie the remark to mv trainer that if he bad telegraphed me

tbe horae'B condition I would |not have run him, as I make it a rule

never to run any bone until I think him In flrst-cUws condition.
"

i have this proposition to make to this stewards for the purpose of

satisfyinK ihein beyond question of the uncertainty of hor o racing.

I will Place Roy el Santa Anita in <;hnrm- . if any proper persm .h*sie-

nated by tnem. to be subjected to such trials as they mar Bee fit to

Impose npon blm, and l will eladlv abide by the result. This prop-

ositi nolndea Arapahoe as well, ami I should he but too well

pleased should the stewards accept and ac< upon thin suggestion.

i rm i inip hut think that the action of the stewards on Satur-

day was an '> and premature."

* #

i.katton in the Horse Review, goes into estaties over

the management of Andrews, driver of Bouncer in the

Transylvania slake. His fervid encomiums are based on the

firs' heat being laid up so effectually that Bouncer was ninth

in a field of thirteen, and the second she was incomparably

better managed by taking the last place, 12 being her num-

ber in the summary, one being distanced in the first heat.

The gist nf '.rattan's remarks are contained in the fol-

lowing sentences:

"A iitlrewa merely let ibe other fellows fight it out for two

beat*, while he finished 7, 12, and then he went on and won

The real good people cannot afford to aspland a victory of

thai ii H" Ihey had been in control thev would have

mlrew. go out with hi" four-year-old from th* word

ir«t heat and kill her off in ap eflort to jjjn.'l

The effort to be smart and the logic are on a par. Tht
first and second heats were trotted in 2:12, 2:10'}, won by
LynneBel. The third, fourth and fifth in 2:10i, 2:10j, 2:10}.

Bouncer drew the ninth position so that she had as fav-

orable a chance to win the first heat as the second, and better

than in the third heat, which she won. That she could have
won the heats she lost is a fair conclusion. She was second-

choice in the pools the night before the race, and as there i

was book-betting it is a justifiable inference that the "legs of

the bookmakers were pulled," to use Grattan's words. Let us

suppose that Bouncer had met with an accident in the fifth;

heat, and that of so serious a character as to compel her
withdrawal.

The third and fourth heats proving that Bbe should have
won the first, and might have won the second as well, who
then would applaud the tactics of Andrews? Or it might
have been that with the very last position at the send-off.

If Bouncer could not have beaten Lynne Bel in the thiid
heat, and as be finished second, the others which made the
effort, Altao and Piletts, being unequal to the task, the race

would have been ended, and in that case Andrews would have
been a party to " burning-ap the money " placed on Bouncer,
if not as guilty as though he had " pulled " the third heat as

well as the first and second. There may be a distinction in

the two crimes, the difference will not be so great as to give
cause for approval in one, for denunciation in the other.

There are phases of the question connected with laying up
heals which do not require long arguments to show that the
practice should be forbidden, and that so forcibly as to com-
pel obedience. If the advantage is so great as Grattan claims,

to the parties who lay up, it is manifestly unfair to those who
are making an honest endeavor to win from the start. " A
fair field and no favor," everyone who engages in a race has.

a right to demand. That is tbe true foundation for all sports,

and when a person is granted the privilege of taking it easy
while others are struggling, is anything but a fair field, and
with favors awarded totboBe who have the least claim to be
thus distinguished. Then if heats were not laid up it would
be impossible to ''throw" races. Splan's story is a good il-

lustration. A driver bad laid up the first heat at the com-
mand of the owner, the betting not being satisfactory. The
expected change did not materialize and the order was re-

peated. After the loss of two heats the owner got his money
on at rates that suited him, and he invested with a will. The
third heat was lost and the race ended. In reply to the vio-

lent attack of the owner the driver retorted, that he had laid

up two heats for the owner and only one for himself, and he
could not see where he could be blamed while there was no
censure for the double swindle.

I feel quite confident that the owner of Bouncer, Mr.
Simpson of New York, would not sanction such management.
He spent the afternoon with me in Oakland on Friday, Octo-
ber 4th, six days before the Transylvania was to be decided,

and I was much pleased to learn that he coincided in my
published views regarding the necessity of divesting harness

racing of its most obnoxious features. From that conversa-

tion I am very certain that he would be better satisfied if his

great young mare had won it in straight heats, in place of

bringing up the tail-end of the procession in two of them.
Far more worthy of applause fighting an honest battle than
to depend on outside aid to discomfit an adversary, and had
that been the issue there are few who would not have given
more hearty plaudits than under the present circumstances.

I am particularly well pleased with the result, and ready to

award a full measure of praise to the speedy and staunch filly

while condemning her driver for the tactics he followed. In
the conversation mentioned I told Mr. Simpson that from the

published accounts of Eastern races I thought his mare had a

good chance to win the stake. He replied that he would be
delighted if my prophesy proved a true prediction though it

was a very strong field to meet. We are all gratified when
vaticinations are verified, and there are other reasons for be-

iog thoroughly satisfied with Bouncer's victory. Still had
there been a straight beat conquest, as was the case from 1890
to 1S95 it would have been more in keeping, or, as in the

first-mentioned year when McDoel lost the third heat, in

which be was second, in place of being last the satisfaction

would be increased, although he may be termed a higher
mark to trot third, fourth and fifth heatB in 2:1(M, 2:10|,

2:10$, after going fast enough to save her distance in the first

and second. But as stated before these three heats are the

strongest kind of proof that she could have won, like all of

her predecessors, with one exception, in straight heats. The
average for Lynne Bel is 2:11£, for Bouncer 2:10i, and, there-

fore, her ability to win " right off the reel " can scarcely be

questioned.

There are many drivers who seem to be impressed with the

idea that laying up heats is a token of ability, and when suc-

cessful after pursuing that plan, swell up with exceeding

pride over the performance.
When writers applaud, pat them on the back and sing,

*'Whata brave boy are you," it is not surprising that self-

laudation should be stronger than judgment. Still if the

truth were known, very many races have been lost by laying

up, and that when the intention was to win. Every race that

has been "thrown" is an object lesson of the practice beiog

carried out to its fullest extent.

** *

Programme C. J. C.—Some of the sheets got misplaced

in the hands of the printers, which was the cause of some

errors in the programme of the California Jockey Club, and

after a careful overhauling Mr. Kelley found where a better

arrangement could be made.
A huge and perplexing one that programme. With so

many entries, and the same horses named in Beveral events,

twentv-eigbt races to be divided in seven days, it was nearly

out of the question to eflect a satisfactory arrangement.

Then, too, due care had to be-observed that there should be

an attractive bill for each day of the meeting, so that tbe

problem became one of exceeding tribulation. It was very

important that the arrangement should be such as to inter-

est the people on every day of tbe meeting, and hence it

would not be good policy to have all the races which were
likely to be the uost potent magnet in drawing attendance on

a few days, when it wrs possible to distribute them so as to

make a good showing on each afternoon.

OwnerB and breeders of trotters and pacers have a big stake

in this meeting. Should it prove remunerative to the club

it will ensure others being given and these as liberally en-

dowed as thp one vhich will commence November Sth and

close on the 15th of that month, and these meetings will be

held at a time when the best results will follow.

One of them so early in the Spring as to give the horses

which will fflake tbe Eastern campaign ap opportunity \Q
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irticipate, and the other when these horses come back. The
eatest drawback to harness racing in California is the short-

ies of the season, and with a springy circuit arranged that

Sill be overcome.

tn all probability should the C. J. C. give a Spring trot-

ng meeting others will follow, and in place of having to

ait until the last of the Summer to commence, from March

i November, will be available.

***
Rancho del Sierras-El Bio Ret.—Nearly five thous-

nd feet above ocean level is the altitude of Washoe Valley

t the point where the above named breeding farm is located,

'here are mountains which rise thousands of feet more on

he jrest side of the valley, and to the east a range of lesser

levations.

A grand place for the breeding and rearing of fine horses,

fben the adjuncts are as complete as those are which Mr.

Winters has erected. Cold at times during the winter as that

devation indicates, but the buildings in which the horses are

lomiciled have been constructed with the view of keeping

rat the cold, and the paddocks are on the sunny side of the

>ig barn, and there are many genial days in the winter time

when the youngsters can gambol to their heart's delight.

rhe valley and the blopes afford nutritious herbage, "green

eed" during all of the summer months, and material for the

rery best hay. The timothy which io grown there I have no

hesitancy in classifying as the best I ever saw, as the absence

)f rain daring the haying season makes proper curing easily

managed, and with a greater profusion of blades than that

»rass has in the Western states.

Superior oats is also a product, and the proprietor of the

famous farm is a full believer in the adage " that half the

horse goes down his throat," and his long and successful

career as a breeder of race horses is ample testimony that

hie system and methods are correct.

From the mountains on the West come streams of the pur-

est water, and thus, after the right kind of foundation stock

bas been secured, nothing is lacking for the productiou of

borses which will "earn brackets" in these days when speed

Df the highest flight is necessary to secure the coveted honor.

It is almost supererogatory to do more than mention the

Dame of Theodore Winters in connection with racing affairs,

entirely so to dilate on the merits of horBes he has bred and

reared to those who have even a Bmall knowledge of race-

horse history. From the time he carried "Norfolk" across

the isthmus, and that is more than thirty years ago, up to the

present day tbe horses he has bred have played important

parts, and for the last twenty years a succession of cracks

which have gained renown on the most famous courses of

the Orient.

This was a logical sequence when the foundation was so

well laid. The best horses cf the day could only make Nor-

folk gallop, and at St. Louis and Patterson he " romped "

home with so much ease as to make real good horses which

were behind him look cheap. Not a heat lost, a succession

of victories, so that when his sons carried all before them the

inheritance was legitimately their right.

Great as Norfolk was on the race course, and in the stud,

bad it not been for bad management Joe Hooker might have

been his peer when the "colors were up," and in the stud he

has proved a worthy companion. Joe was one of the very

fastest horses in my knowledge, so fast, that it is difficult to

find a comparison, and with form and breeding to match his

speed.

With all due appreciation of the standing of these great

sires, with a full knowledge of what they have done in the

way of procreating animals that have gained world-wide dis-

tinction, I am inclined to the belief that the present monarch

of the mountain rancho, El Rio Rey, will prove their super-

ior. This may be ascribed to undue favoritism, and yet there

are good grounds for the belief. In the first place he was a

great racehorse among great race horses, never losing a race,

had an immense turn of speed, carried weights that would

have stopped the pick of two-year olds, in fact, there were

good grounds for an enthusiastic admirer to claim that in

the whole history of the turf there had never been his equal

when the comparison was between El Rio Rey and any other

two-year old.

Nearly three years ago I listened attentively to a red-hot

discussion in the Wellington House, Chicago. The room was

thronged with turfmen, and the question came up as to the

merit of the horses which had raced at Washington Park.

Emperor cf Norfolk had staunch supporters, YoTambien a

goodly array of adherents, but when the El Rio Rey advo-

cate put in the plea that when a colt could fall down in a

race of five and a half furlongs and then win over a good

field, he must be awarded the first prize for speed, he was

voted winner of that part of the debate. But this estimate

was shared by those cute folk, the bookmakers, is evident.

In his first race he stood 5 to 4 on, four>tarters, in the sec-

ond 5 to 3 ou, seven starters, third race, 5 to 4 oo, thirteen

starters, fourth race, 4 to 1 on, five starters, fifth race, 1 to 1

on, fifteen starters. This was the Eclipse Stakes, value to

winner $23,750, and his sixth race was a handicap for two-

year-olds, he carrying top weight, 126 pounds, giving from

28 to 10 pounds in a field of 15. with the betting 2 to 1 on,

running three quarters in 1:11, and gaining $9,520, by the

great performances. His last race, 2 to 1 on, as usual, with

eight starters, and this was a stake worth $5,225. I will not

ao far underrate the intelligence of my readers as to think it

necessary to go further in order to prove the racing quali-

ties of El Rio Rey.
There are different opinions regarding the best form for

racing and, therefore, can only say that my estimate places

him in the front rank oo that score. I am nearly tempted to

write the highest formed horse I ever saw, but will qualify

that by markiog it down, never saw a horse which combined

more of the "points'' which are admitted to be the best for

speed and endurance.

"An ounce of blood is worth a pound o f bone" is an old-

time maxim, and with Bome explanations can be accepted as

correct. "Blood is blood but form is superiority." This

rather ambiguous sentence can be coupled with the others,

and then the translation may be, form and breeding are both

essential in a stallion when racing progeny is desired.

"Breed to Derby and St. Leger winners" is the advice

of which many well posted Englishmen concur in endorsing.

Combine as 'many winning strains as possible, unless indi-

viduals are faulty in fnrm, not up to the usual standard if

the families to which they belong, will not be a bad "excerpt"

to lake the place of the English saying in America.

Norfolk, Lexington, BoBton, a trio of names borne by the

undisputed champions of their eras, and Glencoe
Sarpedon and other English celebrities on the paternal eide

of El Rio Rey.
Having bred his dam I may be accused of over-partiality

for that side of the house, but I have heard so many say that

they regarded Marion as the foremost of American brood-
mares, tending to establish confidence in the merits of the
animals, and strengthen the belief that my favoritism is well
placed. Her sire, Malcolm, was a fine race horse of high
form, by Bonnie Scotland, his dam Lady Lancaster, by imp.
Monarch, grandam Lady Canton, by imp. Tranby. Lady
Lancaster, the dam of many celebrities, among them Ontario,
dam of McWhirler. Marion met with misfortune in her first

" repeat " on the Oakland track, breaking off the point of the
wing of the coffin bone, When apparently recovered she
was named in a race of three miles, was working so well that

I had great hopes of winning, when in what was intended to

be her last fast work before the race she broke down so badly
that she hobbled on three legs from the track to her box. A
grand-looking mare, speed that was wonderful, endurance
assured by her breeding, and of such strength of constitution,

that now when twenty-four years old she shows little indica-

tions of age, and those who have seen her foal of this year
say that it is a worthy member of tbe family. Praise enough.
Her dam Maggie Mitchell, by imp. Yorkshire, never

raced. Injured when in training for a stake in Memphis she
was thrown out of training. Her son, Burnbrrei, was one of

the fastest horses I ever saw gallop, and another son, Craiger-

burn, beat Nell Flaherty, in the "upper country," "on three

legs."

The next dam, Charmer, by imp. Glencoe, was unques-
tionably of the highest class. She won, according to my
recollection, twice as many races as any other son or

daughter of her noted sire. Sixteen of them at three miles,

eight at heats of four miles, none of them less than heats of

two miles, forty-three in all, which Bbe won.
When Marion was running out in a little field adjoining

the Oakland Trotting Park, James L. Eoff and I were walk-

ing past. When opposite she raised, her head, turning it

toward us, when Eoff exclaimed : "There is an exact image
of Charmer; where did she come from?" Captain Tom Merry
also noted the resemblance, though she carries the Bonnie
Scotland characteristics as well.

Charmer's dam, Betsey Malone, by Stockholder, ran twen-

ty-two races and the only one she lost was by falling.

When conversing with old time Tennessee racing folk, and
great racehorses were the topic, it was a sure response to eu-

logies of others that Betsey Malone was Me boss.

So many Californians are now interested in the descendants

of Marion, that when the busy season is over—though there

is scarcely a let-up in this country—I will give a more ex-

tended account cf the family connections.

There is little question that her grandson, Rey del Carre-

ras, is very near if not quite at the top, and a whole lot of

others well worthy of mention.
That Rancho del Sierras met with a great loss when Joe

Hooker died is beyond question, that El Rio Rey will keep
up the prestige of the oldest of Pacific Slope racehorse

breeders is my unqualified belief.

* *
Not Frank Forrester.—The Breeder and Horseman

gives the talented writer, " Frank Forrester "—Henry W
Herbert—the credit of writing the graphic account of the

race between Wagner and Grey Eagle in 1839 at Louisville,

Ky.

"N. of Arkansas," Colonel Nolan, wrote a report which

was published in the Louisville Journal and copied in the

Spirit of the Times, though the editor of that paper wrote the

description which has been pronounced the best ever pub-

lished, and with all due deference to Iconoclast I must give

it a place before Homer's account of the races on the plains

of Troy.
Two mces of heats of four miles were ran during the week.

The first was ran on Monday, September 30th, the second

Saturday, October 5th. Wagner won the first in straight

heats, 7:48, 7:44; the second Grey Eagle won the first heat

in 7:51 ; Waener the second in 7:43 ; in the third Grey
Eagle broke down in tbe second mile.

I suppose the editor of the Tennessee journal was misled

by the account appearing in Frank Forrester's " Horses of

America " in which it is stated: " In addition to the brilliant

report of ' N. of Arkansas,' in the Spirit of the Times, the

editor, since his return, has given his impressions of the

meeting in the columns of that paper. Many readers of this

magazine have expressed a desire that we should also give

them a report or the two great races. In compliance with

the general desire of these we proceed to give our own im-

pressions of the two races."

This was likely to mislead, but the magazine referred to

was the Turf Register, and Sporting Magazine was als6 under

the editorial charge of Wm. T. Porter, and the account in

"Horses of America" is aliteral copy.

The description of "N. of Arkansas " appeared in the

Spirit of the Times October 19th, that of Wm. T. Porter in

the issue of January 4, 1840.

J cherish a great admiration, as well 'as friendly feeling,

for the "Tall Son of York," and therefore, make this correc-

tion.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

HOOF-BEATS.
Babe Marion. 2:20, lowered bis record at Los Angeles to

2:171. Babe Marion is a three-year old pacer by Steinway.

Steinway has had eight additions to his 2:30 list this
season. Guy Wilkes is the only California stallion that leads
him ; he has nine.

DrAELO, 2:09}, is improv i eg in health, and his owner,
Wm. Murray, believes he will be ready for the California
Jockey Club meeting.

Zombro equaled his record of 2:13 again at Los Angeles
last Tuesday, and won his race in Btraight heats. He is a
wonderful three-year-old.

Zephyr, a horse driven by L. Swan at Central Park, Ore-
gon, got a record of 2:27A at Central Point, Oregon, October
10th. Zephyr was sired by Antevo.

Nearly all the horses that are not at the Los Aogeles
track are being worked at the Oakland course preparatory
to the race meeting to be given by the California Jockey
Club.

DoRSEY.the good thing that won the first race Wednesday in
such easy style and left the maiden ranks in a most impressive
manner, was named for his breeder, Colonel Caleb Dorsey.
He is by Cyclone, dam by Kit Carson, and entered by D. A.
Nunar.

Waldo J. is in such a disabled condition from his race
at Ventura that he will not be a starter at the Los Angelef
meeting. He is being carefully nursed with the object, is

possible, of starting him at the California Jockey Club in
November.

Algrjgor, by 8teinway, out of Maggie McGregor, by
Robert McGregor, is a wonder. He got a record of 2:15} in
the second heat of the second race he ever started id. It was
the 2:25 pace at Los Angeles, Thursday. AUrfgor is four
years old and is owned by T. J. Crowley, of this city.

Johnnie Perkins withdrew Visalia from the 2:13 trot
at Los Angeles on Wednesday, on account of the unfair treat-
ment which he believes he received from the judges on Mon-
day when a heat was taken away from Jasper Ayres. He
proposes not to start a horse until the Breeders meeting next
week.

Both Jasper Paulsen and Our Lucky were crippled in
their race at San Jose, which was won by Columbus S. The
former has not started since, and has only been lately having
slow work. Our Lucky is retired for life, bis injuries beiog
so severe that he was carried in a dray from the Fresno fair

grounds to the depot.

The track at Los Angeles is sluggish and has no elasticity

to it. As it is " cuppy " it is especially hard on pacers and
the consensus of opinion among visiting horsemen is that a
top dressing of clay should be laid on it before next season.
The condition of the track is held responsible for Native
State's poor showing on the opening day, as it was with diffi-

culty he could trot a level step.

The admirers of Klamath, affectionately called "Cookie"
by his owner, Tom Raymond, will be pained to hear that he
was attacked with rheumatism toward the close of his Eastern
campaign, and though he has had the tenderest care, be
wasted away until he was but a shadow of his former self.

Since returning to his old home he has been rapidly rejune-
vating, and the otner day Mr. Raymond sent him a fast

eighth in 0:12, but it is problematical whether he will be fit

to send to the Jockey Club meeting, where he is billed to

meet Azote. If both are in fine fettle the contest will be the
biggest drawing card that has beeu on the coast for years.

Navarre a Great Horse.

Registration of Foals.

The New York Mercury of October 19th prints in full the

list of foals of 1894 that had been registered with the Jockey

Club up to October 9th.

Breeders of thoroughbreds should remember, says the

Mercury that tbe time for registration of foals of 1895 ex-

pires on November 1st with the Jockey Club. Registration

is required by the Western Turf Congress as well as The
Jockey Club. The Western Turf Congress recognizes the

Stud Book as the official organ of registry, and The Jockey

Club requires registration with it to entitle horses to race on

Eastern tracks. For the sake of convenience and accuracy,

when breeders report to The Jockey Club their foals, it will

be well at the same time to send a duplicate report to the

editor of the Stud Book.

The time for registration of California foals has been ex-

tended by the Jockey Club to December 1, 1895.

The polo races next week at the Breeders meeting are

a novel feature, and it is awakening such interest at Los

Angeles that it is predicted over 6,000 spectators will be

present.

New York, October 24.—It was expected that a good

day's sport would be held at Morris Park with several well-

filled races on the card. A few surprises, due to changes in

form, were looked for, but it was not thought that a lot of

Central Office detectives would cause consternation among
tbe betting men in the office of tr.e association. Such was the
case, however, and a fine day's sport was marred by the
action of the police. After the fourth race had been run,
eight bookmakers, with five assistants, were arrested on
charges of bookmaking and taken to the Essex Market Po-
lice Couat, where they were bailed out.

Inspector McCullough was at the track, and after the sixth
race, tbe judges, Colonel Simmons and Clarence McDowell,
and C. G. Fitzgerald, clerk of the scales, were taken into
custody on a charge of maintaining a lottery. After the
races the prisoners were also taken to Essex Market Police
Court and released on bail.

The great race of the day was the Municipal Handicap at
a mile and three quarters, in which August Belmont's crack
Henry of Navarre, was asked to take up 130 pounds and give
four pounds each to Rey el Santa Anita and Gifford, while
Andrews was tbp lightweight. Navarre was held at 4 to 5,
Clifford was played as a second choice and Rey el Sinta
Anita third, while nodody wanted Aadrews at any price.
Navarre won easily by a good length. Andrews and Clif-

ford had done battle for the first mile. Andrews then gave
up, and Clifford tried to g-t Navarre, but failed. Rey el

Santa Anita eot the place by eight lengths from Clifford, who
died away to nothing, yet was third by fifteen lengths. Time.
3:02.

^

Names Claimed.

Editor Breeder and Spokts.man: T claim the name
Kate Malone for sorrel filly, white hind pastern, small star,

foaled 1S95, dam Lady LeGrande.by Le Grande; second dam
Young Fannie Wickham, by Arthurton ; third dam Fannie
Malone, by Niagara; fourth dam Old Fannie Wickham;
sired by Wilkes Moor,2:27£ (registered Fez), by Guy Wilkes—Del 8ur.

Rose Clark, b f, small star, first dam Wilkes Corbitt, by
Wilkes Moor: second dam Ventura, by Wm. Corbitt—
Echo, sire, L. J., by Comrade (Stamboul— Electioneer.) L.
J.'s first dam is by Guy Wilkes, bred by L. J. Rose.
Hueneme, Cal., Oct. 3. 1885. Thomas Clark.
Bred by Orville Appleby, San Jose. Cal.

LElL.for b c, foaled May 3, 1S95, by imp. Loyalist—
Juniata, by Wildidie.
Little Conde, for ch c, by Conde, out of Pigmy, by

Olemus.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

The weather is getting very cold in the East.

Electrician (sire of Midi, 2:231) is full brother to Ber-

nal, 2:17.

St. Jootih, by St. Just, got a record of 2:28 at Win6eld

Kansas, October 5th.

Asteorian is the name of a pacer by Anteros that got a

record of 2.-22J at Windsor, Ont., Oct. 11.

The great two-year-old Tommy Britton went a half Mon-

day on the Lexington track in 1:03, quarterin 0:30}.

VI8ALIA, &12}, is one of the gamest young mares ever

seen in California. She is by Iris, a son of Eros, 2:29}.

The Santa Ana fair was a great success.

Millard F. Sanders left for the East on a business trip

last Monday.

('as any of our readers give us the pedigree of Encounter

2:17?
'

The pacer La Belle, 2:09, is by the trotting stallion Lock-

heart, 2:08J.

GrabadO, by Sultan, got a record of 2:26 at Philadelphia

last month.

Red Wilkes has had fourteen new ones added to his

splendid list this year.

A few meetings more and the light harness horses will

retire to winter quarters.

The dam of Valley Queen, 2:16, the good, game daughter

of Sphinx, is Mascot, by Red Wilkes.

Kitty Xutford, by Nutford, entered the 2:30 list at

Santa Ana, getting a mark of 2:25}.

Ethel Downes, 2:13, has woj seven consecutive races.

She is by Boodle and is as handsome as a picture.

Methis-to, by Sidoey, dam by Guy Wilkes, is said to be

a very fast horse. He is owned by J. A. Dunlap, Tarantum,
Pa.

The Electioneer family monopolized the money in the

Transylvania and got the second slice in the Futurity at Lex-
ington.

Fred Kohl, 2:12}, is by Guy Wilkes, out of Mystic, by
Nutwood, second dam Emma Arteburo, by Mambrino
Patchen.

ABDUL Ameer, two-year-old son of Stamboul, 2:07}, and
Silverone, 2:19}, took a time record of 2:30 at Mystic Park
last week.

A yearling 6on of To Order's called Jeremiah won a half

mile race in two heats at Warren, Ohio, October 12th. Time,
1:291, 1:24.

Orindo, a bay gelding by Antevolo won the race for three

minute trotters at Ypsilanti, Mich., October 8th. Time, 2:33,

2:3U, 2:30.

Prince Lavalard, 2:23}, by L.avalard, son of Director,

lowered his record to 2:161 at Mystic Park, Medford, Mass.,
October 13th.

The Los Angeles meetiog is another success. The people
in the southern portion of California are particular to light

harness events.

The Transylvania brought over $90,000 into the box. ft

was the heaviest betting race since the memorable Colum-
bian free for-all.

Antenette, by Anteros, won a good race at North Man-
chester, Ind , Sept. 27th, trotting, the last three of the five

heats in 2:30, 2:30 and 2:31}.

Ella W., 2:17, by Eros, has entirely recovered from her
cranky ways, and 11. I k-llmnn, her driver, thinks she will be
a better mare than ever next year.

Wm. VioiiET is to send a number of very promising

trotters to the combination sale to be held by Messrs. Killip
' a. in Ibis city, November 12th.

HM A., a yearling sister to Beauzetta, 2:08}, brought
$1,60(1 at auction in Lexington, Ky., last week. H. J. Rose,
'if ' iiuaha, Nebraska, was the buyer.

Now that Pedlar has won the longest race of the year

—

ten heats— it is in order for some sage to descant on the lack
of racing quality of the Electioneers.

WflBB Fred S. Moody, by (iuy Wilkes, out of Montrose
by Sultan, won the ¥7,5(10 Futurity Stake at Lexington, he
lowered his record from 2:19} to 2:18.

1 (onal record* seem to be in favor with the fast pac-
Bn. Poor have records of 2:04 (lat, none ha\e flat recordB of
2:05 or 2:06, while five have 2:07 records.

DaoHKAV, 2:25, lowered his record to 2:231 at Los An-
geles last Monday. He will be sold at Madison Square
<iarden by W. B. Faaig & Co. next month.

r remark* that (he scrub seems to be
finding his place in the fertilizer factory, and the country is

bleated by his conversion into leather and phosphate.

Tmk fall mttUag of the P. (J. T. H. B. Association corn-
Monday next at Los Angeles. The greatest prepara-

tions are being made for it and success seems assured.

MATH! NUTWOOD (dam of Hsron Dillon, 2:10), by Nut-
wood, was purchased by tin- lnu- W. II. Hobart, and died at
his farm, San Mateo. Baron Dillon was her only colt.

ETTA was never so good as she is right now. Orrin
Hickok he ! her so she goes with her head straight in
front of her aid she is as sound as a newly-milled coin.

Harry Agnew has a remarkably handsome Guy Wilkes

stallion out of Lady Indigo, by Alcona, that will make Borne

of his competitors next year step down the line to pass him.

The Horseman of last week publishes a beautiful picture

of Mrs. W. E. D. Stokes, one of the brightest and most en-

thusiastic friends the light harness horse has in New York.

Chas. Marvin drove the Electioneer mare. Utility, at,

Lexington, when she captured the 2:14 class trotting race io

2:;3, 2:18$ and 2:19. Utility is out of Consolation, bv Dic-

Ella T., the gray mare by Altamont that won the 2:11

pacing race at Lexington, was a close second to Colonel

Thornton in 2:09}, then won the three succeeding heats in

2: 10, 2:09, fcllf.

The Wilkes family will soon be entitled I o consideration

as the greatest pacing family in existence. Oat of the 48 new
2:10 pacers of this season, 20 carry the blood of the Bon of

Hambletonian and Dolly Spanker.

Wanda and Phenol, two of our best campaigners, have had
their names duplicated by some Eastern horse-owners who
have no right to uss them, and now a Nutwood Wilkes pops

up with a record of 2:23. Next

!

A local syndicate, headed by F. D. Stout, which has

leased Nutwood Park and Highland Farm, and bought the

eighty-four horses, except Nutwood, began to improve the

track at Dubuque, Iowa, last Monday.

On Sunday last Nathan Strauss drove Cobwebs a mile to

wagon over Fleetwood in 2:21}, and the chestnut son of Whips
looks as if he could beat Mb record. Mr. 8trauss says he
makes the best roadster he ever owned.

Major Dubois has great faith in Sulphide. He says he is

not content to let the great colt stay where he is, but intends

that he shall haye a chance to equal, if not surpass, Directly's

world two-year-old pacing record of 2:07^.

We will esteem it a favor if any of our readers will ctnd
in the nameB of any 2:30 performers we have omitted in our

table on another page. We would also be pleased to be noti-

fied of any errors that may be found therein.

The courtesy extended by Mr. Willetts and his wife to

the driver of W. Wood, the horse that defeated their hand-
some stallion, Silkwood, at Santa Ana last week, made thou-

sands of friends for this highly esteemed couple.

John H. Shults, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has consigned to P.

C. Kellogg & Co.'s auction sale which is to take place in

New York, October 28th and 29th one hundred head of trot-

ting stock including many California-bred ones.

Sclavonic, 2:22}, a five-year-old son of King Wilkes and
Miss Russell (dam of Maud S , 2:08J), lowered his record to

2:15^ and won a hard-fought race at Boston, Mass., October
9th. He paced the last two heats of the race in 2:16 and

2:16f.

W. S. Hob4jrt has the fastest team in this city—Hazel
Wilkes, 2:11|-, and She, 2:14|. He has W. Bradbury and all

the other road riders in trouble when he moves by them on
the speed track, for there are few better reinsmen in the State

than he.

Bbight Regent, Miss Rita and Wiggins are the repre-

sentatives of the four, three and two-year-old campaigning
divisions that have not this season suffered defeat. Wiggins
having won five races, Miss Rita four and Bright Regent

The consignment of eighteen head of fine trotting bred

coach and road horses from C. J. Hamlin's village farm to

W. D. Grand's auction sale in New York brought $7,365, an
average of $410. The consignors were pleased with the re-

sult of the sale.

The horse Starr Sultao, sire of Native State, 2:14}, was
formerly called Harvester. He is by Sulcau, out of Harvest
Queen, 2:29} (dam of May Boy, 2:26), by Hambletonian 10

;

second dam Peter Dubois mare, by American Star 14 ; third

dam Abdallah 1.

If James Gordon Bennett should be successful in his de-

termination to organize an international circuit to include

the best tracks in France, Germany, Austria, and Italy there

will be a grand shipment of American trotters over the

ocean next season.

Alden Goldsmith, one of the most gentlemanly and
clever reinsmen of the young generation, was married at his

home in Washingtonville last week, the bride being a Miss
Fulton, one of Orange County's fairest daughters. The groom
is a nephew of John Goldsmith.

Glenville, by Parkville, son of Electioneer won a race at

Warren, Ohio, Oct. 8th in straight heats. Time, 2:34}, 2:291,

2:29-1. No matter where the descendants of Electioneer are

scattered when the bell rings in the judges' stand they are
there and able to take the money.

Whoever needs a first-class campaigner should not over-

look Golden West, 2:16. He is to be Bold because the own-
er's other interests prevent him from giving the attention to

this horse's campaigning he would like, and at the price

asked Golden West is a very cheap horse.

Ben Lomond 2870, grandsire of W. W. P., 2:06}, though
dead since 1882, has an addition to his list of 2:30 trotters,

and a right good one at that. Bonnie Ben is his name, and
he has a record of 2:17. Ben Lomond 2870 was bred by E.
D. GraveB, Marshall, Mo., and died in Montana.

The bay ftallion Great Stakes, by Billy Thornhill, dam by
SweepBtakeB, owned by Foxhall Farm, Norfolk, Va., won a
good race, trained and driven by Allen Merrifield, at the
Hanover, Pa., Fair. He started in the 2:25 class, trotting,

and reduced his record to 2:23} in the third heat. It took
four heats to decide the race and the son of Billy Thornhill
captured the first, third and fourth.

Walter Winans, Esq., of Brighton, Eng., commissioned
Geo. H. Ketchura to buy him a pacer, and Jack Bowers,
2:09.i, has been purchased for Mr. Winans from L. V.
Werkly, of Columbus, O. Jack Bowers will make a great
pacing roadster, and in the stable of a well-known horseman
like Mr. Winans will do a great deal toward giving our
English cousins a good idea of the American pacer.

Oregon and Washington have plenty of horses that will
make good race horses if they are given an opportunity. The •

forming of a race circuit there will encourage the training
.

of some that would not otherwise be trained, and no doubt
will develop some good ones.

The leading sires of the new 2:20 trotters for 1895 are :

Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, and Wilkes Bov, 2:24i, each credited
with five, and Axtell, 2:12, Onward, 2:25}, Red Wilkes,
Wilton, 2:19}, and Greenlander, 2:12, with four each. Ax-
tell (foaled 18S6) is the youngest of these sires by a margin
of four years, while his four performers are all three-year-
olds.

Mr. Malcomb Forbes, of Boston, instructed Mr. G. W.
I

Leavitt to purchase the Electioneer mare Utility (dam by I

Dictator) at the Woodard A Snanklin sale for $1,500. Mr.
Leavitt bought her for $1,625, being willing to take her him"-
self at that price, if Mr. Forbes did not approve of the pur-
chase, In the race which she trotted the day of the sale
and the next day, she won $500 of the money back. When
sold her record was 2:14}. It is now 2:13.

The finest lot of youngsters ever bred at Palo Alto will be
shipped to P. C. Kellogg <fc Co. about December 6th, and
judging by the marvelous showing made by the descendants
of the great Electioneer and as these represent the very best
and choicest of his sons and daughters, good prices should
prevail. There is not a cull in the lot, and whoever pur-
chases any of these will not regret it. Electioneer is des-
tioned to be as great a fountain-head for extraordinary, fine-

looking, game, pure-gaited and strong-limbed trotters as his
illustrious sire, Hambletonian 10, was.

Montrose, by Sultan, has produced the bread winners of
the San Mateo Farm stable and it is doublful if any mare of
her age ever produced three greater winners than her three
foals, Mary Best, Muta Wilkes and Fred S. Moody. Since
1892 Muta Wilkes has won a total of $21,125 ; Mary Best
$21,500 in the campaigns of 1893 and 1894, while Fred S.

Moody has won $9,000 this year, making a total of $51,625.
Montrose was foaled in 1882, and has four performers to her
credit, Muta Wilkes, four-year-old record 2:11, Mary Best
three-year-old record 2:12}, Fred S. Moody, two-year-old
record 2:18, and Sir Wilkes, three-year-old record 2:29.

At a meeting of the Brooklyn Jockey Club racecourse
October 12th, Messrs. C. Oliver Iselin, William Astor Chan-
ler and L. S. Thompson were elected to membership. The
stewards of the meeting, after investigation, sustained the
protest lodged by Louis Stuart against 'he awarding of the
purse won by the colt Salvable on September 24th, upoo the
grounds that the entry was made in violation of the rules of
racing, inasmuch as the said colt was run in the name and
colors of the Santa Anita Stable while being the property of
Samuel Hildreth, and in accordance with the decision the
colt'disqualified, and the secretary was instructed to distribute

the purse accordingly.

Hokseowners who contemplate exhibiting at the Horse
fi

Show will try and have their horses shown to the best ad van-
(

tage. John A. McKerron, the well-known harness maker,
fitted all the prize winners at the last show with beautiful
halters, bridies, surcingles, etc., and his work was acknowl-
edged by the Eastern expertB to be better than any seen
at the horse shows in the East. He has filled orders for tan-

dem rigs, four-in-hands and double teams this season, and the

owners are so proud of the work that they will have them at
the show this winter. Mr. McKerron's work stands the test

of time, for nothirg but the beBt material is used, and every
sample sent from his manufactory has to undergo his personal

inspection The merits of his goods extend from frozen

Russian across to Australia, while there is not a race track ia

America or Europe that has not samples of his handiwork.

Athanio, 2:11|, Mandolin, 2:16, and Golden Gateway-
were shipped from Terre Haute to the Village farm and
arrived there duridg the past week. During the sea

Athanio started in six races, four of them being against aged
horses, and won three firsts, two seconds and one third. His
total winnings amount to $4,575, considerably more than
Messrs. Hamlin and Geers paid for him. His mile in 2:ll|

is the fastest made by a three-year-old this season. Golden
Gateway showed to all observers that he was possessed of

marvelous speed. Geers was greatly pleased with him and
expects he will be a great horse in the slow classes next e

son. Croy, who trained Gateway during this season,was con-

gratulated on all sides for Mb success. Mandolin hardly

came up to the standard required of a pacer in Geers* stable.

He will do better next season without doubt.

As it is Mr. Corbitt's intention to sell a number of young-
sters this winter now at the San Mateo Farm, as well as his

string of campaigners, buyers in the East will unhesitatingly

pronounce those listed to be the best ever sent to the auction

block from this farm. Notwithstanding the fact that the

very fastest of his string of Eastern campaigners were injured

in a railway collision the amount of money won by the two
Freds, Fred Kohl and Fred Moody, gives a faint idea of the

rich stakes he would have if Mary Best and Lindaleand the

rest of his string were as good as when they left here. Mr.
Corbitt sold a number of his mares during the past three

years and the yearlings and two-year-olds consigned to this

race from the best mares now on the farm. There is nothing
to be gained by praising the merits of the great Guy Wilkes
blood as it shows its superiority in every individual that in-

herits it. Racehorses, level-headed, dead game and per-

fectly formed are everyone.

Scratches are usually caused by traveling on muddy
roads during a welBeason, generally in the spring or fall, or

in consequence of an unhealthy condition of the skin causing

it to crack in the fetlock. Horsemen understand very well

the nature of this disease. Treatment : Wash the parts clean

with castile soap and water; if the parts are raw apply all,
flaxseed meal poultice mixed with the following solution.

Sulphate of zinc, two drachms, to one pint cf water; spread itjS"

upon a piece of cloth and place it over the scratches, aecur-i%\:

ing it with bandages ; continue this for three days, then ap*l I \

ply the following: Castor oil, two ounces; collodion, one;

ounce; mix together, and apply with a clean p
; ece of sponge..

The parts must be well dri^d before making the application,

as any moisture will prevent its proper action. If the bowels

are constipated, a pint of linseed oil should be given, or what
is better, divide the drench in four parts; give one part four

successive days. Give no corn or corn meal to eat.
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THE SADDLE.

The Los Angeles Fair opened Monday.

Wm. Murry's stable arrived from Sacramento Saturday,

Green B. Morris thinks he may race here this winter.

Betting was exceedingly lively on all the events on Sat-

urday.
,

Pierre Lorillard's thoroughbreds have been shipped to

England.

Model is improving and her race with Arnette yesterday

was a good one.

Buckwa defeated Strathmeath at Latonia Monday at six

furlongs, in 1:15.

The horses finishing 1, 2, 3 in the third race Monday

were all by imported sires.

Killip & Co. have catalogues prepared for their forth

coming sales of thoroughbreds.

Del Norte's track record of 1:47 was equaled by Clau"

dius in the handicap Wednesday.

Lee Stanley, by Prince of Norfolk, won a five furlong

dash at Kansas City Wednesday.

Sir Excess and Key del Carreres were shipped to England

by the White Star line last Monday.

Jockey Manlove has been reinstated at Alexander Island

after having been on the ground a year.

Pat Dunne has engaged Jockey Martin to ride for him
he balance of this season and during 1896.

Juan Bernard won the Los Angeles Derby, at one mile,

in 1:43£. La France was second and Hello third.

Jockey CoOMBs'has arrived at Bay District track and will

probably make his reappearance in the saddle to-day.

Mr. L. Frank has sold the two-year-old Miss Blanche R.,

by Chance—Vietta, to Phil Adelberg. Price private.

The stable boys put their pile on Morven Saturday, and a

pall of gloom settled over the paddock after the first race.

Gladwin, by the Australian-bred horse Plenty, won at

Santa Ana yesterday. It was a half-mile dash. Time, 0:50i.

Tod Sloan was fined $100 for beating the flag on Bravura

Monday, and has concluded to stay on the ground for a

while.

J. Carr has sold the four-year-old chestnut colt Blue Gar
ter, by Spendthrift—Patty of Cork, to T. Hitchcock. Price

private.

Lotta, a new starter Friday, was entered in fthe name of

Laurelwood Farm. She is by imp. Brutus—Young Lady
Melbourne.

Geraldine. the fast thoroughbred, was named afcer Ger-

aldine Anzar, a beautiful young lady of San Juan, San Benito

county, Cal.

Byron McClelland's crack colt Prince Lief was third

to Carib and Bloomer in a six and one-half furlong race at

Morris Park Tuesday. Time, 1:21.

Tom Snider, the well-known horseman, is walking around
in a crippled condition, the result of taking a misstep off of

the platform at the Santa Ana depot.

Bukns & Waterhouse head the list of winning owners

at the current meeting, with a total of $3,490, then Elmwood
8tock Farm comes next with a total ot $2,170.

With the hope that lightning might strike all the others

in the race, several "speculators" put a couple ot dineros on
Red Idle and Minnie at the sizeable odds of 250 and 500 to

1. Lightning did not issue from the clear Bky Saturday.

After the close of the present racing season in New York,
Wm. Easton, the celebrated auctioneer, will make a trip to

California, being in receipt of an important business pro-

posal, from the land of perpetual Summer.—N. Y. Mercury.

Frank Taylob, the well-known trainer, received a tele-

gram from his partner, Sam Hildreth, who has been training

E. J. Baldwin's Santa Anita string, saying he had resigned

his position and would leave for California Saturday, the

26th inst.

Two prominent owners would like to secure the services of

Willie Simms for next season. Either of them will be lucky

if they can do so, as M. F. Dwyer stated that he meant fix-

ing things for himself in regard to who should have the first

call on Simma.

Miss Fletcher makes a better showing at a mile than a

shorter distances. She is just coming in the sprint affairs,

and can stay at the longer journey. She won her race easily

Tuesday. L. C. White, her owner and trainer, was very

confident of her victory.

The private car of the Palo Alto Stock Farm arrived in

Los Angeles Wednesday, containing Palila, Nordica, Cressi-

da and Oscar C, all of which are in tine condition and will

doubtless capture a good slice of the money hung up by the

Sixth District Agricultural Association.

Kit Chinn's prediction made last autumn that Diggs

would develop into a " dog " has been much more than ful-

filled. A few day's ago Dan Honig's Magnet gave Diggs five

pounds and beat him to a standstill. The five furlongs being

run at Sheffield in the phenomenal time of 1:22£.

Imp. Miss Brtjmmel added another decisive victory to

her list of winning brackets Oct. 1-th. She showed herself

to be very much better than Belle Boyd and the time made
was not her measure, as she finished pulled up. Flynn was at

the bat on Boyd at the head of the stretch, and Brummel was
never touched.

Johnny Gooby, trainer forT. W. Moore, arrived at Bay
District Ootober 18th with Flashlight and Tennessee

Maid. He summered at Hawthorne. The horses were en-

tered in some of the stakes at Chicago, but when they were
declared off.lthe horses were kept there. St. Louis was too

hot, so they were finally brought here again.

Handspring has to his credit the fastest six furlongs run
this season over the Coney Island J ockey Club's track . He
defeated Key del Carreres in 1:14J October 10th.

J. Naqlee Bcbke, proprietor of the Pueblo Stable, has

purchased from D. T. PuUifer, the four-year-old chestnut

colt Drum Major, by Punster—Pearl Tyler. Price $600.

The rumor that the Beards have purchased Applegale
ovist certainly be given credence, as the colt has been in

Billy Donohue's string for the past week.—N. Y. Mercury.

The racing at Morris Park promises to enlist thesym
pathies of the New York four hundred to a greater extent

than any kindred enterprise named in the history of the

metropolitan turf.

W. O'B. Macdonough placed a bet of $250 with the

Stuyvesant Club at odds of 4 to 1 on Charmer in the last race

Friday. Tod Sloan is said to have had $100 up on his mount,
also, at good odds.

J. J. Bcrke, the new presiding judge, assumed his official

duties yesterday. Judge Burke is a genial, unassuming
gentleman, and as a judge is so unanimously lauded there

can be no question of nis ability.

Brutus heads the list of winning sires at the current meet-
ing, with Joe Hooker, Sir Modred, Darebin, Mariner and
Midlothian next in order of winnings. All the horses named
are imported except Joe Hooker.

Robert Smith, who was seen in the saddle at the 'Coney
Island Summer meeting, where he won on Bathampton, has

just left Marcus Daly's employ, from whom and others he
has the best of recommendations.

Bookmaker Coleman was kept busy taking in the

shekels on all the events Saturday. He is a ready cilculato-

and can keep the coin and tickets flowing in the proper di

rections without affecting his mobility.

Lee Shaner's chestnut filly, Edna M., by Judge McKins-
try—Harriet, killed herself while enroute to the Montana
Circuit this summer, the accident occurring through making
frantic efiorts to free herself in the car.

Willie Flynn was fined $20 for cutting Claudius off in

one mile and a quarter handicap Saturday. He lost on Mor-
ven and had a hard-luck day all around. He has been hav-

ing some hot arguments with owners and trainers lately for

the treatment he has given some of his mounts. He brought

Morven in badly cut up.

The board of stewaids of the California Jockey Club Tues-

day reiostated AIJ Laach, who was ruled off some two or

three years since in connection with the Irish Johnnie case,

in which that sprinter was suspected of being pulled, and also

removed the suspension that has prevented Frank Maley from

appearing on the block.

American nominations to the Eaglish Darby, Two Thous-

and Guineas and St. Leger of 1897, and the Grand Prix de

Parisof the same year are more numerous than ever before,

August and Oliver Belmont, P. Lorillard, D. Gideon, Richard
Croker, H. Heasemao, J. R. Keene and Foxhall Keeoe be-

ing the American nominators.

Tokio II., the winner of the Austrian derby, will go to
England to compete for the Cambridgeshire stakes. It is

stated that a match between Tokio II. and Lord Rosbery's
Sir Visto, the winner of the English Darby ibid year, is to be
arranged. Ths stakes, it is said, will be £20,000. Tokio II.

is by Cbaribeit, thesire of Mr. Robert Davies' Parisian. He
is owned by Mr. Wabrmann, a Hungarian turfman, and is

handicapped for the Cambridgeshire at 115 pounds, giving
weight to all the English colts of his own age.

During the races at Santa Ana a disgruntled bettor made
the rash assertion to the judges that Starter Richard Brown
was interested iu the betting on the running events. The pin-
headed individual jumped at the conclusion that this must be
the case, because he had seen Mr. Brown vouch for the reli-

ability and financial standing of a gentleman from Sao Fran-
cisco, who was a stranger to Poolseller Covarrubias, the latter

haviDg asked Mr. Brown in regard to the party in question.

Mr. Govarrubias went into the stand and made a speech,
declaring the statement as absolutely false, atid explaining
the circumstances. Mr. Brown's integrity and unimpeach-
able honesty is too well known among the horsemen to need
any defense.

The advertised stake events for the winter meeting of the
California Jockey Club wiil close on the 25th inst. Consider-
ing the national depression in racing affairs which has made
it necessary to reduce the values of stake races in every other
part of the country the California Jockey Club wishes to call

attention to its most liberal offers for the season. On account
of a division of dates the racing days of the club have been
diminished in number, and the list of stakes is of such leDgth
that it may be impossible to run off all the two and three-

year-old events before January. Should any slake for those
classes remain in the list after the first of January the club
reserves the right to run them after that date at the weights
originally advertised.

One of the best handicaps of the Latonia meeting was the
handicap race for the Queen City Stakes on Saturday. Eight
high-class horses went lo the post. The only drawback was
the long delay at the start, some forty-five minutes, caused
by Yo Tambien, Free Advice add Simon W. Buck Massie
was in front from flag fall to finish, but in the run home six

horses came down the stretch almost abreast. It was a grand
race, handsomely won by Buck Massie in the last sixteenth.

Yo Tambien carried the bulk of the money. She sulked at

the start, and did not get to runnning until the half-mile pole
was reached, when she moved up amid wild cheers from the
grand stand. She looked a winner half way down the
stretch, but gave it up and dropped back.

Papers of incorporation were filed by the Turf and Field
Club at Albany, N. Yr ., October 12th, the incorporators being
Perry Belmont, E. C. Petter, Adrian Iselin Jr., S. Van
Rennselaer Cruger and John E. Cowdin, and the object of
the club " to conduct operations in that part of New York
formerly the town of Westchester and the territories adjacent
thereto." The directors named are : F. R. Appleton, J. J.

Astor, J. H. Beekman, Perry Belmont, Frederick Bronson,
Royal Phelps Carrol], A. J. Cassatt, William Astor Chanler,

J. E. Cowdin, S. V. R. Cruger, H. W. DeForest, Robert Goe-
ring.T. A.Havemeyer, G.G.Haven, Center Hitchcock, A. Ise-
lin Jr., William Jay, E. C. Montague, Ogden Mills, E. D.
Morgan, E. C. Potter, S. Howland Robbins.W. R. Sands, W.
Watts Sherman, F. K. Sturgis, H. A. C. Taylor, Nathaniel
Thayer, W. C. Whitney and R. D. Lathrop. Surely no more
influential body of representative turfmen and lovers of out-

door sport could have been formed.

In the mile and a sixteenth dash for runners on the closing

day of the Ventura meet, Hockhocking Jr. cast a shoe
shortly after the flag fell, and even with that handicap he ran

a game race, finished a good third to Naicho B.

The trotting dog Ned, owned by Harry McCue, of Find-
lay, O., was killed at Lexington last Saturday night by some
enemy of McCue. The pointer was four years old and cost

$2,500. He had won $20,000. He had a record of 0:45 for

a quarter of a mile and was never defeated. A reward of

$2,500 has been offered for information as to who killed ihe

dog. Ned was in California last year.

Much disappointment was felt at the Santa Ana meeting
by reason of the inability of Waldo J. to make his appear-

ance in the free-for-all pace. The fleet sidewheeler lamed
himself on the new track at Ventura in the hard race which
he had with Chehalis and Mr. Mack is giving him a rest and
exceptionally good care in the hope of starting him at Los
Angeles where he is billed for two events.

Judge Cullen, in the Supreme Court on October 15th

denied the application for an injunction asked for by Lawyer
Crane in behalf of the Agricultural and Horticultural So-

ciety of the town of Newton, to restrain Sheriff D^ht, of

Queens County, from interfering with the fair of society now
being held at Maspeth. This is the sham fair Mr. De Lacy
tried to operate as a cover to illegal racing in New York.

The death of John W. Mackey, Jr., in Paris last week
deprives the racing world of one of its greatest enthusiasts.

Had he lived there is no doubt he would have had one of the

best stables of American thoroughbreds ever seen on the

French and English turf. While in California in 1893 he

was a daily visitor to the Bay District track and took a deep

interest in the victories won by our California-bred horses.

A telephone message was received by a lady bettor yes-

terday to play Blue Bell and Adelante. The long odds

against Blue Bell did not suit her and she concluded there

was some mistake about it. Her little boy coaxed her to

play the mare, and she compromised by giving him a dollar.

The little fellow got another dollar out of ber purse, un-

noticed, and then a lad> friend put a third into the pot. Odds
of 20 to 1 were secured, and when they cashed their ticket

calling for $60 there was a whole lot of speculation in which
that little imp. "if" was very prominent.

Ed. Corrigan is getting together the stable which he will

take to California with him, and is liable to pick up at any
time and go. He brought Ducat, Vassal, Senator Irby and
a few yearlings up from his farm in Kentucky a few days

ago, to join the balance of the string. He will send a few of

his worst ones to the Sheffield track, to see if they can pay
their way. Will Wallace will also take half a dozen fair

performers to tbe coast some time this month. His mare,

Orinda, has not been doing very well since she ran in the

three-mile race and Grannan, who won it, is not feeling as

well as his owners would like him to.—Cinn. Con. N. Y.
Mercury.

A startling race was one at Marong, Victoria, Austra-
lia, recently. There were five starters, and after tbe even
money favorite had run absolutely last his owner entered
protests against three of the others for not being district

horses. They were disqualified, and then he protested against

the remaining one for having run on an unregistered coursse.

Case adjourned, but it looks as if the last horse will get the
stakes." The above brings to mind almost a similar event
that happened some years ago in England. A certain trainer

had a mare, which for divers reasons had better remain un-
named. This mare whenever she started was always seen at

the wrong end of the procession. So accustomed were the
public and the ring to see her walk in a well-beaten last that

on one occasion a facetious lawyer of the odds offered to bet

her trainer-owner £1,000 to £1 that she wouldn't win a race

that season The astute old Yorkshiremao booked tne net.

Toward the latter part of the season he ran her in a race

with only two other starters. As usual, she occupied her
rear position. The glee of the bookie was short-lived, as tbe
winner failed to pull the weight, tbe second was disqualified

as being in the forfeit list, and the bad mare was awarded
the race. Score one for the Yorkshireman who pulled

down the thousand thick 'uns.

Green Morris was held up by a highwayman at the

Oakley race track shortly after midnight on Sunday morn-
ing, October 6th. The veteran turfman paid a friendly visit

to the headquarters of the Fleischmann Stables. There he
met Wm. McGuigan and a number of other horsemen and
trainers. He tarried until it was late. It was after midnight
when he bade the other horsemen good-night and started for

his own stable. In the darkness there loomed up in front of

him tbe stalwart form of a man. He was a slrappiog fellow,

and in his hand, pointiog right at Mr. Morris' head, was a
big bulldog revolver. Although Mr. Morris is over three

score years of age, and the man who confronted him looked
every inch an athlete, it was not in the veteran turfman's
make-up to follow his command of ''Throwing up his hands"
and allowing himself (o be robbed was the last thing that he
thought of doing. Mr. Morris, instead, rushed headlong at

the man who had ordered him to stand and deliver. Instead
of pulling the trigger of his revolver, the highwayman
Btepped to one side and allowed Mr. Morris to pass. As he
did so :he turfman yelled at the top of his voice, "Watch I"

"Police!" Help I" ''Murder !" and everything else that came
into his mind. The highwayman put an end to his noise by
throwing a bowlder. It struck the veteran turfman in the

back of the head. Be fell like a beef struck by a mallet.

Then his assailant started to relieve the unconscious turf-

man of all his valuables. Before he had time to accomplish
his purpose he was interrupted. Theories of the turfman had
been heard. Some of the stablemen, who had not yet gone to

bed, started in his direction. The highwayman heard them
coming and started to run. He made his escape. Mr. Mor
ris was picked up and carried to his stable. He soon revived,

but as he is an old man there was some danger that tbe shock
will prove serious. His friends were alarmed.
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Breeders' Meeting Next Week.

Tbe meeting to commence next Monday at Los

Angeles is one that will never be forgotten by those who

attend. Great preparations have been made to make it

successful from the day it opens until the close. A
starter of acknowledged ability has been employed, and

all the officers and directors of the association will be

present to attend to the wants of the horsemen.

The people of Los Angeles have always extended a

warm welcome to light harness racing in the past, and as

they are aware of the great step taken by this, the largest

association of its kind in the world, they are working

hard to enlist the support of their friends who have not

attended races to be present.

The reports from the adjacent cities and towns are

most flattering, and daily excursions will enable the

people in these places to .attend.

The association will also introduce another new feat-

ure at this meeting, and that is a polo tournament for a

valuable prize ; the competing clubs being from River-

side, liurlingame and Santa .Monica. This is an innova-

tion which will prove more exciting and novel than the

tame bicycle hippodromes seen in this portion of the

State at many meetings in the circuit.

Tbe track :it Los Lngeleswill be in excellent condi-

tion, and good time may be expected. Following is the

programme for each day's racing:

PISST DAV—MONDAY, OCTOBER -f\ 1896.

No. L—Stanford Stakes.
•

' lain Nomination Trotting Purse 81.000.

No. 3.—'.':>3Cla» Nomiimlion >'nriiii< PtirHc8l,200.

I
Iiias, All Ages, Pacing 1'urw 11,000.

No. 1 "8500.

I -2:30 Class Trotltiik- I

Old, :: Claw Pacing Purse 81,000.

third day it 30.

No. 1. Three-Year i >ld. 2:27 Class Trolling Purse 81.000.

lal.

:'.nrllngamo and Santa Monica Polo

rant*
roUfTBDAl I H 81.

No 1.- Fmirji'.iT nl.l, .'...'l.i-.l 01 1,000.

1'irso 81.200.

"1.000.

nFTB DAT—PB1DAY, NOVBMBBBl,
«1.000.

n«s Nomination Pacing Purse 81,200.

SIXTH lnv -'ITI BDAT, ROVWBM 2.

S1.0O0.

lorsc 81.000.

..r.ii.- Clob loplay winner of Wed-

nesday's game.

Oailfornians Not Discouraged.

The ill-luck which followed Monroe Salisbury's big

string seemed to spread its dark wings over the horses

comprising Wm. Corbitt's trotters, and with Orrin A-

Hiekok's only Californian trotter, Hulda Wilkes,

going wrong, a pleasant retrospective view cannot

be taken of what our importations to the East this sum-

mer accomplished. Mr. Salisbury's brightest stars were

dimmed. The feed, water and climate did not agree with

them, and those he relied upon to do the most racing

became lame and he was left with the good, game and

reliable Azote, Altao and Ella T. Alix, Directly, Marin

Jr. and the balance of his string were not money -win-

ners, consequently his efforts were handicapped. He
played a good card when he secured Azote, and were it

not for the magnificent son of Whips he would have

been at a heavy loss. Mr. Salisbury has notified the auc-

tioneers in the East that he will, next month, dispose of

nearly all the horses he brought East, and as many of

them never heard the bell in the judges' stand ring (al-

though before leaving this Coast they had shown their

ability to win races in the best of company) there is

no doubt buyers will secure material that will make

money for them next year. They are all well-bred, fast

and reliable, but acclimatization did not come easy to

them. With this season's long rest, and good care through

the winter, it would not surprise us if some one besides

Mr. Salisbury will secure the two-minute trotter from

the little band which be selected, but over which a cloud

of unfortunate circumstances and ill-luck rested. Next

season he intends to take a smaller stable, but it is doubt-

ful if it will be more select than the one he is so soon to

dispose of.

What has been said of Mr. Salisbury may without fear

of contradiction be repeated of Mr. Corbitt's experience.

There never was a better string of horses sent from the

paddocks of the San Mateo Stock Farm than the one

which left there last summer for Terre Haute, but an

accident occurred which caused Messrs. Corbitt and

Dickerson to throw the best and choicest of the trotters

and pacers out of training, and left the stable dependent

upon three to win money with—Lesa Wilkes ; the two-

year-old Fred Moody, and the three-year old Fred

Kohl, both wonders for their age. The rest of his horses

were turned out, as they could not be prepared as fine as

Mr. Corbitt would like to have them for the

stake races in which they were engaged. Hence

they have been enjoying a season's rest, and

whoever purchases them at the sale, which

is to take place in December or January, will secure

treasures that will be worth having. Many

Eastern horsemen have already signified their intention

of getting some of these sons and daughters of Guy

Wilkes and his good son Sable Wilkes for campaigning

purposes next year.

Orrin A. Hickok had the Guy Wilkes mare Hulda pre-

pared, but the terrible injury she received two years ago

affected her, and despite this great conditioner's efforts,

he was compelled to forego the pleasure of driving her

in 2:03, a place where she had shown her ability to go.

In a few weeks Messrs. Salisbury, Corbitt and Hickok

will return, and although all of them will admit that the

game is a harder one for California horses than it ever

has been, there is no doubt they will return next

summer to the circular battlefields on the other side of

the Mississippi, with material there to meet the pick of

all the stock farms in the East.

These gentlemen are not discouraged for they know

that they will be able to collect other horses that will go

down the line carrying California's banner proudly, for

the history of the racing this year in this State shows

that the material is here and of the kind that the

people of the East are afraid of.

Important Sales of Thoroughbreds.

The progress made on the Pacific Coast during the

past five years in breeding, developing and racing thor-

oughbreds is wonderful, and the great industry is only

in its infancy, /rhe attention of visiting horsemen

has been called to the many natural advantages this

State has over all others for the raising of horses, and

many who came here to attend the race meeting last

year have been making arrangements to remove to this

State and engage in farming and the breeding of thor-

oughbreds. Opportunities will soon be presented at

the three great sales to be held in this city, for these

people as well as all others who wish to engage in the

lucrative business of raising and racing horses to pur-

chase just what they want. Messrs. Killip & Co., the

well-known auctioneers, are to sell the choicest lot of

yearlings and horses in training ever sent to this city,

commencing Tuesday, November 5th, with the grand lot

of yearlings and two-year olds from the Palo Alto Stock

Farm. These youngsters are by the great sires of stake

winners Flambeau, Cyrus and Flood and the grand race

horse Kacine. The dams of these youngsters have been

selected with great care and have already thrown win-

ners to these stallions.

If bloodlines and appearances are to be considered we
believe that the crowds that assemble on Tuesday night

November 5th, under the canvas tent at the salesyard

will be captivated by these that hail from the farm by

the lone pine.

On Wednesday, another splendid consignment will be

sold under the hammer, and as these youngsters come
from their mountain home, Rancho del Sierras, Washoe,
Nevada, and have been bred by that pioneer horseman,

Theodore Winters, it is almost unnecessary to add that

a better looking or more promising consignment never

left the famous farm. These youngsters are by El Rio

Rey and Joe Hooker, out of the dams of some of the

greatest race winners ever seen on the turf. Purchas-

ers need have no fear of making a mistake in purchasing

any one of them. Jos. Cairn Simpson, and there are

few if any better judges in America than he, says El Rio

Rey is the grandest thoroughbred he ever saw, and this

is endorsement enough. Seekers after race horses should

not overlook this sale.

On Thursday night, November 7th, at 7:30, under

canvas and beneath electric lights, Auctioneer Killip

will have something to say about the grand looking con.

signment of thoroughbreds from Chas. Kerr's Antrim
Stock Farm, Bakersfield, Cal. Mr. Kerr has been a

liberal buyer and a life-long student of form, pedigrees

and performances of race horses, and the youngsters he
will send to this sale will demonstrate most clearly that

he has used excellent judgment in breeding, and great

care in their raising. The fame of his stallion, Apache,

is world-wide, and as he has bred him to producers of

colts and fillies that have speed and gameness and the

muscular development to sustain these qualities, the cata-

logue will show that he has many equine gems to offer.

Sobrante, imp. Midlothian, Sir Modred, imp. Marten-

hurst and imp. Calvados are also represented by sons

and daughters that will earn brackets when they are

started. Mr. Kerr has reserved nothing on the farm old

enough to be sold and buyers will see that if these are

any criterion he must have the nucleus of one of the

finest breeding farms in America.

The opportunities buyers will have to secure race-

horses at these sales must not be overlooked. Race

horses will not decrease in value as long as there are

chances for them to be riccl, and as the feeling which

was so strongly opposed to race meetings in the

East is fast dying out, a return to prosperous times

is near at hand.

The Nursery Stakes for two-year-olds to be run at

the State Fair, Sacramento, in 1896, should receive a

liberal number of entries. Judging by the successful

meeting held this year over this course there is no room

for doubt regarding the race meeting to be given next

year. There is a number of colts and fillies owned by

farmers and breeders that were foaled in 1S94 and which

are eligible to compete in this splendid race next Sep-

tember. Owners who value these youngsters cannot af-

ford to overlook this opportunity, and we urge upon

them the necessity of sending in the names of their best

ones on or before November 1st, to Edwin F. Smith,

Secretary, Sacramento. See advertisement for conditions.

The Santa Fe Railroad gave the same reduced rates to

local points in Southern California to Los Angeles as

the Southern Pacifier. The two railroads agreed on this

proposition to help the race meetings there. Their action

is appreciated by everyone.

Catalogues for the auction sales of thoroughbreds

to take place Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, No-

vember 5th, 0th and 7th, may be had at the office of

Killip & Co., 30 Montgomery street, or at this office.

Send postal card.

Don't forget the date when entries to the Horse

Show close, November 0th. See advertisement.

The great broodmare Sontag Mohawk is now on even foot-

ing, so far as numbers of her foals in the 2:30 list is con-
cerned, with Alma Mater, Beautiful Bells, Emetine and Min-
nehaha. Tbe last of Sontag Mohawk's foals to enter the list

is Sonata, which took a record of 2:25 at Milwaukee, Wis.,

Sept. 27. Sonata is owned by Hon. F. C. Sayles, Pawtucket,
R. I. Her Bire, Wild Boy, is by Gen. BentoD, out of the

once two-year-old champion trotter Wild Flower (2:21).
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THE SANTA ANA RACES.

tie Most Successful Meeting Ever Held In

Orange County—Fine Weather—Attend-
ance Large and Racing Excellent, and

Visiting Horsemen Delighted

"With Their Reception.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15.

The sixth annual fair of the Thirty-second Agricultural

jsociation of Orange County opened this afternoon at the

ce track with a fair attendance when it is taken into con-

tention that no admission was charged. The crowd began

arrive early, and by the time the gallopers were sent to the

)st for the six fnrlong dash the turf in front of the stand was

mined. The betting ring and grand stand was also well

led, and the carriage enclosure was covered with vehicles

: all descriptions.

The track was as fast as a bullet, the rain in the early part

the day serving to.putit in the best possible condition.

)me fast time is looked for by turfmen, as they agree that

has been some time since a track io the State has been so

sL The wind swept up the stretch throughout the after-

x»n and caused the horsemen some annoyance, but taken

[together it was a good racing day.

The three events on the card were good ones, and much

iterest was taken in the 2:24 trot, in which six horses were

arted. The field in all the laces was large, add the sports

ere kept goessiug to pick the winners.

The boys up in the six furlong dash were called to the

idges' stand to weigh in promptly at 1 o'clock. Richard

town, who has been handling the flag so successfully on the

ircoit will act as starter during the meeting.

There was a slight change in the first race from the pro-

ram. Hello started not having been declared out last even-

lg. C. Weber was taken otf Mustesa and rode the tele-

hone horse of 114 pounds.

There was a strong rumor on the track to-day that a special

ad been arranged for Silkwood. but Secretary Riggs in-

>rmed your representative that nothing definite had

sen decided upon as yet, but the directors hoped to have a

ice completed by to-night in which the pride of Orange

ounly would start.

The betting on the sprint opened with Mustesa a strong

ivorite at $10 to $7 for Polaski and $5 for the field, but at

ost time it was difficult to get $7 for the field and second

boice against $10 for the favorite.

The horses were sent off on the first attempt well bunched,

ilh Eogam in front. They raced to the head of the stretch

11 together. Mustesa came out of the rut and looked a sure

inner, but Linville was coming fast and passed the favorite

t the draw gate and won by a length, with La France third,

iogam, Polaski and Hello ran unplaced. Time, 1:16}.

The sports received a bad turn down as they played the

ivorite almost ofi the board. The shortender players cashed

jeir Paris mutuels for $8.

Gen. Beverly was drawn on account of lameness in the 2:40

rot, and Belle Wilson did not start, as she wss not on the

rounds. After twenty minutes scoring the trotters were given

ie word to a fair start with Mariposa in the lead and going

At the quarter Charivari had assumed first position and

rifiord had moved up to third place. The half was passed

•ith Charivari leadiog GifTord and Mariposa third. The
ead of the race was reached without a chaoge of position,

'otrero was coming fast down the stretch and managed to get

;cond place from Charivari by an open length. Lady Thorn-

ill and Mariposa finished in the order named. Time, 2:18}.

tex GifTord was an odds on favorite at $10 against $5 for the

eld. Mutuats paid $3.

i Rex Gifford was barred in the betting, and Potrero sold

jr $10 against $10 for the field for a short time, but the field

loney ran short. Gifford acted badly for almost a half hour,

ut they were Bent away on the second trial with Gifiord in

ont and Charivari second. Gifford was never challenged,

at jogged under the wire in 2:21*. Lady Thornhill was sec-

nd and Charivari third. Potrero came in ahead of Mari-

osa, who came near getting the flag, as a boot broke loose

nd interfered with her. She was excused.

The trotters in the 2:24 class were called out after the 2:40

orses had left the track. The entries were Los Angeles,

tijou, Lady Grace, Knight, El Molino and Eva T. Lady
irace sold favorite at $10 for $5 the field.

The talent picked two races but the opening event came

ear breaking those who thought thev were on the inside.

'be field players were badly turned down io the harness

vents, as both favorites won in straight heats handily from

l».e field. There was no fast time made during the day, as

oth the trots were slow class horses.

The beats of the 2:24 and 2:40 trots were sandwiched to

eep from having either of them unfinished. The final beat

f the 2:40 trot was taken by Rex Gifford in the same handy

lanner that he captured the first two in 2:19i. Lady Thorn-

ill finished second, Potrero third and Charivari last. Gifford

•as awarded first money. Lady Thornhill was given second

loney, Potrero third and Charivari fourth monies.

Lady Grace was made a strong favorite in the 2:24 trot and

arriedoutthe expectations of her backers by winning in

;raight heats. After a few scores the horses were sent on

jeir journey with Eva T. in the lead with Los Angeles at

er wheel. The same positions were maintained to the half

'hen Lady Grace commenced to close up the gap. At the

ead of the Btretch the favorite was two lengths to the good

nd was never headed. Eva T. was second, Knight third

os Angeles and El Molino in the order named. Time,
>:22. The betting was light oh the two remaining heats as

ie sports conceded the race to the favorite.

The second heat was a repetition of the first with the ex-

eption that Lady Grace won all the way in2:15i.

The final heat was also taken by Lady Grace after she

Joked a loser. She went in the air just before reaching the

alf and lost about 100 yards, but Keating made one of those

rand-stand drives of his and won by an eyelash from Eva
'

who tired badly on stretch. This was the only exciting

nieh of the day and caused the spectators to jump to their

iet and cheer themselves hoarse. Time, 2:lyA, Grace took

3e long end of the purse and Eva T., Knight and Los An-

des divided the remainder.

Betting was slow last evening and the pool sellers earned

very dollar they got in the box. The opening event received

the most consideration at the hands of the bettiog fraternity.

Gracie S. and Red Dick opened at even money, $10 against

$6 for the field,but the pools finally settled down to Red Dick

$10, Gracie S., $8 and the field $5.

The two harness events were not backed to any great ex-

tent. A few pools were sold on the 2:15 trot at $10 lor Nellie

W. against $5 for. Thompson and $2 for Paloma Prince. Roan

Wilkes was barred in the 2:27 pace and Babe Marion sold

favorite at $10, Jennie Mc brought $5, and the field $4.

SUMMARIES.

Santa Ana, October 15.—First race, all ages, parse 8300. Six far-

long dash.

Linville, by Warwick—Shasta, 119 Gilbert 1

Mostesa, by Bachelor, 119 2

La France, by Verano—Heliotrope 3
Time. 1:16K-

Bogao 119, Hello 114, Polaski 119 also ran.

Second race—Trotting, 2:4U class, purse S600.

Rex Gifford, g h, by Atto Rex—by A.W.Richmond
..Connelly 111

Lady Thorn hTll,"'b'm, by Billy Thornhill—Flora. ..J. Sullivan 4 2 2
Potrero, b h, by Redondo—by Junio Hodges 2 4

Charivari, br m, by Sterling—by. Prompter Snider 3

Mariposa, b m, by Guide—Monroe Chief Keating o

Time. 2:15>4. 2:21^, 2:19>£.

3 4

5 drs

Third race—Trotting, 2:24 class, purse S600.

Lady Grace, b m, by Raymon—by Hock Hock ng..Kcating

Eva T.. b m, by Almoot Medium.. yhaner
Los Angeles, b g. by Woodlark G. Mabeu
Knight, br b, by Woodford Wilkes Tryon
El Molino, b h, by Alcazar Garnsey

Time, 2:22, 2:19)-£, 2:19K- \ Ha
SECOND DAY —WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16.

The attendance at the race track to-day was what it should

have been. The cutting off of the appropriation by the legis-

lature last year should have the eflect of causing the people

of Orange county to patronize the races liberally if they wish

to see the association prosper. The carriage enclosure was

again well filled, bat the grand stand was even batter filled

with spectators than it was yesterday. The majority of the

people preferred to remain on the new turf in front of the

stand. The track was even faster than on the initial day, and

the horsemen cannot say too much in favor of it.

The wind which interfered somewhat with the horses yes-

terday was much lighter to-day, making the conditions much

more favorable. The sprinters in the one-half mile and

repeat were called out at 1:40 aud sent to the post. Red Dick

was heavily backed at $10 to $5 for the field at post time, and

was strongly lipped to win the event, but Gracie S. had many
supnorters and it was never difficult to get her money.

Irene acted badly at the post and finally went up in the

air, fell and rolled over C. Slaughter, her jockey. At first

everyone thought the boy had been killed or badly injured,

but the spectators were pleased to see him remount, tirade

S. then cut up for about twenty minutes, but finally lined up

with ihe others, then Kathburn danced a horn-pipe for ten

minutes.

Ihey were given the flag to a good start with Waife in the

front and Bogam at her saddle girth, the others ^bunched

around the favorite, who was in a pocket. At the head of the

stretch all of the boys drew their whips and a battle royal

took place down the straight for the wire.

Charlie Weber, who straddled Waife, outrode Jim Fuente,

who was on Bogam. and landed the chestnut mare a winner

by the shortest kind of a lead. Lorena, with 91 pounds up,

was third ; the others finished like this : Gracie S. and Red

Dick; Miss Rathburn caught the flag and did not start again.

Time, 0:494.

Bogam delayed the start in the second heat for over half an

hour and was finally left at the post, having refused to break

with the others. Starter Brown stated after coming to the

judges' stand that it was impossible for him to get the brown

gelding off, so he was compelled to send them off the best way

he could.

Red Dick, Waife and Gracie S. were well bunched going

around the turn, but the chestnut mare went to the front on

straightening away for home, and won driving from Red
Dick. Gracie S. finished third miserably ridden. Waife was

given first money. Red Dick second money and Gracie S. got

the short end of the purse. Time, 0:49^.

The talent plunged heavily on Red Dick and were not

able to get their money out of the big box after the first

heat. Bogam would probably have won the second heat and

first money had he got away.

The betting on the second event, in which Nellie W., Pa-

loma Prince and Thompson started, was Nellie W. $10 and

the field $6. .

Nellie W. was a big disappointment to the betting frater-

nity in the second race, as she was considered a sure thing,

and the money poured into the box at $10 to $5 for the field

even after Paloma Prince had taken a heat. She never fin-

ished better than second. Thompson, a chestnut horse by

Boodle, took all the money.

Roan Wilkes was barred in the betting and took the last

number on the card in straight heats. Babe Marion was set

upon by the Bports as a good thing, but they were turned

down again as she went in the air in the second heat and

got the flag by an eighth of a mile.

The first heat of the 2:15 trot was a gift of Paloma Prince

in 2:20£. Thompson was second. The next trial was taken

by Thompson in a drive from the Prince in 2:184. Nellie

W. made a bid for the front in the third heat coming down

the stretch, but Thompson took it by a short head in 2:22.

The little mare went after the final trial, but was not steady

enough to capture it. Thompson was given first money,

Paloma Prince second and Nellie W. third monies.

Roan Wilkes was not headed after the first heat in any

part of the mile. He won in three straight heats in 2:15*,

2:185 and 2:21. Hal Corbett made two strong bids for first

position in the second and third heats but could not out-foot

the roan horse. Hal took second money. Ed Lafferty was

awarded the third slice of the purse and Jennie Mc, a game

little two-year-old, took the last part of the money.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Running, one-half mile and repeat. Parse. 8300.

Waif by Bachelor—Society Girl, 111 lbs C.Weber 1 1

Red Dick, unknown. Ill . ™??'on. 5
t I

Gracie 3 by Prince of Norfolk-Gilroy Belle Gilbert 4 3

Time, 0:49' ., O'l^H-

Lorena91, Bogan 114, Miss, Rathburn 111, also ran.

Second race—Trotting, 2:15 class. Purse, S600.

Thompson, ch h, by Boodle-Flora, by Jim Mulvenna ...

van Bokeien 2 111
Nellie W Vch mVbVw'oolsey—by Incf> Connelly 3 3 2 2

Paloma Prince, b h, by Dexter Prioce-by Gen. McLelhm
^ 2 3 d

Time : 'Ji'A, ? Vfy» ? /^ i:-20$g

Third race—Pacing (or three-year-olds or under. Purse, 8400.

Roan Wilkes, rn h. by Raymon—Berlina, by Berlin
Sullivan 111

Hal Corbett, b g, by Bay Bird—by Red Cro=s Carrigau 4 2 2
Ed Lafferty, br h, by Cuas. Derby—Bertha Lafl'erty 3 4 3
Jennie Mc, b m, by McKinney—Leonor „ Durfee 5 3 4
May Nutlord, ch m, by Nntford—by Shamrock Hodges G 5 dist
Babe Marion, b g, by Steinway—by Simmons Chaboya 2 dUt

Time, 205%, 2:lt$£, 2:21.

THIRD DAY—THL"RSDAY,OCTOBfcK 17.

A light fog drifted in this morning, putting an edge on the

atmosphere so that when the King of Day asserted himself

about 10 o'clock it was an ideal racing day, only enough air

stirring to make a balmy breeze. Crowds commenced to

gather long before the noon hour, it being a delightful cus-

tom here to make the fair grouods a rendezvous for fami-

lies to lunch together and be sociable.

The racing itself was laiher one sided. Chehalis and Zom-
bro were conceded as sure winners of their respective events,

and the briskest betting accordingly was in the opening dash

for the bangtails. Naicho B. was sold as favorite at $10, Po-

laski at $6 and the field, comprising Hello, Peru and Miss

Rathbone, was in strong demand at $6 on account of Char-

ley Weber having the mount on the telephone horse. The
wise contingent did not fancy Peru, that sturdy son of Gano,
on account of the apprehension that he could not go the
route against his aged companions, but Joe Weber hustled

the two-year-old to the front immediately at flag-fall and
made a runaway race of it. Polaski, with 119pounds, who is

not partial to weight by any means, stood the impost until

they turned into the stretch, where Naicho B. soon over-
hauled him, beating the Fresno horse a good length, himself
two lengths behind Peru.

The 2:27 class brought out four starters, Zombro being such
a star that the entire field only brought $5 agaiost $20 for

the game son of McKinney. Few pools were sold even at

that figure, and after the first betting was confined to pick'

ing the second horse, and again the talent guessed right in

selecting Native State to do the trick.

The Zombro backers felt very chilly when the three year-
old made a bad break just after getting the word in the first

heat. Native State shot away in the lead and opened up a
gap of twenty lengths, but when Durfee steadied the colt he
rapidly overhauled the leader, and at the head of the stretch

was on even terms with him. The struggle down to the
wire was exciting, Durfee drawing a fine finish, winning by a

neck, although evidently having something in reserve.

The next two heats were taken by Zombro without being
extended, Native State and Dr. Puff having a race between
themselves for the honors of second position in the final heat,

McZeus was noticeably sore and was in no condition to have
been started, as it was painful to watch his efforts to get in-

side of the distance flag in each heat.

The outcome of the pacing race was a foregone conclusion,

and the only reason that made any betting on the clubfoot

wonder at all possible was the rumor that was rife that Che-
halis was lame, while others fancied that Ottinger would be
able to step a mile close to 2:08, a conclusion that was not
warranted by any of his past performances on tracks of this

character. Before the first heat Chehalis sold for $25, Ottin-

ger brought $9 and the field, comprising Fresno Prince, Belle

Ketch urn and Orlinda Richmond, was supported by the
scratch players at $3.

Twenty minutes were consumed.in getting the side-wheelers

off in the first heat, the delay being occasioned principally by
Ketchum.who indulged in his usual tactics of making friends

with the fence, while Belle was also an offender. Finally the

judges properly ordered the animals to start, enough time
having been wasted on the sulkers, and to a rather ragged
break they got away with Hodges bringing up the rear with
Ketchum. Olinda Richmond sailed away in front with
Chehalis in close pursuit and Ottinger at his wheel. Rich-
mond broke at the quarter and the Oregon whirlwind soon

after went to the front and stayed there, nothing being able

to get near him except Ottinger, with whom he simply
played. Coming down the stretch Ketchum and Olinda
Richmond were distanced.

The second beat was almost a repetition of the first except

that Belle went the first quarter like a skyrocket, where she

broke, and was passed by the favorite and Ottinger, the pair

leaving the long-priced horses far behind them. Keating
sent the gelding along at a merry clip down the straight, bat

the stallion drew away again and showed speed enough to

run circles around his competitor with the Hebraic cogno-

men.
The third heat was the star performance of the day. With

an even break the quartette went to the first quarter in 0:32,

Ottinger being in the lead with Keating endeavoring to

widen the gap. On the backstretch the Btallion let out a

line, the half being stepped in 1:03$, and as they neared the

turn be gradually closed on the leader and had overhauled

him when they straightened for the wire. Keating continued

urging Ottinger who crowded Chehalis out io 2:10}, the fast-

est heat of the race.

SUMMARIES.

Running. One and one-sixteenth miles dash ;
parse S30O.

Peru,by Gano. 8S pounds Joe Weber 1

Naicho B., by Wanderer—FlowerGirl, 119 poand3 Slocum 2

Polaski, by Capt. Al—Gold Cup, 119 pounds Cleary 3

Time. 1:51V
Hello (C. Weber), 110, and Miss Rathbone (Hampden), 119 also ran.

Trotting. 2:27 class; purseS600.

Zombro. br h, by McKinney—Whisper, by Aimont Lightning
„ Durfee 111

Native State, b h, by Starr Sultan—hy Wellington. ..G. Mabeu 2 2 2

Dr. Pull, b g, by Buy Bird—Patty Putt". Sullivan 4, 3 S

McZeus, br h, by McKinney—Grace- Hodges 3 4 1

Time, 2:15, 2:U>4. 2:16^.

Pacing. 2:15 class; purse 8600.

Chehalis, blk h, by Altamont-Tecorah. by C. M. Clay Jr. A£H
I Frazler ill

Ottinger. br g. by Dorccy'a Nephew—untraced. Keating 2 2 2

Fresno Prince, blk h, by Bayoune Prince Smith 4 8 8

Belle, ch m, by Melbourne King—Mattie Sullivan 3 14
Ketchum. b b, by Gossiper Hodges dls

Orlinda Richmond, b h, by A. W. Richmond Uahn dis

Time. 2:11'., 2:10&, 2:1G>£.

FOURTH DAY—FKIDAY,|oCTOBER 18.

This was the banner day of the Santa Aoa meeting. Five

thousand people gathered from all parts of the county to wit-

ness the much-heralded Silkwood-W. Wood race, and 5,000

people saw the pride of Orange county lower his laurels to

his old-time rival from the North.

As early as 9 o'clock the carriages commenced to arrive on
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the grounds, and when the bell tapped on the opening race

the grand stand was a dense mats of humanity, and the infield

for over a quarter of a mile in area was as thick with vehicles

as the band stand enclosure is at Golden Gate Park on a

sunny Sunday afternoon.

Nor was the pacing race the only sensation of the day. The

2:20 trot waa conceded to be the finest and most hotly-con-

I ice that has occurred on the circuit, and at the tinish

of each oi the five heats the crowds shouted themselves

hoarse. The race was a splendid test of equine speed and

endurance, and reflects marvelous credit on both of the chief

contestants Ethel Downee and Visalia, both maree lowering

their records; the latter from 2:13 to 2:12*, while the

daughter of Boodle clipped a second ofl her previous mark.

That the people of Southern California are ardent lovers

of horseflesh, particularly of the harness horse, was mani-

fested not only bv the liberal attendance, but also by the

generous and whole souled enthusiasm displayed throughout

the day. The most striking example of the character of the

paople'here was the act of Mrs. Willits, wife of the owner of

Silkwood, who presented Mr. Chaboya with a handsome

bouquet of chrysanthemums after his signal victory with W.
Wood. 8uch a display of appreciation from a defeated op-

ponent deserves the fullest admiration of every person of fine

sentimeol.
.

The day's racing was set in motion by a half-mile dasn, tor

two-year-olds. The night previous Gladwin sold as a top-

heavy favorite, but out at the track the flood of coin that

poured in soon mule a favorite, and before the bell rang

the Edelweiss fillv brought $25, Nevere $0 and the field $6.

The judges were informed that the race was jobbed, and

they promptly called the darkey who had the mount on the

mare to the stand and gave htm a severe lecture. Starter

Brown gave them the flag to an even break, and Little Pearl

set out to do the runbiug, with Bell Oak and Gladwin in

close pursuit, Nevere at tbe letter's heels. Charley Weber

look the favorite to the front down the stretch, with Gladwin

and Bell Oak at her flanks. Gladwin was under restraint

and was apparent that he was not anxious to reach the wire

first, but Mr. Banton remedied the matter by flogging the

Edelweiss filly from the sixteenth mile home, and she won by

a nose notwithstanding the darkey was tugging at the reins,

and even within a few feet of the wire looked backed for

Nevere to come up and pass him. Bell Oak was back a half

length from Nevere. The unexpected outcome of the race

to the "sure thing" contingent waa especially gratifying to

those who believe in and admit honest contests. At any rate,

had Gladwin not won the judges would have declared bets

ofl, as the filly was by long odds the best animal in the race.

The time was 0:50A, while the winner won in 0:49A at Ven-
tura by five lengths.

When Silkwood cimeon the track and took his preparatory

warm up, he was greeted with vociferous applause. He passed

up and down in front of the stand a half dozen times and

cheers rang for the handsome black stallion eyery time he

made his appearance. That Silkwood is the idol of Orange

County cannot be denied, and in fact he is held in greater es-

teem here than toe mighty pumpkins which grow here in

prolific profusion.

W. Woed was uIbo heartily greeted, but it was not until he

had turned the tables on the stallion in the second heat that

he secured the same degree of applause. In the betting, the

Southern people wanted Silkwood to a man, and he sold at

$10, while the $3 end of the pools weot to the patriotic deni-

zens of the North, who observed that the Santa Ana horse

was high in flesh and not fit for a bruising race.

In the first heat Silkwood had the pole, and getting off at

the second break he led the wav to the turn at such a terrific

clip that W. Wood went up in the air, and before Chaboya
got him steadied the stallion was a sixteenth of a mile ahead
of him. That first quarter in 0:30$ played havoc with Wood
and ( 'haboya wisely refrained from an attempt to close up the

gap, being content to save hiHdiBtance, in which object he was
generously assisted by Mr. Willits who pulled up his horse

almost to a walk, the mile being covered in 2:16$.

No betting on Silkwood was now obtainable and the crowds
gathered for the second heat. The start was a trifle uneven,

and Wood having the best of it Chaboya pushed him quickly
to the front and captured the pole. They traveled to the

quarter in 0:32, to the half in 1:03-1, with Wood still going
within himself, while the best the black could do was to get

within a length of his opponent as they turned for home. The
third quarter was passed in 1:30 and coming strong Wood
won handily in 2:09, Silkwood three lengths back.

The greatest enthusiasm prevailed and shouting lasted for

inntee. Confidence was now restored in the betting.

Wood brought $10 to 8. Such good odds on the gelding be-

ing obtainable by reason of the belief that Wood had cap-
lured the heat through getting an advantage in shutting ofl

the other from the pole. To a fair start Silkwood forged to

the front in the third heat, and the crowd roared as he took
the pole at the eighth. Hound the quarter they flew in

0:82] with Wood two lengths hack. With good judgment
Chaboya waited until the half was pft'sed before he urged his

charge and then he commenced to gain rapidly, creeping up
inch by inch. By the time the three quarter pole was reached

Wood was in front, and [though Willits used the
whip down the stretch he could not overhaul the flying geld-
ing, who won easily in 2:10).

rYOOdj went to the front in the final heat and stayed there
and il"

i realizing that he was beaten gave up
the chase and the last eighth, and tbe mile was covered only
in 2:1 "J.

Then earned a scene of confusion and of thrilling excite-
ment. Hal* Hew into the nir and bedlam seemed as if it was
turned lootfl al thfl b f from the < r&kwood Park Stock Farm

lb lya on their shoulders am! carried him to the scales
The veteran owner of Silkwood looked crestfallen, but he de-
servea syrnyathy for it ffas against his judgment that Silk-
wood waH raced, he ting to do toal the earnest re-

quest of Secretary KigK". who did DOl desire to deprive the
• of iiH annual attraction.

Tl toe the 2:20 Irol with six entries, Ethel Downes,
b ling :t bol favorite at

bico bringing ^6, Boodle $4 and tbe Beld * 2, which
I Yi-'ii,:i, [rene Crocker and Jennie June-

Ethel Down ml heat, and Keating
tw»k h< mi, opening up a gap of *ix lengths,

h< ' al id' v tailed by the
quarter I at her wheel when the.

the half ind Boodle had both tangled
up and "« Oir hick, but VinBlia was coming through like
a ntreak. he three quartan was negotiated In I 10 and
Perkins was still gaining. Do#n the stretch it was nip and

tuck, but at the drawgate the daughter of Iris was at Ethel's

llank, and in a whipping finish poked her nose in front as

the pair passed tbe judges, although bjth mares broke at

that instant. The time was 2:12*, equalling the track rec-

ord made by Ottinger in 1893.

The stock of the despised outsider now went up in the

the pools, although the supporters of Ethel Downes never

lost Taith in her and continued to back her as favorite, the

betting averaging $10 for Ethel, $6 for Visalia and $3 for the

field.

Although Visalia had the pole, she got away badly, being

slow to score, and Keating wisely pushed the black mare
along four lengths in advance of his field, which wps headed

by Irene Crocker, Boodle lying at her wheel. The half was

made in 1:0G flat, as in the first heat, and Visalia, who had

now limbered up, moved up second and gave chase to Ethel

The latter was overhauled half-way down the Btretch, and

the pace was so fast that Ethel lost her feet at the eighth

pole and Visalia jogged home an easy winner.in 2:13*, the

favoritejust beating Boodle a head for second position.

Visalia was now in such demand in the pools that the

others brought but a song, and men who had put $1 for the

brown mare the night before in nickels calling for $18 were

in a hilarious stage and indignantly refused offers of $10 for

their precious pasteboard.

The third heat was a repetition of tbe previous one,Visalia

being slow to get ofl,as usual. When she got in motion Ethel

was away to the fore and Perkins sent his mare along so fast

on the backstretch in order to close up the gap that she had
no reserve when it came to a brush down the stretch. In

essaying to pass Ethel she went up in the air and the whole
field had passed her ere she had recovered. Chico challenged

the leader but Ethel won handily amid the greatest enthu-

siasm, for the handsome black mare was a decided favorite

with the crowd.
Of course the pools switched around again as it was thought

Visalia had exhausted herself, but in this the wise ones were

mistaken, for the next heat was a hair-raising contest. Keat-

ing pursued his former tactics and went to the half in 1:054;.

Tbe brown mare came with a rush down the stretch and it

was a fighting finish, Keating by a superhuman effort lifting

the mare at the last moment a head to the good in 2:13, the

heat being only one-balf second slower then the first, which
must be accounted a remarkable performance for both ani-

mals, while Chico was only a length behind the pair.

Everybody was on tbe tip-toe of excitement when the

horses were called for the final heat. Both had two heats to

their credit and it was conceded that there was little danger
of an outsider coming in at this juncture. Ethel again took

a big lead, Keating driving her every inch of the way, and
it was only until the final turn was made in 1:41} that Visa-

lia looked dangerous. There she moved up, steadily gaining.

First five lengths separated her from the leader; this was de-

creased to four and soon to one and when the last eighth was
reached she was at Ethel's wheel. Keating braced himself

for a final effort and amid intense excitement he landed the

game daughter of Boodle a winner by a 6cant head and it was
several seconds before the crowd could catch its breath to

give vent to prolonged and enthusiastic applause. It was by
long odds the best race on the circuit, and thoBe who had
come only to see the great pace remained to await tbe out-

come of this decidedly remarkable contest between two
mares, both game to the core.

SUMMARIES.

Running. Purse $300. For two-year-olds. Half mile.

Gladwin, by Plenty—Edelweiss, 115 pounds Slaughter 1

Nevere, by Cyrus—Nerve, 115 pounds C.Weber 2

Belle Oak, 115 pounds Bonton 3

Time, 0:50%.

George P. (Fuente), 115, and Little Pearl (Hampden), 115, also ran.

Pacing. Pnrse 81,000. Free-for-all.

W. Wood, b g, by Hteinway—by Anteeo Chaboya 2 111
Silkwood, blk h, by Blackwood Mambrino—by H. Wood-

ruQ" Willits 1 2 2 2

Time. 2:16%, 2:09, 2:10%, 2:12.

Trotting. 2:20 class. Purse 8600.

Ethel Downs, blk m, by Boodle—by Nutwood...Keating 2 2 111
Visalia. brm, by Iris—Scratch Perkins 115 2 2
Chico.bg, by Monroe Chief—by Blackbird Sullivan 4 4 2 3 4

Irene Crocker, gr m, by Wilt Crocker -Irene...Connolly 3 5 3 5 3
Boodle, br h, by Stranger—Bride Von Bokelen 5 3 4 4 5
Jennie June, b m, by Motor Baker 6 dis

Time. 2:12%, &18& 2:13K, 2:13, 2:15.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19.

Considering that the population of Orange County had

turned out en masse yesterday to see the great contest be-

tween Silkwood and W. Wood, there was a fair attendance

at the track to-day, and the Association will show a clean

balance Bheet, notwithstanding there a great many forfeits

remaining unpaid.

The affairs of the Association were admirably conducted by

the directors, ably assisted by their popular and energetic

secretary, C. L, Riggs, who was indefatigable in his efforts to

accommodate the horsemen and visitors, and who have noth-

ing but praise for the treatment which has been accorded

them.

Not a meeting on the circuit has been so harmonious, not

a word of complaint being heard against the judges, who were

Captain J. E. Pleasants, C. E. Parker and Geo. B. Bixby.
The Captain, by virtue of his odice- as President of the Asso-
ciation, acted as Presiding Judge, and the decisions an-

nounced in his clear strong voice were heard by evpry one,

even in the farthest portions of tbe grand stand. Mr. C. L.
Bree officiated as chief timer throughout the week and accu-

racy of the records shown by the chronometers of himself
and associates, was never questioned. There is no doubt but
that Simla Ana is growing more popular each year with horse-
men and next year there will undoubtedly be more entries to

tbe various events than ever before in the history of the as-

sociation.

The final day's racing commenced with a mile and a quar-
ter event for the gallopers, for which Naicho B. was a strong
favorite, his price being $10, La France $4 and Two Cheers
$3. To a good start the Spanish horse took the lead, and
never relinquished it, coming to the wire an easy winner in

2; I
'-'

.
Tw.. Cheers a length back and the filly at his heels.

The only contest of.the day was the 2:25 pace, and although
Javelin has a better record than Ruby M., the latter was in-

stalled favorite,- the ruling quotations heiog Ruby M. $15,
ami the field including Javelin, Dan N. and Hal Corbett
found many supporters at $10. The judges gave the quar-
tette B good start, and Dan N. was sent to tbe front, the fav-

orite lying third, while Javelin made a break on tbe firsc

turn and her field was 200 yards away before Chaboya suc-
ceeded in steadying ber, and it was only by a fast drive that
the mare got inside of the flag. In the meantime Ruby M.
passed the leaders on the backstretch and from there jogged
home in 2:14$.

The winner of the heat was now a better favorite than
ever, pools selling briskly at $15 for Ruby against $5 for the
field.

The next heat was between the two mares, and although
Chaboya urged Javelin to her limit, the closest she could get
to the favorite was at her wheel, au>' the mile was covered in

2:12f.
In the final heat Chaboya made a desperate effort to over-

haul Sullivan and his mare, and they flew by the half in
1:05 2 5, and at the three quarter pole it wasl:39A; but Ruby
still had something up her sleeve and without being ex-
tended, she beat the Creole mare by two lengths, the mile
being covered in 2:13.

The 2:30 trot was such a foregone conclusion for Zombro
that there was no betting whatever. The first heat was slow,
but Perkins with Jasper Ay res pushed Zombro a little more
in the second heat, making the McKinney colt go in 2:15.
The third heat was a repetition of the preceding, with Jas-

per Ayres second and Carrie C. third. Oro Wiles, the other
entry, having caught the flag in the first heat.

The closing event occasioned considerable local interest, it

being a race for Orange county horses eligible to the three-
minute class. Kitty Nulford, driven by Tom Raymond, was
a big favorite, and sha annexed the first two heats in 2:25$
andl2:2Si respectively, and reached the wire first in the third
heat; Nutford was set back by the judges for having fouled
R. J. on the turn, while there was some doubt in the minds
of the judges as to the validity of the claim. They settled
the matter harmoniously by giving the beat to R. J. and the
race to Kitty Nutford, it being a rule of tbe association that
all races must be concluded on the final day, special rules be-
ing provided for events that are not cancluded when darkness
sets in. Under this provision the race was terminated by
giving the mare first money, R, J. second honors and Little
Deck third.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Running, one and a quarter miles, purse 5300.

Naicho B., by Wanderer—Flower Girl. 119 Fuenti 1
Two Cheers, by Three Cheers-Lady Euima Cleary 2
La France, by Verano—Heliotrope <j, Weber 3

Time, 2:12J^.

Second race—Paciog, 5:25 clas9, purse 8600.

Ruby M., b m, by Almont Patchen—by Tilton Almont
w Sullivan 111
Javelin, b m. by Creole—Flush ...Chaboya 4 2 2d
Dan M, br g. by Dan B Maben 2 3 3
HalCorbitt, bg, by Bay Bird Corrigan 3 4 4

Time, 2:14& 2:12%. 2:13.

Third race—Trotting, 2:30 class, purse S400.

Zombro, brh, by MtKinney—Whisper, by Almont Lightning
Durfee 1 1 1

Jasper Ayres, b g, by Iris—Babe Perkins 2 2 2
Cairie C, b m, by Starboul Snyder 3 3
Ora Wiles, b m, by Gen. Wiles Pulley dis

Time, 2:22,2:15,2:19.

Death of "Wesley George,

Wesley George,a very familiar figure around the race track

and popular old-time horseman, died on Sunday last. Nearly

every follower of horses knew old George, and all had a hind

word to say of him. Once upon a time he had been well

provided with
t
this world's goods, bu*. of late years he baa

not been prosperous. When old Applause was killed his last

remaining prop seemed withdrawn. The old gelding and
George were fast friends. One day the horse broke down
while being galloped and had to be killed. Sympathetic
horsemen subscribed a good purse for the old man at that
time. Nobody knew just how old Wesley George was. He
never talked about himself and no one asked him any ques-
tions. Years ago he came from South Carolina with his
brother, John George, who owned at that time some of the
most celebrated quarter horses in America. Wesley used to
ride for him, and subsequently he became an owner himself,
Nettie George, the dam of the celebrated trotting horse Arab,
and old Twenty Cents, who won dozens of races all over the
State, belonging to him.
The deceased leaves grown up children, but his old com-

rades, tbe horsemen, will bury him. President Williams
circulated a little subscription list at the track yesterday, and
responses were hearty.

Judge Burke Has Arrived.

Judge J. J. Burke, who is to officiate as presiding judg

during the coming winter meeting of the California Jockey
Club, which opens at the Bay District track to-day, arrived

from New York Sunday morning.

Judge Burke's reputation as an ideal presiding-judge has

preceded him, and his facility for placing the horses in a
close finish with unerring accuracy is said to be most remark-
able. He also sees everything that occurs during a race, not
the slightest trifle escaping his eye. His long term of close
intimacy with all questions of turf matters especially fits him
for just and quick decisions on all points at issue. Mr.
Burke is one of the most honored of turf journalists, and by
his own efforts and sterling ability ascended to the highest
round of the journalistic ladder, having filled the important
position of editor of the New York Sportsman. Mr. Burke
has not visited the coast before, but we feel certain he, like
all others who are induced to come and see us once, will do
so again.

» —

The Records.

The season's records, to date, at both gaits and all ages will be
round in the following table, which will be corrected and republished
from lime to time during its course :

TROTTERS.
Two-year-old—Tommy Brltton b c, by Liberty Bell, 2:2t *2:l2Jtf
Three-year-old—Athanio, blk c. bv Janio, 2:22 2;ii-j|

Four-year-old—Beuzetta, ch f, by Onward, 2:25J^ 2:01394
Five-year-old—Fantasy, b in, by Chimes *2:07
Fastest Btalllon—Directum, blk h, by Director, 2:17 *2:QG
Fastest marc— Beuzetta, ch f, by Onward, 2:25^ *2:OG3£
Fastest gelding—Azote, b g, by Whips, '1:21% 2:09

PACERS.
Two-year-old—Ananias, brc, Dy Patron, 2:17J^ 2:12
Three-year-old—Directly, blk c, by Direct, p, 2:05^; *2:07j^
Four-year-old—Be Sure, be, by Hessemer, t>, 2:13'i 2:06??
Five year-old—Rubinstein, b h. by Huron Wilkes, 2:18 2\S/&

Fastest gelding— Robert J., b g, bv Hiirlfi.rd, 2:22 l
<£ 2:U2

Fastest stallion—John R 'Gentry,!) b,by Ashland Wilkea,;2:17^ *2$3%
Fastest mare—Angie I)., b m, by Mikagan, 2:l&;'i 2:U7

*Time record. —Horse Review.
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THE GUN.
CABTRIDGE AJtfD SHELL.

The quail shooting about Suisun is very fair.

J. O. Cadman bagged IS snipe at Alvarado on Sunday
last.

The sportsmen who went to Bouldin Islnnd last week found
but few birds.

W. H. Burnham and J. M. Dean bagged 70 rail at the
Bridges last Sunday.

There are quite a number of snipe at Joice island, but a

good rain would greally improve the ground.

There is fair prospect for good goose shooting at Stockton
this year as the farmers are burning the stubble.

D. McCrae was among the lucky ones at Alvarado on Sun-
day, but the Willow Lodge Club and Spooney Clab made
very small bags.

Billingtoo, DePue and Olsen returned from Sonoma on
Sunday with a miscellaneous bag of 23 ducks, plover Jack-
rabbits and curlew.

There is excellent trout fishiug in Sulphur Springs creek
now. On Saturday last one party caught SO, ranging from
seven inches to sixteen.

The rail shooting on the Alameda and Belmont marshes
has been exceptionally good this year. Bags of from 30 to

70 are by no means rare.
"

H. C. Golcher and Ed Bosqui were at Point Reyes on Sat-

urday and Sunday. They were not very successful, but
brought home a fair bag of quail.

R. H. Liddle bad excellent luck with the quail in the
neighborhood of Petaluma on Tuesday last. He brought
home fifty-two and a dozen larks.

Several of the Pastime Club were at the Bridges on Sunday
tut the bags were small. The ducks will not be very plenti-

ful on that marsh until after a good heavy storm.

Geese are already plentiful at Suisun, but they are flying

high at present. As soon as the grass begins to grow on the
hills tbey will have a regular line of flight and will fly much
lower.

Quite a number of ducks are shipped to thi3 market daily

from Clarksburg, and they are said to bring good prices in

this city. Here is a chance for the game warden to distin-

guish himself.

We hope that the next law that the sportsmen will agitate

"will be ooe that will prohibit the shooting of ducks after sun-

set. This should be a universal law all over the United
-States. It spoils all duck shooting.

R. Liddle Co. have purchased a new cash register. With
'every purchase you get a numbered slip from the register,

and on December 24th one of these numbers will win some
•one a gun. Call and examine their new stock.

B. J. Baum had hard luck Sundav. He not only failed to

•secure a bag of quail, but his well known pointer, Gleobeigh
Jr. run afoul of a ranch dog and had Bis lee bitten through.
He will be lame for some time. He was shooting at Fair-

view.

Snipe are to be found in a few localities, but good bags are

the exception not the rule. W. Cooper and John Maynard
were at Goodyear on Sunday but found birds very scarce.

Dave Thorn was at his usual haunt at Alvlso but failed to

locate any snipe.

The report that the Mallard Club had removed the gateway
placed by the Teal Club at Frank Horan slough was & false

alarm. They have removed a few logs so that they can get

their small boats under the gateway, but have not destroyed

the entire structure as reported.

The Contra Costa Water Co. have leased the ground and
house of the Spooney Gun Club at Alvarado and they h*ve
changed quarters. They are now located on Plummers land
near the Crystal Salt Works, where they have built them a
very neat three-room club house.

The different members of the prominent clubs who have
used Otto Feudner's hand-loaded shells the past week report

most excellent results from them, and they keep him busy
loading. He is careful and painstaking, and if you cannot
kill game with his shells you can't with any.

The quail hunters have been fairly successful throughout
'the State. Crittenden Robinson bagged f>5 on Saturday and
Sunday at Point Reyes. E. W. Briggs returned with a fair

bag. Andrew Jackson went to the Cordelia Club after

ducks, but finding them very scarce he took to the hills and
bagged 20 quail.

Alex. McKerron, the twelve-year-old son of John A. Mc-
Kerron, the famous horse boot manufacturer, is quite a nim-
rod. On October *2d, during his vacation at bis father's farm
a few miles from Gilroy, he saw a deer on a little knoll about
150 yards from his residence, and going into the house got a
Tifle, loaded it and then moved cautiously out where he could

see the deer, fired, and dropped the 125 pound buck. He
flhot the animal in the neck close to tht head.

Ducks are quite plentiful along the bay shore, but at Sui-

sun, Sonoma and Alvarado they have been very scarce since

.the 15th. The bombardment they received on that day scared

them all away and they will not return until a good storm
drives them from the bay shore. They are quite plentiful

at Clarksburg and further up the Sacramento river. At
Clarksburg the market hunters have leased most of the desira-

ble land and will not allow anyone to shoot until the 15th

of November. Then the slaughter will begin.

We stated last week that Bell's ark now moored off Boyn-
ton Slough would hold 100 men. This was a typographical

error. She has twenty bunks and on a pinch could accommo-
date forty men. She had not reached Espinosa when last

we beard from Bell and will probably He at her present an-

chorage for some time. There will be excellent shooting near

the ark when the ducks come in again. Boyntoo Slough,
' Boynton Ponds, Hill Slough and Joice Island are within

easy reach of the ark. Visitors will be met at Suisun and
'rowed to the ark, about three miles from the Station.

Live Birds at Dixon.

The Rising Sun Gun Club, of Dixon, Cal., held a tourna-

ment on Sunday last at live birds for merchandise prizes

The principle event was a 12-bird match. There were 25

entries. H. A. Bassford ond W. Peterson took first and sec-
ond with 12 each, J. Holling and Otto Fendner third and
fourth with 11 each, B. Fendner fifth and J. Fendner sixth
with 10 each, Geo. Fendner seventh with 9.

THE KENNfiL.
The Danbury Show.

[By our Special Correspondent.!

The Danbury show was as usual a big success. They were

220 entries and the quality was very good. I did not see

quite as many of the old and well-known dog men among
either spectators or exhibitors as one usually sees there. I

met Dr. J. E. Hair, af Bridgeport, Msj. J. M. Taylor, E. M.
Oldham, who superintended the show very efficiently, R. J.

Clark, Ben and Joe Lewis, who both, as usual, had their

hands full, Dr. C. A. Longest, with a good string of blood-

hounds and St. Bernards, and A. Picard, of the Rinada

Pointer Kennels.

I am sorry to say that I got around too late to see the

judging, which was all done by Mr. Jas. Mortimer and over

which there was quite a little fun when it got so dark that

lamps had to be brought into service, and even then they say

thatlBen Lewis and another exhibitor of black and tan ter-

riers got their entries mixed and both "kicked"' over the

awards. I understand that the judging was pushed along as

rapidly as it could be, as the judge was due at the County

Club sports in Boston the next morning as judge of the Whip-
pet races.

I understand that next year the fair management expect to

put up a new and larger building near the maiu entrance to

the grounds especially for the bench show, and surrender

the one used of late years to the poultry show, for which it

was originally intended, and which this year was quite
crowded. This will be an improvement for both shows.
From what I saw of the 6how it seemed quite well managed,
except for the inconveniences of the building, the old style of
bencning and the absence of all catalogues which bothered
exhibitors, spectators and reporters alike.

It was reported that Mr. Matthews well-known bull dog
Revt; Royal died on the way from New York to the show,
having been smothered in his crate.

I also heard of the sale by the Mere Kennels, Tarrytown,
N. Y., of the fox-terrier Ripon Stormer, A. K. C. 27.S00 (first

challenge Danbury 95), to Mr. Fred H. Browersock, Law-
rence, Kan., for $2&0. The dog is to be shipped immediately
to his new home, and should, with his fine record and breed-

ing, be of much service to the Western fox-terrier breeders.

There are rumors of a show in New York ere long like the
one of last year, given by the Specialty Clubs, and it is said it

is likely to be held between Christmas and New Years, which
date seems likely to affect the entries to the W. K. C. show
in latter part of February. This might be of benefit if it

resulted in a weeding-out of some of the " culls " in the erro-

neous classes in some of the breeds.

We understand that Mr. Pierre Lorillard. Jr., proposes to

institute annual sales of stock from bis kennels, the first of

which will be held at the American Horse Exchange in New
York on October 17th, and be in charge of Major Taylor as

Mr. Lorillard's representative. Will give you a few com-
ments on some of ihe entries in the sporting classes.

POINTERS.

Challenge—Dogs and Bitches—E. W. Lovell's well-known
bitch Wild Lily had no competitor here and got first. She
is a nice bitch and was shown in good condition.

Open—Dogs—In this class the entries and awards were :

First, Rinado Pointer Kennels' Roswell; second, Same owner's
Spendthrift; Reserve, F. H. Fleer's Gamester; V. H. C, W.
Cogswell's Dashing Sport ; while the best dog of the lot,

Robt. Leslie's King of Lynne, was absent or rather arrived

too late for the judging. I don't know that these dogs could
have been placed otherwise except as to Spendthrift. He was
in bad conuition as to coat and skin (as were nearly all same
owner's entries), and worse still seemed to us verv decidedly

weak in hind quarters, and we should doubt his ability to

stand very much work in the field. We were disappainted

in this class for none of them were what we hoped to see.

Open—Bitches—Here again we were not pleased with the

dogs or their positions which werp : Firtt, Rinado Pointer

Kennels' Lady Reveller ; second, Same owner's Hempstead
Kit; Reserve, C. H. Clark's Emblem; V. H. C, M. J.

Welch's Queen Dare; H. C, N. C. Spring's Pink Rumor.
The last named is not fully developed yet, but is inclined to

be snipy in head and was too timid to show for even what
she is. Queen Dare was worthy of a better place than she

got, was shown in best condition of the lot. We would have
placed her second with Hempstead Kit as reserve, whom she

seems fully equal except perhaps in hind legs and is a much
more workmanlike dog.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Challenge— Dogs and Bitches—Here the only entries were
the well-known ones John Brett's Maid Marlon and H.
Pape's Cactus placed as above, and rightly we think as the

bitch seems to U3 ;much better in head, neck and coat and
fully the dogs equal in other points.

Open—Dogs—Here The Warwick Kennels' Albert's

Ranger and Windermere were the competitors and were
rightly placed as Ranger is much the better all around ex-

cept possibly in coat and feather; in fact he has improved a

great deal since we saw him last. The two are much alike,

although the younger dog Windermere is somewhat the

heavier. We think he would show to better advantage if

not quite so heavy in ilesh.

Open— Bitches—Here was a nice class with the following

in it : First, John Bretts' Flower of Sulphur; second, Oak
Grove Kennels' Monk's Nun; Res., Oak Grove Kennels' Fur-

nessMaid; V. H. C, Warwick Kennels' Blue Jennie; H. C,
Warwick Kennels' ALert Moll. Here we think the judge

was a bit out of the way as to second and Res., for we like

Maid the best in head, muzzle and neck and she has a bit

more substance all through. Blue Jennie was not on the
bench and Albert's Moll, while a good class, was in too hot
company to get a place.

IRISH SETTERS.

_

Challenge— Dogs and Bitches—Here we found first. Oak
Grove Kennels's Ch. Kildare ; second, B. T. Bartleson's Bob
Jr.; Reserve, Oak Grove Kennel's Ch. Novena. All too
well known to need description, and they were placed as
above
Open—Dogs—Here it was a pretty close thing between

Muckross Kennel's Henmore Shamrock, first, and J. B.
Blossom's Londonderry, second, although the latter seemed
better in color and condition; Reserve went to E. Carney's
Hector, much behind the others, the other entry, J. B. Blo's-
som's Katouah, being absent.
Open—Bitches—Here the order was, first, J. B. Blossom's

Duchess; second, Oak Grove Kennel's Ileene; Reserve, H
Jarrett's Seminole Fly: H. C, B. F. Bartleson's Toronto-
Riddy. This seemed about right to us, for while we liked
Seminole Fly better in head, Ileen and the latter had more
coat and feather than Duchess. She is not as good in muzzle
or elsewhere, and is much smaller and hasn't so rangy a look.

GORDON SETTERS.

Challenge—Dogs and Bitches—Here the competition was
between first, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Leo B.; second, Miss S. A.
Nickerson's (Imwood Kennels) Fan, and reserve, same own-
ers' Count Noble, the absentees being A. R. Blossom's Flo-
montand Heather York and Dr. Dixon's Princess Louise,all
almost too well known to need comment, although Leo. B.
was the onlv one of the lot that looked at all like the Gordon
of ten or fifteen years ago, with his massive head and build
and heavy coat and feather.

Open—Dogs—The awards in this class were first, G. F.
Schafer's Wang Ivanhoe; 6econd, J. B. Blossom's Heather
Bruce; reserve, Inwood Kennels' Bobolink; absent, J. B-
Blossom's Doc. This was a pretty even class, but we think
the positions of first and second might have been changed, as
we liked Bruce the best at nearly all points.
Open—Bitches—First place went to Dr. A. G. Dixon's

Santa Maria with his Princess Bonnie second, Inwood Ken-
nel's Lady Maud as reserve and J. B. Blossom's Sallie Beu-
mont V. H. C, the last owner's Venus being absent. This
seemed to be about right, as we like St. Maria with the best
of the lot.

FOXHOUNDS.
Challenge—Dogs and Bitches—Here a good lot came to-

gether and were placed as follows : First, Noel Money's Song-
ster; second, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Commodore ; Reverse, D.
C, Bernheimer's Ranger. This lot we did not see as he ffas

not in his stall when we looked for him. This award placed
the English hound at the top of the class, which we did not
like aside from its being a question, to us, whether he is a
better specimen of the Eoglish than Commodore is of the
American Foxhound. Commodore seemed to us to be in the
better condition of the two.
Open Dogs—No entries.

Open Bitches—Here we had only two, i. e.; First, Noel
Money's Friendly; second, C. Eastwood's Nellie, placed
rightly as above. Nellie is a nicely marked b. w. and t. of
the New England style of dog, but somewhat light in build,
although she looks like a worker.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

J. B. Martin, San Francisco, has sold the fox terrier bitch
Blemton Spiuaway (ch Victor II—Spinster to Matt Kerr,
San Francisco.

J. B. Martin, San Francisco, has sold a fox terrier bitch
pup whelped July 15, 1895, by Reefaway—Golden Jewell to
Mr. Farrell, San Francisco.

J. B. Martin, San Francisco, has sold a fox terrier dog
pup by Blemton Reefer—Spinaway, whelped March 15,1895,
to Dr. D. Evelvn, San Francisco.

Mr. J. R. Dickson, of the California turf, has been lucky
enough to find the imported Australian greyhound Waratah
that he lost some time ago. He was in Oakland.

It is quite probable that the club room committee of the
Pacific Kennel Club will abandon the project and that the
club will meet hereafter in the parlor3 of some one of the
leading hotels.

F. W. Whitlock, of Great Barrington, Mass., has lost by
death the Eoglish setter bitch Marv Murnan (Count Noble

—

Florence. As she was in whelp to his Minch (Roderigo

—

Florence Gladstone) this is quite a serious.Joss to him and
the breed.

The fox terrier bitch Blemton Consequence, by Champion
Result—Champion Diadem, died on October lSth at Dr.
Skaife's dog hospital. This is the bitch that our readers have
heard so much about in connection with the Marlin-Bell
case. She has not whelped for three years. She was bred to

Blemton Reefer a year or so ago, but failed to prove in

whelp. She was then put under a course of Fowler's solu-

tion of arsenic and her blood thoroughly purified. She was
bred again to Reefer and proved in whelp to him. She could
not deliver the pups and was sent to Skaife's hospital, where
she died during the operation of removing the puppies.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form :

WHELPS.
Countess Valeosin's.San Francisco. S. C. St. Eernard bitch

Bianka (Stammbach—Sarah), whelped 7-5 dogs to Franz
Frey's Hector of Hauenstein (Barry—Gemma).
John H. Yoell's red Irish setter bitch Dora O'More, No.

3\321, whelped October 6, 1S95, 3 dogs 5 bitches, by same
owner's Irish setter dog Ross, No. 30tH92.

VISITS.

A. J. Salazar's, Mission San Jose, S. C. St. Bernard bitch

Bianka II (Hhyn— Bianka) to Fraoz Frey's Hector of Han-
enstein (Barry—Gemma T), October 13th and 1 Uh.

Geo. Herrmann's, Seattle, Wash., collie bitch Fannie of

Nesseldown (Wellesbourne Charlie—Adila Wonde p
) to W.

D. deB. Lopez's Laddie (Heather Sandy—Ormskirk Girl),

October 12th.
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The Bloodhound.

It is a matter of tradition among men who have fancied,

cherished, and bred dogs in England and America that the

bloodhound is the ancient hound of England and the pro-

genitor of all hounds which hunt by ecent. The ancient dog

was a alow mover, aod was doubtlessly selected generation

after generation, and bred for the pre-eminent powers which

he exhibited in the pursuit of human beings, in following

their trails closely aod enduringly, and in his courage when

aroused to battle. The abilities and instincts of the animal

without doubt were what suggested and established the name

bloodhound which the dog now bears. Unfortunate it is that

the name is suggestive of a ferocity which the dog does not

possess constantly. Only when arojsed in the pursuit or when

battle is offered does he show the desperate resolution and

formidable powers which he holds dormant in time of peace

or about the home of his master.

Id ancient times in England the Moodhouod had an exten-

sive and common use in the pursuit of poacheis, sheep thieves,

murderers and other malefactors, u>any crimes then being

capital offences which now are treated as misdemeanors. His

precision in following wounded game also won him the con-

sideration of the hunter. Hounds then were valued both for

the spirit and rejoicefuloess of their voices, their clarion notes

infusing life into the chase, and for the success in bringing

down the game, be the same small or great.

In the old times there is little room for difference of opin-

ion as to the speed of the bloodhound. It is certain that he

was a slow dog, deliberate, relentless, vindictive. Those of

our time are not fast, but they are a great improvement on

the ancient hound. His temper at times was sharp, vindic-

tive, held in check by awe of his master, yet oftea surlily

manifested toward strangers. He was a most forMidable

agent in keeping the negro in subjection in slavery days, as

ODCe a pack was on a runaway's trail his escape was hopeless.

Swamps, open fields, switch cane, rivers, all failed in any way
to check the pursuit of the noisy pursuit. The negro's flight

was on foot, his scent was strong, aod his tinal escape from

the vengeful furies was to climb a tree where the pack held

him at bay till the overseers arrived, when he was taken back

to bondage. The common use to which the bloodhound was

Eut in the capture of slaves in ante beUum days brought the

loodhonnd into undeserved disrepute atid brought a stigma

on him which he has carried even to this day.

In war the bloodhound has a small place in the history of

tumultuous times in Florida. During the Seminole war,

President Van BureD, through persuasion aDd advice, con-

sented to the use of bloodhounds in tracking the Indians

through the almost inaccessible everglades of Florida, and
for this purpose many were imported from the isle of Cuba,

where bloodhounds were valued highly for the pursuit of

slaves. The experiment was an entire failure, the dogs ab-

solutely refusing to pursue the Indians. Seemingly, the

special breeding for negro hunting had been so firmly es-

tablished that the dogs knew nothing of chasing of Indians.

The bloodhound is sedate and majestic in his department,

with a pervading tincture of sadness in his demeanor. In
olden times he was spotted and white, but now the recognized

color is black and tan.

The dog is strongly built, head large and domed, ears

generously large and flexible, so large that sometimes they are

an incumbrance. The red and bleary eyes of the blood-

hound, with the raw surface of the eyelids exposed, give him
a most truculent appearance, almost a look of ferocity. It is

doubtful if there are any of the genuine bloodhounds in this

country, as the purity of the Southern hounds has been dis-

puted, I have been told.—H. L. W. in Forest and Stream.

The action taken by the American Kennel Club, in oppo-
sition to the prevailing habit of cropping and docking, and
its proposed amendment to its constitution prohibiting the

practice, has enlisted the support of the daily press in its

laudable endeavor to abolish this inhuman custom. In com-
menting on this matter, the Chicago Post says : ''Should the
prohibition be carried it will bring about a revolution in the
treatment of certain classes of dogs. The habit if clipping
the ears and cutting off the tails of certain of their breed is

one which has been practiced from time immemorial. It has
been as universal as it has been long-continued, and the ken-
nel club which takes decisive steps against it will doubtless
have to face a good deal of opposition and adverse criticism.

Whatever the vote in this instance may be, the American
Kennel Club cerlainlv deserves a great deal of credit for its

courage in even considering the matter. It is to be hoped
that its hardihood wilt be rewarded by the carrying of the
proposition by an overwhelming majority. There is little

doubt that the mutilation of dogs in this way is cruel in the
extreme. It is useless, injurious aod idiotic. It originated
when dogs were bred to tight, and as that is now a criminal
offense in most civilized countries there is no reason why the
cruel practice should be continued."

Sir Walter Scat was a great lover of dogs, and always had
fine ones round him. Ooe day, in conversation with a friend'
he mid : "Those dogs," pointing to two fine hounds lying on
the hearth, "understand every word I say." The Inend ex-
pressed his doubts of this statement. Sir Walter, to prove
it, look up a book and began thus to read aloud: "

I have two
lazy, good-for-nothing dcgs, who He by the fire and sleep,and
let the cattle ruin my garden." Both dogs instantly sprang
tip and ran out of the room, and finding no cattle in the
garden returned and lay down by the fire. The baronet
again read from the book the story. Again the dogs ran out
and again returned disappointed and lay down. The third
time the master told the 6tory, when,ins<ead of going out, the
dogs came up to him and looked in his face, whined, and
wagged their tails, as much as to say, "You have made game
of us twice, you cannot do it for the third lime."—Stock-
Kee|»er.

Thealreets were dirty. The lady had a parcel in one hand,
an umbrella in the other. Her dress, although what women
call a ihort one, would have touched the mud had it not been
held up. And it was to this she hod trained her Irish setter.
Trotting along on one side, just a pace behind her, he held
the tail of her well-made gown in his leelh as carefully and
aa daintily at a retriever carries gHtue. Never once did tl e
dog allow the drew to touch the ground. It was evidently a
daily task carried out to the |»int of -ilisfaetion of lady and
dog. An erii rprising dog dealer might obtain large prices

rogs thus * undated to act as mv lady's page.— St. James
lie.

The Setter Dog.

The scenting power of a well-bred, well-trained setter is a

thing wholly beyond human conception, and the marvelous

exhibitions they give of this power can scarcely be credited.

Indeed it would not be wise to seriously discuss the quality of

a dog's nose were it not possible to verify the stories that

might be told of this wonderful power. Who would believe

that a dog going at a full gallop, with a dead bird in its

mouth, could scent a live bird on the ground several yards to

one side of its course? And yet there are few sportsmen who
have not seen a dog point a live bird with a dead bird in his

mouth. It would seem as if the scent of the bird so near his

nose would prevent the dog from scenting another bird ot the

same variety lying close in the grass several yards from him.

A man with a bunch of roses in his face would not pretend

he could smell a bunch of similar flowers a toot away. If he
did, no one would believe him.
Yet there is no doubt about the setter being able to smell

and point live birds on the ground while he holds a dead

bird in his mouth. He goes further than this. He points

a dead bird on the ground with a dead bird in his mouth,
and he knows the instant he feeis the scent that it is a dead

bird. This fact he expresses in his manner of pointing, and
if it is a wounded bird he knows that, too, and indicates the

fact. Most dogs are taught to point stanchly alive bird and

not to point a dead bird. The dog will go at full speed right

up to h's dead bird and never pause a moment. If there is

a live bird near, he will point that stanchly, and the prompt-
ness and certainty of his decisions show that the instant he

catches a scent he knows whether the bird is alive or dead.

He makes a distinction, too, between a dead bird, a live bird

and a wounded bird. He points the wounded bird differently

from what he does the live bird and usually springs in and
catches it. What there is about a wounded bird's scent that

he can recoguize instantly is a puzzle to every one who has

thought much of the question.

Indian Dogs.

Kickapoo Indians are very fond of dogs, both alive and

fricasaed. Around their tepees, or wickiups, or Queen Annes,

or whatever they call their abodes, there are always half a

dozen wolfish dogs. An Indian dog hates a white man as

far as he can see him and loves an Indian as far as he can

smell him, and that is saying a good deal.

When a white man driving through the Kickapoo country

sees a dog by the roadside, his natural impulse is to whistle

in a friendly way, for somehow in a wilderness of prairie or

forest a dog is a comfortable sight.

But the instant you whistle to an Indian dog he turns his

tail and is out of sight quicker than if he had been kicked.

An Indian never whistles to his dog when he wants his

beast to come to him; he places his tongue against his teeth

and hisses.

The colored population of Oklahoma have almost as many
dogs as the Indians Those who live in the blackjack sand
hills are dog rich. These dogs have a deep-rooted aversion

for the white man also. When an old colored cotton planter

comes to town, some of the dogs are sure to follow, and
when the old man walks up town the dog stays right between
his feet like a country dog under a wagon. And whenever a

white man comes within snapping distance the dog gets busy.

Fetch and Carry.

The author will accept our thanks for a copy of Fetch and

Carry, a new work by B. Waters on retrieving. The excel-

lency of his first work, Modern Training and Handling, is

of itself sufficient to insure the success of the new venture,

but the work itself is the best treatise of the kind ever pub-

lished. It gives full and explicit directions on all the details

of retrieving and the manner of teaching both by the force

system and the natural method. Any shooter can teach any
dog to retrieve if he follows the instructions printed in this

book.

The subject is treated as a distinct accomplishment, as it

really is. A chapter is also devoted to the self discipline

necessary to insure success. There are chapters on the Chesa-
peake Bay Dog, Irish Water Spaniel and the English re-

triever. The advertisement of this work will be found in our
advertising colums.

J. B. Eliot's well known collie stud dog Strathmore Ben,
by Dublin Scot—Effie Dran II., waB accidentally poisoned
last week. He found a poisoned squirrel. Strathmore Ben
was a fair very show dog and the sire of winners.

At'the next meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club the elec-

tion of the Bench Show committee will be in order. A full

attendance is expected. Tne committee on club rooms will

also render their report.

Patents Relating to the Spotting Interests.

The following list of United States patents relating to the

Sporting Interests, granted October 8th, 1895, is roported ex-

pressly for Breeder and Sporrs^'AN, by James Sangster

Patent Attorney, Butlalo, N. Y.:

Animal trap—Thomas Curley, Troy, N. Y.
Cartridge packet— .1 times P. Lee, Hartford, Conn.
Magazine firearm—Kimon C. Fay, Nion, X. Y., assignor,

to the Remington Arms Campany, same place.

Recoil Operated firearm—Louis Schmeisser, Mannheim,
assignor to Theodor Bergmann, Oaggenau, Germany.

Process of preparing fish meal—Richard Herwig, Hamelo,
Germany.
Machine gun—Albert G. Dougherty, '"'hambersburg, as-

signor of two-thirds to Thomas B. Buskirk, Paoli, Ind., and
Oscar Foote, Washington, D. C.
Magazine bolt gun—James P. Lee, Hartford, Conn.
Apparatus for mounting guns—Joseph Strauss, U. S. Navy.
Cartridge lifter for magazine guns—Riinmon C. Fay, Ilion,

N. Y., assignor to the Remington Arms Company, same
place.

Magazine pistol—Joseph Pequot and Casper Engh, Liege,
Belgium.

Ejector for revolvers—Frederick Smith, Worcester, Mats.,

assignor to the Harrington and Richardson Arms Company,
same place.

Snap hook—Thos. D. Morris, Seward, Neb.
Striking or punching apparatus—John P. MacLearn, Phil-

adelphia, Pa , atsignor, by mesne assignments to the Athletic
Novelty Company, same place.

ROD.

"Winter Oare of Tackle.

"It's a source of great surprise to me," said a veteran an-

gler, "to find that some men have any tackle at all left over
from the preceding year when I see the careless way in which
they treat it. Rods are dumped hastily into some garret cor-

ner, often dry and hot enough to warp a telegraph pole.

Lines still wet from the last day's fishing are tossed into an
envelope to mildew or are left to rot on the reels. The reels

themselves, put away damp, uncleaned and without oil, are of

course bound to rust and give poor service the following

season. Hooks are tumbled in with the damp line, the steel

to corrode, the gut to dry and crack and aplit. When the

unfortunate who thus leaves things to care for themselves

loses a big fish on the opening day of the next year's sport

by the sudden parting of a rotten line, he breaks into a tor-

rent of abuse directed against the innocent tackle maker, and
goes straight to some shop to buy a complete new outfit, de-

claring that last year's stuff is never good anyway.
" Now, all this can be, and should be, avoided. A n hour

or so of care at the end of the season will insure the preser-

vation of rods, hooks and lines. Every rod joint, should be

carefully straightened before it is put up for the winter. The
tips, especially, are bound to be more or less set from the

constant downward strain. The remedy for this is to lay
them on a flat board and tack leather strips across, holding
them down to the plana surface. By keeping them damp a
few days you can readily warp them into proper shape. Next
give a good rubbiog down with a mixture of powdered pumice
aud sweet oil to take ofl the cracked and broken surface of
the old varnish, and then two thorough coats of thin varnish,
allowing plenty of time for the first coat to dry before apply-
ing the second. You must always look to see that the guides
and whipping are complete and in good order, and repair
any frayed or loose ones before putting on the preservative.

This dressing fills all the pores of the wood and shuts out all

decav. Then lay the rods in their cases on a shelf in some
room of moderate temperatere. Standing them against a
wall is a bad practice, as it tends to bend and set the wood.
"Reels must be carefully tafcen apart, cleaned of all rust

all grit, and oiled. Lines should be removed from the reels,

first wiped ofl with a damp cloth, and when dry with an oiled

one, and then wound on a flat bit of board. Hooks should
always be dipped in oil before being stored away, and grease
will also keep the gut snells moist and pliable.

"Artificial flies require more care than all the rest of the
outfit put together. A whole army of buflalo bugs, moths
and shiners are on the lookout for the soft feathers and silks.

Take every one out of the hook, and after laying in the sun
for a few hours to kill any chance germs or eggs, wrap in

camphorated paper or in plain tissue paper and sift thor-
oughly with powdered camphor gum. Then pack them
away in a red cedar case if you have or can procure one. and
no prowling vermin will disturb that outfit.

" With such care taken in time the angler will find at the
opening of the next season that he has saved many a dollar,

and all of his outfit is as good as ever, and some of it even
better than when it was new, because of the seasoning."

—

Canadian Sportsman.

Shellfish Have Been Planted.

The first news of the trouble on the marshes between the

duck-hunters and the club men was a semi-oflicial communi-

cation received by Deputy Fish and Game Commissioner

T. Babcock Wednesday. It was from San Pablo and reads:

This morning the duck-shooting season opened and with it

the first clash of hunters and keepers of the duck preserve

occurred on the grounds of the San Pablo Shooting and

Fishing Club. With the dawn of day about twenty good and

true sportsmen appeared and attempted to invade the pre-

serve grounds.

They were promptly met by nearly an equal number of

keepers, who ordered them off. Fearing arrest and much
consequent trouble all retired except two, who gave their

names as Lambert, and said they had been employed to

shoot on these grounds and they proposed to do so. They
promptly ordered the keepers not to interfere with them and.

presenting their guns, threatenen to shoot any who did so.

The keepers prudently retired to a respectable distance

and dispatched one of their numbers to the nearest Justice of

the Peace and swore out warrants for the arrest of the tres*

passers. These warrants were delivered to the constable of

the county, who in due time arrested the offenders.

After a careful hearing before the Justice they were fined

for trespassing upon ground where shellfish have been
planted. It seems that this club has stocked these grounds
with terrapin, oysters and clams, and the law of trespass is

very stringent in regard to this class of property.

''It is told of John Quincy Adams that a client of his,

whose case was to be tried on a certain morning, was unable
to get his counsel to go to Boston, or to leave his fishing boat,

except long enough to write a note to the judge, which,
when presented, caused that worthy m&gistrate to announce
to the court : 'Mr. Adams is detained on important business.'

The note read: 'Dear Judge—For the sake of old Izaak

Walton, please continue my case until Friday. The smelt are

biting and I can't leave.' "—New York Evening Post.

Fishes propel themselves by the tail fins, not the body fins.

The fins of the tail actually perform the evolutions de-
scribed by the blades of a steamboat's stern propelling

wheel.
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The Dalles, Or., Fair.

Following are the summaries of the race which which took

place at the fair which commenced here October eth and

ended October 9th:

8V31MABIES.

Running, one-quarter mile dash, purse $100.

H V. Summerville's Black Prince, 122_ 1

J. R. Thomas' Little Dug 122 2

H K. Bennett's Grover, 119 3

J. L. Van Winkle's Steamboat Bill, 119 4

Time, 0:25.

Running, one-half mile and repeat, purse S150.

T. J. Strickland's Mamie S., 114 14 1

A. C. Lohmir's Picnic. 114 - 4 12
W. L. Whitmore's Mowitza, 114 „ 3 2

E K. Piekards Black Alder. 114 2 3

T.J. Matlock's Henrietta, 109 5 5

Time, 0:51} 2
', 0:52, 0:51.

Running, five-eights mile, handicap, purse S175.

J. R. Thomas' Annie Rooney. 100 1

W. L. Whitmore's Mowitza, 114 2

A. M Allen's Volia, 108 3

C. J. Matlock's Baby Rnlb. 107 4

A. C. Lohmire'e Picnic, 119 5

Time, 1:06.

Pony race, one-half mile dash.

J. Malonev's Cricket- — «.. 1

J. Dashy's Biddy- 2

J. Maloney'sRollo - 3

J. Reynold's Little Maud, 4
W. A. Hendricks Feigh - 5

O. Bagley's Peggy - 6

Jno. Davidson's Nellie 7

J. Samson's Emma. ~ 3

Time, 1:00.

Pacing, 3 in 5.

E. Stone's Encounter 2 111
R. Breeze's Davis Boy- 12 2 2

Time, 2:27, 227, 2:29, 234.

Running. Purse SoO: saddle horse race. Half mile dash.

J. L- Van Winkle's Cracker Jack 1

A. Allen's Stranger 2
Walker ^table's Mt. Plant and Chance, 3

\Y. H. Sloper's Dan S ~

Thos. Bolton's La Grippe
R. H. Guthrie's Lady Thorn
Morris Bros.' Polly

Time, 0:54.

Running. Purse £150. Three-eighths mile heats.

T. J. Strickland's ch m Mamie S.. 114 pounds 2 11
H. A. Summerville's Black Prince. 11" pounds 1 2 2

W. D. Gilmore's b g Jim Cruw, 114 pounds 3 1

C. Matlock'4 ch g Herman, 114 pounds 4 4

Time, 0:37, 0:37, 0:38.

Running. Purse $100. Half-mile dash.

E. R. Pickard's Black Aider, 110 pounds 1

H. A. Summerville's Black Prince, 122 pounds 2

A. C. Lohmire's Picnie, 119 pounds : 3
H. K. Bennett's Grover. 119 pounds 4

W. G. Gilmore's Jim Crow, 119 pounds _ 5

Time, 0:51.

Running, three-quarter mile handicap, purse S150.

W. L. Whitmore's Token. 90 1

J. P. Mclnerry's Volta. 108 _ 2

W. L. Whitmore's Mowitza 115 3

J. R. Thomas' Annie Rooney, 110 4

Time, 1:19} J.

Trotting, free-for-all, purse S300.

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's Carlye Carne 3 111
W. Walters' Conde 13 2 2
Jno. Kiufong's Almax 2 2 3 3

Time, 2:23. 2:28, 2:32%, 235.

Running, seven-eighths mile, handicap, purse $200.

J. P. Mclnerry's Volta. 90 1

W. L. Whitmore's Mowitza, 112 2

J. R. Thomas' Annie Rooney, 103 3

Time, 1:33.

Roadster race, one-half mile heats, 3 in 5,pursefl00.

L. Washburn's Kisbar 119 1

M. A. Moody's Pet 2 3 13
J. P. Mclnerry's John Day 3 2 2 2
J. S. Schenk's Pearl Knox - 4 4 3 5

R. R. Hinton's Hero 6 5 7 S
W. J, Day's Nellie Bly 5 6 8 9

S. B. Adams' Jennie 7 7 5 7

J. F. Moore's Wilkie 8 9 4 6

W. H. Ward's Prince - 9 8 6 4

Time. 1:32,1:31, 1:32, 1:3." j.

Yreka Jockey Olub Races.

The races at Agricultural Park, near Yreka, have been

well attended, and the weather delightful for enjoyment of a

good time. The following is a summary of the first and

second days' programme :

FIRST DAY—WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16.

Race No. 1—Ooe-third mile dash, Siskiyou County horses,

purse $100.

L. J. Rohrer's b g Scampaway, Court Hall's ch g Peter
W. and Frank Strong's s g Woodbury Jr. Horses to carry

not less than 119 pounds. Woodbury waa ridden by Will
Sleeper, colors white and black ; Scampaway by Louis
Rohrer, colors blue, and Peter W. by Jones, colors also white
and black. The horses were started in the order last above
named.
At the start Woodbury was a length or more behind the

other horses. Scampaway led to the half-mile post, with
Peter close up. Here Woodbury collared the leader, and
from there home it was a magnificent struggie. Down the

homestretch the way the whip and spur were applied showed
that there was no '"throw off' in the business. Woodbury
won the dash, Peter \V. second and Scampaway less than a

length behind the leader. In the pools this order was reversed,

Scampaway being sold as favorite and Woodbury as third

choice. Time, 1:18}.

J. T. Moxley, Henry Kessler and Pendleton occupied the

judges' stand.

The timers were J. Martin and L. Swan.
Charles Martin, T. Franklin and Royal Brown acted as

starters.

Race No. 2—Trotting and pacing, Siskiyou county horses,

best two in three, purse $120.
Charles Cassedy's b m Minnie.William Clark's br m Sophie

C, and Ed Herr's b m Carrie H.
Minnie was withdrawn before the race. Clark drove Sophie,

and Ed. Swan was up behind Carrie. At the start the latter

had the pole. On the first turn Sophie took the track, and
held the lead all the way round. Carrie made some pretty

bursts of speed, but could not hold out agaioBt the steady

going Sophie. The second heat was a repetition of the first

One. There were no pools sold on thisracB.

Race No. 3—Bicycle race, half-mile dash, purse $30. En-

tries: Frank O'Connell, of Yreka, D. L- Oliver, of Sisson,

and Frank Qoigley and Ed. Eastlick, of Oro Fino. In the
pools Oliver sold as first choice, Qoigley second, and the re-

maining two together in the field. For the first quarter the
riders were well bunched. At the head of the stretch Quig-
ley pedaled to the front. Oliver and Eastlick struggled bravely
to overhaul him, but failed. O'Connell gave up the race at

the three-quarter pole. Quigley won in 1:27.

SECOND DAY—THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17.

Judges, timers and starters of first day acted in same posi-

tions on this day.

Race No. 4—Quarter-mile dash, free-for-all, purse $75.
Frank Terwillinger's s g Domino, Walter Parker's b g

Ranger, Wm. Herr's s g Sleepy Dick, W. H. Names' b g Bay
Dick, W. W. Martin's b g Rondo, G. W. Crippen's b g
Rondo.
Five horses started making close race, with Domino lead-

ing about two feet, with others close up, and Sleepy Dick left

at poet. Time, 0:23^.

Race No. 5—Trottiog and pacing, 3:00 class, free for-all,

best 2 in 3, purse $130.
Wm. Clark's b f Sophie C, Wm. Clark's b f Mattie Nurse,

L. Swan's b m Yreka Siskiyou Bell.

Two horses started on first heat, Mattie Nurse having been
withdrawn. Julius Fitten drove Siskiyou Bell and Clark
drove Sophie C.

The first heat was very close, Siskiyou Bell leading abont
two feet. Time, 3:18.

In second heat Sophie C. came in ahead without any great

effort. Time, 3:20.

In the third heat Sophie C. seemed to have an easy race.

Time, 3:18.

Race No. 6—Running, mile dash, free for all, purse $150.

J. C. Hall's ch g Peter W., C. P. Cleveland's c s Davy
Crockett, Fred Frantz's s s Sam Brown, L. J. Rohrer's b g
Scampaway, Frank Strong's sg Woodbury Jr.

This was a very close race, won by Scampaway in half a
length, with Peter W. second, Woodburv third, Sam Brown
fourth and Davy Crockett fifth. Time, 1:48.

In starting this race, Tom Maguire came near being killed,

and was badly crippled by Davy Crockett running over and
knocking him down. There was some trouble in getting the

horses started, when the men attending led them up the

track to turn for a start. Maguire had hold of Woodbury,
and letting him go, stepped back into Davy Crockett's posi-

tion, whereas if he had stood still, he would not have been
touched. This mishap caused the rider of Daw Crockett to

lose his stirrups, which he could not regain for nearly half a

mile, otherwise it is believed he could have won the race.

Bakerefleld Country Club.

Following are the entries to the races to be held by the

Kern County Country Club at Bakersfield, November 5th and

6th:
FIRST DAY—TUESDAY. NOVEMBER O.

First race. Six furlongs—M. G. Burmester's Geronimo, T. H. Dud-
ley's Bessie, P. Weber's Bed Jacket.

Second race. One mile—Wilson Chamberlain's Tarba. F. Farrar's
Mestor, G. W Chappell's Little Tough. B. F. Hobart's Onti Ora. F. C.
Carson's Mendocino. G. A. Tibbet's Martinez, G. Wright's .Nameless,
P. Weber's Hello, C. V. Tnpper's Pavilion.

Third race. Trotting. One mile—D. E. Abbott's Humming Bird,
D. 51. Re-avis' Doc Bur well, W. F. Ingwerson's Harry Geer. J. Depois-
ter's Rowdy Wilkes, J. V. Caldwell's Lacy, C. Spittler's John Mac-
gregor, J. A. Johnston's Jay Jay.

Fourth race—One-quarter mile.—R A Ferguson's John-day-zin, J
Balfour's Miss Wid. T H Dudley's Geraldine, W H Farquharson's
Sweet Perfume. L Roberts Nancy Hanks.

Fifth race— Five furlongs.—Wilson Chamberlain's Monda, W L-
Mikel's Proxy, A Luther's Pickpocket, Mrs. E Starkey's J*m Boze-
man. O W Chappell's Red Dick, B F Hobart's Onti Ora. J V Caldwell's
Big Head. G Wright's Nameless, G A Tibbet's Martinez, B M Tibbet's
Dreadnought, C V Tnpper's Mollie Adams filly.

Sixth race—Hurdle—One mile and a half.—RA Ferguson's John-
day-zin, F W D Gwynee's Fenella.

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH.

ctFJP
1 ^- One-half mile-M. G Burmester's Nachez, Mrs. E.Starker s Jim Bozeman, C. W. Chappell'sBell Oak, J. V. Caldwell'sbay gelding. Mrs. G. A. Tlbbett's Triloy.

Date
C°nd ra°e

' °De mile~Tl H
" Daley's Bessie, Dr. J. Snook's

ml^S w°|-
T™.""* «ce. rjQe mile-D. E. Abbott's Humming

Bird D. M Reavis' Doc Borwell. J. C. Caldwell's Lucy. J. A. John-
ston's Jay Jay, C. Spittler's John Maegreggor.
Fourth race. One-quarter mile—ST. G. Bnrmesler's Ten Cents, W.

H. Fanjnbaraon s Sweet Perfume. J. V. Caldwell's Midget, B. M Tib-
bet s Kittie.

Fifth race, six furlongs-Wilson Chamberlain's Monda, Mrs E
btarkey s Jim Boztman. C. W. Chappell's Cooper, C. Wright's Name-
less, G. A. Tibbet's Martinez. P. Weber's Hello.

„:>ix,
,
J?-r?

c!~ five furlongs-M. G. Burmester's Geronimo. J. Balfour's
Miss Wild, T. H. Dudley's Geraldine. F. W. D. Gwynn'3 Fenella.
Seventh race, hurdle race, two miles—H. E. Hardman's Lassie A

Luther a Pickpocket, F. Farrar's Mestor. B. F. Hobart's Onti Ora F
C. Carson's Mendocino, P. Weber's Hello, C. F. Topper's Pavilion'

W. F. Young, Mended, Conn.—"Absorbine" should be
introduced among horsemen and stock farms in general. 1

am a race horse man myself, keeping 20 to 25 in training, and
have used vour remedy with good effect. Yours faithfully,—
Percy Taylor, 170 Madison street, Chicago, 111.

W. & J, Sloane & Co "!

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Carpets,

Rugs,

Furniture,

Drapery

Materials,

Lace Curtains,

Window Shades

ORIENTAL RUGS
Modern and Antique, in Great

Variety.

641-643-645-647 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

THOROUGHBRED AUCTION SALES
Salesyard Corner Van Ness Avenue and Market Street

AT 7:30 P. M.. UNDER CANVAS BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Tuesday, November o, 1895.
Yearlings and Two-Year-Olds, «el or PLAMBEAl-

, RA-
rl.YE. Imp. CYRUS, and FLOOD,

PBOPEBTY OP

Palo Alto Stock Farm.
Wednesday, November, 6, 1895.

Yearlings aod Hordes in Training,
(J#t or KL RIO HKV aod JOB HOOKER.

PROPEBTY OP

Theodore Winters, Esq.
KancHO del Sierras, Washob City. Nevada.

Thursday, November 7, 1895.
YearliDKN. Two-Year-Oldw mid J J r - •-- in Training.

I.rl or MARThMllKM. MAXIM, 4PACHB, MIDLOTHIAN'
MAHIVBH. Kir,

PROPEBTY OT

-

JOE HOOKEB.

DATE TO BE FIXED LATER.

Charles Kerr,
BaKssansTj), «.'aj .

Yearlings, Two-Year-Olds, Broodmares and WeanliDgs.

Property of Estate of Col. Harry I. Thornton.
There will also be sold, November 5tb, the noted mares LIZZIE HAMPTON, by Hampton ; a mare by St. Savior

out of Orest, half sister to the great Lowlander ; and a yearling by THREE CHEEKS, out of Haroidine, by General Harding,

son of imp. Great Tom.
Catalogues are now readv and will be famished upon personal application or bv letter.

The ring will be inclosed and brilliantly lighted by electricity. Chairs will be provided for ladies, who are cordially

invited to be present.

KILTJP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 30 Montgomery Street, S. F
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A New Fodder P.ant.

Atriplu Seiuibaccatum (Australian Salt

Bush)—The genesis of this remaikable family

of plants is ltfi for corjeclure to furnish, un-

less we rely on tradition that it sprang uo to

cover the grave of Lot's wife.

Uraj-.io his. manual, gives two species of

alriplei, and we have at least seven indi-

10 Kern county, one of which (atriplei

bracleoea) is a troublesome alkali weed. The

others, with one exception, are unimportant

and uninviting, and of little value as forage

plants. The one exception is an annual, con-

spicuous light green, in solitary flattened round

bushes and is relished by stock. It resembles

yet differs from A. pbyllostegia and is pro-

bably a new species.

Few people would have guessed that from

ibis genu- uf plants should come one possess-

ing proprieties tbat make it important and

welcome to cultivators of alkali land. The
improbable has occurred again.and frjm Aus-

tralia comes atriplex semibaccalum taking

kindly to our strongest alkali spots, covering

them in one season with a carpet of verdure

acceptable lo cows, sheep, hogs and chickens.

S me horses eat it readily, others refuse it

when first offered, while all eventually relish

it. Tfte seed when sowed thinly forms a

spreading mat that entirely covers the ground,

and conserves the moisture in a remarkable

degree. The lap root goes straight down
about four feet in our soil, and forms at that

depth a mass of fibrous rools; this is not the

case with transplanted plants, as the tap root

becomes demoralized and the fibrous rools

form near the surface, lessening the power to

withstand drought.

One plant will cover about five hundred

square feel, and produce about seventy thous-

and seeds in one season on alkali ground. To
believe that il originated to cover the grave

of Lot's wife is immaterial, but we can readily

see its wonderful facility to cover lots of alkali

ground, and we accept it as a boon for that

purpose, wilh thanks lo the University at Ber-

keley and ihe Station at Tulare for introduc-

ing it. The nutritive value as proven by

analysis and actual feeding is very satisfactory;

the plant is perennial, of neat appearance, not

easily injured by tramping, grazing or cutting;

the yield is about twenty tons per acre, which
loses three fourths its weight in drying. It

remains green all winter, but makes its most
rapid growth during hot weather; it is a sun-

shine plant, and does not do well if shaded by

trees ; it is not d fficult to eradicate by one

plowing, and there is no question but that it

will eliminate the alkali from the ground, ren-

dering it suitable for other crops.

Realizing the value of this new fodder plant,

the Kern County Land Company, Bakersfield,

Cal., urge all who are interested in improving
iheir wasle places, to give it a trial, and if

they will report results, we will furnish them
enough seed by mail to plant about one fourth

of an acre, on receipt jf 25 cents. Instruc-

tions for planting accompany each package.

Almonte are Sensational.

among ihe best performers on Ihe track. I

cannot imagine how the slock phrase that the

" Almonts are never sensational " originated.

Certainly il is about time that it received its

quietus.

Better attention to the selection of brood-

mares will do more than anything else to im-

prove the horse stock. We have a very small

number of the right kind of stallions com-

pared with the whole number in use, and

there is where the main trouble lies. The

produce of a stallion increases much faster

than ihe produce of a mare. The former, in a

lifetime, if patronized, leaves several hundred

of his produce, while ihe taller rarelv leaves

over a dozen, and very oflen less. Thus it

will be seen that a poor stallion in a commu-
nity, if generously patronized, is capable of

perneiualing many more of his kind, while

onegood broodmare is capable of perpetuating

only a very few of her kind. The question,

then, of improving the stock at once becomes

a question of capable judgment in selecting

broodmares, and choosing a stallion to breed

them to. The breeding problem is an old

one, but to a large mijority of breeders of the

present generation it is an unstudied science

which must be taken up and studied in order

to succeed. The mere production of horses

plays a very small part in establishing a type

or distinct breed of horses, and without this

purpose in view there never will be profit to

any breeder. The young men should take up

the study. We have a history of most breeds

of horses in Ibis country, so that breeders can

secure all the information necessary to post

themselves on any desired breed by studying

the history of the great sires and dams of the

different breeds
.

Nelly G., by A. W. Richmond, is the dam
of Rex Gifford, 2:14, and Thayermont, 2:27*.

1

Wilh the exception of the Wilkes and Elec-

tioneer families, the Almonts have produced

more sensational hort-es than any other family.

Fanny Witherspoon, 2:16), was quite a sensa-

tion in her day. Piedmont, 2:17}, was also

rather on the sensational order. Westmont,

wilh his pacing record of 2:13$ and bis mile

of -01 1, wilh a runniog mate,also made some

noise in the world. Allie Wtst, 2:25, held

the four-year-old stallion record. He was

err faM for his day and hii lime then may
fairly be called sensational. His son Jewett,

with his double record of 2:20 and 2:1-1, was

calculated to make quite an impression on the

public mind. Charley Friel, 2.16f, and Frank

Champ, 2:16}, did not escape notice. Flying

Jib, 2.04. wilh his running mate in 1:581, was

also a pretty well-known horse, says Icono-

clast. While it is true that last year he was
not nearly a* good a horse as be had been,
owing probably to his temper having been
soured, he was, in 18U2, as consistent

a race horse and as uniform a winner
as any horse that has ever an-
|K-ared on the track. It is questionable
whether a faster horse was ever foaled. The
performances of the Allamont branch of the
Ahnint family this year may be r-iid to have
been fairlv sensational. Aitao, Chehalis and
Klamath ba< idenUfl trotting his-

lor; in 1896. On th** female side the Al-
monts have also produced many phenomenal

Star Almont, the
dsm of the celehralt-d Levburn familv, ll difl

UogoUhed »« the <>nW mare with but six foals

that has all of them in the standard lilt and
some of them are rery distinguished. Lark,
by Abdallah MambriuO, il the only mare with

the 2:20 list. Fantasy's

dam an-! grundnni sre each by a son of Al-
mont. Bhs "-lili holds the three*?ear-old rec-

ord Almoot
of Almool ire aim* bI

looomerabl ml I will not burden the rea<ler

by recapitulating them. Many of them are

Sorae Owners Snonld Tx*y

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by .T. E.
Gombault
ex-Veterl*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

GOTemmpnt
find.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
rin*""-issfW> toproduce any scar or blemish. The Safct

be-i BLISTER everiisea. Takes the place of ail lint-

men is [ortnfla ur pevere action. Kemoves all JBunche*
or Itlcmlnhes I'rom Jloree» or Cattle.

As a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rhenmatlsm,
Sprains, Sere Throat, t*.c, it Is invaluable.

1AJC PI? ft DA EJTCG that on© tablespoonfnl ofnC uUAnAri.Lc caustic balsam wm
produce more actual remlis than a «hole bottle of,

ujy liniment or t-pavin cure mixture ever made.

Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is Warran-
ted to pive satisfaction. Hi tee S 1 .50 per bottle. Sold
bv Dnierfrlsts, or sent by repress, charges paid, with full

directions for iU us*. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc, Addrws (

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

HI ii-i itiiih. TO IT FOR THIS YKAK.
ionthly during (bench

iimt isboi 913 per vmr. EMogleooph

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
tIS iiu-h Niit-n. . Ban Pruclieo, Cal.

"
i i

I
- .I New York.

Explanatory upon application.

The State Agricultural

Society's

Nursery Stakes,

FOR 2-YEAR-OLDS.

TO BE BUN AT THE

STATE FAIR
OF 1896.

A sweepstake for two-year-olds, foals of 1891. Sub-
scribers to -end rlD w'tta each entry on November l*t,

]S95,f15 payable March 1, lSse, and tlS August 1. 1S96.

A 11 starters to pay $60 additional by 5 p. ai. the day
before the race.

The State Agricultural S ciety to add 11,000. Tbe
winner to receive £600 and slakes, second borse flbO,

ihird #150.

Win'-ers of two races ticarry 3 lbs , of three races 5

lrs., of tour or moip, 7 lbs. extra. Non-winners, if

beaten twice, allowed 3 lbs., if three limes, 5 Its., if

four or more times, 7 lbs

Pavments not made as they become due declares en-

try out and releases subscriber. Six lurlongs.

Eutri'8 lo close wild Secretary November 1st,

18*5-
C. M. CtOSE, President.

KDU l\ F. SMI TH, Secretary.

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB

FALL MEETING.

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING SEPTEMBER 21, 1895.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

PlTe or More Race. Each Day. Race. Star

al 2 p. m. sharp.

••-^'(vAUIprpi'anrt PPAry-strp^t cars pass thp p.tp

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRAJSCISOO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

8. HALEY,E. P. HKALD, Preeident
snrt for Circular"

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.
& FINE DOUBLE TEtM OF FIST TROTTERS!

A splendid pair of roadsters, one of tbe finest bugg;
teams io the city, is ottered for sale. They are well
bred, fast, stylish, sud perfectly gentle -sale 1or a lad'
in drive. In breeding they cannot be excelled, bein
of tne most fashionable strains. Any gentlemai
wanting a last team will find a bargain in this pairn
trotting mares. They are only four years old. and
beine untrained, will continue to develop speed b"
careful handiiog. They are slightly below median
size, but of strong confor aiiou and perfectly sound
This team may be seeo at the Dexter Prince Stable
1509 Grove t>treet. near Baker. They will be sold al \

low price.
ALSO FOB SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and

Business Horses
BRED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from tbe breede
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals a
lowest prices. Colts and ilUies are offered for sale b
that great young sire. PILOT PRIV K; aleo b ;

Dexter Prlice.Si'Hiey, Victor, ":22, Grandissirno, 2:23q
George Washington, 2:16,'E1 Benton, 2:23: Don Mai
vin, 2:22, etc. These have all been bred at the Napt
Stock Farm and are out of first-class mares.
Promising colts of tried speed lines will be suppliei

to trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready fur track work are rffered for sale.
Bro< dmares are also oft-red for sale by Woodmil

2:16, Dawn, 2:18%, Grandisstmo, 2:23S. Dexter Prince
Hawthorne, Arthurton, Kaubuc. etc
A feature is also made of supplying good livery am

business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represented

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Nap
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and legs am
will therefore stand hard work. All stock sold tron
this farm has given the best ot satisfaction. Bargain
are offered to all desiring to purchase good stock ofan
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write ft)

information.
Full particulars may be had regarding the above b;

calling at Heald's Business College, or by addressing
K. P. HEALD,

24 Post Street, 6an Francisco.

THE FOl'R-YEAR-OLD FILLY
y» "rV/T J%. "^r^fcTVT sired b-v Chas. Derby,^.JVL^^^lV^JM 2:20. out of Banona
(dam of W. Wood, 2:07), by Anteeo, Ptc.

Amazon is a beautiful dapple brown filly, sound aod
kind, and has paced miles in 2:26 with a few weeks'
handling. She has shown that she could with a ;ilttle

more work get a very lew mark ; has (aced quarters
in :us seconds. Inquire of »SEO. HAWK,

Oakland Race Track.

FOR SALE.

The Game Pacing Gelding

Golden West.

Three Year-Old Oolt Called

MADISON
This colt was sired by JAME-5 5IADISOS, 2:17J(

out of a mare by Berlin. He is one of tbe purest-gaite

and most promising youngsters in California. Ha
shown ability to trot in 2:22, and will be one of the bes

prospects for next year. As au individual he is one (

the handsomest in California.

GOLDB.V WK-T will be sold with bis engage

meuts. He is sound, kind, steady, and a perfectl;

reliable horse, and has shown his ability to lower hi

record.

Inquire of

Or at this Office.

J. M. \ELSOK,
Oakland Track.

FOR SALE.

MAYFIELD
B m, foaleJ 1887, bred by Palo Alto

gtack Farm.
Bv Wn.DIDLE, son of Imp. Australian and Idh

wild, bv Lexington, dam FOSi'RESS (dam of Siufax
by Foster. M AV FI KLU is in foal to Racine.
For further Information, apply to

F. W. COYBY.
Palo Alto Stock Farm

KhMI FOK
CATALOGUE.

MAILED 1-HhK
GEM STEEL WIND MILL

\\ iih Uraphitp Boxes.

NBVBB
BBQOIRBS
OILING tut

"CLIMBING
OFTOU'Ette.

We carry i

Guaranteed more durable without oil than
other mills tbat are oiled, Practically these
mills require no attention. Truly a Gem,
and worth its weight in gold. It combines
beauty, strength, durability and simplicity,
Governs itself perfectly, is easilyerected, and
is sold on its merits: in (hot, It Is the best on
earth. They are Reared back three to one—
the wheel making them run iujhe lightest

wind or breeze The mill Is made entirely

of Steel and Cast Iron. Each nue of our
Gem Wind Mills Is warranted. If not satis-

factory, freight will be paid both ways, aud
money refunded.

full lln.' .if all kimls >.'l" pimpi-tor band, win.l mill ftn I power US6.

pe PUtlogs, BmwGoodSi Btose, Tkoks, etc, *»eud for our Catnloju

WOODIN S LITTLE, 312-314 Market Street, San Francisco,

The I- rand 1 > - Hr.-.l lln.-.- Mart'

Adapted tor all depths ol|

*. Mailed free.

ROSITA A., 2:15 1-4.
IN FOAL TO DIRECT, 2:05 I-2.

For ftirllier |i«rUculura, address I- \V. AL.VI80, l'lra»nnlou, Cal.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime docker Kennels.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C.S. B. 257. Mollie,

A.27.8SO. Jessie M., A. 30,15-1.* Peg Woffington 29,7oS

and Railelte.

Fops lot sale. Address

MILLER dc PRATHKR, Proprietors.

W. L. PRATHKR JE-, P. K. MlI.LKH.
6J7 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stch—Tbe best bred Irish Setters in America.

PIN tiLAS JR., 31,189.
BAORYMORE, 31.802.

II yoo want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GLK.YMORE KENNELS,

West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK SU'lV-
ELEK. fee $25; Challenge NEMO II, fee $20.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
and Field Trial winners, sires and dams-
Address A B. 1RUMAV.

1425 Stelner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

With this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
EBKKoand Exhibit Does as scientificallyjaa the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price. 83.00. and 25 cent§ Expressage.

If your dog Is sick, yon most have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell yon from what disease he Is suffering
and how to core the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING," .

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and Is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best woek of the ktnt> eveb published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Fetch and Carry.

A Treatise on Retrieving

BY B. WATERS.
PRICE. 81. SO, POSTPAID.

Do you wish to have a perfect retriever? This work
will t^ach you how to train and handle a retriever by
either Hie Natural MeUod or Force System. It elves
the amateur hints in self-discipline- Jlany incidental
matters of training ar^ treated. Chapters are devoted
to the Irish Water Sianiel, the i hesapeafee Bay dog
ami the English retriever. The advantages and dis-

advantages of using a dog for txith finding and retriev-
ing are fully explained. Send for circulars.

B. \V\TRRS. 318 Broadway. X. Y.
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Grand Hotel
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THEBESTSPGRTSMEXAN*DT RAPSHOTSOFTHIS
COUSTRYHAVEDONKSOA-ND

WHENTHEYSHOT

HAZARD
GUNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGGEDTUEPHIZESORTHE

GAMEANDHAVEUF.GKl'CSTOTBYOURrlANTJAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

ffHICFWEHJVEDONEANDHAnNGPRODOCED
THELATESTANB-BESTOFrreKIJSD

NOWnFFJ- KCSDEKOTJR

Fire Arms,
^ Fishing Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

u
TRADEMARK

H
BLUE RIBBON

BRAND
For diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

Phelps & Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

£20 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not caose headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as it contains no nltro -glycerine organ cot-

ton . It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the gun.
It bas a liebt recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives the best pattern at any and all distances.

SEVENTH Its action Is the most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brags shells with any primer.

It is the cleanest powder In ase, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks afler using, a dry cloth is
all that Is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not aream a late
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

It is the cheapest powder to nse, as every package sold contains full weight (IS oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than double the Dumber of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED RY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

49~ For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

FOFRTH
FIFTH
SIXTH

MMU

TE.\TH

DUPON "SPORTING POWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claim* made Tor Dapont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual DLxon measure.
Second—It tlves best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what Its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder
SLxth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, qnfck, well-suited tj trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not aflected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

C. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAS HA-VDICAP 1895.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Merlden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers StreeL

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

ALL OSKD

R. LIDDLB CO.'S
SPORTSMENTS OUTFITS.

110 MONTGOMERY 8T.
Open Satorday BYenlpm*.

CLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new bo<>k— free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

Guide and Hunter
For British Columbia and Alaska. For partk-ulars
address

\Y. Ul'TTHiPGK.Gpldeu, British C'olujnftla,

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f^
I Cubeb3 and Injections.

(JUIDY
1 They cure in48 hours the V ^j
I same diseases without any inoon-

Irenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlsheadlog GO cents per Ine oe/month

TTQRSES AND OATTLB.
BU LLS Devc"ls and MwrtAoms. All pure bred and
. . ,

restored. Fine Individuals. Al pi Ices

iV. . Hmes- either siniriy or in carload lots. Oatwood Park Stock Farm, Danville. Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.BKKKSHIRKS and P >L\Y ||.CHINA HOUR.Also best varieties of Fancv POULTRY'WILLIAM NILKS &CO-. Los Angeles, CaL
Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876.

AHUM BREEDING FARM. sfflBSi*
S§& (

a. V,™""'' '° 9randee, three-year-old record
2:C3Hi. Stallions, broodmares. Allies and carriage
hors«s,thegetoftheat>ovestallions,forssle. AddreL
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER.SL Helena,Cal.

VETERINARY.

DE. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ol Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST.. 8. F.

Between Fourth, and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Veterinary Department
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
Cor. Post and Fillmore Sts , San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, I89S.

A. A. CUNNINGHAM, Secretary.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEV4D\ STABI.KS1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.*

Kb charge for examination.

M.R.C.V.S., F.E. V.M.S.
VETERINARY S L R G E N ,

Member of the Koyal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons, England: Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of tbe Kew Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Offloe, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 529

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AJTD STABLE :

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOURS:

7 to S a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
TKLEPHOyE 3651.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OP CALIFORNIA.

The Finest FUhlpg and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION'
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

THE ROUTK TO

San Rafael Petaluma*
Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMP-ESQ GROUNDS ON

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. RYAN, liPD. Pus. Art

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you arc fond ol fresl]
air and restful, rural re-
treats, read G..
the gentle magazine of

life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to any:.'

Three trial nun.!
No fret copies. Gamb-

Place, New York, N.Y.

/Going Around
THE TURN" he lost a boot: battered his

; swollen and lame next morning.

ABSORBING j»»«S
absorb the bunch; ready for next race.

- 'lone; would
: bunch ami bop

$2.ooa houie. Of
i era, or

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,
No. 3-1 Ainhepftgi., tjprlnafleld.
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I HOUSE SHOW ASSOCIATION OF THE
SECOND ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

Mechanics' Pavilion, San Francisco, Cal., December 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7
$15,000 IN CASH PRIZES AND OVER

$3,000 IN SILVER TROPHIES and SPECIAL PRIZES

officers:
IIKXKY J. CROCKER, - President

JOHN PARROTT, J. I.. RATHBONE, Vice-Presidents

GEORGE ALMER NEWHALL, - - Secretary

OBEDHOBE, - - - A.^tant Secretary
|

Offered for All ClaBses of H

1st, 2d clxx<3. 3c3L Prizes iaa. Every Class.
Make Your Entries Early and Secure Stalls or Boxes, as Every Spacs was taken Last Year and We Will Have a Largei

Show this Year. Horses May be Entered for Exhibition or Sale.

EIIVTRIES CLOSE nXTCXVEilUEIBESR O, 1895,
Write to the Secretary for Prize List, Rules and Regulations, Entry Blanks and other information.

Room 30 Mills Building, Second Floor

VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Goinpt's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Rohrer's Hool Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment.

Ossidine, Gombault's Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind PuB Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Goings Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.
TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

RED BALL BRAND.

Awarded Gold Med a
At California Stale
Fair 1893.
Every horse owner

who values bis stock
-b' iild constantly have
a supply or it on band.
It improves and keeps
stock in tbe pink of con
dition.

Manhattan Food Co.,

Ban Mateo, Cal.
Ask your grocer or bay dealer for it.

SPECIFIC FOR

FOR ABSOLUTE SECURITY DR. E. W. BOVETT'S
INSURE WITH THE

FIREMAN'S FUND
INSURANCE COMPANY

HomeOfflce Co.'s Building

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Capital, $1,000,000
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA.

1

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO,

official pool-Sellers

( ftllfWiilft 4 Irrull. Including llir IttU Fntr
Othrr Wrl'iillurnl A orlaltona . the I'mcIHc

tt>*>( Troitlnc HofM Pff—At it \--..

rlatlon and tlir

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All tin- Uuwi and meal approved applla

Part* Mutuels mi.'! fnr m In ihi

any pari ol th*
ooantr

krrangv-

. R.uilll r

Here's a Chance for You!

Pont You Want Such a Place i

900 ACRES, ALL FENCED AND SUBDIVIDED

TO BE RENTED OR SOLD.

The Clayton Ranch, ^r^Z^X
hours* ride from ranch to city. Transportation by either rail or water. Elegant residence

Small vineyard. The purest living water. Good orchard, barns, stables, sheds and dairj

house. ThiB ranch is famous for producing the earliest feed in the country. It's the IDEAI
BREEDING AND TRAINING FARM in California.

REMEMBER

THIS SUNNY, SHELTERED HOME
IS TO BE HAD AT A BARGAIN.

Write and get fall information regarding it.

GEO. T. RUDDOCK, Room 28, Ninth Floor, Mills Building,

SOUTHER FARM.
Good Box Stalls and Paddocks. A fine place

to give runners a let-up and a careful exercise boy

kept.

Horses boarded in any ma' ner desired. Colts broken and

driven for road or track. For rates, etc., apply to

H. C. CASIDY, Souther Farm, San Leandro, Cal

Cracked Heels

and Scratches.
It will alai cure all §ort-». Wound*, (loot I'linfe*,

Rope Burn* and Grease Heel without leaving a
i

- i»i i' 1 will always remove a Callous wben
rrom a wound.

ii removes all Horem-H* frith (en applications,and
edy Known that win heal a Cracked

llrri and leave the Bkin soil and pliable.
The great boroeman^ M..nroe Salisbury, sav.i: "I

on ai.ix Queen ol the Turf), am!
DIRRi i i. v i two and thr vi ai old champion pacer),
fur Crnrkril Mc-IhiuhI Snd 1

1

; cal Ion and I be beel la boou ^ofx
an i v.:. i .

id driver ol K i.amatr,
Have been Irj Ins lo cute K i

nl thli in the Ural rem-
edy i inf. bat did the bos)nun."
Many horses ar*- Dnsieedy am) relUse io extend

Ihomseli i lelr hi eh) are

1100 per bottle: six bottles. |&00. Delivered
ids al -' '•niH per bot-

n.'. wuh reduction for each additional bottle

BBUffBON a BOVBTT, Deover, Col.
ItKPfTlu

-

llden, J, W. Zlbbell, Louli HlncKley, Frank
Loomla, Waller Onmmloga, and bnodradi <i( others.

\\ imp AV stock a
»l . I '. 1 1 VJ *\ ** .N

, yapl.cornerTcnthand
ch i.r all kinds

bought m..! -..i.i Comi> Ion paid t<> (heir
1

prumnilv i.
[ Booth.

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE.3'

Newmarket Patent Improvefl Toilet Clippers.
">ew Model Han. Ik-.'

a S
a o

-. - a

No Stable or Tonsorial Establishment Complete Without Them. $3 by Mail.

for fale by Bit BalfcUeryUl Hardware Somes, ur hy

Wrltr for BpWlal I.I...

I\ HAYDKN, xVeoark. >. J.
MamifiiL-tlirer". Agenl tor t'.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

ANP THK BTALUOM

MONDAY -FINAL,
Pa.HlcuU.ra 0! \

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE - $18. '

Tneee Timers start and stop promptly, aud are as

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter SJ.
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SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE DOLLARS A TEAE

THE BREEDERS MEETING.

Close of the Successful Meeting of the P. O.

T. H. B. Association at Los Angeles-
Pronounced the Best Conducted of

Any Ever Held in California

—

Splendid Racing, Close Con-
tests and Fast Time Made

—How the Races
"Were "Won.

THIRD DAT—OCTOBER 30.

This was a day that was crowded fall with live sport. The

polo tournament drew out a fair attendance, but the superla-

tive merits of the entire card of attractions deserved a patron-

age ten times as large. Evidently the people of Southern

California are eo wrapped up in their local idol, Silkwoods

that nothing else in the equine line has attractions for them

or else they were not aware that to-day the greatest three-

year-olds that have been brought together in the United State,

this year were to contest for supremacy; yet between the two

horses.Silkwood and Zombro,the son of McKinney.isthe most

valuable piece of horseflesh. He has vanquished every three-

year-old on the coast in different races, but there was a doubt

prior to today whether he was better thanStam B. The two

had a bitter struggle early in the season at Napa, and it re-

quired five heats to settle the matter, Zombro coming out

victor. The two locked horns again at Sacramento and once

more they had a|hard tussle. The race itself was won by Iago,

a four-year-old, but Zombro forced him out the first heat in

2:11. Stam B. chased him home the next heat in 2:12J,

while Zombro was once more second in the last heat, which

was trotted in 2:13J.

Consequently,there has been Bome little doubt as to whether

Zombro was actually the king of the California three-year-

olds. Everybody is now satisfied, for he proved himself to-

day unquestionably worthy of that title, and the pity is that

the grand stand was not packed with the people of Los An-
geles to witness the remarkable proformance of this equine

wonder which they have in their midst. The three heats in

this race were the fastest that have been trotted by any col-

lection of three-year-olds this year in America, the respective

marks being 2:13, 2:13$, 2:14*.

Starter McNair was once more in good form. The judges

in the staud were alert as usual and scenting the existence of

a job in the special pace, Judge Covey warned them in un-

mistakable terms of the consequences of any strong-arm

tactics.

The card opened up with a special trot, arranged to secure

records for the two contestants, Eraslus C, of the Palo Alto

Stock Farm, and General BeverIy,owned by C. Edgar Smith.

Beverly was permitted to take the first heat in 2:29-1, and
then Erastus placed the next) two to his credit in 2:26^ and
2:22.

8UMMABY.

Special trot, two in three, purse S100.

Erastus C, bra, by Palo Alto—GeDie Pbippen 2 11
General Beverly, b s, by Benefit—Alice G. Maben 12 2

Time, 2r29K, 2:26%, 2:22.

Then came the star attraction of the day with Zombro
bringing $20 in the poMs and the field at $7, which com-
prised Stam. B., Jasper Avers and Dr. Puff. Strange to say

when Zombro came on the track—a grand specimen ofsym-
metrical and majestic horseflesh, beautiful in form and grace-

ful in action—there was but lukewarm applause, the majority

of the audience apparently not recognizing the extraordinary

quality of the animal.

The horses got ofl on the sixth attempt, Jasper Ayers
spoiling several otherwise good starts, by breaking just be-

fore reaching the wire. Zombro having the advantage of the

pole soon went to the front and was leading Stam. B. by a

length at the quarter which was traversed in 0:33A. Dr. Puff,

was at the wheel of Stam. B. wbile Jasper Ayers was four

lengths away having broken on the turn. Zombro had an

advantage of only half a length at the half, while Dr. Puff,

not being able to stand the fast clip which wa9 1:05] at the
half mile, had dropped back four lengths, Ayers still being a

8 tan( last. The order was the same at the three qqartere

which was passed in 1:40, and Durfee was still taking things

easy with the colt. He never let Stam. B. get nearer than
his wheel coming down the stretch and at the wire he had
two good open lengths the best of it. Stam. B. was a half

length in advance of Jasper Ayers, who had come extremely
fast in the last quarter. The mile was negotiated
in 2:13, and from the easy manner in which the son of 31c-
Kinney traveled it, it is safe to say that he could have im-
proved the time by two seconds had it been necessary.

There were but few spectators who cared now to risk their

moneyiagainst Zombro, notwithstanding the tempting odd? of

10 to 2, aDd the poolseller's voice was stilled. To a perfect
start Zoinbro led again, but Stam B. clung gamely to him and
was at his flank as they sailed by the quarter in 0:34a. The
Los Angeles phenomenon had an advantage of two lengths as

the half was reached in 1:07. In the stretch Stam B- was at

Silver Cap Presented by the P. C. r. B. B. Association

and Won by ihe River* Ide Polo t Inb.

his throatlatch, but the brown stallion always had the foot

of the bay, and with the most persistent urging down the
stretch the best he could do was to reach Zombro's neck at

they flashed under the wire in 2:13}. Jasper Ayers beat ou
Dr. Puff for third place.

The final heat was almost a repetition of the precedings
Zombro always had two seconds up his sleeve and again he
showed the way home. He was jogging when the red flag

fell, Stam B. two lengths back, he a like distance from Jasper
Ayers. The time by quarters in this heat was 0:33J, 1:06}
1:41 and 2:14*.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, tor three-year-olds, purse $1,000.

Zombro. br s, by McKinney—Whisper, by Almont Lightning
Durfee 111

Stam B.. b c, by SLamboul—by Happy Medium ..._ Delano 2 2 2
JasperlAyers. b g. by Dns—Babe_ „ Perkins 3 3 3
Dr. Puff, b g, by Bay Bird—Patty Poff. Sullivan 4 4 4

Time. 2:13. 2:13%, 2:14&

A special pace for the 2:15 class was productive of much
interest and brisk speculation. The entries were Del Norte,
Belle, Harvey Mc, Ketchum and Fresno Prince, the first two
named being driven to a high-wheel sulky as a handicap.
Del Norte sold as a favorite at $10, alt the others bunched,
bringing in the first heat but $7. So peculiar was the betting

in the muluals as compared with that in the auction, that the
judges took cognizance of the situation and threatened to
substitute a new driver if anyone was suspected of resorting

to the air brake durine the beat. Everybody must have
known that Del Norte cannot develop speed in the initial

heat of a race, for the money poured in on the field in the
mntuals. The™ w* s another mutual hex iq which Del Norte

was barred, and Belle was sold against the field. Some indi-

vidual mnst have had a strong antipathy against the chestnut

mare, for he played his money in the box at frequent inter-

vals, buying ten tickets every time he visited the box. The
outcome of the heat corresponded with the betting in the
mutuals, for Del Norte did not win the heat nor did Belle

come second. Field tickets against Del Norte netted 85 cents,

while field tickets against Belle yielded 55 cents profit. The
heat itself requires but little description, for Belle broke on
the first turn and dropped behind a city block and au alley.

Del Norte seemed unable to extend himself, but lay in third

position, Harvey Mc and Fresno Prince racing out in front.

Even the refractory Ketchum seemed endowed with new life

and passed the favorite in the stretch, Durfee's horse winning
by six lengths, with Fresno Prioce second and Ketchum
third. Time. 2:14}.

The faith of the wise contingent continued steadfast in Del
Norte and he sold at exactly the same odds as before the

first heat. The warming up which the favorite received in

the first heat benefitted him and he clung to Harvey Mc's
wheel, the first quarter being negotiated in 33 seconds. Belle

breaking at the eighth and falling out of the race. On the

backstretch he was a neck to the good and they whizzed by
the half in 1:06. Around the turn in l:40i, they went on
even terms and then came a game struggle down the stretch.

It was difficult to see which had the advantage, for at the

drawgate they were pacing head and head and Durfee and
Stimson both drew their whips. Both horses were flogged

until the wire was reached, and so close was the result that

opinion was divided. Del Norte eot the verdict. Fresno
Prince was a distant third, while both Ketchum and Belle

failed to get on the right side of the flag. Time, 2:15. Del
Norte was now a tired horse, and though he led into the far

turn, Harvey Mc caught him there and passing him without
an effort jogged in an easy winner in 2:20, with Fresno
Prince again third. The race was then postponed until to

morrow.
The other special trot on the card was for the 2:27 class

and it is still unfinished, only two heats being trotted. The
result is likely to prove a sad blow to the talent for Stella was
played persistently as a " cinch" and she never was dangerous.

The other entries were Los Angeles, Potrero and Carrie C,
and they brought $7 in the pools, Stella selling at $10.

In the first heat all the horses moved like snails to the half

which was covered in only 1:15, Los Angeles being in froDt

Carrie C. second and the favorite third. In the stretch Snider
called on the mare and she shot to the front and won under
a drive in 2:25^. the last quarter being negotiated in 34 sec-

onds.

The talent never lost heart but still played Stella, and
again she disappointed them for she could never get within

four lengths of Carrie C. who made the mile without a skip

in 2:21}. Stella was coming fast at the finish but two lengths

separated the mares ivhen the flag fell. Potrero was a fair

third, a length from Los Angeles. The race will be resumed
to-morrow at 12 o'clock.

During the afternoon an exhibition game of polo was
played between the Riverside and Santa Monica teams, the

colors of the former club being black while the seaside boys
Bported yellow. The occasion was productive of much en-

thusiasm, and the dashing ponies, the gorgeous colors, and
quick spirited play, made an enlivening SDectacIe. From the

start the blacks forced the game and in five minutes had
scored a goal, the decisive play beice made by Bet'ner, who
on his roan pony Cigarette was the central figure throughout
the contest.

Again they tackled the ball and Proctor led off for the
yellows by bunting the ball toward the opponent's goal. Bett-

ner rushed after it and sent it in the opposite direction with
a clever back hand stroke. Waring caught the ball and drove
it through the flags, making the second goal for the River-
side team.
The third time the yellows played bard and Young got the

ball by a succession of drives into the black's territory. The
whole field scrimmaged for it but Ycungagain was there and
scored a goal.

The score was now 3 to 1 in favor cf Riverside, and after

6fteen minutes' intermission play was again commenced. The
vellows were now thoroughly aroused, and they kept tbeball

dangerously near the black's goal. Waring and Betlner
were continually in the thick of the fray and prevented sev-

eral goals Irom being made, but finally Young saw his

chance and tallied again. Score 3 to 2 in favor of River-
side.

On Friday Riverside will meet the Southern California

team to content for two handsome silver t rophies,and the event
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is expected lo be the most spirited of its kiod lhal has oc-

curred in this part of the State.
t

The participants to-day were : Riverside—G. L. "a"ng,

Captain, with poniea King Pin and Santa Clara; P. D. Mar-

tin, with pjny Lady Jane Grey, and K. L. Bettner, with

poor Cigarette.
.

Santa Monicas—Captaio, J. B. Proctor, with pony Shu

Luna- W. R. Young, with ponies Jeta and Beta, and H.

W. Ward with pony Black Maria. Tne referee was Dr.

Edwards, and J. Ketchum acted as timer-

FOURTH DAT—OCTOBER 31.

This was another red-letter day of achievements for the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association. The

people of Lie Angeles are awaking to the fact that the meet-

ing dow in progress is aflordiog the finest harness racing

ibat Southern California has ever had the privilege to w-
t

ness, and the altendauce to-day was a decided improvement.

There was nothing monotonous in the sport for there

was enough happened to keep people's toogues busy from

noon to night fall. The surprise ol the day was the down

fall of Visalia, the redoubtable Boodle taking her measure in

a hard-fought race and in doing so he lowered his record in

the second heal from 2:14 to 2:12J which is the fastest record

made by a stallion ibis year-

Then the grand parade of trotters and pacers with records

was an inspiring sight and constituted a living and walking

proof of the assertion lhal California is indeed the nursery of

America's greatest celebrities of the harness world.

The special pace, which was unfinished yesterday, was de-

clared ofl lo-dav, aB several irregularities had cropped up it>

the race which came to the attenlion of the officials,and they

wiselv tool: the action as stated.

The unfinished trot which was postponed yesterday after

Carrie C. had laKen two heats was the first race that was

called. Spectators were |at sea for Carrie C in her prepa-

lory warm up. showed *igos of soreness and Stella was known

to have a lame bip. Tom Smith's mare was.however, in bet-

ter shape than the day previous, due to the afflicted part hav-

ing received special treatment, and she went off the first heat

this afternoon in front and was never headed, Los Angeles

being the only one to get near her. Carrie C. broke on the

first turn and again in the stretch, and finished a length be-

hind Los Angeles. Time, 2:22.

Stella again resumed her position as favorite and justified

the confidence of her backers by annexing the next heat in

.trie C. destroying her chances by two bad breaks.

Potrero was second.

There were a number who affected to see a " nigger in the

woodpile," particularly by those who had Carrie C. tickets,

and ope of those who had invested largely on her chances was

Mr. C. E Wioship, who wtnt over to the judges and de-

manded that Mr. Snider be removed from the sulky. While

the officials had no faith in the claim that Carrie C. was not

being driveo properly or fairly, vet to settle all doubts that

might exist, they substituted Mr. WioBhip's owd driver.

Tom Keating, who rather reluctantly consented to take the

reins.

In the scoring for the fifth heat Carrie C. continually

broke, and it was plain that the mare would not travel a

steady mile. * >n they fifth attempt all got away together.and

at the eighth Carrie made a tangled break. She went in the

air again in the backstretch and was at the rear of the pro-

cession while Stella was having things her own way, twenty

lengths separating the first and last horses. The favorite

romped home a winner bv four lengths from Los Angeles,

while Potrero was third, ten lengths from Carrie C, who
hardly trotted a level step down the stretoh. The time was

After announcing the result of the race, Starter McXair
explained that the substitution in drivers was made after

receiving a complaint which they could not ignore, but that

lbs judges were satisfied that Mr. Snider had driven the mare
lo day as well as was possible, and expressed thanks to Mr.
Keating for his services.

SUMMARY.

Bpeclal trot, 2:27 class. Puree

Stella, bl k k. by George Washington Smith S 2 1 1 1

by Starbuul—by Robt. McGregor
Snider& Keating 113 4 4

Los Angela, b k. i. v ttYrfxJiHrk Maben 2 4 2 3 1

.in- Minnie Hodees 4 3 4 2 2

'Tinv

Then came (he parade, headed by the ebony beauty, Silk-

wood, driven to sulky by his proud owner, Mr. Willits. The
procession passed once in front of the grand stand, and upon
its return Frank W. Covey took an elevated position near

the gale and gave the pedigree, the record and a brief history

of each animal's achievements as it halted in front of him.

He officiated in a manner that was particularly pleasing.

His voice was clear and strong, and was heard distinctly

troiu alt parts of the grand stand. His remarks, intermingled,

with timely sallies were interesting, and at the conclusion of

the review be received a generous meed of applause.

The parade did not include all of the horses at the track.

as those who were racing to day naturally did not partici-

pate, but all the notables were there. The popular Silkwood
was followed by the great aire. McKinney, 2:1 11,and four dis-

tinguished member* of bin family, the king pin, of which is

the illnslriotu Z imbro, 2:18, the others present being Har-
vey Mc. 2:111, M.X-.i- 2 18 nnd Jennie Mc, 2:20. The Ore-

gon wonder, Chehalis, 2074, then came for inspection, win
ning •ntboiiulic admiration, while his full brother, Del
Norte, 2:14), was not neglected by the delighted audience.

He wan followed bf SiWei Bee, 227. Irene Crocker, 2:173,

Paloma Prince, 2 17, Etei < riffbrd, 2:1 1. and the game Chico,
all of which were deservedly applauded, but when Mr. Co-
vey announced that the horse in front of him was the only

ibrea year-oldthat could give Z imbro a rrce, the crowd in

slanlly
i

inn I'.., 'J 1-V
,
mnl properly manifested

iheir Hi i ibis marvel of bone flesh, who i* none
the lew* a mrrvel beciQM there La one mightier than he. Coal

211, and Nutwood Wilk( their friends,

hut everybody ebonted when "Cookie'' was announced, for

Klamath i« a twin idol with Silkwood in the hearlH of (he
I une. Iran Alto, the two-year old

with a record of 2:19 j that won the St in ford Stakes 00 Mon-
day, caught Ibi the multitude, mid then enme the

Prince, 2:15,

Myrtle i Itranger, 2:1

Thornhil ' 17 and 1 .

'

I in de-

light when « champion of Ui-l Sjl'irday'i* free-fur all race,

Seymour W >e», 2;Qj), nodoYd bis besd proudly to the

audience, and he walked away with that grand air which in-

dicated that he would give a good account of himself in the

coming contest that closes the meeting. The crowd went

into raptures over Waldo J., 2:0S, and the intelligent gray

stepped away with the airs of a king. The Venture Bide-

w heeler was eucceeded by another worthy representative of

Bob Mason, it being Fred Mason, 2:10, who vanquished Ot-

tiDger, Hanford Medium and Plunkett at the State Fair. A>
gregor, the fast pacing three year-old, 2:15}, and the fleet

two-year-old filiv, La Belle, 2:16. were enthusiastically re-

ceived. The string of Winship & Keating, an aggregation

of stars, were the next lo appear. It comprised Jasper Paul-

sen, 2:16j, Oitinger, 2:11}, Agitato, 2:18*, Ethel

Downes, 2:13, and Lady Grace, 2:15}, and each won plaud-

its, but the lithe and graceful Lady Grace received a regular

ovation. Hanford Medium, 2:13.3, a cracking good pacer,

and Dr. Puff, 2:16}, a game, honest and high-class three-

year-old, preceded the pride of Oikwood Park Stock Farm
—W. Wood, 2:07, and the speedy sideffheeler pricked up bis

ears with delight as the plaudits of the people reminded him

of the grand tribute paid him at Santa Ana only ten days

ago. Two other distinguished representatives of this popu-

lar breeding establishment, Javelin, 2:13}, and Babe Marion,

2:17A, were then inspected, and the procession wonod up
with" Little Mc, 2:27, the game but unfortunate Columbus

S., 2:19}, and the well known Atto Rex. 2:21}, who is just

making a name for himself in the stud.

Racing was resumed with a two year-old trot in which

Palita,Claudius and Don Roberto were the only contestants.

The PaloAlto representative was conceded to have the race at

her mercy and so it proved, for she had her field beat from

the drop of the flag, and entered the stretch in each heat

about forty lengths in the lead. Claudius was second in each

trip but Don Roberto trotted a good steady race in the second

heat and finished only a neck behind the son of Nutwood
Wilkes. The time in the last beat was remarkably fast for a

two year old, the official record being 2:16.

SUMMARY.

Trotting, two-year-olds, puise S590.

Palita. ch f, by Palo Alto—Elsie, by Geo. Benton Phippen 1 1

Claudius, b g, bv Nutwood Wilkes—Fannie Bunch 2 2

Don Roberto, btk g, by Sidney—Fan G. Maben 3 3

Time, 2:26. 2:16.

It was the 2:17 trot that spilled the talent, and at the same
time furnished a horse race of the first order. Visalia had
beaten Boodle at Santa Ana where they met in the race won
by Ethel Downs, and consequently the betting was $10 for

the mare against $6 for the field, consisting of Boodle, Nellie

W. and Prince Ira, Hillsdale having been drawn this morn-

ing on acccunt of lameness. To an excellent start Nellie W.
shot away with the speed of a quarter horse and threatened

to make a runaway race of it, but Boodle was fast gaining on

her in the far turn, he at the same time being overhauled bv

Visalia, who had dropped back ten lengths in the first half,

which was covered in 1:07. At the three qiarterpole Nellie

W. had shot her bolt and the eyes of the crowd were now
turned on the favorite who was quickly closing up the gap

of six lengths that separated her from the leader. At the

draw-gate she had caught him and her backers were breath-

ing easy when she went up in the air and Boodle, coming
true, won by a length in 2:15. Prince Ira was distanced.

The talent could not be swerved from their judgment in

believing Visalia the better animal and remembering her

Santa Ana performance in which she broke a record of 2:124,

she was still favorite in the betting, her price b;ing $20
against $13 for the field which included Boodle.

In thesecond heat Boodle opened up a gap of six lengths,

Nellie W. not being prominent and as the quarter was
passed in 0:33}, the favorite was in last position.

Boodle romped to the half mile in 1:05£ and Visalia was

no nearer to him than at the first quarter. Entering the last

turn Perkins sent his mare hot foot after the leader who was
still maintaining his rapid gait and everyone holding a timer

predicted a fast mile as the watcher recorded 1:39} as the

official time at the third quarter. Visalia was still crawling

up on Boodle, and when the mare caught him near the draw-

gate be made a bobble and swerved and Visalia was a length

to the good before he recovered himself. Boodle was not to

he denied, and picking himself up in an instant he nailed

Visalia by a nose on the wire in 2:12i, and making a

new mark for himself.

It was patent that Boodle had taken the measure of Visa-

lia and there was a rush by the backers of the mare to gel

under cover, pools now selling Boodle $10, field $5. In the

third heat Perkins drove the mare from the start and kept

close r to Boodle than in the preceding heats, but the San
Jose horse was on edge to day and he led her a merry chase,

tripping the mile in 2:14:).

SUMMARY.

Nomination trotting. 2:17 class, purse 81,200.

Boodle, brs, by Stranger—Bride, bv Jay Gould
„ Von Boketen 111

Visalia. b m. bv Iris—Babe Perkins 2 2 2
Nellie W., ch m. by Woolsev—Nellie P Connelly 3 3 3
Prince Ira, bs, by Dexier Prince—Luella Shaner dist

Time, 2.1a. 2:12',, 2:i:- : «

{,

Pathmont frightened out all of the twenty one entries for

the 2:30 pace except Ruby M. and Hal Corbett and the

brother of Altao annexed the race in apple-pie order. Ruby
M. paced a consistent race and was a close second in every

heat, although Pathmont could have beaten her by a town
lot had Keating seen fit to do so, The true limit of his speed
will be displayed in the free-for-all pace next Saturday in

which event he was entered to-day.

BUHH&RY.
Pacing, 2:30 class. Purse, 51,000.

Pathmont. brs. by A'.tnmont—by Pathfinder Keating 111
Kubv M., b m. by Almout Patchen—by Tilton Almont..

Sullivan 2 2 2
Hal Corbett, bg. by Bay Bird—by Red Cross Carrigan 3 3 3

Time, 2:18^.2.11, 2:11%.

FIFTH DAY—NOVEMBER 1.

In point of attendance this vns the best day of the meet-

ing, the drawing feature of the card undoubtedly being the

championship contest between the Riverside and Southern

California polo teams. Society was present in good force and

there was an excellent showing of tallyhos, drags and other

fashionable equipages. Much of the interest in the polo

game was robbed by the failure of the Burlingame Club to

filter the tourney, for the boys from Riverside have so often

beaten their opponents of to-day that only the enthusiasts of

ihinexciliog equestrian pastime, and immediate friends of the

participants, were attracted to the sport. Much disappoint-

ment was expressed and some disparaging comments were

made, because the 'northerners had not fulfilled their agree

ment, and before the game was called Starter McNair an-

nounced in behalf of the directors that the default of the

Burlingame team was entirely unexpected until with the last'

few days, as the association had arranged transportation foi

the entire outfit and had spared neither effort nor expense itn

their anxiety to make the match a three-cornered affiir.

While the Riverside easily secured the championship ol

the State, and the elegant trophies that accompanied thai

honor, yet every member of the team would have preferred

to have emphasized their superiority by defeating likewise'

the Burlingames, and thus enjoyed their victory with a

keener relish.

As regards the racing to-day, records were not in danger
any time, as in nearly every event there was one horse that

outclassed his opponents, and what guessing was indulged in

was confined to picking the second-money winners. In the!
2:27 trot Zsmbro was never pushed, and as for Chehalis in

the nomination pace, he was seconds ahead of his field,

although Oltioger chased him out in the first heat in a neck-

and-neck finish.

A special trot for records sufficed to keep the spectators

interested until real racing began, General Beverly being

pitted against the Palo Alto mare, Cressida. The filly got a
mark of 2:21* in the first heat and then the General took his

turn, and in a pretty finish wound up with a record of 2:18}.

On account of iameness Cressida was withdrawn and Beverly
went over the course atone in 2:29$, although a local paper
graphically described a struggle between the pair, in which
Beverly was depicted as winning by a length.

SUMMABY.
Special trot, 2 in 3.

General Beverly, b s, by Benefit—Alice G. Maben 12 1
Cressida, blkf. by Palo Alto—CLarabel Phippen 2 1 dr

Time, 2:21>£, 2:18%, 2:29J£.

The poolsellers appealed in vain for backers of the short

end in the 2:27 trot, in which Zombro fell into a soft spot,

his only opponents being Eva T., IlCeernut, Knight and Mo-
jave. Then with Zombro barred they tried selling Eva T.
against her field, and speculation even then was lukewarm at

these figures, Eva T. $10, field $5. The race came as the

betting indicated, for the three heats were but an exercise for

the kingpin three -year- old. In the first heat EvaT. broke,

at the first turn and Knight gave an imitation of racing with
Zjmbro, but at the far turn Eva T. had given him the hand-
shake, and down the stretch she stayed by sufferance at Zom-
bro's wheel, beating Neernut by a length, who had come from
nowhere in the stretch.

la the second heat Eva T. again dropped behind, due to a
break, but when Shaner got her level she spun by her field

and again kept Z imbro company at the finish, the heat being

trotted in 2:17—three-quirters of a second faster than the

preceding one. Mojave, to the surprise of all, was third, but

his effort took the starch out of him for in the next heat he
had the red emblem of disgrace shaken in his face. It was
in this heat that Eva T. gave au exhibition of her quality.

Shaner kept her second and laying second to the favorite all

the way she made him travel in 2:15. The galloping Knight
was third but Neernut was properly given that position.

SUMMARY.

Trotting, 2:27 class. Purse St.000.

Zombro, br s, by McKinney—Whisper, by Almont Lightning
.-. Duriee 111

EvaT., b m, by Almont Medium—Dasher Shaner 2 2 2
Neeruut, brs, bv Albert \V.—Clyte II Raymond 3 5 8
Knight, brs, by Woodford Willies E. Tryon 14 4
Mojave, b g, by Dexter Priuce—Mischief Snider 5 3d

Time, 2:17%, 2:17, 2:15.

Ketchum, by order of the judges, was an absentee from the

2:16 pace, | leaving only Chehalis and Ottinger as the prin-

cipal contestants, while Dan N. and Fresno Prince stayed in

to get a few crumbs from the fat, purse of $1,200. The Ore-
gon whirlwind bad the call in the betting at $20 while those

who trust to luck or other providential circumstances hope-

fully bought the entire field at $6. The first heat was a slash-

ing good contest—the best of the day. Dan N. had the pole

with Ottinger on the outside and Chehalis in the middle was
pocketed soon after the word was given, the result being that

Dan N. and Fresno Prince were the leaders at the quarter in

0:321. The Prince concluded he had already earned his

oats and shifted his gait and he was an inglorious fourth as

Chehalis and Ottinger sped by the half in l:04fc. Still the

gelding hung on and he was at Chehalis' neck as they whis-

tled by the turning pole in 1:27. They came down the

stretch like a double team and Ottinger, ably driven bv the

popular Keating, carried Chehalis to a break at the draw-

gate, and the shortenders danced the highland fling with de*

lirious but abbreviated joy for the black caught his feet in an

instant and commenced to crawl on Ottinger, who had gained

a length by the stallion's mishap. It was a close call, for the

favorite coming fast won by only half a length, the time,

2:09£, showing that there had been a horse race from end to

end.
That first heat made Ottinger leg-weary for he came to a

standing break in the second beat at the eighth pole, while

Chehalis serenely skimmed out in front with ten lengths

separating the black from Dan N. and Fresno Prince, the

last two having a race between themselves. When Chehalis

sailed by the half in 1:03}, it looked as if Ottinger would

be distanced, but when he got straightened out he was sent

along by Keating like a locomotive, and at the head of the

stretch he was fast closing on Dan N. and Fresno Prince,

both of which were still sticking together like brothers. With-

in ten feet of the wire he shot by Prince, and in the last

stride nipped out Dan N. by a nose, Chehalis in the mean-

while winning hands down in 2:10$-. The second quarter of

this heat was paced at a 2:05 gait.

Ottinger was again on his bad behaviour in the decisive

heat and broke on the turn and on the backstretch. He had

no difficulty, however, in getting second at the finish, for Dan
N. had broken his rigging and was distanced, which acci-

dent gave Fresno Prince new life as he saw the grip be haJ

on the third section of the purse. The mile was covered in

2:13, although the first half was made in 1:04.

SUMMARY.

Chehalis, blk s, by Altamont—Techorah, by CassiusM. Clay
jr Frazler 1 1 1

Ottinger, bg, by Dorsey's Nephew. Keating 2 2 2

Fresno Prince, blk s. by Bayonne Prince—Lizzie Smith 4 18
Dan X.brg, by Dan B Maben 3 3018

^016,2:09^,2:10-^,2:13.

And now followed the event of the day, the championship

polo game between the Riverside and Southern California

teams for the two handsome silver cups,the respective donors

being the Breeders Association and Mr. John Biadbury, of

Los Aogeles, a gentleman who always lakes an active band

em^ai
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in promoting high-classJBport. The colors of Riverside were

black with red sash, while their opponents sported yellow

silk. The composition of the teams was as follows

:

Riverside—H. E. Maud with ponies Blue Gnm and an-

other unnamed; B. L. Bettner with Cigarette and Tomtit: G.

L. Waring (captain) with ponies King Pin and Santa Clara;

C. E. Maud with the ponies Dawn and Molly.

Southern California—P. D. Martin with ponies Lady
Grey and Black Maria; W. H. Young with ponies Sheila and

Rita; W. R. Ward with ponies Jorrocks and Santa Humo.
and J. B. Proctor (captain) with Rex and Jack Pot.

The game consisted of three-quarters of fifteen minutes

pach, with intervals of fifteen minutes between each quarter.

Riverside drew the south goal and Bettner was the first to

whack the ball which he rushed close to the yellow's goal,

which was only saved by clever back-hand stroke from Proc-

tor. Martin next made a fine run and drive, but Waring
headed him off and the ball went to Bettner, who scampered

away on his vivacious little roan, and he never stopped until

he scored the first goal for his team—the Riversides.

C. Maud, of Riverside, was the fortunate man to first rap

the sphere when it was again in play, and he sent it flying

toward the north end. Young rode hard and smashed it back

to center. Then a scrimmage ensued and quick as a flash

Waring lifted the ball and it sped away for the north goal,

with Bettner after it full tilt and Martin trying to stop him.

Just as Martin was on the point of blocking him, Bettner

reached far forward, and with a splendid stroke sent the ball

spinning between the posts.

The first quarter was not yet up and the score was 2 to

in favor of Riverside and play was resumed, the wearers of

the yellow playing savagely. They kept the ball well in

Riverside territory, but they were unable to score a point

for whenever things looked favorable for making a goal the

roan pony would slip in and her owner Bettner would put

the ball out of danger.
When the second quarter opened the yellows tried rushing

tactics, and after the ball had passed back and forward several

times, Young made a magnificent and well-timed smash,

and the ball whirled between the posts, making the first point

for the Southern California team.

Again the ball was put into play. Waring being the first to

crack it and H. Maud doubled the dose and drove it close to

the boundary. On the toss Bettner got it, and by a clever

manoever drove it through the flags, and another full point

was added to the score of Riverside. When the ball was again

put in motion the yellows gave it a succession of raps that

sent it close to Riverside's goal, but in the Bcrimmage Mar-
tin got the ball and was on the point of making the goal when
Waring saved the day by sending it in his own territory be-

hind the posts which scored a quarter of a point. Time was
called without further points being made. Score 3^ to 1 in

favor of Riverside.

In the last quarter the Riversides demonstrated their su-

periority by making two goals, H. Maud and C. Maud each

adding ODe to the score, and when time was called the score

was 5^ to 1, Riverside as the winner.

Mr. M. S. Severance then made the presentation of the

two trophies, and the cups were duly and appropriately

christened by the victors and the vanquished.

The concluding event of the day was the race for road-

sters, with non-professional drivers in the sulkies, the en-

tries being George R., Texas, Jumbo, Sam H, and Dandy.
Although Texas had defeated George R. in a similar contest

the week previous, he was made a favorite in the betting at

$10 againsc $7 for the field, the aspect of the betting being

occasioned by the fact that a new driver was to handle the

reins behind George R.
After administering several sharp rebukes to the amateur

reinsmeu, Starter McNair got the bunch off in good shape,

and the backers of the favorite set up a wail as George R.

broke on the first turn and dropped to last position. When
he squared away again he went fast, but tangled up again in

the backstretch. In the meantime Jumbo was out in front

and he came down to the wire in a jog with Texas four

lengths hack and the favorite barely saving his distanca.

Time, 2:30.

Despite his poor showing, George R. was still a strong first

choice,for he had lost a boot and dropped a toe-weight in the

initial heat. In the next two heats nothing could get dang-

erously near him and he won the second heat in 2:25 and the

next in 2:26$, Jumbo being second in each instance. The
gathering darkness then made a postponement of the race

necessary until to-morrow, and the spectators dispersed, well

pleased with the events of the day.

SIXTH DAY—NOVEMBER 25.

The directors of the association, the members thereof and

their friends all breath a sigh of relief and gratification when

they awoke thiB morning and saw Old Sol smiling benignly

upon them, for the evening preyious there were indications

of rain.

The weather was delightful for the closing day of the meet.

The atmosphere had lost its oppressiveness which has been a

distinguishing characteristic of it during the past week, and a

light breeze from the ocean was so refreshing as to put every

body in good spirits.

The track has been rapidly improving since the gallopers

have ceased working on it, and to-day it wag in the condition

usually hut tangibly described as "lightning fast."

But best of all, it was ,: a good sight for sore eyes" to see

the big crowd that was present. They came on foot, in the

Btreet care, io hacks, in tally-hos and drags, and top buggies

were there in such profusion that one envied the manufactur-

ers and dealers of that popular vehicle. Of course they all

came to see the free-for-all pace, and they were there to see

Silkwood win. The other events on the programme had no

charm for them, and almost every time the horses in the 2:40

and 2:20 class trots come out on the track for a heat, each

woman would ask her neighbor, "Is this the Silkwood race ?"

And the men themselves were not mnch better posted, but

juBt as deeply interested, and as eager for information. One

of the visitors who was hanging over the fence with his feet

glued between the pickets, occasioned quite a sensation by

calling to his friends "There goes Silkwood" as Coal Duet

with Jimmy Mack behind him, was warming " for the 2:40

trot, and the clever reinsman will probably wonder until be
reads this, whv so many people were gazing at bim in pop-

eyed admiration to-day, Between Coal Post and Silkwood,

there is a great gulf, but for a brief instant until the delusion
was shattered,the former occasioned as much satisfaction and
delight to the few who were mistaken in his identity as though
it bad been the pride of Santa Ana himself.

However, it will be a long time before Silkwood stock again
reaches par, for to-day was the third time in as many weeks
that he has disappointed his friends and backers. W. Wood
and Ben Chaboya were a hard combination to beat to-day,

and the faithful gelding went by long odds the best race of
his life. He was in the pink of condition, thanks to the per-
severance and careful work of Mr. Chaboya ; the track suited
him, and had he been pushed in the first heat he could have
easily made the mark 2:07 as 2:07i.

In fact, the entire card was of the blue-ribbon order, and
the 2:20 trot developed into a puzzle harder to manage than
the famous "Pigs in Clover." It was the only race that has
occurred in Southern California this year, which required six

heats to reach a decision, and the talent got so badly mixed
up before it was over that their minds were like a gridiron.

As early as 12:30 o'clock Starter McNair called the unfin-

ished race for roadsters. George R. already had two heats
to his credit, and just to show tbe others a taste of his qual-

ity he reeled off tbe deciding heat to-day in 2:21f, which
muBt be accounted a remarkable performance, considering
the fact that he was driven to a high sulky. Jumbo, as

usual, was a consistent second.

SUMMARY.
George R., Dr g, by Don L R. Hackey 5 111
Jumbo.bg, breeding unknown Geo. H. Reed 12 2 2
Texas, chg, breeding unknown L- Tucker 2 4 3 3
SamH.. bg. by Tuekshoe W. W. Whitney 3 3 4 4
Dandy, gr g, breeding unknown J. K. Stevens 4 5 dis

Time, 2:30, 2:25, 2:26%, 251%.

The 2:40 trot had five starters, tbe shining Btar of which
was Lady Grace, who was made a strong favorite in the bet-

ting on the strength of her signal defeat of Native State

last Tuesday. The pet of WinBbip & Keating's string brought
$20 in the pools, while only $5 was obtainable for Lady
Thomhill, Coal DuBt, Stamboul Belle and Belle Wilson
buncbed as a field. In the mutuals Coal Dust sold against
the field with Lady Grace barred.

In the first heat Lady Thomhill had tbe pole.but it proved
of no lasting advantage for the favorite left her field in the
rear before the quarter post was reached, tbe distance being
covered in 0:34&. Belle Wilson was second and still main-
tained that position until the stretch, when Sullivan passed

her with Lady Thomhill and Stamboul Belle did likewise,

and in that order they finished, Lady Grace having an ad-

vantage of six lengths at the wire, Lady Tbornhill four

leDgths in front of Stamboul Belle, while the unsteady Coal
Dust was a distressing last.

In the second heat Lady Grace went a merry clip for part

of the journey. In the other heat the three-quarters was
covered in 1:42, but this time Coal Dust took hold of her and
raced to the quarter, where he gave way to Lady Thomhill,
and the pair passed the third quarter post in 1:40. Down
the stretch Keating took things leisurely and the mare jogged
home in 2:20. Coal Dust was in a better mood and succeeded
in beating Belle Wilson for third position.

Lady Grace again headed the procession in the next heat
and was never pushed at any time. Stamboul Belle was sec-

ond part of the way, but his legs got into difficulty as she

turned for home and Lady Thomhill once more got the posi-

tion that earned her second money. The time by quarters

was 0:34£, 1:081, 1:44J and 2:194.

SUMMABY.
2:40 trot.

Lady Grace, blk m, by Raymond— by Hock-Hocking-
Keating 111

Lady Thomhill. b m, by Billy Thomhill—Flora Sullivan 2 2 2
Belle Wilson, blk m. by Cyrus R Cody 4 4 3
Coal Dust, blk g.by Black Pilot—Bonestelle Mack 5 3 4
Stamboul Belle, br m, by Stamboul—Bashaw G. Maben 3 5 5

Time, 2:18% 2:20, 2:19J4.

Then came the race that kept speculators at fever heat un-
til the affair was decided. It was the nomination trot, 2:20
class, and the following were carded to start : Irene Crocker,
Jasper Ayers, Thompson, Myrtle Thome, Chico and McZeus.
It was a hard race to guess for the field was evenly balanced,

but on the strength of hiB good performance last Tuesday,
where he won an easy heat in 2:14s, McZeus opened up as

favorite. There was too mu^b Chico money in the air, how-
ever, and in a short time he was bringing the top price, pools

selling as follows : Chico $20, McZeus $16, Jasper Ayers $6
and tbe field $4.

First heat—In the second score the horses got away on even
terms, but around the firBt turn Connolly, behind Irene
Crocker, fouled Jasper Ayers by driving into the letter's

sulky and Johnny Perkins was tipped out' and his bike badly
damaged. While the accident was occurring McZeus
skimmed away in front with the others strung out behind
him. He was at the half in 1:061 with Thompson four lengths
back, where Chico seemed to move no faster than a cable car
until the stretch was reached where he passed Thompson,
but was so far behind McZeus at the finish that the latter lit-

erally walked under the wire in 2:1 6 J.

The wise people continued playing Chico as though the
performance of McZeus was but a flash in the pan, and aver-

age pools were McZeus $30, Chico $20, Jasper Ayers $8,
field $4.

Second heat—Irene Crocker was disqualified on account of

the foul and did not start, and the five horses were dispatched
by Starter McNair in short order. They had not gone one
hundred yards before McZeus dropped back as suddenly as

though he had the heart disease, and Chico at once captured
the pole and was leading Myrtle Thome by four lengths as

they passed the quarter in 0:34^, she two lengths in front of

Jasper Ayers, while even Thompson was throwing dirt in

theface ofthe favorite. By the half in 1:07, and around the
turn in 1:42, the order remained the same and the only strug-

gle down the stretch was between tbe Grandissimo mare and
Jasper Ayers, the latter coming very fast at the finish and
beating her by a neck. Jasper had made several running
breaks during the heat, and for this reason Myrtle Thome
was very properly awarded second position. The heat was
trotted in 2:14£ but Chico had done it so easily that he was
made a red-hot favorite in the auction, his price being $20
against $8 for the entire field, and tickets were sold faster

than tbe card writers could prepare them.
Third heat—Chico had the pole and leading his field by a

length, he passed the quarter in 0:34. the half in 1:05$, and
was at the third post in 1:39*. McZeus bad been second
throughout, but in the stretch he went hot fast after Cbico.
The pace was too rapid for Sullivan's horse and he went off*

his feet, and before be recovered McZeus had two lengths ad-
vantage. When Sullivan bad Cbico steady he made a des-

perate effort to recover the lost groupd and. he had succeeded

in getting on even terms with McZeus within fifty feet of tbe
wire, when leg weariness again asserted itself and McZeus
won by a length in 2:13, while Jasper Ayers was a fast-com-
ing third. Myrtle Thome made a tangled break early in tbe
heat and was distanced, but in the previous heats she traveled
exceptionally well considering the fact that she is in a badly
crippled condition. Pools now sold Chico $20, field $17,
and there were plenty of takers for both ends, the backers of
Chico still sticking to him, as they reckoned that the Black-
bird blood in him would enable him to outlast the others.
The Blackbird strain must have been rather thin, for after
leading for three-quarters of thejoumey he stopped next to
nothing when McZeus and Jasper Avers collared him at the
draw-gate, and the latter won in a drive from McZeus by half
a length in 2:15i.

Fifth heat—The talent, now in a quaodarv, and realizing
that Chico'a goose was tooked, endeavored to get even
by playing McZeus, the presumption beine that Jasper
Ayers' win was but a fluke. They were woefully mistaken,
for after McZeus had showed the way to the half in 1:08,
Jasper let out a couple of links, and passing the McKinney
colt, apparently without an effort, he assumed a lead of two
lerjgths, and, increasing it down 'heBtrelcb, won handily in
2:16£, with McZeus second, Chico third and Thompson
fourth.

Sixth heat—There evidently were any number of people
who thought McZeuB had been "playiug 'possum" in the
preceding two heat?, for there was a rush to back the stallion

at $20, while Jasper Ayers and Chico sold together as a field

at $11; Thompson having been relegated to his stable for not
winning a heat in five. A start was effected on the second
score, and Jasper bad his field beat before be reached the
stable turn, He flitted by the quarter in 34-} seconds, the
half in 1:08, the three-quarter post io 1:43, winning the heat
and with itthe race in 2:lriJ, with McZsus a struggling sec-

ond, and the counterfeit Chico a feeble third. Outside of
the free-for-all, this was undoubtedly the hottest and most
exciting race of the meeting, and if more of such contests
could be arranged more interest would be aroused in light-

harness racing, for it is the humdrum events «there one
horse greatly outclasses his field that produces apathy.

SOMKABY.
Nomination trotting, 2:20 class, purse 81,000.

Jasper Ayers, h g, by Iris—Babe, by Altamont
Perkins 5 3 3 111

McZeus, brs, by McKinney—Grace Kaiser, by Kaiser
Hodges 14 12 2 2

Chico, b g, by Monroe Chief—by Blackbird
Sullivan 2 12 3 3 3

Thompson, ch s, by Boodle—Flora Von Bokkelen 3 5 4 4 4ro
Myrtle Thome, br m, by Grandissimo—Belle Thome

- Loeber 4 2 dis
Irene Crocker, gr m, by Will Crocker—Irene

Connolly dis

Time, 2:16K, 2:14%, 2:13. 2:15-^, 2:16%, 2:16^.

A half-mile dash, for polo ponies, served to keep up the
interest of spectators until the side-wheelers appeared. There
were five that faced the flag, but G. L. Warings' Wonder,
ridden by Charley Weber, had the pool of his field, and lead-

ing throughout, galloped home a winner in 0:53. Lady Gray
was second until the stretcb, where Jack Pot passed her and
held tbe advantage to the wire.

SUMMARY.
Half-mile dash, for polo ponies, purse S150.

Wonder, 135 c. Weber 1

Jack Pot, 135 Cleveland 2
Lady Gray, 105 Hartney 3

Time, 0:53.

KItthvake 127 and Santa Monica 121 also ran.

The star attraction of the day and of the week was called

at 3.45 o'clock, and as each of the speedy side-wheelers passed
in front of the stand they were greeted with enthusiasm and
prolonged cheering, Silkwood, of course, comiog in for the
greatest share. The betting-ring was thronged, and specula-
tion on this event was the briskest of the week, Silkwood sell-

ing at $30, Seymour Wilkes $20, Wood $12 and Pathmont
$10.

Pathmont drew the pole in the first heat, W. Wood second,
Silkwood third and Seymour Wilkes on the outside. They
were dispatched to a perfect start on the second attempt and
Chaboya lost no time in taking Wood to the front and captur-
ing the pole, he going to the quarter in 31^ seconds where
Silkwood came up on even terms, Wilkes two lengths back
and Pathmont fourth. Positions had not changed any at the
half which was covered in 1:02£, Wood still holding 6ife the
pride of Santa Ana by half a length, he three lengths in

front of Wilkes. They were still going the same hot clip

at the turning post where the watches clicked 1:36, and the
gelding's legs were going like clockwork with never a symp-
tom of a hobble in his gait. It was a royal struggle down
the stretch for Seymour Wilkes was coming fast and threat-

ened to be a dangerous factor at tbe finish. Forty yards from
the wire he collared Silkwood but he was unable to over-

haul Wood, who won by two leogths in the cracking good
time of 2:07£.

It was apparent that the representative of the Oakwood
Park Stock Farm was in condition to go the race of his

life, and consequently the betting naturally shifted, Wood
bringing $20, Seymour Wilkes $15, Pathmont $J0, and Silk-

wnod$5. After the first heat the judges called up Mr. Keat-
ing and asked for an explanation of the performance of
Pathmont, who had been a ratber distant last all tbe way.
Mr. Keating stated that his horse had travelled the heat
in 2:10 and that was the best tbe horse had ever shown,
and tbe statement was amply verified in tbe next heat.

Wood again led passirjg the quarter in 0:32}, but before he
had got far into the backstretch he made a mistake, and tak-

ing the advantage of the gelding's break the venerable driver
of Silkwood pushed him to the front and the crowd yelled
with delight as he opened up a gap of four lengths. He
passed the half in 1:03 with Pathmont in hot pursuit
and at the head of the stretch the brother of Allao
had collared the black stallion. Keating never quit driving
for an instant but kept Pathmont at his lop notch of speed
until he had safely passed tbe wire in 2:10$. Seymour
Wilkes once more came fast down the stretch and beat Silk-
wood, while Wood was twenty leogths in the rear. The sec-

ond quarter of tbe mile was paced in a 2.04 gait and shows
the speed that Silkwood possesses, and had be been properly
rated he would doubtless have been closer at the finish.

Pathmont now brought $20 and the entire field $25, but not
many pools were sold at those odds, the price of Pathmont
dropping to $15, as the impression prevailed that Seymour
Wilkes would take the next three heaU on account of hiB

game showing in the preceding heats. The knowing ones
were fooled,for fieymour Wilkes had developed lameness and
Pathmont and Wood had the race to themselves. T'n
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former led by a quarter in 0.32;, but Wood, ably driven and

rated br Chaboya, caught and passed him at the half in

]:0oJ. Silkwood was in the rear and moving slowly. At

the third quarter the lime »«9 1:381, and though l'alhmont

had every aid which a skillful driver can give, he could

never quite reach the gelding, who won by two lengths in

2 11 Bat, with Seymour Wilkes a good third despite his

lameness. Silkwood also pulled up lame, his limpiDg being

so marked as to excite universal comment.

The spectators now wanted nothing but W.Wood and

freelv offered %t0 on him against $10 on the field. It was

growing dark and the full moon had risen high above the

horiion when the fourth heat was called. Wood had no

trouble in leading from wire to wire and jogged home in 2:16,

with Sermo'ir Wilkes sit lengths away, Fathmont third and

Silkwood a limping last. The lime by quarters was 0:33$,

1:07 j. 1:42 and ftl«

Then the greatest enthusiasm prevailed and Chaboya was

hoisted on the shoulders of his stable attaches and carried

triumphantly lo the judges' stand, while Mr. Boyd, the

owoer of the great side-wheeler, was the recipient of numer-

ous and hearty congratulations from their friends.

Hi i- was fittingly ended the first Breeders meeting ever

held in Los Angeles, and the directors were deservedly com-

plimented on all hands for the ability with the entire aflair

bad been managed and the conscientious consideration|that

has characterized the arrangements made for the accomoda-

tion of the horsemen and the comfort of the public. While

not altogether satisfactory in a financial sense to the associa-

tion, the meeting will bear good fruit, and should Los An-

geles ever be accorded the honor again at the hands of the

Breeders' Association, the people of the orange and the vine

will undoubtedly make amends for the rather scant attend-

ance on this occasion.

SCMM.lRY.

facing, free-for-all. f(irsc S1.0OO.

W.Wood, bg, bvSletiiway—Ramans, by Anteeo
Chaboya 14 11

PathmoiiV.'brs'.'by Altamonl Keating 4 1 2 S

Seymour Wilkes, bs. by Guy Wilkes-Early Bird
_ Lafferty 2 2 3 2

bllkwood.blks. by Blaetu-ood-Mambrlno Willits 3 3 4 4

Time. 2:07!-J. 2:10>J. 2:11. 2:16.

•

Kindergarten Lessons In Horse Buying.

There may have been some gems secured at last night's

horse sale. There certainly was ore. In securing the half-

brother of Tim and Pat Murphy for $1,300, Matt Storn

showed that great leesons of nature have not passed him by

unobservfd, and he probably also secured the greatest year-

ling bargain of the season.

I had not seen Maggie R 's latest until I saw him in the

prize ring. He stood there a picture of grandeur and beauty.

A remark to the right of me was to the effect that his legs

would probably not support his tremendous body. The same

was said about Crescendo. In Bellicoso, Crescendo's older

half-brother, we were shown how great a mare was her dam-

In Tim Murphy we revelled, and still revel, in equine great-

ness, even though class may be absent. The lesson of the

mating of Janet X. and Maggie R. to Flambeau is an optical

illustration that equine greatness oftimes overcomes
all the rules of breeding imagined by mankind. The
infinite of natore dwarfs and makes pigmies of

finite men. Given really great mares who can throw superior

horses to moderate sires, the mating of a grand stallion of

generous lines and blood like Flambeau cannot fail to pro-

duce the very best lookers, the very best doers. The lessons

are manifold. His generous treatment as a youngster, his

vigorous work when a ripe horse, all help to make him as

worthy a representative sire for California as any sire can
possibly be for any other part of the world.

Rataplan.
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Benefits to Exhibitors.

Following are the benefits to exhibitor*, of horses at the

Horse Show which commences in this city December 3d, en-

tries for which close to-day :

1.—The railroads give free transportation of stock one
war.

2. —You get a free badge of admission, positively not trans-

ferable to the Horse Show, good at all times and worth
$10 00.

3.—Each attendant in charge cf horses gets a free admission
badge, not transferable.

4.—The horses exhibited will be seen by thousands of peo-
ple who are liable to purchase them, if for sale, and they
will become well advertised.

6.—There will be public and private sales of horses after

the horse show.
6.—The prizes amount to over $20,000, and animals taking

prizes will have so enhanced value in consequence of their
success.

7—No horse unless exhibited during the show will be al-

lowed to be put up at public sales.

Make entries before November 9th, to insure stalls and
boxes and proper de-cription in catalogues and programmes.

Of Interest to Horsemen and Breeders.

i

There h a long-felt want supplied in this city and that is

a large aalesyard where horses, cattle, vehicles of all kinds

and harness will be sold or purchased. Messrs. L. E. Lawson
and W. J. Killip hwe openei suih a place at the corner of

Vao Seas Avenue and Market streets, and are now prepared

to receive consignments of horses or cattle in large or small

lots to be sold at private salt) or public aution. These gen-
tlemen are also prepared lo purchase horses or cattle of all

description", and arp thoroughly qualified to do so, for two
better judges of stocK are not to be found in this city. They
have for the accommodation of Mock some seventy-five large
and well- ventilated box Mull*., ami gi.nrantte to give first class
car**, f«d and attention lo all in their care at very reasonable
prices. All our reader* who have an idea of selling any
lock ihoc.ld communicate at once with these gentlemen, for
we know (Sey will tr<«it them coortaoaily and fiirly. Their
names and slinding in tin- r immunity is * loffiriant guaran-
tee of thali w.rih and tUnil.tr. Write at once to < antra]
Btlesyard (

- further pwlicolar* regarding ihi

•oiarprUr.

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Oregon Eclipse is a Very Good Sprinter—He

Beats Major Cook, and then Libertine,

in Slippery Going—The Mudlarks

Have an Inning.

SIXTH DAY—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1.

MORE disastrous day for the tal-

ented geotlemen would be hard to

imagine that this one proved. Five

good favorites were bowled over,

and all the false hopes that had

been bolstered op after each sue*

cessive defeat were in turn demol-

ished—ruthlessly cast down. And a

30 to-1 shot added insult and in-

jury. The bookies, of course, reaped

a harvest, though in most cases the

winners were backed sufficiently to

prevent their making a thorough clean-up.

The attendance again to-day wa6 very good, and the card

provided was much above the average. There were two

displays if superior jockeyship. In both instances Cheva-

lier had the mount on the favorite, with Tod Sloan up on

the second choices. Tod clearly outclassed Chevalier, and

landed both winners. If the mount had been cnanged, Tod
would have been as easy a victor.

Mr. Ferguson was in bad form today, something, by the

way, that rarely occurs, aDd only two of his starts could be

called good ones.

The successful jockeys were Tod Sloao, with two wins in

two mounts, Hinriche, Burns and Chevalier each with one.

There was a long delay at the post in the first race, caused
principally by Donahue, on Mt. McGregor II, refusing sev-

eral breaks. At the seed-off, with not the best of the start,

Donahue pulled hie horse up and was left at the post. He
has spoiled more goo 1 starts and shown more ability in get-

ting cut off than any boy at the track. That he does not im-
prove hdv is most apparent to those who witness his daily
display of mulishness. Rejected opened up such a gap from
the start as to look like a winner. Masoero challenged her
on the last turn, but El Primero was rushed out of the bunch
and won in a drive by a nose.

Vivace, who won a fair race the day before, was a very
warm favorite in the second event, but Yreka, unsupported
at 30 to 1, and Prince at 8 to 1 for the place, finished heads
apart, with Irma, third, a length in front of the favorite.

It looked nothing short of stupidity that lost the race for

Vivace. She got off badly and came into the stretch fully

six lengths behind the leader, and was running wide of the

rail. After she bad gained over three lengths and was win-
ning easily, all the others being in trouble, with the boys at

the bat, she shot in to the rail and was most effectually pock-
eted.

Gondola, Monarch aDd Soledad in the third race, at five

furlongs, were considered to be of about the same measure,
though Monarch turns Gondola down every time they meet.
Soledad's second to Sooladain, and Gondola's second to Nel-
son were about on a par, with the difference in favor of Gon-
dola, and two pounds overweight on Soledad added to her
advantage. At least that was the way it looked to those that
"figger." To the gentlemen who flutter about the betting

ring it looked like Gondola, Soledad, Monarch. After the
race had been run the order was reversed. Soledad led from
the flag into the stretch, where Monarch got him aod won
by a length. Gondola glided along from fifth at the start

into a poor third. One of the amusing features of the betting

was the short odds of 1 to 1 on Allahabad. The name of the
jockey who had the leg up was too familiar and too closely

allied with Sleeping Child's 40 to 1 coup to be ignored. The
talent were not willing to be Fell on again.

The handicap, at six and a half furlongs, was the most in-

teresting event on the card, and'was a lively betting affair.

Arnette was installed favorite, and waB most liberally sup-
ported, but heavy commissions on Thelma forced her price to

8 to 5 at post time, a slight choice over Arnette. Mainstay
went back from threes to sixes, as the distance was at least a

half furlong more than he liked. McLight was heavily
weighted, and 3A to 1 could be had on him. After a few min-
utes delay at the post, Mainstay was first seen to a fair start.

Arnette kept him company into the backetretch, then Thel-
ma took a turn at forcing the [pacemaker. Arnette was up
again at the head of the stretch, with Mainstay a length in

front of her, Thelma only a head'short of the chestnut filly.

McLight andGusa'te had alternated in last place, but on the

far turn McLight settled back and stayed there. Thelma,
when half way down the stretch got her head in froDt of Ar-
nette, Mainstay still a length to the good. Then in the last

eighth Tod Sloan sat down and began to ride Arnette, and
Chevalier tried to hold him off. Both got to Mainstay in the

struggle, but superior riding landed Arne'te a winner by a

length. Mainstay was thundering along after Thelma, a neck
short of the place. Morven's time of the day before, 1:20,

was equalled.

The last race was a mile, selling, with a very evenly bal-

anced field of five. Every one in the race had a fair chance,
though the odds ranged all the way from 7 to 10 Lo 2-5 to 1.

A heavv play was made on Mollie K, and from tens at the

opening she was forced off some boards at post time. Mamie
Scott was at 7 to 10, with the Duchess of Milpitas at 3$ to

1. Mamie Scott was first to get away, then Miss Garvin
forged ahead and held command for about an eighth, and
chucked i.. Scott was left in front again, and began to ex-

lend her lead, having two lengths to sp»re into the stretch.

Toby was beaten off at the far turn, and Mollie R ., who got
away last, was somewhere near there all the time. Sloan
and Chevalier had another test of their finishing abilities,

which resulted as the previous one did, in a signal victory
for Tod. The finish was a close one, with no daylight be-

tween first and fourth horses. The Duchess won by a head,
driving, with Mamie Scott half a length in front of Miss Gar-
vin, Toby a length away. Mollie R- ran a poor race.

SUMMARIES.
Fill, race— Five furlongs, maiden two-year-olds. Post

belling— Mt. McGregor II. U to 5, El Primero 7 to 5, Mas-
oero 3, Mono 4, Rejected 12, Japan 20, Von Dunk aod, Ma-

bel 30 to 1, Mollie Bawn 100, Guess 200 to 1. Poor start
Rejected led most of the way, but El Primero and Mollie
Bawn had a drive at the finish, with the former a neck in the
lead. Winner, b c, by Joe Hooker—Alice X. Mollie Bawn
(ch i, by Sinfax—Shannon Berna) second driving ; Masoero
(b g, by Linden—Ell See Ess) third. Time, 1:03.

Second race—Five furlongs, selling. PobI betting—Vivace
7 to 5, Harry Lewis 5, Irma, Raphael and imp. Autonomy 7,
Prince and Kayo 25, Yreka and imp. Lady Splendor 30 to 1.
Poor start. Harry Lewis showed the most speed to the
stretch, where Vivace, coming fast was pocketed. Yreka
won by a head in a drive from Prince. Winner, b g, 3, by
Flood—imp. Bridget. Prince, b g, a (breeding unknown),
second easily. Irma (ch g, 3, by St. Saviour—Ella T.), third.
Time, 1:01$.

Third race—Five furlongs, selling. Post betting— Gondola

.

8 to 5, Soledad 2£, Monarch 3, Allahabad 10, Addie M., Sin-
bad, JosieG. 20, Lodi 50 to 1. Pool start. Soledad led to
the last eighth, when Monarch came op and drew away easily,

winning by one length. Winner, b g, 5, by Ironclad—by
Bayswater. Soledad (b g, 6, by Ironclad—unknown) second
easily ; Gondola (b m, 5, by Frank Rhoades—Delia) third.
Time, 1:01.

Fourth race—Handicap, six and one half furlongs. Post
betting— Arnette (85) 9 to 5, Thelma (108) 2, McLight (114)
3 J, Mainstay (109) 6, Gussie (90) 30 to 1. Fair start. Main-
stay led up to the last 70 yards, then Arnette and Thelma
passed him, Arnette winning driving by a length, Mainstay a
neck behind Thelma. Winner, ch f, 3, by imp. Midlothian
—Filena. Thelma (br m, 4, by John Happy—Pansy), sec-
ond, driving; Mainstay (ch c, 3, by imp. Mariner—Queen
Emma), third. Time, 1:20

Fifth race—One mile, selling. Post betting—Mamie
Scott 7 to 10, Duchess of Milpitas 3i, Mollie R. 6, Toby 9,

Miss Garvin 25 lo 1. Good start." Mamie Scott showed
first, Miss Garvin led at the quarter-pole, then Mamie Scott
was in front till the Duchess of Milpitas headed her in the
last forty yards and won by a neck driving. Winner, b f, 3,
by Duke of Norfolk—Ledette. Mamie Scott (b f, 3, by
Canny Scot—Eola) second driving. Miss Garvin (b f, 3, by
Fellowcharm—Sallie Hamp'on) third. Time,*l:42£.

SEVENTH DAY—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2.

The attendance to-day was a very large and enthusiastic

one, and that long-distance racing has not lost its hold on the

hearts of our local turf followers was made quite evident.

The event itself had the charm all taken away from it when
Macklin fell over ihe rail from the back of Fred Gardner
before half the journey had been covered. The riderless horse

accompanied his field all the way. Previous to the accident

to Macklin, who, by the way. was not injured. Adelante had
shown the way, with first Flirtilla, then Gardner in second

place On the stretch the first time around Gardner's rider

was thrown, leaving Flirtilla five lengths behind Adalante"

Raindrop a length away. Their positions remained un-

changed until the backstretch was reached on the home jour

ney, when Adelanle dropped back, apparently out of it, bu"

he kept within four lengths of the leader all the time. Flir.

til la turned into the stretch two lengths to the good, and run-

ning Quite easy, with Raindrop a length in front of Adelante.

In the last sixteenth Adelante showed wonderful recupera-
tive powers and finished two lengths behind Flirtilla, and fully

eight in front of Raindrop, who had tired very badly. The
ime, 3:05}, was slov for the track.

There were seven events carded, and each one held the in-

terest of the large crowd closely. Four favorites were beaten.

but Oregon Eclipse, at sixes, was the only one approaching a
long-shot to cross the plate first. An accident in the last race,

in whtc^ Jockey Maynard was quite severely injured by
Arctic falling with him, no doubt changed the result of that

one, as J. O. C. was thrown to his knees by Arctic's fall, but
he came on like a conquering hero and forced the favorite to

a hard drive to beat him out a nose.

Major Cook, an even-money favorite for the first race, was
upset by Oregon Eclipse, who had three lengths the best of

the start of Cook. Myron led to the last eighth, where Cook
and Eclipse came up very fast, but the latter was far enough
away to hold Cook off by three parts of a length.

Lady Splendor ran two miles before the start in the second
race, then the judges signaled to go without her. Sea Spray,
an odds-on favorite, led all the way and won easily by two
lengths from De la Guerra, who could not reach him. Mo-
desto swerved all over the track aod spoiled a very good
chance of winning.
Model ran away from her field of nine in the third race at

one mile, and finished under a pull by five lengths. Happy
Day, last at the start, under a vigorous ride by Cash Sloan,

was second, but a length in front of Navy Blue, who came
from the last on the back stretch. Sleeping Child htld on to

Model to the half, where she shook him off and opened up a
gap of six lengths, and the Child died away, Ivy was third

into the stretch, but could not last.

Tod Sloan took Grady out in front at the half-pole in the

fourth race, at short six furlongs, after Treachery bad shown
the way, and not a thing in the race could get anywhere
near him. He finished five lengths in front of Treachery,
who had been favorite all the time. Grady was at 4* to 1.

Joe K., a very warm second choice, ran a pool race, and Bsn-
ham, who was thought to be outside the money on account of

his impost, finished a good third to Treachery after running
a splendid race, getting away last.

Contribution won the sixth race, at five furlongs, through
Hinrichs rushing to the bat on Yeman when he could have
won by sitting stilt. His vigor took his horse back and he
lost the race by a head. Yen) an, Empress of Norfolk and
America were all liberally supported in this race. The Em-
press was ihird, and America fifth, half lengths apart.

The winning jockeys were Chevalier and E. Jones, two
each, Cash and Tod Sloan and Hennessy one each.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five furlongs, selling. Post betting—Major
Cook 1, Monitor 4, Cardwell 7, Oregon Eclipse 7, Myron and
Gold Bug 12, Bill Nye 100 to 1. Poor atari. Myron led in-

to the stretch, Oregon Eclipse and Major Cook had a drive

at the finish, with the former an easy winner by three parts

of a length. Winner, ch g, a, by Joe Hooker—Lulu Riggs.

Major Cook (b g, 3, by Bulwark—Sister to Violet) second

easily. Myron (b g, 3, by imp, Midlothian—by Great Tom)
third. Time, 1:01.

[CouUQ«edoQP»geM2.1
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Pacific Coast 2:30 List.

Following is a list of all trotters and pacers which have got

records of 2:30 or better that are bred on the Pacific Coast or

trace to sires that were bred here

ELECTIONEER.
Blectloneer, by Hambleton-

ianlO 154 (1)

Solano, l)g,p

Xorval.2:143i,bj- Electioneer
|
Norvard (p) _ 2:l9y
Interval, b m, 2:25 l4 to 2HA ^
Norvardine. b b. 4, 2r2Sj-f to. 2:13

Eugeneer, b s - 2:23^ Confusion, oy Electioneer
Teazle, b s 2:29fc. (l>

Mazatlan, b h 2:26V Clodia.br m _ 2:2>»4

OODdoctor.gr h,2:13 14 io 2:NJ4 Harry R.,bg, p 2:29^

ppdUx^'h 2:23* to ... .l""~2;18Ji Del Mar, 2:16 V. by Electioneer 121

Quality, in. 2:25 to _.. 2:UJ4 Oopelaod 2:20*
Utility, b ra,2:*04 to -2:13

{

Lady Del Mar 2 227)j

Be Election, 2:27:4 to 2:23 '4 Woolsev, by Electioneer
Young Wildi He, 2:2.5 to 23IJ< Nellv W„ 2:17',* to 2:15^
Electwood. 2:30 to 2:29*

| Abeto,p,2:214f to 2:l0«i

gpblnx. 2:20;*. by Electioneer

16 (5)

Senate ip).-— 2:
i5-^

2:28V,

Antinoos, by Electioneer
John Bury, 2:22 to _ 2:15V
Hillsdale 2:15

aUis, 233, by Elecl
John R. Baldwin... .... 2:25
j nil, o m 2:30

-i-'i
1- Marvin, 2:23 S. by Electioneer

Bramblette 2:20

bwinx -

Kffie L....~ --
Kerlus -

Sagi 'aw Lass, b ni- -'-*? Richard's Elector, by Elec
W-ven Wind 2. .. ... -:— ^ tioneer
Sandy Boy, cb b, 3, p 2:tb h Lady Ves:a , b m 2:21M
Baker, b g. 2:19M to 2:ia>4

Borueo 2:23 to 2:22 ia Hr- Election, 23S«4, by Elec-
Peru, gr g, 239 4 to 22y* tioneer

Rocko, b h, 4, 2:29J< tj_ 237 Nellie Clark (3). 2:28**
Sphloxetta, p, 2:l4M tj 2:12

1, K |ectri0iaOi bv Electioneer

t Bel. 2:24}*, by Electioneer Midi 2:23)<

80 (a) Conanctor, 2:11^, by Elec-
TempUng 2:194. tloner

Alice Bel, b m, 3 _ 2394 Nereus, grg, 3 .... 2:29,4

" ~.ZZ Caatlon, by Electioneer
" "

:294 Kitty Cauli°° 2:25ij

. 23S Marvin.223,4, by Electioneer 1 125- 1

2:29 ;

4 Bramblette _.„2:22J4 to 2:18,4

? :

i?', Election, by Electioneer (l)
• '~™% Little Mac. ch g, 2:28 tu 2:274

"ifl4;!i Will Crocker, bv Electioneer

KaL7iDaBei;brm,3.2:f94to^ld Irene Crocker. 2:20 to 2:17*

Lyone Bel. bit h,2:27^ to— 2:11 S Klectrlte. by Electioneer

Alice Bei, i

Belfleld,bg,4...
Bnlliance.b m
Dellabel.br m, 4..

Kumpiis, blk g
Si. Bels Boy
Train Bel. br m. ...

Witer Belle
Silver Bells (.p) ..

Hooeywood, o m, 2:26*4 to

Water Belle..

91. Bel's Boy, by St. Bel

:::.,
:

Viola"Bel. bfk m.3_ 234J$

Chimes. byElecUoneer 19 (5)

Mandolin (p) 2:16

Carillon
Chimes Boy <p)
Hawley, b h -

Intjne, b g, I, p —
Peerless Chimes, b h, 4, p...

Tornado Chimes, bh.p
King Chimes
Charming Chimes- 2:18 •£ to

King Chimes

4Imy Chimes, by Chimes
Silver Chimes S34J4

Merry Chimes, by Chimes
Merry Bells - 2:2o

..237>4 Elecirophel, blfc h.2 2:25if

St. Ju-t. by Electioneer
Lanier, b h, 2:^3Jq to 230

Electrotype, by Electioneer
Election lime p)_ 2:18?*

Electric King, by Elect! n- ex
y. Major Centiievre (p) 2:15

2:21ij Elation 62UJ. by Electioneer
2:lS\i EJnior .. 2:29J*

2:2SM Green leaf, by El' ctioneer
2:294| Greenwood, b g 2:30

".''</? (Jov. Stanford, 2:21, by Elec-

Bell Boy. 2:19U,by Election

eer 5 (l)

Ding Dong, br h. -
Supremacy, b b -:29. |

Curfew 2:284
Bell toW 2:29.4

Princess Bell.br m,2341» to 2:173,

Liberty Belt, by Bell Boy
2:194, son ot Electioneer

Tommy Britton,2 2:154

Anteroa,by Electioneer 5 (4)

Menlo Frincess.br m 2:264
ADteorian - 2:224

May Ross, b m - 2:164

Major Ross 2:17-4

G. Morrison - "'-&%

Antidote, p. 2:27 to 2:104

Antenette — 2:30

B«oti-(i. by Electioneer
Edniu C. (p) 2:25

His Highness 2:-l

Trappist- - :23
,

Tho» -onquert r 2:15!4 to 2:12 V,

Zenith 2384 to 231

Anteeo. 2:16,4. by Eleclion-

eer 24

Antecarlo, br h -:-*>%

BHIgo, b m 2:28 J4

Salome, b m, 4_ 2r28Ji

AllreJ (i.. 2:l9i,', by Anteeo,
2:164 2 (1)

Queen Alfred.b m,4. 2:18^ to 2:12,4

T. 0., by Anteeo
Lady O ,2:21 to 2:16

Anlevolo. 2:19^. by ElecUon-
«* 3 t"

Congrazia. b m. 4 —x>
Orindo - 10

Zephvr " -— 2:30

Ivolo -'2a>i

Palo Alto. 2:08K, by Elec-
tioneer 6

Pallta, ch m,2 ...2:16

Cres^lda. bl m, 3 - 2:17^

Iran Alto, b c 2:194

Erastus V 2:22

Clay. 2:25. by Eleciioneer 8 4

Bunland Clay, b h. 3 2:154
CJayone, 2:24^ to..— 2:22^
Albert C -.- 2:25%
Sploaway, bm. 4,2:29 4 to..._2:14^
Olgetta, rn m, 4, p T 2345( to... 2:16'

Bempo ip 2:23

Candidate. 2:26,4, by Election-
eer 2

Calisaya. b m „ 2:28y
Candia.blk m 2:294
Catherine, b m. 4. 2:234 to_... 2:1134

Bow Bells. 2:19>.), by Elec-
tioneer 2

Ringing Bells. 4, p 2:I8?4
Boreal, 2:17-4 to iilblt
Ringing Bells (p'j. " "

Allien W.. 2:20. by Election
ear 8 (3j

Ray Wilkes, org 2:28J£
Hulda W., bm 238tt
Mi-a Aloert, b m.233Vj to_... 2:l53j
William Albert, b b, 2:20-., to -l:\6-~

Hammer, by Electioneer 2 1

Somdent, p,3 _ 231^
Spalpeen (pi _ 2:171*
Bonncer. bm, 4.2:IS4 to 2:011<
Stately, 4, p, 2:18 to 2:11*4

Jonlo. -:-l, br Electioneer S
Gllpatric-f. 2:*94 to...- 2:21
Anita, b m 2:21
Athanio. blkh,3 2:19^ to. ... 2:11^
Bruno. 2:19 to _ 2:16>(

Blectrirlty. 2-17M, by Elec-
tioneer 2

Jessie, b m, 4 _ 2:28
L.69 236^

tioneer
Clito.chh, 4 2:2m to_ 231^4

May Kine. by Elecuoceet
Bingen, b c, 2 -2:12,4

2:Zo
Park»ide, 2:22^, by Clay.son

of Electioneer
Parkland, 4 238.4

23614 Parkville, by Electioneer
GlenvUle -..2:294

Hockefeller. 2:29,4. by Elec-
tioneer 3

Leola, br m, 2:30 to...„ 235^
Woolsey, by Elec ioneer
Abeto (p), 2:21 ij to 2:lt;5t

St. Jost. by Electioneer
St. Jusiin _ 2:23

ilps. 2:27,4, by Electioneer
zote, 2:03y to - 2:0134

Advertiser, by Electioneer
Nordica i3j 2:194

Good Gift, by Eleciioneer
Prince Gift (2> _ 2:27,4

Elector R.. by Elector (Morrows').
Rose JK -.. 2:29)|

SULTAN.
sultan, 2:21, by The Moor
Pawtucket. g 2364
Granada _ 2:244
Sugar Loaf, b h (pj 2:204
Sultan Boy, gr g (pi 2:!514

Stamboal, 2:07>^, by Sultan
2 2

Rose, br m. 238
Belbel 2:iu
i-tam B.. b h, 3. 2:154
Stamboul Belle, b m, i 231
Abdul Ameer - 2:30
Daghesta i 2:2"> to 234*4

4tamliow, bv S amooul
Stambell. bh 2:29'^

Wilder. 3

Azmoor.
eer 4

. 2:265*

:204, by Election-

Mary Osborne, b m, 3 2:2fl l4
Azmon ..„ 2:KH
Azmutit (p) 2:25>s

Bros. 2.29,4, bv Electioneer
U (l)

Ella 'V 2:21,4 to 2:17
EroaJr ...2:28^
Electroid 2:30lo2:2SH'

Irla, oy Erw 1 (!)
Jasper Ayers, bg, 3 - .. 2:17
Vlsalia. b m. 4, 2:20 to 2J2.4

Starr Saltan, by Sultan 1

JN'atne State 2:14,4

Rajah, 2:29)4, by Sultan
Our Lucky, oh 2:174

Alcazar. 2:20,4. by Sultan,
2:21 9

Bric-a-Brac, gr m..._2:2SM to 2:19 If

California, by Sultan 3
Caliente - 2:26V
Lodina _...2:27M I»>2:I814

CIoriM. by Sultan
Gentry Love.— 2:21,4

GUY WILKES.

3ny Wilkes, 2:15>4, by Geo.
Wilkes 36 (5)

Fez, b s 2374
Burlingame, bh, 4 2:1814
Clarence Wilkes, bh 2:28H
Fred Kohl, blk h, 3 2:124
Fred S. Moodv, ch g, 2 2:1S

Guy Line br h 2:29 !

i
Lucina W'llk^s, b m _ 231)4
Raven^crolt, b b_ 2:19

Wise^uro, br h. 3 2334
A. L. Kempland, 2 :26,4 to_... 2:18>4
Lesa Wilkes. 2:114 to _ 2:09

Seymour Wilkes (p;, 2:16 to 2:03,4

Sable WUke*. 2:18. by Guy
Wilkes

Seba <p) 238J4
Leonora 2:25
Olga, bm 239^
Edith Rowe Graham, b m.... 234
Kent, b c _ _ 2:254

liny H... by Guy Wilkes 01
Dr. Haile (p), 2:15l( to 2:11)4

Gny Kohl, by Guy Wilkes
Goy Kohl Jr- 233

Milroi. by Goy Wilkes
Arguros, bf. 2 237>4

DIRECTOR.
D irector. 2:l7,by Dictator 26

4
LadyDirector _ 2:25
Mary Wells, b m, 3 (p) 230)4
Alice Director, blk m (p),

2:1954 to 2::174
Direction, blk b,2:10!4 to 209J<

Direct, 2:054, by Director 1

(l)
Arthur L fp) 2J5)tf
Lou Mitchell, b «.__ 2:22^
Miss Kate, b m, 2:244 to 232
Directly, b! h, 3 (p), 2:07*4 to 2:70)4

Secretary, by Director Billy Tbornhill. 2:21W, by
Josephine, bl t 2:27,4 Beverly Wilkes 2

Lavalard. by Director 1
I

r*
11?-' 1^"' ° h -

tl
2j*|M

Prince lavalard. 4, 239)4 to2:164i Lady Th- rnhill 2:17

Waldstein.by Director
;
Mmni

?.
E

: :-r - 2 *
Jack W 2:194l treal Stakes, b h 2:22

Svv,fcBird 2:'"9,<iMcRlDoey,2:ll)4,by Alcyone
Live Oak Hero, by Director

I Jennie Me. b m, 2, p _ 230
Robin, OS ..2:22^ Zombro. b h. 3 2dS

Guide, 2:16 l
i, by Director 2 i

McZens, br h, 4. 2:29«.4 to 2:13

Mariposa, b m 230.4 Harvey Mac (p>. _ 2:18 to 2:18J<

Instructor, by Director Wjldnut^by Woodnut
Anaplois, 3(p) ..

STEDS'WAY.
Stelnway, 2:25H. by Strath-

more
Baoe Marion (S), p 2:17^
AJgregor (p) - —. 2:15'^

suniignt (pj 2:25
Alfredatta _ 2:21

Allandora _ 2:18)4

Bay Bum. b m 2:25

Ell, b m_ 222J4
Agitato, bh (2),p 2:18

Covey, b g —.. 235 to 234

Cbas. Derby, 2:20, by Stein-
way 1 (.3)

Derby Princess (3).... 2:25 to 2:19^

Stratbwar, by stetnway
Toggles _ 2:1734

NUTWOOD.
Judtje Salisbury, by Nut-

wood
Bosallta, b m (41, p 2:10)4

Tbayermoul 2:274
Dandy Salisbury, cb h 234V

.to 233)4
Happiness, bm (p)~2:lS)4 to 2:17)4

John Seveooaks, by Nut-
wood

Loope 2:18)4 to 2:l>4

Cornelias, by Nutwood 2
Coryan, b h -... 224.H

Hawthorne, by Nutwood 15

(2)
Tilton Thorn 2:27

Nellie Cloud _ 2:27

Frank L - 2:23

Robert E. Lee, by Nutwood
Gleason, bg 2:28*4

ECHO.
Echo, by Hambletonian

Jasper Paulson 2:16'4
El Kami, ch g, 4, 2:29(4 to 2:14
Bed worth, 2:26^ to 2:224

Altaeo *320, by Almoot.
Flora G 2:21
Hugo _ t :>-
Wiuella 2:28,4

Altoona, by Almont
Lara D., bm . . 2:23
MayB 2.30 to 2:27
Altoonita, b m . . "-224

Bay Bird, by Jay Bird I

Geo. Avers, b h. 4 p 2:17)4
Hal Corbett, b g,3 _ 2:194
Dr. Purl, 3, 2:29 to 2:17

Monroe Chief. 2:18)4, by Jas.
Monroe 8 (3)

Fan Luiseto ._12d9 l4
Reavis ::25
Chico, b b_ 2::04 to 2:19)4

McDonald Chief, by Clark
Chief

Loga->, bh 2:30
Columbus S...- 2374 to 2:19)4

Boodle, 2:14, by Stranger z
Thompson 2:15
Ethel Downts ...2:13

Raymon, by Simmons
Lady urace bik m 2:184
Roan Wilkes, rn h, 3, p 2:12?4

Gen Beverly, by Benefit 1 2
Bion. brb.2:24'- to
Almooeer

The Seer, by Gen. Benton
Lou -eer „
Riley _

2:19*4

2:26)4

Deputy, 2:194, bv Echo
Chris Peterson, b g

7)4, by Echo

Gosslper, 2:14y, by Simmons
l (1)

Miss Jessie, b m, 3 2-19*4
Kachnm 2:17! 4

' to 2:16)4
2:19^ Stanford, by Piedmont

' Linda St anlord „ 2:10}

i

Mambrino Wilkes, by Geo.
Wilkes

Brino Tricks, p, 2:134 to 2:13V,

• ImmocoloD. 2:13Jf, by Sim-
mons

Upland, Drh, 3_ 2:294

Royal George Jr. 1.

Golden West i.pi 2:20i( to 2:16)(

Grandlgslmo, by Le Grande
Myrtle Thome, 2:20V, to 2:16)*

Whippleton. by Hambletonian Jr.
3^ i-i)

! Frank O'Neil, 2:29 to 237

SA^':::::=i5 ,c"£^r' ::!, ' blS,wn-

8SKL!L*£== £^ ^^ y- *<- -m
Lea, ch m -234)4 to 2:1SV ,

Albion, by Gen. Beolon
Edna R., 2:17)4 to 2:134 ,

Pomona, 2:20 to 2:1614"

Sister C 2:29^ Creole. 2:15, by Prompter
Sidmoor, by Sidney, 2: 19V, Javelin, b m, 3, p 2:13)^

General, b g. 2:1S Albau, 231, by Gen. Benton 2
Faustlno. 2:14ii, by Sidney

;

Seylax, b g, 2:24)4 to 2:16*4

Trophy (2, 2:2^ 4 s terline. by Fgmoot
Charivari, bm _ 2:20 4

Judee Waller
Phenol, gr m, p 2:16

Boh Mason,
1 (2)

Waldo J .grg (p)... 2:13"4 to 2.-0S

Fred Mason, 2:13,4, to... 2:10

SIDNEY.
Sena tor, 231 4, by Echo
Jenny Ihomes _2:254 to 2:2J*4

Sidney. 2:19*4, by Santa Clans

NEPHEW.
Xephew. by Hambriuo 23 (2)

Lrlorla, bm (4)
Meringo, bh
BHeGum U)
Ella May

Sephew (Do rsey':
Nephew

Ottinger, b g.

34
2:26^ Almont Patchen
2:274 Ruby M (p) 2:U
2:194 Prince Bismarck. 2, p 236

by Mark Monroe, by Victor Bis-
_ marck
- : ' : » Birdrce, b m, p 2:1154'

•'arr'a Mambrioo
MaudH 2:24 to 2:21

PIEDMONT.
Piedmont, 2:17,4, by Almont

I,orita t chm, 2:22V, to _ 2:13,4 irlhurlon, by Hambletonian

SBS&Sa^JEI!^!-^ Pint0=, in,e. » m. 2:^ to_...2:>- H
Llbjnv Soo.a,. by PLedmon, "S^'^fflig^iTl.. XV*
Roy - - 238'4 Tempest, by Almont

UlldmoaC. by Piedmont- Iago.2:l5to 2:11

Nulla 2:2914 Tilton Almont
„ Stranger, 2:17 to 2:16)4OTHER SIRES '*„„ B«. by AMomer

"

Dexter Prin/e, by Kentucky Re .x Gifford.gr s 2:14

PrtSTlrM.'b. ?'9«*i^fep
b
fpf

im°°' -^Reno Prince 2:25 Jessie P. (p) -.204

Maria P., bm
Mojave - 2:19

Don Shaner (pi _ 2:17

James L , br g 2:1614 to 2:11)4

Prince Nutwood, blk h (4),

p 2:21*4 to 2:154
Faloma rrince 2:17 1 to 2:17

Altamont,23Gy.by Almont 31—22,
7p

Carries . p 2:214
Pathmont, p .. ZrfB'.j

Altao -2:1610 2:09^
Vinmont - .2: 9 to 2:2I' 4

Wallula 2:29' 4 to 2:23 4
Alawo>d,p „ ..2:244 to 2:21
Chehalis, p 2314 to 2:074
ElIaT..p 2:12 to 2:09*

HambletODltD Mambrino S241
by Menelaus Z26 — 8

Nettie Oam (.3) 2314
Richard W 2354
Sianwix. p 2:224
Valentine, p __ — 234'i
Caryl Came 2:2.5 to 2:21s,

Hamrock -2:21 to2:17v

Hambletonian Wilkes, by
Geo Wilkes 3 (6)

Arihur Wilkes, blk h 2:30

Saville, ch h 2:174
Wobb ing Maid, p 239
Tommy Mac(p)- 2:154

Roy Wilkes, by Adrian Wilkes
Sophia R tp) 2-20

Carr's Mambrlao
Maud H-. 2:24 to 2:21

Black Pilot, by Sultan
Coal Dust 2:>7

Western, by Hambleionian Jr.

J-sse P 231

U

MorooWns, by Allamont, 2:265i—

1

Klamath 2:12*4 to 2:08)$

Warwick Wedlum 19 ft J, by
Happy Medlam 400

Arbutus, p 2:19)4

Hum 2B07 1-2
Ham Jr 531)4 to 232*4

Dexter Bradford 111, by Ham-
bletonian 10-2.

Dexter Bradford Jr 238

Bishop I6S»*. by Princeps 536—4
Bishop Hero 2:24)4 to 2:21

Elm ". by Mohawk
Gold Charm (p) 2:254 10 2:231:,'

Glenwood
Moncito Boy 236

Maxilllon
ColtooMaid 2:27

Benefit
General Beverley 2:214

Gto. W. Beabdsly, one of the best trainers at the track

a thoroughly honest and very popular man, died early yes-

terday morning from acute kidney troubles. He was at one

time associated with Barney Schreiber and "Bone Doctor"

Bobbins, but for several years has had charge of White &
Clarke's string. It was to his efforts that old Tim Murphy's
recovery was due after the best veterinarians had pronounced

the road sprinter a hopeless cripple and recommended that

he be destroyed. Mr. Beardsley's illness was of very short

duration. Up to Tuesday morning he was feeling as well as

usual,

The Santa Anita string arrived at the ranch yesterday

and will be shipped to San Francisco on Saturday. Who will

train the horses is yet an enigma, but Sam Hildreth has

promised to handle Santiago. The horses that will race here

are as follows : Arapahoe, Santiago, Sister Mary, Ramiro,

Argentine, Philomena, Alvarado, Sinaloa II, Lady Diamond
and five or six others selected from the youngsters that were

not taken East. In the Santa Anita car there came Unity
and My Luck for Sam Hildreth. The former is a two year-

old by Koesington, The Santa Anita horses won over eighty

races this season.

The Palo Alto Sale.

There is no denying tbe fact that the market for thor-

oughbreds will soon be San Francisco. Oj Tuesday night

the large tent on Mirket and Van Ness avenue was crowded
wilh horsemen, who came from all parts of California to

attend the sale of Palo Alto thoroughbred yearlings, and
although the rain fell and the wind blew, they sat there un-

til the verv last royallr-bred youngster was sold. Messrs.

Killip & [Co. conducted the sale, but their efiorts were

strongly supplemented by the splendid descriptiou given and
merits shown of every animal offered by Superintendent

Frank W. Covey. H13 work was highly commended, and
his strong and convincing statements seemed to infuse en-

thusiasm into the bidders. All the horaes were in the pink

of condition, and many of the Eastern horsemen marveled af

the size and conformation of those sold. Tae sale was a

grand success.

The following'.is a full list of the yearlings, with the
purchasers

:

Rosalba. ch c, by Flambean—imp. Rosetta : J. Talbot Clifton.. 82 -200
Gladiolus, b c, by Racine—imp. Gorgo : W. 3. Hobart _ 2 100
Cressa, b f. by Flambeau—imp. Cornelia : Joe Harvey 2000
Princess Flirt, b f, by Eaeine—imp. Flirt ; Thomas H. Wil-

liams „ „ _.. 1^00
Mite Murpby, rn c, by Flambeau—Maggie R.; M. Store . 1,300
Glenlight, ch c. by Flambeau—Gleadew ; W. S. Hobart 1.050
Racinia, b f, by imp. Cyrus—imp. Fairy Rose ; Burns <k Water-

house 700
Flamarette, b f, by Fiambeaa—Playmate ; W. S. Hobart 600
Attacus, ch c, by Flambean—imp. Amelia; M. atom _ S 550
Crescenda.chf, by Fiambeaa—imp. Amelia; M. Stora 500
Queen Flambeau, b f. by Fiambeaa—imp. Qaeen Bess; J B

Coleman _ 5(0
Oroville, ch c, by Flambean—imp. Ouida: Dr. Fuller _ _ 475
Fausterine, b f, by Racine—Fans tine; Joe Harvey „ 400
Precineau, ch f. by Fiambeaa—Precious; A. Hinrichs 350
Aaracine, b f. by Racine—Auralia II; F. Van N'ess 320
Cavalry, b c, hy Flambeau—imp. Cornelia: F. B\ Barfee. 300
Rosorus. b c, by imp. Cvras—Rosebud; Barns i Waterhoase..._ 300
Flambeauette, ch t. by Flambean—Fanuie Lewis; W. Fieldwick 275
Gentian, b c, by imp. Cyrus—imp. Getaway : W. R, Ruggles... 260
Honourine, b f. by Racine—Bessie Hooker : William Reis 210
Gerdine, b f, by imp. Cyrus—Gerhardiae ; Mr. Keefer 175
Brerewood, ch f, by Bramble—Pottery ; James Neil 150
Rasor. b e. by imp. Cyrus—Riglin ; Joe McCarthy „.... 115
Bezonia, ch f, by imp. Cyrus—imp. 3rideet ; E. Brianson 100

Total 16,430

Average 680
Flambeau's average per head „, 875
Racine's average per head. 834
Cyrus' average per head „ „ 275

Mr. Mitchell purchased a two-year-old by Flood—Play-
mate, for $210, and Mr. Gonzales secured a two-year-old half-
sister to Zaragozs., being by imp. Cyrus, out of Bessie Hooker,
for $140.

The "Winters Sale.

The attendance at Killip & Co.'s auction sale in the big

tent on Wednesday was fully as large as that on the prece-

ding evening, although there was a noticeable difference in

the buyers. The colts and fillies were in excellent condition,

and although some of them sold for a song, the average of

the lot was $410. A. Abrahams, a wealthy gentleman of

Reno, Xev., knew the value of Uocle Giles and paid $3,100
for him, and then when Malo Diablo was let out b:d $2,000
and secured him. The following is a summary of the sale :

Ch c by EI Rio Key—Hettie Humphreys; Z. Abrahams~ S 1.3C0
Don Vallejo, ch c, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika ; W. M.

Many „ 1.200
Ch c by El Rio Rey—Addie O'Neal; J H. Magee - 5
B c by El Rio Rey—Fonsetta; Jack Atkins suo
F f by El Rio Rey—Lady Dare: Joe Harvey 630
Ch f by Joe Hooker—Ogzilla: Z. Abrahams 500
Ch c bv El Rio Rey—Pollv Vic; Z. Abrahams 500
Ch c by EI Rio Rev—Avail: L. A. Legg 460
Ch c by El Rio Rey—Florence A ; Harry Lowden _ juo
Ch f by El Rio Rev—Nellie Post ; Richard Havev 3S

Ch f by El Rio Rey—Blizzard ; J. B. Coleman 350
Chfbv El Rio Rey—Sylvia: Mr Knight- 270
Ch f by EI Rio Rey—0:elia : Jack Atkins 250
B t by Joe Hooker—Lou Spencer; W. M. Murrav 2
Ch f by EI Rio Rey—Ogalena ; Frank Burke 1-0
Ch c by El Rio Rey—Valerie : Z. Abrahams 150
Ch t bv El Rio Rev—Joanna ; D. J. Tobin 110
Bf by Joe Hooker—Bonita ; H. D. Cassidy ™ 10i
Chf by El Rio Rey—Matlie Glenn ; H. D. Cassidy
Ch f bv Joe Hooker -Sooner: E. Grady „
Ch f by Joe Hooker—Rosetta : D. I.Tooin 75
B f by Joe Hooker—Emma ; W. Clancy 75

HORSES IS TRAINING.

Uncle Giles, ch c. 3, by El Rio Rey—Hettie Humphrevs
; A.

Abrahams $J,10O
Malo Diablo, ch c. :$, by Joe Hooker—Ogzilla ; A. Abrahams... 2,000
Don Pio Pico, ch c, 2, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika ; John

Robbins 750
Soon Euougb, ch g. 3. by El Rio Rey—Sooner ; H. Peppers S10
Morgan G., b g, 3. by Joe Hooker—Bonita : J. Johnson 300

Chas. Kerr's Sale.

Another large crowd assembled at Killip & Co.'s salesyard

last evening, it being the advertised sale of Chas. Kerr's

thoroughbred yearlings. The youngsters were in splendid

condition and the sale an excellent one. W. H. Keefer

purchased a number of very choice ones and will have an ex-

cellent string of racehorses in 1396.

Following is a list of the aui mils so'id and prices obtaioed :

Brc, by Imp. Sir Modred—Wbynot ; W. H. Keefer 11.S01
Brf. by imp. Midlothian-Play Top : W. U. Keefer 1,100
Br f, by Apache—Virgie : A. B. qpreckels 1,000
B c. by imp. M&rtenburst—My Badge : W. H. Keefer 900
Brf, bv imp. Sir Modred—Trona; W. H. Keefer _ 7M)
B f. by imp. Midlothian—Rosa Bella : W. H. Keefer Bgd
B f, by Apache—Virlean ; A. B.Spreckels 600
Be, by Apache—Josie D ; S. C. Hildreth 41KI

Be, by Apache—Madam Wheally; L>. Miller in

Br c, by imp. Calvados—Virginia Dare: J R-ibbtns
Ch f. by Apache— Maid of Stockdale: A. B. Spreckels
Ch f, by Apache—Rill: F. Farrar
Be, by Monster—Santa Ro=.t; W. M. Murry 200
Ch f. by Apache—laene: E. Corrigan iOti

Che. by Herald—Eileena: W. Marry ISO
Ch f. by Sobrante-Nellie K; A. Martin in
The sixteen yearlings sold for $8,970, an average of $560,

Pittsburg Phil will leave for this city on November 10.

His string will comprise six in all, and three belonging to

the Cambridge Stable will accompany the lot. They will

stable at the Ingleside track. Weroberg, Derfargilla, Ap-
plause, Sweet Favordale and Ed. Kearney are among Phil's

lot, and Yankee Doodle, Bloomer and another will represent

E. Purser.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Entries for the horse show close today.

Ella T., 2:09j, is the 6fth of Altamont's get to beat 2:10.

James DU3TIN expects to spend the winter in Kentucky.

Do not forget to send in your entries to the Horse

Show.

Bempo, by Clay,got a record, pacing, of 2:23}, at Cor-

sicana, Texas, Oct. 19.

A larqe number of horsemen did not return from Los

Angeles until Wednesday.

Twenty mares have been booked to Boodle, 2:12J, this

sesaon, and they are all good ones.

Seymodk Wilkks pulled up lame last Saturday in the

free-for-all pace which \V. Wood won.

Bayard Wilkes, 2:13}, brother to Bertha (dam of Di-
ablo, 2:09}) lowered his record to 2:12}.

A new 2:30 performer for Chimes is King Chimes, 2:29*,

out of Queen ie King, by Mambrino King.

Keavis, a bay horse, by Monroe Chief, got a record of 2:25

paciog, at New Cornerstown.Ohio, October 2d.

Azote's lameness is not considered permanent, and the

chances are the giant gelding will be out again in 1896.

Paoli, the brother of Palo Alto, 2:08$, reduced his rec-

ord to 2:18 in a sixth beat at Dallas, Tex., last Wednesday.

Toe Prospect Hill stallion Electric Bel, brother to St. Bel,

Chimes, etc , may make next season in the stud at Lexington,
Ky.

McKinney, 2:111, will make the season of 1896 at the
Oakland track. We predict a large list of mares will be
booked to him.

If any errors or omissions are noted in the '2:30 list, pub-
lished in this issue, we would be thankful if they are sent to

this office at once.

Onward had sixteen additions to his list this year, mak-
ing a total of 114 performers with records of 2:30 or better at

the age of twenty.

The employment of Starter McNair at the fall meeting of
the P. C. T. H. B. A. was a decided success. He is the king
pin at his business.

Gentry Love, by Clovis, is a new one to the credit of
this son of Sultan. This mare won a good race at Corsicana
Texas. Time, 2:21*

It is said that Wm. Corbitt refused $15,000 for the two-
year-old Fred 8. Moody and $10,000 for the three-year-old
Fred Kohl at Lexington, Ky.

The turf statisticians are closing up their work for the
year. The Pacific Coast horses and those by California-bred
sires make a splendid sbowipg.

The three fastest two-year-olds of 1895—Bingen, exhibi-
tion 2:121, Tommy Britton, 2:15}, and Palita, 2:L6—all be-
long to the Electioneer family.

Mr. Isaac Leonard, of Lexington, Ky., has bought of
Mr. J. E. Madden the two-year old colt King Guy, by Guy
Wilkes, dam Ha Ha, by Nutwood.

The bay stallion Elation, by Electioneer, out of Sally
Graham, by Volunteer, had his first 2:30 performers to enter
he list last month, Klinor, 2:29}.

In the race between Iran Alto and Cressida, the latter
made a laogled break in the third heat and trotted the last
half of that mile in 1:09, the mile in 2:24}.

The five-year-old gray horse Sclavonic, that veteran Jock
Bowen drove to victory and a mark of 2:15} at Mystic Park,
is the only pacer that Miss Russell has dropped.

The demand for draft horses weighing from 1,600 to 2,200
pounds is getting stronger every month, and a splendid
market fur this class of stock is noticeable.

The new boulevard around Lake Merrit now being talked
of will be one of the finest in California. Oakland has needed
a good driveway, and this will supply this long-felt want.

Marin Jk , one of the Salisbury disappointments of 1895,
will, it is announced, be out again next year. His worst
trouble is said to have been corns, which have been success-
fully treated.

A new boulevard will soon be constructed at the northern
end of Van Ness avenue. It will be paved and bituminized
and will furnish a splendid diiveway from the bay shore to
Market street.

I.aiiarik, 8, 2:121. by Jay Bird, yields his position as the
fastest new trotter of 1895 to Fred Kohl, :i, by Guy Wilkes,
2:151. dam Mystic, by Nul»ood, who won a heat at Lexing-
ton in 2:1 2}.

Im. B P, Mil. i.k I. „f New York, will place his fast youn
horse, Boleo, 2:28 by Nephew, in the hands of a good
trainer after the holidays. He expects him to take a low
record next season.

H. Pkukinh, of Visalia, baa six two-year olds by Iris, the
Bpleodld ofErostbat are perfect likenesses of the game
Hotting mare Vlnlla, 2:12}, and next year they will be seen
on the California Circuit.

OrnmJEi ho had a record of 2:11] as a trotter, has
also taken n ---.-ord of 2:111 this season as a pacer, which
gives him the iminclion of being the only horse with tho
name low record at both gaits.

When Fred S. Moody, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, dam Mont-

rose, by Sultan, 2:24, trotted the second heat of the Kentucky
two-year-old Futurity in 2:18, he established a new record

for two-year-old trotting geldings.

Tomah, 2:10, is the first in the direct male line of Pilot

Jr. to enter that exclusive list, which will doubtless prove to

the satisfaction of the essayists of the turf press that Pilot Jr.

was a trotter, when he lived, long, long ago.

The race-record for four-year-olds in this State was broken
by the bay filly Visalia, by Iris, son of Eros, 2:29}, by Elec-

tioneer, at Santa Ana. October 18th, she winning the first and
second heats of the 2:20 class in 2:12} and 2:13}.

The horsemen, who visited Los Angeles, are continually

praising the people there and the kindness shown them so Los
Angeles will never be omitted from the circuit hereafter. The
Santa Ana people were also exceedingly kind.

The owners of Creole, 2:15, at Honolulu would like to sell

this game trotter as they have very few good mares to breed

to him. He is the sire of Javelin, 2:13}, one of the gamest
three-year-old pacers seen on the Circuit this year.

Miss Rita, the three-year-old champion pacing filly now
at the Oakland track, is exceptionally pure gaited. She
wears no boots whatever, and her shoes are as light as can
be made, all four of them not weighing over nine ounces.

W. Wood will retire to winter quarters rt the champion
paciog gelding again this year. He has improved wonder-
fully and under Ben Chaboya's treatment shows that he ap-

preciates the absence of a whipping when near the wire.

The report going the rounds of the turf press that May
King, 2:20, was purchased for Mr. Malcolm Forbes iB a mis-
take. Mr. Forbes has no interest in him and never had. His
real purchaser was William J. Young, the trotting horse
trainer at Lexington.

Last Monday Colonel R. G. Stoner, of Paris, Ky., sold

to Thayer, the Boston horseman. the great trotting sire Baron
Wilkes, 2:18, for $25,000. He is the sire of Oakland Baron,
the winner of the $24,000 futurity at Levington, Baron Rod-
ger sand other fast trotters.

Ed. W. Ayres, the Kentucky breeder who bred Beuzetta,

now in Orrin Hickok's string at the Oakland track, won the

Kentucky Futurity with her, and sold her for $16,000, iB re-

ported to be hopelessly ill, and with the end very near. He
was stricken with paralysis a month ago.

The victories of Bouncer, Lynne Bel, Tommy BrittoD,

Bingen, Nahesa, Boreal, Valley Queen, Visalia, John Bury,
Athanio and others lately, has been the occasion of much
congratulation on the part of Electioneer family enthusiasts,

and they certainly have much reason for the spme.

Frank H. Burke purchased a handsome two-year-old

colt at Lob ADgeles. It is by McKinney, out of a mare by
Junius, son of Dictator, and the horsemen who have seen it

declare it to be the best one this horseman has ever owned.
It must be a hummer, for Mr. Burke has owned some fast

Dr. H. A. Spencer, the well qualified veterinarian of

San Jose, is doing splendid work as a milk and meat inspect-

or in Santa Clara County. He lets no guilty dealers escape.

He is the right man in the right place, and we congratulate

the people of the Santa Clara valley in having such an effi-

cient official.

Last Friday at Lincoln, Nebraska,Monroe Salisbury's two
entries won. Ella T. won the 2:12 pace, purse $1,000, in

straight heats, 2:12}, 2:11}, 2:13}. Miss Kate won the third,

fourth and fifth heats of the 2:20 class trot, purse $560, in

2:21}, 2:21} and 2:21. His trotters are expected to arrive at

Pleasanton to-day.

The world'B race-record for two-year-old trotters was re-

duced to 2:15} in the Lexington Stake, at Lexington. Ky.,
October 17lb, by the brown colt Tommy Britton, by Liberty
Bell, 2:24, dam Keepsake, by Pancoast, 2:21}, in a second
heat. The best previous record was 2:15}, held jointly by
Silicon and Impetuous.

E. H. Harri.man has sent his famous stallion, Stamboul,
2:07i, to John A. Goldsmith for the winter. The Orange
County reinsman will probably fit him for the show ring and
bring him to New York for the National Horse Show. Gold-
smith has apparently recovered almost completely from his

serious illness of last spring.

Many gems have been dug out of the auction ring at small
expense. Abnet, three years, 2:12*, sold for $180; Roetta
Soap, 2:14}, Viotta, 2:13}, Ella Eddy, 2:12, Sirock, 2:15},

and several others were knocked down for bids ranging from
$150 to $100; and El Rami, the champion hoppled trotter,

and one of the greatest four-year-olds ever started, brought
$600 when Bold to his present owner.

A Freeport, 111., local paper says :
" It will be news to

the many friends of Myron E. McHenry to learn at the close

of this season he will practically retire from the track as a

driver. The reason for this change is his poor health. For
some time he has not been well, being troubled with kidney
disease, and the excitement of the race is very wearing upon
any man."

Zombro was sired by McKinney, 2:11
',, dam by Almont

Lightning. He was foaled in San Bernardino in February,
1^92. His owner, George Beckers, named the colt after

Horopter F, Zombro, cashier of the Farmers' Exchange Bank
of Santa Ana. The colt iB a dark brown, sixteen handa high,
weight about 1,100 pounds. He has been in fourteen hotly-
contested races this season and has won eleven. His mark of
2:13 has been made in three races.

Nathan Strauss, of New York, lost his trotting mare
Norhawk, 2:15j, last week, the fast daughter of Norval drop-
ping dead in her box. Norhawk was seven years old and
was by Norval, 2:14}, out of the great broodmare Sontag
Mohawk, the dam of Sally Benton, 2:17}, and several other
fast ones. She was bred by the late Leland Stanford at Palo
Alto Farm, Cal., and was purchased by Mr. Straus at one of
Kellogg's sales. James Golden trained her last year, and
gave her her record of 2:15} in a race at Old Orchard, Me.

Dame Winnie, by Planet, dam of Palo Alto, 2.08}, and
Altivo, 2:18}, and famous as the only thoroughbred mare on
record to produce two 2:20 trotters, is now credited with three,
her son Paola haying taken a record of 2:18 last week. Her
three fast sons are all stallions and all by Electioneer.

Since the publication of the circular regarding the objects
of the San Francisco Boulevard and Driving Association,
many names of applicants have been sent to the Secretary at
21 Steuart Street. This association should become the strong-
est pillar to support the harness horse interests of this city
and county ever organized, and the right people are at the
head of it.

European horse-buyers are thick in New York just now,
and two commissioners from Berlin bought twenty-three
head last week for export to the German capital, paying'
$2,000 for one team. It was noted that they will not touch
anything that has not substance, and showy, trappy gait, and
this is a pointer that should not be overlooked by breeders
preparing sale horses for the New York market.

The famous Jewett Farm Stud is to be broken up, and a
bigsale of trotters of the year will be the result. After start-
ing and conducting a breeding establishment famous the
world over as one of the best equipped of the kind in the
United States, and on which the buildings alone cost nearly
a quarter of a million dollars, and which, at times, has been
the home of over 600 trotters, Mr. Jewett has decided to re-
tire from active business operations. Patchen Wilkes, the
most distinguished son of George Wilkes, will be the star of
the sale, which is down for next week. He is the sire of
twenty performers in the 2:30 and 2:20 class.

For the benefit of some of our Eastern friends who have
said Palo Alto would never make a sire, we publish a list of
his 2:30 performers and their ages : Avena (2), 2:19* ; Rio
Alto (3), 2:16} ; Palatine (3), 2:18; Cressida (3), 2:18} ; Pa-
lita (2). 2:16; Iran Alto (3), 2:19}; Fillmore (3), 2:21}; Eras-
tus C. (5), 2:22, average speed, 2:19. The following trotted
trial miles this year : Pasonte (2), 2:28}; Day Bell (3), 2:20},
and Alta Vela (3), 2:30}. A remarkable showing, and there
are many more of his forty youngBters that will enter the
2:30 list during the next two years. His death was a great
loss to the " farm by the lone pine."

The chestnut horse Grand George, by Hambletonian
Wilkes, may be accounted the banner variety performer of
the present season. At the Hillsdale, Mich., meeting, Oct.
1, he started in the 2:22 trot, winning the first, third and
lourth heats in 2:24*, 2:22}, 2:22}, reducing his record from
2:24} and defeating a field of nine. Three days later, at the
6ame meeting, he started in the 2:20 pace, winning second
money and takiog the first heat in 2:18}, two and a quarter
seconds faster than his previous pacing record. A shift in
his toe-weights was sufficient to account lor the grand trans-
formation. Grand George is owned by Jacob Weidler, Bron-
son, Mich., and the two races mentioned were his first starts
this year.

There is a prospect of there being on the market at an
early date a new tire, puncture proof and fully resilient, man-
ufactured by the Mayor of Brooklyn, N. Y. It is made of
leather with an inner air tube of the usual quality of rubber.
The leather is a flexible variety of the style used for shoe
soles, and has been treated by working sand and grit through
the pores so that it is next to impossible to pierce it with any
instrument. A tack cannot be driven through it, whatever
force is used. The inflation of the rubber air sheath give it

the same yielding possessed by other pneumatic tires, and
when dropped upon the floor it bounces as high as those hav-
ing an outer shoe of rubber and fabric. It is claimed that it

will not change in character when wet, because of having a
water-proofed Burface. The weight of the tire is about the
same as the " full road hose pipes."

Two years ago John Lawler, of Petaluma, purchased at
an auction 6ale of stock at St. Vincent's asylum, Marin county,
a then two-year-old pacing m..re by Soudan. She was a
homely ma'e with an ugly gait, and those who saw her
thought they had a laugh at Mr. Lawler's expense. He
however, said nothing. The mare has never been trained,
but on Wednesday at Agricultural park she went a half mile
in 1:10} without an effort, and can repeat the performance at
any time. Half a dozen watches caught her correctly. She
went the first quarter in 34 seconds, which Mr. Lawler
thought too fast and pulled her in in the next one. She is

pronounced by horsemen to be the best green mare in the
State, and the term, "Lucky John," as applied to Mr. Law-
ler by his friends, is very appropriate.—Courier.

A few years ago when the season for racing closed, the
horse was quietly stabled, where he was allowed to remain
until the next season opened, but now, even in these days
when some would have us believe that the horseless age has
dawned, all has changed, and now that the season of racing
is practically over, to use the words of the Breeders' Gazette,
the horse shows are right on us. " Horse shows to the right
of us—horse shows on all sides, East and West, * * and
yet this is said to be the beginniog of the horseless age ! It
would make even a horse laugh to contemplate the absurdity
of such an assertion in the light of the intense interest
aroused among the wealthy classes in the noble animal."
There are now two objects for which the breeder can honora-
bly breed, the one iB the winner on the race track, and the
other is of a different type, the winner at the hor6e show, the
faultlessly formed, high-stepping road horse.

The idea prevailed atone time that in his four-year-old
form a colt experienced an "off year." If he was a great two-
year-old or three-year-old, it waB confidently predicted that
he would be of little account as a racehorse in his fourth
year. This was attributed by many to trouble with bis teeth,
which often interfered with his training at that age.
Whether this was a mistaken notion, or whether greater
skill in horse dentistry has remedied the matter, it is cer-
tainly true that in 1895 the four-year-olds have not only
proved excellent racehorses, but creditable money-winners.
Among the Grand Circuit winners, Azote only won as
much as the four-year-old Beuzetta among the trotters, while
Bright Regent, another four-year-old, leads the list of Dacing
money-winners. Beuzetta is credited with $5,500, El Rami
with $4,750, Bouncer with $4,500, Fitz Royal and Burlin-
game with $1,000 each, while Bright Regent won $5,750,
Bumps $3,000, Rachel $2,000 and Viotta $1,000 . This iB a
very creditable showing for these four-year-olds at the
Grand Circuit meetings and does not include their winnings-
on other tracks.

:
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THE SADDIiE.

The Palo Alto sale Tuesday night was a success.

Sam Doggett has signed to ride for the Brookdale Stable

Qext season.

The Lexington fall meeting begins November 11 i*nd

rnns twelve days.

Five carloads of trotters arrived at the Oakland track from

Los Arjgeles Sunday. *

J. Talbot Clifton has purchased Captain Coster from

:Jie Pleasanton Stable.

Ironclads'—Monarch and Soledad—took first and second

money in the third race Friday.

The Montana horses by Hyder Ali made i very good

showing on the slippery track yesterday.

DoiilNO, Daily America and Dorian have all been shipped

to the Keene stock farm near Lexington, Ky.

James Neil was $1,100 ahead over the win of his brown
gelding, Perhaps, and James Flood won $2,700.

W. Clancy, the steeplechase jockey, has returned after

several month's sojourn in Montana and Nevada.

Sea Spray and De la Guerra, both by imp. Mariner, fin-

ished first and second in the second race Saturday.

Polaski, Hueneme, Howard and several other horses that

made the Southern circuit, are due to arrive to-day.

Sea Spray was very much better than the poor lot of

horses that followed him in the second race Saturday.

Tod Sloan rides Grady to perfection. He understands

the colt better than any others that have ridden him.

Cash Sloan finished with his feet out of the stirrups on

Oregon Eclipse yesterday and his saddle turning under him.

The attendance on Saturday was like an old-time crowd.

Longdistance races always have been popular with the pub-

lic.

The hand that rocks the cradie rules the world, so we are

told, but the hand that pulls the runner is the one that gets

the gold.

It is possible that Henry McDaniels will train for Baker

& Gentry next season. He was also offered a place by Mr.

Corrigan.

Bock Massie won the Tobacco Stakes, at one mile, value

$1,315. at Latonia yesterday, Lehman second, Granhan third

'1W, 1:40£,

Clifford has run his last race of the year. The present

intention is to retire him for the season. He will winter at

Morris Park.

Pat Meant has a candidate for the cross country busi-

ness, of which everybody expects much, in the imported Irish

horse Hesperion.

P. A. Brady and John Donovan, who made fortunes in

the bookmaking business, are now the leseees of the Lindell

Hotel, St. Louis.

A contingent from Fresno came up to play Grady on

Saturday. It is needless to state they will go home well sat-

isfied with the colt's run.

There can be no question that the El Rio Keys can go
the route after Adelante's performance on Saturday. He
finished very strong in the mile and three-quarter race.

Navy Blue is one of the very strong finishers at the local

course. He and Happy Day came from last into the stretch

and had a hot finish for the place in the third race Saturday.

"That racehorse of yours seems well broke," said the man
who stands around and looks on. "Yes," replied the melan-
choly owner of the animal, "but he isn't as well broke as I

am."

There is an unwritten agreement betwean the ladies who
are to exhibit park horses and hunters i± the New York
Hors* Show to ride astride.

The Hyder Ali horses like the mud. NeT Moon, who
i won the first race, is by Hyder Ali, as is also Allahabad, who
i finished second to The Judge.

Matt Byrnes has sold the two-year-old bay gelding Ter-
' ror III., by Sir Modred—Tyranny (full sister to Tyrant), to

E. D. Morgan. Terms private.

: Sadie, chestnut filly, 3, by Salvator—Aurelia, by Algerine

i the property of Ma-cus Daly, has been turned out of train-

I ing, and will be sent to the stud.

Col. Dan Burns has lost heavily on Mt. McGregor II

I at both of his starts. The first time he was left at the post,

I and yesterday he bolted the track.

Green B. Morris is rapidly getting over the cowardly
assault upon him by a robber at Oakley and is dow safe from
any serious results from his wounds.

The Morris Park [meeting closed Nov. 5th. It has been

f the banner meeting of the year. Hazlet won the White
Plains Handicap, at six furlongs, in l:13j.

X-10 U-8 is the name of a yearling filly by imp. Jangler

I out of imp. Red Tape. If the man that concocted that name
l

: did not "lay awake nights," he has a ready wit.

Miss Maxim, by Maxim—Ventura, property of Green
Morris, was second in a five and a half furlong, handicap, at

k Latonia, Saturday, to Mazarine. Time, 1:10£.

Allahabad, with a fair start, would have given The
i Judge a little beating. "Moose" Taylor rode his horse, and
l> got him away three lengths in front of the Hag.

The mare Miss Dixie, that carried the Pepper shield to

victory, has at last broken down, and has been sent to the La
Belle Stud, where she will be bred (o Bramble.

i Simeon G- Reed, the prominent breeder and racing man,
, has been very ill at his home in Southern California, but

< latest advices are to the effect that he is improving,

The Cincinnati Enquirer is authority for the statement

that Hon. Charles Fleischmann will at the close of this

! season sell his racing stable and retire from the turf.

The yearling filly by Salvator—Millie, the property of

Jim Blute, the well-known horseman, is a most promising
miss. She has shown better by far than anything that has

yet been shown at the old Monmouth track.

The surprising reversal of form in Yemen, with the same
jockey up, and his winning race in 6uch fast time under con-

ditions not considered favorable to him, was a poser for the

talent.

Cash Sloan may be given the credit of Oregon Eclipse's

win over Major Cook on Saturday. The "Bone Doctor's horse

had the best start of the two, and Cook gave him a good ar

gument.

J. E. Seagram, the millionaire sportsman of Canada, won
$25,560 with bis stable this season, his best winners being

Saragossa and Morpheus, which won $7,850 and $2,750 re-

spectively.

August Belmont has presented Song and Dance to Jack
Joyner and he has turned him out. In all probability Joy-
ner will train for Dave Gideon next season in addition to

string of his own.

Colonel Zeke Clay, the well-known Western breeder

and turfmam, who last week was elected President of the

Western Turf Congress and chairman of the Board of Ap-
peals, has resigned.

Major B. G. Thomas has sold the yearling bay colt Old
Mat, by Duke of Montrose—Almira, by Harkaway, to Geo.
A. Singerly of Philadelphia, and J. W.Knox of Louisville.

Price said to be $2,560.

The judges at Latonia on Saturday decided all bets off on

the Wild Huntsman race of the day before. No decision has

been reached as to who gets the purse for the disputed event.

The horse is a suspected ringer.

Wild Violet is dead. She practically committed suicide,

running full tilt into a corner of the fence at Morris Park
and dashing her brains out. She was a two-year-old chest-

nut filly by St. Blaise—Woodflower.

Perhaps, from the short-striding Kyrle Daly family, was

invincible in the slippery going in the fourth race. Charlie

Boots, from the mud-loving Altas, finished three lengths be-

hind him, and six lengths in front of his nearest follower.

Miss Truth is a devil at the post, and little Coady was

thrown off once, irjjuring his hand, and dismounted a

couple of times, so that his mount might be led back to the

post after all efforts to ride or drive her there had failed.

Crescendo is not the same horse that he was in the spring

and summer. The handicapper estimates him on bis spring

form, but in his palmy days I doubt whether he was within

five pounds of Ben Brush.—New York Commercial Adver-

tiser.

Sigurd, the four-year-old son of Pardee and Lady Salvers

recently purchased by C. H. Smith for $1,200. was taken sud-

denly sick on Tuesday, and died that night. The veterinarian

who examined the horse could not state the cause of his

death.

Eastebn advices state that B. Schreiber has engaged

Jockey Jerry Chorn for the balance of the season and he

will come to California to ride. Felix Carr, former jockey

for the stable, is t jo heavy to ride and will assume the role of

trainer. i

Fred Gardner was backed byjhis stable owners Saturday

but his rider fell off and lost his good chance to win. The
last time he was out the stable backed Claudius, Gardner's

impressive win is still fresh in the minds of all. They
" copper " the wrong horse.

Iryin P. Diggs has sent to the Jockey Club the register

fee for the yearling full brother to Diggs. He forwarded

two names, Rin ildo and Carreara. If either is already in

use in the register, the colt will take the other. If neither

is in use he will be called Carreara.

Col. Caleb Dorsey, who wasa|visitor at our office to-day,

states that the dam of Dorsey was Kate Carson, by Joe Dan-

iels ; second .dam by Norfolk, §third by Jack Hawkins,

by Boston, and the fourth dam by Glencoe. The dam of

Dorsey has been incorrectly given as by Kit Carson.

The Latonia autumn handicap, one mile and a furlong

on last Saturday, was won by Handspun, Simon W. second

Grannan third Time, 2:00. In the Belmont stakes, one

mile and a quarter, at Morris Park on Saturday, Belmar won,

Counter Tenor second, Nankipooh third. Time, 2:ll£.

Matt Bybnes has abandoned his contemplated trip to

San Francisco this winter in charge of Daly's stable. This

result was brought about through the "Copper King's" own
preference that his Montana bred colts, mostly all two year-

olds, should not race nntil in their three-year-old form.

Sam Hildreth, who left here some months since to train

Baldwin's horses .in the East, has returned to the Coast.

As was stated in the dispatches recently, he has severed his

connection with the stable of scandals and will hereafter de-

vote his attention to his own horses.

Ned Wiley, the well-known trailer of thoroughbred race-

horses, died at Nashville recently. Wiley trained a number

of good horses, among them Branza, a three-year-old filly that

that won four stake races right off the reel, and was after-

ward sold by Messrs. Darden and Gillock to Mr. P.Lorillard

for $16,000. The last work done by Wiley was for Russell

Peabody, of Gallatin, Tenn.

The Australian steeplechaser, Daimio, will be sent to

England to take part in the Grand National Steeplechase ot

1896, and whether he wins or loses will be kept the follow-

ing year in Albion, with a view to winning that race in 1897.

In 1892 a Trenton mare called Trentonian was sent to Eng-

land, and her foal by St. Serf has been nominated in the

Derby of 1897. A few weeks ago a bet of five thousand sov-

ereigns to one was laid against Daimio winning the Grand
National and the Trentonian colt the Derby of 1897.

Of the 171 nominations for the lS9fi Kentucky Derby 112
made the second payment, while 87 of the 145 entries ia the
Kentucky Oaks stayed in. Ramiro, Ben Eder, Firt,t Mate,
Hen Brush, Applegate, Rewarder, Merry Prince, Margrave,
Captive, Frontier, King William, Longfiint, Eye Witness,
Tbe Winner, Oaaretto snd Del Coronado are among those
who remained io the Derby, while Myrtle Harkness, Au
Revoir, Amazement, Souffle, Marquise, Fretful, Serena, Re-
ligion, Motilla and Stella are still in tbe Oaks.

Colonel Milton Young, proprietor of the McGrathiana
thoroughbred farm, was elected president of the Western
Turf Congress October 30th. The election was carried on by-

wire from the headquarters at Cincinnati, and it was nearly
dark when Colonel Young received a telegram stating that
he had been chosen president of the congress, and asking him
if he would accept the place. After consultation with his
friends, he decided to accept, and so telegraphed the secre-
tary. Colonel Young is first vice president of the Kentucky
Association (running), and is the largest breeder of thorough-
breds in the world.

The Eastern horsemen now all acknowledge that Henry of
Navarre is the best handicap horse that has appeared on the
turf in recent years, and applaud August Belmont's determi-
nation to ship him to Eogland to meet the best of Britain's
racers. John Huggins will accompany Henry of iSavarre to
Eogland and train him for all his races, and it is to be hoped
that he will land in front in the majority of his starts. ' He
may not be an Iroquois, but he will certainly not disgrace
American breeders, and it is just such international contests
as this that foster tbe true sporting spirit and encourage rac-
ing in both countries.

The monetary value of the Cesarewitch in Eogland is not
over $5,000, but several millions are annually dependent up-
on tbe result. Five weeks elapse between the naming of the
entries and tbe announcement of the weights by the handi-
cappers, and it is during this time that tbe fine Italian hand
of the trainer gets in his work, and horses are so run as to get
a light impost from the handicapper, and meanwhile the
books on the race, which are always opened on the announce-
ment of the entries, are being flooded with bets by the con-
federacies that have a good one up their sleeve, and are not
running him true to form.

Twenty-eight runners owned by Ed. Corrigan, ten by
John Breuock, two by the Kentucky stable, four by Andy
Blakely, thirteen by Dan Honig and six: by J. M. Buckley
left Chicago on Saturday for this coast. Among the horses
are The Ironmaster, Despot, Handsome, Olive, Olleta, Kow-
alsky, Mobalaska, Can't Dance. Japonica, Rodegap, Temple-
more, Jim Norvell, Weola, Harrv Smith, Uocas, Miriam
R., Orbit, Repeater, Iogomar, Jim Flood, Colonel Wight-
man, Roeder, Magnet, Oar Maggie, Nellie Smith, Brameta,
Beatrice, Mara, Billy S., Dr. Garnett, Lizzie H., Charlie
McDonald and Minnie Cee. Tom Kiley and perhaps Han-
kins and Johnson ship from St. Louis and L. Ezell goes
from Houston, Tex.

Colonel Dan Burns is commenting on the strictures

against his jockey, Donahue, is credited with saying: "There
are belter riders at the track, but none that I could trust so
implicitly as Donahue. He has been cutoff quite a number
of time*, to be sure, but the boy has not been to blame in sev-

eral instances. Ooce or twice Donahue has been made tbe
victim of collusion betweea other jockeys, especially was this

apparent on tbe Duchess of Towers one day. The boy is nat-
urally of a very taciturn disposition and does not make
friends like other jockeys, but I am convinced that he is

thoroughly honest. He was not altogether to blame for get-

ting left on Mt. McGregor on Friday, nor was he responsible

for the long delay at the start."

Louisville opened three 1S97 stakes this fall—the Ken-
tucky Derby, the Clark Stakes and the Kentucky Oaks. The
Derby has 150 entries, the dark Stakes 137 and tbe Oaks
116. Among the prominent nominators are W. O'B. Mac-
donough, who has named Orestes, the son of Ormonde and
imp. KissiDg Crust, and others; Charles H. Smith, with 21,
including a brother to Longstreet and other highly bred
ones; Ed. Corrigao, with 20 ; J. E. Madden, with 15, in-

cluding the Longfellow—Cinderella colt; J. E. Pepper, with

15; Bashford Manor, 14; Ed. Brown, 13; Baker & Gentry,

10; C. Porter & Co , 19, including a sister to The Butterflies;

J. M. McCafferty, 9; Pat Dunne, 8; E. F. McLean 8; Ireland

Bros., 9; Fleischmann & Son, 9; Ircquis Stabie, 9; J. W.
Schorr, 9; Hankins & Johnson, 7; Avondale Stable, Hallo-

way Bros., Argyle Stable, Dixiana Stable, W. M. Wallace,
Easlin & Larabie, S- S. Brown, C. B. Reid, W. H. Laude-
J. Rodegap, E. C. Headley, Himyar Stable and many others.

The announcement is made that Mr. J. J. Astor has de-

cided to dispose of his entire stud at Fernclifie, on the Hud-
son. The announcement hardly comes as a surprise, for

Mr. Astor has seldom taken more than a halfhearted inter-

est in the turf either from a breeding or a racing point cf

view. His father bequeathed him a grand collection cf

broodmares, combining some of the choicest blood in the

country, and a few yearB ago he purchased the imported
horse Pursebearer, by Scottish Chief, out of Thrift, but some-
how the prcduce raised at the beautiful country seat near

Rhinebeck never amounted to anything. As in all other

things, the management of a stud requires personal attention,

and that Mr. Astor has never been able to give it. Tne
mares will bring good prices, for such blood as Mr. Astor had
io his paddocks is somewhat difficult to duplicate aod will

prove uery valuable to some of the Kentucky, Tennessee and
California studs—Com. Advertiser.

Tom Green recently sent some of the Keene youngsters

aloDg at top speed for tbe first lime. The half-brother to

Tenny, by imp. Candlemas, out of Belle of Maywood, worked
in company with Irish Reel from the head of the stretch to

the stand in 0:23}. The colt outbroke the speedy Irish Reel

and beat her out. This is about the highest trial of the year

at the distance. There is probably no more promising colt

in the country to day th n the one under notice, be having

size, substance and quality, *hile his action is beautiful. He
stands on exceptionally fine feet and Ipgs, and looks almost

certain to train on. Beside being entered in next year's

Futurity and all the other stake events in this country, he is

entered in the English Derby and other choice events on the

other side. Barring accidents this magnificent colt will

prove tbe best by far of his year, at least on this side of the

water. The Ircquois Carlotta colt is a crack a jack, but the

half-brother to Tenny promises to prove still better. There
are some very fine fillies in the Keene string that can also

go-
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The C. J. C. Trotting Meeting Off.

President Thos. H. Williams, Jr., of the California

Jockey Club, officially announced on Thursday last that

the trotting meeting fixed to take place at the Bay Dis-

trict track on the dates from November 8th to 15th in-

clusive, had been declared off, giving as a reason for tak-

ing that step that the severe rains of the early part of

the week had put the track in such condition that it

would be impossible to get it ready in time for the meet-

ing.

Five or six carloads of trotters and pacers, and about

eighty people onnected with the horses, came from the

Breeders meeting at Lis Angeles to attend this meeting.

The best campaigners on the coast were entered and

were here ready to start. In view of the fact that the

last three pleasant days have gone a long way toward

drying the track, in the opinion of nearly every trot-

ting-horseinan present, but little difficulty would have

been experienced iu putting the track in condition to

Irot Monday. The act of the Jockey Club in declaring

the meetiifg oil' seems, under the circumstances, to be a

breach of faith that it will be hard to condone. Various

plans were suggested by the trotting-borsemen present

by which they would be given a chance to start their

horses and make enough at least to pay their expenses

mi tuning here. One of the plans was that the original

programme as advertised might be declared off and that

I fuur days' meeting might be given in which they would

start for special purses. As a great many of the best

horses are here, it is likely that these purses would have

Sited well and the Association would not have lost

money. None of these suggestions, however, met with

the approval of the management and as before stated,

the meeting was declared off,

(ireat iiidignali.ni prevails among all those who
brought their horses here to attend this meeting, many
"I them having d„ne so under a great expense and some
of them having saved their horses specially (or the rich

purses and stakes offered. When the news was an-

BOUO 1 thai the meeting was declared oil', this city con-

taioed about the maddest lot ul trotting horsemen ever

congregated, and many were the expressions of indigna-

tion. Mr. Fraui Corey ol Pato Alto was about the only

moderate one among them. He argued that because of

the muddy condition ul' the track it would he impossible

to trot on it, and that no blame could be attached to Mr.

Williams or his associates. While declaring the meet-
ing off works a great hardship upon those present and

ready to start their horses, many others who entered

early <tnd whose horses have " me wrong will be bene-

ii- I by _ ittiog their entrance money back.

The fail if this meeting is to be deeply regretted

for many reasons, l( has been looked forward to as be-

g the greatest trotting meeting of the year. It has

been the talk all around the circuit, and the California

Jockey.Club has been highly praised for its generosity in

offering such liberal purses, besides all the lovers of the

harness horse on this Coast have been counting on this

meeting to do much toward making trotting racing more

popular in San Francisco. It was hoped that a meeting

of this kind would have a tendency to increase the in-

terest in trotting horses and would be the means of ad-

vancing prices ; now to have it prove such a fiasco is the

greatest disappointment that could have befallen them

Mr. Williams personally has taken great interest in

this meeting and expressed the deppest regret that it

should have failed, and had the matter been leffentirely

to him, there is no question but the original programme

would have been carried out as far as possible, or if it

were possible to have the track put in order, a trotting

meeting might have been held that would have gone far

toward making up the loss to those who brought horses

here. When he was told that there were many who

had done so and that declaring it off so summarily would

leave them stranded and that they would find it difficult

to secure means to ship their horses home, he volunteered

to pay the expenses of reshipment.

It seems a great pity that this meeting which promised

to be one of the greatest ever held on this Coast should

prove such a dismal failure. While the purses offered

were the most liberal of the year, still there is every

prospect that could it have been given as originally in-

tended, it would have been successful from everv point

of view, and the California Jockey Club, with all its

facilities for given a meeting of this kind, would not

have lost money but would have been several thousand

dollars ahead on it as a speculation, besides the popu-

larity it would have given them among the trot'ing-horse

contingency.

The committee appointed by the San Francisco Boule-

vard and Driving Association to visit the Board of

Supervisors last Monday in relation to road improve-

ments, met with much encouragement, and it is not

without the bounds of possibility that the finest continu-

ous roadway on this peninsula will be from the Golden

Gate Park to the Ocean via Ingleside. All property

owners interested are joining this association, and the

outlook is most encouraging. Every horseowner should

join, for by their aid and influence we shall have as fine

boulevards—free from railroads—as Cleveland, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Boston or New York. Along the ocean

beach to the Cliff House there is much room for improve-

ment, and a more healthful drive cannot be found in the

world than the one that will soon be constructed there-

Rows of trees on each side of the smooth and well kept

road will tend to make this place fashionable, and the

value of good horses and vehicles will be considerably

enhanced. It is of paramount importance, therefore

that the membership in this association should increase

rapidly, for there is much good work to be accomplished.

Volume XIII of Wallace's American Trotting Regis-

ter has been published, and copies can be obtained at

this office. It contains the names and pedigrees of stal-

lions, numbered from 23,500 to 26,899, and the list of

standard mares and geldings covers 557 pages. The

pacing department contains the names of a large number

of stallions, standard and non-standard mares and geld-

ings. There are 913 pages of closely written matter and

a more valuable book or better printed one has not been

issued by the Registry Association. The work of Regis-

trar Steiner is well done, and in a critical examination

of a large number of pedigrees forwarded from this office

to him, we failed to find a single error, and have no

doubt the same excellent report will be made by all

others interested. No horseman's library is complete

without a copy.

The painters are putting the finishing touches on the

new buildings at Ingleside, and when the great day for

opening this course occurs next Saturday, a new era for

the thoroughbred interests will be ushered in. Flags

will be floating from the flagstaff's on all the buildings,

giving the place a holiday appearance that will be most

inviting; the cars will be running direct to the gates,

bands will be playing and a parade of all the great horses

that are to battle on the turf there will be some of the

features of the opening next Saturday.

Work is being rapidly pushed on the foundations of

he new buildings at the Oakland race track. The stalls

at the track are filled and every Wednesday and Satur-

day the occupants are seen in work outs. The greatest

enthusiasm prevails among the horsemen and already

the talk of getting up good strings of fast trotters and

pacers for next season is heard on all sides.

The P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall Meeting.

The meeting just ended at Los Angeles was, without
doubt,the best conducted of any ever held in California.

The visiting horsemen were delighted with the people
the climate, the track and the management. The at-

tendance was not as large as the directors expected, but
when it is taken into consideration the fact that the
meeting given the preceding week was well attended by
all the devotees of the light harness sport in the southern
portion of California, and this meeting being considered
a purely local one, those who attended it did not care to

go two weeks in succession. On the closing days of
the Breeders Meeting, however, when they read and
heard of the excellent manner in which the races were
started, they concluded to see just how the northern
visitors could make their meeting so popular.

The programme of each day's races was fulfilled to the
letter, and the feature of having a well qualified starter

to send the horses on their journey, proved a drawing
one. Starter McNair's record during that six day's

meeting is wonderful when we consider that there were
sixty-nine heats trotted and paced and there were
only 139 scores allowed, an average of 1.94, and the
drivers who recognize the ability of this starter

seem to have no words but those of praise for the mild-
looking gentleman from the East. His manner of
handling fields of horses and getting them away on a

line was wonderful, and we, and, in fact, every one who
attended that meeting desire to see this starter at

every meeting on the circuit in California next season,

for we believe a revival in the interest of trotting and
pacing will be revived if he is employed.

There were many surprises in the results of many of

the races and in nearly evary case the best horse won.
The report published in this journal is the only com-
plete one given, and shows in detail how the races were
contested.

The last day's racing was one caused a feeling of which
joy to thrill through the officers and the members of this

association, and the saying that the people of Los An-
geles love a free-for-all pace above all others was veri-

fied. The winner, W. Wood, is one of the phenomenal
geldings in California, and his turning the tables on
Silkwood, his rival, and Seymour Wilkes, was a fitting

ending to one of the most successful meetings ever given

by the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Associa-

tion.

The Last Day.

While the long-talked of Horse Show has been well

advertised and the date for the closing of entries

set for November 9th (to-day), there are many horse-

men who will forget the importance of this great ex-

hibition and the benefits they will derive from it just as

quickly as tbey will that entries close to day. The ex-

hibition last year was an experiment, but a most suc-

cessful one. People who had looked upon the intro-

duction of the bicycle and horseless carriage were

predicting the total annihilation of the equine race for

the want of use, and for a time their arguments were in-

controvertible, but vi hen the doors of the Mechanics

Pavilion were thrown open and the elite of this city and
State filled the boxes surrounding the ellipse in which

the handsome horses harnessed to vehicles, or ridden by

the fair equestriennes and their escorts, followed by the

thoroughbred king and queens of the turf; strongly-

formed trotters, tiny Shetlands, mammoth Clydesdales,

Punch and Shire horses, famous broodmares, colts and

fillies and magnificent roadsters, besides a large

number of stylish Hackneys and coach horses, then, and

not till then, did it dawn upon the minds of these croak-

ers that we had not reached the horseless age after all.

Owners of choice horses who did not avail themselves of

the opportunity of making entries in time walked around

the various box-stalls, looked wistfully at the prospect-

ive prize winners and regretted their lack of forethought

in not having thoir horses there. The prizes last year

were very small compared with those now offered, and

the special prize list of silver trophies just issued

contains the names of twenty donors, and the beautiful

specimens of the jewelers' art which these gentlemen

have presented will also be given besides the money

prizes to the successful winners.

This horse show will eclipse all others given west of

New York, and President H. J. Crocker who is now in

New York, intends to offer a programme for each after-

noon and evening, which will keep the Pavilion crowded »

with delightful audiences.

Again sounding the warning, this is the last day to

send in entries to the horse show, we hope to hear of

the entry list being an immense one.
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A Promising Outlook.

|
The successful auction sales of thoroughbred yearlings

;his week substantiates the statements frequently made

.in these columns that the market for first-class thorough-

breds will, in the near future, be San Francisco. There

,are many reasons for this. The center of racing has

jhifted from New York and Chicago to this Coast. Own-

ers ef thoroughbreds are recognizing the fact that this is

!:he best place in California to raise and race horses, the

:limate and feed being unsurpassed and the people en-

thusiastic lovers of racing.

No better evidence was necessary of this being the

[natural home of horses than the appearance, size and de-

velopment of the thoroughbreds which were led into the

jalesrtng during the three days' sale. The improvement

'in breeding was also noticeable by their finish and

I quality.

The blue grass region of Kentucky nfver turned out

finer looking youngsters, and judging by the preceding

•sales of thoroughbreds here many of these will be record

breakers. The outlook for thoroughbreds never was more

encouraging than at present, and when the new track

opens and long distance racing once more becomes fash-

ionable the interest in running events here, which is now

in its infancy, will increase to greater proportions, and

the attention of horse lovers in all parts of the world will

be attracted to the splendid racing given on this Coast.

I Do not forget the auction sale of standard trotters,

.pacers, roadsters and driving teams at Killip & Co.'s

aalesyard nest Tuesday. The animals listed are all fine-

looking, well-bred and very promising and those in need

of first-class stock should attend this sale as many bar-

gains may be secured. Catalogues may be obtained on

application to Killip & Co. auctioneers, 30 Montgomery

Street.

The date and place of sale of choice thoroughbreds be-

longing to the estate of Col. H. I. Thornton will be an-

nounced in our next issue.

Five carloads of horses and nearly one hundred men,

owners, trainers and attendants arrived at the Oakland

Track last II onday.

The Trotting Meeting Declared Off.

Editob Breeder and Sportsman:—I see by this morn-

ing's Examiner that I am quoted as being in favor of legis-

lation HmitiDg the running meeting in California. To make

the matter clearer and de5ne my position I will say that if

the running meeting were managed so as not to be antagoms-

lic to the trotting horse interest of California, and were con'

ducted to further the interest of the racing sport generally, I

would be against legislative interference, but the continued

running meeting during the summer months, while the Dis"

trict Fairs were in progress, was plain evidence that the

management cared little for the success of the District Fairs,

or the welfare of the trotting horse business. The trotting

horse men cousoled themselves with the belief that they were

to have a large, final meeting at San Francisco under the

auspices of the California Jockey Club, as extensively adver-

tised and for which all the trotting horse owners had entered

liberally. Now to cap the climax after the trotting horse

owners have shipped their horses to Oakland awaiting the

opening of the Imeeting, the C. J. C. yesterday declared the

whole meeting off, with the flimsy excuse that the track could

not be gotten in condition to trot upon. It rained on Monday
night and Tuesday, and instead of the management of the C.

J. C. keeping horses off the track, they continued to run every

day sioce and cut up the track, so that the chances for its

drying out became more difficult. Mr. Fieldwick, the super-

intendent of the track, said he could have the track in fair

order by Tuesday, and good by Wednesday.

The managers claim a contract with the new track at Iogle-

Bide and they cannot continue with running or trotting later

than Friday. This being the case, they would only have

four days to conduct the trotting meeting in, the advertised

programme covering seven days. This gave them a reason-

able excuse to declare off the original programme. I sug-

gested;to Messrs. Williams, Ashe and Gunst to enable them
to satisfy the horsemen who were here ready to trot and

pace, and satisfy the public respec iog this meeting, to give

a four days' special meeting, over their track, from Tuesday
to Friday inclusive. Tbe suggestion was evidently ignored,

as it was not acted upon. I then suggested to give the use

ot the Oakland track to the trotting horaemen to hold a

meeting, to enable them to make something to remunerate

them for expenses in coming here. This was likewise refused,

which made it clearly evident that the C. J. C. did not want

the trotting meeting under any circumstances or conditions

to interfere with the running meeting. I will say in defer-

ence to Mr. T. Williams, President of C. J. C, that I believe

could he have had his own way, personally, he would have

had the meeting take place, and would have made it a suc-

cess, but it is undoubtedly different with his associates. Mr.

Williams feels badly over the matter, and has agreed to pay

transportation chprges home on horses and men coming from

a distance.

The trotting horse owners, through the action of the C. J.

C. are now able to understand their position, and if they

are inclined to profit by experience, they are forced to realize

that they must act independently and organize for the pro-

tection of the business. The enterprise of breediog and rais-

ing of thoroughbreds is very extensive, and there is much
capital invested in the same, it is yet limited to but few, while

the breeding, raising and training of trotting horees extends

to almost every farm in this country, and capital invested

directly and indirectly is incalculable. F. W. Loebeb.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH OAIBN SIMPSON.

Declared Off.—To say that I was surprised when the

intelligence came in the daily papers of Friday morning that

thetrottiDg meeting under the auspices of the California

Jockey Club was declared ofi is only one phase of the ques-

tion. Surprise is a faint expression. I might write that in"

dignation was also a portion of the feeling, but above all, sin.

cere regrets that such a course as that pursued by the club

was followed. That is from the point of view in which all

interests are considered. I have held, and with good reasons

for the belief, that great benefits would have resulted to all

concerned; a better feeling between those interested in both

branches of sport, a desire to aid in whatever was necessary

to promote the welfare of trotting and racing.

From the time when the programme was first published I
was impressed with the bearing it had upon the interests

pending, and when the entries we-e received was convinced
that an unqualified success was guaranteed. Owners of har-
ness horses responded with a liberality which proved that

they would do their utmost to makesuch a showing as would
place the meeting in the front rank of all that were held in

1895, and without a question the best were held on this coast.

Never before such a list of entries, ai.d the programme bring-
ing in new features which could not fail to attract the public.

Four races a day for seven days, scarcely one of which that
did not promise a good race.

The long races even bringing out such a number of con-
testants, and all of them were worthy, that it was as good as

decided that henceforth that kind of events would be promi-
nent in future programmes.
But it is useless now to dilate on what would have resulted

had the programme been carried out, and speculations as to

the efiect that will follow are not in keeping with the situa-

tion. That the course was ill advised is evident as from pres-

ent appearances the weather is likely to be favorable, and
those who had their horses here would have been willing to

wait until track and day were good.

There is a decidedly better feeling on the part of those
who have been so grievously disappointed, and where it is

taken into consideration that horses were here from all parts

of the State, it is not at all surprising that bitter words are
spoken. With all the grounds that there are for irritation, I
sincerely hope that there will be reconciliation, and that the
parties who are now suffering from grievances will not carry
on a warfare which can do no good, and be a serious injury

to the breeding interests of the State.

Some are now arguing that the racing folk were deter-

mined to break up tbe meeting, and that had there been no
rain the result would haye been the same.
So far as Mr. Williams is concerned, I am satisfied that no

one will regret the declaring off the meeting more heartilly

than does the President of the Jockey Club. A week ago
last Thursday I saw Mr. Williams, and he ordered the print-

ing of the posters, which was done, and he spoke with his

usual enthusiasm about the meeting. When the rain came
the policy of postponing was not questioned. I saw quite a
number of owners and trainers at the Oakland track when
the notice of the postponement was received, and all con-
curred that while it subjected them to inconvenience it

was an act of necessity. They also spoke of
the favorable opinions expressed in their sections of

tbe country, and that there would be a large attendance from
their neighborhoods.
Nothing but the best of feelings prevailed at that time, and

I was very much pleased that the action of the California
Jockey Club had evolved so much good feeling on the part of

the harness folk. As the situation now stands there will be
a revulsion, and those who were so ready to applaud strong
in their condemnations. It cannot well be otherwise and
until it is made manifest that opposition to harness racing
had nothing to do with the action of the directors, the feeling

will be intensified.

It is too early now for me to write as fully as I would like

on this question. Next to Mr. Williams, I am probably the
most disappointed over the failure of the C. J. C. Trotting
Meeting. For the past eight months I have written in rela-

tion to the benefits which would accrue to harness racing
from the support of that club, and now that there is such a
complication I "am all abroad." Not so greatly disappointed
over my individual interests as the future bearing it may
have on the horse affairs of California. That out of the gen-
eral disappointment there may be some light to cheer, is my
fervent hopes, and that notwithstanding the gloom that now
prevails, have the utmost confidence in the future of harness
racing in California.

** #
Palo Alto and May King.—The great performance of

Eingen in far away Maine, when he showed a public trial in

2:12£, has supplied two of my good friends with ammunition

to take a shot at my proclivities. Iconoclast, in the Horse

Keview, draws a comparison between Palita and Bingen to

the advantage of the sire of the last-named, while the editors

of the Eastern department of the Horseman lakes the same

text. Both unite in claiming that May King is intensely

trotting bred. This is all very true when the old infusions

of thoroughbred blood are classed as trotting strains, though

that is not a fair claim.

May Queen, the dam of May King, sire of Bingen, is by

Norman, by Morse Horse, the sire of tbe latter by European,
his dam by a Bon of Bishop's Hambletonian which was at

least tteven eighths thoroughbred. The dam of Norman
s. t. b. by Magnum Bonum, so that can be left out, just as fair

to claim thoroughbred blood in her as trotting strains. The
dam of May Queen, Jenny, by Crockett's Arabian, a son of

imp. Mokhladi, and the dam of C's A., by imp. Hooton, thor-

oughbred. The dam of Jenny Evelina, by Davy Crockett,
her dam by Whip. As there are five Davy Crocketta in

the first and Becond columns of the American Stud Book it

may have been one of them that was the sire, and as tbe
name of Whip was conferred on quite a number of the de-

scendants of Blackburn's Whip, it \b a better argument to

contend for thoroughbred than trotting blood in these ani-

mals.

The Eastern writer credits Palita with twenty-five per cent,
of thoroughbred blood, but that is manifestly a case of under-
rating. She gets that percentage from her sire's dam. The
two Hambletonian (Rysdyk's) being in several more strains
of thoroughbred, and the sire of her dam, General Benton,
adds materially to the percentage.

I am far from desiring to take away any of th6 credit of
the gallant little horse which has done so well as to get Bingen
and the filly which, I believe, has the fastest yearling race
record of the season in the East.

In giving Palo Alio tbe preference it does not decrease his
"roll of hooor," until he Bhows as many fast sons and [daugh-
ters as his illustrious half brother, on the side of his sire,|or
more than one with a faster mark, a majority will sustain my
side of the question.
Were I to assert that Whips was the greatest son of Elec-

tioneer on the plea that Azote was the fastest of the family,
Iconoclast would be among the first to dispute the assertion,
while tenable from one point of view, and I am ready to ad-
mit that 2:12$ is decidedly better than 2:16£, still there is a
vast difference between Palita and Bingen. She has won
every heat she has started in, and, though the defeat of the
colt at Fleetwood, in all probability, was a "fluke," taking
actual racing for the test, and the filly is superior. The
superintendent at Palo AJto, Mr. Frank Covey, firmly be-
lieves that if Palita had been prepared for a fast mile en-
tirely, the record of Arion would have been bettered.
This opinion was formed on what the filly had shown in

her work, but winning races was the objective point, and, in
tbe anxiety to accomplish that purpose, it may have been
that too much was required of her.

I am one of quite a large company who hold that the
mark of Arion iB about the hardest to equal in the whole
category of trotting events, and until a two-year old hauls a
high-wheeled sulky on a kite-traGk in 2:10|, or better, that
opinion will not be changed.

*

Zoitbro—That the brown son of McKinney, which carries

the above rather queer name, is the best three-year-old trot-

ter Of the year, few will gainsay.

A racehorse in the fullest sense of the word, as his races

show, and a good looker withal, one that is likely to take a
very high place in the trotting temple of fame. Lusty and
strong and with a sensible expression or rather a head which
a token that this part of his makeup is on a par with his
form. Very like his sire, and when I say an improvement
on the "old horse" it speaks well for the procreative abilities
of the Bire. As they were in adjoining stalls at the Oakland
track there was a good chance for comparison.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Auction Sale of Trotters.

Next Tuesday there will be offered at auction in this city

a choice collection of young trotters and pacers that will pay

their new owners to give to a trainer and fit them for the

circuit next year. Besides these there will also be sold

choice roadsters and carriage horses. The catalogue issued

contains the names and pedigrees, but the stock must be seen
to be appreciated. There are colts and fillies from the
Vioget Stock Farm, Lawrence, 8anta Clara County, sired by
Wild Boy (son of Gen, Benton and Wildfiower,2:21, by Elec-
tioneer); Eros, 2:29i, by Electioneer; Azmoor, 2;20£; Moun-
tain Boy,Primus and Tommy T.,out of splendidly bred mares,
and are as fine looking as any every offered in thiB city. R.
Or. Head, of Napa, sends four excellent driving horBes ; one
of them is by Noonday,2:30,ont of Nellie Steinway, by Stein-
way, that is very fast.

Thomas Seale, of Mayfield, offers a number of choice road-
sters |and Jbroodmares, most of them trace to that sire of
handsome, pnregaited trotters and roadsters, Elmo, 2:27.

There are some stylish ones among them.

Chas. Kerr, of Bakersfield, is certain to astonish those who
attend the sale by the excellence of the stock he is offering.

Most of them are by his grandly-bred stallion 8am Corbitt
(son of Guy Wilkes and Venturess, by Arthurton), out of the
finest lot of well-bred mares ever brought to Kern County.

Besides these there are some grandly-bred ones bv Dexter
Prince, Ar'hurton and Nephew. These can all be seen at

the aalesyard, and a cordial invitation is extended to all to

come and inspect them. Remember the sale will take place

next Tuesday, November 12th.

Simeon G. Reed Dead.

Pasadena, November 7—Simeon G. Reed died at his resi-

dence in this city this afternoon. Mr. Reed has not been in

good health for some years, and Saturday he was stricken

with paralysis, which terminated in his de&th today.

Mr. Reed was born in East Abington, Mass., in 1830. In

1850 he was married to Miss Amanda Wood of Quincy, Mass.,

and she survives him. In 1852 Mr. Reed came to the Pacific

Coast and settled in Oregon. In 858 he became a member
of the Oregon Steam Navigation Company, and a year later

was made its Vice-President. He organized the Oregon Iron
and Steel Company and held the Presidency of the Convor
Creek Mining and Milling Company. In the development of

the great Willamette Valley he was a prominent figure, and
was perhaps as widely knowo for business enterprises as any
man in the West. He came to Pasadena four years ago and
purchased "Carmelita," which is laid out in beautiful land-

scape effects. He purchased, also, the Oneonta Stock Farm,
stocking it with some of the finest horses in the country.

H. C. Hubbard, Hartford, Ct., writes :
" I removed and

cured a curb in ten days with your Absorbine without re-

moving the hair or leaving a blemish. It removed tbe in-

flammation at ooce. Cannot recommend it too highly."

J. C. Gray. St. Johnsbury, Vt., writes : "Absorbine re-

moved a wind spavin from my colt."

Toggles, 2:16, handled by Chas. E. Clark, the young man
who developed Athaoio.until sold to Ed. Geers, is by Strath-

way, 2:19, out of Fly, by Pasha, he by Sultan, second dam
Hock-Hocking, ahd third dam by Rifleman. He is a brown
horse about fifteen hand-, and is one of the strongest made
and gamest little trotters ever bred and raised in " raisin

land."

Klamath never looked finer and is in better condition

to-day than he has ever been.
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CALIFORNIA. JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

f
Continued from Pa««»36.t

Second race-Five furlong, selling. Post betting-Sea

Spray lto2.De laGum 6, Modesto 7, Lady Splendors,

Prince Devine 16, K. H. 20, Joe Hill 30. Good start. Sea

Spray led all the way, and won easily by two lengths. Win-

ner, b g. 3, bv imp. Mariner—Marautte. De la Guam (ch

g 4, by imp.!
Mariner-Trixey). second, easily; Modesto (or

E, 4, by Hyder AH—Visalia), third. Time, 1:021.

Third race-One mile, selline. Post oetlins-Leonville

21 Happy Day and Model S, Sleeping Child 6, Rose Clark

]"» Li.lv Jane 20, Xavv Blue 30, Monitor 40, imp. Ivy and

VmmafcOiol. Good start. Modelled all the way and won

by five lengths. Winner, ch f, 3. by imp. Sir Mod red—Gyp-

sy. Happy Day ^br g, a, by Emperor-Micily) second

driving; Navy Blue (b g, 3, by Blue Wing-Bay Betty)

third. Time, L41}.
, , .,

Fourth race—Handicap, at six furlongs, for two-year-olds.

Post betting-Treacherv 7 to r>, Joe K. 2, Ben ham 3, Grady

4* Sciuitar 15 Ladv Grav 20, Clara Johnson 300 to 1. Good

sm'rt Treacherv showed first, then Grady took the lead and

won galloping 'by five lengths. Winner, be, by Three

Cheers-Gold Cup. Treachery (b f, 2, by Hanover—De-

oond driving. Benham (ch c, by Flambeau—Gher-

hardine) third. Time. 1:13.

Fifth race—Handicap, one mile and three-quarters, rost

belting— Fred Gardner 1, Flirtilla 2, Adelante and Rain-

drop '.' to 1. Good start. Fred Gardner's boy fell off. and

Flirtilla won easily. Winner, b f. 3, by Peel—Faustine.

Adelante (be, 3. by El Rio Rey—Ogaiioa) second, easily.

Raindrop (b m, a, by Wildidle—imp. Teardrop) third. Time,

Sixth race—Five furlongs, selliog. Post betting.—Em-

press of Norfolk 8 to 5, Contribution 2 to 1, Yeman /to 2,

AmericaT, Kathleen 25, Ida Sauers and Morgan G. 50 and

Judge 6 to 1. Good start. Yeman led to the last forty yards,

then Contribution was brought up and won driving by a

head. Winner, b g, a, by Delnacardoch—Retribution, le-

mao (ch g, a, by Alarm—Hira), second, easily; Empress of

Norfolk (br m, 4, by Emperor of Norfolk—Savannah), third.

Seventh race—Handicap hurdle, one mile and a half. Post

betting—Auteuil 9 to 5, Wyaoadotte 9 to 2, J. O. C. 2, Nellie

G. an-' LonnieB. 7, Arctic 10, Oold Dust 40aDd Guadaloupe

50 to 1. Good start. Auteuil won driving by a nose. Arctic

fell at the half pole and threw J. 0. C. to his knees. Winner,

b g, 6, by John Happy—Jess. J. O. C. (ch g, 3, by Apache

—Irene) second, easily; Nellie G. (gr m, a, by Sampson—un-

known) third. Time, 2:48.

EIGHTH DAY—MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4.

The heavy showers of Sunday saturated the harrowed lop

of the track, and the wind of this morning dried it out

sufficiently to give it a very fair look, but under the loose

earth on top there was a slippery track, which upset all

"form" calculations and threw the talent into a thoroughly

demoralized condition. Lightning struck all around, and but

one favorite, who appears to be a pretty good sort of a mud
horse, gave the gentlemen a run for their money. The most

notable reversal of form, through the condition of the (rack,

was the defeat of the crack Libertine by a Webfoot horse,

Oregon Eclipse. Under ordinary circumstances he would

have been expected to beat Oregon Eclipse a city block. He
was beaten a head. By the way he passed Mainstay in a drive

for the finish it looked as though he might have had that

head's length to his own advantage if he had been kept

going.

New Moon, a good thing, thai was backed down from 5 to

3 to 1, won as she like'd in the first race. Suffrage, a 6 to 5

favorite, was off in front at the start but gave way to Re*
jectedand Sagatelle, and made a poor showing. Miss Truth,

one of "Bone Doctor" Robbing horses, is a star bad actor and
delayed the start fifteen minutes.

The Judge at the very luscious odds of 20 to 1, beat the

flag by three lengths in the second race, at live and a half

furlongs, and was not beaded. Allahabad ran the best race of

the two, getting away almost last and finishing one length

behind the winner. Dorse), an 8 to 5 favorite, was third,

with Last Chance, a warm second choice, played from G to 3£
to 1, fourth. As eood as 8 to 1 was oflered against Allahabad
for the place. Burmah was touted as a fair thing in the soft-

going, but was never in the game, was pulled up and finished

absolutely last.

Perhaps sustained the reputation of the Kyrle Daly's for

a li kin < to heavy going, and in a very easy manner won
from horses that far outclassed him. Charley Boots, the fav-

orite, from another mid-Dinging family, was second. Perhaps
went to the post at 7 to 1. Marionette and Claude Hill, each
at short prices, were both outside the money.
Mary S. won the last race in a ridiculously easy manner.

She was twelve lengths ahead of everything else at the finish

with her field strong out with daylight between nearly all the
horses.

The winning jockeys were Fell, Taylor, Tod and Cash
Sloan and Chevalier.

SUMMARIES.

Kirai race—Five furlongs, selliog. Post betting- -Suffrage
Rejected 8, Mollie Bawn 9, Miss Truth

aod Sagatelle 12, Big Chief 60. Clara Johnson 60 to 1. Good
ntart. New Moon won from the head of the stretch by five

lengths. Winner, b f, by Hyder All—Namonia. Mollie
Bawn (ch f, by Sirifsx—Shannon Berna), second, easily;
Clara Johnson (ch f, by El Rio Rey— Valerie), third. Time.
1:00).

Second race, five and a half furlong-, selling. Post bet-
ting— Dorsey '.' to 5, Last Chance 3A, Burmah 4\, Allahabad
10, Leonatim 16, The Jodgc and Uorrine Buckingham 20,

( -iri and Lady Sph in Lais Key 60, Way
76 Id 1. Poor start. The Judge beat the Hag three lengths
and wan never beaded. Winner, b h. I, by imp. J

British Queo. Allahabad (b g, 8, by Hyder All
aecond, eauilv. Doraej (chg,8, by Cyclone— Kali
third. Tim--, 114

Third racf?— Kivt- aud one-half furlongs. Post betting-
Libertine 1, Mainstay tJ to 6, Oregon I ip, A.ma-
rino 40 if 1. Good -i:irt. Ualnatay showed fi**t, then Lib-
ertine took command and in tin- "(retch fell back and was
beaten by Oregon Eclipse a head. Winner, ch g, a, by Joe
Hooker— Lulu Riggs. Libertine (h h, 4, by I,

Falaiae) aw driving; Mainstay [ohe,8, by imp. Mari-
ner—Queen J^tna) third. Til

Fourth race- live furlong*, aelling. Post betting—Chae.

Boots 11 to 5, Marionette 3$, Claude Hill 4*, Perhaps 7, En-

cino 8. Card well 12, Don Pio Pico and Walter J. 15, La
France 25, Veva 40 to 1. Good start. Perhaps led most all

the way and won easily by tbree lengths. Winner, br g. by

KosciuBko—May Viley. Charley Boots (b g, by Alto Mio—
Constellation), second easily; Encino (ch c, by imp. Brutus

—May D.), third. Time. 1:04.

Fifth race—One mile, selliog. Post betting—Mary S. 2,

Leonville 2$, Sleeping Child 4*. Miss Fletcher 6, Scimitar

7, Miss Garvin 15, Elmer F. 25, Sooladain 40, Amigo 100 to

1. Good start. Mary S. won all the way, finishing twelve

lengths in front of her field. Winner, b m, 5, by Duke of

Montrose—Ocean Wave. Leonville (br ?, 4, by Leonatus

—Yillette) second easily ; Sleeping Child (ch g, 3, by Child

of the Mist—Erin go bragh) third. Time, 1:47L

NINTH DAY—TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5.

Bay District track was an unbroken circle of muddy water

about three inches deep when the first race was called to-

day, and as the horses plunged through it on the backstretch

their hoof beats resounded across the infield to the club

house. The jockeys and horses came in splashed with mud

so as to be almost unrecognizable, and all had a uniformly

saffron hue. The track, however, had a good, solid bottom,

was not in the least dargerous, and was considerably faster

than the day before. Very good time was made in all the

races. The attendance was light, but those on hand were

not afraid to assail the bookies and show what they knew
about mudlarks. But one favorite won, so the bookies had
the best of the argument.
Of the original card of six races, with a total of fifty en-

tries, the blue pencil eliminated one number and fifteen en-

tries out of the remaining five. A further change was the

running of the last race at a mile and a sixteenth on the flat

instead of over the hurdles.

The storm held out most all the afternoon, and the first

two races were run in a pelting rain. The first field was at

the post fully fifteen minutes.

Patriot, who made such a good record here last winter in

his four starts (two wins and beaten only a head in the other

two) all in heavy going, carried the bulk of the talent's coin

in the first race, at six and a half furlongs,with Mt. Roy nib-

bled at quite freely. He seemed to revel in the sloppy going

and won with great ease. White Cloud, the pinto sprinter

that has recently grown a new hoof, made his reappearance

in a thoroughly impressive manner, and in setting a very hot

pace into the stretch showed he has not lost his speed and
has a liking for such a track. Mt. Roy was second.

Mollie Bawn repeated her very good showing in the mud
of the day before by winning in a romp by six lengths from
Valiente. Mt. McGregor II, the favorite, opened at even
money, went to S to 5 and then was backed down to fi to 5

again. He was in a good place at the finish, but bolted for

the paddock gate and almost dislodged Donahue. Mollie
Bawn was at b] to 1 at post time.

A good deal of money was played on Tar aod Tartar in

the third race, at seven furlongs, and his price shortened

from threes to 9 to 5. Wawona and Centurion were on equal

terms for second choice at post time, though the former was
the actual favorite for a time. Goodwin II, the stake horse,

was strong and in fine shape, and looked to be a dangerous
element,but he went back in the betting by degrees from 3 to

20 to 1. Wawona was from three to six lengths in front of

his field from flag to finish, Centurion second two lengths in

front of Goodwin, who lead Tar and Tartar four more.
The judges did not approve of the ride Donahue put up on

Goodwin II. and decided he should not ride at Bay District

anymore. He has ridden with such poor judgment in so

many races, and has been such a disturbing element at the

post as to call forth the maledictions of all local race-goers.

Col. Burns h<id great confidence in the boy's honesty, and eo

firmly believed his errors were of judgment, that he has kept

him on. Some years ago Donahue received injuries about his

head that gave him a morose, taciturn disposition, as well as

affecting his bearing, and on this account sympathy
has smoothed over many egregious errors. His recent record

has been so many bad rides and without any extenuating
ones that the iudges concluded to protect the betting public.

The fourth race, at five and a half furlongs, was a horse

race from start to finish. Potentate, an Eastern mud-eater,
Barney Schreiber's crack sprinter Yemen, Realization, who
takes mud from few, and Myron, were the field, with Poten-
tate, the favorite, backed from 2 to 1 to even money. Reali-

zation receded from 6 to 9 to 5, and Yemen went back from
2i to 5 to 1. Myron had fives and sixes about him all the

time. Yemen set the pace but could not get further than a

half length from Potentate, and Realization was lapping the

latter most all the way. At the last eighth Yemen was in

front a half length and Potentate tried to run up on him.
There was no sign of a white feather, and a good game race

was wound up with a game finish. Potentate slowly gaining
on him, but Yemen never faltered and was still a neck in

front at the wire. The time, 1:02, fully describes the race.

On a fast track the record would have been in danger.
Barcaldine, a 5 to 1 shot, led all the way in the last race,

but Cicero made up a lot of ground aod almost caught him.
Morgan G. had a strong following and was backed down
from II to 5 to even money. He finished third.

SUMMAKIES.

First race—Six furlongs, selling. Post betting—Patriot

<1 to 5, Mt. Roy 2h, Ida Sauer 5, De la Guerra 6, White
Cloud 10, Huguenot' 50 to 1. Good start. White Cloud
showed the way to the stretch, where Patriot passed him,
winning easily by two lengths. Winner, ch g, 4, by imp.
Cheviot—Eda. Mt. Roy (b g, 4, by Fsusius—Mount City
Belle), second, easily; Ida Sauer (ch f, 3, by Joe Hooker

—

Addie O'Neil). third. Time, 1:19$.

Second race—Five furlongs, maiden two year olds. Post
betting— Mt. McGregor G to 5, Valiente 44, Irene C, Mollie
Bawn 5A, Harry O. 10, Amen 20, Diana fill'y 50 to 1. Good
start. Mt McGregor ltd to the paddock, where he hotted.

Mollie Bawn won easily by six lengths. Winner, ch f, by
Si o fax—Shannon Berna. Valiente (ch c, by Jim Brown

—

Sdannon Verna) second driving; Harry < *. (br g, by imp.
Trade Wind— Dolly S ) third. Time, 1:04.

Third race—Seven furlongs, selling. Post betting—Tar aud
Tartar 9 to 5, Centurion and Wawona, each 11 to 5, Good-
win 11. B to 1. Good start. Wawona was never headed,
winning by six lengths. Winner, ch g, 4, by imp Sir Mod-
red—Typhoon. Centurion (ch g, 4, by imp. Cheviot—Lzzie
P.) second easily

; Goodwin !l. (ch c, 3, by imp. The 111-

Used—Little Mope) third. Time, 1:32.

Fourth race—Five furlongs. Post betting—Potentate 1,

Realization 9 to 5, Yemen 5, Myron 6 to 1. Good start.

Yemen led all the way. Potentate gave him a hard drive at

the finish, but Yemen won by a neck. Winner, ch g, a, by
Alarm— Hira. Potentate (b h, 4, by Hayden Edwards-
Amelia P.), second, easily; Rsalizitioo (b h, 4, by Regent

—

Sadie), third. Time. 1:02.

Fifth race—One and one sixteenth miles, selling. Post
belting—Morgan G. 11 to 10, Nellie G. 3, Barcaldine 5, Cic-

ero 9, Silver Lip and Dick O'.Vlaliey 15, Sinbad 20 to 1. Fair
start. Barcaldine led all the way and won by a head. Cicero
forced him to a drive at the finish. Winner, b g, 3. by Ben
D'or—Ida Green. Cicero (b h, 6, by Longfellow—Belle
Knight) second easily ; Morgan G. (br g, 3, by Joe Hooker
—Boniia) third. Time, 1:55.

TENTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6.

Mushy mud was the character of the track to-day, and it

was several seconds slower than the day previous. The storm

had subsided and the track dried out consideiable under

the influence of a warm sun, but it will be several days be-

fore it is back to normal condition. The attendance was

only fair. There were six events on the card, with a

very fair list of entries, the maiden event, especially, which

had eleven starters and four absentees. The talent has got its

mud cap on and picked out four of the six winners. The
Fame Stakes, for three-ysar-olds, at a mile and three-

quarters, was one of the numbers, with but two
Btarters. It is the last uf the old Blood Horse
stakes, which was assumed by the California

Jockey Club, and was worth about $S00 to the winner, with
$200 to the second. Orville Appleby's bay filly Flirtilla had
a virtual walkover from Wyatt Earp's chestnut gelding Ro-
gation, and was over a sixteenth of a mile in front at the

wire.

Nic Nac was installed favorite for the first race, at five

furlongs, for maidens, and won handily from Artemus, after

the latter bad led to the drawgate. Canvasback showed a

very much improved form, and a liking for the soft going
and beat out Agrippina and Harry O., both at much shorter

odds.

Zeta was the only thing Encino had to beat, was the way it

was put before the race, aod there was a question as to En-
cino's going five and a half furlongs. Consequently Zeta was
a warm favorite at 2 A to 1. Encino went back from 3£ to 4 to

1, and La France, for some unexplained reason, advanced
from 5 to 3 to 1. There was nothing in sight but Encino
after the start, and he won by six lengths. Jack Atkins and
Last Chance were 2-3, aod then came Scimitar, La France
and Zeta, all five heads apart.

Three Forks was an even-money favorite in the fourth

event at five and one-half fuilongs, with Abi P. and Moss
Terry played for second choice. Three Forks took up the

running after Monitor and Johony Payne had shown the way
to the three-quarters pole, and Chevalier sent him along an
easy winner by three lengths. Abi B., in third positioa all

the way, drove Johnny Payne out a neck at the wire for

place. Moss Terry ran absolutely.

Minnie was forced down from 30 to 8 to 1 in the handicap,

at five and one-half furlongs, while Mainstay went begging

at 2 to 1. Realization, notwithstanding his race of the day
before, and heavy impost today, was favorite all the time.

Soledad was liberally supported for the place. Mainstay
showed first, then Realization took up the running and opened
such a gap as *to look an easy winner. On the turn into

the stretch, however, Hennessy sent Mainstay along, and
from there he won with comparative ease. Realiza-

tion was half a length away at the wire and eight lengths in

front of Lady Grav. Soledad did not show well and Minnie
ran last all the way.

Montana, By Holly's old horse, now the property of J. P.

Woolman, was made favorite, by liberal backing, over Mamie
Scott, who opened at 6 to 5, and receded to 5 to 2. Mon-
tana's opening price was 2 to 1 and closed at 7 to 5. Mon-
tana won in a gallop, and Mamie Scott finished second, three

lengths in front of Hy Dy.
The winning jockevs to-day were : E. Jones and Chevalier

two and Donnelly and Hennessy one each.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five furlongs, selling. Post betting—Nic Nac
7 to 5, imp. Agrippina 4, Harry O. 5, Artemus 7, Judge
Tarn 10, Pert Child 12, Eva S. gelriljg 15, Roadwarmer 30,

Canvasback 40, Jongleuse filly 60, Bert 100 to J. Good
start. Artemus led to the stretch, Nic Nac drew away and
won easily by ualf a length. Winner, ch f, by Take Notice
—Picnic. Artemus (b g, 3, by Argyle—by imp. SirModred)
second, easily. Canvasback \bc, 2, by Fellowcharm—The
Teal) third. Time, l:03f.

' Second race—Five and a half furlongs, selling, light welter

weights. Post betting—Zeta 2k, Encino 4, La France 4,

Last Chance 6, Monarch 8, Jack Atkins 8, Scimitar 12 to 1.

Good start. Eocino led all the way and won very easily.

Winner, ch c, 2, by imp. Brutus—May D. Jack Atkios (bg,

2, by Regent— Miss Sadie) second driviog. Last Chance (ch

g, 4, by Prince of Noifolk— Vedette) third. Time, 1:11.

Third race—The Fame Stakes, for three-year-olds, one
mile and three quarters. Post betting—Flirtilla 1 to 6, Roga-
tion 6 to 1. Good start. Rogation led to the stretch the

first time, where Flirtilla took the lead and finished by over

a sixteenth of a mile in front. Winner, b f, by Peel—Faus-

tine. Rogation (ch g, by Surinam—Mistletoe) second. Time,
3:20.

Fourth race—Five and a half furlongs, selling, light

welter weights. Post betting—Three Forks 1, Abi P. 3,

Johnny Payne 3, Moss Terry 3J, Miss Fletcher 15, Monita

40 to 1. Good start. Three Forks led from the head of the

stretch and won by three lengths. Winner b g, 4, by Spokane
—Trifle. Abi P. (ch m, 6. by Three .Cheers—Dairy Maid)

second, driving; Johnny Payne (br h,4, by Egmont—Top o'

ihe Morning) third. Time. 1:1] J,

Fifth race—Five and a half, handicap. Post betting

—

Realization 7 to 10, Mainstay 2, Minnie 8, Soledad 15, Lady
Gray 50 to 1. Good start. Mainstay showed first, then Reali-

zation led into the stretch, where Mainstay caught him and
won by a half length in a drive. Winner ch c, 3, by imp.
Mariner—Queen Emma. Realization (b b, 4, b;* Regent—
Sadiej second easily; Lady Gray (gr f, 2, by Suwarrow

—

Muta) third. Time, 1:104-

Sixth race—One mile, selling. Post betting—Montana 7

to 5, Mamie Scott 5 to 2, Gussie 3, Hy Dy 7. Tar and Tartar

12 to 1. Good start. Montana won in a gallop. tVinner, t

h, a, by Story—

l

Tga. Mamie Scott (b f, 3, by Canny Scot-

Kq\&) second easily. Hy Dy (br g, a, by Hyder Ali—Add
Wairen) third. Time, 1:45.
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Gun Club Directory.
*

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,
president ; Dr. A. E. Knowlea, secretary, 139 Post St., 3. F.

Tne Country Clab, San Francisco, Frederick W. Tallant, Secretary,
pacific Union Clnb, S, F.

The Gun Club, San Francisco,, F. S. Butler, Secretary, San Fran
dsco.

The Olympic Gan Clab, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,
Secretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Seovern.

The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden
Uobinson. Secretary, 310 Pine street, 3, F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,
605 Market Street. S. F.

Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,
Secretary, California and Davis streets, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—Jobn Bntler, President ; John
H. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.

Alameda Coanty Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Ximrod Gun Clnb, Bay View, 3. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

dent, R. Liddle.110 Montgomery.

Tbe Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary
605 Market St. S. F.

Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.
Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East jakland, Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, WUIits, Cal., M.Mantz, president ; C. Whited,
secretary.

The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, Secretary. il£b

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wasn.—A. W. Mc-
Naughton. Pres.; A. Burwell, Sec
Ashland Rod and Gm Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec,

Marsnfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfleld, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.

Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Dayis, Pres.; V. M.
Jessee, Sec.-

Willamette Rod and Gin Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.
C. Caveline, Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Cantborn,
Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretarr.

Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of
Fish and Game, Josiah Collins Jr. Pres., C.F.Graff, Sec.-Treas., box
977, Seattle, Wash.

«,

CARTRIDGE AJSTD SHELL.

Back shooting was very fair at Antioch oo Sunday last.

The Ostr&nder 4 shot repeater is on exhibition at E. Lid-

die Co's.

Chas. Cate bagged a fine string of mallard on Sanday at

Mowry's. ,

Edgar Forster had his usual good lack on the Sonoma
marsh on Sunday.

Tbe Hazard Smokeless Powder Co. will give a big tourna-

ment at Cincinnati on May 19 22, 1896.

The tournament of the Sportsmen's Association of the

Northwest will be held at Spokane in June next.

Ed. Ladd was at Soisun on Sunday last and bagged five

geese, four mallards and three Bnipe. He says that docks are

qoite plentiful.

The Supervisors of San Benito county have prohibited the

sale of quail in that country or the shipping of them out of

the country for sale.

From all sides we hear of a new flight of ducks. The
shooting to-morrow promises to be tbe best yet. Except per-

haps the opening day.

The grass suits for duck hunting for sale at Clabrough,

Golcher & Co's., are said to be better than a blind. They
are selling like hot cakes.

Quite a namber of salmon and cod have been caught at the

Powell St. wharf during the past week. The salmon are

caught by still fishing with a worm and strip of shiner for

bait. The flood tide is tbe best.

The third series of Shooting Pictures by A. B- Frost will

be out soon. They are published by Chas. Scribner/s Sons,

and are superb representations of sportsman's outings afield.

Every sportsman should have them.

On Monday of last week the mackerel catch at Monterey
was enormous. Yellow tail are also biting very freely. Over
250 yellow-tail were caugnt within a quarter of a mile of the

wharf in a few hours one morning recently.

We would like our friends to know that the article pub-

lished in the Call regarding Gan editor of this paper is al-

most entirely without foundation. He may possibly have
been in mud half way way to the knee but not over that.

The Wheatland Four Corner states that sevearl black bass

have been caught at tbe mouth of Reed's slough. They are

thought to be the offspring of the bass that were liberated by

Messrs. Sherwood and Bingham, of Marysville, in tbe Feath-

er river. The bass were returned to the river.

The sportsmen of San Francisco have declared that the law
prohibiting the selling of game shall be enforced. The Slate
Sportsmen's Association have taken the matter in band and
Game Warden Mogan will arrest every dealer that he can
catch selling game. It will make no difference whether con-
victions are secured or not : the arrests will continue.

One of the best gentlemen pigeon shots in the country
Edgar Gibbs Murphy, of Hollywood, X. J., met with an
accident while cleaning his bicycle on Saturday night, which
may prevent hrm from shooting in great matches hereafter.

The forefioger of his right hand was caught between the
chain and cog and cut off at the first joint. As this is his
trigger finger, it will cripple bim as a wing shot.

Every market in town has game for sale io open violation

of the law. On Tuesday morning 1,000 ducks were received
by one house in this city. The principal restaurants will

serve duck or quail to those they know. Commissioner
Murdock claims that roast canvas-back may be obtained at

the Pacific Union Ciub by those who wish to dine upon that

delicacy, and they are purchased in the open market, and
now to cap the climax a jury of supposedly intelligent men
acquit a firm of commission men that have previously plead
guilty.

English sportsmen are particular as to what they shoot at.

The Daily Telegraph, having SDoken inaccurately of a covey
of pheasants, received the following list of correct names for

assemblages of birds : "A covey of partridge*; a nye, nids or

nest of pheasants ; a herd of swans ; an exalting of larks ; a
watching of nightingales ; a team of ducks; a muster of pea-

cocks; a bevy of quails; a flight of doves; a flock or gaggle of

geese; a spring of teah; a fall of woodcocks; a pack of grouse;

a sedge of herons; a shoal of rooks; a trip of widgeon; a wisp
or walk of snipe."

J. Jones, the hunter, who was arrested recently by Harry
Emeric for trespassing on the salt marsh preserve of the San
Pablo Shooting Club, demanded a jury trial, and on Saturday
last he was acquitted. Tbe Sportsmen's Protective Associa-

tion fought the case and won. There is a grave doubt as to

the constitutionality of the present law, but until it is tested

in the higher courts no jury can do otherwise than to acquit.

Mr. Emeric has announced that he will have a large number
of deputies on hand on Sunday next to keep off trespassers,

but several members of the Sportsmen's Protective Associa-

tion say that they will shoot there just the same.

Sam Duncan, of Lancaster, Ky., is an inventive genius of

no mean ability. He has invented a fishing line and pole

that will catch fish, and at the same time save trouble in tir-

ing out big game, which often results in the breaking of

lines, and it is very simple when explained. He uses a pole

similar to those now in use, save that he uses glass loops in-

stead of metal ones, in order that they may act as insulators

and supporters at the same time. Through these he runs
two floe wires about the size of hairs, and so constructs them
as to make a connection at the bend of the hook near the

point. The cork is also made of glass, and sinker is a leaden

ball incased in glass. At the other end is a small wire con-

necting the two small ones with a battery of about thirty

volts, which be carrier in his pocket. When the fish pulls

under the cork, all Duncan has to do is to press a button, and
tbe fish is shocked to the extent that it does not recover un-

til landed and on the string. Duncan will have this patented.

—Pod, Gan and Kennel.

It is not class legislation. Every marketman and every

man who wants a mess of ducks, quail, snipe or rail is at

liberty to go out and shoot tbem, and the sportsman cannot

buy game any more than the marketman or the housewife.

To be sore we hear occasionally oi a game, hog who goes

out and kills several hundred ducks in one shoot and claims

to be a sportsman, but the market hunter does this thing

regularly. There is a class of market hunters who are sports-

men ;
they shoot from sunrise to sunset, and if thev sell their

game and make an honest living by so doing, they are as

much gentlemen as one-half the so called sportsmen,but there

is another class of market hunter that must be legislated

against or we will not have any game to shoot. We refer to

the man who sows grain on a likely hillside and mows down
whole bevies of quail at a discharge; the man who shoots a

4-bore gan behind trained oxen at Los Banos and mows down
whole flocks of mallards ; the man who shoots by moonlight

and when he has driven the birds from the marsh moves his

ark to fresh ground. These men claim the right to shoot for

the market and the present law restricts their destruction to

two months. It is a good law and should be upheld.

The storm of Tuesday should have driven the ducks from

the bay to the inland marshes and provided good shooting

for those who are fortunate enough to get out in the middle

of the week. It should also have driven a few more ducks
down from the north, but the regular winter flight will not

arrive until we get a good norther.

The Sportsmen's Protective Association held a meeting on

Tuesday evening last and elected the following officers:

President, W. J. Ahem; vice-president, F. A. Staples; record-

ing secretary, C. F. Filzsimmons ; financial secretary, S. J.

8covern
; treasurer, E. C. Hisgen ; directors, H. Battue, G.

Biebesheimer, O. Schwaner, J. Jones and J. Larsen.

Jud Tomlinson. of Phcenix, A. T., has a dead rattlesnake

on which there are thirty two rattles and a button. It was
killed at Agua Fria, near the Gila river, by G. A. Scarlet, a

professional snake hunter. This snake is four feet and three

'ijcbes long and about six inches in diameter, aod judging by

the rattles must have been about thirty-five years of age. It

4B seldom that a rattler, having more than twelve rattles, is

killed.

TJrjjustifiable Slaughtei.

A reader of the American Field sends that paper a clip"

ping frow the Chronicle of October 16, showing the slaughter

of ducks that took place on the Suisun marshes on the day

previous, the opening day of the season there on ducks. The

editor comments on the article as follows:

Taking the Chronicle's report, supposing it to be mainly

true, the numbers of ducks killed by members of the three or

four clubs shootiog there was in excess of all reason, and we
are indeed surprised to know that men who claim to be

sportsmen of the highest type, meo, many of them, able to

hunt as many days daring the open season as their inclina-

tion dictates, men who shoot for sport aod not for profit, meo
who cannot otherwise than know that game is growing scarcer

and scarcer every year, should permit their passion for shoot-

ing to run away with their better judgment and kill ducks

in such excessively large numbers, aod for no other earthly

reason, so far as we can see, than to satisfy a desire to shoot,

or so as to be able to say that on such and such a day they

killed more birds than certain other members of the club.

Such slaughter cannot be justified, and if persisted in will

in a few years make wildfowl shooting a thing to be talked

about, but seldom enjoyed ; and if continued the men who
are doing it now will live to see the folly of it and regret

that they were so blind as to actually shoot the sport out of

existence.

It is not necessary to call the attention of these men to the

annihilation of the buffalo, or the extinction of the wild

pigeon, for they know the story by heart ; and they know
also, as well as anybody else, that this unwarranted killing of

wild fowl means ultimate extermination of this species of

game. Were they ignorant of it, there would be some ex-

cuse for them and we conld forgive them for this one act

;

but they are men of good sense, msn of culture, men who are

well informed on the rapid decrease of all kinds of game in

this countrv, and they ought to be ashamed of such work.
The Chronicle mentions a iew of the bags made.as follows:

Two men, shooting from the same blind, killed 234; another,
during the forenoon, bagged 71 ; another, during the day,
scored 105, and still another 88, tbe reporter—evidently not
a sportsman aud supposiog that the man who can make the
largest bag in a day's shooting is the greatest sportsman—re-
marking that the man who killed 88 would have done much
better if be had not been disturbed by other shooters.
Tuese men may try to excuse themselves by aayiog they

were shooting on the club's preserve, and therefore had a
right to kill just as many birds as they liked. This is legally
true, but morally they were as guilty of wanton and unjusti-
fiable slaughter as the much abused market-shooter who
shoots as a business and not for sport. Circumstances might
possibly justify such work in a poor, half-starved market-
shooter, but not in the club man who has not the semblance
of a reasonable excuse to ofier such shameful butchery.

Until club men learn to be moderate in their demands
upon the game that belongs to all alike, we cannot hope to
convince the average sportsman that to kill in excess is mor-
ally criminal.

Game Protection.

As the "Investigation Meeting " of the Fish and Game
Commission was held on Thursday evening of last week. It

was impossible for us to give oar readers anything but a brief

summary of the meeting.

Grave charges were made against the Commission and the

honesty of its deputies by the daily press of this city, but no

one appeared at the meeting to verify those charges except

Mr. J.M. Morrison, a member of the Commission.

Oar contemporaries, both daily and weekly, seem inclined,

to roast the Commission at every opportunity and bide the

good done by them, holding only their mistakes before the

eyes of the public. We wish to be more fair minded. We
desire to see every one have "fair play."

Some of the sportsmen and a portion of the press are call-

ing for the abolishment of the Commission. This we think

a grave mistake. There is no denying the fact that the Com-
mission do a great deal of good for the fishing industry of

this State. Their work in hatching salmon and protecting the

same is folly appreciated by the salmon cannerys and the
marketmen. The introduction of bass has been of great bene-
fit to all and their patrol is unquestionably eflective, possibly

it might be more so, bat they are certainly entitled to credit

for what they have done.

Deputy Davis made twenty-eight arrests last month and
secured twenty convictions. During the same time the depu-
ties made sixteen arrests on the. Klamath and failed to secure
a single conviction, and yet our would be contemporary says

that it is all rot to claim that country juries will not convict.

How about the city jury that failed to convict Campodonico
and Malcolm ?

In the propagation and protection of game they have done
very little, practically nothing. They claim that they have
not the means to do so.

At the recent, so called " Investigation Meeting" Critten

den Robinson claimed that the commission had a fund of$4000
to draw from for the prosecution of violations of tbe game
Jaw. Mr. Murdoch replied tnat there were no funds for that

purpose and Chief Deputy Babcock read tbe law on the

point, claiming that the Commission had no power to touch
that fund.

If the present members of the Commission do not attend to

their duties, better men should be appointed, but to abolish

the Commission will only make a bad matter worse.

Give the game wardens more power. Make the law read

that the Board of Supervisors shall appoint a game warden
in place of may appoint a game warden and more good will be

accomplished in one year than an inefficient commission wil

accomplish in ten. 1

Let the Commission be called and act as a Fish Commission
and appoint a State Game Warden whose duties shall be to

appoint wardens for every county and see that they attend to

their duty and our game will be protected, but as things are

now they are very much at sixes and sevens. One-half of

the counties have not appointed wardens. Tho-e that have

are loud in their praises of tbe system and declare that the

game is already more plentiful.

Wm. Henshaw, W. W. Foote, Emil Xusbaumer and Victor

Metcalf accuse Game Warden J. L- Donovoo, of Alameda
county, in an Oakland paper of trespassing on their preserve

at Alvarado, and state that he has only made one arrest.

If he trespassed we believe it to be an unintentional offense,

and the statement that he has made but one arrest is false. He
has made quite a number of arrests, and one and all have been

convictions. They have been recorded from time to time in

these columns.
The case of Campodonico and Malcolm, arrested recently

for selling game out of season, came up before Judge Low on
Monday last. The defendants confessed themselves guilty.

The judge charged the jury to bring in a verdict of guilty, but

the jury brought in a verdict of not guilty. It was their

duty to decide upon the case as the law reads, not by their

personal ideas of what the law should be.

Attorney Kiordan came about as far from the truth as a

man ever gets, when be stated that " Every perpon in the

State, with the exception of the State Sportsman's Associa-

tion, is opposed to the statute." The law was first framed by

a convention of ranchers, lawyers, judges, editors and moun-
taineers from nearly every cotintv in the State. The State

Sportsmen's Association called tbe convention, but the con-

vention framed tbe law, and every sportsman and every citi-

zen in the State that is interested in the protection of game,

knows that the most efficient protection of all is to restrict

the market hunter.

Battle Creek Hatchery.

Deputy Fish Commissioner Babcock last week returned

from the new salmon hatchery at Battle Creek, Tehama

County. The building was finished on October 1st, and the

deputies then began taking salmon spawn on October 23d.

Mr. Babcock states that the creek below the racks is a mov-
ing mass of salmon. The fish are of good size aod yield about

25,000 eggs per fish. At^the present time there are over

4,500,000 eggs in the hatchery, aod at the present rale of

gathering the hatchery's full capacity will be tested within

ten days.
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Working to the Gun.

For I he best enjoyment of «i>orts »6eld the dog must work

to the gun. Moreover, it is one of the essentials to » broken

dog's education. If he doe* not work to the gun he is cot

properly broken. Breaking a dog to point steadily when he

points birds, and backing with more or less reliability, is not

all of dog training. If the trainer must chase his dog be-

tween whiles, following his dog's erratic courses off the main

course which he is unable to follow, owing to the dog refus-

ing to keep a course marked out by the trainer, such dog is

not broken properly.

Not a few dogs in field trials fail to work to the gun. Iney

range eulirely beyond the trainer's control aud are only

approachable during the few moments they are on point, or

they alternately work under control awhile and self hunt

awhile.

Wide ranging at highspeed at field trials, regardless ol

whether the dog works to the gun or not, has too often been

accepted as the correct eiposition of good work. The evil

once established is diliicult to cure. It is much easier to

hair train a dog than it is to train him thoroughly.

Xow a dog may range wide and still work to the gun. If

he is working to the gun, the trainer can serenely keep on

the course laid out for him by the judge. The trained dog

will keep his trainer in mind, note his whereabouts, and ob-

serve him as a point to which to shape his efforts. If he is

not broken to the gun, the trainer cannot keep his course and

becomes hurried, irritable, warm and prolific in excuses and

explanations.—B. Waters, in Forest and Stream.

If report tells the truth Mr. Emeric U going beyond the law

in his endeavors to keep the poachers ofl of his preserve at

San Pablo. We believej'hat a man should be able to control

land that is without question bis own property and that he is

entitled to all the privilege* that the land can afford him,

but we also believe in upholding the law. It is reported that

Mr. Emeric is not only driving off all "Doachere" but that

he took away some thirty or forty ducks from a boy who was

caught shooting on his land recently. Will some one explain

to us what right he had to confiscate these ducks.

We have received several inquiries in regard to the San

Mateo county rail ordinance. In 1894 the Board of Super-

visors of San Mateo county passed an ordinance prohibiting

the killing of rail except between Oct. 1st and Nov. 1st. This

ordinance conflicts with the State law which opens the sea-

son on October 15th, and is consequently null and void. The
Supervisors have declared their intention to pass a new or-

dinance but have not done so as yet.

Clabrough Golcher & Co. continue to sell the pneumatic

sporting boats as fast as received. Their latest novelty in

this line is the wading boat, built on the same plan as the

regular boat, but with longer .legs, detachable footgear and
shoulder straps. With this boat a man can walk on the mud
and do his own retrieving.

S. N. Lane killed 153 quail in one day at Bakersfield re-

cently. This promises well for the quautity of birds there,

but if the Field Trial grounds are not well preserved that

kind of slaughter will soon make them scarce again.

Rafael Angeles was arrested on Wednesday en route for

San Francisco with a box of live quail. Ho was brought be-

fore Judge Low on Thursday and as he seemed to be ignorant

of the law; the judge let him off with a $5 fine.

A reader in St. Helena writes that wild pigeons are very

plentiful in the hills on both sides of the valley near St.

Helena. Tbey are feeding on madrona berries acd are very
fat.

The Selby Company loaded over 1,000 cases of smokeless
powder shells last week.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

D. L. Williams states that the Columbia Kennel Club is

practically " busted."

The Pacific Fox Terrier Club will meet at this, office on
Tuesday evening next.

The St. Bernard Club of California will meet at this office

on Wednesday evening next.

The entries to the All-Age Stake of the Pacific Coast
Field Trials will close on December 1st.

Champion Loris. one of the very beet pugs in England,the
sire of many of America's best, has gone the way of all flesh.

H. W. Lacv. formerly with Forest and Stream, later with
the now defuoct Kennel News, is now the kennel editor of the
American Stock-Keeper.

Ths Merced coun-iog meeting promises to bring out a 64
dog nomination. Hares are said to ben jt too plentiful, but
just enough for good coursing.

We are pleased to learn that Dr. Rowe, proprietor of the
American Field, i, nearly well again. He will attend the
entire circuit of the Kantern field trials.

1

Hughe* hai *ent his well-known English .etter bitch
HiWcrplite (Fred W.—Countess Noble) to Geo. T. Allender.
She will probably be entered in the All-Age.

J. W. Keene hai hold the well-known ' Irish setter bitch
Qneen of Kildare 29,266, by Champ. Kildare— Red RoBe, to
A. B. Truman. She should make a valuable addition to his
kennel.

TheTacomaDog Fauciera' Association has been formed
in Tacoma, and there is a fair prospect of a dog show next
year. The charter members are t '. K. Kil/nmiiri.
Thring, <;. W Boweo, E. B. EUil, A. W. McXaughlon, M
K.Sn.ll Hhd ML l^tge.

Kor strychnine poisoning chloral hydrate is a good anti-
dote, [f given in twenty-grain dose* directly when symp-
toms of poii uing appear, to he followed by a few more doses
of chloral as I .e paroxysms come on, the dug'j lift* will in-
variably be saved.—Our Dogs.

Among our new advertisements this week will be found

that of R. W. Reading of Selby, Cal. If we are not mistaken

these dogs were owned by Leslie Simpson who is now on his

way to South Africa. These hounds are not only well bred

but well formed and excellent workers. The pointer is also

of the best breeding.

A. P. Vredenberg, Secretary of tbe American Kennel

Club, will arrive in this city on Tuesday. He will make his

headquarters at the Occidental Hotel. It has not been

officially announced but it is more tban probable that a ban-

quet will be given him during his stay here. He intends to

start for New York on Friday.

If the next bench show held by the Pacific Kennel Club is

not a success it will not be the fault of the Bench Show Com-
mittee. With two pointer men, one Eaglish setter man, the

President of the St. Bernard Club, a Fox Terrier club mem-
ber and two of the members interested in cocker spaniels and

all workers, we Bhould expect a first-class premium list.

Every member of the Pacific Kennel Club and of the spec-

ialty clubs should make it a point to be present at the meet-

ing next Thursday, if for no other reason, that they may
become better acquainted with A. K. C. matters. We trust

Granpa Payne will be there, possibly when he gets a faint

idea of what he is talking about he will be less rabid in his

utterances.

" The little dear is lost again," she 6aid, as sooc as he go

home. ''Oh, that Pug I" " Yes, that Pug, if you must talk

like a brute,and I want you to advertise for him.
1

' And this

is the ad. as it appeared : "Lost.—A sausage-shaped yellow

dog, answering, when hungry, to the name of
( Baby.' A re-

ward will be paid for his return to 37 Blank street, dead or

alive."—Our Dogs.

Pacific Kennel Club.

The regular monthly meeting of tbe Pacific Kennel Club

was held on Wednesday evening at the Occidental Hotel.

Messrs. Beer, Haight, Barker, Frey. Wakeman, Skaife,

Hughes, Dickson, Payne, D'Evelyn, Golcher, Wattson and
Crowell were present, President Beer in their chair. The
Treasurer reported $6S5.50 cash on hand. The committee
appointed to wait upon General Graham in regard to shoot-

ing stray dogs on the Presidio reservation reported progress.

The committee on club rooms reported that as they could

not find rooms that, including the incidental expenses, could

be maintained for less than $45 per month, and as the re-

ceipts from dues were only about $30 per month, they did not

think the receipts ample enough at present to justify the

expense. Mr. Barker, a member of the committee, stated

that he thought that it would be advisable to wait until after

the next show, and then if the show was a financial success

club rooms could be obtained. The report was accepted and
the suggestion of the committee that the club meet in its

present quarters in the Occidental Hotel until after the next
show was adopted.

Communications were read from A. P. Vredenberg, Sec-

retary of the American Kennel Club, announcing that he
would arrive in San Francisco on Tuesday of next week and
requesting that the members of the Pacific Kennel Club,

Southern California Kennel Club, Columbia Kennel Club of

Portland, Alameda County Sportsmen's Association, St. Ber-
nard Club of California and the Pacific Fox Terrier Club
meet him on Thursday evening to discuss American Kennel
Club matters and the good and welfare of the Coast clubs.

President Beer will meet Mr. Vredenberg up the road and
escort him to San Francisco and see that he enjoys life while
he is here. Our genial president is well fitted for this office

and if Mr. Vredenberg does not return to New York well

pleased with San Francisco hospitality we will be surprised.

It was decided to hold tbe meeting on Thursday evening,
November 14th, at the Occidental Hotel, and the secretary

was requested to notify the members to that effect.

A bench show committee of five was elected to serve until

the close of the bench show of May next. The committee
elected was T. J. Wattson, C. A. Haight, J. G. Barker, F.
W. D'Evelyn and Howard Vernon, and we say without hesi-

tation that a better selection was never made.
C. A. Haight gave notice of a proposed amendment to Sec-

tion 3 of Article 6 of the constitution, to be voted upon at

the next meeting. It is proposed to change the number that

constitutes a quorum, from ten members to seven.

After the regular meeting adjourned the bench show com-
mittee got together and elected T. J. Wattson as chairman of

the committee and Howard Vernon secretary.

The Crystal Palace Show.

The largest number of entries in any one class at the Crys-
tal Palace Show held last week was 142. St. Bernards car-
ried off the palm. The total number of entries was 2.232.
There were 23 judges for tbe different classes. The entries
in detail were as follows : Bloodhounds 56, Mastiffs 27, St.

Bernards 142, Newfoundlands 50, Great Danes 55, Irish
Wolfhounds 15, Deerhounds52, Borzois 34, Chow Chows 3S,

Esquimaux, etc , 14, Foreign dog* 22, Greyhounds 15, Point-
ere 48, Setters 75, Retrievers 88, Spaniels 115, Collies 136,
Old English Sheepdogs 26, Beagles 16, Basset hounds 49,

Dalmations 14, Poodles 25, Bulldogs 70, Bulldogs (Toys) 4,

Bull Terriers 93, Whippets 22, Airedale 3-i, Fox Terriers
(Smooth) 130, (Wire) 61, Welsh Terriers 32, Dachshunds 92,
Bedlingtoos 8, Irish Terriers 77, Black-and tan Terriers 15,
White English Terriers 21, Sbye Terriers 29, Scottish Terri-
ers 70, Dandie Dinmonts 42, Schipperkes 39, Pomeranians
50. Pugs 70, Toy Spaniels 108, Italian Greyhounds 6, Toy
Terriers (Smooth) 15, Toy Terriers (Rough) 21, Belgian
Griffons 5, Maltese 6.

Kennel Registry.

Vial is. Sales. Whelps and Names Claimed published In this colum
free of cbaxfro. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

Pastime Kennels (Oakland) have bred their black cocker
spaniel bitch, Mollie Mc (Toby Mc— Black Nellie) to their
Woodland Duke 29,323 (Ch. Black Duke—Woodland Jude)
October 20th.

Franz Frey's (San Rafael) R. C. St. Bernard bitch Berna
II. to same owner's Hector of Hauenstein (Barry —Gemma
I) oo November 5 and 6.

WHELPS.
John HelTernanV (Stockton) fox terrier bitch De Oro

(Blemton Reefer—Judy) whelped September 1st, 5-1 dog to
same owner's Lucky (Jack Dempsev— Vixen.)

Breeding; English Setters.

Shrewsbury, Eng.
Editor American Field:—There have beensome writers

in the American Field of late endeavoiiog to wake up inter-

est in a well nigh forgotten breed, i. e., the Liveracks, and to

institute comparisons between them and the Llewellins, to

the detriment of the latter.

If this was only a matter which concerned myself person

ally I should just sit still and laugh in my sleeve, for, if it

pleases them, it does not in the least hurt me, and from a
selfish point of view the more blunders that are made and
the more people persuaded to breed false, the better for me,
and especially as I can see that the3e writers are put up to
pull chestnuts out of the fire for longer heads than their own;
but I have many friends in America, and in their behalf I
would like to pen a line with your permission.
Now, the pith of the writing alluded to is that the Lave-

rack was a superior race 10 the Llewellin which succeeded
it, that it was a mistake to have left the Laveracks and taken
up with the Llewellins, and that the best thing to do is to re-
trace the steps, to quit the Llewellins and return to the
Laveracks.
Now, I am not going into any argument on this matter; I

am not raising any objection to the above theory, but I will
merely ask those men one simple, practical ques'ion: Where
are vou going to get tbe pure Laveracks? It is no use to
think of discarding one breed and taking up with another
unless that other exist, and exists in sufficient numbers so
that you cau make practic.il use of it as a breed, aod unless
you know where it is to be found.

Another question also will I ask, i. e., how comes it that
the pure Laveracks have disippeared from public competi-
tions for the last fifteen years? If they exixt as a breed, and
are so superior and potent a breed as we are told, how is it

that they have disappeared in competing in public for many
years? Read tbe papers and the records and there you will
see a total eclipse of the pure Laverack after a certain date.
If the breed is so much superior, why is this ? Is it that the
owners of them suddenly with one consent became too modest
and despised the barren glory of conquest against foes not
worthy of them, a tame and easy victory, or was it that they
degenerated and lost the best qualities they once possessed,
and so their owners, being wiser men than those who write
about them, and knowing their dogs better, preferred discre-
tion to valor aod to keep their dogs at home and not ruu the
risk of public competition ? Every cock, they say, can crow
in his own farmyard, and it is far better to stay quietly at
home and get scribes to crack you up than to show up tbe
cakedness of the land by facing the test of public perform-
ance.

The best pare Laveracks who ever gained a name against
other breeds for public field performance were Countess, Nel-
lie and Garth's Daisy. This was before the Llewellins were
born. Countess and Nellie I owned, and after some time I
also owned Daisy. I thus owned the only three of the breed
that were superior in the field. Three does not seem a high
average for a breed when we remember the numbers that
were bred. The pure Laveracks were bred and held by many
men, and hundreds had been bred at the time when those
three bitches lived and ran. About that date I formed the
Llewellin by crossing the Laverack, for reasons which, pos-
sessing as I did, the best Laveracks, seemed to be sufficient.

What has been the result? The celebrated public field Lav-
erack performers were, as I said, three, and that in a day
of small competition ; how many have been tbe great per-
formers among the Llewellins? The Laveracks have disap-
peared from public competition, whereas the Llewellins re-

main, and both in England and America are to be seen well
in the front at all times. Is there such a thing as the " sur-
vival of the fittest?"

The names of Llewellins, great performers in America and
the same in England, will occur to memory by the score to be
placed against the solitary three bitches who alone stand for

the Laverack breed. How is this? I say not one word
against those three bitches, beauties they were, and pets of
mine, but facts are facts, and when we want to measure one
breed against another we must place sentiment on one side.

If I had been a person of prejudice I should not have orig-
inated the Llewellins—I should have continued to breed the
pure Laveracks until I had disappeared together with the
rest who did so into the abyss of retirement where they are
forced to hide to day.

I bred several good, pure Laveracks, notably Phantom,
Princess, Puzzle and Petrel—nice little, pretty pets, but mere
toys, as anyone who saw Petrel in America can testify.

Which was the finest field dog, Petrel or her son Gladstone ?

Petrel was a pure Laverack, Gladstone was the cross, i. e , a
Llewellin. Mr. Laverack, himself, dabbled in strange blood
before be died, to my knowledge, but it did not save him,
because he was too proud to follow my lead and adopt the
only cross that would have done him good. This, however,
is a subject I am not going to open now.
Some have said the Llewellins are not koown by that name

in England. I think those gentlemen had better invest in
some new spectacles and read the English papers. But if it

were so, what of it ? "A rose by any other name would smell
as sweet ? " What's in a name ? It is not tbe name, but the
thing. The dogs are the same, call them what you will, and
are the same breed in England that tbey are in America, only
I do not think they are quite as closely iobred in my hands
as they are in America, so Americans have told me.

In my hands they keep up the reputation of their relatives
in America, and never go to a field trial without getting into
the front places, as anyone can see for himself if he reads the
papers. Yet in England this breed is kept in my hands
alone, and is few in numbers, and but few go to trials where
they have to meet all the different breeds of the country. The
fact, therefore, that they will so largely, in spite of these dis-

advantages, would not seem to show that we need knock
them on the head just yet. —R. LI. PurcellLlewellin in

American Field.

A marvelous instance of canine scent and sagacity which
occurred in Vienna last week, is told by dee of the Chroni-
icle

:

s correspondents. A Viennese, named Kohn, traveling
ing in Transylvania, took his dog Caro with him, a large an-
mill resembling the Danish breed of hounds popular in Aus-
tria-Hungary. He mitsed him at Klausenberg, and after in-

i

effectual efforts to find him gave him up as lost. Herr Kohn
reached home on Tuesday evening, and on Friday evening
be was startled by hearing Caro barking violently at the
door. On opening it the dog rushed in exhausted but joy-
ful. He bad run alone 450 English miles in three days.
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HOOF-BEATS

Miss FLErcHER and Moss Terry do not take kindly to

he rs ud.

Hugh Jones bet $S00 with Elie Peres on Flirtilla to

in $100.

Jack Atkins ran a very good race Wednesday, and is a

ood mod borse.

As we prophesied at Nic Nac's first appearance, be did not

emain a maiden long.

Mainstay gave Realization ten pounds and a good beat-

ig Wednesday in the five and one half furlong handicap.

Zeta, the imp. True Briton filly, was very well liked in

ae second race, but did not show any great ability as a mud-

ater Wednesday.

Encino carried a good weight and went the five and a half

arlongs in good style Wednesday- The Brutus horseB run well

q most any kind of going.

Montana was op to a good race the first time out and won

a a gallop. By Holly, who was always very sweet on the

Id horse, went down the line on him.

D. J. Lynch, of the Arizona stables, has purchased Three

\trks from Oilie JohnsoD. The horse ran in his new owner's

olors Wednesday for the first time and won.

Porter Ashe while alighting from a Market street car

Vednesday slipped and fell to the ground, seriously injuring

is knee; it will be some time before he will be able to

ralk.

Canvasback swum to third place Wednesday, and should

e given an extra whisp of hay now. It would take several

birds to keep up with bis hay bill, if the colt has not been

landered.

Ether, bay colt, foaled 1891, by imp. Charax is, oat of

5ihie, by Tolus, recently won a stake at San Jose, Guata-

aala, worth $7,000. Ether is full brother to the good race-

iorse Hammie, and was bred by Capt. R. J. Hancock at

Jllerslie Stud Farm, Overton, Va., where his Bire and dam
re owned.

Henry McDaniel will train EdjCorrigan's horses in Cali-

Drnia. This string will include Tyro, Despot, Ducat, Sena-

or Irby, Bedford, The Iron Master, Ottyana, Orrin Rodgers,

Hive, Handsome, JuniuB, Can't Dance, Won't Dance, Moba-

aska, Eowalsky, Camelia, Japonica, Jenny Tracy and sev-

ral others.

The following well known running maree have been sent

o W. L. Whitmore's Stock Farm at Mayview, Wash., to be

red to the celebrated racer Coloma; Token, by Broadchurch

-Keepsake; Sirretta, by Joe Hooker—Maggie R., the dam
f Tim Murphy; Effie M., by Bob Duff—Carrie P., by War-

iurn, and Volta.

The judges at the Latonia races, after a thorough investi-

;ation which included a trip to St. Louis by Presiding Judge

Jarter, rendered a decision in the Wild Huntsman case yes-

erday. Tbe horse is disqualified and the three moneys are

iwarded to the second, third and fourth horses, Siluria,

tfomus and Clinton.

The amount added by the Coney Island Jockey Club to

be Futurity Stakes for 1897, which closed on January 2,

.895, with sealed entries, will be $8,750, divided as follows :

ro the winner $3,500 ; second horse $1,000 ;
third $500 ;

ireeder of winner $2,000 : breeder of second horse $1,250

ireeder of third horse $500_

Five yearlings from the Castleton Stud Farm, Lexington,

Jy., the property of J. R. & F. P. Keene, have arrived at

Sheepshead Bay, in charge of J. Miller. Tbe Messrs. Keene

>romise to hold a very strong hand in two-year-old events

jext year, as they have about a score of grandly bred ones,

everal of which are extra good looking youngsters.

Secretary Ed. Smith has secured 115 entripa for the

Nursery Stakes, which closed on November 1st. Palo Alto,

Rancho del Paso and Elmwood Stock Farm made twenty-

bur, twenty and seventeen nominations respectively. Simeon

leed and Burns & Waterhouse each named eleven. Adolph

ipreckels and W. O'B. MacDonough each made six.

W. S. HoBiRT purchased from T. H. Williams, Jr., the

landsome bay filly Princess Flirt, by Racine, out of imported

Flirt, by Hermit, which the biter bought at tbe Palo Alto

ale Tuesday night for $1,500. Mr. Hobart is using rare

;ood judgment in his selection of thoroughbreds, and will

lave a fine string ready when the racing begins at tbe Dew
rack.

David Gideon will head tbe list of winning owners of

L895. TJp to date he has to his credit the sum of $106,805,

ifhich amount was won by eleven horses, says a New York
3aper. These scored thirty-five races, ran second eighteen

-imes and third nine times. P. J. Dwyer will doubtless land

in second place, as his total so far is $59,225, which seven

ttorsps put to his credit by winning twenty-six races, being

placed nineteen times and capturing third money fourteen

imes. J. J. McCafferty with $44,596, the Blemton stables

irith $43,345, Santa Anita stable with $37,355, Del Monte
stable with $29,700, J. W. Rogers $26,260, A. H. & D. H.

Morris with $20,575. Pierre Lorillard with $19,137 and J. R.

& F. P. Keene with $17,816 is the record to date. Of course

there will be a slight change between now and next Tuesdav,

when the local season ends, but the above will about be the

jrder of the finish.

Well, George," said Charley, alter a night in which cold

syes and marble hearts played no part,
(lHow are you book-

ing ?"

"It 'ud be all right," answers George, rather gloomily, "but

my card-writer seems to get into a trance occasionally."

"Mebbe he's trying to write heavy editorials on your tick-

ets," suggests Charley.
Just at that moment "Rataplan" shinnies along and his

opinion is asked.

"I tell you de trut, Kingsley," says he, "If I could write

tickets as fast a* Rose ce.n call bete, do you think I'd work
p

orten per? Not on yer life, I'd make a fortune in a dime
JHWeum iq n n « vgar-"

Workirjfir for the Horse Show.

Henry J. Crocker, of San Francisco, president of the Horse
Show Association of the Pacific Coast, is at the Waldorf on a

visit to New York in the interest of his association, whose

show opens on December 3d. He was seen by a newspaper
correspondent Monday, to «hcm he outlined the brilliant

prospects for a successful exhibition of the best horses and
neatest turnouis that have ever gni together on tbe coast.

"Though I have had only about twelve hoars to look about me
here since my arrival," said he. " I am happy to say that even that
brieftime has fully convinced me of the success of niir coming show.
Oarjudges, Messrs. Pope, Carman, Reeves, Uu derhill and Bloodgood,
will have as fine a lot of horses as they ever loosed over to handle.
Already I have secured the certain shipment of one carload of the
pick of the entries in tbe horse show heie to San Francisco, Thev
will go in palace horse cars attached to passenger trains. I feel posi-
tive that this is the only first step and that many others will follow
this sood example.
"All the horsemen I have so far spoken with predict a great success

for us. They say that relatively our $20,000 worth of piemiuirsin San
Francisco is equal to tbe 560,000 bung up in New York, mainly
because there will not be so many competitors on the coast as here.
I have commissions to buy eight or ten horses here for exhibitors at
our own show, and I shall take only the best, depend on that. Per-
sonally I shall purchase several horses, principally for exhibition, to
coacb or drag. I shall probably buy only winners at the show here,
though tbe local dealers have plenty of high-class animals for sale.
The carriage-builders and barness-make is here, 1 am told, have many
orders already from San Franciscoexbibitors. Altogether, I am mes
pleased with our future prospects.
" To-night my friend, Mr. Theodore Kearney, told me he may pos-

sibly bring a few horses for exhibition to the Coast. If be does he
will win many a blue ribbon, because he bassomeof thebestani-
mals in New York. Every new feature introduced at tbe horse show
here I shall take care to have duplicated in San Francisco. Ofcourse,
until the show opens and with tbe short time I have bad to get posted
in, I connot say exactly what the new features will be, but I have
had inklings of a few that will materially add to the attraction of
our exhibition."

Incidentally Mr. Crocker said that while in Chicago he
was assured of hearty co-operation toward the success of the
San Francisco exhibition by the horsemen there, and some
of them may possibly send entries to the coast. He also said

that both in Chicago and in New York tbe racing people
were enthusiastic over the coming wiDter meeting in San
Francisco. The pick of the Eastern and Middle States'

thoroughbreds will be shipped to the coast, and the best rac-

ing that San Francisco has ever seen is assured. Mr. Crocker
intends returning to the coast on November 14th.

Sweepstakes in Question.

New Yobk, November 4—Judges Bischoff and Geigericb

in the general term of the Court of Common Pleas, have

disagreed in the suit brought by Henry Judson against the

Flushing Jockey Club. It was expected that the decision of

the general term would have decided the constitutionality of

tbe Percy-Gray racing law.

The suit was originally brought before Justice Lynn in the
First District Judicial Court in a suit brought by Judeon to

recover a sweepstakes from the Jockey Club. Justice Lynn
decided that a sweepstakes was a (lottery and threw out the

case. Judge Bischoff holds that Justice Lynn's decision

should be affi rmed. Judge Geigerich holds that it should be
reversed.

••

Burns & W atebhotjse, tbe well-known California racing

firm, Wednesd ay secured the services of Henry Griffin, the

most celebrated jockey of all America. Griffin will leave

for California inside of two weeks. He contracts to start in

riding December 1st. Tbe engagement of Griffin created a

mild sensation among the racing men yesterday, and tbe im-
pression prevailed that the California turfmen had made no
mistake. Burns & Waterhouse will have one of the most
formidable stables in the West this year. They have over
thirty horses in training, and tbe orange and blue sleeves

should be seen in froDt many times this winter. Griffith's

riding here last winter will be remembered as very vigorous.

He bas ridden two Futurity winners for Gideon & Daly, and
won many otber rich eventB. He was jecently signed by
the Blemlon Stable for tbe season of 1896 ata princely salary.

The (eras made by Burns & Waterhouse are not known.

It bas been stated that "Little Pete,"the Celestial plunger,

went down the line on Yemen Tuesday. The diBciple of

Confuscious did not like tbe borse in bis last race. It will

be remembered that he was beaten by Contribution in 1:011

on a fast track. The time yesterday, over a very sloppy

track, was 1:02. " Little Pete " might give Bome interesting

pointers on the mooted question of ''form," but whether he
studies the condition of the horse or the impressions of

jockeys is the question.

F lirtilla has been a very pro6table piece of horse-flesh

for Orville Appleby. Aside from her other very good wins

in the past, in the last two weeks she has won over $1,800

for him. •

Rules of Registration.

The attention of the breeders of the country is called to the

following notice from tbe Jockey Hub :

Attention Is called to Rule 3S ot the Rules of Racine, which require
that all foals of 1895 muse be registered at this office on or before
November 1st.

Rule 38—The office of the Jockev Club is designated as the Registry
Office
The Registry Office is established for the purpose of the indentifica-

tion of all race-horses, whether foaled in tbe United States or in other
countries, and tbe certification of their pedigrees.
Horses foaled in tbe United States must be registered with the Reg-

istry Office by November 1st of the year in which they were foaled.
The registration shall coropiise tbe name, it any; tbe color and

marks, if aDy; whether a horse, mare or gelding, and tbe names of its

sire and dam. If the dam was covered by more than oneBtallion.the
names or description in full must he stated.

The registration fee shall be $2 for each animal, which will includ
certificate.
Only horses are eligible for registry under this rule which have

either five uncoDtaminated thoroughbred crosses, or which authen-
tically trace through or to animals recorded in tbe first six volumes of
tbe American Stud Book or in a recognized Stud-book of another
country.

If it be proved to the satisfaction of the Stewards of the Jockey
Club tbat tbe failure of registration be unintentional or accidental.
Euch registration may be permitted by the payment of a fine of 510
for ihe registration, provided snch application be made on or before
December 31st of each year.

Francis T. Undebhill, Registrar.

The best work by a yearling over the Lexington track this

year was done last Sundav, by the full brother to Simon W.,
who belongs to Baker & Gentry and is trained by Charley
Patterson. With 106 pounds up he went a quarter in 0:23J,
beaJng several of the best colts at the track and finishing

stroDg. As the track is slow from dust this is a remarkable
performance.

" Bboadchurch " writes : Jockey Garrison Bays that he
will go to San Francisco after tbe close at Latonia.

W.&J.SIoane&Co i!

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Carpets,

Rugs,
Furniture,

Drapery
Materials,

Lace Curtains,

Window Shades

ORIENTAL RUGS
Modern and Antique, in Great

Variety.

641-643-645-647 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE.
No better feed for dairy cows and stock. For sale in

quantities to suit. Applv to EL DORADO LINSEED
OIL WORKS COMPANY, 208 California street.

GREAT AUCTION SALE
FIFTY HEAD OF

Standard and High-Bred

Trotting Colts, Fillies, Broodmares

ROAD TEAMS AND BUSINESS HORSES.
On. T7-u.osa.cty, 3XTOV. 12, 1895

At Salesyard, Corner Van Ness Ave and Market St.

COMPRISING CONSIGNMENTS FBOM

W. H Vioget, Lawrence, Santa Olara Oo.. Thos. Seale, Mayfleld. Oal , R. Q. Head,

Napa, Ohae. Kerr. Bakersfleld. and others, .mbracing the get of Eros, San

Oorbett (son of Guy Wilkes), Elmo, Dexter Prince, etc. A superior

lot of horses, to which we call special attention.—-^—

—

— CATALOGUES READY.

KJLLIP & CO,, Live Stock Auctioneers, 30 Montgomery Street
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About Heaves.

A velerioariao savsthis is generally termed

broken wind by veterinarians, and is a diseased

condition of tbe lungs in *bich portions of

the air cells are ruptured. Voualt says that

io almost every broken winded-horse which

he has examined after death he has found di-

la'ion of some air cells, particularly toward

the edge of the lobes. There has been rup-

ture through the parieles (the membrane

which forma the ioclosures) of some of tbe

cells, and they have evidently communicated

with each other, as the air could easily be

forced from one portion of the cells to an-

other. There was also a crepalatine noise

while this pressure was m t»de, and if the at-

tenuated membrane of some of the cells had

given way. When? an animal is suflerine

from heave* or broken wind, there is a pecu-

liarity of breathing which cannot be mistaken,

particularlv directly after violent exercise.

The air is drawn into the lungs in le6s time by

a heave horse than a sound one. and with a

perceptible degree of labor. The effort of ex-

pelling the air is accompanied by a peculiar

difficulty which requires a double effort, in

the first of which, as described by Mr. Blaine,

the muscles operate, and in the other,auxiliary

muscles, particularly the abdominal, are put

on the stretch to complete the expulsion more
perfectly; and that being done the flank falis,

or the abdominal muscles relax with a kiud

of jerk. From this peculiarity of breathing

the name heaves has been given. The dis-

ease is generally preceded and accompanied

by a peculiar couch, a cougb perfectly charac-

teristic, and by which an- experienced horse-

man would detect the disease in the dark.

When the disease has become established

there is no possibility of a cure, for the

ruptured cells can never be repaired.

Much can be done, however, to ward off the

disease and also to alleviate it. More depend?

upon the food and exercise than is geuerally

supposed. Horses that are greedy feeders,

and eat large quantities of slightly nutritious

food, when worked or driven upon a full

stomach, are the ones most likely to be af-

fected, hence the disease is more common
among farmers' horses, which are fed mostly

upon hay, than among those Kept in livery

stables and cities, where the ration of hay is

limited and grain is fed regularly. Narrow-
chested horses are more subject to heaves than
deep-chested ones. Many advocate feeding cut

hay or chaff to heavy animals. Youatt ob-

jects to this, and advises feeding good hay
sparingly, with a sufficient quantity of oats to

supply the nutriment required. Dusty and
mow burnt hay should b* avoided. Water
sparingly, particularly in the morning and
through the day, when the animal is exer-

cised. Green food is always preferable to

dry. Carrots are particularly useful. They
are rapidly digested, and appear to have a

peculiar beneficial effect upon the respiratory

system. The horse affected with heaves
should have moderate exercise every day. He
should never be left standing in a draft of

wind, and should always have a blanket

thrown over him when stan ling in harness
out of doors or under an open shed. The
following mixture will generally be found
beneficial, viz : Ground ginger, four ounces;
powdered licorice root, two ounces; phos-
phate of soda, one ounce. Mix and give a
teaspoonful in tbe grain night and morning.
It is not advisable to breed from a stallion

suffering from this complaint, and the'off-

spring of heavy mares are believed to be
much more susceptible to the disease than
those from sound ones.— Dr. H. R. Macauly,
v.s.

Everett Joni-h, of Woodside, is the owner
of some of tbe finest looking roadsters and
teams in San Mateo County. All of them are
well bred and very speedy. He has a four-
year-old filly by Alban, out of Kathleen, by
Shannon; a filly by Alban, out of Miss Wil-
liamson; one by Liberty Sontag, out of Cuba,
by Australian, and a Piedmont colt out of
Keginn, by Shannon. Mr. Jones is an excel-
lent i'ldge of horses, a good driver, and when
he letarts to Redwood f'ily he never allows
any team to pass his. The home he keeps for
his horses is a palatial equine palace.

•+•

M. L. Hi.... ins of Helena, has bought of
K. K. Larabie, l> rn Marguerite, by liny Bird,
ire of I>r. I'nil, ,! u „ Tally York.'l'aUy Rice,
who was trainer of Senator Hoffman's string
for several years, will probably next year
handle Glen Arthur, Marguerite, Lady Di-
rector and Jimmy Collin's (Querist.

Wjun P«Hta,by Palo Alto won in 2:16 at
Los Ang.'l--. mop wan nix lengths behind Ro
berio and < laadlosal the start, Pbipp
driver, nodding for the word r* the othen got
10 tbe wire. Palita must have trotted in '2:144.

1 1 you want a BrtVclaa trotting colt or Glly
attend the **le next Tuesday Io be held at the
aaleayard M irkct and Van Ness avenue, by
Mewnt. KilliptV Co., the well-known auction-
eer!.

, Lhaf got a record of 2:22 at
Lo* Angel, i Um Friday, j* the latest addition
to P*lo Ah. - lint.

John E. Turnek w«6 at tbe Shults sale on

Tuesday, and in speaking of bis absence from

Grand Circuit battles said that the meeting at

Buffalo last August was the first one he had

I in that place in twenty-eight years.

lie hopes thai Mr. Hamlin will give a meet-

ing next August, and elates that he will be

found in the entry list. Turner remarked
that ooe of the fastest horses ever in his

Stable was Siglight, 2:22}, owned by Mr. E.

11. ' 'base, of Louisville. This gelding -had a

world of a speed, but the difficulty was to con-

trol it. Siglight is still the property of Mr.
- Chase, and is driven on the roads at his coun-

j
try place near Brattleboro, Vermont. Turner
has made money on the trotting turf and has

bad the wisdom to keep it. When Roland

;
Hose, a bay colt one year old, by Baron Rose,

out of Rosalind Wilkes, 2:14} was placed un-

der the hammer Turner eyed him critically

and finally bought him. Rosalind Wilkes was

formerly owntd by Mr. Chase, of Louisville,

and was campaigned by the veteran Pennsyl
vaoia driver.

•
A meeting of owners and drivers of rord-

sters was held in Dr. Leek's office last Thurs-

day and an organization formed. It is called

the Golden Gate Park Driving Association.

The objects are to have roadster races every

month on the speed track in the park. Over
one hundred and fifty names are on the list.

The dues are $1 a month. Further
particulars of this association are thriv-

ing. Among those who are

prominent : Dr. G. W. Leek, Wm. Roeder, F.

N. WoodB, Jas. Chesley, W. S. Hobart, C. L.
Waugaman, Eugene Cerciat, John Olandt, H.
Patrick, J. Simpson, W. W. Brown, H. Du-
tard, P. Gilleran, Fred Lauterwaseer, Gus.
Pratt and other prominent road riders.

" I shouldn't think BweetheartB would
take kindly to bicycling," said a woman ob-

server. " I haven't yet seen two riders who
kept side by side and were able to carry on
any conversation. Sometime! it is the girl,

sometimes the man who is in the lead, and the
erratic circles which even tbe experienced
riders discry look queer to the uninitiated. It

strikes me that for a confidential chat in tbe
open air, there is no improvement on the old-

fashioned horse and single buggy. But pos-

sibly sweet hearting is more prosaic in these

days than when I was young and lovers less

talkative."

Constantine, 2:12£, recently sold for

$7,100 to Peter Duryea, is the most strongly
inbred stallion living to-day. His sire, Wilkes
Boy, 2:24£, is by George Wilkes, 2:22, dam
Betty Brown, by Mambrino Patchen 58 ; sec-

ond dam Pickles, by Mambriuo Chief JI. Con-
stantine's dam is Kincora, by Mambrino
Patchen 58; second dam Kitty Tranby, by
Mambrino Tranby, son of Mambrino Patchen
58; third dam Betty Brown, by Mambrino
Patchen 58; fourth dam Pickles, by Mam-
brino Chief 11. Here are four crosses of Mam-
brino Patcben 58, one right on top of the
other, and still he is a great horse.

A Helena syndicate has bought Glen Ar-
thur, a three-year-old, by Gleuwood, dam by
Robert McGregor, sire of Silver Bow. Glen
Arthur was brought to Montana by Pat Mc-
Evoy in the summer of 1S94 and made a fairly

good showing as a two-year-old. This year,
however, he was not in very good shape and
did not make a showing he is entitled to.

McZeds, by McKinney is a four-year old.

He has a record of 2:13. So has Zombro, the
three-year-old son of this ereat sire.

Silkwood, as a drawing card for the race
meetings in Southern California hereafter, is

a back number.

AHomo Owners Sli.ou.lc31 Tarjr

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

TheCREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by .T. E.
Gombnult
ex-Votcrl*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

QoTcnimont

Stud.

:S ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
orhlrmixh. The Pnicat
koa iin pla r ail i-.nt-

" 'ii licmovei uHiiuuuiic*
from Uoraoa *"• < rn tic.

i HUMAN REMEDY' for RhrnmatUm,
pralna, h, r<> 1 hroai, I.*.-., n In invaluably.

WE GIIARANTFP "'"' """ < -i.nn Tirni orWE UUAnAnitC. CAUSTIC BALSAM viil
Li in « whole iiuulu ot
tur* ever made.
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1

'
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II u Bund f.-i ik'Borlpi I vo circulars.
r

THE 1. uviLKNCK WII.UAM8 CO., Cleveland, (X

The great sale of trotting stock next Tues-

day at Eiilip & Co.'s stock yard, should attract

a large crowd, as some very choice ones are to

be sold.

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUE

WINTER MEETING.

BAY DISTRICT TRACE
(OlSIUdSli 0CTOBER26. 1895.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE. _

Fire or More Races Koch ;Day. Race. Etar

at 2 p. in. sharp.

•wvMoAHIp'*3* »nrt ncur-r.Bire.fit r.rd raw the sate.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

Tn Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE $18.

These Timers start and stop promptly, and are a.'

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A.HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter St,

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL.
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 223, Santa Clara.

FOR SALE.

MAYFIELD.
B m, fonlei 1887, bred by Polo Alto

Stock Farm.
By WILDIDLE, son of imp. Australian and Idle-

wile, by Lexington, dam rosTRESS (dam of Sinfas),
by Foster. MAYFIELD is in foal to Racine.
For further information, apply to

F. W. COVEY.
Palo Alto Stock Farm.

ABSORBINE
Removes Bursal Enlargements,
and any Thickened Tissue,
Puff ox- Infiltrated Parts,
E filing, without laying the horse up.
Does not blister, stain, or remove the
hair. S2.G0 a bottle. Of progressiva
dealers, orw> p TocXG P n F#(
34 Amherst St., Springfield, r.i^ss.

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTERS

A splendid pair of roadslers, one of tbe finest buee I
learns in the city, is offered for sale. Tbev are wel <t

bred, fast, stylish, and perfectlv gentle -sate lor a lad I
to drive. In breeding tbey cannot be excelled, bein I
of tne most fashionable strains. Any ffemlema
wanting a last team will find a bargain iu this pairrfl
trotting mares. They are only four years old ant
being untrained, will continue to develop speed bl
careful handling. Tbey are slightly below mediur H
size, but of strong confor aiion aud perfectly sou atThis team may be seen at the Dexter Prince Stabli 1
1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold ai I
low price.

ALSO FOB SALS

Fast Roadsters, Race anc|

Business Horses
BRED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARMJ
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from tbe breed* 1
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals il
lowest prlcts. Colts and .lilies are offered for sale bl
that great young sire. PILOT PRIiV K; also bl
DexterPrince.Siriney, Victor, 2:22, Grandiesimo,2-28»

I

George Washington, 2:16, 'El Benton, 2:23; Don Ma
vln, 2:22, etc. These have all been bred at the Nap
Stock Farm and are out of first-class mares.
Promising colts of tried speed lines will be suppHe

to trainers at very low prices. A large number noi
ready f >i track work are offered for sale.
Brotdmares are also ofVred for sale by Woodnu

2:16, Dawn, 2:18y, Grandissimo, 2:23'£, Dexter Prino
Hawthorne, Arthurton, Naubuc. etc
A feature is also made of supplying good livery an

business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represents

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Nap
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and legs an
will therefore stand hard work. All stock sold trot
this farm has given the best ot satisfaction. Bargalt
are offered to all desiring to purchase good stock of an
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write ft

information.
Full particulars may be had regarding the above b

calling at Heald's Business College, or by addressing
E. P. UEALD.

24 Post Street, San Frn.nc.sco.

FOR SALE.

The Game Pacing Gelding

Golden West

Three Year-Old Colt Called

ADDISON
This colt was sired by JAMES MADISON, 2:173

out of a mare by B rlin. He is one of tbe purest-gait*

and most promising youngsters Iu California. Hj
shown ability to trot in 2:22, and will be one of the be

prospects for next year. 4s an individual he is one
the handsomest in California.

GOLDEN \VE»T will be sold with bis engag
ments. He is sound, kiud, steady, and a perfect

1

reliable horse, and has shown his ability to lower h

record.

Inquire ot
J. M. \ELSON,

Or at this Office. Oakland Track,

FOR SALE.

Two young JERSEY BULLS, registered, for sale J
City Front Stables, 20 Clay Street.

The Imported EDglish Hackcey Stallion

And about THIRTY of his COLTS, the latter ranging from TWO to FOUE YEARS
age. The HANDSOMEST and GRANDEST-FORMED youngsters

in CALIFORNIA.

PARAGON is registered in English Hackne;
Stud Book, and is one of the finest of his breei
ever imported.

Twelve of these youngsters are broken to harness, and are show horses every one of them.
1 wit] dispose Of all at a very low figure, as I intend louse my ranch for dairying purposes, and \vlll estabU

a creamery there, hence I have no use for these Hackneys. Address

FULTON O. BERRY, Fresno, Oal.

The Uraitdly.Brrd Kace Mare

ROSITA A., 2115 1-4
Fur further particulars, address

IN FOAl, TQ PIFIfiQT. 2:05 I-2.

J. W. AL.VISO, I'leason/oii, Cal,
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime Cocker Kennels.

AT STCD.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C.S. B. 257. Mollie,

A. 27.8S0. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Wofflngton 29,758

and Railelte.

Pups lor sale.

MILLER & I'll ATHE11, Proprietors.

W.L.PbathkrJb., F. E.MIIJ.ER,
537 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. -165 Tenth St., Oakland.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stud—The best bred Irish Setters in America,

FINULAS JR.. 31,189.
BAHRYMOKG, 3i.802.

If von want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GLEMMOllB KENNELS,

Weat Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK SW1V-
ELEK,fee*25; Chnllenge NEMO li,fee?20.
Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show

and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A B. I RCMAN,

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOB

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

The Moat Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever
Written.

With this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
BRKKDand Exhibit Does as scientificaUy|as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 93. OO, sad 25 renin Expreaaaae.

II your dog 1b Blck, yoa mast have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell yoa from what disease he Is suffering
and how to cure the same.

Price, 02, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best wobk ofthe kind eveb published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Fetch and Carry.

A Treatise on Retrieving

BY B. WATERS.
PRICE. 81.50, POSTPAID.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
SUPERIOR

EISHIM

TACKLE

605 MARKET STREET,

FISHING

TACKLE

S— Grand Hotel
F

.

Block.

T. J±

416 MARKET STREET,

Fire Arms,
Pishing" Tackle,

Athletic
Goods.

Below Sansome

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:

—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not cause headache.
THIRD It Is under all conditions the safest powder In use, as It contains no nitro-clycerine or gun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell In the gun.
It has a light recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives tbe best pattern at any aod all distances.

SKVKXTH Its action i3 tbe most uniform In all respects.
KKJH1H It can be used in cheap paper, or brass sheila with any primer.

It is tbe cleanest powder In use, and if tbe gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the coutrary, the residue has preserved tbe metal. Tbe residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first (After
snooting other powders, tbe gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

It Is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains fall weight (16 oz. to the lb.);

and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to tbe same bulk of any
otber powder (with the exception of one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering It dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.

FOURTH
FIFTH
SIXTH

MATH

TEIVTH

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlsheadlng 50 cents per lne ner
month.

WORSES AND CATTLE).

Rll I I S—Devons and Suorthorns. All pure bred anduullo registered. Fine Individuals. At pilces
to suit tbe times, either singly or in carload lots. Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Bntter and Milk Stock.BKRKSHIREg and Pl>L*.\n-CHINA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancy POLL-TRYWILLIAM N1LKS & CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

— GRiNDISSIMO,
£-w* dull brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23,^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Address
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for tbe City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the (California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 520

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

1. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE I

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOOES:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco,
For sale by all dealers In Powder aDd Sporting Goods.

Cal.

DUPON "sporting powder
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It wives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.

Fourth—It Is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Firth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited tj trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and Instructions to be used In loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

T)o yon wish to have a periect retriever ? This work
will t^ach you how to train and haudle a retriever by .

eliher (he Natural Jleti-od or Force System. Ii e\\ res

the amateur bints in selt-diecipline. Many iucidentsl
mailers of training arr treated. Chapters are devoted
to tbe Irish Water S> aniel, tbe t hesapeake Bay dog
and tbe English retriever. The advantages and dis-

advantages of using a dog tor bniu finding and retriev-

ing are fully explained. Send for circulars.

R. W\TEBS. 318 Rrondway.N. Y.

SMOKE
SHOOT

LESS
MORE

THEBESTSPCKTSMF.N'ANDTRAPSLIOTSOFTHTS
COUNTRYHAVEDONhSOAND

WHENTHEYSHOT

HAZARD
GUNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGUEDTHEPRIZESORTHE

GAMEANDHAVEURGKDU3TOTRYOTJRHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

WHICRWErTAVEDONEANDHAVTNGPRODUCED
THELATKSTANDBESTJFITSKLND

NOWOFFf KUNDEROTJR
TRADEMARK

BLUE RIBBON"
BRAND

SOMETHING
WHICHISAHEAUOFALLCOMPETITION.

For diagram card and descriptive circulars, write

Phelps & Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

829 MISSION §T, SAN FRANCISCO,

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
11 you are fond ol fresh,

air and restful, rural re-

treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life, ft reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.

No free copies. Game-
land Pun. Co., 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

With Breeder and Sportsman, ft >• 50 p*r year.

Hounds and Pointer,

FAMOUS JULY FOX-HOUNDS.
A pack of Hve of the above celebrated strain lor sale.

Also two well-trained fox hounds.

POINTER.
A well-trained and well-bred llveratid white pointer

doe by BISMABK, out 01 Grace-Bow. I'ri.t-. 390
Adlres* R. W. READING.

Bvlby.lCfll.

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

R. LIDDLB CO.'S
Sportsmem's Outfits.

iio montgomery st.
Open Saturday BveiitugH.

SEE OUR

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new book—free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ol fioyal Veterinary College, Tnrln.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST.. 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 467

Veterinary Department
University of California,
Cor. Post and Fillmore Sts. , San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS ist OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. ( IWIXUH AM. Secretary.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABL.KS,
135G-1352 Market Street. Telephone 31S9.

No charge for examination.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OP CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting Id California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, NOT AND COLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION*
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

THE EODTE TO —^^
san rafael petaluma-

Santa Rosa, Ukiah-
And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery aDd
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. it* AN . Gen. Pui. Agt

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

if "sr/r/B nw tot>e Hu» i

VTACHtO.

Guide and Hunter
For British Columbia and Alaska. For particulars

)

address
\y HlJTTBIDHK.OoW^n, British r

ANTAL-MDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, *^~*\

I Cubcbs and Injections. \Kfij(
1 They cure in48 liours the V. _J
I same diseases without anyincon-

Iveojence. SOLO BY ALL DRUGGISTS
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1 HORSE SHOW ASSOCIATION OF THE PftGlFIC COAST.

SECOND ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Mechanics' Pavilion, San Francisco, Cal , December 3, 4, 5, 6 and

OFFICERS:
HK.NKY J. CROCKER, - - - Peisident

JOHN I'ARKOTT, J. L. RATHBONE. Vice-President

QEORGE AI.MKK KEWHALL, - - Secretary

OBED HORR, - A->istant Secbltaky

$15,000 IN CASH PRIZES AND OVER
$3,000 IN SILVER TROPHIES AND SPECIAL PRI.

Offered for All Classes of Horses.

1st, 2d and 3d Frizes in .Every Class.
Make Your Entries Early and Secure Stalls or Boxes, as Every Space was taken List Year and We Will Have a Large

Show this Year. Horoes May Be Entered for Exhibition or Sale.ENTRIES CLOSE TSTCrVEIUEBIEn 9,
Write to the Secretary for Prize List, Rules and Regulations, Entry Blanks and other information.

Room 30 Mills Building, Second Flooj

mo:k.:enjr.on-

CHECK BIT
It is an educator,

control of the horse.

It is humane. It gives perfect

It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOB SALE ET

J. A.
Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal
TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

DANIEL'S
All Forged Genuine Steel

Polished Bits.

BBOIBTEBSD IN

liKEAT BRITAIN

AND IN TIIK

UNITED STATES.

OVBB

1,000,000

DANIEL BITS

HAVE

BEEN SOLD.

Safe, Reliable

FINISH

Unsurpassed.

Do not be Deceived.

Look for the

Trade Mark

V.BrotHiurst&Co

Makers.

No. ISM. Hiding Port. No. l".,3M. 4-rlog Cklo Loop.

For Bale by all dealers io Saddlery, or by

Send for Special List. P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

FOR ABSOLUTE SECURITY

INSURE WITH THE

FIREMAN'S FUND
INSURANCE COMPANY

HomeOfflce Co.'s Building

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Capital, $1,000,000
AGENT ICS THROUGHOUT AMERICA.

Training

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical home book In a handsome, three
hundred ("wcofUvo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail the

able iiuccen of CBlARLSS MARVIN and the
*rmand methods pursued at Palo Alto as lo

K, training, shoeing, gal ting, driving, keeping
racing in. iters.
Read what J. 0. SOby.Uie owner of Ht.BeJ.sayso

till- txMik : "iu this work Marvin ban let out all the
>* ot the craft. and It Is so simple and plain that

any nn-.-dtr, Owner, trainer or ruhtwr who ha* any
r his bustaean can take a colt as a yearling and

Ifl highest and fullfsl extent that col I'm
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed ma M

that I have ordered uv.-my copies, and shall
in tin* handnnl every rubber on our farm.

Mailed postpaid for $3.60. Addrem

THE BREEDER AND SPORT3MAN
IIS Busb8t,,8an;FranclBCO. t»

SOUTHER FARM
Good Box Stalls and Paddocks. A fine plac

to give runners a let-up and a careful exercise bo
kept.

Horses boarded in any mar ner desired. Colts broken ai

driven for road or track. For rates, etc., apply to

H. C CASIDY, Souther Farm, San Leandro, Cs

RED BALL BRAND.

Warded Gold Me
At California Si
Fair 1892.
Every horse _

who values his st>

sh uld constantly b
* supply or it on ha
tt improves and ke
nook in the pink off
dittos.

Manhattan Food C

"an Mateo, Cal
Ask your grocer or hay dealer

DR. E. W. BOVETT'S
SPECIFIC FOR

Grackec

ant

Heels

Scratches.
It will also cure all Sores, Wounds. Boot Chafes,

Rope Burns and Grease Heel without leaving a
callous, and will always remove a Callous when
caused from a wound.
It removes all Soreness with a few applications, and

is the only remedy Known that will heal a Cracked
Heel and leave the skin soft and pliable.
The gTeat horseman, Monroe Salisbury, says: "I

have used it on ALIX iQueen of the Turf), and
DIRECTLY (two and three-year-old champion pacer),
for Cracked Heels and find that it removes the sore-
ness with the first application and the heel is soon soft
and pliable, without any callous remaining."
T. W. Raymond, owner and driver ot KLAMATH,

says: " Have been trying to cure K'amath's
Cracked Heels for eight years.and this is the first rem-
edy I have ever found that did the business."
Many horses are unsteady and refuse to extend

themselves, simply because their heels are sore and
tender.
Price, ?l 00 per bottle; six bottles, ?5.00. Delivered

anywhere in the U. S. and Canada at 2.5 cents per bot-
tle, with reduction for each additional bottle,

BRIWSON ft BOVETT, Denver, Col.
REFERKXCFS !

Mooroe Salisburv, DuBois Brothers, Andv McDowell,
Dick Tilden.J. W. Zibbell, Louis Hincsley. Frank
Loomls, Walter Cnmmings. and hundreds ot others.

Business College, 24 Post St.

BAH FHANCTSOO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

8. HALEY,

Tbe Biggest Thing on Recoi

for Race Goers

K. P. HEAXD, President
md fbr Clrcnlar*.

S.B. WHITEHEAD& CO
Official Pool-Sellers

— FOR TDK —

California Circuit, Including tbe Stale Fair

Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso>
elation and tbe

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the 1. test and most approved appliances lor

Paris Mutuels and for conducting tbe business In tbe
best and most expeditious manner lo any part ot the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

H.B.\VH|TKHKAD* CO. . 20 I*ldmdor n St. S. F.

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAH.
It is published semi-monthly during tbe racing set

and is but $12 per year. Single copies can be bat

THE BREEDEK AND SPORTSMAN
313 Bush Street, - - San Francisco, C

AgentsTor GOODWIN BROS, ofNew York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

BY LAWS
and

RULES AND REGULATIONS
or THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICA!
Trotting Associations

AND THE -

Pacific Coast Blood
Association

with dkttinc iii iks.

National Troidnq As^n Rules 30

American Association Rules 30i

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60
For -nlr at the office of tbe

BREEDER AND SPORTSMA1
313 Bush Street, San Franciw-o.

H0R£ -

30
Ifl

30.

ling) 60
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The Ride "With Molly.

The bees were in the blossoms an' the woods were white as snow.
With miles an' miles o' daisies in a springtime long ago :

An' the winds from dreamin' meadows came with kisses sweet an'

kind
When I drove the cows from pastnx' an' when Molly rode bebind.

I remember all abont it—the pathway through the dells.

Where the old mare timed herfootsteps to the music of the bells

That clanked the whole way home'ards to the merry milkin' place,

Bat mostly I remember Molly's curls about my face.

For. ridin' there behind me. every breeze a-blowin' free

Would catch 'em an' would kiss 'em an' toss 'em over me.
An' sometimes, too. I turned my head to see her bright eyes shine,

An' our faces ci>me together an' her lips were close to mine.

I didn't mind the labor in the fields or in the glades—
The long an' wearv furrows where the young corn waved its blades,

For I Knew tbat 'fore the twilight came a sweet reward I'd find—
I' drive the cows from paslur' an' Molly's ride behind.

An' once the folks got anxious, an' said :
" The cows are late,"

An' they looked an' looked for Molly an' the old mare at the gate ;

An' the reason was I'd liS»id the word." an' kinder spoke my mind
;

The old mare run away wlih me an' Molly rode behind.

—Frank L. Stanton in Chicago Times-Herald.

SIMEON G. REED.

The Peaceful End of a Busy and Useful Life.

No life is a great one unless it be a useful one ; and the

death of Simeon G. Reed, at Pasadena is a forcible reminder

of this self-evident truth. He was a man born in compara-

tive poverty in that bleak and desolate New England climate

that has turned out so many active and vigorous brains.

Take the growth of the American republic from Plymouth

Rock to CaDe Flattery and the great cities along the path of

progress are all about on a line as straight as the flight of a

crow ; and the evidences of a thrifty and energetic New Eng-

land civilization are to be seen, all along the line.

Simeon G. Keed was born at "West Abington,Mass., and but

little is known of his early life save that he had a good com-

mon school education and was trained up to know the dignity

of hard work and the true value of money.

Mr. Reed was a born accountant. Few men wrote as

handsome a hand or left as neat a page of figures after them-

He came to San Francisco in the winter of 1851-52 and for a

short time was night clerk at the old Crescent City Hotel on

Sansome street, kept by Christy Seitz. He remained there

about three months and then went into the produce business

on Clay Btreet wharf, in partnership with Charles M. Chase,

now of Killip & Co. Thev had barely been in business three

months before potatoes fell to ten cents a sack and that broke

tip the show. It's better than a circus to hear Chase tell

how they sold potatoes to fill in Gunken lots.

In June, 1853, Reed went to Oregon and, after about six

weekB of looking about him, located at Rainier, forty four

miles below Portland. Here he kept a store where every-

thing was sold, relying upon the patronage of the logging

camps in that vicinity for the bulk of his traffic. He was

very popular with the loggers and, being possessed of a fine,

athletic figure, and a rich, manly voice, his popularity has

no cause for special wonder.

It was some time in 1S55 that he made the turning point

in his life. He met William S. Ladd, who was running a

grocery business in Portland and he took Reed into partner-

ship. Shortly afterwards they abolished all bat the sale of

wines and liquors and began to coin money. Reed was a

natural judge of good mixtures and had not been in the new
firm six months before they owned the bars on six river

steamboats.

It was just about this time that John C. Ainsworth, Law-
rence W. Coe, Robert R. Thompson and the brothers Brad-

ford, organized the Oregon Steam Navigation Co. with a

capital of $200,000 and had to put in one or two boats at

considerab'v above their real value to make up that amount.

Keed had his eyes ont in every direction for there were small

i

blocks of stock held by engineers, mates, pilots and stewards.

I How Reed worked it will never be knowo, but at the first an-

nual election he held enough stock and proxies together to

make himself a director and, in the following year, was elected

: Vice-President, an office he held till the Bale of that property

to Villard in 1880. Long before that the entire stock waB
hsld by five people—Thompson, Ladd, Ainsworth, Reed and
the estate of a man named Moultbrop,their holdings ranking
in the order named.
Tha growth of the new corporation was something mar-

velous and by the third year its nett earnings were in excess

of $176,000 per month. But with the decline of placer min-
ing in Northern Idaho and Western Montana, the line ran

down badly. In 1870 its nett earnings were le6S than $120,000
per year, but in 1875 came the ''Inland Empire" boom. In
tbat year the export of wheat from Snake river landings
grew irom 7,000 to 17,000 tons, and necessitated an increase

of tonnage. In 1877 the earnings had so increased that op-

position from California was feared. Reed was the only man
to see the solution of the problem. It would never do to de-

clare quarterly a dividend of four per cent, nor to declare

one of two per cent, and carry over a surplus equally large.

"I'll tell you what todo, Ainsworth, we'll rebuild the entire

fleet and eat up that surplus."

The coneequence was that the Wide West, R. R. Thomp-
son and Harvest Qaeen were built at a cost of $140,000 each;

the Mountain Qoeen, D. S. Baker and Annie Faxon, at

$100,000 each, and ten or a dozen other boats of less value.

The usual dividend was paid on "quarter day," and nobody
was the wiser for it. In 1S80 the entire property was sold to

Henry Villard for $5,000,000.
After the sale of the company Mr. Reed organized the

Oregon Iron and Steel Works, and purchased the hematite

iron ledges near Oswego, eight miles south of Portland.

These mines and smelters were closed down in 1884, but

Reed was willing to risk his money and g ) on. He was a

public-spirited man in every sense of the word. He brought

to Oregon the first herd of short-horn cattle that ever came
to that State. He brought out Hambletonian Mambrino.
sire of eight in the 2:30 list, and also Autocrat, a great sire

of roadsters. In 1888 he mortgaged his Portland real estate

to the Hibernia Bank in this citv and bought the Bunker
Hill mine in Cceur d'Alene. Everybody said "Sim's broke

at last," but the truth was he had borrowed this money at six

per cent, here, whereas the best terms he could get in Port-

land was eight. In 1891 he sold out the mine at a profit of

$330,000 and removed to Southern California. Having noth-

ing else to occupy his attention, he turned to breeding thor-

oughbred horses. He went over to England and bought
Martenhurst, who ran third in the Derbv of 1S91, together

with six of the best mares that money could buy, being by
such sires as Galopin, Scottish Chief, Doncaster and Tyne-
dale. On their arrival he built as neat and elegant a set of

stables at Oneonta, adjoining L. J. Rose's place, as ever I

saw. Hardly were they completed than Martenhurst died.

Here was a clear loss of $12,500, but Mr. Reed felt the loss of

the horse more than the loss of the money. He then sent to

Ireland and bought Duncombe.
For the past two years my good old friend has just failed

from one day to another; and it was hard to sit by him and
realize that this bent figure and pallid face was the same
athletic and rosy faced ' lS>m" Reed that I had known only a

few years previous. In my belief, he would have died a year

ago but for the careful nursing of Mb good wife who matched

over him with ceaseless vigilance. Forty-four vears ago.two

plain people stood side by side in a little New England chnrch
and joined hands for life; and when Simeon Reed and
Amanda Wocd said "L'ntil death do us part," they meant it.

The affluence which came to them in later life did not turn

their heads. They were sensible people and knew that any
fool could bear adversity but it takes lots of "hard horse

sense" to Btand prosperity.

I could fill volumes with pleasant recollections of the big

and manly man that now lies a mere clod in the valley. He
was a good and sincere friend among friends, and a manly
foe to those who encountered his opposition. He bad an ex-

pression that I never heard any oneelse utter
—"Yon mustn't

goto war unless you intend to kill somebody." The sum
total of his positive nature was epitomized in this one brief

sentence.

But the last lingering word must be said as the last clod

of earth falls on the casket ; and we now must leave our

dearly-prtzed frieod to the ever equal grave. Thus in the

mellow sunlight of the sweet Pasadena autumn days, with

the maples gleaming in their armor of purple and gold, we
bid thee hail and farewell, trusting to the Eternal Goodness
that in the ruddv glow of the resurrection morn, we may
again hear the genial and cheery voice that now echoes back
to us, faintly but fondly, through the mist of the fast reced-

ing years, Hidalgo.

American and Australian Turf Records.

An interesting article in the London Sportsman of a recent

date, on the time test as it is in Australia, calls for a few com-

parisons with our races run on the turf here.

Eefore going into it thoroughly it must be remembered

that the best race horses in America are seldom, if ever, seen

in races run on the turf, and there is only one club in Amer-
ica that provides a turf track, whereas in Auetralia all races

are run on turf, and, therefore, all the best race horses there
compete against os, and even then our showiog from the fol-

lowing table is not very bad, beating them in two instances,

tieing them in one and being beaten in four.

The following table will explain :

Dis. United States. Dis. Australia.

% mile 1:131-5 ?+ mile..
furlongs 157

1 mile 1:40 3-5

1 1-8 miles 1:54 4-5

1M miles 2:07 1-5

1% miles 2:36 4-5

2 miles 3:33

1:14
7 furlongs 1^7
1 mile „ 1:40
1 1-8 miles l:5o]4
134 miles 2:07

\% miles 235J4
2 miles 3:28J4

The manner in Australia of timing races is as follows :

Each starting post is connected by wire with a chronograph
in the judge's box, and when the starter gives the order to

move an official at the same time touches a button on the
post, which sets the clock in motion, and on the winning post

being reached another official, who is stationed in the judge's

box, presses a button, which stops the chronograph. The face

of the latter is at the back of the judge's box, so that any one
in the inclosure can see for himself what time has been made.
It may also mention that the electric current not only sets

the clock in motion, but also strikes a large bell in the pad-
dock, giving every one warning that the horses have been
sent on their journey.

This is an improvement on the methods in use here, and,
if it is correct in every way, should be adopted; but there is a

question if it will sometimes get out of order, and then cor-

rect timing of the race would be lost.

Miss Russell's Trotters and Pacers.

An item has very nearlv gone the rounds of the turf papers
recently that the gray horse Sclavonic, that has reduced his

record this season from 2:23} to 2:15}, is the only pacer from

the famous broodmare Miss Russell. While not a matter of

any great importance, such a statement is not true. Pistachio,

the chestnut owned at Allen Farm, and a full brother to the

great Nutwood, is a natural pacer «nd nothing else. He
took a pacing record at Providence, R. L, Sept. 20, 1894, of

2:29, and was the first of the famous gray mare's produce to

take a pacing record of 2:30 or better. About a month later

Sclavonic took his mark, which was also against time, he
making the first heat in 2:2-5} and repeating in 2:23}- The
past season Sclavonic has competed in actual races and has
proven quite a good performer.

Miss Russell now has to her credit five trotters, namely,
Maud S. (2:083), Rustique (2:18*), Nutwood (2:18£), Cora
Belmont (2:244) and Russia (2:28)". With the pacers Scla-

vonic (2:15}) and Pistachio (2:29) added, Mies Russell has a

total of seven performers in 2:30.

In addition to these her daughters Nutula, Lady Ru=sell

and Rosina have each produced one or more 2:30 trotters,

while Nutwood, Nutbourne, Mambrino Russell and Lord
Russell are the sires of some fast trotters while their total in

the 2:30 list is now >ery large. Nutwood leading the list of

liviog sires, with onlv Electioneer raDkiog above him.

—

Vision in Horse Breeder.

Onward's 2:30 Performers for 1895.

Onward's 2:30 list shows a greater number of additions

during the past season than that of any other sire. Follow

ing are his new performers : Agrippa, 2:26); Atbelia, 2:294;

Barrvmore, 2:28}; Dora Reade, 2:18^; Emms, 2:20; Encoun-
ter, 2:234; George C4., 2:27; Hubbard, 2:281; Kincward, 2:25;

Lady Tennyson, 2:17A; Lulu, 2:*27; Maindee, 2:283; Obed,
2:22; Pemento, 2:28$; Skillful, 2:174; Sphere, 2:131: Tacoma,
2:274; Tola Wilkfs, 2:27; Victorine. 2:241; Viola, 2":18.

Onward's 2:15 performers for 1895 are: Carrie Onward,
2:144; Catherine Levbourne, 2:14; May Morgan, 2:11; North-
er, 2"l3l; Sphere, 2:134; Tom Emm, 2:13$.

Onward leads all stallions for the year bo^h in 2:30 and
2:15 performers.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Heavy Rains Make Trotting Impossible, and

the Meeting Was Declared Off—Running

Continued Up to the Date of Opening at

the New Track—Details of the Races.

M.hVKNTH D4Y—THURSDAY, NOVEMBER /.

i

UK track today was sticky and

" heavy, and some slower than the

day previous. It dries out very

slowly, where the horses run over

it, but on the outer edge is now al*

most dry. A number of trotting-

horsenien were at the track today,

debating over the prospects of the

trotting meeting being held. They

did not get much encouragement

from the looks of the track, and

later had all doubts set at rest by

an announcement from President Williams that the meeting

would be declared off and 'that running races would be held

as usual, till the date set for the opening of the new track,

November 16th. All the bvers of the trotter were dis-

appointed in this final announcement, and a number of horse

owners urged a meeting next week of even shorter duration

than originally intended, to afford an opportunity to start the

large number ol horses that have already arrived here.

The attendance to day was very good again, and the

weather delightfully pleasant. The talent waded in and

picked out three of the winners, which was a very creditable

performance.

Gold Dust carried most of the money in the first race, with

imp. Trentola, Druscilla and De Groat short-euders. Carrie

Shaw, at 8 to 1, was the winner, however, and sprung quite a

surprise on the ring. Trentola showed the way to the turn
t

then Chevalier sent Carrie along and she won easily by

three lengths. Trentola was second and Gold Dust third. De

Groat and Druscilla showed poorly.

Boss and Myron were warmly supported in the second

race, and Hymn, who won with greatest ease, was allowed to

go to the post at 2 to 1. He led from the far turn and with.

out any urging whatever was four lengths in front of Ross at

the wire. The latter and Goodwin IT. had a drive for the

place, which Ross secured by a head. Myron ran absolutely

last all the way.
Cicero and Navy Blue opened on even terms for the third

race, atone mile, but the latter closed a slight favorite. Favor
was warmly supported and hammered down from 6 to 3 to 1.

Cicero. Allahabad and Centurion were all played quite

heavily for the place. Ivy was seen first, then Ceutarion
showed the way to the last eighth, when Jones sent Navy
Blue along and won easily by two lengths. Ivy, who finished

second, ran the best of her races. She usuilly quits in the

stretch, but to-day she came again, and after momentarily
settling back on the turn, and when Navy Blue drove Cen-
turion out she followed him and beat the last named two
lengths. Cicero ran absolutely last all the way, lengths be-

hind everything else It was a most disappointing per-

formance, and hard to account for.

Perhaps and Monitor closed on equal teims for first choice
in the fourth race, a handicap at hve and one-half furlongs,

with Treachery and Charlie Boots next in favor. Perhaps
repealed his performance of Monday and beat Charlie Boots
four lengths. Shaw took him out on the dry outer edge of

the track and he came dowu the stretch like a whirlwind.
New Moon, the Hyder-Ali filly, made a very good run and
was a close-up third to Charlie Boots. Treachery and Joe K.
do not like the heavy going and were never in it.

The last race was a good one, a mile and three quarter
handicap, with four starters. Little Cripple was a 6 to 5 fa-

vorite, with Fred Gardner and Wawona at 3 and Oakland 4
lol. Wawona, at a good, lively clip, led for the first three-

quarters, then blew up. Cripple took up the running, and
Oakland passed Gardner, in which position they ran to the
wire, where Gardner nipped Oakland out for the place by a
neck. Little Cripple was an easy winner by three lengths,

Wawona was fifteen lengths behind Oakland. He was
thought to be a good thing in the mud, and able to go the
route with his light weight of 97 pounds. The others had
run in the mud here, but Gardner's ability was not known.
He goes well and finished with a strong spurt.

The winning jockeys to-day were : Shaw and Chevalier,

two each, and E.Jones one.

SOMMABIES.

First race— Five and a half furlongs, selling. Post betting

Gold DOBt 9 t" ">, imp. Trentola 9 to 2, Druscilla 4, De
<iro»t 5, ('-Trie Shaw 8, Melisa 10 to 1. Good start. Tren-
tola led to the turn, then Carrie Sh:tw was sent along and won
easily. Winner, br D u I. Roll— Vina. Imp. Tren-
tola (b h, 5, by Trenton Gondola), second, easily; Gold
I>iM 'I. E ,

h, hy Oro I told Cup), third. Time, 1:13.

-Five furlong*, selling. Post betting— Hymn
°to6, !

,
Myron 7 to 2, Goodwin 11. B, Modesto

16, Arctic 60 to 1. < lood start. Hymn led all the way and
won by three lengths. Winner, h e, 1, by llimyar—Una B.
Rota (b g, 4, bv imp. Sir Mod red -Fouatina) second driving;
Goodwin II. (eh c. 3, by imp. Ill Daed—Little Hopes)
third Time, 1:14|.

Third race elliog. Posl betting—Navy Blue
ry and < icero ''•. Allahabad -

r
>, Centurion 8, imp.

Ivy T't'i l, M led to the last eighth,
ed him and won by two lengths easily.

Winner, b g, S, by Blue Wing— Bay Betty. Imp Ivy (b m,5,
bf imp. Oaitor—Ven >nd. easily; Centurion (ch g,
4, by imp Chi

I e P.) third. Time, I

I'lmith race— Five and a half farlonga, handicap, for two-
year ol«i log—Monitor 2}, Perhaps -'-Treachery
B, Chei and New Moon 12, Phyllis 100

i the way, trionlnfi e wily by
four lengi Winner, br jf, hy Kosciusko—May Vilev.
Charlie
driving; NV* Moon.fb f, by Uvder Ali—Namooia), third.

Time, l;10i

Fifth race—One mile and an eighth, handicap. Post bet-

ting : Little Cripple 6 to 5, Wawona and Oakland 4 to 1,

Fred Gardner 3. Good start. Wawona led the first three-

quarters, then Little Cripple took up the running aod won
easily by three lengths.

Winner br g, 4, by imp. Pirate of Penzance—Lady Stan-

hope. Fred Gardner (ch h, 4, by Luke Blackburn—Enfi-
lade), second driving ; Oakland (b g, 5, by John A.—Ala-

meda) third. Time, 2:04.

TWELFTH DAY—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8.

A fgood card to-day was somewhat marred by the blue

pencil, but the talent saw a "cinch " in each event and went

at it rough shod. The "cinch" materialized in four of the

five events, and the other only went glimmering through the

race conditions foisting a phenomenally incompetent jockey

upon the owner, Three Forks. Nothing short of a very poor

ride robbed the talent of a clean victory. Abi P. the

winner of the event, however, was so warmly supported as to

leave little of Bolace in the event for the gentlemen of

chamois skin and chalk. It wa3 a genuinely frosty day for

the men on the blocks. The varying condition of the track

makes form students burn the midnight oil, and is responsi-

ble for remarkable reversals. Those who saw Patriot romp

through the slushy going on Monday would quite readily

concede his superiority over his field to-day, and few, cer-

tainly, if there were any , were so hardy as to think he would

finish last, and a poor last, at that, as he did. Patriot in

the slush and Patriot in heavy mud, are very different

horses.

The clear, warm days are having a very beneficial effect

on the track, but it dries out slowly, and it will be as late as

Monday or Tuesday before it can be called fast again. It was

heavy today along the rail, but very good in places on the

outside, and many of the boys took chances in going the

longest way round to get the benefit of the dry strip.

The attendance continues to increase in a way that must
be most gratifying to the management and twelve book-
makers cut in yesterday. The newcomers are Clarke & Co.,

of St. Louis, and The California Club, presided over by
"Lame" Hughes, recently from Chicago, and H. L. Jones &
Co., of the old guard, were also in evidence. Elie Perles,

the quaint wit of the ring, attracts as much business as ever.

San Luis Key was the favorite for the first race, at five and
a half furlongs, and won very easily. Kiog Sam, who was
thought to be a fairly good thing, showed the way for the
first quarter, and then was ready to quit. San Luis Bey
passed him in the last three eighths and the race was all over
but the shouting. Fin Slaughter, at 1 2 and 15 to 1 for place,

finished second, easily, with Leonatus in third place.

The next race was at the same distance, with sis starters,

Schnitz at 6 and Patriot 7 to 5. They were sent away
quickly, to a good start, with Schnitz first to] show. Jones
kept him moving, and he led to the wire, winning in a drive
by a head. Allahabad was a good second, and Ichi Ban, rid-

den out on the dry edge of the track, a bang-up third.

Patriot showed clearly he could not run in the heavy going,

and finished a very poor last. His performance was in very
marked contrast to that in the soft mud on Monday.
The third race, at five and a half furlongs, light welter

weights, had four starters. Three Forks was the favorite,and

Abi P. a warm second. Mr. Ferguson sent them away to a
perfect start, and the first eighth was as pretty and even a
a race as seen in many a day. Then Moss Terry drew away
a head, and Three Forks gjt half a length in front of Abi P.
Three Forks slowly gained, and at the head of the stretch

was a length in front of Abi P., who had passed Moss Terry
on the turn. In the next eighth Three Forks put another
length to his advantage, and looked an easy winner, but Jas-

per Madison on the mare squarely outrode Morris, even
though she swerved to the heayiest part of the track, and won
in a drive by half a length. Three Forks was ten lengths in

front of Moss Terry.
Fannie Louise was the actual favorite in the fourth race,

at six and one half furlongs, and cariied by long odds the

bulk of the money. Contribution and Oregon Eclipse were
at short prices. Fannie forged ahead at once at the start and
could not be headed, winning easily by two lengths. Con-
tribution held second place from the far turn to the draw-
gate, and looked to have it secure, but when Oregon Eclipse
was asked the word he came on and beat him out half a
length.

The last race was at a mile, with five starters, and Sleep-
ing Child touted for a good thing on stable reports. But the
talent would have little of him and made Navy Blue an
even-money favorite, sending the Child and Warrago to the
post at 3 to 1. Navy Blue was not on waiting orders, and
every post was a winning post by from four to twelve
lengths, crossing the wire under a pull by ten lengths, War-
rago was four lengths in front of Sleeping Child. Lady
Gray, with the light weight of 72 pounds up, should .have
made a better showing than she did. She was vigorously
ridden by mite Woods, but could not get up and was last all

the way.
The winning jockeys to day were : Chevalier, two, Jones,

Madison and Hinrichsone each. -

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five and one-half furlongs. Post betting

—

San Luis Key 11 to 10, Leonatus 7 to 2, King Sam 4, Selkirk
8, Wag 25, Fin Slaughter 30 to 1. Good start. King Sam
led the first quarter, then San Luis Key passed him and won
easily, Winner, h g, 4, by Emperor of Norfolk—Mollie
McCarty's Last. Fin Slaughter (b sr, a, by Gano—Mandy
Fortune) second, easily ; Leonatus (b h, 4, by imp. Intruder
— Linda Connor) third. Time, 1:12.

Second race— Five and a half furlongs, selling. Post bet-

ting—Schnitz to 5, Patriot 7 to 5, Allahabad 6, Morgan G.
10, Little Flush gelding and Ichi Ban 15 to 1. Good start.

Schnilz led all the way and woo driving by a head. Winner
ch c, 3, by Panique— Illia. Allahabad (b g, 3, by Hyder Ali
—Florida), second, driving; Ichi Bun (b g, 5, by Coloma

—

8alli« Duffy), third. Time, 1:12$.
Third race—Five aod one-half furlongs, selling. Post

betting—Three Forks 7 to 10, Abi P. 8 to 5, Mosb Terry 9,

R, H. 100 to 1. Perfect start. Moss Terry led the first

eighth, then Three Forks led to the drawgate, where Abi P.
OftUgbl him and won by half a length. Winner, ch m, 6, by
Three Cheprs— Daisy Maid. Three Forks (b g. 4. by Spo-
kane—Trifie) second, easily

;
Moss Terrv (ch g,a, by Pqw-

bttttan—Zuma) third. Time, J:J4«

Fourth race—About six furlongs, selling. Post betting

—

Fannie Louise 9 to 5, Contribution and Oregon Eclipse 2,
Arundel 40, Brown Dick 200 to 1. Good start. Fannie
Louise led all the way and won as she pleased. Winner, b
f, 3, by imp. Darebin—Nellie Peyton. Oregon Eclipse (ch

g, a, by Joe Hooker—Lulu Riggsj, second, driving; Contri-
bution (b g, a, by imp. Dalnacardoch—Retribution), third.
Time, 1:17.

Fifth race—One mile, selling. Post betting—Navy Blue
1, Sleeping Child and Warrago 3, Lady Gray 30, Fi Fi 60 to
1. Good start. Navy Blue made a run away race and won
by ten lengths, under a pull. Winner, b g, 3, by Blue Wing
—Bay Betty. Warrago (b m, 4, by Warwick—Fedalma)
second easily. Sleeping Child (ch g, 3, by Child of the Mist-
Erin-go-bragh) third. Time, 1:48}.

THIRTEENTH DAY—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9.

Three favorites won this bright, balmy afternoon, and two

long-shots at 10 and 25 to 1, and a good second choice, so the

talent and their friends on the blocks about divided honors.

The attendance was very good after the first race, the

late arrivals making a slim-looking crowd swell to ample
proportions. While the track was about dried out, it is

moist enough to be cuppy and is still slow. For a Saturday's

attraction, the card to-day was short of features. The event,

of course, was looked for in the mile handicap, but it was

the worst fiasco of the day. The field looked to have a very

good race in it, but from the backstretch home it was an In.

dian file, with the supposedly best horses away back in the

line. Arnette was said to have enough weight on to kill her

off, and Flirtilla or -Mollie R. would settle the honors between

them, but Centurion, a despised 25 to 30-to-l shot, came
on from second place after Arnette had tired herself

out and won easily by two lengths. Mollie R, was never

better than third and finished fifth, while Flirtilla ran in

third place all the way but finished third, ten lengths behind

the winner. "Dope" students would do well to throw this race

out as the horses certainly were not up to form.

The best race of the day was the third event, at five fur-

longs, selling. Major Cook was an odds-on favorite,with Mor-

ven and Detective each at threes. Mollie Lawn, in very light,

was played down from 30 to 20 to 1. Morven won by a length

and a half after he had led from the half-pole, with Detec.

tive giving him a drive. Major Cook was two lengths behind

Detective and ran a very poor r ace for him. Mollie Bawn
was never prominent after the backstretch was left.

Two Cheers, favorite in the first race, at five and a half fur-

longs, outclassed and outran his field and won very easily by
two lengths. Imp. Trentola, in second place from the half,

beat Ida Sauer for the place by six lengths.

In the second race Senator Bland was warmly supported,
and Franco was at 2 to 1 at the close. Valiente, the winner,
was suffered to go to the post at 10 to 1. Irene E. led to the
last eighth from the flag, when Hennessy sent Valiente along
and won in a drive by two lengths, with Senator Bland hot
after him. Franco was a poor third.

Shield Bearer, a 9 to 5 favorite for the fifth race, woo crev-
erly from Rey Alta and Ross, both with threes about them
in the betting ring. Toano showed first, but Cash Sloan im-
mediately sent the favorite to the front, where he kept him
with ease. Ross and Rey Alta were in second and third
positions all the wav, but in a driving finish the latter got
the place by a half length. The Judge, with "Moose Tay-
lor" up, was expected to do something, but the talent did not
get on very heavily. Toano was also well liked, but did not
show very well.

In Ihe last race, a mile and a quarter hurdle, J. O. C.
was the favorite, with Arctic a very heartily-supported sec-

ond choice. Gold Dust led the first mile, then gave way to
the favorite, who won easily by three lengths from Gold I
Dust, Nellie G. third, ten lengths away. Arctic was fifth,

where he had been for the last half-mile.

Cash Sloan rode two winners and a second, Henne6sy, E.
Jones, Donnelly and J. Johnson taking the other honors.

SUMMARIES.

Firstrace—Five and ore-half furlongs, selling. Post bet-

ting—Two Cheers ti to 5, Ida Sauer 3, imp. Trentola 4$, De
la Guerra 6, Lady Splendor 40, Bert 60 to 1. Good start.

Two Cheers led all the way and won easily. Winner, br g,

4, by Three Cheers—Lady Emma. Imp. Trentola (b h, 5,

by Trentola—Gondola) second, easily
; Ida Sauer (ch f, 3,

by Joe Hooker—Addie O'Neil) third. Time, 1:11 J.

Second race—Five furlongs, for maiden two-year-olds.

Post betting—Franco 2, Senator Bland 3^, San Marcus 4,

Valiente 10, Irene E. 15, Guess 200, Jongleuse filly 250 to 1.

Good start. Irene led to the last eighth, then Valiente came
on and won in a drive with Senator Bland. Winner, ch o,

by Jim Brown—Viola. Senator Bland (ch c, by imp. Iver-

ness—Wood Violet) secoud, easily ; Franco (b g, by Fresno
—Fileno) third. Time, 1:05}.

Third race—Five furlongs, selling. Post betting—Major;
Cook 15 to 20, Morven and Detective 3, Mollie Bawn 20,

Gypsy Girl 100 to 1. Good start. Morven led from the
half-pole and won in a drive by a length. Winner, b g. 4,

by imp. Cheviot—Lurline. Detective (b g, 3, by imp. De-

ceiver—Exile), second, driving ; Major Cook (b g, 3, by
Bulwark—Sister to Violet), third. Time, 1:03}.

Fourth race—Handicap, one mile. Post betting— Arnette

(108) 3 to 2, Mollie R. (90) 8 to 5, Flirtilla (104) 3, Centu-
rion (95) 25, Wawona (100) 30, Josephine (100) 75 to 1,

Good start. Arnette led to the Btretch, where Centurion]

passed her and won easily. ..Winner, ch g, 4, by imp. Chev-
iot— Lizzie P. Arnette (ch f, 3, by imp. Midlothian—

|

Filema), second easily; Flirtilla (b f, 3, by Petl— Fausline)

third. Time, 1:45}.

Fifth race—Five furlongs, selling. Post betting—Shiel

Bearer 9 to 5, Ross and Rey Alta 3, Toano and The Jud]_

8, Tamalpaia and Kathleen 50 to 1. Good start. Sbiel<

Bearer led most of the wiy and won cleverly. Winner, ch c

3, by imp. Wagner—Mamie Cole. Rey Alta (cb g, 3,

Alta—Fannie D.) second, driving. Ross (b g, 4, by imp. S:

Modred—Faustina) third. Time, 1:03J.
Sixth race—One and one-quarter miles, over five hurdli

Post betting—J. O. C. 9 to 10, Arctic 7 to 5, Gold Dust 11

2, Nellie G. 7, Lonnie B. and Wyandotte 10, Wag 40 to 1

Good start. Arctic led for the first mile, then J. O. C- camt
on and won easily. Winner, ch g, 3, by Apache—Irene

Gold Dust (b g, 5, by Oro—Gold Cup) second, easily ;
Nellh

G. (gr m, a, by Sampson—unknown) third. Time, 2;22|
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FOURTEENTH DAY—MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11.

Monday was an off day at Bay District at one time, as is

usually the case at most race tracks, but the card presented

to day was very attractive and excellent sport was afforded

the good-sized crowd that attended, The events were

all lively betting affairB, and "cinches" were so hard to de-

termine on as to leave a very wholesome doubt of the

result until the winning numbers were announced. Burns &
Walerhouse won with two of their four entries. The other

two, though very prominent in the betting ring, were outside

the money. The event of the day was the very excellent race

of the Los Angeles Derby winner, Cabrillo. He was not

looked on by the talent to be up to a bruising race with such

company as he was entered in, and went to the post at long

odds. Mr. Van Brunt, his very popular owner, however,

thought enough of this colt to back him liberally, and re-

ceived the warm congratulations of bis friends over his pos-

sessing a good colt that did not betray his confidence.

The track is still a little slow, but up to about normal con-

dition again.

There was a long delay at the post in the first race. Ten

erratic two-year-olds worried Mr. Ferguson about twenty

minuteB, then he sent them away to a good start. Von Dunk

shewed first, then Little Flush filly set the pace till forced to

give way to Nic Nac, the favorite, at the head of the stretch,

Nic Nac came on and won driving, Little Flush filly holding

on to second place, while Jack Atkins outran Walter J. in

the stretch and finished third.

Goodwin II. was a very hot favorite for the second event,

at five furlongs. Mt. Roy received flattering support and was

sent down from 10 to 8 to 1. Eunpress of Norfolk showed
first to a good start, then Mt. Roy took up the runcing. He
held the lead easily to the last sixteenth,where Cabrillo drew

away and won handily by two lengths. Ross followed in close

order and shoved his neck in front of Mt. Roy at the wire.

Cabrillo waB suffered to go to the post at 8 to l,and as high as

30 to 1 was offered against him at one time. He ran a true

race and in remarkably fist time for the track, doing the

trick handily in 1:01|.

The third race was at seven furlongs, with five (starters,

with Rosebud a 2 to 5 favorite. Mary S. next in favor at 3 to

1. There was a little play on Josephine, and she was down
at one time to 10 to 1, bat at post time was back at 2-5 to 1.

Rosebud was soon in front after the start, and opened up a

gap of a couple of lengths on the far turn, but coming into

the stretch Mary S. came up and it looked as though she

would overhaul him. Hinrichs sent Rosebud along, however,

and she drew away and won easily by two lengths. Ivy got

the place in a driving finish by half a length, with Cbarmion
third. '.The latter ran a good race for the first timeout. Mary
8. fell back to fourth place.

The mile race had some very hot Btuffin it, and the prob-

lem seemed to be what could carry Fannie Louise, the favor-

ite, and beat her out. Oregon Eclipse was saved at the post

by Cash Sloan, who refused several breaks. Fannie Louise

got the worst of it by several starts. When the flag fell Cash

had Oregon Eclipse in a good place, and held second to

Bleeping Child, the pace-maker, to the backstretch, where
Fannie Louise passed him. Rounding into the stretch Cash
sent Oregon Eclipse along at a rattling clip, and ho easily

passed Sleeping Child and the favorite. Coming down
tbe stretch he held them off easily, and
in the last sixteenth they began to fall back, while Happy
Day made one of his rushes and almost caught the winner at

the wire. Monila was a good third. Fannie Louise and
Sleeping Child were four and eight leng'hs further away, re-

j

spectively.

Cicero, favorite for the hurdle race, dumped the talent

hard, and made a very poor showing for himself. That he
will be at lengthing odds hereafter is moBt certain. Morgan
G. won from the last jump, drawing away easily from Soon
Enough, who had led all the way, though the winner had
steadily gained on him at each hurdle. Nellie G. ran her

race and finished third. Cicero ran la6t to the final jump,
then passed Dick O'Malley and Barcaldine, finishing a very

poor fourth.

Winning iockeys today were 0. Flyno, Hinrichs, Burns,

C. Sloan and J. Johnson.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five furlongs, for two-year-olds. Post betting

—Nic Nac 2J, Audimaire 4, Scimitar 5, Leon L. 6, Corriente

10, Jack Atkins 12, Little Flush filly 20, Don Pio Pico and
Walter J. 25, Von Dunk 100 to 1- Good start. Nic Nac won
from the bead of the stretch in a drive. Winner, ch f, 2, by

Take Notice—Picnic. Little Flush filly (ch f, by Torso—Lit-
tle Flush), second, driving; Jack Atkins (b g, by Regent-
Miss Sadie) third. Time, 1:031.

Second race—Five furlongs, selliog. Post betting—Good-
win II 1, Empress of Norfolk 3J, Ross 5, Mt. Roy and Ca-

brillo 8, Lolokalani 50, Selkirk and Gypsy Girl 200 to 1.

Good start. Mt. Roy led from the half-pole to the last

eighth, where Cabrillo came on handily and won by two

lengths. Winner, b c, 3, by St. Saviour—imp. Lizzie Hamp-
ton. Ross (b g, 4, by imp. Sir Modred—Faustina), second,

driving; Mt. Roy (ch h, a, by Faustus—Mount City Belle),

third. Time, 1:01 J.

Third race—Selling, seven furlongs, for mares and fillies.

Post betting—Rosebud 2 to 5, Mary S. 3, imp. Ivy 15, Cbar-
mion 20, Josephine 25 to 1. Good start. Rosebud led from
the start and won easily. Winner, ch f, 3, by Tyrant—Roae-

mary. Imp. Ivy (b m, 5, by imp. Castor—Veneration) sec-

ond driving ; Charmion (ch m, 5, by Tyrant—Una) third.

Time, 1:28*.

Fourth rsce—Ooe mile, selling. Post betting—Fannie
Louise 7 to 10, Oregon Eclipse 3i, Happy Day 9, Sleeping

.Child 12, Lady Jane 15 and Monita 75 to 1. Good start.

Sleeping Child led the first half, then Oregon Eclipse took
1 op the running aod stood a drive to the finish. Winner, ch

Z, a, by Joe Hooker—Lulu Riggs. Happy Day (br g, a, by
' Emperor—Felicity ^ second driving ; Monita (b g, 4, by St.

'Saviour—Nigbthawk) third. Time, 1:43.

Fifth race—One and one-sixteenth miles, hurdle. Post

i betting—Cicero 6 to 5, Morgan G. 14 to 5, Nellie G. 5, Soon
Enough 7, Barcaldine 8, Dick O'Malley 30 to 1. Good start.

' Soon Enough was in front passing the stand, and led to the

| last hurdle, when Morgan G. drew away and won. Winner,

B g, 3, by Joe Hooker—Bonita. Soon Enough (ch g, 3, by

:
El Rio Rey—Sooner), second, easily; Nellie G- (gr m, a, by

i Sampson—unknown), third. Time, 1:55$,

FIFTEENTH DAY—TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12.

Morven and Potentate, two of the good things of the tal-

ent's selection to-day, were upset in a manner long to be re-

membered. Lolokulani was Bprung in the first race, and
went through all right, then Mt. Roy gave the bookies

another whack. Things were looking pleasant aboutthat time,

and Morven was selected as the next standard-bearer. Per-

haps and Three Forks were the principal oneB of the balance

to receive support. Perhaps took the lead on the start almost

and set a hot pace. Morven kept him very close company,

and coming into the Etretch the brown was only a neck in

front. Three Forks moved up to third position as the turn

was made. They ran in this order to opposite the saddling

paddock, where Perhaps began to swerve over against Mor-
ven. He followed him up, and despite Cash Sloan's efforts

to keep Morven out of the way, it looked to the spectators as

though Perhaps was carrying him along the last forty yards.

Morven was forced over to the outer rail, and, close under the

judges' stand, the two horses finished, locked together appa-

rently. In the meantime Chevalier had brought Three

Forks up on the inner rail, and, in the opinion of nearly

every one on the ground, he was the winner. The numbers

were quickly given out from the judges' stand, however, giv-

ing the race to Perhaps, with Morven and Three Forks sec-

ond and third as named. This announcement caused a sur-

prise, the general opinion being that Three Forks had been

overlooked in watching the other two over on the outer rail.

Cash Sloan entered a claim of foul against Perhaps, and
while it was under consideration Jim Neil's face was a study
in suspended expectancy, but as Morven was sent to the stable

his features relaxed in dajgerous proximity to a broad grin.

In the last race of the day Potentate shocked his followers

by tbe very poor race he ran. He was a l-to-2 favorite, with
Thelma at 9 to 5. The favorite got away fifth in a bunch of

seven, but was never better than third. Thelma led all the

way, with America lapped onto her to the stretch, when
Chevalier sent Thelma along and she dre.v away to four
lengths by the time the wire was reached. Potentate could
not catch America, and the brown filly got the place by a
neck. The bookies were busy cashing place tickets on Amer-
ica at from 40 to 50 to 1 after the race.

There were several hot things in the first race that were
well supported. Of the lot Lolokulani carried tbe most
money and went down from 10 to 2h to 1. Sao Marcus was
a hot tip, too. at threes, and Canvasback and Judge Tarn
were at 4 and 6 to 1 respectively. San Marcus took the lead

from Elair soon after the start and held it to the last forty

yards, where Lolokulani caught him. Then under a drive

San Marcus tried to go out in front again, hut the black
mare won, with Burlingame sitting still, by half a length.

Judge Tarn was third.

After a long delay the field, in the second race, was sent

away to a good start. Mt. Roy, the favorite, showed the way
from the half pole and won easily. Irene tot the second
money. Rowan put i p a very sleepy ride on Irma.

In the fourth race the old favorites, Tim Murphy and Sir

Richard, were out again. Notwithstanding the fact that Sir

Richard always heats Tim Murphy, the latter was a warm
second choice over the gray. Hymn was favorite, closing at

2 to 1, and there was a little play on Contribution. Fly
showed the way, after a good start, to the stretch. About an
eighth from home Sir Richard swerved to the rail and lost

over a length. Shaw put up a very fine ride on Hymn, and
brought him out at the right moment aud won handily. Sir

Richard, Contribution and Fly finished after him in the order

named, heads apart. Tim Murphy was never in the race.

Winning jockeys were Shaw two, Burlingame, Donnolly
and Chevalier one each.

summaries.

First race—Five furlongs, selling. Post betting—Imp.
Lolokulani 2}, San Marcus 3, Canvasback 4, Judge Tarn 6,

De Groat 8, R. H. 12, Pert Child 30, Elair and imp. Lady
Splendor 40, Guess 50 to 1. Good start. Elair showed first,

then San Marcus took the lead. Lolokulani came on and
won bv half a length easily, with San Marcus driving, Win-
ner, blk m, a, by Shenandoah—by Norfolk. San Marcus (ch

g, % by St. Carlo—Mistake) second, easily ; Judge Tam (b

g, 3, by Nick of the Woods— Retta B.) third. Time, 1:02}.

Second race—Five furiongs, selling. Post betting—Mt.

Roy 7 to 10, Irene E. 4£, Irma 5, W. L. Munson 8, Ida Sauer

30, Prince Hooker and Skalkaho 60. Good start. Mt. Roy
ran in first place from the half aud won sasily. Winner, b

g, 4, by Faustus—Mount City Belle. Irene E. (b f, 2, by El
Rio Rey—Ogalena) second, easily ; Irma (b f, 3, by St. Sav-
iour—Ella T.) third. Time, 1:02.

Third race—About six furlongs, selling, light-welter

weights. Post betting—Morven 7 to 5, Perhaps 5 to 2, Three
Forks 4, Gold Bug 4, The Judge 6, Moss Terry 60 and May
Jones 100 to 1. Good start. Perhaps led to the paddockj then

swerved against Morven, carrying him to the wire on ttie

outside rail. Three Forks, on the inside rail, looked to be a

winner, but the judges placed Perhaps first. Winner, brg, 2,

by Kosciusko—May Viley. Morven (b g, 4, by imp. Cheviot
—Lurline), second, driving; Three Forks (b g, 4, by Spo-
kane—Trifle), third; Time, 1:13*.

Fourth race—Five and a half furlongs, selling. Post bet-

ting—Hymn 11 to 5, Contribution 2A, Tim Murphy 3, Sir

Richard 5, Fly 10, Miss Ruth 30, Hueneme 40, May Day
100 to 1. Good start. Fly set the pace with Contribution in

second place. In the last sixteenth Hymn was sent along by
Shaw and won handily,Sir Richard passing Contribution,

and Fly falling back, all three named heads apart. Winner,
b g, 4, by Himyar—Una B. Sir Richard (gr b, 5, by Strat-

ford or imp. Uhlan—Victress), second; Contribution (b g, a,

by imp. Dalnacardoch—Retribution), third. Time, 1:074.

Fifth race—Five and one-half furlongs. Post betting

—

Potentate 1 to 2, Thelma 9 to 5, Imp. Ivv 75, Slromboli 100,

Gussie 300, Imp. Autonomy J300, America 300 to 1. Poor
start. Thelma led all the way and won easily. Winner, br

m, 4, by John Happy—Pansy. America (br f, 3, by Red
Iron—Lou B.) second driviog ;

Potentate (b h, 4, by Hayden
Edwards- -Amelia P.) third. Time, 1:08.

SIXTEENTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13.

With the natural increase since the influx of Eastern

horsemen, and a very attractive card today, the attendance

was most flattering to the Association. The betting ring was

packed all afternoon, and every one.seemed to be there on

business. Only two favorites won, so the gentlemen on the
blocks had a very pleasant day of it. The great surprise of
the day was tbe defeat of the even money favorite Model by
the 20 to25-to-l shot Wawona. The winner was tbe extreme
outsider of the field, which was accounted for by the very
poor showing Wawona made on a heavy or sticky track in

his last two starts. He won last winter in very heavy going
but this year he seems to like a dry track best. Model held
on to him into the stretch, where she chocked it, and Navy
Blue and Centurion came on and fought it out for the place,

after Wawona had won by two lengths easily. Si McClain
had his first mount this season here on Navy Blue, and
brought him in a very good second, two leogths in froot of

Centurion. Flirtilla, who was at 5 to 1, came in fourth, and
Model and Malo Diablo, the latter having sulked all the way
brought up the rear.

Mt. Roy was a slight favorite over Last Chance and Two
Cheers for the first race at five and a half furlongs, but they
are sending him to the post a little too often. The good colt,
however, made a very excellent showing and led into the
stretch by four lengths, when Last Chance was sent along
and beat him out a bead. The time hung up was 1:07*;,
which was a very good showing for Mt. Roy on his last start
in three successive days.
The talent felt uneasy when it was learned that their

favorite in the second race, Castanette, would not warm up,
but with a good start and a light weight up, she held her own
tothe wire and won driving by a length and a half. Don
Pedro nipped the place from Clara Johnson on the last

stride. There was quite a little play on Leon L., but he does
not seem to be up to himself now.
Don Pio Pico, the big Joe Hooker colt that " Bone Doc-

tor" Robbins purchased at the recent Winters' sale, took the
fourth race into camp for his new owner, winning by a very
scanthead on the wire from Little Flush filly, who. by the
way, is running in very much improved form now. The
winner was at 21 to 1. Caliente, the favorite, was held up at
the post by Hinrichs, and could get no nearer the purse than
fourth placp. The St. Louis Sphinx was set down for ten
days by tbe judges for his poor ride.

Detective won the handicap at six furlongs easily, while
Mamie Scott and Montana, the latter a slight favorite over
the winner at post time, had a hammer and tongs drive from
the drawgate to the wire for the place, which the mare got
by a head.

J. O. C. won the handicap hurdle race at a mile and a halt
very easily from Auteoil, while Lonnie B. was a good third.
Mestor, the favorite, who was backed down from 3 to 1 to 9
to 5, was in last place from the start. Amigo set the pace
for awhile, but relinquished the lead to Gold Dust on the
backstretch, where J. O. C. then took command and led to
the wire.

The winning jockeys to-day were: Hinrichs, Chevalier, C.
Sloan, E. Jones, T. Sloan and J. Johnson.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five aod a half furlongs, selling. Post betting—Mt. Roy 5 to 2, Last Chance and Two Cheers 3 to 1,
Allahabad 9 to 2, Juan Bernard 15, Carrie Shaw 20, Fin
Slaughter and Patriot 40, Selkirk 60, Rogation 70 to 1. Good
start. Winner, ch g, 4, by Duke of Norfolk—Vedette. Mt.
Roy (b g, 4, by Faustus—Mount City Belle) second, easily.

Selkirk (ch h, a, by Verano—Genovivia) third. Time, 1:07£.
Second race —Five furlongs, selling. Post betting—Casta-

nette 1, Walter J. 4, Leon L. 3, Don Pedro 12, Corri-
ente 15, Lady Gray 25, Clara Johnson 100 to 1. Good start.

Castanette won driving. Winner, ch f, 2, by Duke of Norfolk
Carmen. Don Pedro (br c, 2, by imp. San Pedro—Belle W.),
second, driving; Clara Johnson (ch f, 2, by El Rio Rey

—

Valerie), third. Time, 1:02£.

Third race—Five furloDgs, selling. Post betting—Caliente
8 to 5, Little Flush filly 9 to 2, Don Pio Pico 12 to 5. imp.
Endymion 8, Audemaire and Easel 12, Jack Atkins 15 to 1.

Good start. Don Pio Pico nipped Little Flush filly out on
the wire by a head. Winner, ch c, 2, by Joe Hooker—Count-
esB Zeika. Little Flush filly (ch f, 2, by Torso—Little Flush)
second driving; imp. Eodymion (ch g, 2, by Enterprise

—

Sapientia) third. Time, 1:024;.

Fourth race—One mile, handicap. Post betting—Model
1, Malo Diablo 3, Flirtilla 5, Navy Blue 12, Centurion 15,
Wawona 25 to 1. Good start. Wawona led all the way and
won easily. Winner, ch g, 4, by imp. Sir Modred—Typhoon.
Navy Blue (b g, 3, by Bloe Wing—Bay Betty) second,
driving. Centurion (ch g, 4, by imp. Cheviot—Lizzie P.)
third. Time, 1:41.

Fifth race—Six furlongs, selling. Post betting—Montana
6 to 5, Detective 7 to 5, Mamie Scott 9 to 2, Polaski i'.O and
Lady Jane 25 to 1. Good start. Detective won easily. Winner
b g, 3, by imp. Deceiver—Exile. Mamie Scott (b f, 3, by
Canny Scot—Eola) second driving. Montana (b h, a, by
Storey—Uga) third. Time, 1:41.

Sixth race—One and one-half miles, over six hurdles. Post
betting—Mestor 9 to 5, J. O. C. 2 to 1, Auteuil 11 to 5,

Amigo 8, Gold Dust 10, Lonnie B. 12 to 1. Good start. J.
O. C. won easily. Winner, ch g, 3, by Apache—Irene. Au-
teuil (bg, 6, by John Happy—Jess) second, Lonnie B. (ch
m, 6, by imp. London—Luella) third. Time, 2:46.

Grannan Plays "Boston."

New York, November 13.—Sporting men are gossiping

about the "cleaning out" of Riley Grannao, the celebrated

turf plunger, by two of the gambling fraternity. The story is

that the young plunger was induced to take a hand at "Bos-

ton," a game of cards now much in vogue among the mem-
bers of tbe belliog ring.

That it was a big game was evidenced by the fact that
when the trio adjourned the plunger had lost about $40,000.
but, being unable at the time to make good all of this eum,
he paid over $15,000 in greenbacks. Subsequently, it is as-

serted, he dechred that as he had had all the worst of tbe
play, he would take his time in paying the balance of his
loss, if he paid it at all.

The game was played in private at a well-known " tender-
loin" resort, and one of the two winners is said to be Pat
Sheedy, probably tbe best-known gambler in the United
Slates. Of late he hat not prospered so well as in tbe halcyon
days of faro and roulette, but be has always been looked upon
as i» "straight" gambler. Today Sheedy had, according to
a friend, "money to burn," and was talking of making a tour
of the world.
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Zombro, the Son of MoKinney.

When Cbas. A. Durfee purchased McKioney from W. H.

Wilson, of Cynthiana, Kentucky, and brooght him to Loe

Angeles, many people there thought he might have pur-

chased a better horse, but this old-time horsemen knew there

was oo improvement on the blood of Alcyone, and after he

had driven the brown colt in the races there and then cam-

paigned him through the California circuit winning races

red this horse lobe invincible in his class. Those

who had bred mares to the horse were satisfied they had

made no mistate, and among these gentlemen, Geo. T. Beck-

era, of Pbunix, Arizona, seemed the happiest, for he had sent

the handsome two-year-old 611y, Whisper, which he had pur.

chased of W. T. Withers, of Kentucky, to this stallion in

1891, and the brown colt that was gamboling in the alfalfa

fields looked like a trotter and acted like one. He named

it after * friend of his who was in a bank at San Bernardino,

and when the colt was old enough he gave him tu Chas.

Durfee to fit him for the circuit of 181*5. How well this

combination performed during the circuit is shown in the

biief synopsis of races given below, but a description of the

coU may be of interest.

Zombro is a large dark bay or brown horse without while

excepting a small star. He has a clean cut, intelligent head,

a fine neck set on to splendid shoulders. He hss a short,

strong back, heavy loin and hind quartern, which show

where his great strength is hidden. His limbs are perfect,

although he has not grown out of the awkward cMt-like

form which colts of his age all have, when trotting he has

plenty of knee and hock action and seldom makes any mis-

takes. Should he leave his feet, he catches quickly, and

when comiog to the wire be sticks his head out and seems to

understand that the decisive point can only be reached by

steady work. He is a horse of remarkable intelligence and

is docileas a kittno. As an indication of his speed it is only

necessary to say that in his race at Los Angeles, in which he

trotted a heat in 2:13, he trotted to the half in J :12 and came
home the other half in 1:01 flat. Durfee savs he could have

given him a mark of 2:0S if necessery. Zombro, from his

breeding, size, disposition, pure trotting action and gait will

make one of the greatest sires ever foaled.

On Julv 20th at Portland he made his first

appearance, defeating Briarhill and six others, after losing

the first heat in 2:22) which Briarhill won. The time made
in the other he Us was 2:20}, 2:24 and 2:21, and meeting a

little better field three days after, consisting of Briarhill,

Ladv Thornhill, Eva T., Montana, Mariposa and Vinmont,
he won in three straight heats so easily that his fame as a

racehorse preceded him to the Breeders' meeting, Sacramen-

to, where be was entered in the races. The time in these

three heals was 2:22, 2:22} and 2:^3. Zombro was then

shipped to Sacramento. The trip on tbe cars did not agree

with him no more than it did with the rest of the horses that

were campaigned in Oregon. The first day of the meeting
he started in tbe 2:40 class against some of the best green

horses in California. He met Prince Ira, a good-looking son

of Dexter Prince, and although hardly able to stand the

work he forced the latter to trot three heats in 2:21 to beat

him. He was at his neck in each heat.

Two days afterward in a field of ten he met a three-year-

old that wonld not be defeated, and that was the handsome
horse Stam B. In the first heat a collision occurred which
almost knocked Zombro down, as it was,it unseated his driver,

Durfee, and the colt ran down tbe homestretch with tbe

remnants of a sulky dangling at his heels. Undaunted and
uninjured the game driver again took bis seat, and amid the

greatest excitement he drove Zombro to victory, winning by

a length in 2:19. Dr. Pull, a son of Bay Bird, getting the

place from Stam B., but in the next heat Slam B. trotted in

aid in order to beat the thoroughly recovered Zombro
in the fourth heat, he had to trot in 2:171, thus establishing a

splendid record so early in the year.

At Ms first race in Vallejo, Zombro did not do well, his

fetlock, which was injured in the accident at Sacramento,
swelling loan enormous size, and it was only by sheer game-
neas that be was able to appear in this 2:20 nomination trot-

ting purse. But on the last day in the 2:24 trot he defeated

Ethel Downes, Lady O. and five others in 2.20. 2:20 and
2:17*.

The next week at Napa was one long to be remembered
by the followers of the circuit, for in the 2:27 class trot Zom-
bro met the Stamboul colt, Stam B , again. The latter won
the first two heats in 2:11'} and 2:16. In the latter heat Zom-
bro was at Stam B.'s saddle girth and money flowed into the
box on Slam B. like water, as it was a certainty in the opin-

ion of his friends that he would repeat his Sacramento vic-

tory, but Durfee had Zombro in excellent shape, and as Stam
B. was also in fine fix the battle between these two was the
most exciting ever seen on a track. The report of these three
heals as given in the Bkkedkr and Sportsman will give

an idea of the battle:
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record broken. The consensus of opinion was that abetter fought

race between three-vear-olds or even aged horses was never seen on
a race track. The horses btam B. and Zombro were so evenly matched
that it was as the tossing of a copper which was the better, while the

bay stallion Dr. PuO was not far out of any of the heats, and he
never made a break from start to finish."

Durfee did not take Z)mbro to Petaluma as he had not

made any entries there.so to Woodland the horses were to be

seen.where Zombro defeated Letter B.,McZeus and Columbus
S. in three heats. Time, 2:16V, 2:16J and 2:14 J. And on the

last day of the meeting, August 31st, this game son of Mc-
Kioney defeated |his old rivals, Stam B., Jasper Ayres, an-

other great three vear-old and Lottie in three beats, time

2:13, 2:14J and 2:17, lowering his record to a mark seldom, if

ever, attained by a three-year-old in tbe United States so

early in the season.

At the Sacramento fair, a place where Durfee says he

never won a race with any horse he ever owned or handled,

Zombro met Iago, a bay gelding by Tempest, and forced him
to trot in 2:11, 2:12 J and 2:13} to beat him, while Stam E.

was only a little way behind.

At Stockton, two weeks aftei, Zombro again marched tri-

umphantly past a splendid field of all-aged trotters, consist-

ing of Chico, Irene Crocker, Bruno. Jennie June, Princ; Ira

and Briarhill in 2:16, 2:15f and 2: 17.

To Santa Ana was a long journey, but the big brown colt

did not mind it, for he won tbe 2:27 class race easily, defeat-

ing Native State, Dr. Puff and McZeus in 2:15, 2:14} and

2:16.

On the following Saturdav he won the last race of the meet-

ing iu 2:22. 2:15 and 2:19, defeating Jasper Ayres, Carrie C.

and Ora Wiles.

At the Los Angeles meeting he defeated Ethel Downes and
Boodle in 2:13, 2:15 and 2:14.

At the Breeders' meeting the following week he trotted in

a race against his old rivals, Stam B., Jasper Ayres and Dr.

Pufl, and vanquished them in three heats in 2:13, 2:13| and

2:14}, and on the day before the close of this great meeting

he trotted away from Eva T., Neernut, Knight and Mojave
in 2:17^,2:17 and 2:15.

Zombro started without a record at the beginning of the

season and was in seventeen races. He won thirteen of them,

was third twice and only once unplaced. His winnings

amounted to $5,300, and the average of his winning heats was

2:17. A truly meritorious record and one which stamps him
as the greatest three year old that has ever appeared on

the California Circuit.
^

A Leader in Every Line.

The trotting horse world is indebted to John A. McKerron,

of this city, for a large number of horse boots that he

invented and made to prevent knee strikers and foul gaited

horses from injuring themselves. His wonderful success in

this line, and the superiority of the goods he manufactures

over all others in the United States has earned for him a

world-wide reputation. His light harnesses are also,models of

their kind and their strength, neatness, durability and the

excellent manner in which they are made proves conclusively

that in these two branches of the harness-making art be is

without an equal; and the fact that his goods are used ex-

clusively by every prominent trainer in America and Europe
shows that his work is appreciated by those who are compe-
tent to be judges. Many claimed that Mr. McKerron did not

kcow how to make heavy carriage harness, but they were in

error for he was for many years engaged in this work in

Europe and the East before coming to California.

He has been very busy for months supplying the de-

mand for carriage harnesses, and the best

"whips" in the country are daily visitors at his

emporium at 203 and 205 Mason street, inspecting his

goods which are made after the latest approved English

and French patterns; single and double sets, that are perfect

gems, and as they are manufactured of better material and at

lower prices than sets that look like them, can be bought in

New York, J London or Paris, a cordial invitation is ex-

tended to all to come and see what there is in his show cases.

Besides harnesses, he has a magnificent collection of whips,

blankets, clothing and all the paraphernalia necessary for a

horse show outfit. Such a visit will repay anyone who has

an eye for the beautiful. There is no need for prospective

buyers to send East or abroad for goods of this description

when we have right in our midst such an artist in his line

as McKerron. Those who have visited the large harness

emporiums of the' East declare there are no better goods than

those made by him, consequently orders are coming in fast

and they are from the leading citizens of this State and the

East.

To those who are to make exhibits at the coming horse

show a few suggestions will not seem presumptious. Have
neat, well-firing baiters, bridles and surcingles and see that

everything about the stalls, in the way of linseys, sheets,

blankets, rub cloths, etc., are clean and tasty looking. All
of the elite of the City and State will visit the stalls and in-

spect the horses therein, and if a horse is worthy of such an
honor his surroundings should be in keeping with his worth.

Call on McKerron and he will 6ee that your horse is well

furnished with tbe latest, best and most becoming parapher-

nalia, and) you will take pride in inviting your friends to see

your display.

Barney Schreiber arrived from St. Louis Thursday and
put in an appearance at Bay District track in time *.o back

his crack sprinter, Yemen, but the horse met a couple of

others that outran him. Of course, nearly every man at the

track knows tbe genial and popular Barney, and his good
right arm was shaken almost off. In speaking of the pros-

pects of racing here this winter, Mr. Schreiber said that all

the horsemen in the region of Chicago, St. Louis and Lato-

nia are looking toward California, and that there never has

been such an influx of owners and bookmakers as will be wit-

nessed this year. Among the bookmaking firms signifying

their intention of coming to California are Waller & Hay-
den, Hoffman & Co., DaviB & Co., W. H. Laudeman, Sam
Summer6°ld, Gaines & Co., Captain Titus and Sam Adler.

His horses were among the lot that arrived here on Wed-
nesday. The siring embraces Service, Servitor, Chart-
reuse, Theresn Hidago, Globe, James, and four others.

Walter A Bajden sent out Miss Norma and imp. Piccolo

on the *ame train. Jfrry Chora and C. Slaughter will ride

for Schreiber, the former arriving with the horses. Mr.
Schreiber is very fond of Slaughter, who can ride at 7S
pounds. Chora had two mounts yesterday, getting two
thirds, on Yemen and Faro. Slaughter will arrive today.

>rr was among the arrivals, but he is too heavy to

ride and will take up triining Mr Schreiber has great

hopes for him in this new calling.

8*

The Polo Games at Los Angeles.

Los Angeles, Nov. 6, 1895.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—According to yon
request I send you a short account of the polo match held a

the P. C. T. H. B. A. meeiiog at Los Angeles on November
1st.

As originally arranged, a tournament between Burlingame
Riverside and the Southern California polo clubs was pre.

pared for, and Burlingame should have played the Southern

California Club on Wednesday, Riverside playing the win-i

ners on Saturday. At the last moment, however, Burlingamt
stated they were unable to find a team to contest, and thi

tournament was consequently robbed of a good deal of in-

terest. It was a great pity, asthe P. C. T. H. B. A. has gone

to considerable expense in the matter, and had also provider.-

a handsome three handled cup to be played for.

Col. John Bradbury, of Los Angeles, also generously do
nated a cup.

There is no doubt that the match which took place on Fri
day between the Southern California and Riverside clubs die

a great deal to further the interests of polo in the south. Ii

brought the game to the notice of a great many people, anc
the general verdict was that all of them appreciated it.

The game was a good one, although the score seemec
rather one-sided. For the Southern California Club P. D.
Martin played No. 1, W. H. Young No. 2, W. R. Ward No
3 and '. B. Proctor (Captain) back. For Riverside, C. B.
Maud played the first and third quarters back, G. L. Warinj
(Captain) the middle quarter back and the first and thirc

No. 3, A. C. Maud No. land R. L. Bettner No. 2.

To the uninitiated tne back and the No 1, being saver*

instead of aggressors, seldom get the meed of praise that ii

their due, Nos. 2 and 3 seeming to be responsible for most
of their work. However, in a well-drilled team it is necee
sary that back must not do too much and No. 1 must confine

himself to riding off and must not hit the ball

.

The game consisted of [three periods of 15 minutes eacb
In the first period Riverside got 2} goals ; in the seconc
Riverside got 1 and S. Cal. P. C. got 1 ; and in the thin
Riverside got 2 more, the score at the end of the game being
therefore, 5} to 1 in favor of Riverside.

As Riverside has had no practice since last Spring, it wai

expected by many that they would be in bad shape and
might possibly be beaten. In spite of the fact that H. C
Maud (a new member of the team) was on a pony that hac*

never played in a game before, the Riverside team nevei

played better. C. E Maud at back did not make the leas

mistake, and always came up when it was safe to do so ; H
C. Maud rode off to great advantage, also hitting one of th<

goals ; R. L. Bettner played with his usual brilliance and
was applauded time and time again ; and, in my opinion
the combination was better than during the first two period)

that Riverside played against Burlingame last Spring. Al

together the team as they played was stronger than the team
as they played at Burlingame.
The want of practice therefore did not affect the Riversides

For the defeated team W. H. Young hit hard and straight

as he always does; and J. B. Proctor, W. R. Ward and P
D. Martin all worked very hard and'played individually well

but the team was certainly lacking in combination, and unti

they effect some better system, and get tbe men to keep tbei

places, they will not be able to take the position as a tean

than they otherwise deserve.

The ground was not so good as it might have been, thougl

a great deal of work had been put on it. In time, however
a good ground could be made and it is to be hoped tha

matches will take place on it on future occasions.

_
G. L. Waring

The National Trotting Association.

Hartford, Conn., Nov. 5, 1895,

Notice.—A regular meeting of the Board of Review will b

held at the Murray Hill Hotel, New York, at 8 o'clock p. *

Tuesday, December 3, 1895, in accordance with the By

Laws. M. M. Morse, Secretary.

N. B.—The President authorizes the annonncemen 1

according to precedent, that either an adjourned or a specii

meeting of tbe Board will be held at Chicago, III., In th

early spring of 1896,to accommodate those whose convenienc

or necessities will be served thereby.

All communications intended for the consideration of th

Board at the December meeting must be forwarded to th

Secretary not later than November 26lh; and all parties wh
desire that their cases should be acted oo at the Chicag

meeting should immediately notify the Secretary to thi

effect.

The Board of Review is empowered to act in place of th

full Board, with the same authority and jurisdiction, and a

the above meetings will consider business arising in each an

all of the districts.

The American Trotting Association

Chicago, III., Nov. 4—Notice is hereby given that tb

next Board of Appeals of the American Trotting Associatio

will be held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, Tuesday, D<

cember 3, 1895, at 10 o'clock a. m., for the transaction of sro

business as may properly be presented to the Board for i

consideration.

All new applications and written evidence must be receive

at this office not later than November 20, 1895.
-

I. H. Steiner, Sec'r.

r slrir

bv D
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Among other horses (hat arrived with the Schreiber strin

were Figaro, Willie Shannon and Collins, owned
Rowell ; Ensign, Cirelda, Duke of Mil pitas, Foxha]

Silverado, belonging to L. Eiell, who is registered at

Baldwin, and Starling, a bay filly who came in charge of hi

owner, Joe Flynn, an older brother of Jockey Willie Flyi

A cablegram from Australia states that the Vici

Derby, which was run at Melbourne November 2d, waB

bv Mr. R. W. Wilson's chestnut colt Wallace, by Carbi

Melodius. Mr. D. A. McLeod's brown colt Osculatoi

Hotchkiss—Pungawerewere, was second, and Mr. D. Jai

brown filly Auraria, by Trenton—Aura, was third.

Nick is the best borse that Pat Dunne will race here th

Winter. He is a half brother to Requital sod Contribute

2
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Pneumonia in the Horse.

I A subscriber having requested that we publish some facts

relating to the pathology and treatment of phenmonia in the

horse we here produce some portions of a treatise on this dis-

ease read by Arthur Salinger, V. M. D., before the Pennsyl-

vania State Veterinary Asseciation

:

Pneumonia is one of the most widespread of all acute in-

fectious diseases. There is scarcely an acute infections dis-

.ease so frequent in the horse as pneumonia. Climate does
not seem to have much influence in the production of this
disease; it prevails equally in cold and in hot countries. Cold
(has been thought to be one of the most important etiological
factors, and it is undoubtedly true that the disease sometimes
follow a sudden chilling or wetting, but in many cases it will

be impossible to obtain any such history. Pneumonia fre-

quently follows traumatisms of tbe chest, when it is known as
contusion pneumonia. A change of opinion has recently
taken place since the development of bacteriology in regard
to the etiology of croupous pneumonia. It is now unques-
tionably considered an infectious disease depending upon a
ia specific micro-organism. What has furthermore given
strength to this opinion among the medical fraternity is the
(fact that many epidemics of pneumonia have been de-
scribed.

Morbid anatomy : Since the time of Lseanrec, pathologists
'have divided the stages of pneumonia into three well-known
[divisions of engorgement, red hepatization and gray hepati-
zation. The stage of engorgement usually lasts but a short
jtime—from twelve to thirty-six hours. The lung tissue is

[deep red in color, more solid, and on section the surface is

jbathed in blood and serum. Crepitation is still present, al-

though not so marked as in normal lung. In the stage of red
hepatization the lung tissue is firm, solid and airless. On
section tbe surface is dry, reddish-brown in color, and the
deeply congested appearance of the first stage is absent. In
this stage the lung is very friable and is readilv broken by
the finger. Careful inspection shows the surface to be dis-
tinc:ly granular and the air cells filled with fibrinous pings.
,The Bmaller bronchi often contain fibrinous plugs. This
[stage usually lasts about two days. Stage of gray bepatiz*-
ition is the first stage in the process of resolution. The
exudate is softened, the cell elements are disintegrated and
,are rendered capable of absorption. The grayish appearance
is due to the absorption of the haemoglobin and red blood-
icorpuscles. A point to which special attention should be
[called is the almost frequent association of affection of the
pleura. It can be stated that in every case of pneumonia
where the inflammatory process reaches the periphery the
,pleura is affected. The pleurisy may be either a dry one,
,plearitis sicca, or a pleurisy with effusion may be present.
(We will have occasion again to refer co pleurisy with effusion

lie considering the symptomatology and prognosis of croupus
.pneumonia. It will be noticed that the right lung is more
(frequently affected than the left one. Symptoms : This dis-
lease usually beginB with a marked and prolonged chill, with
rapidly rising temperature, frequently going from 103 to 106
degrees, with rapid pulse, marked depression, hebetude and
inorexia. The extremities will be found to be cold. The
.anise may be from 60 to 100 in a minute. In severe cases
the conjunctiva may beseen to be jaundiced, due to profound
blood alteration. Symptoms referable to the lungs manifest
[themselves at once. Inspiratory movements are quickened
and painful, due in the majority of cases to the early involve-
iment of the pleura. Tbe type of breathing is costal. The
.affected animal does not lie down, or if found in the recnm-
oent position the animal will lie upon the affected side. The
standing position of the horse is typical. The front legs are
usually held far apart, and the head is extended and carried
„ow. The animal moves as quietly as possible, cautiously
preventing unnecessary movements. Cough if present is

dight, short and evidently painful. The most important
liagnostic points are brought out by physical examination.
Percussion early in the first stage may give you a tympa-

aitic note. This can only be observed if the case be seen
sarly. This tympanitic note soon gives way to dullness on
percussion, which shows the beginning of the stage of red
aepaiization or consolidation. In the third stage the per-
mission note tends toward clearing up, and in favorable cases
returns to normal pulmonary resonance. If the pleura be
iffecU>d, slight percussion over tbe affected area produces
iharp pain. On auscultation in the first stage we hear an
ncrease of the respiratory murmur, accompanied by crepi-
.ant rales. This rale is heard only at the end of inspiration.
As consolidation goes on the crepitant rale disappears, giving
jlace to bronchial breathing. In the stage of resolution
noiBt rales return, which are coarser than the rales first

leard, and are known as the crepitus redux.
I
The fever is typical, remaining high from the onset, with

/ery slight morning remissions. It remains so for five or six
lays, and in favorable cases declines, recovery usually taking
)lace in from ten to fourteen days. Tbe termination is

isnally abrupt, resembling crisis, the cough becomes looser,
he respirations less rapid, the pulse slower and fuller; the
unimal regains its appetite and shows all the symptoms of
eturning health. In rare cases the disease may be arrested
n the stage of red hepatization. In these abortive cases the
lieease may last only two or three days. In fatal cases, es-
tecially in case of the typhoid variety, svmptoms of general
!i!ood dissolution manifest themselves. CEdema of the lungs
i6te in and death, due to heart failure, comes on.
Progc osie : The prognosis of croupous pneumonia is favor-

ble in a large majority of cases. Unfavorable cases are those
•resenting the typhoid state and those in which complica-
ions develop, especially pleurisy with effuaion. The termina-
ion is either in complete resolution, delayed resolution, in
hronic interstitial pneumonia (which occurs either in very
oung or very old animals—those debilitated by some pre-

,

ions existing disease, as bronchitis), by abscess and by gan-
rene of the lungs. The latter terminations are rare. Diag-

I oeis
: Croupous pneumonia can be readily diagnosticated

*om catarrhal pneumonia by its clinical course. The sudden
uset, the high fever, the physical signs, the termination are

i

11 essentially different. The course of catarrhal pneumonia
I I typical

; you have a history of a preceding bronchitis or a
Dxtc agent inhaled, or food particles getting into the air

I

assages (deglutition or inhalation pneumonia), the fact that
:
atarrhal pneumonia is a double-sided disease, and the spots

!

f dullness on percussion will be found to be small, difficult
J make out, and affect only a lobule of the lung. The rales

,

not disappear in catarrhal pneumonia, but remain through-
ot the disease ; nor is the breathing distinctly bronchial.
o catarrhal pneumonia we have subcrepitant rales heard

i

oth on and in expiration, whereaa in croupous pneumonia

w^hear a moist rale, which U heard on.y at the end of iDspir- oxidation, it prevents ,he burning up of .he bod,, and thus
There is no specific treatment for pneumonia. Recent luZT.cl o

"™
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in such

HOOF-BEATS
Joe Ullmax has arrived from Chicago.

Garnet Fergiisos's St. Lee was a starter Thursday.
John O'Xeill, the bookmaker, will be here

two.
day or

experiments by the brothers Klemperer.of Berlin, on tbe Of course it i the TX .' .. S
'
3 V™8 ' I""" 1 raoment

production of immunity and for tbe cure of pneumonia with case I have found h a ™L T lhe W°rk
'
and in ,r

subcutaneous and intravenous injections of large quan-
' naTe '°uud it a most useful servant.

j

tities of| filtered bouillon cultures or the glycerin
!
extract of tbe germ have produced some remarkable results.

I Immunity was produced in animals, lasting for six months,
1 which was transmitted to the offspring born within this
I this period. Still more interesting are their observations
upon the cure of experimentally produced disease. They

|

found that the serum and fluids of the body of an animal
which had been rendered immune had tbe property not only
of producing immunity when introduced into the circulation
of another susceptible animal, but actually of curing the
disease after infection had been in progress for some time. In
infected animals with a body temperature of from 40 degrees
to 41 degaees C. the fever fell to normal in twenty-four hours
after the injection of serum of another animal which possessed
immunity. They believe that tbe pneomococcus produces a
poisonous albumin (pnenmotoxin) which when introduced
into the circulation of an animal causes elevation of tempera-
ture and the subsequent production in the body of a substance
(anti-pnemotoxin) which possesses tbe power of neutralizing
the poisonous albumin which is formed by the bacteria.
While these experiments are still immature, it is nevertheless
a decided advance in therapeutics, and seems to approach as

Shawo' winning rides yesterday were verv well iud«ed
ones. - J s

ilInti
BALASKA haseDtireI5rrecove"dfrom her recent severe

SEVFEALcftheLorillard horses contracted pneumonia on
the trip to England.

Naglee Bcrke has returned from the East and h
"ill soon arrive here.

Is string

near as possible to a specific plan of treatment. " Further
experiments in this line will be awaited with interest bv tbe
entire profession Knowing, then, from our present knowledge
of therapeutics, what are the main indications for treatment
of this disease? First, the hygienic surroundings and food of
the patient, should be carefully looked after, the animal
should have an unlimited supply of fresh, cold water from
the start, a diet consisting principally of bran mashes, scalded
oats (grass when in season is preferable if the animal retains
an appetite); but if no desire is evinced for food cf this
particulardescription, then the animal must be allowed to
eat anything that will be taken spontaneously. Corn on the
cob is often eaten when everything else is refused. If the
horse absolutely refuses to eat, it has been fouod to be good
practice to feed him with oatmeal (preferably Bethlehem oat-
meal) and eggs three or four times daily, made in boluses and
given in this manner. The comfort aud surroundings of the
patient must be attended, to pure air is essential. Avoid
placing the animal in a stall where he may be exposed to
draughts of cold air and sudden changes of temperature. It
is considered better practice to blanket the animal than to
cut off the fresh air and prevent thorough ventilation.

Locally, mustard, turpentine, etc.. have been found useful.
In regard to blood-letting, it may be briefly stated that as a
systematic course in croupous pneumonia, it should not be
resorted to. In young, strong animals of gocd stock, if the
case be seen early, and only early, local blood-letting has
some decided advantages, but in older, more feeble animals,
and those affected by some chronic ailments (bronchitis,
empbyzematic),it should never be practiced. A symptom
that often requires special treatment is high fever. This may
be treated either locally or constitutionally. Of the local
measures, systematic applications of cold water to the chest
will be found useful. Another plan is to give large enemata
of cold water by the bowel. This will premptly reduce the
temperature without depressing the heart, and should be
used every couple of hours until the temperature is lowered.
Experiences advises against the use of tbe analgesic, anti-
pyretics, such i.s antipyrin, antifebrin, phenacetin, etc., on
account of the two depressant effect upon the heart. To add
the depressing effect of a powerful drug to the pathological
influences already depressing the heart is now recognized as
increasing the danger of cardiac failure, which is the most
frequent cause of death in croupous pneumonia. While it is

true that these drug3 unquestionably reduce temperature,
they do it at a great risk, aod while we have other means of
lowering temperature (cold water applications and eterocly-
sis of cold water) they should not be employed. If any of
these drugs be given, phenacetin should be chosen, as it has
the least depressant effect upon the heart. In reference to
the employment of veratrum virine and aconite in the first

stage and digitalis at a later period, appears as unreasonable.
Cardiac depressants in croupous pneumonia are always of
doubtful utility, and digitalis as a cardiac stimulant should
be given only in response to special indications. JVIanv of
the symptoms of pneumonia are due to a toxtemia, and ft is

far better to bleed tbe patient, if he is to be bled at all, into
a basin than into his own vessels. Later in pneumonia,
when the heart becomes weak, digitalis and alcohol are of
decided value. Stimulating expectorants during the third
stage have some use. The one having the widest reputation
and being by far the most used, is the carbonate of ammonia.
If employed the dose should be frequently repeated, as the
effect of this drug is soon lost. A powerful respiratory stimu-
lant, when such becomes necessary, is strychnia. This should
be administered bypodermaticaUy and in full doses. If the
cough tecomes distressing and painful, resource should be
had to opium insome form, preferably as Dover's powder. A
favorite plan of treatment in human practice consists in giv-
ing full doses of quinine early in the disease, followed by a
laxative dose of calomel, reduction of temperature, if it be-
comes necesssry, carbonate of ammonia as a cardiac and res
piratory stimulant, control of the fever by means that have
already been indicated, digitalis and alcohol, if the heart
shows signs of flagging, and the treatment of complications as
they may arise.—Horseman.

In looking over the article on Pneumonitis, by Salinger,
which was published in Tbe Horseman, writes A. McKenzie,
V.S., to that journal, I was much impressed by the total ne-
glect of his to mention a most useful agent in treating this

disease. In my own experience I have found spirilus frumenti
(whisky) to be a sheet anchor. Time and time again have I

been enabled to lower temperature and revive horses that
seemed on the point of collapse. For the past eight years
my treatment of pneumonitis has been dram doses of quinia
and grain doses of strychnia every four hours, and from two
to four ounces of whisky every two hours, depending upon
the severity of tbe case. The less you blister the sides the
better your patients will do. Now, I think that the above
simple plan of treatment will aid as many horses to recovery
as any I have ever heard of. I would use tbe quinia and

Willie Martin, one of the clever Western jockeys, wellknown as the rider of Clifford, arrived on Wednesday.

Al Coney and Jim Neil yesterday presented Jockey Shaw
with a diamond pin for his clever ride on Perhaps the other

M J Behas.L. A. Tayon, C. Norris, M. McFarlane,
Mack Burns and J. W. Brooks were among the arrivals
Thursday.

Hermann, the magician, has entered his high steppers at
the horse show, and so has Walter Morosco, of the Grand
Opera House.

The name of the Ormonde—Fairy Eose filly has been
changed to Rosoimonde, as the name of Rosamoude had al-
ready been claimed.

Potentate cost his owner somewhere near $12,000. He
is a good mud-horse, there is no doubt, but he lookd "yaller"
Tuesday on the dry track.

The Palace Hotel Stakes, one and one-eighth miles, for
three-yenr-olds, will be run on the opening day of the Pacific
Coast Jockey Club meeting.

According to Daily Racing Form, Spier has changed his
mind about coming to California, and will ship O'Conneli
Lizette and the others to New Orleans.

The track was fast Wednesday, and Wawona's 1:41 in the
mile and J. O. C.'s 2:46 in the hurdle race (one half second
slower than record time) were notable performances.

Volume XIII. of the Register, just out, heads its list of
corrections and transfers with " George Wilkes, b h, by Ham-
bletonian 10, dam Dolly Spanker, pedigree untraced."

The surprise of tbe day at Lexingion Wednesday was the
defeat of Prince Litf by Umbrella in the fourth race. Os-
wego fell just after the start. Jockey Hicks was thrown on
his head and had his collar bone broken.

Horsemen, turf devotees, jcckeys and all the et ceteras
that go to make up a race course crowd, are daily arrivirg
from the East. As the meetings on the other side of tbe
Rockies close, westward the equine and his lovers take their
way.

An Eastern paper says :
" Griffin will ride at the coming

Pimlico meeting, and then will go to California. He will
take young Hewettwith him, August Belmont being anxious
that his promising lightweight should get all the practice
possible.

Mrs. Tobin, who brought suit against the Blood Horse
Association for $2-5,000 damages for being ejected from the
betting ring, was awarded $300 by a jurv Thursday on tbe
second trial of the case. The first trial resulted in a dis-
agreement.

Capt. James H. Rees, who will be presiding judge at
the new track, will arrived Thusday. Jos. A. Murphv, who
ffill be in the stand with Judge Rees, arrived with his family
yesterday. Mr. Murphy is a newspaper man, and one of the
well known Eastern writers.

Mt. Roy is a very good colt. He w^n at five furlongs
Tuesday in 1:02, after having finished two lengths behind the
money the day before at the same distance in 1:01J. Wednes-
day he started again and forced Last Chance tbe five and one-
half furlongs in 1:07} to beat him.

Claude Bcrlingame naturally feels very proud over the
victory of Lolokulani on Tuesday. She was the first horse
bred on the Sandwich Islands to win in the United State?
and she is by Shenandoah, out of a mare by Norfolk. The
press smoked with Claude Wednesday.

A Chicago dispatch of Thursday says J. N. Burke, "Pitts-
burg Phil" Smith and George Pope have each sent a carload
of horses to San Francisco during the past few days to be
entered at the Bay District track for the winter races. Smith
sent nine, Pope six and Burke seven horses.

Matt Storn's three vearlings that he purchased at the
late Palo Alto sale—Cre^cenda, almost full sister to the great
Crescendo ; Mike Murphy, the youngest of the trio of roans,
and Attacus, another Flambeau colt—have been broken to
ride aod are walked around the inside track daily.

We have received copies of the weekly issue of Frank
Brunell's Racing Form, which covers in a most comprehen-
sive manner all races held within'a large radius of the Windy
City. The foot notes are of especial value, and the index in
each issue covers the performances of each horse for the
season.

Ivan Hummason has sent his filly, Maggie Murphy, by
strychnia till the temperature was normal, and there is no

|
Humboldt Jr., dam Maggie R, the dam of Tim Murphy to

need of using the whisky when the animal seems to be re-

covering. Apples will often start a horse to eating. The
acid in them seems to act as a stomachic. I hones' ly believe
that whisky properly given is a most valuable agent. Every
medical student knows how, by the alcohol in ic preventing

the Bay. Leslie Galbraith has the filly in charge, and has
also the four-year-old olt Great Falls, which he U intend-
ing to use as a jumper. We expect to hear from this filly

before the winter ia over, as she is in good hands.—North
Pacific Rural.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Williav Pens, 2:07 J, is not to be sold at auction after

all.
.

Athame, the dam of Athanio, 2:113, is safe with foal to

2:091.

Three carloads of trotters and pacers returned to Los An-

geles last Mondaj.

gnuiTA, -2:V2\, holds the record for four-year-old 611ies of

thi^ State.

It is hoped that our large stock farms will be well repre-

sented at the Horse Show.

Bakon Dillon has woo fiteen races -five each at two

three aod four years of age.

Electropuel, by Electrotype, won a race at Dallas, Tex.,

October 30th, and lowered bis record to 2:25.

ATHAHIO'S record of 2:11} was equalled by the Ne-

braska three-year old colt Pat L. in Texas last week.

Ja«. Dcstin says: " You cannot drive me East and make

me stay (here. California is the only place to live in."

I'athmont, 2:09}, has been delivered by Winship &
Keating to his owner, H. B. Miller, of Portland, Oregon.

The foreign demand for American trotters and roadsters

was never so great as at present, and it is still increasing.

John Kelly has a number of yearlings that he is edu-

cating at Fleetwood Park. They are by Direct, 2:05*, acd

show speed.

The consignment of horses to be shipped from Palo Alto

to New York, November 20th, is the best ever seen on the

famous farm.

RlDMONT, by Sidney, who se
l

. the record for three-year old

pacing colts at 2:10}, in 1894, was not out this year, but will

be trained in 1S96.

Dictatcs, the well-bred Red Wilkes stallion, retires to the

stud of 1896 without a mark, but he has been close op to

those that paced in 2:15.

" I Did" is the name of a new comer to the 2:30 list at

Blootmbury, Pa. His brother should be named " So Did I,"

and the sister" Did We?"

ForR years ago the 2:083 of Maud S. stood first in the list

of trotting records. To-day the rank of the daughter of

Harold is but twenty-third.

McKissey. 2:11}, is the s:re of Zombro (3), 2:13, McZeus
(4), 2:13, Haryey Mac (3), 2:14*, Jennie Mc {2\ 2:20$, Sir

Credit, 2:25i. and Oieto (2), 2:30\

Mr. Isaac Leonard, of Lexington, Ky., has bought of

Mr. J. E. Madden the two-year-old celt King Guy, by Guy
Wilkes, dam Ha Ha, by NuUood.

Athadov, the champion yearling until Adbel took his

crown, has been bred to over forty mares this year. He has

the finest looking lot of youngsters in Fresno county.

Starter McNaib left California for his home at Wichita,

Kansas, last Saturday. The advent of this talented official

on the California tracks next year will be hailed with delight.

Fred P. Olcott, of Round Top Farm, is reported to have
made arrangements with John Goldsmith whereby his fast

mare Alar, 2:11, will be campaigned next year by the great

reinsman.

Everyone regrets the action of the California Jockey
Club in declaring the trotting meeting oft, as the track, as

we predicted in these columns, has proved to be in splendid

condition all the week.

All of Winship & Keating's horses will be wintered at

Los Angeles. It is said that the hones comprising their

stable won more first ard second moneys this season than any
other io the United States.

The entries of standard trotters and roadsters for the horse
show have surprised the management, and the public will see

the grandest aggregation of the highest types of the light

harness horse at that show ever gathered.

Zombro was never handled for speed until last April. He
is the most wonderful campaigner of the year. McKinney
was three years old and Whisper was two when they were
bred to produce this grand-looking youngster.

OWHEBl of draft horses should not hesitate about entering
their bent looking ones for the Horse Show, entries close to

day. The management postponed the closing of entries ooe
week in order to get a larger list of homes, and especially
draft stock.

Frank 8. Gorton, Treasurer of the Americrn Trotting
RegiMer Association, reports the racing situation in Illinois

a still somewhat mixed, but is of the opinion that the next
Legislature will pass a moderate measure permitting fifteen

racing days on each track.

Maris Jr.. the little gray gelding which Monroe Salis-

bury brought But will be returned to this Coast and given
io charge of bin old trainer and driver Pat Farrell, and next
year we can look for a vast improvement in the little fellow,
if he is not too badly injured now.

W. II WoODaRD, speaking of the Lexington trotting
meeting, said: "In addition to it being the greatest trot-

Uog meeting of the year, the betting was simply immense.
I never saw as much money bet on a running track as I saw
pal up on the (roller* at Lexington,"

Ki.i.a T. did not begin the campaign very brilliantly, be-
ing unplaced in three of her tirii four races, but since she
has never been behind the money and hat won three of her

iv In all she has started in fourteen races, won
iwerad her r«oord from 2:12 to 2:09—all in all a

remarkti.ie showing for a four-year old filly racing against
aged hoi> throughout.

Alcyone, 2:27, which died when but ten years old, is now

credited with fifty five sons and daughters, with records from

2:08 to 2:30, and twentv-one of the lot have records of 2:20 or

better. No other stallion ever lived that has made such a

showing during the first ten years of his life.

According to a Buffalo exchange C. J. Hamlin has aban-

doned the idea of a trip to either California or Europe with

the Village Farm string this winter, and it is " dollars to

doughnuts" that Geers will winter at Macon. Ga., where

there is a fine mile track and spacious stables.

At Marvsville, 0., September 25th, a bay gelding called

Next got a record of 2:28* pacing. If he is by our

Mohawk Chief of Palo Alto, his name should be cnanged to

Fir6t, as he is the drum major to lead the progeny of this

handsome-formed stallion into the charmed circle.

The man who loses his grip, becomes panic stricken and

tries to give away his horse stock every time one of his cam-

paigners fails to Day its way or every time he has a spell of

the blues, is of no benefit to the breeding interests, and the

sooner he quits for good the better it will be for all concerned.

Orrin A. Hickok arrived from the East last Monday; he

is looking well and appears to be delighted with the improve-

ment in his horses at the Oakland Track. Like all the rest

of the trotting- horse drivers he was greatly disappointed

about the declaring off of the trotting horse meeting at the

Bay District track.

Jas. Dust ix stopped over at Lexington for a few days

en route to California, and the Kentucky papers took it for

granted he would remain there all winter, but they were

mistaken, for this well-known reinsman, accompanied by

Andy McDowell, arrived here Thursday night. The latter

has resigned his position with Monroe Salisbury.

The pacing stallion, Election-Time, by Electrotype, dam
by King Rene, did not take a record of 2:18 } at Adel, la., as

was reported to several turf papers. His record is still 2:20,

made at Des Moines, while his heat at Adel was in the same
notch, He is owned by Elisha Nichols, Perry, la., who
thinks him good material for the 2:20 pacing classes of 1896.

Eastern breeders are delighted that Col. John H. Thayer,

of Lancaster, Mass., has bought Baron "Wilkes, undoubtedly

one of the greatest speed producing sires of the time. He
got him cheap at $25,000. Col. Thayer paid $30,000 for

Ralph Wilkes when a two-year-old, and bad the misfortune

to lose him by death three years later. He has got a

worthy successor in the Baron.

Following is the breeding of Seymour Wilkes, 2:08 : He
was sired by Gay Wilkes, 2:15}, out of Early Bird, by Play-

mail; second dam by Oddfellow (son of imp. Chloroform);

third dam by Williamson's Belmont; fourth dam by Black

Hawk 767. Playmail was fall brother to Barney, 2:25}. be-

ing by Mike 2403, out of a mare said to be of Morgan stock.

Seymour Wilkes is only five years old.

St. Justin, by St. Just, took a mark of 2:28 at Grayville,

111., on October 4. St. Justin is a bay horse, foaled in 1879,

by St. Just, dam Callie, by Caliban, second dam Belle, by Joe
Downing, and was bred by E. O. Fretwell, of Paris, Ky. His
two-year-old daughter, Nellie Justin, one of his first crop of

foals, and the only one that has been trained, has started in

several races this year and has never been defeated.

At Lyons, France, a court has recently affirmed the judg-

ment sentencing the owner of a string of trotters to a $300
fine, and the drivers to a fine of $20, for having caused the

horse Marabout to be pulled at a recent race in that terri-

tory. A bookmaker who was convicted as .an accomplice,

in the fraud was sent to prison for one year, while the owner
of the American horse, Uncle Sam, was fined $60 for his par-

ticipation in the affair.

No matter how great a driver, how much influence he
may have, how much money he may possess, how strong his

stable of campaigners, if the man is given to crookedness he
is a dangerous person, and the trotting turf is a great deal

better off without him. To be pointed, such a man is more
dangerous and can do more to iojure legitimate horse racing

on account of his qualities and influence than a score or more
of smaller fry, be they as crooked as possible.

How prone some men are to talk of the present condition

of the horse market? While it is an easy matter to state the

present condition, how about the future? Can the average
person realize the situation and gauge the market five years

hence? The fact is that while the farmers in many sections

have horses for sale, very few of them can bring out an ani-

mal that suits even the buyer of common, everyday horses,

and they have reduced their breeding to such a figure that

they will have none for sale five years hence.

Andy McDowell, who is a daily visitor at the Bay
District track now, has been in Salisbury's employ three sea-

sons since be commenced to bring his California trotters and
pacers across the mountains for the annual campaign in the
East, and Andy has done well with the Salisbury horses. In
1893 he drove Cricket in 2:10, and the four-year-old filly,

Margaret S., in 2: 123, winning a number of important races

with these and others in the stable. Last year with Alix,
Azote, Directly, Expressive, Miss Kate and Doc Sperry, he
won more races and more fast records than any other reins-

on the turf, probably, and it is doubtless no fault of McDow-
ell's that the stable has met with only moderate success in

1895.

W. W. P. covered himself with glory at Lincoln by low-
ering the two-mile pacing record to 4:22$, chipping off nine
and a quarter seconds from the standing record held by
Nightingale. W. W. P.'s last mile was turned in 2;07A,

which is not bad. W. W. P., who also holds the world's
champion pacing record to wagon, is a direct descendant of
Vermont Black Hawk. His sire, Ben Lomond Jr., was by
Ben Lomond, son of Trojan, by Ward's Flying Cloud, son of
Vermont Black Hawk. Trojan's dam was by old Abdallah.
Ben Lomond's dam was by Salt rani, a son of Webber's Ken*
tucky tVhip, out of Seagull, by Duroc; second dam by Black-
nose, agon of Medoc, by American Eclipse. W. W. P. was
bred by Huntley & Clark, of Helena, Montana, and foaled in
1886. He was brought to Denver in 1888 and sold to W. W.
Porter, in whose honor he was named and who owned him
until three years ago, when the DuBois brothers purchased
him to strengthen their racing stable.

A few more successful efforts at record-breaking will maki
Strathberry the champion pacing stallion of the world. Hi
started at Lincoln, Neb., on the 31st ult., against the watch
and lowered his record to 2:04i, making the first quarter it

0:29}, and the first half in 0:59|. He is a six-year-old sono:
Roseberry, 2:15£, by Strathmore, and his dam is by Cheva-
lier, a son of Kearsage. The latter was by Volunteer, soi

of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, and his dam was the famous oh
Clara, which brought Dexter, 2:17*, Dictator, etc. Strath
berry is quite closely inbred to Rysdyk's Hambletonian, ai

the dam of Chevalier was Fanny Hawkins, by Rysdyk'%
Hambletonian. His second dam, however, was by Bay Rich
mond, 3d, by Post Boy, thoroughbred, son of Duroc, and
fourth by Cock of the Rock, another thoroughbred son o
Duroc, that was brother in blood to the famous Americai
Eclipse.

The breeding interests of the country have sustained i

severe loss in the death of that magnificent sire, Ambassador
He was twenty years of age at the time of his death, had i

record of 2:21^, and was probably the handsomest son of hi)

mighty sire,George Wilkes. His entire stud career has beer i

at the celebrated Kalamazoo Stock Farm, Kalamazoo, Mich. \

and he has to his credit over forty in the 2:30 list. He wat i

bought by Messrs. Browne & Co., after he had made his rec
ord for $15,000, and when the great trotting boom was on j
they were offered and refused $40,000 for him. When oi

|

the death of Senator Stockbridge the stock was sold in Neil
York city, Ambassador was bought for $4,000, and again re

j
turned to the Kalamazoo farm. It is rather singular tha J

Senator Stockbridge, his partoer.Mr. Browne, and the famon
stallion should have all gone over to the great majority in
period of a little over a year.

The study of bloodlines is an interesting one, and thi

proper mating to produce early and extreme speed is one o
the most entrancing phases of it. Eros, for instance, was th<

only son of Electioneer, bred to mares by Elmo, 2:27, and tl

the two instances in which he was so bred it has proved
happy nick. Bred to the bay mare Accident, bv Elmo out o

Cv, by Chieftain, the produce was Wanda, 2:14i; Rinconadc
2.1 7; Solita, 2:27, and Rex, 2:22i. Eros was bred to Jennit
by Elmo, second dam by Chieftain, and the produce was Ir«
a horse that could trot in 2:1$, but met with an accident ani

was placed in the stud. He is noted, however, as the sireo
the gamest little mare seen on the California Circuit thi

year, Visalia, (4), 2:12*, Jasper Ayers, 2:17, aod Cecilia (2;

2:23* pacing. The produce have the best of limbs, and ar

all game and reliable. Visalia started twelve times and
three times first and nine times got the second place. Jaspe
Ayers started eleven time?; be was seven times first, twice set

ond and got the third placs three times, so it can be
these two won money every time they started.

Henry Pierce, the millionaire manufacturer, capitalif

and horse breeder of California, arrived in New Yor
from San Francisco to attend the Parkville sale of trottio

stock last week. His purchasers io connection with his the

partner, Captain Millen Griffith, at the sale of the Hobartei
tate, in 1^92, will be remembered as the occasion of some (

the most sensational bidding that ever took place in the ol

American Institute Building. Mr. Pierce reports the hoif

business quiet on the Pacific Slcpe, but says that the moi
enterprising breecVrs are fortifying their studs and lookin

ahead for better times. One of the best horses out on th

California circuits this year is the stallion, Boodle, 2:12*,',b

Stranger, which, he says, is so game a racehorse, besidi

haying got two in the 2:15 list from his first crop of foals, i

to convince Californians that Stranger blood is a great trc

ting element. As all horsemen know. Stranger is a son (

the famous old trotting queen, Goldsmith Maid, 2:14.-

Western Breeder.

What part of the horse's foot comes first to the ground
Many different answers have been given to this apparent)

simple question. The majority of unskilled, unscientific o
servers believe the toe first touches the ground. Others ho

that the foot is laid flat down, no one point first touching tl

ground, and a few have long held that the heel comes dow
first. Fortunately, says a veterinary authority—who hi

always maintained the latter opinion, and for many years h

made the structure of the horse's foot and the art of shoeir

a special study—it is not now necessary to argue this qae
tion on a theoretical basis. Instantaneous photography h

shown that on level ground, at all paces, the horse touch

the ground first with the heel. This fact, he says, gi«
significance to the structural differences we find between tl

front and back portions of the foot. At the back of the fo

we have the wall thinner than elsewhere; we have the mo
able elastic frog, the lateral cartilages and the frog pad. W
have, in fact, the whole series of soft and elastic structures

arranged as to provide a mechanism best adapted to me
shocks and avoid concussion. Whilst drawing heavy lou

or ascending or descending hills, the horse may vary

action to suit circumstances, and then we have the exceplit

which proves the rule—sometimes the heel and sometim
the tee is brought first to the ground.

C. X. Dickerson, who broke and developed Frank Agi

2:05$, relates an interesting story regarding the first li

given the now sensational pacer: " I had booked him pre

ably five times," said the well known trainer, "when I dro

bim on the track. Well, it's the truth, a less promising c>

never before entered a draw gate than was Frar k Agan at tl

time. He seemed to be dumb ; would go sideways, and

matter how I urged him he would do nothing but shackle

at a six-minute gait. About this time Mr. Ross came in fa

the farm, and as he watched Agan and myself trying tojgn .,

little faster than a walk, be inquired :
' What's that thin ['

You'd better (urn him out and let bim grow uctil he'll

able to do heavy hauling.' Agan was then a two-year-o

long-legged, and as ragged' as a camel, and, as I said befo

showed no signs of speed in his make up Well, I kept

him, and began to think the only thing he was intended t

was the plow or some other menial service, when it stn)

me as a good idea to use the whalebone to sort o' wake h

up. He did wake up, as if from a dream, and lit out do*

the track at as clean a pace as one ever looked at. He paae

round 'he lower turn at a three-minute clip, and on bei

ureed let out link after link. Then it dawued upon me
the first time that Frank Agan was a pacer. The nextc

be was given another lesson, and in the afternoon was tak'

to the shop for his first pair of shoes. In the evening, I

returning to the track, I thought it a good idea to see how
took to his new footgear, and accordingly gave him a brat

He paced a quarter at a 2:24 gait, and from that time on v

the leading prospect of the now great Mikeagan family."
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Tlie Saddle.

The Latonia meeting closed on Saturday.

Imp. Trentola is improving with every race.

Cabbthlo was trained by Wilber Field Smith.

The track was about two seconds slow Saturday.

The Kansas City races will be continued indefinitely.

Marigold, the great four-miler, has lost her Morello

foal.

Galen Bbown returned Sunday from a flying trip to

Chicago.

Mose Gunst was $3200 winner over Centurion's victory

Saturday.

P. McEnerny, Pat Meany's steeplechase jockey, has been

re-instated.

Jockey Garner arrived here with the Honig string

Wednesday.

Morgan G. was named for the little son of Police Com-
missioner Guust.

Joe Hooker, El Eio Key and St. Saviour were the promi-

nent winning sires yesterday.

The Judge did not show very well Saturday. He carried

117 pounds, 6ve pounds overweight.

Br the scissors man—" By golly, this office must get some

mucilage; I've got a story to write."

Adolph Spreckels has lost a very promising yearling

by Flambeau, dam imp. Kepose, byApremont.

Morgan G. won himself :>ut for his owner, J. Johnson,

Monday. Johnson rode him in his winning race.

Vaxieste 10 to 1, Centurion 25 to 1, were the despised

loi g shots that took a fall out of the talent Saturday.

Little Flush filly ran a very much improved race

Monday, and Jack Atkins make an excellent showing.

Starter Ferguson has remitted the fine of $100 imposed

on Steeplechase Jockey Stanford about three weeks ago.

Senator Bland, by imp. Iverness out of that good brood-

mare Wood Violet ran a good race at his maiden start here.

Fred Gardner was purchased by F- Taylor for $600, in-

stead of By Holly for $1,500, as incorrectly stated the other

day.

"Squeak" Alljiabk, the clever steeplechase jockey,

arrived Nov. 8th, and Matt Monahan is also back from the

East.

The official time hung out for the mile and a furlong

race on Thursday was 2:04. A number of watches made it

2:00.

Two Cheers won his first race since his return from the

South right off" the reel, and outclassed his field by long

odds.

Morten is a very consistent and reliable horse, and. from

bis performance on Saturday, a little added weight does not

affect him

Joe Duggan, who together with his horse Foam, was

ruled off during the Summer meeting at Detroit, has been

reinstated.

J. Talbot Clifton ha3secarpd Davis, who trained Wild-

wood so successfully, to handle the string of runners that he

is getting together.

Si McClain, the Santa Anita jockey, was at the Bay Dis-

trict Monday. He can ride at 95 pounds and will be Eeen

in the saddle soon.

The Fall meeting of the Kentucky Association began at

Lexington Monday and lasts two weeks. Indications point to

a successful meeting.

W. L. Stanfield arrived Nov. 8th. with George Miller,

the horse that recently broke the mile record at Kansas City

over a half-mile track.

Walter J. almost wore himself out at the post in the first

race Monday, yet he had a good run in him and looked

dangerous at the wire.

"Little Pete" had some of his cousins out in the bet-

ting ring Saturday. If he will elucidate his system we may
be beset vrith almond-eyed plungers.

The stable of Louis Ezell is the latest to arrive at the In-

gleside track. Kamsen and Dungarven are the stars of the

string. Among the others are Sir George and Argenta.

Dr. I. E- Cohn, formerly superintendent of the Medical
Department of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, has

been the track phyyscian since the commencement of the

present meeting.

Charles L. Fair has been purchasing yearlings at the

recent sales, and from the awakened intertst he takes in rac-

ing matters, he may be seen on the turf with a string ofgood
ones again soon.

The Westchester stable's very capable trainer, J. B. Fer-

guson, has disposed of his horse, Fred Gardner, for $1,500.

Frank Taylor will handle him, although B. C. Holly is said

to be the actual purchaser.

Jockey M. Fell, the boy that rides W. D. Randall's

horses, is a very consistent and careful rider. He has made
a very fair record here in his few mounts, and may develop
into a real artist in the pigskin.

Secretary Sam Leake, of the Pacific Coast Jockey
Club, last night announced that the dollar admission to the

Ingleside track would include transportation to and from
the new track on the steam cars.

Diablo, the winner of the Brooklyn Handicap in 1893,
was bought by Louis Stuart at the recent sale of A. F. Wal-
cott's stable for $1,900. Cromwell brought the highest price

and was bought by Jack Joyner for $2,750.

Cabrillo's five furlongs in 1:01 1 over the track as at

present was a very excellent performance. Johnny Coleman
had the temerity to offer 30 to 1 against him, but probably

did not take much money in at' those cdds.

President Williams notified the owners and drivers of

the two carloads of trotters and pacers that came north from

Los Angeles that the California Jockey Club would de-

fray the expense of their transportation back home.

J. B. Evers, owner of Charley Wilson, who, together with

Jockey C. Johnson and the horse, were ruled off at St. Louis

recently, was well known on tbe Coast. Evers was interested

with Phil Archibald in the booking business a few year3

ago.

It is stated, though not authoritatively, that Adolph
Spreckels has engaged Bob Isom to ride for him this winter.

The boy recently secured a release from Col. Jack Chine,

and as he was open for engagement the rumor may have a

very good foundation.

Attention is called to the advertisement in another

column of VV. D. Randall, who offers the horses in training

here from Marcus Daly's stock far.n for sale. The 3table con-

tains some very reliable bread-winners. Particulars may be

had of Mr. Randall, at the track.

A ciNCrNNATi dispatch of Nov. 8th says : A freight train

on the Kentucky Central division of the Louisville and
Nashville Railway was wrecked at 3 a. m. to day by an open
switch at Morning View, seventeen miles from Cincinnati.
William Headson, who was in a bcx car with Eugene Leigh's
valuable yearlings, was killed. The race horses were not
seriously hurt.

Track gossip is rife that Mr. James R. Keene possesses

this fall the moBt promising yearling yet shown either in the

great number he owns or io any that have been shown. Tbe
youngster is a half brother to the once famous Tea Tray and
is said to have not only outworked anything of the young
division in the choicely bred lot bought by Mr. Keene, but
to be better in his present showing than any that has been
seen this fall. He has beeD tried at Sheepshead Bay, but the
exact time of his trial has not been learned and is probably
no 1 know n except to Lakeland and Mr. Keene.

James Galway's Belmar won the Belmont Stakes this

year. It was the twenty-ninth running of the event. It was
first run at Jerome Park in 1867, and was won by Francis
Morris' Ruthless. Since that time it has been won by Gen-
eral Duke, Fenian, Kingfisher, Harry Bassett, Joe Daniels,

Springbok, Saxon, Calvin, Algerioe, Cloverbrook, Duke of
Magenta, Spendthrift, Grenada, Sannterer, Forester, George
Kionev, Panique, Tyrant, Inspecter B., Hanover, Sir Dixon,
Eric, Burlington, Foxford, Patron, Comanche, and Henry of

Navarre. An illustrious list, surely, and one to which the
name of Belmar will prove a worthy addition. The im-
provement shown by this colt recently surprised even his

owner.

W. C. Vbeiland, one of the most noted turf writers in

America and probably the best judge of form connected with
a newspaper, arrived here Sunday. For the past three

years Mr. Vreeland has been connected with the Daily New
York Mercury, the leading turf paper in the big metropolis,
and graduated from the New York Spirit of the Times. Mr.
Vreeland states that the turfmen in the East are greatly in-

terested in California racing, and that he will telegraph tbe
paper he represents the complete form chart, such as is pub-
lished in the local morniog newspapers. This will involve
quite an outlay for telegraphic tolls, but it shows that the
eyes of tbe racing world will be focused on San Francisco for

the next sixth months at all events. Judge Burke, Dave
Biggins, J. Francis Meaeher, George Rose and other old

friends helped entertain Mr. Vreeland yesterday, as this is

his first visit West.—Chronicle.

Valiente was not to be longer denied and has forsaken

the maiden ranks. He has run a worse race with poorer

horses, but was ridden just right Saturday.

Marty and Mike Bergen arrived here Monday, The
former, who brought his family along with him, will do the

bulk of the riding for the Corrigan Stable.

There is no reason for doubting Oregon Eclipse's ability

to go tbe route. Short bred though he is, he seems to have

a very liberal quantity of stamina and grit

The Australians all seen to be excellent horses in soft or

heavy going. They have made a very creditable Bhowing in

all their starts since the track has been slow.

Little Stufflet, who put op such a good race on Can-
yasback tbe other day, rode several winners at New Orleans

last seasoD. He can ride at seventy-five pounds.

J. McCormiok says that two car-loads of horses will

shortly leave New York for California. He also says that it

will take a regular crackerjack to beat Wernberg in the mud

Little Flush Colt is now surnamed gelding. He has

been emasculated since his last appearance, but tbe operation

does not seem to have made him any more docile at the post.

Bookmaker H. G. Wendt received a letter from Barney

Schreiber on Saturday stating that tbe genial writer would
arrive here not later than the 14 th- He will bring along a

carload of horses, principally bis own. Jerry Chorn and C.

Slaughter will ride for Schreiber.

Senator Grady, one two-year-old and four yearlings, ar-

rived at Monmouth Park from Montana Sunday evening.

8enator Grady, now a gelding, has been rnnning out since

early Spring, and Marcus Daly is in hopes that next season

he will show something like his two-year-old form.

It is now likely that Henry of Navarre will stay in Amer-
ica. He would haye been shipped last week had Mr. Bel-

mont been able to secure the services of Byron McClelland to

act as trainer on the other side, but last Saturday McClelland

stated that he would be unable to act for Mr. Belmont abroad.

Abe Stein, who while booking some weeKs ago made
charges to the stewards that Jockey Chevalier was ridiog in

the interests of certain bookmakers, was unable to substan-

tiate the same with the proofs and the stewards demanded
reparation in tbe way of an apology. Mr. Stein tendered his

apologies on Saturday.

London, November 9th.—The Hurst Park Club's Novem-
ber meeting took place at Mylesia-Hurst to-day. The Hurst
Park November plate of £250 for three-year-olds and up-

ward was won by Captain J. Eakin's bay gelding, Banquet

II, formerly the proprietor of M. F. Dwyer. The course was

two miles.

William McDaniel, the trainer who will handle one di-

vision of the Corrigan string, visited the Bav District track

Friday and met many old friends. This is Mr. McDsn-
iel's first visit to California. He has been a most successful

trainer, and Boundless, the colt that captured the World's

Fair Derby, was one of his handling.

The yearling sales held here this week were most success-

ful, and very gratifying to the owners, and especially so to

Messrs, Killip & Co., who are never tiring in their efforts to

build up the home market, Mr. John Mackey. of Rancho
del Paso, was so well satisfied with the outlook that forty

yearlings from the big ranch will be offered for sale here

sometime in December, instead of in New York, as had been

intended.

Mobalaska, tne crack two-year-old of the Corrigan string,

was taken dangerously ill Sunday morning at eleven

o'clock. Dr. Masaero was summoned, but her recoverv is

doubtful, although she was very frisky a few hours before

being taken down with inflammation of the bowels. Mobalas-

ka is a California bred filly, being by Cbas. Kerr's Apache,

out of Trixsey, and established a new Western record for

two year-olds at Detroit. She also captured several good

stakes.

In an interview at Memphis Nov. 8th Vice President

Montgomery of the new Memphis Jockey Club said: "A
report has been widely circulated that the proposed Winter

meeting at Billings Park in this city is to be held under the

auspices of the New Memphis Jockey Club. I wish to em-
phatically deny any such report. The meeting will not be

held under our auspices, and I want the horsemen all over

the country to know it. Winter racing in Memphis is pro-

hibited under the Turf Congress rules."

Johnny Woods, who rode Lady Gray in her excellent

race on Wednesday, is a very promising lad, and no doobt

will make a first-class rider. He has a good, clear head and

rides fearlessly. He is thirteen years eld and can ride at 66

pounds. He is onder contract to Matt Storn for a term of a

year and a half, and Mr. Storn thinks a great deal of the boy

and has high hopes of his success. Young Woods rides Del

Norte, Modesto, and the worst sulkers in the stable in their

work, and handles them in a manner that none others can.

An English contemporary, referriog to the famous Hun-
garian mare Kincem, says that she undoubtedly holds the

record fcr an undefeated racehorse. She was a most extra-

ordinary mare, who ran all sorts of races at all sorts of dis-

tances against all sorts of horses, and won fifty-three races

without once meeting with defeat. She possessed that lazy

almost lethargic—disposition and imperturbable tempera-
ment which is so common an attribute of good characteristic

of a mare, however good she may be. She had the most even
and equable temper imaginable, and was as tame as a pet dog
and as quiet as a sbeep. She possessed in a marked degree
tbe faculty which was so noticeable in both those great cham-
pions, St. Simon and Ormonde, and which possibly in a great

measure accounted for their invincibility, as well as it did for

hers—to-wit, the power to go out and win her race in three

or four strides at whatever point of the contest she was called

upon to make the efiort.

Below :s a list of yearlirgs recently purchased by J. J.

McCafierty. It is his intention to train and race the 6rst

ten of this number and then offer them for sale. He has a
very high opinion of the chestnut filly WiDged Foot, by
Buchanan, dam Longshore, a full sister to Applegate, and
feels sure she will develop into a high-cliss and speedy race-

mare. Ch f Winged Foot. sisJer to Applegate, bv Buchanan
—Longshore ; ch f, sister to Religion, by Buchanan—Sun-
light; g f, sister to Grey Goose, by Buchanan—Mocking
Bird; b f, sister to Helen Nicholas and Pat, by Buchanan

—

Highlander Mare ; ch c, by Buchanan—Gold Bird ; b c, by
Buchanan—Mollie McCann; b c, by Buchanan—Spider; ch
c, brother to Buckrene, bv Buchanan—Irene; b c, brother to

Fi field, by Buchanan—Voltine; ch c, by Bob Miles—Eve-
lina; b g, brother to Reporter, by Enquirer—Bonnie Meade

;

br g, brother to Burch,by Enquirer—Brocade; bg by Claren-
don—Lee Beils: b g by Sir Dixon—Mattie Amelia.

The sympathy of all horsemen is tendered to Mr. Mac-
donough in his misfortune in losing the Ormonde-Getaway
colt, which died of inflammation of the stomach at noon yes-

terdav, despite all efforts of Dr. Masoero to save the valua-

ble animal. The loss to Mr. Macdoooogh is avery severe one.

It will be remembered that, by a special arrangement, seven
of the most fashionably bred broodmares at Palo Alto were
to be mated with Ormonde. The condition was that all the
filly foals resulting from tbe union should belong to Palo
Alto, while all tbe colts should be tbe property of Mr. M3c-
donough. Fairy Rose and Getaway were the only two out
of the seven to have foals. The Fdiry Rose youogster proved
to be a filly and thus went to Palo Alto. When Getaway
had a colt foal on June 2, 1895, there was general rejoicing

all round that the two farms had broken even on tbe deal.

The Ormonde-Getaway youngster grew into a robust foal and
great anticipations were conjured up when the time should
arrive that he would be given his preparatory track work the
same as Orestes, the only yearling by Ormonde in the world.

Barney Schreiber will hold out his two crack colts. Don
Carillo and Schiller, for the three-year-old stakes of 1896.
Neither are to be campaigned this winter in California. The
stable will have twenty-five horses to race in San Francieco.
Here is the list : Minnie, ch f, 2, by Red Iron—Miss Mitford;
Red Pike, ch g, 2, by George Kinney— Entreaty ; Laura F. t

b f, 2, b Tremont—Sallie Hagan ; Ferris Harlman, b g, 2, by
Woodlands—Honora : Pearson, b c, 2, by Great Tom— Drifi;

Sylvia, blk f, 2, by Wagner—Fabecia : Globe; Chartreuse, b
m, a. by Emperor—Wauculla; Highland, b m, a, by Col.
Hepburn—Edna; Braw Scott, g g, 5, by Midlothian—Helen
Scratch ; Jack Richelieu, b b, a, by Great Tom—Eaveoom

;

Servitor, b b, a, bv Woodlands—Lady's Maid ; Service, b b,

6, by Woodlands— Lady's Maid ; Ziolein, b h, 6, by Zorilla

—

Franlein ; Yemen, ch g, 6, by Alarm—Hira ; Doyle, b g, 3,

by Macduff—Miss La&rence ; Hiram Argn, ch h. 5, by Saxon
—Gold Basis ; Theresa, b f, 2, by Duke of Montrose—La
Farondole ; Felix Carr, ch c, 2, by Jils Johoson—Wigwam :

Ida H., bib f, 2, by Ben Ali— by Hidalgo. Besides the above
twenty one area couple of two-year-old maidens which have
never started and two yearlings by Bishop.—Chicago Racing
Form.
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Our Horse Show Edition.

Oo the day of the openiog of the Horse Show (De-

cember 3d), we will publish a special edition of the

Breeder and Sportsman, replete with illustrations

and descriptions of a large number of horses and vehi-

cles to be exhibited there. The cover has been de-

signed by one of the foremost artists in America. Prepa-

rations are being made to publish 20,000 copies, and as

these will be read by the thousands who attend the ex-

hibition, and as every subscriber will also receive a copy,

no better advertising medium can be found in this city.

The BREEDER and Sportsman is to be found on

every prominent farmer's and horseman's table on this

Coast, and is considered the only authority on matters

of the greatest interest to them. As it will also be read by

the leading citizens of America, there should be no hesi-

tancy on the part oi business men in sending in their

advertisements at once.

On Thanksgiving Day.

The president and directors of the Pacific Coast

Jockey Club, after consultation with the railroad offi-

cials in regard to transportation facilities to the new
track at Ingleside, decided to postpone the opening of

the new course until Thanksgiving Day,November 28th,

and if the programme as arranged is carried out, this

will be the greatest day for the thoroughbred interests in

California, and the largest assemblage of people ever

Been at a race track since the day of the big four-mile

race at the Bay District track.

Every train from the East carries visitors who are in-

terested in this meeting, many of them men of wealth

who have made arrangements to winter here. One
winter on this coast will convert many of these gentle-

men to the ranks of Californians, and as they visit the

mountains and valleys of tbe golden slope the determ-

ination to make their permanent homes with us will in-

tbe further they investigate and the longer they

remain

The desire of the new Jockey Club to further the in-

terest* of the owners and trainers of ruoning horses is to

ie unturned in tbe path of progress.

The owners, liree.fer- ami trainers appreciate this favor

Uy the way they are skirmishing

around for horses to fill the stalls there, paving good

prices at the auction sales and sending orders East for

famous •printers. A new era is dawning for the great

industry, and if no foreign books are allowed here and

some restrictions made in regard to the pool-rooms

which are amusing public condemnation and which

will eve he racetracks

tbe same as they have in New York and Chicago, a bright

luture i» in re for the patrons of the thoroughbreds on

this Coast.

Where Are We Drifting ?

In looking over the list of sires of new performers in

California a curious fact will be noticed, and that is there

are very few sons of our greatest sires s
fanding for pub-

lic service in California that are known as sires of speed.

Out of forty-six sons of the grand old sire Electioneer,

there are only two that figure as sires of 2:30 performers

in 1895; viz., Junio, sire of Anita, 2:21, and Richard's

Elector, sire of Lady Vestal, 2:21J. Of the sires that

have had some of their progeny lower their records there

are only three others : Antinous, Woolsey and Will

Crocker ; the last two being owned at Chino, California.

On Palo Alto there are a lew sons but they are kept for

the exclusive patronage of the mares there. At Rancho

del Paso there is the grand old horse Albert W., but he

has outlived his usefulness and is barren.

This is a startling statement but these facts cannot.be

denied. We have not a son of Beautiful Bells, Colum-

bine, Son tag Mohawk, or any of the other great mares

here, and in five years from now the California horse

breeders will be wondering why they allowed all the

sons of this great sire and these great mares to leave

this Coast. Of the grandsons of Electioneer the same

arraignment of facts are shown, Iris, Dudley and Don

Marvin being the only ones of prominence, so the blood

of Electioneer will not be so prominent in our fast per-

formers a few years from now as it has been, although

there may be a few young horses left that have not yet

appeared among the list of sires.

Of Guy Wilkes and his family, outside of the San Ma-

teo Stock Farm, there are not of his sons except Arthur

Wilkes standing for service in California that have pro-

duced any 2:30 performers and he is at Chico.

Director is better represented with Direct, Waldslein,

Secretary, Guide and Live Oak Hero. Steinway and his

son, Charles Derby, are at the Oakwood Park Stock

Farm, and their progeny are doing well. The only son

of the champion two-year-old trotter of his day (Stein-

way) is at Fresno, and that one is Strathway, and he

has one representative this year.

Nutwood left but few sons that have had new per-

formers to their credit in California in 1895, Haw-

thorne, Cornelius and Robert E. Lee, the last two being

kept at the Rancho del Paso Stock Farm.

Sidney, like Nutwood and Director, has been pur-

chased East, but he left no sons here that are known as

sires of trotters of new 2:30 performers; Sidmoor, we be-

lieve, being sold in the East.

Echo, like Electioneer, has gone to his long rest, but

he left Bob Mason and Deputy as sons to keep his mem-

ory green in California. Piedmont's only son that is a

sire, Ira, was represented this year on the turf in Cali-

fornia by Richard Sweasey's grand-looking two-year-old

colt, Eureka, but he did not get a record, having to com-

pete against Palita, 2:16 in the races he started in.

Dexter Prince may be considered a private stallion,

occupying a commodious stall at Palo Alto.

Altamont, the wonderful Oregon sire, will soon take

his place near a turnpike road in Kentucky.

Hamhletonian Wilkes can be considered a Californian

now as he is owned here, but not one of his progeny

have appeared in the tracks here yet. Billy Thornhill

is a neighbor of his in the Santa Clara Valley and is

rapidly making himself known as a sire.

MeKinney. 2:11',, Boodle, 2:12J, Gossiper, 2:14J,

Grandissimo, 2:23J, Almont Patchen, 2:15, Atto Rex,

2:21 J, Western, Algona, Black Pilot, Ham, Altago, Al-

toona, Hambletonian Mambrino and Dexter Bradford

are only a few of the sires that appear in the new table

for 1895, and the balance of the great ones which every

one believed would have representatives have had noth-

ing done with their progeny.

There are some sires represented in the new list, how-

ever, that are dead and a few of their get may make

uames for themselves as winners of records. There are

others that have been sold to Eastern buyers and will

never more nibble the succulent alfalfa tops and rest in

our open fields where the snow has never fallen and the

fields are green nine months of the year.

In the eagernessof many to get out of the trotting-

horse business during the past two years on this coast, a

home market for supplying the Eastern buyers for our

grand-looking horses has been destroyed, and a serious

condition of affairs confronts us. The owners of many of

our large stock farms do not develop their colts and fil-

lies, and there are many other breeders who can not

aflbrd to. The hundreds of thousands of dollars made

by those pioneers in the business of breeding and devel-

oping trotters, L.J.Rose, Leland Stanford and Wm.
Oorbitt have been looked upon as easily made. Never-

theless, there are few to-day who are willing to develop
their colts and fillies as these gentlemen were. There
are colts and fillies here which are just as good, and a
great number better than those bred ten years ago that

are not receiving the education they need,hence their sires

will never receive the place in the annals of the trotting

world that they by their inheritance deserve.

There will be a grand revival here in a little while ; it

will come very soon. The horse business on this Coast
has been gradually drifting into its present condition,

and now that the breeders of the East are awakening to

the fact that America is xot the only market for fine,

stylish and speedy trotters, the breeders of this State will

be "rustling" to prepare their trotters to meet the new
and increasing demand.

The stock farm that does not have its best-formed

colts developed will go to the wall, and the breeder who
persists in mating his mares with a horse that is owned
by a man or a firm that never developed the horse or

his progeny, is making a great mistake. The progressive

breeder is the first to become aware of this fact, and he
reserves his mare for a stallion that is developed, or that

traces to a horse that is owned by a man who is having
the produce developed.

Speaking of this fact reminds us of a story told of

Monroe Salisbury. He was importuned to breed a mare
to a stallion, but when he looked over the pedigree he

said :
" I cannot conscientously do it. The very worse

thing about that horse's pedigree is his owner," and in

nine cases out often this strange affirmation is a correct

one.

We want live, progressive men who are not afraid of

the bottom dropping out of the business and are willing

to develop their horses and attract the attention of

every one to what they are doing, men who know the

value of printer's ink as well as associations' purses, and
in this grand and glorious climate, this equine paradise,

if we may use the term, there are thousands of opportu-

nities at present for such energetic men to engagu
in the business of breeding and developing horses to

meet an ever-increasing demand. The world is becom-

ing educated about our California horses, and the one

who removes the chapparel and poison oak that have
overgrown and obscured the path made by the pioneers

in this business on this Coast will succeed as surely as

the sun shines and water flows.

The Coming Horse Show.

The Horse Show Association, in postponing the clos-

ing of entries until to-day, did a wise thing, for many
who had not given the subject of entering for it sufficient

consideration, at once took advantage of the postpone-

ment, and have sent in enough entries to satisfy the

directors.

The great show just held in New York was one of the

best ever held there. When the sale of boxes took place

prior to its opening over 400 bidders attended it, and
Edwin Thaw, of Pittsburg, Pa., paid $500 for the first

choice. A New Yorker paid the same amount for sec-

ond choice, and tbe aggregate of the sale was $43,000

for a smaller number of boxes than were offered last year

and representing an increase of $7,000. The arena

boxes, regular price $150, which hold six, brought from

$350 to $550 ; the second row arena boxes, holding nine,

and worth $200 at regular rates, brought from $375 to

$450, and the tier boxes, regular price $75, which have

seats for four, were knocked down a"; from $S0 to $175

each.

When the doors of the Madison Square were opened

the President and directors were amazed and delighted

at the immense crowds of people that waited to be ad-

mitted. The richest people as well as those in moderate

circumstances who love a good horse for the goodness

they know is in him, jostled each other on the promenade

around the oval »nd watched the parade of stock, beauti-

fully appointed equipages, the cavalry drill, the judging

of the various classes and breeds of horses. In the boxss

the magnates of the land, with their wives and families,

exchanged greetings and enjoyed the animated spectacle

of the homage the masses paiB to man's best friend—The

Horse.

A large number of Californians could be seen moving

to and fro gathering knowledge and enlisting the aid of

exhibitors for the Horse Show to be held in this city next

month, and when the President, H. S. Crocker, arrives

here with his carloads of fine horses and vehicles from

there, we shall see a "boom" started among these com-

posing the management which will eclipse all their

preceding efforts.

Monroe Salisbury arrived from the East yesttrday.
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They Close To-Day.

)
The closing of Horse Show entries has been postponed

Dtil to-day (Saturday). Entries are lacking for the

ollowiog classes : Thoroughbred stallion three years

»ld or over; best yearling thoroughbred mare four years

'ltd or over with foal at foot and best foal in this class
;

hree-year-old or under four trotting stallion kept for

jerviee. In the driving class (15), 611y or gelding two

•ears old and under three, to be shown in harness.

.Jackney (20) stallion four years old or over to be shown,

fl-ith four of his get to be ot any age. Coaching stallions

'30, 31), saddle horses (54), mare or gelding 15.2 hands

br four years old over, up to carrying 160 pounds.

Ladies' saddle horse not under 14.3 hands and not ex-

ceeding 15.3, four years old or over. All the jumping

glasses. Draught horses, not enough entries. Thi3 is a

.las? which should be well represented. This is the last

notice, and we earnestly hope breeders will at once send

in their entries and help make this grand exhibition a

great success. It will redound to their credit and do

more to retain the public interest in horses than any-

thing else devised.

There is considerable talk of a convention of trotting

horse owners, breeders and drivers being held in this city

next month, to take action regarding the meetings of

1896. There is much to be done, and a more specific

plan in regard to race meetings adopted. A number of

prominent horsemen are formulating plan3 for this con-

vention, which, if adopted, will contribute largely to the

success of the light-harness industry on this Coast here-

after. Further particulars of this much needed meeting

will be soon published.

Attention is called to the advertisement of the auc-

tion sales to be held in this city next month by Messrs.

Killip & Co., the well-known auctioneers.

Death of Nenox, 2:27 3-4.

There are maoy horsemen who will hear with sorrow that

Ex-Governor Bonn's famous horse Nenox was killed yester-

day, and those of them who can participate—and this is

meant seriously—in the feelings of their own animals can

sympathize with his grief. Practical details first: Nenox was

a son of the stallion Nephew, his dam beiog Miss Knox. He
was raised on the famous California stock farm of Senator

Leland Stanford and has been in the procession of Mr. Bunn

four years, who purchased him for $1,000 when -he was about

three years old at one of the Palo Alto sales in Nev York.

Maoy of you have seen him flying through Fairmont Park,

where to other drivers he was known as the 'The Black

Wonder." He had a record of 2:27£, trial 2:15£. It was not

only his equine supsriority that endeared him to his owrjer's

heart, bat his almost humao iutelligeoce caused him to be

loved almost as one who possessed soper-bestial attributes.

There was rarely that a morning passed that his owner did

not pay him what was really a social visi bringing him an
apple or a lump of sugar and fondling hi. fraternally. A
deep affection grew up between them; trim and without ex-

aggeration, a deep affection. He was being trained for the

Mount Holly Fair and careless feeding brought him into a

state which in human beiogs is called nervoos prostratioo.

Yesterday with kindly hand and through blindiog tears Gov-
ernor BuDn aimed a bullet through the heart of Nenox and
brought his body for burial to the magnificent grounds which
surround his newly purchased country estate at Burlington,

New Jersey. There last night his obseqoies were conducted
round the most hospitable of boards. Only a horse; but yet

a kindly-hearted man had lost a fond companion.—Megargee
iu Philadelphia Times.

It is stated that Emma D, the fast roan daughter of Jack
Brady, is roled off the turf on account of the crookedness of

Andy Davis, who was training her, because he ran Alto Mio
with a leaden shoe. The date of this ruling off was the

spring of 1894 at the Bay District track. Since then this

mare has run at Sacramento State Fair 1894, Red Bluff,

Woodland, lone, Stocktoo, San Andreas; and this year she

ran at Los Angeles, Portland, Oregon, Anaconda and Helena,
Montana. She was then sold by John C. Davis to J. P.

Woolman, of Helena, who brought her here, and mnch to his

surprise foond that she would not be allowed to start. It is

very strange that no one ever heard of her being ruled off", as

it has never been published. If so, this innocent buyer should

not have been made to suffer. We believe in

all jastice the Board of Stewards should give this subject

a thorough and speedy investigation, and if possible draft a
set of rules so that all races conducted in California hereafter

shall be under its rules
;
this will prevent a recurrence of

this affair. Mr. Woolman's case should he heard and the

penalty be lifted from the mare which he porchased. This
man, Andy Davis, has nothing to do with the mare whatever,

and never owned any share in her, and is in no way con-

nected with her new owner nosr. Mr. Woolman bought the

mare unconditianally and paid a big piece for her,and natur-

ally feels disappointed over the outcome of his purchase.

Emma D. was one of the best mares seen at the track and
should, under the circumstances, be allowed to run again.

J. K. Lamson, Liberty, Me., writes :
" I received yoor

Absorbine and it is doing a great thiog for my colt, better

than I could have expected."

Cho3. King, Little Falls, N. Y., says :
" I find Absorbine

will do just what you say."

J. W. Tilden has opened a trainiog Btable at Red Oak,
Iowa, where he will winter. He has Ella T., 2:08$.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
KDITSD AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Sdnshine-Shadow.—The collapse of the intended C. J.

C. Trotting Meeting was so little anticipated by me. that

when the edict was pronounced that it should not be held, I

was grievously affected. It had been a " pet project " with

me,ever since it was announced, that a trotting meeting under

the auspices and management of one of the leading jockey

clubs of the country should be given. When the programme
was published there were additional reasons for gratification,

and when the entries came in there were still better grounds
for good feeling. All through the course of the months which
intervened between the closing of entries and a few days of

the time set for opening there was small caose for apprehen-

sion. A flood of sunshine withoot the shadow of a passing

cloud. The programme was a novelty, nearly all sorts of

races, the best horses of the country engaged. It is needless

to state that I was exceedingly interested in the long-distance

races, at least to those who have read my articles in relation

to that part of the bill. In my opinioo these kind of contests

bid fair to be more beoeficial to harness racing interests than

any other novelty which has been proposed of late years.

The main groond for that belief was that throogh their in-

fluence attendance would be augmented beyond the most

sanguine expectations. That would enhance the value of all

classes of harness horses, as it is beyond success ul contradic-

tion that whatever adds to the receipt of an association

increases the amounts which will be offered in premiums.

There was another thing to be proven, that

being that these long-distance races were not so disas-

trous to the horses taking part in them as quite a number of

later day horsemen imagine. The result of those which were
on the bill I feel positive would have sustained this position,

and with that impression removed there would be plenty of

horses engaged in them hereafter. Three of the horses
named in the heats of four miles, and the same number in

heats of three miles were in trainiog on the Oakland track.

I watched them very closely in their work and that hadjpro-
gressed so far that practically that work was fioished, and
not one of them which had gone amiss. And that, too,

with fast moves for three miles and the necessary repeats,

fast enough to be a token that records would surely be
broken.

As nearly as could be learned there would be good fields

of starters in each of the long races, in heats of four miles

a good chance for seven to take part. In that race the
champion five-miler, and to meet him horses with records
from 2:10} to time not a great deal slower. Never such a
field in a race of that kind before, so much better, in fact,

that it is safe to say that the record would have been low-

ered a good half minute, and just as safe to aver tha a "card"
like that be so powerful a magnet as to draw thousands to

witness the contest.

It must not be accepted that in claiming so much for the
loog-distance races that the other part of the programme was
weak at any point; Aside from them it was ooe of the best

ever presented in the East or West. The whole so supera-
t vely good, that had it been presented, it would have proved
so satisfactory as to insure successful harness-racing meetings
here in the future. Good cause Jfor burning regrets that all

the sunshioe had been of no avail, and with the collapse of

this meeting there came gloomy)forebodings in regard to trot-

ting sports, and all the interests connected therewith on this

Coast.

Not quite so dismal the outlook now. Mr. Williams in-

formed me on Saturday last, and authorized the publication,

that the California Jockey Club would give & trotting meet-
ing, on the same liberal scale as that which lapsed, next May
or June. That, of course, will be properly appreciated by
those who have been so seriously disappointed at the failure

of the one they had done so much to sustain, and the argu-

ment that at that season of the year "our horses" which
make an Eastern campaign cannot participate is far from be-

ing as fatal as taking the risks of rain.

With a meeting of the same magnitude as that pre-

sented by the C. J. C. in the spring or early summer there

will not be the same necessity for makiog the Eastern lrip,and

as has proved, by the results of this season, there is little

to gain by making arrangements lookiog for their return.

Few which made the Eastern trip get back in condition to

have taken a part had the meeting come off.

So far as I know Miss Rita, the only one which was in

shape, and thoogh this year has been more than usually dis-

astrous to California horses that have crossed the mountains,
the chances are very many against the trip beiDg made
without iojury.

Then again the horses which stay at home and do what
they can to promote home sports have higher claims than
those which go away.

** *

No Apologies.—The thought has never been harbored, or

a moment's inclination to offer apologies for having so much

to present in regard to the question of laying-up heats. Con-

fident that the future welfare of harness racing is dependent

on the abrogation of the "pernicious practice" the battle is

continued, with a firm determination to struggle and contend

so long as I have the ability to write a lioe or Bpeak a word

in advocacy of fair play. An uphill fight I am ready to ac-

knowledge. From some occult cause the turf papers of the

country, at least such a preponderance of them as to be prac

tically all, if they do not denounce, apologize or remain silent,

while a few contributors ettol, and once in a while an editor

who gives quasi support to those who violate the principles

which should govern men of honor.

A change is coming, however, and I am much gratified

ihat the editor of the Western Horseman has placed himself

on record as beiog so desirous of correcting the evil as to pro-

pose a scheme which would necessitate more rapidity of

movement than being the last in the procession, or so well

back that the sum of the figures would count in determining
''money winners."

The editorial in the Western Horseman under the heading
of " Proposed Reforms," is well worthy of attention, although
there is the trouble of overcoming the difficulty of giving
races to horses which are not first at the winning score. Still
there may be a way ou( of that trouble though in my opinion
the adoption of a rule similar to that of the Pacific Coast
Bbod Horse Association, which makes it imperative to race
for every heat is the true solution. Still after the drawbacks
of "point scoring and averages" are taken with consideration,
and also the restriction of heats in any one race to four, it is

a fair inference that it will be an improvement on the present
methods.

Dr. McMahan argues :
" There is altogether to much fire

and fall back" business in our harness races of late to please
the public, and what is much needed is some rule that will
make it to a driver's financial interest to get the best possible
position in each heat of a race, and a system of point scoring
seems to be about the only thing that will bring about this
very desirable condition. * * *
We maintain that a race of four heats, in which every

horse does his best to win, is loog enough for any contest, and
a rule should be formed providing for the completioo of
every harness race not later than the fourth heat. * *

Its adoption would greatly lessen the evil of laying-up
heats, would insure uniform and interesting racing, and
would do away with the long-drawn-out, uninteresting and
horse killing six to twelve heat races that are now so frequent
and so disgustiog to people of finer and cultured feelings."

Logic is entirely banished from the arguments of those who
support the fraudulent practice. Commendations of drivers
who follow these uofair tactics are of the same stamp as enco-
niums bestowed on the card-sharp, who can play "advan-
tages" with the greatest skill.

For instance: ,:Billy Andrews' driving of Bouncer in the
Transylvania is conceded to have been a masterpiece of the
reinsman's art," is a paragraph in a paper of late date.
Wonderful masterpiece ! hugely impressive to pull back to
9th and 12th, in place of goiog on aod winning as he could
have done, probably in three heats, positively in four heats.
Where would the masterpiece have come in had Altao been
unable to force the winner of the first and second heats to

the half in fast time ?

In every race she took part in, Booncer demonstrated that
she was thoroughly game and had a full share of endurance.
In this case, admitting that she merely dropped inside the
distance, she would trot the first heat in about 2:19, the sec-
ond in about 2:18, then came 2:10}, 2:10^, 2:10 J. What sort
of an argument would it be to claim that the race was only
won by layiog up two heats ? Bosh !

And yet the driver of Bouocer can aver that he has the
honor af wiouiog the first Transylvania stak" in which heats
were laid up, and that may be a masterpiece of reinsmanship,
while all of his predecessors, who captured that big purse,
were "sucker" drivers.

There is one feature of this question which is too promi-
nent to be misunderstood. As the roles now stand, one set of
judges will hold that heats can be laid up, another board

—

and I agree with that opinion—that the practice is forbidden.

The same judges, perhaps, will permit one driver to lay up
heats, another is dismounted. Let the rule be amended so
that there can be no misunderstanding. Heats can be laid

op ac the discretion of drivers, onlees in a deciding heat,
would be to the point, and, to be consistent, writers who
applaud drivers for that practice should be strenuous in their
advocacy of such a role. But ia order that there can be no
mistaken ideas in regaid to the public being misled, let there

be a premonitory mandate, from the governing bodies, that
placards, of such size that the rule can be printed iu large
type, and these put up in conspicuous situations, at least to

the number of fiftv copies, on every track where harness rac-

ing takes place. There can be no valid objections, on the
part of those who uphold the practice, to such a law, though
the mandatory clause may not be so well relished.

Only a few months will elapse between now and the as-

sembling of the conventions, and hence it will not be prema-
ture to commence the agitation at once. Shoold it prove
that those, who have been so ready to praise drivers for a

violation of the ethics of sport, remain silent when there is

such a glorioos opportunity to vindicate their sincerity, they
will have to acknowledge that the " courage of conviction " is

not a part of their mental fabric.

** *

One Battle 'Lost, even a series of defeats does not

absolutely foretell the cause must be abandoned. That

harness racing has received heavy blows in California the

past season cannot be denied and yet one can believe, and

that on good grouods, that it is only a temporary backset.

The meetings which have been held have been very satis-

factory in the main and is ooe of the mo3t vital points, emi-

nently so. "Straight" contests has been the award with few
exceptions, and though it is beyond reasonable expectations

that averse criticisms will be entirely dooe away with, there

ire stroog hopes that hereafter there will be small cause for

complaiot oo the score of jobbing.

The reports of the Breeders meeting at Los Angeles are so

favorable that it may be said, that so far as good management
on the part of officers and drivers is concerned it was a model
meeting.
Mr. McNair, the starter, informed me that not a single

heat was laid op, everyjdriver doiog his best to win, and that,

too, without tendency to unfair practices. Then nearly every

race was a spirited battle, few of them when winners could

be determined until the last heat was decided. That
meeting in the whole was an " object lesson" which
cannot fail to ba an educator of those who
Baw the problem " worked out" aod also to those who read

the accounts aodjheard the encomiums bestowed. Had that

meeting been the only one held in that lively town, there is

no question that the attendance would have been very large,

but coming the next week after the aoouat fair, it was ouly

towards the closing that the people became aware that it was

oot merely a reproductioo of the scenes of a few days before.

More battles will be won than lost in the foture wheo the

same reports come from other meetings, and if the harness-

raciog folk keep up their courage, 6ght to the end with vi in

and slobborness all the lost groond will be regained and new
fields added. Jos. Cairn SrMPSON.

The Breeder and Sportsman will pay special atten-

tion to the prices offered in the betting at the track, giving

the opening and closing odds. The best prices obtainable

will be the only ones quoted, and oor readers may rely opon

them as being absolutely correct.
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THE BACE5.

Successful Meet of the Kein County Country

Club.

Contrary to the general expectations, the race track this

afternoon was in fair condition, although a little heavy. The

attendance was not as good as might have been desired, the

rain of yesterday creating the impression that there would

be very little good sport. On the contrary, the racing was

better than waa hoped for, considering the day.

To-morrow's programme promises to be an excellent one,

and the attendance is sure to increase to-morrow and Thurs-

day, it having been decided to give an additional day's sport.

Tavlor's military band was engaged for the occasion and

added very materially to the enjoyment of the afternoon.

» The first race on the programme—a trotting race with

seven entries, was indefinitely postponed on account of sev-

eral of the contestants objecting to the condition of the

track.

The first race was a six furlong running race for sweep-

stakes of $5 each, with $50 added. Pools on this race sold :

Geronimo, $5; Red Jacket, $3; Bessie $2. Bessie took the

lead at the start, but the race was won by a length b> Red

Jacket, Geronimo second, Bessie third. Time not taken.

The second event was a mile running race, with six entries,

and was won by V. Weber's Hello in 1:50 2-5, Nestor sec-

ond, Pavilion third. Pools sold : Pavilion $5, Nestor $4.

In the quarter-mile dash there were five entries : Sweet

Perfume sold for $5, Nancy Hanks $4, the field $4.50. The
race resulted in a dead heat between J. Balfour's Miss Wid,

and R. A. Ferguson's John Day Zin, Nancy Hanks second.

Time, 0:27. T. H. Dudley's Geraldine was slow in starting

and was left at the pole.

The five-eighth mile race had six starters: Jim Bozeman
sold for $10, Martinez $3, Pickpocket $4 50, the field $3.50.

Pickpocket took the lead at the start, but was not able to

hold it. He was passed by Mrs. E. Starkey's Jim Bozeman,

who won in 1:06 2 5. Dreadnought refused to start and his

owner allowed the race to go without him.

The last race was the one between R. A. Ferguson's John
Day Zin and James Balfour's Miss Wid, which had resulted

in a dead heat. It was won by Miss Wid in 0:27 1 5.

Among these present were Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor,

Mrs. A. T. Lightner, Mrs. Kingsburv, Miss Morrell, Mr. and

Mrs. A. Alexander, Mrs. L. V. Olcese, Miss Conway, Miss
Rankin, Mr. and Mrs, R. A. Ferguson, Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
Gwynn, Mrs. James Balfour, Mr. and Mrs. Dr. John Snook,
the Misses Mason, Mrs. W. L. Dixon, General and Mrs.
Mason, Mrs. Walter Snook, Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Lemke, Mr.
andMrs. A. Harrell, Assessor Scott, W. H. Scribner, Mrs. G.
W. Price, Mrs. R. Davidson, E. M. Roberts, Mrs. A. Mor-
gan, B. A. Hayden.

NOTES.

There was no gambling devices on the grounds.

There is considerable complaint of the horses not coming
out promptly.
There are an astonishing number of deadheads hanging

around on the fences.

Thursday's programme will be given by us to-morrow.
Just before the races, T. H. Dudley sold Geraldine to

W. H. McKitrick at private figures.

WEDNESDAY'S RACES.

Contrary to the general expectation, this afternoon turned
out to be clear and pleasant. The track, while not perfect by
any means, was in much better condition than yesterday.
When the first race was started the attendance was rather

slip, but the bright sunshine and a desire to see the hurdle
race brought a steady stream of people, which gave the affair

an attendance much ahead of that of vesterday.

To-morrow's programme is an exceptionally good one, and
should the day be fair, which seems probable, there will be a
splendid day's sport.

The first event was the first heat of the trotting race which
waa postponed from vesterday. There were five starters:
Harry Geers, Doc Burwell, John MacGregor, Rowdy Wilkes
and Jay Jay ; Lucy and Humming Bird not starting. Doc
Burwell led at the start and had it till the three quarter pole
waa reached, when he was was passed by Rowdy Wilkes,who
won in 3:00 2.5. Harry Geers second, John McGregor third,
Jay Jay distanced.

Ae aoon as the race was finished the jockeys riding Rowdy
Wilkes and Doc Burwell came to the stand, Doc Burwell
claiming that Rowdy Wilkes' rider had crowded between him
and the pole and thrown him to the ground, putting him out
of the race. The judges looked into the matter and decided
that a foul had been committed and rendered a decision as
follows

:

Harry Geers first, John McGregor second, Rowdy Wilkes
third, and Doc Burwell allowed to start again. The wheel
marks showed that Rowdy Wilkes bad no right to crowd Doc
Burwell from the pole where he did. Pools sold with $5 of-
fered for Rowdy Wilke«, with no takers.
The first race on to day's programme, a half-mile running

race, waa postponed until tomorrow.
The seoood event was the five furlong running race with

four entries. Geronimo was considered a sure winner and
was not sold in the pool bt xes, where the betting wilh him
left out wason "Mi*s Wid" against the field at $5 to $2.50.

T, H Dudley'i "Geraldine?' ridden by her owner, made
a false start and ran to the finish without her rider learning
that he waa alone. He, however, returned and started again.
The race waa won by Geronimo in 1:121, Miss Wid second
Kenella third.

'

The next event wan a mile running race between Dr. John
Snook's "Daisy," and T. H. Ditdlev's "Beetle." "Bessie"
waa ridden by her owner, and 'Daisy" by G. Baggott. J his
race was the one given as number five on the programme.
"Bessie" took the lead on the start but was parsed by "Dai«y"
at the first quarter pole, who won io 2:001. "Daisy" was the
favorite at 5 to 1.

The next event waa the second heat in the trotting race.
Rowdy Wtlktfl lead n( the Marl and held it, winning in 2:.">4,

Harry Geers wcond, MacGregor *nd Doc Burwell distanced!
lb* latter breaking badly.
The lifxt was the two-mile hurdle rare, with four entries,

Hello, Met.-locino and Lassie being scratched. Thin race had
a double ii ;» rest, it being the firot hurdle race which hat

ever been run on this track. The hurdles were of the stand-

ard height—3 feet 6 inches, with a topping of brush placed

four to a mile.

In taking the eighth and last hurdle Pavilion fell, but

strange to say, without injury to his rider. The race was wen

by Nestor in 4:10, Onti Ora second, Pickpocket third. In

weighing in it was discovered that Onti Ora had lost her

weights, and she was disqualified.

The riding of M. G. Burmester on Onti Ora was particu-

larly good, Onti Ora taking the flights in a much cleaner

form than any of the others.

Betting on this race was very lively, B. F. Hobarl's Onti

Ora being the favorite and selling at $5, Nestor at $4 and the

field at $3. Pickpocket took the lead and held it for the first

inPe, but was passed by Onti Ora and Nestor.

The next was the final heat in the trottiDg race, which was

won by Rowdy Wilkes in 3:0*, giving him the heat and the

race, Harry* Geer second money.

The last event was a quarter-mile running race with three

entries, Midget being scratched. Ten Cents was the favorite

selling for 19 to 4 against the field. It waB won by Ten
Cents in 0.-25J, Kittie second.

Thursday's baces.

To-day was the third and last day of the Kern County

Country Club's meet. The management is to be congratulated

upon the most satisfactory manner in which everything has

been conducted. The races have been fairly and honestly

run, and the event has been free from the presence of the

vast horde of gamblers and gambling devices, which so fre-

quently disgrace racing meets.

The first event was a trotting race, for a parse of $125, best

2 out of 3. There were four entries—Spittler's John Mc-
Gregor, Abbott's Humming Bird, Reavis' Doc Burwell and

Johnson's Jay Jay.

Abbott's Humming Bird broke at the start and ran most of

the mile. The heat was won by Doc Burwell in 3:02, John
McGregor second, Humming Bird third.

The next event was a six furlong race, 20 pounds above

weight for age, seven entries—Jim Bozeman, Hello, Marti-

nez, Onti Ora, Nameless, Monda, Cooper. There were but

three starters—Jim Bozeman, Hello and Martinez. Jim
Bozeman led at the start, but was passed by Hello, who won
in 1:21, Jim Bozeman second.

The next event was a quarter mile pony race, gentlemen

riders, with four entries: Wiss Wid,ridden by Mr. G. Wright,
Nancy Hanks by Mr. Lynn Roberts, John Day Zin by Mr
M. G. Burmester and Geraldine by G. Bagot.

The start was made according to the Gentlemen Riders'

ruleB. viz : practically a standing start. The race was won by

Mies Wid in 0:26, Nancy Hanks second, John Day Zin third.

Following this was the second heat of the trotting race with

Jav Jay out. Doc Burwell won in 3 minutes, John Mc-
Gregor second. This gave Doc Burwell the race and first

money. John MacGregor took second money.
This was followed by the mile and quarter hurdle race for

ponies with gentlemen riders.Dudley Biggs riding John Day
Zin, F. D. W. Gwynne riding Fenella and M. Burmester rid-

ing Nero Page. Considerable speculation was done as to the

abilities of the ponies to take the hurdles in good shape, it

being surmised that some of them would refuse to take the

flights, but it proved incorrect. The race was won by Fen-
ella in 2:-58, John Day Zin second.

This was followed by a half-mile running race for two-

year-olds, with three entries, Jim Bozeman, Trilby and Na-
chez, Jim Bozeman beine the favorite. At the start Jim
Bozeman's rider pulled him at the pole, allowing Trilby to

come in first. On this account all bets were declared off, and
the horse was disqualified. Trilby wss given the race and
Nachez second money.
The jockey was fined $25 and ruled off" for the next. It

was evident that it was a "job."

The last race was a half-mile consolation race for defeated

horses for $10 sweepstake, and $25 added by Secretary Bur-
mester. There were three entries, Pickpocket, Martinez and
Mollie Adams. Martinez won in 0:51. Mollie Adams and
Pickpocket came mder the wire with a bad leg.

The Californian offers its sincere thanks to those in charge
of the racing at the track, for the uniform courtesy shown to

its representative by them at all times during the Jieet.—CalJ
ifornian.

An Assured Success.

Secretary Newhall of the Horse Show Associatian reports

a splendid list of entries for all the cKsses at the coming
•how. The friends of the trotting horse have contributed

largely, while the display of thoroughbreds will eclipse any
heretofore given in the world.

President H. S. Crocker will leave New York City on

Thursday next with the cream of the Horse Show there, and

as he will be accompanied by a number of prominent gentle-

men who will assist him in arranging a programme and act

as judges at the show, we anticipate a week's enjoyment when
the doors of the Pavilion are thrown open, which will sur-

pass anything we have ever had on this Coast. The Commit-
tee on Prizes has been actively at work, and the following is

a list of cups and prizes which they have secured and which
will be given in addition to the money prizes offered by the
association.

SoHdsitver cup, value $200. by Henry J. Crocker, president of H. S.
A., for the best polo pony; solid silver cup. value Si!00. by tieorce A
Pope, for nighest jump; solid silver cup, value S200, by Joseph D.
Grant, for best team of two or three hor-es shown Io regular Are eu-
glce; solid silver cup. value S200, byJ. M. Cunuingham, for best pair
of carriage horsesand appropriate carriage, iu class 48; Shrevo cup,
value 5200. for best trotting stalliou, four years old or over, kept for
sen-ice; solid silver cop. vnluc $200, bv fimoihv Hopkins, for pair
of mares or geldings, or mare and gelding, and best appointed "road
rig." In elABsUi: solid silver cup. value S30O. bv Walter Hobart for
best tandem; solid silver cap. value $2ro,bv Llovd Tcvis, forhandsom-
L-j't and best juilr of carriage horses, class ;-:;>; sold silver cup value 5200,
by EL F. Morrow, for best thoroughbred stallion; one set of single har-
ness, value 8125. by J. A. McKerrou, for beat mare, stallion or geld-
ing, four years old or over, with a record of 2:30 or better, class 12 •

oik- silk plush robe, value $100, andonegold-mmintcd. ivory-handled
w hip. value S.S0, by Main & Winchester, for best pair of mares and
geldings, or best mare and gelding, four years old or over, class is -

one set double driving harness, rubber trimmings, value 121 5, by 0.
I' Wiley, f( .r beet pair of mares or geldings, four vears old nr over.
class 17 ; a gentleman's complete riding outfit (bridle, saddle and
-Middle-cloth), by J. C. Johnson, value 1100, for gentleman's horse
winning Unit prize In class 34; gentleman's complete riding outfit
(bridle, saddle and saddle cloth) value $100, bv J. O'Kaue. f«>r gentle-
man's saddlehorse winning first prize in clasa65.

Additional cups have been oflered by several gentlemen,
and the classes to which they shall be appropriated will
be decided la.er on.

A GREAT CONSIGNMENT OF ISPEED.

Palo Alto's Great Consignment of Young Trot-

ters to Leave Next Week.

On Wednesday, November 20th, there will be shippe

from Palo Alto four car loads of young horses to New Yori

to be sold by Peter C. Kellogg & Co., at Madison Squar*

Gardens, December 3d.

The shipment consists of yearlings, two, three and font

year-olds. The consignments from Palo Alto in the past hav

been full of good material and many fast horses, bread win

ners, have been purchased for small sums. Cobwebs, 2:IS

El Rami, 2:14, Seylax, 2:15J. Paola, 2:18, full brother to Pah
Alto, Abeto, 2:10i,

T,imonero (3), 2:15f, Marston C, (Z\

2:19*, Welbeck (3), 2:24}, Norhawk, 2:15£, Answer, 2:14|l

all sold for low 6gures considering breeding and individual)

ity.

To say in the face of the fact that Palo Alto has sent boo
dreds of horses to its annual sales, that have turned out well

that the consignment about to be shipped outclasses in breed

ing, individuality and prospective speed any consignment o

former years, is to say a great deal and the question will b
asked on what is such a broad assertion made, what make
this lot better than all other shipments.

In the first place the broodmares of Palo Alto have beei

reduced to one-half the number of former years until noi

all mares are producers except those whose progeny have no
reached an age to be developed.

Seeond.the better results ot experience in breeding will b<

materialized as the mares have been mated with stallion

whose blood Hues have prodnced success.

Third,the sons of Electioneer are producing extreme speed
the general average of the individuality of the shipment i
better than any previous one, the speed qualities far ahead o
any ">ther Palo Alto consignment.
There is a colt in this sale that should attract the attentioi

of breeders as well as these desiring a great race horse, Kit
Alto (4) with a mark of 216*, by Palo Alto, 2:0S^, the stal

Hon king of his day, son of the great Electioneer, his dan
that great thoroughbred trotting producing mare, Dame
Winnie, by Planet, who has produced Palo Alto, 2:08}
Paola, 2:18; Altivo, 2:1S*; Gertrude Russell, 2:23* ; Bij

Jim, 2:23*; and they say at the farm by the Lone Pine thai

in Gov. Pacheco, the brother to Palo Alto, there is still

another one that will add more fame to that great daughtei
of Planet and Liz Mardis, by imp. .Glencoe. The dam oi

Rio Alto, Elsie, by General Benton, that great broodman
sire, is one of the greatest of young broodmares, but thirteet

years old, her first foal in 1S87, she has been remarkable ir

her persistency in breeding speed from all sources. Her foe.

of 18S7 died in August of that year ; Salvini, ch c, of 1884
by Piedmont, was sold from Palo Alto at an early age foi

81,200.

In 1SS9 the b f Novelist, by Norval, came and in her two-

year old form trotted to a record of 2:27.

In 1890 Elsie was barren, and iu 1891 came Rio Alto
2:16*, by Palo Alto.

In 1S92 came Mary Osborne (3), 2:28}, by Azmoor ; thit

filly has a yearling record of 2:37.

In 1S93 came the great two-year-old filly of this year
Palita, 2:16, winner of seven straight races, the queen two-

year-old performer of 1895.

Iu 1S94 Elsie produced Ellen Houser, by Truman, 2:12
and in 1895 a bay filly, full sister to Mary Osborne. Elsie b
now with foal by Altivo (4), 2:1S*, full brother to Palo Alto
the stallion she mated so well with.

This is a|grand showing for a mare who only had five possi-

ble chances to have performers, and she turns out four by
three different sires and they are all in the list at three yean
old and under with an average speed of 2:21.

The grandam of Rio Alto is the greatest daughter of the

mother of Electioneer, Elaine, 2:20, by Messenger Duroc
She is also one of the great broodmares, for besides produc-
ing Elsie, she is the dam of Iran Alto (3), 2:19*, Palatine (3).

2:18, Anselma, 2:29*, Norlaine (1), 2:23*, and Noralaine (1).

half-mile, 1:27, her only other foals that lived to an age to be

trained. She is a producer from several different stallions,

and now with foal by Altivo, 2:18*.

The great giandam of Rio Alto is Green Mountain Maid,
the moLher of Electioneer, a mare that stands pre-eminent ae

a producer of trotters, whose sons and daughters are produc-
ing on from year to year, adding and adding fame to the

name of that queen of broodmares, Green Mountain Maid,
name immortal in the history of the turf. Rio Alto is a

beautiful horse to look at, in color a rich mahogany bay : in

form, of that high standard that he would attract attention

in a field filled with fine looking horses. In disposition, per-

fect for any and all purposes.

That he is a trotter and an improving one his record shows!

—third heat as a two-year-old, 2:223; as a three-year-old,

2:16*. For a sire where can we find in his family history

excuse for a mistake ?

By Palo Alto, 2:08$, the greatest son of Electioneer, out of

Elsie, the greatest daughter of General Benton, and Elaine,

2:20, who is the greatest daughter of Green Mountain Maid,
the greatest of all broodmares whose blood intermingles s<

kindly with the dead daughter of Planet, the great Dann
Winnie.

San Jose Track Leased.

It is rumored that Messrs. Burns & Waterhouse, Naglex

Burke and Chas. Boots have-leased the splendid race tracks!

San Jose for a term of five years, and have made arrange-

ments to put it in first class condition. So far as situation,

climate, soil ant1 appointments are concerned there is no

better place in California to train horses, and if the inner

course is kept exclusively for runners and the outer is pnt

in first-class condition for trotters, and kept that way all Win-
ter, these gentlemen will realize handsomely on their lease..

It was on this track that the horses belonging to Messrs. Ap-
pleby, Donathan and Boots were prepared, and as there are. I
thirty-seven youngsters there now belonging to Messrs. Burns
& Waterhouse, there is no doubt there will be some great

ones come from this kindergarten. The infield of this track

is of the richest and most productive soil, and will furnish

feed for a large number of horses during the year.

;icnv

rack

nish
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THE GUN.
Gun Olub Direotory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson,
president ; Dr. S. E. Koowles, secretary, 139 Post St., S. P.

The Country Club, San Francisco, Frederick W. Tallant. Secretary,

pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club, San Francisco,, F. 3. Butler, Secretary, San Fran
cisco.

The Olympic Gun Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,
Secretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Scovern.

The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden
Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, 8. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Foreter, Secretary,

605 Market Street, S. F.

Recreation Gun Clab—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,
Secretary, California and Davis streets, S. P.

The Empire Gun Clab, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
CaL
San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John

H. S&mmi, Secretary and Treasurer.

Alameda Comity Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nimrod Gun Club, Bay View, S. 3. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

dent, R. Liddie.HO Montgomery.

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary

605 Market St. S.F.

Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, CaL, H.
Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East uakland, Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, Willits, Cal., M.Mantz, president ; C. Whited,

secretary.

The Rising San Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, tieoretary. *_.&

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-
Naughton. Pres.; A. Borwell, Sec
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.

Medford Rod and Gun Club, Mediord, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.

;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.

Marsbneld Rod and Gnn Club, Marshneld, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

P. Thibault, Sec
Halsey Rod and Gnn Clab, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.; V. M.

Jessee, Sec.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.
C. Caveline, Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,
Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gan Clab, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

' F. W. Charles, Secretary.

Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection o^
Fish and Game, Josiah Collins Jr. Pres., C.F.Graff, Sec.-Treas., box
977, Seattle, Wash.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

D. McAllister bagged 21 snipe and 1 duck at Alviso on
Sanday.

The one trigger donble-barrelled shot-gun is becoming quite

popular.

J. Olsen and Ernst got a dozen or so ducks at Sears Point
on Sanday. ______
W. Brooks, D. McCrae and J. Lemmar killed 50 ducks at

Antioch on Sunday last.

For once the predictions of the sportsmen were right.

Qaail are unusually plentiful.

J. Bruns and J. Karoey got seventeen ducks, including

four can's, at Sear's Pointon Sunday.

S. F. Hughes was at the Cordelia Club on Sanday and
made a splendid bag of canvasback and snipe,

The winter flight of docks has commenced, and from now
on our duck hunters can expect goo i shooting.

Rolla Heikes averaged 93 9 at the San Antonio tourna-

ment, H. G. Wheeler 92, Harvey McMurchy 83 6.

W. J. Hynes had very fair lock at Goodyear's on Sanday
last. He bagged 22 ducks, including 6 canvasback.

C. Cale and Parks made a fine bag of teal, widgeon and

sprig with a sprinkling of mallards at Howry's Sunday.

J. 0. Cadman, Tom Pratber and Judge Henshaw bagged

nearly 150 ducks at Alvarado Sanday at the Willows Lodge
Club.

Eagene Forster and Alderton found a nice bunch of quail

up Sonoma way on Sunday and bagged twenty-three without

a dog.

C. A. Haight, H. C. Golcher, M. C. Allen and Howard
Vernon were at Point Reyes on Sunday. They bagged three

dozen quail.

W. L. Colville, the Eastern agent for Gold Dust powder
left for the East on Monday of last week. He will represent

the company throughout the East.

As we predicted, the duck shooting was greatly improved
on Sunday last. At Alviso, San Pablo, and on both the So-

noma and Suisun marshes the shooting was very good.

F. E. Miller and W. Prather Jr. were at Alvarado on

Sunday. They spent most of their time in fixing up their

winter quarters bat stopped work long enough to kill a few

ducks.

The collection of game birds and fishes at the Park museum
are well worth the attention of the sportsmen. They are

somewhat crowded but are well mounted and well classified.

The exhibition is in the gallery of the Midwinter Fair art

building.

Among our new advertisements this week will be found

that of H. Northup. He offers to ship coal to your club house

on short notice at city prices and without extra charge. The
sportsmen should patronize those who advertise in the sports-

man's paper.

The Examiner's Oakland correspondent says that two

Italians were arrested oo Monday for selling geese in open

market. They may not have had a license or have broken

some local ordinance, but geese are not mentioned in the

game law and may be sold at any time.

A new exchange that comes to our desk this week is The
Avrifauna, published in L03 Angeles and very ably edited by

W. A. Hoffman. The October number contains articles on

the California Condor, The California Partridge, The Mexi-

can Riven, The Yellow-Billed Magpie, etc. To the lovers

of orinthology this little magazine is invaluable.

Canvasback and other varieties of ducks were at Alviso
bridges Sunday in great numbers, but the bags were mostly
small. Jessie and Wm. Wetmore were at the Pastime's, but
another shooter located within thirty or forty yards of them
spoiled their shoo'ing. They got 19 birds, mostly teal.

Thos. Casey got seven caua at Teal on Sunday. Lloyd Eaton
and Chas. Deitz bagged eighteen ducks at the same place, in-

cluding four canvasback. They report seeing a great many
canvasback bat they come in from the bay late at night and
leave with the first ray of daylight in the morning.

Game Warden McKenzie, of Santa Clara county, has ar-

ranged for importing seventy-five pairs of Golden and Silver
pheasants. He received six pairs of English oheasanls on
Saturday from Victoria, B. C.,and he has already distributed

fifty pairs of Mongolian pheasants in various parts of the
county.

The Fish Commission held a meeting onMonday last and
report the take of salmon eggs at the Battle Creek Hatchery
to be over 8,000,000, the largest take ever made on the Sac-
ramento on a fall tud. By this time the hatchery is filled to

its utmost capacity, viz., 10,000,000 eggs. Deputy Babcock
reports that Mr. Mogan denies having told Mr. Robinson
that the Commission told him that they bad no money for

the prosecution of game cases and states that he did not ask

for assistance.

There were many threats flying around on Saturday, but
on Sunday the shooters that invaded Emeric's preserve at San
Pablo were ordered off by the deputies and did not fire a shot.

This is as it should be.as the law reads this preserve is open to

all, but the sportsmen know that Emeric owns this land. It

is fenced and posted, and with the single exception of the
creek that borders one corner of it. there are no navigable
sloughs upon it. Messrs. Emeric, Roos and Murdoch have
spent a great deal of money in fijing up the levee and fence,

and no gentleman will disturb their shooting.

A gun club was organized at the University of California

on Monday. A constitution was adopted and the following

officers elected: President, A. W. North; captain, Vance Os-

mond; secretary and treasurer, Walter Starr. The other
members of the club are M. Dozter, Hupp, DeFremery,
Chickering, Gage. Bishop, Jones and Williams. Member-
ship will be limited to twenty. The object of the club is to

shoot clay pigeons. A range will will bs put up back of the

new mechanics' building, behind the old rifle butts. It is

hoped that in the near future a shooting tournament may be

arranged with Stanford. Professors Soule, Clapp, Edwards
and Plehu were elected honorary members.

Mr. George Work, in a discussion with Mr. Jordan L.

Mott Jr., the inventor of a live-bird trap, at the Calumet
Club, declared on a wager of $500 to kill eighty five birds

out of one hundred, out of the new Mott trap, sprung with

the new electrical device. It was thought by Mr. Work and
his friends that he could win easily. The match was shot at

the Country Club's grounds at Westchester, being the only
grounds fitted with a set of the new traps. Before starting

the malch the stakes werp increased by mutual consent to one
thousand five hundred dollars a side, each thinking to win
certainly. The rise was thirty yards ard the boundary forty

yards. Mr. Mott won readily as Mr. Work, to the surprise

of many of his friends, only killed eighty birds.—Field.

Early Sunday morning while shooting ducks on the So-

noma marsh near McGill's Station, C. T. Morrison shot at a

duck flying before him and two of the number six shot struck

his companion, W. E. Lichtenberg, in the face. It was before

daylight and Mr. Morrison did not know of the close proxi-

mity of his friend. One pellet entered the cheek aod the

other between the eye and the bridge of the nose. Mr. Lich-

tenberg thought be was more seriously injured than he was,

andMorrison rowed him to Dr. S. E.jKnowles, who was shoot-

ing near by. The doctor removed the shot from the cheek,

bat coald not locate the pellet near the eye. It is not thought

that the eyesight will be injured, but at best it was a lucky

escape. Both of the gentlemen are members of the Alameda
County Sportsmen's Club.

" I was out hunting quail in a big vineyard near Santa

Rosa a few days ago," remarked Superior Judge Dougherty
of Sonoma county, " and I got the finest bags of birds I ever

shot in my life. When I first went into the vineyard I thought

I was shooting at tame quail, for they wouldn't fly till I came
near stepping on them, and then they would wobble off

through the air in the most erratic way. They would only

fly a short distance till they would drop into a grape vine as

if their wings had given out. My dog kept bringing me live

quail, which I thought I bad wounded, but finally when I

had three dozen birds and had fired only about a dozen shots,

I knew there was something wroog somewhere. Finally I

came upon a qaail lying on its back and kicking its feet in

the air in the most peculiar way. I picked it up and found

it uninjured so far as I could see. Then I set it on its legs

and it went staggering and floundeJing over the clods a few

feet till it fell on its back again and lay kicking helplessly.

For the first time it occurred to me that the quail were drunk.

They had been feeding on thefrost-bitten grapes that"had fer-

mented on the vines and were enjoying the wildest kind of a

jag. Some could not move, while the soberest couldn't fly

fast enough to get out of the way of a clod."—S. F. Post.

Santa Ana has again won the championship team cups that

they won at the Los Angeles tournament od September 21st.

The match was shot at Santa Ana on October 19th. The
scores

SANTA ANA

Proud 11U1 01111 lllll 11110 11111—23
Vaughn 11110 lllll 10111 lllll 11111—23
Mason lllll lllll 11100 11101 01111—21
Parker 11110 J 1121 11011 11110 11011—21
West lllll lllll 11011 11011 00011—20—108

LOS ANGELES.

Leigbton lllll lllll lllll lllll 11100-23
Van Valkenbnrg... lllll 101 11 11101 lllll 11101—22
Hanerwass O1001 lllll lllll 01 11 1 11110—20
Ralphs 1O011 11011 11110 00011 11110—17
Matfield 11110 01111 01101 11011 01001—17— 99

RIVERSIDE.

Taber lllll 11101 11011 lllll 10011-21
Packard 01111 10111 01100 11110 11111—19
Beamer 11110 11110 10101 10111 01111—19
Anderson 00110 10111 11101 01110 11110-17
Stanton 11110 11010 01100 00011 11000—12— S8

The One Trigger Double Gun.

There are a great many inventions relating to firearms
which are made and cast aside because not presented to the
world at the proper time. This to us has always seemed to
be the reason why inventions of one period lie dormant for
many years, when they are again revived and accepted by
the world.

The one trigger double gnn is an illustration of this.

Sportsmen have recently shown a decided interest in a gun
with such a mechanism. But it is by no means new, though
we are bound to say that, according to our observation, the
one trigger double gua has not found favor until recently
because it has been faulty. It is many years ago that the first

one trigger double gun was invented in England, and several
inventions of this character have been made in America.
During the last two or three years one or two of these gUDS
have been shown to American sportsmen, but they found little
favor because of their propensity to discharge both barrels at
nearly the same instant, the second barrel being discharged
by the firing of the first. Those who have watched the gun
business of England have seen the one trigger double gun
grow more aod more in favor, and it is reported that the arm
has been so perfected that most, if not all, of the serions faults
which for a loog time remained uncorrected, have at last been
remedied.

One of our esteemed correspondents writes in relation to
his gun. He says the idea formerly existed that the con-
cussion of the first barrel was the cause of the premature dis-
charge of the second. This, he says, was not the case. It
was the rebound following on recoil from the explosion of
the first barrel that made pressure of the finger on the trigger
release the lock of second barrel. However that may be, it

was formerly a difficult matter to withhold the fire of the sec-
ond barrel until the desired moment.

It does not Eeem necessary for us to mentioa the advan-
tages of a single trigger double gun, if it works satisfactorily.
One trigger to discharge both barrels is believed by many
practical sportsmen to be decidedly advantageous/for the
trigger is always the same in length from the heel plate; the
liability of pressing the wrong trigger is overcome, and with-
out doubt the second barrel may be discharged quicker and
with greater effect if there is but one trigger to manipulate.
We have always regarded the single trigger double gun as a
valuable invention, and not to be classed with the numerous
inventions in fire arms which have no practical value, and
shall not be surprised at some future day to see cocsidereble
recognition given to this form of mechanism.
We learn that one of these guns, made by a well-known

English maker, is soon to be brought to this country, and in
the hands of one of our best known trap shots, its practica-
bility, if it possesses such, will no doubt be clearly demon-
strated.—Shooting and Fishing.

A good fisbirg story used to be told of himself by one of
the new peers, Sir Algernon Borthwick. Seven days' fishiDg
with his son, Mr. Oliver Borthwick, at Sir Algernon's Aber-
deenshire place, Invercauld House, resulted in the big kill of
fifryfive salmon. The information was sent to the London
Morning Post, Sir Algernon's paper, and an enterprising
sub-editor, in acknowledgment of the receipt of the news,
telegraphed to Sir Algernon that it was intended to give the
item the heading, "Miraculous Draught of Fishes ! Peter's
Record Broken."

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The United States Field Trials have been again postponed.
This time to Nov. 25th.

The Continental Field Trials have been declared off on
account of the scarcity of birds in North Carolina.

Billy Tallman will handle the well known Irish setter Hen-
more Shamrock in the comiDg Irish Setter Club's field trials.

There is prospect of a very fair entry in the All-Age of the
Pacific Coast trials. It is $5 to nominate $1-5 to start. En-
tries close on December 1st.

A. B.Truman has lost his well-known field trial and bench
winner, Pattie Croxteth, supposedly stolen. This pointer is

so well known, it seems almost impossible that she could be
lost for any length of time.

Jas. McLalchie was very unfortunate with his Mission
Rival—Dauntless Lozette litter. She whelped seven prema-
turely and they all died. She got "mixed up" with another
bitch and the premature birth was the result.

The Rod's Chaff— BelleGIadstone letter, noted in our ken-
nel registry column, is a litter that should be quickly sold.

Belle is one of the few progeny of old champion Gladstone
now living and her blood should be of great value. Rods'
Chaff is not only a son of Roderigo but is a good worker and
is reported to be exceedingly fast. The puppies are strong
and well marked.

H. H. Carlton, secretary of the Fox-Terrier Club, adds
another to the long list of dog lovers that have been victim-

ized by the dog poisoners. Some fiend attempted to poison

his whole kennel recently with strychnine, but by good luck

and the prompt assistance of a veterinary, he succeeded in

saving them. On Monday, however, he was not so lucky,

and one of his cocker spaniel puppies died before be could
summon the aid of a physician. We hope he will discover

the culprit and give him his just deserts.

The winners of the first Derby of the Monongahela Valley

Game and Fish Protective Association Trials were: first, G.
W. Lang's b w and t English setter Roger O'Mara, by Roger
Boy—Nancy Malroning; second, S. B. Cummings' 1 and w
pointer Tick of Kent, by 8pot of Kent— Bow's Fly; third.G.

O. 8mith's b and w English setter Whyte, by Whyte B.

—

More's Clara. The \lt-aged winners *ere : First, A. C.

Peters' o and w English setter Nellie Bly, by Ben Hill

—

Daisy Hunter; second divided between S. B. Cummings' o
aod w English setter Galert C , by Duke of Princeton—lone
and W. D. Henry's 1 and w pointer George Croxtetb.by Don
Croxteth—Mollie Scot); third, F. D. West's 1 and w pointer

Mex.
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Reception to A. P. Vredenburgh.

A. P. Vredenburgh, secretary of the American Kennel

Club, arrived in this city on Thursday morning. A slop of

twenly-four hours al Los Angeles delayed his arriyal. hot if

mmoris correct he thoroughly enjoyed himself in the City

of the Angels. The officers and members of the Southern

California Keonel Club that could be summoned on short

notice, met him at the train, and in the evening A. K. C.

matters were discussed over a very enjoyable dinner.

Thursday evening a reception was given him at the Occi-

dental Hotel by the Pacific Kennel Club. The Sportsmen's

Associaiioo, of Alameda County, Paci6c For Terrier Clnb,

St. Bernard Club, ol California, and Southern California

Kennel Club were also invited and it is well thev attended as

the attendance from the Paci6c Kennel Club was a disgrace

to the club. The Southern California Kennel Clnb sent a

delegate. The Pacific Fox Terrier Club was represented by

foor members the St. Bernard Club of California by nine, the

Alameda Sportsmen's Association by two and the Pacific

Keonel Club with its sixty or seventy local members, by

fourteen and half of these were members of the Specially

President Beer opened the meeting bv introducing Mr.

Vredenburgh, who immediately addressed the meeting at

considerable length. His speech was of the greatest possible

interest to the gentlemen present. Coming so late in the week

it is impossible for us to give it verbalion this week, but in

onr next issue we will do so. Tbe subjects of his remarks

were : The feeling of good fellowship that exist between the

National Body and its members on tbe Pacific Coast

The advantages of membership in the A. K. C.

The attitude of the A . K. 0. towards the press.

The appeal of Pacific Coa«t Kennel Clubs and the amend-

ment proposed by the committee on Rules.

A Pacific Coast Advisory Committee and many other sub-

jects of minor importance.

His speech was somewhat lengthy but yet as concise as was

consistent with the importance of the matter under discussion.

He endeavored to', impress upon his audience that the A. K.

C. were thoroughly in sympathy with the Coast but through

ignorance, owing to the great distance, were not cognizant of

onr actual needs, and he succeeded in his endeavor. His

coming has more strongly welded the chain of sympathy be-

tween the local and the parent clubs than any favorable leg-

islation could have done.
.

When he concluded his opening address President Beer

called upon H. T. Payne, the represeotativo of the Sonthern

California Kennel Club for a few remarks. As his speech was

longer than that of the guest we can only give the substance

ofit. He thought that Mr. Vredenburgh had not touched

opon the most important matter of all, viz., the $500 rule.

Rule V. of regulations governing clubs—As usual he

overdid the thing and made a great many statements that

cannot be verified, but his main argument was good. His

contention that the rule as it stands is the mill stone

around the neck of kennel interests on this coast is unques-

tionably true. We fought againBt this rule five years ago

when we first came to this Stale, and shall continue to fight

it until it is abolished on this coast. Small shows are the

feeders of the large ones. Every small show results in a

certain number of embyro fanciers that purchase of the

breeders and later become exhibitors. Soon the small shows

get to be too small for their ambitions and the larger ones

get their entries. The small shows must be encouraged.

This country is yet, comparatively speaking, very new. In

the East it is quite different.

Mr. Haigbt then asked Mr. Vredenburgh why the S500

rule was adopted.

Mr. Vredenburgh replied that it seemed unfair that a win

in a small show with no competilioo.to coont for as much as

at New York, where $S,000 is eiven in cash prizes.

Dr. DEvelyo, J . G. Barker and others spoke in favor of

abolishing the rule and when put to vote it was found to be

the sense of the meeting by a large majority that the rule

should be abolished.

The "500 dog rule" was next discussed. H. T. Payne and

J. G. Barker thought that it should be changed to 200 dogs.

H. W. Orear thought that it should remain as it is. Payne
thought he would like to see it made possible for Los

Angeles shows to count for championship. H. McCracken
moved that the rule be 250 dogs, and the vote was unanimous

thatjit was the sense of the meeting that in the |interest

of the Coast the rule should be changed to allowed a win in

• show with 2-50 entries to count towards a championship.

W. L. 1'ralher Jr. stated that the Alameda club was yet

alive and he thought the Pacific Advisory Board an excellent

plan. The Alameda club have elected a delegate. The
Southern California Kennel Club have also elected a dele-

gate and it only remains for the Pacific Club to appoint one

and the St. Bernord Club to elect one as soon as they are ad-

mitted to membership and the Advisory Board will be a fact.

Tbe meeting adjourned at 11 o'clock.

The Pacific Fox Terrier Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Fox Terrier

Club was held at this office on Tuesday evening last, Vice-

President G. W. Debenbam in the chair. Tbe members

present were Secretary H. H. Carlton. A. W. (lonzales, Dr.

I ''Evelyn, Jos. McLatcbie and A. R. Crowell.

After the reading of the minutes and other routine business

a communication was read from the Pacific Kennel Club in-

viting the members of the club to attend a special meeting

and reception to A. P. Yredenburg, Secretary of the Amer-

ican Kennel Club at the Occidental Hotel on Thursday even-
ing. It was resolved that the club attend in a body.

J. I'. Martin's resignation as a member of the clnb was
accepted.

l)ominick shannon and Norman F. IVKvelyn were elected

to membership.
The question of holding a specially show in connection

with the St. Bernard Club was discussed, and A. Russell
Crowell was appointed a committee of one to confer with the
St. I'.i-rnard Club in regard to same. If the St. 1'ernard Club
is in favor of holding such an exhibition the two clubs will

hold a combined special meeting and discuss the details.

Alter a lengthy discuasson of fox terrier matters the meet-
ing adjourned to il call of the Secretary.

The Black Pointer.

In no other part of the United States has the black point-

er come into such prominence as in California. They have

held their own here, winning against our best pointers and

English setters at the field trials, and are very popular

among those who have been fortunate enough to get held of

the genuine Pape stock.

But little is known of their origin as the originator of the

strain W. Rochester Pape, a gnnmaker at Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, England, never kept any record of them, and never

showed them at dog shows or run them in the field trials.

The most authentic account that we have ever heard of

the origin of the strain .is that given by J. K. Orr, a well-

known sportsmanof this city. In 1868, Mr. Orr shot over

Pap's dog Tom with Mr. Pape on his shooting on the

Duke of Northumberland's estates. Mr. Orr describes

old Tom as the perfection of action, nose and intelli-

gence, remarkably well trained and much nearer the

present bench show form than are the Pape pointers

of to-day. Mr. Pape informed Mr. Orr that the old

stock was brought from Spain by his father, who crossed

them with an English strain of blacks.

In 1872 Pape presented Col. York, Master of Small Arms,

Ordinance Department, Cincinnati, Ohio, with the bitch

Meg, and the same year he sent over a dog to be bred to her.

From this union came J. K. Ori^s dog, Tynne, and a dog

pup sent to Richard Ogden at the same time. The older

sporstmen remember Tynne well and speak very well of him.

Ogden's dog was sent to the keeper of the Golden Eagle Ho-
tel al Sacramento and was destroyed by a sheep rancher.

The6e were the first Pape pointers to reach this Coast, but

they left no progeny.

The strain of Pape pointers that have now become so popu-

lar were introduced here by Jas. E. Watson.

He first brought out Old Black Joe, in October 1887. He
came round the Horn on the ship Kenilworth. A bitch was

shipped with him but she was washed overboard near the

Cape DeVerd Islands.

Old Black Joe won first in the Derby and first in the All-

Age at the Pacific Coast Field Trials of 18-9. If we are not

mistaken but one other dog has ever accomplished this feat.

He defeated at these trials the pointers Lottie B. and Nestor,

and Ihe setters Sirius and Sunlit, besides other good ones.

The next voyage of the Kenilworth brought out Jet, an-

other bitch from Pape, but she left no progeny as she was

soon after accidentally drowned at Allenders kennels.

Mr. Watson next brought out Old Black Joe II. and Sweep
in 1889, and shortly afterwards William Graham, of Belfast,

Ireland, sent him the bitch Bess, overland from New York.
Bess was bred in Scotland by A. M. McDonald, by Sweep,
out of Gloom, said to be of sure Pape strain. Neither Sweep
nor Bess were ever run at the trials, but Old Black Joe II.

proved a rattling good field dog. He won second Derby and
second All-Age, 1891,third All-Age 1892,and second All-Age
1893. In 1891 he beat Petronella in the Derby but was
beaten by Lee R. In the All-Age he beat Sankey B., Rose
and Queen Croxteth,but was beaten for first place by Patti

Croxteth. In 1892 he was beaten by Lady Trippo and Sally

Brass II. In 1S93 he beat Palham and others, but was beaten

by Starlight for first place. The same year three sons of Old
Black Joe II. and Black Bess won in the Derby. The prizes

were placed as follows : George P. first, Countess Noble
(Eng. Setter) second, Doc P. and Jim P. divided third, with

Johanna (Eng. Setter.) Rex, another son of Old Black Joe
IL, and Bess, divided third in the Derby ofIS94 with the

pointer Adelia, making nine prizes that the strain has won
at four trials.

On the bench they have not done as well, in fact the ma-
jority of the strain lack style, and in the head qualities of

the bench show pointer they are sadly deficient. Old Black
Joe won third at the Pacific Kennel Club Show of 1S88, Joe
M. won second last year in the under 55 pounds class, and
Old Black Joe II , George P, and Doc P. have taken several

V. H. C.'s and H. Cs.
At the dispersal sale of Mr. Watson's kennels Wm. Dormer

purchased Old Black Joe II. and Bess. The others of this

strain that we know of are : Norman Rideout's (Marysville)

George P., W. S. Kittle's Doc P., C. Robinson's Rex, J.

Markland's Joe M., L. Thibanlt's (Butte, Mont.) Booth B.,

EmilSutro's Jim P., David Thorn's Nick, E. F. Northam's
Black Beauty and J. H. Sammi's Rose, all by Old Black Joe
II., out of Bess.

Frank Mc Farland's Sweep, F. D. Atherlon's , by
Sweep—Rose, Frank Coates' (Fresno) Black Prince, by Nick
— Rose, and Robt. Taylor's Bess, bv Nick— Rose.

The St. Bernard Club.

The largest and most enthusiastic meeting held by the St.

Bernard Club for many months was held on Wednesday

evening last at this office,President J. G. Barker in the chair.

The other members present were treasurer O. H. Williams,

secretary A. Russel Crowell.Dr. A.T. Regensburger.F. Frey,

J. R. Kelly, C. W . Travis.J. R. Dickson, H. McCracken, W.
P. Worthington.A. J. Kidd, W. H. Collins, T. S. McGinley,
L. G. Rowel!, C. J. Adair, W. H. Mudgett.

A communication was read from the Pacific Kennel Club
inviting the members of the club to attend a reception tend-

ered to A. P. Vredeuburg, Secretary of the A. K. C, on
Thursday evening, and it was resolved to attend in a body.

A communication was received from the Pacific Fox Ter-

rier Club requesting the club to appoint a committee to

meet the Fox Terrier Club and confer with them in regard to

holding a specialty show of St. Bernards and fox terriers for

exhibition only. Tne chair appointed a committee of three,

consisting of W. H. Collins, Dr. A. T. Regensbureer and O.

H. Williams to me»t the fox terrier men on Tuesday evening
next at the clnb rooms.

The question of inaugurating a sweepstake was laid over
until the next regular meeting of the club.

It was resolved that the club oiler a suitable prize at the

coming show of the Pacific Kennel Club for tbe best stud

dog owned by a member of the club, to be judged bv two of

bis get out of different bitches. Also a special for best brood

bitch owned by a member of the club, to be judged by two of

her get out of different litters.

The next regular meeting of the club will be on Wednesday
evening, December 11th, but if the committee on specialty

show report favorably a special meeting will be called next
week.

New England Field Trials.

The New England Field Trial Club held a sweepstake open

to all setters and pointers on October 29th at Assonet, Mass.

N. Wallace judged. The conditions were $5 to nominate

and $10 additional to start. The club added $100 to the

purse. The American Field gives the following summary of

the running:

Oakland Farm's black, white and tan Eaglish setter bitch
Ou- Pet, by The Corsair—Tchula, handled by A. R. Sharp,
with P. H. Powell's black Eaglish setter dog Dan, by Sport,
handled by owner.
W. C. Baylies' black, white and tan English setter dog

Tennessee Vandal, by The Corsair—Effie Hill, handled by
A. R. Sharp, with H. L. Keye's black, white and tan English
setter dog Montell, by Mark's Mack—Katie B., handled by
H. Tallman.

D. A. Goodwin Jr.'s black and white English setter bitch
Gladys, by Bradley—Matchless IV., handled by Ellis, with
Hobart Ames' black, white and tan English setter dog Jockey
by Chance—Mollie Dale, handled by Trein.

II.

Dan with Tennessee Vandal.
Montell with Our Pet.

Jockey a bye.

First, Our Pet ; second, Tennessee Vandal ; third, Montell.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form :

WHELPS.
Wm. Larsen's (San Francisco) English setter bitch Belle

Gladstone (Ch. Gladstone—Zsll) whelped November ith
fourteen—six dogs—to George Crocker's Rod's Chaff (Rod-
erigo—Gladstone's Girl)

.

J. F. O. Comstock's (San Francisco) bull terrier bitch
Twilight (Hinks—Ch. Starlight) whelped November 4th six
—three dog3—to same owner's Adonis (Gully the Great—
Edgewood Fancy).

Blemton Spinaway, a fox-terrier bitch by Blemton Victor
—Verdict Dana, Spinster, by Dominie—Avon Mag, has
just been purchased by Matt Kerr from J. B. Martin, who is

disposing of his fox-terrier keonel. Blemton Spinaway was
bred by August Belmont, and cost Mr. Martin quite a large
sum. She is in whelp to Blemton R safer, and will bs bred to

Matt Kerr's well-known dog Dauntless Tyrant. Blemton
Spinaway is a white bitch with a black an! tan head. Her
size is just about right.

I notice in the South a very general substitution of the
word "soon " for " early." Where a New England resident
would say he got up early in the morning, the gentleman of
Dixie would remark that be got up soon. Or, to perfect the
paraphrase : The " early bird " catches the worm, but the
" sooner dog " takes the rabbit. Would this be correct ?—C.

H. in Forest and Stream.

As we go to press we learn that Wm. Larsen's English set-

ter bitch Belle Gladstone, referred to in another column, has
whelped another pup, five days after whelping the fourteen
mentioned. Rather an unusual occurrence.

R. M. Dodge, the well-known trainer, is still at Kenwood.
L. L. Campbell, who hasjust returned from there, states that

he has a great abundance of birds and his dogs are in splen-
did condition.

Stephen Fiske writes in the Home Journal that fai

Juliet asfeed : ''What's in a name?" Sometimes a very
valuable hint for those who follow the races. The other day
I backed a horse named Ananias, and he immediately belied

his record and lost an easv race. One of my London contem-
poraries tells a good story of the last Goodwood. A friend

met the lady wbom be was to escort to the race course, and
noticed that she had prudently brought a waterproof and an
umbrella. "Ah," said she, smilingly, " I am oae of the wise

virgins!" Her companion paid: "Wise Virgin is one of the

starters for the Steward's Cop; please excuse me a moment,
while I put a £10 note on her!" The filly won out of a field

of twenty two. At the Futurity, last summer, 1 placed my
modest money upon Requital, taking the tip from "All's

Well That Ends Well."

Be bold I You do so grow in my Requital
As nothing can unroot you I

But I admit that the colt's victory over Crescendo, at

Saratoga, and the fact tbat Griffin was up, had more to do
with my wager. Those who follow this system of playing
upon words rather than public form expected Mascot to win
the free-for-all pacing race at Fleetwood, but they were dis-

appointed. By any other name a luckily-cognomened horse

would run as well.

Chas. Ddrfee and some friends from Los Angeles visited

the San Mateo Stock Farm last week and were delighted with

the galaxy of splendid trotters there. Mr. Durfee says

"Mary Best is the handsomest mare lever saw, and I would
want nothing better to campaign than a colt or filly by Mc-
Kinney out of her. I would feel satisfied that I could not

get a better one in the world." He added : '"The youngsters
there are the strongest made aod most highly finished I ever
saw, and their dams are as near perfection as that good judge
of horseflesh, Mr. Corbitt, could select. I would like to be

rich enough to have him select about thirty for me to place

on a farm and breed them to McKinoey. I know the pro-

duce would be as good as a paying gold mine."

The selection of Byron McClelland as judge of the thor

oughbreds at the Horse Show will bring out such an atten-

dance of racing folks as has never yet been seen in Madison
Square Garden. Furthermore the.exhibitors will know that

their horses will bejudged purely on their merits, for there

is no better man to pass an opinion on a "blooded one," be

he foal, yearling, racehorse or stallion, than the shrewd little

Kentuckian, who from the time he bought Badge has swept

the deck almost every year.—N. Y. Mercury.

One evening; at the Kinnard, during the Cleveland meet-

ing, Professor Milam, who drives Oiklaod Baron, went in to

supper with Andy McDowell. Before sitting down he
brushed the seat of his chair off carefully. " What's the

matter, 'Fess?" asked McDowell. "Got new pants?"
" No," responded the professor, " it's a habit of mine. I

taught a district school for ten years."
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THE NURSERY STAKES.

Over One Hundred YouDgsters Entered for the

Big- Two-Year-Old Race at Sacramento.

The following entries to the Nursery stakes at Sacramento

hare been made

:

Palo Alto Slock Farm Dames ch c Attacus. by Flambeau—Amelia,
bv Jalvator ; cb f Crescen da. by Flambeau—Amelia, by Lowlander ;

b c Cavalry, by Flambeau—imp. Coruelia, by Isonomy : ch f Cressa,

by Flambeau -Fannie Lewis ; ch c Glenligh;. by Flambeau—Glen-
dew ; ch rn c Mike Murphy, by Flambeau—Maggie R. ; b fFlamar-
etie, by Flambeau—Playmate : ch t Preciaeau, by Flambeau—Prec-
ious: b fQueen Flambeau. by Flamrean—Queen Bess; ch f Rosalbra,
by Flambeau—Rose t la ; b f Auracioe. by Racine—Aurelia II ; b f

Honouiine. by Racine—Bessie Hooker; b f Fausterine, by Racine—
Faustine : bf Princess Flirt, by Racine—Flirt ; b c Gladiolus, by
Racine— Gorgo ; ch c Oroville, by Racine—Onida : ch f Bezonia, by
imp Cyrus—Bridget ; b f Racina. by imp. Cyrus—Fairy Rose ; b f

Gerdine, by imp. Cyrus—Gerhardine; dk b c Gentian, by imp. Cyms
—Getaway: b c Rasor. by imp. Cyrus—Riglin ; b c Rosorus, by imp.
Cvrus— Rc=ebud: ch f Brerewood. by Bramble—Pottery
Rancho del Paso names ch c by imp. Sir Modred—Dmanne ; br f

hy imp. Masim—Fleurette: b f bT Ben Ali— Lady Middleton ; b f by
Fitzjames—Minuet': br c by Fitzjames— Olive : b c by Tyrant—Patty
Ch c by Tyrant—Prose : blk c by imp Calvados—Sabrina : b f by
Torso—Santa Rita : b f by imp Sir Modred—Sister to Jim Douglass ;

ch c by Midlothian—Starlight: b c by Calvados—Typhoon : b f by
imp. Martenburst—Vandalite ; ch c by Salvator—Widow Cliquot ; ch
f by Tate Notice—Whisbau; b f by imp. Hallowmas—Zalieka: b f by
imp. Midlothian—Lizzie P.; b f by imp. Midlothian—Lady Leinster ;

ch c by Torso—Little Flush ; b t by imp. Martenburst—Lizzie Dun-
bar.

S- G. Reed names br i Briar Rose, by imp. Maxim—imp. Briar Bush;
br t Midligbt, bv imp. Midlothian—Electric Light ; ch f Thorn Blos-
som, by imp. Martenhurst—imp Eye Sweet : b t Hallelujah, by imp.
Martenburst—Hymn of Praise : b c Indio. by imp. Maxim—imp Ira:

bf Fig Leaf, by imp. Martenhurst—Orange Leaf; br f Scotch Rose,
by imp. Midlothian—Scotch Fir; b c Maxim n.. by Maxim—imp. The
Squaw ; b f Sally Ban. by imp. Del Mar—Elsie Ban : b f Vanish, by
King Thomas—imp. Victress ; ch c King Somnus, by KiDg Thomas-
imp. Gertrude.
John Mackay names gr c by imp. Martenburst—Helen Scratch: b

C by imp. Midlothian—Billbw; b c by imp. Midlothian—Hinda
Dwyer; b f by imp Midlothian—Tncksey.
Burns £ Waterhouse names b c King S'reet. by KiDgTbomas—De-

ception: ch c by Midlothian—Agnes; b c by Masim—PartheDia; br c
B. & W., by Darebin—Bavaria; b f Rowena B.. by Take Notice—Pic-
nic; b f by Maxim—Lula; be by Knight of Ellerslie—Spaldic: b c
Lord Chesterfield, by Chester—Tallnda: b c Candelaria, by imp.
Midlothian—Cosette: c c Don Glarencio, by Surinam—imp. Paloma;
b e Halsey. bv Martenburst—Elsie S.

A. B. Spreckels names b g by Ecuador—Kitty Gunn; b g by Prince
of Norfolk—Lady Cleveland: b f Isola. by imp. Cyrus—Abbie F.; ch
c by Ecuador—Tomato: b g by Buckmaster—Fast Day.
William O'B. Macdonough names grf hy imp. Suwarrow—Libber-

tyflibbet; be Orestus, by imp. Ormonde—imp. Kissing Crust; b g by
St. Carlo—imp. Royal Bess; ch c by St. Carlo—Muta; b c by St. Carlo
Marilee; brf by imp. Greenback—Moon lieht.

M. F. Tarpey names b c Balzac, by imp. Cyrus—Jennie Belshaw;
ch f Ideal, by Ed. Corrigan—Cossette.

St. Albans Stable names b c by Wildidle—English You Know.
C. N. Post names b c Osman by Ben Ali—Shasta.
Mrs. A, C. Posey namesb c Marinion, by Three Cheers—Harold ioe.

J S. Gibson names dfe b c Hardtack, by Three Cheers—Lady
Lang ford.
Laurelwood Farm names ch g True Blue, by Duke of Norfolk—Car-

men ; b f Refcekah. by imp. Merriwa—Raindrop; b f Lady Laurel-
wood, by Duke of Norfolk—Neilson.
M. F. Odell names br c Phillip II.. bv imp. Royalist—Marguerite;

s c Red Pahther by Three Cheers—Etta. W.
P. Herzog names b c Rey del Tierra. by Prince of Norfol k—Haidee.
La Siesta Ranch namesb n Wieland, by imp. Chesterfield—Harriet.
George Fletcher names b f Cheridah, by Three Cheers—Ynez Nor-

folk.
Elmwood Farm namesb e by imp. Brutus—Brown Maria; br cby

imp. Brutus—Ariola; br cby imp. Cyrus—Lady Grangeline; b c by
imp. Brutus—MollleH.; b c bv imp. Brutus—Beauty; b f by imp.

Brutus—Bonny Jean; b f by Brutus—Gladette; brf by imp Brutus—
Lucrezia Borgia; ch f by imp. Brutus—Installation; ch f by imp. Bru-
tus— Mirope; br i by imp. Brutus—Nerva; b f by imp. Brutus—Con-
stellation; bf by imp. Brutus- Swayback; blk f by imp. Brutus—Leda-
brf by imp. Brutus—Nabette; bf by imp. Brutus—Gypsette; b f by
imp. Brutus—Gladys.

J. E. King names b g by Red Iron—Mollie Wadkins.
D. R. Dickey names be Arthur D-. by Pescador—Sessim.
The total number of youngsters entered is H5. Of these Palo Alto

entered 24. Burns & Waterhouse 11. Rancho de lPaso 20, Elmwood
Stock Farm 17. John Mackey 4, W. O'B, Macdonough 6, A. B. Spreck-
els 5 and S. G. Reed 11.

Quite a number of horsemen express themselves as beiDg
pleased at the idea of two such prominent owners as Aogust
Belmont and M. F. Dwyer clashing on the selling race
question. There is altogether too much babying regarding
the bidding up or claiming of horses in selling races, and it

is time for horsemen to act like men. M. F. Dwyer has had
a picnic for years, and must have milked the ring to the tune
of at least half a million dollars where he had no chance to
lese unless his horses had dropped dead. But Mr. Dwyer is

not the only prominent owner who has skinned the ring
with high-class horses in selling races. David Gideon has
for the last eight years or more milked the ring most beau-
tifully, his favorite game being to run high-class two-year-
clds in selling races, and getting trotn even money to o and S
to 1 against what were really 1 to 10 shots. Kequital, the
winner of the Futurity, made his first appearance in a sell-

ing race. Dr. Rice ran in selling races, and, in fact, almost
every good colt Gideon has owned has had to go through the
selling race mill. What grinning Mr. Gideon and his clever
trainer must have done in the years they have been to-

gether ! M. F. Dwyer has certainly run horses out of their
place, but everybody knows so, wherein he is, if anything,
less of an offender than Mr. Gideon. If horsemen wonld only
show a little more manliness they have a remedy in their
own bands, and the more they exercise their privileges in
this respect the better it will be for all concerned. Harry
Reed, the horse that was bid up on Thursday, is one of the
most overrated horses in training. When fresh he is un-
doubtedly very speedy, but he is a flashy Himyar gelding, and
has yet to demonstrate that he can carry weight and eo a
mile in anything like fair second-class company.—N. Y. Mer-
enry.

The Directors of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club Tuesday
decided to postpone the opening day of their meeting to

Thanksgiving Day. This step was principally actuated hy a
desire to have better transportation facilities assured. The
spur track of the Southern Pacific is completed, and a train

run over it yesterday, but there is a doubt as to the popular-
ity of that route. The association received assurance yester-

day that the Mission-street electric line would be extended
immediately and would be in operation to the track hy the
opening day. The postponement will be an advantage to the
horsemen that have lately arrived, giving them time to pre-
pare their horses for participation in the opening events, and
incidentally will afford the association a chance to give a

better card, mf de up with horses new to most of our race-

goers, instead of those we have seen here for months past.

Racing will continue at Bay District up to the date of open-
ing of the new track.

Fkank Covet states that Fairy Rose and her Ormonde
filly will be exhibited at the comiog horse show.

Tuesday afternoon Green B. Morris arrived with a
string of eight horses, all in splendid condition after their
longjourney. They were taken immediately to the new track.
Among the lot are Lobeogula, a very clever three-year-old by
Hudson—Zulu; Sallie Cliquot, by Salvasor—Widow Cliquot
(sister to Dry Monopole). one of the best two-year-old fillies

of the year; Sir Play, by Sir Modred—Plaything, a full

brother to the great money-winner, Tournament; Dare Dollar,
by Darebin—Trade Dollar (dam of Trade Mark, Simmons,
Gold Dollar and Daric), who won quite a number of two-
year-old races; Stratbmeath. by Strathmore, a good handi-
cap horse; imp. Star Ruby, by Hampton, a three-year-old,
and Miss Maxim, by the dead Rancho del Paso stallion, out
of Ventura (sister to Ben Ali and Memento), by Virgil.

W, & J, Sloane 4 Co "!

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Carpets,

Rugs,
Furniture,

Drapery

Materials,

Lace Curtains,

Window Shades
ORIENTAL RUGS

Modern and Antique, in Great

Variety.

641-643-645-647 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

It is strange, indeed, how very few of the

drivers of trotting and pacing horses have
made any money this year, says The Horse-

man. Douglas Thomas had made a good
winning, and W. J. Andrews must be ahead
of the game, as must the Hamlin stable and
Howard, who did so well with El Rami. And
there are others who have done fairly well

but the fact remains, notwithstanding, that

the majority have fared poorly. Until the

Louisville meeting, that is, the meeting held

in the Kentucky capital during the Grand
Army reunion, the Hamlin * table was a big

loser, hut since then things have taken a turn,

and the success of the Village Farm horses

has been little short of phenomenal. Then,
the Hamlins are always ready to play their

horses heavily when they think they can win,

an excellent illustration of which was had at

Terre Haute in the Star Pointer race. The
Eastern contingent knew that Frank Agan
was good, and brought him all the way from
Readville to win the race. Mr. Hamlin al-

ways had two dollars for every one they

would put up, and finally, it is reported, the

Eastern crowd thought the Hamlins were
rather trying to "rub it into them." They
must have got back all they lost at Terre
Haute and ehewhere when Agan won at the

second Louisville meeting, the price they got

being a long one. Monroe Salisbury is, I

should judge, the biggest loser on the sea-

son, and perhaps $20,000 will not cover his

loss. No one on the trotting turf ha9 a word
to say against Mr. Salisbury's methods.

When his horses turn for the word thev turn

to win, and every one knows il. Secreteries

say that he is the most straightforward man
to do business with, never asks for the best of

it, seeks no favors not granted to others, pays

his entrance fees on demand, and is most
prompt in making settlements If bad luck

necessitates his making a payment to the as-

sociation he does so immediately the state-

ment is presented to him, and if the balance is

in his favor he wants his check. Surely noth-

ing could be more satisfactory than this. He
has had no 'such a stable this season as in

past years, though his prospects in the spring

were as bright as ever; but even little Directly

has failed him. However, is the balance is

against him this year the Pleasanton owner
must be a long way ahead of the game since

he first began to come East regularly.

Miller & Sibley, of Franklin, Pa., have
boueht a farm in Kentucky on which they

will winter a portion of their horses. Mc-
Clelland Walters, superintendent of Prospect

Hill Farm, will have charge of the Kentucky
establishment

.

THOROUGHBREDS!
SALjBS -A.TAUCTION

SALE8YABD tOBVER VAX \ES8 AVENUE AND

MARKET STREET

AT 7130 P. M.

[dndeb canvas and by electric tights]

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10 1895.
YEARLTNQ-S—Get of imp. Mariner, Sobrante, Midlothian, imp. Martenhnrst, etc.

Also twenty-eight noted broodmares, among them the dams of DON CARILLO, EL KAYOi
DAEE, SAM LEAKE, SOBRANTE, SEASIDE, SEA SPRAY, MOLLIE R., RE-
JECTED, Etc., Etc, together with the well known stallions

IMP. MARINER and SOBRANTE

PACIFIC GOAST

JOCKEY CLUB
Grand Opening

OF THE

NEW RACE TRACK
At Ingleside

PROPERTY OF

ZE2ST7AT.E OOXj. I. I. THOtUTTON.

November 28th.
STEAM AMI ELECTRIC RAILROAD (Ills

to the grand stand, hilly equipped for the occasion.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1895.
YEAKLINGS AND TWO-YEAR-OLDS,

GET OF

SALVATOR, SIR MODRED, DAREBIN, MIDLOTHIAN, MAXIM, MARTEN-
HURST, TYRANT, TORSO, CALVADOS, 8T. ANDREW, FITZJAMES, Etc.

PROPERTY OF

RANCHO IDEiU PASO.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18.
Yearlings—Get of Imp. Midlothian, Imp. Merriwa and Peel,

PROPERTY OF

JAMES IB. CHASE, ESQ.
Catalogues Thornton sale now ready.

KILLIP & CO., .... Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street

Parlors A and B, Palace Hotel

Shooting Pictures.

Of Interest to the Sporting Fraternity.

Messrs. Chas. Scribneri Sous beg lo announce Ihe
publication of Mr. A. B. Frost's renowned shooting
pictures.
Mr. Frost has long been known toall enlhusiastsas

tbeone artist able to portray burning scenes with the
spirit and feeling of the true sportsman; bts own great
love (or shoot lag. and his familiaritr with nature as the
hunter knows and sees her, shows Itself most strongly
in every line of his work.
For many years the artist has 'been making sketches

and studies with ibe Idea of preparing a series of repre-
sentative SIIOOTISr. PICTURES;, which will be recog-
nized as accurate and real In every detail. These eight
water colors have been reproduced in fac— imlle with
the utmost care, ;md the publishers believe are the
moat perfect specimens ol color rtproductl n of their
kind ever executed. Among the subjects tr. ated are
the followlog:
Rai Shooting, Bav Pnlpe. Ruffed lirmi.c. Sum-

mer Woodcock, Kunlian Pnipr, Hin k- from a
Blind, (lunil Khooltntc. Quail— A Dead Mum],
Each plate is niouni-d on heavy cardboard, 19x26

inches so that it may be fniuipd at once If desired
Mr Charles I>. Lanier who write* the accompanying

text, givesan Increased Interest toihe series of pictures,
and writes as only Ute P Ird life and th«
woods can His pages are Illustrated by pen-and-ink

hy Mr. Frost
To those desiring further information regarding the

Portfolio, please call or address
J. A. PhRI.XK.

Wl Montgomery St., Room Si, S. F
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Almont Pacers.

n
I am led lo send you," writes F. B. Ain-

fjer, of .Sturgis, Mich., "the following authen-

tic account of a yearling pacing 611y*8 per-

formance, because it strikes me as sensa-

tional, and not because I have any personal

iniereM. J am something of a student of

horses and have been for quite a number of!

years, but do not remember to have seen an
|

account of a more creditable performance

than this. \V. H. Douglas of this city, once a

partner, in Kansas, of diss. Marvin, of Palo

Alto fame, is the owner of a yearling filly that

Yesterday paced an exhibition quarter in 83

seconds, a 2:12 gait. Neither the day nor

track were in condition for the performance,

but she finished well with her speed. The

sire of this filly is Douglass' Almont, by Allie

Gaines, by Almont 33. The filly's dam is a

fast pacing mare by Highlander, and her sec-

ond dam is also a fast pacing mare of un-

traced breeding. Please give me your views

of this subject."

This filly comes honestly by her gait. A
great many pacers have sprung from the Al-

mont families. There are only two fires in the

world that have sired four pacing performers,

or, as for that matter, any others below 2:10.

There are Brown Hal, whose extreme speed

list surpasses all other sires, and the trotiing-

bred but pacing producing sire, Altamont,

who also has four pacers below 2:10, to wit :

Doc Bperry, p., 2:09; Pathmont. p., 2:09};

Ella T., p., 2:09, and Chehalis, 2:07 :}, and one

trotter, Altao, 2:09$. This is the most remark-

able when we considei the fact, as the owner

of Altamont recently wrote us, that "Alta-

mont never produced a colt from a pactog-

bred mare, or from one with a drop of

Wilkes blood, or from a mare with a fast

record." Altamont was sired by Almont 33,

dam Sue Ford, by Brown Chief, the other

dams all thoroughbred. We mention this fact

merely to call attention to the strong pacing

tendeixv in the Almont family; there are

hundreds of other illustrations which will

present themselves to the reader.

Where all these pacers come from is plain

enough to my mind. In the firBt place, in

every one of these trotting bred pacers, when
tracked back far enough, more or less pacing

blood will be found. Often this would not,

in my opinion, be strong enough to control

the gait of the offspring, were it not that the

pacine gait is the easier gait for the ajimal,

and with the least tendency that way, ths

colt quickly adopts it. We can see no other

reason to account for the large number of

trotting-bred pacers, many of which, have
scarcely a modicum of pacing blood in them.

But there is another fact I have often no-

ticed—the strong affinity between the pacing
and the thoroughbred. All of the best Ten-
nessee old-time pacers were built in thorough-

bred lines, and I notice that those trotting

sires now siring the most speed at the pace
have a very strong infusion of running blood.

Altamont, Almont Boy (sire of Gil Curry,
Dallas, etc.), McEwen, the Tennessee sire, are
Btriking illustrations of this. The first great

pacing mare of history, Pocahontas, was the
first illustration of this kind of breeding. It

was discovered long ago in Tennessee that the

mixture of pacing and thoroughbred blood
made, not runners, but the best kind of pacers.

Bat why a mixture of trotting and thorough-
bred, as in the case of Altamont, produces a

pacing sire, I cannot explain. In the case of
the remarkable little filly presented, she has a
clear license to pace fast, as I said, for beside
the pacing tendency in the Almont family,
both hei dams were pacers. The pacing blood
is ver/ intense— it is remarkably self-asser-

tive. The trotting-bred pacer of to-day—

a

grand and glorious type which has but begun
a brilliant career—is a living evidence of this

fact. And as I said, I believe the secret of its

self-aesertivenees is the fact that the gait itself

in Nature's gait. I wish the owner abundant
success in the future education of this little

pacer.—Horse Review.

W. .1. Andrews has selected the following

horses from the Empire City Farm, which he

will prepare over the Jewettville track for

next season's campaign : Culture, b f. 3, by

Axtell, 2:12, dam Cora S., 2:261, by Harold
;

Aut-to, b f, 3, by Eros, 2:29$, dam Appoline,

by Sidney; Ornate.b g, 3,by Eagle Bird,2:2H,

dam 6ister of Brown, 2:18$, by Combat ;
Sila-

tian, b f, 3, by Alsatian, son of Sultan and

Alma Mater,dam Hy Alcyone; Luminary, b f,

S, by Artillery, 2:2U, dam by Hambletonian

10; Bowery Belle, 3, out of the dam of

Rachael, 2:0SJ; Adornment, 2:16i, by Wil

Ham L , dam Susie D., by Alcvone; Genuine,

b c, 3, brother to Bouncer, 2:101; Fire, b c, 3.

by Hummer, dam Alattie Marco, 2:25, by

Monaco; Silver Miss, b f, 3, bv Alsatian, dam
Silverlock, dam of Silverone, 2:20|; Abbena,

b f, 3, by Albert W., dam Mabel, by The
Moor, second dam Minnehaha; Crucible, b c,

3, by Alcantara, 2:23, dam Czarina, sister of

Parri, 2:24, by Jay Gould; Silver Boy, b c, 3,

by Alualian, dam the dam of Silicon, 2:15£,by

Hambrino. _

John H. Shultz made a Bpeech from the

auctioneer's box to the horsemen assembled in

the big training barn at Parkville Farm after

Peter C. Kellogg had knocked down to the

highest bidder the last of the ninety-nine

trotters included in Mr. Shultz's sale. He told

them that while prices had been low in com-
parison with the values in vogue when most

of the animals were purchased by him a few

yearsago, he looked for nothing else, and now
that the sale was over he could say that it had
not proved to be so much as a slaughter as he

expected. Mr. Shultz was plainly gratified.

He said be used to think the only way he
could get any fun out of the horse business

was in buying trotters, but now he believed

there was just as much enjoyment to be had
by selling them, and maybe a little more.

When he wound up by inviting everybody
who had bought horses to leave theta on the

farm, free of cost,until it should be convenient

to take them away, the big crowd gave him a

hearty cheer.

'
*

It is now assured that the great stallion
Directum, 2:051, will spend the winter in Ken-
tucky, and make a season there in the spring.
Mr. Thomas Green, son of the owner of the
king of trotting utallioDB, was in Lexington
last week and made arrangements to place
him in charge of Gil Curry. Mr. Curry will
care for the horne during the winter months,
and wheD the stud season opens, if Mr. Green
does not decide to come here and personally
manage him that duty will also fall to Mr.
Carry. After the stallion's stud duties are
over, it in very probable that Curry will cam-
paign him. Curry will have another one of
the kioffpios in hi* charge this winter, and
that is Joe Patchen, who in also expected to
make the season here next spring. In a letter
from his brother Jack last week the latter
stated that he would race the great pacer at
Richmond, Va., H*VHn:ih and Mncon, Ga., and
at Jacksonville, FIb , and would then in all

probability come dtrecl to Lexington, Be
will not attend the Niw York Horee Show, ae
the class for Patchen did not fill. If Patchen
Htands there, t> ill be managed by Gil. Direr.
turn will arriv- here to-morrow and will be
aent direct to the Lexington track.

J. C. Simpson, the four-year-old brother to

Anteeo. Antevolo and Anteros, made his rec-

ord jf 2:27J in the fifth heat of a race at the

recent meeting at Ottawa, Ohio. He finished

the last heat clearly within himself, and if

driven out would have trotted close to 2:20.

The bay mare Elite, sister to Elaine, 2:20,

Prospero, 2:20, Dame Trot, 2:22, etc., died at

Woodburn Farm, Spring Station, Ky., last

Bpring after producing a colt by Expedition.
She was the dam of La Haute, 2:24J, and
Elita Russell, 2:29f-.

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by .T. B.
Gombault
ex-Veteri'

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

GoTCrnmont

Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
JtnjM&sibl?. tn pro/luce any scar or blemish. The Snl'eni

bet BLISTER everuBea. Tuke* tha place of ail lini-
Hk'iiIh fi.r nijiii or si-vlto m.'lioii. Id im all Bundle*
or KIcuiUIick from Homes or Cattle*
A* a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rheumatu»m,

Sprains, bcru Throat, Ji'.c, it Is invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE ^uWr^SStSSSSt^i
pro'inco more actual results tlia.ii a whole bottle of
unv liniment or npuvln cure mix i mo ever made.

l v rv bottle of Caustic Balsam BoldlaWarran.
led to (jive BatlHfniMiou. Plica 8 I «50 POT bottle, Sold
by P nurtt

i

h< s. or sent by oxpreia, charges paid, with full
direction! fur It.i uw>. Send for dL-acriptlvo circulars,
IcfitimonbiK etc. AddrowB

f

THH LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.-^-**TW

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTER MEETING.

BAY DISTRICT TRACE
COMMERCING OCTOBER 30, 1*98.

Raolng Monday, Tuesday, Wednee-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

rain on SHINE.
'It. or Morr Uarei ^ .I'll I'nv. Unci Mm

• I V t- n>. NliDfi..

4V. McAllister .ml ueary-sirwl care jjush tbe g»t#.

THH MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY

CURE
Read pr<

KENDALL'S SPAVIN
Bluepoint. L. I., N. Y-, Jan. 15, 1894.

Dr. B. J. Kendall CO.—I bought a splendid bay-

horse some time atto with a Spavin. I got him
i'or $30. I used Kendall's Spavin Cure. The
Spavin Is gone now and I have been offered $150
for the same horse. I only had him nine weeks,
so I got $120 for using $2 worth of Kendall's Spavin
Cure. W. S. Marsden.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Shelby, Mieb., Dec. 16, 1893.

Dr.B. J. Kendall Co.—I have used your Kendall's
Spavin Cure with good success for Curb- on two
horses and itls the best liniment I have ever used.

August Frederick.
Prlee £1 per Bottle.

For sale bv all Druggists, or address

J) It. B. J. KENDALL company,
ENOSBURCH FALLS. VT.

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL.
Particulars of WH. OSBORNE, Box 223, Santa Clara,

FOR SALE.

MAYFIELD.
B m, foaled 1887, bred by Palo Alto

Stick Farm.
By WtlDIDLE, son of imp. Australian and Idle-

wiM, bv Lexington, dam FOS TRESS (dam of Sinfax),
by Foster. MAYFIELD is in foal to Racine.
For further information, apply to

F. \V. COVEY.
Palo Alto Stock Farm.

FOR SALE.

I am not out of health noram I going out of business,

but to reduce my present stock I wish to offer CULTS
and FILLIES by

McRL\i\EY, 2:111-4,

DIABLO, 2:09, and

GOS8IPER, 2:14 1-4.

Also broodmares with records and out of producing
dams, by such great sires as DICTATOR, WILKES
BOY, DON WILKE-. DEL SUR and A. W. RICH-
MOND, in foal to McKIPNEY, 2:11 14, BOB MASON,
2:24, and HILLSDALE, 2:15.

Any or the lot will be sold at prices in keeping with
the limes and their earning ability. Address

W1LLARD H. ST1MSOX,
2426 Figueora Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE.
No better feed for dairy cows and stock. For sale in

quantities to (uit. Apply to EL DORADO LINSEED
OIL WORK& COMPANY', 208 California street,

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTERS.

A splendid pair of roadsters, one of tbe finest buggy
teams in the city, is oflered for sale. They are well-
bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly geutle- sale for a lady
to drive. In breeding they cannot be excelled, being
of me mosl fashi.iable sirains. Any gentleman
wanting a last team will find a bargain in ibis pair of
trotting mares. They are only four years old, and.
beine: untrained, will continue lo develop speed by
careful handling. They are slightly below medium
size, but of strong confor alien and rerfrctlv sound
This team may be seen at the Deiter Priuce Stable.
1509 drove ttreet, near Baker. They will be sold at alow price.

ALSO FOR SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and
Business Horses

BRED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from the breeder
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals at
lowest pric+s. Colts and .lilies are offered for sale by
that great young sire. PILOT PRIV E; al^o by
Dexter Prirce.Sirtney, Victor, 2:22, Grandissfmo,2-23>,,
George Washington, 2:16, El Benton, 2:23; Don Mar-
vin, 2:22. etc. These have all been bred at the Napa
stock Farm and are out of first-class mares.
Promising colts of tried speed lines will be supplied

to trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready f. r track work are offered forBale.
Broi dmares are also ottvred tor sale by Woodnut,

2:16, Dawn, 2:18*f, Grandissimo, 2:23W, Dexter Prince,
Hawthorne, Arthnrton, Naubuc. etc
A feature is also made of supplying good livery and

business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represented.

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Napa
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and legs and
will therefore stand bard work. All stock sold from
this farm has given the best of satisfaction. Bargains
are oflered to all desiring to purchase good stock of any
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write for

information.
Full particulars may be had regarding the above by

calling at Heald's Business College, or bv addressing
E. P. HEALD,

24 Post Street, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.

The Game Pacing Gelding

Golden West,

Three Year-Old Oolt Called

ADDISON.
This colt was sired by JAMES MADISON, 2:17^,

outofamare by B rlin. Heisone of the purest-gaited

and most promising youngsters In California. Has
shown ability to trot in 2:22, and will be one of the best

prospects for next year. a.s an individual he is one of

tbe handsomest in California.

GOIDEX \VB*T will be sold with his engage-

ments. He is sound, kind, steady, and a perfectly

reliable horse, and has shown his ability to lower his

record.

Inquire of

Or at this Office.

J. M. KELSON,
Oakland Track,

FOE SALE.

Two yoiiog JERSEY BULLS, registered, for sale at
City Front Stables, 20 Clay Street.

The Imported Eoglish Hackcey Stallion

And about THIRTY of his COLTS, the latter ranging from TWO to FOUR YEARS of

age. The HANDSOMEST and GRANDEST-FORMED joungsters

in CALIFORNIA.

PARAGON is registered in English Hackney
Stud Book, and is one of the finest of his breed
ever imported.

Twelve of these youngsters are broken to harness, and are show horses every one of them.
I will dispose of all at a very low figure, as I Intend to use my ranch for dairying purposes, and will establish

a creamery there, hence 1 have no use for these Hackneys. Address

FULTON G. BERRY, Fresno, Oal.

The Urandly-Brcd Race Mare

ROSITA A., 2:15 1-4.
IN FOAL TO DIRECT, 2:05 1-2.

For flirther particulars, address J. W. ALVISO, Pleasantou, Cal,
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IENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime docker Kennels.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29.323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollie,

(A. 27,880. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Woffington 29,758

ind Railette.

i Pups for sale. Address

MILLER <fc PRATHER, Proprietors.

|W. L. Pbathkb Jk., F. E. Milleb.
1537 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

IBISH SETTERS.

At Stud—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FIMiLAS JR.. 31,189.
BA^RYMORE. 34.802.

If von want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GL.EMHORE RKXXEL8,

West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

ami Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK SW1V-
EI.EK, fee *25; Challenge XKMO II, feeS20.
Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show

and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A H. 1RUMA\,

1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, Sao Francisco.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOB

KENIEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

With this In hand the merest novice can Manage.
Breed and Exhibit Dogs as scientifically;^ the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES
Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.00, and 25 cents Expresaage.

Ii yoor dog Is Blck, you most have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell yon from what disease he Is suffering
and how to core the same.

Price, 83, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best woez of the kind eves published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Fetch and Garry.

A Treatise on Retrieving
BY B. WATERS.

PRICE, 81. SO, POSTPAID.

Do you wish to have a perfect retriever? This work
will teach you how to train and handle a retriever by
eilher the Natural Method or Force System. It gives
the amateur hints in seli-diFcipiine. Many incidental
matters of training ar- treated. Chapters are devoted
to the Irish Water Si aniel, the ( besapeake Bay dog
aDd the English retriever. The advantages and dis-

advantages of UMnga dog ior hmb ti riding and retriev-
ing are fully explained. Send for circulars.

B. WATERS, 318 Broadway, ft. V.

SMOKE LESS
SHOOT MORE
THEBESTS PCRTSMENANDTRAPSHOTSOFTHIS

COUNTS.YHAYEDONKSOAKD
WHENTHEYSHOT

HAZARD
GUNPOWDER

HAVE
BAGUEPTHEPRIZESORTHE

GAMEANDHAVETJRQEDUSTOTRYOURHANDAT

SMOKELESS
POWDER

WHICHWEHAVEDONEANDHAVINGPRODUCED
THELATESTANDBESTOFITSKIND

NOWOFFFKUNDEROUR

a
TRADEMARK

5?

BLUE RIBBON
BRAND

SOMETHING
WHICHISAHEADOFALLCOMPETITION.

For diagram card and descriptive circulars, wrile

Phelps &, Arnold,
Agents Hazard Powder Co.,

220 Mission St. San Francisco.

Notice to Hunters.

w © Are
WHOLESALE DEALERS,
But we do retiil our goods at very low prices For instance, we sell hunting coats at
81, 82. 83, 83.50, 8 4. 85, but our new skeleton coat at 82 and our new quail
coat at S3, have advantages we can describe. Then we have them iu leather and
corduroy, as well as iu waterproof canvas and oiled rubber, both light and heavy.

E. T. ALLEN CO.
FIREARMS, FISHING-TACKLE, SPORTING GOODS, ETC., ETC.

•116 Market Street - - Below Bansoine, g. F.
Telephone, Main 1013. Cable ' Etallen."

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlsheadlng 50 cents per lne per
month.

TTPRBEB AND CATTLE.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.

FISHING

TACKLE

FISHING

TACKLE

VINELAND BREEDING FiRM. G
-
E?SSS^

2:275f (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, ior sale. Addreaa
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Gra

moc!
otel

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:

—

FIRST It is not affecred by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
)?KCO.\D It will not cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as It contains no nltro-glycerlne or man cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as In the loaded shell in the gun.
FOURTH It has a light recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
»IX'I'H It gives the best pattern at any and all distances.
SEVENTH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.
IVIiNTH It is the cleanest powder in use, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more alter fifty shots than after the first (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

TENTH It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains fall weight (16 oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

8&- For sale by all dealers in Powder and Snorting Goods.

DUPON "sporting powder
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It Kives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what Its name would indicate, smokeless.
Firth—Kecoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use ol any other powder
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best; hard, quick, well-suited tD trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not aflected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

Rill I S...Devons and Shorthorns. All pure bred and
, .

registered. Fine Individual At prices
to suit the times, either singly or In carload lots. Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds.
from the best Butler and Milk Stock.BERKSHIRE^ and PnLAN II -CHINA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM NILKS <fc CO., Los Angeles, CaL

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member ot the Royal College ot "Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
Cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 528

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODUHDS.
If you are fond ol fresh,

air and restful, ruralre-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals

virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c,

No free copies. Game-
land Pun. Co., 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

With Breeder and Sportsman. @V50 prr >ear.

Hounds and Pointer,

FAMOUS JULY FOX-HOUNDS.
A pact of rive of the above celebrated strain ior sale,

Alao two well-trained fox hound*.

Coal shipped to CLUB HOUSE ou shor.e*t notice
without extra cbarge at city prices. AddresB, H,
NORTHBIP, 1235 Howard 81. Tel. South 417.

POINTER.
A well-trained and well-bred liver and white pointer

doe bv BISMABK. out of Grace- Row. Price, 850.

Address B. W. RKAI»I*G.
9elbyi .Cftl.

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

ALL USED

R. LIDDLE CO.'S
SPO RTSM EM'S OUTFITS.

llll.MOM'UO.MKHV ST.
Open Saturday Evening*.

3EE OUR

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new bot-k— free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

Guide and Hunter
For British Columbia and Alaska. For particulars
address

W. (iVTTBIlMJB, Goldep, Brltlsb Columbia.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETEBINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

office hours:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENOB
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Veterinary Department
University of California,
Cor. Post and Fillmore Sts., San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CCWIMIHAM. Secretary.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DEXTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA STABLKg,
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION?
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Dreading.

THE BODTK TO

San Rafael Petaluma-
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And Other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMFDJG GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, nnder Palace Hotel.
yuLVKEAL Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. Ill AX. lien. Pan, Art

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, /^*\
1 Cubebs and Injections. (/r\Q)Y

]

I They cure in48 hours the \*^J
I same diseases without aayincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
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THE DAILY BREEDER AND SPORTSMAI
p!&r"

Is the Only Daily Turf Journal on the JK Coast I

to o>^>-.

Contains All the News of the Turf, Fot|| t larts of All Local

Races, and Keeps up Jockey?p£ ,ords, Etc.

AN AUTHORITY ON ALL SUBJECTS HANDLE!
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, or sent by Mail to any Address.

Five Cents Per Copy. One Dollar Per Month.

N°67

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
AND

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
Wiih^all Latest Improvements are tolbe bad^only ol

J. A. McKBRRON,
203 205 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Cal

TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

THE BEST MADE.
"WH-A.T?

Why, The Chiswick Saddle Soap

ID boy It Ol any H*rri«-^<>rH!v|.]|..ry st.jrf l» the U.8.,orof P. HAYDK.V, \ewark, A. J. Sol
Agent lor America*. SO (Voli a box by mall.

FOR ABSOLUTE SECURITY

INSURE WITH THE

FIREMAN'S FUND
INSURANCE COMPANY

HomeOffice Co.'s Building

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Capital, $1,000,000
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA. I

Training

The Trotting Horse,

BY OHARLES MARVIN.
Thin groat practical homo book In a handsome, three

Imiiilml pui: !;.-. ... l.nnriil In rlntll , I'll KlUIll}' prill tfiJ

'ui|>.rlily lllimtruu.1, ami explains In every detail the
r"iimrkahleHHCcefi8 of CHARLES MARVTNand the

plans and meUlOda punmed at Palo Alto aa to
hri>akh)K, iralnlnu, shoeing, galling, driving, keeping
rwliiKand breeding trottam

ll.-ml what J. ('. Slll.v, the owner of Ht.Bel,nayso
UUibook: ' In thin wcirk Marvin has let out all the
mystnrlM ol tli" cn.ft,i.ml It In no nl 111 pie and plain that
aor breeder, ownar, trainer or rubber who hasany

r blnbimimwican Uiki> 11 cult us a yearling and
develop© to the Uigb.Ml.Uid mll.-Ht extent that colt's
oftpMdiy u trotter. The work impressed me no

havi ordered l tvenly oopltt, and ahal!
1 every rubber on our farm.

Mailed pufttpald for |3.60. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPOBT3MAN
119 BnahBt.HapJP'randsco, C»

SOUTHER FARM
Good Box Stalls and Paddocks. A fine plac

to give runners a let-up and a careful exercise bo
kept.

Horses boarded in any manner desired. Colts broken an

driven for road or track. For rates, etc., apply to

H. C. CASIDY, Souther Fatm, San Leandro, I

RED BALL BRAND

iwarded Gold Med
At California Sta
Pair 1892.
Every horse owd

who values his sto
sh- uld conslantly ha
* supply of it on han
Lt improves and kee
*tock in the pink of 00
dtticn.

Manhattan Food Ci

-mi Mateo, Cal.
. Ask your grocer or hay dealer for

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE ... $18.

These Timers start and stop promptly, and are as

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. HIRSCHM&N, 113 Sutter St.

ABSORBINE
REMOVES Capped Hock,

Thorough-Pin,
Wind-Puffs

and all Soft
Bunches with-
out Removing
the hair or throwing the horse out
of work. $2.00 per bottle. Druggists,
Harness Dealers, or sent direct.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,
No. 3 i Amherst St., Sprlneflsld, Ma

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THK

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN
Trotting Associations

AND THK

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BKTTINU III I.KK.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules 30 cU

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For Male at the olHcfi of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
313 Biish Street, San Francisco,

The Biggest Thing on Recor
for Race Goeis

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR Til IS VBAU.
It Is published e^m I -monthly during the racing season

and is but 812 per year. Single copies can be badol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street. - - Son FranriMCO, ('al,

Agents>r GOODWIN RBOS. of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

S.B. WHITEHEAD& CO.

OFFICIAL POOL-SELLERS
— FOK THK —

California Circuit, Including- the Stale Fair

Other Agricultural Aittiocfatlon.., !be Pacific
t'uuHi Trottlutt HorHe Breeders Asso-

rlatloD and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the

best and most expeditious manner Id any part of the
country west nf the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible association*.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

H.D.\VHlTKHK\nA CO. .20 loideadorH St. e,F.
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The Horse Show and Volunteer.

There is a story told about the late Alden Goldsmith and

the early days of the horse show. Mr, Goldsmith, like the

great trotting sire that he owned, Volunteer, was of the old

school. He prized speed, but he liked the 2:30 trotter that

would fight ont his heats to the end and repeat iu racehorse

style better than the 2:20 horse that could not go the route.

He knew the points of a genuine good one as well, perhaps,

as any horseman of his time, for he had seen them all, from

Lady Suffolk to St. Julien, the son of his own horse Volun-

teer, and he had made a world-beater out of Goldsmith Maid

when everybody else thought her a worthless runaway, says

the N. Y. Sun.

The Orange county breeder waB very proud of Volunteer

and his family, and when the horse show was youDg he

brought the old horse and some of his colts down to the Gar-

den for exhibition. They were well-bred yourjgsters, with all

of the thoroughbred quality which distinguished the get of

Volunteer, but they had been taken up out of an Orange

county corn field iust a few days before it was lime to show

them. Their blood-like form was hidden under a rough

winter coat and their tails were matted thick with cockle burs

when they sttpped into the ring. They were still Volunteers,

however, and their owner, who had the advantage of the

judges in knowing what was under the hair, never had a

doubt about their winning all the ribboos until they weie

passed by almost without notice for the well groomed young-

sters shown by C. J. Hamlin and Arthur Caton.

Mr. Goldsmith was dazed and incensed, but his indigna*

tion did not reach the boiling point until a day or two later,

when old Huntress, the Nightingale of twenty years ago,

was shown against Belle Hamlin and beaten by the flashy

daughter of Almont Jr. Huntress was then more than twenty

years old and long paBt her days of usefulness on the turf,

hut the splendid daughter of Volunteer, who then held the

champioo three-mile record, had the fire, if not the form of

youth, and her certainty of winning was taken as a matter

of course by the old turfman. When the Judges tied the

blue roseate to the headstall of Belle Hamlin that day there

was trouble in the Garden.

The elder Goldsmith eave old Volunteer bis name on the

day that President Lincoln issued his first call for troops at

the outbreak of the rebellion, and tbe way it came about

was this : The horse was owned in Brooklyn, and was quar-

tered at the old Union course on Long Islaod, when Mr.

Goldsmith, foreseeing the future greatness of the Hambleto-

nian family, set out to buy a son of the old horse for his

tValnut Grove stud, and came down to New York to look at

the son who was out of Lady Patriot, and who was then

called Hambletonian Jr. On his way he met the late Edwin
Thorne, and the latter became a partner in the jpmchase.

When they took'their young stallion up to Orange County,

William M. Kysdyk objected to the name on the ground

that it was an attempt to borrow glory from his horse, Ham-
bletonian. The owners were in a quandary to find a new
name for the son of Lady Patriot. At last Mr. Goldsmith

picked up a newspaper in which Lincoln's call was printed,

and said :

"There's the right name. Let's call him Volunteer."

Volunteer it was, and bravely his sons and daughters bore

it to victory on many a hard-fought field. Driver, Huntress

Gloster, Bodine, St. Julien, Amy, Alley, Domestic, Powers

and Unalala were among tbe greatest campaigners of their

-time. Late in the seventies the old horse ranked as the

leading son of Hambletonian,and many efforts were made by

Western breeders to buy him, old as he was. They had al-

ready taken away from Orange county Happy Medium, Die

tator, Jay Gould, George Wilkes, aod most of tbe other

prominent sons of Hambletooian, but they could not secure
" the great sire of campaigner?."

Mr. Goldsmith foresaw the departing prestige of Orange

county as a horse breeding district tbmusih this policy of sel-

ling the best, aod be refused all offers for his horse. A
prominent Kentucky breeder asked him to name bis price or

Dime the terms on which he would lease the old horse if he

declined to sell him. His answer, a letter which some time

afterward found its way into tbe luif papers, was full of the

jiogo spirit. Kentucky bad not money enough to buy Volant
teer, and the old horse was buried with honors at Walnut
Grove when he died in 1888, thirty-four yearB old acd full of

spirit to the last.

Horsemen will /egret to learn that John A. Goldsmith,
who has been under a surgeon's care for almost a year past, is

again confined to his bed at the old Goldsmith homestead in

Orange county. He was up 'ind about nearly all summer,
having officiated as starter at the '' Tuxedo Day " trotting

races in Goshen, and onlv a fortnight ago he was well enough
to pay a visit to F. P. Olcott and his favorite trotter Alar,

2:11, at the Round Top Slock Farm near Bernaidsville.

Goldsmith ranks with the best reinsman of tbe day, and the

trotting fraternity had beeun to count upon seeing him in the

sulky again nest year. His style of driving is probably the

most peculiar style possessed by any prominent reinsman,
and it ha« often been said of him that he is the only "up-
armed " driver of first rank in the fraternity.

Tbe hotter tbe fight in the homestretch tbe higher up
Johnny's arms go, until they are away over his head. An
old-time friend of the noted reinsman telU how ht acquired
the faulty style. It appears that his father, Alden Goldsmith,
used to have a miniature track at Walnut Grove, only he
called it "the perfecting circle " instead of the miniature
track, and on this course he trained tbe little Volunteers.
John was a born horseman, and before he had fairly dis-

carded skirts he wanted to drive a horse around this " per-

fecting circle." Tbey used to rig him out with a soap box
on the floor of the cart, so that he could touch bottom with
his feet, and thus fixed he would drive for blood, thinking it

" big " to get his arms up as he went around the turns. The
practice grew into a habit before Goldsmith grew to be a man,
and his boyhood races on the old K perfecting circle '' bad a

permanent icfluence on bis style.

The Boulevard.

The directors of the San Francisco Boulevard and Driving

Association met at the Baldwin Hotel Monday evening and

discussed ways and means for tbe improvement and extension

of Seventh avenue.

President Charles C. Berois was is the chair, and the fol-

lowing directors were present : Joseph Magner, S. Seymour,

R P. Hammond, W. C. Little, James Hurst, John MnCord

and Cornelius O'Connor. Thomas U. Sweeney was also pres-

ent by invitation.

The advisability and feasibility of securing a modification

of tbe grade on Seventh avenue was discussed at length. It

has been found that the official grade is not satisfactory, as

the slope is too steep, and on motion of Mr. O'Connor a com-

mittee of three was appointed to secure the consent of Thomas
U. Sweeney, the Spring Valley Water Company and Adolph
Sutro to a change of grade. Cornelius O'Connor, W. C. Little

and A. B. Spreckels were appointed on tbe committee.
The committee was also instructed to interview the Spring

Valley Water Company with a view to securing the consent

and co-operation of that company in a plan to extend tbe

driveway across the wash pond below Lake Honda. Tbe
proposition of tbe association is to macadamize Seventh Ave-
nue to tbe Park to its intersection with Serpentine mad at K
Street. Serpentine road runs around the wash pood referred

to, and until rtie new road on tbe other Bide of the wash pond
is built Serpentine road will be utilized as a part of the thor-

oughfare. The Park Commis?ieners have agreed that if the

tax levy holds good they will improve the approaches to

Seventh Avenue, and the Boulevard and Driving Association

hopes to accomplish much work on the proposed boulevard

to the county line if property owners along the route evince

a proper interest in the enterprise.

As the association will be called upon to spend a great deal

of money in building tbe boulevard, it was decided to start a

subscription list, and a committee on subscriptions was ap-

pointed to take the matter in charge

Tan largeBt winning sires en the English turf for the pres-

ent season are as follows : St. Simon, by Galopin, $143,815;
Barcaldine (dead), by Solon, $*9.510; Isonomv (denlt. by
Sterling, $92,795; Wisdom (dead), by Blackhoolie, $71,275;
Galopin, by Vedette. $67,530; Bend Or. bv Doncaater, $63,-

08-5; Royal Hampton, by Hampton, ^'56,770: Hampton, by
Lord Clifden, $56,225.

Byron McClelland's Reminiscent.

In discussing the unknown happenings in racing, and their

bearing on results, Captain Absolute tells a good story of

Byron McClelland and Henry of Xavarre's bad race in the

Oriental Handicap. Here it is:

"Henry of Xavarre shouldn't have been beaten so badly
in the Oriental handicap," said McClelland.

"It was the fastest race of the year," I returned.

"A great pace with high weight and in deep going. \es,
but even with all those things he should not have been beaten

off so badly."

"Then something happened of which you alone are cogni-

zant?"

"Yes, I made a mistake," said McClelland.
"In what respect?'"

"I mistook my horse's colors."

I fairly gasped. "Tell me how it happened, Byron," I

asked.

"Well," began McClelland, "it was one of those things

that happen once in a lifetime. It never happened me before

and I hope won't again, but it only shows bow the most care-

ful of us can make a mistake. I had told Griffin to look for

me at the head of the stretch, and took my station there.

When the field came to me at the end of a mile Sir Walter
led, with Clifford at his head, in 1:41 J. The pace was terrific.

I knew the leaders must crack soon. Sir Excess was third, a
short length behind Clifford. I saw tbe red jacket of Sir Ex-
cess and thought it was Henry's, as their colors are so much
alike you can hardly distinguish them."

" Yes, both scarlet with black cap, only Sir Excess' jockey
wore a sash."

"Well," resumed McClelland, "I didn't notice that in my
hurry and held up my band not to hurry. Of course, Per-
kins on Sir Excess paid no attention, but Griffin on Henry
was looking for me and obeyed. The result was he lost posi-

tion and he was too late to make up his ground. An instant

later I saw my mistake. I bad mistaken Sir Excess for my
horse owing to tbe similarity of- colors and held him back
when I should have let him alone if I had recognized him."
"And you think the mistake lost yon the race?"
" I don't know. Clifford was receiving seven pounds and

was a great horse that day, but even if Henry could not have
beaten him he c >u)d have been a great deal closer than he
was. You see when 1 waived him back Griffin was riding

easily Oh Henry just behind Sir Excess, who was gojng his

best. Thinking Sir Excess was my horse I was afraid he was
making his effort too soon. Henry was all right, but to ease

him then was too near home. Griffin couldn't unders tand it,

but did as he was signaled to do. It was my fault."

Griffin, like many an innocent man, has never raised bis

voice to defend himself from tbe censure he incurred for ihe

above "erratic ride" in the Oriental.—Chicago Racing Form

Don'ts For Breeders.

Don't advertise you stallion. AH well-posted horsemen

know about him now, as he is the only seventh son of a

seventh boo of old Geo. Wilkes that ever trotted the seventh

beat in a race on a half-mile track to old style sulky in the

unprecedented timeof 2:37A. True.helost the rice, but then

everybody knows that it was not his fault, for they all know

how the driver pulled him.

Don't feed your colts and broodmares anything. Let them

hunt for their living. It not only makes them tjugh, but

tbe pangs of hunger gnawing at their vitals has a great in-

fluence in developing their bull-dog tenacity and staying

powers.
Don't breed to the best horse in your neigbhborbood, for

Dame Nature will probably make an exception in your case*

and produce a good colt by a dunghill sire.

Don't read tbe turf papers. You know it all now, else

what have you been doing all these years. But even if you
should condescend to gHnce at a turf journal now and then,

don't pay for it. They ought to be pleased to send it to you
free.

Don't breed to any other stallion than the one you started

out wilh when you first decided to breed the two-minute irot-

te*
-

, for to recognize merit in another family would be admil-

lirg that your theory was wrong, and that would be absurd.

You never made a mistake in your life in regard to breeding

problems; how cdnld yon. yon have given it so much
thought,—Trotter atd pacer.
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CALIFORNIA. JOOKEY CLUB RACES.

Goodwin II Runs a Surprising Race in Record

Time—Toano, the Sprinter, Back to Hie

Old Form—Deteotive and Little Criyi-

ple Good and Consistent Perform

era—Events and Details.

iKKNTH DAT—THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14,

N< > HI EK good thing was sprung on

an unsuspecting public in the third

// W >«ce to-day, and Eva S. II gelding

{will he get a name now ?) woo in a

romp by six lengths in very fair

time. I nip. Trentola was the talent's

selection, and the winner was only

a lukewarm second choice, with

from 6 to 4 to 1 about him in the

ring. The bowling over of favorites

was a very regular occurrence to-

day, however, Happy Day being the only one that did not

betray the public's confidence. He almost gave tbem

palpitation of the heart though, by waiting to make his coup

at the wire, and only his head intervened between sweet solace

and utter demoralization.

The day was a beautiful one and the attendance very large

again. A number of Eastern men arrive almost daily, and

very materially add to the interest in the betting ring.

Mr. Ferguson was in good form again to-day, and sent the

five fields away so quickly that the last race was run off by

4:30.

Yemen opened a 7 to 10 favorite for the first raca at fire

furlongs,and went to the post at 3 to 4. Fly receded from 2 to

1 to 1 1 to 5 and 2\ to 1, while Miss Gentry was played down

from 10 to 7 to 1. Gold Bug and Soledad were without ma-
terial support at 25 and 150 to 1 respectively. Chevalier sent

ntry along at a very lively clip from flag fall, and

led to the forty-fool post, when Fly, whom Eddie -Jones had

laid back with, came with a sufficient reserve to beat Gentry

a length. Yemen, with Jerry Chorn up, was a poor third,

and did not celebrate his master's return to the Bay City by

a star performance.

The second race had a good field of eight two-yeir -olds,

and was at five furlongs Marionette was post favoriie at 11

to 5, having be«?n supported over Charlie Boots. St. L<?e and

Encino. Eacino led to the last eighth, when Macklin sent

Charlie Boots along an! won easily with him by two lengths.

Encino was second and Marionette third.

The third race was at welter weight, sis furlong, selling,

ten starters. Imp. Trentola was installed favoriie at 2 to 1 and

closed a shade shorter. Eva S. II gelding.Huguenot and Red
Root were all played down from opening prices. Eva S.

gelding was taken out in front at the flag fall and never

headed, winning with great ease by six lengths Trentola was
prominent to the head of the stretch, where he chucked it.

Bob Tucker was sixth into the stretch aod finished second a

half length in front of Haymarket, who had made the

home turn a length in front of Bob. Red Root was well up io

front at the half-pole, but died away.
The fourth number on the original programme did no, fill,

and No. 5, a mile selling affair, was divided into two fields.

Olivia was an even money favorite for the first division, with

Faro a second choice. Don Pio Pico was in this division and
acted strangely at first at the stand. San Luis Rev was taken

out in front at the start and opened up a big gap, coming
through the stretch with three lengths to the good, and won
easily by that distance. Raindrop,in secood place all the way,
was two lengths in front of Faro for the place. Olivia ran a

miserably poor race and finished next to last.

Happv Day was a 7-to 5 favorite for the Becond race at a

mile, the last on the programme Danny Lynch's Volt opened
at two to one, but receded to threes at post time, and Leon-
ville was at fours all the time. Happy Day, as usual, laid

away last till the stretch wa.; reached then mowed everything
down and won by a head. Volt looked as though be would
win by a block to the head of the stretch, but there he broke
down and came in very lame. Leonville headed the field

when Voltstopped, and was thesecond past the wire, a length

in front of Arundel, who bad been a consistent third all the

way. Elmer F. looked prominent for awhile bin died away.

The winning jickeys were : E. Jones, Macklin, McClain,
Sbaw and Mclntyre.

SUMMARIES.

Find race— F'ivp furlong*, selling. Post betting— Yemen
3 to4. Fly 1 to 5, Miss «>entrv 7, Gold Bug 25 and Sole-

dnd 150 i'i i Qood start, Miss Gentry led to the draw-

ee, when Klv came on and won easily. Winner, ch g, 1, hy

Reveille— Fu*illade'n Lost. Mia Gentry {h no, a, by Ches-
apeake—Sunshine), •COnd, driving; Yemen (ch g, a, by
Alarm— Hira). third. Time, 1:01.

1 race -PSve fnrlongs, selling, for two-year -olds.

King—Marionette 11 to 5, Charlie Boots 8, St, Lee4J,
Ml McGregor II 10, New Moon 12, Virgie A.

SO and MolMe Bawn 100 to I Qood atari Encino led to

the lent eighth, then wni beaten out bv Charlie BooU. Win-
ner, b g, 2. by Alio Mio -Constellation, Encino (ch c, 2,

h* Imp Brutns -May D) second, driving ;
Marionette (ch

f, 2, bv Imp Mariner—Marinette] third, Time, 1:1

Third rnrf -8li furlong". Helling, l:—Imp.
Treotoli 9r,, il gelding 4. Red Bool

Xocker I 10, Silver Lip 12, Maymarket 20, Jim
Oorbttt and K H. I >, Droectlla &
S II gelding led nil the way. Winner, ch g, 8, by I

—Eva 8 M- Bob Tnoker (br g,8,by Bob Miles- Booora)

driving; Unvmnrkel (b g, a, liv Storey— Ultimo),

third. Time,
rToorth face Ooe mile, telling, Poet betting— Olivia 1,

Faro and Bain
i

: iv led all tin-

way and Winner, i> g, 1. bv Emperor <>f Norfolk,
— Moil;. I. ist. Beiodrop (b in, a, by Wildidle-
imp Teardi wcond, eaeity: Faro (ch h,4,by Prince of

Norfolk—Avu. dale) third. Time, 1 12

Piftb race—One mile,, welling. Pott belling—Happy Day
oil 3 LeonviHe I, Sleeping Child 8, Amodel 10,

Elmer F. 50 to 1. Good start. Volt led to the last turn,

where he broke down. Leonville then led to the wire, where

Happy Day beat him oot a head. Winner, br g, a, by Em-
peror— Felicity. Leonville (br g, 4, by Leonitus--Vilette)

second, driving; Aruodel (ch h, 4, by Duke of Norfolk

—

Elaine) third. Time, 1:41}.

EIGHTEENTH DAY—FBIDA7, NOVEMBER 15"TH.

Four form favorites were blowed over yesterday, Little Crip-

ple, one of the most consistent of horse?, being the only one

to get a winning .bracket. The Ciur other winners were at very

good prices, ranging from 5 to 12 to 1. The advent of the

noted Eastern plungers in the ring made things very lively,

and "pikers' followed the swell bettors in their preferences.

Empress of Norfolk took the first race into camp in an im-

pressive manner, and showed such a signal reversal of form

that Owner Geo. Rose is said to have announced that Tod

Sloan would not ride for Mm any more.

Imp. Amariao was played for a good thing and went to

the pobt at 2A to 1, hammered down from 30 to 1 by a flood

of coin at the last, but she was interfered with and did not

gel the money. Riley Grannan did not start very success-

fully yesterday, and lost on Miss Ruth in the 6rst race. His

losses for the day were about $3,000.

Road Warmer was a good thing in the second race and

won with great ease over a poor lot of two year-olds. Irene

E., the favorite, did not show. The first three horses were at

10, 15 aod 15 to 1 respectively.

The third race was at six furlongs, selling, and had eight

starters. Imp. Amarino was the post favorite, but was never

prominent in the race. Venuswas very well thoughtof.as

was Seengali. Soon Enough, the winner, was at 7 to 1. He
took command earlv in the game aod won easily, with Arctic

a good second and Venus third.

The next race was one of the best betting events on the

card for a good many davs. Every horse on the board re-

ceived some support, with the result that the odds changed
but slightly while piles of money poured into the boxes. Ar-

netle was installed favorite at two's and closed at three's.

Oregon Eclipse and Mainstay both receded a trifle, while

McFariane went down from a to 3 to 1 Blue Bell got away
poorly, but was soon out in front and ran away
from her field, winning easily by three lengths from Huen-
e ne, with McFariane only a nose short of the place. Arnette

was fourth awav from the post, f-Il bick last and finished

there. Oregon Eclipse, in just a Utile better position all the

way, ran a very poor race too.

The last race of the day was at one mile aud seventy

yards, with six starters, all with a fair chance. Little Cripple

was lightly played at even money, and 11 to 10 was offered as

a tempter. Mamie Scott was at 2i to I, and Duchess <S Mil-

pitas at from 4 to 5 to 1. Mary S, was played down from
12 to 6 to 1, but went back to 10 by post time. Quite a little

piking was done on the loDg shots. Mamie Scott got the l^ad

on the first turn and she held it to the stretch, but her pace
was slow and did not seem to have any speed in her. Little

Cripple kept within striking distance and Chevalier sent him
along about half-way through the stretch, and he drew away
a four leDgth winner. Duchess of Milpitas was called on
about the same time and followed the Cripple, but Hy Dy
gave her a very hot argument for the place, which the filly

secured by a neck. Winning jockeys to day were Chevalier

two, Chorn, Burns and McClain one each.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five aod a half furlongs, selling. Post betting
i

—Myron 2J. Nervoso and Miss Ruth 4, Empress of Norfolk

63, Johnny Payne 8, Selkirk 20, imp. Autonomy 40, Con-
naught 250 to 1. Good start. Empress of Norfolk won in a

drive. Winner, br m, 4, by Emperor of Norfolk—Savaua.

Nervoso (ch e, 3, by imp. Brutus—Nerva) second; Selkirk

(ch h, a. by Verano—Genovivia) third. Time, 1:08.

Second race—Five furlongs, maiden, two year olds, Post

betting—Irene E 14 to 5, Senator Bland 3 to 1, Moran 7 to

2, Japan, 5, Road Warmer 10, Prince Hooker and Rejected

15, Von Dunk 50, Pearl 60 and Vickshurg 100 to 1. Good
s'art. Road Warmer showed the way and won easily. Win-
ner, b g, 2, by Frank Rhoades— Belle. Prince Hooker (ch

c, 2, by Joe Hooker), second, ; Rejected (blk g, 2, by

Sobrante—Queen High), third. Time, 1:01*;

Third race, six furlongs, selling. Post betting—Imp.
Amarino 2, Venus and Svengali 4, Arctic and Soon Enough
7, Vernon 9, Morgan G. 15, Haymarket CO to 1. Good start.

Soon Enough led most all the way and won easilv. WinDer,
ch g, 3, bv EI Rio Rey—Sooner. Arctic (b h, 4, by Robson
—Greeoleaf) second, driving. Venu3 (br f, 3, by Verano

—

Beliodo) third. Time, 1:1 4j.

Fourth race— About six furlongs, handicap. Post betting

—Arnette (104) 3 to 1, McFariane (96) 16 to 5, Oregon
Eclipse (117) 18 to 5, Mainstay (112) 4, Blue Bell (94)9.
Hueneme («7) 10 to 1. Poor start. Blue Bell was sent out

in front, opened up a big gap at once and won easily. Win-
ner, b m, 4, by Prince of Norfolk—Gem of the Mountains.

Hueneme (blk c, 3, by Sid— Doltie Dimple) second driving
;

McFariane (br g, 3, by imp. Mariner—Moonlight) third.

Time, 1:12$.

Fifth race—One mile and seventy yards, selling. Poet
betting

—

Little Cripple 11 lo 10, Mamie Scott 13 to 5, Duchess
of MilpiUS 5*, Mary S. 10, Hy Dy 20,Charmer 25 to 1. Good
stnrt. Mamie 8cott led to the last eighth, then Little Cripple

headed her and won easily. Winner br g, 4, by Pirate of

m— Lady Stanhope. Duchess of Milpitas (b f, 3, by
Duke <S Norfolk— Ledette) second, driving. Hy Dy (br g,

a, by Hyder All—Addie Warren) third. Time, 1:45

NINETEENTH DA Y—8VTURD AY, NOVEMBER 16

The gentlemen who burn the midnight oil poring over

" dop"e sheets; the followers of that erratic something that

ho frequently loses its tangible shape— "Form' werejknocked

out to day, and when they had regained their composure bad

no explanations to offer as to why the shock had been re-

ceived. Goodwin II was one of four horses in the

fourth race, and while Sir Richard, Morveo and Hyun were

picked at from the start Goodwin went back till twenties were

offered about him. Then his price began to shorten under

the magic influence of the clinking coin, and at posl time 8

to 1 was gingerly offered. Thie was Goodwin's fourth start

here and his performances have been far from notable. His

Eastern form, however, was of a higher class, aod while he

was regarded as a stake horse on his first appearance here his

defeat b* a mediocre lot ha' relegated him to the ranks of

dogs in the eyes of the talent. He ran second to Lissak at

Latonia, May 30th in a mile purse race, carrying 118i

pounds to Lissak's 117, being beaten only three parts of a

length, and won the Maiden Stakes at six and a half furlongs

at Louisville, May 9th, with 105 pounds up in l:21i. His
first start here was at seven furloDgs, on a sloppy track, and
he was not in the race, finishing third to

Wawona and Centurion in 1:32. Io Mb last

race on a sticky track, he ran third to Hymn
and Ross, and on his last start previous to this one was be-

hind Cabrillo, Ross aod Mt. Roy at five furlong? in 1:01 |, on
a cuppy track. In the race to day Goodwin II carried 97
pounds. He was taken out io front, and while the spectators
were looking for him to stop he kept coming until they began
to hold their breath. Oa the turn Hymn's rider fell. Mor-
veo came out in front half a length, then Donnelly called on
Goodwin and he came on and won easily ia Coast record
time of 1:06*.

Beatrice was a 3 to 5 favorite in the first race and won in a
swinging gallop. Irene E., on even terms as second choice,
looked promioent for awhile, but the latter got the place,
with Trentola third. Beatrice, entered to be sold for$200',
was bid up $200 by Eddie Sachs, but retained by the owner.
Eddie chipped out a notch on his slick of grievances, but has
one or two left.

Irma, who ran such a poor race on Tuesday, was favorite
at even money for the second race, and cut out in front soon
after the start. She led to the drawgate, when Bob Tucker
headed her and won by a neck. The winner was at the very,
nice odds cf5 to 1, having receded from three's. R. H , who
had been kept well up all the wav, was a poor third. Franco
and San Marcus, of whom better was expected, were the last

ones in.

MarioLette won easily in the third race, although Nic Nac
gave her a little drive at the finish. Rey Alia, with 124
pounds up, was a good third. The first three horses finished
as they were favored in the betting.

Little Cripple made his reco-d four straight wins by taking
the mile and. a sixieenth handicap into camp. He did the
trick easily, winning from Wawona in the stretch. Model
was a fair third. Arundel sulked and ran last all the way.

J. O. C. won the steeplechase over the short course very
easily from Meslor, who was flogged out. Haymarket, who
goes up and down bill very well, as a rule, could neither run
nor jump to-day.

The weather was most delightful at the track, and was
even hot in the down-town streets. It must have made the
Easterners think they had made a mistake and were attend-
ing a summer meeting, instead of one in the middle of No-
vember. The attendance was very large—the largest this
fall—and everyone in the betting ring was as busy as a bee.
The adved of better jocbeys and heavier players has had a
noticeable effect on the odds. Winniog jockeys to day were:
Rowan, T. Sloan, McClain, Donnelly, Chorn and J. Johnson.

SDMMARIES.

First race—Five furlongs. Post betting— Beatrice 3 to 5,

Irene E and Rhaetia 5, imp. Trentola 12, Von Dunk 30,
Bert and Pert Child 40 to 1. Good start. Beatrice led moBt
all the way and won in a gallop. Winner, b f, 3, by St.

Saviour—Miss Nutford. Khaetia (b f, 2, by imp. Brutus

—

Moesta) second, driving
; imp. frentola (b h, 5, by Trenton

—Gondola) third. Time, 1:01|.

Second race—Five furlongs, selling. Post belling—Irma
1, Franco and Bob Tucker 5, San Marcus 6, De Groat 20, R.
H. 100 lo 1. Good start. E. H. showed first, then Irma led

to the drawgate, where Bob Tucker caught her aod won easily

by a neck. Winner, br g, 3, by Bob Miles—Sonora. Irma
(bf. 3. by St Saviour—Ella T.) second, easily ; R. H. (ch g,
a, by Bayswater Jr.—bv Oregon Charlie) third. Time, 1:02.

Third race—Six furlongs selling, light-welter weights.

Post betting—Marionette 3 to 2, Nic Nac 11 to 5, Valiente
5, Rey Alia lO.Edgemount 12, Morgan G. 40, Adelante 100
to 1. Good start. Marionette led all the way, and won
easily by a half-length. Winner, ch f, 2, bv imp. Mariner
— Maranette. Nic Nac (ch f, 2, by Take Notice—Picnic),

second, easily; Rev Alia (ch g, 3, by Alia— Fannie D.J,
third. Time, 1:14$.

Fourth race— Five and a half furlongs, selling. Post bet-

ting—Hvmn 13 to 5, Sir Richard 6 to 10, Morven 4^,

Goodwin IlSto 1. Fair start. Goodwin led mostall the
way. Hymn's rider fell. Winner, ch c, by imp. Ill Used

—

Little Hopes. Sir Richard (gr b, 5, by Stratbford or imp.
Uhlan—Victress) second easily. Morven (b g, 4, by Imp.
Cheviot— Lurline) third. Time, 1.09*.

Fifth race—One and one-sixteen miles, handicap. Post
betting— Little Cripple 4 to 5, Arundel 5$, Wawona 6, Model
7, Flirtilla 12 to 1. Good start. Little Cripple won easily,

Winner, br g, 4, by imp Pirate of Penzance— Lady jStan-

hope. Wawona (ch g, 4, by imp. Sir Modred—Typhoon)
second easily. Model (ch f, 3, by imp. Sir Modred—Gypsy)
third. Time, 1:47.

Sixth race—Steeplechase, short course, about one and one-
half miles. Post betiing—J. O. C. 8 to 5, Auteuil 11 to 5.

Mestor4, Nellie- G. 8, Haymarket 10, Gold Dust 15 to 1 J.

O. C won easilv. Winner, ch g, 3, by Apache— Irene. Mes-
tor (b g, 5, bv Falsetto— Woodlarlj) second easily; Gold Dust
(bg, 5, by Oro—Gold Cup) third. Time, 3:26\.

TWENTIETH DAY—MONDAY, NOVtfMKER 18.

To-dav was another one of those delightfully balmy days

so often experienced in the Golden State in (he fall and

winter-months. ,The bookies were rusbed all day, and laid

aside coats and vests as supe'lluoussnd hindering accoutre-

ments. One long shot, Morgan G., at 6 tol, was the only

one to break the line of favorites, so the talent felt

very happy. The event of the day was the last race,

a mile selling affair, with six very well-matched horses,

at the weights. Montana, at one tims with 25 to 1

about him, was played down to twelves, all the stable

boys putting their few beans on with pleasing confidence.

If the horse was not pulled, he was ridden by a boy that

should never be given a mount again. He was full of run,

but was choked back, and made most of the distanee with his

mouth wide open. The judges have taken Williams' ride

under consideration. Il was a very bad ride, whatever the
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reasons were. The race wa±> a pretty one and the finish as

close as any ardent lover of the sport coald wish. Detective

won from Fannie Louise in the last few jumps by a neck,

after the filly had set a clipping pace from the backstretch.

Hv Dy came up with a rush and there was so little to spare

between them that it required the judges' keen eyes to decide

that Fannie had it. The time was 1:40$. Detective got away

fourth, so his run will be a good line as to this horse's meas-

ure.

The 6rst two races to day were at light welter weight?, with

jocfieys who had not ridden a winner this year on the flit. Sel-

kirk and Allahabad went to the post oo equal terms as choice

of the talent for the first division, but the former's chances

looked very blue after C. Long had let him run his distance

on false breaks. Hedgers got their money en Allahabad,

and Long d'Or, who looked very well and was a reputed good

thing, went from 20 to 12 to 1 at the close. Selkirk ran away

from his field when the flag fell and woo pulled up. Allaha-

bad was second, with Rogation, driviDg, third. Long d'Or

finished fifth.

Another bad lot of boys were on the second division of

welter weights, and a long delay was the consequence. Mt.

Roy, the favorite, led to the stretch, then Morgan G. was

sent along and caught Eva S., who was a good second all the

way, and challenged the leader. In the last furlong Johnson

got his colt out in front and won by a length, Mt. Roy drop

pinp back third, two lengths behind Eva S. gelding. Morgan

G. waB at the good price of 6 to 1.

Caliente was a hot favorite for the third race at S to 5,

with Endymion, second choice, at 41 to 1. Endymion led

from early in the race to the drawgate, where Caliente came

on and won easily by two lengths. Jack Atkins was a good

third.

There were two races at a mile on the card,_ a

division of the twelve entries for the fourth event. Monita

was a slight favorite over Centurion at post time for the first

division. Chorn outrode the others and won by a neck from

Olivia, who ran a very much improved race over her last

performance and passed Centurion at the wire. Charmer led

into the stretch, with a slow pace, when the favorite was sent

along <»nd Charmer went back and finu-hed fourth behind

Centurion.

Grady, at 11 to 5 in the betting, was a slight favorite over

Ferris Hartman and Oregon Eclipse for the fifth race, at five

and a half furlongs, for all ages. Midlo, the speedy two-

year-old, was not liked, principally an account of his jockey,

and his price wandered back from threes to sevens. This

judgment proved correct, as he was never better than last.

Ferris Hartman looked a winner to the drawgate, where

Willie Martin brought Oregon Eclipse up and won handily

from Hartmau by a length. Grady was a close up third.

Winning jockeys to-day were C. Long, J\ Johnsoo, Chorn,

Coady, W. Martin and Chevalier.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five and a half furlongs, selling light welter

weights. Post betting—Selkirk und Allahabad 11 to 5. Little

Flush gelding 6, Corrinne Buckingham 12, Prince Devine,

Rogation, Leonatnsand Long d'Or 20 to 1. Good start. Sel-

kirk led all the way and won pulled up. Winner ch b, a, by

Verano—Geoovivia. Allahabad (b g, 3. by Hyder Ali

—

Floride) second, driving ; Rogation (ch g, 3, by Surinam

—

Mistletoe) third. Time, 1:08$.

Second race—Five and a haK furlongs, selling, light welter

weights. Post betting—Mt. Roy 8 to 5, Eva S. II. gelding

21, Morgan G. 6, Bob Tucker 8, Doreey 9. Josie G. 20, Miss

Murphy 40 to 1. Good start. Mt. Roy led to stretch, and

Morgan G. won in last furlong. Winner br e, 3, by Joe

Hooker—Bonita. Eva S. II gelding (chg,3, by Equador—
Eva S. II.) second, driving ; Mt. Roy {b g, 4, by tausfus—
Mt. Citv Belle) third. Time, 1:09$.

Third race—Five fnrloogs, selling, two year-olds. Post

betting—Caliente 9 to 5. Endymion 4i, Walter J. 5J, Fireman

10, Little Flush filly, SuSrage and Don Pedro 12 to 1, Jack

Atkins 40 to 1. Good start. Endymion led to the last

eighth when Caliente came on and won easily. Winner ch c,

by El Rio Rey—Hettie Hu ophrey. Imp. Endymion (ch g,

by Enterprise—Sapientia) second driving. Jack Atkins (b

g,by Regent—Miss Sadie) third. Time, hOlJ.

Fourth race—Ore mile, selling. Post betting—Monita 13

to 5, Centurion 14 to 5, Charmer 4, Olivia 5, Schnitz 6, El-

mer F. 20 to 1. Good start. Monita won from the drawgate

in a drive. Winner b g, 4, bv St. Saviour—Nighthawk.

Olivia (b f, 3, by Emperor of Norfolk— Dollie L ) second,

driving. Centurion fch g, 4, by imp. Cheviot—Lizzie P.)

third. Time, 1:41 J.

Fifth race—Five and a half mrlongs, all ages. Post bet-

ting—Grady 11 to 5, Oregon Eclipse 12 to 5, Ferris Hart-

man 13 to 5, Midlo 7, Enciuo 15, Soon Enough 60 to 1. Fair

start. Ferris Hartman took the lead on the far turn and gave

way to Oregon Eclipse in the last eighth. Winner, ch g, a.

by Joe Hooker—Lulu Riggs. Ferris Hartman (b g. 2, by

imp. Woodlands—Honoraj, second, driving; Grady (bc,2

by Three Cheers—Gold Cup), third. Time, 1:071.

Sixth race—One mile, selling. Post betting—Detective 1,

Fannie Louise 2, Duchess of Milpitas 4, Montana 12, Hy
Dy 15, Mary S. 40 to 1. Good start. Fannie Louise took

the lead on the back stretch and held it almost to the end,

Detective beating her out bv a neck. Winner, b g, 3, by imp.

Deceiver— Exile. Fannie Louise (b f, 3, by imp. Darebin

—Nellie Peyton) second, driving : Hy Dy (br g, a, by Hy-
der Ali—Addie Warren) third. Time, 1:401,

TWENTY FIRST DAY- TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19.

The card to-day did not hold any very high-class attrac-

tions as evidenced by the attendance which wes a little thin-

ner than for 3ome days past. The best event on the pro-

gramme was spoiled byscratches and declared off. Four of

the five favorites won. and the talent was in high glee. The

mystic and fatal thirteen represented the number of book-

making firms that cut iu today—which, of coarse,* had

nothing to do with the results of the day's business.

The weather was delightful and apparently most conducive

to speed as fast time was made in most of the races. Toaoo

showed notable sprinting abilities, doing the five and a

half furlongs in a quarter second elower than track record

ime.

There was quite a delay at the post in the first race, caused

by Burmah's bad actions. When they got away Gondola,

the favorite, showed first, but gave place to Soledad at once,

and be led into the stretch by two length Iu a hard c rive

in the last eighth Gondola got out in front and won by a

length, Soledad getting the place handily from Burmah by

three lengths.

Duchess of Towers was made favorite for the second event

at five and a half furlongs, with Last Chance a very popular

second choice. Another long delay at the post occurred in

this race. Toano kicked around like a circus horse, and The

Judge took a little spin of a quarter of a mile. When the

bunch was sent away Toano immediately assumed the lead

and held it with such ease that Hennessy began to grin as he

thought of the good thing he was on, and did not get his

face straightened out by the lime he got back to the judges'

stand. Toano went back in the betting from 7 to 12 to 1, and

was apparently friendless. Ducbe:s of Towers did not run

her race and was said to be sore, finishing three parts of a

length behind Last Chance, who was five lengths behind the

winner. The surprisingly gocd time of l:06f was hungup,

and shows that Toano for once more in his life was full of

run.

Laura F., Barney Schreiber's good black filly, was favorite

in the third race, at five and a half furlongs for two-year olds,

at 2 to 1, with Perhaps, and St. Lee very well thought of.

Perhaps made another one of his runaway races, and won all

the way, though St. Lee came op on him at the wire almost.

Shaw made a masterly ride and got every bit possible out of

the little brown, who was dying away under him after his

hard run. St. Lee could not get him, and swerved almost

against Perhaps on the wire. The run was made in 1:07^,

and both horses were very tired. Belle Boyd ran into third

place, three lengths behinl St. Lee, Laura F. half a length

further back.

Judge Tam, the favorite in the field of eleven two-y»ar-

old maidens, won hiB race in the last few yards, Jerry Chorn

outriding Rowan and stealing a race that Irma seemed to

hold secure. It was a bad lot, and after the two horses named
had got through their battle the others straggled in, fond

hopes, as most of them do, going entirely wrong and bring-

ing up the rear of a badlv distanced field.

Harpy Day, the favorite at even money, won the last race

at a mile in easy style, after San Luis Rey had run himself

out. Leonville took the lead from the latter at the turn into

the stretch, hut could not keep out of Happy Day's way,wbo
came on and headed him in the last 100 yards and led to the

wire easily. Don Cfesarran up a good third to Leonville. and
San LuiB Rey died away to next to last. The time was slow
—1:42—and Happy Day was piling onto his field all the

way.
Winning jockeys to-day were Chorn two, Hennessy, Shaw

and Mclntyre one each.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five and a half furlongs, selling. Post bettiog

—Gondola 6 too, Silver and Soledad 4, Burmah 7, Prince

12, Sinbad 50 and Kitty A. 100 to 1. Good start. Soledad

led most all the way, then Goudola came on and won in a

drive. Winner, b m. 5, by Frank Rhoades— Delia. Soledad
(b g, 5. by Ironclad—unknown) second, handilv. Burmah
(b g, 3, by Bersan—Fair Lady) third, time, 1:0*8.

Second race—Five and a half furlongs, selling. Post betting

—Duchess of Towers 7 to 10, Last Chance 4i. Toano i2,

Hiram Argo 15, Beatrice 15, Sleeping Child 15, Soledad 30.

The Judge 25 Good start. Toano led all the way and won
pulling up. Winner b g, a, by Longfellow—Salara. Last

Chance (ch g, 4, by Duke of Norfolk—Vedette) second, driv-

ing. Duchess of Towers (br f, 5, bv Algerine—imp. Presto)

third. Time, 1:06$

.

Third race—Fiveand a half furlongs, selling, for two-year-

1

olds. Post bettirg—Laura F., 2, Perhaps 3, St. Lee 41, Belle

Boyd 8, Marionette 10. Virgie A. and Claude Hill 25, Veva
40 and Miss Pollard 100 to 1. Good start. Perhaps led all

the way and won in a drive by a half length in front of St.

Lee. Winner, br g, 2, by Kosciusko—May Viley. St. Lee
(b c, 2, by imp St. George— Levee), second, driving; Belle

Bovd (ch f, by El Rio Rev—Sylvia), third. Time, L07L
Fourth race—Six furlongs Post betting—Judge Tam S

to 5, Irma 16 to 5, IdaSauer and Fond Hope 8, LvJy Splen-

dor 10, Valparaiso \t, R. H. 25. Silver Lip and Huguenot
30. Great Falls 80 to 1. Good start. Irma led to the last

eighth when Chorn brought Judge Tam up and tjok the

race. Winner, ch g, 3, by Nick of the Woods—Retta B.

Irma (b f, 3, by St. Saviour—Ella T.) second driving ; Val
paraiso (b g, 4, by imp. Cheviot—Verona) third. Time,

106}.
Fifth race—One mile.selling. Post betting—Happy Day

1, Leonville 11 to 5, Sao Luis Rey 3. Don Ca2=ar 12, Faro 30,

Favory 60 to 1. Good start. San Luis Rey Ud to the last

turn, when Leonville headed him. In the last 100 yards

Happy Day got out in front and won easily. Winner br g, a,

by Emperor—Felicity. Leonville (br g, 4, by Leonatus

—

Villette) second, driving Don Ciesar (b c, 3, bv imp. Brutus
—Bessie) third. Time, 1:42.

TWENTY SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20.

A day of excellent sport had a rather serious ending. Be-

fore the last race was called a baok of fog rolled across the

track. It was so dense as to leave only the lower half below

the grand stand visible to spectators. The last number

was a five hurdle race at one and a quarter miles. Few
saw the start, but finally one after another of the six horses

loomed up and bore down towards the stand. There were

three green 'uns in the field and it was a

spilling match all the way. Lady Splendor's jockey

could not keep her seat and went over her head,

balancing on the back of his neck for awhile, finally arising

unhurt. Then some one with exceedingly keen eyes an-

nounced that the boy was off Tom Clarke on the backstretch.

Some wag gave the cry " All boys off," and it started a little

stir among the betting element a t sounded mere like "all

bets off." When'the "Ieppers" came into sight again Soon
Enough, who bad been in the lead, presumably all the way
held the race in hand easily, with Ami go a poor second. Dick
O'Malley came on riderless—where his rider fell none knew
—and then Adelante straggled in about half a city block be-

hind the winner. Soon Enough had been played off most of

the boards. When Stanford, the rider of Dick O'Malley was
found and brought into the paddock it was found he had
sustained a fracture of several ribs and hi* collarbone. Be-

fore the race Stanford declared it would be the last time be
would ride Dick O'Malley, or the horse would kil. him.

The card proved a most interesting one throughout, and

waa the best mid-week attraction offered for some time. The
attendance was not up to recent form, but the crowd was a

most energetic and industrious one. Those who were not try.

ing to get their money ou at the best prices were entertain-

ingly employed following the pluoger3 to learn their prefer-

ences. The opinions of the big bettors are at times as

divergent as the eccentricities of form and do not afford

much relief to the weary brained talent.

Governor Eudd, Matt StornYgood green colt, showed the

stuff that was in him in the first race. He got off last

behind a well-bucched field, and seemed unable to get agoing.

Canvasback led to the stretch, with San Marcus in second

place. Prince Hooker took command in the run home, but

Willie Martin had brought Governor Budd up from the rear

and came within a oose of taking the purse from Hooker on

the wire.

JimCorbett,a long-shot that wandered around from 40 to

75 to 1, and with a boy up that had never ridden in a race

before, upset all careful calculations on form and won by a
neck in a drive from Ida Sauer. Irma, the favorite, did not
last out and was third. Coburu, the rider of Coibe't, showed
he was a lad of rare judgment. He knew enough to sit still

and lei. his horse win.

The third race, a five furlongs handicap for all ages, had
five hot ones in, and all were played. Considerable money
went in on Potentate after his price had been allowed to

lengthen, then after he had been hammered down again each
of the others had a little turn- Potentate and Fly were about
on even terms at post time at 2\ to 1, with Star Ruby, Green
B. Morris' Hampton—Ornament colt, very much liked at 31
to 1. Blup Bell was at 4 and Robin Hood II the outsider at B
to 1. Fly showed the way into the stretch, when he was
beaten ofi, and Poieotate, big, strong and magnificent, came
oo and woo in a gallop in 1.00 flat. Star Ruby was short of

a hard race, but came through the stretch and nipped the
place from Fly, Blue Bell wa3 a very tired filly. Potentate
ran a dog like race on his last appearance, on a good track,

and finished behind Thelmaand America at fiveand a half

furlongs in LOS To-day with seven pounds more weight he
runs like a race horse and could have gone dangerously close

to the record.

McLight and Model were equal favorites at post lime in

the mile handicap, at 2h to 1. McLight never looked better

and ran a very excellent race in the good time of 1:401.

Model showed the way beyond the half-pole, then Choro,
who rode a well paced race.began to move up with McLight.
He came on easily and woo by a length from Model, who
waB two lengths in front of Wawona. Imp. Ivy was thought
to have a very good chance in thi3 race, with only ninety
pounds up, butC. Slaughter got her cut off three times and
lost all hopes.

Rosebud won the selling race at six furlongs from Char-
mion by three lengths, after heading Yemen coming into the

stretcb. Charmion stood a hard drive and nipped Yemen out
by a head for the place. The distance was not to Yemen's
likiog, and he tired badly.

Winning jockeys were Chorn two, Coady, Coburn, Donnelly
and Hennessy.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five furloogs, selling, maidens two years old.

Post betting: Prince Hooker 9 to 5, Governor Budd 5 to 2,

San Marcus 6, Moran 10. Skalkaho 12, Canvasback acd
Mabel L 20. Vickesburg 40, Diana filly 100 to 1. Good start.

Prince Hooker won through the stretcb, Governor Budd
almost catching him at the wire. Winner ch c, bv Joe
Hooker—Princess Norfolk. Governor Budd (b g, by Fresno
—Rosa G.) second driving; Moran (br g by Patten—Louise
Forrest) third. Time, 1:02.

Second race—About six furlongs, selling. Post betting

—

Irma 3 5, Ziragoz i 4, April 7, Ida Sauer 10. Silver Lip 25.

R. H 30, Al. Broeck and Jim Corbett 100 to 1. Good start,

Irma led to the stretch, then Ida Siuer headed her. Jim
Corbelt won on the wire by a neck. Winner, b g, 4, by Wild-
idle—Rachel. Ida Sauer (ch f, 3, by Joe Hooker—Addie
O'Neil) second driving; Irma (b f, 3, by St. Saviour—Ella

T.) third. Time, 1:14}.

Third race—Five furlongs, handicap, all ages. Post bet-

tiog—Potentate (115) 2A, Flv (107) 11 to 5, 8t*r Ruby (110)
3-V,Blue Bell (100) 4,Robio Hond II (104) 8 to 1. Good start.

Fly led ioto stretcb, then Potentate came oo and woo easily.

Winner, b h, 4, by Hayden Edwards—Amelia P. Star
Ruby, b c, 3, by Hampton—Ornament) second, driving

;

Flv (ch g. 4, by Reveille—Fusillade's Last) third. Time,
1:00.

Fouri h race—One mile, handicap. Post betting—Mc-
Light (110) and Model (92) 2*. Wawona (97) 16 to 5, Remus
(105) fi and imp. Ivy (90) 8 to 1. Good start. McLight won
easily Ircm Model in the stretch. Winne-, ch h, 4. by Mc-
Dufl— Longalight. Mode] (ch f, 3, by imp. Sir Mcdred

—

Gjpay) second, driving; Wa™oua (ch g, 4, by Sir Mod red

—

Typhoon) third Time, 1:40}.

Fifth race—Six furloogs. filing. Post betting—Rosebud
4 to 5, Y'emen 9 to 5, Charmion 6 to 1. Good start. Rose-
hud headed Yemen on the last turn acd woneasilv; winner
ch f, 3. by Tyrant—Rosemary. Charmion (ch m, 5, by Tv-
rant— Unit) second, driving ; Yemen (ch g, a, by Alarm

—

Hira) third. Time, 1:14ft.

Sixth race—One and one-quarter miles over five hurdles.

Post betting—Soon Enough I to 2, Amigo 5, Adelante 6,

Tom Clarke 10, Dick O'Malley 15, Lady Splendor 50 to 1.

Good start. Soon Enough led all the way and won easily.

Riders fell from Lady Splendor, Dick O'Malley and Tom
Clarke. Winner ch g, 3, by El Rio Rey—Sooner. Amigo
(b g, a, by Joe Daniels—Partisaoa) second, easilv ; Adelaoi>

(b c, 3, by El Rio Rey—Ogaleoa) third. Time, 2:184.
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TWUHTI-THIBPPAY—THPB6PAY, ROVEMBER 21.

Ordinary would not express (he class of horses that were

sent to the post today at Bay District track. Five of the

events were with selling conditions, and they called out only

a very ordinary lot of platers. The weather changed

rom hot to cold, and the horses did not run up to fast time.

The attendance showed a slight improvement over the past

few days, and a number of new faces were seen in the ring.

The old-time two and three dollar plungers are overshadowed

and instead of holding solemn conference between races over

"dope" sheets are wearing out shoe leather trying to keep

pace with the plungers. The first event was taken into camp

quite cleverly by Empire, the favorite. He was poorly ridden

turning wide into the stretch, but be passed Rogation, Bur-

mah and Modesto, who were all t gether close to the win*.

Rogation was second and Burmah third- Empire had not

been out for several months and did very creditably, consid-

ering the way he was handled.

Zeta, an odds-on favorite, and Veva ran head and head to

head to the stretch in the second race, a five furlong dash for

two-year-olds. Then Slaughter sent Tiny, a 15-to-l shot.along

and by dint of superior riding got the purse by a nose from

Veva, who had gotten away from Zeta. Spry Lark was a very

warm second choice, but did not give her backers a run for

their money.

Red Root was an odds on favorite and was a veritable cinch

in the third race, a selling event at one mile, and won in a

gallop from the head of the stretch. Sheridan was a poor

second, with Hayoiarket a close-up third. Long d'Or led to

the stretch, but died away.

Laura F. was the even-money favorite for the next race, at

five furlongs, with five speedy ones in. Midlo was next in

favor at 9 to 5. Midlo raced out in front from flag-fall and

held the lead with apparent ease, but when it came lo the

final struggle at the wire Chorn, who had kept Laura F.

within easy striking distance, outrode Donnelly and got the

judgment by a nose. It was a neat finish, but one in which
jockey and not horse was entitled to all the honors. Monicor
third, five lengths away, did not run his race.

Strathmeath was scratched out of the fifth race, a six fur-

long dash for three-year olds and up ards, leaving it a three-

cornered affair. Thelma was a prohibitive favorite, closing

at D lo 20, *ith Montana 2 to 1, and Linville at most any
price. Thelma was the only thing in the race from the start.

Montana had no speed and could not get anywhere near the

brown mare, though she did not gj the distance faster than

1:14, He was not even a good second, as he was only two
lengths in front of Linville in a drive.

Detective was rubbed off most of tbe boards in the last race,

and 2i and 3 to 1 posted for tbe field. Not better than 1 to 4
was taken, and not wanted at that. Olivia, on her recent good
race, was a warm second choice over the balance. Ike L. was
at 50 to 1, with quite a little play on him for place, and
Josephine received considerable support also for place honors.

Detective did not suffer anything to get near him after tbe
bunting swished, and won galloping by two lengths from Ike
L., who had kept him closest company all the way. Olivia

ran last all the way, just passing Josephine at the wire.

Charmer, with Tod Sloan up, wis thought to be very sure for

the place, but was a balf length behind Ike L-, the mare com-
ing with a rush too late to be effective.

Winning jockeys were Cborn two, Chevalier two, Slaughter
and Burns.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five and a half furlongs, selling. Post bettiag:

Empire 3J, Hiram Argo and Talbot Clifton 4. Modesto 7,

Burmah and Carina 10, Trentola 15, Rogation 20 to 1. Good
start. Empire won in a drive at the wire. Winner b g, a,

by Chester—Queen of the Nation. Rogation (ch g, 3, by
Surinam— Mistletoe) second, driving; Burmah [b g, 3, by
Bersan—Fair Lady) third. Time, 1:09|.

Second race—Five furlongs, selling, two-year-olds. Post
betting—Zeta 9 to 10, Spry Lark 11 to 5, Veva 9, Nevere 12,

Tiny and Lotta 15 to 1. Gocd start. Tiny won in a drive
by a nose. Winner br f, by Fresno—Varona. Veva (ch f, by
imp. Greenback— LilJie W.) secood, driving; Zeta (b f, by
imp. True Briton—Cosette) third. Time, 1:02.

Third race—One mile, selling. Post betting—Red Root
4 to 5, Haymarket 3A, Silver L<p 8, Long d'Or and Alliance
n, Mjeridao 20, Joe Hill 60 to 1. Good start. Red Root
woo in a gallop. Winner, ch g, a, by imp. London—Cameo.
Sheridan (ch h, a, by Young Bazar—Lost Girl), second,
driving; Haymarket (b g, a, by Storey—Ultimo), third.

Time, 1:441.

PoDith race—Five furlongs, selling, for two-year-olds.

Post belling—Laura F. 1, Midlo 9 lo5, Monitor 8, Easel 25,
Isabelle 50 to 1. Good start. Laura F. won by a nose in

a drive at ihe wire. Winner, bl*c f, by Fremont—Sallie

Hagen. Midlo (b g, by imp. Midlothian— Electric Light")

second. driving; Monitor (ch g, by imp. Sir Modred— Visalia)
third. Time, 1:01.

Filth race—Six furlongs. Post betting—Thelma 9 to 20,
Montana 2, Linville 80 lo 1. Good start. Thelma won
pulling up. Winner, br m. 4, b- John Happy—Pansy.
Montana (b h, a. by Storey— 1 ga), second, driving; Linville

by Warwick—Shasta), third Time, 1:1 1.

Sixth race—One mile. Helling. Post belting— Detective 1

to 4, Olivia 8. Charmer 9, Ike L. and Josephine 50 to 1.

Good iUrl. Detective won in a gallop. Winner, b g, :i, by
-Exile. Ik.- L, [ch c, 8, by Maj >r Ban—Mies

Flmh) >econd, driving ; Charmer (ch m, 5, by Wildidle—
Turban) third. Time, 1:42,

John is again confined to his hed at the old
homestead in die, N. V lie had a severe siege

of il la*t Winter, and bat recently lefl the Burge<i

The physicians forbade him to mount a sulky again, and his

failure to heed (heir advice has probably brought about a

relapse, which ii i« hoped will n<»t prove serioin.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

The greet stallion Directum, 2:06}, arrived at Lexington
order morning, end is now comfortably quartered in

' 111 Curry'-, bern at the Lexington track. The stallion is in

t xcellent corn! n, bftrrio]

he. He will 1> i.red in both hind legs, and it in thought that

he can be gotten in shape for a campaign after his stud season

i over.

Inglesids RACECOPhSE.— Last Monday morning I ac-

companied Mr. Seymour, who was the popular landlord cf

The Kuss House for so many years, on a trip to the new

course cf the Pacific Jockey Clnb. As beautiful a morning

as the most exacting sybarite could desire, and the other

essentials to a pleasant trip not wanliog. In the first place,

just the right sort of a "team." A pair of chestnut mares of

medium size, so perfectly broken that words were all that

were necessary to control them, and so handy that where

there was room for the wagon one could depend upon them

getting it through safely. Among the vehicles on the crowded

streets, over piles of macadam—where the way was broken

to lay a continuation of the rails over which the electric

cars will soon run on the route to the course—across the

gutter and on to the sidewalk wher there was no other way

to avoid obstacles and between electric and cable cars with

as much equanimity as a man would display in the same sit-

uation.

Not at all surprising that Mr. Seymour is prond of them,

as he ''got them together," and practically broke them while

he has been their only teacher in the way thev should go. A
thirty miles' drive the day before had not taken off even the

edge of their readiness to take a very lively clip when tbe

road was favorable for speed, aod that rale kept up without

aov tendency to leave their feet though the reins were loose.

As Mr. Seymour scarcely allows a day to pass without

driving every street in the city, appears to be as familiar to

him as those of a country village to the residents, and from

the St. George Stables on Bush street to the end of tbe drive

every foot of the grouod known. Through byways and lanes

to escaoe cobbles, a turn into a street which as yet was free

from the traffic of a big city, in fact, whenever an advantage

could be secuied it was taken.

Then as guide and companion Mr. S. was invaluable.

Every point of interest shown and the history relaied, and
f must acknowltdge a gruesome feeling when Emanuel
Church was passed and thoughts came of the two glad

young lives ruthlessly euded within it walls.

As stated before the street was broken up where the electric

road will run, and if the number of teams and men at work
can be taken as a token, hard as the job appears, it will be

completed in time for the opening of the course on Tharks-
giviog Day. I was informed that the contractor averred that

the task would be completed by Saturday night, and should

it prove that he is not over sanguine in his expectations,there

will be a throng of passengers from to morrow on.

We drove through the carriage entraoce gale, which is

not far from the far turn of the track, skirted that semicircle,

or rather followed the edge of the upper part of the cut, and

that first sight convinced one that drainage had been duly at-

tended to, as the cut was very much lower than the base of

the course, so that the pipes which ran through would never

be obstructed with back water.

The stables are grouped on the hillside to the south of the

backstretch. An admirable location, high and dry, segre-

gated so that should a fire occur in one it could be confined

to the building it originated in. Without leaving the wagon
it was readily seen that tbese primeessejtials to race courses

are of the very best pattern, and I am told that beside pro-

visions for the horses those, for their attendants are equally

good.

Wr
e drove out on the track around the "first turn" and so

far as could be told from the wagon seat that, too, is decid-

edly first class. The body of the track is material taken

from the cuts, the top dressing a black loam, and from the

footprints of the horses, and the markings of the wheels

something of the same kind of soil as the prairies of Iowa.

Should it have the same properties it will be well adapted for

the purpose, and though it looks as though it might be slip-

pery in wet weather the reports are that tne heavy rains of

two weeks ago did not show that lo be tbe case.

My only intention in this brief visit was to get a general

idea of the course and the improvements, as matter for a

detailed account would require a thorough survey, and to

describe il properly a great deal of space. Therefore, there

was only a cursory examination of the grand stand and ad-

joining buildings, a glance from the " winning score " up the

stretch, a " long, fond look " at the general characteristics,

greatly disappointed, however, that there was a haze which
hid the ocean, as, to the hest of my recollection, there, must
be a grand marine view from tbe stand.

Nearly twenty-one years since I was in that neighborhood,
and since then have grown forest of pine, cypress, eucalyptus

and other trees, which add greatly to ihe beauty of the

country. The grand stand is a mrdel so far as utility is con-

cerned. By no means without beauty, though evidently

adaptability for the intended uses was the first consideration,

and admirably has that been carried out. It stands at such
an angle that spectators will not be in each other's way and
at every point of the course, after the first quarter, there will

be a clear view to the occupants. Seats and passages between
iliem are commodious, and the only drawback is that facing

southerly, the afternoon sun may be somewhat troublesome.

Aud then again, not entirely a disadvantage, as in winter

lime the rays of the God of the Fire Worshippers are often-

times very welcome, and then when its course is low it does

not blaze with the fervor of midsummer. Until the trial is

made I shall not go on record as denouncing this feature, as

it may prove a grand boon indeed, adding to the pleasure of

witnessing the races that of being bathed in sunbeams of just

tbe right temperature to bring thorough climatic enjoyment.
Under the upper story of the stand it seems to me the ar-

rangements are perfect, and so far as could be told before
the finishing touches are put on nothing has been left un-
done to further the comforts of those who seek the lower
story. Elliptical counters where crowds can be waited on
with exceeding despatch, and where hunger and thirst can

red without the tangle and crash which usuallv pre-

vail. The bourse, to use a foreign term, the exchange,
i "in or notes of the realm can be transferred with the

least discomfort to people who would fain "swap" for

bearing cabalistic signs, some of which will be care-

fully treasured until the time of redemption, others cast

away with a sigh from one division, a growl from another,

while others will tear the pasteboard with a snap and an
exclamation in words of high flavor—is so well planned as
to merit encomiums from bookmakers and their patrons.
Thoroigh ventilation, well lighted, as, in addition to the
open front and tbe windows behind, tbe roof is mainly glass.

There is plenty of room between the two tiers of boxes,
twelve on each side, so that this important part of modern
racing has been given due consideration.

The saddling paddock is a great improvement on those I

have seen. In place of stalls, where the aitendants of the
horse are bothered by the crowding of spectators, there are
boxes, the upper part of which is formed by a screen of
heavy wire netting. The horses are in full bight, and at the
same time protected from intrusion, while undergoing the
finishing part of their toilets, and also lessening the dangers
of the lookers on The room for jockeys is at the far end of
the saddling paddock, so that they are removed from influ-

ences which are none too good. "Real cute" the stands for

judges and timers, placed, of course, as is now the custom,
on the main racecourses of the country.

It took a great deal of persistency to overcome the preju-
dice in favorof placing the judgesstand on tbe inside of the
course. Nearly thirty years ago I battled for the change.
and when I had almost full scope on the track at Chicago
could not prevail on the club to make the change.
Mr. Thecdore Winters was the first to put the judges'

stand on the right side of the course in California, and the
Oakland track the second. These stands on the course of the
P. C. J. are good patterns to follow, the only improvement
that I could suggest being a sinking of the floor of the weigh-
ing-in room, thus giving a chance to lower the judges' apart-
ment and thereby bringing them nearer the level of the
horses. Still the elevation gives a better view of jockeys and
horses, aod at the finish the position of the judge can be
changed at will by standing on the steps below.

Very little chance for adverse criticism, from what I saw,
of the logleside course. That all of the late Eastern improve-
ments have been introduced is more than probable, and
should there be minor defects, shown by practical working3,
these, unquestionably, will be rectified.

Notwiibstanding the array of imposing buildings in the
foreground, the handsome course, and beyond that the blocks
of substantial stables on the further side, there was an air of
loneliness. It seemed queer that in so well appointed a racing
ground there should be no signs of life. True it was in the
middle ol the day when horses and their attendants would be
taking a siesta, and a few hours later tbe evening walk would
give life and color to the scene. Then the haze which hid
the ocean and veiled the summits of the hills narrowed the
prospect. There was not breeze euough to shiver the leaves

of the eucalyptus trees or sough through the branches of
pines and cypress. A strange, wierd stillness, when associated
with so finished a race course, grand stand and other build-
ings in all the glory of new paint, the P. J. C. ensign flutter-

ing from ihe staff' on thesummit. Like the building of King
Solomon's temple "neither sound of axe, hammer, saw or
tool of iron heard," as the workmen engaged in completing
the work were eating their lunches in the lower story of the
stand. When the steam and electric cars come
pufBog, sputtering, whizzing through the pass to the east-

ward, when thousands are crowding their way to seats and
filling up the huge space in tbe bourse and thronging the es-

planade between stands and course it will be anything but
lonely. Livelier yet, far more exhilerating when the horses

are marshaled on the course, and. with a background the most
effective to give distinctness to the colors, what a kaleido-

scopic blending of "silks and satins" as the " high mettled
racers" rush through the stretches aod fly around the curves

In the stillness of Monday one could fancy that the rub-
bing of stirrup irons, the rustle of the jackets and the cadence
of the footfalls in the soft earth could be distinctly heard at

the furthest point. Far from that when the actors are on the
stage and the spectators gathered. The upper part of the

stand a mass of gay colors,or rather a contrast of grave and gay
costumes. The lower section not so brilliantly arrayed but

fully as much eagerness and excitement. W hat a contrast ! still

further heightened as the horses draw towards the end of the
struggle. When the starling flag falls a shout to indicate

that tbe contest has began ; then a hum, a mingling of under-

tones as positions change, all too much absorbed, however, in

the varying changes, the shiftings of the figures in the mov-
ing picture to give loud utterance to their feelings. The
pent up emotions cannot be restrained when tbe real issue is

at hand. The time for cheers has not come. Words of en-

couragement, as though jockeys aod horses could be animated
when far beyond the reach of their voices, and thousands,

perhaps, joining in ihe fervent exordiums. The horses are

past the goal, and then huzzas that a squadron of Cossacks
might emulate but not excel.

Tbe drive from the course was over better ground than that

traversed on the outward journey. The same road traveled

a score of years ago but the growth of trees already men-
tioned a great improvement over the barrenness of that day.

A cozy looking retreat the road house which also bears the

name of Ingleside, and then another at the head of a glen at

the foot of which horses and cattle were grazing. So near a

big city and yet not a sight or sound to denote its proximity.

The road smooth for the most of the way and the cheery

mares anxious to go faster than my inclination, with so much
to see and admire.

Through Golden Gate Park to the speed drive and then

Mr. Seymour very kindly drove to the summit of Strawberry

hill. Glimpses of bits of rare scenery through tbe haze which
still overhung the ocean. That warm sort of envelopment
somewhat like that of Indian simmer in the East, though in

a measure tautalizing, hiding so much I was fain to see.

We left the St. George at 11 A. m. and after the team was

duly domiciled at Dickeys we were in time to see the first

race of the day on the Bay District course. Therefore less

than three hourse were occupied in a journey which had so

many sights to observe and which gave such a good return

in the way of enjoyment. And the races, too, were full of

interest, a favorite of mine winning the first race, one of the

"old stock," Caliente, setting a capital race to his credit, and
then one of the best rated races for a mile, and so well con-

tested, that of the six horses engaged five "were in it" till the

winning score was close at hand.

Still more gratified to meet Captain Rees, presiding judge

nt the new track, his associate Mr. Murphy, the starter Mr.

Caldwell and other gentlemen from the East, among them
Senator McCarren from Brooklyn, N. Y., who tells one of

the best stories anent his defeat in that burg I ever beard.

The evidence of the cordiality between the officers of the

two clubs was exceedingly pleasing to me, and those prophets

of evil, who take so much pleasure in predicting ware and
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tribulations, will surely be disappointed in this case. When
all of the people—or the best portion of the people, who are

interested in the horse interests of California ''pull together,"

"give and take'' with proper appreciation of what is due to

each other, compromise in place of clashing, to be brief, help

each other in a brotherly, warm-hearted way i have no fears

of the future. Had that been the ruling motive there would

be a happier state of affairs than now exist in many section?,

and surely there is good sense enough here to avoid the

dangers which were too lightly regarded elsewhere.

* *

Change the Programme.—Although the appended

letter was not intended for publication, I tru?t my old frieud

will pardon me for using it in that way, inasmuch as it ie a

question of vital importance to trotting interests.

I am well satisfied that " the public" will hail a method

which will tend to do away with the " intolerable prolonga-

tions" which are now so frequent. A majority cf horsemen

are also in favor of a change and therefore the natural con-

clusion would be that there was nothing in the way of in-

augurating an improved system.

I have said a majority of horsemen, and this will require

explanation That a large number will be in favor of wha1

might be called a mixediprogramme, viz , a bill combining

two in three, three in five dash races and etc., is almost as-

sored, aDd that nearly all caD be picked out of the rut af.er a

few trials is also certain. The main objections come from

associations as the longer races, or rather those which are

likely to be "long-drawn-out" are'linked sweetness"for them,

one race in place of two, or it might be a whole afternoon

osed-up without the finish of a race.

Then when there is pool-selling or book-betting the profits

are generally sustained, that appreciation not entirely due to

legitimate changes bat also from the layiog-up heats and

other offensive methods of prolonging contests.

When associations pay more attention to attracting attend-

ance than making the most out "of privileges," look more

towards increasing gate andstand receipts thai entrance fees

and inside profits, then there may come the conviction that

livelier, "snappier" races will pay better than the tedious

affairs which now so often prevail.

That the owners of very fast horses should be nnani-

moasly in favor of abolition of three in-five races seems to be

so evident that opposition from that quarter can scarcelv be

expected. Many of the aged horses which went from Cali-

fornia East this year, and some of the younger, have gone

wrong, and from what the papers say oot a few of the East-

ern division have likewise suffered. A far greater strain

these very fast three in-five races than longer distances. One
great effort is a severe trial, a repetition of that still harder,

when it comes to a succession of them it is little wonder that

the strongest succumb.
Conversing with one of the most prominent driyers of the

country, one that has been in the very front rank for twenty-

five years, on this question, he signified his approval of two-

in-three,and at the same time expressed his opinion in fa-

vor of the occasional three in five races. His plea was that

there were horses which would not have much of a chance

in an abbreviated number of heals and yet win in the

longer. Granting the force of that argument, it does not fol-

!
low that others should be punished for his deficiencies, and

even with all the admiration that superior endurance ex-

i cites, it is not right that races which should be placed on the

I obsolete list be continued for his benefit.

As I have written in another article, I believe that the

. general introduction of longer distance races than those of a

" mile at a lime " will be an immense benefit to harness rac-

ing. With the longer d. stances horses which have not speed

eoough to contend in their classes when iL mile and repeat

"

is the test, will have a place in the longer.

It is unnecessary to present arguments to show that the

modern system of racing cannot be adopted in trotting con-

tests. Nothing less than a mile admissable, and even dashes

at that distance confined to youngsters. B'lt it is also beyond

the field of sensible controversy to contend that many of the

modern racing methods cannot be followed to advantage in

harness racing, especially that part of the management which

gives life to the scene.

Stanford, Conn., October 21, 1895.

Joseph Cairn Simpson, Est* , Oakland, Cal.

—

Fritnd Simpson: It occurred to me some time ago to ask

you what you think of changing trotting races from three in

five to two in three ? I was opposed to the change five or six

vears ago, but I am now convinced that we must do some-

thing to shorten '.he contests between trotters. The horses

cannot long remain sound and trot as many beats at the high

rate of speed that a first or second-class horse is often required

to go in these days. I think the public want races that can

be decided in less time than the three in five races can be- 1

will grant you that men who have the inate love of the horse

born in them are willing to sit all the afternoon and look at

a race drawn out through seven or eight beats, but the great

majority of the public that support the meetings want races

that can be sure to be finished the same day. Those interested

in the thoroughbred race horse learned that some time ago.

I am much pleased to note that you have retained your

love of the trotting horse, and that your health continues so

good that you still erjoy your daily drive in your beautiful

climate. At your leisure I will be most pleased to hear from

you. Believe me,
Very sincerely yours, David Bonner.

Once More —Again I must correct an erroneous impres-

sion in regard to Bonnie Scotland.

In the Eastern letter which appears in The Horseman of

November 14th, it is slated :
" Bonnie ScotLud did not suc-

ceed at all until late in life, as he got Bramble at twenty-one,

. Luke Blackburn at twenty-three and George Kinney a' twen-

i ty-five." Now in bis first eeasons in Ohio he got Malcolm,

Ontario, Regeot, Scotland, Surprise, Dangeron=, ihe last

named in the race won bv Idlewild ran four mile? faster than

the time of his dam, 7:32A, which for so many years stood

"the best on record." He was still young when he got Frog-

town, who, if my recollection is correct, ran the fastest three

miles ever ran in Kentucky, and there are several others

which in such racing as is now the fashion would have made
a high mark, as there were some very speedy ones amone
them.
Taking opportunities into consideration, and the class of

mares he had in his earlier years, few of them at that, and

the comparison will not justify the assertion that he " did

not sacceed at all."

*» *

Comparative Endurance. —At regular intervals a',

tenants are made to prove that the trotting-bred horses have

more endurance than thoroughbreds. Not much in the

way of proof, however, as, outside of those who advocate

that side of the question, there are few believers, none that

have a slight acquaintance with horses put any faith in so

absurd a claim. The arguments are based on the ground that

thoroughbreds "quit" in races even when the?e are over

courses of leas than a mile, and while this view may appear

logical to people who have slight information regarding

thoroughbreds, a little consideration will show its falsity.

Coupled with that charge, there must necessarily be the as-

sertion that trotters do not quit in 3 in 5 races, or, at least, a

proportion of them proveofsuch endurance as to remove-
tbe sligma in a measure, if not entirely.

Were the tests the same the argumenc would be valid, and
that trotting bred horses had more endorance than thorough-
breds sustained by the proof presented. But there is no
equality in the trials which are said to determine the relative

merit. A half mile at the rate of 1:40 forth? mile is a more
severe trial than miles in 2:10. "The pace kills" has been

so long established that it may be considered an axiom, and
hence sustained speed is the real measure cf endurance. There
is not a horse in the world that can keep up its best rate for

half a mile provided it hasspeed enough to win amongfast
classes. When Wagner and Grey Eagle met in their me-
morable contests on the Louisville course it was conceded
that Grey Eagle had the 'foot" of his antagonist, and when
the "brush" was for a quarter of a mile the Kentuckian had
the beat of it. Wagner, however, could hold it longer and
being able to keep up his clip for sir hundred yards turned
the scale in his favor. For high rates of speed over a dis-

tance ofground there is no question that thoroughbreds—as

a breed— bave more endurance than any other race, and that

near strains of that blood in fast trotters will increase the

endurance and gameness. Even that proposition may need
qualification. There are trotters who have so much of the

"old-fashioned, hard bottomed" blood of the old-time race-

horse?, that the characteristics of the race are predominant,
and while I cannot agree that "fresh infusions" wouid not

be beneficial to them I am quite ready to concede that

they are "worthy and well qualified," endurance as well as

speed being the requirement.
** *

Miss Rita the Trutter.—All who keep posted on the

doiogs cf the harness racers are aware that Miss Rita has the

record for three-year-old fillies pacing, and a iointsharein

the double-team mark. More than that, her

single performance was in a race and the 2:09

J

made with so much ease that it is a "dead moral" she could

knock offquite a margin of the time already made, enough,

in fact, to give her the champiooship without regard to sex.

Few, however, are aware that she is a " born trotter " and

only requires piactice at the way of goingto emulate, maybe
equal, her lateral victory. The other day when Hickok was
driving her to her stall he told me that she could surely show
a fifty gait at a trot, so that when I noticed her going around
the turn trotting I "timed" her through the backslretch.

When the second furlong of the quarter was

evidently so much faster than the first I supposed that she

had struck apace, aod when the watches showed 38 seconds

felt that at that distance the eye had failed to detect the

change of movement,
8he came around the turn slower, and then from the half-

mile in 1:21, still trotting, so that it was beyond dispute that

a mile in 2:30 was within her capacity. Mr. Hickok said all

that is required is to start her on trot and keep "clucking,"

and with an increase of chirrups she will increase her speed,

without endeavoring to change, and when pacing the same
rule prevails. This strengthens my belief, a belief held for

many years, that pacing is a natural method of progression,

and that when horseB are forced to the limit of their speed

not allowed to run, but suffered to pace as well as trot, a

great number of them will adopt that method of progression.

The number of trotting-bred pacers is farther corroborative.

* *
Starter McXaib.—If there is a single person who d es

not give Mr. McNair the very highest eulogy on his starting

the horses at the late Breeders' meeting I have not met him.

I have anticipated such reports from what has come from the

East in regard to the faculty he has for getting horses off in

good shape aud without the perplexing procrastinations

which are so oftentimes a part of the proceedings. From the

favorable showing at Los Angeles it is nearly certain that

Mr. McNair will secure employment from all the prominent

associations, and should that prove a correct prediction it

will be a good thing for owners, drivers and associations.

* *

Palo Alto Sale in Neiv York.—Without a disseotiog

voice those who bave seen the young Palo Alto bred trotters

which are to be sold in New York by Peter C. Kellogg &

Co., on December 3d, are said to be the finest lot ever sent

from that famous breeding farm. To equal former consign-

ments is high praise, apparently as much praise as could be

given with truth, though those who use the superlative are

such good judges of form that the report may be accepted as

substantially correct. The breeding does not require further

commendation than they trace to grand sire* and dams.

It would have given me much satisfaction to have seen

them before they started on their long journey, especially

the eons end daughters of my greatest favorite of ail the great

sires of the rancho, but I cannot overcome the feeling of sad-

ness which even the thought of a visit awaken. Only once

since the death of Governor Stanford ha* the trip been made,

and that was partially perfunctory, though that one trial in-

tensified the feeling.

Jt may seem like carrying sentimentalistn to the extreme

limit to be thus impressed, aod doubtless regrets would be-

come less intense by a frequency of visits, though as long as

it exists, and unless there is urgeot necessity that trip will be

deferred until time accomplishes a partial change of the feel-

ing, there will be regrets through [ife.

Tempest in a Tin Can.—The jangle over the Sixth

District Agricultural Society can safely be called a " great

cry over little wool." Simply this, that if the directors had

acted contrary to law in voting themselves pay for work

done, on proper notification the money would have been

returned. As I understand the matter this was not at the

Fair but for a supplementary exhibition in which Mr. Salis-

bury's horses played a prominent part, and the mistake made

was giving it the sanction of the association.

If the newspaper reports are true—and they are very
full—our Governor is not free from censure.

In place of threats of compelling them to "discharge," and
that on a repetition of the fracas, the smallest of the fighters

should be "bodily thrown through the window," a less offen-

sive word would have been more proper ; and disgraceful as

the "scrap" was, the participations of the executive—as im-
plied by the langoage used—would not be an improvement.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

From whatever standpoint one may view the riciog situ-

ation in the state of New York at the present time, only one
conclusion can be arrived at, and that is that the prospects

for the future welfare of legitimate sport were never brighter.

Never before in its history in this country have the internal

affairs of the turf been in a more satisfactory condition, is the

way the New York Advertiser sizes up the situation. The
relations existing between the Jockey Club and horsemen are
particularly cordial. There has been no friction of any kind.

This state of affairs is due in no small degree to the conserva-
tive and business like methods adopted by the Jockey Club in

the administration of turf law. As a consequence racing has
been placed upon a higher plane, and has taken its true place

as the foremost outdoor amusement of the American people.

The best classes of citizens have been attracted to its support,

both as patrons aod as spectators. All the elements which
have heretofore been in the slightest degree objectionable

have been permanently eradicated, and a structure which is

well nigh perfection has been built upon a foundation which
will last for all time.

A newspaperite of Cincinnati, who claims to have
studied the Covington pool room game, writes as follows

about it : "Statistics have been compiled here showing the
enormous amount of money pool-rooms lake away from race

tracks. The rooms that are operated in Covington, Ky.,

alone pays in telegraph tolls $600 a day, counting off days,

this figures $215,00 a year. Tne rents average $200 per
month, which for the five rooms is $12,000 a year, and each
room pays $^00 in salaries to their employes, makine an-

other $100,000 a year. In fines to the Citv Court eoch room
pays $72 per week, or an aggregate of $18,000 per annum,
and another $20,000 a year is spent in paying fines and fight-

ing cases under indictment. Oatside expenses foot up $40,-

000 a year, so the rooms have to make over $400,000 on the
public before they can divide up a cent of profit. Still, all

the proprietors have grown rich, after beginning the busi-

ness poor. From a financial point of view the pool-room in-

terest is something enormou3. Even now there are 200 pool-

rooms in the country, and from them the telegraph toils are

over $20,000 per day or over $6,000,000 per annum.

The day before he left for San Francisco Jockey Bergen
got into a talkative mood on various subjects, and let him-
self loose when referring to starters and starting, his remarks,
too, smacking of the pointed and plausible. "Pettingill,"

said he, "has a hundred-dollar fine tacked up against me, and
if he does not remit it he and I will part bad friends. Let
me tell you, the starters are radically wrong, all of them,
in their methods of starting. Owners hire good jockevd for

their ability to get off well and ride good rices. And just

think of it, starters fine capable jicbeys for doing just what
the owners hire them to do. The trouble is that the starter,

I yes, and a section of the public, expect good jacksys to wait

I

for the bunglers and bad ones. And it is these green boys
! who cause nearly all the trouble, while the good jockeys

J

come in for the fines. Now, ao experienced jockey should

!
not be handicapped by being made to wait for the bad ones.

\ Yes, a reform is badly needed in connection with the start-

ing business." —"Broadchurch" in Spirit of the Times.

The Board of Stewards Tuesday informed Claude Bur-
lingame, the jockey, to stay on the ground hereafter and let

,

some one else ride his horses or those belonging to any other

j

owner, as the public in general would be better suited. They
also vested Starter Ferguson to use his own judgment in de-

laying starts at the post through the actions of some fractious

:
brute. So in future the chances of the good horses will

probably not be spoiled by some sulking " dog " cutting

monkey shines at the post. Neither will horses ridden by
incompetent boys put up on horses to get big odds be handled
at the post with kid gloves, for the starter will be told to

leave them at the post if they cannot manage their mounts.
It's too bad these stewards did not give Mr. Ferguson this

power before. There would not have been such a lot of money
incenerated by the dropping of the flag.

A St. Locis dispatch of November 19th says: Clem
Creveling, the well-koown race track judge, and H. C.

Brown (" Curly"), of San Francisco, had an interesting fistic

encounter a* Finney and Yandeventer avenues to-day. They
fought all over the street for fully ten minutes, and both were
pretty badly used up. Brown pulled a revolver, but was pre-

vented from using it by fri«nds. who interferred. Both men
are well-known horsemen. Creveling is presiding judge at

Koby, Ind.,and at Kansas City, and Brown is well known in

California. The latter is known among horsemen as ' Man-
eater," and their friends fear bloodshed will follow. The
trouble had its origin in a decision recently rendered by
Creveling at Kansas City to which Brown objected. This is

their first meeting since. No arrests were made.

Diablo, 2:091, was fit to pace against anything in Califor-

nia when the meeting to be given by the California Jockey
Club was declared ofl. What a pity it was that be did not
meet W. Wood, 2:07; Seymour -Wilkes, 2:03 and several other

good ones this year. Bad be oot been taken sick at San Jose
there is no doubt be would have rendered a good account of

himself at Santa Ana and Los Angeles.

John Utton, Morrisville, Vt (Trainer and Driver),
vrites: Send me one hall dozen Absorbine at once. I am
pleased with results derived from its use.

C. R. Harston, Coopertown, N. Y., says: I like Absorbine
very much.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

(; Bis _ ::i\, will be seen oo the California circuit

next season.

A SOB3 E.I83 carriage was literally hissed off the track al

the recent fair at Mioeola, L. I.

1
1**4 has had two additions to his list this year,

itlle Maid (pacer), : - He B., 2:28.

The stallion owner, if he would be successful with his

horse, must constantly keep him before the public.

tflSSKB has bought the fast roadster Frank O'Neill,

md will probably put him on the turf next year.

fiiLVKB Bow, 2:16. and Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, are to meet od

the same ground and in the same classes al the Horse Show.

The Horse Show in New York City was the greatest suc-

cess financially of any ever held in the Knickerbocker city.

The Pacific Coast Board of Appeals of the National Trot-

ting Association, will hold a meeting in this city this after-

noon. __
A ntmbcr of carpenters are busily engaged at the Pavil-

ion erecting stalls for the horses to be exhibited at the Horse

Show.

The black colt out of a Director mare, by Russia, on the

Two-minute Farm at Cleveland, is said to be a sensational

trotter.

Prince Ira, 2:19, has been gelded and Col. Alviso of

Pleasanton, his driver, is sure he will make a great record

next season.

Dawn, 2:18$, was to be eutered in certain classes in the

Borae Show but on account of sickness he was withdrawn at

the last moment.

Dan Lawrence is driving the youngsters at the Pleasan-

ton Slock Farm. Dan did remarkably well on the Eastern

circuit this vear.

At the sale }f the Todbunter's thoroughbreds in this city,

December lltb, there will be two handsome yearlings by

Silver Bow, 2:16, offered.

Belle Medium, '2:20, the dam of Stam B., 2:15}, is heavy

with foal to Dirtatus. The produce ought to be very valua-

ble. This mare is for S3le.

The idea of holding a convention of drivers, owners

and directors of associations in this city in the near future

is meeting with favor everywhere.

Pathmont, 2:09}, has been sent to Pleasanton. Andy Mc-
Dowell has him and will soon collect a string of good ones

for the circuit of 1896 in California.

There have been several inquiries at this office for the

pedigree of a horse called Speedaway. He must have been

a trotter for his progeny trot very fast.

The day is not far distant when the horse-loving public

of San Fraac'isco, Alameda and Oakland will have their own
race track for their trotters and pacers.

Jasper Ayres, 2:15}, now holds the world's record for

three-year old trotting geldings. He is by Iris, son of Eros,

2:29$, by Electioneer, and his dam is by Altamont.

The editorial last week in this journal regarding the few

sires left in California has set breeders and owners of good
mares to wondering where sires are to come from.

B. O. Van Bokkelen, the driver who piloted Boodle last

season, U getting a splendid string of trotters readv for nex
season. Van is a capable conditioner and reinsman.

Mfhsrs. Ci,aw=on & KiLLir, who have the salesyard at

Market and Van Ness avenue, have a number of very choice

roadsters, carriage teams and Shetland ponies for sale.

The Alameda Driving Association has decided to hold a
race meet on the Boulevard speed track, December 14. h if

sufficient entries can be obtained to make it interesting.

There are more roadsters to be seen in Golden Gate Park
at present than at any other time during the year. The wet
weather will drive the bicycle boys and girls toshelter.

Wm 1'KAziKK.of Portland, Ore., was awarded the contract
for furnishing thirty head of artillery horses tor the govern-
ment at San Francisco. These horees must all be black.

It would not surprise us if Chap. A. Durfee purchased
the well bred McKinney four-year-old McZeue, 2:13, as Mr.
Gardiner, his owner, has signified his intention of selling

him.

Azote is by no means a has been. Before entering on bis
nut cireer in Mr. Salisbury's charge Azote was in a

great deal more hopeless condition than be is at the present
lime.

UOVBOI SALISBURY returned every horse to its California
owner that he brought East. He left his own horses at
Chicago, among them being Directly, Alix, Azote and Too
Boon.

i-i.ikv will never start East with a big
airing loaded with entrien again. He will take a few select

one* and not try to stock every racetrack in the Easl with

s

in

TBI race track at Hotel del Monte has been regularly wn-
r -lied and harrowed and will be in excellent condition

all Winter. Every warm evening it is thronged with fine

tfitn-.

3tD Franciftco Boulevard Association will aoon have
number of fint cla*a roads in readiness for those who love
ride and drive. The Board of Directors is composed of

workers.

Jfirm has hit firing of campaigners at the
track al Wlllo and if he receives all ihe nor«es promised
im for next *«*.v >n he will have one of the best wirings on
u
e circuit.

Hahn Bros., of this city, have bought a full sister to

Thompson, 2:15, bv Boodle, 2:12}. froui Chas. Vanina last

week. They will send her to J. M. Nelson, at the Oakland

track, to-day.

The Hambletoaian-Clay stallion, Diuotless 3153, has

twenty nine standard performers to his credit, will be twenty-

nine years old next season, and is doing active stud duty at

Muscatine, la.

Nineteen horses came down from Vina to Palo Alto and

were placed in the Palo Alto horse cars wilh the others Wed-

nesday and shipped to New York. Superintendent Frank

W. Covey was in charge.

The stock at the San Mateo Stock Farm never looked bet-

ter, and when Cope Stinson gets up behind some of the young-

sters he will say there's something besides climate in San

Mateo worth boasting about.

R. I. Orr. of HolHster, has sent his two-year-old colt by

Guy Wilkes, dam by Saltan, to Pat McCartney, Salinas, to

be handled during the winter and prepared for his engage-

ments in his three year-old form.

Governor Bcdd's attention has been called to the dis-

putes that are wrecking the Sixth Agricultural Association of

Los Angeles, and he has bad a lively time. The result of the

quarrel has not been decided yet.

The handsome bay filly Amazon, by Chas. Derby, 2:20,

out of Ramona (dam of W. Wood, 2:07), by Anteeo, has beeo

sold to A. H. Cohen of Alameda. Amazon will be seen on

the Alameda speed track next spring.

Gen. B. F. Tract, the prominent New York horseman,

is reported at work on a bill to be presented to the next New
York legislature that will permit of speculation on trotting

tracks during fifteen days of the vear.

All horsemen agree that they never before saw so large a

proportion of the trotting and pacing campaigners lame as

this season. There was never before a time when they had

to exert themselves so severely to win.

Nathan Straus, of New York, has a full brother to

Azote in his stable. He is a good roa "ster, but has never

been trained for speed. President Cleveland drove the horse

in Washington, but traded him back to Mr. Straus.

George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, William
Shakespeare, J. Caesar, C. Columbus, N. Bonaparte and
other Doted people were arrested in a pool-room raid in Chi-

cago last week. At least they so registered at the police

Ftation.

Remember this fact, if you sant to be up to date in regard

to harnesses, clothing, etc., for your horses there is only one

place in this city to get the information you seek and the

articles you want, and that is at McKerron's, 203 and 205

Mason Street.

L. Shafer, ex-Chief of Police, of Oakland, has some of

the best bred youogsters (trotters and pacers in California),

among them being the pacer Delia S., 2:20}, and a Monbars
three year-old, out of the dam of Arthur L-,2:152, that rumor
says is a corker.

H. W. Crabb is driving Topsy, 2:265, and her full sister,

Bellcora, as a team, and there are few, if any, in Napa
County that can pass them. They are slike in size, color

and gait, and are perfect in disposition. Topsy is five and her

sister three years of age.

Arthur L., 2:15}, by Direct and Biywood, 2:10}, are in

J. M. Nelson's siring of horses at the Oakland track. Tuis
capable driver who brought the pacer Golden West so often

to the front this season, will have a collection of good ones

ready when the bell rings.

J. W. P^ivett, of Walla Walla, has removed to Van-
couver, Wash , where he will winter and train his stable of

trotters, consisting in part of Cau'ion, 2:25}, Warwick Maid,
Dr. Stanley, by Caution, dam by Jerome Eddy, Greeting (2),

by Sable Wilkes, dam Warwick Maid.

At no time during the past ten years was there a better

opportunity for breeders to get fast, well-bred trotters at

auction in the East than the present, and Californians who
are gifted with a little foresight should purchase some of the

gilt-edge stock now catalogued for sale there.

There is a two-year-old black filly by Grandissimo, 2:23}'

out of Alida (dam of Directa.2:2S),by Admiral, on the Vine-
land Stock Farm near St. Helena, Napa County, that is the
making of a record breaker. If nothing happens her she
will be heard from uext year. She is a beauty.

The suspension list in the office of the secretaries of the
National and American associations is probably larger now
than in any five years before, and unless the parent associa-

tions take some extraordinary action this Winter many a fa-

miliar face will be missing on the circuit next Summer.

A standing advertisement of your stallion is the best evi-

dence in ihe world that you are in the business to stay, and
that your confidence in the future condition of the industry

is unlimited. So don't hide your lamp under a bushel, but

place it in the window and see that it is trimmed and burn-

ing.

Thomas S. Griffith, of Spokane, Wash., has sold his

yearling filly, Alateil, full ei.Mer to Chehalis, 2:07* ; Del
Norte, 2:14* ;

Touchet, 2:15; Ccquetta, 2:30, to B. P. Shaw
ban, of Payette, Idaho, fjr $ 350. Mr. Shawhan got a great

bargain in this tilly, and we congratulate him on his good
luck.

Therk will be more famous drivers on the California cir-

cuit next year that we have seen here for years and the

rearch for likely "prospects" for the season is beginning. A
large number of fasl horses were knocked out and many
reached their limit of speed on our tracks, hence their places

must be lakeu by olhsrs.

Bembo 1G322, bay stallion, four years old, by Clay, 2:25.

dam Tillie Patchen, by Ethan Wilkes, second dam Hilta

Patchen, by Mambrino Patchen, third dam Sting, by Strath-

more, took a pacing record of 2:17* at Belton, Tex., October
12th. He i« owned by J. E. Whiteselle, Coreicana, Tex.,
who purchased him in the spring of 1893 at Woodard &
Shanklin's sale.

It is not often that any one farm has a colt so good that he
is barred from tbe races for youogsters of his age and finds

that it has another good enough to go oo and win. This was
the case with Palo Alio this year. Adbell was barred from
all the purses and stakes for two year-olds in this State, but
the filly Palita was named in seven and took down first money
in all of them.

Marcus Dily, the copper king, soured on the trotters be-

cause he did not win all his race?. He has p it a thousand
dollars io thoroughbreds where he pat one dollar in a trot-

ter, and yet his custly stable lias been the mast conspicuous
failure on the turf within the past two years. Ben Keuney
took a stable of trotters out for him this year, gave Rachael
a mark of 2:08}. Lady Wilton one of 2:11}, and won some
money for the Bitter Root ranch.

Walter MABtu has a thorougnbred at the Bay District
track, and will no doubt get quite a string of good ones at the
new track. His arm is getting strong, but it is doubtful if it

will be in condition to handle a lunk-headed trotter next
year. At the track there is quite a collection of old-time
trotting horsemen besides Maben : Frank Van Ness, Billy
Donathan, Geo. Bayliss, Dick Havey, Billy Fieldwick, Dan
Dennison, J. Green, J. Nolan and John Gooby.

K. O'Gradt, of the Laurel Creek Stock Farm, bas 6tted

up a uumber of large paddocks for stallions at his beautiful
place near Belmont. Mr. O'Grady had a large number of
thorougdbreds at his place last winter and their owners
were so well pleased wtth their improved condition that
they have sent more to him this year. Mr. O'Grady is a
very careful and conscientious horseman, and believes in

taking tbe best of care of everything he has anything to

do with.

Jas. DcsriN, the well-known horseman, has been engaged
by the Palo Alto Stock Farm, and will be seen in the sulky
behind a number of the best trotters on the circuit next year.

Mr. Dustin has a national reputation as a reinsman, and in
his new position will no doubt add laurels of victory to the
fame of the Farm by the Lone Pine. J. Phippen will also

have a string of trotters, and the number of good ones these
two knights of the sulky will pilot to victory will arouse some
of our old horsemen to new life.

Messrs. Miller & Sibley, of Franklin, Pa., have made
an arrangement wilh Col. R. P. Todhunter, of Lexington,
Ky., to locate sixty head of trotting stock on a farm about
six miles from Lexington. The lot will include the two Elec-
tioneer- Beautiful Bella stallions, Belsire and Electric Bell.

The remainder will be broodmares, colt and fillies. They
will be kept on a different place from that on which Col.

Todhunter keeps his thoroughbred stock. Messrs. Miller &
Sibley have not purchased a place in Kentucky^ so far as we
can learn, as staled by a contemporary.

Vatic \n, 2:29}, son of Belmont aDd Vara, sire of Vassar,

2:07, pacing; Bell Vara, 2:0Sf , and other well-known per-

formers, died November Sih, from a rup'.ured blood vessel,

caused by sudden exertion while rolling in his paddock.
Vatican was bred at Woodburn and owned for years by B.

H. Neale, Richmond, Ky. When sold at auction Louis
Brodhead bid him off' for J. Malcolm Forbes at $11,500.
When placed in the stud at Massachusetts the fact devel-

oped that through excessive stud d ities the horse was par-

tially impotent, and he was sold in a New York auction sale

for some $750. He was owned by David Tuers, of Mootclair,

at his death and was seventeen years old.

Oakland Babon, 2. 2:14\, the winner of the three-year-

old Kentucky Futurit.*, is now nibbling grass on a paddock
at Oakland Farm, near Paris. Ky. He s'ill holds the two-
year-old record that is next to Arion's, 2:10}. His breeding

is of the kind that great youngsters come from, by Baron
Wilkes, 2:18, dam by Silverthreads, son of The Moor ; second

dam Fleetwiog (dam of Stamboul, etc.), by Hambletonian 10;

third dam by Geo. M. Patchen, 2:23} ; fourth dam by Ab-
dallah 1. Why shouldn't he make a great sire? He is now
over sixteen hands high and will round out and make a large

horse. He will not wear harness next year, but will serve all

of Col. Stoner's mares, except his own dam. In his five-yeai-

old form his owner expects him to beat all the stallion rec-

ords now existing. He was bred to four Baron Wilkes fillies

la6t spring, three of which are believed to be in foal.

The time honored Stonyford trotting stud is to be dis-

banded. Charlts Backman, its fouoder and owner, has be-

spoken a place for the first installment of eighty head in the

sale to be held by Peter C. Kellogg & Co. at Madison Square
Garden the first week in December. The remainder of the

horses will be sold a few weeks later and this famous breed-

ing stud will have become a thiog of the past. Few trotting

studs have left, as marked an impression upon the stock of

the country. Its famous bands of broodmares by American
Star, Harry Clay and Hambletonian were the envy of all

other breeding establishments during the latter '70s and until

the earlier '80s. Probably its most famous broodmare was

Green Mountain Maid, and its greatest horse, her son Elec-

tioneer. The latter established the success of the great Palo

Alto stud in this State. But hundreds of other horses bred

at Stonyford have added to the trotting wealth of the country.

The great brood mare Emblem, died at Oradell Stock

Farm, Oradell, N. J., on Monday, October 2S, 1S95, aged

twenty-four years. Emblem was a bay mare foaled in 1S72,

the property of Mr. David Bonner, who presented her to go

to a daughter of Mr. Peter K. Knapp, of Sparkill, N. Y. She
was bred by a Mr. Miochin and was got by Minchin'sTom
Moore, out of Lady Stanford (dam of Jay Gould, 2:214) by

American Star 14; second dam Old Sorrel, by Exton Eclipse.

She was 6rst bred in 1S75, and in all produced thirteen foals.

Her produce in the 2:30 list are Nannie K., 2:27}, b m, by

Deucalion; Alley K, 2:29}, b g, by Deucalion; Lizzie K.,

2:26}, by Deucalion, and Bfauvelt, 2:29}, b s, by Deucalion.

To the cover of Messenger Duroc, she threw the bay mare
Janetie, who is the dam of Cheyenne, 2:14,; Newbold, 2:27};

and Jean Wilkes, 2:29J. Emblem also produced several others

that showed speed. Her last foal was a bay colt by Alcyrene,

that had to be raised on a bottle. It is said that Emblem was

so weak after her last colt was foaled that it was thought she

would die; but she rallied, however, and was this year bred

again to Alcyrene (or the second time, and w<*s thought to

have been carrying a foal by him at the lime of her death.

Emblem has proved her worth, and taking her opportunities

into consideration, she will pass into trotting-horse history as

one of the greatest broodmares.
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The Saddle.

McIntyre rides very successsully on Happy Day.

Judge Tam left the maiden ranks in very fair time.

Charley Qd\N was a heavy winner on Toano Tuesday.

Claude Burling* me's horses wereridden by Shepherd

Tuesday.

Willie Martin rode Oregon Eclipse.his first winner here,

Monday.

Svengali, br c, 2, by Volcalic— Alacrity, is running in

the East.

Riley Grannan has not got an accurate line on the local

horses yet.

Byron McClelland has signed Soup Perkins to ride for

him in 1896.

Old Pickpocket has been fired for a "bow" and will be

used for jumping.

Fireman, who has not bsen out for some weeks, looked

big and fat Monday.

Earl Cochrane made his reappearance in the pigskin

here Friday on McFarlane.

Jockey Willie Simms has decided to remain wiih the

Dwyera for the season of 1896.

Willie Martin rode a good race on Oregon Eclipse

Monday. Cash Sloan said he must have more speed than

be bad the last day he rode him to win, but he played the

old horse on chances.

The winnings on the turf of the horses owned by tbe Prince

of Wales amounted to £7,870 during the past season. This
is better than the Prince has ever done at racing before. His
belting gains were also large.

Joe Hooker sired two of tbe sis winners ^Monday, the

only Hookers to start, by the wav, and El Rio Rey had
Caliente's win aod The Emperor of Norfolk, a half brother,

Olivia's second to their credit.

Martin &Co. withdraws from the Memphis Winter meet-
ing and Stover & Reinhard go on with it. Starter Hatch is

also retired and threatens to sue Martin & Co. for damages,
one of the humors of the season.

It is reported that Joe Terry, the Sacramento millionaire,
is going into the race horse business on an extensive scale.
He has just purchased seven youngsters from the Rancho del
Paso ranch, aod, according to rumor, Mr. Terry will have
one of the most extensive stables in California. It is also
said that Ab Stemler has been secured as trainer.

The brick foundations for the new grand stand at tbe

Oakland track have been made.

Happy Day seemed a little lame at the post Tuesday but

he was fit enough to head his field.

Jockey H. Rfiff has sued Charley McCafferty for $694

riding fees in the Cincinnati court.

Mt. Roy's 133 pounds was very heavy for him and he could

not carry it five and a half furlongs.

Judge J. J. Burke has decided to take a home in Oakland

aod will soon be joined by his family.

J. Johnson won with his Morgan G. again to day- Stew-

art, on Eva S. gelding fooled away the race.

W. O'B. Macdonough lost one of his imported English

broodmares last week. She was by Isonomy.

Perhap3 won his fourth straight race Tuesday, and did

it in an impressively game manner and in fast lime.

C. Slaughter, Birney Schreiber's light-weight jockey,

had his first mount hereon Ferris Hartman yesterday.

Rey Alfonso Stable sent their first entry to the post for

sometime to day, and go. the show in tbe maiden race.

The three year-old colt Algiers, by Alarm, belonging to

the Basbford Manor Stable, died from pneumonia recently.

Dorsey showed very well with heavy weight up, at five

and a half furlongs, and msy be able to go over five at a win-

ning clip.

Dr. E- F. McLean has sold the Tecnessee Derby winner

of 1894, Jamboree, to H. Smith, and he won for his new
owner next day.

Midlo's price went back steadily from the opening. Wal-

lace was a poor slick on his back, ?od did not get the good

colt out of last place.

The Toronto, Canada, pipers are vigorously fighting a

scheme to open op the old Newmarket track in that citv and

run a forty-day race meeting there.

Tupto, who won at Lexington at long odds, a half

brother to Faraday, cost Byron McClelland $2,500 and was

given away by him as a hopeless case.

McNally, the trainer, and Williams, the jockey who rode

Montana, have been indefinitely suspended by tbe Board of

Stewards of the California Jockey Club.

Dr. C. W. Abe.y is going around on a crutch, the result

of a bad fall he had from a Sutter street car a week or ten

days ago. He knee was badly injured.

Sam Doggett will not ride for the Brookdale Stable after

all. Jimmy Rowe tried hard to get him, but Doggett has

decided to remain with the Oneck Stable.

The two year-old filly, Au Revoir, belonging to Byron Mc-
Clelland, died at Lexington, Thursday, of eotriiis. She took

cold while being shipped home from New York.

Salvator, Tenny, Water Cress, Golden Garter, Midlo-

thian, SirModred, Firenzi, aod a large number of other thor-

oughbreds will be seen at the coming Horse Show.

Good time was made in all the races Tuesday. Toano
ran his race in 1:06£, quarter of a second slower than irack

record time, aod Peroaps his game raca in 1.0'/}.

The Board of Stewards held a meeting after ihe last race

to consider the worse than bad ride put up by Williams.

They took no action, but may reach a decision to-day.

John Madden's yearling filly by Strathmore, out of a

Bister to Bob Miles, worked a quarter with 90 pounds up
Friday at Lexington in 0:24}, three furlongs in 0:36 J and half

in 0:50.

Little Cripple is a thoroughly reliable and very con-

sistent performer. He is always battling for the purse at

the end of the journey, no matter what the distance might

have been.

NElL&CoNtY have cause to feel verylkindly towards

Jockey Shaw. He rode their horse Perhaps to his last three

victorips, and Tuesday, under a less vigorous boy, he would

have lost his race.

Although Dave Gideon heads the list of winning owners

for 1895, he claims be has had a poor year. Forfeits, trainer

and jockey fees and expenses of a large stable have not left

much for himself. Mr. Gideon will take a trip to Eogland

aooo, but will not take any horses with him. His stable

next year will be a small one, principally platers.

Emprfss of Norfolk 6 to 1, Roadwarmer 10 to 1, Soon
Enough 7 to 1, Blue Bell 9 to 1, were tbe four long shots

that gladdened ye bookies' hearts Friday. Little Cripple
was the lone favorite of the day to win.

It seems that Allen L., who won at St. Louis last Thurs-
day, started at St. Asaph earlv in the year and while eligible

on Jockey Hub, he was not on Turf Congress tracks and will

lose the purse, which goes to King Michael.

" Bone Doctor " Robbins and Barnes Scbreiber hooked
up in the fifth race Monday, and the "Doctor's" good horse,

Oregon Eclipse got the money. Hartman gave him ago,
though, if it was his first time out here this season.

C. Long would have killed off any but a lead-pipe c :nch
by his poor judgment at the post Monday. He was at the

bat on all of the half-dozen false breaks his mount made, and
allowed his horse to run the distance before flag fall.

B. C. Holly recently presented the thoroughbred slallioD

Major Ban to John F. Boyd of the Oakwood Park Stock
Farm. Mr. Boyd has a small collection of well-bred thor-

oughbred mare3 to mate with this grand-looking sire.

Eddie Jones flies to the bat at the slightest shadow of

provocation He lambasted Faro in the last race Tuesday
from the first turn to tbe backstrelch. Few boys know the

value of a whip or its uses, and Eddie Jones least of all.

The difference between a jockey and p shoemaker was
amplified in tbe fourth race yesterday when Ohorn stole a

march on the sleepy Rowan and beat Iroia out half a length.

Rowan rides some races very well, and others in a most list-

less manner.

The brown gelding Ross, owned by the Arizona stable,

wrenched himself internally while rolling in the sand at the

ocean beach Tuesday and died within an hour. He was one
of the get of imp. Sir Modred and a very useful horse in any
kind of going.

The Horseman says that Mr, Belmont gave $37,000 for

Hastings "that has never won a race." Hastings' price was
made by three straight victories—a maiden race June loth, a

purse race June 10th and the turf stakes June 26th, all at

Coney Island.

Maggie Murphy, the roan half sister of Pat, Tim and
Mike, by Humboldt, out of Maggie R., made her maiden
start here Monday. She did not show any inclination to

break at Srst She piked along last all the way, and did not

show any sprinting ability.

J. Johnson, on Allahabad, had much to do with the short

price against the horse, as C. Long, on the favorite, did not

have such a good look. After Selkirk's break' quite a little

plunge was made en tbe Montana horse. A wooden man
could have won on SelKirk Monday.

Dr. Mas -ero's new infirmary at the Ocean Beach is 611ed

with thoroughbreds being treated for sickness and injuries.

He has determined to erect another building to contain fifty

more stalls .or tbe accommodations of his patients. This
sargeon stands at the head of his profession.

Orrin A. Hickok has a thoroughbred yearling at Oakland
which came direct from St. Petersburg, Russia, and is from
the Czar's stables. It is a good lookiog dark chestnut colt

and will be seen at the races here next spring, This is the

first Russian thoroughbred ever brought to California.

The Sporting World is the name of a new daily sporting
paper issued by Benny Benjimio, sporting editor of the
Chronicle, and Doc. Weatherly, formerly of the California

Turf, with " Professor" Newman as chief assistant. It made
its first appearance Monday evening, and will no doubt meet
with all tbe success it deserves.

11 Bone Doctor " Robbios and Henry Peppers have both
done well with their recent purchases at tbe Theodore Win-
ters sale. Don Pio Pico won for Robbios the first time out,

and Peppers has secured a second money in a hurdle race

and woe a $200 purse with Soon Enough in his two starts

since the change of ownership.

Recognizing the value of the blood of Musket, Theodore
Winters recently sent some of his best mares to the Merriwa
Stock Farm to be bred to Foulshot, son of Musket aod Slan-

der. F ulshot, Clieveden and Merriwa will be seen at the

Horse Show and the three leading types of the Australian
thoroughbred will thus be seen.

London, November 15.—Today's featu'e of tbe Darby
November meeting was the Derby Cup of 2,000 sovereigns,

a handicap event for three-year-olds and upwards. The course

was onemile straight. Twenty-two horses started. W. W.
Fulton's Laodamia won, Lord Cadogan's Court Ball second,

Colonel North's Red Heart third.

The first racea of the day seem to c^me in for mest of the

bad acters and poor jockeys. Tuesday the start for the

first race was delayed several minutes by bad acters and the

second was not called till 2:40. Then Toano did a good
bucking act, and Heonessy made him crazier by hit ing the

brute over the head. "Moose " Taylor had a somnolent fit

and sat motionless when a perfect start was possible. The
Judge broke away and, with a broken bridle, ran a full

quarter of a mile. In all, the delay at the post was about
fifteen minutes. Starter Ferguson should exercise his pre-

rogative aod leave the ill-acting skates at the post. He ga*e
''Moose" orders to stay on the ground till further police.

Mr. Langford had a very severe fall from a bicycle
while wheeling in Golden Gate Park on Sunday. He was
rendered uocodsc'ious by his fall aod did not regain conscious-
ness for several minutes. His face was badly bruised and he
looked yesterday as though he had had a lively set-to with a
buzz saw. He was on duty, however, as sheet-writer for Geo.
Rose.

Jos. A. Murphy, who will be one of the judges at the
new track, visited Judges Burke and Trevalhan at Bay Dis-
trict yesterday. He is a very young-looking gentleman to
have acquired the full knowledge of turf matters he is

acknowledged to possess. The keen interest he took in all

the events sbo<vs him to be a very close observer—of inestim-
able value to a racing judge.

The McNaoghton & Mnir's stable have arrived at Ingle-
side, with Basso, Semper Lex, Pollock and Judge Denny.
Andy Godfrey also sent Lismore along in the same car.

Trainer McNaughlon is delighted with the new track, and
reports a pleasant trip across the continent. Basso is the
horse that ran second in the Kentucky Derby. Semper Lex
has been a frequent winner this year.

Great Britain exported 14 3S4 horses for the nine months
ending September 30. h, an increase of 3,326 over the corres-
ponding time laBt year. The value was $2,031,110 as against
$1,648,350 for last year. Great Britain imported 25,812
horses—nearly twice as many as were exported and an in-

crease of 8,5:0 over last year. They were valued at $3,412,-
025. Six hundred and twenty-six of the number were stal-

lions.

The first race at the new track is to be a mile race and the
Palace Hotel stake at one and an eighth miles is down fjr de-
cision on the same day. The purse for the mile race is $600.
There will also be a three-quarter mile race for three-year-
olds for a purse of $400. a five and a half furlong dash for
two-year-olds and a seven-eighths mile daBh for all agts.

This is a very attractive programme, and should secure the
best horses in training in this State.

CALiENTEcame from the rear all right in his race Mon-
day. He dropped back absolutely last at the half pole, be-
gan to overhaul and pass his field on the lorn ioto the home-
stretch, and drew away from Endymion strongly at the draw-
gate and was an easy winner. It may have been Eome satis-

faction to those who Eaw their money burned up on his last

start to think what might have been. It will be remembered
that Hinrichs was set down for his ride on Caliente on that
occasion.

Captain James H. Kees, of Memphis, Tenn., who will
rfficiate in the stand as presiding judge at tbe new Iogleside
track, arrived from the East Friday. Captain Rees is a
man of wealth aod position, and it is for his love for the
"eport of kings" more than for pecuniary gain that he fol-

lows his chosen calling. Captain Rees is a member of the
license committee of the Turf Congress, and by his impartial
rulings in the stand has earned the respect and admiration of
all horsemen.

George Rose says he laid against Leonville in the last

race Tuesday because he knew Leonville never saw the day
when he could beat Happy Day in a fast sprint down the
stretch. Mr. Rose was quite a loser up to that race, and
saw a great chance to recoup himself. He would probably
have done so but for the fact that one or two of bis custom-
ers wanted Happy Day, and they were, of course, accommo-
dated. The result was Mr. Rose won but a trifle over one
hundred dollars to the race.

It is very seldom that so many of the produce of a mare
appears in one day as was noticed last Friday, taking those
of Marion for instance. In the first race Empress of Nor-
folk, by a son, Emperor of Norfolk, woo; in tbe second
Irene E., by El Rio Rey, another son, ran unplaced; in the
third Soon Enough, by El Rio Rey, won; in the fourth Blue
Bell, by Prince of Norfolk, another son, woo; and iu the last

race Duchess of Milpitas, by Duke of Norfolk, another son,
ran second. In the jadges' 6tand, as a guest, stood Jos. Cairn
Simpson, the breeder of Mariorj, and one whose life history
has been identified with the greatest turf winners in America.

Lexington, Ky., Nov. 12.—Special Telegram.—Tatter-
sail's sold thirty-seven head of thoroughbred yearliogs at
auction here to-day for $8,000. The best pric» was paid by
William Wallace for a colt by Tenny—Queer Girl, knocked
down for $1,000. The best sales were: Orion, ch c, by
Hanover—Blessing, by Onondaga, McChesney & Co., Lex-
ington, $575; bay colt by Pirate ol P<?nzmce—Alberlha, Kin-
zia Stone, Georgetown, $3u0; chestnut filly by Woodlands

—

Minnehaha Belle, T. W. Coulter, $350; bay colt by Pirate of
Peozmce—Tampette, Smiths Ferguson. Lexington, 475; bay
colt by Harry O'Fallon—Fanny; J. H. Darnell, $325; Par-
mure, b c, by Tenny—Queer Girl, W. M. Wallace, Lexing-
ton, $1,000.

Stratbmeath, winner of the American Derby years ago,
who arrived here recently, is still a racing factor, albeit not
what he used lo be, and partly because he is not entirely
sound on bis pins. His last start was on Friday, when he
came in last in a field of four. At that, hi? owner, Green
Morris, backed bim to win and beat such good ones as Simon
W., Egbart and GranoaD. A week before that he ran a very
good race, coming in second (o Buckwa. The old fellow,
with histroot legs always in bandages when he races, has
bad a very creditable career, with over fifty races to bis credit,
aod winnings amounting to $110,000. He has done very
well the present season, having won ten races, nearly nil of
them at St. Louis.

"Hidalgo" in a recent letter to an Eastern paper, say*:
"It is a pleasing circumstance to note that both our San Fran-
cisco clubs are endeavoring to increase tbe money in races
for tbe all-aged division and doing nothing to encourage the
craze for racing equine babies to death. Next year the Pa-
cific Coast Club will have the most attractive programme
ever ottered outside of the big New York tracks, and its

chief features will ba a two-mile handicap, for all ages, on
the principle of tbe great Melbourne Cup, wilh another race
f>r five years old and upward, to be known as tbe Veteran
Slakes, at one mile and three furlongs. This will have
tendency to keep old horses on the turf a year or two longer.'
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The Turn of the Tide.

Hail to Thanksgiving Day !

Xew horses, trainers and exercise boys are seen enter-

ing the gates of the new tr«ek at Ingleside every day,

and the splendid course is the scene of life and anima-

tion every morning, for the horses that are to appear in

the opening races of this new place on Thanksgiving

Day are being carefully prepared to mate an excellent

showing.

A new era is dawning for the breeders and owners of

these children of the winds, and as the management is

determined to give those who furnish the entertainment

for the thousands an opportunity to make a living, their

efforts will receive the endorsement of every devotee of

the sport on this Coast. The abolishment of the entrance

money is a boon to those who own and train horses, and

as the breeder who believes there is nothing to be com-

pared with short horses, will have to keep his skates in

the stalls, those who have spent large sums of money for

well-bred mares and used discretion in breeding them to

the best sires obtainable, will have many opportunities

of seeing their horses compete with the best that could

be procured in the United States.

i Ireat preparations are being made for the opening

day, and as the cars will be running direct to the gates

of the course, we expect to seethe largest assemblage

ever gathered inside the limits of a race course on that

day. The programme offered is a good one, and with a

new starter, new judges and new officials all in their

places on the new track, the day's racing will go down
in turf history as one of the best ever seen on the Pacific

Coast, In years to come it will be pleasant to say:

" I was there on the opening day of the new track at

Ingleside."

Tin need of a convention of light harness horsesmen

was never more urgent than at present, and if one was

called we believe it would be productive of good for all

interested. Many lessons were learned during the cam-

paign of 1895, and the deductions drawn may be of great

benefit to associations as well as to breeders, owners and

Imtnen. A longer circuit is needed on this coast. The
trotting meetings must begin earlier,and as there will be

ngs at the tracks in this city during the

time the irotting-horse meetings are being held through-

out the State, a larger attendance will be assured at the

littler than was 'noticeable during the season of 1896,

Th<- questions of entering, amount to be paid with entry,

-[lortation and a greater consolidation of the

ll of all the associations, are some of the subjects

which will be ditcaued. The conveniiun <i be held

during be un :i similar plan to those held

>v all other oi • mizations united for a common good,

and this one is as important to the farmers, breeders

and the public in general as any ever held.

Where are we drifting ? Many who read the article

last week in this column under this caption have been

brought to a realization of the fact that the supply of

first-class trotting material on this Coast is decidedly

limited, and the hard campaign of 1895 will be remem-

bered by every one who took an active interest in it.

The endeavor to lower records was as earnest among the

drivers as the desire to win the races, and with this am-

bition to do-or-die, a number of horses that were hardly

Sited for the strain at once to break down. Some that

were stronger constituted, had better limbs, and were

gifted with more race-horse qualities, survived the

ordeal and retired to their well-earned wintry rest with

splendid reputations, and the bank account of tbeir own-

ers increased. Many of these campaigners reached

their limit and will have to go in classes where the

fields will, necessarily, be small and composed of horses

older in years, consequently the opportunities for making

a great amount of money with them on a circuit as se-

1 ect and isolated from the East as the one in California

are limited. To take them East may or may not pay,

for the risks are so much greater and the class of horses

there being the pick of all the States in the Union with

the exception of California (even a few of the "natives"

may also be met there) makes it difficult to win much

money with those that may be termed record-breakers.

The expenses absorb the profits, and the climatic changes

are so sudden that in nine cases out of ten after the first

few races, the Californian is forced into retirement.

So much for the campaigners with fast records, but

where are we to get horses that will take their

places in the 2:30 class and have the ability to get rec-

ords of 2:15 if necessary? They are not as plenty as

they were in the winters of 1S93, 1894 and 1895, and the

reason is plain. With the exception of a few, our

largest horse owners have refrained from breeding for

the track and road. Some old back number of a horse

breeder who never reads a turf journal and lives as he

did in the spring of '50, may have a band of mares

and bred them to supply the demand for car horses, has

kept right at it with a persistency that,to say the least, is

commendable. This man has never given his horse a

rest and has on his mountain or valley farm a band of

cayuses that are waiting for the buyer from the city

(who used to come regularly) to pick out for the car

lines ; a " bunch " of horses, but that man will never

come , so it is with sorrow the breeder looks over the

old fence at the useless,long-baired, half-bred horses and

says : ''Darn 'em, people don't keer to take 'em away

and I'll be gol durned if the bottom isn't knocked clar

out of the horse market." Outside of characters like

this, who have never looked but for one market for

their stock, there are very few who have sought to breed

the grandly-bred mares they purchased for big prices, a

few years ago and when they see a great colt or filly

win fame and money then, and not till then, do they

say: "I wish I had bred my mare to a good

horse, for I know she would produce a money

winner even if I never trained it I know some

one would be attracted by its breeding and individuality

and purchase it." As it is, our horsemen are scouring

the country for first-class material to prepare for the

races and are not meeting with success.

The fabulous prices received for colts in the past

may never be reached again, but the large increase in

the number of meetings, as well as the purses offered,

the lessening in the rates of transportation, the decrease

in the salaries of trainers and employees, the adoption of

laws to protect horse owners and the wide-awake inter-

est taken in the march to success by members of

the various associations that manage the meetings have

placed light harness horse racing on "a sounder business

basis than ever.

The breeder who knows this and is well versed in the

turf literature of the day will take advantage of the low

ebb in the trotting horse business and try and Bupplv

horses which, if not suitable for the track, will meet the

ever-increasing demand for first-class roadsters. A well-

matched team will sell for a good price to-day, while a

green trotter endowed with phenomenal speed will bring a

splendid figure.

In California, we must admit we are behind th e

age in many things. Our market being so limited

and the cost for transportation to the Eastern tattersalls

so great, breeders have not received the encourage-

ment they deserve, but there's a great change coming;

with the advent of a new railroad (which is not a fairy

dream,) there will be many visitors here who will select

our horses and send them East at reasonable rates, and if

our breeders would only use a little judgment and fore-

sight and breed horses that will suit the market a glori-

ous financial future awaits them.

While admitting the fact that we have very few really

famous sires here at present—sires that have many to

their credit in the 2:30 list— nevertheless, there are many
untried ones in our paddocks which are destined by the

laws of inheritance to become even greater than their

illustriou3 sires in producing a better class for the pur-

poses for which they will be used. Then, again, there

are dispersal sales in the Eist taking place every week

at which many great horses and mares may be secured

" for a song." These should be brought here and bred,

for horses can be raised here cheaper than in any country

in the known world, and iu a few years our shipments

of horses Eist will be on a par, numerically speaking,

with those that were sent over the Rocky Mountains a

few years ago. Individually, we have no hesitancy in

asserting that they will be far superior to them. Breed-

ers are beginning to realize this, and are being encour-

aged to use better judgment in breeding while studying

the ments of every family now considered fashionable in

the turf world, so there's a bright prospect before every

one who remains in the entrancing business for a few

years. This is the opinion of erery observant horseman

in the United States to-day.

The Palo Alto Sale.

The fact that there are few sons or grandsons of Elec-

tioneer in California has been shown in these columns.

It was not a pleasant acknowledgment, for of all the

horses that have achieved great fame none

have approached the immortal Electioneer. His fame

extends as far as civilization is known and his name will

live as long as that of the Godolphin Arabian, Herod or

Eclipse in the annals of the racing turf. He can never

be replaced, for the conditions surrounding his career

were peculiar. He was selected, purchased and set at

the head of one of the largest stock farms in the world

by a man who was years in advance of his time, a

pioneer whose ideas were new to the world, and in the

fulfillment of his views of breeding he lived to enjoy the

fame which all true lovers of^the trotting horse accorded

him. Electioneer founded a family destined to be greater

than that of Hambletonian, his sire. Bred to mares of

every breed his progeny became noted for their beautiful

forms, pure color,' frictionless gait, kindly dispositions,

soundness and early and extreme speed. His sons and
daughters have carried on the good work he established;

so every thoughtful and progressive breeder in the

East, who had been trying to breed horses that would

trot early and fast, recognized the value of the new
family,the Electioneers, and the result of their purchases

is well known. Success followed success, and

the table of record-breakers and money-winners

glisten and gleam with their bright names which

stand out like diamonds among the other gems
that are there. Californians have allowed these

horses to scatter throughout the United States, think-

ing there were always chances to get what they want and

that the market here, was overstocked with Elec-

tioneers but they have lived long enough to learn they

were mistaken, for there are very few great sons or

daughters outside of Palo Alto, and the sale which is to

take place in New York City, December 3d, will be

also overlooked by many who fail to understand hon

important it is that they secure some of the sons and

daughters of " Palo Alto, the King," "Advertiser, the

beautifdj" "Azmoor, the invincible !" or the other great

campaigning sons of Electioneer out of the world-

famed great broodmares that have nicked so happily

with this sire and his sons.

There are many in this consignment which will ap-

pear on the trotting tracks of the East, and in glancing

over the synopsis of the sale at- wbicL the talented auc-

tioneer, P. C. Kellogg, will preside, we venture the as-

sertion that the proportion of race winners in it is greater

than any ever sent into a salesring in the East.

California horsemen should"not neglect this oppor-

tunity of purchasing some of these royally-bred young-

sters. It will pay them handsomely to do so, for they will

pay for themselves in a few years, and as the services of

the stallions on this farm are kept exclusively for private

use. and breeders cannot do better, in fact, cannot get

better mares than those that are there. Knowing this,

they should not hesitate, but send a commission to pur-

chase a few of the best and have Mr. Covey bring them

back to the Golden Slope.

Ab Stemlxb, who will be one of the timers at Ingleside,

is down from Sacramento.

The Lexington meeting will be extended one week.
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3k and after December 10th, Messrs. Killip & Co.,

. well-known auctioneers, will sell at public auction

j choicest lot of thoroughbred broodmares, colts and i

ies ever offered in this city. There are famous brood-

ires whose produce have won and are winning thous- '

da of dollars on the turf. These mares are all with 1

d to the royal bred stallions imp. Mariner and So-

inte, to be sold. Besides these there are yearlings by

>ache, Midlothian and |imp Martenhurst. These

rees belong to the estate of Col. H. I. Thornton, one

the best judges of thoroughbreds in California. The

;alogues which have been issued are very comprehen-

-e and are worthy of being kept in every horseman's

irary- Everyone interested in horses should own a

-jrougbbred, and we do not know of a better oppor-

aity than this sale to secure a first-class one. On the

lowing Tuesday a consignment of royally bred year-

igs and two-year-olds from Rancho del Paso will be

d and on the next day, December 18th, James B.

lase's lot will be disposed of, together with all the

oroughbreds belong to W. P. Todhunter.

Stranger and Alix.

Entries to the Horse Show closed most satisfactorily

the management, and preparations are being made

• the grandest exhibition ever held west of New York

ty. The directors are working night and day, and on

lesday, December 3d, the public will have an oppor-

iDity of learning more of the growth of the horse in-

ests on this Coast than they ever dreamed of. The

Neatest horses on this Coist will be there, and the most

jgnificent equipages ever brought into a ring will be

own. Besides these features, a programme of exercises

•each day and evening will be prepared that will be

;:eresting from the beginning to the end. No money

1 11 be spared to make it all that has been promised,

:d everyone who attended the initial horse show last

ar is waiting anxiously for the opening of this one.

Ox Saturday, December 7th, our Horse Show number

111 be issued. It will contain a full account of the great

jhibition, its most interesting features; list of awards;

;.; pictures of many of the prize winners; biographical

etcbe3 oi the owners; gossip overheard around the el-

>se; description of the great horses there, and interest-

; articles contributed by the foremost writers on this

asr, besides our regular reports of the current events of

e day. Taking it all in all, it will be one of the best

mbers ever issued by this journal. Advertisers

ould send in their notices before December 4th to in-

re a proper place in the business columns.

St. Saviour Wins the Prize.

A New York Special says of the thoroughbred ring of the

aw York Horse Show last Tuesday :

There were seven thoroughbred stallions in the ring when

e crowd began to thin out and hurry home for dinner.

xony was poor and in no condition for the show ring, but

e balance looked remarkably well. Pierre Lorillard's

incocas Stud was reprosented by Emperor, son of Enquirer,

d Vesper Light and imp. Simon Magus, by St. Simon, and

heel of Fortune. Fred Gebhard sent St. Saviour, a crack

s of Eolus and War Song and a brother to Eole, Eon and

ler champions in their day. S. S. Howland had the Brook-

q Handicap winner Judge Morrow, by Vagabond, out of

oonlight, while Thompson & Bland seDt imp. Likely, by

irvester, out of Katrine.

It toot Byron McClelland, the judge, half an hour to make

i decision, and then the premier award went to St- Saviour,

»nd to Judge Morrow and third to Devotee. Emperor

a highly commended.

J. H. Outtrwaite's Stock Sale.

New York, November 20—At a big sale of trotting stock

Madison Square Garden to day, thirty head from J. H.

Uhwaite's California farm should have started the s<de, but

ey were delayed in transit between here and Bufiaio and

1 not arrive until nearly noon.

The gem of the lot was'Daghestan, son of Stamboul, and

sold for the longest price, the only four-figure sale of the

f. A competing bidder was representing a Vienna buyer,

t at the price of $1300 the promising son ol Stamboul goes

Cleveland. The best sales of other stock belooging to the

Uhwaite consignment were Lady Clare, 2:18^, by Elyria.

t of Lou, by Mambrino Sterling, $445 ; brown colt by

ighestan—Lady Clare, $300 ;
Crescent, bay colt by Dag-

stan—Trousseau, 2:28^, $42-
; La Honda, bay mare, 1892,

Red Wilkes—Trousseau, $475. The others brought an

erageof$110.
*-

The Bitter Root Stock Farm property of Marcus Daly,

amiltoo, Montana, reports the following deaths_during the

esentyear: Hyder All, bay horse, foaled 1872, by imp.

tamiogton, dam Lady Duke, by Lexington; Sonata, bay

lire, foaled 1889, by imp. Darebin.dam Sozodont; Meekness,

y filly, 1892, by imp. Inverness, dam Mehallab, by King-

|her; The Nude (imported), chestnut colt, foaled 1893, by

J.Gatieo, darn imp. Petticoat, by Doocaster, and chestnut

: It, yearliog, by imp. Inverness, dam Yolande, by Joe Dan-

JiM Wisgfield, the front flagman of Starter Pettingill,

d Charles Shanton, a sheet writer, formerly id the employ

Sam Emory, were ruled ofi the torf at the Latonia meet-

g for being connected with a phony ticket game played on

Madam Green recently.

I notice a communication in your paper headed " The

Stamp of Goldsmith Maid," in which Stranger's merits, as a

sire, are placed exclusively to the credit of Goldsmith Maid.

I do not pose as all wise in horse lore or horse breeding, but

I do know that Stranger owes something to his sire Gen
Washington, son of Lady Thorn. The writer speaks truly

when he says '' There is probably no stallion to-day that

'ransmils the characteristic power of Abdallah's blood with

more force than Stranger, who gives his foals a genuine rac~

ing disposition." But I fancy he would have spoken the

truth with greater accuracy and power, had he said : There

is probably no stallion living or dead, that inherited the dead

game qualities of two greater marts than Lady Thoru and

Goldsmith Maid; or one that imparts these qualities to his

offspring with more certainty than Stranger. Il would seem

needless to correct the writer of the Goldsmith Maid error
t

but inasmuch as he has omitted an important fact, there ap-

pears sufficient reason that I should do so.

Stranger is a brown horse bred by X. H. Smith, Fashion
Stud Farm. Trenton, N. J., sired bv Gen. Washington (son of

Lady Tborn, 2:18$), dam Goldsmith Maid, 2:14; second dam
^bby, by Long Island Black Hawk ; third dam Lady Kate,

by an Arabian. Abby, the dam of Goldsmith Maid, was also

the dam of Daniel Webster, a horse of some prominence in

years gone by. The sire of Gen. Washington was Gen. Knox,
2:30^, by Sherman Black Hawk, and the dam of Gen. Knox
was by Searcher, a descendant of imported Diomed ; second

dam also a descendant of imported Diomed ; and the dam of

Lady Thorn was nearly, or quite thoroughbred. Long Island

Black Hawk was also nearly thoroughbred, so that, if the

writer of the article referred to had attributed the " genuine
racing disposition" which Stranger gives to his get, to the

thoroughbred, rather than to " The Stamp of Goldsmith
Maid," he would have hit the mark of truth nearer.

When compiling the Dunton Register, I came across a good
many errors in important pedigrees, and among them that of

Goldsmith Maid, her dam being by Long Island Black
Hawk, instead of Abdallah 1, as the Wallace Register has it.

And when we remember that Alexander's Abdallah (sire of

Goldsmith Maid) had for a dam a mare by Bay Roman, the

thoroughbred supposition receives added luster. And to cap

the climax, the dam of Sherman Black Hawk was nearly or

quite thoroughbred, as was the sire of Sherman BlacK Hawk.
In fact, while the Trotting Register has done immeasurable
good, it has done great harm, in some cases.

And so I wish to emphasize that fact, by the remark, that

if breeders had examined the pedigrees of the early day trot-

ters more carefully, and had taken their lessons in breeding

from the facts therein, the 2:00 harness performer would have
found his way here long ago. For example, Gifford Morgan
—the sire of Beppo, the first horse to trot in 2:25—was by

Woodbury Morgan, dam by Henry Dundos; second dam by

True Briton (sire of Justin ^Morgan); third dam by Delan-

cey's imported Wildair. And if we accept the supposition

that the dam of Woodbury Morgan was a thoroughbred, then

the case becomes quite clear lhat Beppo was nearly thorough-

bred. And the ca^e of the famous mare Lady Suftolk, 2:26^,

is even a better illustration that thoroughbred horses could

trot. Beppo was foaled in 1830, and Lady Suffolk in 1839,

and why breeders did not imitate the example of those who
bred Beppo and Lady Suffolk is more than I can understand.

In fact, in every age since trotting began, the greatest per-

formers at that way of going have had a large percentage of

the blood of the thoroughbred. I will name a few such in

alphabetical order: Almonarch, 2:24^ ; AHa, 2:23^; Amigo,

2:20^; Ansel, 2:20; Azmon, 2:17|; Brigaoli, 2:29J ; Catchfly,

2:18|; Centella, 2:21; Charlie Champlin, 2:21$ ; Cleora,

2:1S^; Day Dream, 2:213; Dick Moore, 2:22*; Direct,

2:181 ; Early Rose, 2:20* ; Edna, 2:29£ ; Edwin Forrest,

2:13; Ella Doe, 2:233; Ella Earl, 2:25; El-onte, 2:29; Elvira,

2:18*; Earnest Maltravers, 2:22J; Express, 2:21; Fairlawn

Medium, 2:2-5$; Favonia, 2:15; Favorite, 2:25*; Fleety Gold-

dust, 2:29* ;
Flossie G., 2:18}; Gazelle, 2:2J ; Gen. Wilkes,

2:21 1 ; Ge"o. M. Patchen, 2:23* ; Geo. Wilkes, 2:22 ; Gift Jr.,

2:27J; Goldsmith MMd, 2:14; Grafton, 2:22*; Grand Sentinel,

2-27}- Hambrino, 2:21£; Honest Allen, 2:17}; Houri, 2:17
;

Indicator, 2:23}; James G, 2:20; Jay-Eye-See, 2:10 ; J. B.

Richardson, ;2:17*; Jenny, 2:22* £ Jerome Eddy. |2:16*;;

Jim Porter, 2:28*"; Joe Davis, 2:17|; John H, 2:20 ; John

W., 2:24}; Kenilworth, 2:18}; Kentucky Wilkes, 2:21}; Lady
Mills, 2:24| ; Lady Prewitt, 2:30; Ladv Suffolk, 2:26*; Lady
Thorne, 2:18}; Latitude, 2:15; Laura C., 2:29} ; Lelah fl.,

, 2:24*; Legal Tender, 2:27}; Lightning, 2:29$; Lizzie. R..

I 2:23* ;
Lockheart, 2:083 ;

Lulu, 2:15; Lucy, 2:18*; Magenta,

2:24*; Mambrino Boy, 2:26*; Mambrino Pilot, 2:27*; Medoc,

|

2:24-" Melrose, 2:27 ; Minnie R. (with running mate), 2:03}
;

Miss Redmond, 2:29; Misty Morning, 2:21; Molly, 2:27;

Morning, 2:30 ; Music, 2:21}; Nancy Hanks, 2:C4
; Norval,

2-14|; Nutmont, 2:22-1; Opal, 2:23; Orange Girl, 2:30; Patron,

214}- Phallas, 2:13$ ; Pickard, 2:18} ; Pocahontas, 2:26$

;

Prince, 2:27; Quaker Boy, 2:1S*
;
Queen of the West, 2:26*;

' Revenue, 2:22} ; Roval George, 2:25* ; Rumor, 2:20 ; St.

Aroaud. 2:29* ; Secret, 2:20} ; Sentinel, 2:29| ; Silver Duke,

2-28J; Silverone. 2:19}; Sir Walter Jr., 2:18}; Smuggler,

2:15}; Sunol, 2:082; : attler, 2:26; Tom Allen, 2:22; Venture,

2:27}; Voltaire, 2:20^; Whips. 2:27*-. As I have not the

latest records up to date, I may have erred as to records, and

may have omitted animals lhat would add materially to the

case; but I trust this will convince some ibat thoroughbred

blood in the trotter does no harm. And I think the list of

great broodmares, that have a strong admixture of thorough-

bred blood, would help to convince some breeders. For ex-

|
ample, Abbess, Alma, Alma Mater, Bay Fanny, Belle Bran-

I
don. Black Rose, Bland Temple, blink Bonnie, Columbine,

Dame Winnie, Dolly, Dolly Varden, Dolly Wicks, Ella,

Ella G., Emeline, Fanny Jackson, Flora, Four Lines, Gray

Goose, Gussie Wilkes, Heiress, Iodine, Irene, Jenny, Jessie

Pepper, Jewell, Widow. Macbree, Lady Abdallah, Lady Ful-

ton, Lady Morgan, Laura. Little Fortune, Lualaba, Madam
Temple, Mary, Matii" West, Midnight, Miss Russell, Molly,

Molly Whitefoot, Ned, Nellie Post, Primrose, Pu=s Prall,

Santa Maria, Sapphire, Silence, Sister, Sprite, Sue, Susie,

Vanity Fair, Woodbine, Yoland, Young Saline. The case

I in which the sime writer speaks of Alix, as another repre-

sentative of Abdallah 1, is equally misleading, as Alix was

by Patronage, a brother of Patron, 2:14*, son of Pancoast,

2:21}, son of Woodford Mambrino, 2:21*, son of Mambrino
Chief, son of Mambrino Paymaster, etc. The dam of

Alix was Atlanta, by Attorney, pacer, son of

Harold (sire of Maud S., 2:08|), son of Harobletonian, son of
Abdallah 1; second dam Flirt, by [Gen. Hatch, son of Stra-
der's Clay, son of Henry;Clay; third dam Dolly (dam of Fleta,

2:28, Envoy, 2:28, and Attorney Jr., 2:12), by Iowa, a thor-
oughbred son of imp. Glencoe; fourth dam Dolly Aldrich.
The dam of Patronage was Beatrice, bv Cuyler ; second dam
Mary Mambrino (dam of Elvira, 2:1*), by Mambrino
Patchen; third dam Belle Wagner, by Embry's Wagner;
fourth dam Lady Belle, by Bellfounder Jr.; fifth dam Multi-
flora, by Monmouth Eclipse. The dam of Pancoast, 2:21},
was Bicara (sister to McCurdj's Hambletonian 2:26*,). The
dam of Woodford Mambriro, 2:21*, was also the dam of
Wedgewood, 2:19, by Woodford, a thoroughbred son of Kos-
ciusko. Now, then, if all these record-makers are to be
ignored, when we are breeding for a record breaker,we might
as well go back to the dark ages, in breeding for speed. And
then again Alix looks no more like Abdallah 1, than she
does like a kangaroo. And why should she ?

To call things bad which are bad, may do good; but to call

things good which have no merit does immeasurable barm.
And an error once haviog obtained a mile the start, it takes

a fact a long time to over it. Fortunately, however, this is an
age when breeders begin to look for themselves, and when
they see a thing, they know it. In fact, few of them could be
made to believe that Goldsmith Maid, Maud S., Alix, or any
one of the great campaigners were such, because they hap-
pened to have a drop of the blood of Abdallah 1 in their

veins, The facts are, that Stranger and Alix possess rare

combination* of speed-producing capacity; and when these

combinations are multiplied, 'their power is intensified.

—

Frank H. Dunton in Horse Review.

Runners at San Jose.

At the race track at Agricultural Park carpenters are

busily engaged in fitting up a long line of stalls in a first-class

manner for a stable of running horses owned by Dan Burns

and Clarence Waterhouse. Their quarters are west of the

grand stand aad are in a very advantageous situation. Wide
sheds are being erected in front of the stables, and grading

and graveling is in progress to perfect the drainage. The
improvements at this point and in other portions of Agri-

cultural Park are under the direction of Messrs, Burns &
Waterhouse and C. T. Boots, who have secured the use of

the track from the Agricultural Association. The terms up-

on which the track and stables were leased are that 50 cents

a month be paid for each stall in use, the lessee to pump
all the water required to keep the track in fine shape.

Twenty-three running horses belongiog to Burns & Water-
house came to San Jose from Sacramento last Tuesday. The
stable is in charge of Ben Timmons. He has eighteen stable

men and boys under him to care for the horses. The stable

was moved from Sacramento for various reasons. Mr. Burns
has stated that he liked climate here better, and besides, San
Jose is more convenient to San Francisco. The track at

Sacramento is always so crowded with trotting animals that

the gallopers have little or no show. The stable will remain
here this winter and a good portion of next summer. Burns
& Waterhouse now have control of the Oakland track, the
Bay District track, and, jointly with Mr. Boots, of the San
Jose track.

The stable that is now qnartered in San Jose is composed
of twenty yearlings and three two-year-olds. The string is

worth over $60,000. A number of the youngsters were pur-
chased in New York recently for $3,750 apiece. There are

also among them some very fine animals that Messrs. Burns
& Waterhouse bred themselves. These yearlings will be
broke to run on the San Jose track. Of the two-year-old3

there is a filly out of Fairy Rose, a brother to Cadmus. Of
the yearlings some are Midlothians and others Darebin
stock. It is agreed to be the finest and most promising string

of runners ever got together in a stable on the Coast.

£n the Boots stable there are at present twentv-six run-
ners. Mr. Boots will take six of these to Iogleside to take
part in the Thanksgiving Day events there-

Other important stables are expected to Arrive at the San
Jose track soon. Tbe new managers promise to put it into

as good shape as any track in the Stale. No saloon will be

allowed on the grounds. As far as possible the tramps that

have endangered the buildings by sleeping in the places

where the hay is stored will be kept out. Mr. Timmons and
others who have charge of the horses express themselve as

being highly pleased with the track.—Mercury.

The Plungers are Arriving.

Betting will assume a more exciting air hereafter at the

track, for Riley Grannan, Edward Purser, Peter Gafiney

Gene Porter, Geo. W. Wheelock, FreJ Corwio, " Pittsburgh"

Phil, Harry Hoffman, Frank Eckert, Johnny O'Neill and

William Beverley will soon be seen mingling with the crowd
of bettors and ready to back their opinions with sacks of coin

and long green rolls. They are unanimous in giving their

opinions about the race meeting to be given at Ingleside next
month, and declare there will be the largest crowd of prom-
inent Eastern turfites here than was ever seen at any track in

the Qnited States. The hotels are rapidly filling, and with

the advent of new horses, famous riders and more capital to

throw into tbe ring, and the closing of the city pool-rooms,

the race meetings here will receive a boom that will be felt

wherever thoroughbreds are bred and raised, and an increased

interest will be taken in the resources of this State for the

raisiog of fine horses.

Nearly all the big Eastern stables have gone into Winter
quarters. The Oneck Stable, Erie Stable and the stables of

Matt Allen, Col. J. Ruppert, Eph Snedeker, J. W. Rogers
and the Madison Stable are among those that will winter at

Morr is Park. August Belmont's lot will be sent to the farm

at Babylon; Matt Byrne's to Monmouth Park; David Gid-
eon's to Holmdel, N J., and Mr. Galway's to his Preakness

Farm, in New Jersey. Duke & Wishard's horses will proba-

bly go either to Saratoga or to Mr. Duke's farm in the north-

ernlpart of the State after the Pimlico meetiog, P. J . Dwyer'a

and M. F. Dwyer's horses will winter at Gravesend, as usual

and Mr. Keene's at Brighton Beach.

Sam Scmjierfield, one of the best-known cf the book-

makers, arrived here yesterday, and will probably cut in to-

day. Like all who have recently come from the East, he

predicts a great season of racing in California.
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The Largest Winning Stable of 1895.

The most foi ruidable slrinir of light harness horses thai has

appeared for years on ttaeCaliforniacircuit is that of Winship

A Keatiog I'p to date thev buve won more money than any

stable out this season. Every animal in this aggregation,

except Mariposa, is a big winner, and she has been a disap-

pointment throughout. She was bought for $400 at an auc.

lion sale at San Jose from Henry Timmerman, of Pleasanlon,

her ^plen.li.1 bracdiog.being by Guide, oul of a mere by Moo-

roe Chief (sire of I
coupled with good action,

making her seem a good purchase at the lime. In her pre-

parations for the campaign she showed up well, but she un-

accountably went wrong on the trip to Portland in the early

summer, and has not redeemed herself.since, although she

stole a heat in 2:20j from Our Lucky on the second day of

the Napa meeting.

She will be bred to McKinney nest spring and the union

is expected to rtsuii in a foal of exceptional merit.

The uniform siicces.* that lias attended the tour of this

stable has Lee. v to the excellent judgment with

which the v.irinn- animals have been selected, but likewise to

the careful and painstaking training which they have re-

ceived at the hands ni Mr. Keiiingthan whom there is no

Witer conditioner in California. Besides as a knight of

ihe sulky Mr. Keating is readijy conceded to at the top of

his profession, aud in many close contests only his superior

skill and ability as a driver were the factors that conlri-

nnted principally to the capture o! the purse. This was

forcibly demonstrated at Santa Ana where Ethel Downs had

a bitter struggle with Visalia. The latter won two beats in

the fist time of 2:12) and il3A« the second heat being lost by

a sc»nt nose, but with excellent judgment Keating rated the

Boodle mare so cleverly that sbe won the next heat in a close

finish and had there been a less experienced reinsman bak«nd

her. it is extremelv doubtful if she would emerge a victor,

The star of the string, if speed is a criterion, is Pathmoot,

a fpeedy sidewbeeler that was discovered by Messrs. Win

-

ship A Keating on the Oregon trip. He has never been be-

hind the money, and his debut in California was made at the

summer meeting of the Breeders' Association atSacramento

where in a hard fought race of six heats he;,bsat Phenol,

Javelin, Ruby M. and others. He run up against Chehalis,

at Vallejo and had to be contented with (he third section of

the purse, and at Petaluma he again encountered the Ore-

gon wonder, but was awarded second honors. At Woodland
he was an improved horse, and wrested the first two heats

from Cbebalis in 2:11 and 2:09}, the black stallion getting

the remaining three in 2:1U, 2:09} and 2:13}. DuriDg the

meeting he again had to succumb to the black phenomenon,
hut at Sacramento he got the long end of a $1,000 purse by

beating Hanford Medium, Phenol, Belle, Del Norte and
Edna R. in straight heats, the fastest being 2-10A. In the free-

for all pace at the Slate Fair he gave a good account of

himself, beating Waldo J., W. Wood and Seymour Wilkes
in the second heat in 2:11}—the fastest heat that was paced

in the race, which was dually taken by the gray. At Fres-

no he met the cracks of the Coast, Waldo J. qnd Chehalis,

and though they traveled four heats respectively in 2:03,

2:03, 2:09} and 2:09, he got agood slice of Ihe coin, Hanford
Medium and Fred Mason being behind him. At the Breed-

ers Meeting be was an overwhelming favorite in the 2:13

pace, winning easily off the reel from Belle, Hanford Medi-
um and Kelchum, but he showed the public a good tasieof

his quality on the closing day in the free-for-all pace, in

which he captured the second heat from Seymour Wilkes,

W. Wood and the ever popular Silkwood, the mile beiny

covered in 2.10J. That he will be even a belter horse

next year goes without saying. He gets his speed from his

sire, Allamont, while he is splendid bred on the dam's side,

being out of a mare by Cassius M. Clay Jr.

The Btable has another star pacer in Ottinger, 2:11}, by

Dorsey's Xephew, and he has also been unfortunate in run
ning amuck of Chehalis. However, out of six starts be hat

two «vio* to bis credit, two seconds and one fourth.

The point of performance, the game mare Ethel Downs.
2:13. beads the list. She is the property of Mr. Thos. Mont
gomery, the real estate agent of San Jose and was leased u
Wioship & Keating for the season. Her history has already

been recited in these columns, but her career has been with
out a parallel of any harness horse that has appeared on the

California circuit for many years. Out of eleven starts Bhe
has corraled nine purses, and been second twice, ber defeat

in each case being by the sensational Zombro. This re-
markable mare is a handsome black, and of symmetical coo-
formation ; she is game to the core, her stamina being de-
rived nol only from Boodle, her sire, but also from ber dam,
a mare by Nutwood, second dam by Williamson's Belmont.
The particular pet of the stable, however, is Lady (iraWe.

Shell by Kaymon, out of a thoroughbred mare bv H.ick
Hocking, and is an aristocrat in appeaiance from the tip of

her nose to her long flowing tail. She has been winning
coin all through the circuit, hut has improved so rapidly dur-
ing the past few weeks that she had no difficulty of disposing
of Native State in three heats at the recent Breeders' meet-
ing, lowering her record in ihe last trip to 2:15}, and cpuld
have gone ln-'i-r had she been forced to do so

Jasper Paulsen is a handsome colt that has proven a ho-
nan/.n. He was a veritable pick-up, as lie was bought for Jf 10
at the Palo Alto sale a year ago, hut under the skillful ad-
ministration of Mr. Keating he has got a record of

to speak of a couple of thousand dollars in purse money.
A recent acquisition of the partnership is tin- fast two-year

old pa'er Agilalo with a record of 2:18 He was purchased
from Millard 1'. Sanders at a low price liis crip-
pled condition, and has not been started since he pissed ii In

the hands of his new owners. He is s picture, in motion
and; a natural parer, being anotlier of the illustrious ^family

* ay has produced.
The geotlen > ingtbfl partnership are always on

:inl for good i
ill nut hesitate to pay a

pr.iper price for anything in horseflesh that lakes llieir eve,
and when lliev appear on the circuit next year, their string
will doublles i

! by several additional a

lit of which will doubtless be a repetition of the sue-
crowned their efforts in tinn, their inaugural

year.

inber 20 — President Maflit, of the St.
I' mi Ground* Association, announced to-day thst,

owing to the- idden change in the weather, it was dl

call to-day's races off, 'and close Ihe track for the season.

A Veiy Attractive Programme.

The Pacific Coost Jockey Club has issued its programme

covering the dates from the opening day, November 28th, to

and including December 7th, in pamphlet form, which isgot-

ten up in the neatest style. The list of officials is given as

follows

:

Officers—A. B. Spreckels, president; Henry J. Crocker,

vice president; W. S. Leake, secretary.

Directors— A. B. Spreckels, Henry J. Crocker, Edward

Corrigan, W.S. Leake, S.N. Androus.

Racing department: Judges—Captain J. H. Rees, Joseph

A. Murphy; patrol judge, J. W Wilson.

Stewards—Captain J. H. Rees, Joseph A. Murphy, Henry

J. Crocker.
Starter—James F. Caldwell.

Official timers—Orrin Hickok, A. J. Stemler.

Clerk of scales— Reuben H. Clarke.

Superintendent of the course—A. M. Allen.

Secretary—W. S. Leake.

The purses are for $400 and $500, and many of the races

are at from six furlongs <o a mile and an eighth. Two
stakes are included in the programme. The Palace Hotel

Stakes, for three-year-olds, at a mile and a furlong, is set

down for the opening day, and the Horse Show Association

S akes, for two-year-olds, at seven furlongs, on Saturday, De-

cember 7th. The entries in each of the above named events

give promise of very interesting contests. Handicaps will be

of frequent occurrence. The programme in full for the

opening day is as follows :

FirBt race—Purse $500, of which $60 to the second and

$40 to the third. For three-year-olds and upward. Non-
winners this year nf $1,500 allowed 5 pounds; of $500, 10

pounds; non-winners since October 1st allowed 5 pounds ad-

ditional. Allowances cumulative. One mile.

Second race—Purse $400, of which $50 to second and $25

to third. For three-year olds. Stake winners in 1895 to

carry five pounds penalty. Other horBes that have started

this year and have not won a race of the value of $700 al-

lowed five pounds
; $300, ten pounds ; beaten maidens al-

lowed fifteen pounds. Six furlongs.

Third race—The Palace Hotel Stakes, closed.

Fourth race—Purse $400, of which $50 to secoud and $25

to third. For maiden two-year-olds. Five and one-naif fur-

longs.

Fifth race, hurdle—Purse $400, of which $60 to second and

$40 to third. The winner to be sold at auction for $1500;
if entered to behold for less, three pounds allowed for each

$100 less to $1000, and two pounds for each $100 less to $500.

Mile aud one-half, over six hardies.

Horsemen and interested parties can obtain programme
books upon application at the secretary's office.

California Jockey Club Stakes.

The California Jockey Club has decided to run off two of

the two-year-old slake events before the opening day of the

Pacific Coast Jockey Club. The Produce Exchange stake

will be run next Saturday, while the Lissak selling event is

scheduled for next Tuesday. The entries for these two races

are as follows :

The Produce Exchange Stakes for two j ear olds that have

not won a race at the time of closing entries, five and a half

furlongs— Irene E., Glen Queen gelding, Nic Nac, Cornelia

coll, Montgomery, Salisbury, Mt. McGregor II, Zjo Zoo
colt, Wyoming, Camelia, Japonica, Cloverdale, Modesty
colt, Jenny Tracy colt, Catherine the First, San Marcus,

Charlotte filly, Valiente, La Flecba, Terranet, Little Eyes,

Teragnes, Maximilian, Sister to Lottery filly^Lolla, Casla-

nette, Cutlass, Marie, Adalade, Turban filly, Carrara, Mo-
have, Big Chief, Jim Budd, Rejected, Ursula gelding, Nellie

PoBt gelding, Eda gelding, Merry Go Round, Pixetto, Audi-

luaire, St. Aigoan, Hagar, Road Warmer, Jim Bozeman,
Sied Pike, Globe, Theresa, Also, Mumie, Ensenada, Mon-
tallade, El Primero, Caliente, Snowdown, Vicksburg.

The Lissak selling stakes for two-year-olds, five and one-

aalf furlongs—Belle Boyd, Riot, Treachery, Glacier, Mont-
gomery, Midio, Mt. McGregor 11., Palomacita, Sam Leake,

Kowalsky, Cloverdale, Mobalaska, Joan, Monitor, Isabelle,

Benham, Don Gara, Cardwell, Phyllis, Kamsin, Encino, St.

Lee, Jack Alkin, William Pinkerton, Unity, Terrify, Terra-

iet, Marionette, Maximilian, imp. Endymioo, Edgemount,
Rev del Bandidos, Leon L, Charlie Boots, Cutlass, Theresa
K , Tinv, imp. Miss Brum met, imp. Santa Bella, Miss Maxim,
Kvj >cted, Grady, Peel gelding, Severe, Merry Go Round,
Josephine, Jim Bozeman, Ferris Hartman, Laura P., Pear-
son, La Vienia, K iiuiro, El Primero, Caliente, Snowdown,
Governor Budd, Gratify, Summertine and Rebellion.

*

Chehalis, 2:07 1 2.

Chehalio, 2:07*, will winter at Santa Ana in the care of

Mr. K ivraonl, the owner of Klamath, and will be placed in

ihe stud in the spring season. He certainly takes the prize

as the champion bread winner this year on the Pacific Coast,

for he has placed $5,000 in purses alune in his owner's pocket

since he started on his victorious career this summer at

Portland, Oregon, and $1,100 of that amount was won at Los

Angeles. Chehalis must certainly he accorded a phenomenal
horse, for his record prior to the racing season was 2:24$, and
although it now stands at 2:07A, there is no question of his

ability, when sound and tit, to slice oft
1

a second or so off of
tbat|mark. He has won every race in which he started

except one, and that was the occas-ion when he met Waldo J.

and afier capturing two heats, in one of which he made his

preseof mark, hie lameness, which had firBt manifested itself

ai Stockton, so handicapped him that the Ventura " ghost "

annexed the succeeding three heats and race. That the horse
is game to the core cannot be denied by anyone who has
watched him when he was pitied against a horse of calibre,

and this was especially noticeable in his last race at Lob
Angeles, where he had a desperate struggle with Ottinger in

the tirst heat. Despite the fact that he was suffering pain so
intense ad to force him once to leave his feet, his courage
never faltered, and shaking the bit in his mouth vindictively,
he luwtinnciously set sail for Ottinger and caught him within
i'iit farde, jast in time to be first to catch the judges' eye.
Mr. Frnzier believes that the lameness will disappear with
this winters rest, ind if such be the case, there is a strong
probability that the stallion will be taken East next year to

win fresh labels.
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Salisbury and ilis String.

Catching Mr. Salisbury in an agreeable humor at the dit

ner table one day last week, I turned the conversation to hi

own horses with the hope of eliciting from him a few stabl

secrets, which might interest your readers. In reply to

question as to why so many of his horses lost their form th

past season, he said :
" It's an off year. I do not remember

year when horses went wrong as easily as they did the paii

season. I suppose my horses got off for the same reason thf

McHenry's big stable dwindled down to one horse, Jac

Curry's carload toone. Hamlin's two or three carloads shrun

from week to week until he had but a very few that coul
beat anybody. Splan, Gil Curry, Doble, Hickok and lots <

others wound up without one that could race. I never hat

a stable so full of lame horses before as I have this year ail i

most of them were made lame by some very slight accidenll

Azote caught his foot in the platform in loading him in th
'j

car at Omaha. Arthur L. got frightened at the cars at GaletB
brug, jumped, and threw out a curb ; Directly slipped anil
sprained a leg at St. Joseph ; Marin Jr., had corns—and sifl

on through the list."

I suggested that he get R.Boylston Hall, the alleged experl

to straighten *em out " Once was enough for me," replies

the old gentleman. Mr. Salisbury is more than ever coo

vinced that the secret of making extreme speed lies in th

shoeing. He attributes Azote's wonderful improvement h

speed and form all to shoeing, and the great form displayei

bv Ella T. this fall date3 from a change he made in th

method of shoeing her. Altao is probably the most curiousl;

shod horse in the string and I will have something to sa;

about him another time.

"I think pretty well of the roan stallion Alamito," sait

Salisbury, "and think he would make a good race horse nex
year, as I have just got him going to suit me."

" What about Alix, is she to be bred ?" I asked.

"No, she will trot again, and I expect her to go as fast a
she ever could. Azote I will send to Chicago and leave hiu

awhile in the care of a good veterinary I know of.'"

"I suppose you will come East with another string nex
year ?"

" Well, it's too far away to say, but it's quite probable tha

I will not, but still, if the youngsters show me they can wii

I might show up again."

Andy McDowell has parted company with Salisbury fo

keeps and it would not be much of a surprise if McHenry ea

on Azote's tail next season. Salisbury devoted Sunday fore

noon to his horses and picked out a bunch to be fitted up fo.

the New York sales. These will be kept in London a shor

time. The balance were shipped home to California. Elli

T. has been turned over to John Tilden, who will winter her
and a number of others which he intends to campaign, at

Red Oak.
Mr. Salisbury smiled as the waiter brought him a plate o

shrimps and said, ''That reminds me of a story. In company
with a friend from the rural districts I went into a restauran

in San Francisco and ordered fried oysters. The waitet

brought us a small plate of shrimps as a side dish. My frienc

carefully sized up the shellfish and said to the waiter : "No
you don't ; I may be pretty green, but you can't palm off uc

cooked grasshoppers on me for oysters. Take 'em away."
Flying Jib was among the horses left at Galesburg this

summer in charge of John Tilden, with instructions to de
vote some time on this horse, teaching him to score if possi

ble. Tilden put a rig on the Jib's hea<*, which enabled him
to punish the horse very severely with the Hoes, and after a

few lessons, in whirh Jib nearly lost a jaw, he concludec

to give it up and score as a pacer should. Upon the old gen
iltman's arrival he was told that the Jib would score as well

as any horse. "Hitch him up," was the order, and the hors*

was brought out and scored a few times without any trouble

But after the horse was put up Salisbury was still skeptical

and in a short time he came around to the stable and said

''Show me again." So the Jib was brought out once more
and gave a correct imitation of a well behaved pacer at tLu

score, and hi- subsequent performance at Lincoln was on«

of the surprises of that meeting, as he did not delay the st&rl

a minute in any heat. Salisbury considers John Tilden the

greatest speed maker he ever knew, and John will train i

public stable at Red Oak. I lock for his horses to get theii

share of the 1S9H money.—Horse Review.

,

The Ordinance Must Be Adopted.

The ordinance in regard to city pool-rooms to come up for

passage before the Board of Supervisors is one of the strong-

est ever framed, and it will, if adopted, be impossible to find

a flaw in it whereby it may be broken. The Judiciary

Committee of the Board has done its work well, and there

should be no hesitancy on the part of the Board in adopt-

ing it, for the salvation of the racing industry depends upon
it, for then the morals of the habitues of these eyesores on

our public thoroughfare will be elevated above the depths

to which they have falhn. There never was any need for

these betting kindergartens, and if those who wish to bet

cannot aflord to attend the races, they should not have any
opportunities for wagering their money where they are en-

tirely at the mercy of a number of commissioners who are

alwaytf on the alert to take every advantage they can.

Tbe existence of city pool-rooms in New York City did

more to cast odium on racing th-in any other cause, and the

people, in righteous indignation, showed their disapproval of

the business on election day by killing racing altogether. The
same fate was apparently hanging over the race meetings
here, and in the name of all lovers of pure racing and lawful

methods for conducting the same, we desire to see this new
ordinance adopted. Betting will be confined exclusively to

the race track where the races sre being run. There should

be a provision in it, however, in regard to betting on foreign

races, also, and, no doub', when the attention of the author-

ities is culled to the evils of it, the city fathers will act

quickly and with good results.
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THE KENNEL.
Special Meeting of the P. K C.

SanFkakckco, Nov. 14 1895.

A special meeting of the. Pacific Kennel CluVwas held at

he Occidental Hotel this evening, to meet and confer with

tfr. A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary of the American Kennel

Ibb.

The memhers present were President H. Beer, Vice presi-

lent E H. Wakeman, Fioancial Secretary C A. Haight, Re-

;ordiog Secretary H. W- Orear, H. C. Golchei, Sam Mack-

Franz Frey, W. H. Collins, J. G. Barker, Thos. Higgs, Her-

oert Spencar, H. T*. Payne, J. H. Potter, S. E. Fischer, F.

ff. D'Evelyn and A Russell Crowell.

The following delegates and members of other kennel and

specialty clubs were present by invitation: W. L. Prather Jr,
f

F. E. Miller and A. Russell Crowell representing the Sports-

nen's Association of Alameda County ; H. T..Payne, repre-

jenling the Souihern California Kennel Club ; G. W. De

beoham, A. W. Gonzales, H. H. Carlton and F. W. D'Eve-

lyo, representing the Pacific Fox Terrier Club
; J. G. Bar-

ker, O. H. Williams, A. Russell Crowell, Franz Frey, W.

H. Collins, C. J. Adair and Hugh McCracken, representing

the St. Bernard Club of California.

The meeting was called to order by President Baer, who in

i few brief remarks introduced Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh.

Mr. Vrendenburgh then addressed the meeting as follows:

Recognizing the expediency and mutual advantages de-

rived from a bond of union between the Kennel club3 of the

Pacific Coast and that of the national body, the American

Kennel Club, in its desire to foster and keep alive the kennel

interests of this great country, has conferred upon me the

honor to represent it, and has sent me out upon this long

journey of nearly 4,000 miles to meet, and to become better

acquainted with ite members in this section, to confer with,

and ascertain from the yiews expressed by the representatives

of your local club3 and from personal observation, what it can

do to bs of service to and to advance the best interests of that

fraternity to which we all belong, and I therefore wish to

thank you, gentlemen, for this very pleasant meeting—at

least it is so to ma—and I will ayk your kind attention to a

few remarks I wish to make upon the different subjects on

which I believe I am safe to say we are all more or less in-

terested.

Id the first pUc?, ever since the organization of the Amer-

ican Kennel Club in September, 1384, the objact of that body

has been to elevate the tone and purify the morals of the

kennel affairs of the country.

To adopt and miia'.ain sash measures as shall tend to the

mutual benefit, ani protection of its severcl members, at the

same lime guaranteeing protection to the exhibitor or owner,

be he the owaer of on; ooe dog or many. Toe dog owner

knows that a complaint lodged with the club, if proven,

means the suspension or disqualification of the guilty party,

and saco peaalties carry with them ample punishment. It

not only prevents the guilty from exhibiting anvwhere in

this eatire country uader the Keanel Club rules, but it like-

wise debars that person from all the privileges of the Stnd

Boo*, and, practically, deprives any of his dogs from entry

in that book, no matter to whom they may have been con-

veyed; therefore, it certainly behooves a person to be honest

and honorable in his dealings, if not from hi3 or her innate

desire in that direction, than to save them from living under

a punishment that is so hard to bear in so many instances.

With this power, it is fully appreciated by the club that

in excerc'ising it the utmost discrimination and considera-

tion mu3t be used, and I can truly say that the members have

always used the greatest care possible to protect the innocent

from charges that appear to be instituted in a spirit of perse-

cation.

In like manner, should the different kennel club3 carefully

consider all cise3 of protest that come before them. In such

ca3es the keanel club3 afe always courts of original jurisdic-

tion, and too much care cannot be given to such matters, so

that your decisions may be just and as a sequence, carry the

weight that is such a desideratum.

In case of aoy appeal from your decisions to the kennel

club, it rarely investigates beyond the regularity of your pre-

vious proceedings, and therefore it is all important that your

actim shall have been thorough and the matter before you

folly investigated before rendering a decision. You will find

that you are fully backed up by the kenael club. Take for

instance the case of a receat expulsion by one of your club3,

notwithstanding numerous appeals for reinstatement, the

Kennel Club rendered a decision tUat upon the recommenda-

tiou of the club where original jurisdiction was had, the man
would be reinstated. Let me say right here, that different

, degrees of misconduct should be disciplined by different de-

grees of punishment. A man committing a capital crime is

pnt to death, while a man stealing a loaf of bread receives

|
but a trifiiog sentence.

The Kennel Club relying as it does upon the fairnes3 of its

members in all of their dealing with such cases, expects from

r
thoseimembers the utmost care and,deliberation in all matters

coming before them.
Referring to onr attitude towards the Press—I cannot be

I too emphatic. We have been ofttimes misquoted, misrepre-

; sented or misinterpretted, I won't say intentionally so, but

will let it go as an honest expression by the kennel editors,

of their interpretation of our debates and action. The Ken-

nel Club puis itself on record as acknowledging the thorough

and entire independence of the press, its right to criticize and

say whatever it pleases, so long as it is honest in its criticism.

Its privilege as a free lance is undisputed, and there is no

;
doubt but that the Kenn r

l Club has, in many instances,

profited by the criticisms it has seen in the sporting papers.

: We have no desire in the least to dictate to, nor to attempt to

i "muzzle" the Press. Eyen had we the inclination to do so,

• we certainly have not the power, and had we the power we

certainly have not the inclination. The Press is a powerful

, factor in all public matters, and in a great measure leads pub-

,
lie opinion. Thi3 is as it should be, provided it is conserva-

tive, and its policy honest, and not confined to the narrow

lines of personalities and abuse, but even on that basis, its

freedom i6 undisputed and acknowledged, and its power for

good or ill depending upon the support U receives from the
'

public. Where the remarks of the delegates have been mis-

understood by the gentlemen of the Press, is not that those

remarks were directed against the Press or its reporters, but

were intended to apply to our undoubted constitutional right

to control the pen of our delegates on Kennel Club matters

so long as they remain delegates. Every person representing

one of our members, is not only invited to attend our meet-

ings, but is urged to do so, and he has the right, and privi-

lege to express his views up m aay subject before us, oa the

floorof the meeting, and further, can place on record his

vote for or against any measure under consideration. Further

than tnat, we do object to that delegate rushing in print, and

taking the Club to task, because the m3J ority did not agree

with him. We do object, and by all precedents, intend to

cootrol the privilege of a delegate from perverting the truth,

should that delegate happen *o be an editor or reporter. He
has his say on the floor, and has the privilege of seeing his

name in type as having expre-sed this or that opinion, and

there it should stop. We expect that the family of delegates

are all working together for tbe advancement and good of ken-

nel matters over this broad land of ours, and object to carry-

ins a grievance to the public press, when the opportunity is

always afforded him upon the floor of the meeting.

In plain words, we accord the Press freedom and liberty to

criticise or not to criticise, just as it pleases, and in a like

manner reserve to ourselves the right to control our delegates

in their criticisms of the acts of the club, in that Press. Per-

sonally, did I occupy the position of delegate, I would decline

an appointment as kennel editor of any paper for fear that in

my desire to get ahead of other j jamais I might be induced

to use my knowledge and prostitute my office as a delegate

for the benefit of the paper; per contra, -were I a kennel edi-

tor I would decline to serve any club as its delegate for fear I

would handicap that paper, for fear that I might overstep

the bounds of what I considered my duty to the club.

In my opinion the two offices are not compatible.

For the first time iu my recollection two of the clubs on

this coast have appealed to the Kennel Club for relief from

certain hardships forced upon them by the bench show rule3,

which militated against the benefits that should accrue to ex-

hibitors at your bench-shows. I refer to tbe difficulties ex-

perienced by the dog owners in this section to earn a cham-

pionship for their dogs. Your appeal was promptly referred

to the Committee on Rules, which as promptly recommended

an amendment giving greater relief than was asked, and the

amendment will come up for adoption at the meeting to be

held next month. In my opinion there can be no good

reason advanced why the amendment should not carry. As
a coincidence, let me relate a circumstance:

Early last January a committee was auditing my accounts,

and while at luncheon we naturally talked on kennel club

matters ; the question of the almost impossibility of a Pacific

dog winning a championship under the existing rules, came

up and was discussed. We then discovered that the auditing

commitleb were also members of the Committee on Rules,

and after debating the pros and cons, we finally parted with

the understanding that Mr. Webster, one of tbe committee

should evolve the scheme whereby tbe Pacific dogs could

benefit, and to bring the matter before the club at its next

meeting, but when that meeting came around our good inten-

tions were rudely dashed bv t^e reception of your communi-

cation on the subject. Well, you stole our thunder, and I

don't know whether it matters or not so long as the relief

comes to whom the credit belongs, yet we feel thit we can

conscientiously claim a small portion of it from what we were

going to do.

Now, gentlemen, no doubt you are perfectly familiar with

the bench show rules, or certainly you are familiar with such

rules as may press particularly hard on you ia this territory.

If so, let us hear from you, and I can promise a careful con

sideralion of the subject. We are banded together to promote

kennel interests ; not confined to the Atlantic States, nor to

the Middle States, nor to the Western States, but for tbe

whole country, and therefore your interests in this far West

must necessarily be our interests. Whatever works for good

here must benefit the National body, and if for no other

reason than that of self-interest, the Kennel Club stands ready

to help yon and to give you such relief as wise legislation

will dictate. This subject now rests with yon.

Granted then that our interests are mutual and your clabs

become affiliated with the American Kennel Club, you cer-

tainly Jo so because you find it to your interests to be mem-
bers. Why and how is such membership of value to you ?

I answer by saying you receive protection, you have fair

rules under whi> h you can hold your shows, vou offer the

greatest inducements to exhibitors to patronize you. Your
supporters, by winning under these rules, make a value for

their dogs, or for their services, you have your say in tbe

formulation of the rules, yon are protected from men who
have been blacklisted for misconduct, you have at your back

a body who has reorganized the entire kennel world in these

United States into a disciplined, orderly acd well-behaved

class of men. A body that has brought order out of chaos

Do its members owe anything in return? Most decidedly

yes. They owe it their loyal support, and their hearty co-

operation. The best way to support it is to do as some of

the clubs on this coast have done, to hold shows annually,

and if tbe balance is finally posted on the wrong side of your

book to keep up the work, and after, by your unselfishness

and persistency you have educated the people of what i dog

is and should be, and in what measure breeders have im-

proved the different breeds, you will surely feel repaid for

the C03ts, and your shows will soon be fully appreciated and

demonstrated by increased gate receipts. We all have to

engage in missionary work of some description or other, and

trying to make bench shows profitable is decidedly one

branch of missionary work. To cooperate with the Kennel

Club is to have good delegates to represent you, to keep in

touch with current affairs, no matter at wbat distance you

may be from tbe club. When questions of importance are

to come before the Club, for the local clubs to meet and

discuss these questions, and get a fair concensus of opinion

for or against the measure and then instruct your delegates

how to vote. Take, for instance, the question of the crop-

ping of dogs tbat has been before the public sioce last May.

It is a vital question to some of tbe breeds, and why should

not the different clubs throughout the country take some

action on it and instruct their delegates as to the wishes of

the majority. Otherwise, when the vote is taken, if a dele-

gate acts simply in accordance with his own idea of what is

best, the club is open to the charge that the vote did not re-

flect public opinion. Save the club by all honest means in

your power from the least possible chance of beiDg adversely

criticised by the disgruntled element.

As you have already been informed, the Kennel Club at

its May meeting, passed a resolution providing for the es-

tablishment of a kennel club sub-committee, composed of

representatives from the several clubs located west of the 110
meridian and ynur cooperaliou was invited.

We feel that justice can hardly be done by the National
body, to the affiirs on this coast, situated as it is at the other
extremity of this continent, and therefore hope that such a
committee can be lormed, and believe tbat the end will

justify the means. We find that even at the Home Office,

an Advisory Committee is necessary,and if a necessity there,
how much more valuable will such an adjunct be to the club,
is operated out here. The suggestion is the formation of what
would practically be a Pacific Advisory Committee. The
duties of soch a committee would naturally be the same as
the duties now performed by tbe present committee, except
that its supervision would be limited to affairs in a territory
peculiarly your own. All charges of misconduct in tbat ter-

ritory, would be referred to your committee for investiga-
tion appeals from decisions of any of your club show com-
mittees or managers, would naturally be reviewed by you,
and after such iuvestigation or review, it would then be your
duty to forward the result of your investigation, together
with all papers, and your recommendations, to the American
Kennel Club for its final action, precisely the same as our
present advisory committee dots. By this means the Ameri-
can Kennel Club could feel that its actions would be a far

more intelligent one, than it could possibly be uoder the ex-
isting state of affairs. It would also be within the province
of such a committee, to inaugurate reform, if found neces-
sary, to recommend any measure that in its opinion, would
be of a benefit to the interests of your clubs, or to dogdocn
in general, in your section. By such means, your action
wonid be a concerted one.^nd would naturally carry more
weight than legislation asks for, by any one of your members.
Asa rule, special legislation is dangerous, and the kennel
club is and has always feared to take a step in thr/ direction.

In my opinion, by the formation of such a committee, our
Pacific members would feel that they were in closer loach
with the National body, that with the additional responsi-
bilities would become much more important factors in tbe
affairs of dogdom, and would add still more dignity to their

standing, and wield a greater power for good in this com-
munity—a dignity and power tbat cannot be assumed by any
single association- In union there is strength, and it does not
require any great stretch of the imagination.to feel that an
organized committee representing five clubs, can make its

influence felt in a much greater degree, than that exerted by
the five clubs in their individual capacities. It requires con-
cert of action to show strength, and streneth is necessary to

command respect, premising that that strength is never used
'for personal aggrandizement, biU is put into operation for

the general good, the advancement and protection of the
cause for which it was created.

Gentlemen, we invite your cooperation. You have ever
been loyal members, and I confidently believe you will

give it.

No association exists tbat is more democratic in its organi-

tion than the American Kennel Club. It is made up as you
know of the different specialty and bench show clabs scattered

throughout this country. Each club is entitled to a delegate,

and each club is urged to send one. In this country of dis-

tances, where it would be impossible to send a delegate from

the headquarters of his club, it is not only proper, but a duty

tu appoint some person to represent you, who, residing witnin

convenient distance of New York, can and will attend the

four stated meetings of tbe Kennel Club, and care for your

interests by statiog hiB opinion and casting his vote on the

different subjects coming before us from lime to time. As I

said before, on all matters of amendments where ample public

notice must be given, the different clubs should instruct their

delegates, and then if any of our members loose their oppor-

tunity to be heard, or to vote on any matter that may be of

vital importance to them, tbey can only blame themselves for

their own negligence, and not the organization of which they

are a r/art.

It appears to me, that from the very nature of our make-

up, that every action of the club must be an honest one, and

prompted by a desire to benefit the kennel interests of the

whole country. A delegate receives lo reoumeration for his

services ; he gives his time, thought and labor for love,

solely. He gains no credit for his efforts, but on the con-

trary, in many instances, receives abase for doing what his

conscience dictated.

Men, as a rule, do not like abuse, and it has often been an

enigma to me, why they will continue lo occupy a position

which affords anyone the opportunity to villify and abuse

them in the public newspapers, while they have really noth-

ing to gain by continuing in such positions. The only an-

swer tbat I can give, that, it being necessary for some one to

exercise the power to dominate tbe good over tbe evil, that

they fell it an incumbent duty, to serve the cause, at no mat-

ter what cost to their personal ease acd comfort.

Notwithstanding the fight the American Kennel Club has

had for its very existence, from the time of its organization

to tbe present day, waged by all sorts of men, organizations

and even newspapers, it has gone on in its quiet way, has

grown in power and is a successful organization. It has a

history, it has done a work, it has forced itself into power so

that it is respected by friend and feared by foe; the large ma-

jority of men are its supporters, because it has commanded
respect, and has been fearless iu doing its work, the few op-

posed to it, I sincerely believe respect it, although they do

not allow any opportunity to pass without assailing it acd

attackiog it for what it has done,and for wbat it has not done,

for what it ought to do, and for what it ought not to do, yet

with all kinds and manner of attacks by tbe few disgruntled

ones, they have, so far, failed to suggest anything better to

take its place.

If a better organization can be proposed, let us by all means

adopt it, but until that happens tbe American Kennel Club

will continue to move with the world, and continue to do

its self-imposed work.
Gentlemen, I hope I have not wearied you, but if I have I

can only plead as my excuse my regard and zeal for the con-

tinued success of the club that has honored me for ten long

years as its Secretary, and as such, thank you most kindly for

your courtesy to me, your most cordial reception, and year

loyalty in the past to the club to which you belong.

Mr. Beer then called upon H. T. Payne as representative

oi tbe Southern California Kennel Club, who responded in

substaace as follows :

" Mr. Chairman, our guest aod gentlemen, it seems to me
that it would have been more appropriate to have had an

expression of opinion from the Pacific Kennel Club. How-
ever, when it comes to aoy question of the advancement of

kennel interests, the interest of the dog owners of this Coast

especially, I am ever its willing conscientious servant. I have
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listened to our distinguished guest with great interest, but I

think that he has not touched upon the most important

tctofall. I refer to the $500 rule that has prevented the

organization of seven kennel clubs, and has killed several

others.

" Before the adoption of this rule the Southern California

Kennel Club whom 1 represent, was giving successful shows,

successful financially and otherwise. At that time their

prizes were nothing but diplomas and small specials, yet at

the same time their entries were creater than they have been

since cash prizes were adopted. There are two reasons for

this : Our breeders are Dot professionals; they breed for love

and to teach others to love and respect the dog, to regard

them as personal property and to leach the poison fiend to

respect property rights. We have no monetary interests.

The fact of winning $5 or $10 cuts no figure.

"Another reason is that the clubs have had to use money
for cash prizes that they formerly used for advertising and
other expenses incidental to holding shiws. As a result, en-

tries are falling instead of increasing.

"The President of the Southern California Club wri

me to tell the club members assembled here to-night th.it

trile^ this rule U repealed the Southern Ciliforoia Kennel
Club cannot hold any more shows.

The Seattle fanciers organized a club but on account of this

rule they passed out of existence.

The Alameda club contains a lot of earnest workers, men
who have the doggy interests at heart. At the close of their

show they had to put their hands iuto their pockets and now
if not dead they are at least asleep.

F E. Miller, of the Alameda Club, interposed the remark
that they were still alive and that at that time it was the
popular opinion that the Pacifies were dead. (Applause.)

Mr. Payne Continued : The Columbia Kennel Club of

Portland intended to give a show, but the $500 rule proved
a mill stone around their necks and they gave it up.

Stockton intended to give a show in connection with the
District Fair, but when they came to figure up expenditures
and receipts, the $500 rule stared them in the face and they,

too, had to give it up.

The Tacoma has recently organized a club and would like

ta show under A. K. C. rules but the $500 rule prohibits.

Sao Diego, Redlands and Riverside would also hold shows
but for this rule that bas done more to retard progress than
all others put togethor.

He then stated that the Los Angeles and Alameda clubs
had requested the A. K. C. to abolish this rule, but Mr. Vre-
denburgh denied it. He (Mr. Vredenburgh) stated that the
Los Angeles and Pacifies had aBked to have the 500 dog
rule changed, but that he had not heard from the Alameda
Club on the subject and the Los Angeles club did not mention
the $500 rule.

Mr. Miller stated that the petition was mailed to the A.
K. C. from the Alameda Club and Mr. Payne stated that as
he framed the petition he was positive that the Los Angeles
Club had asked for it.

Mr. Payne: However, the fact remains the same. The
P. K. C. cut out the $500 clause from self interest, and one
member present said : "Let the outside clubs take care of
themselves." I believe the P. K. C. should assist the outside
clubs as it would work to their benefit.

The small clubs are the kindergartens where first converts
are made. They become full-fledged fanciers later.

_
The single dog man shows at the small shows for the first

time and champions are the next thing thought of.

This is an important question to us and we want the secre-
tary to go back aDd tell bis confreres that it is a vital question

will receive due consideration. In regard to the 500 dog
rule I would say that I looked into the matter a little at Los
Angeles and 1 find that they never had 250 dogs there. I

would propose a rule that a dog to earn a championship
must have won at least once in a show where there were three
dogs in competition.
Mr. Payne: I have no instructions from L. A re the 500-

dog rule and speak from my personal opinion only.

Mr. Bhrker then moved that it was the sense of the meet-
ing of kennel men here assembled that $500 prize rule be re-

pealed in so far as it applies to this Coast: referring to Rule V
of regulations governing clubs. Mr. Pavne seconded the
motion.

In speaking to the question Mr. Barker said that he con-
sidered it as faulty to abandon the 500-dog rule as to let it

stand. He would place the number at 200 to 250, but in his
opinion the $500 rule should be abolished.

Dr. D'Evelyn: We cannot fail to appreciate Mr. Vreden-
burgh's v sit- Our wishes are common, the best interest of
the dog. Our youth and isolation necessitates an annihilation
of existing rules. It is for our best interests and we think it

not illogical to ask for such. From Mr. Vredenburgh's opin-
ion I gather ^that the East is ignorant of our capabilities.
Once this is cleared away it will be all plain sailing. As re-
gards the $500 limit, this is a dollar limit country, Mr. '

Payne has covered the ground well. This opportunity should
be accepted. The motion should be worded as the majority
thinks. The present rule means ruination to our very ex-,
istence. This is the Fox Terrier Clnb'a little growl.
Mr. H. W. Orear: It seems to me that those who favor the

500 dog rule all own challenge dogs. I am in favor of Mr.
Vredenburgh's idea.

Mr. Payne: The motion is simply the $500 rule.

President Beer: As the Pacific Kennel Club has already
acted upon this question, I do not think I can entertain any

,

motion as this is a special meeting of the P. K. C.
Mr. Payne: The meeting has been called to meet Mr. Vre-

denburgh. I move you that a recess be declared.
Mr. Beer: I declare a recess of fifteen minutes.
On motion of Mr. Payne, Mr. Barker took the chair.
Mr. Barker then called for the sense of the meeting on the
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to us.

San Francisco is the only show that can spend $500, and
even then the last one was $260, or about that sum behind.
Los Angeles and Sao Francisco are all that is left.

In regard to the championship rule a man sometimes asks
for a thing and gets more than he wants. Exemption from
the rule for the entire coast is as great an error as the 500 doe
rale.

B

Championships should be earned I think it a mistake to
throw it open to all and would favor 250 dogs which would
possibly let in Los Angeles. This is a large country with a
possibility of great kennel interests. The climate is great,
our horses beat the world and our dogs should do ditto.
There is more interest in the St. Bernard at present than

in any other breed, end I think the breeders of this breed
are using the most intelligence in breeding. Their young
doge are fine and considering the short time they have been
breeding they are exceptional.
The same thing is possible in other breeds. It is even pos-

sible that we may be sending our dogs East some day to com-
pete.

We ask of the A. K. C. not favors, not privileges, only our
rights, only justice. California could not ask for anything
that is not right.

s

We ask Mr. Vredenburgh on his return to the East to
report that the wild and woolly West has shed Kb coat, there
are no six-shooters any more ; our Durante and the belfry of
the Emanuel church are no worse than the tales told in East-
ern enamel houses.

.Mr. Haight
:

I would like to ask Mr. Vredenburgh the
question, why was the $500 rule adopted?

Mr. Vredenburgh : Because wins were too cheap. A win
at a small Bhow counted as much as a win at New York
with its $8,000 in cash prizes. Professionalism undoubtedly
bad some weight. It is the business of a few to go from one
show to another with large strings. The handler gels $5 a
dog for each show and all the dogs' winnings. Where cash
prize* were offered, the cash show got all the entries and the
show that gave only diplomas got left by the handlers
although ihi-mnsll hIiow wins counted just the same.

Hi'- 'ommitlee on Rules was first organized the ap-
pointments were made by the president. Mr. Belmont ap.
pointed me on the committee, as in my official position I

bandied all the corrcrpondence and was belter fitted to inform
the committee ,,f what was going on. I am opposed, person-
ally, to the $500 rule. Although I have never yet discussed
the matter with the committee. I infer that the other fuur are
in favor of the present rule. If ii ii il mse of ii, e Pacific

una that ihU role should be abolished, I will do my
share in concurring with your wishes. A mlmenls are pro-
posed, then published In the Gazette and ihen brought before

liar meeting. A "lerini meeting has been called for
December Huh to act upon the different amendments now

be club, Any proposed amendments given to me now
will be pqbllshi n the Osteite for December. Th
horl the object • .or visit. The A. K. 0. has the kindest

i.-elings toward the coa»t olobs We have no ditlerences to
'bridge, and any amendments to the rules proposed by you

200 dogs.

H. McCracken proposed an amendment that the number
be made 250. Seconded, accepted and carried unanimously.
Mr. Prather : As representing the "sleeping" association

I would like to say that I concur with these amendments and
that if they prevail the Alameda Club will wake up and hold
shows every year. The next question is the Advisory Com-
mittee business I am strongly in favor of that plan and
would like to hear some discussion on that subject.

Mr. Barker : I had concluded that the various clubs were
either dead or asleep, but it Mr. Vredenburgh gets the pro-
posed amendments tbrough, the Advisory Committee should
be a go.

Mr. Vredenburgh : It is not necessary for Portland and .

Gril
jf

are saia 'obe running at the mouth of Austin Cre7k
Los Angeles to send a delegate here, they could be represen- ,

1J Soodv numbers,
ted herein San Francesco. No rule will apply to th-) whole
United Stales. The A. K. C. have not understood your needs
on account of thedistance. Hid you had an advisory com
mittte these amendments proposed here to night would have
been suggested to us long ago.
Mr. Haight

: I think there are too many dead clubs and do
not think it a leUible to inaugurate the advisory committee
it the present time.

Mr Payne spoke briefly in favor of the committee.
Mr. Vrendaibu-jh statel ihit the Alameii Club and the

Southern Calif.irnii Kennel Club had already appointed

Grey ducks are very plentiful at Antioch.

De Pue bagged forty-nine ducks at Tubbs Island Sunday.

i Wild pigeons are still very plentiful in the hills near St
Helena.

Ed. Ladd bagged five snipe, seven ducks and a goose a
Suisun Sunday. ,

!
Many local duck hunters took advantage of the blow on

Thursday and made splendid bags.

J. Bruns and J. Karney got seventy ducks at Sears Point
Sunday. G. G. Bilhngton got sixty more at the same place.

Parties who have come down the river this week report
one long string of canvasback from San Pablo to Sherman
I-land.

J. G
~

Messner and A.
southern ual.torni, Kennel Club had already appointed

j
Pittsburgh on NoyVmber^{SftlelkeTin' a tTe^n 88delegates and that it only remain.d for the Pacifies to sppoint ! birds each

resulted in a tie on 88

He uo.ieistoo.l that the St. Bernard Club would join
'

One of our local duck hunters has been heard to remark
this week that it is a good idea to push up the safety before
attempting to shoot into a flock of canvasback.

one.

the A. K. C. shonlv and was informed by Mr. Crowell^the
Secretary of the St. Bernard Club, that he would receive' the
pplica'ion at orce.

After considerable informal talk the meeting adjourned.
Respectfully subtitled, A. Russell Crowell.

Secretary-protem.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.
J fl. Barker has presented to T. C. Grant of this city a

it. B.rnard dog pup by California Bernardo—Lady Bute II.

Secretary Vredenburgh's request that the Pacific Coast
'lubs

|
ay note attention to A. K. C. matters should be

leeded. Delegates very rarely receive any instructions what-
ever.

C. W. Travis thinks that some of his puppies will be heard
trom later. One of them by California Bernardo—Nellie !

Bland, weighs 14 pounds at 7 months and 10 days and is made alrea^burthesVhotToalm dayVareanyfhinTbut good
I
duck weather.

Lloyd Eaton and D. McCrae got seventeen ducks, eleven
of 'hem cans, at Teal Station Sunday. Chas. Deitz and Vic
Harrier got eighteen, including six mallard, at the same
place.

Deputy Fish Commissioner W. R. McFarland arrested Geo.'.
M. Cathey near Los Banos on Monday last for shooting ducks
with a 6-bore gun. Cathey demanded a jury trial and the,
case will be tried at Los Banos to-day.

This is the best year for duck hunting that we have had in>
this vicinity for many years. The ducks are here in count-
less thousands, and the hunter that mis6es the first stormy
day will miss the shoot of his life. They are everywhere
from Alviso to Antioch. Some excellent bags have been

straight and strong.

We note that Payne not only leaves out half of Vreden-
burgh's address and prints the whole of bis own but he adds
fully one-half to his own in his report of the proceedings
at the recent reception to Mr. Vredenburgh.

T. H. Terry, vice president and acting chairman of the
American Kennel Club, has resigned. Isn't it about lime
that a New England man was elected for this important
position'/ The honor is certainly due to that section.

Nominations for the Merced Coursing meeting must be in
the handB of the Secretary (J. R Dickson) by 8 o'clock on
Friday, the Olh of December. Coursing commences at Mer-
ced on Monday, the 9tb. I'be sportsmen will leave the city
on Sunday at 9 a. m.

Should the proposed amendments be carried, kennel inter-
e»u °° lh '8 coast will boom. The first thing to be thought
of will he a circuit of shows. Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle, Tacoma and Portland for a spring circuit and Oak-
land, Stoi-klnn aud Sacramento for a fall circuit would be
about all that this State could support at present.

D. C. Beaman, just returned from White River country,
confirms the report of Deputy Game Warden Clark, that
United States army officers and troops have been violating
the State game laws themselves, instead of driving the Indi-
ans back to their reservation in Utah. The slaughter of deer
has exceeded that of any year since 1887, the number killed
being estimated at 7,000 to 10,000.

A. Fordera, recently found guilty of selling wild duck out
of season, appeared before Judge Low on Saturday last for
sentence. Low was very busy and deferred the matter until
Monday. On Monday Fordera's attorneys moved for a new
trial and Judge Low requested F. D. Riordan, attorney for
the defense and Attorney Jackson, who represents the Attor-
ney-General, to present their briefs on December bib. The
Fish Commissioners have several other cases on hand, but
will not prosecute them until after the case is decided.

There were no less than forty shooters at the Alviso draw-
bridges on Sunday and they all made fair bags. These were
thousands of birds there, and had there been a storm the boys
would have made big bags. R. Hubbard, of Alsmeda, got
twenty-nine birds including four mallard. H. Hosmer got

. nineteen including two mallards. Seven members of the

the In I
'

'
«f^>; considerable discussion concluded that Pastimes were down and jointly they bagged 120 birds Fred

cond on 7
''re'""'al !°

1

n
,

"»' <°° <*ort to get the dogs into Miller had the largest bag of the lot He had twelve ducks

mSrht^ll^
8?eC

,"
,

,

1
|"' clu

.

b exh.bition.aod al.o that it and twelve rail. Frank Harden stopped over unTil Monday
Clul„ ?LV,ETniu',F"°'

8

.
7,° "!

e Pa
l
ific Ked"

:

and K"' 8^" »il <»>° »welve ducks. Otto FeudnTand"
n,ih.L.„.

q uen"l"he7 concludc<i to drop the matter Crowell got sixteen cans, widgeon and sprig and three rail.
Quite a number of cans were killed on this mareh.

The committee from the St. Bernard Club of California
met the Pacific Fox Terrier Club Tuesday evening at 313

for the present.

1
ThThf,?u £? and Gun Club

' Marahfield, Or.-C. w. Power, Pres.

;

-L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

f the meeting on the
I

Willamette Rod and G'm Club, Portland, Or.-J. s. Seed Pres • Gmotion previously put and there were but four dissenting c - Cavekne, Secretary. •
rres

' •
u -
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HOOF-BEATS

Matt Storn played in hard luck Wednesday. His green

I colt Gov. Budd, got tbe worst of the start, but came very close

, to the money. Willie Martin made a very good race.

At Latonia last week Ireland Eros, purchased of Fleisch-

man & Son the black horse Domingo, by imp. Darebin

—

Gondole. Terms private. Domingo is a noted mud horse.

1 lap. Stab Ruby, who started Wednesday, is a grand type

of race horse, and was admired by everyone who saw him.

(He is by the great English sire Hampton out of a sister to

Ormonde.

]
Frank Winee, the well known Chicago bookmaker, who,

I with his parents, Sam Summerfield, booked at the track last

(winter, arrived in the city Tuesday. Mr. Summerfield is

doe in a few days.

1 At the Board of Supervisors' meeting Monday the new
ipool room ordinance was read. It was on motion referred to

(the Judiciary, Health and Police Committees to be consid-

ered at joint session.

Dame Winnie is the only thoroughbred mare with three

of her produce in the 2:20 list, these being Palo Alto, 2:08$

;

Paola, 2:H, and Altivo, 2:18J. These three of her five per-

formers are by Electioneer.

M. Stobn has claimed the name Rastus for the roan colt

by Flambeau, out of Maggie R. (dam of Tim Murphy), and
for the filly by Flambeau, out of Amelia (dam of Janet N.),

he has claimed the name BohemiaD Lass.

Sam Luitrell, tbe "thoroughbred pacer" by Spend-

1

thrift, out of a Longfellow mare, that is used as a roadster by
C. L. Hooper, Lincoln, Neb., won the 2:30 pace at the last

j

Lincoln half-mile track meeting in 2:20}, 2:24§, 2:22, the time
j

of the first heat being Sam Luttrell's record.

W. C. Vbeeland, " Sau Juan," paid us a visit yesterday.

He is, like all other Eastern newspaper men, bead and heels

in love with California and its people. Mr. Vreeland is one
'of the leading turf authorities in America.

Adolph Spreckels has shipped all the trotters and pa-

cers he had at the Oakland track to his beautiful farm at

Aptos, Santa Cruz county, where he has a number of others

which he will have handled for the circuit next season.

Thanksgiving Day has always been a prominent day od
tbe turf in California. Katie Pease defeated Thad Stevens

at the Bay District track in a four-mile race many years

ago, and the crowd that saw her shatter the Califoroia idol

was estimated to be 1 0,000 strong.

Dr. G. W. Stimpson, the well-known veterinarian, has
one of the finest-looking three-year old stallions in California.
He was sired by Simmocolon, 2:13$, out of Sybil, 2:274, by
Sidney, 2:194, second dam Maud R., by Whipple's Hamble-
Ionian. We understand this youngster is for sale at a bar-
gain.

Slaughter, who his a fair reputation as a jockey, used
the worst kind ;of judgment Tuesday. He pocketed Ivy
twice, then took her back and finally had to send her around
her field. Peoples seemed to get the best ride out of the
speedy little mare, but Starter Ferguson has set him down for
incivility.

A carload of race horses arrived from the East Tuesday
They belong to George Smith, known as "Pittsburg Phi,"
and Ed, Purser. The string includes Wernberg, Applause,
Derfargilla, Ed Kearney, Sweet Faverdale filly, Yankee
Doodle, Silver Thorne and Lilly Ellis. The three latter be-
long to Ed Purser, two of whom are maidens.

The California horses will have to be content -with place
and show hereafter in a good many races for the Eastern
stables are composed of very high-class horses. The erstwhile
high-class jockeys, who have received the plaudits of the
grand stand, will be among the also-ran contingent. They
will have no chance to look backward hereafter.

Naglee Burke's stable, including the crack two year-old
Crescendo, that ran second :n 'he Futurity, has arrived and
tbe horses are at San Jose, resting up. They stood the trip
splendidly. Crescendo won more money than any Califor
nia representative this season. His winnings were a few
hundred more than those of Key el Santa Anita.

Mr. William Easton will leave shortly for California.
He will spend the winter on the Pacific Coast, and expects
to conduct a number of thoroughbred sales during tbe racing
season at Bay District aud Ingleside. " At any rate," said
he, "if any thoroughbreds are to be sold I will be there ready
to take a hand if my services are wanted. —Spirit of the
Times. [We have an excellent firm of auctioneers in Killip
& Co. here and know that the people hold them in high es-
teem.

—

Ed.]

i!IK. & J. Sloane & Co
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Carpets,

Rugs,
Furniture,

Drapery-

Materials,

Lace Curtains,

Window Shades
ORIENTAL RUGS

Modern and Antique, in Great

Variety.

641-643-645-647 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
1 The Breeders' Gazette calls Beuzetta a

|
plunging gaited little thing, and wonders how
Iber trainer ever got her balanced. When
|
Benzetta trotted her great race at Buffalo,

[taking her record of 2:06J, she did not impress

lone as peing one of the pluoging-gaited sort.

I When trotting at a 2:39 gait she is not the

;smoothest-gaited trotter imaginable, for the

i
reason that she is continually taking hold of

the bit and beggiug to go faster. When she

I

is given her head and permitted to extend
herself she is a grandly gaited mare. Id
[speaking of her performance in the second

heat of her Buffalo race, Monroe Salisbury

said : "I have seen some fast trotters in my
time; but I never saw one trot as fast as

Beuzetta was trotting when she got the word
in that heat." And those who saw the chest-

nut mare trot around her field as though it

was play for her, and from the outside position

capture the pole before she was hardly past

the eighth pole, will be inclined to agree with
the Californian regarding his estimate of the

£l!y's speed. The Gazette expresses the belief

that in Hickock's hands Beuzetta will be of

no account, but in that it may be mistaken.
Tne daughter of Onward is the best piece of

material that even Hickok has ever had, and
his success with many a trotter shows that his

experience with Directum is not to be taken

as an example of what he may be expected to

do with other horses.

Plekty of people are making money out of

the horse business to-day, but the majority of

those who are securing a fair proportion of

the coin of the realm are breeders who pay
particular attention to breeding and develop-
ing trotting horses into handsome park and
road horses, for which animals there is a
demand at present which cannot be supplied.
Too many of the breeders expect to breed in

every instance sensational race horses, and pay
too little attention to the carriage horse or the
one for which there is a never-ending demand.

Watching the horses that are led into the
3ale ring one is impressed with the fact that a
gray or a cream-colored horse invariably sells

for a lower price than a horse of the same
jnality of any othor color. White markings.
however, on bay, brown, chestnut or black
borses seem to have no appreciable effect on
tne price. Roan horses, either red or black,
»11 as well as solid colored horses, indeed,
many a buyer acknowledges a liking for roans.
rhe smallest defect on the limbs means a dif-

ference of from $10 to $20 on the price a
horse will bring, even though some of the de-
'ects are plainly but of a temporary character.

Among the many remarkable things which
.he English explorer, Mr. Jackson, has to tell

n his account of the Harmsworth Pola ex-
pedition must be classed the success of that
»bsolutely new experiment—tbe use of horses
in a Polar expedition. Experience has con-
:losively shown that not only can horse* be
most useful employed, but that they can even
eclipse that most capable and admirable col-
league of tbe Arctic explorer—tbe dog. Mr.
Jackson writes that he is now convinced that
.f aoy great or extended journey is to be made
into the unknown north in that part of the
world, it can only be aohieved by the use of
itardy horses accustomed to the rigorous
-limate and draught work over enow.

Anew tobk paper says that out-of-town
breeders and horsemen are learning the im-
portance of having their horses in show-ring
condition when they are sent to the metropoli -

ton market. A few years ago it was no un-
common thing to see good horses almost given
away at the big combination sales in New
York simply because their owners sent them
into (the Bale-ring low in flesh, long-haired
and looking like scarecrows. In talking about
this matter a few days ago, W. B. Fasig, who
has had a long experience in selling harness
horses at auction, gave it as his opinion that
twenty-five per cent is a conservative estimate
of the difference in prices between well-kept
and poorly conditioned trotting stock when
sold under the hammer in New York. The
National Horse Show has been a great educa-
tor in this direction, but there are still a good
many breeders who do not attend the horse
show and who do send their rough-coated
trotters to the metropolitan market with the
usual disastrous results.

One hundred and eleven sires got the 153
animals in the 2:10 list. Altamont and Brown
Hal head the list with five each, the latter

leading with average speed—2:06$ ; eight
sires follow with three performers each,

Director standing at the head, his three per-

formers having an average speed of 2:061.

Eighteen stallions have produced two per-
formers each. Mikagan leading this section,

with an average of 2:06 3-S. Eighty-three
sires have one each in the 2:10 list, and Hart-
ford leads with Robert X, 2:10J, to his credit.

THOROUGHBREDS!
-S.92-1 JSSTAUCTIOKT

SAI.ESVABD CORNER VAX NEBS AVENUE AND
MARKET STREET

AT 7130 P. M.

[ONDEB CANVAS AND BY ELECTBTC LIGHTS]

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1895.
YEARLINGS—Get of imp. Mariner, Sobrante, Midlothian, imp. Martenhurst, etc.

Abo twenty-eight noted broodmares, amoDg them the dams of DON CARILLO, EL RAYO,
DARE, SAM LEAKE, SOBRANTE, SEASIDE, SEA SPRAY, MOLLIE R., RE-
JECTED, Etc., Etc, together with the well-known stallions

IMP. MARINER and SOBRANTE
PROPERTY OF

ESST^T-E! OOXj. H. I. THOKNTON.

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE,

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impnuafbte toproduec any scar or blemish. The Selena

bet BLISTER evert«*d. Takes tin., place- or all llnl-
-- action. liemovesallBunchea

ir-i-h or Cattle*
As a. HUMAN REMEDY, for Rhcamatfcm,

Sprtnn, Bare Throat, Etc., it Is Invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE SSus'f ic' .S^iiM
pro-jxee more actual remilis than a whole bottle ot
any liniment or spavin euro mixture ever mode.
Every bottle or Caustic Balaam soldlaWari-an-

tea to (five satisfaction, ]*i ieu g [ .go per bottle. Sold
bv Druggists, or sent by express, charge* paid, vlth full
directions for Its use. Send for descriptive, circular*
testimonials, etc, Address

|

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAM8 CO., Cleveland, 0.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1895.
YEARLINGS AND TWO-YEAR-OLDS,

GET OF

8ALVATOR, SIR MODRED, DAREBIN, MIDLOTHIAN, MAXIM, MARTEN-
HURST, TYRANT, TORSO, CALVADOS, ST. ANDREW, FITZJAMES, Etc.

PBOPEBTY OF

RASTOSO DEL PASO.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18.
'Yearlings—Set of Imp. Midlothian, Imp. Herriwa and Peel,

PBOPEETY OF

JAMES IB. CH A S IE3 , ESQ.
CflfalOKueH ThorntOD sale now ready.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19.
Tlio Todliunter TXiox*c>-u.§la.l3xr©ca.s.

Comprising 15 Broodmares and 11 Yearlings.

The broodmares embrace such noted onesa3 HAEDEE (dam of Rey Alfonsa). EDA (dam
of Chas. Quick). LIZZIE IDLE (dam of Jim DuflV and Princeea First), KATIE A. (dam
of Tigress), LIZZIE HOOKER, ANNIE ROONEY, etc.

Tbe yearlings are from these m«res, and the get of imp. Merriwa and Prince of Norfolk.

Also two trotting-bred yearlings by Silver Bow.

Catalogues now being prepared.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers
30]Montgomery Street,
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Palo Alto Trotting Stock at Auction in New York,

THE ESTATE OF LELAND STANFORD,
MENLO P A R K, C A LI FO R N I A ,

PETER
For Sale Tuesday,

in- U0N81OMBD IO

C. KELLOGG & CO., AUCTIONEERS,
December 3, 1895, at Madison Square Garden, New

Commeno'.ng at 10 o'clock A. M.

York,

Ahrtuiflftrhev-Wv r iiluistueremvkableypnn* trot'lne stallion Bio Alio,

• wtTSblHe^fhriii. «tlve1y the mpwtimiilnffnee bona

. .iu„ the track and stud. Catalogues Mil

.t 3 .. for *. blchaddn« the Auction era al LOT .1 1 Bt eel, New ^ ork.

Thelbllowlos lJrmofadv..nis-m nl was Invented byusand;adI -pted,as a trademark. Others are respect

fully] Imitate It.—PKlEKc KELL'JGG & LO.

Color
and

Sex.

Rio Alto.

-

palon, 22,613 ...

Pagan

Temeecal 22,622,.

Pay Day

Seqoo'a.

.

Palma

Palonla...

Sire. Dam's Family.

Adwood-

Kverard

Ortba Belle- .

Avignon

Robson ...

Rasselas

Musketeer..

Amango

Aznol ...

Azrete .

be

cli m
b m

b in

bg

bg

bg

bs

bs

h m

Susie Azmoor..

1'aIo Alt.*, ^I'S* Klsie (tltiiii fpalita, 218-« at iwuywin-i, Au ellBl, 2.27* iwo
rears and Mary * sborne, 22s -\, by Q»v Bent-Hi 1755 [19

second dam EMne, 2:20 idamof Palatine. 2 13,

: rears. Inn Alto, 2:19*, at s years. Anseima, 2:20 i,

and Nmi-1:i in', -2:11'... yearling), by Messenger DurocUG
third dam Green Mt. Maid (.dam of nine in

lint), < v Iliirrv 1 lay. 2:29ffi In list).

Pulo Alto, 2:0? -V, Galena. i»v lifn. P.-iiimi lTii 1 10 in lis ); second dam Qazelle.

in of lWnioQ Hoy. 11:27 '-.p 1, by Rysdyk's Ham-
OH :i an l" HO In list); third dam Hatlie Wood, by
Harr- ' lay, 3:29.

Palo \lto, 2:031. Gertie, bv Balrd's Kambietonian PrinceS19 (25 in list); sec-

ond dam UHzelle. 2:'l 'see abov-l.

Pato ilto, 2:081f Telle (dam ofTruman, 2:12, tiny, 2:28, at 2 rears and Teazle
2:29 |), by Gen. Bencon 17-55 (in in list): second dam
thoroughbred Texaoa, by Foreigner — Yorkshire—
Priim—Marlon.

Palo Alto, 2:08V Mav Day ll-'im of Lord Byron, 2:17), by \\ issahickon <H7;

second nam Nora Marstiall (darnuf Alfreu S , 2:16M). by
Union.

Palo Alto, 2:03ft Amrali ulam of Fleetwood, 2-29'ii. by Nutwood, 2:1834 (110

in list)

Palo Alto, 2:06ft Oazella, by Gov. Sprague, 2:20.^ (43 in list); second dam
Gazelle. 2:21 (see above

The following form of advertisement was Invented by us and adopted 'as a trade mark.
fully requested notto imitate it.—PETEk. C. KELLOGG & CO.

Others are 1 espei

Color u
and

I g
f-e.\ >i

Dam's Family.

Metella

lieitie Barnea..

VlrglMa .

Mi note.....

Le Rose..

Lucius

Gertie R...

Lano

Rostrum

Marmion..

Ismaola ....

Palo Alto. .:< E

•aloAltO. 2:08ft

Advertiser &15J4

Advertiser 2:15^

Advertiser 2:16)4

rertlser 2:15)4

Advertise

Advertiser 2:15'

j

Advertiser 2:15)4

Azmoor 2:20 Vs

Azmoor 2:20 X

Bonnet 2:21'-, hy Bentontan 5321; second dam. Soutai*

Dixie (dam of Del Mar. 2:16$f, Miss S nlag, 2:29, Elma
Si in tag. 2:29 and Commoiion 2:30), by Torouto Sontag
807; ihirddamDixev, by BillyTownes.

Viola, by t;en. Benton 17551191c list); second dam Violet, by
Electioneer 125(157 Inlla'); third dam Victress (dam of
Monarch, 238] 1 1, by California Belmont.

Dollv Nutwood, bv Nutwood, 2:l8ft, tlio in list); 2d dam
Patchen Mollie, hv ueo. M. Patrhen Jr 31 (10 In list).

Quaker Maid, by Nutwood, 2:lS\j' (110 in list 1 ; 2d dam
Quaker «irl. 2:49, by Heurv clay, son of McCracken'd
Dave Hill 857. „ ...

Cecil (dam of Electric Coin. 2:1S 14, and Cecilian, 2:22, at 2

years), bv Gen. Benton 1755 (19 In list): 2d dam thor-

ouu?hbred Cuba (dam of Cubic, 2:23.S), by imp. Austra-
lian— Lextng on -Whalebone.

Nettie Nutwood, by Nutwood. 2:l8ft (110 in list); 2d dam
Zephyr, by California Belmont

Emma Roison (thoroughbred -dam of Rowena, 2:17, at 2

years; Emaline, 2:17^; Emma R., 2:28, and Attractive,

2:32^ at 2 years), by Woodburn- California Belmont—
Lance.

Cella.by Fallis, 2:23 (8 in list); 21 dam Cecil (dam of Elec-

tric Coin, 2:i8).i. and Cecilian, 2:22), see above.
Magna, bv Clay, 2:J2 (9 in list); 2d dam thoroughbred

Marsh ra, bv Planet—Vandal—Margmve.
America (dam of Benton, 2:20ft, Bonnie, 2:25, Almoneer,

2:28)4', and Ameer, 2:27 at 2 years), by RysdyK's Kam-
bletonlan 10 .10 in list); 2d dam Fanny Star, by Seely's

American star 14 (4 in list).

Novelist, 2:27 at 2 years, bv Norvn], 2:14^ (12 in list); 2d
dam Elsie (dam of Palita, 2:16)4 at 2 years, Rio Alto,

2:16^ at 3 vears. etc.), see above.
Rebecca (dam of Bernal, 2:17, Rexford. 2:24, Electrician.

2:2lMt Arlan, 2:28, and Rusenole, 2:30), by Gen. Benton
1755 1 19 in list); 2d dam Clarabel (dam of Cressida, 2:22)jj

at 3 years. Clifton Bell, 2:24'j, and Idealia, 2*30), by Ab-
dallah Star; 3d dam Fairy, bv Rysdyk's Uambletouian 10.

Susette, 2-23)fi idam of Lord Stanley, 2:23-6), by Electioneer
125 (157 in list); 2d dam Snsie,2:26)£ (dam ot Suisun,

2:18't, Pltii Sing, 2:33. and Surprise, 2:16*4 pacing), by
<;eo, M, Patcben Jr., 2:27 (10 in list); 3d dam thorough-
bred Santa Clara, bv Owen Dale.

Mollie c obb (dam nl Cobwebs, 2:12), by Gen. Benton 1755 (19

in llstt; 2d dam American Girl (dam of Antinous,
2:28"^), by Toronto Soutsg 307.

Roseman

Ellen Houser...

My Friend 212:

Amaranto

Flower Box

Minnie B

EvaDgeL

Neline

Eendos

Farot

St. Aubin

Tirzette

Lanarat

Virgilor

Advertise 24877.

Palmitol9S63....

lj m

br g

cli g

bm

bg

1 llstl ; 21 dam Claremoi
3d dam La iy St. Clair, 2:

Azm or2*20)£ Leclair, by Le Grande 2568 (7 i

hy Arihiirton :itii (6 in 'isi)

pacing, bv St. Ciair 16675.
Whips 2:27)$ Malr. n, b\- cIhv,^. i9in I sti; 2ddam Mollie Cobb (da

ot I 'onwe" s, 2:12; see abnve.
Whips 2:2T,4 Barnes (dam of Gov Stanford, 2-21 and CnutIon. 2:il

''
\

Whipple's Kamoletonian 7^5 (14 in list) : 2d dam l

Chie tai 721.
Whips 2:17J£ Victri-S', by Baird's Hamhletonfan 8'9 (23 in list) : 2d da>

I-ady Larkln (dam ot Happy Travel er,2:27-j ), bv Lilt
Jack : 3d -'am *>v L. I. Riack Hawk 21.

Whips 2:27# Mimic, bv Alfrp', 2:15 : 21 dam Mora, by Monawk Chie
3d daii hv St flair lGt>7-i.

Langton 2:2134 Hinrta R se, 2:19 «. at t 1 ear-, by E'ecti neer 12-^ (157 in list

2d dam Be, mi ul Be Is, 2:i9^ td-imof Belleflnwer,2:M
and 7 others), by The Moor 870 : ;d da n Minnehat
(dam of Alcazar, 2:20^ aod 7 others), by Stevei s'

Chi^f
Langton 2:21ft LinDet.2:29S', ^y E'ec'loneer 125 (157 i-i list) : 21 dam tho

oughoi-ed Lizzie Whips (dam of Whips, i'.ll^), by Et
quirer—Vandal—Marg ave.

Langton 2:21ft Gert ude Russe'i. 2:21^, by Elentioneer 12". (157 In list) ;5
dam th Tou.hbred Dame Winnie (dam of Palo Alt-

2:08ft; Paola, 2:IS; A'livo. 2:18^, and Big Jim, Z:t3a
bv Planet— -J lencne Marsrave.

Langtoii.2:2i;'4* Odette (dam ot The Seer, 2: 0%), by Eleciionpfr 12i 1157 I

I list) ; 2d dam Queen, by Y»u <g Co><steruatl n.
Lone Pine 'Z260G Rosemont 'dam ot Montr se,, 2:18 at three years ; Swfl
(Paola 2:18

(bro. to
Palo Alio)

Lone Piue.2250G

Lone Pine 22G0C

Truman 2:12

Truman 2:12

2 Amigo 2:16ft

Amiga 2:163$

Boxwcod 2:35ft

Boxwood 2:35ft

Nephew 2:36

Nephew 2:36

1 Millie, hi
Leaf 1 riai

Piedmont 2:17^

Rose, 2 25V at 1 year.and Mazailan, 2:25y), by PI 1

mont, 2:17M (Ifi in list); 2d dam Beautiful Bells, 2:29'

(dam of B-lleflower, 2:12-K and 7 otner*), by The Moi
870 ; 3d dam Minm-haha (dam of Alcazar, 2:20>6 and
others), bv Stevens' Bald Chief

Mednca. by Wonlsey 5337 (5 Id list) ; 2d dam Mora, by Mi
hawk rhief ; 3d dam by *>t. Clair 16675,

Isma (damof VedH.2:2i'4),by Gen. Benton 1755 (19 in list)

2d dam Trene (damot Ira, 2 :24f£ and Stanford, 2:26 *),
Mohawk chief.

Rcsemont (see abnve—dam of Mo tRose,2:18 at 3 yean
Sveet Rose, 2:25ft yearling, and Mazatlan, _:2j _) :, b
Piedmoni,(2:17 ,

1
.

E sie (see above—dam of Palita. 2:16'4 at 2 years; Rio AtU
2:16 '4 at 3 years ; Novedst. 2:27 at 2 years, and Mary 61
borne. 2:2846 at3 years), by Gen. Benton 175T

Margia. by Gen. Benton 1755 (19 in list) : 2 dam 1

Milton Medium, 2:25)j i*2iu list); 2d dam Fern Leaf n
of Overman, 2:19)4), by McCracken's Black Hawk 7

Miaa Walker, by Gen Penton 1-55 (19 in list); 2d dam >ell
Walker (dam of Warlock, 2:24, and Peruvian Biitet

2:21!^, pacing), by Th rndale 305,or Edwin Forrest 4 1;

dam Rosalind, 2:21V , by Alexander's Ahdallah 15
Wildflnwer, 2:"21at 2 years (dam ot Wildmynt, 2-2714, an

Wild Bee. 2:2 1), by Electioneer 125 (157 in list) ; 2 i riar

Ma' flower,2:30'^ (dam of Manzanita, 2:16)0. by St. Clal
16675.

Lucyneer, 2:27 at 3 years, by Electioneer 12i (157 ia list) ; 3
dam Lucy. 2:11, pacing (dam of Coris Smith, 2:14,^, pat
ing.

Aileen Aroon. by Liberty Sontag 21078 ; 21 dam thorough
bred Eileen Oge, by Norfolk; 3d dam by Owen Dale.[

Lina K. (dam of Electryon, 2:21ft, and Coquette. 2:2 ^). h;

thoroughbred Don Victor; 2d dam Lady; Kline, by Mc
hawk Chief.

Bertona, by Piedmont, 2: I7"4, (16 in list); 2d dam Mayblni
bv Miller's St. Clair 656 (2 in list*; 31 dam Mayrl >wei
2:30)5 (dam of Manzanita, 2:16)5 and Wildflowdr, 2:21, a
2 years.

Fairest, by Kentucky Prince 2(70 [32 in iist); 2ddtm Fairj
by Rysdyk's Hambletonian 10 (40 in list); 3d dam Emm
Mills, by Seely's American Star 14.

Sontag Dixie (dam of Del Mar, 2:16 £,', and 4 others), by Bill
Tnwnes.

Tirzah, by Dexter Prince 11363 (28 in list); 2d i*am Princes
(dam ol Alfjandri,2:15_i i,by Nutwood. 2:18ft (110 iu list

3d dam Qu'en, by Skenaudoah 926.

Lou Whipple, 2:261i, by Whipple's Hambletonian "25 (14 I:

list.

Avena, by Nephew, 2:36 (21 in list); 2d dam thoroughbred
Lady Amanda (dam of Advance, 2:22^ at 3 years), b;

imp. Hurrah—Monarch—Tranby—Gohanna.

S68 .Advertiser 2:25' 4 Eva W.,2:25J£, by Nutwood.2: 18^' (110 in list); 2d dam Alic
R. (dam of Redwood.2:27),by Naubuc504; 3d dam Nelly
bv <-eo. M. Patchen Jr.. 2*27)4 (10 in list*.

1S92 Palo Alto 2:08^' Lenore, by Madrid 1835 (9 In lis) ; 2d dam Flirt, by Princep
536 (43 in list); 3d dam Pulce (dam of Greenhorn, 2:27)4
pacing), by Belmont 64 (48 In list).

For Catalogues (ready November 23) address,

PKTEti C. KELLOGG &

Catalogues sent only on Application.

CO., Auctioneers,

107 John • t , Blew York.

FOR SALE.
4 FINE DOUBLE TEtH OF FIST TROTTERS.

A splendid pair of roadBiers, one of the finest bugcy
teaiuK in the city. i> oflered for Bale. They are well-
bred, fust, stylish, and : . Bate lor B lady
to drive. Id tm-edlnjtUiey cannot be excflled, hi-lng
of tne mo-si fiubl i ar>l»- Btnlm. Anv c--ntli-iiiini

wnrillriK a laf-t team will rind » h rcaln lo tola pair td
trotilnic mans 'I liey art- only fill i

b-ine untridlnr-d, will anillnui- to develop speed by
careful hund li -g. Tbey are Rllpbtly below medium
nt-w, iiut of BtronK confor ail- n arid pertVcUy sound,
1 bin team mt»y be seen at the Dexter Prince '

160a Grove ttreet. near Baker. Tbey will be Bold al a
low price.

ALftO FOIl BALK

Fast Roadsters, Race and

Business Horses

- Jilt HO AT T1IU -

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, Clal. By purchasing dlrvctly ft-

ll>WI»tll pi
lh»t grt-ai yi.m . r. I |ni| VH\\ t- :

In-xUt Prln

.-li bi-ed at the Napa

u. iralnen atvei ,\ |»trge numl
nadv f r tnsrk work an • ITiritl (or -ale.

Itr<« dfflim art- a!"
2:18. I)*wi., KlBn.uran
llawitiori . Anburl Naul

i

A r«»rur»- hi

All ttu^K fuai i Hiid an repn
Hnvinif been mivii on the upland pa ti

Hirtck Farm Hn-y bava Hi' I

«in itatrefiira -t«riii barn work. All
tht-t fdrni hiw kIv.h iha i>*~-t ot Batfalactkro. Baj-oatna

;od toall desiring to purclnu"i
kind.
Ifynn wind to purchate liorwit of any kind, vrrllBlbl

Pull panlculati may >» bad n-Kurding tin* above by
calling at Ilcald'n Uuitlnuui t'nll-t;.-. ..r by nddn-M-lnff

k v. in-: \i ii,

M Po-t Htrri-t. Hon Fr-.nri-.ro.

"OR SALE.

Two young JERttKY BDLLH, reglstored, ior nalo at
City Front Htablea, 20 Clay Street.

FOR SALE.

The Game Pacing Gelding

Golden West,
Q s 1 Q -

Three Year-Old Colt Called

ADDISON.
This colt was sired by JAMBS MADISON,2:17«.

OQt ofa mare by B rlln. He Is one nf the purest-galted

and most promising yoQDgsters In California. Has
blllty to trot In 2.-22, and win be one of the best

pro pecti rbrnexl rear, iaan individual he is one of

I omeal In California.

OOI DBN WK-T will be Bold with bin engage-

B t, kind, ntoady, and a perfectly

reliable horx.', and liu-* idiowu his ability to lower hip

record.

Imi'ilro ol
J. M. \RI.9niV,

Or at this Office. Oakland Track.

GLOVCR'S TEMPORARY BINDER,

tot <— sr*i re mn/ vin ten '•/ Merit fc«r tirmir

The Imported EDglish Hackney Stallion

And about THIETY of his COLTS, the latter ranaiog from TWO to FOUR YEARS o

age. The HANDSOMEST and CrRANDEST-FORMED youogsters

in CALIFORNIA.

PARAGON is registered in English Hackney
Stud Book, and is one of the finest of his breed

ever imported.
Twelve of these youngsters nre broken to harness, and are show horses every one of them.

I will dispose of all at a very low figure, as I Intend to use my ranch for dairying purposes, and will establlsl

a creamery there, hence I have no use for these Hackneys. Address

FULTON O*. BERRY, Fresno, Cal.

The Urandly-Bred Hnce Mare

ROSITA A., 2:15 1-4.
IN FOAL TO DIRECT, 2:05 I-2.

For fnrthf-r particulars, address J. W. Al.VtgO. Plea

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND T«K STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL.
Particulars of WM. OSBORNK, Box 223, Santa Clara.

FOR SALE.

I am not out of health noram I going out of businei

but to reduce my present stcck I wish to offer CuLTS
and FILLIES by

McKlxWEY, 3:11 1-4.

DIABLO, 2:09, and

GOStslPEK. 2:14 1-4

Alsr> broodmares with records and out of producing
dams, by f.uch great sires as DICTA IOB, <a Ii KES
B<»^ , DON YVTLKE-. DEL SCIi and A. W. RICH-
MOND, in leal toMcKINNEY, 2:11'^, BOB MASON,
2:24, and HILLSDALE, 2:lo

Any ot the lot will bp sold at prices In keeping with
the times and their earniug pblltty. Address

\\ 11,1. \lll> H. 6TI>1*0\,
242S Flgueora Street, Los Angeles. Cal. I
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:ennel advertisements

Pastime Cocker Kennels

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollle,

. 27,SSf>. Jessie M., A. 30.LS4. Peg Woffington 29,755

id BaileUe.

Pups lor sale. Address

MILLER & PRATUER, Proprietors.

V. L. PBATHFK JH., F. K. MILLER.
;,7 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth &t., Oakland

IRISH SETTERS.

r Stud—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FI\GLAS JR.. 31,1*!).

BA-RYMOHB, 34.802.
[1 von want an Irish Setter that will hant, call

| address
ULEXMORE KEKXELS,

West Berkeley, Cxi

.

ShootiDg Pictures.

f Interest to the Sporting Fraternity.

Messrs. Chas. Scribner & Sons beg to announce the
ubilcatlon of Mr. A. B. Frost's renowned shooting
Eclures.

Mr. Frost has long been known to all enthusiasts as
he one artist able to portray bunting scenes with the
plrltand feeling of the true sportsman; his own great
>ve lor sbootine. and bis familiarity with nature as the
unter knows and sets her, shows itself most strongly
i every lir.e of his work.
For many years the artist has been making sketches
nrt stud i»s wiiji the idea of preparing a series of repres-

entative SHOOTING PICTURKS, which willberecos-
ilzed as accurate and real in tvery dPiai' These eight
irater colors have been reproduced in fac-Mrail- with
lie almost care, and the publishers believe are tbe
oost perfect specimens of color reproducii n of their
.'.iDd ever executed. Among the subjects tr. ated are
J

he following:
I Ral Shoo tin a, Bay s ntpe. Ruffed Grouse. v um-
ner Woodc-ock, Ksglipb Snipe. Ducks from a
Mind, Quail fehooHntf, Quail— A Dead Mnml.

| Each plate is mount-rt on heavy cardboard, 19x26
i-pches, so that it may be framed at once i< desired
Sir i harles U. Lanier who write.-- the accompanying

|ext, gives an increased inteiesttoihe spries of pictures,
md writes as only tbe real siudent of bird lift* and the
roods cars His pates are illustrated by pen-and-ink
Irawiuas i y air. Frost

|
To those desiring further information regarding tbe

'ortfolks, please call or address
J. A.PPBISK.

331 Montgomery St , Room 31, S. F

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

The MohI Exhaustive Treatise- on tbe Doe ever
Written

With this In band the merest novice can Manase,
Bkekd and Exhibit Boots as scientifically as the most
ixpexfenced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
Known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83. OO, and 25 cents Expreaaage.

II your dog Is sick, you must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Price, 82. Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and Is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best woek of the kind kves published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bnab Street. San Francisco

Fetch and Carry.
A Treatise on Retrieving

BY B. WATERS.
PRICE. 81.00, POSTPAID.

Do you wish to have a perlect retriever? This work
will teach you how to train and handle a retriever by
either the Natural Met' od or Force System. It gives
the amateur hints in self-discipline. Many incidental
matters of training ar- treated. Chapters are devoted
to tbe Irish Water Si anlel, tbe i besapeake Bay dog
and tbe English retriever. The advantages and dis-
advantages of using a dog ior hoih finding and retriev-
ing are fully explained. Send for circulars.

R. \V tTKHS, 318 Broadway. IV. V.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
H you are fond ol fresh
air and restfuL rural re-
treats, read Gamelakd,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress.$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.
No free copies. Game-
land Pl-b. Co., 13Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.
With Breeder and Sportsman. 8 l.SO prr year.

Notice to Hunters.

Coal shipped to CLUB HOUSE on *hor,est notire
without extra charge at city prices. Address, H.
NORlHRlP, 1235 Howard lilt. Tel. Sooth 447,

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.

GUNS

Gun Goods

GUNS

Gun Goods

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.

w e Arc
WHOLESALE DEALERS,
But we do ret II our goods at very low prices For Instance, we sell hunting coats at
81,82, 83. 83. IVO. 84. 85, but «.ur new skt-Ieton coat at 82 and our iiew quail
coat at K3, have advantages we can describe. Then we have them in leather and
corduroy, as well as in waterproof canvas and oiled rubber, both light and heavy.

E. T. ALLEN CO.
FIREARMS, FISHING-TACKLE, SPORT IXC

416 Market Street
Telephone, Main 1013.

GOODS, ETC.. ETC.
Below soiwmu-. g. F.

Cable "Etallen."

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT

Its claims for superiority are as follows:—

GUN POWDER MADE.

It it not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
It will not cause headache.
It is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as it contains no nltro-glycerine or sun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded thell in tbe gun.
It has a light recoil and ereat velocity.
It Is the quickest and has the creates* lulling power at any distance.
It gives the best pattern at any and all distances.

hKVKXTH Its action is tbe most uniform in all respects.

K I U II 1 11 It can be used in cheap paper, or brnss shells with any primer.
It is '.be cleanest powder In use, and if the eun Is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth is

ail that is required fnr that purpose, when it will be noticed that there Is no corrosive action,
bnt, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not Accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots thsn after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD 1_>U»T.")

It is tbe cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to tbe lb.);
and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to tbe same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception of one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Oal.

BS&~ For sale by all dealers In Powder aDd Spotting Goods.

FIRST
*h( I'M!
THIKD
FOURTH
FIFTH
XIH

M.VIH

TENTH

Breeders' Directory.

Advertlsementa under thlflheadlng 60 cents per lnene
month.

PTPRSBB AND OATTLF.
Rill | S...Devons and Shorthorns. All pure bred anduullu registered. Fine individuals. At prices
to suit the times, either singlv or in carload lots. Oak
wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, CaL,

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BKKhhHIRKs Q„d PilLANIl-CHUfA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancv POULTRY
WILLIAM I\ILKS <fc CO., Los Angeles, Cat.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

VINEIiND BREEDING FARM. fiBBSw
2:27^ (full brother to Grandee, th ree-year-old record
2:23U). Stallions, br.jodmares, Allies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addrec
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. HHena Cal

VETERINARY.

B. A.
.
B. T. S„

Veterinary Surgeon.
Oflice and Infirmary at Veterinary College.

Corner Post aDd Fillmore Streets, San Francisco.
Telephone West 6S7.

All diseases requiring surgical treatment a
specialty.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: \EV4D4 STABLl'g
1350-13S2 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

DUPON "SPORTING POWDER
No-w Keady.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It *ives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nttro powder in use.

Fourth—It is what Its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less thau that incident to the use of any other powder
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder Is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nltro powders.
Prices and instructions to be osed in loading, free on application.

C. A. HAIG-HT, Agent,

M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SLRGEOX.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Stur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society: Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco ; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 528
Howard St, Telephone 3153, San I*rancisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AKD STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue.
San Francisco.

office Hor/Ba:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin,

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

226 Market Street, San Francisco Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

THE PARKER GUN.
WIXX'R OF GRAXD AMEBIC A.\ HANDICAP 1895.

Veterinary Department
University of California,
Cor. Post and FillmoreSts., San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CUiVMXOHAM.gecrelory.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKEB BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Hounds and Pointer.

FAMOUS JULY FOX-HOUNDS.
A pack of five of tbe above celebrated strain lor sale.

Also two well-trained fox hounds.

POINTER.
A well-trained and well-bred liverand white pointer

dog by BISMABK, out of Grace—Bow. Price. 850.
Address R. W. RE vi'lVi.

Selby, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

ami Field Trial winners Tor sale.

At Hlud Irish Setters Champion DICK 8W1V-
ELKIl, fee|25; Cnnllence \b.MO II, fee $10.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show
and Field Trial winners, sires and damn.
Addrew A B. TRCMAV

1425 Stelner Street, near Ellis, San Francleco.

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

ALL fjEl

R. LIDDLB CO.'S
Sports mem's Outfits.

110 montgomery «t.
Opyp Saturday Evening*.

SEE OUB

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new book— free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

Tbe Finest Flabipg and Hnuciag In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BOUTS TO

san rafael petaluma"
Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beaotlrul towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Tickkt Office—Corner New Montgomery an
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General, Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. Hi \\. Ken. Put. Art

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba,f^
1 Cubcbs and Injections.

(/HUJJ
I They cure in48 hours tbeV _J
I same diseases "without anyincon-

Irenience. SOLD BY AU. DRUGGISTS

Guide and Hunter cocoanut-oil cake
For British Columbia and Alaska. For particulars
address

W. GUTTBIDGB, Golden, British Columbia.

No better feed for dairy cowa and stock. For aale In

quant (lira to«ult. Applv to EL DORADO LLNHRKI
OIL WORKS COM r.\NY, 208 California street,
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THE DAILY BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
Is the Only Daily Turf Journal on the Pacific Coast

Contains All the News of the Turf, Form Charts of All Local

Races, Winning Sires, Jockeys' Records, Etc.

AN AUTHORITY ON ALL SUBJECTS HANDLED
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, or sent by Mail to any Address.

Five Cents Per Copy. One Dollar Per Month.

VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment' Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Rohrer's Hoot Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment,

08sidine, Gombanlt's Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Puff Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm
Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal,
TELEPHONE No., SOUTH 640.

THE BEST MADE.
Why, The Chiswick Saddle Soap,

W^hore Can I Got It?
You can buy It ,,r anyHaroe t>ro tit [be U. S., or of P. HAYDBA, \cwurk, i\

A|«rit lor America. SO Onto n bo» by mall.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.
Thl* groat practical bom* book In a bjudsom

bundrwl pagt> octavo, Ik.hu. I ir. cloth,*lt<caDll
tuij-rMy IlliiMtratM, an<! pi platmi In *>Vf*i

remarkable *urr»w ol | .RVIN* ami Dii

whole plaOM and msthodi pur Ulo an to
rir—Mlll, LnJulUfc abMtOff, gait lug, ilrlvlng, keeping
racing and breeding tr-iitem.
Read whai J. C HUby.the owntrof HI.R.-I, navno

thl* lionk : " In IIjIh work Marvin bag Is) 01

tny*t*rif* 01 ti.r-
. trail, and H plain that

an uiivi- h ooli ai it rearllng and
,' in m« tujthi *

rapacity an a trotter. I'll- work li

Mailed po*M fbrfMO. Address

THBBRBL' )BR AND SPORTSMAN
sia Busbm., n»ii;Praiiciico, Cs

BY LAWS
AND

RDLE8 AND REGULATIONS
or tiih

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN
Trotting Associations

AND TIIK -

Pacific Coa3t Blood Horse
Association

n i ii iikiiim; hi i.kk.

National TBorriHO Abb'n Rules 30 cts

Amkiikan Ahhooiation Rules 30otB

Blood House Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cte

For .ale nl Urn oltlrw of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Awarded (iold Met
At California 8u
Fair 1892.

' Every horse own
who values bis sto
sh. uld constantly hn
a supply of it on bar
Tt improves an<l kee
stock in the pint of

«

dition.

Manhattan Food Ci

can Mateo, Cal.
„ Ask your grocer or hay dealer for

JOCKEY CLUB
Grand Opening

OF THE

NEW RACE TRACK
At Ingleside

THANKSGIVING DAY

November 28th.
STEAM AND ELEC I RIC RAILROAD CARS

to the grand stand, lully equipped for the occasion.

For further information see daily papers or apply
at (he office ot the club,

Parlors A and B, Palace Hotel

Racing! Racing! Racing

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUE
WINTER MEETINO.

BAY DISTRICT TRACE
1 ( It'MKMIMi OCTOBER 26, 1*95.

Racing; Monday, Tuesday, WedneE-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.
Five or More Race. Each Day. Rare. rlai

at "J p. in. .liarp.

**T" VcAllIBtpr nun (Jeary-strpet care pass the Kate.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE - $18.

Tnese Timen atari and stop promptly, and are m
reliable as Lao best split-second watches made.

A. HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter St,

Tbe Biggest Thing on Recon
for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAH.

It is published semi-monthly during the racing seaso:
audisbut $12 per year, single copies can be bade

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bush Street, - - San Francisco. Cal

Agenls for GOODWIN BKOS. of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

ABSORBINE
cures Strained

Puffy Ankles
the horse up. Does

nttoua 2.00

b Dealers,
.(ci price.

W.F.YOUNG. I\ l> P..
3* Amherst &U, bprititfUcliI, Muss.

S.B. WHITEHEAD& CO
Official Pool-Sellers

— FOR THE —

California Circuit, Including the Stale Fair
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific I

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the Intest and most approved appliances toil

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business in thn
best and moat expeditions manner lu any part ol theI
country west of tbe Missouri river.
BOBlDttB solicited from all Responsible associations,!
Correspond with us before making other arrange-'

H.ll.U HlTF.HP.AD A CO., 20 Leldeadorfl St. S.F.I

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Tbe most popular school on the Coast.

8. HALHY,E. P. HEALD, President
jsj"8end for Clrcnlara,

\



SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1895.

OPENING DAY AT INGLESIDE

Semper Lex Wins the Initial Pace on

the New Track.

OVER 8,000 PEOPLE PASS THE GATES.

Eastern Horses in Good Form—Honors About
Even Between Them and Our Own

Favorites—The Races in

Detail.

PENING Day at the Ingleside

track has become a part of his-

tory, and in tarf annals it will

always be a bright page. In

every respect wherein the asso-

tion could control matters, every

promise has been kept. They
cannot be held accountable for

the rainy weather, and consequent

slippery track, which were the

only features that marred an

otherwise perfect day's sport,

[unless we also except the matter of transportation facilities,

which were not as perfe ot as they should be, acd, no doubt

will be in a few days. In fact every one connected with the,

i association in official or business capacities seemed to be

'specially interested in the fulfillment of all the anticipations

)f a grand opening day.

!
The personnel of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club from the

President down is : A. B. Spreckels, President ; Henry J.

i Crocker, Vice-President, and W. S. Leake, Secretary. These

i. -hree gentlemen and Edward Corrigan constitute the Board

>f Directors.

In the racing department are : Judges—Captain J. H.

Bees, Joseph A. Murphy and Patrol Judge J. W. Wilson.

Stewards—Captain J. H. Rees, Joseph A. Murphy and

Henry J. Crocker.

James F. Caldwell will do the starting.

Official timers—Orrin Hickok and A.J. Stemler.

Clerk of scales—Keuben H. Clarke.

Superintendent of the course

—

a. M. Allen.

It would be unfair to publish anything about the Pacific

3oast Jockey Club's bow to the public on the Ingleside track

Mthout mentioning Secretary Leake, Mr. Cullen aad Capt.

tferry, the three gentlemen who have arranged all those
niontire which are so annoying to the beads of departments
ind to the public when not carefully handled by competent
)eop!e prior to the opening of any race meeting.
Mr. Leake, the present postmaster of Sacramento, is thor-

mgbly conversant with the machine end of a racing
:lub, and, as secretary of the Jockey Club, he has
liloled its meetings through without a hitch and
vith a foresight that issbowing itself now, on the opening
lav, when it can be seen that nothing has been lleft undone.
le has a m- goificent assistant in Mr. Culen, the essence of

iolitenes3 and tact, and who can do more work than any-
>odv else with less labor.

Captain Thoa. B. Merrv wag birn in New York in 3834
nd cime to California in 1853. He has reported races longer
Kan anv man living at the present time, having begun in

856. Not even Joseph Cairn Simpson \b longer in the field

ban the Captain, who, however, is a younger man. Captain
lerry was master of steamboats on the Oregon rivers and

! erued as United States commissioner at the World's Pair at

jle bourne in 1888 under Hon. Frank McCoppio. He is

,ow the good friend of newspoper men in the oflice of the
'ftcific Coast Jockev Club.

JameB F. Caldwell is one of the oldest and best-known
starters in America. There isla great deal in theway of a recom-
mendation when the riders have no " kick" regarding the
starter. It means simply that he is known to be fearless and
severe, although not a martinet, and willing to give the start-

ers an even chance regardless of stables. Everybody in the

racing business will remember "Polo Jim," Caldwell's assis-

tant, who died about two years a.o. His fame was almost
world-wide, and to this day 'it seems as though Caldwell
is not himself when on the track vnaceompauied by his faith-

ful assistant. Caldwell is in demand on every race track in

the United States, but the Pacific Coast Jockey Club has
secured him at a salary equivalent to more than the Presi-

dent of the United States received before the latter was
"raised."

The programme was well filled with Eastern horses, and
native-bred cnes that have not been seen for several months
took a prominent part. No less imp irtant than the noble

animals themselves are their midget pilots.

There has never been such a great number of good jockeys
on this coast as there is a present, and two more celebrated

ones—Fred Taral and Sam Doggett—are to arrive here next
week. Those already housed at the track are : Andy
Blakely and McCullough. the well-known steeplechase

riders; Marty Bergen, W. Martin, Jerry i^horn, Tod Sloan,

Macklin, Cochrane, Garner, C. Flynn, Riley, Rowan, J.

JohnBon, Swift, Stanford, Coady, Chevalier, E. Jones, C.

Slaughter, Shaw, Donnelly, Hennessy, Mclntyre, McClain,
Burns and Hinrichs.

These jockejB and their valets have an immense room un-
der the grand stand, where each is furnished with a separate

locKer for his colors, whip, boots and the usual paraphernalia.

The place is furnished with lavatories and every other con-
venience. The exit from the room is through a door lead-

ing into a narrow passageway; on the other side is the room
where the lads are weighed before mounting. In this man-
ner they are kept away from the annoying throng of people

that usually surround them. From the weighing-room it is

but a 6tep to the saddling-paddock.

The first train left Third and Townsend streets at 12

o'clock, and long before that hour passengers began to arrive

at the depot, and a train of ten or a dozen cars went down to

the track loaded. This was followed by three others, and in

the meantime the new electric line was overtaxed, as well as

a large number going by the Guerrero-street Hoe. By 1

o'clock the immense grand-stand was well filled, and the

betting ring a scene of animation. By 2 o'clock the ring was
packed, and there were not many vacant seats in the stand.

The attendance was estimated at over 8,000 Attendants

were everywhere to respond to one's wishes in the way of re-

freshments of all kinds, and everyone's comfort was carefully

considered. A band discoursed sweet music in the stand all

afternoon.

Sixteen bookmakers cut in, for tbe first two days, as fol-

lows: Wheelock & Co., San Francisco Club, Hughes & Co.,

H. G. Wendt, J. C. Humphrey, Joe Rose. Clarke & Co.,

Eckart & Co., Stuvvesant Club, H L. Jones & Co., Summer-
field & Co., Sellers & Co.. Davis & Shepherd, George Rose,

Wallace & Co., and Doyla & Co. The Brooklyn and Bald-

win Clubs each had on a dollar book, and W. T. Barnett &
Co., and Payne & Co. looked after the combination players.

The track was sloppy next the rail, but not deep, and on

the outside looked good aod dry. Promptly at 2 o'clock

Judges Rees and Morphy were in the stand, the timers were

on the qui vive, Starter Caldwell stood opposite the stand

with his official bunting under his arm waiting for the horses

in the first race, who were quickly brought out in response to

the post bell. With^only a few minutes' delay they were

sent away to an even break, aod the first race over the new
track was on. There were ten starters.

Of tbe field. Semper Lex was made favorite by weight of

coin, going down from 4 to 2 to 1. Ferrier was installed fa-

vorite at 2 to 1, but receded to 4. Candid and Cadmus,
coupled in the betting, were at threes most of the time, and
Little Cripple had threes about him at first and receded to

sixes. One, two, three betting wag inaugurated and Little

Cripple was played heavily for a Bhow. Inslallator was at 3

to 1 earlv in the betting bot as good as 7 could be had at post

lime agaiost him. Moderocio took the rail oo the turn, and
Chevalier took Little Cripple out wide in the slippery going

and tried to go around his field. It was about the only way
he could have lost the race. On the backstretch Cripple was

last and could not get out of the ruck. Moderocio held the

lead into the stretch, but Montana headed her on the run

home. In the last eighth Semper Lex, who came around

the turn fourth, got through as the leaders spread out and was
rushed in an easy winner by 4 lengths. Moderocio was a

fair second, and Installator, taken on the outside, a good
third. Time, 1:45}.

A beautiful floral horseshoe was in readiness for the adorn-

ment of the first winner over the new track, but Semper Lex
did not take kindlv to the notion of having it around his

neck, and that part of the programme was foregone. Semper
Lex, the winner of the initial number is a chestnut horse, 5,

by Falsetto—Lady Sylphide, and the property of Mc-
Naughtcn and Muir. This was his first start here, and he was
up to a good race. He won eight out of his last nine starts

in the East, at varying distances and in good company, so his

fitness was the only question of his ability to make a good
showing here yesterday.

The second race was at six furlongs, and quite a little de_-

lay was made at the post before a good send-off could be

secured. Of the seven starters Potentate was favorite all the

tiue, and Oregon Eclipse and Magnet next in choice as

named. Potentate could not run in the mad, and when he got

to the stretch Chora took him over on the outside and he
slipped all over the track. Pat Murphv showed the way
nearly to the wire. In the last sixteenth Oregon Eclipse, who
had turned for home fifth came up with a tremendous rush
and mowed down everythiog. He won by a good length from
Potentate, he two lengths in front of Montalvo; Time, 2:1SA,

The Palace Hotel Slakes, at a mile and an eighth, was tbe

next on the card. Just before post bell Roma, whose entry

seemed to be an error somehow, was withdrawn, and all bets

declared off. Bright Phcebus, the Realization winner, and
noted for reveling in the mud, was a foregone conclusion, and
was at even money, 2 to 5 tbe place. Vicctor was at 2, and
the Spreckels pair, Foremost and Gallant coupled at 4 to 1.

G. B. Morris was at 8 and Junius,at one time 50, backed down
to 15 to 1.

Mr. Caldwell got them away quickly, with Foremost first

to show. Vinctor took the pole on the first turn and held

the lead easily up to the last two hundred vards, when
Marty Bergen made his move and brought Junius up 3D easy

winner by five lengths. Vinctor was second, two lengths in

front of Gallant. Bright Phoebus, who had began to move
up while on the backstretch, dropped back aod finished last.

Time, 1:59. The old Southern custom of hanging the purse

on the wire to be cut down by the winner, was followed in

the race, and Marty climbed up and got the purse after he

had weighed in.

Junius, tbe winner of the stakes, is owned bv John Carrol,

manager of Mr. Corrigan's string, and was trained by Bob
Campbell. He is a bay colt, 3, by Longfellow—Modesty. In

his two last starts East he ran second and third.

Mr. 8preckels had another pair in the next race, at five

and one-half furlongs, and the stable wjS made favorite.

Pique took tbe lead from Adolph Spreckels (Jennie Treacy

colt) before the half-pole was reached and gave way to her

stable companion on the turn for home. Ravelstone then

came and won with great ease by four lengths, Li Flecha
second a length in front of Pique. Time, 1:12}.

The laet race was over six hurdles, at one and a half miles.

Of the eight starters J. 0. C. was an 8 to 5 favorite, with

Co!. Weightman second choice at 2 to 1. The only feature of

the race was the finish between the two named from the last

hurdle. Every jump was a struggle for blood, and the two
horses ran to the wire head aod head. Wight man had iust a

trifle the best of it till the last stride, when J. O. C. came up
to him and made it a dead heat. April was third. Time,

2:55}.

Marty Bergen had the very honorable distinction of

winning the first race over the new track, and also of taking

the first stake event. William Martin rode a very excellent

race on Oregon Eclipse. Piggoit rode a winner and Hen-
nessv and T. Murphy the dead heat.

The winner of the LisSBk Stake race, felling, Wednesday,
was a bav filly called Joan, by St. Carlo, out of Bagatelle, by

Jim Brown ; second dam Virginia, by Revenue ; third dam
Corinne. by Glencoe. This fjlly was sold at one of the K tn-

cho del Paso auction sales in this city last fall for$>65 There
will he another sale from this farm next month at which a

number of good ones at low prices will be sold at low tieures.

Oakland was the cheapest horse =old at the Shippee sale two

vearsago. He brought the magnificent sum of $tio also.

Captain Jules Callus dan and a corps of twenty spec-

ial meo will patrol every portion of the race track night and

day, insuriog the right kind of people against abuse, insult

or even inconvenience. . .
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THE INGLESIDE RACE TRACK

Everything in Readiness Now for the

Opening Day.

THE APPOINTMENTS ARE MOST COMPLETE

Transportation Faoilities Will be Ample—

A

Description of the Traok and Buildings-

Horses Now at the Track.

[From tbe Daily BsueriM b *\i- Sfobtskmi of Kovembei 96

On Thanksgiving Day, Thursday, November 28th, the

new racecourse at Iogleside, which has just been completed

by the Pacific Coast Jockey Club, an association of California

and Eastern men of wealth, will be thrown open to the pub-

lic. As everything has been done on a most generous scale

since the inceptioL of the new association, it goes without

saying, that the opening day will be in a blaze of glory, and

the event one to be long remembered. Everything will be iD

perfect order. As an evidence of the thorough manner in

which every thing has been done it is related that when Mr.

Corrigan arrived here, and was asked if there was anything

further he would suggest, he answered, there was nothing;

that everything was as perfect and satisfactory as could be

wished.

To those who have not taken the time to visit the new

track and are not familiar with the work that has beeD

done there in the past few months, the following brief descrip-

tion will not be out of order. In the first place, the question

of transportation seems to be the most important, at least il is

the one most frequently asked In answer, the association

has sent out cards with the following information :

"Take Mission Street electric line, connections made with

this line at Third, Fourth, Fitih, Sixth, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth,

Fourteenth, Sixteenth, Twenty second and Twenty-ninth

Streets. Transfers issued at Third, Ninth, Tenth, Fourteenth,

Sixteenth, Twenty-second and Trenty-ninth Streets.

"Tafee Southern Pacific Trains at Third and Townsend St.

Depot, leaving at 12:00, 12:30, 1:30 and 2:00 p. M.,stoppiugat

Twentv-Sixth and Valencia Streets. Fare for round trip, in-

cluding admission to Grand Stand, $1.

''Fare for rouod trip, for parlies holding Official Badges of

Pacific Coast Jockey Club, twenty five cents.

"Parties in private conveyances, will find it a delightful

drive through Golden Gate Park to the Beach, and along the

Ocean to the Ocean House Road ;
also through tbe Park to

Seventh Avenue, thence by the Alms House Road."

The spur track of the Southern Pacific has been completed

several days and trains can be run to within a few hundred

feet of the grand dland, and a covered way is now being erected

from the gates to the main building. On tbe other side a

similar covered way is about completed, under which passen-

gers, by way of the Mission Street Electric Line, may reach

the grand stand. Tbe electric road is not completed yet

Large gangs of men are at work night and day, and construc-

tion Superintendent Lynch assures evetyone interested that

there need be no fears on tbat score. Those who know what
has been accomplished within the past ten days, do not doubt

his abilitv to make his word eood.

Reaching the track by either line one enters tbe main
building at the rear, stepping into a large area. From this

point broad steps on tbe right and left lead up to the grand

stand or down into the betting ring. Going into tbe stand

first, as one reaches the upper landing a picture of beauty is

presented. Below lies the double circle of tracks, one a black

girdle, the other without a top dressing, showing in strong

contrast the natural red of the soil. The tracks are inclosed

in neat fences, those just in front of the buildings being very

lasiy in design and constructed of iron. Tbe natty and orna

mental judges' and timers' stands add to the attractiveness of

the picture.

The infield, excepting the bare cuts and fills, pre-

sents a green bed to view. Across the tracks on rising

ground are the stables and kitchens, arranged in attractive

and uniform order, and the slope will be sown to grass and
kept in its trim order In fact, the beautifying of tbe

grounds will have special attention. It is (be purpose to so

fit the whole place that comparisons will be out of the ques-

tion, and Ingleside will be the high standard set for others to

follow.

After the first exclamation of surprise and delight at the

prospect one turns (o inspect tbe grand stand. It is grand in

its conception and mu«t be admitted to be ibe beet adapted

to the comfort and convenience of the track patrons of any in

the country. In the first place it will comfortably seat 4,500

people, and in tiers of Beats so pitched as to raise each one
above any obstruction of view from those below. The main
feature, however, and which vie it ore never lire of expatiating

over, it that from whatever point one is seated an unob-

tmotad view of any part of the track may he had. There
need be no rising in the Beats or confusion sb (he horses circle

the course, for each and everyone will have as perfect a view

as the other*. The seats are verv comfortable, and tbe whole
arrangement will be most liberally nrniw»d. Especial atten-

tion has been given to the comfort of the ladies. On the

landing hick of the seals is a wide promenade, extending the

whole length of the building, and off from this are dining
rooms, dreiwiog end retiring rooms. Beyond these is an-
other promenade and also a dining room on ihe glass enclosed

balcony, from which a splendid marine view may be had.

II.- lulling ring i* 200x110 feet and extends [under the

grand land llDBOsi I" <>•' addling paddock without a post to

obstruct the view. Il in *picious, easily accommodating
4,000 people. It in open on the south, plenty of windows
on the oorlh *ide, and (lie roof is well supplied with sky-

light*. Twenty-fuiir neat and commodious "hlocks" are

ready for as many bookmakers and their assistants. At the

west end of the ring are refreshment counters, of ample
d in such ahepe as to accommodate with com-

fori a lirn» m nber of the hungry and thirsty patrons of the

I r r i iIh- I . lUlg ring to (he paddock on tin* eaal another

covered passage way off'tjr* protection from rain, and

between the Secretary's office and jockeys' rooms one enters

tbe tan-bark area. The Secretary's rooms will be fitted with

all the appointments necessary for the conduct of his busi-

ness, and the jockeys' room is fitted with lockers, lavatories

and everv convenience for the midgets.

The paddock is a marvel of neatness and utility. Sixteen

stalls are ranged in double tiers down the center, but they

are built of wire so one can see through from one to the

other. They are roomy, and are provided with sliding doors,

so the intruding public may be kepi out, but at the same
time the attendants and horses are always in eight. In front

of tbe paddock a lawn bas been sown, and is already look-

ing green. Before all the other buildings a pavement on a

good pitch has been laid.

At the west eud of the graodstand the club house is to be

erected, and on the high ground back of (he stand, handy to

reach,ample accommodations for teams has been provided in

sheds 600 feet long. There are twenty-one stables at present,

twelve containing forty stalls each,and tne others thirty-two,

each uniformly 11 6x9-6. Tbese buildings are detached

so as to leave little danger cf one building ign ting another

in case of Sre, and are arranged in attractive and uoiform

order. Back of the 6tables, next the inclosare fence, are

ranged thirteen buildings, containing double kitchens in each.

The slopes before tbe stables and kitchens are sown to grass,

and will be kept in neatest order. Two more large stables

will be erected soon for Mr. Corrigan and Mr. Spreckels'

horses.

The track is in first-class condition, and it is believed

will prove a fast track at once. Sunday morning two

horses were limed in their workouts by a new comer. The
first event the mile in 1:45$, and tbe next in 1:43$, ibe latter

not beibg sent at high speed and finishing well within him-
self. A third was timed five-eighths in 1:02.

To louk at the track (or tracks, rather, as there will be

two) as it is now, one must admit it was a herculean task.

Taking, fur instance, the turn into the stretch for a starting

point, it begins at grade, and the fill increases gradually but

regularly till a depth of sixty Dine feet is reached at the quar-

ter turn, which has been built over a ravine. From the cen-

ter of the turn to a point about opposite the grand stand

the fill grows less till the only other point of grade or the

course is reached. Then a gradual cut increases to one of

at feast twenty feet at the far turn, and again lessens to grade

at the starting point. An inside track is bring built, which
will be used for working horses over and during wet weather.

The main track is covered fifteen inches deep with loam. The
turns are wide and thrown up so as to euable a horse to

negotiate them with great ease. At the first view up the

track from the stretch turn, one is treated to an optical illu-

sion, the track appearing to be quite a 611*5 up-grade to tbe

wire. With the ocean for a horizon, a sloping biok on one
hand and tbe recedmg level of the iofield on the other, the

visual deception is quite natural. Unless it had been demon-
strated to the contrary one would hardly believe such a mis-

take possible.

An addition to the features of the new grounds will be a

kindergarten track a quarter of a mile around, for the babies

to be trained on. It is-slaked off and will be laid out in the

southwest corner of the inclosure. If one point more fully

attracts attention than others in the way the work bas been
accomplished, it is the very thorough precautions taken
against storm-water. TrencheB and culverts, drain pipes and
outlets are in every place needed, and it looks as though an
unprecedented fall of rain would be required to damage any
part of the whole.

The work accomplished has been the marvel of all who
have kept up with the progress of construction. Ten weeks
ago not a shingle had reached the grounds, yet every one of

the large buildings have been thoroughly covered.

Many of those who have recently come West with strings

of horses, say they were almost led to change their plans

through reports of the unfinished condition of everything

pertaining to the new course. Since arriving here they are

more than pleased with the arrangement of everything, and
are most generous in praise of tbe liberal management of

the track and its appointments. Everything reasonable is

accoided with a cheerful willingness that is most pleasing. As
to the prospects of this year's racing, there is but one answer,
and that is we will have a grand Winter meeting, and it is

but the precursor of many more and even better. The possi-

bilities of a California winter as a season for racing, will be

shown in such a manner and to such men as will surely bring

very large returns in numbers and money. As this is ac

complished, the market for our thoroughbreds widens,and the

State will take the proud position it is so justly entitled to,

the premier in the breeding of fioe and fast stock.

So liberal bas been the response in entries to tbe new club's

stake events, and demands for stable room, that the ample
provisions made have already been taxed and contracts for

other buildings have been let. In the meantime everything
will be crowded. There are many stalls vacant yet, and to

the casual observer it would look as (hough there was room
and to spare, but every space has been engaged, and all of

tbe now vacant stalls will be filled by Wednesday night. Of
those that are already on the ground, the sujjined list of

horses, together with names of owners, trainers and jockeys,
will be of interest. It was complete up to Monday of this

week:

Section A—Ed Corrigan, owner ; M. McDaniels, trainer

;

Marty Bergen, J. Brown and F. McCul lough, jockeys

—

Japonica.br f, 2, by Longfellow— Hattie Harris; b f, 2, by
Longfellow—Miss Howard; Camelia, b f, 2, by Longfellow

—

Can Dance; Can't Dance, b c, 2, by Longfellow—Square
Dance; Handsome, br c, 3, by Hanover—imp. Cinderella;

b c, 2, hy Longfellow—Jenny Tracy ; ch c, 2, by Jack Hardy;
Little Jimmie, gr c, 2, by LoDgfellow—Rena B.

Section B—Ed Corrigan, owner; R. E. Campbell, trainer

—

Landlord, h h, 4, by Longfellow—imported Manzanetla;
Mobalaska, br f, 2, by Apache—Trickeey ; b c, 2, by Long-
fellow—Modesty; ch g, 2, by Bramble—Clover; Kowalsky,
br c, 2, by Isaac Murphy—Denouchment ; Olive, b f, 3, by
Apache— Virgie ; The Ironmaster, ch g, 6, by Himyar

—

Chalice ; Denpot, br g, 5, by Judge Murray—Spinster; Sen-
ator Irhy, ch h, 5, by Bishop—imp. Bridget; Tyro, b h, 5,

by Longfellow—Lenora Morris; Bedford, bg, 4, hy Aretino

—

Mattie !>.; Orrin Rogers, ch g, 4, by Harry O'Fallon—Slip-

away ; Ducat, b h, 5, by imp. Deceiver—Jenny Flood; G. R.

Morris, b c, 3, by Longfellow—Queen Beluga; Ottyana.br
m, 4, by Onondaga—Miss Hyght ; b f, 2, by Doubt ; b c, 1,

by Kilev— H fit rip Harris; b c, 1, by Riley—Miss Howard
;

br f, 1, by Lew Weir—Hinda; ch f. 1, by Riley—Sisterly

cb f, 1, by Apache— Irene.

Section (' will be occupied by Charles Boots' string,

which will be moved over to-day.

Section D—W. H. Hobart, owner; H. H. Hunn, trainer-

Bright Phoebus, b c, 3, by Falsetto—Buff aod Blue ; Ferrier,
cb b, a, by Falsetto—imp. Cinderella; Romulus, b c, 4, by
imp. Brutus—Beauty; Ali Baba, br c, 4, by Joe Daniels

—

Test; Little Mid, 5, by imp. Midlothian—Probability.
Mr. W. O'B. Macdonough will occupy ooe side of Section

D. at present, but Trainer Hunn expects to fill the whole
section when the two-year-oIdB are broueht up.

Section E.—A. B. Spreckels, owner; Tom Boyle, trainer;

Piggolt, jockey. —Cadmus, br h, 5. by Flood—imp. Cornelia;
Creighton, ch h, a, by Clieveden—Ghinni Ghinni ; Gallant,
b c, 3, by Fellowcharm—Jennie Belshaw; Pat Murphy, r g,

3, by imp Kyrle Daly—Maggie R; Candid, blk m, 6, by
Splendor—Canary; Piquante, ch f, 3, by Flambeau—Phoebe
Anderson; Captain Skedance, b g, 3, by imp. Cyrus—imp.
Getaway; Foremost, b g, 3. by Flood—imp. Queen Bess;

Rummel. ch c, 2, by Flambeau—imp. Music; Ravelston, ch
c, 2, by Flambeau—Shannon Rose; Therese, blk f, 2, by
Idalium—Mercedes; Pique, b f, 2, by Flambeau—imp. Petro-
leuse; Lucille, b f, 2, by St. Saviour—imp. Sardony; Day-
light, chc, 2.

Section F— Dr. J. M. Buckley.owner and trainer; S. Cald-
well, jockey—Pecksniff, b h, 4, by imp. Pickwick—Henlopen;
Harry Grattan, b g, 2, by Isaac Murphy: O'Fleta, br g, 3, bv
Harry O'Fallon—Fleia; Rodegap, ch g, 3, by Harry O'Fallon
— Mattie Walker; Magpie.br g, 3, by Falsetto—Vivanda

;

Susie Girl, b f, 3, by Lisbon—Workmate.
Section F—John Bennock, owner and trainer; Kinney,

jockey; St. Brandon, ch h, 5, by imp. 8t. Blaise—Guenne
;

femplemore, b g, a, by Tom Ochiltree—Sadie E.; Harry
Smith, b h, a by Stratbtuort— Renie; Repeater,b g, 3, by Rap-
ture—Venturis; Orbit, b g, 4, by Oneka—Flotilla.

Sec. F— A. G. Blakely, owner, trainer and jockey—Rceder:
br h, 4, by imp. Darebin— Mura; Colonel Weightman, b c 3,

hv Warfellow—Lessie P; E. H. Shirley, b b, 5, by Bonnie
Brown—Dispatch.

Section F—Dan Honig. owner ; Tom Costello, trainer; F.
Garner, jockey—Oar Maggie, ch m, 4, by Post Guard—Mar-
guerite ; Charlie McDonald, ch g, 4, by Rapture—Lizzie
Flyno; Beatrice Mara, ch f, 2, by Wagner—Ranette; Julia
O., b f, 3, by Outcast— Malva R ; Magnet, ch c, 3, by imp.
St. Blaise—Magnetic

;
Lizzie H , blk f, 2, by John Henry

—

Minnie Pavne ; Nellie Smith, br f, 2, by Stratford—North
Anns; Dr. Garnett, b b, 4, by imp. The Ill-Used—Fen Fol-
let; Brametta, ch f, 2, by Bramble— Retta; Minnie Cee, ch
m, 6. by Plenipo—Jaconet ; Billy S., b h, 5, by Rambler

—

Young Duchess Charm.
Section H—Gaston M. Ashe, owner ; Bert Hart, trainer

—

Ch f, 2, by St. Carlo—Fanny D ; br f, 2, by St. Carlo—Sinfire;
ch g, 2, by St Carlo—Mother Hubbard.

Section K—G. B. Morris & Co., owners ; G. B. Morris,
trainer; W. Martin, jockev—Dare Dollar, b f

, 2. by Dire
bin- -Trade Dollar ; Lobengula, br c, 3, bv Hudson—Zulu

;

Miss Maxim, b f, 2, by inp. Maxim—Ventura ; imp. Star
Ruby, b b, 3, by Hampton—Ornament; Sallie Cliquot, b f, 2,

by Salvator—Widow Cliquot ; Sir Play, b g, 2, by imp. Sir
Modred—Plaything ; Moderocio, b f, 3, by imp. Sir Modred
— Prescioso ; Stralhmeath, bg, 6, by Strathmore—Flower of

Meath. _

Section M.—Antrim Stable, W. Kerr, trainer.—Crawford,
ch g, 5, by Apache—Emma Loogfield; Road Runner, ch h,

4, by Joe Daniels—Miss Hooker; W. O- B., b c, 3, by
Apache— Flora; Martinez, ch g 4, by Apache—IreDe; Ch c,

2, by Herald—Eileena; B g, 2, by Munster—Santa Rosa.
The Pleasanton Stable and Matt Kerr and Little & Hoag

will occupy the balance of this section.

Section N.—George E. Smith, owner; W. C. Smith, train-

er; Sam Doggett.jockey.—Wernburg, b c, 4, by Muscovy

—

Holmdel; Ed. Kearney, ch h, 4, by Tom Ochiltree—Medu*
sa; Derfargilla, ch m, 6, by Oaondaga—Sallie Elsinore;

Sweet Faverdale, b f, 2, bv Faverdale—Sweet Home; Ap-
plause, ch f, 3, by The 111 Used— Encore; Mr. Reel, ch c, 2,

by Strathmore—Madam Reel. In the same section are three

horses belonging to Ed. Purser that came out with Mr.
Smith's string. They are Sagamore, br g, 2, by Sensation

—

Favora; Yankee Doodle, b c, 2, by Prince Royal—Manzanita,
aod Perse-is, b c, 2, bv King Galop—Nanka.

Section O.—E J. Baldwin, owner: Charles Pleasant train-

er; Si McClaio, jockey; Arapahoe, cu m, 4, by imp. Cheviot
—Veianta; Ramiro, br c, 2, by Gano—Cuban Queen; La
Viente, b f, 2, bv Emperor of Norfolk—Veianta; Argentina,
b f, 2, by Gano—Dolly L.; Tonino, ch g, 2, by J. H. Fenton
— Lizzie B ; Alviro, b g, 2, by Gano—Lileta; b f, 2, by Em-
peror of Norfolk—La Cieniga.

Section Q—Louis Ezell, owner and trainer; S. Reagan,
jeckey; Kansim, br g, 2. bv Blazes—Miss Hall; Dungarvan,
blk b, a, by Hindoo—Calphurina; Babe Murphy, br f, 3. by
Elias Lawrence—Princess Gleo; Little BUlie, b g, 2, by King
Galop—Little Mattie; Silverado, ch h, a, by Ruthe'ford

—

Josie C; Foxhall, b h, a, by Headlight—Unknown; Scamp,
bg, 3, by Vagabond—Florence D; Ensign, br g, 2. by Glen-
elg—Kathleen Kinney; St. Albans, b g, a, by Falsetto

—

Crucifix; Argenta, b g, a. by Enquirer— Arilla; Doubtful, ch

g, 2, by Doubt—Natchitoches; Duke of Milpitas, b h, a, by
Duke of Norfolk— Gipsy; Jim Fiske, b c. 3, by Blazes—Net-
tie Watklns; T. O'Hearne, br c, 2, by Harry O'Fallon—Vir-
ginia B; Adept, b f, 2, by Fooso—AonieSharr-; La Gellienne,

b f 2, by Bishop— Albatross; Miss Lvon, br f, 2, by Lepanto
—Lady Lyou; Lady Maud, ch f, 2, by Woodcraft—Maid
Lyon; Deluder. b g, 2, by imp. Deceiver—Miss Stewart; Fid-

dler, bg, 2, by Blue Eves—Mandolin; Ch g, 2, by Bramble

—

Lady Lou; McGarrity, b g, 2, by Blazes—Lady Sue; B. Ezell,

h g. 2, bv Fork of LightniDg—Miss Rose; Ranadine, br g, 2,

by Panique.
Section Q—P. Dunne, owner and trainer; W.Martin and

5, Rengan. jockev; San Maro, ch c, 3, by imp. St. Blaise

—

Round Dance; Pepper, br c, by Hiudoo—Franceses; All

Over, b c, 3, by Hanover—Deceit.

Section R—J. Galen Brown *c Co., owners; Galen Brown,
trainer; Macklin, jockey— Libertine, b h, 4, by Leonatus

—

Fnlaise; Treachery, b f, 2. by Hanover—Deceit; George
Hankins, ch c, 2. bv Strathmore— Zu Zu ; Princess Rose, b f,

2, by Himyar—Wild Rose ; Wyoma, b c, 2, by Pardee-

—

by Leonatus; Uncertainty, br h, a, by Emperor— Quandary;
Claude Hill, b g, 2, by imp. Deceiver—Useful ; Moran, b g,

2, by Patten—Louise Forrest ; The Dude, blk c,3, by Tre-

mont—Lizzie Woods ; Buccaneer, b g, 2, by Pirate of Pen-
zance-

Section R—John Robbins, owner ; J. Carlin, trainer ; Mc-
Knight and Frawley, jockevs— Mollie R.. ch f, 3, by imp.
Mariner—Cantenac ; Don Pio Pico, ch c, 2, by Joe Hooker
—Countess Zeika ; Merry-go-Round. b f, 2, by Le P*nto

—

Kaonie Lee; Crap Game, yparling, by Le Panto, out of a full

sister to the dam of Helen Nichols ; Rascal, a black yearling

colt, by Al Farrow; Lyndendale, yearling bay filly by Le-

Panto—Beeswing, and a brown gelding by Calvados—Vir-
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ginia Dare. Besides these Oregon Eclipse, Druiscillo and

MiB3 Truth are at the beach, but will be brought up soon.

Section U—Baroev Schreiber, owner; H. R. Baker, trainer;

J. Chorn and C. Slaughter, jockeys—Felix Carr. ch c, 2, by

Jils Johnson—Wigwam ; Theresa, b f, 2, by Duke of Mon-
trose, out of dam of Tilsit ; Service, b h, 6, by imp Wood-
lands— Lady's Maid ; Servitor, b b, a, by imp. Woodlands

—

Lady's Maid ; b c, 1, by Bishop—Amen ; Doyle, b h, 3, by

Macduff—Miss L.; Chartreuse, br m, a, by Emperor—Wa-
culla ; b c, 2, bv imp. Keeoey—by Storv ; Janus, ch h, 6, by

Duke of Norfolk—Elaine; Sylvia, blk f, 2, by i^p. WTagner

—

Fabecia.

Section U— Walter & Hayden, owners—Imp. Piccolo, br

h, a, by Petrach—Lady Grace ; Miss Norma, b f, 3, by Ben
d'or—Miss Muggins.

Section U—Dr. Rowell, owner and trainer—Figaro, br c,

4, by Fonso—Medje; Collins, br g, 3. by Insppctor B.

—

Piazza; Willie Shannon, b f, 2, by Hanover—Meckie H.;

Ashland Eclipse and Terra Bend, by Terra Cotta.

Oiher stables on the grounds besides those assigned as

above are js follows :

Mc Naughton & Muir, owners ; Geo McNaughton, trainer

—Semper Lei, ch b, 5, by Falsetto—La Sylphide; Basso, b

c, 3, by Falsetto—Elhelda ; Judge Denny, blk, c, 2, by Fonso
—Belle of Nanturah ; Pollock, b g, 2, by imp. Rossinton

—

Marjory.
Andy Godfrey, owner and trainer—Lismore, ch h, 5, by

Lisbon—Emeti.
John Carroll, owner ; W. McDaniels, trainer—Junius, b

c, 3, by Longfellow—Modesty.
Dr. Dickey has Pescador and Mustesa.

Another stable of eight Eastern horses were expected to

arrive to-day.

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

The Meeting to Close For One Month, to

Resume After That Time—New Horses
and Jockeys Enhance the Sport

at the Old Track.

TWENTY-FOURTH DAT—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22.

! HE card to-day was a novelty for

local turfites in the' respect of th

distance of the races atMeast. Only

one was below seven furlongs, and

there was the usual mile event.

The other three were started from

the eighth pole. Two of the latter

were at light welter-weigbtB, and

had a mixed lot of aged and two-

year-old horses. Form players

were somewhat at sea, as the abil-

ity of the colts to carry added weight and go the furtherdis

tance was problematical. The fields were unusually larce*

but were sent away in good shape in reasonably quick time.

And the attendance was again up to a crushing magnitude,

and good-natured elbowing was the order all the afternoon.

Betting was lively, but the bets were small as a rule. Four

favorites were again in front at the wire, and the way the

talent has been plugging the books is becoming monotonous

to the gentlemanly chalk-wielders. Last Chance was the only

pick of the talent to go wrong, and he was worsted by a sec-

ond choice.

Began, favorite for the first event at seven furlongs over a

poor lot of nags, ran around his field and won in a drive with

Long d'Or, who challenged him through the stretch. Tren-

tola's chances were Bpoiled by being pulled up at the start.

Rhaetia was a warm second choice, but did not show prom

inently.

Schnitz laid away second in the next race, at five and a

half furlongs, and then won rather handily from Selkirk in

the run home. Rowan is not an extraordinary finisher, and

Selkirk's speed of the other dav was not developed Last

Chance, an odds on favorite with Chorn urging him along,

could not get up better than third.

Bernardo opened as favorite tor the third race at 2 to 1,

but went back to threes. Scimitar was backed down a few

points, as was also Soon Enough and .Valiente Sea Spray was

very prominent ibe first part of the journey, then Bernardo
ii j i_ _ -.-_.l- * r_*_ .i 4 .-U t."»„:„j f„i

collared bim after the turn into the stretch. Raindrop fol-

lowed closely, and they looked safe to finish in that order

till Scimitar waB sentalong inthe last eighth and drew away,

winning in a drive bv a half length. Bernardo fell back a

little and Raindrop got the place by a length in a drive.

McLight and Mamie Scott were scratched out of the fourth

race, at a mile, leaving only four in the field. Of the lot

Oakley was a foregone conclusion, and was an even-money

favorite at the opening, closine at 7 to 5, with Happy Day

at 9 to 5. Hy Dy and Don C«-*ar were at 5 and 7 to 1. When
the bunch reached the half mile pole Oakley began to draw

away and easily opened up a gap of about half a block and

won in a gallop. Happy Day and Hy Dy finished as named
three lengths apart.

Marty Bergen had his first "leg-up" here on Belle Boyd in

the last race, and the combination was played to win. Red-

ington was very well liked, but the stable was afraid be would

not do. Belle Boyd was taken out in front £t once at flag-fall

and held the lead in the stretch, with Redington pushing her

all the wav. Half way home Abi P. got in front, coming from

back in the bunch, and in a hard drive Belle Boyd was lifted

along and won by a nose. Redington, third, was two lengths

behind Abi P.

Winning jockeys were C. Sloan, W. Martin, J. Chorn,

Chevalier and Marty Bergen.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Seven furloogs, selling. Post belting—Regan

2 to 1, Rhaetia 7 to 5, Sir George 6, Long d'Or 7, Skalkabo

15, Trentola 40, Haymarket and Cleveland 1(10 to 1. Good

Mart. Regan went around his field and won in a drive with

Long d'Or. Winner, bg, 3, by FabulouB—Nettie R- Long

d'Or (ch g, a, by Rayon D"Or— Blandaoa) second, driving
;

imp. Trentola (bh, 5, by Trenton—Gondola) third. Time,

1:30*. n .

Second race—Five and a half furlongs, selling. Post bet-

ting—Last Chance 9 to 10, Schnitz 16 to 5, Lolokulani 7,

7, F.jian S, Selkirk 15, Johnny Payne 20, Soledad and Fin
Slaughter 50, Kitty A. 100 to 1. Good start. Schnitz won
through the stretch from Selkirk. Winner, ch c, 3, bv
Panique— Illia. Selkirk (ch h, a, bv Verano—Genovivia),

second, driving; Last Chance (ch g, 4, by Prince of Norfolk

—Vidette), third. Time, 1:08.}.

Third race—Seven furlongs, selling. Post betting—Scimi-

tar 5 to 2, Bernardo 3, Soon Enough 5, Valiente S. Sea Spray
Moran and Raindrop 15, Suffrage and Gussie20, Nevere 100,

Outright 500 to 1, Good start. Scimitar woo in last furlong

from Raindrop and Bernardo. Winner, br c, 2, by Eothen

—

Wyandotte; Raindrop (b m, a, by WT

ildidle—imp. Teardrop)
second, driving; Bernardo (br g, a

t
by imp. Cheviot

—

Sweet Peggy) third. Time, 1:2U.
Fourth race—One mile, selling. Post betting—Oakley 7

lo 5, Happy Day 9 to 5, Hy Dy 5, Don Gesar 7 to 1. Good
start. Oakley drew away on the far turn and won awa> off

in a gallop. Winner, blk c, 3, by Sir Dixon—Miss Annie.

Happy Day (br g, a by Emperor—Felicity), second, driv-

ing; Hy Dy (br g, a, by Hyder AU—Addie Warren), third.

Time, 1:411.

Fifth race—Seven furlongs, selling. Post betting—Belle

Boyd 9 to 5, Redington 2i, Three Forks5, Joe K. 7, AbilP.

15, Morgan G. 50, Rey Alia 60, Miss Pollard 70 to 1. Good
start. Belle Boyd just lasted out in a driving finish with

Abi P. and won by a nose. Winner, ch f, 2, by El Rio Rey
—Sylvia. Abi P. (ch m, a, by Three Cheers—Daisv Maid)
second, driving ; Redington (b g, 2, by Emperor of Norfolk

—Angelique) third. Time, 1:29.

TWfiNTY-FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23.

Gne could not wish for a better card than was pre-

sented to-day. Seven attractive numbers were on the pro-

gramme, and the way the lovers of the thoroughbred

swarmed out to old Bay District was very pleasing to

anyone having an interest in the gate receipts. It was esti-

mated that fully 4,000 were present, and when you get 4,000

enthusiasts who have a good thing to play in each race and only

twelve books to play in, there is apt to be a little pushing

and hauling, but it was all in the very best natured manner.

The several fields were sent away with such little delay that

the seven races were run off by a few minutes after 5 o'clock.

Each one was a good start, excepting, perhaps, one in which

one horse got some the worst of the send-off.

The event of the day, as the card read, was the Produce

Stakes, for two-year olds, at five and a half furlongs, the first

of the California Jockey Club's stakes for 1895-96 to be de-

cided. Guaranteed value to the winner $700, $200 to Becond

and $100 to third. The El Primero stable's pair (Caliente

and El Primero) were made favorite over the field. Mt.

McGregor II was a good second choice, and Mr. Corrigan's

Camelia was just a little better favored than Masoero. There

wa« but slight delay at the post, and the field wentaway well

bunched. Mt. McGregor forged ahead at once and led to the

far turn where Road Warmer came op and headed him. Into

the stretch McGregor led slightly,with Road Warmer close up

on the outside. Masoero was in third place, half a lenlh ing

front of Caliente Half way home M<Gregor bored out and

despite Willie Martin's efforts could not be stopped. He
Btraightened him out for a few strides then the colt swerved

again at the paddock gate. Martin pulled Mb head around

on one side trving to keep him off the outer rail, but he went

like a shot "lose up under the judges' stand. Chorn had

nursed Caliente and madehiB run in the last eighth and while

McGregor was losing valuable ground Caliente was going for

the money. The horses finished on very even terms on op-

posite sides of the track, and there was at once a difference

of opioion as to who was the winner. Judge Burke thought

McGregor w<»s first by a good half length, which opinion was

also held by Col. Burns, who watched the finish from uoder

the wire at the inside rail. Judges Trevathan and Brougb

saw Caliente first, thev thought, and so the result was

announced. Mt. McGregor was placed second and

Caliente third, and Col. Burns expressed his dissat-

isfaction with the decision, and declared his colt was

first by a good neck, if not a full half length. This

was the third time the erratic animal had co^t Col.

Burns quitedearly. On his first start he did not break with

the field and was pulled up. and on another occasion he bolted

at the paddock gate with Donahue when he seemed to hold

the race secure. Caliente, the winner, is the property of the

wealthv Sacramentan J. E. Terrv, who races under the name

of El Primero stable. He has borne his owner's, colors to

victory before, but his performance to day stamps him as one

of the very best two vear-olds of the year in the far West.

He carried top weight of 123 pounds, and did not give any

evidence of distress. He is a chestnut colt, bred bv Theodore

Winters at Raocho del Sierras, a full brother to Uncle Giles,

by El Rio Rey, out of Hettie Humphrev (own sister to

Bonanza), by Joe Hooker; second dam Matlie Glenn, a good

turf performer and half-sister to Grenada, winner of the

Withers, Belmont Travers and many other rich stakes, by

imp. Glen Athol. In this colt's veins flows the blood of Lex-

ington,imp. Glencoe, American Eclipse.Melbonrne and Stock-

well—the best in the world. The time was 1:09.

In point of the interest it afforded, the two-year-old handi-

cap was the race of the day. Ferris Hartman waa favorite

aod La Vienta second choice. Of the other four Instigator

was best liked. Ferris Hartman ran in second place till near

home, then Chorn moved bim up. In a hustling finish the

distance between the first five horses did not aggregate a

full lergih, and it was a proverbial blanket finish Clara

Johnson finished second to Ferris Hartman, with Billy Mc-

CloBkey, Veva and Instigator in the order named, La

Vienta pulled up. To bring such horses as Hartman and

Clara Johnson so close together was a very clever bit of work

on the part of the bandicapper, and the whole was an ex-

ceptionally good handicap- Instigator got the worst ot the

send off bv two lengths or so. Time. 1:08.

The mile aod an eighth handicap furnished a hair-raising

finish, and the race waB won by Wawona after he had appar-

ently loBt it. He had led into the stretch, then gave way to

McLight, who came on so strnngly that it looked to be all

over but the shouting. But just when the shouting began

Wawona, who proved to have quite a little in reserve, came

again, and got his head in front at the wire It was a very

cleverly-ridden race, and shows Tod Sloan has not lost any of

his cunning. Time. 1:54|.

Of the other eveDts the first one was taken quite handily

bv NervoBo, the favorite, with Arctic an easy second over
Myron. Chevalier fell from Miss Ruth on the turn into the
stretch, but was not seriouslv injured. Time, 1:09.

Miss Gentry, the speedy daughter of Chesapeake, won a
run away race from the old favorite, Jack Richelieu, and
then May Day a 15 to 1 shot for place honors, forced him in-

to third position. Time, 1:08.

Sister Mary won on her first start here this winter against

the good colts Vinctor and Grady. Vinctor was not up to a

hard race, and Gradv was handled in such a way as to make
his backers groan. Reidy pulled him up on the quarter turn,

then impulsively turned bim loose and raced bim off his

legs by the time the stretch was reached. Vinctor passed
Grady, but could not reach Sister Mary, who took command
turning for home. Charmion came from last and beat the
tired Grady for the show. Time, 1:20$.

J. O. C. won the steeplechase over the short course, with
Mestor two lengths away, but the winner did not have any-
thing to spare. Gold Dust was third. Adelaote was sent nver
the jumps again, but he does not give any promise of a bright

career. Time, 2:23A.

Winning jockeys today were: T.Sloan two, J. Chorn
two, E JoneB, W. Martin and J. Johnson.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five and a half furlongs, sellirg. Post betting

—Nervoso 2, Miss Ruth 4\, Podiga4, Arctic 5, Arno 6, My-
ron 10, Comrade 12, Sylvester 20 to 1. Good start. NervoBO
led all the way and won handily. Winner ch g, 3, by imp.
Brutus—Nerva. Arctic (b b, 4, by K bson—Greenleaf) sec-

ond, driving; Myron (b g, 3, by imp. Midlothian—by Great
Tom) third. Time, 1:09.

Second race—Five and a half furlongs. Post betting

—

Jack Richelieu 7 to 5, Miss GeDtry 9 to 5, McFarlane 5,

Royal Flush 7, Mav Day 50 to 1. Good start. Miss Gentry
won as she liked. Winner b m, a, by Chesapeake—Sunshine.

May Day (ch h, 4, by John A.—Lowena R.) second, driving;

Jack Richelieu (b h, 6, by imp. Great Tom—Envenom) third.

Time, 1:08.

Third race—The Produce Exchange Btakes, for two-year-

olds. Post betting—Caliente and El Primero, ccupled, 11 to

5. Mt. McGregor II. 5 to 1, Camelia 9'to 2, Masoero 5, Road
Warmer 12, Catherine First and La Flecha 15, Castanette

50, Irene E. 100, San Marcus 100, Vicksburg 400 to 1. Good
start. Mt. McGregor led in stretch but swerved to outside

rail. Caliente finished on inside and was given race, though
McGregor was believed by many to have woo. Winner, ch

c, by El Rio Rey—Hettie Humphrey. Mt McGregor IT.

(b c, by Day Star—Miss McGregor) second, driving; Camelia

(b f, by Longfellow—Miss Howard) third. Time, 1:09.

Fourth race, six aod a half furlooss. Post betting—Sister

Mary 4 to 5, Vinctor 5 to 2, Grady 7 to 2, Charmion 30 to 1.

Good start. Sister Mary woo through the stretch handily.

Winner, b m, 5, bv imp. Woodlands— Sister Vinctor (b c, 3,

by imp. Brutus—Mollie H ) second, driving; Charmion (ch

m, 5, by Tyrant—Unit) third. Time, 1:20J.
Fifth race, five and one-half furlongs, handicap, for two-

year-olds. Post belting—Ferris Hartman (115) 7 to 10. La
Anita (112) 9 to 2; Instigator (103) 8 Billv McClcskey (104)

10, Clara Johnson (87) 15, Veva (100) 25 to 1. Good start

for all but Instigator. Ferris Hartman won in a drive at the

wire. Winner b g bv imp Woodlands—Honora. Clara

Johnson (ch f by El Rio Rey—Valarie) second, driving;

Billy McCloskey (ch c by Joe Hooker—Jessie R.) third.

Time, 1:08.

Sixth race—Steeplechase, about one and a hilf miles- Post

betting—J. O G 3 to 5, Mestor 2, Gold Dust, Nellie G. and

Wvacdotte 20, Adelante 50 to 1. Good start. J. O. C. won
easily. Winner cb g, 3, by Apache—Irene. Mestor (b g, 5,

bv Falsetto—Woodlark) second, driving; Gold Duet (b g, 5,

by Oto—Gold Cup) third. Time, 3:23$.

Seventh race—One mile and a furlong handicap. Post bet-

ting—McLight (114) 3 to 5, Wawona (97)7 to 2, Flirtilla

(90) 5 and imp. Ivy (87) 20 to 1. Good start. WTawona won
by a bead from McLight in a drive at the wire. Winner
ch g, 4. bv imp. Sir Modred—Typhoon; McLight (ebb, 4,

hy McDuff -Longaligbt) sscond. driving; Flirtilla (b t, 3, by

Peel—Faustine) third. Time, 1:54$.

IWKNTY SIXTH DAY—MONDVY, NOVEMRER 25.

To-dav Vinctor Bhowed himself to be a verv good horse

—

not that the fact was not generally known, but he empha-

sized it when he ran the seven furloogs in 1:26A, record

time for the coast, and gave Sister Mary and Potentate a

beating. On Saturday he made bis first start for several

weeks, and could not come up to Sister Mary at six and a half

furlongs. He needed a good race or two to make him fit for a

battle, and it was hardly expected that he would be quite up

to one to day. However, he was equal to the task of driving

the fleet mare out when it came to a bruise through the

stretch. Martin kept his mount slightly in the lead frnm the

half pole till after the turn was made, with Potentate in sec-

ond place. Tod began to move up with Vinctor on the turn

aod in the last eighth Bent the Boots colt along. Sister Mary

looked a winuer till the Brutus strider began to close up the

gap, and then she had to give in. She finished a length be-

hind Vinctor, five lengths in front of Potentate. Neither of

the latter like the distance, while a lengthening suits Vinc-

tor. Coast record time was hung up, and the good colt was

not all out. Ferris Hartman, in at 81 pounds, was thought to

have a chance but he did not show it. The winner was at

the good odds of 4 to 1, having receded from 2$.

Peter the Second, another Brutus colt, was made favorite,

and won at a mile from good ones in good time, at his first

start for several months. Dungarven, recently eff the cars,

was thought to be dangerous, as well as Monterey, and Po-

lsski's chances were not altogether overlooked. Monterey
cut out the pace for awhile, then Peter was fent out in front.

On the turn home Polaski moved up and Peter fell back

so that he seemed to be beaten. But Tod Sloan usually hasa
little up his sleeve, and did in this case. He loosened

up at the drawgate and Peter romped in an easy winner.

Pulaski was second five lengths away, Fi Fi third three more
Montana was fourth.

To take up the races in their order, Sir George, the favor-

ite, won the first dash at five furlongs, and Free Will at 6 to

1, won the second race, at five furlong-*, for two-year-olds,

from Endymion, the favorite. The third waa at the same
conditions, and was taken by Gov. Budd, Matt Storn'B good

colt, in a very easy manner. He was a 3 to 5 favorite with
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Riot at 11 lo 5 for second choice. Dancing Girl, a 4 to 1

shot for place, finished »econd and Riot third.

Then came the mile race, won by Peter the Second, and

after it Vinctor's record-lime run. The last race, at ail fur-

long, found Hymn and Robin Hood II. on equal ierm6 at 2

to 1 at poet time with Jack Richelieu next in favor. The
winner turned up in 10 to 1 shot Babe Murphy, a bay fill?

belorging to L. Eteil, by Elias Lawrence, out of Princess

Glenn. She outfooled Hymo in the last sixteenth and won

handily by a length in the good lime of 1:1S|. Montana was

a close-up third.

The attendance was again very good and betting lively.

Favorites and long-shots divided honors, so the books had a

fair day of it.

Tod Sloan took the riding honors, with two wine, while

Willie Martin, Gamer, Chorn and Cochrane had oDeeach.

BOMXABUS.

First race—Five furlongs, selling. Post belting—Sir

George 8 to 5, Trentola 3, Long d'Or, Geo. Rose and Ade-

laide", Orphan Bov and Brigantine 12, A 1 Broeck 30, K
H. 50 and Great Falls CO to 1. Good start. Winner, ch b,

a, bv Spendthrift—imp. Piccadilly. Imp. Trentola (b h, 5,

bv Trenton—Gondola), second, driving; Geo. Rose, formerly

Charily colt (b g, 3, by Three Cheers—Charily), third.

Time, 1:02*.

Second race—Five furlongs, selling, for two year-olds.

Post bettioe—Imo. Endvmion 11 to 10. Prince Hooker 4],

Free Will 6, Don Pedro 15 Fireman 20, Mollie Bawn 15 to

1. Good start. Winner, br f, by Brown Fox— Trade Wind.

Fireman (br c, by imp. Brutus—Ariola), second, driving.

imp. Endvmion (ch g, by Enterprise—Sapreolia), third.

Time, L0i
Third race—Five furlongs, selling, for two-year-olds.

Posl belting—Gov. Budd 3 to 5, Riot 11 to 5, Linda Vista

and Dancing Girl 12, Suffrage 25, Lady Gray and Duchess,

formerly Charlotte filly, 50 to 1. Good start. Gov. Buda
won handily through the stretch. Winner, b g, by Fresno

—Rosa G. Dancing Girl (bf, bv St. Carlo—by Hyder AH)
second, driving ; Riot (bg, by Hidalgo—Glen Ellen) third.

Time, 1:12}.

Fourth raee—One mile. Post bettioe— Peter the Second

4 lo S Monterey 4A, Dungarven 2}, Polaski and Fi Fi 1-5,

Sheridan and Jim Corbelt 100 to 1. Good start. Peter the

Second won handily through the stretch. Winner, b c, 3,

by imp. Brutus— Bonnie Jean. Polaski (b g, 4, by Capt. Al
—Gold Cup) second driving ; Fi Fi (br g, 3, by Hidalgo

—

Veracity] third. Time, 1:261.

Fifth race—Seven furlongs. Post betting—Sister Mary 13

to 10, Potentate 11 to 5, Vioclor 4. F?rris Hartman 9, Circe

40. Joe K. 60 to 1. Good start. Vinctor won handily from
Sister Mar* in the last eighth. Winner b c, 3, by imp. Brutus
—Mollie H.; Sister Mary (b m, 5, by imp. Woodlands— Sis-

ter) second, driving; Potentate (b h, 4, by Hayden—Edwards
—Amelia P.) third. Time, 1:26*.

Sixth race—Six furlong*, selling. Post betting—Hvmn
and Robin Hood II 2, Jack Richelieu 4, Montana 8, Babe
Murphy 10, Rose Clark 12 to 1 and Eilly S. 15. Good
start. Babe Murphy headed Hymn at the forty-yard pole and
won easily. Winner b f, 3, by Elias Lawrence— Princess

Glenn; Hymn, b g, 4, by Himyar—Una B. second, driving

Montana (b b, a, by Storey—Uga) third. Time, 1:13$.

rWKHTY-SBVEHTH DAY—TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26.

Long shots were one, two,three in the Lissak Stakes to-day,

and in very fair lime, loo. The event was a selling race,

at five and a half furlongs and had thirteen starters. Of

the lot Gratify was conceded the class, with Miss Brum-

mel and Grady exceedingly dangerous, and they were fav-

ored in the order named in the betting. Another element

that the talent was timid about was Miss Maxim,

who had never started here, though bred in this State,

but has shown some very creditable performances

in the East. After some delay at the post, quite natural

with euch a large field, the lot was sent away in fair order.

There was more or less shifting of positions from ihe start to

the stretch, but when they got straightened out for home
Charlie Boots was in front, with Laura F. a good second,

Mi»«fl Brummel, Marionette and Miss Maxim next in order

all close op. Gratify had never got up, after getting off poorly,

and Grady was coming along manfully in ninth position.

In the latt eighth Earl Cochran, astride his father's entry,
Joan, & chestnut filly, by St. Carlo out of Bagatelle, titled

bis mount along in a very clever manner and landed her an

easy winner by two lengths from Charlie Boots, who could

not come fast enough to bead her. Marionette was a good

third, just a length behind Boots. The placed horses were

at 20, 30 and 50 to 1 in the betting, with comparatively few

supporters. Such a complete upsetting of all the form in

one event is rarely recorded. Of the favored ones in ihe bet-

ting Gratify, Miss Brummel and Grady finished fourth, sixth

*nd eighth respectively. The Blakes were worth $700 to the

wioner. To day was the first time Joan has started here

since A pril la>t. She darted four times in the East, and
wu never better than third. She was bred by W.O'B. Mac-
donough and purchased al a weeding out sale by the present
owner.

There were twelve slarters in the first race, at five furlongs,
selling. Monarch and Selkirk opened at about 3 to 1 and
the former was backed down lo 11 to 6; the latter closing hi

IT t<> ',, Examiner carried a bundle of money, being forced
Lo 1. ArilcoV price shortened from 50 to 5 to

J. The fiel 1 was sent «w «y al 'io-t al once to a ragged start
with Beatrice out in front. Sooladain was left at the port,
virtually, but soon got under wav Beatrice led into the
itntob, witb Monarch in second place. In the run home
Mnrmrch outfooled all the others and won driving by a head
from Sooladain, who made the turn fifth. Selkirk came up
rapidly and beat out the quitting Beatrice for the "how. Ex-
aminer wai never in ihe hunt. Time, 1

Toano was a 7-to 1 favorite for the second race, at five fur
longs, selling. Mi. K >r was a well-played second choice, al

4} to 1. Toano was held up at the start by Henne*-«v, nml
Kathleen "bowed first and led well through the ItretCO, when

nance, who had laid away second, he* led n
mare and »- sily bf three lengths. Mt. Roy wa* a rather

I iird

The third race was al five and a half furlongs, with nine
.rlen. McFarlane wa* a 9 to G fiv >ritfl Pi p at lime, and

Arctic at 11 to 5. After a delay at the post Arctic was played

lo an even-monev favorite. The lead was held in turn by

several in the field, but in the last eighth settled down to a

horse race. Chorn, on Arctic, essayed to get through on the

rail in very close quarters and had to bore his way through.

Arctic got bis ncse in front at the wire, in a very close finish,

with Mootalvo second, one half a leogth in front of Carmel.

McFcrlane was fourth by half a length.

Scimilar was an ll-to-5 favorite in the fifth race, welter

weights at six furlongs and All Over, Pat Dunne's Hanover
colt, carried a good deal cf money on a hot lip. The field

shifted considerably between the start and the stretch, when
Scimitar drew away easily and won by two lengths. Ail Over,

who had been pulled up on the turn, came thundering along

and rushed into second place, with Suflrage half a length

away. .All Over will be fit for good company from now on.

In the next race, at seven and a half furlongs, Rosebud
added another to her list of winning brackets, and in a very

handy manner She was favorite in the betting, odds on, with

Oakland and Charmion candidates for place honors. Char-

mioo was pace-maker to the drawgale, where Rosebud took

command and led to the wire by a head, Charmion, under a

hard drive, unable to get up to her. Oakland, third, was a

leDgth away.
Another big 6eld went to the post for the last race, with

Model a 5 to 2 favorite and Belle Boyd and Fannie Louise on
even terms at 4 to 1. Salome* was well liked. Donnelly put
up a miserable ride on Fannie Louise, getting her cut off

several times. Mav Day, a 10 to 1 shot, headed Belle Boyd
in the last few yards, and E H. Sherley, off last, made a great

run into third place. This closed a day's racing with the

largest card ever presented on a California track. Eighty-
one entries were filed, sixty-eight of which went to the

post. The seven races were run o9 in three hours, and while

the starts were not in everv case up to Mr. Ferguson's best

work, they were good, considering the size of the fields and
the narrow track where most of them were started.

The attendance was very good again, and with only eleven

bookmakers on for the balance of the meeting this week, they
were all kept humming.
Jockeyship honors were pre-empted by Jerry Chorn, with

three wins, a second and unplaced out of five mounts. Cash
Sloan, E Cochran, Donnelly and Coady each had one win.

Four avorites and three long shots, at 20, 12 and 10 to 1,

were the V%J they broke, which left the talent still ahead of

the game iuriog the last four or five days.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five furloogs, selling. Post betting—Monarch
11 to 5, Selkirk 17 to 5, Examiner 4i, Sooladain 7, Gondola
12, Miss Garvin lo, Beatrice 20, Raphael and Tamalpais 30,

Comrade 60, Harry Lewis 100 to 1. Scattering start. Mon-
arch headed Beatrice in the stretch and won in a drive from
Sooladain by a head. Winner b g, 4, by Ironclad—bv Bays
water. Sooladain (br g, 3, bv imp. Greenback—Half Sister)

second, driving; Selkirk (ch h, a, by Verano—Genovivia)
third. Time, 1:01$.

Second race—Five furlongs, selling. Post betting—Toano
7 to 10, Mt. Roy 4}, Rey Alta 10. Last Chance 12, Red Glenn
15. Julia O. and Kathleen 50 to 1, Perfect start. Kathleen
led into the stretch and then was headed by Last Chance,
who won easily. Winner, ch g, by Duke of Norfolk—Ve-
dette. Toano (b g, a, by Longfellow—Salara) second, driv-

ing; Mt. Rov (b g, 4, bv Faustus—Mt. City Belle) third.

Time, 1:00*.

Third race—Five and one half furlongs, sell'ng. Post bet-

ting—McFariane 9 to 5, Arctic 11 to 5, Montalvo and Mvron
6, Carmel 20

T
Talbot Clifton 30, Addie M. and Vernon 50.

Good start. Arctic bored his wav through on the rail at the
drawgate and won by a nose. Winner, b h, 4, by Robson

—

Greenleaf. Montalvo (b b, 4, by Sid—May Belle) second,

driving ; Carmel (ch b, 4, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmen)
third. Time, 1:08$.

Fourth race—Five and one-half furlongs, the Lissak
Stakes, selling, for two year olds. Post betting—Gratify 2,

Miss Brummel 4A. Grady 5, Laura F. and Miss Maxim 7, St.

Lee 15, Joan 20, Charlie Boots 25. Don Gara and Masoero
30. E! Pnmero 40. Marionette 60 and Encino 100 to 1.

Fair start. Joan came on and won easily from the drawgate.
Winner, ch f bv St. Cirlo—Bagatelle. Charles Boots (b g
by Alto Mio—Constellation) second, driving; Marionette (ch
f bv imp. Mariner—Maranette) third. Time, 1:07}.

Fifth race—Six furlongs, selling, light welter weights.

Post betting—Scimitar 11 too, All Over 2J, Monitor 3, Veva
6. Morgan G. 12, Joe Cotton 20, Sufferage and Lady Grav
30, and Bill Nye 100 to 1. Good start. Scimitar won through
the stretch easily. Winner, br c, 2, bv Eothen—Wyana
dotte. All Over (be. 3, by Hanover—Deceit) second, driv
ing

; Suffrage (gr f, 2, by imp. Suwarrow—Franchise) third.

Time, 1:15J.
Sixth race—Seven and one half furlongs, selling. Post

betting—Rosebud 7 to 10, Oakland 16 to 5, Charmion 5,

Raindrop 15, Mary S. 25 to 1. Good start. Rosebud out-
footed Charmion in the stretch and won easilv. Winner,
ch f. 3, by Tyrant— Roeemarv. Charmion (ch f, 5, by Tyrant
— I'nit) second, driving ; Oakland (b g, 5, by John A.

—

Alameda) third. Time, 1:33}.

Seventh race—One mile, selling. Post betting—Model 5
to 2, Faonie Louise 5. Belle Bovd 3, Salonika 4, May Day 1

to 1, Hy Dv 12, Monita 15. Little Bob 20, Sea Sprav' 40,
Charmer 60, E H. Shirley 80 to 1 Good start. Belle Boyd
led almost to the wire, when May Dav headed in the la^t

fpw strides. Winner, ch h, 4, by John A.—Lowena R. E.
H. Shirley (br h, 5, bv imp. Bonnie Brown— Dispatch),
second, driving; Belle Boyd (ch f, 3, by El Rio Rey—Sylvia)
third. Time, 1:41}.

TWEHTY-JKIGHTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27.

On December 26th racing will be resumed at Bay District.

The meeting closed with to day'n races, and during the next

month followers of the turf will have the sport served ^ith

new surroundings at ihe Ingleside track. Old Bay District

has had many a race lor blood over its course, and probably

will have manv more. It is a popular track w;th all who
are familiar with it, and in going to the new the old love

will not be forgotten.

For the last day, seven races were again offered, but with

the floppy condition of the track, the horses could not run a

true race and interest waned to a great extent. The handi-

cap were tlit affairs, not through any fault of the weight al-

lotler, but ralher through the varying abilities of the con-

testants lo slop through the Boft going. Only one of the

seveD favorites won. and the bookies are in a fair way to

make up their losses of the past week.

The first race was at five and a half furlongs, with eight

ordinary nags in. Fijian was a 9 to 5 favorite, but Irma second

choice with twos about her. Valparaisoshowed first and held

a good lead till near the stretch turn, when he began to back

up. F'jian, second, gave way to Irma, and Rowan got his

mount in front by the time they were straightened out for

home. Irma gradually increased her lead, and though Fijian

was sent after her, won by a good length easily. Fijian Was

three lengths in front of Valparaiso for the place.

The second race, at five furlongs selling, had a bad lot of

two-year-old maidens in with your choice of the lot at about

3 to 1 at the opening. San Marcus soon showed in front after

a good send-off, and led easily all the way, winning by four

lengths, with Pixjtto, a new one here, by Brutus, dam by

Kelpie, chasing after him, and getting the place by a head

from Mabel L. Skalkaho looked as though he should have

been an easy second, but Bergen evidently did not like the

mud and held up to save a splashing. He should remember
there is less out in front than anywhere else.

In the next event, which was at six furlongs, selling, Model
was made favorite, notwithstanding her race yesterday, and
Hidago, Jerry Chorn's black colt, was a well-played second
choice. Emma D., the speedy roan mare, was at short odds
over the balance, being lipped for a good thing. Model led

to the far turn then Clacquer moved up and was sent along
about his business and won romping by a length. Model tried

to keep him company, but Hidago came with a rush and
beat ber out two lengths foi place. Clacquer was as good as

12 to 1 at post time.

The fourth race was at five and a half furlongs, handicap,
with five entries. Mainstay at top weight of 108 pounds.
was made favorite over Hymn, who opened at even money.
Blue Bell (tipped to win in the Breeder and Sportsman)
was at the very juicy odds of 15 to 1. She was taken out in

front from flag-fall and won all the way. Hueneme was in

second position to the stretch, where Mainstay was sent

along and headed him. Blue Bell was two lengths away at

the wire, with Hueneme two lengths behind Mainstay.
Wawona carried top weight in the mile handicap, taking

up three pounds overweight with Bergen, and was made
favorite shortly after the odds were posted. Peter If was a
consistent second choice Wawona took the rail on the

seven-eighths turn,but Ivy headed him before the backstretch

was reached. On the straight Wawcna was sent along and
gained a head on Ivy,bnt on the far turn Peter took command
and showed the way into the stretch by two lengths. From
there on he kept his field off and won easily by a conple of
lengths, Wawona and Flirtiila driving for place, which the

former secured by a length.

A lot of bad jockeys and worse horses were in the steeple-

chase, over the short course. Jockevs were played, with not

much chance to figure '"form,"as "the class" lay between a
couple of them. Hennessy was popular bat his mount was
not thought much of, if the betting was any criterion. It

was a spilling match, and but four horses finished with riders

up, of the eight starters. Xellie G. tried hard to win, but
Tom Clarke had too much speed and ran over her at the

fin
;
sh, and Rob Roy then beat ber out for place.

Geo Rose, second choice in the betting, won the last race
from R. H. after the latter had led into the stretch. Gold
Dust, consistently second up to the wire, backed up to third,

with Trentola, the even-money favorite, fourth.

Winning jockeys were Rowan, Burns, C. Sloan, Cochran,
T. Sloan, Hennessy and H. Martin.

The seven fields were sent away to good starts to-day, and
such quick work was done by Mr. Ferguson that, with the

first race called at 2. the result of the last race was posted

down town at 5 o'clock.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Five and one-half furlongs, selling. Post bet-

ting—Fijian 9 to 5, Irma 2, Long d'Or 5, Valparaiso 9, En-
core 10, Al Broeck and Great Falls 40, Esperance 50 to 1.

Good start. Irma woo through the stretch easilv. Winner,
h f, 3, bv St. Saviour—Ella T. Fijian (b c, 3. by imp. 111-

Used—Affinity) second, driving; Valparaiso (b g. 4, by imp.
Cheviot—Varona) third. Time, 1:11.

Second race—Five furlongs, selling. Post belling—San
Marcus 16 to 5, Pixotto 7 to 2, Skalkaho 3, Adalade 5, Mabel
L 6, Pembroke 20, Little Pearl 30 to 1. Good start. Won
by San Marcus pulling up. Winner, ch g, 2, by St. Carlo

—

—Mistake. Pixotto (ch g, 2, bv imp. Brutus—by Kelpie)

second, driving; Mabel L. (b f, 2, by Major Ban—Acquito)
third. Time, 104.
Third race—Six furlongs, selling. Post betting—Model

2, Hidago 2*, Emma D. 4A, Clacquer, Rose Clark and Mor-
gan G. 12,Tortoni 60 to 1. Good start. Won in a romp by
Clacquer. Winner, ch b, 5, by Three Cheers—BeUe of the

Lake. Hidago (blk c, 3, by Hidalgo—Gracioso) second,

driving ; Model (ch f, 3, bv imp. Sir Modred—Gypsy) third.

Time, 1:15}.

Fourth race—Five and one-half furlongs, handicap. Post

betting—Hymn (107) 7 to 10, Maiostav (108) 4 to 1, Huen-
eme (y0) 4A, Robin Hood II and Blue Bell 15 to 1. Good
start. Blue Bell won all the way. Winner, b h, 4, by Prince
of Norfolk—Gem of the Mountains. Mainstay (ch c, 3, by
imp. Mariner—Queen Emma) second, driving ; Hueneme
(blk c, 3, by Sid--Dottie Dimple) third'. Time, 1:08}.

Fifth race—("Joe mile, handicap. Post betting—Peter II.

(103) 7 to 2, Wawona (105) 9 to 5, Centurion (99)4 to 1, imp.
[vy (87) 6, Flirtiila (90) 8 to 1. Good start. Peter II won
easily through the stretch. Wiffner, b c, 3, by imp. Brutus

—Bonnie Jean, Wawona (ch g, 4, by imp. Sir Modred

—

Typhoon) second, driving : Flirtiila (b f, 3, by Peel—Faus-
tine) third. Time, 1:15}.

'

Sixth race—Shortcourse steeplechase. Post betting—Nellie

Gr. and Burmah 5A,Rob Rov 6, Modesto 7. Dick O'Malley and
Adelante 8, TomClarke 12 and Lady Splendor 100 to 1.

Good start. Tom Clarke won easily in the last quarter mile.

Winner jrn g, 3, by Juliet—Hazel Kirke. Rob Roy (b g,3,

by Robson—Greenleaf) second, driving; Dick O'Malley (b

g, 5, by imp. Mtriner—Rosy) third. Time, 3:25$.

Seventh race—Five and ooe-half furlongs. Post betting

—

Trentola 1, Gold Du*t 3, Geo. Rose 3A, Bert 15, Joe Hill 25,

R. H. and Geo. Boboert 30, Mollie Rogers 40 to I. Good
start. Geo. Rose won through the stretch. Winner, b g, 3,

by Three Cheers— Charity. R. H. (ch g, a, by Bayswater Jr.

—by Oregon Charlie) second driving ; Gold Dust (b g, 5.

by Oro—Gold Cup) third. „ Time, 1:11.
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Trip No. Two—Very many years, counting back, before

I can find a parallel to A. D., 1895, in respect to one feature.

From New Year's day until near the close of November only

two trips away from heme. That is counting the apex of

the peninsula of San Francisco, Alameda and Oakland as

parts of the "home circle." Not that the desire to travel

was overcome but circumstances were untoward, and though

great would have been the pleasure to revisit scenes of past

enjoyments and add ti these new pictures, Fate ordaioed

otherwise.

There is no city or vicinity in my knowledge which pre-

sents so many attractive routes as lead from the metropolis

of the Pacific. Whatever the direction, inter? st is awakened

nearly as soon as the journey is commenced. That which

begins with crossing the bay, whether the trend is too the

"mole " on the Oakland side, to Alameda, Tiburon or further

north.'the water portion of the journey is hugely agreeable,

and very few miles of railway travel on any of the routes un-

til the views cannot fail to excite admiration.

In the early springtime Pleasanton was tbeobjective point.

I was anxious to see the famous members of the Salisbury

string before thev started on their Eastern trip. The second

voyage had the same port marked for landing, and on both

occasions there was right "merrie compaDie," these on the

last trip being J. J. Burke, presiding judge at the Bay Dis-

trict course; Mr. Vreeland, of the New 'iork Mercury;

Judge Greene, of Oakland ;
Df. J. P. Dunn, of "our town;"

Mr "Layng. editor of this paper ;
Mr. Higgins, and the pro-

prieter of Merriwa Stock Farm, R. E. de B. Lopez

It is quite a striking change from the rich fields which

skirt the bay to the glen through which Alameda creek rip-

nles over the stones and brawls and dashes over rocks and

bowlders. Sunol, sheltered by the hills which rise on either

side the smaller canyons at right angles to the main ravine

increasing the arable land, altogether as pretty a spot as one

could desire for a tranquil home. The valley in which Pleas-

anton is located, some call it part of the San Ramon, others

portion of the famous vale of Livermore, whatever it may

be termed, there is no doubt of it being one of the best loca-

tions for horse-breeding, agriculture in general, horticulture,

,, A few minutes were spent at the Pleasanton Stock

Farm. Direct, so much changed in appearance since he held

championship honors, big and lusty, ready to show pace and

trot at as fast a rate as his limited paddock would admit, and

looking curiously at his visitors as if he were cognizant of

his right to encomiums.

Diablo, the magnificent sample of the American harness

horse and without calling on others of the trolting-bred divis-

ion to uphold the fame of the trulv American product, I

would like to see the best hackney which will be exhibited at

the Horse Show led into the amphitheatre with Diablo and

let the spectators award the garlaod. I am well aware that

Fashion has decried—and her mandate must be obeyed by
. votaries—that the mutilated cob must take precedence

over all others, but she is an uncertain jade and when the

fad has run its course, reason and judgment may take the

rjlace of a simile imitation of foreign practices, beauty and

adaptability for harness uses resuming its sway.

Direct can show a wonderful family, especially when it is

taken into consideration that the first of his get came in

1892 A fine looking lot of youngsters by Direct, and the

superintendent of the Pleasanton Stock Farm, Mr. Neil, has

a happy faculty of describing in few words the prominent

twentv-one with one exception, when she fell, and Charmer

won twenty eight in forty-three starts speed was not wanting.

But the union of Maggie and Bonnie resulted in a colt which

A.S.Gage timed through the stretch in 22J seconds, and

had to run around a wide scraper at that, and Marion and

Lady Amanda ran the same distance on the Ocean View

track then very deep, head and-head in 23 seconds.

Her work showed that she could go a distance, and in her

preparation for a rice at three miles, on the Bay District,

convinced her trainer that it would take a top sawyer to beat

her in the race. She broke down in the very last work in-

tended to give her before the day of the contest. Capacity to

go a distance is not an indication of lack of speed, though, of

course, there is a wide difference in training a "sprinter"

and a "heat-horse," and in asserting that Foul Shot will be

likely to get horse3 of stamina and endurance it does not fol-

low that there will be an absence of that most desired quality

in his offspring. In nlac3 of that I will be disappointed

should he fail in either respect. So much pleased with him

that at some future period, and with more lime for a closer

examination than the late visit afforded, a closer inspection

will follow. We saw two mares sent from the Rancho del

Sierras to be bred to Foul Shot, one of them by the Duke of

Norfolk, the other by El Rio Rey. I was alone in preferring

the chances of the El Rio Rey, and wh'le admitting

that the other would unquestionably obtain the pre-

mium in a show ring, it was not difficult to explain

the reasons for my favoritism. It could not

he on the score of preference for the family that warped the

judgment, both being by sons of Marion, and, therefore, one

of These perolexing problems which do not present good

grounds for the choice or justify the solution.

Impression, a sort of second sight, perhaps, a feeling akin

to that which prompts putting money on a horse that is not

thought to be "in the race" and still it wins

Still, under the fancy that the right selection was made,

and when I met Grant, Mr. Winters' manager, I asked him

for the breeding of the dams. The better-looking was from

Jessie R., by Hubbard, her dam Myrtle, by Lodi, etc., foaled

in 1S87, the other a three-year-old from Blizzard by Blazes,

her dam by imp. King Tom and the next dam by Vandal.

Now Jessie R is the dam of Uno Grande and Callie Fergu-

son, while Blizzard is " untried." But she was cne of the

fastest fillies Mr. Winters told me he ever saw gallop, and

her daughter ran a wonderful trial of five eighths of a mile

on the Reno track.

Mr. LopEZ is pursuing the right course to perfect Merriwa

as a stock farm. A big ditch has been cut through the lower

portion, with under drains connecting, which will effectually

relieve the fields from a surplus of water during the rainy

season. That is all that is required, and though rye-grass

does well now, it will do better, and alfalfa will flourish.

There had been quite a frost in the earlv morning, sun-

shioe and a genial temperature the rest of the day. The
cars glided down the grade so easily that the motion was

scarcelv perceptible, and the sun, sinking towards the hori-

zon, brought out the contrast of light and shadow so as to

heighten the effects of glen and mountain scenery. A pleas-

ant'lrip to me, and from the remarks of the visitors from the

other side of our country, California had not lost any of its

prestige from what they had seen on that bright November

day.

points i the history of the many notables which have given

this plane worldwide celebritv.

But the main object of this visit was to see the trio of im-

norted thoroughbred stallions which are domiciled at Mer-

riwa. I am under the impression that Messrs. Burke and

Vreeland had never seen one of Australian breeding, though

familiar with the Sir ModredB, Cheviots, Darebins and the

few Maxims which have appeared in the East. That they

were well pleased was evident, and from the time that Clieve-

den was led out of his box until the examination of all three

came to an end there were words of praise. The big, power-

ful brother to Chester will attract attention in any gather-

ing of hippie celebrities. The "clean cut" Merriwa will not

fail to elicit admiralioo, if n 1 of as commanding presence as

his associates, and then Foul Shot. It is not my intention

to institute comparisons or present extended descriptions of

these horses. Clieveden and Merriwa have been portrayed
•

()ji8 paper, and are well worthy of all the praises be-

stowed. Foul Shot is a later importation, in fact bis first

California season will be that of 1S96. Since the death of

Maxim he is the only son of Musket in America, and this by

^3 as ]; understand the situation—the most popular fam-

ily in that far-away country has sent a worthy representa-

A magnificent horse individually. Size, form, color all

good Harmony of proportion, that blending of poiols so

that it is difficult to demonstrate the best of the many which

are so essential to a high rate of speed and ability to sustain it

"over a distance of ground." And that with weight carry-

in" capacity, but this was to be expected as the racing men

of the antipodes are prone to insist upon that desideratum,

and when our turfmen follow their lead lacing will surely be

on a better basis. Looking at Foul Shot it struck me forcibly

that with proper selections of American-bred mares, progeny

would be secured which could romp over a cup course, and

bo "four miles »nd repeat" at a pace that would astonish old-

timers and be positive proof that the thoroughbreds have not

degenerated, even when the test was on the favorite trial

ground of the past, heats of four miles. .... .

In "my mind's eye" there are two mares which 1 have

owned which would be of the right stamp : Columbia, by

Bonnie Scotland, her dam bv Monarch "which never felt the

cut of a whip or the stiog of a spur," though he won many

lon» races, her grandam Fashion, by imp. Trustee which it is

only necessary to name. The other, Manor the dam of so

many of starling merit. When I bred the dam of Marion,

Ma4ie Mitchell, to Bonnie Scotland, Colonel 8. D. Bruce

remarked that if the old time races were in vogue that would

be a capital admixture, but he was under the impression

that a hi»h rate of speed would be wanting, his belief based

on the data that the dam of Maggie Charmer was the most

noted for slaying powers, and her dam, Betsey Malone, in-

vincible at long distances. As Betsey won all her races,

Raymond, in the Horse World—Makes the point that

as Beautiful Bells was one year younger than Dame Winnie

and Sontag four years her junior they wereatthat much dis

advantage. There is another thing to be taken into considera-

tion. Dame Winnie's first foal by a trotting sire came in 1S79,

a filly by Smuggler which died young. She was barren in

1880. In 1881 Big Jim, 2:23i, by General Benton; 1882, Palo

Alto, 2:OS3;in li83 Gertrude Russell, 2:23}; 1884 Diablo, a

winner "on ihe At," by Shannon, thoroughbred; 1SS5 bar-

ren; 18S6 Winna 8.; 1887 Paola; 2:18, 1888 and 18S9 barren,

1890 Altivo, 2:18i, 1891 Pacheco her last foal. Thus Dame

Winnie had seven foals by the trotting sires Electioneer and

Gen. Benton. Beanliful Bells, first foal was in 1881 so from

that point there was an equality, but she had double as many

as Dame Winnie without counting her foals of 1894 and

1895. Five of the Sevan Dame Winnie obtained records from

2:08| to 2:23J, the average being 2:18 30. Eight of the four-

teen Beautiful Bells "are in the lists" with records ranging

from 2:12J to 2:24i. The average for the fastest five 2:18 55.

"Comparisons are odious" when they do not suit the man

who takes the other side of the question, and even .with this

showing in favor of the thoroughbred dam I am far from

claiming that the crown is her due when all the other ele-

ments are taken into consideration. Still it is within bounds

to claim there are very few trotling-bred mares which will

bear comparison and the other which Raymond instances,

Sontag Mohawk, is certainly inferior. She has fourteen foals

up to and including 1893, the first in 1879, eight of them

with records from 2:14} to 2:29j, and the average of the fast-

est five in 2:19 05. ......
Raymond depends on the difference of age to establish his

position, or, it will be better to state, uses it to strengthen his

argument, but there is no difference in reality on that score,

whereas Dame Winnie is far in the lead, proportion being

the tesl.viz: Sin 7, while Beautiful Bells and Sontag Mohawk

are 8 to'l4. The last sentence of Raymond's article is as

follows: "The writer does not present these instances in

any endeavor to belittle Dame Winnie, but simply to show

that mares having no near strain of thoroughbred blood have

produced speed with more uniformity than did the daughter

of Planet." .

The proof presented certainly does not sustain the allega-

tion. In connection with Beautiful Bells and Sontag Mo-

hawk is presented Lucia, by JaT Gould, her dam the old lime

celebrity Lucy, and as she is five years younger than Dame
Winnie he makes that a prominent feature in the argument.

I have no means of knowing the number oi foals from Lucia,

though she is entitled to high rank among great brood mares

inasmuch as she has six with records from 2:133 to 2:29, the

average of the fastest five being 2:18 90,so that the daughter

of Planet leads on that ground. Then of the six credited to

Lucia four are by Rumor, and the sire of Rumor was the half

mind that for one thoroughbred mare, the progeny of which
has been trained to trot fast, there is a great many of tbem
trottiDg-bred, and, consequently, the greatest should be on that

side. Certainly, however, that it will be on other grounds
than uniformity of produce as a "simple rule of three" ques-
tions will decide, that being, if 7:5::14 and the answer, 10, is

seen at a glance.

I am gratified that Raymond concedes a share of the merit
of the five fast trotters to the dam. Some of those who de-

nounce "near strains" are prone to give all the credit to the

trolling bred sire no matter if the position is untenable.
Four of the five by Electioneer, and not another mare of

the many bred to that great sire can show such a quartet,

ibeir average beine: 2:16 75. Beautiful Bells' four 2:17.68.

A Natural Gait.—"Trotwood," who writes so pleasantly

of the very fast division of racers in harness, has come to the

same conclusion as to the pace being a natural gait of horses

as I did very many years ago. In the Horse Review of No-

vember 5th, he published: "But there is another fact I have

oflen noticed—the strong affi oity between the pacing and the

thoroughbred. All of the best old-time pacers were built on

thoroughbred blood, and I notice chat those trotting sires

now siring the most speed at the pace have a very strong in-

fusion of thoroughbred blood. Aitamont, Almont Boy (sire of

Gill Curry, Dallas, etc.), McEwen, the Tennessee sire, are

striking illustrations of this.

The first great pacing mare of history, Pocahontas, was the

first illustration of this kind of breeding. It was discovered

long ago in Tennessee that the mixture of pacing and thor-

oughbred blood made, not runners, but the best kind of

pacers. But why a mixture of trotting and thoroughbred, as

in the case of Aitamont, produces a pacing sire I cannot ex-

plain, etc., etc. And, as I said, the secret of its self-asser-

tiveness is the fact that the gait itself is Nature's gait."

Quite a number of vears ago Mr. J. H. Wallace asseited

—and that with his usual fervor—that a tendency to pace was

evidence of plebeian ancestry. With equal emphasis he

claimed that a thoroughbred was never known to pace, and

though there had been instances of horses of that breed pac-

ing, very many of Mr. Wallace's disciples adhere to the be-

lief.

A paragraph which is now going the rounds of the press

tells that Sam Lultrell, with a pacing recoid of 2:20A, and

and that on a half-mile track, is a '•thoroughbred pacer by

Spendthrift from a Longfellow mare." As Sam is used as a

road horse by C. L. Hooper, Lincoln, Nebraska, it would

seem as though he would pace fast if given a better chance.

Another thoroughbred of late vears which is claimed could

pace fast is Taxgalherer, though his racing capacity at the

gallop confined him to that "way of going."

Verv many thoroughbred foals pace when a few days old,

and saddle horses of very high breeding frequently pace as

"cleanly" as the Hals.

Were a hundred thoroughbreds broken to harness, driven

at the top of their speed so loog as they did not gallop, I

nave no doubt that quite a propor ion of them would turn

out to be fast pacers. The inter/changeability of the gait is

aoother proof, and, strange as it may appear, there are good

reasons for the claim that hopples have demonstrated that

pacing can be classed as one of the natural methods of pro-

gression of horses. In a majority of instances the applica-

tions of these much discussed implements is followed by the

change of gait after few trials, and in some cases the first is

all that is necessary. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume

that the latent faculty is so strong that a hint is all that i s

necessary for the pupil to adopt the desired method of mov-

ing its feet.

And while on the subject of these late innovations in old-

time practices it may be as well to state that, io my belief, so

long as they are confined to the curriculum when that is

used as the;place of education, or for a rehearsal, it is proper

though they should be banished when the play is actually,

on the stage.

After the death of McKeever there was not a dissenting

voice when the rule against trotting in the dark was offered,

and had it been in force before that unfortunale occurronce

one life would have been saved. It is only a question of

time that a fatal accident will Jresult should hoppled-horses

retain their place in actual races, at least with so many in-

stances wheD it was "more good luck than good guidance"

that death was averted, it is a fair inference that the same

good fortune will not prevail hereafter. All the other argu-

ments that have been presented in favor of the abrogation of

hopples in races are of secondary importance to that which

ur»esthe danger to life and limbs from their use.
°

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

The prizs winners at the National Horse Show brought

very large prices in New York on Monday when sold at

auction at Madison Square Garden. The highest price was

realized by G. H. Hueline of New Y'ork, his pair, Golden

Rod and Blazeawav, being purchased by J. H. Hayes, of

Boston, Mass., for $3,900. Golden Rod is a trotting-b/ed

fellow, being by Oceanic, while Blszeaway is by a hackney,

out of a trotting bred mare. The noted park horse, Great

Scott, was bought by Hineman Brothers of New York for

$1,600. He is by Oliver Wilkes, son of Brown Wilkes. Gen-

esee, bv Coriander, dam by Fergus McGregor, and Gay Boy,

by Sylvan Glen, dam by McCracken's Black Hawk, were

oorchased by S. Dexter of New York for $950. R. Town-

send of New York bought Moss Rose, by Oliver Wilkes, for

$a00; Joseph McCrain paid $350 for Flashlight, by Phalla-

moot, dam bv Magna Charta, and J. Frobisher bought the

Barney McGregor geldings. Paragon and Perfection for $975.

The six-year-old gelding Dash, by Messenger Wilkes, dam
by Daniel Lambert, was bought by C. T. Y'erkes of Chica-

go, III , for $1,900, and Rex Bismont.by Bismont, dam by

Prairie King, went to W. R. H. Martin of New York for

$1,300.

A Cincinnati letter to the N. Y. Mercury says: The peer-

less Yo Tombien, for season after season the idolized queen

of the Western racing public, will be seen no more with col-

ors up, now lhat the Latonia meeting has come to an end.

Next week she will be sent to the McGrathiana Stud, where

she will in the Spring be mated to the ruighly Hanover, aa

. ,
has b?en previously published. The union of the pair should

hnrnnohbred fattier Then the sire of Beautiful Belle was ,
be productive of a sensational performer and should the first

a Mf thoroughbred, The Moor, so that " the strains " was foal be a colt, he will easily bring a big price. A recapilnla-

not verv far off in her case ' l 'on of his performances on the turf are as follows : Years

If even there were several trotting bred mares which could
[
on the turf, 5 ;

limes started, 71 ;
times first, 42

;
limes sec-

show a better proportion than five fast trotters, in seven foals ond, 1 1 ; times third, 9 ;
times unplaced, 9 ;

total .mount

so fast as to average better than 2:18 30, it must be borne in won, $93,228.
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TURF AND TRACK

THE SULKY.

Are you going to the Horse Show ?

The sale of Palo Alio horses commences next Tuesday in

New York City.

Alix. 2:081, will be wintered at Red Oak, Iowa, by Morris

J. Junes, her owner.

Andy McDowell is willioe to wager $1,000 that Diablo,

2.0:4. can beat any pacer in California.

Mokroe BaLlSBURY is in Salt Lake City. He ex-

pects to return to California in a few days.

Threk hundred and seventy-five horses have been entered

for the Horse Show, which begins next Tuesday.

Jack Hallinan. a well known patron of trotting horses,

died in this city last Saturday. He had a stock farm near

Pleasanton.

The Eastern papers are " roasting" the exhibitors at the

New York Horse Show for the way some of their horses

were named.

Of the prices realized at the sale of Wm. Simpson's horses

last we*»k. Electrician (sire of Midi, 2:19) brought the highest

price, $500.

Johk R. Gentry now holds five State record*, viz.:

Illinois. 2:0*3; Wisconsin, 2:05|; Icwa, 2:03J. Pennsylvania,

2:06i; North Carolina, 2:09.

Diablo, 2:09h McKinnev. 2:1H, Guv Wilkes, 2:15$, Sil-

ver Bow, 2*16, and James Madison, 2:17f, will all meet in

the same class at the Horse Show.

Skylax has been sold to a Boston man, who says he will

shift him to the pace. If he is any better race horse that way
than on the trot it will take a champion to beat him.

Silver Bow, 2.16, McKioney, 2:11}, and Guy Wilkes,

2:153, each of them with four of their progeny, are con-
testauts for first prize at the Horse Show next week.

The brother to Azote, which President Cleveland drove to

hiB carriage a couple of vears ago, and which now belongs to

Nathan Strau?, of New York, may be seen on the turf next
year.

Monroe Salisbury will sell in New York City the fol-

lowing : Miss Kate, Too Soon, Lulu F., Calvin, John D.,

Lou Mitchell and a few others (hat he had in his string this

There is considerable talk of a series of race meetings to

he given on the epeed track, Golden Gate Park, this winter.

It is hoped it will be put in first-class condition lor these

events.

For the very latest styles of harnesses, saddles and horse
clothing remember John A. McKerron, of 203 Mason Street,

is the only one in this city who keeps them. He has no
superiors.

The beat yearling at the Pleasanton Stock Farm is by Di-
rect, 2:05 J, out of Lillv Stanley, 2:17i, by Whippleton. In
conformation it resembles a pacer but its gait is trotting and
very rapid.

A larue number of trotting horsemen are noticed around
the corridors of our leading hotels. They have come here
with thtir very choicest trotters to exhibit them at the com-
ing Horse Show.

The famous old Miss Russell, white with the winters of
thirty vears, is still alive at Woo burn Farm, but, though
given the teoderest care, will hardly last long enough to eat
the grass of 1896.

Ja^pftb Ayres, 2:154, the fast gelding, is not out of a mare
by Altamont, the great Oregon stallion, but out of a mare by
A Itimont, a son of Almont, that at one time stood for service
in Kern County.

Ai.tao has started in thirteen races this year, won first

money in three, was second in four, third in three, fourth in
two and unplaced in one He reduced his record from 2:16 to

2:09}, and won (5,510 in purses

Myron UoHkhry is fittiog up a carload of trotters in
Chicago to take to Piet^anton. He will have some of Monroe
Salisbury's good onea in some of the stalls. Bir. McHenry
has decided to winter in California.

Wr mutt hold p convention of members of agricultural
amocialiooB, trotting horse owners, trainers and drivers in
Ibis city soon. The need for good, sensible and satisfactory
work wn never more urgent than at present.

C. A. Barrisov, of Tacoma, W„ sold Soudan Jr. to par-
ties from Great Falls, Montaoa. Soudsn Jr. should do well
in his new home. He is a good coll, and the few foJs left

by him are all good ones, both in size, shape and
speed.

Every homeowner, breeder, trainer and member of every
association devoted to the interests of the light harness horse
should read the able and timely article written by nur Bpecial
correspondent "Captain Essex." He otiers advice which
hould be heeded at once.

The trottii '>red horses got more prizes in the Horse
Show, New *i rk, than all the Hackneys, Coach and French
nd German carriage horses shown there. The same ac-
knowledgment in regard to their superiority will soon be no
[iced in Europe, so breeders should not become discouraged.

On Tuesday last, Talbot Clifton purchased of J. Guerin,

of this citv, the trotting mare Maud M., 2:20}, and Kitty L.,

2:27}, price $1,000, and the next dav drove them tandem,

Kitty L. in the lead. He is delighted with his puichase and

can lead now all the hackneys in this State.

Of the Salisbury stable, Ella T, Flying Jib and one or

two others will remain at Lincoln, Neb., in John Tilden's

bands. Alix and Azote will go to Red Oak
;
Iowa, for the

winter, and the balance will go East to the New York sale

market. Directlv and a number of others are ready to

be shipped to California.

It now transpires that the grand old Kansas broodmare,

Lucy Woodruff, is the dam of McW., 2:17A, by Fereus Mc-
Gregor. The performance of McW. makes Lucy Woodruff

the dam of four in the list, including Silkwood, 2:07, the

handsome black idol of Santa Ana that in regard to beauty

aud finish is without a peer.

F. J. Cochran, the well-known scientific horseshoer.

returned from the East with Monroe Salisbury last week.

Mr. Cochran stands at the top of his profession, he having

shod, amoog hundreds of other famous ones, the following :

Sunol, Palo Alto, Arion, W. Wood, Stamboul, Bell Bird,

McKinney, Adbell, Alix, Azote, Frank Agan, Directly, Ella

T, Ryland T., Altao and Lockhart.

"Benedict," a very entertainiog writer on turf topics,

wrote a very instructive article about the Horse Show
in San Francisco, which is to appear in the December num-
ber of the Overland Moothly. It is profusely illustrated with

pictures of prominent officials of this enterprise, as well as

eome of the famous equines and equipages to appear there.

The article is able and comprehensive and reflects credit on

its author.

Sacramento, by Monroe Chief, 2:18£, out of Rena, now
wintering at Overland Park, is one of the fastest trotting

horses in Colorado. He belongs to Torn Griffin, who cam-

paigned him from Boston to New York. He started six

times, won three races, and in one heat he was only beaten a

head in 2:11$. Sacramento is five years old, is as handsome
and as true gaited a trotter as we ever saw, and will be one

of the coming great ones next season.

Horsemen will be glad to know that Mr. Ei Ayres
breeder and former owner of the great Beuzjtta, who was

stricken with paralysis about six weeks ago, and who it was
thought would never recover, is at present very much im-
proved and that the prospects for his ultimate restoration to

health are flattering. He will be taken this week, in charge

of his physician, to Norboroe, Mo,, where he is expected to

spend the winter. He has the best wishes of everybody who
knows him.

With Jobn R. Gentry, 2:03|, Joe Patchen, 2:04, and
Directum, 2:05}, in the stud at Lexington, added to the long

list of most excellent sires we already have here, our breeders

should not suffer a great deal from the loss of the manv good
stallions that have left us during the present year. Indeed,

the advent of the great horses named should be in a high
degree consoling. It will be a long time yet before our sec-

tion is left completely barren of good breeding material.

—

Stock Farm.

How prone some men are to talk of the present condition

of the horse market. While it is an easy matter to state the
present condition, how about the future ? Can the average

person realize the situation and gauge the market five years

hence ? The fact it that while the farmers in maDy sections

have horses for sale, very few of them can bring out an ani-

mal that suits even the buyer of common, everday horses,

and tbev have reduced their breeding to such a figure that

they will have none for sale five years hence.

When Dr. Evans, ot Modesto, was telegraphed for from
Grayson to attend the injuries of Eddie ,Richards, son of L.

A. Richards, owner of the stock farm there,he hitched up his

team of Richard-Elector mares, and in just one hour and a

half from the time he received the telegram he was at the

boy's bedside. The distance was eighteen miles and a half

from Modesto. He says if it was not for that team he never
would have saved the youth's life. It pays a physician to

have a fast road team, and Dr. Evans has several of the best

in the San Joaquin Valley, and they are all by this son of

Electioneer.

Young, gentle, beautiful and unsophisticated, with a fara-

way look in her eye, so that when Lady Bird and Hurricane
were jumping in the championship classes Saturday night at

the New York Horse Show, she seemed to be more absorbed

in her neighbors' dresses than in such a tame affair as a jump-
ing contest. The last remark of one of her male escorts drifte 1

through the orifice of her brain, and the real tenor of it was :

'Til take odds that she wins the double event." Here the

speaker turned to his fair companion and expressed the hope
that she was not bored. He collapsed in a hurry when she
answered :

" Not in the least. Indeed, I only overheard your
last remark, and I think you said if it was twins you'd win
your bet." And then somebody turned on the electric fans.

The most remarkable sale of horses ever held in Illinois

was that of Charles and Franklin Ridgely at tbe Sangamon
Slock Farm last Thursday. It was the closing-out sale of

their young standard bred stock, and is said bv horsemen to

be the best sale in the United States this year. Forty-one

head, including twenty six weanlings, sold for $ -,200, averag
ing $200 each for the eotire lot. Tbe sensation was a wean-
ling lillv by Kentucky, 2:14}, out of Alsa Nora, bv Alcantara,

2:23, nold to George A. Merriman, of Williamsville, III., for

$825. Another weaniing filly by Conductor, out of the dam
of McKinley, same purchaser, for $225 ; another by Conduc-
tor, out of Queen Margaret, performed like an old track

horse, showed a 2:20 gait and sold to J. C. Henry of Taylor-
ville. III., for $270. A phenomenal weanling pacer by Con
doctor, out of Lizzie H., 2:22, was bought by Joht Foster, of
Springfield, III., for $876, The gem of the sale was a green
four-year old mare by Conductor, showed a 2:1-5 gait and sold

to John W. Black of Springfield for f ">-•>, and a two year old
mare by Conductor, out of Irene, 2:23}, sold to George A.
Merriman, of Williamsville, for $350. Others went to differ-

ent parts of the State. A large proportion of the stock was
purchased by breeders in this part of Illinois who knew the

unusually fine strains of blood in the breeding of the Ridgely
stock.

When Lynne Bel, 2.10$, the fastest trotting stallion ever
bred in New Jersey, reached Flemington, N. J., on Mondav.
he was met by the leading citizens of the town. A parade
fully one mile long., headed by Lynne Bel. who was covered
with flowers, and accompanied by the Fiemiogton band,
passed through the main street.

Who knows A. J. Rogers ? In 1863. he sold to Phillip
Phoenix, of New York, a peculiarly light-colored chestnut
mare, whose photo indicates that she was a thoroughbred.
She was known io New York as the Poceaix mar**, and was
very fast. She was bred, and produced Major Lord, Butter-
field and Lady Garfield, the latter becoming the dam of Bush,
2:13$; Alcyone Jr., 2:15, and Miss Rita, pacer, 2:09$. W. E.
D. Stokes of New York, owner of Lady Garfield and her
produce, is very anxious to learn Mr. Rogers' whereabouts, to

discover the breeding of the Pboeoix mare. Can any of our
readers give any information regarding him ?

Gil Ccrry has Directum at the Fair Grounds tracK,Lex-
ington, Ky., since last Saturday, when he arrived from De-
troit, where he broke down some time ago. Mr, Curry said

it was a rupture of the back tendon, and though it was a bad
case he expected to have the black wonder in good shape for

next summer. In tbe hands of such a capable man as Mr.
Curry it is expected that the horse will hang up a new mark
before the campaign of '96 is ended. Mr. Curry's phenom-
enal colt, Red Bud, who made such a record for himself last

year among trotters, has taken to pacing as a duck does to

water, and he is expected to be a new and formidable rival

for the crack side-wbeelers next season. He will then be only
five years old, and stronger and better fitted for the tasks im-
posed upon htm than during his three-year-old form. He
has done very little this season, owing to bis being off nearly
all the year.

When Monroe Salisbury brought Marin Jr. back to

California he was met at the ferry by Wm. Bradbury, the
owner of the little gray gelding. After the usual greetings

Mr. Bradbury produced a little book, like a cathechism, and
had Mr. Salisbury sign the questions therein; after the

book was handed back to his owner the latter remarked :

"Well, Salisbury, you can have the little fellow next season.

I'm satisfied you will do the best you can with him." Tbe
sage of Pleasanton smiled, and said: "Well I think I've

earned the privilege of having him for all the trouble you
have given me to sign that catechism." This is a few of the

long list of questions propounded in regard to Marin Jr. his

condition past and present; his disposition before and after

being taken East; his appetite past and present; his speed pre-

vious to his let up and what he is capable of doing now; his

shoeing, harnessing and the chances for defeating all comers
in 1896. They would stagger a weak-minded man than
Mr. Salisbury, but he lived through it and the "two berry's"

linked arms and walked down the street.

When the late Simeon G. Reed referred to the trotters he
owned he used to love to tell of the handsome seal brown
mare, Jane L., he bred. She was by bis stallion Hamble-
Ionian Mambrino 5241, out of Mollie Welsh (dam of Hanni-
bal Jr.), by Paul Jones. She was one of the gamest mares
ever seen on the turf and in 1SS7, driven by Lute Lindsay,

now at A. E. Spreckels farm, Aptos, she started on her

victorious career ar tbe July meeting in Portland, Oregon,

gettine a mark of 2:28$ in the third heat. On August
ISth she started against Alt. Vernon, Luella, Kate Ewing,
Artist and Spry and .von, lowering her record to 2:21$. She
defeated such horses at Stamboul, Woodcut, Thapsin, Marin,
Maid of the Oaks, Black Diamond, Wells Fargo, Sister, Joe
Arthurton and Longfellow, and at Santa Rosa got her rec-

ord in the second heat of 2:19}. This mare was sold in the

East and after being used on the road for a time was bred to

Wilton, the handsome son of Geo. Wilkes and Alley, by
Hambletonian 10, and the result of this union is a yearling,

now in Orrin A. Hickok's string of good ones at the Oakland
Track. There are several other Wiltons there, but this

youngster is the fastest, handsomest and bestgaited of them
all.

The prize winners at the National Horse Show brought
very large prices in New York on Monday when sold at

auction at Madison Square Garden. The highest price was

realized by G. H. Hueline of New York, his pair, Golden
Rod and Blazeawav, being purchased by J. H. Hayes, of

Boston, Mass., for $3,900. Golden Rod is a trotting-bred

fellow, being by Oceanic, while Blazeaway is by a hackney,

out of a trotting bred mare. Tbe noted park horse, Great
Scott, was bought bv Hineman Brothers of New York for

$1,600. He is by Oliver Wilkes, son of Brown Wilkes. Gen-
esee, bv Coriander, dam by Fergus McGregor, and Gay Boy,

by Sylvan Glen, dam by McCracken's Black Hawk, were
purchased by S. Dexter of New York for $950. R. Town-
send of New York bought Moss Rose, by Oliver Wilkes, for

$400; Joseph McCrain paid $350 for Flashlight, by Phalla-

mont, dam bv Magna Charta, and J. Frobisher bought the

Barney McGregor geldings. Paragon and Perfection for $975.

The six-year-old gelding Dish, by Messenger Wilkes, dam
by Daniel Lambert, was bought by C. T. Yerkes of Chica-

go, III, for $1,900, and Rex Bismont, by Bismont, dam by

Prairie King, went to W. R. H. Martin of New York for

$1,300.

J want to call attention to two wonderful mares, says

Clement. Fernleaf, by Flaxtail, is the dam of Sidmont,

2:104; Gold Leaf, 2:11. and Thistle, 2:13, all by Sidney, and
Ferndale, by Simmocolon, with-a pacing record of 2:16£, and
Shamrock, 2, 2:25, by Buccaneer, outside of the popular

Messenger families, and her sister produced Oddity, 2:13$,

by Sidney. Here is one mare with four 2:20 and better

pacers by two different sires, and a fifth with a two-year-old

trotting record of 2:25, and her sister produces to one of these

Bires a pacer with a record of 2:13$, and yet Ihey tell you
there is no 6ure way to breed a fast harness animal. One mare,

and one alone, I think, is the dam of four animals in tbe

2:20 list of pacers by four different sires. Carrie Blackwood,

bv Blue Blue 75, is the dam of Atlantic King, 2:09$, by

Atlantic; Mary Centlivre, 2:12, by R. C. Brown, bis only

standard performer; Carrie Strathmore, 2:171, by Strathmore,

and Major Centlivre, 2, 2:15}, by Electric KiLg. son of Elec-

tioneer. Thus from this mare we have a 2:10 performer

from a grandson of Abdallah 15, a 2:15 performer from a son

of Florida, and two 2:20 performers from the house of Strath-

more and Electioneer, and two of the four sires have no

other performers.
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The Saddle.

Cochrane put up a very good ride on Babe Murphy.

Orphan Boy was a tip in tbe first race, but it did not

verify.

Jockey Midgeley will shortly be seen in the saddle in

this city.

Secretary Milroy is still suffering from a severe attack

of lumbago.

Doc Djcket has arrived at Iogleside track with Prescado

and Musiesa.

Da. Blakely^ Sunday nerved bis jamper Roeder for a

navicular disease.

Entries tor the opening day's races at Ingleside close to-

morrow at 3 o'clock.

Dungaryen, who started here Monday, has been tre-

panned a couple of times.

Sister Mary and Ferris Harlman, both by imp. Wood-
lands, were winners Saturday.

Martinet, by imp. Mariner, out of Marin, property of

Senator Wm- Thompson, of Nevada, is dead.

The Charlotte filly has been named Duchess, and the

Charity colt Geo. Rose. Will other owners kindly follow

suit ?

Ballard, the well-known Western jockey, has accepted

an Gflerfrom Mr. Randall, and will come out soon to ride his

horses.

Brctus colts started in three races Monday and got two

purses and one 3econd. Horses by this sire hold four coast

records.

The new track promises to be a fast cne frum the start.

Workouts have been made in 1:43, and a five-eighths was

done in 1:02.

Al Moeine came up from L03 Angeles last week with

Peru, a promising two-year-old, Lorena, La France and the

crackajack, Gladwin.

Matt Storn's good colt, Gov. Budd, ran an excellent

race for tbe second start of a green horse, and will be heard

from in good company.

The Spreckels string, fifceen in number, in charge of Tom
Boyle, reached the Iogleside track Thursday. The horses

are all in finecondition.

S. Reagan, an Eastern jockey of some note, who will ride

for Pat Duon and L. Ezell, had his first mount at Bay Dis-

trict Monday on Duogarven.

A. J. Joyner has signed Master Harry Hewett, brother to

the Blemton lightweight, to be the lightweight for David
Gideon's stable for the season of 1896.

Oakley's run up against a gosty wind on the backstretch,

and then heme in easy style in 1:41}, impressed all who saw
him that he was some of a horse himself.

Si-jter Mary cannot beat Vinctor at seven furlongs, but

at Bhorier distance probably can take her measure. At five

furlongs Potentate will probably beat either.

"Dutchy" Collins, so well-known in the East as Mike
Dwyer's belting commissiooer,was among the arrivals Thurs-
terday and visited the track in the afternoon.

Charles McCafferty, the turfmaD, tried to hoodoo
Trainer Alcock in a hotel at Lexington, Tharsday night. He
is in jail on a peace warrant sworn out by Alcock.

There is crepe on the door of Jack Hallinan 'spool room
on Ellis street, and a card with the words "Closed on ac-

count of the death of the proprietor, J . Hallinan."

Lobengcla is still very sick, but will probably be brought
around all right. Dr. Maeoero has the patient in hand. Tbe
complaint is said to be spasmodic cramps in tbe stomach.

Charley Quinn was very sweet on Three Forks, but his

brother bookies consulted their sheets before accepting his

bets. He could not get as much as he wanted at satisfactory

odds.

The second race on the card at Ingleside on the opening
day is for three-year-olds and upward, and not exclusively

for three-yeai-olds, as is made to appear on the book pro-

gramme.

"Bone-Doctor" Robbins has a yearling filly called Crap
Game, by Le Panto out of a fall sister to tbe dam of Helen
Nir.hols, that he is willing to match against any yearling in

California.

Wixber Field Smith is a rare good conditioner. He
trained Cabrillo and cot him loose at a winning clip in his

first start here, and Thuredry sent Empire to the post an-

other winner.

Dancing Girl must have been named from her terpis-

chorean proclivities.aa she danced a reel at the post Monday.
She has considerable speed as well, and C. Slaughter took her

along nicely.

J. E. Terry played hiB stable Saturday, and Geo. Whee-
lock, Rilev Graonan and some others of the big bettors were
on the pair. Quinn and Purser liked Camelia best. The former

played Vinctor also.

With most of the local riders when their mount takes a

setback, it is all up with them. Tod Sloan, on the contrary,

usually has some left for a spurt at the wire, and he makes it

win most frequently.

Riley Grannan and John Coleman have gone on a

hunting trip. Riley's winnings on Saturday pot him on the

right side of the ledger, after he had suffered heavy losses

since his arrival here.

Reidy gave a great display of a ondding headed jockey on

a good colt Saturday. He yanked Grady up on tbe quarter

tnrn in the six and a half furlong race, then seemed to re-

member something and started afier it. Tbe two-year-old was

rushed along at a billing pace into the stretch and there had
to stop. He might have been nursed a winner.

Rackarock, own brother to Clicquot, one of tbe Merriwa
Stock Farm broodmares, won two heavy weight handicaps in

Sydney. He is by Grandmaster, from nVildfire, by Wild
Oats, from Dynamite, by Musket, etc.

Marinf.r, brown horse, foaled 1889, by Longfellow, dam
imp. Homeward Bound, tbe property of E. Corrigan, while

being exercised over tbe jumps recently, received injuries

which necessitated his being destroyed.

The largest winning owners at the St. Louis Fair Grounds
were B. Schreiber, $17,829; Charter Oak Stable, $13,378; J.

RodegaD, $12,047; Fred Foster, $10,*35; G B. Morris & Co

,

$9,791; J. E. Cushing, $9,708 and W. J. Spiers, $9,604.

The Breeder and Sportsman is indebted to Judge
Burke for a copy of quarterly number of " The Form Book,"
published in New York. It covers all Eastern races from
July 19th to Nov. 12th in a most cDmpreheosive manner.

There was considerable complaint at Latonia of the

failure of owners to pay jockeys' fees. It is said that some
have not paid a single mount during the meeting, and Lon-
nie Clayton claims that tbe sum of $1,S00 is due him for fees.

George Washington, Abraham Lincolo, William
Shakespeare, J. Caesar, C. Columbus, N. Bonaparte and
other noted people were arrested in a pool-room raid in Chi-

cago iast week. At least they so registered at the police

station.

No doubt Starter Ferguson will accept with a ereatdeal of

pleasure the respite he will be afforded during the next

mouth. On two occasions recently he has been very sick,

but stuck to his post, and his little rest will give him a chance
to recuperate.

L. Shafer, ex-Chief of Police, of Oakland, has some of

the best bred youogsters (trotters and pacers in California),

among them being the pacer Delia S., 2:20^, and a Moobars
three year-old, out of the dam of Arthur L.,2:15l, that rumor
says is a corker.

Scimitar showed some of bis gameness Friday. He is

by Eothen, sire of Requital, the Futurity winner of this year.

Though bumped anc knocked around he stayed with tbe

game, and when Chorn asked him the question he came on
and stood a drive.

Three races at seven furlongs, one at a mile, and the

other at five and one-half furlongs will be a treat to lovers of

longer distances. Two of the seven furlong events are at

welter-weights. Many of the horses starting to-day have not

gone the distance before.

"Curley" Brown, the starter, was arrested in St. Louis

Thursday after making three attempts to shoot Judge Crevel-

ing. His "gun" was taken from him and his prospects for hav-

ing to pay a heavy fine are very bright. The Missouri laws

arestrict and must be respected.

Word was received by the Pacific Coast Jockey Club this

morning from Governor Budd that he would be down from
|

Sacramento to-morrow evening, so it is definitely settled that
;

the Governor and his staff in full uniform will grace with '

their presence the opening of the new track on Thursday.

L. Ezell had three starters Monday. One was made i

favorite and won, the second a warm second choice, but was
j

short of a race with the horses he was up against. The other,

a very shifty youngster, was overlooked in the betting and

won impressively from good horses at long odds of 10 to 1.

Miss Gentry won as Bhe pleased Saturday at five and a

half furlongs. It was thought from tbe way Fly overhauled

her in the last few yards at her previous start at five furlongs

that she could not hold out. And now comes the story that

she had not been out of the stable for a week before that race.

Wm. Napier, of Pleasanton, has a splendid looking suck-

ling colt by Del Mar ont of the good race mare Cheerful. It

is a chestnut with three white legs, and is a strongly-built

yet very racing-looking ^youngster. The Martenhurst filly

out of Cheerful is now in Matt Storn's siring at the Bay Dis-

trict track.

Dan Honig, the owner of quite an extensive stable of

horses at Iogleside, reached this city Thursday. Mr. Hooig
is another who will make his debut on the California turf

this year. He was accompanied by F. Garner, who will be

the regular jockey for the stable. Tom Costello will train

the string.

Leslie Galbraith made a flying trip from the Bay Dis-

trict last week. He visited Salem and Portland, and bis stay

was short. However, before returning he purchased from

Phil Painter the brown horse George Dixon, six years old,

by Woodbury, dam unknown. He will race him at tbe Bay
District this winter.

"Pittsburgh" Phil Smith, who has been as much writ-

ten about as his contemporary plunger, Riley Grannan, ar-

rived here yesterday. Both young men are close observers of

form and industrious workers in their line. They are on hand
to see the work-outs in the early morning, and then are ready

to back their selections. Mr. Smith's horses preceded him by

a day.

The Caulfield Cup, one and one-half miles, of $10,000, was

woo in 2:36A, by Waterfall, three years, by Niagara, from

Little Wanzer ; Trenchant, by Trenton, from Bridesmaid,

ran second : Quiver, by Trenton, from Tremendous ran

third. Niagara is by Anleros, from Frailty, by Goldsbrougb.

Trenton, sire of the two placed horses, is by Musket, out of

Frailty.

Action on the ordinance to close the pool-rooms in this

city was Dosiponed for two weeks by the Board of Supervi-

sors. Following is the way the city fathers voted on the mo-
tion to pass to print, previous to the motion to postpone

it : Ayes—Dimond, Taylor, Morgaostern, Spreckels. Hobbe.
Noes—King, Scully, Benjimin, Hirscb, Hughes, Dunker,
Wagner.

Sr. Loots, November 24 —The great Chicago Futurity,

the richest Western Stake scheduled for 18?7, which was
transferred to the St. L^uis Fair Association when tbe Har-
lem track was closed, has beeo declared off. October loth,

when the lists were closed, only 500 entries had been made.

An effort was made to extend the time until January 15th,

but on account of the breeders offering opposition to it, t

was decided to declare the event off.

A raid was made on a slaughter house in South San Fran-
cisco Friday, and the carcasses of a number of horses were
found suspeodeJ from the hooks. The market for thi3 meat
has been traced to Chinatown, where a brisk demand for it

has been noted. Some of the meat has been sold to white
people. The proprietors of this establishment, August Flor-
entine and Patrick Mallarky, were arrested.

In these days, when r&cing and politics seem to be close
friends in some Slates, it may not be amiss to state that the
Republican victory in New Jersey is taken by those in the
know to be a straw showing the course of the wind. The
passing of turf laws and the resumption of racing is gen-
erally predicted. The larger majorities are in those sections
most interested in racing, and seems to prove the p oiot
taken.

Tom Ryan will not go to Sao Francisco at all. So he said
yesterday when he came up from St. Louis and had pleoty of
settling to do—in Ryan's favor. He has done well this fall

—

Mermaid being his best horse. "I haven't got the tools to
use at 'Frisco," he said. " A man needs good ones to be in
the game there. What I have are tired and Don Folano has
broken down." Ryan will stay at Illinois.—Chicago Racing
Form.

W. E. Smith, a brother of George E (Pittsburgh Phil), ii

training the plunger's horses, and arrived here last week with
the striog. He was nine days on the trip west from New
York, making a stop at Council Bluffs. All the horses stood
the trip remarkably well, and are being given some work
every day. Mr. Smith says he will have the horses ready I o
start as soon as his brother arrives, who is expected most any
day now.

Last year Corrigan gave $10,000 for Ducat, and $7,000 for

Senator Irby, and both have failed to win $3,000. Lorillard
gave $18,000 for Falsetto and never got him to the poet.
Dwyergave $35,000 for Bolero, that never paid a dollar for

his oats. Belmont gave $37,000 for Hastiogs, that has never
won a race Trotting horse buyers do not have to pay so high
for tbei»- experiments, and yet have as much fun. At least so
says John H. Shults.

Stepnik is the name of tbe thoroughbred yearling from
Russia which Orrin Hickk brought West with him. He
is a chestnut colt, with one white foot and little star in the
forehead. He is out of a Russian mare that was sent to Eng-
land and bred to a son of Hermit, <ind is a typical racehorse.

The colt is as docile as a kitten, which is easily accounted
for, as he has been traveling since June and been the pet of

everyone that could get nesr him.

The injuries of young Stanford, who was thrown from
Dick O'Malley in the hurdle race Wednesday, are more se-

rious than at first thought. Dr. Cohn states he sustained two
fractures, one of the shoulder and the other the clavicle. The
fractures were reduced and the patient was resting comforta-
ble, but the physician feels a little dubious yet as to the out-

come of the injury. Stanford says the horse stumbled and
threw him and then fell on him. He was overlooked for

awhile, but finally was discovered on the track disabled. The
fog was so dense that none but the track walker saw the ac-

cident.

Winners on Jim Corbett were very few. Dan Hallidav
is said to always back his horses for a little snm, but prob-
ably did not have much on yesterday, and Johnny Coleman,
of the Stuyvesant Club, probably enjoys the distinction of

being about the only one in the ring to have a straight bet

on the horse. Hughes & Co. laid Johnny $1,000 against $10
and Hughes ones wrote a ticket reading $500 to $5, which
Mr. Coleman also held. The field book had but two bets

recorded on the sheets against tbe outsider, and both of these

were place bets. Coleman made a swe I winning on Toano
the other day, also.

New York. November 23.—On the second day of tbe
Horse Show, io class 73, for park four-in-hand teams,
''Cholly" JBates won the blue ribbon, with Acrobat and Ath-
lete (leaders), Autocrat and Aristocrat (wheelers). Last
night Bates shipped tbe team to W. S. Hobart, of San Fran*
cisco, along with a pair of high actors and a single, high-

atepping cob, all of which were passed by Dr. Reoderkeeper
as sound. The consignment cost Mr. Hobart $10,000, the
four browns accounting for $6,500 of this amount. They
will represent tbe young Californian millionaire in the San
Francisco Horse Show.

.An immense crowd went out to the Ingleside track Sun-
day. The Gueirero-street line was taxed to its full capacity

as far as Barney Farley's, from which point the road was
thronged most all day by foot'passengers. 'Buses were running
but could not accommodate all who wished to ride. A re-

miniscence of the days of '49 piloted a covered coach, to

which he had four bundle- of bones hitched

that need have no fear of ever reaching the abbattoir. They
would not make good glue, even. He reaped a harvest of

dimes, and caused merriment for all. To his success Sun-
day is accredited tbe determination to run opposition to the

electric line after it opens.

A special to the St. Louis Republic from Lexingtoo,
Ky., yesterday says: George Cadwallader, the well-known
turfman of Milldale, Ky., attempted to sboot Joe Chinn, a

Lexington turfman, in the lobby of the Phceoix Hotel to-day,

Chinn saw him reach for bis gun and knocked him down,
causing the blood to flow freely from his nose. He then
struck him under the left eye, laying open the skin two in-

ches. A bystander pulled Chinn off. As Cadwallader got up
be tried to shoot, but Cbinu got away. He armed himself and
returned to the hotel in a few minutes, but the police ar-

rested Cadwallader as he was threatening to s^oot Chinn, and
the latter's friends hustled him off to his home.

There is another new knight of the pigskin added to the

list within the past week, says an Eastern correspondent, and
a bright future is predicted for him. He rides under the

name of Chenault, though be is known better by the soubri-

quet of "Slick." He is a bullet-headed, diminutive colored

lad, who can "do 56 without a bath." In his borrowed boots

and pants he is a picture to be remembered. He has been

exercising horses for some time for the Bradley Bros.' and
is a very wideawake lad, who, in answer to a question about

his home, remarked, "I'se from Nashville." He won his fir*t

race oo last Tuesday, and rode a vigorous finish, only land-

ing the money by a small margin from Wiley Jones.
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Ocr Horse Show number will be issued next Saturday

and will contain much valuable information, special de-

scriptive articles.a full account of the Horse Show, items

of interest gathered among the people who love the horse

and are proud of his improvement, a complete 2:30 list

corrected to date, answers to correspondents, veterinary

advice, descriptions of the races at Ingleside and our

usual quota of live turf and track items.
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The Need of a Convention.

There is no denying the fact that this is a critical

period for all who are interested in the breeding and

development of light harness horses, and the importance

of everyone interested adopting relief measures cannot

be too strongly urged. Every horse-owner should read

the able article on reform written by "Captain Esiex"

in this issue. The true status of the situation is plainly

and forcibly shown, and were his recommendations

adopted we have no doubt a great change for the better

would be noticeable.

As stated before in these columns, we must hold a con-

vention of owners, controllers, breeders and drivers of

light harness horses, and with them we must have direc

tors from all the associations in this State. Then with

the foundation for a complete reformation as outlined in

the article referred to, and with suggestions from others

who have devoted their time to the consideration of this

subject, by the time the convention is ready to adjourn,

a complete and simple arrangement will be effected

whereby the great industry will be placed on its proper

buds, and from that time on we shall take renewed

pleasure in watching the development of the structure

that will be an ornament to the founders and reflect

credit on the wisdom of its architects.

The trotting horse of California only needs a little

help, and this can be given him il those who are breed-

ing and developing him receive a little more encourage-

ment from the associations that arrange the programmes

and tli is for their race meetings. The associa-

tions should also be protected as well as the horsemen and

the bond of sympathy between them made stronger than

ever. The system of demanding nothing to pay when en-

tries are made, has been tried and found wanting, and

some other mutt be devised which will meet with the

approval of all horsemen who are willing to train and

race their horses and are not opposed to helping associa-

tions that are in favor of giving good meetings.

Next Monday • vcning there will be held in this city

the annual meeting of the I'. ('. T. H. Ji. AJWO

and it i< hoped that a lar^-c attendance will be present,

an-1 -'.i. 1 which will prepare the way

Dg of interested people who will come
from all part* <»; California to introduce measures that

»iil be of lastiog benefit to this, one of the best indus-

tries in this
-

The Horse Show.

Elaborate preparations are being made by the officers

and managers of the Horse Show to make it the finest

ever held west of Chicago, and on Tuesday when the

gates are thrown open, the public'will be agreeably as-

tonished at the amount of work accomplished. The

building itself was found to be too small to accommo-

date the large number of horses—375 head—-so permis-

sion was obtained from our Board of Supervisors to

build an annex on Grove street the entire length of the

building. This will give a great deal more ground for

the building of stalls, harness and feed room?; and even

with this, it is believed the place will be crowded.

The entire building will be illumined with arc and in-

candescent lights, and the greatest precautions will be

taken against fire, a steam engine fully equipped with

fire laddies being constantly in attendance.

The programme arranged for each afternoon and even-

ing will contain many new and interesting features,

and every moment will be occupied by some event

that will meet with the approval of the vast audiences

assembled.

No event that has taken place this year has aroused a

greater interest in social circles to compare with this

grand exhibition, and we know that the audience, com-

posed as it will be of the better element of society, will

not act as the vast crowds did at the recent New York

show. The Chicago Horsemen, in speaking of this

attendance there, has the following

:

i"Some of the Western dailies have, the past week,

waxed facetious in some cases and coldly sarcastic in

others anent the attendance at the horse show recently

held in New York. This exhibition is annually made in

New York the occasion of much junketing, and the very

best social elements of the Eastern metropolis occupy
the boxes. That the managers of the show should have
succeeded in enlisting tbe sympathy and support of these

people is very much to their credit indeed, and instead

of carping criticism they should receive unqualified praise

for their success in so doing. If some of the lower ten

thousand prefer to gaze rudely at the occupants of the

boxes instead of the horses being shown in the ring whal

harm is done ? We may rest assured that those who
love the horse and are in a position to do the breeding

industry any good are not numbered in the rabble that

throngs the promenade and jostles fiercely to gain a

closer view of one or the other of the social lions of the

hour. Everyone who knows aught of the subject at all

knows full well that the better the class of people that

patronizes racing or any other sport or amusement in

which the horse plays the leading part the more success-

ful the gathering will be, and instead of trying to lower

the New York show in the estimation of the people of

the country the press at large should grant unstinted

praise. It may be safely accepted as a fact that the rag,

tag and bobtail of a great city like New York or Chicago
will never push into prominence any entertainment

which it patronizes—only the best classes can do this."

Thoroughbreds to be Sold.

When the late Col. Harry I.jThornton saw a mare

that individually p'.eased him he invariably inquired for

her breeding, and if it suited and she was for sale, he

forthwith purchased her. It was in this way he se-

lected the little collection of mares whose produce on

the turf here and in the East have made them famous.

He purchased the Australian horse Mariner, one of

the best-bred animals that ever landed in California,

and with Sobrante, a horse he bred, mated all these mares

to them. The produce needs no praise now. They

gained it long ago, and to day at our tracks they are re-

peating their victories with a regularity that is surpris-

ing. These stallions are to be sold, as well as all his

five broodmares, including the following, and a better

lot has never been otfered by auction in this city since

the days of Norfolk and Lodi.

Rebecca, by Hubbard, out of Electra, by imported

Eclipse, is the dam of Daniella and Glorianne ; Carrie

C, by Monday is tbe dam of Dare, Sam Leake, Marin,

Catalina, Sobrante and Sonoma ; Reata, by Milner is a

half sister to Martinet and Mermaid
; Sunlit is the dam

of Don Carillo, Sunrise and El Rayo ; Narcola, by Nor-

folk is herself a stake winner and a full sister to Con-

nnr, Spring Box and Abbey; Bessie Barnes, by imported

Darebin is a full sister to Dare; Marin, by Thad Stev-

ens is the dam of Mermaid, Seaside, Marinette and Mar-

tinet ; Marinette is the dam of Sea Spray and Marion-

ette ; Eufaula is the dam of Oporto and Bordeaux and

is a sister to Sunlit. She is by Monday, out of Lilly R.,

by Longfellow; Cantenac, by Three Cheers is the dam
of Mollie R.; Catalina, by Wheatley, dam Carrie C, by

Monday, is the dam of Cantenellaand Randwick ; Linda

Vista, by Wildidle, out of Tricksey, by Joe Hooker, is

but six years old but is already the dam of a winner;

Moonlight, by Thad Stevens out of Twilight, by Nor-

folk, second dam by Lodi was a good race mare herself

and has produced a winner in the good colt McFarlane.

There are a number of others that have thrown win-

ners, besides several richly-bred young mares whose first

foals are not yet old enough to race.

There are fourteen grand-looking yearlings to be sold

Seven of these are by imported Mariner, two by So-

brante, two by imported Martenhurst, one by imported

Midlothian, and one by imported Darebin.

They are by producing stallions and in nearly every

instance out of producing dams.

The sale is on Tuesday evening, December 10th, and

will be under canvas, brilliantly lighted by electricity.

Opening of the New Track.

There could be no better evidence of the growing pop-

ularity of racing on this coast than the splendid attend-

ance at the new Ingleside track on Thanksgiving Day.

The weather was very disagreeable ; a heavy mist, fol-

lowed by showers of rain, not preventing about S,000

people from being present. It reminded one of the

famous four-mile race which took place over twenty

years ago on the old Ocean House track not a mile from

thi9 new and magnificent course. To speak of the

appointments of this course in comparison with the old

ramshackle buildings, stalls and club-house there would

be superfluous Here is a place all Californians can take

pride in, and have no hesitancy in inriting their

friends. The management of the meeting on the open-

ing day could not be improved, but the lack of the Aus-

tralian starting gate was noted by thousands who are

anxious to see it in operation. It is hoped their wishes

will be gratified soon. However, the opening of this

new and attractive resort marks a new epoch in the

history of thoroughbreds in California, and the boom
which its presence will give to the industry will be felt-

wherever racehorses are bred or owned. Many people

will come here to enjoy the winter's sport, visit our many
lovely places of interest, purchase farms and fine stock,

and, after a few years, make their homes with us. To

the projectors, therefore, of this new improvement, this

magnet, if we may term it, the people of California, and

especially those interested in the breeding and develop-

ment of fine horses are deeply indebted. May its future

be a bright one in every way is the earnest wish of all

who visited it on the memorable Thanksgiving Day of

1895

!

The Pool Room Ordinance.

It is the wish of every citizen as well as every horse-

man that the ordinance now before the Board of Super-

visors be passed. The pool rooms in this city should

be closed. They are detrimental to the best interests of

the community as well as legitimate racing,

and their continued existence will be used

as a lever by the enemies of racing to destroy our

tracks and drive all the breeders, owners and trainers

from this State just as it has in Illinois, New Jersey

and New York. Those Supervisors who pretend to be

ignorant of the evils of these "commission" bouses should

devote a few hours to a tour of the thirty places now

thriving in this city and see how the work is done.

Out of the Mire.

That but few more " soft places" are to be encountered in

the market for nseful horses every close obaerver is thor-

oughly convinced. The same Btory comes from all of the

leading horse marts of the country—that " useful horses are

in active demaDd at higher prices," while fancy animals for

either light or heavy driving or for saddle are actually bring-

ing very fancy prices. Breeders and dealers are at last get-

ting on to the fact that buyers want only the finished pro-

duct, and they want that to be useful. They will buy neither

prospects nor ornaments on paper. Breeders are also getting

out of the idea that because an animal is " trotting bred " it

is an acknowledgment that he is " no good " to offer for sale

as anything else than a trotter. " By their deeds sbatl they

be known " is no more truthfully said of men than of horses,

and if a horse can do nothing no one wants Mm. Sell-

ers have learned that buyers have their own ideas

about what they want, and buyers have learned that "sure
enough '' trotters, coachers and saddlers are worth some,

thing, and they are perfectly wiUing to pay something for

such horses as they want. Of course there are still a few

buyers who seem to think they should he paid a little some-

thing for taking a horse off of the breeder's or owner's hands,

but the "chromo" cycle in this respect has happily passed.

The only trouble now is that too many good horses were

given away during the time that everybody wanted to unload

at once. This last fact will be more fully realized in two or

three years from now, when breeders will want to breed and
raise good horses and find that they have disposed of all of

their good breeding animals, and it will be realized that the

real misfortune to the horse breediog industry has not been

so much the prevalence of low prices as the recklessness in

disposing of good breediog stock. A general "shaking out" is

r great thing occasionally in most any branch of business,

and surely the horse breeding industry has had its turn at the

"sh*»ke out" game, and is now ripe for a new life. Breeders

need but to keep in touch with market demands and strive

to produce that which is useful and salable.
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rotting-bred Park Horses Win the Prizes.

Despite the fact that some of the trotting classes at the

orse Show received no entries at all, and that in some other

asses the entry list was very light, it is pretty safe to say

iat the trotting fraternity got more enjoyment out of the

g exhibition of horseflesh this year than ever before. There

as something besides the regular contests for trotters and

oadsters to interest them, for in nearly every class open to

arness horses of the park type one or more trotting-bred

oimals had been entered, and the trotting enthusiasts were

a the qui vive to see how the dock tailed trotters would fare

i competition with the English hackneys, French coachers

od otber carriage breeds at the high-steppiDg game. In the

rotting classes the trotters competed against each other only,

lot when it came to the other contests the representatives

f the distinctly American breed had to meet all comers, of

oorse, says the X. Y. Tribune.

The typical trotting horse has been often criticised, «»nd

ot without reason, as all candid admirers of the breed must
dmit, on account of his tendency to Roman nose, ewe neck,

at ribs, droopiog rump and crooked hind legs. That the

iroily has plenty of representatives free from these unsightly

.efects of conformation, which possess the beauty and quality,

swell as the trappy action and fine style of the highest type

, f hackney or coach horse, was proved beyond doubt by the

I esnlt of last week's Horse Show.

There were twelve classes for horses of the park type.shown
' ingly acd in pairs, and in all of these classes, with perhaps

.ne exception, the trotting-bred high-steppers carried ofl a

>art of i be honors. In nine of the contests they won the blue

osette, and out of the forty-five ribbons awarded they cap-

ored no less than twenty-seven, a good, clean majority over
i he representatives of all other breeds combined. This count

ncli des only those trotters whose pedigrees are known.
There were doubtless a good many other trotling-bred horses

mong the prize winners in these classes, but the Horse Show
•Association, whose foremost purpcse is supposed to be the

mprovement ot the breed of horses, pays no attention to the

ireeding of the animals enlered for exhibition in the harness

lasses; hence it is impossible to tell how many more dock-
ailed trotters scored in the week. The same thing is true

ibout the hackneys and oiher harness breeds, cf course ; but,

l
nasmuch as only two prizewinners whose breeding is known

[arried the blood of the English type cf horse, it is certain

f hat the trotters outnumbered them, five to one at least.

Many horsemen, and particularly the breeders wbo are

;eekiog to supply the growing demand for highsieppiog park

tiorses, want to know all about the blood lines of the show-
ing winners at Madison Square Garden and elsewhere.

This is about the only guide tb**y have to follow in their at-

eropt to fix the type and establish a family of high-steppers,

ind the National Horse Show Association of America
. >ught to make a practice of printing in the catalogues a

( thort pedigree of every animal entered in the show.where the

pedigree is known. The present system is almost on a par

i ffith racing horses and taking no record of their breeding. If

his plan had been followed for £00 years in England and
America there would be no families of thoroughbreds or

irotters. Every racing association in the country and nearly

ivery driving club which gives a trotting meeting preserves

arefully the pedigree of the winners, and it is by breeding
1 from the winners and from the sires and dams cf winners thai

the Bpeed horse, whether trotter or riinuer, has been brought

toils present degree of perfection. The show-ring- test for

§bow horses is just as important in its way as the racing test

is to the breeder of the thoroughbred, and same principle

[holding good in both cases, and now that fourin hand teams
are fetching $5,000 and $6,000, and carriage pairs are selling

for $6,000 under the hammer, with single steppers going for

13,700, and the like, horsemen are more than ever interested

in the blood of the crackajacks.

Joseph E. Widener's horse, Dash, is perhaps entitled to be

classed as the champion high stepper of the Hor;e Show of

1895, having won the cap offered by Strauss &, Hester for

I the best animal of this type not o^er 15 3 hands in height in

io the show. The class was judged on Saturday evening, and
only the first-prize winners in other classes were eligible to

start. Dash had won twice, heating such good ones as Acro-
bat, Meteor, Ruth, Blazeaway and Shining Light, before he
entered the ring in this class, and he carried off the honors a

third time, defeating Mrs. T. Suffern Tailer's famous prize-

winner, Gladys, and the sporty little hackney mare Spoons,

a winner in Class 55, belonging to Mrs. C. Weidenfield, of

ibis city. It will interest the Lrotting enthusiasts to know
that Mr. Widener's champion high-stepper is a New England
bred trotter of orthodox blood lines and with a record of 2:42,

made at Canton, Me., in 1893. Dash is by Messenger Wilkes,

2:29$, and bis dam was by Daniel Lambert, the son of Ethan
i Allen, 2:254. Mr. Widener bought him for a small snm up in

the White Mountains less than a year ago after seeing him
trot a race. His owner says he can beat 2:30 to sulky. Ee
this as it may, Dash has a gocd turn of speed along with his

beauty of form and action, for he whirled Mr.Widener's high-

set gig around the show ring in the Garden at a rate which
made the tanbark fly in ri flies as he went around the turns.

Among the high-steppers of the larger type, C. J. and
Harry Hamlin's Cogent won the highest honors at the Horse
Show. He was only once in the week, in Class No. 63, for

horses Dot under 15 3 bands high, and although it was his

first appearance in any show ring, he carried off the blue

rosette, beating sucb noted steppers as J. F. Talmage's Mon-
arch, Dr. W. Seward Webb's Lewiston Eoy, Joseph E
Widener's Greenwich and John A. Logan's Vladimir, along

with a lot of others. Cogent stands 16 1 hands high and he is

without doubt one of the best, if not the best, park horse that

that has yet been shown in New York As active on his feet

as a pony, he has the quality of a blood horse and the action

and subtance of a high -class hackney. He was raised at

Village Farm and he is by Mambrino Kiog, the sire of Night
ingale, ~;08, out of Coquette, an imported French coaching
mare by Quintessence. The horse has speed and he was kept

• for a time as a stallion at Village Farm.
King Beauty, who was placed fourth in Class No. 55 for

hii-h-steppers, is another son of Mr. Hamlin's famous trotting

sire and show horse, Mambrino Kiog. He was sold recently

with his male, Suony Eoy, a grandson of Mambrino King, to

C. R. Duval, of this city, for $1,325. C. F. Havemeyer'e
entry in the same class. Village Queen, is another dock-tailed

trotter from Village Farm, beiDg by Hamlin's Almont Jr.,

2:26}, out of Queenie King, by Mambrino King. Rex Bis-

mont, who won third prize, is a registered trotter. He was

raised by ex-Governor Harris, now living in Chicago, and is

a son of the handsome campaigner Bismont, oat of Prairie
Queen, by Prairie King.

Alderney and Jersey, the splendid matched pair that won
first prize in Class No. 56, are both New England-bred trot-

ters and grandsons of New England's greatest trotting sire,

Daniel Lambert, by Ethan Allen, 2:25A. They are owned
by S. H. Mason, Jr., ex; Secretary of the New York Driving
Club, and Jersey is by Young Lambert, while Alderney is

by Jim Lambert. In Class No. 59 all of the placed horses
were trotters. Dash, the winner, has already been described,
and Meteor and Ruth, who were placed second and third
respectively, are well known in New York, W. Gould Brokaw
haviog paid $5,900 for the pair at W. D. Grand's Silver Cup
sale about a month ago. Ruth is by Charles Reade, 2:24*,
the inbred grandson of Ethan Allen, 2:25*, and Meteor is by
Harry Polling, 2:29}, while his dam was a descendant of Ver-
mont Black Hawk, the sire of Ethan Allen. Acrobat, the
New York Coach Horse and Cob Company's white ribbon
winner in this class, is a sou of Atlantic, 2:21, by Almont.
This horse is one of the leaders of the four-in-hand team that
Charles F. Bates sold to Mrs. T. H. Spaulding for $5,000 at

the Horse Show. The other leader is Athlete, also by Atlantic,

2:21, and the two, shown as a pair in Class No. 60, won sec-

ond price, first prize going to Mr. Brokaw's Ruth and Meteor.
All of the placed horses in this clas3 were trotters, Mr. Wide-
ner's Dash and mate winning third prize, while fourth went
to George B. Hulme's Blazeaway and Golden Rod by Ocean-
ica.

The latter pair won the blue ro-ette in Class No. 5S, and
the third prize in this class went to the New York Coach
Horse and Cob Company'strotting-bred pair, Shining Light,
by Allie Wilkes, 2:15, and Sunrise, by Mohawk Gift, 2:2.}.

Surprise and Superior, the pair that Jack G. Murray of

New Rochelle paid $2,000 for at the Silver Cup sale, won
the white roBette. Surprise is by the trotter Clay Pilot Jr.,

and Superior is by D Hard Alexander. Both are good borses,

and they were big winners at the Westchester Horse Show
when owned by Strauss & Hexter. It is said that tbey are

soon to be sent to Glasgow, Scotland. The New York Coach
Horse and Cob Company's Sweetheart and Senator, which
were "placed" in two of the most important park classes of

the Horse Show, are green ones in the show riog, having
been brought from Ohio recently. Mr. Bates, the President
of the compaay, says they are both by Allie Wilkes, 2:15, who
was himself a show horse as well as a trotter.

Unquestionably the best pair of big horses in the show
were J. F. Talmage Jr.'s Brooklyn Park team, Monarch and
Performer, the latter a standard-bred son of Stocking Chief,

the sire of Humboldt, 2:20, and the former by Harry Thorn-
dale, out of Corinne, by Magic, the sire of Cleromie G., 2:15 J.

Mr. Talmage bought this pair from Strauss & Hexter at W.
D. Grand's Silver Cup Sile, paying $3,000 for the high step-

ping bays.

This is a remarkable list of trotting bred prize-winners in

toe park classes for one horse show to develop, audit brings

out the versatility of the American type of harness horse in

a way that commands admiration. One of the significant

points of the showing from the viewpoint of the horse breed-

er is the prominence of the blood of Mambrino King, Ethan
Allen, George Wilkes and Almont in the prize list.

Those "Good, Old Days".

One of the veterans of the turf is Capt. "Billy" William-
son, who used to own Harry of the West and is now associate

judge at St. Louis. Personally Captain ''Billy" is a lovable

man, but his ways are the ways of the past and his ideas are

aocieot, too, says Racing Form. Recently be talked of the

turf of the past and the present. He said: "When I first

went on the turf the eport predominated among the aristocratic

South. Bookmakers were unheard of then, and endurance
was the test at stake among the horses. One, two, three,

four and even five-mile heat races were necessary to decide

the question of superiority, and they were tests that only a

thoroughbred could stand." What of this ? Two, three and
four mile heats nowadays would make the public yawn. The
trotting turf gives all the heat cross counters one wants in

these days. Thus cut of Captain "Billy's" experience comes
this:

"In the old days it required a man of great ability and ex-

perience to train a horse. This fact can be appreciated by

those who know what the effect would be on a horse that was
sent to the post unfit in a two, three or four mile beat race.

It was also necesssary to ride jockeys who were thoroughly
competent horseman. Science in the saddle was absolutely

necessary, and the old time jockeys did their riding with

their bands and heads. The difference is that those of to-

day do it with spurs and whips.

All well and good. But the trainer of the past—there are

some at the game now—is outclassed by the trainer of the

present. Why not? Humanity is larger. So are the prizes.

So is experience. 8o is the turf. Averages beat the Cap-
tain's reflections to pieces. The modern selling plater of fair

class breaks records when he goes at the long distance game.
The modern jockey is superior in his way to the ancient one.

He has been given experience from the archives and added

to it that of latter practice and knowledge. The past of the

American turf is all right in its way. But it's a past, and
available only for reminiscence and reflection. Henry of

Navarre could probably beat Harry of the West as far as

one could throw a rock with Harry trained by an ancient

and Henry a modern. The turf as well as the bread and the

raiment of 1895 is just as much better as the turf, the bread

and the raiment of 1870, as are the newspapers of to-day and
then.

Altamont the " Only."

Cycles In the Horse Business.

Altamont is the only sire that has four pacers and one trot

ter in the 2:10 list.

He is the only sire with four 2:10 performers to his credi
t

in one season.

He is the only tire that ever put two in the 2:10 list in one
race.

He is the only trotting-bred sire that has five 2:10 perform-

ers to bis credit.

He is the only sire twenty years oil that never sired a

chestnut colt.

He is the only sire that ever put two full brothers in the

2:10 list in one year.

In all phases of commercial life one extreme is followed

by another in the opposite direction, and just so sure as any

commodity or product takes on an unwarranted activity and

value, just so sure will it later be struck with the "slows,';

says the Western Horseman. Likewise an unnatural and on.

warranted depression is universally followed by appreciation

ardactiviiy. This is true of real estate, manufactured pro-

ducts, the products of the farm, live stock, stocks, bonds an

every article of commerce. Not a credit or instrument of

commercial value that is so so staple as to ward off the ill

effects of lack of public confidence, at least for a time, aod

that again which the public sets distrust can no more resist

the destructive assault of financial breakers than can a small

craft with safety sail on oceans blue. But one extreme fol-

lows another in the opposite direction with as much certainty

as summer follows winter, and just so sure as horse values
have been low for some time past will they be much better

in the future. Again, animal nature is pretty much the tame
in many respects, and while some individuals are natural
leaders of their kind, thousands of others are natural follow-

ers, and hence the almost universal tendency is

to follow the tide. Five years ago the leaders all wanted
trotters, the " rabble followed suit," and everybody
waoted trotters, " because everybody else did." Later
the great financial panic came on, the " bell wethers "

did not want trotters or horses of any kind,
the herd of following flocks stampeded, and "my kingdom"
was offered with the horse to anyone who would " take him
off the place," and about all cf the good ones have been taken.
But the storm of distrust in the trotting hors'i, his value -nd
his usefulness has happily passed, day is breakine and the
equine sky is beginning to show gleams of its old-time bright-

ness ; the "bell wethers," the millionaires of the East have
again begun buying first-class speed horses, and the general
public is thinking much better of the game. The extreme in

high prices culminated four years ago, the corresponding low-
water mark was passed early io the present year, and now
the horse business is well on its way to healthfulnesa and gen-
eral prosperity. Every possible influence and indication

points to reviving prosperity in the horse busioess in this

country. Many foreign countries are short on horse supplies
and are heavy buyers in all American markets. The Ameri-
can trottinp turf, as a whole, has jast closed a remarkably
prosperous season. Race horses bave a great earning capacity,

and stallions throughout the country have been castrated by
the thousands. Breeding has been limited for three years

back, the horse stock of the country decreased about a mil-

lion aod a quarter iu 1894, aod the annual decrease during
ihe next three or four years will be many times greater.

Matt Dawson's Retirement.

Matt Allen has sold Illusion, bay colt, 4. by The 111-

Used—Magnetism, to J- McAleer. Price, $500. McAleer,
was in Mr. Allen's employ for several years.

The final and determined retirement of Matt Dawson is

bad news for Lord Rosebery, and the reverse of good news for

the English turf generally. No man has done more for tbe

latter as an institution than has grand old Matt during tbe

half century and upwards that he has labored in this vineyard.

From the days of " Wullie Hope " to the present day what

race horses has he not turned out? Commencing with In-

heritress, The Era, Biddie, William le Gros, etc., and run-

ning through the hosts of good ones which appeared in the

colors of Lord John Scott. Mr. Merry, the Duke of New-
castle, Lord Falmouth, Mr. Vyner.Lord Hastings,Lord Rose

bern, and others of lesser nots, one could draw up a liet of

high-class animals of absolutely astounding dimensions. No
other trainer's career in England,save that of John Sc3tt,can

compare with it. Danebury had a father and a son follow-

ing each other as proprietors during a similar period, and
therefore cannot be fairly brought into comparison. More-
over, duriog Lord John Scott's time, and for tbe past ten

years, Matthew Dawson's stable was of most limited dimen-
sions, while Danebury and Whitewall were always crowded.
The fifties, si? ties and peventies bristle with good race-

horses brought out by Matt Dawson from Thormanby to St.

Simon. Such a record as that made by tbe famons trainer

by Lord Falmouth alone has never been approached, much
more equaled, £95,000 odd in three years and £200,000 in

ten being literally stupendous. We must remember that

there were no "ten thousand pounders" at that time, so the

vast successes of Donovan and Isinglass in no way come into

comparison. As Stockwell's great race (1866) as a sire far

surpasses those of St. Simon and Isonomy of the present day,

so does the feat of Matthew Dawson exceed that of all train-

ers, past, present and probable to come.

Wininng Sires in England and America.

The largest winning sires on the English turf for the pres-

ent season are as follows : St. Simon, by Galopin, $143,815.

Barcaldine (dead), by Solon, $99,510; Isonom* (dead), by

Sterling, $92,795; Wisdom (dead), by Bliokhoolie, $71,275;

Galopin, by Vedetta, $67,530; Bend Or, by Doncaster,$63,-

085; Royal Hampton, $56,770; Hampton, by Lord Clifdeo,

$56,225.

Hanover will probably head the American list, mainly
through the victories of Handspring, Halma and Buckwa,
while Falsetto, Sir Modred, Bramble, Himvar, St. Blaise,

etc., will all hold prominent places. The success in Bright
Pbcebns in the Realization will put Falsetto well forward and
Requital's victory in tbe Futurity will bring his young im-
ported sire, Eothen, into prominence. It has been rather

an ofl year for Sr. Blaise, especially in tbe East, where his

two-year-olds, although showing great promise early in the

Spring, did not, for a variety of reasons, train on as well as

wes expected.

The Australian steeplechaser, Dorette, is to be sent to

England to take part in the Grand National Steeplechase of

1866, and whether be wins or not will be kept there the fol-

lowing year with a view to winning tbe race in 1897. In
1892 a Trenton mare called TreLtooian was sent to England,
and her foal by St. Serf has been non-inaled in tbe Derby of

1897. A few weeks ago a bet of $25,000 to $1 was layed

against Doimio winning the Grand National and the Trenton-
.an colt the Derby of 1S97.
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REFORM MUST COME.

A Few Good Ideas For the Consideration of

Horsemen—Needs of a Convention
Strongly Urged.

Looking back over the season of 1895, and what do we be-

hold? That which convinces every person engaged in the

basiness of the great necessity for changes in our present

methods of doing business. That the day is past when as-

sociations can offer slakes (?) to close early in the year and

get large entry lists. That the system of easy payments is

a delusion and Boare, a net which has dragged many into

their present condition. More crippled and othetwise dis-

abled race horses than has ever been known to exist at the

close of any previous season. That Associations, owners,

drivers and others must get together and for the good of all

devise some means whereby the business may be perpetuated.

The fact that the business of local associations are con-

ducted under the rules of either the American or National

Trotting Associations, is not sufficient guarantee of the good

faith of the local member. While the rules are good so far

as they go,they are not as far-reaching as they should be.

If an owner, controller or driver makes an entry with an as-

sociation the racing laws are such, that if he fails for any

reason to fulfill the full letter of his agreement as expressed

on the entry blank, the whole stable and all parties interested

are held up by the parent association until such claims are

satisfied and often too, settlement is forced when it works a

hardship. Let the party nominating at a meeting keep his

engagements, pav his entrance money as required, ship his

horses to take part in their respective engagements (may be

at great cost, for all who campaign know that the freight bills

are most exhorbilant), and for some reason or another it may
be simply a pretext, the race or meetiog is declared off, what

recourse is provided ? Or what is worse, he goes to the meet-

ing, races throughout and at the close, has his choice of tak-

ing fifty per cent of his winnings or nothing. What is his

redress through the present rules? It is no question. Year

after year, like Banquo's ghost.it has arisen in some form

and many, many horsemen of to day find themselves stranded

financially, largely through the default of associations who
take especial pains to cause the greatest publicity to the fact

that they are members of the National or American
Trotting Associations. The fact is, it is much better for

all, that a parent organization should formulate

rules for the government of all race meetings in order that a

uniformity may exist and ail know what his rights may be.

But at this time, when both the American and National are

called ppon to confront a state of affairs never before existing,

it may not be out of place to suggest that those who make it

possible for their organizations to live, i. e.
t
the horsemen,

are under the present rules, practically without protection.

Some law or laws should be enacted whereby some responsi-

bility shall be attached to local organization and they be

compelled to keep faith with the horsemen. Officered as

both the American and National Associations are with men
who are interested in the breeding and development of the

harness horse, it is surprising, to say the least, that this

matter has not received attention before. It must come in

time, else the business will be such that no use will exist for

either association.

The system practiced by many associations of offering what
they choose to call slakes, entries to which close early, ha*

had its day, and cannot too speedily be relegated to the list

of " has beens." This Bubject has proven to be an imposition

upon the public. A large entry list is secured and kepi

before the public. They expect to see large fieldsjof content

ants, and when the race is called and only three appear toi

the word, they feel that they have been "bunkoed," no
matter how hotly 'he race may be contested or how clos>

they may have seen the race record. While it has operated

as an injustice to the paying public, it has worked a greatej

hardship upon the nominators. All in the early spring bavt

extreme tpeed (in their mind) and enter clear through ih

circuit. The first two or three races demonstrate that a very
few, possibly not more than tvo, out class all the others mau\
seconds. By reason of the early entry system all must pa*

alike "down the line," yet have no chance to win even ai

entrance money, unless an accident befalls one of the cracker-

jacks. When entries closed a week or ten days before a meet
ing, the entry list published showed to the dear people
with a reasonable degree of certainty, the numbei
and class of starters in each race. It said to the

horse owner, if you ciooot win at this or that meeting, there

is a hope beyond. This made horse racing. It interested

the public, and gave all horses an equal chance, if it did not

give the local association a bundle of horsemen's money with
which to pay for improvements or other expenses not con-
nected with the current racing. The system of stakes required
a vas< amount of money in order to enter a stable properly
and began to be felt as a burden by the breeders and owners
of large stables. Then was evolved the easy payment plan
"No money until you start or declare out." How nice it

reads. How easy. Yet look at the suspension lists in the
bands of the American and National Associations and tell

me if anything contributed to these lists more largely than
this easy payment plan. Men who heretofore have always
kept their obligations find themselves entangled in the
meshes of this sweep-net and many, unless some relief is of-

fered, are "landed so hifrh" that the future race goers will

know them only as relics of the past. What shall be done ?

Who can ofler the proper solution of this very difficult prob-
lem? To the writer there appears to be but cne way.
The horsemen who are suspended, will never

see the day ihey can pay up in full. They will be driven out
of the business if compelled to do so and their horses will be
lake* out of the list of racen. It may be 6aid that this would
be a good thing, but will it ? The purchasers of these sus-
pended horses might be of that army that would be of value
sod could do more towards the development of the
harness horse than a great many already in the business. Af-
ter buying the horses at a reasonable price, they conclude to

try a little racing, engage trainers, drivers, etc., buy sulkies,
harness, bo< too everything else necessary to accomplish
LhflJl '<t i' < id befitting their positions, socially and finan-
cially, and svfler everything has been done, entries made and
horses ready to start, find a suspension amounting to many
hundred* of dollars against their horses. The result, dis-

couragement, a feeling that the business has gone to

the dogs and that a better investment could have been

in other channels. The proposition is a hard one. It must be

met heroicallv, and all interests must see it is to their ad-

vantage to work on the "give and take" plan. Let the local

associations and horsemen all over the country get together.

Let each feel that the interest of one iB the interest of the

the other and the problem will be solved. If the horsemen

do not pay and seek other means of livelihood, the local as-

sociations will receive nothing from the long lists of suspen-

sions now filed with the secretaries of the National and Amer-

ican Associations. It will be so much charged up to profit

and loss, or more properly sneaking, to loss. If the local as-

sociations can collect a reasonable and fair percentage of

these outstanding claims, they will be far better off than now,

and the two parent associations should now step in right and

act as a mediator, in their respective territories between these

associations and the horsemen. Set the percentage so low that

everv horsemen will feel bound to accept the claim and

liquidate it as speedily as it is possible to do. By this means

all interests will be subserved. The local associations will

receive a share; the horsemen will be enabled to pay up, and

the two parent organizations will be in a position to continue

business, for if things stand as they now are, only such asso-

ciations as give meetings independently of either the Na-

tional or American Trotting Associations will get entries

enough to make interesting racing. At present writing this is

what is coming. Each association a power in itself, making
laws or rules as will best serve the purpose. It is a fact be-

yond contradiction that the horsemen, as a class, are the

poorest businessmen on earth. By that is meant they handle

their horse affairs with less business ability than they do any

other. What business man will accept of a one sided coo-

tract or Jfill make an investment without some protection?

Yet the present methods are such that horsemen
make one-sided contracts when they make entries

with no recourse, when the associations fail to

keep faith. They make investments unprotected,

when they campaign stables of horses, to be judged by men
who never bad a dollar invested in horseflesh of any descrip-

tion and whose only qualification is that of " a prominent

citizen" or "has been in the stand before." When the amount
invested in race horses is taken into consideration, some pro-

vision should be made for its protection. There are two ways
to do this. First, let the owners and drivers get together,

form a proper organization, officered by representative men,
and demand a recognition in every stand. Second, by the

employment. of a professional judge. Which _of these is the

most preferable, is not the question at this time. The em-
ployment of the professional judge is meeting great favor in

the East and removes many causes for complaint. It is un-
reasonable to expect a man who has an opportunity of judg-
ing ractS one week in a year to be as expert as he who makes
a business of it. How often have injustices been done to men
and horses because of incompetency in the judges' stand

would field a big book, and yet it goes on in the same old

way, all because no one cares or wishes to take the initiation.

Better devote a month during the winter season towards
securing protection, than be compelled to suffer at one meet-
ing after the season begins. It will be mucu cheaper.

rhe causes for so many crippled and disabled horses are

so varied that to ascribe all to one would be an injustice, but

in the great majority of cases the long-continued scoriog has
been the cause of more good horses being "knocked out" than
any other. How can this be remedied, do you ask ? The an-

swer is : Secure the best starting- judge you can; pay him
such salary as will keep him free from all entanglements or

emplations and you have solved to a great degree the ques-
tion. The position of starling judge is the most responsible

of all connected with modern harness racing. The interests

at Make are so varied in their character and of so much im-
portance that none but an experienced person should occupy
the position. The rules of the parent and local associations

(oust be enforced. The owners and drivers, together with

heir horses, have inalienable rights and must be protected.

The privilege men have certain rights for which they have
i»aid liberally, ai,d above all, the public, who, by the pay-
nent of admission fe« s at the gate, make it possible for asso-

:iations and horsemen to do business, have a right to such
jrotection as will keep up their interests in the sport, else

he development cf "Gods noblest animal and man's best

friend must cease. The position of starting judge should not

-e sought alter bv an amateur, nor filled at any time by an
nexperienced person, regardless of his honesl motives,ability

in private business, official or social position in society. Any
ne with the ability to say "go" may try to be a starling

iidge. but when the season is past the "h^s been" and
'rised to do's'-' tell a sad tale to the owners and drivers and
cause ma y to wonder if a "snow-ball diet" was not forced

upon them through no fault of their own.

The associations owe it to the horsemen to provide the best

officials possible. The great majority of owoers and drivers

are naturally honest, and are in the business for what profit

ihere may be. Their investment as a rule is large, certainly

their expenses heavy and in these days of extreme speed often

find il hard to place the even balance upon their accounts.

When they gel to a meeting and find the stand occupied by
honest, yet incompetent judges, who not only do not know
the rules, but cannot tell, on their life, if a horse is perform-
ing at the proper gait When in scoring for the word it is

every man for himself, and for lack of knowledge the only
admonition or assistance is a threat to impose a fine, as a

rule, upon the person and horse not at fault, then do we see
what is popularly called "jobs." Then, it is demonstrated
that "honesty is not always the best policy," and attempts are
made at wrong doing; in the majority of cases succeeding, and
which in the past have had much to do with bringing the

racing business into disrepute. Much has been written and
Baid about the "laving up of heats" and more may be expected,
for this habit, if it may be called such, is one of the
most pernicious now practiced. It may be well at this point
to suggest that in many, very many instances, this habit has
been encouraged because of incompetency in the Btand. How
often have you seen fields of ordinarily good actors scored at

top speed until some or all are in no condition to race? In
fact, have had more racing without the word than they would
get in a six or seven heat race, and when sent off, one or
more rolling and pitching, ready to leave their feet, which is

finally done and all chances for that heat ruined. There can
be but one thing for that driver to do. For his own protec-
tion and that of his horse he is compelled to " lay up " in

order thai he may be able to compete in the next heat. No
rule can be laid down for the starting of horses. What will

do for one field will not do for others. It is the starters
place to see the gait and judge of the ability of his field. One

thing he must know, and that is, it is much easier for a fast

horse to take back to the slower borees than to put speed
into the slow horse. He must be a judge of pace and koow
how to help his field away early 6o they may begin racing
while they are fresh, thus making at least a respectable show*
ing to the public. He must realize that by reason of his posi-

tion he occupies an arbitrary station, one calculated to demon-
strate his executive ability. He must be firm in his rulings,'

have absolute control of his trumpet and not forget that every-

man engaged in the race is entitled to the treatment of a

gentleman, and no matter what a driver or owner may do by
way of violating the racing rules, the horse is not to blame
for such action. The average grand-stand audience seem to

lake especial delight in the imposition of a fine, and will

often give more applause when a " ten " is collected than
when a record is broken. The starter must not threaten %
fine unless he means to impose it, and he should he sure oi

his position and know he is right before the actioni

is taken. He must have all horses come to him
unprejudiced. The slow or crippled horse cost its owner
the same amount as did the faster and sounder horse
therefore is entitled to the same opportunities at the score.

The bad actor is entitled to a reasonable protection, but does
not earn the right to jeopardize the chances of the good
actors. The starter must know and handle a field of colts

just as he would handle his children. The impressions
formed by colts in their collhood are as lasting as those of
children in childhood, and ihey must be taught to race
when they come together rather than to act badly. The
starter bas it in his power to help the colts away and unle
he does so, is derilect in his duty, to say the very least. Too
much care, as has been said, cannot be used in the selection

of a judges' stand. To it the most competent men should be
invited at all times, paying more attention to their ability in

that particular line than to the fact that they are " good fel-

lows," "prominent citizens," or have an influence in certain
social circles.

The P. C. T. H. B. Association is in a position just now to

do much towards the reformation of harness racing on the
Pacific Coast. Their influence is of such a character as to

demand recognition from all local organizations. The capi-

tal represented is so great that no member can affbrd to omit
his* part and the public, who are interested in this class of

racing, expect them to follow up the example set by their

1895 fall meeting. Captain Essex.

The Pace That Kills.

The extraordinary number of sick, sore and disabled horses

which have fallen out of the hunt this season proves conclu-

lively that it is the pace which kills. Perhaps the greatest

living example is Directum, with Alix a good second, and

both severely tried graduates at the Salisbury school of rac-

ing, says an exchange. The guiding rule of this school is

to make the most monetary use of speed, while it lasts. Take

no thought fjr next seasoo. It may never come to the horse

or owner. New trainers and racing machines burst on an ex-

pectant public every year. The race-goer of to-day will ob-

serve that horses are subjected to unusually long scores

—

often from the 150 yard distance stand and further. The fields

are large, and winners have to trot long miles. The average

starting judge, in the scramble for reputation and few scores,

is in the habit of giving the word when ibe horses are off

their gait, without regard to the contending horses being

well up in their places. Thus races are prolonged, and
the bes' performers have to go extra heats or

surrender the race to slower competitors. The rule in

most well regulated campaigning stables is to give complain-

ing horses rest and restorative treatment. If the feet or legs

show signs of disease or breakdown a let- up follows. When
the tendons or ligaments are injured by strains or blows, pin

and line firing with repeated blisters and a long rest, is the

safe and scientific course. It is maintained by some horse-

men of observing experience that one or two seasons at most

of complete rest in pasture and paddock will enable nature to

repair and strengthen weak legs without the aid of the firing-

iron. But iu all such cases the trainer must haste slowly on
a resumption of the horse's training. Weeks and even

months of jogging exercise are found necessary to harden the

legs and enable them to stand fast work. Absorbent and

cooling lotions are used to scatter thickening tissues and keep

the joints and cords free from fever. Cotton wool under the

bandages has a capital effect in assisting the liniment to

operate, and it protects the circulation from uneven or too

tight bandaging.

A Pleasant Outing at Pleasanton.

Judge J. J. Burke, W. C Vreelaod, David Higgins, Dr.
Hoagland, Judge W. E. Greene, J. Cairn Simpson and the

editor visited Pleasanton yesterday and had the pleasure of

seeing the horses at the Salisbury farm, and were then
taken in hand by K. E. de B. Lopez and his sons and shown
the Australian thoroughbreds on the Merriwa (formerly Val-

ensin's) Stock Farm, about two miles from Pleasanton. The
visitors were most favorably impressed with the splendid

condition of the horses on pasture there, and the ramble
over the green fields was quite a treat to the gentlemen who
had never seen so much tine pasture at this season before.

The trotting stallion, James Madison, 2:17$, came in for a

share of the praise lavished upon the Australian thorough*

bred?, Merriwa, Doncaster, Clieveden and Foulshot, the two

latter being greatly admired. Mr. Simpson was delighted

with Foulshot, the only son of Musket (king of all sires) in

A merica, and did not hesitate a moment to praise the excel-

lence of this horse. The four horses represent four distinct

types of the thoroughbred, and as three of them will be in

the coming Horse Show, visitors will have an op-

portunity of comparing them. They are all

fine individuals and royally bred. As an outcross on Ameri-
can mares the Australians have proved wonderfully success-

ful, and when any judge of the beautiful and student of

bloodlines begins to carefully study the points of these horses

and then glance over their pedigrees the conviction becomes
strong that the secret of the successful mating of these Eclipse

horses with our strongly inbred Herod mares is easily ac-

counted for. As a place to pasture and care for horses the

Merriwa Stock Farm is destined to hold a leading place

among all the farms in California. There are fourteen fields

planted in alfalfa, red clover, Australian rye grass and al-

filleria, and Monroe Salisbury says its the best stock farm in

California. Forty head of his mares are kept there in the

fall of the year when all other pasture lands are bleak and
bare.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson
president ; Dr. 6. £. Knowles, secretary, 139 Post St., S. P.

rue Connor Club. San Francisco, Frederick VP. Tallant, Secretary,

pacific Union Clnb, S. F.

The Gnn Club, San Francisco,, F. S. Butler, Secretary, San Fran
Cisco.

The Olympic Gnn Club, San Francisco, President L. D. Owens,
Secretary-Treasurer Stanley G. Scovern.

The California Wing Shooting Clnb, San Francisco, Crittenden
Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gnn Club. San FranciBco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

605 Market Street, S. F.

Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,
Secretary, California and Uavis streets, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John
H. Sammi, Secretaryand Treasurer.

Alameda Couuty Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nimrod Gun Club, Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner, Presi-

dent, R. Liddle, 110 Montgomery.

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary

605 Market St. 3. F.

Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.
Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East akland, Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, Willits, Cal., M. Mantz, president ; C. Whited,
secretary.

The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedricb, Secretary.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-
Naughton. Pres.; A. Borwell, Sec.

Ashland Rod and Gut. Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres. ; E.

V. Mills, Sec
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.

Marshfield Rod and Gun Club. Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

p. Thibault, Sec.

Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.
Jessee, Sec
Willamette Rod and Gin Clnb, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthorn,
Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

P. W Charles. Secretary.
Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of

Pish and Game, Josiah Collins Jr. Pres., C. F. Graff. Sec. -Ureas., box
977, Seattle, Wash.
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CAKTRIDG3 AJtfD SHELL.

Frank Staples bagged 52 ducks at Bitdell's Sunday.

A local hunter killed 17 canvasback at Lake Merced one

day day last week.

R SangBter was at San Pedro Sunday. He got a nice bag of

quail and 12 ducks.

J. Bruns and his side-partner, Jack Karney, got 58 ducks

at Sears Point Sunday.

N. J. Creighton and W. F. Andrus were at Black Point

Sunday. They bagged about thirty birds.

Col. Eddv killed forty ducks at the Cordelia Club Sunday,

and Dr. G. E. Davis ninety five at the same place.

T. R. Barney was among the successful ones at the Ala
meda Club's ground on the Sonoma marsh. He bagged twen-

ty-five ducks.

M. 0. Feudner and Clarence Nauman were at Nauman's
Dsaal haunt on the Sonoma marsh Sunday, and 44 sprig. 14

mallard. 3 cans and 20 widgeons and teal was the result.

The second match at 100 live birds between A. H. King
and J. C. Messner resulted in a victory for King with a score

of 79 to 75. A third match will be shot in a few days.

Duck shooting at Brentwood has been the best this week
that it has been this season. Frank Millington, Eugene Dun -

gan and Chas. Wells spent three days .here this week aod
enjoyed splendid shooting.

Mill Valley constables an ' others have destroyed a large

number of quail traps this season, but claim that it is almost

impossible to secure evidence against the trappers. The
sportsmen of that section should take the matter in hand.

Sears Point provided good sport to the duck hunters on

Sunday last, but Saturdav was the best day on all the near-

by marshes. L. Campbell and Shuster got 45 on Saturday,

and W. WillianiB got a nice bag of canvas-back on Sunday.

Horace P. Sylvester was accidenlallv killed on Saturday

last while out hunting near White Rock canyon. His gun

slipped from his hand and the hammers striking on a log dis-

charged the gun, the charge entering his abdomen and kill-

ing him almost instantly.

The second trial of Adolph Sylva, the Siusalito attorney

who was accused of shooting a doe and female fawn some
time ago near Mill Valley, was concluded in Judge Gardner's

court in San Rafael on the 21st. The trial lasted three days

and the jury after deliberating one hour, brought in a ver-
1

diet of not guilty.

G. G. Billington had his usual success near Ignacio, Sun-

day. Seaver and Cook came home with him and together

they had about 100 birds. The canvaeback and mallard were

on one string aud the widgeonand teal on two others, and the

three had abc»t all they could carry. Rumor says that Bil-

lington killed nearly all of them.

Tollestoo Club has long preserved the muskrats on its

marsh on Lake Michigan, thinking that they were a benefit

to the shooting, since they cut ouf open holes in the heavy

cover. Now, however, the rats have increased until the club

have concluded to kill them down a little. One keeper was

i once once told to catch "a few," and he caught 1,700.

Our contemporary tells us that the mallard is never found

in great numbers on salt water marshes. Ignorance is bliss.
'

Will some member of the Cordelia, Ibis or Tulle Belle Club

please invile the ignoramus to their preserve and show him
the difference between a mallard and a wire tail? Mallard

are more plentiful at Los Banos and similar marshes, but

they have been killed this year even at the Bridges and have
' been very plentiful on the 8onoma and Suisuo marshes the

entire season.

Light Guns and Gun Headache.

The following article is apparently written by one who
thoroughly understands his subjects. We often hear of feather-

weight guns, but in this section a 5-pound 12 bore that would

not virtually kick the shoulder of! of a man when loaded with

a medium charge would indeed be a novelty.

The writer's allusion to shooting driven partridges and the

eflect of perpendicular shots on the nerves will apply equally

as well to headaches from duck shooting where the majority

of the shots are at birds well up in the air. We often hear a

man complain of some nitro powders giving him a headache.

Perhaps " 20,000 shots " augument in the London Rod and

Gun will explain this to him. It is as follows :

"It is a well-known fact that some barrels will shoot a par-

ticular load most effectively and with little recoil, while an-
other pair, of the same length, gauge, and weight, with pre-

cisely the same charge, will kick like a horse. This arises

from the distribution of the metal throughout the barrels, and
the boring inside, beidg in one case correct and in the other

the reverse; I have koown my gunmaker, for some of my
short light guns, to make templets for every two inches
throughout the whole length to which the barrals must be
filed; this is " clean grit" in guo making. If the thickness

of the metal is not correctly distributed the wave of expansion
on firing is checked if too thick, and accelerated where too

tbin. This almost inevitably causes a great increase in recoil,

as much so if the boring inside were imperfect. I have little

doubt with a 9' lbs. 12 bore the load suggested by "Gun
Headache" can be got along with very well in properly con-
structed barrels. He is quite right in adopting No. 5 shot,

but I have no doubt that 'S7\ grs. of Schultze would give bet-

ter results than the 2h drs. black powder he appears to intend

using, and ihe recoil would probably be about equal, or a

little less, with the Schultze. This is a very small load of

powder to use in a 12-bore, aod I am of opinion that as a rule,

light loads do best in smaller bores, say a lb' bore, of the

same, or nearly the same weight. I used always to

hold that the full force of a 12-bore was not developed
with a less load than 3 drs. aod 1 18 ounce; and I

still entertain thi3 opinion, if Bhots are to be taken beyond 40
yards ; but up to this distance, I latterly found that the

smaller load of shot was sufficient ; but if a moderate recoil

is not objected to, use nothing less than 3 drs. or 42 grs. Mr.
W. Ford built a 12 bore for a very old friend of mine with
30 in. barrels—a 12 bore that weighed a trifle over 5 lhs .; this

was the lightest gun I ever knew ; the load was 37A grs.

Schultze and 1 oz. No. 6;- the shooting of the gun was magni-
ficent, considering the load ; it was slightly choked, and pat
on a pattern of over 135 od the 30 ins. circle, but the killing

disc was folly 3 ft.; it was out and out the best balanced and
the handiest c un I ever saw ; but there was a recoil with it,

but not enough for me to feel. I do not remember what it

was in foot lbs. As a proof of its bandiness I may state that

one day we were out, aod I did not intend to shoot. This did

not Buit Mr. Merriman (my frieod), so we agreed to take

shots alternately. We fired twenty-seven shots without a

miss—good work, considering that I had not fired a 30 in

barrel, save at marks, for many years.and showed how splen-

didly this guo handled. I took " Purple Heather " on one
occasion down to see this gun, and 1 think I may say he was
as delighted with it as its owner, and will show " Gun Head-
ache" that, if .he goes to a right maker, be may have a gun
practically free from unpleasant recoil, at a much lighter

weight than he proposes, should he wish it. Nothing would
have induced me to lug 6^ lbs. about with me.

"I now come to the second branch of my sebject, namely.

Recoil and Gun Headache. I have given these matters a

good deal of attention. In my youuger days, when guns
were much more heavily loaded than now, it was unknown,
or, at all events, I never heard of it, and have myself never
suffered from the distressing malady of "gun headache," and
I am about now to propound what I believe to be a perfectly

true and, I think, correct cause for it. I am decidedly of

opinion that neither the gun nor the gunpowder, except as

an approximate aod motive power, has anything to do with

the matter; I think it must be attributed solely to the mod-
ern syBtem of shooting driven game. The average recoil of

an average 71b. 12-bore gun is, with the load of 3Jms. and

1 1-8 oz<*., about 291bs., when fired from the fixed rest with

Salter's balance attached; but when such a gun is fired at

game, the recoil on the shoulder, supposirg the shot to be

nearly horizontal, is vastly less than this, as the guo is placed

to the shoulder directly, on a considerable substance of more
or less soft muscle; moreover, the man is all in moti on, aod

the arm and shoulder, aod eveo the whole body, gives to the

recoil, so that it becomes, as " Purple Heather "

nuts it, "a push." Now, in the old style of shooting over

dogs, or walkiog up the game, nearly all ihe shots were but

little above the horizontal, but in tbe present fashionable

mode of shooting, scarcely a shot is fired at less than an aDgle

of forty five degrees, and avast number of them approach

the vertical. Now, it is a well-known fact that as the muzzle

of the gun is raised, so does the strain oo it increase uotil,

nearly at the perpeodicular tbe recoil is iocreased to ao

eDormous exteot from the vastly iocreased weight of atmo-

sphere, that the gases in the barrel have lo lift before the

charge reaches the muzzle, and further, to accentuate this,

tbe butt of the guo is placed towards the top of the shoulder,

oo the end if tbe collar-bone and the socset of the arm;

these from their position can only yield very slifih'.ly, so that

the full force of the increased recoil comes upon them as a

sudden blow, instead of the push before referred to, produc

ing a tremendous jar to the system. Nor is thiB all, as a very

large nerve passes from the vertebrre of the neck immediately

under tbe end of the clavicle, and so down thearm, and in all

high shots this nerve becomes much shaken and compres-ed,

in fact receives almost the full benefit of the recoil. Now, as

this nerve is but a short distance from the spine, and a still

shorter one from the brain, there can be little wonder if this

sensitive organ is greatly disturbed by ihe rapid firing

in "hot corners," and little wonder that tbe shooter

incurs gun headache; and I think it highly prob-

able, that where this disturbaace is severe, and con-

tinuous, it would he very likely to lead, in after life, to very

serious consequences. The more I thiok of this subject the

more certaio I feel of tbe probable correctness of this theory,

aod I hope some of your medical readers will consider the

matter of sufficient importance to ioduce them to go into it

and let us have the benefit of their views oo the subject lo

illustrate more completely my views. I may state that a

cricketer staoding at leg, or Bhort slip, in catching a ball, ei-

L 1
hi8 armB t0 tbe utmost

-
and on receiving it, allows his

hands and srms ta be carried backward, until one of tbem is
stopped by his body and he escapes with tbe stinging of the
hands and fingers, but if the same ball took bim full on the
chest, or abdomen, he would be knocked over like a nine-pin,
and I faucv, for the rest of the day, would feel hut little zest
for tbe game; this exactly illustrates my notion that there-
coil of a gun is eased off by the giving of the muscles of tbe
body in a shot fired but Utile above tbe horizontal, while tbe
ball on the chest exacttv illustrates the ungiving condition of
the bones of the shoulder, on firiog a shot anything approach-
ing the perpendicular.

Marsh Preserves.

The American Field's comments on the acquital of J. C.
Jones for trespassioe on the San Pablo preserve are good,
more especially the quotation, "Only the Almighty himself
knows what a jury will find." The experience of the past

two months leads os to think that tbe correct reading of the
law has but little to do with a jury's verdict, but the Amer-
ican Field is at fault through is ignorance of the law. The
Sao Pablo preserve should certainly be exempt from inva-

sion by trespassers and "poachers." There is no question

about the ownership of this land. There ie do question of
navigable sloughs and creeks. There is hut one creek on
that marsh that is navigable and that only borders the pre-
serve. This land is just as much Mr. Emeric's private prop-
erty and should be just as much under his control as his
back yard. The editor of this department is a firm believer
in the great good done by properly conducted preserves and
like many that are so bitter io opposiog the system would
purchase one to-moTow if he had mooey enoogh, but the
trouble is our wise (?) Legislature passed a law at its last ses-
sion declaring all salt water marsh land, whether fenced or
not, to be public property as far as shooting ia concerned.
The public at large prefer the Slate law to the Bportsmeo's
law, and cWim they have a perfect right to ahoot on Emer-
ic's, the Suisuo or any other marsh.
There seems to be no question that this law is unconstitu-

tional but it is the law and must remain such uotil it is

proven to be unconstitutional by the higher courts. Every-
body's business is nobody's business, and no one seems to care
to make a test case, so the clubs and the shooters at large con-
tinue the fight that is a disgrace to sportsmen, and quite fre-

quently, the clubman ia as much to blame as the so-called
"poacher."

As the representative sportsman's paper of this coast we
are frequently taken to task for our neutrality in this matter.
One issue states that the writer was the guest of "poachers,"
and shot on the Teal club's preserves on tbe opening day.
This is false, we never put foot on one inch of aov preserve
on that day or any other day except as a goest of the club
owoing the same.
As before stated, we believe in properly canducted preserve*,

but we do not believe in preserve owo-rs bagging 200 duck*
in a day and claiming to be sportsmen. No man can use or
give away that number of ducks. The keepers are told t*

take tbe surplus aod a few days later they can be Been exposed
for Bale in the market.

Cldb members whoshoot after sundown do more damage to

dock shooting than twice as many market hunters, and to
oar notion of sport the slaughter of docks over decovs placed
io baited poods, is not ooe-half as moch fuo as to kill ooe-
half as many birds over decoys oo the bay shore or other nn-
preserved unprotected ground.

There are market hunters and market huoters and we must
say that we have met maoy of them that were better sports-
meothao many clob owners.

There are many sportsmen who go shooting for sport and
when they kill 30 or forty ducks they eat and givs away.say
half that number aod sell the balaoce. They obey the un-
written law of sportsmen in regard to the rights and privi-

leges of blinds and never interfere with another man's shoot-
ing. They do not shoot at night.

The other class of market huoters, the ones that shoot for

the market for a living and use every known method of
slaughter, are the class that this paper has fought tooth and
nail and will continue to fight.

To hark back to tbe preserve question. While the Emeric
preserve is uoquestiooaoly private property, there is quite a
questioo as to whether the Soisuo maish cao be legally pre-
served. The Bporti-meo of Suisuo do oot think so. There are
unquestionably a large numher of navigable sloughs flowing
through this marsh that are State property aod the question
of tide to the land itself does Dot seem to have been satisfac-

torily settled.

E. S. Richards, the crack shot of the Stockton Gun Club,
was seriously wouoded while out shooting Saturday, near bis

home at Westley. He is a very good huoter and osoally

quite careful io haodling firearms. In some uokoown manner
his gon was accidentally discharged, the charge of duck shot
going through the young man's left arm aod severing an
artery in it. The flow of blood was stanched, and Richards
made his way homeward, surgical aid being sommoned on
his arrival. The accident occurred in this way : Richards
had aligbted from bis crt and started to pull his gun from
beneath the seat. Io doing bo be grasped it by the barrel oear
tbe muzzle. The trigger became caught aod tbe gun was
discharged. The shot tore away tbe flesh on the lower part of

the forearm. The artery severed was the main one. Dr. Evans
of Modesto was sent for and he is now caring for the wounded
man. Richards' clothing caught fire and he had to jump
into a slough to extinguish the blaze. He then drove oearly

a mile lo his home. While regretting the accident, we cannot
but wonder at a shooter of young Richard's experience being
so careless as to put a loaded gun in the bottom of a wagon.
He won the championship gold medal io last Bummer's blue

rock shoots of the Stocktoo Gun Club. At the Stale shoot at

Sacramento on Admission Day he made a creditable show-

ing and was a member of the Stockton Gun Club's team that

u ecently won the trophy and State championship at the meet-

ing of the California Inanimate Target Association. The
young man is the son of "Dick" Richards, the well known
Grayson rancher.

Grilse are runniog very well now and by the way Heury
Ski oner, of tbe E. T. \llen Co.. has just invented a Dew
road tip that is a great improvement over any tip now on the

market. It is an agate tip, so arranged that the centre of

the agate ia exactly io lioe wilb the centre of tbe rings on

the tip. There is absolutely no friction and its utility can be

een at a glance. Call and examine them.
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Slaughter of Does and Fawns.

Deputy FibIi i lommissioner, J. H. Davis, made an impor-

tant seizure on Saluaday, viz., over ] 00 undressed skins of

does, fawns and other deer and elk, from which all evidence

of sex had been removed. They were taken on the Steamer

"Homer" on her arrival from Coos Bay.
_

The possessi >n of these skins was unlaw ul both in Ore-

eon and California. The Oregon game law prohibits the

killing of deer for their hides, and makes tl unlawful to kill

spotted fawn at aov time.

The California law reads as follows:
.

Section 626e. Hvery person who, in the State of California,

shall at any time buy, sell or offer for sale the hide or meat

of any deer, elk, antelope or mountain sheep, whether taken

or killed in the Stale of California or Bhipped into the State

from any other State or territory shall be euilly of a misde-

meanor thai nothing in this section shall be held to

appl» to the hide of any of said animal taken or killed in

Alaska or any foreign country.

Section 626f. Every person who shall buv, se'J, ofler or

eipoie for sale, transport or carry or have in his possession,

the skin, hide or pelt of any deer from which the evidence of

MX has been removed, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. The

latter section makes the steamship company liable.

The skins were marked to " C. & K., 1U0 Front Street.from

B C. & Co," This is evidently a blind as there is no such

firm at 100 Front St.
. «*

Possession of Deer.

The Fish Commissioners and Game Wardens are seriously

haodicapped in their efforts to stop the illegal killing of deer

by a fatal omission in the game law. Possession of male

deer or deer hides from which the evidence of sex has not

been removed is not against the law.

Hon. H. F. Emeric, President of the Fish and Game

Commissioners, was riding down Geary street on Tuesday of

this week, when he noticed the legs of a deer sticking out

from uoder a load of goods in an express wagon. He had

overlooked the fact that possession was not evidence and im-

mediately stopped the expressman and made him go with

him to a tetephone. He then telephoned the Attorney-Gen-

eral's office, and after wailing for nearly half an hour was

informed that there was no way of holding the deer.

The deer was a large buck that was shipped from Oregon

to Mr. McCoppin as a present, and as it was not offered for

sale and the evidence of sex was not removed it could not be

touched.

Mr. Emeric's chagrin may bs imagined.

Six Bore Guns.

The case of George M. Cathey, of Los Banos, arrested last

week by Deputy Fish Commissioner McFarland for using a

six -bore gun for duck shooting, was tried before Justice Coch

ran a jury of ten men at Los Banos on Saturday last. The

trial resulted in the jury disagreeing. Seven were for cor.

viction and three for acquittal. The defendant's attorney

made a vigorous effort to have the big gun turned over to the

defendant, but without success.

The case was very exciting and the District Attorney; Mr.
Ostraoder, conducted the prosecution very ably. He gave

the *' bull hunters" to understand that he was not afraid of

them, and that he would prosecute every violation of the

game law.

The case will be set for re-trial in a few days.

Kennedy and Yeager, two men who use No. 4 and No. 6

guns, sent word to McFarland that they would use their guns

and would give him a merry chase if he attempted to inter-

fere with them.

Those who are so bitterly opposed to private preserves will

find in the following clipping from Shooting and Fishing,

some food for thought : The Fish, Forest and Game Com-
mission of the State of New York met at Albany, Nov. 7, at

which time they notified the county clerks that the commis-

sion was willing to appoint special protectors for guarding

club preserves or preserves of individuals. It was stated that

Buch appointments must be upon the recommendation of

county boards of supervisors while in session, and not by the

circulation of petitions among supervisors. This is an im-

portant decision, as it gives to the guardians of club pre

serves, as well as private grounds, the protection of State

officers.

The Northwestern sportsmen claim that when thB ducks

were there the weather was too good for duck shooting and
when the weather got cold and blustering the ducks all went
south. We sympathize with our northern Iriends but per-

haps it was just as well for the ducks and the chances are

we may have a few more next year unless the six-bore guns
kill them all all off. The present season is unquestionably

the best that we have had here for years.

Fnd Hakhorn, charged with having shot a wild duck on
McOades' ranch, near Stockton, was tried at that city re-

cently. The jury stood nine for acquittal and three for con-

viction. The case hinged upon the question as to whether
the land wu fenced or not. The jury sent men to look for

the fence but after a whole day's search failed to find the

fence. The I/mtrict Artorney will move for a dismissal when
the case comes up again.

The E, C. powder championship will be decided by each
man shooting at -100 targets, 100 at unknown angleH, 100 ex-

pert rules, 100 reserved order and 50 pairs. This should
certninly bring out the best man.

During October the Bangor and Aroostook railroad car-

ried out of the Maine woods (iOydeer, 53 moose and 37 cari-

bou, a large increase over last year's shipments during the
same length of lime.

The Fish Commissioners have given notice that the Fol-
som fish ladder must be finished on January 1st, or every
man that is liable will be arrested.

THE KENNEL.
The $500 Rule.

Although the niaj >rity of the local dog fanciers and as far

as we know the majority of those in the country at large

favor the proposed amendment abolishing the $500 rule.

There are still a few that bitterly oppose it and we would

like to see the desire unanimous.

Article V. of the regulations governing clubs holding

shows under A. K. C. rules reads as follows :

" No Bhow can be held under American Kennel Club rules

at which the prize money is less than $500."

We all know what a farce this rule has made Los Angeles

and Oakland play, viz , offering money in classes where it

was well known it could not be won. No club except San

FrancisuO can offer $500 in any manner where there is the

least possible chance for it to be won and not lose money on

the show. It is a question if the Pacifies can do so. A more
successful show was never held in California than the last

one of the P. K. 0., yet they lost money.

Why was this rule ever made? Mr. Vredenburgh
answered this question at the special meeting of the P. K. C.

a few days ago, but we do not think that he answered it fully.

The rule was passed to equalize shows. It certainly had

no bearing upon Boston, New York or Philadelphia, as they

alreadv gave many times that sum. But if Rochester, Albany,

Lynn "or some other minor show gave $400 or $600 and Wor-
chester, Bridgeport or some other town gave only $i00; the

shows giving the most got all the entries and the others lost

money and heart at the same time. The result was undoubt-

edly of some slight advantage in the East, but out here it is

a positive detriment. As far as the doggy interests are con-

cerned this country iB very new. New shows are needed to

stimulate the interest. At the lime this rule was passed dog

shows were very much overdone in the East, and undoubtedly

it was the idea of many who voted for the rule that if a few

of the minor shows were frozen out of existence it would be

a benefit to those that were able to offer that much money.
There is not the slightest danger of the show business being

over done on this coast. Our spread-eagle orator's statements

that Redlands, San Bernardino and Riverside would all hold

shows but for this rule, is all " buneumb." There are not

fanciers enough in the three to rvns put together to make a

good -sized club and good dogs outside of setters and pointers

are few and far between.

There is just the remotest possibility that San Diego might
organize a club, though we doubt it. Los Angeles would be

greatly benefitted by the amendment as it could then ofler

what money it could afford, in specials and general prizes,

and make the show pay expenses if not a profit. Sacramento
or Stockton might hold one show a year between them; more
than that would not pay. Directly it would not benefit the

Pacific's but it indirectly would. The less money the others

give the more doge San Francisco will get. Every show
makes new converts, however small affair it may be,and San
Francisco will remain the New York of this coast for many
years, in other words a dog will be of comparatively small

value that has not won at San Francisco and in oider to

qualify for a championship the dog must come to this city

even under the proposed amendment.
Seattle aod Portland cannot hold successful shows under

the present rule. Under the amendment shows under A. K.
C. rules should become regular yearly features.

The more shows that California holds the better for all.

When new men become interested they immediately pur-
chase dogs. Tnis mikes a demand for the product of local

kennels, and when the local kennels begin to realize a dollar

or two they will constantly send Eist and even to England
for new blond. These new do^s will be shown against the old

ones at San Fiaocisco and other shows, and all are bene-

fited.

The odU argument agiinst ihe amendment, that we have
heard that has auy weigri' at all is to the effect that these

smaller towns cinnnt a 6 nd to mploy competent judges.

Unqneslinnnblv Mich men as the man that judged (?) the

last Oakland show do more ha: m than good to kennel; interests

but if a circuit be formed ihi j can be avoided, and the time
must come when Ire •! men will bd ( mployed.
Small shoAH a« a rule produce small classes, and there are

many local men that we believe would give just as good satis-

faction in ui any c)as-es and are just as competent to judge
certain classes as ihe maj »rity of those who judge at Eastern
shows.

K. E. Ropf, for many years president of the St. Bernard
Club of America, Ihe owner of old Ch. Oho and Gemma,
liveB in Idaho ai d coulil be secured fur mastiffs, St Bernards,
Great Dines and Newfoundlands. We doubt if his superior
lives in America.
There is doubtless no belle' Jjai1i*e of fox teriiers in Amer-

ica than Robert Armstrong, of Napa, the breeder of Morti-
mer's Suffolk Toby, the old owner of Carlisle Tack and many
others. He could be secured for wire and smooth-haired fox-

terriers, and, in fact, for all the terrier classes.

J. B. Martin or H. W. Fores would unquestionably give

better satisfaction as judges than the majority of the men that

have had the fox terrier classes in years past.

J. R. Dickson or John Grace would undoubtedly bring out

a larger entry of greyhounds than any Eastern man could
eet, and no one will question the abilily of either of these

gentlemen to judge this clas*.

The foy hound, pointer and setter classes and others can he
equally as well provided for. No one will question the abil-

ity of several local men in these classes, and so on through
the list.

CoaBt judges must be educated as Eastern judges have
been, and thesooner a start is made the better.

We believe that the proposed amendment is to the best in-

terests of the kennel interests of this Coast. A benefit to all

of the established clubs, including the Pacific, an 1 a stimu-
lus to contemplated organizations on which we say the more
the better.

J.H Loci Portland, Me., iB credited with killing a
buck weighing '>0 pounds at West Branch.

The Mott live iurd Iran is said to be three yards faster than
any other live bird trap on the market.

Recently while out giving my pointer and two setters a
run, one of the setters oointed a single bin!, the other two
does backing beautifully We were within fifteen feetof the

bird, when suddenly a hawk descended and picked up the
quail and Hew on a tree with it. I clapped my hands and
he dropped it, and when I picked it up 1 found that in that

short space of time he had pecked the top of the quail's head
out, killing it instantly.—C. G. Steelman, Millville, N. J.

Canadian Kennel Club.

Au executive meeting of the Canadian Kennel Club was

held at Toronto, November 8th. Members present : Messrs.

H. Bedlineton, H. B. Donovan, Geo. B. Sweetnam and R.

W. Boyle. The following business was transacted :

Boyle-Trebilcock.—Mr. R. W. Boyle laid a charge against

Mr. A. Trebilcock, Toronto, of detaining a cocker dog re-

moved from his premises. On motion, it was decided to re-

ceive charge and communicate with Mr. Trebilcock.

Constitution and By-Laws.—The President and Mr.

Sweetnam were appointed a committee to submit revised
draft at next meeting.
Incorporation.—Mr. Sweetnam reported progress.

Cropping of Dogs Ears.—It was decided to take a vote by
mail of the club members on this question.

Fred Kirby Suspended.—Moved by Mr. Boyle, seconded
by Mr. Sweetnam, that in the matter of the Industrial Exhi-
bition Association versus Fred Kirby, that owing to the non-
payment of entrance fees, he be suspended for one year from
this date. Carried.

Mutual Regognitiou of Suspensions, etc.—This matter was
laid over pending further negotiations with the A. K. C.
W. B. Palmer's name was ordered to be removed from the

roll of membership, and Mr. A. Murdoch, Hamilton, on
motion of Mr. Boyle, seconded by Mr. Sweetnam, was elected

to fill the vacancy on the Executive Committee.
1895 Stud Book.—Moved by Mr. Sweetnam, seconded by

Mr. Boyle, that it is in the interest of the club that the publi-
cation of the registrations for 1895, be left in abeyance for the
present. Carried.

Resolved, That at a meeting of the Executive Council of

the Canadian Kennel Club the Secretary be instructed to

convey to Mrs. Alfred Ueddes, the wife of their late respected
member, a vote of sincere sympathy on her sad bereavement
by the loss of her husband, whom we found on ali occasions

an enthusiastic and hearty support in all efforts to improve
and elevate matters in the canine world. We can bear testi-

mony that in all our intercourse we always found our re-

spected member ever courteous and ready to assist in all mat-
ters that were to the best interests of lovers of dog^.—Turf,
Field and Farm.

The Eastern Field Trials .

The Members Stake of the Eastern Field Trial Club wss

started on November 16. The judges were Messrs. Bell and

Bradley. There were six starters. The entrance to the

sweepstake sas $10, divided into two prizes, 65 and 35 per
cent.

First was won bv W. B. Meare's white setter dog Joyful
(Dion C.—Natalie")

Second was divided between the Eldridge Kennels' b w
and t setter bitch Antonia (Antonio—Miss Nelly Y.) and
Pierre Lorillard Jr.'s setter Antoinette (Antonio—Daisy
Hunter.)
The Darby had fourteen starters, the All-Age nineteen.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club
will be held on Wednesday evening next at the Occidental

Hotel.

George Raper is said to have refused £530 for his two fox

terriers the wire-haired Go Bang and the smooth coat Claude
Duval.

The National Beagle Club have just held another success-

ful trial. It is singular that the beagle has such fe* fanciers

in this section.

W. R. Murphy, of Los Angeles, has a St. Bernard bitch

pup by Reglov— Lady Bute II. , that Weighs 103 pounds at 7
months. She has a good head and is straight of limb and
very promising.

The Northwest Sportsman is doing its best to bring about
a dog show at Portland. There are quite a number of ex-

cellent dogs in and about Portland, and a show of at least 150
dogs should be possible.

Otto Sh raft's rough coated St. Bernard bitch puppy Mabel,
by California Bernardo—Alpinula promises to be among the

puppy class winners at the next show. At six months old she

is very well proportioned, with good bone, very fair head,
with nice markings, shadings and color.

H. McCracken has presented to Dr. W. E. Adams the
pointer bitch Nellie Blithe, by Upton of Blithe, out of Juno
H. (formerly Little Nell). She was bred to Prof. W. R.
Hervey's Carmel (Beppo III —Ch. Sally Brass II.) on No-
vember 25th. This union should produce excellent puppies.

The entries to the Pacific Coast Field Trial Clubs All

Age Stake close on December 1st. There is promise of s
fair entry. Birds are said to be abundant. As usual the secre-

tary is apparently asleep. The judges are not selected yet and
as far as the secretary is concerned the local papers are unin-

formed as to whether the club will even hold a trial. The
entries close on December 1st, and not a paper has been noti-

fied of tbe same.

The entries to the great Interstate Coursing Meeting will

close on Friday, December G at 8 p. m., with J. R. Dickson,
secretary, at Pythian Hall, 909 Market street. This meeting
is in the usual good bands and promises to bring out no less

than sixty entries. The officers*-are : President Dominick
Shannon, San Francisco; vice president, J. B. Baker, Merced;

J. H. Rosetter, Alameda; W. C, Peyton, Santa Cruz; T.
Cooney and H. M. N. Spring, Sau Jose; Fred Neary, Sacra-

mento; treasurer, John Perigo, San Francisco. Field officers,

John Grace, judge; Jas. Wren, slipper; J. R. Dickson, 6lip

steward; Jos. Reed, flag steward. Nominations must be ac-

companied by the $10 entrance fee. First prize will be $400,

second $200, and third and fourth $50 each. All dogs win-

ning three courses will be given $20 each.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales. Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

Chas. Schluten's (Sacramento) Irish setter bitch Lye (Sport

—Clio) to Glenmore Kennels (W. Berkeley) Finglas Jr.

(Finglas—Ch. Ruby Glenmore) Nov. 12.
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Hoof-Beats.

Tyrakts ran one two io the sixth race Tnesday.

W. Kerbick has a bay filly by Tenny—Mattie Stanley

that has shown a great turn of speed.

Bob Isom left Kentucky Thursday for California. He has

been signed to ride the Spreckels horses.

Little Pearl (formerly Pearl) and Tortoni (formerly

EvaJ3. II. gelling) are recent corrections in nomenclature.

Jockey Stanford, who was severely injured by Dick
O'AIalley falling on him a short lime since, is on the fair way
to recovery, and should be out sooq.

J. Johnson, the clever steeplechase rider, who rode J. O.

C, in his many wins, had his wrist broken when thrown by
Burmah in the steeplechase Wednesday.

The stewards of the California Jockey Club Wednesday
reinstated W. Clancy and Finn, the steeplechase riders, who
have been on the suspended list for some time.

Sooladain, clearly the best horse in the race, was vir-

tually left at the post in the first event, and was only beaten

out a neck by Monarch, with the best jockey up.

Pri sident T. H. Williams stated Wednesdav lhat raciog

would be resumed at Bay District on December26th. After

that the two tracks will race alternately for two weeks.

Hinrichs had a mount in the third race Wednesday, the

first sioce his unsatisfactory ride on Calienle a couple of

weeks ago. This saves the Dutchman a bar at the new track

There is considerable talk of a series of race meetings to

be given on the epeed track, Golden Gate Park, this winter.

It is hoped it will be put in first class condition tor these

events.

At the pest in the stake race race Masoero did a good deal

of buck jumping and in a false break bumped Miss Maxim so

hard as to dislodge both riders. Neither the animals nor

boys was hurt.

H. L. Jones had a big winning day Tuesday, coming
oat about $400 ahead. He laid against Mt. Roy straight

and place and Toano to win, and took all the McFarlane
money offered.

J. E. McDonald may send Rubicon to the stud shortly to

take the place of HaydeD Edwards at Applegate, McMeekin's
farm, Lexington, Ey. He is undecided, howevar, and Rubi-

con may be seen on the turf for another year.

The winnings on the tuif of the horBes owned by the

Prince of Wales amounted to £7,870 duriog the past season.

This is better than the Prince has ever done at racing be-

fore. Bis betting gains also were large.

Jerry Chorn made a great record Tuesday. His ride

on Arctic, when he bored his way through between Montalvo
and the rail was a risky chance, but he got through and won
when there was no other way of accomplishing it.

The Flushing Jockey Ciub (Peter DeLacy) case is still un
decided in the Xew York courts. The Jockev Club is weav-
ing a strong case against DeLacy and seems to have proven
that the Flushing race was one made by DeLacy for his own
purpose.

St. Agnes is running out in a paddock and is putting on
flesh. Her yearling brother, St. Nicholas, who brought the

top price of the season, $10,500, is in W. Donohue's string.

He is going on in the right way, and is an exceedingly prom-
sing sort.

Only eleven books cut in Tuesday. Two dropped out and
Riley Grannan put on one. The quiet-mannered young man
who loseB or wins thousands without showiog as much emo-
tion as a $10-play will cause in others was the center of at-

traction.

Earl Cochran rode a good second on Montalvo, who
would have been a winner if he could have kept Arctic out,

and landed the Lissak Stakes in gocd time Tuesday. Both
horses belong to his father, John Cochran, who sent them to

the post in fine fettle.

The leading hotel west of Chicago is The Palace, and
every morning the grill and billiard rooms are thronged with
horsemen gathered from all parts of the United States. The
management never omits an opportunity fo make every-
body satisfied, and all the most prominent people who come
to California stop there.

D ke & Wishard have experienced another stroke of
hard luck. Helen .Nichols, just before a recent race, struck
a stone, which accounted for her poor showing, and cut one
of her hoofs and leg so badly that her owners do not expect
to race her again for a year. Helen Nichols was well backed
by her owners to win the race.

Go to John A. McKerron, 203 and 205 Mason street, if

you want to get the very finest of saddles, bridles, blankets,

boots and other race horse parapheualia, besides a full line of

veterinary medicines, linements, etc. His stock is the best

on this coast and warranted to be perfect. Call aod eee him
if you are in need of anything.

The judges did not like the looks of Toano's defeat, and
called for the bookmaker's sheets, as well as for an explana-
tion from Hennessy. Nothing suspicious was discovered,
and Henoessy stated that he could not get the horse under
way at the start. He raced him out for all there was in him
when he did get him under way.

The Arizona stable lost the promising filly Mollie Brad-
ford by pleurisy on Monday. She was a bay filly, by Brad-
ford, dam Mollie B. B. Within a very short period of time
this stable has lost by death, besides the filly mentioned, Ross
and Charlie T., and Volt and Mr. Jingle are hoth on the
retired list, having broken down.

All OvfR made up a lot of ground in the fifth race from
the stretch, where his rider seemed to be pulling him
tip. When he was turned loose again he came like a cyclone.

Willie Martin, who rode AH Over, claimed that Bergen, on
Joe Cotton, carried him out on the turn before striking the

stretch. Morgan G. also made a great run-up in the same
race, as he was standing still at &ag-fall.

John Kobbins picked up a good horse when he got Ore-
gon Eclipse.

Jockey Lamb, the well-known Eastern jockey, arrived
here Thursday.

Souvenir programmes, printed on cream satin, were pre-
sented to the ladies Thursday.

Three Flambeaus started in the fourth race Thursday,
and they finished 1, 2, 3. Flambeaus must like the mud.

Tom Snider, presumably for J. Talbot Cliftoo, bid up
Col. Weightman to $1505, at which price he was retained by
his owner.

Two Bit" made his California debut Thursday. This
jockey has been riding under that peculiar cognomen for a
couple of seasons.

The famous old gelding Freeland has gone on the stage,

aud appeared recently at the Schiller Theater in Chicago in

the "Derby Winner."

Jennie Treacz colt has been named Adolph Spreckels,
and the Diana filly will hereafter be known as Huntress—

a

very appropriate name.

G. D. Wilson, Lexington, Ky., has purchased of Frank
K. Wall the bay colt Bascomb B., 2, by Luke Blackburn, dam
Ten Ban, by Ten Broecfc, at the reported price of $1,000.

We have received a copy of the weekly edition of Daily
Racing Form. It is legibly printed in comprehensive man-
ner, and with complete index and valuable foot notes is an
ideal fo rm book.

Col. Burns informs us that of twenty yearlings his stable

has io training at San Jcse, sixteen have gone three-eighths

in less than 37 seconds, some below 36, and two have done
the trick in 35J seconds.

Harry Morse, the veteran detective who has so well

managed to keep the rough element down in the past few
ye^rson many race tracks, has again been enlisted by the
Pacific Coast Jockey Club to look after the welfare of its

patrons.

The stables of G. Bennett & Co., Pat Dunne and Pat Cor-

rigan have arrived at Montgomery Park, Memphis, where
they will winter. Others are expected there, among them
the stables of Capt. S. S. Brown, T. Griffio, Cliff Porter and
the Charter Oak Stable.

Harry Griffin, the highest-priced jockey in the world,

arrived in the'eity Thursday morning and visited.the track

iu time to see some of the races. He will ride for Burns &
Waterhouse this winter. Young Hewitt, the Blemton Stable's

light-weight jockey, accompanies him, and will profit by a

winter's experience in riding here.

The largest winning horses in the East this year are : Re-
quital, $5S,32

:

; Handspriue $40,830, Bright Phcebus, $20,-

700; Applegate, $29,070; Hazlett. $15,965; Crescendo, $11,-

043, Floretts IV, $10,255; Key El Santa Anita, $7,530; Rey
ElCarreras, $S,195; Clifford, $8,460; Belmar, $7,435; Luca-
nia, $6,985. and Lazzarone, $6,430.

To decide a bet, please state what horse holds the world's

running record for one and an eighth miles? Answer.—It

is acknowledged that the time test in America is the best in

the world and the record for one and an eighth miles made
by Tristan, a son of imp. Glenelg at Morris Park, June 2d,

1891, is the best in America. It was 1:51$.

Thirty carloads of race horses arrived at New Orleans on
Tuesday, November 12, which contained 160 bead of horses.

The stakes for the meeting are the American Brewing Han-
dicap, one mile ; Dry Monople Handicap, one mile and sev-

enty yards ; Traction Handicap, one mile and one.sixteenth,

and the Christmas Handicap, one mile and a furlong.

Jockey Charlie Thorpe has been engaged for next sea-

son by W. H. Laudeman at a salary of $4,000. He will re-

ceive in addition $100 for each stake he wins, $25 for other

winning mounts and $J0for losing mounts. After the Lex-
ingten Meeting Thome will remain at his home in Iowa until

after the holidays, when he will go to New Orleans.

In the published list of yearlings of Messrs. J. R. & F.

P. Keene, located at Sheepshead Bay, there appears a bay
filly by Duke of Montrose, dam Lady Reel. Tnis must be a

wrong pedigree. Lady Reel in 1894 had a dead foal by

Strathmore, and Madam Reel bad a bay fillv by Strathmore
—Madam Reel which must be the filly that the Messrs.

Keene have.

The Fleischman horses will go into winter quarters at

Oaklev. They will remain there until about the first of

March, when they will be shipped to the Brooklyn track.

The colors of Cincinnati's representative stable will not be

seen on any of the Western tracks next season. Mr. Fleisch-

mann will race his horses in the East exclusively. He is done
with Western racing forever.

F. J. Cochran, the well-known scientific horseshoer.

returned from the East with Monroe Salisbury last week.

Mr. Cochran stands at the top of his profession, he having

shod, among hundreds of other famous ones, the following :

Sunol, Palo Alto, Arion, W. Wood, Stamboul, Bell Bird,

McKinney, Adbell, Alix, Azote. Frank Agan, Directly, Ella

T., Ryland T., Altao and Lockhart.

Mr. A. B. Spreckels started seven horses Thursday. The
first pair were coupled in the betting, but did not show. The
next one, Pat Murphv, was very dangerous almost to the

wire. Of the next pair, Foremost showed the way for awhile

and Gallant finished third. The last couple took first and

third monej. The stable certainly showed very good per-

formances in therr first race in many mouths.

Ed. Sota, an exercise lad, while riding the erratic and

stumbling filly Lady Splendor, met with a serious accident

Friday. While riding her down Seventh Avenue she thought

she saw a hurdle and tell on her knees with fright throwing

the youth over her head. He landed on his face, and when
Col. Da.n Burns and Trainer Rollins picked him up it was

found that his chin was split and his nose and face badly

lacerated. He was taken to the French Hospital and the

surgeons were kept busy stitching up the wounds for some

time. The game little fellow never whimpered but stood the

ordeal like a stoic. He will be able to leave the hospital

about next Thursday if blood poisoning does not set in.

What "Will Portland Do in 1896 ?

It is a well-known fact that part of the horsemen who
attended our meeting here this spring were not paid in full.

These men have been very patient about this matter, know-
ing that the weather had a great deal to do with the failure

of the association in meeting their obligations. Now that

the racing season of 1895 is over, they begin to cast about for

another year, and are willing to meet the association on
most any kind of terms to effect a settlement. The racing
put up here was of a high order, and is spoken of throughout
as one of the best racing meetings of the season, and the citi-

zens of this city should not let the few dollars that it will
take to settle up this matter kill one of the best racing towns
on the Pacific Coast. We truly hope some action will be
taken at an early date to settle up these claims, so Portland
will be on the circuit for 1896.—North Pacific Rural Press.

The Palace Hotel.

Everyone who comes to this city understands that the

leading hotel is The Palace. Its fame is world-wide, for since

the day of its opening, the greatest attention has been paid

to the welfare of its guests. Horsemen and their friends who
contemplate visiting San Francisco should not forget that

this hotel is the only one where all the famous horsemen so-

journ, and in the grill room every day and evening will be
found an assemblage of turf representatives who are always
pleased to greet their friends. The grill room is the finest

west of Chicago and its cuisine is not equaled in the United
States. The ^prices are very reasonable, in fact it is often
remarked by the patrons that thev cannot see how such an
excellent menu can be served for the money.

Sir Excess was a profitable investment for J. W. Rogers.
He purchased him for $7,000, and the colt credited his owner
with $30,000 in winnings and was sold to Richard Croker for

considerably more than the $7,000 he cost. As Sir Excess is

a sound, good constituted horse, he is likely to be a profitable

purchase for his new owner, and it will not be surprising

should he win some good races in England, as the long open
stretcheB will suit a burse of his conformation and style of
going much better than racing around a ring. C. Morton,
who trains fcr Richard Croker in England, is reckoned an
Al man. Rey del Carreres and Sir Excess are both likely to

be beard from as being the medium of bringing off a big coup

F. J. Lear?, Trainer Park Farm, Cranston, R. I., writes

I have given your Absorbine a thorough trial and think it a :

good thing to keep in training stables.

Jno. Matthews, Tuxedo Park, N. Y., writes: The effect on
puffy hock is very satisfactory. The great advantage of the
Absorbine is that the animal can be kept at work.

The pedigree of imp. Lolokulani, bred in the Hawaiian
Islands, is given as Shenandoah, dam Lady Norfolk. This
mare has not been registered in the American Stud Book,
and her breeding iB therefore not identified in this country.

W, & J, Sloane i Co "!

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Carpets,

Rugs,
Furniture,

Drapery-

Materials,

Lace Curtains,

Window Shades

ORIENTAL RUGS
Modern and Antique, in Great

Variety.

641-643-645-647 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

ANNUAL MEETING P. G. T. H. B. I.

The annual meeting of the PACIFIC
COAST TROTTING BOBSE BREED-
ERS' ASSOCIATION will be held

Monday Evening, December 2, 1895

at 8 o'clock, at the rooms of the Association,

313 Bush street.

Business of importance will be presented.

F. W. hl.ll.Kl E. P. HBALD.
P wn l- Secretary.
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"Little is known by the world how the

now great fire, Altamont, 2:263, was handled

during his racing career," said a well knowo

Pacific Slope horseman recently to a reporter.

"Most everv admirer of a trotter can call to

mind some'horse that passed through a sea of

vicissitudes while on the turf, and at the

same time ponder in his mind how that par

licular hor<e performed half so well as he did.

aod what be might have accomplished had he

•half a chance '
~

I have in mind several, but

above all looms Altamont. He was raced dur-

ing his early days without the least regard to

preparation or form. He was a horse that al-

ways nad his speed, and it made not a particle

of diflerence whether he received a single

workout or the least preparation prior to a

me—he was raced just the same. In fact.

Altamont, during his life, was never in half

condition logo a race, but still he'd race and

beat his competitors, loo. How he stood bis

ill treatment has been a question in mv mind

for years, hut be did stand it, and finally got

a record of 2:261. No matter when or whn

came to the stable of Altamont and hinted a

a race, he not it right oft', whether it was down

the straight road or on 'regular course'—

everything went, and Altamont would lend

the money, no matter how small or how large

The early history of Blue Bell 75 is strewn

with stories of neglect, but when it comes to

the genuine article Altamont outshadows the

Indiana horse and any other that can be

named. Altamont, it cannot be said, had

greatness thrust upon him, for everything

that he has achieved was accomplished under

the most adverse environmetts. Still, he has

to his credit Chehalis, 2:07*; Doc Sperry,

2:09; Ella T., 2:09; Patbmont,2:09}, and Al-

tao, 2:093, besides twenty-six other 2:30 per

formers. What he would have accomplished

bad the smile of fortune been his is left only

to speculation."
*

The trotting mare Orange Girl (2:20), by

Ryfdyk's Hambletonian, dam Dolly Mills, bv

Seely's American Star, is now the dam of

three in the list, viz : Arcturus (2:123), by Ar
tillery (2:211), Orangelander (2:161), bv

Greenlander "(2:12), and Ozoma (2:29*), by

Earl (i:23i). Artillery (2:21)), sire of Arc-

turns (2:123), is brother io bload to Orange
Girl (2:20), being by Rysdyk's Hambletonian,

out of a daughter of Seely's American Star.

The great brood mare Beautiful Bells

(2:29)) gets some very close and stout thor-

oughbred crosses through her sire, The Moor,
wuose dam, Belle of Wabash, was a thorough-

bred daughter of Lieut. Bassenger. The
second dam of Clay Pilot, sire of The Moor,
was by the thoroughbred Grey Eagle, out of

a daughter of thoroughbred Bertrand.

At J. Malcolm Forbes' farm there are two
two-year-olds, twelve yearlings and six wean-
lings by Anon .

ECorao Own«ri Sliould fFxry

COMBAUCT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE,
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by.' E.
Gombault
ex-Vclerl*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

GOTeromont

SlutL

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING;
lmf«**thtr tnjiwl'irr any ikvtr or t'Jrminh. The f>ufc«t

b«-t BLISTER ^ > •. .-I Take- the |.luf.. c»r till Itnt-
r II> miuII Hun. be*
Of III. mUbl • (rum llorx-a or Calllc

WE GUARANTEE 8 Tif'il Of
»M vlll
uUlo of

th.it r.no tnhlrspoonfnl
CAUSTIC BALSA"

I
" miiro av.-i'jrti rraillt* tiiftii a whole t

•uij tin • n -- mixture ,-ver made.
r.vrry boliloof Caustic Balaam "old 1* WfvrrM.

•>d loBlra •*(!. tor Rico (T.50 per bo . Sold
br Dnunc'«U.or»erit by ixpn-K-.cA'iryr* paid, \% It h full
tllirctiiiiK fur it* ii"-. Hnitl for ditKTlpilve ciroulari,
' i-. etc. A'iilrt-»»

ITHK i.awkkntk-WMJJAM8 CO., Cleveland, a

r^ FOR SALE.
I am nol out of hrallli nor am I jrolngoulnf b

1,111 l" r
- I ivlnh to ofler CULTS

and Kl 1,1,1 1BB by

MrKIVMtv. 2:M i -i.

DIABLO. 2 '"< and

(iOMMII'hll. -2:1 I |.|.

AUo iT'-flnian-* with raOOrdl hth)

B'lV, DON WII.KE i \ w RICH-
i v. :.]!',, BOB M-\-'..N

2:21, aii':

Any oi u.i win ba nld ftl

the limp*, fiti.i u,«lr earulog •blllty. Addren

VMi.i.iiui H. BTIM80N,
.-leor* Strc** Lob Aofeln, Oal.

THS MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY

Bead proofs below

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
BbUBPODST, L. I.. N. Y.. Jan. IS, 1S&4.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.— I bought a splendid bay
horse sometime auo with a Spavin. I got him
for $30. I used Kendall's Spavin Cure. The
Spnviu Is gouu now ami I have been offered SIM
for the same horse. I onlv had him nine weeks,
so I got $120 for using $2 worth of Kendall's Spavin

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Shelby. Mich., Dec. 16, 1B98.

Dr. B.J. Kendall Co.—I have used your Kendall's
Spavin Cure with good success for Curb on two
horses and It Is the best liniment I have ever used.

August Frederick.
PrK-e *1 per Itnitlc.

For sale bv all Drnggi>ts, or address

J}R. B. J. KENDALL COMPA.NY,
CNOSBURCH FALLS. VT.

—OFFERS—
F^or Sale
ABUVDKI.. chestnut horse (brother to Janusi. foal

ot 1S9I. by Duke ot Norfolk, dam Elaine, by Wildidle.

CABIN 4, chestnut HUy. foal of 1892, by Duke ot
Norfolk, dam ElsiDe, by Wildidle.

CHKS • IXIJT FUJ.V. ioal o( 1894, by Duke of Nor-
folk—Elaioe, by Wildidle.

I.OI'I 4. bay filly, loal of 1S93, by Brutus, dam
Young Ladv Hercules, by Duke of Norfolk, out ofLady
Hercules, by Boots, by imp. Hercules,

B * Y i IMY. foal of 189-J, by imp. Merriwa, dam
Young Lady Hercules.

CHKSTIVUT ' Ol.T. foal • t 1891, out of agister to

D inathan's Hubert Earl, by John A., dam Lottie J.

CHKSTXCT rOLT, foal ot 1894, by Duke of Nor-
folk, dam Lakma, by John A.

For lnforma*ion and prices apply to

W. L. APPLEBY,
Bay District Race Track.

Or M. C. JORDAN,
I^urelwood Farm, Santa Clara.

ALL HOHcKS IN" TB AIKING.

Also For Sale.
THE

DUKE OF NORFOLK
and 16 broodmares, among tliem

\EIL»0\, CVRMB1V,
8I6TBR TO HILOWOOD,

MAY D., Etc.. Etc.
Also weanlings.

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTERS.

A splendid pair of rondsiers, one of tbe finest bueey
teams in the city, is ottered for sale. Th*-y are well-
bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle sale iora la>'y

io drive. In br^ediop they cannot be excelled, being
of tne most fasltl sMp siruius. Anv gfnileiuau
wanting a lat-t team will find a b^raaln in this pair ff
trotiinc mares. They are only four years old, and,
bflne untrained, will continue to develop speed by
careful handling. They are slightly below medium
size, but of sironE c^nfor atIon and perfectly sound.
1 bis team may be seen at ihe Dexter Prince stab e.

1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold al a
low price.

ALSO FOR SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and

Business Horses

- BRED AT THE -

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, f'al. By purchasing directly from the breeder
inr BDSan i I and nervlc-nble animals ai
lowest pilots. Oolts and illHes are offered for sale by
Unit rraal yODDfi wire. I'll.OT PHIV fc ; al*o by
Dexur rrir r.-,-i m y, Victor, 2:22, QrandlsBrmo,2:28>t,
<;.-., rt;.- Waslilncton, 2:1«, El BentOD.ZSS; Don Miir-
viii, .':'-2. etc. Thi'se have all been bred ot the Napa
Rtock i 'anii nw\ ure out of iirnt-ciass mares.
Promising oolta "i tried speed llnt-a will be supplied

(o trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready f r track work arc nflered for *tiie.

Brotdmam are also ofl>red (or sale by 'Woodnat,
: 10, Dawn, 2:l8V,GraDdIsBlmo, 2:234, Dexter Prince,
llawthoriii'. A riliiirlein, Naiihuc. etc
a feature u alao made of siipgdyiuggood llvory and

burtlnenx bOTBM Ibl 'Itv use
aii Block (narantaed aoond and as repreaented>

Having been raised on the aplaod paaturei « > t the Napa
Stock Farm they have the besi of feet and less and
will then-fore hUiu! hard work. All Mock snl.l ln.ni
tblt farm bun giv n ihebesl oi satisfaction, Barnlns
areofleredtoaildeslrlag to purchase good Htock of any
kind.
Ifyou wluli to purchase horses of any kind, write for

Information,
lull partlcnlani may be bad regarding the above by

calling at Heald's Business College, or bv addressing
I-. P. Hi \i i».

2 1 I'm-i Street, San Frnncliieo.

FOR SALE.

Two young J KitSKY BULLS, registered, tor sale at
Oily Front Htablee, 20 Olujr Street.

THOROUGHBREDS!

SALjSS A.T -A-TTOTICMNT
8ALESVARD CORNER VAX XEg« AVENCE AAD

MARKET STREET

AT 7:30 P. M.

[dndee canvas and by electric lights]

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1 1895.
YEARLINGS—Get of imp. Mariner, Sobrante, Midlothian, imp. Martenhurst, etc.

Also twenty-eigbt noted broodmares, among them the dams of DON CARILLO, £L KAYO>
DARE, SAM LEAKE, SOBRANTE, SEASIDE, SEA SPRAY, MOLLIE R., RE-
JECTED, Etc., Etc, together with the well known stallions

IMP. MARINER and SOBRANTE
PROPERTY OF

ESTATE OOXj. I. THOKNTON.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1895.
YEARLINGS AND TWO-YEAR-OLDS,

SALVATOR, SIR MODRED, DAREBIN, MIDLOTHIAN, MAXIM, MARTEN-
HURST, TYRANT, TORSO, CALVADOS, ST. ANDREW, FITZJAMES, Etc.

PROPERTY OF

ranoho :d:bXj xva.so.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18,
Yearlings—Get of Imp. Midlothian, Imp. Merriwa and Peel,

PROPERTY OF

JAMES B . CIEXASE, ESQ
Catalogues Thornton sale now ready.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19.
Tlie Todlaunter Tlioro-uslilDred.s,

Comprising 15 Broodmares and 11 Yearlings.

Tbe brood noire 1* enahraca such noted onesas FTA.EDEE (dim of R^v A.lfoasa). ED\ (dam
of Chas. Quick). LIZZIE IDLE (dam of Jim Duff* and Princees First), KATIE A. (dam
of Tieress), LIZZIE HOOKER, ANNIE KOONEY, etc.

Tbe yearlings are from these meres, and the get of imp. Merriwa and Prince of Norfolk,
Also two trutting-bred yearlings by Silver Bow.

Catalogues now being prepared.

AuctioneersKILLIP & CO.,
30 Montgomery^Street.

The Imported English Hackney Stallion

And about THIRTY of his COLTS, the latter raneine from TWO to FOUR YEARS ol

age. The HANDSOMEST and GRANDEST-FORMED youDgsters

in CALIFORNIA.

PARAGON is registered in English Hackney
Stud Book, and is one of the finest of his breed
ever imported.

Twelve of these youngsters are broken to harness, and are show horses every oue of Ihera.

I will dispose of all at a very low figure, as I Intend to use my ranch for dairying purposes, and will establish

a creamery there, hence I have no use for these Hackneys. Addrees

FULTON Q. BERRY, Fresno, Oal.

The Uraudly-Brrd Race Mare

ROSITA A., 2:15 1-4.
IN FOAL TO DIRECT. 2:05 1-2.

For further particulars, address J. W, ALVIgO. FIeanantou, Cal.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime Cocker Kennels.

AT STCD.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C.S. B.257. Mollie,

A. 27.8S0- Jessie M., A. 30.1SJ. Peg Woffington 29,738

and Railette.

Paps lor sale. Address

MILLER «fc PRATHEB. Proprietor*.
-«". L prathphJe., F. K. Miller .

537 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 46-5 Tenth St., Oakland.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stub—Toe best bred Irish Setters in America.

FIM.LA- JR.. 31,189.
BA"BVMOKE, 34.802.

II von want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

GLRVMORK KEN.\EL«,
* West Berkeley, Cal.

Shooting Pictures.

Of Interest to the Sporting Fraternity.

Messrs. Chas. Scribner & Sons beg to announce the
publication of Mr. A. B. Frost's renowned shooting
piciures.
Mr. Frost has long be*n known to all enthusiasts as

tbe onp ariist able to portray homing scenes with the

spirit aod feelineof the true sportsman; bis own great

love torshootine.and his familiarity with nature as the
brnur knows and sets her, shows itself most strongly

in everv line of bis work.
For maoy years tbe artist has been making sketches

an-i sindifs wiih ihe idea of preparing a series of repre-

sentative SHOOTING PICTr/RES.whichwillberecos-
oiied as accurate and real in tvery dp(aii These eiebt

water colors have been reproduced in fac-MmuV with
tbe utmret care, aod the publishers believe are the

moat perfect specimens ot color reproducti n of their

kind ever executed. Among the subjects tr. ated are
the following:
Rai ebooti08,BsY = nipe. Raffed Grouse. Cra-

mer Woodrock, FnsHxb Snipe, narks from a
Blind. Quail NhooMnu, Quail-* Dead Mand.
Each pate is mounts on heavy cardboard. 19x26

iPChts. so that it mav be framed at once I' desired
Mr « barles D. Lanier who write1

- the accompanying
text, gives an increased interest to 'he series of pictures,

and " riles as only the real S'ndentof bird lif»-and tbf
woods can Bis pases are illustrated by pen-and-ink
drawings *y Mr. Frost
Tn those rlesiring further iLformation regarding the

Portfolios, please call or address
• A- -( RIBVKR A SONM.

331 Montgomery St., Room 31, S. F

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

yoB

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

Tbe Moat Exhaustive Treatise on tbe Dog ever
Written

With this tn hand the merest novice can Manage,
BBKsnand Exhibit Does as scientifically>s the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price. 83.00. and 25 cents Rxpreaaage.

If your dog is sick, yon must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he is suffering
and how to cure the same-

Price, @2, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best wobe ofthe kind eveb published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
?1X Bush Street San Francisco

Fetch and Carry.
A Treatise on Retrieving

BY B. WATERS.
PRICE. 81.80, POSTPAID.

Do you wish to have a perfect retriever? This work
will teach yoo bow to train and handle a retriever by
eilber the Natural Metr-od or Force SyBtem. It gives
the amateur hints In sell-discipline. Many incidental
matters of training are treated. Chapters are devoted
to the Irish Water Scaniel, the i besapeake Bay dog
and tbe Eoglisb retriever. The advantages and dis-
advantages of unnga dog lor br>th finding and retriev-
ing are fully explained. Send for circulars.

H. IVtTBBg. 318 Broadway. X. Y.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
It you are fond oi fresh
air and restfuL rural re-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life, ft reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly. to anyaddress.$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.
No free copies. Game-
land Plh. Co., 13 Astor

,

Place, New York. N.Y.
With Breeder an* Sporlstnau. 8-1.50 per year

w o Are
WHOLESALE DEALERS.
Bot we do ret il our goods at very low prices For instance, we sell bunting coats at
81. 82. 8-'. 83. SO. 8 I- e55. hut or new sk-leton coat at 8'i and our uew quail
coat at N3. have advantages we can describe Then we bave them In leather and
corduroy, as well as in waterproof canvas and filed ruober, both light and heavy

E. T. ALLEN CO.
FIREARMS. FISHING-TACKLE, SPOR1IN3 GOODS, ETC.. ETC.

4.16 .Market Street - - Below Ksmome, S. F.
Telephone, Main 1013. Cable -Etallen."

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under tblsbeading 60 ceu taper tne permon th.

WORSES AND CATTLE.

Clabrough, Golcher Sc Go.

GUNS SShs&a* GUNS

R Nil S—. ^0113 aod Shorthorns. All pure bred anduullu registered. Fine Individuals. At prices
to suit the times, eltber singly or In carload lots. Oak
wood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the beat Butter and Milk Stock.
BKHh-HIRK-. and P"I>*\n-C'Hi:\ A H0G8.
Also best varieties ol Fancv POUL.TRY
WILLIAM MLK& ds CO. , Los Angeles, CaL

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876.

Gun Goods LI \))U
605 MARKET STREET, S. F.

Grand Hotel
Block.

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

GRiNDISSIMO,
i-Ti-4 iruii brothe 1' to Grandee, tbi^e-year-old record
5&23£). Stallions, broodmares, filliea and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addres*
for pamcnlars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.
Veterinary Department

University of California,
Cor. Postand Fillmore Sts. , San Francisco.

NEXf SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CCX>I\GHAM, Secretary.

Its rlftitno for superiority are as follows:—

FIRST _ It is n --E affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
It will not cause headache.
It is under all conditions tbe safest powder in use, as it contains no nitro -glycerine or sun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in tbe loaded tbell in the gun.
It basa liehi recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest aDd has tbe greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives tbe beat pattern at any ana all disiances.

BBVRrSTH Its act'on is tbe most uniform In all respects.
KIGH1H It can be used in cheap paper, or brna» sheila with anv primer.

It is the cleanest powderln use, and if the eon is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that is required for that purpose, wbeu it will be noticed that there Is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. Tbe residae does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more after filly shots than after the first- (After
shooting other powders, tbe gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DCST.")

It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains fall weight (16 oz. to the Ib.'j

:

and each pound contains more than doable the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

«~ For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

5fct'0.\D
THIRD
FOURTH
FIFTH
HlXIH

MATH

TE.YTH

il D. T. S„
Veterinary Surgeon.

Office and Infirmary at Veterinary College,

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets, San Francisco
Telephone West 687.

All diseases requiring surgical treatment a
specially.

DUPON FsPORTING POWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual DLson measure.
Second—It > ives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its name would Indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best : hard, quick, well-suited t3 trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which Is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used tn loading, free on application.

G. A. HAIQ-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERi.YARY DBXTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: \EVADA STABI>8
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

Dr. "V\7"xxx. F. Egan,
m. r c. v. s., f. e. v. m.a

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh: ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 412a.
Branui offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 529

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE A3TD STABLE :

606 Golden Gate Avenue.
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOtTBS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Teuphqxb 3651.

THE PARKER GUN.
WIW R OF <;RA\D AMERICAN HANDICAP 189S.

DE. C. MASOEKO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE!
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth, Telephone No. 457

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

Hounds and Pointer.

FAMOUS JULY FOX-HOUNDS.
A pack of five ot the above celebrated strain lor sale.

Also two well-trained fox- bounds.

POINTER.
A well-trained and well-bred liver and white pointer

doe by BISMARK, oat oi Grace— Bow. Prl.*e. 8J50.

Address R. W. BBADIHG,
Selby. Cal.

Notice to Hunters.

Coal shipped to CLUB HOUSE on shone*! notice
without extra charge at city prices. Address, U.
XORTHRl P. 1235 Howard St. Tel Sooth U7.

ELCHO KENNELS.
' Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show
1

and Field Trial winners for sale.

I
At atud Irish Setters Champion DICK 8WIV-

I BLEB, fee*Co; (Dnllenee XtfMO II. fee JiO.

Irish Setter and Pointer popplvs from Bench Show
aod Field Trial winners, sires and Jam'.
Address A R. TRIM* v.

1425 Steloer Street, near Ellis. Sao Francisco.

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

ALL USED

R. LIDDLE CO.'S
Sportsmem'S Outfits.

110 montgomery st.
Open Saturday B»gnina».

SEE OUR

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new bock— free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest nshlog aqd Hanting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, ROT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
Tha Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THJt BO U TIC TO

san rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPDW GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Tickzt Omci-Corner New Montgomery an
Market streets, under Palace HoteL
GksxbaI, OmcK—Matual Life Building.

B. X. Hi \\. Cm. I
1 *... Art

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, *~~~*\

I Cubebs and Injections. f/|\TJJ|
J

1 Tiey cure in48 hours the V J
I same diseases Trithout any incon-

Ivenience. SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS

Guide and Hunter cocoanut-oil cake.
For British Columbia aod Alaska. For particulars
address

W. lilTTfilDliK. Golden, British Columbia.

Nobetier feed fordairr cow* and slock. Fit
nuaotlUf? to»u!t. Apply to F.L DOR'
OIL WORKH COMPANY, 20* California slr**rt.
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THE DAILY BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
Is the Only Daily Turf Journal on the Pacific Coast

Contains All the News of the Turf, Form Charts of All Local

Races, Winning Sires, Jockeys' Records, Etc.

AN AUTHORITY ON ALL SUBJECTS HANDLED.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, or sent by Mail to any Address.

Five Cents Per Copy. One Dollar Per Month.

Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc., Etc.
AT

3V£ oXS.E3HHOKT'S-
OF AM EXCELLENCE OF QUALITY, BLEGANCE OF PATTERN AND VARIETY

OF 81 YLB AND GRADES NUT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Haeness. tv^ZXSSSS. 8T" 8

'

*•

"WML. BO"WN'S
Celebrated Newmarket Toilet Clipper.

NO STABLE COMPLETE WITHOUT THEM.
For Sale by Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.,

Manufacturer's Agent for the U. S.
Write for a special list.

Training

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

Tht« cr«**l practical horw book In a handsome, throe
ininrinxl mjp. ortavo, hound In <

, printed
•uj*<rhljr llhwlr»u-d, and cxril»luri In every detail thr
reroarfcabto rooc— of CHARLHB MAKViNtm.i tht
whole plana and methods, purnm-d *i Palo Alto auto
hroftkltiR, tmlnliiic, nhf-liiK. KallhiK, driving, keeling
radni[»n'i rin*-*iinK trottara.
IU«d what J owner of Ht.Bel.sayso

(hi* book: "In this work Marvin has lot out all the
mywUrlmol Ui»* craft, and II In no nltniili* and plain lhal
~Tbrw4ar, DWnar, trnlner or rabbn Who has any

li for hi* outline** can t*kn a colt asa yearlliiK and
1—* to the highest and fulUwt extent that colt'M

a* a tmtlcr. The work Impreeaod me PC
re ordered twenty ooplw, and nhaii

ill)! every nihlwr on our farm,
HaUad pottpali fa.no. Address

THE BRHflDBR AND SPORTSMAN
1U BoahVt, Ban Francisco, t •

BY LAWS
AND

RULE8 AND REGULATIONS
OF THI

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN
Trotting Associations

AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTING Ill'LBg.

National Trotting Abs'n Rules 30 cte

American Association Roles 30cls
Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For sale at thn offlcr of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
318 Bnsh Street, San Francisco.

RED BALL BRAND

Warded Gold Med a
At California Stale
Fair 1892.
Every horse owner

A'ho values his stocfc
sh uld constantly have
i supply or it on hand.
U improves and keeps
•took in the pink of con
Ittion.

Manhattan Food Go.,

"nn Mateo, Cal.
a Ask your grocer or hay dealer for it.

PACIFIC GOAST

JOCKEY CLUB
(I\GLESIDE TRACK)

Grand Opening Nov. 28
RAIN OR SHINE.

five or More Races Kaeb Pay. Races £ta t

at 2 p. m. sharp.

ADMISSION «l 00
Take Southern Pacihctrainsat Third aud Townsend

street depot leaving at 12. 12:38, 1:45 and 2:15 p. m
Fare for round trip, Including admission to grand
stand, (i. Take Mission-street electric line direct to

A. B. 6PRECKELS, President.
W. 8. LEAKE. Secretary.

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

tKSIIMSTIItCB WW ICO* STUB tllLtt

Show/h6 PMtrS OFTACHFO.

ihi mc*& mod eo tott u/a-'s rne mi pacific coast ts hd

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL.
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 223, Santa Clara.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE ... $i 8>

These Tlniprs start and stop promptly, and are as
reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. HIRSCHMAN, 1 13 Sutter St.

[ABSORBINE
I '. . Removes the Inflammation
'and Bunch. Restores the Cir-
culation in any Bruise or Thick-
ened Tissue. Does not remove
the Hair. Pleasant to use.
$2.00 per bottle. Testimonials Free.

. . . 1V' F> YOUNG, P. D. F.,
II Amherst St., Springfield. Mam.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

NEW STYLE.

NEW METHOD.

-'< NEW IDEAS

i A VERITABLE

eiJBgCRlBE TO IT FOR THIS VEAU.

It Is published semi-monthly during tbe racing season
aud is but Si 2 per year. Single cuplescau be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bash Street, - - Hun Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.
Official Pool-Sellers

— FOR THE —

California Circuit, Including the State Fair
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the h-test and most approved appliances tor

Paris Mutuela and-for conducuog the business In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

menls.
«. It. WHITEHEAD A CO.. 20 Leldesdorfl St, R. F.

Business College, -24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school nn, the Coast,

F-. P. HKALD, President ». HAiET,
••-Send tar CUxahui.
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The Horse Still On Deck.

The success of the great horse show in New York City i3

triumphant refutation of the idea that the horse is be-

aring a "back number," that he has lost Mb usefulness, or

i place in the esteem of man, his master. The horse show,

will be understood, is not a horse race; it is an exhibition

horses of all classes, conditions and varieties ; a "show" of

3 horse, not a purse winner, but merely as a horse, and yet

>m a limited area of our great country, thirteen hundred

rses, each remarkable for something that should distin-

ish a horse, as beauty, size, speed, or breeding, are brought

;ether for the admiration of a great crowd of discrimioat-

; and appreciative people.

This testimonial, as it may be called, to the horse,

dws how baseless is the notion that because common

inferior horses have been cheap cf late in some

itions of the country, and because macbines pro-

lied by steam and electricity now do in ibe world

aie of the work once done literally by horse power,

at the horse has lost bis original place in creation

d is henceforth only to be slaughtered for his bide

d flesh and bones. The New York exhibition, which

uld on short notice be duplicated at any other of the

eat cities of the country, is proof enough that the

>rse occupies the place he has always had as near-

;and dearest lo man of the whole four-footed crea-

30, and most ihe object of his fostering care and soli-

tude, as is shown by the amount of money he has

ways invested in him, and lost and won on him.

Any great modern borse~show like that which cc-

.rred in New Y'ork is a history of advancing civili-

tion, of the progress of man on tbe earth and with

m. of his horse. The thoroughbred horse is some

ing that comes into fashion with the thoroughbred

iman creature. The savage stunts, starves, ill-treats

id kills his horse ; the civilized and enlightened man

velopB, trains, cherishes and makes a wonder of

auty, speed, courage and endurance of his horse. As

an becomes a *' new creature" the new horse is the

salt. Solomon the Wise was a horseman, but he

;ver owned aovthing that could make the time or

e distance cf the nineteenth century horse, heir of

1 the horse centuries.

The horse, so far from being doomed lo extinction,

. to illustrate the "survival of the fittest.*' He may

j released from the burdens he has borne in former

•es, b"it he will be refined and elevated by lhat cir-

imstance. His destiny is not the glue factory or

e sausage mill or the tannery. The most magnifi-

nt of animals, whose beauty has been held by ex-

lleat judges of both to rank next to lhat of fairest

Dman, is not to be lest or deposed irom man's honor

d affection. The wild horse of the plain disappears

fit the civilized and enlightened horse waxes in numbers

id value. The horse " fit to ride for a man's life" holds a

ace in the world's esteem wi(h human heroes. As time ad-

duces there will be in the world more and more good and

eat horses, and the " golden age," which is certainly before

id not behind us, will be signalized by the presence of a

orified race of men and women ridiog and driving perfect

wees.—Kansas City Star.

John A. Goldsmith.

Everyone,aod especially those in California,will be glad to

hear that this prince among drivers has again recovered

from a surgical operation in New York City, and is now on

the high road to recovery. The better part of his life was

devoted to our California trotters, and even though his native

home Wasbingtonville, New York, claims him as ODe of its

most estimable citizens he is beloved as much on this side of

tbe Rockies as he is there. His marvelous skill in the sulky

is the subject of praise, and as he never made any enemies

but was always kind and considerate to all with whom his

life work brought him io contact, the news that he was strick-

en low with a severe sickness three weeks ago caused a feeling

Talmage on the Race Horse.

It is announced that the noted high stepper Blazeaway,

at was lately bought with his mate Golden Rod, by J. B.

raye3, of Boston, for $3,900, met with an accident after be-

g led from the show ring io New York City, in consequence

which the sale has been declared of. The horse is dead.

BY PERMISSION RIDER AND DRIV R.l

of sorrow to spread everywhere among his old associates.

Their expressed hope that he would soon be well again is

realized, and it would not surprise us if he is seen io the

sulky in 1896, repeating the victories he gained with the Vol-

unteers, Electioneers, Dictators, Sultans, Wilkeses, Nutwoods

and Sidneys. He intends to return to California in the near

future, and were it not for this last illness be wr uld be in at-

tecdance at tbe Horse Show this week. Knowing that it will

he some time before he will be able to drive, and realizing the

danger of being indiscreet, Mr. Goldsmith has offend all of

his young trotters for sale, and the? will be sold in New

York this mootu, and whoever ,>urcha9es them will be sure

to get race winners.

Following are some of the gems which appear in Rev. T.

De Witt Talmage's recent sermon on the race horse:

There is a heresy abroad lhat the cultivation of a horse's

fleetness is an iniquity instead of a commendable virtue.

There needs to be a redistribution of coronets among the

brute creation. Far ages the lion has been called tbe king

of beasts. I knock off its coronet and put the crown upon

the horse.

It is very evident that Job and David and Ezekiel and

Jeremiah and John were fond of tbe horse. He comes into

much of their imagery. A red horse—that meant war. A
black horse—that meant famine. A pale horse—that meant

death. A white horse— that meant victory.

I should not wonder if the horse, so banged, atd

bruised, and beaten, and outraged on earth, should

have some other place where bis wrongi shall be

righted. I do not assert it, buf I say I should not be

surprised if after all St. John's description of tbe horses

in heaven turned out not altogether to be figurative,

but somewhat liberal-

It onght to be that if any man overdrives a horse,

or feeds him when he is hot, or recklessly drives a

nail into the quick of his boof, or rowels him to see

him prance, or puts a collar on a raw neck, or un-

necessarily clutches his tongue with a twisted bit, or

cuts off his hair aatil he has no defense against in-

sectile annoyance—that such a uaan as that himself

ought to be made to pull and let his horse ride !

There is a delusion abroad in the world that a thing

must be necessarily good and Christian if it is slow

and dull and plodding. There are very few good

people who seem to imagine it is humbly pious to

drive a spavined, gilled, glandered, spring halted,

blind, staggered jade. There is not so much virtue in

a Rosinante as in a Bucephalus. We want swifter

horses, and swifter men, and swifter enterprises, and

tbe church of God needs to get off its jog trot.

There is no more virtue io driving slow than in

driviog fai-t, any more thao a freight train going ten

miles the hour is better than ao express train goiog

fifty.

In boyhood we rode three miles every Sabbath

morning to the country church. We were drawa by

two Hoe horses. My falber drove. He knew them,

and they knew him. They were friends. Some-

times '.hey loved lo go rapidly, and he did not ioter-

fere with their happiness. He bad all of us io tbe

wagno with him. He drove to the country church.

Tbe fact is that for eighty-two years he drove in the

same directioo. The roan span that I speak of was

long ago unhitched, and tbe driver put up his whip

io the wagon house never lo take it down, but io

ihose good old times I learoed something that I never

forgot— that a man may admire a horse, and love ahorse,

aod be proud of a horse, ard not always be willing to take

the dust of the preceding vehicle aod yet be a Christian.

The 'mttiDg stallion Watet ford, record 2:22J, owned by

Chas. H. Bowers, of Carsor, was poisoned during the Carson

meeting ard died October oth. Waierford was sired hy Ab-

bolt^ford, 2:191, dam Softly, by Speculation. Waterford

trolted for severalvears through California, and provi d him-

self a reliable andgame trotter. He also has several in (he

list.

LIGHTNING (2:11) will undoubtedly be bred to Slamboul

(2:07 A). The produce should be chain lightning.
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WALTER S. HOBART'S PEACOCK AND CADET.

W. S Hobart and His Horses.

While it is a pleasare to note the presence of a progressive

young man in any community, it ia an honor to have one

that has remarkable good taste, liberal ideas and a spirit

thoroughlv imbutd with the idea ;i whatever is worlh doing

is worth doing well.'' Such a one woos success and wins

it in every walk in life, whether his tastes be turned toward

science, art, the world of business, athletics, or the most en-

trancing of all studies, "the horse." Such a person is the

subject of this sketch—Walter S. Hobart.

WALTERS. HOBART'S CARDINAL.

When the Horse Show of 1S94 was in progress there were

a few entries made bv this young gentleman, and many
wondered if he would have any prize winners in 1895. His

horses were of the kin.i that elicited the highest praise, and

those who watched their performances were disappointed at

not seeing him there.

It did not take long for Mr Hobart, after bis arrival, to

make additions to his little band of equine beauties, and after

be had taken possession of his farm near San Mateo ne
made many improvements and brought many choice
horses there. Thoroughbreds that were famous as being the

larue^t money winners of their age; trotters that held world's

record*; polo ponies that were never beaten at this, the most
exciting of all games; hurdle jumpers that had delighted

thousands in the horse shows in New York, four in hands,

which for beauty, substance, hi vie and action had never been
equaled on this Coast, cobs, stylish and useful vaquero horses,

b*>idea a number of equipaeey, the like of which had never
been seen on '.his Coast before.

To make the old farm which was formerly known as Sieve
Whipple's, a tilling place to receive thin splendid collection,

with the aid of his superintendent H. H. Hunn, he super-
intended the reconstruction of the buildings and the arrange-

I

ment of the Italia, barns, etc. He employed scores of mt-n

DRM, and when the la*>l touch of the paintei'a brn*h
»as left 00 the ^nles, the prettiest place thai ever wan made
fur the reception of equine beauties in California, if not in

ited Slate", was tini*h<*d.

The nee track was covered with a layer of new clay, the

infield made into a magnificent polo ground-*, where the pro-

prietor end his guest? could f*nj pv thin splendid sport.

WelU were dog, and the new paddocks where the colie were
turned on I daily weie supplied with water, Kverything
ii'iiui the pl:i< . .

! and placed on a standard of

excellence which ntu I nol be lowered.
\\ h ii the Horn s l.ow * t-sociation announced that it would

hold Another exhibition in ibis citr, Mr. Hoburi decided to

enter bfi bursei and do all he could i" em-oumee others to

follow his example, and they have dune BO, Ii i- a pity that

his splendid collection <>( thoroughbred* cannot he here, for

it includes Ferrier. Bright i e Kippley aud at least

two dozen of the finest looking " children of the winds" in

this State, hut they are all at Ingleside, and are heavily
principal slakes to be contested for over that

course. In :heir stead Mr. Hobart sent forty-seven of his

finest horses, hurdle jumpers, carriage horses, roadsters,

ponies, together with a splendid collection of vehicles, har-
nesses, etc., that in every way surpass sll others at this great

show.
Among those present that are entered for competition in

the various classes we noticed that sweet gaited, perfectly-

trained daughter of Guy Wilkes and Blanche, by Arthurloo;
Hazel Wilkes. 2:1H ; She, 2:14|, by Abboltsford, and her
sister Lvdia Paine; the stylish prize winners, Cadet, High-
tiver, His Highness and Stamboulite ; Peaccck and Game
Cock, the well-trained tandem horses, and a six tnousaod
dollar team he just purchased in the East ; the ponies, Ruth
and Piggott ; the carriage horses May Day, Skyrocket, Car
dinal, Commander, Sue, Damroscb, Seidl, and others that

for style, knee and heck action, good manners and perfect

tractability are not equaled anywhere. The four roans, Rum,
Gum, Rock and Rye do not act as if they know what they
were named afler.but like these articles t.iey are ju-*t as good
as gold and make one of the handsomest four in hands in the

show. Besides, roan is an exceedingly fashionable color in

the East. His little polo ponies. Laddie, Whoa Enama, Mc-
Nahr, Hayseed and Pickle have beeo purchased in various

parta of the United States and a'test their new owner's good
judgment. His jumping mare, Cinderella, is also an equine
gem aod when astride of her Mr. Hobart shows that, as a

rider, he has few equals and no superiors.

"As a "whip" the splendid reception accorded him at this

show in handling single roadsters, learns, tandems, four in-
hands, six-in-bands aod unicorn teams was merited, for with-

out his presence in the ring in the classes in which h>t was to

bandie bis horses the interest would be lessened.

To thoroughly erjoy this young man's society and appre-
ciate his marked ability as a horseman, one must go with him
wbere the thoroughbreds are and hear him speak ot their

strong and weak points, whether it be in their conformation
or peduree. He is a natural horseman, and these are a few
his purchases—All Baba, the horse that came from San Luis
Obispo a lew months ago, and is now being schooled over the

jumps ; Kerrier, the four-year old son of Falsetto and im-
ported Cinderella, which he purchased last April from J
Reiser for $4,000, and which could not be purchased to-day

for four times that sum. Ferrier has a record of 3:39 4-5,

made at Sheepshead Bay last June. Gorgon, Princess Flirt,

Bright Phoebus, all of them typical race horses and under the
supervision of H. H. Hunn, assisted by Geo. Miller, the suc-
cessful rider and jockey, there will be many victories won
ere the winter meetings close. The stable of yearlings con-
tains some choice material, and everv youngster is receiving
the most careful preparation. Mr. Hobart is a a sportsman
fo»- ibe love of the tpon, and not for what he c n get by
wagering large sums of money on his chances. He is a shrewd
business man, and is not one to take desperate chances on any
games "of/ chance. He loves a race horse and knows when a
horse is a gocd one He has been a liberal buyer at the
horse sales recently, and every purchase he made shows that
lie understood the value of every youngster he bought.
The name under which be races these borses is the Del

McDte Stable, his colors are, rtd cep acd yelU w iacket with
red malte^e cross, and in ibe paintiDg of his stables, buildings
and fences on bis farm at San Mateo, the same colors pre-
dominate. He has intrr duced a feature in one portion of his
grounds, the stables are arranged in a hollow square, a splen-
did wide sbed is built from the roof, affording a shaded walk
lor the borses that are being cooled out after receiving their
exercise on the track.

There has never been an exhibitor at any hcrse show in
ibe United Stalev. that won more fine prizes than Mr. Ho-
bart has at this Horse Show, and everyone says, even his
competitors, he is desei virg r f them. He is always ready to
show hU horses, and if there are any defic -

s about them he
dees not get aDgry if shown them. Severs! limes during the
judging wfien there were any visible defects and he was
told of them he seemed grateful to be notified, even if it

in a show-ring, and congratulated the successful competitor*.
His magnanimity during this week of excitement was uni-
versally praised, and although urged to protest against a de-
cision and did so when shown that there might be a doubt
he kindly withdrew the protest and let the award stand.
His action in this matter has brought him thousands of
friends.

His home ou Van Ness Avenue is a model of elegance
and the same exquisite taste and observance of order so no-
ticeable in his exhibit at the hors j show, impresses one ae
the portals of his marjsion are entered. As a host he is like
his beloved father, one of the most genial and considerate,
ever mindful of the comfort of his guests.

Too much credit caot.ot be given to this enterprising young
gentleman. He has expended large sums of money, and is

willing to do so provided he secures what he wants. Instead

WALTER S HOBART'S TOBASCO.

of devoting his wealth to making tours of the world, buying
yachts, or sinking it in enterprises that mayor may not be
beneficial to bim and which at best would only contribute to

the support of a few, he patronizes the horse industry, pur-
chases tine carriages, harnesses, improves bis farm, and em-
ploys a Urge force of men throughout the year. In his

manner he is very modest, polite and courteous to all. He
lives ao honorable life and is daily making a name for him-
self that will endure for all time to come. Would that we
had more such citizens in this land.
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ORESTES, TEABLING SON" OF OB3tONDE.

ORMONDE, "THE HORSE OF THE CENTURY."

W. O'B. Macdonough'a Thoroughbreds.

The Native Sons of the Golden West are celebrated the

world over for their enterprise and bold undertakings, but

none of them received greater prominence than W. O'B

Macdonoagh when he forestalled all other breeders in the

purchase of Ormonde, "the hoise of the century." The story

has been often told,and ever since this horse's arrival on this

coast his magnificent qualities have been praised by every-

one. Visitors who came here to view the many charms of

landscape and enjjy theclimate,considered their visit to this

coast a failure if they did not see Ormonde and the grand

galaxy of broodmire3 which this youag gentleman selected

from the finest farms in England and America to mate with

this horse. They never regretted their visit and have filled

:he columns of tha Eis.era journals with articles in praise of

the reception accorded them and the rare treat of looking at

anch stock.

The Macdonough Stock Farm, which consists of 4-50 acres,

is about nine mile3 west of Menlo Park and 'arijiins the La

Siesta Stock Farm. The land is not level, in fict it may be

termed rolling, and since Mr. Macdonough purchased it he

has expended large sum? of money in making it a fitting

home for the royally-bred ones.

He also owns another stock farm. It is in the Livermore

valley and about three miles from Pleasanton. He has a

number of fields of alfalfa and Australian rye grass planted

in which his colts and fillies are pastured. Mr. Macdonough

has had a large force of men working there, and to-day it is

considered one of the best-appointed places in this great

valley, where so many stock farms are situated. Ever since

bis purchase of Ormonde, and in fact tor some time previous,

Mr. Macdonough made the thoroughbred question a study,

ind we doubt if there is a young man in California today

»ho is better versed in the performances of all the great

worses of England, Australia and America. He is an author

tv on pedigrees, and an hour in hi3 company when these

inbjects are presented 13 moat profitably spent. He has been

i liberal buyer at the race track, and does not hesita'.e to pay

i good price for a horse if it suits him. He purchased the

grand racehorse St. Carlo, by St. Blaise, out of Carina, by
Kingfisher, second dam Carita, by The Ill-Uied, and the

Australian sire, Suwarrow, by Snowden, and patronized the
yearling sales of thoroughbreds here and secured other

good ones. He has also secured a number of broodmares in

foal to the most fashionable stallions here, all these mares
were known as producers of renowned racehorses.

It did not take long for him to get a good string of race-

horses, and as he raced them under the charge of the late

Henry Walsh at the Bay District Track, bethought he would
like to send them East to race for the big stakes for which
they were entered, and did so, bat climatic conditions were
unfavorable aod the hcrses did not do as well as anticipated.

Since their return he has had quite a good string at work and
has met with very fair success with those that have been
raced.

He has in Santa Bella a daughter of St Cerf and Maiden
Belle, one of the most consistent winners at the Bay District

and Ingleside Track. At the latter place his horBe3 are all

stabled in the same building with Walter S. Hobart's.

Imp. Miss Brummel is another reliable two-year-
old that won five successive rices, a record seldom equalled

by any youngster of her age. Imp. Miss Brummel is a chest-

nut filly by Beau Brummel, out of imp. Mirage, by Speculum,
out of Eaonyma, by Restitution, and is one of the stoutest

bred ever imported.

Chartreuse is another good one ; she is by imp. Cheviot
(brother to Sir Modred) out of imp Zira. This mare is one
of the most consistent little winoers that ever faced a starter,

and as an individual is simply perfect.

Burmah, by BersaD, out of Fair Lady (dam of the great

Bermuda), by Virgil, is a three-year-old gelding that before

the season ends will make a good name for himself.

Big Chief, by Apache, out of Flora, only started once at

Ingleside. He is a typical race horse and is like all the

Apaches, a good one.

Rutledge, a chestnut gelding, won the first two-year-old

race last spring. He had jast recovered from a severe illness

and is in taking his work well.

Veragua, by the great two-year-old Sinfax, out of Parti-

saoa, is another good one. Out of eleven starts he has won
money and is one of the improving kind.

Imp. Agrippina is an English-bred youngster by Enter-

prise out of China Rose. He started only twice and won
mo aev once aod was unplaced once. He is a very handsome,
racv-built chestnut colt, and will make a sire when his days

on the turf end, for he is bred in the purple.

Last,but not least, is the grandest colt at Ingleside, Orestes,

the first Ormor.de colt foaled in America. He will be two
years old in January and a grander individual no other owner
can boast of. He is bred right, too, being out of the good
race mare Kissing Crust, by Sweetbread, out of Caress, by
Young Melbourne ; second dam Carine, by Stockwell ; third
dam Mayonaise, by Teddington. Orestes is a race horse and
A. White, the trainer for Mr. Macdonough, says he will
make the best of them stretch their necks when he is right.

Mr. Macdonoagh has sold from time to time a number of
colts and fillies, and many of them have been great money
winners, aod should he bold another sale there is no donbt
the prices realized for them will be very gratifying.

Mr. Macdonough has had a series of misfortunes of late
which everyone interested in the horse industry regrets, and
while he knew that the sympathies of all were extended to
him, he felt that there must be something radically wrong in
the management of his horses at the farm,for he has not been
as successful as everyone who had noted his purchasers had
dredicted, and after giving the men on his farm the fairest of
trials last Thursday, discharged them and installed others in

j

their places. The superintency so long vested in Mr. M c
Sweeney is now held by James McDonald, a very capable
man, who for many years was head groom at Rancbo del
Paso, and as such was one whose place will be difficult to fill.

During the past month his losses at the lowest figure are
computed to be $50,000, commencing with the death nf
Fair Lady (dam of Bermuda and Burmah), which he paid
$12,500 for. At the autopsy it was revealed that she was
with foal to Ormonde; then Lizzie Mack, one of the great-

i

est winning daughters of Alarm, died. She was a magnifi-
cent individual, and great hopes were entertained for her
produce by Ormonde. The next visitation of death was to

the Ormonde-Getaway col». This was one of the foals that
had for a dam one of the best of the Palo Alto mares. Last
week the hardest blow of all came when the grand brood-
mare Maiden Belle, the trial mare of the great Derby win-
ders, Ayrshire and Donovan, passed away. She was the dam
of Santa Bella, one of the stars of his string. She was heavy
with foal to Ormonde, so this loss can hardly be estimated.

Such a series of losses was enough to make anyone investi-

gate the cause, and now that he has made a change let us
hope for the better, for in the future the success which he
has strived so hard to gain will be his, as he is in everv way
deserving of it. Notwithstanding all his trials, which were
enough to drive a man with less determination oat of the
business, Mr. Macdonjugh is hopeful, and his amiability
never deserts him for a second. He is loyal to his friends,

charitable to everyone, and is ever ready to extend a helpiog
hand to those io need.

SANTA BELLA.
Misji I'.Bi lOIEt..
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Adolph B. Spreckele.

"It is wonderful how he attends to so many different- en-

terprises, and does it so well," was the remark of a visitor at

the new Ingleside track on the opening day. when speaking

of the president, Adolph B. Spreckels. His interests are

manifold, but his well-balanced mind seems to thoroughly

comprehend the requirements of each and every one of them

and the work that would make an ordinary person nervous,

seems to come to a successful termination as soon as it comes

under his supervision.

is one secret of his success. He is an excellent j udge of men
and seems to read human nature as if it were an open book.

Besides all the business cares to which his active mind and

lime are devoted, Mr. Spreckels was elected by a handsome
majority to the office of Supervisor of this city and county at

the last election, and although in the minority he is one of

tr,e "working four" that have the "solid eight" to buile

with on every measure proposed for the public good. He ha*

kept his pledgo to his constituents and is living up to the

principles evervone said he would when he accepted ihe

nomination. But, aside from the requirements of his large

commercial business affairs and the duties of cffice, Mr.

Spreckels is one of the btst friends of "man's best and nubl»-si

friend," that there is in this city. He was first identifj-ri

with trotters, and years ago slocked his farm at Aptos with

some remarkably tine animals.

A little over two years ago, when the interest in rum ine

races were being revived at the Bay District track, Mr
Spreckels decided to engage in the business of breeding and
developing thorough hreda. He carefully inspected even
horse offered him, and unless it ?uiied individually he woul-i

nnt lake it as a gift. After he had secured about ten very

promising race horses he looked around for a suitable slock

farm, and finally found a place which answered all his re

quirements; one of the prettiest-situated farms in California

It was owned by Johu McCord, the well known hav anH

grain merchant of this city, and is situated about one ruile

trom the beautiful city of Napa, on the banks of a river of

that name.
As soon as he secured this place he understood

just what was needed to make it an ideal stock farm,and with

the veteran, Cy Mulkey, for superintendent, he sent up plans

for new buildings,a racetrack and improvements which,when
finished, made it one of the best appointed places in Cali-

fornia. On this farm he sent the \ustralian stallion Idalium
(brother to Sir Modred, Cheviot and July), imp. Crighton,

another great Australian horse—one that Cy Mulky alwavs

claims was the fastest horse he ever saw in his life, and this

was saying a great deal. Both Crighton and Idalium were
anted to the majority of the mares on this farm, and the

colts and fillies by them are grand-looking individuals.

The broodmares he placed on this farm ever since are

hard to excel ia any ountrv, viz , Ato3sa, by DanloD, out of

Catherine Wheel; Yarraoabee, by Hippocampus, out of Yat-
terrina.one of New Zealand's greatest broodmares; Repose.by
Apremont, out of Hammock, another famous matron ;

El-
mira, by old Calabar, out of Dynamite, by Lord Lyon

;

A. E. SPRECKELS' IDALIUM.

San Francisco in particular, and are investing their wealth
in buildings that will ornament this city and give it a place
among the cities of the Union where beautiful buildings are

the boast of the people. We are proud of Mr. Spreckels and
regret exceedingly that there are so few like him in this

great city by the sea.

Mr. Spreckels mide only a few entries in the Horse Show
as nearly all bis thoroughbreds that stood a chance of win-
ning are in training at Iogle3ide. He has imp Crighton,
the 6ne Australian stallion, on exhibition, and Glitter with
an Idalium foal at her side. The latter was awarded first

prize yesterday over the $25,000 Ormonde filly, and it ss

doubtful if there ever was a finer foal led into a show ring

The building of the Ingleside race course and the planning

of the buildings arrangement of the tracks, grading, etc.,

were his work and how well he understood what was needed

is shown by the expressions of approval heard everywhere.

Mr. Spreckels has the rare faculty of gathering around him

associates who are men of standing in the community, and

whose hearty co-operation he knows he can rely upon. This

A. j; IFBBCKBL91 PZQUAKTB.

A. B. SPRECKFLg' STABLES AT HIS FARM IN NAPA.

Trampo (dam of Blizzard)
;
by Kyrle Daly; Annie Race, by

Cape Race; Patricia (sister to Misty Morn), by St. Paul (son

of Alarm) ; Glitter, one of the best bred u.ares in the world,

by imp. Stylites (son of Hermit), out of Gle&ni, by Hampton
Court; Folly, by Wildidle (the famous four-miler), out of

Fostress (dam of Sinfax) ; Frisa (dam of Alexis), by Flood,

out of imp. Music, one of Palo Alto's best mares; Lady Cleve-

land, by King Alfonso, out of Bosio, by imp. Eclipse; Cattle

Kate, by imp. Kingston, out of Lotta C , by imp. Glenelg
;

Sweet P«?ggy (da-» of Bernardo), by Kyrle Daly, out of Abi's

Daughter, by Norfall ; Maria F., by Leinster, out of Flush
(dam of Jim Brown), by Hiawatha; Glee, by imp. Cheviot,

ous of Glendew, another of Palo Alto's best mares; Griselda,

by Bishop, out of imp, Goula ;
Florence B., by Jim Brown;

Agnes M., by Glengarry, out of Ensue, by Enquirer; Tragic,

by imp. Trade Wind, and a number of others equalled as

well bred. He has bred s ime of these to such grand stallions

as St. Saviour, Watercress, Goldfinch, Golden Garter and

imp. Loyalist, the produce should be very valuable.

At the race track at Ingleside where his beautiful colors,

red, white and blue, are so often seen going to the post, he

has about Iwenty -four head of thoroughbreds in training. Hi-

head trainer is that capable young man, Thos. Boyle, assisted

by Casey Winchell. The jockeys he has engaged for this seas

on is the "Garrison of the Pacific," Jno. Piggott, and Bub
Iaom, two very capable knights of the pigskin.

Among the most notable members of his string are Cad
mils, Candid, Crighton, Pat Murphy, Captain Skedance.

Foremost, Gallant, Piquant e, Pique, Ravelston, Lucille.

Thereee and Kummel, all of these are high-class race horses

As all that have made their appearance at Ingleside have

won, no better endorsement of the ability of the trainer is

necessary. It is a difficult matter to select a string of hordes

of such a diversity of breeding that average better than the

above named-
Mr. Spreckels had all his horses well entered in the

stakes to be decided at the new track, and everyone who has

had the pleasure of heing acquainted with him, as well as

those who knov him by reputation, hopes that euccetF

will nlwHys crown his efforts to win.

Abb gentleman, he is kind, courteous and charitable to »

fault. He never lela his charitable acts be known, but many
a poor, struggling one has been lifted out of the slough of

despondency by him and his rough way in life smoothed, nol

by words, hut by kind deeds that have left an impression

never to be obliterated. Mr. Spreckels is one of our most
progressive citizens, and with the other members of his fam-
ily, believes there is a great future for California, and for

than this one. Mr. Spreckels regrets exceedingly that

he did not enter more horses, but next year he will be
well represented. He has some yearlings on his Napa
farm that will take a "power o' beating" in any company,and
these were the results of his ideas of proper breeding. He
entered a few horses in the driving classes but his best ones
are turned out for the winter, so he was forced to rely on
those he had in his magnificent stable near the Golden Gate
Park.
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TR. C. STASOFOFO's SANITAFJTJM ON THF OCFj»NBE>CF.

Dr. C. MaBOero, V. S.

San Francisco can boist of as many fine veterioaria 1

s as

any city in the Union, and among the profession none stands

higher than the subject of this sketch, Dr. C. Masoero. No
better evidence of his ability and popularity is necessary

than the fact that from the very first day he arrived here his

services have been in demand, and the many marvelous cures

he has effected have given him a reputation which extends

far beyond the confines of this State.

Dr. Masoero was born in Turin, Italy, in the year 1S57,

and after graduating with honor from the best college

there entered the ^urin Veterinary College and achieved the

highest honors. After graduating, he became veterinary sur-

.geon in the Italian Army, and had charge of the veterinary

department connected with the Fifth Regiment Field Ar-

tillery. There were three companies in this regimeDt, and

p*-
•

a great portion of bis time to the care of his patients by the

6ea. It is a model institution and reflects great credit on
its designer. Dr. Masoero has been appointed one of the

veterinarians for the Horse Show, and a horse that passes his

critical eye must be as sound as a new dollar.

Dr. E. J. Creely, V. S.

over 2,000 horses were in daily use. The young surgeon

performed his work so well that his fame ex'ended through-

out the peninsula and even to be shores of the Pacific bis

marvelous work was known. He left Italv in 1S81, and ar-

rived in Sao Francisco on Thanksgiving Dav. He did not

understand one word of the English language, and as he

walked up and down the streets he noticed the crowds of peo-

ple walking, but no horses, it beioga holiday, and he did not

understand its import. He felt a3 though he had

his long journey for naught, and wondered if

he would ever have any practice. With a coinJ

thoroughly imbued with the idea to succeed he determined

to find 6ome place suitable, and finding an opportunity to

purchase the infirmary vacated by lis former owner Dr. De
Tavel, S09 and 811 Howard street, he secured it and at once

began his labors in his new place. It was a hard battle in a

field already overcrowdad, but he was not afraid, and over-

coming almost unsurmouatable barriers he rapidly gained

recognition. He was one of the founders of the State Veter-

inary Medical Association, and one of its best supporters. His

skill as a veterinarian as well asa surgeon became recognized,

and step by step he perBavered until to day he stands at the

very highest pinnacle in his profession.

His place on Howard street contains everything necessary

for a first class infirmary, operating tahle, drug store, box

and single stalls, etc.. and even with this, be found that his

increasing business became cramped, so he did somathiog
that no <>oe but a man of his will would have

done, and that was to parch asa two blocks of

land on the shores of the Ocean Beach, close

to the old Ocean Hju33 r>ad On this laud he

erected a loog building and in it built sixty four bjx-stalls

14x14 aod 10 feet high for the horses, then he added ten

rooms 22x16 for the attendants to sleep in. He has a portion

of the building set aside for a club room, office, dining room
and kitchen. Another portion is reserved as a hay, grain and
feed room and infirmary. The place is fitted up in first-

class style, and the water supply, which comes from a large

well is practically unlimited, the water being so pure that

people come loog dhlaoc^s to drink it. In this building

there are at present sixty four thoroughbreds and trotters be-

ing treated for ailments The horse3 are exercised on the

beach, and for those with bad legs and feet, bowed tendons

or sprains no better place in California can be found. Dr.

Masoero has a telephone to the place, and besides his large

practice on the leading stock farms in this State he devotes

There is not a member of the veterinary profession better

known than Dr. Creely. Born in San Francisco and edu-

cated in our schools,then learning the horse shoeing trade at

which he was considered one of the best, then his departure

for the East to study in Ltautard's American Veterinary

College, of which all his large circle of friends, who had

taken an interest in his progress, predicted that he would re-

turn to California with the highest honors, and they were

not disappointed. At the end of the regular course Dr
g

Creely graduated at the head of his class, which wa6 the

largest ever graduated from this famous college, he receiving

the gold medal.

On his return to California he at once opened an infirmary

on Golden G-ate Avenue and created the greatest stir among
the veterinary piofession. His work as a surgeon at once ob-

tained for him a great reputation. He had patientB sent

him that others had declared were incurable, and after send-

ing theco away cured, everyone was talking about bim, acd

his name became familiar to every horseman in the land.

Combined with bis rare skill as a veterinary surgeon Dr.

Creely has undoubted business ability for it was not long be-

fore he had acquired the finest filted-up infirmary in this

city, with operating table, Turkish and Russian medicated

baths, slings, laboratory and all the appliances so needful to

a first class infirmary. Dr. Creely has an immeDse practice

and is retained by the leading trucking, carriage and transfer

companies in this city.

Dr. Creely is one of the be=t iudges cf horses in California

nod bis services have been sought by large numbers of buy-

ers. Having a large circle of acquaintances acd beii g a great

favorite amorg them, his kindly nature is often imposed up

•n, but he is of a forgiving disposition and were his greatest

enemy to call upoo him to attend the wants of his horse he

would respond as quickly as if he hid never been treated

discourteously. He is one cf the hardest workers in the pro

fession and when called upon to treat a subject, if necessary,

he rolls up his sleeves and goes to work, knowing that every

moment is of vital importance and delays are dacgerous.

There is one peculiarity about Dr. Creely that stamps him

as a man of original ideas and untiring efforts in his endeav-

ors to prevent the spread of contagious diseases, and that is

the readiness with which he informs the public cf the prev-

alence of any diseases that are detrimental net only to

horses, cattle and hogs affected, but also the general public.

His warfare on glandered horses a few years ago will never

be forgotten, and the startling exposures of cases he made
did more to stamp out this dreaded disease in this State than

all the boobw and treatises evor written. He visited South

SaD Francisco and inspected seme cattle effected with

tuberculosis, and at once made the fact known. He groped
through the depths of the Coinese quarter and exposed the
nefarious practices of the hog butchers, who did not hesitate
to sell pork that they knew was diseased. In these, as well as
other measures which we could cite, be haB always shown
himself to be aggressive whenever he saw there was any dan-
ger to the public from the distribution of diseased meats.

Lately Dr. Creely as inspector and advis r for the Board
of Health, working in conjunction with J. P. Dccbery in
the warfare against impure milk dealers, has done splendid
work,;bul he says: "We are only in the beginning of il; when
*e visit the various dairies that supply the public with
milk yon will hear of a large number of dkeased cattle being
de-troy* d. We shall catch many a dairyman unawares, and
if there are any &ick cows or other diseased slock in his pos-
-e.sioa^ friendly bullet will put them out f,f misery and a
•vai raot for the owner's arrest will be issued "

Dr. Creely is a jolly, good natured young gentleman who
has the rare faculty of making many frieeds and keeping
them. He is a young man whose prospects are very bright,
and 'as the ;,Horse Show Association quick to recogoize
merit, selected him to act in conjunction with Drs. Egan and
Masoero, the selection meets with universal approval. His
place of business at 510 Golden G«te Avenue is known as
the New York Veterinary Hospital, and it is always filled

with patients being treated.

The telephone number is East 287, and anynne needing his
services can rely upon prompt attention. Dr. Creely also
treats diseases of dogs as well as horses, cattle, sheep, hogs,
and has achieved remarkable success in these branches of the
profession.

Dr. Wm. F. Egran, V. S.

The position of veterinarian at the Horse Show is one that

has many responsibilities attached to it, and the three that

have been selected from the ranks of the profession are all

well known to the people of this city. Dr. Wm. F. Egan,

who is chairman of the Board, holds a diploma from the

Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, England; is a gradu-

ate of the new Veterinary College.Edinburgh, Scotland; Fel-

low of the Edinburgh Veterinary Medical Society; ex-Presi-

dent California State Veterinary Medical Association; ex-

Veterinary Surgeon Board of Health, city aod county of San
Francisco; Professor of Equine Medicine and Veterinary Sur-
geon of the veterinary department of the University of Cali-

fornia; Live Stock Inspector to the New Zealand and Aos-
trplian colonies at the port of San Francisco; Veterinary Sur-

geon San Francisco Fire Department and Veterinary Editor

of the Bkeedeb and Pporismak.
When a young man just thirty-one years of age earns as

many titles as the above, he must possess brains and energy,

and be also possessed of a genial and amiable temperament.
This, in brief, is what the nearest frietds of Dr. Egan claim

for him. Born on the Fourth of July, 1864, and after gradu-
ating with the highest honors from the leading veterioary

college of England and Scotland, he arrived in here in 1887,

unknown to every one, a perfect stranger in a strange land.

By dint of perseverance and close application his merits as a

veterinarian became known, and from the very first day he
suspended his modest little sign in this city success has

crowned bis efforts. His devotion to his profession is com-
mendable, and his desire to exert all his knowledge and ex-

perience to every case that comes beneath his notice has

made him one of the most sought-after in his profession. As
a worker he is tirelessand his laree practice attests hie popu-
larity. His veterinary infirmary, known as the San Francisco

Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden Gale Avenue, contains all

the latest and most approved appliances known to the pro-

fession. He has a number of single and box stalls, besides a

large covered sand lot in the rear of the building where sick

horses may be exercised regardless of ihe extremes of the

climate. Dr. Egan is popular arar,rtg his friends and patrons

and his future is indeed a bright one.

Dk. G. W. STIMPSON, who for the past seven years has

been practicing as a veterinarian in Oakland, has removed to

this city and is located at 24 Golden Gate Ave , telephone

number Siulh 342. We have seen letters from Dr. Wm.
Sbeppard cf Sheepshead Bay, New York, who has known
him for the past twelve years, recommending him most
highly to any of his patrons who may be here for ihe winter.

Dr. Stimpson has had a long experience with race horses and
is in every ""ay qualified to treat them most successfully.

"Duly Form," that came into existence on opening day
at Inglebide, ended its short and uneventful career on Mon-
day last. Its efforts were not appreciated by a cold and no-
sympathetic public, and its mission remains unfulfilled.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Adonis is the fastest horse on the road at Providence.

Jesse I>. Carr'8 fine brown stallion Bay Rum, 2:19A, by

, venoaks has been gelded.

The bones of Ethan Allen are in the museum of ihe Kan-

sas University at Lawrence, Kan.

Thk total winnings of Miflcot, 2:04, which covers a period

of 6ve yesrs, is estimated at $25,000.

;:ii Thorse, 2:19. is doing remarkably well on the

half-mile track at the Aptos Stock Farm.

Thk Oakland track is well filled with fast trotters and

pacers; but the trainers and drivers are on the lookout for

more good ones.

JrsT|tiro yearsago last Tuesday (December 3d) Electioneer

died at'l'alo Alto. If he lived he would have been twenty-

seven years old.

At the Fasig sale in New York City last week A. S. Kemp-
land, by Guy Wilkes, sold for $725, and Guyson. by Guy
Wilkes, sold for $800.

The Horse Show is a capital educator, and many breeders

of light harness horses have learned lessons this week which.

if heeded, will prove of inestimable value to them here-

after.

Thkre will be a good string of trotters and pacers on the

circuit next year from the Oakwood Park Stock Farm. Ben
Chabova is very 6weet on several he turned out before

starting on the circuit.

W. J. White made an ofler of $500 for the sister to Di-
rect after she was sold at the Fasig sale last week. Mr. Harri-

man paid $375 for the Direct mare and after declining the

ofler priced her at 31,000.

William Simpson, owner of Empire City Stud, intends

giving a meeiing over the mile track at Cuba, N. Y , next

season with stakes and purses of $1,000 each. His son, H.
B. Simpson, will be secretary.

Harold Sidney, H. W. Meek'sgood two-year-old Sidney
colt, was thrown out of training last spring on account of a

little splint. He was placed in a veterinarian's care and is

now as sound as the day he was foaled.

There is talk of having a mile track built at Eist Oakland
on the tilled-in land adjoining the estuary. This soil is simi-
lar to that on the Alameda speed track, and would make the

fastest aod safest track with little work in America.

Bicycle (flippantly)
—

''Hi, old fellow, are you all out of

breath just earning up that little hill?"

The Hor.e (serenely)
—"Yes; but please observe that I

don't have to lean against a fence every time I stop."

An Eastern correspondent says the best argument he ever

beard for the horse and against the bicycle, was furnished by
an Irishman who said, when he saw a wheelman struggling

up a hill :
*' Well, bsdad, when I ride I don't want to walk."

Palo Alto is represented at the Horse Shov this year. It

would be a treat to see Advertiser, Adbell, Beautiful Bells,

Columbine, and several other famous horses and mares there.

In 1897 we shall expect to see a larger delegation from this

farm.

The get of Guy Wilkes for the four years ending 1895 won
$114,593.50, six thousand dollars more than those by any
other trotting sire. Barnn Wr ilkes came second with $108,-

005.25; Ooward, $107,780.60; Alcantara, $89,035.65; all by
Geo. Wilkes.

W. Ford Thomas of this city has a two-year-old filly by
Aptos Wilkes, out of a sister to that good race mare, Kelly
EL, 2:27$, that is a model iu every respect, and by her gait

and excellent disposition give3 promise of being a very fast

and reliable mare.

Al tao, 2:09^, is now in Lee Shaner's stable. Joe Cochran,
the horse-Bhoer, put on a set of shoes on this hoise that im-
proved his gait so that Monroe Salisbury declared that he
never Baw such a radical change. The horse! won consider-

able money after he had his tritbvs attended to.

J. W. Daly, Mt. Kisco, N. Y., has secured from Hon. C.
1 the bay mare Martha Wilkes, 2:08, and she will

probably be bred to Delmarch, 2:11$. In the trade Mr. Reed
getfl Mury NtKon and Ella Nelson, three and four-year-old

hislerH, by Nelson, 2:09, out of Electricity, by Electioneer.

John A. GOLDSMITH did not disobey the physician's in-

junctions, and hud to nilmiit to another operation, as some of
tern papers staled. The old wound did not drain

loffioienL and a new incision had to be made- He is getting
along splendidly, and his ultimate recovery is only a matter
of a few weeks.

Altamont hai never been bred to a mare by Electioneer,

ilket, A. W. Bichmoi <1. Saltan, St. Clair or Stein way.
He wan bred to but one Nutwood mare, the produce being a
yearling which ig vt*ry promising. He never sired a badly-
marked colt or a chestnut, no matter what color the mares
were that were bred to him.

New York HorsH Show, according to a careful esti-

mite, will clear lor it" Blookholden this year over $100,000
net profit*. The week's total attendance was about
and, el eg expenses, the surplus to be divided
among ) ol the Association will probably be be-

tween lUMMKMt and $160,000.

Thk dead Kentucky stallion I'anconst was the sire of the
dnm of Tommy Britton, 2:161, the champion two-year old

du| tlso liy urea very promi-
nently in the p'lli^reeof the champion two year-old pacer of

Inanias, 2:12, this youngster having been eired by
J'u'i

W. 8 Hob4bt iw a *' versatih He has the
i oronghbreds, Irish hunters, polo ponies,

Dies, he'ivy Percherons, Hnd the most
horses His b re of the very

i ri'if ictnre, while bis vehicles are

UPC] tilled in the I tilted i}i«l«j.

Akdt McDowell is undecided regarding what he will

do in 1-90. He says he may get a string of four or five good

horses and take them East, but if the circuit in California

looks bright.he would sooner remain here.

The Year Book gives Frank Agan as " dam not traced."

Messrs. Ross & Dickerson, owners of Mikagan, 6ire of Frank

Agan, state that they have spent considerable time in hunt-

ing up the pedigree of Frank Agan, and have established the

fact that his dam is Flora, and that she is by White Cloud

and out of a mare by Telegraph.

Jay Beach, the well known progressive breeder who has

been identified with the light harness horse industry of Ore-

gon for many years, has decided not to ship Altamont to

Kentucky after all. The prospects for this wonderful sire

making a season in California are exceedingly good. He iB

twenty years old and a remarkably sure foal getter.

Jobs Mariner, of Norfolk, Va., was attending the sale

last week, and be informed the writer that the work on his

new track was progressing and he intends to give three meet-

ings there the coming season. E. S. Clayton, who handles

Mr. Martin's horses, is at present jogging Miss Purdy, Leila

C, by Jas. Madison, Alladora, by Steinway, Ben Ingraham

and a lot of green ones.

The first horse to beat 2:20 was the pacer Pet, a xoao

gelding of unknown breeding, who took a mark of 2:18£ in

1852. This stood until Pocahontas paced a mile to wagon in

2:17*, and this was not beaten up to 1S67, when Dexter won
the championship at all gaits with a mile in 2:17£. The first

trotter to beat 3:20 was Flora Temple in 1895, when she

clipped a quarter of a second off that figure.

J. W. Lash, of Auburn. Neb, owner of the great thres-

year-old Pat L., has brought suit against the Dallas (Tex.)

association for $20,000 damages, on account of the injury to

the colt in the 2:11 trot at f-e Dallas meeting recently. It

will be remembered that the judges alleged Lash was pulling

the colt because he did not win the first heat, took him out

of the sulky, and the man that replaced him went on and
won the race, driving the colt as hard as he could go, with

the result that he was knocked out with a strained tendon.

Hinda Wilkes, who won Class 9 for broodmares, with

foal, at the National Horse Show last week, died at Merivale
Stock Farm, Commack, Long Island, on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 20th. She was eleven years old, by Guy Wilkes, out of

Woodford Queen, by Almont, and was the dam of three in

2:*20. She was the property of Mr. H. O- Havemeyer, who
purchased her from Mr. A. B. Darling, and her sudden death

is deplored. Had she lived she probably could have taken

rank as one of the greatest speed producers ever seen in this

country.

In the old days the trotters were seen frequently at Long
Branch. The late D. D. Withers, however, had no love for

harness racing and when he built and equipped Monmouth
Park, the most magnificent race course in the world, the

trotter was overlooked. Adverse legislation closed the gates

of the celebrated New Jersey track, D. D. Withers died,and
the magnificent property passed into other hands. At the

present time steps are being taken to build a trotting track

on the grounds and the light harness brigade will, no doubt,

be seen there before the close of 1896.

L. A. Richards brought a splendid-looking son of his

grand Electioneer stallion, Elector, to the Horse Show. He
is called (

'L. A.," and is out of a mare by Butterfield's St.

Clair, second dam by Williamson's Belmont. He is one of

the fastest "green" horses in California. Mr. Richards in-

formed us that his son Eddy, the champion rifle shot, will

not lose the use of his injured arm. The surgeons believe

he will be able to use it as well as the fingers. Eddy was
quite a horseman, and every one who had the pleasure

of meeiing him will be pleased to hear that he will not be
disabled for life.

As outlined in these columns a few weeks ago there is

need for a continuous road along the Ocean Beach from the

Ocean House Road to the Cliff House. Part of the work has
already been accomplished and at the last meeting of the

Park Commissioners it was resolved to put a force of men
and teams at work on this road. It will be first-class in

every particular, will be macadmized and rolled and made
equal to the finest road in the park. This work will be
done by contract. The other work will be done by the men
employed by the Commissioners. This boulevard will be a

fine drive to lopleside.

C. W. R. Ford, proprietor of the Edgemont Stock Farm
near Los Aogeles,has about sixty-five head of the finest look-

ing young trotters, all royally bred, in the southern part of

California. There's not a broodmare on the place that has
not a record, and bred to the good stallion there, the produce
should find a ready sale. Mr. Ford is an enthusiastic horse-

man, a most genial gentleman and one of the best " whips "

in this State. He drives his well-trained four-in-hand in a

manuer which shows lhat he is thoroughly familiar with the

way they should be handled, and to ride with him is indeed

a pleasure. He has been an interested visitor at the Horse
Show.

Judge Clement, of this city, owns a son of Fordstan and
a mare by John Nelson, which he calls Electioneer-Nelson.

He had him in Susanville, Lassen County, and bred him to

a few good mares and the produce is said to be wonderfully
fast. Judge E. V. Spencer, of that place, has several re-

markably good ones. Among them is a pacer that got a rec-

ord of 2:29:1 at Carson this year ; she can pace quarters at

2:16 clip and may be seen on the circuit next year in this

State. He has four others by the same sire he will have
trained next spring. These are trotters, handsome, strongly-

made and very courageous moving youngsters.

"You have noticed," said C. J. Hamlin in a recent in-

terview, "what a large proportion of trotters nre taking to

pining. Thesecret of it is that the trolling gait hurts tbem.
It in the knee-up, spank action that tells on them—the con-

tinued shock on the same muscles, and they change to the

pace for relief. The pace is a much easier gait, and is faster

on the average, in my opinion, than the trot by two seconds

to the mile. You know that I *»m not in favor of starting

very young animals, and I believe the practice has ruined

mnay of the most promising animals. It would be a good
plan for you to make one of your tables show what became
of the yearlings and two year-old phenomena. I think yon
would find that nearly all of them were knocked out by the

forcing process,"

Chas. Durfee of Los Angeles, has in McKinney and
family a quintette of individuals of which he may well feel

proud. Aside from his success as a driver, Mr. Durfee is one
of the most careful of breeders, and has made a lifelong

study of all the intricacies of the business, and the benefits

to be derived from a thorough understanding of the value of
conformation as well as bloodlines.

The success of Cogent in the class for carriage horses at

the recent National horse show is receiving wide-spread at-

tention. Cogent was foaled in 18SS, sired by Mambrino
King, out of Coquette, a French coach mare, imported by
Mr. Hamlin in 1883. He was kept in the stud until 1894,
when he was gelded and turned over to Harry Hamlin, who
sold him at his 1S95 Spring sale, with his full brother Rain-
bow, for $2,700. He was repurchased during the summer,
and it is now Mr. Hamlin's intention to take him to France
along with a number of trotters, early in January. It is to
be regretted that Cogent was castrated, for he left a number
of colts that possess his style and substance.

When the trottiDg mare Quiz was exhibited at ihe Horse
Show last week she attracted considerable attention as are-
cent addition to Col. Lawrence Kip's choice collection of
roadsters. In a class for trotters with records of 2:30 or bet-

ter Quiz won first prize, and got another ribbon in the class

for single roadsters and road rig. It is now known that Col.
Kip has sold this handsome young trotter to James Gordon
Bennett, and that Howard Phillips who went to Nice last

Spring with a small string for Mr. Bennett, will return
shortly and take Quiz to Europe. Another mare by Nut-
wood, selected by J. W. Knox, will also be added to the Ben-
nett stable of flyers. The price paid for Quiz has not been
made public.

Last Wednesday F. W. Covey arrived with the Palo Alto
houses in New York, and in a letter from him, which we
received too late for publication in our last issue, we learn
that he never had charge of a shipment of horses that arrived
in better condition. At Lincoln, Neb., everybody, it seemed,
came down to the depot to see the horses as they were led off"

the cars for a few day's rest, and many words of praise were
heard as the procession passed up the principal street, headed
by Rn Alto. Mr. Covey saw Azote, 2:04£, and says: " He is

not as badly off as represented. He is big and hearty, and
with the exception of a badly swollen hind leg, that I have
seen worEe before his campaign of 1895, he looks all right.

The little children of Lincoln are training him now, giving
him exercise while riding him bareback. Alix, 2:035-, the
queen, is also there, aod looking well bodily. Directly, 2:07£,
looks what he is, a champion."

"Vert late Monday evening May King arrived in this

city, and was at once quartered in a big box stall at the Ar-
cade stable on Washington street," says the Boston Globe of
November 20th. "The news of his arrival spread rapidly,

and all day yesterday George French was kept busy exhib-
iting him to an admiring throng of horsemen. He is a bay
borse of medium sizej with an intelligent head, a short bar-

rel, well rounded, that denotes a world of strength, and a
chest indicative of great heart and lung power. His limbs
are well turned and clean, and he is as well mannered and
gentle as a kitten. In his son Bingen he has transmitted the

characteristics of his general appearance, so that those who
saw the two-year-old at the breeders' meeting have a good
idea of his general appearance. It was also a matter of com-
ment that his temporary quarters were right in the midst
of a lot of good ones. In adjoining stalls were F. W. Smith's
noted pacer, Paul 2:07J, and his new mate, the chestnut pacer
Chesterfield 2:11£, the great pole team, Jack and Judson,
Dick Liwrence's Howell, the gray trotter Brunhilde, a big

green mare belonging to John Cheney, a 2:30 shot, and sev-

eral others."

Capt. G. W. Were, the gentlemau who has charge of

the king of the Almont family, Altamont, in an interview

says : There's a little correction to be made regarding the
pedigree of Playmail, full brother to Barney, 2:25 L

. He was
by Mike 2403, out of Kate.McDonougb, dam of Ella Lewis,
2:27, and she is the dam of Saladin, 2:05}. No one knows
how Kate was bred. She was traced by Capt. Werk to De-
catur, Iowa, She hadn't a particle of tin Morgan conforma-
tion about her ; she was 16 hands high, very bloodlike, and a

deep, rich bay in color. Over one hip she had a black spot

as larg3 as a man's hand. This peculiar mark she transmitted

to her Droduce. and on a great great grand colt which Capt.
Werk raised, the same black mark is noticeable. Mike
was by Vermont 332, out of Peniger (not Perringer, as the
Year Book has il) mare, by Beals* Horse, a horse sixteen

handB high, a low-headed, short-bodied sire of unknown
breeding. Vermont was bv Independence, son of Black
Hawk, out of a mare by Gifford Morgan. Playmail was the

sire of the dam of Seymour Wilkes, 2:08. The horse Play-

mail was owned by J. W. Plymale of Jacksonville, Oregon,
and was bred by James McD mough of Willow Springs,

Jackson County. He was called Tamson, and was sold to some
ore in California, Capt. Werk does not know what the name
of the purchaser was. No doubt, the name Playmail was as

near Plymale as the new owner could remember.

It is a pitv the breeders of trotters in California allowed

the grandly-bred, purely-gaited trotting stallion Rio Alto to

be sold in the East. He should have been kept in this State

for many reasons. He was one of the greatest race horses

that ever looked through a bridle. What a sire this young
horse should make, just think of his breeding? Electioneer,

Dame Winnie, General Benton, Elsie, Elaine and Green
Mountain Maid. His sire Palo Alto, 2:08$, who died |king

of stallions; his dam Elsie, one of the greatest young brood-

mares of America, and dam of Palila, 2:16, the champion
two-year old filly of 1895. His grand dam Elaine, who held

the world's record for three and four year-olds. His great

grand dam, that queen of broodmares, Green Mountain
Maid, to whom Rio Alto traces twice, once through his dam
Elsie. This is royal breeding and is full of blood lines that

have produced race horses and record breakers. The dam of

the sire of Rio Alto now occupies a high place in the pro-

duction of trotters, as Palo Alto, 2:08$; Paola, 2:18; Altivo,

2:184; Big Jim, 2:23*, and Gertrude Russell, 2:23$, attest,

and though Planet was her sire and Liz Mardis, by imp.

Glencoe her dam. she can not be dVnied recognition, for year

by year the blood of this thoroughbred mare will become so

prominent that like Green Mountain Maid, Alma Mater,

Beautiful Bella, Sontag Mohawk, Emeline and other great

broodmares, the breeding interests of America will accord to

her the place she has so justly earned, and she will be clasBl"

fied among the greatest of our country.
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THE SADDLE.

Joe Ripley has been 8red and will be put in training again.

Babe Mcrpht has won her two starts here in star fields.

Riley Grannan had some swell bets on Remus at 12 to 1

Friday.

Lownie Clapton has signed to ride for Col. W. P.

Thompson.

Relet Grannan stated to a friend Saturday that he was

$20,000 loser.

Billy McCloskey could not get out of the ruck in his

race Friday.

Henry Stull, the celebrated artist, arrived from New
York Sunday.

Babe Murphy can give most anything at the track a

race aL five furlongs.

Yemen seems to be veiy sensitive to track conditions. He
did not like it Friday.

Mr. Macdonocgh played Mi6s Brummel to win the first

race, which she did handily.

Pleasanton Btable's chestnut filly by Apache—Linda

ViBta has been named Primmie.

All Over laid all over his field when he romped away
from them and won by four lengths.

Work will soon commence on the new club house at the

track. It will be an architectural gem.

E. Coerigan's bay filly Olive was very popular in the last

race and looked in the finest of condition.

Willie Martin's ride on Pepper yesterday was a very

well-rv.ed one and a creditable performance.

Wednesday will be ladies' day at the new track. On that

day all ladies will be admitted free of charge.

Three California millionaires were represented in the

events of the first day's programme at Ingleside.

Fifteen Eastern horses started Friday. Three won
their races and five others were inside the money.

Goodwin II., who had been troubled for some time with a

splint, has been thrown out of work and punch-fired.

Gov. Btjdd apparently enjoyed,the races Friday. Won-
der if he ever thinks of the racing he tried his best to knock
out at the District Fairs?

The new sheet published on the opening day of the race

meeting was an encyclopedia of glaring errors and as such

will long be remembered.

Favor and May Day, full brothers, were foaled one year

part. Each of them came on the first day of May, and they

are pretty good May birds, too.

The crowds on the hills overlooking the new track at In-

gleside reminded one of the scenes so often noticed during

the great long distance races years ago.

Not only did Projector-Starter Hatch fail at Memphis
with his winter meeting, but got into jail on an alleged charge

of obtaining money under false pretenses.

The Musket horse Artillery has been bought at a very low

price in Australia and will be shipped to California about the

1st of January. He may be sent to Rancho del Pasj.

Some farmers in Nebraska were " arrested Friday for

making whiskey out of beets. Surely there must be a mis-

take for we always had an opinion it was just the reverse.

Itis reported that Chevalier was more seriously injured in

his fall from Miss Ruth than at first supposed, and he has

concluded to return to his home in New Orleans shortly.

The Suburban winner Loantaka, bv Sensation—Peggy
Dawdle, has been leased by T. J. Carson, Lexingtoo, Ky.,

and will do stud duty at the old Dixiana stud farm near there.

The French buyers are after Blue Gum, by Nephew, a very

promising young stallion owned by P. Donaghue. His owner

wants $3,000 and the French gentlemen have offered $2,300.

There seems to be an epidemic of drawing guns raging in

the blue grass metropolis among the alleged " horsemen "

who are attending the race meeting at that point. It is such
things as this that give the horse business a bad name among
the general public, and it might be well for the police to

absent themselves and allow a few of the guns to go off.

Vocalic, a bsautifutly bred horse, died at the Iroquois
stud November 25th. Leslie Bruce, of New York, owned
him. Vocalic was a good race horse in 1383 4-5, and was
fourteen years old, by Virgil— Acoustic. The best of his get

were Vortex, Vocalite, Bellevue and Sumatra.

It was given out before the new track opened that the en-

try cardB for races on the following day would be for sale at

the track in the afternoon, but as yet such an arrangement

has not been put into effect.

The Pacific Coast Jockey Clnb has announced that when*

ever a race is declared ofl for want of entries or other cause.

a black flag will be hoisted at the track, notifying owners
that an extra race will be made up.

The host of friends of Mr. A. B. Spreckels are pleased to

note he has discarded the crutch he found so necessary for a

long while, and hope he will soon be able to dispense with

the cane he now leans on.

Mr. Hoodless, who bought Stonenell from M. F. Dwyer,

got no bargain. The horse has turned out to be a thorough

rogue, and his trainer "gave him up rather than loose his

reputation. He is now being schooled for a jumper.

A New York dispatch of Monday states that Phil Dwyer,
the turfman, has returned from Hot Springs. Dwyer will

leave for San Francisco after Christmas and make arrange,

meots to have some of his horses entered here in the races.

Everyone in California who has any interest in racing
is anxious to see the pool room ordinance pass the Board of
Supervisors iust as it is. There should be no little jokers
added to it in favor of foreign books. If foreign books are
allowed in California then good-bye to its racing interests.

The new running track which Col. R. C. Pate, of St. Louis
established in the City of Mexico last winter, was reopened
by Pate, November 17, under what the wires state were the

most favorable auspices. Several members of the Mexican
cabinet were present, and the best people of the Mexican
capital j-ere induced to attend.

Retribution, the dam of Requital, is in foal to imp.

Juvenal. Her weanling colt by His Highness is such a fine

specimen that the master of Brookdale must regret that he

did not again patroniza the evenly balanced and blood-like

Holmdel horse.

Basso ran the best race of the field in the first race Satur-

day. After dropping back last he began to come on and

turned into the stretch fifth, twelve lengths behind the lead-

er. From there he disposed of McLight aod Magnet, aod

almost headed the tired Mias Maxim, who had been beaten

three lengths by Montana.

A special to the Louisville Commercial from Lexington,
Ky., on Saturday, says : Last night A. G.McCafferty, of
St. Louis, and Henry Simons, of Louisville, the well-known
horsemen, quarreled over a settlement, when Simons broke
a chair over McCafferty's head. The latter leveled his pistol

and fired, but his arm was thrown up by bystanders and the
shot missed.

The Eastern horse Certainty, belonging to Jockey Garri-
son, started a couple of times last recently and in the
second essay, a welter-weight race, Garrison himself had the
mount, the impost being 142 pounds. He was cheered as be
cantered past the stand to the post, but there were no cheers
afterward, for Certainty was beaten ofl. The latter is a very
ordinary plater.

Mornington Cannon, the leading Eaglish jockey, will

not be obliged to patronize a cheap lodging house this win-
ter. He had this season three calls on his services, the
Kingsclere stables first, the Cannon stables next and Mr. Mc-
Calmont third. The latter paid young Cannon $7,500 for

his third call, and his salary from the Kingsclere stables

could not have been short of $10,000.

Byron McClelland has had his fill of judging horses

in horse shows. He is as good a judge of a horse as lives,

and gave bis honest judgment as to the best of the limited

number of thoroughbred Etallions entering the New York
ring, and yet he has not escaped the flood of adverse criti-

cism with which the metropolitan "hoss" editors have turned
loose on the judges in general, some of which is merited, and
more of which isnot.

A pbominent Western horseman says :
" I leased a horse

last year, aod I have now erased the word ' lease
: from my

vocabulary. The worst thing on earth for a man with a good
horse to do is to lease his racing qualities. Better sell him
cheap if you can not race him yourself. All you get at the
end of the year is a choice collection of splints, boTed ten-

dons and knots attached to what looks like a horse, and a

bundle of receipted bills."

In thoroughbred circles there is very little doing in the

vicinity of New York. A number of trainers have already

Fettled at Morris Park with their strings of yearlings, and
among them is J. W. Knox, the well-known trotting horse-

man, who bought a number of good youngsters in Kenlucky
recently, and will try his luck with the bang-tails. Mr. Knox
says be has by no means lost his love for the trotter, but that

his heart is large enough for both.

The famous racehorse, Dr Rice, a winner of the Brook-
lyn Handicap of 1894, will probably never race again. It

was found Monday that be had a bad leg, which must be

fired. When the veterinary surgeon went to work at him the

stallion struggled against being thrown, and in some way
wrenched his back and spine. After the firing had been ac-

complished the horse caught cold. He is unable to rise to

his feet, and now he is strung up in a sling at his stable on
Dayton avenue, St. Paul, Minn.

The horse has at last been recognized officially as an
article of diet. The corporation counsel of Chicago has pre-

pared an ordinance at the request of the local board of health,

and dealers in horse meat will be required to pay an annual

fee of $1,000. Violation of the proposed law is .punishable

bv fine of not less than $50 or more than $200 for each

offense. The dealer must tell his customers that he is selling

them horse meat, and inspectors must examine each horse

before slaughter aod label the carcass.

Horses for the exhibition belongiog to the Kern County
Land Co. are now on private view at the stable on Buchanan
Street, corner of Birch avenue. These hordes are splendid

carriage horses, well broke, single and double, and a view of

them will be cheerfully accorded by Mr. Thomas. They are

splendid individuals and a visit to the above mentioned
stables will well repay one for his time. All of this magni-

ficent collection will be sold at auction on December 9th by

Killip & Co, the official auctioneer of the Horse Show Asso-

ciation. Intending purchasers will do well to look them over

before the sale.

More satisfactory transportation facilities have been as-

sured the Pacific Coast Jockey Club by local railroad offi-

cials. Mr. A.. B. Spreckels telegraphed the situation to Mr.
C. P. Huntington at New York, on Saturday, and the latter

wired the officials here to grant all reasonable requests. Here-
after two trains by the steam line will leave Third and
Townsend streets at 12:40 and 1:15 p. m. These trains, con-

sisting of fifteen cars each, will make the trip in twenty-five

minutes and will remain at the track and leave immediately

after the races on their return trip. On special days sections

of these trains w ill be run, as the needs of the crowd require.

On the electric line, a twenty-minute service will be main-

tained during the forenoon, after which a 21-minute service

will be maintained. Outward bound passengers will be

transferred at Twenty-ninth street, but the return trip will

be made by through cars As soon as the new portion of tbe

roadbed has been balasted fast time can be made over this

line, and but thirty five minutes will.be required to mike the

trip.

J. J. Hyland says that of the two-year-olds he ever han-
dled he never felt more sanguine of one developing into a
great three-year-old than he does of Requital. He thinks no
route will be too far for him. Requital is a clean-cut colt,

without any lumber; has good, open feet, with clean, flat

bone. and as he is a good constitutioned colt, with a fine dis-
position, he is exceedingly likely to develop into one of the
greatest horses this country has ever seen.

The London Sportsman has the following seasonable re-

marks: "It is always a remarkable thing to me how very slow
owners of stallions are to look after their own interests, for
with few exceptions they neglect to make their announce-
ments for next season, at this the most important period
when breeders are bu9_v making up tbeir minds. The matter
is one that does not concern me nor yet The Sportsman di-
rectly, for stallion advertisements are paid for by the season
and no saving is made by sending them in late. That being
so, why is it that owners are so supine as not to have them
ready drafted and sent in early in December? It is not as
though they were not all coming in sooner or later, only so
many of them do it later, and it is so regretable. I write
this entirely for their own benefit, inasmuch as it is manifest
that thelessshow they are content to take for their money
the greater is the profit to the paper."

Up to November 1, Hanover's get had won this season
$89,920. Of this amount $38,520 was won by twenty-three
of his twenty-five three-year-olds that started, and the bal-
ance bv sir teen of his twenty-two two-year-olds. From tbis
it will be seen that in all forty-seven colts and fillies, the eld-

est three years old, by Hanover, faced the flag in 1895, and
of these only eight were not winners of money. Tbe largest
winner of the lot is the two-year-old Handspring, with over
$40,000 to his credit, ar.d then comes tbe three-year-olds,
Halma. with nearly $13,000; Bock Massie, with over
$7,000, and Urania, with more than $3,000. Others of his get

that more than paid a profit are Hessie, Handspun, Miss
Young, The Commoner, Handsome and All Over, among
the three year-olds, aod fully as manv among the two-year
olds. The most consistent performer of the lot was Buck
Massie, who won money in practically all of his starts. The
average amount won by Hanover's forty-seven representa-
tives is within a very little of $1,875—truly a wonderful
showing.

The pool rooms should be closed. They are crowded
daily by all sorts and conditions of humanity. They do not
jeopardize the morals of men who bet on the races, but they
are a means put in the way of hundreds to fritter away their

week's earnings, vainly wooing Dame Fortune, while the
money so spent deprives many families of necessities. Men
of means with an inclination to gamble will find a way to

do so, but working men would not have the ready oppor-
tunity to yield to temptation if the pool rooms were closed.

A clerk or salesman may now find ample opportunities of

betting a small sum on every race run at the local tracks, and
the aggregate of the sums so steadily pouring into the coffers

of the pool-room operators would amount to thousands of

dollars every week. If only fifty per cent of this were turned

into proper channels, what an amount of good it might ac-

complish? That the profits of these rooms are immense is

evident by the smiling complacency of the managers, and
where profits are large, losses commensurate fall on some
one else, and the ones who suffer most are the innocent ones

at home. By removing from the midst of working men the
opportunity to gamble their salaries, even before they are

earned, will not correct their instincts, but it will put a curb

on their inclinations. The pool rooms should, by all means,
he closed. Our city fathers should not license such a busi-

ness.

Racing in the Eastern States has for several years been
going backward in popular favor. But this year, thanks to

the untiring efforts of the new Jockey Club, writes Caspar
Whitney in Harper's Weekly, there has been a distinct gain

for the better, while the assurance of a newer and higher de-

velopment of tbe turf will bring into racing,men of large for-

tune, to whom the winning of stakes and purses are the mere
incidents of the sport. The absence of book-makers, of the

Paris Mutuel machines, and of all appliances for professional

gambling has driven out of the business of racing many of

the small horse owners and 90 per cent of tbe professional

gamblers. In Iheii stead are such men as J. D. Donner^ith
an immense breeding farm at Ramapo, New Jersey; William
P. Thompson,master of the Brookdale stud; Edward Kelly.son

of the banker.and a successful breeder of race horses; Francis

Beard, who has invested this year $250,000 in racing stock;

Oliver Perry Belmont, J. E. Kittson, David Hennen Morris,

Oliver H. Pavne, James R. Keene, Foxhall Keene, William
H. Forbes, Marcus Daly, J. J. Ruppert, J. E. Seagrim,
Charles^H. Smith, John Hunter, A. J. Oassat, Senator Wet-
more, General Benjamin F. Tracy, Hon. John Sanford, Mil-

ton Young, Charles Reed, Gideon Lee Knapp, Jamer Gal-
way and J. E. Madden, a majority of whom are not only

owners but breeders of race horses. These gentlemen are up-

on the turf purely in the interests of clean sport.

Americans have a world-wide reputation as inventors and
ingenious mechanics, but it was left to a plain every-day
horseman to top the record in the way of a clever contri-

vance. Helen Nichols trod on a stone during a race last

Tuesday and so severely injured one of her teet that in the

opinion of all the trainers who saw tbe daniige the mare
would never race again, or if she was ever able to do so, it

would be at a very remote period. They must all have been
considerably startled at the object lesson they received Satur-

day. Enoch Wishard, who trains for the stable, evidently

has paid considerable attention to the subject, as in four days
after tbe accident to Helen Nichols' foot he won a race with

her in fast time, using the most unique contrivance that has

ever yet been seen upon any race track in America. The fol-

lowing is as near as possible tbe description of the enlarged

form of a "scalping boot" which she wore. Take any ordin-

ary scalping boot and on the lower edge sew a wedye shaped
flap, which tapers ofl into a long, narrow tongue. The flap is

drawn down under and over the frog, the tongue being
passed up tbe front of tbe foot and then through a buckle
on the front of the boot just above the coronet. In order to

secure the whole and do away with any possibility of it slip-

ping a long galloping bandage was wound round the shin

and met the top of tbe leather boot. No doubt under the
leather sole there was a wad of cotton baiting or tow, satu-

rated with ether or cocaine. The public swore that they had
been done and the report of the injury was a fake. Such was
not the case, and it was only Wishard's clever brain that

pulled off the coup for the stable.—N. Y. Mercury.
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amencetbe hi-tory uf A. \V. Richmond at as

earl? a dale as Lawrence Sierue did thai of his hero, hut it

will answer the request to begin from the lime I tirst sjw him,

though if it were necessary lo authenticate the pedigree,

documentary evidence is at hand for a full verification.

Following the DSQal \>\nn of writers of biography, wiih an

account of his parents, it will be sufficient to say lhat his

frirewas Blackbird, bv Camden, dam by Postboy. Camden,

by Shark, dam imported Invalid, by Whisker. Blackbird is

'registered" and 401 i» the number opposite his name. That

in the quality of endurance he was the superior cf any horse

J ever saw tested is to stale what I have ihe best of grounds

for believing, and had it not been for his untimely death

have also good reasons to think that he would have proved a

very fast trotter. The dam of Richmond was a white mare

bred by Thos. W. Pope, who, at the time of her birth, lived

near Cleveland, Ohio, and he brought her to Iowa in the

fortits. Mr. Pope was a Methodist minister and shared in

the general tendency of that profession in admiring a good

horse and own one of the very best if it were possible to ac-

complish that end.

He was an excellent judge of "form" and reasonably well

potted, for these days, in pedigrees. The sire of the white

mare he said was a thoroughbred horse called Rattier,

brought from Tennessee, and her dam was by a horse called

Sp tted Ranger, an Arabian. This was unquestionably one

of the breed called Opelousas horses in the south, though in

Ohio, New York and Northern Pennsylvania, Arabian was

the title.

The old mare had a dark skin so that when wetted there

was a tinge of blue, and before Richmond was foaled she had

twosons,also white, but with Dumerous black spots from the

size of a dime to a dollar dotting their oats ail being hand-

some horses otherwise insured their sale to a circus manpger

for a large sum. Mr. Pope was early affected by the Califor-

nia fever, cime here in 1849, brought a son with him who

was taken sick, which forced his return to Iowa in 1S50. Od
hU departure he sold the mare to Aziriah Prussia, cf Jack-

800 Co., Io«a, who bred Richmond and his sister Xourmahal.

The old mare was a noted roadster and as a "general pur-

pose" horse one of the best, though one of her peculiarities

was the cause of a great deal of suffering to her daughter,

Nourmahal.

The old mare would ;'balk" and the onl y way to overcome

the propensity— in her owner's opinion—was to lake her out

of the harness, retur n her lo the stall, give her a sound flog-

ging, when she would perform satisfactorily until the fit

came on ber again. Xourraahal hsd some of her dam's

temper,which a series of thrashings did not correct, though it

awakened so much perversity that she was shut out the first

heat of every race she started in until after I purchased her.

/. Poj Mini it may be as well lo slate that she, Nourma-
bal, was possessed of a rare turn of speed, had the most per-
fect action,and it was my firm belief that she could win a race
of five miles against the best of her day. I offered to match
her against any horse at that distance, for $2,000 a side, bat
the offer wa* not accepted. It may also be well to stale lhat
Mr. AJdeo Goldsmith lold me lhat he would have accepted

with Huntress but as one of the conditions was that

the race should come off in Chicago, he did not like to go so

far from home at the season the match was to be trotted. I

beat Lady Mac with her in Chicago late in the fall of 1873.
The following spring Lady Mac beat her on ^the Oakland
track, in record time, though Nourmabal was not in con-
dition the journey across the country having been disastrous
to her.

Mr. Proasia brought the white mare and her colt to my
place when the youngster was a few days old. " As black as a
crow" was not a rsisoomer, and when I told his owLer that
he would eventually be gray he scouted the idea as utterly

In the same field was the coll afterwards known as Reavit,'

Blackbird with bin dam, and had ihe prophesy been made
that these two would make their mark in ( Ealifornia, it would
have been held BO Dlterly ridiculous aa to overwhelm the

ih an avalanche of guys. A favorite ground to me,
leltered on one side hy the semi circular

r. th** other a heavily.wooded island in the Missis-
sippi. Kiftr <>r more mares in ihe enclosure, a msj irity of
thcfii with fo»ls by their side, apart of the time with frequent

- when plav was more enticing than lacteal nourish-
ill from the while mare wan prominent in these

hongh the one that afterwards gained fame as Smith's
Blackbird, California Blackbird, Beavis' Blackbird and
Blackbird 402 wan the liveliest of the "outfit " A smoo'h,
bluest* ' with patches of bare! boshes, and
a favor; iib B. Jr. was to lake them in his stride
like a veteran ed a leap
lhat was loo wide fur him, he landed in the " shrnb," turned

r-ault, and if ever a foal wore a dejected look he did
on that occasion. There was one urchin, however, lhat did
not awaken as much tribulation. A thorough*

\n came from < • ileoa with a mule colt,and ofjall tahe
1 ever Haw he wan the bo*.*. He look delight in

ling his mother, and was s'. mUcbiev*
radea lhat be I in a paddock with bis dam greatly

M Lhat time I was a believer in the dog-
ma lh;ii impregnations had an influence on

I I did not like the idea of my
having rnity of a coll which looked like a
mule. But the rt-.uk did cot strengthen that belief, the suc-

! ceeding foal by Blackbird being remarkably handsome, "full

of quality," not a mark of anything save high breediug.

The black coll went away and I did not see him again un-

til the Scott County Fair at Davenport in 1863, when be

took the first premium for yearlings. In ih is connection it

will be well to quote from Blackbird's book of 1861.

"Ko. "—A Prussia, grey. April 23d, April 30 May 8th,"

and the appended note. 'Foaled April oth, black colt, a lit-

tle touch of white on each hind foot; very tine, medium
size."

When he received the blue ribbon be had changed iito a

dark iron gray. Prussia broke him when three years old,

Used him in light work on the farm from then until the fall

afirr he was four years old. He was then sent to Maquoketa,

placed in the hands of a trainer, and stariled all the on-

lookers by trotting twice arouod the half-mile track iD three

minutes, the first time he was ever '"bitched lighter" than an

old wagon which would weigh at least tour huudred pounds.

1 his track was in the form of an irregular shaped capital

letter, D., with a little rounding at the point of junction of

i lie (-eiui -circle and straight. Prince he was called then, was a

long-slrider in going r^und ibese sharp turns he hammered
one foreleg, boots a tbiig not found in his trainer's posses-

lioo, ihe result—that in a few days be became so lame that

he could nol be led out of his stall. In twenty-nine days from

the date of his first appearance on the track his owner was

enab'ed to bring him home, though it took all day to make
the twenty intervening miles.

The following spring I made a conditional contract with

his breeder. The leg still looked bad and it was agreed that

if he went lame I should return him, if he kept sound for

lour months to fay one thousand dollars. Much to my re-

gret, I had to return him. He was then a dark dapple gray.

In the summer of 1869 I got back the Iowa farm I traded

for Bonnie Scollaed, and a friend from Chicago visited me in

the fall. Hearing the story of the colt, now a horse of seven

vears, and being favorably impressed with the report, he
accompanied me to the farm of his owner. There was not

even a heavy buggy to hilch him lo, so the owner got on him
barsbaek. So well pleased wiih what he showed that we
bought him for six buodred dollars.

That wiuter 1 drove him the greater part of the time on

the ice. I have ridden quite fast in my day, but never so

fast al a trot or pace as on "straight work" on the ice when
"Alf " hauled the skeleton sleigh or sulky.

Mr. Robert Bonner sent me a pair of "rolling-motion"
shoes filled with ice-calkics which were put on Alf. One
Irial with them before the skeleton sleigh was sufficient. The
particles of ice which the quickened action hurled back wiih

so much force that ihere was danged of being blinded, and
afterwards a sulky was necessary, and evea that greater ele-

vation did not entirely protect the driver. All of my horses

were transferred to Riverside, near Chicago, in the spring of

1S70, and as we had a track of a mile in circuit, the tirst Alf
was over on, there were hopes that he would stand training.

As soon, however, as "turns" were to be made at spted,the

old troubles returned,and from that time on he was my favor-

ite road horse. And what a clinker! I never found one,

though I have tested very minv on the straight part of the

boulevard,a little over three miles.tbat could teeep near him,
and two men in a road-wagon—as Captain T. B. Merry will

vouch—were little hindrance.

The purchase of my friend's ioteiest as »\ell as the fioal

sale were rather outside of transactions of that kind. In 1872,

satisfied that he could not be successfully trained I made an
offer of a pair of driving horses for his half. At that time

thev would have found ready sale at £800 or$l,000, but be

declined the trade. 4
" There is quite a bill on him," I re-

marked. ''Make it out and I will give you a check," was
his response. "I led you into the purchase and am anxious

that you should nol lose," was my reply, and his :
'' If you

are so stubborn as to lake all the risk, aod his color will be

against hijj in the stud, give me your watch and I will be

well suited." Right gladly was the offer accepted. The watch
was one of the tirst split-second watches ever made, bad cost

me $800, though that was when currency was at a discount.

The transfer of the watch, and the acquisition, in whole, of

Alf were not the only results.

In a few days after, Mr. D. A. Gage, with whom I was as-

sociated in borse affairs, came out to see some of our horses

work. He asked for my watch and I informed him that I

had given it to G— for his interest in Alf. He had tried to

beat bim on the boulevard, ard so he was well aware of his

capacity and thought highly of him. "You did well," he
replied, ''and I have a timing watch in the safe *t the Sher
man House I will give you." That watch I still own
and value it more highly as a memeDto of the man, held in

such esteem, that the best splil-second would not be accepted
in lieu thereof. Another anecdote may not be out of place.

John Reber, of Lancaster, Ohio, the former owner of Bonnie
Scotland, and at that time of Hurrah and Kyrle Daly, came
to my place, accompanied by John P. Reynolds. He was
looking for a trotting stallion. I had a big bay by Blackbird
from a well bred mare, over sixteen hands, a magnificent
horse in all respects, save being "over on ibe knees " and
could show 2: '0 at any time. I was in treaty then to sell bim
for $3,000 with a good chance of disposal,aod, of course, that

was the price.

"How much for the grey stallion?'' eoquired'Mr. Reynolds
" Not for sale" the answer. "Surely you do not value him
higher than lhat bo'se which is so much better looking,"

came from Mr. Reynolds. " 1 do for my purpose, and while
the bay I hold to be hetter for Mr. Reber, the grey is more
likely to get fast trotters," the reply. Mr. Reber was a

"close buyer," and demurred at the price. He held my note
for $600, part of the purchase price of Regent, and I offered

to let him have the stallion for lhat and "The Major." That
was accepted, The Major was rechristeued Three Cheers, and
thus another of the clan Fashion came into my poseseion,

A. W. Richmond was the only trolling bred stallion I

i i California. There were four thoroughbreds:
Hock-Hockiog, Three flheera, Craigieburo and Double

I raiginbnrn went to British Columbia and as he was
three quartern of the same blood as Marion—being by Bon-
nie Scotland from bei dam— I have always regretted that he
was nol kept here. While preparing to leave Chicago a
letter was received from Milton S. Patrick, who then lived

in Ban Diego, requesting me to bring him a road horse,liniit-

ing the price to $1 I

Oje of the best and most highly prized friends among the
very many I have been so fortunate in acquiring I was anx-
ious to obtain one lhat would "fill the bill" Mr. Patrick
was a staunch supporter of trotting. The old-time celebrity,

Reindeer, belonged to him. also Prairie Boy and others of
note.

Io the hurry of preparation there was not a great deal of
time for search, but I could nol tind one that would an-
swer. I had more horses than could be got into one car, and
sent some mares to Lancaster, Ohio, to be bred to imported
Hurrah, and the order was not tilled.

A few days after reaching San Francisco I sat in the office

of the Lick House watching the throngs which passed. A
lady who turned her he\d a* she weat by I recognized as
Mrs Patrick, and hurried out to overtake her. She was on
her way to the Grand Hotel, where she was stopping, and
after inquiring how the fulks were.she said, with a great deal
of animation, "You have brought me a horse, and I am so
glad. San Diego is a nice place, but it is awfully lonely at
limes, bu: with a good horse to drive nothing ever will be
wanting. Mr. Patrick has greatly improved, and the cli-

mate is such a boon to his we*k lungs that we must not
think Df leaving." At the conclusion of the first sentence of
her talk my resolution was laken. Realizing that the many
kindnessesMr. Patrick had rendered me should have been re-
turned at whatever trouble or expense to myself, I an-
swered: "Yes, Mrs. Patrick, and a better one you never
drove, io fact I have two good road horses for you to choose
between.

A Urge bay mare, not very handsome, but thoroughly re-
liable and can pull a wagon vtry fast, ihe other a grey, and
though he is entire never shows it when in harness, and he
is good-looking and very stylish. "No need of waiting till I
see them," she replied, " the grey by all odds, and you can
send him by steamer whenever he is ready to ship." And
thus A. W.Richmond was sold for $1,000. It is almost su-
perfluous to say that Mrs Patrick was well pleased with him,
but the next season 1S75, she made a tri£ to the Eaat and
Mr, Patrick sent him to me, and he made a short season at
Healdsburg.

It might be called his firstseas^n inthestand. When I
had him under contract he was bred to one mare and she
was also by Blackbird, the produce a filly which showed very
well in p. colt stake at Chicago. lnlS7J,the dam of Clara
G. was given him, and I sold her to Mr. Robert Bonner
when in foal. In a letter from Mr. Bonner, Dec. 3d, 1872,
appears: " Clara G.'s colt is a fine looking fellow, long,
muscular, well proportioned and shows a fair gait." From
a Logan mare, Richmond got a colt which Mr. Patrick
bought io Chicago, He came to me when two years old,

poor, "full of worms," every way in poor condition, though
I drove him in 2:43, an1 the next season he won a three-
year-old slak* in Los Angeles. I sent the Blackbird mare,
formerly bred to him, and Columbia, both bejng in foal to

Richmond to Ohio. The black mare's colt' died, Columbia
had a filly which I n.Q med Coila, and so she appears in The
American Stu^ Book, her name was afterwaids changed to

Lady Richmond. She obtained a record of 2:35^, but when
a four-year old she was reported to have shown a mile in

2:15.

I wrote to Mr. Reber ia relation to the newspaper report,
and be answered that he was told that it was correct, though
the fastest mile he had see i her make was 2:27. She had a
great turn of speed, but as Mr. Reber wrote, she had been
spoiled by tbesame kind of treatment as Xourmahal received.

1 brought two Richmond fillies to California. A black two-
year-old which I catled Triple-Cross, as she bad threestrains

of " old" Blackbird. She was one of the fastest "natural "

irottiog youngsters I ever saw. Io hading her from Oak-
land to John Hall's phce, Alvarado, behind a buggy, the
horse which drew it, Craigieburo, had to be put to a smart
gallop to show how fast she could trot. In breaking she fell

over backwards, her head struck a round stone and ber skull
was crushed. The yearling filly Columbine, sister to Lady
Richmond, has gained high distinction through her progeny,
Anteeo, Aoterolo, Anteros, Coral and my uamesake. These
named are all that I cin recall of the get of Richmond in
the Hast. While at Healdsburg he got Queen, the dam of

Anteeo Richmond, 2:24}, and as he is by Anteeo, there
are two crosses of Richmond. Anteiro is a brother of An-
teeo Richmond, and hi* capacity to "keep up the clip" is

more than ordinary. The fastest mile he ever showed in his
work was 2:30^, and that only once, though in the race of
five miles, won by Bi?hop Hero, he made 12:50 an average
of 2:34 to the mile.

While Richmond has been quite successful in getting fast

trotters and pacers, it can be said, with all truth, eminently
so, for his opportunities. He has also made his mark as a
" broodmare sire," and as the progenitor of fine road horses

has takeo a very high staiion. A driver from the lower
country told me lhat all Richmonds he saw were natural trot

ters, and this was to be expected from a horse with such per-

fect action and the rate of speed shown on his first trial. The
sire of nine trotters and three pacers with records of 2:13J
pacing and 2:15 trotting to the prescribed limit, and eleven
dams of thirteen trotters and three pacers to his credit, my
estimate of his quality made twenty-five years has been fully

endorsed.
Mr. Lavng has been so k»nd as to prepare the "business

end" of this short history, wbich has entailed a good deal of

labor, and from the table it will be learned that I was fully

justified in placing a high e-tireate on A. W. R. as a progen-
itor. The blood is "potent." as even in another generation

it comes to ihe front. Dudley, by Anteros, has a yearling

son which holds tbe race record for 1895, 2:46}, and a year-

ling daughter, pacer, which won a race, heats of half a mile,

in l.loai.d 1:18.

Redwood, by Anteeo, is the sire of the sensational yearling

of 1895. Mr. Hickok informed me lhat be timed her half a
mile in 1:07}, and that she could beat 2:20 was as nearly a

certainty as anything of that nature can be foretold

BY A. W. RICHMOND.

P5RF0RH1B, &KO. DAK,

A. W, RlCBJKO*
Arrow [pi unchion s jpirst, bwrichion. u~"'

Orlinda Kic!inio'd(p) 2:15 i ntraced.
Richmond Ir 205 i. ntraced.
Elhvr»od{p) 2:17^ Cricbton's First, bv i.'brichton^

2:19>S Gretcbeu. bv Mambriuo Pilot,

Dick Richmoud 2:20 Belle, bv Bun Wade.
Leon Nelly, by Grant.
What Ho j:j:.'.. By 1 iveriaud.

lien Ventura Bullle, by Ventura.
Kosewald 2&9}£ Un traced.

PRODUCE BY SONS OP A. W. RICHMOND.

PEkPOBHKR. DAM.

Tdlbb
Rita (p) Maggie, by Overland.

L2M Rose
Barbero 2:29X By Cricbton.
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FROM DAUGHTERS OF A. W. RICHMOND
BIKE.

PEBFOBMER.

Miss Taylor
L'naamei ....

Lizzie -
Jessie M_
Colambiae
Columbine
Columbine
Columbine
Qaeea „
£lwoo1,2:l7»v£-
Unnamed-
Unnamed
Unnamed „

N'amouua
Aloba_
Aloba
Namouna „

Del Foster

Waldo J
Ben Gifford ....

Korv i.) More -

Ben Corbitt ....

Anieeo
Antevolo
Coral
J. C. dimp<on .

Anteeo- Kich'ond
El Trebizand
Clara Z
Coal Dust
ialata
Diet Richmond.
Miss Monroe
Directress .. ..

Alric
Elegance

2:08
•

2:14

2:17K
2:19

2 i->\.

2:18>£
-27'..

2:W4
2:27

2:27'

;

Bob Mason.
Atto Rir.
Judge Salisbury 5^7:

ffm. Corbitt.
Etecii jueer 125.

Electioneer 125.

Eleciioneer 125.

Eieclluneer 1:5.

LDtee j I8S3. _
Stambou.
[Capri. *
Black Sultan.
jtambo ii-

v. W. R'C imoiil
Monroe Cbiel 8Jo,

Director I9S9.

Altos 6602
|Sidney.

FROM SON'S OF DAUGHTERS OF A. W. RICHMOND
PEKFoaMra. REC.

Anteeo 786S
Eoline 2:11%
Abanteeo .....

James Madison ..

Antbeha 2:18
Tietam 2:19

Mvrtle 2:1':"..

Altred G 2:19%
Maud M
Redwood 2:211.;

Hand Fowler 2:11%
Mountain Maid 2:22*4

Rex 2:22^
Anteeovoe 2:23

Anteeo Richmond^... 2:24 1

+
Dan Brown 2:21™

Ethel Mack
Anteeo Jr _..

Antecarlo,
Rayanetta
Antarees
Hiligo
Maudee
Salome
Electeo
Sunset
Grey Belle

Astevolo 7618
Consolation (p) .

Tvolo
Maud Merrill ....

Leta May (p)
Congrazio .....

Antiocb
Bereeto ™
Orindo
Zephyr

ASTEKO3 6020.

Antidote (p)
Nelly F. (p)
Dudley <p),
3fay Rose
Major Ross
Anteonau
Cairn (p)
Auterose

>:2o

2: 2.^ j

2:2*' .

2:25 V,

2:J>-;
-

2:2 ji-i

2:293£
2:30

|

2:20

2:2014

2:23.',

2:2$

2:26H
2:29

2:30
2-3,1

2:1014

2:13V.
2:14
2:1-''..

2:17?*

2:22S--
,

2:25

Nelly F 2 25

Myriad. 2:2s1 -. by Stranger.
Abbotine, bv Aboottsfurd
Lucy Pdtcben, bv G. M Fatchen Jr.

Wilkie G , 2:21J4. by Rjbt. McGregor.
Eveliue. by Nutwood. .

Luella. by "Nutwood.
Rusie B., bv Speculation.
Untracel.
I,ou Milton, by Milton Medium. >

Eveliue. by Nutwool.-
Untraced.
Accident, bv Elmo.
Anna Lotta. by Red Wilkes.
Queeu. by A. W. Richmond.
Miss Brown, by Volunteer.
Lou Milton, by Miitou Medium.
Lady signal, by signal.
Not given.
D*bonair, by Sultan.
Bay Flora, by Suenandoah.
Not given.
Maud, by Nutwood.
Not given
Maud Medium, by MausGeld Medium.
Nelly, by King Phillip.

Un traced

Elizabeth Baker, by Bill Arp.
Salinaa Maid, by Vermont.
Bella, by Tilton Almont.
Steinola, by Steinway.
Not given.
Fanuy. bv Mambrino Wilkes.
Nelly Rose, 2:±o\-i. by Sacramento.
Not given.
Not given.

Not given.
Sbarley. by Roger Hausen.
Lily Laugt'ry, by Nephew.
Not given.
Blanche H., 2:26ii, by Blue Bnll.

Not given.
Governess, by Gov. Spragae.
Rcby F-, bv Harry B.

Sharlev. bv Roger Hansen.
Menlo Princess 23Sl£ Not given.

2:26}^ Not given.
2:27 Not traced.
2:30 Not given.
2:30

I
Bonnie Lee. bv Harry B.

Louise
Antenette _
Don Anteros

DESCENDANTS OF COLUMBINE.

PSBFORMEB. a ec. DAM.

Alfred G.. by Anteeo

Nellv Alfred 2.21% Nelly B , by Alaric Almont.
James Madison, bv An-

teeo.
Leila C. (p) 2:20J4 Lillian, bv Romolus.
Bet Madison 2:30 Betsy Trotwood, by Abbottsford.

Redwood, by Anteeo.
Red O k 2:21 Victress, by \ ictor Patchen.

Akteeo Jr , by Anteeo
2:30 Star, bv G. M. Patchen Jr.

Ramona. by Anteeo.
dam of

W. Wood (p) 2:07 Sired by Steinway.
T. O.. by Anteeo
Lady O 2:16 By Black Prince.

Part of the Horse Show.

The exhibition, which has occupied the Mechanics' Pavil-

ion duriag the greater portion of this week—from Tuesday

morning to the close, is one of two in the United States. New
York made the first movement in that direction, and has

continued with increasing success until that which closed

lately presented such an overwhelming wave of prosperity as

to place it far beyond its predecessors, in the lead, in point of

attendance and receipts, of all others.

Tt appears that San Francisco ii the only other city on the

continent which will sustain an exposition modeled after

European standards. Chicago made the attempt, failed, weDt

out of the field. So far as I am acquainted, other trials have

not been made, therefore it seems to be an essential that a

portion of the inhabitants of the cities in which the show is

held should be cosmopolitan in their habits, bat above all, a

locality where wealth prevails and an intense desire to secure

recognition as members of " high society."

A pleasing fad in many respects, these exhibitions. Much

to commend, a great de&l of pleasure ebtainable by those who

can appreciate the various spectacles presented—though I am
pained to write, much to regret. In the first place I should

prefer to see a good many of the fjreign quips and fancies

banished ; an Americanized show in place of a mongrel mix-

ture of caricatures and masterpieces ; an attempt to blend the

ridiculous and praiseworthy harmoniously ; an ehfjrt to ape

the senseless foiblea of foreign aristocrats and introduce them
here to the exclusion of far superiorjnetbods, and in this

subordination of the good to toe ridiculous lead astray

weak-minded people.

It may be that in giving so much consideration to the

anglo-maniacal part of the show is an error, that in lieu ol

argument ridicule should be the weapon, and I am ready tn

admit that there is great deal to provoke laughter, that kind

of chacination which reading the famous ride of John Gilpin

will pvoke. " Straws show -vhich way the wiod blow-* " and

through the brutal practice of docking horses is very trifling

in comparison with weightier affairs in which England
dominates, influencing a weak and obstinate president to a

course which has brought this couotry to the verge of bank-

ruptcy, when under " American systems "it would be emi-

nently prosperous, even trifles which have the same trend are

worthy of attention. England has won the Horse Show
battle. Victorious in New York and San Francisco the
other big cities will be gained when the fever spreads. The
part that cannot be anglicized must be tabooed. The intro-

duction of the very short dock, hair trimmed so as appear like

bristles, the first move. The cruelty lo the victim, the uo-
sightliness, the vulgarity (ind even a casual spectator will

notice that it is highly indecent when both sexes are in the
ring) did not bar its adoption. Those wha uphold [he practice
virtually claim that if Nature had tone the "right thiog" that
liberal mother wouldhave replaced the tine flowing append-
age, "tit for a pisha's standard," with an excrescence after the
model shown, or an improvement on that a boob, on
which a growth of bristles similar, though sb orter, to those
of an earagid boar, ai approach t> '"quills on fretful porcu-
pine" 'The decrees of fashion'' Noosease ! the fiat of

fools, which cannot hold sway when "leaders of sets" are peo-
ple of common intelligence and no: nader the sway of idi-

otic dudes.

I have heard the present system of dockiog likens 1 to that

which prevailed io the ling ago p let. S miUr to regard to

the torture iafl cted, and horses have screamed in aginy un-
der the knife when nicking and docking were in favor. Bat
the "sixteen inch dock" sad "fl ig-tail" wa9 a thioz of beauty
when compared with the htdeousness of mo'.ei hackney, and
that was forced out of th-e fi-sld when the press entered upon
a crusade of d diverance of animils which could not defend
themselves- It strike* me that the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to AuimiU could take a hand id suppressing the
evil and that wits, better grounds ihao niiny of their inter-

ventions. That society could secure the passage of laws

which would b; an effectual estoppel of the birbarois cus-

tom. The geoeral government forbid the importation of

mutilated animals, the Spates pmish with severe penalties

similar atrocities within their bounds.

Cunning dealers at home have taken advantage of the

craze ; English breeders and handlers of horses are well

aware that light qaarters and narrow between the stifles do
aotsbow ascoospicaously when the tail ia oot of the way, es-

pecially when also dena Jed of hair. From the specimens I

nare seerj pictured of imported hackneys, had an embargo
oeen laid against their importation, many worthless brutes
would have been kept ont.

There is still another objection I have to these horse
shows, and which to omit presenting would be a dereliction

A duty on my part. That is the manifest intention to vilify

iod disperse tbe breed of horses which is peculiarly Ameri-
can, which the genius of American breeders, trainers and
artisans have brought to such perfection as to overcome all

competition, excite the admiration of the whole world, always
excepting those who bow, low to the ground, before the idol

of button tail tod spluttering action. The diatribes are issued

under the authority of the managers, A few days ago I was
presented with a neatly gotten up pamphlet wbicb purported
to be a reprint from the Overland Monthly. The pictures

—

artistic and pleasing—were glanced at when received, the

reading matter perased when at home. The following para-
graphs are copied though there are others objectionable.

"It will probably be some little time before tbe best s'amp
of horse for park and pleasure driving, namely, the hackney,
is bred in California to any extent; for breeders are backward
in following the good example set by Mr. J"uha Parrott, who
owns the imported four year-old stallion, Green's Rufus.
There seems every prospect of this horse doing well and
thereby attracting attention to the breed, and if California

does follow the fashion, it will be easier in a few years' time
to get a desirable harness horse than it is at present, for it is

only what might be called the chance shots among the trot-

tine-bred horses that answer tbe requirements of carriage
psople, namely, stylish form and action, with sobstaoce to a
proper extent. A success here and there in the prize ring
<»ith trotting-bred horse3, where conform ation and tine action,

added to quality, have been the tests, has caused a good deal

of discussion of late in the horse papers of the East, and an
unreasonable degree of jealousy has been evidenced in the
minds of those who have written as advocates of the trotting

horse on every cauot. Few experienced horsemen are not
admirers of the American trotting horse in his best form, but
where his kind can take a prize for those attributes which
count in the show ring once, the hackney will laod the ribbon
fifty times."

Pictures of G reen's Rufos and a " half bred hackney colt "

by hint appear in the pamphlet, and if the original of the
horse—the colt is an improvement-—is like the " counterfeit

presentiment," it will take " fresh infusions " of other blond

to secure offspring that will be " desirable harness horses "

The picture is certainly unnatural, or rather the horse has
been taught to pose in a strained position. Toe forefeet are
somewhat extended from a natural position, the hind thrust

so far back that one is resting on the toe That was an old-

time trick to give the appearance of greater length. Should
a horse place himself in that shape without being taught the
trick, a veterinaiian's services would be required, or it might
be that rectification would be beyond the skill of the R C.

V. S. At all events a stallion which had that peculiarity,

without tbe interference of teachers, would not pass muster
were the judges at all capable.

The sligbt attention I have given the reports of the ^. Y.
Horse Show does not warrant an autberitative statement, but

my impression is that in place of one in fifty the ratio is

quite different, it may be that tbe boot is on the other lee.

That impression is sustained in an article which the X. Y.
Tribune published a paragraph, of which is as follows :

'There were twelve classes of the park type, showing
singly and in pairs, and in all of these classes, with perhang

one exception, trotting-bred high s'eppers carried off a great

part of the hooors. In nine of the contests they won the

blae rosette, and out of the forty-five ribbons awarded they

captured no less than twenty-seven, a good, clear maj irity

over tbe representatives of all other b-eeds combined. This
count includes only those trotters whose pedigrees are known."

I could copy page after page showing the animus of tbe

hackney worshippers, and a far greater " unreasonable degree
of j-ral >usy " than that of the trotting-bred supporters.

One more quotation, however, will aoswer at this lime
Samuel Walter Taylor, Jr., editor of the Rider and Driver,

of New York, was interviewed by a reporter from the Call,

and his last paragraph is emphatic enough.
'"We all know that trotting horses bred simply for speed

—io try to get down to two minutes —bring low prices. If

a breeder fail to grt speed he has on hi* hands a lot of hor^r

s

not fit for anything—long, ewe-nec^ed, slab sided eyesores.

They should s'op breeding for extreme speed, and then try

to get horses with beauty of conformation, bone and sub-

stance."

If Mr. Taylor is sincere in his words—and I have no rea
son8toqaestionhissinceritv.be must either be wofally ig-
norant io regard to the subject, or has yet to visit breeding
farms, where the primary object is to produce speed at the
trot. Not far to San Mateo and Palo Alto, and if after the
visit to these places the idea expressed to the reporter is still

retained— well, I will do my best to gel him a tilting testi-

monial.
The trotting horse folk were chary of enlerirg at the last

N. Y. Horse Show. Tails were chopped off and animals ex-
hibited in classes designed for hackneys and coachers, but io
roadster and trotting departments a paucity of entries pre-
vailed. This coldness cm only be attributed to the lack of
appreciation of tbe American horse by those who are promi-
nent io the management of the show, and a feeling that so
loog as foreign influences dominated they would keep aloof.
That is a "touch of nature" which is felt everywhere, and
the thoughts of intentional slight sufficient to awaken emo-
tions of displeasure. It should be boroe in mind, however,
that manager of these institutions may be free of the foibles

which are conspicuous in individual, but, that in order to
attract the multitude, it is necessary to 'follow the fdshion."
Thus the New York Horse Show s;ca-ed the endorsement
of the big guns of society. The one-hundred-aod fifty as well
as the four-hundred sanctioned the display, and then the
dollars in a huge and continuous stream kept pouring in the
contributions of ''middle classes" who could only hope to

mingle with the select on tbatorsomewbatsimitarocca^ion*.
San Francisco has to fjllow New York in the whole and

in detail, to go further, in fact, secure instructors from thous-
ands of miles away lo teach all the points of good form
"from. the number of buttons on tbe leggins—maybe gaiters
is the proper name of coachmen sod footmen—to the curb
chains of the leaders of the four-in-hand."

A huge mass of knowledge. A person must have a brain,

encyclopsdial in capacity, to hold it all. Plenty of big
heads in California, ready and apt pupils, and as "our horses"
have downed the best of the East, so it is reasonable to ex-
pect that in a very few years there will be teachers in place
of pupils, ana horses, with long tails, too, which will secure
the ribbons at shows as they have the more solid returns
from racecourse and trotting track.

Much more gratifying to me to appeal than to condemn,
and that there is a great deal to commend in the San Fran-
cisco Horse Show is too palpable to be overlooked, and the
preponderance of good features make amends, in a measure,
for that which is responsible. There is a question that a
large proportion of the visitors thoroughly enjoy the specta-

cle, and while the lessons are mixed no doubt of the teachings
beneficial.

I hive tbe utmost coi5ieoce thai the good s?nse of the
American people will lead to the correcion of many of the
evils, or, it will he better to state, the drawbacks to a more
general appreciation of the benefits derived from the annual
exhibitions.

The daily papers are doing something towards correction,

and even though ridicule is quietly mixed with plaudits, that

effective medicine in the treatment of diseased understanding
is z potent remedy. The cure of fads and foibles which ar-

guments cannot effect often give way when the caricaturist

becomes the apostle of reform. From Hogarth to the latest

artist employed by the daily press the corps of pencillers have
done immense service, and when limners are reinforced by
those who pea-portraiture with the representatives of pencil

and brush there is an assurance of improvement.
At this time of writing I have visited the pavilion twice,

the afternoon of the opening day, the evening of Wednesday.
On both occasions there was much to admire, a great deal to

please, and, I am glad to say, very little to offend.

The most attractive part of the show in the afternoon to

me was the parade of trotting stallions, not that tbe others
lacked in merit, though the only class of corresponding in-

terest was thoroughbred staltions in which only two appeared
The parade of draft horses showed very many superior ani-

mals, a display which completely demonstrated that this

part of horse breeding was not neglected in California. Tbe
ponies, too, came io for a full share of plaudits, the stallions

were well worthy of high praise, and the hackneys, thongh
adversely handicapped bv tbe mutilation of their caudal ap-

pendages, had some meritorious points.

The show of trotting stallions was so good that if will ap-
pear somewhat invidious to institute comparison, and were
attention given to all, even the salient points considered, a

full page of the paper would be required and then only part

tf the story told. There were four classes represented in the

parade from stallions, with four of their get, to those which
were two years old and under three. In all twenty-one en-

tries

Guy Wilkes claims precedence both as to age—though his

years, 15, are hardly sufficient to class him among old horses,

and these are carried so brave!- that there is little change in

his appearance from the day be was so prominent on the

tracks.

Then in point of numbers "in tbe list" he leads any liv-

ing Califoroian stallioo, 50 representatives, and many of them
of such high excellencethat two are inside of 2:10 with sev-

eral others very close to that high-water mark. Hulda. one
of the queens of the trotting fraternity, 2:031, with such a

good chance for improvement that it has been my firm opin-

ion that had she escaped the accident which left her in Chi-
cago, the *'top-notch" would have been within her reach.

Then there is Muta Wilkes, 2:11; Hazel Wilkes, 2:11J,
Lesa Wilkes, 2:111 and Miry Best, 2:12}, for maids of honor
to the trotting prioces 3 The pacing division has Seymour
Wilkes, 2:08; Rupee, 2:11; Alanoah, 2:14, and Chris. Smith,
2:I4\ lo mentioning the notables of the Guy Wilkes family

it will not do to omit the three-year-old Fred Kohl, 2:12i,
and Fred Moody, tbe fast two-year-old, as they have been
conspicuous among the great youngsters of the year.

Mc Kinney, according to the best of my recollections, wears
two championship diadems, surely one, as it does not take a

great deal of research to discover that be is she only stallion

with a record of 2:11 V, who at eight years of age had a three-

year-old son with a record of 2:13, not to mention when as

second in a race at Sacramento he was "timed" io 2:llj.

The other championship binges on tbe question ; bas any
other stallion with a record of 2:111 or better got a three-

year-old with a record of 2:13, both trotting? Direct, 2:05A,

I am sure has the same honor among the pacers, and bis

three-year-old pod Directly, 2:07}.

Bcodlf, 2:124, the game fighter to the bitter end bas. so far

as present appearance* can be taken for a guide, a brilliant

future bsfore him. Combining the blood of Lady Thome
and Goldsmith Maid, and that of Jay Gould, bis breeding

[Coalloujd on Fage I17.J
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GOOD RACES AT INGLESIDE.

Sallie Cliquot and Oregon Eclipse Dump
the Talent.

STRATH MBATH STILL A RACE HORSE.

Transportation Facilities are Very Poor—Horse-

men Cannot Get Out to the Track

in the Morning for Lack of

Oai Service.

ID DAT—FBIDAT, NOVEMBER 29TH.

p> N comparison with the crowd of yes-

terday, of course, the attendance

looked very thin to-day, but when

one came to look the crowd over

there was seen to be a good many

there. The weather was very plea-

r
ant, and if the opening day had

been such, two to three thousand

more would have been on hand.

The track was muddy, yet in good

condition, notwithstanding the

heavy rains during the night. A couple of days like this one

and it will he in perfect shape. Everything about the new

track moves along with the precision and regularity of an

old organization, and all the officials have quickly settled

down to their duties. With some, it is but a matter of get-

ting into harness again, while others are taking on, to them,

new duties. Mr. Caldwell to-day did excellent flag work,

sending the different fields away in best order and in quick

time.

The transportation facilities will have to be improved

very much to sustain the popular favor. The steam line

consumes too much lime, and the electric line is not yet in

good condition. At the rate work is progressing, however,

it shonld be io good order in another week. One cause of

complaint is lack of switching facilities at the track terminal,

causing a delay in getting away after the races, and another

is the transferring system. Smaller cars are run over the

farther end of the line. This is no doubt due to the sharp

curves in the extension, over which longer cars could Dot be

sent. But it is very annoying, after a larger car has accu-

mulated a load on its trip from town, to have the passeDgers

packed in to a smaller one to complete their journey. To

the uninitiated in the mysteries of railroading it would seem

feasible to run a smaller car through from the ferry terminal

to the track, and such an arrangement would be very much

appreciated. Another point that is not at all appreciated

by horsemen is that the cars are not run to the track io the

morning, and several hundred who would like to see the

horses work out are debarred that privilege.

The blue pencil was drawn through two names in the first

race, which was at six furlongs, leaving ten starters. Sallie

Cliquot ruled favorite, but with a lot of very good ones in, a

large bundle of money went into the boxes on place odds.

Belle Boyd set the pace from the start, but gave way to Sallie

Cliquot on the far turn, and the latter shotted the way into

the stretch. Governor Bndd was prominent throughout the

journey. Cliquot did not get very far away from her field be-

fore Miss Brummel was sent after her and had no trouble in

passing the wire a winner by a length. Sallie Cliquot was

aecond three lengths in front of Governor Budd. Time,

1:183. Tbe winner was at 6 to 1 at post time.

Strathmeath, the Derby winner, was installed an oddson
favorite for the second race at a mile and seventy yards, over

Jack Richelieu, Collins, E. H. Sherley aDd Monila. Riche-

lieu was the pacemaker to the home turn, and it looked as

though he was the only one to beat, but about there he backed

up. and Collins came out in front. In the last hundred yards

old Sirahtoealh loosened up and came on and challenged

the leader, beating him out a head. J-ck Richelieu third,

was eight lengths behind Collins. Time, 1:51}.

The third race, to beat a mile, was declared off aDd an ex-

tra at three-quarters of a mile, was substituted. Oregon

Eclipse was a 3 to 5 favorite, with Remus, who has a predi-

lection for the mud, at the surprising odds of 12 10 1. Service

was at 4, and Candor, Our Mageie and Magpie at from 8 to

20 Io 1 Remus was the only one they had to beat afier the

flag fell, and he led to the wire a length to tbe good, with

Service and Our Maggie driving for place, the former getting

it by a neck. Time, 1:18}. Oregon Eclipse's race the day

before did not seem to help him.
Braw Hcrt, Ihe gray gelding that has carried Barney

Schreiber's colors to many a victory, made his reappearance

on a local track today, and was a warm second choice to All

Over, who was at 4 to 5 at the close. The favorite was sent

out after Schoitz on the turn into the stretch, after the latter

had shown the way from the flag, and led him od the turn for

borne by a leogtb. He was never headed and rolled in as

easy winner by four lengths. Scbnilz was three lengths in

front of Arctic for place. Time, 1:31. Braw Scot ran a veiy

poor race and came in last.

Ten starters went to the post in the last event of the day,

a five furlong selling race. Yemen was favorite at once,

every one remembering his fast run in the sloppy goiog

against 1'oteniate. Fir, Oliver, Babe Murphy and Contri-

bution were all supported to show. Fly showed the way for

the three-eighth.., with Babe Murphy running easy in a good
ii, and when Fly backed up on the turn Cochran sent

Babe out and she left her field like a lot of ports, winning
by five lengths. Contribution was a head in front of Fly for

plsce. Time, 1: 04j.

Winning jockeys to-day were: Tod Sloan and W. Mar-
tin two each, and Cochran one.

rcuujn
ice- For two-yeaa-o .

f, Imp. MIm Brummol, In
1 iunds.7 10 I .......1

Ivator-WIJo
W. Martin

no—KotaG.. Ii I

''©chrau

Time, 1:1854.

Won by a length, three lengths between second and third.

Sloan, 107. loci to 1). Judge Denny (Bergen. 108, ± to a,

Ferris Hartman (Chora, 105. 5 to 1). Belie Bovd (Piggou. 100 .to 11,

Hazard (Macklin, 119. SO to 11. Salisbury 1 Donnelly, US, 60 to 1) and
-.. SIcHngh, 103, 60 to 1) 1 lso ran.

Secood race-All ages, purse Slot. One mile and seventy yards.

G B Morris & Co s b e Slralhmeith. a. by Strathmore-Flower
oflbeMeath. 110 lbs 3 to 5 "-, 1!?" 1? '

.1 ell's brg Collins. 3. by Inspector B.—Piazzo. 92 lbs, /

[,, 2
Garner 1

ber'sbh Jack Richelieu. 6, by Great Tom—Envemon. 101

- 10 1. J -
cnorn 3

Time, UiV 2 .

Won by a head, ten lengths between second and third.

Monila' (T. Sloan, 110, 2o to 1) and E. H. sherley (Donnelly, 101,

20 to 11 also ran.

Third race—All ages, purse 5101. Six furloDgs.

Elniwood Slock Farm's br h Remus, 3, by imp. Bmlus-Leda
.
104

lbs 10 to 1
l.bloau 1

B. Schreiber's b h Service, 6, by Woodlands-Lady's Maid, 107 lbs.,

5 l0 1
J. Churn 2

1> A HotiigTchm Our' Maggie, 4, by PostGuard-Marguerite. 107

lbs., 20 to 1
Garner 3

Time, 1:1SK.

Won by a length and a half, a head between second and third.

Oregon Eclipse 1 W. Martin. 110, 1 to 2). Candor (Macklin, 102, 6 to

1), Magpie (Caldwell, 96. 100 to 1) also ran.

Fourth race-All ages, purse $100. Seven furlongs.

P Dunne's b c AllOver, 3, by Hanover—Deceit, 10S lbs., 4 to 5

W. Martin 1

C. F!sander's"c'h'c 'schnil'z'.'sV'by Panique-Illia,102 lbs., 10 to 1

ib __ _„„,,..,., •...•••.vj&rnsr j

W D'Randali'sb''g'Aiia'uatad','3',''by Hyder Ali-Florid 99 lbs.,

80 to 1
H

-
Browa s

Time. 1:31.

Won bv three lengths, three lengths between second and third.

Garcia"(Macklin. 101. S to 1). Hy Dy(Riley, 101, 15 to 1), Salomca

(Mclntyre, 101, 25 to 1), Arctic (0. Sloan, 107, 8 to 1) and Braw Scot

.Chora, 104, 9 to 2) also ran.

Fifth race-All ages, purse 5 100. Five furlongs.

L Ezcll's b f Babe Murphy, 3, by Elias Lawrence-Princess Glenn,

97 lbs 4 to 1 Cochran 1

Arizona Stable's b g Contribution, a, by Powhattan—Cadiga, 9S

lbs 4101 Piggott 2

Elkton Stable's ch g Fly, 4, by Reveille-Fasillade's Last. 102 lbs.,

o ,q 1 , E. Jones 3

Time, 1:0434.

Won bv four lengths, a head between second and third.

Olive (M Bergen. 10t, 5 to 1), Yemen (Chora, 101, 7 to 21. Conde (T.

Sloan 101 15 to li, Mollie Bawn (Garner, S9, 30 to 1). Uncertainty

(Mack'lin.'lOl, 100 to 11. Outright (Riley, 97, IjO to 1), and Podiga

(Sullivan, 102, 100 to l)also ran.

INGLESIDE TRACK, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30.

The showers of the early morniag and the threatening

weather kept many from journeying to the new track

today, but the afternoon was clear and pleasant. About

2,500 were present, and witnessed some very good sport. The

track was in an improved condition, and by Monday should

be in very good shape. Transportation facilities were much

better; to-day, and assurances have been given that within a

few days the accommodations and time schedule will be in

every way satisfactory.

The talent met with several severe shocks, as but one fav-

orite of the day won, and the bookmakers made a clean-up on

one or two races. But with favorites running as uncertainly

as they have been at Ingleside, bettors in most cases have

bent their energies to picking place horses, and a favorite

bowled over is not always a signal victory for the books.

Basso, Montana and Magnet were on equal terms with

threes about them in the ring when odds were posted for the

first race, a seven -furlong dash. Weight of coin forced Basso

to 11 to 5. Montana receded to 5 to 1, and Magnet to 7 to 2

while Little Cripple, opening at fours, was played down to 7

to 2. Magnet was the first to show, but Miss Maxim and Mc-

Light both passed him turning into the backstretch. Mc.

Light forged in front while negotiating the far turn and Mon-

tana dispfaced Magnet. Basso, fifth to catch the caller's eye

on the start, dropped back last, but had gotten up to fifth

position again on the turn into the stretch. Turning for

home Maxim headed McLight, and the latter backed up

rapidly, Montana coming into second position. Half way

through the stretch Miss Maxim was leading by a length, but

Montana was sent along and caught and passed her in the

last hundred yards. The filly was dead tired and only lasted

out for the place from Basso, who had come very fast through

the stretch, and would have headed her in a few more feet.

Little Cripple got away badly, but finished in front of Mc-

Light. The very good time of 1:32 was hung up.

The second race was at six furlongs, for two-year-olds.

Scimitar, 4 to 5 at the opening, receded to even money.'while-

Theresia was played to 13 to 5 after backing up to 6 to 1 from

threes. Piexotto took command on the far turn and led into

the stretch by two lengths, with Theresia second, coming

very fast. Scimitar was third, having improved his position

steadily from 'he start. In the run to the were Peixotto soon

showed the feather, and Theresia and Scimitar were left to

do battle. The filly held her advantage quite easily, and

when Scimitar made his supreme effort at the wire Bhe held

him and won by half a length. Canvasback was a poor third.

Time, 1:20.

The third race was a second division of .the preceding one.

Joan was installed favorite, but Rummel was played into first

choice, and the filly's price receded from 2i to 31 to 1.

Princess Noretta was the despised one of the bunch, at 20 to

to 1. Princess Noretta showed the way from flag fall and

kept coming on until it looker! as though she was the only

one in it. Joan was sent up, however, in the run through

the stretch and displayed a whole lot of speed, winning from

Noretta by a head. Camelia, who finished third, with a

little assistance, Bhould have bettered her position. Time,

1:191.

The fourth race laid between Fannie Louise and Pat Mur-

phy, if the betting was a criterion. The former opened at

even money, but receded to 8 to 5, while the roan's price

shortened from 7 to 6 to 5. Remus was not altogether over-

looked, but was not better than 5 to 1. Billy S., at any price

from 15 to 30 to 1, proved to be the good thing that had been

overlooked. Remus and Pat Murphy set the pace beyond

the half-mile pole, then Billy S. rolled along and headed

them, turning for home three lengths in the lead. Pat Mur-

phy had fallen back behind Remus, and Fannie Louise, who

had gotten away badly, was making up lots of ground io her

efforts to catch the leaders, but her terrific pace killed her

ofl' and she could not stand a winning drive through the

slretch. The weight on Remus began to tell and Pat Murphy

passed him and set sail for the fleeing Billy S., but could get

no nearer than two lengths of him by the lime the winner

had crossed the line. Fannie Louise was but a head behind

him. the othersall strung out lengths apart. Time, 1:11,.

Last on the card was a five hurdle race, at a mile and a

half. Col. Weightman was an odds-on favorite. Three

Forks was the recipient of strong support and was played

down from S to 2 to 1. All the others went back in the

betting, unsupported. Three Forks fell at the first jump and

Gold Dust at the next. Soon Enough showed the way for

the mile, then Col. Weightman set the pace, drawing away
rapidly and winning easily by ten lengths. Morgan G.

made up a big gap in the stretch and catching King who
felt safe, beat Soon Enough oat by a nose for tbe place.

Time, 3:02.
SUMMAB1ES.

Ingleside, Nov. 30, 1S95—First race—All ages, purse £100. Seven
furlongs.

J. P. Woolman's b h Montana, a, by Storey—Uga, 107 lbs. , 6 to 1...

T. Sloan
G. B. Morris A: Co.'s b 1 Miss Maxim, 2. by imp. Maxim—Ventura,

7S lbs., 15 to 1 W. Tate 2

McNaugbton & Muir's b c Basso, 2, by Falsetto—Ethelda. 104 lbs.,

11 to 5 „ M. Bergen 3

Time, 1:32.

Won by three engths, one length between second and third.

Magnet (Gar er, 102, 7 to 2), Liltle Cripple (Piggott, 104, 7 to 2),

McLight (Chora. 117, 12 to 1), imp. Endymion (C. Slaughter, SO, 40 to

1), Josephine ( 11. Wilson, lul, 500 to 1), and Carmel (Macklin, 107, 80

to 1) also ran.

Second race—Two-year-olds, purse S1C0. Sixfurlongs.

B. Schreiber' s blk f Theresia, by Duke of Montrose—La Faran-
dole, 91 1 b=.. 13 to 5 C. Slaughter 1

J. H. Shields' br c Scimitar, by Eothen—Wyandotte, 112 lbs,, 1

C. Sloan 2

Z. Abrahams' b c Cauvasback, by Fellowcharm—The Teal, 94 lbs.

12 to 1 McClain 3

Time, 1:20.

Won bv half a length, six lengths between second and third.

Peixotto'lH. Brown, 94, 10 to 1). Adelaide (Piggott, 94, 30 to 1), and
Primmie (H. Wilson, 100, 60 to 1) also ran.

Third race—Two-year-olds, purse S400. Six furlongs.

J. Cochran's ch 1 Joan, bv St. Carlo—Bagatelle. 109, 7 to 2
Cochran 1

Burns & Waterhouse's b 1 Priucess Noretta, by Emperor of Nor-
folk—Hinda Dwyer. 109, 20 to 1 Donnelly 2

E. Corrigan's b f Camelia, by Longfellow—Miss Howard, 94, 6 lo 1

-Garner 3

Time, l:19Ji,

Won bv a head, three lengths between second and third.

Rummel (Piggott. 112, 5 to 2), Charlie Boots (Macklin, 109, 6 to 1)

and Dare Dollar (\V. Martin, 109, S to 1) also ran.

Fourth race—Three-year-olds and upwards, purse S100. Five and
one-half furlongs.

D. Honig's b h Billy S., 5, by Rambler—Young Duchess, 106 lbs.,

30 to 1 .'. Garner 1
A. B. Spreckels' rn g Pat Murphv, 3, by imp. Kvrle Daly—Mageie

R., 98 lbs., 6 to 5 _ Piggott 2
Burns & Waterhouse's b f Fannie Louise, 3, by imp. Darebin—Nel-

lie Peyton, 100 lbs., 8 to 5 Donnelly 3

Time, 1:1154.

Won bv two lengths, a head between second and third.

Remus(T. Sloan, 110.6 to 1),like L. (Jones, 101,60 to 1), Sleeping
Child (H. BrowL, 100, 50 to 1), Magpie (Caldwell, 98. 400 to 1), and R.
H. (Rowan, 103, 200 to 1) also ran.

Filth race—Hurdle, purse 8100. One mile and a half.

A. G. Blakelv's b c, Col. Weightman, 3, by Warfellow—Lessie P.,

125 lbs., 4 to 5 Hennessy 1

J. Johnson's br g Morgan G., 3, by Joe Hooker—Bonita, 125 lbs.. 10

to 1 Combs 2

Mrs. L. Smith's ch g, Soon Enough, 3, by El Rio Rey—Sooner, 125
lbs.,;i5 to 9 W. King 3

Time, 3:02.

Won by ten lengths, nose between second and third.

Templemore (Kennedy, 113, 30 to 1), Gold Dust (Kidd, 111, 40 to 1)

and Three Forks (Madison, 132. 2 to 1), also ran.

INGLESIDE, DECEMBER 2, 1895.

The track was heavy yet to-day, the foggy, damp morn-

ings and evenings not giving Old Sol a chance to absorb

the moisture next to the rail. From the center of the track

to the outer rail it is dry and in good condition. While the

crowd in the big betting ring did not fill it up, yet there

were a good maDy people there, and probably up to, if not

a little better, than an average crowd at .Bay District

track. The attendance in the grand stand was very light,

however.

Fair fields of good horses were entered for all the races,

and very interesting contests were the result. Favorites

landed the first three, then Star Raby met ignominious de-

feat. He did not show a liking for the mud, and finished

last. Santa Anita Stable's Alvero was favorite in the last

race, and was bowled over by A. B. Spreckels big colt Rum-

mel.

For the first race Ramirowas an even money favorite, with

Can't Dance a very popular second choice. Ramiro showed

the way from flag fall and was never headod. Caa't Dance

kept him closest company aod looked daogerous io the

stretch, but could oot get up to him. Salisbury ran up into

a good position but tired in the stretch. Joe K. did not seem

able to go in the mud. Time, 1:18|.

Pepper was a prohibitive favorite for the second race, at

mile and an eighth, with Remus at 6 to 1 for second choice.

Pemus set a hot pace from the flag to the backstretch, where

Tod took him back and Monita forged ahead and tried to

keep up the pace, but it told on bioo, and when it came to a

bruise through the stretch with Pepper he had nothing left.

The favorite won by half a length well within himself. Tod
sent Remus along on the dry going on extreme outside and

tried to get up, but was not better than third. Judge Denoy
aod Orbit dropped out early in the race. Time, 2:00|.

The next race was at a mile, with four starters. Peter II

ranked favorite all the time, Moderocio a very tropical second

choice. G. B. Morris was played down a few points, and

Thornhill's price receded. Moderocio was pacemaker, lead-

ing to the stretch turn by two lengths. G. B. Morris was in

second position till the far turn was reached, when Peter

displaced him. Half way home Peter had closed up a gap of

a length and was rated aloog easily." Moderocio was shaken

up for a spurt at the last, but Tod Sloan had a whole lot up

his sleeve and won with his mount under a wrap. G. B
Morris was third, four lengths behind Moderocio. Time,.

1:471.

The fourth event was another four-horse race at seven fur-

loDgs, with Star Ruby the only thiog io sight. I ostallator

received some support at the close.but the former went to the

pOBt a strong favorite. The quartet was sent away very

quickly to a fair start, with Gallant soon out in front, and

leadily easily. He held command into the stretch, when In-

stallator was sent after him and drew away an easy winoer by

three lengths from Pescador, who had made a strong run

through the stretch into second place. Star Ruby made a

very poor showing in the mud, and was hopelessly out of it

before the backstretch bad been negotiated.
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The last race was for two-year-olds, at five and a half fur-

i
longs. Alvero was made favorite of the eight starters, while

It St. Lee and Laura F., installed first choice on even terms,

i
went back in the betting. Doubtful, then Alvero took a turn

| at showiug the way, but Rummel was in front at the far

turn and there was nothing more to it. He came on and won
by three lengths, Doubtful, a 20-to-l shot, getting the place

from the favorite Time, 1:12*.

Winning jockeys to-day were": T. Sloan, two; Chorn,

i W. Martin and Piggott one each.

SUMMARIES.

Ingleside, Dec. 2. 1895—First race—Two-year-olds, purse S100. Six

I furlongs.

Santa Anita Stable's br c Ramiro, 110 lbs., 1 Chorn 1

H E. Corriean's b c Can't Dance, by Longfellow—Square Dance, 110

lbs.. 2% to 1 Bergen 2

W. D. Randall's cb c Senator Bland, by imp. Inverness—Wood
Violet, 110 lbs., 30 to 1 Jones 3

Time, 1:18*£.

Won by one length, four lengths between second and third.

Salisburv iDonnetly, 110,30 to 1), Hazard iMacklin, 110.60 to 1}

and Joe K. (Piggott, 110, 10 to 1) also ran.

Second race—All ages, selling, purse^SlOO. One mile and an
eigbth.

p. Dunne's brc Pepper, 3, by Hindoo—Francisca, 107 lbs., 2 to 5
_W. Martin 1

M. Schwartz's b g Monita, 4, by 3t. Saviour—Night Hawk. y5 lbs .

12 to 1 Piggott 2

Elmwood Stock Farm's br c Remus, 4, by imp. Brutus—Leda, 98

lbs., o to 1 T. Sloan 3
Time. 2:0054.

Won by half a length, three lengths between second and third.

Judge Denny (Garner, 37, 10 to 1) and Orbit (f. Brown, 91, 50 to 1)

also ran.

Third race—Handicap, all ages, purse 5500. One mile.

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Peter II., 4, by inm. Brutus—Bonnie
Jean, 100 lbs., 9 to 10 T. Sloan 1

G. B. Morris &. Co.'s b f Moderocio, 3, by imp. Sir Modred—Preci-

osi, 97 lbs., 2 to 1 Cochran 2

P. Dunne's b c G. B. Morris, 3, by Longfellow—Queen Beluga, S9,

lbs.,S to 1 Garner 3
Time, 1:47K-

Won by three parts of a length, four lengths between second and
third.

Thoinhill (Bergen, 102, 12 to 1) also ran.

Fourth race—Three-year-olds and upwards, purse $100. Seven fur-

longs.

Elmwood Stock Farm's be Iostallator, 3, by imp. Brutus—Instal-

lation, 101 lbs. 3 to 5 T. Sloan 1

D R. Dickey's b h Pescador, 6, by Gano—Meda Howard. 105, 20

to 1 C. Sloan 2

A. B. Spreckels' b c Gallant, 3, by Fellowcbarm—Jennie Belshaw,

107, 4 to 1 Piggott 3

Time, 1:32J<.

Won bv three lengths, one length between second and third.

Star Ruby (Cochran, 100, 6 to 5) also ran.

Fifth race—Two-year-olds, selling, purse S4CO. Five and a half

furlongs.

A. B. Spreckels* ch c Rummel, by Flambeau—imp. Music, 106 lbs ,

9to2 Piggott 1

L. Ezell's ch c Doubtful, bv Doubt—Natchitoches, 1C6 lbs., 20 to 1

McHugh 2

Santa Anita Stables' b g Alvero, by Gano— Lilita, 103 lbs.. 5 to 2

„ Garner 3

Time, 1:12^.

Won by three lengths, two lengths between second and third.

St. Lee (M. Bergen, 106. 11 to 2), Encino (E. Jones. 106, 15 to 1),

Claude Hill (Macklin, 103, 30 to 1), Valiente (C. Sloau, 105, 30 to 1)

and Laura F. (J. Chorn, 103, 9 to 1) also ran.

[Continued on Page lis. I

At the Horse Show.

A Look Back-wards.

In Iookiog over the record of the Kentucky Central Stakes

which was inaugurated in 18S3, the first year of the Latonia

Club, writes " Broad Church " in the Spirit of the Times,

a glance at the namee of the jockeys who rode the placed

horses each year, recalled a lot of riders who figured promi-

nently in the last dozen years. A few are still in their prime,

some have nearly lost their usefulness in the saddle, and

some have passed over to the other side. Among the active

and,vigorous ones of the present time are Thorpe, Martin,

Taral, Clayton, K. Williams, Perkins and J. Hill. Martin,

Thorpe and Hill rode the placed horses as named in the last

Kentucky Central Stakes, run on Thursday, and each is rid-

ing just now up to his best form, although they have loDg

siDce ceased to be boys. Taral and Perkins nearly hold

their own with the best of them in the East, while Clayton

has never done better work than during the summer and

fall.

Stoval piloted Troubadour to victory in 1884, and did

pretty good work up to a few years ago, when he lost bis

grip and prestige, besides getting under a cloud. Recently he

has been riding on the minor tracks, but with poor success.

Brittonlwas a crack a few years ago, and was nearly at his

best in 1892, when he piloted Afternoon to victory in the

Kentucky Central. A year later he met with a terrible fall

at ^Washington Park, after which for a time he lingered be-

tween life and death. From the effects of that fall he never

entirely recovered, mentally at least, and it marked the close

of his beet riding days. He is at Latonia now and then,

bat is rarely seen in the saddle. "Pike" Barnes, who rode

Come To Taw in 1888, was then in his prime, and a very

capable jockey. He rode for a brief^ time at Boby last

spring, but his days of usefulness in the saddle are

over. George Withers, who was twice placed in the Ken-

tucky Central, is now too heavy to ride except over the tim-

ber. He 13 here now trying in a modest way to pick

winners. He was on Kirkman in 1885, when the ialter was

6econd to the winner, Silver Cloud, and the rider uf Silver

Cloud was Patsy Duffy, who died a few years ago. Kay, who

rode Pearl Song to victory in 1893, is at Latonia every day,

but is never seen in the saddle. He came under the dis-

pleasure of the powers that be on the turf, and is measurably

under ban at the present time. Isaac Lewis, who piloted

Huntress in 1 -87, got too heavy to ride a few years ago, and

West, who rode the winner, Goliah, the year before, died

several years ago from the effects of a fall on Saratogo track.

Porter, who rode a couple of the Kentucky Central win-

ners, was ruled off a few years ago, but was subsequently

reinstated. He is now too heavy to ride. Tom O'Hara, who
rode the second horse in 1886, lost his mental balance last

year, and I believe was placed in an asylum in Illinois.

George Covington, who rode ODe of the placed horsee in

1886, is now training horses in California, and Turner, who

rode a placed horse the year, previous, was killed half a

dozen years ago. Tom Kiley, who rode Riley in 18S9, is now

a successful owner and trainer, and Linck Jones, who rode

the third horse in 1891, is not riding any more, but doing

the best he can to make a HviDg at the Latonia track. R.

Williams, who rode placed horses three times piloted Ben

Brush in his races in the West.

Said a mnch beribboned Hackney, a proud veteran of the Show,
To his neighbor, a Green Hunter, in the nest adjoining stall

:

"Well, what think you of the Horse Show? For I'd really like to
know

A novice's impressions of the people and it all."

' Why." answered the Green Hunter, " I am favorably impressed
With the way the Show is managed, and they treat you very

while ;

And the people are amusing, though I think they're overdressed
And don't seem too intelligent, but 'tis a pretty sight."

" Still 'twould be a big improvement if they all were numbered, so
By referring to a catalogue a horse could quickly see

The ones that are worth looking at. But, after all. you know,
It's the horses at the Horse Show that really interest me !

"

—Harper's Bazar.

Col. Dickey's Reminiscences.

A reporter of one of our dailies recently interviewed Col.

Dickey, and the following facts were elicited :

Colonel J. R. Dickey is probably the one man in this en-
tire State who feels the full measure of sadness that goes
with the old track. He is full of sentiment and reminiscences
and as he sat yesterday toasting his feet before a bright fire,

his venerable old head resting in his hand, he recalled some
of the incidents of days tone by.

It is over twenty years ago—Frank, my boy, wa3 then but
a little lad—thaL we talked of building up a race track. We
had one then, but it was only a half-mile course, out there
on the old Cliff House road.

We? Oh, yes ; yoa can't remember tLem. They were
the good people of those days; tbe men who helped to build

up tbe State as well as to start this old Bay District track.

There were 150 of them in all, and each put up his $500 for

his charter membership. When I look back now and think
how easily these men came to the front, I don't wonder at

tbe magnificent strides racing has made on this Coast.

I don't believe there are fifty out of the 150 of those ar-

gonauts still alive. I can't remember them all now, but
some of the ones I see now and again. Some of the old stock

and good are : D. O. Mills, Alvinz* Haywards, M. J. Burke,
Bob Graves, Bob Shawhan, A. P. Hotaling, N. T.
Smith, E. E. Eyre, P. A- Finnegan, W. S. Lisle, W. W.
Dodge and—let me see. No; I can't think of any more just

now. I'm thinking of tbe others.

The old Colonel weakened. A veteran who has seen as

many ups and downs as any man who has ever followed the
turf; who has won and lost thousands on tbe decisions of

judges sometimes poorly qualified to sit in judgment at any
race, without twitching a muscle, bent his head lower and
furtively wiped away what seemed to be a tear. He added
after a uoment.

I remember them well. There was W. C. Ralston, a prince.

You remember how he died—suicide. He was the Jim
Fiske of California. Miltan S. Latham, the banker; C. W.
Kellogg, Billy Sharon, W. E. Dean, Jim Flood, Billy O'Brien,
Leland Stanford, Charlie Crocker, A. N. Towne, C. W. Wil-
merding, J. H. Tobio. Joe Jones Abe Edgerton, Ike Bate-
man, W. S. Hobart, Judge Mesick, Joe Glover. It seems to

me I can remember more of those old boys than I can of the
others. They are all dead now, and this world is none the
better for their beine gone.

Colonel Dickey had much more to say of the old track, its

patrons, its glorious races and of its gravevard.
Graveyard? Yes, there is a graveyard in the center field

of the Bay District track. Few people outside of tbe horse-
men themselves know that. Even the horsemen, ffith all

their love for the beautiful animals they curry and care for

as they would a human being they love, forget which fav-

orites are buried there. Colonel Dickey remembers them or
nearly all of them.
There was Thomas H. William's Return, a jumper, who

broke bis back on the backstretch; E. J. Baldwin's St. Cloud,
who was leading a bunch of seveD, and who bolted when he
found tbe drawgate open. He was going at such a speed that

he ran into the furthest post and broke his neck, nearly do-
ing likewise to his jockey. Then there was Sweet Alice with
Chevalier up. Everybody remembers the story of Sweet
Alice and her colored boy, who made a small fortune backiug
her at 50 to 1 as he walked down the line, whistlirg " Ben
Bolt." Well, Sweet Alice's last race was run at the Bay Dis-

trict Track, when she broke her leg and went to the center

field graveyard. Bertie R. also ruined "Chico" Johnson,
who had begged and borrowed all the money be could get to

back him. It was a match race, and Bertie R. was well in

hand, full of speed, less than a length behind the other horsp,

making the last turn. The leader was pumped out and must
surely lose down the stretch, when his j ickey's cap flew off'

and landed squarely on Bertie R.'s nose. There it remained
but a few seconds, suffocating the horse. He stumbled, broke
his leg, was shot, and now occupies an unmarked grave in the

center field. West George's Applause, Jack Splan's Bodine
and Gloucester are all in the equine silent city, while not far

from them in the western slope of Odd Fellows' Cemetery is

tbe grave of poor old Percy Wilson, the argonaut of horse-

race reporters on this coast, who saw all these horses die.

Of lateyearr sentiment has given away to business, and the

horses which become disabled and have to be shot are worth
$3 apiece to the stable lads, who sell them to the tallowmen
or perhaps to tbe canners.

It was on tbe Bay District Track that Foster captured the

$30,000 stake, four miles and repeat. Harry Wilkes won the

$10,000 trot and Wildidle took tbe $5,000 Live Oak stakes in

a four-mile dash. It was also there that the two famous
horses, Fullerton and Occident, had their mile aod repeat to

wagon and miie heats three in five to harness.

ECHOES FROM THE TRACK.

Conde looked to be in fine fettle Friday.

The Zoo Zoo colt has been named Hazard.

The ownership of Little Cripple is given as Weber &
Carr.

Semper Lex pulled up lame after his work Monday
morning.

W. W. Beverly, the bookmaker, returned from an East-
ern trip Monday.

There is no charge for scratching down to eight in the
entries at the new track.

Yo El Rey is being galloped on the beach and is said to
be takiog to hie work kindly.

Several of the bookmakers were struck hard yesterday.
Friday is an unlucky day, anyway.

Remcs could not stand the weight be had up Saturday
after running a race the day before.

THEtiE should be an entrance on the northeast end of the
track grounds near tbe Ingleside Inn.

Puincess Noretta will probably not be a 20 to 1 shot
soon again in such company as she met Saturday.

Harry Griffin may be seen in the saddle any day now.
Burns & Waterhouse have first call on his services.

Chorn has broken the ice and woo a race at Ingleside. His
mount was the first of the Santa Anita stable's starts.

Men that lose all their money at the Iogleside track will

have a good excuse for walking home. "The cars don't run
1 regularly."

Dare Dollar, by Darebin—Trade Dollar, who started

I

Saturday, acts badly at the post, and got off last in the

I
breakaway.

!
Montana ran a very different race Saturday from his re-

j
cent ones at Bay District. He easily defeated some high-
class horses.

B. C Holly was not able to get stable room for his string

I

of horses at the track at Ingleside, so he placed them in

stalls near Dr. Masoero's infirmary.

Jockey King went a nodding on Soon Enough ana was
nipped out at the wire by Combs on Morgan G., who made
up fifteen lengths through the stretch.

Harry Whitman, who trains tbe horses owned by Wlite
& Clark, also has under his charge St. Lee and a full brother
to Whitney, owned by Garnett Ferguson.

Riley Grannan cleaned up several thousand over the
victory of Rummel after a rather poor day. He had $200 up
against $1,000 on Gallant to win, with Geo. Rose.

Scimitak could not gain an inch on Tberesia in their drive

to the wire in the second race Saturday. He stuck to her
gamely but she held him off without ony trouble.

To send the results of tbe races to the pool rooms down
town costs the agent a dollar for admission for each race, be-

sides the telephone company's charges for switcbiog.

Meliss Gomez, the well-known trainer, who handled the

speedy Little Alp sprinters, Lottie D. and Redlight, now
trains Montana and the horses owned by J. P. Woolman.

Names Claimed.

Modesto, Cal., Nov. 28, 1895.

I claim the name of Dick R. for bay colt with star, foaled

1894, &ire Richards' Elector, dam Francinr, by Enchanter,
Becond dam bv Sateiltte.

Oakwood Qaeen, br f, with star, foaled 1895, by Charles

Derby, dam Francina, by Enchanter, second dam by Satel

lite. J. W. Davidson, Riverdale Farm.

Helena, Mont., Nov. 28, 1895.

I claim name Harvey Barbor for chestnut colt, foaled Feb-

ruary 26, 1894, marks white face, off fore pastern while, by

Faverdale, dam imp. Born Fool, by High Born, bred by Col.

W. P. Thompson & Sons.

Also name Sally Sensible, ch f, foaled April 14, 1894, by
Salvator, dam Sentiment, by Sensation. Marks, four white

legs and white face, bred by Rancbo Del Paso, California.

Burh Smith.

Fannie Louise had to makeup so much ground after get-

ting off badly that she was raced out before the struggle

through the stretch and could not catch Billy S. and Pat
Murphy.

It is stated that Burns & Waterhouse will construct their

own stables at the Oikland track and will have a third of a
mile track under cover for the benefit of their young horses

in training.

Three Forks carried more money on his chances in tbe

hurdle rf ce than the favorite, but he fell at tbe first jump,
giving Madison a severe shaking up. Gold Dust went down
at the second jump. ^_^
Piggott, who rode Belle Boyd in the opening race Fri

day, said the filly swerved out on turning into the stretch

and would not try thereafter, an unusual thing for the game
daughter of El Rio Rey.

Bookmaker Henry G. Wendt has not been very fortu-

nate at the new track. He began by drawing a poor stand

and lost on the last two days in succession, which is some
thing very unusual for Wendt.

The grand stand will be a very pleasant place on sum y
afiernooDS. Tbe warm rays of Old Sol penetrated every nook
and cranny yesterday, and everyone sat in perfect comfort,

though the air was chill where the north wind could reach
one.

TiPSTtRS are ou'. of condition just now. With so mnny
Eastern horses starting against those we are more familiar

with, and with nothing but a false time basis to figure fr« m,
comparative quality cannot be estimated with any degree of

certainty. ^__^___
J. W. Knox, a gentleman well known in trotting circUs

has gone into racing. He has leased Green Morris' stable at

Graveseod, and has half a dozen very promising yearlings.

Mr. Knox is goiug to train his own string, and, as he is \

level-headed, practical horseman, he is likely to be heard

from.

The telephone at Ingleside Club house, outside the grounds

of the Jockey Club, is a very profitable connection for the

Telephone Company now. It is about the only way of get

tiog the results down town to the pool rooms, and is very

liberally used. Tbe company charges fifty cents for f ac i

switch.

Joan's second win on Saturday waa accomplished in such

an impressive manner as to dispel all doubts as to the Blly'e

speed and gameness. In her race Saturday she went back to

Charlie Boots and then left him, while be did not improve
bis position. In their previous race Boots was first away and
Joan ninth and she beat him out two lengths.
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A Convention to be Held.

After the annual meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders' Association which took place in this

city last Monday evening, those present discussed the

advisability of holding a horseman's convention early in

January for the purpose of devising ways and means for

the furtherance of the interests of light harness horses.

The subject was lucidly explained by Messrs. Loeber,

Harris, and Burke. Besides a review of the past and a

statement of the present condition of the business, the

outlook for the future was pointed out in plain and un-

mistakable terms. The leading articles which

appeared in this journal on this subject were quoted and

endorsed, and if the horsemen who have any interests at

stake—and we know of none that have not—intend to

breed, train and race their horses, it is absolutely neces-

sary that they come to some mutual understanding for

-ell protection.

Circulars setting forth the objects of this convention

will be issued to every horse owner, trainer and mana-
ger on this Coast; the date and place where the conven-

tion is to be held, and the necessity for united effort,

plainly shown. There must be something of this kind

done at once, there is no disguising this fact. The sys-

tem of making entries in vogue during the past two years

ii tried everywhere and proven a failure. The
conditions regarding the classification of horses is also

faulty, and more definite and better ones for the bene-

fit of horse owners must be devised. The responsibility

of associations is another subject which needs attention,

in l:oi. protection of the best interests of horsemen will

In- tli.- principal plank in the platform which will be

should this convention be held. We want to

see everyone take an active interest in it, if not, by the

time the usual race meetings are announced, horsemen

will be wondering what they arc in the business for, be-

e;ui-e associations will not advertise their meetings

and do Dot tare to assume any responsibility of paying

. hen they know there is dissatisfaction and ab-

i unity among the horsemen. This is the only

remedy for the trouble thai now confronts every horse-

owner in the land.

The r-.ui' meeting at the new track at Ingleside is a

revelation to those who have been playing form, for

climatic changes and (he condition of the track have

precluded the possibility ol "picking the winners" with

f regularity [so noticeable al the Bay District

Track. The attendant a very fair, and as the

S
railroad companies are perfecting their lines to ihis

track as ng their time schedule to thesatisiac-

tion ol hi increase in attendance may be ex-

The second annual Horse Show of the Horse Show

Lssoi iation of the Pacific Coast opened under most favor-

able auspices last Tuesday. The exhibition in every re-

spect fulfills the estimate placed upon it by an expectant

public. The president and directors, profiting by the

experience of the past, seemed to fully realize lhat to

make this exhibition a success they must have every-

I thing in first-class order. So far as society is concerned

the attendance all week has been greater than it was last

year, and is an excellent sign that, notwithstanding the

bicycle craze, man's best friend, the horse, is a live

drawing attraction, and everyone who has ever had the

pleasure of riding behind a good one was anxious to see

a better one. An Eastern journal says of horse shows :

"A large number of the exhibitors are prominent mem-

bers of society who, at considerable trouble,risk and ex-

pense, send their entries to the front for the sole purpose

of helpiDgthe show and in the interests of the respective

breeds. The honor of a blue or red ribbon is to them

infinitively more valuable than any purse which may go

with them. Another section of society is keenly alive

to the advantage which the show gives them in being

able to see in one ring the choicest teams, four-in-hands,

roadsters, saddlers, hunters and ponies. Society is always

a liberal buyer, and when the show is over it

can do so with a wisdom and discrimination born of re-

cent experience. Society, therefore, discbarges most im-

portant functions, It makes the show a financial suc-

cess by its liberal patronage. It fills the boxes and re-

served seats with the beauty and fashion of Gotham, and

thus provides a grand spectacular background to the show-

ring which is always pleasing and attractive, and, lastiy,

by its liberal purchases, makes it profitable to that large

number of exhibitors who are looking for a good

market."

The exhibition of 385 head of fine horses of every

breed would prove an attraction in any community, but

when the fact is considered that this number represents

the pick of the horses on this Coast, where our equines

are noted for being the handsomest in the world, then

the magnitude and beauty of the exhibition is realized.

Last year there were very few trotting-bred horses ex-

hibited, but this cannot be said this year, for the most

famous trotters in California were well represented,

while some of the best and most stylish of carriage horses

were trotting-bred, and with their tails docked they

showed as much beauty, style and knee action as the

Hackneys.

To enumerate all the excellent features of this great

exhibition, which closes to night, would occupy too

much space, but in a review to be published next week

we shall have more to say regarding the various exhi-

bits.

To the officers and directors of this exhibition the en-

tire horse industry, with all its accompanying interests,

is deeply indebted. As an educator it is the best that

has ever been given, as a place where every hour could

be spent most enjoyable, it could not be surpassed; and

the opportunities afforded of seeing society enjoy the

manoeuverings of the well groomed horses, in harness

and out of harness, and at the same time to meet their

friends and compare notes, no social event of the year

could compare with it.

At twelve o'clock to-night the gong in the pavilion,

will peal forth its farewell sounds, the band will play

'Home Sweet Home," and the thousands who have en-

joyed a most delightful round of pleasure all week will

reluctantly leave the pavilion with the kindliest im-

pression of the grandest horse show ever given outside,

of New York City.

Col. Thornton's Auction Sale

On Tuesday evening next, at 7:30, Messrs. Eillip &
Co. will sell at auction all the broodmares and year-

lings belonging to the estate of Col. Harry I. Thornton.

When one glances through the splendid catalogue just

issued by the auctioneers, the splendid array of famous

broodmares shown therein will create a disposition on

the part of horsemen to attend this sale and purchase

someofihem.

The dams of so many (anions race horses being in foal

to such sires as Mariner and Sobrante should bring big

prices, but the probabilities are they will be sold very

low and farmers and breeders who have watched the

progressive strides made in the thoroughbred horse in-

dustry on this coast will be blind to their interests if

they do not secure one or more of these matrons, so that

they will have the produce to sell every year. The

accession to the ranks of thoroughbred sires every year is

marvelous, and as it costs very little for service fees and

no more to raise a thoroughbred colt than an ordinary

business horse, the opportunity afforded by this sale to

secure the very best ever offered for sale at auction in

this city, should not be overlooked. Send at once for a

catalogue and attend the sale next Tuesday night under

the big tent at the salesyard, Market and Van Ness

Avenue.

The Pool Room War.

The smoke and cannonading of the pool-room battle

is seen and heard, and the " frozen eight " of the city

fathers who seem to be resting on their arms, must soon

come forth and state exactly what side they are on.

Some of these all-wise fathers are sightless ; they have

never seen a pool-room and did not know there was
such a thing in existence. They are not only blind,

but they cannot read except by touch, and as some one

must have "greased their palms" they do not want to

have anyone tell tbem there are forty pool-rooms in

full blast in this city, each of the proprietors of which

are clearing from $800 to $1,500 a day.

The public that elected these city fathers and placed

this "holy eight" so near to each other that they are

"frozen solid" on every measure which is against the

best interests of this city, are si'ently waiting outside the

walls to learn what the results of this battle will be.

They know that there are some evil influences at work

tn keep this solid octette from breaking ranks, and are

anxious to know who it is that blows the Mazuma cloud

by day and unloads the boodle sack at night.

All liberal-minded citizens, including bankers, mer-

chants, business men and artisans are strenuously op-

posed to the existence ot pool rooms in this city.

The youth of this city know what the import of the

pleading is, " Lead us not into temptation," but when
these places with their army of pikers and touts are al-

lowed to carry on their work so convenient to the offices

where they are employed, it does not take long to esti-

mate the damage done. These eyesores, as well as for-

eign books at every race track, should be suppressed.

They have done more to injure the very best

interests of racing, decreased the value of horses and

brought odium on the sport of kings in America than

any other causes known, and, in the interests of every

horse breeder, farmer and lover of true sport,we ask that

pool selling be confined to its proper place on the tracks

where the races upon which pools are sold are con-

tested.

The supervisors as a body should pass the ordinance

introduced and voted favorably upon by the joint com-

mittees appointed to act upon it. The side issue intro-

duced by Supervisor Wagner should be laid on the

table and kept there until the author gives the subject a

little more study, then he will realize that this flank

movement of his was not only erroneous but fatal to his

cause.

In the Hurst Park November Handicap, two miles, which
English event was won by Banquet, he defeated a field of

eight useful horses, among them Ivor, to whom he was con-
ceding thirteen pounds, and winning easily by two lengths.

As Ivor won the rich Manchester Handicap, one mile and
six furlongs, week before last, defeating a good field,the game
old "iron horse," Banquet, must be a long way from being a
back number yet, and it was rather unlucky for his owner,
Capt. I. E. Aiken. that he was not entered for the Manchester
event, for taking a line through the winner, Ivor, Banquet
cnuld hardly have been beaten. The chances are that the

old horse has only recently become thoroughly acclimated.

The Croker-Dwyer string did not get a fair show by any
meane, rushed ofias tbey were in midwinter and put in train-

ing within two months after their arrival. It matters not

how clever a man may be with horses, he is more or less

handicapped in his first year where the conditions are vastly

different to what he is accustomed. Taking everything into

consideration, Hardy Campbell did very well, winning as he
did so early in the season with Eau Gallie.

Stfrling Ironside, known to racing men as "Bob," met
with an accident last evening that proved fatal. He has been
selling the racing cards on the streets and in the hotels of the

next day's events and last evening he went as usual to the sec-

ond story of the Bancroft Building on First and Market
streets tor his supply. No one saw the accident, but a few

minutes after he left with his bundle of cards he was found
bleeding and insensible at the bottom of the elevator shaft

with the elevator on top of him. The hallways were dark
and there was not even a light on the elevator. It is sup-

posed that the elevator had bean on the Oat above and while

"Bob" was hauling ou the rope to briDg it down to where
he was standing so that he could descend in it he took a fit

and fell dowi. the shaft, still clutching the rope and pulling

the elevator down. His friends say that he was subject to

fits. He was taken to the Receiving Hospital, where Dr.

Slice found that his skull was fractured and his right leg

broken in two places. He did not regain consciousness, and
died shortly after being removed from the scene of the acci-

dent.

Harks* Griffin had his first mount here this season'on .

Burns & Waterhouse's Princess Noretta. The fact, no
doubt, influenced the betting somewhat. Rummel, the

cracking good colt belonging to the Spreckels stable, ran ^

away from him in the stretch, and Griifin rode a second to

Joe Piggott.
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ANNUAL MEETING.

Pacific Coast Trotting: Horse Breeders Asso-

ciation—A Good Showing—Election of

Officers, Etc.

At the regular annual meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders Assoc'tasion held last Monday evening,

twenty two members responded to roll call.

The fioaocial report of the secretary showed that the asso-

ciation had a cash balance in the treasury of $3,9S6.96. While

ttiis amount is not quite as much as they bad a year ago, it

is a very excellent showing in comparison, as the report

shows that the association gave away a net amount in purses

this year of about three times as much as in 1894.

The membership book showed that forty three new mem
bers had joined the association in 1895, which can be con

sidered a good healthy growth in view of the hard times.

Most of those wb-o joined can be counted upon for making

entries nest year as they will have horses in training.

From a racing standpoint both meetings were highly satis

factorv, and while no world's records were broken, nearly

every race was a sharp contest in fast time. In the majority of

cases the time hung out at the end of each heat would have

created the wildest enthusiasm a few years ago, and in

many instances would have made a new mark for tbe class

represented.

The race meetings of the association this year were held m
places where an annual fair was also given on the 6ame

grounds and track. Tae Summer meeting at Sacramento

was followed in a few weeks by the State Fair, and the Fall

meeting immediately followed the regular fair at Los An-

geles. "There is no question that the local people in both

of the3e places looked forward to their own fair, which
_
is a

fired eveat from year to year, and having mide their ar-

rangements to attend it, give it the preference In both

places it was the first meeting the Breeders Association ever

held there, and was rather of the nature of an experiment to

the association, aod a new thing to the people. However,

those who attended the meetings praised in the highest terms

the methods and management, and predicted that the nest

timp the Breeders came to their town, they w^uld have no

reason to complain of the attendance.

The Secretary of the association was instructed to call a

convention of horse owners, breeders, trainprs and those in-

terested in the business of racing horses to be held at such

time as the largest representation could be secured for tbe

purpose of forming an organization to advance the interests

represented. Messrs, Cohen, Loeber and Harris were ap-

pointed a committee to act with the secretary in drafting a

call for the convention and preparing such notices as might

be necessary to send out. Mr. Burke stated that he thought

a good time to hold the convention would be on some date in

the near future when the long distance races at the Ingleside

track would be given as they would be liable to draw horse-

men from different parts of the State. He also stated that be

had been authorized by Mr. Spreckels, President of the

Pacific Coast Jockey Club, to notify the association that it

could have the use of the Ingleside track free of charge, on

which to hold a trotting meeting at any time that would not

interfere with a race meeting of tbe Pacific Coast Jockey

Club. A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Spreckels.

The nest business taken up was the election of five direc-

tors in place of those whose terms of office espired this year.

The vote resulted in the re-election of Jos. Cairn Simpson,

F. H. Burke, E. P. Heald and F. W. Covey; Mr. C. A. Hug
was also elected a member of the Board.

After the general meeting, a meeting of the Boar.
J
. of Di-

rectors was held, and the following were elected officers of

the Association for the ensuiog year : E. P. Heald, Presi-

dent ; A. H- Cohen, first Vice-President ;
F. W. Loeber,

second Vice President ; N. T. Smith, Treasurer, and F. W.
Kelley, Secretary.

The President appointed an Executive Committee for the

ensuing vear consisting of F. H. Burke, A. H. Cohen and C.

A. Hug."
At the meeting it was also ordered that a vote of thanks

and a letter of recommendation be tendered to W. P. Mc-

Nair as an expression of appreciation of his services as starter

at the Fall meeting of the association. A resolution was also

passed that a vote of thanks be given to Mr. Ryan for tbe

use of the track and the many favors shown by him to the as-

sociation at their late meeting.

Sale of Palo Alto Stock.

New York, December 3.—Peter C. Kellogg & Co. began

a four-days' combination sale of trotting stock in Madiscn-

Square Garden to-day. Most prominent among the several

consignments were the well-bred animals from the Palo Alto

Farm in California, consigned by the estate of Leland Stan-

ford. This lot numbered forty-six head, and included the

celebrated colt Rio Alto, with a record of 2:164. After some

spirited bidding Rio Alto was kocked down for the top price

of the day, $3,300, to E. D. Slater, of Saugertis, N. Y. Later

in the day it was reported Slater had bought the coll for

foreign parties. The consignment of forty-six head sold for

a total of $18,225, an average of $396. The grand total of

tbe day and night sales resulted in seventy eight head being

disposed of for $21,660, an average of $278 per head. Small

prices were realized at the night sale. Horses that sold for

$150 and over are as follows :

Rio Alto, 2:16'4 (1), bv Palo Alto—Elsie; D. E. Slater, Sauger-

itas N. Y $3,300

Ellen Houser, Df(l), t>v Troman—Eiiae; T. J. Haverson, Erie,

Penn ,
6

-2p,

Aznol. b c (1), bv Azmoor—Novelist: C. G. Fall. Boston. Muss... 1,2*0

Bettie Barnes, ch f (2). by Whips—Barnes: C. W. Morrison.

Philadelphia 2&>

Lano. b g (2), by Langton—Odette; G. W. Merritt, Greenwich,
Conn l0°

Ortha Bel'e, ch f (1}, by Advertiser—Cecil; C. i. Fall, Boston,

J[jjgg
110

Easselaa,'bg(2hby""AdverHser-Celia: M. E. Wilcox, West-

field 1J0

Palonia, b f (2), by Palo Alto-Sonnet: E 3. Weil, Jersey City-
J20

Farot, b g (2), by Lottery— Fairest; G. W. Wilson, N. Y
My Friend, b c (3), by Amigo-Marpia; T. S. James, N. \ HO
Susie Azmoor, b f (3), by Azmoor—Suzette, 2:23%: J- H. Shults,

Parbville, L. 1 3a0

Rostrum, b s (2), by Loue Pine—Rosemont; N. Straus. N. V
Rosemau, b c (1), by Truman—Rosemout; J. H. Osterhaut; Mel-

rose, N Y
Neapolitan, bh (ii. by Palo Alto—Viola; E S. Wells. Jersey

City :.

Lee Rose, b c (2), by Langtou— Hinda Rose; Nathau Straus
N. Y

Avignon, b f(l), bv Advertiser—Nettie Nutwood; I.Cochran,
Chester, Pa

St. Aubius' ch g (1), by Alban—Sontag Dixie; J. Elsey, Jersey
City

Marmion, b c (2), by Lone Pine—Medoca; C. H. Crane, New
York City

Evangel, b f (2j, by Nephew—Aileeu Aroon; C W. Merritt,
Greenwich, Conn

Lanarat. bs(3). by Good Gift—Lou Whipple: C. W. Morrison,
Philadelphia

Azrete, b J, (2), by Azmoor—Rebecca; J. H. Osterhaut, Mel-
rose

Lucius, b c(l). by Langtou—Liouet: W. J. Miller, New York
City

Minnie B.. bib f (1), by Boxwood—WiMGower; W. C. Wade,
Hartford

Pay Day, be 12), by Palo Alto—May Dav; C. G. Fall, Boston,
Mass

Adwood. b c (I), by Advertiser—Dolly Nutwood; D. Bradley,
New Vork City

Virgilia, ch f(3), by Whips—Victress: Nathau Straus, N. Y'

Amaranto, b c (3), by Amigo—Miss Walker; J. K. Mcvers,
Schenectady. N. Y

Minote. bg (2), by Whips—Minnie: N Straus. N, Y
Amango, bs (2), by Azmoor— America; F. L. Manson, New

York
Palon, brc (3), bv Palo Alto—Galena; J. li. Warmau
Pagan, be (2), by Palo Alto—Gertie: C. Haley, New York

City
Everard, bl c (1), by Advertiser—Quaker Maid: H. N. Bain

Everhard, N. Y
Gertie R., bf (2). by Langtou—Gertrude Russell; H. Busbev:

IsraaoIa
;
b g (2), by Lone Pine—Isma; P. H. Powers, Brooklyn,

Azom b,f (2). by Azmoor— Mollie Cobb; N. Straus. N. Y ,'

Metella, bf (2), by Whips—Matron : E. S. Wells.Jersey City...
Virgilor, bgi2), by Piedmont—Avena ; T. Flaherty, Philadel-

phia
Sequoia, be (2), by Paio Alto—Amrah ; Fred Isabel, Medford,

Mass
Robson. b g (2), bv Advertiser—Emma Robson : J. F. Gaffney,

Waterbury, Conn
Flower Box, b f (1), by Boxwood—Wildfiower ; J. H. Dilliou,

New Haven, Conn „
Bendos, ch g (2). by Lottery—Bertoua ; C- Haley, N. Y
Neliue, brg (2). by Nephew—Lina K.; W. M. Bunn, Philadel-

phia
Azorf, b g (2), by Azmoor—Le Clair ; P. H. Pomers, Brooklyn,

Musketeer, t>g(2i.'by Advertiser—Ma^na ; C. Haley, N. Y
Tirzette, b f (2), by Beroat—Tirzab, by Dexter Prince ; James

Golcen, Boston, Mass .-.

PROPERTY OF ARIEL LATHROP.
Palimto, bs{3), by Paly Alto-Leuore: C. Hill, Albany. N. Y
Advertise, b c, 2, by Advertiser—Eva W. ; C. Haley. N. Y"

Allejandre, b m, 2:15^, by Dexter Priuce—John Cheney; Bos-
ton, Mass ;.

200

J 60

575

240

2

150

155

100

150

625

ISO

310

375

310
320

150
200

450
525

110

110

465

550
52-5

1,000

400

290

350

575
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The following dispatch from St. Louis to the N. Y. Mer-
cury will doubtless interest our English cousins greatly:
" John McCafferty, the jockey and horse owner, will re-

main in St. Louis several days, the gue3t of Fred A. Foster.

McCafferty recently purchased twenty two-year-oldB, and is

con6dent of winning some of the big purses next year. Fos-
ter and McCafferty will leave St. Louis about December 12,

and go to Eagland to look over the racing situation, and
they may conclude to take a string of horses over there next
year. Foster stated that he would close down the Sports-

man's Park meeting Noyembpr 30, but it is thought that a
winter meeting will be run by other parties, who expect to

lease tbe grounds."

MeS"bs McNatjg-btjn & Muir were not satisfied with the

result of the mile race Tuesday, and their expressions of

dissatisfaction brought about an offer for a match race to-day
between their colt Basso and G. B. Morris' Strathmeath,
w ; th the result a match was made for $1,000 a corner, to

take place this afternoon. Dan Honig was appointed stake-

holder. Green Morris and James McCormick furnished the

$1,000 for Strathmeath, while the owners of Basso pnt up
their end of the wager. Tbe race this afternoon will be the

last on the card. It will be a hot contest and should draw
a large crowd. The weights will be the same as yesterday.

Willie Martin will ride Strathmeath and Bob Isom may ride

Basso.

Kamsin, Mis3 Brummel and SillieCliquot were all heavily

backed in the third race Tuesday, but those who pinned
their fait.u to the speedy daughter of the mighty Salvator felt

Fortune's smiles. Eight to five was about the shortest price

at any time. Miss Brummel, not off quite as favorably, and
kept in the heavy going next the rail, could

not catch her, and was forced to strike her colors. Kamsin
ran an excellent race, for tbe first time out since his journey
West, and hereafter will give either of the fillies a better

argument.

Dr. R. A. Archibald, V. S., formerly of Sacramento, has

removed to this city, and has his office and infirmary at the

Veterinary College, corner Post and Fillmore streets. Dr.

Archibald is one of the brightest and most capable young
men in the profession, and even in a field pretty we 1 filled

with men of his profession, it will oot be long before his

wonderful work as a surgeon will obtain for him the recog-

nition he deserves.

Barney Schreirer is disciplining Jockey Chorn by

keeping him down for ten days. As the story goes, Barney
did not like the idea of Jerry having an entry in the same
race in which he was riding one of Barney's horses. Hidago
showed and Barney's Service was fourth. He does not ques-

tion Chorn's honesty, but the thing don't look right on its

face, and Barney says he wants to protect the public as well

as himself.

Basso's measure was very accurately taken Wednesday,and
it was prttty clearly shown that he was defeated by the better

borse. Willie Martin can ride with about as good judgment

as any boy on tbe track, and is a good judge of horses and

pace. It may be Dossibie he could turn the tables on Strath-

meath with a leg up on Basso, but the former appeared to

have too much in reserve to make such a result probable.

Sixteen bookmakers drew in again yesterday for three

days. Sellers & Co. dropped out and Joe Ullman went on

with the Palace Club. In the drawing Joe Rose's name was
first on the list and he drew No. 1. Summerfield & Co., sec-

ond called, got No. 16. H. G. Wendt switched on his luck

and got No. 2, while the Stuyvesant Club is still at the old

stand, down with "Peanuts."

Hoof-Beats.

"Bbown Dick" is oh his annual tour for yearlings. He
recently bought of J.N.Camden the bay yearling colt by

Spendthrift, out of Brila, by Virgil; and the yearling chest-

nut filly by Spendthrift, out of Apple Blossom, by Buckden.

Both have shown high trials.

Claude Hill wore blinkers Wednesday.

Griffin rode Princess Noretta without spurs.

Chevalier will go to his home in the South next week.

L. Ezell is pretty close to the rmoey with everything he
starts.

Jockev Lamley had his first mount in California on
Schnitz.

None of the Rancho del Paso horses appeared at the
horse show.

All Over is a consistent performer and wins from very
good company.

'"Doc" Turbiyille has signed to ride for a horseman
racing at New Orleans.

Al Smith, t^e well known horseman, and Miss May Wag-
ner were married on Monday.

Tod Sloan and Willie Martin keep pretty closs tab on
winning mounts at the new track.

The horses belonging to "Pittsburgh" Phil are all doing
good work and will soon be fit for a race.

Rico made his reappearanceWednesday,the|first time since
a plate turned into his hoof at Bay District.

Rummel is a pretty high class two-year-old, and should
develop into a cracking good colt next year.

Bob Isom. on whom A. B. Spreckels will have first call,

had bis first mount here this season on Basso.

Si McClaine was set down for ten days by the judges for

indifferent riding in the last race on Tuesday.

Bob Isom, the clever colored lightweight, who will ride
for A. B. Spreckels, arrived Tuesday. He can ride at 93
pounds.

Hewitt, the Blemton Stable's light weight jockey, who
will ride out here this winter, had a mount on Nebuchad-
nezzar Tuesday.

The first of the get of Salvator to win in this State was
Sallie Clicquot, and John Mackey, of Rancho del Paso, was
present to see the race.

Andy Blakely's jumper, Bassanio, who has been turned
out all summer at pasturage, will be taken up and placed in

training in about a week.

Byron McClelland has bought of C. Fressendeu, Wa«
tertown, Mass., the two-year-old bay colt Moylan, by Brad-
ford—Eisa Rosalind. Price private.

Babe Murphy's five furlong3 in 1:02| is about the first

good line had on the new track, and from this performance
it would appear that it will be a fast one.

Lizzie H., Dan Honig's black filly, by John Henry—Min-
nie Payne,started in the first race Wednesday. She is a beau-
tiful animal, but looked too fat for a hard race.

The muchly-spelled name of the imp. Mariner—Mischief
filly belonging to Atkios & Lottridge has come back revised
and appears as Addeladi. This is probably what was in-

tended.

From the verv generous manner in which the fair sex re-

sponded Wednesday, overflowing the grandstand with grace
and beauty, "Ladies' Day" will be a prominent feature of the

week's programme hereafter.

Olive, that ran second to Babe Murphy in the third race

Wednesday, was bred by Chas. Kerr, of Antrim Stock Farm-
and was sold to Mr. Corrigan at private sale. She is by
Apache, dam Virgie, and has proved a very serviceable filly.

Fannie Louise has been unfortunate in her recent starts in

getting a poor ride. Twice recently Donnelly messed her
around and got cut off. Wednesday, however,she was ridden

by Griffin in superb style, but she had to give up to All Over.

Green Morris won two good races on Tuesday, and the
match race »Vednrsday. Strathmeath took in enough for his

veteran owner in the last two days to buy a heap of oats, and
at the same timeshowed himself to be a very serviceable sort

of a horse.

Mosby, a seven-year-old horse by Wildidle—Mozella
owned by Al Martin, recently dropped dead in his stall at

the Bay District track. He was bred at Palo Alto stock

farm and was considered a most promising two year-old. but
broke down early.

Babe Murphy was up against a very notable lot of sprint-

ers in the second race edoesday, but she verified our asser-
"

tion that she could give most anything at the track a beating

at five furlongs, and made her local record three straight

wins in as many starts.

Jockey Johnny Lamely would have had tbe mount on
Charmion Tuesday, but for a slight attack of sickness pre-

venting his keeping the engagement. He should prove a

very serviceable boy at tbe tracks this winter, being able to

ride al 100 pounds. He will ride some for "Pittsburgh" Phil,

and no doubt will have many outside mounts.

A. B. SPRECKF.Ls'won two events Wednesday,the first and
last races. Piggott's finish on the Antipodean mare Candid
was a sensational bit of riding. He settled down to work in

the la«t seventy yards, when his mount seemed to be hope-
lessly out of it, and outrode Garner on Our Maggie by a head.

It was the hardest ride seen here for many a month.

Horsemen at Ingleside state the reason that the fields are

not larger is the lack of opportunity to fit horses for a race

there. They are not allowed on the main track, and owners
do not care to work their horses over the sand track on the

inside. They gallop them around among the stables, and also

on tbe inside track, but cannot give horses such work as is

needed to fit them for a race.
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BOODLE, 2:12 1 2, THE CAMPAIGNER.

Brief History of This Royally Bred Horse and

His Family.

[ Id equine affairs the same truth in recognition of merit

prevails as well as in all others which dominate the world.

Let a boree that has been looked upon by jealous, rivalrous

owners step to the front, and in the presence of a thousand

obstacles safely pan them all and come out triumphant at

the end of a hard campaign, and everyone, even that horse's

former enemies, are williug to come forward and give hioi

the credit he deserves. This is the case in regard to Boodle,

the son of Stranger. His lot in life since his arrival in Cali-

fornia has not been a happy one ; his pathway has had more

thorns than roses, and his work io and out of season has been

sufficient to kill a stronger horse, but he has survived it all

and now stands among the greatest trotters and sires tot

people of this Slate have ever seen.

Boodle's pedigree is as follows, and although it is of lines

that no other stallion in California traces directly to, never-

theless there seems to be a strong chain of excellent campaign-

ers which, link by link, have aided togive Boodle the bottom,

speed, strong constitution, excellent limbs and a determin-

ation to never give up a heat from wire to wire; fjr he never

loses a race in which he wins a heat

:

Boodle was sired by Stranger 3030 (the most popnlar

sire io the Ernst to-day) out of Bride (dam of Trenton, 2:401),

by Jay Gould, 2:20}: second dim Tida,2;33*,by E'.ban Alleo,

bird dam by Abdallah 1.

Stranger was bv Gen. Washington, out of the ex-queen of

the turf, Goldsmith Maid, 2:14 ; second dam Old Ab (dam of

Daniel Webster), by Abdallah 1. Stranger is the sire of Col.

Kuser, 2:llt, Ballona, 2:1H and a number of others in the

2:30 list. His yearlings sold last month in ^ew York aver-

aged more than any sold there in two years. He is consid-

ered one of the greatest of sires.

Gen Washington (sire of Stranger) was by Gen. Knox,

2:31 J, out of the peerless race mare Lady Thorn, 2:13^, sister

to the famous Mambrino Patcheo; second dam Rodes Mare.

bv Gano, son of American EcUdsc
Gen Knox was by Vermont Hero, 2:3-5 (son of Sherman's

Black Hawk and a mare by Liberty) oat of a mare by Search-

er, he by Barney Henry, thoroughbred.

Jay Gould, sire of the dam of Boodle, 2:12i, was by

Hambletonian 10 out of Lady Sanford, by American Star;

second dam Old Sorrel, by Eitoo Eclipse, son of American

Eclipse; third dam by Messenger Doroc (thoroughbred) son

of Sir Archy Duroc.

E'.han Allen, 2:25$, the handsomest and gamest horse on

the turf in his day, was by Vermont Black Hawk, dam un-

t raced.

What a host of game campaigners seems to pass before our

eye aswe contemplate these marvelous performers. Goldsmith

Maid. 2:14, the queen of the turf for many years and winner

of 114 heats belter than 2:30.

Ladv Thorn, 2:13A,another game and consistent performer,

one of the greatest of her day and full sister to the greatest

sire of broodmares of the age, Mambrino Patchen. Thai's

blood everyone is seeking in every country where trotters are

known.
Ethan Allen, 2:2c*, the handsomest and gamest trotter of

the Morgan family, a horse that is revered by every old timer

who remembers his famous battles on the turf. His pure,

frictionless gait, style and game qualities are still looked upon

s- the standard par excellence of all the attributes we are

seeking in the light harness horse.

Jay Gould, 2:21J, the fastest stallion of his day. He won
102 heats and if handled as horse; now are there is no

doubt his speed, determination and iron constitution would

have carried him to a record close to 2:10, He was by Ham
bletonian 10, oat of Lady Sanford, by American Star 14, and

she was the grandam of Bella, 2.22, Allie K., 2:29V, Lizzie

K., 2:30, and great grandam of Cheyenne, 2:14. Jay Gould's

list of 2:30 performers is increasing every year, and when it

is known that hie daughters are considered the very greatest

of all broodmares, the one most sought after in the Eist.then

it is apparent that Boodle comes by his speed and gameness
naturally. Jay Gould is sire of the dam of such horses as

Robert J., 2:01$, Cebolla, 2:12*, Col. Kuser, 2:11}, Poem,
2:134, and over forty others, all of them with records below
2:27.'

Stranger, the much sought-after son of Gen. Washington
and Goldsmith Maid has not Boodle alone as a representa-

tive, but breeders everywhere are declaring that bis list is in-

creasing with the names of more extremely fast trotters than

any other horse now standing for public service.

Thns we might go on enumerating all that the ancestors of

Boodle have done and are still doine, but space forbids, and
we most speak of Boodle as he is today, a recapitulation of

bis races since that memorable day in San Jose in 1891,-

when with the bone in one of his forelegs cracked from an
injury, he went out and won a record. This journal at that

time published the following and shows that the same indom-
itable will and courage is noticeable in him a? well as his

descendants to day.

"Boodle got bis record of 2:27
J
in 1891 in a race at Stock-

ton. Shortly afterwards he was taken to San Jose where he
met with an accident and cracked the bone in his foreleg

during the latter part of July. He recovered slowly. When
the races took place at 8an Jose Mr. C. A. Stockton wanted
to withdraw bim. but several friends advised him to give the

horse a show, and after W. Donathan started with him grave

doubts were entertained as to the horse beiog able to stand

up to his work, but the game blood of his great campaigaing
ancestors was in him and he won the race. As one of the

daily paper* said: The victory won by Boodle io the first

racewat well earned, aod bis mark, 2:2"j},woo io the fifth

heat of a hardly-contested event, ia one which the owners of
MremeLy well-bred Mallion may lake great prid*».

Boodle wan foaled in \*H'< and brought to California hy J.

W.Knox of New Jersey, aoJ sold to Montgomery A Bea,
and by them to C. A. Stockton A. Co., of San Jo*e. Me then

passed into the hind- of Montgomery A Hosteller, who
have had him campaigned through the circuit this year.

Hewasiln -i hi-* races by C A. Van Kokkelen. He is

in color a i*l iful brown; in height he is 16 hands and
weighs 1,100 \> tods, and is a handsome type of a trotting

horse. In conformation he is as perfect as one could wish;

no judge of a horse could find a place where he is faulty;

from the coal-black hoofs to his withers, and from the tip of

his nose to his tail, head, neck, shoulders, barrel, coupling,

quarters, leas and feet, he is a model. In disposition he is

kind, and seems to have inherited remarkable intelligence.

In action he is bold, open-gaited and of the untiring kind.

It is no trouble for him to trot. That he was one of the sen-

sations the year every one admits.

He won his record of 2:124 this year io a hard race" and

won it so easily that it is believed he could have gone io 2:10

if forced. In all his racing career he seldom l03t a race io

which he won a heat. He always comes from the half to the

wire faster than in the first half of every mile he trots. He is

wonderfully intelligent, and C. A. Van Bokkelen, his driver,

savs he has no fear of losing a heat if he is within three

lengths of the first horse into the stretch. It takes a phenom-

enally fast and eame horse to fceep there.

As a sire Bjodleshould take a most prominent place in the

rinks of the very best ones in this State. The»-e are none

betler bred, and as his blood lines will cross well with the

great " California families," we can commend him co the

attention of all owners of broodmares. He comes from fami-

lies that never produce pacers, and as the earnest campaign-

ers on the turf are his ancestors, there is no reason why he

should oot transmit his valuable qualities to his progeny.

Boodle is a young horse that has had limited opportunities

in the stud, nevertheless let us see what he has done.

Boodle's first foal was Ethel Downes, the handsome five-

year-old mare that got a record of 2:13, and won a race in

which the five heats were trotted faster than in any race in

California, and Ethel Downes was the contending horse in

every heat. Out of twelve races she won nine, was second

twice and once third, a showing that is unsurpassed by any
other mare of her age in California. She is five years old.

Boodle's second colt was Thompson, 2:15 His dam was

noted for her quitting propensities, but no one can say he
ever showed signs of quitting. These two were all that were

bandied out of the only five colts that were sired by him in

1S90. In 1S91 he was bred to two mares and the two colts

by bim were never trained. He has but three three-year-olds

one of which has been driven a little, and will undoubtedly
enter the list next year. This shows what limited oppor-
tunities he has had in the stud, and how his progeny have
been neglected. Bat several of his colts will be handled this

spring, and no doubt will be seen ia races in the circuit.

This is the first time in the history of the trotting turf when
a sire gets a record of 2:121 and has his first two colts also

enter the 2:1-5 list the same season, and thej* were the only

two ever raced. There has never been but four of his colts

driven for speed, besides the two above spoken of. There is a

three-vear-old called Merle M. that with little handling

trotted a mile in 2:36; the fourth is a yearling Shy Ruth
owned by Jesse D. Carr. She has shown her ability to beat

three minutes easily.

Boodle will make the season of 1S96 at San Jose, and
owners of good broodmares, who desire to get fine large stvlish

Dure-gaited Jgame trotters should not overlook him.
He is a sure foal getter, and every foal he sires will be worth
handling.

Answers to Correspondents.

The Judges' Stand.

Answer? to this department mttst be accompanied by the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, bnt as proof
of good faith. Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the
paper only. Positively no questions will be answered by mail of
telegraph.

O K.—What is the pedigree of a pacer called Sam Lewis,
2:25? Answer.—Sired by Echo 462, dam Bessie Taylor (dam
of Costello, 2:24}, by St. Clair 656.

J. McC, Sacramento— Will vou be kind enough to in-

form me of the re^islared nuoaher of imp. Loyalist ? I have
a very promising trly one year old bv him and am anxious to

know particulars Aos-ver— Thoroughbred* do not have a
registry number.

G. Oikland.—Will you kindly yive me what information
yon can rpg*rdin« the mare Kate Cas'leton, ten years old,

raised on Stanford's ranch. sired hv SiogleOo, dim unknown
by me, therefore my inq iir.* \nv information will be most
highly apprec-ated. Answer — Write to F. W. Covey, Palo
Alto Stock Farm. He miy be able togive you the desired in-

formation.

J. B.—Pleve give m> tie age aod color of the stallion

O hello, sired by Haw< H ivkin<» and raised by . B. Hag^in
and Offned byCip H irris-, of Los Alam.s Answer—There
is no such horse registers 1 a i i ther* m ist be some mistake
about the name of the <-irp. Hawk Hawkins. Such a name
does not appear in any of the Haggin catalogues as far as
can be traced.

Qiartz, Australia — A horse was imported to Australia
called Commercial, bav, foiled la89, s. t. b. by Combination—Brainey, by Enc" 462. 1 What is the pedigree of this
Combination? 2. tiive extended pedigree of Brainey on
dam's side. Do you know anything of a black horse called
Ro3coe, imported to this colony some years ago, a trotter.

Answer.—There is no "yaid to be" about Commercial's pedi-
gree. If the writer will communicate with Hon. John Seales,
Duckenfield, X. S. W , he will astertain that the horse is

bred just as R. E. deB. Lopez, who sold him to Mr. Seales
says. Combination was bred by F. S. Malone, of this city. He
was by Ioca, 2:26}, son of Woodford Mambrino 345, out of
Gretchen, one of our great broodmares, by Mambrino Pilot;
second dam Kitlv Kirkman,by Canada Chief; third dam by
Fanning's Tobe; fourth dam by imp. Leviathan. The dam
of Combination was byJJ Irvington, son of Ham-
bletonion 10; second dam by John Nelson, by a son of imp.
Trustee; third dam by St. Clair. 2. Brainey, by Echo, son
of Hambletonian 10, dam Lady Dudley, by Tom Dudley;
second dam by Berlraod Jr.; third Jdam by Pacolet; fourth
dam by Sir Solomon, son of Sir Archy. 3. AT

e do not find
any record of this horse. What vear was be sent to Aus-
tralia?

A BBBSE named Capstone, entered in a race at Lexington,
Ky ,last week, aroused the suspicions of the judges aod they
refused to allow bim to start. From evidence since devel-
oped, they find that the horse is no other than the noted
ringer Post Odds, and have ordered him branded, his re-
puted owner ruled off, and declared that they believe the
ubiquitous Brannon is mixed up in the affair.

Written forthe Beeedes ant> 3portsma>\ j

The question of efficiency in the judges' sf&nd at all race

meetings has been commented upon so much that it would

seem superfluous to try to adl anything mors at thi3 tima

Many, who are more able than the writer, have givenit their

best thought and yet, year after_year, the same " prominent

citizen" and "good fellow" is conspicuously before the public

and particularly before the horsemeo. The running horse

fraternity long since discarded the old plan of picking up

jadges, and now upon every track they have the best judges

possible to get, paying them long salaries and 'demanding" of

them a servics accordingly. That i3 an improvement no

one will attempt to deny. It is a good business proposition,

and in these days of progressiveness it is rather saprising that

the harness horsemen have not "risen in their might and de-

manded the change." When the question of what is at stake

is considered, all must agree that there is althogether too

much at stake in every race to trust even the smallest detail

in the hands of incompetent persons. This is particularly

true in reference to the starting judge. In all cases where
harness racing is on the card, there should be no question of

the ability and honesty of the starter. Into his hands is en-

trusted what may and does represent many thousands of dol-

lars to the breeder or campaigner, and if he is lacking in

these two qualifications, no person can calculate the injury
he may do at any meeting. The starter to be thoroughly
efficient must be popular with the men in the sulky and also

with the people in tbe grand stand. He should be sufficiently

friendly with al. horsemen as will give them a fair chance,

but beyond that he cannot go. It may become necessary for

him to inflict the severest punishment upon a personal
friend, but friendship must not be placed ahead of duty. He
must be absolutely without prejudice at all times. Never al-

lowing his personal feelings to present themselves to the dis-

advantage of man or horse. An efficient starting judge must
be absolutely honest as well as fearless. The many tempta-
tions must be met and frowned upon else his good name must
suffer. No man known tobe a gambler or drunkard should
be employed, for no matter how efficientthey may be for the

time being, the time for their usefulness is limited. The
salary of a starting judge should be and in the great majority

of cases is, such an amount as to render any excuse for gamb-
ling void. Certainly no good excuse can be given why he
should dabble in the pool-box. It is an utter impossibility

for any man to occupy the position of starting judge and
maintain his good name and reputation unless he prohibits

betting from his list of money getting schemes, and keeps out
of the way of all jobs or gambling ventures. This is not a
hard thing to do, and if it is recognized generally by associa-

tions as an essential qualification, will do much toward elimi-

nating what has been an unpleasant incident in tbe past, the

charge or a starter or judge working in the interest of the
pool-box. Then, there could be do reason for a poolseller

going into the judges' stand to make a public statement that

an official of the association was not interested in the pool-

box as was the case at the Los Angeles District meeting. A
starting j)dge can be the most efficient and show the quality

of his work to better advantage when employed to go through
an entire circuit. At the first, and each succeeding meeting,
he should make for his own use a form book, and by the time
the racing season is fairly on, he will be in position to know
each and every horse and driver, and at a glance be able to

judge his field correctly. At the fall meeting
of the Breeders Association, Judge McSair had
a form book and upon the second appearance of a horse, he
could, by reference, tell the peculiarities and was governed
accordingly. While the form book used by Judge McXair
was the only one of the kind ever seen by the writer, and
though it may not be customary to use it, there can be no de-

nying that it is a great help, yet any form can be used to suit

the convenience or wishes of the starter.

Too much care cannot be given towards interesting the

public Often what might be considered a tedious wait, be-

cause of not knowing the cause, can be made pleasant io

many ways. The starter should have a gooa voice and make
himself heard at all reasonable distances. The idea of ana-
lysing the time of heals, giving the lime to each quarter is a
good one. It gives the audience an opportunity of judging
how last a horse moves when going at a faster gait than many
have ever seen before and helps very materially in holding
the interest of the crowd to each event as it is called. Io a
few words it may be said starters are "born not made" and
there is no reason why the Pacific Coast meetings should be
behind any locality in the matter of securing a good starting

judge. On all the meetings of the Eastern States, many
of them inferior half-mile tracks, make a specialty of this

feature and always have the best of results. Why may we
not increase the interest as well as they?

Captain Essex.

Jacob.

I have a friend, a real true friend
With whom mv pastime hour I spend;
I doobt which oueenjoys it most
Or which is guest and which is host;
For though I dole his early food,
A hundredfold he brings me good.
He gives me life and health; and blood.
Which seemed too slow, comes in a flood,
And colors all tbe world with rose.
Which seemed before in pale repose,
New joy we feel as we stroll out
For romp and riot, run and rout.
He dances o'er both sides the way
As if by acis he'd plainly say.

We do not love, nor you nor I

This earth, dull, sodden earth, let's fly !

My foot is fleet, my spirits high,
We spurn the ground, let's try the sky I

Tbe geutle pressure of my hand
Confines his ardor to the land,
Bat, as his feet invade the air.

And speed me on. we happy pair-
Forget att doty, and the hour
With its intense, absorbing power
Has unobserved so quickly sped
That two instead of one have fled;

Ah. Jacob, boy, whene'er we part
You'll take with you my saddened heart.
No steed can e'er more gladsome be
Than you, dear brute, have been with me.

—Rider and Driver.

The dam of Requital, the Futurity winner of 1895, has h

6ne weanling colt by His Highness, the Futurity winner of

1S91.
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A CHAPTER OF THE LONG- AGO.

An Interesting Story About the Famous Horse

Ethan Allen and Those "Who Owned
Him in Kansas.

The following article, written by A. A. Austin in the Horse

Review, has a peculiar interest for Californians, for in 1374

a large number of descendants of Ethan Allen were sold at

auction in the Armor? building on Howard street opposite

Xew Montgomery. The horses sold were a portion of the lot

bred by Spraeue A Akers, and their descendants are to be

found on many of the stock farms in California

:

It was our charming privilege lately to visit the home of

Amasa Sprague and to be delightfully entertained by the

genial host, his sweet-vuiced, refined wife, and the courteous,

obliging son of twenty, all of whom have a fondness for the

t horse and were willing to impart information about the many
i
good ones that have been owned in the family.

"Come to the s'.able and see a son of Ethan Allen." We
koew sons of old Ethan are very scare ; indeed, a statement
appeared in an Eastern turf paper a few months ago that

there was but one son of Ethan Allen is New England and
I he was owned in Vermont, and although a letter was written

I tc its editor correcting the blunder and informing him of

Sam Weller, son of Elban Allen, owned by Amasa Sprague,
the letter was never published.

But here stood the horse, foaled June 15, 1872, bred by

J
Mr. Sprague, dam Levine, a strictly thoroughbred mare,
foaled 1864, bred by Ales. H. Brand, of Kentucky, and sired

by Revenue, dam Lady Margrave, by imported Margrave
This son resembles his sire. A light bay, star, with a little

white on both nigh pasterns. Fifteen hands and weighs 950
. pounds, round in barrel, smooth and finished all over. He
never started in a race with other horses, never was registered,

i never served but a few, perhaps a dozen, inares. Locally, he
is known as Skip Jack, and is known also to have speed.

1 When three years old he was matched for a basket of cham-
< pagne to beat 2:40 and he trotted in 2:39. He has been in-

clined to pice, escept to sleigh, when he trots square. " He
is and always has been a horse of great endurance. It was
thirty-four miles from my home," said Mr. Sprague, "to
Narragansett Pier and with two in a buggy, over a road

sandy and hilly, Sam would be four hours in getting there

and return same day in three. No doubt he could have been
driven 100 miles in ten hours."

Sam Weller is now sound and lively a3 a colt. Isn't it

strange that a foal from one of the purest-gaited trotting stal-

lions that ever lived, out of a thoroughbred dam, should be

inclined to pace and could have been easily converted to a

pacer? lsa't it stranger that the New England apostles of

l the Morgan and thoroughbred blood have allowed this horse

) that is such a splendid combination of the two factors to grow
old in their very presence and not use him and, much more,

, not know of such a horse? Possibly it is not strange when
we think that the two most powerful turf writers of the East,

1 who for years have been advocating running blood in the

trotter and both been breeding the trotter for years, never

have, nor do they to-day, own a thoroughbred mare, nor a

I daughter of a thoroughbred mare, nor have either one of

them ever bred a mare to a thoroughbred stallion. While
I beautiful and plausible in theory, they know that their
" Woven Winds" and *'AIclayones" are bred a long way off

from the crazy-headed, tree climbing, break-necking stuff

I called thoroughbred blood.

"I had rather own Ethan Allen to-day," said our host,

(
t;
for a gentleman's driving horse than any horse I ever saw in

[ my life. He was a beautiful trotter, the perfection of gait,

| of style superior and he possessed intelligence of the highest

order. He indeed was a grand horse. I often saw Rysdyk's

r Hambletonian and while he was a wonderful transmitter of

- speed, to drive on the road, to use in any capacity as com-
panion for man, there was no comparisan between the two

I horses. When I bought Ethan Allen he was twenty-two

r years old, yet I paid $7,000 for him . He died at Lawrence
and after he had been buried some time, his body was taken

t up, hung on wires and placed in the Museum of the Kansas
University.

" For Rhode Island I paid," continued Mr. Sprague,

|
" $22,000 ; he was much faster than his record of 2:23 ; a

large, handsome brown horse, weighing from 1,300 to 1,400

pounds according to condition. I regarded him as my best

stock horse. He was in the race with George Wilkes at Nar-

:, ragansett in 1868 when that horse took his record of 2:22

and when Rhode Island took his record of 2:23^ over Fash-
b ion Course, N. Y-, Oct. 27, 1868, he defeated George Wilkes
and American Girl in 2:25 and 2:23*, and in another race he
defeated Goldsmith Maid in a third" and fourth heat in 2:26

i and 2:26 ; he also in another defeated Lucy, 2:1^, in three

heats. Rhode Island was brought back here from Kansas, in

[•3875 I think, sold to Mr. Sissoo, of Stone Bridge, R. I., bat

unfortunately in being shipped down the bay on a steamer he

contracted a cold, was taken sick and died."

As showing the remarkable progress made in breeding and
the wonderful change in fashion in trotting stallions, and,

moreover, showing what stallions were selected to preside,

twenty-one years ago, over one of the largest breeding es-

tablishments in this country, we reproduce the following :

1S7L

Stallion Eoster

of the

Kansas Stud Farm.

p Ethan AHen. Bay, foaled 1849. By Hill's Black Hawk; blood of
I Unknown. At 3 years and 6 months old, defeated Rose of Wasbing-
'ton in 2:36, 2:39 and 2:42. Distanced Princess to harness in 2:25J£-
k Also, distanced George II. Patchen.toa 100-ponnd wagon, in 2:28.

: With a running mate, defeated Dexter in 2:15, 2:16 and 2:19. (Here
I follow the names of the trotters of which he is the sire and grand-

Jire .) He is limited to ten mares, in addition to our own, at SoOj cash
. the season.
[ ' Rhode Island. Brown, foaled 1859. By Whitehall; dam by Negro
Baby, son of Tiger Whip. Whitehall, by North American, son of

ihoronghbred Sir Walter. (Here follow his performances and the
looted trotters he had defeated.) Will serve at 550 the season.

| Bourbon Chief Gray, foaled 1360. By Mambrino Chief: first dam
I

I

Puss, by Gray Eagle; second dam , by Sir Peter; third dam ,

- 5y Hambletonian; fourth dam by Aratus; filth dam , by Ameri-
• ms. Will serve at S50 the season.

1

I Erie. Gray, foaled 1563. By Young America; dam Grant, by Roe's
! Vbdaliah Chief. Young America, by Hoagland's Gray Messenger;
lam and grandam by Abdallah. Limited, to ten mares in addition
loonr own, at SSO the season.

! SL Elmo. Brown, foaled 1S60. Bv Alexander's Abdallah: dam a
astBellfounder mare. He defeated Josh Golddost and McClellan in
!30, 2:33Ji£ and 2:33. Will serveat $50 the season.
St. Nicholas. Brown, foaled 1869. 3y American Clay: dam Fay-

;

ttte Belle (the dam of Mambrino Bertie.- , by Mambrino Chief. Will
erve ten mares at 550 the season.

Bollock. Chestnut , foaled 1S70. By Narraeansett: dam Minnie
by Abdallah. Narragansett, by Mambrino Pilot. Limited to ten
mares at S50 the season.
Comus. Chestnut, foaled 1863. By Green 's Eashaw: dam Topsy, by

Prophet, son of Hill's Bl ack Hawk, siie of Ethan Allen. Will serve
at 5*23 the season. SPRAGCE &AKERS.
Address communicat ions to B. F, Akers, Lawrence, Kansas,

At this d ay we are prone to criticise these stallions and
their breeding, but we must remember that the Abdallah
blood was then at the front and several of these stallions are
intensely of Abdallah blood. E'.han Allen was then twenty-
five years old and had six in the list, while his son, Daniel
Lambert, was the sensational beauty of the land and had two
in the list. Hambletonian, then twenty-rive years old, had
thirteen in the list. Volunteer, then twelve, had five in the
list. George Wilkes, then eighteen years old, has no repre-
sentative with a record of 2:20 cr better. Dictator, eleveo
years old, had none. Electioneer, then sis years old, was un-
known, and still owned at Stony Ford, because no one would
bay him. Blue Bell, twenty, had five in the list, Harold,
ten, had none. Happy Medium, eleven, had none. Belmont,
ten, had none. Mambrino Chief had been dead twelve years
and has four in this list Robert McGregor was then only
three and Xutwood was four vearsold, and here was no On-
ward, Guy Wilkes or Red Wilkes. Surely since then the
trotting horse has had a wonderful boom.
On a center table iu one of the delightfully pleasant rooms

at the home of Hon. Amasa Sprague lay a silver-plated horse-
shoe engraved with this inscription: "Mr. Amasa Sprague's
sorrel mare, California Damsel, raised in Columbia County,
X. T.. Died in Cranston, R. I, Trotted twenty-two races,

winning twenty; fastest private trial 2:20 to a wagon in Cali-

fornia. Fastest in public, 2:24' , in harness, Fashion Track,
L. I."

The Year Book says : "California Damsel, ch m, foaled

1852, by,Andrew Jackson, Jr., 612; dam not traced. Bred by
Herman Mamm, Cleveland, O., Fashion Course, N. Y.,Sept.
16, 1363, 2:25*." Andrew Jackson Jr. was foaled in

184S, sired by Black Hawk (Long Island) by Andrew Jack-
son, son of imp. Bashaw. He was bred and kept by Grosve-
nor Rossmau, Columbia County, J*. Y., where he died in
18-5S. After California Damsel's wonderfully successful trot-

ting" career in California she was broaght Fast and Mr
Sprague purchased her from John Crooks, paying $10,000.
She was a very handsome mare, an elegant driver and her
winning of twenty races out of twenty-two shows that she
must have been not only a very fast mare but an ideal race
horse. Mr. Sprague prized her highly, and had made for

her a paddock wherein she c:>uld take exercise. One day
she was turned into this paddock and in a few minutes she
was found dead. Presumably death was caused by rupture of

some blood vessels produced by excessive exertion in run-

ning.

"I was in Xew York one day, and Dan Mace said to me :

"Mr. Sprague, I now own Pocahontas and I would like to

sell her to you for a broodmare. I told Dan that I had enough
broodmares but would like to have her were she not so old as

to make it very uncertain about getting her in foal. This
we both thought was a chance game. However, I bought the

old mare of Dan, paying him $1,000 for her. I then owned
Ethan Alien and a five year-old daughter of Pocahontas, sired

by Ethan Allen, had been sold to Mr. Robert Bonner for

$40,000. The old mare <as a natural pacer, always paced,

and it is very doubtful if any horse ever lived that could go
faster than this daughter of Iron's Cadmus. She coald fly

—

run away pacing. She was bred by John C. Dine, of Butler
County, O., was foaled in 1S47, and took her record in a race

to wagon when quite advanced in foal, June 21, 1S5-5—forty

years ago, over ITnion Course, X. Y. I owned her about two
years before she died. "I tell you," said Mr. Sprague, " the

trotters and pacers of to day are no faster than those of years

ago, only there are more of them and more attention is paid
to their development, aod all the paraphernalia of the busi-

ness. Where is the pacer to-day rigged with the heavy
harness, clumsy shoes, practically no boots, hitched to the old

sulky of thirty or forty years ago, clumsier and heavier by
far than the cart of to-day, that could pace a half mile in

58* seconds as did Pocahontas?
" That she was an extraordinary mare is farther shown by

the great amount of speed possessed aod transmitted by her
descendants. Talk about trotters ! I stood with George C.

Hall (the gentleman who owned the stallion Jay Gould in

partnership with Henry 2s". Smith, and Jay Gould), aod saw
Lady Thorne trot a half in 1:04! lam confident that Lady
Thorne coald trot as fast as any horse ever foaled. Across the

road from near the entrance to Xarragansett Park is th-s barn
of the Park Stock Farm; in the rear of this barn, near the
grove, are buried close together Pocahontas and California

Damsel, but no stone or slab marks the spot.
" Belle Brandon was an awfully good mare," continued Mr.

Sprague, "and a fast trotter. I bought Belle, that was a

daughter of Hambletonian, from George B. Alley, of New
York, paying him $5,000 for the two. Mr. Alley owned Dex-
ter, buying him of his breeder, Jcnathan Hawkins, for $400.

The pair only mismated as to sex and drove splendidly to-

gether. The stallion was rather faster than the mare tc pole.

I don't remember how the stallion was bred on his dam's side.

"In March of 1870 I bred Belle Brandon to Rhode Island

(formerly called Dan Rice), and February 24, 1S71, she
foaled a black colt which was a lively, strong, good gaited

youngster and was a favorite with the boys in the stable, who
called him Gov. Sprague and the named stayed with him.
That fall I shipped some horses, I think Ethan Allen, Rhode
Island and others to Kansas, and the little black aon of Belle

Brandon was sent along with them. He ran out with other

youngsters at the farm until July, 1S73, when he was broken

to harness and in October of that year was sold to the Higbee
Brothers, of Canton, III., for $1,500. He was a trotter from

the beginning. Gov. Sprague started iu his first race at

Dexter Park, Chicago, Julv 20. 1876, iu the 2:35 class, purse

$1,500, and won over a field ot seven in 2:21$, 2:29,2:30$, and
on the next day wis sold to Hon. Jerome I. Case, of Racine,

Wis., for $27,500. Of course Sprague had showed must faster

iuhis work than this, haviog trotted a mile at Buffalo, dur-

ing the meeting, in 2:21*. and the third quarter in 34 sec-

onds. He was black with no white. He afterward trotted

to a record of 2:20*. The year before Sprague was foaled

Belle Brandon produced Cranston Belle, brother to Sprague.

In 1875 Belle produced Amasa Sprague.aoother brother, rec-

ord 2:29$, and now known as Wilmar. In 1865,before I o wned
Belle, she produced Amy, 2:20$, by Volunteer.

''Belle Brandon bas another foal that I don't think has a

record or was ever registered. He wa-° sired by Ethan Allen

and we called him Tom mv, and he was a genuine ' jim
crack.'" "Yes," joined in Mrs. Sprague, "Tommy was the

best of them all, for I could drive him and speed Mm too,

and O, how handsome, stylish and intelligent he was I"

" That is so," rejoined Mr. Sprague. " Tommy was a
wonderful horse ; he only stood 14* hands, weighed 800
pounds, bat when he moved he was a big horse and weighed
1,000 pounds. That little game-cock beauty could haul two
of us in a buggy down the road any time a quarter in 35 sec-
onds. I believe he wa<* sold to Pickard & Knlriff, wholesale
druggists of New York, but I long ago lost all track of him.
It would be hard to find another such a horse with so many
excellent qualities as had Tommy.

Laying aside the blood elements and consideringindividual
excellency, we have two strong witnesses in Mr. and Mrs.
Sprague when he declares that of the hundreds of horses he
has owned, he to-day had rather have Ethan AHen than any
of them and of the bright, well-informed wife iu asserting that
Tommy, son of Ethan Allen and Belle Brandon, was the best
horse of all. Beyond question had Tommy not been such
an ideal road horse, extremely fast without training, not so
stylish, nor so beautiful, instead of passing his life in the
private stable of a city gentleman he might have drifted
into other channels and, possibly, overshadowed in fame his
distinguished half-brother, Gov. Sprague.—Horse Breeder.

California Running Records.
Distance. Time.

1-i. April Fool, 4, by Confidence, 112 ponnds, Fresno, CaL, Oct.

3-8. Bed Light, a, by Little Alp, 123,4 lbs.,'San Francisco, Jone
17, 1393 z ;. 0-.*Ui

1-2. April Fool, 5, by Confidence, 123 ibs„ Sacramento, May 14,
i&k _l _ _ :_„.* ; 0M7J*

9-16. Geraldine, a, by Grinstead-Consin Peggy. 115 lbs., Oakland,
CaL, Jan. 21, 1S93 _ q-m

5-8. George F. Smith, 4, by Inspector E.—North Anna, 100 lbs.,
San Francisco, March 7. 159-5 _ _ _ 0:59

11-16. Howard, 4, by Tyrant—Mayetta, US lbs., LosiAngeles, 1:06

Charmion, 2, by Tyrant -Coll, 10. lbs,. San Francisco.
! Nov. 13, 1S92 _ i : i3

-, j Dncat, 5, oy imp. Deceiver—Jennie Flood, 105 lbs., San*^1 Francisco, March 3, 139-5 _ i-u
I TbeJma, 4, by John Happy—Pansy, 107 lbs., San Fran-
L Cisco, Jane IS, 1895 „ __ i;i3

13-16. Geraldine, 6, by Grinstead-Cousin Peggy, S5 lbs.. San Fran-
cisco, Nov. 3, 1S91 „ i;i9 3.5

r Artist, 3, by imp. Darebin—Hirondelle, 102 lbs., San Fran-
-o ' Cisco, Nov. 5, LS94 _ _ 1£6«) McLighi. 4, by Macduff—Longalight,|99 lbs., San Francisco,

1 March 2, IfiyS ..._ „ 126W
Al Farrow, 4, by Conner—Delia Walker, 93 lbs.'," San" Jose,

15-16. Mamie Scot, b f, 3, by Canny Scot—Eola, 90 lbs , San Fran-
cisco, October 17 _ _ I33v

j
April 5,1339 _ 1.40

, J Mulberry, 4, by imp. Deceiver—Jennie McKinney, 92 lbs.,
**

l San Francisco, Jnlv 6, 1S95 1..40

I
Ymctor. a. by imp. Brntos—Mollie H.. 112 lbs., Sacramento,

I Sept 7, 1685. _ l-w
lm,70y. Remns, 4, by imp. Erutas—Leda, 99 lbs., San Francisco,

Sept. 23, 1395 „ U*i%
1 1-16. Arnette, 3, by imp. Midlothian—Filena,96 lbs., Sacramento,

Sept. 5, 1895 „ _ i:4gv
1 1-f. Installator, 3, by imp. Brums -LnstalLUion, 10S lbs., Sacra-

mento, Sept. 7, J895_ _ _ l:53J^
1 1-4. Lanra Gardner, 4. by Jim Brown—Avail, 113 lbs., Los An-

geles, Aug. 8, 1685 „ 2:07}<
13 3. Triboolet, 4. by imp. King Ban—Herzegovina, 117 lbs., San

Francisco, April 26,1538 _ _ 2ilX
11-2. Tycoon, 5, by BeveUIe-Margerv, 117 lbs., N/apa, Aoe. 22,

1690
._ 2:355f

1 3-4. Hotspur, 5, by Joe Daniels—by Wildidle, 117 lbs., San Fran-
cisco, April 30, 1S91 _ 3:00){

2. Monte Cristo,4, bv King Alfonso-Galanthis, 108 lbs,, San
Francisco, April 23, 1337 3:30

2 1-4. Dnchess ot Norfolk. 3, by Norfolk—Marion, 93 lbs., San
Francisco, April 26, 1382 _ 3aSJ<

3. Norfolk, 4, by Lei iagtan—Novice, 100 Jbs.. Sacramento,
Septamber 23, 1S65._ 5:27^

4. Marigold. 6. by Milner—Katy Pease, 105 lbs,, San Francisco,
Jan. 14. 1SS3 „ 7:20U

"Winter Polo.

The first game of the winter polo toarument of the Bur-
lingame Club was played last Saturday. The teams were:
Reds—W. S. Hobart, Harold Wheeler and R. M. Tobin.
Blu3S—C. A. Baldwin, Perry P. E/re and H. R. Simpkios.
The Reds played carefully and covered the field much

more effectively than their opponents, finally winning by
three goals to one and a quarter.

The winniog team will play the remaining team on Sun-
day next at 3 p. m. This team will be S. S. Tobin, Malcolm
Thomas and A. Fane-Wainewright. The teams are evenly
matched and a fine game may be expected if the weather is

good upon that day.

This match was to have been played on Saturday, bat was
postponed so as to give an opportunity to the patrons of the
Horse Show to see this game, which is expected to be excit-
ing and interesting.

The greater bulk of the Fleischman horses have beet re-

tired to Winter quarters at the Oakley track, where they are
housed in splendid quarters belonging to the stable. Halma
retires in pretty fair shape, but by do means the Halma he
was in the spring, when he was the champion three-year-old
of the West. There are other good ones in the string, but
none of them have been up to their best form daring the fall,

and the stable fared very badly both at Oakley and Latonia.
Halma and Sherlock alone cost the Fteischmanns $33,000,
but both went amiss shortly after their purchase. A couple
of weeks ago it was stated iu an Eastern paper that Fleisch-
mann & Sou would retire from the turf at the end of the
present season, but the elder Fleischmann in a talk the other
day denied this. He says he will have a strong stable next
year, but that his horses will race exclusively iu the East.

It is said he has some grudge against the local tracks, grow-
ing iu part oat of the handicapping. It may be said here,
however, that the handicapping at both tracks has, in the
main, been very equitable indeed.

J. C. Kirkpatrick, manager of tne finest hotel in the
world, The Palace, purchased the magnificent black gelding
Harvey Mc, 2:15, last week. Harvey Mc got a record as a
two-year-old of 2:H, and lowered it this season to 2:15. He
will be seen ou the speed track in the Golden Gate Park
hereafter. Mr. Kirkpatrick is one of our most enthusiastic
oadites.

The rumor that J. R. Keeue is to purchase Bramble, the
son of imp. Bonnie Scotland, that sired Clifford, Ben Brush
and others, has been revived. It is not probable that Mr.
Keene would purchase a stallion twenty-one years old, even
though a great are, unless the price was low, and it is not
probable that Bramble's owner would sell him cheap.

There is not a newspaper publisbed io the L'nite
J
. States

that bas ever bad one word to say in favor of foreign books
or city pool rooms. The Supervisors who are in doubt about
how to vote at the next meeting of the Board should remem-
ber this.
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Barney Schreiber.

The names of Braw Scot, tbe good old grey geldiog, and

Jack Richelieu, both idols of local turf goers, are inseparable

from Barney Schreiber, the genial horse owner and book-

maker who bails from St. Louis. He is so genial and * hole-

souled that his host of friends presume on his good nature

and variously style htm from plain Barney to most anything

suggestive of his nature. He is out here again this winter,

making book and racing horses. He does business under tbe

firm name Doyle & Co., of St. Louis. Everyone is assured

of most courteous treatment at his hands or any of his as-

sistants.

His stable contains some very notable horses. Besides

those above mentioned are Yemen, a record-breaker, and
full brother to the sire of Domino, Ferris Hartman, a shifty

horse and frequent winner, Thresia, who won from very gGod
company last week, and others.

His business interests are so conducted as to have do in-
terference between the ring and the stable, and he is always
ready to back bis own horses when they are out. They are

always out to wio, and Barney thinks they can win or

they would not be there.

Bsrney Schreiber is among the many familiar figures of

tbe betting ring during the past two seasons here, and every
day makes additions to his already long list of/riends.

An Object Lesson.

I

One of the most unique and instructive exhibits at the

Midwinter Fair was the rare collection of plows of all

nations. It was thought at that time when one contrasted

the pointed stick plow of the Chileneans with the highly-

Bnished, Dickie plated modem gang that the superlative de-

gree of existence and utility had been reached. It would

seem, however, that as great a revolution as from the primi-

tive to tbe modern plow has just been made. Recently the

Honorable Secretary of Agriculture wrote:

"I am inspired to allure tbe inventive genius of all inter-

ested to study he possibility of a plowwhich shall loosen and
tear up the bottom of a furrow to a depth to sav two or three
inches below the cut of the plow. I do no mean to say the
ground turned up, but simply to have it loosened, so that the
rainB may percolate below the depth of the furrow, instead of

being forced to run oil, as though the furrow were an eave
trough. The object that I seek is to stir and separa'e the
earth at a greater depth with the same plow than it is possi-

ble tn stir or separate it with the contrivances or implements
for plowing now in use."

We have at last just such a plow as the one demanded, and
that meets all the above requirements and possesses tbe ad-
ditional one of being tbe lightest draught plow knowc—This
great invention has just been perfected by the John Deere Co.
of Moline, III. They say "of it :

For a quarter of a century tbe re-olving disk has been
known as tbe best means of cutting and turning [he soil, but
the difliculty of keeping it at a uniform depth in the ground
and in a straight line of progression, setting as it does at an
angle to the furrow, has prevented any general success of it as
a plow for opening up and turning the furrow.
We have been experimenting in this line some years, and

have at last hit opoo a hook-shaped tine which penetrates
the toil, pulling the disk any desired depth and holding it to
a straight furrow Hoe.

Jn this we claim an invention of rare merit, and its oper-
ation ha* only to be seen to commend it.

In shallow tillage, with a cut, sav four inches in depth, the
leverage of the plow point against the earth, the whole
weight of Dower of the team producing a downward pressD re

- uiliog edge of share, leaves tbe base of the furrow that
i« turned over smooth and hard. In fact.it renders it almost

> water. Therefore when a torrential rainfall
come* noon land tlnin plowed and lying upon a land slope,
the wash la Boonnoos, and all the good surface earth is car-
ried away. Furthermore, the water being unable to perco-
late through thesutwoil, drains oil and leaves the subsoil dry
and hard.

By the dm of the "Secretary" the ground is left in an en-
tirely different condition. The disk scoops out the furrow,
and in throning it over thoroughly pulverises it. The bottom

irrow i** left by the disk in its thoroughly natural
that ih. there has been no downward pressure on

ornliding over of the surface to make it bard and smooth.
The penetrating point, which runs under the disk, thoroughly
break** end ciirs op tl ind leaves it in the best pos-

i to receive and retain moisture. Tbe result is

tliHt in very neavy rainn, the water, instead of running off.

will nink down into the subsoil, and when the dry weather

comes on will be drawn up to supply moisture to the plaDts.

Write to the Deere Implement Co. for illustrated circular

giving complete description. Their number is 305-307

Market Street. ^

Napa Stock Farm.

Thi- well known breeding farm is located at Napa, and is

owned by Prof. E. P. Heald, president of the Paci6c Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders Association. In the past, very few

of tbe horses bred at this farm';had been trained, but it is the

intention of the proprietor to train quite a number of the

get of Pilot Prince and other poDular sires duriDg the comiog

season. Nolwiihstaoding'the Jew that have been worked at

this farm, the following campaigners have been turned out

from this establishment : Gold Medal 2:14], Nevada 2:23,

Nona Y 2:25, Irene 2:25, Directa 2:28, Mollie Patton,2:28i,

etc.

The sires at the Napa Slock Farm are: Pilot Prince, Dexter

Piince Jr., and Prince Howard. All these stallions are sired

by that celebrated horse Dexter Prince, now at the Palo Alto

Stock Farm. GreatJ faith is expressed by thoughtful horse-

men in the future of this popular family of horses. Pilot

Prince and Dexter Prince Jr. are full brothers, hut quite

diflerent in gait and conformation. Pilot Prince is a "Not-
wood" iD gait, disposition and appearance, while Dexter

Prince Jr. is a perfect counterpart of his noted sire. It is

confidently believed that this young horse will eventually be-

come as equally celebrated as his sire in the breeding line

and keep up the popularity already acquired by that family.

The dam of these two young horses was Emma Nutwood, by

Nutwood, second dam Lady Emma (the early day campaigner
of California), by McCracken's Black Hawk; third dam by

Gen. Taylor; fourth dam by BelmoDt (Williamson's). The
dam of Prince Howard is the well-known mare Norma (dam
of Grandee, 2:23 J, and Grandissimo, 2:23i), by Arthurton,

second dam Nourmahal, a full sister to A. W. Richmond.
Nourmanal was brought to California by that veteran turf

writer, Jos. Cairn Simpson, and *as herself celebrated as a

five and ten-mile campaigner. Prince Howard promises to

be as fast as any of his noted relatives and will be trained for

tbe races after the stud season is over.

The broodmares at the Napi Stock Farm are among tbe

best in the State, and many of the younger colts growing up
promise to become celebrated in the racing world. Quite a

number of these will be trained the coming season, as it is

believed that next year will offer a good opportunity for

those who have good colts to win money with them. Not-
withstanding the hard times good purses will be given next
season throughout the Pacific Coast circuit, aDd the trotting

horse interest in California is certainly looking up. Now is

the time for trainers to pick up good material, and they will

certainly find the investment a profitable one.

Geo rge Rote.

Erery one who knows a horse race from a rabbit dr'.ve

knows who George Rose is, and everyone favored with his

acquaintance has but one thing to say of him: "He is a gen-

tleman, sir." Always courteous, whether you meet him on

the street, or on the block, and your little bets are takeo wiih

as gracious a smile as the largest ever offered. In his deal-

ings with the crowds that frequently surge around his board

he a quick and accurate, and yet so cool and deliberate as to

enable him to handle a vast amount of business in a very
short time. Mr. Rose has been a successful layer of odds now
for several years. He early developed a desire to have the
business end of matters in his own haods and has been suc-
cessful in all his ventures. Last fall he made a bid for the
bookmakiog privilege at the State Fair and secured it over
all competitors on his hid of $15,GOO, which was $6,000 more
than the association had netted from commissions on bets the
previous vear. The venture proved a good one, Mr. Rose
clearing $5,000 during the two weeks' meeting.
He also owns and manages quite a racing stable, and it

contains such good ones as Geraldioe, recently purchased.
Nephew, Bopressof Norfolk and others. He sold a few
months since Mulberry and Leonville. There has never been
any clashing of interests between the stable and the book, and
both have been run wholly independent of each other.

i

Frank Eckert.

All the followers of the turf through the Western States

are very familiar with the firm name of Eckert & Co., and

all, at one time or another,- must have had dealings with the

courteous gentleman who takes in the coin and passes out the

pasteboard equivalents. He has been seen on all the West-

ern and Southern tracks, as well as some in the East, bat

makes Chicago h'n headquarters. In 1S92 and again in 1893

he made book at the local track, and made money both

years. This winter the familiar name was seen among those
to draw in the first day at the new track, and the block it

surmounts is always the center of attraction for a large num-
ber of the speculative gentlemen who are constantly on the
lookout for tbe best odds.

Mr. Eckert is an expert and successful bookmaker, an
is not afraid to give his customers the very best going. Hib
success in the past guarantees him a continuance of goo*

fortune. Every bookmaker has his individualitie
and little tricks that the public become familia
with. Mr. Eckert tumbles a handful of half-dolla

over each other in the palm of his hand in such a way
to give out a very pleasing musical jingle and then stock
them up so they emit a clear, metalic ring. Unconsciouslj
he keeps up the rhythm of sound while the talent is sizing
up his board, and none can imitate him.

Summerfield &; Co.

Like all others who have once felt the seductive infloeno

of a winter in California, Sam Summerfield was not contei

to remain the other side of the mountains, and shortly befoi

the Iogleside track opened he put in an appearance her

Last winter the firm of which he is a member made book oi

the Biy District races, and was among those to draw in doi

ing the last few days of the recent meeting there. Mr. Sum
merfield has been following the business for seven or eight

years, meeting with very general success. His business nasi

been mostly confined to the Western tracks, Chicago, his

home, being the center of operations. About two years ago!
Mr. John T. Miner became associated with Mr. Summerfield,!
and these two constitute the firm above named. Both have!
keen business tact, and are very conservative in their deal-

ing; in the riDg. Affible and generous, they well merit the!
success that attends them. During the current meeting at

Ingleside they have been among those to draw the higher
numbers each time they cut in, and have been " down the
line," but their patrons always fiod them out.

A Western horseman in attendance at the sales asked
why, if tbe society element patronized the New York horse
show so extensively that the management were enabled lo

clear nearly one hundred thousand dollars in the six days,

it did not patronize the racetracks in proportion. "Thean-
swer is verv simple," answered the gentleman to whom the

question was addressed. "Racing is not conducted on the

society standard. There is too much democracy of the un>j

pleasant kind. The flashy young man and the shady young
woman, if—as Chimmy Fadden says—they have the pric?

can rub elbows with the young daughters of the millionaire,

and while, theoretically, one fellow is as good as -mother in

this land of the free, the society people do not aee it in that!

way, and there you are. If the racing season was confined

to about six weeks a year, the riff-raff and tin-horn gambling'
element kept within bounds at a comfortable distance, and]

the too general pandering of some raie track managers to thti

very worst elements of society curbed, I believe that wej

would see an outpouring similar to the horse show crowds]

on the grand stands of Morris Park and other metropolitan]

courses, as was amply foreshadowed at the late Westchesterll

club's meeting."—Horseman.

Reqcital is without doubt the best colt of the year, anc

goes into winter quarters with laurels of many a good, hard*
fought race to his credit. He won the great Futurity witb

ease. Then comes Crescendo, Hastings, Hazlett, Ben Brush
One I Love, Handspring, Applegate, Prince Lief, Bloomers
Margrave. Refugee, Patrol, Floretta IV, Woodvine, Merrj«|

Prince, Formal, Abuse, Wishard, Ramiro, Argentine. Cap I

live, Damsel, Silver II, Hamilton II, Dei Paso, St. AgnesJ
Sapelo. The first eight named have proved to be the stai.l

performers of the season with Requital beading the list. Al J
of these colts are very likely to be seen in their three year- j

old form, and all sound, except Applegate and Hastings

These first named have all shown dtcidedly the highest fora

of the vear. Among these promising youngsters no color

will be oftener seen in front the coming season more thai

Messrs. Keene's, "the white, blue spots," of which they an
bound to be promioent.
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LADIES' DAY A SUCCESS.

Stratbmeath Won the Match Eace Form
Basso Easily

RTJIVMEL DEFEATS PRINCESS NORETrA

Babe Murphy, Ez ill's Crack Sprinter, Makes
Ic Three Straight— All Over Wins

From Fannie Louise—Imp. Candid
First in a Game Finish.

[_(. outioued from Page 4WJ

INGLES1DE TRACK, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1S95.

The track to-day was of various conditions. Xext the

rail it was soft and heavy, while on the outside it was hard

and dry. The hoof beats resounded distinctly as the fields

carxe down the homestretch, and little puffs of dust fol-

lowed each lifting of the foot. Under such conditions, the

result of more than one race was materially affected

by the course of the jockeys. It was an open question

whether it were better to turn wide and come on the dry

track or to save distance and hug the rail in softer going.

The results proved the advantage was with the dry strip, as

the winners came from there. Another day or so of dry

weather and the track should be in excellent shape.

With more certain transportation facilities, the attendance

at the track shows an increase, and the betting ring was well

filled all afternoon. Nearly all the races were good betting

affairs.

Wednesday being "Ladies Dav," with a free gate for the

fair sex, the grandstand will, no doubt, be well filled.

Three favorites won this afternooo, and the two other win-

ners were at the very comfortable odds of 7 and 7£ to 1.

Toano, the favorite at post time in the first race, at five

and a haif furlongs, won cleverly after cutting Carmel oft

in the stretch. Sir Richard, a very popular second choice,

was outside the money, while Carmel, SO to 1, and Piquante,

15 to 1, finished second and third. Mainstav ran a very poor
race. He was backed down in the betting from 4 to 2£ to

1, and looked a likely winner. He was back in the ruck at

the finish. Time, I:ll|.

Strathmeath, ridden to a nicety by Willie Martin, came
on the outside in the stretch and showed a length in front of

Basso at the wire, in the second race, at a mile, the latter

four lengths ahead of Collins. Basso was favorite all the

time, going from 2 to 1 to S to 5 Montana was played
heavily, being backed from 4 to 3 to 1, but receded a point or

two before the close. He ran around tbe backstretch in

a good position but fell back from third on the
turn to fifth. Time, 1:46.

Tbe third race was at six furlong?, for two-year-olds, with
eight starters. Sallie Cliquot ruled favorite, andKamsin and
Miss Brummel had their friends. Redington was at shorter

odds than the balance. Sallie Cliquot raced out in front at

the fiag-fall and came into the stretch three lengths to the

good. Miss Brummel was next up, with Kamsin lapping tbe

latter, in which order tbey finished. Redington spurted up
to the leaders on the backstretch but slacked up again before

'the turn for home was made. Time. hl7h.
The fourth event was a selling race, at sii furloDgs. Shield

Bearer was a 9 to 5 favorite, with Billy S. at 2| to 1, May
McCarty at 4 to 1, was the only other short-ender. Billy S.

showed first to a fair start for all except Johnny Payne, but
Cochran sent Shield Bearer to the front at once and paid

strict attention to keeping his mount there- Billy S-

could not get nearer than a length of the pacemaker, with

Red Bird trying to get up to Billy. Sligo passed the Bird on
the far turn, and then on to the wire positions were Dot

changed, Shield Bearer winning easily bv two lengths, Billy

S. four lengths in front of Sligo. Time, 1:18$.

The last race was at six furlongs, for three-year olds and
upwards. Service was the pick of the talent and was believed

to be a cinch. Chartreuse receded from thirty to 13Jto 2.

Hidalgo opened at 3 and receded a point by post time, after

receiving warm support. Chartreuse was first to show, but

Abi P. headed her on the backstretch, and she in turn gave
way to Hidago. Chartreuse made the turn for home third

an ran wide ODto the dry strip of track and reached the

wire a heal in front of Abi P., who was in the worst going.

Hidago was third. Time, 1:18.

Winning jockeys to day were Hennessy, W. Martin, Chorn,
Cochran and Tod Sloan.

SCMMABIES.

Isgleside, December 3. 1S95.—First race, three-year-olds and up-
wards, purse 5100. Five and one-half furlongs.

Wm. J. Bloombaugh's b g Toano, a, by Longellow—Salara. 109

lbs., 9 to 5 Hennessy 1

P. M. Tavlor's ch c Carmel. i, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmen, 112

lbs., 60 to 1 Macklin 2

A. B. Spreckels' ch f Piquante. 3. by Flambeau—Phcebe Anderson,
114 lbs., 15 to 1 Piggott 3

Time, 1:11%

Won by a length and a half, aix lengths between second and third.

Sir Richard (Mclntyne, 112. 5 to 2). Mainstay (E. Jones, 107. 5 to 2'

and Mustesa [C. Sloan. 109, 30 to 1), also ran.

second race—Selling, three-year-olds and upward, purse SfOO. One
mile.

G. B. Morris & Co.'s b g Strathmeath, a, bv Strathmore—Flower of
the Meatb. 107 lbs., 7 to 1 W. Martin 1

McNaugbton & Moil's b c Basso, 3, by Falsetto—Ethelda, 91 lbs., 8

too Garner 2
Dr. H. E. Rowell's br g Collins, 3, by Inspector B—Piazza. 83 lbs.,

9 to 1 C. Slaughter 3
Time, 1:46.

Won by a length and a half, four lengths between second and
third.
Montana <T. Sloan. 100. 7 to 2). Arapahoe OlcClain, 107. 9tol).

Charmion"( figgott. 96, S to 1), Josephine (E. Cochran 97, 300 to 1

and Nebuehrdnezzar (Hewitt, 91, 50 tolj alsoran.
(

Third race—Two-year-olds, purse 5400. Six furlongs.

3. B. Morris & Co.'s b f Sallie Clicquot, by Salvator—Widow Cllc-

qoot, 102 lbs . S to 5 Chorn 1

W. OB . Macdonough's ch f Miss Brumcae'.. by Beau Brummel—
Mirage. 102 lbs.. 5 to 2 T. Sloan 2

LEzell'sbg Kamsin.br Blazes-Miss Hall, 102 lbs.. 5 to 2

r" „ „ Cochran 3

Time. 1:17$£

Won by two lengths and a half, one and one-half lengths be-
tween second and third.

Walter J. (McHogh, 105, 150 to 1), La Vienta tMcCIaio, 102. 20 to
1). Instigator (T. Sloin, 107, 30 to i), Redington ( tfennessy, 107, 12 to
1 ) and Edgemounc (Piggott, 103, 100 to 1) also ran.

Fourth race—Selling, three-year-olds and upwards, purse S1G0. Six
furlongs.

Frank Phillips' ch c Shield Bearer, 3, by imp. Wagner—Mamie
Cole, 97 lbs, 9 to 5 Cochrau 1

D. i. Bouigs b h Billy S„ 5, by Rambler—Young Duchess, 102 lbs.
13 to 1 Garner 2

S. C. Hildreth's bg Sligo, 5, by Mr. Pickwick—Henlopen. 99 lbs.,
30 to 1 McDatyre 3

Time, 1:1S%.

Won by two lengths, four lengths between second and third.

Allahabad (Donnelly. 96. 15 to 1). Olivia i E Jones. 91. 30 to I),
Outright iC. Slaughter. 94, 75 to 1). Mav McCarthy (Chora, 103, 4
to It and. Johnay Payne (Piggott, U-. 40 to 1) also ran.

Fifth race—Selling, three-year olds and upwards, pnrse StCO. Six
furlongs.

W. O'B. Macdonough's ch f Chartreuse, 3, by imp. Cheviot—imp.
Zara. 99 lbs., 13 to 2 T. Sloan 1

Geo. Pacheco's ch m Abi P., a, by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid, 99
lbs., 5 tol ..Piggott' 2

S. A. Ford's blk c Hidago. 3, by Hidalgo—Graciosa, 97 lbs., 16 to 1

McClain 3

Time, 1:18.

Won by a head, two and one-half lengths between second and
third.
Service (Chorn. 102, 9 to o). Roval Flush <E. Jones, 102, 7 to 1), E. H.

Shirley i Donnellv, 102. 40 to li. Red Chief iH. Brown, 99. 200 tol),
Talbot Clifton, 99, 100 to 1) and Ida Saner ( Riley, 96, 2C0 to 1} also ran.

I2JGLESIDE TRACE, WEDNESDAY, DECEM8EB 4, 1895.

To-day was Ladies' Day, and from the way the fair sex

flocked out to the track and filled the grandstand it was

evident they intend to take advantage of the favor accorded,

and hereafter Wednesdays will be a day of big crowds.

They began tj arrive early to day, and continued to arrive

even after it bad become late for the regular turf devotees.

Maoy of the ladies who wanted to see the races had not

fully made up their minds about it in time to get there

before 3 o'clock, but they came along when they got ready

and made the most of the events remaining. Of course

many brought their brothers, or some one else's brother, and

the male attendance was very materially augmented by the

free gate for the ladies. The attendance was estimateu at

fully 7,000, over 4,000 of whom were ladies.

The races throughout were of a very high class and ex-

citing and game finishes were more the order th&n has been

the case on any other occasion. Honors were divided be-

tween the talent and the bookies, though, no doubt, tbe lat-

ter bad the best of the day's innings over G-rannan's heavy

plunge on Basso.

The track was improving very rapidly, and if tbe weather

had remained propitious for a few days the question of the

speed of the new coarse would have been fully answered.

The first race was at five and one-half furlongs, selling, for

two-year-olds, with ten starters. Princess Noretta opened fav-

orite at 6 to 5, vas plaved to even money, and finally, when

everyone had got their money on, drifted back to 6 to 5

again. Rummel, A. B. Spreckels' big two-year-old, was a

very warm second choice, opening at -5 to 2 and backed to 8

to 5. All tbe others went back in the betting from want of

support. Harry Griffin, the crack jockey, had his first

mount here this winter on Princess Noretta, which, no doubt,

had some weight in the betting. Princess Noretta headed
Key del Bandidos after be had led a short ways, but Rummel
was kept within striking distance, and turned iuto the

stretch a head behind the Princess. Rummel, turning wide,

came on the dry track and drew away easily, winning by
five lenatbs. Princess Noretta finished second, but a head in

front of Doubtful.
The event of the day was the match race between Basso

and Strathmeath, at a mile. The former carried ul pounds
and Strathmeath 107, the same weights carried in their race

the day before. Wilue Martin again had the mount on the

erstwhile Derby winner, but Bob Isom rode the 3on of Fal-

setto in place of Garner. Dan Honig's light weight. Mr.
H^nig was stake-holder and did not want his jockey to ride

on that account. Strathmeath ruled favorite in the betting

at 4 to 5 and 7 to 10, while 6 to 5 was to be had against

Basso, though most of the books stuck pre'tv close to

to 11 to 10 The start was made at once. Mr. Caldwell

called the jockeys over to him, gave them instructions how
to come up with their mounts, and as they passed the starter

on even terms the flag cleaved the air and they were off.

Basso made a spurt for the rail on the first turn and secured

it, then eased up. At tbe quarter-pole he led by three

lengths, galloping easily. Strathmeath moved up a little on
the backstretch, and while negotiating the last turn the

magenta showed in front. Then a mighty shout went up
from tbe backers of the winner of the classic event. Both
horses turned wide into the stretch and Strathmeath came
through on the inside. About half-wav home Basso

responded so promptly to Isom's urging and moved up with

such apparent ease that it seemed to be all over. Basso got

his head in front of Strathmeath, then the old gelding came
again and drew away so easily that Isom went to the bat, but

without avail. Strathmeath rated along easily, Martin look-

ing back, and won by a half a length. Basso was under

whip but could not get up, and clearly gave way before the

better horse. The race was a slow one, 1:44 being hung up

Tbe third race five-eighths selling comprised the best field

of sprinters seen for a long time on a California track. There
were ten entries, each of which had its supporters, and in

consequence the odds were good on the wioner. Babe Mur-
phy was the favorite at from 2 to 2\, Olive was second choice,

going to the post at 4 to 1, while Yemen was 20 and Old Rico

100 to 1. Pat Murphy by refusing to break, spoiled an ex-

cellent start on the first attempt to getaway. Delay was still

further created through the bad acting of Fly. When the

flag dropped it was to a good start with Rico in the lead,

followed by Olive, Babe Murphy aod Pat Murphy. At the

half Miss Gentry had assumed the lead, with George Dicker-

son second, and Fly third. At the three quarters Fly was in

front, with Miss Gentry three lengths back and Olive third.

Into the stretch Fly maintained bis lead by a length, but

from there out the stronger sprinters came to the front, with

the result of Babe Murphy finishing first bv half a length in

a drive, Olive second and Yeman third. Time, 1:02$.

The fourth race was at seven-eighths with seven starters

McFarlaoe was the fivorite at 8 to 5, Sir George was 2 to 1,

E. H. Shirley from 6 to S to 1, while Outright opened at
50 but went to the post 30 to 1. Charmer got away in tbe
lead, with Outright, Sir George and E. H. Shirlev next in
order—the favorite McFarlane being last. At the first quar-
ter McFarlane led by two lengths, Outright second by two
lengths, Charmer third. At tbe second quarter they ran in
the same order but a length only separating each, with Shir-
ley still fourth. Coming into the slretcb Outright was in the
lead, Cbarmer second by ahead, McFarlane third, and Shir-
ley a length back. Down the stretch these four horses came
in a line with Shirley slowly gaining until the wire was
passed with Shirley a winner by two lengths and Outright
second a bead in the lead of Sir George. Time, 1:32*.
The fifth race was also at seven-eighths but between a

higher class of horses than the preceeding one. There were
six starters. All Over was favorite at even money, Fannie
Louise, on whom there was a big play, opened at 3 and went
to the post 2 to 1. Little Bob opened at 10 and receded to
15 to 1. Schnilz at 50 to 1 was the outsider with consider-
able money played on him. Jack Richelieu went off in the
lead. Schnilz second, followed by All Over, Fannie Louise
Little Bob being last. Fannie Louise soon went to the front
and at the first quarter led by a length with Jack Richelieu
second, Schnitz third and All Over fourth. At the second
quarter Fannie still led by a length, with All Over in second
position, while Jack Richelieu had gone back to fourth
place. Fannie now increased her lead to two lengths but All
Over again reduced this to one length when turning into the
stretch, down which All Over steadily gained on the leader
and finished a winner by two lengths with Fannie Louise
second two lengths from Jack Richelieu. Time, 1:30k
The sixth race was atone mile with eight starters. Collins

was the favorite at 2 to 1, Candid 3£, Our Maggie 4 and
Remus 6 to 1, Josephine at 100 to 1. When the horses broke,
Remus, who had the outside, was pulled up, but Sloan seeing
tbathe was spoiling a good start, drove his steel into the sides
of bis mount and off they went with our Maggie in the lead.
Candid second, and Garcia third. Josephine, Collins, Our
Maggie was the order at the first quarter, while Candid had
fallen back to fifth position. Our Maggie, Collins, Montalvo
well bunched was the order at the half. Here Remus came
around bis field from the rear with a surprising burst of
speed and entered the stretch a leader, followed by Our Mag-
gie and Montalvo, Candid was next, not over a length
separating all four horses. A hot drive for the wire ensued,
resulting in Candid winning bv one length, Our Maggie sec-
ond and Collins third. Time, 1:44L

STT^niAEIES.

Ingleside, December 4, 1S35.—First race, two-year-olds, purse S4C0
Five and oue-half furlongs.

A. B. Spreckels' ch c Rummel, by Flambeau—imp. Music, 107 lbs.,
8 to o ....Piggots 1

Burns & \\ aterhuuse's b f Princess Noretta, by Emperor of Norfolk—Hinda Dwyer. 10s lbs., 6 to 5 H. Griffin 2
L. Ezell'sch c Doubtful, by Doubt- Natchitoches, 107 lbs., 20 to 1

McHugh 3

rime, 1:10%.

Won by five lengths, head between second and third.

Claude Hill (Macklin, 104. 100 to 1), Rev del Bandidos (Coadv. 107,
30 tolj.Addaladi (Tallett.liM.40Q to 1 , Lizzie H. .Garner. 104, 2

Encino (Jones, 107.100 to n.RiotfRilev.104,100 to ij.Jack Atkins (Hen-
nessy, 107, 200 to 1) and Ferris Hartman (C. Slaughter, 104, Id to 1)
also ran.

Second race—Match race, SI ,000 a side. One mile.

G. B. Morris & Co.'s bg Strathmeath, a, by Strathmore—Flower of
the Meatb. 107, 7to 10 W.Martin 1

McNaughton A Muir's be Basso, 3, by Falsetto—Ethelda, 91. 6 to 5
R. Isom 2

Time, 1:44.

Won by half a length.
Third race—Selling, three-year-olds and upwards, purse S100. Five

furlongs.

L. EzelTs Babe Murphy, 3. by Elias Lawrence—Princess Glenn,
9S lbs., 5 to 2 _ Cochran 1

E. Corrigan'sbf Olive, 3. by Apache—Virgie, 1001bs.,9to 2
_ Bergen 2

B. Schreiber'schg Yemen, 6, by Alarm—Hira. 101 lbs., 30 tol
C. Slaughter 3

Time, 1:02^.

Won by a half length, three lengths between second and third.
Hvmn (W. Martin, 107, 6 to 1), Contribution ("Macklin, 103,12 tol).

Fly (E. Jones, J04, 10 to 1), Miss Gentry (T. Sloan, 101,6 to l),Pat
Murphy (R Isom, 96. 9 to 1). George Dickenson (C.Sloan, lu3. 100
to 1 and Rico (Mclntyre, 101, 100 to 1J also ran.

Fourth race—Selling, all ages, purse SIOO. Seven furlongs.

F. Brown's b h E. H. Shirley, 5, by imp. Bonnie Brown—Despatch,
104 lbs., 6 to 1 (iaratr 1

Al. Smith's ch g Ootright, 3, by Flambeau—Imp. Amelia. 96 lbs.,

2-5 to 1 Slaughter 2
L. Ezell's ch h Sir George, a, by Spendthrift—imp. Picadilly, 107

lbs., 3 to 1 _W. Martin 3

Time. 1:32?.;.

Won by a length and a half, a bead between second and third.
Charmer (E. Jones. 101, 4 to 1). McFarlane |

Piggott, 96, S to 5) and
Pricelle (Coady, 101, 60 to 1) also ran.

Firth race—Selling, all ages, purse SiOO. Seven furlongs.

P. Dunne's b c All Over, 3, by Hanover—Deceit, 111 lbs.. 11 to 10

W. Martin 1

Burns & Waterhouse's b f Fannie Louise, 3, by imp. Darebln—
Nellie Peyton, 105 lbs , 5 to2 Griffin 2

B. Schreiber's b h Jack hichelieu, 6, by Great Tom—Envenom, 104
lbs., 5 to 1 E. Slaughter 3

Time. I

Won by two lengths, four lengths between second and third
Little Bob (R. Isom, 96. 15 to 1). Dr. Garnett (Garner, lu7, 25 to 1)

and Schnitz (Lamle, 105, 30 to 1) also ran.

Sixth race—Selling, for three-year-olds and upward s-, purs
One mile.

A. B. Spreckels' blk m Candid, 5, by Splendor—Canarv, 98 lbs., 9 to

2 PigROU 1

D. A. Honig's ch m Our Maggie, 5, by Post Guard—Marguerite. 101

lbs.. 9 to 2 _ Garnet 2
Dr. H. E. Rowell's br g Collins, 3, by Inspector B.—Piazza. S3 lbs.,

5 to 2 Slaughter 3

Time. I:)! 1

,.

Won by a head, three lengthB between second and third.

Montalvo (Cochran. 107, s to 1), Hy Dv
I
Riles Remus

(T. Sloan, 101. 13 to 2), Garcia (Macklin. 100, 30 to 1) and Josephine
(E. Jones, 93, 300 to 1) also ran.

Maiden Bell Dead.

W. O'B. Macdonough has suffered another great loss in the

death of Maiden Bell, one of his imported English mares

that cams over to America with Ormonde. She died jester*

day afternoon at 3 o'clock. She was in foal to Ormonde,

which makes the loss all the more. Maiden Bell was by

Beau Brummel and cost $7,500 in England. The fact, how-
ever, that she was the dam of Santa Bella bad increased her

value very materially. Maiden Bell was taken with colic at

2 o'clock in the morning, and despite the efforts of Dr.

O'Rourke died Beveral hours later. This is the.third loss by
death that Mr. Macdonough has suffered in the past month,
including the celebrated Ormonde-Getaway colt.—Chronicle.
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Paoiflo Coast 2:30 List.

Following is * list of all trailers and pacers which have got

records of 2:30 or better that are bred oo the Pacific Coast or

trace to sires that wtre bred here :

BBS.

Blerllonprr. »>* Hamblewn-

8oUO"
Lipwn

Ttmxl'-. b

JlURUlli. b b —
...n.bb.J^

-

-

AOOlLtlOtO

gpblut. tX)t. by Electioneer

Senab-lPl.-
DlxO'ierr
B*n Wa '

-sSI0-r„*

I Bj L
Errl

-

•1» to ... -

.

-

Irli. nyEnn l U1
-. ! v !£fl

Visa I la, b m. 4. tM U) kUW
\unnl.2 U I.' 1

I

... 2:24'-

Ni't-varJ: - U>- 2:18

Contulon, by Kl*ctloueer

Clodia.br tu - -• -

Harry R-.bg.p

Drl Mnr. 2:161,, by Electioneer 12

,2:161,

2014

2:1594

2:1054

IW
S«j;l »w tMm, b m
\V v.-n Wh

Boy.ch h, 3, p
Baker. bfrtW
Borneo - *» lo 2:22?,

:
:%"'

Bocto.b h 1,23914 to- -:-•

la. F.-US* t0 2-U|»

61 Bel. 2:244. by Electioneer

" " -lowTempting .— — wJSr*
Alice Bel. b m.3 2=»»l
B«'lu>M. bc,4 «»
Brtlliance.bm - :-''>

DelUbel.br ni. 4 - - :

f>'*
Kunipus, blkg - agf,
St. B*ls Boy v'*
Train Bel.brm
Water Bv lie SWJi
SUver Bella p »»

,K>d, Dm. 2:36 14

Katrlna Bel.br m. 3. 2.19S lo2:H',

Lyons Bel. Dlk b, 227)4 to.. ..2:11-,

Water Belle 2:2-4

81. Hel*« Boy, by St. Bel
Viola Bel. bile m,3_

Chime*, by Electioneer 19 1 5

|

Mandolin tP) W»
Carillon 2:19

Chimes Boy ip) 22*W
Hawley.bh \&*M
iDlone, be, l.p , 2:2iv

S I hlmes. b h, 4, p..._ 2:IS1»

Tornado Chimes, b h, p M8J4
htmee 2:29)j

CbarmlnsCblmes-2:18)*to 2:17 Ji

King Chimes 2:29,4

Alinv tblniea. by Chimes
Silver Chimes 224)4

Merry Chimed, by Chimes
Merry Bells - 2:25

Brll Bov, 2:19)4, by Election-

eer 5 (l)

Ding Dong, br h 2:26*
Supremacy, b h 2:29

Curfew 2:28)4

BeiiMrf -

Prtncass Bell, br m, 2:241, to2:17\

Liberty Bell, by Bell Boy
2:19 '4. son ol Electioneer

Tommy Brltion.2 2:1514

Antcroit.b.v Electioneer 5(4)
Menlo Princess.br m 2:2614

Anteorlan - 222*4

May Ross,bm _ 2:161*

Major Ross 2:17)4

G. Morrison - -

Antidote, p, 2:10)4

Aotenette 2:30

KcutUt. by Electioneer
Eaiwlu C. (P) 2:25

His Hl<bne» 221
Trapplst
Th» Conqueror 2 -

Zenith 238)5 to 221

Aolrt-u. 2:16)4], by Election-
eer -t

Antecarlo.br h 226X
HUlgo, b m 22S54
Salome, b m, 4- 22SJ4

Alfred <;.. 2:1944, by Anteeo,
2:164 2 (11

Queen Alfred.b m.4, 2:1814 to 2:124

T. O., by Anteeo
Lady O ,2:21 tu 2:10

ADirvoio, 2:1914. by Election-
eer 8 (8)

Cougrazla. b m. 4 2.21

Orlodo 2:W
Zephyr 2:30

Ivolo 2:20J4

Palo Alio. 2:0844, by Elec-
tioneer 6

Pallia, ch m.2
Crenlda, bl m. »
Iran Alto, be 2:19,4

Krutui U
Clav. 2d Bet 8 4

.

Clu-.

AH-r
>[>liiaway. bm,4,2r2»>4 10.-2:14)4
Oljrrtta. HI m, 4, p. 2:2 1', (C

-

Candidate. 2:264, brf

Caliaaya. b id 228)4
CandU.blk in 2:29,4
Catherine, I* m. 4.2r234 to-... 224*

Bow Belli
r ':

Kinging BHls. 4. p
.... 2:164,

All.rft U . . . EloCUOfr

Hay Wllkea. org

Ill

Murnmrr. by '

. r.

I .

.

Juiilo,

Anita, b in
AM,..

Bras
Klrrlrlrlly. 1 IT,, b]

Jewde, b m, 4

'...i Kohl, i .-. Cloy Wllkea
Ji

Azmoor. -.204, by Election-
2:27)4

Mar>* Oaborne, bm,3 DIBECTOR.
*££ ggg|Di™et,,.«:ir.byDtcu»r «

Rro«. 2294. ElecUoneer

OopeUnd,.
Mai -

\\ ,iul-fv. by Eiectloneer
,
10

Abeto.p, 2:21 44 to

AntlDOtm. by ElecUoneer
John Bury, 2:22 to

Hillsdale

Pallia, 228, by Electl neer
John R. Buhlwin
Toll, bin

Marvin. 2:23'-, by Electioneer
Bramblette 2:20

Kichnrd'tt Elector, by Elec-
tioneer

Liidy Vesta', bm 2:21^

Re-Blectlon, 222)4, by Elec-

lurk (3) 2:2S4

KlectrieiaD, by Electioneer
Midi - 2:23)4

Conductor, 244)4, by Elec-
tioner

Kereus.gr g, 3 2:29'*

t'nuiion. by Electioneer
Kitty Caution 2:25?*

Marvin .2234. by Electioneer H25- 1

Bramblette ....222)4 l<> 2:lS)i

Klection, by Electioneer (1)

Little Mac, Ch g, 2:2S to 2:174

Will Crocker, by Electioneer
Irene Crocker, 2:20 to 2:1734

Klectrite. by Electioneer
Eleclrophel.blt b.2 2:214

flt. Ju-t. by Electioneer
Lanier, b h, 'Z:23J4 to 2:20

Rlectrotype, by Electioneer
Election rime p) 2:18J4

Electric Rins. by Eleclioo : er
Major Centllevre Cpt 2:15

Elation 6'iUD, bv Electioneer
Elmor 2:29^

Greenieai. by Electioneer
Greenwood, b g 2:30

Gov 6tanford,2:21,by Elec-
tioneer 1

Clito, ch h, i 2:24M to_ 251*4

May King, by ElecUoneer
Blngen, b c, 2 2:12)4

Pa'kaide, 2:2234, by Clay.son
of Electioneer

Parkland, 4 2:254

Porkville, by Electioneer
ulenville 2:29)$

Rockefeller, 2:29,4, by Elec-
tioneer 3

Leola, brm
:
2:30 to 2:254

Woolsey, by Elec - ioneer
Abeto (p), 2:2154 to 2:1054

St. Ju*t. by Electioneer
St. Justin 2:28

Whip*. 2:274, by Electioneer
Azote, 2:08)4 to 2:0154

Advertiser, bv Electioneer
Nordica (3; 2:19#

Unod GiTt. hy Electioneer
Prince Gift (2) 2:27>*

Elector R. . by Elector (Morrowsr
Rose H 2:29*4

SULTAN.
Sultan, 2:24, by The Moor
Pawtucket. b g 2:2C4
Granada 2:24,4
Sugar Loaf, b h (pi 2:204
Sultan Boy, grg(p) _ 2:1514

gtamboal, 2:074, by Siilum
2 2

Rose, br m_ 258
Belbel 2:30
Slam B.. b h. 3 2:154
Stamboul Belle, b m, 4 2:21
Abdul Ameer - 2:30
Daghestaa 2:25 lo 253)4

mumbow. bv S'amboul
Slambell, b b - „... 2:29'*

Redondo. 2:284. by Stamboul
Potrero, b b _ 2:21

Starr Sultnn, by Sultan 1

Native State 2:144
ftnjah. 228)4. *>>" SulUin
Our Lucky, bh 2:17)4

Vlrnzar. 2:204, by Sultan,

Bric-a-Brac, gr m..._2:2SMto 2:19ij

Calirornla.by Sultan 3
(Salient*. _ 226«
Lodlna 2:27M to 2:18)4

Cloi i-. by sultan
Gentry Love 2:214

GUY WILKES.
Odv Wllkea. 2:15)4. by Geo.

Wilkes 30 (5)
2274

.228JJ
. 2:124

Burlingame, b h, 4....

Wllkea, b h ...

I.l.blk h.3

1

Lndna wiik«-«, b m
br b, 8

A. 1. K.'itii'.uinl. 2:2C.4 to-... 2:1814
.

1
M toi:084

Hahlr Wllkea, 2:1ft, by Guy
Wllkea

228W
1/eonom 2:25

Rdllb Howe Graham, b W
_

1 Joy K.. by Guy Wilkes 1

Dr.Halli 2:11)4

Direct. 2:05'~, by Director

Arthur I, p">

cbell, bl -

Miss Katf. m. - -

unmbletontan Wllkea, by
Geo. Wilkes 8 (6)

2:15)4* Arthur Wilkes, blk b 2:30

- .1 lie, Ch li 2:174
2:22 Wobbling Maid, p 2:29

; 4 to 2:70', Tommy Mac p) 2:154

Secretary, by Director Billy Thornhill. 2:244. by
doe, oil -:--4 Beverly \*. likes 2

LBTalard.by Wn B,1a,^ll,Dl
i."i*;

$'\~'4
Prince Lavalard, 4 .' 04 to 2 16 I

lornblll 2:17

Waldsieln.by M: r m ,

MInnleB.. ._„ -2:30

jaCfc w 2:I9H Great stakes, b h 2:22

SwlflBlrd 22»)i McK In ney, 2:11)4, by Alcyone
Live Oak Hero, by Director Jennie Mc.b m. 2, p 2:20

"-"";:
h n,

; r f^lVcswsi= Si
UC^ '•S

r

..

D,r
.

ec
.

,

.°.

r
..-

-

22o>, ""«>• *« 'I- a18 » *1**
' _. ,„ Wlldnut, by Woodnut

Instructor, by Director Ja.-per Paulson 2:16^
Anaplois,3ip) -•

. f.1 Rami, ch s. 4. 2:29' , to 2:14

Bedworth, 2:264 to 2:22)4
STEIXWAY.

Stelnway, 2:25K. by Strath-
more

Baop Marion 3), p
Algreeor (p)
EiunligDl 2:2.i

Alfredatta _ 2:21

Allau.lora 2:18>q

Bav Rum, b m 225
Ell, b m 2 22'

;

Airitalo.bh [2),p 2cia

Covey, bg 2:25 lo 2:24

Ciias. Derby, 2:20, by Stein-
wav l

Derby Priucess (3) 2:25 to 2:19"4

Strnthnay, by Steinway
Toggles 2-.17J4

NUTWOOD.
J u dtre Sall»burv, by Nut-

wood
Basalita, b m(.4),p 2:10Vj

Thavarmoul 2:274
Daudy Salisbury, ch h 2:244S

to 2:23)4

Happiness, bm (p)..2:lS!4 to " '

John Sevenoaks. by Nut-
wood

Loupe 2:1S(4 to 2:124

Cornelius, bv Nutwood 2
Coryan, bh 2:214

Hawthorne, by Nutwood 15

(2)
Tiltoo Thorn 2:27

Nellie Cloud - 2:27

Frank L. 2:23

Robert E. Lee, by Nutwood
Gleason, bg_ 2:28)4

ECHO.
Echo, by Hambletonian

Aliago »320, by Almont.
Flora G 2:21

., ,-. Huso I. 2244

|[gj Winella - ... 2:28,4

Altoona, by Almont
Lara D,. bm 2:2S
ilavB 2:30 to 2:27

Altoonita, bm 2:224
Bay Bird, by Jay Bird 1

Geo. Ayers, b h,4 p 2:1714

Hal Corbett, b g, 3 2:194
Dr. Pufl, 3, 2:29 to 2:17

Monroe Chief. 2:18)4, by Jas.
Monroe 8 (3)

Sao Luiseto 12:19)4
Beavis 2:25

Chico, b h- 2:20.4 to 2:19)4

Mcl>onnld Chief, by Clark
Chief

Logau.bh _.

Columbus S

Trotters at Autos.

2:30

4 to 2:19)4

Boodle, 2:124, by Stranger 2
Thompson 2:15

Ethel Downes 2:13

Raymon, by Simmons
Lady orace blk m 2:184
Boan Wilkes, rn h, 3, p 2:1254

Gen. Beverly, by Benefit 1 2
Bion.br h, 2:24.54 to 2:1954

Almoneer 2:26)4

The Seer, by Gen. Benton
Lou ?eer 2:24
Riley _ 259

Uossfper, 2:1454, by Simmons
l (1)

miss Jessie, b m, 3 2:1934

Kachum 2:17)4 to 2:16)4

Stanford, by Piedmont
Linda Stanford 2:20)4

Mambrino Wilkes, by Geo.
2:1954 i Wilkes

Deputy, 2:194, bv Echo Erino Trick8
'

D
*
2:1S^ t0 2:13*

Chris PetersoD.b z 2:2-5 I
, Sliuniocolon. 2:13^, by Sim-

mons
Upland, br h, 3„ 2:294

Royal George Jr. (11
714, by EchoBob Mason

1 (2)
Waldo J. gr gin). ..2:13)4 to 2*8
Fred Mason, 2:13,4, to... 2:10

SIDNEY.
Senator, 251,4. by Echo
Jenny Thomes 2:254 to 2:24)4

Sidney, 2 :1954,bv Santa Claus
32 (24)

Lillian, ch m £:26»4

Thelma, blk m .„ 2:24)j
Odditv, ch h (p) 2:134
Edwina 2:21
Lea.ch m -2:24)4 to 2:18%
Edna R., 2:17)4 to - 2:134
Sister C 2:29)4

Sldmoor. by Sidney, 2:1934
General, b g_ 2:18

Faustlno. 2:l45j',by Sidney
Trophy (2) 22934

NEPHEW.
iN'epbew. by Hambrino 28 (2)
Gloria, b m (4) 2:23)4
Meringo, bh 2:26'

Blue Gum (A) 2:274
Ella May 2:194

Xephew (Dorsey's), by
Nephew

Ottinger.bg 2:U)j

PIEDMONT.
Piedmont. 2:174. by Almont
Lorita, ch m, 2:225$ to 2:18.4; Tempest, by Almont

Stanford. 2:264, by Piedmont I
lago, 2:15 to 2:11

Linda Stanford, b m_ 2:20l5 Tilton Almont

Liberty Sontag, by Piedmont
Strangei, 2:17 to... 2:16)4

1 Alio Rex. by Attorney
Boy _ _ 2:2814 Rex Gifford ' 6T s 2:14

Algona, by Almont

Golden West tp) 2:2054 to 2:16)4

Grandissimo, bv Le Grande
Myrtle Thome, 2:2054 to 2:184:

Whippleton. bv Hambletonian J

r

Frank O'Neil, 2:29 to 2:27

Crown Point, 2:24, by Specu-
lation 1

Matilda Y.,br m_ 2:25)4

Albion, bv Gen. Benlon
Pomona. 2:20 to 2:1634

Creole. 2:15, by Prompter
Javelin, b m, 3, p 2:13)4

Alban, 2:21, by Gen. Benton 2
Seylas, b g, 2:24)4 to...- 2:1634

Sterling, by Fgmont
Charivari, b m „ 2:20)4^

Judge Waller
Phenol, gr m, p 2:16

Almont Patchen
Ruby M (p) 2:14

Prince Bismarck, 2, p 2:26

Mark Monroe, by Victor Bis-
marck

Birdroe, b m, p 2:1134

Carr's .Mambrino
Maud H 2:24 to 2:21

Arihurlon, by Hambletoman
5

Pantomime, b m, 2:1914 to... ..2:17 ?4

Xotiingham, bv Arthurton
Lady Nottingham. 3, p 2:134

Wildmout, by Piedmont—
NuUa 2:29)4

OTHER SIRES.
Dexter Prinze, by Kentucky

Prince 26 (8)
Prince Ira, b h 2:19)4
Reno Prince _ 2:25
Maria P., bm 2:154*
Mojave 2:19

Don Shaner (p) „ 2:17
James L., br g 2:1614 to 2:11)4
Prince Nutwood, blk h (4),

p 22134 to 2:154
Paloma Prince 2:17-* to 2:17

Altamout, 2:2634.by Almont 33—22,
"P

Carries., p
Patbmonl, p...

Altao
Vlnmont
WaUula

d d, ]i—
Chehalis, p
EllaT..p

2:21

2fl»)
2:16 to *':09'

2; li U3 221J,
...2:28 . io2:28)
..2:24 4 to 2:21

.. 2:214 '

..2:12 to 2:0944

ilnmlilf-loiii *n Mnnilirlito 5'2ll
by Menelaus 226 — 8

Nettle Ham i3) 2514
Richard w .

Btanwlx, p ..

Valentine, p...

< aryi 1 lame ..

II am rock

226)4
2:2."-

224)4
2:25 lo 2:214
2:21 102:17^

Jessie P. (p) - 2:204

Roy Wilkes, by Adrian WUkes
Sophia R (p> _ _ 220

Carr's Mnmbrino
Maud H., 2:24 to 2:21

Black Pilot, by Sultan
Coal Dust 2:27

Western, by Hambletonian Jr.
Jesse P 221)4

Mnroohus.by Altamont, 22634—1
Klamath 2:12)4 to 2:0&4

Warwick Medium 19141, by
Happy Medium 400

Arbuius, p 2:19)4

Hum 2K07 1-2
Ham Jr... 25114 to 2:224*

Dexter Bradford 1 1», bv Ham-
bletonian 10-2.

Dexter Bradford Jr 2:28

Bi-hon I6SH. by Princeps 536-4
Bishop Hero _..2:24)4 to 2:21

Elm-*, by Mohawk
Gold Charm (p) 2:254 to 2:2334

Glenwood
Moncllo Boy 226

Mnxllllon
Colton Maid 2:27

Benefit
General Beverley 2:21)4

EIU W. 14 toll?
KroaJr ...

Eleclrold 2:80 to 2:28)4

lAilyMn-ctnr 2:25
Mary Well*, b m. 2 (p)
Alice Director, Ik d
2O9Ut0 ...2::174

Direction, blk b, 2: 10 >4 to 2MI|

Sales of Thoroughbreds.

Lexington (Ky.), December 1.—Of Woodward & Shank-

lin's winter sale of thoroughbreds, the following are the best

sales

:

Bay coll, 1, by Aretiuo, dam Libbie L; S. Levy, New
York, $4,700.

Brown colt, J, by Forester, dam Knickknack; Hamilton
Bttble, New York, $2,500.
Bay colt, 1, bv Leonatus, dam Lillian Lindsay ; S. Levy,

$1,500.
Brown filly, 1, by Iroquois, dam Duchess; Hamilton stable,

Bav fillv, 1, by Bramble, dam Velocity; M. F. Dwyer, ISew
York, $1,600.
Black colt, 1, by Hindoo, '1am Brenda; Hamilton stable,

11,400.
Bay colt, by Sir Diion, dam Katydid; Byron McClelland,

$1,276.

Brown colt, by Fodso, dam Creola; Pat Dunne, $1,100.

It is Dot generally known that Adolph B. Spreckels, Presi-

dent of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club, and owner of as fine

a lot of thoroughbreds as ever trod the earth, is also the own-

er of ooe of the prettiest -situated and best-appointed stock

farms in this State. It is at a place called Aptos. about eight

miles from Santa Cruz, just within sound of the beating of the

waves on the seashore. The climate there is unsurpassed, and

as there are about t ,000 acres of level and rolling land, shel-

tered in part by mountains covered with forests of redwood,

cypress, manzmita and sycamore trees. The valley portion

is laid out in alfalfa and ryegrass fields that are irrigated by

the check system from a large lake, which is supplied by in-

numerable springs and creeks that find their source in the

deep canyons overlooking this charming spot. Thousands of

dollars have been expended upon the place, but not one

dollar has been used needlessly, for no matter which way one

looks the variety of natural scenery (supplemented by the

artists and designers' aid to make it more beautiful) sur-

passes anything to b*1 seen on any farm of its kind in Cali-

fornia. It is an emerald gem in the mountains, as well as be-

ing a romantic and picturesque home by the seashore. The
rare good taste displayed by its proprietor stamps him as

one of Nature's noblemen. The hospitality of the place is

proverbial, and every visitor who has stopped there for an
hour or for a week is reluctant to leave. The large Aptos
Hotel, now unoccupied, is here, and if needed would be a
formidable rival for famous Del Monte. Cottages dot the
hillsides, while surrounding them are gardens of rare exotic
plants, orchards that are famous for the quality of the fruit

they bear, and vineyards that would gladden the eye of a na-
tive of the Pyrenees. Barns and prddocks, in which numbers
of the finest horses and cattle are kept, and one glance at

them would substantiate the statement so often made "This
is the best place to raise horses and cattle in California.'

There is a race track with rows of boi-stalls and every ap-

pointment necessary for a first-class course here also, and
a number of excellent trotting bred stallions, colts and
fillies are always to be seen in the buildings.

Lute Lindsey, the old time trotting-horse driver, while
gazing at a magnificent French Coach horse at the Horse
Show, which he had brought from the farm, stopped long
enough to speak to onr reporter of some of the youngsters he
has in charge.

"One is an extra good one," he said. "It is by Eros, 2:29J,
out of Jenny, the dam of Hulda, 2:0SJ. Level headed, me-
dium sized and muscularly-built, she is just right for a troiter,

three years old and is as pretty as a picture, and, if nothing
happens her, will be a second Hulda. She is known by us as

Little Hulda,and I have never, in forty years' experience, seen

her equal. Her half sister, by Stamboul, is also there; she
will be a good mare when 6hegets age. I would like to have
her to prepare for the races this winter. I rather like to

handle one that is nervous. I've had great success in the

past with that kind. Jane L. was cousidered crazy before I

got her and so was Palatine, you remember her. She had
white markings over her back and was nervous as a cat. I
was laughed at for taking her.ibut she got as tractable and re-

liable as any trotter I ever saw ; but there, I did not intend

to speak of what I have done when you asked me about the

good ones at the farm."

"How do you like the youngsters by Aptos Wilkes, the
brother to Hulda ?'* was asked.

"They are magnificent. Tough, wiry, strongly-made, good
gaited, fast and level-headed and have the finest of legs and
feet. I believe Guy Wilkes never sired a horse that will give

his colts and fillies more bottom than Aptos Wilkes. There's

a two-year-old and a three-year-old there that will bear

watching, and if it ever comes to two or three mile races be
sure and buy a few tickets on them for they are of that tire-

less, fnctionless-gaited kind that breeders of the present day
are all striving to get. On the European tracks nothing els*

will do and 1 would like to see some of this good horse's"

progeny there some day. They are all style; Aptos Wilkes,

in my opinion,will show more style than aoy Hackney in this

building."

"You have Cupid, 2:18, down there, too? How do you
like him as a sire?

" Well, I do not like to appear as if I am boasting, but
when it comes to beauty and Kpeed I don't know where yon
can get a better, more promising, or uniform, lot than those

by Cupid on the farm. The Sidneys are all speedy, and yon
know how game Cupid always was ; well, I look for his

progeny to have all these qualities, and when Mr. Spreckels

starts them in the races everyone will be wishiog they had a

few like those he is breeding at Aptos !

"

" What kind of mares are there to cross with these sires ?' :

"They are, as individuals, just what I would select for

great broodmares if I had that pleasure to perform A nun
ber of them are by Speculation, who died in Mr, SpreckeW
possession, and everyone in California who has ever driven i

Speculation will confirm what I say about the good, gams
qualities of all of his descendants. Mr. Spreckels, as you
know, owos Dexter Prince, the stallion that has been at Palo

Alto the past two seasons. He has two crops of his colts,

and I want you to come down and see them. I know you
will enjoy looking at the grandly-formed youogsters. It's j

treat to see such a band and a pleasure to inspect the sound

healthy-looking matrons that are their dams. I am sorry we
could not bring them all up to this show. I believe the

ladies who are wacthiog the^horses in that big ring out there

would go in raptures over them."
"I wish Mr. O'Brien, the man who has charge of the horsei

on the farm, would come up with them. I consider he is

one of the best men with horses I ever saw, and understands

his business thoroughly. He was at Palo Alto with Marvin
and went with this driver to Miller «S Sibley's, but found out,

as many others have, that there's no place like California.

Mr. Claus Spreckels was down there last week and took as

much delight in watching the young colts and fillies as one »

of his kindly nature can. He used to arise early and walk
j

ovei the fields and through the barns and seemed to enjoy

every moment of his stay. He says the climate there is belter

than in any other part of the world. Mr. Spreckels is an ex-

cellent judge of horses or cattle and does not hesitate to point

out any defects in their conformation. Ii's wonderful what

an eye he has for the beautiful. We all wish he would re-

main on the farm and enjoy the life be knows will prolong

his days."
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Are They Trout or Salmon ?

The Columbia river fishermen, others aloDg the Coast and

the San Francisco markelnien btve combined forces in a

pool for the purpose of fighting the law against catching

Bteelhead trout (salmo gairdneri) other than with hook and

line in tide water.

On Saturday, November 21st, the fishermen of Swauger's

Station held a meeting and completed a permanent organi-

zation. Committees were appointed and $230 was subscribed

to assist the pool.

Deputy Fish Commissioner W. P. Huestis reports that he

has been informed that the Eureka and Eel Eiver Railroad

Company have promised to contribute to the fund.

The San Francisco marketmen have secured the services

of a prominent lawyer, and propose to act at once. Their

plan is as follows : Parties on the Columbia will ship a

steelbead to this market, where it will be offered for sale-

Deputy Fish Commissioner Bahcook will parchase the fish,

and will be given a bill of sale for the same. Mr. Babcock

will then arrest the seller, and the Attorney-General will

prosecute the case. Professor David Starr Jordan will then

be called upon to tell the court whether the fish is a true

trout or i salmon.

The steelhead question has been a bone of contention be-

tween practical anglers for many years. The majority do not

agree with tbe learned President of the Stanford University,

and believe the steelhead to be a distinct species of salmon.

Under the present law steelheads may be caught by hook

and line in tide water at any time, but they cannot be caught

by net at any time, and in fresh water can only be caught

daring tbe open season for trout, from April 1st to November

1st. The fishermen wish to net them during the open season

for salmon, from November 1st to August 31st.

The question is whether the steelbead is a salmon or a

trout. Professor Jordan has already given his opinion in his

article on the " Salmon and Trout of tbe Pacific Coast " in

the report of the SLate Board of Fish Commissioners for

1893-4.

The portion of the article relating to steelheads is as fol-

lows :

Another California trout is the so-called steel-head, often

known in California assalmun trout, a fish really very much
like the salmon trout of Europe. The name comes frem the

color of its head and the hardness of tbe bones of its skull as

compared with the bones nf the y.ainnat salmon. The steel

head is fonod very abundantly in the mouth of the Columbia

and other rivers at the time of the salmon run. Its usual

weight in the Columbia is about twelve pounds, but it oc-

casionally reaches twenty or twenty-five pounds. The fishes

seen in the river mouth at the time of tbe early salmon runs

are evidently spent fishes. They are lean and lank, the flesh

is pale and poor, and tbe bones are hard, for all of which

reasons it iB. or ought to be rejected by the canners, although

there is no doubt that the steel-head, when taken at its best,

may be one of tbe finest of all trout. It certainly reaches a

larger average size than any other real trout in any country.

Its scientific name is Salmo gairdneri, named for Dr. Gaird-

ner, of Fort Vancouver, who first discovered the species. The
fact that these fishes are spent in the spring would indicate

& spawning time later than that of the salmon—probably

midwinter—they are probably found in tbe rivers at this

time, because they are returning toward the sea. Steelheads

are most abundant in the Columbia, but they are common in

ithe Sacramento, as well as in tbe Klamath, the Eal River

and the streams about Monterey. It is not unlikely that the

most of the trout in the coastwise streams of northwestern

iCalifornir belong to these species.

Comparing the Steelheads with the Rainbow trout, I find

no differences, other than that the former is of much larger

isize and has a larger mouth, and its caidal fin is square at tip

(instead of forked. But the tail becomes less forked and tbe

Imouth larger with age in all species of salmon and trout. If

a Rainbow trout were to reach the s
:z2 of tbe Steelhead, it

i ought to acquire character similar to those of the latter

species. It is not at all unlikely that the Steel head is simply

a Rainbow trout which has descended into the sea and which

I has grown larger and coarser, and acquired somewhat differ-

ent foim and habits on account of its food and its surround-

, ings. If this be true, the very young Steel-heads would not

> be distinguishable from the young Rainbow trot, and I do not

) know a single structural character of any kind by which the

i two may be separated. Dr. Gilbert writes me that at Astoria

be can distinguish young Steel-heads in the brooks from the

Rainbow trout that live with them. In California neither

he nor I have yet been able to do this. In every other case

: rf closely related species there is some mark, some difference

! in the number of scales or bones, by which we can tell the

tipecies of trout, the one from the other: but in the case of

ff'.he Steel-head there is absolutely no such difference. The
Rainbow trout is a small, plump fish, found in the fresh-water

[ streams, and having certain peculiarities of form and color-

ition. In every internal respect, in every bone and every
1 oart of its structure, the Steel-head and the Rainbow trout

i igree. It is still one of the unsettled problems connected

vith the fisheries of California whether thp Steel-head is a

| listinct kind of trout, or whether any Rainbow trout, placed

, n the ocean or the river mouth, and allowed to feed on the

•ich food which the salmon gets, would not, in time, develop

; nto a Steel-head regardless of the form of its parents. The
•vidence, so far as it is in, is conflicting. There are some

f|
hiogs which go to show that the two are distinct fishes.

,

3ther evidence would show that they are simply forms of the

iame thing, and a still more thorough study of the coastwise

1'itreams of tbis Slate i3 necessary before this point can be

ettled. If the two are absolutely the same, then the name
l Salmo irideu3 must drop from our lists, because the Steei-head

vas first introduced to science and the name of Salmo gaird-

Ikti" is the oldest.

I It remains to be seen whether the ProFessor is still of the

ame opinion.

Mother Goose Up to Date.

THE KENNEL.
DOINQS EST DOGDOM.

The October number of the Fox Terrier Chronicle jost at

hand contains a very interesting description of Mr. Vicary's
noted 'kennel of fox terriers.

C. J. Heberl's pointer bitch Doris is doing such good work
as a field dog her owner has decided not to run her in the

All-Age stake. He thinks he can't spare her that long.

A meeting of tbe Association was held on the evening of

the 19th inst. at Newton, N. C. It was decided to make a

gift of the balance in the treasury, $30 and a few cents, to the

Champion Field Trial Club and to disband the association,

which was done accordingly at an adjourned meeting on the

21st inst

The meeting of the Interstate Coursing Club at Merced
nest week promises to be one of the biggest meetings ever

held by that popular club. Tbe enclosed parks have deferred

their meets in courtesy to the Interstate Club and the at-

tendance will be unusually large. The fare for the round
trip is only $5. The draw took place last evening, too late

for insertion in these columns, bat at present it is expected
that at least sixty dogs will be entered.

Notice to Idiots.—Whenever you see a dog pant in hot

weather or act strangely, kill it. If possible, collect a crowd
of other idiots, and stone it to death, or treat it in such a way
that it bits you in self defence. Then yon are sure it is mad.
The dog, of course, is not mad, and is, as a rule, by far the

most intelligent actor in scenes of this description. To one
case cf rabies there are thousands of human idiots whose
good luck it is that the dogs possess wiser instincts than them-
elves.—Life.

The entries to the Bridgeport show numbers 295, divided

as follows: Mastiff? 1, St. Bernards 23, Great Danes 4, Rus-

sian wolfhounds 2, greyhounds 11, pointers 24. setters 56,

Clumber spaniels 2, field spaniels 5, cocker spaniels 31, fox-

hounds 10, Chesapeake Bay Jogs 1, collies 13, poodles 2,bull-

dogs 7, bullterriers 9, Boston terriers 9, Dachshunds 1,beagles

12, foxterriers 30, Irish terriers 6, Scotch terriers 1, Bedling-

ton terriets 3, Skye terriers 5, Dandie Dinmont terriers 1,

black and tan terriers 6, Yorkshire terriers 3, pugs 7, Italian

greyhounds 3, whippets 3, miscellaneous 5.

The man that cannot see any merits in any dog but his

own or any breed but the one he is interested in : the man
that wrote that infamous report of the last Pacific Coast Field

Trials in tbe American Field says tbat kennel editors should

make the best kind of delegates to tbe American Kennel
Club. As usual we do not agree with him. A kennel editor

should be free to praise or censure the actions and rulings of

any and all clubs. This he cannot do if he be an officer of

that club or a delegate to any parent club. A man cannot

censure himself with a very good grace though we all know
that "'Grandpa" is an adapt at praising himself. It has al-

wavs been our theory that no kennel editor should accept

an? office, judge any show or field trial or act as delegate to

any club. He cannot do justice to either his paper or his po-

sition when acting in any of these capacities.

The Eastern Field Trials.

Little Jack Bunting went oat a-hantlng,

And tried to shoot a email flying;

The gun was so loaded the barrel exploded—
JJnder the daisies he's lying.

Amateur Sportsman.

We give below the summaries of the Derby and All-Age

Stakes of the Eastern Field Trials, as given in current Amer.

ican Field

:

THE DERBY.

Pierre LoriUard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan Eaglish setter

dog Arapahoe, by Eugene T.—Maiden Mine, with Irving

Hoagland's black, white and tan English setter bitch Ranee,

by Gladstone's Boy—Buena Vista.

Manchester Kennel's black, white and tan Eoglish setter

bitch Gleam's Ruth, by Count Gladstone IV.—Gleam's Maid,

with Blue Rtdge Kennel's black, white and tan English set-

ter d^g Domino, by Antonio—Ruby's Girl.

H. K. Devereaux's lemon and white pointer bitch Virginia,

by Little Ned—Pearl's Dot, with N. T, DePauw's liver,

white and tan pointer bitch Sister Sue, bv Jingo—Rooney

Croxteth.

F. R. Hitchcock's lemon and white English seller dog Tory

Fashion, by Count Gladstone IV.—Fleety Avent, with Char-

lottesville F. T. Kennel's lemon and white pointer bitch

India, by Rip Rap— Dolly D-
H. B. Ledbetter's black, white and tan Eaglish setter dog

Marie's Sport, by Gleam's Sport—Mamie Avent, with Avent

& Thayer's black, white and tan English setter dog Patrician,

by Chevalier— Patsy.

T- H. Gibbes' lemon and white English setter dog Mazeppa,

by Rod's Dan—Bondhn Nellie, with Charlottesville F. T.

Kennel's black and white ticked pointer dog KeDt B., by Rip

Rap— Dolly D.

Dr J. S. Brown's black and white pointer deg Kent B., by

Rip Rap—Croxie Kent, with \vent & Thayer's black, white

and tan Eoglish setter bitch Feu Follet, by Count Gladstone

IV.—Folly.
II.

Tory Fashion with Gleam's Ruth.

India with Marie's Sport.

Nabob with Arapahoe.
Ranee with Domino.

III.

Tory Fashion with Marie's Sport.

Gleam's Ruth with India.

1st—Tory Fashion.

2d—Marie's Sport.

3d—Gleam's Ruth.

the all-age.

November ISth.—All-Age Stakes, open to all setters and

pointers that have never won a first prize in all-age open

stakes it the Philadelphia, Southern, United States or Cen-

tral field trials. First prize, $300; second, $200; third, $100.

Forfeits$10, and $20 additional to fill.

Kidwell & Stoddard's black, white and tan pointer dog

Tick Boy, by King of Kent—Bloom, with Eldred Kennel's

black and white Eoglish setter dog Brighton Tobe, by Cana-

dian Locksley—Liddesdale II.

Westminster Kennel Club's liver and white pointer dog

Sandford Druid, by Don Exon—Saoford Quince, with F. W,

Dunham's liver and white pointer dog Elgin's Dash, by
Kent Elgin—Mark's Jano.
N. T. DePauw's liver and white pointer dog Jingo, by

Mainspring—Queen II., with W. B. Meares Jr.'s lemon and
white English setter dog Joyful, by Dion C.—Nathalia.
Norvin T. Harris' black, white and tan English setter

bitch Cynosure, by Roderigo—Norah II., with W. B. Bea-
zell's black, white and tan English setter dog Harold Skim-
pole, by Whyte B.—Nettie Bevan.

Charlottesville F. T. Kennel's liver and white pointer
dog Tippoo, by Rip Rap —Monterey, with Pierre LoriUard
Jr.'s liver and white pointer bitch Rancocas Belle, by Rap
Rip—Mand.

Pierre LoriUard Jr.'s black, white and tan Eoglish setter

Htch Paloma, by Eugene T—Lou, with Whyte Bedford's
black, white and tan Englith setter dog Joe Bowers, by De
Soto—Ralb Gates.

F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan English setter

bitch Torv Dotlet, by Count Gladstone IV—Tory Delia, with
Hobart Ames' black, white and tan English setter bitch Lady
Mildred, by Antonio—Ruby's Girl.

Philip M. Essig's black, white and tan Eoglish setter dog
Rod's Top, by Roderigo—Topsy Avent, with C. N. Power's
black, white and tan English Better dog Revenue, by Antonio
—Nellie Hope.
W. W. Titus' black, white and Tan English setter bitch

Minnie T. by Dick Bondhu—Betty B., with Manchester
Kennel's black, white and tan English setter dog Gleam's
Pink, by Vanguard—Georgia Belle.

Norvin T. Harris' black, white and tan Eoglish setter dog
Tony Boy, by Antonio—Laundress a bye.

II

Jingo with Cynosure.
Tippoo with Harold Skimpole.
Tony Bov with Minnie T.

Gleam's Pink with Rod's Top.
Revenue with Tick Boy.
Sanford Dmid with Rancocas Belle.

Ill

Jingo with Harold Skimpole.
Tippoo with Tick Boy.

1st—Jingo.

2nd—Harold Skimpole.
3rd—Tony Boy and Tippoo.

Hints to Budding Fanciers.

If you have no love for man's best friend, and cannot ap-

preciate his many good qualities, take up pigeons, poultry

rabbits, flowers, or some other hobby, but if you mast try

dogs, then go to a dog show, two dog shows or more if neces-

sary, aleo learn something of the different varieties from

books, and when quite decided as to the kind you like most,

get some really good specimens, secure the guidance of one

experienced for your first selections and learn all you can

from his experience, says the Amateur Sportsman.

Presuming you have made a wise selection in having a

small breed if your space is limited, sporting dogs if you are

fond of the gun or sport, and the larger kinds if you have

ample space for kennel and exercise, the first matter for con-

sideration will be the kennel arrangements. The space vacant

under the stoop, and many similar places have been used, and

experience dearly bought for warmth, ventilation, a dry sit-

uation, light, freedom from draughts, are all important to

health, and consequently to success, either financially, or in

competition in the field, or on the bench. If a barn is

selected, drains Bhould be seen to and manure heaps removed,

for disease attacks dogs as well as other animals. If there

are trees, remember that whilst *hey give shade that is much
needed during the summer, they will keep off the sunshine in

the other months and render the situation dam and cold, and

it is an easy matter to allow creepers to ran up the fence,

giving all the shade required and avoiding other detrimental

influences.

Digs mast not be kept too confined to sleeping quarters,

and the runs should be large enough for romping, and twice

a day, first when let out from the sleeping quarters in the

morning, and after feeding in the evening, a run across the

field will help materially in keepiog them in health and their

coats in good condition. The run should be the ground, not

cemented or asphalt, for such will be found ruinous to the

feet, and in no way conducive to the general welfare. For
the floor of their sleeping quarters, to insure a greater degree

of cleanliness and an easy way of keeping away odors, these

materials may be used, bat boards must be provided for their

beds. In warm climates bedding is unnecessary during the

Bummer, and as fleas breed in straw and other

materials generally in use, the dogs are better without any.

Leaves, salt meadow hay, straw and wood shaving will be

found very suitable for winter litter, and draughts must not

be allowed to go through the sleeping quarters, or sickness

and loss of vigor will result. A bench well above the floor,

that may be turned back when the quarters are cleansed and

so fixed that the dogs may be snag and warm, with the sides

somewhat sloping to a central flat space, according to tbe size

of the dog, for it trill be found that after a day afield, more
rest can be obtained by dogs so provided for, and, if allowed

to select their own sleeping quarters, such like positions will

be chosen.

As to feeding. For various reasons many use biscuits

specially made for dogs, which may be given as the makers
instruct. At any of the large kenneh feeding time is but

once a day, towards evening; and if the sporting, hardy or

large breeds are kept, raw meat is given once or twice a week
in the winter, and other days the meat is broiled in a large

pot, given when well cooked, and in the broth corn, wheat

middlings and oatmeal is mixed with carrots, onions, tur-

nips, tomatoes, beets, cabbage or other vegetable in small

proportions, and when well boiled it is allowed to cool, when
it may be cut up and fed.

Dogs are carnivorous and need flesh diet to some extent,

and excepting, perhaps, those of the pet dog persuasion, a

little raw meat occasionally is needed and may be given to

pups soon after weaning with benefit. Our remarks as to

feeding do not apply to pups, for those jnst weaned will re-

quire food at least three times a day; when five to ten months

twice daily may do, and after this the matured dog system

yma be adopted,
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Pacific Kennel Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club

was held at the Occidental Ho'.el Wednesday evening, Pres.

H Bier in the chair. After the regular routine business the

question of showing dogs with cropped ears was discussed

and the secretary was requested to instruct Mr. James Mor-

tinier.the club's delegate to the American Kennel Club, to

vote against the proposed resolution prohibiting the showing

of cropped dogs at American Kenuel Club shows.

The proposed rule does not atlect the bull terrier classes

materially/as tne breeders purchase dogs of that variety from

England when they want new blood ;
aod in England crop-

ping is prohibited. With the Ureal Danes, however, it would

work a positive injury,.* the best DanesMnie from Ge.ma-

nv where all Danes are cropped. If imported specimens

could not be shown it would injure the future of that breed.

Article of the Constitution was chauged so that seven

members will constitute a quorum, iu place of ten.

The Bench Show Committee reported havingsecured the

option of the Mechanics' Pavilion for May bth„ tb.inh and 9th,

for the next bench show. The question of judges then came

before the meeting, and the members present all favored

James Mortimer, of New York, as judge of all classes at the

next show.

He Did Not Use Ferrets.

I recently met two rabbit hunters in the road, and entered

into conversation with one of them. While talkiog I no-

ticed a peculiar scratching noise, which seemed to proceed

from a game bag carried at his back.

" Surely you are not using a ferret to hunt rabbits with,"

1 remarked.

"Of course not," he replied.

"What have you in the bag, then?"

"Oh ! that iB a little bird," said he, and at once pulled out

a suialfturtle, or tortoise, which had a small chain attached

to a hole drilled through its shell. He then told me how he

used it bv rubbing some phosphorous on the shell, and en-

tering t'he'turtle in the rabbit hole. When he pulled a little

on the chain it would start the turtle along, and by that

method he kept the little fellow moving. When the rabbit

saw the phosphorous shining in the darkness of the burrow,

it would light out at the most convenient place in a great

"
It's a great scheme," said he, "and is equal to a ferret to

drive rabbits out of a common burrow ;
and there is no law

1 was considerably amused, and somewhat interested, but

was inclined to take the statement cum grano salis. Yet, it

might work at certain times and places. It seemed to be a

novel idea, at leas', and a new one to the writer.—Shooting

and Fishing.

Irish Setter Trials.

The field trials of the Irish Setter Olub began at High

Point on Monday last. The entries were as follows :

IRISH SETTER DERBY.

Dr. Wm. Jarvis' bitch Signora, by Signal—Olive, whelped

July 20, 1894.

Dr. Wm. Jarvis' bitch Signorina,same litter.

F E. White's bitch Mollie Gibson, by Dakin—Jessie Fre-

mont, whelped October 13, 1894.

Alfred von Cotzhausen's bitch Lady Finglass, by Finglass

—Lady May Swiveller, whelped March 21, 1894.

IRISH[SETTER STAKES,

W L Washington's dog Finglas, by Fingel III—Aveline,
whelped April 13. 1890.

1 , r U. a. Davis' bitch Loo, by Finglass—Currer Belle I\

whelped July, 1893.

Muckross Kennel's dog Henmore Shamrock, by Muskerry
— Avoca, whelped January 28, 1888.

James B. Blossom's bitch Squaw, by Dorrah Pat—Euby
Glencho, whelped April, 1890.

Alfred von Cotzhausen's bitch Lady Finglas, by Finglas

—Lady May Swiveller, whelped March 21, 1894.

THE tfUJN.

\V. F. Worthington called at this office on Wednesday with

bin R. C. St. Bernard dog King Frisco, by Reglov—Queen

Bess, and to say that he is a good one is putting it mild. H is

head is phenomenal for his age. At eight months old his

muzzle measured 16 inches with Bkull in proportion. His

ears are small and fairly well carried, blaze good, good white

noae and dark shadings and good expression, barring eyes a

trifle light in color. Bone very good, 11 inches at elbow.

Coat good, tail excellent. He is straight but a trifle thin in

second thigh. If he keeps on at his present rale he will make

one of the largest and best dogs on the coast. Dr. Regens-

burger is very proud of him and justly so, as he has owned,

or does own, the Bire.dam, grandam and great grandam.

The entries to the Pacific Coast Field Trials Clubs All-Age

stake closed on December lst.but the first fell on Sunday and

they should have been in on Monday night at the latest.

Those from the south should have been received on Tuesday

.<r Wednesday. ( "> Thursday afternoon the entries, as usual.

were not obtainable. Ho our readers will have to wait an-

other week for this information. We earnestly hope that a

secretary will be elected next year that will attend to busi-

CARTRIDGB AND SHELL.

The well known pug, Mrs. Brittan's Champion Bradford

Marvel, will be shown at the Westminster Kennel Oil

ooming out to the Coast. Marvel has won sixty-two

first and special prizes and should not be far from the top at

the coming show.

Mr. MeNulty has sold through Hugh Mct'racken, the

pointer dog Bllthedale, b» Upton of Blithe—Juno H., to Ar-

thur Sherman: Dinah*, 0*1

Anyone dt iriDg to purchase a Japanese spaniel should

consult our advertising columns.

Goose shooting is said to be excellent at Brentwood now.

The Empires did not have their usual luck Sunday at

Black Point.

Wm. McCrae and two friends were at Autioch on Sunday.

They bagged forty or fifty ducks.

D. B. Alden made one of the binner bags of the season at

Suisun on Sunday. He got 12b' ducks.

Achille Roos was at the Sxa Pablo preserve ou Sunday

and bagged 37 ducks, including several cauvasbacks.

Frank Hart, J. RoberL Mead and Fred Swift bagaed 236

ducks at Jewetls near Portland, Oregon, last Sunday week.

Otto Feudner's hand-loaded shells are getting to be more

popular than ever. His patrons keep him busy loading.

The Board of Governors of the California Inanimate Tar-

get Association will meet at the Olympic Club rooms next

week.

Lloyd Eaton and Chas. Deitz were at the Mallard Club's

ark on Sunday. They walked up a couple of dozen, mostly

mallards.

Governor Budd is reported to have killed twenty ducks

without a miss on the Traylor Pond at the Teal preserve

one day last week.

A number of American sportsmen have purchased large

tracks of land in the caribou country—Newfoundland—to be

used as game preserves.

The next tournament of the California Inanimate Target

Association will undoubtedly be held in Stockton and it will

be well worth attending.

R, Liddle & Co. have just received a new line of sweaters,

tights aod athletic goods, also a new line of wooden duck de-

coys. Call and examine them.

When you go to the Bridges duck shooting, take some

tackle along and have a try at the grilse. They are running

up Coyote creek in goodly numbers.

Two »f the best bags made this season. D. McCrae's 70

big ducks at Teal and W. N. Wetmore's 117 at the Bridges

were made with 48 grains of "Gold Dust."

Donald McCrae was among the lucky ones at Teal station

Sunday. He is always a reliable shot and good hunter, but

on Sunday he excelled himself. He got 70 dueks and a swan.

The ducks included 21 canvas back.

Bell's ark is anchored at Espino a Station and the eveniog

train stops within a very short walk of the ark. There is

plenty of unpreserved ground in that vicinity where excel-

lent duck, goose or snipe shooting can be had.

L P. Bolander got 55 ducks at McGill's on Saturday and

Sunday. Dr. S. E. Knowles was at the club during the mid-

dle of the week and got 63. Tbe shooting was very good on

this marsh on Saturday, but on Sunday it was poor.

The good bags of duck were confined to the Suisun marsh

laBt Sunday. The Sonoma marsh was deserted by the ducks,

and with the exception of San Pablo the bags were very

light all along the bay. At Alviso there were thousands of

ducks, but very few were bagged.

C. W. Burgans brought home 16 ducks from Alvarado on

Sunday last. He was the lucky one. The Spooney Gun Clujb

were nearly birdless, and the outside shooters did not aver-

age 7 birds each. Frank Umphred bagged 7 ducks, includ-

ing 2 cans.

Quail are as numerous as could be wished for, and the

sportsmen all report splendid dog work and fair bags. Ths
best bag made last week was that of Robert Armstrong and

Chas. Pearch, of Napa. They shot near the Russian river and

bagged 122 in five hours shootiog.

OneofthebeBt duck killing records that we have ever

heard of is that of Robert S. Brown and Chap. Northrup, of

Petaluma. On last week Wednesday they shot in one hour

107 ducks, a few mites from Petaluma. Brown had but 50

shells with him, but they accounted for 47 ducks.

There is one thing missing in Snooting and Fishing's page

of illustrations of "days with the gun" and that is a duck

hunter with or without a gum coat, in a pelting rain storm,

with the water pouring down the back of his neck. Duck
hunting is not all "beer and skittles " by any means.

One party, name unknown, got tired of gazing into empty
space for ducks at Alvarado on Sunday last and killed from

75 to 100 meadow larks. This is what we term a sin. Meadow
larks are quite dillicuU shooting when wild, and good prac-

tice for an amateur, but such slaughter as this can only be

condemned by all sportsmen.

The live-bird shooting grounds at Oakland Race Track
will become quite a popular resort next year, after the new
grand stand is finished. The track will be kept up better un-

der the new management and the irrepressible "kid" element
will be less in evidence. Of late they have been a ereat

nuisance and it is a wonder that some of them have not been
seriously injured.

Thos. O'Donnell and Wm. Rendt were at Jer, ey Landing
on Tuesday and bagged fifty seven ducks. They could not

find a solitary duck until dusk when they began to pour into

the ponds by the hundred. They speak in the highest terms

of the accommodations furnished hv Chris Christensen at the

Landing. Chris is fitting up an ark for the accommodation
of hunters. It will be finished in about two weeks.

D. J. McAllen, of Modesto, asks :
" Is it unlawful in the

shooting of geese to use an ox or cow. It is not unlawful to

shoot geese in this State at any time or in any manner ex
cept with a gun larger than a ten bore. Geese are not pro-

tected on account of the great damage they do to thecropsof
chere. It should he remembered that possession on
field, lake or stream of a gun larger than a N> 10

bore is evidence of its illegal use.

The Sportsmen's Protective Association has called a mass
meeting of sportsmen for December 18th at the Knights of

the Red Branch Hall to take action in regard to the " salt

water marsh land" law and for thd purpose of raising a fund
to make a test case and carry the question before the higher
courts. All sportsmen are invited.

W. N. Wetmore, a member of the Pastime Gua Club and
C. W. Debenham made the best bag on Friday and Saturday
of last week that has been made at the Alviso Bridges for

two years if not longer, They killed 114 ducks and one sand
hill crane and refused to shoot at flick afcer flock of spoon-
bills because they were afraid the." would run out of shells

and tbev wanted all the canvas bjck and sprig that their

ammunition would account for. On Sunday they were too

tired to shoot and bafed about the club house.

A lot of market hunters and others are rapidly spoiling the
duck shooting on the Alviso marshes by shooting all night
long on moonlight nights. There has been more ducks on
the Alviso marshes this year than for several years, but they
will not stay long if they are frightened from their feeding

and resting ground at night. Moonlight shooting should be
prohibited bylaw. The hunter not only frightens off the
ducks by the flash of the gun, but wounds and kills more
than he retrieves. At Alviso the hunters have built dams
about all of the wells, and the shooting can be heard the

entire night at these favorite resorts of the mallard and teal.

Part three of S.;hreib3r's Shooting Pictures should arrive

this week. This part contains a picture of Eoglish snipe
shooting and a picture of prairie chicken shooting. Mr.
Frost has treated a difficult subject admirably. The sports-

man is appropriately dressed,in a natural attitude,and looks

like a man who knew what he was out for. The degs, two
setters, are very true to life, their feather slightly wet and
mud-soiled and their attitude good. The meadow looks like

good snipe ground. The chicken shooting represents hunting
in a cornfield in the middle west. The corn is shocked and
the sportsman, as in the snipe picture, is remarkably true to

life. Every sportsman should purchase this series.

The Game Law Squabble.

El Dorado county has passed an ordinance prohibiting
market hunting. The Bee, the market hunters organ, cen-
sured the Supervisors for their action, and the El Dorado
Republican replies with the following able article

:

The Bee asserts that the clubs of weathy sportsman in the

cities are endeavoring to establish game preserves in this

country after the fashion of Merrie England, and that by and
by, in natural sequence, we shall have game keepers, penal-
ties for poaching, and all the other characteristics of that

kind of monopoly.
There may be and probably are some attempts by wealthy

people to control the game of this Slate and others for their

own pleasure, but the value of the game is a mere bagatelle

to the people compared with the land and water or, in real-

ity, the very earth itself, the arbitrary control of which iu

the social development becomes almost unavoidably thrown
into the hands of what the Bee calls classes.

It is uofashionable to say verv much about these things
publicly, but it is just as well to tell the truth occasionally

and not assume that all undue monopoly, and tyranny of
wealth control will appear in the game laws.

The game is supposed to be the property of the -vhole peo-

ple. The land and water and forests of the public domains
are also supposed to be owned by the whole people. Suppoae
that a man should go upon Government land in his capacity
as owner to the extent of his individual interests, and should
fence in a tract tweaty miles square with barbed wire to

monopolize it. Nearly every one would consider that he was
getting more than his share of the public property. Suppose
that a man established an immense sawmill in public forests

and thus reaped a harvest of profit by devtstating tbe prop
erty of the people. There would be complaint made against

him. Suppose another man appropriates the waters of a
stream, converting it to his own private property and selling

it at exorbitant rates to the other presumed owners. There
would ultimately be a row over it.

The same ideas apply to game that apply to other public

possessions. As long as people have fair opportunities to

receive the benefit of their surroundings, they do not com-
plain nor quarrel about technicalities, but let their real in-

terests be encroached upon and there will be trouble. What
they want is practical justice and they don't care about forms.
Land, water and timber have been appropriated wastefully

and piggishly, but there was no trouble while there remained
an abundance for everybody. In the future there will be a
thousandfold more trouble about these essentials to existence

than the regulation of game privileges will cause.

As for the game, the right and wrong comes into the ques-

tion in the amount of it which any man or any set of men try

to appropriate. The man who goes out every day in the

week to seize what belongs to other people as well as himself

is a hoggish partner, and deserves to be treated as a hog. It

makes no difference whether he hunts for market or hunts
for pleasure. The wrong is not in what he is, but what he
does. If sportsmen hunted every dav they would be wrong-
ing their associates as much as the market hunters do.

In thiscouutry, however, the sportsmen are merely or-

diuary citizens, young men habitually at labor, who hunt
perhaps once a week to the individual and who try to pro-

tect the game. They are not wealthy—most of them are
poor. The market-huuters, on the other hand, following it as

a business, hunt every day, and a dozen of them will de-
stroy more game in a season than all the sportsmen of the

county. At one time the deer of this couuty were slaugh-
tered by hundredsfor their hides by this class of men.
So far as this county is concerned, the game laws are not

an attempt to benefit a class, but au attempt to prevent the

extermination of the game by those who care for nothing

but their owu immediate profit, regardless of any other per-

son's subsequent pleasure or benefit.

The arguments of the Bee would apply with the same
force to the killing of fish with giaut powder, catching them
with seines, or other means of rapid extermination. The
general sentiment here objects to market hunting not be-

cause the game is sold, but because these hunters destroy it

so rapidly.

The people generally would object to any gun club or or-

ganization if its members hunted persistently and destruc*

lively in the same way. If a man could kill only a few fish

by giant powder, nobody would object to its use. Similarly if

a man could hunt for market without exterminating thegaraft

iu his secliou, nobody would tr/to prevent his doing so.
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THE HORSE SHOW.

[ConUnued from Pace -105 J

warrants the prophesy, but still better tbe performances of

Ethel Downes, 2:13, and Thompson, 2:15.

Silver Bow, 2:16, is a horse ot high form, grand action and

a heap of speed. Of the blood that has proved itself to be

very best when speed and endurance are the test,and then his

sons and daughters are sure to show the famiiy characteristics,

and with a strong probability of doing still better. Silver

Bee, Rainbow and others are almost sure to corroborate the

prophesy when the time comes to show their full capacity.

It does not follow that the stallions which are not so

"highly represented" by their progeny are not well worthy

of bigh consideration.

Diablo, 2:09}, the handsome and speedy and bred in the

purple, can scarcely fail to mate hi* mark in the stud.

James Madison, massive, strong and fleet has already

shown his "potency," and with better opportunities now
than he his ever had before.

Reluctantly I give up this part of the Tuesday afternoon

exhibition, and when it is recorded that Z)--nbro, Fred Kohl,

L. A. and others, there would be plenty of room for ampli

ri cation.

THE HORSE SHOW IN THE EVENING.

Not at all surprising that the biggest crowds are present

when the electric lights are lending brilliancy to the scene.

During these cloudy days there is a s mbreness in forenoons

and afternoons, giving a semi-gloominess which is alike dis-

piriting to biped and quadruped. Tbe white rays dispel

this in a great measure, and even the hour which marks tbe

recess, and before the first event, visitors make their

appearance there an air of cheerfulness. The picket guard

of the army, as the early arrivals may be termed, are not

fairly settled in their seats before there is a crush at the en-

trance, and from that time on can be heard the frou-frou of

silk, the softer sounds of velvets and satins, as the wearers

find their wav to the boxes and seats,

Bv the time the scenes of the arena are fairly under way
every seat in the boxes are occupied and few vacant p'aces

in other parts of the auditorium. The boxes, being in im-
mediate proximity to the promenade which surrounds the

tan bark covered oval, and all visitors permitted to stand or

march on this part of the building allotted to spectators, tbe

fair occupants of the first row are in plain view.

Too close to be altogether satisfactory, for if one be at-

tracted by a more than usually handsome face, a glance is all

that can be indulged in hy a person who is restrained by the

feeling that a prolonged look would be regarded as extreme

rudeness. Plenty of faces which lempted to a breach of de-

corum, and anxiety for a " last, long, lingering look," but I

found a way to gratify the desire 10 g^ze without incurring

the charge of impeilioeoce. That was to keep marching, a

glance at what was going on inside when tbe tempiatiou was

not so great, a look when the inspiration came that the face

was opposite. If it is rude to stare at one near, but by a little

longer range would not be so ofleDsive, if Dot so gratifying.

Exceedingly beautiful quite a number of those who graced

the Horse Show, stately matrons, younger wives and maidens

all lovely, and yet neither boxes nor seats in that br iliantly

lighted circle as favorable for the di-play ad the grand stand

at Ingleside. A much finer picture when the sunshine lends

warmth and cheeriness to the spectacle, and then the excite-

ment, which sets eyes flashing, gives cheeks a more fascina-

ting glow, is of a different sort than that presented by the

tamer sights of the tan colored hippodrome. Dress of the^e

hcuris unquestionably well worthy the plaudits of those much
better fined to judge than one who would rather look at

faultless face and form than all the robes that Worth and

Kedfern ever designed, but I do know that costumes har-

monized with handsome and pretty fac s, and that there was

a profusion of colors, from bright reds, blues, greens and yel-

lows to the more sedate shades of tbe garments of the elder,

though still beautiful matrons of the gorgeous assemblage.

In striking contrast to babiliment3 of the much homelier

Bex, Some of them quite good looking, notwithstanding the

disfiguring effects of swallowtails and straight collars, tbe

hideousness inseperable from "plug"' hats, and the other

etceteras which compose proper attire. All alike in the dis-

play of black and white and yet with a notable difference

aside from bulk and stature.

A few had a dignified carriage and graceful walk, the ma-

jority apparently little at ease, dubious where to place hands

and feet when at rest, and not a few who appeared like hotel

waiters on a holiday, slipping along with gliding action, and

arms bent in tbe proper position to nst a nspkin upcn.
_

A few looked fairly well. A plank platform was laid in

the center of the arena, and frequently there was a grouping

of "faultlessly dressed" men on the boards. Deportment in

ke-piog with dress. And yet in all this array the first premium

would not be difficult to award. One of them—though the

smalsest of the party—was never in an ungraceful position.

Arms, hands, legs and feet in proper place, tbe only mar the

straight, hisb collar which gave a stiff set to his head, re-

minding us of the fashionable neck gear, when I was a boy,

the unyielding stock or, slightly better,, huge neckerchief

fortified with paper or pasteboard.

Professor H stood Dear, and I called his attention to

the people on tbe platform asking him to give his preference.

He agreed in the decision I told him that our favorite had

spent several years in Paris, but as some of his companions

had also the benefit of asoj- urn in that gay Capital and with

long residence in the Paris of this country, New York, the

giffwas a natural inheritance heightened by education and

practice, the same as Soaol went from 2:18 as a two-year-old

to 2:08}, which gave her the champioojhip of the world and

still holds, "tbe same way rigged."

The professor als 3 agreed with m; that as these exhibitions

were meant to be the grandest kind o! spectacles, in fac:, on

the point of grandiosity, in the lead ot all others, it was im-

perative that the male portion of the pageant should discard

the conventional dress, and come upon the Btage in costumes

appropriate to the occasion. The fashions at the lime of the

'Merry Monarch" would be a good study, and in still later

years there were the glories of laces and rulHes, knee breeches,

hose of bright hues, low shoes with ieweled buckles, powdered

wigs, cocked hats, rapiers and snuff boxes. Gorgeous as the

bird of June tbe beaux then, in all the colors of tbe rainbow,

fitting companions of the belles, and the logical sequence, an

augmentation of revenues beyond the most sanguine expecta-

tions when that improvement is inaugurated.

The show proper on Wednesday night was quite interest-

ing. An exhibition drill of troop A., N. G. C. was pleasing

as to the evolutions, though the horses were of a miscellane-

neous sort, better fitted to carry Flagstaff's noted recruits

than the fine-looking men who occupied the saddle. "Well
i done," I said to an ex-army officer as rather an intricate

l

movement seemed to be very well executed. "Fair for mili-

tia," was the response, and this was a good deal to admit
from one who was graduated with high honors at West Point
and these supplemented by still higher marks in wartime.
The park pclice came in for its full share of plaudits,

I though a few caroms seemed to imply that there was either

a lack of training or that artificial light affected the vision
1

of men and horses.

There was a rustle heard in the boxes when six high step-

I

pers entered the arena. Subdued in tone, a movement which
, told of heightened interest, a demonstration of expectancy, a

J

shaking of silks and satins to arrange the drapery to the best

advantage. This was the first display of the evening which
' gave the bob tails a chance, and accounted for tbe awakening.

|
Promeoaders came to a hall and heads were hanging over

;
the high topmost rail of the fence which forms the outside

1 boundary of the arena, and to folfis who are below five feet

eight io stature gives something of an idea of what the pillory

j

was in the days whea that was such a potent instrument of

I
punishment.
High steppers ! If some one who is away-up in the kind

\
of horse knowledge, which warrants pre oiurns for that class,

1 will explain why they should be encouraged, and give rea
' sonable grounds therefore he will confer a favor. The re-

quirements are:

"High steppers, not under fourteen hands two inches, and
|
under fifteen hands two inches. Soundness, style, conforma-

|
lion and hock action also to be considered. To be shown to

an appropriate vehicle."

Isuppose that all six of the horse3 came up to the require-

ments in regard to action, and one of them had it in such
perfection that stamping the ground with little attempt to

progress was about the only feature exhibited. There
was a trotter of the olden time called Spiledriver. He ac-

quired the name from being "stringhalted" io both hind
legs, hind feet brought up as high as his body would permit,

and they struck the grouad with emphasis. Fore feet had
sympathetic action, and if one had a horse after the pattern

of Spiledriver he would take all the high-stepper premiums
offered. The ooly evidence of disease is the superabundance
of hock action, and as that is oae of the main characteristics

of the class, in place of unsoundness it would have to be re-

garded as a desirable quality which the breeder should Btrive

to perpeluate.

"Appropriate vehicle" gives a wide range for selection

and as two of the same construction did not appear the in-

ference is warranted that however great the number of ex-
hibitors the same conditions would prevail. There was one
which seemed anything but appropriate, arid as that was at-

tached to the winner of the saond priz», it obtained the seal

of commendation.
A car;, excessively high wheels, and with seat elevated so

that the driver was nearly in a s:anding position. A primi-
tive sort of vehicles as there was an absence of the many con-

trivences to overcome 'shaft motion," and the high stepping

gray sent it up and down with such vigorous jerks as to

threaten dislocation of the driver's knees, and without much
doubt affected his back in a way that demanded embrocations

aud porous plasters to remedv the efiects of the shaking up.

As Arabs procure butter by throwing a goat skio bag

partly filled with milk or cream across the back of a horsd

which is forced to trot until the separation of milk and
butter is completed, these high steppers would be valuable in

countries which are minus better systems of butter making.
I have no means of learning how long a time, or the length

of the distance traveled, before the "butter comes" uoder
Arabian formulas, but I am ready to wager my little pile that

with a properly made vessel to hold the cream, that strapped

to the foot-board of the red cart with high wheels and length-

ened shafts, and the grey hor3e to haul it, even on a tan bark
course, the job would be done in one quarter the time made
by the "children of the desert."

I have not the lea3t desire to le3seo the admiration of those

who are partial to that kind of actioo, and therefore the pro-

priety of offering premiums, questioned in preceding pages,

can be justified on the ground that all classes must be pro-

vided for. Neither useful nor graceful, inconsistent with

speed and much more tiresome than genuine trotting action,

if high Bteppers are prized for attracting attention on Rotten

Kow, Central Park, Bois de Bologne, and other places where
society holds sway Golden Gate Park should be provided

fur.

There were hearty, joyous cheers when the fire engines

came dashing into the arena. N"o mistaking the sounds of

welcome, too vigorous and resonant to proceed from the box

circle, though there were sous sigas of approval among the

select, tbe hurrahs cime from throats and lungs not trained

to propriety, and when the unmistakable notes of juvenility,

in reiterated peels, rang abjve all others, it was evident that

the glamourie of earlier days, when to "run wid the machine"
was the height of the ambition of tbe boys of half a century

ago, was still exerting a potent influence. An exciting spec-

tacle to the youngsters, and not without charms to their

elders, as the burnished engines were taken around the ring

at what seemed a hazardous pace.

The horses were up in their duties and with stamina and

activity enough to haul the heavy weights at a racing clip.

Some of the engines were decked with flowers, surely out of

place with so much polished steel, brass and copper in the

construction, and as thai- which secured the premium was not

subjected to floral ornamentation the awarding committee

may have thought that simplicity was a strong point in its

favor.

That the second annual exhibition of the Horse Show As-

sociation of the Pacific Coast has been a decided success is

beyond all reasonable contradiction. That it will continue

in its triumphant career is also assured, and while there are

phases to be amended, taken as a whole.it is fully "up to

date," not very far behind its prototype the bigh festival at

Madison Square Garden.
* *

*

"The Hobart Show."—The daily press has dubbed

tbe exhibition at the Mechanic's Pavilion The Hobart

Show, owing to the lar^e cumber of premiums awarded to

the horses of W. S. Hobart. While it is true that a large

proportion of prizes, for even the Jarge number of entrie8

made, have been secured, it does not follow that there has

been undue favoritism displayed.

That the horses have been selected with rare judgment is

the opinion of those who are well qualified to make a true
estimate, and it is certain that prices have been paid which
should secure very good animals.
Then Mr. Hobart, judging from the little I have seen, is a

natural horseman, and when that is an inherited bent, it

simplifies the education in a wonderful degree. While years
of study and practice might fail in turning out even a fair
degree of competency, expertness is acquired so readily hy a
person who has an aptitude for the parsuit that few lessons
are required. Genius is the word to denote the quality and
it is applicable in the "horse world" as well as in that of a
wider raoge. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Partial List of Awards.

Class 7, stallion, three years old and under four—Fira
prize, $75, to Zombro, exhibited by C. H. Durfee, Los Ati-
geles

;
second, $40, to Fred Kohl, exhibited by William Cor-

bittof Bnrlingame
; third prize, $20, to Iran'Alto, exhibted

by the Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose.
Class 10, fillies, two-year-olds (foaled in 1893), judged by

pedigree, color, size, conformation and gait—First prize, $60,
awarded Numa, whose sire was Sable Wilkes, out of Tabbie
Rosenbaum, by Nutwood, exhibited, bred and owned by Wm.
Corbitt, Burlingame; second prize, $30, Haunani. exhibited
by John F. Boyd of Danville ; third prize, $15, to Aloha A

,

exhibited by the Agnew Stock Farm, Hillside, and Pasonte,
exhibited by the Palo Alto Stock Farm, highly commended.

Class 11, Fillies and colts, yearlings foaled in 1S94—First
prize, $40, to Ellert, exhibited by Palo Alto Stock Farm;
second prize, $20, to Ritero, exhibited by Wm. Corbitt, Bur-
lingame; third prize, $10, to Owyhee, exhibited by John F.
Boyd of Danville; fourth prize, to Vol turn, exhibited by the
estate of George H. Roe.

Class 16—Roadsters, fifteen bands high— First prize, $75,
Hazel Wilkes, ch mare, 2:11J, owned by W. S. Hobart;
second, $40, Lady Indigo, black mare, eight years old,

owned by James G. Chesley, ''Chronicle"; third, $20, Gay
Dawn, bay gelding, four vears old, owned by Agnew Stock
Farm, Hillsdale, Cal.; fourth prize was taken by one of Ho-
barl's horses.

Class 17. pair of mares or geld : ngs, four years old or over
—First prize, $125, to two of W. S. Hobart's new horses, as

yet unnamed ; second prize, $60, to Lady Indigo, a black
mare, eight years old, and Loupe, a black gelding, six years
old, exhioited by James G. Chesley, of the '* Chronicle ;"

third prize, $30, to Soubrette and Algonita, bay mares, ex-
hibited b> Frank H. Burke, and fourth, to Flora G. and
Stratford Dawn, exhibited by the Agnew Stock Farm, Hills-
dale.

Cass 30, coaching stallions, each with three of hiB get

—

First prize, $150, imp. Socrates, owned by John Parrott, San
Mateo ; second, $75, imp. Ingram-Thorpe Gamester, owned
by W.F- Drake, Vallejo, Cal.

Class 33, mare or gelding, over fourteen hands one inch
high and not exceeding fifteen hands in harness—First prize,

$50, Highflyer, ch g, four years old, owned by W. S. Hobart;
second, $30, His Highness, blk g, owned by W. S. Hobart :

'bird, $20, Shamrock, br g, six years old, owned by C. A.
Spreckels, San Mateo.

Class 35, pair of mares or geldings between 14 hpnds 1 inch
and 15 hands—First prize, $100, to Highflyer and His High-
ness, a chestnut and a black, owned by W. S. Hobart; sec-

ond prize, $50, to Ruth and Piggott, two more of the Hobart
string, and third prize, $25, to Sultan and Pasha, exhibited
by Jo Clark.

Class 34, r>air of mares or geldings, between 15 hands and
15 hands 2 inches, shown before a phaeton, T cart or curri-

cle— First prize, $125, to Romulus and Remu?, the former a
bay gelding, the latter a brown gelding, exhibited by George
Pope; second prize, $60, to Peacock and Gamecock, a gray
and a bay gelding, exhibited by W. S. Hobart; third prize,

$30, to another pair of Hobart geldings.

Class 54, saddle horses, mare or geidiog, fifteen hands two
inches or over, four years old or over, up to carrying 160
pounds—First prize, $75, Huntress, a bay mare, exhibited by
Walter Hobart ; second prizi, $40, to Mrs. A. D. Ayers'
chestnut gelding WoodLwn ; third prize, $25, to imported
May Day, H chart's chestnut mare, and fourth to Hermann's
My Queen.

Class 56—Saddle horse, mare or gelding, over fourteen
hands one inch and under fifteen hands, up to carrying 160
pounds, four years old or over—First prize, $75, Stella, hay
gelding, four years, owned by John Parrott, San Mateo, Cal;
second, $40, Bessie, cream mare, seven years old, owned by
C. D. Guigne, 517 Sutter street ; third, $25, Stamboulite. bay
gelding, owned by W. S. Hobart ; fourth, Pretty Boy, bay
gelding, four years old, owned by John Parrott.

Class 40, high steppers—The first prize, $100, was not
awarded, as the judges did not consider that any of the high
steppers shown were really of the first class; second prize,$50,

to a brown gelding, as yet one of the no-name series owned
by Walter Hobart and driven by one of the Hobart grooms
in an exercise trap; third prize, $25,to Hobart's bay gelding.

Cardinal, which he drove himself; fourth prize, to Hobart's
May Dav, driven by Maylard, a gentleman driver who used

to handle the reins in the J. Gordon Bennett coach that went
out of Paris.

Class 61, stallion, mare or gelding, between 13 hands and
14 bauds 1 inch, three years old or over—First prize, $50,

John Parrott's Black Beauty, a black mare, five years old

;

second prize, $30,H. H. Hinshaw's gray mare Katrioa; thiid

prize, $15, W. S. Hobart's bay gelding McNahr; fourth prize

Hobart's brown gelding Pixton.

Class 66, pooy stallion, not exceeding 46 inches in height

—

First prize, $40, Carlisle, owned by A. W. Foster; second, $20,

Buster, bay, owned by Kern County Land Company, Bakers-

field, Caf; third, $10, Mars, chestnut, owned by A. W. Fos-

ter ; four'h, Bud, bay, owned by Kern County Land Com-
pany, Bakerefield.

Class 67, pony mare, not more than 46 inches high, in foal

or with foal— First prize, $40, Top3y and colt, bay, three

years old, owned by Miss Lurline Spreckels, San Mateo ; sec-

ond, $20, Dotty and colt, chestnut, four years old, owned by
A, W. Foster; third, $10: Stockdale Belle and colt, black,

seven years old. owned by Kern County Land Company,
Bakersfield.

Uoicirn team, no class— First prize, silver cup, W. S.

Hobart; second, H.J. Crocker.
Class 18, mare or gelding and best appointed "road rig,"

first prize, $100, to W. S. Hobart's Hazel Wilkes; second
prize. $50, Grove A., A B. Spreckels; third prize, $i5, Jas.

A. Cheslev'b Loupe; fourth prize, Melville Schweitzer's Aleck.

Class 19 A, pacers—First prize, $75, Diablo, William Mur-
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ray second prize, $40, W. Wood. Oakland Park stock farm;

third priie, $20, Fresno Prince, B. Uogan; fourth prize. Bay-

wood, D. and L Mini.
.

38, csrriase horses—First and second prizes, */o and

bart'a brown geldings; third prue $20. Hobart s May

orth prize, George Pone's Bismark.
t _

TtiH Henry J. Crocker cup for the polo pony competition

i
,V liter Hobart, who distanced all his com-

petitors. , ...
it ofmarea -bowo before four-wheeled vehicles

$150. Cardinal and Comniunler, W. S Ho
l.ir: -second prise, $75, t«J uonamed browo geldings, «.B.
Hobirt: third Ptrur^ch and Seirlt. \V. S. Ho-

3ae and Skyrocket, W. 8. Hobart.

t'ii- 49, pair of Hungarian pinies in harness—First

10 Alice and Agnes, A. \V. Foster; second prize, $20,

mas acd Marguerite, A. W. Foster.
_

< las* 53, piir of pinie-J iu harness— First prize, $S0, Tns

tan hi i :; tide, Charles A. Baldwin.

pri a in the drill by Presidio troopi went to Private

Fernand* hoop K., Private Shaw, Battery D., Privats

Croop B . I'nv ite Ben-liok. Troop K.

I I im 58, High School horses- First prize, $100. Mrs. A. D.

gyres' Woodlawn; second prize. $50. Mrs. W. B. Hoper's

Capiico; third prize, $25, Herrmann's My Queen; fourth

prise, Hermann's Perfection.

Class SO, stallion, mare or gelding, ponies and four year-

old-; between twelve bauds and thirteen hands and one inch

—Firit prize, $50. Tack, A. W. Foster; second prize, $25,

Kriskey, Aloha Agnew ; third prize, $10, Rosalie, John F.

Crowley.
I 1 isa 4-;, four-in hands— First prize. $200, Cardinal, Com-

mander, Damrosch, Seidl, driven by W. H. Hobart; second

pr ze. $100, four brown geldings, W. 3. Hobart ; third prize,

> "i", Ya'.rliless, Qneenie, Cockrobin, Addie, Herrman
;
fourth

pria», Kdwin, Edgar, Eleanor, Fred, Henry J. Crocker.

Cla's 36. high steppers—First prize, $100, chestnut geld-

ii i Highflyer. owned and driven by Hobart ;
second prize,

£ (i, Hobart's Peacock ;
third prize, $25, Hobart's Cadet, an

ugly brute, who behaved so badly that Richard Carmen, one

oi the judges drove him finally; fourth prize, Joseph Gram's

bav mare Music.
Class 44, tandems—First prize, $100, May Day and High-

fiver, owned and driven by Hobart ; second prize. $50, Ho-
bart's Peacock and Gamecock ; third prize, $25, Herrmann's

Cock Robin and Addie ; fourth priza, J. Grant's Music and

Myrtle.

Class 62, pony stallions and mares, three years old or over

not higher than twelve hands one inch— First prize, $50, Car

lisle, chestnut, A. W. Foster, San Rafael, Cal.; second, $25

Jack, chestout, four years old, same owner.

Class 65, ponv mare, same height, in foal <,r with foal

—

Oae entry, imp. Lucy, owned by John F. English, 217 Druram
Street, received third prize of $10.

Class 70. jumping class, open to all—First, second and third

prizes, $100, $50 and $25, respectively, and Bpecial prize of

silver cup, offered by the California Jockey Club, won by

W. S, Hobart's Huntress, bay mare, 7 years: Cinderella, bay

mare,6 years, and Sweetheart, bay mare, 7 years, respectively.

Edward Corrigan's Tyro was given the fourth place in this

contest.

Class 72 \, special jumping class—First prize, Hobart's

Huntress; second prize, Wave; third prize, Talbot's Clifton's

Lark; fourth prize, Johnstone's bay horse.

After this race Hobart divided the second mouey priz>

among the several professional jockeys who entered their

horses unsuccessfully.

Class 74, best and best traioed police horses, to be ridden

bv officers—First prize, $75, Ci.pt. 8. M. Thomson ; Becond

prize, $50, E. Compher; third prize, $25, S. W. Harper;
fourth prize, G L Bennett.

Class 75, best pair draught horsss weighing over 1,500

pounds each— First prize, $50, to Bordeaux and Corraine,

exhibited by the Kern Countv Land Company of Bakers-
Geld.

Class 70, best pair of draught horses, weighing over 1,500

pounds each—First prize, $100, to Tom and Turk, aged tnret:

years, and height 16.2 and 16 2J hands respectively, exhibitor

Kern County Land Company, Bakersfield; second prize, $51',

to Bordeaux and Loraine, bays, height 16 3 hands, aged fou<

and three years respectively, exhibitor Kern County Lam I

Company, Bakersfield.

Class 77, stallions four years old or over— First prize, $60
to John L, exhibited by Hill & Rodehaver of Petalum*;
second prize, Capitaine, exhibited by the Hopland Stoci.

Farm.

A Diversified Gathering.

Compensation.

Nothing could better illustrate the capabilities of Kern
county's adap*bility in the item of live Btock production than

the versatility of the exhibit made by the Kern County Land
Company at thisour second annual Horse Show. Prize win-

ners in two elates of large draft horses, and prize winners fur
sm»ll Shetlan 1 ponies (each of the extremes decked with
blue ribbons). Horses for all purposes; speed, pleasure, work
and show; graceful and gentle horses for ladies' light driving;
elegant coupe and carriage teams; massive and perfectly
formed draft, cart and drag teams; horses that give promise
of winning fame and monev as track performers by such noted

UgOQi, aire of Flying Jib; Bismarck, sire of Ladv
Markham: Kentucky, Exile and Westmont, all of this grand
aggregation of giants and pigmies bred in the purple. Truly a
creditable showing and one that speaks woodronslv well of

olUbte resources of Kern Co. Oae little beauty by
Exile, out of a thoroughbred mare, was highly praised and
greatly admired, perfect in conformation, the very embodi-
ment of i peed, ^race an(j endurance. A span of ''palomini"

lies with roached and quaintly turned
silver manes and tails was one of the noticeable features of
the exhibit. As all this collection of horses are to be on
view for a week longer, we will have an opportunity of
"peaking of them mire in detail. Immediately after "The
Show 1 1 ire to be taken to the stables on Buchan-
an street, corner of Birch Avenue-, and Mr. Thomas, the
genial representative of the Kern CoDDty I.ai.d Company,
under whose immediate charge they are, will be pleased to

intending porcfiuers, as it is the intention of
Losell them; find rarely one must be captious

i mot be Baited, with inch a rare and diversified
i Mr. Thomas wishes n I tare all those
'hem that moderate prices will prevail

andwe, individually, will assure them of gentlemanly and
courleoux treatment.

Down amid the clover, where

The old horse spends his days,

The busy bees fly homeward

By many winding ways.

And butterflies in bright array

Flit here and there the livelong day ;

And west winds whisp'ring as they go.

Sway each pink blossom to and fro,

While passing birds amid the trees.

Fling sweetened echoes to the breeze.

Down amid the clover, now.

He dreams the tours away.

That ouce were tilled with life and stir
;

When each succeeding day
Brought throngiug crowds whose eager eyes

Beheld him win the prize ;

When high upon ihe roll of fame,

His was the first, the highest name,

And now his limbs have scarce the strength

To cross the meadow's dewy length.

Down amid the closer

He takes his well-earned ease.

Content to nip the velvet turf,

Or rest beneath the tree

;

Aud tho' for him no laurels shine,

The roses still his path entwine.

His was the crown in youth's bright hours.

And now in age, with birds and flowers.

And sunshine round him soft he goes.

Towards the evening's sweet repose.

A Noted Son of Vulcan.

Flying Jib, 1:58j-; Stamboul, 2:07 -V ; St. Julien, 2:11$
;

Aionis,2:lH;Rarus, 2*131; Lucy, 2:14; Goldsmith Maid, 2:14;

Hulda, 2:08i ; Sweetzer, 2:15; Occident, 2:16$ ; Arab, 2:17
;

Fullerton, 2:18; Nutwood, 2:18; Graves, 2:19; Bodine. 2:19J:

Overman, 2:20-1 ; Sam Purdy, 2:20i ; Clementine, 2:21 ; Ab-

bottsford, 2:21* ; Oakland Maid, 2:22; Voloey, 2:23;

The above list of horses whose feet have been prepared

for action by Mr. Martin O'Dea, the scientific and conscien-

tious proprietor of the St Julien Farriery at 126 Geary

street, has justly earned for him the title of " An Artist in

Iron." A visit paid to the St. Julien, or as it is more favor-

ably known as Martin O'Dea's ahop, Berved to impress the

necessity of education, skill and observation in the proper

shoeing of trotters. Mr. O' Dea has shod all our famous flyers.

Ooe naturally supposes there must be some particular rea-

son for the uoiverial selection of any ooe man to whom such

fleet and valuable horses are entrusted. A look at the skill-

ful way in which the proprietor (for be i'. knowo that he

does the work on all particular jobs himself) deftly hammers
and draws the iron with quick, nervous strokes, shaping and
fashioning the metal to the desired shape, convioces one that

he is well entitled to the name given him at the head of

this article. Mr. O'Dea is no straoger in our midst, having
been continually in the same line of business since 1869, dur-

ing which time he has shod not only our fleetest-footed

horses (in a turf sense), ^ut all classes are alike sure of the

same conscientous treatment at his hands. He has seven

men constantly employed, and not one that does not excel in

his particular line. Po great is the fame as a thorough and
skillful workman of Mr. O'Dea that he is frequently called

to go into the interior of the State to attend to difficult and
complicated cases of shoeing. His shop is beyond all doubt
the most popular one of its kind in the city, but Mr. O'Dea
hss given it a reputation throughout the State as the shop
par excellence of tire and scientific shoeing.

Mr. O'Dea, aside firm his professional services to the horse-

men, is one of our most pronounced and outspoken citizens,

progressive in his ideas and ever laboring for the welfare of

San Francisco. He is ably assisted in his shop by his son, a
sterling young man and to the ''m^nor born," for whom we
bespeak a brilliant future

—— -—^»

The attention of nearlv everyone who attended the Horse
Show has been attracied hv thesplendid displav of harnesses,

blankets, etc., on most of the fine horses exhibited, acd whea
it is known that John A. McKerroo, of 203 Mason Street,

the well-known harness maker, manu ractured these, exhibi-

tors as well as the public can lake pride in the fact that they
are nfhome mannfacture. In this line of goods there is no
need to send to Fiance, England or Germany or the Eastern
States hereafter, for he can till every order.

The attention of everyone »vho visits San Francisco and
those who are here is called lo the many advantages the Pal-
ace Hotel has for the entertainment of guests. Everyone who
wants to see anyone of note goes to "The Palace" and they
are sure to meet those they are seeking. The prices are
most reasonable and we take pleasure in recommending this

hotelrv and do not hesitate to state that it is the " finest in

the world."

On Tuesday, December 17th, the Rancho del Paso Stock
Farm will sell in this citv a choice collection of finely-bred

yearlings and two-year olds by such sires as Sal valor. Sir

Modred, Darebin. Midlothian, Maxim, Martenhurst. Tyrant,
Torso, Calvados, 8t. Andrew, Filzjames, etc, out of the best-

bred mares on this great farm. Many a bargain will be
secured at this sale.

Peyton i a Barry has sued James Neil to gain possession
of the race horse Perhaps, which has been running at the
Bay District track, under the defendant's colors. In case the
horse cannot be delivered she demands $1,000, its alleged
value, and also $1,000, damages for its unlawful detention.

Et. X. FiTZ'iERAi.n, Hartford, Conn., writes: I have had
occasion several times to use Absorhioe and it works like a
charm in removing soreness and puff] on noises. 1 cheer
fully recommend it.

<
'. A. Magoon, Chicago, III., writes: I cons :der the Aom.<-

bine rightly named, an it completely absorbs all bunches
where applied.

THE 8tall ion Hoodie, 2:12$, described in another
column, is at the Horse Show with his daughter Kthel
Dowries, 2:13.

Amanda W. Reed yesterday tiled at Los Angeles her
petition for the probate of the will of her late husband,
Simeon G. Reed, who died at Pasadena, November 8th. Mr.
Reed's California property is valued at $130,000. The bulk
of his estate is located in Portland, Or. and is variously es-
timated to be worth from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000.

XSox-ae Owners Sb.oal(3 rCxpy

CORflBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL
Prepared

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible tr> produce any scar or blemish. The Safeuft

bc«t BLISTER c-veru.-ed. Tukes the place of all lini-
ments for mild or severe action. Hemoves allBunehett
or JilemlshcB from Horses or Cattle.

AS a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sere Throat, E:c, it Is invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE SfrShonXGSM
ounce more actual results than a whole bottle of

any limment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is War-an-

ted to cive satisfaction. Price £> | .50 per bo" _, Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circular!,
testimonial*, elc, Address

j

THE LAWRENCE-WILHAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

UW,U Stae & Co
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

Carpets,

Rugs,

Furniture,
Drapery-

Materials,

Lace Curtains,

Window Shades
ORIENTAL RUGS

Modern and Antique, in Great

Variety

641-643-645-647 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

*•-... "into tv#r ice* srut nucn
iHOMuG p*ars PrrAffifO.

i ,- ...-, -.- jj;r -jiii re* '«! etciric coast n rmsr sr $ r

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Oj en-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE - - - $18.

Tnese Timers start and stop promptly, and are as

-pliable as the best spill-second watches made.

A. HIRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter St.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR SALE.

Genuine JAPAXKSR SPANIEL, male, twenty
months old, live Inches lilftb.

331 Kearny Street, Room 4 tUpslairs).

Pastime Cocker Kennels

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollle,

A. 27.8S0. Jessie M., A. 30,18-1. Peg WofflugWn 29,758

aud Railette.

Pups tor sale. Address

Mil IKH A PRATHER, Proprietors.

W. L. PbATHEKJE., F. E.MlLLER.
537 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. -165 Tentb St., Oakland

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stdd—Tbe best bred Irish Setters in America.

KIIVULAB JR.. 31,189.
UA-BYMOKE, 34.H02.

n von want an Irish Better that will hnnt, call

or address
GLEKMOKE KKWFI.S.

"West Berkeley. Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK RW1V-
ELKK, fee $-25; Challenge \KMO ll.feeSZO.
Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show

and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A B. 'IRUMAV,

;i425 Stelner Street, near Eilis, San Francisco.

Shooting Pictures.

Of Interest to the Sporting Fraternity.

Messrs. Chas. Scribner& Sons beg to announce the
publication of Mr. A. B, Frost's renowned shooting
pictures.
Mr. Frost has long bet-n known to all enthusiasts as

theoDe ariist able to portray burning scenes with the
spirit and feeline of the true sportsman; his own great
love tor shootln?. and tiis familiarity with nature as the
hunter knows and sef s her, shows itself mott strongly
in every line of his work.
For many years the artist ha<a been making sketches

anu studies with the idea of preparing a series of repre-
sentative SHOOTING PICTURES, which will be recoa-
nized as accural* and reai in every de'ai' These eieht
water colors have been reproduced in fac-vlruil- with
the utmost care, and the publishers believe arn the
most perfect specimens ot color reproducii n of their
kind ever executed. Among the surjectr tr ated are
tbe following:

It hi Kbootine, B-y w nfpe. Ruffed Grouse, urn -

mer Woodcock, hn^ii-li r*miic. Ducks from a
Blind, Quail »»hnoffn«, Quail- » I'eaii Maud.
Each piaie is mount"1 on heavy eardhoard, 19x26

inchr s,so that it mav be framed at once if desired
Mr ' harles l>. I anit-r who write- the accompanying

text, gives an increased interest to 'he series of pictures,

and u riles as only tbe real s'lirtent of liird lit'- and the
woods can His "pases are illustrated by pen-and-ink
drawings hy Mr. Frcst
To those desirine further information regarding tbe

Portfolios, please call or address
• "AK- NCKIBXKH & SOIV«

331 Montgomery St , Room 31, S. F

VETERINARY.

DE. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENT
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. AY,

Veterinary Department
University of California,
Cor. Postand Fillmore Sts , San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CCNMNUHAM, Secretary.

b. a, am, d, t. s.

Veterinary Surgeon
Ollice and Inflrmary at Veterinary ( ollege.

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets. San Francisco

Telephone West 687.

All diseases requ'rinu surgical treatment a
specially

G. D TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VKTERiKARY DEKTISI
Id San Francisco. OFFICE: \KVAUA STABI.' *,
1350-1332 'Market Street Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

X>X". Wm. F*~ 3E3saxl
M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. 8

VETERINARY S U R U E O \ .

Member ol the Royal College ot Veterinary Sui
geon.1, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinarj
Medical Society; Graduate ot the New Veterinan
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to tht

Board oi Health, for the City and County of San Fran
Cisco; Member of the California state Veterinary Med
teal Association

.

Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed
to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California BL, Telephone 66; Si
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San I*ranclaco,

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
Ban Francisco.

OFFICE iiurss:

7 to 8 a, m. and 4 to 5 p. ru

Telephone 3651.

Clabrough., Golcher Sc Hoi breeders' directory.

GUNS

Gun Goods

GUM
Gun Goods

!

A
montb

enle°'B m"ler tMBlleidlnK 60 cents per lne per

ffPRBBS AND CATTLE.

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

BULLS Dev°ns «»« Shorthorns. All pure bred and
' 7 i u ,

"^(ered. tine Individuals. At prices
I
° '"A"^ '[""*• M"" *>""y " r '" carload lots. Oatwood Park Stock Farm, Danville. CaL

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds.
from the best Butter and Milk StockBERKSHIRE and P"LAIVl>-CHINA HOGSAlso best varieties ot Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM Ml.h- & CO , Los Angeles, CaL
Breeders and exporters. Established in 1S76.

WHOLESALE DEALERS,
But we do r^t il our goods at very low prices For Instance, we sell bunting coats at
Si . #2. $'*, $:t. AO. £ I. at ft, but' ur new sk' leton coat at 8'2 and our new quail
coat atN:t, have advantages we can describe. Then we have them In leather and
corduroy, as well as in waterproof canvas and oiled rubber, both light and heavy.

E. T. ALLEN CO.
FIREARMS, FISHING-TACKLE, SP0RTIN3 GOODS, ETC., ETC.

4 Hi Market Street - Below nn. ll mi'> F.
Telephone, Main 1013. Cable "Etallen."

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims tor superiority are as follows:—

Fl R8T It is nit affecred hy hem, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
»h< o\ () It whl not cause headache.
THIRD It Is under ail conditions the safest powder in use, as It contains no nitroglycerin e oreun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined aud ignited by fire, as In the loaded thell in the gun
FOURTH It has a lleht recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is the quickest and has tbe greatest killing power at any distance.
-I \ I ' H It gives tbe best pattern at any and all distances.
K\'h \ TH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.

hHi H 1 II It can be used in cheap pnper, or lirn- shells with any primer.
MATH It is the cleanest powder in use, and if the eun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on thecoutrary, the residue has preserved tbe metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more alter fitly shots than after the first. (After
shooting other nowders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD UDVT.")

TENTH It is the cheapest po«vder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to tbe same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

e®~ Forsaleby all dealers in Powder and Spo'tlng Goods.

s£f!
,fu

i, ftothe- to Grandee, tbree-year-old record
2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, tor sale. AddreL
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena Cal

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TBOTTERS.

A splendid pair of roadsters, one of tbe finest buggyteams in the city, is offered for sale. They are well-
lirwl, last, stylish, and perfectly gentle-sate (or a lady
to drive. In breediDgthey cannot be excelled, being
of tne most fasbimable strains. Any gentlemanwinning a last team will find a bargain in this pair<.f
trotting mares. They are oDly four years old and,
being untrained, will continue to develop speed bv
c-aretul handling. They are slightly below medium
size, hut of strong confer aiion and perfrctlv sound

ins team may be seen at the Dexter Prince Stable.
><jy > rove street, near Baker. They will be sold at alow price.

ALSO FOB SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and

Business Horses

- BBED AT THE -

DUPON ISPORTING POWDER
BTow^ Ready.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be li-aded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure
Second—It ives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public.
Third— It is cleaner in tbe gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what Its name would Indicate, smokeless.
Filth— Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use ot any other powder
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best; hard, quick, well-suited tj trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not aflected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
U l\\r It OF (ill tMl AMERICAN HANDICAP

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from tbe breeder
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals ai
lowest prices. Colts and Allies are offered for sale by
that great young sire. PILOT PRIN* K; abo by
Dexter Prloce. Sidney, Victor. •2:22, a randissimo 2-23^,,
George Washington, 2:16, "El Beaton, 2:23; Don Mar-
vin. Zi22, etc. These have all been bred at tbe Napa
Stock Farm and are out of first-class mares.
Promising colts ot tried speed lines will be supplied

to trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready fir track work are offered forsale.
Bro< draares are also orb-red for sale by Woodnut,

2:lti, Dawn.2:l8ij. Urandissimo, 2:23'i., Dexter Prince,
Hawthorne. Arthurton, Naubuc- etcA feature is also made of supplying good livery and
business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represented.

Having been raised on tbe upland pastures of the Napa
Stock Farm they have the best of feel and legs and
will therelore stand hard work. All stock sold from
this farm bas given the best ot satisfaction. Bargains
areotlered to ail desiring to purchase good stock of any

If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write for
information.
Full particulars may be had regarding the above by

calling at Heald's Business College, or by addressing
h. P. HEALD.

24 Post Street, San Franclaco.

L

oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Aak your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Wildidle Stock Farm

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

A>1> THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL.
Particulars of WM. OSBOBNE, Box 223, Saula Clara.

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

R. LIDDLB CO.'S
Sportsmem's Outfits.

ninii)Mi;inii-;i:i «T.
Open Saturday Kveutngii.

SKK OUR

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new book— free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

= OFFERS=
F'oic Sale
4Hl'\[)Kl, chestnut horse (brother to Janus), foal

of 1891, by Dubeot Norfolk, dam Elaine, by Wildidle.
CARtiYt. chestnut fitly, foal of ISm, by Duke cf

Norfolk, dam Elaine, by Wildidle.

^HK^'MJT FH.i/V. foalot IS94, by Duke of Nor-
folk-Elaine, by Wildidle.

I oil * bay filly, ioal of ISM, by Brutus, dam
Young r.adv Hercules', hy Duke or Norfolk, outof Lady
Hercules, by Boots, by imp. Hercules.

BtY • ILI Y.foal of 1894, by Imp. Merrlwa, dam
Young Lady Hercules.

CHKSTNUT ' Ol.T. foal • f 1801, out of a eister to
Dunatban's Hubert Earl, by John A., dam Lottie J.

CHK8T\CT COLT, foal of 1891, by Duke of Nor-
folk, dam Lakma, by Jobn A.
For information and prices apply to

W. L. APPLEBY,
Bay District Race Track.

Or M. V. JORnAN.
Laurelwood Farm, Santa Claru.

ALL HOR^KS IN TRAIN1NO.

Also For Sale.

DUKE OF NORFOLK
and I ' Itihi.i in !

r
« among them

\l.ll,-(>\. < \KMB\.
HISI'HR TO WILilWOOD,

>l VY D. , Etc., Etc.
Also weanlings.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, *—

X

I Cubcbs and Injections. \WfiH J

I They cure in48 hours the V J
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience, SOLO BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Guide and Hunter cocoanut-oil cake.
For British Columbia and Alaska. For particulars
address

W. i;l liliiDlil-,, ^nhli-n, British Columbia.

No betler feed for dairy cows and stock. For sale In
1
11 Kin 1 1 tii :. In *

OIL WORKS COMPANY
Apply to KL DORADO LTrTSKED

-l I
1AN Y , :us California street,
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THOROUGHBREDS!
jas^HiEs A.rrauctioiv

gALKSYARD CORXKU VAX XES» AVKXCE A.VD

MARKET STREET

AT 7130 P. M.

McKERRON
nnpnif DTT
y II ^J |J ]^ ^J X X - ^jjM ^fe"7 [l-SDEE CANVAS AND BY 1LECTEIC LIGHTS]

It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect rpTjggjJ^Y, DECEMBER 1 1895
control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOR SALE BY

Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

San Francisco. Cal

YEARLINGS—Get of imp. Mariner, Sobrante, Midlothian, imp. Martenhurst, etc.

Also twenty-eight noted broodmares, among them the dams of DON CARILLO, £L KAYO
DARE, SAM LEAKE, SOBRAXTE, SEASIDE, SEA SPRAY, MOLLIE R, RE-
JECTED, Etc., Etc, together with the well known stallions

iMP. MARINER and SOBRANTE
PROPERTY OF

203-205 Mason Street
TELEPHONE No.. fOUTH WO.

BLAKE, MOFPITT & TOWNB,
IMPORTERS A.VD DEALERS IX

BOOK, NEWS, WRITING
and WRAPPING PAPERS.

Card Stock, Straw and Binders' Board, etc

STOCK FOR STALLION CARDS
AND RACE PROGRAMMES IN GREAT VARIETY
512 to 516 Sacramento Street, - - San Francisco, Cal

Brunch Houne-PORTLAXD. ORE . and LOS \XliELEi. CAL.

-WML.
Celebrated Newmarket Toilet Clipper.

NO STABLE COMPLETE WITHOUT THEM.
For Sale by Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, X. J.,

Manufacturer's Agent for the
Write for a special list.

&

U.S.

RED BALL BRAND

V warded Gold Med r.

\l California State
Fair 1892.
Kv.-ry hors* ownoi

Alio values his slock
-li uM ci.nsiamlv have

!

supplj oi li oil hand.
il roves and keep*
•tork in Hit- pink of con
lltli n.

Manhattan Food Go.,

-mi Mnteo. Cal
. Ask your grocer or bay dealer for It.

Ihi- Uraadlr-Bm) Itnre Mar

ROSITA A., 2:15 1-4.
IN FOAL TO DIRtCT. 2:05 1-2.

•I W. VI, \ tfr'O I'll' nonnliMi, t'nl.

mm*
Business College, 24 Post St

' o.

ar acbool on the Coaai.

- P. BKALD, Pi 8. HALKY,
avfleod tor Clrei-nc*.

THICK, SWOLLEN
GLANDS can be

removed with

ABSORBINE
Bunch or Swelling

caused by si ralnorbuQam-
matlon. i?2.oo per bottl ^.

Druggists, H:irni'ss Deal-
I direct*

W. P. YOUNG, P. I». F .

j
Ho, 34 Amherst St., SprluiirJeld. Mas*.

ESTATE COIj. H. I. THOKNTON.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1895.
YEARLINGS AND TWO-YEAR-OLDS,

SALVATOB, SIR MODEED, DAEEBIN, MIDLOTHIAN, MAXIM, MARTEN-
HURST, TYRANT, TORSO, CALVADOS, ST. ANDREW, FITZJAMES, Etc.

PROPERTY OF

H^a-INTOHO X>EIILi PASO.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18.
Yearlings— Get of Imp. Midlothian, Imp. Merriwa and Peel,

PROPERTY OF

JAMES H3. CHASS, SSQ,

Bay Colt by Martenhurst, out of Songstress, by Luke Blackburn
;

Bay Colt by Martenhurst, out of Mabel F., by Loogfellow.

property ov -

S. E. LARABIE, Deer Lodge, Mont

Catalogues Tliointon sale now ready.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19.
Tl3.o Tod.li\inter TliorouglilDrecis,

Comprising 15 Broodmares and 11 Yearlings.

Tbe broodmares embrace such noted onesas HAtDEE (dam of Rev Alfoosa), EDA (dam
of Chas. Quick), LIZZIE IDLE (dam of Jim Duffv acd Priocees First), KATIE A. (dam
of Tieress), LIZZIE HOOKER, ANNIE KOOKEY, etc.

The yearlings are from these nitres, and the get of imp Merriwa and Prince of Norfolk.
Also "two trotting-hred yearlings hy Silver Bow.

Catalogues now being prepared.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street.

San Francisco and Nortb

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OP CALIFORNIA.

Tbe Flueal Fishing ami Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLO.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

PACIFIC GOAST

JOCKEY CLUB
IM.l I--HIK TRACK)

RACIKG EVERY DAY

THE BOUTK TO

san rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beantliul towns.

THK BKST CAMPIXH OROl'NI).'- ON
TH B COAM.

Tickjct Office—Corner New Montgomery an
Market street*, under Palace Hotel.
G knwuj. Ovfivk—Mutual Life Building.

It- X. R1 \\. lirn. Pam. Attl

tXCEPT SUNDAYS.

RAIN OR SHINE.

Kl»e or More Karen Kacb Day. Rarei 8la t

at 3 p. m. itharp.

ADMISSION $1 CO

Take Southern Pacific trains at Third and Towdsend
treet depot leaving at IS, I2&6, 1:43 and -:15 p. m
Fare for rouDd trip, Including admission to gTand
stand, ft. Take Mission-street electric line direct to

track.
A. B. -I'll M hi. LS. l»rr iHent.

W. 6. i.M h K Secretary.

.
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SECRETARY,* DOUBLE.
DISK AND •IB-nil. PLOW.

Patented October 2;, 1SS5.

The" Spcretary of Agriculture Says:

I am inspired to allure the inventive genius of all interested

i" study the possibility "f a plow which shall loosen and tear up
tin' bottom of the furrow to a depth of say two or three inches

below the cul of the plow. I do not mean to have the ground

turned up, but simply to have it loosened, so thai the rains ma\

percolate below the depth of the furrow instead of being forced

to riin off, as though the furrow were aneave trough. The object

that I seek is to stir ami separate the earth at a greater dc'plh

with the same plow than it is possible to stir or separate it with

the cf-ntrivance or implements for plowing now in use.

A Revolution in Plowing. A new indention. Every-
where pronounced the improvement of the Century in

agricultural implements. A departure from the wedging principle

as embodied in the plow. Better pulverization and stirring of

the soil. Better penetration. A brealcing-up of the present sys-

tein of impact and glazed furrow bottoms, retaining the moisture

where it falls and preventing washing of the plowed ground Has
pnly to be seen in operation to commend itself. Made as a single

sulk)- or a double gang.

DEERE IMPLEMENT CO.
305-307 Market Street, San Francisco SECRETARY, SINGLE

Dl-K VM1 Sl'BSOIL PLOW.
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'J he Stocic Offered for Sale is out of V% ell-Bred jyiares. <ind by such Famous Sires as

ALGONA 11,543, KENTUCKY 19,239,
Sire of ADDIE K, 2:10: FLYING JIB, 1:58}, and WARRINA, 2:25. Sire of HOLLY, 2:28}.

BISMARCK 19,240. ALASKA 14,429,
Sire. of LADY MARKHAM, 2: J 7 3

.

Sire of LENA H., 2-29}, and many others.

An opportunity to obtain any of this magnificent collection will be afforded by calling at the private
stables of the KERN COUNTY LAND COMPANY, on the corner of Birch Avenue and Buchanan
Street. These animals are all for sale, and every facility will be accorded visitors to critically examine
them. Mr. Thomas, who has them in charge, will furnish full and further information regarding breed-
ing, prices, etc.

Kern County Land Company's Horses, Ponie? and Mules can be seen at Birch Avenue and Buchanan Stre9t.
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The Rise and Fell of the Range Horse.

Nine miles below Portland, on the banks of the beautiful

Williamette river, a new three-story building, painted a red-

dish brown, marks the last step in the history of the range

horse of Oregon. Adjoinine it are several large pens or cor-

rals, much the same in appearance as are seen in many west-

ern towns along the railroads, built and used for confining

stock before transferring to cars preparatory to shipment to

market. The building and corrals here described are used

exclusively for Oregon's new industry—the slaughtering and

preparation for market of man's best friend—the horse.

Originally, the native Oregon range horse came from the

so-called Spanish breed, transferred from Mexico to Califor-

nia and thence to Oregon. These were probably the best all-

round horses in the world for their size; for they were small,

round, stocky, wiry and hardy animals, and never known to

tire. I have galloped one af them at an eight mile an hour

gait, steadily, without a step of walk, up hill and down, for

three hours at a time, and wet but few hairs on him. As
time went on and Oregon settled up and developed, horses

were brought from the East and the breed of range horses

"improved"—at least that *as the argument. At any rate

his size was increased, as was also his propensity for vicious-

ness and "bucking." Ab the bunch grass ranges of Eastern

Oregon at that time were practically unlimited, and the cost

of raising or producing these horse- was quite small, the

herds (or "bands/' as called here) rapidly increased, until

horse raising became one of the principle industries of the

Eastern portion of this State.

The usual method of production was to gather the mares

from the ranges in the spring, keep them corraled or in a

"caviang" (the Spanish for horses herded) during the breed-

ing season, and turn them loose after having been bred, to

live on the succulent bunch grass until fall, at which time

all the horses were gathered from the ranges, the colts

branded which had escaped that ordeal in the spring round

up, and the marketable geldings taken to the San Francisco

or Portland market; wild and unbroken, and sold to some

dealer generally at a lump price, which price would average

to the producer about $40 per head. In the hands of the
dealer the horses were usually broke to ride and drive, and
this was often no small task, for in nearly every case the horse
had not had a rope or halter nor a man's haod upon him
since he had been branded as a colt. The price realized by
the producer left a good profit for him, for in most instances

he had expended not a dollar for feed, the horse finding the
mountain range a liberal provider in summer and the "des-

ert" nearly as good a feeding ground in winter. The "desert"

is most simply described by calling it a strip of broken terri-

tory about 100 miles wide, extending from the eastern slope

of the Cascade Mountains southeasterly to the Idaho line.

The "desert" is so called from the fact of its sandy soil and
it containing no streams or springs. But this lack of moisture
in summer does not prevent a luxuriant growth of bunch
grass each year—the greatest of all natural foods for the
horse—which subjects could best be discussed at another
time. The lack of water in summer prevents stock from go-
ing there to feed during that season. The first fall of snow
in the mountains in the fall seem3 to be the signal for the
horses, by their own will and accord, to turn their heads to-

ward the "desert," their accustomed winter home. Here they
not only surviye the wintry blasts but grow in strength and
stature and flourish until spring, when they again take to

the mountain ranges. Bv some unexplainable cause the fall

of snow upon the "desert" is usually much less than in the

mountains or other surrounding country. The small amount
of snow which does fall furnishes the necessary moisture for

the comfort and well being of the horse, and he bites and
chews the snow in winter as readily and with apparently
as much relish as he drinks from the streams in summer. But
there are exceptions to this rule of mild winters and light

snows on the "desert." Doring one of these "exceptional"

winters the snow falls to such a depth as to cover the grass,

and then the range horses die by the thousands from starva-

tion. Over 4,000 head perished in Lake County alone during

the winter of 1888. That was called a "hard winter," as 60,-
000 sheep and 9,000 cattle went the same way.

But the cable car, electricity and the bicycle, suddenly and
without warning, destroyed the market for this good, little

horse. So sudden was the change that the ranges were
quickly overburdened and the producer found he had some-
thing on his hands that the market would offer him near
nothing compared with what he had formerly received for
his horses and less than one-half of the value he had placed
on his stock. Yet the producer did not heed the alarm, but
continued to hold on, hoping against odds, Micawber-like,
that something would turn up to better the situation. Year
after year the prospect grew worse, prices steadily declining.
Then came a time when there was absolutely no sale for this

class of horses.

And soon thereafter came the proposition to slaughter and
" can " horses for the European market. The idea here was
first looked upon as a huge joke. But few of us could be led
to believe in the seriousness of the project. We could not
realize or believe that ahorBe—no matter how small—would
ever bring a less price than a steer. The slaughtering-for-
meat notion was looked upon as preposterous.
Notwithstanding the prevailing sentiment, the new idea

grew and assumed some proportions at the time when a com-
pany was formed in Portland with a capital stock of $100,000
" for the purpose of buying and slaughtering horses for fertil-

izing materials," and then many people were startled, and
the humane societies began to talk.

The three Jewish gentlemen composing the company
which first planned to utilize the horses from the crowded
ranges had no thought of " canning" the animals for the
European or other markets. They anticipated using the
meat and bones for a fertilizer only. At this rate, however,
the Western Packing & Fertilizing Co., of Portland, has a

complete plant for utilizing every portion of the horse, for

various purposes—not an ounce is lost or wasted. Tae ani-

mal is killed in much the same manner as a beef steer. He
is driven up a chute, *hut into a narrow pen.and thera killed
by a blow on the head with a long hammer. His mane and
tail are first cut off and deposited in their proper placa.event-

ually to be sold and used for a variety of purposes. The hoofs
are then taken off to be made into glue. Then the skin is

stripped back on the head, neck and legs, and a ropa looped
on the skin and then it is drawn off by means of a windlass.

For it may not be generally known that a horse's skin fitss

his frame tightly and cannot be removed from his body in

the same manner as it is from a beef, for fear of cutting the
skin, and, therefore, ruining the hide. The head is then re-

moved and the balance of the carcass bung up on traveling

hooks. A man with the cleaver next takes a hand and splits

the animal in twain and then the two parts are run to the

other side of the room, where another workman cats off the

legs, then the hams. The latter go to a cooling ro)m and are

eventually "cured" snd made ready for market. The re-

mainder of the meat is stripped from the bones and then goes

to a hugh cauldron, steam tight, and shortly is reduced to a

dry, granulated fertilizer. The bones go to another boiler

aud are reduced in nearly the same manner and for the same
purpose, although having a different market value. The
hides go eo a saltiog room and are sold in their green state

at a price which nearly or quite covers the original cost of

the entire hoise.

The horses cost the company $3 per head d;livered from
the range to the nearest railroad point. Transportation

costs $1 for each animal delivered in Portland. The horses

are driven from this point to the abattoirs, slaughtering forty

horses per day. The company has already bought aud con-

tracted for 7,C00 head.

If a nerson can overcome his sentimental prejudice, he will

find that a horse steak cut from a sound and fat " cayuse,"

fresh from the raoge, is not bad eating. The meat is some-
what coarser grained than beef, but is juicy and toothsome,

and sweeter than beef, and withal cleaner than the average

beef steer.

The same climate and range (Southeastern Oregon) which
have produced the horseB above described, have brought forth

individual animals of fame beyond Oregon's borders. Notably,

Al Farrow, the first horse to win a race in as good time as

2:40, which performance was placed to his credit at .San Jose,

Cal., April 6, 1889 The dam of Al Farrow was not a thor-

oughbred. Among the trotters produced in that section is

Klamath, the great campaigner, bred and raieed in the

countv of that name. His sire was the great Altamont, and
while something is claimed for his dam by interested parties,

not so in her native county, for there she is described as a I

' measly cayuse."—J. C- Beach in Horse Review.

Good Horses in Missoula, Mont.

Missoula horsemen have settled themselves in winter quar-

ters and are already beginning to figure on next year's win-

nings. The splendid fall weather has been a great help for

the youngsters that are now taking their first lessons in the

intricacies of the turf, and from present indications the Mis-
soula horses next season will be in the front rank as many
times as ever. The young Bay Birds disposed of here at
the sale of Mr. S. E. Larabie of Deer Lodge are all receiving
the very best care and attention, their different owners are
already figuring on a Dr. Puff, a Hai Corbett or a George
Avers, says Missoula Times.

Missoula is recognized as the place in the northwest to
winter horses and prepare them early for campaigning pur-
poses. The records and racing qualities of the Missoula
horses last season demonstrated the fact that there must be
something in the climate, the wheat and the grain.

Trainer McGowan is wintering Delbert, Eva Brown and
four youngsters here and intends to begin early in the spring
for the coming race meetings. Delbert will receiye special
attention this winter for his throat trouble. If Delbert's wind
ceases to bother him there will be trouble in camp whenever
the Oregon and California flyers measure strides with him.
Trainer McGowan has established a reputation in Missoula
as a thoroughly reliable gentleman, a good driver and a
painstaking attendant. He is now looked upon as one of us,

and everybody in MiEsoula rejoices when " Mc " wins.
The pioneer campaigners of race horses in Missoula are the

Biggins Bros., who both are good judges of horses as well as
being thoroughly informed on records, races, time, pedigrees
and everything pertaining to scientific breeding. Their se-

lections last year were particularly fortunate, the stables es-

tablishing several records and giving Charley Jeffries a chance
to make a reputation for himself as a clever reinsman and a
good conditioner even greater than he had before.

Though numerous offers have been made for Brino Tricks,

2:13|, his owners knowing his speed, gameness and breeding
have decided to put him on the turf next season. Brino
Tricks will also make the season at Missoula. This is a
source of gratification to breeders here who will take the op-
portunity of meting their best mares with this grand speci-

men of equine excellence, the fastest harness stallion in the
extreme northwest. Brino Tricks, 2:13£, is a bay stallion

15| hands high, star in forehead, hind feet white to ankles,

weight eleven hundred pounds, foaled in 1888, bred by Hen-
ry Pierce, San Francisco, California. "Tricks" is a horse

of commanding style and finish, possessing a beautiful head
with large, keen eyes that impart a gameness to his appear-
ance, so characteristic of the descendants of the mighty
George Wilkes. He has a splendid neck, shoulders sloping

and well laid, lengthy and well rounded barrel, a broad and
powerful coupled back, standing on clean cut legs of the best

bone and substance, he exhibits quality at every point.

Brino Tricks is a game and consistent performer. His re-

markable career in Portland last spring stamped him as a
wonder. Starting in three races in eight days be won in

straight heats from such well-known campaigners as Ottin-

ger, 2:111, Laura M.. 2:13, Plunkett, 2:13}, Prince Almont,
2:13*, Del Norte, 2:U*,Our Boy, 2:15, Touchet, 2:15. Bred
as he is and possessing such speed and stamina, Brino Tricks
will impart a wonderful improvement to the harness horses

in Western Montana.
Van R. Farrell, Missoula's rustling horse shoer, is bound to

keep up with the fast brigade. Last week Mr. Farrell

showed his abiding faith in good horses by purchasing the

three-year-old gelding Donaldson, a full brother to Bud L.,

sired by Don L., 2:25, dam Johanna, by Maxim. Donaldson
will be prepared for racing next spring, and his owner will

accompany him on the circuit and at the same time attend to

the proper shoeing of the balance of the Missoula horses.

Strather, a three-year-old gelding by Wilton, is now n the

stable of C. H. McLeod, who purchased him fmm ' '
1. T. C.

Marshall. Stratber already shows his appreciation of bis new
surroundings and makes a much better appearance with
Andy Foley holding the reins than he used to with the col-

ored teamster "Mc," who was bound to "make him trot or

bust him wide open."
Tyler Thompson is tickled all over. This morning his geld

ing, Dr. Puff (3), 2:16>, and Hal Corbett (3), 2.19K were
brought home via the Northern Pacific from California where
sbey have been on a winning campaign during the last sea-

ton. The horses were in charge o( James Caxrigan, who
is still in California, but it in not expected that he will re-

turn soon.
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WON BY A SCANT HEAD

Cant Dance Takes the Stakes From

Ravelston.

THE MYSTiO AND FATAL "13" AGAIN.

A "Wrinkle in the Saddle -Cloth Costs the

Aesociation About $1,000—Pikers

on a Lonir-Shot Get a "Wind-Fall.

IUGLBSIDE TRACK, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5.

TROXG hopes of a much improved

track were the expectations for

yesterday, but old Pluvius saw fit

to dispense his favors during the

forenoon with the result that the

track presented the same mudd/

appearance that it has since its

opening. The time made yester-

d»v, however, indicates that it is

not deep and with drying weather it will be in perfect con-

dition in a few days. The afternoon was pleasant and the

attendance good, considering the threatening condition of

the weather.

The first race of the day was for two-year olds to go seven-

eighths of a mile. There were six entries and the distance

was covered in good time considering the condition of the

track. Can't Dance was the favorite at 4 to 5, La Flecha

second choice at 2 to 1, Doubtful 7 to 2, Instigator 15 to 1,

La Vienta 20 and Hazard 75 to 1. Instigator got off in the

lead, Can't Dance second and Hazard third. At the quarter

Instigator still held his lead by ahead from Hazard, with

Can't Dance third. At the half Can't Dance had forged to

the front but was soon supplanted by La Vienta, who led by

a head si the three-quarters, with Instigator second and

Doubtful third. Turning into the stretch La Vienta still led

by one-half length from Can't Dance, who had now com-

menced to make his run in earnest, Doubtful being; third. In

this order they came down the stretch Can't Dance proving

the winner by three lengths, while Doubtful nipped out La

Vienta for the place by a head. Time, 1:33}.

The second race at three quarters had nine starters. Billy

S. was favorite at 2 to 1; Navy Blue and Jack Richelieu at

4 to 3; John Payne 40 and Carmel 8 to 1. The field got

away well with the exception of Empress of Norfolk, who

was left at the post. Johnny Payne, Carmel, Billy S , Sir

Richard was the order of the start. At the quarter Payne

led by two length?, Carmel second by a head, Billy S. third,

Payne still led by two lengths at the second quarter, Billy S.

second by two lengths, Carmel third. Carmel now improved

his position and coming into the stretch, Payne led by one

length, Carmel second by one length, with Billy S. third.

Carmel passed Payne when neariog the wire and finished

winner by one length, Johnny Payne second by two lengths,

Billy S. third. Time, 1:18}.

The third race was at five-eighths with six starters. Ser-

vice ruled favorite throughout the betting at 7 to 5, Philo-

mena second choice at 2 to 1, Red Will at 15 to 1, while

Kathleen was the outsider at 30 to 1. Service, who had

Felix Carr up, took the lead, Robin Hood second and Pbilo-

mena third. Robin Hood soon forged to the front and at the

first quarter led bv a head, Philomena second by one length,

Red Bird third. Philomena by one length led at the second

quarter, Service second by a head, Robin Hood third. Into

the stretch it was Philomena by one length, Red Will third.

In this order they finished, Philomena easily winning by two

lengths and Bervice beating Red Will one-half length for the

place. Time, 1:043-

The fourth race at 3*ix aod one half furlongs bad but five

starters and furnished the surprising feature of the old Cali-

fornia favorite Braw Scot, eoing to the post with odds of 100

to 1 offered against hLn. Vinctor was the favorite at 4 to 5,

Potentate next at 8 to 5 and Pescador at 13 to 2. Monterey
was 70 to 1. Potentate got a running start and went away
like a 6cared deer, followed by Monterey, Braw Scot, Pesca-

dor and Vinctor. At the first quarter Potentate led by three

lengths, Vinctor second by two lengths, Monterey third. Po-

tentate increased his le id to four lengths at the second quar-

ter, Vinctor second by two lengths, Pescador third. These
positions were retained until entering the stretch when
Vinctor made his run and easilv finished a winner by three

lengths, Potentate second by five lengths, Pescador third.

Time, 1:24}.

The tifth and last race of the day was a welter weight at

five eighths. It had six starters with Redington 2 to 1 at

me, Slign 4, Mainstay 3, George Miller 0, Princess

Ro»e t and Addalad 500 to I. Service showed in front at

the start, followed by Geo. Miller. Princess Rose. Redington,

Addalnd and Mainstay. (Jeo. Miller led hy a length at the

quarter, Princes Ko<*e sf-rond by one half length, Redington
third. Geo, Miller still hid Princess Rose by a head at the

next quarter, she only a head in front of Redington coming
into the Stretch beads only still separated the lenders, while

Redington whh third, twn lengths away. In this order they

finished, Geo. Miller winning by one length. Princess Rose
second t>v three l-Mi^th*. Redington third. Muiostay finished

1

a
!

l-'irsl nice, two ye-

irlongt.

onftfellow—So.QBxe Dam
B

L. E*eU' I
'I. bv Doubt - N tcHn [h 2
iii. Vionto, by Emperor »f Norfolk—

VIl-ih earner 3

Time.
I

Won !. . a head between second aiM
Igator 1 1. Bloan, 108] and La Flecha (C.

> ran.

Second race—Selling, three-year-olds and upwards, purse S100. Six

furlongs.

F. M. Taylor's ch c Carmel, 4, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmen. 102

] DS Macklin 1

Z. AbrVbam'sb'r c Johnny Payne, 4, by Egmont—Top o" the Mom-
inn. 102 lbs Donnelly 2

D. A. Houig'sb h Billy S., b, by Kambler—Young Duchess, 10J

lbs
"

Garner 3

Time. 1:1Q&
Won bra length, three lengths between second and third.

Allahabad (H. Brown. 91), Jack Richelieu (C Slaughter, 102). Navy
Bine Plggott, 91), Sir Richard (Mclotyre, 102), Olivia {E. Jones, 91)

and Empress of Norfolk (B. Isom, 95} also ran.

Third race—Selling, all ages, 2S lbs. above the scale, purse 5100.

Five furlongs.

\V. B. Sink's ch f Philomena, 3, by Himyar—Last Ban, 120 lbs.

I \V. Martin 1

B. Schreiber's b h Service, 6, by imp. Woodlands—Lady's Maid.lSS
lbs ^ !

F. Carr 2

Arizona Stable's cb g Red Will, 3, oy Jim Gore-War Banner, 130

lbs T. C. Weber 3

Time, 1:04-?^.

Won by two lengths, alength and a half between secondand third.

Robin Hood I [C. Slow, 1j$), Red Bird (MackUu,135) and Kathleen
(Madison, 13d) also ran.

Fourth race—All ages,.puree $100. Six and one-half furlongs.

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Vinctor, 3, by imp. Brutus—Mollie H.,

110 lbs T. Sloan, l

Burns &. Waierhouse's b c Potentate, 4, bv Hayden Edwards-
Amelia P., 115 lbs- Griffin-. 2

D. R. Dickey's b h Pescador, 6, by Gauo—Meda Howard. 115 lbs.
* C: Weber 3

Time, 1:24J4.

Won by a length, four lengths bstween second aod third,

Braw Scot (C. Slaughter, 112) and Montgomery (E. Jones, 110) also

ran.

Fifth race—Selling, all ages,- 23 lbs. above the scale. pu>-se S100. Five
furlongs,

W. L.. Stanfield's b g Geo. Miller, 5, by Loftin—Emma, 137 lbs.

....„ Slaughter 1_

J, G. Brown & Co.'sbf Priucess Rose II., 2, by Himyar—Wild
Rose. 112 lbs... MackUn 2

Burns & Waterhouse's b g Reiingtoa, 2, by Emperor of Norfolk—
Angelique, 112 lbs Griffin 3

Time, 1;(UX-

Won by a length and a half, three lengths between second and
third.
Sligo (W. Martin, 135), Mainstay (C. Sloan, HI) and Addeladi (Tul-

lett, J12)also ran.

INGLESIDE TRACK, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6,1895.

The sport to-day was marred by a fog, which, setting in

early, became so thick by the time the last race was run,

that only its finish could be seen by the spectators. The
start for this race was announced by an electric gong, when

eyes were soon strained looking down the stretch to see

which of the contending horses would first emerge from the

bank of fcg in which they were enveloped.

Continued rains had made the track softer than on the

preceding day, but it was a safe course, and fairly good time

was made.

The first race was at seven eighths with eight starters.

Red Glenn opened at 6 toJl,bui in the twinkling of an eye was

cut to 3 to 1 and he went to the post favorite at 11 to 5.

Road Runner was 7 to 2, Schnilz 7, E. H.Sherley 10, and

Patriot 10 to 1. Road Runner got away in the lead, Sir

George second, Outright third, Patriot .fourth and E. H.

Sherley eighth. R^ad Runner soon fell back to last position,

which he retained during the balance of the race, while

Patroit rushed to the front and at the first quarter led by
two lengths, with Sir George second, a head in front of Out-
right. At the half Patriot still led by a length, Outright sec-

ond, a head separating him from Sir George. E. H. Sherley
now moved up to eecond position, and entering the stretch

was but oae-balf length behind Patriot, who still led, Schnitz
was third by one-half length, Red Glenn fourth. Red Glenn
now came on, passing in succession those in front of him and
finished a handy winner by three lengths. E. H. Sherley was
second a head in front of Patriot. Time, 1:33J.

The second race was one mile, selling. Basso was favorite,

opening at 6 to 5 but receeding to 3 to 2 at Dosttime, owing
to the play on Our Maggie,who had been erroneously carded
the night before to carry 90 pounds, whereas she actually

carried 99 pounds. Our Maggie was at 9 to 5, Hidago 6,

Gharmion 6 and Raindrop 75 to 1. Roma to an uneven start

rushed to the front followed by Basso, Our Maggie and Hi-
dffgo, ^ith Charmion last, where she finished. Roma held
the lead at the first quarter by one-half length, Bas&o second,

three lengths in front of Our Maggie. At the half Roma was
still permitted to hold the lead by a head, Basso second, two
lengths ahead of Our Maggie. When turning into the stretch

Basso went into the lead by one length, with Remus second,

a head only from Our Maggie. Remus was now passed by
both Our Maggie and Hidago, while Basso came home easily,

the winner by five lengths, Our Maggie second by three
lengths, Hidago third. Time, 1:46.

The third race was an owners' handicap for two-year-olds,

at five-eighths of a mile and had sis high class colts for con-
tenders. Sir Play, making his first appearance here, was at

all times favorite, opening at.6 to 5 but goiog back to 9 to 5

at the close. Mobalaska, also making her first appearance
since her return from the East, was second choice at 2 to 1,

Perhaps 4 and Joan 9 to 1. The start was a bad one—Joan
being given two lengths the advantage of his field, Sir Play
was second and Mobalaska third, Perhaps last. At the first

quarter Joan still led by two lengths, Sir Play second by one
length, Perhaps third. Entering the stretch Joan's lead was
reduced to one length, Sir Play second, one length in front of

Mobalaska. Down the stretch they came, looking as though
Joan would hold out Ion? enough to win, but in a drive Sir

Play beit her out a length- Joan was second by four lengths,

Mobalaska third. Time, 1:04*.

The fourth race was at one and an eighth miles with four

entries, each of which were well backed. Peter II had not
essayed a longer race than a mile and seventy yards before,

hut the well known liking of Brutus' colts for distance caused
many to put faith in his winning. Pepper, however, was
favorite, opening at 6 to 5 and going to the post 8 to 5, Peter
was 2 to 1, Arapahoe 3J to 1 and Moderocio 5 to 1. Modero-
cio went out in the lead followed by Peter II, Arapahoe and
Pepper. Arapahoe led by two lengths at the first quarter,

Peter second by one length, Moderocio third by a head, The
horses were now lost to view in the fug, but could be seen
at the half,Jwhere Peter was leading by a head, Arapahoe
second by a head, Pepper third. At the three quarters Peter
Mill led by a head, Arapahoe second by a head, Pepper third
Here again the horses were lost to view, but when neen in the
stretch, near the turn, Peter was still in the lead by a half
length, Pepper second by a head, Moderocio third. The en-

thusiasm of the spectators waxed high at the struggle that

ensued down thestretch, and the air was full of cries urging
the jockeys to their best endeavor. Pepper in the end proved
the victor, winning by one length, Peter It second by two
lengths, Moderocio third. Time, 2:01.

The fifth race was at seven-eighths with eight entries. All
Orer was the favorite at 4 to 5, Shield Bearer 5 to l,|Char-

treuse 7 to 1, while Scimitar and Polaski was each 50 to 1.

When this race was called, the fog had almost entirely cov-
ered the track so that the start could not be seen from the
grand stand. Scimitar, however, got away in the lead, with
Chartreu e second, Shield Bearer third and All Over fourth.

When seen in the stretch Chartreuse was leading by three
lengths. All Over second by two leogtbs, Shield Bearer third.

In this order they came to the wire—Chartreuse winning by
four lengths, All Over second by six lengths, Shield Bearer
third. Time, 1:31$.

SOAIMABIES.

Ingeeside, Dec. 6, 1895— First race, selling, all ages, purse S100-
Seven furlongs.

Lone Stable's b g Red Glenn, 4, by Glen Elm—Red Girl, 101 lbs
...~ Coady 1

F. Brown's b h JE. H. Shirley, 5, by imp. Bonnie Brown—Despatch,
101 lb3. - - Garner 2

D. Deanison's ch h Patriot, 6. by imp. Cheviot—Eda, 101 lbs
...._ R. Isom 3

Time, 1:33J£
Won by three lengths, a head between second and third.

Repeater (J. Brown, 93), Sir George (McHugh, 101). Schnitz (Piggott
99), Road Banner (J. Lamle, 101), and Outright (Slaughter, 93), also
ran.

Seond race—Selling, all ages, purse 8100. One mile.

McXaughton &, Muir's b c Bisso, 3, by Falsetto—Ethelda, 103 lbs...

Bergen 1
D. A. Konig's ch m Our Maggie, 5, by Post Guard—Marguerite, 99

lbs... ., Garner 2
B. Schreiber's blk c Hidago, 3. by Hidalgo—Graciosa, 99 lbs

Slaughter 3

Time, 1:16.

Won by four lengths, two lengths bstween secaud and third.

Roaii((\ Sljai, 10D), Riinirop (Hizlett, 93), and Charmion (Shiw,
109) also ran.

Third race—Owners' handicap, for two-year-olds, purse S100. Five
furlongs.

G. B. Morris & Co. 's bg Sir Play, by Sir Modred—Plaything. 107
lbs ^ W. Martin 1

J Cochran's eh f Tom, by St. Carlo—Bagatelle, 105 lbs...Cochran 2
E. Corrigan's br f Mobalaska, by Apache—Tficksey, 103 lbs

M. Bergen 3

Time, 1:04%.

Won by half a leDgth, four lengths between second and third.

Perhaps (Shaw, 105), Wm. Pinkerton (Mclntyre, 105), and Salisbury
("Hewitt, 105), also ran.

Fourth race—Handicap for three-year-olds and upwards, purse
S50Q. One mile and a furlong.

P ; Dunne's brc Pepper, 3, by Hindoo—Francesca, 10S pounds
W. Martin 1

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Peter 11,3, by imp. Brutus—Bonnie
Jean, 101 lbs T. Sloan 2

G. B. Morris & Co.'s b 1 Moderocio, 3, by imp. Sir Modred—Pre-
ciosa, 91 lbs « Garner 3

Time, 2:01.

Won bv a length, half a length between second and third.

Arapahoe (Griffla, 110) also ran.

Fifth race—Selling, all ages, purse 510). Seven furlongs.

\Y. O'B. Macdonougb's ch f Chartreuse, 4, by imp. Cheviot—imp.
Zara. 100 lbs T. Sloan 1

P. Dunne's be All Over, 3, by Hanover—Deceit, lOci pounds
W. Martin 2

F. Phillips' ch c Shield Bearer, 3, by imp. Wagner—Mamie Cole,
96 lbs Cochran 3

Time, 1:31%.

St. Lee (Slaughter, 32), Scimitar (Garner, 9i). Polaski (Et. Isom, 98),
Abi P. (Bergen, 104) and May Day (Coady, 101) also ran.

INGLESIDE TRACK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1895.

The unpleasant features of rain and fog with which

race-goers had been afflicted for a few preceding days, had

disappeared by noon of to-day, when the sun shone bright

and cheerful for the balance of the afternoon. The air

was delightfully warm and clear, while the verdure cov-

ering the surrounding hills, cleaned and given new life, by

the rains that had fallen, formed a charming prospect for

the eye to rest upon.

It being Saturday afternoon, with the additional attraction

of the run for the Horse Show Association Stakes, brought a

large attendance.

The first race of the day was a selling purse for two-year-

olds, distance five-eighths of a mile, in which there were

eleven starters. Princess Noretta was a strong favorite,

opening at 8 to 5 and closing at even money. Princess Rose

II was next fancied at 4 to 1, Doubtful was 5, Pembroke

100, the balance running from 10 to 50 to 1. To a good start

Laura F. took the lead, Princess Noretta second, Thereasa

third, Princess Rose II fourth and Kowalsky sixth. At the

quarter Princess Noretta was in the lead by two lengths,

Laura F. second by a head, Thereasa third, Kowalsky sixth

Turning into the stretch Princess Noretta had increased her

lead to three lengths, Theresa second bv a head, Princess

Rose third and Kowalsky still sixth. The latter now came
fast, passing in succession all ahead of him with the exception

of Princess Noretta, who won easily by four lengths,

Kowalskv second by four lengths, Princess Rose third. Time,
1:05.

The second race was one miie with seven entries. Instal-

lator was a 1 to 2 favorite throughout the betting. Montana
was second choice at 3 to 1, Montalvo 7, Charmer 80, Eckert

100, Fi Fi aod Cicero 200 to 1 each. Montana got away in

the lead, Installator second, Montalva third, Fi Fi fifth.

At the quarter Montana led by a length, Installator second

bv one length, Montalvo third and Fi Fi fourth. At the half

Montana still led by a length, installator second by five

lengths, Montalvo third and Fi Fi fifth. In the stretch In-

stallator led by one half length, Montana second by eight

lengths, Montalvo third by one length, Fi Fi being still fifth.

These relative positions were unchanged coming down the

stretch, excepting in the case of Fi Fi. who passed both

Charmer and Montalvo, the finish being Installator easy by
two lengths, Montana second by twelve lengths, Fi Fi third

by a head from Montalvo. Time, 1:47.

The third race was the Horse Show Association Stakes for

two-year-olds at seven-eighths, originally there were fortv-

three entries with Crescendo given the loo weight of 130

pounds. Thirty-five of these, including Crescendo, declined,

leaving but eight contestants. Of these Can't Dance wa9 the

first favorite at 11 to 5, but Sallie Cliquot supplanted him
and went to the post at 8 to 5. Ravelston was Z\, Ramiro 10,

Belle Boyd 15, while the rest was 40 and 50 to I. Can't
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Dance took the lead at the start followed by Ramiro, Eavel-

stoD, Sallie Cliquot, Pearson, La Flecha, Belle Boyd and

Charley Boots. Ravelston at once rushed into the lead and

at the quarter was half a length in front of Sallie Cliquot,

Pearson third by one-half length. Can't Dance fourth. At
the half Ravelston still led by a head, Sallie Cliquot second

by three leDgths, Can't Dance third. At the three-quarters

positions were unchanged, Ravelston leading by a head, Sallie

Cliquot second by two lengths, Can't Dance third. Into the

stretch Ravelston increased his lead to one length, Sillie

Cliquot second by one length, Can't DaDce third. It now
looked as though these positions would remain unchanged to

the end, but Bergen, on Can't Dance, made a mighty effort

and succeeded in the last jump in beating Ravelston by a

head, Sallie Cliquot was third, three lengths behind Ravel-

ston. Time. 1:323.

The fourth race was also at seven-eighths with eight en-

tries. Fannie Louise, with J. Lamly ap, was played heavily

by all the sure-thing bettors at 3 to 5. Coliins opened at 3A

and went to the post at 7 to 1. Mav McCarty was 15, Alla-

habad 12, Braw Scot 30 and PodU'a 30 to 1. Braw Scot

brokein the lead, with Fannie Louise close up, Collins third,

May McCarty fourth and Sligo fifth. At the quarter Fannie

Louise led by a head, Braw Scot second by one length, May
McCarty third by one length, Collins fourth and Sligo fifth.

At the half Fannie Louise led by a length, May Mccarty

second by a head, Sligo third by one-half length and Collins

sixth. At the three quarters Fannie Louise led by one

leDgth, May McCarty second by a head, Sligo third, Braw
Scot fourth and Collins fifth. Coming into the stretch Fan-

nie still led by one length, Mav McCarty second by one-half

length, Sligo third by two lengths, Collins fourth. Here Fan-

nie Louise fell back, May McCarty, Sligo and Collins all

heading her. The fight down the stretch was hotly con-

tested. Sligo for a time looked a likely winner, but Collins,

with Two Bits up, proved the winner by one length, Sligo

second by two lengths, May McCartv third by two lengths

and Fannie Louise fourth. Time, 1:33J.

The closing race of the day was a hurdle at one and one-

half miles. J. O. C. and April were equal favorites at 2 to 1,

Three Forks was 4i, Mestor 5 and Morgan G. 12 to 1. Mes-

tor started in the lead followed by Apail, J. O. C, Morgan
G-. and Three Forks. At the stand Three Forks had raced

to the front and was leading by one half length, Mestor second

by three lengths, April third by one-half length, J". 0. C.

faurth. At the quarter Morgan G. led by one length. Three
Forks secood by six lengths, J. O. C. third by one length. At
the half Morgan G. led by a head, Three Forks second by

six lengths, J. 0. C. third by three lengths, April fourth. At
the three-quarters Three Forks led by one leDgth, Morgan
G. second by three lengths, J. O. C. third by one length, April

fourth. Into the stretch J. 0. C. led by a head, Three Forks

second by two lengths, Mestor third. J. C proved the

winner by one length, Three Forks second by two lengths,

April third. Time, 2:59.

SUMMARIES.

Ingleside, December 7, 1835.—First race—Selling, two-year-oids,
purse SiOO. Five furlongs.

Burns & Waterhouse's b f Princess Noretta, by Emperor of Norfolk
—Hinda Dwyer, 101 lbs, Donnelly 1

E. Corrigan's brc Kowalsfey, by I^aac Murphy—Derochment, 106

lbs Bergen 2

J. G. Brown & Co.'s b f Princess Rose II, by Himyar—Wild Rose,
101 lbs Macklin 3

Time, 1:05.

Won by four lengths, four lengths between second and third.

Jack Atkins (T. Sloan. 101). Therese (Piggott. 101). Laura F.

(Slaughter, 101), Doubtful (McEugh, 101). Caldwell (Riley, 108), Sin
Falta (E. Jones, 101), Pembroke (ST. Wilson, 108) and Tiny (Garner,

101) also ran.

Second race—All ages, purse S100. One mile.

Elmwood Stock Farm's b c Installator, 3, by imp. Brutus—Installa-
tion, 103 lbs T

.
Sloan 1

J. P Woolman's b h Montana, a, ov Storey—Uga, 10.2 lbs...Garner 2

S. D. Herriwether's or g Fi Fi, 2, by Hidalgo—Veracity, 90 lbs
Slaughter 3

Time, 1:47.

Won by a length, twenty lengths between second and third.

Montalvo (Cochran, lOi), Eckert|( Riley, 96), Charmer (E. Jones, 99)

and Cicero (Mclntyre, 102) also ran.

Third race—Horse Show Association Stake3, a handicap for two"
year-olds. Value 81,500 to the winner, €300 to second and 8200 tb third

horse. Seven furlongs.

E Corrigan'sb c Can't Dance, by Longfellow—Square Dance. 101

lbs Bergen 1

A. B. Spreckels' ch c Ravelston, by Flambeau—Shannon Rose, 101

lbs^ Piggott 2

G B Morris A Co.'s b f Sallie Clicquot, by Salvator—Widow Clic-

quot, 112 lbs W. Martin 3

Time, 1:32%.

Won by a head, four lengths between second and third.

Ramiro (Chorn, 118), Pearson (Slaughter. 89). Charlie Boots (E.

Jones, 99), La Flecha (Garner, 93) and Belle Boyd tT. Sloan, 102) also

ran.

Fourth race—Selling, non-winners at this meeting, purse SiOO,

Seven furlongs.

Dr. H E Rowell'sbrg Collins, 3, by Inspector B.—Piazza, 98 lbs.

Two Bits 1

S. C. Hiidreth's b g Sligo, 5, by Mr. Pickwick—Henlopen. 103 lbs.

„.....„ Mclntyre 2

B. C. Holly's b m Mav McCarthy, 5. by Scotlander—Parides, 103

lbs f. Piggott 3
Time, 1:33%.

Won by a head, a length and a half between second and third.

Fannie Louise (J. Larole. 98), Braw Scot (Slaughter 102). Allahabad

(H. Brown, 9S), Podiga (R. Isom, 103) and Garcia (Macklin, 103) also

ran.

Fifth race—Handicap, hurdle race, purse 8400. One mile and a
half, over sis hurdles.

Elkton Stable's ch g J. O. C, 3, by Apache—Irene, 145 pounds
Hennessy 1

Arizona SUbie's be Three Forks, 4. by Spokane—Trifle, 125 lbs.,

..Goodman 2

W. B. bodd's chg April". G, by McCreary—Rosa, 144 pounds
„„.... Cairns 3

Time, 2:59.

Mestor (Swift, 134) and Morgan G. (C. Sloan, 125, 12 to 1) also ran

INGLESIDE TKACK, MONDAY, DECEMBER 9.

The weather to-day was clear and pleaaant, and the track

will be in good condition again in a day or so. It was slow to-

day, but shouldbe at least a second faster for the mile to-

morrow. The, attendance was above a Monday average, and

the ring presented an animated appearance during the after-

noon.

The sensation of the day came with the last race, a hurdle

event at a mile and a sixteenth. J O 0. was the favorite at

11 to 10, with Three Forks next in favor at 11 to 5. John-

son, the reputed owner of Morgan G. had the mount

on the favorite. At the first jump GMd Dust struck

the hurdle and fell and Cicero, with ''Squeak'

Allmarfc up, piled on top of him. Higgins, the

rider of Gold Dust, escaped unhurt, although

Gold Dust rolled) all around him, but Allmark's shoulder

was dislocated. Morgan G. had been taken out in front by

Clancy and won easily by four lengths from Bedford, Rob
Roy a close-up third. At the last jump J. O. C, who had

been kept back, showed a disposition to come on, but John-

son rolled ofl in a very clumsy manner andhis horse stopped.

The athletic feat had such a scaly look to it that the judges

declared all bets off. Three Fork3 also made such a poor

showing under Jockey Goodman's guidance as to bring him

under the displeasure of thejuda.es, and he and Johnson were

ordered off the track. The secretary was notified to refuse

entries from the Arizana and Elkton stables, under whose

colors J. O. C. and Three Forks ran, pending an investiga-

tion. Frank Van Ness, the owner of the lumper J. O. C.

stated last evening at the Palace Hotel in a conversation with
some turfmen that he had a bet down on his horse, and that

he gave Johnson orders to go to the front, as it was a short

race, and that he did not want to take any chances. Either
the horse was not himself, or the rider did not want to carry

out his orders.

The promptness with which the judges took the matter in

hand elicited hearty applause from all present. It was the

first occasion they have been called upon to exercise their high
prerogat've, there can be no question that square racing
only will be tolerated at Ingleside. If there was any desire on
he part of horsemen to feel the judicial pulse, the answer
was prompt and emphatic.

The first race was at five furlongs, for maiden two-year-

olds, with Alvero a 3 to 5 favorite at the opening, closing at

7 to 10. Hazard was at sixes about all the time, and Maso-
ero receded from sixes to 7 to 1. Macklin sent Hazard out

in front at once and he held a lead of a length into the
Btretch. Piexotto showed a good bit of speed to the head of

the stretch then backed up, and Alvero moved along into

second place. Hazard looked all over a wiener almost to

the wire, where Jerry Chorn on Alvero lifted his mount along
in a desperate drive, and headed the former by a neck. Lu-
cille was six lengths behind Hazard. Time, 1:05}.

The second race was a selling event, at six furlongs with
seven Btarters. Schnitz was handled verv gingerly by sev-
eral of the books, some offering 3 and 3$ to 1, while others
had him off the boards most of the time. Repeater opened
at 2 to 1, closing at 9 to 5. Patriot was at fours most of the
time. Rico showed the way for an eighth, then Patriot
moved up and held a half length lead to the far turn From
there to the turn for home Schoitz shortened (he distance to

a head. Through the stretch Rtcardo made his run and won
bv a neck. Scbnilz was two lengths in front of Rico.
Time, 1:20.

The third race was at the same distance as the preceding
one, and also a selling affair. Remu3 and Rea'ization ruled
favorites, with Mamie Scott and Minnie Cee with liberal sup-

port. Realization got away witb a good send off, and led to

the far turn, then Remus moved up rapidlv and was soon a

head in front Into the stretch he had a length advantage,

and from there on home he drew away to three lengths' lead
and won eas Iv, E. H. Sherley second, a head in front of

Realization. Time, 1:19}.

The fourth race was Baba Murphy's from start to finish

The speedy filly was favorite at 6 to 5, Chartreuse next in

favor at 13 to 5. Gallant closed at 3i to 1. The Babe is very
quick at the post and got awav well. She was held well in

hand for awhile, with Little Mid at her -throat latch. On
the first turn, however, she began to draw awav, and there
was nothing to it thereafter. She crossed the wire five lengths

in front of Gallant, who was a neck in front of Chartreuse.

Time, 1:17}.

BUMMARIES.
Ingleside, Monday, Dec. 9—First race—Two-year-old maidens,

purse S100. Five furlongs.

Santa Anita Stable's bg Alvero. by Gano—Lilita, 105 pounds. 7 to
10 Chorn 1

J. G. Brown &. Co.'s ch c Hazard, by Strathmore—Zoo Zoo. 103 lbs..

6 to 1 Macklin 2

A. B. Spreckels' b f Lucille, by St. Saviour—imp. Sardonyx. 105 lbs

12 to 1 R. Isom 3
Time, 1:05K.

Won by a neck, five lengths between second and third.

Senator Bland (R. Hmitb. 109. 12 to 1), Globe fC Slaughter, 105, 20

to 1). Masoero (Cochran. 100. 7 to 1). Sin Falter (Mclntvre. 100. 100 to

1), Piexotto (Two Bits, 105, 30 to 1} and Addeladi (Tnl'lett, 100, 200 to

1) also ran.

Second race—Selling, purse S100. Six furlongs.

S. F. Capp's ch g, Ricardo, 4, by Wildidle—Blue Bonnet, 9S lbs., 5
to 1 Cochran 1

C. F. Sanders' ch c Schnitz, 3, by Paniqne—Illia, 103 lbs.. 7 to 2
W. Martin 2

S. C. Hiidreth's b g Rico, a, bv Shannon—Fannie Lewis. 93 lbs.,

10 to 1 ......Mclntyre 3

Time, 1:20.

Won by half a length, two leoeths between second and third.

Repeater (Garner. 93, 9 too), W. L. Mnnson (McHugh. 101. 40 to 1).

Patriot (R. Isom, 101, 7 to 2) and Ida Sauer (Riley, 95, 100 to 1) also

ran.

Third race—Selling, purse S100. Six furlongs.

Elmwood Stock Farm's brc Remus, 4, by imp. Brutus—Leda. 101

lbs., 3 to 1 T. Sloan 1

F. Brown's b h E. H. Sherlev,5,by imp. Bonnie Brown—Despatch,
104 lbs. 6 to 1 F. Bergen 2

California Stable's b c Realization, 4, by Regent—Sadie, 101 lbs., 5

to 2 R. Isom 3

Time. 1:19K.

Won by three lengths, a head between second and third.

Carmel (Mackliri, 10?.? to 1), Mamie Scott (Cochran. 95, 9 to 2).

Mamie Cee (iamer, 98,7 to 1), Myrou (Mcrotyre, 101. 30 to 1) also

ran.

Fourth race—Selling, for two-yeir-olcs. pirae 8100. Six furlongs

L. Ezell's b f Babe Murphy, 3. by Elios Lawrence -Princess Glenn,
90 lbs.. 13 to 10 r-ncbrau 1

A B. Spreckel's b c Gallant, 3, by Fellowcharm—Jennie Belsbaw,
99 lbs.. 7 to 2 R. Isom 2

W 0'3 Macdonough'sch fCaartreuse, 4, by imp Cheviot—imp.
Zara, 98 lbs., 5 to 2 T. Sloan 3

Time, 1:17J£.

Won >y six lengths, a length and a half between second and
third.
Toano (Hennessy, 110.7 to 1) and Little Mid (Pryce, 101, 100 to 1)

also ran.

Fifth race—Handicap hurdle, purse SIO0. One mile and a sixteenth.

W. Covington's b g Morgan G.. 3. by Joe Hooker—Bon ita. 125 lbs ,

10 to 1 Clancy 1

E Corrigan's b g Bedford, 3, by Aretino—Mattie D., 129 lbs , 60 to

1 McCullough 2
Tho? Finn's b g. Rob Roy, 3, by Kobsou-Greenlcat, 125 lbs , 20 to

1 E Finn 3

Time. 2:03*4.

Won by five lengths, one and one-half length between second and
third.
Three Forks (Goodman, 133, 11 to 10>. Ali Baba (J. Mara, 141, 25 to

1).J. O. C. (Johnson, 111, 11 toll). Gold Dust (Siggios). 129, 20 to 1

and Cicero (Alimark, 145, 15 to 1) also ran.

INGLESIDE TRACK TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10.

Mistaking a 13 for 12 on the saddlecloth of imp. Endy-
mion cost the association a neat Utile sum to-day. It oc-

curred in the second race Kowalsky won away of}, then
came Endymion three leDgths in fron to Walter J. Endy-
mion's number was 13, but 12 was hung up. After the books
had paid out considerable money on No. 12 tickets their

sheets were called for and Eadymion's number huog up for

place. The books' losses will be made good by the associa-

tion, and holders of tickets on Elsie (No. 12) for place are

clearly ahead of the game. The prompt! manner in which
the association took ^11 responsibility for the error of the

judges, and stated they would stand all losses to the books
was most favorably commented on, and the evidence of fair

dealing was warmly applauded.

The weather was very pleasant, indeed. The sun shone in

on the numerous attendants in the grandstand with a genial

warmth, and the ,'promenade below was well-filled all after-

noon by frequenters of the betting ring, who found the warm
sun most enjoyable. All the races were well-contested eventst
and the finishes interesting to a high degree. As the track

improves and horse3 run nearer to form than is possible

over a muddy course, the contests increase in interest, and
the fiuishes are more frequently close ones. Enough high-
class jockeys are now present to give each horse in an aver-
age field a competent pilot, and horse races will be the regu-
lar order. One feature of the finishes, however, that add to

the excitement, is the manner in which the fields scatter out
1athe wide stretch. An Argus-eyed individual would find

use for all his optics if he tried to place more than one or
two horses.

Kowalsky was the only favorite to win to-day, 15, 9 and 5

to 1, and 16 to 5 being the post odds against the other win-

ners.

The first race was at seven furlongs, with ten starters.

Braw Scot was a 9-to-5 favorite, May Day at 3 and Hy Dy at

5tol. Allahabad drifted back from 10 to 15 to 1. Ida
Sauer showed the way to the half-pole, then Allahabad came
along and headed her. Outright showed in front for a short

time after the turn into the stretch was made, but May Day
and Allahabad made for the wire and Piegott landed the

latter a winner by a nose. Hy Dy was third, two lengths

away. Time, 1:32£.

In the second race at five furlongs, selling, were nine two*
year-olds. Kowalsky ruled favorite at 3 to 5. Endymion
was second choice at 7 to 1. Pearson was the first to show,
then Therese was sent out in front. At the far turn Kowalsky
b'.'gan to move up and had gained control by half a length
when the turn for home was made. He came on and won
easily by two lengths. Endymion was second by three lengths
from Walter J. Endymion's number was 13, but 12 was put
up. Elsie, No. 12, finished eighth. A mild murmur of pro-
test was heard at ooce, which began to grow in volume as it

became apparent that the numbers were to stand. Elsie sold
for 100 to 1, 40 to 1 place, and holders of those tickets lost no
time in getting them cashed. After a number had been re-
deemed the bookmakers' sheets were sent for, and then Endy-
mion placed second. The mistake was made by the saddle-
cloth number becoming rolled up in such a way as to resem-
ble 12.

Belie Bovd won the third race all the way, finishing three
lengths in front of Olive, Our Maggie half a length behind
her. Olive ruled favorite, Our Maggie second choice at 4h to

1, while Belle Boyd was not very much cared for at 8 to I.

Star Ruby won the mile race, fourth on the card, with
Peter II a bang-up second. The impression was very general
that if Tod Sloan had made his move on Peter iust a few
strides sooner the result would have been reversed, as the lat-

ter almost nipped out the winner, coming with a rush and
finishing strong and wiih plenty left, while Star Ruby
seemed to be dying fast.

Lucky Dog was favorite for the last race, at 7 to 10, but
was never better than fourth, and finished next to last in a
field of nine. Bernardo, at 5 to 1, was the winner, heading Ser-
vice and Billy S. in the stretch and winning by a head from
the former, who came very fast at the finish. Mustesa passed
Billy S. and showed by half a length.

Winning jockeys to day were : Piggott, Bergen, C.
Slaughter, Chorn and Cochran.

SUMMARIES.

Ingleside, Dec. 10, 1895-First race—Selling, for beaten non-win-
ners at this meeting, purse SiOO. Seven furlongs.

W. D. Randall's b g Allahabad, 3, by Hyder Ali—Florid, 98 lbs., 15
to l Piceott 1

A. P. Miller's ch c May Day, 4, by John A.—J.arioa R„ 106 Jbs.. 7
to 2 Coady 2

J. B. Shields' b g Hy Dy, a, by Hyder Ali—Addie Warren. 103 lbs *

11 10 2 Cochran 3
Time, ':32^.

Won by a head, three lengths between second and third
Braw Scot (Chorn, 103, 2 to lj. Outright iRik-v, 98,80 to 1). Charmer

(T.Sloan. 103. 10). Road Runner i Donnelly, 110. 12 to l) Fi Fi [Garner
98, 40 to 1). Podiga (Mclntyre, 103, 50 to 1) and Ida Sauer (Berec-n lco'
60 to 1) also ran. ' '

Second race—Selling, two-year-olds, purse S100. Five furlongs.
E. Corrigan's brc Kowalsky. by Isaac Murphy—Derochment. 108

lbs . 3 to5.. Bergen 1
Lottridge & Atkin'sch g imp. Endymion. by Enterprise—Saplen-

tia. 103 lbs.. 7 to 1 t Sloan 2
F. McDermolt'sbc Walter J., by True Briton—Lilllc S., 10') lbs "-

SOtol Sba^ 'a
Time, 1:01^..

Won by two lengths, a length and a half between second and
third.
Beatrice Mara (Garner, 103. 10 to 1). Pearson (Chorn, IC6, lOtol)

Moran (Macklin. 102. 30 to 1), Therese if'igqmt. 108, IS toll Elsie
(Riley, 103, 100 to 1) and Don Pedro (Coady. 106, 50 to 1) also ran.

Third race -Selling, for beaten non-winners at this meetine. nurse
S400. Seven furlongs.

J. P Atkin'sch f Belle Boyd. 2. by El Rio Rey—Sylvia, si iba 9
to 1 C. Slaughter 1

E. Corrigan's b f Olive, 3. by Apache—Virgie, J01 lbs., 1 to 2,

Bergen ^*

D. A. Honig's ch m Our Maggie, 5. by Post Guard—Marguerite. 105
lbs., 5 to 1 Gamer 3

Time. I;:'.!
1

.,.

Won by three lengths, two lengths between second and third.

May McCarty (Piggott. 108, 20 to 1). Montatvo (Cocnrau. In
J). Charmion (Shaw, 111, 80 to 1), Sligo (Mclntyre, lv3. 30 If. 1

Polaskl (C. SloaD, 107, 60 to 1) also ran.
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Foarth race—Three-year olds and upwards, purse SIC). Oue mile

G. B Morrlii <fc Co-'s b c imp. Star Ruby, 3. by Hampton-Oma.
mem, 108 lbs., 1$ to

..Chora 1

Hmwood Rook Farm's b c Pt-ler II.. 3. by imp. Brulus-Bopnle
Jean. 103 lb* ^vrJ""\J\(^a 2

b c Basso. 3. by Falseuo-Etbelda. 103 lbs..

_ Bergen 3

Tim*v :

Won by a length, two lengths between second and third.

^r (McHuRb. 103. 10 to 1) and Eckert OUIey. 100, 250 to l also

ran.

Fifth race—Selling for four-year-olds and upwards, purse $400.

Five and a half furlongs.

Pleaanton Stable's brc Bernardo, a, by Imp. Cheviot-Sweet Peg-

iry. Ul -- Cochran 1

h service, 6. by imp. Woodlands—Lady's Maid.iu
Chora 2

j "by Bachelor—Mol lie Adams 113

lbsi. 40 to 1 C.Weber 3

Time, 1:11',..

Won by a head, three lengths between second and third.

Billy S. (Earner. 111. 10 10 l).Gussie(C. Sloan. 111. 20 tol). imp.
\mariuu iSneiwrd. 114.30 to V. Brown Dick [Shaw. 114. If0 tolh
Lucky! . . 7 to 10) and Bell Ringer iMdntyre, 111, 100 to

1) also ran.

IN.ILKSIDI TRACK. WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11.

Merrily the gates at Iogleside clicked yesterday,from about

t e icon hour till after the running off of the attractive card

had begun. Etrly birds came by dozens, and scattered them-

selves around the grandstand. Later, spectators came by

hundreds, and finally in a double stream, from electric

and fleam line terminii and swarmed into the spaciovs

edifice till it was full from the wide promenade at the back

down to the handrails in front. Every aisle was full, every

available inch appeared to be occupied, and still more came.

The betting ring was also in a genial state of crush, and the

seventeen books were kept reasonably busy issuing paste-

boards. The attendence was estimated at over 9,000, and

4,937 were ladies.

The weather—well, the weather wss just perfect. If Ob.

server Hammon could forecast the races as well as he did the

weather he would be a howling success. The shady parts of

the stand were found to be most desirable, the sun, even if

it is a mid December one, having on some of its summer

glow. And the track was in the best condition it has been so

far.

The star event of the afternoon was placed fourth on the

programme, and while everyone was on the qui vive, still the

preceding events held enough of interest to keep a pleasing

check on their expectancy.

The first race of the afternoon was a selling affair, at six

furlongs, with nine entries, for which Schnitz was scratched.

Realization ruled favorite, Morven second choice at threes.

Rico was played down from S to 6 to 1, and Emma D. re-

ceded towards p03t time from 4 to 6 to 1. There was a tedi-

o js delay at the post. When a start was effected the field ran

well bunched to tbe far turn, and from there to the stretch

there was considerable shifting around. After the turn for

home was made Emma D. was seen well out in front, and she

held her field safe, winning handily by two lengths. Rico
and Morven were second and third as named, a leDgth apart.

The favorite finished fifth. Time. 1:17}.

Miss Brummel was a 3-to-l favorite in the second race, a

six-furlong selling event for two-year-olds. Rummel sold at

4 to 5 at post time. The balance of the field were at from 25

to 100 tol. Scimitar and Princess Rose II. were scratched.

They were sent away quickly.bat to a ragged Btart. The
running was in close order on the backstretch. Straightening

out in the stretch, Rummel showed well in front, but Miss
Brummel headed him and led to the wire an easy winner by
a length. Rummel was a good second, Toneno third. Time,
1:16*.

The third race was another at three-quarters of a mile,

selling. Eight went to the post, and were soon sent away to

a good start. Hymn snd bbield Bearer led the bunch well

into the stretch. In tbe run for home Capt. Skedance shot

out in front and made a hot run for the wire, but proved a

little short, as Red Glenn headed him in the last few strides.

Lismore was third, two and a half lengths away. The win-

ner was at 10 to I in the betting, Capt. Skedance 5 and Lis-

more, favorite, 11 to 5. Time, 1:16.

Then came the Ladies', Handicap, at seven furlongs. The
field was undoubtedly the highest class one that ever faced a
starter on this coast. The horses were nominated, weights al-

lotted and jockeys assigned by the ladies, and to the nomina-
tor of tbe winning horse a bracelet valued at $100 was given,

with another of the value of $50 to the nominator of tbe
second horse. The original nominations, weights aod jockeys
were as follows:

Mias Rpreckels, Piquante, 100 pounds (PJggott).

Mrs. Edward Corrigan, Handsome, 105 (Bergen).

Mrs. (rreen B. Morris, imp. Star Rubv, 105 (Martin).

Mrs. D. A. Honig, Magnet, 103 (Garner).
Mrs. Joseph A. Murphy, Sister Mary, 113 (H. Griffin).

Mias Hobarl, Bright I'habus, 113 (G. Miller).

Miss Boots, Vioclor, 118 (T.8loao).
Mrs. J. G. Brown, Libertine, 118 (Macklin).
Of these Piquante and Star Ruby declined tbe issue, leav-

ing six starters. In the betting Vinctor and Sister Mary
ruled about even for first choice at 2 and 2\ to 1. Libertine
and Magnet were at 5, tbe former receding to 6 at the close.

Handsome vu at 8 to 1, aod Bright Phoebus, the extreme
outsider, at 10 to 1, 3 to 1 a place, even money to show.

There waa a little jockeying for a suitable start for a few
minute*, then Mr. Caldwell caught them all on their stride

and sent them away to a perfect start. Vinctor was first to

show, then burner sent the big chestnut son of St. Blaise
out in front aod made a hot pace. From the half-pole not a
thing in the race got nearer than three lengths of him, and
beheld his command to the finish. Bright Ph'fbus, away
the last one, made bis run in|the stretch and passed the others
one by one, getting the place. Handsome came into the
stretch behind Libertine and Vinctor, who had alternated as
second and third all the way, but they finished behind him as

named. Bitter Mary, second to show at the start, immedi-
ate It fell back and finished last, showing no speed at any part
of the journey. The lime was 1:2V*—the beat made on tbe
rack, but 'till not to be considered fai»t time.

Previous to the race the two handsome bracelets, the
ladies' trophies, were hung up on tbe wire, and were cut
down bv the jock- •• t riding first and second horses.

Magnet, tbe winner, is by imp. St. Blaise—Magnetic, 3
years old, and is owi. d by l>m Honig. California^ have a
ery wholesome regard for bis speed eiace he defeated the

great Diggs in the West this season. Be is a sprinter of

high class, bnt has never been asked to go the route.

Of tbe starters Bright Phu-bus probably outranks the

others as a notable, be being the winner of the rich Realiza-

tion Stakes in 1S95. He is by Falsetto, out of Buff aod Blue,

by War Dance—Balloon, and owned by young Mr. W- 8.

Hobart, who purchased him before the running off of the

above-named slakes. He is a stake horse, and it was believed

seven furlongs would prove too short for him.

Handsome, E. Corrigan's "$10,000 beauty," was a very

high class two year-old, bul in his later form proved a gay

deceiver. He is by Hanover, out of imp. Cinderella.

Libertine, by Leonatus—Falaise, is four years old, and

holds the race "record for a mile of 1.38J on a regulation

course^ made at Chicago in October, 1S94, and did held the

seven and one-half furlong record till it was broken at Bay
District in October last by Mamie Scott. He is a sprinter of

exceptionally high class and is owned by J. G. Brown.

Vinctor is also a record breaker, holding the coast record

of 1:40, made in the Del. Mar Stakes at Sacramento last

September, in which he beat Del Mar's time and gave his

name to the stakes. In that race he defeated Libertine, the

latter carrying 112 and the former 122 pounds. He is one of

the famous Brutus colts, owned by Charles Boots, and can

go a distance in fast time.

Sister Mary has a very fast turn of speed, and seven fur-

longs is to her liking. Probably the weight did not suit her

to day. She was purchased for $6,000 last year by W. B.

Sink, and won several races for him. In her first start at

Bay District thie season she defeated Vinctor at six and one-

half furlongs, but two day6 later he came back and gave her a

beating at seven furlongs.

Potentate either runs like a racehorse or shows a streak

of yaller. He is a faint-hearted brute. To-day he was out in

front all the way, and so he won easily by three lengths. He
was an odds-on favorite, and Griffin had the mount, which,

by the way, was his first winning one here this winter Mod-
erocio, a warm second choice, finished second, two lengths in

front cf Roma. Time, 1:30.

In the last race, at a mile and seventy yards, Wheel of

Fortune was installed favorite, with Oakland and Foremost

on even terms as second choice. Thornhill, who was butter

fat on his last start, was backed down from 8 to 6 to 1- He
m ade arunaway racs of it and won from the speedy Wheel
bv five lenetha. Foremost was third three lengths away.

Time, 146}.
Potentate was the only favorite to win to day, long shots

prevailing even over second choices.

Tod Sloan won three winners, and Coady, Garner and
GrifBn the others.

suiraARIES.

Ixgleside, Dec. 11, 1893—First race—Selling, three year-olds and
upwards, purse 8400. Six furlongs.

J. P. Woolman's rn m Emma D., 5, by Jack Brady—Dolly Vardeo,
101 lbs.. 6 to 1 „ T. Sloan 1

S. C. Hildrelh's b g Rico, a, by Shannon—Fannie Lewis, 101 lbs.,

6 tol Mclnryre 2
White &. Clarke's b g Morveu, 4, bv imp. Cheviot—Lurline. 101 lbs.,

16 to 4 E. Jones

Time. 1:17;.^.

Won by two lengths, one length between second and third.

Centurion (Donnelly, 101, 12 tol). Realization (R. Isom, 104, 2 to V
Repeater (Eergeu. 102, 12 to 1), Sleeping Child (Piggott, 96, 20 tol).
Julia O. (Garner,96, 40 10 1) also ran.

Second race—Selling, two year-olds, purse S400. Six fnrlongs.

W. O'B. Macdonongh'sch f Miss Brummel, bv Beau Brummel—
Mirage. 101 lbs., 3 to 2 T.Sloan 1

A. B Spreckels' ch c Rummel, by Flambeau—imp. Mnsic, 106 lbs.,

9 to 10 _ Piirgott 2
Santa Anita Stable's ch g Toneno, bv J. H. Fenton—Lizzie B., 1 03

lbs , 40 to 1 Chorn 3

Time, l:16>£.

Won bv one length, five between second and third.

Doubtful (McBngh. 99,30 to D.Theresia (Slaughter, 99, 100 to 1),

Reddington .GrltVin, 109, 15 to 1). Charlie Boots (\V. MarUn, 107, 30lo
1), Judge Denny (Bergen, 10C, 20 to 1) also ran.

Third race—Selling, all ages, purse $400. Six furlongs.

Lone Stable's b g Red Glenn, 4, by Glen Elm—Red|3irl, 101 Us. 10
tol- Cwciy 1

A. B. Sprecbels' b g Capt. Skedance, 3, bv imp. Cvrus—imp. Gel-
away, 96 lbs., 11 to 1 ._. Piggott 2

A. Godfrey's ch g Lismore, 5. by Lisbon—Emeti, 110 lbs., 11 to 5
W. Martin 3

Time. 1:16.

Won by a half length, three lengths between second and third.
Hymn (ihaw, 106. 3 to 1). Collins (Two Bits. 99, 30 to 1), Shield

Bearer (Cochran, 102. 9 to 1). Carmel (Macklin, 104, 30 to 1) and
Ricardo i Garner, 104, 15 to 1) also ran.

Fourth race—Ladies' handicap, puise S300. Seven furlongs.

D. A. Honig's ch c Magnet, 3, by St. Blaise—Maguetic, 108 lbs.. 5

to 1 ~ Garvin 1
Del Monte Stable's be Bright Phcebus, 3, by Falsetto—Buff and

Blue. 113 lbs., 10 to l G. Mil'er 2

E. Corrigan's br c Handsome, 3, bylHanover—imp. Cinderella 105
Its., 7 to L. Bergen 3

Time. 1:29}£.

Won by three lengths, two lengths between second and tdird.
Vinctor iT. Sloan. 118. i to 2), Liberline (Macklin, lis. 13 to 2),

Sister Mary (Griftin, 113, 5 to 2) also ran.

Fifth race—Three yea r-olds and upwards, purse S1G0. Seven fur-

longs.

Burns &. Waterhouse's b c Potentate, 4, bv Havden Edwards-
Amelia P., ilOlbs, 3 to 4 -.rilliu 1

G. B. Mor Is A Co.'sbf Moderocio,3.by imp. Sir Modred—Preciosa,
104 'Is , 16 to 5 Chorn 2

Elmwood Stock Farm's b f Roma, 3, by imp. Brutus—Beautv. 9«

lbs . 6 (0 1 T. Sloan 3

lime. 1:30.

Won by three lengths, (wo lengths between second and third.

Pescador (C. Sloan, 107, 7 to I) and Monterey (E. Jones, 100, SO to h
No ran.

Sixth race—Selling, three-year-olds and upwards, DurseSlOO. One
mile and seventy yards.

T. Lundy's ch c Thornhill. 4, by imp. Cheviot—Phcobe Anderson,
102 lbs., 6 to 1 _ T. Sloan 1

J. Harvey's ch f Wheel of Fortune. Z, by Gano—Jennie B.. 92 lbs ,

7 to 5 .*

E. Jonts 2
A. B. Sprtckels' b g Foremost, 3, by Flood—imp. Queen Bess, 92

lbs., 7 to 2 PiggoU 3

Time. 1:46V
Won by five lengths, three lengths between second and third.
Oftklaud (Garner, 105, 7 to 2). Salonica (Mclntvre, 99, 30 to 1) and

Whiteatone < Uennesay, 112, 30 to 1) also ran.

W. A. Skinner, Spotswood, N. J., writes : I have used
Absorbine aod am pleased with tbe results.

J

Am asa Pratt, Ord., Neb., writes: The trial bottle of Ab-
sorbine you sent me works like magic.

MlB9 A. A. Marks, Sound Beach, Conn., writes: Am
very much pleased with Absorbine.

The new Newport race track was completed weeks ago,
an i Secretary Kussell told me the other day the hue new
grand stand is nearing completion. The paddock is finished,
the betting enclosure nearly so. It is said the new track will

open tbe ball for spring racing near Cincinnati.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH OAIRN SIMPSON.

" Extreme Speed."—The paragraph, copied in this de-

partment last week, in which the editor of The Eider and
Driver, Samuel Walter Taylor Jr., aave his opinion of the

present system of breeding trotting horses. I again present

the paragraph in order that people may noL have the trouble

of looking at another paper for the information.

"We all know that trolling horses bred simply for speed

—

to try to get down to two minutes—bring low prices. If a

breeder fail to get speed he has on his hands a lot of horse3

not fit for anything—long ewe-necked, slab sided eyesores-

They should stop breeding for extreme speed, and then try

to get horses with beauty of conformation, bone and sub-

stance."

As was stated before, Mr. Taylor has a limited^kDowledge

of the business, or is so intensely prejudiced against the

type, that he cannot avail himself of the information so

readily obtained by visiting the breeding farms on which

this class of horses is produced. Extreme speed, and endar -

ance to make that speed effective, can only be secured by an
approximation to the very highest form, to that of the ac-

cepted model, where these qualities are sought, the best
specimens of thoroughbreds. I have yet to see a very fast

horse, one that was capable of sustaining a great rate of
speed for even a mile, which was not "after the pattern" of
good racehorses. Some of them might be plain in appear-
ance, not apt, perhaps, to take the eye of a novice, but on
close inspection the good "points" predominating. Or it

may be that faulty shape in some respects were overcome by
great excellence in others. Thus English Eclipse it is stated
had a straight ''loaded" shoulder, but wilh such immense
power in loin, quarters and thighs as to make amends for

that deficiency, enabling him to gallop at his ease when the
best of his competitors were struggling far in the rear.

But the high withers which are fancied by the English, or
it mav be better to state, were insisted upon in a perfectly-
shaped racehorse, is not a necessity tor speed; in fact, it can
safely be said that a "loaded shoulder" in place of being a
hindrance may be beneficial as loaded ioplies a surplus of
muscle, and as instantaneous photography has proved that
the last great impulse to throw the body forward in its air-

flight is given by the foreleg, that even a surplus of muscu-
lar force is advantageous. It is quite true that the action is

not apt to be so perfect as when shoulders are "thinner," bat
the consideration of this point would necessitate a long arti-

cle or even a number of essays. When "form" is the topic it

will be sufficient to slate that to take the fastest harness
horses, from the days of Lady Suffolk to the champion of
1895, Azote, a large proportion of them have been of high
form- And should the two minute trotter be an actuality very
safe to infer that the shape will be a very close approxima-
tion to that cf a high class racehorse.

These breeding establishments which have been the most
successful in producing fast trotters, have gained that snecess
by making speed the primary object. "Simply for speed" is

a phrase which has little meaning. When the highest rate of
speed is dependent upon form being good that is one, if not
the main, element sought after. For instance, Governor Stan-
ford had three essentials which he demanded should be pres-

ent to secure acceptance of the animal oflered. The first, the
head had to be satisfactory in order that there should be a
degree of intelligence which could only be determined by
close scrutiny of that portion of the body. Were that in

accordance with his views, the second, form, and then the
pedigree. All three of these had to come fairly within his
requirements to be accepted, and as Governor Stanford was a
capital judge of horses, those he selected were of a Irgh order
of excellence.

It is well known that C. J. Hamlin selected Mambrino
King on account of his breeding and a figure which had given
him the title of the "handsomest horse in the world." When
lae French Commissioners,sent here to make a critical exam-
ination of American horses, dubbed him with that nit rk of

superiority, the European endorsement gave him the "place"

on that side of the Atlantic as he already had it

here. His sire, Mambrino Patchen, could "outstyle" the
most stylish hackney ever seen in the home of the "Cob."
"Good at both ends and both ends up," as his owner wsb ac-

customed to say, and the tail end up notwithstanding the
weight of a superabunce of hair.

Stamboul is another illustration of the good which follows

breeding for speed, and I have no hesitation in writing that

if all the prize hackneys in tbe world were shown against him
he would secure the premium, the award to be made on
beauty, style and all the most desirable qualities which are

sought in light harness horses.
*' Long, ewe-necked, slabsided horses," might be far super-

ior to the short, short-ribbed, round-chested type which is

oftentimes the result of breeding hackneys. The ewe neck
takes away from beauty I am ready to admit, even th&t iB

preferable to one which is as big, or nearly so, at the junction

of the head and neck as at the body. A deep ^hest, after the

elliptical form, is far superior to a circular thorax, or even
an approach to a circular, and slabsides, when accompanied
with long back ribs, is not so bad as a body like the section

of a tree. But a person who forms his ideal after a hackney
pattern can not be expected to recognize good form when it

16 presented, and the attempt to teach him, labor lost.

There is another point in the paragraph which is worthy
of consideration, and which is oftentimes brought forward by
horsemen outside of hackney circles. Mr. Walters says
" bone and substance." It can hardly be taken that he im-
plies that trotting-bred horses are without that essential part

of the structure of a horse, bit meaning being that when
simply bred for speed Ihev are deficient in amount of bone.
" Good, flat bones" is considered eulogistic when applied to

the legs of a horse. Good must be meant to apply to size, as

the quality in a living horse cannot be determined. " Plenty
of bone " is another phrase in vogue. I have never yet seen

a leg which bad not bone enough provided tendons were of

sufficient size. (I mean, of course, the leg below the knee.)

I have seen very bad legs when bone and tendons were light,

the very worst, in fact, intensely bad, when the bones were
large.
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I can put my creed in very few words. I believe that for

beauty, adaptability to cover a ''distance of ground" at a higb
rate of speed and form of the highest type lor nearly all pur-
poses, thoroughbreds are unrivalled.

The "American trotter,"which carries a greater proportion,

by far, of that blood than any other is unquestionably the
superior of all other races for harness purposes, excepting
very heavy 'draft. That for saddle uses (including pacers in

the family) they are eminently 6tted,and as "general utility"

horses they are unrivalled.

Furthermore that while "fresh infusions" of racing blood
will be advantageous, the mixing of other strains will be
detrimental, especially hackney crosses. Coach horses,which
are mainly of thoroughbred blood, may come in to good
place, as has been shown by the combination of blood in

Cogent, he being by Mambrino King, from a French coach-
ing mare.
Rancho del Paso imported a French coaching stallion,Ad-

mirable, a good looking horse, and his pedigree showed a
preponderance of thoroughbred blood, and from what I have
learned the mixture of thoroughbred with Percheron and
others has been the plan followed in France to obtain coach
and carriage horses.

*

De Lactism.—It appears to me that there is a tendency

among some of the San Francisco people to emulate the ex-

ample of the notorious De Lacy, of New York. When the

city betting roomB were closed in that city he started on a

crusade against racing, and incidentally trotting, and having

plenty of money, which he had secured from his victims, and

which he was satisfied to use to gratify the malignancy of his

disposition, gave a great deal of trouble; and eventually

through a confederation of bigots, and well meaning though

ignorant people, that is those who were informed in regard to

the questions at issue, and the tribe of blacklegs who train

under,.De Lacy, carried his point, secured the introduction

of a clause in the new constitution prohibiting betting and
pool selling. That was partially overcome by the Percy-Gray
bill and then De L'.cy by giving what he called a race mee -

ing, in tne name of the Flushing Jockey Club but under the

management of his subordinates, and then had a suit brought
against them which resulted in such a verdict as suited his

purpose. It has been clearly shown that De Lacy was on
both sides, plaintiff and defendant and so that effort failed.

There is something analagous in the situation here to that

in New York. The effort to close the down town betting

rooms has been met with a similar movement viz.. to have
an ordinance passed that would prohibit book betting and
poolselling withiu the inclosure in which races are decided.

There is no question that the Ellert ordinance prohibits

book-betting, outside of the race courses in San Francisco

county, and confines betting on races to thoss which are actu-

ally in progress upon the tracks. That under its provisions the

down-'.own betting rooms can be clo'ed is abo conceded were
proper methods taken to suppress them. It is well known
that the suit brought was not prosecuted properly, and it is

also claimed that it was of the same kind as the suit against

the Flushing Jockey Club when De Lacy was on both sides,

plaintiff and defendant. No attempt made to show that the
" commission business " could not be true under the circum-

stances, and when the prosecuting iaw»er failed to make that

showing the judge was forced to render the decision that he

did. The proposed liceosing of the betting rooms, making
the tax so heavy that only a few of the prominent firms

could afford to pay it would be a great improvement, and
were it also incorporated in the ordinance that commission
rooms must be closed at 1 p. m. and not opened until after 6

p. ir., it would be still better. Even that plan is fraught with

the greatest danger. It can safely be accepted that bettiog

rooms in the cities will eventually destroy racing. So sure

to have that effect that to argue otherwise shows a manifest

incapacity to understand the situation, or accept the lessons

of the past as guides for the fature. Those who favor them
can only be actuated by profit to themselves. Those who are

engaged in the business feel confident of "making their piles"

before the crash comes. Lawyers who advocate the passage

of ordinances to that effect are not looking to anything else

than securing a fee. In all probability keeping open the

down-town betting rooms for a few months looger will com-
pel the passage of an ordinance which will close the race

courses in this county, if delayed, an act of the legislature

will close them throughout the State.

Should the De Lacy move, which has been made on the

chess board in tbe supervisors' room be successful, it is the

longest kind of odds that Alameda county will present the

same obstacle, and very nearly as certain that Sacramento,

Santa Clara and Los Angeles counties will also follow. That
means an end to all the sports of turf and track in California.

It has a wider significance, the loss of millions of dollars to

California and Californians. Hundreds of visitors drawn
hither by three powerful magnets, climatic, scenic and racing

will stay away. The popularity of this State as a winter re-

Bort will be greatly impaired. As it now stands Eastern folbB

who come here, owners, trainers and the far larger propor-

tion, people who make a business or pleasure of "follpwing

the races," are loud in their praises when they return home.
Everyoae who has passed a winter in California is an ardent

apo tie presenting he claims of Californiawith an enthusiasm

that carries conviction, and every succeeding year adding to

the attendance from abroad. This is not conjecture. Last

winter snob, a number of Eastern visitors on the Bay District

course as to surprise many of our home people, more than

double the number thiB year already and more coming.

While there is quite a large number of the residents of

San Francisco directly interested in horses, it can safely be

claimed that there are at lea?t one hundred indirectly con-

cerned for one whose interests are immediate. Not a hotel,

nor restaurant, hay and grain dta'er?, in fact, in addition to

thosa who are in close communication from a business point

of view, not a resident of San Francisco who is not benefited.

The large amounts of mooey which are put in eener&l cir-

cula i n aid all kinds of bcsiness, has a potent effect in over-

comijg the depressing influences of "hard times," adds to the

mat -rial * e 1th of the ecu try in many ways, an aggregation

of dollars far beyond what a; casual obaervor would believe

possible.

There is only one way to foster the industries dependent, to

secure the advantages which follow, viz , restricting wagers in

accordance with the Ellert ordinance.

This is no time for apathy. The crisis is at hand. De
Lacyism must be crushed out so effectually that were there a

hundred De Lacys in San Francisco they would be powerless

to accomplish their ends, however fierce in their determina-
tion to wreck racing institution* their malignity impotent,
their animosity of as little effect as that of the viper which
broke its teeth on the file.

Lessen the Danger.—Recently I have presented a

paragraph anent the use of hopples in races, and it strikes me
that no other argument is necessary than that of danger to

ensure the action of both governing bodies, and a peremptory

mandate compelling every member to banish them from the

track during the contests. A deadly hazard to every driver

in the race, and certainly not an element of pleasure to the

spectators unless those of such an inhuman nature as to take

delight in tragic^scenes ; not the similitude as witnessed ou

the stage, but real tragedies where death is imminent. It is

true that JEugene Sue presented a mimic case, in which a

man followed a circus in all of its wanderings, took a front

seat in the auditorium, hoping to see tbe black panther tear

in pieces the man who exhibited the naturally furious beast

but let us hope that visitors to the track are not imbued with
parallel sentiments.

There can ouly be two classes of advocates for the retention

of hopples, viz , associations which look for increased entries

and owners of horses which are unable to win withoat their

aid.

It may be that there are some drivers who are willing to

risk their lives to secure an easier way of winning races, but

this self jeopardizing should not be allowed to hazard other
lives, and in place of being an evidence of possessing that

much quality, courage, is more fittingly termed fool-hardi-

ness.

Then if fields were restricted, not more than eight allowed

to start in ajy one race, another element of daoger would be
decreased, and with fairer chances to the participators. This,

however, is a more troublesome question and may present

difficulties that are hard to overcome. The most feasible plan

is to embody in the conditions a clause which will authorize

a division of the purse or stake when the entries or subscrip-

tions reach a certain number, the contestants being designa-

ted by lot.

Very many casualties have resulted from collisions and
these could be guarded against, in a great measure, by con-

structing sulkies with guards similar to the rave of a sleigh.

Years ago I had a cart made with such protection and it not

only was a guard against injury from collisions but in case

of a broken axle the vehicle was held very nearly in its

proper position, the periphery of the wheel catching the

frame of the rave. A patent was obtained for a similar con-

trivance and a person who was endeavoring to sell the de-

vice came to my place with one of the guards. He to'd me he
was informed in San Francisco that I had a patent for it also

but this was a mistake. It differed from mine as it was at-

tached to the shaft and the point of tbe spindle leaving the

back part of the wheel unprotected. The object was to keep
tbe bub3 of the opposing wheels from getting among the

spokes, and also if the vehicle Btruek the fence the guard
would throw it off without damage,whereas if the hub caught
a post injury would be done.

The sulky fitted with the ram would not sustain irjjury, or

inflict it, in a collision, while the weight would only be

slightly increased. To guard against the danger of being
injured by a wheel in the rear striking inside of the other,

the cross-bar of the rave could be made slightly higher than

the diameter of the wheel, reaching, of course, from outside

to outside. Were both sulkies provided with guards, the one
in the rear could not get inside of the leading wheel. The
guard attached to the shaft, to the spindle, or ralher the point

of the axle, extejding to the rim of the wheel and then to

the crossbar with an upper curvature of the posterior portion

of the guard, therefore the guards would force the vehicles

apart. An objection has been made that, owing to the guards,

there wcnld be greater wid'.h and more space on the track

occupied. Using metal tubes for guards and three inches are

ample allowance, but to offset that drivers would keep closer

to each other, being secure from injury, if even the rave came
together, and then, too, tbe inside driver would not have so

much dread of striking the fence.

In addition to lessening the danger from collisions, there

woild be other advantages. " Carrying out," i". e.t compelling

a horse which is in pursuit to " drive wide" or "getting the

worst " of the clash, would not be so eflective. When no
harm could come from the impact of tbe sulkies there would
be no fear of the consequences.

Among the very old-time racing laws was one that a

jockey who endeavored to pass on the inside did so at his

periL While the code does not grant the right to "post" the

horse which is endeavoring to pass on the inside, "nipping"

is frequently practiced to tbe detriment of the horse which
is behind, but siccessfol "pinching" would be far more diffi-

cult to accomplish, in fact, with such vehicles as I have so

slightly sketched,there woold be fairer fields for all engaged,

and "helpers" not so much in demand as they ate at present.

\a the old days of trotting, especially on the country tracks,

there were few races from which the sulkies came out un-

iojured. "The hardest fend-ofi" was the governing maxim,
and this incited a driver to invent a sulky which give him
the victory, until complaiols were entered against its use.

Simple, indeed, the expedient. Hubs lengthened and epokes

set wide apart where theyentered the hub. When this ve-
hicle, after the pattern of chariots with projecting scythes,

'laid alongside" of another spokes were shivered in the other

w'thout the varnish being abraided in tbe protected gig. That
with guards defends bo'.h, incapable of doing damage, and yet

with immunity from receiving injury it is difficult to see

grounds for valid objections to its Introduction.

The Oldest Tubf Eeporter.—In the Call of recent

date, in which there was a two page acd by-the-way a

very interesting description of the Ingleside race course and

tin people connected with it, it was slated : "Cap sin T. B.

Merry was born in New York in 1834 and came to California

in 1853. He has reported races longer than any man living

at the present lime, having begun in 1S66. Not even Joseph

Cairn Simpson is longer in tbe field than the Captain, who,

however, is a younger man."
The earliest reports I can recall writing were published in

tho same year, 1856, of the Davenport races on tbe course
\ h'ch was constructed by R. K. Allen, the first track of that

It ,gth west of the Mississippi river, north of Missouri and

east of California. I date my race-reporting life, however,
ftom 1859, when I did the big St. Louis Fair and the races on
the Abbey track for The Democrat, since that time I have
been in harness with few let ops.

I am quite ready to concede that Captain Merry is entitled
to "the age" as we used to say in an old-fashioned game,
brag, and while the hands areslmilar he holds the best. Al-
though I feel confident that I am the oldest, in years, of any
active turf scribe of the day. I am under the impression
that there are men still living who antedate either of us as
turf reporters.

There is another coincidence between Captain Merry and
myself, both of us having come to the U.S. the same year,
August, 1834, though if not born before August of that
year.

_
I have lived in America longer than be has.

Captain Merry has written a "heap" of good things and I
sincerely hope that a great many years will elapse ere his turf
writings come to a close.

*
* *

Compare trotting-bred and Hackney-bred premiums, won
at the late New York Horse Show, and the advocates of the

first named need not feel any qualms of regret, however en-

thusiastic their advocacy. In tbe sales-ring, too, it was proved
that trotting blood was no bar to high prices even when ani-
mals were wanted for the uses to which hackneys can be puU
Were the field extended there would be no chance for com-
parison.

* *

"Baron 3435, the imported Hackney stallion whose por-

trait is presented herewith," is the opening of a reading no-

tice in The Horseman, and in that high encomiums of the

the horse. The portrait justifies the eulogy in a measure

though it carries,the marks of a counterfeit, and these so evi-

dent that when another portrait is placed in juxtaposition

there can be little doubt of its spuriousness. The picture of

Recovery, a steel engraving, injthe frontispiece in the "Picto-

rial Gallery of Eoglish Racehorses," was evidently before the
artist when he drew the figure. Accompanying the engrav-
ing there is a description of the horse and the reasons for

giving him a place among the cracks.

"An equestrian statue having bee a finally determined to

be the fittest subject for the 'Wellington Testimonial,' and
the execution of the group entrusted to the taste and skill of

Mr. Wyatt, he, after looking in vain for any horse of such
proportionate beauties as should be pleasiog to the common
eye, without offending the severe taste of the classic; declared

at last that such rare qualities were only to be found united
in the shape of symmetry of limb displayed by tbe subject

of this memoir."
With the exception of tbe body being made some

what heavier in the picture of Baron, it is almost identi-

cal, even to a diamond -shaped star in the forehead and the
pose of the tail, though the saddle marks are omitted. The
leg3 are distorted to show what the artist supposed is the ac*

tion of the hackney, though it is clearly the pacing gait.

If the owner of Baron will send me a photograph of his

horse and it corresponds fairly with the picture in The
Horseman I will cheerfully admit that there is one of the
tribe of high form, and do my utmost to increase the "popu-
larity" of that individual. Jos. Caibn Simpson.

Radical Changes Made.

At the last meeting of the Board of Directors of the Cali-

fornia Jockey Club a number of changes were made in tbe

official management of the Bay District track. Following

the example set by the Pacific Coast Jockey CInb they se-

lected a well-known and highly-esteemed geotleman from

Sacramento. Edwin F. Smith, secretary of the State Agri-

culture Society, and member of the firm of Ktllip «i Co., the
well-known auctioneers of this city, has been appointed
general manager of the Bay District track, and will assume
his duties on tbe day of opening, December 26. He will also

act as one of tbe five board of stewards. A better selection or
one which will meet with more universal approbation could
not be made, as Mr. Smith is thoroughly qualified in every
way and is withal one of the most genial of men. The public
will take a greater interest in the old Bay District than ever.

Norman Brough, who for the past four years has been
handicapper at this track, has been discharged, not for in-

competency, but his manner had anatogoized a number of

prominent horsemen, and the association could not afford to

overlook their complaints. His successor has not been ap-
pointed yet.

Yearlings From Bitter Root Stock Farm At
Auction.

Tbe preliminary announcement is made by Matt Byrnes,

superintendent for Marcus Daly, the Copper Kin;, of the

sale at auction here on Wednesday evening next, the 18th

Inst, at the big tent, of fourteen yearlings and two two-year-

olds, that arrived here direct from Bitter Root Stock Farm
Tuesday morning. Mr. Daly has never held a yearling
sale before, always having put his colts in training on the
home place. Those offered for sale are all untried, and will

be disposed of for want of room to handle them on the farm.

Catalogues will be issued at once, and no doubt many desira-

ble youngsters will be found among the lot. Send to Ktllip

& Co. and they will mail you a catalogue as soon as issued.

A vkrt neat and comprehensive little work has been re

ceived. Tbe title is " The Parsing of the Plow." It pre
sents in a series of articles the benefits of aubsoiling and
the best manner of preparing the soil for the production cf

crops. A novice in agricultural pursuits as well as a practi-

cal farmer will learn much from this little work which will

not be forgotten, and after closing it tbe conclusion must be
that the day for the old-fashioned, heavy-pulling, earth-dis-

turbing plow bas passed, and tbe new subsoil plow must be
the onlv one to use hereafter.l The Deere Disk and Subsoil

Plow will revolutionize plowing, and as it is the best one
ever patented we recommend our readers to write to this

compiny for circulars, and then if tbe facts are satisfactory

send for one of these plows. This is an age of progress and
tbe one to succeed is the one who is quick to idopt tbe
newest, cheapest and best lahor-savine appliances,such as the

agricultural implements made by this company and the

agency is at 305 and 307 Market street.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Mambriso Patches':; daughters produced 124 trotters

and pacers.

Minnie, by Junio, 2:22. is the dam of the good three-

year-old Potrero, 2:21.

All the leading stock farms report their stock to be in

excellent condition this winter.

John H.Shults will breed Laurel, 2.09}. by Brown Hal,

to his pacing stallion Thistle, 2:13}.

The horses that Monroe Salisbury intends to sell at auc-

tion will be sent to the auctioneer in February.

Myron McHKNRY will soon bring a carload of trotters to

Plea«anton. He will'winter at this famous track.

Send us any items you may have regarding your colts oi-

Dlliee. News like this mar be of great benefit to you.

The question now agitatiug the leading light harness men
i^ 'Shall harness races be made mile heats two in three?

The Bcilevard Association is achieving great success in

getting good roads constructed in and around San Francisco.

Col. W. L. Crabb, of Eminence, Ky., is s'ill breeding

good ones from his stallion Mortimer, 2:27, by Electioneer.

Decorum, the sister to Direct, 2:05$, recently purchased

by E. H. Harriman, of New York, will be bred to Stamboul,

2:07*.

hnly one of Piedmont's daughters appeared as the dam of

a 2:30 performer in 1S95, and that one is Rosemont, dam of

Mazitlao, 2:27}.

The late Col. Harry I. Thornton owned a few head of

trotters. Thev will be disposed of at public auction after the

first of the year.

Among broodmare sires Electioneer stands very high. In

the vear 1893 thirteen 2:30 performers appear in the list as

having his daughters for dams.

Dotch Dave, one of the old-time California trotting horse

drivers, is handling a big string at Honolulu. He will be

the Ed. Geers there next year.

The James Madtson colt Addison, at the Oakland Race
Track, is one of the most promising trotters there. He will

be seen on the circuit next vear.

Woodbine is the dam of Wedgewoo 1, 2:19, the grandam
of Proctor, 2:16, the great-grandam of Leonatus, 2:171, and
the great-great-grandam of Quiz, 2:19}.

There is a filly by Moobars, 2:11$, out of the dam of

Arthur L., 2:20'., at Jas. Sutherland's place at Pieasaoton
that is more promising than this, her half brother, by Direct.

Ke.i *l Wilkes, 2:11$, mide a very small season at John
H.8halts' ParkvilleFarm in 1S93 and 1894 and his colts are
very promising, handsome and natural trotters. Several will

be raced next year.

There were more horses and vehicles seen in Golden Gate
Park last Sunday than were ever noticed before. We shall

soon see articles written in the daily papers upon the deca-

dence of the bicycle.

Nine of Gen. Benton's daughters appear as dams of new
2:30 performers for 1895. The late Senator Stanford's claim
that he would make one of the world's greatest broodmare
sires seems to be verified.

The Year Book states that Smuggler, 2:15j, was foaled in

1866, but J. M. Morgan, of Olathe, Kan., who bred and
grew him, says that he was foaled the night Abraham Lin-
coln was killed, which was the 14th of April, 1865.

Hart Boswell, the only son of the great Onward on this

Coast, is at Laurelwood Farm, San Mateo. He is out of the
Dictator mare Nancy L°e (dam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04), and
all his progenyjshow that they are not only pure-gaited but
speedy.

Hambletonian Mambrino is now twenty-one years old,

but he is as spry as a col*., and with the exception of having
enlarged glands, is as sound as a dollar. He will serve all

the mare* on the Witch Hazal Farm next year except those
of his kio.

W. 8. Hobart is only satisfied when he gets the very best-

Last Tuesday he secured the services of that '* artist in iron,"

F. J. Cochran. This celebrated horseshoer is one of the best
in the United States, and in the shoeing of horses that inter-
fere be has no equal.

DuitiNO the last week intbecity of New York not less than
500 trotling-bred horses were disposed of, and when it is con-
sidered that the average price of the entire lot was $300, it

would seem that there wai plenty of food in the fact for the
comfort of horse breeders.

Jay Beach is jogging a two year-old on the Irvington
track that is a full brother to Chehalis, Del Norte and
Touchet. This fellow is a bay, and a counterpart of the old
hone, while his three full brothers are very fast sidewheelers.
Mr. Beach thinks this fellow will be equally as fast at the
trot.

Since the publication of President Spreckels' kind offer to
let the trotting horse men have lngleside free of charge any
time this summer, a large number of horsemen visited the
trick Sunday, anil Kl LafT<;rty said :

" From its shape and
the class of soil on it, 1 think it wilt be the best trotting

track in California."

Fr*nk S. Gorton, of Chicago, has a colt by Direct, dam
Lulu F., wnirb was given to him by Monroe Salisbury. The
little fellow in qtiile promising and well bred. "Just feed
him plenty of oats," said the Californian. 'Make him grow.
"II pay the <* looses." "No, you will not" said Mr. Gorton,
'or 1 raiht-r the idea of taking good ca*e of a coll given
•- I think k plucky. Kober' J. was a giff horse, you
now." ''So was Stamboul," added Mr. Salisbury. Perhaps

the little fellow will make a great horse. He is well bred.'

F. Wickersham, of Fresno, who has been on a visit to

this city for some time, says the youngsters by Junio, 2:22,

are all fine lookers. He has two grand looking four-year-old

mares by this horse out of mares by Dawn, and their second

dams were by Whippleton. He also has a large three

year-old colt called Bolinas, out of Maud Whippleton, by

Whippleton, that has more style than a Hackney, and accord-

ing to those who have seen him, he is much handsomer.

Those who entered their horses to be sold at the close of

the Horse 8how were very angry when they saw that the

track on which the horses were to be shown in the

Mechanics' Pavilion was torn up. Intending purchasers saw
its condition, and not being able to judge of the gait of the

horses, were bs much diwappoioted as those who were anx-

ious to Bell. Messrs. Killip *& Co., the auctioneers, did not

deserve Buch treatment from the Horse Show Association.

Jewett, 2:14, the famous pacing horse, the property of

Phil Groben, who recently bought him from J. M. E. Morrili,

of Boston, died yesterday morning. A few days ago Groben
gave orders that the horse be shipped from Boston to his new
home in Buffalo. Monday Jewett arrived in the Central yard

at EtBt Buffalo. Later in theday aswitch engine bumped up
against the car containing the pacer and he was thrown iu a

heap, suffering an injury to hisspine which caused his death.

W. G. Lermond has moved to Vancouver, Wash., with

his stable of trotters,,where he will winter and train for next

season's campaign. He has Kitty Caution, 3, 2:25, by Caution

—by Bellfounder; Baby Ruth, by Caution—Oigood Maid,

and a two-year-old full brother to Kittv Caution, and he is a

fine, racy looking colt.

A number of horse breeders who sent their horses to the

Horee Show declare tbey will never do so again,and have all

kinds of complaints to make tf the judging and their treat-

ment. Of one thing there can be no doubt—every horse

cannot win a first prize, even though this knowledge was not

gained until after the show ended.

Jos. Ciirn Simpson has a cilt by Chas. D>rby, 2:20, out

of a mare by Aotevolo, 2:19}, that is the making of another

great campaigner. He has siz;, subitanc?, speed and a dis-

position to trot and stick to it. Everyone hopes this well

known writer will have a return of the good fortune he had

when he bred Anteeo, Antevolo and Anteros.

The San Mateo Stock Farm was well represented at the

Horse Show and won a number of splendid prizes. Guy
Wilkes, 2:15}, Fred Kohl, 212A, Fred S. Moody, 2:18, Prince

Airlie and Refero—a family of horses anyone might well be

proud of, and when shown in the ring the youngBters seemed

to understand just what was required of them.

The bay mare Aotonette.by Anteros, owned by A. A. Scott

of Lima, Ohio, which was started in a few races this fall,

showed miles in 2:25. She was bred for three years to Al-

fonso, and was not taken up until late in the season, and all

things considered she made a very creditable showing. She

is now being jogged and next year is expected to trot close to

2:15.

The road to Iogleside from the Golden' Gate Park via

the Almshouse is one of the poorest in San Francisco county,

and unless something is done to make it fit to drive on it will

be abandoned by all who wish to go the race track,

and the road via the Park, Ocean Beach and In-

gleside will^ne used. "Its the longest way round, but the best

way to go."

Speaking of the docked tails on fhe horses at the New
York Horse Show &n old man was heard to remark : "It may
suit these Anglomaniaces, but show me the true born

American who would allow anyone to chop off the tail of his

favorite horse to suit such people, and I will show you a man
who is trying to make himself believe he is right, but its a

difficult proposition."

Mr. E. D. Slater, who bought Rio Alto, 2:16}, last week

is an old-time road rider and member of the New York Driv-

ing Club. In company with Frank G. Phe'ps, of Boston,

Mass., he has jost started a breeding farm at Saugerti?, N.
Y., and the farjo is to be named after the new horse. It is

likely that Rio Alto will be kept in the stud until he becomes

thoroughly acclimated.

Senator W. M. Stewart, of Nevada, has purchased a

farm of several hundred acres near Leesbarg, Va., to which

point he will remove all of his choice mares and young things

at an early date. A half-mile track will be constructed on

the farm, and a skilled trainer placed in charge of the plant.

Senator Stewart intends to spend all of his leisure hours on

his stock farm, and devote himself to breeding trotters.

The trotting mare Orange Girl, 2:20, by Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian—Dolly Mills, bySeely's American Star, is now the

dam of three in the list, viz. : Arcturus, 2:21:}, by Artillery.

2:21$; Orangelander, 2:161, by Greenlander, 2:12; and Ozo,

ma, 2:29*, by Earl, 2:23$. "Artillery, 2:21*, sire of Arcturus,

2:21$, is brother in blood to Orange Girl. 2:20, being by Rys-

dyk's Hambletonian, out of a daughter of Seely's American
Star.

The stallion owner that is looking into the future should

announce the services of his stallion in the columns of the

reputable turf papers. Prospects for breeding, the coming

season, are brighter than they have been for some time, and

owners of mares that have not been bred the past three years

are figuring on where to breed in 1S96. An advertisement

in the turf papers is a" good investment for those that are

looking ahead.

There was always a string of admirers around the stalls

where the celebrities: W. Wood, 2:07, Diablo, 2:0 H, McKin-
ney,2:ll}, Zimbro, 2:13, Fred Kohl. 2:12*. Guy Wilkes,

2:15$, Silver Bow, 2:16, Boodle, 2:12J, Ethel Downes, 2:13.

James Madison, 2:17f, Fred Moody, 2:1S, and Iran Alto,

2:19} were: The American trotting horse, although not

shown in the ring as often as the hackueys, seemed to have

the most friends.

The youngsters being prepared by Cope Stinson at the

San Mateo Stock Farm for the great sale to take place from

this farm in New York City in February, will, if no sickness

occurs among them, be the best ever shipped across the con-

tinent. Mr. Corbitt will send his very best, and as the pro-

duce of Guy Wilkes have won more money in the past four

years on the turf than any other stallion living or dead,

there will be an active demand for the most of these.

There will be an effort made in the next year to get some
horses that will give W. S. Hobart's horses a contest for first

prize at the next horse show. These people will find no one
more anxious to have worthy competitors than this modest
young gentleman, and as he says, "competition's the life of
trade, and the more we see of it in the horse iodustrv the
greater and more lasting will be the results. We should all

strive to get the very best. Nothing else is dema
at present."

The Burch mare was the dam of Rosalind, t_e best daugh-
ter of Abdallah (15), and has two in the list, her daughter
Blandina is the dam of Barcina. Blandina has seven sons
that are sire?; Barcina is the dam of Bayard Wilkes, 2:16*
and his sister Bertha the dam of Diablo, 2:09}, at four years.
Rosalind,2:21$, is the dam of Charles Caffrey, sire of fourteen
trotters and three pacers, and Intrigue, sire of five trotters.
Another daughter of the Burch mare is Burch wood, dam of
Kingwood, 2:17}. Here are three of her daughters repre-
sented in the standard list.

Wm. Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, only selected
eight horses for the Horse Show and every one of them won
a prize. They carried ten firsts and two seconds back to the
farm, besides a splendid cup which was added to the cash
prize won by Guy Wilkes. This horse also won first for
him3elf and family over McKinney, 2:11}, and Silver Bow
2:16. No better evidence of Mr. Corbitl's good judgment is

needed than this. Besides these horses there was another
mare he raised and is also by Guy "Wilkes, shej won fif-

teen prizes, her name is' Hazel Wilkes. Mr. Corbitt sold
her to W. S. Hobart in the East two years ago.

L. C. Ruble, of Rio Vista, has two of the handsomest
fillies that were exhibited at the Horse Show. One is by
Rupee, 2:11, out of Madeline, by Arthurton

; second dam
Henrietta, by Bell Alta; third dam by Peacock. She is only
two years old and a trotter cf the highest class. The other is

also two years old'; she is bred in the purple, being by Elec-
tricity, 2:17*, out of Woodflower (dam of the great trotter
Seylax, 2:15]), by Ansel; second dam Mayflower, 2:30* (dam
of \ViIdflower > 2:21, and Manzanita, 2:16), by St. Clair. These
are both very promising, and are for sale at a remarkably low
figure.

Mr. SiMaeL A. Crowelt,, of Silem, arrived from Cali-
fornia last week with a fine young stallion of Electioneer
blood, Roswood 20,560, br s, foaled in 1891, sired by Eros,
son of Electioneer, dam Maggie D., 2:19}, by Nutwood 600;
second dam May. by George M. Patchen Jr.; third dam by
Rifleman, son of imp.. Gleucoe; fourth dam by Williamson's
Belmont; fifth dam bv Red Buck, son of Bertrand. Eros is

the grandsire of Visalia, 4, 2:12}, and Jasper Ayres. 3, 2:15*.
Roswood's breeding is certainly very good, and as Mr. Crow-
ell always looks after the "individual" as well as breeding,
we predict he has made a choice selection. He sold Pilot
Lemont, 2:21$, and he will be taken to Central America.

—

North Pacific Rural.

Henry Pierce, owner of toe Santa Rosa Stock Farm,
never lets an opportunity pass to secure a good young indi-

vidual when he sees one. He visited Madison Square while
in New York City the other day, and could not resist the
temptation to secure a couple of good ones. He bought the
two-year-old filly Lavera, by Allerton, 2:09}, out of Luck, by
Eros, 2:29*, out of Nettie Nutwood, by Nutwood; third dam
Lady Sculley (dam of Yanderlynn, 2:21), by Joseph. The
other one was the handsome bay filly Aldea, by Truman,
2:12, out of Aldeana, by Electioneer; second dam Eliza Dolph
by Wildidte ; third dam Mamie C. (dam of Azjaoor, 2:20$,
Electric King, 2:24, and Don Monteith, 2:29$), by imp Her-
cules.

The breeder who sets out to breed size and quality will

find his path beset with difficulties. As a rule horses of large

size do not have a high degree of quality as a natural ac-

companiment. Like the breeder whose aim is to produce
speed combined with beauty, the one who undertakes to get
the combination of size and quality will have plenty of oppor-
tunity to put to test his faculty of selection and then to guess
again after learning that his first attempt was far from being
as successful as he had expected it to be. The trotting-bred

horse is as yet a horse of many types as far as conformation
goes, but by judicious selection, and care in mating, a breeder
will be enabled to produce the type he wishes if he is so con-
stituted as to be able to draw deductions from the results of

his breeding operations and profit thereby.

M. M. Morse, for eight years secretary of the Board of

Review of the National Trotting Association, has resigned,

and W. H. Gocher has been appo ; ~ted in his place. Mr.
Gocher.is a young man who has u for fifteen years or
more connected with turf journalism. '

< a native of To-
ronto, Oot., and was formerly identified wnn the Canadian
Sportsman. About ten years ago he came to New York as

a writer on trotting topics for the New York Sportsman. In
1SS9 he edited the Chicago Horseman for a few months, and
then founded at Cleveland the American Sportsman, a weekly
horse paper of which he is now the editor. He is the secre-

tary of the American Sportsmen's League, an organization

formed last year for the purpose of opposing legislation

against racetrack belting.

The advance guard of Village Farm campaigners for 1896
will be shipped in a few days to Selma, Ala., where E. F.
Geers will be located for the winter. The complete list, six-

teen in all, is as follows : Fantasy, 2:06 ; Nightingale, 2:08
;

Aithanio. 2:113; Heir-at Law, 2:12; Fitz Kiyal, 2:13}; Ca-
rillon, 2:18}; Princess R^yal, two-year old record 2:20; Blue

Bell, 2:22$; Incarnate, 3, no record, by Chimes, out of Mock-
ing Bird, 2:16$; Valence. 4, no record, by Mambrino King,
out of Dottie, by Almont Jr.; Gerald Rex, b c, coming two,

by Rex Americus, 2:11}, out of Geraldine (dam of Robert J.,

2:01 A) ; Scapegoat, coming four, by Heir-at-Law, 2:12, out of

Minnequa Maid (dam of Nightingale, 2:08). Pacers : Robert

J., 2:01$ ; Bright Regent, 2:0'*; Mocking Bird, coming five,

by Mambrino King, out of Mabel (dam of Mocking Bird,

2:16$); Receiver, coming five, bv Prince Regent, dam Con-

tent, by Mambrino King. Mr. Geers will also have a few

outside horses in his stable. Several of the green horses ara

known to possess a high rate of speed, but it's too long ahead
,

—the 1896 money at the wire—to make predictions. Suffice

it to say, several of those mentioned are expected to bring

back more fame to the already renowned Village Farm. Mr.
C. J.Hamlin will probably go South later on. He celebrated

hie seventy-sixth birthday a short time since, enjoys the best

of health, and is good for the century mark.
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THE SADDLE.

Ninety weanlings are being fed at Belle Meade.

Hidago's last start was in the colors of Barney Schreiber.

Lovdal is dow at Ingleside and may be seen at the post

soon.

Charmion was quite a disappointment Firday in fin-

ishing last.

K Daily Racing Foim " of Chicago has been suspended

for the winter.

Further action on the poolroom ordinances has been

postponed for two weeks.

Diablo has been sent to Charles Reed's farm, Fairview

where he will do stnd duty.

Byron McClellandwiII confine his turf operations to the

West mainly next year, it is said.

W. M. Wallace will ship some of his string oat here.

Orinda has been sent to New Orleans.

A. B. Spbfckels' Australian stallion Crigbton won the
first prize. Eddie Sachs, with his Australian stallion Loya-
list, second, and R. D. Ledgell's Australian stallion Trade
Wind third and Matt Storn's stallion Del Norte highly
commended in the thoroughbred class "at the Horse Show.

Dr. E. B. Richardson, Everett, Mass , has bought of E.

J. Crawford, Sybil, by Sultan, dam Posey (dam of Murtta,
2:18), by Flaxtail; also a yearling filly by Gen. Robinson,
2:31^, dam Sybil. Gen. Ribinson is by Ellerslie Wilkes, and
showed ability to trot considerably below 2:30 the past sea-

son.

Joan, thanks to the advantage received at the start, came
near capturing the colt race Friday. She made a run away
race of it and was only caught at the last moment and beaten
out half a length by Sir Play, undoubtedly the best colt of

the lot. Had not Sir Play fortunately got away second the
race would have been lost lo him.

JSd. Purses played $100 each way on Repeater with all

the books that would give him 2 to 1.

Sixteen books, including field books, cut in Saturday.

The Palace and San Francisco clubs dropped ont.

J. J. Case's good mare Kathleen cut herself badly in her

last race, which accouoted for her poor performance.

Allahabad is an East Indian town, and on the "Pioneer'

of that place Rudyard Kipling began his literary career.

Work on the insida course at loglenda progresses rapidly

and is already completed for the full circle to a giod width

Chevalier, whose riding at Bay District made him such

ajfavorite, leaves for New Oleans soon, to be absent but a

few weeks.

Duchess, dam of Clifford, is with foal to the cover of imp.

Loyalist. Her weanling by Luke Blackburn is considered

the gem of the Meade.

Quite a number of the English colony at Bakersfield have

been in the city during the past few days, and several were

visitors at Ingleside Monday,

Rico got into the heavy going in the stretch and fell back

very suddenly. He would have been very close to the money
had he been taken over on the dry stretch.

A glass wind-break ha3 been put at the west end of the

grandstand at Ingleside, and seats under its protection should

be very popular during rain and fogey days.

April was played heavily to wia the hurdle race last Sat-

urday. It was the first time that the heavy weights imposed

upon him for his former supariorily was taken off him.

The well-known flit rider, Cash Sloan,' made his appear-

anca in a huddle race on Siturday last. Re rode Morgan G.

and Wis the ciose of quite a play being mida oa that hors-.

Hazard has improved very much with his lasf two race

With anything short of a desperate ride by Chorn on Alver

Hazird would have had winoing brackets to his credit Mon-
day.

Prince Lief, Byron McClellancTs crack two-year-old, has

developed into a fine-looking youngster, and there are many
who predict he may one diy prove as formidable as Henry
cf Navarre.

Following the custom on Eastern tracks, the money was

hung on the wire bafore the race for the fiorse Show Stakes

was run, and was taken therefrom by M. Bergeo, rider of

the successful horse

The stewards of the Pimlico track have awarded the

purse won by Septour, Nov. 19, to James McLaughlin, whose

colt Premier ran secDnd. Seplour's owner did not comply

with the Rules of Racing.

Ladas, the celebrated Eoglish racahorse, now four years

old, by Hampton—Illuminator, has been sent to the stud.

He will hold court at Lord Rosebery's stud farm at Ment-

nmre, near CLeddiogton, Bucks.

Bob Smith, of Anaconda, Montana, the well -known

jockey, arrived in this city Friday, and) no doubt there will

be a big call for his services in the sadJle, as he is known as

one of the best jockeys in ths land.

Ab STEMLfeR will took charge of El Primero, Caliente

and other horses belonging to Joe Terry last week. One is a

three-year-old maiden by Hidalgo and another is a Fitzjames

two-year-old filly named Summer Time.

R. Tucker has been engaged to train for Fleishman &
Son next year. The string will be a select one. Wiley

Jone3 will be the light weight jockey for the stable, and Dog-

gett is mentioned as a probable leadiog one.

Ir will be some time before the bookmakers will again

offer odds of 200 to 1, and corresponding figures for show "

on Fi Fi at a mile. Both of this horse's two last races have

shown considerable improvement in his abitity to go the dis-

tance in good company.

Collins was rode to victory on Saturday by a boy havicg

the peculiar name of Two Bits. Thisjwas his second appearance

here, but he has been riding successfully in the East, aod

our race-goers will find that, as a jockey, he is worth more

than his name would imply.

The mighty Fagin, winner of eight coosecutive races, met

his Waterloo last week when Forest took him into camp in

the fourth race at Alexander Island. Rolla was the one

played to beat Fagin, but Parson Underwood scored with

Forest at the juicy odds of 5 to 1.

Rayelston's performance in the stake race on Saturday

showed him to be a worthy son of Flambeau. This colt had

run but few actual races, yet at the weights on Saturday was

clearlv the best hone in that race. It was only the superi-

ority of Bergen over Piggott that lost the race to him.

Vocalic, by Virgil, dam Acoustic, that died suddenly
November 14th, at Iroquois Stud Farm, was a good race

horse in his day. and later a success in the stud,as he was the

sire of Vortex, Bellevue. Blanche's Last, Sidie Thompson
0.ikview, Violetta and Vocalite. Vocalic was sixteen years

old and was in apparent good health ten minutes before he
was found dead.

With the exception of Griffin, A. Clayton, who has been
engaged bv the Brookdale Stable for the coming year at s\

salary of $10,000, without the privilege of outside mounts,
made about as good an average as any jockey that rode con-
tinually last season, winning twenty-three oat of ninety-nine

mounts. He was no doubt the best available boy that could
have been secured, and will add materially to the strength of

the Brookdale establishment.

Bush Smith at Helena, Montana, has three very prom-
ising youngsters that will be two years old next month. One
is a filly by Salvator, out of Sentiment, by Sensation ; very
handsome, and as fast as a bullet. Another is a chestnut colt

by Faverdale,oat of imp. Born Fool, bred by W. T. Withers,
and a colt by Montana (now at Ingleside), out of Asteroid.

These are heavily engaged in stakes in the East and a better

trio would be hard to fiad anywhere.

Colv W. P. Thompson has been asked by a wealthy gen
tleman to put a price on Requital, the champion two-year-

old. It is not likely, however, that the Master of Brookdale
will be tempted to sell the crack of his year at any price.

Besides the brilliant outlook there is for Requital on the

turf next season, it would be hard to find at any price a more
desirable youngstallion than the high class son of Eothen
and Retribution —N. Y. Mercury.

A large number of the most prominent horsemen and
officials at the Ingleside track visited the three-eighths pole

Monday where the Australian starting machine has been
placed. Mr. Lopez gave a number of exhibitions of its sim-
ple workings, and everyone pronounced it a success. There
will be a public trial given of it some day this week. The
jockeys all say it just suits them, for they will all get an even
start, and the fastest sprinter will not keep them at the post

waiting until he or she comes back so tbev can break even.

''Pittsburg Phil" Shite, known from one end of the

country tj the other as a heavy plunder and owner of very
notable horses, arrived from New York Monday, accom-
panied by his mother, who makes her first visit to the Coast

and will spend the winter here. Mr. Smith's horses have
been here nearly a month in charge of his brother, W. C.

Smith, who trains for the stable, and they may be seen at the

post any day now. In the partv that arrived were also

Walter Keyes and Sam Mulford, both well-known Eastern

form players.

The judges rendered a final decision in the hurdle race

Tuesday. No entries will be accepted from the Arizona
Stable hereafter. Johnson and Goodman, the riders of J.

O. C. and Three Forks respsctively, were both ruled off.

Frank Van Ness, owner of the Elkton Stable, was exonerated,

as he proved that he had backed his horse. Morgin G., the

winner of the race in question, was entered by Covington,

hut the evidence went to show that Johnson bad an interest

in the horse and was, therefore, really ineligible to ride un-

der the rules.

Fannie Louise made a poor showing with J, Lamle i-d

io her race on Saturday. She appeared like sure money to

the heavy bettors and played accordingly by them. Getting
avay promptly in the lead, it was seen that she did not draw
away from her field with that ease expected of her and which
she had shown in all her successful races. Before half the

distance had been covered it looked as though she would be

beaten out, but not so ignominou3iy as the outcome showed.

The judges thought Lamle's ride a pathetic and suspended

him indefioitely.

Justice Kerrigan Monday rendered a decision for the

defendant in the suit of Joseph Harris against the California

Jockey Club. Harris is a jockey and was barred from ihe

Bay District track. He entered the grounds, being admitted

on a regular admission ticket, and was forcibly ejected. He
sued for $299 damages. Justice Kerrigan held that an admis-

sion ticket to a place of amusement is a revokable license,

and the question in this case was to determine whether un-

due force was used in the ejectment of the plaintiff. The
Court decided that no undue force was used.

Captain John Koster, one of the best known of the

old-time racing men ib America, died at bis home in New
York on Sunday last from an affection of the heart. Captain

Koster was born in that city on November 15, 1825. He be-

came a member of the old American Jockey Club at Jerome
Park in 1S68, and in 1880 was made its president and held

the office for years, and afterward became clerk of the scales

at Monmouth Park and handicapper. Captain Koster made
a great name for himself, and was considered io his time the

best judge in America of horses' weight-carrying ability.

Babe Murphy annexed another winning race Monday,
in her usual runaway style. She is very quick to break, and

is always well under way by the time the flag falls. Cochran

hugged the rail with her while the others turned wide into

the stretch, and as he oeared the wire discovered a dry strip

up along the edge, which he took lo with desperate haste,

but the speedy filly was very safe, finishing a good five lengths

in front of the others. She has an unbeaten record here, and

may be said lo hold two track records, as her five furlongs

in 1:02} and six in 1:171 have not been equaled by any others

Secretary Mor^e is quoted as saying that " waiving dis-
tance does not allow a horse to do anything but drive for
each and every heat, and he is subject to all other rules the
same as though distance had not been waived." This is a
common-sense viewcf the matter, but more than one instance
may be cited where the judges have acted as if waiving dis-
tance gave horses and drivers liberty to go as they pleased.

A well known trainer who has been looking about for
horses to campaign next year, says that horses suitable for
racing are not easy to find anywhere, and he thinks that such
horses will command high prices, in the spriog. The great
falliog off In the number of horses produced must necessar-
ily tend lo advance prices and those who have continued to
breed and train should be in a pDsition to profit by the in-
creased demand caused by the decrease is the supply. The
gradual botsare recovery from the effect of the financial de-
pression will bring new buyers, both for roadster and the
track horses.

W. S. Leake, Postmaster of Sacramento, will resign that
office soon, to accept a more lucrative position in this city.
He will become manager of the business of A. B. Spreckels,
besides actiog as secretary of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club
at Ingleside. Mr. Leake is one of the most genial of men,
and his reputation for making friends and keeping them,
which was earned in his long residence io the Sacramento
Valley, does not leave him. He is a thorough business man,
and keenly alive to the requirements of every office he has
ever filled. Everyone will be pleased to welcome him as
an accession to Ihe ranks of permanent officials, and we pre-
dict that his future will be a bright and creditable one.

In an interview with Bob Smith, the well-known jocke
who pulled off a big handicap race with Bathampton at
Sbeepshead Bay on the 3d of July and was thought to be an
unknown Eoglish rider, he Bays that the prospects for a good
season of racing in Mootana were never better. The leading
horsemen there are very enthusiastic and are anxious to have
that the racing grounds of America. Large purses will be
offered on very liberal terms, and the programme of stakes
will be announced shortly. Besides the splendid horses owned
by Marcus Daly there are manv good ones owned by Kirk-
endall, Bielenburg, Ryan Bros., Larrabee, Higgins Bros, and
others that all are anxious to see what they will do.

P. Lorillaed has claimed and registered for his yearlings
in Eogla.od the following names : Berzak, for chestnut colt,

by Sensation— Belphcebe: Astolpho, for bay colt, by Sensa-
tion—Alcina; Quibble II., for chestnut olt by Sensation

—

Qaandary; Equinox, for brown gelding, by Sensation

—

Breeze; Lamerockjor bay gelding.by Sensation—Lizzie Cox;
G'aring.for bay gelding—by imp. The Sailor Prince—Flash;
Draco, for chestnut gelding, by imp. The Sailor PriBce

—

Darya ; Dorado, for chestnu' gelding, by Sensation or imp.
The Sailor Prince—Dolinka ; Sandia, for brown gelding, by
imp. The Sailor Pripce--Saluda; Pigeon Wing, for bay filly,

by Sensation—All Hands Round; Magica, for chestnut filly,

by Sensation—Witch, and Belisma, for brown filly, by Sen-
sation—Blush.

Jockey Lamle thinks he is in pretty hard luck. When
he read the papers Sunday morning he learned that he had
been set down for his ride on Fannie Louise the day before
Together with Trainer McCormick, of Burns & Waterhouse'
stable, he called on the judges yesterday and was informed
that there was no question of bis honesty", but that he did not
pull his whip soon enough—that he was expected to use the
whip as soon as a horse got up to him when he was out in

the lead. He admits that he allowed the winner to head him
before he weDt to the bat, but he had been taught to depend
more on band-riding than on the use of accessories, and
many stable owners and trainers will not allow the use of
either whip or spurs. Some of th* Eastern stables now here
will send all their horses to the post without eilher,believing

they always secure better results by hand-riding, as to the
question of the result of Saturday's race, Lamle says that no
persuasion he might have administered would have had any
effect on Fannie Louise, and Trainer McCormick bore testi-

mony to the mare's notorious faint-heartedness. Col. Burns
is stated to h?ve declared he never would place a bet on the
mare again.

The stockholders of the Oakley Jockey Club and those of
the Latonia Jockey Club met at Cincinnati to consider the
dates of the two Spring meetings near that city. The follow-

ing plan was agreed upon. Oakley will open first in the
Spring. Its opening date will depend on Louisville. It is

expected that Louisville will open about the 6th of Mav.
The Falls City date, however, is contingent on Lexington's
closing. Under no circumstances will there be a conflict.

Lexington will likely have eight days of racing and Louis-
ville twelve. This will make the opening date at Oakley
about May 21. There will be thirty days at Oakley and
thirty days at Latonia. Last year Latonia bad Decoration
Day, and Oakley had the Fourth of July." Next year these

dates will be reversed. Oakley will have a big
stake on Decoration Day, and it will be Secretary Hopper's
aim to have a big handicap for the Fourth of July.
The question of starter and judge was also discussed. It has
already been decided that John Carter will again officiate as

presiding judge at Latonia, but the question of judges for

Oakley was not decided. Neither was the question of who
will do the starting. Pettiogill, however, has the call for

wielding the flag at both tracks.

Thf. crack sprinter Stonenell, that was claimed out of a

selling race for $2,500 last May from Mr. Dwyer by Mr. T.

Hoodies, developed such a villainous temper that bis trainer

declined to handle him any longer. He was then turned
over to a 'crcs3 country frainer, who schooled him over
hurdles. Such work very frequently reforms bad-tempered
sprinter?, as. for instance, one of the worst brutes in training

Churchill, afterward developed into the peerless steeplechaser

Bourke Cockran. Stonenell, however, has not mended his

ways. On the occasion of (hie debut over timber the day
before yesterdav be finished last in a field of three. It looks

very much as if Stonenell would meet the fate of Mr. Loril-

lard's Sachem and Gerald, who, though very speedy horses

—

in fact, first class performers—developed such tempers that

even after a course of jumping work they became absolutely

useless for racing. There must be something in the stable

management of English establishments which is so intensely

irritating lo horses of a nervous disposition imported from
America that they develop into <*ivaee« in their boxes and
rogues under silk. A score of cases might be cited of

(hat had good dispositions here, but became mean abroad.

Girofleis a notable instance.—N. Y. Mercury.
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The Horse Show.

The prediction in these columns, that the Horse Show
would prove a success was verified. The Eastei a judges

were very much interested in the result, as it was the ab-

sorbing topic among the horsemen of New York that if

at the second great show given in Madison Square

garden by the Horse Show Association no sum lite $15,-

000 in cash prizes could be oflered, the Horse Show in

San Francisco would be a failure when it attempted to

offer so much. New York has forty exhibitors where

this city has one, and even with the very liberal amount

of space being devoted to its exhibition in that immense

city and its environments, its shows until this year have

been far from being profitable.

In an interview with assistant secretary Obed Horr

we learned that there was a very Dice margin of profit

for the stockholders of the association at the close of this

most successful show, and that steps will at once be

taken to give a Horse Show in January, 1897, that will

be on a scale of still greater magnificence. There were

many lessons learned by the Board of Directors at this

show, and they will be profitable hereafter. Complaints

they expected to hear, and as one director said: "We
were not disappointed; for there never was an exhibition

from a baby show to a horse show that did not have its

share of exhibitors who believed they were wronged."

The selection of judges was the most critical part of the

work, and in order that there will be no cause for com-

plaints of favoritism it is hoped that at the next fair the

judges of all the leading classes will be selected in the

East and brought here to give their decisions. " A
prophet hath no honor in his own country," neither

hath a judge's opinion any weight in a horse show

in a city where he is well known.

The programmes every afternoon and evening were

enacted to the letter, although many of those assembled

who were interested in thoroughbreds, trotters and draft

horses would have liked to have seen them in the ellipse

a little oftener. If this was done, however, a majority of

the people who love to see stylish hackneys, coach and

carriage horses with their elegant harnesses and beautiful

carriages move around would be disappointed.

The management of this show could not be excelled)

and whenever exhibitors asked for anything it was

granted. That it has been a great object leBson

for those who love the horse cannot be denied. They had

a splendid opportunity to compare the different breeds

and with the excellent many advantages offered for

visiting the stalls wherein the horses were kept, there is

no doubt the lessons learned will be of inestimable

v:ilue hereal' er. The display of coach and carriage,

tandems and Que roadsters at the next show will be far

greater than this, as a great many who have exhibited

are determined to get blue ribbons at the next show if it

takes a kingdom to get them. With men and women of

wealth who have this idea in view, those who are breed-

ing and developing horses must be benefited, and what

is beneficial to one branch of the horse industry benefits

all.

Thoroughbred Blood in the Trotter.

In a compilation of valuable s'atisties on this Bubject,

as published in the Horseman, it is a curious fact that

the fastest trotter by a thoroughbred sire was a Califor-

nian, Col. Lewis, 2:1SJ, by Rifleman; and out of thir-

ty-eight performers that had thoroughbred dams, twenty-

two were bred in California, and Palo Alto, 2:08$, holds

the fastest record. Out of 145 trotters that are ' from

mares by thoroughbreds, there are fifty that were bred in

California and the majority of these were from at Palo

Alto. This proves that this class of breeding has been

followed closer by breeders in this State than in any

other State in the Union. The mares that have records

and are out of mares by thoroughbred stallions will be

invaluable as broodmares, this, in fact, is admitted by

all students of breeding, and as very few, if any, of

these mares trace to Geo. Wilkes, what splendid families

hese mares matched to any of the leading trotting-bred

Wilkes sires of the day will crea e

It is only a few years since the theory about thorough-

bred in the trotter was advanced and the columns of the

leading turf journals were filled with articles denouncing

the hot infusion, but men of the late Senator Stanford's

caliber believed they would, in time, destroy the

theories of these dyed-in-the-wool trotting enthusiastics

and by using good judgment in the selection of their

thoroughbreds they demonstrated that thorough-

bred in the trotter did more good than harm, so year

by year the accession to the ranks of record holders is

increasing, and the complaints about hot infusions are

growing fainter and fainter. Californians have reason

to feel proud of the work done in this repect, and have

cause for rejoiciug that the blood of the following horses

will not be allowed to fade into the dust as long as their

descendants are known: Williamson's Belmont and his

sons, Owen Dale, Langford, Don Victor, Bella Alta,

Venture and Capt, Webster; Wildidle, imp. Hercules,

Ben Wade, Jack Hawkins, Cichton, Joe Daniels, Hub-

bard, Woodburn, Norfolk, Joseph, Lodi, imp. Hurrah,

Express, Rifleman and Enquirer.

The Convention Must Be Held.

The idea of holding a convention of trotting horse

owners, drivers, and all interested in light harness

events, is meeting with the approval of all who have

given the subject any thought. The time has arrived

for concerted action, for the future of the business on

this Coast depends upon the plans devised for the year

1896. There is, among prominent horse breeders a de-

cided awakening to the fact that unless some heroic

measures are taken at once to promote unanimity among

all connected with the race meetings, their investments

in horses will prove a decided failure, and among own-

ers and drivers the same feeling exists. It is of the

greatest importance to all that a convention be held soon

and every horseman who has any interest in the welfare

of the industry on this Coast should agitate this subject

whenever and wherever he can.

The Detroit Jockey Club advertises in this issue a

full list of the stakes to be run at its Summer meeting

of 189G at its magnificent race course. As there will be

no racing on this Coast during the Summer, and a large

number of the best stables- will be taken East, it is of

great importance to owners to have their horses well en-

gaged, and this wide-awake club is among the first to

offer inducements to horsemen to race at their meeting.

The advertisement in another column shou'.d be read by

every one interested, and as the stakes are large , condi-

tions liberal, time opportune, track first-class and man-

agement unexcelled, there should be no hesitancy on the

part of horse owners in sending in entries on time. They

will close January 10, 1896, so there is little time to be

lost.

On another page of this issue will be found an adver-

tisement notifying horsemen that entries to the Nursery

Stakes, to be run at the State Fair of 1S97, and the Cali-

fornia Futurity Stakes, to be run at the State Fair of

1898, will close on January 1st. The first-named will

be for two-year-olds, foals of 1895, and the latter for pro-

duce of mares covered in 1895. The conditions are very

liberal, and as time is short, horsemen should post them-

selves on these matters at once and send in their entries

.

All such entries enhance the value of a colt.

Close the Pool Rooms.

For weeks, this journal has advocated the closing of

the downtown pool rooms, and thus the attention of the

authorities has been called to the business transacted in

these iniquitous spots on our public thoroughfares. The
daily press has at least taken up the fight and are now
exerting all their power to close them.

The Board of Supervisors are to meet next Monday
night and the question of keeping these pool rooms

open comes before them. Some of the owners are

willing to pay $1,000 a quarter for the privilege of keep-

ing them open, and a resolution to that effect will be of-

fered. It is hoped that it will not be adopted, as it will

only be an opening wedge by which the smaller fry of
clever manipulators of cardboards will find some way
to transact business which will have as disastrous an ef-

fect upon the morals of young and old, and especially

the young, as the present dens which are scattered

throughout the city.

The presence of these places in this city are a dis.

grace, and every day they are molding public opinion

against racing. Why the public moralists have not

taken up this subject and delivered fiery discourses up-

on racing and these barnacles is past understanding.

Perhaps they are waiting to see what the Board of Su-

pervisors will do. If these pool rooms are allowed to re-

main open we can expect a relentless shower
of eloquent missiles which will find a resting place in

the minds of thousands of voters who, on election day,

will go forth determined to vote for men who are

pledged to stamp out racing in California. This was the

case in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and Illi-

nois, and the moralists with their tens of thousands of

supporters gained the day.

The Board of Supervisors of this city and county have
a plain and simple duty to perform, and they should do
it manfully, knowing that they are pledged to further

the best interests of this community. A public office is

a public trust, and if they fully realize this, they will do

their duty and close all these pitfalls which are wide

open for the youth of this city to plunge into.

Betting should be confined to the tracks whereon the

races are being held and the Dimond ordinance should

be passed. It is plain and comprehensive, and the

temptation to gamble is placed so far beyond the reach

of those who are inclined to squander their earning no

one but those having the money to invest will go that

far to do so. The clause in it in regard to foreign books

is also an excellent one, and no one can find fault with

it. The down town poolroom men may fight against

this ordinance, but if they are willing to wager money
surely they can find no fault with the betting privileges

at the track, and as many of them are already interested

in bookmaking there, it would be better for them

to confine their operations to the place where little boys,

girls and women are not allowed in the betting riDg.

The Christmas Horseman has arrived and is magni-

ficent number. The letter press cannot be excelled;

the articles instructive and interesting, and as they are

written by the leading turf writers of America are

fully up to the standard of excellence we should expect

from Buch knights of the pen. The pictures of great stal-

lions and mares are better, more finished and lifelike than

any that have ever appeared before in print. They are

not photographs, but are drawn by the leading artist o

horse portraiture in America, a young gentleman named
Geo. F. Morris, who visited California last fall for his

health. A mistake has been made, we think, in not al-

lowing his name to be affixed to these pictures, as he is

entitled to it as much as an author is to affix his to an

article. The tables of statistics so valuable to turf

writers, are full and correct, and will be consulted by

everyone interested in horses the coming year. The
cover of this splendid holiday number is a decided im-

provement on the one of 1894, and reflects credit on the

artist and lithographer. We welcome this Christmas

guest, knowing that a closer acquaintance will afford us

great and lasting enjoyment. -

The Christmas number of the Horse Review has been

received. It is fully up to all the preceding holiday

numbers of this splendid journal. Typographically, it

excels them, while the old-fashioned wood engravings

are replaced by half tones which are accurate and pleas-

ing. The articles cover a wide range and furnish most

interesting reading for all interested in facts and

romances about the horse, while the tabular matter is

not excelled by any similar publication issued. We
welcome it to our desk, and do not think the holidays

would be enjoyable without it.
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Auctions Next "Week.

Next Tuesday evening Messrs. Killip & Co. will sell

at auction in their big tent on Van Ness avenue and

Market street a number of choicely-bred yearlings and

two-year-old thoroughbreds by s'ich famous sires as Sal-

vator, Sir Modred, Darebin, Midlothian, Maxim, Mar-

tenhurst, Tyrant, Torso, Calvados, St. Andrews and

Fitzjames, out of the best mares on the Rancho del Paso.

Many a great winner came from this far-famed home

of the thoroughbred, and many that will be disposed of

at this sale will be seen on our tracks, winning races in

the best of company; and the majority of them are bred

well enough to be winners of the leading classic events

events of America, England and France.

On the following evening (Wednesday) these auction-

eers will have another excellent collection of grand-

looking, royally-bred yearlings and two-year-olds to dis-

pose of. Some are from Marcus Daly's famous farm in

Montana, the birthplace of some of the greatest horses

in America. Besides these grandly-formed youngsters,

James B. Chase, of the Sonoma Stock Farm, sends in a

number of yearling3 by imp. Midlothian, imp. Merriwa

and Peel, besides two fine colts by Martenhurst belong-

ing to S. E. Larabie, Deer Lodge, Montana.

Convention to be Held.

(Written for Breeder and Spobtsman.)

It is now an assured fact that in the very near futum

there will be held a convention of representatives of the agri-

cultural associations, owners, trainers and drivers of trotting

horses, and^all others interested, for the purpose of devising

some means whereby an improvement over present methods

may be made and to outline the program for the season of

1896. In no other State are the agricultural associations or-

ganized as in our,own. Controlled as they are, it is but rea.

sonable to assume tbat they will be an active factor in the

proposed convention, for by no other agency can local pride

and interest be awakened bo well as by the district fair. The
district fair is the fair of the masses of the common people*

One of its objects is the creation of public sentiment and con-

sequently is the proper place for tbe making of public

opinions for or against the development of the horse

or horse racing. The district fair is a training

Bchool from which has been graduated nearly all of our
most prominent trainers and drivers, and it is but reasonable

to assumfe that the fairs of the future, properly managed, will

create as much public sentiment as any of the past. The
masses are bound to be educated and all interests contingent
will be compelled to feel an impetus which cannot be felt so

well through any other source. It is proper therefore that

every agricultural association in the State should be repre

sented at this convention, and that, too, by their brightest

and best men. The managers of fair associations, in many
cases, have given the subject of reform fully as much atten

On Thursday all of the thoroughbreds belonging to the
t;on ^ tne breeders, owners or drivers, and their counsel and

Todhunter estate will be sold. Among them are great

race mares, famous matrons and a number of grand-

looking yearlings. There will be two yearlings by Silver

Bow, 2:16, the handsome trotting-bred stallion, sold.

On another page the Cincinnati Jockey Club adver

tises stake events to be run at Oakley during their

Spring and Fall meetings in 1896. Entries will close

January 15th. There are four stakes for two-year-olds

for the earlier meeting with $2,500 to $3,500 added, one

at seven furlongs and one at a mile for three-year-olds*

and five others for older horses. Three two-year-old

events are named for the Fall meeting, with $1,000

added, two at six furlongs and the other at a mile. In

addition are advertised the fixed events for 1897, entries

to which also close on January 15th, 1896. These aref

the Oakley Derby, one mile and a quarter, with $3500

added ; the Buckeye Stakes, one mile and an eighth,

$2,000 added, and the Cincinnati Oaks, one mile and a

sixteenth, with $1500 added. The Derby for 1896 has

a guaranteed value of $12,500, the Buckeye Stakes

$7,000, and the Oaks $5,000, all of which will ,be run

during the Spring meeting to begin in May next.

The attention of trotting horse breeders is called to

the advertisement of the Occident Stake of 1898 for

foals of 1895, to be trotted at the State Fair, The earn-

ing capacity of a colt or filly must be increased, and we

know of no better way than by making entries in these

"futurities." In 1895 the Occident Stake was worth

$2,400, and for 1896 it will be in excess of that amount.

The date of closing is January 1, 1896. See advertise-

ment and send entry to Secretary Edwin F. Smith, Sac-

ramento, in time.

Sam Doggett won on his first mount in California.

Over $75,000 will be expended at the Oakland track in

improvements during the next three months.

Sims, the jockey who rode in England for Croker and

Dwyer, and returned a confirmed Anglomaniac, is expected

here next week.

Jockey Stanford is able to be out and Dr. Cohn states

the fractures have knitted so thoroughly that the popular

jockey will not suffer any inconvenience whatever as a result

of his accident.

F. W. Covet, superintendent of the Palo Alto Stock Farm
arrived from New York city on Wednesday last. He was

satisfied with the prices received for the consignment he sold

in New York.

Will Wallace, the owner of some very good horses,

among them Orinda and The Commoner, arrived from the

East Wednesday He will race half a dozen horseB here,

principally maidens.

Sam Doggett. the noted jockey, accompanied by his wife,

arrived from the East Tuesday and registered at the Pal-

ace Hotel. He is under engagement to ride the horses of

George E. Smith (Pittsburg Phil).

Matt Byrnes, of Montana, reports that the three follow-

ing named crackaj acks have been sold to a syndicate of horse-

men in Butte City, and will be placed in a trainer's hands at

once : The Pepper, Salvation and 'Ostler Joe.

The stewards af the Jockey Club at their meeting on Fri-

day, November 20th, passed a resolution to extend the time

for registering horses unregistered, whether as two-year-olds

or foals, until the last day of this month and year, on pay-

ment of $50 in each case.

Henry Sttjll, the famous artist, has just finished two

magnificent oil paintings for W. S. Hobart. One subject is

Bright Phoebus and the other is Ferrier. Mr. Stull is doing

excellent work for the Daily Examiner, and his pen and ink

sketches of the famous horses at the track are not excelled in

any other daily paper in America.

The Thornton Sale of Thoroughbreds.

best thought, together with those of others in attendance,
should be the means of formulating a plan for 1896 that can-

not help being to the benefit of all concerned.
The great majority of those who attend harness race meet-

ings do so for the love of the sport, rather than from a de.-ire

to gamble upon results, and when this interest is allowed to

die out, then do we see the fine Italian hand of the profes-

sional gambler, who will stop at nothing to gratify his in-

satiable love for a game of chance. It was largely because of

such a state of affairs that the ever-present bookmaker has

been permitted to supplant the old method of auction pnols,

and it must be conceded that more jobs are traceable to this

source than any other. It is not the intention of this article

to deal with the pool-seller or his patrons, for many enthu-

siastic patrons of harness racing like to have "just a little at

stake" to make the result more interesting and exciting, yet

an improvement can be made at this point.

Some years ago it was not an unusual thing to see team
racing upon all tracks, and especially at the State and dis-

trict fairs. Attention was given to the gentleman's roadster

teams, and often the contests in this class were more excit-

ing than many of the class races. It is impossible for every

one who owns a team to have racehorses good enough to

compete with allcomers, but all can, with a little care and
good judgment, have a team of gentleman's driving horses

that will do credit to themselves and their owner. This is a

class of horse that has to a very great extent been over-
looked, yet at all times their market value has been more
nearly uniform than any other. A class should be provided

for team racing at all harness meetings, and more attention

given to the gentlemen's roadster class by our agricultural

associations. The latter would undoubtedly go a long way
towards increasing the attendance, and would add to tbe

funds by entrance fees. Now as to the work of the conven-

tion.

The writer had had several talks with prominent horsemen
of the coast, and is confident that at the convention a plan

will be presented by one gentleman that will have agreatdeal

of merit. Other plans will probably be presented, but the

best must be taken. The best is not too good, and if formu-

lated upon a business basis, keeping in mind that the good of

one interest is for the good of all, there can be no question of

the outcome. All that is done must be done in good faith,

else it will be time wasted. Remember " the remedy of to-

morrow is too late for the evil of to-day," and the close of

1896 will prove that you have builded wisely. There will

be fewer causes for complaint, and all will feel that the time

Bpent at this convention was the means of laying tbe founda-

tion Btone of a permanent structure. Captain Essex.

The closing-out sale of the stallions, broodmares and
yearlings owned by the estate of Colonel Henry I. Thornton
took place at Killip & Co. 's salesyard, corner Market Street

and Van Ness Avenue, last evening under electric light. The
bidding was not spirited and the prices realized were in most
instances low.

Imp. Mariner brought the highest price of the sale, being
knocked down to George Poorman for $2,300. "Daggie"
Smith got Sobraote for $175. Fairfax, a brother to Don
Carillo, went to John Bobbins for $625. The same bidder
also got El Quito, a sister to Mollie R,, for $140.
The following is a list of those sold

YEAELINGS.
Maintop, c f, by Mariner—Marin, by Thad Stevens : Chas.

Kerr 520 00
Kern Lass, b f, by Mariner or Munster—Reata, by Milner; L.

E. Clawson 25.00
Alcatraz, ch f, by Mariner—Marinette, by imp. Partisan'-A.

Joseph .. 175.00
Happy Eyes, b f, by Mariner—Dancing Eyes, by John Happy

J. W. Welch _ 165.00
Miss Maggie M., b f, by Midlothian—Triekaey, by Joe Hooker

;

J. Mackey 900.00
Rose of Magenta, b f, by Mariner—Kosa Bella filly, by imp.

KyrleDaly; J. Robbins '„ 60 00
Ipomea, b f, by imp. Martenhurst—MoonHower, by Wildidie''

J- O'Reis 300.00
Mercutio, b c, by imp. Martenhurst—Ernestine, by Bertram

G H. Peters „ 575,00
Miss Belinda, ch f, by imp. Mariner—Bellina, by XX ; G.

Poreman 50.00
El Quito, b f, by imp. Mariner—Cantenac, by Three Cheers ; J.

Robbins _ 140 00
Fairfax, ch c, by imp. Mariner—Sunlit, by Monday ; J. Rob-

bins. 625.00
Morena, b f, by imp. Darebin—Carrie C, by Monday ; G. A.

Peters 250.00

STALLIONS.
Imp. Mariner, ch s (8), by Wild Oats—Miss Emma, by Saun-

terer ; G. Poorman 2300.00
Sobrante, br h (10), by imp. Eyrie Daly—Carrie C, by Monday:

Daggie Smith 180.00

BROODMARES.
Rebecca, b m, by Hubbard—Electra, by imp. Eclipse: T. Jones 20.00
Cimeter, br m (7), by Hyder Ali—Sabina, by Norfolk ; W. Ho-

bart ; 400.00
Reata, ch m (8), by Milner—Marin, by Thad Stevens: G. Poor-

man _ 150.00
Sunlit, ch m (12), by Monday—Lilly R., by Longfellow; J. O.

„ Reis 2000.00
Narcola, b m (11), by Norfolk—Ada C, by Revenue ; G. Pore-

man 650.00
Bessie Barnes, b m (7), by imp. Darebin—Carrie C, by Mon-

day; T.Jones 375.00
Marin, ch m (11), by Thad Stevens-Carrie C, by Monday; ff

.

S. Hobart 300.06
Marinette, b m (7), by imp. Partisan—Marin, by Thad Stevens;

W. S. Hobart 240 CO
Eufaula, bl m (13), by Monday—Lilly R., by Longfellow; J. W.

Welch 80.00
Catalina, b m (12), by Wheb.tly—Carrie C, by Monday ; T.

Jones 250.00
Lind Vista, bm (6). by Wildidie—Trieksey; J. Mackey 150.00
Moonlight, b m (12), by Thad Stevens—Twilight, by Norfolk ;

W. S. Hobart 600.00
Moonflowei', b m (6). by Wiididle—Moonlight.by Thad Stevens;

J. Mackey 100.00
Miss Middleton, br m (4), by imp. Mariner—imp. Woolhara, by

Maribynong : J. W. Walch 150.00
Temescal. bl m (6).by imp. Mariner—Miss Cromwell, by Oliver

Cromwell; J. Mackey 230.00
Dancing Eyes, b m (6), by John Happy—Glad Eyes, by Onon-

daga; W. S. Hobart 375.00
Madeline, b m (7), by John Happy—Jongleuse, by Alarm ; W.

S. Hobart „ 125.00
Queen High (8), by Three Cheers—Lugena, by Thad Stevens

;

R. F. Gallagher 70.00
Bellina, ch m (8), by XX—Esmeralda, by Shannon ; T. Ben-

nett 80.00
Rosa Bella filly, b m (10), by imp. Kyrle Daly—Rosa Belle ; J.

Mackey 85.00
Naiad Queen, ch m (4), by imp. Kingston—Naiad, by imp. Mor-

temer ; J, W. Welch 280.00
Loma, b m, by imp. Darebin—Kitten, by Eclipse ; J. Mackey.. 100.03

Total ..512,595.00
Average thirty-six head „ 347.00

O. P. Tyler & Co.

This is the firm name of the.best photographers of horses

and cattle in California. During the Horse Show nearly all

the prize winners were photographed by these gentlemen,

and those which appeared in the Horse Show number of the

Breeder and Sportsman were also specimens of their

skill. Photographing animals is a study in itself, and any-

one who doubts that it is not should undertake to photograph

a horse and see how difficult it is. Messrs. Tyler & Co. have

sent a large number of pictures East to be published in the

Horse Show edition of the Rider and Driver, and no doubt

they will astonish and please the good judges there. Their

office is 1720 Market street, and any orders sent them will be

promptly attended to.

—

The published pedigree of Klamath,2:08i, is fall of errors.

Capt. Werk, of Oregon, gives the following as the correct

breeding of Morookus, sire of Klamath. He was by the

great Altamont, out of Minnie Tolman, by Lion Heart, a

Canadian horse that was a model of beauty ; second dam
Minnie Rifle, by Rifleman, son of Glencoe ; third dam Tol-

man's old thoroughbred mare; her pedigree is lost, but she

was sent to California and bred to Norfolk. The issue was

a colt which, for his time, was the Ifastest and best mile race

horse in Oregon. The dam of Klamath was a mare called

Bob. She was by Ophir, out of the Gridly mare by Mike,

son of Vermont. Ophir was a California bred horse, and

was brought to Oregon when quite young. He was by Sken-

andoah, out of a mare by Easton's Dave Hill. Capt, Werk
is an authority on pedigrees, and is conversant with the true

history of most of the Oregon horses.

A veterinarian surgeon at the last horse show ordered

the Australian stallion Clieveden out of the ring, sayiDg he

had "spavins." When brought down this year from the

ranche the three veterinarians at this horse show were called

in to examine him, and they pronounced him perfectly sound

and free from anything like spavins.

R. P. Pepper's grand old stallion Onward, 2:25}, has a
great roll of honor up to the close of 1895, at twenty years of
age. He now has one hundred and nineteen of his produce
with records from 2:06 to 2:30, twenty-three of which entered
the list the past season. Forty-one of tbese have records of
2:20 or better, and fourteen are in the 2:15 list, while three
have records better than 2:10. Eight world's records are cred-
ited to his family in the first and second generations. Two
of these belong to the great filly Beuzetta, 2:06 J, the world's

race record for f00r-year-olds, and the same stands as the
record for the fourth heat. Belle Acton, a granddaughter, has
the record (2:20|) for pacing yearlings, while Symboleer,
another granddaughter, has the race record (2:11) for Iwo-
year-old pacera. Online, 2:04, by his son, Shadeland Onward,
is the champion four-year-old pacer. Aileen, daughter of

Gazette, another son, is alBo credited with two records for

four-year-old pacing mares, her mark being 2:07*, while An-
gie D., 2:07, by his eon Mikeagan, holds tbe championship
foi aged pacing mares. On November 15, the date upon
which the summary of Onward's produce was compiled, he
had sixty sons who had sired 213 performers with records of

2:30 or better. As there is no way of ascertaining the number
of produciog daughters of this great horse for 1895, the com-
piler only gives those up to the close of 1894, at which
time he was the sire of eighteen dams of twenty-six, making
a totalj with the produce of daughters of 1895 omitted, of 239
in the second generation, while the sum total up to the first

and second generations amounts to 358 in the 2:30 list. On*
ward's sons have sired six 2:10 performers, making a total of

nine in the select circle from the Onward family.

Christmas is coming and it is the time for making others

happy. We know of no place in this city where more suitable

gifts for old and young for this time of year can be bought
than A. Hirschman's, 113 Sutter Street. His stock of split

second watches is unsurpassed, while for rings, bracelets,

earrings, diamonds, rubies and other precious stones, no
other establishment on this Coast carries a more select sup-

ply. The pricesjasked are very low, in fact, for the class of

goods offered, cannot be equaled. We take pleasure in rec-

ommending Mr. Hirschman to all our readers knowing that

everything is Bold exactly as represented.

Sam'l. Gamble, the well-known horseman, had charge of

one of the departments in the Horse Show, and merited the

thanks of all visitors for the kindly way in which he an-

swered all questions, and^the general courtesy he extended to

the members of the press. All who had horses in his charge

at this exhibit have expressed themselves most favorably

upon his efficiency and watchfulness.
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Horse Show Awards.

Class 19,pair of mares or geldings and best appointed "road

r jg
»—first and second prizes, specials team exhibited by W.

S. Hobart; third prize Agnew Stock Farm's Flora G. and

Stratford Dawn ; fourth prize to A. B. Spreckels' Grove A.

and A
m

„
t

Class 2, mare four years or over, with foal at foot—1-irst

prizj $100 Pat' Uto Block Farm's imp. Fairy Rose; second

prize, $50,' A. B. Spreckels" Glitter.
g

Claw 3, best f ml in foregoing class—First prize to 1 alo

Alto Stock Farm's K >sonionde,out of imp. Fairy Rose; second

priie to Sprockets' Glitter foal, by imp, Idalium.

Claw 5 standard-bred stallions—Firet prize, $250, to Wil-

liam CorbiU's Goj Wilkes second prize, $125, to C. A. Dur-

fee'. McKiooey; third prize G. H. Fox's Silver Bow.

. i;i, pair of mares or geldings four years or over-

First pr Bobart'fl Hazel Wilkes and uncatalogued

mile- <ec >nd pri* i
toSoubrette aud Algonila.owned by Frank

H Burke j third prize to A. B. Spreckels' Grove A. and

'

Class 4 beat yearlioR—First and second prizes won by

colts exhibited by Edward Corrigan; third prize to Matt

Storms Li.dy Hurst. .

Class 42 iuireor gelding, not under lo hands 2 inches,

shown before a brougham, the horse to count 50 per cent,

aodthebroughtm ao 1 general appointments oO percent—

First pries $150, VY. S Hobart's Cardinal, bay gelding, lb

ban is, 1 i inches, five years; second prize. $75, W. S. Hobart's

Commander, bay gelding, 16 hands, 1* inches, five years;

third prize, $40," W. S. Hobart's Aristocrat, black gelding,

nice vears.

Class51,p*ir of stallions, mares or geldings, or stallion,

nnreor g-ldio*. 12 hands, and not exceeding 13 hands, 1

inch—First prize, $50, Mrs. Sara Drumm's Midnight, black

mare, 12 hands, four years. No second prize awarded.

Class 52, stallion, mare or gelding above thirteen hands

one inch and not exceeding fourteen hands one inch, three

vears or over—First prize. $50, W. S. Hobart's Whoa Emma,

gr m, 14*, aged; second prizs, $25, H. H. Hinshaw's Katnna,

gr m',14'1, 5* vears; third prize, $10, Charles A. Baldwin's

Tristan, b g, HI, 6 years.

Class 4"\ stallions, mire or gelding, ten hands and not ex-

ceeding twelve hands, three years old or over—First race,

$20, A, W. Foster's imp. Hungarian; second prize, $L5

Henry J. Crocker's b m Bessie, 11, five years; third prize,'

$10, A. W. Foster's dirk ch s Carlisle, 10, four, aged; fourth,

Miss Lurline Spreckels' b m Topsy, 11, three years.

Class 57, ladies' saddle horse, not under fourteen hands

three inches and not exceeding fifteen hands three inches,

four years old or over, to be ridden by ladies—First prize,

$75, John Parrott's ch m Ste la, 14.3, nine years, ridden by

Mrs. Dillon; second priz?, $40, Mrs. A. D. Ayres' chg Wood-

lawn, 4 3, eleven years, ridden by Mrs. Ayres; third prize,

$25, Mrs. \V. B. Hooper's b m Caprice, 15 2, aged, ridden by

Mrs. Hooper.
Class 59. ponies under saddle, stallion, mare or gelding,

aider twelve hands, three years old or over—First prize,

$50, Henry J. Crocker's b m Bessie, 11, five years
;
second,

prize, *3£>. Oifcwooi Park Stock Farm's ch g Prince, 10.2,

six years ; third prize, $15, A. W. Foster's ch m Duchess,

10, four years.

Class 60, mare or gelding, twelve hands and not exceeding

thirteen hands one inch, three years old or over— First prize,

$50, Kern Countv'.Land Company's blk mLadyFav, 12, four

years; second pr'iz3,$30, A. W- Foster's bib g Tecumseh,

12.1. three years ;
third prize, $15, Miss Alohi Agnew's blk

g Frisky, 12J, foar years.

Cla*s 41, pair of high steppers, not under fifteen hands

two inches, souodoes?, style, conformation and hock action to

be considered, to be shown in a four-wheeled carriage, wag-

ons excluded—First prizs. $175. W. S- Hobart's b g Dam-
ro3ch, sixteen, aged, and b g Seidl, sixteen, aged; second

prize, $75, George A. Pope's b g Romulus, 15.2, six years, and

brg Remus, 15 2. eight years; third prize, $35, W. S. Hobart's

b g Cardinal, 16|, five years, and b g Commander, 16A, five

years; fourth prize, W. S. Hobart's Acrobat and Aristocrat.

Class 6, stallion, four years old or over, kept for service

—

Special prize, the Shreve cup, solid silver, $200; first prize,

$125, Wm. CorbiU's Guy Wilkes, 2:15 r , boy, 15.2J, aged;

second prize, $60, C. A. Durfee's or McKinney, 8818, 2:11J,

15 3, eight years; third prize, $30, Wm. Murry's ch Diablo,

2:091, six years; fourth, Hostetter & Montgomery's Boodle

Class 37, pair of high steppers, not under fourteen hands

two inches, soundness, style conformation and hock action

also to be considered: this class to be shown to a four-

wheeled carriage, wagons excluded—First prize, $150, W. S

Hobart's gr g Peacock, 15 1A, aged, and b g Gamecock, 15 H,
aged ; second prize $75, W. 8. Hobart's ch g Highflyer, 15,

four years, and blk g His Highness, 15, aged.

Class 1, stallion, three years old or over—First prizs, C. P.

Huntington challenge cup. to A. B. Spreckels' imp. Crighton;

second prize, cup offered by Robert F. Morrow to Ed Sachs'

imp. Loyalist; third prize to imp. Trade Wind, owned by

D. J. McCarly of Pleasanton.

Class 45, best appointed and best park tandem, gentleman

driver— First prize, $150. to imp. May Day and Highflyer,

owned by Waller B. Hobart; second prize, $75, to Hobart's

Gamecock and Peacock ;
third prize, to Cockrobin and Addie

M., owned by Alexander Herrmann, the magician.

Class 80, Normans or Percberonn, stallion, one year old

—

First prize, $15, Ebony, William Hill, owner.

31,8*016 stallion, under one year old—First prize,

$15. Ironclad, James Hill, owner.

Class 82, same, mare, five years or over, with colt—First

prize, $60, imp. L'Amie, James Hill, owner.

ne. roare, four years or over— First prize, $50,

L'Amie. James Hill, owner; Becond prize, $25, Eugenie,

Hopland Stock Farm; third prize, $15, Marielte, Hopland
Farm.
Class 84, same, mare, three years old—First prize, $30,

Louette, Hopland Farm.
Class 14, troitern. (illy or gelding, three years old, under

four— Fir i
i

i & Montgomery
; sec-

ond pri ilat, Henry C. Gonidy ; third prize, $15,

Alfred H,, John I'. Bovd.

Class 16— rrotUBra, filly or gelding, two years old, under 8j

' I'V.-I s M tody, William Corbitt; second prize

loch Firm ; third prizs $15, Lady
Louisa, L C. Ruble.

Fiv.! cli*«w of Inckney^. c Ki'-hing stalliont and harnes

horse* ware - 1 Oob of Hobart's teams won the contest

W. M Near'a big two year-old Clyde won a like con-

test between prue-winqing draught horses. With his Hun-

tress, '^nderella and Sweetheart, Hobart won two more sets

of jumping class prizes. The contest of fire engine teams was

won by Sf-n Francisco engine 2, and Oakland engine_2got

second. Joseph Dyer, Hobart's coachman, won first prize by

his performance; John Carroll, H. J. Crocker's man, received

second, and James Steward was given third. John McAuliffe

refustd fourth.

Rules for the Preservation of Carriages.

1. Carriages should be kept in an airy, dry coach house-

There should be a moderate amount of light ; otherwise the

colors will be affected. The windows should be curtained to

avoid haviog direct sunlight strike upon a carriage.

2. There should be no communication between the stable

and the coach-house. The manure heap or pit should also be

located as faraway from the carriage-house as possible. Am-
monia lumes crack and destroy varnish and fade the colors

both of the painting and lining. Also avoid having a car-

riage stand near a brick wall, as the dampness from the wall

will fade the colors and destroy the varnish.

3. Whenever a carriage stands unused for several days it

should be protected by a large cotton cover sufficiently strong

to keep ofi the dust without altogether excluding the light

Dust, when allowed to settle on a carriage, eats into the var-

nish. Care should be taken to keep this cover dry.

4. When a carriage is new or newly varnished it is better

for it to stand a few days, and to be frequently washed and

well dried off before being used ; frequent washings with cold

water and exposure to fresh air in the phade will also help to

harden and brighten its finish. Never allow mud to remain
long enough upon a newly varnished carriage to dry upon it,

or spots and stains will invariably result.

5. "While washing a carriage keep it out of the sun. Have
the lever of the " sett " covered with leather. Use plenty of

water, taking great care that it is not driven into the body, to

the injury of the lining. Use for the body panels a large,

soft sponge; when saturated, squeeze this over the panels,

and, by the flowing down of the water, the dirt will soften

and harmlessly run off. Care should be taken to wipe the

surface quite dry with soft chamois leather after each wash-

ing.

6. The directions just given for washing apply as well

to the upper parts and wheels, but use for the latter a differ-

ent sponge and chamois than those used on the body. Never
use a "spoke brush," which, in conjunction with the grit from
the road, would act like sandpaper on the varnish, scratch-

ing it, and, of course, removing the gloss.

7. Never allow water to dry of itself on a carriage, as it

would invariably leave stains. Hot water or soap should

never be used in washing a varnish surface.

8. Fnameled-leather tops and aprons should be washed
with very weak soap and water. No oil should be put on
enameled leather.

9. In cleaning brass or silver parts no acid, mercury or

grit should be used; the polish should be obtained by friction

only.

10. Be careful to grease sparingly the hearings of the front

gearing?, using only enough to allow it to turn freely.

11. Put some grease on the locking parts—not too much,
to spoil the paint. The wheels should be oiled at least four

times a year. The best olive oil should be used. The leather

washers should be turned and fitted, and it should ba done
by a competent person.

12. Avoid opening a carriage door while the vehicle is in

motion, as accidents frequently occur from this cause, the

door being intercepted by a tree or lamp-post and wrenched
from its hinges.

13. Leather-top carriages should never stand long in the

carriage house with the top down. Afcer raising the top,

"break" the joints slightly to take off the strain on the web-

stay and leather. Aprons of every kind should be frequently

unfolded, or they will soon spoil.

14. As a general rule a carnage will, with gentle work,

retain its freshness better than if allowed to stand for long
periods in a coich house. If the latter be necessary, draw
the carriage out frequently to air, in some shady place, and
occasionally wash t.

15. The carriage should ba repainted, or at least touched
up and revarnished. as i fien as ooce a year. Avoid having
such repairs made in a hurry ; remember that hurried varn-

ishing implies imperfect varnishing.

Horses at San Jose Track.

This morning, says the Moscow correspondent of a London
paper, I witnessed a wonderful display of horsemanship. It

took place in the Pe'.rofi^ky park. Here, in the presence of

the Grand Duke Nicholas and most of the foreign officers and
g ests, the regiment of Cossak Guirds went through an ex-
traordinary series of exercises which threw the most daring
feats of the circus into the shade. The entire regiment went
past at full gillop in loose order, with mauy of the men
standing upright in the saddle, others upon their heads with
legs in air, many leaping on to the ground and then into the

saddle againat full speed, some springing over their horses'

heads and picking up slones from the ground, and yet re-

gaining their seats. While performing these feats all were
brandishing their sabres arid firing pistols, throwing their

carbines into the air and catching them again, and veiling

like maniacs. Sime men went past in pairs, standing with a

leg on each other's horses. One wil^ fellow carried off an-

other dressed as a woman. The effect of the scene was ab-

solutely bewildering, and it seemed as if the whole regiment
had gone mad. Upon a signal being given the regiment
divided into two parts. One rode 00; the others halted and
made theiir horses lie down on the ground, and lay beside

them, waling, as in war, the approach of ao enemy. The
other section of the regiment then charged down, t»nd in an
instant every horse was on his feet, every rider in his saddle,

and with wild yells they rode at their supposed enemy.
When the manuyjvres were over, the regiment rode past

singing, and uncommonly well together, a military chorus.
Altogether, it was a marvelous exhibition of daring horse-
manship

; and one hardly knew whether to admire most the
docility and mettle of the steeds, or the skill and courage of

their riders. All the foreign officers and guests were no less

astonished than delighted.

The recent rains interfered with the training of running

horses at the Agricultural Park track. In the last few days

the harrowing of the inside]of the track has,been7kept up

almost constantly, and yesterday the active training of the

numerous racers now stabled at the track was resumed. The
outside of the track is in very good condition for jogging trot,

ters and pacers. Not mach is baing done, however, in the

way of training horse3 in harness.

The improvements in the stable3 of Barns & Waterhouse

continue, and they are now well equipped with all modern

conveniences. About $1,500 has already been expended in

putting the stalls in condition, all the work done being of a

permanent and essential character.

A crack runner, Lovdal, arrived yesterday, and was
added to the string at the Burns & Waterhouse stables. This
horse is by Wildidle. He is a fast one. Last year he won a
number of good races in the East, and was also winner of a
number of important events in San Francisco last spring.

From the Burns & Waterhouse stables yesterday five two-
year-olds were sent to San Francisco to take part in some
events that are to come ofl soon. The3e flyers, it is believed,

will give a good account of some very active training that
they have done on the San Jose track.

Two fine horses were added to the stable of C. T. Boots
last Thursday. The horses are Nervosa, three years old,

and Tiberius, two years old. Both of these horses are by
Brutus.

The following running horses are in the stable of L. A.
Legg at the track : A two-year -old filly by Brutus ; two fil-

lies, full sisters to Charmer, and a yearling stud by Vanquish,
out of May D.
The pacer, Fred Mason, 2:10, six years old, has been added

to the stable of Frank H. Burke at the track. Fred Mason
is by Bob Masou and a half-brother to Walter J., 2:08. Wal-
ter J. made hi& record at five years old.

The horses in F, H. Burke's stable are all working well

and showing up fine. They are in charge of Pat Davy. There
were four animals from this stable at the horse show in San
Francisco. A pair of them won the second premium for road
teams. They are Soubrette and Algonett, by Eros, out of the
mare Algonett, by Algona. Burke's two year-old stallion, Mc-
Kenney, by Wooloomoloo, also took the second premium at

the horse show.
There are eight horses in the stable of C. H. Corey, in

charge of John Smith. Laura M., 2:13£, the noted pacer, is

in fine form. There are also in this stable a full brother to

Laura M., two ye ts old, and another fall brother, a Buck-
ling, and Laura M.'s dam.

Prince Bismarck, two-year-old, and Cinnabar, five-year-old,

both by Almont Patchen, 1:15, are in this stable, as is also

Lady Thornhill, 2:17J, four-year-old, by Billy Thorn hill.

The stable of H. C. Cox, in charge of G. Danforth, con-
tains the following horses : A five year old trotter by Box-
wood, by Nutwood; Honeyboy, a pacer, 2:20, out of a Nat-
wood mare, by Steinway; a four-year-old mare, Susie, out of
a Belmont mare, by Grovenor, by Administrator; Reatinas,
a four-year-old well-bred stallion, and the mare Hessie, by a
son of Electioneer, out of a Whippleton mare.

All the horses at the track are in fine condition, and the
training, esp3cially of runners, is bsjug actively prosecated
—Mercury.

»
Dr. Gideon Knapp Dead.

Sin Falta. is the name of Gaston Ashe's two-year-old
bay filly bv St. Carlos—Sinfire, and should not be confused
with Fin Slaughter. The latter, by Gano—Mandy Fortune,
has run seven races, but is still in the maiden class. Sin
Falta got away tenth in a field of eleven, and finished ninth
in her first start, Tiny, a winner at five furlongs in 1:02,

coming back to her.

New York, December 7—Dr. Gideon Lee Knapp, the

well-known turfman, died this morning. He had been ill for

four weeks with typhoid fever.

Dr. Knapp was one of the founders of the Jockey Club
which succeeded the Board of Control in the management o
turf affairs in the East, and was a steward of that organiza-

tion. He had been identified with the turf in a small way,
but did not attain prominence until 1S92, when his horse.

Sir Walter, first began racing as a two-year-old. Since that

time purple and gold squares, bis racing colors, have become
familiar to every racegoer.

Dr. Knapp raced his horse nnder the name of "Oneck
Stable." No other of his horses attained the prominence of

''Good, game Sir Walter." Dr. Knapp has begun racing
seasons with a large stable of two year-olds, most of which
never developed into anything more than selling platers.

Dr. Knapp was also well known as a first-class wing shot.

His match at $500 a side with McAlester some years ago
was a famous event. He was also a billiard player of con-
siderable ability. He was a member of the following clubs :

Union, Racquet, Westminster Kennel, Larchmont "iacht
and Century.

Timing in Australia.

The manner in Anstralia of timing races is as follows

Each starting post is connected by wire with a chronograph

in the judges' box, and when the starter gives tne ordei to

move an official at the same time touches a button on the

post, which sets the clock in motion, and on the winning

post being reached another official, who is stationed in the

judges' box, presses a button, which stop} the chronograph.

The face of the latter is ot the back of the j udges' box, so that

any one in the in the inclosure can see for himself what time
has been made. It may also be mentioned that the electric

current not only sets the clock in motion, but strikes a large

bell in the paddock, giving every one warning that the horses
have been sent on their journey.
The best records in Australia at the seven main distances

are given as follows: Three quarters of a mile, 1:14; seven-

eighths of a mile, 1:26; one mile, 1:40; one and one-eighth

mile, 1:55-1; one and a quarter mile, 2:06; one and a half

mile, 2:35*; two miles, 3:28}.

Those in need of a first-class double team of fast trotters

Bhould write at once lo Prof. E. P. Heald, of Heald's Bust-
\

ness College, San Francisco. No better-matched mares are

to be seen in this city. Besides this most excellent team,
a large number of fine roadsters, race and business horses that

this splendid judge of fine stock bred at his stock farm at

Napa, are also for sale at very lov prices. We take pleasure

in recommending this stock, for they are everything claimed
for them. Everyone who has purchased horses at this farm
are well satisfied. See advertisement

-
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THE GUN.

A Muzzle Loadin' Gun.

' Wben I read about the Gun Clubs an' tbem target shootin' chaps
|\Vho are geltin' silver medals for their scorin' at the traps

With their hammeriess breech loaders an' their smokeless powder
shells

( Why. I sort o' get affected with my reminiscent spells

An' I know tbem Gun Club fellers uever have the kind o' fun
i Thai I had, when I hunted with a muzzle loadin' gun.

,
When the frost was on the meadow an' tbe leaves were turnin' red
An' tbe blackbirds by the million were flying overhead,

i An' tbe sumach tops were scarlet an' the elderberries blue.
An' the pumpkins turnin' yellow, just like pumpkins always do ;

When the corn was in the corncrib an' the autumn work was done,
Why 'twas then I went a huntin' with my muzzle loadin' guu.

An' I took Old Rover with me, an' be barked an' wagged his tail,

•Till away be went a yelpin' when he struck a rabbit trail,

\ An', you bet, his way of huntin' it was good enough fer me,
Tho' he wasn't much fer beauty an' be had no pedigree

;

But when he roused a rabbit an' itstarted on a run
i
Old Rover knew I'd get it with my muzzle loadin' gun.

Edward Clark in "Field Sports."

CARTRIDGE 6.ND SHELL.

There are millions of wild pigeons at Auburn and they are

fat as butter.

Geese and ducks are very plentiful along the Santa Ana
river and adjacent sloughs.

Mountain and valley quail were never more plentiful in

South-jrn California than they are at present.

Quail are said to be very plentiful in the American River
canyon. A sportsman wjo haB lived in that country many
years reports seeing more birds this year than ever before.

Duck hunters should avail themselves of the abundant op-
portunities to secure good bags of ducks at the present time.
The first heavy rains will send the majority of the birds south
or scatter them all over the country.

The large number of purchasers seen in E. Liddle & Co.'s
gun store is sufficient evidence of their increased trade under
the new management. Every purchaser receives anumbered
check, and on Christmas eve someone will win a valuable
gun. Call and examine their stock.

J. Jones was again tried at San Pablo on Saturday last for
trespassing on the Emeric preserve at San Pablo. The Dis-
trict Attorney moved to dismiss the case, and Jones was dis-

missed without argument. Attorney Wentworth, the lawyer
for the Sportsmen's Protective Association appeared for the
defendant.

A Chapter on Duck Shooting.

The best time to go duck shooting on any of the marshes

within a few hours' journey of San Francisco, say Suisun,

Sonoma, Alameda or Alviso, is either during or immediately

after a heavy storm. Ducks that are much shot at feed on

the marshes at night and loaf on the calm waters of the bay

in large flocks during the day. When a heavy wind drives

them from the bay it is then that the shooters on the inland

marshes enjoy good sport.

To really enjoy duck shooting a man wants to go with the

expectation of roughing it a bit and should dress with that

object. Hip or thigh rubber boots, corduroys or a pair of old

discarded pants, a hunting coat of dead grass color, and a hat

orcp.p to match are absolutely necessary to success. Elack or

dark clothing must be left at home if one expects to get a
mess of birds, A black hat or coat can be seen on the
marsh at a greater distance than the wearer can see a duck.
If expense be no object or tbe shooter expects to hunt ducks
quite often, a grass suit is an excellent thing. They hide
the movements of the shooter, are nearly the color of dead
tulle and will shed water nearly as well as a gun coat.

The older the hunter the less "truck" he carries with him.
A substantial lunch should be taken even if you expect to go
but a short way from your home. One may get caught in a

storm, stranded on a mud flat, lose the boat or have such good
shooting that you wish to stay out longer than you had
planned, and an empty stomach is not conducive to either

health or good sport. Liquid refreshment to prevent one's
taking cold phould it rain or the hunter has the ill luck to

fall into a slough are very useful, but a canteen of water is

a necessity.

In regard to ammunition, the old reliable black powder is

the cheapest, but the excessive smoke and recoil are unneces-
sary in these days of improved nilro and smokeless powders.
There are many good powders on the market and tbe selec-

tion must be made by tbe shooter's own experience, for even
the experts diflerin their opinion of their relative qualities.

A heavier load of powder and a lighter load of shot should
be U6ed thin for field shooting, as greater penetration is

necessary. The load to suit the gun can only be found out
by actual experience, but if the load be too light it will not
break the bones and kill instantly. The duck may be hard
hit and fall dead a half mile away, but that is poor consola-

tion to the shooter. No. 5. shot should be used forcanva3-
back and mallard. No. 6 for 'prig, widgeon and grey duck
and No. 7 is plenty large enough for teal and for killing

cripples. Do not fail to carry an abundance of shells ; it is

much better to carry home a few than to run out when birds

are flying welll. Put your wiping stick in your shell box.

Duck hunting is proverbially wet eport and r swelled shell

Btuck in a gun has spoiled many a day's fun. Shell extract-

ors are good but the wiping stick is better.

To insure a good day the hunter must start^from his club

house, hotel, yacht or other stopping place, early enough to

allow plenty of time to row, walk or drive to the pond or

Blough where he intends to shoot, set out his decoys.fix up his

blind and he all ready for business as soon as the first ray of

daylight appears. With the light, the birds begin to move
whether disturbed or not. If the wind is blowing a good,

stiff breeze they will keep stirring nearly all day, but if there

is no wind at all they will fly direct to the bay shore and 6tay

there until dark or go up into the grain fields inland.

Your location for a blind should depend upon the weather

and the number of hunters you expect will hunt in your

vicinity.

If calm weather, locate near the bay shore especially if

there are many shooters to drive out the birds from the

smaller sloughs and ponds. If windy, Bhoot inland at a pond
or small slough. If you can arrange to visit your marsh
before you shoot or go once or twice to the same place early

in the season you can watch the flight of the birds and locate

your blind accordingly. As in quail hunting the man that

knows his country and studies the habits of the birds will

prove the most successful.

Always locate tbe blind on the windward shore as ducks
invariably head up into the wind to alight and again when
they leave the water they must face you to get on the wing,
thuB presenting the best possible shot as they Bwing off. Build
the blind ample large enough to protect you without making
it any more conspicuous than is absolutely necessary. A most
convenient blind can be made of narrow strips of wood with
old sacking tacked to it. This you can carry in your boat or

under your arm and put down wherever convenient. If you
are shooting from ground covered with grendulia pull up
a lot of it and pile around your blind, if in the tulle, cut

tulle and pile up that, so that a duck passing in front of you
cannot see any portion of either you or your gun. A blind

is an absolute necessity but the hunter should remember
that it is a movement of the hunter or his dog that prevents
nine ducks out of ten from decoying.

A man sitting on the bare mud, perfectly still, will not
frighten a duck as quick as a movement of the hand of a

man in a blind.

The decoys have much to do with ones success and the

nearer they resemble a duck the better. Doubtless the best

and most convenient decoy made is the pneumatic decoy, but

they set a little too high on the water and should be weighted.

They are light and the least wind keeps them in motion. Io

a strong tide they will not drag under and being light are

not easily carried away by the current. The common wooden
decoys are used hy most of the hunters and when properly

painted answer the purpose very well. Where one expects

to see many varieties of ducks, the decoys should be mostly
canvas-backs. Any duck except a mallard will decoy to a

canvasback and sometimes they do. Mallards decoy beBt to

mallards and sprig (pintail). Teal and widgeon will decoy
to anything. Canvas back decoy best to canvas-back, but at

times they will decoy to anything, down to a mudhen.
The larger the flack of decoys the better. Singles and pairB

will decoy to small flocks but large flocks will decoy only to

laige flocks. Place two men a gun shot apart and give one
twenty decoys and the other fifty, and the one with the larger

flock will get nearly all the shooting, everything else being

equal.

Setting the decoys has much to do with the success of a

shooter and the old hunters resort lo many tricks to entice

the wary duck within range. All ducks except teal and single

canvasback are prone to light outside of the decoys, conse-
quently in slough shooting, if the slough be not too wide, the

intelligent hunter puts his decoys on the opposite side of the

slough from his blind. If you expect your birds to come
from the west place your decoys east of your blind. The
birds will then swing over them and alight in front of you.

If you have a flock of mixed decoys put the cans by them-
selves and the colored ones in another flock. Last month a

well-known local hunter put his cans to his right and his o'H^r

decoys to his left and every flock that decoyed alighted be-

tween the two flocks, right in front of his blind. Another
well known hunter places Ms decoys in a long string that

leads lo a big bunch and the ducks follow the siring and
alight just over the bunch, and directly opposite his blind.

Calling ducks is an art that can only be learned by years

of practice. The question is to call at the proper lime and
to give the proper call. Tha "quack" of the mallard differs

materially from the tenor of the teal, the squeal of the wid-

geon or the "g-omp" of a canvasback, and one must not give

their alarm call when he wishes to represent his decoys aB a

flock of ducks contentedly feeding. Some of the duck calls

on the market are quite serviceable when properly used but

until one has made himself thoroughly acquainted with their

many tones he had better keep them at home to amuse tbe

children.

There is only one moment and no other to shoot at a flock

of ducks on the wing and do execution, viz.: when they swing

for the last time before aligbtiog, they are then bunched,

and if you pick out your bird and make the proper allow-

ance for his flight and the drift of the wind you will get the

bird that you pick out and possibly two or three more. The
next best plan and possibly the best in pond shooting or when
a big flock is decoying is to wait until they alight, then give

them one barrel in the water and the other as they raise.

The inexperienced shooter should remember tbat he shoots

behind every crossing bird that he misses and under the ris-

ing ones. It is also a very common error to shoot over a

bird that has spread out his wings to alight. It is thought by

some to be unsportsmanlike to shoot at the birds in the rfater,

but certainly tbe man that is clever enough to call and decoy

a wary flock of canvasback or mallard has earned all he can

get, and one-half the shots fired at birds on the water are

wasted on account of the smallness of the mark when the

bird is half submerged.
An article of this nature is not complete withoutUsome

allusion to the companion of all duck hunters
;
the dog.

Black, white, or black and white dogs are not desirable duck

dogs, however good tbey may be at retreiving. These colors

are too conspicuous on the marsh. Red or liver are the only

colors thai resemble the color of dead grass or tulle. Tbe
Irish water spaniel, the Chesapeake Bay dog and the cocker

are unquestionably the best duck retreivers. They are

natural water dogs. Cold water will not cauBe tbem to quit

and they love their work as well as the hunter loves to

shoot. Any man that has enough patience to become a good

duck hunter has'patieoce enough to train a duck dog. Al-
lowing the dog is a natural retreiver, not hard mouthed, the

only other requisite is to have him uoder control.

A treatise on training cannot be condensed into a few

I paragraphs, but^the secret of a good retreiver's usefulness lies

in bis being under sufficient control to He still until ordered

to "fetch." An uneasy brute that is forever bobbing up on

his haunches and making a wild rush for the water the mo-
ment a gun is fired, whether a bird is killed or not, is an in-

tolerable nuisance and invariably frightens away more birds

than the hunter gets. Teach your dog to drop at command
and slay where he is put, or kill him.

Crippled ducks should be killed promptly, for the old adage

that a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush is very

applicable to duck shooting, but do not be in too much of a

hurry to retreive. Do not send your dog out after a single

duck when you can see a fine flock of a couple of dozen can-

vas-back coming straight for your decoys. In short.never be

in haste from the time you reach the marsh until you leave

it, and your bag will equal that of your neighbor's.

The Sui un Trespass Case.

The San Francisco Call of Saturday contains tbe following

excellent account of the now famous Cordelia vs. Mallard

ca«e:

The Cordelia Teal Club has lost the famous suit in which
it sought to prevent outside hunters from invading the pre-
serves it had leased in the Suisun marshes. After litigation
extending for over a year, Judge Buckles of the Solano
County Superior Court to day decided for the defendants—
Wm. King and forty other sportsmen—the case brought
against them by President Charles W. Kellogg of the Teal
Club. Following tbis decision, Judge Buckles dissolved the
injunction restraining sportsmen other than the Teal Club
members from hunting on the land. The case has excited
great interest among sportsmen all over the State, and its

outcome has long been awaited with interest.

The complaint had alleged that Kellogg was in possession
of 4,000 acres of swamp and overflowed land near Suisun un-
der lease dated July 22, 1893, from Emily C. Cook, Freder-
ick 0. Chamberlain and Mary C. Von Seelhorst, who are al-

leged to be the owners of the land. The lease was for a period
of four years, and recited that tbe land was leased for the
sole purpose of hunting game thereon, the consideration to

be the payment of an annual rent of $1200. Kellogg had in-

closed about 3,000 acres of the land with a substantial poBt-
and-wire fence, connecting with natural boundaries so as to

form an entire closure of the 3,000 acres. The accused hun-
ters had continued to trespass on the land and had shot game
in large numbers and conspired together to interfere with
Kellogg's possession. Tbis, the complaint declared, threat-
ened to work irreparable injury to the plaintiff's hunting
rights and privileges on the property. It alleged inadequate
relief by judicial proceedings, and that the defendants were
insolvent.

The answer denied the ownership of the land in the les-

sors, putting the denial on the ground that the defendants
had no knowledge upon the subject to enable them to an-
swer. It denied the lease and its terms as alleged in the
complaot and the allegations of trespass, injury, threatened
injury and insolvency. In brief, the defense was based up-
on the ground that the land had been leased to Kellogg only
to the extent of giving him and those for whom he had se-
cured the privilege the sole right to hunt upon it, while the
actual owner continued to farm the so :

l. The lease was sim-
ply a license given to a certain number of men, authorizing
them to shoot game upon the land, while others were exclu-
ded. In no other way had the plaintiffs in the action anv
vested right in the land upon which the defendants were ac-

cused of trespassing, and therefore he could not bring any
action against anj one for alleged trespass. The license granted
to Kellogg and his companions, the defendants claimed, could
not shut out others to whom the owner of the land might give
similar licenses.

Judge Buckles, in his decision, said that the tule land in

question had from time immemorial been used as the com-
mon hunting grounds of all the sportsmen from far and near
who delighted in hunting.

"Here all could come," he continued. "The millionaire
tramped and shot beside the man with barely wealth enough
to own his gun and buy the ammunition he used. This was
truly American freedom and not English lordism.

"The lands mentioned in plaintiffs lease were never fenced
by the owners, and the fence the plaintiff has placed there
was built without any authority given him by tbe lease.

From the evidence it was put tbere for the sole parpose of
making it appear as an inclosure, so lhat he might have some
show of placing his preserves uoder the protection of the
law, which forbids hunting upon inclosed lands without the
consent of the owner.

After quoting Blackstone's opinion as regards animals wild
by nature and the rights of men, Judge Buckles referred to

the devices put forth by the plaintiff' to lure wild game to the

land in question, the baiting of ponds being the principal

point discussed, at>d continued :

"It appears that the plaintiff, not having the exclusive
right of possession of the land and not the exclusive right to

hunt on the land, could not enjoin others from hunting there-

on unless their hunting destroys or irreparably injures his

hunting privileges. But tbere is no evidence that any ot

these defendants were in a conspiracv of any kind, but, on
the contrary, those who went there to hunt went on their

own account, and without design to injure the plaintiff, and
with no concerted action with their co-defendants."

In closing Judge Buckles renders judgment for the defend-
ants and dissolves the temporary injunction. In denying the
injunction he gives the following reasons:

" First—The plaintiff's lease gives him a license to hunt
on the premises, but no right to prevent other people from
coming upon the same ground to hunt when they do not
mcleBt biB right to hunt. Second—He has not acted fairly

toward the defendants in baiting the ponds to entice game
to come there from outside tbe inclosure, and because of tbe
inclosure he has erected. Third—Tne evidence does not
show any concerted action or conspiracy on the part of the

defendants to destroy the plaintiff's hunting rights, nor to

injure them. Fourth—None of the defendants are shown to

have been hunting and shooting over tbe land continuously
day by day, and none are shown to have been bunting and
shooting tbere at night without intermittent period. Fifth

—

The plaintiff has not even tried a statutory remedy of arrest-

ing people who bunt and shoot on the inclosed grouuds, nor
a civil remedy for damages, and has not shown that tbe de*

fendanls are insolvent. Sixth—The evidence does not show
that the plaintiff has suffered irreparable injury in his hunt-

ing privileges."
«.

Home-Bred Ducks.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—To decide a wager

will you kindly answer the following questions:

Are there any genuine canvas-back ducks on the Pacific

Coast ?

Do widgeon breed on the Alviso marshes?

San Jose, Dec. 7. "Subscriber."
[The canvas-back here are identical with tbe Eastern can-

vas-back, though thought by epicures to be inferior to ihe

Eastern bird, owing to a difference in food.

Widgeon are supposed to breed tbe farthest north of any
of our ducks. Tbere are three varieties here, but none of

them breed on the Alviso marshes unless it be a few cripples

that are unable to fly north in the spring.

The only ducks that breed in California to any extent are
the mallard and teal.

—

Ed.]
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The Interstate Ooureing Meeting.

The fifth annual meeting of the Interstate Coursing meet-

ing was held on Monday and Tuesday of this week on the

incomparable plains of Merced, and, like its predecessors.it

must go on record as a great success.

The beet of order prevailed, and barring the sickness of

Flying Buck, the dogs returned in as good condition as when

they left.

President Dominick Shannon. Secretary J. R. Dickson and

the Flag Steward, J. Reed, deserve great credit for their

management and great labor. Judge Grace rode up to his

hounds as only a good rider can, and his decisions were re-

ceived by all without murmur orquestion. Slipper Wren is

peerless at his work, and we doubt if the equal of these two

men exist in America for their respective positions.

The weather was very cloudy and cold, and, while some-

what disagreeable to the spectators, was ideal weather for

coursing.

Tie meeting was held on the Crocker ranch, about ten

milea from town, on sandy soil. Jacks were just plentiful

enough, aud the majority of them were the typical Merced

flyers. They were somewhat fatter and slower than they were

a month ago, before the grass had started to grow, but the

majority of them were plenty fast enough.

The coursing commenced on Monday morning about 11

o'clock and the forty-four dog stake was finished at .4 p. m.

Tuesday.
Just before the final course President Shaonon made a

very able speech to the crowd of spectators, numbering at

least 300. He thanked them for their courtesy, good order

and sportsmanlike couduct throughout the meeting. He
thanked the people of Merced for tbeir valuable assistance.

He proposed three cheers for the new member, Mr. Peytoo,

of Santa Cruz, aud they were given with a true ring of appre-

ciation.

Mr. Shannon then broaohed the subject of a new club and

stated that its desire would be to get the American Waterloo

for 1896 to California. In his words : "We have the climate,

the grounds, the hares, the nonpareil judge and the peerless

slipper and California sportsmen will provide the sinews of

war."

His speech terminated with cheers for the ladies, for their

honored Secretary, J. R. Dickson, and for the Interstate

Club.

As often occurs, the "dark horse" won and a "rank out-

sider " put in to make an even number of dogs, won third

place.

Right Bower, the winner, had less than two week strain-

ing and was not looked upon as dangerous. He was much
too fat. He may be looked upon as lucky. In the first round
he beat Little Banshee, a very clever bitch, in a short course.

Had this first course been a long one it is more than proba-

ble that he would have been shut out then and there. After

that he just worked himself into condition and improved in

every course. At the final be was as fresh as a lark, while

the runner up, Royal Daisy, was quite stiff and tired. She
bad more work than any other two dogs in the stake.

In the first ties after beatiog Tipperary she got after

another hare and coursed it for another two miles or so, and
every subsequent course was very long. She made eightv-

eight points during the day outside of her extra course, and
in one course the score was 4$ to 0. This work stamps her

in the humble estimation of the writer as one of the very

best dogs that California has seen.

Right Bower is a fawn dog of excellent formation, a little

coarse in head from a bench show standpoint. He is ex-

ceedingly fast and like his dam very clever.

Right Bower, the winner, was nominated by J". R. Dickson
He is owned by T. Cooney af San Sose, and is by Dashaway
(Laurelwood—Black Bess), out of Valley Queen, a noted
winner by Stranger—Lily. He is twenty-two months old.

The runner-up, W. C. Peyton's Royal Daisy, is by Riyal
Crest (Greentick—Royal Rape ), out of Dougherty's Diisy
(Midnight— Daisy). She is nearly three years old and like

all of Peyton's dogs was in the finest possible fettle.

The winner of the third prize, Electric, was nominate! b/
James F. Grace, but is owned by E lgene Geary. He is a

medium-sized white dog, fast and with good staying p)wer.
He is by Dan O'Connell—Rockland Maid.
Thomas Hull's Annie Laurie and T. J. Cronin's Reliance

were the first do;s in the Blips. Annie led from the slips and
took the first turn, placing Reliance for a turn. She then
made a clean goby, a wrench, took several turns and accom-
plished a clever kill, winning handily.

W. C. Peyton's Flying Buck and C. H. Adies' Bert were
the next pair. Flying Buck got away first, took the first turn
and scored twelve points before Bert got in. Bert then took
possession and scored six turns and a kill.

P. Reilly's Harkaway and J. Cox's Sam were next. Sam
was much the taster from the slips, and beat Harkaway badly.
In a long course the score stood 28 to 8 in fayor of Sam.
T. J. Cronin's Rosa B. and H. Layng's (Rollalong were

slipped to a fat hare, and it waB nip and tuck between them.
At the end of a short course it was 10 to 6 in favor of Roll
along. Rollalong killed.

W. Dalton's Eileen and the West Side Kennels' West Side,
a son of Skyrocket, were slipped unsighted. When slipped
again both lost sight of the bare. Eileen was first to Bight,
but never got near the hare in a mile run. As no work was
done, the judge had to call it a " no course."

After two pair of dogs bad been slipped. Eileen and West
Side were again started. Eileen took the first turn, and then
West Side took possession and kept it through a long course,
the hare eventually running away from both of them. West
Side won, with points to spare.

James F, Grace's (n s .) Electric and the same man's bitch,
Nellie Conroy, were slipped to the only poor hare of the day.
Electric was the first from slips, took one turn and made a
kill without letting Nellie in at all.

P. Kelly's Jack and T. J. Mclnerney's Royal Fellow were
the next pair. They started unsighted, and Jack waa the
first lu lake after the hare. They worked the hare for three
miles in one of the prettiest runs ever made, the dogs run-
ning close together all the time. When Royal Fellow killed,
the score I 16 to 12 in his favor.

J. H. Pe "go's Wee Lassie and J. J. Napier's Esmeralda

ran a one-sided course. Wee Lassie did all the work and

won.
P. Brennon's White Chief and the Alameda Kennel's Way-

farer ran a straightaway course. Wayfarer got a few turns

and won, but the hare ran away from both of them.

The Alameda Kennels' Kitty Scott and Galliher's Lamp-
lighter ran another one-sided course. It was Kittie's course

from start to finish.

M. Hanrahan's Brother and T. J. Cronin's Skyball were
the next from the slips. Skyball walked in the slips on

three legs, but when the hare was sighted he forgot all about

hie sore foot. He was the first to the hare, worked it for ten

points, and then Brother got ahead of him. But the hare

was a Merced flyer, and when it began to get warm it laid

back its ears and started for the mountains, doubtless reach-

ing there. Skyball won a very game race, and if he is not

stiffened up will be a hard odb to beat to-morrow.

J. McMahon's Gile and J. McBride's Flashlight ran a

rather short course, Flashlight beating the winner of 1893

with a score of 10 to 2.

T. Hall's Little Corporal and P. Reilly's Jimmy Rex were
next in the slips. Little Corporal ran gamely and did most
all the work. The harp escaped and Little Corporal won.

W. J. O'Neil's Robert J. was badly beaten by the West
Side Kennel's Ruby. Robert never Bcored once in a four-

mile course. Ruby made fourteen points and won. The
hare escaped.

T. McDonald's Lissak, one of the cracks, had his colors

lowered by W. C. Peyton's Royal Daisy. Daisy took the

first turn, and after getting possession let Lissak score but

two points. Daisy killed. The course waB a very long one,

all in view of the spectators.

D. Shannon's True Blue and T. Cox's Tipperary gave a

pretty exhibition of close work. They were well matched, but

True Blue fell head over heels and lost ground. Tipperary
won with four points to spare.

W. C. Peyton's Royal Buck and Alameda Kennel's Ven-
tura ran another exciting race. Buck was the favorite. He
proved the quickest from the slips, but lost ground when
driving. Ventura got the hare from him often, and then
spoiled her chances by killing too quickly. The score was
10 to 8 in Buck's favor.

W. C.'Peyton's Daisy Crest gave W. H. Wood's Fleetwood
a bad beating. Daisy did all of the work in a two-mile run.

The Alameda Kennel's Emin Pasha aod W. C. Peyton's
Master Glenkirk brought more money from the betting fra-

ternity than any other six dogs. Both were in the first fight,

but the talent could not divide them. Even money was offered

and taken. Emin Pasha led to the hare and got first turn.

Then the son of that grand dog, Glenkirk, warmed up and
never let Pasha in again, winning with a score of 9 to 3.

W. C. Peyton's Charming May was the first one of that gen-
tleman's entries that was beaten. T. J. Cronin's Dottie Dim-
ple never let her score.

P. H. Devlin's Shamrock beat D. J. Healey's Sly Boy,
another son of Skyrocket, with a score of 11 to 9. Shamrock
was first from the slips, but Sly Boy took the first turn and
made five points. Shamrock then held Bunnie for six, and
Sly Boy took two ; then Shamrock got in for five and the

kill.

J. R. Dickson's Right Bower beat T. J. Mclneray's Little

Banshee. Little Banshee was the favorite. Right Bower get

the first turn, but Little Banshee was unsighted. To the sur-

prise of all, when they got on even terms Right Bower kept
possession and won with a score of 6 to 2 The course was a
short one.

FIRST TIES.

The first dogs slipped in the first ties were Annie Laurie
and Flying Buck. The latter had been taken with cramps
during the night and were very sick. He led from the slips,

but dropped to the ground after running a few yards, Annie,
of course, winning.

Sam and R >llalong ran a long, straggling race. Sam took
possession of the hare after the first turn and won, the hare
escaping.

West Side and Electric ran a long course, West Side get-
ting five points at the start. Electric then piled up fourteen
points and shut him out

Wee Lassie beat Royal Fellow in a short but fast course.

Royal Fellow was first from the slips, and worked the hare
for a couple of turn ; then Wee Lassie took possession and
worked her bare beautifully to a kill, winning with a score of
8 to 7.

Skyball beat Wayfarer in a short, straightaway course to
the tune of 3 to 0. Skyball started on three legs again and
led from the slips, but Wayfarer was unsighted. The hare
holed.

Kitty Scott beat Flashlight bv 11 to 7 points, Flashlight
doiog the fi rst of the work and Kitty Scott all the balance.

In the course between Little Corporal and Ruby, the latter

led from the slips and scored three points. Little Corporal
then made a clean go-by and worked hie hare well, but the
hare got into high cover and escaped. Ruby won.
When Royal Daisy met Tipperary she was very fit, but

after defeating him she got after another hare before her
handlers could catch her and got a gruelling course of several
miles that made quite a difference in her runnirg in the final.

She led to the hare, but Tipperary was soon in possession.
He worked the hare for five points, and then Royal Daisy
dashed past him and scored nine times before the hare es-

caped to cover.

Royal Buck, last year's winner, and Shamrock were slipped
to a streak of furred lightning that no living dog could get
within a rod of. Buck was game, however, and kept after
him, leaving him a quarter of a mile behind, beating him
pointless.

Daisy Crest and Right Bower ran a rather short but fast

course. It was R ; ght Bower from the slips, the bitch ex-
changing with him at the finish. She killed too quickly for

her own good. The score stood 9 to 5 in favor of Right
Bower.
In the course between Master Glenkirk and Dottie Dimple

the latter led from the slips, but Master scored a go-by in the
run up and took first turn. Then there was some exchange
work, mostly in favor of the bitch. Dottie made a pretty go-
by in the final drive and kilted. The score stood 10 to 6.

SECOND TIES.

In the second ties Annie Laurie and Sam ran a very even
race. 8am had the first of it, but Annie got in later and won
by killing, making the score 8 to 6.

Electric, though on the short end of the betting, beat Wee
Lassiein a short course. Skyball and Kitty Scott when first

slipped were both unsighted. When slipped again Skyball
proved his gameness and splendid training by making 14
points before Kitty scored. She then made 9 and the hare

distanced the pair in a four-mile run, Skvball winning.
Ruby and Royal Daisy were next. Daisy beat Ruby wi-

the magnificent score of 48 to 0, killed her hare and w<
Her work was remarkably true and clever. This course a
her second run in the previous series doubtless spoiled 1

chances for first money.
In Royal Buck's course with Dottie Dimple he waB t £

sighted, but^ when he caught sight of the hare he did i

score at all in a short course of only a few turns.
Right Bower next ran a bye with Emin Pasha. Thooj

having no effect on the winning, the crowd bet freely on t

result, which was 6 to 6. Right Bower made the run up t

first turn and the kill

.

THIRD TIES.

In the third ties the first pair were Annie Laurie and Eli
trie, Royal Daisy getting the bye. Electric led to the ha
and did all of the work at first, then Annie Laurie got in a

killed, the score standing 14 to 7 in favor of Electric.
Doubtless more money changed hands on the race betw_

Skyball and Royal Daisy than any other. Skyball was lai

and Daisy very tired. Both were known to be game a

both had their champions. Skyball went off with his uso
dash and scored 7 points, then Daisy took possession and rtl
her score up to 20 and a kill. Skyball stayed with her to L

*

finish of a long course.

The race between Dottie Dimple and Right Bower wU
another surprise to the talent. Dottie led from the slips, b EL

Right Bower put on a wonderful burst of speed and passiT
her and took possession, Dottie only scoring a kill, Bow (*

winning with a score of 6 to 2.

FOURTH TIES.

In the fourth ties Electric was first from the slips, but Rig]
Bower won handily with increasing speed, with 14 to 5

:

his favor.

Royal Daisy ran a bye with Nellie Conroy.

THE FINAL.

In the final course Right Bower still retained Mb wonde
J

ful speed and passed Royal Daisy easily in the run up. Aftiti

scoring 14 Daisy got the stiffness out of her and took possessu
|

for 7 points. Had the hare lived longer she might po3sibljf

have made it more interesting for Right Bower, but he wi II

in too fine fettle to be easily downed.
Right Bower won the course and the All-Age stake, t

the great Inter-State meeting was over,

SUMMARY.
T. Hall's red b Annie Laurie (Glenkirk—Gilda) beatl|

J. Cronin's br w d Reliance (John Mitchell—Mollie H.)
W. C. Peyton's f d Flying Buck (Royal Crest—Daisy) I

C. P. Adie's br d Bert (Hard Sailing—Wee Lassie)'

T. Cox's br w d 8am (Sam Nash—Prairie Girl) beat J
Reilly's bl wd Harkaway (Scout—Valley Queen).
H. Layng's (ns) blk wd Rollalong (Dan O'Connell—Rocl

t

land Maid) beat T. J. Cronin's blk w b Rosa B. (Dan B.-
Nora).
West Side Kennels' w 1 d Westside (Skyrocket—Sly Girl

beat W. Dalton's f w b Eileen (Dan O'Connell—Lady Clew
land).

Jas. F. Grace's (ns) w d Electric (Dan O'Connell—Rock
land Maid) beat Jas. F. Grace's blk b Nellie Conroy (Royi
Crest—Daisy).

T. J. Mcloerny's blk d Royal Fellow (Royal Crest—Now
beat P. Kelly's blk w d Jack (Iracuse—Belle).

J. H. Perigo's f b Wee Lassie (White Wings—Wee Lassie!
beat J. J. Napier's blk b Esmeralda.
Alameda Kennels' w br d Wayfarer (Major—Daisy) bea

T. Brennan's w d White Chief (The Hat My Father Wore-
Harriet S).

Alameda Kennels' w f b Kitty Scott (The Hat My Fathei
Wore—Harriets beat C.Galliher's br w d Lamplighter(Hig!
—Cora Belle).

T. J. Cronin's br w d Skyball (John Mitchell—Mollie H.]
beat M. Hanrahan's blk d Brother (Kennedy—Cora).

J. McBride's blk w d Flashlight (Moransure—Pride) beat

J. McMahon's blk w d Gile (Moransure—Pride).
T. Hall's blk d Little Corporal (Royal CreH—Nora) beat

P. Reilly's w f d Jimmy Rex (Dan O'Connell—Gentl
Annie).
West Side Kennels' w br b Ruby (Skyrocket—Sly Girl

beat W. J. O'Neill's br w d Robert J. (Gladstone—Sacn
mento Girl).

W. C. Peyton's blk w b Royal D usv (Royal Crest—Daisy)
beat T. McDonald's w d Lissak (Dan B.—Twilight).

T. Cox's f w d Tipperary (Sam Nash—Prairie Girl) beat
D. Shannon's (ns) bl w d True Blue (The Hat My Fathei
Wore—Harriet S.)

W. C. Peyton's f d Royal Buck (Royal Crest—Daisy) beat
Alameda Kennel's blk d Venture (Voltaire—Raven).
W. C. Peyton's f b Daisy Crest (Roval Crest—Daisy) beat

W. H. Wood's w d Fleetwood.
W. C. Peyton's f,w d Master Glenkirk (Glenkirk—Scandal]

beat Alameda Kennel's blk w d Eoain Pasha (Major-
Daisy).

T. J. Cronin's w f b Dottie Dimple (Dan O'Connell—Lady
Cleveland) beat W. C. Peyton's f w b Charming May
(Laughed At—Lady Maude).
H. H. Devine's br w d Shamrock (Spring— ) beat D.

J. Healy's w brd Sly Boy (Skyrocket—Sly Girl).

J. R. Dickson's (ns) f d Right Bower (Dashaway—Valley
Queen) beat T. J. Mclnerny's blk w b Little Branshee (Pat
Malloy—Banshee.

FIRST TIES.

Annie Laurie beat Flying Buck.
Sam beat Rollalong.

Electric beat Westside.
Wee Lassie beat Royal Fellow.
Skyball beat Wayfarer.
Kitty Scott beat Flashlight.
Ruby beat Little Corporal. -

Royal Daisy beat Tipperary.
Royal Buck bea 1

; Shamrock.
Right Bower beat Daisy Crest.

Dottie Dimple beat Master Glenkirk.

SECOND TIES.

Annie Laurie beat Sam.
Electric beat Wee Lassie.

Skyball beat Kitty Scott.

Royal Daisy beat Ruby.
Dottie Dimple beat Royal Buck.

Right Bower a bye.

THIRD TIES.

Electric beat Annie Laurie.

Royal Daisy beat Skyball.
Right Bower beat Dottie Dimple.
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FOURTH TIES.

Right Bower beat Electric.

Royal Daiay a bye.

Right Bower beat Royal Daisy.

Right Bower, first, $400.?
Royal Daisy, second, $200.

Electric, third, $50.

Annie Laurie, Skyball and Dottie Dimple win $20 each.

The Field Trials.

The entries to the All-Age Stake of the Pacific Coast Field

ials closed on Monday of last week, but owing to the 111-

ss of Secretary Kilgarif were not given oat for publication

til after these columns had gone to press. Our contempo-

-y made a euess at them but, as usual, got it wrong.

The entries number eleven, the largest number ever entered

an All-Age Stake on this Coast and the quality of the dogs

nld scarcely be excelled.

Glenbeigh Jr. ran in the Derby last year and made a very

od showing. Orian also ran in last year's Derby, but, like

enbeigh Jr., was not placed. Nimrod won second prize in

Derby last year. Rodschaff is the dog that was matched
linst G/lenbeigh and is reported to be very fast. He di-

led third io the New England Field Trial Derby of 1892.
verplate won third in the Derby last year. Betsy Mark
n the Derby in 1894 and was second in the All Age last

Clay T. won third in the All Age of 1894.

There are three pointers, one IriBh setter andseven English
|ters entered as follows : B. J. Baum's liver and white
|.nter Glenbeigh Jr., by Glenbeigh—Lady Mai ; E. F.

Northam's black pointer Josephine, by Old Black Joe II.
Black Bess ; A. B. Truman's lemon and white pointer Clay
T., by Bergez's Tom—Queen Croxteth

; T. E. Terry's Eng-
lish setter Orian, by Harold—Sunlit ; H. G. Edward's Eng-
lish setter Nimrod, by Sportsman—Stenhanie

; George
Crocker's English setter Rodschaff, by Roderigo—Gladston's
Girl; S. F. Hughes' English setter Silverplate; bv Fred W.
Countess Noble ; W. G. Kerckhofi's English setter Betsy
Mark, by Gath's Mark—Ightfield Sophie

; C. N. Post's
English setter Merrie Monarch, by Mercury—Johanna ; A.
B. Truman's Irish setter Nemo T., by Emmett—Lightning]
The trials will be run on William Tevis' ranch, a few miles

from Bakersfield, on the second week in January, and con-
sidering the quality of the dogs in both the Derby and All-
Age stakes, they should be very successful.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

SALES.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, have 6old an Irish set-
ter dog pup whelped October 23d, by Glenmore Sultan (Fin-
glas—Lady Josie), out of Belle Baya (Sagai Tearaway

—

Elcho'B Maid) to Max Brandt S. F.

There will be an open coursing match at Modesto on New
Year's day. A live club has been organized in chat city and
legitimate coursing is booming in that eection.

Geo. Raper, the well-known English judge, will judge at
the Westminster Kennel Club show on February 19-22 neit.

C. W. Travis, San Francisco, has sold a dog pup by Cali
fornia Bernardo—Nellie Bland, to Mrs. Hunter of Alameda-

Horto Owner* Shooid Try
COMBAL'LTS

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL .

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING

ments fui

or JJlemlabes fron
As a HUMAN

Tukes the place of all lint
ere action, liemoves all Bunditi
llorses or Cattle.
REMEDY Tor BbenmntUo,

>at, Etc, it Is invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE %S»Vi,filKSnSSji
produce more actual results than a whole bottle of
any limment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balaam Bold is Warren.

ted to mvesatisfacHon. Price g | ,50 per bo" , Sold
by Druegiste, or sent by express, chai-ges paid, with, full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circular*.
testimonials, elc. Address
THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO.,, Cleveland, O.

THE FIRST LOT OFE A. I1VGS
Ever offered for sale from

ffarous Daly's Bitter

-:- -:- Root Stock Farm
WELL BE SOLD

At Auction in this City

Wednesday, December 18th
The Sale will be held at Night, by Electric Light,

Uuder the Big Tent, Market St. and Van Ness Ave
Matt Byrnes arrived in the city on Tuesday morning with a carload of horses from the

pper King's stock farm in Montana, to be sold at auction in this city. The lot is com-

sed of fourteen yearlings and two two-year-olds. They are all untried colts, and are to be

,1 for want of room to handle all of them on the Bitter Boot Farm. Catalogues will be

led immediately. The horses are at Ingleside, and may be seen at any time.

b This is the first batch of yearlings ever offered for sale anywhere from Mr. Daly's farm

I having been pat into training on the home place.

CILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers

Hie Occident Stake

I

OF 1898

A Trotting Stake for Foal- or 1893

I.IF0RNIA STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
|.be trotted at the California State Fair of 1898.
I ries to close January 1, 1S96, with Edwin F. Smith,
letary, at the office in Sacramento. One hundred
lira entrance, of which ?10 most accompany nom-
lion; 515 to be paid January 1,1897; J2.5 to be paid
liary 1, 1693; and 1-50 thirty days before the race.
I Occident Cap, ot the value of 3100, to be anded by
society. Mile heats, three in five, to harness.

It colt to receive cop and six-tenths; second coit,
le-tenths, and third colt, one tenth of the stakes.
I; to enter, three to start, oiherwlse N. T. A. rales
b ivera

.

i -.member yon are not held for full amoont of en-
Ice In cas^ colt eoes wrong; only forfeit payments

e, which relieves yon from further responsibility
% declares entries out.
1 lis Btake Is growing' in value each year. In 189-5 it

worth f2,4C0, and for 1S96 will be In excesj ot that
I ant.

_ 'member the date of closing is January 1,
ps.

C. M. CHASE, President.
I PIS' F. SilTTH, Secretary.

Training

he Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

is great practical horse book la a handsome, three
" ired page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
•> rbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail the
n irkable success of CHARLES MABVEN and tie
* e plans and methods pnrsned at Palo Alto as to

3 king, training, shoeing, gaitlng, driving, keeping
O uj and breeding trotters.

' ad what J. C. Silby, the owner of 8t.Bel, says o
M aook :

" In this work Marvin has let out all the
n xrtes ot the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
• breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
•J

a for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
* lope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

j
city as a trotter. The work Impressed me so

1 igly that I have ordered rwenty copies, and shall
1 3 one In the hands of every rubber on our farm.
died postpaid for (3.50. Address

I BBREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
318 Boat) at,, San Francisco, C»l.

State AerlGnltural Society's
RUNNING STAKES

To Close January lBt, 1896

THE NURSERY STAKES
To be ran at the State Fair of 1597.

A SWEEPSTAKE FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS,
CflAI? AC | OO C subscribers to send $10 with
rUALO Ur 1030. each entry on January 1,1896;
f15 payable January 1, 1897. and £13 August I. 1S97.
All starters to pay 150 additional by 5 p. m. day before
race; the State Agricultural Society to add SI,COO; the
winner to receive |600 and stakes: second horse ?.5j;
third, $150; winners of two races to carry 3 pouads;
of three races 5 pounds; of four or more 7 pounds
extra; non-winners, if beaten twice, allowed 3 pounds:
if three times, 5 pounds; if tour or more times, 7

pounds; payments not made as they become due de-
clares entry out and releases subscriber. Six fur-
longs.

The California Futurity Stake
To be run at the State Fair or 1? 9s.

For the produce of mares covered in 1895.
Asweepstakes for two-year olds. f. als of 1896. by sub-
scription of 810 each, for mares covered in 1895, and
of $100 each for the produce of such mares, to be paid
as follows : $10 for mares to accompany entry; #10 en
produce, payable January 1, 1897 {when color, sex at"!

marks of foal must be g ven); ?15 November 1, 1897;

*25 January 1,1898, and |50 on September 1,189a; the
State Agrlcnltoral Society to add 11,000, or which the
winner Is to receive 8600 and stakes paid on produce:
second colt 1250; third colt, 8150; the owner of mares at
time winners of first, second and third money were
foaled to receive 60 per cent., 30 per cent and 10 per
cent, respectively of money subscribed for mares on
January 1,1896. Colts to carry 118, Allies 115 pounds.
Winners when carrying standard weight for age at the
course where race is run, of one stake race oftoe value
of f 1,500, or two races of any value, to carry 3 pounds:
of three races, 5 pounds; of four or more races. 7
pounds extra. Allowances: Non-winners when car-
ryiogsiandard weight, eta. If beaten twice, allowed 3

pounds; If three times, 5 pounds; If four or more tm;> *

,

"pounds. The produce of mares not having foaled a
winner prior to January 1, 1896, to be allowed 5 tiounds
additional, If claimed at time of entry of mare. In
case of sale of mare before foaling, or produce there-
after, notice thereof should be filed with the Secretary,
as payments not made as tbey become due declares
entry ou and releases subscriber from all liability. If
mare entered proves barren or has dead foal, entry is

void, and money paid will be returned; otherwise en-
try follows colt. Three- quarter* of a mile.

Entries to close with Secretary Jan. 1, I89G.

BD\VI.\ F. SMITH. C. M. CHASE.
Secretary. President.

THOROUGHBREDS

Salesyard

Corner Van Ness

Ave and Market St

AT 7:30 P. M.

Under Canvas
AND

By Electric Light.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1895.
YEARLINGS AND TWO-YEAR-OLDS,

SALVATOE, SIE MODEED, DAEEBIN, MIDLOTHIAN, MAXIM, MAETEN-
HUEST, TYEANT, TOESO, CALVADOS, ST. ANDREW, FITZJAMES, Etc.

PROPERTY OF

HANCHO 3DE5IL. PASO.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18.

Yearlings—Get of Imp. Midlothian, Imp. Merriwa and Peel,

PROPERTY OF

TAMES IB. OH^SE, ESQ,

Bay Colt by Martenhurst, out of Songstress, by Lake Blackburn

;

Bay Colt by Martenhurst, out of Mabel F., by Longfellow.

PROPERTY OF -

S. E. LARABIE, Deer Lodge, Mont.

Catalogues Thornton sale now ready.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1 9.
TI3.0 Todliunter Tlo.ox-o-ui.sli-'tox'eca.s.

Comprising: 15 Broodmares and 11 Yearlings.

The broodmares embrace such noted onesas HAtDEE (dam of Key Alfonsa), EDA (dam
of Cbas. Quick), LIZZIE IDLE (dam of Jim Duff? and Princees First), KATIE A. (dam
of Tigress), LIZZIE HOOKER, ANNIE ROONEY, etc.

The yearlings are from these mares, and the get of imp. Merriwa and Prince of Norfolk.

Also two trotting-bred yearliogs by Silver Bow.
Catalogues now being prepared.

KILLIP & CO., Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street.
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The Horse Man's Best F/iend.

M. T. Graltan, speass in an eichange of

the so-called boreeless age, that is not heie

and never will be in forcible terms. We quote

two paragraphs

:

'• The horseless age i3 not here. It never

will be here until man regains his sovereignty

over the earth. A horseless age means an

emasculated race of dudes, who, lacking viril-

ity, will not even be able to perpetuate their

own weakness, and the race will die.

The love of the horse and his compan-

ionship is|inimical to vice. A man may walk

and plot deviltry; he may ride a wheel and

fee the physician. The horse occupies his

hands, his mind and stimulates torpid facul-

ties. The great roasters of men have been

masters of the horse. He scatters care to the

winds ; he brings the bloom of health to the

cheek ; be makes a race of men who use and

master him virile, combative, strong. The
nations that have excelled in horsemanship

have ruled the world ;
they will always rule

the world and in the great final catastrophe

the grand brute whose neck 'is clothed with

thunder,' 'who 6melletb the battle afar ofiV

will go into oblivion with man, and not be-

fore.
" What fleeing.panic-stricken soldier would

have vouchsafed a second glance or thought

to a monkey-like form on a wheel ? His big,

black steed, furious with energy and power,

inspired courage as well as the dare-devil

rider. A horseless age, indeed! Wait until

war comes again to the nations of the earth,

as it surely must as long as earth lasts, and

man's best friend will quickly find his place

again."
«

Decorum, the sister to Direct, 2:05i, will

he bred to Stamboul, 2:07.}, the coming season.

DIAMONDS!!!
Great Sacrifice Sale at

HIRSCHMAN'S

Gold and Silversmith
113 SUTTER St. - Under Lick House

KENDALLS,
SPAVIN CUR Effe

--*J
THf MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY

Rend proofs below

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Bn-EPoiXT, L. I., N. Y., Jan. 15, 1S94.

Dr. B. J. Kksdall Co.—I bought a splendid bay
horse some time ano with a Spavin. I got hi

m

for $30. I used Kendall's Spavin Cure. The
Spavin is cone now and I have been offered. £150
for the same horse. I only had. htm nine weeks,
sol got $12u for using $2 worth of Kendall's Spavin
Cure. W. S. JIarsden.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Shelby. Mich., Dec. lfi, 18ft3.

Dr.B. J.KexdaixCo.—Ihave used your Kendall's
Spavin Cure with good success fur i'urb on two
horses and it Is the best liniment I have ever used.

August Frederick.
Prlec $1 per B..UIe.

For sale bv all Druggists, or address
2)R. n, J. KEXDAT,!, COMPACT,

ENOSBURCH FALLS. UT.

BY LAWS

RULES AND REGULATIONS

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
.'.XI) TEX

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association

WITH BETTING III I.E8.

National Tbottjng As^n Rules 30 eta

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Hobse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For Hale at the office ol the

BREEDERAND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

=OFFERS=
Jfoir Sale
ARCX'DEI.. chestnut horse (brother to Jauust, foal

of 1891. by Duke ot Norfolk, dam Elaine, by Wildidle.

CARINA, chestnut Hlly, foal of 1892, by Duke of

Norfolk, dam Elaine, by Wildidle.

CHKSTIVCT FlM.Y.foalof 1S9J, by Duke of Nor-
folk—Elaine, by Wildidle.

I.OTTA. bay filly, loal of 1893, by Brutus, dam
Young Ladv Hercules. by Dukeof Norfolk.outof Lady
Hercules, by Boots, by imp. Hercules.

B\Y HLI.Y.foal of 1S9-1, by Imp. Merriwa, dam
Young Lady Hercules.

CHESTNUT « OLT. foal 1 f 1S91, out of a sister to
Donatbau's Hubert Earl, by John A„ dam Lottie J.

CHB8TIVIJT COLT, foal ot 1894, by Duke of Nor-
folk, dam Lakma, by John A.

For information and prices apply to

W. L. APPLEBY,
Bay District Race Track.

Or M. C. JORHAIV,
Laurelwood Farm, Santa Ciara.

ALL HORSES IN TRAINING.

Also For Sale.
THE

DUKE OF NORFOLK
and 16 broodmares, among them

\KIl.-0\. CARMBIY,
SISTER TO W1LDWOOD,

MAY D., Etc., Etc.
Also weanlings.

PACIFIC COAST

JOCKEY CLUB
(1XGLHSIDE TRACE)

FOR SALE.
& FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTERS.

A splendid pair of roadsters, one of tbe finest buggj,
teams in the city, is oflered for sale. They are w'el'
bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle -safe for a lad-
to drive. In breeding they cannot be excelled, bein
of tne most fasbimable strains. Any geutlemar
wanting a last team will find a bargain in this pair m
trotting mares. They are only four years old. and
being untrained, will continue to develop speed bv
careful handling. They are slightly below medionr
size, but of strong confor ation and perfectly sound
This team may be seen at the Dexter Priuce Stab'e
1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold at ;

low price.
AI£0 FOB SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and

Business Horses

BRED AT THE -

RACING EVERY DAY
EXCEPT SUNDAYS/

RAIN OH SHINE.
fire or More Bares Each Pay. Harm t-io t

at 2 p. ru. Hbarp.
ADMISSION %\ 00

Take Southern Pacifictrainsat Third and Townsend
street depot leaving at 12:46 and 1:15 p. m Fare for

round trip, including admission to grand stand, $l.

Take Mission -street electric line direct totrack.

A. B. SPRECK ELS, President.
W. 8. LEAKE, Secretary.

NAPA STOCK FARM
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from tbe breede
one ensures getting sound and serviceable animals e
lowest prices. Colts and allies are offered for sale 1

that great young sire. PILOT PRIV K ; also L,
Dexter Prince, Sidney, Victor, 2:22, Grand issi mo, 2:23^
George Washington, 2:16, El Benton. 2:23; Don Mai
vin, 2:22. etc. These have all been bred at the Nap
Stock Farm and are out of first-class mares.
Promising colts of tried speed lines will be supplle>

to trainers at very low prices. A large number not
ready for track work are offered forsale.
Broi dmares are also oQVred for sale by Woodnol

2:16, Dawn, 2:18$(, Graudissimo, 2:23>4, Dexter Prloa
Hawthorne. Arthurton, Naubuc. etc.

A feature is also made of supplying good livery f

business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as representee

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Nap
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and legs an f

will therefore stand bard work. All stock sold fro*

this farm has given the best of satisfaction. Bargain
are oflered to all desiring to purchase good stock ofa
kind.
If you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write ft

information.
Full particulars may be had regarding the aboveb

calling at Healtl's Business College, or by addressing
E. P. HEALD.

24 Post Street, San Francisco.

Wildidle Stock Farirl

FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND THE STALUON

MONDAY -FINAL
Particulars of WM. 09BOBNE, Box 223, Santa Clai

CMCWNATt JOCKEY C10B
Stakes to Close Januarv IS, 1896

THREE GREAT STAKES.
The Oakley Derby, $12,500

The Buckeye Stakes, $7,000
The Cincinnati Oaks, $5,00(

GriOLSLiranteed
~\7"SL±\JLG

Spring Meeting 1896-Stakes to Close January 15, 1896. 'THE MEMORIAL HANDICAP.

THE SAPPHIRE STAKES. [

the second and $1Vi to third. Winn

For two-year-old fillies; |10 to accompany the nomination, $100 additional
start; the value of Hie stake to be $2,51)0, of which ;2,00» to the first, 3.150 to
rs oi a Sweepstake Ol the value uf §l,r,oo tocarrv :i pounds; ot two stakes ot

any value. 6 pounds: ol three or more, 7 pounda extra; maidens allowed 5 pounds; those that have started and
have not been plitr.-il. 1 pnumlH. t our furloDim.

THE EMERALD STAKE? 'Sf,
two--earpWcolt8and geldings; f 10 to accompany the nomination, §100iriL LmLnnLU OiniVL^. ,„wjit ( „iui lohiart; the value ot the slake to in, ^,mh., ol' which ?2,L00 to the

-

'
!' to third; wi >rsoi a sweepstake of the value nf §l,5n0 to carry 3 pounds- of two

tranaa; or three or more, 7 pounds extra; maidens allowed o pounds; those that have

A handicap sweepstakes for tbree-year-oldsand over: Jiotoac ompa
tbe nomination, $100 additional to start, 32,000 added, of which f*5i

second and fl50 to third; weights to be announced three days prior to the race: wieners of a handicap
sweepstake after the weights aie bulletined to carry 5 pounds Atra. One mile and an eighth.

handicap sweepstakes
three-year olds and over; II

i placi l T poond& Four and a bnlf lurloiiRH.

auvk'-i 1 f any
htitrt'il and ha

THE RUBY STAKES ' l»Ulk!
8 f0* two-yeaivolds: »10 to accompany the nomination. 950

1
11 l nuui oihi\i_u. additional to Mart; tbe value ol the stake t-.be !2,nuo. ,,1 which $1,700 to tbe fir^t,

I lint to ht- s(,ld 10 carry r, pnmids extra; th.i^. ,'nicrnl lu he sold
1 pounds for each |260 to »1,500; l pound lor each $li» less Starterswhh filing price muil be Darned through the entry box the day before the race. No iiabiutv for non-starters

1 1 - . I ii- l.i n _

-

TRE DIAMOND STAKES ','"7 '">":" "Ids; 8i0toaccomiwnyihe nomination, 1100 to start; the valueint ummunu oinato. oftbe Biake to be W.600, ot which #8.000 to tbe first, «8&o to second and 8150 to
'' "" »

' H.W0 w carry 8 pounds; oftwosnch»5oneol #;.O00, 5 pounds;
allowed^ pounds: those that have started aid have

;
those that hnvo started in a sweepstake at the meeting- aud hive not been placed 10

{round*, rhf furlutu*. F '

THE OHIO STAKES ? "" I:
'

,; roal» of MM) : «0 to accompany theint uniu oiHM.0. w ^ ,1,000 added.ol which b)0toae(»Ddandfi00 to
''' r,i-

"

(
I foi age ; allowances: 8 pounds'""'* l|

"
1

' M.O00: ipound lor each I 1 . it&rtera with seUlng price
1 the entry box thi nollabllltj rornon tartera Seven turlonga

THE LIBERTY STAKES «)lde(fwil8ofii4W),tb*thavenotwouaracepre-Ml_ LIUI.ll I I OIBItLd, V\QW (ll Jft0UBry | llu [aM .

f,,, „ «, volll ,
PI i, ( \ tiuiuiiialloii *>M1 a.ldill.mul tn

I
I- .h-n.w'.or ,.' ,„

year, - ikuiiuIn Onr milr.

THE GINGINHATI PHESS STAKES.

THE GARNET STAKES.

THE CHRISTIAN MOERLEIN BREWING COMPANY STAKES.
accompany the nomination, |10i additional tosiart, $l,500added, ot which |200 to second and S'Ou to
weights to be announced three day prior 10 the race; winners of a handicap or sweepstakes alter the we
are bit litlined to ca ry 5 pounds extra. One mile and a quarter.

Fall Meeting-Stakes to Olose January 15, 1896
For two-vear-old colts and gelding*: §10 to accompany the nomination:.
addit onal to start; ?I,0uu added, ,of which |200 to s cond and $100 t. tbi

» i rmers of a sweepstake of the value of $1,500 to carry 3 pimadsoi two such, or one of ii 500, 5 p muds, < f th

BUCb.oroneof SV>00,7poun<Jsextra; Allowances: Non-winners ol a sweepstake of *l,o.o, 3 poumls; matde
Spoiiiids. gix furlontiH.

MfJFM QTAfcTQ For two vear olds; §10 to accompany the nomination. §90 ad'Utlonal to start; |1
ULITI OlAHtd. added, of which §2t0 to econd and $10J to third; winners of a sweepstakeof

value of $1,500 to <arry Z pouudn nf two such, oroue of §1,iki0, or the Garnet or Pearl Stakes, 5 p> uuds exi

Allowance! : Non-winners of a swe-pstake of §1,000, :i pounds; if such have started and not beeu placed
a sweepstake at the meeting o pounds; maidens 3 pounds. One mile.

THF PTARI QTAVrQ For two-year-old fillies. §10 to accompauy the nomination, §90 additional
I flL TLOnL OlDKLd. siart; §1,0H0 added, of which $200 to second and ?I00 to third. Winners
sweepstake oi the value of|$l,5P0 to carry :i lbs ; of two such or one ol $2,500, 5 lbs.: ol three such or one ot $8,'

7 lbs. extra. Alowauces: Non-winners of a sweepstake of $1,000, 3 los.; maidens, 8 lbs. Six furlongs.

nes this

FIXED EVENTS.
Spring Meeting 1897--Stakes to close January 15, 189

roraiin«(.»: »ioto i nmiuuiy ii... „ inuiion. THF 01KLEY DERRY FOR 1897n:ll„. ,nl 1 tin. sink.- lo bi' 82,000. o
lnL unRLL ' ULnDI run 1031.

1 ,lr»t .Jlilr.l : ., r „ ,,, ,,,„ r
';™

> thai Have notwoaaraoeof 11,000 Uita

year-olds and ovi-r : ilo to accompauy
til" iii.iiiliiiill.nl, HI it'lilltKitnii i , tllM

; tin. value nf llicsinki- lo ho
pi to > : am : „,i „, ,r for

THE LOSANTIYILLE STAKES.
tod !i

'
.

i puuiiil furVac'h'fiiiiri^'rMm^/suiih
It tne entry box ihedaybelore the race; no liability for non-stS.rters, one

A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1S9J>. ofJl-iO each.

torfeit.or ..nlv §15 II declare) hy August 1, l^t>. or«H) it di-clarecfl

April I, 1897. {S.-SdD added, of which *750 to second and §250 tn third. A winner ot nuy three-year-old stakiR

the vb\ I H. * carry 8 lbs.; of three or more three-year-uld stake races ot any value, 5 lb*, extra. >H
wll rs it a three-year-old race ol the value of §1,ooli allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 10 ibs. One mile nn>
quarter.

*

i-iiiii.

THE NORhJOD STAKES. ids and ovor; |10 to aooompany tbe nomlua-
added, of which Uou lo eeoood audriooto

due iloce Ap u 2Stb to earn
dsyearol the value of $L0X) alio red

.i and over - pounds One mile

third:

MDIIPVCVC CT11/C0 CflD *QQ7 A sweepstakes I r three-year-o'ds iloals nf 1$94), of fl-iffSI

DUbntlC OlEKCO run 109f. |)0 forfeit, or only $10 If declared by 'August l, 1896. or §2031

Clared by April I, 1887, W,f00 added.ol which 1880 to second and $150 to third, A winner of any three-year i

stake of tin- value ol 84,000 to carry 8 lbs ; of two such or of three or more three year-od stakes of au valu

ra. N"ti winners of a time year-old race of the value of §1,050 allowed 5 lbs ; maidens, 10 lbs. One n
ninl an e clitli.m PI UP I y HIT I flllfQ A sweepstake for tbree.vear old ill lies (foals of 1894), of §100 each, §i0 fori

UiniilNriai I UflaO. orouly $io If declared by August 1, IS96, or $30 if declared by April 1,1

11,600 added, OfWhich I860 to second and §150 to third. A winner of any three-yeat-old stake of the valot

12.600 to carrv :ilhs.: nt t\\u sucit nr of itir r inure ilirce-Vf ir-old stake races of any lvalue, 5 lbs. extra. N
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ItENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOB SALE.

Genuine JAPAXKSK SPANIEL, male, twenty
louths old, five inches uigb.

331 Kearny Street, Room 4 tUp9tairs).

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

AT STUD.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29.323.
Brood Bitcbes—Lady Stanley, C. 8. B. 257. Mollle,

L 27,880. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg "Wofflngton 29,758

nd Railette.

i Pups for sale. Address

MILLER di PRATHER, Proprietors.

\V. L. Prathkb Jr., F. E. Miller,
|W Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

IRISH SETTERS.

LT Stdd—The beat bred Irish Setters In America.

FINULAS JR.. 31,189.
UA^RYMORE. 34,802.

If von want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

r address GLEXMORE BJBNNELS,

"West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

i,nd Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK SWIV-
[iLEK,fee$25; Challenge \bMO II, fee $20.

Irish Setter and Pointer puppit-s from Bench Show
\nd Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A B. 'IRUMAV,

'1425 Steiner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

Fetch and Carry.
Treatise on Retrieving

BY B. WATERS.
PRICE, 81. flO, POSTPAID.

Do you wish to have a perieci retriever ? This work
vil! teach you how to train and handle a retriever by
hilber Ihe Natural Method or Force System. I: gives
be amateur binls in self-discipline. Many incidental
nailers of training aro treated. Chapters are devoted
|o tbe Irish Waier Si aniel, the * hesapeake Bay dog
.ml tbe EDglish retriever. Tbe advantages and dis-

jwivantages of uMnga dog forbnlh find ine and relriev-

ogare fully explained. Send for circulars.

B. WATERS, 318 Broadway. IV. Y.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOB

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT."

The Host Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog erer
Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
Irked and Exhibit Does as scientifically.as the most
iperienced. Moreover, It contains

ISO EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

W the grandest dogs of all breeds tbe world has ever
mown, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.00, and 25 cents Expressage.

II ronr dog Is sick, yon most have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Price, 82, Poitpald.

i "MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
$y WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

I Draining, and Is universally conceded to be, far and
iway, the best work op the kind ever published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond ot fresh
air and restfulj rural re-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals

! virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.

No free copies. Game-
land Pun. Co., 13Astor

1 Place, New York, N.Y.

With Breeder and gportsman. 83-50 per year.

Shoe Boils a
S?e?At°

Absorbine
will remove them and leave no
blemish. Does not remove the
hair, and pleasant to use. Cures
any puff or swelling. $2.00 per
bottle. W. F. YOUNG, P.D.F:,

34 Amherst St.. Springfield, Mass.

Notice to Hunters.

'32$\

416 MARKET STREET,

B. T. ALLEN CO.

Guns
Ammunition

Hunter's Supplies
Below Sansome, S. F

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements nnder thlBheadlng 50 cents per Ine Der
month.

ETQRBEB AND OA.TTLB.

Clabrough,

GUNS

Gun Goods

Golcher & Co.

GUIS

Gun Goods

Rill I S_..Devonsand Sliorthorns. All pure bred anduullu registered. Fine Individual. At prices
to suit the times, either sing] v or In carload lots. Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Cal.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BERKSHIRE* and POLAND-CHINA HOGS
Also beat varieties ot Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM MLKK «fc CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876,

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
GnSdoe£°tel

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its claims for superiority are as follows:

—

FIRST It is not affecred by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
SECOND It will not cause headache.
THIRD It Is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as It contains no nltro-glycerine or sun cot-

ton . It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded shell in the guu.
FOURTH It basa light recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is the quickest and has tbe greatest killing power at any distance.
NlXTH It gives tbe best pattern at any and all distances.
SEVENTH Its action is tbe most uniform in all respects.
EIGH'I H It can be used in cheap paper, or brnnH shells with any primer.
N t.VI'H It is the cleanest powder in use, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth is

all that Is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. Tbe residue does not n ecu niulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more alter fifty shots than after the first. (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

TENTH It is tbe cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains full weight (16 oz. to the lb.);
and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to tbe same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

«- For sale by all dealers In Powder and Sporting Goods.

DUPON "SPORTING POWDER
No~sjv 3EL©«,cLy.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dupont SmokelesB are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It wives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It Is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.

Fourth—It Is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Becoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best; hard, quick, well-suited t) trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and Instructions to be used In loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIOKHT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNbR OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

[

Coal shipped to CLUB HOUSE ou shones! notice
•vithout extra charge at city prices. Address, I"

XOUllIlli P. 1235 Howard St. Tel. South 447.

COCOANUT-OIL CAKE,
[ No better feed for dairy cows and stock. For sale in

luan titles to t-uit. Apply to EL DORADO LINSEED
OIL WORKS COMPANY, 20S California Btreet,

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America,

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

ZHomuG /wrs 0f*cnfo

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f^i
I Cubebs and Injections. f/r\IDY J

1 They cure in48 hours the V__^'
I same diseases without anyincon-

IveniCTce. SOLD BVALLDRUGGISTS

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

ALL USED

R. LIDDLB CO.'S
Sportsmem's Outfits.

110 montgomery st.
Open Saturday Eventogit.

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new bock— free

IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

Guide and. Hunter
For British Columbia and Alaska. For particulars
address

W. OCTTBIDGB, Golden, British Columbia.

VINELAND BREEDING FARM. cTrS^S,
2:27V (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23,^). Stallions, broodmares, Allies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, lor sale. Address
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St, Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenne
San Francisco.

office hours:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DE. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE)
No. $11 HOWARD ST., S. P.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Veterinary Department
University of California,
Cor. Post and Fill more Sis, San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CUNNINGHAM, Secretary.

E. A. iitUWi, D. I

1

Veterinary Surgeon.
Oflice and Infirmary at Veterinary College,

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets, San .Francisco
Telephone West 687.

All diseases requiring aursicni treatment a
specially.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: \EVADA STABL>S,
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

I>r- Wm. HP. lESscm.
M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College ot Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society ; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Inflrmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenne.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 529
Howard St,, Telephone 8153, San Francisco.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Flneat Flahiuj? and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

THE BODTE TO

san rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPrXO GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery an
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. Rr AN. 43mi. I'm... A«t

l«iH
Business College, 24 Post St.

8AN FRANCISCO.
The moot popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HKAXD, President 8. HALEY.
" for Circular*.
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OmOtT JOCKEY GtUB
THICHIGtAKT,

(Racing Department of The Detroit Driving Club)

WILL CLOSE THE FOLLOWING STAKES ON
', January lOtlx

TO BE RUN AT THE

JS-U-rxuxier IMCeetixig- of 1896.
THE INTERNATIONAL DERBY.

A 8WEBPST4RKP for three-year-olds, of J15 each, to accon-pany the nomination; $90 additional to

wart the club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $5,000, of which fTOO to second and

#300 to third horse; winner of one slake of H.000, or two stakes of any value In
i
1596 to carry three pounds pen

Hit- allowances, non winners of a stake of any value in 1S96 allowed five pounds: non-winnersof three races of

anrVmlui S rac*sexceptedi five pounds additional; fillies allowed ten pounds; allowances cumu-

lative, ne and one-half miles.

THE CAMPAU STAKE.
A SWEEPS TARES, for three-year olds, of $10 each to accompany the nomination; $50 additional to start;

the club to add an amount sufficient tomake the value of the stake 5*2,500, of which $300 to second and $100 to
third hon>e; winners of one three year-old stake of $J,0C0 to carry three pounds penalty; or of two s'akes in
IS* aggregating in value $5,000 five pounds penalty; non-winnersof a race of f 1,500 in 1896 allowed five pounds; I

of$500, seven pounds: beaten maidens allowed twelve pounds; allowances cumulative. One mile and three-
,

sixteenths.

THE MABLEY & COMPANY
STAKE.

A SWKEP8T.4KES. lor two-vear-olds (foals of 159-i). of $5 each, to

arcompanv the no ination; $25 additional to start; $1.000 added by the

club of which $3M) tosecond and $100 to third hoise; stake winner? and
winners ot five or more races in 189S 'selling races excepted), allowed

three pounds; of four races, seven pour ds; of two races, twelve pounds;

maideus allowed seventeen pounds; allowances not cumulative. Five
furlongs.

THE HOTEL CADILLAC
HANDICAP.

AHA^DICAP SWEEPSTAKES, for three-year-olds, of $5 each;

$25 additional to start; the club to add $1,000, of wblce $200 to second and
$100 to third horse: the weights to be announced three days before the

race, and acceptances to be made throueh the entry box the day neiore

the race; the moiii-y must accompany the nomination and acceptance,

and any one so accepting shall be liable for the starting fee. One and
one-sixteenth miles.

THE HOTEL NORMAND1E
HANDICAP.

A HAXDICAP SWEEPSTAKES, for two-year-olds, of $5 each,

with $25 additional to start; the club to add $1,000, of whicr, $200 to sec-

ond at d $100 to third horse: weight* to be announced three days prior to

the race, and acceptances to be made through the entry-box the day
before the race; the money must accompany the nomination and accept-

ance, and any one so accepting shall be liable for the starling lee. Six
furlongs.

THE GOEBEL HANDICAP.
* HANDICAP SWEEPSTAKES for three-year-olds and up-

wards, of $-5 each: 025 additional to start; the club to add $1,000, of which
$200 to second and $100 to third horse; the weights to be announced three

days prior to the race, and acceptances to be made through the entry box
the day before the race; the money most accompany the nomination
and acceptance, and any one so accepting shall be liable for the starring

fee. One and one-sixteenth miles.

THE PENINSULAR STOVE
COMPANY STAKE.

A SWEEPSTAKES, for three year-olds and upwards, of $5 each I
to accompaoy the nomination; $25 additional to start; the club to add I
$1,000, of which $209 to second and $100 to third horse; stake winners or I
winners of five or more races (selling races excepted) in 1S96, to cany I
weUhtforage; allowa ces, non-wlnnsrs ot a stake in 1S96 and ron-win- I
ners of five races (selling races excepted) allowed three pounds; of four I
races, five pounds; of three races, ten pounds; of two races, seventeen I
pounds; non-winneis in 1896 teaten three or more times allowed twenty \
pounds. Six furlontis.

THE RUSSELL HOUSE STEEPLE-
CHASE.

A HANDICAP STEEPLECHASE KWFEPSTAHES. forthree- I
year-olds and cpward, of $5 each, to accompany the nomination ; $25 ad-

1

ditional to start, the club to add $l,00o ot which $200 to second and $260 to I

third horse; the weights to appear the mornicg before the race, and I
acceptances to be made through the entry-tox; the money must arcom-

1

pany the nomination and acceptance. ai_d any one so accepting shall be I
liable for the starting lee. Fnll course.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1897.
To Close January 10, 1896, and to be

THE INTERNATIONAL DERBY FOR 1897.
A SWEEPSTAKES, for three-year-olds (foals of lS94),of$l50 each, $50 forfeit, or only $15 If declared by

January 1. 1897. or $30 if declared by April 1, 1897; $3,500 added, of wnich $700 to second and $300 to third horse.

AH declarations void onless accompanied by the money; winners of one three-year-old stake of $3,000, or two
stakes of any value io 1897, to carry three pounds penalty; allowances, non-winners of a stake of any value in

1897 allowed five pounds; oon-wlnoers ofthree races of any value In 1897 (selling races excepted), five pounds
additional; fillies allowed ten pounds; allowances cumulative. One and one-half miles

run at the Summer Meeting of 1897.

THE CAMPAU STAKE FOR 1897.
A SWEEPSTAKES, tor three-year-olds (foals of 1891), of $100 each; $40 forfeit, or onlv $10 If declared by '

January 1, 189". or $20 if declared by April l, 1697; $2,000 added, ol which $303 to second and $200 to third horse ;

all declarations void unless accompanied by the money; the winner of the International Berbv of 1897 to carry
127 pounds: winnersof one three-year-old stake of $3,000 to carry three pounds penaltv, or of twostakesin 1897
aggregating in value $5,000 five pounds penalty ; non winnersof a race of $1,500 in 1S97 allowed five pounds; ol

$500 seven pounds; beaten maidens allowed twelve pounds; allowances cumulative. One mile and three-
sixteenths.OOUZDITIOE0TS:

In all cases the money must accompany the nomination and acceptance. No entry will be received except.with the express understanding that all disputes arising from the conditions, or any matter connected with the
race.ishall be decided by the stewards or judges, and such decision shall be final.

In addition to the above stakes valuable over-night purses ana handicaps and special events, with liberal added money and attractive conditions, will be arranged from time to time.
Address nominations and all communications to the secretary, 21 Campau Building, Detroit, Mich. Entry blanks will be forwarded on receipt of application.

DANIEL J. CAMPAU, Pres dent. P. M. CAMPBELL, Secretary

THE DAILY BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
Contains All the News of the Turf, Form Charts of All Local

Races, Winning Sires, Jockeys' Records, Etc.

For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, or sent by Mail to any Address.

Five Cents Per Copy. One Dollar Per Month.

Z96W

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
AND

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
Wlth>ll Latent Improvements are tolbe had'only of

J. A. McKBRRON,
203-2C5 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Cal

TELEPHONE No., SOUTH MO.

DEALER FOK

GLADDING'c

HOOF DRESSING'
grower

X GLADDING'S HOOF DEESSING
.A-xxcX Tals.6 No Otlier.

This design shows label on Gladding' s Whale Oil and Tar

Hoof Dressing and Liniment
;
get the genuine ; take no

substitute.

It is used by numerous horsemen who are owners of good

horses, and from the good results it has given they recom-

mend it to others ; it will positively soften and toughen

horses' feet that have become hard and brittle from constant

driving on hard roads.

Packed In quart screw-tap cans, with brush tor each can. Also

one-gallon cans, wlthjscrew-top.

Price, per oan $1 00

Price, per 1 gallon „.. 3 00

For sale by all Harness Stores in U. S., or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Wholesale Agent.

Write for a special list.

Awarded Gold Meda
At California Sll
Fair 1893.
Every horse owner

who values his stocklf
shuuld constantly have

|

i supplv of it on hand.!
Et Improves and keeps
.lock In the pink of con
litlon.

Manhattan Food Go.,

RED BALL n n A M P% 8aD Mfl,eoCa! '

DnMIl !• Ask your grocer or bay dealer for It.
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DEATH OF JOHN A. GOLDSMITH.

The Prince of Reingim^n—A Brief Sketch of His

Life With the" Trotters—A Career That

"Was Always Honorable— His

Death an Irreparable Loss

to the Profession.

New York, December 13.—The well-known trotting horse driver
John A. Goldsmith, died this afternoon in the Presbyterian Hospital
where he has been since November 10th under treatment for tumor
of the kidneys.
His condition became so serious last Wednesday that his relatives

were summoned from Walnut Grove Farm, Orange county, where
the Goldsmith family have lived for Dearly 200 years.
Mrs. Goldsmith, a daughter ofOwen Moore of New York, has been

with her husband constantly since the beginning of his illness.

Only two weeks ago we published a picture of this princa

of reinsmen, and underneath an artic!*in which the che?.--

ful news was presented that we wonld soon have the pleasure

of seeing him on^this Coast. But, alas T' The Great Judge

has called him home, and his thousands of admirers and

friends will feel a keen pang of sourow when they see this

announcement.

John A. Goldsmith was a natural horseman. His father

Alden Goldsmith, was one of the most prominent and suc-

cessful horse breeders in America, and his two sons, James

and John, seemed to have ^inherited that love for a horse

and for the perfection in developing his highest rate of speed

in races they practically sacrificed their lives. Both

were industrious and of a highly organized temperament.
Their ambition to excel seemed without limit, but their

physical strength could not stand the strain; some portion

had to succumb, and their countless miles in the sulkies

and the coQ3eqoeat shaking which they had to stand for so

many years proved too much. James passed away a few
years ago, and now his brother has joined him'.

John was of a speculative turn of mind and even when
a child he could oatride any boy in Orange County and was
always ready for a match. He rode so well that many be-

lieved no Indian on the plains was his superior. After school

he would always be seen in the saddle. His favorite animal
was a good looking mare called Lottie, by Rysdyk's Hamhje-
tonian, out of Molly, by Black Hawk. To keep him out of

a sulky was almost impossible, and one day.after he had Leen

raking hay, he matched an old horse called John A.
which he was driving against a gelding cilled Edson ; the

match was for $100 aside. The race came off at a place

called Warwick, and Jim, who was a little afraid John had
been too rash in making the match, drove and won. A,
prouder youth never rode into Washingtonville then John,
and his determination to become a driver increased from that

eventful day.
He studied the methods of the drivers he saw and being

very observant he thought with a few trials, he could get as

much Bpeed out of a horse as any of the then famous knights

of the sulky.

In a place called Montgomery a little meeting was held

and the youthfal Johnny was on hand with a horse called

Alec. He was cool as a cucumber, and as he had the horse

entered in a race there, he surprised his friends by scoring

away with the rest of the drivers like a veteran, and greatly

to the discomfiture of the latter he won the race; best time

2:41. The enthusiasm with which his first victory was re-

ceived was one of his>most pleasing memories.
Chris. Lang, the present caretaker of Guy Wilkes, 2:15|

loves to speak of John, and in an interview with him yester-

day regarding the tatter's career as a driver many incidents

were related of his skill and judgment that would fill more
space than we can devote at this time.

The first race of any note in which he wb3 considered a

professional was at Fleetwood Park, 1878, when in a race

against Modesty he drove the Volunteer horse Driver and
woo. He then bsok the saddle mare Lottie, which be had
driven quite often- and went to Bradford, Pennsylvania. He
defeated a trotter called the Blue Mare, by Wood's Hamble-
tonian and then moved his string of horses (he had only three)

to Rochester, Xew York. His brother had the balance of

the horses from the farm at Buffalo,-"*) Jobn brought his

horses there and together the two brothers went to Elmira.

Jim drove Driver here in a race against Jersey Boy, Geo. B.
Daniels, Irene, Carrie and Hambletonian Marnbrino and
won. John then left for •home and stayed home that
year. When Jam»s got in trouble at Beacon Park, Boston,
September 2, 1879, in a race there with Driver, John took
the horse and drove him the balance of the season. He brought
Driver to- St. Louis and Chicago. In the latter place he drove
this horse so well against the great campaigners Charley
Ford, Scott's Thomas, Maz-i-Manie, Po3t Boy, Rose of
Washington, Belle Brasnel«l Kate Middleton and John E.
that every one predicted his future career wonld be bright
and prosperous. He visited St. Louis, Cincinnati, Kansas
City and then returned home.

This year he also drove a roan gelding called Dispatch
and gave him a record of 2;24i. He afterwards discovered
the horse was a ringer and^^r more disgusted young man
coold not be found anywhere. He handled the ribbons over
a number of horses in IS80, and every horse he drove low-
ered a record and proved thatl&master was in thesflirk'y.

In 1-&2, Monroe Salisbury, that excellent judge of drivers,

jaterial !"-ir
. -reatdrJVer and engaged him

to drir _ He came to California 3nd started the
'black horse in four races, and at Oakland, Sacramento,
Stockton and Sin Jose he piloted this horse to victory over
such trotter as Honesty, Ashley, Del Sor, Cairo, Capt.
Smith, Reliance, Crown Point and Echora (afterwards
known as the dam of Direct.) His neat appearance in and out
of the sulky, and his quiet, unobtrusive and gentlemanly
ways endeared him to all. His skill in driving was highly
commented upon, and the remarkable ease *ilh which he
seemed to rally a tiring horse was something the Californians
marveled at. He leaped at once into popular faver, and the

following year Monroe Salisbury, who saw that he hati a

hard pair to beat in any country, entered Director|througfiont
the Eastern circuit, California being considered by him en-

tirely too small to parade such money winners before the
public. Director was then six years old. In the month of

May, 1883, he started for Pittsburg. The following is a

brief description of what Mr. Goldsmith accomplished with
Director, and his fame as a driver spread like wildfire

throughout the United States. Here, in California, when
the news of one of Director's victories was received, little

gatherings of horsemen at the Bay District, Dickey's or the

Palace Hotel delighted to speak of fcbe "team'' Salisbury

had, and the expressions (1
I told you so."

a They can't beat

'em," were heard on all sides.

At Pittsburg, on the first day of June, he won the 2:22

taken by Hambletonian Bashaw in 2:25, 2:25.^. He then
wect to Hartford, where he met a strong field. Dan Smith
won the first and third heats in 2:22i, 2.-22A, Walnut the sec-

ond in 2:21i, and when the others were ready to quit, Direc-

tor began and won the fourth, fifth and sixth heats uf2:22},

2:22, 2:22$.

At Albany, Director won in straight heats in 2:22*. 2:23$,

2:22, and the following week at Washington he beat four

competitors a split heat race in 2:2o
J
£, 2:28}, 2:18J. He then

went to; Chicago, where he started down the Grand Circuit

Summer Meetings. His first race at that place was the 2:23

class, i

Gladiator won the first heat in 2:23J, snd Director then

went on and won the race in 2:241, 2:20, 2:224. Foiit <teys

later at the same place he entered the great free-for-all stal-

lion race, having for opponents such well-known campaign-
ers as Black Cloud, 2:17}, Monroe Chief, 2:I*|, Santa Claus.

2:17i, and Alexander, 2:19.

Monroe Chief was a hot favorite, the track being ankle

deep with mod, and he was Known to be a good performer

under such circumstances. Director won the first heat in

2:19!, Monroe Chief the second in 2:20, and Director the

third and fourth in 2:22*, 2:26*.

Then came the great race of Director's life Yhe week fol-

lowing, over the Cleveland track, one which in'point of merit

and wonderful driving by Goldsmith has never been equalled

by any pair. There were four starters, Director, Wilson,

Gladiator and Kate McCall, then the fastest in the country.

Before a heat had been trotted, it was known that the drivers

of the other three horses had pooled issues and made a com-
bination to beat Director. Director won the b>et heat in

2:19}. Wilson became settled by this heal and the fight then

begao, three asiiost one. The Blue Bull horse, Gladiator,

was a horse of immense speed for a short distance, while

Director was a little slow to get off. Gladiator could thus

take the pole and carry Director out to the fence and allow

the other two horses to get on the inside of them, so it will

be seen that Director had to trot around both turns on the
outside of three horses. What disadvantage this means,
when trotting against a horse that makes a record of 2:16} in
this very race, can be readily appreciated, even by a non-
professional.

But in spite of all, Director won. The second heat he could
not get clear of the pocket until the homestretch was reached
and a desperate struggle ensued down the finish, the outcome
being a dead heat in 2:17.

The third heat was another battle between the black stal-

lion and the three combination, and with his helpers, Wilson
- was able to beat Director to the wire in 2:16}, but he had
nothing to spare, as Director was at the saddle girth at the
finish.

The fourth heat they went at Goldsmith with the black
horse again, and kept him in a pocket nntil Wilson got a
good lead, but it did not avail him, for Director cut down
his lead by inches in the homestretch, beating Wilson out a
length in 2:17}.

The fifth heat fell to Wilson in 2:18 after an exciting
struggle. Each horse had now two hea<..-, and as neither
Gladiator no- E -ey?ubliged to go to

the stable. This left only Director and Uilson.aadas ih^ lat-

ter had lost his helpers and was thoroughly played out. Di-
rector just played with him, winning in a walk in 2:28$,
and only the generosity of Goldsmith, Director's driver, al-

lowed Wilson to save his distance.

This race- at once caused Director to be crowned king of
all game trotting stallions, and his driver. Goldsmith, a
brooder, but there were other even greater triumphs in store
for tbem. At Buflalo, the next week, he started in an ex-
hibition race with Jay-Eye See and Clemmie G., taking sec-

ond place in the race. At Ulica he easily defeated the fast

stallion Duquesne ; 2:17|, instraighfcbeats, and at Springfield
was beaten in a race with Wilson, Witherspoon"" and Edwin
Thornfc. Then came the great turf event.of the year. At
Hartford, the first Charter Oak $10,000 purse and the field

that opposed him was without question the best and fastest

(all combined} thatever faced a starter even to this day. As
it consisted of Wilson, 2:19}; Fannv Withe<-spoon, 2:17;
Clemmie G.. 2:17 ;

Director, 2:17 ; Phallas, 2:133 ; J. B.
Thomas, 2:181; Adele Gould, 2:19, and Overman. 2 :2

field of eight starters whose average records were 2:17 ij, with*'

such drivers of Mace, Splao, Turner and Hickok, to oppose
him, John Goldsmith, who drove Director.had a hard nice
on his hands. Again was the combination made. Again was
Wilson the fauorite, and again did Director down theru,com-

class in 2:26, 2:28, 2:26, after the first two heats had beeo^.hioatron>,horses and all. The Turf, Field and F?rm of that
date thus describes the race :

The first neat fell to Wilson in 2:17}. Witherspcon second,
and Director third. Witherspoon won the second in 2:17,

and Director fourth; but in the third heat the Black Tornado
poioted to the daylight which was breaking in the East for

him. He got off well and was never beaded, winning in 2:20.

Fanny Witberspoon made a bad breat
x
on the first torn and

Splan laid her up, Wilson indulging is- several bobbles, but
finished up very fast, Phallas being second, Thomas third

and Wilson fourth. The situation was now full of interest

and perplexity. More cotton was stuffed into the ears of
Fanny Witherspoon as she was wild in such company. Her
owner and her driver said that it was not the purse but the
glorr of winning in such company.

Director was very industrious. Directly the word was given
and Witherspoon, making a jim town, barely saved the dis-
grace of being distanced, the game black coming down the
homestretch wonderful I v fresh and won handily in

Clemmie G. seconded Wilson third. The story ends with
the fifth heat. Director showed the way from the start to the
finish, winning in 2:191, Witherspoon coming at him very
game, but not being able to outlast the son of Dictator and
Dolly and his great driver.''

He returned to California, and by the solicitation of a
number of prominent horse breeders who offered him their
best (colts and fillies, resigned his position as trainer for

Mr. Salisbury's horses and opened a stable. He had the fol-

lowing campaigners in Oakland and appeared on the Caii-
fornin circuit during the years 1> V 4 and 1885, and won
nearly all the races they started in : Guv Wilkes, 2:15} ; Di-
rector, 2:17; Sister, 2.18] j

ofanoo, 2:21: D*wn. 2

Joe Artburton, 2:20} and Maude, 2:20. Some of these horses
did rot get tbeir|low records during these years, but event-
ually they made their records under his goi

ilis string in 1886 was a targe one, and he repeated the
successes of theseason previous with the game Hi

mare Maude, 2:20; Guy Wilkes, 2:151; Vale:
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Manon, 2:21 ; Hidalgo. 2:27 and Shamrock, 2.25, the record

breaking two-year-old, Sister, 2:11*1, and several others that

he drove in races whose names I cannot recall at present.

lie proved himself unbeatable in » sulky, I remember,
at S:ima Kosa, that year, there was a race between Stam-
boul, Lucille and Voucher. Houser was driving thel p.tler,

Mid Slamboul was a strong favorite. Mr. Goldsmith had his

pockets full of field tickets, which averaged about $6 against

$35, and asked Hotiser if he could drive. To the surprise of

every one Houser included, John never left the issue of

any heat in doubt after he got within striking distance of

Stamboul at the head of the homestretch, and won the three

heats and race amidst the wildest enthusiasm. He lit his

cigar after each heat as cooly as if be had baudted the big

lunk-headed son of Nephew all his life and then followed

the horse down to the stall and gave instrnclions how to

cool him out. The "talent" that thought Stamboul invin-

cible were speechless when they saw how greatly improved
the rival of Stamboul became under the magic touch of this

mild-mannered wizard of the sulky.

It was at this meeting that Mr. Goldsmith gave Guy
Wilkes, who weighed 1250 pounds, his record in the fourth

heat of a race against Adair. The latter woo the first heat in

2:20, then Guy Wilkes won the next in 2:22* : the next heat

he walked under the wire in 2:19£, and tbe last heat be
trotted the mile in 2:151—the fastest mile made by a stallion

at that time. Guy Wilkes had never been given a mile

faster than 1:00 previous to that day that season, and Gold-

smith had not pulled a line over him previous to this race.

The horse was very high in tlesh, and as bis driver remarked,
after alighting: " If 1 knew that I was going to give him a

fast mile I would have prepared him for it, and would have
given him a faster record. I kaow he can trot clo3e to 2:10."

The next season he determined to get another lot of good
ones ready, and with his old stand-bys, Sister, 2:19 j, and Joe
Arthui-ton, 2:20}, be had the following : Lilly Stanley, 2:17},

Pocahontas tp). 2:224, Perihelion, 2:25, Mamie Comet, 2:23},

Sable Wilkes, 2:1S, Grandee, the champion two-year old, and
Little Direct, another two-year-old trotter. His victories

increased and his bright reputation as a driver did not tarnish

durine this eventful year, but that winter he was offered a

splendid salary by Wm. Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock

Farm, and after due consideration he accepted it, and moved
to the farm whereon the great Guy Wilkes and his small

family were.

His first filly to handle was the handsome mare Hazel
Wilkes, that won so many blue ribbons at the recent Horse
Show. She was then three years old, and the next season be
gave this mare a record of 2:20. His work from the day he
took charge of tbe horses on the farm has become an import-
ant part of the history of tbe development of lieht-harness

horses in California. He pave low records and world's records

to so many that it would take too much space to segregate

them all. He gave Sable Wilkes the world's record as a

three-year-old; Freedom, the champion yearling, his record

, thus placing the first trotting baby in the charmed
circle. Ret:al Wilkes, as a two-year-old, 2:20$, the fastest

stallion record for that age, to that date, aod then down
the line the youngsters he gave records to in hard-fought
races here in California and on the Eastern circuit added
wealth to the breeder of these horses and undying fame to

tbe great sires and dams that are now at theSan MateoStock
Farm.
He met with an accident at the farm four years ago

and broke his leg. He chafed considerably over his enforced

idleness, and shortly after, his health began to fail. He was
possessed of an indomitable will, and notwithstanding the

kindly advice of Dr. MacMoDugle, one of the most eminent
physicians and surgeons on this Coast, as well as Mr. Corbitt

and atl his friends, he persisted in getting in the sulky

and could not be made to believe that it would result

seriously for him.

Three years ago his beloved brother, James, died and his

death seeming to affect him more than anything else, he de-

termined to go East, taking with him a few of Mr. Corbitt's

horses. He had as an assistant John Rogers, and to-

gether they went through the circuit. He remained East
for some time and than came tj California to arrange his

affairs and then started for tbe home of his boyhood, Wash-
ingtonville, Orange County, New York. He stocked the farm
with his California-bred horses, and, shortly after,

his sufferings from a tumorous kidney became so in-

tense that he determined to undergo an operation, which was
successfully performed, and after he was convalscent he mar-
ried a most inestimable young lady, a daughter of Owen
Moore, Esq., and throughout all his sufferings he found that
comfort and tender care which only a loving wife can ad-
minister. The telegram at the beginning of this article con-
cludes the last chapter in this memorable young man's
career.

I cannot conclude this without referring to the many
attributes this quiet and unobtrusive young man possessed.

He was always genial; though not much of a talker, yet when
in a reminiscent mood he was one of the most entertaining of
men. He was generous to a fault; manv a kindly
act he performed for some unfortunate which the world will

never know/ He was a thorough business man, and knew the
value of money, although exact and methodical in all his
dealings with his fellowmen, and honest, he expected
the same trait in all others. When once his confidence in an
individual was betrayed he would never allow that person to
speak to him again. Among his fellow drivers, "Johnny," as
he was familiarly called, was always a favorite, besides
recognizing in him the greatest driver of his years ever
MOO in a sulky, they knew that he would never be guilty of
driving them into a fence or resort to any of the practictsin-
riulged in by incompetent and unscrupulous knights of the
sulky.

As a judge of horses he was one of the best, and whenever
be selected a colt rf filly and concluJed it was worthy of
being entered in a slake or purse race, he never gave
it up until he proved his prediction correct. A visitor at
the Sno Mnie.i Stock Farm says "the rapidity with which he
would select yearlings, two-year-olds and three-year-olds, and
insist upon them being entered for stake events, was most
remarkable, and after the races ended I always noted that he
made no mistakes in his selections."

Ah a worker he was never idle. The first one awake in the
morning and around the stalls, and the last one to leave at

night, and his two life long assistants, Chris Lang and Daniei
m. who had been with him on the old homestead in

New York, say that when he was enjoying good health he
never fire.

Aa a jadge of pace he was one out of a thousand. He
, ould time quartet! and eighths without a watch, and tell

just how fast he was going. He was a peculiar driver, carry-

ing his hands high, and as he never used a whip or any
artificial appliances to make his colts and fillies trot or pace
fast, he had much the advantage over other drivers that

relied on whips, hobbles and toe weights Lto keep their

youngsters going smooth.
He was invaluable on a stock farm, for he never believed

in a useless expenditure of money to get a new rigging for

horses in his charge. He never shod a descendant of Guy
Wilkes forward with a shoe heavier than ten ounces in

front or lighter than five ounces behind. And when he got

behind a horse the animal seemed to be imbued with the

magnetic force so prominent in him. He could keep
a horse tiptoeing without breaking longer than any one
who ever sat in a sulky, and for rallying a tiring horse and
keeping him doing his utmost to tbe wire, we all remember
a number of exhibitions of this kind which he gave us. A
strong endorsement of his method of driving was shown
by the fact that Guy Wilkes never had the mark of a whip
on his ribs after he campaigned him, and he seldom, if ever
broke a campaigner down. In these and many other ways
his innate knowledge of the horses in Lis charge and a thor-

ough understanding of what the term "conditioning" meant
made him the peer of any trotting horseman in America.
He has gone ! His pleasant smile and merry twinkling

eyes have been dimmed; his kindly voice been hushed; the
bluejacket and cap which he wore so neatly have forever
been laid away, and only the remembrance of that strong
manly figure among the greatest turf generals of the last

decade remains. In the ranks which he graced so well; in

the center of the little groups of social friends that hovered
around him; by the fireside where his love and kindness
wereat all times manifest, his place will never be filled. He
has gone the path we all must go and e'en though we live for

many years we shall never forget the impressions bis indi-

viduality left upon the tablets of our memory, for there,

and only there, shall we gaze upon his kindly face again.

ABIfAREE.

Advocates a Change.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman.—I see by your

valuable paper there is a movement on foot in this State to

get up a meeting at an early day of the breeders, owners and

drivers of trotting horses with the view of perfecting an or-

ganization that will have for its object the betterment of the

trotting horse interests. Now. if an organization of that kind
is preferable and put in working order, I want to suggest a
few changes in the present methods in vogue for their con-
sideration. If this idea has been proposed by anyone be-

fore, I have failed lto notice it, even if it has, and as there is

merit in it, it will do no harm to repeat it, which is, to allow
horses to trot for small purses, say from $300 down, without
getting a bar record to prevent them from trotting for larger

parses, but, of course, they would be barred from this class of

purses, according to their records. I think the advantage of

this can be seen in many ways: it will give owners and
trainers a chance to educate their horses in races, something
all trainers will admit iscf thegreatest importance, la fact,

it is the only way to find out positively that you have a race
horse, and it will give racing associations, that are located at

small towns all over the country, a chance to give meetings,
because they could secure entries to purses they can afford to

give, somethiog they cannot do under present conditions.

I also want to go on record as sayirg, that if the practice

of giving races of heats three in five are not discontinued, or
nearly so, the trotting

r
horsemen might as well shut up shop.

You can fool "some of the people" for quite awhile, but the
time is now up. I have been training and driving trotters,

continually for over thirty five years, and even long before

that, and I cannot call to mind but very few races of heats

three in five, that you could say was strictly on the square.

If there was not actual pulling, there was laying up of heats,

and helping (the latter I think is the worst of all).

The two and three and dash races that I have seen have
almost universally been square races, and I think most all old

drivers will endorse these statements, and also in this, that a

driver, who does not practice the laying up of heats in three

and five races, will not win many races, although it is now
contrary to rule.

Over three years ago I wrote an article that was published
in the Chicago Horseman, strongly advocating dash races. I

was in Chicago at the time and talked with Doble, McHenry,
C. W. Williams and several breeders of national fame, not-

ably, Mr. Emery, of Cleveland, and they all agreed with my
views at the time, and I think they do still. But we have
been overruled bv the percentage men. What 1 mean by the

percentage men is a class of people that are around all spec-

ulative propositions.from politics down, for the "sure money"
there is in it, in anyway they can manipulate it, and a 3 in 5

trotting or pacing race is quite to their liking; they do not

look ahead with the view to build up anything on a soliid

basis, they are only after what is insight the present moment,
and if they kill off a proposition by their nefarious practices,

they switch off to something else, and leave solid, earnest

men to '• hold the sack."

As this is already longer than you will probably care to

give your valuable space to, I will close. There is many
other things, I feel like proposing to the organization that

has called this out, if it shall assume tangible shape.

Yours truly, Ldte Lindsey.
Aptos, Cal.

"Wm. Corbitt's Next Sale.

In February next, there wi!l be shipped from the San Ma
teo Stock Farm tbe most useful and valuable lot of hor&e

8

ever bred in California. Mr. Corbitt, the proprietor, has de-

termined to send the very choicest, fastest and best-bred

horses on his farm to P. W. Kellogg & Co. to be sold at auc-

tion. Drivers who are seeking campaigners, and buyers for

the Kumpean "market should wait and secure some of these

game horses : Ora Wilkes, 2:11, the beautiful black trotter,

Lesa Wilkes, 2:00, Ravenscroft, 2:19, Burlingame, 2:18*,

Muta Wilkes, 2:11, Lvnwood, 2:20A, Double Cross, 2:18$.

Liicinda Wilkes, 2:241, Leonora, 2.25, Kent, 2:25'., and
every other coll or filly that has a record, besides a most
promising lot of brothers and sisters to the famous horsesthat

made the name of the mighty Gay Wilkes a household
word. Every animal offered will be sound and free from
blemishes, and as only the pick of the farm will be shipped,

Mr. Corbitt believing nothing else to be salable nowadays,
bnyers can with confidence anticipate this sale and expect to

get the worth of their money.

"What "Will Local Organizations Do ?

(Written for Breeder and Sfohtsman.)

The statement has been repeatedly mide that in all the
rules of the National or American Trotting Associations none
can be found that is of practical protection to the owners or
drivers as against the local organizations. It has been said
that one reason for the protecting arm being thrown around
the local member is that each year they are of pecuniary
benefit to the parent association by reason of the annual dues»
etc. It is true that by reason of the membership dues the
parent organizations have been enabled to do business, pay
large salaries and declare fair dividends, but that is no good
reason why they should offer greater protection to a local

member than to the horseman who makes it possible for both
organizations to exist. Year after year the campaigner of
harness horses has been compelled to face violated contracts

on the part of the local members. No year has been more pro*
lific of such as has the year just closed. Horses have been pre-
pared for apparently rich etakes or purses at great expense. The
cost of shipment has been great and because of the entrance
moneys not paying the purse, bad weather or it may be with-

out giving a good reason, the stake or purse is declared off.

It is true the entrance moneys are paid back to the nomina-
tor, but how far will that go toward re-imbursing him for his
outlay preparatory to shipping to the meeting, his shipping
and other expenses. There is nothing for that man to do
but ''grin and bear" it, he cannot go the parent association
and get relief. The other side of the picture has recently
been shown and the contrast cannot but be noticeable to
every one. The owners of Joe Patchen and John R. Gentry
made an agreement to bring their horses from one of the
southern cities to a northern one, for the purpose of giving
an exhibition race. The agreement was a verbal one, re-
enforced, however, by letters and telegrams from
the respective owners. The secretary probably
went to some expense advertising these
two champions as a drawing card, the coBt
of which could not have been very much, however, as the
meeting had to be advertised and the extra printing of this
one item would be abont the extent. The probability is that
these two jorses would have attracted a number of extra gate
sdmissioos, and the meeting would have been more attractive
than it was, had they been there. But Messrs. Taylor and
Scott found that owing to the lateness of the season, the ship-
ment from a southern clime to that of winter might be disas-
trous to their horses, or for some other reason not given, it

would be unwise to ship to the point where the meeting was
to be held and sent their horses into winter quarters. The
secretary of this meeting made charges against these gentle-
meu to the American Trotting Association for violation of
contract, and asked that they and their horses be expelled
because of it. Here, then, we have a case. A prominent
secretary bringing charges against two such prominent horse-
men as the gentlemen named is much better than though
the parties in interest were more obscure and of less promi-
nence. After considering the evidence, the Board of Review
decides to fine both gontlemen for the violation of the verbal
contract and they are ordered suspended until the fine is paid.
Nothing is said about races having been declared off, after
the horses had been housed upon the ground. Nothing is

said about violation of written contract when such action is

taken, for every member of the Board of Review realizes the
value of a nomination blank and it must be admitted that it

is a breach of contract when any race is declared off for any
cause, so long as there are starters under (he rule. Nothing is said
about the enormous expenditure of money to get these horses
to the ground. The facts as presented only called for a
breach of contract on the part of horsemen and they must be
punished. It is a sad state of affairs. Unless some action is

taken very soon by the parent associations, looking to the
protection of horsemen from the unfair action of some local
""aociations, they will find the " worm turning ;" that they
have "killed the goose" and when it is too late will find
themselves asking "where are we at."

Captain Essex.

Big Sale of Thoroughbreds.

A big sale "of thoroughbreds recently was'iheld in 'Lex-

ington. The sale embraced horses in training, yearlings,

stallions, broodmares and weanlings, aggregating about 600

head. The auction was begun Monday morning, and con-

tinued through each day without intermission until Wednes-

day evening, when, after an adjournment for supper, the sale

was resumed and completed that night. There was a large

attendance of horsemen from all parts of the country, and

although the sums realized for many of the inferior animals

were very small, consignors, generally, seemed satisfied, ar.di

in many instances, agreeably surprised.

The two year old brother to Kingston—King William

—

brought the highest price of the entire sale—$6,500. Nim-
rod realized $-L700, Free Advice .$3,100, Anna Garth $700,
Onaretto $1,000, Leo Lake $1,400, Zanone $2,500, Garland
Bar $1,525. It was understood after the sale that Mr. Feno
bought in Free Advice for his owners. The highest priced
yearling was a colt by Aretino, out of a Bramble mare, who
brought $4,700. He is a typical Bramble, as massive as Ben
Brush, though taller. His price was based largely on phe-
nomenal work in the fall trials. Byron McClelland was the
contending bidder with S. Lev^, the purchaser. A colt by
Forester, who brought the next best price, $2,500, was a mag-
nificent-looking fellow, and sold principally on his shape.
Duchess' daughter, half-sister to Clifford, was 6old for $1,900.

The half-sister to Handspring is a rather light, weedy indi-

vidual, i.nd brought only $225.

The stallion' offered did not seem to be in demand, Terra
Cotta going for $1S0, and Carlsbad for $130, while Little

Minch and Forerunner were led out without a bid.

Tulla Blackburn brought $2,000, the top price for a brood-
mare, Ladv Wayward going at $1,125 and Hypocrite $1,525.

Old Lucy Lisle, dam of Castaway II. and a host of other win-
ners, and looking sound and sprightly, was suld for $100,
being apparently not in foal. Laura Agnes, a full sister to

Jacobin and Robespierre also went for $100, she, too, seeming
not in foal.—Live Stock Record.
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SANTA BELLA WON
THE MUMM STAKES.

The Daughter of St. Serf and Maiden
Belle a Crack Filly.

BRAW SCOT BUMPED OUT AT THE WIRE.

A Muddy and Slow Track Upsets Form
Students' Calculations—The Races in

Detail.

INGLESIDE TRACK—THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12.

OWLING over] favorites and in-

cidentally upsetting the talent

was the general order of events

to-day. Four first choices went

the way of good thiDgs gone

wrong. The attendance was

much above the average and the

betting ring was well filled. The
event of the card of six races

was the G. H. Mumm & Co.'s

stakes for two-year-old fillies aj

five and a half furlongs. Of fourteen carded to start, Belle

Boyd, Princess Noretta, Miss Maxim, La Viente and Easel

declined the issue. The field was made up of the very best

fillies at the track, and there were not any conceded "lead-

pipes" among the lot. Santa Anita stable's Argentina, that

finished two lengths behind the best two-year-old filly of the

year, One I Love, in the Belle Stakes over the Futuritv

course at Coney Island, and was a good third to One I Love
and Merry Prince in the Golden Rod Stakes, seven furlongs,

at the same track, was installed favorite, but drifted back

from 6 to 5 early in the betting to 13 to 5 by post time. Santa

Bella and Sallie Clicquot opened with twos about them, and

shifted back and forth, under the magic influence of coin,

finally settling down to 11 to 5. The Corrigan pair, Camelia

and Mobalaska, were coupled, opening at 6 to 1, and going

back to 9, Joan was at 12, Pique 60, Lucrezia Borgia 150

and Tennessee Maid 200 to 1. There were several breaks

before the flag fell for a start, Pique showed first and raced

along slightly in the lead to the half-pole, with Joan, Santa

Bella, Argentina the order behind her. On the turn Sauta

Bella passed Pique, opening up a gap of two lengths, and

Joan backed up rapidly, Argentina, Mobalaska and Camelia

all passing her. In the run home Santa Bella's lead was

cut down by Sallie Cliquot, who caught her at the drawgate,

but the imported filly had more than enough left to carry her

to the wire a winner by a half length. The balance of the

field were in open order. Five lengths away came Joan, first,

then Pique. Argentina was eKghtly interfered with turning
into the stretch. Time, 1:09k
The winner is a bay filly by St. Serf, out of Maiden Belle

owned by the millionaire turfman, W. O'B. Macdonough.
She was imported from England in utero and foaled on the
Macdonough Stock Farm in 1893. Her dam recently

died at the fa.rm,and as she was heavy in foal to the great
Ormonde, her loss was very keenly felt by Mr. Macdonough.
She was among the broodmares selected in England to mate
with "the horse of the century," and was purchased for $12,-
500.Santa Bella has won during her racing career $3,910. She
has started seventeen times, winning six, second seven, third

twice and unplaced but three times. Her first race at Bay
District, at a half-mile, was won in fast time, aod shortly
afterwards she captured the Racing Stakes, was prominent
in the Del Paso Stakes, but ran unplaced, and finished second
to Crescendo in the Spring Stakes, though that performance
was robbed of any hign degree of merit, as Crescendo won in

agallop and the only horse behind her fell. In her last eleven
starts she has been inside the money in every one, with but
two thirds among them,

Sallie Clicquot is the property of Green B. Morris, and
ran well in the best company in the West this summer. She
is by the mighty Salvator out of Widow Clicquot, and comes
honestly by her speed and gameness. She was the first if the
get of Salvator to win a race in California.

Joan, by St. Carlo—Bagatelle, is the property of J.

Cochra-a, and was purchased by him of a public sale for $90.

She won the Lissak Selling Stakes at five and a half furlongs,

at Bay District recently, in 1:07£, and was at the good odds
of 30 to 1. She also won her first start at Ingleside, at six

furlongi, from a good field, and ran second to Sir Play the
last time out.

Sir Richard, at 6 to 1, captured the first race, at six and a

half furlongs, and Hidago, at 8 tol, the place from Gallant,

a 3-to-5 favorite. Sam Doggett had his first mount in Cali-

fornia on the gray, and was anxious to get away. Mr. Cald-
well admonished him not to beat the flag, and then when he
spoiled a couple of good breaks, gave him a $25 fine as a

reminder that he must not be too slow. Doggett was in front

at the Btart and he kept the gray horse hustling and won all

the way. Time, 1.23}. Winner S. C. Hildreth's gr h, 5, by
Stratford or imp. Uhlan—Victress.

Kowalskv was the only thing the talent saw in the second
race. Ferris Hartman, Mt. McGregor and Wm. Pinkerton

were on equal terms at 7 to 1 for second choice. Bergen, on
Kowalsky, delayed the start several minutes, then got bis

mount off last. Pinkerton made the runwng in the early

part of the game, but Ferris Hartman came like a demon
down the stretch and mowed down everything, winning by
three lengths, the favorite coming from sixth into the stretch

into place, getting it by a neck from Pinkerton. Time. 1:09£.

Winner E. Corrigan's br c, 2, by Isaac Murphy—Deroch-
ment.
The third race was the stake event, above described, and

next a selling race at a mile and an eighth. Pepper was a 1-

to-2 favorite, Basso and Candid next in favor, at 4 and 7 to 1,
respectively. Mary S. with Tod Sloan up, showed Srst, but
gave place to Basso before the stand was passed. The latter
made the running to the turn for home, where he had to
chuck it. Mary S., second all the way, passed him and
showed the way into the stretch. Pepper, running last most
of the time, had moved up to third position before the turn
was made, and then he thundered through the stretch, imp.
Candid at his loins, and together they beat Mary S. by three
lengths, she a neck in front of Basso'. Mary S. sold at 30 to
lat post time. Time, 1:56. Winner P. Dunne's br c, 3, by
Hindoo—Francesca.

Tobey, at one time as good as 25 to 1, took the next race,
at five and a half furlongs. AbiP.,the favorite, dropped
back after the start, but from the half pole began to move up
and almost caught Tobey at the wire. Conde was next in
line, the three horses half-lengths apart. Time, 1:10. Winner
Judge Tarn's br g, 3, by imp. Greenback—Una.

Olive was made favorite for the last event, with Miss Gen-
try, Philomenaand George Miller all weil thought of. Philo-
mena made every post a winning one, and Tim Murphy and
Toano, a head apart, were second and thira. Olive did not
run her race. Time, 1:09A. Winner W. B. Siok'sch f, 3,
by Himyar— Last Ban.
Winning jockeys were Garner two, Doggett, Slaughter,

Tod Sloan and W. Martin one each.

INGLESIDE TRACK, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13.

What a rebuke game, true, speedy Geraldine administered

to the wise ones that suffered her to go to the post beg-
ging at 30 to 1 ! If she had been at 4 or 5 to 1 the afore-

mentioned wise ones would have tumbled over each other

in their haste to get their money on. But from 50,

she went dow to 30 in the betting. At first the book-
ies' had the emerity to offer most anything about the

erstwhile record-smasher. It all happened in the

last race at six furlongs, and Babe Murphy, that has suffered

none others to head her out this way, was the only tbing the

talent could see. Arapahoe was on even terms with the

Babe early in the betting, but while the latter was borne
down to even money from 3 to 2, the Baldwin representative

receded to twos. George Miller was well enough liked to

keep him at about sevens. From the start the field ran in

two divisions to the far turn, Mainstay, Geraldine and George
Miller in the first, then came the others, three lengths away,

Bell Ringer straggling along last. Going around the bend
they bunched up and shifted positions, and then shot into

the stretch looking like a solid phalanx. Out of the line two
of the fleetest were seen to emerge, and amid cries of "Come
on, Babel" Geraldine led the gritty Babe to the wire.

|
Dog-

gett dat still and let his mare win without urging, while

Cochran was at work with hands and feet on Babe and riding

like a demon, but could not get nearer than a length and a

half. Mainstay was two lengths behind. Time, 1:14J. Win-
Winner ch m, a, by Grinstead—Cousin Peggy.
Most of the tickets cashed on Geraldine were pent from the

grandstand, aod those were mainly taken on the sentimental
respect the ladies have for a popular idol, even after shat-
tered by age. In this case sentiment won against long heads,
and thest nd was a scene of joyous exultation.

Geraldine is now the property of George Rose, the book-
maker and horse owner. She is in splendid condition, and
her race to day shows she has not lost much of her speed.
The heroioe of manv a hard-fought battle, and the central
figure of a long and sensational career on the turf, she comes
back to her old love aod the hearts of all Californians warm
to her as she shows her old speed and spirit.

Ingleside is a bright, cheerful spot, the uniformly neat and
attractive arrangement of everything within the enclosure
having a charm added by the verdant hills surrounding. In
the grand stand or about the betting-ring or paddock one is

always most comfortable these clear winter days, and the fact

is becoming so well established that more and more make
tneir way out there daily, and the attendance shows a very
perceptible increase. The races are good, always, high-class

horses meeting in nearly every contest, and the layers of odds
are very liberal. To day was one of continual upsets. They
began with the first event, aod the coup de main came with
the last race.

Theresia, at 15 to 1, upset the talents selection, Summer
Time, in the first race, and Alvero, a warm second choice,
finished outside the money, Beatrice Mara getting the show.
Endymion opened at 7 to 2, but went back to 6 to 1, and was
almost left at the post. Time, 1:03}. Winner B. Schrieber's

b f, 2, by Duke of Montrose—La Farandole.

The second race was a selling aflair, at one mile, with thir-

teen starters, the blue pencil eliminating Pescador. Service,

May Day, Rico. imp. Amarino and E. H. Shirley was the
order theshort-enders ruled in the betting. Service was out
in front till he struck the stretch, then he got off his stride

and came along sideways. Tar and Tartar, who beat the flag,

but was taken back, came out of the bunch and won in a
drive, with May Day but a nose short of the money. E. H.
Shirley was a good third. Time, 1:43.!. Winner N. S. Hall's
brg, 5, bv Hindoo—Brambaletta.

Sir Play was an even money first choice for the third race,

at six furlongs, Ramiro at 2 to I. Rummel opened at 7, but
drifted back to 10 to 1. Sir Play showed the way from flag-

fall, after the field had been at the post ten minutes at least,

owing to Reddiogton's actions. He kept command from
Rummel and Reddiogton, both trying to head him, but Ra-
miro did the trick after straightened out for home aod won
by a length. Grady was next to last into the stretch, but he
came with enough speed to pass everything up to Ramiro,
and fioisbed a very strong second, three lengths in front of

Sir Play. The balance were in very close order, except
Tenacity (formerly Modesty colt). Time^ 1:15}. Winner
Santa Anita Stable's b c, 2, by Gano—Cuba Queen.
On the entry cards sent out Thursday night, as well as the

lists printed in the morning papers, Oakland instead of Oak-
ley, appeared for the fourth race, at a mile aod a sixteenth.

Oakley was plunged on from the opening and was at 4 to 5

at the close. All Over and Foremost were at 3i and 4 to 1,

and Duchess of Milpitas 12 to 1. Ziragoza was out in front

for three-quarters, then he was out behind. The Duchess
took her place in the van, and led into the stretch. All Over
was just behind her, but could not get up. Foremost came
with a strong spurt at the finish and passed them both win-
ning by a length, in a good drive, from Duchess, she a neck

in front of All Over. Oakley was fourth. Time, 1:49k
Winner A. B. Spreckels' b g, 3, by Flood—imp. Queen Bess.
Ihe last race was won by Geraldine, closing a day of sport

rarely fxcelled.

Winning jockeys were: Chorn, two; Todd Sloan", R. Isom
and Doggett.

INGLESIDE TRACK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14.

The weather down town to-day did not look very promis-
ing, as it was cold and windy, but the large crowd that
journeyed out to Ingleside found it a moBt delightful spot.
Fully 5,C00 were present, and though twenty books cut in at
the drawing to-day, none of them seemed to be given many
minutes' respite by the throng that filled the ring. The
fields in the six races were of average size, and the events all

proved highly interesting. Four favorites were first to
show, Emma D., at 12 to 1, and Mestor, at 5, being the ex-
ceptions to the rule. The handicap, at a mile and an
eighth, held the most of interest for the spectators. Seven
starters were sent to the post. Bright Phoebus, the Realiza-
tion winner, in his race on Wednesday seemed to be about
ready and hence was installed favorite, though Pat Dunne's
Pepper was soon quoted at even terms, and the two closed at

8 to 5. Of the others, Peter II, Polaski and Santiago were
at 12 and Wawona and Cadmus 15 to 1. The light-weighted
Polaski was the only one besides the favorites to receive
any considerable support, having opened at 20 to 1. Slaugh.
ter took the Owens' entry out in front at once and was fol

lowed closely by Wawona. After the first turn was made
Bright Phcebus, Peter II and Pepper, two lengths behind the
leaders, ran side by side till the three-quarter pole wa3
neared, then Pepper, on the outside, began to move up and
Bright Phcebus followed suit, keeping about even and re-

taining the rail. Peter II fell in behind the Hobart horse,
running easy. Santiago and Cadmus were close together in

the rear, and did not show prominent at any stage of the
game. Roundiog the turn for home Wawona backed up,
beaten, and Bright Phcebus fell into second position, Pepper,
at his saddle girth, third. Bright Phoebus was not extended
until ab-ut half the distance home had been covered, then
George Miller, who had ridden a perfectly-paced race, shook
out a wrap and the white-stockinged bav shot out in front
aod won easily by a good length. Polaski took place honors
from Pepper, coming very fast. Peter II and Wawona, three
lengths away, finished a head apart. The very good time of
1:554 was hung up. Winner, Del Monte's Stable's b c, 3, by
Falsetto—Buff aod Blue.
The first race of the day, at five furlongs, went to the 3to-

1 favorite, Wm. Pinkerton. He got away third in the field
of thirteen two-year-olds, but Doggett rushed him out in
front at once and woo all the way. Adolph Spreckels was
second and Hazard third. Gov. Budd and Pique were fav-
ored in the betting, but were never prominent after the start.
Time, 1:02*, Winner S. C. Hildreth's ch g, 5, by Shannon—Fannie Lewis.
Morven won the Becond race at six furlongs selling, as he

liked. Abi P. was a close second and Road Runner, show-
ing some of his old form, was third. Morven was an 8-to-o
favorite, and Abi P. a warm second choice. Minnie Cee and
Centurion were recipients of some support. The former ran
second to the stretch, but died away Time, 1:16}. Winner
White & Clark's b g, 4, b? imp. Cheviot—Lurline.
Emma D., a 12-to-l shot, upset the talent in the third

race, at six furlongs. Sir Richard, Lismore and Oregon
Eclipse were all backed to win, but the roan mare drew
away from her field leaving the backstretch and won easily
from there. Oregon Eclipse was two lengths in front of Lis-
more for place, with Sir Richard, Yemen and Bernardo all
close up. Time, 1:15}. Winner J. P. Woolman's rn m, 5,
by Jack Brady—Dolly Varden.
A selliog race at a mile and an eighth followed the handi-

cap, described above, for which Wheel of Fortune closed an
even-money favorite. Strathmeath was at 11 to 5, a warm
second choice Light-weighted Belle Boyd, an S-to-1 shot,
made the running from the flag and was only nipped out at
the wire by a short neck by Wheel of Fortune. Belle Boyd
lost the rail on the turn to the Wheel, andlprobably thereby
lost the race. Strathmeath was third. Time, 1:55*. Winner
Joe Harvey's ch f, 3, by Gano—Jennie B.

J. O. C. and April were both favored for the mile and a
half hurdle race. Soon Enough made the running to the
last jutnp then fell, and Mestor came on aod won from J. O.
C. by two lengths, Esperance third, half a hngth away.
Alexis also fell. Time, 2:48}. Winner Garden City
Stable's bg, 5, by Falsetto—Woodlark.
Winning jockeys were Doggett, Piggolt, T. Sloan, Gfeo.

Miller, Eddie Jones and Swift.

INGLESIDE TRACK, MONDAY, DECEMBER 15.

Muddy track again. Sunday night abeavy rain fell, and
though the clouds were dry during the following day and
night, early this morning showers began to fall, aod contin-

ued at intervals during the afternoon. The track was
soft and muddy and good time impossible. Form students

were very far from correct, the races falling to long-

shots and second choices, but one favorite winning/ The at-

tendance was very good, and far exceded an average Monday
crowd, even on fair days. The races were all up to the good
standard established at Ingleside. Six races were carded, but

the blue pencil eliminated one.

The first race was seven furlongs, with seven starters.

Barney Schreiber's old gray gelding Braw Scot was installed

favorite, and closed after warm support at 4 to 5. Rico
opened at 4 to 1, but receded to fives and Outright was
played down from 8 to 5. With little delay the field was
sent away to a good start. Braw Scot held the rail, with
Outright and Montalvo running alongside. Rico was promi-
nent when they reached the stretch, and came on and won by
a half length. Braw Scot looked beaten, but he came again
in the last hundred yards, and had Rico not swerved in
front of him at the post he might have won. He was second,
Montalvo third. Time, 1:33. Winner S. C, Hildreth's b g,
a, by Shannon—Fannie Lewis.
The second race was at five furlongs, selling, for two-year-

olds. Big Chief and Salisbury II was scratched, leaving
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eleven to start. Tooioo was favorite of the 6eld, Eadjmion
and Hazard on equal terms as second choice. Mr. Caldwell

sent them away at the first break. The favorite was well up

in the shifting field to the stretch, then drew away and won

bands down. Waller J. ('JO to 1 a place) was second by two

Hazard third. Time, 1:05}. Winner Santa Anita

cfa 2. by J. H. Fenton—Lizzie B.

f he third race on the original card was declared ofl on ac-

count of -cratches. The next wasat a mile, selling. Red

Glenn, Duchess of Mi Ipitas, Capt Skedance, E. H.Sherley

and -Mamie Scott declined the i^sue, leaving eight starters.

Oakley and our Maggie closed on even terms, as first choice.

Duogarveo was popular for awhile, but receded from want of

material support. Again the field was sent off at once, Our
Maggie and Schnilz 6rst to show. The latter took the lead

on the first turn and with Oar Maggie f«r company, left the

others several lengths behind. Oikley was bumped by

Dger at the start. Nearing the far turn Oakley,

under whip, moved up around the field and as the turn for

home was made he was third and gaining on the leaders fast.

Half way home Schnitz was in difficulty, and Oakley could

not keep up. Garner, hand riding Our Maggie, overhauled

Schnitz and woo easily by a length. Oakland came from no-

where and showed,a leoyth away. Time, 1:46}. Winner D.

A. Honig's ch m, 5, by Post Guard—Marguerite.

The next was a five and a half furlong dash, 6elling. Em
press of Norfolk was scratched, leaving eight starters. Conde

was installed favorite at 11 to 10 ani received most liberal

support. Last Chance, second choice, closed at 16 to 5. Last

Chance acud badly and delayed the start several minutes,

but finally the lot were sent away to a good start. Sea Spray

led to the three quarter luro, then Last Chance assumed com-

mand and led to the wire, winning easily by two lengths, the

favorite second, a length in front of Sea Spray. Time, 1:12.

Winner ch g, 4, by Duke of Norfolk—Vidette.

The last race went to Philomena. Emma D. was backed

all over the ring. She quit badly in the last sixteenth, and

George MUlerand Clacquer were second and third. Time,

Winner W. B. Sink's ch f, 3, by Himyar— Last Ban.

Winning jockeys were Doggett two, Chorn, Garner and

Cash Sloan one each.

[HQLEBIDE TRACK, TfESDAY, DECEMBER 17.

Notwithstanding ihe threatening and stormy weather of

the morning, the afternoon turned off clear, and the large

number that braved what appeared would be a stormy d?.y

did not regret their trip to logleside. A clear sky and bright,

warm sun was their reward as regards climatic conditions,

and six good races, the prime motive for the trip, were

witnessed. Favorites were howled over and favorites won
with enough variations to keep interest at the keenest Ditch.

The race of the day was the handicap at a mile, with Vine-

tor, Libertine, Sister Mary, Handsome and Polaski. Liber-

tine was said to not be partial to the mud, which made it

look like Vioctor's race, at the weights. Vioctor was at 2 to

1, closing at 2 J. Handsome was next in favor, his post price

being 9 to 5, Sister Miry wasat 3, Libertine and Polaski 10

to 1. A perfect start was effected 'at the first break. Liber-

tine, Sister Mary and Handsome made the first turn heads

apart. Then Libertine drew ahead a conple of lengths from

Sister Mary. Macklin held bis mount well in hand, keeping

an eye on the bay mare. The other three had fallen back,

Vinctor in fourth place, but on the turn nearing the stretch

Tod brought the Brutus colt up third, hugging the rail. The
leaders swung wide and came down on the outside. Libertine

held his advantage without any need of persuaders, but Sister

Mary was under whip all the way through the stretch. She
was two lengths behind Libertine at the wire. Vioctor was
third, ten lengths away. Time, 1:44. Winner J. G. Brown &
Co.'s b c, 4, by Leonatus—Falaise.

The first race of the day was at six furlongs, selling. Of
the eight starters Realization was an odos on favorite, Johnny
Payne at 3 tol, a heavily-played second choice. Imp. Am-
arino delayed the start at first, thin Johnny Payne took a

turn at refusing to break. Finally Payne broke in front, get-

ting fully four lengths the best of the start, but he was im-
mediately caught by Realization and Julia O. The three ran

head and head to the stretch. Centurion next up. Amarino
turned very wide while the other three held their rela-

tive positions next the rail. In the last sixteenth Julia O.
began to draw away and Johnny Payne chucked it. Julia

O. was first by two lengths, imp. Amarino a head in front of

Realization for the show. Time, 1:19 Winner D. A. Honig'e
b f, 3, by Outcast—Malva R. Julia O.'s closing price was 15

to 1, and Amarino 12 to 1 a place.

Summer Time was installed favorite of the ten two-year-

old* in the second race, at five furlongs. Priucess Rose II,

Lt Vienta and Pique were on about even terms for second
choice. The large field was sent away to a good start at the

first break. Easel, with her usual burst of speed, was out in

front at ouce, but Summer Time was Bent after her. These
two raced out by themselves till welt ioto the stretch. The
favorite held the lead from the turn for home and won
easily by three lengths. Easel was half a length in front of

La Viente, who came in very strong at the finish. Winner,
El Primero'a b f by Fiuiimes—Springlike. Easel was at 20
to 1 a place.

The fourth race was another for two-year-olds at five fur-

longs with eleven Htarters. Ramiro was a hot favorite, and
four or tivp of the others were on about even terms as second
choices. There was a long delay at the etart. Joan acted
badly, for one, and other* took their turns nt it. The start

wan a scattering one, Win. I'inkerton and the favorite oil

well in front. They raced away from the others, and none
drew out to cbal'enge them before the turn into the stretch

was reached, when Grady was sent after them. Hugging the
rail, he saved considerable ground, but was not equal to the
task of catching them. Ramiro won easily by three lengths,

Pinktrlon I wo leugtbfl in front of Grady. Time, 1:04}. Win-
ner Santa Anita Stable's b c by Gano—Cuban Queen. Wra,
Pinkerlon wan at "J to 1 a place.

Pepper, tin* favorite for the fifth race, was beaten by the

holce Thoruhill. Mary S. set the pace from the wire
to the three)*qaarter pole, then Thornhiil, closely followed
hv Pepper, moved up in front. Their positions were not
changed and Thornhiil wim an easy winner by three lengths.

i 1, wm three lengths behind Pepper. Time,
1

I indy'sch h, 4, by imp. Cheviot—Phoebe
i-on.

In the leal r*ce Yemen, another favorite, was beaten three
length* in th< I -t few yards by the second choice Sligo, after

the form le toe running. Pat Murpbv, third, was

four lengths away. Time, 1:17*. Winner S. C. Hildreth's b

g, 5, by imp. Mr. Pickwick— Henlopen.
I rarner, T. Sloan, Macklin, Chnrn, Coady and Doggett each

had a winnirjg mount to-day.

INGLISIDE TRACK—WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18.

The cold, forbidding aspect of the weather did not haves

very noticeab'e effect on ib.9 attendance of the ladies today.

There were a large number present, and they talked horse

and backed their preferences with the sang frohl of an old-

timer. When the first race was called the crowd in the grand-

stand looked very light compared with the preceding} ladies'

days,but early in the afternoon it was comfortablv filled. The

ring below was a scene of bustling activity, and elbowing

sideways was about the only way of making progress. Twenty-

one books cut in for the next three days, and all were kept

busy.

Favorites and second choices divided honors, but the books

were hit pretty hard.

Adolph Spreckels, a second choice at 3 to 1, won the open-

ing dash, for two-year-oldt at five furlongs. The favorite Mt.

McGregor, Piexotlo and Hazard were prominent in the run-

ning till well into the stretch. Adolph Spreckels was about

fourth most of the journey. Piexotto, backed up after the

turn for home was made, and just when the race looked to bs

between Hazard and Mt. McGregor, Adolph Spreckels came
up with a rush and won by one length. Hazard, second,

was a length in front of Mt. McGregor. Time, 1:05*. Win-
ner E. Corrigan's b c by Longfellow—Jennie Treacy.

Oregon Eclipse, the favorite in the second race, at six fur-

longs, got <ff *ell, but was beaten before the stretch was

reached. Montana had declined to break and after some de-

lay the field was sent away strung out badly, Montana among
the last ones, and off his stride. He got half way through

the bunch befjre the stretch was reached and after turning

wide made for the rail and came fast. But over on the out

side were George Miller, Highland and Carmel and all fin-

ished in front of him as named half lengths apart. Time,
1:18}. Winner W. L. Stanfield's b g, 5, by Loflin—Emma.
George Miller's closing price was 3 to 1, Highland's 4 to 1 and

Carmel's 50 to 1.

The third race was at a mile, with six starters. Jack
Richelieu, Moderocio and Olivia having been scratched, San-

tiago and Sister Mary were coupled in the betting at 1 to 4

The others were from 10 to 30 to 1. Sister Mary took the

rail on the first turn and held it without any difficulty, came
into the stretch with a good lead, and won easily bytwi
lengths. Roma had kept her company, but when Sister

Mary swung wide coming home Roma saved distance and
hugged the rail. P^scador made a spurt on the backstretch,

and Navy Blue came up strong for a few yards after the tnrn

was made, but died awav again. Sintiago passed him and
finished third. Dungarven was hopelessly out of it before

the quarterpole was reached. Time, 1:47. Winner W. B.

Sink's b m, 5, by imp. Woodlands—Sister Roma was at 4 to

1 a place.

The fourth race was at six furlongs. Shield Bearer and
Detective were installed even-term favorites, at 11 to 5. The
former receded to threes, while the latter was backed down to

9 to 5. Collins was at 6 to 1, and proved the winner. Mr.
Caldwell sent them away to as bad a start as was possible.

They came up j >gging and down went his flag, and away went
the field scattered out, fifteen lengths between first and last

horses. Shield Bearer was in front and stayed there till out-

run on the post by Coilins. Julia O. got the show from De-
tective, who got off among the last ones, but came strong at

the finish. Time 1:19. Winner Dr. H. E. Rowell's br g, 3, by
Inspector B—Piazza.

The last two races were at a mile and a sixteenth, over

four hurdles. The first division had Malo Diablo as favor-

ite, who was heavil;* plaved. He struck the first hurdle and
threw his rider. Bell Ringer had been taken out in front at

the start, but Rob Roy came up to him after the third jump.
The last hurdle was cleared together, but from there Rob
Roy won as he pleased, Bell Ringer's heavy weight telling

on him after having -nade the running. Little Mid was
third. Time, 2:034. Winner Thos. Finn's b g, 3, by Robson
—Green Leaf.

J. O C. was favorite in the second division and won
handily from Nellie G. who wasat 4 to 1 for place, with Alexis

third. Soon Enough and Wag fell at the last jump. Time
2:05}. Winner Elkton Stable's ch g, 3, by Apache—Irene

Winning jockeys were Bergea, Cochran, Doggett, Chorn
Finn and Hennessy.

INGLESIDE TRACK, THURSDAY, DECEMBER.

The attention of the day was the last number on the pro

gramme—an owners' handicap, at six furlongs, for gentle-

men riders, minimum weight to be 145 lbs. Although not

previously announced, the event was decided in two heats,

S. Talbot Clifton winning the first one, hands down,

amid the riiost tumultuous applause. After the preced-

ing race had been run, a rush was made to

the paddeck and the horses that were to sport silk

for the '' 400 " were critically eyed as they were brought in

from a warming-up gallop, and the riders also came in for a

close inspection. Form was at a discount on such an event

and Barney Schreiber left his block and went out and asked

the rider of his horse if he was going to win. Not much book

was made on the race. It was a foregone conclusion to the

talent, and the bookmakers thought so, too. Then came the

signal to mount. Jack Dinue treated the frequenters of the

paddock to a severe shock—he went along from box to box,

and in his sweetest tones said : "Please mount now, gentle-

men." As each rider passed the stand he received an ovation.

Arriving at the post Mr. Caldwell was found resting his chin

on his hand, and with a very serene, patieat look on his face.

The aspirant for pigskin honors jerked and rushed their studs

around and several good starts were imminent, but for the

fact there seemed a lack of understanding as to which way of

the course the race was to be run. At last came a cry from

four or five thousand throats" They're oft!" Some of the

riders appeared in doubt about it, and reined up, while others

were going like mad. Lord Clifton and his new horse, Johnny
Payne, were of the latter. He had heard the cry *' They're

off !" but the low murmur of disappointment because it was
not ago did not reach him. All he heard was scaopering
hoofbeats behind him, and he kept going. One by one his

followers pulled up, as they learned their mistake, but not so

with Johnny Payne audhis titled master. They were after

the silver cup, offered as a trophy to the victorious rider, and
they kept agoing. It was a beautiful race. His lordship was rid-

ing at his best, and though his straining ear no longer heard
the echoing splashes in ihe mud he could not afford to slow up,

as his horse was carrying top weight, and he wanted to open
up that a gap as the others could not overcome. His gaily

be-ribboned cap flew off, but that was a mere trifle, and he
kept on his mad career and turned into the stretch leading

by—three eighths of a mile! As he looked up to see how
far it was to the wire his eye caught a mass of assembled
colors over at the Quarter-pole. Then ne realized that

he had been the only one in it. Johnny Payne has run
the course by himself before so he did not mind it, but as J.

Talbot passed the stand on his second trip to the post he
tried to look as though he knew all about it, and gracefully

acknowledged the plaudits that rang out after him.
The next heat was won by Ferrier, with a whole lot left,

while Service, ridden by Mr. Simpkins, came very fast and
nipped the place from Philomena,whom Mr.Sink thought was
very safe for it. The riders came in for a lot of applause as

they returned to the start.

Ferrier was installed favorite at 4 too, but he looked high
in flesh and a play was made on Philomena at odds of 2 to 1

.

Service was supported by a few, as well as Oregon Eclipse.

The others were at long prices, Johnny Payne 200 to 1 after

his run.

A silver cup, valued at $200, was presented to Mr. Hobart,
rider of the winning horse, by the Jockey Club.

The enthusiasm over the event was at a high pitch all the

time, and vociferous applause made the rafters of the grand-
stand ring.

It looked as though it was a bad mistake to put this in-

teresting number last on the card, and no doubt was the cause

of the comparatively light attendance of the fair sex, as the

running off of the race was not accomplished till after 5

o'clock, and at that hour these days the trip homeward is a

very cold one.

The sport of the day opened with a mile race, with eight

starters. Candor was favorite at 9 to 5, Minnie Cee at 3}
and White Stone 4| to 1. The others were at from 10 to 15

to 1. At a false break Candor was bumped and Macklin
tumbled flat into the black mud. The field was sent away at

the next break to a perfect start. A hot rush was made for

the rail at the turn, and secured by Candor. Ike L. and Min-
nie Cee alongside. Candor tired on the turn into the stretch

and Minnie Cee and Ike L. had a drive to the wire, the

former winning handily by three lengths, Fi Fi third, five

leneths away Time, 1:50$. Winner D. A. Honig's ch m, 6,

by Plenipo—Jaconet.

Caliente closed favorite for the two-year-old race, at six

furlongs, though having receded a couple of points from
opening price. Yankee Doodle was the recipient of warm
support on the rumor that Ed. Purser was backing him, and
went down from 8 to 4 to 1. Theresia and Tooeno closed at

about the same figures. The others were from 10 to 100 to 1.

A straggling start was the order, with Doubtful and Walter
J. out in front They raced along together all the way,
Caliente third. In the last sixteenth Walter J. tired, Doubt-
ful won by three lengths easily, and Caliente beat Waller J.

a head for the place. Time, 1:19$. Winner L. Ezell's ch g, by
Doubtful—Natchitoches.

The third race was at^a mile, a division of the first event.

Gallant was installed favorite, with Mary S. played into sec-

ond choice. The balance of the field of seven receded in the

betting. The favorite sulked and refused to break, but on
three or four occasions when he was ready Tod Sloan, on
Mary S , and Cochran, on Montalvo, spoiled good starts by
refusing them. After the race they were set down indefi-

nitely. In the send ofl Gallant got away last. Mamie Scott

and Mary S. showed the way with Montalvo close up. On
the backstretch Braw Scot and Gallant moved up very fast,

On the turn Mamie Scot chucked it and Mary S. and Mont-
alvo came into the stretch together, with Gallant crowding.

Mary S. slowed up a trifle in the [stretch, but at just the

right moment she was sent along again and came with

enough speed to overhaul Montalvo and win from him by a

head, Gallant third by half a length. It was a desperata

finish and was roundly applauded. Time, 1:47}. Winner J.

H. McEvoy's b m, 5, by Duke of Montrose—Ocean Wave.
Sir Play, favorite at the close of the betting, won all the

way from Potentate in the fourth race, which was at six

furlongs. The latter was a well supported second choice,

even ruling at the shorter price at one time. Can't Dance
was on even terms with Potentate at the close. Sir Play,

Potentate, Can't Dance, Zobair and Quirt was the order of

the race, Can't Dance getting the place from Potentate, who
swerved badly in the stretch. Two lengths separated the

first three horses. Time, 1:17. Winner, G. B. Morris &
Co.'s b g, 2, by Sir Modred—Plaything.

Ten starters went to the post for the fifth race. Montana
was an 8 to 5 favorite, Sligo at 2 and Last Chance 6 to 1.

The others ranged from 20 to 100 to 1 is the closing betting.

Montana sulked at the post and in several breaks Ivy, Sher-

ley and Pecksniff were prominent. Montana got off in the

ruck, with Ivy, Sligo and Pecksniff in the front of the line.

Montana was mowing down his field before the half pole was

reached, and then it was all over. Ivy dropped baok to fifth,

but came again in the stretch and nipped the place from

Sligo. Montana won by 4four lengths; Time, 1:18}. Win-
ner, J. P. Woolman's b h, a, by Storey—Uga.

Jockeyship honors were divided between Garner and Tod
Sloan, with two winning mounts each. McHugh won the

remaining, and Mr. Hobart rode the winner of the gentle-

men's race.

A call has been sent out for* a meeting at Indianapolis.

January 7, to arrange a circuit of running race meetings for

June and July next year. The movement started with the

Fair Association in this city, which has decided to give a

running meeting instead of a trotting meeting, leaving the

trotting field alone to the trotting association. The purpose

is to organize a circuit, with from six to ten cities in this

State, Ohio and Michigan.

Thursday one of the ladies in the grandstand pluneeda

dollar's worth on Hy Dy. He was a stranger to her. When
Ihe horses came to the post she picked him out by the pro-

gramme number, then turned to her companion and said

:

"For Heaven's sake, look at the horse we bet on !
" Hy Dy's

not much for beauty, especially when he has his tail done up

in curl papers.
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Tattebsall's Evidence—In 1844 the Eoglish Hoase of

Commons appointed a committee to take evidence on the

subject of racing, and among other prominent men who ap-

peared before it was Mr. Tattersall, and a part of bis testi-

mony was: "In Germany they ran for good stakes or they

nould not afford to give snch good prices. In America they

ran for larger sums than we do. This year a produce stake

came off of one thousand pounds (not dollars) each, 220

pounds forfeit, thirty subscribers ; I sent a mare over to a

friend, her prodace ran second. The wioner was by an Eng-
lish s*a!lion. They have given large sums for stallions that

have won great races. I gave for Priam, to go to America,

3,600 guineas ; and Mr. Batson refused, at my table, 5 000
guineas for Pienipoteniary, or 1,000 pounds a year as long as

the horse lived, which he nobly refused—not for fear of the

money for I would have been answerable. At that time one

firm in America owed me upwards of 3,000 pounds. I paid

for the same people more than 2,000 pounds for insurance of
horses alone. Would they .have done that unless the horses had
distinguished themselves? Taey were most noble buyers. My
orders were almost unlimited. They trusted to me, and all

the best racehorses, now in America, are by English horse3.
J\'henevir meing ;'-- done away with, there is an end to the noble
animal, the manly sport, and to your humble servant."

It jras not done away with and it is far from likely that it

will in that country notwithstanding tbe yelping kept up by
a few who would fain stop all kinds of recreation except what
they fancied.

"Compounding sins they are inclined to.
By damning those they have no mind to."

There is greater danger in this country thoush I am strong
iu the belief that good sense will prevail and the "manly
sport'" be preserved.

*

Stonehenge on the Hack.—It appears that some who
have more than a passing fancy for the hackney feel

aggrieved] over what I have written io relation to these

horses. But with all their irascibility there does not seem

to be any attempt to show that hackneys are different from

what I have described them, or to prove by argument and

illustrations that the breed is superior iu anv respect to

American trotters It is trua that " Benedict " claimed in

his article in The Overland, and that reproduced in pamph-
let form,and disseminated from the room? of the Horse Show
Association, that the ratio of prizes would bs as fifty to one

in favor of hackneys, and the editor of the Rider and Driver

made a general charge that trottiog-bred horses had nearly

all the faults that a harness horse can possess. The first

statement has been shown to be utterly at variance with truth

by the awards at the New York Horse Show, the other is a
mere assertion without a shadow of proof to sustain it.

One of the best Eoglish writers on the horse, very many
critics place him at the head of all others as a general writer,

one who had a full understanding of the subject in all of its

various phases, J. H. Walsh. F. R. C. S., and editor of the

Field, better known, perhaps, by the pseudonymu of "Stone-
henge." His most voluminous work—over 600 pages—is

" The Horse in the Stable and the Field, His Varieties, elc."

Very elaborate his description of the various, horses of all

countries being pictured. Apart from thoroaghbreds he
classes the English horses thus :

" The half-bred hunter; the

Irish hunter ; the charger; the covert, road and pirk hack;
the ladies' horse ; cb3, Galloways and ponies; the carriage,

brougham or cabriolet horse; the heavy machiner ; tbe

phaton horse; the gigster, or fast trotter."

Il will be sufficient for my present purpose to copy what
he writes about hacks, cobs aud trotters, though it is evident

that even so short a time ago as 1S60, when the book was
published, hackney was not used to designate any particular

breed.
" By the word hack is understood a horse specially intended

for the saddle, and to be used on some kind of road, which
may be the crossroads io the way to covert, or the ordinary
turnpike, or, lastly, the loose gravelly roads of our parks.

The same class of animals is used in ail, bat there are some
slight differences between the three kinds, as we shall pres-

ently see, corresponding with the purposes for which they are

severely used."

Neither covert,*road or park-hack will answer for harness

comparison, though the animals described had a great deal of

thoroaghbred blood, and from Slonehenge's description conld

have been made to trot fast, for their size, hid the advanta-
ges of an American education been awarded them. Another
section of the descriptions reads as follows :

" About four-

hands is the best average size for these hacks (covert) what-
ever the rider may be, he may be blord like, or even quite

thoroughbred, if he can be obtained of that breed of suffi-

cient ac'ion. Most covert-hacks, however, are ander sized

hunters, the produce of mares intended to breed something
more valuable for the market ; but not growing into the con-

templated proportions, the breeder is obliged to sell them as

hacks ; and when fast and clever enough, they are devoled
to the purpose now under consideration. Action is the main
point ; not too high, so as to throw time and space away, but

a fast-stealing away kind of style, which goesover the ground
without distressing horse or rider."

Previous to the matter copied it is stated :
" If be is a

perfect covert-hack he will creep or jump in hand, or get

across the country in some way, according lo tbe weight he
has to carry; and he should therefore be a miniature hunter,

with the additional requisite of being a good hack on the

road "

" The road-hack varies from the foregoing in being neces-

sarily more of a trotter than a galloper, inasmuch as he is

intended for use on macadamized roads, many of which are

made of granite or Mint, and are, therefore, as bard as iron.

To gallop much on sash a surface is to lame your hack,

and even a fast trot is not to be indulged id for any distance,

or on successive days, for fear of the same results. The Amer-
icans drive their trotters in their own country, and do not ride

them, by which a faster pace may be obtained without i n

jury; but in England the roads being so much harder, soon
compel a moderation of the fast trot, even in the imported
horses, whose legs aud feet are undoubtedly very sound and
good, but still not capable of sustaining the wear and tear of
granite roads at the rate of sixteen miles an hour."

" The park-hack should be the road-hack I have de-
scribed with the most showy form within reicb; ba'. as this
last is the point which is the most attended to, an animal is

often selected of the most worthless kind io olber particulars,
either from some deficiency of constitution or uniformity of
legs."

"The cob is merely a thick and stroogly-made hack about
fourteen hands in height, and suited to carry from fifteen to
twenty stone. All the points are therefore s"uch as are re-

quired io the ordinary hack, but they mu;t be strong in pro-
portion to the weight to be carried. The twenty stone cob is,

in fact, a compact and active little cart-horse, with cannon
bones as large as in that variety, and generally with the same
tendencv lo throw out bony growths."
"Between the Norfolk and American trotters, which mav

be taken as the types of trotting developed in the horse, there
is a very considerable difference. I have already described
the latter, but it remains for me to say a few words about his
English rival.

Io both there must be a considerable infusion of Eastern
blood, not for the purpose of giving pace, but endurance.
Many a low-bred animal can trot a mite in pretty fair time,
but he can oot keep his pace up; and indeed when very fast

time is to bs made, as, for instance, what :he Americans call
"low down in the two thirties, that is, a mile in little over
two and a half minutes, blood is almost equally in demand
for that distance as for a longer, and the distress is nearlv as
great as in running a mile over the fl it at Newmarket Nor-
folk has long been celebrated for her breed of trotters, and
these are still in demand for our gigs and photons, but their
trot is not soft enough to make them desirable hacks, and
they are little used for that purpose. * * * The
foot is not thrust forward so much as in the American,
either before or behind, and hence there is more time lost in
each step."

In British Rural Sports, Stonehenge, there are additional
accounts, and I was in error in stating that the work already
quoted trom was the most voluminous of the books of Mr.
Wal-h. B R. S. is smaller in the size of'page but that is

double column, with smaller tvpe and 700 pages. It pre-
ceded the other, having been published in 1856, and as its

name implies, embraces all the field sports of England. The
descriptions differ so little from those heretofore given that
it is unnecessary to repeat them, aud it is plainly apparent
that the English hack is not a very desirable animal to im-
prove American horses of any description.

It is also evident that at the time Stonehenge wrole there
was no breed called hackneys, though it may be that the
rough-gaited ones which were unfitted for saddle obtained
the name, very likely that it was applied in some districts be-
fore the date of the volumes. That the Norfolk trotter pre-
vailed in the combination of blood which forms the hackney
is more than probable, though I have seen a genealogical
tree, published, L think, in the Rider aud Driver, which gave
Arabs the credit of founding the family. The Norfolk
Phenomenon was among the most noted of the tribe. Not
very handsome, but a "good goer" and highly prized by his
owner, Mr. Theobald, who had the honor of also owning the
" Emperor of stallions," the peerless Stcckwell. That im-
ported Bellfounder was a Norfolk on the side of his sire is

admitted and there is good authority, that of Samuel Jaqaes,
that his dam was a thoroughbred mare. As the sire of the
dam of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, Bellfouoder is eotitled to a
place among the noted progenitors of fa -nous horses, and he
had one son who figures in trotting pedigrees.

When we class the hackneys of the present day with the
"gigsters" of England it gives them better claims for con-
sideration than any of these classes of hacks which Stone-
henge pictures.

The high-stepping park-hack may have been mixed with
Norfolk trotting strains so as to intensify the higher action of
Norfolk trotters than tbe Americans, bat then it is shown
that those which were adapted for Rotten Row were not of
any particular line, selected mainly for their "showine3S."
Stonehenge, however, gives such an account of their varia-

tions that where one might be useful in other fields than the
"soft graveled roads of our parks," a majority are unfitted

for general uses.

As Bellfouoder is such a prominent factor in our fastest

trotters, the union of his blood and several strains of Mess-
enger resulting in a horse which, above all others, can be
called the patriarch of fast harness horses, it may be that a

nacknev of similar breeding, that is, plenty of " blood " on
the side of his dam, could be successfully used on a trotting

stad farm. Experiments are valuable. Failures may teach
a better system than has been originally pursued.
High steppers even might be used when there is a defici-

ency of action, though I should prefer in such a cise a horse
which had " reach " as well. The high steppers I saw at the

Horse Show did not p033ess this essential, io my estimation,

and could be classed the same as Dr. Samuel Johnson did a

member of a club who had such an exuberance of speech that

no business could be done, and an exuberance of action no
speed. High hock-action is worse than an excess of koee
action when speed is the object, and is far different from the
one embalmed in an old English song:
" I ride as good a trotting horse as any in the town ;

He'll trot von sixteen miles within the hour, I'll wager fifty crown.
He gathers ap his knees so smart and tucks his haunches in"

is all that I can remember, but that is a better description of

a fast trotting gait than if hocks were lifted high in place of
" tucks his haunches io." The idea that hackneys are

superior in endurance to trotting-bred, as was claimed here
for a time, has been completely exploded.

I have a trottiog-bred horse by Antevolo, his dam by
Rustic, a son of Whipple's Hambletonian, which I loaned to

go to the Silver Bow Farm near MHpitas He made the
journey to a heavy cart with two men in it in one day, and
came home as lively as he started, was their report. " Fignr
ing up " tbe distance, it was found to be fully eighty miles,

and the only preparation was j >gging on the streets an hour
or so each day. With proper conditioning it would seem
that one hundred miles would be easily done in the same
time. The party who made the trip did not think it was
nearly so fir. The start was made early in the morning and
several hours spent at the ranch. He did not show any "sore-

ness " the day following the trip, though he was not driven,

bat on the next he had his usual exercise and appeared as

well as he ever was. That long journey may be termed acci-

dentaj, for if the distaoce had been known beforehand, two
days would have been occupied in the trip.

BETnxG Privileges at the State Fair.—In a late
number of The Horseman, George Rose has an article
which is

,:A Bookmaker's View." A very readable commu-
nication and quite fair, though in the paragraph giving the
account of his purchase of the privileges, there is not a full

enough account to give a proper understanding. He state9

he paid $16,100, but does not give an inkling of the result
as to profit and loss. This could not be expected, especially
if the prevailing impressions be correct that his venture
was exceedingly fortunate.

When it was announced that so large a sum had been paidi
nearly $6,000 more than the sum derived from pool-privi-

leges in 1S94, with a still larger difference in 1895, so far as

the money return went it seemed to be a wise move on the
part of the society.

I thought at the time and still adhere to the opinion that
the admission of book-making at the State Fair was a mis-
take, and since I have learned that five per cent was charged
on auction pools, and the bonks, of course, under the control
of one man, the amount received was nothing like a fall
compensation for the privileges granted. For instance, when
$10,315 was the portion of the percentage paid by the pool-
seller the rate on auction pools was three per ce^t, on mu-
tuals five.

Had that on the auction pools been raised to five per cent,
and an increase on the mmaals sufficient to make an equiv-
alent of five per cent, on all, $17,191 would have been the
share of the society. But the books, without competition, the
percentage in their favor would be as much as the bettors
would stand, and I am informed by a bookmaker that i', was
to use his expression, "the st cinch I ever saw."
That was all right on the part of Mr. Rose. "Business,"

"all that the traffic would bear," and with this adddition that
very few knew anything about the odds they were "backing
against."

They had gone to Sacramento to wager, that is the betting
contiogent, the five per cent, in the auctions was apparent,
and they would not suffer such flagrant robbery, thirty, forty
or fifty per cent, in the books was beyond their arithmetical
capacity, and hence they turned with indignation from the
auctioneer and pat their dollars on at the .odds chalked on
the board.

Then, too, he was wise in throwing out the mutaels. One
sentence of his communication in The Horseman reads : "It
was an intelligent public, too, and demonstrated in many
ways that bookmaking was preferable to the old-fashioned
Paris motuel system."

A 1- he did not give a chance for comparison, on what data
does he award the preference? The interdict on mutuals
compelled the small bettors to go to the books, and had the
auctions been also thrown out, how triumphantly he could
declare that aoclions and mutuals had both been vanquished.

I would like to see a fair test made, and at the State Fair
of '96, should the same arrangement prevail, pat a prominent
sign over the auctioneer five per cent, commission, and at the
head of every board, when the opening odds are marked, give
the percentage in fivor of the book. Even then few would
be guided by the rates when every book had the same figures.

The average bettor puts his money up without nice calcula-
tion. "What is the difference? if I win that ends it, if I

lose, the money is gone, whether the odds are on or ever so
much against."

I have small sympathy for losers at the game which is so
much in favor of those who take the other side. When "the
pull "is of such exceeding strength as to give one man a
monopoly of the business, it does not require a very powerful
intellect to discover the advantage he has, and as it is of their

own free will that the venture is accepted, all the grumbling
about '* cioch books " and '" copper-fastened odds " is childish
repinings.

Mr. Rose, in his article in The Horseman, gives some very
good advice to those who are engaged in bookmaking, or
who have a fancy to join the fraternity, but that is all on one
side. Were many bookmakers as capable as the author, the
backers' chance3 would be that much smaller, the big hits of

plungers of less frequent occurrence, and long odds on a good
thing unknown. Not quite in accordance, however, with a
part of the history of book-betting, as the 'wo most successful

"bookies" of the past or present pursued a contrary course
from that advised. These two "old" Crockford and "Le-
viathan" Davis whose books were never full. Crockford
died worth several millions of dollars, and thongh Davis
gave to one man a check for $150,000, wionijg3on one race,

it left a "bank-roll" of mammoth proportions. The article

would have been still more complete had there been a little

advice to backers of horses.

A bookmaker has better opportunities for obtaining know-
ledge than a layman, but apart from ao anecdote of a man
who insisted on securing a nickel he was entitled to, an ex-
ample which carries a good lesson, there it nothing to guide
the neophyte. I would not proffer the same counsel as that
of the man who claimed to have discovered an infallible

method of "beating the bank" (/aro) and when pressed for
the recipe answered "don't play against it

-"

As I have oftentimes stated, men are gambling animals;
were that passion completely eradicated there would be an
end to progress. When the propensity does not become a
passion it is of value, and even belting on races has claims for

consideration. It adds to the interest of the contests, as the
moat violent opponent of wagering will look at a race with
enhanced attention when be is aware that a good deal of

money is depending, outside of the main stakes. It adds to

the revenues, enabling associations to "haog up" more
money, and this increases the emoluments of breeders and all

who are connected with tbe business.

Io place of proffering advice of my own, I will report
what I heard Mr. Robert A. Alexander say over thirty
years ago:

"Very many times," said Mr. A., 'T have been solicited

to give my opinion about bettiog on races, and under the
following conditions can see no harm io the practice : Let
the man who proposes to bet -et aside the sum he can well

afford to lose, and not exceed it whatever "the inducements
are. Better yet to divide it into three parts and hazard only
one of them on one race. That will enhance the pleasure of

the bettor; if he loses, he has two-thirds of the capital let*;

if be wins, in place of repining at his lack of confidence and
faintness of heart, he cin console himself with having dis-

played sound discretion, followed business methods by not
placing all of his eggs in one basket, and that to be carried

in a vehicle which was likely to be upset."

Jos. Cairn- Simpson.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Horsemen* are enthusiastic about holding the convention.

The great mare Hulda, 2:03$. has been turned out for the

winter.

taa Starr will probably handle Fillmore, 2:213,

neit year.

Mjnroe SALISBURY is expected in this city from New
York today.

•The autocar" is the best name yet proposed for the

horseless carriage.

Andy MoDoWELL is getting a string of trotters and pacers

together at Pleasanton.

EtkKoao DEL PASO will be well represented at the trotting

meeting to be given next •yea
1-

, so will the Aptos Stock Farm.

John DicKERSON.bade the San Mateo Stock Farm people

good-bye last Saturday. He will proceed directly to Torre,

Haute.

CArr. MillEN Griffiths, owner of Flying Jib, the phe-

nomenal pacing gelding, has recently purchased a number of

thoroughbreds.

When Wm. Rysdyk bought the Charles Kent mare and
her colt, he gave his note for $100 and $25 in cash, that

being the purchase price.

The trotter is purely an American product, but his useful-

ness is know to all civilized people. He is becoming a favor-

ite in Europe, Asia and Africa. •

Every trot'iug horseman who has seen the track at lngle-

side longs for the time when it can be used for a trotting

meeting. The course suits them.

It is claimed that Miss Russell and Nutwood are the oldest

mother and son io the horse family living, they being respec-

tively thirty and twenty-five years.

The pet at Prospect Hill Farm is a grand weanling by
Electric Bell (full brother to Chimes, St. Bel, Bell Boy, etc.),

out of a sister to Baron Rogers, 2:11 j

.

P. J. Mann has placed his yearling filly, a full sister to

Trumont, 2:21b i° the hands of Chas. Woods at Irvington to

be worked for the Witch Hazel stake.

There is a two-year old filly at the San Mateo Stock Farm
sired by Rsgil Wilkes, 2:11}, out of Mamie Kohl, by Stein-

way, 2:25$, that is the making of a' crackajack.

The Starboul filly Carrie C, which took a three-year-old

record of 2:21} the past season, is out of Sadie McGregor,
sister of Silver Bow, 2:16, by Robert McGregor.

'.fCARTERSTRETcH, by Quartermaster, trotted two miles in

4:36, over the Vienna (Austria) trotting track a few weeks
ago. This is the record for that distance in Europe.

When Guy Wilkes. won his record of 2:15} in the fourth
heat of a race he weighed 1,250 pounds, and had never been
driven a mile for months previous to that day faster than four

minutes.

Sam Caton, the Michigan driver, has shaken the dust of

this country from his feet, and is now bound, for Russia to

join his brother Frank and drive trotters for a Russian horse-

man. -

Jamfs W. RfiA.of the Vendome Stock Farm, has booked
his two favorite mares, Nettie Nutwood (dam of Hillsdale
2:15), and Laura R , 2:21}, to that game campaigner,
Boodle, 2:12*.

Cope Stinson is up to his eyes in business preparing the
colls and fillies at the San Mateo Stock Farm for the next
sale from this farm. If they are not first class they will not
be sent East.

J. J. Monto, of Lima, 0., has started with a number of

choice colts from J. C Lineman's farm, Lima, O., for San
Diego. These youngsters are by Alfonso, and will be win.
tered in tbis State.

The New York courts have decided that the owner of a
vicious animal is responsible for any harm done by it, and
awarded heavy damages to the widow of a man killed by the
kick of a vicious horse.

J. W. DALY thinks so well of Colonmore, 3, by Baron
Wilkes, dam Colon, by Strathmore, who sold for $500 at the
Kellogg sale, that he offers to match him for $5,000 against
Rio Alto, who brought $3,300 at the same sale.

Ki.i bidA, 2:18J, thofast five-year-old daughter of Candi-
date, sold in the New York auction ring last year and sup-
posed to be practically broken down, stepped a mile in 2:08
this year to skeleton bicycle wagon, after she had been shod
under the supervision of Robert Bonner.

Is the recent Horse Show, Walter 8. Hobart won one
championship ribbon, thirty-one blue ribbonw, fifteen red,
eighteen white and five yellow. He has been frequently com*
mended for his judgment and knowledge about horses, and it

is well known that he does not leave the choosing of them
horses to others.

The great broodmare Daisy B., the property of Dr. W. P.
Harriman, died at Pilot drove, Mo., last Wednesday, from
running :i paling into her Hide. Daisy B. wan sired by Ad-
ministrator, 867, Bon of ;Hntnhletonian 10. She was the dam
of Ashland Wilkes, with mark 2:17$. Ashland Wilkes was
the sire of John R. Geu'ry. Daisy B. was twenty-one years
old and leaves two valued colls, one a yearling and the other
a weanling.

The Park Commissioners the past week let the contract
for the completion of the great highway from the Cliff House
to Lake Merced, three miles. For two miles of this distance
the foundation »<f rough *lone has already been put in place.
The other mill? in still nothing but sand. The contract pro-
vides for a road through this lorty feel wide

;
to have eight

inches of rough utona rolled smooth and over the whole dis-
tnnce of three nil.* a top dressing of two inches of crushed

As there will be no race meetings at the tracks devoted to

thoroughbreds ic the vicinity of San Francisco after the 15th

of June and the large number of Eastern horsemen here have

determined to remain in California, the prospects for good

trottiog meetings in California which will be well attended

are getting brighter every day.

G.L. Taft's stallion Lash 27956, by Whips, out of Rosa-

line, by Liberty Sontag, second dam Ramona, by Bentonian,

Is being wintered by James Brockaway at Tacoma, Wash.
Lash is a typical Electioneer in form, and is a line trotter

with plenty of finish. This colt, with his giltedge breeding,

should make a trotter. Mr. Taft is going to race him next

season.

J. J. Astor sold out his Rhinecliff stud horses by auction

last week in New York, and realized low prices. The stock

was principally half-bred Hackneys. The highest price was
for a six-year-old mare by Fashion, in foal to the prize win-

ner Matchless of Londesboro, $200, and the lowest was $15,

the first bid made bv an incautious dealer. Eleven head
brought $800.

'

Last week T. J. Crowley sent (his two pacers, Algregor

and Ed. Lafferty, to Oakwood Park Stock Farm for the

winter where they will be well taken care of preparatory to

next summer's campaign, and what low marks they are sure

to get if all conditions are favorable, would be hard to sur-

mise, judging by their performances with the little work
they bad last season.

O. T. Mackey, of New York, has sold his trotting stock,

including Silicon, 2:132; Silurian, 2:25}, full sisters by Wil-

ton, to Mike Bowerman, Lexington, Ky. The former is in

foal to Bow Bells, 2:19}, sire of Boreal, and Mike is already

figuring on what royalty he will get from the photographers
who are going to sell the pictures of him and the future foal

as champions of the turf.

John Tilden has a couple of " sensations" out of Red
Oak. One is a yearling pacer by a son of Anteeo that can
step a quarter in 35 seconds with only five weeks' training.

The other is the Abe Downing pacer Hastings Boy. John
says this fellow can beat 2:15 now, and the way in which he
worked a last half the other day in 1:03 is good proof that he
has speed enough to do it.

Six hundred and forty-nine trotters and pacers are credited

to Electioneer's descendants He has 162 2:30 performers,

59 of his sons sired 376; his daughters have produced 5S; 14
of his grandsons have sired 18 ; daughters of these sons have
produced 13 ; sires out of seven daughters have 20; perform-
ers whose grandamsare daughters l,aud other descendants 1.

Last year Electioneer's total was 520.

W. E. McHenrf, the well-known horseman, who has
made his headquarters io Freeport, 111., for seyeral years,

will dispose of his Btriog of trotters and pacers at a sale in

New York city. He will no longer conduct a public training

stable, as he has engaged to take charge of Monroe Salis-

bury's stable the coming year. It is reported that Mr. Mc-
Henry is to get $S,000 a year for his services as a driver and
trainer.

Ddbcque, Independence, Davenport, Sioux City, Freeport
and Peoria were represented at the horsemen's meeting at

Dubuque, Iowa, December 12. The dates for the Eastern
Iowa circuit are : Dubuque. June 23 to 26 ; Independence,
July 1 to 4; Davenport, July 8 to 11. All purses are to be
$500. Pacing classes number five and trotting seven. Money
winners pay 10 per cent entrance, others 5 per cent. Sioux
City will hold a meeting the previous week, and if Freeport
holds a meeting it will be in connection with Joliet and
Peoria after the Iowa circuit.

Seventv-fivjS per cent of the highest class park horses in

New York are by trottiog-bred stallions and one half of them
are out of mares that have one or more trotting crosses in

their pedigrees, says the American Sportsman. While a

number of dealers refuse to say anything about the blood
lines of the stock which they are placing on the market for

fear of making a buyer looking for a '"Ackney, don't you
know," a trifle shy, there are others who come out flat-footed

and state that they are the only kind which will give satis

faction and that can be bought in the hope of making a
favorable impression in the show ring.

Luke Dubois, of Denver, will dance one of his famous
buck dances and "agitate his trilhys " aB only Luke canwhen
he sees what a handsome filly he has by Guy Wilkes, 2:15},

out of Moscova, 2:28J, second dam Mosa (dam of Inlaid,

2:26S), by Woodford Mambrino, etc. She is a model of

symmetry and when he takes her to Denver every one will

want to congratulate him on his success in mating trotters.

Luke is one of the "good souls " that makes everyone happy
around him, and when he gels an audience like Dr. Latham,
Monroe Salisbury, and Capt. Millen Griffith around him he
tells tales of the frontier and stories of the track that are never
forgotten.

Mr. J. C. Lineman, who has baen the most conspicuous
breeder in Lima, Ohio, is now at Coronado Beach, near Sao
Diego, for the winter. He has been out of health for a year
past, but is now improving, and hopes to be in good form in

the Spring. His partner, Mr. A. A. Scott, is also a horse fan-

cier, and ownssome real hot stuff that, he has the nerve to

develop. He owns Antenette, 2:30, by Anteros. She was bred
for three years to Alfonso, 2:29}. Last year she was taken up
late, but went miles in 2:25. Mr. Scott is now having her
jogged, and next Beason will campaign her. She is thought
to be a sure candidate for the 2:15 class. He also owns Alca-
netta, by Alcantara. She has a tbree-vear-old mark of 2:39},

but could beat 2:30 thia fall. Mr. Scott's driver, Vanness
Ruth, thinks she will be faster than Antenette.

L. (J. Powell, of North Yakima, is in Pendleton for the
purpose of purchasing eight or ten cars of hogs to ship to

Montana markets. He will dispose of them at He'.ena and
Butte, says the East Oregonian. Mr. Powell is associated

with his brother in shipping horses to Honolulu, and they
have beeu engaged in this business for the past ten years. An
average of 500 horses per year hns been sent by them to Hon-
olulu and other towns of the Sandwich islands, niaking a
total of about 5,000 animals they have sold to the Kanakas.
No large shipments are made, usually one or two cars at a

time, but they keep them going steadily, and have a regular
business worked up among the islanders. These horses are
mostly sold to the planters, whose lands are too valuable for

sugarcane and such products to allow the raising of hay and
feed necessary in raising horses by breeding.

It would not be surprising if the grandlv-bred, game rac-

ing stallion Silver Bow, 2:16, would be seen in the stud at

Palo Alto next year. He would be a most valuable acquisi-

tion to the stock there. He is by Robert McGregor, 2:171-,
" the monarch of the homestretch," out of Sadie (grandam of
Carrie C, 2:21}), by Hambletonian 10; second dam Lady
Wynne, by Wm. Welch, son of Hambletonian 10; third dam
Eleanor Margrave, by imp. Margrave, and so on to the
seventeenth dam, The Royal Mare. Robert McGregor, 2:17},
is by Major Elsall, 2:29, out of Nancy Whitman, 2:30}, by
American Star 14; third dam Nance (dam of Madeline,
2:23}),by Durlands' Young Messenger Duroc (thoroughbred).
Major Edsall was by Alexander's Abdallah, out of a mare by
Harris' Hambletonian. There are few better models of a
trotting horse than Silver Bow, and he transmits his excel-
lent qualities to his progeny in a remarkable degree. It is

hoped this rumor about his going to Palo Alto is well founded
for no better stallion could be procured.

Monroe Salisbury r^contly said that he did not think
his campaigning stable would contain any more two-year-
olds, as the hard racing some of the youngsters are liable to

be subjected to might spoil the making of a good horse. His
opinion is identical to the one expressed by C. J. Hamlin
more than a year ago. While it is true that neither has had
a taste of the victories won by colts in any of the big Eastern
stakes, experience has taught them that possible champions
can be easily ruined for life by too much racing in their two-
year-old forms. When Mr. Hamlin took his stand againBt
racing two-year-olds, it was said that the material to make a
good showing in the races for juveniles was lacking in the
Village Farm stable. Such was not a fact, however. On
many occasions John Bradburn has found almost sensational

speed in a full bunch of two-year olds at Village Farm. These
would be shown to Mr. Hamlin, and after he had found that

they possessed great speed he ordered that they be sent to

the brood mare barn to be bred. Some times a full dozen of
the most beautiful fillies on the farm would be included. A
few of them have since been seen on the turf, and more of
them will be trained later on.

Horsemen and track managers are in partnership to all

intents and purposes. That which works injury to one part-
ner cannot substantially and permanently benefit the other.
These facts should be kept in mind at all times There is no
need for serious family quarrels, and there will be no unsat-
isfactory misunderstandings if the hotheads are either gagged
or disregarded. Campaiguers have done business with track
managers on an extensive scale for a quarter of a century,
and have become involved in but few suits at law, which is

pretty fair evidence that they understand one another.
Just at present, which is apparent to everybody, there is a
tangle, due to the forfeit system, but it will be straightened
out at the proper time, and unless the signs of the times are
all awry, in a manner satisfactory to horsemen. No associa-

tion will hold a man down because he was so unfortunate as
to slip and fall, aud in the end the muddle ensuing for the
follies of 1S95 will be cleared. Campaigners will go on cam-
paigning, track gates will be thrown open annually, much
the same as if nothing had ever happened to make trouble,
and the rules for racing, with the exception of a few amend-
ments, will remain intact and will prove entirely satisfactory

save to a few who do not know what they want, and would
be at a loss as to what to do with it if they had it.

Through Philip Hexamer, Hoboken, N, J., W. R. Jan-
vier has sold the stallion Alcaadre 6S50 to Count Adolphe
Gyulai de Maros Nemeth et Nedaska, Vienna, Austria, for

$S,000, and he was shipped from New York Dec. 7. Alcandre
is without doubt as grand a specimen individually as can be
found in America—stands sixteen hands, and is a model horse
at every point. His sire, Alcyone, himself a handsome horse,
was, opportunity considered, by far the greatest speed sire

ever produced. Out of about 100 foals, fifty-six of his get
are in the 2:30 list, seventeen in the 2:20 list, eleven in the
2:15 list and two in the 2:yL0 list. Alcandre's dam, Lady
Carr, by American Clay, has four in the 2:30 list, and six
producing sons and daughters, ranking her among the best

of the great producing mares. Prior to Mr. Janvier's pur-
chase of Alcandre, he had no opportunity, and had but a
limited number of colts, and these in unappreciative hands.
Since Mr. Janvier's ownership, however, he has made three
seasons, and been given a first-class opportunity

; especially

the last season, when there were bred to him seventy-five
mares in all, among them twenty producing mares—five of
whom have produced trotters from 2:10 to 2:12|. His colts

have the finish of their sire and great speed promise, and
few sire3 are better^calculated to improve the stock of any
country.

It has generally been believed, and, indeed, has been fre-

quently asserted in stock papers, that Mambrino Patch en was
not a horse of much speed. Indeed, I have shared this idea
myself. I was agreeably surprised the other day in talkiog
to Mr. Tommy Britton, so well known as the former brood-
mare keeper at Glenview farm, to find that this is an error.

Mr. Britton handled horses for Dr. Herr a great many years
and knew Mambrino Patchen as a two-year-old and a three-

year-old. At the latter age this horse could trot a 2:40 gait

and could trot a mile in 2:50; he was also a verj nice-gaited
horse. This was a good while ago and a 2:40 gait for a three-
year-old was then really fast. I am glad to assist in rescuing
this fact from oblivion. It always struck me as rather singu-
lar that old Patcben, w ; thout speed himself, should have
made aB good a sire as he did and as great a progenitor. Dr.
Herr preferred to bIiow Mambrino Patchen out of harness
because, like all very fine horses, he showed better without
trappings than with them. No doubt many people supposed
from the Doctor's reluctance to put Patchen in harness that
it was because he could not trot, but this proves to have been
an erroneous idea. Probably no horse of his day had more
Messenger blood in his veins than Mambrino Patchen, and
with this fact in view, it is not at all strange that his blood
continues to breed on. As he was one of the soundest,healthi-
est and finest horses in the stud, it is but natural that in-

breeding to him should not have resulted in diminishing the
vigor of the strain. Though not an immediate sire of extreme
speed, he haB proven one of the most useful horses in the
stud, and probably no other animal has done as much to give
form and finish as well as fine quality of bone to the trotting

horse of today aB Mambrino Patchen. Although Dr. Herr
was an ardent admirer of Mambrino Patchen, he builded
wiser than he knew. His blood being so intimately blended
with that of George Wilkes has served to keep his memory
green.—Horse Review.
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THE SADDLE.

Navv. Bltjf. 19 not as good a horse as he was a month ago.

Centurion pulled up lame and bleeding in the stretch

Saturday.

Twenty books, two field and a combination book were on

Saturday,

The starting at the Montreal ice meeting will be done by

Frank *Valker.

Mb, G. Walb^um intend* to take a trip to California

after Christmas.

Colonel Dan Bcrns has departed for a visit to his

mines in Mexico.

Jerky Chorn's endeavors to beat the flag in the fourth

race Tuesday cost him $50.

Old Mariposa, dam of Boulevard, is certainly in foal.

She is twenty-seven years old.

Bob Smith had a couple of mounts yesterday, one of them

»oo Walter J., 20 to 1 a place.

Jockey J. Owens, who rode Esperance on Saturday, bad

his first mount oyer the jumps.

Some of the crack Eastern jockeys are riding unplaced

more frequently than otbeiwise.

Slaughter on Belle Boyd lost the race to Wheel of For-

tuae Saturday by losiog the rail.

Tod Sloan broke his record Tuesday. He had five

mounts and only landed one winner.

A new afternoon newspaper is about to be started in Lex-
ington, and Byron McClelland is to be President of the

publishing company. The now noted turfman was once a

printer.

Joe Narvaez had his lip split open on Saturday when
Alexis fell, necessitating the taking of a couple of stitches in

it. This was Joe's first ride on the jumps, and he says it will

be his laBt.

Riley Grannan made a big winning on Rob Roy

—

stated to be $23,000. He got as good as 8 to 1 for consider-

able of his money. He was a heavy loser on the day previous

to this race.

The Kentucky Derby of 2396 promises to be one of the

best races of the coming season, with Ben Brush, Applegate,

First Mate, Nimrod, Captive and other good ones as pro-

spective starters.

The death of Dr. Koipp leaves two vacancle? to be filled

on the Board of Stewards of The Jockey Club. The second

is that left vacant by the refusal of Mr. A, J. Cas3att to serve

after being elected.

Griffin carried a piece of hose pipe Wednesday when he
rode Mt. McGregor, and when the swerver began to bear out

in the stretch Griffin gave him some persuasive caresses

alongside the head with the rubber cudgel.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Pacific Coast Jockey

Club, held Tuesday evening, it was decided to increase the

number of directors from five to seven. Barney Schreiber

and Walter S. Hobart were elected directors.

Matthew Dawson, in his time, trained six Derby win-

ners and three Cesarewitch winners.

Joe Muephy will be associated with John J. Carter in

the judges' stand at St. Louis this year.

Jockey Clancy's ankle was sprained when Soon Enough
fell with him in the hurdle race on Saturday.

Captain RBES.the chestnut horse in the string of "Curly"

Shields, was "fired" by Dr. Masoero Tuesday.

Katele Gbandb, for which Charley Hughes paid $1,700

at the recent sale of the Iroquois Stable, died recently.

It is reported now that W. Clancy had a small bone in^his

leg broken when Soon Enough fell with him last week.

Harry Lowden lost by death at Bay District on Thurs-

day last his horse Pat Reddy. The cause of death was pneu-

monia.

The book of the leading English sire, St. Simon, is full

for three years to come, at 400 guineas the season, about

$2,000.

Ascension, by imp. Australian, is dead at the Shepherd's

Bash farm, near Gallatin. She was the dam of the good

racehorse Ascender

All the horses at Ingleside are in splendid health, and

horsemen are very liberal in their praises of the stabling ac-

commodations, etc.

The name of Bey del CarrereB, bay colt, 3, by Emperor of

Norfolk—Clara D., the property of R. Croker, has been

changed to Americus.

Theee is a letter in this office for a man named Covington

who owned Metal and Dr. Livingston, two horses that were

at the Bay District track, f

The most appropriate colors worn at the track are those

that go with Joe Harvey's Wheel of Fortune—green, orange

wheel on back, orange cap.

Fred Mossam has been put in charge of the Brookdale

yearlings, thirty-one in number, and expects to get a number

of stake-winners from the lot.

John O'Brien, valet for Henry Griffio for the past four

years, died on Sunday of pneumonia. The deceased was 23

years of age and a native of Boston.

Jim Flood won the Dry Monopole handicap, a mile and

seventy yards, at New Orleans, in 1:45|. He was at 12 to 1.

Booze ran second and Buckwa third.

Johnny Humphrey, who has been a heavy loser for

some time past, cleaned up $10,000 last week, which put him

on the sunny side of Easy street again.

Tom Gbiffin has wired the Pacific Coast Jockey Club to

reserve twelve Btalls for him. Sir Vassar, Carrie M., Miss

Ross and Rasper are among the horses.

Dr. Garnett pulled up quite lame after his race Friday.

This bay son of the Ill-Used ie a very racy looking animal

and should be a fair sort of selling plater.

The inside track at Ingleside has been filled in to about

the required width for the full course excepting on the quar-

ter turn. Horses are galloped over it every day.

Salisbuby II. is the proper cognomen of Burns & Water-

house's brown colt by Racine—Flirt. P. Daly had the call

on the name for the aged son of Stonebenge—Julietta.

The Longfellow-Modesty colt has been named Tenacity.

He bung to the tail-end of the procession Frirday with the

tenacity of a bull pup to a root. He will improve, though.

Lightweight Hewitt? put up a splendid ride on the

Duchess of Milpitas Friday, bringing her in for place. He
rode a desperate finish, worthy of more experienced jockeys.

Capt. Ben E. Harris, who seems to have a failing for

hair-breadth escapes from accidental death, is now nursing

his face as a result of the latest mishap. He was Btruck across

the face by a heavy piece of timber projecting over the tail-

board of a wagon, and his nose and forehead were severely

bruised and both eyes beautifully colored.

W. O'B. Macdonough says that he is willing to match
imp. Miss Brummel against Sallie Clicquot at six and a half

furlongs, each to carry 115 pounds. He will not match
Santa Bella, on account of her stake engagements,

Nam\q,uas, one of the yearlings brought here for sale by
Matt Byrnes, died at Ingleside Monday morning of lung

fever. The animal was sick when it arrived here and could

not be saved. It was by Hyder Ali—Namonia (a full brother

to New Moon).

Sea Fog, chestnut mare, foaled 1885, by Ventilator, dam
Mag, by imp. Stonehenge, out of Bijou, by imp. Australian,

the property of Lamasney Bros., died recently at the La-

tonia race track while en route to East St. Louis. She was
in foal to Tristan.

The horses of Chris Smith, including Maid Marian,

Urania and Prince Carl, will winter in MempbiB. Plunger
Smith has gone to New Orleans, where he will whoop 'em up
in the betting ring.

Libertine's race Tuesday was not much more than a

work-out for him. Macklin was looking back all tbe way
from the half-pole, and all he tried to do was to hold the

lead by a little margin.

The lease of the Bay District track by the California

Jockey Club expires on March 1st. Tbe California Jockey
Club expects to have the Oakland track in readiness by

Washington's birthday.

The Jockey Club's registrar, Mr. Underhill, has received

the names and description of GOO more thoroughbred year-

Hngs this year than last, and the time for registration has

been extended to December 31st.

Senator W. M. Stewart, of Nevada, has purchased a
farm of several hundred acres near Leesburg, Va,, to which
point he will remove all of his choice mares and young things
at an early date. A half-mile track will be constructed on
the farm, and a skilled trainer placed in charge of the plant.
Senator Stewart intends to spend all of his leisure hours on
hiB stock farm, and devote himself to breeding trotters.

One argument advanced against the use of a starting ma-
cnine in America ib that our horses are not trained to break
from a standing start and that they would never go up to
the webbing. This objection is very forcibly answered when-
ever anything occasions a dismount at the post. Then the
fields, whether two-year-olds or aged horses, stand quietly in
perfect alignment. Jockeys are the ones that will need
training when the machines come into use.

The youngsters being prepared by Cope Stinson at the
San Mateo Stock Farm for the great sale to lake place from
this farm in New York City in February, will, if no sickness
occurs among them, be the best ever shipped across the con-
tinent. Mr. Corbitt will send his very best, and as the pro-
duce of Guy Wilkes have won more money in the past four
years on the turf than any other stallion living or dead,

I there will be an active demand for the most of these.

Bfnjamin F. Miller, a member of the firm of Winship

J

K Miller, ice dealers of Saratoga,died in that place December
|
5th from consumption. Mr. Miller will be remembered by

! many race-goers here. He spent the winter in California two

j

years ago, and was a frequent visitor at the track. He loved
the thoroughbred and always held an interest in a few, but
they were never raced under bis name. His was a well-
known'and popular figure at the Saratoga course, and will be
missed from its meetings.

Chief Crowley has begun to wage war on the poolrooms.
The pretense of acting as commission men and placing the
money left with them in the books at the track has been
proven a mere subterfuge. As commission brokers the law

! could be evaded and has been, but now that the Chief has
j
concluded to come down on the offenders they will have to

j

close up or seek other ways of evading the leiter of the law. A
number of raids on poolrooms were made Monday and will

probably be continued until all are closed up. *

Tod Sloan is frank, if nothing more. Last week he had
' a mount on Tar and Tartar. He always has a hankering for

j
front position, and was quite en evidence with the old brown.
Mr. Caldwell warned him back and he assured the starter

he would not beat the flag. He did, however, and was as-

l

sessed a hundred for it. When he went into the Secretary's

, office to settle up he said. " Well, I broke my word ; I lied

to him." Then he asked the starter to remit it, and sent
I some friends on the same errand, but without effect.

Summer Time, the filly that was made favorite in the

opening race, is the one that was the cause of Doc
Street being ruled off the turf some months ago. She now
runs in the colors of the El Primero Stable.

Starter Caldwell made two bad starts Wednesday—one

of fhem very bad. In the latter the horses were sent away as

they came up to him the first time. When the flag went
down the horses were strung out like a flock of geese, and
half of them were not on their stride.

Martin Nathanson, who will act as clerk of the scales,

and will also do the handicapping for the California Jockey
Club, left for this city Monday. In all stake events, how-

ever, the handicaps will be passed upon by a committee con-

sisting of James Burke and Trevatban, Ed. Smith and Star-

ter Ferguson.

H. Eugene Leigh will have in training next year three

two-year-old fillies by imp. Great Tom. Each of these

youngsters is a splendid individual, and it is the opinion of

good judges that barring accident they will race well in their

two-year-old form. Leigh will be more than satisfied if one

of the lot proves as good as Maid Marian.

FidE broke out last Friday on the east end of the grand

stand of the Brighton Beach race track at Coney Island. A
brisk wind was blowing at the time, and the flames soon com-
municated with the stand acd stables, which, with the grand

stand, were destroyed, causing a loss of nearly $30,000. Tbe
horses in the stables were rescued with considerable diffi-

culty.

No. 1, Volume II of "The Form Book" has been received.

It comes in smaller size, and is more convenient for tbe coat

pocket. It covers races at St. Louis, Pimlico, Lexington and

St. ABaph from the closing of Vol. V, November 10th up to

November 21st. The next issue will contain charts of the

local races. Form students will find these books of much
value to them.

Jockey Stanford was out at Ingleside Friday, with

hie arm in a sling. The fractured shoulder and collar bone,

have knitted strong and smooth, and he anticipates no trouble

whatever from that source, but at present the muscles about

tbe elbow are contracted so that he cannot straighten his

arm out. Tbis difficulty will be overcome shortly. The suc-

cessful treatment of such a case is Stanford's race, and Dr.

Cohn is very much pleaded over the result,

E. Corrigan's Longfellow—Jennie Treacy colt, now
called Adolph Spreckels, in compliment to the popular

President of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club, is a verv high-

class two-year-old. He woo cleverly Wednesday from Hazard.

In their last mpetiog they were second aod third, a length

apart,and carried even weights. -At that time Hazard got the

worst of the'Btart. Wednesday Hazird took on four pounds
more aod Adolph Spreckels twelve. Hazard had the best of

the start, but was passed by the big bay quite easily, almost

on the DOBt.

The public is usually not slow to show its appreciation of

any efforts expended for its comfort, but it is always hard to

"leach an old dog new tricks." The grandstand at Ingleside

is situated at such an angle from the track that every portion

of the course cm be seen from any position in the stand.

Furthermore,' the seats are arranged in tiers at such a dis-

tance above each other as to make it absolutely unnecessary
for a person to rise from tbe seat to see the races from start to

finish. Over four thousand people can sit in perfect comfort
and without any craning of necks even can follow the course
ot the fields. Notwithstanding all this, the four thousand and
over spectators in the grandstand Ladies' Day stood on their

feet from bugle call to the tap of the result bell, made them-
selves uncomfortable, and emphasized tbe oft-repeated tru-

sm, "What fools these mortals be !

"

If is amusing to watch and listen to the "rooters'* at the
termination of each race. Tuesday two gentlemen went into

the grandstand together, sat down in a friendly way and kept
up a general conversation while waiting for a start of the race

With the welcome cry, "They're off," each became iutent on
, his own affairs. As the bunch swung into the stretch and a
i struggle seemed imminent, one of the gentlemen sprang on
I a seat, stooped down till his knees were bent, then as be
straightened up, with his hands clenched, his arms at full

length at his side, every muscle at a tension, from his mouth
rolled a long-drawn-out, suppliant cry, " C-o-m-e o-n, y-o-u
E-a s-e-1 1" Echo answered from a bench behind him, on
which bis friend had climbed, " Summer Time !

" "C-o-m-e
on, E-a-s-e-1!" "Summer Time; Summer Time!" in a
quick breath was the response. " I lose," dejectedly. " I

win ! " exultingly. Curtain till the next race.

Jockey Bergen was fined $100 Tuesday by Starter Cald-

well for breaking up a good start while on Johnny Payne in

the first race. The erratic Johnny was away out in front

when the flag fell. In the fourth Bergen had a mount on
Gov. Budd. He felt disgruntled over bis fine and succeeded
in delaying the field at the post fully ten minutes. Mr. Cald-
wtll then decided to further punish him, and hence he will

not be allowed to ride any but the Corrigan horses for the

balance of tbis meeting. Mr. Caldwell's rule is strict but

j ust, as all strict rules are. He is not hasty nor does he im-
pulsively pass judgment one moment and condone the offense

the next. If he tells a jockey to take his mount back, he
means it. The jockey may not comply, but if he thinks the
infraction is overlooked he learns his mistake when he arrives

at the weighing in room. Under such rules it is not neces-

sary that every boy hav ng a mount at the track must feel

the lasb; one cut answers for many.

Colonel WARBURTON.in bis book "How to train a Kace-
horse,"says of starting. "Being ready to go is half the battle.

I have before now quoted what Archer has said to me on this

point. He was great at jogging into line at tbe critical mo-
ment, so that his hor6e was in action when the flag fell. Rule
35 says that ' (he horses must be started from a walk,' but a
certain amount of discretion must be left with the 6tarter,and

if he sees a good line he is tolerably certain to say 'Go

!

'

Yet bow often we Bee jockeys looking at other horses, chat-

tering, glancing first at the starter, then at the advance flag,

then in some other direction, and then perhaps beginning to

find fault with some other rider. Tbe flag falls,and naturally

the chances are they do not get well away, the probability be-

ing that they bustle their horses, and so are beaten before

they reach the distance. Many races are won at the starting

pest, and not necessarily by tbe horse that gets off first. That
one may jump off cross-legged or iu some way out of form, so

that he is all abroad at once. Race riding is a prettier and
more intricate art than is imagined by any but those who
have carefully studied it."
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Entries Close.

ST STAKE (State Fair) January 1

THK NCRSEKY STAKE (State Fair) January 1

('INKY ISLAM' JOCKEY CUB January 2
DETlimr JOCKEY CLL'B January 10

CINCINNATI JOCKEY CI.CB January 15
L&TONIA JOCKEY CUB January 15

Christmas is Corning !

We have sent subscription bills to all delinquents, and

would esteem it a delightful Christmas present if all

who are thus notified will send the amounts due to this

office at once.

The Press and the Stand.

Within the last few years the ranks of the leading turf

writers have been depleted by the laying aside of the

pen for the assumption of official duties with racing as-

sociations. It is but natural that, in the line of raciDg,

as in any other, the persons who have devoted the best

part of their lives to the education of the people, to the

moulding and shaping of opinion, and have expended

their best energies in correcting or eradicating evils that

had existed, should be called upon, when the occasion

demands a thorough knowledge of essential details, to

administer the very principles they had advocated. As

a result, the seasoned warriors [are becoming commiss-

ioned officers while raw recruits are swelling the de-

pleted ranks. Following a line of thought suggested by

a contribution to a recent issue of a prominent turf

journal by one who honored the ranks by his ser-

vice, and adds lustre to the stall' by his presence, the

question is asked: .Should the public be deprived of their

teachings, valued so long, but denied them with the as-

sumption of official duties? To quote the writer in

part:

1 |" llurdly one racing man In a [thousand will disagree with your

statement that It seems natural that the men who occupy import-

ant positions in connection with home racing ought to be essentially

rsonn from whom the public should receive lis education, bnt
n much the casc^as it ought to be.

One after another of the ea; rvatlre men who know rac-

Ingandlt*- 1 are being grafted onto official positions,

and from that moment they are cut off from the outside world, tis fur

an concerns the open, oandM .

'

i l.'-l niiirli^ which liny for-

merly produced Ibi the education and entertainment of the racing

public."

Conservatism is essential in a judge, and conservatism

will permit the intercourse and exchange of thoughts

willi those without the pale of the judicial box, and not

rob a just decision of its weight nor dull the star of

prestige. From the desks of reporters have risen the

id thai ever graced a stand. They were of the

rle, by the [
" n ple, and, after their elevation, their

dignity should not suffer .by being for the people.

John A. Goldsmith.

The death of this estimable young man in the prime

of life will be deplored with unfeigned sorrow by all

who have ever taken an interest in the educators of the

trotting horses of America. From boyhood, his life was

devoted to the one great object of enhancing the value

of horses. He loved them, and they in turn respected

him. He never used them harshly, but enlisted their

best efforts by carefully preparing them for the tasks

they seemed to enjoy. His gentle ways, kindly man-

ner and consideration for the shortcomings of his fellow-

men made friends for him everywhere. Whether in or

out of the sulky there was always a magnetism about

him that attracted others. His was not a demon-

strative nature, but his appreciation of little acts or

words of kindness was always made apparent.

His career as a conditioner and driver of great cam-

paigners on this Coast will always fill one of the brighest

chapters in the history of the trotting turf in California,

and when, in years to come, the reader peruses those pages

and notes how successful this youthful knight of the

sulky was, in not only winning races that were consid-

ered lost, but also in giving race records to so many

champions, the irreparable loss of such a one in such a

calling will be acknowledged.

His life was one of trials and excitement, and only

his ambition, perseverance and intelligence could have

accomplished so much in such a short space of time. His

was a nature that could not be subdued. His ambition,

tempered by a thorough knowledge of what he should do

at all times, carried him to the front and made him a

king among his confreres. A king in position only, for

he was as meek and mild as a child, and never forgot to

speak kindly to those around him. His men revered

him and their greatest boast was that they worked for

his interests and they always deemed it an honor to do so.

He has passed away to his long rest, and the places

that knew him once will know him no more. In his

death a bright light has been quenched; a star obliter-

ated and a void left that never will be filled. Only the

remembrance remains of him who was at all times and

places a general favorite and a true friend; one in whom
the elements were so nicely blended that he was able to

wear with singular grace and honor the noble name
"gentleman," whose kindly and courtly manner and

amiable character endeared him to all with whom he

came in contact.

To his bereaved widow, sister and nephews, over

whom the clouds have ga'hered thickest, we extend our

tenderest sympathy.

The Outlook for 1896.

Cbristmastide is a season of the year when all men
(horsemen not excepted) are thinking about the holi-

days and in what way and with what gifts thfy will

make those near and dear to them happy. These days

of rejoicing are anticipated with pleasure during the pre-

vious months of the year, and young and old unite in

the hope that the sunshine of prosperity will continue

to bring warmth and good cheer to all.

The horsemen who have their interests centered in the

future career of their choicely-bred colts and fillies, and

have a live and ever-present hope that the few mares

they bred to their favorite stallions during the past year

have proven with foal, and will bring forth young

that will be creditable, have much to be thankful for.

The year 1895 has been one of many trials to

horsemen. At the beginning ol the year the legis-

lature was in session, and the agitation about the

district fairs was kept up to fever heat. The all-

wise farmer, Jim Budd, to satisfy a few political wire

pullers in San Francisco, vetoed the appropriation bill

for these district fairs, and claimed he did so on the

score of economy. In looking at the tax rate we do not

find that it made any difference, for State taxes are

higher than ever, and the farmers and breeders who
spent thousands of dollars in importing and improving

their horses, cattle, swine, sheep and poultry did not get

a glimpse of premium money this year. 'Their fair

grounds, being heavily in debt, were threatened with

destruction, the only attraction to draw the people,

to pay gate money, to keep the buildings in repair

and pay interest and taxes, was the race meeting. There

was a certain determination shown by the associations to

give meetings irrespective of Jim liudd's peculiar action,

and the horseowners did their best to sustain them. The
circuit was a long one, and more money was scattered

among horsemen in stakes and purses than ever

before. The lessons in regard to low entrance were tested

severely, «nd although there were many men unable to

settle their accounts with the associations, there is no

doubt something will be done toward relieving them of

their heavy debts. The number of suspended horses and

horsemen is not pleasant to review, and the ambition of

many to have large strings of horses and the ease with

which they tumbled into debt for entrance money on

these horses will not be forgotten soon.

During the whole season a largely-attended race

meeting was in progress at San Francisco, and many of

the followers of the races who were known to be liberal

supporters of racing preferred to remain near the Say

District, hence their absence from the district fairs was

felt.

The year was a disastrous one for the farmers

and orchardists. Grain that looked rich and promised

a bountiful harvested was affected by rust, and ten of

thousands of acres were ruined, while the prices

realized for the grain harvested, were not sufficient

to pay for the planting. Orchardists reported poor

crops and low prices, and many who relied upon a

heavy yield and good market were compelled to

acknowledge they were sadly disappointed. These, and

other serious drawbacks, affected the meetings of 1895

but the outlook for 1896 is brighter.

We have survived all the trials and tribulations of the

past year and profited by the lessons taught. The pros-

pects for an excellent year for horticultural, agricultural

and viticultural pursuits were never better ; the food

supplies of the years previous to 1895 are depleted, and

this agita'.ion about the Venezula claims will start more

money in circulation, arouse the people of this nation to

a sense of their strength and weakness, and millions of

dollars, that ought to have been expended in strength-

ening the fortifications at the gateways of this republic

will now be used in giving employment to thousands of

men and placing the standing of this great nation more

plainly before the rising generation than it has been dur-

ing the past twenty-five years. The United States is self-

supporting, and while we do not believe there will be

any conflict between the two greatest English -speaking

nations on the globe, we do not hesitate to say that it is

about time they should respect each other's rights every-

where.

The prospects for good prices for all commodities are

brighter, consequently, the producers will soon begin to

realize something from their labors. Wheat, fruit and

wine will bring higher prices than they have for years,

and with them the prices of live-stock will increase also

so farmers and breeders need have less fears for the future

than they had a year ago.

There will be a number of radical changes in the rules

and conditions of races to be announced by the various

associations this year. There will be no race meetings

at the Bay District or Ingleside during the time the trot-

ting horses are on the circuit, and a large number of

men of wealth who have attended the races this winter

have made arrangements to attend our trotting meetings,

and by their presence aid us in every way to make those

meetings successful.

The extreme speed demanded of our coits and fillies

in 1895 has relegated the majority of these youngsters to

the paddocks and road where they will hereafter be found

either enjoying a well-earned rest or delighting their

owners by the way they move. The demand for mater-

ial to take their places on the circuit of 1896 is a good

and healthy one, and after the holidays there will be

a general search instituted among our stock farms for

promising trotters and pacers. The supply will not

equal the demand, hence good prices may be expected.

The cessation of breeding during the past three years,

and the large sales from our leading stock farms as well

as the constant demand for first-class road horses has

been the cause of this scarcity. The future is bright,

for the associations and horse owners in this State will

work together next year to retrieve their losses and con-

duct their meetings on business-like plans. The large

stock farms are employing mote men and doing more to

develop their trotters and pacers than they have for

three years, and the small breeder who has, in nine cases

out of ten, just as good material, will be "standing in his

own light" if he does not see that his colts and fillies

are properly trained also.

Work on the new buildings at the Oakland race track

is being rapidly pushed forward. A large force of car-

penters Jare at work, and the old fences around the en-

closure are being demolished. When the gates of this

place are thrown open the public will be as much aston-

ished as they were at Ingleside.
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The Spaed Track.

The action of the new Boulevard Association in get-

ting signatures to a petition to the Board of Supervisors

is an excellent one, and it is hoped that success wil*

crown its efforts. The need, of a little more good,

careful work being done on the speed, track in Golden

Gate Park, which was made by voluntary contributions

from the prominent horsemen in this city, is urgent. It

has never been a safe track for our horse owners to jog

the horses over. The top dressing of clay has never

been properly watered,harrowed and rolled,consequently

it ha3 been allowed to blow over to the sides of the

course in places, leaving the road very hard and uneven.

It was claimed that when the track was made it would

be kept by the Park Commissioners in first-class condi-

tion, but a]competent man with a team of horses has

never been kept at work steadily on it since the day of

opening.

The appropriation of $350,000 for the improvement

of the park is a large one and, without doubt, the heavi-

est taxpayers who have contributed so much toward this

amount, love to ride through the park and their demands

to see a little more attention paid to the only driveway

on which bicycles are forbidden, should be put in good

condition for them to speed their flyers on.

They have been a silent, long suffering class and have

quietly looked askance at the demands of others which

in the past were granted by the Park Commis-

sioners, but now that they have thoroughly organized

here is no doubt that, if time be given the members,who

are circulating the petitions, the longest list of names of

influential property holders in this city and county will

be presented for consideration, and such appeals must

not go unheeded.

The idea of building a neat cottage on the highest

point on the read where horsemen can sit and watch the

horses pass is also a good one, and we would suggest that

a cooling-out shed be also built. It should be in

charge of a competent man who would also supervise

the care of the track. Every leading city in the United

States has such a place, and it is about time that San

Francisco should become as progressive. We have

as fine horses and vehicles as any city in the United

States, and we ought to have a place where we can

invite our friends to see them.

Next Thursday afternoon the gates of the Bay Dis-

trict track will be opened, and the California Jockey

Club will have its two weeks of racing. The horsemen

who have been attending the Ingleside meeting will all

be present at the old track, and the betting ring will

never be so thronged as during this meeting. Horsemen

have had an opportunity of comparing the talent in the

starter's box and judges' stand, and the officials who oc-

cupy these places will be compelled to do their best to

give the public satisfaction. The pool room war is still

on, but it will end soon, much to the discomfiture of the

forty poolrooms and their three thousand "tin horn" pa-

trons. The solid eight in the Board of Supervisors is

rapidly going to pieces, and a worse wreck was never

thrown on the beach of distrust. After the term to which

these servants have been elected ends, they will be chased

into their places, where, surrounded by weiss beer, pret-

zels, and illuminated fly-specked whisky flasks, they can

review their labors in the Board in trying to uphold the

most disgraceful gambling swindles ever introduced in

this city since the days of the famous clock game.

Entries for the Coney Island Jockey Club events for

the meeting to be held in June, 1S96, will close Thurs*

day, January 2. The programme of events and the

large amounts offered are published in this issue and

should attract the attention of hundreds of prominent

horse-owners who contemplate taking their promising

horses East to engage in the prominent stakes offered

there. They should not overlook Sheepshead Bay,

Coney Island. It is famous the world over for being one

of our best courses and is likened to the Ascot in Eng-

land. The appointments are unexcelled, and as the

time is short for making entries this notification should

not be overlooked.

The racing department of the Detroit Driving Club of

Detroit, Michigan, announces a -splendid list of stakes in

this issue, entries for which will close Friday, January

10th. The racing will take place during the summer
when there will be no race meeting here, and horsemen

should avail themselves of this opportunity of having

their horses well engaged throughout the year and thus

make all the money they can with them. Entry blanks

may be obtained at this office, and as this advertisement

will only appear once more it will pay horsemen to read

it carefully and send in their entries at once.

A Valuable Acquisition.

W. S. Hobart, the young Californian millionaire, has

shown his intention ef going into racing more extensively

by the purchase of a block of stock in the Pacific Coast

Jockey Club. This, it is announced, will be followed by

his election to the Board of Directors of that association.

If Mr. Hobart enters upon a turi career with the vim

and enterprise shown by him in his recent participation

in the Horse Show, he will, indeed, be a most valuable

acquisilion. He comes quite naturally by his love for

the horse, the late Mr. Hobart being in his lifetime one

of the mainstays of breeding in California. The youDg

gentleman soon showed his predilection, but hitherto his

attention has been almost exclusively given to show

horses and equipages. That his judgment was correct in

the gathering of his fancy stock is best evidenced by the

large number of blue ribbons he secured with his entries

at the recent show. Previous to the running of the

Realization this year Mr. Hobart purchased Bright

Phcebus, contingent on his winning that event. With
Ferrier, Joe Ripley, Romulus, Little Mid and Ali

Baba, the jumper, the nucleus of a racing stable was

formed, but it has been a mattsr of regret that his high-

class horses have not heretofore been prominent in the

entries at the local tracks. Purchases of promising

young horses have been made at recent sales, and now
that Mr. Hobart has signified his intention of going more

prominently into racing, it will not be too much to pre-

dict that the Del Monte Stable will soon rank among the

most formidable. The acquisition of men of the means

and caliber of Mr. Hobart is a valuable one to the turf.

The announcement of the closing of stakes of theLa-

tonia Jockey Club, of Covington, Kentucky, for the Fall

meeting of 1S96 and the Spring meeting of 1S97 appears

in this issue, entries for which will close January 15th.

The leading horsemen of America are in this city at

present and when their attention is called to the splen-

did list of stakes offered by this live and progressive as-

sociation, there is no doubt they will at once avail them-

selves of the opportunity of making entries on the events.

The purses are large, the track one of the best in the

world and the officials competent. There will be no race

meeting here during the time this meeting at Latonia is

in progress and owners will be consulting their best in-

terests by attending to the filling out of the entry blanks

at once. Remember they must be forwarded to the sec-

retary on or before_January loth, 1896.

National Trotting Association.

Proceedings of the Pacific District Board of Appeals of the

National Trotting Association at San Francisco, Cal., No-

vember 23, 1895.

Board met
;
present, N. T. Smith, Jesse D. Carr and D, L.

Hackett, Secretary.

In the matter of the protest of S. C. Tryon against pavment

of claim for entrance money held by Stockton and San Jose

associations, protest made on ground that entries were made
aid mailed after the date of closing of said entries. The evi-

dence in these cases, consisting entirely of letters and tele-

grams, is to the effect that Tryon mailed the entries in Ana-
conda, Mont., and telegraphed and wrote asking that thev be
accepted. That answer was made that they would be accepted
provided no objections were made thereto by others. That jo
objections were made, and it is, therefore, ordered that Mr.
Tryon's protest be overruled.

Io the matter of the protest of T. C. Snider against the

payment or claims held against him and mare Eva M., by
Stockton and San Jose Associations

;
protest made on the

ground that entries were not made in name of said Snider
but in name of J. Hallinan. The original entries were pro-
duced and showed that they were made by Snider ; conse-

quently protests were overruled.

Matter of protest |of E. Diokelspiel against payment of

claim held by Stockton Association against mare Brilliantine

on the ground Lhat O. J. Holmes, who entered the mare, was
not her owner and had no right to so enter her at that meet-

ing. The evidence showed that Holmes had possession of

the mare at the time and had raced her at other places and
it was, therefore, held by the Board that the mare shoold be

held for the amount.
Matter of protest of C. A. Owen and bay gelding Eagle

against payment of claim against them for entrance due at

San Jose; protest made on ground that said horse was en-

tered in 2:30 pace at 1894 meeting; that one of the conditions

of said race was that all horses making a recerd better than

2:30 prior to August 15th, Bhould be barred from the race

and entrance money returned; that said bay gelding Eagle
did on Aogust 10th make a record of 2:19J. Ordered : that

Owens' protest be sustained.

Matter of protest of Hoy and Haney against payment of

claim held by Stockton Association against horse Monroe S.,

protest made on the grouod that the entrance to this race

should have been but five per cent., and on that basis they

had already paid the entrance and ten dollars additional, and
were not liable for this $30 and penalty. On the evidence of

Secretary Doan of Stockton (who was present) that there

were not ten fully paid-up entries to this race, and that the

published conditions required ten per cent, entrance when
there were less, the protest was overruled.

Board adjourned. D. L. Hackett, Secretary.

The above report was received and adopted by the Na-
tional Trotting Association recently convened at Chicago.
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The Rancho Del Paso Sale of Horses.

The Kancho del Paso sale of yearliDgs took place last

night at the big tent on Market street under the auspices of
Killip & Co. Thirty-eight yearlings were sold for $13,495,
which is an average of about $3H0. The highest- priced
youngster of the sale was the full brother to Sallie Clicquot,

who was finally knocked down to Walter S. Hobart for

$2100. Ab Stealer paid $1100 for the Midlothian-Starlight
colt. The following is a list of the most important sales:
Chestnut colt by Sir Modred—Dixiane; F. Van Ness S 825
Bay colt by Tyrant—Electrieitv; P. Mitchell 350
Bay filly by Torso—Extract; Ed. Greaney ' 250
Bay filly by St. Andrew—Filena; Captain Godfrey '.",,. 359
Bay tilly by Tal-e Notice—Glencola;. Ed. Powe 225
Bay nlly by FitzJames—Hearsa; Captain Godfrey 350
Bay filly by Midlothian—Lady Leinster; James Neil 500
Brown colt by Fit2James-OHve: Vi . J. Welch 330
Bay colt by Tyrant—Patty: M. J. Kelly 220
Chestnut filly, by Tyrant—Probability: M. F. Tarpey " 240
Chestnut colt by Tyrant—Prose: Westchester Stable 300
Black colt by Calvados—Sabrina; Los Angeles Stable .... „ 460
Bay filly, by Torso—Santa Riia : --Daggle" Smith 300
Bay filly, by Maxim—Silence : A Joseph 225
Bay filly, by Sir Modred—Sister to Jim Douglass ; Little &

Hoag 775
Bay filly, by Darebia—Slipper Dance : Captain Godfrey 275
Chestnut colt, by Midlothian—Starlight : x.. J. Stemler I ICO
Bay colt bv Calvados—Typhoon; Captain Godfrey 4'0
Brown gelding, by St. Andrew—Viola; W. S. Hobart 450
Chestnut filly byTake Notice—Whisban: P. Mitchell 430
Chestnut colt by Salvator—Widow Clicquot; W. S. Hobart.... 2100
Bay filly by Hallowmas—Zuleika; Captain Godfrey 375

Thoroughbreds Sell Cheap.

The sale of thoroughbred yearling3 and two-year-olds from
the breeding farms of Jame3 B. Chase and Marcus Daly took

place last night in the salesyard of Killip & Co., at the cor-

ner of Van Ness avenue and Market street. The prices

b/ought proved disappointing. The best prices obtained

were for the yearlings from the Chase farm. The following

is a list of the horses sold, together with the names of the

purchasers and the prices paid. There is one cause fir the

depression in prices, the large buyers are well supplied and
do not care to invest any more money in thoroughbreds at
present :

Rafaela (half sister to Phoebe Ann), by imp. Midlothian—Are-
thusa; A. B. Spreckels $ 400

Ethelinda {half-sister to De Bracy), by Peel—Glenn Ellen;
Matt Storn 250

Manzanilla. by imp. Merriwa—Rosedale; Loo White 100
Serena, Dvimp. Merriwa—Priscilla; Dr. Stimson 110
Horatio, by imp. Midlothian—Ltirline; MaU Storn 1,700

FBOM THE DALY STABLE.
Senator Hoffman, by imp. Inverness—Dora; D. J. Tobin. « 120
Yucatan H.. by imp. Inverness—Yolande: J. F. Grady 165
Deodar, by imp Inverness—Dora ; J. Mitchiiiness 90
Sweet Violet, by imp. Inverness—Wood Violet ; W. G. Long... 150
Popinjay, by imp. Inverness—Paltiena; Dr. Pike 105
Bearmouth. by imp. Inverness—Boaita : A. Joseph 120
Shampoo, by Brown Fox—Shagreen ; E. Powe 75
Tortoise, by Brown Fox—Turquoise : E. Powe 80
Lott. by Brown Fox—Lottery ; W. G Long 550
Homestabe, by Brown Fox —Homeless ; J. F. McSweeney 50
Silver Model, by Silver King—Model ; L. Hughes 2S0
Wallaba. by Hyder All—Walnut ; Dr. Pike 130
Malplaqnet, by Hyder Ali—Mascot ; J. Smith 45

„>

Good Outlook For Stallioa Owners.

It is a pretty sare proposition that stallion owners will do a

lucrative business in 1896, provided they take hold of the

business with a determination; that the breeding of horses is

a necessity, and are not afraid to talk it with an earnest air-

The general depression of times has brought horses, with

other commercial articles, down uotil the breeding of them

has been virtually stopped the past two years, and breeding
farms have been closed out all over the country. The Euro-
pean market has taken about all of our surplus grown-up
stock, and the first demand made for good serviceable horses
will find the supply short, for the country is bare of good-
sized, well-formed horses to-day. While all this is true, the
owners of broodmares having to pay a stallion fee, like money
lenders, will move very cautiously in this mailer, and it will

evolve on the stallion owners seekiDg business to judiciously

advertise their stallion before the public and push the breed-

ing business, remembering that only first-class stallions will

be patronized, and a stallion that is not worth advertising; is

not worth keeping. Delays should not be made in this matter,

as is will take some time to work the people up to breeding.

—North Pacific Rural.

Dates for O. J. O. Stakes.

The California Jockey Club has at last fixed the dates for

the runniog-offof the various stakes for the next meeting at

the Bay District track, which commences next Thursday.

They are as follows :

Thursday, December 26th, the G. H. Mumm & Co. handi-
cap, for all ages, six furlongs.

Saturday, December 28th, the Elmwood stakes, for two-
year-olds, six furlongs.

Wednesday, January 1, 1896, the Rosemond stakes, for

two-year-olds, five and a half furlongs, and the Del Monte
steeplechase, about one and a half miles.

Saturday, January 4, the Thornton stakes, four miles.

Wednesday, January 8, the Palo Alto stakes, a handicap,
for two-year-olds.

There will be six races on Saturdays and holidays. On
other days there will be but five.

The purses will range 'from $300 to $500. Stake events
for two and three-year-olds (bat are closed in 1805 but run
in 1896 will be run under the same weights as though run
in 1&95. Programmes for the first week will be announced
on Saturday, December 21.—»

An Indianapolis dispatch of December 11th, says :
u The

final knock-out to the Roby track people was given by the
Supreme Court Wednesday, when the Lake County Court in-

junction, obtained on behalf of Gov, Matthews, was sustained.

The opinion contains only one hundred words, the Court
holding that the ruling in the previous injunction case ap-
plied to the suit of Edward Roby and others against Gov,
Matthews. This is the second time the court has held that

the Sellers act, regulating horse racing in Indiana, is sound.
Nothing is now left for the Roby people if they desire to give

continuous racing next year but to build three tracks and
carry on the meetings under three different associations."
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Salisbury not Discouraged.

" When I retire from racing," said Monroe Salisbury in

Chicago this week, " I will do so after an unusually success-

ful season. I am coming back next year, and I tbiuk I will

get my share of the money. This time weather was against

me. When I first started, rain began and my stable got a set-

back. All were short of work, out of condition, aod when we

did start we had to go so fast. The horses were not up to

races of this kind. I won my share, and have no fault to

find. Bad luck came to all of us, Hamlin, Doble, McHenry

aod myself. Nearly every horse went lame. Why, I do net

expect to see another season like it.''

11 Az)te is all right. I'll bring him over next year faster

than ever. His lameness was not serious. Why, the great

trouble with Azote was he had been shod too heavily. Last

season I kept reducing his shoes, and this year he was shod

lighter than ever Same way with Directum. The IaB

season I had him 1 began his work with heavy shoes. Thent

1 reduced the weight, tiling away a little every week or two.

He did not go in heavy shoes when I let him go."

"Then you are not in favor of toe-weights or heavy shoes?"

"Only to make them square and level. I put on toe-

weights and heavy shoes till I get them to going right, then

I gradually lighten them up. That is my idea."

"Have you engaged a driver for next 6eaBon?"

"No. I have applications from at least twenty men—all

good ones. There has been some talk of McHenry. Well,

he half promises in the fall and backs out every spring. He
is first class. But I am like tbe running horse trainer. I

fit the horse, shoe him, and he races as I direct. Now, I will

not have a driver who will not obey orders. I may be wrong,

bnt they drive for my money, and 1 am bound to have my
sav. I am the only one that trains on this plan. I know
what I want, and I pay for it. If I lose, I am to blame."

" There is another reason why this 6eason has been hard

on horsemen," he went on, " and that is that associations

would declare ofl'stake events and keep us from winning

the money. When a man spends five or six weekB, perhaps

months, in preparing a horse for a big stake, it is a disap-

pointment to find out that he is left in the lurch. There is

no redress for the horsemen. It is almost as bad as it is to

go on and win and find you can't get any pay at all. I am in

favor of tracks being run by associations. Cheap racing

means a cheap crowd. There is no enthusiasm. One day's

poor racing does not mean that a meeting will fail. An as-

sociation of eight, ten or twenty men will not grumble at

losing a few thousand. Oae man will. I am not in favor of

the racing track proprietor. Trotting must be fostered by as-

sociations. That was why Fleetwood was a success. The
directors just carried out the program and there was plenty

of enthusiasm. Now, I had Directly in several big slake

events for three-year-olds, and the track managers declared

them off. I had him fit for the events and the only thing I

could do was to start him against old horses He could beat

the colts, but the others were too much tor him. I have
sent him home to California. No, I don't think Mb best days

are over. He hurt his ankle, and it threw him out of work
and what could I do with him ? He has not lost his speed,

by any means.
" There was a report in New York at the time of the

Fleetwood meeting that I had charge of Robert J., but it was
not so. Now I suppose, in a degree, I am responsible for the

the Hamlin success in New York. It came about in this

way : After the Buffalo meeting Harry Hamlin came to me
and said that they were going to give up, and that Robert J.

was worn out, and he felt that Joe Patcheo was sure to beat

him at Fleetwood. I said: 'Robert is all right.' Harry
asked : 'What is the matter with him now ?" Then I said :

'You have drilled your horses to death. You began in Cali-

fornia and raced them about the Coast and began the cam-
paign in the East. They got no rest. They are all drilled out

Give Robert a couple of weeks' rest and he'll beat the other

two easily. I'll give you $1,000 for his chance if you will

tarn him over to me.' They talked it over with Geers and
he advised the same thing. That is all I had to do with it,

but Robert won.
" It did not take the Hamlins long to pick up after thai

You haven't heard of Cicero J. Hamlin selling off his horses

and Quitting the trotting business? The Village Farm ha.1-

not been sold, has it ? Why, no man can win right along <

Bad luck comes to us all. The rest is what the Hamlin horst^

wanted. But I was recently told Mr. Hamlin regretted that

Azote had gone lame, ("or he was just getting Fantasy read.
to beat him. That is too bad. Why, they thought she was
ready the first time tbe two met this season. She had beaten
Directum. I will give Fantasy a race when I come on next
year, and I hope she will be ready to meet Azote. He will be
if I bring him over. Then there will be others besides Azote.
Hickok has a pretty good sorrel mare, Beuzetta. Geers is a

good man, and if he thinks Fantasy can do the trick I'll just

give them a race. Mr. Hamlin has a good man in Ed. Geers,
honest, of good habits and very intelligent. Very seldom see

him buying pools. Some of these drivers rush to the pool-

box every heat. They know it all, but I do not find them suc-
cessful."

"And now about Alix? Will she race next &ummer?"
"I think she will. She ie all right now. The fact is I

made a great mistake with Alix. I am not ashamed or afraid
to own that I make mistakes. When 1 wound up the season
a year ago she was the fastest mare on earth, aod could go
fuller than she had yet done. The mare hud wind galls and
I wanted to take tbem off. I blistered them with iodine,and
she got fever in that leg and it hung there all season. The
wind gal!* never hurt her, just looked bad, and 1 should have
left them alone. I'll bring her back next year, faster and
better than ever."

Another Use of Oooaine.

It frequently happens that, owing to the death of her foal,

or some o;her CatiM, it is desired to "dry up" a mare as

quickly as possible, and .hitherto the process of milking her

incompletely has been almost universally (adopted. This
plan has of course succeeded from time immemorial, but the

awollen, in (limed condition of the udder, and the ill temper
of the mare, have always proved how^ painful the process

was. Now, h >v ver,'it has been demonstrated that 'cocaine

ha^ the effect no only of diminishing the lacteal secretion,
but of completely oppressing it. A five per cent, solution

composed of equal parts of water and glycerine is applied

with a pencil upon the skin five or six times daily. In all

cases the function was suppressed in from two to six days. No
inconveniences have followed this treatment. The surface of

application need no^>e very extensive and, the absorption of

the drug not being very rapid, there need be no fear of con-

stitutional symptoms. The physiological action of the drug
in this process consists ij^the removal of the sensibility of the

nerve filaments in the glands. The nerves being paralyzed

by the cocaine does not either by direct or reflex irritation

iucrease the vascularity of the glands, nor stimulate the sec-

retory glands ; in other words, suppression of secretion is

due to a local aDte3thesia.

This discovery is certain to* produce beneficial results, and
in all probability will be generally utilized on stock farms
where an intelligent owner or superintendent presides. "Vet-

erinarians will also find it very useful in their practice, but

perhaps the most important use to which it will be put will

be to dry up mares it is desired to train and race. It will not

be advisable, however, for everybody to try experimenting
with the drug. Cocaine should be handled like dynamite

—

with the very greatest of care—and the man who does not

understand it3 uses and effects thoroughly should never at-

tempt to administer it.

The Loving Cup.

The Kentucky Trotting-Horse Breeders', Association has

presented to Mrs. W. E. D. Stokes,of New York, a memorial

cup, on account of her pacing team Miss Rita'and Josie B*

having taken the world's record over its track]atits meeting

in October. Speaking of this presentation the New Yorfe

World Bays:

It was an event in the history of horse breeding and horse

racing when Miss Rita and Josie B. passed under the wire,

having paced a mile in 2:12J. That happened [at the Fair

grounds track at Lexington on October 14th last. It was an

event because a team owned by a] woman beat the world's

record then. Mrs. W. E. D. Stokes, of New York City?

owns Miss Rita, and Josie B. She has a passion for fast

horses ; so has her husband. They wished to prove that

Mrs. Stokes is 'possessor .of the best team of pacers on earthy

So Orrin Hickok sent the pair for the record and beat it

—

2:12}.

The gallant Kentuckians determined to fitly honor the

event, and the Kentucky Horse Breeders' Association or-

dered a solid silver loving cup. The cup is about a foot

high, of chaste and elegant design. The committee directed

that this inscription be engraved on the cup: " Presented to

Mrs. W. E. D. Stokes by the Kentucky Trotting-Horse
Breeders' Association for the world's pacing team record,

2:12}, made by her team, Miss Rita and Josie B., at Lexing-
ton, Ky., October 14, 1895."

Then these Kentuckians, as modest as gallant, ordered the

cup to be sent to Mrs. Stokes without even informing her of

their purpose. A day or two aeo Mrs. Stokes went to the
silversmith's to buy a whip handle. When she was about to

leave the salesman said to her :

"Have you looked in the show window, Mrs. Stokes?
There is something in there that belongs to you."
"Ob, no doubt," laughed Mrs. Stokes, "no end of pretty

things that I will get my husband to buy;" and-
?
stiil laughing,

she looked in the window, where the loving cup had been
put on show. She saw the cup and read the inscription.

"Can I take it home with me ?" she asked.

Mies Rita holds the three-year-old pacing record of

—

2:09^. W. E. D.Stokes gave the filly to his sweetheart, Miss
Rita Hernandez de Alba de Acosta, before thBy were married
m the fall of 1S94, and named her after Miss Acosta. Oddly
enough Miss Rita's mate, Josie B.,was given by a Kentuckian
to his sweetheart, and named after her. But after the Ken-
tuckian's marriage fortune failed him, and he was compelled
'o part with Josie B., the filly, to W. E. D. Stokes, who gave
ier to his wife. Miss Rita and Josie B. are now in Sao Fran-
cisco, in charge of Orrin Hickok.

Mrs. Stokes owns Alcyone Jr., with a record of 2:15. the
h&U brother of Miss Rita. She also owns Angie D., who holds
'he record for pacing mares. Mr. Stokes has also made Mb
*ifft a present of Beuzetta, who holds the record for four-

year old trotters.

But the list of Mrs. Stokes' valuable horses does not end
here She now owns the Russian trotter Baolatsky, a yearling
that the Grand Duke Dimitri, of Russia, presented to W, E.
D. Stokes, and Stepniak, a Russian running horse, a yearling,
full brother of a winner of a Grand Prix Pataris.

The Tout and His Wiles.

The Owner of Directum Dea*.

Ex Supervisor John Green, one of the pioneers of Alam-
eda County, known throughout the State as a breeder of fine

racing stock, died at Dublin, in Murray township, Alameda
County, early Sunday morning. Death was not entirely un-

expected, as the deceased had beea suffering for some time

past from a complication of organic troubles.

Mr. Green settled at Dublin nearly forty years ago and con-

tinued to accumulate property from the outset. He was of

frugal habits, and through thrift and industry gained a com-
petency which those closest to him estimate to be fully $200,-
000. He had large landed interests in Murray township as
well as in San Francisco and Oakland. He was a great lover
of fine horses, and among his many valuable animals was the
famous Directum, 2:05}, the champion trotting stallion of the
world, and Electress, 2:20. In 1860, Green built the first

bouse in Dublin. He erected a hotel that for years was a wav
station for stage lines between Oakland, Stockton, San Jose
and Martinez.

The deceased was a man of large family. He leaves a
widow and eight children, five sons and three daughters. He
was sixty-eight years of age, and a native of County
Longford, Ireland,

The Oakland Board of Supervisors adopted resolutions of
renpect, and cited the deceased as a model citizen who was a
a fearless, honest and conscientious public servant. The flag

on the Hall of Records was lowered to half mast.

Thhek new jumpers made their appearance Wednesday in
the first hurdle race, White Cloud, Little Mid and Malo
Diablo. The latter came to grief at the first hurdle and
threw his rider, but took the remaining obstacles in good
shape' White Cloud and Little Mid jumped very well.

The .following experience was recently related by an occa-

sional frequenter of the races :

" Did you notice what that fellow was betting on ?
"

Turning, with an interrogation mark in each eye, to the

long, stooped-shouldered, sad-eyed individual at my elbow»

I received for;an answer, "He just went by here playing &

hundred in each' book."

Almost before I could respond, came from my "side" part-

ner : " There he is now; see which way he goes I

"

With a quickly-awakened interest and a desire to see the

game out, I turned and followed a well-dressed individual
who had flashed past me, with four or five twenties in his
hand. Half-way acrosB the betting ring he came to a sudden
stop, and I almost fell over him, as I had kept within " strik-

ing" distance, determined not to lose him. Flipping the ash
from a balf-Bmoked cigar, he fumbled in his vest pocket for

a match, which he could not produce, then turned to me with
a " Got a match, partner ?

"

" Thanks."
"Nevermind; keep them," as he proffers the remaining

ones, after be had smoked up, and a voice in my ear whis-
pers, "Ask him what he's betting on."
Assuming an air of familiaritv with the ring, I asked,

" What do you like?"
Giving a hasty glance around, then dropping his voice to

a confidential tone, the man with the twenties said :

"I don't mind telling you, if you don't put any one on. I
am betting for wealthy and influential parties, and if the
gang got on to my play they'd kill the odds. But if you want
to get on a little for yourself I don't mind lettin'youin."

I appeared willing to be let in, and Baid, 'All right, much
obliged. What is it ?"

"Now you won't tell anyone ?"

"No."
"Then come with me."
Away he went, squirming around through the crowd, and

I at his heels. We made about half a circuit of the ring
when I was suddenly brought up in front of a bookmaker's
block.

"Now give me your money and I'll place it for you."
"But I want to know what Pm'betting on; which one do

you like ?"

"No, you give me the money and I put it on for yon.
Quick, they're going to the post."

Then I explained that I would have to go and " dig up,"
and as I leftt my new-found friend who was so anxious to
accommodate me by letting me " get on " to his " good thing,"
I heard him say :

" Be d—d quick about it or you'll miss the
chance of your life."

A few minutes later as I looked down from the press stand
my accommodating friend passed and caught my eye. He
and I, and my long friend, too, went down town on the same
car that evening, but he did not see me. Neither did he see
the long one, as they sat opposite each other and each paid a
fare. Not a sign of recognition passed between them, but by
a co-incidence they alighted at the same corner and were in
conversation before they had gone a half block.

Frequently afterwards I watched the pair, and day after
day they may be seen weaving in and out among the crowd
in the betting ring. As they pass each other you must watch
closely to detect any sign of communication between them,
yet they arealways within reach, and if one accosts a person
the other is there immediately.
No doubt it was the same pair that ran across a French-

man and got him to play a winning horse. He did not show
any inclination to reciprocate, and they determined on re-
venge. Shortly afterwards Goodwin II went to the post at 8
to 1, and was not supposed to have a gho3t of a chance. Just
before post bell the Frenchman was met and quickly snapped
at the "good thing" they offered. He went and put on $25,
and almost before the worthy pair got through laughing over
their little joke the Frenchman was .inline waiting to cash
his ticket.

New Driving Association.

By some cf the horsemen of this city it is now proposed

to petition the Park Commission to have the speed track re-

paired and maintained in good condition. It has "been al-

lowed to go to ruin through apathy in the ranks of the horse-

owners.

The Golden Gate Park Driving Association has been

formed and is vigorously pushing the matter of the repair of

the track. The new association is officered as follows: Presi-

dent, John C. Kirkpatrick, managing director of the Palace .

Hotel ; Vice-President, Dr. George W. Leek ; Treasurer, F.
W. Thompson ; Secretary, William F. Boeder ; Assistant
Secretary, W. S. Simpson; Directors, Walter S, Hobart, John
Olant, Harry W. Patrick, Leonard Richardson, James G,
Chesley, R. P. Hammond, Eugene Cerciat, L. Brown, John
L. Bryan, H, Dutard and Messrs. Wangerman, Miller and
Gibbs. Two more directors are to be added later. The as-

sociation will hold stated speed trials, the horses to be driven
by owners over a straight-awav course, one heat to each con-
test.

One by-law of the association provides that a horse must
be owned at least six months by the gentleman entering it for

a contest. The association has no desire to antagonize the
making of the proposed bicycle track, but feels that out of
the appropriation of $350,000 for the Park there should be
sufficient to meet the wants of both horsemen and bicyclists.

The association purposes building an attractive roadhouseon
some eligible site near the speed track.

Matt Dwyer has returned from Austria and is busily
engaged buying another Consignment of trotters for the
European market. Outside of Liverpool there is no demand
for pacers, but first-class trotting stock sells quickly and at

good prices. Mr. Dwyer was for several years at Palo Alto
Farm, and has traveled extensively. He is very enthusiastio

about the racing prospects over tbe ocean, and predicts that

events equal to America's Grand Circuit will be the outcome
of the boom in light harness performers in Germany, France
and perhaps Russia in a year or so hence. It is very impor-
tant that animals for export Bhould be registered. I know of

at least one sale of a fast horse in this city the past few days,

that failed to materialize because technically the horse was
not quite eligible to registration, although a brother to a nag
in the 2:10 class.—Express.
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THE GUN.

Gun Club Directory.

California State Sportsmen's Association—Crittenden Robinson
president ; Dr. 6. E. Knowles, secretary, 139 Post St., S. F.

The Country Club, San Francisco, Frederick W. Tallant, Secretary,
Pacific Union Clab, S. F.

The Gun Club, San Francisco,, F. S. Butler, Secretary, San Fran
Cisco. ^g.

The Olympic Gun Club.'San Francisco, President L.D.Owens,
Secretary-Treasurer Stauley G. Scovern.

The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden
Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

605 Market Street, S. F.

Recreation Gun Club—T. R. Barney. President ; C. M. Osborne,
Secretary, California and Davis streets, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, Oakland, J. C. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

San Francisco Rod and Gun Club—John Butler, President ; John
H. Sammi, Secretary and Treasurer.

Alameda County. Sportsmen's Club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nimrod Gun Club. Bay View, S. S. F., P. F. E. Steiner. "Presi-

dent, R. Liddle.110 Montgomery.

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary

605 Market St. S. F.

Sportsmen'B Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.
Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East uakland. Cal.

Manzanita Gun Club, Willits. Cal., M.Mantz, president ; C. Whited,

secretary.

The Rising Sun Gun Club, Dixon, Calif.—Chas. Clausen, President;

J. Pedrick, Secretary.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—A. W. Mc-
Naughton. Pres.; A. Burwell, Bee
Ashland Rod and Gui Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres. ; E.

V. Mills, Sec.

Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

E.G. Nicholson, Sec.

Marshfield Rod and Gun Clnb, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.

Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Prea.: V. M.
Jessee, Sec.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Dr. F. Canthom,
• Pres. ; D. L. Williams, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill. Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretarv.

Washington State Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game. Josian Collins 'Jr. Pres., C. F. Graff, Sec.-Treas., box
977 Seattle Wash

CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL.

Black brant are still plentiful in Tamales Bay.

H. Justins was at Alviso Sunday. He got seven snipe.

A. W. Alien bagged eigbteen quail near San Rafael ou San-

day.

Julius Brun°.aud J. Karney got bat seven birds between
them at Qbcilvilit_

W. J. Hinesani g > Wands killed 26 docks near the Draw-
bridge on Sunday iast>

R. Van Ofderj bagged 24 ducks on the Suisun marsh near
Teal station 0£ Sunday.

E. H. Williams killed a large swan and a few ducks at

Shellville cn Sunday last.

Frank Jxaskey, JJed Fay and a friend bagged a nice bunch
<3£qua ;

at Point Reyes on Sunday last. •—

"

Tnere is a State law in Iowa prohibiting any hunter from
kiling more than twenty-five quail in one day.

Frank Vernon bagged thirty-fonr quail at Point Reyes on

Sunday over his well-known pointer Sally Brass II.

C. H. Behreos, of Shasta, has been arrested by Deputy
Fish Commissioner C. L. Paige for keeping live quail in a

cage.

W. L. Prather, Jr., shot with the Mallard Club on the

Suisun marsh oa,Sanday and bagged 15 mallards and other

ducks.

The bit of poetry at the head of our Gun colnmn last week
should have been credited to Sports Afield instead of Field

Sports. .

There will be a meeting of the California Inanimate Tars

get Association at the rooms of the Olympic Gun Club thi-

eyening.

Suisun is still the best marsh for duck shooting. Donald
McCrae got thirty-four birds at Teal and Vic Harrier and

Deitz forty.

Ed. Forster was one of the luckiest ones on the Sonoma
marsh. He bagged twenty seven birds at his usual haunt.

Most of them were canvasbacks.

The Lincoln Guu Club will t^ive an open-to-all tourna*

mentat its shooting grounds at Alameda Point on Christmas

Day. There will be a good attendance.

Swan seem to be much more pleotiful than usual this

season. Scarcely a week passes that several are not killed

on either.the Sonoma or Suisun marsh.

F. B. Harden was at the Pastime Club on Sunday. He
only went a short distance from the clab house on account of

the rain,but bagged seven ducks and three rail between 7 and

9 A. M.

Edwin Thorne of Babylon, L.L„kilIed 249 broadbills. 5

whistlers, 9 coots and a sbelldrake (sawbill) in one flight re-

cently. Good duck shooting is not confined to this Coast by

any means.

In spite of the Btorm on Sunday the duck shooting was not

what the boys expected. There are plenty of ducks here

but they seem to be scattered. At Alvarado and Mt. Eden
the bage.were very light.

The California Inanimate Target Association is in a

flourishing condition. There are now seventeen clubs in the

Association. The total receipts for the years are $903.95,dia-

bureements $594, leaving a balance in the treasury of $309.-

There is some talk of a combination of blue rock clnbs or
rather shooting grounds, the clubs to retain their individual-
ity, but all shoot on one ground. It is proposed to erect a
handsome building, put up three sets of traps and make it a
first class ground in every respect. The scheme does not
seem to find mach favor aoioog those we have spoken to on
the subject.

Clarence Nauman, R. H. Liddle and M. 0. Feudner were
at Bird's Point, Alameda, on Sunday experimenting and
shooting live pigeons. Tbey killed 68 oat of 72 birds within
the boundary aod two of the fou r lost ones were dead cut of
bounds. R. H. Liddle killed nineteen straight with
"Monarch" smokeless. M. O. Feudner also shot the new
"Monarch" Smokeless and killed twenty-four straight.

Some miscreant shot a nine-inch terrapin on the San
Pablo preserve last week. This represents nine dollars, but
it is not the value of the terrapin as much as it is the prin-
ciple of the thing. The hunters think that they are right in
this matter, and the preserve owners think that they are.

The only way to settle the difference is in the higher courts.
Such acts as the one referred to will injure their cause more
than a little, and such vandals should be made to suffer for
such lawless acts. Every man that goes on that marsh knows
that the diamond backs were planted there by Mr, Emeric
and nothing but petty spite could cause such a mean action.
An arrest tor malicious mischief would perhaps cool this
fool's ardor.

Fish Commissioner Morrison sent Deputy Patrolman
Helms to Sutter County last week to look for market hunters
who were reported to be killing ducks with four-gauge guns.
He caught Ben May and his hired man, Carroll, in the act of
using twenty-six pound "howitzers." These guns are double-
barreled and five inches wide across the breech. These pot-
hunters have an iron box under the bed of their wagon, and
when a stranger comes into sight they lock up their artillery

and take out ten-gauge guns, so it is hard to catch them at

their unlawful work. Helms built himself a willow blind
near where May was hunting, and slept tnere overnight, and
the duck-slaughterers were bombarding the game in the
morning before they discovered him.

A small carload of enthusiastic anglers went op Austin
creek on Saturday night for steelheads. Among the party

were M. J. Geary, E. Cross, Dr. Simpson, Doc Watt, Al
Wilson, W. AlcFarland, J. P. Babcock and John Gallagher.
Robert Liddle and wife were there on Saturday and Capt.

Cummings spent four days there last week. The veteran

angler was in hard luck and only landed one fish. Uncle
Bob and wife hooked on to a couple of big fellows, but lost

them. McFarland got one 14-pounJ fish, Dock Watt one,

Babcock one, Wilson three and Geary three. Geary hooked
on to three more, but lost them on account of running afoul

of snags. The trout were caught below Dancan's Mill both
from the banks and by trolling from beats. Very few were
caueht on bait. The Wilson spoon and red flies seem to take

equally well. The bar is closed at the moufh. of the Russian
river, but should it open again the fishing will be grand.
The fish are in fine condition.

A dispatch from Los Angeles. Cal., states that Messrs.

John Brad bury,.J. Downey Harvey, Peter Martin and Walter
S. Moore, of that city, have received from the Mexican gov-
ernment a concession to the Island of Tiburon, in the Gulf of

California. The island is inhabited by the Ceris Indians, a

race of warriors and supposed cannibals- A compan^.of three

hundred men is being organized to kill off the Indians and
take possession of the island. After the conquest of the is-

land, each surviving soldier will receive one hundred acres

of land and two hundred and fifty dollars. Col. Bradbury,
who inherited a million a few years ago, furnishes the money
for the expedition. It is the intention of the Tiburon Con-
quest Company, as the new corporation is called, to establish

a republic of its own, and have the Uoited States establish a

protectorate. It is said Mexico has consented to this. One of

the objects of the company is to establish a great resort, and
lines of steamers will be pu' on from both Yuma and Guaya-
mas. The climate is delightful. The island is teeming with

game, and this will be protected.—Am. Field.

Ths Protective Association,

About one hundred sportsmen attended the mass meeting

called by the Sportsmen's Protective Association on Tuesday

evening last at the Knights of the Red Branch Hall in this

city.'*

President W. J. Aherns' opening address was brief, but to

the point. He objected strongly to the term poachers as ap-

plied to members of the association and other sportsmen who

were law-abiding citizens. The law allows any man to shoot

on overflowed lands, and until such law was proven to be un-

constitutional by the higher courts he thought tho obnoxious

term "poacher" entirely uncalled for.

He asked the gentlemen present to express their views of

the present situation, aod R. J. Boyer, president of the Mal-

lard Club, Thos. Casey, H. Battu and Geo. Denis responded.

On motion of Mr. Denis a committ e ori legislation was

appointed, consisting of R. J. Boyer, G. Denis, T. Casey, H.

Battu and F. A. Staples. This committee were especially

requested to confer with the proper authorities and ascertain

if the blockades placed by the Teal and Cordelia clubs on the

Frank Horan and Espinosa sloughs can be legally maintaiued.

It is claimed that both of these sloughs are navigable, and if

so the clubs can not legally obstruct them nor can they pro-

hibit shooting on them under either the present law or any
other law ever passed.

The question of prosecuting a civil action against the San
Pablo Shooting Club in behalf of J. Jones for false impris-

ment was referred to the Committee on Legislation.

The Association will prosecute all parties whether mem-
bers of the association or not, who are caught in the act of

shooting tame ducks, chickens or cows, breaking down fences

or any other act of vandalism.

It is these kind of actions that make the ranchers forbid

shooting on their ranches.

The next meeting of the association will be held at the

same place on Tuesday evening, January 7, 1896.

How to Trap the Shyest Animalg.

Oar trappers rated the fox the hardest animal to trap, the
wolf next and the otter third. To catch the fox they often

made a bed of chaff and got him to lying in it or fooling

around it, the trap being set under the chaff. Or a trap was
set at a place where several foxes 8 eemed to stop for a cer-

tain purpose. Or a fox could be caught sometimes by patting
a bait a little* way out in the water, and then putting a pad
of moss betweenjL^bait "and the shore, with the'trap hid
under the moss^The fox, not liking to wet his feet, woald
step on the moss and be caught.

For wolves the usual way was to pu* out poison (strych-

nine). Often they would not touch the poisoned meat.
For otter it was necessary to use great care, not leaving any

chips or litter around. Oar trappers usually caught them
either on a slide or at the place where they came out of the

water (not where they went in, as the otter slides with his
feet doubled under and would be apt to spring the trap with
his body.) It was a good way to drop a limb or stick on the
side of the slide, catting it down and letting it fall naturally,
so that the otter could not so easily escape the trap. The trap
should never be set in the middle of the slide, bat at one
side, as the otter's feet are so wide apart, and he would not
be caught should he spring the trap with his body.
For otter and beaver, if they were trapped near deep wa-

ter, a sliding pole was usually used, arranged with the small
end stuck down into the deep water. The animal when
trapped plunges into tho deep water, and the ring of the trap
chain slips down along the pole. The little stubs of the
trimmed-off boughs prevent the ring from slipping back up
again, and the animal is drowned. An otter should not be
left in the water over nine days or the fur will slip. A few
days makes no difference. All traps should be visited about
once in six or eight days.—E. Hough in Forest and Stream.

Three Annie Oakleys.

" By the way, do you know that there are three genuine

Misses Annie Oakley living in the United States? No! Well
there iE; one white, and two as black as the ace of spades.

Let me tell you, for it's a fanny thing. When we were about

leaving Atlanta, an old darkey came to oar tent and asfced

for Miss Annie, When she came out the old fellow took off

his hat politely and slid :
' This the little lady that shoots—

sare it's her ?' We told him yes, it was her—3ure. 'Now, I'm
powerful glad to see yon, honey; aud so youse the little

woman that shoots. Deed, I saw yer this day, and you can

shoot some, suah. I'm powerful glad to know yoa. Had a
great honor for yer when I got to cabin last night. Old
woman got twin gals. Named 'em right off. Saw you shoot,
'deed I did. Said to mah wife, good name for picaninny

—

Annie Oakley, both of 'em.'
' What ! you named them both Annie Oakley? How are

you going to call the one you want?'
1 Easy 'nuff, suah—-Miss Annie Oakley No. 1, Miss Annie

Oakley No. 2. Want to see 'm?' "

Butler said he had to draw the line there. Miss Annie,
however, made quite a hole in her purse, for she went to town
and bought print goods enough to clothe those other Annie
Oakleys for some years to come. Thus it is that the United
States now boasts three Annie Oakleys instead of one.

—

Shooting and Fishing,

Slaughtering the Buffalo.

If the present rate at which the wild animals in the Na-
tional Park are being killed is continued, it will not be many
months ere that beautiful park will have lost all its larger

game. The wholesale slaughter demonstrates that the offi-

cers aod soldiers put there to guard the park and protect the

animals are either incompetent or unable to do the work.

Not many years orSfiaonths ago the park herd of buffalo

numbered about oOOJand to-day it is impossible to find fifty

head.

One gentleman who came from the park last week said

that he visited every nook of the place and saw less than

twenty. He was sent down as an official investigator of that

very matter, and made that report on his return. His visit

was connected with the recent arrest of Thomas Courtney, of

Butte, who is now under bonds of $1000 to appear before
Judge McHatton to answer to the charge of killing twelve
buffalo in the park. He killed the animals only recently and
sold some of their heads and hides in Butte. The authorities

are lothe to take any notice of these depredations.and Court-
ney would not have been molested had he not openly sold

the skins and told where he killed the animals.

Mountain Sheep.

Victoria (B. C), December 5.—W. F. Burton, who hat

just returned from a hunting trip in the interior of British

Columbia, is authority for the statement that unless promp

steps are taken to preveot their indiscriminate slaughter by

the Indians for hides and horns, the big horn will in two or

three years be extinct. As it is, very few rams have been seen

this year, and this can only be attributed to their wauton de-

struction by Indians, who have been paid $5 for each set of

horns obtained. This, with the skins, is sufficient inducement

for the natives to hunt the rams to extinction unless legisla-

tion meeting the point is speedily obtained.

The big horn has been and is one of the greatest attrac-

tions to sportsmen visiting British Columbia. While hunters

have, however, done nothing in the way of hastening their

extermination. On the other hand, the Indians have system-

atically slaughtered them in bands, leaving the carcasses to

rot.

The Natural History Society considers Burton's statement

of so great importance that a committee has been appointed

to suggest means of protection for the persecuted game.—The
Examiner.
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THE KENNEL.
Kennel Fixtures.

January 20-Bal Annual Field Trials of the I'acitlc

ail Club.

February 19-22—New York Cttj. Westminster KeoDel
Annual bench Show. Jas. Mortimer. Supt.. 82 Pine St.. New \orW.

Pranelsoo Pacific Kennel Club's Fifth Annual Bench

Show", Howard Vernon, Secretary.

A Dog 'With a Future.

Such a running little, foolish little, clumsy little thine!

Won! J von name blm (bi the President or simply call him King .

. Hero—
Jnllns Cicsar—Pompey—Nero?

.1 surely feel hlsdaiv la to live up to his name.

And not to have a noble one would be a perfect shame.

He shall learn to fetch and carry, and to play that he is dead,
; m his head.

I night, too,

\nd mis summer atth< 11 let nobody be drowned.

I suppose there'll be a hundred lives saved by my gallant hound.

And next winter I shall tell blm—il a blizzard comes, you know-
He must rescue all the travelers who might perish in the snow.

v..u only kntw
Thep! yOO, ?ir—

You soft and wurni. aud limp and helpless, good-for-nothing pup-
Though the prospect's very glorious, I believe you'd not grow up !

—Ladies' Home Journal for December.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Each meeting of the Interstate Club seems to be better con-

ducted and more successful than the last.

Champion Xaso of Upton, the sire of the equally famous

pointer Saddleback, died on November 16 last.

Mr. Barker would like to inform Mr. Haight that three

constitutes a quorum of the Bench Show Committee,

\V. Alcott, Alderson, W. Va., has imported the St. Ber-

nard.Lord Maplecroft, by Duke of Mapiecroft—Lady Kil-

dare."

The noted mastiff, Beaufort's Black Prince, has been sold

to W. Morman Higgs of London. He has never been beaten

on the bench in America.

Col. Fry has a St. Bernard dog pup by Reelov—Major

Sutra's bitch, six and one-half months old, that weighs 139

pounds. He is the largest pup of his age yet seen on this

coast.

The winner of the Irish Setter Field Trials Derby was by

Finglas, and all three of the winners of the All Age were by

Fioglas. The Irish setter breeders seem to bo afraid to start

any other stock.

D. B. Woolf, Secretary of the Supreme Court Commission-
ers, has a splendid litter of fox terrier pup3 by Oriole Bluffer

(Champion Bachenal—Verdict), cut of Sunshine (Blem-

ton Shiner—Sunbeam).

R. M. Dodge, the well-known and popular trainer, left

Kenwood for Bakersfield on Thursday of this week. He
took with him seven dogs all in fine condition. Four of them
will run in the trials of the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club.

Mrs. E. B. Grace is gettiog together quite a kennel of

food Yorkshires. Her well-known bitch Sally VIII , by
handy-Sally VII., whelped two fine puppies, a dog and bitch,

to her Frank on the 14th. This makes nine Yorkshires

that she now has in her kennel.

Mrs. W. G. Brittan's recent purchase, the pug dog, Brad
ford Marvel, made his American debut at Bridgeport, Conn

;

winning first in open class and special for best pug in show,

beating the great winner Bob Ivy. After being shown
through the circuit, he will be sent to this city.

The American Field, like the rest of our contemporaries,
publishes but nine of the eleven entries to the Pacitic Coast

Field Trials. It is singular that a piper of the standing ol

the American Field cannot appoint a correspondent on ibi-

coast that is reliable. Its field trial reports and the majority

of its coast news is biased, stale and often utterly false.

T. J. Cronin will open Newark Caursing Park on Sunday
December 29th, with an open meeting at a $5 nomination
fee. He already has forty-four dogs promised, and will un-

doubtedly have to finish the stake on New Year's day. Cro
nin is one of the squarest coursing men in California, and all

true lovers of this sport should encourage htm with their
patronage.

W. H. Mudgelt's R. 0. St. Bernard Noble, by California
Alton—Tomah, will surprise the talent at the next show. He
has improved wonderfully. His coat is a bright orange, dense,
and perfectly il it. His tail is very heavy, and adds to his ap
pearance materially. His skull has filled out and his shoul-
ders have grown more missive. His b^dy and loins are ex-
cellent, and he stands well. Like all of Tomah'sget he is a
bit long in muzzle, but not especially so.

Forty IriBh setters and fox terriers were sold at the Amer
[can Horse Exchange, New York, on the 22d. The dog-
were sold it &D0von and were from the Mere Kennels, Tarry-
town and St. (loud Kennels of New York. The dogs only
averaged about $100 apiece, the highest prices being paid for
the fox terrier bitch Mere Flirt from the Mere Kennels for
which E. E. Kimbell paid %i\ ; the Irish setter Bessie
Qlenooe IV. front the St. Cloud KennelB, which cost C. C.
Martin $15, and a (ox terrier hilch, four months old, from
the same kennels, for which K. Fry paid $25.

Vol. I, of the American Coursing Board Stud Book is an
invaluable work to all who are directly or indirectly inter-

the greyhound. It contains the Dames, colore, ages
and pedigrtesof grevhouode registered therein up to .Inly

1, 1895, and a list <d* members of the American Conning
Board, const! atioa sod by Iawn of the latter, code of running
roles, li i <-f coursing dabs: meetings,
containing list of winners, dividers ami rnanersap; registra-

registrations and eh inges of ownership; list of own*
d coursers; registration of partnership

kennels si official jodges and slippers. In its

mechanical ami .. tislic features the work is most skillfully
completed. Adu:*«s Roger I>. Williams, Lexington, Ky.

" -4—

J. Sparrow, of thie city, has in his kennels a pair of bul

terriers, dog and bitch, that are a credit to local breeding

They are by White Chief (Adonis— Twilight) and out of

Olivette (Sprig—Jennie), whelped August 15, 1894. The
dog is considered as good a specimen as the best shown here.

Mr. Sparrow intended having them in the last show, but was

called away from the city at the time of the show. He in-

tends sending ihe bitch to Los Angeles to be bred to Cham-
pion Crisp. Mr. Sparrow has an eight months St. Bernard

bitch by Reglov—Lady Bute, which is the best proof that

the smallest pup" of the litter does not always remain so. He
received this pup at six months old, weighing only two

pounds. By careful nursing and judicious feeding it im-

proved, and now is as large as others of the same litter.

Mr. W. Paterson's famous smooth St. Bernard Champion
Lola IV. is dead. She took ill suddenly with inflammation

of the lungs and was dead the following day, but a poxt mortem

examination revealed the fact that her heart was diseased.

She won first prize in every class she was exhibited, many
times against dogs, which shows her quality. She was shown
at the best shows only, and won the 100 Guinea Challenge

Cup six times, and at the time of her death was holder of the

Halsey Trophy, Bath Challenge Cup, and 100 Guinea Chal-

lenge Cup. She also won the Deakin Trophy the only time

she completed for it. She was only bred from twice sioce

coming into Mr. Paterson's possession, and he was unsuccess-

ful, her puppies all dying. She has left two good bitches by

St. Augustine, one a smooth, being first Limit, last Palace

and third to Lola in Open. She had been served by Marengo
and Mr. Paterson was in hoDes of getting something to rival

the sire and dam.—British Fancier.

Upon a recent visit to Lathrop, Cal., we met T. J. Walker,
a fancier of fox terriers, and upon a pressing invitation,

looked at the inmates of his kennel. First on the list was a

promising seven months' son of Hillside Inferno, all white

with some black on ears, long head, small ears, good legs,

feet and body, rather cobby in build, and long in coat. If

he develops right he should he a credit to his breeder. Gyp,
the bitch that has a reputation as a wildcat and raccoon
killer, was -suffering from an injury to one of her hind legs,

and was out of condition ; she is by Brockenhurst Ruby and
as she is getting old, Mr. Walker will mate her to one of our
best dogs. Ripple, the bitch that won third in Puppy Class

at Oakland, has developod too small and will be used for

breeding purposes only. Several other pups were running
about the kennel and a number of others were out at board
at some of the neighboring ranches. Mr. "Walker reports the

death of Hillside Inferno (Brockenhurst Tyke— Hillside

Spinster) from being run over by the cars last May.

Field Trial Racers.

The Philarleiphia K. O. Trials.

The annual 6eld trials of the Philadelphia Kenoel Club

were held at High Point, N. C , on December 1st and 2d. W.
S. Bell officiated as j'ldge. The Free-far all Stakes were won

by a poioter, an English setter taking second prize, and two

English and one Irish setter divided third. The dogs were

run as follows :

SUMMARY.

S. Murray Mitchell's orange aod white English setter dog
Sandy Gladstone, bv Breeze Gladstone—Belle of Delaware,
with Frank H. Fleer's liver and white pointer dog Gamester,
by Duke of Hessen—Wool ton Game.

Dr. G. G. Davib' Irish.setter bitch Currer Maud, by Fin-
glass—Currer Belle 1V-, with S. Murray Mitchell's black,

white aod tan Eaglish setter dog Pjpillon, by Antonio—Lily
Burges.

F.-aaci* G. Tavlor's black, white and tan Eaglish setter

dog B;n Hur of Riverview, bv Ben Hill—Zoe W.
Frank H. Fleer's black, white and tan English setter bitch

Flora, bv R >i d'Or—Tory Diamond, with I. A. Winslow's
black, while and tan English setter dog Breeze Belton by
Bretzi GUHslone— Nellie Belton.

J. B. Biker's black, white and tan English setter bitch
Ltu, bv Count Gladstone IV—Mollie, with G. H. Thomson's
black, white and tan English setter dog Frills by Edgemark
Lucy II

Dr. G. G. Divis' Irish setter bitch Loo, by Finglas—Cur-
rer Belle IV, with J. B. Baker's liver and white pointer
bitch Westminster Zoe, by Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game.

ii.

Popillnn with Ben Hur of Riverside.
Flora with Westminster Zoe.
Loo with Lou.

in.

Westminster Zae with Popillon.

RESULT.
1st—Westminster Zoe.
2nd—Popillon.

( Ben Hur of Riverview.
3d—

J
Loo.

( Lou.

The members' stake was run on December 3d. The dogs
were drawn and ran as follows :

Dr. G. G. Davits' Loo with M. S. Mitchell's Dulv.
J. F. Freer's Gamester with G. H. Thomson's Frills.

M. S. Mitchell's Sandy Gladstone with F.G. Taylor's Ben
. ur of Riverview.

Dr. D.ivis' Irish setter Lou had the best of it in every re-
spect, according "to .the Forest and Stream, and wss promptly
declared the winner.

Mr. Wm. Brailsford, who attended the Canadian trials,
'

writes his views for the English Field. He is not impressed
i

with the racehorse style of our field dogs, and Sgures that a

beyond the speed which they show in trials they are of little

account as bird dogs. His opinion i3 best given by the fol-

lowing extract:

In continuation of the Continental All-Aged Stake on
September 4th the conditions for working were good, but the
"seasoned" dogs, as a rule, were wild in the extreme, and
showed even less breaking than the puppies ; indeed, during
the many years of my field trial experiences, I have never
witnessed anything so ridiculously wild as the work of that

morning. The fourth brace down, Jingo and Little Ned,
were both pointers; each ranged very wide, and the former
was soon lost for a considerable time, while, in his absence,
Ned, in sight of spectators.though a long way off,ran through
a brood of chickens without paving them the slightest atten-

tion. When Jiugo again put in an appearance both took
some wide casts, and, as far as we could see, were near to-

gether on point. A. long race then took place, the two
handleis first,next Judge Wells, with a dozen or more "riggs"
of spectators in the rear. The result, I believe, was that the
point, which was considered one of merit, was awarded to

Jingo, and at the conclusion of the stake he was awarded sec-

ond prize.

This uncontrolled wide ranging is here regarded with
such favor that, for a dog to reach the end of a stake, it is al-

most an essential feature of his work. The winner of this

stake, a very lively black, white and tan setter bitch, when
first put down took a straight run out; my eyes followed her
for at least a mile, until she was no longer visible; in about
ten minutes she was seen returning, and afterward, in the
cool of the evening, did some good work. Another remarka-
ble heat was run in this stake between a pointer, Tick Boy,
and a setter, Cynosure. The handlers were working wide of
each other, and, when fully half a mile apart, each made
gestures that his dog had a point; this was repeated, and I
certainly felt some sympathy with the poor judge, who had
to form some sort of opinion as to the merits of the respective
poiuts; however, he apparently took matters very quietly,

and, in time, got the handlers and dogs once more together to

finish their heat.

As amongst the youngsters, so in this stake were several
dogs evidently possessed of good natural abilities which I
could not but admire, aod which, if under proper control, it

would be a pleasure to follow. Wherever field trials are held
the aim ought to be the better training aod general improve-
ment of dogs over which to kill game, and unless this end
is to some extent attained they must be, for all practical pur-
poses, useless. In America, unfortunately, both in Canada
and the States, the field trial dog and the dog to shoot over
are considered almost as distinct animals ; hopes, however,
are expressed by some of the more moderate supporters of
field trials that the wild work now so general will eventually
be abandoned, and that more rational sporting views will ere
long prevail. Should this desirable and important change
be brought about, as I hope it may, it wor ,d t"en, but not
tillthen.be a delightful experience to me to again compete
in field trials on these grand prairies.—-Turf, Field and
Farm.

Irish Setter Clubs Trials.

The $500 Rule.

New York, Dec. 6, 1895.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:
item—:I read your article on the $500 rule in your

issue of November 30th with a great deal of interest, and de-

sire to commend the tone of it. Whether the delegates will

agree with the views therein expressed or not, they cannot

help but respect those views. The article is clean, a fair

argument, well expressed and gentlemanly in its composition.
All most desirable in comments by the press. The kennel
press cannot conscientiously find fault with the morals of the
average dog man, so long sb it descends itself to their level.
It i* certainly the province of that press to set the example,
and its correspondents will soon follow that lead. With kind
regards, yours truly, A. P. Vredenborqh.

The trials of the Irish Setter Club began on December

2d at High Point, N. C, and the clubs field trialt began at

the same time. Thare were but two starters in tl£ Derby

and three in the All Age Stake, and one of the latfr was

entered in the Derby.

This is what we term a disgrace to the Irish setter breeders ,

^

of America. W. S. Bell officiated a3 judge. The dogs

were ruu as follows :

THE DERBY.

F. E. White's Irish setter bitch Mollie Sibson.by Dakin
—Jessie Fremont, with A. Von Cotzhausen's Irish setter

bitch Lady Finglas, by Finglas—Lady Swiveler.

1st—Lady Fioglas.

2d—Mollie Gibson.

THE ALL-AGE.

Dr. G. G. Davis' Currer Maud, by Finglas—Currer Belle
IV-, with A. Von Cotzhausen's Lady Finglas, by Finglas

—

Lady Swiveler.

Dr. G. G. Davis' Loo, by Finglas—Currer Belle IV. a
bye.

ii.

Loo with Currer Maud.

RESULT.
1st—Loo.
2d—Currer Maud.
od—Lady Finglas.

Judges at New York.

Jas. Mortimer, superintendent of the Westminster Kennel

Club's annual bench show to be held at New York on Feb.

18 next, sends us the following list of gentlemen who have

kindly accepted the invitation to judge at that show.

Mr. Geo. Raper, Sheffield, England, for Mastiffs, St. Ber-

nards, Bloodhounds, Russian Wolfhounds, Deerhounds, Grey-

hound-, English Foxhounds, Collies, Old English Sheep-

dogs, Poodles, Bull Dogs, Bull Terriers, Fox Terriers, Irish

Terriers, Scottish Terriers, Bedlington Terriers, Pugs, Toy
Spaniels and Misscellaoeous classes.

Mr. Wm. Tallman, Plainfield, N. J., English and Gordon
Setters.

Mr. G. Muss-Amok, Tuckahoe, N. Y., Great Danes,
American Foxhounds, Bassethounds and Dachshunde.
Mr. Jas. L. Anthony, Netherwood, N. J., Pointers.

Dr. Wm. Jarvis, Claremont, N. H., Irish Setters.

Andrew Liidlaw, Gilt, Ont., Canada, Irish Water Span-
iels, Clumber Spaniels, Field Spaniels and Cocker Spaniels.

Mr, W. S. Clark, Linden, Mass., Beagles.

Mr. W. ('. Hook, Boston, Mass., Boston Terriers.

Dr. H. T. Foote, New Rochelle, N. Y., Black and Tan
Terriers, White English Terriers, Yorkshire Terriers, Toy
Terriers, Dandie Diomont Terriers, Skye Terriers, Whippets,
Italian Greyhounds and Schipperkes.
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The Portland Bench Show.

'i'he attempt made by the Sportsman to arouse sufficient in-

terest and union among dog owners to secure the holding o'

a bench show in Portland has proved abortive. The rivalry

existing in this city between men interested in dogs is not of

the generous character found in other localities which leads

to concerted action in getting dogs together, and strong indi-

vidual efforts to secure the prizes after this is done.

Such jealousy and rancor has been engendered here by past

happenings in the kennel line that barrels of the oil of peace

would be wasted apparently in efforts to calm tbe troubled

waters. The only dog likely to be exhibited in Portland is

the "dog in tbe manger." Instead of trying to become rec-

onciled and work together, the two factions representing ca-

nine enthusiasts simply glower at each other over the fence,

and are united only in a determination not to allow anything

to be accomplished by either side.

This is a regrettable state of affairs, but it is the existing

one, and of course a successful exhibit is out of the question

until it is overthrown and better counsels prevail. Just now
a change of heart seems as remote as the millenium and a

Portland bench show is indefinitely postponed.—Xorthwest
Sportsman.

A Costly St. Bernard.

At the Birmingham Dog Show, held recently in England,

the largest price that has ever been realized for a St. Bernard

at any show auction sale was made by Lord Hatherton, a

young dog whelped in February last. This dog carried all

before it at the show, and is said by competent authorities to

be the bestSt. Bernard ever exhibited. The catalogue price

was £ilO. There were three or four bidders, and after spir-

ited bidding the dog was ultimately disposed of for £470 to

Air. Joseph Ksyle of Oldham road, Manchester.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, 3ales. Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column

res of charge. Please use the following form :

WHELPS.

Geo. Hermann's (Seattle, Wash.) Collie bitch Fannie of

Nesseldown (Wellesbourne Charlie—Adela Wonder) whelped
December 11th, 9—6 dogs, to R. E. de B. Lopez's Laddie
(Heather Sandy—Ormskirk Girl).

Andrew Sbarboro's (San Francisco) rough-coated St. Ber-

nard bitch Empress Josephine (Raglov—Cleopatra) whelped
December 16th nine puppies to J. G. Barker's California Ber-
nardo (Dake of Wellington—Tomah).

A. J. Kidd's rough coated St. Bernard bitch Alpinula

(Baron—Bsroa II ) whelped December 11th seven— four

dogs—to Presidio Kennels' Regtnv (Safford—Mountain
Queen), all since dead.

E. R. Logan's, Hollister, Cal., R. C. St. Bernard bitch Vic-

toria Alton (California Altou—Tomab) whelped December
19th' 5—1 dog to Presidio Kennels Regtov (Safford—Moun-
tain Queen).

VISITS.

H. A. Barkelew's rough-coated St. Bernard bitch Lola
(California Alton—Tomah) to Presidio Kennels Reglov
(Safford—Mountain Queen) on December 12th.

SALES.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, have sold a dog pop by

Glenmore Sultan (Ftnglas—Lady Josie) out of Bella Baya
(Sagax Tearaway—Elcbo's Maid), to E. E. McVeagh, Vifa-

lia, Cal.

The New Orleans Meeting-.

There are over a thousand thoroughbreds at and near the

New Orleans Fair Ground. Among the more prominent

stables on hand are those of A. H. & D. H. Morris, Avondale

Stable, W.J. Spiers, C. H. Smith, J. M. Mnrphy, T. H
Stevens, Tom Kiley, New City Stable, W. H. Roller, G. W.
Poole, W. M. Barrick, G. C. Bennet, Ireland Bros., Tom
Griffin, J. J. Macklein, William Scally, C. A. Smith, J.

Hardie, W. Donohne, Irving A Chinn, D. Waldo, Lilly

Meade Stable. P. M. West, Clyde Stable, J. Delong, M. P.

Mattingly, Ben Falk, P. J". Gilman, M. E. Dyer, Nashville

Stable. D. W. Kelly, J. E. Brown, Sam Linton, H. F. Batch-

eloi.

And among the horses of note on hand are Buck Massie,

Buckwa, Lezette, Jennie June, Queen Bess, Logan, Prince

Imperial, Bowling Green, Nicholas, Mazarine, Metropole,

Longbrook, Overella, Bloomer, Domingo, Fair Faith, Jim
Flood, Dominion, Tom Sayre, Jack of Spades, Governor
Sbeehan, Tbe Sculptor, Dr. Work, Florence P., Pop Gray,

Souffle, Aunt Lida, Blasco, Hi Henry, imp. Woolsev, Nor-
man, Lightfoot, Marcel, Orinda, B. F. Fly, Jake Zimmer-
man, King Mac, Sir John, Newhouse, im£. Percy, Mollie B.,

Arsenic.

It is a pity that, with such fine racing, tbe crack jockeys

Thorpe, Clayton and Perkins are not on hand; but as it is,

there is a liberal supply of good riders, including J. Hill,

Lamle, Caywood, McGlone, L. Soden, T. Murphy, Everett,

W. Jones, Hvle, Ham, J. Gardner, Clerico, Turner, A. Bar-

rett, D. Davis, R. Doggett, Knapp, Burrell, Wynn, P. Clay.

Thorpe will be here in a few weeks, and it is possible Per-

kins and Clayton may come down during the winter.

—

'Broadchurch" in Spirit of the Times.

The trotting mare Orange Girl, 2:20, by Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian—Dolly Mills, by Seely's American Star, is now the

dam of three in the list, viz. : Arcturus, 2:211, by Artillery,

2:21A; Orangelander, 2:16A, by Greenlander, 2:12; and Ozo-

ma, 2:29A, by Earl, 2:23£. Artillery, 2:2U, sire of Arcturus,

2;21|, is brother in blood to Orange Girl, 2:20, being by Rys-

dyk's Hambletonian, out of a daughter of Seely'a American
Star. _
James H. Tare, Gloucester, Mass., writes : I find " Ab-

sorbine" the best thing I have ever used for swelling, etc.

Chas. H. Andrews. No. Eistoo, Mass., writes : I think

"Absorbine" a valuable remedy for Puffs and Swelling, and

think something every horse owner should have in his

stable.

Arrival of Artillery.

Among the passengers who arrived on the steamer Ala-

meda Thursday^ was George Humphreys, of Christchurch,

New Zealand, who brought with him Artillery, a half-

brother to Carbine, who was sold for £ 13,000 to tbe Duke of

Portland. Subsequent to the sale, it is said, the Duke was
offered £17,000 for his bargain.

Artillery was brought out here for sale. The price asked
for him is $25,000.

Artillery is by Musket, ouc of Ouida, by Yattendoo, out of
Guinare. He is now twelve years old. One of his best per-
formances was his victory in the Canterbury Cup, at two
miles and a quarter in 18S6, in which race he defeated the
great horse Nelson, thrice winner of the Auckland Cup, who
was considered one of the best stayers of his time. He was
second in the Canterbury Derby to that good horse Disowned.
Artillery's breeding shows a wonderful combination of run-
ning blood. Guinare, the maternal grandam of Artillery,
descended from the same line that produced The Barb, win-
ner of the Melbourne Cup. He has shown his ability to get
race horses, as evinced by his first representative, Foresight,
cut of Spec. In her three-year-old career she started thir-

teen times, was eight times first, three second, one third and
one unplaced. His only three other representatives have
also done pretty well.

.*

The ranks of capable jockeys now located in California
was increased Thursday by the arrival of Charley Ballard,
who has recently been riding at the Baltimore meeting. He
says although the advertised dates were filled there the
meeting was anything but a success. Like Marty Bergen,
Sam Doggett and other good 'uns, Ba'lard has attained the
age but not the size of ordinary manhood, and his liberal

stock of good common sense is neatly packed away in a small
parcel. He rides easily at 103 pounds. He first became
prominent riding for Ittkens' successful German combination
in Gottenberg's palmy days. Last year he put a number of
good ones over the plate for Matt Byrnes' copper king di-

vision.

There was a ereat deal of dissatisfaction expressed at the
way Gallant was sent off in the third race. Piggott went
back when told to, but the others did not come to him, and
three or four good starts were spoiled by Sloan when all

seemed to have an even show. In the send-off Mary S. and
Montalvo were off first and finished first. Gallant, the favor-
ite, was off last and finished third. Tod Sloan and Cochran
were set down indefinitely, but there is little consolation in

that for those who backed Gallant.

Imp. Jvt came at the finish with a remarkable burst of

speed and snatched the place from SMgo. After running in

tbe first bunch to the stretch she fell back, and it looked as
if she was done for, but she came again in a very game man-,
ner. She was as good as 40 tol for the place atone time.

Mr. Hobart was kicked on the knee by Service while a
the post in the gentlemen's race, but he bore the pain
and rode out the race. By the time he dismounted bis limb
was badly swollen and be walked with evident discomfort.

We trust the injury will not prove at all serious.

Tancred won at New Orleans and Tancred won at Alex-
ander Island the same day. Both are three-year-old geldings,

the one at New Orleans by Pardee—Qaindaro Belle, and the

other the Blemton cast-off, by Marglay—Tarantula.

Crit Davis, who has sained an enviable reputation as a

trotting horse trainer, will turn his attention to the thor-

oughbreds.. He has been engaged to train for B. B. Million,

of Million, Ky.

Answers to Correspondents.

Answers to this department most be accompanied by the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication but as proof
a good faith. Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the
paper only. Pr/sitively no questions will be answered by mail of
telegraph.

A bets B that he has a colt by Director, out of a trotting
mare that is a half brother to Directum. B bets that he can-
not be unless he is out of Stemwinder. Who wins ? Answer—We dislike to decide bets that depend on a " catch " on
either side. It is generally accepted tbat the term half-
brother only applies to colts out of the same dam, bot by dif-
ferent sires. In reality two by the same sire are half-brothers.
On a technicality years ago this was the claim. This bet
should be a draw.

J. G., Sonoma, sends the following : Some time ago you
asked for tbe pedigree of a horse called Roscoe. We send
you the following. Answer—Roscoe was a black horse, foaled
1S79, sired by Mohawk Chief, first dam Black Bess, by Ven-
ture ; second dam Bess, by Easton's Dave Hill ; third dam
by Rockingham, the mare that Dr. Hathaway owned. This
horse was taken to Australia by Thomas G. Jones in 1881,
and was sold to Messrs. Brunker & Woolf, Mtitland. N S
W.

The New England Trotting Horse Breeders' Association
held its annual meeting at Boston, Mass., last Thursday.
Little was done outside of the election of directors, which re-
sulted as follows : J. Malcolm Forbes, John R. Graham, John
E. Thayer, George A. Litchfield, Harry Button, George Van
Dyke and Frank G. Hall. Tbe most noticeable thing was
tbe abiolute refusal of James O. Gray to allow his name to
be used. Mr. Gray's withdrawal was because of his connec-
tion with the Saugus track. He considered it would be bad
policy for him to be a director as long as the association has
a track of its own. From reports rendered it was learned
that the association's new track at Readville is nearing com-
pletion. The grading has nearly all been finished, and the
top soil is being put on." Over $23,000 has been expended so
so far, A contract bas just been made for the erection of 231
stalls. President John E. Thayer started a discussion on the
advisability of inaugurating a 510,000 Futurity stake. Th^
subject was discussed nearly an hour, and, although no formal
vote was taken, it can be said on excellent authority that as
soon as the new track is completed the stake will'be an
assured thing.

Fred S- Moody, the brother of Mary Best and Guy
Wilkes, is the biggest winner in the two-vear old division this
season, having earned a total of $S,000. During the campaign
he won five races and suffered defeat but once, and at Lex-
ioaton he lowered the record for two-year-old geldings to
2:18. Wiggins was one of the most remarkable performers
of the year. He won five races in straight heats, trotting ten
heats the fastest in 2:19i and the slowest in 2:27. On the day
he made his record, 2:19} was no measure of his speed, but
he went wrong before he was put to a test, as in the Futurity
of Kentucky he was sadly out of form. In condition it is

hardly probable that Fred S- Moody could have headed him
in 2:1S. Wiggins finished third in the Futurity, swelling his
winnings for the year to $4,400. He is by Aberdeen, ont of a
daughter of Stamboul, and next year should be in tbe front
rank of three-year-olds. Hatiie R , the Ohio bred filly, is

also unbeaten. She earned a record of 2:20} earlv in Jnlv,
and from the way she carried the Hoo-hearied campaigner
Nightingale home from tne half in 1:05}, the la.=t quarter in
31 seconds, shows that on tbat day she could have beaten the
2:15| of Impetuous and Silicon.

The latest reports of the English horse Cloister, the best
steeplechaser of late years, are far from encouraging, and the

) "friendly bullet" is probably the next item.

CONEY ISLAND JOCKEY CLUB,

EVENTS TO CLOSE JAN. 2, 1896

For the June Meeting, 1896.
Three-Year-Olds and Upwards

|
For Three-Year-Olds.

THE SUBURBAN Value $ 7,500
|
THE SWIFT Valne $ 2,000

THE JUNE HANDICAPS... " 5,000 I THE SPINDRIFT " 2,000

THE GRASS INAUGURAL " 1,500 I THE FOAM (for fillies) " 2,000

For Two-Year-Olds.
THE GREAT TRIAL Value $20,000 I THE DOUBLE EVENT Value *10,000

THE ZEPHYR " 2,000
j
THE SPRING " 2,000

THE JUNE " 2,000
j
THE VERNAL (for fillies)... " 2,000

THE SURF " 2,000 |
THE DAISY " 1,500

THE PAN8Y Value* 1,500

For the Autumn Meeting. 1896.
For Three-Year-Olds.

j
Two Year-Olds aud Upwards

THE SEPTEMBER Value* 2,500 I
THE FLIGHT Value* 2,500

For Two-Year-Olds.

THE AUTUMN Value? 3,000 I THE FLATBUSH Value? 3,000

THE GREAT EASTERN Value $ 5,000

For the June Meeting, 1897.
THE TIDAL (for foals of 1894) $ 1,250 added

For the Fall Meeting, 1898.
THE FUTURITY (for the produce of marea covered, in 1S95) added money, $S,750

Fall conditions and entry blanks can be bad at th^ office, or by addressing Coney
Islaso Jockey Club, 173 Fifth Avenue, corner 22d Sir**. New '.York.
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A Remarkable Showing.

Ths best posted horsemen claim that no

stallion has ever beaten or equaled the young

sire Bay Bird as a speed producer, judging

from the number of colts trained and time

made. There were only five colts by Bay Bird

trained this year, 1S95. Three of them beat

2:20 in hotly contested races, viz.:

Dr. Pun (3), record 2:16}.

Geo. Avers (4), record 2:17}.

Hal Oorbett (8), record 2:19}.

Lnoien \4), public trial 2:27.

Yioletta to), race trial 2:33.

Furthermore, Dr. Pufl trotted a half mile

in 1:05, a mile in 2:14; Hal Corbett was a good

second in 2:11. Geo. Ayres won three races

in succession in straight heats, and showed his

ability to beat 2:10.

No stallion, living or dead, has equaled Bay
Bird as a color breeder. All the colts sired

in Montana are bays with little markings,

save one and he is coal black. Bay Bird,

from his most fashionable breeding, has a

right to breed not only fast horses, but race

bgrses—being by Jay Bird, son of Geo.

Wilkes, and out of a producing dam by Geo.

Wilkes. He is now at Rancho del Paso.

Mr. Larabie has sold to W. J. Parks <>f

Eastern Montana four colts, all by Bay Bird.

One is a full brother to the great three year-

old, Dr. Puff, record 2:16}. Also among the

number is Geo. Ayres, record 2:19}, who car-

ries more of the blood of' old Hambletonian
than any horse living.

Mr. Larabie has also sold to Capt. D. B.

Wilson, of Fort Missoula, a very stylish and

highly bred two-year-old by Alaska, son of

Electioneer; dam, the dam of Keese, (2:47) by

Pilot Duroc.
This closes one of the oldest and most fam-

ous breeding establishments in Montana, the

Willow Run Stock Farm. Mr. Larabie has

bred and owned many fast and noted horses;

among them Patchen Wilkes, sire of the great

pacer Joe Patchen. Patchen Wilkes is now
owned by Henry C. Jewett, of Buflalo, N. Y.

—Deer Lodge News.
•

The queen of the road at Woodland is

owned and driven by the prince of good fel-

lows, O. A. Lowe. She is a pacer and sired

by Alex. Button, out of Viola Flaxtail, and
answers to the musical name of Violin.

State Acrlcultural Society's

RUNNING STAKES

To Close January 1st, 1896

THE NURSERY STAKES
T,i 1„. run nl Ihe State Fair "' 1?i97 '

4 SWEEPSTfcKE ToF TWD-YEftR-OLDS

FO&LS OF 1895. SS^iSTw
';,.,.:';•-'="- -: ;'. -^ ,:„
tbird, 8130; wlnncn ••' "",

V,.,? ,'r more 7 pounds

If three limes. I
*
n ^ ,. :,„ ,k-

longs.

The CalifornU Futurity Stake

To lie run »t the State Fair or 1 98.

For Ihe produce of mares covered in 1895.

ii follows ' HO for mares tn accompnnj entry
,
siu in

fe^™'rS3™ SS full S.'^JaTn pSub'c'e

h (Mess pounds; of four or more races. 7
ol turee races, o ,,l

• Non _wmrlf .ra when ear-

£S„ d «eiS I°«c. if beaten twice, allowed 3

nonod i ttaSe tunes 5 pounds: if four or more times,

7 nound. The produce of mares not lmvms foaled a

w?m eroriorto January l. 1S96, to be allowed 5 rounds

ES»e«iefSiH
nlrer notice tbereot should be bled w lib tee ^lu, un>.

asmVments not made as Ihey Become due declares

SSi?:S* returned; otherwise en-

try follows colt. Three quarters or a mile.

Entries to close with Secretary Jan. t, I89B.

. Should TKry

COMBAULT'S

Balsam
The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE. .

Prepared
exclusive-

ly by .T. E.
Gombaulfc
ex-Veterl*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

Gotcmmeat
Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
ImpntaibU toproduce any senr or blemish. The Safest

bet BLISTER ever wed. Taken the place of all Hnl-
mriit* i. -i i" iM <>r '. i-r.. anion. Itcm oven all Ittiutlic*
or l!k'iiil«ln» i'pimi 11 nr-i-K or Cut He.

WE GUARANTEE SSOhiVBSSS^
I I i more actual i»Hidis than a whole bottle ot

-i. nt or xpuvlri curu mlnuro ever made.
bottle of Caustic Balsam sold Is Warren-

t. .1 i., frtte natihfui: l'i Ice S 1 .50 per bo" .,_ Sold

TllK LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

DIAMONDS!!!
Great Sacrifice Sale at

HIRSCHMAN'S

Gold and Silversmith
113 SUTTER St. - Under Lick House

EDWIN F. SMITH.
Secretary.

M. CHASE,
President

The Occident Stake

OF 1898

A Trottins Stake for Foals of 1895

CALIFORNIA STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

To be trotted at the California State Fair of 1898.

Entriel to close January 1. 1896. with Edwin F Smith,

secretary, at the office in Sacramento. One hundred

doUara entrance, of which $10 must accompany nom-

Inatfon: 515 to he oaid January 1, 1897; 5i, to be paid

Tanuarvi, 189S; and 830 thirty days betore the race.

The Occident Cup, ot the yalue of 8100, to be anded by

the society. Mile heats, three in eye, to harness.

First colt' to receive cup and six-tenths; second colt,

three-tenths, and third colt, one tenth of the stakes.

Five to enter, three to start, otherwise N. T. A. rales

'"Remember you are not held for full amount of en-

trance in case colt goes wrong; only forfeit payments

made, which relieves you Irom further responsibility

and declares entries out.

This stake is crowing in value each year. In 189a it

was worth 82,1110, and for 1896 will be in exctsl ol that

sa
C. M. CHASE, President.

EDWIN F. SMITH, Secretary.

PACIFIC COAST

JOCKEY CLUB
(INGLE6IDE TRACK)

Wildidle Stock Farm
FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND '!>'

MONDAY -FINAL.
Particular!! of Wla OSBORNE, Box 223, Santa Clara

RACING EVERY DAY
EXCEPT SUNDAYS.

RAIN OR SHINE.
five or More Races Each l>ay. Races £ta t

at !t p. in. Mtmrii.

ADMISSION *l °0

Take Southern Pacific trains at Third mid Townaend

street depot leaving at 12:« and 1:15 p. m. Fare for

round trip, Including admission to grand stand, $1.

Take Mission-street electric Hue direct totrack.

A. n. BPRECHKL8, President.

\V. 8. LEAKK, Secretary.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB 1

COVINGTON, KY.

Announce the following stakes' to close January 15, 1896, for Spring and Fall Meetings

1896 and Spring Meeting 1S97 :

Latonia Jockey Club, Spring Meeting I89B, Stakes to Close January 15th, 1896,

TUT PI IDCCTT1 ^TIVCQ For two-vear old fillies; S10 to accompany the nomination, SIOO additional to
I fit. uLlrOLl IA OlOnZO. start: the club to guarantee the value ot the stakes to be $2,500 of which

000 to the first, §350 to the second and $150 to the tbird. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,250, to 1
carry 3 pounds; of two ot any value, 5 pounds; of three or more ot any value, 7 pounds extra. Nonwinnersot J

•eepsiake that have not won tbree races, allowed 5 pounds; maidens. 10 pounds. * ive furlongs.

Mninni n OTil/CC For two-vear-old colts; $10 to accompany the nomination, $100 additional to
nOnULU ulAMLu. start; the club to guarantee the value of the stake to be ?-,500, of which $*i,ooo

to the first, $350 to the second and $150 to the third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of ?!,2o0 to carry
3 pounds; of twoot auy value, 5 pounds; of three or more ot any value, seven pounds extra. Non-winners of a '1

sweepstake that have not won three races, allowed 5 pounds; maidens, 10 pounds. Five furlongs.

MCCUQATIflU QTAItTC For two-year-olds; $10 to accompany the nomination, §100 additional to
utnuAllUn OlfllVLO. start; the club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $3,500, of which

$3,000 to tirst, $350 to second and $150 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,250 to carry 3 pounds;
ot two such or one of $2,500, 5 pounds; of three or more ot any value, 7 pounds extra. Those not having won a \
sweepstHke. allowed 5 pounds; maidens, 8 pounds; maidens beaten In a sweepstake at the meeting and not
having been placed, 10 pounds. Six furlongs.

PflUIUPTflU QPRIUP QTAIfF*! A selling sweepstakes for two-year-olds, $10 each to accompany the
UUVinUlUlt orninu O I An. CO. nomination, $50 additional to start: the club to guarantee the value of
stakes to be $2,010, of which $1,500 to first, $350 to second and $150 to third. Those entered not to be sold to carry
7 pounds extra; $H,OO0 weight for age. Allowances: 1 pound for each $250 to $2,000: 1 pound for each $100 to
5l,O0o; 2 pounds for each $100 to $300. starters to be named with selling price through the entry box the evening
before the race at the usual time of closing. Five furlongs.

mfiIDD! IT QTnlfTQ For three-year-olds (foals of 1S93) that have never won a sweepstake or two races
nlrrLL OIAIVLO. of anyvaue. $10 to accompany the nomination, $90 additional to start: § 1 ,000

added, of which $200 to secoud and $100 to third. Winners after the closing ot this stake of a race of ? 1,000

value, and winners of three races of any value, to carry 3 pounds; winners of two or more sweepstakes of auy
value, 5 pounds extra. Maidens at starting that have been beaten this year once, allowed 5 pounds; twice, 8
pounds. One mile.

Ml ITfllllA CDDIUP DQI7E A handicap for three-year-olds. $10 each to accompany nomination,
LAIUdlA Ornlnll MILL. $90 additional to start; $1,500 added, of which $100 to second and $10H to

third. Weights to be announced three days prior to the race. Winners of a sweepstake after publication of
weights to carry 5 pounds extra. IVtne furlongs.

TUP TflRAPPfl QTJ1VPQ A selling sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upward. $10 to accompany the
I n L I UDAUllU O I AnXO. Domination, $50 addltioua! to start; the club to guarantee the value of the stakes
to be $2,000, of which $1,500 to first, $350 to second and $150 to third. Those entered to be sold for $4,000, to carry
weight forage; for $3,000, allowed 5 pounds; with 2 pounds for each $500 to $2,000; 1 pound f r eacb $100 below
the latter price. Starters to be nemed with selling price, through the entry box the evening before the race at
the usual timeof closing. One mile.

For three-year-olds and upward. $10 to accompany the nomination. $50 addi-
tional to start; the club to guarantee the value ,of thn siakes to be $2,000, of

which $1,500 to first, $350 to second and $150 to third. Winners this year of a race of $1,500 and winners since
April 15th. of three or more races of any value to carry 5 pounds extra. Allowances: Other horses not having
won this year, a race of $1,000, 5 pounds; and if such have not won two races, 8 pounds. Beaten DOn-winnersof
the year, 10 pounds, Selling purses uot counted in either case. Six furlonsa.

MIICDPUIUTO CTIICCC For three-vear-olds and upward. $10 to accompany the nomination, $90
ITlLnunfln I o OIAIVLO. additional to start; $1,000 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to third'

Winners this year ofa race of the value ot $1,250, or four or more races since April 15th, of any value, to carry 5*

pounds; of two races of $1,250 value, or one ot $2,500, 7 pounds extra. Other horses not having won a sweepstake
this year, allowed 5 pounds; and if such have not won a race since April 1st, 8 pounds; non-winners of the year,
10 pounds; maidens four years old, 15 pounds; five aod upward, 20 pounds. Selling, purses not counted in either
case. One mile and nn eighth

MUkTinUAl UAUMP1D For three-year-olds and upwards: $10 to accompany the nomination. $90
nAI lUnAL nAnuluAr. additional to start; $2,000 added, of which $400 to second and $100 to third;

Weights to appear three days prior to theracs; winners ot a sweepstake after the publication of weights to carry
5 pounds extra. One mile and three sixteenths.

Latonia Jockey Club, Fall Meeting, 1896, Stakes to Close January 15th, 1896.

THE CINCINNATI HOTEL SPRING HANDICAP. SSSSaS^B
of which ;200 to secoud and $100 to third; weights to appear three days prior to the race; winners of a sweep-
stake afte'r the weights are bulletined to carry 5 pounds extra. One mile and a quarter.

MV1UDI11 QTAlfC'Q For two-yearold colts; $10 to accompany the nomination, $100 additional to
IvImbALL I ARLO. start; $1,000 a-ided, ot which $200 to secoud and $100 to third; winners ufasweep-

stakeof the value of $1,250 to carry 3 pounds; ot two such 5pounds; of three such 7 pounds extra; those not
bavingwon a sweepstake allowed 5 pounds; maidens 10 pounds. Six furlongs.

Minn Tnn OTllrTO For two-year-old fillies; $10 10 accompany the nomination, $100 additional to
LUU iuu OIAIVLO. start; fl.OOO added, of which $200 to second and $100 to third; winners of a sweep-

^takPof the value of $1,250 to carry 3 pounds; of" two such 5 pounds; of three or more such 7 p unds extra; those

not having woo a sweepstake, allowed 5 pounds; maidens 10 pounds. Six furlongs.

For two-year-olds; $10 to accompany tt
tional to start, $1 ,000 added, of which $200 to second and ? 100 to
$1,500 to carry Spouods; of two of any value. 5 pounds; of tbree

ofanv value or the Zoo Zoo or Kimball Stakes 7 pounds extra; those not having won a sweepstake, allowed 5

pounds; maidens, 10 pounds; maidens beaten and not having been placed in a sweepstake at the meeting, 15

pounds. One mile.

Tiir i/ruTMPVV PCMT2AI <JTAKFS For two-year-olds; > 10 to accompany the nomination, $100 addi-
THE KENTUllIvY UtninAL OIAKLO. Iional to star t, $1,000 added, of which $200 to second and ?ioo to

third; winners of a sweepstakejofthe value of §1,500 to^carryS pounds; of two of auy value. 5 pounds; of three

Latonia Jockey Club, Spring Meeting, 1197, Stakes to Close January (5th, 1896.

Mi ITHUII nCDDV For three-year olds tfoals of 1691)' at $150 each, $50 forfeit, §15 ifdeclared on or
LnlURIQ ULnDI. before August 1st, 1896, $30 if declared on or betore April 1st, 1R97 (money to ac-

romnanv declarations or they will not be accepted ; $3,500 added, of which $75o to second and J2i0 to tbird :

winners of a sweepstake of the value of iU.500, 3 [pounds; of two such or one of $l,f.00, 5 pounds extra; those

that have not won a sweepstake allowed 5 pounds ; those that have not been .placed in a sweepstake allowed S

pounds ; maidens, 12 pounds, unemile and a half.

TUT UIUVID QTAkfPQ For three-year-olds .foals of iS9t
.

at $100 each, $50 forfeit, $10 it declared on or
I nt HI ml An I AnLO. before August 1st, iSiiri, $20 ii declared ou or betore April 1st, 1S97 {money to ac-

company dclarationf or they will not be accepted), $2,U00added, of which $100 to second and $100 to third ;

before August 1st, lSOfi, $20 i! declared ou or before April 1st, 1S97 {money to ac-
._„ vill not be accepted ), $2,000 added, of which $100 to second and $100 to tbird ;

winners ofa Sweepstake of the value ot $1,500 to carry 3 pounds extra ; of two such or one of $2,500, 5 pounds ex-

tra ; one of $5,000, 7 pounds extra : those not having won a sweepstake allowed 7 pounds ; maidens 12 pounds.

One mile and an eisntli.

For tidies three-years-old (foalsof 1891) at $100 each, $50 forfeit, $10 if declared on or be-
fore August 1st, iSSfi, $20 it declared on or before April 1st, 1897 (declarations to be accom-16, §20 ii declared on or before April 1st, is.
otherwise they will not beacceeted), si.SOOadded. of which $350 to second and~$l5~o"

LATONIA OAKS.
panied with the money, _—
third - those not having won a sweeps ake allowed o pounds, and it sucu have not won three racessince January
1st, 1S97, 8 pounds ;

maidens 12pounds. One mile and a quarter.

Address all communications to the Secretary.

JOHN O. SHERLOCK, President
B. C. HOPPER, Secretary, Covington, Ky.

ThlB great practical borne book 1b a handsome, three

hundred page octavo, bound lu cloth, elegantly printed

mipi'rhly lllUHlrated, and explains In every detail the

p-'tnurkablo mu-resa of CHABLBS MARVIN and the

whole planH and methodB pursued nt Palo Alto as to

breaking, training, shoeing, galtlng, driving, keeping
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. O. Sllby, the Owner of St. Bel, says o

this book: "In thlBwork Marvin bafl let out all the
mm of the craft, and It la so elmnle and plain that

v., breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who baa any
n-IInb for hlBbuHlneascun hike a colt as a yearling and
,l.-vclnpi' to tin' lili-h.-Mlanil liilli-:U i-xK-nt that colt'ii

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
.

. I hat I nave ordered twenty copies, and shall

pia ueln the hands of every rubber on our farm.
M wl l.dpoHtpald for |.3.60. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SIS Bash 8L, San Francisco, Cil

LAURELWOOD FARM

= OFFERS=
F'or Sale
ryVRIIVA. cbestnut Ally, foal of 1892, by Duke of

Noi4" dam Elaine, by Wildidle.

r HKHT1CUT FILLY, foal oi 1891, by Duke of Nor-

rolk-Elalue, by Wildidle.

nni bay filly, loal of 1S93, by Brutus, dam

You"? LaVv HerculeV. by Duke of Norfolk, out of Lady

Herculea?by Boots, by Imp. Hercules.

B4Y FlLI.Y.foal of 1894, by Imp. Merrlwa, dam

Young Lady Hercules.

^unoTlv'irr <'OLT. foal rt 1S91, out of a sister to

Do'r.ath^H.Tbert Ea'ri, by Jobu A., dam Lottie J.

rHBSTNBT COLT, foal ol 1891, by Duke of Nor-

folkVdam Lakma, by Jobn A.

For Information and prices apply to

W. L. APPLEBY,
Bay District Race Track.

Or M. C. JORDAN,
Lnurelwood Farm, Sanla Olara.

ALL HORSES IN TRAINING.

Also For Sale.

THE

DUKE OF NORFOLK
and 1G broodmare!*, nmonu them

NEILSON, CARMEN,
SISTER TO W1LOWOOD,

M VY D., Etc., Elc.

Also weanlings.

FOR SALE.
& FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTERS.
A splendid pair of roadsters, one of the finest buggy

teams In the city, is ottered for sale. They are well-
bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle -sate for a lady
to drive. In breeding tbey cannot be excelled, being
of tne most fashionable strains. Any gentleman
wanting a last team will find a bargain in this pair of
trotting mares. They are only four years old, and,
being untrained, will continue to develop speed by
careful handling. They are slightly below medium
size, but of strong confer ation and perfectly sound.
This team may be seen at the Dexter Prince Stable.
1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold at a
low price.

ALSO FOB SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and
Business Horses

BRED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM,
Napa, Cal. By purchasing directly from the breeder
one eusures getting sound and serviceable animals at
lowest prices. Colts and miles are offered for sale by
that great young sire. PILOT PRIN< K; also by
Dexter Prince, Sidney, Victor, 2:22, Grandisslmo,2:23}a
George Washington, 2:16, , El Benton. 2:23; Don Mar-
vin, 2:22, etc. Theae have all been bred at the JNapa
Stock Farm and are out of fi rst-class mares.
Promising colts oi tried speed lines will be supplied

to trainers at very low prices. A large number now
ready for track work are offered for sale.
Broi dmares are also oflt-red tor sale by Woodnut,

2:hj, Dawn, 2:18^1 Grandissimo, 2:23 l

t., Dexter Prince
Hawthorne, Arlhurlon, Naubuc, etcT
A feature is also made of supplylnggood livery and

business horses for city use.
All stock guaranteed sound and as represented

Having been raised on the upland pastures of the Napa
Stock Farm they have the best of feet and legs and
will therefore stand hard work. All stock sold from
this farm has given the best ot satisfaction. Bargains
are offered to all desiring to purchase good stock of any
kind.
ll'you wish to purchase horses of any kind, write for

Information.
Full particulars may be bad regarding the above by

calling at lleald's Business College, or bv addressing
K. P. HEALD,

34 Post Street, Ban Francisco.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

GeDuine JAPANESE SPANIEL, male, twenty-
moolbs old, five inches high.

331 Kearny Street, Room 4 (Upstairs).

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29.323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B.257. Mollle,

A. 27.SSG. Jessie M-, A. 30,134. Peg Wotnngton 29.75S

and Railette.

Pups tor sale. Address

MILLER & ['RATHER. Proprietors.

"W. L. Peatheb Jb., F. E. Miller,
537 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stdd—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FI.Mil.As JR., 31,189.
BA'iRVMOHK, 34,802.

If yon want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call
or address

GLE.VMOEE RE.V\EL8,

West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK 6W1V-
ELER,fee$25; Challenge MfMU II,fee?X>.
Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show

and Field Trial winners, sires and dams.
Address A R. TRUMA1V,

;i425 Stelner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

Fetch and Carry.
A Treatise on Retrieving

BY B. WATERS.
PRICE, 61. SO, POSTPAID.

Do you wish to have a pertect retriever? This work
will teach you bow to train and handle a retriever by
either the Natural Method or Force System. It gives
the amateur hints in selt-dlscipline. Many Incidental
matters of training are treated. Chapters are devoted
to the Irish Water Sraniel.the (. hesapeake Bay dog
and the English retriever. The advantages and dis-
advantages of using a dog lor both finding and retriev-
ing are fully explained. Send for circulars.

B. WATERS, 318 Broadway, \. Y.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHMONT. 1

With this In hand the merest novice can Maka92,
Bseed and Exhibit Does as scien tin call y'as the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 63.OO, and 35 cents Expreaaage.

If your dog is sick, yon must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Price. 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the bestwoke ofthe klsd Evas published,

Price Reduced to 63, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street. San Francisco

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

ALL USED

R. LIDDLB CO.'S
Sports mem's Outfits.

110 montgomery st.
Open Saturday Evenings.

SEE OTIB

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new book—free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond of fresh
air and restfuL rural re-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress,$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.
No free copies. Game-
land Pub. Co., 13Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

With Breeder and Sportsman. gJJ. 50 per year.

Clabrough, Golcher <fc Co.

GUNS

Gun Goods^
605 MARKET

GUNS

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thisheadlng 50 cents per lneoermonth.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

RUI I S---DevonsandSnorthorn8 - All pure bred and
l \. ,

reeis [ered. Fine Individuals. At pricestosnk the times, either slngiv or in carload lots. Oak-wood Park Stock Farm. Danvillp. Pal.
r* /-« -» to sou the times, either slngiv or In ca

ITim iTfinnQ '

woodparkstockFarin
' :Danv||ie'Cai '

STREET, S. F.
Qr
Xe!otel

416 MARKET STREET,

E. T. ALLEN CO.

Guns
Ammunition

Hunter's Supplies
Below Sansome, S. F

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds.
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
EKRKSHIRKS and POLftJfn-CHINA HOGS.Also best varieties ot Fancy POULTRYMILLIAM MLKts A CO.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in I
•-.,

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its rlftlmq for superiority are as follows:—

mum BREEDING FARM.^SS
ĵEgg c

brother to Grandee, tbree-year-old record
2:23!*). Stallions, broodmares, Allies and carriace
horses, the get of the above stallions, tor sale. AddreL
for particulars FRED w. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD
FOURTH
FIFTH
sIXTH

MATH

TENTH

It is not affected by heat, cold, moisture or age, and will not detonate.
It will not cause headache.
It Is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as it contains no nitro -glycerine or gun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded theli in the gun.
It bas a light recoil and great velocity.
It is the quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
It gives tbe best pattern at any and all distances.

SEVENTH Its action is tbe most uniform in all respects.
EIGHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or brass shells with any primer.

It is the cleanest powder In use, and if the gun is not cleaned for weeks after using, a dry cloth Is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there is no corrosive action,
but, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not accumulate
with long continued shooting, there being no more alter fifty shots than after the first ("After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped out and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

It is the cheapest powder to use, as every package sold contains fall weight (16 oz. to the lb.")

;

and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering It dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED RY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

a&- For sale by all dealers In Powder and Sporting Goods.

M.RCV, 8., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sar-

geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
teal Association.
Veterinary In fi rmary, Residence and Office , removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66: 828

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AXD STABLE

:

OFFICE BOUBS:

605 Golden Gate Avenue 7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. i

San Francisco. Telephone 3651.

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE!
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Veterinary Department
University of California,
Cor. Post and Fillmore Sts., San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CUNNINGHAM, Secretary.

E. A. Arcialfl, D, I S„
Veterinary Surgeon.

Office and Infirmary at Veterinary College,

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets. San .Francisco
Telephone West 6S7.

All diseases requiring sursicol treatment a
specially.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotgurjs in America,

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue,

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER.

A Bad Hitter

W"8 To Blame
for his Bunches and Bruises.

absorbine -vissssas;
and bunch. $2.00 per bottle. DruggistSi
Harness Dealers or direct.
W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

No. 34 Amherst si., Springfield. Maaa.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, s^^<
I Cubebs and Injections,

(ftfljf ]

I They cure in48 hours the \. J
I same diseases without anyincon-

Uenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Guide and Hunter

BY LAWS

AND

BULES AMD REGULATIONS

OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations

AXD THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association

WITH BKTTINi; III Mi*.

National Trotting Asb'n Rules 30 els

Amebican Association Rules 30cts

Blood Hoese Rules (Morocco binding) 60 eta

For .ale at the office of tbe

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush 8treet, San Francisco.

C. D. TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VBTERiXARY DEXTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: IVBVADA STABLK8,
1350-1352 Market Street. Telephone 3199.

No charge for examination.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting in California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.
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THE COAST.
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Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
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It. X. RYAN. (Sen. Pass. Act
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For British Columbia and Alaska. For particulars Coal shipped to CLUB HOUSE ou ahorteat notice
address without extra charge at city prices. Address, H,

W. GLTTRIDGE, Golden, British Columbia. \OKTHKLP, 123ft Howard 8t. Tel. South 147.

liianiH
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SAN FRANCISCO.
Tbe most popular school on tbe Cowl

K. P. HXALD, President e, HALEY.
-~
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OETfcOtT 400KEY CIU8
DETROIT, 3V£IO:EIIC3r.AJVr,

(Racing Department of The Detroit Driving Club)

WILL CLOSE THE FOLLOWING STAKES ON

, January lOtlr
TO BE RUN AT THE

Summer ]VIeeting: of 1896.
THE INTERNATIONAL DERBY.

» RWRRPRTAHKK Sir Ibrae-yeaMrfds, of $1i each, to accon-paDy the nomination; §!)0 additional to

sm^ll" club inVil.l aiinmoinitM.nl. km to make the- value ol the stake So.oco, of which 5700 to second and

Sooto third horse: wiooer ofoDe8U»keofH,000,or mo slakes ofany value uwi. to carry iliree pr.unds pen

»Ut" a lowanre* non wll [0 ofanj value la I89G allowed live pounds: non winners of threeraces of

.liy'valiieln ISM (selling raws excepted) Bve pounds adiiiiioaal; lilllts allowed ten pounds; allowances cumu-

!nuv.-. * lie and uiie-tinll iiillei*.

THE CAMPAU STAKE.
A 6WE 1 P8 TARES, for three-year olds, of $10 each to accompany the nomination; 5=0 additional to starts*

the club to add an amount sufficient tomake the value of the stake 5^,500, of which ?' 00 to second aud $100 to
third horse; winners of one three year-old stake ( f $3,CC0 to carry three pounds pemlty; or of two s'akes in-J
1866 acrereeiat.ni: in value |5,000 live pounds penalty; non-winners of a race of *l.5P0 in i89G allowed live pounds:
of ?"}C0. seven pounds: beaten maidens allowed twelve pounds; allowances cumulative. One mile and three*

'

sixteenths.

THE MABLEY &. COMPANY
STAKE.

A 8WKEPST4KKS. tor two year-olds (foals of 1S94). of f-i each, to

accompanvtb-nn .nation: »25 uddltioiial to start: $1,000 added by the

soiid and *100 to third hoise; stake winners and
winners ot five or more races In 1898 (selllne races excepted), allowed

three pounds; of four races, B*ven poinds.; of two races, twelve pounds;

allowed seventeen pounds; iillowances not cumulative. Five
furlunca.

THE HOTEL CADILLAC
HANDICAP.

I. HANDICAP SWEEPS ' AKKfi, for three-year-olds, of |5 each;

BSaddMonal to Start; the club toadd §1,000, of whlce $-00 to second and
1100 to third liorse, thewelghts to be announced three days before tlie

race and acceptances to be made through the entry box the day heiore

the money must accompany the nomination and acceptance,

Dd any ono so accepting shall be liable for the startingfee- One and
Mm---) \ n..'c 11 1I1 miles.;

THE HOTEL NORMANDIE
HANDICAP.

4 HAXOICAP 6WEEPSTAK.E8. for two-year-olds, of $5 each,
with :*2-> additional to start; the club to add SJl.Otio, of whic ?200 to sec-

ond ai dJlOO to third horse; weight" to be announced three days prior to

the race, and acceptances to be made through the entry-box the day
before the race; the money must accompany the nomination and accept-

ance, and any one so accepting shall be liable for the startlog fee. Six
furlongs.

THE GOEBEL HANDICAP.
* HANDICAP SWEEPSTAKES for three-year-olds and up-

wards, of ;", each ; $25 additional to start; the club to add §1,000, ot which
$200 to second and $100 to third horse; the weights to be announced three
days 1 nor to the race, and acceptances to be made through the entry box
ihe day before the race; the moDey must accompany the nomination
and acceptance, and any one so accepting shall be liable for the starting

fee. One and one-sixteenth miles.

THE PENINSULAR STOVE
COMPANY STAKE.

A SWEEPSTAKES, for three year-olds and upwards, of $5 each
to accompany the nomination; |25 additional to start; the club to add
$1.0CO, of which $200 to second and 8I00 to third horse; stake winners or
winners of five or more races (selling races excepted) in 1896, to carrv i

weitht for age; allowa ces, Don-winnsrs of a stake in 18!>6 and con-win-
ners of five races (selling races excepted) allowed three pounds; of four <

races, five pounds; of three races, ten pounds; of two races, seventeen
pounds; non-winneis in 1S9« teaten three or more times allowed twenty
pounds. 6tx furloims.

the RUSSELL HOUSE STEEPLE-
CHASE.

A HANDICAP STEEPLECHASE *WFEP6TARKS. for three-
year-olds and upward, of J5 each, to accompany the nomination; $25 ad-
ditional to start, the club to add §1,000 6f which $200 to second and §200 to
third horse; the weights to appear the morning before the race, and
acceptances to be made through ihe entry-box: the money must accom-
pany the nomination and acceptance, ar.d any one so accepting shall be
liable for the starting fee. Full course.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1897.
To Close January 10, 1896, and to be run at the Summer Meeting of 1897.

THE INTERNATIONAL DERBY FOR 1897. THE GAMPAU STAKE FOR 1897.
A SWEEPS i' ARES, tor three-year-olds (foals of 1S91,, of §100 each; §10 forfeit, or only §10 if declared by

January 1, 1897, or *20 if declared by April 1, l89r; §2,000 added, ot which §30.) to second aud 3200 io third horse ;

all declarations void unless accompanied by the money; the winner of the International Derby of 1&97 t
127 pounds: winners of one three-year-old s'take of 5'5,o'ro to carry three pounds penalty, or of two stakes in 1897
aggregating In value §5,000 five pounds penalty ; non wiuners of a race of §1.500 in 1897 al
§500 seven pounds; beaten maidens allowed twelve pounds; allowances cumulative.
sixteenths.

allowed five pounds; of
One mile and ibree-

A SWEEP6T4HE* for three-year-olds (foals of lSO-n.of §150 each, 150 forfeit, or only §15 If declared by

TKtiuarv 1 l- 1

'"
or -in if declared by April 1,1*97; §o,

r OO added, of which §700 to second and §3C0 to third horse.

All declaration's void unless accompanied by the money; winners of one three-year-old stake of §3,C0O, or two

stakes of any value io 1897, to carry three pounds penalty; allowances, non-winners of a stake ot any value in

ted five poundB; non-winners of three races of any value in 1S97 (selling races excepted), five pounds

additional ; fillies allowed ten pounds; allowances cumulative. One and one-half miles.

OON":DI*ION"» :5

In all cases themonev must accompany the nrmination and acceptance. No entry will be received except.with the express understanding thai all disputes arising from the conditions, or any matter connected with the
trpp 'shall be decided by the stewards or judges, and such decision shall he final.

In addition to the above stakes valuable over-ni^ht purses ami handicaps and special events, with liberal added money and attractive conditions, will be arranged from time to time.

Address nominations and all communications to the secretary, 21 Campau Building, Detroit, Mich. Eotry.blanks will be forwarded on receipt of application.

DANIEL J. CAMPAU, Prescient.
'-, <*

P. M. CAMPBELL, Secretary

THE DAILY BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
Contains All the News of the Turf, Form Charts of All Local

Races, Winning Sires, Jockeys' Records, Etc.

For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, or sent by Mail to any Address.

Five Cents Per Copy. One Dollar Per Month.

VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyce Tablet*, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Kohrer's Hoot Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment.

Ossidine, Gombault'e Caustic Balsam, Kitchcl's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Pufl Cure,

Sparkhnll's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kilchel'B, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.
TELEPHONE;No., SOUTH 640.

ASK YOUR
DEALER FOR

CLADDING*
HOOF DRESSING

'

\

GLADDING'S HOOF MESSING
And Talie No Otlier.

This design shows label on Gladding's Whale Oil and Tar

Hoof Dresfling and Liniment
;
get the genuine ; take no

substitute.

It is used by numerous horsemen who are owners of good

horses, and from the good results it has given they recom-

mend it to others; it will positively soften and toughen

horses' feet that have become hard and brittle from constant

driving on hard roads.

Packed in quart screw-top cans, with bruBh for each can. Also

one-gallon cans, wlthiscrew-top.

Price, per can $1 OO
Price, per 1 gallon 3 OO

For sale by all Harness Stores in U. S., or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Wholesale Agent.

Write for a special list.

Awarded (Sold Meda
At California State
Fair 1893.
Every horse owner

who values bis stock
should constantly have
a supply of It on hand.
It improves and keeps
•stock In the pink of con
dltlon.

Manhattan Food Co.,

RED BALL BRAIND. Ask your grocer or hay dealer fori*.

;0ILS&
-(:iMr. r; :; r-.~

lEWYORK-
.
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SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

CONTRACTED FEET.

^Address delivered before the California State Veterinary Association
by R. A. Archibald, V. S., of San Francisco.]

When <ve say that this is one of the moat important sub-

jects we could submit for your consideration, we feel sure you

will not contradict us. There is ao disease of the foot so

prevalent or so disastrous in its results as the one under con-

sideration, and further, that the disease is due to the universal

igaorance that usually attends civilization, gives it still more

importance in our estimation.

Those of us who are thoroughly conversant with the intri-

cate, anatomical structure of the horse's foot, realize that it

may be classed as one of the most important organs of the

horse. While the laity, on the other hand, look upon the

horse's foot much the same as they would look upon a

mechanical contrivance composed of inorganic matter, there-

fore it behooves us who purport to be anatomists and practical

veterinarians to be versed on the anatomical structure and

physiological properties of the horse's foot, so we can be pre-

pared at any and all times to disabuse the erroneous ideas

promulgated by prominent horseshoers, jockeys, etc.

With this end in view we have no apology to offer for en-

tertaining into the anatomy and physiology of the horse's

foot before proceeding to consider the disease in question.

In reviewing the anatomy of the equine foot we shall more

particularly describe that portion of it which pertains directly

to our subject, and shall only casually refer to contiguous

structures.

The foot contains the following structures : First, the third

phalanx, navicular bone and the lower third of the second

phalanx ; these bones form the articulation of the foot. Sec-

ond, the ligaments which bind the bones together. Third, a

portion of the tendons of the flexor pedis and extensor pedis

perforans. Fourth, the complementary apparatus of the

foot, consisting of the lateral cartilages and the plantar

cushion. Fifth, the matrix of the hoof or the keratogenons

membrane, which is a continuation of the derma or true skin

which clothes the digital region. To these parts already en-

numerated may be added the blood vessels, nerves, etc.

Believing you to be familiar with the anatomical disposi-

tion of the above named structures, we shall not enter into a

description of them, but shall proceed to a description of the

hoof, the structure and disposition of which we think we can

safely say is not understood by twenty-five per cent of prac-

ticing veterinarians at the present day.

Considered as a whole, the equine foot may be represented

as a kind of box which protects the inferior portion of the

digit or sensitive foot, by fitting intimately to the kerotegen-

ous membrane in a manner familiar to all.

Its shape is uniquely demonstrated by Bracy Clark, as

that of the moity of"a cylinder cut obliquely across its mid-

dle and resting on the surface of the section ;
however in

nearly all feet the shape is conical rather than cylindrical.

If we macerate the horny foot for a long time in water

we find therein the following structures :—The wall, sole

and frog.

The wall or crust is that portion which is seen when the

foot rests on the ground. It covers the anterior portion of

the foot, passes round on each side to the bulbsof the plan-

tar cushion, where its extremities are sharply ioflected in-

wards between the frog and the internal border of the sole,

becoming confounded with the sole about its middle or an-

terior third.

The anterior part of the wall is commonly known as the

toe, the sides of which are known as the inside and mtside

toes. The lateral region constitute the quarters. The heels

are formed by the angles of the inflection of the wall's ex-

tremities, while the extremities passing along the inner bor-

der of the sole are called the bars.

With the structure of the wall and its manner of attach-

ment we shall have nothing to say but will proceed to

briefly describe the sole and frog.
_

The sole is a thick horny plate comprised between the in-

ner border of the wall and the bars, it thus occupies the in-

terior face of the foot as a V shaped structure.

The frog is a mass of horn, pyramidal in Bhape lodged be-
tween the bar6 filling up the triangular space. The base of

the frog contributes to the heels; there are two round flexi-

ble and elastic eminences formed by its extremities and
separated by the cleft of the frog, these cover the angles of

inflection of the walls and continued round the superior por-

tion of the waH in the form of a band, which is called tbe
coronary frog band or perioplic band.

Let us now consider the physiological function of the

foot :

—

Upon our first glance at the foot of the horse we are sur-

prised at its size in proportion to the size of the body, but

upon careful consideration of its structure and mechanism,
we arrive at the conclusion that the equine foot as far as

size is concerned with that of the biped, the advantage cer-

tainly lies on the side of the quadruped. Though the equine
foot presents to the casual abserver a small circumference,

yet in reality, as we shall show later on, it incloseB a vast

area.

We will first consider the nutrition of the foot. The foot is

oneofthemcst vascular organs of the entire body. The
enormous amount of blood sent to it is necessary for the

purpose of producing the needful quantity oi horn, even the

bones of the fjot are so constructed that they can accommo-
date a large quantity of blood.

Owing to the foot being situated at the lowest part of the

body we are led to inquire why it is that the blood is able to

circulate through it so thoroughly, and if the heart receives

any assistance in facilitating the circulation. The arterial

blood pressure of the foot is very great owing to the fact that

the arterial walls are very elastic and gravity assists the

heart in sending arterial blood to the f ot. but though the ac-

tion of the heart is sufficient to bring the blood back from the

rest of the body it iB doubtful whether it would be wholly

able to empty the foot of venous blood.

The venous circulation is assisted by the movements of the

foot, the expansion and contraction of its posterior half aod
the descent and elevation of the inner foot under pressure of

the body.

This is demonstrated by the fact that when a plantar vein

is severed, every time the foot is placed on the ground ex-

pansion occurs and the jet of blood is considerably increased,

and when the foot is taken off the ground and jet of blood de-

creases. Further there are no valves in the veins of tbe foot

and none are found until near the middle of the pattern, and
still further the large veins of the posterior part of the foot

pass through or are in close connection with the lateral car-

tilages.

Our conclusions are therefore that the circulation is largely

facilitated by the expansion and contraction of the posterior

part of the foot during expansion of the blood being drawn
upwards and during contraction of the veins relaxiog aspirate

the blood into their interior.

Therefore, if the expansion and contraction of the foot" is

impaired, the circulation of the foot is impaired, causing a

diminished nutritive supply to the hoof.

We shall now consider the means whereby the weight of

tbe body is supported within the hoof. It is a recogoized

fact that this function is performed by the UDion of the

horny with the sensitive laminae. The fact that the enor-

mous weight of the equine body should be supported by these

mipute slips of sensitive and horny laminae is truly wonder-

ful, and it is beyond doubt the most remarkable feature in

the physiology of the foot.

The horse's weight is supported in the foot by the dove-

tailing of hundreds of sensitive and horny laminae; this union

is made still more complete by each primary sensitive and

horny laminae containing a hundred or more secondary

laminae. These laminae afJord an immense surface of sup-

port. They are more numerous at the heel than at the toe,

the proportion being about one to twenty, that is necessary as

the amount of pressure is far greater at the heel than at the

toe. Anteriorly tbe laminae are altached to tbe pedal bone,

but posteriorly "they are attached to the lateral cartilages, the

tendon of the extensor pedis aod the lateral ligaments of the

foot joint. About one-half of the attachments are osseous,

the other half cartilageoous, aod the cartilagenous portion is

situated just where elasticity is required—at the posterior

face of the wall.

But little weight is placed on the sole of the foot with the

exception of the marginal portion where it becomes united

to the wall. Remembering that the sole is, or should be,

concave, we can readily see that it must have some other

function besides weight-bearing to perform; its function is to

protect the sensitive sole and pedal bone.

The following up of the sensitive and horny lamina? in tbe

foot as the leaves of a book has another function to perform
besides supporting weight and uniting the horny covering of

the foot. It is owing to the fact that the bearing surface of

the foot should be proportionate to the size of tbe body. In
other words the foot is kept within small proportions with-

out affecting its stability. Take a book for instance, it is

made to occupy a bulk regresecting but a few inches, but if

each page be laid out and made to touch one another the

surface covered will be considerable. This is exactly what
occurE in the foot.

The bearing surface—calculated by numerous authorities

—afforded by each foot, is equivalent to about eight square

feet, affording a total area for all four feet of thirty-two

square feet.

If any doubt exists as to the function of the laminae in

supporting the weight of the body, we have only to call your

attention to the condition sometimes caused by laminitis,

where there is separation of the horny from the sensitive

laminae, when the horde's we'ght, being no longer supported

by the walls, the pedal bone is forced through the sole of the

foot.

The arrangements which exist to save the foot from con-

cussion are numerous. There is the elastic and india rubber-

like horny frog, the plantar cushion, the lateral cartilages

and the descent of tne sensitive foot within its horny covey-

ing.

There are some people who deny that the foot descends

and the posterior wall expands, but we shall demonstrate

later on that the foot does expand and descend. The neces-

sity of such function Bhould be apparent to all.

The foot comes to the grouDd either flat or frog first.

When an animal walks it comes to the ground flat or nearly

so, but in the trot or faster paces the frog comes to the ground

first.

The frog not only saves the leg from concussion but it

gives the foot a grip on the ground, preventing slipping. It

also in connection with the plantar cushion protects the

navicular burtse. It is essential, therefore, that the fog

should consistently come in contact with the ground. In this

respect it is entirely different from the sole even though they

are so closely situated. If the frog be kept off the ground

the parts atrophy,the heels contract,the foot becomes smaller

and the frog becomes diseased. We can see, therefore, that

is highly essential when shoeing to give the frog a chance to

exercise its natural functions.

Concussion at the anterior part of the foot is prevented by

a rolling motion through tbe medium of the laminae and

elastic tissue found in that region, tbe sole also slightly de-

scends nearer the ground but should not touch.

Let us further examine the functions of tbe wall. We
have already seen that the wall supports the weight of the

horse's body and not the sole. On further examination we

find that the wall is thicker at the toe than at the heel. It

is thickest at the toe to guard against the wear and tear of

the foot at that part. The toe is the last part of the foot to

leave the ground, and ls the propulsion given to the foot is

given by tbe toe, we can readily see how necessary it is that

the wall should be thicker at that part.

The object of the wall becoming thinner towards the heel

is to allow expansion and contraction to take place.

We will now observe thevaryiog degrees of toughness and

elasticity as provided for in the foot. The anterior part ot

the wall is longer than the posterior, consequently the ante-

rior part is tougher than the posterior, for the reason that the

born is much older at the extremity of the toe than at the

heel, and it is further away from the coronet, and therefore

contains less moisture. The wall at the heel is some mooths

younger than at the toe, it is thinner and contains more

moisture, therefore it is more elastic but not so tough. This

is a pcint that should be remembered when we come to the

shoeing of the foot. The age of the wall is just as important

as the ihickness, etc. The horn at the toe being older than

the horn at the heel, it provides against friction duriog pro-

gression, while the young, moist horn at tbe heel allows ex-

pansion to take place.

The expansion of the wall is aided by the lateral carti-

lages which carry outward the dovetailed arrangements

which unite the laminje. At the heels tbe wall is turned in

or inflected to form the bars, their function being to support

weight, for which purpose they are united to the sensitive

foot by means of sensitive and insensitive lamintr,

We have already considered certain functions of the lateral

cartilages, but we do not think it would be out of place to

summarize our knowledge of their functions. First, they form
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an elastic wall to the sensitive foot, and afford an attachment

to the positive lamina?. Second, as the foot increases iu size

the cartilages carry outward the sensitive lamina, which are

attached to them and so prevent any disturbance of the union

of the horny and sensitive lamiose. Third, as large veins

pass through and close to the cartilages of the foot, the

movements of the cartilages assist in the venous circulation.

Thefunclion of the cartilages has light thrown on it by (lis

i Bases. When these elastic structures-become ossified

lameness occurs, and we believe that some of you gentlemen

have 6een us perform a simple surgical operation, which re-

lieves a large percentage of cases and which demonstrates

that it is poss ble, by surgical interference, to make the horny

foot larger, and thereby render it capable of accommodating

without inconvenience to the animal, lateral cartilages which

have become ossified and thereby increased in size. This

operation, you will readily see, is based on physiological prin-

ciples. The object, therefore, of having lateral cartilages at

the posterior portion of the foot is to admit of expansion.

As navicular disease is often a sequel of contracted feet, we

propose to dwell a short time on a description of the navicu-

lar bursas.

As you well know that the os pedis ha* a very small artic

ulatory surface,much smaller thau the surface that resls upon

it. In order to increase this surface a sesamoid bone is

added which is known as the navicular bone, by this means

the os corona rests on the pedal bone which is rigid and un-

yielding anteriorly and on the navicular bone which is yield-

ing posteriorly. The navicular bone is supported by the

perforans tendon, this fact leads us to believe that pressure

from the weight of the body above and the tendon below is

the chief etiological factor in the production of navicular

arthritis, m ire especially where navicular arthritis is a sequel

to contracted feet. We can more readily understand this

when we reruemher that the navicular bnue is unlike other

sesamoids inasmuch as it does not act in the capacity of a

pulley, but rather as a flexible articulation upon which the

weight of the body comes before it is transferred to the ptdal

bone.

By a careful consideration of the foot you will find that a

like arrangement exists clear through it:—An elastic poster-

ior and a rigid anterior. It is such a physiological arrange-

ment that facilitates circulation and destroys concussion.

We shall now proceed to the consideration of the elasticity

and dislensibility of the foot.

It has been amply demonstrated by anatomists and physi-

ologists that when weight is placed on the feet the heels

expand.
Prof. Lechner of Vienna was one of the leaders in the

6tudy of the horse's foot. He employed in his investigations

a most ingenious instrument, which chiefly consisted of an
electric current and bell.

The Professor aloDg with other noted scientists reached the

following conclusions:

1st—That the foot when raised is smaller al the plantar

surface than when it is resting on the ground.

2nd—Dilitation of the plantar border augments with the

velocity uf the gait.

3rd—The inside heel dilates more than the outside.

4th—The heels of the hind feet dilate less than the heels

of the front feet in the same animal.

o'.h—The coronary border dilates at the same time as the

plantar border.

oth—Healthy or diseased feet dilate above, under pres-

su-e.

7th—The dilation of the posterior part of the foot causes

a shortening of the foot.

8th—The dilation of the plantar part of the foot varies

with the form of the foot. In angular narrow feet i', increases

towards the quarters and diminishes towards the heels.

9th—Normal dilitation is not complete in shod feet.

10th—Suppleness of the hoof and integrity of the frog are

necessary for normal and complete dilation of the foot.

11th—Shoeiog and dryness of the hoof interfere with the

movements of the foot.

12th—In contracted feet there is a certain dilatation of the

quarters, but the heels not only do not take part in the di-

latation, but on the contrary retract slightly.

The above-mentioned scientist with others demonstrated
that the dilatation of the normal foot under pressure, dilates

from the coronet to the ground surface from 1 20 to 3-20 of

an inch.

Same investigators claim that when the foot is placed on
the ground, there is dilatation of the coronary portion with
a retraction of the plantar edge of the heels producing a ro-

tation of the posterior extremities of the walls. We are of

the opinion, However, that these investigators must have con-

ducted.their experiments on feet that were slightly contracted,

as there is no doubt that slightly contracted feet do rotate at

the heels and this rotation is an important factor in increas-

ing the disease.

The above evidence amply demonstrates that the heels of

a normal foot dilate under pressure when the animal is

standing, and more so when it places increased weight on the
foot during progression. When the weight comes on the foot,

it is received by the posterior part of the foot, that is to say on
the posterior wall, bars and frog through the plantar cushion,

etc The posterior wall is pressed outward by the compressed
india rubber frog and it expa.ids from the coronet to the
ground surface.

We can safely conclude that anything that interferes with
the dilatability of the hoof must produce an abnormal condi-
tion and must interfere with the function of the blood ves-

sels and nerven contained within the foot,causing diminished
nuliition, producing atrophy of the tissues and pain due to

pressure on the nerves. When any interference with the dil-

atability of the foot is permanent it produces a diminution of

the nize of thdt organ. This reduction in size may be gen-
eral, including the entire fool or local including only one or
DOlfa heels. This is the condition known as contracted feet.

Contraction of the feet is evidenced by a decrease in the
size of the horny covering of the foot. It may or may not be
attended by lameness. It may he total or partial. In total

coblraction the entire foot is diminished in size, usually ac-
lied by increased concavity of the sole, un atrophied

condition of the frog and the approach of the wall at the quar-
ters and heel toward* a more vertical position. The surface
of the wall is dry and shows superficial ridges and cracks.

In partial contraction the abnormality is confined to the
< 'iHitmction may he either unilateral or symmetrical,

that is to say, oneor both sides may be afiected In regard to

symmetrical contraction, it may be congenital; in such a ca*e
i oosidered b morbid condition and a con-

ditioo that will li'ily yield to treatment, but while it may
not be classed as a diseased foot it undoubtedly predisposes to

al! other troubles which are found as a result of contraction

from other causes.

Etiology.—In some cases it is very easy to determine the

cause of contraction, but there are cases so complicated with

other lesions that it is absolutely impossible to determine

which is the cause or which is the effect. For the reason that

the secondary effects or sequels of contraction are lesions

which, occurring in a healthy leg, would produce contraction

as a complication.

Kace is a predisposing cause of contraction. There are cer-

tain breeds of horses that are more subject to the disease than

others.

Heredity is also claimed by some to be an important etio-

logical factor. It is even claimed that horses who have ac-

quired contracted feet may transmit the defect to their pro-

geny; if so, such animals should be excluded from the stud.

Climate.—Hot, dry weather, teLds to favor the evaporation

of moisture from the horny foot. This favors contraction by

diminishing the elasticity of the foot.

Stabulatioo affects the hygroscopicity of the hoof to a great

extent, more especially if the foot is exposed to alternate dry-

ness and excessive moisture, consequently the p^rioplic fluid

does not retain its normal relations to the hoof.

Inaction, which is the result of stabulation, diminishes the

moisture of the hoof, owing to the fact that the circulation of

the foot is impaired, consequently there is diminished nutri-

tion.

Leaving shoes on too long alters the conformation of the

foot. Not dressing the foot when the animal is inactive for

a long time. At Alfort, France, there is a specimen in the

museum of a stallion's hoof which is turned up like a horn.

This condition was due to the fact that the stallion was the

subject of a legal controversy, and was kept in a stall for

twelve months with the same shoes on.

The pernicious habit of blacksmiths rasping the wall of the

foot after shoeing diminishes the hygroscopic power of the
hoof, and hot shoes applied for any length of time produces

a like result.

The vicious system of cutting away or thinning the bars or

opening the heels, as it is called, removes the natural support

of the quarters and heels. Tight-fitting shoes preventing

expansion of the heels and driving nails too near the heels,

all favor contraction.

Disease of the p3Sterior structures of the leg causes pain;

as a result the animal will favor the foot, more especially the

heel, producing inaction of the foot, resulting in diminished
circulation and atrophy. In fact, pain in the leg or foot

from any cause is an important etiological factor in the pro-

duction of contraction.

Paring the foot more on one side than on the other not

only causes contiactioD, but injures nearly all other lesions to

which the foot and leg is subject. Uneven shoeing is also a

cause, and so on there are a great many other causes too

numerous to mention that favor to a greater or less extent

contraction.

Symptoms—Are usually sufficiently pathognomonic to

allow any person to recognize them. There is alteration of

form. If only one foot is affected the affected one will be

smaller; if both feet are affected they will be of unequal
sizes. The foot takes on an oval appearance, the heel becomes
higher, the frog is atrophied and thrush is very often pres-

ent. The concavity of the sole is increased, the wall becomes
bard, dry and brittle, and presents an uneven, rolling surface

and has a hard, shiney appearance. The bars, if they have
not been removed by the blacksmith, approach a more ver-

tical position. Lameness may or may not be present, but the

animal will usually point the affected foot. If there is pain

present the animal will paw and be very uneasy while in the

stable. When taken out of the stable the lameness, if pres-

ent, will usually warm out, and the animal will travel sound.

Atrophy of the muscles of leg and shoulder constituting

sweenie is in some cases a prominent symptom.
Diagnosis:—To the practical veterinarian it is not a diffi-

cult matter to diagnose a case of contraction,nor is it difficult

to determine the extent of the lesioo. or whether the contrac-

tion is unilateral or symmetrical,but it is generally a difficult

matter to determine whether contraction is the cause of

lameness or the effect, aud it is very important that the

practitioner should reach a conclusion whether the disease

is an original one or a sequel.

It is in the majority of cases impossible to diagnose con-

traction by direct diagnosis or diagnosis by conformation,
consequently we have to depend on indirect diagnosis or

diagnosis by exclusion in order to reach a conclusion. In
other words we have to look for all other lesions that oaight

produce the symptons indicated, excluding those not found
present. If by this means we can discover no other disease

we can safely and reasonably come to the conclusion that

contraction is the lesion we are called upon to relieve. In

some cases however,the above examination must be continued
for several days before a definite diagnosis may be reached.

Prognosis:—Depends to a great extent upon the duration

of the disease and the amount of structural change that has

taken place in the foot. When you have general or true

contraction it is nearly impossible to suppose that the foot

can regain its normal condition. While partial contraction

in the majority of cases can be remedied, as the foot possesses

an enormous amount of resisting and recuperating properties.

In most cases however tentative treatment should be applied

before a definite diagnosis be given, as apparently mild cases

will sometimes prove very obstinate and severe cases in

which the deformity is excessive will make a wonderful
recovery if rational treatment be applied.

CompMcations—A paper of tbis nature would be incomplete
did we not refer to some of the complications attending

contraction. The most important complication is navicular

arthritis, with atrophy and ulceration of the bone. This
lesion as we have stated in another part of our paper, when
it exists as a complication U due we believe to pressure on
the navicular bone from the body above and the tendon of

the perforans and the unyielding foot below. Corns are

often caused by contraction, due to lateral pressure bruising

the podophyllous tissue. Qaittor may be caused by defective

nutrition,also greasey heels, thrush,etc. Ringbones.sidebones,
windgalls, etc, may be caused by the unnatural position as-

sumed by an animal affected by contraction, causing strain

of the ligaments. Contraction and degeneration of the

tendons may be caused by inaction. Atrophy of the muscles
of the leg and shoulder due also to inaction. Interfering

may also be classed as a probable result. Scars, produced by
the tiring iron and blisters, from the scapula to the coronet.

All these complications and more may follow contraction.

Pathological Changes:— In another part of this piper the
external changes have been mentioned as symptoms. In «?-

dition to these external changes there is found upon post-

mortem examination an atrophied condition of the natural
structures of the foot. The plantar cushion is atrophied '

and contains a large quantity of fibrous tissue. The podo*
phvllous laminae are diminished in size. The pedal and
navicular bone may in badly contracted feet be atrophied.
Treatment—May be divided into preventative and cura-

tive.

Preventive treatment is very important and should com-
mence with the foal when running with its dam. Foals born
in the late fall or winter are often forced to stand on dry
floors. This extracts the moisture from the cushions of the
feet, prior to the development of the wall and frog. This is

often sufficient to start contraction before the animal bas
had, you might say, a start in life. Even foals born in the
spring or summer, when housed in the winter, have no
opportunity of wealing down the growth of horn and are
turned out the following spring with deformed hoofs.

From the time the animal is born the feet should receive
attention; they should be dressed in a rational manner with
the rasp or knife when any defect appears. If it be necessary
to house in the winter time, good, clean, dirt floors should
be provided and plenty of exercise ihould be permitted. If
the feet become brittle, whether the animal be old or young,
they should be treated so as to bring them to their normal
hygroscopicity. When an animal is to remain for any
length of time at rest, from want of use, illness, lameness or
for any reason, the feet should receive immediate and con-
stant attention, more especially in cases of lameness, for in
this case the animal will keep all weight offthe affected foot
the circulation will be impared, then nutri'ion to the horn
is diminished, the moisture already in the walls evaporates
and the foot necessarily conlracts.

Carelessness in the use of water-baths and poultices remove
a great amount of moisture from the horn, and they have a
tendency to destroy the natural varnish on the outside wall,
and unless precautionary measures are immediately used they
are apt tfl leave the foot dryer than it was before they were
applied. Some hoof preparations are detrimental, owing to
the fact that they become rancid and produce a decomposing
effect. When any hoof preparation is used the foot should
be thoroughly washed clean from the previous application
before a fresh one is applied. There are^ however, numerous
preparations which are beneficial when used with judgment
and there are cases where it is absolutely necessary to use
some preparation. But the most important preventative
treatment of all is the proper application of the shoes. If
the foot be kept perfectly level, giving the frog and heel
proper hearing to admit of elasticity of the foot, nature will
then through the circulation, bring the proper nutrition and
normal emollients to the surface of the keratogenous portions
of the foot.

Curative Treatment—Much that we have sail in connection
with preventative treatment is also applicable to the curative
treatment of contraction. When we are tailed to treat a
case of contraction we should first see to the conditions of the
flooring and bedding of the stall. The amount of moisture
which comes in contact with the feet should be regulated. In
fact the entire hvgienic surroundings should receive atten-
tion. The foot shouldjreceive a careful examination in or-
der that the nature and the extent of the contraction can be
ascertained. Some practitioners even go so far—and we be-
lieve it to be a good practice—as to take the measurement of
the root, so if the shoeing is left in the hands of a blacksmith,
they can determine from time to time the exact amount of
gain. For this purpose they use an instrument called a podo-
meter. This instrument is very useful inasmuch as you can
d. termine the level of the sole and heels and the angle of the
walls at any part of the foot.

In mild cases of contraction where there is not much de-
formity, the foot should be leveled and the heels relieved of
pressure. In more severe cases, however, the deformity
should be remedied. The change should be made gradually,
as too sudden a change might be attended by disastrous re-

sults.

Special shoes are sometimes used to advantage, which by
the addition of springs, screws, etc , force the heels apart, but
such appliances should be used with utmost caution, 60 as not
to produce inflammatory results. The choice of shoe de-
pends a great deal upon where the animal is to be treated,

whether he is to be treated at the practitioner's sanitarium, at

work or at the stable of tne owner. If treated at the owners'
stable where the practitioner can see it but rarely the treat-

ment must be mild and calculated to be long continued. On
the other hand, if the practitioner has the case under his

personal supervision, more heroic treatment may be indulged
in.

We will now consider some of the principal methods of

bringing about a cure.

1.—Taking off shoes and lowering the heels to obtain as

much frog pressure as possible. This method of treatment
can only be applied to animals which are to do nothing.

When it is necessarv to work the animal and at the same
time give frog pressure the following shoes may be used to

advantage: The half shoe or the three-quarter shoe. These
shoes prevent wear and tear at the toe and at the same time
do not interfere with the elasticity of the heels and they ad-
mit of frog pressure jus* as much as where no shoe is used.

Bar shoes when properly made are very beneficial in some
cases, more especially where the frog is badly atrophied.

A shoe in which the nails are only driven on one side of

the foot hassome supporters, it allows of free expansion at

the heels, but in our estimation it is not a very practical con-
trivance.

A shoe in which the branches are beveled outward iB

claimed by some to have beneficial results.

The Charlier shoe can be recommended, but it is only ap-
plicable to a certain class of horses and is an expensive
method of shoeing.

Articulated Bhoes have been used to a great extent on the

European Continent, but for our part we cannot recommend
them.

In badly contracted feet the Defay's expanding shoe can

be, we believe, be used to advantage in the ham's of a careful

operator, but the case must be where the practitioner can give

it his personal supervision.

There are expanding shoes furnished with fixed screws and
springs, all of which perhaps have merit, but as we have al-

ready stated they should be used with caution and replaced

as soon as possible with a plain shoe.

When thd frog is badly atrophied and the bar shoe is not

applicable, a contrivance called the " Neverslip Horseshoe

Pad," may be used to advantage. This consists of an india-

rnhher frog attached to a piece of sole leather.

When you have contraction complicated by side bones, the

operation of guttering the walls of the quarters in an oblique
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angle to the fibers of the wall, followed by the application of

a blister and a bar shoe is attended by beneficial results.

There are many other methods of treating contracted feet

but it would draw out this paper to an unnecessary length in

order to ennmerate all of them.

Before concluding permit ub to make a few remarks on

physiological shoeing.

By bearing in mind the functions of the different parts of

the foot, we can certainly reduce the evil effects of shoeing to

a comparatively narrow limit, and in a few words we will

sum up what constitutes physiological shoeing.

First—Reduction of the wall to its proper proportions,

such as would hare occurred by friction had no shoe been

worn.
Second—Fitting the shoe accurately to the outline of the

foot, not altering the foot to fit the shoe. Rasping away the

crest to fit the shoe notoDly renders the horn brittle but is so

much loss of bearing surface.

Third—Leaving the wall intact as far at its varnish-like

layer is concerned. The pernicious practice of rasping the

wall for appearance sake destroys the horn tubes and allows

so mu^h evaporation from the surface of the foot that the

wall becomes brittle.

Fourth—The sole not to be touched by the knife, it cannot

be too thick, as it is for the purpose of protection.

Fifth—The bars not to be cut away, they are part of the

wall, and are intended to carry weight, the shoe should rest

on them.
Sixth—The frog to be uncut and left to attain its full

growth, which can only occur by resting on the ground. No
frog can perform its functions unless on a level with the

ground surface of the shoe.

Seventh—The pattern of shoe is immaterial, provided it

has a true level bearing and rests well and firmly on the wall

and bars. We believe the simpler the shoe the better, that

is to say, one that is plain on the ground and foot surface, to

be retained with as few nails as possible, as nails destroy the

horn and they should not be driven too high up, as nails

driven too high are ruinous to the hoof.

We have no apology to offer for the length of thid paper,

for we realize that in order to do justice to a subject like this

the paper Bhould be much longer than we have made it.

However, we have carefully considered this subject, and we

trust and hope that we shall be able, as we are willing, to

answer any and all questions that may be propounded to us

by you gentlemen. In the meantime we thank you for your

kind attention, and we solicit your pardon if we have unin-

tentionally wearied you.

We Must Have a New Organization.

THE HAGGIN STAKES

WON BY SIR PLAY

Bueno, a Stable Favorite, Captures the

First Race by a ENose.

THE END OF SPEEDY WHITE CLOUD.

Favorites and Second Choices Rule Through-

out—Libertine Captures the Christmas

Handicap—J. O. C. Wins a Close Finish

in Game Style.

(Written for Breeder and Sportsman.]

The Nalional aod American Trotting Associations have

held their meetings and adjourned. As was anticipated

nothing was done looking towards the revision of the rules

whereby horBemen might have more protection. On the

other hand, however, several decisions were rendered which

go a long way to show that there is need for a new organiza-

tion. When the American Trotting Association started, it

was claimed by opponents of the measure that two associa-

tions could not live, that it would be a case of survival o

the fittest. On the other hand, the evils when existing in

the National were to be remedied; the new organization was

to right all wrongs and instead of an arbitrary body, with the

accumulation of a large surplus and declaration of large

dividends as a primary object, it was to be conducted in such

manner as would provide a protection for all who came under

its rule, whether horsemen or associations. Some changes

for the better were made in the manner of doing business.

New ruleB were incorporated, old ones revised, and so lone

as they were adhered to, few complaints were made. As time

wore on, By-laws were ignored, the American Trotting As-

sociation became a money-making body, and practices which

had come so near causing the annihilation of the National

Trotting Associations were indulged in and today we have

demanded from all sections of the country, from all classes

and conditions the people interested in harness racing, that a

change of some kind be made. It is not very long ago that

an Occidental Association was in existence upon this coast.

It is not the time or place to discuss why it ceaBed to per-

form the objects of its organization. The circumstances are

such the demands for relief so great, that the thought is pre-

sented, would it not be a good thing to revive the old organi-

zation or incorporate a new one ?

Its territory might be enlarged and its usefulness felt, it

neceBBarv beyond the Rockies. The horsemen of this coast

areas fullv cognizant of the evils existing in the National

and American ruleB, as any can possibly be and in the formu-

lations of new rules, with their aid, advantage could be

taken of the mistakes or failures of the old associations and

protection given to horsemen and local organizations alike.

There is room for another parent organization. The terri-

tory now occupied by the two old associations is too great

for either or both to handle, as they now do. The increased

number of racing associations, horsemen and horses demands

that something be done to remedy the ill. The Occidental

trotting association, properly organized, with rubs to protect

every interest, would be a move in a direction toward the

solution of this whole problem, and while doing good in its

own territory, indirectly, it would keep all, for the present

organizations in order to do business, would be compelled to

legislate aloog the same lines. The great army of horsemen

who are today under the ban of suspension, would hail such

a movement as their salvation and would enter horses at such

meetings as floated the banner of the new association and

through their influence, which must not be under-rated,

could " get manv memberships as far east as the Missouri

Eiver should such be desirable. The organization or re-or-

ganization of the Occidental Association contemplates many

radical chaoaes not only in the government of horsemen and

Associations: but in the entire harness horse industry and it

should not be handled too hastily. The varied interests at

stake demands that the best and brightest thought should be

given from the different standpoints and as the convention

which has been called for next month, will be composed of

representative men from each interest, why would it not be

wise to devote a portion of the time to the consideration of

this question f .
Captain Essex.

INGLESIDE TRACK, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20.

UT five races were on the card to-

but the talent bad had

enough of it by the time those

were run off, and the bookies, on

the contrary, were willing, aye

anxious to keep the ball a rolling

Favorites were bowled over from

early in the game up to the last

race, and the courteous gentle-

men of leather lungs had a very

ucrative day of it. The first choice in the first race was the

only one to secure winning brackets.

The track was in the worst condition of any day yet. The

exceedingly heavy rain of Thursday night beat the mud

down until the surface of the track was parfectly smooth

and the water ran off the surface. Then a cold, drying

north wind, that set in early, had the effect of.drying off the

top to some extent The result was a very heavy, sticky

track.

The attendance was very good, and though the air was cool

in unprotected spots, the grandstand was in a flood of sun-

Bhine all afternoon.

The first race, a six furlong selling event, went to Bueno, a

good thing that was backed into favoritism by stable money

W. L. Munson, imp. Crigbton and Zoolein had opened on

even terms with the winner at fours, the former closed at

threes but the other two receded. Pecksniff, Masoero and

Skalkaho also were at their shortest odds at opening. Zoolein

set the pace at the half-pole, where he was collared by Bueno,

aod the lattershowed the way home W. L. Munson headed

Bueno in the stretch, but Macklin did not let up in his efforts

and got his mount across the wire first bv a nose. Zoolein

was third two and a half lengths away. Time, 1:20. Winner

El Primero's blk c, by Hidalgo—Bertie W.
The second race at a mile and an [eight b saw a neat up-

set. Cadmus was a 7 to 10 favorite, Julia O. second choice

at 4\ to 1 and Trix next at 6J. The others were from 10 to

100 to 1. The start was a good one, and when the bunch

passed the stand Silverado was in the lead, Julia O. in sec-

ond place. Cadmus and Trix started around their field as

soon as the backstretch was reached, and were 60on challeng-

ing the leaders. Silverado chucked it on the far turn, but

Julia O. kept on her way, and as Cadmus shook off Trix and

set sail for the Outcast filly, Garner let out a wrap, and

Julia increased her pace. She came into the strelch with a

good lead, but Cadmus seemed to be gaining on her. Half

way home the Spreckels' horse was in difficulties, and Willie

Martin went to the bat. Julia O. came on and won easily

by two lengthB, though she swerved to the outer rail badly

and looked as though she would foul Cadmus. Trix was a

a poor and tired third, fifteen lengths away. Time, 2:16.

Winner D. A. Honig's b f, 3, by Outcast—Malva E.

Eamiro was a hot favorite in the third race, and Highland

was a very tropical second choice. They ruled on even terms

for awhile, but finally closed at the prices quoted above.

Roma was at 5, Miss Maxim 10 and Tenacity 30 to 1. The

race was at a mile, and a poor start was affected. Miss

Maxim secured the rail at the turn and led to the three quar-

ter pole, where Eamiro headed her and led into the stretch,

with Highland next up. Miss Maxim hugged the rail, while

Eamiro and Highland turned wide and came down on the

outside. Tbey raced along together till near the wire, when

Tenacity joined them, coming like a whirlwind, and in a

furious drive the three finished headB apart. Tenacity first,

Highland second and Eamiro third Time, 1:46J. Winner

E. Corrigan's be, 2, bv Longfellow— Modesty.

Miss Erummel was favorite all the lime in the fourth race

at six furlongs and closed at 7 to 10. Kowalsky was at 3,

Wm. Pinkerton 10, and the others from 12 to 60 to 1.

Kowalsky showed well in front to a bad start, and set a hot

pace, steadily increased |his lead till he was nearly half a

dozen lengths in frontof his field. Miss Brummel, off sixth,

was sent after him and before the turn was reached over-

hauled Ida H. KowalBky had no trouble to keep his field

off and won easily by two lengths. Miss Brummel coming

fast, was four lengths in front of Wm. Pinkerton. Time

l:18i. Winner E. Corrigan's br c by Isaac Murphy—Deroch-
ment. .

The last race saw another upset. Circe was played down

from 8 to 1 to 11 to 5, no doubt somewhat influenced by

Garner having the mount, but Foremost was looked on as

ready money by most of the ring. Jock Richelieu, at 6 to

1, was the winner by a length, with Fred Garner second, five

lengths in frontof Foremost. Circe bad led to the far turn,

where Jack Richelieu headed her, then she backed up.

Foremost held third position throughout ihe journey, Fred

Gardner having followed Richelieu when Circe was dis-

placed. Time, 1:33. Winner B. Schreiber's b b, 5. by Great

Tom Envenom.
Jockeyship honors were monopolized by Garner, with

three winners out of five mounts. Macklin and C. Slaughter

rode the other two winners.

INGLESIDE TRACK, SATURDAY, DEC. 21.

It was meet and proper that a Rancho del Paso bred colt

hould win the first running-off of the Haggin stakes, named

in honor of the wealthy owner of the magnificent breed-

ing farm in Sacramento county. The track was very much
to the liking of Sir Play, and he clearly showed his

partiality to a soft track by forging ahead from flag-

fall and holding off everything that tried to catch him.

The race was called for 3:15, and promptly on time the nine

Btarters filed out to the eighth pole. Sallie Clicquot had

been scratched, leaving Sir Play alone to sport the purple,

white cap of Green Morris. He ruled favorite and closed at

7 to 5. The Corrigan pair, Can't Dance and Tenacity, were

coupled in the betting, and were very warmly 8upported,clos-

jng at 3 to 1. Belle Boyd was at 9, Kamsin and Argentina

10, Grady 15, Caliente 20 and Wm. Pinkerton 25 to 1,

Starter Caldwell did not seem able to make any progress to-

wards a send-off, and as the horses appeared tractable enough,

the fault must have been with the boys. In fact, it was

Btated by a gentleman who had gone to the starting point,

that the jockeys were doing all they'could to worry Mr. Cald-

well. On Friday Bob Smith and Sam Doggett were fined

$100 each at the post by the starter, and Doggett had said in

the presence of Mr. Caldwell that he "didn't have to pay it."

Be that as it may, Doggett rode again on Saturday, and it

was stated the fines had been remitted. If Mr. Caldwell has

lost his whip-band he will be led a merry race by the mid-

gets.

After the horses had been at the post over half an hour it

was noticed that Belle Boyd had struck herself on the left

hind leg just above the hoof, cutting an artery, which spurted

blood everytime she stepped. Garner took her back to the

judges' stand and the filly was allowed to be withdrawn and

all bets declared off. Twenty minutes was allowed for a new

book. Prices ruled about the same, excepting for the Corri-

gan pair, which shortened up some. Another long delay

followed the return to the post, and in all an hour and a half

elapsed between the ringing of post bell the first time and
the start, which was a perfect one. Pinkerton and Argentina

were prominent at once, and Sir Play soon joined them, the

three running beads apart as named. Passing the three-

quarter pole Sir Play had opened up a gap of three lengths

on the other two, and Kamsin had joined the first division.

Tenacity and Can't Dance seemed in difficulty from the start,

and made a very poor shewing, which might be said of

Grady, too, as he came in a very poor last. Caliente fell back

at once after the start, rallied and passed Tenacitv and

Grady, then went back again and finished next to last. Sir

Play's lead had been reduced to a half-length by Kamsin

turning for home, with Argentina three lengths away, she

eight leneths in front of Pinkerton. Sir Play was let out a

little and won easily by two leneths, Kamsin six lengths be-

fore Argentina, tbird. Time, 1:33%.

The value of the stakes was $1,500 to the winner, $250 to

second horse and $100 to third. The winner is G. B Mor-

ris' b g by Sir Modred, out of Plaything, dam of Jou Jou,

Fair Play and Tournament, the latter bringing $33,000 at

auction as a 2-year-old and winning $107,778 during his turf

career. Plaything is by Alarm, out of Pet, and ber latest

foal is by Salv-tor G. B. Morris paid $4,200 for Sir Play at

the Rancho del Paso yearling sale held in New York in

1S94. The colt has run a number of good races, and won

three in the East, was second five times, "third twice and un-

placed but twice, one of the latter in the Garnet Stakes at

Cincinnati. He has been started four times here, winning

three, and third once, earning in all $2,250 at Ingleside. His

winning races here have been over a muddy track, and on a

dry one he ran third to Eamiro and Gradv.

The first race of the day was at six furlongs, with Road
Runner favorite, Outright and Slarling next in favor, as

named, at short prices. The others at from 12 to 60 to 1

Little Mid showed the way from the start, but was headed at

the turn for home by Podiga. Road Runner had kept Little

Mid company on the backstetch, but fell back. Podiga won
under a drive bv a length and a half, and Starling beat Little

Mid as far for the place. Time, 1:20. Winner A. Berry's br

g, 5, by Powhattan—Cadiga.

Next came a six and a half furlong selling race, with five

starters. Doubtful was an even-money favorite, Theresia 3

to 1, Hazard 4.1, Walter J 7 and Pollock 30 to 1. Walter J.

acted badly and delayed the start quite awhile, and Theresia

reared up and fell over backwards, Choro sliding off, but be-

ing caught and thrown down as the filly fell. Neither horse

nor rider were injured Pollock led at the send off, with

Doubtful next up Before the half-pole was reached Pollock,

Walter J., Doubtful and Hazard were running side by side.

and Theresia apparently out of it. On the turn, Walter J.

led into the stretch, Doubtful second, Hazard third, and

Theresia fourth, coming very fast. Pollock dropped out of it.

In the run home Hazard overhauled Walter J., and in a

desperate finish Theresia passed the latter and was second to

Hazard by a neck, a length from Walter J. Time, 1:87}.

Winner J. G. Brown & Go's ch c. by Strathmore—Zoo Zoo.

The stake race was third on the programme, then came a

mile race with seven starters. Liherline and Ferrier were in-

stalled on equal terms of 3 to 2, but the latter receded to 3 to

1, while the former closed at 7 to 5. Gallaot and Peter II

were at 5 to Land Flasblieht 20, Monila 40, Whilestone 100

to 1. Garner had the mount on Gallant and took him out

in front at once aod he won as he pleased, finishing three

lengths in froot of Monita, who had forced his way through

from the last one, and beat Ferrier four lengths for the place.

Libertine did not show any torm, which was a disappoint-

ment after his last run in the mud. Time 1:47-1. Winner

A. B. Spreckels' b c, 3, by Fellowcharm—Jennie Belsbaw.

The fifth race was run 08 in the gathering gloom, and

jockeys colors were hardly distinguishable. Service and

Clacquer closed on even terms as first choice at 2 to 1, Abi P.

was at 7, Pat Murphy 8, Ivy 10, Mamie Scott 12 and Conde

15 to 1. Servico made bis mo through the utretch and won

bv a head from Pat Murphy, who led almost to the wire.

Time, 1:20.1. Winner B. Schreiber's b b, 6, by imp. Wood-

lands—Lady's M.aiit.

The hurdle race was postponed until Monday, darkness in-

tervening so it could not be run off.

The attendance was very large and betting was spirited.

Twenty-two books weighed in, an increase over the last draw-

ing of one.

Chorn landed two winners and C. Slaughter, Macklin and

Garner one each.
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I.N.iLKSIDF, MONDAY, DECEMBER 23.

Lsdies' Day again brought out a good attendance of the

fair sex, although the cold weather must have kept some

away, as the special crowd was not up to the average. In

ihe afternoon an Oregon mist filled the air with moisture,

and before evening it turned to a good steady drizzle, and

forgotten goloshes and umbrellas were longingly remem-

bered. Betting was lively all afternoon, and the books

were very liberal in their cfl'erings. The track had

dried out considerably during the night and fair lime

was made in the earlier races. Favorites and fairly

loog priced horses divided the honors of the-day. Close fin-

ishes in three events heightened the interest in the six good

races that were run ofl during the afternoon.

The first race was at six furlongs, selling. Zoolein was an

even money favorite at the close, starling 3£ to 1, Zaragoza 6,

Little Mid 8, Myron 20 and the balance from 25 to 80 to 1.

The favorite was mulish at ihe post, but after a fhort delay a

good start was made. Ida Sauer showed first. The favorite,

on the outside, moved up fast and made a play for the lead,

but Myron found his way through and got in front. The
rest of the race was between these two. ihe favorite, under

the most vigorous riding through the stretch, and under whip

ali the way, finally getting the front horse in difficulty. Mc-
Hugh went to the bat when his mount was collared, but Zoo-

lein was lifted along by Chorn and finished a neck in front.

Little Mid was ten lengths behind Myron. Time, 1:19|.

Winner B. Schreiber's b h, 6, by Zjrilla—Fraulien.

The second race was at a mile and a half. Of the six

starters Julia O. and Foremost were on about even terms in

the betting, the former closing a slight favorite at even

money. Fi Fi was very gingerly handled by the bookies at

first, and opened at 4 and closed at 3 to 1. Adalante and
Ike L. were at 15 to 1. The first mile was a slow one, with

Ike L. in front under a pull, the others just keeping along.

On the backslretch the field bunched up, and Julia O. began

to move up. On the turn Ike L. quit and Foremost was

sent after Julia. He could not catch ber,as she finitbed first

easily by three lengths, Fi Fi on the inner rail, getting the

place bv a half length. Time, 2:43. Winner,!). A. Honig's

b f, 3, by Outcast—Mai va ft.

A seveu-furlong handicap with Adolph Spreckels for fav-

orite at 8 to 9, Ferrier second choicB at 13 to 5, was the third

number. Miss Maxim was at 3A and Rosebud 4 to 1. Miss

Maxim led from start to finish, and won with the greatest

case. Kosebud did not show any speed. The race was be-

tween Spreckels and Ferrier for the place honors, but

the former drew away and finished six lengths behind Mies

Maxim and three in front of Ferrier. Tim-*, 1:33^. Winner
G. B. MorriB* b f by imp. Maxim—Veotura. ,

The postponed hurdle race at a mile and a sixteenth was
fourth on the programme. Bellringer aud Cicero were

coupled in the betting at 6 to 1. J. O. C. was favorite at 3

to 1, Oregon Eclipse closed at 8 and the others were from

10 to 20 to 1. Oregon Eclipse and then Nellie G. were
pacemakers for half the journey. Alexis lost his rider at

the fourth jump. Coming into ihe stretch the field were

in close order and five took the last jump together. Bell-

riDger, J. O. C. and Cicero made the race for the wire and
finished as named, a head between first and second, and two

lengths between second and third. Nellie G. was fourth,

Oregon Eclipse and Uncertainty fell at the last jump, one

on lop of the oiher, but horses and jockeys escaped without

serious injury. Time 2:I6A. Winner 8. C. Hildreth's b g,

a, by Troubadour—Boscobelle. White Cloud dropped dead

at the conclusion of the race.

Pat Murphy was a hot favorite over Lucky Dog in the

next event, at six furlongs, selling. The old roan was pace-

maker into the slretch.and Lucky Dog showed enough speed

to pa&s him at that stage of the game. Realization came like

a cyclone down the stretch and looked all over a winner, but

the game Pat Murphy was t* rned loose again in the last six-

teenth and just landed by a head, Realization second three

lengths in front of Lucky Dog. Time, 1: 8}. Winner A.
B. Spreckels rn g, 3, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Maggie R.

Cabrillo, R. Van Brunt's Los ADgeles Derby winner, at

odds of 6 to 1, landed the last race, Jack Richelieu, the 7 to

5 favorite finishing second, beaten by a head, which may be

charged to Chorn's very poor ride. Ivy was most prominent
in the stretch and looked a winner, but had lo be content
with third place, finishing a length behind Richelieu. Time,
1:19}. Winner, R. Van Brunt's b c, 3, by St. Saviour

—

Lizzie Hampton.
Winning j >ckeye today were Chorn, Garner, Slaughter,

Spence, Piggolt and Bergen.

IN-.LK8IDE TKACK, TUESDAY", DECEMBER 24.

The weather today was beautiful. The north wind cleared

the atmosphere and the bright sunshine that flooded the

grandstand was of that genial nature that made overcoat B

and sealskins superfluous and Ingleside was a particularly

pleif-anl spot during the afternoon. The track showed the

ellecle of the drying wind, and was in fair condition for the

first race, and improved as the day wore along. Three of

the five favorites won their races and second choices took the

others. Two close finishes were among the interesting features

of ihe day's eporl.

The first race was at six furlongs, selling, Arctic was ex

cusbd leaving eight starters. Capt. Skedance ruled favorite,

tod Si hoitz was a popular second choice. The others were

at from 7 to 100 to 1. E. H. Sherley caught the caller's eye

first, but Schnill had assumed command before the half-pole

wa* reached and maintained it to the end, winning easily by
one length. Ike L , second all the way, got the place bv five

lengths from Magpie. The favorite was not very prominent
during the journey and finished fourth. Time, 1:19. Win-

I-t'h oh c, 8, by P&niqae-— Illia.

The second race was a selliog event, at seven furlongs.

Highland closed a slight favorite over Gallant at 2$ to 1, the
latter at 1G lo 5. Chartreuse was at 5, George Miller G, Col-
lins nod Our Maggie 8, and Fred Gardner 25 to 1. To agood
sin t, Geu. Miller was first to show and led lo the ihree quar-
ter pole, wilh Gallant, Our Maggie and Highland all lapped
G llant shot out in the lead on ihe far turn and led into the
t etch. Ge irge Mill-"- dropped back and Collins came very

;, with Our Maggir and Chartreuse after him. Collins

ked safe in the last sixteenth, but Gallant came with a

great burst of speed and got the judgment by a he&d, Our
Maggie third, half a length in front of Chartreuse. Time,

1:32J. Winner A. B. Spreckels' b c, 3, by Fellowcharm

—

Jennie Belshaw.
Ferris Harlman, a 3-to-2 favorite in the third event, a sel-

ling race at six furlongs, ran a game race through the stretch.

He did not look to have a ghost of a chance as the field

swung for home, but he came on and kept coming, and in the

end won in a hard drive by a short neck. Lizzie

H and Walter J wt re so close for place as to leave the specta-

tors in doubt but the former's number was hung out. Salis-

bury made ihe running the first part of the journey. Hazard,

who, on form, should have been prominent, was in difficulty

before the stretch was reached and Toneno.also with a license

to be out in front, was in the ruck the full journey. Lizzie H
and Walter J were both at S tol. Time 1:19. Winner B.

Shreibei's b g, 2, by imp. Woodlands— Honora.
The next race, at a mile, had five starters. Kowalsky was

an even-money favorite, Semper Lex sold at 2 tol, Service

7, Daylight 20 and Endymion 60 to 1. The start was a per-

fect one. Kowalsky secured the rail on the turn and after

making a Utile spurt, was eased up on the backstretch. Day-
light a&d Semper Lex were next in order. Turning for home
Kowalsky was loosened up, but he lost valuable ground by a

wide turn intothe stretch. Service hugged the rail and be-

came a very daogerous opponent before half the distance to

the wire was covered. Kowalsky won by a length, however,
but it was because the colt bo far outclassed everything else

that the poor judgment of bis jockey was not a sufficient

handicap to beat him. Service was second, half a length in

front of Semper Lex. Time, 1:45£. Winner E. Corrigan's

br c, 2, by Isaac Murphy—Derochment.
Montana was the favorite for the last race at six furloogs,

closing at 4 to 5, Yemen a 7 to 2 second choice. Montalvo
was at 8,May Day and Polaski 15,aod Pdscador and Fortuua
40 to 1. Montana got away fourth, on the outside and at

once began to mow down his field. At th"! three quirter pole

he was in front and from there won as he pleased. Montalvo,
third most of the journey, pabsed Yemen, who had held sec-

ond place to Montana clear into the stretch, and secured

place honors easily. May Day, sixth into the stretch,showed
a length in front of the Scbreiber horse. Time 1:18|, Win-
ner J. P. Woolman's b h, a, by Storey— Uga.
Winning jockeys were C. Slaughter, Piggott, Chorn, Gar-

ner and Doggett.

INGLESIDE TRACK, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25.

There did they come from ?" was the question asked on

all sides at Ingleside lo day, as the ten thousand people

who had come by every sort of vehicle known looked at

the hills surrounding the course and saw them covered

by thousands of "outsiders."

The belting ring was thronged, and the sweet voices of

twenty-three pencilers and the magnetic influence of

the chalk marks kept the people digging in their

pockets for coin and then exchanging it for pieces of

cardboard containing magical mystical figures which

to them meant a gain or a loss. Tbe crowd kept moving as

the odds were [changed, and like an angler playing with a

school of fish the wily pencilers would chalk up odds that

would draw a moving mass near lhat would overwhelm

them with a show of hands.

Back and forth the good natured crowd surged, while up-

stairs in the grand stand were thousan 8 of ladies dressed in

their holiday attire. The same wave of nervous anxiety

which, like a current, swayed the masses .down stairs, passed

through the occupied places where the fair sex and their

escorts were making their selections. On the sloping walk
the directors of the association were all to be seen, each of

them weariog a pleased look, for this day's returns showed
them that the people were willing to endorse by their pres-

ence their eflorts to give square racing and foster the sport of

kings.

Starter Caldwell was in excellent trim ; the glorious

weather seemed to have a most cheetful effect upon him as

well as all the other officials. He started the fields ofl in per-

fect order and with little delay. The racing could not be

excelled in any part of Ihe world. Aside from the habit some
jockeys have of thinking they are iD a football match,where-
in jostling and bumping are allowable, there were no com-
plaints heard. The favorites, with two exceptions, were
beaten.

In the first race there were eight entries, and a round of

applause was heard as the different horses were sent to the

post. It was for six furloDgs, and the twenty-three book-
makers in the large betting ring were kept busy taking in the

coin at the following figures : Ike L. 5 to 2, Little Mid 3,

Sir George 4. Pecksniff 7, W. L. Munsoo 5, Starling 3 and
Garcia and Fi Fi 10 lo 1. Money did not roll in as fast as

the bookies thought it should, so they increased odds on every
horse before Starter Caldwell dropped the flag to a splendid

start. Louis Ezell's horse. Sir George, after shaking off Ike

L., the favorite, had to do his best to keep in front of Little

Mid, who finished at his neck in 1:19, Pecksniff getting the

show by a head. Winner ch h by Spendthrift— Piccadilly.

The mile and a sixteenth race, selling, had eight candidates

for the coin. A. B. Spreckels' handsome mare imp. Candid
was a strong favorite at 6 to 5, Dungarven 4, Tar and Tartar

5, Ransome 5, E. H. Shirley and Salonica 10, Carmel and
Hy Dy 12 to 1. Imp. Candid got away in the sixth position

and did not seem lo be able to mow down the field iu front

of her. Dungarven was in the lead but Hansome passed

him about fifty yards from the wire and won by a length in

1:53J, Carmel nipping the place from Duogarven by a head,

imp. Candid was fourth. Winner, ch g by Algerine— Ran-
some. This was one of the prettiest races seen at Ingleside

and evoked great enthusiasm.

In the event of the day known as the Hobart stakes for

two year-olds, six furlongs, only seven appeared for the
$1500 prize. Imported Santa Bella opened favorite but re-

ceded in the belting as rolls of gold and silver poured into

the coders of the bookies on Argentina 5 to 2. Sir Play 7 to

2, and Gratify 3 to 1, Wm. Piokerton 11 to 1, Instigator 40
to 1, and Grady 10 lo 1. Tod Sloan who had the mount on
Santa Bella, was not slow in getting away but got the filly

lo tbe front and kept her there from flag fall to finish, Ar-
gentina made an attempt to accompany her but it was a
weak one. Sir Play then moved up aud was a length behind
the living Mucdonough filly,but was uuable to get any further
to the front notwithstanding Chora's masterly ride. Tod
Sloan rode as if the silken purse on the wire would fall to

the ground if he did not catch it in time,and his efforts were
rewarded for amid the loud cheering from the vast multitude
the little midget piloted his horse in a winner by a length
from Sir Play and then modestly cut the string which re-

leased the eilken purse and walked to the saddling paddock
prouder than any king that ever was crowned. Gratify was
third. Time 1:17 A- was remarkably good,for the track was
slow. Winnei bf, by St. Cert—Maiden Belle

In the hurdle race J. O. C, that good, game son of Apache,
piloted by Hennessy, lay back in tbe third place and allowed
Templemore to set the pace until the homestretch was reached,
then he came on and stole the victory by a head from the
latter in true Hennessy style. Cicero was the favorite and
came in third. Tom Clark and Bellringer were not danger-
ous at any time in the journey, and came in easily. Imp.
Crighlon and Bedford fell at the first jump, while Cascade,
who dislocated his knee at the third jump, ran and cleared
the hurdles unlil the last one was reached, and in landing
after clearing that jump he broke ihe iojured leg. A friendly

bullet put him out of misery. It was the most heartless

cruelty to ride him on three legs, as was the case, and the
jockev showed no 6ense of humanity. The time of the race

was 2:55.

Imp. Cascade was imported by R. E. deB. Lopez from Aus-
tralia a few years ago, and was one of the greatest hurdle
jumpers and race horses in the Antipodes On his first ap-
pearance in America at the Bay District Track,he was poorly
ridden by a jockey and fell over the first hurdle, badly injur-

ing bis foreleg. He was given a rest and it waB thought he
would prove a useful horse again, but the injured leg was not
strong enough to stand the strain.

The great Lib?rtine, who has been a little off in his races

and was getting to he disliked by the bettors who knew that

he is one of the fastest horses in America, showed lhat when
opportunity offered he could make dogs of the best horses

here by jumping to the front in the Christmas Handicap this

afternoon, and with the good ones of 4 to I as an incentive,

leave behind him such fast ones as Bright Phoebus, who sold

favorite at 6 to S
; Vioctor 7 to 2, Can't Dance 5, imp. Star

Ruby 6, Polaski 1£ and Santiago 10. Libertine, wilh Mack
lin up, showed that this pilot can ride him good if necessary,

and also very bad, if necessary. Star Ruby, Polaski and
Bright Phcebus kept coming, but Libertine showed them the

way to the judges' stand and defeated Star Ruby by a length,

the latter three lengths in fr^nt of Bright Phcebus. Time,

1:44J. Vinctor came in next to last,

The last race was a six furlong selling event. The entries

were Jack Richelieu, 9 to 5, Rico 3, Capt. Skedance 4, imp.
Ivy, May Day, Royal Flush and Monterey at odds from 5 to

7 to 1. Imported fvy, who got of fifth, shot to the front and
led to within two lengths of the wire, where the good old

stake horse, Jack Richelieu, shoved his nose in front of her

and won the race by a neck. May Day made a splendid run
getting the show. The time, 1:17J, was as fast as that made
by Santa Bella in the Hobart stakes. This was another
pretty race, and was a fitting ending to the most successful

meeting ever seen in California.

Principal "Winning Owners.

Below is a list of the principal winning owners at the In-

gleside meeting. G. B.Morris & Co. heads the list. A. B.

Spreckels and B. Schreiber have b^en the most frequent

starters, and have been inside the money very frequently. W.
O'B. Macdonough made the best record. With but ten starts,

third in the list, and his horses ran unplaced but once. C.

Boots was io&ide the money with half his starters.

£ 1st 2d. 3d.

G. B. Morris & Co 26 9* S 3
A. B. Spreckels.... &3 8 8 12
F.Corrigau 35 7 8 3
\V. O'B. Macdonough 10 6 2 1

B. Schreiber 53 7 12 6
Elmwood Stock Farm 30 6 5 4
D. A. HODig 31 7 4 5
L. Ezell 23 5 4 4

S. C. Hildreth 38 5 4 8
P. Dunne 12 5 2 3
Santa Anita Stable 21 5 7
J. P. Woolmau 13 5 2 ...

M. Carroll 1

Ell-ton Stable 26 4 3 2
Lone Stable 5 2

W. B. Sink 7 4 12
Burns & Waterbouse 25 2 o 6

Del Monte Slable 14 2 2 4
J.G BrowniCo 27 3 3 3
McXaughton & Muir 13 2 1 3
Dr. H. E. Rowell 7 2 2 2
El Priniero Stable 5 2 2 ...

w. L. Stanfield 5 2 1...
T. Lundv 4 2

F.M.Taylor 15 1 4 4

J. Cochran 12 X 8 3

*Match race of SI.000 included.

Amt.
won.

5,510
54,700
8,975
3, 120

3.350
2,665
2.385
2.175
2,030
1,915
1,875
1,735
1,500

1.485
1,425
1,400

1,050
975
950
850
815
750
700
650
625
625

The Leading- Jcckeys.

Below will be found a table showing the standing of the

leading jockeys at the Ingleside meeting. Tod Sloan leads

with twenty wins out of fifty-nine mounts, twenty-two of

them unplaced. Garner is second in point of winning mounts

but his percentage is not as good as some lower in the scale*

as he rode sixteen winners out of 79 mounts, 41 unplaced.

Willie Martin, though fourth in the list, has a very high

percentage, as is Doggett's, and Hennessy is another whose

showing is ve ry good. Cash Sloan has ridden in poor form.

T.Sloan 20 — 10 7 22
Garner 16 11 10 41

Chorn H 17 7 21

W. Martin 11 7 6 10

Cochran io 6 9 20

Bergen 8 8 5 22

PlggOtt 8 10 6 42

Doggett » 8 4 4 13

Slaii«hUT, c 7 8 5 24

Hennessy - 6 3 l 12

Miu-kliu 5 5 8 89

Coady 3 2 2 12

C.Sloan 1 5 ... 28

Milter 1114
Donnelly 1 2 3 14

McHugh 1 3 2 15

Jones. K 1 3 3 42

Griffin 1 4 5 14

Isom.R 1 2 8 12

Mclntyro 2 3 19

Hewitt 1 ». &

Lamle ... 2 7

Smith, R 1 1
J

Perkins •• * **
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HERRMANN THE GREAT'S RANDOM TRIO, MATCHLESS, COCK ROBIN, ADDIE.
Winners of the Blue Ribbon at the California Horse Show, 1895.

Every horseman who visited the race meeting at De-

troit last season has determined to repeat the visit this

season. The pleasure these men derived from their so-

journ in the city by the lake seems infectious for every

horseowners who has heard a recital of the splendid

treatment horses and men received at the hands of the

Detroit Jockey Club, has decided to go there this year.

The advertisement which appears in this issue should be

carefully read by every horseowner and trainer on this

coast The conditions are liberal,purses large and races

made to suit all classes and all distances. Entries will

close for the summer meeting (which takes place August

11th to 22d,while there are no race meetings here) Janu-

ary 10th, and entries for the fixed events of 1897 will

also close on that date. Read the advertisement care-

fully, and if you are consulting your best interests you

will at once make entries in the splendid races to be

given by this splendid organization over one of the best

and safest tracks in America.

Foe. some reason the Pacific Coast Jockey Club failed

to give the Australian gate a trial at its meeting which

just closed. It is hoped the officials will read the ac-

counts of the great success attending its use at every

meeting in Australasia. The newspapers from the Anti-

podes are filled with glowing accounts of its workings,

and those who claimed at the time of its introduction

that the horses would prove unruly and unmanageable,

are now its warmest supporters, and those who occupied

the positions of starters claim that it is the greatest im-

provement ever introduced on a race track, and say they

would not care to start horses by the old method again.

There are no complaints heard from jockeys, owners or

the public since they have learned how easy this simple

and safe contrivance works.

Once again the State Agricultural Society advertises

its Occident Stake, and this time it is to be trotted in

1898 at the State Fair. This stake increases in value

every year, and owners of foals of 1895 should not hesi-

tate to make their entries at once. It's a curious fact,

but nevertheless a true one, this stake is generally won

by[a small breeder, and to win one of these atones for a

whole series of defeats for lesser purses through a hard

campaign. Entries for this stake will close January 1st.

Blanks may be obtained at this office or from Secretary

Ed win F. Smith at &". cramento, Cal.

There should be little judicial delay in sending to

prison for life the robbers who stopped the train near In-

gleside and shot the passengers. It is a pity there is no

law on the statute books in California making hanging

the only penalty for stage and traitf robbing. The next

Legislature should pass a law to that effect.

He Knows His Business "Well.

" When evening lets h )r curtain down and pins it with

a star," to no class of the community does the necessity

for some place in which to spend a pleasant evening ex-

ist than is to be found in the ranks of the racing patrons.

In witnessing a good play, finely mounted and well

played, all the feverish anxiety that has haunted the

dog is allayed, and the conflicting chances of the

several turf favorites are forgotten. Then again,

there is no class in the community as likely to

patronize amusements as is found in the ranks of the

horsemen. Generosity and intelligence are their chief

characteristics. Prof. Hermann, the wizard of the

world, is fortunately able to indulge his love for the

noble horse, and has gathered in his wanderings in dif-

ferent parts of the world some of the finest of " drivers "

and saddlers, and we take pleasure in calling the atten-

tion of our readers to the picture of his prize-winning

tandem team in this issue.

The advertisement of the Latonia Jockey Club of

Covington, Ky., appears in this issue and the announce-

ment of the stakes therein should be read by horsemen

everywhere. Entries for these stakes will close January

14th, and it is of the utmost importance that all horses

that are to be shipped East be well engaged at the meet-

ings to be given by this live association. The track is

one of the finest in the world, and as it is in the blue

grass region, the home of the thoroughbred, those who

have never attended a meeting there have no idea of the

gentlemanly treatment accorded all visitors. There will

be an exodus of horses from this Coast this year, and we

want to see a long list of familiar names on the pro-

grammes of each day's racing. The purses are large and

the conditions most liberal, so there should be no hesi.

tancy in making entries for the same. Remember en-

tries close January 15th.

Secretary Chas. F. Price of the Louisville Jockey

Club, thoroughly understands the value of advertising

the meetings given by the Louisville Jockey Club. In

this issue he advertises the stakes to be awarded the win-

ners at the spring meeting to be held over the famous

Louisville course, and, as a large number of our Califor-

nia horsemen, as well as those who are from the

East and would not miss this meeting, intend to bring

their strings of horses East this year, there should be no

hesitancy on their part in making entries in time

and thus have something to prepare for when they

get their horses there. Besides these stake events there

will be a large number of races given to suit all ages

and for all distances, so horsemen who go there can rely

upon getting all the races they want and need not have

any idle moments. Entries will close January loth.

Do not let this date slip by.

For the very best made road making machinery,

scrapers, plows, etc., besides the very finest of agricultural

implements, at prices that are astonishingly low, we have

no hesitancy in recommending our thousands of readers

to communicate at once with the Deere Improvement

Co., 305 and 307 Market Street, and get one of their de-

scriptive catalogues. This firm stands at the head of

all others on this Coast in this line, and it has attained

that position by dealingjustly with its patrons and giv-

ing full value for the money. Their goods stand every

test and cannot be surpassed. See advertisement in this

issue.

Attention is called to the advertisement of the New
Memphis Jockey Club's Spring meeting, which begins

under the auspices of this thrifty organization April 9th

and ends Saturday, April 25th. There are ten splendid

stake events advertised, and the amounts to be dispersed

among the winners should be an incentive to horsemen

to make entries for them at once, for they will close

January 15th. Entry blanks may be obtained at this

office. Do not neglect this Spring meeting at Memphis.

Hoof-Beats.

Ferris Hartman ahowed a game spirit Tuesday. He
looked to be hopelessly out of it when he turned into the
stretch, but kept coming on and landed by a neck from Liz-
zie H-, the good thing that Garner let up on a little too

Cicero was pretty tightly squeezed up against the fence
the last sixteenth of the hurdle run, and J. Owens, his rider,

had a gash cut in his leg. Could he have got through the
old cripple would have been hot after the long end of the

Starter Ferguson,who has been confined to the house for

some time was at Iagleside Tuesday. He is feeling

well after the hard ordeal he went through, and look-- much
better than he did before he submitted to the surgeon's knife.

A bullet that lodged in his back and which he carried
fifteen years, but which only recently bothered him, was iuc-

cessfully removed.

It was rainy at New Orleans Wednesday and the track was
sloppy. The feature of the day was the Christmas handicap,
for which there were nine starters. Governor 8heeban got the
lead at the quarter and won in a gallop, Jamboree second,
Langdon third. The distance was a mile and an eighth and
was covered in 2:00$.

J. O. C. is a great three-year-old timber-topper. He gave
chunks of weight to everythiogjin the race Wednesday, and
Jan a game finish with the aged Templemore and beat him
out a nose. Templemore was in receipt of 31 pounds from
the Elfeton stable entry, but had to strike his colors when the
Apache horse went after him. Chas. Kerr made no mistake
when he secured the sire of J. O. C. for his Antrim Stock
Farm.

From Westfield Leader (N. J.): I have had an opportunity

to examine "Absorbine," manufactured by W. F. Young,
Meriden, Conn., and find it to be a discutient in which full

confidence can be placed, it removes all Puffs and Swellings,

from a Skin Roll to a Fatty Tumor ; and at the same time it

strengthens the muscles without doing the least injury to tne

tissues, or even to the hair. I am much pleased with it, and
could not suggest anything preferable. W. H. Morse, M. H.
F. B. S. Sc, Chemist and Therapeutist.
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ORE3CENT CITY TURF GOSSIP.

Racing by the Shores of the Mexioan Gulf.

[By our Special Correspondent.]

NBW ObieAHS, December 20.—Wilh four weeks of the

winter meeting a matter of record, the prospects for or against

can be pretty well determined, and when I say that no pre-

vious meeting here comes near it in point of public patronage

or interest, some idea of the situation can be had. The vol-

ume of visitors is forty per cent, greater than at any time

before, and the amount of money wagered is correspondingly

greater. While as to the eport itself, it is far and away ahead

of any recorded since tbe decent City Jockey Ciub was in-

corporated.

And while on the subject of increase of public interests in

winter racing here, I will mention a talk I had recently wilh

Passenger Agent S. F. B. Morse of the Southern Pacific.

Said that sentleman: " I find that the inauguration of our

Sunset Limited Express trains have drawn a good many race-

goers to New Orleans. You see, they can come from the

Eastern and Northern cities, remaina while at the race meet-

ing here, and then in tas than three daiis go from the Gulf to

the Pacific and find another great race meeting in full blast

ai the Golden Gate. I tell you, sir, that the Sunset Limited

trains have stimulated winter travel to New Orleans, if I do

say it myself."

And after seeing several horsemen here 1 am not disposed

to contradict the genial S. P. P. A., such a well-kno«n owner

as Alex. Shields, of Canada, told me yesterday that he came

to New Orleans with his horses as a sort of trial for San

Francisco. And that now that he finds his old campaigner

Logan so good here he will ship his entire stable to the Bay

District course, San Francisco, after the holidays. Logan,

while nearly old enough to vote, has won three races here of

late in the style of a good one. Both of his last performances

wilh 123 pounds up, and as he is a cold weather horse he

6hould do well by tbe golden sands of the Pacific, and the

public will find Shields out for the money every time.

John F. Stewart, of Amsterdam, N. Y., owner of King

Michael (a winner at this meeting) and other horses will also

leave here for the Coast in a few weeks. He goes home to

tbe Empire State in a few days, to obtain some recruits for his

stable here, including some cross-country performers. In

fact from what I can glean here your tracks will have quite

an influx of norses from this section after the first of the

year. There are about 1100 horses quartered at the course

here' and in the immediate vicinity, and na'.urally the output

to other points is not apt to winter.

A daughter ol Theodore Winters' unbeaten El Rio Key

woo two"races here this week on successive days. Mando-

lins a three year-old chestnut filly outof Othelia, purchased

at Chicago last year as a two-year-old, won at a mile gallop-

ing in 1:42}. aod tbe next day at nine furlongs hustling in

1:56. Tt.e filly, *no is handled by Walter Glen, is a little

thing, not at all like her gigantic sire, but can run some and

lay as well. !lae ran at St. Louis in October and that

sonth won a mile and a quarter dash at Lincoln, 111., in

2:0i( so she shows the stoutness as well as speed of her an-

cgs I rv

•

Two other California-bred horses, old Joe Courtney aod

San Bias (son of Volante). are in good form here. Whilt

neither have won as yet, each have shown form to warraui

brackets in the near future. San Bias ran a mile in 1:41} ai

St. Louis this fall, so he is no ''slow go" when he is good.

Among the visitors here is Louis Rickabaugh,the ex-owner

of Lottie Mills. The latter.who now belongs to Ed Brum.ble.

in a race here a few days ago, and may have seen her las.

days. Still, nasal bleeding is not always indicative of cou

tinned disability in that line, and the famous old mare ma
yet regain her old form.

Jim yiood, who was at your tracks last winter, landed

sensational race here a few days ago, a mile and seventy yard

fn 1:45 J very fast. Jim, the black son of Blazes, had ooi

93 pounds up, but he ran the last mile in 1:40$, phenomen.

time over circular course.

Owners Irving and Chinn however had lost confidence .

the three-year-old owing to his poor form here previous

the race under discussion. And although the " fritter-

played Flood down from 30 to 1 to half that price on hi-

light weight, he ran loose as far as his stable wascoocerne.

Forget, a two-year-old with 107 pounds up, led for nearly

mile when she "backed" up and failed to be placed.

Thus far at the meeting Starter Fitzgerald's work has been

steadily improving. At the outset he had all sorts of m»

terial to contend with in the matter of jockeys, horses and

owners. When I say that there seemed to be a combioatioi

formed against him the first week or two, I only quote whai

was a matter of general comment among all hands. But tht-

club stood by him, aod as he gradually overcame all opposi

lion, his work the last two weeks will compare favorably

with any young aspirant for starting horses in the countrv.

Take this place all in all, the race plant is a good one

To be able to race 100 days with no legal interference and

virtually no opposition is a great thing lor a winter meetim.-,

and when I add that the city poolrooms are closed at noon

each day the corresponding benefit to the track can be real-

ized.

A few years ago, the stock of the Louisiana Jockey Club

was down to 30. Now there is none for sale at 175 the last

bid. Needless to say that the Louisiana Jockev Club leased the

tr„, .[
' ity Jockey Club, and the latter organ-

Itltipn i» entitled to all the credit of the present properly.

TomSteven», who " ed to own that great mare, Wang, tells

me that the famous old campaigner is doing well at the stud.

He also has Kloninore, a useful mare, while on the turf, and

dam of Buckmore and Sealrock, both owned by Stevens. He
also

I

Bird here, another winner. Stevens races

almost exclusively at Latonia in the season. He was peru-

sing a list of that Jockey Club's stakes when I met him yes-

terday, and wa« noting entries to be made by January 16th.

entries for 1896 and 1807, issued by the

Latonia J to close the middle of January, as

noted. are attracting great attention among horsemen here.

PThe fact that l~ SI i» added to the Latonia Derby must nat-

urally

Vside from tl> . icing, this famous old Crescent City has

many and peciilia itraclions for visitors. This, the only city

in this wide Dnity, thai is unlike any other city, and those

who come year after year would regret lo see it ever so mod-

ernized as to lose its distinctive features.

If ibe French quarter of New Orleans or the Spanish ar-

chitecture of its other avenues is abolished, cathedrals mod-

ernized and its picturesque population all smothered

by the process of assimilation, many people would not come

here—not even for the gayety, glamor and pomp of Mardi

Gras.
As a matter of fact the New Orleans of the present and

paBt are vastly different conceptions—a decade ago when

yellow fever flourished it was a hideously inadequate litter of

ragged streets, dilapidated street cars drawn by slow moving

amies. A time when sanitary laws were neglected, and

business was managed in a primitive way.

The New Orleans of to-day has 200 miles of granite

streets paved with granite from New England hills. A hun-

dred and fifty miles of electric railway. The sewerage sys-

tem is nearly completed and perfect cleanliness assured.

Its new hotels, the St. Charles, Pickwith, Suinewald, are

all up to date, while its French opera and dramatic interests

are catered to by the best talent at home and from abroad.

Its markets are replete with all the delicacies of the table,

both in fowl, vegetables.and meat and fish of the finest flavor.

Great as New Orleans has been in the past it will be greater

in the future for it has linked with its habits of chivalry and

hospitality and the romance of its history, tbe spirit and en-

terprise that modern wealth holds forth as an incentive to

prosperity. J- W. G. Cater.
—

Two Palo Alco Brood Mares.

Sontag, the gray mare that trotted against Flora Temple

in 1855, was foaled in 1846, and was by Harris' Hambleto-

nian, out of a mare by Nicholas, and she out of a daughter

of Long's Eclipse. She was bred to Ethan Allen in 1856,and

the produce was a chestnut colt dropped in 1857 and called

Seth Warner. As Ethan Allen, like the gray mare, was a

sensational horse in that day, Sontag and her foal were ex-

hibited at fairs and attracted marked attention. In 1859 she

produced to Toronto Chief, a famous stallion of that period,

the chestnut colt, Toronto Sontag. The iatter was bred to a

mare called Nellie Gray, and the outcome was Sontag Nellie,

who was bred to Mohawk Chief, a sou of Rysdyk's Hamble-

tonian, and produced the great brood mare, Sontag Mohawk.

At Palo Alto Stock Farm Sontag Mohawk was prolific in

the stud, and she now ranks as one of the greatest producers

in the world :

1S79, br c Eros, by Electioneer 2:29*4

1SS0, gr f Sallie Benton, by Gen. Benton 2:17%
1884, gr c Sport, Dy Piedmont 2:2254

1885, gr f Sonoma, by Electioneer 2:28

1886, gr f Colma. by Electioneer 2:25K
1837, gr c Conductor, by Electioneer 2:14}£

1SSS, brf Norhawb, byNorval 2:15%

Of these Eros is a producing sire and Sallie Benton is a

producing mare. Starlight, 2:16J, for instance, is by Elec-

tioneer, out of Sallie Benton. The blood of the old-time

trotting queen, Sontag, 2:31, thus lives again in some of the

fast trotters of the presentday. You add value to a pedigree

when you trace it through fruitful connecting links back to a

harness horse that aroused national enthusiasm forty and

fifty years ago.

The rank of Dame Winnie as a speed-producer also steadily

advances, to the confusion of the theories once put forward

wilh dogmatic emphasis by J. H. Wallace. She is a thor-

oughbred, by Planet, out of Liz Mardis, by Glencoe, and has

rive with records of 2:23$ and better, and three with records

fasler than 2:20.

Palo Alto, b h. by Electioneer 2:08%
Paola. D li. by EleCLiuaeer 2:18

Altivivo. b b, bv Electioueer 2:18%
Gertrude Russell, b m, by Electioneer 2:23%
Big Jim, b g, by General Benton 2:%$}%

The fastest of the6e made his record to high-wheei sulky,

,od is a great sire of speed for his opportunities. When
troiber W'allane thinks of Dame Winnie he must feel like

icking himselt for having proclaimed so loog and vigorously

i it every new drop of thoroug ibred blood was detrimental

. trolling speed.

Do You Follow Jockeys ?

Thi'Se who believe in following jockeys' mounts may be in-

,--ied to koow that previous to the Middle Park Plate day

L >Hies, the Pilot of the Derby winuer, steered no leys

nan sixty-four losers in succession says a London writer.

Commenting on the matter Gale's Mirrow remarks: "AH
:reat riders have their runs of bad luck, however, aod this it

* that makes it a certainty for the bookies who bet against

j >ckevs' mounts. Fred Archer, Charley Wood, Mornv Can-

ion, T. Loales and other leading professionals have broken

links at one lime or other by a persistent run of bad luck,

ind to suppose that there is a royal road lo fortune by f jl-

lowing jockeys' mounts is absurd.

"We cm recall a memorable instance that occurred many
vears ago of a backer who went broke—stoney and utterly

—

in three weeks by following George Fordham's mounts on

the maningale, or 'playing up,' system. Up to the date of

his downfall the gentleman in question had seldom risked

more than a fiver nn a race, but having gone into the matter,

as he thought, philosophically, he determined to follow

Fordham on a certain system to win big money. 'He is a

certainty' was his remark, and he proceeded to bet accord-

ingly. His first transaction was a hundred, and that resulted

in his favor.

"To curtail a long story he commenced by winning close

upon a thousand, and emboldened by this success had a cen-

tury on George the first time he rode again. Next time be

had two hundred, the third four hundred, and then eight

hundred. Still George kept losing. ' I shall eel it all back,

said the confident speculator, and he went on doubling as long

as the funds held oul, and the money could be invested. Not

once in that fatal three weeks did George Fordham pilot one

horse victoriously, and his unfortunate follower 'did in'

£30,000 1 Many living sportsmen can vouch for the accuracy

of thie slory, and doubtless not a few knew Mr. Williams,

who was the hero, or rather the viclim, of it."

RlLEY Gkannan beat three races Tuesday, and made a

bigwinningon thedav. He bad one bet of $3,000 at even

money on Monlana wilh Hughes & Co.

A lot of money was burned up oi Walter .) Tuesday,

though with an even break he would have been very close to

the money.

Which Brought the Highest Prices ?

J. B. O.—To decide a bet, will you please tell us which

brought the highest prices at the recent Palo Alto sale in New
York City, those by the trottine-bred sires or those by the

half-thoroughbred ?

Answer—In order to answer this, we publish the following,

and our inquiring subscriber can see which wins:

Thoroughbred and Trotting Blood.

Palo Alto....

Azmoor ....

Whips
Boxwood....
Piedmont .

Bernal
Truman
Paola
Langton ....

Advertiser-
Lottery
Nephew
Good Gift ..

Alban
Amigo

Dam thoroughbred
Dam thoroughbred
Dam thoroughbred
Dam by Belmont, thoroughbred .

Grandam by Grey Eagle
Trotting bred
Grandam thoroughbred
Dam thoroughbred
Grandam thoroughbred
Trotting bred
Dam thoroughbred
Trotting bred
Dam thoroughbred
Trotting bred
Dam bv Wildidle. thoroughbred..

Average.

S748
585
450
442
400
360
355
301
236
200
165
155
150
150
140

The result as shown will cause some heart aches as the
average of 26 by half thoroughbred sires is $522.00. The
average of 9 by sires carrying a quarter thoroughbred blood,

$359, while the average of 11 by trotting bred sires such as

Advertiser, Nephew and Bernal, all producers of speed, only
averaged $201. The half trotting-bred sires are represented

by over twice as many colls and fillies as the trotting bred
sires, and still tbey average over two and a half times as

much in price. It may be argued that the trotting bred colts

and fillies were an inferior lot, but such was not the case.

There was seven of the get of Advertiser offered, three of

the lot were out of mares by the great Nutwood, and though
untried as broodmares, the late Senator Stanford thought
enough of them to pay $4,400 for the three.

The other dams represented having foals by Advertiser
were Cecil (dam of Cecilian (2), 2:22, and Electiic Corn,

2:18}) by Gen. Benton. Emma Robson (dam of Rowena (2),

2:17; Emma R., 2:285; Emaline, 2:2S}; Attractive (2), 2:32,

a filly that trotted this year a fifth heat in 2*19, timed offici-

ally as second horse). This mare Emma Robson is also the

dam of Emir, a full sister so the colt sold, and Mr. Shuit,

superintendent of Mr. John Shults, publicly stated that he
had driven Emir ;a 2:0S gait, and still Robson brought but
$350.

Magna, by Clay, dam Marshra, by Planet, and Celia, by
Fallis, dam Celia by Gen. Benton, were the other two mares
represented.

Nephew was overlooked, he had two good two-year-olds,

one a black gelding out of Lina K. (dam of Electryon, 2:24J,
and Coquette, 2:294), by Don Victor.

The other a filly, out of Aileen Aroon, by Liberty Sontag,

a son of Piedmont.
The filly by Bernal was out of a young mare by Dexter

Prince, grandam Princess (dam of Alejandre, 2:15}), bv Nut-
wood. The yearling by Alban was out of Sontag Dixie, one
of the great broodmares.

It can not be said that the trotting sires we'e inferior, as

Advertiser, 2:15}, is thesire of Adbell (1), 2:23, and Nordica
(3), 2:19}, tbe only two of his get trained for a season at Palo
Alto.

Bernal, 2:17, is the sire of Aria (3), 2:16|, the only one of

his get ever trained at the home farm, aod she was the crack

racing filly of California for le-95 and was unbeaten.

Alban is sire of Seylax, 2:16^, a fast and game race horse,

Almoneer, 2:26}, and Hilarila, 2:29}.

Nephew is credited with Beaurv Mac, 2:14}, Vina Belle,

2:15}, Voucher, 2:21J,Elden (3), 2:195, and sixteen others.

The highest price paid for a yearling was $l,250,for Aznol,

son of the half thoroughbred Azmoor. The dam of Aznol is

the young broodmare Novelist (2), 2.27, as yet untried as a

producer.

The highest price paid for a two-year-old was $1,000, for

Metella, daughter of the half thoroughbred Whips. The
dam of Metella, Matron, is an untried broodmare.

The highest price paid for a three-year-old was $350 for

Susie Azmoor, a daughter of the half thoroughbred Azmoor.
The dam of Susie Azmoor produced Lord Stanley, 2:28$.

The highest price paid was $3,300, for Rio Alto (4), 2:16$,

a son of the half thoroughbred sire Palo Alto.

The dam of Rio Alto is a great producer of speed from all

sources, but as her great success has come from Palo Alto,

though she was bred to Piedmont, Norval and Azmoor, we
must give the hero of the Lone Pine the credit for the promi-

nence Elsie has attained as a great broodmare.

Louisville Jockey Club Stakes.

The New Louisville Jockey Club has announced its stakes

for the coming spring meeting of 1896. There will be

twelve days' racing, beginning on May 6th. Ten valuable

stakes will be run, including the Kentucky Derby, $6,000;

the Clark stakes, $4,00, add the Kentucky Oaks, $3,500. In

addition to these fixed events, Secretary Price announces the

following stakes, to close on January 15th:

The Debutante Stakes, $2,000, for two-year-old fillies, four

furlongs.

The Cadet Stakes, $2 000, for two-year-old colts and geld-

ings, four and a half furlongs.

The Burlington Stakes. $2,000, a selling sweepstakes for

two-year-olds, five furlongs.

The Maiden Stak»s, $2 000, for three-year-olds that have

not won prizes to January 1, 1895, six and a half furlongs.

The Schulte Stakes, $2,000. for three-year-olds, one mile.

The Louisville Handicap, $1,000, for three-year-olds and

upwards, one mile and a sixteenth.

The Frank Fehr Stakes, $l,000,for;three-year-olds and up-

ward, selling sweepstakes, one mile.

Names Claimed.

Pleasanton, December 24,

The Merriwa Stock Farm claims the name of w "
Luck" for the chestnut colt by imp. Merriwa from M
and " Richmond " for chestnut colt by imp. Merriw

Little Rose. '

George Howson, the well known ex-jockev and trainer,

is taking a much needed rest, and John Wendover, formerly

second to Matt Byrnes, is now training the Owen Bros.string.
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THE KENNEL.
DOING-S IN DOGDOM.

The round-trip ticket to the Newark Coursing meet will

cost $1.00.

There will be an open coursing meeting at JSacramento on
January 12th. Nominations at $5 each. John Grace will

judge and Jas. Wren will slip.

John Grace must have ridden no less than from SO to 100
miles a day while judging the coursing meeting at Merced,
and the majority of the time at the top of his horse's speed.

It is his good riding, combined with his excellent judgment
that makes him so pDpular. He used six horses and they all

earned their oats:

The Newark Conrsiog Park will be re-opened to-morrow
under the management of T. J. Cronin. The draw will take

place and the nominations will close after we go to press
;

but it is thought at present writ' ng that no less tban 6fty-two

does will be nominated. The new Interstate Coursing Club
and the majority of the lovers of legitimate coursiug will

snpport Mr. Cronin in every way in their power and a sue-

successful winter's coursing is assured. John Grace will judge
and Jas. F. Grace will slip.

A scientific journal undertakes to give a sound reason for

the affection popularly bestowed upon dogs by mankind,young
and old. It is because the dog is at once the sincerest flat-

terer and the most successful cheerer that the human race

ever had. A good dog always give us the feeling that we are

a sort of a god. No other animal does anything of the kind.

The cat treats us an inferior, aod the horse will treat us a

dear friend, not a divinity. The dog, moreover, imparts

something of his peculiar gayiety to us in a way that is irre-

sistible. He mingles his suggestion of gaiety with his

flattery ,for he not only leaves his dinner untasted to walk with

us, but the mere fact that we are apparently givingourselves

the pleasure of a walk, raises him into such a delirium of de-

light that the sight of it puts all our dumps and blues to such

reproach that we shake them off in very shame. And
when we don't walk, but sit moodily at home, the dog curls

up lovingly at our feet and looks up now and then into our

eyes, and ''glides into our darker musings with a mild and
healing sympathy." Yes, there is solid reason for the fond-

ness of man for dogs, and it will never come to an end until

either men or dogs become very different beings from what
they are now.—Dog Fancier.

The Cropping Question.

I consider the effect of the expected new rule of prohibition

of cropping dogs w 11 be a desth blow to Great Danes. The

reasons for my opinion are substantially the same as ad-

vanced by the able delegate of the Great Dane Club, Mr.

Clifford Wood. What I would like to add are few facts,

however, which are especially for the beofit of those who de-

mand this move of the American Kennel Club on the ground

of cruelty.

The higher a dog is bred the stronger his inclination to de-

generate. The better quality of long-eared dogs of the day,

bloodhounds, St. Bernards, mastiff*, etc , are to an alarming

degree subject to ear diseases, which never, or very seldom,

occur in a cropped ear; fifteen per cent of them suffer from

caaker, and it would be interesting to know what an im-

mense amount of canker medicine is sold alone by one firm,

Spratts Patent. Now what would you rather have, a dog

suffer from the brief pain of amputation of a tisue eo low in

its order in its anatomy (ot which I will presently speak) or

the dreadful effects of a malignant disease? Let us judge by

the effects. Great Danes are free from ear diseases without

any care being bestowed upon them, while the other breeds,

in spite of all attention, suffer. What right have we to cor-

rect or interfere wich nature, and why not leave it to her to

remedy things? might be asked. But I claim that as long as

nature will not of its own volition produce fancy stock, and
as long as it remains for human tastes aod human efforts to

produce it, just so long it should be our privilege to take

care of the abnormalities thus produced.

Now for a few words as to the microscopic anatomy of the

ear. On examination it will be found that the bulk of the

ear consists of yellow elastic cartilage in which no nerves or

nerve endings of any kind nor blood vessels are to be found.

As the ear is not cut at the root, but perhaps at a point

medium between base and apex, we do not cut any of the

aural muscles, but we take away a part which is practically

dead when compared with au organ of high character.

Furthermore, who ever heard of a fully grown Great Daoe
being cropped? The operation iB performed on ninety per

cent, between the ages of from two to three months, at which
time the sensibility of the brain is not so fully developed by
any means as at full growth, and taking this and the above

fact together should convince the most chicken-hearted in-

dividual that this barbarous (?) method is in reality not as

painful as pulling a child's teeth as they become loose to

make room for the permanent set. I would not give a fig

for a dog that could not stand it.

It is surely not nearly as painful as subsequent ear diseases,

etc.

This onslaught on the rights and this interference with the

exercise of the judgment of breeders and owners of dogs by

the American Kennel Club has bean instigated principally by

the so-called .Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani-
mals. The aim of the American Kennel Club is the eleva-

tion of the differeot breels of dogs, each breed being judged

under a standard approved by the A. K. C. The object of

the Societv for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is to

take care of the curs which run around homeless. How can

*wo such organizations meet on a matual basis? If they do,

"pparently the case on this question, it suggests at once

her one or the other has departed from its constitu-

te nciples- Who has betrayed its supporters ia this

pfe*«d ".. K. C. or the S. P. 0- A.?
:feat Dane or bull terrier men, who have drawn up

slirds for the respective breeds want to insert the

.hat no cropping should be practiced, then it behooves

American Kennel Club to vote on this motion. Until

that times comes it should attend to its own aod not to the

interests of a diametrically opposed organization, and make
capital for them in addition to the many flimsy pretenses

upon which the S. P. C. A. now exists, for instance, the reg-
uler summer craze of " mad dog." If the American Kennel
Club accomplishes its objects, i e., the increase of thorough-
bred dogs, just so the usefulness of the other society dimin-
ishes. Barring accident, every thoroughbred dog has a
master who takes care of the valuable animal, having paid
and cared for it; and the homeless dogs and the society
which lives upon their existence became an unnecessary
evil.

Ifthe Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals wishes
to widen its scope aod really endeavors to become useful, let

it protect the most abused of all animals, the human race,
against cruelty. At the present time the Great Dane breed-
ers and fanciers are more abused, and they feel it much more
keenly than their dogs feel the cropping of ears at the proper
time.

As long as I was a member of the American Kennel Club
I always believed in making as few laws, especially arbitrarv
laws, as possible, and in allowing a certain extent of self-
government among the members. There seems to be a re-

markable absence of such sentiment now.—A. H. Heppner,
in American Field.

Dogue de Bordeaux.

The old saying that there is nothing new under the sun is

once more corroborated by Mrs. Mary A. Jagger, a well-

known St. Bernard authority in England, who has con-

tributed a letter to our contemporary, Tho British Fancier,

on the animals which lately have been sprung on the fancy

in Great Britain as something new and very desirable. The
sponsor in Eogland of this " new breed " made merry at the
Boston terrier's expense, and recently we gave Boston ter-

rier fanciers the cue that their opportunity to turn the tables

was at hand. Oar surmise that the dogue de Bordeaux was
nothing more than a bulldog mastiff mongrel is confirmed by
Mrs. Jagger, and if it attains popularity wilh such a con-
servative and thoroughbred-loving people as Queen Victoria's

subjects we shall be much surprised. Mrs. Jagger's letter

is as follows:

"Being present, though not an exhibitor, at the Kennel
Club show. I naturally went to look at these dog3 benched,
and found, in my idea, a bull and mastiff and a mastiff and
and bull—in the former the bull type predominating, and in

the latter the mastiff. Thirty years ago, and further back
than I can remember, a similar type of dog was very com-
mon in my village, as well as in the surrounding small towns
and villages. They were descendants of those once famed for

their pinning powers in the bullring, a sport that liagered
long around here after beiop forbidden by law (the

hollow where the bull fights took place is still intact).

Some of the doga were larger than others, the large

size, having more mastiff in the cross; but whether large or
nearer the bull terrier in size, they were invariably named
bull and mastiff. Those who have read Charlotte Bronte's
'Shirley' will remember her description of Tartar, which is

an exact word paiDtiogof one of the dogs benched last week
at the Palace show. They would be as common then in Ha-
worth as about here, ajd therefore familiar for description.

Breeds change rapidly on the show bench, but often linger in

their purity in remote places. When these dogs were no
longer required for the bullring, they were in great requisi-

tion for night dogs at the mills, guards underneath carriers'

oarts and yard dogs for the isolated homes on the hillsides,

beneath which roofs the manufacturing and agricultural busi-

nesses were carried on side by side. When a child, I was
fond of visiting a village character known sa

;Dog Ben' or 'The
Slipper.' He was the descendant of a family once in great

request in the bullring as slippers; that is, holding the
dog that was to attack the bull, and only allowing
the animal to go at the most favorable moment.
(The name st'll clings to the family). A refined and insipid

personage would have named this man a low, vulgar person;

but I look back upon him now as one of our racy, original

characters, so fast dying out in my native village. I remem-
ber distinctly his well-made, active brindled bull bitch, as

well as many of her progeny, whose sire was invariably a
mastiff, small in comparison with present-day show specimens
but similar in type and size to the Lynne Hall breed of

mastiffs. The dog was known to the cDUntry side as Towzer
—an alert guardian at oae of the old homesteads where the

spinning-wheel whirred on the hearth and the handloom
clacked in the chamber overhead. The progenyof this cro^s

—

some black noses and some fawn—were almost an exact copy
of the smaller fawn brindled dogue de Bordeaux benched. 'Dog
Ben' had a photograph of a small bull and mastiff famed for

its 'pinning' powers in the bullring, hung over the fire-

place in his cottage. I say a photograph, but it was a

silhouette, as our village had not heard of photography
in those days. The dog's outline was in black, but I

knew his color was brindled fawn, as ' Dog Ben ' often ex-

cited my childish interest by relating to me the dog's exploits

in the bullriog. The likeness was not unlike the description

given of Rab by Dr. Brown in
l Rab and His Friends,' onlv

smaller in size. Years ago I was angry with myself that I

did not preserve the rosewood mounted silhouette of this

small bull and mastiff that the old man gave to me when he

had to go to the workhouse, but now I am more than angry
with myself. I read the fanciful character given to these

dogs a few weeks ago, bat if we take Charlotte Bronte's de-

scription of Tartar's disposition, or Dr. Brown's of Rab, we
have a trne knowledge of these dogs' character that I remem-
ber so well. As I look upon the dogue de Bordeaux as one

and the same with the old bull and mastiff, I venture to say

the description of Tartar's character applies equally as well

to them. How much better would it be if our leading exhib-

itors in the show world would turn their attention to the

standard breeds—as advocated by you in your criticism of

Mr. Vero Shaw's excellent article—in place of introducing

cheap novelties in the shape of foreign street curs. In our

collies, fox-terriers, spaniels, pointers, etc., there is a wide

field for honest work in breeding back to original type. Per-

haps the dogue de Bordeaux may be a distinct breed, but after

all there is nothing newer than the old."—Am. Field.

The $500 and 500 Dog; Rulea.

New York, December 20, 1896.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The American Ken-

nel Club, at iifl meeting held yesterday, rescinded the $500

and 500 dog rules, so far as the territory west of the 95th de-

gree of longitude is concerned. Yours truly,

American Kennel Clod,
A. P. Vredenburgh, Sec.

A Smart Dog.

One summer afternoon a group of children were playing
at the end of a pier that projects into Lake Ontario, near
Kingston. The proverbial careless child of the par'y made
a backward step from the pier into the water. None of his

companions could save him, and their cries had brought no
one from the shore, when, just as he was sinking for the third

time, a superb Xawfoundland dog rushed down the pier into

water and pulled the boy out.

Those of the children who did not accompaoy the boy
home took the dog to a confectioner's on the score and fed

bim with as great a variety of cabe3 aod other sweets as he
could eat. So far the story is. of course, only typical of

scores of well known cases. The individuality of this case is

left for the sequel.

The next afternoon the same group of children were play-

ing at the same place when the canine hero of the day be-

fore came trotting down to them wilh the most friendlv wags
and nods. There being no occasion this time for supplying
him with delicacies, the children only stroked and petted
him. The dog, however, had not come out of pure sociabil-
ity. A child in the water and cakes aod candy stood to him
in the close and obvious relation of cause and effect, and if

this relation was not understood bv the children he resolved
to impress it upon them, Watching his chance he crept up
to the child nearest the edge of the pier, gave a sodden push
which sent him into the water, then sprung in after him and
gravely brought him to shore.—Philadelphia Times.

Kennel Registry.
Visits, gales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column

ree of charge. Please use the following form :

SALES.

Dr. C. M. Selfridge (Oakland) has sold a cocker spaniel
dog pup by Woodland Duke (Champion Black Duke-
Woodland Jude)—Reah S., to J. H. Turner, on December
21st.

WHELPS.
Chas. Dresser's (San Francisco) bull terrier bitch Mazy,

whelped Dec. 5th, 6—1 dog, to John D. Spreckles' bull ter-
rier dog.

THE GUN.

CARTRIDGE AJUD SHELL.

Black brant are still very plentiful at Tomales Bay.

The only thing certain about snipe is their undoubted
toothsomeness on the table.

Chas. Greene was at Point Keyes on Sunday and caught s

basket full of small steel-heads.

In the neighborhood of Calcutta bags of forty couple of
snipe are a common occurrence.

John Butler was at Throckmorton Lagoon on Sunday and
caught a One lot of small steel heads.

Squirrels must be very plentiful near Point Reyes. One
hunter bagged nine fine, fat greys on Sunday.

The scheme of combining the clubs in one large blue rock
ground does not seem to gain much headway.

The third match between A. H. King and J. G. Messner
was won by the former with a score of 91 to 88.

Duck shooting was very fair on the Alameda marshes last

Sunday. Some good bags were made at Alvarado and Mt.
Eden.

The steelhead trout vs. salmon case has been postponed
again. It will probably come up before Judge Low some
time next week.

The duck hunters who made their headquarters at Bell's

ark at Espinosa report seeing thousands of ducks on Sunday
morning last, and the bags made were for the most part very
good.

Little Willie—I was going fishing on Sunday, bnt my papa
wouldn't let me. Minister—That's the rigut kind of papa to

have. Did he tell yon why ? Willie— Yes, sir. He said

there wasn't enough bait for two.

The Russian river should be in fine condition for steelhead

fishing today. On Monday the river was falling very rap-

idly and clearing. The run has been the best for many years.

No fish were caught on Monday, the water was too muddy.

If it has not rained at the headwaters of the Russian river

the steelhead fishing should be unexcelled. If you go to

Duncan's Mills to day, don't forget to slop at the El Bonito.

Mr. Morgan, th« proprietor, is ao angler himself, and makes
his hotel a regular angler's resort. His rates are reasonable,

boats free to guests and the table in first-class in every respect.

The annual meeting of the Board of Governors of the
California Inanimate Target Association was not held on
Saturday evening last for the good and sufficient reason that

only four members were in attendance. We would suggest

to this association that they change their meeting night.

Ssturday night is certainly the worst night in the week to

get the members together.

The cabin erected at the mouth of Koran's Slough and oc-

cupied by two men who guard the obstruction placed there

by the Cordelia Shooting Club, was burned Saturday night.

and it was with difficulty that the guards e.caped with their

lives. Club officials assert that the tire was incendiary, and
suspicion rests on well known poachers. An investigation will

probably be made, says the Record-Union. [This would, of

course, be a natural solution of the problem, but we are in-

clined to thiok it an accident. If the "poachers" are guilty

we sincerely hope they will be caught and prosecuted to the

full extent of the law.]
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E. H. Williams made a fine bag of snipe near ShellyiUe

on Sunday.

Harry Weiss killed tbirty-six ducks at Point Reyes on

Sunday and Monday.

Sprig are very plentiful at Rio Vista. One hunter killed

98 in one day recently.

John and Arthur Lemmon and Chas. Suttoo killed 60

ducks at Tobin's Lake near San Pedro on Sunday last.

R.H. Liddle, W. J- Hynes and Chas. Wands shot on the

Suisun march near the Drawbridge on Sunday and killed 5S

birds.

Capt. Cummins, Chas. Greene, Jos. Dieves and wife and

several enthusiastic anglers went to Duncan's Mills on Thurs-

day to fish for steelheads.

Shooting and Fishiog's Christmas issue is a gem. We
notice, among other interesting articles, a story by " Dick

Swiyeler" on woodcock shooting.

Donald McCrae and W. McCrae went up to Bells Ark at

E-pinosa on Friday last and killed 105 ducks, 10 geese and

10 swan, on Saturday and Sunday.

There was a quarter of an inch of ice on the ponds on the

Suieuo marsh last Sunday morning and the majority of the

ducks went to the big sloughs in consequence.

The person holding ticket number I6i2 has won the gun at

R Liddle Co.'s drawing. The draw look place on Christmas

eye and ihe gun will be presented to the bearer of the ticket

on presentation of the same.

Edgar Forster and S. A. Sharp killed ten ducks near the

mouth of Petaluma creek on Sunday. The Alameda County

Sportsman's Club was well represented at McGills' on, Sun-

day, but the bags were for the most part small.

The shooting at Alvtso, Mowry's and Mt. Eden should be

good to-morrow. The ducks appear to be leaving the Sonoma
marshes, and for many years the shooting has been at its best

about this time of year at the Bridges.

W. J. Hynes and a couple of friends were using the new
"Monarch" smokeless for duck shooting on Sunday last at

Suisuo and they are very much pleased with it. It is very

quick and gives great penetration with slight recoil.

J. S Fanning, who has been traveling in the South for

the "Gold Dost" Co. has returned, but will go on the road

shortly. W.R. Robertson will soon return from his North-
ern trip. They both report greatlv increased sales of "Gold
Dust."

W. X. Wetmere and C. W . Debenham were at the Pastime
Clnb, Alviso Bridges on Saturday and Sunday and bagged
120 teal, sprig, widgeon, black jack, gadwall and spoonbills.

They report seeing a great many salmon trout in Coyote
Creek.

There is some talk of Martinez Chick's forfeiting the

"Gold Dust" championship medal to some shooter in this

vicinity where, there will be some chance of its being chal-

lenged for. W. O. Fendner would be the proper man to

hold it.

The only white moos° ever seen or known to be killed in

the State of Maine, fell during the recent open season in tuat

State to the gun of Mr. 8argent of Grafton. As a mailer of

course, Mr. Sargent prizes his albino moose very highly, fur

it is a rare specimen.

The New A. K. C. Rules.

The $500 rule has been rescinded and all cities and towns

west of the 95th meridan may hold shows under A. K. C.

rules and offer diplomas or ribboDS if they cannot afford to

offer cash. The 95th meridan runs through the Eisieru

boundary of the Dakotas and Nebraska, a few miles west <i

Kansas city in Kansas and cuts off a portion of Indian 1 *

r

ritory and Texas.

This rule will unquestionably be of great banefii ro ih

doggy interests of tbiB coast. New clubs will spring up and

small shows will be held in the principle towns.

The 500 dog rule is quite another matter. The rule has

been recinded and champions may be made in classes where

there is no competition whatever. The amendment proposed

by the Coast fanciers, that the rule be changed from 500 dogs

to 300 dogs or 250 would have suited this coast admirably,

but to rescind the rule altogether wa< a grave error. We
have often expressed the opinion that the old rule was a poor

one at best, as a 500 dog show may contain many very weak
classes and a small show have strong classes of the same va-

rieties bul the old rule was certainly some protection while

the present is asbolulely none. However, it will tend to

stimulate a somewhat lagging interest and we can only hope
for the best. It will certainly tend to fill our challenge

classes'.

Daring Robbery Near Ingleeide.

At 6:45 p. M. Wednesday, as Reuben H. Clark, cashier of

the Ingleside bar, accompanied by John F. Bronner, cler^

of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club, while riding to the city on

the Mission street cars from the track, were held up by four

highwaymen armed with Winchester rifles. The latter fired

upon the track employees and wounded both. Clark, who
had a sack containing about $300 tried to save it by offering

resistance was so badly wouoded in the foot that it is feared

that member will have to be amputated. Bronner was only

slightly wounded in the hand. Officer Joseph like Reuben
Clark emptied his revolver at the robbers, and before he could

reload was shot through the thigh. The robbers seized the

sack and disappeared. The car which contained a number
of passengers, gentlemen and ladies, proceeded on its way to

this city, where surgical aid was summoned.
A large force of detectives were at once sent to the scene of

the robbery and have been scouring the surrounding country

all night, but so far have met with no Buccess in finding thp

highwayman.
This is the boldest streetcar robbery that has ever occurred

in this city, and there is no doubt the robbers knew who
Clark was, and also knew that he was in the habit of carrying

a sack of money to the city after the races each day, and

knejy the car he would take.

Horee Owners Sbovld Try

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY BEHEDY

-A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE. .

Prepared
exclusive-

ly by .T. E.
Gombanlt
ex-Veteri-

nary 8ar-

geon to

the French

Gonrnment
Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible to produce any scor or blemish. The Safest

be«t BLISTER ever wed. Tukes the place of all lini-

ments for mild or severe action- ltemoves aUBunche*
or Hleialshes from Horses or Cattle.

A3 a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rheumatism,
Sprain?, Sere Throat, Ktc, it Is invaluable.

mr PI1ADAMTCC that one tablespoonfnl of
fit uUAHAHItC CAUSTIC BALSAM will

Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is Warren,
ted totrive patisfaci J.m. IMm Q | .50 P«" bo- ..Sold
by Drnpgisis, or sent by express, charges paid, with full

directions for its us*>. St-nd for descriptive circular*,
te-<timoiiioM, etc, A<ldre*a [

TUE l.AWHKNCE-WILLfAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY!ii

ji FOR MAN OR BEAST.
|]

|( Certain in its effects and never blisters. |j

u Read proofs below :
jj

j) KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE;';
Shelby, Mich., Dec. 16, '93.

|J

M Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.

[
Sirs:—I have used your Kendall's']

He— .;., r.,~~ „,;it, ~™a ~„~~^,. r~, !!
!! Spavin Cure with good success for

J]

M curbs on two horses and it is the best I

Ij Liniment I have ever used.

Yours trulv, August Fredrick.
|,
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For Sale by all Druggists, or address

Dr. B. J. KENDALL COMPACT,
ENOSBURGH FALLS, VT.

Tee California St »te Veterinary Me .ical Asso-
ciation.

The California State Veterinary Medical Association met

in the lecture room of the California Veterinary College—

a

department of the University of California—at the corner of

Post and Fillmore Streets, on Wednesday, December 11th,

1895, at 2 o'clock p. m.

The meeting was called to order by the Secretary—Dr. R.

A. Archibald—who stated that in the unavoidable absence of

the President and Vice-President, it would be Decessary to

elect a President pro tern, whereupon Dr. H. A. Spencer of

San Jose was chosen as President pro tem.

The regular order of business was then taken up.

The annual report from the Secretary revealed the fact

that the Association, both numerically and financially, was
in a flourishing condition.

The election of officers for the ensuing year are as follows:

President, Prof. F. VV. Skaife, San Francisco; Vice Presi-
dent, Dr. H. Lemke, Bakersfield; Secretary, Dr. D. F. Fox,
Sacramento; Treasurer, Dr. F. E.Pierce,Oakland. The newly
elected secretary being absent, Dr. Thos, Maclay was chosen
as secretary pro tem.

Dr. H. F. Spencer of San Jose, then read a very interest-

ing paper on " Ulceration of the Mucous Membrane of the
Mouth."

Dr. R. A. Archibald of San Francisco, read a very learned
a.r\-\ interesting paper on "Contraction of the Horse's Foot."

Prof- F. W. Skaife also read a very interesting papsr on
"PiVchology."

The several pipars brought forth a very lively discussion.
On the following day, December 12, 1395, the members of

the association witbessed some very interesting operations at
the College Hospital, which is cmdmtei by Dr. R. A. Archi-
bald, the ex-Secretary of the association.

George Miller, who rode Bright Phcebus in the Christ-
mas handicap, was very wrathy,and jmtly so,at Jerry Chorn.
Jerry was up on imp. Star Ruby, and just before the turn for

home was made, delibsrately cut Miller's mount otf. But for

this, the latter thinks, he would have given Libertine a strong
argument. Both Chorn and Macklin are prone to do a great
deal of crowding and bumping in the race3 in which they
ride and a good, stiff fine imposed would, pjrhaps, work a
benefit.

STAKES FOR SPRING MEETING 18961
And the TENNESSEE DERBY, $5000 GUARANTEED, For 1897

Meeting Opens Thursday, April 9, and Continues 15 Days, Closing Saturday, April 25.

Entries Close j£txiiJL£try 15, 1896.
Spring Meeting*, 1897.

Stakes Close January 15, 1896

1. i;ASTON HOTEL STAKES—Subscribed by
ei stakes f"r two-year-cl

• i<i accompany nomination, and I (l

url ; 81,000 addeu, nfivhkh $Mi lo sec-
1' iilir lllrluliu-.

2. MIK LASSIE HT\KKH-s,,l,*crlbed oy
Brtnklej ["takes for two-

I
tuition, find $-10

additional m-Uirt ; fll ,000 added, of which |2Q0 to sec-
ond, and 9 Inn l > Intnl. t our-furloiiK*.

3. THE IIKVMm.K STAKES- A v-v.-epstakes

rhlcti
.:i qi i hi ii take
poanJi lUDds. Flvclur-

ODga*

i ABL'lfa l«N HOTELSTAKB8 -

Arlington Hotel

ClUb tO mill

Weight forage ;

id piling pi

.-.'in, PIvC hirlnot:-.

.-_*

TENNESSEE OAKS-Subscrlhed hy Louis
Rosenthal ^ Bros.; a sweepstakes for Ally three-year-
olds (dials ol 1891) ; 85 lo neenuipanv nomination, and
130 additional to start; (1,000 added, ol which $200 i>

lerond and D00 'o third; weight. 117 pounds; those
never having won a stake race, or eight races ot any
value, allowed 5 pounds; those that never won a rare
nt uiiy value ot $ioo to the winner allowed 10 pounds;
beaten maidens, lo pounds. One mile.

G. LUEHRMANN HOTEL STAKBS-^ub-
scribed by Luehrmunn's Hotel: 11.500 guaranteed; a

'ikes for three-year-olds floats of 1803); $ i to ac-
c pany nomination, aad $-* i additional to start; the
club lo mid sufficient in make tin- value ol the race
• 1,2 'I ,;."!.

i i nn l mid $100lo third ; a winner
ot a stake race lo 1896 to carry 3 pounds ; two or more.
5 pounds; penalty; beaten Doo-wlnnera in 1896 allowed
5 pounds; If uopla 1,8 pounds; llmse never bavin?
won a Stake race Id t& H

.*r, ( ,r 1896 allowed 5 pounds; It

such horses have never won a race of the value of $100
lo ii '. mowed i 'i pouuds; beaten maidens, 16

pounds; allowances not accumulative. One mile.

B IALH OP Tills hack.
CMts. Geld's. F'ls

Winner <>i two Lake* In 1896 127 12 1 122
W n ni one i1 ike In 1896 125 12! 120

Don-wlDners, place I, 1896 117 in 112
in '- in m I, i . .

in in 109
"i

. take '! IB I '. or istiij in in in1
Noo-wlni i value of |3o0

to winner , 112 109 107
Beaten maidens mr mi uvx
Tho-qentiiir 1 to no allowance 122

7. TEWG-8EE BRKWINU COMPAXY
ST 4KKS—Subscribed, by the Tennessee Brewing
Company. A selling sweepstakes for three year-olds
and upward; $5 to accompany nomination, and $50
additional tostirt; 31,000 added, of which ?200 to sec-
ond and $100 to third; $3,00 1 weight for age: 3 pounds
allowed for each $300 to 12,000; then I pound, lor each $100
to $1,50 >, and 2 pounds for each $100 to $1,000; starters
and selling pr.ee to be named through entry box by the
usual time of closing for this day's racing, and those so
named are liable for starting lee; beaten horses not
liable toclalm. Seven furlongs.

8. THB PKABODY HOTEL HAIVDICAP-
Bubscribed by Peaborfy Hotel; 81,50,1 guarantee. A
handicap sweepstakes lor three-year-olds and upward ;

§a to accompany nomination and $50 additional to
start; the club to add suQiclent to make the value ol
the race; 81,2 to flrat, $:00 lo second and $100 to third;
weights to be anuounced two days t>efore the race ;

winner 1 of a race, after announcement of weights, to
carry 5 pounds extra; acceptance* to be made through
the entry box usual ilmeol closing the day before the
race. One mile and a sixteenth.

9. I'HK MOVTUOMKRY HVNDICAP-Sub
scribed by T. Samelson & Co ; $2,000 guaranteed; a
handicap sweepstakes lor three-year-olds and upward;
$S to accompany nomination and $W additional lo
start; the club to add BUfflclent lo make the value <f
th* race 91,500 to first, $350 to second and $ 50 mtdrd;
weights to be announced -Ave days before the race;
wlnnersof a nice, afLer theannonncement "f weights.
to carry S pounds extra : acceptances to be male
through entry box by 4 p.m. the day preceding the
race. One mile and one-eighth.luiiwa uutiiu >u v Mi, in. rm- MiiMiuk-. luv c 11 u Men in no allowance m. u» 117 race. One mile and oue-eitthih.

Addrees all nominations to NEW MEMPHIS JOCKEY CLUB, Room 2, Cotton Exchange Building, Memphis, Tenn

O. THE TBWKSSBG OERBY-Subscrlbed
by Messrs. <4. c. Bsnnett & Co; a sweepstakes for
three-year-olds (foals of JS9I); $5 entrance Eo accom-
pany tiie nominatii>u,$i0 to be paid Jaouarv 15, 1897,
and $100 additional to start; the Cub lo guarantee the
value ot the stake lo be*$5,O0>, of which $500 to second
and $-250 to third; maidens allowed 10 pounds. One
mile and one-Htthth.
Failure to pay second installment when due will

declare the entry ou', without turther notice Horn the
secretary.

NOTICE.
Second payment due Janu-

ary I5fcl«, 1896, $5,000 TJBN"-

XKSSEK DIDR«Y, to lie run
at the Spring Meeting of the

New .Memphis Jockey Club,

1896.
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SPUCIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Sentiment. Business and Sentiment.—The last ex-

pression will serve toy purpose better when applied to racing

afl-iirs. When there is an absence of sentiment in turf mat-

ters there will be wanting wbat has surely been the popular-

izing inflaence in the past, and which is likely to retain its

prestige in the future. Should there be a lack of business

management under the more complex systems which now

prevail in sports of the turf, there would be failure, inasmuch

as the pecuniary results would not justify lavish expendi-

tures for ihe benefit of owners. The ''happy mean" is a union

of both, and I am much pleased that California racing has

now the support of both elements. Those who make a busi-

ness of racing are associated with men of wealth who are not

df pendent on pecuniaryj-eturns, and it is safe to infer that

the "glory" of winning, to them, is of greater importance
than gain. Not that the "business" end ignores this essential

feature, as the shrewd men, who are s.i intimately connected

with raciDg as to give it their whole attention, are well aware
that honor is the guiding star, and any other beacon illusory,

a will-o'-the-wisp, which will lead to destruction.

It would seem invidious to name those people of wealth,

who are now identified with California racing, but this much
can safely be said, that in no other State in the Union is

there a greater display of lhat essential in giving tone to rac-

ing. Fortunes of such magnitude that the expense of a rac-

ing Btable, however large, can be borne without encroaching

on anything else, and this is a guarantee that the excellence

of the component parts of their stables will be in keeping
with the owner's means.

In the olden times a racing establishment was considered a

part of the state of a gentleman, especially a country gentle-

man who bred the horses he raced. North and south the

very best men of the country were identified with the pur-

suit, and men, eminent in politics, in business and in society,

were active participants. There was a time—during the ex-
citement and turmoil of civil war—when racing did not pre-

sent the prominent characteristics which formerly prevailed,

but from the incorporation of the American Jockey Club in

1865, there has been constant progression, and though there

were a few club3 which did not adhere to the higher stand-

ard, the lapses were overcome by those of sterling merit.

Even the deviations from a proper course have been of ser-

vice. It has been demonstrated—with all the force of the

solution of a geometrical problem, that these errors cannot

be perpetuated without breaking up a recreation which has

held such a prominent place in all the prominent countries

of the world.

There is little to fear in California now. Business and
sentiment will be in accord ii accepting the lessons of the

past, and with both of these powerful influences at work,

failure is not a possible sequence.

* *
Tkotting Prospects.— Quite a hard job to convince

those who are inclined to pessimism that there is a future

for harness-horse racing. Ready to grant, perhaps, that there

is some show in the East for high-class trotters and pacers,

though set in their notions that so far as California is con-

cerned the outlook is far from being pink-colored. I cannot

igree in this estimate. It may be that it will be a couple of

years before the depression is overcome, though there are

better prospects for 1:96 than 1S95 foreshadowed. I may be

overconfident in the results of the convention, which
is sure to be convened in the spring season is fairly

opened, but, unless greatly mistaken, from that will

come a better feeliDg. There must be harmony. Asso-

ciations, owners of horses, trainers, must pull together,

and with unity of action good must come. Let bygones be

bygones. Nothing but Injury from harping on old questions

of difference ;
nothing but vexations in the reopening of old

sores

I am fully assured that the racing associations will do
their part towards advancing the general horse interests of

the State, no half-hearted support, but anxious and eager to

do all in their power to further the cause. What-
ever little jealousies there may have been on the

part of trottiDg folk that must not be allowed to

come in the way of co-operation. Some of those, it may be,

were based on good grounds, though in general these were

misguided notions, some of them grossly erroneous.

That a circuit can be arranged so that spring and early

summer meetings will he held, in addition to the usual

autumnal events, is beyond reasonable contention. The Cali-

fornia Jockey Club will give a harness meeting after the rac-

ing comes to a close, and in all probability that will be sup-

plemented by others.

Then the fairs will have nothiog in their way, a fair field

unobstructed by a clashing of interests.

It will not do to overlook the Pacific Coast Jockey Club

in connnection with harness horse racing. That club has

signified its willingness to let the Trotting Horse Breeders

have the use of that magnificent course to hold a meeting

upon, apd this concession leils more than a whole chapter of

predictions.

* *
Entrance Fe.es.—That there will have to be a radica

change in regard to entrance in purses is beyond question

The temptation to incur liabilities under the provisions which

prevailed in many cases last spring will have to be removed

as it is well assured that it wrought injury to all parties,

there being an option to pay small sums periodically, though

the indebtedness did not mature until the niebt before the

day set for the race, even when the animal was known to

have little, if any, chance to win any part of the money, to

"declare out," required a payment which could not be made,

and thus the whole amount of the entrance became due. Then,

too, there was the hope that something might happen to bet-

ter the prospects, and, catching at the atraw, left the person

still in trouble.

Even among horse owners there is a disposition to return

to the old usage, teD per centum on the amount ot the purse

with entries closing a Bhort time before the race is to be de-

cided, and that would be preferable, in some respects, to

makiog entries so far in advance. Heavy expenses, however,
are an incubus which is the bane of harness-racing, and if

these can be lowered without material injuries to associa-
tions, the consummation will be a boon, duty appreciated by
those who are benefited.

"Dollars at the gate." An increase in that sort of revenue
is the surest way to seek relief, and by enlarging the attrac-

tions the returns can be augmented to a degree which will

surprise those who advocate sticking to the old, old route.

* «-
" Good Roads."— 4 manifesto, if not as important as the

late Presidential message, has been issued by the "wheel,

men" of California that will be apt to have some political

significance. Governor Budd hasawakered the ire of bicycle
folk by refusing to appoint one of the league a member of the

good road commission. There is no disputing the fact tha1

this weightv confederation exerted a great influence in bring"
ing the subject before the public, securing a wider hearing
than it would have received, and insuring action that cannot
fail to be beneficial.

The Call, in an editorial, expresses surprise that a body
infinitely smaller than that of the horse brigade should b*» so
successful and ascribes that success to activity and energy be-
yond that of the quadrupedal supporters.

Undoubtedly a just conclusion, though not entirely correct.
There is the strength of combination, a u-nited effort on the
part of enthusiastic advocates, imbued with a determined
spirit, and that concentrated so as to give its full effect. But
there is another reason for the display of activity, the abso-
lute necessity for roads over which a bicycle can be propelled
without serious drawbacks. The horse can carry a person
over almost any kind of ground, he can draw a wagon where
the wheel would be useless, while owners have been supine
and Dearly regardless of the advantages which would result

from improved highways. "Necessity is the mother of in-
vention," and to this very old saying can be added, an in-
citement to work. Good work has been done by votaries of
the velocipede, and while not ready to erant superior intelli-

gence I am "more than ready" to accord them more "public
spirit." The following is one paragraph of the editorial.

"The commission was undoubtedly created by the wheel-
men through their persistent demand for good roads The
curious part of the matter is that the owners of horses and
vehicles outnumber the wheelmen a hundred to one.and that

the material interested represented by horseowners are im-
measurably more important than those attaching to the
ownership of bicycles,and yet the wheelmen found no trouble
in organizing the setting afoot a movement which will bring
far greater benefit to the owners of horses than to bicyclists

themselves. Jf this is not explainable on the ground that
wheelmen are superior in intelligence and public spirit to

horse-owners, we should be glad to learn the reason."

Governor Budd raised such a storm of indigoation among
agriculturists, horse and cattle breeaers by his veto of the
appropriation for the district fairs that he may have thought
that ignoring the wheelmen would placate the ire of those he
had so grievously offended, but that was too hot to be chilled,

and now he has another army arrayed against him.

The Oakland Track.—Work is progressing rapidly on

the grand stand at the Oakland track. All the meu that can

work to advantage are emploped, and when the weather be-

comes more favorable the improvements will follow.

The race course is to be widened ten feet on the home-

stretch, twenty feet on the "first turn." A " chute" will be

added which will give straight work for those quarters of a

mile races excepting one semicircle. The rain will delay

the earthwork, though when the weather is suitable a large

force cm ba employed to advantage. Every old building,

old fences, in fact, all of the old, are to be removed, so that

there will be no discordant feature to mar the beauty of the

whole.

The fence will b> 'placed on the boundary lines so that

nearly the whole 104 acres will be within the enclosure. Al-
ready there has been a decided impetus given to real estate

transactions, Mr, Emery having sold more lots within the

last two weeks than he had in many months before. Mr.
Emery's property is contiguous to that which has been leased

to the California Jockey Club, extending the whole length

of the sauthern boundary, with the exception of lots in

Emeryville. He has widened streets, laid out another wide
avenue from San PaMo to the railway, in order to give

facilities for electric railways.

When these are completed, and the new ferry, from the

lice of Emeryville to San Francisco, in operation there will

not be a racecourse in the United States which has better

transportation facilities.

Id order to folly comprehend the situation a map would
be necessary, but even a few lines of description will show that

the claim is based on good grounds. First the two ferries

now in operation giving the choice of three routes and ser-

vice only fifteen minutes apart. The broad-guage connecting
at 7th and Broadway, Oakland, with San Pablo cable cars,

the Berkeley train running directly to the park; the Alameda
connecting with cable at San Pablo and 11th streets. The
cable i3 soon to give way to electricity which will shorten the

time and that will run directly to the course. There is to be

an electric line following Horton street,that and th* Berkeley

trains, through a spur track, unloading passengers at the en-

trances of the grand stand. There will be 6!eclric cars from
East Berkeley, Claremont and Piedmont, and then the Hay-
ward, Fruitvale and Alameda electric traiuB will complete

the circle. The whole of thecouotry, in fact, placed within

easy reach. Mr. Emery says that the new ferry is now an

"assured fact" and when that is in operation the only trouble

will be in the embarrassment consequent upon so many routes

to chose betwen by the peopele of San Francisco.

*
* *

The Ausibalasian; Method of starting horses has been

received with such unqualified approbation in the country of

its invention that it seems idle to question its efficiency here-

The argument that our horses are such unmanageable brutes

that they cannot be kept in position is merely conjecture, as

a trial has not been granted. The same conditions prevailed

in Australia, and the same virulent objections, which a trial

dissipated, and that so effectually that the most obstinate ad-

herent of old methods was forced to succumb.

A great deal has been printed and said lately in regard to
"up-to-date" proclivities, and these usually interlarded with
charges of being "being behind the times;" it does not seem
that these young fellows who offer such strenuous objections
to even giving a new device a fair trial, should hesitate a
little before denouncing the " old fogies" who favor innova-
tions.

Let the gate be given a fair trial. Let it be tested with
fields that are not likely to be troublesome.and if satisfactory
under favorable circumstances, let succeeding tests be more
secure.

*

Judge Lynch.—While arguments are all against the en-

croachments of Judge Lynch on the regular courts, there is

no question that there may be times when a short shrift and
a stout rope is the best solntioD.

The attack on the car at Ingleside is one of these instances
when punishment should follow as certaioly as the scoundrels
are captured. Ready to murder, the will for the deed should
govern, and if the act which penalizes holding up a railway
with death can be enforced in this case, that or life sentence
be the fiat.

* •
* *

A Convention.—That there should be a convention of

people who are interested in harness-racing is accepted by all

whom I have heard express an opinion on the subject

There are many things to consider, in fact, it appears as

though action was imperatively demanded. It will be well,

perhaps, to delay assembling until the opening of spring,
March or April, in order to give plenty of time for consid-
eration before the meeting is held. A full discussion, through
the columns of the Bseeder and Sportsman, will simplify
and accelerate the business so that it can be transacted with
as little delay as is compatible with good work.

Jos. Caihn Sivpson.

Review of the Inaugural Meeting.

Wednesday's racing closed the inaugural meeting of

the Pacific Coast Jockey Club. It has been a success, and a

marked success, from every point of view. In the matter of

attendance, the Association has been flattered by ever-increas-

ing gate receipts. Notwithstanding the far from ample
transportation facilities of the first few days, the race-going

public was patient, and as better accommodations were pro-

vided and the headway of the electric cars were increased so

that the trip could be made in comfort and with less delay

the daily attendance began to show a marked increase.

The accommodations provided for the public at the track

are in every way in keeping with the liberal policy of the As-

sociation. Every convenience has been provided for patroos

of either sex, and an occasional trip to Ingleside is now be-

coming a regular treat to many who had not been on a race

course in years. The grandstand, with its southern exposure,
is floo ded with warm sunshine all afternoon, yet the sun is in
such a position in the heavens as not to interfere with the
prospect of the races at any point. Of course there are some
days on which the sun does not shine, even in California,
but they are comparatively rare, and the very comfortable
outlook of the races provided is already fully appreciated.
In the matter of accommodations for horsemen and their

horses, a very general inquiry among owners, trainers and
stablemen has failed to bring to light any cause of com-
plaint or dissatisfaction, and many gladly avail themselves of
the opportunity to extol the liberality of the management in
every thing.

The races over the new course have been high-class to a
very notable degree. The large number of crack horses that
came from the East, as well as the not by any means inferior
ones of our own Slate, have been very liberally entered and
have provided sport of the best class. The purses have bsen
most liberal, and five stake"events decided. During the
month's racing, 129 races were decided, and $57,750
in stakes and furses disbursed among horsemen, as well as
the presentation of two bracelets and a silver cup, valued in
all at $350, which were trophies of special events.

The tendency has been towards longer distances, and verv
few races have been starced beyond the quarter-pole. Thev
are assuredly the most popular, and they are a step in the
right direction. The day of the short-bred sprinter is draw-
ing to a close, and breeders are looking to weight-packing,
staying strains to redeem themselves and the sport from the
dire effects that have followed in the wake of the short-course
races.

The track will no doubt be a fast one. Records may not
be broken over it this winter, yet good time was made dur
ing the very few days it might have been said to be "fast."

It was muddy on the opening day, and has been muddy nearly
ever since, though the number of rainy afternoons have been
very few. The rains came just frequently enough to prevent
a drying out, yet most of the downpour occurred on "nights
and Sundays." On one occasion the track was dry, and while
fast time was being anticipated another shower came on. One
thing about the track, however, it does not absorb the water
to any great extent, and though it may look to be in a very
bad condition, it has a splendid bottom and is always safe.

Aside from the discomfort of the jockeys, the wet con-
dition only makes fast time impossible, but does not endanger
horses in the least.

The officials of the new association have been uniformlv
courteous and generous in their treatment of the public and
the horsemen. Most of them have served in similar positions
with older associations having a wider scope, and brought to

their new field of labor a ripe experience, while those who
assumed entirely new duties took on the mantle of office with
a grace and deftness born of wide knowledge in business af-

fairs.

The meeting began most auspiciously, and but for the
dampening effect of a drizzling rain and a muddy track, pre-
cluding a proper display of the high-class horses that were
entered on the first day, the new track would have been vis-

ited by one of the largest crowds that ever attended a race
meeting in this city. The attendance was very large, not-
withstanding, but has since been eclipsed. The public learned
that the gala-day programme offered was but a sample rf
what was to follow, and that the very best sport was provided
on all occasions. Many firm friends have been gained during
the past month.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Haitv New Year to all

!

Henry Pierce, of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, arrived

from New York oo Monday last.

A splendid string of youngsters from the Oakwood Park

Stock Farm will be seen on the circuit of 1S96.

Daniel Misner has a few horses on the Petaluma Track

this winter. " Horse business in Sonoma County is very

quiet," he says.

The Ohio fair associations are reported to be making en-

ergetic efforts to secure a bill in the coming legislature ex-

empting them from taxation.

California breeders have no reason to complain of

the -pleihiul showing made by the California-bred horses

here and in the east during 1895.

Boodle's book looks as if it will be filled. We shall pub-

lish his advertisement soon, so that owners of broodmares

will know what the terms of service are.

Z. E. Hebert, of Salinas, has in Dolly, by Mozart, one of

the best broodmares in California. She is the dam of Bruno,

2:16*. Altoonita, 2:22J, and Lara D., 2:28.

At the Oakwood Park Stock Farm the plan of breeding

the large boned, well-bred thoroughbred Major Ban to the

Cleveland bay mares there, is to be tried this coming season.

There is a weanling brother to Oro Wilkes, 2:11, at the

San Mateo Stock Farm that is a perfect beauty, and will be

as fast as his brother, if lot trotting is any indication of speed.

Garrett Hyatt, the superintendent of Sonoma Stock

Farm, says Gossiper, 2:14$, never looked better than he does

at present. He was bred to some excellent mares this year.

Lady visitor at training stable :
" What kind of a dog is

that ?" Swipe : "Sky terrier, mum." 'Why, where is his

head ?" Swipe : "JDunno, mum ; kick 'im an' see which end
barks."

The agitation about keeping the speed track in Golden
Gate Park in better repair should never be allowed to dimin-

ish. We must have that work done at once.

The talk of a track for the trotting horsemen at Alameda
seems to increase every day and should the plan proposed be

published we believe it will meet the endorsement of every

horse owner in this part of California.

Andrew Meban, the caretaker of Athanio, 2:ll£, since

the latter was a foal, has just returned to Fresno from Buffalo.

He was engaged by Ed. Geers when Athanio was purchased,

and took care of Athanio all this season.

Notwithstanding the death of John Green, of Dublin,

Alameda Couaty, well-known as the owner of Directum,

there will be no change in regarding; this game son of Di-

rector. He will remain in Kentucky in 1896.

It now transpires that the grand old Kansas brood mare,

Lucy Woodruff, is the dam of McW., 2:17 i, by Fergus Mc-
Gregor. The performance of McW. makes Lucy Woodruff
the dam of four in the list, including Silkwood, 2:07.

As the Palo Alto management concludedj'arraneements
with Adolph B. Spreckels regarding Dexter Prince for the

ensuing year ; nothing could be done about leasing Silver

Bow, 2:16. Dexter Prince is a decided success in bis new
home.

A horseman recently said : "I think Andy McDowell is

dead gone on the Diablo family; he is in love with the horse

and perfectly infatuated with his colts. He purchased two
lately, and is figuring on the stakes he will win with them
next season."

The old stall formerly occupied bv Electioneer and then
by Palo Alto is now occupied by the grandly-formed sire

Azmoor, 2:20A. Bred to the mares that suit him this horse
is bound to sire good ones speed, gameness, and the very best

of feet and legs.

Dawn, 2:18$, has entirely recovered from the serious ill-

ness which aflected him during the Horse Show, and Mr.
Agnew writes that the horse is gaining flesh every day.
Dawn has a very choice looking lot of youngsters on the Ag-
new Stock Farm.

O. A. Lowe, one of the most enterprising voung men of

tVoodlaod, has in Violin,a sister to the fast Alex Button filly

Videtle, 2:16, oneof the best roadmares in Yolo County. She
is like her sister in every respect and may be seen on the
circuit next season.

One of the sweetest-gaited trotters at the Sonoma Stock
Farm is a bay filly by Vasto, 2;16A, out of Lizzie H., by
Wyoming Chief. She is large and rangy, and has all the
points of a trotter. Vasto's colts are of a high order, but this

one is queen of them all.

L. H. HtfSTOSH, of Chico, has some extra fine looking
colls and nlliea by his stallion Arthur Wilkes, 2:28, out of
hisFlaztail mares. Since the breaking up of the famous
KeaviH Hancho, Mr. Mcintosh has the only good horses in
that portion of California.

I Thomas, of Haywards, reports the death of his
two-year old Diablo filly. She was out of a Steinway mare
and was just beginning to show that, among the trotters, she
was a good one, wheu distemper attacked her, and despite
all efforts, she passed away.

Thxbi is a Dexter Prince colt out of Blight, 2:28$, by
Electioneer, on the Oakwood Park Stock Farm thtt is with-
out doubt, one of the finest and fastest youngsters ever seen
I *iere. Mr. Boyd has cause to be proud of him, for he is bred
ight to make a sire when his days on the turf end.

Simon Setmodr, of this city, has purchased of Mr.
Adams, of Fresno, a half sinter t<» the great pacer Seymour

i

2:08}. J i >ne 18 a two-year-old and is by Junio,
!:22, "A beautiful chade of bay in color and a pacer of the
iuymour Wilkes style" ia tire way she is described.

John A. Rodgers, superintendent of the trotting stock at

the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, has been kept very busy sam-

pling the youngsters there, and in his mind's eye can see

some very promising ones among them. We look for John

to be quite a factor in our race meetings next season.

L. Lanks Holt and James E. Scott, proprietors of the

noted Alliance Stock Farm at Graham, N. C, announce that

they will sell at Fasig's auction sale in New York next Feb-

ruary, John R. Gentry, Baronet, Governor Holt and the en-

tire string of thoroughbred stock belonging to the farm.

At the Sonoma Stock Farm Chas. S. Neal has a Diablo

colt out of a Prompter mare that is a pacer of the first class.

In color he is a beautiful bay, and in conformation is a Di-

ablo from the tip of his nose to his fetlocks. He is the object

of admiration to all who see him on this splendid farm.

Dexter Prince was bred to forty-eight mares in 1894,

and sired forty-two foals, twenty-one colts and twenty-one fil-

lies. This year he was bred to fifty-three mares, and the

average of services to each was two services. As a foal-

getter, he is the most remarkable ever seen on the Palo Alto

farm.

Ed. La.ffer.ty is undecided as to where he will train trot-

ters this year as the track at San Jose is pretty well occupied

with runners; however he can move to Geo. Polhemus' place

where one of the best winter tracks in California has been

made. We look for Ed to have some good material out next

reason.

In the matter of the Lincoln (Neb.) Driving Club against

the owners of John R. Gentry and Joe Patchen for failure

to live up to contract for an exhibition race, the ruling was

that the contract was the same as an entry and the owners

were called upon for payment of 5 per cent of the purse,

$1,500.

Chicago road drivers are increasing in number every year,

and the south side boulevards furnish snow paths unrivaled

in the world. Twice each week during the sleighing season

matinee races are gotten np by the road driving element,

and prizes of handsome robes, whips, caps, etc., ace given to

the victors.

Henry Pierce, of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, while on

a visit to New York, shipped four very finely-bred mares he
recently purchased there to his splendidly appointed stock

farm in the Saddleback Mountains, Maine. Mr. Pierce never

lets an opportunity pa3s for stocking his numerous farms

with the very best.

Hekod 510 died December 3, at Preston, Minn. He was
foaled 1866, and had a record of 2:24£. Two weeks before bis

death he was troubled with rheumatism, the first ailment of

his .life, and. it being impassible to afford him relief, his

owner mercifully put him to death.

W, W. Cardwell, of Roseburg, informs us that Puss, by

Kentucky Whip, said to be a thoroughbred mare, is the third

dam of Klamath, 2:08£. His fatherbrought this mare across

the plains. She was bred to Pinegar's Mike, the produce ba-

ing a mare called Suse. Suse was then bred to Ophir, the

produce being Klamath's dam.

Something will have to be done to relieve the great army
of drivers and owners suspended this year for non payment of

entrance money. If the suspensions are enforced there will

be no racing of any account. The only remedies are either

to give up memberships in the parent associations, or forgive

the debts and begin with new books.

James Dustin has an excellent string of good ones at Palo

Alto, and we are rather inclined to think he would like to go

down the grand circuit in the East with them. Adbell is in

his care and is improving a little every time he is worked.

This colt grew very fast during the past eight months, but

now he is filling out and losing that colt-like appearance he

had.

Hambletonian Wilkes will have a good season in the

stud next year, as a large number of finely-bred mares were
bred to him this season, and their foals by this grandly-bred

horse will be a splendid anvertisement for him. The Green
Meadow Farm, where he is located, is like an emerald sea, for

the ryegrass meadows there are green all year—an unusual

sight in any country.

The demand for developed trotters and pacers in the east

has stimulated Californiaos to take up their youngsters and
train them. At the Palo Alto Farm where they used to have
six trainers a few years ago they cut down the force to one,

but this year they have two and will prepare a number of

horses for the turf. There is a profit in this scheme and the

management shows its wisdom by adopting it at once.

If the handsome Chas. Derby stallion Diablo, 2:09|, goes

East next season the probabilities are that his owner, Wm.
Murray,will take care of him and condition himfor the races,

and if Andy McDowell goes back he will have the first call

to drive him in his races. We believe Diablo will be as great

a sensation in the East as he has been here. As a sire, he
will be a great loss to California if he remains in the East.

The dam of L. A., the young Richards' Elector stallion,

that all the people in Stanislaus County is talking about on

account of his natural speed and the excellence of his pro-

geny, is by Buttertield's St. Clair, out of a mare by William-

son's Belmont. Superintendent F. W. Covey, of Palo Alto,

has a copy of the original papers that were made out when
hiB dam., the Butterfield mare, was purchased at Palo Alto.

In regard to the black mare Lilac 2:26, a correspondent

writes she is owned by the WildHower Stock Farm and was
sired by Clay 2:25, by Electioneer, out of Lizzie Miller by

St. Clair 656 (Fred Low) second dam Mavflower, the greatest

St. Clair of all. She got a kite record of 2:25)}, but it was a

bar. She was started this fall at the Fresno meeting to

beat 2:35, and got her record at 2:26 quite easily. Lilac was
bred at Palo Alto.

K. O'Grady, of Laurel Creek Stock Farm should do a

good business with his grandly-bred stallion Hart Boswell.

He is the only son of Onward out of a Dictator mare on

this Coast. He is a perfect counterpart of hie sire, and as he

is out of Nancy Lee, the dam of N:incy Hanks, 2:04, and
Dictator Wilkes, aire of four, and his progeny cannot be sur-

passed anywhere in this State, heBhouId make a most valu-

able cross for any of our so-called California-bred trotting

mares.

I. De Turk, of Santa Rosa has a number of verv promis-
ing trotters by Anteeo on his splendidly appointed stock
farm. He has the good, game grandson of Director called
Robin, that got a record of 2:22i|- this year as the premier
stallion. The progeny of this young horse are spoken of very
highly by all who have seen them. Mr. de Turk has a thtee-
year-old filly by him called Roblett, out of Eveline, by Nut-
wood that has taken to pacing, and she is a flyer.

A large number of excellent material for the circuit of

1896 is being prepared at the Belmont Stock Farm, San Ma-
teo County. Among those there we noticed Manning, 2:16,

Edna R., 2:13^, the game Sidney filly: Dictatus, looking finer

than silk and better acting than ever; his daughter, Dictesse,

out of Orphan Girl by Del Sur, a remarkable fine looker;

Belle McGregor, by Robert McGregor, and several others

that will attract attention. A number of campaigners are be-
ing negotiated for, and in 1896 thie stock farm will be well
represented.

One of the most useful horses at Palo Alto is a strongly-

made chestnut gelding by Whips, out of the dam of Richard's
Elector. He is used as a runner-up for the trotters, and can
pull a h?avy man in a sulky longer than any thoroughbred
on the farm, and has had so much practice at the game he
knows as much about the best places where the pupils ought to

exert themselves as the drivers. He never seems to tire of
the work, and when not doing this he is used as a handy
horse to go to the depot or drive around the immense farm.

He is one of the useful kind, and can trot close to 2:30 any
time he is called upon to do so.

In spite of assertions to the contrary it is probable that a
bill permitting pool selling in a modified form and under
stringent restrictions will be presented to the incoming New
Jersey legislature. The bill is now being drafted by a well-

known trotting horseman, and those who have seen its pro-

posed provisions state that it will most admirably answer the
purpose. There is no opening left which will allow disre-

putable resorts like Guttenburg and Gloucester to exist, and
yet while not permitting petty gambling it will furnish an
opportunity to those who may desire to speculate on the

horses and can afford to do so, to bet their money openly and
above board

La Belle, 2:16, the game trotting mare who went through
her two campaigns without a scratch, while running around
a large paddock on the Arrowhead Stock Farm, which is

owned by M. L. Severance near Valencia, Cal., fell

in some heavy sand and cut herself badly on the quarter and
also bruised a tendon, so it is feared sbe may not raie again.

The rest of the horses : Regina, Bet Madison, Don Roberto,

Bonnie Director (formerly Inspiration), Irene Benefit and
all th6 colts are doing well. We earnestly hope that the in-

juries to La Belle are not so serious as they now appear, and
that she may appear on the circuit of 1 ^96, as she always has
in the past, leading her fields to the wire.

During the last four years the turf has seen fourteen

trotters which have won upwards of $20,000 each, while
another has won close to this amount. It is a singular fact

that of the fifteen horses which have won $18,000, and over
Bince 1892, Guy Wilkes is the only stallion with two repre-
sentatives. Muta Wilkes won almost $22,000 during her
first two years on the turf, while during a like period also

Mary Best won $21,500. These mares are sisters and their

winnings were made during their three and four-year-old

campaigns. An additional honor to Guy Wilkes is the fact

that his son Sable Wilkes is represented by Oro Wilkes, a
colt that as a two, three and four-year-old won over $24,000.

Time brings wondrous changes, particularly in the horse
line. Time was when the hackney had the call in his own
country and for a short period was the fad, among a certain
element, on this side of the water. The American trotter has
beaten the hackney in the show rings, and "society" has taken
him up.

l"Tis the glad day so long foretold." The
trotter has been the track and road horse par excellence, and
as a carriage horse is showing himself superior to any other
type. He learns to step high, and wh- 1 is more, keeps the
action up, which the hackney cannot do. Speaking of hack-
neys, what a mercy it was John E. Madden went to England
and brought back Warlock. Left in that country, the stallion

would never have been heard of as a sire. He was classed as

a hackney and got the commonest sort of mares. Since his

return to this country he has been bred to trotting mares, and
inconsequence has nine representatives in the 2:30 list, in-

cluding Annine, 2:lXf.

T. R. Lowe, of Madison, Yolo County, started with his

crack team of trotters (one is by Dawn and the other by
Stamboul) to Woodland last week. He had a wagon load of

household supplies; the horses took fright at something,
threw Mr. Lowe out, and dragging the wagon into a fence did

some fence breaking and left a string of merchandise tangled

in mud, fence posts and broken pieces of wagon material, for

quite a distance. They horses freed hemselves of the two
front wheels of the vehicle about two miles further down the

road, and kept up a first-class Ingleside gait until they were
stopped five miles from where they started. Although ex-

hausted there was neither scratch nor injury to either per-

ceptible. Mr. Lowe says he never knew five miles of walk-

ing waB so trying on his patience, and believes the good
road's convention should find in him an ardent supporter

He says he will [always Jthink kindly of the tramp
hereafter and believes he has a team of horses now that are

in good condition to bring to the Bay District track. He
never knew what a good mud horse meant before.

The first and second generations of the male line of the

famons Goldsmith family are extract. First Alden, the

founder of the house, then James, and now John. In the

fleeting years it seems but a little while ago when the two
sons of the noble old sire matriculated in the school of pro-

fessional horsemanship. The elder was dark and handsome
as a Greek god ; the other a fair-haired boy, whose sunlit

countenance beamed with the freshness and vigor imparted
by the air of his native hills. James was a Goldsmith, bir.i

John was his mother's boy. Always gentlemen, refined and
well cultured, and talented horsemen, the Goldsmith boys

were models to their brethren of the craft. The circumstances

of their calliog kept them apart in later life, but each winter

found John at the old home, at the side of the aged mother,

whom he revered and honored. Devoted friends watched
the progress of his disease and feared the result, but the

summons came unexpected. The trotting turf has lost an
honest man and the country a good citizen. Peace be to

him.—Review.
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THE SADDLE.

Matt Byrnes will left for Montana last week.

Oregon Eclipse was.sent over the sticks Saturday.

Piggott will nol be seen in the saddle at the Bay District

truck.

Sam DOGGE.TT was fined $100 by Starter Caldwell Fri-

day in the fourth race.

Pittsburg Phil and hU mother leave in a few days for

a Bojournat San Diego.

Twenty five oodIu, ineludiog combimtioa and field

books, drew in Saturday.

Starter Caldwell's flag work has not been above criti-

cism during the past few days.

Tenacity has some very excellent engagements, and

promises to develop into a good one.

Edgene Leigh has added G. W. Johnson, the WeBtern

crack of 18a4, to his list of sires at La Belle.

Ferkier has been a sick horse since he came up from San

Mateo, and has not regained his form of last year.

Argentina will bear watching. She is rounding to very

rapidly, and is a high-class filly when she is right.

Racing at Ingleside will be discontinued for two

weeks after Christmas Day, to be resumed January 9th.

It is not often that one boy rides a 7 to 2, a 5 to 1 and a 4

to 1 shot in one day. That was Garner's record Friday.

P. A. Finnegan, president of the Blood Horse Association

in pioneer days, has purchased stock in the Ingleside track.

Andy Blakeley'soUI jumper Bassanio, is to be put into

training agaiu. The old chap has been turned out all sum-

mer.

"When Wm. Rysdyk bought the Charles Kent mare and

her colt, he gave' his note for $100 and $25 in cash, that

being the purchase price.

Cicero, the great has-been, was handicapped at 125 pounds

to give him a chance with J. 0. C with 148, and Bell

Ringer with 154 pounds up.

Arctic, whose racing qualities had been leased by Wyatt

Earp, is now in the Welcome Stable, the owner having con-

cluded to race a few horses himself.

Tod Sloan began to receive his < hristmas gifts early.

Tuesday afternoon he received a cigar about a foot long, and

built in proportion, that came addressed in feminine hand-

writing. Tod's admirers among the fair sex know his weak-

ness for big cigars.

Bessie Bisland started a few times recently at New Or-

leans only to be beaten off. Last season she was a good handi-

cap performer, with some noted races to her credit, but she

has not been in good form this year. She will make a val-

uable broodmare and she ought to be retired, for her best

racing days are over.

Barney Schrkieer increased his bank-roll nearly $5,000

Saturday. He held out Sir Play, Gallant and Service, be-

sides backing tbem all liberally. Had his filly Theresia won,

bis winnings would have been greatly increased. That was

the second close finish he has lost in two days, and in both,

instances he lost with the best horse.

Rfcent advices from the City of Mexico go to show that

R. C. Pate's racing venture is a success so far. The attend-

ance is good, and Col. Pate's eagle eye in detecting "jobbery"

was evinced recently by the refusal to accept entries from a

St. Louis horseman, which met with general approval and

secured the confidence of the patrons of the tiack.

E Corrigan's Tenacity has the speed and gameness that
goes with his royal breeding. He is by Longfellow, out of
Modesty,the winner of the first American Derby,and was bred
by Mr. Corrigan. His chances of winning Friday we*e so
little thought of by his owner and his trainer that Mr. Corri-
gan did not place a dollar on him.

St. Clemens stood out as the race horse of the Auckland
meeting. F. M'Manemin had St. Leger's son looking as

bright as a star, aud the herculean impost of 10it 41b that he
was asked to carry, proved no impedim°nt to him winning
the Shorts Handicap of five furlongs. At the Derby stand
the grand sprinter appeared to dwell for a second but, as
Smith shook him up in vigorous style, away he came from
Pororua, who was favored with the feather of 6st 9lb. St.

Clements is a great f ivorite with the public, who dearly love
a horse of his calibre. He is"out of Sataneila, daughter of
Slander, the dam of imp. Foulshot, now in California.

Jerry Ckorn gracefully extracted the blue and gold satin

bag from the wire that held the $1,500 purse, after he had

piloted Sir Play to victory in the Haggin Stakes.

The management at New Orleans decided to limit the

number of Btarters in a race to ten, the aciual starters to be

selected by lot. This rule does not apply to stake events.

Garner rode three successive winners Friday, Circe,

his mount in the last race, wsb played some on his account no

doubt. Garner rode two unplaced horseB during the day.

Mr. Martin Nathanson, for many years turf editor of

the "Chicago Herald," who is to be clerk of the scales and

handicapper at the Bay District track, arrived from Chicago

Monday morning.

About all the steeplechase jockeys are laid up for repairs.

Allmark, Clancy, Stanford and others are among those in

the repair shop* and Wash King does not feel just right since

Soon Enough fell with him.

The first declarations in the National Derby for 1895,

which was transferred to the St. Louis Fair Grounds Associa-

tion, by the Harlem Association at Chicago, on October 1

,

1895, are due on January 1, 1806.

Presiding Judge ReeB was called home to Memphis Fri-

day bv the death of his wife's mother at that place on

Thursday last. Capt. Rees will return in time for the next

meeting at Ingleside, to open two weeks from ChristmaB.

Tod Sloan rode Miss Brummel and Fred Gardner Fri-

day. He claimed he had made previous engagements for

these mounts, and the claim was allowed. It is, in all proba-

bility, the last time Tod will be seen in the saddle at tbis

meeting.

Mr. A. H.Morris has engaged a young lady teacher to

give the boys engaged in the Morris Stable some of the rudi-

ments of an education. She began her night school at the

New Orleans track on December 2d, and the novel class was

well attended.

Matt Storn was taking a hand in breaking a colt Fri-

day morning and was thrown off his feet, and his right ankle

wrenched. Mr. Storn did not feel any pain at the time, but

several hours later the ankle was considerably swollen and

quite painful.

Jockey Stanford does not progress very rapidly towards

recovery. To straighten the contracted muscles nf his elbow

forces his dislocated collar bone out again, but it is expected

the difficulty will be overcome soon and he will have the full

use of his arm again.

Lady Jane, brf, foaled 1892, by imp. Midlothian—Aunt

Jane, died last week. She was owned by J. A. Greer, and was

a frequent winner, and was close Lo the money in most of her

starts. Her dam, bred by W. L. Pritchard, of Sacramento,

was by Bazar, first dam Vivien, by imp. Leamington.

While the Chicago Futurity, transferred to the St. Louis

Fair Association, has been declared off, the Harlem National

Derby of 1896 will be run off at the St. Louis Spring meeting

as previously advertised. The attention of horsemen is called

to the fact that the first declarations to the Derby are due

January 1st.

Florence P., in G. W. Poole's string, haB a wonderful

record as she won 29 races this season, commencing at New
Orleans last January. While she is not classed as a stake

animal, she is in the first flight of the selling plater division.

She met with an accident up at Roby, but is now rounding

to and will be able to race about Christmas, or a little later.

Jockey Mara rode Uncertainty in the hurdle race and

was in the spill that occurred at the last hurdle. He limped

to the fence and leaned against it till paddock attendants

came and carried him to the tanbark path going to the pad-

dock. Then be lightly sprang from their arms and ran away.

He thought that was a good way to avoid wading through

tbe mud.

Adele, by imp. Australian, the dam of Belmar, is now
twenty years old, but is strong and hearty and evidently good

for many another season at the stud. That she is a great

broodmare is shown by tbe fact that she Jhas thrown high-

class performers to each of four different stallions, viz : Capt.

Wood to War Dance; Adelbert to Macduff; Linda to Linden,

and Belmar to Belvidere.

Starter James B. Ferguson was out Sunday for the

first time in ten days. Fifteen years ago Mr. Ferguson was

shot. The bullet was never removed, Mr. Ferguson ex-

periencing no trouble until a few weeks ago, when it became

necessary to perform an operation, which was successfully

done by Dr. Chismore. Mr. Ferguson's many friends will

be pleased to learn of his recovery.

Mr. W. S. Hoeart was a visitor at Ingleside again Satur-

day, but the kick he received while riding the Gentlemen's

Race on Thursday last necessitates the use of crutches. He
uses them as though cross co intry riding and polo-playing

had familiarized him with these accessories of locomotion,

and makes a very graceful, if not contented, cripple. Miss

Hobart and friends were aho among the spectators on Satur-

day.

When Oregon Eclipse, AlexiB and Uncertainty fell at

the last jump in the hurdle race it looked as though some

one must be injured, as horses and jockeys were piled up in a

promiscuous heap, but all of the riders escaped unscathed.

Ambrose, who rode Esperance, who fell taking the fourth

jump, did not get off so luckily, for he suffered a severe frac-

ture of the shoulderblade, which will Keep him out of the

saddle for some time. m

_

One of the best finishes* at Auckland was between tbe

winner, Pirate, and Mantle, in the Maiden Plate Handicap.

The struggle was most exciting, and both contestants dis-

plaved great gameness. Pirate is a son of the Musket horse,

Brigadier and Sataneila, half sister to Foulshot, that proved

such a successful sire of winners in New Zealand, and is now

in America, and was bred by Mr. W. Percival, Secretary of

the A. R. C.

The poolroom ordinance proposed bv Supervisor Wagner

was passed to print Monday by the Board of Supervisors,

though Supervisor Taylor gave notice that he would move

for a reconsideration at the next meeting. The ordinance

proposed by the Grand Jury closing the downtown pool-

rooms, but permitting pool-selling within the confines of

racetracks, was read by the clerk. Supervisor Wagner,

moved that his measure be made a substitute, with the above

results.

Dr. Cohn. the track physician, met with a painful and,

what might have been a more serious mishap, on Thursday

evening last. He had already boarded the last train at the

track, and just as it got under way he heard that Mr.Hobart's

leg had been broken". Hastily alighting and running back

towards tbe paddock he collided with someone going very

rapidly towards the train. Tbe doctor's oose was broken by

the smash he got. He did not learn who his innocent assail-

ant was.

Gforge D. Givens, the poolseller, who was convicted of

violating the Ellert ordinance, appeared before Judge

Joachimsen Monday morning for sentence. His attorney

moved for a new trial and for arrest of judgment on the usual

statutory grounds, and the motion was denied. The judge

without anv comment sentenced Givens to pay a fine of $200,

with tbe alternative of spending the next 180 days in the

County Jail. Notice of appeal was given and ten days' Btay

of execution was allowed.

Bell Ringer took up 154 pounds again Monday, wen

an eighth of a mile further, and beat Rob Roy, who had

beaten him quite handily last Wednesday. Rob Roy was car-

rying seven pounds more, however, than in his last race. J.

O. C. carried 148 pounds, and ran second to Bell Ringer,

which stampB him about tbe best three-year-old jumper around

these parts. Nellie G. held her speed better than usual yes-

terday, and Oregon Eclipse was prominent for awhile, but

was dead tired when he struck the last hurdle and fell in a

heap.

White Cloud's eventful career came to an ignominious

close Monday, when he was tagging up a hurdle procession

and fell dead at the finish. Not many years ago he was run-

ning on tbe flat and going op to record time, beating every-

thing brought out at the fairs on this Coast. About a year

ago lie was taken in hand by Mr. R. E deB. Lopez, who

succeeded in growing a new hoof on bis clubfoot. He was

started over the flat a couple of months ago at Bav District,

and showed some speed for a little ways. Recently he had

been schooled over the jumps and made his second start in a

hurdle race Monday.

A proposition will be made to the Pacific Coast Jockey
Club, by a gentleman owing a strip of land south of the In-
gleside inclosure and follow the eastern line, lo put up
100 stalls for rental to horsemen, provided the Association
will allow an opening to be made through their fence at the
southeast corner wide enough for horses to pass through.
The property referred to will be inclosed by a fence of the
same heighth and appearance as that surrounding the race
track grounds, and every precaution against fire or molesta-
tion of horses or horsemen will be provided. There is not
enough stable room at Ingleside, and Dr. Masoero's thirty or
forty stalls at the ocean beach are always fiilled.

The steamship Manitoba, which sailed from New York
for London Saturday afternoon, carried some valuable freight

in the shape of a string of thoroughbreds, the property of

Duke & Wishard, the Western turfmen, who will try their

luck on the English turf. Enoch Wishard accompanies the
horses, and will train them while abroad. The string includes
Ramapo, Helen Nichols, Wishard, Hugh Penny, MacBriggs
and Damsel, as well as a bay gelding, a colt and two fillies,

all of which have excellent Dreediog. Jockey Reiff was also

a passenger. He will carry the stable's colors in all races

where he can make the weight. Mr. Wishard was married to

Mibs Grace Chadwick of Elberton two hours before sailing.

The wedding took place at the Hoffman House.

Jim Neil has filed his answer to the suit of Miss Peytonia
Barry, of Gallatin County, Tenn., for the possession of, or
equivalent consideration, the two-year-old colt Perhaps. Mr.
Neil's answer is that he holds a bill of sale from J. L. A 11-

cock, by whom the colt was entered as the May Viley geld-

ing in the California Jockey Club Stakes last Spring, and
whom, it is stated, had bad undisputed possession of the colt

since he was as big as a Newfoundland dog. He was brought
out here by Allcock from Kentucky, and was quartered with
the Arizona Stable horses for Borne time. He did not give

t-ny evidence of being a crackajack and was offered for sale.

Neil paid $300 for him. After he bad been conditioned
and had begun to win races in ripid succession, a claim on
the horse was presented by J. P. Tyree, who holds a- power-
of-attorney from Miss Barry. Just how Miss Barry's claim
will receive substantiation is not clear to Jim, and he does

not feel inclined to give up his famous mud horse.

According to the Washington Post, Mr. S. S. Howland
has made a definite and positive statement that no attempt
will be made to secure the passage of a bill by Congress to

legalize bookmaking in the District of Columbia, but that the
English system will be adopted at the Benning's meeting.

It is also stated that the Washington Jockey Club has de-

cided to lease, with the option of purchase, a piece of prop-

erty east of tbe stables, valued at $6,000, and that on it new
stables will be erected. The grandstand will probably not be
moved, though it may be enlarged and improved. A big

portico will be added to tbe present clubhouse, and the in-

closure which it occupies, between the grandstand and pad-
dock, will be transformed into tbe betting paddock, to which
an additional admission fee will he charged. Down below the
grandetand, where the betting ring is now situated, a fine

clubhouse will be erected, which will be reserved for the use

of club members and guests and their families. A number
of stakes will be oflered for the Spring meeting, which will

be held late in March or early in April.

The California Jockey Club has issued its programme for

the first half of its two-week meeting which commences on
Thursday next. The G. H. Mumm handicap, for all ages,

at six furlongs, and a mile and a furlong handicap, are the
attractions of the first day. A selling race at seven and a half

furlongs is also carded. Oo Saturday there will be six races,

tbe Elmwood stakes, for two-year-olds, six furlongs, being
among those to be run off. On New Year's Day there will

be another six-race card, with two Btake events—The Rose-
meade, five and a half furlongs, for two-year-old fillies, and
the Del Monte Steeplechase, over the short steeplechase

course. Purse races and handicaps at the longer distances

form noticeable features of the balance of the week's

programme. The Pommery Sec stakes.a handicap at a mile,

has been set for January 4th. The Thornton stakes at four

miles, will be run later on, instead of on that date. Popular
old Bay District will be visited bv a large crowd every day of

the meeting. Most of tbe stables now at Ingleside will re-

main there, and will send over horses to Bay District as they

are to be entered.

A joky in Police Court 3 returned a verdict of guilty Fri-

day against George D. Givens, one of the men ^arrested a

few days ago for conducting a downlowq poolroom in viola-

tion of the law. The evidence against Givens was furnished

by several polic?men, who testified lo havine placed several

twenty five cent bets on horses a few minutes before the start

of the race in which they were entered. The bets on the

winning horses were paid five minutes after the announcement
of th*» result of the race. The contention of the prosecution

was that Givens did not act as a commission broker and that

the money bet by the policemen could not in the nature of

things have been carried to the track. This being the case,

Jivens acted merely as a bookmaker, and the making of a
hook outside of the enclosure where tbe race is run is pro-

I ibiled hy the ordinance. Givens was represented by Altor-
• i ys Dunn and Regensburger. There defense was negative

I wns chiefly confined to tbe claim that the prosecution

. ! produce no evidence to show that tbe money had not

bten placed at the race track either by telephone or tele-

graphic dispatch. The jury took the view of the prosecut-

ion as the correct one, and returned a vereict of guilty. An
ppeal will be taken.
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Entries Close.

OCCIDENT STAKE (State Fair) January 1

THE NURSERY STAKE (State Fair) January 1

CONEY ISLAND JOCKEY CLUB „ January 2

DETROIT JOCKEY CLUB January 10

CINCINNATI JOCKEY CLUB January 15

LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB January 15
NEW MEMPHIS JOCKEY CLUB January 15
NEW LiUlSYILLE JOCKEY CLUB Januaiy 15

ST. LOUIS FAIR ASSOCIATION January 15

To those who own thoroughbreds and are anxious to

make money with them, it is perhaps almost unnecessary

to inform them that in order to race or to sell, it is ab-

solutely necessary for horses to be well entered in all

the leading race meetings in America, and among the

most prominent of these are those to be given under the

auspices of the Coney Island Jockey Club. This enter.

prizing organization advertises its list of stake events in

this issue and an announcement like this should not be

overlooked. Entries will close January 2, and as we
have a large supply of eDtry blanks containing the con-

ditions in full^of each of these stakes, we shall be pleased

to send them to all who have not already received copies

As the race meetings here will end in June, horsemen

should not neglect the opportunity presented by this

club to have their horses named for the splendid events

for which so much money will be given. This is the

last notice.

Do not forget the Nursery Stakes to be run at the

State Fair in 1897, entries for which will close January

1st, as well a9 the sweepstakes for the produce of mares

bred in 1895. Owners of thoroughbreds should not

neglect these important stakes, for nothing enhances the

value of a colt or filly more than to have it eligible for

such valuable engagements, and this is one reason why
these stakes are offered. The advertisement appears in

this i--ue, and blanks may be obtained at this office or

from our representative at the Bay District track.

OOVEBNOB Jim B enemy of farmers

stock breeders and agriculturists in California, has now

shown his contempt for the bicycle men (and they are

innumerable) by not appointing at least one of the mem-
bers of the league on the good roads convention ; but

then be always does she wrong thing at exactly the right

time. What a lot of pleasure he must find in occupying

the gubernatorial chair. II is ambitions to be President

of the United States are badly hobbled by his poor judg-

ment.

In every newspaper that contains an account of the

death of John A. Goldsmith, his merits as a horseman

and friend are shown, and the kindliest words of condo-

lence for Lis widow are expressed in beautiful language.

The Depression in Prices.

" What is the cause of the depression in prices of trot-

ters?" is a query heard on all sides,but the depression in

the prices of almost everything else salable is not spoken

of so often as that in regard to man's best and noblest

friend, the horse. Whenever the newspapers hear of the

establishment of a new slaughtering place where equines

are to be killed and every portion of their anatomy put

to some good, useful purpose, the advice is freely offered

to "sell your horse for anything and get a bicycle; horses

will never be of any value hereafter." Such sarcastic

advice has a foolish sound and only shows how very apt

some people are to condemn an industry in which they

have no interest, and, if they had, they would not be

creditable to it.

We admit prices of horses have decreased ; they

should never have been inflated to the figures they were.

A few rich and influential lovers of a good horse

delighted in saying :
" I paid so many thousand

dollars for that horse and I would not take twice

as much for him to day." This kind of boasting elevated

the prices of all other trotters among this man's rivals,

and the boom got a good start. Hundreds of farmers who

knew no more about breeding trotters than they did

about herding sheep in Alaska, thought they would em-

bark in the business, and mortgaged their farms, attended

the sales in the East, got in the center of the large,

crowds that surrounded the sweet-voiced auctioneers, be-

came enthusiastic and recklfss and paid extravagant

prices for horses and mares that they knew had pedi-

grees and that was all. They brought the animals home

and learned to their sorrow that the breeding of trotters

that would trot was a study which they should have

spent years to learn. The colts and fillies that

came were not the kind to sell for fabulous

prices because there were physical deformi-

ties transmitted from the ancestors of the

youngsters which they were ignorant of, and that the

untraced dam was not a Shanghai Mary nor a Dolly

Spanker. If there was nothing physically wrong with

the youngsters it cost money to train them, and that they

did not have, so in order to be relieved of the responsi-

bility of caring for such stock and understanding more

about what constitutes a trotter than when they made

their first investment they sold all they had. Some

of them, knowing that they had " got in on the wrong

family," attended the Eastern sales and purchased other

stock for very little which they knew would bring remun-

erative prices hereafter. The recent sales which took

place in which at least 1,000 trotters and pacers were of-

fered in a week had a tendency to depress prices, and

many a bargain they secured. The classes of people who

attended the sales of 1S94 and 1S95 were better educated

regarding a first-class trotter than those who attended

the sales in previous years. They had read the able

turf journals, visited stock farms, attended the races,

talked with owners, breeders and trainers about the best

families of trotters, and in this way gathered much

valuable information which guided them in their selec-

tions. They had no use for "weeds," but stocked their

farms with good material.

On top of all this, and while everyone was cry.

ing hard times, caused by overproduction in every

line of business, free trade, low prices of cereals,

fruits, wines, etc., the instability of the silver ques-

tion, and the action of the President on matters

which were considered of vital importance to everyone

in the United States, the horsemen had a few other

things to contend with. One was the "bicycle craze,"

and, for a time, it looked at if our roadways would never

be used except by the riders of the silent steed. Then

the introduction of cable and electric roads was another

serious and detrimental one to the breeders of horses which

were unfit for anything else.

These were not all the "dark clouds" which hung low

over the horse-breeders' heads. The best roadways

around our large cities over which teams and single road-

sters used to have full sway, were gridironed with rail-

road tracks, and with the whirring of the cars, bringing

out electric sparks from the wheels, and the procession

of bicycles, the dangers to life and limb increased, for

unless a person was driving a perfectly sensible animal

it was far from being a pleasure to venture out.

We have weathered all these storms. The equine

slaughter-houses are kept busy wiping out of existence

hundreds of useless range horses. The bicycle craze

does not absorb the columns of all the papers as it did,

and as the depressions in prices bas hit this industry a

body blow too, they will not be as fashionable when they

get cheap. The cost for keeping a bicycle in repair for a

j

year amounts to more than what a new one will soon

j

be sold for.

The class of horses now being used are trained near

electric cars and railroads, and, like the intelligent crea-

tures they are, they seem to realize one they will not be

harmed.

The car-horse breeders have given up this pursuit, and
are now engaged in raising grain, fruits and vines on
their ranges, for they are satisfied that the people have

no use for a mediocre breed of horses in this age of

progress.

In all our large cities the richest, as well as the poor-

est who enjoy a ride behind a good horse, are working

hard for the building of speed drives and boulevards,

and they are succeeding far beyond their expectations.

The horses they are driving over these smooth roads

are far superior to the majority of the old-time trotters;

besides, every owner thinks his horse is the best. The
demand for horses for these road3 is as sure to increase

as it is for trotters to go to Europe and Australia. There

never will be what is called " the horseless age " as long

as the leading men in all circles of this world's progress

are interested in the growth of this industry, which is

one of the most fascinating and healthful of all others.

California's Representative Trotters.

At the time of Senator Leland Stanford's death over

one hundred horses were in training on the famous

farm at Palo Alto. Many of these were taken out of

training and sold in the East, and, owing to the retrench-

ment of expenses in carrying on the farm nearly

all the employees were discharged, and the work of de-

reloping the young trotters almost ceased. Carload after

carload of young trotters, stallions and campaigners

were disposed of at private sale and at auction, and all

the broodmares that possibly could be spared were also

sold in California, and many a small breeder who
was fortunate enough to secure a few of these, has never

regretted the purchase.

The string of trotters sent on the circuit in 1894 was

small, but it was very large compared to the one which

appeared this year. It was well known by the manage-

ment that some change should be made this year, and

as there were so many youngsters old enough to be raced

and as the demand for developed horses is on the

increase, they resolved to secure the services

of another trainer to prepare a string of good ones,

so with the good horseman, John Phippen, they have

added that other knight of the sulky, James Dustin.

These trainers have in their charge nearly thirty-six

head of good ones, and with fair weather and no epi-

demics to attack their horses, it is a foregone conclusion

that Palo Alto will lead all other stock farms in Cali-

fornia in the number of good ones it will have in train-

ing. It may be that the Eastern circuit on which Ex-

pressive, Altivo, Azote, Cobwebs and the countless other

good ones that first saw the light of day at Palo Alto

will have some attractions for the management of this

farm this year, and a good string of fine trotters may be

sent in Jas. Dustin's care, to give battle to the pick of

the world on the great circuits in the East. Then,when

the races end,the individuals which have been so promi-

nent therewill be sold andMr.JDustin will return to pre-

pare another lot. In the meantime, a consignment of

yearlings may be sold at auction at the horse mart in

New York.

The recent sale of youngsters in New York City will

be of incalculable benefit to the farm, for there was not

an individual sold that was not first class, and the super-

intendent of the farm is receiving very satisfactory letters

from the buyers who are quite sanguine over the pros-

pective speed.of their purchases. This will be the story

from this time on, and if the plan which we have out-

lined is adopted there is no doubt of the great pecuniary

benefit to be derived from it as well as the securing of

greater fame for all of the horses that are left here.

Monroe Salisbury states that he will not take as large

a string of horses East in 1896 as he did in 1S95. Andy

McDowell hopes to have about five good ones. wm. Cor-

bitt is undecided as to what he shall do the coming year

and as he has already listed for sale almost every record

holder and the very best colts and fillies on his farm,

there is no hope that he will send many East to be cam-

paigned.

We want representation in the East, and while we

realize the fact that the California-bred horses lead the

fashion there, nevertheless, we take pride in recording

the performances of those we send East from our leading

stock farms and campaigned by what we call our Cali-

fornia drivers.
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WM. F. SCHULTE, President

NEW
CHAS. F. PRICE, Secretary

LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB
STAKES FOR SPRING MEETING, 1896

$2,000 THE DEBUTANTE STAKES \ $2,000

For two-year-old fillies ; §10 to accompany the nomination ;
sso addi-

tional to «iart ; the cluh to gnaraniee ihe value of the race to be $2,000, of

which 8200 to second and $100 to third. The winner of a race of (1,000 to

carry three pounds; of two stakes of any value, rive pounds extra;
maidens allowed five pounds. Four furlong*.

$2,000 THE CADET STAKES $2 000

For two year old colts and geldings ; J10 to accompanv the nomina-
tion ; 3-W additional to start ; the club to guarantee the value of the race to

be 32.000, of which £Xti to second and $100 to third. Thp winner of a race
of §1,000 to carry three pounds; of two stakes of any value, five pounds
extra ; maidens allowed five pounds. Four and a half furlongs.

J2.000 THE BURLINGTON STAKES $2,000

A selling sweepstakes fo- two year olds; 6-5 to accompany the nomiu"
ation ; §50 additional to start; no liabilitv lor non starters ; the club to

guarantee the va!ue of the race to be $2," 00, of which $200 to second and
§H)0 to third; tho;^ entered to be sold for §f,oou to carry weight for age;
allowances: two pounds for each §300 to 32,0ou; one pound tor each §100 to

§1000; two pounds for each §100 less; beaten horses not to be claimed.
p|ve furlongs.

$2,000 THE MAIDEN STAKES $2,000 $1,000 THE LOUISVILLE HANDICAP

For three year olds that have not won a race prior to January 1, 1695;

§10 to accompany the Domination; §50 additional to start; the club to

guarantee ihe value of the race to be §2,000, of which §200 to second and
§100 to third; we'ght 110 pounds; the winner of a -ace of § 1.003 or of two
races of any value after January 1, 1595 (selling purses excepted), to carry

five pounds extra; maidens at time oi starting allowed five pounds. Six
aud a balf furlongs.

$2,000 THE SCHULTE STAKES $2,C0O

For three year olds; §10 to accompany the nomination; §50 addi-

tional to start; the club to guarantee the value of the race to be §2,0C0,

of which §200 to second and §100 to third ; non-winners at any time of a
race of §2,500, of two of §1,000, or of five races of any value (selling purses
texcepted), allowed seven pounds; of one of §1,000, 10 pounds; of §500,

wjIvj ,jji l U ; maidens, twenty pounds. One mile.

$1,000

For three year olds and upward ; §10 to accompany the nomination
§50 additional to start; ?l,000 added, of which §200 to second and §100 to

.

third; weights to appe*r threedays prlorto the day of the race; winner'
ofa race other than a selling purse, after weights are posted, five pounds
extra, but this penalty shall not apply to borses handicapped at 125

pounds or over. Mile and a sixteenth.

$1,000 THE FRANK FEHR STAKES 51,000

A selling swsepstakes for three year olds and upward; §5 to accom-
pany the nomination ; §50 additi nal to start; no liability for non starters'.

$1 ,000 added, of which §200 to second and $103 to third ; those entered to be
sold for §3.0C0 to carry weight lor age; allowances: two pounds for each

§500 to §2,000 ; one pound for each §100 to 51,000 ; two pounds for each |10q

to 85G0 ; beaten horses not to be claimed. One mile.

The Kentucky Derby 1896, $6,000,
Clark Stakes, $4,000,

Kentucky Oaks, $3,500
Will also be run at this Meeting, May 6th to 19th Inclusive

FIVE OR MORE RACES EACH DAY, WITH LIBERAL ADDED MONEY
The track al Louisville is the BEST IN AMERICA for Winter or early Spring training.

Eighty thousand dollars expended in new stablea and other improvements.

AddresB all communications to the Secretary.

CHARLES F. PRICE, Secretary.

DETROIT JOCKEY CtOB
DETROIT, MICHIGAN,

(Racine Department of The Detroit Driving Club)

— WILL CLOSE THE FOLLOWING STAKES ON —

", January rnotlx
TO BE RUN AT THE

Summer Meeting of 1896. August 4th. to 22d, inclusive.

THE INTERNATIONAL DERBY.
X SWEEPSTAKES, for ihree-v ear-olds, of 315 each, to accompany tbe nomination: $90 additional to

iliiart: ihe club to add an amount sufficient to make ibe value of the stake S5.0G0, of which $700 to second and
}30Oto third horse; winner of one stake of 33,000, or twosiakes of any value in 1S96 to carry ihree pmmdspen

i ilty; allowances, non winners of a stake of any value in 1S96 allowed five pounds: non winners of three races of
« my value in 1896 (selling r«c-s excepted) five pounds additional; fillies allowed ten pounds; allowances cumu-
lative. ne and one-half miles.

THE CAMPAU STAKE.
A SWEEPS rARES, for three-year olds, of 310 each to accompany the nomination; $"0 additional to start

;

the club to add an amount sufficient tomake the value of the stake 12,500, of which H00 m second and $100 to
third horse; winners of one three year-old stake of $3,000 to carry three pounds pe Hilty; or o( two stakes in

1S<>6 aggregation in value $5,000 five pounds penalty; non-winners of a race of } 1.500 in i59fi allowed five pounds;
of$5C0, seven pounds: beaten maidens allowed twelve pounds; allowances cumulative. One mile and three
sixteenths.

THE MABLEY & COMPANY
STAKE.

( A SWEEPSTAKES, tor two year-olds (foals of 1591). of 85 each, to

I ^company th» no umtinn; $25 additional to start: $1,000 added by the

I lun, of which $200 to second and $100 to third bo'se; stake winners and
l/inrersoi five or more races io 18% (selling races excepted), allowed
Ibree pounds; of four races, s>-ven pom ds; of two races, twelve pounds;
' aaidens allowed seventeen pounds; allowances not cumulative. Five
'< urlongs.

THE HOTEL CADILLAC
HANDICAP.

I AH4SDICAP SWEEPS ' AKBS, for tbree-year-ol^s, of $5 each;
25 additional to siatt; theclub toadd $1,000, of whic $-'0 to second and

I 100 to third horse; the weights to be announced three days before tbe
J ace, and acceptances to be made Ibroueh the entry box the day heiore

19 race; the money must accompany the nomination and acceptance,
' nd any one so accepting shall be liable for the starling fee. One and
• ne-sixteenth miles.;

THE HOTEL NORMANDIE
HANDICAP.

A HANDICAP SWEEPSTAKES, for two-year-olds, of $5 each,
with $2-5 additional to start; tbe club to add $1,000, of whlc 3200tnsec-
ond a> d $100 to third horse: weight* to be announced ihre^ days pr'or to

the race, and acceptances to be made through the eo try-box the day
belore the race; the money must accompany the Domlnatlim and accept-

ance, and any one so accepting shall be liable for the starling tee. Six
furlongs.

THE GOEBEL HANDICAP.
* HANDICAP SWERPSTAKE8 for three-year-olds and up-

wards, of $5 each; 625 additional to start; theclub toadd $1,000, ol which
$200 to second and $100 to third horse; tbe weights to be announced three

days irior to the race, and acceptances to be made through the entry box
the day before the race; ihe money must accompany the nomination
and acceptauce, and any one so accepting shall be liable for the starting

fee. One and one-vixteentli mile-.

THE PENINSULAR STOVE
COMPANY STAKE.

A SWEEPSTAKE*, for three year-olds and upwards.nl -

to accompany the nomination; J2"> additional to start; the club to add
$1.0CO, of which $200 to second and lioo to third horse; stake winners or
winners of five or more races (selling races excepted ) iu 1696. to carry
weUht Jorage; aJlowa ces, non-wlnnsrsof a stake in L8S6 and i on-wln-
nersof five races {selling races excepted i allowed three pounds; of lour
races, five poundB; of three races, ten pounds; of two races, si'Vi'tileen

pounds; non-wlnueis Id 1896 teaten three or more limes allowed twenty
pounds. Six furlonitM.

the RUSSELL HOUSE STEEPLE-
CHASE.

A HANDICAP STEEPLECH ASK »WFEPSTAKES. for three-
year-olds and upward, of $5 eacb. io uccompanv the nomination; 625 ad-
ditional to start, the club to add 61,000 ol which $200 to second and |200 to
third horse; the weights to appear the morning before ihe race, and
acceptances to be made through the entry-box; Hie nmuey must accom-
pany the nomination and acceptance, ul<1 any one so accepting shall be
liable for tbe starting lee. Full course.

FIXED EVENTS FOR 1897.
To Close January 10, 1896, and to be

I THE INTERNATIONAL DERBY FOR 1897.
I A SWEEPSTAKE*, for ihree-year-olds (foals of 15?4),of 6150 each, |50 forfeit, or only $15 If declared by
L-uary I. 1897. or $50 if declared by April 1, 1»'J7; $3, 03 added, of wnich $700 to second and $300 to third horse.

II declarations void un'ess accompanied by the money; winners of one three-year-old stake of $3,000, or two
ikes of ativ valup in l-->7 to r-arrv ihree pounds penal tv; allowances, non-winners of a stake of any value in

fallowed" five pounds; nou-winners of three racesof any value in 1887 (selling races excepted), five pounds
I Iditional ; fillies allowed ten pounds; allowances cumulative. One and one-half miles.

run at the Summer Meeting of 1897.

THE CAMPAU STAKE FOR 1897.
A SWEEPS l'*RBS, lor tbree-year-olds r foals ol MM), of |U0eacb; 6*0 forfeit, or only 610 It declared by

January l, 1867, or 620 if declared by April 1, 189"; 62,000 added, ot which 6600 to second and 6200 u> third burse ;

all declarations void unless accompanied by tbe money: tbe winner ol tbe International Perbv of IM»7 to carry
127 pounds: winners of one three-year old stake of 63,0 fOto eorrv three pounds penalty, or of twostak<_
aggregating in value 65,000 five pounds penalty ; non winners of a race of $1,600 Iu 1J97 allowed five pounds; ot
(Jo'iO seven pouuds; beaten maidens allowed twelve pounds; allowances cumulative. One mile and three*
bcCeentbs.COKTiaiTIOKTS:

In all cases the mone* must accompanv the nomination aDd acceptance. No entry will be received except with the express understanding that all disputes arising from Uie conditions, or aD>* matter connected with the

ce.ishall be decided by the stewards or judges, aud such decision shall be final. .„_...,.... j .. ,. j,,,
In addition to the above stakes valuable over-night purses an-' handicaps and special events, with liberal added money and attractive conditions, will be arranged from lime to time.

Address nominations and all communications tu the secretary, 21 Campau Bulldlng.i Detroit, Mich. Entryiblanks will be forwarded on receipt of application.

>ANIEL J. CAMPAU, Presdent. P. M. CAMPBELL, Secretary
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CHOUilCHI CLUB.

EVENTS TO CLOSE JAN. 2, 1896

For the June Meeting, 1896.

Three-Year-Olds and Upwards
I

For-me-yearns.

THE S5?5«S555 » »S ?HE SPINDRIFT « 2,000

SS Sa«SSSfe « uooIthe koam (for fi.n,) " 2.000

For Two-Year-Olds.

THE GREAT TRIAL Value $20,000

THE ZEPHYR '' *
THE JUNE A"uu

THE SURF.... " *000

THE DOUBLE EVENT Value $10,000

THE SPRING " 2.°00

THE VERNAL (for fillies)... " 2,000

THE DAISY " i'500

LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB
COVINGTON, KY.

Announce .he following stakes" to close January 15, 1S96, for Spnug and Fall Meetings

1896 and Spring Meeting 1897 :

Latonia Jockey Club, Spring Meeting 1896, Stakes to Close January l5th,J896.

. ... U i-n r^tn-ruronrnlil fillies- SlO to accomnanv the nomination, $100 adduinrmi to

THE CLIPSETTA STAKES. f^^sBr^O^iSfSSWUKK35
a sweepslake that have not won tb.ee races, allow ed^ no .

nomination. 8100 additional to

THE HAROLD STAKES. &£B?g£?S&j-S«£tor«W^
sweepstake lba< have not won Ibree races, aliowedP

acc DV ,,le nom ;mt,„n , =100 additional, to

83.000 to first. >S50 to second and ;l .0 to third, winner
,
as p pounds e.ttra. Those not having won a

swee^l^Ho^^ ,n
P
a sweepstake atthe meeting and not

having been placed. 10 pounds. Six furlooits.

COVINGTON SPRING STAKES

THE1 PANSY Valae *
1 '
500

For the Autumn Meeting 1896.
'

For Three-Year-Olds. |
Two-Year-Olds and Upwards

THE SEPTEMBER Value* 2.500 I
THE FLIGHT ^»» 2

'
3°°

For Two-Year-Olds.

THE AUTUMN Valae $ 3.000 I THE FLATBGSH Value $ 3,000

THE AUTUM.N ^ g^, EASTERN Value $ 5,000

A selling sweepstakes for two-year-olds, }10 each to accompany the

nomination S additional to atart: the clno to guarantee the val e ot
IB uiuni-v. noniinaimn , a

Those entered not to be sold to carry
sukeslohe^\«0,ofwhich|.,o00to8ret.5 ontosem.aanQ.^ ^o

i pound for each 8100 to ,

7 pounds extra ;8'.001.weight for age^^gg^J^'^ZlviicetoTousltheentzrboxtoeevenlng
81,000; 2 pounds for each 8100 to ;-W. ?-tarier>io inew*>"v

before the race at th- usual time of closing *"°'™°™-
ffiat „ave never w„n a sweepstake or two races

THE RIPPLE STAKES. ^^^S^S^srsŜ ^S^XS^m
added, of which f:00 to second and S »»'» u'' r* " °™

unds; winners of two or more sweepstakes of any

S!a?5^a,"e^.
,SS^.SS^ffi«

to
bS?S4n beaTen this year once, allowed 5 pounds; twice, 8

the usual time of closing. One mile-

For the June Meeting, 1897.
THE TIDAL (for foals of 1894) $ 1,250 added

For the Fall Meeting, 1898.
THE FUTURITY (for the produce of mares covered in 1895) added money, *8,750

a „„.,„ blanks can be had at this office, or by addressing Coney

!^J^".M7r^^..Te^, 22d Street, Kew York.

Thi Occident Shke|«* »lL!«,rs

OF 1898
4 Trotting Stoke Tor fosl. of 1895

G1LIF0RHIA STATE ASRICULTUBAL SOCIETY

Th„ tvJldent'cop ol the value o. HOO, to be anded by
The Occident <-tii>. »' "•«

, fi lo harness.

SS^SlPu. r«e?ve cup and"s?x-ten,hs; second colt,

Sree.£n hsVnTlbird Lit. one tenth ot $e stake*

FlvVto enter, three to start, ..iherwlse :>. T. A. rules

'"Smem'ber you are not held lor full amount of en-

"lembtr the dale or closing Is January 1,

1S9*>-
C. M. CHASE, President.

EDWIN F. SMITH. Secretary.

Training

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

hn^f^e^?o!oMciouf,^&«

racing and breeding trotters.
,

aSSl what J. C. Sllby, the owner of st.Bel.sayso

IhSboolT: "Inthlswork Marvin has let on all the

EriESe. ot the craft. and It 1. so simple and plain that

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any

relish toblabuslneican take a coll as a
J*'""*""*

develooeto the highest and fullest extent that colts

rioicH? as a trotter. The work Impressed me so

SSng y X» I have ordered twenty copies, and shall

Su£ one In the handsol every robber on oor farm.

Mailed postpaid for 8».W. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORT3MAN
x"~

'Unn-I' "t. S»n Francisco, til

Racing! Racing!

To Close January 1st, 1896

THE NURSERY STAKES
To he run at the Smle Fair of 1S97.

A SWEEPSTAKE FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS,
rnn a nr lOOE Subscribers to send -10 with

rUAlO Ur lODD. each entry on January l,lS9t;

515 payable January I, 1S97. and 825 August 1. 1897.

All starters to pay J50 additional, by 5 e m day before

race ; the state Agricultural Society to add ?l ,t00, the

winner to receive »6O0 and stakes: second horse 5-01.

"hire 8150: winners of two races to carry .pounds

of three races 5 pounds; ot four or more 7 pounds

extra; non-winners, if beaten twice, allowed i pounds.

if three times, 5 pounds; if lour or more times, ,

ounds. payments not mode as they become doe de-

Clares entry out and releases subscriber, Six Tur-

I

tones.

The California Futurity Stake
To be run at the State Fair or 1S98.

For the produce of mares covered in 1895.

A sweepstakes for two-year olds, f als of MtJ sub

scrintlonof 310 each, for mares covered in 189a, and

of sioo each for the produce of such mares, to be paid

as follows : 810 for mares to accompany entry; 810 en

produce. payable January 1. 1597 (when color sex and

marks of foal must be e ven); 815 November 1, 189,.

rv, January 1.1696, and 850 on September 1, 1Kb; the

StateAgricultural Society to add 81.000, of which the

winner is lo receive 1600 and slakes paid on prodnce:

second colt 8250: third colt. 8150; the owner of mures al

lime winners of nrat, second and third money were

foaled lorece ve on per cent .-10 |,er cent and 10 per

cent respectively of money subscribed for mares on

January 1 1896. "cousin carry 118, Mines ll-i pounds.

Winners when earrvinc standard weight for age at the
i.olone slake race oftie value

of 81.500, or two races of any value, to carry 3 ponnas.

ot three races. 5 pounds: ot four or more races. ,

poondseitra. Allowances: Non-wlnnera when ear

,.inr,l ocleht, etc, If beaten twice, allowed a

, ,nr, ,. t. -.:,p,,unds: If four ormore times.

The produce of mares lint havmc loaled a

winner nrlnr 1" January 1, 1896, to be allowed 5 i ounds

additional, 11 claimed at lime of entry of mare, in

,.!,.,,! lunn- before lOallnB. or produce tberp-

after"noil, eth.-reoi should ho Die! » 1th Ihe Secretary,

aspaVmeDts not made as they becomt doe.declares
„,„'„.,„, lubecrlborni mall liability, if

,,,,,; .,,.,,[ proves barren or has dead foal, entry Is

"old.ai tetorned; otherwise en-

Iry follows coll. Three quarters of a mile.

Entries to close with Secretary Jan. 1/1896.

5,°eVS
J;r^o^le!S^^^^-^^^^no^,**,

THE DEHOHHTS STAKES. i&S^^^^^i^^Su^^^^MSi
S'pYuSrSeVseSrSSSKSSJiS «™".S ni^«. ^0 PoSnds. Selling purses not counted tu either

case. Onemtleandaneishth
uowards- 510 to accompany the nonr'nation. 890

5 pounds extra. One mile and three sixteenths.

Latonia Jockey Club, Fall Meeting, 1896, Stakes to CIosb January 15th, 1896.

THE CINCINNATI HOTEL SPRING HANDI3AP. KSESMaSKWA"^™int Uinuinnnil liuiuu »•""
aree davs prior t. the race; wtuuers of a sweep-

THE KIMBALL STAKES. ^^V^^^;^i^^^-S'^^^
THE ZOO ZOO STAKES. ^pS^^^^sh^^^^^^
slake ol the value of 81.150 to carry l

pound s of t«o ™h^5 pound 01
forlon „9 .

not having won a sweepstake, allowed^J"^' ^.^J^s. $loto accompany the nomination, 8.00 add!

mKFNTuuKY CENTfAL STAKES. Sua io"art S CM added, of which 8:00 to secnd and SIM to
KCnlUUM ULnn at. "

, ,., -mVoeirrvVnouuds- oftwo of any vaue. 5 pounds: of three

third; winners of a sweepstake cf the ^"rkfsV''™nna?e"ira. tnoS not havi .g woo a sweepstake. allowedS$^^^?&?£^££zm^&&* becn placed la a 8weepstake a ' ibe meel,ns '

pounds. One milepounds. One mile. — j«nn

Latonia Jockey Club, Spring Meeting, 1897. Stakes to Close January 15th, 1896.

- . B.f.m.1 _» -
i
- . nnoh ;- r- v <V.' • ii "i ; r"

!!,-,-'
: rf-r. nn Ol

THE LATONIA DERBY.
4„ »r.oo ve»r-olds ifoals of 169H' at 8150 each, 850 forfeit. 815 ifdeclared on or

w2?S2S*lB(8M ifSared on orhelore April 1st, 1S97 (money toac-
before August 1st, isso.ou it ueeiareo o

second and 8- to third :

company declarations or they w, 1 not be accep ^ •J^.^?
ed
su
™ ^'^ , s ,,coo, 5 pounds extra : .hose

2S^£E5E222S&SZZft&&$>*^ tove not beea v"***™ s™ecDStike al,owed a

pounds: maidens, 12 pounds. •' ne ™"""° a "a
m»,s0, ira4

- at8100each,$50 forfeit. 810 if declared on or

mUlMVkR STAKES k .UefnSlstl'W 8"0 il declared on nr before April 1st, 1697 (money toao
nlrfllfln olAKLO. hMoreAugiislui;.'J^>

7J

U " U
'J

',. „. bich S1C0 to second and 8100 to third;

company declarstionf or SfJ^waot^l^fo »rr|l^ounuf« :ra : ofm such or one of 82.500, 5 pounds e*

rra
n

-

n
OTe°fVS'?P*ouudi«t»^ a sweepstake allowed 7 pounds ;

maidens 1= pound!

One mile and an elshtli.
„_-,,, ,f„.i,of l«9li at SKOeach, 850 forteit, 810 ifdeclared on or offl

l»Tnlll» Mil ForfillMlh;TT!
a
s -ni/deelred on or before And! 1st, 1S97 (declarations to be acconj

LuTUHIl UBRi. fore Angus-
,

s '' '*s
;•, V^Lfaree teS , SLSfi added, of which 83-50 to second and 8150 U

panied with the money otherwise 'y^yLp °vrf fpounds. and if such have not won three racesstnee Januari|

^ff^S^&ZSi^o'iXA* a
P
nd a ouar.er.

Address all communications to the Secretary. JOHN C. SHERLOCK, President

E. C. HOPPER, Secretary, Covington, Ky

f.ll\M\ F. SMITH,
Secretary.

<:. H. CHASE.
President.

California Jockey Club Race
| Arr\-KT-ncWWTEaMBBTWG DIAMONDS!

Bay District Track
Racing Every Tuesday, Wednes-

day Thursday Friday and
Saturday

r. \ in OR shim:

FI\K Oil M01IK HM n- BACH DAY.

RACES START AT 2 O'CLOCK SHARP

»-McAlIUlcr and Oeary-streel can stop at Ihh ga-. .

l^B.Mll.Ho^ io „ .'ij3 SUTTER St. Under Lick House!

LAURELWOOD FURNI

= OFFERS=
F*or Sale

1 11 1MlKI chestnut horse (brother to Janusl. foal

of' lS" b

>

?Duke of Norfolk, dam Elaine, by w ild.dle.

CABIN*., chestnut BHy, foal of 189E, by Duke ol

Xort .Ik. dam Elaine, by Wlldldle.

OHKS'M'T Fll.l.V.foalol 1S91, by Duke of Nor-

folk—Elaine, by Wildidle.

in FT a bay Ally, loal of 1S93, by Brutus dam

You • Ladv HercoleV. by Duke of Norfolk, oul of Lady

Hercules, by Boots, by Imp. Hercules.

B»V HLI.V.foal of ISM, by Imp. Merriwa, dam

Young Lady Hercules.

l-HRSTNCT ' OUT. foal 1 1891, out of a sister to

DoSthla-B Hubert Earl, by John A., dam Lome J.

CHBSToiCT COLT, foal ol 1691, by Duke of Nor

folk, dam Lakma, by John A.

For Information and prices apply to

W. L. APPLEBY,

Bay District Race Track.

Or H. C. JOR"AX,
Ijturelwood Farm, Saota Clara,

ALL HORSES IN TRAINING.

Great Sacrifice Sale at

HIRSCHMAN'S
Also For Sale.

THE

DUKE OF NORFOLK
and 16 hroodmorcii, anions them

NBILSON. C tl!Mh>.

SISTER TU WIl.nWOOD,
MAY O.. Etc., Etc.

Also weanliogs.

FOR SALE.
A FINE DOUBLE TEAM OF FAST TROTTEBS

Asolendidpairof roadsters, one of the finest bugR

teams in the citv, is offered for sale. They are wel

bred, fast, stylish, and perfectly gentle -sale lor a lad

to drive. Iu breeding they cannot be excelled, bein

of the most fashionable sirains. Any gentlernai

wanting a tost team will find a bargain in this pair

trotting mares. They are only foiir years old.ar

b-ine untrained, will continue to develop speed L_

careful handling. They are slightly below medio

size, but of strong confer anon and perfectly soon

Thiiteammavbe seen at Ihe DeJter Prince MoW
1509 Grove street, near Baker. They will be sold at

low price.
ALSO FOR SALE

Fast Roadsters, Race and

Business Horses
BRED AT THE

NAPA STOCK FARM
Napa.Oal. Bv purchasing directly from the breedt

one ensures gelling sound and serviceable animals!

lowest prices. Cells and fillies are offered for sale b

that great young sire. rll.O T PHI* h. also
.

n

De"(erl'rloce.siTlnev,Yictor.-::-r.lirandlssimo.-.:a^
BeoVge WaaSngton 2:10. El Benton. 2:23; Don JU
v'u

-• eie These have all been bred at the 2>aj

Slock Farm and are out of tirsl-ciass mares.

i*r..ru s ,g c.lLs of tried speed lines will be supp*

to trainers at very low prices. A large number no

readv f,r track work are offered for sale.

Broi dmares are also off red tor sale hv w oodnt

-111 ll»wii.::l8t,.i.;randlssimo, 2:23'., Dexter Prlnd

liawlhorue. Arlburtou, Naubuc.etc

A feature is also made of supplying good hvery at

business horses for city use.

All stock guaranteed sound and as represent*

Having been raised on the upland pastures ol theW
"lock Farm thev have the best of feet and legal!

win therefore stand hard work. AH stock sold*

ihi" farm has given ihe best ol satisfaction Bargat

are offered to all desiring to purchase good stock ofjl

k
Ifyou wish to purchase hotses ot any kind, wri

iD
Fu"par°t

n
culars may be had regarding the abo

calling at Heald's Business College, oi'by addresi

24 Post Street, San Francisco.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

WOODLAND DUKE, 29,323.
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanlev, C S. B. 257. MoHIe,

A. 27.SS&. Jessie M-, A. 30,154. Peg Wotfington 29.75S

and Bailette.

Pups lor sale. Address

Mil IKR & PBATHER, Proprietors.

w. L. Pbathkb Je., F. K. SlrxiEB,
537 Caledonia Ave., Oakland. 465 Tenth St., Oakland.

IRISH SETTERS.

At Stud—The best bred Irish Setters in America.

FIIVULAS JR.. 31,189.
BA«RTMOKE. 34.802.

If yon want an Irish Setter that will hunt, call

or address
GLEXMOHK RE>.\EL«.

West Berkeley, Cal.

ELCHO KENNELS.
Pedigree Irish Setters and Pointers. Bench Show

and Field Trial winners for sale.

At stud Irish Setters Champion DICK SW1V-
ELBK, fee $25; Challenge -VISMO Il,fee?20.
Irish Setter and Pointer puppies from Bench Show

and Field Trial winners, sires and dams-
Address A B. IRCMAY,

;i425 Stelner Street, near Ellis, San Francisco.

Fetch and Carry.

A Treatise on Retrieving
BY B. WATERS.

PRICE, 81. BO. POSTPAID.

Do yon wish to have a perlect retriever? This work
will teach yon how to train and handle a retriever by
eiiber the Natural Metlod or Force System. It gives

the amateur hints in self-dlfciplioe. Many incidental

matters of training arc treaied. Chapters are devoted
to the Irish Water Si aniel, the t hesapeake Bay dog
and the EDglish retriever. The advantages and dis-

advantages of using a dog for bmh finding and retriev-

ing are fully explained. Send for circulars.

B. W 4TEHS. 318 Broadway. X. Y.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

KENNEL SECRETS
BY "ASHNIONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog erer
Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
EsEEDand Exhibit Does as scientifically^aa the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price. 93.00, and 35 cents Expressa«e.

If yoor dog la sick, you must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he Is suffering
and how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

416 MARKET STREET,

B. T. ALLEN CO.

Guns
Ammunition

Hunter's Supplies
Below Sansorne, S. P

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlabeadlng i

month.
i cents per Lnc p*;

HORSES AND OATTLB.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the beht work of the kdtd eves published.

Price Bednced to 82, Postpaid.

PRIZE-WINNERS
California Inanimate Target Assn.

AZX USED

R. LIDDLB CO.'S
Sportsmen's Outfits.

110 MOM liOMERV ST.
Open Saturday Evenings.

SEE OCR

CAMPERS' OUTFITS.
Send for our new bock—free

"IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS."

PLEASANT FIELDS AND WOODLANDS.
If you are fond ot fresh
air and restfuL rural re-
treats, read Gameland,
the gentle magazine of
outdoor life. It reveals
virgin woods and waters.
Yearly, to anyaddress.$l
Three trial numbers, 25c.
No free copies. Gajie-
land Plb. Co., 13 Astor
Place, New York, N.Y.

With Breeder and Sport-man. £o, 50 p<*. year,

R JJ.„Devonsand Shorthorns. All pore bred anduullu registered. Fine Indlvldoala. At prices
to suit the times, either singly or in carload lots. Oak-
wood Park Stock Farm, Dan vllle. CaL

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock,
BKBKSH1RKS and P L.*\m-CHI\A HOGS
Also best varieties of Fancv POCl TKYWILLIAM MLKb & GO . Los Angeles, CaL

Breeders and exporters. Established in ls76.

Clabrough, Golcher Sc Oo:™^™!^^^
GUNS

Gun Goods

GUNS

Gun Goods

605 MARKET STREET, S. F.
Grand Hotel

Block.

"Gold Dust" Smokeless Shot Gun Powder.
THE BEST SHOT GUN POWDER MADE.

Its fifliTng for superiority are as follows:—

FIRST It is not affected by heat, cold, molstnre or a«e, and will not detonate.
SKl'OAD It will not cause headache.
THIRD It is under all conditions the safest powder in use, as it contains no nitro -glycerine or eun cot-

ton. It will not explode unless confined and ignited by fire, as in the loaded thell in the gnu.
FOTRTH It basa light recoil and great velocity.
FIFTH It is ihe quickest and has the greatest killing power at any distance.
MXTH It gives the best pattern at any and all dis;ances.
SKYKXTH Its action is the most uniform in all respects.
KIUHTH It can be used in cheap paper, or bran* shells with any primer.
XIXTH It is the cleanest powder in use, and If the eon is not cleaned for weeks afler using, a dry cloth Is

all that is required for that purpose, when it will be noticed that there Is no corrosive action,
bnt, on the contrary, the residue has preserved the metal. The residue does not nccaniu late
with long continued shooting, there being no more after fifty shots than after the first (After
shooting other powders, the gun barrels should be wiped ont and cleaned before using
"GOLD DUST.")

TEXTH It is the cheape»t powder to use, as every package sold contains fnll weight (16 oz. to the lb.);

and each pound contains more than double the number of loads to the same bulk of any
other powder (with the exception ot one brand, which sportsmen generally hesitate to use,
considering it dangerous).

THIS POWDER IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

UNITED STATES SMOKELESS POWDER CO.
No. 13 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

O- For sale by all dealers in Powder and Sporting Goods.

THE PARKER GUN.
WINNER OF GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 1895.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotgucs in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn,
New York S alesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

GLOVER'S TEMPORARY BINDER-

showiiS fiwrs KmcMfo.

Accidents
will happen. The colts will get
hnrt. Any soft, inflamed bunch
can be removed in a pleasing
manner with

ABSORBINE. *£&£?'
Druggists, Harness Dealers or
sent direct.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F„
Amherst St., Sprincfleld, Haas.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, ^~^\
1 Cubebs and Injections.

(/rUDYJ
1 They cure in48 hours the \. J
J same diseases "without any incon-

venience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Guide and Hunter

BY LAWS

urn

RULES AND REGULATIONS

OT TEZ

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations

AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association

WITH BKTTI.M; Hl'LEB.

National Trotting Ass'n Rct.es 30 eta

American Association Rct.es 30cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 eta

For .ale at the office of Ihe

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Notice to Hunters.

For British Columbia and Alaska. For particulars Coal shipped to CLUB HOUSE on ahoneit notice
address without extra charge at city prices. Address, H.

\V, GUTTB1DGB, Golden, British Columbia. NOIU HRl P. 1235 Howard St. Tel. South 417.

£27^ (fell brothe- to Grandee, three-res r-old record
saSjf). Stallions, broodmares, filUes and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addreie
for partlcalars FRED W. LOEBER,St. Helena, Cal

VETERINARY.

C D TAYLOR.
The Only Graduate VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco. OFFICE: NEVADA 8TABL> 8.1350-1332 Market Street. Telephone 3159.

No charge for examination.

X>xr- Wm. 3?\ Egan
M. R. C, V. S,, F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SLRGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society: Graduate of the New Veterinary
College. Edinburgh: ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

i
to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.

I Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 52»

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OPTICS Horsa:

7 to S a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

OFFICE AND STABLE

!

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

DE. C. MASOEEO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD gT.. 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Veterinary Department
University of California,
Cor. Post and Fillmore Sts. , San Francisco.

NEXT SESSION OPENS 1st OCTOBER, 1895.

A. A. CBSSBGHAM, Secretary.

San Frai isco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hnntipg In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND COLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

^—^— TEE EOCTi TO —

-

San Rafael Petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah-

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Oftick—Corner New Montgomery an
Market Btreets, under Palace Hotel.
Genseal Otjice—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. n\ an. Ctaa, Put. Act

GHJEB
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President 8. HALEY.
>nd fhr C1ri*n1»T»

WildidleStock Farm
FOR SALE

Wildidle Colts and Fillies

AND THE STALLION

MONDAY -FINAL
Particulars of WM. OSBORNE, Box 2M, Santa
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McKBH-RON

GHEGE BIT.
It isan educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

controLpf the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.

FOR SALE BY

Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal

TELEPHOXE.No., SOUTH 6-10.

McKINNEY'S

PATENT

Check Hooks
It is flu absolute security

against a detached rein.

No more races lost or good
tempers spoiled by the horse
uncbecking himself.

L'hablks Makvijj, driver

of Sunol and Arkn, will use

no other.

It is the most perfect device for securely carrying
a check that has ever been offered to the public, em-
bracing STRENGTH, BEAUTY, DURABILITY
aDd SIMPLICITY. At the same time it can be
instantly unchecked, making it most desirable when
used on a nervous or uneasy hcrse.

For sale by Saddlery and Harness housep, or by the
manufacturer.

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.
Sem> fob Cjrcclar.

RED BALL BRAND.

Awarded Gold Med a
At California Stale
Fair 1892.
Every horse owner

>\'ho values his stock
sh- uld constantly have
i supply oi it on hand.
It improves and keeps
<tock in the pink of con
liticn.

Manhattan Food Co.,

"nn Mateo, Cal.
Ask your grocer or hay dealer for It

ftOAD-MAKWG MACMNEftY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

AMERICAN CHAMPION ROAD MACHINE
Reversible Blade with Pitch Adjustment ; Rotary Operating Wheels : Counterpoise Mechanism ; Shifting

Hind Axle, which adds one-third to the capacity of the machine.

WHEEL SCRAPERS—Three Sizes

CALIFORNIA GRADER DRAG SCRAPERS—Three Sizes

WRITE US FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

305 and 307,MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE DAILY BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
Contains All the News of the Turf, Form Charts of All Local

Races, Winning- Sires, Jockeys' Records, Etc.

For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, or sent by Mail to any Address.

Five Cents Per Copy. One Dollar Per Month. "P
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